INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

A SCHOOL
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

AARON, GINNY
Leadership team for next year: R Baylor, S Older, G Aaron, E Stock (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.2

AARON, ROBERT
Former NBC executive R F Aaron joins Christian network, Aug 21, 1980, p.10

ABANDONED PROPERTY
There's a fortune awaiting claimants in state treasury (list), Jul 28, 1983, p.5
Residents have money in unclaimed funds account (list), Aug 11, 1983, p.4
Residents have money in unclaimed funds account (list), Aug 25, 1983, p.4

ABBE, HANCY (AU)
Exciting evening (ltr), May 24, 1984, p.6

ABDEL-MEGUID, AHMED ESMAT
Egypt comes to SCS (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.8

ABE, TADASHI
Students rapt as East-West trade kudos and barbs (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.6

ABEL, KATHERINE
Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1

ABEND, JODY
Expert volunteers contribute to SCS Futures Program (list), Jul 29, 1982, p.3

ABEND, LISA
Joan Mondale plans campaign stop here (photo), Aug 4, 1983, p.1

ABERG, WALTER
W C Aberg dies, Aug 9, 1984, p.15

ABERLE, MARCIA
Community service abounds at Seely Place School (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.11
Recognized for ten years of service to schools: M Aberle, D Heckerling (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.14
Scary (photo; list), Nov 4, 1982, p.10
Read-in nets cash donation, May 12, 1983, p.13
Seely students learn skills in handling social problems (photo), May 19, 1983, p.11
How many pages? (photo), May 10, 1984, p.12
Teachers M Aberle, S Steinberg, R McGuiggan address state conference, Nov 29, 1984, p.10

ABERNETHY, ANN (AU)
Is He or She God? (edit), Dec 29, 1983, p.7

ABERNETHY, BILL (AU)
Is He or She God? (edit), Dec 29, 1983, p.7

ABIANT, THOMAS
GCC airs zone concerns with councilman Abinanti (list), Mar 6, 1980, p.11
Town employees G B Case, F North dismissed; Veteran blames money squeeze, Dec 3, 1981, p.23
EMT residents oppose town pooling of escrow funds, Dec 17, 1981, p.17
Democrats back Veteran, Feb 24, 1983, p.11
Board says scrap redistricting plan, Apr 28, 1983, p.15
Veteran shifts his campaign direction, May 5, 1983, p.15
Democratic executive committee names choices for upcoming town posts, May 12, 1983, p.12
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican calm, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Democratic primary in GBH is off, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
Polls moved for Conservative primary, Sep 8, 1983, p.11
Hopefuls vie for Town Board, Oct 27, 1983, p.11

ABEND, JODY
Point of view: pro life (edit), Nov 5, 1981, p.7
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ABORTION continued
Point of view: pro-choice (edit), Nov 5, 1981, p.7

ABRAMS, STEPHEN
A School graduation (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.1

ABRAMOWITZ, BERNARD
Four gain tenure; no day care OK yet, May 13, 1982, p.11

ABRAMOWITZ, GAIL
Training center builds sense of self-esteem (Part II) (photo; addl photo p 12), Jul 9, 1981, p.6

ABRAMOWITZ, JEFF
Board of Education approves ski team, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

ABRAMOWITZ, MATTHEW
Learning about the law (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.17

ABRAMOWITZ, NIRA
New playground dedicated to architect M W Cook, who designed it (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.12
An international affair (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.9

ABRAMOWITZ, RHONDA
Four gain tenure; no day care OK yet, May 13, 1982, p.11

ABRAMOWITZ, SUSAN (DR-AU)
Kindergarten options suggested (ltr), Mar 1, 1984, p.6

ABRAMS, AL
Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6

ABRAMS, FLOYD
Civil liberties award presented to F and R Friendly (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.15

ABRAMS, HOLLIS
Hockey team to get coach and uniforms: EMT Board of Education (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.11

ABRAMS, LINDA (AU)
Successful block party (ltr), Jul 24, 1980, p.4

ABRAMS, MARILYN
Contest award to Seely student A Nitroko, May 12, 1983, p.13

ABRAMS, MARNIE
M S ABRAMS dies, Feb 11, 1982, p.16

ABRAMS, ROBERT
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Cuomo, Moynihan, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
No new election, Mar 24, 1983, p.1

ABRAMS, STEFAN
First tennis court under new law, Apr 24, 1980, p.3

ABRAMS, STEFAN (AU)
Lack of sensitivity (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6

ABRAMSON, ERICA
How many pages? (photo), May 10, 1984, p.12

ABRUZZESE, JILL
American Indian assembly programs at Seely Place with N Schoumatoff (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.11

ASSGARTEN, MARIAN
Sheldon Levine leaving SHS (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Enrollment decline continues; Advisory Committee on Legislative Issues named (list), Oct 29, 1983, p.3
Guidance consultant hired; full-day kindergarten debated, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
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ABSARTEN, MARIAN continued
SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Board of Education approves ski team, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

ACCESSORY BUILDINGS
SEE BUILDINGS, ACCESSORY

ACCIDENTS
Collapse of platform sends 11 partygoers to hospital, Sep 3, 1981, p.5
Kudos for emergency forces (ltr), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
Rocky's family says thanks (ltr), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
Good Samaritans (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
SCS writer M lachetta recounts brush with death in Alaska, Jul 8, 1982, p.3
Snow emergency (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.4
Avoidable accident (edit), Sep 8, 1983, p.6
Can risk be reduced? (edit), Mar 1, 1984, p.6
Eleven-year old J Hegarty injured in accident at sports camp, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Seven-year-old camper A Filardo injured, Aug 16, 1984, p.3
Praise for firemen, SVAC (ltr), Aug 30, 1984, p.6
Local man R Sawyer recovering from gunshot injury, Sep 27, 1984, p.9
SEE ALSO AIRPLANE ACCIDENTS, RAILROAD ACCIDENTS, TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

ACCIDENTS, AUTOMOBILE
SEE TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

ACCIDENTS-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
Wintry thoughts after the fall (edit), Nov 18, 1982, p.7

ACCIDENTS-PREVENTION
Consider the public (ltr), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
SEE ALSO CHILDREN-HEALTH AND SAFETY, PEDESTRIANS-SAFETY

ACCLES, ELEANOR
E MAccles dies, Apr 2, 1981, p.18

ACCOUNTANTS
R Gaudet associate in O'Connell accounting firm (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.6
Local man F L Tepperman elected VP, Jul 9, 1981, p.4
Accountants elect SCS resident T Jenson, Oct 29, 1981, p.2
Accounting firm re-elects resident H D Moskowitz, Jan 14, 1982, p.3
County accountants elect SCS man B Perrotta, Jul 29, 1982, p.5
Accounting firm promotes resident S R Zuch, Sep 23, 1982, p.17
Local man J A Klausner put in charge of NYC office (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.2
H D Moskowitz chairs group, Nov 18, 1982, p.11
CPA F Mascari named to bank, Feb 17, 1983, p.16
State CPA's elect SCS man D Re Berson VP, Jul 7, 1983, p.3
Accountants elect resident B Perrotta, Aug 18, 1983, p.5
Former commissioner D Shulman joins accounting firm (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.2
Promotion for Seidman (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.2
CPA A S Kenward opens office here, Feb 16, 1984, p.8
Duboff wins award from society of CPA's (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.5

ACER, NEILL
Concentration (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.1

ACH, JANET
Original show at Heathcote, Apr 8, 1982, p.19

ACH, LELA
Girls' concern praised (ltr), Mar 31, 1983, p.6
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ACH, LELA (AU)
  Suggestion for Duck Pond (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6

ACH, POLLY
  Girls' concern praised (ltr), Mar 31, 1983, p.6

ACH, POLLY (AU)
  Suggestion for Duck Pond (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6

ACHTHAN, CAROL (DR)
  Three (Dr C Achtman, Dr W B Eisian, Dr P A Patella) named to WP Hospital, Feb 24, 1983, p.5

ACKER, HOLLIS
  Chemist turned cook H Acker opens food shop here (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.10

ACKERMAN, ALBERT (DR)
  Lawyers clash over medical evidence, Feb 12, 1981, p.1

ACKERMAN, BONNIE
  Passing the gift of life at springtime (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.6

ACKERMAN, CHRISTINE
  Hike by moonlight (ltr), Aug 28, 1980, p.4
  Pressing apples for cider (photo; list), Oct 2, 1980, p.17
  Students H LiFrieri, T Kossler, M Hudes, L Hull trained at Nature Center, Nov 6, 1980, p.15
  Corn husk crafts at the nature center (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.15
  Planning for historical exhibit (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.5
  Nature Center gets grant, Dec 8, 1983, p.11

ACKERMAN, DAVID
  D Ackerman dies, Dec 16, 1982, p.28

ACKERMAN, MEYER
  Live theater returning to SCS Plaza (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.6

ACKERMAN, SAUL
  School budget vote put off because of contract talks, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
  Open lunch cost estimated at $115,450, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
  School enrollment decline slowing, Oct 21, 1982, p.1

ACKERMAN, SUSRUD (DR)
  Physician S H Ackerian appointed, Aug 2, 1984, p.5

ACLU
  SEE AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

ACORD, FLETCHER
  Postal Service warns elderly against mail fraud schemes, Oct 23, 1980, p.19

ACQUAIN TING THE COMMUNITY WITH THEATER

ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME
  Prevention is answer to specter of AIDS (edit), Mar 29, 1984, p.7

ACT
  SEE ACQUAIN TING THE COMMUNITY WITH THEATER

ACTION PLAN
  SEE NEW YORK STATE REGENTS ACTION PLAN

ACTORS AND ACTRESSES
  As millions cheer, soap stars serve up slices of life (photo), May 22, 1980, p.4
  Edgewood 6th grader meets Sandy Duncan, Jun 19, 1980, p.12
  EMT man M Susaner keeps play on its award-winning track (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.13
  Celebrity, Miss Piggy, comes to SCS (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.1
  Audrey Adams turns talent to $ for kids (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.4
  SCS actor A Newman to tour in 'Barnum' (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.4
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ACTORS AND ACTRESSES continued

Brothers S and J Malina play key SSMT roles off stage and on (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.1
Banker V Compe meets a Bunker (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.12
Another opening, another shop (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.11
Movie star T Daikos (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.3
On Broadway with a dream and half a buck: A Newman (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.6
Square Pegs at the Junior High (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.23
JHS teacher E Sloan sets stage for different role (photo), May 5, 1983, p.6
Another 'Happy Day' (for L Laserson) (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.17
Casting call notice attracts hundreds of would-be actors, Feb 23, 1984, p.1
SCS's Olson sisters on screen in 'Footloose', Mar 22, 1984, p.20
Local entertainer A Friedtan at Florida resort, Jul 19, 1984, p.9
EHS grad S Alterman appears in film, TV series (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.8
Living Doll (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.13
Local actress E Wolfe to appear on 'St Elsewhere', Dec 13, 1984, p.16
Young SCS actor C Nortrica starting to mark (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.16

SEE ALSO CLOWNS

ACTRESSES

SEE ACTORS AND ACTRESSES

AD HOC COMMITTEE FOR A CHANGE

SEE AD HOC COMMITTEE FOR A CHOICE

AD HOC COMMITTEE FOR A CHOICE

Room for Feiner, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Opposition party may be created, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Committee for change organizes, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Invitation declined, Feb 21, 1980, p.1
Open atmosphere is paramount (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
Party foraed, Mar 20, 1980, p.1

AD HOC COMMITTEE ON COMMUTER RAILROADS

SEE RAILROAD SERVICE

AD HOC COMMITTEE TO STUDY BOARDS AND COUNCILS-SCS

SEE BOARDS AND COUNCILS-SCS

AD HOC FREIGHTWAY ADVISORY COMMITTEE

SEE FREIGHTWAY PROPERTY

ADAMS, AUDREY

Audrey Adams turns talent to $ for kids (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.4

ADAMS, BEVERLY

School Board studies cutting, Sep 25, 1980, p.17
Teacher cuts restored in new budget: tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
Goodby party has warath, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Board, ETA assessing positions to prepare for contract talks, Nov 11, 1982, p.13
Looking toward '83; 8BH leaders give views, Jan 6, 1983, p.11
Board study series opens with broad reviews of operations, Feb 17, 1983, p.11
ETA honors Eleanor Tomb, Jun 16, 1983, p.11
Negotiators have accord on contract, Jun 30, 1983, p.11
Students here get headstart on their aao, amat, amat (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.8

ADAMS, BILLY

Two gentleten of SCS (ltr), Jun 3, 1982, p.6
Near catastrophe at Heathcote 5 Corners (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event/Article</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adams, Dot</td>
<td>Rotary project</td>
<td>May 21, 1981</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams, Helen</td>
<td>Memorial Day—1981 (photo; list)</td>
<td>May 28, 1981</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two girls (H Adams, M. H. Murphy) share Wright Award (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 3, 1982</td>
<td>p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams, Leonard</td>
<td>L C Adams dies</td>
<td>Jul 9, 1981</td>
<td>p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams, Peter</td>
<td>Two gentlemen of SCS (ltr)</td>
<td>Jun 3, 1982</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams, Theresa</td>
<td>Local students Beijing bound (list)</td>
<td>Feb 26, 1981</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Judges’ pick as the cream of the crop (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 16, 1982</td>
<td>p.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams, Tim</td>
<td>Seely students learn skills in handling social problems (photo)</td>
<td>May 19, 1983</td>
<td>p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams, William</td>
<td>Battle of the beer barrel (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 19, 1980</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adelaar, Robyn</td>
<td>Newberry winner N. Willard (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 29, 1982</td>
<td>p.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adelman, Todd</td>
<td>To the fastest go the prizes (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 19, 1981</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Groundhog Day at Greenacres (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 4, 1982</td>
<td>p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>College honors SCS man R. Adelaan</td>
<td>Jun 21, 1984</td>
<td>p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Eagle in SCS: T Chen (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 6, 1984</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ades, Lisa</td>
<td>Having fun—face first (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 29, 1981</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students aid nature center (list)</td>
<td>Aug 5, 1982</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjei, Joseph</td>
<td>Scarsdalian D M Bemingham killed in car crash</td>
<td>Aug 23, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adler, Deborah</td>
<td>Smooth start on Walworth (photo; addl photo p 22)</td>
<td>Nov 20, 1980</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adler, Bernard</td>
<td>Woodland closed</td>
<td>Jun 18, 1981</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adler, Deborah</td>
<td>Young scientists at work (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 6, 1983</td>
<td>p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adler, Erna</td>
<td>Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list)</td>
<td>May 27, 1982</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adler, Helen (AU)</td>
<td>One of the impossible jobs (edit)</td>
<td>Aug 19, 1982</td>
<td>p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adler, Herbert</td>
<td>Board member H S Adler elected</td>
<td>Dec 18, 1980</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ADLER, IRIS
Election Jan 29 at Junior High (photo; list), Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Board decides against changes in QR schedule, May 22, 1980, p.1
School Committee election (photo; list), Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Split vote on five amendments to Non-Partisan Resolution, May 21, 1981, p.6
Town Club debates over reports, Apr 22, 1982, p.1

ADLER, JOAN
School Board to consider religion course elective, Feb 14, 1980, p.11
EMT High students find parenting is not exactly easy (photo; list), Jan 1, 1981, p.7
Budget raise now 9%; tenure granted, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
Board hires new EHS counselor; studies course proposals, Jan 13, 1983, p.11

ADLER, JOHN
Returning AFS students J Adler, A Dulit report on trips (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.2

ADLER, JULIAN
The right stuff (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.9

ADLER, LESTER
Fontana, Guarnieri to bid for town posts, Mar 24, 1983, p.14
Democratic executive committee names choices for upcoming town posts, May 12, 1983, p.12
Candidates jockey for town positions, May 26, 1983, p.11
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican calm, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Adler raps lease law, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
Democratic primary in GBH is on, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
Town Board candidate Adler says GBH is in good shape (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.11
Town Board candidate R Frigerio calls for accessibility (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.9
Democrat Lois Bronz, running for reelection, speaks out (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.11
Central Avenue is an 'asphalt ocean'--R Dunlap (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.11
Pilla, Braca candidates for seat on Town Board, Sep 22, 1983, p.9
Hopefuls vie for Town Board, Oct 27, 1983, p.11

ADLER, NANCY
Referendum needed for (EMT school) phone system, Jul 7, 1983, p.9
New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11

ADLER, RACHEL
Corn husk crafts at the nature center (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.15

ADLER, ROCHELLE
Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1

ADLER, SUSAN
Church addition causes stir, Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Planners delay decision on addition to Mormon Church, Nov 1, 1984, p.3

ADLER, SUSAN (AU)
Church expansion opposed (ltr), Nov 15, 1984, p.6

ADOPTION
SCS student R Shafran finds he's one of 3, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
On adoption policy (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Real-life 'Roots' searches are all in the day's work (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.1
Real parents are those who raised us (edit), Nov 3, 1983, p.7
SCS mother reaches out for son she gave up, Feb 2, 1984, p.6
(Unwed mothers) Misunderstood by society (ltr), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
Service gap for birth parents (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
Bill on adoptees' rights backed (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6
New group here for adoptive parents, Nov 1, 1984, p.2
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ADOPTION AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES OF WESTCHESTER
SEE FAMILY SERVICES OF WESTCHESTER

ADORN, PAUL
Bagels and meat, Jan 20, 1983, p.1

ADREAN, VERNON
V L Adrean dies, Jun 30, 1983, p.10

ADRIAN, JOSEPH
J M Adrian dies, Sep 25, 1980, p.14

ADULT EDUCATION
Who isn't growing older? (edit), Apr 20, 1983, p.7
SEE ALSO EMT ADULT SCHOOL, SCS ADULT SCHOOL

ADVERTISING
Audrey Adams turns talent to $ for kids (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.4
Image building in Greenacres (photo), May 7, 1981, p.10
Dismayed by USA Today ad (ltr), Apr 28, 1983, p.6

ADVERTISING AGENCIES
BBDO elects C D Johnson (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.11
D Greene heads agency league (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.19
BBDO elects Scarsdalian W D Badger (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.2
Local woman V Ward named ad VP, Jul 15, 1982, p.2
Don Greene re-elected president of agency league, Aug 5, 1982, p.11
Ad firm names former resident J Greenebaum VP, Jan 20, 1983, p.3
Resident A H Goldberg is agency VP, Feb 3, 1983, p.11
Senior VP: C J Stein (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.9
Resident E Yeaker named to ad firm (photo), May 19, 1983, p.2
Ad firm promotes SCS woman P H Dyson, Oct 20, 1983, p.8
Local man A H Winer is ad agency CEO (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.10
Local man, W R Bruner, elected Ad Club president (list), Jun 14, 1984, p.4
Ad agency promotes Scarsdalian M H Kreston (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.4
Sklar-Leenett named agency for Galleria, Jul 5, 1984, p.8
Resident E Yeaker opens ad agency here (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.2
Agency names SCS man R L Gutwillig, Aug 9, 1984, p.5
SCS man V Cardia joins Ted Bates subsidiary, Oct 25, 1984, p.4

ADVERTISING CLUB OF WESTCHESTER
Honor for Inquirer (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.4

ADVISORY BOARD ON CABLE TELEVISION-SCS
SEE CABLE TV

ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR SENIOR CITIZENS-SCS
SEE SENIOR CITIZENS

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION
SEE CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATIVE ISSUES-SCS
SEE EDUCATION-LAWS AND LEGISLATION

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON SCS SENIORS
SEE SENIOR CITIZENS

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON THE DISABLED-SCS
SEE HANDICAPPED

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION-SCS
SEE RAILROAD SERVICE
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ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION-SCS
SEE CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HUMAN RELATIONS-SCS
Trustees okay Creche, 4-3, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Discomforting vote on creche (ltr), Dec 25, 1980, p.4
Board denies request for creche display, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Creche issue back again, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Undecided on creche, Nov 18, 1982, p.1
Advice to advisory committee (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
Special meeting on creche slated, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote 4-3 to deny creche request (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Shay Committee recommendations are being turned into realities, Dec 23, 1982, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION-SCS
SEE RECREATION DEPT-SCS

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON THE DISABLED-SCS
SEE HANDICAPPED

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON YOUTH-SCS
SEE YOUTH

AESOP'S FABLES
SEE FOLK AND FAIRY TALES

AFFELT, CHARLES
Conservatory appoints C Affelt, A Cuzzi, B Myers, B Berg, V Della Racca, Oct 1, 1981, p.16

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

AFIF, EVELYN
All I want for Christmas...(photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.9

AFRICA
Red Cross asks aid for Africa, Nov 29, 1984, p.17
Greatest gift of all (ltr), Dec 6, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES, EX ETHIOPIA

AFRO-AMERICANS
SEE BLACKS

AFS
SEE AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE

AGAM, YAACOV
Benefit for Counseling Service (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.12
George Jaffin: a man who does well at doing good (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.1

AGED
SEE SENIOR CITIZENS

AGING
Some myths about aging (edit), Nov 19, 1981, p.7
SCS woman C Einhorn to lead Greenwich aging program, Nov 19, 1981, p.8
We need to choose our future (edit), May 27, 1982, p.7
Grow old with me, the best is yet to be (edit), Aug 5, 1982, p.7
Facing a new phenomenon (edit), Jan 12, 1984, p.7
The longer I live the older I get (edit), Apr 12, 1984, p.7
SEE ALSO SENIOR CITIZENS, WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON AGING

AGLIALORO, JOHN
J Bedichek instructs students in planting basil, nasturtium (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.3

AGORAPHOBIA
Good news for 'panic disorders' (edit), Apr 19, 1984, p.7
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AGOSTINI, EDWARD
E J Agostini named senior vp (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.9

AGOSTON, EVA
Rough going, Jul 26, 1984, p.1

AGOSTON, EVA (AU)
Field will never be the same (ltr; photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.6

AGOSTON, TOM (AU)
Nothing seems simple in Asia (edit), Oct 4, 1984, p.7

AGRE, ALEX
Home from Grenada at Christmas; Cpl G DeSantis (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.1

AGRE, PATRICIA
Vegetables illustrated (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.15

AGREE, CANDICE
Former resident C B Agree writes radio guide, Aug 5, 1982, p.4

AGREE, CANDICE (AU)
Who's for 'Aural Valium'? (edit), May 19, 1983, p.7

AGREE, MARTIN
M Agree dies, Nov 27, 1980, p.18

AGRESTA, PAUL
Town rejects Moundroukis plan, Aug 23, 1984, p.5

AGUERO, JOSE
J Aguero demonstrates talent at Heathcote (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.13

AGUILAR, MELANY
Two AFS students, A Schaidt, M Aguilar, arrive (Education '84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.24

AGUILERA, LULI
Mittens collected (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.6
Best window paintings picked (photo; list), Nov 3, 1983, p.13

AHEARN, CLARA
New season at Playcare (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.16

AHLENT, JUNE
Local couple, R and J Ahlert, makes the break into NY theater, Feb 3, 1983, p.11

AHLENT, RICHARD
Local couple, R and J Ahlert, makes the break into NY theater, Feb 3, 1983, p.11

AHMED, HAFEZ
Fun at the fair (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.2

AHMED, TALAIYA
Pleased to meet (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.11

AHN, JENNIFER
School's open—ready or not (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.1

AHN, SUSAN
School's open—ready or not (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.1

AIDES
SEE TEACHERS

AIGES, HILARY
Tuesday morning fever (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.3

AIR LINES
Airline company promotes resident N J Flo, Jun 2, 1983, p.4

AIR PILOTS
Pilot J Margulies proving skies are not a man's world (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.4

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS
Strike or no, Scarsdilians are on the move (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
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AIRPLANE ACCIDENTS

- SHS graduate J G Bedichek dies in plane crash (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.2
- On Disaster 007 and America's response (edit), Sep 8, 1983, p.7
- H Haba's happy summer here ends in tragedy (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.1
- Don't forget brutal attack (ltr), Sep 15, 1983, p.6
- Put conservatives in power (ltr), Sep 29, 1983, p.6
- Continue to negotiate (ltr), Oct 20, 1983, p.6

AIRPLANE TRAVEL

SEE FLIGHT

AIRPORTS

- Local woman J Margulies directing county airport survey, Aug 14, 1980, p.5

AKABAS, SHEILA (DR)

- Resident Dr S Akabas wins grant, Apr 21, 1983, p.2

AKKOK, NEJLA

- Two sales associates, M Akkok and J White, join Ragette's SCS office, Mar 15, 1984, p.17

ALBANO, MARIA

- Agency for blind celebrates holidays at local church (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.11

ALBERGO, TONY

- Village Manager Tooley vows better snow removal this year (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.1
- Non-partisan slate to turn down debate (list), Jan 20, 1983, p.1

ALBERT, BERNARD (DR-AU)

- Where the funds are going (ltr), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
- Safer, not wider (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
- Marketing advice to MTA (ltr), May 5, 1983, p.6
- Increase ridership, not fares (ltr), Nov 17, 1983, p.6
- Vigorous enforcement urged (ltr), May 10, 1984, p.6

ALBERT, BETTE (DR)

- Homecoming (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.2
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ALBERT, BETTE (DR) continued
Conrail found overcharging Harlem, Hudson commuters, Aug 7, 1980, p.1

ALBERT, BETTE (DR-AU)
Victim of attacks asks why (ltr), Nov 6, 1980, p.4
On open lunch program (ltrs), Feb 26, 1981, p.4
Open lunch program criticized (ltr), Mar 19, 1981, p.4
Suburban attitude? (ltr), Jul 9, 1981, p.6
Don’t ignore opposition (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6

ALBERT, COREY
AFS flower sale (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.13

ALBERT, DANA
Students criticize parking policy, Sep 2, 1982, p.1
Lending a hand (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.17
G. O. dreams up lovely plan for Valentine’s Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
Reading: What’s what from who’s who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
Outstanding citizens: D Albert, J Molot (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.5

ALBERT, FLOYD
Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1

ALBERT, JOAN
J Albert attends school, Aug 25, 1983, p.8

ALBERT, JOYCE
PTSA nominees tapped; Joyce Albert heads slate (list), Feb 25, 1982, p.11
Larkin quits as principal, Mar 4, 1982, p.13
PTSA gavel (photo; list), May 20, 1982, p.10
Council turns PTAs down on meeting plan, Mar 10, 1983, p.12
PTA executive boards plan for open candidate forum next year, Mar 31, 1983, p.15
GCC seeks dialogue with PTA’s officers, Apr 7, 1983, p.10

ALBERT, JULIE
Bank exhibiting resident J Albert’s work, Jan 8, 1981, p.13

ALBERT, LOUISE
Students dream of mastering the writer’s art (photo; list), Jul 21, 1983, p.6

ALBERT, LOUISE (AU)
Dr—not Mrs (Cudding) (ltr), Jul 12, 1984, p.6

ALBERT, MARK
In The Mood Singers (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.3
Opening next weekend (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.1

ALBERT, SAMUEL
Homecoming (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.2
Five (S Albert, S Bloom, S Goldsholle, P Karan, R Maslow) proposed for School Board vacancies (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11
Revised bylaws tested, Jan 31, 1980, p.11
Budget lines amplified at preliminary hearing, Feb 20, 1980, p.15
GCC airs zone concerns with councilman Mbinanti (list), Mar 6, 1980, p.11
Three (S Bloom, P Karan, R Maslow) endorsed for School Board, Mar 27, 1980, p.15
Hugh Roth mourned by EMT community, Apr 17, 1980, p.15
Tennis anyone? (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.15
The subject was water (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.3
Awards assembly climaxes winter sports season, Mar 19, 1981, p.19
$8.4 million school budget, 11.9% tax hike, Mar 26, 1981, p.21
Longest, highest, most (photo), May 21, 1981, p.18
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ALBERT, SAMUEL continued

Parents urge board to support interscholastic athletics, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
Nominating committee to pick from four (S Albert, B Donat, I Engel, P Hinsey) for two board slots, Jan 21, 1982, p.11
Nominating committee endorses Albert and Hinsey for board (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.19
$9 million budget passed; vote light, May 6, 1982, p.15
PTSA gavel (photo; list), May 20, 1982, p.10
Kennedy named to high school staff, Sep 2, 1982, p.11
Board returns to business as usual, Oct 21, 1982, p.11
Long-range forecasts, current problems liven board meeting, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
Seely parents ask board for reassurance on class size, Jun 2, 1983, p.13
Board fills new district-wide director's post in split vote, Jun 23, 1983, p.11
Parents' concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
EMT officials speak for safety, Sep 29, 1983, p.10
Board sets goals; safety is concern, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
Board gets tough on snow removal, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
Board prepares to fight state plan, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
Board debates plea for gyn consultant, Dec 1, 1983, p.8
Kindergarten study begins; board considering SAT course, Dec 8, 1983, p.10
School Board looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p.10
Board unfazed by a dark, stormy night, Mar 15, 1984, p.10
New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11
Petition signatures arouse controversy on EMT School Board, Apr 26, 1984, p.11
Parents asked to participate in selection of administrator, May 17, 1984, p.9
Board sets initial teacher aide study, Jun 7, 1984, p.10
Kennedy appointed principal at Seely (list), Jul 5, 1984, p.9
Seely safety study gets a green light, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10
Hockey team to get coach and uniforms; EMT Board of Education (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.11

ALBERT, SYLVIA

Seely Auditorium referendum set, Dec 11, 1980, p.25

ALBO, HERMANIA

The People vs Hermania Albo (edit), Nov 29, 1984, p.7

ALBRECHT, MARC

S. D. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

ALBRIGHT, JOSEPH (DR)

Canadian visitors greeted by SHS band director J Albright (photo), May 15, 1980, p.16
Budget passes by 3-2 margin, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Elementary chorus only one of groups in QR spring concert (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.20
Dr J Albright conducts SHS band during Town Club Carol Sing (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.10
SHS band and orchestra in Toronto (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.24
Summer band enters 11th year, Jun 25, 1981, p.3
Class with real class feted at graduation, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Rave review for concert (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
Hats off to the graduates (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Planning Board gets views on downtown, May 3, 1984, p.1
SCS High's Class of '84 advised to keep an open mind, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Sunday's the day for caroling (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.1
Singing songs of the season (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.1

ALCENA, VALIERE (DR)

President elected: Dr V Alcena (list), Oct 13, 1983, p.10
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ALCOCK, ETHEL
E S Alcock dies, Oct 11, 1984, p.22

ALCOHOL
PTA groups issue report on teen drinking, drug use, May 8, 1980, p.1
PTA: Raise drinking age, Jun 12, 1980, p.3
Enthusiastic response to SHS's drug, alcohol education program, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
DuPont speaks on drug use (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.6
Nonsense about marijuana use (ltr), Jan 14, 1982, p.6
Panel explores teen drinking, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Correction to article on teenage drinking, Mar 11, 1982, p.16
State criticizes court on record keeping, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
Forum on teen drinking (photo; list), May 5, 1983, p.3
Anniversary at Wayside Cottage (edit), Nov 3, 1983, p.7
New group to fight substance abuse, Nov 24, 1983, p.8
A common goal (edit), Jul 5, 1984, p.6
Not for teens only (ltr), Jul 12, 1984, p.6
Realism required (edit), Sep 6, 1984, p.6
Advice to parents: get the facts first (edit), Sep 20, 1984, p.7
Drug and alcohol awareness goal of program Sunday at SHS (list), Oct 18, 1984, p.1
Important weekend (edit), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
Variety of views expressed at drug, alcohol forum, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Writers say attack was provoked (ltr), Nov 29, 1984, p.6
Book on drug abuse distributed, Dec 6, 1984, p.3
Village Club panelists speak on pressures of adolescence, Dec 6, 1984, p.5
Women and chemical dependence (edit), Dec 6, 1984, p.7
What were they drinking? (ltr), Dec 13, 1984, p.6
District adopts tough drug code, Dec 13, 1984, p.15

ALCOHOL ABUSE
We're all prospective victims (edit), Jan 12, 1984, p.7
New community task force to tackle problem of drug and alcohol abuse (list), Mar 22, 1984, p.1
New group to fight drug, alcohol abuse (list), Apr 26, 1984, p.3
Restaurant group campaigns against abuse of alcohol, May 17, 1984, p.11
Task Force on Drugs lists plans (list), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
Reminder to parents (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
Praise for Burrows (ltr), Jun 28, 1984, p.6
Task force takes on drug abuse (photo; list), Sep 6, 1984, p.1
Preventing addiction starts with education (edit), Oct 18, 1984, p.7
Alcoholism called 'neglected problem', Nov 22, 1984, p.4

ALCOHOL-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Better think again (edit), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

ALCOHOLISM
SEE ALCOHOL ABUSE

ALEXANDER, (MRS PAUL) (AU)
Please return the sign (ltr), Feb 11, 1982, p.6
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ALEXANDER, ELSIE
School’s open—ready or not (photo), Sep 5, 1984, p.1

ALEXANDER, FRANCES
Local women C Morgulas, F Alexander, E Colton honored, Jul 7, 1983, p.8

ALEXANDER, GEORGE
Turning in lawn mowers turns out fine (photo; addl photo p 11), Jul 15, 1982, p.6

ALEXANDER, KELVIN (SIR)
Cultural Center praised (ltr), Jul 30, 1981, p.6

ALEXANDER, NORMAN
Resident N E Alexander honored, Jun 19, 1980, p.9
N E Alexander receives honorary doctor of humane letters (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.17
Former Scarsdalian D S Gottesman named director at Sun Chemical, Feb 11, 1982, p.4
Chock Full O’Nuts Corp names local man N E Alexander director, Nov 18, 1982, p.12

ALEXANDER, RITA
Turning in lawn mowers turns out fine (photo; addl photo p 11), Jul 15, 1982, p.6

ALEXANDER, ROGER
United Way just $20,694 short of goal, Jan 10, 1980, p.5
A happy R Alexander (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.15
Teen center director L Fernandez tells success story (photo), Mar 12, 1981, p.5

ALEXANDER, SHANA
Writers S Alexander, D Trilling play featured roles at Harris trial (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.4

ALFANO, KERI
Youngsters learn bike safety (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Picking out their gifts (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.4

ALFIERI, BOB
In death, two profiles in courage emerge: Brian died as he lived: helping his friends (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7

ALLEGAERT, MAUREEN
LUV speaker R Greener reveals ‘myths’ of American ‘energy crisis’ (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.3
Bike path plans arouse ire in Fox Meadow, Greenacres, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Invitation declined, Feb 21, 1980, p.1
Quiet reaction to budget, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Key people at LUV 60th anniversary luncheon (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Film flap: ‘Form of censorship’, Apr 24, 1980, p.1

ALLEGAERT, WENDY
Students L Weinberg, D Broden, S Melnick, L Beilin, M Bench, W Allegaert chosen for all-state (photo, Mov 25, 1982, p.20

ALLE ESTATE
Neighbors protest proposal for cluster housing on Post Road (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Fire labeled 'suspicious' (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Another opportunity (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
Conservation zoning subject of queries, concerns at meeting, Sep 6, 1984, p.1

ALLEN, CAROLYN
C E Allen dies, May 31, 1984, p.16

ALLEN, DOROTHY (AU)
Family Court and you (edit), Aug 26, 1982, p.7

ALLEN, EVE
Boulder Brook boasts legacy of fine horsemanship (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.6

ALLEN, GAIL
Children’s Center seeking contributions; 40 sign up, Aug 5, 1982, p.11
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ALLEN, GAIL continued
- EMT Children's Center has high marks after four months, Dec 23, 1982, p.11

ALLEN, JAMIE
- Visiting students review year (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.3
- AFS holds Community night (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.4

ALLEN, JIMMY
- Judge Herold has a passion for the law (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.6

ALLEN, MARGARET
- M Allen dies, Jun 16, 1983, p.16

ALLEN, MARY (AU)
- He found a new way (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.7

ALLEN, MAURY
- Sportswriter M Allen comes to Edgewood (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.19

ALLEN, MICHAEL (AU)
- He found a new way (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.7

ALLEN, SUSAN
- Students become teachers at Japanese Cultural Exchange program (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.9
- WRT plays host to seder for Japanese-American Cultural Program (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.8
- St James, Baptists join in sponsoring Vietnamese family, Jul 24, 1980, p.3
- Students picked for AFS program (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.5

ALLEN, VICTOR
- M Allen dies, Nov 4, 1982, p.16

ALLENSWORTH, DOROTHY
- College Careers founder D Allensworth honored by Smith College (photo), May 29, 1980, p.8

ALLISON, DOROTHY
- New leads (in Romer case), May 15, 1980, p.1
- Mystery (of missing Romers) unsolved, Jul 10, 1980, p.1

ALMEIDA, NICOLE
- Winners in 1980 Halloween window painting contest receive prizes (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.2

ALMY, ROBERT (AU)
- Meals on Wheels asks help (ltr), Sep 11, 1980, p.4

ALPERIN, LAUREN
- Salad days in Greenacres (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.3
- Trendsetters' guide for back-to-school (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.6

ALPERSON, RUTH
- Playing with music (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.7

ALPERT, PETER
- EHS alumni P Alpert, Y Lee awarded research grants (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.9

ALSHIN, DOROTHY
- New music group turns town into suaeer festival (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.6

ALSHIN, HARRY
- New music group turns town into suaeer festival (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.6

ALTENHOFF, HANS
- Overlooking the Hudson (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.17
- Jacqueline's debuts (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.11

ALTENHOFF, JACQUELINE
- Jacqueline's debuts (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.11

ALTER, EILEEN
- Santa's messengers (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.9
- Christmas concert at IHM (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.14
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ALTER, FRANCIS

ALTER, LUCILE
   Inquirer owner W H White buys newspaper in Hastings, Nov 22, 1984, p.5

ALTER, MARIALICE
   Santa's messengers (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.9

ALTER, SHELDON (DR)
   Dr S Alter laughs it up with Melissa Hale (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.10

ALTERGOTT, HARVEY
   Setback, Sep 24, 1981, p.1

ALTERMAN, DEBORAH (AU)
   Have children judge (ltr), Nov 12, 1981, p.6

ALTERMAN, ERIC (AU)
   Movements built from bottom up (edit), Mar 4, 1982, p.7
   Does liberalism have a future? (edit), Dec 2, 1982, p.7
   Questionable compliment (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6

ALTERMAN, LOIS
   GCC opposes downzoning, Levittown repercussions (list), Feb 7, 1980, p.9
   SCT awards Spelvins (to L Klein, B Korsen) (photo; list), Jun 26, 1980, p.19

ALTERMAN, RUTH (DR)
   Dr R N Alterman is head of special education, Sep 24, 1981, p.5

ALTERMAN, STEVE
   EHS grad S Alterman appears in film, TV series (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.8

ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
   SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

ALTIERI, GENO
   Board of Ed OK's semester courses, rejects mid-year exam; Italian considered, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
   Altieri, Gerloff on board of Better Business Bureau (list), Jan 17, 1980, p.5
   Budget lines amplified at preliminary hearing, Feb 20, 1980, p.15
   School Board says yes to Italian, comp. religion; adds one day to recess, Mar 13, 1980, p.11
   Planners toss out 'covenant' plea, May 29, 1980, p.13
   School Board members applaud Crowder, Weitzen; Board approves new football coach, Jun 12, 1980, p.15
   Siskind to lead School Board, Jul 3, 1980, p.11
   Finding group home sites is tough job, Altieri finds, Aug 21, 1980, p.9
   Greenville Council pursues violations on Central Avenue, Dec 4, 1980, p.21
   Search group seeking homes (list), Jan 1, 1981, p.13
   Service above self (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.6
   Board delays action on building charges, Feb 26, 1981, p.13
   Geno Altieri receives GCC's Silver Box Award (photo), May 7, 1981, p.24
   Altieri is board president (list), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
   DOT, local groups reach compromise on Central Ave (photo; list), Jul 23, 1981, p.11
   Doohan resigns as EHS head; board appoints J Larkin new principal (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.13
   Text of Altieri statement of thanks to Doohan, Aug 13, 1981, p.13
   Board passes new cut policy, 5 to 2, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
   Two-millionth prescription (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.4
   Cut policy, athletic program are issues at board meeting, Oct 15, 1981, p.13
   Board accepts George Wilbur's retirement; December 31 (sic), Nov 12, 1981, p.13
   Parents urge board to support interscholastic athletics, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
   EMT residents oppose town pooling of escrow funds, Dec 17, 1981, p.17
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ALTIERI, GENO continued

Ribbon cutting (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.10
Nominating group asks for board candidates, Jan 7, 1982, p.11
Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
No gaa exemptions for cheerleaders, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
Local committee, state clash over site for group home, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
Ambulance Corps named for citizenship award (photo; list), Feb 18, 1982, p.1
Larkin quits as principal, Mar 4, 1982, p.13
Alden Larson to retire; Edwards moves to high school, Mar 11, 1982, p.13
Board presents $9.25 million budget; faculty cuts included, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
Elective courses proposed for EHS, Apr 1, 1982, p.11
Ambulance Corps honored (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.3
SCC opposes group home site here, Apr 15, 1982, p.10
Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
$9.35 million school budget keeps Latin program, faculty, Apr 22, 1982, p.11
Showdown at Town Hall: residents fight zoning change (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.21
Club presents Harris Award to A Tranquillo (photo), May 13, 1982, p.2
Four gain tenure; no day care OK yet, May 13, 1982, p.11
Day care group planning for Seely Place center, May 20, 1982, p.11
Tom Edwards named principal at EHS; search begins for Seely, May 20, 1982, p.11
Farewells at board meeting; school changes explained, Jun 10, 1982, p.11
Residents oppose town plan for escrow funds, Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Goodbye party has warmth, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11
EHT High Class of '82 is on its way! (photo; list), Jul 1, 1982, p.11
Search for Change searching in GBH, Sep 16, 1982, p.17
Search for Change says town housing is needed, Sep 30, 1982, p.10
Parking plan taking shape, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Merchants fear rising rents will alter local shopping area, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Looking toward '83; GBH leaders give views, Jan 6, 1983, p.11
Village, landlords moving toward tax abatement plan, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Citizen of the year: Dr. T Sobol (photo), May 12, 1983, p.1
Altieri takes planning post, May 19, 1983, p.10
Change of presidents (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.3
Officer of the Year: R Motko (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.5
Elderly poor face reduced access to social services, Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Parade protested, Sep 22, 1983, p.1
Town names EHT men G Altieri, M Baumgarten, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
Parade gets go-ahead, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Citizens urge improvements in downtown parking, traffic, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
New wreaths, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Rotary names W Anderson as Paul Harris Fellow (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.5
It was a draw and J Sidler won (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.5
Changing storefronts ahead (list), Jan 19, 1984, p.1
Chamber to honor Junior League, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Agency seeking village's help in serving the frail elderly, Mar 1, 1984, p.1
Angry residents rip shopping center owners, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
Big night for the Junior League (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Death of owner E Cucullo leaves Parkway's fate in doubt, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
Stores staying open, May 17, 1984, p.1
Third hearing set on contested (Moundroukas) plan, Jun 28, 1984, p.10
ALTIERI, GENO continued
Board sets Aug 1 target for site plan vote, Jul 12, 1984, p.9
Merchants report mixed response to evening hours, Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Board okays revised plan for disputed Moundroukis building, Aug 2, 1984, p.13
Planning Board lauds vote to keep format, Oct 4, 1984, p.10

ALTIERI, GENO (AU)
Two million prescriptions (edit), Nov 12, 1981, p.7

ALTIERI, JOAN
Joan Altireri dies suddenly, Oct 14, 1982, p.15

ALTIERI, STEPHEN
Yellow curbs, Jul 10, 1980, p.1
Minibus on the way, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Blizzard was record breaker (photo; addl photos p.4), Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Village aide S V Altieri appointed by Mamaroneck, Jul 1, 1982, p.2
Tribute to the manager (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6

ALTMAN, BARRY (DR)
Hospital staff elects Dr B Altman president, Dec 18, 1980, p.10
Painting by surgeon-artist B Altman in Nature Center exhibit, Apr 5, 1984, p.11

ALTMAN, JOEL
More power than we realize (ltr), Jan 26, 1984, p.6

ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE
Fighting Alzheimer's Disease (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.5

ALVANZA, KIM
American Indian assembly programs at Seely Place with N Schoumatoff (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.11

ALVAREZ, DESIREE
Jabberwocky arts festival (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.16

ALVAREZ, JEAN
Realty firm purchased, Jan 14, 1982, p.2

AMATO, ANGELA
Scenes of Memorial Day, 1983 (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.6

AMAYA, VICTOR
Local stringer B McInerney working on racquets of the stars (photo; list), Sep 4, 1980, p.9

AMBACH, GORDON
Muriel Forrest loses fight to keep EMT school job, Apr 17, 1980, p.15
Judge asks review of teacher M Forrest's claims, Jan 15, 1981, p.11
District justified in latest Forrest decision, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
Supreme Court dismisses Muriel Forrest's appeal, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
State cites SMS, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Sobol's advice, Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Into the finals, May 12, 1983, p.1
A School is model for Harvard project, Oct 25, 1984, p.16
District given right to evaluate child, Dec 20, 1984, p.10

AMDUR, SHIRLEY
Books, books and more books (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.5

ANDREO, ADELAIDE
Summer Theatre director named: N L Mendick (photo p.2), Feb 25, 1982, p.1

AMERICA-DISCOVERY AND EXPLORATION
America meant many things (edit), Jan 28, 1982, p.7

AMERICAN AMBASSADOR PROGRAM
Four join Ambassador tour, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
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AMERICAN AUTOHQBILE ASSN
SCS to get Auto Club Award, Sep 17, 1981, p.3
Accepting the award (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.3

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
Chairman appointed for 1980 cancer crusade: W C Doud, Jan 3, 1980, p.2
JACS raise money for Cancer fund, Apr 2, 1981, p.12
Jones to head unit of Cancer Society, Jul 30, 1981, p.2
Cancer Society names Dr D J Hutchison president, Dec 24, 1981, p.2
President elected: Dr V Alcena (list), Oct 13, 1983, p.10
Cancer Society gives awards, Nov 24, 1983, p.10
Cancer Society names J Arnaud director, Jan 12, 1984, p.7
Local men L M Greene, Dr M G Wertkin elected by Cancer Society, Feb 16, 1984, p.2
Cancer crusade starting; local man, D Zealand, is chairman, Mar 29, 1984, p.5
Fantasy Ball '84 workers saluted at Neiman Marcus fashion show, tea (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.8
Cancer Society awards R Rothstein medal, Nov 29, 1984, p.2

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
Civil Liberties Union names leaders (list), Feb 20, 1980, p.10
Amicus briefs, Dec 6, 1984, p.1
SEE ALSO NEW YORK CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, WESTCHESTER CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION V RABUN COUNTY (GA)
Judge hears creche case, Jul 21, 1983, p.1

AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE
Dinner preparations under way (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.11
Leaving home (photo; list), Feb 7, 1980, p.5
"AFS seeks family to host student P A Mendez (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.3
Host sought for Swiss youth H Burki (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.5
Four juniors (B Nusbaum, P Safian, N Shaw, S Schneider) look forward to living abroad next year (photo, May 1, 1980, p.2
AFS needs home for Finnish boy J Uronen (photo), May 22, 1980, p.3
AFS-STEP students sum up their year here, May 29, 1980, p.7
150 AFS'ers gather at SHS, Jul 3, 1980, p.10
AFS to welcome visitors K Soyhun, J Uronen, D Plissart, Aug 28, 1980, p.17
Students from afar at SHS (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.7
Returning students tell about experiences as AFS visitors (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.2
Seniors plan AFS weekend (photo; list), Oct 16, 1980, p.3
AFS student J Uronen disappears (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1
No developments, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
Search for AFS student J Uronen stalled, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
Returning AFS students J Adler, A Dulit report on trips (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.2
Four juniors (S Godfried, L Doan, S Klein, E Leerburger) picked by AFS (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.3
SCS students are AFS hosts and visitors (list) (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.26
AFS short-term visits set (photo; list), Feb 5, 1981, p.9
AFS flower sale (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.13
AFS students meet the Mayor (photo; list), Feb 26, 1981, p.5
Still no leads, Mar 5, 1981, p.1
AFS exchange students visit SCS Rotary Club (photo), May 14, 1981, p.13
Visiting students review year (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.3
First time back: Dr P Kruckenberg (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.3
Students picked for AFS program (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.5
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AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE continued

AFS group visits in SCS (list), Jul 16, 1981, p.4
AFS plans Community Night: committees named (photo; list), Sep 17, 1981, p.3
AFS holds Community night (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.4
Ready for a pumpkin sale (photo; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.1
Having fun—face first (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes AFS...World Classroom (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.26
Two SHS students, A Feron, J Collins, are finalists to go abroad in AFS program (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.3
Taking a leave from SCS (photo; list), Jan 21, 1982, p.5
AFS—an international family (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 26, 1982, p.25
AFS students meet the Mayor (photo; list), Feb 25, 1982, p.2
Dance school gives money to help youth, Apr 22, 1982, p.4
AFS student S Waiyapat returns to 'family' (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.3
Two AFS students, T Silbersky, A Castro, need hosts (photo), May 6, 1982, p.3
AFS is sharing and caring (edit), Jun 17, 1982, p.7
An unforgettable adventure (edit), Jun 17, 1982, p.7
On joy of hosting AFS student (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
SHS students J Collins, A Feron going abroad (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.3
AFS visitor S Benson here from 'down under' (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.21
AFS host family welcome S Benson (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.5
Back home from Ecuador (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.4
Students J Kopp, J Collins, J Thompson describe their AFS visits at Community Night (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes AFS...A Global Classroom (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.22
Jack o'lantern to be (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.5
AFS strengthens bonds between nations (photo) (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.19
Ready for two weeks in another town (photo; list), Feb 3, 1983, p.2
Needed: Four Families to host AFS students (list), Feb 3, 1983, p.2
Visitors at Village Hall (photo; list), Mar 10, 1983, p.5
Three from SHS, A Jacobs, S Oberhelaan, D Martin, to study abroad (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.5
Exchanging smiles (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.2
Correction: P Tostanoski president of AFS; J Deaby, S Oberhelaan represent STEP, Jun 9, 1983, p.2
Two students, D Martin and S Oberhelaan, start AFS trips, Jul 7, 1983, p.5
Opportunity open to host AFS-ers (list), Jul 14, 1983, p.3
SCS hosting four AFS visitors (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.23
Students exchange experiences in AFS, Sep 8, 1983, p.5
Community Night participants (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.3
It's a Halloween tradition (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Happy 30th (edit), Oct 20, 1983, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS AFS on its 30th year (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.22
Remembering Cairo (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.4
AFS spreads good will (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.33
AFS students gather before their short-term exchange trips (photo; list), Feb 16, 1984, p.2
Two weeks in another town (photo; list), Mar 8, 1984, p.2
AFS students R Espanet and D Siplet address school, civic groups, May 31, 1984, p.4
Two AFS students, A Schaidt, M Aguilar, arrive (Education '84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.24
AFS pumpkin sale (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.19
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Chapter of The American Field Service (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.24

AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE (AU)

Who can make peace in the Mid East? (edit), Feb 24, 1983, p.7
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

AMERICAN HEART ASSN
Heart Fund appoints C Langan, R Mihlrad co-chairmen, Aug 25, 1983, p.15
Students help Heart Assn, Dec 27, 1984, p.9

AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE
Pace President Dr E J Mortola named AJC’s ‘First Citizen’, Jun 5, 1980, p.2
E Petschek elected by UJA, Jun 12, 1980, p.10
AJC award to R Rosenbaum, Jul 31, 1980, p.3
AJC elects resident R L Pelz chairman, Apr 2, 1981, p.3
AJC to honor citizen of year S J Schuman, Jun 4, 1981, p.2
Carol Stix appointed to AJC position, Jun 25, 1981, p.5
AJC division to give award to local woman Mrs C Petschek, Nov 19, 1981, p.8
Jewish Committee to honor H and N Tanner (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.2
County LWV to receive AJC award, Jun 10, 1982, p.2
AJC gives award to Peter Strauss, Dec 18, 1982, p.10
Joseph Hofheimer named ‘First Citizen’ (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.4
First Citizen of Westchester: J Hofheimer (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.10
New AJC head Dr D M Gordis surveys goals on Rosh Hashanah (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.6
On American Jewish Committee (ltr), Oct 11, 1984, p.6
Amicus briefs, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS
AJ Congress elects local residents (list), Jun 19, 1980, p.2
Change of heart: American Jewish Congress withdraws amicus brief, Mar 22, 1984, p.1
Error acknowledged, Dec 20, 1984, p.1
Lawyer’s role defended (ltr), Dec 27, 1984, p.6

AMERICAN LEGION
Stars and stripes were everywhere (photo), May 29, 1980, p.1
Commander elected: R Duffy, Jul 2, 1981, p.9
War Memorial, Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Boys’ State delegates (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.10
Monument fund drive starts (list), Sep 9, 1982, p.1
A noble, patriotic project (edit), Oct 14, 1982, p.7
Cooperative effort (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Veterans of Korea and Viet Nam (photo), Nov 4, 1982, p.20
Tribute to Korean-American friendship (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.3
Dedication, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
American Legion Post dedicated monument (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.32

AMERICAN RED CROSS
Red Cross continued blood drive, pressure tests (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.30
Red Cross Blood Drive (photo; list), May 1, 1980, p.21
Red Cross awards to C Hines, B S Backman, Jun 19, 1980, p.6
Red Cross tests can save lives, Oct 23, 1980, p.2
Red Cross chairman: R Case, Oct 30, 1980, p.8
Westchester Red Cross apponts Judge H H Harris (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.11
Red Cross appoints R F Lealein personnel chairman, Dec 11, 1980, p.14
Red Cross appoints local woman L Kroll director (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.9
Preparing to save a life; EHS students work on CPR (photo; list), Mar 5, 1981, p.21
Red Cross appoints W Mathews, Apr 9, 1981, p.15
Red Cross cites local volunteers (list), Apr 23, 1981, p.11
Red Cross elects local residents (list), May 21, 1981, p.8
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AMERICAN RED CROSS continued

Red Cross award to B Venger, Jun 18, 1981, p.8
SCS woman, A R Miller, to head Red Cross youth services, Jan 14, 1982, p.2
Red Cross names SCS MD C L Williams, Jul 1, 1982, p.4
Red Cross expanded its services (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.31
Have a heart the motto at Greenacres (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.15
Read-in nets cash donation, May 12, 1983, p.13
Scouts honored by Red Cross (photo; list), May 26, 1983, p.5
P E Pugsley elected by Red Cross, Aug 18, 1983, p.4
SCS woman P J Bishop to head Red Cross volunteers, Dec 15, 1983, p.10
Red Cross honors village residents C Williams, B Backman, J C Whitehair, Jun 7, 1984, p.14
Red Cross names residents to board (list), Jul 5, 1984, p.4
Red Cross brings young, old together, Oct 25, 1984, p.4
Red Cross asks aid for Africa, Nov 29, 1984, p.17
Greatest gift of all (ltr), Dec 6, 1984, p.6
Red Cross hosts party for senior citizens, Dec 13, 1984, p.18

AMERICAN WRITERS CONGRESS

Movements built from bottom up (edit), Mar 4, 1982, p.7

AMES, SUE
Serving needs of gifted, subject of education report, Jan 17, 1980, p.4

AMIN, AFFAF (DR)
Middle East trip to foster better health care here (photo; addl photo p 18), May 28, 1981, p.6

AMIN, DAHLIA
Thirteen-year-old SCS girls H Wood and D Amin rescue woman from drowning (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.3

AMIN, HANAN
Middle East trip to foster better health care here (photo; addl photo p 18), May 28, 1981, p.6

AMIN, HUSSEIN (DR)
Middle East trip to foster better health care here (photo; addl photo p 18), May 28, 1981, p.6

AMLUNG, SUSAN
Task Force member S Amlung to report on school financing study (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.1

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
Amnesty International seeks end to torture, Apr 19, 1984, p.8
In 98 countries torture does exist (edit), Aug 2, 1984, p.7

AMORIELLO, DENISE
Teens keep SCS clean (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.14

ANASTAS, ALEXANDER
Special Mothers' Day (photo), May 13, 1982, p.1

ANASTAS, DIANA
Special Mothers' Day (photo), May 13, 1982, p.1

ANASTAS, GREGORY
Special Mothers' Day (photo), May 13, 1982, p.1

ANASTAS, MICHAEL
Residents ponder possibilities for Freightway, Dec 10, 1981, p.1
Cakes for all tastes (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.2
Special Mothers' Day (photo), May 13, 1982, p.1

ANASTAS, MICHAEL (AU)
He's against 'gag rule' (ltr), May 29, 1980, p.4
Letters re Creche decision (lttrs), Nov 19, 1981, p.7

ANASTAS, STEPHEN
Cakes for all tastes (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.2
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ANASTAS, STEPHEN continued
   Special Mothers' Day (photo), May 13, 1982, p.1

ANAIVIL, ARUONIS
   Following The Way on the Post Road, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
   Way moving from Post Road home, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
   Way still here, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
   Violation charged at Way house, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
   Eviction sought, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
   Way member G Shepherd says he's leaving village, Apr 15, 1982, p.3
   On their way (photo), May 6, 1982, p.1

ANBAR, SYBILLE (DR)
   Counseling director: Dr A Anbar, Sep 3, 1981, p.8

ANDERSEN, WILLIAM
   Rotary project, May 21, 1981, p.1
   Strike or no, Scarsdalians are on the move (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
   Sweet charity, Nov 10, 1983, p.1
   Rotary names W Anderson as Paul Harris Fellow (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.5

ANDERSON, BILL
   Senior fire alert (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.1
   Safety measure (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.4

ANDERSON, BROR
   B Anderson accepts Lillian Drake Thies trophy (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.3

ANDERSON, DOUGLAS
   Bank addition clears hurdle, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
   December opening? (for Manhattan Savings Bank), May 22, 1980, p.1
   Controversy over subdivision, Jan 15, 1981, p.5
   Subdivision ruling put off, Feb 12, 1981, p.5
   Local attorney D Anderson named to orchestra board (photo), Mar 12, 1981, p.2
   Elderly tenant I Salma won't be evicted (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.1
   Rent negotiations, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

ANDERSON, EUGENE
   E R Anderson elected to board of American Brands (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.9

ANDERSON, HILARY
   Concentration (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.1

ANDERSON, HILDUR
   H O Anderson dies, Apr 30, 1981, p.27

ANDERSON, HOWARD (REV)
   Howard S Anderson dies; was congregational pastor, Sep 4, 1980, p.12

ANDERSON, JOHN
   As Iowa goes...GOP caucus favors Bush for President, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
   Anderson a hit on Heathcote (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.5
   Anderson: I'm not a spoiler (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.1
   Too soon for a commitment (ltr), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
   SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1

ANDERSON, LISA
   Funny bunny (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.3

ANDERSON, RICHARD
   Community meeting looks toward future, Oct 7, 1982, p.1

ANDERSON, VIRGINIA
   Trustees decline to support nuclear freeze resolution, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
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ANDERSON, VIRGINIA  continued
  Scarsdalians selected for Senior Citizen Hall of Fame (list), Oct 13, 1983, p.3
  SCS Hall of Famers (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.2
ANDERSON, WALTER
ANDRE, WILLIAM
  W C Andre dies, Dec 4, 1980, p.24
ANDREACH, BEN
  Bottle bill faces mixed welcome in SCS, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
  Menace of '82 now only a faded memory, Aug 9, 1984, p.1
ANDRESKI, JIM
  PRC superintendent K Batchelor says indoor pool is possibility, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
  There's always a happy ending at Napatuck (photo; add photo p 8), Aug 4, 1983, p.6
  Seven-year-old camper A Filardo injured, Aug 16, 1984, p.3
ANDRESS, CHARLES
  Christmas Festival (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.16
ANDREUZZI, CAROL (AU)
  Wave of vandalism (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
ANDREUZZI, DENIS
  Resident D Andreuzzi is executive VP of Witco Chemical Corp, Feb 2, 1984, p.5
  Resident D M Andreuzzi elected to board of Witco, May 17, 1984, p.16
ANDREW, SETH
  At long last winter! (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
ANDREWS, EMMA
  E Andrews dies, May 7, 1981, p.28
ANDREWS, SELTON
  Missing couple C R, C Romer: No clues, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
  Mystery of missing Romers) unsolved, Jul 10, 1980, p.1
ANDREWS, ZELLE (DR)
  A difficult, dangerous world (edit), Feb 18, 1982, p.7
ANDRIANOU, STYLIANI
  AFS—an international family (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.25
ANDROSIGLIO, VINCENT
  It's the only social agency in town (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
  Local therapist V Androsiglio is author of Parents' Magazine article, Oct 28, 1982, p.15
ANDROSIGLIO, VINCENT (AU)
  In hierarchy there is family (edit), Dec 15, 1983, p.7
ANDRUSS, JIMMY
  Cub Scout award (photo), May 21, 1981, p.8
ANDRUSS, MARY
  Finishing touches (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.8
  Under a spell...(photo), May 19, 1983, p.8
ANDRUSS, THOMAS
  Cub Scout award (photo), May 21, 1981, p.8
ANGELAKOS, THESSALONIKI (DR)
  MD T Angelakos named to academy, Feb 4, 1982, p.17
ANGELL, GARDINER
  Architecture Board member H Heisman resigns, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
  No decision, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
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ANGELL, GARDINER continued
In-depth study of BAR, Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Board finds BAR members did not act unethically, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
BAR votes to end closed sessions, Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Chairman's report, Apr 15, 1982, p.1

ANGELL, GARDINER (AU)
BAR chairman replies (ltr), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
On BAR charges (ltr), May 28, 1981, p.6

ANGELL, HARTZELL
H P Angell dies, Sep 18, 1980, p.16

ANGELL, HELEN
Defense plan in space rejected by director of Fund for Peace J Tierney (list), Mar 31, 1983, p.2
Homage to the United Nations (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.5

ANGELL, HELEN (AU)
Freeze support sought (ltr), Mar 3, 1983, p.6

ANGELL, JUDIE
Children's author J Angell gives program at QR, Nov 26, 1981, p.19

ANGELL, STEPHEN
Inquirer sold to group headed by William White (photo; list), Jan 3, 1980, p.1
In age of grocery store chains, Tom Irish finds personal touch still spells success (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
S Angell member of All Points Relocation, Feb 28, 1980, p.6

ANGLIN, MATTHEW
M E Anglin dies, Apr 5, 1984, p.18

ANGNEY, BRETT (OR)
Assistant principals named at high school; B R Angney, C Hansen, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Students criticize parking policy, Sep 2, 1982, p.1
Lottery called off, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Board of Education elects J Severtz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Outstanding citizens: J Christnacht, N Eisenman (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.15

ANGRILLI, ALMA
Alma Angrilli named Democratic chairman (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.1
County redistricting plan would keep SCS whole; split EMT in three (diagram), Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Local Democrats back Hochberg; (new district leaders named (list)), Jun 9, 1983, p.1
Democratic chairman A Angrilli re-elected, Oct 13, 1983, p.1
Spokesman for presidential hopefuls seek support of SCS Democrats, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
Before San Francisco: G Ferraro (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.2
Voters here show independence in backing Reagan, Teicher, Burrows, Oppenheimer (chart p 16), Nov 8, 1984, p.1
Democrats elect H G Landau new party leader (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.1

ANGRIST, BURTON (OR)
Lawyers clash over medical evidence, Feb 12, 1981, p.1

ANIMAL CONTROL SERVICE-SBH
Town steps up animal control, Jul 24, 1980, p.9

ANIMAL SHELTERS
Looking for a home (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.1
Still homeless, Aug 9, 1984, p.1

ANIMAL WELFARE LEAGUE OF WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Thanks from Animal League (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.4

ANIMALS
Thanks from Animal League (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.4
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APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC

Case for multi-family housing (ltr), Apr 10, 1980, p.4

APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC - EASTCHESTER

Two doctors, R Richards and M Roberts, face eviction as co-op dispute continues, Oct 4, 1984, p.1

APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC - SBH

Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part II) (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.11
Planners toss out 'covenant' plea, May 29, 1980, p.13
GCC opposes request by Exxon station to remodel, Jun 5, 1980, p.15
School Board: Hearing on apartments urged; 8-man football may be coming, Aug 14, 1980, p.7
New hearing set on SCS Chateau, Aug 28, 1980, p.6
Greenville Council calls for SCS Meadows probe, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
School Board considering stiffer cutting penalties, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Chateau apt changes promised; civic groups still worried, Sep 25, 1980, p.17
Veteran promises GCC probe of building violations, Oct 9, 1980, p.15
Apartments to be approved, Oct 9, 1980, p.15
Council backs amendments, assists High Point residents, Feb 5, 1981, p.15
Co-op conversion showdown nears at Fort Hill Village (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.15
Compromise on Red Lobster plan, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
Long-range forecasts, current problems liven board meeting, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
Builder offers changes in apartment plans; opponents still unhappy, Feb 24, 1983, p.11
GCC resolves to act on Central Ave issues, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
Local officials oppose new condo plan after board okay, Mar 24, 1983, p.14
Zoning Board defers Central Avenue issues, May 5, 1983, p.15
Zoning Board approves SCS Woods II plan, Jun 2, 1983, p.12
Seeley parents ask board for reassurance on class size, Jun 2, 1983, p.13
GCC, School Board to try for better coordination, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Weiner named committee head, Oct 6, 1983, p.10
Board rejects apartment plan, Oct 20, 1983, p.10
Greenville Council seeks to include apartment-dwellers in civic network, Jun 7, 1984, p.11
Cutting the ribbon (photo; list), Aug 2, 1984, p.12
Community Council seeking new members (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.10

APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC - HTS

New coop apartments on East Hartsdale Ave, Jun 30, 1983, p.4
Luxury townhouses going up on 42-acre Hartsdale estate, Aug 30, 1984, p.12

APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC - NEW ROCHELLE

New condo in Wykagyl, Jul 5, 1984, p.5

APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC - SCS

Tenant protection, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Tenant protection approved; Board accepts land donation, May 15, 1980, p.1
Fifty Pophaa holds election (list), May 22, 1980, p.5
Tenants seek rent control, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Rent control question (edit), Jan 7, 1982, p.6
Rent control law debated, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
To buy...or not to buy (edit), Oct 7, 1982, p.7
Tenants (of Chateaux) worried, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Elderly tenant I Galizia won't be evicted (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Protection needed (edit), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Board asks for condo plan change, Feb 17, 1983, p.11
Tenant protection, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
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APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-SCS continued

Village working on tenant protection plan, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Village, landlords moving toward tax abatement plan, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
It's fine if it works (edit), Apr 21, 1983, p.6
On tenant protection (ltr), Apr 21, 1983, p.6
Reasons for rent control (ltr), May 5, 1983, p.6
Tentative plan on tenant protection, May 12, 1983, p.1
Support for ETPA seen (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6
Garth Manor apartments now available for sale (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.5
Chateaux tenants Mull owners' latest offer, Jun 9, 1983, p.1
Community's obligation (edit), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
Chateaux conversion receives go-ahead, Sep 1, 1983, p.1
Attached housing proposed for Post Road (diagram), Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Rent control eyed, Dec 1, 1983, p.1
Relief sought, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Trustees promise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Tenants need a hand (edit), Dec 15, 1983, p.6
Plea for rent control (ltr), Dec 15, 1983, p.6
Tenants seek solutions, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
Relief for elderly tenants (ltr), Jan 5, 1984, p.6
Cam Court, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Correction: D Head not head of Chateaux tenant committee, Jan 12, 1984, p.9
Conversion plan (of Garth Manor) completed, Mar 8, 1984, p.15
Tenants fear displacement (ltr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6
Dispute continues over Chateaux rent hikes, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Negotiations, Aug 2, 1984, p.1
Improved view, Oct 4, 1984, p.1
Agreement set to curb hikes in Chateaux rents, Dec 20, 1984, p.1
More help was possible (edit), Dec 20, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO RENT CONTROL

APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-WESTCHESTER

Hochberg seeks change in county rental code, Aug 27, 1981, p.2
Hochberg backs bill to protect tenants, May 26, 1983, p.4
Hochberg proposes questionnaire for Guideline Board candidates, Jun 9, 1983, p.22

APGAR, JENEVIEVE

J Appar dies, Jun 5, 1980, p.14

APPAREL INDUSTRY

The case for trade restraint (edit), May 28, 1981, p.7

APPEL, BRADLEY

Correction: B Appel co-winner in window-painting contest, Nov 10, 1983, p.4

APPEL, GERALD (DR)

SCS MD G B Appel named fellow, May 26, 1983, p.18

APPEL, HARRY

Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6

APPLE TREE BARN GARDEN

Village charges code violations at Cultural Center (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.1
Attorney M Steyer says concert will go on, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
New obstacle for twilight concerts, Aug 13, 1981, p.1
Room for compromise (edit), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
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APPLE TREE BARN GARDEN continued
  Cultural Center to move concert, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
  Neighbors explain opposition (ltr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
  Concerts lead to conviction, Dec 17, 1981, p.3
  Apple Tree Barn found legal, May 5, 1983, p.1

APPLICATIONS FOR POSITIONS
SEE JOB-HUNTING

APPOINTMENTS (OF SCS VILLAGE BOARD)
SEE NON PARTISAN SYSTEM, BOARDS AND COUNCILS-SCS

APPORTIONMENT (ELECTION LAW)
  County reapportionment (edit), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
  Hochberg charges politics shaped redistricting maps, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
  Let's see an alternative (edit), Apr 30, 1981, p.6
  Democrats' maps, May 7, 1981, p.1
  Board for bottle bill, May 14, 1981, p.1
  Hearing on redistricting (map p 16), May 14, 1981, p.1
  County plan would divide SCS (maps), May 21, 1981, p.1
  Veto Plan A (edit), May 21, 1981, p.6
  Alternate plan, May 28, 1981, p.1
  Redistricting plan killed, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
  Second chance for GOP (edit), Jun 4, 1981, p.6
  On Urban County and 'playing hardball' (ltr), Aug 6, 1981, p.6
  Feiner to head ad hoc group on reapportionment of County districts, Oct 15, 1981, p.4
  Reapportionment, Dec 10, 1981, p.1
  Feiner to run for Assembly, May 13, 1982, p.1
  District lines rejected, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
  SCS back in Burrows' district, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
  Reapportionment mess (edit), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
  No primary, Jul 8, 1982, p.1
  Town assembly district may remain unchanged, Jul 8, 1982, p.9
  LWV reapportionment plan would keep SCS in one district, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
  Reapportionment, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
  SCS united?, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
  Still no (redistricting) plan, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
  County redistricting plan would keep SCS whole, split EHT in three (diagram), Apr 28, 1983, p.1
  Not too late for fairness (edit), Apr 28, 1983, p.6
  Board says scrap redistricting plan, Apr 28, 1983, p.15
  County redistricting plan draws fire here; EMT to be split three ways, Apr 28, 1983, p.15
  Debate over redistricting to continue at hearing (map p 16), May 5, 1983, p.1
  Let critics be heard (edit), May 5, 1983, p.6
  SCC mounting fight against county plan, May 5, 1983, p.14
  Critics blast redistricting plan, May 12, 1983, p.1
  There's EMT (edit), May 12, 1983, p.6
  Proud of EMT (ltr), May 12, 1983, p.6
  Maintain EMT intact (ltr), May 12, 1983, p.6
  New plan splits EMT in two, May 19, 1983, p.1
  Mrs Hochberg critical of redistricting switch, May 19, 1983, p.11
  Mrs Hochberg to run; Tocci weighs options, May 26, 1983, p.1
  Redistricting plan passed over Democratic protests, May 26, 1983, p.1
  Honorable defeat for EMT on reapportionment, May 26, 1983, p.11
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

APPORTIONMENT (ELECTION LAW) continued
  League efforts (re reapportionment) listed (ltr), Jun 2, 1983, p.6
  Local Democrats back Hochberg; (new district leaders named (list)), Jun 9, 1983, p.1
  Lawmakers give year-end summaries at LWV event (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.10

APPRAISAL
  SEE VALUATION

APPRAISAL FIRMS
  Resident H. Fendelman, partner J Schwartz form antique appraisal firm, May 27, 1982, p.20

APTED, MICHAEL
  Casting call notice attracts hundreds of would-be actors, Feb 23, 1984, p.1

AQUILINO, JUDY
  Farewells at board meeting; school changes explained, Jun 10, 1982, p.11

ARANCIO, TERESA
  Dial-a-class (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.7

ARANELLA, ANTHONY
  School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1

ARANOW, EDWARD
  Hartsdale parking; Manee lot, May 15, 1980, p.1

ARANOWITZ, EUGENE (DR)
  Volunteers honored (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.10

ARBESMAN, ANDREW
  Broiling Bucks benefit United Way (photo), May 10, 1984, p.5

ARBESMAN, JANET
  Leadership Dinner set by United Way (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.8
  Broiling Bucks benefit United Way (photo), May 10, 1984, p.5

ARBESMAN, JANET (AU)
  United Way agency enables clients to reach full potential, Jun 7, 1984, p.5

ARCARA, ROGER
  Oldest eatery in town, Charlie Brown's, marks 60th birthday, Oct 18, 1984, p.4

ARCE, MIRABEL
  Tuesday morning fever (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.3

ARCHDIOCESE OF NEW YORK
  Job action at IHM; strike looms (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1
  One-day strike at IHM (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.1
  All parishes contribute (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
  Co-chairmen named: J J Parker, J J DioGuardi, Nov 13, 1980, p.18

ARCHER, DIANE
  Job action at IHM; strike looms (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1
  One-day strike at IHM (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.1

ARCHIBALD, JOHN
  J J Archibald dies, Jul 31, 1980, p.8

ARCHITECTS
  Noted SCS architect B Perkins to design new Scout house (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.3
  Architect C D Reid named associate, Mar 27, 1980, p.6
  E J Agostini named senior vp (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.9
  Architects hire local resident A M Shapiro, Feb 19, 1981, p.8
  New playground dedicated to architect M W Cook, who designed it (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.12
  Architect B Perkins forms new firm (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.10
  Assistant Village Manager named: D Newaan (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.1
ARCHITECTS continued

Architect H Juster joins Research Council, Jul 14, 1983, p.3
Local architect H H Juster to chair institute (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.4

ARCHITECTURE

Fifth graders study local architecture, Feb 16, 1984, p.14

ARCHITECTURE-CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION

SEE BUILDING-REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION

ARDITI, GEORGE

New faces liven three-way race in redrawn District 17 (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.11
Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

ARDIZZONE, PATRICIA

AND fire engine ready for duty, Jul 10, 1980, p.2

ARENELLA, ANTHONY

Students aid nature center (list), Aug 5, 1982, p.4
A School is model for Harvard project, Oct 25, 1984, p.16
Alternative School holds open house, Nov 8, 1984, p.20

ARENSTEIN, ROBERT

Three residents (A J Rudick, R D Arenstein, G L Muhlin) named outstanding, Sep 10, 1981, p.3

AREY, ELIZABETH

Editorial bias? (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
On Pysanka and pictures (ltr), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
Ubiquitous photographer (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
Where have all the skaters gone? (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Bookshelf praises coverage (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6
Kerait comes to town (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.4

AREY, ELIZABETH (AU)

Good Samaritans (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
Thoughtful passerby (ltr), Dec 20, 1984, p.6

AREY, JAMES

Fire (on trains), this time; Citizen efforts, Feb 2, 1984, p.1

AREY, JIM (AU)

Good Samaritans (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6

AREY, JUSTIN

Good Samaritans (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6

AREY, SCOTT

In The Hood Singers (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.3

ARGAMI, PETER

Chessmaster and concert pianist M Sheyne takes on all comers at library (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.3

ARON, JIMMY

J Arias comes to town (photo), May 10, 1984, p.4

ARITHMETIC DEFICIENCIES

SEE LEARNING DISABILITIES

ARLES, JAMES

Bike path plans arouse ire in Fox Meadow, Greenacres, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Local officials seek help in beautifying Bronx River banks (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.3
Bronx River project, Aug 30, 1984, p.1

ARMANAKIS, JAMES

Spokesmen for presidential hopefuls seek support of SCS Democrats, Feb 2, 1984, p.1

ARMITAGE, L LEIGHTON

Budget raise now 9%; tenure granted, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

ARMITAGE, L LEIGHTON continued
Board presents $9.25 million budget; faculty cuts included, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
Board winds clock for study of all-day kindergarten plan, Nov 3, 1983, p.11
Old grads never die; they go to Alumini Tea (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.9

ARMITAGE, LESLIE
Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11

ARMOUR, JOAN
Cancer Society gives awards, Nov 24, 1983, p.10
Cancer Society names J Armour director, Jan 12, 1984, p.7

ARMSTEAD-JONES, BENILDA
Fontana, Guarnieri to bid for town posts, Mar 24, 1983, p.14
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican calm, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Democratic primary in GBH is off, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
Town Board candidate R Frigerio calls for accessibility (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.9
Democrat Lois Bronz, running for reelection, speaks out (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.11

ARMSTRONG, C MICHAEL
Armstrong to post United Way names, Jul 31, 1980, p.12

ARMSTRONG, DAVID
Dime store being forced to close, Dec 30, 1982, p.1

ARMSTRONG, HELEN
Top young artist E Chang (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.6

ARMSTRONG, JOHN
Local man D Lane's films awarded top honors, Feb 2, 1984, p.5

ARNOLD, CHARLES (DR)
Insurance company names Dr C B Arnold Senior VP, Dec 15, 1983, p.15
Dr E Aronowitz to chair United Way campaign, Aug 9, 1984, p.15

ARNOLD, CHRIS
Aerospace specialist J Bannister comes to Junior High (photo), Feb 9, 1984, p.1

ARNOLD, JOHN
King of the mountain: J Arnold (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.22

ARNOLD, KAREN CAPE-ARNOLD, KAREN

ARNON, BARUCH (AU)
JDL, Nazis not comparable (ltr), May 3, 1984, p.6

ARNOW, ROBERT
Israeli school group cites SCS man R H Arnow (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.26

ARONOFF, CHUCK
Designers holds grand opening (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.4

ARONOWITZ, EUGENE (DR)
United Way forms campaign cabinet, Aug 2, 1984, p.5
Dr E Aronowitz to chair United Way campaign, Aug 9, 1984, p.15

ARONOWITZ, ROBERT (RABBI)

ARONS, NORMAN
T A Arons dies, Mar 6, 1980, p.12

ARONSON, ADIR
Local man A Aronson appointed, Oct 7, 1982, p.20

ARRIGO, ROBERT
Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1

ARSHAM, JIM
Greenacres Cub Scouts clean up Red Maple Swamp (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.5
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

ARSHAM, JIM (AU)
  Prohibit group home (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6

ARSHAN, MARGE
  Children study environment through Audubon Society grant (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.15

ARSON
  Arson suspected in (EHT) high school fire (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.21
  Jr High fire seen as arson, Apr 23, 1981, p.1

ART
  Postal art, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
  Suwi art (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.23
  Rye resident F Gates wins Artfest sculpture, Oct 29, 1981, p.10
  SCS Art Assn awards prizes (photo; list), Nov 19, 1981, p.4
  Bust of Dr J Backman unveiled (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.8
  Prize winner N Stroke (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.23
  Devastating loss (of painting) (ltr), Mar 18, 1982, p.6
  New scene at SHS by N Eisenman (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.17
  Prize-winning portrait (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.2
  SEE ALSO PHOTOGRAPHY, PYSAKKA

ART GALLERIES
  Gallery honors photographer J Baubion-Mackler, Aug 7, 1980, p.2
  Opening exhibit at gallery here (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.3
  Women without offices will set up yours (photo; addl photo p 16), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
  New Scout House dedicated (photo; list), Mar 18, 1982, p.5
  How to create your own gallery (edit; illus), Mar 18, 1982, p.7
  Mood is balay at area gallery, Apr 8, 1982, p.8
  Gallery taking part in Art Expo (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.18
  Crafty gifts for brides and grooms (photo; list), May 5, 1983, p.4
  Craftman's Gallery marks 10th (list), Sep 22, 1983, p.4
  New art show at gallery (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.2

ART SCHOOLS
  Director named for Art Workshop: W Kartzinel, Jan 17, 1980, p.11
  Art center to open at Scout House, Jan 6, 1983, p.1
  Workshop's friends elect new leaders (list), Jan 20, 1983, p.4
  State selects students to attend summer art school (list), Jul 12, 1984, p.12

ART, CHINESE-EXHIBITS
  Local man Dr C Graves is masterminding an invasion (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.4

ART, DECORATIVE
  The best art investment: 'Buy what you like', Jan 10, 1980, p.4

ART-EXHIBITS
  Olympic art on display (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.2
  Art exhibit by J Sareil at People's Bank, Jan 17, 1980, p.9
  'Still waters' by R Friedel on exhibit, wins prize, Jan 24, 1980, p.7
  B Arum with sculpture 'In Search of Knowledge' (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.2
  'Women in Glass' new show at Craftsman's Gallery (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.8
  Terracotta sculptures by H Burman featured in exhibit (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.9
  Former ad man F Livingston displaying art, Feb 7, 1980, p.2
  Bank features local painter L Cuneo, Feb 7, 1980, p.3
  Thimbles up! (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.8
ART-EXHIBITS continued

Local artist B Schulman has exhibit; Feb 21, 1980, p.5
One-man show (by S Impiglia) at Kiva (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.2
'The Lady' included in A H Siegel exhibit (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.6
SCS painter S Kaplan has show at bank, Mar 27, 1980, p.8
Ex-resident L Stubb's sculpture on display in White Plains (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.10
 Pace show features SCS artists (list), Mar 27, 1980, p.13
Watercolors by J Cook on display at bank, Mar 27, 1980, p.13
Young artist A Fallon honored (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.16
Bank displays oils of Maine by L R Bright, Apr 10, 1980, p.6
Continuum by G Cohen on display (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.10
SCS artist D Cox to have exhibit, Apr 24, 1980, p.5
Portraits and still life by B Gordon on display (photo), May 15, 1980, p.13
Fiber creations on display (photo; list), May 22, 1980, p.13
Heathcote SNB has I Pellei exhibit, May 29, 1980, p.5
'Sienna Surface' part of exhibit by N Langer (photo), May 29, 1980, p.20
Young artist A Gerchick to show oils, Jun 5, 1980, p.9
NB branch shows S Halaby's art, Jun 26, 1980, p.6
Artists M LaGreca, V Lent share bank exhibit, Jun 26, 1980, p.15
Painters S Fodor, E S Feigenbaum showing works at SNB, Jul 3, 1980, p.8
Westlake shows local artists' work (list), Jul 31, 1980, p.2
Exhibit (by B Goldberger) at Westlake (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.2
Display of watercolors by M Silvern, Sep 4, 1980, p.10
Art exhibits by H Kurzani, G L Bates, Sep 18, 1980, p.15
Sculpture exhibit by R Rapaport (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.21
Duo-exhibit (by H Trosky, B Yunich) at Alan Brown Gallery (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.8
SNB displaying bird-like mobiles by D E Oppenheimer, Oct 2, 1980, p.11
Local artists V Lent, M LaGreca show watercolors, Oct 16, 1980, p.7
Gallery features SCS artist H Seasonwein, Oct 23, 1980, p.10
Watercolor show by J Cook at bank, Oct 30, 1980, p.6
Four from EMT high school (R Fraser, A Post, W Wang, M Tuchman) in art show, Oct 30, 1980, p.21
Two art shows at GBH Library, Oct 30, 1980, p.21
Show by Andrea Ruoff (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.2
Conrail boss J F Spreng has art show, Nov 6, 1980, p.6
Art exhibit Sunday at club (list), Nov 20, 1980, p.10
Art exhibit at SCS Library (illus; list), Nov 27, 1980, p.22
SCS artist C Johnson displays 'Joy of Watercolor' here, Dec 4, 1980, p.2
Two art shows (by F B Newman, R Singer) at GBH Library, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
One-woman exhibit by S Platt (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.7
Kiva to feature works on paper (illus; list), Jan 8, 1981, p.10
Bank exhibiting resident J Albert's work, Jan 8, 1981, p.13
New artist at 75: L Strauss (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.5
Art by SHS students L Grossman, A Swedron (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.5
Benefit for Counseling Service (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.12
SCS High grad B Bushin to have art showing, Feb 26, 1981, p.14
SCS artist M S Freie has exhibition, Mar 5, 1981, p.3
Art show by M LaGreca at local bank, Mar 5, 1981, p.8
Science teacher N Sloan has exhibit of sculptures, Mar 19, 1981, p.26
Sculptural ceramics (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.8
Hospital to exhibit Dr Nygaard's work (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.15
ART-EXHIBITS continued

Local artists M Chankin, G Lysun display works, Apr 30, 1981, p.25
Sculptor-physician Dr K K Nygaard (photo), May 14, 1981, p.8
That one's mine! (photo; list), May 14, 1981, p.18
Photorealistic art by J DeLeo on display, Jul 30, 1981, p.10
Dr J Brill sculpts driftwood (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.2
Art exhibit by R Epstein at bank here (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.4
SCS man W R Briggs to have exhibit, Aug 27, 1981, p.4
Art by J McDonald displayed at Town Hall, Aug 27, 1981, p.13
Exhibit in Soho (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.4
SHS graduate T A Corey has NY exhibit, Sep 17, 1981, p.5
SCS woman B Arum, J Graham, I Shaw, S Vacha in NOW exhibit (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.16
J Schwartz with artists M Dilsizian, F Brady at outdoor art show in Chase Park (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Art exhibit by D Hearle at SCS Natl, Sep 24, 1981, p.4
Art show by former resident S Strauss (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.12
Mannor photograph honored at show, Oct 1, 1981, p.13
Local sculptor S Golub to exhibit (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.4
On exhibit: M LaGreca watercolors (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.8
Exhibit by local artist S S Astor (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.4
Opening exhibit at gallery here (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.3
Two artists (J Patterson, R Friedel) have show at main office of SBH, Nov 5, 1981, p.8
SCS artists J Gold, D Stern-Staeter in show at Pelham Art Center, Nov 19, 1981, p.9
Bank showing watercolors by D M Cox, Feb 4, 1982, p.13
Resident H Buchthal exhibiting paintings (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.5
Exhibit at the Bridge (photo), Feb 18, 1982, p.5
Local artist M LaGreca featured in one-woman exhibition (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.9
Display of oils by R Vaccaro at SBH branch, Mar 4, 1982, p.15
Three local artists (P Taubin, A Gezerjian, J Ipedkjian) win in Eastchester art exhibition (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.13
Painter D Hearle has show at SBH, Apr 1, 1982, p.2
New show by M Newhouse at gallery here, Apr 1, 1982, p.5
Art (by S Buck, E Spier, S A Fodor, M F McKesson) at Nature Center, Library and Town Hall, Apr 1, 1982, p.10
Minister, Rev S R Chamberlain, has paintings on exhibit at library, Apr 8, 1982, p.3
Mood is bally at area gallery, Apr 8, 1982, p.8
Architect/sculptor J D Brosk has show, May 20, 1982, p.2
Local potter A Chilton showing work, Jun 17, 1982, p.2
Art exhibit by G Sudaka to open at Girl Scout House (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.5
Watercolors by Rev S R Chamberlain on display, Jul 8, 1982, p.9
Landscapes by M Nakagawa in library show (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.11
NBW features local artist M LaGreca, Jul 29, 1982, p.4
Detective work key element in planning exhibit (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.6
Silkscreen prints by T Priest in show at local gallery, Aug 12, 1982, p.2
Leahy Gallery to open season (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.4
New exhibit at Alan Brown to feature works by L Lazar, Sep 2, 1982, p.18
SCS Art Assn members set up for outdoor show (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.20
New exhibit by J Kahn coming to Alan Brown Gallery (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.20
Kearl sculpture on display at LI museum, Sep 30, 1982, p.11
Ribbons for their oils (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.4
ART-EXHIBITS continued
Brothers G & R Capobianco are prizewinners, Nov 18, 1982, p.16
Exhibition of collages, constructions by R Simons, Nov 18, 1982, p.16
SCS artist L Cuneo has exhibit at St Agnes, Feb 3, 1983, p.2
Exhibit features sculpture (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.12
Designer S Silver in the spotlight (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.1
SHS graduate D Goldstein has show at museum, Feb 17, 1983, p.2
Designer S Silver links 2500 years of Vatican art (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.6
Local artist L Moonie's show opens, Feb 17, 1983, p.10
Resident J Giunta showing photos at St Agnes, Feb 24, 1983, p.3
Local artist M LaGreca exhibits work, Feb 24, 1983, p.11
Works by EMT artists P Feldinger, R Friedel shown, Mar 3, 1983, p.12
Burke showing resident W R Briggs' art, Mar 10, 1983, p.11
Clay quilt at wry show (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.2
SCS painter M Ripp to show work at nearby gallery, Mar 31, 1983, p.3
Local bank sets photo exhibit by J Hoffer, Mar 31, 1983, p.3
Historical Society exhibit focuses on works of Westchester artists (list), Mar 31, 1983, p.5
Gallery taking part in Art Expo (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.18
Japanese artist M Nakagawa shows paintings at Town Hall, Apr 7, 1983, p.11
Paintings by C Spence on exhibit at SCS Natl Bank (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.17
Crafty gifts for brides and grooms (photo; list), May 5, 1983, p.4
Local painter M LaGreca has exhibit at Burke, May 5, 1983, p.12
Painting, photo exhibits on now at SCS Natl, May 5, 1983, p.23
New exhibit by S A Fodor begins at Girl Scout House, May 12, 1983, p.3
Oils by local artist J Sternberg shown, May 26, 1983, p.11
Children's art featured (photo), May 26, 1983, p.14
Local artists have work in NYC show (list), May 26, 1983, p.18
Painter N Langer has show in Soho, May 26, 1983, p.19
Bank displaying resident D Cox's work, May 26, 1983, p.19
SNB showing watercolors by F Brady, Jun 9, 1983, p.5
Celebration of Westchester (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.12
New York cityscapes theme of exhibition (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.4
Local artist A Nachuii has exhibit at Bridge Gallery, Jun 30, 1983, p.10
Art at the town library: J Cook, J E Willett exhibit, Jul 7, 1983, p.9
Artist T C Vinton's reception (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.2
Paintings by Cresotti featured at gallery (illus), Jul 14, 1983, p.4
Driftwood sculptures on exhibit, Aug 18, 1983, p.3
Now on display (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.8
Nature Center to host clay art exhibition (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.9
Exhibition of paintings (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.9
Event at Art Center (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.2
Craftman's Gallery marks 10th (list), Sep 22, 1983, p.4
SCS painter D M Cox giving exhibit at St Agnes Hospital, Oct 13, 1983, p.4
Hudson exhibit has resident G Uhlfelder's painting, Oct 13, 1983, p.17
Artist P K Seidelman has show in Soho gallery, Oct 13, 1983, p.18
Art display by I Pellei at savings bank, Nov 3, 1983, p.2
Two painters, R Schmidt, C Spence, having exhibits at SCS National Bank, Nov 3, 1983, p.19
Art Assn awards prizes (list), Nov 17, 1983, p.11
SCS painter M Ripp has show at store, Nov 24, 1983, p.4
New art show at gallery (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.2
ART-EXHIBITS continued

Library shows acrylic sculpture by W Verdict, Dec 8, 1983, p.11
SCS painter S Platt in show at The Gallery in Hastings (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.12
Chosen for national show (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.2
D Shap showing paintings at SNB, Jan 26, 1984, p.4
K K Nygaard as surgeon, artist probes the soul (photo), Feb 9, 1984, p.6
Painting by surgeon-artist B Alta in Nature Center exhibit, Apr 5, 1984, p.11
Local painter M LaGreca shows works at Bonwit's, Apr 5, 1984, p.14
Art on display (photo; list), Apr 26, 1984, p.14
A Zoback will display art in (Greenwich) village, May 17, 1984, p.16
New art exhibit at Paperwork Gallery (photo; list), Jun 14, 1984, p.15
Local artist R Corn's work exhibited, Aug 9, 1984, p.4
Roots of Westchester (mural) (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.4
Painter C Spence has show at SNB, Aug 30, 1984, p.12
Harriet Kine creates new medium out of money (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.2
Art in the park (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.3
SCS artist M K Barri has exhibit (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.13
Painting exhibit opening here Saturday, Nov 1, 1984, p.9
SCS artist S Vacha to open at gallery in Bronxville (illus p 12), Nov 22, 1984, p.4
Nygaard exhibit now at Pace, Dec 6, 1984, p.19
Sculpture exhibit (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.29
SEE ALSO PHOTOGRAPHY-EXHIBITS

ART-STUDY AND TEACHING

Pre-schoolers can be Young at Art, Aug 28, 1980, p.21
Outside art (photo; list), May 21, 1981, p.4
Art workshop for pre-schoolers (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.20

ARTHUR MANOR

This time, take it (edit), Jan 17, 1980, p.4
Environmental issues dominate trustees' meeting, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Tenant protection approved; Board accepts land donation, May 15, 1980, p.1
Quiet in the park, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Welcome visitor (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.18
Christmas tradition in Arthur Manor (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.2
Arthur Manorite protests (ltr), Dec 20, 1984, p.6

ARTHUR MANOR ASSN

Manor has tradition of community commitment (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.30
Cluster housing plan opposed (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Manor holds annual parade (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.3
Davis Park curfew request rejected, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Davis Park (edit), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
A-caroling they did go (photo; list), Dec 25, 1980, p.1
Christmas candy delights M Holtzman (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.3
Arthur Manor goes Hawaiian (photo; list), Feb 19, 1981, p.3
Arthur Manor marks the Fourth (photo; list), Jul 9, 1981, p.5
Fall Foliage Run (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Camelot on Carman Road (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Patriotic family (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.4
Arthur Manor names leaders (list), May 28, 1983, p.18
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ARTHUR MANOR ASSN continued

Who were those masked kids? (photo; list), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
No politics allowed, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Planning Board seeks power to OK cluster plan (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1
Unrepresented neighborhoods (ltr), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
Children celebrate Independence Day at Arthur Manor parade (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.1
Warm feelings at Davis Park (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.2
Meaghan meets Santa (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.5

ARTISTS

Olympic art on display (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.2
'Still waters' by R Friedel on exhibit, wins prize, Jan 24, 1980, p.7
B Arum with sculpture 'In Search of Knowledge' (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.2
'Women In Glass' new show at Craftsman's Gallery (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.8
Terracotta sculptures by H Burtman featured in exhibit (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.9
Former art man F Livingston displaying art, Feb 7, 1980, p.2
Bank features local painter L Cuneo, Feb 7, 1980, p.3
Local artist B Schulman has exhibit; Feb 21, 1980, p.5
Postal art, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
One-man show (by G Iapiglia) at Kiva (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.2
'Bag Lady' included in A H Siegel exhibit (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.6
SCS painter S Kaplan has show at bank, Mar 27, 1980, p.8
Ex-resident L Stubbs' sculpture on display in White Plains (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.10
Pace show features SCS artists (list), Mar 27, 1980, p.13
Watercolors by J Cook on display at bank, Mar 27, 1980, p.13
Young artist A Fallon honored (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.16
Bank displays oils of Maine by L R Bright, Apr 10, 1980, p.6
Continuum by C Cohen on display (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.10
SCS artist D Cox to have exhibit, Apr 24, 1980, p.5
L Moonie wins art award, May 22, 1980, p.11
Beaux Arts winners named (photo; list), May 22, 1980, p.12
Heathcote SNB has I Pellei exhibit, May 29, 1980, p.5
SCS woman M E Neelich is Artist of Month, Jun 5, 1980, p.11
SCS potter A Chilton wins two awards, Jun 26, 1980, p.15
Sculptor A Padovano joins YMHA staff, Jul 17, 1980, p.6
Art in the streets (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.2
Art judge: L Moonie (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.8
Graphic artist A Petrook opens office (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.11
Artists at Greenacres (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.13
Local residents are winners in art and writing contests (list), Apr 9, 1981, p.13
Graphic artist A Petrook wins two awards, Apr 16, 1981, p.13
Six from SCS in 35th Beaux Arts Finale (list), May 7, 1981, p.15
Peter Landesian wins art award, May 7, 1981, p.25
Artist Guild elects officers for 1981-82 (list), Sep 3, 1981, p.12
J Schwartz with artists H Dilisian, F Brady at outdoor art show in Chase Park (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Family art is a special genre in the Dickinson household (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.17
'At 85, time to see what I've been doing': J Wachsman (photo; add photo p 20; list), Feb 18, 1982, p.6
Painting the Chinese way (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.11
Three local artists (P Taubin, A Gezerjian, J Ipedkjian) win in Eastchester art exhibition (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.13
Daw is named (Artist of Month), Feb 10, 1983, p.10
ARTISTS continued

Exhibit features sculpture (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.12
Art show winners named (list), Mar 24, 1983, p.12
Resident B Armaw awarded sculpture prize, Apr 21, 1983, p.2
SCS artists E Greene, G J Sherman, J Leiken honored, May 12, 1983, p.17
SCS artist M LaBrecia wins blue ribbon, Jun 2, 1983, p.18
Liana Moonie wins award in watercolor competition, Nov 24, 1983, p.12
Former Scarsdalian C Bell wins art competition, Mar 15, 1984, p.13
Fiber of Jewish life woven into Passover crafts (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.6
Designed for the mayor (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.24
Local artist R Corn's work exhibited, Aug 9, 1984, p.4
Studio space for artists being provided in Yonkers, Aug 9, 1984, p.5
Sculptor M Deutsch, singer K Claus selected for visiting artist program, Aug 23, 1984, p.9
Women artists—undervalued (edit), Aug 30, 1984, p.7
Harriet Kine creates new medium out of money (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.2
Stone sculpture in progress (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.9
Resident L Moonie's painting wins award, Dec 13, 1984, p.11

ARTS AND CULTURE COMMITTEE-GBH

Arts committee head M Gutman brings unusual programs to town (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.23

ARTS FUND

SEE FUND RAISING

ARTURI, LYNN

Subol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1

ARUM, BARBARA

'Still waters' by R Friedel on exhibit, wins prize, Jan 24, 1980, p.7
B Arum with sculpture 'In Search of Knowledge' (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.2
SCS women B Arum, L Graham, I Shaw, S Vacha in NOW exhibit (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.16
Rye resident F Gates wins Artfest sculpture, Oct 29, 1981, p.10
Resident B Arum awarded sculpture prize, Apr 21, 1983, p.2

ARUM, RICHARD

Futile exercise (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6
Blame vandal, not society (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6

ARUM, RICHARD (AU)

Rally on June 12 (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
Vandalism and irrationality (edit), May 12, 1983, p.7

ASAKAWA, MARI

Junior high holds annual health fair (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.14
Local musicians M Asakawa, C Sim win Concerto Contest, Feb 23, 1984, p.2

ASAMI, MASAKO

Explaining an ancient art (photo), May 24, 1984, p.10

ASBESTOS

Asbestos problem, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Better now than later (edit), Jan 15, 1981, p.4
Village Board to fix ceilings in library, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Questions raised on asbestos ceilings (ltr), Jan 29, 1981, p.4
Library ceiling pencil-free; water restrictions in effect, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Asbestos to go, Mar 24, 1981, p.1
League speakers talk about asbestos in the home and how to get rid of it, Nov 15, 1984, p.6

ASCHERHANN, KURT

Town's senior program has hub in EMT (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.11
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ASCHERMANN, KURT continued
Hearings held on GBH budget, Nov 20, 1980, p.15
Skaters compete at Ice Carnival (photo; list), Feb 12, 1981, p.17
Town Park opens with $500,000 new facilities, May 28, 1981, p.16
State to pay for new pool aid station, Mar 4, 1982, p.13
Teaching the teacher is game (of K Aschermann and R O'Shea) (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.14
Town sets final hearing on budget, Dec 1, 1983, p.8

ASH, LEE
Sunday most popular day at Library (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.29

ASHANY, ERAN
Ashany, Behan, Ungar win Merit corporate grants, Apr 10, 1980, p.17

ASHANY, ILANA
Edgewood checkers champs (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.23

ASHE, ARTHUR
Tennis great A Ashe at Westchester Ski and Sport Shop (photo), May 22, 1980, p.17

ASHER, AL
Quaker Ridge parents up in arms over schedule proposal, May 15, 1980, p.1

ASHER, ALEXA
Ready for opening night (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.5

ASHER, ROBERT
Town Club: Teacher pay should rise less than cost of living, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Coalition names C O'Connor, R Asher leaders (photo), Jan 29, 1982, p.1
Election decision, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Campaign letter provokes charges of 'mud-slinging', Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Town Club reception brings rival candidates together (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Village eyes ban on electronic games, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Citizens' Party candidates win by nearly 3-1 (photo; addl photo, chart p.6), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Citizens try to save courts (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Robert Asher elected Civic Club president (list), Jun 24, 1982, p.3
Local attorney R S Asher joins new firm, Dec 2, 1982, p.16

ASHER, ROBERT (AU)
Principles of Coalition (ltr), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
More opinions on Junior High School tennis courts (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6

ASHFORD, ROSALIND
Appointment at SUNY for R Ashford, Nov 8, 1984, p.16

ASHLEY, STELLA
Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6

ASINDOFSKY, BEVERLY
School Board hears report on writing, Nov 12, 1981, p.1

ASSAEL, MICHAEL

ASSAEL, MICHAEL (AU)
We're losing the money game (edit), Mar 25, 1982, p.7
To buy...or not to buy (edit), Oct 7, 1982, p.7

ASSAULT
SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

ASSN FOR SUPERVISION IN CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

ASSN OF JUNIOR LEAGUES
SEE JUNIOR LEAGUE
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ASSN TO PRESERVE THE HUTCH
SEE HUTCHINSON RIVER PARKWAY

ASTON, ANDREW
There’s always a happy ending at Wapetuck (photo; addl photo p 8), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

ASTON, RICHARD
Singing out at St James (photo), Mar 11, 1982, p.16

ASTOR, GERALD (AU)
Peace officers in cops’ clothing (edit), Apr 16, 1981, p.7
If no questions, start with answers (edit), Apr 23, 1981, p.7

ASTOR, SONIA
Exhibit by local artist S S Astor (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.4

ASTRONAUTS
Astronaut Dr J Hoffman speaks at SCS High (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.13
Astronaut J A Hoffman to address seniors (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
SCS astronaut J A Hoffman selected, Sep 22, 1983, p.1
Jeffrey Hoffman preparing to fulfill childhood dream, Oct 6, 1983, p.1

ATT
SEE TELEPHONE SERVICE

ATHLETIC FIELDS-SCS
SEE PLAYING FIELDS-SCS

ATKINS, KAREN
Moon men land at Fox Meadow (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.22

ATKINS, MARCIA
Riflery team sighted on a better image (photo; addl photo p 8; list), Mar 11, 1982, p.6

ATKINSON, JANES

ATKINSON, ROBERT
Junior high school UN (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.5

ATLASES
New historical atlas completed, May 20, 1982, p.2

ATTACHED HOUSING
SEE ZONING, CONSERVATION

ATTALIENTI, ANTHONY (DR)
Five candidates in race for three school board nominations, Feb 10, 1983, p.10
Attalienti, Bloom and Lorch get nod (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.10
PTA executive boards plan for open candidate forum next year, Mar 31, 1983, p.15
Referendum needed for (EHT school) phone system, Jul 7, 1983, p.9
Parents’ concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
Warm welcome (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.11
Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11
Board gets tough on snow removal, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
Board winds clock for study of all-day kindergarten plan, Nov 3, 1983, p.11
Board prepares to fight state plan, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
School Board looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p.10
Board okays $10.9 million budget with 9.1% tax increase, Apr 5, 1984, p.10
Petition signatures arouse controversy on EMT School Board, Apr 26, 1984, p.11
Board of Ed enters Moundroukass battle, May 10, 1984, p.13
Parents asked to participate in selection of administrator, May 17, 1984, p.9
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ATTALIENTI, ANTHONY (DR) continued

Board sets initial teacher aide study, Jun 7, 1984, p.10
Kennedy appointed principal at Seely (list), Jul 5, 1984, p.9
Board: 44 is limit for first grade at Seely; no vote taken, Jul 19, 1984, p.9
Seely safety study gets a green light, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
EMT officials Dr A Attalienti, Dr T Edwards, J Finn to accept EHS award, Aug 16, 1984, p.9
School board plan to encourage input (list), Aug 16, 1984, p.9
Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10
Superintendent Finn to leave EHT, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
Board backs Finn in Seely decision, Sep 13, 1984, p.9
Interim superintendent appointed: Dr J S Carnrite, Oct 11, 1984, p.9

ATTIA, ALISON

Heathcote Thanksgiving (photo; list), Dec 4, 1980, p.28
Hospital honors junior volunteers (photo; list), Sep 20, 1984, p.2

ATTIA, EVELYN

SCS High graduates issue 'Report from Campus', Feb 14, 1980, p.5

ATTIA, LARRY

Returning AFS students J Adler, A Dulit report on trips (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.2
SCS Foundation provides scholarships (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.29

ATTIA, LARRY (AU)

Math Center missed (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Change at SHS favored (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6

ATTIA, PATRICIA (AU)

Advice to parents: get the facts first (edit), Sep 20, 1984, p.7

ATTIC FANS

Whole-house attic fans: effective and efficient (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1984, p.6

ATTISANI, ALBERT

Christmas candy delights M Holtzman (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.3
Welcome visitor (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.18

ATTISANI, DAVID

Boys' State delegates (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.10
Interns tackle Village Hall projects (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.2

ATTORNEYS

SEE LAWYERS

ATWATER, BETTE


ATWATER, WILLIAM

W Atwater dies, Apr 7, 1983, p.16

ATWOOD, BERNARD

Lucky ticket selected by M Geiger (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.10

ATWOOD, JOY

R Mitchell of the hour (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.3

ATWOOD, MARGARET

M Atwood dies, Oct 14, 1982, p.16

ATWOOD, PAULINE

Candidates square off at League meeting (photo p.14), Oct 30, 1980, p.1

AUBRY, RICHARD (DR)


AUCHINLOSS, EVA

This runner, A Siegel, rarely stumbles when it comes to book ideas (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
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AUCTIONS

Sale at Village Hall, Sep 6, 1984, p.1

AUDRIETH, RALPH (AU)

After college--Lesotho (edit), Sep 22, 1983, p.7
Birds do it...around here (edit; illus), Oct 13, 1983, p.7
How much wood can a woodchuck chuck? (edit), Dec 22, 1983, p.7
Boredom is the pathway to dying (edit), Jan 5, 1984, p.7
What have you done for a tree--lately? (edit), Apr 5, 1984, p.7
Avian news from an avid bird watcher (edit), Jun 21, 1984, p.7
Now, about my doctor (edit), Jul 5, 1984, p.7

AUDUBON EXPEDITION INSTITUTE

Becoming environmentally aware (edit), Aug 4, 1983, p.7

AUDUBON SOCIETY

Environmental issues dominate trustees' meeting, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Agreement on Garrison Land (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
School in the woods for C Roth, Sep 23, 1982, p.17
Board discusses textbook selecting, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Planning for historical exhibit (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.5
Rare treat promised (ltr), May 5, 1983, p.6
Children study environment through Audubon Society grant (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.15
Saving an island, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
SCS Audubon Society supports rich diversity of the natural world (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.34

AUERBACH, JONATHAN

Local students Beijing bound (list), Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Alternative School students find China 'breathtaking' (photo p 12), Mar 26, 1981, p.5

AUERBACH, MINNA

Halfway houses not new to Westchester (Part I), Apr 22, 1982, p.1

AUGUSTIN, PATRICIA

Regents winners: M Farrelly, P Augustin, Mar 18, 1982, p.19

AULD, PETER (DR)

DelBello, Legislators argue over opening units at Medical Center, Nov 27, 1980, p.1

AURNQU, JOEL

Dr H Tarnower slain: wrote SCS diet (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Indictment sought in Tarnower killing, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Jean Harris indicted for murder, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Jean Harris pleads not guilty to murder, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
No dismissal (for J Harris), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Insanity plea (for J Harris)?, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
No insanity plea in Jean Harris defense, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Tarnower murder trial on, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Jean Harris trial: hearings continue, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Harris' statements ruled admissible, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Eight picked for Harris jury, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Harris trial starts Friday (list), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Prosecutor seeks to prove Harris intended to kill, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Victim's housekeeper, S Van Der Vreken, on stand, Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Dramatic moment at trial, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Questions posed in Harris trial (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Harris lawyer J Aurnou no newcomer to the big cases (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
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AURNOU, JOEL continued
Defense takes over in Harris trial, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
Court recessed in Jean Harris trial, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Harris jurors see letters written by defendant, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
Defense presents will in evidence at Harris trial, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Harris defense seeks to prove struggle, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Defense calls Harris to stand (illus), Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Bolen charges intent to kill (illus p 10), Feb 5, 1981, p.1
The defense (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Lawyers clash over medical evidence, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Jury still out in Jean Harris murder trial (photo; addl photo p 16), Feb 19, 1981, p.1
Jean Harris found guilty of murder (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Jean Harris gets 15 years (photo p 8), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
DA replying to Harris appeal next week (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Vergari brief rebuts Aurnou, Oct 8, 1981, p.1
Harris verdict upheld, Dec 31, 1981, p.1
No retrial for Mrs Harris, Sep 1, 1983, p.1

AUSTIN, CARL

AUSTIN, GRAHMS
G H Austin dies, Mar 12, 1981, p.19

AUTH, PATRICIA
Family Service names resident P J Auth, Jan 24, 1980, p.6

AUTH, PATRICIA (AU)
On adoption policy (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
(Unwed mothers) Misunderstood by society (ltr), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

AUTHORS
J Aguero demonstrates talent at Heathcote (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.13
Dr J B Moses co-author of 'Presidential Courage' (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.11
This runner, A Siegel, rarely stumbles when it comes to book ideas (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Michael Korda to speak here (photo), May 1, 1980, p.1
Resident S Dannett heads Douglass alumnae, May 22, 1980, p.8
Author J Scobey sheds 40 pounds, stays thin, tells tale (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
W Bellin a new author at age eighty, Nov 13, 1980, p.8
National Book Week (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.16
Writers S Alexander, D Trilling play featured roles at Harris trial (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
Former resident M H Johnson co-authors book, Dec 25, 1980, p.11
New edition by graduate of SMS D Chabner, Mar 26, 1981, p.25
Local residents are winners in art and writing contests (list), Apr 9, 1981, p.13
Buckley urges impatience (photo), May 7, 1981, p.5
Nobelist Isaac B Singer disavows crusader's role (photo), May 14, 1981, p.2
Outstanding: A Topping (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.15
Book by Dr K Lancelot-Harrington combines instruction in English and US history (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.10
Author of 'Garp' to give fall lecture (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.1
'Meets' lead Rita Kashner to first novel (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.6
Irving on endings, and beginnings (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.3
AUTHORS continued

Sportswriter M Allen comes to Edgewood (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.19
Children's author J Angell gives program at RR, Nov 26, 1981, p.19
Local writers are organizing, Dec 3, 1981, p.2
Happy birthday, Babar! (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.21
Library president B A Leerburger on 'Marketing the Library', Dec 17, 1981, p.14
Movements built from bottom up (edit), Mar 4, 1982, p.7
Local writer A Fischer goes national with real-life problems (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.13
Local author: B Osian (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.2
New novelist: D Zacharia (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.5
Newberry winner N Willard (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.28
A life in books grows richer by one (photo), May 20, 1982, p.6
Former resident C B Agree writes radio guide, Aug 5, 1982, p.4
Director of local gallery R Raab has guide for collectors (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.5
Junior high teacher I Sloan has publications on law, Sep 2, 1982, p.13
Local therapist V Androsiglio is author of Parents' Magazine article, Oct 28, 1982, p.15
And in his spare time Kike Cantor wrote a book, Nov 18, 1982, p.12
A joy to read (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6
Writing award winners S Wu, K Rosenbaum (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.24
Screenwriter from SCS D Grossman making his mark in Hollywood (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.11
Local author B Host visits (photo; list), Dec 16, 1982, p.26
Local nutritionist J R Corlin authors new weight-loss cookbook, Dec 23, 1982, p.9
SCS resident J Gordon co-authors new book on women's voluntarism (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.9
Book by Saxon Whitney published posthumously, Mar 24, 1983, p.8
New book by ex-Scarsdalian E Stevens, Apr 28, 1983, p.21
What makes SCS Itr, May 5, 1983, p.6
Book award to former resident R Imaerman, May 19, 1983, p.12
SCS graduate R H Imaerman wins honor, Jun 16, 1983, p.3
Students dream of mastering the writer's art (photo; list), Jul 21, 1983, p.6
Novel called 'group libel' (ltr), Sep 22, 1983, p.6
Award-winning writer E Fein, Oct 27, 1983, p.9
Two SCS alumni, P Sloan, D Moretti, write law books, Dec 8, 1983, p.16
Warm greetings for Heathcote visitor J Hurwitz (photo; list), Mar 22, 1984, p.15
Writer M Iachetta honored (photo), May 17, 1984, p.4
Commitment to heritage, Jul 12, 1984, p.9
New novel by local writer W Katz, Sep 27, 1984, p.10
Author J Scobey takes wry look at aging, Oct 4, 1984, p.26
Local wordsmiths B Jacobson, R Reiser unite to forge a mighty sword, too (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.6
Writer-organizer responds (ltr), Dec 20, 1984, p.6
So that's how (Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer) started! (edit), Dec 20, 1984, p.7

SEE ALSO BOOKS

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS

SEE TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF NEW YORK

SEE AUTOMOBILE CLUBS

AUTOMOBILE CLUBS

AAA leaflet teaches safety rules (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.28
Advice from police chief (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.29
Auto Club to give SCS award for pedestrian safety, Aug 23, 1984, p.3
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AUTOMOBILE DEALERS

VW dealer F A Miller honored with ‘We Care’ prize, Apr 5, 1984, p.8
SCS Ford names S Perrone director, Dec 13, 1984, p.14
SCS Ford names S Bond consultant (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.27

AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS

Drivers: follow rules (ltr), Aug 27, 1981, p.6
Driver, C Powers, 27, arraigned after fire truck joyride, Feb 18, 1982, p.11
SEE ALSO BUS DRIVERS

AUTOMOBILE DRIVING

Chief T Shaies announces start of careful driving campaign, Aug 28, 1980, p.21
From an inconvenienced driver (ltr), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
Employees take driving course (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.2
Coexistence on the roads (edit; illus), Apr 23, 1981, p.6
Rudeness on the road (ltr), Jul 9, 1981, p.6
Wrong way on Boniface Circle (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.2
Vans allowed on parkways, Oct 15, 1981, p.4
Offensive drivers (ltr), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
A SCS driver’s musings (ltr), Sep 30, 1982, p.6
More than meets the eye—or ear (edit), Mar 24, 1983, p.7
Those mysterious lines (edit), May 19, 1983, p.6
Advice from police chief (Education ’83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.29
Unyielding drivers (edit), Sep 22, 1983, p.6
We’re all out there (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
Defensive driving, Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Traffic headaches, Dec 6, 1984, p.1
SEE ALSO DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED

AUTOMOBILE DRIVING-LAWS AND LEGISLATION

SEE TRAFFIC REGULATION

AUTOMOBILE LICENSE PLATES

EGO-IST 2 (edit), Apr 1, 1982, p.7

AUTOMOBILE PARKING

Parking problems; So far, so good, Jan 3, 1980, p.1
Just in case it snows (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.5
Parking restrictions, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Right end, wrong means (edit), Mar 13, 1980, p.4
Discouraging business? (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Hartsdale parking; Manee lot, May 15, 1980, p.1
SCS parking, May 15, 1980, p.1
Parking folly (edit), May 15, 1980, p.4
Gas stations appeal night parking ban, May 29, 1980, p.3
Permits available, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
HTS parking, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Gas station permit granted, Jun 26, 1980, p.2
Parking ban on Library Drive, Oct 2, 1980, p.5
Hartsdale parking, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
She’s glad she left town (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Wrong way on Boniface Circle (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.2
Higher parking rates proposed for HTS, Nov 19, 1981, p.5
Parking at a premium (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.8
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AUTOMOBILE PARKING continued

Time to look at parking (edit), Mar 18, 1982, p.6
Meanwhile...(edit), Mar 18, 1982, p.6
Board weighs Station Area parking plans, Aug 12, 1982, p.1
Thoughts on parking (edit), Aug 19, 1982, p.6
Japanese restaurant planned for Garth Rd, Aug 26, 1982, p.1
Time for a start (edit), Aug 26, 1982, p.6
Freightway—quiet but not forgotten, Sep 2, 1982, p.1
For residents only, Sep 2, 1982, p.1
Reserved parking, Sep 2, 1982, p.1
Restaurant on Garth Road gets planners’ okay, Sep 9, 1982, p.1
Town Club study urges changes in parking rules, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
Trustees to consider two new parking plans, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
More on parking, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Little response to parking plan (photo), Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Does anyone care? (edit), Oct 14, 1982, p.6
Parking plan taking shape, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Merchants’ view on parking (ltr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
Only a first step (edit), Nov 4, 1982, p.6
Parking plan explained (ltr), Nov 4, 1982, p.6
Village passes parking plan, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Reservations?, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
No more lineup (Parking permits by mail), Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Little interest in reserved parking in Freightway, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
More parking available soon (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.5
Meters not ready, Jan 6, 1983, p.1
Unnecessary nuisance (edit), Jan 6, 1983, p.6
Parking delay, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Does law impose curfew (ltr), Jan 20, 1983, p.6
Dedicated lot, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
He wants parking ban extended (ltr), Jan 27, 1983, p.6
For SCS only, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Giving a warning (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Town Board names N. Weiner, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
Rail strike taking toll on merchants (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Rates (for parking meters) going up, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
On to stage two (edit), May 26, 1983, p.6
Survey finds strong support for parking facility on Freightway site, Jun 9, 1983, p.1
No parking, Aug 18, 1983, p.1
Town Board raises ceiling for senior rent abatement, Oct 13, 1983, p.10
Citizens urge improvements in downtown parking, traffic, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Government services receive generally good rating in survey, Nov 10, 1983, p.2
Stimulate private enterprise (edit), Nov 10, 1983, p.7
Parking permits for '84 on sale at Village Hall, Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Need change (for parking meters)?, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Something in return? (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
Open impact, Jun 21, 1984, p.1
Lack of sensitivity (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
Freightway lease?, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Free parking, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
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AUTOMOBILE PARKING continued
  More parking?, Dec 13, 1984, p.1
AUTOMOBILE PARKING METERS
  Meters not ready, Jan 6, 1983, p.1
AUTOMOBILE PARKING-VIOLATIONS
  Scofflaw crackdown, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
  Ticket out of town (ltr), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
  Zeal or harassment? (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
  Compassion code needed (ltr), Sep 24, 1981, p.6
  Reply from the police (ltr), Oct 1, 1981, p.6
  Halloween moratorium? (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
  SCS Scene (cartoon), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
  Scofflaws sought, Nov 4, 1982, p.1

AUTOMOBILES
  It was sink or swim for cars on parkway (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.1
  Automobile history featured at Historical Society festival (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.3
  Plug-in car draws stares around town (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.4
  Street Scene II, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
  Coming to the fair (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.1
  Friends of Y teacher who lost legs, N Olson, to present her with special vehicle, Jun 7, 1984, p.5
  Sale at Village Hall, Sep 6, 1984, p.1
  Y members give special car to disabled woman, N Olson, Sep 20, 1984, p.1
  Rolls ruined in fire, Oct 11, 1984, p.2

AUTOMOBILES-REPAIRING
  Mechanic L Bluiner has no-wait policy, Apr 28, 1983, p.25

AUXILIARY POLICE-SCS
  SEE SPECIAL PATROLMEN-SCS

AVELLINO, ALEX (AU)
  Praise for the Maestro (ltr), May 26, 1983, p.6

AVELLINO, JENNIFER
  Kids’ paper blends moxie with savvy (photo; addl photo p 5), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
  Young reporters tell how it was in San Francisco (photo), Jul 26, 1984, p.6

AVERSA, THERESA
  Ground broken for second Scout house (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.1

AVIATION
  SEE FLIGHT

AVIEZER, PATRICIA
  Controversial cut penalties lifted (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.9
  Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16
  New group to fight substance abuse, Nov 24, 1983, p.8

AVIV, BETH
  School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
  School Budget presented, Apr 16, 1981, p.1

AWALT, CHARLES
  Trustees approve group home list, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
  Site search stalled, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
  Ethical site proposed for group home, Jul 10, 1980, p.1
  Committee backs Ethical site, Jul 24, 1980, p.1
  Finding group home sites is tough job, Altieri finds, Aug 21, 1980, p.9
  Neighbors oppose home site, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
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AWALT, CHARLES continued

Huianists to vote on group home, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
New search asked; Three homes?, Apr 9, 1981, p.1
No new search (edit), Apr 9, 1981, p.6

AWARDS

Chamber to honor Slaners as Citizens of the Year, Jan 10, 1980, p.1
Council approves June fete plan, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
Meisburger to receive WRT Brotherhood Award (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.12
J Paddock honored by Westchester County Real Estate Board (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.9
Szabad accepts SCS Bowl Award (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.1
White Hat Award to D Silberman (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.5

Commendation (for Ptl J LoVecchio), Feb 14, 1980, p.1
SVAC's Oscar (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.2
50 years for Troop B; Rusoff is Eagle Scout (photo; list), Feb 14, 1980, p.11
Bouchier gets football coaches' service award, Feb 14, 1980, p.13
Rotary honors Thomas Pernice (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.5
SCS Elks lodge honors 15 area young people (photo; list), Mar 13, 1980, p.7
Citizens of the year: Luella and Alfred Slaner (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
B Finney honored by Library Board (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.6

Inquirer No. 1 in Advertising (list), Mar 27, 1980, p.1
M Wolfson honored with UJA Brotherhood Award (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.6
Zionist leader Dr A I Fingeroth receives award, Mar 27, 1980, p.11
Bob Martin is Eagle Scout (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.11
Rotary Club names resident A Reisz Jr (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.13
EHS Winter Sports Award winners and participants (photo; list), Mar 27, 1980, p.15
Maroon & White dinner honors athletes; Special award for H Ughetta (photo; list), Mar 27, 1980, p.17
Dr H P Froehlich named Associate of the Year (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.22

Top essayists: B Wolf, D Clerkin, E Widulski, C Polena (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.2
C Phillips holds her award-winning portraits (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.6
Celia Jaffe is named Presidential finalist, Apr 10, 1980, p.13
Peyser on panel at BCC annual meeting; I Builey to receive Silver Box Award (photo; list), Apr 10, 1980, p.13
Scout troop holds court of honor (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.17
Custom Kitchens named to sales club, Apr 17, 1980, p.10
Evelyn Seidman elected new League president (list), Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Recognized for ten years of service to schools: M Aberle, D Heckerling (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.14
Pen Women honor A Marx (poem), May 1, 1980, p.17
UJA-Federation to honor local textile executive M Miller (photo), May 8, 1980, p.3
Learning skills vs COH; Crowders honored by G O, May 15, 1980, p.15
Commendations to A Filancia, H Loeber, R Slattery, J Freyer, R Carroll, May 22, 1980, p.1
Malaria specialist Dr W Trager receives WHO medal (photo), May 22, 1980, p.2
Israel Youth Towns to honor resident L Charney, May 22, 1980, p.3
Hospital honors volunteers (list), May 22, 1980, p.7

Certificate given to local resident S Iachetta, May 22, 1980, p.9
L Moonie wins art award; May 22, 1980, p.11
C Soling receives S Arents Pioneer medal (photo), May 22, 1980, p.11
Beaux Arts winners named (photo; list), May 22, 1980, p.12
Citizens Awards presented by Town Club to E Buzzbee, E Iones, F Gordon (photo), May 29, 1980, p.1
SHE graduate M Klein wins journalism prize (photo), May 29, 1980, p.2
College Careers founder D Allensworth honored by Smith College (photo); May 29, 1980, p.8
HS language program cited, May 29, 1980, p.14
AWARDS continued

Pace President Dr E J Hortola named AJC's 'First Citizen', Jun 5, 1980, p.2
Krents named White House Fellow, Jun 5, 1980, p.2
Top Scouting prize awarded to S Strohbeck (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.11
SCS woman M E Nemlich is Artist of Month, Jun 5, 1980, p.11
Rabbis A S Turetsky, L Nadelmann honored (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.14
Two EHS sophomores, C West and N Greenidge attend state seminar, Jun 5, 1980, p.15
Heathcote PTA honors custodian Valerio, Jun 5, 1980, p.17
Honor for local dentist Dr R Silvern (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.2
S J Ware awarded rank of Eagle Scout (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.3
Students honored at HS awards assembly (photo; list), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
French in the family (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
G Panella wins highest honors in unisex hairstyling (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.6
Hitchcock honors Rev David Kendall (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.14
Honored athletes at EHS spring sports award dinner (photo; list), Jun 12, 1980, p.15
Math and science award winners at SHS (photo; list), Jun 12, 1980, p.16
H Iachetta selected Raiders' Most Valuable Player (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.16
Queens College honors alumnus from SCS Rev Dr W A Johnson, Jun 19, 1980, p.2
Inquirer wins One to One Media Award, Jun 19, 1980, p.5
Citizenship supporters: R Corlin wins Village Goldsmith Citizenship award (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.6
Red Cross awards to C Hines, G S Backman, Jun 19, 1980, p.6
Resident N E Alexander honored, Jun 19, 1980, p.9
Marymount Award for local alumna M Dixon, Jun 19, 1980, p.9
Trustee A J Bernard commended, Jun 19, 1980, p.10
Correction: Name of T Spoor omitted from Honored Athletes story Jun 12, Jun 19, 1980, p.11
GCC Festival Day chairman S Bloom awards citation to W McConkey, K W Mackenty (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.11
EHS awards assembly honors leaders, scholars (list), Jun 19, 1980, p.11
Dr A H Mantz gets college award, Jun 19, 1980, p.12
Maroon and White fetes athletes (photo; list), Jun 19, 1980, p.13
Scout troop 99 holds Court of Honor here (list), Jun 19, 1980, p.18
D R Jackson wins Scoutmaster's special award (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.6
SCS couple, B and M Jaiml, honored by Yeshiva University, Jun 26, 1980, p.8
SCS potter A Chilton wins two awards, Jun 26, 1980, p.15
N E Alexander receives honorary doctor of humane letters (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.17
GCI awards Spelvins (to L Klein, B Korsen) (photo; list), Jun 26, 1980, p.19
J Nowick wins science awards, Jun 26, 1980, p.20
Volunteer of the year: L Buttman, Jun 26, 1980, p.20
Police officers J Freyer, T Carroll win awards for achievement (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.3
Head for beer earns chemist H Brenner brewers' awards (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
Resnick Coach of the Year, Jul 3, 1980, p.12
Resident L Brennan wins counties award, Jul 10, 1980, p.2
Presidential Scholar: C Jaffe (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.11
Dentist R C Redhead honored, Jul 24, 1980, p.5
Clean sweep (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.6
County honors town of EHS for parks program, Jul 24, 1980, p.9
AJC award to R Rosenbaum, Jul 31, 1980, p.3
Scouts earn merit badges (list), Jul 31, 1980, p.3
Gallery honors photographer J Baubion-Mackler, Aug 7, 1980, p.2
Season ends with ceremony (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.5
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AWARDS continued

Seniors honor Ottinger, Aug 21, 1980, p.9
Baseball awards (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.14
Public speaking award to M E Mayetta, Sep 11, 1980, p.3
Salon manager S Milazzo cited, Sep 11, 1980, p.8
Top volunteer: L Iannone (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.20
Sixteen safe years in a row (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.3
Humanists name 'Capt' M Bennett award recipient (list), Oct 2, 1980, p.3
White Plains Hospital honors young volunteers (list), Oct 9, 1980, p.6
Motherhood issue, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Fault on both sides (edit), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Harold Burson in 'Ole Miss' Hall of Fame (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.13
Commendations (for J Craven, J Freyer, T Savino), Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Eagle Scout from SCS, J Honovich (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.6
Hadassah to honor Jean Barricini (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.10
Honored: A Bloom (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.16
Bond tribute to local resident M A Gershuny, Nov 6, 1980, p.6
EMT theater group displays community talent (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.17
Art exhibit Sunday at club (list), Nov 20, 1980, p.10
Outstanding athletes at EHS (photo; list), Nov 27, 1980, p.15
Six Cub Scouts advance (list), Dec 4, 1980, p.13
Maroon & White honors Raider athletes at awards dinners (photo; list), Dec 4, 1980, p.22
J W Halper presented with Royal Order of North Star (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.8
Troop Nine seeks members (list), Dec 11, 1980, p.17
Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.26
Top bikathoners honored (photo; list), Dec 18, 1980, p.2
Honor for heavyweight J Dempsey (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.16
Man of the year: Dr R C Redhead (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.19
Regional champions (photo; list), Dec 18, 1980, p.26
Cross Country awards (photo; list), Dec 18, 1980, p.26
SCS DAR honors members (list), Dec 25, 1980, p.6
Neuberger cited, Dec 25, 1980, p.16
Talented twirlers (photo; list), Jan 1, 1981, p.8
P Irving Srinberg honored (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.16
Carol Stix accepts the bowl (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Temple presents Scouting award to S Wasko, Jan 29, 1981, p.14
Seniors named to Cum Laude (list), Feb 5, 1981, p.15
PTA honors E Brenneman (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.16
Prize-winning class (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.17
Cubs receive badges at Blue and Gold Dinner (photo; list), Feb 12, 1981, p.17
Troop 8 holds award night (photo; list), Feb 12, 1981, p.17
SCS UN Club wins award (list), Feb 19, 1981, p.15
Ulan honored at convention, Feb 19, 1981, p.15
Rotary honors Pernice, Feb 26, 1981, p.6
Danish knight H Greenebaum (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.7
Chamber to honor recreation leader J T Shaw (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
Scarsdalian H F Graff wins teaching prize (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.6
Merit awards for Model UN (list), Mar 5, 1981, p.21
Inquirer wins press awards (list), Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Fordham Law alumni give top honor to Paul Curran, Mar 12, 1981, p.8
AWARDS continued

Troop 9 holds dinner (list), Mar 12, 1981, p.8
Tribute to Coach Shaw (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.2
Valuable people (photo; list), Mar 19, 1981, p.19
Awards assembly climaxes winter sports season, Mar 19, 1981, p.19
SHS athletes honored at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list), Mar 19, 1981, p.21
Ragette staff honored (list), Mar 26, 1981, p.18
Teacher Recognition Day (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.21
Correction: C Reinwald name misspelled, Mar 26, 1981, p.25
SCS physician Dr H H Reidenberg wins award, Apr 2, 1981, p.6
Winning essayists (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.7
Volunteers honored (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.10
Varsity wrestlers (photo; list), Apr 2, 1981, p.23
Gone, but not forgotten: R Herbek (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.3
Graphic artist A Petrook wins two awards, Apr 16, 1981, p.13
Lighthouse honors local volunteers (list), Apr 16, 1981, p.23
Muriel Forrest receives award, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
Red Cross cites local volunteers (list), Apr 23, 1981, p.11
 Scouts award winners (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.13
Edwin Michaelian named for public service award, Apr 30, 1981, p.2
Bertram and Roberta (Peters) Fields to be honored at WRT dinnerdance (photo), Apr 30, 1981, p.15
Setting new records for service to youth, community: C Blanford (photo), Apr 30, 1981, p.25
Caverly honored, May 7, 1981, p.19
Peter Landesman wins art award, May 7, 1981, p.25
Commendations (for R Pinchbeck, P Liller), May 14, 1981, p.1
Letter carrier S Iaropoli commended (photo), May 14, 1981, p.5
Residents E Baumwald, H Katz honored by Hebrew schools, May 14, 1981, p.11
SCS volunteers honored by hospital (list), May 14, 1981, p.11
Citizen of the year: J Shaw (photo), May 21, 1981, p.1
Red Cross elects local residents (list), May 21, 1981, p.8
Cub Scout award (photo), May 21, 1981, p.8
Bond dinner in honor of local dentist Dr I S Rosen, May 21, 1981, p.13
B Cullow cuts cake honoring her for 40 years as volunteer (photo), May 21, 1981, p.13
SCS students get fitness awards (list), May 21, 1981, p.15
Hospital cites corps members R Cardillo, D Leavitt, May 21, 1981, p.16
Longest, highest, most (photo), May 21, 1981, p.18
F&M awards prize to Amy Opengart, May 21, 1981, p.19
Memorial Day--1981 (photo; list), May 28, 1981, p.1
Forrest gets Hughes award, May 28, 1981, p.16
Arrow of light (photo; list), May 28, 1981, p.17
High school student volunteers honored, May 28, 1981, p.21
AJC to honor citizen of year S J Schulman, Jun 4, 1981, p.2
Scout Troop 60 captures first prize at camporee (list), Jun 4, 1981, p.5
Professor G Morrison honored, Jun 4, 1981, p.10
Local runners take awards at successful Springfest (list), Jun 4, 1981, p.16
S S Linville takes degree, Jun 4, 1981, p.17
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AWARDS continued

Edgemonters spelling roses in music, language contests (list), Jun 4, 1981, p.17
Special Achievement awards to SCS postal employees (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.2
The real achievement (edit), Jun 11, 1981, p.6
Students honored at awards assembly night (photo; list; addl photo p.14), Jun 11, 1981, p.6
Outstanding: A Topping (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.15
Athletic awards (photo; list), Jun 11, 1981, p.19
Dinner honors spring athletes, Jun 11, 1981, p.20
Troop 9 gives awards (list), Jun 18, 1981, p.8
Red Cross award to B Venger, Jun 18, 1981, p.8
Eagle Scout: T Gaskin (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.10
Westchester honors SCS woman A F Kaufman, Jun 18, 1981, p.11
I A Bloomingdale honored (photo; list), Jun 18, 1981, p.11
ENT students named; achievement is their game (list), Jun 18, 1981, p.16
Urban League gives award to F Silverman (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.16
J Kater, N Guest win Spelvin Awards from Greenville Theater (list), Jun 18, 1981, p.17
He likes awards program (ltr), Jun 25, 1981, p.6
Realty group cites Van Wert members (list), Jun 25, 1981, p.13
Correction: music awards omitted from Jun 11 article (list), Jun 25, 1981, p.23
County honor for the JACS (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.2
Bauersfeld gets Blue Devil award, Jul 2, 1981, p.15
SCS residents R and A Rapaport, E and R Strum honored (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.16
Mayors honor Tooley (photo), Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Commeminations (for police officers) (list), Jul 16, 1981, p.1
St Agnes Hospital honors volunteers (list), Jul 16, 1981, p.5
Achievement Awards for county (list), Jul 23, 1981, p.3
College of NR cites residents R Lopez, J Kahl, Jul 23, 1981, p.4
Neuberger honors Service Council volunteer workers (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.4
Honor for Shulman, Jul 23, 1981, p.8
Tarnower Fund started, Jul 30, 1981, p.4
ORT to honor resident M Shire known as emerald expert (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.2
Honoring Nat H (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.3
Women's legal service group wins Special Project award, Aug 20, 1981, p.8
Huntley honored by SCS police, Chamber of Commerce (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.3
Virginia Knaplund--Woman of the Year (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.1
Three residents (A J Rudick, R D Arenstein, G L Muhl) named outstanding, Sep 10, 1981, p.3
Testimonial to Hoving (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.13
SCS to get Auto Club Award, Sep 17, 1981, p.3
97 from SCS cited for service (list), Sep 24, 1981, p.16
Mannor photograph honored at show, Oct 1, 1981, p.13
Scouts win badges for 50-mile canoe trip (list), Oct 1, 1981, p.22
Fall Foliage Run (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Accepting the award (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.3
Queen to honor SVAC member A W Owen, Oct 22, 1981, p.8
Lilly Bruck is cited by Hadassah in Westchester, Oct 22, 1981, p.11
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AWARDS continued

- Hatcher given alumni award, Nov 5, 1981, p.8
- AJC division to give award to local woman Mrs C Petschek, Nov 19, 1981, p.8
- Engineering award (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.10
- Temple to honor local couple R and M Siwek (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.2
- Brotherhood Award goes to assistant district attorney P S Scharf, Nov 26, 1981, p.2
- Troop presents awards; looking for new members (list), Nov 26, 1981, p.4
- SCS man S Freeman honored for volunteer efforts (list), Nov 26, 1981, p.10
- Sports award winners (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17
- Cum Laude taps seniors (list), Nov 26, 1981, p.17
- HTS, SCS among feted Taylor aides (list), Dec 3, 1981, p.4
- County Medical Center honors A Freedman (list), Dec 3, 1981, p.13
- UJA women honor Elaine Winik at drive's opening luncheon (photo; list), Dec 3, 1981, p.14
- Fall season trophy holders (photo; list), Dec 3, 1981, p.22
- Froze winner M Stroke (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.23
- Maroon and White dinner honors high school athletes (photo; list), Dec 3, 1981, p.30
- Omophiles A A Kowalsky, G Stein honored (list), Dec 10, 1981, p.10
- Indian foundation to honor resident Dr W Trager (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.12
- Parents urge board to support interscholastic athletics, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
- Chief R White's hat, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
- Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.26
- Local boys excel in Scouting (list), Dec 17, 1981, p.31
- Communicator of the year: R F Lauterborn, Dec 24, 1981, p.3
- Asbury congregation honors Rev B Schofield-Bodt (list), Jan 14, 1982, p.16
- Scout leader K Johnson is honored, Jan 21, 1982, p.4
- Commendations, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
- Seven residents present as FPA honors Mary Goodhue (list), Feb 4, 1982, p.8
- Blue and Gold Dinner (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.10
- Scouts hold winter court (list), Feb 11, 1982, p.10
- Ambulance Corps named for citizenship award (photo; list), Feb 18, 1982, p.1
- Correction: SVAC not first organization to receive award, Feb 25, 1982, p.4
- Scouts celebrate anniversary (list), Feb 25, 1982, p.9
- MD S M Williams receives Lehan Award, Mar 4, 1982, p.3
- Local lawyer J H Neale Jr cited for environmentalist work, Mar 11, 1982, p.8
- New Scout House dedicated (photo; list), Mar 18, 1982, p.5
- Winter sports awards (photo; list), Mar 18, 1982, p.10
- PTA honors Seely teacher D Yannantuono (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.11
- Athletes honored at dinner (photo; list), Mar 18, 1982, p.17
- Jewish Committee to honor H and N Tanner (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.2
- LWV lobbies in Albany (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.5
- Cited for service (photo; list), Mar 25, 1982, p.12
- Wrestling team members receive awards (photo; list), Mar 25, 1982, p.20
- Civil Liberties Union to honor Friendlys (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.2
- Resident H Peskin wins sculpture award, Apr 1, 1982, p.8
- Arts Award for Roberta Peters, Apr 8, 1982, p.2
- Ambulance Corps honored (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.3
- Paul Feiner cited by Common Cause (list), Apr 8, 1982, p.5
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AWARDS continued

Thanks to the chamber (ltr), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
Yeshiva honors Mr and Mrs Daniel Levitt (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.12
SCS Natl Bank salutes Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year: SVAC (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.22
Honor for Inquirer (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.4
Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
WRT to honor Rabbi and Mrs Stern, Apr 15, 1982, p.10
Sterns honored at WRT (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.17
Civil liberties award presented to F and R Friendly (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.15
Hunter honors SCS woman Dr P M Schwarz, May 6, 1982, p.3
Boss of the Year: J Holden (photo), May 6, 1982, p.4
Alumni honor goes to S J Sacks (photo), May 6, 1982, p.14
Chemical engineers honor Scarsdalian Dr A H Nissan, May 6, 1982, p.18
Club presents Harris Award to A Tranquillo (photo), May 13, 1982, p.2
Firehouse gala: local men honor their own (list), May 20, 1982, p.10
Local scouts sweep honors, May 20, 1982, p.11
Citation for Duboff, May 27, 1982, p.3
Pace cites Carol Stix, May 27, 1982, p.4
EMS band be-medalled at Montreal music festival, May 27, 1982, p.10
Comedations (for police officers), Jun 3, 1982, p.1
Two girls (H Adams, M H Murphy) share Wright Award (photo), Jun 3, 1982, p.2
Big day for Troop 99 (photo; list), Jun 3, 1982, p.2
Honors for SCS MD S J S Kohl, Jun 3, 1982, p.2
Journalist M Loeb wins prize, Jun 3, 1982, p.4
DAR chapter cited; officers elected (list), Jun 3, 1982, p.8
Science award to Yung Lee, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
County LWV to receive AJC award, Jun 10, 1982, p.2
White Plains Hospital honors former president W H White, Jun 10, 1982, p.4
Trophy winners (photo; list), Jun 10, 1982, p.10
Daniel Green wins award; Jun 10, 1982, p.10
SHS athletes feted at dinner (list), Jun 10, 1982, p.15
Staff Recognition Day (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.20
McCaw receives science award; Jun 10, 1982, p.20
Awards night at SCS High (photo; list), Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Resident L Singer wins Rohrer Award, Jun 17, 1982, p.2
Honorary doctorate for E G Graves, Jun 17, 1982, p.3
Advertising executive L Greenland honored by B'nai B'rith, Jun 17, 1982, p.5
Emergency Council presents awards, Jun 17, 1982, p.8
Awards assemblies honor students at junior and senior high, Jun 17, 1982, p.10
Student L Solomon wins RPI award, Jun 17, 1982, p.15
Outstanding SHS students recognized at awards night (photo; list), Jun 17, 1982, p.15
Local resident R M Monti elected Civil Engineer of Year, Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Goodby party has warmth, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Correction to Jun 17 EMT Junior-Senior High awards article, Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Volunteer tutors honored by agency (list), Jul 1, 1982, p.2
Futura House founder H Robison wins ethics award, Jul 1, 1982, p.18
SCS letter carrier B Corbalis honored for rescue of elderly woman (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Sixtieth anniversary (of village government) (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.5
Asbury Methodist honors Dr C Z Miller (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.12
MD J S Laughlin receives service award, Jul 22, 1982, p.8
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Sternberg wins derby award, Jul 22, 1982, p.11
Student D Handelman wins writing award, Jul 22, 1982, p.16
Local musicians D Spitzer, S Matsumoto win scholarships, Aug 5, 1982, p.18
Grand Prize winner (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
SCS pianist C Feiner cited by Hadassah, Sep 16, 1982, p.11
Top US award to David Linowes (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.3
Top volunteer: DR V P Jex (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.4
Pianist A Chien wins prizes, Sep 23, 1982, p.12
Resident K M Irish hailed as ‘outstanding’, Oct 7, 1982, p.9
Honor for Ottinger, Oct 7, 1982, p.19
David Linowes receives award, Oct 21, 1982, p.2
Purple Heart awarded to P R Sbarra after 20 years (photo), Nov 4, 1982, p.11
Ribbons for their oils (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.4
S C Florian wins Roe Medal, Nov 18, 1982, p.14
Brothers R Capobianco are prizewinners, Nov 18, 1982, p.16
Two generations of service (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.3
‘Not high-powered,’ but coach honored, Nov 25, 1982, p.13
All champs (photo; list), Nov 25, 1982, p.13
Senior S Heintz takes Con Ed award, Dec 2, 1982, p.13
MVP: S Seidian (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.20
Varsity players honored at dinner (photo; list), Dec 2, 1982, p.21
Emotional moment at JV dinner (photo; list), Dec 2, 1982, p.22
BE honors Scarsdalian B F Mosher, Dec 2, 1982, p.23
Awards night for troop 60 (photo; list), Dec 9, 1982, p.4
USO pays tribute to local residents Msgr P P Shannon, G T Nygreen, Dec 9, 1982, p.23
Rabbi M Davis honored, Dec 9, 1982, p.27
Doctors honor SCS surgeon H R Bredman, Dec 16, 1982, p.2
He's special: L I Brown (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.5
Insurance assn honors resident E Nadel, Dec 16, 1982, p.10
AJC gives award to Peter Strauss, Dec 16, 1982, p.10
Scouts to get savings bonds, Dec 16, 1982, p.11
Resident D Slotnick to receive award from Lubavitch youth group, Dec 16, 1982, p.23
Commemorations (for six police officers), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
White Hat recipient F Griffiths has served 50 years as volunteer fireman (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.3
Special Patrol leaders elected (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.3
SHS Honor Society (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.16
Iona gives top award to SCS resident J Murphy (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.2
Service award to F Schair, Jan 6, 1983, p.11
Resident E Henkind honored (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.9
Pacun wins music awards at Swarthmore College (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.16
SVAC won '82 top honor (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.32
Bowl Dinner a musical, literary, psychological affair (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.1
SCS attorney A A Lascher is given award by law publication, Feb 3, 1983, p.4
Chamber names Dr T Sobol top citizen (photo; list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Friends of Retarded Ball to honor SCS couple Dr and Mrs H Pinsley (photo; list), Feb 10, 1983, p.4
Daw is named (Artist of Month), Feb 10, 1983, p.10
Conservative Jewish Seminary to honor SCS resident E Henkind, Feb 17, 1983, p.2
SCS scientist R Garwin wins Wright prize, Feb 17, 1983, p.3
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Scouting life (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.10
Student R Mecarini takes contest award, Feb 17, 1983, p.11
Rotary award (to K Coulter) (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.3
Synagogue to honor B and D Slotnick, Feb 24, 1983, p.3
SCS pianist S Matsumoto wins concerto contest, Feb 24, 1983, p.9
William S Miller to receive temple's Brotherhood Award (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.16
Temple cites Rozen for humanitarianism (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.16
Smiles (photo; list), Mar 10, 1983, p.12
Medal winner: S Rich (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.16
Scout J Thompson wins top award (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.2
Members honored (photo; list), Mar 17, 1983, p.9
Local student H Huang wins ARTS award, Mar 17, 1983, p.14
High School athletes honored at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list), Mar 17, 1983, p.15
Local couple, F and D Xlingsberg, to be honored (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.16
Art show winners named (list), Mar 24, 1983, p.12
United Way elects M Molander new president (photo p 6; list), Mar 31, 1983, p.1
IHM students honored for science fair entries (list), Mar 31, 1983, p.21
Inquirer wins third places (in Better Newspaper Contest), Apr 7, 1983, p.3
Jewish Center to give local couple R and G Genes Award, Apr 7, 1983, p.4
Teacher M Lovallo wins study award, Apr 7, 1983, p.10
Poster contest winners named (list), Apr 7, 1983, p.22
Mrs Crowder to receive GCC award; Finn to speak (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.13
UJA dinner to honor local women N Jacobson and R Greenberg (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.19
Local MD M Reidenberg wins award for drug research, Apr 21, 1983, p.8
PTA awards (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.10
B L Crowder accepts Silver Box Award (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.15
Award presented to PSA at Our Lady of Fata (list), May 5, 1983, p.20
Dad's Club program cited (photo), May 5, 1983, p.20
Into the finals, May 12, 1983, p.1
Citizen of the year: Dr T Sobol (photo), May 12, 1983, p.1
Board names R M Gardella village attorney (list), May 12, 1983, p.1
WCC to give award to Lenore Brennan (photo; list), May 12, 1983, p.5
College honors local filmmaker D Lane, May 12, 1983, p.8
Flower show winners announced (list), May 12, 1983, p.11
Contest award to Seeley student A Mitrokos, May 12, 1983, p.13
Read-in nets cash donation, May 12, 1983, p.13
Rabbi Grodner receiving award, May 12, 1983, p.18
Teacher H Isokane wins phys ed award, May 12, 1983, p.20
SHS graduate C Jaul top athlete, May 12, 1983, p.20
Local volunteers cited (list), May 19, 1983, p.2
White Plains hospital honors top volunteers (photo; list), May 19, 1983, p.2
Bank cites SHS alumna G Cohen, May 19, 1983, p.4
Mrs R Perera to be cited by Japanese, May 19, 1983, p.5
Photographer wins first (photo), May 19, 1983, p.5
College honor to resident P B McCuen, May 19, 1983, p.10
Educational group honors area resident M Hahn, May 19, 1983, p.11
Science award winner J Shaw named, May 19, 1983, p.11
Book award to former resident R Immerman, May 19, 1983, p.12
Student volunteers honored (photo; list), May 19, 1983, p.14
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Revised noise law passed, May 26, 1983, p.1
Honorary degree for Scarsdalian J M Murphy, May 26, 1983, p.5
Children's art featured (photo), May 26, 1983, p.14
Students win fitness awards (photo; list), May 26, 1983, p.16
Two SCS students, J Glickman and M Iwanura, win honors, May 26, 1983, p.16
Scouts honored by Red Cross (photo; list), May 26, 1983, p.5
Changing of the guard (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Honorary degree for Scarsdalian J N Murphy, Hay 26, 1983, p.8
Children's art featured (photo), Hay 26, 1983, p.H
Students Kin fitness awards (photo*, list), Nay 26, 1983, p.16
Two SCS students, J Blickian and N Iwanura, win honors, Nay 26, 1983, p.16
Scouts honored by Red Cross (photo; list), Nay 26, 1983, p.5
Changing of the guard (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Highest awards for Girl Scouts L Kalick, J Thompson, J Delaney, W Harris (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.3
Wright Award presented to J Delaney, Jun 2, 1983, p.6
Boy Scouts honored on Memorial Day (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.6
Honor for resident M Joel, Jun 2, 1983, p.9
Planned Parenthood elections held (list), Jun 2, 1983, p.10
Scarsdalian A J Rosenthal elected to Arts Academy, Jun 2, 1983, p.10
They passed inspection (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.12
Joseph Hofheier named 'First Citizen' (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.4
Papal knighthood for SCS man P Remec, Jun 9, 1983, p.4
EMT girl J Glassman given award, Jun 9, 1983, p.10
Good sports (photo; list), Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Toppings (Seymour, Audrey) receive honorary doctorates, Jun 9, 1983, p.13
Maroon and White honors high school athletes (photo; list), Jun 9, 1983, p.19
President's Cups awarded (photo; list), Jun 9, 1983, p.26
Honors for top high school students (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Graduation requirements changed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
SHS graduate R H Immelman wins honor, Jun 16, 1983, p.3
Awards assembly honors SHS students for academic, personal excellence (photo; list; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1983, p.6
Pack 4 marks the year's end with awards and ceremonies (list), Jun 16, 1983, p.10
Cum Laude members (photo; list), Jun 16, 1983, p.11
Student achievements marked at EHS year-end awards assembly (photo; list), Jun 23, 1983, p.10
Jr high ceremonies (list), Jun 23, 1983, p.10
They deserve tribute (edit), Jun 30, 1983, p.6
First Citizen of Westchester: J Hofheier (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.10
Officer of the Year: R Rotko (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.5
Local women C Morgulas, F Alexander, E Colton honored, Jul 7, 1983, p.8
Outstanding citizens: J Christnacht, N Eisenman (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.15
Librarian J Lee honored, Jul 14, 1983, p.5
SCS man J J Homechi wins journalism award, Jul 21, 1983, p.2
Dentist Dr E Disick honored (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.4
Commendations (for SCS firemen) (list), Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Residents B Gumport, E Rossmann cited for voluntarism, Aug 4, 1983, p.3
Freed honored, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
Vickie Stein named woman of the year (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Honor for Anne Marx, Aug 11, 1983, p.4
Local doctors E J Balthazar, H L Hecht named fellows, Aug 18, 1983, p.2
Woman of the Year: V Stein (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.1
Junior volunteers honored (list), Sep 29, 1983, p.4
White House honor, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Perfect record (No pedestrian deaths in SCS) (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.5
AWARDS continued

Scarsdalians selected for Senior Citizen Hall of Fame (list), Oct 13, 1983, p.3
Resident A Chilton wins award in crafts, Oct 13, 1983, p.4
SCS Hall of Famers (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.2
Resident M E Forcada wins state award, Oct 20, 1983, p.11
Six firefighters cited for service (list), Oct 27, 1983, p.5
Award-winning writer E Fein, Oct 27, 1983, p.9
Local woman B B Schwab honored, Nov 3, 1983, p.4
Photographer S Marks cited, Nov 17, 1983, p.3
SCS scientist Dr K Maranorosch honored by biologists (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.4
Art Assn awards prizes (list), Nov 17, 1983, p.11
Students named to Signifier (list), Nov 17, 1983, p.14
Police honored, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Local man R C McCron honored as 'Treasurer of the Year', Nov 24, 1983, p.2
St Agnes Hospital honors outstanding young volunteers (list), Nov 24, 1983, p.4
Honored at sports dinner (photo; list), Nov 24, 1983, p.8
Cancer Society gives awards, Nov 24, 1983, p.10
Liana Moonie wins award in watercolor competition, Nov 24, 1983, p.12
SHS Athletes honored at dinner (list; photo p 16), Dec 1, 1983, p.17
O'Rourke defends budget proposals, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Letter winners (photo; list), Dec 8, 1983, p.17
Corsage for the coach's wife L Zayac (photo; list), Dec 8, 1983, p.17
Soccer team honored at dinner (list), Dec 8, 1983, p.17
Rotary names W Anderson as Paul Harris Fellow (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.5
Holy Child School gives M B Haffner, C Chesney drama awards, Dec 15, 1983, p.18
Second grader B E Zilenziger wins first in horse show, Dec 15, 1983, p.18
Temple Israel Center honored, Dec 15, 1983, p.26
Scouts K McLoughlin, D and V Petruccelli, S Swayne win savings bonds, Dec 22, 1983, p.10
Blitz wins fire prevention award (photo; list), Dec 29, 1983, p.2
Fordham honors resident L J Hoar Jr, Jan 12, 1984, p.14
Art Resnick named top coach in US (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.1
T Hudgins named to 'Golden Dozen' (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.15
Local man D Lane's films awarded top honors, Feb 2, 1984, p.5
Chamber to honor Junior League, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Tree City USA, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Roses for EHS, Feb 16, 1984, p.10
Sophomore V Lamm wins Petscheck prize, Feb 16, 1984, p.12
Students go to Washington for Presidential classroom (list), Feb 16, 1984, p.14
Science awards to IHM student L Crane, Feb 16, 1984, p.14
Lowell Tooley named engineer of year, Feb 23, 1984, p.2
SCS man J C Fine wins environmental award, Feb 23, 1984, p.3
Scouts earn service plaques (photo; list), Mar 1, 1984, p.2
Winning scout posters to be shown (list), Mar 8, 1984, p.9
C H Moeller named Coach of the Year (list), Mar 8, 1984, p.10
Tenth grader L Bersten nominated, Mar 8, 1984, p.11
SHS students R Shedlin, J Hecht win essay contest, Mar 8, 1984, p.15
Robert Greenes named council's 'man of year', Mar 15, 1984, p.4
Eagle Scout: L Greenberg (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.10
Winners (at E Club Sports Awards Assembly) (photo; list), Mar 15, 1984, p.11
AWARDS continued

Former Scarsdalian C Bell wins art competition, Mar 15, 1984, p.13
CARE poster winners announced at Edgewood (list), Mar 15, 1984, p.16
SHS athletes honored at winter Maroon and White awards dinner (list), Mar 15, 1984, p.17
Honored at Woman's Club (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.9
Science award winner named: J Bullock, Mar 22, 1984, p.10
Board hands out bouquets, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
New Eagle Scout, G M Berger, flying high (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.2
Honors for volunteer firemen J Kerin, A Blitz, R Walsh (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.3
Patriotic essayists win awards in DAR contest (photo; list), Mar 29, 1984, p.4
Awarded medal: E E Graves (photo; list), Mar 29, 1984, p.5
Sterns cited by Young Israel, Mar 29, 1984, p.9
Awarded: R Fornges, S Wolam, Dr T K Edwards (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.10
Step up for EHS, Mar 29, 1984, p.11
Big night for the Junior League (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Red Cross to honor volunteers (list), Apr 5, 1984, p.2
Local photographer C Phillips wins four ribbons, Apr 5, 1984, p.2
VW dealer F A Miller honored with 'We Care' prize, Apr 5, 1984, p.8
Town (of GBH) will recognize seniors, Apr 5, 1984, p.10
Student J Glassman wins photo prize, Apr 5, 1984, p.11
SHS newspaper wins highest award in press competition, Apr 5, 1984, p.17
Dr L Robinson to receive Brotherhood Award, Apr 5, 1984, p.18
Doctors D H Finley and R S Reiffel elected to College of Surgeons, Apr 5, 1984, p.18
Service Bureau to give awards, Apr 12, 1984, p.2
Peace prize for former Scarsdalian H A Jack, Apr 12, 1984, p.9
Medical College to give award to SCS man, A I Schragis (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.3
Scouts win awards in Pinewood Derby (list), Apr 19, 1984, p.4
Marx given PEN awards, Apr 19, 1984, p.9
PTA nominates EHS volunteer A Varley, Apr 19, 1984, p.11
Honored by Scouts: Rev R F Grippo (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.14
Village staff member H Feldshon honored, Apr 19, 1984, p.16
Strauss elected to Tobacco Hall of Fame, Apr 26, 1984, p.4
Ad Club honors Iona, Apr 26, 1984, p.9
Rules group to study nominating procedure (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.11
Jr High student C Seife wins CYT award, Apr 26, 1984, p.14
I think that I shall never see... (photo), May 3, 1984, p.1
Honor for SCS woman T Nelson, May 3, 1984, p.4
Mayor and Mrs Sims to be feted for service to temple and community (photo), May 3, 1984, p.16
Six boys in Troop 99 to become Eagle Scouts (list), May 10, 1984, p.3
Real estate firm honors salespeople (list), May 10, 1984, p.4
Flower show awards presented (photo; list), May 10, 1984, p.15
P Carret receives high financial honor, May 17, 1984, p.4
Writer M Iachetta honored (photo), May 17, 1984, p.4
Local man A W Owen cited for voluntarism (photo), May 17, 1984, p.5
St Louis honors local graduate Dr S N Eichenholtz, May 17, 1984, p.8
New award at EHS high school, May 17, 1984, p.8
Mendich and Wu named finalists, May 17, 1984, p.14
Top Girl Scout award presented to S Prance (photo; list), May 31, 1984, p.2
Ten SCS boys join ranks of Eagles (photo; list), May 31, 1984, p.2
Scouts honor East SCS, May 31, 1984, p.2
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Scout group elects SCS leaders (list), May 31, 1984, p.2
SCS philanthropist A I Schragis wins award, May 31, 1984, p.3
Silverstone Prize awarded, May 31, 1984, p.9
Medical group honors three, May 31, 1984, p.9
Hospital cites six residents (list), May 31, 1984, p.9
May is month of honors for EHS students and faculty (list), May 31, 1984, p.10
Local seniors J Rosensweig and 6 Wu honored by Bank of NY, May 31, 1984, p.14
Deak named winner of Golden Plate, Jun 7, 1984, p.3
Liquor salesmen select resident R Cacciato as Man of Year (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.4
President of SUNY, Dr S N Grebstein, to receive First Citizen award, Jun 7, 1984, p.8
Red Cross honors village residents C Williams, 6 Backman, J C Whitehair, Jun 7, 1984, p.14
SHS newsletter wins competition, Jun 7, 1984, p.16
Something to smile about (photo; list), Jun 14, 1984, p.1
Scout leader: H M Griffith, Jun 14, 1984, p.2
College honors former mayor B Jensen, Jun 14, 1984, p.2
Firemen earn fitness awards (list), Jun 14, 1984, p.2
SHS grad S C Halina wins Harvard medal, Jun 14, 1984, p.2
SHS students honored at assembly (photo; list), Jun 14, 1984, p.6
High school volunteers (litr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6
Honor for salesman C Porrazzo, Jun 14, 1984, p.9
Trophy time (photo; list), Jun 14, 1984, p.10
EHS grad J Lane wins writing award, Jun 14, 1984, p.11
Gold diplomas for Dr M Sherwin, Jun 14, 1984, p.13
Top realtor: M A Yu (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.2
Special Police veterans decorated (photo; list), Jun 21, 1984, p.2
Scientist Dr J S Laughlin wins award (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.3
St Agnes Hospital honors volunteers (list), Jun 21, 1984, p.3
NYU alumni give top honor to former SCS prof H E Krents, Jun 21, 1984, p.8
Shinsky Award goes to three at jr high (list), Jun 21, 1984, p.10
High school students collect accolades at awards assembly (list), Jun 21, 1984, p.11
EHS named as top US school, Jun 21, 1984, p.11
College honors SCS man R Adelmann, Jun 21, 1984, p.12
Greenacres Sports Breakfast (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.17
Agency program coordinator C Hallinger wins community service award, Jun 21, 1984, p.24
Letter carrier of the year: P Tiso (photo), Jun 28, 1984, p.3
LAN citation to G Burrows (list), Jul 5, 1984, p.1
Outstanding citizens: D Albert, J Molot (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.5
Students J Denby, D Berber, J Korins, L Paget win community service award (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.12
Greenville student K Weingardt honored, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
EMT officials Dr A Attiliani, Dr T Edwards, J Finn to accept EHS award, Aug 16, 1984, p.9
Auto Club to give SCS award for pedestrian safety, Aug 23, 1984, p.3
EMT district taking pride in high school's high award (Education '84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.22
Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10
Rallying round the flag (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.11
Honor for residents L Greenwood, D Schear, Sep 13, 1984, p.15
Hospital honors junior volunteers (photo; list), Sep 20, 1984, p.2
Broadcaster D Rothberg given award, Sep 20, 1984, p.2
Duboff wins award from society of CPA's (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.5
Federal government honors partners in housing effort, Sep 20, 1984, p.18
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Flynn honored on anniversary of disabled act, Sep 27, 1984, p.8
GBH to mark Barbara Morgan Day (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.9
Pedestrian safety award (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.9
College honors EMT MD N B Medow, Oct 4, 1984, p.10
Fifteen named to Cum Laude (list), Oct 4, 1984, p.10
Greenville Theater’s founder G Shoemaker wins top award from Hartman (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.11
Bronx Medical Society honors SCS MD J P Albanese, Oct 4, 1984, p.13
Israeli school group cites SCS man R H Arnow (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.26
Local man R I Lipp wins award for service (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.26
Achievement award for EHS graduate V Giardina, Oct 18, 1984, p.11
Hospital cites young people (list), Oct 25, 1984, p.8
Scout troop 99 gives awards (list), Oct 25, 1984, p.9
Trudell gets library honor, Oct 25, 1984, p.10
EMT high school to be recognized for excellence, Oct 25, 1984, p.11
Peter Telfer elected to (Athletic) Hall (of Fame), Oct 25, 1984, p.16
SCS girls win Holy Child honors (list), Oct 25, 1984, p.16
Pace to honor Henry Miller, noted attorney (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.19
Grady Jensen to receive bowl (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Prize winner: S Henry (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.2
SCS High alumna D Poweroy wins top teaching honor, Nov 1, 1984, p.2
Award for resident Dr L Greene, Nov 1, 1984, p.5
EMT celebrates selection as one of nation’s top schools (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.13
Senior M D Whitehead wins writing award, Nov 1, 1984, p.20
Signifier inducts 68 students (list), Nov 1, 1984, p.20
Corliss Lamont receives ethics award, Nov 1, 1984, p.22
Scarsdalian M Zimmerman named Man of Year, Nov 8, 1984, p.2
Local publishing exec C Mill named to Hall of Fame (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.2
Holy Child students join Honor Society (list), Nov 8, 1984, p.20
Dr Howard Rusk honored by Royal Society of Medicine (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.5
Local woman Mrs W H Sullivan honored by DAR, Nov 15, 1984, p.8
Who ya gonna call? Flamebuster winners (list), Nov 15, 1984, p.10
Memorial fund begun for former student, Nov 15, 1984, p.16
Medal winners (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.1
College plans dinner for SCS MD R Goldstein, Nov 22, 1984, p.3
Football heroes (photo; list), Nov 22, 1984, p.19
Art Assn awards prizes (photo; list), Nov 22, 1984, p.21
Cancer Society awards R Rothstein medal, Nov 29, 1984, p.2
Co-captains devise tribute (litr), Nov 29, 1984, p.6
W R Briggs mentioned in watercolor category, Nov 29, 1984, p.12
Liver Foundation cites SCS MD J H Glasser’s research, Nov 29, 1984, p.16
SHS athletes receive awards at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list), Nov 29, 1984, p.23
Correction: L Lipman wins MVP; D Otto won Dean, Buchanan Awards, Nov 29, 1984, p.23
New Eagle in SCS: T Chen (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.4
Exeter honors EMT girl J A Gladstone, Dec 6, 1984, p.11
Anti-Defamation League to honor SCS man M Shifrel (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.19
Gambling for a good cause (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.24
J Boyd wins Con Edison award, Dec 6, 1984, p.25
Police officer T Garille hailed as a lifesaver, Dec 13, 1984, p.1
Resident L Moonie’s paintings wins award, Dec 13, 1984, p.11
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O'Rourke named Man of the Year, Dec 20, 1984, p.4
PBA present first Sports Achievement Awards (photo; list), Dec 20, 1984, p.23
Local man J C Fine wins festival award, Dec 27, 1984, p.4
SEE ALSO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID, CONTESTS, GRANTS, PRIZES, SCS BOWL, SILVER BOX AWARD

AWNINGS
BAR, local realtor argue over awning aesthetics, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
AWNINGS, skylights topics at BAR meeting, Jun 25, 1981, p.5
BAR declines to reverse decision before 'findings of fact' presented, Oct 22, 1981, p.4

AIELROD, DAVID (DR)
Forum here on health issues (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.1
Doctors explore health care crisis, Sep 27, 1984, p.1

AXTELL, JOHN
Take it (Garrison property), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
Quiet reaction to budget, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Town Club reports savings on water, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Little criticism of Village Budget, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Committee rejects Freightway plan (list), Dec 24, 1981, p.1
End to tax rate hikes urged, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Town Club debates over reports, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Former candidate agrees (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Little response to parking plan (photo), Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Candidates court Democratic caucus (cont p 16), Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Defense plan in space rejected by director of Fund for Peace J Tierney (list), Mar 31, 1983, p.2
Town Club hears from O'Rourke, squabbles over tennis courts, Apr 14, 1983, p.2
Chamber sale becoming a major event, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Speakers call for more fields, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Citizens urge improvements in downtown parking, traffic, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Freeze resolution, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Freeze resolution, Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Spokesmen for presidential hopefuls seek support of SCS Democrats, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
Town Club backs nuclear freeze; asks Village Board to endorse it, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Ignore freeze request, he says (ltr), Feb 9, 1984, p.6
League backs freeze, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Trustees back nuclear arms freeze, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
Conservation zoning subject of queries, concerns at meeting, Sep 6, 1984, p.1
Local leaders discuss future of downtown (diagram), Oct 25, 1984, p.1

AXTELL, JOHN (AU)
Reasons for recycling (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
Point of view: pro-choice (edit), Nov 5, 1981, p.7
For a nuclear freeze (ltr), Jun 3, 1982, p.6
For nuclear arms freeze (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
Why a nuclear weapons freeze--now (edit), Mar 10, 1983, p.7
Stimulate private enterprise (edit), Nov 10, 1983, p.7
Opportunity for freeze backers (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
Support for freeze asked (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6
It must not happen again (ltr), Aug 2, 1984, p.6
Freeze supporters endorsed (ltr), Oct 25, 1984, p.6
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BA, NGUYEN VAN

St James, Baptists join in sponsoring Vietnamese family, Jul 24, 1980, p.3

BABAYOFF, NAOMI

AFS plans Community Night: committees named (photo; list), Sep 17, 1981, p.3
AFS—an international family (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.25

BABCOCK, CRAIG

Mine delights Edgewood kids (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.20
Party rewards young readers (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.3

BABYSITTERS

SCS firemen guest speakers at SVAC babysitting course (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.3
Diplomas in babysitting awarded by Fire Dept (photo; list), May 22, 1980, p.6
Worthwhile course (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.4
Trained babysitters (photo), Apr 30, 1981, p.34
Correction: P Kroll misidentified as S Feist in Apr 30 photo, May 7, 1981, p.22
Graduation day for class of '82 (photo; list), May 6, 1982, p.2
Qualified babysitters (photo; list), May 12, 1983, p.14
Babysitter S Gelber saves children from fire (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Fire Dept certifies 35 young babysitters, May 10, 1984, p.3

BACARELLA, ROSALIA

New media director: R Bacarella, Jun 24, 1982, p.5

BACH, DONALD

Bike path protest continues; Rec fees, taxi fares raised, Mar 13, 1980, p.1

BACH, SUZANNE

50 miles to the gallon (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.2

BACK, JEFFREY

Restaurant group campaigns against abuse of alcohol, May 17, 1984, p.11

BACKMAN, (MRS J)

United Way co-chairmen Mrs J Backman, D D Doernberg Jr (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.5

BACKMAN, GRACE

First Backman lecture (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.18
Red Cross awards to C Hines, G S Backman, Jun 19, 1980, p.6
Red Cross honors village residents C Williams, G Backman, J C Whitehair, Jun 7, 1984, p.14

BACKMAN, JULES (DR)

First Backman lecture (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.18
Dr J Backman re-elected Hebrew Union chairman (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.11
Hebrew Union re-elects SCS man Dr J Backman, Nov 26, 1981, p.4
Bust of Dr J Backman unveiled (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.8
Dr Jules Backman dies of heart attack (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.1

BACKMAN, JULES (DR-AU)

Inflation vs the elderly (Part I) (edit), Jun 11, 1981, p.7
How to meet inflation (Part II) (edit), Jun 18, 1981, p.7

BACON, PEGGY

Women artists—undervalued (edit), Aug 30, 1984, p.7

BACON, ROBIN

Village agrees to buy Boulder Brook; riding club faces eviction by July 2 (photo), May 24, 1984, p.1

BACRI, BLANCHE

B Bacri dies, Apr 22, 1982, p.14
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BADGER, ASHLEY</td>
<td>In their Easter bonnets... (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 23, 1981</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BADGER, SANDY</td>
<td>Huge assortment of merchandise ready for Junior League sale (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 29, 1984</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BADGER, WILLIAM</td>
<td>Senior VP: W D Badger (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 19, 1981</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBDO elects</td>
<td>Scarsdalian W D Badger (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 7, 1982</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAER, HENRY (AU)</td>
<td>Wanton destruction (ltr)</td>
<td>Jun 5, 1980</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAER, JOHN (DR)</td>
<td>Cub Scout Carnival helps United Way (photo; list)</td>
<td>Jan 26, 1984</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAER, RUTH</td>
<td>Family Service elects resident R Baer</td>
<td>May 28, 1981</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAER, SALLY</td>
<td>S K Baer dies</td>
<td>Apr 2, 1981</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAER, SALLY (AU)</td>
<td>Praise for sanitation men (ltr)</td>
<td>Jun 19, 1980</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unlisted voter for change (ltr)</td>
<td>Dec 18, 1980</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BADGAN, (MRS SCOTT)</td>
<td>Fire engine dedicated (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 17, 1983</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BADGAN, GLORIA</td>
<td>Fire engine dedicated (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 17, 1983</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BADGAN, KEN</td>
<td>Fire engine dedicated (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 17, 1983</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BADGAN, SCOTT</td>
<td>Fire engine dedicated (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 17, 1983</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BADGAN, STACY</td>
<td>Fire engine dedicated (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 17, 1983</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAGELS</td>
<td>Resident bagel barons boast best in dough (photo)</td>
<td>May 10, 1984</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAGLEY, (MRS CLIFTON) (AU)</td>
<td>Thanks from the Boy (sic) Scouts (ltr)</td>
<td>Apr 2, 1981</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAGLEY, CLIFTON</td>
<td>C V Bagley dies</td>
<td>May 6, 1982</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAGLEY, ELEANOR (AU)</td>
<td>Girl Scouts—something special (edit)</td>
<td>Jun 18, 1981</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Friends of Girl Scouts (ltr)</td>
<td>Dec 17, 1981</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAH'I COMMUNITY-6BH</td>
<td>GBH Baha'is recall victims of Iranian terror</td>
<td>Jul 16, 1981</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAILO, SHARON</td>
<td>School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring</td>
<td>Apr 24, 1980</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAILEY, C LLOYD</td>
<td>Association evaluates United Nations (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979)</td>
<td>Feb 7, 1980</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$10,000 gift for UNICEF (photo)</td>
<td>Aug 7, 1980</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UN Assn holds party (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 2, 1980</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local couple Lloyd and Mary Bailey report on how UNICEF cards help</td>
<td>Nov 24, 1983</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAILEY, DICK</td>
<td>D Bailey ran the rapids</td>
<td>Jun 16, 1983</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAILEY, KEITH</td>
<td>Lawrence appoints K Bailey</td>
<td>Sep 3, 1981</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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BAILEY, KOTO
Eagle Scout project (photo), May 6, 1982, p.19

BAILEY, MARJORIE
Board of Education approves ski team, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

BAILEY, MARY
UN Assn holds party (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.6
Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Vigilers make silent statement (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Local couple Lloyd and Mary Bailey report on how UNICEF cards help, Nov 24, 1983, p.4

BAILEY, MARY (AU)
On ending arms race (ltr), Nov 19, 1981, p.6

BAIRD, (MRS JOHN)
A Williamsburg Christmas (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.14

BAJAK, DOROTHY
Election Center (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.5
School census, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Slow census, Oct 8, 1981, p.1
Time for a count, Jun 21, 1984, p.1

BAKAL, BEA
B Bakal dies, Jul 10, 1980, p.12

BAKER, CHARLES
Manhattan Savings to open March 14; C Schwartz, C Baker managers (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.2
First annual Fall Foliage Run to help SCS Historical Society (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.3

BAKER, JENNIFER
Gallery honors photographer J Baubion-Mackler, Aug 7, 1980, p.2

BAKER, JUDY
OR welcomes new parents, Sep 11, 1980, p.17

BAKER, MARY ANN
Teacher Recognition Day (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.21
Ho! Ho! Ho! (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.10
Long-range forecasts, current problems liven board meeting, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
Mandatory counseling program for all EMT ninth graders being planned, Mar 1, 1984, p.11
New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11

BAKER, NORMAN
Pointing the way (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.21

BALDWIN, ARTHUR
A Baldwin dies, Mar 31, 1983, p.16

BALINT, ANDREW
County budget reform asked; LWV raps time limit on speech, Dec 15, 1983, p.2

BALL, (MRS DON)
Members honored (photo; list), Mar 17, 1983, p.9

BALL, CHRISTY
6 Boche honored at St James Nursery School (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.14
Edgewood students bake and sell snacks to aid Ethiopian famine victims (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.24

BALL, LINDA
Finishing touches (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.8
Valentine's Day fun (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.8

BALL, LINDA (AU)
Concerned about kindergarten (ltr), Feb 2, 1984, p.6

BALL, SIDNEY
Celebration of Westchester (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.3
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BALL, VIRGINIA
  Nenette Kay keeps pace, high C at 84 (photo; addl photo p 6), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
BALLAN, J LYN
  Manufacturers elect SCS resident J L Ballan, Jan 28, 1982, p.4
BALLAN, JERRY
  Parents, children attend school to watch TV together (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.1
BALLINGER, JOSEPH (DR)
  Village prepares to fight against halfway house, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
BALLON, CHARLES
  Resident C Ballon elected to Yeshiva board, Dec 17, 1981, p.9
Balloons
  SHS junior M Schlesinger's business is ballooning (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.20
  There they go! (photo), Nov 11, 1982, p.17
  There they go! (photo), May 26, 1983, p.16
  In praise of ballooning (edit), Nov 8, 1984, p.7
BALLOTSKY, LAURA
  Rules group to study nominating procedure (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.11
BALSAM, JENNY
  Salad days in Greenacres (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.3
BALSAM, LISA
  Salad days in Greenacres (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.3
BALSAM, MICHAEL
  Salad days in Greenacres (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.3
BALTA, VICTOR
  Mini-feast (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.24
BALLHAZAR, EMIL (DR)
  Local doctors E J Balthazar, H L Hecht named fellows, Aug 18, 1983, p.2
BALZAC, RICHARD
  Fox Meadow Tennis Club holds 100th birthday celebration (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.15
BAN
  SEE BUDGET-SCS
BANACHE, HENRY
  Polera gets nod on Freightway project, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
BANDER, NORMAN (DR)
  Dental center opens, Nov 12, 1981, p.23
BANDS (MUSIC)
  Summer band enters 11th year, Jun 25, 1981, p.3
  Sunday Rec rock (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.2
  SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-MARCHING BAND, MARCHING BANDS
BANDWAGON
  SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-MARCHING BAND
BANSSER, HENRY
  Lafayette chairman H Banesser, Oct 28, 1982, p.15
BANKS AND BANKING
  Manhattan Savings plans to open office in village (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.1
  Empire Savings names B Haber, G Casazza officers, Jan 3, 1980, p.2
  V L Yusei manager of Westchester Federal Savings (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.8
  G H C Lawrence elected to board, SCS Natl Bank (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.2
  MFS set records in 1979 (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.28
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Luella & Alfred Slaner, Chamber of Commerce Citizens of the Year (photo), Feb 20, 1980, p.22
BANKS AND BANKING continued

Bank seeks to build addition, Feb 21, 1980, p.1

SCS National lists promotions of F F Leslie, M Rosenburgh, W Irick, D Munzer (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.2

C Kornbluth named vp for National Bank of North America (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.6

Chamber vs Bank, Mar 13, 1980, p.1

Bank addition clears hurdle, Mar 27, 1980, p.1

Bank announces promotions: L Blumenschine, M Dougherty, R Meehan, M Hemer (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.10

Concert fund, Apr 10, 1980, p.1

Bank appoints resident W H Yang VP, Apr 10, 1980, p.20

B B Dewbury elected vp, North Side Savings Bank (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.2

SCS Natl Bank salutes the SCS Girl Scout House (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.22

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.22

SCS Natl Bank salutes LWV--60 years of service (photo), May 1, 1980, p.28

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Seniors (photo), May 8, 1980, p.30

December opening? (for Manhattan Savings Bank), May 22, 1980, p.1

Rank appointment for J Randall, May 22, 1980, p.11

J R Cuzzi named to board of directors, WFS Investors Corp (photo), May 29, 1980, p.6

J Harvey promoted to manager at Citibank (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.6

Savings Bank gets local, state OK's, Jun 12, 1980, p.3


New manager, E F Keating, at local bank branch (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.3

Bank of New York names R E Stout asst vice president, Jun 26, 1980, p.5

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS High School Class of 1980 (photo; list), Jun 26, 1980, p.26

SCS Natl Bank salutes Our Citizen Boards and councils (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.16

J H Vogel appointed (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.2

Asst manager: C Levine (photo), Jul 31, 1980, p.12

Final approval (for Manhattan Savings Bank), Aug 7, 1980, p.1

SNB promotes M Monteforte, L B Stierer (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.2

New president: J A Pancetti (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.2

People's VP: R A Cook (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.5

Calendars mailed out to every home (photo; list), Sep 4, 1980, p.3

SNB to open WP office, Sep 25, 1980, p.2


Eastchester names L G Nestor new vice president, Oct 2, 1980, p.15


SCS Natl Bank salutes League of Women Voters In Action (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.28


Maple from Manhattan (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.3

CHB Savings names H G MacIntosh new chairman of the board, Nov 27, 1980, p.2

Area builder C Weinberg elected VP of savings bank board (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.2


SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital and Its 12th Annual Ball (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.32

Westchester Federal has second mortgage loans, Dec 18, 1980, p.16

Omission: D Nordone with SNB since 1973, Dec 18, 1980, p.16

Empire Savings names W G Lillis chief executive officer, Dec 25, 1980, p.2

People's Bank now division of East River Savings Bank, Jan 1, 1981, p.6

K Raines named assistant treasurer, Jan 1, 1981, p.13

SCS Natl Bank salutes Bowl Winner: C Stix receives SCS Bowl (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.20

CHB Savings names G W Bruber new auditor, Jan 8, 1981, p.11
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**BANKS AND BANKING continued**

- **SCS Natl Bank** salutes SCS's Sunday Recreation Program on its 10th Anniversary (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.18
- East River elects D L Yunich to post (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.3
- Eastern vp: A Pietrantuono (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.3
- SNB promotes D Munzer, J J Fitzgerald (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.2
- **SCS Natl Bank** salutes Meals on Wheels (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.24
- Bank appointment (for P B Bell), Feb 26, 1981, p.6
- Manhattan Savings to open March 14; C Schwartz, C Baker managers (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.2
- Manhattan Savings opens Saturday, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
- Celebration at WFS (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.8
- Secretary appointed: A Pinz, Mar 12, 1981, p.13
- Manhattan comes to SCS (photo; list), Mar 19, 1981, p.2
- Bank names P S Dadakis new VP, Mar 19, 1981, p.3
- K Silleck donates prize to St James (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.22
- A Musio, A M Spartos promoted at WFS, Apr 2, 1981, p.8
- **SCS Natl Bank** salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.28
- **SCS Natl Bank** salutes SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.28
- Bank names resident J Z Forde asst vice president, May 7, 1981, p.16
- M Saccone promoted (photo), May 14, 1981, p.12
- **SCS Natl Bank** salutes Boy Scouting (photo), May 14, 1981, p.30
- Promoted: J M Melkonian (photo), May 21, 1981, p.13
- **SCS Natl Bank** salutes Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year, J T Shaw (photo), May 21, 1981, p.26
- Savings bank names A J Codan, V Carelli new officers, Jun 4, 1981, p.9
- **SCS Natl Bank** Salutes The Second Annual Salute to Wisdom Conference (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.24
- New executive VP at Manhattan Savings: J F Campbell (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.15
- Panthen taking new banking post (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.20
- **SCS Natl Bank** salutes SCS High School Class of 1981 (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.28
- Westchester Federal names R W Egan assistant vice president, Jul 2, 1981, p.3
- **SCS Natl Bank** salutes Annual Boards & Councils dinner meeting of the Village of SCS (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.20
- G M Levy appointed by Chemical Bank (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.4
- Royal welcome (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.5
- Calendar credits given (litr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
- Banker V Compe meets a Bunker (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.12
- **SCS Natl Bank** salutes The Center for Preventive Psychiatry (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.28
- **SCS Natl Bank** salutes AFS...World Classroom (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.26
- Robert Shay named director of Eastern (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.4
- Bank promotes M Hemer, M Considine (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.15
BANKS AND BANKING continued

SHS students D Hecht, G Yeaker win top prizes in Citibank's essay contest (photo; list), Dec 10, 1981, p.23

SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital; St Agnes' Holly Ball, Dec 17, 1981, p.20


E J Brown elected president, CEO of Eastern Savings Bank (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.8

Fires damage two homes (photo; list), Jan 14, 1982, p.3

Manufacturers elect SCS resident J L Ballan, Jan 28, 1982, p.4

Bank lists promotions (list), Feb 4, 1982, p.15

SCS Natl Bank salutes John Thies, SCS Bowl Winner (photo), Feb 4, 1982, p.22

WFS director: A Librett (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.2

Bank of New York names lawyer P E Pugsley to advisory board, Feb 11, 1982, p.4

SCS Natl Bank salutes John Thies, SCS Bowl Winner (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.20

Eastern Savings names R J Severino, J A Zeni officers, Feb 18, 1982, p.2

SNB appoints T C Kavanaugh, D H Munzer, S V Petrie, M Rosenburgh new vice presidents (photo), Feb 18, 1982, p.2

Marrone elected assistant secretary; Feb 18, 1982, p.10

Gift from Manhattan (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.3

Marine Midland names F F Leslie asst vice president, Mar 4, 1982, p.12

SCS Natl names F Kostnik assistant VP, Mar 4, 1982, p.14

SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Girl Scouts (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.22


D F Metz named assistant treasurer, Bank of New York (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.11

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Board of Education & The Auditorium Celebration Committee (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.26

SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.22

County Trust names E L Gardner regional director, Apr 8, 1982, p.4

WFS names E D Herbermann to personnel post, Apr 8, 1982, p.16

Honor for Inquirer (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.4

Federal promotes J M DaSilva to manager, May 6, 1982, p.3

R Gerloff presented with plaque from YES (photo), Jun 3, 1982, p.4

SCS Natl Bank salutes Youth Employment Service of SCS (photo), Jun 3, 1982, p.20

Bank appointments local realtor J Murphy, Jun 10, 1982, p.2

Promoted: V L Restivo (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.3

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS High School Class of '82 (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.22

SCS Natl Bank salutes Dr Alden A Larson (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.18

SCS Natl Bank salutes (SCS) Boards and Councils (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.16

W Mitofsky promoted at WFS (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.2

Senior VP: J Charla Jr (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.4

County Trust names D Hayka officer-in-charge (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.3

Bank directors make promotion: A M Vetrano (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.2

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theatre (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.16

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Baseball Summer 1982 (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.16

WFS names E D Herbermann officer, Sep 23, 1982, p.3

Special thanks given (letter), Sep 23, 1982, p.6

SCS Natl Bank salutes AFSA...A Global Classroom (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.22

Bank promotes Lydia Percopo, Oct 28, 1982, p.15


SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Veterans of Korea and Viet Nam (photo), Nov 4, 1982, p.20

Bank promotes A Glover, M Kilcup, Nov 25, 1982, p.4

Weale named to succeed Langan as president of County Trust (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.5

SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.32

Bank taking over premises that Mt. Kisco Hardware was forced to vacate, Jan 13, 1983, p.3
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BANKS AND BANKING  continued
Banking officer R Fredella named, Jan 20, 1983, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.22
WFS names G A Vecchione director, Feb 3, 1983, p.4
CPA F Mascari named to bank, Feb 17, 1983, p.16
Bank promotes J Fitzgerald, M Kraft (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.2
Bank's choice: R L Lipp (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.3
Gunman robs (SCS Natl) bank, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society Tenth Anniversary (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.24
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Open House (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.26
Fifteen-K race here Sunday, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
NBW elects S E Sarner president, Apr 14, 1983, p.9
SCS Natl Bank salutes The PT Council International Fair (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.22
Bank promotes local woman J Z Forde, Apr 28, 1983, p.21
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), May 5, 1983, p.28
SCS National Bank salutes Dr T Sobol, The Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year (photo), May 12, 1983, p.26
Bank cites SHS alumna D Cohen, May 19, 1983, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS's Special Patrolmen (photo), May 19, 1983, p.20
SCS bank gives M Considine promotion (photo), May 26, 1983, p.8
Bank promotion for local man R P Kontos, May 26, 1983, p.14
Women's money for women's needs (edit), Jun 23, 1983, p.7
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SHS Girls Varsity Soccer Team (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.20
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Class of '83 (photo) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.12
Bank names J Costi 2nd VP, Jul 7, 1983, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theatre (photo), Aug 4, 1983, p.20
Five thousandth policy purchaser (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.20
Thanks to the bank (ltr), Sep 15, 1983, p.6
Senior VP: R C Tunick (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of Greater SCS (photo), Sep 29, 1983, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.20
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS AFS on its 30th year (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.22
SCS National now offers discount brokerage services, Oct 27, 1983, p.4
He's for Proposition Three (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
Seamen's Bank appoints F Van Slyck VP, Dec 1, 1983, p.14
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Diamond Jubilee Ball (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.32
EMT man R M Grosse is officer, Jan 12, 1984, p.11
He opposes bank conversion (ltr), Feb 2, 1984, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes Betty Menke, 1984 Bowl Winner (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.22
Director C B Health appointed, Mar 8, 1984, p.8
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White's 20th anniversary (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.24
SCS National promotes 5 (photo; list), Apr 5, 1984, p.4
Banks and Banking continued

Bank vice chairman: S P Mudd, Apr 5, 1984, p.9
New VP: L Breslau (photo; list), Apr 5, 1984, p.14
He’s in charge: J J Zachar (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.14
SCS Natl Bank salutes the recipient of the Chamber of Commerce Civic and Business Award (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.24
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.20
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Auxiliary, White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), May 3, 1984, p.20
New manager: W Levine (photo), May 10, 1984, p.11
SCS Natl Bank salutes Operation Bookshelf on its 30th anniversary (photo), May 10, 1984, p.26
Bank names C Isberg trustee, May 17, 1984, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes Hoff-Barthelson Music School in its 40th year (photo), May 17, 1984, p.22
Chase Manhattan plans office here, May 24, 1984, p.1
Savings bank names M C Zaharakos VP, May 24, 1984, p.11
SCS Natl Bank salutes the SCS seniors (photo), May 24, 1984, p.24
Local seniors J Rosensweig and W Wu honored by Bank of NY, May 31, 1984, p.14
SCS Natl Bank salutes the Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.22
SCS National Bank names A Glover new vice president (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.8
Savings bank promotes R C Goodwin and D F Scott, Jun 21, 1984, p.9
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Class of '84 (photo) (Graduation '84 Supp), Jun 28, 1984, p.14
Outstanding citizens: D Albert, J Holot (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes the Hudson River Museum (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.18
Levine promoted to assistant treasurer, Jul 12, 1984, p.8
SCS Natl Bank salutes Boards & Councils Dinner, 1984 (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.22
Chase NBW picks a winner: L Ortolani, Jul 26, 1984, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theatre (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.26
Ex-resident R D Lehman named to savings bank post (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.4
SCS Natl Bank sets new record for assets, Aug 9, 1984, p.4
Resident R Gouraige named assistant VP, Aug 30, 1984, p.4
Bank president thanks helpers (ltr), Sep 6, 1984, p.6
New VP at Eastern: T M Poole, Sep 6, 1984, p.13
WFS' parent company has banner year, Sep 6, 1984, p.13
SCS Natl Bank salutes The New York Junior Tennis League-SCS (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.26
SCS Natl elects E Bianco, F Kostnik new vice presidents, Sep 13, 1984, p.15
SCS Natl Bank salutes The United Way of Greater SCS (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.26
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company I (photo), Oct 11, 1984, p.28
SNB names G Shatoy Garth Road manager, Oct 18, 1984, p.21
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Greenville Community Theater (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.26
Savings bank names J E Hufnagel trustee (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.8
SNB appoints M R Kilcup assistant VP, Nov 1, 1984, p.9
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Congregational Church (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.29
Bank names J Gaichus new assistant, Nov 8, 1984, p.10
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Task Force on Drugs, Alcohol (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.28
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Chapter of The American Field Service (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.24
SCS Natl Bank salutes EMT Schools (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.26
SCS Natl Bank salutes Trinity Lutheran Church on its 60th Anniversary (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.30
Bank appoints R Grono new manager for Garth Rd, Dec 6, 1984, p.19
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Auxiliary of The Burke Rehabilitation Center (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.32
J E Dowling of WFS to head savings group (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.29
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BANKS AND BANKING continued

SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Top Hat Gala (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.34
Chanukah concert at Manhattan Savings (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.3
SCS Natl elects M P Considine assistant vice president, Dec 20, 1984, p.25
Kavanaugh to retire from SCS Natl (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.5

BANKS AND BANKING-LAWS AND LEGISLATION

Banking laws—in your interest (edit), May 14, 1981, p.7

BANNERS

SEE SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS

BANNISTER, JOHN

Aerospace specialist J Bannister comes to Junior High (photo), Feb 9, 1984, p.1
NASA visits IHM, Feb 16, 1984, p.16

BANNISTER, NOELLE

Sing in the circle (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.1

BAPTISM

Special Mothers' Day (photo), May 13, 1982, p.1

BAR MITZVAH

SEE JEWS- RITES AND CEREMONIES

BARBACCIA, SALVATORE

S Barbaccia dies, May 20, 1982, p.14

BARBANO, SHARON

Bypassing SCS, Jun 19, 1980, p.1

BARBER, KEITH

New bus schedule, Dec 31, 1981, p.1
Route change asked, Jun 21, 1984, p.1

BARBERA, MARGARET

Margolies arrested for fraud, May 6, 1982, p.15
Fines, jail terms for Margolieses, Dec 16, 1982, p.15
Margolies accused of murder, Jul 21, 1983, p.5
Margolies convicted in murders, Jun 7, 1984, p.10

BARBERO, PETER

P J Barbero greets 6 Senor of SCS Rotary Club (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.9

BARBIE, KLAUS

Explaining the Barbie scandal (ltr), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

BARBIERI, ALICE

Fredda Kray is savior if your eggnog is showing! (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.9

BARCLAY, HELEN

H T Barclay dies, Sep 20, 1984, p.18

BARCUS, ALAN

Barcus promoted at Benton & Bowles, Nov 12, 1981, p.23

BARCUS, HOPE

30 families sign up for new Children’s Center, Jul 1, 1982, p.10

BARISH, MIN

Library System marks birthday (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.15

BARKER, JOHN

Historically speaking: In Colonial Days, only four roads in SCS (map), Aug 18, 1983, p.6

BARKER, WILLIAM

Historically speaking: First town meeting 200 years ago (illus; list), Dec 22, 1983, p.10

BARNABY, SANDRA

Fears allayed as Post Road house settles in (photo), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
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BARNARD, EDNA
- E Barnard joins Doernberg staff (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.2

BARNES, ALICIA (AU)
- Fireworks problem in Edgewood (ltr), Jun 28, 1984, p.6

BARNES, BETSY
- Suei art (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.23
- Children's art featured (photo), May 26, 1983, p.14
- Board of Education elects J Gevertz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1

BARNES, CHARLES JR
- C W Barnes Jr dies, Dec 18, 1980, p.20

BARNES, CLIVE
- Noted critic Clive Barnes to address Woman's Club (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.8

BARNES, JOHN (AU)
- Fireworks problem in Edgewood (ltr), Jun 28, 1984, p.6

BARNES, JOSEPH
- J C Barnes dies, Jun 12, 1980, p.14

BARNES, NOELLE
- Cookout (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.8

BARNES, RONALD (DR)
- Acting principal named for SHS: Dr R M Barnes, Jun 18, 1981, p.1
- School Board elects Joel Lesnick president (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
- SHS acting principal R Barnes to speak; (PTA chairman named), Sep 10, 1981, p.3
- Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
- New committee at high school will examine curriculum (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
- Trying out the new weights (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.22
- Panelists: Changing families pose new problems for students, Dec 17, 1981, p.4
- Enrollment decline worries schools, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
- Kaminer to be asst principal, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
- S Levine accepts farewell gift (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.18
- Panel explores teen drinking; Mar 4, 1982, p.1
- Termites in gym; Mar 4, 1982, p.1
- Barnes picked as principal, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
- New principal R M Barnes eyes new role for his school (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.6
- New face in the schools (photo), May 6, 1982, p.5
- Staff Recognition Day (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.20
- A School graduation (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.1
- Class with real class feted at graduation, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
- SCS High School Class of 1982 (photo; list; addl photo p 7), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
- Students criticize parking policy, Sep 2, 1982, p.1
- Report on SAT's says 'cram course' useless, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
- Board discusses textbook selecting, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
- Panel gives look at teen drug use; Jan 13, 1983, p.4
- Early decision drawing more college-bound, Jan 20, 1983, p.6
- State cites SHS, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
- Stiffer requirements proposed for SCS High students (list), Mar 31, 1983, p.1
- Astronaut J A Hoffman to address seniors (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
- Hats off to the graduates (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.1
- SCS High School class of '83 (photo; list) (Graduation '83 Suppl), Jun 30, 1983, p.3
- Board of Education elects J Gevertz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
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BARNES, RONALD (OR) continued
SCS named to top schools list, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Outstanding citizens: J Christnacht, N Eisenman (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.15
New coach G Owall fails to show; Art Resnick steps in, Sep 1, 1983, p.12
Officials: System here would detect gridder's bad heart, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
White House honor, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
First grade section being added at (OR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
Tulip time at SCS High School (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.14
Barnes to resign from SCS High (photo; list), Mar 22, 1984, p.1
Toughest part of the job (edit), Mar 22, 1984, p.6
Support for Ronald Barnes (ltr; list), Mar 22, 1984, p.6
More state aid cuts school tax increase, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
SCS High school wins Carnegie grant, Apr 26, 1984, p.14
SHS students to discuss cheating (photo; list), May 3, 1984, p.1
Students point to pressure as one cause of 'rampant' cheating, May 17, 1984, p.3
SCS High's Class of '84 advised to keep an open mind, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
High school graduation requirements increased, Jul 12, 1984, p.1

BARNET, WILL
Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part II) (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13

BARNETT, VINCENT
Reader reports document Conrail crisis (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Joseph Spreng replies (ltr), Sep 25, 1980, p.4

BARNETT, VINCENT (AU)
Suspicious of good service (ltr), Sep 4, 1980, p.4
Can't buses wait for trains? (ltr), May 20, 1981, p.6

BARNETT, VIRGINIA
Estelle Berman to leave library, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
These sleuths solved 23,925 cases in 1982 (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.6

BARNES, GEORGE
Engineering award (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.10

BARNSTEAD, CAROL
Judges' pick as the cream of the crop (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.19

BARNSTEAD, LLOYD
Showdown at Town Hall; residents fight zoning change (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.21

BARNSTEAD, RICHARD
R Barnstead elected Peabody VP, May 14, 1981, p.8

BARON, COLIN
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1

BARON, HAL
H Baron welcomes Rabbi S A Klein (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.16
Math and writing programs described (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.15

BARON, MARTIN
Commuter bus to New York has smooth trial run (photo; addl photo p 12), Apr 1, 1982, p.1

BARON, SYDNEY
S S Baron dies, Oct 23, 1980, p.18

BARONE, LOUIS
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

BARR, DONALD
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BARR, DONALD (AU)
Is the reading malady iatrogenic? (edit), Apr 16, 1981, p.7

BARRA, ROBERT
Nutritionists R Barra, A Tepper open clinic, Jul 23, 1981, p.4

BARRELLA, CONNIE
Speakers explain how Albany works, Jan 26, 1984, p.5

BARRERA, CARL
C J Barrera named member of Graduate Medical Education Natl Advisory Committee (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.3
New post for C J Barrera at Metropolitan Life Insurance, Jun 10, 1982, p.10

BARRETT, HARRY (REV)
Doctors ready to fight plan that would close St Agnes (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.1

BARRICINI PROPERTY
New home planned on site of fire, Apr 16, 1981, p.3
Houses okayed on Barricini property, Mar 10, 1983, p.4
Planning Board okays subdivision, Apr 14, 1983, p.2
Home okayed on Barricini estate, Sep 15, 1983, p.3
Conservation zoning subject of queries, concerns at meeting, Sep 6, 1984, p.1

BARRICINI, JEAN
Hadassah to honor Jean Barricini (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.10

BARROWS, JENNIFER (AU)
Homelessness is a loss of connections (edit), Jun 7, 1984, p.7

BARROWS, SUSAN
Counseling Center names S E Barrows board member, Nov 22, 1984, p.20

BARRY, JOHN
County posts at stake November 3, Oct 29, 1981, p.1
Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

BARRY, KEVIN
Local Food Emporium to open for business next Wednesday, Mar 10, 1983, p.9
Grand opening celebrated (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.8

BARS
SEE RESTAURANTS, BARS, ETC

BARSON, GEORGE
Three candidates, G W Barson, D E Freed, J K Watson, run in Greenville Fire District, Dec 4, 1980, p.21
G Barson elected Fire Commissioner, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
The power of faith? Pastor, firefighters replace stones (photo; list), Nov 18, 1982, p.11

BARTALOS, GABE
Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.26
Sprucing up (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.15
Monkey business (photo), May 27, 1982, p.4

BARTALOS, MIHALY (DR)
Sleepless nights on Eastwoods (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Barking dog--II, Sep 4, 1980, p.1

BARTELL, FREDRIC
Restaurant manager: F G Bartell, Dec 10, 1981, p.18
New restaurant in Mamaroneck, Dec 17, 1981, p.32

BARTELLS, ROGER
Fort Hill Club sold; luxury homes planned, Dec 1, 1983, p.9

BARTELME, MARGARET
Opposition growing to Polera plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
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BARTELM, MARGARET continued
Newly installed leaders of SCS Adult School (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.17
Adult School ready for fall semester (list), Aug 18, 1983, p.1
TV council hopes to tap potential of local access (photo; list), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
Toast to a successful semester (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.9
Students rapt as East-West trade kudos and barbs (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.6
Toast to a successful year (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.5
BARTELM, MARGARET (AU)
New courses-and old favorites-at the SCS Adult School (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.21
BARTELM, PETER
Interns tackle Village Hall projects (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.2
BARTELS, GEORGE
Agency plans group home on Post Road in Greenacres, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
BARTELS, ROGER
Boulder Brook house approved, Oct 9, 1980, p.6
Two multi-home developments proposed (illus), Nov 29, 1984, p.1
BARTEN, HARVEY (DR)
Planning Board gets views downtown, May 3, 1984, p.1
BARTHELSON, JOYCE
Festival Chorus is more than the sum of its parts (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.5
Never dreamed those two girls would make it! (photo), May 24, 1984, p.6
BARTHOLET, BETSY
Bike path objections raised (ltr), Feb 7, 1980, p.4
BARTHOLET, CHAUNCY (AU)
Bike path objections raised (ltr), Feb 7, 1980, p.4
BARTHOLDE, SHERLENE
Church emphasizes individuals, families, Jan 27, 1983, p.12
BARTLETT, JOSEPH
White Plains hospital honors top volunteers (photo; list), May 19, 1983, p.2
BARTNETT, KAREN
Life—be in it the way at pool (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.2
Let the games begin! (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.2
There's always a happy ending at Wapetuck (photo; addl photo p 8), Aug 4, 1983, p.6
BARTNETT, KEVIN
Legislative week (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.11
Scenes from SCS Memorial Day 1981 (photo), May 28, 1981, p.8
Dedicated efforts (ltr), Jun 30, 1983, p.6
BARTNETT, MARIE
Scenes from SCS Memorial Day 1981 (photo), May 28, 1981, p.8
BARTOL, JOSEPH
J Bartol managing Baskin-Robbins store (photo), May 8, 1980, p.17
BARTOLONE, GREGORY
Resident M Goodman convicted for theft of rings, Mar 24, 1983, p.3
BARTOLONE, SUSAN
Hanging prints for Bronxville Camera Club exhibit (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.5
Photographer S Bartolone has show (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.10
BARTOLONE, SUSAN (AU)
'Merchant' should be staged (ltr; reply to Feb 26 guest review), Mar 19, 1981, p.4
Need for child care seen (ltr), Feb 11, 1982, p.6
BARTON, LAUREN
A basketful of beans (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.5
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BARTON, REBA
R S Barton dies, Jul 1, 1982, p.18

BARYSHNIKOV, MIKHAIL
Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part II) (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13

BARZELLATO, DOMINICK
Planning Board OK's 28 homes on Marx Estate, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Builders break new ground in luxury market (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
Two multi-home developments proposed (illus), Nov 29, 1984, p.1
Village granted permission to subdivide Boulder Brook, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

BASCH, FRED
New primary lunch schedule under study for next year, May 28, 1981, p.17
From 'Portfolio' (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.17
Auditorium dedication, policy discussion at board meeting, Feb 11, 1982, p.11

BASEBALL
Hazardous condition (ltr), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
Rec Superintendent: We put kids first, Aug 14, 1980, p.5
Season ends with ceremony (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.5
Baseball awards (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.14
On the joy of slowpitch (edit), Sep 24, 1981, p.7
The boys of summer (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Baseball Summer 1982 (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.16
Rushing the season (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Recreation fees, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Teaching the teacher is game (of K Aschermann and R O'Shea) (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.14
Rosenblatt named to baseball post, Feb 23, 1984, p.14
Keeping score (ltr; list), May 3, 1984, p.6
Baseball team offended (ltr), May 10, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO SOFTBALL

BASEBALL PLAYERS
Former NY Mets star E Kranepool gets first taste of Paron chocolates (photo), May 1, 1980, p.16
Catcher R Cerrone visits new store (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.16
Plenty of admirers (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.25
Mob scene at Joey's (photo; list), May 6, 1982, p.21

BASILE, ANTOINETTE
A S Basile dies, Jul 8, 1982, p.14

BASKA, FRANZ-JOSEPH (DR)
SCS doctors F Baska, E Rosemarin, R Fath Jr, H Lefkowitz, N Varsano-Aharon join WP Hospital, Jul 14, 1983, p.2

BASKETBALL
Raiders' night at the Garden (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Everybody won (edit), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
Before being upset by FDR in semifinals, Raiders riding high (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.1
More girls' teams requested (ltr), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
Planning wheelchair basketball game (photo; list), Oct 8, 1981, p.5
Fun is most important (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
Thanks from the coach (ltr), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
Seeks opinions on A and B (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
Readers respond on A and B (ltrs), Jan 7, 1982, p.6
Summer Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1
New divisions may help SHS football, Feb 18, 1982, p.1
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BASKETBALL continued
A vote against A and B (ltr), Feb 18, 1982, p.6
A grade for B team (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Best basketball coach (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
Thanks from the coach (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
Shooting from the (don) key (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Going nowhere (photo; list), Mar 10, 1983, p.4
Resident D Stern elected to run NBA (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.1
Thanks from basketball coach (ltr), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
Over-reaction? (edit), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
J Wood, S Karetsky in sectional play at SHS (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.1
Former SHS star Butch Graves setting records for Yale five (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.14
John Revelli making his mark at Stanford, Feb 23, 1984, p.14

BASKIND, KIM
Leaps abounding: EMT students share stage at Madison Square Garden (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.15

BASKIND, MARION
Turtledoves...and a tree (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.11

BASS, DENIS (DR)
Dentist D V Basset joins health plan, Aug 26, 1982, p.2

BASSETT, (MRS WILLIAM III) (AU)
Debt of gratitude (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6

BASSETT, DORRIE
Fox Meadow playground (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.22

BASSIN, BILLY
Season ends with ceremony (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.5

BASSIN, DOREEN
Conservation zoning subject of queries, concerns at meeting, Sep 6, 1984, p.1
Board passes conservation zone measure, Sep 13, 1984, p.1

BASSIN, DOREEN (AU)
Worried about Nature Center (ltr), Feb 23, 1984, p.6
Another blunder, she says (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6

BASSIN, GILBERT
Two multi-home developments proposed (illus), Nov 29, 1984, p.1

BASSIN, GILBERT (AU)
Worried about Nature Center (ltr), Feb 23, 1984, p.6

BATCHelor, KENNETH
Concert fund, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
PRC superintendent K Batchelor says indoor pool is possibility, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Concerts saved, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Pool workers win raises; job action narrowly averted (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Money woes beset Summer Theatre, Aug 14, 1980, p.1
BMX making it big with local boys (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.4
Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Officials review budget preparation, Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Fees opposed, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
New schedule, Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Controversial play equipment removed (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Not in the pool, Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Village has new Senior Coordinator, R Rosenberg, Sep 3, 1981, p.1
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BATCHELOR, KENNETH continued

Residents polled on indoor pool, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
78 percent favor pool; more responses sought, Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Summer Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Summer Theatre director named: W L Mendick (photo p 2), Feb 25, 1982, p.1
New historical atlas completed; May 20, 1982, p.2
Fireworks fallout showers viewers (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
$1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; add photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
SSMT appraisal, Aug 26, 1982, p.1
Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
New court rules, May 19, 1983, p.1
SCS Pool opening soon (list), May 19, 1983, p.3
Development plans come under fire: 7 fields proposed on Griffen (illus), Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Neighbors blast plan for fields on Winston property, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Local officials get salary hikes, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Ready for the running (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.17
Speakers call for more fields, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Farther afield, Feb 23, 1984, p.1
Task Force on Drugs lists plans (list), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
Getting set for the triathlon: K Batchelor, D Walker, L Greenberg, D Hulsebosch (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.16
Seven-year-old camper A Filardo injured, Aug 16, 1984, p.3
Kornfeld's poster gets the message across (photo), Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Longer pool season urged (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6
Longer pool season?, Sep 27, 1984, p.1
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Soccer equipment called unsafe (ltr), Nov 29, 1984, p.6

BATCHELOR, KENNETH (AU)

Rec Superintendent: We put kids first, Aug 14, 1980, p.5
Race reminder (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6

BATES, CHARLES

Historically speaking: D D Tompkins (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
O'Rourke appoints local woman J Fink (list), Aug 4, 1983, p.3

BATES, GARY

Art exhibits by H Kuranari, L Bates, Sep 18, 1980, p.15

BATES, HERMAN JR (AU)

Proud supporter (ltr), Oct 21, 1982, p.6

BATES, JOHN

New facility for seniors (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.5

BATES, TED

Typically American, Aug 16, 1984, p.1

BATEY, ROBERT JR


BATHROOMS

Reviving the old soak (photo) (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1984, p.12

BATS

Rabies alert, May 20, 1982, p.1
Health Commissioner Dr A Curran urges vaccinations, Jul 1, 1982, p.5

BATTALY, GERTRUDE

Newspaper recycling center starting here (GBH), Jan 26, 1984, p.10
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BATTIN, JEAN
  Just in time for Flag Day (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.8
  Bookshelf at 30 matures into a world library (photo), May 3, 1984, p.6

BATTIE, STEPHEN
  Local school leaders give support to Meyer (list), Jul 26, 1984, p.1

BAU, LINDA
  Edgewood students bake and sell snacks to aid Ethiopian famine victims (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.24

BAUBION-MACKLER, JEANNIE
  Gallery honors photographer J Baubion-Mackler, Aug 7, 1980, p.2

BAUER, ELIZABETH
  School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1

BAUER, JUDITH
  Artists at Greenacres (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.13
  Summer reading game (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.3

BAUER, ROSS
  Book banner (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.12
  Artists at Greenacres (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.13
  Summer reading game (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.3
  A Wallach, R Bauer dress up for Halloween at Heathcote (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.14

BAUERSFELD, PAUL
  Bauersfeld gets Blue Devil award, Jul 2, 1981, p.15

BAUGHMAN, LEWIS
  Prosecutor seeks to prove Harris intended to kill, Nov 27, 1980, p.1

BAUGHMAN, MARYLYN
  Mormons share techniques of home food preserving (Part II) (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.9

BAUM, ANN
  A job well done (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.8

BAUM, BARBARA
  Anderson: I'm not a spoiler (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.1

BAUM, SHARI
  YM-YW appoints C Rivel, N Olson, S Baum, A Kaufman to staff, Sep 23, 1982, p.11

BAUMAN, LOUIS
  Brussels, first woman president, elected at Jewish Community Center (photo; list), May 28, 1981, p.18

BAUMAN, MICHELE
  Lighting the Chanukah candles (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.25

BAUHGARTEN, JOYCE
  Joyce Baumgarten shifts gear for state-level involvement (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.9

BAUHGARTEN, MALCOLM
  Mid-Westchester Y names M Baumgarten, J Rosengarten directors (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.6
  M Baumgarten appointed director of YM-YWHA, Jan 31, 1980, p.5
  Town names EMT men G Altieri, M Baumgarten, Sep 29, 1983, p.11

BAUMWALD, ELLIE
  Residents E Baumwald, H Katz honored by Hebrew schools, May 14, 1981, p.11

BAYTER, DONALD
  Suspicious fire guts Weaverbrook Shopping Center (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1

BAYTER, LARRY
  Chessmaster and concert pianist M Sheyne takes on all comers at library (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.3

BAYTER, RHONDA (AU)
  Perfect example of hypocrisy (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
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BAYER, FREDERICK
F F Bayer dies, May 24, 1984, p.19

BAYER, L CONSTANCE

BAYER, PATRICIA
SCS hosting four AFS visitors (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.23
Students exchange experiences in AFS, Sep 8, 1983, p.5
AFS students R Espanet and D Siplet address school, civic groups, May 31, 1984, p.4

BAYLIES, (MRS GEORGE)
Cutting the cake (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.11

BAYLIES, GEORGE
6 Baylies dies, Jan 10, 1980, p.12

BAYLIES, JEANETTE
J Baylies dies, was head of DAR (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.14
DAR members honor late president J O Baylies at unveiling (list), Sep 6, 1984, p.8

BAYLIS, ARTHUR
Resident A E Baylis reappointed to PERB, Mar 5, 1981, p.3
Woman's Club keeps Non-Partisan role, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

BAYLOR, DIANE
Students preparing to offer safe rides home (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.1

BAYLOR, RENEE
STA does more than bargain, PT Council panelists report, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
League agenda includes voter service, study items (photo; list), Sep 11, 1980, p.11
Leadership team for next year: R Baylor, S Older, G Aaron, E Stock (photo; list), Jun 4, 1981, p.2

BAYLOR, RENEE (AU)
Suggestions wanted (ltr), Feb 11, 1982, p.6
Special thanks given (ltr), Sep 23, 1982, p.6
Thanks to the bank (ltr), Sep 15, 1983, p.6

BAYREUTHER, VIVIAN
Jean Harris found guilty of murder (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.1

BEACH, ARTHUR
Bottles better than bricks (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4

BEACH, JEAN
Lucky ticket selected by M Geiger (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.10

BEACH, JOAN (AU)
Not the answer in Chile (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6

BEAL, JACK
Gallery honors photographer J Baubion-Mackler, Aug 7, 1980, p.2

BEAM, PAUL (REV)
Community Baptist Church celebrates 50th birthday (photo; list), Jan 7, 1982, p.18
Agency seeking village's help in serving the frail elderly, Mar 1, 1984, p.1
Founding Baptist minister Rev H W Hansen dies (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.1

BEATSON, GRACE
6 Beatson dies, Jan 29, 1981, p.14

BEATTY PROPERTY
Village to buy lot downtown, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Freightway lease?, Nov 15, 1984, p.1

BEATTY, RAYMOND
Realtor R R Beatty Inc closing after 57 years, Oct 28, 1982, p.2

BEATTY, WILLIAM
Realtor R R Beatty Inc closing after 57 years, Oct 28, 1982, p.2
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BEAUJEAN, FLORENCE
  National Book Week celebrated at Greenacres (photo), May 1, 1980, p.23
  Greenacres parents discuss children's literature, Sep 11, 1980, p.17
  Holiday Fantasy (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.5
  SCS schools mark Book Week, Nov 17, 1983, p.14

BEAUTY SHOPS
  Beauty parlor robbed at gun point, Jun 3, 1982, p.1

BEAVEN, W. REGINALD (DR)
  Dr W R Beaven dies, Jan 28, 1982, p.14

BEAVER, ED
  How to collect honey (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.24

BEAVER, PAUL
  SCS letter carrier B Corbalis honored for rescue of elderly woman (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.1

BECHTEL, DOLORES (AU)
  Career planning: how to do it (edit), May 24, 1984, p.7

BECK, ALEXANDER
  Three EMT applications in Planning Board hopper, Apr 26, 1984, p.10

BECK, BARRY
  How I raised $10,000 and beat the Rangers (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p.7

BECK, CHARLES
  Election Day facts, Oct 28, 1982, p.11

BECK, DAVID (DR)
  Research institute appoints local man Dr D. P Beck, Dec 25, 1984, p.5

BECK, GLADYS
  New shop in town (photo), May 21, 1981, p.12

BECK, JULIE
  Pumpkin raffle aids Parnes Fund, Nov 6, 1980, p.5

BECK, MARY
  Festival Chorus is more than the sum of its parts (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.5

BECK, ROBERT
  Two doctors, R Richards and M Roberts, face eviction as co-op dispute continues, Oct 4, 1984, p.1

BECKER, HOWARD
  Judge finds Conrail liable in law suit, Mar 17, 1983, p.1

BECKER, NORMAN
  Two doctors, R Richards and M Roberts, face eviction as co-op dispute continues, Oct 4, 1984, p.1

BECKMANN, GRACE
  A flowering memory: Hays garden at Seely (photo), May 6, 1982, p.15

BECKMANN, LUKE
  A flowering memory: Hays garden at Seely (photo), May 6, 1982, p.15

BECKLEMAN, NANCY
  Former resident N Becklean joins Moneyworks for Women (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.5

BECKLEMAN, NANCY (AU)
  Play it safe—-and lose (edit), Oct 18, 1984, p.7

BECKMAN, IRVING
  Chairman, I Beckman, named for bond dinner, Dec 3, 1981, p.2
  Temple Israel Center rally to launch expansion campaign (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.17

BECKMAN, MARK
  Picking out their gifts (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.4

BECKNER, JOHN JR
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BEDICHEK, JANE
J Bedichek instructs students in planting basil, nasturtium (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.3
Correction to Apr 15 J Bedichek letter regarding bottle bill, Apr 22, 1982, p.6

BEDICHEK, JANE (AU)
Appropriate name (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
Memory-jogger needed (ltr), Feb 4, 1982, p.6
For the bottle bill (ltr), Apr 15, 1982, p.6
Influencing history (ltr), Oct 7, 1982, p.6
On the high cost of salt (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6

BEDICHEK, JOHN
SHS graduate J G Bedichek dies in plane crash (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.2

BEE STINGS
Always prepared (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.3

BEEBER, RICHARD
Fox Meadow playground (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.22

BEECHER, LYMAN
America, full of promises (edit), Dec 24, 1981, p.7

BEECHER, ROXANNE
M Greenberg opens office (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.15

BEEKMAN, SUE
New officers (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.10
Junior League extends its community projects (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.24

BEER
Head for beer earns chemist M Brenner brewers' awards (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.4

BEER, DOUG
Car washing for fun and profit (K Froelich Scholarship Fund) (photo), May 13, 1982, p.1

BEER, EDITH

BEES
Beekeeper Dr T Cherbuliez' labor yields sweet rewards (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.6
How to collect honey (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.24

BEESLEY, GERTRUDE
6 M Beesley dies, May 12, 1983, p.18

BEGIN, DELORES
Original musical at Edgewood (photo; list), Jun 25, 1981, p.23
Edgewood students present original show, Apr 1, 1982, p.17
Thanksgiving spirit at Edgewood (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.21

BEHAN, MARIA
Ashany, Behan, Ungar win Merit corporate grants, Apr 10, 1980, p.17

BEHAR, ELLA
Cheerful dolls made by SCS seniors bring cheer to pediatric patients (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.6

BEHR, MARION

BEHR, RICHARD
Starrett still in running to develop Freightway, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Residents ponder possibilities for Freightway, Dec 10, 1981, p.1

BEHRENS, MARTIN
Little response to parking plan (photo), Oct 14, 1982, p.1

BEHRMANN, WILLIAM
Police raid party that drew 400 teens, May 3, 1984, p.1
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**BEILIN, LEWIS**
- Students L Weinberg, D Broden, S Melnick, L Beilin, M Bench, W Allegaert chosen for all-state (photo, Nov 25, 1982, p.20)
- The entertainers (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.8
- Community Improvement Corps to focus on SCS parks, Jul 5, 1984, p.3

**BEILIN, LEWIS (AU)**
- Ends don’t justify means (edit), May 6, 1982, p.7
- Ends don’t justify means (edit), Oct 7, 1982, p.7

**BEILIN, LOIS**
- Democrats name L A Beilin, H S Landau, M A Loomba district leaders, Apr 8, 1982, p.3

**BEILIN, LOIS (AU)**
- Support urged for debate team (ltr), Oct 25, 1984, p.6

**BEILIN, LOIS (OR)**
- Resident Dr L Beilin appointed dean at Hofstra, Jan 19, 1984, p.4

**BEINSTEIN, DEBBIE**
- Planned Parenthood elections held (list), Jun 2, 1983, p.10

**BEIRUT (LEBANON)**
- Inadequate security decried (ltr), Dec 4, 1984, p.6

**BEISHEIM, GEORGE JR**
- 87-year-old M Hancock beats Con Ed, Jul 9, 1981, p.1

**BEISNER, RALPH**
- Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
- Hochberg, Reid finish first in SCS vote (chart), Nov 10, 1983, p.1

**BEISSEL, AMY (AU)**
- Childcare in a changed America (edit; illus), Jan 21, 1982, p.7
- After-school care: how it grew (edit), Dec 8, 1983, p.7

**BELASCO, CLAIRE**
- Proposed $11 million school budget would raise taxes by 10.76 percent, Mar 22, 1984, p.11
- New play areas nearly done after a year of hard work (photo; list), Jun 20, 1984, p.10

**BELASCO, CLAIRE (AU)**
- Tool for survival in the suburbs (edit), Jun 2, 1983, p.7

**BELASCO, STEVEN**
- Veteran promises GCC probe of building violations, Oct 9, 1980, p.15
- GCC opposes group home site here, Apr 15, 1982, p.10
- GCC set to review nominating system, May 10, 1984, p.13

**BELEFANT, PETER**
- SVAC to have new radios (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.3

**BELL, CYNTHIA**
- Former Scarsdalian C Bell wins art competition, Mar 15, 1984, p.13

**BELL, DAVID**

**BELL, JANET**
- Panel of residents opposes Hutch plan, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
- Commission fails to make choice of Hutch plans, Jul 16, 1981, p.1
- Books, books and more books (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.5

**BELL, LAURA**
- Focus on state issues at School Board meeting, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
- School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
- School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1

**BELL, MARCIA**
- Trendsetters’ guide for back-to-school (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.6
BELL, MARCIA continued
School clothes offer a range of new styles (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.6

BELL, PEGGY (AU)

BELL, PETER
Bank appointment (for P B Bell), Feb 26, 1981, p.6

BELL, SARAH
Campers on parade (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.5

BELL, T E
White House honor, Oct 6, 1983, p.1

BELL, T H
SCS named to top schools list, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Sobol responds to education critiques, Sep 15, 1983, p.1

BELL, TERREL
State cites SCS, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Into the finals, May 12, 1983, p.1

BELLMAY, CAROL
MTA asks for more money; riders demand more service, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Divided management seen as factor in railroad ills, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Carol Bellmay to speak at lunch (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.1
Carol Bellmay calls these ‘hard times for women’s rights’ (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.2

BELLANTONI, DRAZIO
Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Hochberg, Reid finish first in SCS vote (chart), Nov 10, 1983, p.1

BELLER, ROBERTA
Our man in ‘PT’ (edit), Oct 21, 1982, p.7

BELLER, SAMUEL

BELLEW, DONALD
Chlorine leak at (Saxon Woods) pool, Aug 28, 1980, p.1

BELLIN, NEWTON
N Bellin dies, Jan 12, 1984, p.12

BELLOWS, PAUL
P R Bellows dies, Jun 24, 1982, p.14

BEN-DAVID, KERRY
With voices raised in song (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.1

BEN-SHAIM, RAFI
County JDL will picket Soviet film series start, Mar 8, 1984, p.10

BENCH, DOROTHY
All about wheat (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.13
School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Mormon Expo gives lessons in survival (Part I) (photo; list), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
Mormons share techniques of home food preserving (Part II) (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.8
International gathering place (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.13
Internationals blend customs at Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.6
Through the Looking Glass (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1
Bowl Dinner a musical, literary, psychological affair (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Runyon-esque (photo), May 10, 1984, p.1

BENCH, E MARKHAM
Town Club: Teacher pay should rise less than cost of living, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
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BENCH, E MARKHAM  continued

Moraons share techniques of home food preserving (Part II) (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.8
Village eyes ban on electronic games, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Club nominates new officers (list), Apr 22, 1982, p.13
Town Club installs E M Bench new president, B Johnson VP, Jun  2, 1983, p.1
Changing of the guard (photo), Jun  2, 1983, p.1
McCreery to chair Procedure Committee (list), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Open forum on Futures survey, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Citizens asked to suggest candidates, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Ready to play up a story (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Deadline is next week for trustee nominations (list), Dec 29, 1983, p.1
Non-Partisans name B Johnson and J Fiedler campaign leaders, Jan 19, 1984, p.1
Goldenstein is candidate in search of forum, Jan 19, 1984, p.1
Mark Bench: Town Club's man on the move (photo), Mar 1, 1984, p.6
Trustees hear report from train committee (list), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
M Bench passes gavel to B Johnson (photo), May 31, 1984, p.1
A Walter retires as secretary of Town Club (photo), May 31, 1984, p.8
Woman's Club keeps Non-Partisan role; Nov 1, 1984, p.1

BENCH, ERIC

Merit badge seminar scheduled (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.5
Nearly 300 pounds of books to South Pacific (photo), Mar 1, 1984, p.5

BENCH, MELISSA

Students L Weinberg, D Broden, S Melnick, L Beilin, M Bench, W Allegaert chosen for all-state (photo, Nov 25, 1982, p.20
Moraons hold graduation (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.14
Hats off to the graduates (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.1

BENCHES

A bench at the bus stop? (ltr), Sep 2, 1982, p.6

BENCHLEY, NATHANIEL

N Benchley dies, Dec 17, 1981, p.30

BENDER, JOEL

Democrats renominate incumbents for November, Jun 25, 1981, p.20
Unification Church gets summons for back taxes, Aug 20, 1981, p.15
Limongelli says board lacks fiscal control, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Bender cites economy as administration gain, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Town Board, Supervisor's seats at stake in election, Oct 29, 1981, p.15
Democrats win town, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
Town employees G B Case, F North dismissed; Veteran blames money squeeze, Dec 3, 1981, p.23
Veteran gives views on county issues, Jan 20, 1983, p.11
Police arrest JDL protestors (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.11

BENDHEIM, JOHN

Campaign head: J M Bendheim (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.5
United Way at $210,000, Nov 13, 1980, p.3
United Way at 94.4% of campaign goal, Dec 11, 1980, p.11
United Way campaign hopes to reach goal by year-end, Dec 18, 1980, p.6
United Way elects J M Bendheim chairman of board (list), Mar 19, 1981, p.3
United Way director P A Stanley dies, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
This holiday gift spreads cheer all year (photo; list; addl photo p 14), Dec 1, 1983, p.6
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BENEDICT, JANE
- Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

BENEROFE, NANCY
- Change of uniform (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.5

BENJAMIN, JACK
- Negotiators have accord on contract, Jun 30, 1983, p.11

BENJAMIN, JUDITH
- SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

BENKO, JOAN (DR)
- Chiropractor Dr J E Benko opens office, May 6, 1982, p.4
- Chiropractor Dr J E Benko joins association, Jul 22, 1982, p.4
- Chiropractor Dr J Benko appointed, Jul 5, 1984, p.5

BENN, MARTHA
- Scout House okayed, Nov 13, 1980, p.1

BENNETT, DANNY
- SCS's lunchtime retreat: Chase Park (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 26, 1982, p.1

BENNETT, GEORGE
- S F Bennett dies, Apr 30, 1981, p.27

BENNETT, JOAN
- For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
- Fighting Alzheimer's Disease (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.5

BENNETT, MURRAY
- Humanists name 'Capt' M Bennett award recipient (list), Oct 2, 1980, p.3

BENNETT, PHILLIP
- Odell House marks 200th anniversary (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.15

BENNETT, WARREN
- W Bennett to chair chamber, Dec 30, 1982, p.9

BENNETT, WILLIAM
- Grant for Historical Society, Dec 8, 1983, p.1

BENNINGTON, (MRS WILLIAM)
- Getting ready for Jennie (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.16

BENSHOTEN, STEVE VAN
- SEE VAN BENSHOTEN, STEVE

BENSON, SUSAN
- AFS visitor S Benson here from 'down under' (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.21
- AFS host family welcomes S Benson (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.5
- Exchanging smiles (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.2

BENTLEY, ANITA
- A D Bentley dies, Jan 17, 1980, p.13

BENTLEY, BETSY
- Hot off the presses: "This is SCS" (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.3

BEQUESTS
- SEE GIFTS

BERDON, ANDREW
- Sounding the shofar: A Berdon (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.20

BEREAVEMENT
- SCS couple is lifeline for bereaved parents (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
- Death of a classmate (edit), Apr 8, 1982, p.7

BERENDT, PEGGY
- B K Berendt dies, Sep 23, 1982, p.15
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BERENDT, PEGGY continued
   Memorial fund (in name of P Berendt), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
BERENS, SYLVIA
BERENSON, DAVID
   State CPA's elect SCS man D A Berenson VP, Jul 7, 1983, p.3
BERENSON, GABRIEL
   G C Berenson dies, Aug 5, 1982, p.14
BERG, ALFRED
   Police probing shooting in home (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.15
BERG, BARBARA
   Conservatory appoints C Affelt, A Cuzzi, B Myers, B Berg, V Della Racca, Oct 1, 1981, p.16
BERG, BONNIE
BERG, HELENE (AU)
   Government open to all (ltr), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
   On state investigation (ltr), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
   Serving the flea's function (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
   Romantic remembrance (ltr), Jan 14, 1982, p.6
   How to create your own gallery (edit; illus), Mar 18, 1982, p.7
   Unnecessary expense (ltr), May 27, 1982, p.6
   What about noise ordinance? (ltr), Jul 22, 1982, p.6
   Fence in radio users (ltr), Jul 29, 1982, p.6
   How should he smell? (edit), Sep 2, 1982, p.7
   SVAC did it again (ltr), Nov 11, 1982, p.6
   Wider understandings (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
   Downgrading the hapless (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
   What makes SCS, SCS (ltr), May 26, 1983, p.6
   Spraying regulations asked (ltr), Jul 21, 1983, p.6
   Buses don't belong there (ltr), Sep 15, 1983, p.6
   Adults need space too (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
   A lot if you don't have it (ltr), Jan 19, 1984, p.6
   Not what pool members wanted (ltr), Jul 26, 1984, p.6
   Letter of many thanks (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6
BERG, PAUL
   SCS man P E Berg named director, Jul 22, 1982, p.5
   Local man P E Berg opens firm (photo), Nov 4, 1982, p.2
   Village appoints railroad committee (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.1
   Area man C Pader named by commuter train, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
   Train station to get repairs, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
   Fire (on trains), this time; Citizen efforts, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
   Trustees hear report from train committee (list), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
   Hope on the rails, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
   Metro North chief P Stangl guest at Town Club (photo), May 17, 1984, p.1
   Metro North riders lack clout, Town Club rail report finds, May 31, 1984, p.1
   Station repairs, Jul 5, 1984, p.1
   Prompter, cooler, Aug 2, 1984, p.1
BERGEN, MARTY
   Fairy tale, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
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BERGER, ARTHUR
A M Berger dies, Oct 1, 1981, p.20

BERGER, DORIS
Signing the charter (photo; list), Sep 24, 1981, p.8

BERGER, GAY (AU)
Friends’ statement (ltr; list), Dec 9, 1982, p.6

BERGER, GORDON
New Eagle Scout, G M Berger, flying high (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.2

BERGER, LEONARD (DR)
New Eagle Scout, G M Berger, flying high (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.2
Physicians L Berger, J Winters, H Rosen join White Plains staff, Jul 5, 1984, p.5

BERGER, LILLIAN
L Berger dies, Mar 26, 1981, p.22

BERGER, MARTIN
Committee to honor Holocaust victims (list), Oct 30, 1980, p.3
Commission wants 6-lane Hutch; opponents prepared to fight, Dec 2, 1982, p.1

BERGER, MAXINE
This runner, A Siegel, rarely stumbles when it comes to book ideas (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.4

BERGER, MICHAEL
The next step (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.9

BERGER, PAN

BERGER, SY
This runner, A Siegel, rarely stumbles when it comes to book ideas (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.4

BERGMAN, MARC
BAR, resident E Sheesh fight over color, Dec 1, 1983, p.5
Arguments continue over house on Meadow, Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Resident, village moving nearer to agreement on home alterations, Feb 16, 1984, p.2
Village presses legal charges against homeowner E Sheesh for violations, May 31, 1984, p.3
Sheesh case, Jul 5, 1984, p.1
Board of Appeals, Sheesh nearing resolution of housing code dispute, Sep 20, 1984, p.5

BERGMARK, MARION
SCS’s lunchtime retreat: Chase Park (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 26, 1982, p.1

BERINGAUSE, THELMA
T G Beringause dies, May 29, 1980, p.12

BERISH, ANDREW (DR)
SCS MD’s A Berish, R Granzen, M Mescon, F Newman named by St Agnes, Jan 6, 1983, p.4

BERK, NOEL
Democrats name N Berk, M Sax chairmen for legislative campaign, Jul 30, 1981, p.2

BERKEMEYER, KAREN
School Board: Hearing on apartments urged; 8-man football may be coming, Aug 14, 1980, p.7
Budget raise now 9%; tenure granted, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
Board hears report on pupil personnel, Mar 3, 1983, p.13
Parents’ concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 20, 1983, p.11
Board OK’s bringing BOCES pupils home, Jun 14, 1984, p.11

BERKEY, BENJAMIN
Berkey photo’s founder, B Berkey, dies at home here, Dec 20, 1984, p.1

BERKLEY-IN-SCS-ASSN
Ponds belong to Berkley (ltr), Feb 14, 1980, p.4
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BERKMAN, ARLENE
Angry residents rip shopping center owners, Mar 29, 1984, p.10

BERKMAN, MILTON (DR)
Service above self (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.6

BERKOWICZ, JANE
Only 15,950 to go! (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.10
New shop specializes in sale of rehabilitated used toys, Dec 15, 1983, p.16
Toy store starts Kid's Club, Mar 8, 1984, p.15

BERKOWITZ, HOWARD
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Fees opposed, Apr 2, 1981, p.1

BERKOWITZ, PHYLLIS
SBH LWV publishes book (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.17

BERKOWITZ, ROBERT
Shining up their combat boots: M Cerniglia, M Metz, R Berkowitz (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.11

BERKOWITZ, SEYMOUR
Budget approved; $56.89 tax rate, Apr 24, 1980, p.1

BERLANSKI, ALICE (AU)
Reason for tutoring (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6

BERLANT, MICHAEL
Labor Day at the pool (photo; list), Sep 4, 1980, p.8
Magic show at library (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.2
Egg-tasy! (photo; list), Apr 7, 1983, p.6
Magical moment (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.1
Getting booked as a clown (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.10

BERLE, MARGARET
Mrs Berle dies; known as 'story lady', Feb 3, 1983, p.1

BERLE, PETER
State accused of 'bad faith' on Hutch, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Commission wants 6-lane Hutch; opponents prepared to fight, Dec 2, 1982, p.1

BERLE, RUDOLPH
Seventy-fifth anniversary of Town Club (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.31
Ruth Chaliers dies; was long-time Inquirer editor (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Carol Stix accepts the bowl (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Rudolf Berle dies; received '59 Bowl Award (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.1

BERLE, RUDOLPH (AU)
What should be policy in Europe? (edit), Dec 17, 1981, p.7

BERLER, JOAN
Guidance service for gifted (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.23

BERLIN, ANN
Tomorrow's potters? (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.1

BERLIN, JOSH
Students help Heart Assn, Dec 27, 1984, p.9

BERLIN, LAURA
Tomorrow's potters? (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.1

BERLIN, MARTIN
SCS pool opens Saturday for 16th summer of swimming, May 24, 1984, p.3
Poolgoers mark Labor Day with games, races (photo; list), Sep 6, 1984, p.15
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BERLINGER, RONIE
Fighting Alzheimer's Disease (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.5

BERLINSKI, ALICE
Lunch box committee, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Lunch study progressing (list), Mar 6, 1980, p.5
Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
School leaders, parents review lunch situation, Oct 2, 1980, p.1

BERLINSKI, EDWARD (AU)
Reason for tutoring (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6

BERLINSKI, JOHN
Ribbons for all (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.1

BERLOWITZ, CHARLES
Neighborly assistance (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.5
New SNAP leadership (photo), May 20, 1982, p.4

BERMAN, DAVID
Celebrating Hanukah (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.11

BERMAN, ESTELLE
Library security system, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Local leaders express hopes for '81, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
R Mitchell man of the hour (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.3
Estelle Berman to leave library, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Library director praised (ltr), Apr 16, 1981, p.6
Devoted service cited (ltr), May 7, 1981, p.6

BERMAN, FRAN
Tuesday night is party time here for blind (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.6

BERMAN, LISA
Planned Parenthood elections held (list), Jun 2, 1983, p.10

BERMAN, MARYLYN
Teacher Recognition Day (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.21
Greenville, Seely Place receive gifts from PTA, Jan 27, 1983, p.9

BERMAN, MIKE
Tuesday night is party time here for blind (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.6

BERMAN, MORTON
Greenville Council calls for SCS Meadows probe, Sep 11, 1980, p.15

BERMAN, RICHARD
New debate over Neo-Natal ICU looming, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Former state health planner R A Berman criticizes level of health care in Westchester (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.4

BERMINGHAM, DOUGLAS
Scarsdalian D M Birmingham killed in car crash, Aug 23, 1984, p.1

BERMINGHAM, JOHN JR
Three (J Birmingham, H Kaplan, J Panessa) charged with drug sales, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Hearing begins in cocaine case, Aug 19, 1982, p.3
Cocaine case sent to grand jury, Sep 16, 1982, p.5
Drug, shoplift cases settled, Oct 14, 1982, p.1

BERNARD, ANNA
Trustee A J Bernard commended, Jun 19, 1980, p.10

BERNARD, DONALD
Resident D Bernard elected, Jun 2, 1983, p.16

BERNARD, PHYLLIS
Thanksgiving dinner for the blind (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.18
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BERNSTEIN, ANY
While their neighbors sleep, swimmers do laps at pool (photo; add photo p 6), Jul 26, 1984, p.1

BERNSTEIN, BARRIE (AU)
Keep them up (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6

BERNSTEIN, DONALD (DR-AU)
Do's and don'ts about dentists (edit), Oct 7, 1982, p.7

BERNSTEIN, EVELYN
School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1

BERNSTEIN, HAROLD
Popular newspaper seller E Heitz needs a home (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.1

BERNSTEIN, JOSEPH
Director E 6 Laughery to retire, Jun 4, 1981, p.2

BERNSTEIN, KIM
Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part II) (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13

BERNSTEIN, MICHAEL
Trustees vote to hire Freightway consultants, Jun 25, 1981, p.1

BERNSTEIN, ROBERT
R Bernstein: A Sakharov's exile is threat to whole world (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.4
Civil liberties award presented to F and R Friendly (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.15
Word of appreciation (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6

BERNSTEIN, SANDRA
Sir T Conran outlines plans for Hudson River Museum benefit (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.9

BERNSTEIN, SONIA
Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part II) (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13

BEROL, JUNE
J W Berol dies, Sep 29, 1983, p.14

BERQUIST, MARIE
M Berquist dies, Dec 2, 1982, p.24

BERRY, DAVID
Videotape traces history of auditorium renovation (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.2

BERRY, MARVIN
Hearings held on GBH budget, Nov 20, 1980, p.15
Town budget is up, Dec 24, 1981, p.9
Town budget calls for 13% tax hike, Nov 25, 1982, p.13
Tax, salary increases draw fire at Town Hall, Dec 2, 1982, p.13
Town adopts $14.3M budget, Dec 9, 1982, p.11
Six owners owe third of town's delinquent tax, Dec 30, 1982, p.9
Certiorari—a big word for a difficult tax situation, Oct 6, 1983, p.11
Police contract settled, Dec 22, 1983, p.9

BERRAM, PEGGY BROOKS—
SEE BROOKS-BERTRAM, PEGGY

BESLEY, RICHARD N (DR-AU)
Good news for 'panic disorders' (edit), Apr 19, 1984, p.7

BETHELL, FRANK
Historically speaking: Seal of the Village of SCS (illus), Jul 8, 1982, p.6

BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU
Altieri, Gerloff on board of Better Business Bureau (list), Jan 17, 1980, p.5

BETTI, ROSALIE
Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1
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BETTMAN, LYNN (AU)
Subscriber for Reagan (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6

BETTMANN, ERNEST (DR-AU)
Grow old with me, the best is yet to be (edit), Aug 5, 1982, p.7

BETTS, ELIZABETH
Historical society names E M Betts new curator (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.3
E Betts gives guided tour to OR class (photo), May 13, 1982, p.3
Detective work key element in planning exhibit (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.6
Celebration of Westchester (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.3

BEUCHERT, EDWARD
Showdown at Town Hall; residents fight zoning change (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.21
Board rejects apartment plan, Oct 20, 1983, p.10

BEUCHERT, ELIZABETH
EHS takes top rank in 1983 SAT scores, Oct 13, 1983, p.11

BEUERLE, MARTHA
Three, H Beuerle, B Sherwood, P Kennedy, join staff of Family Counseling, Oct 13, 1983, p.2

BEUTEL, BILL

BEVERAGE CONTAINER DEPOSIT LEGISLATION
Bottle bill, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Unbottle the 'bottle bill' (edit), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
New bottle bill introduced, Mar 26, 1981, p.5
Conservationists back bottle bill, Apr 16, 1981, p.6
Board for bottle bill, May 14, 1981, p.1
For the bottle bill (ltr), Apr 15, 1982, p.6
Correction to Apr 15 J Bedichek letter regarding bottle bill, Apr 22, 1982, p.6
Biker for the bottle bill (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
Bottle bill backed, May 20, 1982, p.1
Anti-Bottle Bill position (ltr), May 27, 1982, p.6
Bottle bill faces mixed welcome in SCS, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Rules for returning containers, Sep 8, 1983, p.14
What happened to respect? (ltr), Oct 20, 1983, p.6
Repeal the bottle law (ltr), Mar 22, 1984, p.6
Bottle law helps, he says (ltr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6
Stores must accept bottles (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6

BEVERIDGE, WALTER
Toast to a successful semester (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.9

BEYERSDORF, JOHN
New playground dedicated to architect M W Cook, who designed it (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.12
Her collection provides respite from real world (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.6

BEYERSDORF, JOHN (AU)
Critic criticized (ltr), Aug 19, 1982, p.6

BEYERSDORF, MARJORIE
Early Americana theme for Fee window display (photo), May 27, 1982, p.20
Her collection provides respite from real world (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.6

BEYERSDORF, MARJORIE (AU)
Critic criticized (ltr), Aug 19, 1982, p.6

BEYERSDORF, PAUL
Three (P Beyersdorf, P Krupian, R Schlesinger) participate in Presidential Classroom, Jul 17, 1980, p.12

BEYL, MARIANNE
Math aides resign; PTA, parents upset, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
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BHANIRAM, DAVID
Broiling Bucks benefit United Way (photo), May 10, 1984, p.5

BIAGI, ROGER
Milestone dedicated (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1

BIANCO, CHRIS
...where she stops nobody knows (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.2

BIANCO, ESTHER
SCS Natl elects E Bianco, F Kostnik new vice presidents, Sep 13, 1984, p.15

BICKNELL, KATE
New play structure at Greenacres (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.20

BICKNELL, KATE (AU)
Tough question (ltr), Feb 17, 1983, p.6

BICKNELL, PAUL (REV-AU)
We're all prospective victims (edit), Jan 12, 1984, p.7

BICYCLE PATHS
SEE FOOT PATHS, BICYCLE PATHS, ETC

BICYCLES
BMX making it big with local boys (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.4
Youngsters learn bike safety (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Dirt bikers seen as menace (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Concerned about Hyatt safety (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Generous help cited (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Passing inspection (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.7
Are bike thefts rampant? (ltr), Jun 4, 1981, p.6
Hard worker, A Maresco (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.12
Six Boy Scouts present bike to Children's Village (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.2

BICYCLES-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Crackdown on bikers?, May 29, 1980, p.1
Bike law hearing, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Use (bicycle) law sparingly (edit), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Support for bike law (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Board delays vote on bike penalties, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Bike law should be passed (ltr), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
Don't ride on sidewalks! (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.18
Bicycle Law hearing, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Board defeats bike law, Oct 30, 1980, p.1

BICYCLES-PARKING
Two-wheeler parking, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Parking lot for bikes (ltr), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
Parking for bikers, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
For two-wheelers, Apr 30, 1981, p.1

BICYCLES-SAFETY
Bicycle safety program (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.16
Safety on bikes, Jul 30, 1981, p.6

BICYCLING
SEE CYCLING

BIDWELL, ANNA
A Bidwell dies, Jan 6, 1983, p.16

BIEBER, GARY
Elderly widow, I Galizia, faces eviction, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
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BIEBER, GARY  continued
Elderly tenant I Galizia fights eviction, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
Elderly tenant I Galizia won't be evicted (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.1

BIEBER, GREG
Concentration (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.3

BIEBER, MIMI
It's a bridge between people (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.4

BIEBER, SCOTT
Concentration (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.3

BIEDERMAN, ROBERT
R Biederman dies, Jan 6, 1983, p.16

BIERBAUER, BARBARA
School Board vows intent not to close any schools, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1

BIGAR, MARGUERITE
M Bigar dies, Apr 10, 1980, p.14

BIGEL, RITA
It’s the only social agency in town (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.4

BIGEL, RITA (AU)

BIGGS, LOUISE
L C Biggs dies, Dec 8, 1983, p.25

BILL OF RIGHTS
SEE US-CONSTITUTION-AMENDMENTS

BILL OF RIGHTS DAY (1981)
Celebration Tuesday for Bill of Rights (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
Be ready to fight for rights (edit), Dec 10, 1981, p.7
Mock trial raises legal questions at Bill of Rights Day celebration (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.3

BILYIEU, HAROLD

BIMBAUM, SARAH
Heathcote Thanksgiving (photo; list), Dec 4, 1980, p.28

BIMSTON, DAVID
When your birthday falls on Christmas...(photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.6

BIMSTON, FREYA
When your birthday falls on Christmas...(photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.6

BINDAMIN, JACQUIN
J Bindamin dies, Aug 28, 1980, p.8
J Bindamin dies, Sep 4, 1980, p.12

BINDAY, GLENN
Selected by LWV: G Binday, J Hersch (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.2

BINDAY, MICHAEL
M Binday chosen for science program, Jun 26, 1980, p.20

BINDAY, ROSALYN
Broker R Binday back, May 28, 1981, p.18

BINDER, EDWARD
Account exec E Binder named, May 12, 1983, p.4

BINDER, LEONARD (AU)
Readers respond on A and B (ltrs), Jan 7, 1982, p.6
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BINNS, HILDA
   H Binns dies, Oct 27, 1983, p.18

BIRBRROWER, STEW
   Typically American, Aug 16, 1984, p.1

BIRDS
   Bird lady A Sullivan nabbed, Jan 17, 1980, p.1
   Case settled, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
   Callous treatment (for A Sullivan) (edit), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
   Birds can’t go south (ltr), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
   Manager’s response (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
   He backs Village Hall (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
   Concerned by pigeon menace (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
   Concerned about pigeons (ltr), Feb 7, 1980, p.4
   Adopting a baby bird (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.9
   Turtle doves...and a tree (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.11
   Even in deep of winter, plenty of food for birds (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.1
   New bird in town (photo), May 27, 1982, p.2
   Egret a graceful part of SCS landscape (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.3
   Birds do it...around here (edit; illus), Oct 13, 1983, p.7
   Avian news from an avid bird watcher (edit), Jun 21, 1984, p.7

BIRMINGHAM, JAMES
   Two senior firemen, G Garon, J Birmingham, retire (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.10

BIRNBAUM, BETH

BIRNBAUM, IRA
   Cable TV hookups near completion, Jan 1, 1981, p.13
   Cable TV rates likely to rise, Dec 3, 1981, p.1
   Cable hearing, Dec 10, 1981, p.1
   Cable TV hike opposed (list), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
   Trustees vote against cable increase (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.1
   Higher cable rates?, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
   Cable hearing, May 3, 1984, p.1
   Village considering limits on dish antennae, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

BIRNBAUM, IRWIN
   SCS man I Birnbaum appointed VP at Montefiore, Feb 17, 1983, p.3

BIRNBAUM, RICHARD
   Critics blast redistricting plan, May 12, 1983, p.1

BIRNBAUM, SARAH
   Parents, children attend school to watch TV together (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.1

BIRTH CONTROL
   Local group goes to Albany to lobby for family planning (list), Feb 5, 1981, p.7

BIRTHDAYS
   Happy birthday (photo; list), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
   Important named omitted: R Weinberger (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
   Vietnamese family at WRT (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.23
   ‘At 85, time to see what I’ve been doing’: J Wachsman (photo; add1 photo p 20; list), Feb 18, 1982, p.6
   90th birthday of M L Hooley celebrated here, Jul 1, 1982, p.8
   When your birthday falls on Christmas... (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.6
   No fireworks (for village May 24 birthday), May 26, 1983, p.1
   102 years young: H Boyce (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.4
BIRTHDAYS continued

It was a birthday to remember (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.6
Headed for a hundred (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.4

BIRTHS

New for the 80's (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.1
First born: R Duong (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.12
Beginning at the end (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.1

BISCHOF, HEINZ

Ribbon cutting at Action Sports (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.17

BISHOP, JAMES


BISHOP, PATRICIA

SCS woman P J Bishop to head Red Cross volunteers, Dec 15, 1983, p.10

BISIGNANO, JEAN

Choice has gone from experiment to success (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.4

BISK, LAUREN

Great experience (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Soccer crown won on practice field (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.9

BISMUTH, JOSH

Lighting the Chanukah candles (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.25

BISSET, WALTER

Channel 7 tapes show at Frog Prince (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.7

BLACK WOMEN

SEE WOMEN

BLACK, BARBARA

Edgewood students present original show, Apr 1, 1982, p.17

BLACK, IRENE

Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1

BLACK, KATHERINE

Playcare Program opens at Hitchcock (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.25

BLACK, KELLY

Plan for peace in Ireland, one child by one (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.6

BLACK, LOUISE

Ready for anything (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.2
Louise Black: first lady of SHS sports (photo; list), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
Trying out the new weights (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.22
New divisions may help SHS football, Feb 18, 1982, p.1
Rifley team sighted on a better image (photo; addl photo p 8; list), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
Wave of vandalism (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
$1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; addl photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
Officials: System here would detect gridder's bad heart, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Support for fields, Nov 10, 1983, p.1
School Board to name new athletic director, Feb 9, 1984, p.1

BLACK, MORRIS (AU)

Praise for SCS symphony (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6

BLACK, TON

Curtain rising on 'George M!' (photo; list), Jul 30, 1981, p.1
George M (Review; photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.5
Joan Mondale plans campaign stop here (photo), Aug 4, 1983, p.1
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BLACK, VICTORIA
Humor book by SHS graduate V Black, Mar 22, 1984, p.8

BLACKMAN, LESLIE
Seely Place teacher L Blackman murdered in her Manhattan apartment, Jul 10, 1980, p.11

BLACKMAR, ANNIE
Historically speaking: SCS Library (illus), Jun 9, 1983, p.6

BLACKMAR, DOROTHY (AU)

BLACKOUTS; ELECTRIC POWER
SEE ELECTRIC POWER FAILURES

BLACKS
On the rise: a tide of poverty (edit), Jan 6, 1983, p.7
Positives in a black candidacy (edit), Jan 12, 1984, p.7
Jews and blacks together (edit), Aug 23, 1984, p.7

BLACKS IN THE US
Population shift (edit), Sep 30, 1982, p.7

BLACKS-EDUCATION
Is it equity vs excellence? (edit), Oct 4, 1984, p.7
A (scientist's) mind is a terrible thing to waste (edit), Dec 13, 1984, p.7

BLACKS-EMPLOYMENT
Rights Division investigating school district, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
On state investigation (ltr), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Discrimination?, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
State investigation (edit), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
Law firm hired (by Bd of Ed), Jul 24, 1980, p.1
'Enterprise Zones'—no panacea (edit), Sep 23, 1982, p.7
Subminimum wage? (edit), Jul 12, 1984, p.7

BLACKS-HOUSING
SOSA seeks higher profile (list), Dec 25, 1980, p.1
SOSA promoting village to minority families (list), Jun 18, 1981, p.1
Discrimination—a matter of design (edit), Nov 24, 1983, p.7

BLACKSTEIN, NEAL
School Board: Hearing on apartments urged; 8-man football may be coming, Aug 14, 1980, p.7
Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
Four gain tenure; no day care OK yet, May 13, 1982, p.11
First grade, upkeep at Seely discussed, Apr 14, 1983, p.13
Board ends class ranking at EHS, Jun 16, 1983, p.11
Board gets tough on snow removal, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
New group to fight substance abuse, Nov 24, 1983, p.8
Mandatory counseling program for all EMT ninth graders being planned, Mar 1, 1994, p.11
Proposed $11 million school budget would raise taxes by 10.76 percent, Mar 22, 1984, p.11
Board okays $10.9 million budget with 9.1% tax increase, Apr 5, 1984, p.10
Petition signatures arouse controversy on EMT School Board, Apr 26, 1984, p.11

BLADE, IRWIN
Police call for binding arbitration, Jun 4, 1981, p.1

BLAIR, ABBIE (AU)
Family—good to come home to (edit), Jul 16, 1981, p.7
Some families are in turmoil (edit), Feb 11, 1982, p.7
Behind a bad child is a sad child (edit), Aug 9, 1984, p.7
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BLAIR, MICHELLE
Teens keep SCS clean (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.14

BLAND, DAVID
Behind the scenes (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2

BLANFORD, CHARLES
Setting new records for service to youth, community: C Blanford (photo), Apr 30, 1981, p.25
Evolving recreation program speaks for itself--quietly (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.12

BLANFORD, FRANCES
Setting new records for service to youth, community: C Blanford (photo), Apr 30, 1981, p.25

BLANK, DORIS
Intuition expanding, Dec 1, 1983, p.12

BLANK, TERRY (DR)
Dr T Blank opens dental practice (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.8

BLANK, THOMAS
Drop EHS class ranking, change grade weighting, report asks, May 12, 1983, p.13

BLATT, ROCHELLE
Serving needs of gifted, subject of education report, Jan 17, 1980, p.4
Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1

BLATTNER, DAVID
D L Blattner dies, Feb 11, 1982, p.16

BLAU, D (AU)
Attend June 23 meeting (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6

BLAU, DOROTHY
Zoning board answer to Moundroukas due this month, Jul 1, 1982, p.10

BLAU, JACK (DR)
Dr J Blau dies, May 12, 1983, p.18

BLAU, KIRSTEN
Tulip time at SCS High School (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.14

BLAU, RENEE
DuPont speaks on drug use (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.6
This 20-year stage wait is set to pay off (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.6

BLUCHMAN, BARBARA
Serving needs of gifted, subject of education report, Jan 17, 1980, p.4
Focus on state issues at School Board meeting, Feb 14, 1980, p.1

BLEAKLEY, C ROBERS
C R Bleakley dies, Mar 26, 1981, p.22

BLECHER, ANDY
Seely students learn skills in handling social problems (photo), May 19, 1983, p.11

BLECHER, STEVE
Cub Carnival coming (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.11

BLECHMAN, DAVID
On the ball (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.11
Talent (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.11

BLECHMAN, ELAINE
School Board members applaud Crowder, Weitzen; Board approves new football coach, Jun 12, 1980, p.15
Blechman, Buff elected to Nature Center Board, Oct 16, 1980, p.13
GNC membership drive well received here; services grow (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.11

BLECHMAN, MICHAEL
Veteran promises GCC probe of building violations, Oct 9, 1980, p.15
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BLECHMAN, MICHAEL  continued
   How the Levittown case was won, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
   Chamber names Dr T Sobol top citizen (photo; list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
   GCC resolves to act on Central Ave issues, Mar 10, 1983, p.13

BLECHTA, ELSIE
   Church women set thrift sale (photo; list), Apr 28, 1983, p.4

BLECHTA, TED
   Charge! It’s Blue and Gray Day (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.16

BLEICHERT, WILLIAM
   Local residents E T Schneider, F B Powers Jr, W J Bleichert elected to board, Apr 1, 1982, p.13

BLEINAS, DAVID
   Margolies accused of murder, Jul 21, 1983, p.5

BLESSING, GEORGE
   Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
   Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
   New staff at Quaker Ridge: T Concannon, F Elfenbein, G Blessing (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.20
   Blessing named to camp staff, Jun 16, 1983, p.14
   Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
   Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1
   Eleven-year old J Hegarty injured in accident at sports camp, Jul 19, 1984, p.1

BLEUSTEIN, KENNETH
   K Bleustein dies, May 19, 1983, p.14

BLEYER, ROBERT
   Village to hire lawyers, Apr 29, 1982, p.1

BLIER, PETER (AU)
   Thank you, Mr Wilbur (poem), Dec 24, 1981, p.6

BLIND
   Agency for blind celebrates holidays at local church (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.11
   Thanksgiving dinner for the blind (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.18
   Picnic at the Congregational (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.2
   Tuesday night is party time here for blind (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.6
   SEE ALSO BRAILLE SYSTEM, VISUALLY IMPAIRED

BLINN, VIRGINIA
   V Blinn dies, May 24, 1984, p.18
   Former Inquirer employee V Coulter Blinn recalled, Dec 13, 1984, p.2
   SEE ALSO COULTER, VIRGINIA

BLISS, ETHEL
   E Bliss dies, Jul 30, 1981, p.11

BLISS, JACK
   Three (J Bermaningham, H Kaplan, J Panessa) charged with drug sales, Aug 5, 1982, p.1

BLISS, JOHN
   Taxi fare hike?, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
   Taxi rate hearing, Feb 21, 1980, p.1
   No decision on taxi fares, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
   Bike path protest continues; Rec fees, taxi fares raised, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
   Fare hike asked, Mar 5, 1981, p.1
   Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1

BLISS, VERA
   V J Bliss dies, Nov 17, 1983, p.20

BLITMAN, HOWARD
   Architecture Board member H Weisman resigns, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
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BLITMAN, HOWARD continued

On BAR charges (ltr), May 28, 1981, p.6
No decision, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Board finds BAR members did not act unethically, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
BAR votes to end closed sessions, Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Grossman, officials trade harassment charges, Feb 17, 1983, p.1

BLITMAN, MAUREEN

Dog dispute leads to law suit, Jun 4, 1981, p.3

BLITZ, ALAN

Neighborhood map (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.18
Volunteer firefighters drill (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.4
Freightway committee chairman appointed: R F Greenes (photo), Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Athletic fields; Long-range plan, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Summer Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Council's serve, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
$1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; addl photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
Neighbors say they will fight against playing fields on Winston property, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Development plans come under fire: 7 fields proposed on Griffen (illus), Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Speakers call for more fields, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Town Club concludes more fields needed, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Support for fields, Nov 10, 1983, p.1
Blitz wins fire prevention award (photo; list), Dec 29, 1983, p.2
Farther afield, Feb 23, 1984, p.1
Honors for volunteer firemen J Kerin, A Blitz, R Walsh (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.3
More pool time, Nov 8, 1984, p.1

BLITZ, ALAN (AU)

Another view on tennis courts (ltr), Jun 3, 1982, p.6
Needed: Commitment to excellence (edit), Jan 13, 1983, p.7

BLITZ, BRIAN

An unforgettable start (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.1

BLITZ, SCOTT

New facility for seniors (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.5

BLOCH, HENRY JR (AU)

Change of attitude needed (ltr), Jan 20, 1983, p.6
Reagan record seen vulnerable (ltr), Mar 1, 1984, p.6

BLOCH, JULES

Candidates square off at League meeting (photo p 14), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1

BLOCH, DICK

Disaster drill at SVAC (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.5

BLOCH, ERIC

Show time (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.11

BLOCH, RICHARD

Ambulance Corps' new boast: We deliver (photo; addl photo p 16), Apr 28, 1983, p.1

BLOOD-DONATION

Red Cross Blood Drive (photo; list), May 1, 1980, p.21
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BLOOD-DONATION continued
Hudson Valley blood group reached 96% of 1980 goal, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
Giving (photo), Apr. 7, 1983, p.11
Donors thanked (ltr), Jul 12, 1984, p.6
Local woman J Murphy to coordinate blood drives, Sep 20, 1984, p.12
Important weekend (edit), Oct 15, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO HUDSON VALLEY BLOOD SERVICES

BLOOM, ARTHUR
Honored: A Bloom (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.16
Local teacher A Bloom to head student trip to Europe (list), Mar 19, 1981, p.22
EMT High Class of '82 is on its way! (photo; list), Jul 1, 1982, p.11
Bargaining begins on teacher contract, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Teacher A Bloom to lead trip abroad, Nov 1, 1984, p.15

BLOOM, BRUCE
EMT theater group displays community talent (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.17
GCT aim: a sense of community (photo; list), Oct 14, 1982, p.15
Fire (on trains), this time; Citizen efforts, Feb 2, 1984, p.1

BLOOM, EVAN
Hose Video expands (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.14

BLOOM, JENNY
Greenacres K-6: Through a fish-eye lens (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.11
Roller revival at its peak on Donellan Road (photo; list), Feb 19, 1981, p.4

BLOOM, KIKI
A chorus line, LWV style (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.11

BLOOM, ROBERT
Adult School begins (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.13
Goodby party has warmth, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11

BLOOM, SARA
On Pysanka and pictures (ltr), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
Bookshelf praises coverage (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6

BLOOM, SARA (AU)
Taffy was a class act (edit), Nov 17, 1983, p.7

BLOOM, SUSAN
Council approves June fete plan, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
Deadline set for submitting school board nominations (list), Jan 10, 1980, p.11
Five (S Albert, S Bloom, G Goldsholle, P Karan, R Maslow) proposed for School Board vacancies (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11
GCC opposes downzoning, Levittown repercussions (list), Feb 7, 1980, p.9
GCC airs zone concerns with councilman Abinanti (list), Mar 6, 1980, p.11
Three (S Bloom, P Karan, R Maslow) endorsed for School Board, Mar 27, 1980, p.15
Public input revised zoning code, planner E Silberstein tells Council, Apr 10, 1980, p.13
Issues and excuses topics for panel; Peyerse and Finneran bow out (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.15
School budget, Board okayed, May 8, 1980, p.23
GCC Festival Day chairman S Bloom awards citation to W McConkey, K W MacKenty (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.11
Plaudits and tributes mark Board of Ed year-end meeting, Jun 11, 1981, p.18
Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
$9.35 million school budget keeps Latin program, faculty, Apr 22, 1982, p.11
Goodby party has warmth, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Controversial cut penalties lifted (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.9
Kennedy named to high school staff, Sep 2, 1982, p.11
Five candidates in race for three school board nominations, Feb 10, 1983, p.10
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BLOOM, SUSAN continued
Long-range forecasts, current problems liven board meeting, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
Board hears report on pupil personnel, Mar 3, 1983, p.13
Attalenti, Bloom and Lorch get nod (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.10
PTA executive boards plan for open candidate forum next year, Mar 31, 1983, p.15
Critics blast redistricting plan, May 12, 1983, p.1
Board fills new district-wide director's post in split vote, Jun 23, 1983, p.11
Referendum needed for (EMT school) phone system, Jul 7, 1983, p.9
Board gets tough on snow removal, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
Board prepares to fight state plan, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
Board resumes 'classic' argument, Jan 5, 1984, p.9
School Board looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p.10
New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11
Petition signatures arouse controversy on EMT School Board, Apr 26, 1984, p.11
Board sets initial teacher aide study, Jun 7, 1984, p.10
Interim superintendent appointed: Dr J S Carnrite, Oct 11, 1984, p.9
Hockey team to get coach and uniforms: EMT Board of Education (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.11

BLOOM, SUSAN (AU)
Proud of EMT (ltr), May 12, 1983, p.6

BLOOM, SYLVIA
Preventing crises is Center's goal, Jun 5, 1980, p.4

BLOOMFIELD, STANLEY (DR)
Dr S Bloomfield dies, Apr 22, 1982, p.14

BLOOMINGDALE, IRMA
League president R J Hinerfeld gives inside story on debates (photo), May 14, 1981, p.5
I A Bloomingdale honored (photo; list), Jun 18, 1981, p.11

BLOOMQUIST, SHIRLEY
New education center to sponsor conference, youth cable TV show (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.4
John Moyle named to (EMT) School Board, Aug 18, 1983, p.9
Warm welcome (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.11
Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11
EHS counselor S Bloomquist praised for newsletter, Jan 12, 1984, p.11

BLOOMSTEIN, SARA
S Bloomstein takes a turn in Highway Dept cherry picker (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1

BLUM, BETTY
Historically speaking: SCS Library (illus), Jun 9, 1983, p.6

BLUM, ERIC
E Blum dies, Jul 29, 1982, p.12

BLUM, GILBERT (DR)
SFCS offers therapy for jobless, Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Support group forming for families of aged, May 3, 1984, p.5

BLUM, GILBERT (DR-AU)
Leaving the rat race (edit), Nov 4, 1982, p.7
Help--right here at home (edit), Mar 17, 1983, p.7
How to retire--without tears (edit), May 5, 1983, p.7
Real parents are those who raised us (edit), Nov 3, 1983, p.7

BLUM, JERRY
Trendsetters' guide for back-to-school (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLUM, JOSH</td>
<td>Thanksgiving drawing (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 4, 1980</td>
<td>p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUM, PETER</td>
<td>Picnic for Miss Piggy (photo)</td>
<td>Aug 6, 1981</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUME, BETTY</td>
<td>Dialing for George (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 23, 1981</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consorting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 8, 1983</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUME, BETTY (AU)</td>
<td>Waning enthusiasm seen (ltr)</td>
<td>Jul 24, 1980</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUME, JUDY</td>
<td>Parents, children attend school to watch TV together (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 6, 1980</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUME, LARRY</td>
<td>'Most talented' EHS grad M E Tuchman has animated cartoon on cable TV (illus)</td>
<td>Jul 15, 1982</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUMENFIELD, BOB</td>
<td>Kids' paper blends moxie with savvy (photo; addl photo p 5)</td>
<td>Oct 2, 1980</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUMENFIELD, JAY</td>
<td>Kids' paper blends moxie with savvy (photo; addl photo p 5)</td>
<td>Oct 2, 1980</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Young reporters tell how it was in San Francisco (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 26, 1984</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUMENKRANS, JOSEPH</td>
<td>Heavy turnout (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 6, 1980</td>
<td>p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUMENKRANS, JOSEPH (AU)</td>
<td>What happened to respect? (ltr)</td>
<td>Oct 20, 1983</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUMENKRAUS, ROSE</td>
<td>Heavy turnout (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 6, 1980</td>
<td>p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUMENTHAL, ED</td>
<td>Sex is out, death is in among local bibliophiles (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 14, 1980</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUMENTHAL, EDWARD</td>
<td>Changing storefronts ahead (list)</td>
<td>Jan 19, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUMENTHAL, EDWIN</td>
<td>Dice store being forced to close, Dec 30, 1982</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUMENTHAL, KAREN</td>
<td>ECC: Board ‘obligated’ to provide full-day kindergarten, Mar 8, 1984</td>
<td>p.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finn recommends keeping the half-day kindergarten program, Mar 29, 1984</td>
<td>p.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984</td>
<td>p.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUMENTHAL, MARSHALL</td>
<td>Cluster plan on Post Rd dropped, Jun 11, 1981</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUMENTHAL, THEODORE</td>
<td>Give us a chance, student says (ltr)</td>
<td>Jun 5, 1980</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trustees hear report from train committee (list)</td>
<td>Mar 15, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUMENTHAL, THEODORE (AU)</td>
<td>Wants school to censor (ltr)</td>
<td>May 1, 1980</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Against 'seedy pictures' (ltr)</td>
<td>May 22, 1980</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not 'proper diet' for mid-teens (ltr)</td>
<td>Jul 17, 1980</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUMER, LESTER</td>
<td>Mechanic L Blumer has no-wait policy, Apr 28, 1983</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local man L A Blumer joins French WW II anniversary celebration, Sep 29, 1983</td>
<td>p.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUMER, LESTER (AU)</td>
<td>Requires for a triple agent (edit)</td>
<td>Sep 17, 1981</td>
<td>p.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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BLUMNER, LESTER (AU) continued
Shorter work week advised (ltr), Dec 9, 1982, p.6
Explaining the Barbie scandal (ltr), Aug 4, 1983, p.6
Inadequate security decried (ltr), Oct 4, 1984, p.6

BLUMSTEIN, NORMAN
N L Blumstein dies, Feb 3, 1983, p.17

BLUNT, WILLIAM

BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS
Bank seeks to build addition, Feb 21, 1980, p.1
Bank addition clears hurdle, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Gas stations appeal night parking ban, May 29, 1980, p.3
Board delays vote on bike penalties, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Gas station permit granted, Jun 26, 1980, p.2
Board of Appeals adopts swimming pool guidelines, Oct 23, 1980, p.5
Controversy over home office, Nov 27, 1980, p.5
Rubler withdraws plans to renovate home office, Dec 18, 1980, p.2
Swimming pool permit upheld, Feb 26, 1981, p.2
Correction of Apr 16 Boards and Councils article, Apr 23, 1981, p.2
Tennis court policy stated, Apr 23, 1981, p.4
Appeals Board upholds neighborhood objection, Dec 24, 1981, p.5
Variance issued to build home on Rock Creek Lane, Jan 28, 1982, p.4
Loophole has been created (ltr), Jul 22, 1982, p.6
BAR approves disputed fence, Mar 10, 1983, p.4
Resident E Sheiesh's dream house turning into nightmare, Aug 18, 1983, p.1
Arguments continue over house on Meadow, Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Resident, village moving nearer to agreement on home alterations, Feb 16, 1984, p.2
Village presses legal charges against homeowner E Sheiesh for violations, May 31, 1984, p.3
Board of Appeals, Sheiesh nearing resolution of housing code dispute, Sep 20, 1984, p.5
Boards and councils, Nov 15, 1984, p.1

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS
Permits needed for wood stoves, Jan 31, 1980, p.2
Tennis court lights, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
BAR suspends permit; issues stop-work order, Apr 17, 1980, p.3
First tennis court under new law, Apr 24, 1980, p.3
BAR re-issues permit to Brambach Rd builder R Grippo, May 15, 1980, p.2
Savings Bank gets local, state OK's, Jun 12, 1980, p.3
Board approves signs, Jul 24, 1980, p.5
Questions BAR decision (ltr), Jul 31, 1980, p.4
Tennis court feud continues, Aug 14, 1980, p.1
BAR chairman replies (ltr), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
Houses approved on Boulder Brook Acres, Sep 11, 1980, p.5
Tennis court suit, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Boulder Brook house approved, Oct 9, 1980, p.6
Scout House okayed, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
BAR refuses to approve realtor's awning plans, Nov 13, 1980, p.7
Two Boulder Brook Houses approved by Review Board, Nov 27, 1980, p.2
Rubler withdraws plans to renovate home office, Dec 18, 1980, p.2
Architectural Review Board studies plans for new homes, Jan 29, 1981, p.2
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BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS continued

New home planned on site of fire, Apr 16, 1981, p.3
Architecture Board member H Weisman resigns, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
On the BAR (edit), Apr 30, 1981, p.6
Behind the scenes report (ltr), May 7, 1981, p.6
On BAR charges (ltr), May 28, 1981, p.6
No decision, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
BAR, local realtor argue over awning aesthetics, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
BAR guidelines called for (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Awning, skylights topics at BAR meeting, Jun 25, 1981, p.5
BAR member J Miller resigns, Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Freightway committee chairman appointed: R F Greenes (photo), Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Shorter terms urged for members of boards, councils, Jul 16, 1981, p.1
In-depth study of BAR, Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Board finds BAR members did not act unethically, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Board of Ethics report (edit), Jul 23, 1981, p.6
The BAR's role (edit), Jul 23, 1981, p.6
BAR is unique (ltr), Jul 30, 1981, p.6
BAR votes to end closed sessions, Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Part of the trend (edit), Aug 27, 1981, p.6
New BAR member: D L Ginsberg, Sep 24, 1981, p.1
War Memorial, Oct 15, 1981, p.1
BAR declines to reverse decision before 'findings of fact' presented, Oct 22, 1981, p.4
Unfortunate for SCS (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
Neighbors object to house plan, Nov 12, 1981, p.2
BAR approves plans for home despite neighbors' objections, Nov 26, 1981, p.5
Board rejects metal chimneys, Jan 28, 1982, p.2
BAR picks colors, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
New assessor V Pagliar to serve as clerk of BAR, Feb 25, 1982, p.3
BAR: Homes still too similar, Mar 18, 1982, p.5
BAR nuls color combinations, Apr 1, 1982, p.3
Offer accepted, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Chairman's report, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Committee issues report on boards and councils (list), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
War memorial approved, Apr 29, 1982, p.3
On Soling appointment (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
Grossman again, May 13, 1982, p.1
Stones' tennis court fence okayed, May 27, 1982, p.3
Grossman gets BAR to approve fence, Jun 17, 1982, p.3
Village sent back to drawing board, Jul 22, 1982, p.5
BAR approves skylights, Oct 7, 1982, p.4
BAR rejects color of restaurant sign, Nov 25, 1982, p.5
Smaller quorums, Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Shay Committee recommendations are being turned into realities, Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Bank taking over premises that H'cote Hardware was forced to vacate, Jan 13, 1983, p.3
He agrees with BAR on sign (ltr), Jan 20, 1983, p.6
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BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS continued
BAR okays new restaurant sign, Jan 27, 1983, p.4
Grossman, officials trade harassment charges, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Builders, BAR argue over new house plans, Feb 17, 1983, p.3
Chase Landing Restaurant opening soon, Feb 17, 1983, p.3
BAR approves disputed fence, Mar 10, 1983, p.4
BAR okays new home, Mar 24, 1983, p.5
Restaurant sign approved by BAR, Apr 7, 1983, p.5
Busy building season ahead here, May 12, 1983, p.8
BAR approves 16 applications (list), May 26, 1983, p.2
House, fence receive BAR okay, Jul 21, 1983, p.5
Resident E Shemesh's dream house turning into nightmare, Aug 18, 1983, p.1
Restaurant expansion approved, Aug 18, 1983, p.5
Support for BAR (ltr), Sep 1, 1983, p.6
Home okayed on Barricini estate, Sep 15, 1983, p.3
New plan approved for Marx Estate, Oct 6, 1983, p.3
Village set to buy land next to pool, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
BAR, resident E Shemesh fight over color, Dec 1, 1983, p.5
Public hearings, Jan 19, 1984, p.1
Resident, village moving nearer to agreement on home alterations, Feb 16, 1984, p.2
Disputed driveway (ltr), Feb 23, 1984, p.6
Battle over trees, May 3, 1984, p.1
Tree case continues, May 31, 1984, p.1
Village presses legal charges against homeowner E Shemesh for violations, May 31, 1984, p.3
Shemesh case, Jul 5, 1984, p.1
Church addition causes stir, Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Face-lift for SCS Diner, Sep 20, 1984, p.3
Planners delay decision on addition to Mormon Church, Nov 1, 1984, p.3
BAR grants church preliminary approval, Nov 1, 1984, p.3
BAR considers cluster homes, Nov 22, 1984, p.2
909 Post project delayed once more, Dec 13, 1984, p.2

BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW-GBH
Karan remains on GBH board, Dec 30, 1982, p.9
Certiorari—a big word for a difficult tax situation, Oct 6, 1983, p.11

BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW-SCS
Grievance day, May 22, 1980, p.1
Crackdown on bikers?, May 29, 1980, p.1
Grievance Day was busy here this year, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Court owners win grievance, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
In interest of fairness (ltr), Aug 12, 1982, p.6
Taxes to increase on pools, courts, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Marx mansion to be razed, Jun 23, 1983, p.1

BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Parents asked to participate in selection of administrator, May 17, 1984, p.9
Board OK's bringing BOCES pupils home, Jun 14, 1984, p.11
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-EMT/SCS-SPECIAL EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION-ARDSLEY
'No Left Turn' by Burger King may be removed, Nov 6, 1980, p.15
BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT

Board of Ed OK's semester courses, rejects mid-year exam; Italian considered, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
School Board to consider religion course elective, Feb 14, 1980, p.11
School Board says yes to Italian, comp. religion; adds one day to recess, Mar 13, 1980, p.11
Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part I), Mar 27, 1980, p.15
School Board OK's budget; hears 9-12 skills report, Apr 10, 1980, p.13
Parents wary of school's program for handicapped, Apr 24, 1980, p.15
Seniors call poster policy step in the right direction, May 15, 1980, p.15
School Board members applaud Crowder, Weitzen; Board approves new football coach, Jun 12, 1980, p.15
School Board: Hearing on apartments urged; 8-man football may be coming, Aug 14, 1980, p.7
School Board considering stiffer cutting penalties, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
New contract for EHT teachers, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Chateau apt changes promised; civic groups still worried, Sep 25, 1980, p.17
School Board studies cutting, Sep 25, 1980, p.17
Parents protest 45-minute lunch, Oct 16, 1980, p.13
Board unveils auditorium plan, Oct 30, 1980, p.21
New cutting policy passed by board, Nov 20, 1980, p.15
Seely Auditorium referendum set, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
Referendum set on Seely auditorium, Jan 8, 1981, p.11
Board may raise building-use fees, Jan 15, 1981, p.11
Board of Education revises phys ed substitution rule, Feb 12, 1981, p.17
Board delays action on building charges, Feb 26, 1981, p.13
Board hears plea for support of interscholastic athletics, Mar 12, 1981, p.21
Tenure system, new athletic eligibility standard discussed, May 14, 1981, p.21
New primary lunch schedule under study for next year, May 28, 1981, p.17
Plaudits and tributes mark Board of Ed year-end meeting, Jun 11, 1981, p.18
Altieri is board president (list), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
Doohan resigns as EHS head; board appoints J. Larkin new principal (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.13
Board passes new cut policy, 5 to 2, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Cut policy, athletic program are issues at board meeting, Oct 15, 1981, p.13
District expenses rise as vandalismo at EHS takes toll, Oct 22, 1981, p.15
District justified in latest Forrest decision, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
Board accepts George Wilbur's retirement; December 31 (sic), Nov 12, 1981, p.13
Board hears proposals for capital projects, Dec 3, 1981, p.23
Parents urge board to support interscholastic athletics, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
No gym exemptions for cheerleaders; Jan 28, 1982, p.11
Auditorium dedication, policy discussion at board meeting, Feb 11, 1982, p.11
Larkin quits as principal, Mar 4, 1982, p.13
Alden Larson to retire; Edwards moves to high school, Mar 11, 1982, p.13
Board presents $9.25 million budget; faculty cuts included, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
Board approves five-course minimum in grades 9 to 12, Mar 25, 1982, p.19
Elective courses proposed for EHS, Apr 1, 1982, p.11
Four gain tenure; no day care OK yet, May 13, 1982, p.11
Tom Edwards named principal at EHS; search begins for Seely, May 20, 1982, p.11
Farewells at board meeting; school changes explained, Jun 10, 1982, p.11
Controversial cut penalties lifted (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.9
EMT picks J.L Finn as superintendent, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Board appoints Finn, Fornges; Children's Center is approved, Aug 5, 1982, p.11
Kennedy named to high school staff, Sep 2, 1982, p.11
BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT continued

Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16
Board returns to business as usual, Oct 21, 1982, p.11
School board sets ambitious program, Nov 11, 1982, p.12
Board, ETA assessing positions to prepare for contract talks, Nov 11, 1982, p.13
School programs examined in open board discussions on Tuesday, Dec 16, 1982, p.15
Thieves hit high school, Dec 30, 1982, p.9
Board hires new EHS counselor; studies course proposals, Jan 13, 1983, p.11
Board approves five EHS courses, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
Long-range forecasts, current problems liven board meeting, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
Board asks for condo plan change, Feb 17, 1983, p.11
Board study series opens with broad reviews of operations, Feb 17, 1983, p.11
Builder offers changes in apartment plans; opponents still unhappy, Feb 24, 1983, p.11
Board hears report on pupil personnel, Mar 3, 1983, p.13
Board opens faculty courses; DK’s plan for gifted/talented, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
Ten million dollar budget with 7.7% tax raise gets School Board okay, Apr 7, 1983, p.11
First grade, upkeep at Seely discussed, Apr 14, 1983, p.13
Grading review on board’s agenda, Apr 28, 1983, p.14
Town postpones decision on use of escrow funds, May 12, 1983, p.13
Drop EHS class ranking, change grade weighting, report asks, May 12, 1983, p.13
Proposals to board aim at high school, May 19, 1983, p.10
Seely parents ask board for reassurance on class size, Jun 2, 1983, p.13
GCC, School Board to try for better coordination, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Concern with gifted/talented voiced, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Student says he was misquoted (ltr), Jun 16, 1983, p.6
Board ends class ranking at EHS, Jun 16, 1983, p.11
Board fills new district-wide director’s post in split vote, Jun 23, 1983, p.11
Sports staffing at EHS: call it a whole new ballgame, Jun 30, 1983, p.11
Negotiators have accord on contract; Jun 30, 1983, p.11
Referendum needed for (EMT school) phone system, Jul 7, 1983, p.9
Sorry, wrong word (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
Pay raises for staff approved, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
Weitzen quits (EMT) school board, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
Parents’ concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
John Moyle named to (EMT) School Board, Aug 18, 1983, p.9
Selection (of J Moyle) applauded (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
Objectionable remark (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
EMT focus on excellence (Education ’83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.19
Warm welcome (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.11
Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11
Residents call for more information at hearing, Sep 22, 1983, p.9
Board sets goals; safety is concern, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
Voters okay new phones, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
High School scheduling is focus at quiet School Board meeting, Oct 13, 1983, p.11
Board gets tough on snow removal, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
Board winds clock for study of all-day kindergarten plan, Nov 3, 1983, p.11
Board prepares to fight state plan, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
Board says ‘no’ to Children’s Center, Nov 17, 1983, p.8
Board debates plea for gym consultant, Dec 1, 1983, p.8
Kindergarten study begins; board considering SAT course, Dec 8, 1983, p.10
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT continued

Board resumes 'classic' argument, Jan 5, 1984, p.9
Minimum criteria for gifted/talented set, Jan 12, 1984, p.11
Finn takes onus on 'Sunshine' evasion (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.11
NY regent J E Meyer to discuss board's controversial plan, Jan 19, 1984, p.11
EMT kept in the dark (ltr), Jan 26, 1984, p.6
EMT schools reply to regents (edit), Feb 2, 1984, p.7
Selection criteria for 'gifted' set, Feb 9, 1984, p.11
School Board looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p.10
Roses for EHS, Feb 16, 1984, p.10
Mandatory counseling program for all EMT ninth graders being planned, Mar 1, 1984, p.11
ECCE: Board 'obligated' to provide full-day kindergarten, Mar 8, 1984, p.11
Board unfazed by a dark, stormy night, Mar 15, 1984, p.10
Finn recommends keeping the half-day kindergarten program, Mar 29, 1984, p.11
New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11
Board replacing Seely principal R C Formes, Apr 19, 1984, p.11
Petition signatures arouse controversy on EMT School Board, Apr 26, 1984, p.11
Paper called not interested (ltr), May 3, 1984, p.6
Board of Ed enters Moundroukas battle, May 10, 1984, p.13
Gifts noted, May 10, 1984, p.13
Parents asked to participate in selection of administrator, May 17, 1984, p.9
Board sets initial teacher aide study, Jun 7, 1984, p.10
Board OK's bringing BOCES pupils home, Jun 14, 1984, p.11
New G/T curriculum to be written this summer, Jun 21, 1984, p.10
Board: 44 is limit for first grade at Seely; no vote taken, Jul 19, 1984, p.9
Seely safety study gets a green light, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
Corrections to July 26 article, Aug 2, 1984, p.13
School board plan to encourage input (list), Aug 16, 1984, p.9
EMT board lists goals for coming year (list) (Education '84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.21
Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10
School district hires 14 new staff members, Sep 6, 1984, p.11
Superintendent Finn to leave EMT, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
Betsy Stern heads rules committee, Sep 13, 1984, p.8
Board backs Finn in Seely decision, Sep 13, 1984, p.9
Interim superintendent appointed: Dr J S Carnrite, Oct 11, 1984, p.9
District opposes rooftop parking, Oct 25, 1984, p.11
Hockey team to get coach and uniforms: EMT Board of Education (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.11
District considers drug code, Nov 22, 1984, p.11
District adopts tough drug code, Dec 13, 1984, p.15
District given right to evaluate child, Dec 20, 1984, p.10

BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT-BUDGET

School budget proposes 6.3% tax hike for 1981, Feb 20, 1980, p.15
Budget lines amplified at preliminary hearing, Feb 20, 1980, p.15
School Board OK's budget; hears 9-12 skills report, Apr 10, 1980, p.13
School budget, Board okayed, May 8, 1980, p.23
$8.4 million school budget, 11.9% tax hike, Mar 26, 1981, p.21
Appalled by (EMT) tax rate (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
Budget raise now 9%; tenure granted, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT-BUDGET continued

Davis and Weitzen elected; budget passes 518 to 279, May 7, 1981, p.25
Board presents $9.25 million budget; faculty cuts included, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
$9.35 million school budget keeps Latin program, faculty, Apr 22, 1982, p.11
$9 million budget passed; vote light, May 6, 1982, p.15
Ten million dollar budget calls for 7.7% tax raise; aid assumed, Mar 17, 1983, p.11
Ten million dollar budget raise gets School Board okay, Apr 7, 1983, p.11
Where EHT ranks, countywide, May 27, 1983, p.15
Proposed $11 billion school budget would raise taxes by 10.76 percent, May 22, 1984, p.11
Board okays $10.9 billion budget with 9.1% tax increase, Apr 5, 1984, p.10
EHT spending at county median, Apr 12, 1984, p.11

BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT-ELECTIONS

Deadline set for submitting school board nominations (list), Jan 10, 1980, p.11
Five (S Albert, S Bloom, G Goldsholle, P Karan, R Maslow) proposed for School Board vacancies (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11
Revised bylaws tested, Jan 31, 1980, p.11
Candidate P Karan denies conflict charge, Feb 7, 1980, p.9
Three (S Bloom, P Karan, R Maslow) endorsed for School Board, Mar 27, 1980, p.15
School budget, Board okayed, May 8, 1980, p.23
Siskind to lead School Board, Jul 3, 1980, p.11
Nominating meeting set for EMT school board (list), Jan 8, 1981, p.11
Three (S Davis, E DuBois, M Weitzen) put up for school board slate, Jan 29, 1981, p.11
School board nominees named: S Davis, M Weitzen, Mar 26, 1981, p.21
Irwin Engel runs for school board, Apr 9, 1981, p.21
School Board candidates: M Weitzen, S Davis, I Engel (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.20
Davis and Weitzen elected; budget passes 518 to 279, May 7, 1981, p.25
Altieri is board president (list), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
Nominating group asks for board candidates, Jan 7, 1982, p.11
Nominating committee to pick from four (S Albert, B Donat, I Engel, P Hinsey) for two board slots, Jan 21, 1982, p.11
Engel withdraws Board candidacy, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
Nominating committee endorses Albert and Hinsey for board (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.19
Controversial cut penalties lifted (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.9
Five candidates in race for three school board nominations, Feb 10, 1983, p.10
Contender for board, D Weinreich, withdraws, Feb 17, 1983, p.11
Council turns PTAs down on meeting plan, Mar 10, 1983, p.12
Candidates' forum supported (letter), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
Attaliert, Bloom and Lorch get nod (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.10
Experiment in EMT (editorial), Mar 31, 1983, p.6
PTA executive boards plan for open candidate forum next year, Mar 31, 1983, p.15
SCC seeks dialogue with PTA's officers, Apr 7, 1983, p.10
Town LWV to study school board elections, Sep 8, 1983, p.11
Weiner named committee head, Oct 6, 1983, p.10
Five proposed as candidates for School Board (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.11
Feldaan, Weinreich are board nominees, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
Candidates Feldman, Weinreich accept PTA invitation, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
Mrs Davis, Herger will run for (EMT School) board, Apr 5, 1984, p.11
Nominating system defended (letter), Apr 26, 1984, p.6
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-ENT-ELECTIONS continued
Clarification (ltr), Apr 26, 1984, p.6
Petition signatures arouse controversy on EMT School Board, Apr 26, 1984, p.11
Rules group to study nominating procedure (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.11
Reforms in EMT (edit), May 3, 1984, p.6
BCC set to review nominating system, May 10, 1984, p.13
Apathy in EMT (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6
Greenville Council seeks to include apartment-dwellers in civic network, Jun 7, 1984, p.11
MacKenty confined as chairman for school nominations, Oct 4, 1984, p.11
Committee to review nominating system, Oct 25, 1984, p.11
Council orders associations to get in line with by-laws, Nov 8, 1984, p.9

BOARD OF EDUCATION-ENT-RULES AND REVISIONS COM
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-ENT-ELECTIONS

BOARD OF EDUCATION-NEW YORK, NY
Sobol's advice, Apr 28, 1983, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS
Auditorium project moving ahead, minus curtain, A/C, Jan 17, 1980, p.1
High cost of lunch, Jan 17, 1980, p.1
Serving needs of gifted, subject of education report, Jan 17, 1980, p.4
Work for taxes, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
School Board involvement in legislative issues urged (list), Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Focus on state issues at School Board meeting, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Swim team, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
School Board, teachers far apart in initial contract proposals, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
School budget vote put off because of contract talks, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Burroughs beats NCR (for School Board computer contract), Apr 24, 1980, p.11
Rescheduling at Quaker Ridge, May 8, 1980, p.1
Quaker Ridge parents up in arms over schedule proposal, May 15, 1980, p.1
UR parent protest doomed proposal, May 22, 1980, p.1
Board decides against changes in UR schedule, May 22, 1980, p.1
Football field being named for Bill Dean, May 29, 1980, p.1
STA contract calls for 18.75-21% raise over three years; some teachers opposed, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Teacher contract ratified, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Summa cum laude (edit), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
E Buzbee sees dangers ahead, Jun 12, 1980, p.5
Tribute paid to retiring members E Buzbee, E Innes of School Board; Summer grants awarded (list), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Law firm hired (by Bd of Ed), Jul 24, 1980, p.1
School district taking census, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Junior high courts; Shifting mud below (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.1
Board's role: providing leadership, perspective (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.13
School Board lifts ceiling, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Board member B Cunningham is native Scarsdalian (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.4
Daniel Fitch: don't forget average student (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.4
Contract (for Dr T Sobol) extended, Sep 18, 1980, p.1
School leaders, parents review lunch situation, Oct 2, 1980, p.1
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS continued

Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Lower limit on class size urged (ltr), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Present policy defended (ltr), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Math aides resign; PTA, parents upset, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
School Board lists legislative positions (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
No concern expressed (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
Board criticized on math aides (ltr), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
School lunch ideas proposed, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Board of Education assesses year’s goals (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress) (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.19
Open communication praised (ltr), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
Open lunch cost estimated at $115,450, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Let the district know (edit), Feb 12, 1981, p.4
Village Club proposes compromise (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.5
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
East meets West at library (photo; list), Mar 26, 1981, p.3
Class-size policy criticized (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
Lobbying effort, May 21, 1981, p.1
Teacher J Mack suspended, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
None of its business (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Festival planned (list), Jul 9, 1981, p.1
New member E Sioler described as hard worker (photo), Jul 16, 1981, p.6
Residents polled on indoor pool, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
No trip, Oct 22, 1981, p.1
Residents named to committee (on legislative issues) (list), Oct 22, 1981, p.2
School Board hears report on writing, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Sheldon Levine leaving SHS (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Enrollment decline worries schools, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
SCS Progress 1981-82: School report (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 26, 1982, p.19
New math curriculum planned, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Board of Education & The Auditorium Celebration Committee (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.26
State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1
Room for fields and courts (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
Council’s serve, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Experts (on insurance) wanted, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
After-school day care slated to start here in September (list), Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Lease planned, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Youth outreach program extended to junior high, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Village OK’s plan to rebuild fields; Aug 19, 1982, p.1
$1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; add photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
School Board Pres Lesnick describes planning for opening of school year (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.17
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sep 16</td>
<td>School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 23</td>
<td>Addition: E Jassy omitted from Sep 16 Bd of Ed article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 21</td>
<td>Welcome to SCS (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 29</td>
<td>Town Club hears reports on village, schools, county</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 4</td>
<td>Report on SAT's says 'cram course' useless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 11</td>
<td>Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 16</td>
<td>School calendar, Jan 6, 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 16</td>
<td>Board discusses textbook selecting, Jan 13, 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 16</td>
<td>Board's retreat, Oct 20, 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 20</td>
<td>Enrollment decline continues; Advisory Committee on Legislative Issues named (list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 1</td>
<td>Village awards contract to fix Jr High courts (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 1</td>
<td>School Board, administration concentrating on curriculum (Education '83 Supp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 15</td>
<td>Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 27</td>
<td>Board's retreat, Oct 20, 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 20</td>
<td>First grade section being added at (QR) school, Nov 17, 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 15</td>
<td>School Board weighing all-day kindergarten, Dec 15, 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 12</td>
<td>Guidance consultant hired; full-day kindergarten debated, Jan 12, 1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 9</td>
<td>School Board to name new athletic director (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 16</td>
<td>Parents split on how long is long enough for kindergarten, Feb 16, 1984</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS continued

Sobol calls for compromise plan on kindergarten, Mar 8, 1984, p.1
7.8% school tax hike seen; kindergarten plan released, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Barnes to resign from SCS High (photo; list), Mar 22, 1984, p.1
Toughest part of the job (edit), Mar 22, 1984, p.6
Parents divided over proposal for kindergarten, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Important meetings, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
School Board approves expanded kindergarten, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Quaker Ridge parents protest transfer of teacher S Grossman, May 17, 1984, p.1
New school trustee to explore students’ attitudes and goals (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.1
High school graduation requirements increased, Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Board gives tenure to 3 teachers: M Hayter, M Reilly, J Rosen, Aug 30, 1984, p.5
Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
No guessing, Oct 18, 1984, p.1
Support urged for debate team (ltr), Oct 25, 1984, p.6
Board of Education approves ski team, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
Board of Education moves to step up school security, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-BUDGET

School budget vote put off because of contract talks, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
School Board offers STA ‘total money package’, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
He draws line at 8% (ltr; graph), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
School Board proposes $20.6 million budget, May 8, 1980, p.1
Quaker Ridge parents up in arms over schedule proposal, May 15, 1980, p.1
On school bus savings (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
On teacher salaries (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
Board decides against changes in QR schedule, May 22, 1980, p.1
School Board, budget votes on Wed, May 29, 1980, p.1
For passage of the budget (edit), May 29, 1980, p.4
Reasons to vote down school budget (ltr), May 29, 1980, p.6
He sees confusion over salaries (ltr), May 29, 1980, p.4
Council favors budget (ltr), May 29, 1980, p.4
Budget passes by 3-2 margin, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
School Board anticipates tax hike of 7 to 8 percent, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
School Budget presented, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Few criticize school budget, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
Pass the budget (edit), May 14, 1981, p.6
Reasons to vote no (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6
Budget approval urged (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6
School Budget passes, May 21, 1981, p.1
More state aid to mean tax break, May 21, 1981, p.1
Board anticipates 7.6% school tax hike, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
School Board seeks $23.7 million budget, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Citizens try to save courts (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Joel Lesnick replies (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
For the amendment (edit), May 13, 1982, p.6
Council opposes amendment (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
Positive for the youth (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
He’s for amendment (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
Secor Farms backs courts (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-BUDGET continued

- Tennis court measure loses (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1
- Tennis court vote reviewed (ltr), May 27, 1982, p.6
- Budget picture called 'griB', Mar 17, 1983, p.1
- Budget vote delayed, Mar 31, 1983, p.1
- Vote no on school budget (ltr), Mar 31, 1983, p.6
- Wrong figure cited (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6
- Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
- Two constituency claim dismissed (ltr), Apr 28, 1983, p.6
- School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1
- Better school budget format asked, May 26, 1983, p.1
- Budget vote here June 8, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
- Town Club installs E M Bench new president, B Johnson VP, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
- Yes on Wednesday (edit), Jun 2, 1983, p.6
- Responsible budget (ltr), Jun 2, 1983, p.6
- School budget passes easily; three elected, Jun 9, 1983, p.1
- New teacher contract ratified, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
- 7.8% school tax hike seen; kindergarten plan released, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
- Important meetings, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
- Hold the line on salaries (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
- Outrageous tax increase (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
- More state aid cuts school tax increase, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
- Civic groups endorse school budget, with reservations, May 3, 1984, p.3
- Budget vote Wednesday, May 17, 1984, p.1
- Budget passes 2 to 1, May 24, 1984, p.1
- Caught short, Aug 23, 1984, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-ELECTIONS

- Thirty nominated for School Board committee (list), Jan 17, 1980, p.1
- Election Jan 29 at Junior High (photo; list), Jan 24, 1980, p.1
- Responsibility of all (ltr), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
- Contested election (ltr), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
- 14 elected to choose School Board Nominees (list), Jan 31, 1980, p.1
- Amendment to system considered, Feb 21, 1980, p.1
- Committee nominates B B Cunningham, D B Fitch, J D Lesnick School Board candidates (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1
- Foundation supports nominating system (ltr), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
- Changes in resolution called for, May 1, 1980, p.1
- Wrong direction (edit), May 8, 1980, p.4
- Why public doesn't participate (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
- Beauty contest? (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
- Content with status quo seen (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
- Committee's intention (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
- School Board, budget votes on Wed, May 29, 1980, p.1
- Vote Tuesday on changes in system, May 29, 1980, p.1
- Council favors budget (ltr), May 29, 1980, p.4
- He's against 'gag rule' (ltr), May 29, 1980, p.4
- Ban on interviews tabled, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
- Budget passes by 3-2 margin, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
- Sensible decision (edit), Jun 5, 1980, p.4
- William Miller elected president of School Board (photo; list), Jul 3, 1980, p.1
- Candidate selection starting for School Nominating Committee (list), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-ELECTIONS continued

Citizens urged to take part in school nominating system (list), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
First petitions received (photo; list), Dec 11, 1980, p.2
System needs financial aid (ltr), Dec 11, 1980, p.4
Nominating candidates listed (list), Jan 8, 1981, p.1
School Committee election (photo; list), Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Way to show support (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
Step toward excellence (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
Nominating Committee elected (list), Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Citizens invited to propose changes, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Nominees being sought (ltr), Feb 12, 1981, p.4
J Gevertz, E Sioler nominated to School Board (photo), Mar 12, 1981, p.1
He says motto is untrue (ltr), Mar 19, 1981, p.4
Committee opposes interviews of potential School Board candidates, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Wait till next year (edit), Apr 16, 1981, p.6
Step in wrong direction (ltr), Apr 23, 1981, p.6
Candidates backed (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6
Split vote on five amendments to Non-Partisan Resolution, May 21, 1981, p.6
School Board elects Joel Lesnick president (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
Committee keeps system running (list), Nov 5, 1981, p.5
Report backs Non-Partisan Systems, but proposes changes (list), Nov 12, 1981, p.1
School Committee candidates sought, Nov 19, 1981, p.1
Nominees coming in slowly (list), Dec 10, 1981, p.1
Are people losing interest? (ltr), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
Candidates named for Nominating Committee (list), Jan 14, 1982, p.1
School election Jan 26 (list; photo p 221), Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Involvement is the key (ltr), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
Best way to have a voice (ltr), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
Thirteen elected to school committee (list), Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Correction: B Cotton, P Perkins elected in Unit C, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Suggestions wanted (ltr), Feb 11, 1982, p.6
Reassuring example (ltr), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
Cedarbaum and Pforzheimer nominated for School Board (photo; list), Mar 19, 1982, p.1
Clarification on resolution, Apr 22, 1982, p.2
Courts main issue in school election, May 13, 1982, p.1
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Nominating Committee candidates announced (list), Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Voters to elect 12 new members to School Nominating Committee (photo; list), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Residents urged to vote (ltr), Jan 20, 1983, p.6
Run-off election set for Unit C (list), Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Daikos wins runoff, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
School candidates named (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Committee proposes change in required voting hours, Apr 21, 1983, p.4
Election challenge predicted (ltr), Apr 21, 1983, p.6
Budget vote here June 8, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
School budget passes easily; three elected, Jun 9, 1983, p.1
Board of Education elects J Gevertz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
School nominating candidates sought (list), Nov 17, 1983, p.1
System needs support (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-ELECTIONS continued
Twenty-seven candidates nominated for School Nominating Committee (list), Jan 12, 1984, p.3
Thirteen members to be elected to School Nominating Committee (list), Jan 19, 1984, p.1
Preparing for school board election (photo; list), Jan 19, 1984, p.2
Crucial step (ltr), Jan 19, 1984, p.6
Nominating Committee election all tied up; runoff required (list), Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Runoffs in Units B, D, F for School Nominating Committee (list), Feb 2, 1984, p.1
Four chosen in runoff election (list), Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Two nominated for School Board (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Thanks for support (ltr), Mar 22, 1984, p.6
Nominating system defended (ltr), Apr 26, 1984, p.6
Small changes, May 3, 1984, p.1
Budget vote Wednesday, May 17, 1984, p.1
Budget passes 2 to 1, May 24, 1984, p.1
School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Nominating Committee short on candidates (list), Nov 29, 1984, p.1

BOARD OF ELECTIONS
SEE WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF ELECTIONS

BOARD OF ETHICS-SCS
No decision, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Board finds BAR members did not act unethically, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Board of Ethics report (edit), Jul 23, 1981, p.6
Shay Committee recommendations are being turned into realities, Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Boards and councils, Nov 15, 1984, p.1

BOARD OF FIRE COMMISSIONERS-GREEENVILLE
SEE FIRE DEPT-6BH

BOARD OF LEGISLATORS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
SEE WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS

BOARD OF TRUSTEES-SCS
SEE VILLAGE BOARD-SCS

BOARDERS
SEE ROOMERS AND BOARDERS

BOARDMAN, JAMES
June grad J Boardman overcomes handicaps (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.4

BOARDMAN, JOSEPH
SCS sings out message of hope (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.4

BOARDMAN, LOUISE
Resident L Boardman to direct foundation (photo; list), Jul 14, 1983, p.2
Scarsdalian L Boardman elected by RP chapter (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.2

BOARDS AND COUNCILS-SCS
Annual dinner in honor of members of SCS boards and councils (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.16
SCS Natl Bank salutes Our Citizen Boards and councils (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.16
Village appointments made (list), Apr 18, 1981, p.15
Correction of Apr 16 Boards and Councils article, Apr 23, 1981, p.2
Board for bottle bill, May 14, 1981, p.1
Opposition growing to Polera plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes Annual Boards & Councils dinner meeting of the Village of SCS (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.20
Shorter terms urged for members of boards, councils, Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Mayor's committee, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Unfair charge (edit), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
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BOARDS AND COUNCILS-SCS continued

Mayor appoints (ad hoc committee on boards and councils) (list), Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Committee meets to study boards and councils, Oct 8, 1981, p.1
Board openings announced (list), Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Herold named Acting Justice (list), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Committee issues report on boards and councils (list), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Three cheers for boards! (ltr), Jun 3, 1982, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes (SCS) Boards and Councils (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.16
Group (for handicapped) upgraded, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Shay Committee recommendations are being turned into realities, Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Openings advertised on boards, Jan 6, 1983, p.1
Galloway named acting attorney, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
New board, council members to be appointed (list), Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Salute from LWV (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes Boards & Councils Dinner, 1984 (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.22
SEE ALSO NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL BOARDS, EX VILLAGE BOARD-SCS

BOATS
Heathcote harbor (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.12
Whales, sails and oranges (edit), Feb 11, 1982, p.7
SEE ALSO SAILING, YACHTS AND YACHTING

BOBALAKIS, D J
C Snisky killed by car on Central Ave (photo p 11), Mar 15, 1984, p.1

BOBBIO, PHIL
Monkeysheines (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.14

BOBKDO, KAROL
SCS astronaut J A Hoffman selected, Sep 22, 1983, p.1
Jeffrey Hoffman preparing to fulfill childhood dream, Oct 6, 1983, p.1

BOBOLAKIS, JOHN
Bargaining by neighbors pays off; Shopping plaza gets go-ahead from town (illus), May 1, 1980, p.21
Subdivision approved, Mar 11, 1982, p.5
Town boards consider plans for construction in area, Dec 23, 1982, p.10
Red Lobster gets green light--board, Feb 10, 1983, p.11

BOBROW, PHYLLIS
Infra-red chosen, Aug 16, 1984, p.1
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

BOBROW, WALTER
Bobrow president at Temple Israel (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.16

BOCHE, GISELE
G Boche honored at St James Nursery School (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.14

BOCIAN, PHYLLIS
Quaker Ridge parents up in arms over schedule proposal, May 15, 1980, p.1

BOCK, JEAN
Meals-on-Wheels is lifeline to clients (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.20

BOCK, LOUIS
Meals-on-Wheels is lifeline to clients (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.20
Board hears plea for support of interscholastic athletics, Mar 12, 1981, p.21

BOCKNER, CAROL
M Miller, C Bockner added to staff of Congregational Church (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.14
A cheerful farewell (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.14
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BOCKNER, KAREN
   Cookout (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.8

BODENSTEIN, WALTER
   New restaurant in Maaroneck, Dec 17, 1981, p.32

BODINE, BRAD
   Eagle Scout project (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.2

BODINE, BRYNLEY
   Eagle Scout project (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.2

BOOT, BRIAN SCHOFIELD-
   SEE SCHOFIELD-BOOT, BRIAN

BODY LANGUAGE
   Reading body language (edit), Sep 29, 1983, p.7

BOELEN, TONI
   Hospital appoints T C Boelsen associate director, Jan 29, 1981, p.2
   PR director T C Boelsen appointed, Jan 20, 1983, p.12

BOERNER, WILLY
   Serendipity works here: Fireman's badge found, Oct 6, 1983, p.11

BOGART, JEANETTE (AU)
   Rufus remembered (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6

BOGART, LARRY (AU)
   Close down Indian Point (ltr), Jan 10, 1980, p.4

BOGATY, WILLIAM
   Opposition growing to Polera plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
   Planning Board gets views on downtown, May 3, 1984, p.1

BOGATY, WILLIAM (AU)
   Time to control government (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6

BOGG, TONY
   Volunteer firefighters drill (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.4
   Village Government Day Saturday (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.1
   Village Manager Tooley vows better snow removal this year (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.1

BOGUSZ, ED
   New taste in town (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.10

BOHDE, WILLIAM
   Hotel names W M Bohde manager, Apr 30, 1981, p.4

BOHLANDER, FRANK
   Money for roads, May 22, 1980, p.1
   Project stalled, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
   Projects planned, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
   Early completion seen for Crane Road entrance to BRP (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.1
   Hazardous intersection (ltr), Mar 3, 1983, p.6
   Pipe installations delay construction on Central Avenue (photo), Mar 1, 1984, p.11

BOHM, ANDREW
   Students participating in MNC volunteer program, Jan 20, 1983, p.10
   Stars of 'Kiseta' not all on stage (photo; addl photo p 15), Aug 4, 1983, p.1

BOHM, CLIFFORD
   Close-up (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.16

BOIENER, ROBERT
   Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

BOHOLICH, KAREN
   Court of Awards for Girl Scouts (photo), May 29, 1980, p.5
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BOHOVICH, REED (AU)
Letters re Creche decision (ltrs), Nov 26, 1981, p.7

BOHOVICH, SUSAN (AU)
Letters re Creche decision (ltrs), Nov 26, 1981, p.7

BOKHORST, AMANDA VAN
SEE VAN BOKHORST, AMANDA

BOLAM, GEORGE

Quaker Ridge parents protest transfer of teacher S Grossman, May 17, 1984, p.1

BOLAND, ROBERT

Town Board passes $22 million budget, Dec 13, 1984, p.15

BOLEN, GEORGE

Tarnower murder trial on, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Jean Harris trial: hearings continue, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Harris trial starts Friday (list), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Prosecutor seeks to prove Harris intended to kill, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Victim’s housekeeper, S Van Der Vreken, on stand, Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Dramatic moment at trial, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Questions posed in Harris trial (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Defense takes over in Harris trial, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
Court recessed in Jean Harris trial, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Harris jurors see letters written by defendant, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
Defense presents will in evidence at Harris trial, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Harris defense seeks to prove struggle, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Defense calls Harris to stand (illus), Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Bolen charges intent to kill (illus p 10), Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Lawyers clash over medical evidence, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Jury still out in Jean Harris murder trial (photo, addl photo p 16), Feb 19, 1981, p.1
Jean Harris gets 15 years (photo p 8), Mar 26, 1981, p.1

BOLGER, JUNE

Town's senior program has hub in EMT (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.11

BOLOGNA, ROBERT

Firehouse gala: local men honor their own (list), May 20, 1982, p.10

BOLOTSKY, DAVID

Awards assembly climaxes winter sports season, Mar 19, 1981, p.19

BOLOTSKY, LAURA

Panel probes what's available, what's lacking for seniors, Nov 3, 1983, p.3

BOMB THREATS
Bomb threat, Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Bomb scare, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Jean Harris gets 15 years (photo p 8), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Russian film seen despite bomb scare, Mar 22, 1984, p.10
Schools (EMT) get bomb threats, Mar 22, 1984, p.11

BONACORDA, MARYBETH

State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1

BONAPARTE, BEVERLY (DR)
Nursing dean named: Dr B Bonaparte, Aug 6, 1981, p.5

BOND ANTICIPATION NOTES
SEE BUDGET-SCS

BOND ISSUE

Where is the bond issue money?, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
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BOND ISSUE  continued
New lights, Sep 18, 1980, p.1
School sells bond issue, Mar 3, 1983, p.5
Voters here show independence in backing Reagan, Teicher, Burrows, Oppenheimer (chart p 16), Nov 8, 1984, p.1

BOND, ELIHU (DR)
Raccoon night, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Raccoons' friends, foes gather at forum here (photo; addl photo p 12), Nov 18, 1982, p.1

BOND, SHARON
SCS Ford names S Bond consultant (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.27

BONDS
SEE INVESTMENTS

BONDS, VILLAGE OF SCS
SEE BOND ISSUE

BONFELD, LOWELL
L Bonfeld dies, Nov 27, 1980, p.18

BONGARD, (MRS BERTRAM)
Members honored (photo; list), Mar 26, 1981, p.14

BONGARD, ROLJEAN
R R Bongard dies, Aug 16, 1984, p.14

BONIELLO, SALVATORE
SVAC ambulance may go to Italy (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Statement by Ambulance Corps, Apr 2, 1981, p.1

BONIFACE WATER TOWER
Boniface lift (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1

BONIFACE, ARTHUR
Sixtieth anniversary (of village government) (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.5
Historically speaking: Greenacres Tunnel (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.6

BONO, BETTY
Sunday Rec Program fosters family togetherness (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.26

BOOK STORES
SEE RETAIL STORES

BOOK WEEK

BOOKS
Caleb Heathcote would be pleased (photo; list), Jan 3, 1980, p.14
Sex is out, death is in among local bibliophiles (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.4
Dr J B Moses co-author of 'Presidential Courage' (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.11
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BOOKS continued

This runner, A Siegel, rarely stumbles when it comes to book ideas (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Books To Go aids homebound readers, Apr 3, 1980, p.5
By the book (photo; list), Apr 10, 1980, p.6
Bookshelf marks anniversary (photo; list), May 1, 1980, p.9
National Book Week celebrated at Greenacres (photo), May 1, 1980, p.23
Author R M Lederer Jr writes addenda for place-name book, Jun 5, 1980, p.10
Author J Scobey sheds 40 pounds, stays thin, tells tale (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
She doesn't believe in 'Garp' (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
New ‘Who’s Who’ lists residents (list), Jun 26, 1980, p.8
Library crackdown, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Chairman defends PTA panel (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
T-shirt wearer responds (ltr), Jul 8, 1980, p.4
Not 'proper diet' for mid-teens (ltr), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
Current style? (ltr), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
I Sloan has new book, Aug 7, 1980, p.18
Unpacking tip (edit), Aug 28, 1980, p.4
Greenacres parents discuss children's literature, Sep 11, 1980, p.17
Book-buyer of the future (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.1
Thanks to fair contributions (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
Smiles of success (photo; list), Oct 2, 1980, p.15
Long distance help, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
School Board lists legislative positions (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
GBH LWV publishes book (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.17
Anne Marx publishes new collection of poems, Nov 27, 1980, p.2
Shopping at the book fair (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.21
Book purchasing, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Pre-Junior Leaguers (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.8
New ‘Wine Log’ by I Kleinsinger provides way of remembering favorites, Dec 18, 1980, p.21
Council provides guide to cultural resources in county, Dec 18, 1980, p.21
Greenville Church has new cookbook for sale, Dec 25, 1980, p.7
Former resident M H Johnson co-authors book, Dec 25, 1980, p.11
County league issues guide, Feb 12, 1981, p.12
New edition by graduate of SHS D Chabner, Mar 26, 1981, p.25
Bookshelf volunteers (photo; list), Apr 30, 1981, p.19
Buckley urges patience (photo), May 7, 1981, p.5
New law book by Irving Sloan, Jul 30, 1981, p.4
Noted cooking writer J Scobey describes challenges of editing a master, Aug 13, 1981, p.8
Book by Dr K Lancelot-Harrington combines instruction in English and US history (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.10
All you can carry for a dollar (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.1
Best fair ever (ltr), Oct 8, 1981, p.6
Kids' Catalog (by P Cardozo) (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.3
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BOOKS continued

Library president B A Leerburger on 'Marketing the Library', Dec 17, 1981, p.14
Local teacher S Nissen edits directory (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.4
Local author: B Osman (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.2
New novelist: D Zacharia (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.5
New cookbook published, Apr 29, 1982, p.13
Newberry winner N Willard (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.28
A life in books grows richer by one (photo), May 20, 1982, p.6
Free in this Inquirer, May 20, 1982, p.12
Thanks for assistance (ltr), Jul 22, 1982, p.6
Director of local gallery R Raab has guide for collectors (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.5
Junior high teacher I Sloan has publications on law, Sep 2, 1982, p.13
Fair weather forecast for book lovers (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.1
Computer book published by B Korngold; Sep 23, 1982, p.17
Absorbed in a book; J Lee (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Former residents A A Sproul, C E Goodkind publish cookbook, Oct 28, 1982, p.9
And in his spare time Hike Cantor wrote a book, Nov 18, 1982, p.12
Handbook tells it like it is for new residents, Dec 16, 1982, p.14
Local nutritionist J R Corlin authors new weight-loss cookbook, Dec 23, 1982, p.9
SCS resident J Gordon co-authors new book on women's voluntarism (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.9
Not lost in translation (ltr), Feb 17, 1983, p.6
Evolution of a 'Volunteer powerhouse' (edit), Mar 10, 1983, p.7
Book by Simon Whitney published posthumously, Mar 24, 1983, p.8
New book by ex-Scarsdalian E Stevens, Apr 28, 1983, p.21
What makes SCS SCS (lti), May 5, 1983, p.6
Book award to former resident R Immerman, May 19, 1983, p.12
SHS graduate R H Immerman wins honor, Jun 16, 1983, p.3
Historical Society to unveil catalogue, Jun 23, 1983, p.3
Fox Meadow Tennis Club holds 100th birthday celebration (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.15
Historical catalogue debuts (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.5
Questionable compliment (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
Resident A H Siegel writes book for aspiring songwriters, Jul 28, 1983, p.4
Operation Bookshelf on the move (photo), Aug 4, 1983, p.5
SCS Historical Catalogue available now at local shops, Aug 11, 1983, p.2
Getting ready for the fair (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.3
Reasons for giving (edit), Aug 18, 1983, p.6
WISH offers aid handbook, Aug 25, 1983, p.4
AAA leaflet teaches safety rules (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.28
Novel called 'group libel' (ltr), Sep 22, 1983, p.6
Big day for bibliophiles (photo), Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Town (of GBH) Directory being offered, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
School guidance program is chosen for state publication, Nov 17, 1983, p.9
SCS schools mark Book Week, Nov 17, 1983, p.14
Junior League Wish Book is guide for volunteers, Nov 24, 1983, p.2
Operation Bookshelf serves many (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.13
Two SHS alumni, P Sloan, D Moretti, write law books, Dec 8, 1983, p.16
Children flock to Edgewood book fair (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.18
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BOOKS continued

Students fold paper cranes for peace (photo), Feb 9, 1984, p.16
Hot off the presses: "This is SCS" (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.3
Humor book by SHS graduate V Black, Mar 22, 1984, p.8
SCS author J J Honowichl reveals secrets of top marketers, Apr 5, 1984, p.8
Library Journal cites Whitney book, Apr 19, 1984, p.2
Students explore 'Arts of the Book' (photo; list), May 17, 1984, p.14
SHS computer enthusiast A Lipper is subject of book chapter, May 17, 1984, p.16
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
SCS teacher J Sloan to publish 2 works, May 24, 1984, p.18
Commitment to heritage, Jul 12, 1984, p.9
Series on US legislation edited by Irving Sloan, Aug 2, 1984, p.18
US peace movement topic of Dr L Wittner's new book, Aug 9, 1984, p.4
Homebased business guide now in second edition (list), Aug 9, 1984, p.8
Books, books and more books (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.5
SCS consultant S Conrad author of chapter in book on image, Sep 13, 1984, p.14
New novel by local writer W Katz, Sep 27, 1984, p.10
Author J Scobey takes wry look at aging, Oct 4, 1984, p.26
New literature group forming, Oct 11, 1984, p.11
Memories recalled (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.9
Vegetables illustrated (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.15
Seely Place book fair (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.11
Heathcote school marks Book Week, Nov 29, 1984, p.22
Book on drug abuse distributed, Dec 6, 1984, p.3
So that's how (Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer) started! (edit), Dec 20, 1984, p.7
SEE ALSO AUTHORS, OPERATION BOOKSHELF, ATLASES

BOOKS-EXCERPTS

Voluntary associations key to US democracy (edit), May 7, 1981, p.7
Truth on nutrition not sensational (edit), Sep 10, 1981, p.7
America, full of promises (edit), Dec 24, 1981, p.7
America meant many things (edit), Jan 28, 1982, p.7
We're losing the money game (edit), Mar 25, 1982, p.7
The way we were... (edit), Apr 1, 1982, p.7
No one to play with (edit), Jun 24, 1982, p.7
Opportunity--here and now (edit), Dec 30, 1982, p.7
Parenting--an amateur's preserve (edit), Jan 27, 1983, p.7
Who can make peace in the Mid East? (edit), Feb 24, 1983, p.7
Evolution of a 'Volunteer Powerhouse' (edit), Mar 10, 1983, p.7
SCS and the American dream (edit), Sep 15, 1983, p.7
Welcome to the music business (edit), Oct 20, 1983, p.7
Going it alone (edit), Oct 20, 1983, p.7
How to sell an idea (edit), Oct 27, 1983, p.7
A Counterpoint of view (edit), Jul 19, 1984, p.7
Churchill: 'Parley with Russians' (edit), Sep 6, 1984, p.7
Technician vs fundamentalist (edit), Sep 13, 1984, p.7
The common man in US literature (edit), Oct 4, 1984, p.7
Growing up in computers (edit), Oct 11, 1984, p.7
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BOOKS-EXCERPTS continued
Are the 'middle ages' darker? (edit), Oct 18, 1984, p.7

BOOS, WILRED
M T Boos dies, May 5, 1983, p.22

BOOS, WILLIAM (AU)
He welcomed the creche (ltr), Dec 29, 1983, p.6
SCS has changed (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Report from Larchmont (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6

BORDONI, ANNE
Vice president: A Bordoni (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.8
Former Beatty realtors C Healey, A Bordoni join Cleveland Van Wert staff (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.8

BORG, AMY
EHS class officers enjoy perks (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.7

BORG, BJORN
Local stringer B McNerney working on racquets of the stars (photo; list), Sep 4, 1980, p.9
Honor for heavyweight J Dempsey (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.16

BORG, JEROME

BORG, ROBERT (AU)
Moving but not leaving home (edit), Nov 12, 1981, p.7

BORGESON, KIM-LESLIE
K Bordeson starring in Dean Junior College production, 'Company' (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.15

BORGESON, MARTHA
They liked the beat (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.5

BORKIN, MARK (DR)
Hospital appoints Dr C R Greenhouse, Dr S J Alderman, Dr M H Borkin, Jul 29, 1982, p.2

BORONKAY, GEORGE
Neighbors protest removal of 65 trees (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.1

BORONKAY, SERENA (AU)
Vital non-partisan service (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6

BORTLE, JOHN
Eleven firemen certified as EMT's, Jul 10, 1980, p.11

BOSER, ULI
Greenville first and second graders prepare Tom Turkey (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17

BOSHER, JENNIFER
Greenacres donates to Salvation Army (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.25

BOSSES, ABBYE
Candidates square off at League meeting (photo p.14), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Getting out the vote in SCS (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.6
LWV studies issues (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.20
Students preparing to offer safe rides home (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.1

BOSTIC, SYLVIA
New G/T curriculum to be written this summer, Jun 21, 1984, p.10

BOSTWICK, EDITH
E H Bostwick dies, Jun 5, 1980, p.14

BOTH, ROSE
R Both dies, Mar 31, 1983, p.16

BOTTGER, JOHN
Hanging prints for Bronxville Camera Club exhibit (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.5

BOTTGER, MARILYN
Hanging prints for Bronxville Camera Club exhibit (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.5
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BOTTLE BILL
SEE BEVERAGE CONTAINER DEPOSIT LEGISLATION

BOUCHIER, RONALD
Bouchier gets football coaches' service award, Feb 14, 1980, p.13
Bouchier named athletic director (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.1
SCS names R Paladin football coach (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.1
School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1

BOUDREAU, JILL
SHS seniors J Boudreau, H Metz, hurt in head-on crash (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.1

BOULDER BROOK ACRES
Houses approved on Boulder Brook Acres, Sep 11, 1980, p.5
Boulder Brook house approved, Oct 9, 1980, p.6
Two Boulder Brook Houses approved by Review Board, Nov 27, 1980, p.2
Architectural Review Board studies plans for new homes, Jan 29, 1981, p.2

BOULDER BROOK CROSSWAY FIELD PLAN
SEE BOULDER BROOK PROPERTY

BOULDER BROOK HOLDING CORPORATION
SEE BOULDER BROOK PROPERTY

BOULDER BROOK PROPERTY
Move ahead on Winston (edit), Oct 6, 1983, p.6
Site called 'far superior' (ltr), Oct 20, 1983, p.6
Village set to buy land next to pool, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Village moves to acquire Boulder Brook site (diagram), Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Get on with the job (edit), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
Boulder Brook - 'a village landmark' (ltr), Jan 5, 1984, p.6
Village sued, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Mayor's statement disputed (ltr), Jan 19, 1984, p.6
On Boulder Brook (edit), Feb 2, 1984, p.6
Choice of site for fields is still uncertain, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
Village wins case, May 10, 1984, p.1
Move the composting area (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6
Village agrees to buy Boulder Brook; riding club faces eviction by July 2 (photo), May 24, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook's fate may be near final resolution, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
Conservation zoning subject of queries, concerns at meeting, Sep 6, 1984, p.1
Village, riders agree on sale of Boulder Brook, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Village granted permission to subdivide Boulder Brook, Dec 27, 1984, p.1
SEE ALSO BOULDER BROOK RIDING CLUB

BOULDER BROOK RIDING CLUB
On Project Unicorn (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Letter called 'one-sided' (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
She wants fireworks moved (ltr), Jul 7, 1983, p.6
Village reported seeking to acquire Boulder Brook, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
On keeping Boulder Brook (ltr), Dec 29, 1983, p.6
Riders fight for Boulder Brook Club, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Purchase would be 'tragedy' (ltr), Jan 12, 1984, p.6
Short-sighted move (ltr), Jan 12, 1984, p.6
Public hearings, Jan 19, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook boasts legacy of fine horsemanship (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.6
Boulder Brook takeover dropped, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
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BOULDER BROOK RIDING CLUB continued
- Before Board ruling: Eloquent pleas to save Boulder Brook Club, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
- Choice of site for fields is still uncertain, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
- Village agrees to buy Boulder Brook; riding club faces eviction by July 2 (photo), May 24, 1984, p.1
- Future looks dim for Boulder Brook Riding Club, May 31, 1984, p.1
- Give club a chance (edit), May 31, 1984, p.6
- Take a closer look at club (ltr), May 31, 1984, p.6
- Club hires lawyer, Jun 7, 1984, p.1
- Consider the alternatives (ltr), Jun 7, 1984, p.6
- Hopes rise for saving riding club, Jun 14, 1984, p.1
- Club could be lost for extra field (edit), Jun 14, 1984, p.7
- Fight to survive, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
- Closing postponed on Boulder Brook, Jul 5, 1984, p.1
- Use Boulder Brook buildings (ltr), Jul 5, 1984, p.6
- Negotiations, Aug 2, 1984, p.1
- Boulder Brook's fate may be near final resolution, Aug 29, 1984, p.1
- Mayor Siis sets meeting on riding club, Sep 6, 1984, p.1
- Boulder brook, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
- Village, riders agree on sale of Boulder Brook, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
- Signed, sealed and ready to be delivered (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.3
- Village granted permission to subdivide Boulder Brook, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

SEE ALSO SCS RIDING CLUB

BOURGUIN, SILDA
- Volunteers honored (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.10
- Friends of psychiatric center elect new slate of officers (list), Feb 17, 1983, p.4

BOUTELLE METHOD
- SEE PHYSICAL FITNESS

BOUTELLE, JANE

BOUER, GIDEON
- Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1

BOWEN, DAVID
- Agency for blind celebrates holidays at local church (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.11
- Behind the scenes (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.15
- Opening next weekend (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.1
- Joan Mondale plans campaign stop here (photo), Aug 4, 1983, p.1
- Return engagements, Aug 9, 1984, p.1

BOWEN, DONALD
- A School graduation (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.1

BOWEN, JOHANNA
- Director, J & Bowen (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.4
- Ad Club honors Iona, Apr 26, 1984, p.9

BOWEN, JOHN
- In age of grocery store chains, Tom Irish finds personal touch still spells success (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.4

BOWEN, MARTIN
- Bike path plans arouse ire in Fox Meadow, Greenacres, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
- Focus on state issues at School Board meeting, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
- Something brewing (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.4
- New officers installed, retired officers honored at SNAP meeting (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.3
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BOWEN, MARTIN continued

Board delays vote on bike penalties, Jun 26, 1980, p.1

SCS Orchestra? (list), Jul 17, 1980, p.1

Walworth Avenue: stop signs, light, yes; one-way, maybe, Sep 25, 1980, p.1

Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village, Oct 9, 1980, p.1

Village Board makes Walworth one-way (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.1

Town Club approves amendment procedure, Oct 30, 1980, p.1

Local leaders express hopes for '81, Jan 1, 1981, p.1

Debate ruled out, Jan 22, 1981, p.1

Citizens slate completed (M Bowen, B Brown, J Ullman nominated) (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.1

Partisanship questioned (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4

Disappointed by candidate (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4

Election campaign hits full stride, Feb 26, 1981, p.1

A look at the candidates for Village Board (photo; list; addl photo p 16), Mar 5, 1981, p.5

Day of decision near in village election; Facts on Village Election, Mar 12, 1981, p.1

Record turnout as Citizens Party sweeps (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.1

Both sides talk like winners (photo; chart p 10), Mar 19, 1981, p.1

Mayor Stone sworn in (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.1

Freightway development plan unveiled (photo), May 14, 1981, p.1

Board for bottle bill, May 14, 1981, p.1

SNAP elects leaders (photo; list), May 21, 1981, p.3

Trustees vote to hire Freightway consultants, Jun 25, 1981, p.1

Woodland closing likely, Jul 23, 1981, p.1

Deadlock remains over Woodland, Aug 6, 1981, p.1


Trustees move to close Woodland Ave, Aug 20, 1981, p.1

Unfair charge (edit), Aug 20, 1981, p.6

Despite closing of Woodland decision on Walworth delayed, Sep 10, 1981, p.1

Dress code letter becomes media event (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.1

Repairs to close part of Walworth, Sep 24, 1981, p.1

Residents rap traffic build-up, Oct 15, 1981, p.1

Board denies request for creche display, Nov 12, 1981, p.1

Athletic fields; Long-range plan, Dec 17, 1981, p.1

Confusion (concerning polling places) feared, Dec 24, 1981, p.1

Government Day, Jan 14, 1982, p.1

Election decision, Jan 28, 1982, p.1

Village eyes ban on electronic games, Feb 25, 1982, p.1

Latest plan for Hutch draws village criticism (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.1

John Coulter dies; was civic leader, Mar 18, 1982, p.1

Trustees vote against cable increase (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.1

Revenue sharing, Mar 25, 1982, p.1

Village likely to oppose halfway house (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1

Walworth law voted down (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1

Offer accepted, Apr 15, 1982, p.1

Village prepares to fight against halfway house, Apr 22, 1982, p.1

Town Club debates over reports, Apr 22, 1982, p.1

Video game fee, Apr 29, 1982, p.1

State hearing on bus application, May 6, 1982, p.1

Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1

Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
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**BOWEN, MARTIN continued**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Article</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul 15, 1982</td>
<td>Cable agreement, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 15, 1982</td>
<td>Trustees vote to save courts, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 12, 1982</td>
<td>Board weighs Station Area parking plans, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 2, 1982</td>
<td>Freightway—quiet but not forgotten, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 2, 1982</td>
<td>Reserved parking, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 16, 1982</td>
<td>Library (Board) openings, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 23, 1982</td>
<td>Town Club study urges changes in parking rules, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 30, 1982</td>
<td>Trustees to consider two new parking plans, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 14, 1982</td>
<td>Little response to parking plan (photo), p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 28, 1982</td>
<td>Parking plan taking shape, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 11, 1982</td>
<td>Village passes parking plan, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 25, 1982</td>
<td>Village may force change in bus route, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 2, 1982</td>
<td>Suit looms after second creche is rejected, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 23, 1982</td>
<td>Shay Committee recommendations are being turned into realities, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 6, 1983</td>
<td>Openings advertised on boards, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 13, 1983</td>
<td>Former Trustee Seymour Sias Nominated as Citizens' Party choice for mayor (photo; list), p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 13, 1983</td>
<td>Parking delay, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 20, 1983</td>
<td>Non-partisan slate to turn down debate (list), p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 10, 1983</td>
<td>Seeking a forum, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 10, 1983</td>
<td>No candidates meeting (ltr), p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 24, 1983</td>
<td>Election is rematch for Bowen; Grossman; Only incumbent, M Bowen (photo), p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 17, 1983</td>
<td>Machines malfunction, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 24, 1983</td>
<td>Tennis courts get go-ahead, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 7, 1983</td>
<td>New board, council members to be appointed (list), p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 7, 1983</td>
<td>They're grateful on courts (ltr), p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 9, 1983</td>
<td>Survey finds strong support for parking facility on Freightway site, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 9, 1983</td>
<td>Meeting on (election) foul-up, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 30, 1983</td>
<td>Trustees vote not to restore tennis courts, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 30, 1983</td>
<td>Outreach worker, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 14, 1983</td>
<td>Last stand, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 21, 1983</td>
<td>Tennis courts get last minute reprieve (photo), p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 21, 1983</td>
<td>Cable coordinator, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 11, 1983</td>
<td>Committee to establish rent relief guidelines, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 29, 1983</td>
<td>Blitz wins fire prevention award (photo; list), p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 5, 1984</td>
<td>Policy on races, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 26, 1984</td>
<td>Boulder Brook takeover dropped, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 16, 1984</td>
<td>Trustees vote down attached housing, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 29, 1984</td>
<td>Board hands out bouquets, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 5, 1984</td>
<td>Mayor S Sias hospitalized, but condition not serious, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 12, 1984</td>
<td>Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 26, 1984</td>
<td>Trustees back nuclear arms freeze, p.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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BOWEN, MARTIN continued

Supreme Court review sought in creche case (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Error in judgement, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Board votes against closing Huntington, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Planning Board seeks conservation zoning for large properties in East SCS, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Trustees' decision criticized (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Democracy or dictatorship? (ltr), Jul 26, 1984, p.6
Menace of '82 now only a faded memory, Aug 9, 1984, p.1
Woman's Club keeps Non-Partisan role, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Greenacres parents press village for safer conditions (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Freightway lease?, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Board seeks input on dish antennae but receives none, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

BOWEN, MARTIN (AU)

System is democratic, he says (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Ubiquitous photographer (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
AFS is sharing and caring (edit), Jun 17, 1982, p.7
Parking plan explained (ltr), Nov 4, 1982, p.6

BOWEN, OTIS

SCS People: Margaret Soter, SCS's woman in Detroit (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.4

BOWMAN, EDWIN

Concordia appoints E R Bowman, Aug 11, 1983, p.11

BOWMAN, PAULA

P F Bowman dies, Jan 29, 1981, p.14

BOXER, EVELYN

Math aides resign; PTA, parents upset, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
No concern expressed (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
Rehire math center aides (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
Board criticized on math aides (ltr), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
On the role of aides (ltr), Dec 4, 1980, p.4

BOXER, EVELYN (AU)

Can you 'prep' for the SATs? (edit), Feb 25, 1982, p.7

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

50 years for Troop 8; Rusoff is Eagle Scout (photo; list), Feb 14, 1980, p.11
Games and prizes highlighted annual Cub Scout Carnival (photo), Feb 20, 1980, p.15
Bob Martin is Eagle Scout (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.11
By the book (photo; list), Apr 10, 1980, p.6
Scout troop holds court of honor (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.17
Scouts from SCS joined Westchester, Putnam Scouts at County Center (photo; list), Apr 17, 1980, p.6
Boy Scout district elects area resident R L Goldman (list), Apr 17, 1980, p.6
A railroading demonstration engineered by EMT Boy Scouts (photo; list), Apr 17, 1980, p.15
EMT's Boy Scout Troop 400 at Memorial Day parade (photo), May 29, 1980, p.13
Boy Scout Troop 60 holds Court of Honor (list), Jun 5, 1980, p.10
S J Ware awarded rank of Eagle Scout (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.3
Cub Scout Pack holds Olympics (list), Jun 12, 1980, p.3
Scout Troop 99 holds Court of Honor here (list), Jun 19, 1980, p.18
D R Jackson wins Scoutmaster's special award (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.6
Scouts earn merit badges (list), Jul 31, 1980, p.3
Scouts go 'capping on the green' (photo; list), Sep 18, 1980, p.1
Scouts study survival arts (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.15
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oct 9, 1980</td>
<td>Boy Scout troops win trophies at campout (list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 23, 1980</td>
<td>Troop 60 goes on weekend Trek-o-Ree (list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 23, 1980</td>
<td>Eagle Scout from SCS, J Honochik (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 13, 1980</td>
<td>Troop names B Petersen scoutmaster, Nov 13, 1980, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 4, 1980</td>
<td>Six Cub Scouts advance (list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 11, 1980</td>
<td>Troop Nine seeks members (list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 12, 1981</td>
<td>Boy Scouts take over (photo; list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 12, 1981</td>
<td>Eagle Scout tries out fire truck during Boy Scouts' 'takeover' of village (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 12, 1981</td>
<td>Cubs receive badges at Blue and Gold Dinner (photo; list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 12, 1981</td>
<td>Troop 9 holds dinner (list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 19, 1981</td>
<td>To the fastest go the prizes (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 26, 1981</td>
<td>A grand prize (photo; list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 30, 1981</td>
<td>Adopt a park (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 14, 1981</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes Boy Scouting (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 21, 1981</td>
<td>Merit badge seminar scheduled (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 26, 1981</td>
<td>Eagle Scout award (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 28, 1981</td>
<td>Local man H M Griffith to head Boy Scout Council (list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 28, 1981</td>
<td>Arrow of light (photo; list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 4, 1981</td>
<td>Scout Troop 60 captures first prize at camporee (list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 18, 1981</td>
<td>Thanks for support (list), Jun 4, 1981, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 2, 1981</td>
<td>Local champ: H Hachigian (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 9, 1981</td>
<td>Odell House marks 200th anniversary (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 10, 1981</td>
<td>Assistant scoutmaster B Hamilton cooks for Jamboree (photo; list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 24, 1981</td>
<td>Elks Lodge hosts Cub Scout derby race (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 1, 1981</td>
<td>Scouts win badges for 50-mile canoe trip (list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 8, 1981</td>
<td>Boy Scouts camp in the park (photo; list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 26, 1981</td>
<td>Troop presents awards; looking for new members (list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 10, 1981</td>
<td>Cub Scout Pack 60 cleans up Drake Edgewood Park (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 17, 1981</td>
<td>Local boys excel in Scouting (list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 31, 1981</td>
<td>Cakes for all tastes (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 11, 1982</td>
<td>Assistant's assistants (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 11, 1982</td>
<td>Blue and Gold Dinner (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 11, 1982</td>
<td>Scouts hold winter court (list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 18, 1982</td>
<td>It doesn't even hurt! (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 25, 1982</td>
<td>Scouts celebrate anniversary (list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 22, 1982</td>
<td>Greencroes Cub Scouts clean up Red Maple Swamp (photo)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA continued

Ends don't justify means (edit), May 6, 1982, p.7
Eagle Scout project (photo), May 6, 1982, p.19
Merit Badge Seminar held here, May 6, 1982, p.19
Local scouts sweep honors, May 20, 1982, p.11
Big day for Troop 99 (photo; list), Jun 3, 1982, p.2
Griffith elected scout president, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
Memorial Day marchers (photo), Jun 3, 1982, p.11
Braves to head Boy Scout group, Jul 22, 1982, p.2
Scouts name resident D M Kersey, Aug 5, 1982, p.5
Ends don't justify means (edit), Oct 7, 1982, p.7
Three Scouts in a boat (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Awards night for Troop 60 (photo; list), Dec 9, 1982, p.4
All wrapped up in wreaths (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.4
Scouts to get savings bonds, Dec 16, 1982, p.11
No generation gap here (photo; list), Dec 30, 1982, p.2
Rusoff chairs lodge dinner (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.11
G P Croy leads Scouts (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.32
Cub scouts 'blow, blow' their boats in regatta (photo; list), Feb 3, 1983, p.10
Scouting life (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.10
Scouts run village for a day (photo; list), Mar 3, 1983, p.2
Boy Scouts honored on Memorial Day (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.6
Pack 4 marks the year's end with awards and ceremonies (list), Jun 16, 1983, p.10
Scouts hold elections: S Rusoff member-at-large, Jul 14, 1983, p.8
A bit of SCS rescued from obscurity (photo; list), Aug 4, 1983, p.2
Eagle Scout project (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.2
Troop 60 spends weekend in woods (list), Nov 24, 1983, p.10
Six Boy Scouts present bike to Children's Village (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.2
...where she stops nobody knows (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.2
Scouts K McLoughlin, D and V Petruccelli, S Swayne win savings bonds, Dec 22, 1983, p.10
Eagle project a success (ltr), Jan 12, 1984, p.6
Cub Scout Carnival helps United Way (photo; list), Jan 26, 1984, p.4
Fifty local boys participating in a varied scouting prograi (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.33
Troop names R Adelamn scoutmaster, Feb 2, 1984, p.5
Scouts mark anniversary (photo; list), Feb 9, 1984, p.11
Who's in charge here? (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.1
Scouts observe Government Day by 'taking over' Village Hall (photo; list), Feb 23, 1984, p.5
Scouts earn service plaques (photo; list), Mar 1, 1984, p.2
Nearly 300 pounds of books to South Pacific (photo), Mar 1, 1984, p.5
Eagle Scout: L Greenberg (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.10
Cub pack holds Pinewood Derby (list), Mar 22, 1984, p.4
New Eagle Scout, G M Berger, flying high (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.2
Cub Carnival coming (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.11
Scouts win awards in Pinewood Derby (list), Apr 19, 1984, p.4
Scouts learn skills at Merit Badge Seminar (photo; list), May 3, 1984, p.5
Six boys in Troop 99 to become Eagle Scouts (list), May 10, 1984, p.3
Ten SCS boys join ranks of Eagles (photo; list), May 31, 1984, p.2
Scouts honor East SCS, May 31, 1984, p.2
Scout leader: H M Griffith, Jun 14, 1984, p.2
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BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA continued

Ready to fly: T Robb made Eagle Scout (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.9
Scout troop members return from trip through Germany (photo; list), Aug 23, 1984, p.5
Bronx River project, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
Scout project, Sep 27, 1984, p.1
For a more beautiful SCS (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.1
Fall clean-up campaign (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.3
Scout troop 99 gives awards (list), Oct 25, 1984, p.9
Troop 9 names J Gaskin scoutmaster, Nov 8, 1984, p.10
New Eagle in SCS: T Chen (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.4
Hot Shot at the Scout carnival (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.4
Cobra patrol wreaths (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.15

BOYCE, HENRY
102 years young: H Boyce (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.4

BOYD, CAROLYN (AU)
Inappropriate attack (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.1

BOYD, DOUG
Swim team, Feb 14, 1980, p.1

BOYD, JACK (AU)
Debate urged (ltr), Jan 15, 1981, p.4
Why so defensive? (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6
How many courts? (ltr), May 20, 1982, p.6

BOYD, JENNIFER
Medal winners (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.1
J Boyd wins Con Edison award, Dec 6, 1984, p.25

BOYD, PAULA
Art center to open at Scout House, Jan 8, 1983, p.1
Art directors elected (list), Feb 3, 1983, p.5
Event at Art Center (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.2

BOYER, STEPHEN (AU)
A special graduate: T Boyer (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6

BOYER, TED
Smiles of success (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.1
A special graduate: T Boyer (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6

BOYLAN, JAMES
J A Boylan dies, Dec 8, 1983, p.25

BOYLE, JANE
An open letter to Santa Claus (list), Dec 20, 1984, p.1

BOYLE, JOHN
Police probing shooting in home (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.15
Seventy EMT burglaries in '81; community awareness needed (chart), Feb 4, 1982, p.11
Assn names J S Boyle director, Aug 19, 1982, p.5
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Local youth A M Levin arrested in armed holdup, Apr 14, 1983, p.3

BOYTON, EDWARD (REV)
Rev E C Bounton dies, Jul 31, 1980, p.8

BOYTON, HERBERT
H F Boynton dies, Dec 11, 1980, p.28

BOYS CLUBS OF AMERICA
My message to the President (edit), Jul 22, 1982, p.7
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BOZEK, ED
Ready to fly: T Robb made Eagle Scout (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.9

BOZORTH, CAROLINE
Suwi art (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.23

BRACA, FRANK
Council position open, Sep 15, 1983, p.10
Pilla, Braca candidates for seat on Town Board, Sep 22, 1983, p.9
Braca: a 'different voice', Sep 22, 1983, p.9
Hopefuls vie for Town Board, Oct 27, 1983, p.11

BRACCO, DANIEL
United Way names directors (photo; list), Feb 14, 1980, p.5

BRACKEN, GARY

BRADLEY, CHARLES
Judge J Holden, Jan 10, 1980, p.1
Deadlock remains over Woodlands, Aug 6, 1981, p.1

BRADLEY, CHERYL
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday’s election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Hochberg, Reid finish first in SCS vote (chart), Nov 10, 1983, p.1

BRADNER, WILLIAM
W Bradner dies, Dec 13, 1984, p.28

BRADY, CLARE
Inquirer awards overnight cruises to C Brady, R Weber, S G Ruderman, Aug 12, 1982, p.5

BRADY, EDWARD
DeiBello, Legislators argue over opening units at Medical Center, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
County Board adopts budget, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
GOP Legislators choose A O'Rourke, A Albanese leaders, Dec 17, 1981, p.5
Redistricting plan passed over Democratic protests, May 26, 1983, p.1
Tax hike doubtful, Jun 14, 1984, p.1
Legislators vote down 66 bus, approve $3M for contingency fund, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

BRADY, ELIZABETH
E Brady dies, Jun 16, 1983, p.16

BRADY, FLORA
J Schwartz with artists N Diliszian, F Brady at outdoor art show in Chase Park (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
SNB showing watercolors by F Brady, Jun 9, 1983, p.5

BRADY, PEG
State criticizes court on record keeping, Aug 19, 1982, p.1

BRADY, ROBERT
TV ad bureau names resident R D Brady (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.19

BRAIDWOOD, P JOHN
P J Braidwood dies, Jan 1, 1981, p.9

BRAILLÉ SYSTEM
Examining Braille elevator markers: R Herbek, S Szabad (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.1

BRAIN
Right brain gets the joke (edit), Sep 16, 1982, p.7

BRAINTWAITE, JOHN
SOSA promoting village to minority families (list), Jun 18, 1981, p.1

BRALOVE, RICHARD (DR)
Dr R S Bralove dies, May 20, 1982, p.14
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BRAMLEE HEIGHTS
Clusterphobia, May 1, 1980, p.1

BRAMLEE HEIGHTS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN
Cluster housing plan opposed (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Attached housing proposed for Post Road (diagram), Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Attached housing opposed (ltr), Nov 24, 1983, p.6
Planning Board seeks power to OK cluster plan (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1
Unrepresented neighborhoods (ltr), Dec 8, 1983, p.6

BRANCA, EDWARD JR (AU)
Bill on adoptees' rights backed (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6

BRANCHE, GEORGE JR (DR)
SOSA promoting village to minority families (list), Jun 18, 1981, p.1

BRANCHE, GEORGE JR (DR-AU)
Some myths about aging (edit), Nov 19, 1981, p.7

BRAND, DONALD
D Brand appointed general manager of Brooks Brothers (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.15

BRAND, PETER
6 Boche honored at St James Nursery School (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.14

BRANDI, CORA
Miss Covington's holds holiday parties (photo), Dec 19, 1980, p.10

BRANDWEIN, BARBARA
Construction firm promotes resident B Brandwein, Jul 26, 1984, p.8

BRANDWEIN, JOEL (AU)
Hard to swallow (ltr), Mar 11, 1982, p.6

BRANNON, JACK
Cashier trains suffer from lack of maintenance, May 29, 1980, p.1
Outdated Harmon Shop makes Conrail maintenance difficult (photo p 4), Jul 31, 1980, p.1

BRANSCOMBE, WILLIAM
W Branscombe dies, Mar 31, 1983, p.16

BRANTON, DANIEL (DR)
Local graduate Dr D Branton named to academy, May 14, 1981, p.17

BRANZBERG, JEFFREY
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1

BRASCHELLA, PATRICK
District expenses rise as vandalism at EHS takes toll, Oct 22, 1981, p.15

BRASSINGTON, BILL
Two doctors, R Richards and M Roberts, face eviction as co-op dispute continues, Oct 4, 1984, p.1

BRAUN, ALICE
Historically speaking: D D Tompkins (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.6

BRAUN, LINDSAY

BRAUS, JANE
Anderson: I'm not a spoiler (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.1

BRAXTON, CARTER
C Braxton dies, May 7, 1981, p.28

BRECHER, MADDY
ECCE: Board 'obligated' to provide full-day kindergarten, Mar 8, 1984, p.11

BREGSTEIN, LINDA
Jabberwocky arts festival (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.16
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BREIDBART, SONYA
Mock court provides insight into local justice system, Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Lowell Tooley honored by Village Club; reflects on the past; predicts future (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.4
They're collecting for the Book Fair (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.5
Fair weather forecast for book lovers (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.1
Getting ready for the fair (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.3

BREIDBART, SONYA (AU)
Best fair ever (ltr), Oct 8, 1981, p.6
Whose rights? (ltr), Feb 3, 1983, p.6

BREITMAN, MRS
Board debates plea for gym consultant, Dec 1, 1983, p.8

BRELLOCHS, PETER
Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10

BREMNER, EDWARD
E F Breiser dies, May 7, 1981, p.28

BRENNAN, ANDREW
For a safe Halloween (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.16

BRENNAN, ANEMONE
Cookout (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.8

BRENNAN, ANNA
A E Brennan dies, Jan 6, 1983, p.16

BRENNAN, CAROL
Unmasking the spirit of friendship (photo; list), Nov 4, 1982, p.6

BRENNAN, DEBBIE
With LifeAlert System, help is at subscriber's fingertips (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.3

BRENNAN, DERMOT (REV)
Seniors move to Village Hall (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.3
Father D Brennan honored at a reception at IHM (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.17
Magic at Rec Night (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.26

BRENNAN, EILEEN
E Brennan joins Van Wert staff (photo), Jul 31, 1980, p.12

BRENNAN, JIM
Employees take driving course (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.2

BRENNAN, LENORE
Resident L Brennan wins counties award, Jul 10, 1980, p.2
WCC to give award to Lenore Brennan (photo; list), May 12, 1983, p.5
Citizens urge improvements in downtown parking, traffic, Oct 27, 1983, p.1

BRENNAN, MARTIN
Brennan named to county committee, Mar 13, 1980, p.5
Fifty Popham holds election (list), May 22, 1980, p.5
Board delays vote on bike penalties, Jun 28, 1980, p.1

BRENNAN, MARTIN (AU)
Support for bike law (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4

BRENNAN, WILLIAM JR
Supreme Court 'No' on mailbox called death blow to civic groups use, Jul 2, 1981, p.13

BRENNEMAN, ELSIE
School lunch ideas proposed, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
PTA honors E Brenneman (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.16
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BRENNER, CAROL
Future cable TV producers learning techniques at free workshops (photo p 3), Aug 28, 1980, p.1

BRENNER, DENNIS
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1

BRENNER, KENLEY
School teaches dance, gymnastics (list), Aug 28, 1980, p.18

BRENNER, LAUREN
Thanksgiving dinner for the blind (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.18

BRENNER, MERLE
New officers at WRT (photo; list), May 14, 1981, p.24

BRENNER, MORTIMER
Head for beer earns chemist M Brenner brewers' awards (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.4

BRESCHIA, ELIZABETH
Family project at Greenacres (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.25

BRESCHIA, KATHY
Soup's on; Vegetable Jack'o lantern (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.11

BRESCHIA, RICHARD
Cookout (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.3
School man R Brescia helps old grads stay warm, Dec 2, 1982, p.21
Family project at Greenacres (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.25

BRESLAU, LESTER
Eastern's gift to Scouts (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.3
New VP: L Breslau (photo; list), Apr 5, 1984, p.14

BRESLER, DAVID
On the ball (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.11

BRESLIN, JACK
Police mount vest fund drive, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
Vest fund drive, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
It's another PBA, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Burglary suspect arrested, Apr 9, 1981, p.1
Police call for binding arbitration, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Newest sergeants on police force: J Freyer, J Breslin (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.3

BRESLIN, JACK (AU)
Deeply appreciated (ltr), Jan 17, 1980, p.4

BRESLIN, JOHN
Commendations, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
DUI checkpoint nabs six (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.1

BRESLOW, DORIS
Teachers Institute names J Schwartz new director, Sep 4, 1980, p.2
Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Institute opens in Hartsdale, May 7, 1981, p.15

BRESNAN, CAROL
Halloween, Colonial style (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.7
Soup's on! Vegetable Jack'o lantern (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.11

BRESNAN, LAUREN
Halloween, Colonial style (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.7

BRESNICK, RENEE
Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6

BRESS, ANN
Meanwhile, the kids keep on playing (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.1
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BRESS, ANN continued
Menace of '82 now only a faded memory, Aug 9, 1984, p.1

BRETT, ROBERT

BREWSTER, EVANS
Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Hochberg, Reid finish first in SCS vote (chart), Nov 10, 1983, p.1

BREWTON, SAM
Despite heat, Greenacres residents ran, jumped, tossed and galloped (photo; list), Jul 7, 1983, p.2

BREWTON, THOMAS
Director: T E Brewton (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.12

BRICK, ELITA
QR welcomes parents from foreign countries, Sep 25, 1980, p.18

BRICKER, WILLIAM
W R Bricker appointed to board of trustees, Congressional Awards for Youth (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.2
Honorary degree for SCS man W R Bricker (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.8
In the Oval Office (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.14
Resident W R Bricker named to Reagan task force, Feb 18, 1982, p.9

BRICKER, WILLIAM (AU)
My message to the President (edit), Jul 22, 1982, p.7
A holiday idea--give yourself (edit), Dec 27, 1984, p.7

BRICKS
Make bricks available (ltr), Jan 1, 1981, p.4

BRIDGE (GAME)
Fairy tale, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
It's a bridge between people (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.4

BRIDGES-HTS
No parking, Aug 18, 1983, p.1
Gray boxes, Aug 18, 1983, p.1
Commuter bus re-routed until bridge is rebuilt (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.1
New directions, Sep 15, 1983, p.1

BRIDGES-NEW YORK, NY
No fireworks (for village May 24 birthday), May 26, 1983, p.1

BRIDGES-SCS
Bridge over the 'River Hai' (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.18
Early completion seen for Crane Road entrance to BRP (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.1
Bridge work, Jul 22, 1982, p.1
Bridge repair, Aug 25, 1983, p.1
Two-ton limit on SCS bridges, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Save SCS's ravine (edit), Jun 7, 1984, p.7
Traffic headaches, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

BRIGGA, CHARLES
C L Brigga dies, Mar 19, 1981, p.20

BRIGGA, VIRGINIA
V A Brigga dies, Aug 9, 1984, p.15

BRIGGS, JOHN
SCS hosts conference on computer use in libraries, Dec 9, 1982, p.32

BRIGGS, W RANDOLPH
SCS man W R Briggs to have exhibit, Aug 27, 1981, p.4
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BRIGGS, W RANDOLPH continued
Burke showing resident W R Briggs' art, Mar 10, 1983, p.11

BRIGHAM, ELEANOR
Consorting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6

BRIGHAM, RICHARD
Consorting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6

BRIGHT, L R
Bank displays oils of Maine by L R Bright, Apr 10, 1980, p.6

BRILL, JACK (DR)
Dr J Brill sculpts driftwood (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.2
Driftwood sculptures on exhibit, Aug 16, 1983, p.3

BRILLIANT, ELEANOR
Attacks on budget continue at hearing, Dec 17, 1981, p.1

BRILLIANT, RICHARD (DR-AU)
Gift of cities is ancient (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.7

BRINCKERHOFF, THEODORE (REV)

BRINSON, MERLE
Drop EHS class ranking, change grade weighting, report asks, May 12, 1983, p.13

BRISTOL, LOU
College: where will the money come from?, Nov 5, 1981, p.6

BRITTON, ALAN
Realtors J Steinkamp, A Britton attend annual meeting, Apr 19, 1984, p.4

BRITTON, BILL
YES sets record for placements (photo; list), Jun 4, 1981, p.5

BRITTON, DOROTHY
Dorothy Britton appointed public relations director (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.13

BRITTON, NIKKI
A School graduation (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.1

BRITTON, WILLIAM
Advice and applause for graduates, Jun 25, 1981, p.1

BRITZ, BILLIE
Architecture Board member H Weisman resigns, Apr 30, 1981, p.1

No decision, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Board finds BAR members did not act unethically, Jul 23, 1981, p.1

BROAS, DONALD
Hospital exec director D S Broas to lead administrators, Dec 11, 1980, p.20
D S Broas takes college post, Aug 25, 1983, p.11

BROAS, JUDITH
Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16
Correction to Sep 16 article: J Broas worked in Yonkers; K Lee a PhD candidate, Sep 23, 1982, p.10

BROCCOLI, DOMINIC
Citizens ask: Is our water tested enough? (photo), Aug 30, 1984, p.6

BROCCOLI, PETER
Rehabilitated downtown park is gradually taking shape (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.1
Visual obstruction no longer visible (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.1
More parking available soon (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.5
New wreaths, Nov 3, 1983, p.1

BROCCHETTO, ANGELO
A Brochetto dies, Feb 23, 1984, p.10
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BROCHESTO, RITA
R Brochetto dies, Jan 5, 1984, p.11

BROCK, HARVEY
More signs, Apr 10, 1980, p.1

BRODEN, ALEXANDER (DR)
Local doctors A R Broden, E Humbert join hospital, May 12, 1983, p.8
On teenage suicide (edit), Mar 22, 1984, p.7

BRODEN, DANIEL
Students L Weinberg, D Broden, S Melnick, L Beilin, M Bench, W Allegaert chosen for all-state (photo, Nov 25, 1982, p.20
Students T Chen, J Wong, D Broden named to All-State (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.17
G. O. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

BRODEN, RON
Members of China's world champion table tennis team play SHS players D Hadelman, S Danziger (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.20

BRODEN, SARITA
Anorexia cases surfacing here, therapist S Broden says (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.6

BRODEN, SARITA (AU)
Clarification (ltr), Sep 29, 1983, p.6

BRODERICK, CECIL
Save the Atlanta Children (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.3

BRODERICK, EDWIN (BISHOP)
Confirmation at IHM Church (photo), May 7, 1981, p.29
Confirmation at IHM (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.22

BRODERICK, NEAL

BRODERICK, VERNON
Returning students tell about experiences as AFS visitors (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.2

BRODHOUSE, MERRY (AU)
She's thankful for Child Care (edit), May 17, 1984, p.7

BRODIN, INGRE
More than a meal, Oct 9, 1980, p.1

BROOKIN, SHARON
Cherry Lane house leased; owner gets restraining order, Jun 3, 1982, p.11

BRODMAN, HAROLD (DR)
Doctors honor SCS surgeon H R Brodman, Dec 16, 1982, p.2

BRODSKY, CYNTHIA
HCC appoints Scarsdalians, Nov 5, 1981, p.2

BRODSKY, RICHARD
Six parties' representatives discuss issues of war and peace, Oct 23, 1980, p.6
DelBello, Legislators argue over opening units at Medical Center, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
County Board adopts budget, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
New bottle bill introduced, Mar 26, 1981, p.5
Legislators seek to replace Con Ed, Apr 9, 1981, p.2
New MTA head for region P Stangl to face riders at public meeting May 7, Apr 30, 1981, p.6
County plan would divide SCS (maps), May 21, 1981, p.1
Democrats renominate incumbents for November, Jun 25, 1981, p.20
Town Board, Supervisor's seats at stake in election, Oct 29, 1981, p.15
Democrats win town, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
Town assembly district may remain unchanged, Jul 8, 1982, p.9
Candidates for Assembly face off a second time, Oct 28, 1982, p.11
Election Day facts, Oct 28, 1982, p.11
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BRODSKY, RICHARD continued
   County Board approves budget, Dec 30, 1982, p.2
   County redistricting plan draws fire here; EMT to be split three ways, Apr 28, 1983, p.15
   Lawmakers give year-end summaries at LWV event (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.10
   Brodsky seeks legislation to change judge appointment, Oct 6, 1983, p.10
   NY regent J E Meyer to discuss board's controversial plan, Jan 19, 1984, p.11
   Westchester school officials see disaster in Cuomo aid cuts, Feb 23, 1984, p.9
   This is 'crunch year' for aid to schools—Brodsky, Feb 23, 1984, p.9
   Against public power (ltr), Aug 23, 1984, p.6
   In 86th, Brodsky cites Assembly role; Fontana wagers 'grass roots' campaign (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.12
   Voters give okay to incumbents B A Gilman, J E Flynn, R L Brodsky (photo; chart), Nov 8, 1984, p.8

BRODSKY, RICHARD (AU)
   Support seen for public power agency (edit), Apr 16, 1981, p.7

BROECK, ANNE-MARIE VAN
   SEE VAN BROECK, ANNE-MARIE

BROGAN, JOHN
   Employees take driving course (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.2
   Commissions (for police officers), Jun 3, 1982, p.1
   Police honored, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
   DWI checkpoint nabs six (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.1

BROKAW, CHRIS
   Sunday Rec rock (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.2

BROKAW, JOANNE
   Choice has gone from experiment to success (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
   School Board hears report on writing, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
   New math curriculum planned, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
   State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1
   J Brokaw promoted (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.4
   School Board vows intent not to close any schools, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
   Speakers F T Zappone and J Brokaw to tell how to make the most of TV (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.1
   PT Council explores ways to get most out of TV, Apr 28, 1983, p.5

BROKERAGE FIRMS
   SCS firm, Hasselman Brokerage Co, is acquired, Sep 10, 1981, p.2

BRONNER, BILL
   Court conversion (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.3

BRONSTEIN, HARRIET

BRONSTHER, LOIS
   Council approves June fete plan, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
   'No Left Turn' by Burger King may be removed, Nov 6, 1980, p.15
   Neighborhood watch program begun at SCS (list), Sep 17, 1981, p.13
   School board sets ambitious program, Nov 11, 1982, p.12

BRONX RIVER
   Worried about river (ltr), Oct 7, 1982, p.6
   Saving an island, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
   Mountain rises on Bronx River (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.3
   Summer scene along Bronx River, SCS (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.1

BRONX RIVER HISTORY PROJECT
   Planning for historical exhibit (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.5
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BRONX RIVER PARK

Maintain foot paths (ltr), Feb 14, 1980, p.4
Local officials seek help in beautifying Bronx River banks (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.3
Bronx River project, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
Bronx River beautification begins (photo), Aug 30, 1984, p.1
Scout project, Sep 27, 1984, p.1
For a more beautiful SCS (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.1
Fall clean-up campaign (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.3

BRONX RIVER PARKWAY

It was sink or swim for cars on parkway (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.1
How many accidents? (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.4
Even on a bicycle: M Mazur makes difficult turn on Bronx River Parkway (photo), May 6, 1980, p.1
Project stalled, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Village Board makes Walworth one-way (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Time-saving device (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Projects planned, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Bronx River Pkwy (improvements), Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Parkway exit to be closed, May 21, 1981, p.1
No exit, no entrance (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Woodland closed, Jun 16, 1981, p.1
Slow route to SCS (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.3
Still closed, Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Woodland closing likely, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Deadlock remains over Woodland, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
Be ready to respond (edit), Aug 6, 1981, p.6
Strong response called for (ltr), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
Trustees move to close Walworth Ave, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Right approach (edit), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
Our residents are calling for action (ltr), Aug 27, 1981, p.6
Despite closing of Woodland decision on Walworth delayed, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Vans allowed on parkways, Oct 15, 1981, p.4
Early completion seen for Crane Road entrance to BRP (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.1
Parkway project, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Disaster lurks (edit), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
Exit improvements, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Final stage, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
New approach, May 13, 1982, p.1
Save Bicycle Sundays (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
Hazardous intersection (ltr), Mar 3, 1983, p.6
Village asks for help with Walworth traffic, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Unyielding drivers (edit), Sep 22, 1983, p.6
Impasse on the parkway (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.5

BRONX RIVER PARKWAY GARAGE

Can it happen here?, Jan 1, 1981, p.1

BRONX RIVER VALLEY

Joint exhibit examines Bronx River Valley past, Oct 6, 1983, p.10

BRONX RIVER-HISTORY

SCS/GBH-on-Aquahung (edit), Jan 26, 1984, p.7

BRONZ, CHARLES (AU)

Exercise! for lots of good reasons (illus; edit), Jul 2, 1981, p.7
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BRONZ, CHARLES (AU) continued
  Sports need sound leadership (edit), Sep 24, 1981, p.7

BRONZ, LOIS
  Town employees G B Case, F North dismissed; Veteran blames money squeeze, Dec 3, 1981, p.23
  Arts committee head M Gutman brings unusual programs to town (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.23
  Veteran to join county race; Liangelli reacts, Jan 13, 1983, p.10
  Veteran gives views on county issues, Jan 20, 1983, p.11
  Lois Bronz seeks top town post, Feb 3, 1983, p.11
  Democrats back Veteran, Feb 24, 1983, p.11
  Fontana, Guarnieri to bid for town posts, Mar 24, 1983, p.14
  Three hats in the ring for GBH supervisor's post, Apr 14, 1983, p.12
  Democrats put off choice, Apr 21, 1983, p.10
  Veteran shifts his campaign direction, May 5, 1983, p.15
  Democratic executive committee names choices for upcoming town posts, May 12, 1983, p.12
  Candidates jockey for town positions, May 28, 1983, p.11
  Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican call, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
  Democratic primary in GBH is off, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
  Town Board candidate Adler says GBH is in good shape (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.11
  Town Board candidate R Frigerio calls for accessibility (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.9
  Democrat Lois Bronz, running for reelection, speaks out (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.11
  Central Avenue is an 'asphalt ocean'--R Dunlap (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.11
  Pilla, Braca candidates for seat on Town Board, Sep 22, 1983, p.9
  Hopefuls vie for Town Board, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
  Town (of GBH) will recognize seniors, Apr 5, 1984, p.10
  Taxes to rise under '85 budget, Nov 8, 1984, p.8
  New cable board criticized at hearing, Nov 29, 1984, p.11

BRONZ, LOIS (AU)

BROOKLYN, NY-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
  The boys of (Bensonhurst's) summer remember...remember (edit), Aug 20, 1981, p.7

BROOKS, JOSEPH (DR)
  Retirement party for local dentist Dr J J Brooks, Jul 29, 1982, p.2
  Dr J J Brooks dies, Aug 30, 1984, p.14

BROOKS-BERTRAM, PEGGY (DR)
  Director appointed: Dr P A Brooks-Bertram, Sep 27, 1984, p.11

BROPHY, DOROTHY
  College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6

BROPHY, ELIZABETH
  Scholarship winner: E Brophy, Jul 22, 1982, p.5

BROPHY, JERRY
  College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6

BROPHY, JESSIE
  J M Brophy dies, Dec 29, 1983, p.10

BROPHY, JOHN
  College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6

BROPHY, LIZZI
  College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6

BROSE, CARLTON
  C C Brose dies, Aug 12, 1982, p.10

BROSE, LILLIAN
  L F Brose dies, Jul 8, 1982, p.14
BROSK, JEFFREY
Architect/sculptor J O Brosk has show, May 20, 1982, p.2

BROTHERS
Different colors for different hats (edit), Jun 28, 1984, p.7
Brotherhood--a doomed concept? (edit), Jun 28, 1984, p.7

BROWN, ANDREA

BROWN, ANNE
Meals-on-Wheels is lifeline to clients (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.20

BROWN, BETTY
Trustees Sias and Stone, Beatrice Underweiser are Non Partisan candidates (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.1
Environmental issues dominate trustees' meeting, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Bike path plans arouse ire in Fox Meadow, Greenacres, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Tenant protection approved; Board accepts land donation, May 15, 1980, p.1
PRC superintendent K Batchelor says indoor pool is possibility, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Bike law hearing, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Ruth Chalmers dies; Was long-time Inquirer editor (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Board delays vote on bike penalties, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
How long will it be? (edit), Jun 26, 1980, p.4
Action likely on Walworth traffic, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Forum examines problems of aging, Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Board defeats bike law, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Buses may enter, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Work for taxes, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Trustees okay Creche, 4-3, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Debate ruled out, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Citizens slate completed (M Bowen, B Brown, J Ullman nominated ) (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.1
New group forming for Summer Music Theatre (list), Feb 5, 1981, p.3
Election campaign hits full stride, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Higher Rec fees, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
A look at the candidates for Village Board (photo; list; addl photo p 16), Mar 5, 1981, p.5
Day of decision near in village election; Facts on Village Election, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Record turnout as Citizens Party sweeps (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Both sides talk like winners (photo; chart p 10), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Mayor Stone sworn in (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Freightway development plan unveiled (photo), May 14, 1981, p.1
Split vote on five amendments to Non-Partisan Resolution, May 21, 1981, p.6
Overhill opposes Freightway plan, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Opposition growing to Polera plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Trustees vote to hire Freightway consultants, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Trustees move to close Walworth Ave, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Despite closing of Woodland decision on Walworth delayed, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Dress code letter becomes media event (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.1
Board denies request for creche display, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Athletic fields; Long-range plan, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Board openings announced (list), Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Village eyes ban on electronic games, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Latest plan for Hutch draws village criticism (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.1
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BROWN, BETTY continued
Citizens' Party candidates win by nearly 3-1 (photo; addl photo, chart p.6), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote against cable increase (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Walworth law voted down (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Offer accepted, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Video game fee, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Grossman again, May 13, 1982, p.1
Bottle bill backed, May 20, 1982, p.1
Proposal for home called 'deficient', May 20, 1982, p.1
Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1
Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
$1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; addl photo p.4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
New proposals meet opposition, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Cooperative effort (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Volunteer firefighters—ready when needed (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
Village may force change in bus route, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote 4-3 to deny creche request (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Suit looms after second creche is rejected, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Shay Committee recommendations are being turned into realities, Dec 23, 1982, p.1
White Hat recipient F. Griffiths has served 50 years as volunteer firefighter (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.3
Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Trustees sued for barring creche display (list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Tennis courts get go-ahead, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
J Stone Going fishing (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Important contributions (edit), Mar 24, 1983, p.6
New board, council members to be appointed (list), Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Changing of the guard (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Damage claims dismissed (in creche case), Jul 28, 1983, p.1

BROWN, BOB
Fox Meadow Tennis Club holds 100th birthday celebration (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.15

BROWN, COURTNEY (AU)
How to sell an idea (edit), Oct 27, 1983, p.7

BROWN, DANIEL
Moonmen land at Fox Meadow (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.22

BROWN, DEBRIAN
Welcome to SCS! (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.1

BROWN, DEREK
No.1 in US, M Brown, will try for first in SCS (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.1

BROWN, DON (AU)
Puzzled by gun control supporters (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4

BROWN, EDWARD
E J Brown elected president, CEO of Eastern Savings Bank (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.8

BROWN, ELISABETH
Issue discussion debated (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
Residents rap traffic build-up, Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Committee shifts, Oct 22, 1981, p.1

BROWN, ELISABETH (AU)
Unsung heroes praised (ltr), Feb 24, 1983, p.6
More opinions on Junior High School tennis courts (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
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BROWN, FRANK
F Brown dies, May 12, 1983, p.18

BROWN, GARY (REV)
PTA groups issue report on teen drinking, drug use, May 8, 1980, p.1
175 hold going away party for Congregational's G Garrison (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.7
SHS commencement (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Tragedy, hope (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
Fond farewell (to Rev G Brown) (photo; list), Sep 18, 1980, p.16
Board defeats bike law, Oct 30, 1980, p.1

BROWN, GARY (REV)
PTA groups issue report on teen drinking, drug use, May 8, 1980, p.1
175 hold going away party for Congregational's G Garrison (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.7
SHS commencement (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Tragedy, hope (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
Fond farewell (to Rev G Brown) (photo; list), Sep 18, 1980, p.16
Board defeats bike law, Oct 30, 1980, p.1

BROWN, GEORGE
Resident G Eisner is co-chairman of institute's campaign, Nov 20, 1980, p.10

BROWN, GEORGIA
G J Brown dies, Mar 4, 1982, p.18

BROWN, GERTUDE (REV)

BROWN, GORDON

BROWN, KAREN
Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
First grade section being added at (QR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1

BROWN, KATHY
Sergeants in the family: K G Merkel, L D Brown (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.3

BROWN, KELLY
Reunion (photo; list), Dec 31, 1981, p.9

BROWN, KEVIN
Battling MD (photo), May 1, 1980, p.1
Firefighters fight MD (photo), May 6, 1982, p.1
SCS firefighters put out blaze at 253 Mamaroneck Rd (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.3

BROWN, KERRY
Seniors in the family: K G Merkel, L D Brown (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.3

BROWN, LAURIE
Sergeants in the family: K G Merkel, L D Brown (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.3

BROWN, LAWRENCE
He's special: L I Brown (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.5

BROWN, LEROY
Sites rejected, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
'Joan of Arts' leads Mondale forces into town (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Hitting today's job market with winning punch! (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.6

BROWN, LISA
Student L M Brown wins scholarship, Mar 24, 1983, p.19
Students L M Brown, J F Collins, R M Sabater receive IBM scholarships, Jun 16, 1983, p.15

BROWN, MARGARET
N Brown dies, Jun 12, 1980, p.14
Mormons share techniques of home food preserving (Part II) (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.8

BROWN, MARK
On the ball (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.11

BROWN, MARY
Librarians elect association leaders (list), May 27, 1982, p.8
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BROWN, MASON

BROWN, MELANIE
  No 1 in US, M Brown, will try for first in SCS (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.1

BROWN, MELISSA
  Local tennis star top ranked in US (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.25
  No 1 in US, M Brown, will try for first in SCS (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.1
  Graduation requirements changed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
  Melissa Brown a hit in French Open tennis (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.1
  Unsung athletes (ltr), Jul 5, 1984, p.6
  Hats off to Melissa Brown (ltr), Aug 30, 1984, p.6

BROWN, NEIL
  No 1 in US, M Brown, will try for first in SCS (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.1
  Resident N J Brown named top producer, Feb 2, 1984, p.2

BROWN, NINA
  No 1 in US, M Brown, will try for first in SCS (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.1

BROWN, PATTI KENT-
  SEE KENT-BROWN, PATTI

BROWN, RAYMOND
  SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 1 hands out shower water restrictors (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.5

BROWN, ROBERT
  Resident R A Brown to head oil co subsidiary (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.15

BROWN, SHARI
  S Brown dies, Nov 8, 1984, p.22

BROWN, STUART

BROWN, TRUDY (REV)
  Congregational Church sets ordination for new minister T W Brown (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.14

BROWN-PALMIERI, LESLIE
  Ballet, modern, jazz, dance exercise among offerings at S Nossen School (photo) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.22

BROWNE, MARY
  M F Browne dies, Mar 13, 1980, p.12

BROWNELL, SHIRLEE
  Art Assn awards prizes (photo; list), Nov 22, 1984, p.21

BROWNIES
  SEE GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA

BROWNING, ARMANDE
  Fee office opens in Rye (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.12

BROWNING, JACKSON
  Against the path, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
  'Motherhood' issue?, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
  New concessionaire, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
  Bike law hearing, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
  Ground broken for second Scout house (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.1
  Board delays vote on bike penalties, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
  Davis Park curfew request rejected, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
  Action likely on Walworth traffic, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
  One-way remedy to Walworth traffic, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
  Board to vote on one-way solution to Walworth Ave, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
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BROWNING, JACKSON continued
Walworth Avenue: stop signs, light, yes; one-way, maybe, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Village Board makes Walworth one-way (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Board defeats bike law, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Talking over school days? (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.10
Buses may enter, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Work for taxes, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Board asks state for work for taxes law, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Where's the water? (edit), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
Trustees okay Creche, 4-3, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Asbestos problem, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Library ceiling pencil-free; water restrictions in effect, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Final meeting for Jensen, Browning (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
They contributed (edit), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
New Town Club leadership (photo p 2 list), May 28, 1981, p.1
Residents will help draw up blueprint for village's future, Sep 23, 1982, p.1

BROWNLOW, BERNARD
He likes path (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6
BROWNLOW, BERNARD (AU)
Save trees on Palmer (ltr), Dec 10, 1981, p.6

BRUCE, MARGARET
UN Assn calls on US to sign human rights agreements, Dec 10, 1981, p.3

BRUCK, LILLY
Lilly Bruck is cited by Hadassah in Westchester, Oct 22, 1981, p.11

BRUCK, SANDOR
Deeply appreciated (ltr), Jan 17, 1980, p.4
Police mount vest fund drive, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
S Bruck dies, Dec 30, 1982, p.12

BRUCK, SANDOR (AU)
Vest fund initiated (ltr), Jan 17, 1980, p.4

BRUCKER, ANDREW (AU)
A full day for our children (ltr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6

BRUGGER, JAMES (AU)
Editorial Questioned (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4

BRUHL, CHRISTOPHER
Arts Council raises $115,000, Oct 9, 1980, p.6
C P Bruhl elected to the board (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.25

BRUN, CAROL (REV)
Rev C Brun named UCC secretary, Jul 14, 1983, p.10

BRUNA, LIZA
Students point to pressure as one cause of 'rampant' cheating, May 17, 1984, p.3

BRUNER, MARGARET
M Bruner dies, Oct 25, 1984, p.18

BRUNER, W RICHARD
Local man, W R Bruner, elected Ad Club president (list), Jun 14, 1984, p.4
BRUNER, W RICHARD continued
   Resident W R Bruner to head Consumer Council, Nov 8, 1984, p.4

BRUNI, JAMES (DR)
   New math curriculum planned, Feb 11, 1982, p.1

BRUNINGS, HELENE (AU)
   Noise is number one pollution (ltr), Jul 26, 1984, p.6
   Better conservation needed (ltr), Sep 27, 1984, p.6

BRUNINGS, KARL
   Correction to K J Brunings Apr 30 ltr, May 7, 1981, p.6
   On causes of inflation (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6
   Effect of tax cut questioned (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6

BRUNINGS, KARL (AU)
   On local tax increases (ltr), Apr 30, 1981, p.6
   For "tightening our belts" (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6

BRUNNER, EDITH
   It's a bridge between people (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.4

BRUNNER, ROBERT
   Greenville Council pursues violations on Central Avenue, Dec 4, 1980, p.21
   Steinberg sues on Red Lobster plan, Oct 21, 1982, p.11
   Residents object to A&P noise, Jan 13, 1983, p.11
   GCC resolves to act on Central Ave issues, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
   Zoning Board defers Central Avenue issues, May 5, 1983, p.15
   Neighbors fight builder in Zoning Board appeal, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
   Wyndham group loses town appeal, May 17, 1984, p.9

BRUNO, JOANNA
   Calypso (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.12

BRUNO, JOHN
   Fires damage two homes (photo; list), Jan 14, 1982, p.3
   R Gerloff presented with plaque from YES (photo), Jun 3, 1982, p.4

BRUNO, RICHARD
   Election Day facts, Oct 28, 1982, p.11

BRUNO, THOMAS
   About 35 EHS students paint street in front of school (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.13
   EMT High Class of '82 is on its way! (photo; list), Jul 1, 1982, p.11

BRUNSTING, BERNARD (REV-DR)
   Greenville Church has new cookbook for sale, Dec 25, 1980, p.7

BRUNT, PETER VAN
   SEE VAN BRUNT, PETER

BRUSSL, BERNICE
   Brussels, first woman president, elected at Jewish Community Center (photo; list), May 28, 1981, p.18
   New chapel at JCC (photo), May 26, 1983, p.18

BRUYN, FRANCES
   Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part II) (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13
   School Board members applaud Crowder, Weitz; Board approves new football coach, Jun 12, 1980, p.15
   Don't ask (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.13
   Full house (photo), May 17, 1984, p.9
   Board OK's bringing BOCES pupils home, Jun 14, 1984, p.11
   New G/T curriculum to be written this summer, Jun 21, 1984, p.10

BRYANT, CYRUS
   Choral director named: C A Bryant, Sep 3, 1981, p.11
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BRYNILSEN, KEN
Students dream of mastering the writer's art (photo; list), Jul 21, 1983, p.6

BUCCI, MARJORITY

BUCHANAN, DAVID
SHS alumni remember classmate C C Winston III (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.9
Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.26
Former SHS football coach D Buchanan dies (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.1
First grade section being added at (GR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1

BUCHANAN, DAVID JR
New president: D H Buchanan Jr (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.6
Resident D H Buchanan Jr earns designation, Jun 28, 1984, p.4
Warm feelings at Davis Park (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.2

BUCHANAN, ERIN
Welcome visitor (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.18
Magical moment (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.1
Warm feelings at Davis Park (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.2

BUCHANAN, MEGHAN
Warm feelings at Davis Park (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.2

BUCHE, ELINOR
Young voters (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.20

BUCHTHAL, HELA
Committee for change organizes, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Resident H Buchthal exhibiting paintings (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.5
League responds to letter (ltr), Mar 1, 1984, p.6

BUCHTHAL, HELA (AU)
Readers take sides in village election (lttrs), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
League image called 'tarnished' (ltr), Feb 23, 1984, p.6

BUCK, STEPHANIE
Art (by S Buck, E Spier, S A Fodor, M F McKesson) at Nature Center, Library and Town Hall, Apr 1, 1982, p.10

BUCKHOUT, GERARD
Seventy EHT burglaries in '81; community awareness needed (chart), Feb 4, 1982, p.11
Police arrest JDL protestors (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.11
Mobile computers help town police fight crime, Aug 2, 1984, p.13

BUCKHURST, PAUL
Planning Board, consultants set goals for downtown study, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Local leaders discuss future of downtown (diagram), Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Consultants to make downtown proposals, Nov 29, 1984, p.1
Consultants offer ideas for downtown (diagram p 6), Dec 6, 1984, p.1

BUCKLEY, JAMES
Law students J Buckley, D Stephens cited, Nov 18, 1982, p.17

BUCKLEY, PATRICK
P Buckley dies, Jan 6, 1983, p.16

BUCKLEY, WILLIAM JR
Buckley urges impatience (photo), May 7, 1981, p.5
Buckley's generosity (ltr), May 7, 1981, p.6

BUCKNER, JOANNE
No gyn exemptions for cheerleaders, Jan 28, 1982, p.11

BUDGET COUNSELORS
The rich get...poorer (edit; illus), May 6, 1982, p.7
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BUDGET, SCHOOL
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT/SCS-BUDGET

BUDGET-6BH
Budget out; 8% tax hike, Nov 13, 1980, p.17
Hearings held on 6BH budget, Nov 20, 1980, p.15
Hearing held on 1980 Town Budget, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
Tentative town budget is $17.6 million for '82, Nov 12, 1981, p.13
Town budget is up, Dec 24, 1981, p.9
Town budget still awaited, Nov 18, 1982, p.11
Town budget calls for 13% tax hike, Nov 25, 1982, p.13
Tax, salary increases draw fire at Town Hall, Dec 2, 1982, p.13
Town adopts $19.3M budget, Dec 9, 1982, p.11
Town postpones decision on use of escrow funds, May 12, 1983, p.13
Town tax increase seen for EMT, Nov 3, 1983, p.10
Town sets final hearing on budget, Dec 1, 1983, p.8
Veteran: Town Hall shuffle near, Dec 8, 1983, p.11
Police contract settled, Dec 22, 1983, p.9
Town budget process computerized, Oct 25, 1984, p.11
Taxes to rise under '85 budget, Nov 8, 1984, p.8
Town adds policemen under 84-85 budget, Nov 15, 1984, p.11
Town adopts $22 million budget, Dec 13, 1984, p.15

BUDGET-NEW YORK STATE
Residents urged to write to governor about school aid, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
State aid restored, Mar 31, 1983, p.1
Cuomo budget would cut aid to schools here, Jan 19, 1984, p.1
Westchester school officials see disaster in Cuomo aid cuts, Feb 23, 1984, p.9

BUDGET-SCS
Wants budget committee (ltr), Jan 3, 1980, p.4
Six-month report on village finances, Jan 10, 1980, p.1
Village manager L Tooley predicts 7.4% tax hike, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Proposed village budget calls for $56.99 tax rate, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Quiet reaction to budget, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Town Club report: Plan now for future pool surplus, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Feiner explains position on budget (ltr), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
Budget approved; $56.99 tax rate, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Mayor G Jensen replies to letter by Feiner, Apr 24, 1980, p.5
Village's year-end surplus of $881,295 most in recent years, Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Officials review budget preparation, Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Pound foolish (edit), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
Budget projections, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Proposed village budget calls for 8.95% tax hike, Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Little criticism of Village Budget, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Village budget approved, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
On causes of inflation (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6
For 'tightening our belts' (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6
Effect of tax cut questioned (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6
Village year-end balance down, but by less than anticipated, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Surplus likely, Dec 24, 1981, p.1
Budget preview; Other increases, Feb 18, 1982, p.1
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BUDGET-SCS continued
7.5% tax hike to be proposed, Mar 18, 1982, p.1
End to tax rate hikes urged, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Town Club debates over reports, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Former candidate agrees (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
$490,000 'cushion' in village budget; Jul 22, 1982, p.1
Below inflation, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Lower yields, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Town Club urges 4% limit on tax hike, Dec 18, 1982, p.1
Revenue loss, Jan 6, 1983, p.1
Founders' wisdom cited (ltr), Feb 17, 1983, p.6
Budget calls for 5.9% tax hike, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Playground program criticized, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
More planning needed (for playground) (edit), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
Budget approved; more aid coming, Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Investment strategy, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Village surplus $434,000 more than projected, Aug 18, 1983, p.1
Village funding asked (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
Village surplus termed 'unconscionable' surplus (ltr), Sep 8, 1983, p.6
Surplus called 'not excessive' (ltr), Sep 15, 1983, p.6
Worst case budgeting (edit), Sep 29, 1983, p.6
Reasonable estimate asked (ltr), Sep 29, 1983, p.6
Reason for fiscal conservatism (ltr), Oct 13, 1983, p.6
4.8% hike seen in village tax rate, Mar 1, 1984, p.1
4.7% village tax hike proposed, Mar 22, 1984, p.1
Budget, freeze, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Trustees back nuclear arms freeze, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
$1 million surplus is less than in 1983, Aug 30, 1984, p.1

BUDGET-US
Budget cuts hurt elderly most (edit), Jul 23, 1981, p.7
Appalling deficit (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6

BUDGET-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
County tax down 2.6%, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
DelBello proposes tax cut (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Focus on health at budget meeting, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
County Board adopts budget, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
DelBello asks 17% tax hike, Nov 19, 1981, p.1
Attacks on budget continue at hearing, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Med Center: Focus of controversy in a controversial county budget, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Improving the budget (edit), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
County Budget passed, Dec 31, 1981, p.1
$58 million county budget calls for 2.4% tax increase, Nov 18, 1982, p.1
Day care supporters assail funding cuts in proposed budget, Dec 2, 1982, p.3
County Board approves budget, Dec 30, 1982, p.2
O'Rourke asks 9.4% tax hike; proposes OTB, hotel tax, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
O'Rourke defends budget proposals, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
County funds to help aid crime victims, Dec 8, 1983, p.11
County budget reform asked; LWV raps time limit on speech, Dec 15, 1983, p.2
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BUDGET—WESTCHESTER COUNTY continued

County adopts $610M budget, Dec 29, 1983, p.1
Proposed county budget holds tax rate, reduces bus service, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
Legislators vote down 66 bus, approve $3M for contingency fund, Dec 6, 1984, p.1
County budget means tax hike for SCS, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

BUEHLER, FRAN

Sixty-nine Harney Rd bought by Germican Ltd (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.7

BUELL, LUCILLE

SCS vote helps Hochberg, DelBello win (chart p 8), Nov 5, 1981, p.1

BUFF, BARBARA

Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part II) (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.11
Blechman, Buff elected to Nature Center Board, Oct 16, 1980, p.13
GCN membership drive well received here; services grow (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.11
Detective work key element in planning exhibit (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.6
Celebration of Westchester (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.3
Historical catalogue debuts (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.5

BUILDING

BAR votes to end closed sessions, Aug 27, 1981, p.1
BAR declines to reverse decision before 'findings of fact' presented, Oct 22, 1981, p.4
Neighbors object to house plan, Nov 12, 1981, p.2
BAR approves plans for home despite neighbors' objections, Nov 26, 1981, p.5
Variance issued to build home on Rock Creek Lane, Jan 28, 1982, p.4
Town negotiating terms for Red Lobster plan, Jun 6, 1983, p.11
Builders, BAR argue over new house plans, Feb 17, 1983, p.3
BAR okays new home, Mar 24, 1983, p.5
Site supported, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Budget approved; more aid coming, Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Busy building season ahead here, May 12, 1983, p.8
HUD rejects Ethical site for group home, May 19, 1983, p.1
BAR approves 16 applications (list), May 26, 1983, p.2
New chapel at JCC (photo), May 26, 1983, p.18
SEE ALSO LAND DEVELOPMENT-GBH/SCS

BUILDING DEPT-SCS

Grossman, officials trade harassment charges, Feb 17, 1983, p.1

BUILDING-REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION

Bank seeks to build addition, Feb 21, 1980, p.1
Bank addition clears hurdle, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
December opening? (for Manhattan Savings Bank), May 22, 1980, p.1
Home loan program: Income limits, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
GCN opposes request by Exxon station to remodel, Jun 5, 1980, p.15
Savings Bank gets local, state OK's, Jun 12, 1980, p.3
Final approval (for Manhattan Savings Bank), Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Residents benefit from Urban County, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Controversy over home office, Nov 27, 1980, p.5
Rubler withdraws plans to renovate home office, Dec 18, 1980, p.2
Addition subtracted (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.3
Bank taking over premises that H'cote Hardware was forced to vacate, Jan 13, 1983, p.3
Temple Israel Center rally to launch expansion campaign (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.17
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BUILDING-REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION continued

Resident E Sheiesh's dream house turning into nightmare, Aug 18, 1983, p.1
Resident, village moving nearer to agreement on home alterations, Feb 16, 1984, p.2
Village pressure legal charges against homeowner E Sheiesh for violations, May 31, 1984, p.3
I want them to remember; Ed Clay creates new offices (photo), May 31, 1984, p.11
Sheiesh case, Jul 5, 1984, p.1
Church addition causes stir; Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Board of Appeals, Sheiesh nearing resolution of housing code dispute, Sep 20, 1984, p.5
Easier access, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Church expansion opposed (ltr), Nov 15, 1984, p.6
Conservation plans, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
Two multi-home developments proposed (illus), Nov 29, 1984, p.1

BUILDINGS-SCS

Sixty-nine Harney Rd bought by Germican Ltd (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.7
Built in 1876, building was first Village Hall, then Fire Hq (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.18

BULIMIA

Anorexia cases surfacing here, therapist S Broden says (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.6
Clarification (ltr), Sep 29, 1983, p.6

BULLEN, SARAH

Historical acquisition (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.3

BULLET-PROOF VESTS

Vest fund initiated (ltr), Jan 17, 1980, p.4
Deeply appreciated (ltr), Jan 17, 1980, p.4
Police mount vest fund drive, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
Vest fund drive, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
Anonymous friend, Jan 29, 1981, p.1

BULLPIT, STANLEY

Compost pact, Jul 24, 1980, p.1

BULZACCHELLI, JOHN

Students J Bulzacchelli and C Li win Latin prizes, Jun 2, 1983, p.12
Science award winner named: J Bulzacchelli, Mar 22, 1984, p.10
Scholarship winner, J Bulzacchelli, is announced, Apr 5, 1984, p.11

BULZACCHELLI, ROBERT

EMT boy R Bulzacchelli found dead in New Jersey, Sep 13, 1984, p.9
Foul play ruled out in R Bulzacchelli drowning, Sep 20, 1984, p.9

BUMBY, DOUGLAS (DR)

Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Math aides resign; PTA, parents upset, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
New HS math sequence, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Math chairmen explain ABC's of district program, Oct 29, 1981, p.3
State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1

BUMPER STICKERS

Free stickers, Nov 26, 1981, p.1

BUNDSCHUH, BERTHA

B Bundschuh dies, Jun 12, 1980, p.14

BUNKER, BRADLEY

Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1

BUNTE, ROBERT

Defining education at EHS: everyone gets into the act, May 21, 1981, p.19
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BUNET, ROBERT continued
Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
Tom Edwards named principal at EHS; search begins for Seely, May 20, 1982, p.11
Board of Ed enters Moundroukas battle, May 10, 1984, p.13

BUNZMAN, DAVID
New film marks step forward for local writer-director-producer M Buntzman (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.13

BUNZMAN, ERROL
New film marks step forward for local writer-director-producer M Buntzman (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.13

BUNZMAN, MARK
New film marks step forward for local writer-director-producer M Buntzman (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.13

BUONOCORE, ALFRED

BUONOCUNTO, LORRAINE
In time for Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.8

BURACK, ZAHAVA
'Joan of Arts' leads Mondale forces into town (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.1

BURRELL, GEORGE
87-year-old M Hancock beats Con Ed, Jul 9, 1981, p.1

BUREAU OF FRANCHISES-NEW YORK, NY
Hearing put over, Feb 11, 1982, p.1

BURGARD, RALPH
Art center to open at Scout House, Jan 6, 1983, p.1

BURGDORFF, SUSAN
American Indian assembly programs at Seely Place with N Schoumatoff (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.11

BURGER, JENNIFER
Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part II) (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13

BURGER, RUTH
Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part II) (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13

BURGER, SUE
Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1

BURGER, WARREN
Supreme Court ruling may pave way for return of SCS creche to Boniface Circle (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.1

BURGERT, WENDY
Gymnastic, dance show lights up EHS evening (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.21

BURGESS, BILL
Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part I) (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.11

BURGLAR ALARMS
SEE SECURITY SYSTEMS

BURGLARY
SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

BURISO, LORRAINE
Day for sailing (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.4

BURKE, EDWARD
Job action at IHM; strike looms (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1
One-day strike at IHM (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.1

BURKEY, ROBERT (DR)
STA contract calls for 18.75-21% raise over three years; some teachers opposed, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Dr R L Burkey to head summer school here (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.3
Summer school here no longer just for kids (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.6

BURKI, HUBERT
Host sought for Swiss youth H Burki (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.5
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BURLEIGH, GEORGE

BURLESONE
- Bare facts on 'Ladies' Night' (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.9

BURNHAM, JOHN (AU)
- Village should promote running (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4

BURNHAM, KIM
- Hundreds take part in traditional Halloween Window Painting Contest (photo; list), Nov 5, 1981, p.4

BURNS, BRIAN
- Former resident B B Burns elected corporate vice president, Nov 29, 1984, p.14

BURNS, CAROL
- Gray Panthers stalking through Westchester, Aug 7, 1980, p.4
- WCC appoints Scarsdalian, Nov 5, 1981, p.2
- New group, Sophisticated Shenanigans, seeks members to go places, do things, Oct 4, 1984, p.12

BURNS, DENNIS
- Home damaged by fire; Firefighter D Burns injured, Apr 24, 1980, p.15

BURNS, DOLORES
- EMT gymnast D Burns used to win prizes; now she awards them (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.13

BURNS, RICHARD
- Battle over Hutch heating up again (cont p 5), Nov 11, 1982, p.1
- Commission wants 6-lane Hutch; opponents prepared to fight, Dec 2, 1982, p.1

BURNS-SIEGERMAN, CAROLE
- You and your aging parents (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p.7

BURR, DOUGLAS
- Thanksgiving spirit at Edgewood (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.21

BURRIS, JAMES (DR)
- Provided by the auxiliary (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.2

BURRONI, SYLVAN
- Brighter and cheaper (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.3

BURRONI, TED
- SCS's snowfighters await call to battle (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.4

BURROWS, GORDON
- Szabad accepts SCS Bowl Award (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.1
- Work for taxes, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
- Herold, Burrows, Goodhue GOP picks (list), Jun 5, 1980, p.5
- Legislative week (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.11
- Heat wave hits commuters hardest as A/C units fail (photo; addl photo p 4), Jul 24, 1980, p.1
- Legislators 6 Burrows, M Goodhue reply to Mayor Jensen's letter on trains, Aug 21, 1980, p.5
- Support for Burrows (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.8
- Inquirer endorsements: 6 W Burrows; M B Goodhue; J R Herold (edit), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
- Candidates square off at League meeting (photo p 14), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
- SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
- Burrows blasted on Con Ed (ltr), Dec 11, 1980, p.4
- Meeting on Hutch, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
- Gordon Burrows named to new post in NYS Assembly, Jan 15, 1981, p.5
- Club gets report from Albany, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
- Burrows forms coalition of legislators on school aid, Feb 12, 1981, p.11
- Annual battle on again over state aid to public schools, Feb 19, 1981, p.1
- Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
- School Board anticipates tax hike of 7 to 8 percent, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
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BURROWS, GORDON continued

Work for taxes, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Rail commuter organization demands legislators' help, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Work for taxes bill introduced, Apr 9, 1981, p.4
For four lanes, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Jr High students visit Albany, Apr 16, 1981, p.27
Assembly ok's Burrows bill on Con Ed, Jun 18, 1981, p.2
Law in trouble, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Westchester may get separate power rate, Aug 13, 1981, p.2
Crime Victims Agency receives grant from state, Sep 3, 1981, p.1
Mental health center elects Gordon Burrows (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.3
For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Reapportionment, Dec 10, 1981, p.1
Most at hearing back 4 lanes on Hutch, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
SCS back in Burrows' district, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
No primary, Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Heritage Plaza proposal dead, Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Rotary Club meeting matches up 6 Burrows, J H Neale Jr (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.4
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 29, 1982, p.1
Candidates exchange charges, Oct 29, 1982, p.1
Cuomo, Moynihan, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Burrows, Pisani to speak on education policy, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Residents urged to write to governor about school aid, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Budget picture called 'grim', Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Money back offer, Apr 29, 1983, p.1
Let's not wait 'til '84 (edit), Sep 8, 1983, p.6
Safety--later, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
County Board votes for three percent sales tax, May 24, 1984, p.1
Route 22 due for repairs, May 31, 1984, p.1
Pisani convicted on eighteen counts, Jun 7, 1984, p.1
The Albany experience (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.4
Praise for Burrows (ltr), Jun 28, 1984, p.6
LAW citation to 6 Burrows (list), Jul 5, 1984, p.1
Light up ahead (at Post, Sherbrooke Rds), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
SCS man J O'Connor set to challenge Gordon Burrows (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Burrows-O'Connor contest matches youth, experience (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.1
Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Candidates clash one more time, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Legislative endorsements (edit), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
Burrows called responsive (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
 Voters here show independence in backing Reagan, Teicher, Burrows, Oppenheimer (chart p 16), Nov 8, 1984, p.1

BURROWS, GORDON (AU)

Burrows' focus in '79 was on assessment, train problems (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.19
Burrows reports from Albany (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.21
He represents SCS (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
House rule explained (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
Burrows on the railroads (ltr), Aug 12, 1982, p.6
State seeks to keep balance between solvency and services (photo) (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.21
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BURROWS, GORDON (AU) continued
Old problems and unmet needs facing New York State in 1984 (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.20
Assemblyman working (ltr), Jun 7, 1984, p.6

BURROWS, MIKE
Summer Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1

BURRUS, MICHAEL
See the birdie! (photo), May 8, 1980, p.17

BURSON, BETTE (AU)
Disregard for neighbors decried (ltr), Nov 6, 1980, p.4
Start paying attention (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6

BURSON, HAROLD
Harold Burson in 'Ole Miss' Hall of Fame (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.13

BURST-LAZARUS, KATIE
SCS Open House (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.1

BURSTEIN, KAREN
League speaker K Burstein talks about 'the gender gap', May 17, 1984, p.6

BURSTYN, ADAM
First day of school (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.11

BURT, CON AMORE (DR)
Dr C M Burt dies, Sep 29, 1983, p.14

BURTMAN, HELEN
Terracotta sculptures by H Burtman featured in exhibit (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.9

BURTMAN, NORMAN

BURTON, LEVAR
Kermit comes to town (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.4

BUS DRIVERS
Outraged by bus driver (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6

BUSBY, KATHY
Kathy Busby wins national scholarship, Feb 20, 1980, p.16

BUSBY, KATHY (AU)
Graduate appraises SHS (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4

BUSBY, RICHARD
Busby named semifinalist, Sep 29, 1983, p.16
Senior R Busby wins scholarship, Mar 22, 1984, p.15

BUSCH, NEAL
Daily drivetime has CBS's Neal Busch flying... (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.6

BUSER, MAI
Chase Landing Restaurant opening soon, Feb 17, 1983, p.3
Looking up at Chase's (sic) Landing (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.5
Chase Landing partners open second restaurant, Sep 6, 1984, p.12

BUSES
Minibus on the way, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Buses may enter, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Smooth start on Walworth (photo; addl photo p 22), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Hochberg asks Governor to step into rail crisis, Nov 20, 1980, p.11
Board asks state for work for taxes law, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Can't buses wait for trains? (ltr), May 28, 1981, p.6
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BUSES continued
At last—across the county by bus (photo; list), Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Commuter bus, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
New mini-bus; small in size, mighty service (photo; map, schedule p 10), Sep 24, 1981, p.6
Minimum age to rise for senior citizen bus fares, Dec 17, 1981, p.24
New bus schedule, Dec 31, 1981, p.1
Conrail stops Paul Feiner from surveying commuters, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Hearing set on bus franchise, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Summer Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Back at the station, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Hearing put over, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Restrictions loosened on discount bus fares, Feb 18, 1982, p.3
Feiner seeks support for private bus service, Feb 18, 1982, p.3
BAR picks colors, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Franchise hearing, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Hearing adjourned, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Free trial run, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Commuter bus to New York has smooth trial run (photo; add 1 photo p 12), Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Bus signups, Apr 8, 1982, p.1
No smoking, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Commuter bus is derailed, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Support the bus (edit), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
Bus service okayed, May 6, 1982, p.1
State hearing on bus application, May 6, 1982, p.1
Buses start Tuesday, May 27, 1982, p.1
Commuters bid Conrail adieu (photo), Jun 3, 1982, p.5
Free trial bus ride to city offered, Jun 24, 1982, p.2
Debt of gratitude (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
Bus to the pool, Jul 22, 1982, p.1
Commuter buses being detoured, Jul 22, 1982, p.1
Commuters' choice, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Hearing set on bus service, Aug 19, 1982, p.5
Late bus, Aug 26, 1982, p.1
County's express buses to city will serve (EMT) area, Sep 9, 1982, p.11
Feiner to fight Conrail move, Sep 16, 1982, p.5
Free week, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
VIP buses are beautiful (ltr), Sep 23, 1982, p.6
More on parking, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
He loves the bus (ltr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
Feiner bus service gets permanent state authority, Oct 28, 1982, p.15
Goodbye to all that (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
Village may force change in bus route, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Village may force change in bus route, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Try negotiating (edit), Nov 25, 1982, p.6
Buses to continue using Fox Meadow, Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Moving toward a solution (edit), Dec 2, 1982, p.6
Bus service in jeopardy (ltr), Dec 2, 1982, p.6
Bus raccoons out (ltr), Dec 16, 1982, p.6
County gets bus grants, Dec 23, 1982, p.4
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BUSES continued

Strike plans, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
He likes being a VIP (ltr), Feb 3, 1983, p.6
Commuters surviving without their trains, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Monday morning series mount for commuters (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Buses gain popularity during long rail strike, Mar 31, 1983, p.1
County adds buses for strike-bound, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Monthly bus permits being sold, Apr 21, 1983, p.2
Reduced bus fares announced, Jun 16, 1983, p.3
Fuss on Fox Meadow, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Praise for VIP (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
Village wants buses off Fox Meadow Rd, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Village Board lapses (edit), Jul 28, 1983, p.6
New bus, old route, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Commuter bus re-routed until bridge is rebuilt (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.1
VIP bus chairman responds (ltr), Sep 8, 1983, p.6
New directions, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
Buses don't belong there (ltr), Sep 15, 1983, p.6
VIP bus service will end Dec 30, Dec 22, 1983, p.1
VIP, RIP (edit), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
Bus service could have worked (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
Liberty Lines now offering bus trips to Atlantic City, Mar 15, 1984, p.17
Route change asked, Jun 21, 1984, p.1
Bus dropped; passport refund, Jul 12, 1984, p.5
Proposed county budget holds tax rate, reduces bus service, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
Save the 66 (bus) (edit), Nov 29, 1984, p.6
Legislators vote down 66 bus, approve $3M for contingency fund, Dec 6, 1984, p.1
Bus (66) is uniquely important (ltr), Dec 6, 1984, p.6
County saves route 66 bus, Dec 13, 1984, p.1
SEE ALSO SCHOOL BUSES

BUSH, GEORGE
As Iowa goes...GOP caucus favors Bush for President, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Voters here show independence in backing Reagan, Teicher, Burrows, Oppenheimer (chart p 16), Nov 8, 1984, p.1

BUSH, THOMAS
Shrinking village?, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Gray boxes, Aug 18, 1983, p.1

BUSHEN, HOWARD
Village planning to condemn house, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Stay out of court (edit), Sep 29, 1983, p.6
Condemnation, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Village set to buy land next to pool, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Negotiations stall (over Bushen house), Nov 10, 1983, p.1
Agreement signed, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Village moves to acquire Boulder Brook site (diagram), Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Riders fight for Boulder Brook Club, Jan 12, 1984, p.1

BUSHEN, MITCHELL
Village planning to condemn house, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Negotiations stall (over Bushen house), Nov 10, 1983, p.1
Agreement signed, Nov 24, 1983, p.1

BUSHIN, BETSY
SCS High grad B Bushin to have art showing, Feb 26, 1981, p.14
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BUSINESS

Today Westchester, tomorrow the world (edit), Jul 7, 1983, p.7
Retired execs spread American know-how abroad (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.6

BÜSING

SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-REDISTRICTING

BUSKNER, MARCUS (AU)

He found a new way (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.7

BUTCHER, JANE

Issues and excuses topics for panel; Peyser and Finneran bow out (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.15
MTA asks for more money; riders demand more service, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Jane Butcher to head United Way campaign (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.5
County United Way breaks record, Jan 29, 1981, p.2
State hearing on bus application, May 6, 1982, p.1
Metro North riders lack clout, Town Club rail report finds, May 31, 1984, p.1

BUTKOVICH, KAREN

Hopefuls vie for Town Board, Oct 27, 1983, p.11

BUTLER FIELD

SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-BUTLER FIELD

BUTLER, A PRENTISS


BUTLER, ANN

Art center to open at Scout House, Jan 6, 1983, p.1
Event at Art Center (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.2

BUTLER, BRIAN

School's open--ready or not (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.1

BUTLER, CAROLYN

Teachers C Butler, A Hack named for child care program, Aug 19, 1982, p.5
School enrollment decline slowing, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
International Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.22

BUTLER, CHARLES

Creche suit goes to trial Tuesday in Federal Court, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
Building Suburbia: SCS 1890-1940 (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.6
Error acknowledged, Dec 20, 1984, p.1
Lawyer’s role defended (ltr), Dec 27, 1984, p.6

BUTLER, CHRISTINE

Raccoon ramble, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
SCS High to be scene of International Fair Sunday (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.1
SVAC’s high standards cited (ltr), Jun 16, 1983, p.6

BUTLER, CHRISTINE (AU)

Epiphany message (ltr), Jan 6, 1983, p.6

BUTLER, EMILY

Building Suburbia: SCS 1890-1940 (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.6

BUTLER, GWENDOLIN

G E Butler dies, Nov 15, 1984, p.18

BUTLER, GWENDOLYN

G E Butler dies, Nov 8, 1984, p.22

BUTLER, JAMES

Historical views of Thanksgiving in SCS (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 25, 1982, p.6
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BUTLER, JOSEPH
Historical catalogue debuts (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.5

BUTLER, WALLACE
W H Butler dies, Jan 26, 1984, p.14

BUXBAUM, LAWRENCE
Supermarket staying, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

BUXTON, RONALD
Policeman T Garille hailed as a lifesaver, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

BUZBEE, ELLEN
Auditorium project moving ahead, minus curtain, A/C, Jan 17, 1980, p.1
Serving needs of gifted, subject of education report, Jan 17, 1980, p.4
Focus on state issues at School Board meeting, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Swim team, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
School budget vote put off because of contract talks, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
School panelists praise teacher appraisal system, Mar 20, 1980, p.4
School Board offers STA 'total money package', Apr 17, 1980, p.1
School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Reports urge improvement in school lunch program, May 1, 1980, p.1
New Edgewood library (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1
School Board proposes $20.6 million budget, May 8, 1980, p.1
Quaker Ridge parents up in arms over schedule proposal, May 15, 1980, p.1
On teacher salaries (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
Board decides against changes in QR schedule, May 22, 1980, p.1
Citizens Awards presented by Town Club to E Buzbee, E Innes, F Gordon (photo), May 29, 1980, p.1
Football field being named for Bill Dean, May 29, 1980, p.1
STA contract calls for 18.75-21% raise over three years; some teachers opposed, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
It's official: Willard B Dean Field (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Budget passes by 3-2 margin, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Summa cum laude (edit), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
Examples of citizenship (ltr), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
E Buzbee sees dangers ahead; Jun 12, 1980, p.5
Athletic field renamed for Bill Dean (photo; list), Jun 12, 1980, p.16
Tribute paid to retiring members E Buzbee, E Innes of School Board; Summer grants awarded (list), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
SHS commencement (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Mayor organizes support for Non Partisan System (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.1
School Board lists legislative positions (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
Village Board to fix ceilings in library, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Campaign chairmen B Johnson, P Curran debate (photo p 15), Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Board finds BAR members did not act unethically, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Women's careers subject of Wellesley club talk, Oct 1, 1981, p.1
How the Levittown case was won, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Teachers, school administrators give residents preview of contract talks, Jan 27, 1983, p.4
Chamber names Dr T Sobol top citizen (photo; list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Graduation requirements changed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Planning Board seeks power to OK cluster plan (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1
Panel chews on constitutional 'delicacies' (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.6
Two determined SCS women, E Buzbee, D Silverstone, prove any age is right age for college (photo), Jun 28, 1984, p.6
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BUZBEE, ELLEN (AU)
Schools: Signs of progress (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.17
He sees confusion over salaries (ltr), May 29, 1980, p.4
Warning to the community (ltr), Oct 1, 1981, p.6
They welcome cluster plan (ltr), Dec 1, 1983, p.6

BUZBEE, JOHN
New Edgewood library (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1
Planning Board seeks power to OK cluster plan (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1

BUZBEE, STEPHEN
New Edgewood library (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1

BYER, LUCILLE
And the winners are...(photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.9

BYERS, JOHN
Chessmaster and concert pianist M Sheyne takes on all comers at library (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.3

BYRNE, JANE
Another closing: Heathcote Hardware, Oct 14, 1982, p.1

BYRNE, JANE (AU)
Owner says she had to close (ltr), Dec 2, 1982, p.6

BYRNE, MICHAEL
Life-saving training (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.9
Firefighters fight MD (photo), May 6, 1982, p.1
A bookful of dollars (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.15

BYRNE, R 6 (AU)
He'd rather be in Philadelphia (ltr), Dec 9, 1982, p.6

BYRNE, RICK
Summertime returns Saturday (photo), May 24, 1984, p.1
SCS pool opens Saturday for 16th summer of swimming, May 24, 1984, p.3

BYRON, KIT
No 1 in US, M Brown, will try for first in SCS (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.1

CABANILLAS, JENNY (AU)
He found a new way (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.7

CABLE TELEVISION ADVISORY BOARD-SBH
SEE CABLE TV

CABLE TV
Want to be on TV?, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Local woman S Froelich cable co-host, May 1, 1980, p.8
Higher assessment, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Future cable TV producers learning techniques at free workshops (photo p 3), Aug 28, 1980, p.1
Cable TV hookups near completion, Jan 1, 1981, p.13
Cable comes to Greenacres (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.12
Conflict of interest? (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Adult School on TV (photo; list), Apr 30, 1981, p.23
Cable bringing community TV to SCS (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.6
Critics of cable installation to air grievances at hearing, Aug 6, 1981, p.19
Cable rate hike, Oct 29, 1981, p.1
Cable TV rates likely to rise, Dec 3, 1981, p.1
Cable hearing, Dec 10, 1981, p.1
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CABLE TV continued
Adjourned again, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Cable TV hike opposed (list), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote against cable increase (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Village to hire lawyers, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Cable agreement, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
'Most talented' EHS grad M E Tuchian has animated cartoon on cable TV (illus), Jul 15, 1982, p.9
EHS to get TV transmitter, Jul 22, 1982, p.11
Cable hike okayed, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Will cable TV bring '1984' closer? (edit), Aug 12, 1982, p.7
Cable TV fee hike sought, Sep 23, 1982, p.10
Leaf pickup, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Resident J L Solomon named cable ad manager (photo), Oct 29, 1982, p.4
Grossman to meet press; Non-Partisans on cable, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Local cable TV usage urged (list), May 26, 1983, p.3
Cable coordinator, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
TV council hopes to tap potential of local access (photo; list), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
Village names K Lauth coordinator for cable TV, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Support for fields, Nov 10, 1983, p.1
Future looking brighter for local access TV in SCS (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1
Cable TV council hires production coordinator (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.34
Higher cable rates?, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Public hearing set on cable TV rate hike, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Cable hearing, May 3, 1984, p.1
Magazine on SCS making debut on cable, May 24, 1984, p.2
Comments on cable requested (ltr), May 24, 1984, p.6
Lack of competition blamed (ltr), Jun 7, 1984, p.6
Cable hearing, Jun 14, 1984, p.1
Cable company hires resident T A Conway, Jun 14, 1984, p.9
Cable hearing, Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Rate hike backed, Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Rate hike approved, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
New cable board may replace GBH Video, Nov 22, 1984, p.11
New cable board criticized at hearing, Nov 29, 1984, p.11

CACACE, CLAUDIO
  Firefighters fight MD (photo), May 6, 1982, p.1

CACACE, ROBERT
  Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
  Voters here show independence in backing Reagan, Teicher, Burrows, Oppenheimer (chart p 16), Nov 8, 1984, p.1

CACCIATO, RICHARD
  Liquor salesmen select resident R Cacciato as Man of Year (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.4

CAFFENTZIS, ELEANA
  EMT's Halloween art (photo; list), Oct 30, 1980, p.21

CAFFENTZIS, JANINE
  Greenville first and second graders prepare Tom Turkey (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17

CAFFREY, BONNIE (AU)
  Parents supporting parents (edit), Sep 16, 1982, p.7

CAFFREY, KENNETH (AU)
  An illogical situation (ltr), Sep 30, 1982, p.6

CAFFREY, THOMAS
  Class with real class feted at graduation, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
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CAGE, MARY ANN
Teen center director L Fernandez tells success story (photo), Mar 12, 1981, p.5

CAGE, MARY ANN (AU)
Birds can't go south (ltr), Jan 24, 1980, p.4

CAGIANO, DAVID
Hocus-pocus in HTS (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.6

CAGIANO, JOSEPH
Say, who'd want all those old papers, anyway? (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.6

CAHALY, MARY
Staff Recognition Day at Heathcote (photo; list), Jun 4, 1981, p.19

CAHALY, NANCY
Evening of closeness (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
Football Mother replies (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6

CAHALY, NANCY (AU)
Guess who's coming to dinner (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6

CAIE, ROBERT
Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1

CAIGAN, LINDA (AU)
Lots of questions-no one answer (edit), Jul 28, 1983, p.7

CAIRO, MICHAEL
It was a draw-and J Sidler won (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.5

CALABRESE, CARL
Local postal worker C Calabrese promoted to postmaster, Oct 11, 1984, p.15

CALAHAN, LAURIE (AU)
She's glad she left town (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6

CALANDRO, FRANCES
F Calandro dies, Jan 17, 1980, p.13

CALANDRO, NANCY
N Calandro dies, Nov 4, 1982, p.16

CALDER, JACQUELINE
Exhibition on Post Road (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.6
Historical catalogue debuts (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.5

CALDREW, ROBERT (AU)
Reminder of school bus law (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.28

CALENDARS
Calendars mailed out to every home (photo; list), Sep 4, 1980, p.3
Calendar credits given (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
Special thanks given (ltr), Sep 23, 1982, p.6
Tool for survival in the suburbs (edit), Jun 2, 1983, p.7
Thanks to the bank (ltr), Sep 15, 1983, p.6

CALIFANNA, ANTHONY
Questions posed in Harris trial (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1

CALIFFE, CHRISTOPHER
Welcome to SCS! (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.1

CALIFORNIA-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
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CALIFORNIA-PERSONAL NARRATIVES

Whales, sails and oranges (edit), Feb 11, 1982, p.7
From our California correspondent (edit), May 26, 1983, p.7

CALKINS, LUCY
School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Open lunch cost estimated at $115,450, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
School Board hears report on writing, Nov 12, 1981, p.1

CALLAGHAN, CHRISTIAN
Camelot on Carman Road (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1

CALLAGHAN, GEORGEANN
Camelot on Carman Road (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1

CALLAGHAN, GEORGEANN (AU)
Arthur Manorite protests (ltr), Dec 20, 1984, p.6

CALLAGHAN, MATTHEW
Committee names D Endres, D Carnevale chairmen, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
Trustees elected; few vote (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Davis Park curfew request rejected, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Quiet in the park, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Fall Foliage Run (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Rival slates named for Village Trustee: Coalition candidates: Callaghan, Doescher, Resnick (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Support for a neighbor (ltr), Jan 28, 1982, p.6
Town Club reception brings rival candidates together (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Coalition letters draw reactions, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Talking to the candidates: M Callaghan, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Coalition candidates propose village recreation center, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
March 16--Time to vote (photo), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Voters choose on March 16 (chart), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Citizens' Party candidates win by nearly 3-1 (photo; addl photo, chart p 6), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote against cable increase (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Unnecessary extravagances (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Proposal for home called 'deficient', May 20, 1982, p.1
Camelot on Carman Road (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Noise law arouses strong feelings, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Arthur Manor names leaders (list), May 26, 1983, p.18
Development plans come under fire: Cluster housing proposed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
No politics allowed, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Speakers call for more fields, Oct 20, 1983, p.1

CALLAGHAN, MATTHEW (AU)
Commitment to continue (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Living and learning about politics (edit), Aug 5, 1982, p.7

CALLAGHAN, MICHAEL
Correction: Contest winner in Apr 23, p.1 photo is M Callaghan, Apr 30, 1981, p.3
Camelot on Carman Road (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1

CALLAHAN, PAUL
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

CALLEGARI, CATHY
Greenacres parents press village for safer conditions (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.1

CALLIMANIS, BASIL
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CALVERT, JAMES
Student ministers D Shull and J Calvert join Congregational (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.20

CALVI, CARL
SCS back in Burrows' district, Jul 1, 1982, p.1

CALVI, GEORGE
Interns tackle Village Hall projects (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.2

CALVI, HELEN
Neighbors fight builder in Zoning Board appeal, Mar 29, 1984, p.10

CALVI, MICHAEL
Neighbors fight builder in Zoning Board appeal, Mar 29, 1984, p.10

CAMARATA, LUKE
Phone lesson (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.13

CAMARA, MADELINA
Building Baghdad (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.5

CAMBODIA
Memories of a Cambodian village (edit), Nov 15, 1984, p.7

CAMBODIAN REFUGEES
SEE REFUGEES, CAMBODIAN

CAMERAS
Camera enthusiasts flock to Hartsdale Camera Shop (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.2

CAMION COURT
SEE ZONING, CONSERVATION

CAMMARATA, JUSTIN
Heathcote harbor (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.12

CAMMARETA, DEANNA
Heathcote harbor (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.12

CAMP PATTUNKE
SEE SCS DAY CAMP

CAMP WAPETUCK
SEE SCS DAY CAMP

CAMPANELLA, ROY
Finding group home sites is tough job, Altieri finds, Aug 21, 1980, p.9

CAMPBELL, BERTHA
Finn recommends keeping the half-day kindergarten program, Mar 29, 1984, p.11

CAMPBELL, JANES
New executive VP at Manhattan Savings: J F Campbell (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.15

CAMPBELL, JEAN
Letter called 'one-sided' (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6

CAMPBELL, KATHLEEN
Having fun--face first (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.3

CAMPBELL, SUSAN
Project turns kitchen into artist studio (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.4

CAMPOPIANO, GUY
St Pius X School receives flag from Burrows (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.10

CAMPS AND CAMPING
New director, S Richards, for Music, Arts Camp, Mar 27, 1980, p.15
Campers learn outdoor skills (photo; list), Jul 10, 1980, p.11
Scouts go 'camping on the green' (photo; list), Sep 18, 1980, p.1
Boy Scout troops win trophies at campout (list), Sep 25, 1980, p.6
Scouts go on 'Trekoree', Oct 9, 1980, p.6
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CAMPS AND CAMPING continued

Troop 60 goes on weekend Trek-o-Ree (list), Oct 23, 1980, p.6
Local man T Robb to head music, arts camp, Mar 5, 1981, p.8
Boy Scouts camp in the park (photo; list), Oct 8, 1981, p.2
Students enjoy campout (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.20
Camp elects local man J L Pegg president (photo; list), Apr 8, 1982, p.5
Recreation fees, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Doctor R Durkin's camp is tribute to boyhood mentor E G Smith (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
Blessing named to camp staff, Jun 16, 1983, p.14
Playtime (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.9
Local student M Gavrin performs at New England Music Camp, Sep 1, 1983, p.12
Thirty times sixth (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.10
The right stuff (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.9
Eleven-year-old J Hegarty injured in accident at sports camp, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Sagebrush saga (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.4
Local boy A Sherwood attends space, rocket camp, Aug 9, 1984, p.4
Camper on parade (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.5
Seven-year-old camper A Filardo injured, Aug 16, 1984, p.3
Review camp safety (edit), Aug 16, 1984, p.6
Camper displays Olympic spirit (photo; list), Aug 23, 1984, p.2
SEE ALSO EMT DAY CAMP, SCS DAY CAMP, FRESH AIR FUND

CAMUTI FAMILY (AU)
Dedicated departiment (ltr), Aug 5, 1982, p.6

CAMUTI, (MRS L)
Fire damages home on Griffen Avenue (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.1

CAMUTI, GRACE (AU)
She's supporting Root (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6

CANADA-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
SHS band and orchestra in Toronto (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.24

CANADIANS IN THE US
Canadian visitors greeted by SHS band director J Albright (photo), May 15, 1980, p.16

CANALE, TONY
Chain switches restaurants, Mar 17, 1983, p.11

CANARINA, MARY
Painting, photo exhibits on now at SCS Natl, May 5, 1983, p.23

CANAVAN, WILLIAM
Resident W Canavan selected for state advisory post, Jul 23, 1981, p.8

CANCER
Coffee and trial by press (edit), Jul 9, 1981, p.7
Misrepresentation charged (ltr), Nov 12, 1981, p.6
Premature deaths (edit), Sep 30, 1982, p.7
Cancer Fund sends mission to Israel, Nov 22, 1984, p.9

CANCER SUPPORT TEAM
Theater party benefits Cancer Support Team, Dec 13, 1984, p.16

CANCR, DEBRA
Bank appoints R Grono new manager for Garth Rd, Dec 6, 1984, p.19

CANE, GINA
W Gellin a new author at age eighty, Nov 13, 1980, p.8
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CANELL, ELAINE
   New realtor: E I Canell (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.2

CANELLAKIS, MARTIN
   Praise for the Maestro (ltr), May 26, 1983, p.6

CANELLAS, TED
   Elderly poor face reduced access to social services, Jul 28, 1983, p.1

CANINO, FRANK
   Second graders at Heathcote perform 'Sam the Wizard Man' (photo; list), May 1, 1980, p.23
      Original show at Heathcote, Apr 8, 1982, p.19

CANINO, LEDA
   Second graders at Heathcote perform 'Sam the Wizard Man' (photo; list), May 1, 1980, p.23
   Teachers critical of open lunch program, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
   Original show at Heathcote, Apr 8, 1982, p.19
   Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
   Wizard Man comes to Heathcote (photo; list), Apr 5, 1984, p.16

CANNATA, LINDA
   Looking up at Chase's (sic) Landing (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.5

CANNELLAS, TED
   Merchants report mixed response to evening hours, Jul 26, 1984, p.1

CANNON, DAVID
   Cyclist K Matsuo injured by automobile (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.1

CANNON, JOHN (DR)
   Fitter firemen; Morning run, Jan 24, 1980, p.1

CANTATORE, NICK
   Nick Cantatore's the man behind SCS's flowers (photo; addl photo p.6), Aug 19, 1982, p.1

CANTATORE, RICHARD
   Songtime (photo), May 21, 1981, p.19
   Full house (photo), May 17, 1984, p.9

CANTATORE, RICK
   Down beat, please (photo), May 12, 1983, p.13

CANTATORE, ROSE
   Tribute to teacher (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6

CANTOR, DANNY
   SHS band and orchestra in Toronto (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.24

CANTOR, HYRON
   And in his spare time Mike Cantor wrote a book, Nov 18, 1982, p.12

CANTOR, MYRON
   Says ex-entrepreneur M Cantor: When you quit business don't retire from life (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.4

CANTOR, MYRON (AU)
   Opportunity—here and now (edit), Dec 30, 1982, p.7

CANTWELL, RAYMOND
   Company elects resident R J Cantwell, Aug 21, 1980, p.9

CANTY, EDWARD
   Commuter bus is derailed, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
   Commuter bus re-routed until bridge is rebuilt (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.1
   VIP bus chairman responds (ltr), Sep 8, 1983, p.6

CAPE COD (MASSACHUSETTS)—DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
   Choice goes to Cape Cod, Jun 18, 1981, p.19

CAPECE, CHARLIE
   Village, police agree on two-year contract, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
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CAPECE, TONY
SCS's snowfighters await call to battle (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.4
Village Government Day Saturday (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Village Manager Tooley vows better snow removal this year (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.1
Touch of green and red among the gray (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.3

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
SEE SCS-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS, SCHOOLS-EMT/SCS-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

CAPLAN, ARTHUR (DR-AU)
On dialysis program and medical ethics (edit), Feb 10, 1983, p.7

CAPOBIANCO, GARRETT
6 Capobianco tries out fire truck during Boy Scouts' 'takeover' of village (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.4
Brothers G & R Capobianco are prizewinners, Nov 18, 1982, p.16

CAPOBIANCO, ROSS
Brothers G & R Capobianco are prizewinners, Nov 18, 1982, p.16

CAPONERA, THOMAS
Police formulate plan to fight burglary wave (Part I), Dec 4, 1980, p.1

CAPPOSSELA, CAROLEANN
Smiles of welcome (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.8

CAPPI, KIM
AFS flower sale (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.13

CAPPUCCI, ROBERT
Cyclist G. Thompson injured in collision (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.3

CAPPUCCI, ROGER
Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Report on SAT's says 'cram course' useless, Nov 11, 1982, p.1

CAPRARO, BUDDY
They passed inspection (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.12

CAPRIA, MARIE
The power of faith? Pastor, firefighters replace stones (photo; list), Nov 18, 1982, p.11
EMT trio blazes way for female firefighters (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.9

CAPRIOGLIO, LAURA
Correction: L Caprioglio in Apr 29 confirmation photo, May 6, 1982, p.22

CAPUTO, BRUCE
Potential GOP candidates blast man they hope to beat (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.1

CAPUTO, MARIE
Seely safety study gets a green light, Jul 26, 1984, p.11

CARABELLO, BERNARD
Civil Liberties supporters told retarded still need protection (photo; list), Dec 15, 1983, p.4

CARATUZZO, DON
They passed inspection (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.12

CARDARELLO, MARCIA
Doohan resigns as EHS head; board appoints J Larkin new principal (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.13
New school year, 'new era' begin in schools Thursday, Sep 3, 1981, p.13
Controversial cut penalties lifted (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.9

CARDARELLI, MARY
New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11

CARDASIS, JOADE
School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1

CARDEN, DIAS
Seniors move into new home (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.3
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CARDENAS, GEORGE
Well known coffee shop will reopen here Monday, Jun 14, 1984, p.1

CARDIA, VICTOR
SCS man V Cardia joins Ted Bates subsidiary, Oct 25, 1984, p.4

CARDILLO, JO ANN
A corner of SCS that is forever England (photo; list), Aug 6, 1981, p.6

CARDILLO, RON
SVAC ambulance may go to Italy (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Hospital cites corps members R Cardillo, D Leavitt, May 21, 1981, p.16
Re-elected: R Cardillo (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.9
Touchdown for SVAC (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.2

CARDINAL, JAMES
Scurrilous letter (ltr), Oct 21, 1982, p.6
A bit of SCS rescued froi obscurity (photo; list), Aug 4, 1983, p.2
Milestone dedicated (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1

CARDINAL (AU)
Smear tactics alleged (ltr), Oct 14, 1982, p.6
Shame and humiliation (ltr), Jun 9, 1983, p.6

CARDINAL, KENNETH
A bit of SCS rescued from obscurity (photo; list), Aug 4, 1983, p.2
Milestone dedicated (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1

CARDINAL, ROGER
A bit of SCS rescued from obscurity (photo; list), Aug 4, 1983, p.2
Milestone dedicated (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1

CARDINAL, SHEILA
Lucky ticket selected by M Geiger (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.10
Support for Burrows (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.8

CARDINALE, RONALD
Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1

CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION
SCS Rotary's turn to learn CPR (photo), May 8, 1980, p.3
Seely Auditorium referendum set, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
Life-saving training (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.9
Preparing to save a life; EHS students work on CPR (photo; list), Mar 5, 1981, p.21

CARDOOZO, PETER
Kids' Catalog (by P Cardozo) (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.3

CARE
Special donation (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.9
Good neighbors to the world (photo), May 27, 1982, p.11

CAREER COUNSELING
Our enemy may be us (edit), Nov 18, 1982, p.7
How to get a better job (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.7
SFCS offers therapy for jobless, Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Help--right here at home (edit), Mar 17, 1983, p.7

CAREER PLANNING
Career consultant firm relocates in SCS, Jan 29, 1981, p.5
Career planning: how to do it (edit), May 24, 1984, p.7

CARELLI, VINCENT
Savings bank names A J Codan, V Carelli new officers, Jun 4, 1981, p.9

CAREY, HUGH
Asks Governor for help (ltr), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
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CAREY, HUGH continued
- Hochberg asks Governor to step into rail crisis, Nov 20, 1980, p.11
- Annual battle on again over state aid to public schools, Feb 19, 1981, p.1
- Celebration Tuesday for Bill of Rights (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.6

CAREY, PEGGY
- Doin' the Bubo Jet (photo; list), Dec 18, 1980, p.25

CARFORD, VINCENZO
- V Carforo dies, Oct 28, 1982, p.19

CARINCI, VICTOR
- Junior League project (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.8

CARLETON, JOSEPHINE
- J Carleton dies, Jan 8, 1981, p.14

CARLISLE, JAMES
- This is 'disorderly'? (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.6

CARLSON, JANE
- Art Center (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.5

CARLSON, ROBERT
- SCS aan R P Carlson elected counsel, Jan 26, 1984, p.8

CARLYSS, LINNEA
- November picnic (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.1
- Roller revival at its peak on Donellan Road (photo; list), Feb 19, 1981, p.4

CARLYSS, PAULINE
- Roller revival at its peak on Donellan Road (photo; list), Feb 19, 1981, p.4

CARNELL, MARGARET
- Scofflaw crackdown, Mar 13, 1980, p.1

CARNEVALE, DIANE
- Committee names D Endres, D Carnevale chairmen, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
- Everyone's invited to reception for Non-Partisan candidates (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1

CARNEVALE, WENDY
- Support for Burrows (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.8

CARNEY, JOHN
- Dramatic moment at trial, Dec 11, 1980, p.1

CARNICELLI, CHRISTOPHER (AU)
- Democracy never a waste (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4

CARNICELLI, EVELYN
- Committee for change organizes, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
- People of the hour at SCS Republican Town Committee dinner: Sen J Javits, M Soter (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.2
- Edgewood lunch tables expected in soon (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.1
- Freightway Committee named (list), Aug 20, 1981, p.1
- Grossman confers with Ford (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.1
- Confusion (concerning polling places) feared, Dec 24, 1981, p.1
- Election decision, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
- Campaign letter provokes charges of 'mud-slinging', Feb 2, 1982, p.1
- Youth center, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
- All in the party (photo), May 6, 1982, p.3
- Machines malfunction, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
- Voting changes, Feb 16, 1984, p.1

CARNICELLI, EVELYN (AU)
- Praise for Grossman (ltr), Nov 26, 1981, p.6
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CARNIVALS
SEE FAIRS

CARNITTE, JAMES (DR)
Interia superintendent appointed: Dr J S Carnrite, Oct 11, 1984, p.9
Hockey team to get coach and uniforms: EMT Board of Education (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.11
District adopts tough drug code, Dec 13, 1984, p.15

CARL, PHYLLIS
Children flock to Edgewood book fair (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.18

CAROTA, ANN
Senior walkers keep volunteer leader hopping (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.6

CARTERS, F F (AU)
Gypsy moth explosion (ltr), Jul 31, 1980, p.4
Safe ways to save trees (ltr), Apr 16, 1981, p.6
Recommended reading (ltr), Jun 2, 1983, p.6

CAROZZA, RICHARD
Youngsters learn bike safety (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Generous help cited (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
New obstacle for twilight concerts, Aug 13, 1981, p.1
Collapse of platform sends 11 partygoers to hospital, Sep 3, 1981, p.5
Commendations, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Commendations (for police officers), Jun 3, 1982, p.1
Village has new safety program (photo), Oct 29, 1982, p.12

CARPENTER, CHARLES
C Carpenter dies, Jun 16, 1983, p.16

CARPETS
SHS teacher J M Moffitt licensed as rug appraiser, May 19, 1983, p.5

CARR, MARYKATE
Pointing the way (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.21
Aerospace specialist J Bannister comes to Junior High (photo), Feb 9, 1984, p.1

CARR, DIANE
Finishing touches (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.8

CARRERA, MICHAEL (DR)
Parents urged to communicate with their children about sex, Nov 11, 1982, p.3

CARRET, BETTY (AU)
One couple's sixty-year journey (edit), Nov 4, 1982, p.7

CARRET, ELISABETH
Philip Carret: Eclipse chaser extraordinaire (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.6

CARRET, PHILIP
Landau resigns from symphony, Mar 12, 1981, p.3
Listeners rally in support of Landau, Apr 9, 1981, p.1
Board finds BAR members did not act unethically, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Philip Carret: Eclipse chaser extraordinaire (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
Carret to chair 1981 United Way committees (list), Sep 24, 1981, p.3
White Plains Symphony welcomes guest conductors K Schermerhorn, P Dunkel, B Ferden, J Covelli (photo, Sep 24, 1981, p.4
United Way campaign is 64.5 percent to total, Oct 22, 1981, p.3
United Way hits 70%, Oct 29, 1981, p.4
United Way at $200,000, Nov 5, 1981, p.3
CARRET, PHILIP continued
For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Symphony names Dunkel as conductor, Apr 22, 1982, p.2
Delany recalled as worker for harmony (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
United Way supporters urged ‘to work harder than ever’ (photo; list), Oct 7, 1982, p.5
Delany memorial, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Rudolf Berle dies; received '59 Bowl Award (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.1
White Plains Symphony names new conductors for 1983-84 (photo), May 5, 1983, p.17
Allen Wilber dead at 91, May 19, 1983, p.1
First Delany Scholarship awarded to SHS graduate J Levin (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.3
New director: P L Carret (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.3
Town Club backs nuclear freeze; asks Village Board to endorse it, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
P Carret receives high financial honor, May 17, 1984, p.4
CARRET, PHILIP (AU)
Join the public-spirited (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
One couple’s sixty-year journey (edit), Nov 4, 1982, p.7
Symphony president replies (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6
A step back from the brink (ltr), Apr 19, 1984, p.6
Appalling deficit (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Leave viable system alone (ltr), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
CARRIAGES AND CARTS
Hitched up (photo), May 27, 1982, p.1
CARRINGTON, GEORGE
Historically speaking: SCS Library (illus), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
CARROLL, JOE
Festival Jazz at schools (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.16
CARROLL, RICHARD
Comandations to A Filancia, H Loeber, R Slattery, J Freyer, R Carroll, May 22, 1980, p.1
CARROLL, THOMAS
Police officers J Freyer, T Carroll win awards for achievement (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.3
Employees take driving course (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.2
Dedicated efforts (ltr), Jun 30, 1983, p.6
Police honored, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Learning about the law (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.17
CARSKY, KATHERINE
County redistricting plan would keep SCS whole, split EMT in three (diagram), Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Redistricting plan passed over Democratic protests, May 26, 1983, p.1
Honorable defeat for EMT on reapportionment, May 26, 1983, p.11
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican call, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
New faces liven three-way race in redrawn District 17 (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.11
Buy bottled water, town engineer says, Feb 9, 1984, p.11
Rules group to study nominating procedure (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.11
County Board votes for three percent sales tax, May 24, 1984, p.1
Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10
EMT celebrates selection as one of nation’s top schools (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.13
CARSWELL, BRUCE
Resident B Carswell elected senior vp of company (photo), May 7, 1981, p.19
Electronics group elects SCS man B Carswell (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.19
CARSWELL, CATHY
Making a list (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.8
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CARSWELL, CATHY continued
   SCS woman C T Carswell named to counseling center board, Apr 19, 1984, p.2
   Historical Society elects five (photo; list), Nov 15, 1984, p.3

CARTARELLI, MARCIA
   Farewells at board meeting; school changes explained, Jun 10, 1982, p.11

CARTER, GRANT

CARTER, JIMMY
   Hold diplomats, he advises (ltr), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
   Vote of conscience (edit), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
   Jumping...into the fire (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
   SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
   EMT voters back Reagan, Holtzman in heavy turnout (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.15

CARTER, ROSALYNN
   White House visit (for R E Delany) (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.19

CARTOONS AND CARICATURES
   Commuting cartoonist P Wallace on Conrail (cartoon), Aug 7, 1980, p.4
   Commuting...(cartoon), Aug 21, 1980, p.4
   Commuting...(cartoon), Aug 28, 1980, p.4
   On track...Phil Wallace (cartoon), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
   On track...Phil Wallace (cartoon), Sep 25, 1980, p.4
   Familiar complaint (cartoon), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
   Pogo, not Charlie Brown (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
   Familiar refrain (cartoon), Apr 9, 1981, p.4
   There's more here than meets the eye (edit; cartoon), May 21, 1981, p.7
   Cartoon re railroad service, Jul 2, 1981, p.6
   Cartoon re railroad service, Jul 9, 1981, p.6
   Train due to depart...(cartoon), Aug 15, 1981, p.6
   Well, JR, how was the old commute today? (cartoon), Sep 3, 1981, p.7
   Cartoon re railroad service, Nov 5, 1981, p.7
   SCS Scene (cartoon), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
   *Most talented' EHS grad M E Tuchman has animated cartoon on cable TV (illus), Jul 15, 1982, p.9

CARTY, THOMAS
   Democrats pick Reid; Veteran plans primary, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
   Local Democrats back Hochberg; (new district leaders named (list)), Jun 9, 1983, p.1
   T F Carty re-elected, Oct 13, 1983, p.11

CARVELAS, JAMES (DR)
   Dr H Tarnower slain; wrote SCS diet (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1

CARVER, DANIELLE
   Soccer team wins it all (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.1
   Raiders capture 5th soccer title (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.1
   Unbeaten soccer streak ends at 109 (photo; list), May 17, 1984, p.1

CARVER, DEWEY (AU)
   Turn off motors, he says (ltr), Feb 21, 1980, p.4

CASALE, TONY
   Village contracts; Only one bid, Oct 21, 1982, p.1

CASAZZA, GEORGE
   Empire Savings names B Haber, 6 Casazza officers, Jan 3, 1980, p.2

CASCELLO, TONY
   Photographer wins first (photo), May 19, 1983, p.5
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CASE, ALLEN
Rushing the season (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.1

CASE, GEORGE
Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980’s (Part II) (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.11
Public wary of floating districts in town zone, Feb 28, 1980, p.11
Greenville Council calls for SCS Meadows probe, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Council backs amendments, assists High Point residents, Feb 5, 1981, p.15
Town employees 6 B Case, F North dismissed; Veteran blames money squeeze, Dec 3, 1981, p.23

CASE, ROGER
Red Cross chairman: R Case, Oct 30, 1980, p.8

CASE, SIDNEY
Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1

CASE, VIRGINIA
Case dies, Oct 21, 1982, p.16

CASEY, HONORIA (DR)
State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1
Trustees promise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1

CASEY, HOWARD
H T Casey dies, Nov 4, 1982, p.16

CASEY, KATHRYN
IHM Talent Show '82 (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.17

CASEY, ROBERT JR
R B Casey Jr dies, Oct 7, 1982, p.18

CASH, DAVID
Scouts study survival arts (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.15
Three (D Cash, L Golomb, J Lane) named semifinalists, Sep 16, 1982, p.17
School programs examined in open board discussions on Tuesday, Dec 16, 1982, p.15
Fair weather for graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.11
Old grads never die; they go to Alumni Tea (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.9

CASH, KELLY

CASH, NORMAN

CASH, PHYLLIS
School programs examined in open board discussions on Tuesday, Dec 16, 1982, p.15

CASH, SIDNEY
Scouts study survival arts (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.15

CASH, STEVEN
School Board says yes to Italian, comp. religion; adds one day to recess, Mar 13, 1980, p.11
Seniors call poster policy step in the right direction, May 15, 1980, p.15

CASH, SYD (AU)
D'Ambrose student is 'awed' (ltr), Jan 8, 1981, p.4

CASHEN, ANN
New historical director named: A Cashen, Sep 1, 1983, p.3

CASHIEN, SARA (AU)
From our Geneva correspondent (edit), Mar 1, 1984, p.7

CASHMAN, ANITA
Piano Key sets classes (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.23

CASHMAN, JAMES (REV-AU)
Letters re Creche decision (ltrs), Nov 26, 1981, p.7
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CASHMAN, JEFF
Piano Key sets classes (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.23

CASLIN, BILL
1979 the year of computers in SCS schools (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.19
In schools here, computers are elementary (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.1

CASOLARO, PETER
Resident M Goodman convicted for theft of rings, Mar 24, 1983, p.3

CASPE, WILLIAM (OR)
Local doctor W B Caspe director of pediatrics (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.16

CASS, ALAN
Community service abounds at Seely Place School (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.11
Tenure system, new athletic eligibility standard discussed, May 14, 1981, p.21
New school year, 'new era' begin in schools Thursday, Sep 3, 1981, p.13
Bob Fornges is at home with change, Mar 25, 1982, p.19
Four gain tenure; no day care OK yet, May 13, 1982, p.11
New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11
Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10
Board backs Finn in Seely decision, Sep 13, 1984, p.9

CASSARA, JACKIE
Contest winners named: C Papazian, N Petti, J Cassara, L Costantini, Dec 25, 1980, p.16

CASSARINI, JDE
Sprucing up (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.15

CASSIDY, JAMES (REV)
Doctors ready to fight plan that would close St Agnes (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.1

CASTALDO, CHARLES
Teenager C V Castalso's death makes third here, May 31, 1984, p.11

CASTALDO, MICHAEL
Suspect M J Castaldo charged in holdup (photo p 3), Mar 18, 1982, p.1

CASTALDO, NEIL
Math coordinator M Castaldo praises Chisanbop, a Korean finger computation method (illus), Jun 5, 1980, p.3

CASTALDO, RALPH (AU)
'Looking well' at our hospitals (edit), May 14, 1981, p.7

CASTALDO, VINCENT
County official R T Hefti quits under fire, Aug 25, 1983, p.1

CASTEL, NICO
Met, SCS synagogue share Nico Castel's gifts (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.4

CASTELLI, VINCENT
Rave review for concert (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1

CASTELLITTO, ADAM
District undertakes plant improvements (photo; addl photo p 20) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.19

CASTEN, JUDITH
She never heard of committee (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6

CASTEN, JUDITH (AU)
Support for Paul Dunkel (ltr), May 12, 1983, p.6

CASTIELLO, DOMINIC
Choice has gone from experiment to success (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
Election Center (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.5
CASTIELLO, DOMINIC continued

School Board lists legislative positions (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
School Board hears report on writing, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
New math curriculum planned, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Good Samaritans (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
Blessing named to camp staff, Jun 16, 1983, p.14
Board of Education elects J Gevertz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1

CASTIELLO, DOMINIC (AU)

Letters re Creche decision (ltrs), Nov 26, 1981, p.7

CASTRIOTA, JULIETTE

J Castriota joins agency (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.6

CASTRO, ARACELI

Two AFS students, T Silbersky, A Castro, need hosts (photo), May 6, 1982, p.3

CATARINACCHIO, ANGELO

Back in the swim of things (photo), May 26, 1983, p.1

CATERERS AND CATERING

Two in the Kitchen caters to all, Dec 1, 1983, p.12

CATHERWOD, LESLIE

Edgewood students bake and sell snacks to aid Ethiopian famine victims (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.24

CATHERWOOD, MARGOT

Voters to elect 12 new members to School Nominating Committee (photo; list), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Under a spell...(photo), May 19, 1983, p.8
Valentine's Day fun (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.8
Edgewood students bake and sell snacks to aid Ethiopian famine victims (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.24

CATS

Rocky's family says thanks (ltr), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
Taffy was a class act (edit), Nov 17, 1983, p.7

CAULKINS, DAVID

A flowering memory: Hays garden at Seely (photo), May 6, 1982, p.15

CAVALLI, ANTHONY


Cavanaugh, JIM

County Board asks PSC to order Con Ed a refund, Jul 12, 1984, p.1

CAVERLY, JOSEPH

Public session on bike path (list), Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Bike path plans arouse ire in Fox Meadow, Greenacres, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Against 'improvements' (ltr), Feb 14, 1980, p.4
Bike path through park opposed (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
Consider alternates (to bike path) (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
Revision (of bike path) under way, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
Don't despoil woods (ltr), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
Revised bike path; Fox Meadow path, May 8, 1980, p.1
Alliance names Caverly to post, Apr 23, 1981, p.19
Caverly honored, May 7, 1981, p.19
Boon for bicyclers (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
Saving an island, Sep 15, 1983, p.1

CAVERLY, JOSEPH (AU)

Parks Commissioner replies (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4

CAVICCHI, JOAN

Elementary chorus only one of groups in QR spring concert (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.20
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CAYUSA-SENECA ROAD AREA

Budget approved; $56.89 tax rate, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Tenant protection approved; Board accepts land donation, May 15, 1980, p.1

CEDARBAUH, BERNARD

Focus on state issues at School Board meeting, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Film flap; 'Form of censorship', Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Wants school to censor (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.4
Law firm hired (by Bd of Ed), Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Town Club approves amendment procedure, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Annual battle on again over state aid to public schools, Feb 19, 1981, p.1
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
School Board anticipates tax hike of 7 to 8 percent, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Clarification of (Mar 12 lunch program article), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Cedarbaum and Pforzheimer nominated for School Board (photo; list), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1
Courts main issue in school election, May 13, 1982, p.1
Tennis court measure loses (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
School candidates named (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.1
First grade section being added at (QR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
School Board approves expanded kindergarten, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
Kathleen Connelly, district secretary, gets warm sendoff (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.1

CEDARBAUH, MIRIAM

Scofflaw crackdown, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Dog dispute leads to law suit, Jun 4, 1981, p.3
Miriam Cedarbaum to be new judge, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Herold named Acting Justice (list), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Way member G Shepherd says he's leaving village, Apr 15, 1982, p.3
Drug, shoplifting cases settled, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
GDP may challenge Non-Partisan nominee, Nov 19, 1982, p.1
Probation given in marijuana case, Dec 2, 1982, p.4
Former Trustee Seymour Sias Nominated as Citizens' Party choice for mayor (photo; list), Jan 13, 1983, p.1
SCS to have first contest for village justice (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Non-partisan slate to turn down debate (list), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Judge's decision awaited in commuter v Conrail suit, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Seeking a forum, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Grossman to meet press; Non-Partisans on cable, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Judge's withdrawal scored (ltr), Feb 24, 1983, p.6
Campaign charges, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Two, H Kanarek and M Cedarbaum, run in first judgeship contest (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Disqualification explained (ltr), Mar 3, 1983, p.6
Hope abounds as village election nears, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
For village justice (edit), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Testimonial from judge (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Why he's for Kanarek (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Landslide win for Citizens' Party (chart; photo p 14), Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Burglary suspects nabbed, Nov 10, 1983, p.1
Report calls for new way of nominating judges here, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
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CEDARBAUH, MIRIAM continued
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
Dramatizations reveal justice to Village Club (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Dog hearing slated, Nov 29, 1984, p.1
Village Court hears dog bite case, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

CEFOLA, MICHAEL
M Cefola dies, Feb 17, 1983, p.14

CELENTANO, PAUL
School Board hears report on writing, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
Junior high schoolers try parenting on eggs (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.18

CELESTINO, PAMELA
Parents' concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 28, 1983, p.11

CELIO, LORRAINE
SCS Natl names F Kostnik assistant VP, Mar 4, 1982, p.14

CEMETORIES
Filing for dollars, Jan 3, 1980, p.1
Dedication ceremony at St James (photo; list), Jul 3, 1980, p.12
EMT residents oppose town pooling of escrow funds, Dec 17, 1981, p.17
The power of faith? Pastor, firefighters replace stones (photo; list), Nov 18, 1982, p.11

CENSORSHIP
Wants school to censor (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.4
Local wordsmiths B Jacobson, R Reiser unite to forge a mighty sword, too (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.6

CENSUS-SCS
School district taking census, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Shrinking village?, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Fewer students, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Where did they go? (edit), Sep 11, 1980, p.4
Village claims census error, Sep 18, 1980, p.1
School census, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Slow census, Oct 8, 1981, p.1
Census forms, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Time for a count, Jun 21, 1984, p.1

CENSUS-US
Time to be counted, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Countdown, Apr 24, 1980, p.1

CENTER FOR ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION AND COUNSELING
New education center to sponsor conference, youth cable TV show (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.4

CENTER FOR PREVENTIVE PSYCHIATRY
Preventive Psychiatry Center names Dr A B Zelman new medical director, Apr 3, 1980, p.7
Center for Prevention elects Scarsdailians W H Frohlich, R L Gerloff, Apr 10, 1980, p.9
Preventing crises is Center's goal, Jun 5, 1980, p.4
Friends of Center elect local women to top posts (list), Dec 25, 1980, p.6
Friends of center plan fund drive (list), Mar 12, 1981, p.11
Volunteers honored (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.10
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Center for Preventive Psychiatry (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.28
Center elects resident E Stengel trustee (list), Feb 18, 1982, p.9
Preventive Psychiatry Center elects J Friedman, B Lilienfield, H Libson new trustees, Dec 23, 1982, p.4
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CENTER FOR PREVENTIVE PSYCHIATRY continued
  Friends of psychiatric center elect new slate of officers (list), Feb 17, 1983, p.4
  Preventive Psychiatry Center elects new members to board (list), Jun 21, 1984, p.5
  Local woman B S Friedman elected to center’s board (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.3

CENTRAL AMERICA
  Keep carefully tuned (ltr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6
  SEE ALSO NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES, EX NICARAGUA

CENTRAL PARK AVE ASSN
  Greenville Council seeks to include apartment-dwellers in civic network, Jun 7, 1984, p.11

CENTRALIZED VOTING
  SEE VOTING, CENTRALIZED

CEREBRAL PALSY
  United Way agency enables clients to reach full potential, Jun 7, 1984, p.5

CEREBRAL PALSY ASSN
  Celebral Palsy Assn to honor Howard Rusk (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.2

CERNIGLIA, MARC
  Shining up their combat boots: H Cerniglia, H Metz, R Berkowitz (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.11

CERRETA, ANTHONY
  No strike here, Dec 3, 1981, p.1

CERRONE, RICK
  Catcher R Cerrone visits new store (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.16

CERTILMAN, MARISSA
  Puppet show visits local schools (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.13

CESARANO, JOSEPH
  Corps tackles summer projects, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
  Corps turns swamp into a stream (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.1
  Community Improvement Corps to focus on SCS parks, Jul 5, 1984, p.3

CESARI, JOY
  School Board considering stiffer cutting penalties, Sep 11, 1980, p.15

CHABNER, DAVI-ELLEN
  New edition by graduate of SHS D Chabner, Mar 26, 1981, p.25

CHADWICK, NORMAN
  M Chadwick dies, Jan 12, 1984, p.12

CHADWICK, STEVE
  Consumer Corner opens (photo; list), Oct 9, 1980, p.15

CHALET, PAUL
  EMT boy R Bulzacchelli found dead in New Jersey, Sep 13, 1984, p.9
  Foul play ruled out in R Bulzacchelli drowning, Sep 20, 1984, p.9

CHALK, HELE
  Honor for Inquirer (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.4

CHALMERS, RUTH
  Inquirer sold to group headed by William White (photo; list), Jan 3, 1980, p.1
  Former treasurer of School Board C Panthen dies; R Hunger dies, May 1, 1980, p.1
  Ruth Chalmers dies; was long-time Inquirer editor (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
  Ruth Nash Chalmers (edit), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
  Never dreamed those two girls would make it! (photo), May 24, 1984, p.6

CHALMERS, THERESA
  Historically speaking: SCS Library (illus), Jun 9, 1983, p.6

CHALPIN, SUZANNE
  Superheroes Day at Summer Day Camp (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.4
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CHALPIN, SUZANNE continued

Annie comes to the Day Camp (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.3
Survey finds strong support for parking facility on Freightway site, Jun 9, 1983, p.1
There's always a happy ending at Wapetuck (photo; addl photo p 8), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-HTS

Hocus-pocus in HTS (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.6

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS

Chamber to honor Simers as Citizens of the Year, Jan 10, 1980, p.1
Chamber vs Bank, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Heathcote sixth graders turn businesspeople (photo; list), May 15, 1980, p.5
Happy experience (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
Sidewalk sale, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Chamber of Commerce elects leaders (photo; list), Jul 3, 1980, p.6
First sidewalk sale this Friday, Saturday, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Sidewalk sale is a hit in its debut here (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.1
Letters to Santa must be mailed by Dec 17 (list), Dec 4, 1980, p.2
Chamber to honor recreation leader J T Shaw (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
Citizen of the year: J Shaw (photo), May 21, 1981, p.1
Morning meeting, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
W Huntley honored by SCS police, Chamber of Commerce (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.3
House numbers, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Ambulance Corps named for citizenship award (photo; list), Feb 18, 1982, p.1
Correction: SVAC not first organization to receive award, Feb 25, 1982, p.4
Ambulance Corps honored (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.3
Thanks to the chamber (ltr), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year: SVAC (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.22
Donald Metz installed as chamber president (list), Jun 17, 1982, p.3
SCS letter carrier B Corbalis honored for rescue of elderly woman (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Scenes from SCS's summer sidewalk sale (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.1
Trustees to consider two new parking plans, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Packing plan taking shape, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Merchants fear rising rents will alter local shopping area, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Chamber's position (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6
Downtown will bustle on next two Sundays, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Lucky picks (photo; list), Dec 30, 1982, p.3
Appalled by commercialism (ltr), Jan 6, 1983, p.6
Chamber of Commerce membership growing (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.20
Chamber names Dr T Sobol top citizen (photo; list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Citizen of the year: Dr T Sobol (photo), May 12, 1983, p.1
Chamber officials installed (list), Jun 9, 1983, p.5
Change of presidents (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.3
Village wants buses off Fox Meadow Rd, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Sidewalk sale here next week, Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Chamber sale becoming a major event, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Parade gets go-ahead, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
New wreaths, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
A touch of green and red among the gray (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.3
Chamber to honor Junior League, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Big night for the Junior League (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Stores staying open, May 17, 1984, p.1
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CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS continued
- J Eiser elected new chamber president, May 17, 1984, p.2
- A vital downtown (edit), May 17, 1984, p.6
- Merchants report mixed response to evening hours, Jul 26, 1984, p.1
- Sidewalk sale set for August 9-11, Aug 2, 1984, p.1
- Merchants pause to relax, assess after hectic village-wide sale (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.1
- Free parking, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
- Downtown plans holiday festivities, Nov 29, 1984, p.1
- Santa's mailboxes go up in SCS, Nov 29, 1984, p.3

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS (AU)
- Chamber concerned (ltr), Feb 11, 1982, p.6

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
- WP Chamber appoints SCS man W Heaviside, Apr 2, 1981, p.6
- W Bennett to chair chamber, Dec 30, 1982, p.9
- Chamber names H Foo Jr VP, Jan 20, 1983, p.8

CHAMBERLAIN, STEPHEN (REV)
- Minister, Rev S R Chamberlain, has paintings on exhibit at library, Apr 8, 1982, p.3
- Watercolors by Rev S R Chamberlain on display, Jul 8, 1982, p.9

CHAMLIN, MATTHEW
- President: M D Chamlin (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.19

CHAMLIN, ROGER
- Greenacres project (photo), May 21, 1981, p.4

CHAMLIN, SUSAN (AU)
- Talking intelligently about sex (edit), May 26, 1983, p.7

CHAN, MICHAEL
- Contest winner: M Chan, Dec 29, 1983, p.14

CHANDLER, JOHN JR
- Defense takes over in Harris trial, Dec 25, 1980, p.1

CHANG, ELIZABETH
- Top young artist E Chang (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.6

CHANG, HARYUNG
- Cultural Arts Festival (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.4

CHANG, YAHYIN

CHANKIN, MARGOT
- Local artists M Chankin, G Lysun display works, Apr 30, 1981, p.25

CHANOW-GRUEN, KAREN (DR)
- Panelists: Changing families pose new problems for students, Dec 17, 1981, p.4

CHANUKAH
- Getting ready for Chanukah (photo; list), Dec 17, 1981, p.31
- Still don't understand (ltr), Jan 6, 1983, p.6
- Lighting the Chanukah candles (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.25
- Downtown plans holiday festivities, Nov 29, 1984, p.1
- With voices raised in song (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.1
- Chanukah concert at Manhattan Savings (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.3
- The Chanukah lesson is still valid (edit), Dec 20, 1984, p.7
- Spreading holiday cheer (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.10
- Party time (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.9
- Celebrating Hanukah (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.11
- Music, community service highlight holiday celebration at Greenacres (list), Dec 20, 1984, p.24
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CHANUKAH continued
  Singing songs of the season (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.1

CHAPMAN, JAMES
  Defense presents will in evidence at Harris trial, Jan 15, 1981, p.1

CHAPMAN, RICHARD

CHAPMAN, TIMOTHY
  Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1

CHAPNICK, BEN
  Residents battle heat costs with solid results (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 26, 1981, p.4

CHAPNICK, RAiiONE
  Residents battle heat costs with solid results (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 26, 1981, p.4

CHAPUS, JEAN-MARC
  EHS grad J M Chapus named captain, Harvard track team, May 22, 1980, p.15
  EHS grad J Chapus continues schooling, Aug 2, 1984, p.12

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS
  SVAC to have new radios (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.3
  Parnes Fund begun at Albert Einstein, Oct 2, 1980, p.1
  Reason to smile again (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
  Parnes Fund, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
  Aid for Italy, Dec 4, 1980, p.1
  Response to tragedy (edit), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
  Earthquake fund established (list), Dec 4, 1980, p.12
  Clothes for quake victims (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.1
  Mittens collected (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.6
  Little girl, T Libardi, with a big heart (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.2
  K Silleck donates prize to St James (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.22
  Firemen donate to Burn Center, Aug 27, 1981, p.13
  Greenacres donates to Salvation Army (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.25
  Heathcote first graders send treats to patients, Dec 10, 1981, p.23
  Holiday Scouting tradition (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.5
  Last contribution (ltr), Jan 7, 1982, p.6
  Youngest fundraiser: T L Libardi (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.4
  Touchdown for SVAC (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.2
  Quaker Ridge mitten tree (photo), Feb 4, 1982, p.17
  Thanksgiving spirit at Edgewood (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.21
  Gathered 'round the mitten tree (photo; list), Dec 16, 1982, p.2

CHARITIES
  How much can (or can't) we give? (edit), Mar 24, 1983, p.7
  Easter Seals team: G Cooney, W F Doescher (photo; list), Mar 24, 1983, p.12
  Frisbee tourney benefits CARE (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.17
  S Schear At Jespersens donates pastries for March of Dimes (photo), Sep 29, 1983, p.8
  Resident Mrs A E Thiele's gift aids charity (list), Nov 24, 1983, p.2
  Local couple Lloyd and Mary Bailey report on how UNICEF cards help, Nov 24, 1983, p.4
  Sharing at Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.18
  Presents for Patients drive, Dec 1, 1983, p.5
  Lending a hand (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.17
  Unite the fors and againsts (ltr), Dec 15, 1983, p.6

SEE ALSO CARE, FAMINE RELIEF

CHARLA, JOSEPH JR
  People's Bank now division of East River Savings Bank, Jan 1, 1981, p.6
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CHARLA, JOSEPH JR continued
  Senior VP: J Charla Jr (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.4
CHARLA, RITA
  Red Cross asks aid for Africa, Nov 29, 1984, p.17
CHARLES, MONETTE
  Show time (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.11
CHARLES, ROBERT
  How American freedom came to ring (edit), Jul 7, 1983, p.7
CHARMAK, ARNOLD
  Citizens try to save courts (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
CHARNEY, LEON
  Israel Youth Towns to honor resident L Charney, May 22, 1980, p.3
CHARNEY, MIKE
  As graduates began life after SHS, the Class of '64 was coming back, Jun 26, 1984, p.1
CHASE ROAD PARK
  One up (photo), May 1, 1980, p.1
  Chase Road Park being improved, spruced up (photo), Jul 31, 1980, p.12
  Chase Road Park, after lunch (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.7
  Boy Scouts camp in the park (photo; list), Oct 8, 1981, p.2
  Village to decide response on hoae, May 13, 1982, p.1
  Heritage Plaza seen as creche solution, May 20, 1982, p.1
  Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1
  No solution at all (ltr), May 27, 1982, p.6
  Against Heritage Plaza (ltr), May 27, 1982, p.6
  Against park transfer (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
  Ill-conceived plan (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
  Home rule explained (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
  Heritage Plaza proposal dead, Jul 8, 1982, p.1
  Rehabilitated downtown park is gradually taking shape (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.1
  SCS's lunchtime retreat: Chase Park (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
  A job well done (ltr), Nov 4, 1982, p.6
CHASE, PETER
  Former Scarsdalian P J Chase naed vice president, Nov 3, 1983, p.2
CHATFIELD, CAROLYN
  L W Chatfield dies, Dec 18, 1980, p.28
CHATFIELD, JOSIAH
  Neighbors' last toast (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.5
CHATWAL, SANT
CHATZKY, JOHN
  J Chatzky naed to Olympic crew, May 22, 1980, p.17
  SCS man J Chatzky leads Olympic crew (photo p 10), Jul 10, 1980, p.1
CHAUSSON FAMILY
  Realtor announces Chausson family top prize winner, Feb 26, 1981, p.7
CHAZIN-SEIDELMAN, FAY
  School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
  Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
  New mural at Heathcote (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.15
  Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
CHEATING
  SHS students to discuss cheating (photo; list), May 3, 1984, p.1
CHEATING continued
Students point to pressure as one cause of ‘rampant’ cheating, May 17, 1984, p.3

CHEERLEADERS
SEE SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-CHEERLEADERS

CHEFS

CHEMICAL PEOPLE TASK FORCE
New group in EMT (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.22

CHEMICAL WARFARE
Moral relativism in weaponry is hypocrisy (edit), May 31, 1984, p.7

CHEN, FRANK (DR)
New Eagle in SCS: T Chen (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.4

CHEN, JEN-YEN-
SEE JEN-YEN-CHEN

CHEN, NANCY
Seely safety study gets a green light, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
School district hires 14 new staff members, Sep 6, 1984, p.11

CHEN, SUE
New Eagle in SCS: T Chen (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.4

CHEN, THOMAS
Students T Chen, J Wong, D Broden named to All-State (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.17

CHEN, TY
New Eagle in SCS: T Chen (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.4

CHEN, TY (AU)
Thanks to contributors (ltr), Sep 22, 1983, p.6

CHEN, VIVIAN
Campers on parade (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.5

CHENERY, CHRISTOPHER
Boulder Brook boasts legacy of fine horsemanship (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.6
Village agrees to buy Boulder Brook; riding club faces eviction by July 2 (photo), May 24, 1984, p.1

CHENG, SUSAN

CHERBULIEZ, JULIETTE
Beekeeper Dr T Cherbuliez’ labor yields sweet rewards (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.6

CHERBULIEZ, SUSAN
Beekeeper Dr T Cherbuliez’ labor yields sweet rewards (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.6
Courts main issue in school election, May 13, 1982, p.1

CHERBULIEZ, THEODORE (DR)
Beekeeper Dr T Cherbuliez’ labor yields sweet rewards (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.6

CHERKASKY, MARTIN (DR)
White Plains, Montefiore Hospitals to affiliate, Jun 26, 1980, p.5
Forum here on health issues (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.1
Doctors explore health care crisis, Sep 27, 1984, p.1

CHERRY, BLANCHE
B M Cherry dies, Aug 5, 1982, p.14

CHESBROUGH, LINDSEY
Alternative School students find China ‘breathtaking’ (photo p.12), Mar 26, 1981, p.5
State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1

CHESHIRE, LEONARD
Dr Howard Rusk honored by Royal Society of Medicine (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.5
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CHESNEY, CHRISTINE
Holy Child School gives M B Haffner, C Chesney drama awards, Dec 15, 1983, p.18

CHESS
Chessmaster and concert pianist M Sheyne takes on all comers at library (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.3
Concentration (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.3
Korchnoi v Karpov: Rematch in Merano (illus), Feb 18, 1982, p.20
Karpov-Korchnoi: Game six (illus), Feb 25, 1982, p.20

CHESS, ANDREW
Class with real class feted at graduation, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Making music together (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.13

CHESTER, DAVID
Stone sculpture in progress (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.9

CHEUNG, KATHY
Gambling for a good cause (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.24

CHEUNG, MARY
Spelling star M Cheung (photo), May 27, 1982, p.1
Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6

CHI, ROSEMARY
Correction: R Chi’s name omitted from list of National Merit Semifinalists, Sep 20, 1984, p.16

CHIEN, ALEC
Alec Chien named to compete in Chopin contest, Oct 2, 1980, p.8
Pianist A Chien wins prizes, Sep 23, 1982, p.12

CHILD ABUSE
Child abuse is nothing new (edit), Aug 13, 1981, p.7
As a twig is bent (edit), Jul 5, 1984, p.7
The People vs Hermenia Albo (edit), Nov 29, 1984, p.7

CHILD CARE
SEE DAY CARE

CHILD CARE ASSN OF SCS
Child care set for September start (list), Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Remarkable development (edit), Jul 29, 1982, p.6
Teachers C Butler, A Hack named for child care program, Aug 19, 1982, p.5
New child care program to start here this fall (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.19
Major improvement (ltr), Nov 4, 1982, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.22
A much needed service (ltr), Feb 10, 1983, p.6
Playground program criticized, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
More planning needed (for playground) (edit), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
Child Care Assn appoints L Harris director, Jun 23, 1983, p.5
Last chance offer (to see Marx mansion), Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Chamber sale becoming a major event, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Child Care Assn expanding in second year (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.20
Child Care plans to add a.m. program, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Child care early morning program starting, Jan 19, 1984, p.15
Child Care names 13 as advisers (list), Jan 26, 1984, p.3
First full year for Child Care Assn (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.25
Child care to continue (ltr), Mar 1, 1984, p.6
She's thankful for Child Care (edit), May 17, 1984, p.7
Child Care program open to all (Education '84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.25
In a holiday mood at Child Care (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.3
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CHILD CARE CENTERS
SEE DAY CARE CENTERS

CHILD CUSTODY
Custody--'The ugliest litigation' (edit), Aug 6, 1981, p.7

CHILD DEVELOPMENT
SEE CHILDREN-GROWTH

CHILD FIND
Resident S Coleman spurred by statistics on missing children, May 19, 1983, p.6

CHILD SAFETY AWARENESS DAY
SEE CHILDREN-HEALTH AND SAFETY

CHILD SAFETY PARTNERSHIP
SEE CHILD ABUSE

CHILD VICTIMIZATION
SEE CHILD ABUSE

CHILDBIRTH
SCS woman C Goldsmith wins struggle for home birth (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.4
Home childbirth story draws lively response (ltrs), Jan 15, 1981, p.4
Ambulance Corps' new boast: We deliver (photo; addl photo p 16), Apr 28, 1983, p.1
On the seventh day, she rested (edit), Jul 21, 1983, p.7

CHILDREN
Audrey Adass turns talent to $ for kids (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.4
From all over--kids are terrific (edit; photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.7
Children...our greatest resource (edit), May 17, 1984, p.7
What effect on the young? (ltr), Aug 23, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO INFANTS

CHILDREN AND TELEVISION
SEE TELEVISION AND CHILDREN

CHILDREN'S EXPRESS (NEWSPAPER)
Kids' paper blends moxie with savvy (photo; addl photo p 5), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
Young reporters tell how it was in San Francisco (photo), Jul 26, 1984, p.6

CHILDREN'S SERVICE LEAGUE INC
Volunteer organization aids child development, Jun 9, 1983, p.8

CHILDREN'S VILLAGE (DOBBS FERRY)
Treasurer named: C Maletz, Aug 21, 1980, p.7
Children's Village names N Dale, E M Sweeney directors, Nov 19, 1981, p.4
Workers cite C Maletz, Jun 10, 1982, p.9
Unmasking the spirit of friendship (photo; list), Nov 4, 1982, p.6
Bibs Reville named president Children's Village council (list), Jun 30, 1983, p.8
Six Boy Scouts present bike to Children's Village (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.2

CHILDREN, HANDICAPPED
SEE HANDICAPPED

CHILDREN, HYPERACTIVE
Dealing with the hyperactive child (edit), Nov 22, 1984, p.7

CHILDREN, MISSING
SEE MISSING PERSONS

CHILDREN-CARE AND HYGIENE
SEE BABYSITTERS, DAY CARE, DAY CARE CENTERS
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CHILDREN-EDUCATION
SEE EDUCATION, TUTORING

CHILDREN-GROWTH
Volunteer organization aids child development, Jun 9, 1983, p.8

CHILDREN-HEALTH AND SAFETY
Safety measures, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
For a safe Halloween (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.16
Police give advice for safe Halloween, Oct 30, 1980, p.3
Safety proposal, Apr 23, 1981, p.1
SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
Guard or light (at Chesterfield and Brite), Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Village presents safety programs, Nov 19, 1981, p.9
Why do we tolerate this? (ltr), Feb 4, 1982, p.6
Parents can have children fingerprinted, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
S Kessler gets fingerprints taken by police aide P Povero (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.1
Fingerprint ID cards offered, Mar 31, 1983, p.15
Town Club report says schools here lack comprehensive safety program, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Town Club hears from O'Rourke, squabbles over tennis courts, Apr 14, 1983, p.2
Consider the public (ltr), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
AAA leaflet teaches safety rules (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.29
Advice from police chief (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.29
EMT officials speak for safety, Sep 29, 1983, p.10
Board sets goals; safety is concern, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
Weiner named committee head, Oct 6, 1983, p.10
7.8% school tax hike seen; kindergarten plan released, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Safety Awareness Day (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.3
Road closing?, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Board votes against closing Huntington, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Board: 44 is limit for first grade at Seely; no vote taken, Jul 19, 1984, p.9
Town's responsibility (edit), Aug 2, 1984, p.6
Review camp safety (edit), Aug 16, 1984, p.6
Weaver St worries, Nov 8, 1984, p.1
Please don't wait (ltr), Nov 8, 1984, p.6
Greencroes parents press village for safer conditions (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Try closing Huntington (edit), Nov 15, 1984, p.6
Closing of Huntington asked (ltr), Dec 6, 1984, p.6
An appeal to parents (ltr), Dec 27, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO FINGERPRINTS, SCHOOLS-SCS-SAFETY PROGRAM

CHILDREN-MANAGEMENT
Parental democracy vs parental power (edit; illus), Jul 29, 1982, p.7
How to civilize siblings (edit), Jul 26, 1984, p.7
Behind a bad child is a sad child (edit), Aug 9, 1984, p.7
Dealing with the hyperactive child (edit), Nov 22, 1984, p.7

CHILDREN-PSYCHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
Some families are in turmoil (edit), Feb 11, 1982, p.7
Death of a classmate (edit), Apr 8, 1982, p.7
Sense of despair seen (ltr), Mar 31, 1983, p.6
When to call the child psychologist (edit), May 19, 1983, p.7
Violence begets violence (edit), Jul 14, 1983, p.7
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CHILDREN-PSYCHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT continued
  Parting is such angry sorrow (edit), Feb 9, 1984, p.7
  Nightmare time (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
  Behind a bad child is a sad child (edit), Aug 9, 1984, p.7

CHILDREN-SAFETY
  SEE CHILDREN-HEALTH AND SAFETY

CHILDREN-SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT
  No one to play with (edit), Jun 24, 1982, p.7

CHILE
  Not the answer in Chile (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6

CHILSON, FRANCIS
  F Chilson dies, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

CHILSON, MARY
  M A Chilson dies, Oct 4, 1984, p.20

CHILTON, ADRIANA
  SCS potter A Chilton wins two awards, Jun 26, 1980, p.15
  Local potter A Chilton showing work, Jun 17, 1982, p.2
  Resident A Chilton wins award in crafts, Oct 13, 1983, p.4

CHIMNEY SWEEPS
  The education of a chimney sweep (edit), Dec 1, 1983, p.7
  Dressed for work: B Tobin (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.1

CHIN, BARBARA
  Lunch box committee, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
  Welcome to SCS! (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.1
  Teacher's Choice seeks to make learning fun, Nov 12, 1981, p.23

CHIN, CHRISTINE
  EMT woman E Chin embodies traditional American Dream (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.15

CHIN, JAMES
  'Friendly Town' names J Chin chairman for SCS, Apr 10, 1980, p.5
  Welcome to SCS! (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.1
  Parish mission at St Pius X (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.16
  It's hotter in the city (edit), Jun 16, 1983, p.16

CHIN, JAMES (AU)
  Away from the asphalt (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
  Fresh Air's got the kids (ltr), Jun 25, 1981, p.6

CHIN, JENNY
  Margolies arrested for fraud, May 6, 1982, p.15
  Margolies accused of murder, Jul 21, 1983, p.5
  Margolies convicted in murders, Jun 7, 1984, p.10

CHIN, JULIE
  Welcome to SCS! (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.1

CHINA-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
  Button, button: A Hochberg visits China (photo), May 15, 1980, p.7
  Class trip to China, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
  Old China hands (photo: list), Feb 19, 1981, p.2
  Local students Beijing bound (list), Feb 26, 1981, p.1
  Alternative School students find China 'breathtaking' (photo p 12), Mar 26, 1981, p.5
  A School group saw many facets of China (photo), May 7, 1981, p.8
  No trip, Oct 22, 1981, p.1

CHINA-STUDY AND TEACHING
  China center at Heathcote, Jun 18, 1981, p.15
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CHINESE CULTURAL SCHOOL
SEE SCHOOLS, CHINESE

CHINESE IN THE US
EMT woman E Chin embodies traditional American Dream (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.15
Chinese cultural exhibition at the Quaker Ridge School (photo), Mar. 8, 1984, p.15

CHING-YI, LU (DR)
Local students Beijing bound (list), Feb 26, 1981, p.1

CHIOCCCHIO, LUCIA
Honored by Scouts: Rev R F Grippo (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.14

CHIOCCCHIO, MARIA
M Chiocchio dies, Feb 21, 1980, p.12

CHIQUOINE, GLADYS
E C Chiquoine dies, Jun 3, 1982, p.16

CHIROPRACTORS
Dr M Kaplan joins association, Apr 2, 1981, p.11
Chiropractor Dr J E Benko opens office, May 6, 1982, p.4
Chiropractor Dr J E Benko joins association, Jul 22, 1982, p.4
Chiropractic office opens in SCS, Jul 7, 1983, p.8
Chiropractic office opens, Oct 6, 1983, p.5

CHISANBOP
Math coordinator N Castaldo praises Chisanbop, a Korean finger computation method (illus), Jun 5, 1980, p.3

CHLORINE
Chlorine leak at (Saxon Woods) pool, Aug 28, 1980, p.1

CHLOROFORM
SEE DRUG ABUSE

CHO, MINJEE
A sample of the Orient (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.1

CHOICE PROGRAM
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-CHOICE PROGRAM

CHOIRS (MUSIC)
Interfaith concert to raise relief funds for Cambodians (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.1
SCS sings out message of hope (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.4
Historic music (photo; list), Dec 11, 1980, p.25
Members of primary children's choir, SCS Community Baptist Church (photo; list), Apr 16, 1981, p.20
Choral director named: C A Bryant, Sep 3, 1981, p.11
Cherub choir at Trinity Lutheran (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.18
Consorting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6

CHONIGMAN, ANDRE
Pilla, Braca candidates for seat on Town Board, Sep 22, 1983, p.9

CHOO, BARBARA
Singer-songwriter B Choo performs for SCS seniors (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.17

CHOOK, TONY
Lions Club of SCS presents check to PTA scholarship fund (photo), May 8, 1980, p.2

CHOU, KATHERINE
Bizarre Bazaar (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.11

CHRISTIANA, JOSEPH
Candidates square off at League meeting (photo p 14), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Cuomo, Moynihan, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1

CHRISTIANI, DOUNIA (DR)
Dr D Christiani dies, Aug 19, 1982, p.12
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CHRISTIANITY

Jews and Christians can understand one another (edit), Nov 15, 1984, p.7

CHRISTIE, ROBERT

R E Christie dies, Sep 2, 1982, p.14

CHRISTMAS

Behind the scenes (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2
Sharing a table (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2
Hardy band of Drake Edgewood residents attend annual carol sing (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.5
IMH players; Kings and shepherds (photo; list), Jan 3, 1980, p.10
A touch of the holidays (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.14
Letters to Santa must be mailed by Dec 17 (list), Dec 4, 1980, p.2
Tree trimming party at library (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.7
A Williamsburg Christmas (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.14
Last days to mail (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.3
Change of uniform (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.5
Family Christmas party (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.11
Historic houses mark holidays at County restoration sites (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.20
A-caroling they did go (photo; list), Dec 25, 1980, p.1
Choir of first grade angels at IHM (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.1
Christmas candy delights M Holtzman (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.3
Christmas around the village (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.4
Project turns kitchen into artist studio (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.4
Holiday workshop (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.6
Dr J Albright conducts SHS band during Town Club Carol Sing (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.10
Hitchcock Christmas tableau (photo; list), Dec 25, 1980, p.12
Christmas Festival (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.16
Gathered 'round the Christmas tree (photo; list), Jan 1, 1981, p.1
White Christmas Eve at Edgewood (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Christmas Eve in EMT (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.7
(Town Club Carol Sing) 50, going on 70, Dec 3, 1981, p.1
Those red and white harbingers of the holidays--Santa Claus mailboxes (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.2
Santa has gifts for everybody at Wayside Cottage party (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.5
Christmas through the house (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.12
Plenty of brass (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Santa's messengers (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.9
0 Christmas tree (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.14
Santa comes to town (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.1
All together, now! (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.3
Christmas window at SCS Flower Shop (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.5
Ringing in Christmas with sleigh bells (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.6
Singing out (photo; list), Dec 24, 1981, p.12
Seasonal scenes (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.12
Welcome visitor (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.10
First letter to Santa (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.1
They'll be at the circle on Sunday (photo; list), Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Research uncovers early Christmas decor at Wayside; Fruits of their labors (photo; list), Dec 16, 1982, p.13
Sing in the circle (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Santa shares letters from local youngsters (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Christmas tradition in Arthur Manor (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.2
Something for Santa (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.5
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CHRISTMAS continued

Sign of the season (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.6
When your birthday falls on Christmas... (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.6
Discovering Christmas (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.8
A gift from Santa (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.8
Ho! Ho! Ho! (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.10
Snowflakes (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.10
O Christmas Tree (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.15
Christmas concert at IHM (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.16
Appalled by commercialism (ltr), Jan 6, 1983, p.6
A gift 'full of love' (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Wider understandings (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Inconsistency charged (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Lesson from Havana (ltr), Jan 20, 1983, p.6
Ready to play up a storm (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Important messages (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.3
Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.14
Chief R White's tips for a safe holiday season, Dec 15, 1983, p.17
Christmas celebration (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Downtown SCS during Sunday's carol sing (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.4
Tis the season—ho, ho, ho! (poem), Dec 22, 1983, p.7
It was a white Christmas (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.1
Christmas concert at IHM (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.14
Christmas sing (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.3
Festive lights (photo), Jan 5, 1984, p.11
Downtown plans holiday festivities, Nov 29, 1984, p.1
They're mailing early (photo; list), Nov 29, 1984, p.1
Santa's mailboxes go up in SCS, Nov 29, 1984, p.3
EFT's Carl Miller picks 'Christmas gift for the world' (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.10
Santa comes to SCS (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.3
There was Christmas all through the house (photo; list), Dec 13, 1984, p.10
An open letter to Santa Claus (list), Dec 20, 1984, p.1
Sunday's the day for caroling (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.1
Wara feelings at Davis Park (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.2
Meagan meets Santa (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.5
Party time (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.9
Spreading holiday cheer (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.10
Away in a Manger (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.16
Music, community service highlight holiday celebration at Greenacres (list), Dec 20, 1984, p.24
Singing songs of the season (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.1
Firemen combine duty with celebration (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.1
Magical season (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.2
Christmas Eve voices (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.9
Saint and friend (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.10

CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS

New wreaths, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
A touch of green and red among the gray (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.3
SCS homes all dressed up for Christmas (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.11

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

SEE SHOPPING
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CHRISTMAS TREES
SEE TREES
CHRISTNACHT, JOANNE
Outstanding citizens: J Christnacht, N Eisenman (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.15
CHRISTY, MICHAEL
M Christy dean at Iona, Jul 19, 1984, p.13
CHU, JIM
Playing the reading game (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.2
CHUNG, MILICENT
Student volunteers honored (photo; list), May 19, 1983, p.14
CHUNYING, XIE
SEE XIE CHUNYING
CHURCH AND STATE
Local clergy state views on church-state mix in campaign, Sep 20, 1984, p.1
A blurring of the line (edit), Sep 20, 1984, p.6
CHURCH SCHOOLS
SEE SCHOOLS, PRIVATE
CHURCHES AND SYNAGOGUES
Behind the scenes (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2
Sharing a table (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2
Ringing in the new year (photo; list), Jan 3, 1980, p.10
Agency for blind celebrates holidays at local church (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.11
New officers elected by church group (list), Jan 10, 1980, p.12
Weisburger to receive WRT Brotherhood Award (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.12
Neighbors protest proposal for cluster housing on Post Road (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.1
New Pastor D I Thiel, diverse programs marked Hitchcock's year past (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.32
Trinity: New look for '80's (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.34
Congregational Church Theme: Ministers: All the People (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.34
Two Lutheran churches unite in '79 (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.34
SCS Baptist welcomed Rev S Rogers as new associate minister in '79 (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.34
Christian Science Church has weekly services, meetings (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.34
Grace enters 4th decade with 'momentum for mission' (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.35
Year of innovation at Greenville Church (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.35
Peace, social justice are traditional Quaker concerns (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.35
Interfaith concert to raise relief funds for Cambodians (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.1
SCS offers new life for Cambodian family (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
SCS sings out message of hope (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.4
On sale of IHM land (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
Met, SCS synagogue share Nico Castel's gifts (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
WRT plays host to seder for Japanese-American Cultural Program (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.8
Community sponsorship of refugee family is sought, May 1, 1980, p.1
New fountain at Trinity Lutheran Church dedicated Easter Sunday (photo), May 1, 1980, p.24
Social conscience is in at SCS's IHM church, May 15, 1980, p.4
Minister Dr B Brunsting installs new Guild officers (list), May 29, 1980, p.8
Sisterhood elects executive board (list), May 29, 1980, p.8
New officers named at St James the Less (list), May 29, 1980, p.9
Synagogue to vote on firing Rabbi D Greenberg, May 29, 1980, p.12
Synagogue votes out Rabbi Greenberg, Jun 5, 1980, p.14
Hitchcock installs elders and deacons (list), Jun 5, 1980, p.14
Bread table tended by A Musorafite, M Russo a highlight of IHM People Festival (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.7
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CHURCHES AND SYNAGOGUES continued

Hitchcock honors Rev David Kendall (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.14
JCC honors Rabbi J Haddon, Jun 19, 1980, p.10
E Finch elected by Asbury, Jun 19, 1980, p.18
Dedication ceremony at St James (photo; list), Jul 3, 1980, p.12
Temple re-elects L Fadee (photo; list), Jul 10, 1980, p.18
St James, Baptists join in sponsoring Vietnamese family, Jul 24, 1980, p.3
Rabbi Greenberg founding synagogue (photo; list), Aug 28, 1980, p.1
Marian Guild luncheon (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.18
International flavor to this Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
Thanksgiving dinner for the blind (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.18
Choir of first grade angels at IHM (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.1
Greenville Church has new cookbook for sale, Dec 25, 1980, p.7
Hitchcock Christmas tableau (photo; list), Dec 25, 1980, p.12
Christmas Festival (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.16
Gathered 'round the Christmas tree (photo; list), Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Congregational Church sets ordination for new minister T W Brown (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.14
Grace Lutheran studies needs of community, Jan 29, 1981, p.7
St James co-sponsored Nyugen family (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.30
Greenville Church grew (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.31
Baptist Church dedicates walkway (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.32
SCS Synagogue predicts continued growth (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.35
Mormon Church observes sesquicentennial year (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.35
IHM building new pipe organ (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.35
Congregational Church prepares five-year plan (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.35
James M Jaffee honored on 90th birthday at Mormon Church (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.14
Vietnamese family at WRT (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.23
K Silleck donates prize to St James (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.22
Bridge over the 'River Hai' (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.10
Program at Hitchcock helps Japanese bridge culture gap, Apr 16, 1981, p.4
Members of primary children's choir, SCS Community Baptist Church (photo; list), Apr 16, 1981, p.20
Bertram and Roberta (Peters) Fields to be honored at WRT dinnerdance (photo), Apr 30, 1981, p.15
Congregational Church honors Dr J F Schuder (photo), May 7, 1981, p.28
Confirmation at IHM Church (photo), May 7, 1981, p.29
New officers at WRT (photo; list), May 14, 1981, p.24
New officers at Greenville (list), May 28, 1981, p.18
Windows dedicated (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.5
SCS Synagogue fetes Dr W Lewit, Jun 11, 1981, p.12
Rabbi S A Klein to be new leader at SCS Synagogue (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.12
Bobrow president at Temple Israel (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.16
Costumes from many lands (photo; list), Aug 20, 1981, p.2
M Miller, C Bockner added to staff of Congregational Church (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.14
New rabbi S A Klein to be installed at SCS Synagogue (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.14
IHM family picnic big success (list), Oct 1, 1981, p.23
Arctic bishop Rev J R Sperry visits SCS (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.23
Decorating the Sukkah (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.17
New sound system at Congregational, Oct 15, 1981, p.17
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CHURCHES AND SYNAGOGUES continued

'Thank you' with flowers (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.8
Resident Dr M K Roberts named to board, Nov 19, 1981, p.22
Irish day at IHM (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.22
Temple to honor local couple R and M Siwek (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.2
Chairman, I Beckman, named for bond dinner, Dec 3, 1981, p.2
Surrounded by friends (ltr), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
Santa Lucia Festival (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.31
Getting ready for Chanukah (photo; list), Dec 17, 1981, p.31
Singing out (photo; list), Dec 24, 1981, p.12
Community Baptist Church celebrates 50th birthday (photo; list), Jan 7, 1982, p.18
Rev John Elliott Jr named pastor at Greenville Church (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.18
Interim minister Rev B Coe arriving at Congregational Church (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.14
Grace seeks to serve neighbors (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.20
Varied activities at St James (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.31
Trinity Lutheran Church to emphasize outreach (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.31
25-year members honored (photo; list) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.31
Quest for peace theme at Hitchcock church (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.31
25-year members honored (photo; list) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.31
Westerly Reformed promoting 'Tsederah' (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.31
Friends emphasize outreach (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.32
Trinity Lutheran welcomes Dr V Sponenberg-Hisberg as new music director Sunday, Feb 4, 1982, p.18
Student L Spencer brings enthusiasm to post at Asbury Methodist, Feb 4, 1982, p.18
Resident E A Villas named to church post, Feb 11, 1982, p.3
Rev John Elliott Jr to be installed at Greenville Church; Dr N V Peale to speak (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.16
Projects aid handicapped, Apr 8, 1982, p.16
WRT to honor Rabbi and Mrs Stern, Apr 15, 1982, p.18
Cherub choir at Trinity Lutheran (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.18
Congregational Church to welcome Dr K D Stephens, new minister-teacher, Apr 22, 1982, p.14
Sterns honored at WRT (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.17
Confirmation at IHM (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.22
Correction: L Caprioquio in Apr 29 confirmation photo, May 6, 1982, p.22
New playtime program (photo), May 13, 1982, p.16
Mayor welcomes Dr Stephens at Congregational ceremonies (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.16
Marian Holander to head Hitchcock Church Guild (photo; list), Jun 3, 1982, p.8
New nursery school class (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.16
Hitchcock offers summer playcare (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.3
Dr J S Griffin leaving Hitchcock (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.14
Asbury Methodist honors Dr C Z Miller (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.12
Now visiting Israel (photo), Jul 27, 1982, p.12
Msgr E Connors leaving IHM (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.14
Rabbi Zecher to be installed (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.10
Ready for services (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.15
Is happiness a demanding job? Nanette Roberts answers 'Yes' (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.11
Creche decision, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Parish mission at St Pius X (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.16
New 'twinning' program at WRT, Jan 27, 1983, p.12
Church emphasizes individuals, families, Jan 27, 1983, p.12
Temple Israel Center to mark 75th anniversary this year (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.22
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CHURCHES AND SYNAGOGUES continued

Christian healing practiced (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.26
IHIF seeks to be sower of unity (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.28
Grace Lutheran members aiding needy in the Bronx (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.31
Nuclear freeze campaign high on Friends' agenda (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.31
1982 saw changes at Hitchcock (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.31
Renewed commitment marked Baptists' year (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.32
SCS Synagogue-Treant Temple: 'Every member can make a difference' (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.33
Trinity Lutheran (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.33
Temple Israel Center rally to launch expansion campaign (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.17
Garff named new Mormon bishop (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.14
New officers at M'vakshe Derekh (list), Feb 10, 1983, p.14
Church launches attack on hunger in East Harlem, Mar 10, 1983, p.11
Hitchcock educator N Darter to retire (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.13
SCS Congregational Church backs nuclear freeze, Apr 21, 1983, p.16
Confirmation at IHIF (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.16
Church women set thrift sale (photo; list), Apr 22, 1983, p.4
New chapel at JCC (photo), May 26, 1983, p.18
Communion celebration at IHIF (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.14
Picnic at the Congregational (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.2
Rozen elected president at Temple Israel Center (photo; list), Jun 16, 1983, p.16
Mormons hold graduation (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.14
Congregational Church robbed, Aug 4, 1983, p.5
Hitchcock names Rev R S Macleman new minister (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.12
Church opens School for Justice, Peace, Sep 22, 1983, p.4
Thanks to contributors (ltr), Sep 22, 1983, p.6
Two ministers at Congregational (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
One of the best (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
Rev P S Washburn new minister at Congregational Church (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.18
New minister Rev R S Macleman at Hitchcock Church (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.8
Samaritans of St James will 'take any crisis', Nov 24, 1983, p.6
Sharing at Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.18
Consorting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
Preparing for service of music at Congregational (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.26
Temple Israel Center honored, Dec 15, 1983, p.26
Festive lights (photo), Jan 5, 1984, p.11
Appointed: Dr J F Schuder (photo), Jan 5, 1984, p.11
Going up for bids at IHIF (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.5
More than 2,000 worship weekly at IHIF church (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.35
Baptist Church had active year (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.35
Westchester Reform marks 30th birthday (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.35
At Temple Israel Center 75 years of service cited (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.35
Church (of St James the Less) plans Japanese ministry (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.36
At Grace Lutheran Church motto is 'small is beautiful' (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.36
Woodlands Temple stresses community (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.36
Year of achievement seen at Temple Israel of New Rochelle (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.36
Growing year at SCS Synagogue-Treant Temple (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.37
Friends foster outreach and peace (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.37
Emphasis outreach at Congregational Church (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.37
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CHURCHES AND SYNAGOGUES continued

M'vakhe Derekh emphasizes Judaism's religious and cultural aspects (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.37
Trinity seeks 'to share Christ with all mankind' (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.37
Christian Scientists report fruitful, progressive year (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.37
New music director, M J Newman, at Hitchcock Church, Mar 1, 1984, p.12
Young Israel names J S Rubenstein new rabbi (photo), Mar 1, 1984, p.12
SYF players see current events in Scopes history (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.6
Woodlands anniversary (photo; list), Mar 29, 1984, p.8
Palm Sunday (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Cultural Arts Festival (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.4
Mayor and Mrs Sims to be feted for service to temple and community (photo), May 3, 1984, p.16
Confirmation at IHM (photo), May 10, 1984, p.16
Making a joyful noise (photo), May 17, 1984, p.10
Brimming with pride: Women's Guild, Hitchcock Church (photo; list), May 24, 1984, p.8
M'vakhe Derekh elects I Wisten new president (list), Jun 14, 1984, p.14
A cheerful farewell (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.14
Church addition causes stir, Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Baptists appoint Rev L Lozis associate minister, Sep 6, 1984, p.19
Mass for the handicapped (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.20
Student ministers D Shull and J Calvert join Congregational (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.20
Planners delay decision on addition to Mormon Church, Nov 1, 1984, p.3
BAR grants church preliminary approval, Nov 1, 1984, p.3
Fashion fundraiser (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.14
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Congregational Church (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.28
Church expansion opposed (ltr), Nov 15, 1984, p.6
Conservation plans, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
Interest in creche, Nov 29, 1984, p.1
Two multi-home developments proposed (illus), Nov 29, 1984, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes Trinity Lutheran Church on its 60th Anniversary (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.30
A place for the creche (ltr), Dec 6, 1984, p.6
Away in a Manger (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.16
Christian Science Church holds satellite videoconference, Dec 20, 1984, p.16
Sound system installed in meeting hall, Dec 27, 1984, p.10

SEE ALSO CHRISTIANITY, CLERGY, FRIENDS, SOCIETY OF, JUDAISM, MORMONS AND MORMONISM, NEW YORK FEDERATION OF REFORM SYNAGOGUES

CHURCHILL, WINSTON
Churchill: 'Parley with Russians' (edit), Sep 6, 1984, p.7

CHUTE, MORTIMER JR
$10,000 gift for UNICEF (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.12

CIFONE, LOUISE
Serving needs of gifted, subject of education report, Jan 17, 1980, p.4

CIMINO, JOSEPH (DR)
Doctors ready to fight plan that would close St Agnes (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.1
N E Alexander receives honorary doctor of humane letters (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.17

CIMINO, LISA

CINER, CHARLES
C R Ciner dies, Aug 16, 1984, p.14

CIOFFI, ALEXANDRA
Cozy (photo), Jan 5, 1984, p.9

CIOFFI, ANTHONY
Another opening, another store (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.4
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CIQFFI, CHRISTIANA
    Cozy (photo), Jan 5, 1984, p.9

CIQFFI, LUCAS
    Seely Place book fair (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.11

CIPOLLA, MICHAEL
    They passed inspection (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.12

CIPOLLONE, DIANE
    Sidewalk Sale draws big crowds (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.1

CIPRIANI, MICHAEL
    Town: 'No disco', Jun 26, 1980, p.19

CIPRIANO, LINA
    Confirmation at IHM (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.22

CIRCOSTA, ROCCO
    Two-wheeler parking, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
    Blizzard was record breaker (photo; addl photo p 4), Apr 8, 1982, p.1

CIRCUS
    Star clown: A Friedman (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.11
    The circus comes to Fox Meadow (photo; list), Apr 19, 1984, p.15

CIRILLO, WILLIAM
    Violation charged, Jun 30, 1983, p.1

CIRRICLONE, JOSEPH
    Postmaster named: S D Morrison (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.1

CITIES AND TOWNS
    Gift of cities is ancient (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.7

CITINO, NICHOLAS
    To the kids at Hoff, Nick's the MVP (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.1

CITIZENS ADVISORY BOARD TO THE MTA
    SEE METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

CITIZENS CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE-SCS
    SEE NON PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY

CITIZENS COMMITTEE-SCS
    SEE NON PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY

CITIZENS FOR SCS'S NON PARTISAN GOVERNMENT
    Mayor organizes support for Non Partisan System (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.1
    System supporters (list), Dec 4, 1980, p.1
    Committee states purpose (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
    Avoid partisanship (ltr), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
    Report backs Non-Partisan Systems, but proposes changes (list), Nov 19, 1981, p.6
    Non-Partisan Report (edit), Nov 19, 1981, p.6
    Town Club debates over reports, Apr 22, 1982, p.1

CITIZENS FREEDOM FOUNDATION
    Rabbi M Davis honored, Dec 9, 1982, p.27

CITIZENS PARTY
    SEE NON PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY

CITIZENS PARTY NON PARTISAN CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE
    SEE NON PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY

CITIZENSHIP
    SEE NATURALIZATION

CITRON, ELLEN
    School Board lists legislative positions (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
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CITRON, ELLEN continued
School Board elects Joel Lesnick president (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
New math curriculum planned, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Have a heart the motto at Greenacres (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.15
First grade section being added at (QR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1

CITRON, JIM (AU)
Alumnus praises SHS (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
CITRON, JOHN
Resident J Citron promoted, Apr 15, 1982, p.13
CITRON, MARJIE (AU)
Teaching children to cheat (ltr), Nov 26, 1981, p.6
CITRON, MARJORY

CIVIL, EILEEN
Welcome back! School opens for new year (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.1

CIVIC CLUB-SCS
SEE SCS CIVIC CLUB

CIVIL DEFENSE
Civil defense is out of touch (edit), Aug 25, 1982, p.7

CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
SEE AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, NEW YORK CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, WESTCHESTER CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

CIVIL RIGHTS
UN Assn calls on US to sign human rights agreements, Dec 10, 1981, p.3
Be ready to fight for rights (edit), Dec 10, 1981, p.7

CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSN
SEE LABOR UNIONS

CLAIBORNE, CRAIG
These sleuths solved 23,925 cases in 1982 (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.6

CLAIRVOYANCE
New leads (in Romer case), May 15, 1980, p.1

CLAMPITT, ROBERT
Kids' paper blends moxie with savvy (photo; addl photo p.5), Oct 2, 1980, p.4

CLANCY, JANE
After-school day care slated to start here in September (list), Jun 17, 1982, p.1

JANE, JEAN
Have a heart the motto at Greenacres (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.15
Bouchier named athletic director (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Fifth graders study local architecture, Feb 16, 1984, p.14

CLANCY, MARY
Round table brings together criminals with victims of crime (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.5

CLAPMAN, PETER
Resident P C Clapman named senior VP of insurance assn, Jan 1, 1981, p.2

CLAPP, BARBARA
Only 15,750 to go! (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.10

CLAPS, FRANK
One up (photo), May 1, 1980, p.1

CLARE, HERB
New mini-bus; small in size, mighty service (photo; map, schedule p.10), Sep 24, 1981, p.6
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CLARK, ANNH
Farewells at board meeting; school changes explained, Jun 10, 1982, p.11

CLARK, BRYANT
Commendations (for six police officers), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
SHS seniors J Boudreau, M Metz, hurt in head-on crash (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.1

CLARK, CATHERINE
C M Clark joins Steinkamp & Britton (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.6

CLARK, CATHIE
Bear bonanza (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.5

CLARK, DIANE
Chief of volunteers: D A Clark, Jul 19, 1984, p.4

CLARK, DOROTHEA
School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1

CLARK, E PAYSON JR
Supreme Court 'No' on mailbox called death blow to civic groups use, Jul 2, 1981, p.13

CLARK, ELEANORA
A flowering memory: Hays garden at Seely (photo), May 6, 1982, p.15

CLARK, ERICA
At long last winter! (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.1

CLARK, JULIE
J Clark, D Leibert win essay contest prizes, Jun 2, 1983, p.13

CLARK, LOUISE
Past and present featured at first GCC Festival Day (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.15
Board returns to business as usual, Oct 21, 1982, p.11

CLARK, LYNNE
Tenant protection approved; Board accepts land donation, May 15, 1980, p.1
Greenacres elects L B Clark president (photo; list), May 28, 1981, p.5
Repairs to close part of Walworth, Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Residents rap traffic build-up, Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Walworth to reopen soon, Oct 29, 1981, p.1
Creche reaction, Nov 19, 1981, p.1
Trustees set to vote on making Walworth one-way (list; cont p 17), Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Neighbors likely to oppose home, Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Village likely to oppose halfway house (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Village to hire lawyers, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
New SNAP leadership (photo), May 20, 1982, p.4
Village won't try to block home, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Undecided on creche, Nov 18, 1982, p.1
Special meeting on creche slated, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Vandals hit Greenacres again, Mar 3, 1983, p.3
Residents plan way to cut heating costs, Mar 24, 1983, p.2
GDPC's goal is to cut fuel bills (list), Apr 14, 1983, p.1
GDPC is growing, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Fears allayed as Post Road home settles in (photo), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
Agency seeking village's help in serving the frail elderly, Mar 1, 1984, p.1
Family Counseling benefit a success (photo; list), Jul 5, 1984, p.3

CLARK, LYNNE (AU)

CLARK, MAMIE
Her life uplifted those around her (edit), May 31, 1984, p.7
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CLARK, MERRELL

Foundation names Merrell Clark (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.3
Carol Stix to head local foundation (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
SCS Futures appoints J A Handelman director (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.3
Advisory committee of SCS Foundation Futures Program meets (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.5
Village likely to oppose halfway house (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Town Club debates over reports, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
SCS Futures spells out plans to survey community, Apr 22, 1982, p.3
Expert volunteers contribute to SCS Futures Program (list), Jul 29, 1982, p.3
SCS Futures groups to formulate survey (list), Sep 2, 1982, p.5
Residents will help draw up blueprint for village's future, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
Residents to voice questions at Futures meeting Monday (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.3
Community meeting looks toward future, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Questionnaire being prepared to probe SCS's wishes, Nov 4, 1982, p.2
Futures Committee established (photo; list), Nov 18, 1982, p.2
SCS Futures Program putting finishing touches on questionnaire, Dec 23, 1982, p.5
Saving an island, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
Futures survey findings out (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Open forum on Futures survey, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Survey indicates that schools are residents' top priority, Oct 27, 1983, p.2
Town Club concludes more fields needed, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Government services receive generally good rating in survey, Nov 10, 1983, p.2
Scarlsdalians don't always see selves as others see them, Nov 17, 1983, p.5
Questionnaire finds residents reluctant to see village change, Nov 24, 1983, p.5
Survey finds lack of interest in situation of seniors here, Dec 8, 1983, p.4
Futures survey finds concern over future of local stores, Dec 15, 1983, p.8
Chairman of SCS Futures looks toward fourth phase, Dec 22, 1983, p.5

CLARK, MERRELL (AU)

Get the picture? Program hopes it will (edit), Nov 11, 1982, p.7
Let every voice be heard (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Overwhelming response (to Futures questionnaire) (ltr), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
Futures program still 'on-going' (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6

CLARK, RICHARD

Enrollment decline worries schools, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
Board of Education moves to step up school security, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

CLARKIN, AUDREY (OR)

SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Board of Education approves ski team, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

CLASS RANKING

SEE SCHOOLS-EMT/SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADING SYSTEM

CLAS, KAREN

Sculptor N Deutsch, singer K Claus selected for visiting artist program, Aug 23, 1984, p.9

CLAUDON, JIM

'Not high-powered,' but coach honored, Nov 25, 1982, p.13

CLAUS, KAREN

Opera Plus comes to Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.22

CLAY, EDWARD

Finn takes onus on 'Sunshine' evasion (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.11
CLAY, EDWARD continued
I want them to remember; Ed Clay creates new offices (photo), May 31, 1984, p.11

CLEAR, BRIAN
SCS student B Cleary, 19, drowns, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
In death, two profiles in courage emerge; Brian died as he lived: helping his friends (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7

CLEAR, CATHY
In death, two profiles in courage emerge; Brian died as he lived: helping his friends (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7

CLEAR, CHRI
In death, two profiles in courage emerge; Brian died as he lived: helping his friends (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7

CLEAR, ELIZABETH
In death, two profiles in courage emerge; Brian died as he lived: helping his friends (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7

CLEAR, JAMES
Awards assembly climaxes winter sports season, Mar 19, 1981, p.19
Goodby party has warmth, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11
First grade, upkeep at Seely discussed, Apr 14, 1983, p.13

CLEAR, KEVIN
In death, two profiles in courage emerge; Brian died as he lived: helping his friends (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7

CLEAR, MIRIAM (SISTER)
Church opens School for Justice, Peace, Sep 22, 1983, p.4

CLEAR, PATTY
In death, two profiles in courage emerge; Brian died as he lived: helping his friends (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7

CLEAR, THOMAS
In death, two profiles in courage emerge; Brian died as he lived: helping his friends (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7

T Cleary dies, Jun 30, 1933, p.10

CLEARY, GEORGE VAN
SEE VAN CLEARY, GEORGE

CLEGHORN, EDITH
E Cleghorn dies, Nov 5, 1981, p.22

CLERGY
Father D Brennan honored at a reception at IHM (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.17
Synagogue votes out Rabbi Greenberg, Jun 5, 1980, p.14
Rabbis A S Turetsky, I Hadelmann honored (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.14
Hitchcock honors Rev David Kendall (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.14
Howard S Anderson dies; was congregational pastor, Sep 4, 1980, p.12
Fond farewell (to Rev G Brown) (photo; list), Sep 18, 1980, p.16
Congregational Church sets ordination for new minister T W Brown (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.14
New post for Rev Wetaore, Feb 26, 1981, p.16
Police criticized in arrest of priest, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
Rabbi S A Klein to be new leader at SCS Synagogue (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.12
SCS residents H Ferris, R Shapiro, J Prosnit ordained as rabbis, Jun 18, 1981, p.12
H Baron welcomes Rabbi S A Klein (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.16
New rabbi S A Klein to be installed at SCS Synagogue (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.14
Arctic bishop Rev J R Sperry visits SCS (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.23
Site agreed on for creche display, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Monsignor's message (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
Asbury congregation honors Rev B Schofield-Bodt (list), Jan 14, 1982, p.16
Rev John Elliott Jr named pastor at Greenville Church (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.18
Interim minister Rev B Coe arriving at Congregational Church (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.14
CLERGY continued

Rev John Elliott Jr to be installed at Greenville Church; Dr N V Peale to speak (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.16
Rev J D Elliott Jr with Dr N V Peale (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.18
Minister, Rev S R Chamberlain, has paintings on exhibit at library, Apr 8, 1982, p.3
Congregational Church to welcome Dr K D Stephens, new minister-teacher, Apr 22, 1982, p.14
Mayor welcomes Dr Stephens at Congregational ceremonies (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.16
Rev Kendall named to board, Jun 3, 1982, p.16
Dr J S Griffin leaving Hitchcock (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.14
Msgr E Connors leaving IHM (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.14
Rabbi Zercher to be installed (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.10
Interim minister Rev R F Kent at Hitchcock (photo), Oct 14, 1982, p.16
IHM welcoming new pastor Rev Msgr P P Shannon, Oct 14, 1982, p.16
IHM officially welcomes Rev Msgr P P Shannon (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.16
Rev Geeta named Lutheran head (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.19
Central Conference elects two SCS rabbis, J B Glaser and J Stern, Apr 14, 1983, p.4
Rabbi Brodner receiving award, May 12, 1983, p.18
Presbyterian leader Rev K Young is installed (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.14
Rev Susan Rogers leaving, Jun 16, 1983, p.16
Kerin completes novitiate, Jun 23, 1983, p.14
Rev C Brun named UCC secretary, Jul 14, 1983, p.10
Hitchcock names Rev R S MacLennan new minister (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.12
Two ministers at Congregational (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
Rev P S Washburn new minister at Congregational Church (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.18
New minister Rev R S MacLennan at Hitchcock Church (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.8
Rabbi B H Rosenberg named to county post (photo), Feb 9, 1984, p.14
Maryknoll sister, M Sedwick, celebrates diamond anniversary (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.14
Founding Baptist minister Rev H W Hansen dies (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Kendall appointed archdeacon (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.14
Baptists appoint Rev L Lozis associate minister, Sep 6, 1984, p.19
Local clergy state views on church-state mix in campaign, Sep 20, 1984, p.1
A blurring of the line (edit), Sep 20, 1984, p.6
Student ministers D Shull and J Calvert join Congregational (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.20
Rabbi Hadelman participates in colloquium, Nov 29, 1984, p.24
SEE ALSO WOMEN AS CLERGY

CLERKIN, DIANE
Top essayists: B Wolf, D Clerkin, E Widulski, C Polena (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.2
DAR contest prize winner D Clerkin (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.13

CLERKIN, MARY JANE
Resident: M J Clerkin joins Berkeley staff, Aug 23, 1984, p.8

CLIFFORD, JOHN
Postal art, Mar 6, 1980, p.1

CLIFFORD, JOHN (NU)
Thanks to Ambulance Corps (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6

CLINICS
SEE MEDICAL CARE FACILITIES

CLINTON, DALE
Dog saves collapsed jogger; protective warnings issued, Feb 5, 1981, p.2

CLODE, MINNIE
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CLOUGHER, MARY
  Elective courses proposed for EHS, Apr 1, 1982, p.11

CLOSE, WALTER
  Fox Meadow Tennis Club holds 100th birthday celebration (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.15

CLOTHING AND DRESS
  Outrageous attire (ltr), May 25, 1981, p.6
  Dress code for SCS (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
  Dress code letter becomes media event (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.1
  Too much ado (edit), Sep 17, 1981, p.6
  No dress code (ltr), Sep 17, 1981, p.6
  Suited to a Tee: B Glassner, P Klausner, C Falkenberg (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.22

CLOWNS
  Day for sailing (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.4
  Star clown: A Friedman (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.11
  Andy the Clown (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.9
  Getting booked as a clown (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.10

CLUBS
  Lions Club of SCS presents check to PTA scholarship fund (photo), May 8, 1980, p.2
  Dad's Club program cited (photo), May 5, 1983, p.20
  Harvard Club picks leaders (list), Jul 7, 1983, p.3
  Quilting anyone? (photo; list), Jan 5, 1984, p.5
  Rotarians elect new officers (list), Jan 12, 1984, p.3
  PC users forming group here, Mar 1, 1984, p.3
  Resident A Rudnick starts dining-out club, Apr 26, 1984, p.8
  Road to totalitarianism (ltr), Aug 23, 1984, p.6
  Harvard Club elects new officers (list), Sep 20, 1984, p.16
  New group, Sophisticated Shenanigans, seeks members to go places, do things, Oct 4, 1984, p.12
  Club president: M Shire (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.13
  SEE ALSO COUNTRY CLUBS, DISCUSSION GROUPS, SCHOOLS-ENT/SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CLUBS

CLUSTER HOUSING
  SEE ZONING, CONSERVATION

CLUSTER INC
  Halfway houses not new to Westchester (Part I), Apr 22, 1982, p.1

CLYMAN, DANIEL (DR)
  Doctors ready to fight plan that would close St Agnes (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.1

CO-OP
  SEE WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM

CO-OP CONVERSION
  SEE APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC

COACHES
  SEE COACHING (ATHLETICS)

COACHING (ATHLETICS)
  A 'new cheer' for J Kamin, Feb 7, 1980, p.11
  Boucher gets football coaches' service award, Feb 14, 1980, p.13
  School Board members applaud Crowder, Weitzen; Board approves new football coach, Jun 12, 1980, p.15
  Resnick Coach of the Year, Jul 3, 1980, p.12
  School Board lists legislative positions (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
  Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
  Ulan honored at convention, Feb 19, 1981, p.15
  Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
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COACHING (ATHLETICS) continued

- Tribute to Coach Shaw (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.2
- On the joy of slowpitch (edit), Sep 24, 1981, p.7
- Hail and farewell (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.1
- Parents urge board to support interscholastic athletics, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
- Art Resnick to coach at Manhattanville (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.25
- Thanks from the coach (ltr), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
- Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
- Cosmos' coach J Mazzei finds sanctuary in SCS (photo; addl photo p 20), Oct 7, 1982, p.6
- School enrollment decline slowing, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
- Teaching the teacher is game (of K Aschermann and R O'Shea) (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.14
- Sports staffing at EHS: call it a whole new ballgame, Jun 30, 1983, p.11
- New coach G Olwal fails to show; Art Resnick steps in, Sep 1, 1983, p.12
- Former SHS football coach D Buchanan dies (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.1
- Emotional ending (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.1
- Football coach S Henry resigning, Nov 17, 1983, p.15
- Art Resnick is candidate for Coach of Year, Nov 24, 1983, p.17
- Thanks from basketball coach (ltr), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
- C H Moeller named Coach of the Year (list), Mar 8, 1984, p.10
- The right man for the job (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
- SCS names R Paladino football coach (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.1
- Resnick resigns as soccer coach (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1
- Former Coach of the Year T Smith comes to EHS, Jun 14, 1984, p.11
- Example for young people (ltr), Aug 30, 1984, p.6
- Coach Dick Paladino to lead EHS in new era of football, Aug 30, 1984, p.10
- Hockey team still looking for coach, Dec 6, 1984, p.11

COALITION FOR OPEN GOVERNMENT

- SEE OPEN GOVERNMENT COALITION

COALITION IN SUPPORT OF QUALITY EDUCATION IN NY

- PTA's form coalition, Feb 11, 1982, p.1

COALITION OF NORTHEAST MUNICIPALITIES

- Tooley attends CONEM meeting, Sep 24, 1981, p.2

COAPE-ARNOLD, KAREN

- Historical Society elects five (photo; list), Nov 15, 1984, p.3
- COAPE-ARNOLD, KAREN (AU)
- Halloween extravaganza (ltr), Nov 15, 1984, p.6

COASH, TONY

- Cable bringing community TV to SCS (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.6

COBEAN, GRACE

- G H Cobean dies, Feb 12, 1981, p.20

COCKWELL, KELLY

- Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1

CODDING, JUDITH (DR)

- Class trip (to China), Jan 15, 1981, p.1
- Local students Beijing bound (list), Feb 26, 1981, p.1
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CODDING, JUDITH (DR) continued
Alternative School students find China 'breathtaking' (photo p 12), Mar 28, 1981, p.5
SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
Board appoints P Sternberg Greencroes principal, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
New math curriculum planned, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
A School graduation (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Bouchier named athletic director (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.1
SCS High school wins Carnegie grant, Apr 26, 1984, p.14
Alternative School director J Coddin leaving, Jun 28, 1984, p.3
School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Dr Coddin appreciated (ltr), Jul 12, 1984, p.6
Dr--not Mrs (Coddin) (ltr), Jul 12, 1984, p.6

CODDING, JUDITH (DR AU)
SAS: A spirit of community (edit), Nov 8, 1984, p.7

CODE OF ETHICS-SCS
Architecture Board member H Weisnar resigns, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
No decision, Jun 4, 1981, p.1

COE, BUCKNER (REV)
Interim minister Rev B Coe arriving at Congregational Church (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.14
Vigilers make silent statement (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.1

COEN, DARREN
Eggs-tasy! (photo; list), Apr 7, 1983, p.6

COFFEE SHOPS
SEE RESTAURANTS, BARS, ETC

COGSWELL, JAMES III
J K Cogswell III dies, Aug 4, 1983, p.16

COHEN, ALAN
Future looks dim for Boulder Brook Riding Club, May 31, 1984, p.1
Club hires lawyer, Jun 7, 1984, p.1
Hopes rise of saving riding club, Jun 14, 1984, p.1
Fight to survive, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Closing postponed on Boulder Brook, Jul 5, 1984, p.1

COHEN, AMY
Raiders capture 5th soccer title (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.1

COHEN, ARLENE (AU)
We're all out there (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6

COHEN, ARTHUR
New York cityscapes theme of exhibition (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.4

COHEN, BENNA
Off to Royal Academy: B Cohen (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.22

COHEN, BETH (AU)
Individual responsibility (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6

COHEN, B GERSON (DR)
Rabbis A S Turetsky, L Hadelman honored (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.14
SCS residents R and A Rapaport, E and R Strua honored (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.16

COHEN, DAMA
Miss Covington's holds holiday parties (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.10

COHEN, DANIEL
Late, crowded and hot trains are way of life for Harlem Line riders (photo), May 22, 1980, p.1
COHEN, DAVID (DR)
Local teachers Dr S Corbin, Dr D Cohen, N Kropp at convention, Apr 23, 1981, p.22
Panel has praise for mainstreaming, May 7, 1981, p.1
Enrollment decline continues; Advisory Committee on Legislative Issues named (list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3

COHEN, DOROTHY
D R Cohen dies, Oct 7, 1982, p.18

COHEN, EADIE
Student E S Cohen joins Israel tour, Jan 13, 1983, p.10

COHEN, ELAINE
‘Empty nest’ has homeowners coming and going, Oct 6, 1983, p.6

COHEN, ELAINE (AU)
Salary comparison (ltr), Oct 7, 1982, p.6
Facing a new phenomenon (edit), Jan 12, 1984, p.7

COHEN, GEORGE
Continuua by G Cohen on display (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.10
Variety of views expressed at drug, alcohol forum, Oct 25, 1984, p.1

COHEN, GRETA
Bank cites SHS alumna G Cohen, May 19, 1983, p.4

COHEN, HOWARD
New play areas nearly done after a year of hard work (photo; list), Jun 29, 1984, p.10

COHEN, JOANNA
How many pages? (photo), May 10, 1984, p.12

COHEN, JOLIE
EMT High Class of ’82 is on its way! (photo; list), Jul 1, 1982, p.11

COHEN, LOUIS (DR)
Chiropractic office opens in SCS, Jul 7, 1983, p.8
Chiropractic office opens, Oct 6, 1983, p.5
Rotary service project (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.5

COHEN, MADELYN
League launches fund drive (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.5
Campaigns come to SCS (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.1

COHEN, MADELYN (AU)
League finance drive (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
Village funding asked (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
Important ballot issues (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6

COHEN, MARK
Fairy tale, Apr 1, 1982, p.1

COHEN, MATTHEW
Four seniors (M Cohen, A Jaffe, C Li, M Weber) named Merit semifinalists, Sep 13, 1984, p.9

COHEN, MICHAEL (AU)
Village funding asked (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6

COHEN, NANCY
Trendsetters’ guide for back-to-school (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.6

COHEN, NORMAN
‘Empty nest’ has homeowners coming and going, Oct 6, 1983, p.6

COHEN, SAM
How the Levittown case was won, Jul 15, 1982, p.1

COHEN, SUSAN
Sign of the season (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.6

COHEN, DUSTY
Committee backs Ethical site, Jul 24, 1980, p.1
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COHN, DUSTY continued
Neighbors oppose home site, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Humanists to vote on group home, Oct 23, 1980, p.1

COHN, JUSTIN (AU)
Committee to team (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6

COLABELLA, ANTHONY
Rehabilitated downtown park is gradually taking shape (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.1
Visual obstruction no longer visible (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.1
More parking available soon (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.5

COLABELLA, NICHOLAS
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Polls moved for Conservative primary, Sep 8, 1983, p.11

COLANTUONO, JOSEPH
Thieves up! (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.8

COLANTUONO, MARYANNE
Thieves up! (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.8

COLAVITA, ANTHONY
Grand opening (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.21
All in the party (photo), May 6, 1982, p.3
GOP may challenge Non-Partisan nominee, Nov 19, 1982, p.1
Beyond motivations (edit), Sep 1, 1983, p.6

COLDRIKE, DAVID
Six-month report (on village finances), Jan 10, 1980, p.1
No decision on taxi fares, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Village manager L Tooley predicts 7.4% tax hike, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Bike path protest continues; Rec fees, taxi fares raised, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Proposed village budget calls for $56.89 tax rate, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Tenant protection approved; Board accepts land donation, May 15, 1980, p.1
Higher assessment, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Village's year-end surplus of $881,295 most in recent years, Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Village claims census error, Sep 18, 1980, p.1
Board asks state for work for taxes law, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Officials review budget preparation, Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Budget projections, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Revenue sharing, Mar 5, 1981, p.1
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Little criticism of Village Budget, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Village year-end balance down, but by less than anticipated, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Assessments called unfair, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Budget preview; Other increases, Feb 18, 1982, p.1
Revenue Sharing, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
7.5% tax hike to be proposed, Mar 18, 1982, p.1
$490,000 'cushion' in village budget, Jul 22, 1982, p.1
State criticizes court on record keeping, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
Lower yields, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Catching up on their paperwork (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.1
Revenue loss, Jan 6, 1983, p.1
Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Six percent village tax hike seen, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
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COLDICK, DAVID continued
- Local officials get salary hikes, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
- Investment strategy, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
- Slightly slower, Oct 13, 1983, p.1
- County adopts $10M budget, Dec 29, 1983, p.1
- 4.8% hike seen in village tax rate, Mar 1, 1984, p.1
- Paying slower, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
- $1 million surplus is less than in 1983, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
- Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

COLE, CHARITY (AU)
- She objects to spraying (ltr), Jun 3, 1983, p.6

COLE, MICHAEL (AU)
- Good guy, bad guy (edit), Apr 12, 1984, p.7

COLE, PEGGY (OR)
- On computers and education (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6

COLE, PEGGY (OR-AU)
- Children need reality too (edit), Feb 25, 1982, p.7
- Computer education: a lack of planning (edit), Apr 21, 1983, p.7
- Women artists—undervalued (edit), Aug 30, 1984, p.7

COLE, SALLY
- SHS commencement (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.1

COLELLA, JOSEPH
- SCS's lunchtime retreat: Chase Park (photo; add'l photo p 2), Aug 26, 1982, p.1

COLEMAN, BARBARA
- Olympic flame passed from G Deucher to B Coleman, Feb 14, 1980, p.6

COLEMAN, GERALD
- Conductor G P Coleman appointed, Jul 31, 1980, p.7

COLEMAN, PETER
- No generation gap (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.4

COLEMAN, SYDIE
- Resident S Coleman spurred by statistics on missing children, May 19, 1983, p.6

COLENSER, SONDI
- Trying out the new weights (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.22

COLENERI, ERNEST
- Dramatic moment at trial, Dec 11, 1980, p.1

COLETTI, CHIARA
- Station repairs, Jul 5, 1984, p.1

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNEST
- School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
- School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
- School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1

COLLECTORS AND COLLECTING
- Ent man L Dalton finds that toys are fun for adults too (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.25
- In the Pepsi generation: K Reynolds (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.5

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
- Troll, 13 others named to Pace advisory group (list), Jan 3, 1980, p.3
- College post for former resident Rev Dr N Temme, Jan 10, 1980, p.6
- Resident W Shaw named to Pace board, Jan 17, 1980, p.5
- SCS man S Finkelstein elected alumni trustee at Penn (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.7
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES continued

Former resident A G Schearge named trustee of Marymount, Feb 7, 1980, p.3
SCS High graduates issue 'Report from Campus', Feb 14, 1980, p.5
First Backman lecture (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.18
University appoints former Scarsdalian S Rosenblatt, Apr 24, 1980, p.2
Certificate given to local resident S Iachetta, May 22, 1980, p.9
C Soling receives 6 Arents Pioneer medal (photo), May 22, 1980, p.11
College Careers founder D Allensworth honored by Smith College (photo), May 29, 1980, p.8
College picks W M Jennings as trustee, May 29, 1980, p.10
Dr J P Kildahl invited to lecture at Karuue University School of Medicine, Japan (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.10
Queens College honors alumni from SCS Rev Dr W A Johnson, Jun 19, 1980, p.2

Resident A Modica named asst professor, Jun 19, 1980, p.6
Trustee A J Bernard commended, Jun 19, 1980, p.10
Dr A H Mantz gets college award, Jun 19, 1980, p.12
SCS couple, B and M Jamil, honored by Yeshiva University, Jun 26, 1980, p.8
H E Alexander receives honorary doctor of humane letters (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.17
Graduate P J Guaport named dean, Jul 17, 1980, p.2
Local man B Lopez Jr on Fordham board, Jul 17, 1980, p.5
Conductor G P Coleman appointed, Jul 31, 1980, p.7
New dean of theater: H Stein, Aug 7, 1980, p.6
College Club names R D Wechsler new head (list), Aug 7, 1980, p.12
Pace picks Dr F S Falcone as VP, Sep 4, 1980, p.9
Pace Law School accredited, Sep 11, 1980, p.2
College names L Martinez dean, Sep 11, 1980, p.17
Harold Burson in 'Ole Miss' Hall of Fame (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.13
Resident C P Levy named to Radcliffe board, Nov 20, 1980, p.10
K Borgeson starring in Dean Junior College production, 'Company' (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.15
Iona honors two residents, D J Sullivan, J R Vergara, Nov 27, 1980, p.19
Resident Herma named associate prof, Dec 4, 1980, p.2
Associate A P Ceresa appointed, Dec 4, 1980, p.15
Thespian J Thaler (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.21
Board member H S Adler elected, Dec 18, 1980, p.5
New college trustees: B C Kullen, W K Downey, Dec 18, 1980, p.10
SUNY appoints H N Gaffney, Dec 18, 1980, p.17
S Walker named to faculty, Dec 25, 1980, p.2
Honorary degree for SCS man W R Bricker (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.8
Local man, V J McHugh, new VP of Med College, Feb 12, 1981, p.5
Lawyer G M Jaffin establishes chair at Columbia, Apr 9, 1981, p.4
Teacher Dr P Greenwald tenured, Apr 9, 1981, p.12
SHE graduate R H Hull elected president of Beloit College in Wisconsin, Apr 23, 1981, p.3
Certificates earned (by R Frankel, R Wilkins), May 21, 1981, p.12
FLM awards prize to Amy Openhart, May 21, 1981, p.19
New trustee: J Hofheimer (photo), May 28, 1981, p.3
S G Linville takes degree, Jun 4, 1981, p.17
No degree dilution here (edit), Jun 11, 1981, p.7
President at SUNY: Dr S H Groebstein, Jun 18, 1981, p.19
Nataly Rittr heads county Einstein group (list), Jul 2, 1981, p.9
C Gliedman named by Brandeis, Jul 2, 1981, p.9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G Geiger elected to the board</td>
<td>Jul 9, 1981</td>
<td>p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of HR cites residents</td>
<td>Jul 23, 1981</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College names SCS man J Wasacz</td>
<td>Aug 6, 1981</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing dean named: Dr B Bonaparte</td>
<td>Aug 6, 1981</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campus director: Dr J Krom</td>
<td>Aug 13, 1981</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director at SUNY: J Huma</td>
<td>Aug 20, 1981</td>
<td>p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHS students J Friedman, D Schon take part in program at Tanglewood</td>
<td>Aug 20, 1981</td>
<td>p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCS woman R Gujarati named director of Pace Center</td>
<td>Sep 3, 1981</td>
<td>p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident J Condit elected college trustee</td>
<td>Sep 3, 1981</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counseling director: Dr A Anbar</td>
<td>Sep 3, 1981</td>
<td>p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCC appoints Scarsdalian</td>
<td>Nov 5, 1981</td>
<td>p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C H Pfozheiaer III elected to Pace board of trustees</td>
<td>Nov 5, 1981</td>
<td>p.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebrew Union re-elects SCS man Dr J Backman</td>
<td>Nov 26, 1981</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fordham cites residents</td>
<td>Dec 3, 1981</td>
<td>p.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD E Frost promoted to professor</td>
<td>Dec 10, 1981</td>
<td>p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Resnick to coach at Manhattanville</td>
<td>Dec 10, 1981</td>
<td>p.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident C Ballon elected to Yeshiva board</td>
<td>Dec 17, 1981</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentist L I Rubins named college fellow</td>
<td>Dec 24, 1981</td>
<td>p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercy appoints SCS man J P O'Connor</td>
<td>Jan 7, 1982</td>
<td>p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local man Dr H I Suscan to teach at Columbia</td>
<td>Jan 21, 1982</td>
<td>p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech therapist Dr S Goda named professor</td>
<td>Feb 4, 1982</td>
<td>p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Dr A Smith promoted</td>
<td>Feb 11, 1982</td>
<td>p.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr G E Martin named chairman</td>
<td>Feb 18, 1982</td>
<td>p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College picks S Donnelley trustee</td>
<td>Mar 4, 1982</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident F F Rocco names to Pace faculty</td>
<td>Mar 4, 1982</td>
<td>p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia appoints resident Dr C H Rieder to new post</td>
<td>Mar 11, 1982</td>
<td>p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director: J G Bowen (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 1, 1982</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pace cites Carol Stix, May</td>
<td>May 27, 1982</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local man J H Vogel new dean at C W Post</td>
<td>Jun 3, 1982</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Green wins award</td>
<td>Jun 10, 1982</td>
<td>p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honorary doctorate for E G Graves</td>
<td>Jun 17, 1982</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr A Daniller named by college</td>
<td>Jun 17, 1982</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New media director: R Bacarella</td>
<td>Jun 24, 1982</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiar pattern, Jul</td>
<td>Jul 1, 1982</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six SCS women elected officers of Einstein chapter (photo; list)</td>
<td>Jul 1, 1982</td>
<td>p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula Tuchman is voted secretary</td>
<td>Jul 1, 1982</td>
<td>p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident U F Fairbairn elected trustee of Iona</td>
<td>Jul 15, 1982</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens Institute elects Scarsdalian C I Petschek</td>
<td>Aug 5, 1982</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCC trustee named: R N Stadler</td>
<td>Aug 5, 1982</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University elects former SCS man H H Schrier</td>
<td>Aug 17, 1982</td>
<td>p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College families find getting there is half the battle (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 2, 1982</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local lawyer J P O'Connor joins faculty</td>
<td>Sep 16, 1982</td>
<td>p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local dentist Dr P C Furnari named professor</td>
<td>Oct 7, 1982</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lafayette chairman H Banoson</td>
<td>Oct 28, 1982</td>
<td>p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law students J Buckley, D Stephens cited</td>
<td>Nov 18, 1982</td>
<td>p.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCS man V E Cash named Mercy College trustee</td>
<td>Nov 25, 1982</td>
<td>p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iona gives top award to SCS resident J Murphy (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 6, 1983</td>
<td>p.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES continued
Director N Yang appointed, Mar 24, 1983, p.18
Pace appoints J L Joyce VP, Mar 31, 1983, p.8
University appoints SCS High Grad W K Wake, May 5, 1983, p.16
WCC to give award to Lenore Brennan (photo; list), May 12, 1983, p.5
College honors local filmmaker D Lane, May 12, 1983, p.8
Fund raising success for R W Rosenblatt, May 12, 1983, p.10
SCS man C Soling elected trustee of Syracuse U, May 19, 1983, p.2
Resident Dr B Herdt re-elected by college, May 19, 1983, p.5
College honor to resident P B McQueen, May 19, 1983, p.10
Honorary degree for Scarsdalian J M Murphy, May 26, 1983, p.8
Honor for alumnus F M Alter, May 26, 1983, p.12
Senior Slump—a suggested cure (edit), Jun 2, 1983, p.7
Thirty-five year research project leads to ED D (for R Saolover) (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.16
College appointee (for E K Rosenfeld), Jun 9, 1983, p.9
Former resident L J Staas-Wilgj joins faculty, Jun 9, 1983, p.10
Toppings (Seymour, Audrey) receive honorary doctorates, Jun 9, 1983, p.13
Kasiners (Jack, Paula) to lead tours to colleges, Jun 9, 1983, p.13
Resident P T Belfaan named Radcliffe trustee, Jun 16, 1983, p.3
Alumnus M B Weisburger helps win award for college, Jun 30, 1983, p.2
H Tanner new trustee of Wellesley, Jul 7, 1983, p.3
Local resident D Goldstein studies abroad, Jul 7, 1983, p.3
Correction: E Tanner elected to six-year term at Wellesley, Jul 14, 1983, p.2
Local man J Murphy gives $1 million to Iona, Jul 21, 1983, p.3
E Stoeas is overseer, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
Resident Dr B Witchel to direct Iona college branch (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.3
Concordia appoints E R Bowan, Aug 11, 1983, p.11
NY Medical College appoints DR A H Hayes Jr provost, Aug 25, 1983, p.2
Coordinator: S Feinfeld, Aug 25, 1983, p.11
D S Broas takes college post, Aug 25, 1983, p.11
Local student L Pepper in university theater class (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.11
LIU Westchester campus offers therapeutic recreation program (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.23
University of Delaware or bust! (photo; list), Sep 8, 1983, p.3
College appoints former Scarsdalian J D Thompson, Sep 15, 1983, p.9
Correction: J Korins omitted from National Merit Scholarship list, Sep 22, 1983, p.14
College information night (photo; list), Sep 29, 1983, p.2
Future Wallach Arts Center (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.2
Emory feels EMT impact, Oct 13, 1983, p.10
Hard working alumnus P Curran (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.5
Ford promoted, Nov 24, 1983, p.9
Pace appoints SCS man C T Zahn, Dec 8, 1983, p.16
Dr S J Prezioso returning to Pace, Dec 15, 1983, p.16
Fordham honors resident L J Hoar Jr, Jan 12, 1984, p.14
Resident Dr L Beilin appointed dean at Hofstra, Jan 19, 1984, p.4
Santcher elected trustee of Tufts, Feb 23, 1984, p.2
College honors ex-Scarsdalian, Feb 23, 1984, p.14
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Resident I D Karpas Jr elected to board of Hebrew Union College, Mar 22, 1984, p.14
Mercy hires resident M Ratner, Mar 29, 1984, p.9
Medical College to give award to SCS man, A I Schragis (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.3
M Hahn is Iona director, Apr 19, 1984, p.10
College position for Bob Wilber, Apr 19, 1984, p.15
Ad Club honors Iona, Apr 26, 1984, p.9
Students explore 'Arts of the Book' (photo; list), May 17, 1984, p.14
Kenneth Thompson named to Lindenwood College board, Jun 21, 1984, p.2
Graduation survey suggestions (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
College honors SCS man R Adelmann, Jun 21, 1984, p.12
Two determined SCS women, E Buzbee, D Silverstone, prove any age is right age for college (photo), Jun 28, 1984, p.6
Ottinger elected to Antioch College board, Jul 19, 1984, p.4
M Christy dean at Iona, Jul 19, 1984, p.13
Resident H S Miller elected trustee at Pace (photo), Jul 26, 1984, p.4
EMS grad J Chapus continues schooling, Aug 2, 1984, p.12
EMT, SCS students attend Cornell summer session (list), Aug 9, 1984, p.13
Expert advice for freshmen on what lies ahead (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.6
SCS student R GAmhetta is summer intern at medical college, Aug 16, 1984, p.12
Concordia appoints P H Crumb, Aug 30, 1984, p.2
College appoints EMT woman J Forstenzer, Sep 27, 1984, p.8
College honors EMT MD R B Medow, Oct 4, 1984, p.10
SCS professors J Raquis and J H Spillner to be cited by Pace, Oct 11, 1984, p.5
A School is model for Harvard project, Oct 25, 1984, p.16
Pace to honor Henry Miller, noted attorney (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.19
Appointment at SUNY for R Ashford, Nov 8, 1984, p.16
Local man P Morrison joins faculty at Mercy, Nov 15, 1984, p.14
Ottinger to join Pace as professor, Nov 15, 1984, p.19
College plans dinner for SCS MD R Goldstein, Nov 22, 1984, p.3
College inducts local dentist Dr R C Redhead, Nov 22, 1984, p.13
New science center at Iona honors Scarsdalian J M Murphy's parents (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.5
A (scientist's) mind is a terrible thing to waste (edit), Dec 13, 1984, p.7
Pace names Scarsdalian F W Teracino (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.8
College elects Scarsdalians R Kaplan and H Herzig, Dec 27, 1984, p.5

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-ADMISSIONS

Organizing the steppingstones to college, Jan 28, 1982, p.6
Recruiters say: show colleges 'total person' (photo), Oct 14, 1982, p.6
Early decision drawing more college-bound, Jan 20, 1983, p.6

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-ALUMNI

Dartmouth Club elects residents (list), Mar 5, 1981, p.14
Fordham Law alumni give top honor to Paul Curran, Mar 12, 1981, p.8
Alumni group picks leaders (list), Sep 3, 1981, p.5
College group elects board (list), Sep 3, 1981, p.9
Women's careers subject of Wellesley club talk, Oct 1, 1981, p.1
Hunter honors SCS woman Dr P M Schwarz, May 6, 1982, p.3
Alumni honor goes to S J Sarks (photo), May 6, 1982, p.14
Honors for SCS MD S J S Kohl, Jun 3, 1982, p.2
Harvard Club elects resident Dr H S Hurwitz, Jun 24, 1982, p.13
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-ALUMNI continued
Something to smile about (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.12

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-CURRICULUM
How to sell an idea (edit), Oct 27, 1983, p.7

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID
Scholarship fund drive opens (list), Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Unmatched Investment (edit), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
National Merit commends M Vaghi, J Tostanoski, Jan 31, 1980, p.15
Kathy Busby wins national scholarship, Feb 20, 1980, p.16
38 from EHS earn regents scholarships (list), Mar 6, 1980, p.11
116 SHS seniors win Regents scholarships (list), Mar 6, 1980, p.13
Ashany, Behan, Ungar win Merit corporate grants, Apr 10, 1980, p.17
Celia Jaffe wins Merit, Apr 24, 1980, p.15
Roth wins Merit award, Apr 24, 1980, p.16
Memorial scholarship set for Joan Laufer, May 15, 1980, p.15
D Dehn wins fellowship, Jun 12, 1980, p.15
28 SHS seniors named Merit semifinalists (list), Sep 18, 1980, p.14
Four seniors named merit semifinalists (list), Sep 18, 1980, p.15
EHS senior N Freeman is semifinalist, Oct 2, 1980, p.17
National Merit commends 40 seniors (list), Oct 23, 1980, p.16
Help is on the way (photo; list), Feb 5, 1981, p.2
And next we have... (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.17
Work, work, work (photo; list), Apr 2, 1981, p.17
Regents winners named; 49 EHS seniors qualify (list), Apr 9, 1981, p.21
Scholarship winners named (list), Apr 9, 1981, p.24
Seniors win Merit awards (list), Apr 9, 1981, p.24
Scholarship goes to Alan Kuperjan, Apr 23, 1981, p.20
Scholarship winner: C A Reinwald (photo), May 7, 1981, p.26
Sees education 'a top priority' (edit), Jun 18, 1981, p.7
SCS residents R and A Rapaport; E and R Strum honored (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.16
David Stern is Merit semifinalist, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Peter Parlow wins semifinalist rank, Oct 1, 1981, p.8
Seniors rate merit honors (list), Oct 1, 1981, p.12
50 SHS seniors commended in the 1982 Merit Program (list), Oct 8, 1981, p.21
College: where will the money come from? Nov 5, 1981, p.6
Local fund helps SHS seniors face college crunch (illus), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
SCS Foundation provides scholarships (Progress '88 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.29
43 EMT students named Regents scholars (list), Feb 25, 1982, p.11
SCS students awarded state Regents scholarships (list), Feb 25, 1982, p.15
Regents winners: M Farrelly, P Augustin, Mar 18, 1982, p.19
SCS students E A Heeren, J Leistensnider win Merit Scholarships, Apr 8, 1982, p.19
Sleeker future feared (ltr), Apr 15, 1982, p.6
Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
Merit award to EHS senior D Stern, Apr 22, 1982, p.10
Car washing for fun and profit (K Froelich Scholarship Fund) (photo), May 13, 1982, p.1
Merit winner: T P Connors, Jul 1, 1982, p.17
Scholarship winner: E Brophy, Jul 22, 1982, p.5
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES FINANCIAL AID continued

- Student B A Ribner wins scholarship, Jul 22, 1982, p.16
- Scholarship to sophomore A Kaiser, Jul 22, 1982, p.16
- Three (O Cash, L Golob, J Lane) named semifinalists, Sep 16, 1982, p.17
- Record number of seniors named Merit semifinalists (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.18
- 56 seniors receive National Merit honors (list), Oct 21, 1982, p.15
- Delany memorial, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
- Opening doors of college (edit), Feb 3, 1983, p.6
- NYS Regents scholarships awarded to 48 at EHS (list), Mar 3, 1983, p.13
- Seniors named Merit finalists (list), Mar 3, 1983, p.17
- Students win Regents Scholarships (list), Mar 3, 1983, p.17
- Shooting from the (don) key (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.1
- Going nowhere (photo; list), Mar 10, 1983, p.4
- Student L M Brown wins scholarship, Mar 24, 1983, p.19
- EHS has one more (Regents scholarship) winner; K Nelson, Mar 31, 1983, p.15
- Fulfill the promise (litr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6
- SCS High to be scene of International Fair Sunday (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.1
- Students named Merit winners (list), Apr 21, 1983, p.17
- Yeshiva students M Levitt, A Grodner win scholarships, Apr 28, 1983, p.23
- JHS teacher I Sloan sets stage for different role (photo), May 5, 1983, p.6
- Former resident H H Schambach establishes (scholarship) fund, May 5, 1983, p.23
- Fellowship for SHS graduate L Meister, May 19, 1983, p.2
- Fellowship winner; J Marcus, May 26, 1983, p.16
- They went the extra mile (photo; list), Jun 16, 1983, p.11
- Students L M Brown, J F Collins, R M Sabater receive IBM scholarships, Jun 16, 1983, p.15
- Couple (C A and N Frankenhoff) establishes scholarship fund, Jun 16, 1983, p.16
- First Delany Scholarship awarded to SHS graduate J Levin (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.3
- Seven from EHS win recognition (list), Sep 15, 1983, p.10
- Local students are Merit semifinalists (list), Sep 15, 1983, p.20
- Busby named semifinalist, Sep 29, 1983, p.16
- Merit Program commands 45 local high school students (list), Oct 6, 1983, p.16
- Scholarship group initiates new tribute gift program, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
- First grade section being added at (OR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
- Local student J Heisowitz awarded Fulbright, Dec 15, 1983, p.18
- Fund begun in memory of SHS alumnus H A Klein, Jan 19, 1984, p.3
- Scholarship Fund opens annual drive, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
- Total support (edit), Feb 2, 1984, p.6
- Over one-third of EHS seniors earn Regents scholarships (list), Mar 1, 1984, p.10
- Regents Scholarships awarded (to SHS students) (list), Mar 1, 1984, p.13
- EHS places six Merit finalists (list), Mar 8, 1984, p.11
- Elaine Mark scholarship fund started, Mar 8, 1984, p.15
- Investment in education (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.4
- Senior R Busby wins scholarship, Mar 22, 1984, p.15
- Scholarship Fund behind '83 pace, Mar 29, 1984, p.3
- E Friedman wins scholarship, Apr 5, 1984, p.5
- Scholarship winner, J Bulzacchelli, is announced, Apr 5, 1984, p.11
- SHS senior A J Werden wins Merit Scholarship, Apr 5, 1984, p.17
- Student M S Resnick wins scholarship, Apr 26, 1984, p.10
- National Merit winners named (list), Apr 26, 1984, p.14
- Heffan gets Merit award, May 3, 1984, p.13
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID continued

Teachers' gift to the fund (photo), May 10, 1984, p.2
SHS seniors win scholarships (list), May 10, 1984, p.17
SCS senior E A Corwin wins scholarship, May 17, 1984, p.14
Correction: A Pfaff omitted from Natl Merit Scholarship winners, May 17, 1984, p.14
Private school senior R C Pedersen named Merit finalist, May 17, 1984, p.15
Realty firm to give $100 scholarships, May 24, 1984, p.4
Corrections S J Siegel omitted from Natl Merit list, May 31, 1984, p.14
SCS aan J Heiaowitz studying in Singapore on Fulbright, Aug 23, 1984, p.4
Four seniors (M Cohen, A Jaffe, C Li, M Weber) named Merit semifinalists, Sep 13, 1984, p.9
SHS produces 22 finalists in National Merit Program (list), Sep 13, 1984, p.20
Correction: R Chi's name omitted from list of National Merit Semifinalists, Sep 20, 1984, p.16
Twenty SHS seniors cited (list), Sep 27, 1984, p.9
Merit commendations announced (list), Oct 4, 1984, p.19
Memorial fund honors reporter H Klein, Oct 11, 1984, p.5
Dobbs Scholar named: S Orlando, Nov 1, 1984, p.20
County alumni make donation to Harvard U, Nov 29, 1984, p.2
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-GRADUATION

Students from SCS earn degrees from scores of colleges throughout the US (photo; list), Jun 26, 1980, p.12
More SCS graduates (list), Jul 3, 1980, p.2
SCS graduates earn degrees (list), Jul 10, 1980, p.5
Local graduates (list), Jul 17, 1980, p.6
Residents graduate (list), Jul 24, 1980, p.2
Colleges list local graduates (list), Aug 7, 1980, p.18
P A Heidell, M Neween earn degrees from U of Michigan, Sep 4, 1980, p.8
Students from SCS receive degrees from colleges throughout country (photo; list), Jun 25, 1981, p.8
Additional college graduates (list), Jul 2, 1981, p.2
Lytton wins honors; Jul 2, 1981, p.13
More graduates from SCS (list), Jul 9, 1981, p.5
Residents earn degrees (list), Jul 16, 1981, p.3
Colleges list local graduates (list), Aug 13, 1981, p.2
Experience helps—to a degree (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.7
Firefighter R Sudol earns diploma; Jun 3, 1982, p.9
The ties are there (edit), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
Hundreds of students from SCS receive degrees from colleges and universities (photo; add photo pl4), Jul 1, 1982, p.12
Residents earn degrees (list), Jul 15, 1982, p.5
Colleges list local graduates (list), Jul 22, 1982, p.4
Residents graduate (list), Aug 5, 1982, p.3
Local graduates (list), Aug 12, 1982, p.2
Local residents receive degrees (list), Aug 19, 1982, p.2
August graduate: J M Murphy, Sep 9, 1982, p.5
August graduate: A C Olson, Sep 16, 1982, p.15
Degree conferred on L J Elkin, Oct 7, 1982, p.9
SCS area students earn college degrees (photo; list) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.18
More local students earn college degrees (list), Jul 7, 1983, p.5
Area students earn degrees (list), Jul 14, 1983, p.5
Local graduates (list), Jul 21, 1983, p.2
Scarsdalians earn degrees (list), Jul 28, 1983, p.5
Scarsdalians get degrees (list), Aug 4, 1983, p.4
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-GRADUATION continued
College graduate: J M Gruber, Aug 11, 1983, p.18
Degree recipients (list), Sep 1, 1983, p.2
College graduate: T Jex, Sep 15, 1983, p.2
Residents earn degrees (list), Sep 22, 1983, p.2
Hundreds of SCS-EMT residents earn college degrees (photo; list) (Graduation '84 Supp), Jun 28, 1984, p.26
More local students earn college degrees (list), Jul 5, 1984, p.12
More local students listed in class of '84 (list), Jul 26, 1984, p.4
More graduates listed (list), Aug 2, 1984, p.5
More local students graduate (list), Aug 9, 1984, p.4

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-PERSOMAL NARRATIVES
Opinion from Dartmouth (edit), Nov 12, 1981, p.7
Countdown to college (edit), Nov 11, 1982, p.7

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-REUNIONS
Resident S Dannelt heads Douglass alumnae, May 22, 1980, p.8

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-SPORTS
EHS grad J M Chapus named captain, Harvard track team, May 22, 1980, p.15
Former SHS star Butch Graves setting records for Yale five (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.14
John Revelli making his mark at Stanford, Feb 23, 1984, p.14

COLLIN, STUART (AU)
Officers commended (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6

COLLINS, BERNARD
On Nature's trail (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.16
Fears raised about theater (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
Alarma! failure, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
New math curriculum planned, Feb 11, 1982, p.1

COLLINS, BERNARD (AU)
District applying ounce of prevention, Aug 28, 1980, p.13
Summer has been a busy one for school maintenance crews (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.19

COLLINS, JOHN
Two SHS students, A Feron, J Collins, are finalists to go abroad in AFS program (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.3
SHS students J Collins, A Feron going abroad (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.3
Back home from Ecuador (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.4
Students J Kopp, J Collins, J Thompson describe their AFS visits at Community Night (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.2
Students L M Brown, J F Collins, R M Sabater receive IBM scholarships, Jun 16, 1983, p.15

COLLINS, ROBERT
Adopt a park (photo), Apr 30, 1981, p.1

COLLINS, TIMOTHY
Future cable TV producers learning techniques at free workshops (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.1
SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 1 hands out shower water restrictors (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.5
Honors for volunteer firemen J Kerin, A Blitz, R Walsh (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.3

COLLINS, TIMOTHY (AU)
Let your voices be heard (ltr), Dec 23, 1982, p.6

COLLISTER, NORMAN
N J Collister dies, Jul 26, 1984, p.14

COLSTON, THOMAS (AU)
He agrees with BAR on sign (ltr), Jan 20, 1983, p.6

COLTON, EVELYN
Voters okay Seely renovation (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.13
Local women C Morquias, F Alexander, E Colton honored, Jul 7, 1983, p.8
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COLTON, MEREDITH
  Garlands provide impetus for agency to aid crime victims (photo p 16; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.1
  Help for victims of crime (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.21

COLTON, MEREDITH (AU)

COMAN, CHARLOTTE
  Women artists--undervalued (edit), Aug 30, 1984, p.7

COMASTRO, ROSALIE

COMBAL, MARTINE
  What a squash! (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.5

COMMENDATIONS
  SEE AWARDS

COMMISSION ON AGING (GREENWICH, CT)
  SCS woman C Einhorn to lead Greenwich aging program, Nov 19, 1981, p.8

COMMITTEE FOR AN AFTER-SCHOOL PROGRAM-EMT
  Four pain tenure; no day care OK yet, May 13, 1982, p.11
  Day care group planning for Seely Place center, May 20, 1982, p.11

COMMITTEE OF COMMUNITY AGENCIES-GBH

COMMITTEE ON SPECIAL EDUCATION
  SEE SCHOOLS EMT/SCS-COMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED

COMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED
  SEE SCHOOLS EMT/SCS COMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED

COMMON CAUSE
  Paul Feiner cited by Common Cause (list), Apr 8, 1982, p.5
  Feiner named to state unit, Jul 29, 1982, p.2

COMMON COUNCIL-WHITE PLAINS
  Village Board makes Walworth one-way (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.1
  Deadlock remains over Woodland, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
  Be ready to respond (edit), Aug 6, 1981, p.6
  Trustees move to close Walworth Ave, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
  Despite closing of Woodland decision on Walworth delayed, Sep 10, 1981, p.1

COMMUNICATION
  Think on, listen to, communicate for (edit), Sep 15, 1983, p.7

COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY
  Resident M J O'Neill elected head of Women in Communications (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.3
  New assignment for Times exec R S November, Oct 9, 1980, p.2
  Resident R Ross joins USA network, Dec 11, 1980, p.10
  Resident P Greenhill named vice president, Jan 22, 1981, p.2
  Local woman P H Yardeni named communications vp, May 14, 1981, p.17
  Scarsdalian L Rittenband named vice president, Jul 23, 1981, p.8
  Cut grano salis (edit), May 13, 1982, p.7
  J Brokaw promoted (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.4
  A Shenan named VP (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.2
  New on CBS: A Petrook (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.2
  Promotion for EMT man P B McCuen, Dec 20, 1984, p.10
  SEE ALSO CABLE TV, RADIO, TELEVISION, TELEVISION AND CHILDREN

COMMUNICATIONS-STUDY AND TEACHING
  Sybil Conrad to give course, Aug 28, 1980, p.22
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COMMUNISM
What Lincoln didn't know (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6
Two Americas seen (ltr), Mar 31, 1983, p.6
True nature of communism (ltr), Sep 29, 1983, p.6
Americans' 'moral advantage' (ltr), Oct 6, 1983, p.6

COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT CORPS-SCS
Yellow curbs, Jul 10, 1980, p.1
Teens keep SCS clean (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.14
Corps tackles summer projects, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Corps turns swap into a stream (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.1
Community Improvement Corps to focus on SCS parks, Jul 5, 1984, p.3
Improving the community (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.4

COMMUNITY RESIDENCES INFORMATION SERVICES PROGRAM
Local committee, state clash over site for group home, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
No VA home in Greenacres, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Local input on homes favored (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
Good neighbors (list), Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Help for parents of disabled, Jan 5, 1984, p.1

COMUTERS AND COMMUTING
Commuter's dilemma (ltr), Jan 17, 1980, p.4
Leave cars at home (edit), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
Commuters continue to rail at MTA (list), May 15, 1980, p.1
Forum on rail service 'depressing' (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
Late, crowded and hot trains are way of life for Harlem Line riders (photo), May 22, 1980, p.1
Commuter trains suffer from lack of maintenance, May 29, 1980, p.1
Tell it to the MTA (edit), May 29, 1980, p.4
MTA asks for more money; riders demand more service, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Service decline (on Conrail commuter lines) found, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Commuters face 29.5X fare hike, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Discouraging rail commuters (edit), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Conrail fares rise; commuters plan suit, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Conrail explains failed rescue attempt (ltr), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
Overreaction (on Conrail train), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Heat wave hits commuters hardest as A/C units fail (photo; addl photo p 4), Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Conrail found overcharging Harlem, Hudson commuters, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Commuting cartoonist P Wallace on Conrail (cartoon), Aug 7, 1980, p.4
Mayor Jensen: Commuters have 'had it', Aug 14, 1980, p.1
Passenger ripoff (edit), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
Commuting...(cartoon), Aug 28, 1980, p.4
Commuting home (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.4
On track...Phil Wallace (cartoon), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
On track...Phil Wallace (cartoon), Sep 25, 1980, p.4
Familiar complaint (cartoon), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
Rules changes for rail commuters, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
Rail commuter organization demands legislators' help, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Familiar refrain (cartoon), Apr 9, 1981, p.4
New MTA head for region P Slangl to face riders at public meeting May 7, Apr 30, 1981, p.6
Cartoon re railroad service, Jul 2, 1981, p.6
Cartoon re railroad service, Jul 9, 1981, p.6
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COMMUTERS AND COMMUTING continued

Train due to depart (illus). Aug 13, 1981, p.6
Well, JR, how was the ole commute today? (cartoon), Sep 3, 1981, p.7
Commuter bus, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
Rail car shortage is putting (more) squeeze on commuter (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.1
No place to sit (edit), Oct. 1, 1981, p.6
Help for commuters (ltr), Oct 15, 1981, p.6
Cartoon re railroad service, Nov 5, 1981, p.7
Cold commuters (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Conrail stops Paul Feiner from surveying commuters, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Hearing set on bus franchise, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Back at the station, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Hearing put over, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Candidates and commuters (photo), Feb 18, 1982, p.1
Feiner seeks support for private bus service, Feb 18, 1982, p.3
Franchise hearing, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Hearing adjourned, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Free trial run, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Commuter bus to New York has smooth trial run (photo; addl photo p 12), Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Train change, Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Bus signups, Apr 8, 1982, p.1
No smoking, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Commuter bus is derailed, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Support the bus (edit), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
Bus service okayed, May 6, 1982, p.1
State hearing on bus application, May 6, 1982, p.1
Buses start Tuesday, May 27, 1982, p.1
Commuters bid Conrail adieu (photo), Jun 3, 1982, p.5
Free trial bus ride to city offered, Jun 24, 1982, p.2
Debt of gratitude (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
Commuter buses being detoured, Jul 27, 1982, p.1
Commuters' choice, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Hearing set on bus service, Aug 19, 1982, p.5
County's express buses to city will serve (EMT) area, Sep 9, 1982, p.11
Feiner to fight Conrail move, Sep 16, 1982, p.5
Free week, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
VIP buses are beautiful (ltr), Sep 23, 1982, p.6
More on parking, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Commuter suits, Oct 26, 1982, p.1
He loves the bus (ltr), Oct 26, 1982, p.6
Feiner bus service gets permanent state authority, Oct 28, 1982, p.15
Goodbye to all that (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
Village may force change in bus route, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Buses to continue using Fox Meadow, Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Bus service in jeopardy (ltr), Dec 2, 1982, p.6
Commuter suits, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Strike plans, Dec 30, 1982, p.1

SEE ALSO RAILROAD SERVICE, COUNCIL OF COMMUTER ORGANIZATIONS
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COMPE, VICTOR
Banker V Compe meets a Bunker (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.12

COMPOSERS
Composer C Ravosa (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.14

COMPOSITION (MUSIC)
Resident A H Siegel writes book for aspiring songwriters, Jul 28, 1983, p.4
Welcome to the music business (edit), Oct 20, 1983, p.7

COMPOST
Compost pact, Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Visitors look at SCS's 'black gold' (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.2

COMPOSTING AREA-SCS
Move the composting area (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6

COMPTON, RANDOLPH
Defense plan in space rejected by director of Fund for Peace J Tierney (list), Mar 31, 1993, p.2

COMPUTERS
Wolff office computerized. Jan 24, 1980, p.6
School budget vote put off because of contract talks, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Burroughs beats NCR (for School Board computer contract), Apr 24, 1980, p.11
Local computer engineer J Soley matches people, houses (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.4
Sheldon Levine leaving SHS (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Computer democracy (edit), Apr 15, 1982, p.7
Computer store opening on Post Road Saturday, Jun 24, 1982, p.5
Computer evolution hitting home (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.6
Correction to Aug 26 computers articles, Sep 2, 1982, p.6
Computer firm now open here, Sep 9, 1982, p.2
Computer book published by B Kornegold, Sep 23, 1982, p.17
SCS hosts conference on computer use in libraries, Dec 9, 1982, p.32
Linowes advises Senate on privacy, Dec 16, 1982, p.8
Computers vs privacy: some answers (edit), Feb 24, 1983, p.7
Downgrading the hapless (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
Board names R M Gardella village attorney (list), May 12, 1983, p.1
On computers and education (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6
Better school budget format asked, May 26, 1983, p.1
Learning to love your computer (edit), Jun 2, 1983, p.7
Vision of school's future (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
Board gets tough on snow removal, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
Movie: TV engineers group enters age of computers, Oct 27, 1983, p.17
Board winds clock for study of all-day kindergarten plan, Nov 3, 1983, p.11
SCS responds to Orwell's vision, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
G. D. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
PC users forming group here, Mar 1, 1984, p.3
It's easy once you know how (photo), May 10, 1984, p.3
Mobile computers help town police fight crime, Aug 2, 1984, p.13
Grant approved, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Growing up in computers (edit), Oct 11, 1984, p.7
Town budget process computerized, Oct 25, 1984, p.11

SEE ALSO INFORMATION INDUSTRY

COMPUTERS-STUDY AND TEACHING
1979 the year of computers in SCS schools (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.19
Teachers open children's math center, Nov 4, 1982, p.15
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COMPUTERS-STUDY AND TEACHING continued
   Computer education: a lack of planning (edit), Apr 21, 1983, p.7

CON EDISON
   SEE PUBLIC UTILITIES

CONAT, WILLIAM
   What am I bid? (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.15

CONCANNON, THOMAS
   Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
   New staff at Quaker Ridge: T Concannon, F Eifenbein; G Blessing (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.20
   School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1

CONDEMNATION OF LAND
   SEE EMINENT DOMAIN

CONDIT, JENNIFER
   Resident J Condit elected college trustee, Sep 3, 1981, p.5

CONDOMINIUMS
   SEE APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC

CONDON, ANN
   Four SCS vacationers (J, J Israel; A, J Condon) caught in middle of attempted Kenya coup (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.6

CONDON, JOSEPH
   Four SCS vacationers (J, J Israel; A, J Condon) caught in middle of attempted Kenya coup (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.6

CONDUCTORS (MUSIC)
   Conductor G P Coleman appointed, Jul 31, 1980, p.7
   New conductor for symphony orchestra: R Worby (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.18
   Support for Paul Dunkel (ltr), May 12, 1983, p.6
   Symphony president replies (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6
   Symphony asked to reconsider (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6
   Praise for the Maestro (ltr), May 26, 1983, p.6
   Conductor E Bronner's dream coming true (photo; list), Sep 27, 1982, p.1

CONE, TARA
   Welcome home (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.14

CONEM
   SEE COALITION OF NORTHEAST MUNICIPALITIES

CONKLIN, LIZ
   Carnival fun (photo), May 14, 1981, p.20

CONKLIN, PAUL
   Welcome home (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.14

CONLAN, CHRIS
   The latest parlor game: analyzing the video impact (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.6

CONLAN, JAMES
   First petitions received (photo; list), Dec 11, 1980, p.2
   Gaikos wins runoff, Feb 3, 1983, p.1

CONNELLY, KATHLEEN
   Kathleen Connelly, district secretary, gets warm sendoff (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.1

CONNER, GEORGE
   G A Conner dies, Aug 20, 1980, p.8

CONNERFORD, RICHARD
   Showdown at Town Hall: residents fight zoning change (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.21

CONNORS, JAMES
   Local fireman J Conners goes to leadership institute, Apr 15, 1982, p.2
   Fireman J L Conners graduates, Sep 23, 1982, p.9
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CONNERY, EDMUND
   Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

CONNOLLY, ANN

CONNOLLY, KATHLEEN
   Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1

CONNOLLY, SLOAN
   Ellinghouse & Stacy names S Connolly vice president (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.3

CONNOR, NICHOLAS
   N J Connor dies, May 24, 1984, p.18

CONNORS, (MRS DONALD)
   Seniors move to Village Hall (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.3

CONNORS, DONALD
   Senior sing-along (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.3

CONNORS, EDWARD (MGR)
   Interfaith concert to raise relief funds for Cambodians (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.1
   Decision on cluster plan delayed by legal ruling (illus), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
   On sale of IHM land (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
   Dedication of Zorzo bench, Jun 26, 1980, p.7
   Job action at IHM; strike looms (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1
   'Thank you' with flowers (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.8
   Monsignor's message (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
   Surrounded by friends (ltr), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
   Delany recalled as worker for harmony (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
   Msgr E Connors leaving IHM (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.14

CONNORS, JACKIE
   Village prepares to fight against halfway house, Apr 22, 1982, p.1

CONNORS, JAMES
   Two doctors, R Richards and M Roberts, face eviction as co-op dispute continues, Oct 4, 1984, p.1

CONNORS, JOHN
   J Connors dies, Apr 12, 1984, p.12

CONNORS, TERENCE
   Merit winner: J P Connors, Jul 1, 1982, p.17

CONNORS, TIM
   Conrail found overcharging Harlem, Hudson commuters, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
   Some confusion (about Conrail fares), Aug 14, 1980, p.1

CONRAD, SYBIL
   Sybil Conrad to give course, Aug 28, 1980, p.22
   Resident S Conrad to teach communications, Jan 28, 1982, p.2
   Local management consultant S Conrad named associate of center (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.14
   SCS consultant S Conrad author of chapter in book on image, Sep 13, 1984, p.14

CONRAD, SYBIL (AU)
   Think on, listen to, communicate for (edit), Sep 15, 1983, p.7

CONRAD, THOMAS
   Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
   SCS teacher T Conrad worked in Nepal, May 17, 1984, p.14
   Alternative School holds open house, Nov 8, 1984, p.20

CONRAIL
   Commuters continue to rail at MTA (list), May 15, 1980, p.1
   Forum on rail service 'depressing' (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
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CONRAIL continued

Late, crowded and hot trains are way of life for Harlem Line riders (photo), May 22, 1980, p.1
Commuter trains suffer from lack of maintenance, May 29, 1980, p.1
Tell it to the MTA (edit), May 29, 1980, p.4
MTA asks for more money; riders demand more service, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Two-car train, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Divided management seen as factor in railroad ills, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Service decline (on Conrail commuter lines) found, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Adventure aboard Conrail train 532 (ltr), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
To hell with Conrail (ltr), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
More gripes than solutions at meetings on rail service, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Commuters face 29.5% fare hike, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Discouraging rail commuters (edit), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Conrail fares rise; commuters plan suit, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Despite fare hikes, subsidies, MTA faces more budget deficits, Jul 10, 1980, p.1
Conrail explains failed rescue attempt (ltr), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
Start some trains here (ltr), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
Where is the bond issue money?, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Report to us on trains, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Overreaction (on Conrail train), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Hochberg slams Conrail conditions, Jul 17, 1980, p.3
Heat wave hits commuters hardest as A/C units fail (photo; addl photo p 4), Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Bomb threat, Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Air conditioning crisis (edit), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
Asks Governor for help (ltr), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
Scorecard on Conrail trains, Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Outdated Hanson Shop makes Conrail maintenance difficult (photo p 4), Jul 31, 1980, p.1
Scorecard on Conrail trains, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
Interstate special comes to town (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Conrail found overcharging Harlem, Hudson commuters, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Scorecard on Conrail trains, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Get rid of Conrail, say Legislators Hochberg, Winikow, Aug 7, 1980, p.3
New laws on the trains (edit), Aug 7, 1980, p.4
Commuting cartoonist P Wallace on Conrail (cartoon), Aug 7, 1980, p.4
Mayor Jensen: Commuters have 'had it', Aug 14, 1980, p.1
Some confusion (about Conrail fares), Aug 14, 1980, p.1
Passenger ripoff (edit), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
Reader reports documentary Conrail crisis (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Smith out, Spreng in at Conrail, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Commuting... (cartoon), Aug 21, 1980, p.4
New man at Conrail (edit), Aug 21, 1980, p.4
Legislators G Burrows, M Goodhue reply to Mayor Jensen's letter on trains, Aug 21, 1980, p.5
Coming home (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.4
Conrail GM says bad rush hour caused by 'people problems', Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Suspicious of good service (ltr), Sep 4, 1980, p.4
Ottinger seeks more US aid for Conrail; sees no easy solutions (reply to G Jensen ltr), Sep 11, 1980, p.12
On track... Phil Wallace (cartoon), Sep 11, 1980, p.4
Where the funds are going (ltr), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
Joseph Spreng replies (ltr), Sep 25, 1980, p.4
MTA to appoint a/c consultant, Sep 25, 1980, p.4
CONRAIL continued

Legal question on MTA fare policy, Sep 25, 1980, p.5
Carey aide replies (reply to G Jensen ltr), Sep 25, 1980, p.5
MTA cuts intercounty rail fares, Oct 23, 1980, p.5
Freightway plans: Owners approached, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Election tip (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
Hochberg asks Governor to step into rail crisis, Nov 20, 1980, p.11
Rules changes for rail commuters, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
DelBello calls for county rail takeover, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Moyinihan sees hope for Conrail (reply to G Jensen ltr), Dec 25, 1980, p.3
Against county takeover (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
Working on the railroad (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.6
They run the railroad (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.1
MTA chairman R Ravitch foresees 50% fare hike, Apr 16, 1981, p.6
New MTA head for region P Stangl to face riders at public meeting May 7, Apr 30, 1981, p.6
Rail meeting focuses on A/C, May 14, 1981, p.2
A/C maintenance blasted, May 28, 1981, p.3
Let’s derail the MTA! (edit), May 28, 1981, p.7
Riders oppose fare hike, Jun 11, 1981, p.3
Rail car shortage is putting (more) squeeze on commuter (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.1
No place to sit (edit), Oct 1, 1981, p.6
Rails group is proposed by Hochberg, Oct 22, 1981, p.3
Eviction effort, Nov 5, 1981, p.1
Conrail stops Paul Feiner from surveying commuters, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Back at the station, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Town may limit electronic games, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Bridge work, Jul 22, 1982, p.1
More Conrail suits expected next week, Jul 29, 1982, p.5
Conrail sued, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
MTA to run trains to Westchester, Aug 12, 1982, p.1
It’s up to the MTA (edit), Aug 17, 1982, p.6
Feiner to fight Conrail move, Sep 16, 1982, p.5
Commuter suits, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
No settlement (in Conrail suits), Nov 18, 1982, p.1
Commuter suits, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Just another Monday (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.5
Local court to get first Conrail case, Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Judge finds Conrail liable in law suit, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Conrail appealing awards (list), Jul 26, 1984, p.11
SEE ALSO HARMON SHOP (CONRAIL REPAIR FACILITY)

CONRAN, TERENCE

Sir T Conran outlines plans for Hudson River Museum benefit (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.9

CONRIED, EDWIN

E Conried dies, Jul 9, 1981, p.16

CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Environmental issues dominate trustees’ meeting, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Take it (Garrison Property), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
Recycling: Publicity wanted, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
Council promoting recycling program (list), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
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CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES continued
Still room for improvement (ltr), Jul 30, 1981, p.6
New program seeks to reverse decline in tree population (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.1
Watt 'must be stopped' (ltr), Nov 26, 1981, p.6
Council works to conserve and enhance environment (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.25
Committee issues report on boards and councils (list), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Shay Committee recommendations are being turned into realities, Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Linowes recounts struggles to protect US environment, May 17, 1983, p.2
The price for a safe environment (edit; photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.7
Becoming environmentally aware (edit), Aug 4, 1983, p.7
Bottle bill faces mixed welcome in SCS, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
We are subjects in a wider community (edit), Oct 6, 1983, p.7
A place in the shade, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Trees are being planted (ltr), Apr 19, 1984, p.6
Better conservation needed (ltr), Sep 27, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO LANDSCAPE PRESERVATION, WATER CONSERVATION

CONSERVATION ZONING
SEE ZONING, CONSERVATION

CONSERVATIVE PARTY
 Conservatives back Herold for judgeship (list), Jun 26, 1980, p.3
Conservatives log victories (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.31
Primary in SCS for Conservatives only, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Polls moved for Conservative primary, Sep 8, 1983, p.11
Only 31 vote in primary, Sep 15, 1983, p.1

CONSIDINE, MARY
 Bank promotes M Heiser, M Considine (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.15
SCS bank gives M Considine promotion (photo), May 26, 1983, p.8
SCS NatI elects M P Considine assistant vice president, Dec 20, 1984, p.25

CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORP
SEE CONRAIL

CONSTAN, PHYLLIS
 Focus on state issues at School Board meeting, Feb 14, 1980, p.1

CONSTANTINO, ELIZABETH (AU)
 He found a new way (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.7

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
 Local builder names P Heller comptroller, Feb 7, 1980, p.2
Sharing experiences (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.5
Water Pollution Control (photo), May 5, 1983, p.14
Builders break new ground in luxury market (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO BUILDING

CONSULTATION OF OLDER, YOUNGER ADULTS FOR CHANGE
SEE GRAY PANTHERS

CONSUMER BOARD-GBH
 Consumer Corner opens (photo; list), Oct 9, 1980, p.15
Consumer Board closes; 'need doesn't exist', Jun 11, 1981, p.19

CONSUMER EDUCATION
 Consumer Corner opens (photo; list), Oct 9, 1980, p.15

CONTE, ROBERT
 Lighting seminar (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.4

CONTENTO, ANTHONY
 Town: 'No disco', Jun 26, 1980, p.19
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CONTENTO, SUE
Town: 'No disco', Jun 26, 1980, p.19

CONTESTS
Top young artist E Chang (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.6
SCS girl S Han is winner in music contest, Feb 28, 1980, p.6
A Shaw takes prize in 1980 Pillsbury bake-off, Mar 6, 1980, p.11
Symphony names E Perrone, Jen-Yen-Chen, H Sim prize winners, Mar 27, 1980, p.11
Top essayists: B Wolf, D Clerkin, E Widulski, C Polena (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.2
GNC photo contest winners announced (list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13
Registration is underway for Safety Poster Contest (photo; list), Apr 10, 1980, p.3
SCS colorist R Mayer wins cooking prize (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.8
PRC names Egg-stravaganza winners (photo; list), Apr 10, 1980, p.17
Safety poster winners named (list), May 8, 1980, p.6
Launching 'Space Flight 3P4' (photo), May 8, 1980, p.23
Spanish dancers perform at HS Spanish Club fiesta (photo), May 8, 1980, p.24
Inquirer announces winners in Mother's Day giveaway (photo; list), May 15, 1980, p.3
Correction on safety contest (list), May 15, 1980, p.6
Fox Meadow musicians participate in NY State School Music Competition (photo; list), May 22, 1980, p.16
D Nadelmann finalist in NY Times contest, Jun 5, 1980, p.17
Beauty queen: I Rossum (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.16
Maroon raffle (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.10
Alec Chien named to compete in Chopin contest, Oct 2, 1980, p.8
SCS resident R Maiden captures first place in photo contest (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.11
Art judge: L Moonie (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.8
EMT's Halloween art (photo; list), Oct 30, 1980, p.21
Pumpkin raffle aids Parnes Fund, Nov 6, 1980, p.5
Thanksgiveaway drawing (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.12
Contest winners named: C Papazian, N Petti, J Cassara, L Costantini, Dec 25, 1980, p.16
EHS student R Raphael to compete for Miss New York Teen (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.13
DAR contest prize winner D Clerkin (photo), Jan 18, 1981, p.13
Local youngsters among photo contest winners (list), Jan 15, 1981, p.8
Pianist A Kent named top young artist (photo; list), Jan 15, 1981, p.10
Skaters compete at Ice Carnival (photo; list), Feb 12, 1981, p.17
Realtor announces Chausson family top prize winner, Feb 26, 1981, p.7
Concerto contest winners named (list), Mar 19, 1981, p.6
Design winner: L K Klavins (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.10
Hoping for a prize (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.12
K Silleck donates prize to St James (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.22
Winning essayists (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.7
High school student P R Dubinsky contest runner-up, Apr 2, 1981, p.19
Local residents are winners in art and writing contests (list), Apr 9, 1981, p.13
Poster contest winners named (list), Apr 23, 1981, p.22
Sisters J, L Hasday are contest winners, Apr 30, 1981, p.28
Mother's Day contest winners announced (photo; list), May 14, 1981, p.3
SCS pianist S Matsumoto wins Music Teachers contest, May 14, 1981, p.17
Camperships given, Jun 4, 1981, p.5
High school student D Nadelmann wins NY Times essay contest, Jun 18, 1981, p.19
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CONTESTS continued

Local champ: G Hachigian (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.8
Lucky winner of Sony television: R Miller, Aug 13, 1981, p.4
Ribbons for all (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.1
SHS student A Weinberger plays odds; wins a longshot victory, Oct 22, 1981, p.16
Rye resident F Gates wins Artfest sculpture, Oct 29, 1981, p.10
Fire contest winners (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.15
SHS students D Hecht, G Yeakel win top prizes in Citibank's essay contest (photo; list), Dec 10, 1981, p.23
Largest stocking in town (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.11
What I admire most... (edit; list), Feb 18, 1982, p.7
Award winners (photo; list), Apr 1, 1982, p.9
14-year-old pianist H Sim wins USO Concerto Competition (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.15
Students win awards for safety posters (list), Apr 8, 1982, p.17
Egg Stravaganza winners announced (list), Apr 15, 1982, p.17
Scores win prizes in Inquirer Giveaway (list), May 13, 1982, p.2
Inquirer awards overnight cruises to C Brady, R Weber, S G Ruderman, Aug 12, 1982, p.5
Resident P Taubin wins top prize in countywide competition (list), Aug 19, 1982, p.9
7 1/2 hours before the mast (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.6
Judges' pick as the cream of the crop (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.19
Writing award winners S Winn, K Rosenbaum (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.24
Lucky picks (photo; list), Dec 30, 1982, p.3
EHS student R Weinerman science contest semi-finalist, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
Student R Meierini takes contest award, Feb 17, 1983, p.11
SCS pianist S Matsumoto wins concerto contest, Feb 24, 1983, p.9
Einth grad J Gottlieb honored, Mar 31, 1983, p.15
Inquirer wins third places (in Better Newspaper Contest), Apr 7, 1983, p.3
Eggs-tasy! (photo; list), Apr 7, 1983, p.6
Poster contest winners named (list), Apr 7, 1983, p.22
Quaker Ridge fifth grader L Frohlich wins figure-skating contest (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.22
WPX finalist R Saver (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.23
Winners announced in Inquirer contest (list), May 12, 1983, p.3
Contest award to Seely student A Mitrokos, May 12, 1983, p.13
Qualified babysitters (photo; list), May 12, 1983, p.14
SCS artists E Greene, G J Sherman, J Leiken honored, May 12, 1983, p.17
Pearl of an Event (photo), May 26, 1983, p.19
Students J Bulzacchelli and C Li win Latin prizes, Jun 2, 1983, p.12
J Clark, D Leibert win essay contest prizes, Jun 2, 1983, p.13
Honor for Anne Mars, Aug 11, 1983, p.4
Winners named in picture contest (list), Dec 29, 1983, p.9
Contest winner: M Chan, Dec 29, 1983, p.14
It was a draw-and J Sidler won (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.5
IHM students win DAR essay contest (list), Feb 9, 1984, p.15
Local musicians M Asakawa, C Sim win Concerto Contest, Feb 23, 1984, p.2
Winning scout posters to be shown (list), Mar 8, 1984, p.9
SHS students R Shedlin, J Hecht win essay contest, Mar 8, 1984, p.15
CARE poster winners announced at Edgewood (list), Mar 15, 1984, p.16
Patriotic essayists win awards in DAR contest (photo; list), Mar 29, 1984, p.4
Children win prizes at Easter party (list), Apr 28, 1984, p.14
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CONTESTS continued

SCS seniors K Gellaan and D Donath win B'nai B'rith contest, May 24, 1984, p.16
Chase NBW picks a winner: L Ortolani, Jul 26, 1984, p.4
Eclat marks anniversary with drawing (list), Jul 26, 1984, p.8
M Kornfeld's poster gets the message across (photo), Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Youngsters win awards for posters (list), Aug 23, 1984, p.2
D Serota mentioned (name omitted from Aug 23 article), Sep 6, 1984, p.12
Prize winner: S Henry (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.2
Local student J Kienker wins contest, Nov 15, 1984, p.4
SEE ALSO HALLOWEEN WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST

CONTI, RICHARD
Tribute to the manager (litr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6

CONTRERAS, MIRIAM DE
SEE DE CONTRERAS, MIRIAM

CONWAY, CATHY
- PTA awards (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.10
- Rules group to study nominating procedure (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.11
- New play areas nearly done after a year of hard work (photo: list), Jun 28, 1984, p.10

CONWAY, THOMAS
- Thirteen promotes resident T A Conway, May 28, 1981, p.3
- Cable company hires resident T A Conway, Jun 14, 1984, p.9

CONWAY, WINIFRED
- W V Conway dies, Dec 29, 1983, p.10

COOGAN, RICHARD

COOK, CHRIS
- Show time (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.11

COOK, JEANNINE
- Watercolors by J Cook on display at bank, Mar 27, 1980, p.13
- Watercolor show by J Cook at bank, Oct 30, 1980, p.6
- Art at the town library: J Cook, J E Willett exhibit, Jul 7, 1983, p.9

COOK, JUDY

COOK, KAREN
- Trendsetters' guide for back-to-school (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.6

COOK, MIRIAM
- New playground dedicated to architect M W Cook, who designed it (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.1P

COOK, RICHARD
- People's VP: R A Cook (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.5

COOKE, GIORGIANNA
- Jean Harris gets 15 years (photo p 8), Mar 26, 1981, p.1

COOKE, TERENCE (CARDINAL)
- Doctors ready to fight plan that would close St Agnes (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.1

COOKERY
- A Shaw takes prize in 1980 Pillsbury bake-off, Mar 6, 1980, p.11
- SCS colorist R Mayer wins cooking prize (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.8
- Project turns kitchen into artist studio (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.4
- Cookware store to host Noraa Myers School (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.21
- Cakes for all tastes (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.2
- Friendship stew, Sep 9, 1982, p.1
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COOKERY continued
Cooking with a gourmet touch: try smoking (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.6
This real man (and daughter) (H Shroer & S Shroer) stand behind their quiches (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.15
Family fare is family affair at Thanksgiving (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 17, 1983, p.6
EMT baker C Robb takes the cake for her championship cookies (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.9
Cook's dilemma (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.8

COOKING SCHOOLS
Two in the Kitchen has range of courses (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.20
Custom-designed courses taught at The Chef's Source (photo; list) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.21
Cooking classes to have a French flavor after teacher H Myers' ballooning adventure (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.8

COOLEY, HELEN
H. M. Cooley dies, Apr 9, 1981, p.14

COON, JEAN
Board returns to business as usual, Oct 21, 1982, p.11
Parents' concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 29, 1983, p.11
John Hoyle named to (EMT) School Board, Aug 18, 1983, p.9
War welcome (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.11
Seely Olympics (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.10

COONEY, CERRY
Easter Seals team: C Cooney, W F Doescher (photo; list), Mar 24, 1983, p.12

COONEY, JOAN
Sixth graders learn about law from police youth officers (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.17

COONEY, JOAN (AU)
Grateful to Junior League (ltr), Feb 4, 1982, p.6

COONEY, MARIE
Boss of the Year: J Holden (photo), May 16, 1982, p.4

COOP, WILLIAM (REV)
Freeze supporters try to build on 'The Day After', Nov 24, 1983, p.1

COOPER, ELLEN
Videotape firm helps fire, burglary victims, Apr 30, 1981, p.22

COOPER, GREGORY
EMT Children's Center has high marks after four months, Dec 23, 1982, p.11

COOPER, JAMES FENIMORE
The common man in U S literature (edit), Oct 4, 1984, p.7
Rededication, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
James Fenimore Cooper monument formally rededicated (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.1

COOPER, JOSEPH
New restaurant in Mamaroneck, Dec 17, 1981, p.32

COOPER, MADELINE
M H Cooper dies, Aug 5, 1982, p.14

COOPER, SONJA (DR)
EMT Children's Center has high marks after four months, Dec 23, 1982, p.11

COPLAND, AARON
Thomas Robb—a man of range (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.11

COPPOLA, MATTHEW
SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1

CORVALIS, BERNARD
Life saver, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
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CORBALIS, BERNARD continued
   SCS letter carrier B Corbalis honored for rescue of elderly woman (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.1

CORBALIS, JOSEPH
   Special Achievement awards to SCS postal employees (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.2

CORBIN, MICHAEL
   District undertakes plant improvements (photo; addl photo p 20) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.19

CORBIN, STEFAN (DR)
   School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
   Growing emphasis in schools on ESL courses (photo; addl photo p 14; list), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
   Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
   Local teachers Dr S Corbin, Dr D Cohen, H Kropp at convention, Apr 23, 1981, p.22
   Panel has praise for mainstreaming, May 7, 1981, p.1
   Internationals blend customs at Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.6
   Welcome to SCS (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.3
   Panel probes uses, abuses of tutoring in SCS, Oct 28, 1982, p.4
   Board of Education elects J Gevertz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
   Officials: System here would detect griddle’s bad heart, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
   School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1

CORDA, SALVATORE (AU)
   Schools need good ‘public relations’ (edit), Aug 23, 1984, p.7

CORDY, H VICTOR
   Cordy retiring, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
   Walworth one-way law protested, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
   Assistant sought, Jun 25, 1981, p.1

COREY, THOMAS
   SHS graduate T A Corey has NY exhibit, Sep 17, 1981, p.5

CORLIN, JUDITH
   Local nutritionist J R Corlin authors new weight-loss cookbook, Dec 23, 1982, p.9

CORLIN, RONNA
   Citizenship supporters: R Corlin wins Village Goldsmith Citizenship award (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.6

CORMAN, C B
   SEE CORMAN, CHARLOTTE

CORN, RICHARD
   Local artist R Corn’s work exhibited, Aug 9, 1984, p.4

CORN, SARALINE
   Report on SAT’s says ‘cram course’ useless, Nov 11, 1982, p.1

CORNELL, BENJAMIN
   Historically speaking: In Colonial Days, only four roads in SCS (map), Aug 10, 1983, p.6
   Historically speaking: First town meeting 200 years ago (illus; list), Dec 22, 1983, p.10

CORNELL, GRETA
   Historical catalogue debuts (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.5

CORNELL, JOHN
   Historically speaking: In Colonial Days, only four roads in SCS (map), Aug 10, 1983, p.6

CORRADO, FRED
   F Corrado dies, Jun 30, 1983, p.10

CORRADO, MATTHEW
   Enrollment decline continues; Advisory Committee on Legislative Issues named (list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3

CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES
   Ten days in jail for justice’s sake (edit), Jul 2, 1981, p.7
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CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES continued

League to hear speaker R V Overholser on jail overcrowding, Oct 1, 1981, p.1
League hears speaker R Overholser on jail overcrowding (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.3
Alternatives to prison seen (edit), Oct 29, 1981, p.7
Town Club hears from O'Rourke, squabbles over tennis courts, Apr 14, 1983, p.2
County gets extra judge to ease backlog of cases, Apr 14, 1983, p.4
County budget reform asked; LWV raps time limit on speech, Dec 15, 1983, p.2

CORRIGAN, MAUREEN
Trinity to house Montessori school, Mar 20, 1980, p.2

CORSANO, CHRIS
Corps turns swamp into a stream (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.1

CORSANOX, CHRIS
Improving the community (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.4

CORELLESSA, RICK
JHS teacher I Sloan sets stage for different role (photo), May 5, 1983, p.6

CORTESE, SAL
School superintendent Dr A Larson babysits sharks (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.15

CORTEZ, EDMUND
School Board OK's budget; hears 9-12 skills report, Apr 10, 1980, p.13
State praises EHT's handicapped programs, Apr 17, 1980, p.15
Parents wary of school's program for handicapped, Apr 24, 1980, p.15
Judge asks review of teacher H Forrest's claims, Jan 15, 1981, p.11

CORVIN, ARTHUR
Recruiters say: show colleges 'total person' (photo), Oct 14, 1982, p.6

CORVIN, ELLEN
SCS senior E A Corwin wins scholarship, May 17, 1984, p.14

CORVIN, SHEILA (AU)
She favors a choice (ltr), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
Letters on village election (ltrs), Mar 12, 1981, p.4

COSBY, BILL
Bill Cosby, partner apply to operate radio station here, Jun 23, 1983, p.1

COSGROVE, EDWARD (DR)
Riflery team sighted on a better image (photo; addl photo p 8; list), Mar 11, 1982, p.6

COSSE, JAMES (DR)
PTA groups issue report on teen drinking, drug use, May 8, 1980, p.1
Tragedy, hope (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
Davis Park curfew request rejected, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Student activity planners see 'turning point' at SHS, Sep 18, 1980, p.1
Family violence: 'no respecter of any group', Jan 7, 1982, p.6
Consultant J Cosse key to local youth program (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.32
Panel explores teen drinking, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Correction to article on teenage drinking, Mar 11, 1982, p.16
Panel: Growing up here not easy, Apr 1, 1982, p.5
Youth outreach program extended to junior high, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Panel gives look at teen drug use, Jan 13, 1983, p.4
Interest in parent support groups emerges, Jan 20, 1983, p.11
What do parent support groups do? (edit), Jan 27, 1983, p.7
Students here seek end to drunk driving, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Students preparing to offer safe rides home (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.1
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COSSE, JAMES (DR) continued

- SCS parents turning to one another in attempt to cope with the pressures on children, May 31, 1984, p.6
- Safe Rides program winning acceptance, Jun 21, 1984, p.1
- Task Force on Drugs lists plans (list), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
- Village, school plan unified youth program, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
- Variety of views expressed at drug, alcohol forum, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
- Dream-makers Show offers upbeat message (list), Dec 20, 1984, p.24

COSSE, JAMES (DR-AU)
- Position clarified (ltr), Oct 7, 1982, p.6

COSSEIFOS, NICHOLAS
- Letter carrier S Iaropoli commended (photo), May 14, 1981, p.5

COSTA, WILLIAM
- Bridge over the 'River Hai' (photo), Apr 7, 1981, p.18

COSTABILE, LOUIS
- SCS firemen guest speakers at SVAC babysitting course (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.3
- Diplomas in babysitting awarded by Fire Dept (photo; list), May 22, 1980, p.6
- G Capobianco tries out fire truck during Boy Scouts' 'takeover' of village (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.4
- Trained babysitters (photo), Apr 30, 1981, p.34
- Qualified babysitters (photo; list), May 12, 1983, p.14
- Distinguished fire department (ltr), Feb 2, 1984, p.6
- Fire Dept certifies 35 young babysitters, May 10, 1984, p.3

COSTANTINI, LOUIS
- Contest winners named: C Papazian, N Petti, J Cassara, L Constantini, Dec 25, 1980, p.16

COSTANZA, ELIZABETH
- Town Board, Supervisor's seats at stake in election, Oct 29, 1981, p.15
- Democrats win town, Nov 5, 1981, p.15

COSTELLO, JOHN
- Football season (at EMT) cancelled; too few boys turn out (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.11
- New math curriculum planned, Feb 11, 1982, p.1

COSTIA, JACK
- Bank names J Costia 2nd VP, Jul 7, 1983, p.3

COSTUMES

COTSWOLD ASSN
- Cotswold elects officers (list), May 29, 1980, p.13

COTSWOLDS DEVELOPMENT (EMT)
- Building Suburbia: SCS 1890-1940 (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.6

COTICH, ARI
- Greenacres donates to Salvation Army (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.25

COTILLE, THOMAS
- HS leaders agree: people as important as curriculum, Oct 16, 1980, p.1

COTTON, BERT

COTTON, BETTY
- Sixth graders learn about law from police youth officers (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.17
- Correction: B Cotton, P Perkins elected in Unit C, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
- Big night for the Junior League (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.1
- Junior league to change name, Sep 27, 1984, p.10
- In time for Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.8
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COTTY, ISABELLE
I Cotty dies, May 17, 1984, p.10

COUFFER, JAMES

COULTER, JOHN
New officers installed, retired officers honored at SNAP meeting (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.3
Village Board to fix ceilings in library, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
John Coulter dies; was civic leader, Mar 18, 1982, p.1
John Coulter mourned (ltr), Mar 18, 1982, p.6
7.8% school tax hike seen; kindergarten plan released, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Edgewood honors the late J Coulter (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.5

COULTER, JOHN (AU)
Questions on attached cluster housing (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
The Village Election Readers' Opinions (ltrs), Mar 11, 1982, p.7

COULTER, JOHN JR
Edgewood honors the late J Coulter (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.5

COULTER, KENNETH
Senior fire alert (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.1
First sidewalk sale this Friday, Saturday, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Sidewalk sale is a hit in its debut here (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.1
First annual Fall Foliage Run to help SCS Historical Society (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.3
Ambulance Corps named for citizenship award (photo; list), Feb 18, 1982, p.1
Trendsetters' guide for back-to-school (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.6
Merchants fear rising rents will alter local shopping area, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Rotary award (to K Coulter) (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.3
Sidewalk sale here next week, Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Ready for the running (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.17
Stores staying open, May 17, 1984, p.1

COULTER, PATRICIA
Edgewood honors the late J Coulter (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.5

COULTER, SUSANNE
1979 the year of computers in SCS schools (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.19
Edgewood honors the late J Coulter (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.5

COULTER, VIRGINIA
Always a lady (edit), May 24, 1984, p.6

COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS IN WESTCHESTER
Arts Council elects J Harbour, M Hasinter, P O'Brien, E Vestner, May 1, 1980, p.21
Arts Council announces grants; five recipients in SCS (list), Aug 7, 1980, p.2
1980 Council for Arts campaign sets records for fund raising, Aug 7, 1980, p.9
New director, K F Niles, for Council for Arts, Aug 14, 1980, p.5
Arts Council raises $115,000, Oct 9, 1980, p.6
Council provides guide to cultural resources in county, Dec 18, 1980, p.21
Arts Fund grants awarded to local organizations (list), Jun 18, 1981, p.13
Gifts to Council for Arts reach highest level ever (list), Sep 17, 1981, p.11
Arts Award for Roberta Peters, Apr 8, 1982, p.2
Council for Arts lists recipients (list), Jun 10, 1982, p.5
Arts fund reaches $500,000 (list), Aug 19, 1982, p.2
Council for Arts announces grants (list), Jun 9, 1983, p.2
Council for Arts awards grants (list), Jun 28, 1984, p.4
Sculptor N Deutsch, singer K Claus selected for visiting artist program, Aug 23, 1984, p.9
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COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS IN WESTCHESTER continued
Stone sculpture in progress (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.9

COUNCIL OF COMMUTER ORGANIZATIONS
Conrail fares rise; commuters plan suit, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Rail commuter organization demands legislators' help, Apr 2, 1981, p.1

COUNCIL ON MUNICIPAL PERFORMANCE
Tooley named to CCMP board, Mar 25, 1982, p.8

COUNSELING CENTER OF SOUTHERN WESTCHESTER
B.L. Crowder takes new post, Mar 8, 1984, p.11

COUNTRY CLUBS
Hartsdale parking: Mane lot, May 15, 1980, p.1
On Golf Club membership (ltr), May 29, 1980, p.4
Greening of Saxon Woods (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.10
Grand opening at Lake Isle, Dec 4, 1980, p.2
Grand opening (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.21
Council backs amendments, assists High Point residents, Feb 5, 1981, p.15
St Andrews plan rejected by board, Feb 26, 1981, p.13
Out of the club, Apr 23, 1981, p.1
Fort Hill Club sold; luxury homes planned, Dec 1, 1983, p.9
Seating par (photo; list), Dec 22, 1983, p.8
Planning Board seeks conservation zoning for large properties in Eastchester, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Winston property, Nov 3, 1984, p.1

COUNTRY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS (WESTCHESTER)
SEE WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS

COUNTRY CENTER
SEE WESTCHESTER COUNTY CENTER (WHITE PLAINS)

COUPS D'ETAT
SEE REVOLUTIONS

COURTNEY, ANDREW (AU)
Nicaragua is not our enemy (edit; photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.7

COURTNEY, MARGARET
Margaret Courtney named director (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.18
When your birthday falls on Christmas... (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.6

COURTNEY, SARA
When your birthday falls on Christmas... (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.6

COURTS
Family Court and you (edit), Aug 26, 1982, p.7
Juror's ordeal (ltr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6

COURTS-GRH
Call-in jury system tested, Jan 3, 1980, p.9
Extension given, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Conrail appealing awards (list), Jul 26, 1984, p.11

COURTS-NEW ROCHELLE
Commuter suits, Dec 9, 1982, p.1

COURTS-NEW YORK STATE
Goodman, Shafran sentenced, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
No dismissal (for J Harris), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Insanity plea (for J Harris), Jul 31, 1980, p.1
No insanity plea in Jean Harris defense, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Tennis court suit, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
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COURTS—NEW YORK STATE continued

Tarnower murder trial on, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Jean Harris trial: hearings continue, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Harris' statements ruled admissible, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Eight picked for Harris jury, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Harris trial starts Friday (list), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Prosecutor seeks to prove Harris intended to kill, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Victim's housekeeper, S Van Der Vreken, on stand, Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Dramatic moment at trial, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Questions posed in Harris trial (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Defense takes over in Harris trial, Dec 28, 1980, p.1
Court recessed in Jean Harris trial, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Harris jurors see letters written by defendant, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
Defense presents will in evidence at Harris trial, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Harris defense seeks to prove struggle, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Defense calls Harris to stand (illus), Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Clarification on legal fees (ltr), Jan 29, 1981, p.4
Bolen charges intent to kill (illus p 10), Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Lawyers clash over medical evidence, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Jury still out in Jean Harris murder trial (photo; addl photo p 16), Feb 19, 1981, p.1
Jean Harris found guilty of murder (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Jean Harris gets 15 years (photo p 8), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Herrin conviction upheld, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
37-year-old M Hancock beats Con Ed, Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Unification Church gets summons for back taxes, Aug 20, 1981, p.15
DA replying to Harris appeal next week (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Vergari brief rebuts Aurnou, Oct 8, 1981, p.1
Harris verdict upheld, Dec 31, 1981, p.1
New appeal, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Citation for Duboff, May 27, 1982, p.3
Supreme Court disises Muriel Forrest's appeal, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
Popular decision, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
How the Levitown case was won, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Joseph Rusin pleads guilty, Jul 29, 1982, p.9
Muriel Forrest appeals case, Aug 5, 1982, p.11
No new vote on waste district, Sep 9, 1982, p.1
Town zoning unlawful: Moundroukas, Sep 16, 1982, p.17
Steinberg sues on Red Lobster plan, Oct 21, 1982, p.11
Court invalidates Walworth one-way, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Court rejects Harris appeal, Nov 18, 1982, p.1
Appeal in doubt, Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Commuter suits, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
After the flood, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Apple Tree Barn found legal, May 5, 1983, p.1
Certiorari— a big word for a difficult tax situation, Oct 6, 1983, p.11
Finger candidate for Supreme Court (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.4
One-way case, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Village wins round on Walworth—maybe, Dec 1, 1983, p.1
No enforcement of Walworth one-way), Dec 15, 1983, p.1
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COURTS-NEW YORK STATE continued
Court ruling jeopardizes law limiting subdivisions, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
Clearer law needed (edit), Aug 30, 1984, p.6

COURTS-SCS
Judge J Holden, Jan 10, 1980, p.1
Woman, E J Lewis, fined in dog bite case, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Mock court provides insight into local justice system, Jan 24, 1980, p.4
First offenders (of pooper scooper law), Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Scofflaw crackdown, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Library crackdown, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Police criticized in arrest of priest, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
Dog dispute leads to law suit, Jun 4, 1981, p.3
Owners defend their dogs (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Concerts lead to conviction, Dec 17, 1981, p.3
Eviction sought, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Conrail sued, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
State criticizes court on record keeping, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
Hearing begins in cocaine case, Aug 19, 1982, p.3
Judge replies, Aug 26, 1982, p.1
Judge defends court records (ltr), Aug 26, 1982, p.6
Drug, shoplist cases settled, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Probation given in marijuana case, Dec 2, 1982, p.4
Local court to get first Conrail case, Jan 20, 1983, p.1
This is 'disorderly'? (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.6
Judge's decision awaited in computer v Conrail suit, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Extension given, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Noise law found unconstitutional, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Disqualification explained (ltr), Mar 3, 1983, p.6
Apple Tree Barn found legal, May 5, 1983, p.1
Case for one-way, May 26, 1983, p.1
Dramatizations reveal justice to Village Club (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
Juror's ordeal (ltr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6
Village Court hears dog bite case, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

COURTS-US
Newspaper machine, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Creche suit, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Garlands suing daughter's killer, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Garlands awarded damages, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Welcome verdict (edit), Oct 21, 1982, p.6
Margolieses plead guilty, Nov 4, 1982, p.11
Fines, jail terms for Margolieses, Dec 16, 1982, p.15
Creche suit is answered, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
High court ruling could be felt here, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Creche suit goes to trial Tuesday in Federal Court, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
Judge hears creche case, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Damage claims dismissed (in creche case), Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Village upheld in Creche suit, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Sen Pisani indicted by grand jury, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
No compensation (to Garlands for slaying of daughter Bonnie), Dec 15, 1983, p.1
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COURTS-US continued
Call for appeal in creche case (ltr), Dec 15, 1983, p.6
US Circuit Court says village must permit creche, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Two high court rulings key to SCS case, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
SEE ALSO US SUPREME COURT

COURTS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Democrats support Judge Harris, Dec 11, 1980, p.10
Nicolai recommended, Dec 31, 1981, p.3
Two million dollars in ZBA damages for EMT decision denied, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
Hochberg calls for speed up of trials, Mar 17, 1983, p.2
County judge F A Nicolai named, Mar 31, 1983, p.21
Town Club hears from O'Rourke, squabbles over tennis courts, Apr 14, 1983, p.2
County gets extra judge to ease backlog of cases, Apr 14, 1983, p.4
No retrial for Mrs Harris, Sep 1, 1983, p.1

COURTS-WHITE PLAINS
Judge J Holden, Jan 10, 1980, p.1

COURVILLE, NEIL
How I raised $10,000 and beat the Rangers (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p.7

COUSENS, GEORGE
Parents, children attend school to watch TV together (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.1
SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
Cable bringing community TV to SCS (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.6
Videotape traces history of auditorium renovation (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.2
Expert volunteers contribute to SCS Futures Program (list), Jul 29, 1982, p.3
Open House is a hit (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.3
Future looking brighter for local access TV in SCS (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1

COUSIN, ANN
Associate A J Cousin (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.6

COUSIN, EDWARD
Special meeting on creche slated, Nov 25, 1982, p.1

COUSINS, WILLIE
Christmas tradition in Arthur Manor (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.2

COUSSEMENT, MAURICE
M Coussement dies, Oct 30, 1980, p.24

COUTTS, AMANDA
November picnic (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.1

COUTTS, ELIZABETH
Trained babysitters (photo), Apr 30, 1981, p.34

COUTTS, JANE
One-way reseday to Walworth traffic, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Junior League members J Coutts, S Sisaondo attend training seminar, Dec 18, 1980, p.10
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Residents battle heat costs with solid results (photo; addl photo p.16), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Despite closing of Woodland decision on Walworth delayed, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Traffic report says closing streets won't help Greenacres, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Trustees set to vote on making Walworth one-way (list; cont p.17), Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Walworth law voted down (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Moth problem, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Citizens ask: Is our water tested enough? (photo), Aug 30, 1984, p.6
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COUTTS, JANE (AU)
Readers take sides in village election (ltr), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
On Urban County and 'playing hardball' (ltr), Aug 6, 1981, p.6
No credit is due (ltr), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
Search for scapegoats (ltr), Sep 15, 1983, p.6

COUTTS, STEPHEN
Residents battle heat costs with solid results (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Despite closing of Woodland decision on Walworth delayed, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Trustees set to vote on making Walworth one-way (list; cont p 17), Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Walworth law voted down (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1

COUZENS, JOHN
Jean Harris pleads not guilty to murder, Apr 3, 1980, p.1

COVELLI, JOHN
White Plains Symphony welcomes guest conductors K Schermerhorn, P Dunkel, B Ferden, J Covelli (photo, Sep 24, 1981

COVERAGE LAW
SEE LAND DEVELOPMENT-SCS

COVERLEY, MABEL
M A Coverley dies, Apr 21, 1983, p.16

COWAN, CANDISS
New primary lunch schedule under study for next year, May 28, 1981, p.17
New school year, 'new era' begin in schools Thursday, Sep 3, 1981, p.13

COWAN, LOIS
Flowers for teacher E Tomb (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.5

COWAN, LOUIS
Service Bureau to give awards, Apr 12, 1984, p.2

COWHEY, JAMES
Candidates square off at League meeting (photo p 14), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Resident M Goodman convicted for theft of rings, Mar 24, 1983, p.3
Goodman receives maximum sentence, Apr 28, 1983, p.3

COX, ARCHIBALD
Paul Feiner cited by Common Cause (list), Apr 8, 1982, p.5

COX, DORA
SCS artist D Cox to have exhibit, Apr 24, 1980, p.5
Bank showing watercolors by D M Cox, Feb 4, 1982, p.13
Bank displaying resident D Cox's work, May 26, 1983, p.19
SCS painter D M Cox giving exhibit at St Agnes Hospital, Oct 13, 1983, p.4

COX, JOSEPH
First offenders (of pooper scooper law), Jan 31, 1980, p.1
All's well that ends well (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.2
Cox memorial fund started, Dec 23, 1982, p.15
Village warden J Cox killed in crash (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Cox fund grows, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
Expression of gratitude (ltr), Jan 20, 1983, p.6
Students' gifts, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Village Court hears dog bite case, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

COX, MARJORIE (AU)
Expression of gratitude (ltr), Jan 20, 1983, p.6

COX, ROBERT
After the flood, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
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COX, TRUDY
Enrollee decline continues; Advisory Committee on Legislative Issues named (list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3

COYLE, JERI
Training center builds sense of self-esteem (Part II) (photo; addl photo p 12), Jul 9, 1981, p.6

COYLE, JOHN
Neuberger registrar: J Coyle, May 22, 1980, p.15

CRACK
SEE DRUG ABUSE

CRAFA, JOSEPH
Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1

CRAFT, WOODROW
Decision on cluster plan delayed by legal ruling (illus), Mar 20, 1980, p.1

CRAFTS
SEE HANDICRAFTS

CRAIG, DOUGLAS
New group to monitor proposed Freightway project (list), Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Wanted: more of the same (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.15

CRAIG, GLADYS
G V Craig dies, Jan 24, 1980, p.14

CRAIG, NANCY
Focus on health at budget meeting, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Nancy Craig new director of state LWV (photo), May 14, 1981, p.21
Wanted: more of the same (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.15
H Craig joins lighthouse (photo), Aug 30, 1984, p.11
Candidates clash one more time, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

CRAINES, LESLIE
Raiders capture 5th soccer title (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.1
Unbeaten soccer streak ends at 109 (photo; list), May 17, 1984, p.1

CRAINES, STEFFI
Soccer crown won on practice field (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.9
Girls soccer captures second consecutive sectional title (photo; list), Jun 11, 1981, p.21

CRANE POND
Signs of spring? (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.11
Endangered pond, Sep 23, 1982, p.1

CRANE, ALEXANDER
Building Suburbia: SCS 1890-1940 (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.6

CRANE, CAROL
C Crane joins staff (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.8

CRANE, EDWARD (DR)
Dr E S Crane elected to association, Jun 14, 1984, p.4

CRANE, LEILANI
Science awards to IHM student l Crane, Feb 16, 1984, p.14

CRANE, RICHARD
Heyer stresses need for reforms (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.11

CRANE, STANLEY
New MTA head for region P Stangl to face riders at public meeting May 7, Apr 30, 1981, p.6

CRANSTON, ALAN
Presidential hopeful A Cranston tests local waters (photo; addl photo p 11), Sep 2, 1982, p.1

CRAZY, JOHN
Agency plans group home on Post Road in Greenacres, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
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CRAVEN, JOHN
Commendations (for J Craven, J Freyer, T Savino), Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Commendations, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Commendations (for police officers), Jun 3, 1982, p.1
Three (J Berainghai, H Kaplan, J Panassa) charged with drug sales, Aug 5, 1982, p.1

CRAVEN, THOMAS
New sergeant on the force (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.3

CRAVITT, SAMUEL
Citizens protest at hearing, Oct 8, 1981, p.1

CRAWFORD, MEGHANN
Safety measure (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.4

CRAWFORD, SARA ANNE
Safety measure (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.4

CRAWLEY, KATHY
Following The Way on the Post Road, Jan 7, 1982, p.1

CREANER, MARY LOUISE
M L Creaaer dies, Jun 21, 1984, p.18

CREAMER, PHOEBE (AU)
Lack of consideration (ltr), Sep 17, 1981, p.6

CREATIONISM
Creationists decried (ltr), Jan 14, 1982, p.6
No place in classroom (ltr), Jul 8, 1982, p.6

CRECHE CASE
New beginning (ltr), Jan 6, 1983, p.6
Epiphany message (ltr), Jan 6, 1983, p.6
Side by Side (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Speaking out for tolerance (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Wider understandings (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Inconsistency charged (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Play a bigger game, he says (ltr), Feb 3, 1983, p.6
Trustees sued for barring creche display (list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Creche's attorney fee criticized, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
SCS needs a Tea Party (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
Creche suit is answered, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Shared goal on creche (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p.6
Politically short-sighted (ltr), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
High court ruling could be felt here, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Village sued again on creche denial, May 5, 1983, p.1
Creche trial set, May 19, 1983, p.1
Creche suit goes to trial Tuesday in Federal Court, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
Judge hears creche case, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Damage claims dismissed (in creche case), Jul 28, 1983, p.1
A call for consistency (ltr), Jul 28, 1983, p.6
Village upheld in creche suit, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Appeal expected on creche, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Judge C E Stewart Jr rules creche promotes religion, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
A place for the creche (edit), Dec 15, 1983, p.6
Unite the for and againsts (ltr), Dec 15, 1983, p.6
Call for appeal in creche case (ltr), Dec 15, 1983, p.6
Creche returning to court, Feb 23, 1984, p.1
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CRECHE CASE  continued

Not worth the cost (edit), Feb 23, 1984, p.6
Everybody's business: Creche case (ltr), Mar 1, 1984, p.6
Supreme Court ruling may pave way for return of SCS creche to Boniface Circle (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.1
Relief may be in sight (edit), Mar 8, 1984, p.6
Change of heart: American Jewish Congress withdraws amicus brief, Mar 22, 1984, p.1
Creche vs Non-Partisan System (ltr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6
Creche case (cont.), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Recommended reading (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6
US Circuit Court hears arguments in creche case, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
US Circuit Court says village must permit creche, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Two high court rulings key to SCS case, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Village weighs legal options, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Case closed, we hope (edit), Jun 28, 1984, p.6
Supreme Court review sought in creche case (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Village loses (ltr), Jul 12, 1984, p.6
National ramifications (ltr), Jul 12, 1984, p.6
Misguided assumptions (ltr), Jul 12, 1984, p.6
Decision explained, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Trustees' decision criticized (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
He's bored by controversy (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
SCS has changed (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Report from Larchmont (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6
Court may rule soon, Oct 4, 1984, p.1
No news from court, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Supreme Court to hear creche case, Oct 18, 1984, p.1
Comments on creche case (ltr), Oct 25, 1984, p.6
Village defended on creche (ltr), Nov 8, 1984, p.6
Turnout up as 12 elected at Unit Meetings (list), Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Gratuitous reference (ltr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6
Writer reiterates his position (ltr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6
Interest in creche, Nov 29, 1984, p.1
Amicus briefs, Dec 6, 1984, p.1
Pyrrhic victory ahead? (edit), Dec 6, 1984, p.6
A way to avoid strife (ltr), Dec 13, 1984, p.6
Error acknowledged, Dec 20, 1984, p.1
Lawyer's role defended (ltr), Dec 27, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO HERITAGE PLAZA

CRECHE COMMITTEE-SCS
SEE CRECHE-SCS

CRECHE-SCS

Act of magnanimity (edit), Jan 3, 1980, p.4
One right too many (ltr), Jan 3, 1980, p.4
Confusion created? (ltr), Jan 17, 1980, p.4
Editorial Questioned (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
Getting a Whopper Junior (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
Creche suit, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Trustees okay Creche, 4-3, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Trustees okay Creche, 4-3, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Painful decision to make (edit), Dec 11, 1980, p.4
CRECHE-SCS continued

Painful decision to make (edit), Dec 11, 1980, p.4
Discomforting vote on creche (ltr), Dec 25, 1980, p.4
Selective listening (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Creche question, Nov 5, 1981, p.1
Board denies request for creche display, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
On the creche decision (edit), Nov 12, 1981, p.6
Why not another site? (edit; photo), Nov 17, 1981, p.6
Creche reaction, Nov 19, 1981, p.1
Beneath contempt (edit), Nov 19, 1981, p.6
Letters re Creche decision (lttrs), Nov 19, 1981, p.7
Site agreed on for creche display, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Letters re Creche decision (lttrs), Nov 26, 1981, p.7
Monsignor’s message (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
Creche and Constitution (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
Why so much controversy? (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
No room at the circle (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
Creche put back in circle (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.1
Heritage Plaza seen as creche solution, May 20, 1982, p.1
Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1
No solution at all (ltr), May 27, 1982, p.6
Against Heritage Plaza (ltr), May 27, 1982, p.6
Insensitivity charged (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
Ill-conceived plan (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
Home rule explained (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
Heritage Plaza proposal dead, Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Creche issue back again, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Undecided on creche, Nov 18, 1982, p.1
Painful decision (edit), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
Display of love (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
Manufacturing an issue (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
Advice to advisory committee (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
Find a new location (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
Special meeting on creche slated, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
The creche—’why not?’ (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6
Use zeal constructively (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6
Chamber’s position (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6
Trustees vote 4-3 to deny creche request (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Unnecessary conflict (edit), Dec 2, 1982, p.6
Opposed to public sanction (ltr), Dec 2, 1982, p.6
More tolerance called for (ltr), Dec 2, 1982, p.6
Creche decision, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Misguided and unfair (edit), Dec 9, 1982, p.6
Black Day in SCS history (ltr), Dec 9, 1982, p.6
Plan to avoid arraignment (ltr), Dec 9, 1982, p.6
Town divided cannot stand (ltr), Dec 9, 1982, p.6
He’d rather be in Philadelphia (ltr), Dec 9, 1982, p.6
Suit looms after second creche is rejected, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Committee says it won’t display creche, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
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CRECHE-SCS continued
Silver lining (edit), Dec 16, 1982, p.6
No separation seen (ltr), Dec 16, 1982, p.6
Gloating in Moscow seen (ltr), Dec 16, 1982, p.6
Not village’s right (ltr), Dec 16, 1982, p.6
Report from central casting (ltr), Dec 16, 1982, p.6
Where is your spirit? (ltr), Dec 23, 1982, p.6
Different kinds of symbols (ltr), Dec 23, 1982, p.6
Where is the creche? (ltr), Dec 23, 1982, p.6
Board praised on creche (ltr), Dec 23, 1982, p.6
Ground for compromise (ltr), Dec 23, 1982, p.6
An open letter (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.22
Creche update, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
A place for the creche (edit), Dec 15, 1983, p.6
Creche makes brief appearance, Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Something missing (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
He welcomed the creche (ltr), Dec 29, 1983, p.6
A place for the creche (ltr), Dec 6, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO CRECHE CASE

CREDIT CARDS
Unauthorized calls, Mar 22, 1984, p.1

CREDIT UNIONS
Resident V Knaplund elected head of credit union (list), Sep 2, 1982, p.3
Women’s money for women’s needs (edit), Jun 23, 1983, p.7

CREECH, CHARLES
Every SCS policeman learning CPR (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.6

CREEDY, BROOKS
Local woman B S Creedy heads program to help teenage runaways, Jul 23, 1981, p.4
Resident B Creedy works with runaway teenagers (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Family violence: ‘no respecter of any group’, Jan 7, 1982, p.6

CREELEY, BROOKS (AU)
Troublesome age—16 to 21 (edit), Feb 4, 1982, p.7

CRELL, JESSE
No new vote on waste district, Sep 9, 1982, p.1

CRESOTTI, FRANK
Paintings by Cresotti featured at gallery (illus), Jul 14, 1983, p.4

CREVECOEUR, ST JOHN DE
SEE DE CREVECOEUR, ST JOHN

CREW
SCS man J Chatzky leads Olympic crew (photo p 10), Jul 10, 1980, p.1

CREW, NORMAN (AU)
He found a new way (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.7

CREWS, JULIA

CRIME AND CRIMINALS
Robber loots Old Lyme House, Jan 3, 1980, p.1
Goodman, Shafran sentenced, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Commendation (for Ptl J LoVecchio), Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Dr H Tarnower slain; wrote SCS diet (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Indictment sought in Tarnower killing, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
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CRIME AND CRIMINALS continued

How many deaths? (edit), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
Jean Harris indicted for murder, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Jean Harris pleads not guilty to murder, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
Paul Curran sees 'roadblocks' in criminal justice system, Apr 17, 1980, p.3
Burglar steals SCS Bowl, Jun 19, 1980, p.2
Has anyone seen a missing totem pole, canvas banner? (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.7
Police charge youth, P Milton, with assault (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.3
Seely Place teacher L Blackman murdered in her Manhattan apartment, Jul 10, 1980, p.11
Stolen ferret is back home at (GBH Nature) Center (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.7
No insanity plea in Jean Harris defense, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
SCS student R Shafran finds he's one of 3, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Fighting burglary (edit), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
Police arrest man for stealing copper pipe, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Steppe up patrols, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Two robbers escape after car chase, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Police formulate plan to fight burglary wave (Part 1), Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Drivers urged to help police, Mar 19, 1981, p.5
Auxiliaries fighting burglars (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.7
Paper pirates, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Burglary suspect arrested; Apr 9, 1981, p.1
Citizens go on alert here, but burglaries continue, Apr 9, 1981, p.3
Threat to peace and freedom (ltr), Apr 16, 1981, p.6
Shopwell held up, May 14, 1981, p.1
Police seek holdup man, May 21, 1981, p.3
Are bike thefts raapant? (ltr), Jun 4, 1981, p.6
Suspect W Freeman nabbed in stolen car, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Six more burglaries reported despite police efforts, Jun 11, 1981, p.4
Herrin conviction upheld, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
W Huntley honored by SCS police, Chamber of Commerce (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.3
Two arrested by police; citizen alerts credited, Oct 8, 1981, p.1
Alternatives to prison seen (edit), Oct 29, 1981, p.7
Surrounded by friends (ltr), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
It could happen to you (edit), Jan 7, 1982, p.7
Surgeon Dr R 6 Rosen suspect in murder attempt, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
Tapes found not relevant, Feb 4, 1982, p.11
Seventy EMT burglaries in '81; community awareness needed (chart), Feb 4, 1982, p.11
Holdup at SCS station, Feb 18, 1982, p.1
Driver, C Powers, P7, arraigned after fire truck joyride, Feb 18, 1982, p.11
Suspect M J Castaldo charged in holdup (photo p.3), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Devastating loss (of painting) (ltr), Mar 18, 1982, p.6
Police status, May 6, 1982, p.1
Margolies arrested for fraud, May 6, 1982, p.15
Beauty parlor robbed at gun point, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
Flags stolen in HTS, Jun 3, 1982, p.3
Girl raped on path near BRP, Jun 3, 1982, p.3
Home burglarized, set on fire (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.3
CRIME AND CRIMINALS continued

Round table brings together criminals with victims of crime (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.5
We have a problem with criminals (edit; illus), Jul 8, 1982, p.7
On victims-inmate dialogue (1tr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6
Resident R D Sack is chairman of council on crime (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.11
Joseph Rusin pleads guilty, Jul 29, 1982, p.9
Three (J Berchingham, H Kaplan, J Panessa) charged with drug sales, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Women (P E Fuller, M C Johnson) accused of shoplifting spree, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Local man M Masselli murdered, Aug 26, 1982, p.1
Murder victim M Masselli was aiding investigators, Sep 2, 1982, p.1
Murder suspect S Dienero indicted, Sep 9, 1982, p.1
Suspected burglars nabbed, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Drug, shoplifter cases settled, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Correction: L Troncone helped police apprehend shoplifters, Oct 21, 1982, p.4
Decision due on Margolies bail request, Nov 25, 1982, p.13
Woman tends off attacker near SCS station, Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Gonnaa robs gas station, Dec 16, 1982, p.3
Fines, jail terms for Margolieses, Dec 16, 1982, p.15
EMT family robbed at gunpoint, Jan 6, 1983, p.10
Police follow up on rape (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.13
Gonnaa robs (SCS Natl) bank, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Resident M Goodman convicted for theft of rings, Mar 24, 1983, p.3
Edgewood, High School broken into, Mar 31, 1983, p.5
Local youth A M Levin arrested in armed holdup, Apr 14, 1983, p.3
Police roadblocks, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Goodman receives maximum sentence, Apr 28, 1983, p.3
Robber holds up ice cream parlor, May 5, 1983, p.1
Police ask for help, May 12, 1983, p.4
Jeweler G Holsten runs down man charged with stealing from his store, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
More protection (edit), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
Woman burglar hunted, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Margolies accused of murder, Jul 21, 1983, p.5
Congregational Church robbed, Aug 4, 1983, p.5
Good news on crime front (1tr), Aug 4, 1983, p.6
No retrial for Mrs Harris, Sep 1, 1983, p.1
Burglary suspects nabbed, Nov 10, 1983, p.1
Government services receive generally good rating in survey, Nov 10, 1983, p.2
Why the release? (edit), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
A&P boycott backed, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
District Attorney replies (1tr), Nov 17, 1983, p.6
County budget reform asked: LWV raps time limit on speech, Dec 15, 1983, p.2
Crime drop in SH, Jan 26, 1984, p.10
Panel chews on constitutional 'delicacies' (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.6
Woman robbed at home, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
SHS graduate H Hernstadt found murdered in Aspen, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
Pisani convicted on eighteen counts, Jun 7, 1984, p.1
Margolies convicted in murders, Jun 7, 1984, p.10
Margolies sentenced to life in jail, Jun 28, 1984, p.10
One more detail (edit), Jul 12, 1984, p.6
Crime victims deserve equal time (edit), Jul 12, 1984, p.7
## CRIME AND CRIMINALS continued

- Burglars strike in Greenacres, Aug 2, 1984, p.1
- Burglary's impact is not a fleeting thing, Aug 16, 1984, p.1
- Police priorities questioned (ltr), Aug 30, 1984, p.6
- Then, whose fault is it? (edit), Sep 20, 1984, p.7
- Dramatizations reveal justice to Village Club (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
- Burglary team goes on spree Saturday night in Heathcote, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
- Gang attacks local youths at high school, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
- Police make first arrest in gang attack at high school, Nov 29, 1984, p.1
- Writers say attack was provoked (ltr), Nov 29, 1984, p.6
- Car break-ins on Central Ave becoming a major problem, Nov 29, 1984, p.11
- No anonymous letters (edit), Dec 6, 1984, p.6
- Despicable and cowardly (ltr), Dec 6, 1984, p.6
- SCS, White Plains police departments team up in effort to catch sneak thief, Dec 13, 1984, p.8

### SEE ALSO
- ARSON, CRIME PREVENTION, FRAUD, MISSING PERSONS, MURDER TRIALS, VICTIMS (OF CRIME), VIOLENCE, DOMESTIC

## CRIME PREVENTION

- Police program praised (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
- Police Chief T Shames offers tips on preventing home burglaries, May 22, 1980, p.4
- Fighting burglary (edit), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
- Stepped up patrols, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
- Police formulate plan to fight burglary wave (Part I), Dec 4, 1980, p.1
- Time to fight back (edit), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
- SCS home ripe for theft, survey reveals (Part II) (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.4
- Dog saves collapsed jogger; protective warnings issued, Feb 5, 1981, p.2
- Police step up anti-burglary campaign, Feb 17, 1981, p.2
- Increased surveillance (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.3
- Peace officers in cops' clothing (edit), Apr 16, 1981, p.7
- New Town Club leadership (photo p 2; list), May 20, 1981, p.1
- Six more burglaries reported despite police efforts, Jun 11, 1981, p.4
- Some won't listen (edit), Jul 2, 1981, p.6
- Neighborhood watch program begun at GCC (list), Sep 17, 1981, p.13
- Sergeant R Nicolais offers advice on burglar alarm systems, Mar 1, 1982, p.2
- Law and order need our help (edit), Aug 26, 1982, p.7
- Vandals hit Greenacres again, Mar 3, 1983, p.3
- Police ask for help, May 12, 1983, p.4
- Every 3 1/2 minutes -- another burglary (edit), Dec 15, 1983, p.7
- Crime prevention, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

### CRIME VICTIMS ASSISTANCE AGENCY

SEE VICTIMS ASSISTANCE SERVICES OF WESTCHESTER

### CRIMMINS, JAMES

- J K Crimmings dies, May 10, 1984, p.16

### CRISCI, PATRICK

- Driver of the year: P Crisci (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.4

### CRISP

SEE COMMUNITY RESIDENCES INFORMATION SERVICES PROGRAM

### CRISPINO, VINCENT

- Questions posed in Harris trial (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1

### CRITELLI, NICK

- Changing again, Aug 18, 1983, p.1
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CROEN, HENRY
   H H Croen dies, Jun 14, 1984, p.14

CROEN, KEVIN

CROEN, LAWRENCE
   New officers installed, retired officers honored at SNAP meeting (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.3
   System supporters (list), Dec 4, 1980, p.1
   Committee states purpose (ltr), Jan 27, 1981, p.4
   Residents polled on indoor pool, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
   Indoor pool gets backing of Town, and Village Clubs, May 27, 1982, p.1
   Candidates needed for Nominating Committee (list), Aug 23, 1984, p.1
   Woman's Club keeps Non-Partisan role, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
   Turnout up as 12 elected at Unit Meetings (list), Nov 15, 1984, p.1

CROEN, LAWRENCE (AU)
   Last chance to nominate (ltr), Sep 27, 1984, p.6
   Attend your Unit Meeting (ltr), Nov 8, 1984, p.6
   Harder than it seems (ltr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6

CROEN, GREGORY
   S S Crone dies, Jan 28, 1982, p.14

CROEN, JOHN (AU)
   Letters re Creche decision (lttrs), Nov 26, 1981, p.7

CROOKE, DIANA
   Interns tackle Village Hall projects (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.2

CROOKE, JAMES
   UN organization promotes local man J S Crooke (photo), Oct 11, 1984, p.5

CROOKE, NANCY (AU)
   Too busy to help (ltr), Oct 8, 1981, p.6

CROPSY, DIANE
   Seely Olympics (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.10

CROQUET
   Croquet winners; L D Franz, E Saalfrank (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.3
   To the winner! (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.1
   B Anderson accepts Lillian Drake Thies trophy (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.3

CROSBY, GEORGE
   B P Crory leads Scouts (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.32

CROSBIE, WILLIAM
   Crosbie is candidate for Assembly district, Jul 15, 1982, p.9
   Candidates for Assembly face off a second time, Oct 28, 1982, p.11
   Election Day facts, Oct 28, 1982, p.11
   Redistricting plan passed over Democratic protests, May 26, 1983, p.1
   Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican cala, Jun 9, 1983, p.11

CRORY, GEORGE
   B P Crory leads Scouts (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.32

CRORY, SEMORSE
   6 P Crory leads Scouts (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.32

CRQSBIE, UILLIAH
   Crosbie is candidate for Assembly district, Jul 15, 1982, p.9
   Candidates for Assembly face off a second time, Oct 28, 1982, p.11
   Election Day facts, Oct 28, 1982, p.11
   Redistricting plan passed over Democratic protests, May 26, 1983, p.1
   Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican cala, Jun 9, 1983, p.11

CROSBY, Enoch
   Rededication, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

CROSBY, IRWIN
   Barking dog--II, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
   I B Crossman dies, Mar 22, 1984, p.14

CROSS, WILLIAM
   Dr J B Moses co-author of 'Presidential Courage' (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.11

CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING
   SEE SKIS AND SKIING
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CROSSWAY FIELD
Village OK's plan to rebuild fields, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
Looking at Crossway (for playing fields), Feb 23, 1984, p.1

CROUCH, WOODROW
Creche issue back again, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Creche's attorney fee criticized, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Development plans come under fire: Cluster housing proposed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
School Board plans to remove (tennis) courts, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Planning Board seeks power to OK cluster plan (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1
Trustees promise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Before Board ruling: Eloquent pleas to save Boulder Brook Club, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Local SOP backs Soter; opposes attached houses, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
Town Club backs nuclear freeze; asks Village Board to endorse it, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Trustees vote down attached housing, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Cluster housing plan assailed, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Neighborhood Assn leaders (photo), May 17, 1984, p.3
Edgewood honors the late J Coulter (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.5
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

CROUCH, WOODROW (III)
Praise for WARC's work (ltr), May 12, 1983, p.6
Cluster housing opposed (ltr), Jun 16, 1983, p.6
Cluster plan opposed (ltr), Dec 1, 1983, p.6
SNAP requests moratorium (ltr), Oct 4, 1984, p.6

CROWDER, BARBARA
Deadline set for submitting school board nominations (list), Jan 10, 1980, p.11
Board of Ed OK's semester courses, rejects mid-year exam; Italian considered, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
Five (S Albert, S Bloom, G Goldsholle, P Karan, R Maslow) proposed for School Board vacancies (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11
School Board to consider religion course elective, Feb 14, 1980, p.11
Budget lines amplified at preliminary hearing, Feb 20, 1980, p.15
School Board says yes to Italian, comp. religion; adds one day to recess, Mar 13, 1980, p.11
Three (S Bloom, P Karan, R Maslow) endorsed for School Board, Mar 27, 1980, p.15
Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part II) (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13
School Board OK's budget; hears 9-12 skills report, Apr 10, 1980, p.13
Seniors call poster policy step in the right direction, May 15, 1980, p.15
Learning skills vs COH; Crowders honored by G O, May 15, 1980, p.15
School Board members applaud Crowder, Weitzen; Board approves new football coach, Jun 12, 1980, p.15
'No Left Turn' by Burger King may be removed, Nov 6, 1980, p.15
PTA executive boards plan for open candidate forum next year, Mar 31, 1983, p.15
Mrs Crowder to receive SCC award; Finn to speak (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.13
B L Crowder accepts Silver Box Award (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.15
B L Crowder takes new post, Mar 8, 1984, p.11
Mrs Davis, Hermaer will run for (EHT School) board, Apr 5, 1984, p.11
GCC set to review nominating system, May 10, 1984, p.13

CROWDER, PERRY
Learning skills vs COH; Crowders honored by G O, May 15, 1980, p.15

CROWE, KEVIN
Five thousandth policy purchaser (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.20

CROWLEY, ELIZABETH
E A Crowley dies, Nov 29, 1984, p.24
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CROWLEY, HELEN
- End of year party (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.13

CROWLEY, JOHN
- J J Crowley dies, Aug 2, 1984, p.20

CROWLEY, KEVIN
- School Board: Hearing on apartments urged; 8-man football may be coming, Aug 14, 1980, p.7
- Four gain tenure; no day care OK yet, May 13, 1982, p.11

CROWLEY, LYNN
- Grand opening (photo), May 14, 1981, p.11

CROWLEY, PAMELA
- School Board considering stiffer cutting penalties, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
- Doohan resigns as EHS head; board appoints J Larkin new principal (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.13
- New school year, 'new era' begin in schools Thursday, Sep 3, 1981, p.13
- Bob Fornges is at home with change, Mar 25, 1982, p.19

CROWLEY, Lester
- SCS residents R and A Rapaport, E and R Strum honored (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.16

CUTELTY TO ANIMALS
- In this corner, speaking as a lobster (edit), Jan 5, 1984, p.7

CRUICKSHANK, JAMES
- Clean up outside, litter inside (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.21

CRUMB, PAUL
- Concordia appoints P H Crumb, Aug 30, 1984, p.2

CRYSTAL, ALAN
- School Board says yes to Italian, comp. religion; adds one day to recess, Mar 13, 1980, p.11
- Seniors call poster policy step in the right direction, May 15, 1980, p.15

CRYSTAL, LESTER
- Crystal has new NBC post, Jun 24, 1982, p.11
- Parents' concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
- John Mayle named to (EHT) School Board, Aug 18, 1983, p.9
- Civil Liberties supporters told retarded still need protection (photo; list), Dec 15, 1983, p.4

CRYSTAL, LISA
- Girl Scouts seek tag sale donations (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.7
- Predators at Greenacres (photo), May 12, 1983, p.20

CRYSTAL, MARY ANN
- Discovering Christmas (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.8

CRYSTAL, RICHARD
- The agony and the ecstasy (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
- While their neighbors sleep, swimmers do laps at pool (photo; addl photo p 6), Jul 26, 1984, p.1

CSEA
- SEE LABOR UNIONS

CUB SCOUTS
- SEE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

CUCULLO, ELLIOTT
- Death of owner E Cucullo leaves Parkway's fate in doubt, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
- Well known coffee shop will reopen here Monday, Jun 14, 1984, p.1

CUCULLO, LINDA
- Death of owner E Cucullo leaves Parkway's fate in doubt, Apr 26, 1984, p.1

CUCULLO, VICTOR
- Well known coffee shop will reopen here Monday, Jun 14, 1984, p.1
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CUDDY, WILLIAM
  Opposition growing to Polera plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
  Board calls Polera plan 'unacceptable', Jul 9, 1981, p.1
  Residents ponder possibilities for Freightway, Dec 10, 1981, p.1
  Board rejects Polera proposal; seeks alternate plan for Freightway, Jan 28, 1982, p.1

CUDDER-HYATT HOUSE
  Historical Society conducting new fund drive (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.1
  Wayside makes list, Jul 9, 1981, p.1
  Historical society sets $45,000 goal for campaign (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.2
  Public re-opening of a landmark (photo), May 24, 1984, p.2

CUKRAS, ANTHONY
  Quaker Ridge sitten tree (photo), Feb 4, 1982, p.17

CULINARY INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
  Julius Wile to head Culinary Institute, Oct 29, 1981, p.5

CULLEN, NANCY
  Tenure system, new athletic eligibility standard discussed, May 14, 1981, p.21
  Bob Fornges is at home with change, Mar 25, 1982, p.19

CULLOM, BABBBIE
  B Cullom cuts cake honoring her for 40 years as volunteer (photo), May 21, 1981, p.13

CULP, L E
  L E Culp dies, Dec 18, 1980, p.28

CULTS
  SEE RELIGIOUS CULTS

CULVER, PATRICIA
  Unmasking the spirit of friendship (photo; list), Nov 4, 1982, p.6

CUMMING, ROBERT
  R Cumming dies, Jun 23, 1983, p.14

CUMMINGS, E HARPER

CUNEO, LUCY
  Bank features local painter L Cuneo, Feb 7, 1980, p.3
  Report backs Non-Partisan Systems, but proposes changes (list), Nov 12, 1981, p.1
  SCS artist L Cuneo has exhibit at St Agnes, Feb 3, 1983, p.2

CUNEO, ROSEMARY (AU)
  Best way to have a voice (ltr), Jan 21, 1982, p.6

CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY
  Committee nominates B B Cunningham, D G Fitch, J D Lesnick School Board candidates (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1
  Wetlands rules, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
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CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY continued
School Board, budget votes on Wed, May 29, 1980, p.1
Budget passes by 3-2 margin, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
William Miller elected president of School Board (photo; list), Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Board member B Cunningham is native Scarsdalian (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.4
Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Girl Scout Color Guard leads Edgewood assembly for return of American hostages (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.1
School Board anticipates tax hike of 7 to 8 percent, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Teachers critical of open lunch program, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Singing out the 'Sounds of SCS': A Hirsch, B Cunningham, B Landes (photo), May 7, 1981, p.5
Discussing the issues (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.2
Getting out the vote in SCS (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.6
LWV studies issues (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.20
A chorus line, LWV style (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.11
Panel: Growing up here not easy, Apr 1, 1982, p.5
Nick Cantatore's the man behind SCS's flowers (photo; addl photo p 6), Aug 19, 1982, p.1
Bowl Dinner a musical, literary, psychological affair (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.1
School candidates named (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Budget picture called 'grim', Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Village Club goes Western (photo), May 12, 1983, p.1
Budget vote here June 8, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
School budget passes easily; three elected, Jun 9, 1983, p.1
School Board approves expanded kindergarten, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1

CUNNINGHAM, CAROLYN
Conservationists back bottle bill, Apr 16, 1981, p.8

CUNNINGHAM, CHARLES
Aid for Italy, Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.26
Service above self (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.6
AFS exchange students visit SCS Rotary Club (photo), May 14, 1981, p.13
A chorus line, LWV style (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.11
Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1
Chamber to honor Junior League, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Planning Board gets views on downtown, May 3, 1984, p.1

CUNNINGHAM, CHARLES (AU)
No solution at all (ltr), May 27, 1982, p.6
Board praised on creche (ltr), Dec 23, 1982, p.6
Village surplus termed 'unconscionable' surplus (ltr), Sep 8, 1983, p.6

CUNNINGHAM, EILEEN
Development plans come under fire: Cluster housing proposed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Trustees promise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Jack-in-the-boxes at Edgewood (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.18
Local GOP backs Soter; opposes attached houses, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
Trustees vote down attached housing, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
New plan at 909 Post (diagram), Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Cluster housing plan assailed, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Neighborhood Assn leaders (photo), May 17, 1984, p.3
CUNNINGHAM, EILEEN (AU)
Attached housing opposed (ltr), Nov 24, 1983, p.6

CUNNINGHAM, ISAAC
I A Cunningham dies, Apr 17, 1980, p.18

CUNNINGHAM, PATRICK
Resident J Sweeney sentenced, Jan 27, 1983, p.3

CUOCO, MIKE
Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.26

CUOMO, JANET
Learning Center names J Cuomo assistant director, Apr 19, 1984, p.16

CUOMO, MARIO
Next Thursday is primary day, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Lehman edges Curran in primary here, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Cuomo, Moynihan, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Residents urged to write to governor about school aid, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Riders strike back, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Veteran shifts his campaign direction, May 5, 1983, p.15
LWW hears journalist N Hoffman preview '84 election, Oct 18, 1984, p.4

CUOMO, MATILDA
Veteran gives views on county issues, Jan 20, 1983, p.11

CUOMO, ROSE
Fox Meadow sixth graders and senior citizens share compositions (photo; list), May 24, 1984, p.16

CURCIO, ALEXIS
Local students A Curcio, D Leistensnider, D Jacobsen, N Rabinowitz attend NY State arts school, Jul 28, 1983, p.2

CURFEW
Davis Park (edit), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
Davis Park curfew request rejected, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
2 a.m. is late enough (edit), Oct 20, 1983, p.6

CURIELI, JOHN
Scout award winners (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.13

CURRAN, ANITA (DR)
Manager's response (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
Rabies alert, May 20, 1982, p.1
Health Commissioner Dr A Curran urges vaccinations, Jul 1, 1982, p.5
Vaccinations required (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.26

CURRAN, BETSY
Confirmation at IHM (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.16

CURRAN, BRENDAN

CURRAN, BRIDIE
B Curran dies, Dec 23, 1982, p.18

CURRAN, DEBBIE
Ready for the raffle (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.2

CURRAN, PATRICIA
Trustees okay Creche, 4-3, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
They're collecting for the Book Fair (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.5
Board denies request for creche display, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Site agreed on for creche display, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Creche put back in circle (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.1
CURRAN, PATRICIA continued
Heritage Plaza seen as creche solution, May 20, 1982, p.1
Heritage Plaza proposal dead, Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Fair weather forecast for book lovers (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.1
IHM officially welcomes Rev Msgr P P Shannon (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.16
Special meeting on creche slated, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote 4-3 to deny creche request (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Creche decision, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Committee says it won't display creche, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Village sued again on creche denial, May 5, 1983, p.1
Creche suit goes to trial Tuesday in Federal Court, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
Getting ready for the fair (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.3
Appeal expected on creche, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Home from Grenada at Christmas: Cpl 6 DeSantis (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.1
Supreme Court ruling may pave way for return of SCS creche to Boniface Circle (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.1
US Circuit Court says village must permit creche, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Books, books and more books (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.5
Supreme Court to hear creche case, Oct 18, 1984, p.1
Interest in creche, Nov 29, 1984, p.1
A place for the creche (ltr), Dec 6, 1984, p.6

CURRAN, PAUL
Town Club to hear reports on white collar crime, budget (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
Paul Curran sees "roadblocks" in criminal justice system, Apr 17, 1980, p.3
Political year, Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Curran to chair 1981 campaign (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Rival campaign chairmen to meet in debate on system, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Debate issue, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Campaign chairmen B Johnson, P Curran debate (photo p 15), Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Fordham Law alumni give top honor to Paul Curran, Mar 12, 1981, p.8
Paul Curran reappointed to judicial nominating group, May 21, 1981, p.5
In the running: J Ruderman, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Curran's in the race (for governor), Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Curran, Feiner declare, May 20, 1982, p.1
Curran heading for GOP primary (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Lehman backed, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Paul Curran says he'd run the state (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.1
Next Thursday is primary day, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Lehman edges Curran in primary here, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Village appoints railroad committee (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Bi-partisan effort?, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Railroad committee asks public comment (list), May 26, 1983, p.1
Small turnout for railroad hearing (list), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Log of despair, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Hard working alumnus P Curran (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.5
Train station to get repairs, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Metro North fares going up, Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Panel chew on constitutional "delicacies" (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.6
Trustees hear report from train committee (list), Mar 15, 1984, p.1

CURRIER, NANCY
Enrollment decline continues; Advisory Committee on Legislative Issues named (list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3
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CURRY, ANDREW
   A G Curry dies, Dec 20, 1984, p.16
CURRY, BERNARD III
   B F Curry III general manager, Curry Chevrolet in SCS (photo), May 22, 1980, p.11
CURRY, DANNY
   Christmas Festival (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.16
CURRY, KATIE
   Life--be in it theme at pool (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.2
CURRY, MABEL
   M V Curry dies, Jan 1, 1981, p.16
CURTIS, JOHN
   $1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; addl photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
CURTIS, JOSEPH
   Dad's Club program cited (photo), May 5, 1983, p.20
CURTIS, WENDY
   Picnic at the Congregational (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.2
CURZON, (FAMILY)
   British cousins, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
CUSHMAN, ANDY
   Construction revving up along Central Ave (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.13
CUZZI, ANN
   Conservatory appoints C Affelt, A Cuzzi, B Myers, B Berg, V Della Racca, Oct 1, 1981, p.16
CUZZI, JOSEPH
   J N Cuzzi named to board of directors, WFS Investors Corp (photo), May 29, 1980, p.6

CYCLING
   Public session on bike path (list), Jan 31, 1980, p.1
   Bike path plans arouse ire in Fox Meadow, Greenacres, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
   Even on a bicycle: M Mazur makes difficult turn on Bronx River Parkway (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1
   9-year-old J Hans gets help with bike during MD Bike-a-Thon (photo), May 8, 1980, p.6
   Crackdown on bikers?, May 29, 1980, p.1
   Riding for the Scout House (photo; list), Oct 23, 1980, p.1
   Top bikathoners honored (photo; list), Dec 18, 1980, p.2
   Threat to cyclists seen (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
   'Tour de SCS' at Junior High (photo; list), May 7, 1981, p.26
   More bike signs asked (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6
   Safety on bikes, Jul 30, 1981, p.6
   Lack of consideration (ltr), Sep 17, 1981, p.6
   Biker for the bottle bill (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
   Firefighters fight MD (photo), May 6, 1982, p.1
   Save Bicycle Sundays (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
   SCS boy M Goldstein is number one fund raiser for cystic fibrosis (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.4
   Bike Safety (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.15
   Village has new safety program (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.12
   SCS student A Pforzheimer plans 'Ride for Life' (photo), May 19, 1983, p.1
   Boon for bicyclers (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
   Ride for Life, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
   SCS stop on Ride for Life (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.1
   Concentration (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.16

SEE ALSO FOOT PATHS, BICYCLE PATHS, ETC

CYCLING-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
   Laying down the law (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.2
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CYSTIC FIBROSIS FOUNDATION
- Bike-a-thon nets $23,000 pledges, Jul 9, 1981, p.2
- SCS boy M Goldstein is number one fund raiser for cystic fibrosis (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.4

D'ADAMO, RALEIGH
- Issues and excuses topics for panel; Peyser and Finneran bow out (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.15
- Feiner seeks support for private bus service, Feb 18, 1982, p.3
- Hearing adjourned, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
- State hearing on bus application, May 6, 1982, p.1
- Comuter buses being detoured, Jul 22, 1982, p.1
- County's express buses to city will serve (EMT) area, Sep 9, 1982, p.11

D'AGOSTINO, NICHOLAS
- Restaurant to open at Frog Prince site, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
- Chase Landing Restaurant opening soon, Feb 17, 1983, p.3
- Looking up at Chase's (sic) Landing (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.5
- Restaurant expansion approved, Aug 18, 1983, p.5
- Chase Landing partners open second restaurant, Sep 6, 1984, p.12

D'AGOSTINO, PATRICIA
- Looking up at Chase's (sic) Landing (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.5

D'AMATO, ALFONSE
- Senate races top primary ballot, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
- In EMT, Javits wins, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
- SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
- EMT voters back Reagan, Holtzman in heavy turnout (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.15

D'AMOISE, JACQUES
- Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part II) (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13
- Leaps abounding: EMT students share stage at Madison Square Garden (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.15
- EMT boys jazz dance at Lincoln Center (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.11
- D'Amboise student is 'awed' (ltr), Jan 8, 1981, p.4
- Event of the year (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.11
- Excited about d'Amboise (ltr), Sep 13, 1984, p.6

D'AMORE, JUDITH
- Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
- School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1

D'ANDRIA, ANTONINETTE
- Focus on state issues at School Board meeting, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
- Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1

D'ARCY, ALBERT
- Consulting firm, Feb 5, 1981, p.6
- Albert D'Arcy dies; headed Library Board (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.1
- In memory of Al D'Arcy (ltr), Dec 10, 1981, p.6

D'ARCY, CHRISTINE
- More on raccoons, Dec 2, 1982, p.1

D'ONOFRIO, ALBERT
- A D'Onofrio dies, Jan 28, 1982, p.14

D'ONOFRIO, BELLE
- Ottinger selects D H Gold, B D'Onofrio, H Heilpern campaign leaders, Jul 24, 1980, p.3
- Ottinger announces staff appointments for C Wallquist, B D'Onofrio, Dec 18, 1980, p.6

D'ONOFRIO, FERMINA

D'ONOFRIO, FRANK
- F T D'Onofrio dies, Feb 11, 1982, p.16
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D'ORAZIO, PATRICIA
  P M D'Orazio joins Ragette, Apr 28, 1983, p.25
  Realty firm appoints P D'Orazio new associate manager, Feb 23, 1984, p.5

DABCOVICH, LYDIA
  A life in books grows richer by one (photo), May 20, 1982, p.6

DABRAMO, EMILIO
  Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10

DACEY, SANDRA
  School Board elects Joel Lesnick president (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.1

DACHENHAUSEN, THEODORE JR
  More on Foxhall Road case (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4

DACHINGER, HENRY
  Commuter buses being detoured, Jul 22, 1982, p.1

DACK, ANDREA
  Planning Board seeks conservation zoning for large properties in East SCS, Jul 19, 1984, p.1

DACK, IRA
  New home planned on site of fire, Apr 16, 1981, p.3

DADAKIS, GEORGE
  Freightway plans; Owners approached, Oct 30, 1980, p.1

DADAKIS, PATRICIA
  P Dadakis elected secretary, Feb 26, 1981, p.16
  Bank names P S Dadakis new VP, Mar 19, 1981, p.3

DAHLEM, KARL

DAIKOS, PETER
  New SNAP leadership (photo), May 20, 1982, p.4
  Daikos wins runoff, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
  School Board plans to remove (tennis) courts, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
  Planning Board seeks power to OK cluster plan (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1
  New plan at 909 Post (diagram), Mar 29, 1984, p.1
  Cluster housing plan assailed, Apr 19, 1984, p.1

DAIKOS, TOMMY
  Movie star: T Daikos (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.3

DAILY, LINDA
  EMT theater group displays community talent (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.17

DAILY, MELANIE
  Preparing for service of music at Congregational (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.26

DAK, ANDREA
  House okayed on Barricini estate, Sep 15, 1983, p.3

DALE, ELIZABETH

DALE, KAARE
  After-school day care slated to start here in September (list), Jun 17, 1982, p.1

DALE, NAN
  Children's Village names N Dale, E M Sweeney directors, Nov 19, 1981, p.4

DALTON, AMANDA
  EMT man L Dalton finds that toys are fun for adults too (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.25

DALTON, CAROL
  EMT man L Dalton finds that toys are fun for adults too (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.25
  Lifting their message to the skies (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.9
DALTON, LARRY
EMT man L Dalton finds that toys are fun for adults too (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.25

DALY, ANDREW
Fall Foliage Run (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.1

DALY, THOMAS
Trustees approve group home list; Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Civic Club forms new committees, Feb 2, 1982, p.3
Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1

DALY, THOMAS (AU)
Premature, misleading (ltr), Jan 24, 1980, p.4

DALY, VINCENT
Return of the deli (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.5

DAM, IRMA VAN (DR)
SEE VAN DAM, IRMA (DR)

DAM, KEVAN
Young scientists at work (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.16

DANAHY, DIERDRE
Irish day at IHM (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.22

DANAVALL, ELAINE

DANCE
SEE PERFORMING ARTS

DANCE MARATHONS
Marathoners hit $11,000 in fundraiser (photo), Feb 20, 1980, p.15
School Board OK's budget; hears 9-12 skills report, Apr 10, 1980, p.13

DANCE SCHOOLS
Shall we dance? (photo; list), Apr 17, 1980, p.10
Steffi Nossen School, in 44th year, has new offerings in classical ballet (photo; list), Aug 28, 1980, p.17
School teaches dance, gymnastics (list), Aug 28, 1980, p.18
Miss Covington's holds holiday parties (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.10
Dance Emotions new this fall (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.21
Marcus Schulkind joins staff at Steffi Nossen (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.16
Social dancers: G Oxnam, E Galloway (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.5
Dance school gives money to help youth, Apr 22, 1982, p.4
Scholarship winner: H Lea, Jul 29, 1982, p.4
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DANCE SCHOOLS continued
Steffi Nossen open house (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.20
New location this year for Creative Movement Classes (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.20
Dance Academy emphasizes tradition, discipline (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.26
Ballet, modern, jazz, dance exercise among offerings at S Nossen School (photo) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.22
Teacher M Keating joins dance staff, Oct 27, 1983, p.17
Steffi Nossen opens Sept 10 (photo) (Education '84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.25

DANCE-STUDY AND TEACHING
Toddlers can discover world of dance (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.25

DANCING
Tuesday morning fever (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.3
Dancin' (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.11
Dance Marathon: 24 hours for $2,000 Scholarship Fund aid (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.19
SHS students dance for dollars, Apr 8, 1982, p.17
They liked the beat (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.5
SEE ALSO SQUARE DANCING

DANIELS, DAMON
He likes path (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6

DANIEL, OLIVER (AU)
A Counterpoint of View (edit), Jul 19, 1984, p.7

DANIELI, JERRY
Bagels and beat, Jan 20, 1983, p.1

DANIELS, RICHARD
Merchants report mixed response to evening hours, Jul 26, 1984, p.1

DANIELSON, ELSA
Fredda Kray is savior if your eggnog is showing! (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.9
International flavor to this Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.4

DANILLER, AVRON (DR)
Dr A Daniller named by college, Jun 17, 1982, p.3

DANILLER, SIA
Halloween parade at Fox Meadow (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.20

DANNEMAN, DDN
Successchester, Westchester (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.9

DANNEMAN, ETHEL
Residents giving Adult School's 'grand experiment' a college try, Apr 5, 1984, p.5

DANNEMAN, ETHEL (AU)
Food for Ethiopia (ltr), Dec 20, 1984, p.6

DANNETT, SYLVIA
Resident S Dannett heads Douglass alumnae, May 22, 1980, p.8
These sleuths solved 23,925 cases in 1982 (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.6

DANTZIC, BILL
Ready for services (photo), Sep 22, 1982, p.15

DANZIG, DOLORES
D Danzig, B DeGroot join Steincaip & Britton (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.19

DANZIG, MARYL
School Board hears report on writing, Nov 12, 1981, p.1

DANZIGER, SUSAN
Members of China's world champion table tennis team play SHS players D Nadelmann, S Danziger (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.20

DAR
SEE DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
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DARCY, KEITH
County GOP officers; P T Manos, A J Colavita, M S Soter, K T Darcy (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.5

DARLINGTON, CAROLINE
Greenville nursery school appoints J Darlington new director (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.9

DARLINGTON, ELIZABETH
Singing out at St James (photo), Mar 11, 1982, p.16

DARLINGTON, JANET
Greenville nursery school appoints J Darlington new director (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.9
Merchants report mixed response to evening hours, Jul 26, 1984, p.1

DARLINGTON, JANET (AU)
Nightmare time (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6

DARNELL, HAL
Fort Hill Club sold; luxury homes planned, Dec 1, 1983, p.9

DARDON, RICHARD
Herrin conviction upheld, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Decision raises doubts about legality of private tennis courts, Feb 3, 1983, p.1

DARTER, NANCY
Hitchcock educator N Darter to retire (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.18

DASILVA, HOWARD
Celebration Tuesday for Bill of Rights (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.6

DASILVA, JOHN
Federal promotes J N DaSilva to manager, May 6, 1982, p.3

DATA PROCESSING
SEE COMPUTERS

DATE, SHONAN
Residents object to A&P noise, Jan 13, 1983, p.11
GCC resolves to act on Central Ave issues, Mar 10, 1983, p.13

DATING
60. D. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
NSDAR represented by Mrs B H Young at citizen ceremony, Feb 7, 1980, p.16
Tapestry of Service is DAR's theme (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.32
Top essayists: B Wolf, D Clerkin, E Widulski, C Polena (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.2
Just in time for Flag Day (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.8
DAR honors communicators (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.9
Cutting the cake (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.11
SCS DAR honors members (list), Dec 25, 1980, p.6
DAR contest prize winner D Clerkin (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.13
DAR goals: historical, educational, patriotic (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.33
Winning essayists (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.7
Getting Wayside on landmark list took persistence (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
Harvey Birch Chapter implements DAR's goal (list) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.32
Award winners (photo; list), Apr 1, 1982, p.9
DAR chapter cited; officers elected (list), Jun 3, 1982, p.8
Parade protested, Sep 22, 1983, p.1
Room for all (edit), Sep 22, 1983, p.6
Parade gets go-ahead, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Tricentennial gala, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Happy 300th to Westchester (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.1
DAR celebrated Tricentennial (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.24
DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

IHM students win DAR essay contest (list), Feb 9, 1984, p.15
Patriotic essayists win awards in DAR contest (photo; list), Mar 29, 1984, p.4
DAR members honor late president J D Baylies at unveiling (list), Sep 6, 1984, p.8
SCS's newest Americans (photo; list), Sep 13, 1984, p.1
Local woman Mrs W H Sullivan honored by DAR, Nov 15, 1984, p.8

DAUGHTERS OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE

A corner of SCS that is forever England (photo; list), Aug 6, 1981, p.6

DAURE, RENATA (AU)
Overcrowded kindergarten (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4

DAVENPORT, AGNES
A E Davenport dies, Nov 8, 1984, p.22

DAVENPORT, GAIL (AU)
Service gap for birth parents (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6

DAVENPORT, MARY
M V Davenport dies, Aug 12, 1982, p.10

DAVENPORT, RICHARD (AU)
Biker for the bottle bill (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6

DAVIES, VENUS
Living with dignity on Foxhall Road (Part I) (photo; addl photo p 4), Jul 2, 1981, p.1

DAVID, ARIANA
Costumed kids celebrate Halloween is style (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.1

DAVID, FLORENCE
YES sets record for placements (photo; list), Jun 4, 1981, p.5
Dialing for George (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Honoring Nat H (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.3
Director F David named for United Way (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.3
Youth Employment Service elects M Tostanoski president, seeks more volunteers (list), Jun 2, 1983, p.2
This holiday gift spreads cheer all year (photo; list; addl photo p 14), Dec 1, 1983, p.6

DAVID, FLORENCE (AU)
To care for one another (edit), Jun 16, 1983, p.7

DAVID, HEIDI
Members of Drama Club production, 'You Can't Take It With You' (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Opening next weekend (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.1

DAVID, KERRY
SEE BEN-DAVID, KERRY

DAVID, LORNA
L Z David joins Field (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.16

DAVID, MICHAEL
Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16
Board resumes 'classic' argument, Jan 5, 1984, p.9
Seely safety study gets a green light, Jul 26, 1984, p.11

DAVIDOWITZ, EDWARD
State Prosecutor promotes resident E M Davidowitz, May 21, 1981, p.3

DAVIDOWITZ, ELLEN
Women's careers subject of Wellesley club talk, Oct 1, 1981, p.1

DAVIDSON, DEBORAH
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DAVIDSON, DEBORAH (AU)
  Diaper dilemma (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6

DAVIDSON, DORIS (AU)
  Symphony asked to reconsider (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6

DAVIDSON, EMIL
  Retired execs spread American know-how abroad (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.6

DAVIDSON, MILORED
  WRT plays host to seder for Japanese-American Cultural Program (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.3

DAVIDSON, PATRICIA (DR)
  Open lunch cost estimated at $115,450, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
  Math chairmen explain ABC’s of district program, Oct 29, 1981, p.3

DAVIES, ROBERT
  Behind the scenes (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2

DAVIS PARK
  PRC superintendent K Batchelor says indoor pool is possibility, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
  Davis Park curfew request rejected, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
  Davis Park (edit), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
  Quiet in the park, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
  Speakers call for more fields, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
  Improving the community (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.4

DAVIS, DANIEL
  SCS man D S Davis dies in leap from window, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

DAVIS, ED
  Town Club tables proposal for amending Non-Partisan Resolution, Nov 5, 1981, p.3

DAVIS, HARRY
  Two critically hurt in wreck (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.1

DAVIS, JACK
  Time’s right for Money, says editor Marshall Loeb (photo; add photo p 5), Apr 17, 1980, p.4

DAVIS, JANET (DR)
  Math aides resign; PTA, parents upset, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
  School Board elects Joel Lesnick president (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
  Bargaining begins on teacher contract, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
  Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
  Board of Education elects J Severtz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
  Janet Davis to leave school post, Aug 25, 1983, p.1
  Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1

DAVIS, JOSEPHINE
  J Davis dies, Nov 26, 1981, p.20

DAVIS, LAWRENCE (DR)
  STA negotiation previewed, Oct 14, 1982, p.3
  Teachers, school administrators give residents preview of contract talks, Jan 27, 1983, p.4
  Bargaining begins on teacher contract, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
  New teacher contract ratified, Jun 30, 1983, p.1

DAVIS, MAURICE (RABBI)
  Rabbi M Davis honored, Dec 9, 1982, p.27
  New chapel at JCC (photo), May 26, 1983, p.18

DAVIS, PRISCILLA
  P Davis dies, Nov 5, 1981, p.22

DAVIS, STEVEN
  Two multi-hose developments proposed (illus), Nov 29, 1984, p.1
DAVIS, STEVEN continued
Village granted permission to subdivide Boulder Brook, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

DAVIS, SUSAN
Deadline set for submitting school board nominations (list), Jan 10, 1980, p.11
Three (S Davis, E DuBois, M Weitzen) put up for school board slate, Jan 29, 1981, p.11
School board nominees named: S Davis, M Weitzen, Mar 26, 1981, p.21
School Board candidates: M Weitzen, S Davis, I Engel (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.20
Seno Altieri receives GCC’s Silver Box Award (photo), May 7, 1981, p.24
Davis and Weitzen elected; budget passes 518 to 279, May 7, 1981, p.25
No gym exemptions for cheerleaders, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
Board approves five-course minimum in grades 9 to 12, Mar 25, 1982, p.19
Farewells at board meeting; school changes explained, Jun 10, 1982, p.11
Goodby party has warmth, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11
School board sets ambitious program, Nov 11, 1982, p.12
Proposals to board aim at high school, May 19, 1983, p.10
Board fills new district-wide director’s post in split vote, Jun 23, 1983, p.11
Weitzen quits (EMT) school board, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
Voters okay new phones, Sep 8, 1983, p.11
Board resumes ‘classic’ argument, Jan 5, 1984, p.9
School Board looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p.10
Five proposed as candidates for School Board (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.11
Mandatory counseling program for all EMT ninth graders being planned, Mar 1, 1984, p.11
ECCE: Board ‘obligated’ to provide full-day kindergarten, Mar 8, 1984, p.11
Feldman, Weinreich are board nominees, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
Board okays $10.9 million budget with 9.1% tax increase, Apr 5, 1984, p.10
Mrs Davis, Merer will run for (EMT School) board, Apr 5, 1984, p.11
New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11
Petition signatures arouse controversy on EMT School Board, Apr 26, 1984, p.11
Rules group to study nominating procedure (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.11
Parents asked to participate in selection of administrator, May 17, 1984, p.9
Board sets initial teacher aide study, Jun 7, 1984, p.10
New G/T curriculum to be written this summer, Jun 21, 1984, p.10
Board backs Finn in Seely decision, Sep 13, 1984, p.9

DAVIS, WILLIAM (DR)
Dance Marathon; 24 hours for $2,000 Scholarship Fund aid (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.19
GCC opposes group home site here, Apr 15, 1982, p.10
GCC set to review nominating system, May 10, 1984, p.13
Third hearing set on contested (Moundroukas) plan, Jun 28, 1984, p.10

DAVISON, JIM
New vice president: J Davison, Jul 12, 1984, p.8

DAWIES, BILL
Historically speaking: D D Tompkins (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
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DAY CAMP

SEE CAMPS AND CAMPING

DAY CARE

Childcare in a changed America (edit; illus), Jan 21, 1982, p.7
Child care survey, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Need for child care seen (ltr), Feb 11, 1982, p.6
Feasibility of child care program studied (list), Feb 11, 1982, p.10
Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Alden Larson to retire; Edwards moves to high school, Mar 11, 1982, p.13
Four gain tenure; no day care OK yet, May 13, 1982, p.11
New playtime program (photo), May 13, 1982, p.16
Day care group planning for Seely Place center, May 20, 1982, p.11
Daycare program, May 27, 1982, p.1
After-school day care slated to start here in September (list), Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Hitchcock offers summer playcare (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.3
Day care supporters assail funding cuts in proposed budget, Dec 2, 1982, p.3

DAY CARE CENTERS

Creative playtime (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.7
EMT couple tries again to start day care center, Oct 2, 1980, p.17
Playcare Program opens at Hitchcock (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.25
Childcare in a changed America (edit; illus), Jan 21, 1982, p.7
United Way leaders told of need for more daycare funds (list), Sep 29, 1983, p.2
Open house at Creative Playtime (photo; list), Sep 29, 1983, p.16
New season at Playcare (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.16
Survey indicates that schools are residents' top priority, Oct 27, 1983, p.2
County budget reform asked; LWV raps time limit on speech, Dec 15, 1983, p.2
Role of day care growing in county, Sep 27, 1984, p.2
Day care—only for the affluent? (edit), Nov 15, 1984, p.7
SEE ALSO EHT CHILDREN'S CENTER, CHILD CARE ASSN OF SCS

DAY CARE COUNCIL OF WESTCHESTER

Lottie Harris named day care coordinator, Sep 6, 1984, p.2
Role of day care growing in county, Sep 27, 1984, p.2

DAY, PEGGY (AU)

Mr Siegel and I: Blind leading the blinder (edit), Jul 5, 1984, p.7

DAYAN, JOEY

Painting the Chinese way (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.11

DE CARO, BOB

Who ya gonna call? Flamebuster winners (list), Nov 15, 1984, p.10

DE CONTRERAS, MIRIAM

Local Rotary Club hosts scholarship recipient M de Contreras (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.9

DE CREVECOEUR, ST JOHN

America meant many things (edit), Jan 28, 1982, p.7

DE GENNARO, MICHELE

Hockey team to get coach and uniforms; EMT Board of Education (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.11

DE GOSORZA, E MAITLAND

Historically speaking: Seal of the Village of SCS (illus), Jul 8, 1982, p.6

DE GUZMAO, LUCIANA

Turkey days (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.13

DE KAPPEL, ELENA (AU)

Home childbirth story draws lively response (lttrs), Jan 15, 1981, p.4
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DE KARPLUS, ELENA (AU) continued
  On EMT coverage (ltr), Jan 6, 1983, p.6
  Sorry, wrong word (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
  EMT kept in the dark (ltr), Jan 26, 1984, p.6

DE LA TAILLADE, BERTRAND
  Odell House marks 200th anniversary (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.15

DE LARA, PRISCILLA
  Exciting evening (ltr), May 24, 1984, p.6
  Top flight in the suburbs (ltr), May 24, 1984, p.6

DE ROCHAMBEAU, PHILLIP
  Odell House marks 200th anniversary (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.15

DE TOQUEVILLE, ALEXIS
  Voluntary associations key to US democracy (edit), May 7, 1981, p.7

DE'AARUJO, VICTOR (DR)
  6BH Baha'is recall victims of Iranian terror, Jul 16, 1981, p.13

DEAHL, JOSEPH
  Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1

DEAK, NICHOLAS
  Running from the start (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.1
  Abe Simon dies; led Antiques, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
  Deak named winner of Golden Plate, Jun 7, 1984, p.3
  Nicholas Deak at 79 is still currency king (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.6

DEAN, MARY
  They remember (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.2
  Residents praise Bill Dean as someone who puts people first (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.1
  Fond farewell to Bill Dean, "Mr SCS" (photo; addl photo p 6), Aug 9, 1984, p.1

DEAN, ROBERT
  R E Dean dies, Jan 1, 1981, p.9

DEAN, THOMAS
  They remember (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.2

DEAN, WILLARD
  Sporting (W Dean with sporting goods exhibit) (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.5
  Reception for W Dean at Museum (photo; list), Jan 31, 1980, p.12
  Paul Curran sees "roadblocks" in criminal justice system, Apr 17, 1980, p.3
  Tenant protection approved; Board accepts land donation, May 15, 1980, p.1
  Football field being named for Bill Dean, May 29, 1980, p.1
  It's official: Willard B Dean Field (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.1
  Ban on interviews tabled, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
  Thanks for the letters (ltr), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
  Athletic field renamed for Bill Dean (photo; list), Jun 12, 1980, p.16
  Burglar steals SCS Bowl, Jun 19, 1980, p.2
  Historical Society seeking new members, Sep 11, 1980, p.3
  Board asks state for work for taxes law, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
  Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.26
  Lowell Tooley honored by Village Club; reflects on the past; predicts future (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.4
  Village Board to fix ceilings in library, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
  Girl Scout Color Guard leads Edgewood assembly for return of American hostages (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.1
  Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
  SHS alumni remember classmate C C Winston III (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.9
  Mr Grossman replies (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
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DEAN, WILLARD continued
Character assassination (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6
Expert volunteers contribute to SCS Futures Program (list), Jul 29, 1982, p.3
They remember (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.2
White Hat recipient F Griffiths has served 50 years as volunteer fireman (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.3
Village working on tenant protection plan, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Allen Wilber dead at 91, May 19, 1983, p.1
No generation gap (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.4
Graduation requirements changed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Historically speaking: D D Tompkins (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
Scarsdalians selected for Senior Citizen Hall of Fame (list), Oct 13, 1983, p.3
SCS Hall of Famers (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.2
Top citizen W Dean moving (ltr), Jul 5, 1984, p.6
Ode to Bill Dean (poem), Jul 26, 1984, p.6
SCS will not be the same (ltr), Aug 2, 1984, p.6
Residents praise Bill Dean as someone who puts people first (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.1
Fond farewell to Bill Dean, 'Mr SCS' (photo; addl photo p 6), Aug 9, 1984, p.1
Bill Dean's legacy (edit), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
Kudos for Kevin Lauth (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6

DEAN, WILLARD (AU)
Three cheers for boards! (ltr), Jun 3, 1982, p.6
For a greater future (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6

DEAN, WILLARD JR
Residents praise Bill Dean as someone who puts people first (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.1
Fond farewell to Bill Dean, 'Mr SCS' (photo; addl photo p 6), Aug 9, 1984, p.1

DEATHS
Dr H Tarnower slain; wrote SCS diet (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1
How many deaths? (edit), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
SCS student B Cleary, 19, drowns, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
Tragedy hits home (Cpl G N Holmes Jr dies in rescue mission in Iran), May 1, 1980, p.1
Memorial service set for SHS senior G Saltz (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1
Fames kill couple, M N Lincoln, May 15, 1980, p.1
Memorial scholarship set for Joan Laufer, May 15, 1980, p.15
Seely Place teacher L Blackan murdered in her Manhattan apartment, Jul 10, 1980, p.11
College student from SCS J Katz survives hitchhiking tragedy, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Crash kills 19-year-old T P Madden, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
SHS graduate J 6 Bedichek dies in plane crash (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.2
Drowning on Fort Hill, Aug 20, 1981, p.15
MD G H Gottesman succumbs to injuries, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
E Schoenfeld killed in auto accident, Jan 14, 1982, p.3
Boy, J Okyo's, death unexplained, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Ex-resident J P Jarvis slain in Guatemala, Mar 25, 1982, p.2
Death of a classmate (edit), Apr 8, 1982, p.7
Local man N Hasselli murdered, Aug 26, 1982, p.1
Premature deaths (edit), Sep 30, 1982, p.7
Village warden J Cox killed in crash (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
SCS senior A J Spiess III killed in auto accident, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
Student J Simmons from SCS dies in auto accident (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Mother, 2-year-old killed in head-on crash, May 5, 1983, p.1
H Habas happy summer here ends in tragedy (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.1
DEATHS continued

Officials: System here would detect griddler's bad heart, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
First grade section being added at (QR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
C. Snisky killed by car on Central Ave (photo p. 11), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Mourns woman (H Johnson) killed on train (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Scarsdalian M. B. Bingham killed in car crash, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
EMT boy R Bulzacchelli found dead in New Jersey, Sep 13, 1984, p.9
Foul play ruled out in R Bulzacchelli drowning, Sep 29, 1984, p.9
Teenager K Rosenberg's death still unexplained, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

SEE ALSO OBITUARIES, SUICIDE

DEAVER, SUSAN
Remember that concert? (edit), Dec 1, 1983, p.7

DEBERRY, STEPHEN (DR)
Panel probes problems of adults with aging parents (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.4

DECALS
The decal solution (edit), Nov 17, 1983, p.6

DECAMINADA, JOSEPH
SCS man J. P. Decamimada elected by arbitrators, May 5, 1983, p.23
Underwriters elect local man J. P. Decamimada president (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.16

DECARD, BOB
Who ya gonna call? Flamebusters! (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.8

DECARVALHO, PERLA
Fox Meadow Olympics (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.21

DECELL, JOSEPHINE
SCS's lunchtime retreat: Chase Park (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 26, 1982, p.1

DECICCO, MARYANN

DECKER, JOHN
Hitched up (photo), May 27, 1982, p.1

DECKER, RICHARD
Police open campaign to scare drunk drivers off local streets (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.1

DECORATIVE ART
SEE ART, DECORATIVE

DEFENDI, ADRIENA
Students A Defendi, D Donath attend LWV conference, Apr 12, 1984, p.19

DEFGO, ANTHONY
Elks Lodge hosts Cub Scout derby race (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.16

DEFILIPPO, FRED
Development plans come under fire: Cluster housing proposed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Builder readying new cluster plan for 909 Post Rd, Oct 13, 1983, p.1
Attached housing proposed for Post Road (diagram), Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Planning Board seeks power to OK cluster plan (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1
Trustees promise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Trustees vote down attached housing, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
New plan at 909 Post (diagram), Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Cluster homes approved, Apr 26, 1984, p.1

DEFINO, RALPH
School Board members applaud Crowder, Weitzen; Board approves new football coach, Jun 12, 1980, p.15

DEGIRASSE, ROBERT JR (AU)
Throwing money at defense (edit), Sep 2, 1982, p.7
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DEGROOT, ADRIAN
Local man A DeGroot to head marketing for NBA (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.3

DEGROOT, BARBARA
Disaster drill at SVAC (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.5
Only 5.3 miles left to run (photo), Aug 23, 1984, p.1
D Danzig, B DeGroot join Steincamp & Britton (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.19

DEGROOT, BARBARA (AU)
She favors election (ltr), Feb 5, 1981, p.4

DEGROOT, DANA
Too hot? (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.5

DEKORNFELD, GEORGE
Resident S Dekornfeld named manager of Regency Hotel (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.6

DEL DUCIA, RITA (AU)
MIS for the feet (edit), Mar 3, 1983, p.7

DEL GAUDIO, ANNE
Trustees Sims and Stone, Beatrice Underweiser are Non Partisan candidates (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.1

DEL MONACO, JO
Clowning around (photo), May 27, 1982, p.3

DELVECCHIO, MARY
Postman O Del Vecchio’s Mrs: ‘See all the women who love my husband (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.11

DELVECCHIO, QUENTIN
Postman O Del Vecchio’s Mrs: ‘See all the women who love my husband (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.11

DELAHUNT, VINCENT
V Delahunt dies, Sep 22, 1983, p.18

DELANEY, DEBBIE
Holiday Scouting tradition (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.5

DELANEY, FLORENCE
Students dream of mastering the writer’s art (photo; list), Jul 21, 1983, p.6
DELANEY, FLORENCE (AU)
Town divided cannot stand (ltr), Dec 9, 1982, p.6

DELANEY, GEORGE
Citizens protest at hearing, Oct 8, 1981, p.1

DELANEY, GERARD
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday’s election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

DELANEY, JACQUELINE
Lifting their message to the skies (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.9
Highest awards for Girl Scouts L Kalick, J Thompson, J Delaney, W Harris (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.3
Wright Award presented to J Delaney, Jun 2, 1983, p.6

DELANEY, JAMES
J J Delaney dies, Jun 5, 1980, p.14

DELANEY, MALCOLM

DELANY MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID

DELANY, (MRS ROBERT)
First Delany Scholarship awarded to SHS graduate J Levin (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.3

DELANY, ROBERT
Bank seeks to build addition, Feb 21, 1980, p.1
Robert Delany is named Bowl chairman (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Bowl Committee named (list), Oct 2, 1980, p.5
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DELANY, ROBERT continued
Carol Stix wins 1981 Bowl (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.1
White House visit (for R E Delany) (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.19
Controversy over subdivision, Jan 15, 1981, p.5
Carol Stix accepts the bowl (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Subdivision ruling put off, Feb 12, 1981, p.5
Robert Delany dead at 69, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Delany recalled as worker for harmony (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Delany memorial, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Foundation establishes Robert Delany Memorial (list) (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.22
First Delany Scholarship awarded to SHS graduate J Levin (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.3

DELAZZERO, ELEANOR
E DeLazzerio dies, Dec 22, 1983, p.15

DELBELLO, ALFRED
DelBello backs bike path, school financing reform (photo), May 29, 1980, p.1
MTA asks for more money; riders demand more service, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
More gripes than solutions at meetings on rail service, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Heat wave hits commuters hardest as A/C units fail (photo; addl photo p 4), Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Greening of Saxon Woods (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.10
New debate over Neo-Natal ICU looas, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Committee to honor Holocaust victims (list), Oct 30, 1980, p.3
DelBello proposes tax cut (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.1
DelBello, Legislators argue over opening units at Medical Center, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
DelBello elected, Nov 27, 1980, p.2
Focus on health at budget meeting, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
DelBello calls for county rail takeover, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
County Board adopts budget, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
League opposes opening perinatal care facility, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
Water emergency declared in Westchester; restrictions set, Jan 1, 1981, p.5
SCS pressing for 4-lane parkway plan (photo; addl photo p 15), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
DelBello releases proposed fire code, Mar 26, 1981, p.28
Potential GOP candidates blast man they hope to beat (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.1
Water conservation efforts urged, Apr 9, 1981, p.8
A W Owen, A Hackett receive proclamation (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.11
Successchesteer, Westchester (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.9
New MTA head for region P Stangl to face riders at public meeting May 7, Apr 30, 1981, p.6
Alternate plan, May 28, 1981, p.1
Redistricting plan killed, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Operation Talent Bank helping women find jobs, Sep 10, 1981, p.8
Hochberg supporters meet (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.2
Citizens protest at hearing, Oct 8, 1981, p.1
LWV plans candidates meeting (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Residents hail new plan for Hutch, Oct 22, 1981, p.1
Political rivals clash over incumbents' records (photo; addl photo p 12), Oct 29, 1981, p.1
County posts at stake November 3, Oct 29, 1981, p.1
They deserve re-election (edit), Oct 29, 1981, p.6
SCS vote helps Hochberg, DelBello win (chart p 8), Nov 5, 1981, p.1
DelBello asks 17% tax hike, Nov 19, 1981, p.1
Celebration Tuesday for Bill of Rights (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
Attacks on budget continue at hearing, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
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DELBELLO, ALFRED continued
- Med Center: Focus of controversy in a controversial county budget, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
- County Budget passed, Dec 31, 1981, p.1
- DelBello won't deny campaign loan plan, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
- Town Club reception brings rival candidates together (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
- Propositions on ballot Tuesday, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
- Commuter bus is derailed, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
- Thomas Robb—a man of range (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.11
- Most at hearing back 4 lanes on Hutch, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
- Crime Victims Agency assisted over 1000 people in first year, Jul 22, 1982, p.2
- Next Thursday is primary day, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
- Lehman edges Curran in primary here, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
- Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
- Cuomo, Moynihan, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
- Battle over Hutch heating up again (cont p 5), Nov 11, 1982, p.1
- $548 million county budget calls for 2.4% tax increase, Nov 18, 1982, p.1
- Commission wants 6-lane Hutch; opponents prepared to fight, Dec 2, 1982, p.1
- Parkway decision hailed in village, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
- Joyce Bauigarten shifts gear for state-level involvement (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.9
- LW reapportionment plan would keep SCS in one district, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
- Democrats pick Reid; Veteran plans primary, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
- Pisani convicted on eighteen counts, Jun 7, 1984, p.1

DELBELLO, ALFRED (AU)
- Economic cooperation is core of county's policy (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.18

DELEO, JEANNE
- Photorealistic art by J DeLeo on display, Jul 30, 1981, p.10

DELGUERCIO, JOHN
- Edgewood 6th grader meets Sandy Duncan, Jun 19, 1980, p.12

DELLA PENTA, DAVID
- First VP: D P Della Penta (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.7

DELLA RACCA, VINCENT
- Conservatory appoints C Affelt, A Cuzzi, B Myers, B Berg, V Della Racca, Oct 1, 1981, p.16

DELLAROCIO
- Questions posed in Harris trial (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1

DELPH, WALTER
- ...where she stops nobody knows (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.2

DELUCA, ANSELO
- Mini-courses at Fox Meadow (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.12

DELUCA, DORINA
- Children's art featured (photo), May 26, 1983, p.14

DELUCIA, CHRIS
- A new home (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.2

DELUCIA, DAVID
- A new home (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.2

DELVECCHIO, MRS ALFRED

DELVECCHIO, ALFRED
- Judge J Holden, Jan 10, 1980, p.1
- Village Board makes Walworth one-way (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.1
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DELVECCHIO, ALFRED continued
Scarsdalians for 'Super Sunday' (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.9
Propositions on ballot Tuesday, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Trustees set to vote on making Walworth one-way (list; cont p 17), Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Village asks for help with Walworth traffic, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
County Board votes for three percent sales tax, May 24, 1984, p.1

DELVECCHIO, CLIFF
Recycling can be fun (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.2
Village, police agree on two-year contract, Nov 24, 1983, p.1

DELVECCHIO, EMANUEL
E DelVecchio dies, Jan 29, 1981, p.14

DELVECCHIO, GLORIA
School Board lists legislative positions (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
New math curriculum planned, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
 Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
Board of Education moves to step up school security, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

DEMEL, CAROL
New group to fight substance abuse, Nov 24, 1983, p.8

DEMAGSIO, ROBERT
Voters give okay to incumbents J A Gilman, J E Flynn, R L Brodsky (photo; chart), Nov 8, 1984, p.8

DEMOLD, CAROLINE
Mandatory counseling program for all EMT ninth graders being planned, Mar 1, 1984, p.11
New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11

DEMARCO, CHARLES
Traffic report says closing streets won't help Greenacres, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
State accused of 'bad faith' on Hutch, Jun 17, 1982, p.1

DEMARCO, JOHN
County redistricting plan would keep SCS whole, split EMT in three (diagram), Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican calm, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
MTA may install windows that open, Jul 14, 1983, p.3
County official R T Hefti quits under fire, Aug 25, 1983, p.1
County adopts $610M budget, Dec 29, 1983, p.1

DEMAREE, ALLAN
When your birthday falls on Christmas...(photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.6

DEMARINIS, CARMEL
Women's careers subject of Wellesley club talk, Oct 1, 1981, p.1

DEMASI, JANET (AU)
Scurrilous letter (ltr), Oct 21, 1982, p.6

DEMB, HOWARD (OR-AU)
A place for everything (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6

DENBY, JACQUELINE
Corrections: P Tostanoski president of AFS; J Deuby, S Oberholaan represent STEP, Jun 9, 1983, p.2
Students point to pressure as one cause of 'rampant' cheating, May 17, 1984, p.3

DEMHUK, BARBARA
Village eyeing ways to preserve its character, Sep 8, 1983, p.1

DEMILTA, RON
Eagle Scout: L Greenberg (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.10

DEMOCRATIC PARTY
Dates for voters (ltr), Jan 3, 1980, p.4
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DEMOCRATIC PARTY continued

Senate hopefuls J Lindsay, E Holtzman speak (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.1
Democrats emphasize information function (list) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.31
Democrats appoint local a an S Schear, Feb 28, 1980, p.2
Kennedy wins big in village (list; chart), Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Kennedy sweeps six EMT districts (list; chart), Mar 27, 1980, p.15
Democrats elect nine delegates (list), May 1, 1980, p.7
Local chairman of Democrats D Finger backing Lindsay (list), May 29, 1980, p.3
Hochberg endorses Holtzman, Jul 3, 1980, p.2
Group forms for Holtzman (list), Jul 17, 1980, p.3
Senate races top primary ballot, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
SCS's favorites were Holtzman, Javits, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
In EMT, Javits wins, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Party caucuses, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Democrats hold House seat, County judgeship (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.20
Debate slated, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Parties' decision hailed (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
Coalition slate airs views (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
Democrats pick dinner chairman L Moroff, W B Finneran, Mar 5, 1981, p.8
Party names J Giglio officer, Mar 5, 1981, p.17
Democrats renominate incumbents for November, Jun 25, 1981, p.20
Democrats name M Berk, M Sax chairman for legislative campaign, Jul 30, 1981, p.2
Hochberg supporters meet (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.2
Town Democrats endorse power referendum, Dec 17, 1981, p.16
Patronage?, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Unfair to Democrats (edit), Jan 7, 1982, p.6
'81 election results Democratic highlight (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.22
Democrats plan candidates night, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Rerun of '81, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Village candidates plan public, TV appearances, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Democrats name L A Belin, M S Landau, M A Loomba district leaders, Apr 8, 1982, p.3
Finneran in race for Controller, May 6, 1982, p.15
Democratic leaders back Hochberg, May 27, 1982, p.1
Hochberg gets party's nod in New Rochelle, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
Victory could hurt party (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
No candidate yet, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Next Thursday is primary day, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Lehrman edges Curran in primary here, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
GOP may challenge Non-Partisan nominee, Nov 18, 1982, p.1
Candidates court Democratic caucus (cont p 16), Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Election results were proof of party's success (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.19
Democrats back Veteran, Feb 24, 1983, p.11
Democrats pick Reid; Veteran plans primary, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Alma Angrilli named Democratic chairman (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Democrats put off choice, Apr 21, 1983, p.10
County redistricting plan would keep SCS whole, split EMT in three (diagram), Apr 28, 1983, p.1
County redistricting plan draws fire here; EMT to be split three ways, Apr 28, 1983, p.15
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DEMOCRATIC PARTY continued
Veteran drops out of county race (photo), May 5, 1983, p.1
Debate over redistricting to continue at hearing (map p 16), May 5, 1983, p.1
Veteran shifts his campaign direction, May 5, 1983, p.15
Democratic executive committee names choices for upcoming town posts, May 12, 1983, p.12
New plan splits EMT in two, May 19, 1983, p.1
Redistricting plan passed over Democratic protests, May 26, 1983, p.1
Candidates jockey for town positions, May 26, 1983, p.11
Local Democrats back Hochberg; (new district leaders named (list)), Jun 9, 1983, p.1
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican calm, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Hochberg assured of nomination, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Democratic primary in GBH is off, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
Pilla, Braca candidates for seat on Town Board, Sep 22, 1983, p.9
Democratic chairman A Angrilli re-elected, Oct 13, 1983, p.1
T F Carty re-elected, Oct 13, 1983, p.11
Party caucuses slated for Jan 26 (list), Jan 19, 1984, p.1
SCS Democratic Party plans active election year (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.36
Spokesmen for presidential hopefuls seek support of SCS Democrats, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
Democrats designate Teicher, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Mondale wins; Hart close in SCS (chart), Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Good guys, bad guys (edit), Apr 12, 1984, p.7
Tip for the Democrats (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6
Before San Francisco: 6 Ferraro (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.2
Local school leaders give support to Meyer (list), Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Young reporters tell how it was in San Francisco (photo), Jul 26, 1984, p.6
Writer wants Meyer in Albany (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
Primary Tuesday for Ottinger seat (list), Sep 6, 1984, p.1
Oren Teicher wins Democratic primary (photo; list), Sep 13, 1984, p.1
Parties party (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Democrats elect H B Landau new party leader (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.1

DEMONSTRATIONS
Vigilares make silent statement (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.1
County JDL will picket Soviet film series start, Mar 8, 1984, p.10
Police arrest JDL protestors (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.11

DEMPSEY, JACK
Honor for heavyweight J Dempsey (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.16

DEMPSEY, VINCENT (DR)
New Edgewood library (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1
Edgewood lunch tables expected in soon (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Edgewood party (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.8
Girl Scout Color Guard leads Edgewood assembly for return of American hostages (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Schools move toward open lunch program (photo; addl photo p 10), Dec 3, 1981, p.1
Representatives of newly created Edgewood School Student Council meet with Dr V Dempsey (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.21
Dr Sprague, teachers explain curriculum process, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
Thanksgiving spirit at Edgewood (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.21
Edgewood holds teacher recognition luncheon (list), Jan 27, 1983, p.16
Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Edgewood checkers champs (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.23
School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1
Rave review for concert (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
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DEMPSEY, VINCENT (DR) continued
  Edgewood honors the late J Coulter (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.5
  Kathleen Connelly, district secretary, gets warm sendoff (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.1
  SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
  Edgewood students bake and sell snacks to aid Ethiopian famine victims (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.24

DEMARIO, VICTOR
  Local Gristede's store closing after 61 years (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.1

DENBY, JACQUELINE
  Students J Denby, D Gerber, J Korins, L Paget win community service award (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.12

DENBY, IDA
  Jean Harris gets 15 years (photo p 8), Mar 26, 1981, p.1

DENNIS, BARBARA
  Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1

DENNIS, BRUCE (DR)
  Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1
  School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
  SHS principal Dr B Dennis heads list of new faculty (photo; list) (Education '84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.21
  Alternative School holds open house, Nov 8, 1984, p.20
  New principal at SHS is also head cheerleader (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.6
  Gambling for a good cause (photo), Dec 8, 1984, p.24

DENSEPACK
  Densepack is not the answer (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.7

DENTAL CARE
  JACS teach tooth care (photo; list), Mar 25, 1982, p.21
  Dentist's Halloween dilemmas (edit), Oct 21, 1982, p.7

DENTAL CARE CENTERS
  SEE MEDICAL CARE FACILITIES

DENTAL HYGIENE
  Participants (in THETA program) thanked (ltr; list), Apr 17, 1980, p.4

DENTISTRY
  Dentist's advice on how to avoid dentists (edit), Jul 30, 1981, p.7

DENTISTS
  Dr E Feinberg installed as president of dental society (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.20
  Honor for local dentist Dr R Silvern (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.2
  Dentist R C Redhead honored, Jul 24, 1980, p.5
  Controversy over home office, Nov 27, 1980, p.5
  Rubier withdraws plans to renovate home office, Dec 18, 1980, p.2
  Man of the year: Dr R C Redhead (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.19
  Bond dinner in honor of local dentist Dr I S Rosen, May 21, 1981, p.13
  Dentist's advice on how to avoid dentists (edit), Jul 30, 1981, p.7
  Dentist L I Rubins named college fellow, Dec 24, 1981, p.2
  Localdentist R C Redhead elected, Jan 21, 1982, p.22
  Retirement party for local dentist Dr J J Brooks, Jul 29, 1982, p.2
  Dentist D V Bass joins health plan, Aug 26, 1982, p.2
  Do's and don'ts about dentists (edit), Oct 7, 1982, p.7
  Dr T Blank opens dental practice (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.8
  Local dentist Dr P C Furnari named professor, Oct 7, 1982, p.20
  Dentist's Halloween dilemmas (edit), Oct 28, 1982, p.7
  Dentist Dr E Disick honored (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.4
  Local dentist Dr R C Redhead achieves first, Nov 10, 1983, p.5
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DENTISTS continued
  College inducts local dentist Dr R C Redhead, Nov 22, 1984, p.13
  SEE ALSO ORTHODONTISTS

DENZER, MARY JANE
  Service emphasized at Mary Jane Denzer, Mar 24, 1983, p.12

DEPALMA, MICHAEL
  M G DePalma approved by state, Aug 23, 1984, p.4

DEPALO, JEFFREY
  Burglary suspects nabbed, Nov 10, 1983, p.1

DEPT OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION-GBH

DEPT OF ENGINEERING AND BUILDING INSPECTION-SCS
  Reorganization, Dec 29, 1983, p.1

DERARIO, JOHN
  County Board approves budget, Dec 30, 1982, p.2
  Hochberg assured of nomination, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
  County official R T Hefti quits under fire, Aug 25, 1983, p.1
  County adopts $610M budget, Dec 29, 1983, p.1

DEREKCTOR, LILIAN (AU)
  Praise for library program (ltr), Jan 19, 1984, p.6

DEREKCTOR, SAMUEL
  Derecktor dies; leading Zionist, Aug 10, 1983, p.1

DERIGHT, MARILYN
  Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
  State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1

DERING, FLORA (AU)
  Support for BAR (ltr), Sep 1, 1983, p.6

DERING, JACK (AU)
  Support for BAR (ltr), Sep 1, 1983, p.6

DERING, JACKIE
  In a SCS tradition (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1

DEROS-DAWSON, ROSEMARY
  Resident R DeRos-Dawson sets different image of a detective (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.6

DEROSA, CLEN
  SCS student D Spitzer chosen for McDonald's jazz band (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.24

DERSE, CLAUDIA (AU)
  Missed by a decade (ltr), Dec 30, 1982, p.6

DERSE, JOSEPH
  Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
  Missed by a decade (ltr), Dec 30, 1982, p.6

DESA, ED
  Blitz wins fire prevention award (photo; list), Dec 29, 1983, p.2

DESA, JEANNE
  Junior J De Sa to spend summer with family in Japan, May 31, 1984, p.14

DESA, NANCY
  Cookout (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.8

DESANIS, DARREN
  Home from Grenada at Christmas: Cpl G Desantis (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.1

DESANIS, ELLEN
  Election Center (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.5
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DESANTIS, ELLEN  continued
Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1

DESANTIS, GLENN
Home from Grenada at Christmas: Cpl G DeSantis (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.1

DESANTIS, JACK
Corn husk crafts at the nature center (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.15

DESANTIS, KEVIN
Home from Grenada at Christmas: Cpl G DeSantis (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.1

DESCHAMPS, MICHAEL
Youngsters learn bike safety (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.1

DESCHAMPS, PETER
Live from EHS: WFAS to air MDA dance marathon benefit (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.11

DESCHAMPS, TERRY
Louder applause marks Greenville Theater year (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.31

DESERAIO, PAUL
P A DeSerio dies, Jan 26, 1984, p.14

DESIGNERS
Designer S Silver in the spotlight (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Designer S Silver links 2500 years of Vatican art (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.6

DESOE, CAROL
AHD fire engine ready for duty, Jul 10, 1980, p.2
When your birthday falls on Christmas... (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.6

DESOE, HOLLIS
H L Desoe dies, Feb 18, 1982, p.16

DESOE, LILLIAN
L Desoe dies, Oct 9, 1980, p.14

DESOUSA, JULIETTE
Medal winners (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.1

DESSEREAU, APRIL
Bicycle safety program (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.16

DESSINGER, KATHIE
Fredda Kray is savior if your eggnog is showing! (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.9

DESSINGER, MILDAE
Fredda Kray is savior if your eggnog is showing! (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.9

DEUTCHER, BENE
Olympic flame passed from G Deutcher to B Coleman, Feb 14, 1980, p.6

DEUTCHER, BRETT
School clothes offer a range of new styles (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.6

DEUTSCH, LISA
New Orchestra names Deutsch first director, Sep 13, 1984, p.17

DEUTSCH, HELVIN
H H Deutsch dies, May 10, 1984, p.16

DEUTSCH, MELVIN
M H Deutsch dies, May 10, 1984, p.16

DEUTSCH, HOLA
Sculptor N Deutsch, singer K Claus selected for visiting artist program, Aug 23, 1984, p.9

DEUTSCH, THOMAS (AU)
Where did the ‘Park’ go? (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4

DEVEAU, J LAWRENCE
Scouts honor East SCS, May 31, 1984, p.2

DEVESVAR, ERNA
Greenville Council calls for SCS Meadows probe, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
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DEVESVAR, ERNA continued
   Residents oppose town plan for escrow funds, Jun 24, 1982, p.11

DEVESVAR, GEZA
   Five (S Albert, S Blooa, G Goldsholle, P Karan, R Maslow) proposed for School Board vacancies (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11
   Weitzen quits (EMT) school board, Jul 28, 1983, p.11

DEVERE, GAY
   Midge Miller is League president, Oct 9, 1980, p.10

DEVICO, CHRISTINA
   Honored by Scouts: Rev R F Grippo (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.14

DEVITO, JANET
   Job action at IMM; strike looms (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1

DEVITO, MARGARET

DEVITO, MARTHA
   Library workers settle, Aug 20, 1981, p.1

DEVORE, DONNA
   Commuter bus to New York has smooth trial run (photo; addl photo p 12), Apr 1, 1982, p.1

DEWBURY, GORDON
   G Dewbury elected vp, North Side Savings Bank (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.2

DIALYSIS
   SEE RENAL DIALYSIS

DIAMOND, BLANCHE
   B Diamond dies, Jun 9, 1983, p.14

DIAMOND, RONALD
   EMT High Class of '82 is on its way! (photo; list), Jul 1, 1982, p.11

DIAMOND, SUSAN
   Tulip time at SCS High School (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.14

DIBBLE, EARL
   Postman Q Del Vecchio's Mrs: 'See all the women who love my husband (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.11
   For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
   Turning in lawn mowers turns out fine (photo; addl photo p 11), Jul 15, 1982, p.6

DIBBLE, ELOISE
   Postman Q Del Vecchio's Mrs: 'See all the women who love my husband (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.11
   Menette Kay keeps pace, high C at 84 (photo; addl photo p 6), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
   For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
   Turning in lawn mowers turns out fine (photo; addl photo p 11), Jul 15, 1982, p.6
   Planning Board gets views on downtown, May 3, 1984, p.1
   Local officials seek help in beautifying Bronx River banks (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.3

DIBENEDETTO, DONALD
   School Board elects Joel Lesnick president (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.1

DIBNER, DAVID
   Szabad accepts SCS Bowl Award (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.1

DIBRA, BASHKIN
   Village Court hears dog bite case, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

DICESARE, CHARLES
   Hospital Board chairman named: C P DiCesare (list), Aug 16, 1984, p.14

DICHEK, MURRAY
   Muriel Forrest loses fight to keep EMT school job, Apr 17, 1980, p.15

DICKER, DEBBIE
   Citizenship supporters: R Corlin wins Village Goldsmith Citizenship award (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.6
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DICKERSON, JEAN
  Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
DICKINSON, CHARLES
  C R Dickinson elected to board of directors, Federation of Protestant Welfare agencies (photo), May 29, 1980, p.20
  Family art is a special genre in the Dickinson household (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.17
  Painting exhibit opening here Saturday, Nov 1, 1984, p.9
DICKINSON, JEAN
  School Board; nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
DICKINSON, JANE
  Family art is a special genre in the Dickinson household (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.17
DICKINSON, LESLIE
  Family art is a special genre in the Dickinson household (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.17
  Consorting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
DICKMAN, BLANCHE
  B Dickman dies, Jan 6, 1983, p.16
DICKMAN, HERBERT
  H M Dickman dies, Jul 31, 1980, p.8
DICKSON, A E
  DOT announces plans for Central Avenue widening, May 7, 1981, p.25
DICKSON, ALBERT
  State to consult with town on Central Ave, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
  Residents blast parkway plans, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
  SCS pressing for 4-lane parkway plan (photo; addl photo p 15), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
  For four lanes, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
  Commission fails to make choice of Hutch plans, Jul 16, 1981, p.1
  Most at hearing back 4 lanes on Hutch, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
DICKSON, JOAN
  Open house at Creative Playtime (photo; list), Sep 29, 1983, p.16
DICKSON, KERIANN
  'Thank you' with flowers (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.8
DICOSTANZO, PETER
  All in the family (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.16
DICOSTANZO, CHERYL
  All in the family (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.16
DICOSTANZO, NICK
  All in the family (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.16
DIDATO, SALVATORE
DIDLEY, WILLIAM
  Fee office opens in Rye (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.12
DIDONATO, JULIAN
  New shop (Dakota Dry Goods) on the block (photo), May 24, 1984, p.4
DIDONATO, MARIETTA
  New shop (Dakota Dry Goods) on the block (photo), May 24, 1984, p.4
DIEBOLD, DORIS
  Cutting the cake (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.11
DIETING
  SEE WEIGHT CONTROL
DIETRICH, DEBBIE
  Bare facts on 'Ladies' Night' (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIFIORE, JANET</td>
<td>Three (J Berlinahein, H Kaplan, J Penessa) charged with drug sales, Aug 5, 1982, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIFRANCESCO, LOUIS</td>
<td>Big day on Carstensen (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Firefighters fight MD (photo), May 6, 1982, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Board hands out bouquets, Mar 29, 1984, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIFRANCESCO, LOUIS (AU)</td>
<td>Thanks for the support (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIGICOMO, ROBERT</td>
<td>Change of uniform (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIGIAMBATTISTA, SABATINO JR</td>
<td>Near catastrophe at Heathcote 5 Corners (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIGNACOHO, ROBERT</td>
<td>Change of uniform (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIMICHELE, ARMANDO</td>
<td>No call after the storm (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIOGUARDI, JOSEPH</td>
<td>Co-chairmen named: J J Parker, J J DioGuardi, Nov 13, 1980, p.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Honor for heavyweight J Dempsey (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bridge over the 'River Hai' (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCS man J J DioGuardi appointed to county agency, Oct 6, 1983, p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Republican congressional candidates debate their positions on Middle East, Mar 22, 1984, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GOP leaders endorse DioGuardi for Congress, Apr 26, 1984, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soter weighing primary fight for GOP line (photo p 6), May 10, 1984, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pisani convicted on eighteen counts, Jun 7, 1984, p.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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DIOGUIDI, JOSEPH continued
Sharp disagreements mark DioGuardi-Teicher contest to succeed Ottinger (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.1
LWV hears journalist M Hoffman preview '84 election, Oct 18, 1984, p.4
Views called bigoted (ltr), Oct 25, 1984, p.6
Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Candidates clash one more time, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Legislative endorsements (edit), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
Counting continues, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Teicher, Perone concede, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

DIORAMAS
SEE ART-EXHIBITS

DIORIO, MARGARET
School Board elects Joel Lesnick president (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1

DIPALERMO, JOSEPH
Tom Edwards named principal at EHS; search begins for Seely, May 20, 1982, p.11

DIPALERMO, LUCY
Defining education at EHS: everyone gets into the act, May 21, 1981, p.19

DIPAOALA, VITO
Confirmation at IHM (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.22

DIPALOLO, SALVATORE JR
Hearing set on bus franchise, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Franchise hearing, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Commuter bus choice, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Commuter bus re-routed until bridge is rebuilt (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.1
VIP bus chairman responds (ltr), Sep 8, 1983, p.6
VIP bus service will end Dec 30, Dec 22, 1983, p.1

DIPLOMATS
SCS vs diplomats (ltr), Aug 26, 1982, p.6
Tax-exempt, Sep 9, 1982, p.1

DIPPY, GEORGE
Despite closing of Woodland decision on Walworth delayed, Sep 10, 1981, p.1

DISABLED
SEE HANDICAPPED

DISALVO, DANIEL
Making a joyful noise (photo), May 17, 1984, p.10

DISARMAMENT
On ending arms race (ltr), Nov 19, 1981, p.6
Arms freeze petition (ltr; list), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
Residents being asked to sign petition for nuclear arms freeze (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.5
Arguments against arms freeze (ltr), Jan 28, 1982, p.6
A difficult, dangerous world (edit), Feb 18, 1982, p.7
Common message (edit), Jun 3, 1982, p.6
For a nuclear freeze (ltr), Jun 3, 1982, p.6
Cease this madness (edit), Jun 3, 1982, p.7
Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Vigiliers make silent statement (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Redirect competition (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
DISARMAMENT continued
Rally on June 12 (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
For nuclear arms freeze (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
Trustees decline to support nuclear freeze resolution, Jun 24, 1982, p.6
Protest heard 'round the world (edit), Jun 24, 1982, p.7
Vigil vignette, Aug 12, 1982, p.1
Killing is an abomination (edit), Aug 19, 1982, p.7
Japanese physicist Dr M Kimura to show film on Hiroshima aftermath (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.1
On nuclear freeze (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6
Candidates court Democratic caucus (cont p 16), Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Nuclear freeze campaign high on Friends’ agenda (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.31
Away from Armageddon (edit), Feb 17, 1983, p.6
Freeze support sought (ltr), Mar 3, 1983, p.6
Why a nuclear weapons freeze—now (edit), Mar 10, 1983, p.7
Defense plan in space rejected by director of Fund for Peace J Tierney (list), Mar 31, 1983, p.2
Sense of despair seen (ltr), Mar 31, 1983, p.6
Hysterical and divisive (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6
SCS Congregational Church backs nuclear freeze, Apr 21, 1983, p.16
An answer to nuclear freeze movement (edit), May 12, 1983, p.7
Democratic speaker E J Markey opposes MX missile (list), May 26, 1983, p.19
Walking for a freeze (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.5
Of local concern (edit), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
Chamber sale becoming a major event, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Remembering Hiroshima, villagers call for freeze (photo; list), Aug 11, 1983, p.4
Continue to negotiate (ltr), Oct 20, 1983, p.6
Freeze supporters try to build on 'The Day After', Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Freeze resolution, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
The greatest threat (ltr), Dec 1, 1983, p.6
Freeze resolution, Dec 22, 1983, p.1
A referendum on mutual freeze? (ltr), Jan 5, 1984, p.6
At the edge of the abyss (edit), Jan 19, 1984, p.7
More power than we realize (ltr), Jan 26, 1984, p.6
Town Club backs nuclear freeze; asks Village Board to endorse it, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Part of the mainstream (edit), Feb 9, 1984, p.6
Ignore freeze request, he says (ltr), Feb 9, 1984, p.6
League backs freeze, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Board shouldn't vote on freeze (ltr), Feb 23, 1984, p.6
League image called 'tarnished' (ltr), Feb 23, 1984, p.6
From our Geneva correspondent (edit), Mar 1, 1984, p.7
Trustees hear report from train committee (list), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Board asked to act on freeze (ltr), Mar 22, 1984, p.6
Freeze debate set, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Speak out on the freeze (edit), Mar 29, 1984, p.6
Budget freeze, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Opportunity for freeze backers (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
If not now, when? (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6
Support for freeze asked (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6
The bomb is not the enemy (ltr), Apr 19, 1984, p.6
Reply to freeze opponents (ltr), Apr 19, 1984, p.6
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DISARMAMENT continued

A step back from the brink (ltr), Apr 19, 1984, p.6
Trustees back nuclear arms freeze, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
Too much fear seen (ltr), May 3, 1984, p.6
Trustees’ votes criticized (ltr), May 10, 1984, p.6
You have to try (edit), May 10, 1984, p.7
It must not happen again (ltr), Aug 2, 1984, p.6
Remembering Hiroshima and Nagasaki (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.2
Freeze supporters endorsed (ltr), Oct 25, 1984, p.6
Freeze is not unilateral (ltr), Oct 25, 1984, p.6
Getting emotional about the freeze (edit), Nov 1, 1984, p.7

DISASTER RELIEF

SVAC ambulance may go to Italy (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Disaster drill at SVAC (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.5

DISCONTENT

The seasons of our discontents (edit), Feb 3, 1983, p.7

DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT

On state investigation (ltr), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Discrimination?, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
State investigation (edit), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
Law firm hired (by Bd of Ed), Jul 24, 1980, p.1

DISCRIMINATION IN HOUSING

Discrimination—a matter of design (edit), Nov 24, 1983, p.7

DISCUSSION GROUPS

New literature group forming, Oct 11, 1984, p.11
New group here for adoptive parents, Nov 1, 1984, p.2

DISICK, ELLIS (DR)

Dentist Dr E Disick honored (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.4
Six Boy Scouts present bike to Children’s Village (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.2
As graduates began life after SHS, the Class of ‘64 was coming back, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

DISICK, ELLIS (DR-AU)

Dentist’s Halloween dilemma (edit), Oct 28, 1982, p.7
Planners (of SHS 1964 reunion) thanked (ltr; list), Jul 5, 1984, p.6

DISICK, GRANT

Six Boy Scouts present bike to Children’s Village (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.2

DISICK, LAURIE (AU)

On open lunch program (ltrs), Feb 26, 1981, p.4

DISILVESTRO, ERIC

Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

DISKo, MICHAEL

School Budget presented, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Citizens try to save courts (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
$1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; addl photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1

DISSERTATIONS, ACADEMIC

On the seventh day, she rested (edit), Jul 21, 1983, p.7

DISTENFELD, JOY

J Distenfeld dies, Feb 23, 1984, p.10

DISTRICT GOALS DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP

SEE SCHOOLS-EMP
DIVNEY, J. MICHAEL

Luxury townhouses going up on 42-acre Hartsdale estate, Aug 30, 1984, p.12

DIVORCE

Would-be divorcees helped to untangle legal snarls (photo), Feb 21, 1980, p.4
Custody—‘The ugliest litigation’ (edit), Aug 6, 1981, p.7
Grandparents discover that divorce affects them, too (edit), Sep 17, 1981, p.7
With divorce comes need to know (edit), Nov 26, 1981, p.7
Panelists: Changing families pose new problems for students, Dec 17, 1981, p.4
Finding a divorce lawyer whom you can trust (edit), May 20, 1982, p.7
Local resident J Manocherian to direct divorce mediation program, Aug 28, 1982, p.8
Family Counseling reaching out to forgotten victims of divorce, May 31, 1984, p.17
Agency starts program on divorce’s effect on grandparents, grandchildren, Sep 13, 1984, p.5
Divorce is hard on grandparents, too (edit), Nov 29, 1984, p.7

DIVORCE-LAWS AND LEGISLATION

Lawyer explains new divorce law, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Divorce Bill passed (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.34
When the asunder has been split (edit), May 26, 1983, p.7
How equitable is equitable distribution? (edit), Aug 18, 1983, p.7

DIX, BERTHA
B P Dix dies, May 21, 1981, p.20

DIXON, MRS GEORGE

Turning in lawn mowers turns out fine (photo; addl photo p 11), Jul 15, 1982, p.6

DIXON, GEORGE

Turning in lawn mowers turns out fine (photo; addl photo p 11), Jul 15, 1982, p.6

DIXON, KAREN

Holiday party at the Junior High (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.15

DIXON, LINDA

On Nature’s trail (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.16
Bargaining begins on teacher contract, Feb 24, 1983, p.1

DIXON, MARY
Marymount Award for local alumna M Dixon, Jun 19, 1980, p.9
SBH goes on record against SCS development; Residents fear additional congestion on Ardsley Rd, Jun 4, 1981, p.17
Historical Society elects officers (photo; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.9

DIXON, RICHARD

STA does more than bargain, PT Council panelists report, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
STA contract calls for 18.75-21X raise over three years; some teachers opposed, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Teacher contract ratified, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Tribute paid to retiring members E Buzbee, E Innes of School Board; Summer grants awarded (list), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Math aides resign; PTA, parents upset, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Teachers critical of open lunch program, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Gift from the teachers (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.15
SCS Teachers Assn contributes $1000 to PTA Scholarship Fund (photo), May 20, 1982, p.5

DIXON, RICHARD (AU)

Questions about allegations (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6

DIXON, RON

Coming through, Jun 9, 1983, p.1

DIZZINE, SUSAN

Living with dignity on Foxhall Road (Part 1) (photo; addl photo p 4), Jul 2, 1981, p.1

DOAN, LISA

Four juniors (S Godfried, L Doan, S Klein, E Leerburger) picked by AFS (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.3
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DOAN, LISA continued
Students picked for AFS program (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.5
AFS plans Community Night; committees named (photo; list), Sep 17, 1981, p.3
AFS holds Community night (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.4

DOBIE, DONALD
D Dobie dies, May 19, 1983, p.14
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DOBIE, DONALD (AU)
DOESCHER, WILLIAM

SCS Civic Club to meet, May 28, 1981, p.1
New Civic Club elects leaders (list), Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Civic Club seeks members, Jun 18, 1981, p.2
Response to attack, Sep 3, 1981, p.1
Forum on Freeway Dec 9 (list), Dec 3, 1981, p.1
Rival slates named for Village Trustee: Coalition candidates: Callaghan, Doescher, Resnick (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Citizens Party turns down LWV invitation, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Congratulations from Easter Seal child N Sacco to W Doescher (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.22
Town may limit electronic gates, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Town Club reception brings rival candidates together (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Village eyes ban on electronic games, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Talking to the candidates: W Doescher, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Coalition letters draw reactions, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Coalition candidates propose village recreation center, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
March 16—Time to vote (photo), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Voters choose on March 16 (chart), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Citizens’ Party candidates win by nearly 3-1 (photo; add photo, chart p 6), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
End to tax rate hikes urged, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Easter Seals tea: G Cooney, W F Doescher (photo; list), Mar 24, 1983, p.12
Area man C Pader maimed by commuter train, Sep 8, 1983, p.1

DOESCHER, WILLIAM (AU)

Vote for an open debate (ltr), Feb 12, 1981, p.4
Let’s work in harmony, Civic Club leader says (ltr), Jul 9, 1981, p.6
Commitment to continue (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Former candidate agrees (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6

DOGHOUSES

SCS man N Greenwood designs solar house for the ecology-minded canine (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.6

DOGS

Footloose and fancy free (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.6
Receptacles for ‘dog deposits’ (ltr), Jan 3, 1980, p.4
Cleaning up after fido (ltr), Jan 10, 1980, p.4
Woman, E J Lewis, fined in dog bite case, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Mush, mush (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.5
Poster pups (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.6
Town steps up animal control, Jul 24, 1980, p.9
Humane treatment asked (ltr), Jul 31, 1980, p.4
Virus threatens dogs, Aug 7, 1980, p.5
Sleepless nights on Eastwoods (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Barking dog—II, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Police have a heart (ltr), Nov 6, 1980, p.4
Dog saves collapsed jogger; protective warnings issued, Feb 5, 1981, p.2
Plea to dogowners (ltr), Apr 23, 1981, p.6
Dog dispute leads to law suit, Jun 4, 1981, p.3
Owners defend their dogs (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Healthcote supports a special puppy (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.1
SCS vet Dr J Parks saves stray; now puppy needs a home, Apr 28, 1983, p.21
Dog bites man isn’t news but it’s still a problem, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
Charm got her nowhere (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.1
He’s come for a license (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.1
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DOGS continued
Postmaster S Morrison has message for local dog owners, May 17, 1984, p.4
Looking for a home (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.1
Still homeless, Aug 9, 1984, p.1
Girl, a Wolfraa, hospitalized after dog attack, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Horrified by attack (ltr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6
Dog hearing slated, Nov 29, 1984, p.1
Village Court hears dog bite case, Dec 6, 1984, p.1
Not vengeance but justice (ltr), Dec 20, 1984, p.6

DOGS—LAWS AND LEGISLATION
First offenders (of pooper scooper law), Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Dog report, May 29, 1980, p.1
Town Board passes 'pooper scooper' law, Oct 30, 1980, p.21

DOHERTY, ROBERT
Old grads never die; they go to Alumni Tea (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.9

DOHERWEND, CONSTANCE
Lucky ticket selected by M Geiger (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.10
Creche’s attorney fee criticized, Mar 10, 1983, p.1

DOHERWEND, CONSTANCE (AU)
SCS needs a Tea Party (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
Too much fear seen (ltr), May 3, 1984, p.6

DOHERWEND, OTTO
Hysterical and divisive (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6
Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
A step back from the brink (ltr), Apr 19, 1984, p.6

DOHERWEND, OTTO (AU)
What Lincoln didn’t know (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6
Letters re Creche decision (ltrs), Nov 26, 1981, p.7
Manufacturing an issue (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
Two Americas seen (ltr), Mar 31, 1983, p.6
True nature of communism (ltr), Sep 29, 1983, p.6
The bomb is not the enemy (ltr), Apr 19, 1984, p.6

DOLAN, GREG
Village Hall interns A Vanecek, G Dolan, C Mitchell find job entails a little of everything (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.2

DOLAN, J ROBERT
County Budget passed, Dec 31, 1981, p.1

DOLAN, PAUL
Civil Liberties supporters told retarded still need protection (photo; list), Dec 15, 1983, p.4

DOLLS
Here’s what the fuss is about (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Local stores bracing for arrival of new batch of Cabbage Patch dolls, Dec 8, 1983, p.3
Her collection provides respite from real world (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.6

DOLOROSA, MARIA (SISTER)
Doctors ready to fight plan that would close St Agnes (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.1
Top volunteer: L Iannone (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.20
Dr Robert Path dies, Oct 13, 1983, p.1

DOLPH, WILLIAM
Home burglarized, set on fire (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.3

DOLPHINS
Dolphins endangered more than ever (edit), Jan 12, 1984, p.7
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DOLPHINS  continued
   Dolphins deserve to live (ltr), Jan 26, 1984, p.6

DOMESTIC RELATIONS
   More than meets the eye--or ear (edit), Mar 24, 1983, p.7

DOMESTIC SERVICE
   SEE HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEES

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
   SEE VIOLENCE, DOMESTIC

DOMINI, ANN

DOMINUS, FLORA
   New knitting shop offers yarns, patterns, service, Nov 27, 1980, p.10

DOMNITZ, MICHAEL
   SCS student R Shafran finds he's one of 3, Sep 25, 1980, p.1

DON FRANCESCO, JENNIFER
   Dreaming of Halloween (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.1

DONAHUE, ADELAIDE
   Voters give okay to incuabents B A Gilaan, J E Flynn, R L Brodsky (photo; chart), Nov 8, 1984, p.8

DONAHUE, ELIZABETH
   E Donahue dies, May 13, 1982, p.16

DONAHUE, JAMES
   J L Donahue dies, Jan 15, 1981, p.14

DONAT, BILL
   Cut policy, athletic program are issues at board meeting, Oct 15, 1981, p.13
   Board accepts George Wilbur's retirement; December 31 (sic), Nov 12, 1981, p.13
   Nominating committee to pick from four (S Albert, B Donat, I Engel, P Hinsey) for two board slots, Jan 21, 1982, p.11

DONAT, ELLEN
   Board passes new cut policy, 5 to 2, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
   Board presents $9.25 million budget; faculty cuts included, Mar 18, 1982, p.11

DONAT, JOSS
   Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
   A proud graduation (photo; list), Jun 28, 1984, p.11

DONAT, WILLIAM
   Nominating committee endorses Albert and Hinsey for board (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.19
   Rules group to study nominating procedure (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.11

DONATH, DIRK
   Student volunteers honored (photo; list), May 19, 1983, p.14
   Students A Defendi, D Donath attend LWV conference, Apr 12, 1984, p.19
   SCS seniors K Gellaan and D Donath win B'nai B'rith contest, May 24, 1984, p.16

DONATH, DIRK (AU)
   Different colors for different hats (edit), Jun 28, 1984, p.7

DONATH, MARIEL
   PTA: Raise drinking age, Jun 12, 1980, p.3

DONATI, ELLEN
   AFS host family welcome S Benson (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.5

DONATI, ELLEN (AU)
   Don't forget Nielsen's (ltr), Aug 11, 1983, p.6

DONATI, GEORGIA
   Overhill opposes Freightway plan, Jun 4, 1981, p.1

DONATI, GRACE
   AFS host family welcome S Benson (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.5
DONATI, ROBERT
Freightway development plan unveiled (photo), May 14, 1981, p.1
Overhill opposes Freightway plan, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Opposition growing to Polera plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Trustees vote to hire Freightway consultants, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Mayor completes Freightway Committee (naming L Vaccaro, R Donati), Aug 27, 1981, p.1

DONATI, SYLVIA
AFS host family welcome S Benson (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.5
Oasis: Names omitted from Expert advice for freshmen on what lies ahead, Aug 16, 1984, Aug 30, 1984, p.4

DONATIONS
SEE GIFTS

DONEGAN, ARLENE
State funding nature program, Aug 7, 1980, p.8

DONIGER, BRUCE
Supply Field plans scored, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
DONIGER, BRUCE (AU)
His confidence is destroyed (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6

DONKEY BASKETBALL
SEE BASKETBALL

DONNELLEY, STRACHAN
College picks S Donnelley trustee, Mar 4, 1982, p.9

DONNELLY, KEVIN
Important messages (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.3
An open letter to Santa Claus (list), Dec 20, 1984, p.1

DONOCKER, CHARLES
Farewells at board meeting; school changes explained, Jun 10, 1982, p.11
New group to fight substance abuse, Nov 24, 1983, p.8

DONOHUE, ADELAIDE
County posts at stake November 3, Oct 29, 1981, p.1
Town Board, Supervisor’s seats at stake in election, Oct 29, 1981, p.15
SCS vote helps Hochberg, DelBello win (chart p B), Nov 5, 1981, p.1

DONOHUE, WILLIAM
Shipping group elects local man W E Donohue president, Nov 12, 1981, p.4

DONOVAN, ANN
Unmasking the spirit of friendship (photo; list), Nov 4, 1982, p.6
Special event for Girl Scout A Donovan, Jul 14, 1983, p.4

DONOVAN, CHRISTINE
Those red and white harbingers of the holidays--Santa Claus mailboxes (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.2

DONOVAN, COURTNEY
Mittens collected (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.6
Eastern’s gift to Scouts (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.3

DONOVAN, DAVID
School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1

DONOVAN, JAMES
Near catastrophe at Heathcote 5 Corners (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1

DONOVAN, JAMIE
Youngsters learn bike safety (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.1

DONOVAN, JOHN
Welcome visitor (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.18
DONOVAN, JOHN continued

Unmasking the spirit of friendship (photo; list), Nov 4, 1982, p.6

DONOVAN, JOHN (DR)

Disney World comes to Edgewood (photo), May 22, 1980, p.22
Troop 60 spends weekend in woods (list), Nov 24, 1983, p.10

DONOVAN, LORETTA

Disney World comes to Edgewood (photo), May 22, 1980, p.22
Bike-a-thon thank yous (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
Girl Scouts seek tag sale donations (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.7
Lifting their message to the skies (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.9
In time for Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.8

DONOVAN, LORETTA (AU)

Thanks from the Boy (sic) Scouts (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
Friends of Girl Scouts (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
A day for the Scouts? (ltr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6

DONOVAN, MARGARET

M Donovan dies, Sep 1, 1983, p.14

DONOVAN, RAYMOND

Murder victim N Masselli was aiding investigators, Sep 2, 1982, p.1

DONOVAN, W DENIS

Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday’s election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

DOODY, JAMES

They’ll deliver: Shopwell to deliver groceries for Garth Rd residents, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Ready to deliver (photo; list), Apr 12, 1984, p.2
Ribbon cutting at Action Sports (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.17

DOOHAN, JOSEPH (DR)

Board of Ed OK’s semester courses; rejects mid-year exam; Italian considered, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
School Board to consider religion course elective, Feb 14, 1980, p.11
School Board says yes to Italian, comp. religion; adds one day to recess, Mar 13, 1980, p.11
Seniors call poster policy step in the right direction, May 15, 1980, p.15
School Board: Hearing on apartments urged; 8-man football may be coming, Aug 14, 1980, p.7
Football season (at EMT) cancelled; too few boys turn out (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.11
School Board considering stiffer cutting penalties, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
School Board studies cutting, Sep 25, 1980, p.17
Off the list (East of the Sun), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
New cutting policy passed by board, Nov 20, 1980, p.15
Board of Education revises phys ed substitution rule, Feb 12, 1981, p.17
Preparing to save a life: EHS students work on CPR (photo; list), Mar 5, 1981, p.21
Board hears plea for support of interscholastic athletics, Mar 12, 1981, p.21
Dance Marathon; 24 hours for $2,000 Scholarship Fund aid (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.19
Tenure system, new athletic eligibility standard discussed, May 14, 1981, p.21
Defining education at EHS: everyone gets into the act, May 21, 1981, p.19
Plaudits and tributes mark Board of Ed year-end meeting, Jun 11, 1981, p.18
Altieri is board president (list), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
Doohan resigns as EHS head; board appoints J Larkin new principal (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.13
Text of Altieri statement of thanks to Doohan, Aug 13, 1981, p.13

DOOLING, THOMAS

T Dooling dies, Dec 1, 1983, p.18

DOONAN, THOMAS
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DOORNICK, JILL
   Cable bringing community TV to SCS (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.6

DOORS
   The entry door provides a clue to home decor (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1984, p.18
   Folding doors: improved (illus) (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1984, p.14

DORFMAN, LEO
   L O Dorfman dies, Nov 20, 1980, p.18

DORMAN, MAURICE
   Queen to honor SVAC member A W Owen, Oct 22, 1981, p.8

DORRIAN, JOSEPH
   SCS man J Dorrian joins energy research firm, Jun 21, 1984, p.5

DORSEN, NORMAN
   Celebration Tuesday for Bill of Rights (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.6

DOS, LEILA
   Homage to the United Nations (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.6

DOSTER, GERALD
   Asst controller named by hospital: G G Doster, Jul 21, 1983, p.2

DOTT, PETER
   P A Dott dies, Apr 2, 1981, p.18
   School Budget presented, Apr 16, 1981, p.1

DOUBAVA, ALBERT
   District undertakes plant improvements (photo; add1 photo p 20) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.19

DOUCETTE, CATHERINE

DOUD, WALLACE
   Chairman appointed for 1980 cancer crusade: W C Doud, Jan 3, 1980, p.2

DOUGAL, MARY
   Historical catalogue debuts (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.5

DOUGHERTY, ANNE
   SCS Natl names F Kostnik assistant VP, Mar 4, 1982, p.14

DOUGHERTY, MARY
   Bank announces promotions: L Blumenschine, M Dougherty, R Meehan, M Hemer (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.10

DOUGHTY, ALICIA
   New play structure at Greenacres (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.20

DOUGLAS, CHRISTOPHER
   HS leaders agree: people as important as curriculum, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
   SHS to start drug program, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
   Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
   Panel explores teen drinking, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
   Stiffer requirements proposed for SCS High students (list), Mar 31, 1983, p.1
   Big day for SHS' seniors, Jun 21, 1984, p.1
   Thank you, class of '84 (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
   SCS High's Class of '84 advised to keep an open mind, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
   Outstanding citizens: D Albert, J Molot (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.5

DOUGLAS, CHRISTOPHER (AU)
   Warning to the community (ltr), Oct 1, 1981, p.6

DOUGLAS, MILLIE
   Screenwriter from SCS D Grossman making his mark in Hollywood (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.11

DOUD, CYNTHIA
   A touch of the holidays (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.14
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DOWD, JOHN
Police have a heart (ltr), Nov 6, 1980, p.4
SHS seniors J Boudreau, M Metz, hurt in head-on crash (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.1

DOWLING, JOHN
WFS set records in 1979 (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.28
Five thousandth policy purchaser (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.20
J E Dowling of WFS to head savings group (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.29

DOWLING, MARGARET (SISTER)
Church opens School for Justice, Peace, Sep 22, 1983, p.4

DOWNEY, EUGENE
Town Board, Supervisor’s seats at stake in election, Oct 29, 1981, p.15
Democrats win town, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
Council position open, Sep 15, 1983, p.10

DOWNEY, ROBERT
R B Downey dies, Nov 11, 1982, p.18

DOWNEY, WILLIAM
New college trustees: B C Kullen, W K Downey, Dec 18, 1980, p.10

DOWNS, HEAGAN
Scenes of Memorial Day, 1983 (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.6

DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS
Village leans toward Polera for Freightway development, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Starrett still in running to develop Freightway, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Freightway plans; Owners approached, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Village Board to fix ceilings in library, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Freightway development plan unveiled (photo), May 14, 1981, p.1
Like ‘Prussian army barracks’ (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6
He’d prefer a park (ltr), May 28, 1981, p.6
Many questions on Freightway (ltr), May 28, 1981, p.6
Overhill opposes Freightway plan, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
GWH goes on record against SCS development; Residents fear additional congestion on Ardsley Rd, Jun 4, 1981, p.17
Opposition growing to Polera plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Questionnaire response negative to Polera plan (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.1
Let’s find an alternative (edit), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Permanent monstrosity (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Attend June 23 meeting (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Trustees vote to hire Freightway consultants, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Vote seen as blow to system (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6
Gateway to SCS (ltr), Jul 9, 1981, p.6
Freightway Committee told to focus on Polera proposal (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Village to buy lot downtown, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Town Club installs E M Bench new president, B Johnson VP, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Citizens urge improvements in downtown parking, traffic, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Stimulate private enterprise (edit), Nov 10, 1983, p.7
The decal solution (edit), Nov 17, 1983, p.6
Public asked for views on future of station area, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
People’s chance to speak (edit), Apr 26, 1984, p.6
Planning Board gets views on downtown, May 3, 1984, p.1
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued

New faces on Spencer (photo), May 10, 1984, p.14
A vital downtown (edit), May 17, 1984, p.6
Planning Board, consultants set goals for downtown study, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Local leaders discuss future of downtown (diagram), Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Freightway lease?, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Consultants to make downtown proposals, Nov 29, 1984, p.1
Planning the open way (edit), Nov 29, 1984, p.6
Consultants offer ideas for downtown (diagram p 6), Dec 6, 1984, p.1
SEE ALSO FREIGHTWAY PROPERTY

DOWNTOWN

SEE ZONING-6BH

DOX, KATHRYN

K Dox dies, Jan 13, 1983, p.16

DOYLE, KATHRYN


DOYLE, LIZ

Carnival time for pre-schoolers (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.5

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS

SEE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS

DRAFT, MILITARY

SEE US SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM

DRAKE ROAD-MONTGOMERY PROPERTY

BMX making it big with local boys (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.4
Dirt bikers seen as menace (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4

DRAKE, JOHN

MTA responds, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Train change, Apr 8, 1982, p.1

DRAKE, RALPH

Camp elects local man J L Pegg president (photo; list), Apr 8, 1982, p.5

DRAKE-EDGEWOOD

Something for Santa (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.5

DRAKE-EDGEWOOD ASSN

Cluster housing plan opposed (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Drake-Edgewood elects leaders (list), May 15, 1980, p.6
Lots of winners at Drake-Edgewood picnic (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.10
White Christmas Eve at Edgewood (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Sack race a hit at Drake-Edgewood Assn picnic (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.5
Drake-Edgewood families hold their annual picnic (list), Sep 30, 1982, p.15
Cluster housing opposed (ltr), Jun 16, 1983, p.6
Planning Board seeks power to OK cluster plan (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1
Cluster plan opposed (ltr), Dec 1, 1983, p.6
Unrepresented neighborhoods (ltr), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
Before Board ruling: Eloquent pleas to save Boulder Brook Club, Jan 26, 1984, p.1

DRAKE-EDGEWOOD PARK

Adopt a park (photo), Apr 30, 1981, p.1
Cub Scout Pack 60 cleans up Drake Edgewood Park (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.4

DRAKE, FRAN

Water way to wake up! (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.11

DRAKE, BILL

Back at last (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.1
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DRAZEN, MARTIN
Law association picks leaders (list), Apr 16, 1981, p.26
Campaign charges, Mar 3, 1983, p.1

DREIFUS, EVELYN
Trendsetters’ guide for back-to-school (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.6

DREIFUS, MARNIE
Winners in 1980 Halloween window painting contest receive prizes (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.2
Devastating loss (of painting) (ltr), Mar 18, 1982, p.6

DREISACKER, JAMES
Raccoons’ friends, foes gather at forum (photo; addl photo p 12), Nov 18, 1982, p.1

DREIFUSS, MARNIE (AU)

DREIFUSS, MARNIE (AU)

DREISACKER, JAMES
Raccoons’ friends, foes gather at forum (photo; addl photo p 12), Nov 18, 1982, p.1

DRESCHER, MARY
When your birthday falls on Christmas... (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.6

DRESS CODE
SEE CLOTHING AND DRESS

DREW, WALTER (DR)
Open lunch cost estimated at $115,450, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
New play structure at Greenacres (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.20

DRINKING
SEE ALCOHOL

DRISCOL, JOHN (REV)
New science center at Iona honors Scarsdalian J M Murphy’s parents (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.5

DRISCOLL, DENNIS
Holdup at SCS station, Feb 18, 1982, p.1
Rail strike taking toll on merchants (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1

DRISCOLL, JOHN
J F Driscoll dies, Apr 1, 1982, p.18

DRISCOLL, JOHN (BROTHER)
Two, R duVigneaud, C T Miller, nominated for academies, Dec 13, 1984, p.24

DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED
Local police have new weapon to apprehend drunk drivers, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Students here seek end to drunken driving, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Happy and sober (edit), Dec 29, 1983, p.6
Roadblock ahead, Jan 28, 1984, p.1
Police open campaign to scare drunk drivers off local streets (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Police begin new effort to catch drunk drivers, May 24, 1984, p.1
The fight goes on (edit), May 31, 1984, p.6
DUI checkpoint nabs six (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.1
Police blockade protested (ltr), Jun 7, 1984, p.6
Perfect example of hypocrisy (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
He’s proud of police (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
Response to mother’s letter (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
Approval for police blockade (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
Another roadblock, Oct 4, 1984, p.1
Roadblock Friday, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Sobriety roadblock nets few drivers, but garners approval from residents (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.1
SEE ALSO SELECTIVE ENFORCEMENT ALCOHOL SPEED PROGRAM

DRIVING, AUTOMOBILE
SEE AUTOMOBILE DRIVING

DROPKIN, RONALD
Board, ETA assessing positions to prepare for contract talks, Nov 11, 1982, p.13
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DROPKIN, RONALD continued
  Negotiators have accord on contract, Jun 30, 1983, p.11
  Students here get headstart on their aas, amat (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.8

DROTMAN, FLORENCE
  Red Cross hosts party for senior citizens, Dec 13, 1984, p.16

DROUGHT EMERGENCY TASK FORCE
  SEE DROUGHT EMERGENCY-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

DROUGHT EMERGENCY-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
  Water emergency declared in Westchester; restrictions set, Jan 1, 1981, p.5
  We can do better (edit), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
  Library ceiling pencil-free; water restrictions in effect, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
  The subject was water (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.3
  Lets get on the stick (ltr), Feb 12, 1981, p.4
  Misplaced blame (edit), Feb 26, 1981, p.4
  Water conservation efforts urged, Apr 9, 1981, p.8
  Town may limit electronic games, Feb 11, 1982, p.1

DROVY, ELIZABETH
  Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting, Dec 16, 1982, p.1

DRUG ABUSE

  Grass in the trash, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
  PTA groups issue report on teen drinking, drug use, May 8, 1980, p.1
  SHS to start drug program, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
  Enthusiastic response to SHS's drug, alcohol education program, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
  Opponents of drug use push politics with anti-pot pitch (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.1
  Warning to the community (ltr), Oct 1, 1981, p.4
  DuPont speaks on drug use (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.6
  At 18, you're an adult (edit), Dec 3, 1981, p.7
  Nonsense about marijuana use (ltr), Jan 14, 1982, p.6
  No-no crafts (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.10
  What if a child uses drugs? (edit; illus), Sep 2, 1982, p.7
  Panel gives look at teen drug use, Jan 13, 1983, p.4
  Ten million dollar budget with 7.7% tax raise gets School Board okay, Apr 7, 1983, p.11
  Board ends class ranking at EHS, Jun 16, 1983, p.11
  Show on drugs recommended (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
  Board gets tough on snow removal, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
  New group to fight substance abuse, Nov 24, 1983, p.8
  New community task force to tackle problem of drug and alcohol abuse (list), Mar 22, 1984, p.1
  New group to fight drug, alcohol abuse (list), Apr 26, 1984, p.3
  Task Force on Drugs lists plans (list), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
  Not for teens only (ltr), Jul 12, 1984, p.6
  Task force takes on drug abuse (photo; list), Sep 6, 1984, p.1
  Realism required (edit), Sep 6, 1984, p.6
  Advice to parents: get the facts first (edit), Sep 20, 1984, p.7
  Concerns about drug program (ltr), Oct 11, 1984, p.6
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DRUG ABUSE continued
Drug and alcohol awareness goal of program Sunday at SHS (list), Oct 18, 1984, p.1
Important weekend (edit), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
Preventing addiction starts with education (edit), Oct 18, 1984, p.7
Variety of views expressed at drug, alcohol forum, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Students pushing fun without drugs (list), Nov 1, 1984, p.8
District considers drug code, Nov 12, 1984, p.12
Book on drug abuse distributed, Dec 6, 1984, p.3
Village Club panelists speak on pressures of adolescence, Dec 6, 1984, p.5
Woven and chemical dependence (edit), Dec 6, 1984, p.7
District adopts tough drug code, Dec 13, 1984, p.15

SEE ALSO ALCOHOL ABUSE

DRUG ABUSE-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
PTA backs anti-drug bill (list), Mar 27, 1980, p.4

DRUG AND ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROJECT
PTA groups issue report on teen drinking, drug use, May 8, 1980, p.1

DRUG PARAPHERNALIA
Head shop, May 29, 1980, p.1
Off the list (East of the Sun), Nov 20, 1980, p.1

DRUG PARAPHERNALIA-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
"Head shop" law, Mar 18, 1982, p.1

DRUGS-SALE AND POSSESSION
Three (J. Beraingham, H. Kaplan, J. Panessa) charged with drug sales, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Hearing begins in cocaine case, Aug 19, 1982, p.3
Cocaine case sent to grand jury, Sep 16, 1982, p.5
Drug, shoplist cases settled, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Probation given in marijuana case, Dec 2, 1982, p.4
Drug suspects arrested in EMT (photo), Dec 18, 1982, p.15

DRUGS-TAMPERING
D. Stone is key man in bull market of '82 (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.1

DRUMMOND, JEAN
Town's senior program has hub in EMT (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.11

DRURY, MARY
M. D. Drury dies, Jun 25, 1981, p.22

DRYDEN, MRS WILLIAM
Members honored (photo; list), Mar 17, 1983, p.9

DRYDEN, MARY
M. H. Dryden dies, Nov 15, 1984, p.18

DRYER, HOWARD
Judge Herold has a passion for the law (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.6

DRYER, WILLIAM

DUANE, STAN
Cheaper electricity, Mar 20, 1980, p.1

DUBBS, BERNARD
Westchester "haas" elect SCS man & Dubbs president (list), Jun 7, 1984, p.2

DUBBS, HEATHER
Happy May Day (photo), May 7, 1981, p.1
Warm feelings at Davis Park (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.2

DUBBS, JORDAN
Warm feelings at Davis Park (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.2
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DUBIN, RICHARD (AU)
On tenant protection (ltr), Apr 21, 1983, p.6

DUBINSKY, PAUL
High school student P R Dubinsky contest runner-up, Apr 2, 1981, p.19

DUBOFF, ROBERT
Named to board; R S Duboff (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.4

DUBOFF, SAMUEL
Trustees approve group home list, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Ethical site proposed for group home, Jul 10, 1980, p.1
Committee backs Ethical site, Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Carol Stix to head local foundation (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
New search asked; Three homes?, Apr 9, 1981, p.1
Citation for Duboff, May 27, 1982, p.3
Duboff wins award from society of CPA's (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.5
On American Jewish Committee (ltr), Oct 11, 1984, p.6

DUBOIS, EVELYN
Three (S Davis, E DuBois, M Weitzman) put up for school board slate, Jan 29, 1981, p.11

DUBOIS, NATASHA
Miss Covington's holds holiday parties (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.10

DUBOIS, NELSON JR (DR)
GCC airs zone concerns with councilman Abinanti (list), Mar 6, 1980, p.11
Planners toss out 'covenant' plea, May 29, 1980, p.13
GCC opposes request by Exxon station to remodel, Jun 5, 1980, p.15
Greenville Council calls for SCS Meadows probe, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Veteran promises GCC probe of building violations, Oct 9, 1980, p.15
Greenville Council pursues violations on Central Avenue, Dec 4, 1980, p.21
Council requests safety features for state plan, Apr 9, 1981, p.21
Residents asked to back GCC stand on escrow funds, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
EMT residents oppose town pooling of escrow funds, Dec 17, 1981, p.17
Nominating committee endorses Albert and Hinsey for board (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.19
Things to come: future holds new neighbors for EMT, Apr 8, 1982, p.11
GCC opposes group home site here, Apr 15, 1982, p.10
Community opposes group home escrow pooling (list), Apr 27, 1982, p.20
Showdown at Town Hall; residents fight zoning change (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.21
Zoning hearing on Central Avenue plan postponed again, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
Residents oppose town plan for escrow funds, Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Goodby party has warmth, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Looking toward '83; GBH leaders give views, Jan 6, 1983, p.11
Five candidates in race for three school board nominations, Feb 10, 1983, p.10
Builder offers changes in apartment plans; opponents still unhappy, Feb 24, 1983, p.11
Council turns PTAs down on meeting plan, Mar 10, 1983, p.12
Attaliendri, Bloom and Lorch get nod (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.10
Local officials oppose new condo plan after board okay, Mar 24, 1983, p.14
PTA executive boards plan for open candidate forum next year, Mar 31, 1983, p.15
GCC seeks dialogue with PTA's officers, Apr 7, 1983, p.10
B L Crowder accepts Silver Box Award (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.15
County redistricting plan draws fire here; EMT to be split three ways, Apr 28, 1983, p.15
GCC mounting fight against county plan, May 5, 1983, p.14
Zoning Board defers Central Avenue issues, May 5, 1983, p.15
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DUBOIS, NELSON JR (DR) continued
Seely parents ask board for reassurance on class size, Jun 2, 1983, p.13
GCC, School Board to try for better coordination, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
DHT unveils new cluster housing plan, Jun 23, 1983, p.11
Residents call for more information at hearing, Sep 22, 1983, p.9
EMT officials speak for safety, Sep 29, 1983, p.10
Board sets goals; safety is concern, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
A&P boycott backed, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
Council pressuring town for local improvements, Jan 12, 1984, p.11
Zoning changes on hold, Feb 2, 1984, p.10
GCC continues battle on Central-Underhill plans, Mar 8, 1984, p.10
Angry residents rip shopping center owners, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
Mrs Davis, Mermer will run for (ENT School) board, Apr 5, 1984, p.11
Rules group to study nominating procedure (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.11
GCC set to review nominating system, May 10, 1984, p.13
Board of Ed enters Moundroukas battle, May 10, 1984, p.13
Area unites against Moundroukas proposal, May 17, 1984, p.9
Greenville Council seeks to include apartment-dwellers in civic network, Jun 7, 1984, p.11
Council votes against medical building plan, Oct 4, 1984, p.11
Interim superintendent appointed: Dr J S Carnrite, Oct 11, 1984, p.9
Council orders associations to get in line with by-laws, Nov 8, 1984, p.9
Community Council seeking new members (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.10

DUBOW, BRIAN
Plenty of brass (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1

DUBOW, MARCIE
Ribbon cutting (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.10
Evolving recreation program speaks for itself—quietly (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.12

DUBOW, MARCIE (AU)
On EMT insurance policy (ltr), Dec 1, 1983, p.6

DUBOW, RACHEL
Ribbon cutting (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.10

DUCA, RITA DEL
SEE DEL DUCA, RITA

DUCEY, NICOLE
Hitchcock offers summer playcare (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.3

DUCHAMP, MARCEL
Nygaard exhibit now at Pace, Dec 6, 1984, p.19

DUCK POND-SCS
Suggestion for Duck Pond (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
Girls' concern praised (ltr), Mar 31, 1983, p.6

DUCKS
Quaker Quackers; a story (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.17
A crack in the ice (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.11
Hard to swallow (ltr), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
All's well that ends well (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.2
Signs of the season (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.14

DUDLEY, RICHARD
R M Dudley dies, Feb 21, 1980, p.12

DUDLEY, WILLIAM
Merchants fear rising rents will alter local shopping area, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
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DUFALT, LOUIS
   L H Dufalt dies, Aug 2, 1984, p.20
DUFALT, LOUIS (AU)
   Art Assn 'not involved' (ltr), Feb 7, 1980, p.4
DUFALT, MARY LOU
   Davis Park curfew request rejected, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
   Quiet in the park, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
DUFALT, MARY LOU (AU)
   Arthur Manor endorsement (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
   John Coulter mourned (ltr), Mar 18, 1982, p.6
DUFEILD, CHRIS
   Land of Oz at Edgewood (photo), May 5, 1983, p.20
DUFEILD, CRAIG
   Land of Oz at Edgewood (photo), May 5, 1983, p.20
DUFEILD, GORDON (AU)
   Support for a neighbor (ltr), Jan 28, 1982, p.6
DUFEYL, JIM
   Bargain book store opening on Central Ave, Nov 10, 1983, p.4
DUFEY, ROBERT
   Commander elected: R Duffy, Jul 2, 1981, p.8
DUGAN, ANN
   A K Dugan dies, Sep 11, 1980, p.18
DUGAN, J PATRICK
   Former SCS resident J P Dugan new VP with Ramada Inns, Dec 16, 1982, p.10
   Ramada promotes former Scarsdalian J P Dugan, Dec 6, 1984, p.18
DUGUAY, RON
   How I raised $10,000 and beat the Rangers (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p.7
DUIC, JULIUS (DR)
   Dr Julius Duic dead at 55 (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.4
   Emergency Council presents awards, Jun 17, 1982, p.8
   In memory of two doctors, J Duic, B Langa (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.3
DUIC, PAUL
   Resident P Duic completes paramedic training, Jul 21, 1983, p.3
DULIT, ALAN
   Returning AFS students J Adler, A Dulit report on trips (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.2
DULIT, ELHINOR (DR)
   SCS MD E G Dulit joins plan, Jul 14, 1983, p.2
   Doctor E Greenspun Dulit earns certification, Mar 22, 1984, p.14
DUNK, LESLIE
   Undefeated champions: SHS girls' soccer team (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.1
   Soccer crown won on practice field (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.9
DUNCAN, CAROL
   Edgewood PTA fetes teachers, staff (photo; list), Feb 7, 1980, p.10
DUNCAN, KATHY
DUNCAN, SANDY
   Edgewood 6th grader meets Sandy Duncan, Jun 19, 1980, p.12
DUNCANSON, PAT
   'Joan of Arts' leads Mondale forces into town (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.1
DUNKEL, PAUL
   White Plains Symphony welcomes guest conductors K Schermerhorn, P Dunkel, B Ferden, J Covelli (photo, Sep 24, 1981, p.4
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DUNKEL, PAUL  continued
Symphony names Dunkel as conductor, Apr 22, 1982, p.2
Support for Paul Dunkel (ltr), May 12, 1983, p.6
Symphony president replies (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6
Symphony asked to reconsider (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6
P Dunkel named to conduct New Orchestra of Westchester (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.13

DUNKIE, STEPHANIE
Mini-feast (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.24

DUNKLE, HEBER
H H Dunkle Sr dies, May 26, 1983, p.18

DUNKLE, TILLIE
Postman Q Del Vecchio’s Mrs: ‘See all the women who love my husband (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.11

DUNLAP, RICHARD
Candidates jockey for town positions, May 26, 1983, p.11
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican calm, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Dunlap joins campaign for Town Board (list), Jul 14, 1983, p.11
Democratic primary in GBH is off, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
Town Board candidate R Frigerio calls for accessibility (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.9
Central Avenue is an ‘asphalt ocean’--A Dunlap (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.11
Braca: a ‘different voice’, Sep 22, 1983, p.9
Hopefuls vie for Town Board, Oct 27, 1983, p.11

DUNN, JAMES
Newspaper machine, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
The subject was water (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.3
BAR, local realtor argue over awning aesthetics, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Awning, skylights topics at BAR meeting, Jun 25, 1981, p.5
Violation charged at Way house, Mar 25, 1982, p.1

DUNN, JOSEPH
J Dunn dies, Jun 2, 1983, p.16

DUNN, MARGARET
Announcement of grocery store’s closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1

DUNN, MARYANN
Graduation ends R Z Dunn’s long association with local schools (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.10

DUNN, ROSAMOND
Graduation ends R Z Dunn’s long association with local schools (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.10

DUNN, WILLIAM
Distinguished fire department (ltr), Feb 2, 1984, p.6

DUNNIE, JANE
Confirmation at IHM (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.16

DUNMORE, FRANK
A flowering memory: Hays garden at Seely (photo), May 6, 1982, p.15
Dunmore to mark 50 years of song with EMT Association (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.9
Founding Baptist minister Rev H W Hansen dies (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.1

DUNMORE, LAURA

DUNWORTH, FRANCES
F C Dunworth dies, Nov 22, 1984, p.20

DUONG, MINH
First born: R Duong (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.12
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DUONG, MY
  First born: R Duong (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.12

DUONG, ROBERT
  First born: R Duong (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.12

DUPEE, DIANE (SISTER)
  SCS sings out message of hope (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.4

DUPONT, ROBERT (DR)
  DuPont to speak on issues facing parents (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.1
  DuPont speaks on drug use (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.6

DUPONT, ROBERT (DR-AU)
  At 18, you're an adult (edit), Dec 3, 1981, p.7

DURKIN, ANNE
  Doctor R Durkin's camp is tribute to boyhood mentor E G Smith (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.6

DURKIN, JERRY
  Spokesman for presidential hopefuls seek support of SCS Democrats, Feb 2, 1984, p.1

DURKIN, RODERICK (DR)
  Doctor R Durkin's camp is tribute to boyhood mentor E G Smith (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.6

DURNING, JOHN
  EMT Children's Center has high marks after four months, Dec 23, 1982, p.11

DURNING, JUDY
  SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 1 hands out shower water restrictors (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.5

DURNING, RONALD
  SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 1 hands out shower water restrictors (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.5
  Site agreed on for creche display, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
  Sale seen near, May 6, 1982, p.1
  Restaurant to open at Frog Prince site, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
  Trustees vote 4-3 to deny creche request (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.1
  Creche decision, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
  Committee says it won't display creche, Dec 16, 1982, p.1

DURRANI, LINDA DOBSON (AU)
  Clarification (ltr), Apr 26, 1984, p.6

DUSEL, ARLENE
  Drug and alcohol awareness goal of program Sunday at SHS (list), Oct 18, 1984, p.1
  Variety of views expressed at drug, alcohol forum, Oct 25, 1984, p.1

DUTKA, SOLOMON (AU)
  Top flight in the suburbs (ltr), May 24, 1984, p.6

DUVIGNEAUD, ROSEMARY
  Two, R dVigneaud, C T Miller, nominated for academies, Dec 13, 1984, p.24

DUTSCHAEVER, MARIE-CLAUDE (AU)
  My thankfulness is no longer vague (edit), Nov 17, 1983, p.7

DVORKIN, ELIZABETH (AU)

DVORKIN, SPENCER
  Davis and Weitzen elected; budget passes 518 to 279, May 7, 1981, p.25

DVORKIN, SPENCER (AU)
  Relaxed attitude seen (ltr), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
  Selection (of J Moyle) applauded (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6

DWECK, DEBORAH
  YM-YWHA announces additions to staff; seeks volunteers, Nov 19, 1981, p.10

DWECK, JUDIE
  Holiday workshop (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.6
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DWECK, JUDIE  continued
  There's always a happy ending at Wapetuck (photo; add photo p 8), Aug 4, 1983, p.6
DWECK, JUDIE (AU)
  Each deserves own day (ltr), Jun 25, 1981, p.6
  Cook's dilemma (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6

DWORKIN, RUTH
  Alden Larson to retire; Edwards moves to high school, Mar 11, 1982, p.13

Dwyer, Robert
  Dwyer named Chairman, Summer Jobs for Youth Campaign, Jan 12, 1984, p.12

Dwyer, Stephanie
  Cookout (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.8

Dwyer, William
  Humanists to vote on group home, Oct 23, 1980, p.1

Dyer, Benjamin Jr

Dyo, Chi
  A sample of the Orient (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.1

Dyscalculia
  See Learning Disabilities

Dyslexia
  See Learning Disabilities

Dyson, John
  SHS Class of '82 to receive diplomas Friday afternoon (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.1
  Class with real class feted at graduation, Jul 1, 1982, p.1

Dyson, Patricia
  Ad firm promotes SCS woman P H Dyson, Oct 20, 1983, p.8

E Club
  E Club enters '80s with enthusiasm (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.30
  E Club plans activities (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.34
  Wanted: more of the same (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.15

E Day
  Many participate in E-Day events (photo; list), May 22, 1980, p.15
  Longest, highest, most (photo), May 21, 1981, p.18
  On the mark for E Day (photo; list), May 12, 1983, p.12
  Soft landing (photo), May 19, 1983, p.10

Eagleson, Ruth
  R Eagleson dies, Feb 16, 1984, p.16

Eales, Raymond (AU)
  Bus service in jeopardy (ltr), Dec 2, 1982, p.6

Earhart, Irene
  Gray Panthers are stalking issues, pushing for voters, Aug 2, 1984, p.12

Earle, Barbara
  B Earle dies, Mar 24, 1983, p.18

Earnest, Aileen
  Opening exhibit at gallery here (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.3

Earth Satellite Stations
  Town viewing ordinance for backyard antennas, Aug 2, 1984, p.12
  Dish antennae law, Sep 1, 1984, p.1
  Village considering limits on dish antennae, Dec 6, 1984, p.1
  Board seeks input on dish antennae but receives none, Dec 13, 1984, p.1
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EARTH SATELLITE STATIONS  continued
  Dish law needs research (edit), Dec 13, 1984, p.6

EARTHQUAKES
  Aid for Italy, Dec 4, 1980, p.1
  Response to tragedy (edit), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
  Earthquake fund established (list), Dec 4, 1980, p.12
  Clothes for quake victims (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.1
  SVAC ambulance may go to Italy (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.1

EAST SCS ASSN
  East SCS Assn: 'Voice in a community' (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.30
  Gas stations appeal night parking ban, May 29, 1980, p.3
  150 at East SCS Day (photo; list), May 29, 1980, p.6
  Dog saves collapsed jogger; protective warnings issued, Feb 5, 1981, p.2
  East SCS Day winners (photo; list), May 7, 1981, p.4
  East SCS Day results (list), May 27, 1982, p.4

EASTER
  PRC names Egg-stravaganza winners (photo; list), Apr 10, 1980, p.17
  In their Easter bonnets... (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.1
  Easter party a hit (list), Apr 23, 1981, p.22
  Correction: Contest winner in Apr 23, p 1 photo is M Callaghan, Apr 30, 1981, p.3
  Decorated for Easter (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.8
  Ready for Easter (photo), May 24, 1983, p.13
  Funny bunny (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.3
  Big bunny (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.15
  Eggs-tasy! (photo; list), Apr 7, 1983, p.6
  Overwhelmed by Easter (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.3
  A basketful of beans (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.5
  Children win prizes at Easter party (list), Apr 26, 1984, p.14

EASTER SEALS
  Easter Seals team: G Conney, W F Doescher (photo; list), Mar 24, 1983, p.12

EATON, DOROTHY

EBAN, ABBA
  Abba Eban to give Baeck talk (photo), Sep 29, 1983, p.1
  Abba Eban comes to SCS (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.1
  Evening with Eban, Oct 13, 1983, p.1

EBB, CARMEL
  Panel chews on constitutional 'delicacies' (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.6

EBENSTEIN, HARRY
  Lightning bolt hits home, Jul 19, 1984, p.1

EBENSTEIN, MABEL
  Lightning bolt hits home, Jul 19, 1984, p.1

EBERLE, MARGARET
  M Eberle shows Indian handicrafts at Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.19

EBERSOLE, VERNON (AU)
  Get with it, SCS (ltr), Aug 27, 1981, p.6

ECCE
  SEE SCHOOLS-ENT-PTA

ECKER, JACQUELINE (AU)
  Something dramatic must be done (edit), Aug 11, 1983, p.7
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ECHER, MARTIN (DR)
  Hospital names Dr M D Ecker radiology head (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.6
  White Plains Hospital acquires ultrasound diagnostic equipment (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.5

ECKHARDT, FRANK
  Few deliveries, May 17, 1984, p.1

ECKSTEIN, SANDRA
  Board of Education moves to step up school security, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

ECLIPSES, LUNAR
  Eclipse of the moon (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.1
  Disappearing act (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.3

ECLIPSES, SOLAR
  Philip Garret: Eclipse chaser extraordinaire (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.6

ECONOMOS, JUDITH
  Postma Q Del Vecchio's Mrs: 'See all the women who love my husband (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.11

EDELL, DAVID
  D Edell guest speaker (photo; list), Nov 13, 1980, p.8

EDELMAN, MICHAEL
  Potential GOP candidates blast man they hope to beat (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.1
  Soter weighing primary fight for GOP line (photo p 6), May 10, 1984, p.1

EDELSTEIN, JUDITH
  Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
  Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
  Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting, Dec 16, 1982, p.1

EDEN, ELIZABETH
  Decorated for Easter (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.8

EDES, MARIA
  Little People outgrows original home on Brook, Dec 4, 1980, p.8

EDES, VICKI
  Little People outgrows original home on Brook, Dec 4, 1980, p.8

EDGEMONT
  SEE EMT

EDGERTON, MARY
  M Edgerton dies, Jul 22, 1982, p.12

EDGEWOOD
  Edgewood Committee sets 1980 football program (list), Jun 12, 1980, p.16
  Something to cheer about (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.1
  Vandals plague Edgewood, Apr 28, 1983, p.2
  Fireworks problem in Edgewood (ltr), Jun 28, 1984, p.6
  SEE ALSO DRAKE-EDGWOOD ASSN

EDGEWOOD ATHLETIC ASSN
  Railers recognized (ltr; list), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
  Guess who's coming to dinner (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.8
  Football Mother replies (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
  Evening of closeness (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
  Edgewood holds father-son grid dinner (list), Dec 8, 1983, p.17

EDGEWOOD SCHOOL
  SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD

EDISON, KAREN
  Conrail stops Paul Feiner from surveying commuters, Jan 28, 1982, p.1

EDMONDS, WILLIAM
  W J Edmonds dies, Jul 7, 1983, p.16
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EDMONDSON, BOB
State funding nature progral, Aug 7, 1980, p.8
Stolen ferret is back home at (BBH Nature) Center (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.7
Turtledoves...and a tree (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.11

EDSON, MARIAN
Quaker Ridge parents protest transfer of teacher S Grossaan, May 17, 1984, p.1

EDUCATION
HS leaders agree: people as important as curriculum, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Sees education ‘a top priority’ (edit), Jun 18, 1981, p.7
Out there is real—school is not illus; edit), Jul 9, 1981, p.7
Shanker opposes tuition tax credits; sees threat to public schools (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.6
Turn the schools into learning laboratories (edit), Apr 29, 1982, p.7
New education center to sponsor conference, youth cable TV show (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.4
Education for the ‘new’ old (edit), Mar 3, 1983, p.7
Computer education: a lack of planning (edit), Apr 21, 1983, p.7
On computers and education (lrr), May 19, 1983, p.6
Senior Slap—a suggested cure (edit), Jun 2, 1983, p.7
Something dramatic must be done (edit), Aug 11, 1983, p.7
Sobol responds to education critiques, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
Teachers have to ‘feel safe’ (edit), Oct 20, 1983, p.7
Survey indicates that schools are residents’ top priority, Oct 27, 1983, p.2
Vision of school’s future (lrr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
It’s 10 p.m.: Is your child reading? (edit), Nov 24, 1983, p.7
You cannot legislate excellence (edit), Dec 1, 1983, p.7
Regents—don’t freeze curricula! (edit), Dec 8, 1983, p.7
We need to motivate students (edit), Mar 22, 1984, p.7
Critic of American high schools T R Sizer says new structures are needed, Apr 12, 1984, p.3
SEE ALSO TUTORING

EDUCATION COMMITTEE
SEE TOWN CLUB-SCS-EDUCATION COMMITTEE

EDUCATION-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
School Board involvement in legislative issues urged (list), Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Focus on state issues at School Board meeting, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
School Board lists legislative positions (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
School lunch ideas proposed, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Lobbying effort, May 21, 1981, p.1
Residents named to committee (on legislative issues) (list), Oct 22, 1981, p.2

EDUCATIONAL EQUALITY PROJECT
College Board VP D B Taylor to give talk here (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.1

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS, ADULT
SEE EMTC ADULT SCHOOL, SCS ADULT SCHOOL

EDWARDS, (MRS SIDNEY)
Honored at Woman’s Club (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.9

EDWARDS, BRADLEY
Edwards named, Dec 6, 1984, p.18

EDWARDS, SAVIN
Junior high school UN (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.5

EDWARDS, JOHN
It’s magic (photo; list), Apr 15, 1982, p.17
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EDWARDS, JUANITA
- Jury still out in Jean Harris murder trial (photo; addl photo p 16), Feb 19, 1981, p.1
- DA replying to Harris appeal next week (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
- Vergari brief rebuts Aurnou, Oct 8, 1981, p.1

EDWARDS, SIDNEY
- United Way launches campaign, Jun 4, 1981, p.3
- United Way starts fund drive (photo; list), Oct 1, 1981, p.1
- United Way campaign is 64.5 percent to total, Oct 22, 1981, p.3
- United Way hits 70%, Oct 29, 1981, p.4
- United Way at $200,000, Nov 5, 1981, p.3
- United Way reaches goal, Mar 25, 1982, p.5
- United Way elects M Molander new president (photo p 6; list), Mar 31, 1983, p.1

EDWARDS, SIDNEY (AU)
- Campaign a success (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6

EDWARDS, STANLEY
- United Way director P A Stanley dies, Nov 11, 1982, p.1

EDWARDS, THOMAS (DR)
- Community service abounds at Seely Place School (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.11
- Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part I), Mar 27, 1980, p.15
- Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part II) (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13
- Parents wary of school's program for handicapped, Apr 24, 1980, p.15
- Board unveils auditorium plan, Oct 30, 1980, p.21
- Voters okay Seely renovation (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.13
- $8.4 million school budget, 11.9% tax hike, Mar 26, 1981, p.21
- New primary lunch schedule under study for next year, May 28, 1981, p.17
- Auditorium at Seely Place School enters final phase (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.14
- Board accepts George Wilbur's retirement; December 31 (sic), Nov 12, 1981, p.13
- Ribbon cutting (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.10
- Alden Larson to retire; Edwards moves to high school, Mar 11, 1982, p.13
- Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
- $9.35 million school budget keeps Latin program, faculty, Apr 22, 1982, p.11
- Tom Edwards named principal at EHS; search begins for Seely, May 20, 1982, p.11
- Farewells at board meeting; school changes explained, Jun 10, 1982, p.11
- EMT picks J L Finn as superintendent, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
- Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16
- Vandals chop school trees, Dec 22, 1982, p.11
- Board hears report on pupil personnel, Mar 3, 1983, p.13
- Ten million dollar budget with 7.7% tax raise gets School Board okay, Apr 7, 1983, p.11
- Drop EHS class ranking, change grade weighting; report asks, May 12, 1983, p.13
- Proposals to board aim at high school, May 19, 1983, p.10
- Board ends class ranking at EHS, Jun 16, 1983, p.11
- Fair weather for graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.11
- Pay raises for staff approved, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
- Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11
- EHS takes top rank in 1983 SAT scores, Oct 13, 1983, p.11
- High School scheduling is focus at quiet School Board meeting, Oct 13, 1983, p.11
- Board winds clock for study of all-day kindergarten plan, Nov 3, 1983, p.11
- Board prepares to fight state plan, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
EDWARDS, THOMAS (DR) continued
New group to fight substance abuse, Nov 24, 1983, p.8
Kindergarten study begins; board considering SAT course, Dec 8, 1983, p.10
Board resumes 'classic' argument, Jan 5, 1984, p.9
Meyer stresses need for reforms (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.11
EMT schools reply to regents (edit), Feb 2, 1984, p.7
Staff gives views on Regents Action Plan, Feb 2, 1984, p.10
Selection criteria for 'gifted' set, Feb 9, 1984, p.11
School Board looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p.10
Mandatory counseling program for all EMT ninth graders being planned, Mar 1, 1984, p.11
C Snisky killed by car on Central Ave (photo p 11), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Board unfazed by a dark, stormy night; Mar 15, 1984, p.10
Awarded: R Fornges, S Wolman, Dr T K Edwards (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.10
Board of Ed enters Houndroukas battle; May 10, 1984, p.13
New award at EHT high school, May 17, 1984, p.8
Parents asked to participate in selection of administrator, May 17, 1984, p.9
Getting to know you (photo), May 31, 1984, p.10
Board OK's bringing BOCES pupils home; Jun 14, 1984, p.11
EHS named as top US school, Jun 21, 1984, p.11
A proud graduation (photo; list), Jun 28, 1984, p.11
Board: 44 is limit for first grade at Seely; no vote taken, Jul 19, 1984, p.9
EMT officials Dr A Attalenti, Dr T Edwards, J Finn to accept EHS award, Aug 16, 1984, p.9
Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10
EMT boy R Bulzacchelli found dead in New Jersey, Sep 13, 1984, p.9
EMT High Schoolers tops in county SAT results, Oct 18, 1984, p.11
EMT celebrates selection as one of nation's top schools (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.13
Hockey team to get coach and uniforms; EMT Board of Education (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.11
District considers drug code, Nov 22, 1984, p.11
Hockey team still looking for coach, Dec 6, 1984, p.11
District adopts tough drug code, Dec 13, 1984, p.15
EDWARDS, TRUDY
Show time (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.11
EGAN, ALISON
Christmas sing (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.3
EGAN, FRANK
Christmas sing (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.3
EGAN, KRISTIN
Christmas sing (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.3
EGAN, RONALD
Westchester Federal names R W Egan assistant vice president, Jul 2, 1981, p.3
EGGS
EMT High students find parenting is not eggsactly easy (photo; list), Jan 1, 1981, p.7
SEE ALSO PYSAKA
EGLINTON, KAREN
Stolen ferret is back home at (GBH Nature) Center (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.7
EGLINTON, PETER
Table planned, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
EGYPT
Middle East trip to foster better health care here (photo; add1 photo p 18), May 28, 1981, p.6
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EHLERT, MATT
Stars of 'Kisnet' not all on stage (photo; addl photo p 15), Aug 4, 1983, p.1

EHRENBERG, JOEL
Friends join to help teacher N Olson cope with life without legs, Jun 2, 1983, p.3
Friends of Y teacher who lost legs, N Olson, to present her with special vehicle, Jun 7, 1984, p.5
Y members give special car to disabled woman, N Olson, Sep 20, 1984, p.14

EHRET, MARY LOU
Slippery day on Ardsley Road (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.10

EHRET, WALTER
SCS Orchestra? (list), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
First grade section being added at (OR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1

EHRLICH, ADDISON
Board hears plea for support of interscholastic athletics, Mar 12, 1981, p.21

EHRLICH, JOEL

EICHENHOLTZ, SIDNEY (OR)
St Louis honors local graduate Dr S N Eichenholtz, May 17, 1984, p.8

EICHENHOLZER, DAVID
SHS band and orchestra in Toronto (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.24

EIDELBERG, DAVID
J Eidelberg dies, Apr 8, 1982, p.16
EIDELBERG, MELVA
Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1

EINFRANK, NANCY
Senior singers (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.9
Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
Elective courses proposed for EHS, Apr 1, 1982, p.11
School programs examined in open board discussions on Tuesday, Dec 16, 1982, p.15

EINHORN, CAROL
SCS woman C Einhorn to lead Greenwich aging program, Nov 19, 1981, p.8

EIRI, YOKO
International cuisine (photo), Feb 10, 1982, p.11

EISEN, LINDA
Doohan resigns as EHS head; board appoints J Larkin new principal (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.13

EISENBERG, ETHEL
Local woman E Eisenberg named medical librarian, Feb 4, 1982, p.15

EISENBERG, JOSEPH
Defense calls Harris to stand (illus), Jan 29, 1981, p.1

EISENBERG, LILLIAN
Professional orchestra planned for SCS, Aug 11, 1983, p.1

EISENBERG, RUTH
Carol Stix accepts the bowl (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.1

EISENBERG, SAM
Jewish Conference elects president (list), Jul 12, 1984, p.4

EISENMAN, JOSH
Scene of wintry artistry (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.18
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EISENMANN, NICKY
  Jabberwocky arts festival (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.16
  Scene of wintry artistry (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.18

EISENHAN, NICOLE
  New scene at SHS by N Eisenman (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.17
  Outstanding citizens: J Christnacht, N Eisenman (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.15

EISENHERN, SHELDON (DR)
  Sounding the shofar (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.14

EISENHERN, SHELDON (DR-AU)
  Delicious, delightful (ltr), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
  Readers take sides in village election (lttrs), Mar 12, 1981, p.4

EISMAN, WAYNE (DR)
  Three (Dr C Achtman, Dr W B Eisman, Dr P A Patella) named to WP Hospital, Feb 24, 1983, p.5

EISNER, GARY
  Rail strike taking toll on merchants (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1

EISNER, GERALD
  Resident G Eisner is co-chairman of institute's campaign, Nov 20, 1980, p.10
  It's easy once you know how (photo), May 10, 1984, p.3

EISNER, JANE
  185 attend SHS 10-year reunion, Oct 8, 1981, p.3

EISNER, LOTTE
  Former resident S M Horowitz director of firm now showing in NYC (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.2

EITEN, BELLE
  Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6

EKBLUM, ROBERT
  Robber holds up ice cream parlor, May 5, 1983, p.1

EKLUND, HULDA
  M Eklund dies, Aug 14, 1980, p.8

ELBE, MYRA
  New display case at White Plains Hospital (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.23
  Governor: M Elbe (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.2

ELDER, PETER

ELDERLY
  SEE SENIOR CITIZENS

ELECTION DISTRICTS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
  SEE APPORTIONMENT (ELECTION LAW)

ELECTIONS
  Speaker W Mitofsky defends TV's role in the election process (list), May 13, 1982, p.5
  Concern for tolerance (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
  Hot contest (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.1
  Young voters (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.20
  Reason to rejoice seen (ltr), Nov 29, 1984, p.6
  SEE ALSO PRIMARIES, VOTER REGISTRATION

ELECTIONS-CALIFORNIA
  Never this bad in NY (edit), Dec 2, 1982, p.7

ELECTIONS-G6H
  GCC airs zone concerns with councilman Abinanti (list), Mar 6, 1980, p.11
  Peyser on panel at GCC annual meeting; I Qualey to receive Silver Box Award (photo; list), Apr 10, 1980, p.13
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ELECTIONS-GBH continued

Democrats renominate incumbents for November, Jun 25, 1981, p.20
Liomongelli says board lacks fiscal control, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Bender cites economy as administration gain, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Henry Stern, a man who likes winning (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.19
Town Board, Supervisor's seats at stake in election, Oct 29, 1981, p.15
Democrats win town, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
He's amused by candidate (ltr), Jan 20, 1983, p.6
Central 7 school leader T Weinberg in race for Town Board, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
Lois Bronz seeks top town post, Feb 3, 1983, p.11
Pilla enters GBH race, Feb 17, 1983, p.11
Democrats back Veteran, Feb 24, 1983, p.11
Liomongelli out of race, Mar 17, 1983, p.11
Fontana, Guarnieri to bid for town posts, Mar 24, 1983, p.14
Three hats in the ring for GBH supervisor's post, Apr 14, 1983, p.12
Democrats put off choice, Apr 21, 1983, p.10
Veteran shifts his campaign direction, May 5, 1983, p.15
Democratic executive committee names choices for upcoming town posts, May 12, 1983, p.12
Candidates jockey for town positions, May 26, 1983, p.11
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican calm, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Dunlap joins campaign for Town Board (list), Jul 14, 1983, p.11
Town Board candidate Adler says GBH is in good shape (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.11
Town Board candidate R Frigerio calls for accessibility (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.9
Democrat Lois Bronz, running for reelection, speaks out (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.11
Central Avenue is an 'asphalt ocean'--R Dunlap (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.11
Pilla, Braca candidates for seat on Town Board, Sep 22, 1983, p.9
Braca: a 'different voice', Sep 22, 1983, p.9
Hopefuls vie for Town Board, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
SEE ALSO BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT-ELECTIONS

ELECTIONS-NEW YORK STATE

Inquirer endorsements: G W Burrows; M B Goodhue; J R Herold (edit), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Candidates square off at League meeting (photo p 14), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Election facts (list), Oct 30, 1980, p.21
SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Election Center (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.5
DelBello won't deny campaign loan plan, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
In the running: J Ruderman, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Curran's in the race (for governor), Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Finneran in race for Controller, May 6, 1982, p.15
Feiner to run for Assembly, May 13, 1982, p.1
Curran, Feiner declare, May 20, 1982, p.1
Hochberg in race for Assembly (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1
Democratic leaders back Hochberg, May 27, 1982, p.1
Hochberg gets party's nod in New Rochelle, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
Re-evaluating, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
Need help from the state? Paul Feiner says, call him, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Curran heading for GOP primary (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Republicans pick D I Grauer as Assembly candidate (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.3
No LWV debate, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
District lines rejected, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
ELECTIONS—NEW YORK STATE continued

BOP victory predicted (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
Lehran backed, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
SCS back in Burrows’ district, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
No primary, Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Audrey Hochberg drops out of race, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
No candidate yet, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Thanks for the support (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6
Crosbie is candidate for Assembly district, Jul 15, 1982, p.9
Paul Curran says he’d run the state (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.1
Koch committee formed here (list), Jul 22, 1982, p.2
J Henry Neale Jr in Assembly race, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Jon Fossel names A M Fabrizio campaign chairman, Aug 19, 1982, p.2
Neale gets pro-choice endorsement, Sep 23, 1982, p.3
Race is on for State Senate (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Assembly endorsement (ltr), Oct 7, 1982, p.5
Smear tactics alleged (ltr), Oct 14, 1982, p.6
Flynn vs Pilla in race for state Senate seat, Oct 14, 1982, p.14
Opponent backs Neale (ltr), Oct 21, 1982, p.6
Proud supporter (ltr), Oct 21, 1982, p.6
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday’s election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Candidates exchange charges, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
80-AD hearing, Oct 28, 1982, p.5
Endorsements (edit), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
Candidates for Assembly face off a second time, Oct 28, 1982, p.11
Election Day facts, Oct 28, 1982, p.11
Cuomo, Moynihan, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
EMT vote almost solidly Democratic (list), Nov 4, 1982, p.11
Reapportionment, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
He’s for Proposition Three (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
Soter appoints campaign staff: S Hensley, R Cuneo, D Singer, Mar 22, 1984, p.2
Republican congressional candidates debate their positions on Middle East, Mar 22, 1984, p.3
Sen Pisani, facing trial, won’t run, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
Pisani convicted on eighteen counts, Jun 7, 1984, p.1
Sbarra runs for Flynn’s Senate seat, Jun 14, 1984, p.11
SCS man J O’Connor set to challenge Gordon Burrows (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Burrows-O’Connor contest matches youth, experience (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.1
Senate foes J Perone, S Oppenheimer debate effectiveness, philosophy (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.1
LWV hears journalist M Hoffman preview ’84 election, Oct 18, 1984, p.4
Flynn expects to keep seat but Sbarra says he’s gaining (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.11
Political hopefuls speak here Monday (list), Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Candidates clash one more time, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Writer backs Democrats (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
Burrows called responsive (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
In 86th, Brodsky cites Assembly role; Fontana wages ‘grass roots’ campaign (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.12
EMT voters help decide races (list), Nov 1, 1984, p.12
Voters here show independence in backing Reagan, Teicher, Burrows, Oppenheimer (chart p 16), Nov 8, 1984, p.1
Voters give okay to incumbents B A Gilman, J E Flynn, R L Brodsky (photo; chart), Nov 8, 1984, p.8
ELECTIONS-NEW YORK STATE continued
Counting continues, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Teicher, Perone concede, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

ELECTIONS-SCS
Trustees Siis and Stone, Beatrice Underweiser are Non Partisan candidates (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.1
As Iowa goes...GOP caucus favors Bush for President, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Room for Feiner, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Opposition party may be created, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Committee for change organizes, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
He sees no reason to change system (ltr), Feb 14, 1980, p.4
Invitation declined, Feb 21, 1980, p.1
Open atmosphere is paramount (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
Committee names D Endres, D Carnevale chairmen, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
Time to participate (ltr), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
Voters to elect trustees, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Everyone's invited to reception for Non-Partisan candidates (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Trustees elected; few vote (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
System blamed for low vote (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Candidates sought (list), Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Szabad to chair Proceedings Committee (photo; list), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Nominating process has begun for Citizens Committee (list), Aug 28, 1980, p.1
 Proposed changes outlined (ltr), Sep 4, 1980, p.4
Reform based on truth (ltr), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
You have no choice? Are you kidding? (advertisement), Sep 18, 1980, p.5
Campaign costs, Oct 2, 1980, p.1
Issue discussion debated (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
Town Club called 'unethical' (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
37 candidates nominated for Citizens' Committee (list), Oct 16, 1980, p.1
System is democratic, he says (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Public or private? (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Unit Meetings Wednesday (list), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Unit Meetings (edit), Nov 6, 1980, p.4
Be part of the system (ltr), Nov 6, 1980, p.4
Willing to risk defeat (ltr), Nov 6, 1980, p.4
No choice? Here it is (advertisement), Nov 6, 1980, p.5
Units elect 12 to nominating body (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Political year, Nov 20, 1980, p.1
For improving the system (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
Editorial bias? (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
SCS needs a real non-partisan choice (list; advertisement), Nov 20, 1980, p.7
Coalition opens campaign (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.10
Prospective candidates sought, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
She favors a choice (ltr), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
Gone with the wind? (ltr), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
Voters are educated, he says (ltr), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
System supporters (list), Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Debate proposed (ltr), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
Not for liberals only (ltr), Dec 11, 1980, p.4
Citizens asked to submit prospective board members, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
ELECTIONS-SCS  continued
Unlisted voter for change (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
Referendum suggested (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
Open government group sets date for nominations, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Move the polls, he urges (ltr), Jan 1, 1981, p.4
First issue (of campaign)?, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
Looks logical, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
Not Shermanesque, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
This is open? (edit), Jan 8, 1981, p.4
System supporter: I like what we have (ltr), Jan 8, 1981, p.4
Citizen sees benefit of contested election (ltr), Jan 8, 1981, p.4
Jean Stone first woman nominated for Mayor (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Debate urged (ltr), Jan 15, 1981, p.4
Debate ruled out, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Debate on system?, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Citizens slate completed (M Bowen, B Brown, J Ullman nominated) (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Resident sees many issues (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
Party caucuses, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
League decision scored (ltr), Jan 29, 1981, p.4
Curran to chair 1981 campaign (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Campaign under way (photo; list), Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Decision mounts anger (ltr), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
Confusion over decision (ltr), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
She favors election (ltr), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
Debate slated, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Vote for an open debate (ltr), Feb 12, 1981, p.4
He welcomes a choice (ltr), Feb 12, 1981, p.4
Battles of showmanship (ltr), Feb 12, 1981, p.4
Election not permitted (ltr), Feb 12, 1981, p.4
Protect SCS's excellence (ltr), Feb 12, 1981, p.4
Constructive element (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
Attempt to divide seen (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
Partisanship questioned (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
Disappointed by candidate (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
He favors choice for voters (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
Election won't change system (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
Parties' decision hailed (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
Election campaign hits full stride, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Letters on election (ltrs), Feb 26, 1981, p.4
Coalition slate airs views (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
Debate on system (edit), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
She sees benefits already (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
Arthur Manor endorsement (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
Disappointed by League (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
League's decision explained (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
A look at the candidates for Village Board (photo; list; add1 photo p 16), Mar 5, 1981, p.5
SCS's next Mayor: J Stone (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.5
Did you see this last Sunday? (advertisement), Mar 5, 1981, p.20
ELECTIONS-SCS continued

Debate issue, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Day of decision near in village election; Facts on Village Election, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Campaign chairmen B Johnson, P Curran debate (photo p 15), Mar 12, 1981, p.1
1000 people deserve our appreciation... (advertisement), Mar 12, 1981, p.2
Readers take sides in village election (trs), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
Ruderman: Support was sought (ltr), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
Avoid partisanship (ltr), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
A choice of people: For Mayor; For Trustee (edit), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
Time for reform (edit), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
Letters on village election (trs), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
Bloated bureaucracy seen (ltr), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
SCS's record of quality government is on the line (advertisement), Mar 12, 1981, p.6
Who's Who on Ballot (list), Mar 12, 1981, p.10
Record turnout as Citizens Party sweeps (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Both sides talk like winners (photo; chart p 10), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Saved from the 'radicals' (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Conflict of interest? (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Message from Coalition (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Democracy never a waste (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Election analysis (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
Chairmen give thanks (ltr), Apr 9, 1981, p.6
Better judgement, please (edit), May 21, 1981, p.6
Postal ruling, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Petitions available to nominate Citizens Committee candidates (list), Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Village to elect 12 for Citizens Committee (list), Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Town Club tables proposal for amending Non-Partisan Resolution, Nov 5, 1981, p.3
Units elect 12 to nominating body (list), Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Report backs Non-Partisan System, but proposes changes (list), Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Voting places, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Ease the confusion (edit), Nov 26, 1981, p.6
Confusion (concerning polling places) feared, Dec 24, 1981, p.1
Time to speak up (ltr), Dec 24, 1981, p.6
Parties prepare to pick nominees, Dec 31, 1981, p.1
Parties argue over name, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Coalition announces nominating procedure, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Rival slates named for Village Trustee: Coalition candidates: Callaghan, Doescher, Resnick (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Citizens Party turns down LWV invitation, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
M Greenspan, S K Weinberg will lead campaign (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Election plans, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Tammany Hall tactic (ltr), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
Election decision, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Citizens Party candidates and supporters stuff envelopes (photo; list), Jan 28, 1982, p.3
Support for a neighbor (ltr), Jan 28, 1982, p.6
Why have dissension? (ltr), Jan 28, 1982, p.6
Campaign letter provokes charges of 'mud-slinging', Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Democrats plan candidates night, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Clean up the act (edit), Feb 2, 1982, p.6
Campaign letters (edit), Feb 2, 1982, p.6
ELECTIONS-SCS continued

Mudslinging charged (ltr), Feb 4, 1982, p.6
Coalition name disputed (ltr), Feb 4, 1982, p.6
Town Club reception brings rival candidates together (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Rerun of '81, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Candidates and commuters (photo), Feb 18, 1982, p.1
Election preview: Conversations with the candidates: A Resnick, Feb 18, 1982, p.1
Election preview: Conversations with the candidates: W Blenden, Feb 18, 1982, p.1
Point of agreement (edit), Feb 18, 1982, p.6
She'll make the difference (ltr), Feb 18, 1982, p.6
Property no requirement (ltr), Feb 18, 1982, p.6
Village candidates plan public, TV appearances, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Talking to the candidates: B Underweiser, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Talking to the candidates: W Doescher, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Party wins Row A, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Land owning no criterion (ltr), Feb 25, 1982, p.6
He supports contested elections (ltr), Feb 25, 1982, p.6
Coalition letters draw reactions, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Talking to the candidates: E Falkenberg, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Talking to the candidates: M Callaghan, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Pre-election lull (edit), Mar 4, 1982, p.6
Responsiveness seen (ltr), Mar 4, 1982, p.6
Impressed by candidate Resnick (ltr), Mar 4, 1982, p.6
Keep SCS special (ltr), Mar 4, 1982, p.6
March 16—Time to vote (photo), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Voters choose on March 16 (chart), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Election choices (edit), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
The Village Election—Readers' Opinions (ltrs), Mar 11, 1982, p.7
Support SCS's Traditional Non-Partisan System (advertisement), Mar 11, 1982, p.9
Citizens' Party candidates win by nearly 3-1 (photo; addl photo, chart p 6), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Exaggerated claim (ltr), Mar 18, 1982, p.6
Invitation to coalition (ltr), Mar 25, 1982, p.6
Encouraging trend (ltr), Mar 25, 1982, p.6
Coalition will continue (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Don't ignore opposition (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Unnecessary extravagances (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Wonders about motivation (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Supreme mediocrity (ltr), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
Re-evaluating, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
LWV withdraws from Non-Partisan System, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Truly non-partisan (edit), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
Nominating process begins (list), Sep 2, 1982, p.1
Nominees listed for Citizens' Committee (list), Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Unit Meetings here Wednesday, Nov 10 (list), Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Fourteen elected at Unit Meetings (list), Nov 11, 1982, p.1
GOP may challenge Non-Partisan nominee, Nov 18, 1982, p.1
Non-Partisan group seeking candidates, Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Grossman in race for Village Board (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.1
Former Trustee Seymour Sams nominated as Citizens' Party choice for mayor (photo; list), Jan 13, 1983, p.1
SCS to have first contest for village justice (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

ELECTIONS-SCS continued

Non-partisan slate to turn down debate (list), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
For centralized voting (edit), Jan 27, 1983, p.6
Candidate urged to debate (ltr), Jan 27, 1983, p.6
LWV: End Unit Meetings (ltr), Jan 27, 1983, p.6
Seeking a forum, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Committee backs Kararek (list), Feb 10, 1983, p.2
Town Club backs Unit Meetings, Feb 10, 1983, p.2
No candidates meeting (ltr), Feb 10, 1983, p.6
Grossman, officials trade harassment charges, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Founders' wisdom cited (ltr), Feb 17, 1983, p.6
Election is rematch for Bowen, Grossman: Only incumbent, M Bowen (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Grossman to meet press; Non-Partisans on cable, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Campaign charges, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Illegal flyer, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Two, H Kanarek and M Cedarbaum, run in first judgeship contest (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Campaign excesses (edit), Mar 3, 1983, p.6
First election for Hand and Seidman (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.6
Hope abounds as village election nears, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
For village trustee (edit), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
For village justice (edit), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Sims hopes to be 'a quiet mayor' (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Testimonial from judge (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Why he's against Kanarek (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Why he's for Kanarek (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Landslide win for Citizens' Party (chart; photo p 14), Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Machines malfunction, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Voting machine fiasco (edit), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
No new election, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Investigation urged (ltr), Mar 24, 1983, p.6
Meeting on (election) foul-up, Jun 9, 1983, p.1
Public asked for nominations (list), Aug 25, 1983, p.1
Date wrong on calendar (ltr), Sep 29, 1983, p.6
Twenty-six nominees for Citizens' Committee (list), Oct 13, 1983, p.1
Unit Meetings Nov 16 to elect Citizens' Committee members (list), Nov 10, 1983, p.1
360 citizens vote in Unit Meetings (list), Nov 17, 1983, p.1
Citizens asked to suggest candidates, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Opposition preparing to run, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Goldenstein to run for village trustee (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Deadline is next week for trustee nominations (list), Dec 29, 1983, p.1
Three candidates (E Falkenberg, H Goldberg, W Glendon) nominated by Non Partisan committee (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Goldenstein named Coalition candidate (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Non-Partisans name B Johnson and J Fiedler campaign leaders, Jan 19, 1984, p.1
Goldenstein is candidate in search of forum, Jan 19, 1984, p.1
Be civic-minded (edit), Jan 19, 1984, p.6
Citizens Party rules out debate, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
LWV makes it definite: no debate, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
Voting changes, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Glendon and Falkenberg: the incumbents (photo), Mar 1, 1984, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

ELECTIONS-SCS continued

League responds to letter (ltr), Mar 1, 1984, p.6
Two village candidates: H Goldenstein, H Goldberg, seeking first terms (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.1
Clutching to the past (ltr), Mar 8, 1984, p.6
Protest vote planned (ltr), Mar 8, 1984, p.6
My credo: Democracy for SCS (edit), Mar 8, 1984, p.7
Excellence of politics as usual? (edit), Mar 8, 1984, p.7
Village election campaign moves quietly toward decision, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Election endorsements (edit), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
SCS has survived (edit), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
We've come a long way (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
Complacency charged (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
Fresh approach (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
Candidates do have positions (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
H Goldenstein deserves our vote (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
Citizens' Party wins, but by less (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.1
LWV to offer forum, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
In the LWV tradition (edit), Apr 12, 1984, p.6
Non Partisan changes proposed; Woman's Club could lose role, Sep 20, 1984, p.1
League says participate (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6
Last chance to nominate (ltr), Sep 27, 1984, p.6
Citizens' Committee nominations announced (list), Oct 18, 1984, p.1
Unit Meetings here Nov 14 (list), Nov 8, 1984, p.1
Attend your Unit Meeting (ltr), Nov 8, 1984, p.6
Turnout up as 12 elected at Unit Meetings (list), Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Gratuitous reference (ltr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6
Harder than it seems (ltr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6
A way to avoid strife (ltr), Dec 13, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-ELECTIONS, NON PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY, NON PARTISAN SYSTEM, OPEN GOVERNMENT COALITION,
PROCEDURE COMMITTEE-SCS, UNIT MEETINGS

ELECTIONS-SCS-PERSONAL NARRATIVES

Living and learning about politics (edit), Aug 5, 1982, p.7

ELECTIONS-US

Senate hopefuls J Lindsay, E Holtzman speak (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.1
As Iowa goes...GOP caucus favors Bush for President, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Anderson a hit on Heathcote (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.5
Anderson: I'm not a spoiler (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Hochberg endorses Holtzman, Jul 3, 1980, p.2
Group forms for Holtzman (list), Jul 17, 1980, p.3
Ottinger selects H Gold, B D'Onofrio, H Heilpern campaign leaders, Jul 24, 1980, p.3
Too soon for a committee (ltr), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
Local men J R Ruderman, F P Rose leaders of Javits campaign, Aug 7, 1980, p.3
SCS GOP backs Javits, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Hochberg chairman of Holtzman campaign, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Tuesday is Election Day (chart; list), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Candidates square off at League meeting (photo p 14), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Vote of conscience (edit), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
For Holtzman (edit), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
Ottinger for Congress (edit), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
Decline or restoration? (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
Investment in future (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

ELECTIONS-US continued

Election tip (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
Jumping...into the fire (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
Election facts (list), Oct 30, 1980, p.21
SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Election Center (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.5
Heavy turnout (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.14
At Seely Place, Carter won (photo; list), Nov 6, 1980, p.15
EIT voters back Reagan, Holzman in heavy turnout (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.15
Heathcote students' poll predicted Reagan victory (chart; list), Nov 13, 1980, p.18
League president R J Hinerfeld gives inside story on debates (photo), May 14, 1981, p.5
Presidential hopeful A Cranston tests local waters (photo; addl photo p 11), Sep 2, 1982, p.1
Ottinger disdains 'big spender tag' (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Fossel says he's independent (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Candidates exchange charges, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Endorsements (edit), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
Election Day facts, Oct 28, 1982, p.11
Cuomo, Moynihan, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
EMT vote almost solidly Democratic (list), Nov 4, 1982, p.11
Joan Mondale plans campaign stop here (photo), Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Unemployment and election '84 (edit), Dec 22, 1983, p.7
John Muir vs James Watt (edit), Jan 5, 1984, p.7
Positives in a black candidacy (edit), Jan 12, 1984, p.7
Spokesmen for presidential hopefuls seek support of SCS Democrats, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
Tip for the Democrats (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6
Soter pulls out of congressional race, May 31, 1984, p.1
Local school leaders give support to Meyer (list), Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Ed Meyer: Pro and con (ltr), Sep 6, 1984, p.6
Last chance to register (edit), Oct 11, 1984, p.6
Sharp disagreements mark DioGuardi-Teicher contest to succeed Ottinger (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.1
LWV hears journalist M Hoffman preview '84 election, Oct 18, 1984, p.6
Questions for the voters (ltr), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
Political hopefuls speak here Monday (list), Oct 25, 1984, p.1
The leadership issue (edit), Oct 25, 1984, p.6
Four years is enough (ltr), Oct 25, 1984, p.6
Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Candidates clash one more time, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Writer backs Democrats (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
Subscriber for Reagan (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
He's ready for post-Reagan era (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
Gilaan takes to stump as Election Day nears (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.12
Politics of Levine are those of Mondale (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.12
EIT voters to help decide races (list), Nov 1, 1984, p.12
Voters here show independence in backing Reagan, Teicher, Burrows, Oppenheimer (chart p 16), Nov 8, 1984, p.1
Voters give okay to incumbents B A Gilaan, J E Flynn, R L Brodsky (photo; chart), Nov 8, 1984, p.8
Counting continues, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Teicher, Perone concede, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

ELECTIONS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

GOP backs Herold for county judge, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

ELECTIONS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY continued

Reception held for judicial candidate J R Herold, Aug 28, 1980, p.5
'Tis the season to campaign (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.3
Inquirer endorsements: G W Burrows; M B Goodhue; J R Herold (edit), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Election Center (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.5
Potential GOP candidates blast-man they hope to beat (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.1
GOP picks Grossman to face Hochberg (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.1
No (campaign spending) limits, Jul 30, 1981, p.1
Ex-Mayor B Johnson blasts Hochberg; quits GOP committee, Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Local party leader D Finger to manage Kaiser campaign, Aug 27, 1981, p.3
The Johnson letter (edit), Aug 27, 1981, p.6
Text of Johnson letter (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
Redistricting is concern of Hochberg, Grossman: Incumbent for power agency, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
Hochberg supporters meet (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.2
LWV plans candidates meeting (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Political rivals clash over incumbents' records (photo; add1 photo p 12), Oct 29, 1981, p.1
County posts at stake November 3, Oct 29, 1981, p.1
They deserve re-election (edit), Oct 29, 1981, p.6
Getting out the vote in SCS (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.6
League backs Amendment #1 (ltr), Oct 29, 1981, p.6
Likes candidates meetings (ltr), Oct 29, 1981, p.6
SCS vote helps Hochberg, DelBello win (chart p 8), Nov 5, 1981, p.1
Democrats win town, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
Winner congratulated (ltr), Nov 12, 1981, p.6
Praise for Grossman (ltr), Nov 26, 1981, p.6
Un-candidate J Ruderman, Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Propositions on ballot Tuesday, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Yes on propositions (edit), Mar 25, 1982, p.6
Propositions backed (ltr), Mar 25, 1982, p.6
Propositions pass easily, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Veteran to join county race; Liaongelli reacts, Jan 13, 1983, p.10
Candidates court Democratic caucus (cont p 16), Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Democrats pick Reid; Veteran plans primary, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Paul Feiner set to run, Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Veteran drops out of county race (photo), May 5, 1983, p.1
Mrs Hochberg to run; Tocci weighs options, May 26, 1983, p.1
GOP picks W Root candidate in Eighth, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
O'Rourke announces run in November to retain post, Jun 16, 1983, p.3
Hochberg assured of nomination, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
M Soter to head O'Rourke campaign, Jun 30, 1983, p.3
Strike called off, politics goes on (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.1
Wayne Root names campaign leaders (list), Aug 18, 1983, p.2
Legislative race (Root v Hochberg) is study in contrasts (photo p 12), Sep 22, 1983, p.1
On Democratic team (photo; list), Sep 22, 1983, p.9
Reid, O'Rourke trade jabs at debate here, Oct 13, 1983, p.1
Root campaign criticized (ltr), Oct 13, 1983, p.6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oct 20, 1983</td>
<td>Candidate Root responds</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 20, 1983</td>
<td>Kornbluh is candidate</td>
<td>p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 27, 1983</td>
<td>She's supporting Reid</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 27, 1983</td>
<td>Her choice is Reid</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 3, 1983</td>
<td>Top county post at stake</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 3, 1983</td>
<td>How to vote in SCS</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 3, 1983</td>
<td>Voters' approval asked for eight proposals</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 3, 1983</td>
<td>For Ogden Reid</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 3, 1983</td>
<td>For Audrey Hochberg</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 3, 1983</td>
<td>Give Audrey Hochberg credit</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 3, 1983</td>
<td>For O'Rourke-Root team</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 3, 1983</td>
<td>For Reid-Hochberg team</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 3, 1983</td>
<td>Don't be complacent</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 3, 1983</td>
<td>Demonstrate democracy</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 3, 1983</td>
<td>Endorsed by O'Rourke</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 3, 1983</td>
<td>Important ballot issues</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 3, 1983</td>
<td>New faces liven three-way race</td>
<td>p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 10, 1983</td>
<td>Hochberg, Reid finish first in SCS vote</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 17, 1983</td>
<td>Will Feiner fall in line?</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 17, 1983</td>
<td>Congratulations</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 8, 1983</td>
<td>Campaign</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 12, 1984</td>
<td>M Soter eyes 20th CD nomination</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 12, 1984</td>
<td>Hochberg says it's too early</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 12, 1984</td>
<td>Tough act to follow</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 26, 1984</td>
<td>Local GOP backs Soter; opposes attached houses</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 2, 1984</td>
<td>Getting a hand from the county executive</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 9, 1984</td>
<td>A draft Hochberg movement?</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 15, 1984</td>
<td>Homes here (GBH) lose power</td>
<td>p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 31, 1980</td>
<td>Power failure at high school</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 30, 1980</td>
<td>Heavy storm damage</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 13, 1980</td>
<td>Ineptitude during blackout</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 24, 1981</td>
<td>Students dismissed in power failure</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 4, 1983</td>
<td>All this and more...</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 15, 1984</td>
<td>Homes here (GBH) lose power</td>
<td>p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 5, 1981</td>
<td>Town Club tables proposal for amending Non-Partisan Resolution</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER**

**ELECTIONS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY continued**

- Candidate Root responds (ltr), Oct 20, 1983, p.6
- Kornbluh is candidate, Oct 20, 1983, p.11
- She's supporting Root (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
- Her choice is Reid (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
- Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
- How to vote in SCS, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
- Voters' approval asked for eight proposals (list), Nov 3, 1983, p.1
- For Ogden Reid (edit), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
- For Audrey Hochberg (edit), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
- Give Audrey Hochberg credit (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
- For O'Rourke-Root team (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
- For Reid-Hochberg team (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
- O'Rourke supporter (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
- Don't be complacent (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
- Demonstrate democracy (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
- Endorsed by O'Rourke (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
- Important ballot issues (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
- New faces liven three-way race in redrawn District 17 (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.11
- Hochberg, Reid finish first in SCS vote (chart), Nov 10, 1983, p.1
- Will Feiner fall in line? (ltr), Nov 17, 1983, p.6
- Congratulations (to P Feiner) (ltr), Nov 17, 1983, p.6
- Campaign (ltr), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
- M Soter eyes 20th CD nomination (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.1
- Hochberg says it's too early, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
- Tough act to follow (edit), Jan 12, 1984, p.6
- It's definite: Soter's running, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
- Local GOP backs Soter; opposes attached houses, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
- Getting a hand from the county executive (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.3
- A draft Hochberg movement? (ltr), Feb 9, 1984, p.6
- SEE ALSO APOPORTIONMENT (ELECTION LAW)

**ELECTRIC POWER FAILURES**

- Power failure at high school, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
- Heavy storm damage (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
- Ineptitude during blackout (ltr), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
- Students dismissed in power failure, Dec 24, 1981, p.5
- All this and more... (photo), Aug 4, 1983, p.9
- Homes here (GBH) lose power, Mar 15, 1984, p.10

**ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS**

- Town Club tables proposal for amending Non-Partisan Resolution, Nov 5, 1981, p.3

**ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING**

- SEE COMPUTERS

**ELECTRONIC GAMES**

- SEE GAMES, ELECTRONIC

**ELENIDIS, KRISTINA**

- Christmas through the house (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.12

**ELFENBEIN, FRED**

- New staff at Quaker Ridge: T Concannon, F Elfenbein, G Blessing (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.20

**ELIAS, IRVIN**
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ELIAS, IRVIN  continued
GCT aim: a sense of community (photo; list), Oct 14, 1982, p.15

ELIAS, VIOLA
Scofflaw crackdown, Mar 13, 1980, p.1

ELKIN, EDWARD (DR)
Hearing held on 1980 Town Budget, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
No new vote on waste district, Sep 9, 1982, p.1
Tax, salary increases draw fire at Town Hall, Dec 2, 1982, p.13
Town adopts $19.3M budget, Dec 9, 1982, p.11
Veteran: Town Hall shuffle near, Dec 8, 1983, p.11
Town Board passes $22 million budget, Dec 13, 1984, p.15

ELKIN, LEILA
Degree conferred on L J Elkin, Oct 7, 1982, p.9

ELKIN, MILTON (DR)
Local MD M Elkin president of radiologists, Dec 11, 1980, p.11

ELKIND, JEFF
Feiner to fight Conrail move, Sep 16, 1982, p.5

ELKINS, JUDY
Heathcote project teaches good nutrition (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.23
Heathcote supports a special puppy (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.1

ELKINS, STANLEY
Town sets final hearing on budget, Dec 1, 1983, p.8

ELLIOTT, JOHN JR (REV)
Rev John Elliott Jr named pastor at Greenville Church (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.18
Rev John Elliott Jr to be installed at Greenville Church; Dr N V Peale to speak (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.16
Rev J D Elliott Jr with Dr N V Peale (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.18
Firehouse gala: local men honor their own (list), May 20, 1982, p.10
The power of faith? Pastor, firefighters replace stones (photo; list), Nov 18, 1982, p.11
Local church honors war dead with one life (photo), May 26, 1983, p.6
Fire board appointment: Rev J Elliott, Feb 23, 1984, p.9
Local clergy state views on church-state mix in campaign, Sep 20, 1984, p.1
Council votes against medical building plan, Oct 4, 1984, p.11

ELLIS, ARTHUR
AFS holds Community night (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.4

ELLIS, ELIZABETH
E W Ellis dies, Dec 6, 1984, p.26

ELLIS, JAMES (AU)

ELLIS, LAURA (DR)
All-day kindergarten topic of meeting here, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
Parents split on how long is long enough for kindergarten, Feb 16, 1984, p.1

ELLIS, NANCIE
Spanish dancers perform at HS Spanish Club fiesta (photo), May 8, 1980, p.24

ELMAH, MILDRED
Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6

ELSSEN, JON
SCS High graduates issue 'Report from Campus', Feb 14, 1980, p.5

ELSEY, ALBERT
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ELSON, GLADYS
  Gray Panthers stalking through Westchester, Aug 7, 1980, p.4
  Gray Panthers are stalking issues, pushing for voters, Aug 2, 1984, p.12

ELTING, EVERETT

ELTING, MAY
  M D Elting dies, Apr 15, 1982, p.18

ELTMAN, LEN
  Successful block party (ltr), Jul 24, 1980, p.4

ELVEY, ANNETTE
  Grand opening (photo), May 14, 1981, p.11

ELVEY, MALCOLM
  Grand opening (photo), May 14, 1981, p.11

ELVOVE, ELIES
  Professional engineers name SCS an E Elvove president, Jun 23, 1983, p.4
  Board votes against closing Huntington, Jul 19, 1984, p.1

ELWELL, JOHN
  Lions Club of SCS presents check to PTA scholarship fund (photo), May 8, 1980, p.2
  Scholarship support (photo), May 7, 1981, p.20

EMANUELLE, JOSEPH
  Her faith's restored (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6

EMBARK (PLANT GROWTH REGULATOR)
  Cost-cutting idea, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
  Taxpayer says 'no' to Eembark (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4

EMERGENCY DROUGHT TASK FORCE
  SEE DROUGHT EMERGENCY-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

EMERGENCY SERVICES
  Sgt D Whitney demonstrates equipment on Police Dept's new emergency vehicle, Feb 21, 1980, p.5
  Ready for anything (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.2
  What about 911? (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
  Eleven firemen certified as EMT's, Jul 10, 1980, p.11
  Fire Dept budget out, Oct 9, 1980, p.15
  Focus on health at budget meeting, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
  State names SVAC member L Leveille (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.6
  Vial of Life could save seniors' lives, Jun 18, 1981, p.5
  On emergency care (ltr), Nov 19, 1981, p.6
  Medic Alert program starts at White Plains Hospital, Mar 11, 1982, p.2
  Emergency response praised (ltr; list), Jan 27, 1983, p.6
  New emergency system available to elderly, Jun 21, 1984, p.5
  With LifeAlert System, help is at subscriber's fingertips (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.3
  911 may be coming, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
  SEE ALSO DISASTER RELIEF, FIRST AID, LIFE ALERT SYSTEM, SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS

EMERGENCY TENANT PROTECTION ACT
  Trustees consider rent, noise laws, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
  Rent control law debated, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
  Village working on tenant protection plan, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
  Tenants seek solutions, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
  More help was possible (edit), Dec 20, 1984, p.6

EMERSON, MICK
  Plenty of admirers (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.25
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EMERY, JAMES
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Cuomo, Moynhan, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1

EMISSION AND IMMIGRATION

EMINENT DOMAIN
Village planning to condemn house; Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Stay out of court (edit), Sep 29, 1983, p.6
Condemnation, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Village set to buy land next to pool, Oct 27, 1983, p.1

EMMER, JEFFREY
Rail strike taking toll on merchants (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1
J Emmer elected new chamber president, May 17, 1984, p.2
Merchants report mixed response to evening hours, Jul 25, 1984, p.1
Sidewalk sale set for August 9-11, Aug 2, 1984, p.1
Merchants pause to relax, assess after hectic village-wide sale (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.1
M Kornfeld's poster gets the message across (photo), Aug 23, 1984, p.1

EMMERICH, SYLVIA
Trustees approve group home list, Feb 14, 1980, p.1

EMORY, BONNIE
B B Emory dies, Jan 20, 1983, p.18

EMORY, ERIC
Disappointing crowd (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6

EMORY, ERIC (AU)
Shabby treatment (ltr), Feb 21, 1980, p.4
Pro-handgun citizen replies (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
Important lesson (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
On handgun control (ltr), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Gone with the wind? (ltr), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
League decision scored (ltr), Jan 29, 1981, p.4
The Village Election-Readers' Opinions (ltrs), Mar 11, 1982, p.7
National paranoia (ltr), May 20, 1982, p.6
Update on gun legislation (ltr), Aug 5, 1982, p.6
If guns are outlawed... (ltr), Oct 21, 1982, p.6
Where greed has ruled (ltr), Sep 22, 1983, p.6

EMORY, GREER
Harris jurors see letters written by defendant, Jan 8, 1981, p.1

EMOTIONS
Take stock of your feelings (edit), Dec 29, 1983, p.7

EMPIRE STATE CRAFTS ALLIANCE
Crafts alliance, May 7, 1981, p.2
Crafts board elects gallery director S Robins, Jul 8, 1982, p.2

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM-SCS
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

EMPLOYEES
GWL--Pain or Panacea? (edit), Oct 1, 1981, p.7
Can 'Gainsharing' catch Japan? (edit), Jun 10, 1982, p.7

EMPLOYEES-SBH
Town fires worker A Hayden; says he aided GOP, Dec 3, 1981, p.22
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EMPLOYEES-GBH continued

Town employees G B Case, F North dismissed; Veteran blames money squeeze, Dec 3, 1981, p.23
Clerk F North appeals her dismissal, Dec 3, 1981, p.23
Assessor clerk F North seeks to be reinstated, Dec 17, 1981, p.18
Veteran: Town Hall shuffle near, Dec 8, 1983, p.11
SEE ALSO TEACHERS-EMT

EMPLOYEES-GBH-WAGES AND SALARIES

Arbitration panel to rule in police pay dispute, Apr 16, 1981, p.22
Employees, town renew negotiations, Jul 30, 1981, p.10
CSEA approves contract with Town of GBH, Nov 19, 1981, p.15
Tax, salary increase fire draw at Town Hall, Dec 2, 1982, p.13
Long conflict ends with raises for firefighters, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
Police contract settled, Dec 22, 1983, p.9
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-EMT-EMPLOYEES-WAGES AND SALARIES, TEACHERS-EMT-WAGES AND SALARIES

EMPLOYEES-SCS

Praise for snack bar staff (ltr), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
Employees take driving course (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.2
(assistant Village Manager position) Still vacant, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
New supervisor, R Gomes, in Rec Dept (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.5
Employee of the Week at SCS pool A Jezierski (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Village Hall interns A Vanecek, G Dolan, C Mitchell find job entails a little of everything (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.2
Village, police agree on two-year contract, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Dutiful dozen (SCS employees rewarded) (list), Mar 1, 1984, p.1
Defensive driving, Jul 12, 1984, p.1
SEE ALSO COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT CORPS-SCS, SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEES, SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNS-SCS, TEACHERS-SCS

EMPLOYEES-SCS-RETIREMENT

Two senior firemen, G Garon, J Birmingham, retire (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.10
Cordy retiring, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Tax assessor R Handley to retire (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Showing appreciation (to Ptl H Loeber) (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.12

SEE ALSO COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT CORPS-SCS, SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEES, SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNS-SCS, TEACHERS-SCS

EMPLOYEES-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES

Pool workers win raise; job action narrowly averted (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Management raises, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Pool labor dispute (edit), Aug 7, 1980, p.4
Annual flurry (edit), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
Feiner scores salary hike (ltr), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
Board to vote on one-way solution to Walworth Ave, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Negotiations on, Apr 9, 1981, p.1
Police call for binding arbitration, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Village comes to terms with clerical workers, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Police win 19% pay hike, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Library workers settle, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Trustees ok contract, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Difficult decision (edit), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
In agreement (on Fire Dept salaries), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Sacrifice of principle (ltr), Sep 24, 1981, p.6
Correct decision (ltr), Sep 24, 1981, p.6
On stemming the flood (ltr), Oct 8, 1981, p.6
Agency shop: reply from the ACLU (ltr), Oct 22, 1981, p.6
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EMPLOYEES-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES continued

Raises approved (list), Oct 29, 1981, p.1
Guards settle, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
He's number one; Other raises (for village officials) (list), Aug 19, 1982, p.1
Astronomical salaries (ltr), Aug 26, 1982, p.6
Salaries defended (ltr), Sep 2, 1982, p.6
Firefighters get pay hike, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Salary comparison (ltr), Oct 7, 1982, p.6
Revenue loss, Jan 6, 1983, p.1
Negotiating season, May 5, 1983, p.1
Talks stalled, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Three labor contracts signed, Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Village Board lapses (edit), Jul 28, 1983, p.6
Local officials get salary hikes, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Village planning to condemn house, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Village, police agree on two-year contract, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Village, firemen agree on contract, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Hold the line on salaries (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEES-WAGES AND SALARIES

EMPLOYMENT

Shorter work week advised (ltr), Dec 9, 1982, p.6

SEE ALSO DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT

EMRICH, HELEN

Agency starts program on divorce's effect on grandparents, granchildren, Sep 13, 1984, p.5

EMT

Expanded EMT coverage inside, Apr 9, 1981, p.15
Unhappy with editorial (ltr), Dec 31, 1981, p.6
Residents give a garland of new year's hopes for EMT (list), Dec 31, 1981, p.9
She disagrees with Veteran (ltr), Jan 14, 1982, p.6
On EMT coverage (ltr), Jan 6, 1983, p.6
EMT coverage praised (ltr), Feb 3, 1983, p.6
EMT keeps working (edit), Jan 5, 1984, p.6

SEE ALSO E DAY

EMT ADULT SCHOOL

EMT adult school registration day (photo; list), Feb 28, 1980, p.11
Adult School program set; new language courses offered (list), Feb 18, 1982, p.11
Adult School begins (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.13
Dancing definitely 'in' at Adult School (list), Feb 24, 1983, p.11
EAS courses: magic, science can be hard to tell apart (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.11

EMT ASSN

Chateau apt changes promised; civic groups still worried, Sep 25, 1980, p.17
'No Left Turn' by Burger King may be removed, Nov 6, 1980, p.15
GCC to help with Central Ave plans, Jan 8, 1981, p.11
Dismay over Freightway (ltr), Oct 22, 1981, p.6
Compromise on Red Lobster plan, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
Zoning Board defers Central Avenue issues, May 5, 1983, p.15
Town postpones decision on use of escrow funds, May 12, 1983, p.13
Dunns to mark 50 years of song with EMT Association (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.9
Christmas Eve voices (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.9
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EMT BOARD OF EDUCATION
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT

EMT CHILDREN'S CENTER
Day care group planning for Seely Place center, May 20, 1982, p.11
30 families sign up for new Children's Center, Jul 1, 1982, p.10
Zoning board answer to Moundroukas due this month, Jul 1, 1982, p.10
Children's Center seeking contributions; 40 sign up, Aug 5, 1982, p.11
Board appoints Finn, Fornges; Children's Center is approved, Aug 5, 1982, p.11
Planning for September (lbr), Dec 16, 1982, p.6
EMT Children's Center has high marks after four months, Dec 23, 1982, p.11
Ten million dollar budget with 7.7% tax raise gets School Board okay, Apr 7, 1983, p.11
Drop EHS class ranking, change grade weighting, report asks, May 12, 1983, p.13
High School scheduling is focus at quiet School Board meeting, Oct 13, 1983, p.11
Board gets tough on snow removal, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
Board says 'no' to Children's Center, Nov 17, 1983, p.8
After-school care: how it grew (edit), Dec 8, 1983, p.7
Board unfazed by a dark, stormy night, Mar 15, 1984, p.10

EMT CIVIC ASSN
Town boards consider plans for construction in area, Dec 23, 1982, p.10

EMT COMMUNITY COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION
SEE SCHOOLS-EMT-PTA

EMT DAY CAMP
Day camp director D Rothstein stresses group spirit among campers (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.11
Show time (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.11

EMT EMPLOYEES
SEE EMPLOYEES-GBH, SCHOOLS-EMT-EMPLOYEES, TEACHERS-EMT

EMT HIGH SCHOOL
SEE SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL

EMT JAPANESE WOMEN'S CLUB
More answers to the challenge: Japanese club helps newcomers (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.11
Women's club making life easier, Dec 27, 1984, p.9

EMT PARENTS LEAGUE
Parents' League Dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.9

EMT RECREATION COMMITTEE
SEE RECREATION DEPT-EMT

EMT SCHOLARSHIP COUNCIL
SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID

EMT SCHOOLS
SEE SCHOOLS-EMT

EMT TEACHERS ASSN
Muriel Forrest loses fight to keep EMT school job, Apr 17, 1980, p.15
Red Cross Blood Drive (photo; list), May 1, 1980, p.21
New contract for EMT teachers, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Tenure system, new athletic eligibility standard discussed, May 14, 1981, p.21
Board, ETA assessing positions to prepare for contract talks, Nov 11, 1982, p.13
ETA honors Eleanor Toab; Jun 16, 1983, p.11
Negotiators have accord on contract, Jun 30, 1983, p.11
Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11

EMT-HISTORY
When William McConkey came to call on Mrs MacKenty... (photo; list), Jun 19, 1980, p.11
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EMT-HISTORY  continued
They remember: Piekarski brothers keep past alive (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.11
EMT before the split-levels (edit), Feb 23, 1984, p.7

ENDE, JONATHAN
Seely museum program brings new view of art (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.21

ENDE, ROBERT
Neighbors fight builder in Zoning Board appeal, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
Wyndham group loses town appeal, May 17, 1984, p.9

ENDRES, DAVID
Committee names D Endres, D Carnevale chairmen, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
Everyone's invited to reception for Non-Partisan candidates (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1

ENERGY
Grossman asks repeal of energy tax, Aug 13, 1981, p.4

ENERGY CONSERVATION
Best energy saver: Turn something off (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.4
Residents battle heat costs with solid results (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
IRS energy credits; Mar 26, 1981, p.16
Conservation's the better way (illus; edit), Jul 16, 1981, p.7
Switch on to efficiency by switching off... (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1984, p.11

ENERGY CRISIS
LWV speaker R Greenes reveals 'myths' of American 'energy crisis' (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.3

ENGEL, ANDREW
Sculpture dedicated (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.10

ENGEL, BEVERLY
Board hears plea for support of interscholastic athletics, Mar 12, 1981, p.21
Sculpture dedicated (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.10

ENGEL, BONNIE
GCC airs zone concerns with councilman Abinanti (list), Mar 6, 1980, p.11

ENGEL, EDITH
Agency starts program on divorce's effect on grandparents, grandchildren, Sep 13, 1984, p.5

ENGEL, IRWIN
Board hears plea for support of interscholastic athletics, Mar 12, 1981, p.21
Irwin Engel runs for school board; Apr 9, 1981, p.21
School Board candidates: M Weitzen, S Davis, I Engel (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.20
Geno Altiere receives GCC's Silver Box Award (photo), May 7, 1981, p.24
Davis and Weitzen elected; budget passes 518 to 279, May 7, 1981, p.25
Board accepts George Wilbur's retirement; December 31 (sic), Nov 12, 1981, p.13
Nominating committee to pick from four (S Albert, B Donat, I Engel, P Hinsey) for two board slots, Jan 21, 1982, p.11
Engel withdraws Board candidacy, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
Nominating committee endorses Albert and Hinsey for board (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.19
Irwin Engel dead at 57, Nov 3, 1983, p.11
Sculpture to be dedicated in Irwin Engel's memory, Oct 4, 1984, p.10
Sculpture dedicated (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.10

ENGEL, IRWIN (AU)
Math lesson for President (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6

ENGEL, JULIE
Sculpture dedicated (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.10

ENGEL, R CARRIE
Sculpture dedicated (photo), Oct 10, 1984, p.10
ENGEL, SHERYL
Sculpture dedicated (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.10

ENGELHARDT, NICHOLAUS JR

ENGELMANN, IRIS
Signing up (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.3

ENGELMOHR, JACK
Hospital chairman: J H Engelmohr, Jan 8, 1981, p.3

ENGELSON, LISA
Race rained out, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Back in the swim of things (photo), May 26, 1983, p.1

ENGELSON, LISA (AU)
Race plans announced (ltr), Feb 3, 1983, p.6

ENGINEERING FIRMS
Engineering award (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.10

ENGINEERS

Pirnie named to committee (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.5
Chemical Engineers honor Scarsdalian Dr A H Nissan, May 6, 1982, p.18
Local resident R M Monti elected Civil Engineer of Year, Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Oscar winner has home on SCS Ave, Jul 22, 1982, p.6
Professional engineers name SCS man E Elvove president, Jun 23, 1983, p.4

ENGLANDER, BOB
Let the games begin! (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.2

ENGLANDER, JIM

ENGLANDER, JOHN

ENGLANDER, MICHAEL
Tuesday morning fever (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.3

ENGLER, BERL (AU)
Parents supporting parents (edit), Sep 16, 1982, p.7

ENGLER, JOYCE
New SNAP leadership (photo), May 20, 1982, p.4

ENGLER, JOYCE (AU)
Assn wants courts saved (ltr), Jul 8, 1982, p.6

ENGLESON, LISA
Dedicated efforts (ltr), Jun 30, 1983, p.6

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Local teacher 5 Nissen edits directory (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.4

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM
SEE SCHOOLS-ENT/SCS-ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROG

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Changing language (ltr), Oct 7, 1982, p.6

ENRICH, HELEN
Gray Panthers are stalking issues, pushing for voters, Aug 2, 1984, p.12

ENSLEY, JOANNE
Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
Spittin' images (photo; list), Jun 21, 1984, p.16

ENTERTAINERS
SEE ACTORS AND ACTRESSES
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ENTERTAINING
   Entertaining Supp (pp 12-15), Nov 8, 1984,
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS
   Environmental tests, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
   SEE CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES
EPPERSON, HERM
EPPS, LOIS VAN
   SEE VAN EPPS, LOIS
EPSTEIN, ADAM
   Despite heat, Greenacres residents ran, jumped, tossed and galloped (photo; list), Jul 7, 1983, p.2
EPSTEIN, CONNIE
   SCS hosts conference on computer use in libraries, Dec 9, 1982, p.32
EPSTEIN, JOEL (AU)
   Lawyer's role defended (ltr), Dec 27, 1984, p.6
EPSTEIN, RICHARD
   Boulder Brook house approved, Oct 9, 1980, p.6
EPSTEIN, ROBIN
   Sales associate: R Epstein (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.4
EPSTEIN, RUTH
   Art exhibit by R Epstein at bank here (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.4
   With a little help from its friends (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.2
EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT
   Why New York State needs the ERA (edit), Jun 21, 1984, p.7
EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION LAW
   SEE DIVORCE-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
EQUITATION
   SEE HORSEMANSHIP
ERBEN, HEDY (AU)
   Fair called 'memorable' (ltr; list), Apr 21, 1983, p.6
ERBSEN, CLAUDE
   AP names resident C E Erbsen new vice president (photo), May 1, 1980, p.7
   C E Erbsen will chair partnership of AP, Dow (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.4
ERDMAN, ANDY
   Members of Drama Club production, 'You Can't Take It With You' (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.1
   Sunday Rec rock (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.2
ERDMAN, AUDREY
   She's elected: A Erdman (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.15
ERDMAN, AUDREY (AU)
   Nightmare on Brite Ave (ltr), Jan 27, 1983, p.6
   Alone by myself (edit), May 5, 1983, p.7
ERFANI, SADI
   Sportswriter M Allen comes to Edgewood (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.19
ERICKSON, KIM (DR)
   SCS MD's join staff at WP Hospital, Aug 26, 1982, p.2
ERN, LOUISE
ERNST, BONNIE
   Rail strike taking toll on merchants (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1
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ERNST, BONNIE  continued
Local stores bracing for arrival of new batch of Cabbage Patch dolls, Dec 8, 1983, p.3

ERNST, KATHLEEN
Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11
Special ed director Dr E Margolis makes haste slowly (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.11
Board winds clock for study of all-day kindergarten plan, Nov 3, 1983, p.11
Minimum criteria for gifted/talented set, Jan 12, 1984, p.11
Board OK's bringing BOCES pupils home, Jun 14, 1984, p.11
New G/T curriculum to be written this summer, Jun 21, 1984, p.10
Kennedy appointed principal at Seely (list), Jul 5, 1984, p.9

ERSKINE, (MRS L GILLESPIE JR)
Greenville Church has new cookbook for sale, Dec 25, 1980, p.7

ERSKINE, DOTSIE
Festival Chorus is more than the sum of its parts (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.5

ERSKINE, GIL
Evolving recreation program speaks for itself—quietly (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.12
Speedy sexagenarian (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.3

ERSKINE, L GILLESPIE JR

ERSKINE, LOUIS
L G Erskine dies, Jan 31, 1980, p.17

ERWIN, JOHN
Local law firm now also has New York office, May 1, 1980, p.16

ESCHER, DORIS (DR)
SCS doctor D J W Escher heads Cardiological Society (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.13

ESCHWEILER, PETER
Village drafting housing plan at Westchester’s request, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
EMT couple tries again to start day care center, Oct 2, 1980, p.17

ESCROW FUNDS
Residents asked to back GCC stand on escrow funds, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
EMT residents oppose town pooling of escrow funds, Dec 17, 1981, p.17
Community opposes group home, escrow pooling (list), Apr 29, 1982, p.20
Hearing on escrow funds set, Jun 10, 1982, p.10
Residents oppose town plan for escrow funds, Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Town Board to rule on escrow fund use, Jul 22, 1982, p.11

ESHET, AHRON
Meeting of chiefs (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.4

ESKAY, JULIE
Change of uniform (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.5
Tuesday night is party time here for blind (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.6

ESL PROGRAM
SEE SCHOOLS-EMT/SCS-ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROG

ESPANET, REGIS
SCS hosting four AFS visitors (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.23
Students exchange experiences in AFS, Sep 8, 1983, p.5
AFS students R Espanet and D Siplet address school, civic groups, May 31, 1984, p.4

ESPIONAGE
Requiem for a triple agent (edit), Sep 17, 1981, p.7

ESPOSITO, PHIL
How I raised $10,000 and beat the Rangers (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p.7
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ESPOSITO, SUSAN
Day care supporters assail funding cuts in proposed budget, Dec 2, 1982, p.3

ESSEY, TINY
Marathoners hit $11,000 in fundraiser (photo), Feb 20, 1980, p.15

ESSNER, ALLEN
Decorating the Sukkah (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.17

ESSNER, DANIEL
Decorating the Sukkah (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.17

ESTABLISHMENT CLAUSE
SEE US-CONSTITUTION-AMENDMENTS-FIRST AMENDMENT

ESTATE PLANNING
Going it alone (edit), Oct 20, 1983, p.7

ESTHER MALLACH MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SEE HOSPITALS

ESTRADA, LORETTA
Morion Expo gives lessons in survival (Part I) (photo; list), Sep 18, 1980, p.4

ETHICAL HUMANIST SOCIETY
SEE WESTCHESTER ETHICAL HUMANIST SOCIETY

ETHICS
How much can (or can't) we give? (edit), Mar 24, 1983, p.7
Not the answer in Chile (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6
We are subjects in a wider community (edit), Oct 6, 1983, p.7

ETHIOPIA
Aid for Ethiopia (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.2
Food for Ethiopia (ltr), Dec 20, 1984, p.6
Edgewood students bake and sell snacks to aid Ethiopian famine victims (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.24

ETTINGER, MICHAEL
Lawyer M Ettinger starts local practice, Jan 12, 1984, p.2

ETKIND, SUSAN
Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving tradition (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.6

ETTINGER, CURTIS
C Ettinger, M Webster included in Historical Society exhibit (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.2
C T Ettinger dies, Jan 14, 1982, p.16

ETTINGER, ELMA
New sales associates: E Ettinger, C Leone, R Paulis (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.15

EVANS, ARTHUR
Arthur F S Evans named senior VP by Royal-Globe, Jan 3, 1980, p.2

EVANS, BETH (AU)
Death of a classmate (edit), Apr 8, 1982, p.7

EVANS, CHARLES
Fox Meadow Tennis Club holds 100th birthday celebration (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.15

EVANS, DONNA
Rail meeting focuses on A/C, May 14, 1981, p.2
Rail car shortage is putting (more) squeeze on commuter (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.1
Conrail stops Paul Feiner from surveying commuters, Jan 28, 1982, p.1

EVANS, ELIZABETH
Summer reading game (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.3
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EVANS, JORETTA
  SCS sings out message of hope (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.4

EVANS, KENNETH
  Parkway exit to be closed, May 21, 1981, p.1

EVANS, RONALD (AU)
  He found a new way (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.7

EVANS, WALKER
  Sarah Lawrence shows Walker Evans photographs, Aug 6, 1981, p.17

EVIATAR, ABRAHAM (DR)
  In interest of fairness (ltr), Aug 12, 1982, p.6

EVIATAR, ABRAHAM (DR-AU)
  Discriminatory decision (ltr), Jul 29, 1982, p.6

EVIATAR, DAPHNE
  Opponents of drug use push politics with anti-pot pitch (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.1

EVICTSION
  Eviction sought, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
  On Project Unicorn (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
  Way member G Shepherd says he’s leaving village, Apr 15, 1982, p.3
  Elderly widow I Galizia, faces eviction, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
  Elderly tenant I Galizia fights eviction, Dec 30, 1982, p.1

EVOLUTION
  Creationists decried (ltr), Jan 14, 1982, p.6

EWINS, BETTY
  Sixth graders learn about law from police youth officers (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.17

EWINS, ELIZABETH
  Boutique celebrating tenth year, Mar 24, 1983, p.11

EXAMINATIONS
  Mastering the mid-term (edit), Feb 2, 1984, p.7
  SEE ALSO SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TESTS

EXCHANGE OF PERSONS PROGRAMS
  Student E Kaiser chosen for foreign exchange, Jun 5, 1980, p.17
  Teens named for exchange visit (list), Jun 26, 1980, p.15
  Local teacher A Bloom to head student trip to Europe (list), Mar 19, 1981, p.22
  Local teenagers going to Israel (list), Jun 11, 1981, p.11
  Exchange student, Jun 9, 1983, p.1
  SEE ALSO AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE, STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN

EXCHANGE STUDENTS
  SEE EXCHANGE OF PERSONS PROGRAMS

EXERCISE
  In support of exercise (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.7
  Dr Moser replies (to Dr J Scheuer ltr) (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.7
  Exercise! for lots of good reasons (illus; edit), Jul 2, 1981, p.7

EXHIBITION OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (1980)
  Local fan Dr C Graves is masterminding an invasion (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.4

EXTENDED-DAY KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
  SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM

EYE
  Technique protects corneas (photo), Jul 31, 1980, p.4
  Scarsdalian M J O’Neill to direct Eye-Bank (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.2
  Local publisher W H White appointed director of Eye-Bank, Apr 16, 1981, p.2
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FABER, DAVID
School board member M Weizen charged in tax case, Jul 21, 1983, p.5

FABRIZIO, ANTHONY
Jon Blossom names A M Fabrizio campaign chairman, Aug 19, 1982, p.2

FACELLE, THOMAS
SCS vote helps Hochberg, DeBellino win (chart p 8), Nov 5, 1981, p.1
Dedication, Jun 2, 1983, p.1

FACILITIES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Trustees approve group home list, Feb 14, 1980, p.1

FADEH, LEROY
Temple re-elects L Fadeh (photo; list), Jul 10, 1980, p.12
Salute from the city (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.9

FAGAN, NELLIE
N M Fagan dies, Feb 19, 1981, p.16

FAGNONI, MARIA
SCS's luncheon retreat: Chase Park (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 26, 1982, p.1

FAGNONI, ROBERT
R F Fagnoni dies, Apr 12, 1984, p.12

FAHRINGER, HAROLD
DA replying to Harris appeal next week (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Court rejects Harris appeal, Nov 18, 1982, p.1

FAIELLA, GENNARO
Assistant Village Manager named: D Newman (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.1

FAIELLA, JERRY
Village announces start of major clean-up campaign, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Making progress (in clean-up campaign), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
Littering (photo), May 1, 1980, p.4
Clean-up continues, May 8, 1980, p.1
Shorter hours (for 7-Eleven), May 8, 1980, p.1
Clean-up continues, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
More obstructions, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Maroon raffle (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.10
Parking for bikers, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Nine-year-old J Michels' letter spurs park clean-up (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
Paper pooling, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
Safety proposal, Apr 23, 1981, p.1
For two-wheelers, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
County plan would divide SCS (maps), May 21, 1981, p.1
Traffic report says closing streets won't help Greenacres, Jun 21, 1982, p.1
Town may limit electronic games, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Way moving from Post Road home, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Assistant's assistants (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Village eyes ban on electronic games, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Latest plan for Hutch draws village criticism (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Whodunnit, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Greenacres youngsters making George Field Park 'a celebrity'(photo; list), Jul 15, 1982, p.4
Obstruction law, Jul 22, 1982, p.1
Rehabilitated downtown park is gradually taking shape (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.1
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FAIELLA, JERRY continued
Three (J Berainghaa, H Kaplan, J Panessa) charged with drug sales, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Village may force change in bus route, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Buses to continue using Fox Meadow, Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Village Manager Tooley vows better snow removal this year (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.1
Assistant here, J Faiealla, named to top Tarrytown job, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
Tribute to the manager (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Excellent job on snow (ltr), Feb 24, 1983, p.6

FAIRBAIRN, BILL
Welcome normality draws Ranger families to village (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
Computer store opening on Post Road Saturday, Jun 24, 1982, p.5
Computer evolution hitting home (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.6

FAIRBAIRN, URSULA
Local woman U F Fairbairn is IBM vp (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.7
U F Fairbairn honored by Y (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.4
Resident U F Fairbairn elected trustee of Iona, Jul 15, 1982, p.3
IBM promotes local woman U F Fairbairn, Dec 9, 1982, p.16

FAIRFAIR, JENNIFER (AU)
Hike by moonlight (ltr), Aug 28, 1980, p.4

FAIRS
Council approves June fete plan, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
Disney World comes to Edgewood (photo), May 22, 1980, p.22
Past and present featured at first GCC Festival Day (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.15
Something for everyone the theme of first GCC Festival Day (photo; list), Jun 19, 1980, p.11
Hocus-pocus in HTS (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.6
Veteran promises GCC probe of building violations, Oct 9, 1980, p.15
A grand prize (photo; list), Mar 26, 1981, p.21
...and where it stops (photo; list), Mar 26, 1981, p.21
International fair at Fox Meadow (photo; list), Apr 16, 1981, p.27
East SCS Day winners (photo; list), May 7, 1981, p.4
Edgewood Fair (photo; list), May 14, 1981, p.14
Carnival fun (photo), May 14, 1981, p.20
Historian with a green thumb: E Linville (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.3
Great day for the Irish (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.19
Fun at the fair (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.2
Having fun--face first (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.3
Clowning around (photo), May 27, 1982, p.3
East SCS Day results (list), May 27, 1982, p.4
Greenacres holds international fair (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.14
Fair at 'Fox Meadowshire' (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.16
Edgewood will be turned into Oz (photo; list), Mar 31, 1983, p.21
Land of Oz at Edgewood (photo), May 5, 1983, p.20
Village wants buses off Fox Meadow Rd, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
International Fair at Heathcote, Jun 21, 1984, p.16
Getting a new look at the carnival (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.5

FAIRSTEIN, GUY
Historical Society elects five (photo; list), Nov 15, 1984, p.3

FAIRSTEIN, LISA
Land of Oz at Edgewood (photo), May 5, 1983, p.20

FAIRSTEIN, MARC
Land of Oz at Edgewood (photo), May 5, 1983, p.20
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FAIRSTEIN, MARISA
   Land of Oz at Edgemoor (photo), May 5, 1983, p.20

FALCO, TONY
   School superintendent Dr A Larson babysits sharks (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.15

FALCONE, CHIP
   Youngsters learn bike safety (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.1

FALCONE, FRANK (DR)
   Pace picks Dr F S Falcone as VP, Sep 4, 1980, p.9

FALCONE, NOLA
   Resident M M Falcone named general partner, Jan 8, 1981, p.2

FALKENBERG, CHRISTOPHER
   Suited to a Tee: B Glassner, P Klausner, C Falkenberg (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.22
   SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
   Support urged for debate team (ltr), Oct 23, 1984, p.6

FALKENBERG, CHRISTOPHER (AU)
   No dress code (ltr), Sep 17, 1981, p.6

FALKENBERG, EDWARD
   Town Club report: Plan now for future pool surplus, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
   Club gets report from Albany, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
   Mayor appoints E Falkenberg trustee (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.1
   Productivity council, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
   Board for bottle bill, May 14, 1981, p.1
   Continuing comedy (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6
   For ‘tightening our belts’ (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6
   Effect of tax cut questioned (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6
   Village year-end balance down, but by less than anticipated, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
   Guard or light (at Chesterfield and Brite), Aug 27, 1981, p.1
   Despite closing of Woodland decision on Walworth delayed, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
   Trustees ok contract, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
   Dress code letter becomes media event (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.1
   Abstention (edit), Oct 15, 1981, p.6
   Board denies request for crèche display, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
   Assessments called unfair, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
   Rival slates named for Village Trustee: Citizens Party slatesFalkenberg, Glendon, Underweiser (photo, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
   Citizens Party turns down LWV invitation, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
   Town Club reception brings rival candidates together (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
   Coalition letters draw reactions, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
   Talking to the candidates: E Falkenberg, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
   Coalition candidates propose village recreation center, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
   March 16--Time to vote (photo), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
   Voters choose on March 16 (chart), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
   Falkenberg Memo, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
   Election choices (edit), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
   Citizens’ Party candidates win by nearly 3-1 (photo; addl photo, chart p 6), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
   Trustees vote against cable increase (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.1
   Walworth law voted down (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
   End to tax rate hikes urged, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
   Town Club debates over reports, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
   Former candidate agrees (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
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FALKENBERG, EDWARD continued

Bottle bill backed, May 20, 1982, p.1
Trustees decline to support nuclear freeze resolution, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
State criticizes court on record keeping, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
He's number one; Other raises (for village officials) (list), Aug 19, 1982, p.1
Below inflation, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Village may force change in bus route, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Resolutions, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote 4-3 to deny creche request (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Suit looms after second creche is rejected, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Town Club urges 4% limit on tax hike, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Trustees sue for barring creche display (list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Six percent village tax hike seen, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Creche's attorney fee criticized, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Tenant protection, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Tennis courts get go-ahead, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Village working on tenant protection plan, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Budget calls for 5.9% tax hike, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Town Club hears from O'Rourke, squabbles over tennis courts, Apr 14, 1983, p.2
Village, landlords moving toward tax abatement plan, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Tentative plan on tenant protection, May 12, 1983, p.1
Fuss on Fox Meadow, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Falkenberg elected VP of Seagras (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.3
Trustees vote not to restore tennis courts, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Local officials get salary hikes, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Committee to establish rent relief guidelines, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Investment strategy, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Village surplus $434,000 more than projected, Aug 18, 1983, p.1
Worst case budgeting (edit), Sep 29, 1983, p.6
Reasonable estimate asked (edit), Sep 29, 1983, p.6
Trustees promise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Three candidates (E Falkenberg, H Goldberg, W Glendon) nominated by Non Partisan committee (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Trustees vote down attached housing, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Glenden and Falkenberg: the incumbents (photo), Mar 1, 1984, p.1
4.8X hike seen in village tax rate, Mar 1, 1984, p.1
Village election campaign moves quietly toward decision, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Election endorsements (edit), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
Citizens' Party wins, but by less (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.1
Trustees back nuclear arms freeze, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
Against tax hike, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Planning Board seeks conservation zoning for large properties in East SCS, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Parties party (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Board seeks input on dish antennae but receives none, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

FALKENBERG, EDWARD (AU)

Savings not cited in report (edit), Mar 19, 1981, p.4
On causes of inflation (edit), May 21, 1981, p.6
Abstention clarified (edit), Sep 17, 1981, p.6
Anti-Bottle Bill position (edit), May 27, 1982, p.6
Trustee raps Grossman (edit), Mar 24, 1983, p.6
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FALKENBERG, EDWARD (AU) continued
   Funding plan defended (ltr), Jul 28, 1983, p.6
   Surplus called 'not excessive' (ltr), Sep 15, 1983, p.6
   Reason for fiscal conservatism (ltr), Oct 13, 1983, p.6

FALKENBERG, PAT
   Extending a warm welcome (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.21
   SHS newsletter wins competition, Jun 7, 1984, p.16
   Parties party (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.1

FALKOWITZ, STEVEN
   Extending a warm welcome (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.21
   SHS newsletter wins competition, Jun 7, 1984, p.16
   Parties party (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.1

FALL, ANNE
   Young artist A Fallon honored (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.16

FALL, FAY
   Five (S Albert, S Bloom, G Goldsholle, P Karan, R Maslow) proposed for School Board vacancies (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11
   Candidate P Karan denies conflict charge, Feb 7, 1980, p.9
   Three (S Bloom, P Karan, R Maslow) endorsed for School Board, Mar 27, 1980, p.15

FALLON, JOE
   Clothes for quake victims (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.1

FALLON, KATHERINE
   K Fallon dies, Feb 10, 1983, p.14

FALLON, MARGARET
   EHS class officers enjoy perks (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.7

FALUSSY, JOHN
   'Head shop' law, Mar 18, 1982, p.1

FALVY, HOWARD
   Citizens of the year: Luella and Alfred Slaner (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
   Happy experience (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
   Sidewalk sale, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
   Police officers J Freyer, T Carroll win awards for achievement (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.3

FAMILY
   Family—good to come home to (edit), Jul 16, 1981, p.7
   Panelists: Changing families pose new problems for students, Dec 17, 1981, p.4
   The American family is changing (edit), Feb 11, 1982, p.7
   Combatting violence in the family (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.2
   Re-constituted families among us (edit), Mar 10, 1983, p.7
   Living 'in step' (ltr), Mar 24, 1983, p.6
   Coping isn't easy in the 80's (edit), Jul 26, 1983, p.7
   Women and family (edit), Aug 4, 1983, p.7
   In hierarchy there is family (edit), Dec 15, 1983, p.7

SEE ALSO DOMESTIC RELATIONS, VIOLENCE, DOMESTIC

FAMILY COURT
   SEE COURTS

FAMILY INFORMATION AND REFERRAL SERVICE TEAMS
   ...no one to talk to (edit), Sep 1, 1983, p.7

FAMILY INSTITUTE OF WESTCHESTER
   Resident G Eisner is co-chairman of institute's campaign, Nov 20, 1980, p.10
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FAMILY PLANNING
SEE BIRTH CONTROL

FAMILY PLANNING ADVOCATES
Seven residents present as FPA honors Mary Goodhue (list), Feb 4, 1982, p.8

FAMILY SERVICES OF WESTCHESTER
Family Service names resident P J Auth, Jan 24, 1980, p.6
SCS student R Shafran finds he's one of 3, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
On adoption policy (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Family Service elects officers (list), Jul 22, 1982, p.2
You and your aging parents (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p.7
Poret named to FSM post, Dec 13, 1984, p.15

FAMILY RELIEF
Interfaith concert to raise relief funds for Cambodians (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Students set fast day to combat world hunger (list), Apr 2, 1981, p.23
SCS student A Pforzheimer plans 'Ride for Life' (photo), May 19, 1983, p.1
Thanksgiving tradition (edit), Nov 22, 1984, p.6
Red Cross asks aid for Africa, Nov 29, 1984, p.17
Greatest gift of all (ltr), Dec 6, 1984, p.6
Aid for Ethiopia (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.2
Food for Ethiopia (ltr), Dec 20, 1984, p.6
Edgewood students bake and sell snacks to aid Ethiopian famine victims (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.24
SEE ALSO OXFORD COMMITTEE FOR FAMINE RELIEF

FANE, SHEILA
Junior League: 'tis a season for filling wishes (illus), Nov 22, 1984, p.6
Art Assn awards prizes (photo; list), Nov 22, 1984, p.21

FANELLI, MARINO
Probation Director: M J Fanelli, Dec 3, 1981, p.4

FANG, KENNETH
EMT senior K C Fang cited by company, May 15, 1980, p.15

FANTAUZZI, DOUGLAS
Signing on with the corps (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.5

FANTINI, MARIO
Local students Beijing bound (list), Feb 26, 1981, p.1

FARBER, LISA
Launching 'Space Flight 324' (photo), May 8, 1980, p.23
Thirty times sixth (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.10

FARBER, PAUL
EMT resident P L Farber elected Schenley senior executive, Mar 18, 1982, p.10

FARIAN, EDNA
E B Farian dies, Nov 27, 1980, p.18

FARLEY BUILDING
Eviction effort, Nov 5, 1981, p.1
Freightway—quiet but not forgotten, Sep 2, 1982, p.1

FARLEY BUILDING PROPERTY
Railroad picks a site, Nov 29, 1984, p.1

FAROOQ, ZARAH
Foil and tin cans for lunch (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.15

FARRAKHAN, LOUIS (REV)
Jews and blacks together (edit), Aug 23, 1984, p.7
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FARRAKHAN, LOUIS (REV) continued
  Koch cited as example (ltr), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
FARRAHND, JOHN
  James Finn to join Orchestral Assn, Oct 25, 1984, p.10
FARRELL, DARIN
  The latest parlor game: analyzing the video impact (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
FARRELL, MIKE
  Young reporters tell how it was in San Francisco (photo), Jul 26, 1984, p.6
FARRELL, SEAN
  SCS offers new life for Cambodian family (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
FARRELL, THOMAS
  SCS offers new life for Cambodian family (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
  The latest parlor game: analyzing the video impact (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
FARRELL, THOMAS (AU)
  Where is the creche? (ltr), Dec 23, 1982, p.6
FARRELLY, LARRY
  SCS senior A J Spiess III killed in auto accident, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
FARRELLY, MARIE
  Regents winners: M Farrelly, P Augustin, Mar 18, 1982, p.19
FARRINGTON, R B
  Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980’s (Part 1) (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.11
FARRIS, THEODORE
  Three (T Farris, M Shapiro, L Taubes) join office of R R Ragette (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.20
FARRUGGIO, JOE
  Who ya gonna call? Flamebusters! (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.8
  Who ya gonna call? Flamebuster winners (list), Nov 15, 1984, p.10
FASHION
  Having fun with captions (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
  You can make Santa’s best dressed list without ever going far from home (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.11
  Trendsetters’ guide for back-to-school (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.6
  Positive/Negative: Two sides to every story (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.9
  School clothes offer a range of new styles (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.6
  Fall Fashion (12-p Supp), Sep 22, 1983,
  Fall Fashion ’84 (9-p Supp), Sep 20, 1984,
FASSLER, JOAN (DR)
  School Board lists legislative positions (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
FAST, HOWARD
  Howard Fast to give Leo Baeck Lecture (photo), Oct 11, 1984, p.1
FATH, ROBERT (DR)
  Doctors ready to fight plan that would close St Agnes (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.1
FATH, ROBERT JR (DR)
  Local MD R B Fath Jr named by St Agnes, Jun 23, 1983, p.5
  SCS doctors F Baska, E Rosemarin, R Fath Jr, H Lefkowitz, N Varsano-Aharon join WP Hospital, Jul 14, 1983, p.2
  Dr Robert Fath dies, Oct 13, 1983, p.1
FATHERS
  Being a single parent is difficult (edit), Oct 20, 1983, p.7
  Evening of closeness (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
  Football Father replies (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
FAUDE, ANN
  Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
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FAUDE, ANN continued
   Panelists: Changing families pose new problems for students, Dec 17, 1981, p.4
   Parents, administrators discuss curriculum at Quaker Ridge, Dec 17, 1981, p.26
   Guidance consultant hired; full-day kindergarten debated, Jan 12, 1984, p.1

FAULKNER, ALICE
   Harris jurors see letters written by defendant, Jan 8, 1981, p.1

FAUSEL, DEAN
   Adopting a baby bird (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.9
   Nature Center gets grant, Dec 8, 1983, p.11

FAUSTY, LEN
   Rotary Club meeting matches up S Burrows, J H Neale Jr (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.4

FAVA, JOHN
   Bike path plans arouse ire in Fox Meadow, Greenacres, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
   Revision (of bike path) under way, Mar 6, 1980, p.1

FAY, DOROTHY
   D A Fay dies, Feb 28, 1980, p.10

FAY, FRANKIE
   Tuesday morning fever (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.3

FAYVA, JOHN
   Boon for bicyclers (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6

FEARN, SIGNA
   S C Fearn dies, Mar 17, 1983, p.16

FEARON, GRACE
   Inquirer sold to group headed by William White (photo; list), Jan 3, 1980, p.1

FECHTER, LEWIS
   WFS set records in 1979 (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.28

FEDER, (MRS SAMUEL)
   Christmaas all through the house (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.14

FEDER, (MRS SAMUEL) (AU)
   Praise froc the Garden Club (ltr), Sep 30, 1982, p.6

FEDER, PHYLLIS
   Top young artist E Chang (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.6

FEDER, ROBERT
   Planners toss out 'covenant' plea, May 29, 1980, p.13

FEDER, SAMUEL
   Students preparing to offer safe rides home (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.1

FEDERAL BUDGET DEFICIT
   SEE BUDGET-US

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
   SCS couple C R, C Roier missing since April 8, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
   Mystery (of missing Roiers) unsolved, Jul 10, 1980, p.1
   Drug suspects arrested in EMT (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.15

FEDERAL COURTS
   SEE COURTS-US

FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING
   Bike path protest continues; Rec fees, taxi fares raised, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
   Revenue sharing, Mar 5, 1981, p.1
   Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
   Revenue Sharing, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
   Coalition candidates propose village recreation center, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
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FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING continued
Revenue sharing, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Don't expect federal revenues (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Revenue loss, Jan 6, 1983, p.1
Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1

FEDERATED CONSERVATIONISTS OF WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Conservationists back bottle bill, Apr 16, 1981, p.8
Conservationist leaders elected (list), Jul 23, 1981, p.2

FEDERATION OF CATHOLIC TEACHERS
Job action at IHM; strike looms (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1
One-day strike at IHM (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.1

FEDERICO, ARMANDO
Special Achievement awards to SCS postal employees (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.2

FEDERICO, LAUREN
Rushing the season (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.1

FEDERICO, LOUIS
G Gouveia, L L Federico named by law firm, Aug 25, 1983, p.4

FEE, BARBARA
New realtor at Angell: B M Fee (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.8

FEE, BARBARA (AU)
They want their sign back (ltr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6

FEE, FRANK (AU)
They want their sign back (ltr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6

FEE, FRANK III
Fire protection group elects resident F J Fee III to board, Jul 31, 1980, p.3
Resident F J Fee III elected, Jun 2, 1983, p.22

FEELINGS
SEE EMOTIONS

FEER, MARK
Variance issued to build home on Rock Creek Lane, Jan 28, 1982, p.4

FEET
SEE FOOT

FEIG, WERNER
SCS sings out message of hope (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.4
Celebration Tuesday for Bill of Rights (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
Mock trial raises legal questions at Bill of Rights Day celebration (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.3
Astronaut J A Hoffman to address seniors (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Hats off to the graduates (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Class of '83 (photo) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.12
Questionable compliment (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
SCS stop on Ride for Life (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.1
Students go to Washington for Presidential classroom (list), Feb 16, 1984, p.14

FEIG, WERNER (AU)
SCS High replies to student's criticism (lttrs), Feb 10, 1983, p.6

FEIGENBAUM, E S
Painters S Fodor, E S Feigenbaum showing works at SNB, Jul 3, 1980, p.8

FEIN, DAVID (AU)
Hold Watt accountable (ltr), Aug 12, 1982, p.6

FEIN, ELAINE
Award-winning writer E Fein, Oct 27, 1983, p.9
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FEINBERG, ARTHUR (DR)
- Forum here on health issues (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.1
- Doctors explore health care crisis, Sep 27, 1984, p.1

FEINBERG, ELLIOT (DR)
- Dr E Feinberg installed as president of dental society (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.20

FEINBERG, IRVING
- Nathan's elects resident I Feinberg to board, Dec 11, 1980, p.20

FEINBERG, JEROME
- No deal for couples (on Town Club dues), May 29, 1980, p.1
- Library Board elects R Cuneo president (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.1

FEINBERG, JERRY
- All you can carry for a dollar (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.1

FEINBERG, KAREN
- Top of the world, Ka (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.2

FEINBERG, MIMI
- Top of the world, Ma (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.2

FEINBERG, S JEROME
- Top of the world, Ma (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.2
- Feinberg elected president of JCC (photo), Oct 11, 1984, p.22

FEINER, CARRIE
- SCS pianist C Feiner cited by Hadassah, Sep 16, 1982, p.11
- Local pianist C Feiner listed (in Who's Who), Feb 16, 1984, p.9

FEINER, EDWARD
- Editorial bias? (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4

FEINER, PAUL
- Room for Feiner, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
- Opposition party may be created, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
- Work for taxes, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
- Committee for change organizes, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
- Focus on state issues at School Board meeting, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
- He sees no reason to change system (ltr), Feb 14, 1980, p.4
- Invitation declined, Feb 21, 1980, p.1
- Bike path protest continues; Rec fees, taxi fares raised, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
- Trustees elected; few vote (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
- Party formed, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
- Cheaper electricity, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
- Quiet reaction to budget, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
- Candidates sought (list), Apr 10, 1980, p.1
- 'Motherhood' issue?, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
- Feiner tax plan (edit), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
- Point of agreement (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.2
- She says Coalition was 'aligned' (ltr), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
- Mayor G Jensen replies to letter by Feiner, Apr 24, 1980, p.5
- Tenant protection approved; Board accepts land donation, May 15, 1980, p.1
- Ban on interviews tabled, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
- Budget passes by 3-2 margin, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
- Decision (on voter registration table) reversed, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
- Board to vote on one-way solution to Walworth Ave, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
- Cost-cutting idea, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
- Campaign costs, Oct 2, 1980, p.1
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FEINER, PAUL continued

Taxpayer says 'no' to Embark (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
Serving the flea's function (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
Motherhood issue, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Fault on both sides (edit), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Work for taxes? (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Mayor organizes support for Non Partisan System (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Work for taxes, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Political year, Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Board asks state for work for taxes law, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Book purchasing, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Local leaders express hopes for '81, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Open government group sets date for nominations, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
First issue (of campaign)?, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
Looks logical, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
Not Shermanesque, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
This is open? (edit), Jan 8, 1981, p.4
Jean Stone first woman nominated for Mayor (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Polling places (list), Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Former Feiner supporter (ltr), Jan 29, 1981, p.4
She favors election (ltr), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
Election not permitted (ltr), Feb 12, 1981, p.4
Election won't change system (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
Election campaign hits full stride, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Debate on the system (edit), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
Record turnout as Citizens Party sweeps (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Both sides talk like winners (photo; chart p 10), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Final meeting for Jensen, Browning (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Sixth trustee, Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Mayor's first job (edit), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Conflict of interest? (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Work for taxes bill introduced, Apr 9, 1981, p.4
Little criticism of Village Budget, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Home rule message, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Productivity council, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
Board for bottle bill, May 14, 1981, p.1
County plan would divide SCS (maps), May 21, 1981, p.1
Postal ruling, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
No (campaign spending) limits, Jul 30, 1981, p.1
Not in the pool, Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Response to attack, Sep 3, 1981, p.1
Commuter bus, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
Setback, Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Rail car shortage is putting (more) squeeze on commuter (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.1
Citizens protest at hearing, Oct 8, 1981, p.1
FEINER, PAUL continued

Feiner to head ad hoc group on reapportionment of County districts, Oct 15, 1981, p.4
Open Government group has new name, Oct 29, 1981, p.5
Report backs Non-Partisan Systems, but proposes changes (list), Nov 12, 1981, p.1
For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Voting places, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Referendum on Freeway (ltr), Nov 26, 1981, p.6
Residents ponder possibilities for Freeway (cont), Dec 10, 1981, p.1
Attacks on budget continue at hearing, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Confusion (concerning polling places) feared, Dec 24, 1981, p.1
Parties prepare to pick nominees, Dec 31, 1981, p.1
Parties argue over name, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Coalition announces nominating procedure, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Referendum opposed (ltr), Jan 7, 1982, p.6
Rival slates named for Village Trustee: Coalition candidates: Callaghan, Doescher, Resnick (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Citizens Party turns down LWV invitation, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Conrail stops Paul Feiner from surveying commuters, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Campaign letter provokes charges of 'aud-slinging', Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Back at the station, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
He's another Larry Johnson (ltr), Feb 4, 1982, p.6
Hearing put over, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Feiner seeks support for private bus service, Feb 18, 1982, p.3
Property no requirement (ltr), Feb 18, 1982, p.6
Land owning no criterion (ltr), Feb 25, 1982, p.6
Franchise hearing, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Coalition candidates propose village recreation center, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Hearing adjourned, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Citizens' Party candidates win by nearly 3-1 (photo; add photo, chart p 6), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Free trial run, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Commuter bus to New York has smooth trial run (photo; add photo p 12), Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Unnecessary extravagances (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Bus signups, Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Paul Feiner cited by Common Cause (list), Apr 8, 1982, p.5
No credit is due (ltr), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
End to tax rate hikes urged, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
No smoking, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Commuter bus is derailed, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Support the bus (edit), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
Bus service okayed, May 6, 1982, p.1
State hearing on bus application, May 6, 1982, p.1
Feiner to run for Assembly, May 13, 1982, p.1
Curran, Feiner declare, May 20, 1982, p.1
Democratic leaders back Hochberg, May 27, 1982, p.1
Buses start Tuesday, May 27, 1982, p.1
Re-evaluating, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
Commuters bid Conrail adieu (photo), Jun 3, 1982, p.5
Teacher backs former student (ltr), Jun 3, 1982, p.6
Railroad issue, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Victory could hurt party (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
Need help from the state? Paul Feiner says, call him, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
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FEINER, PAUL continued
No LUV debate, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
District lines rejected, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Trustees decline to support nuclear freeze resolution, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Free trial bus ride to city offered, Jun 24, 1982, p.2
SCS back in Burrows' district, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Debt of gratitude (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
No primary, Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Audrey Hochberg drops out of race, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Commuter buses being detoured, Jul 22, 1982, p.1
Commuters' choice, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Feiner named to state unit, Jul 29, 1982, p.2
More Conrail suits expected next week, Jul 29, 1982, p.5
Feiner to fight Conrail move, Sep 16, 1982, p.5
Free week, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
More on parking, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Feiner starting regional council, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Little response to parking plan (photo), Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Commuter suits, Oct 26, 1982, p.1
Feiner bus service gets permanent state authority, Oct 28, 1982, p.15
No settlement (in Conrail suits), Nov 18, 1982, p.1
Goodbye to all that (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
Village may force change in bus route, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Buses to continue using Fox Meadow, Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Strike plans, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
Grossman in race for Village Board (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.1
Local court to get first Conrail case, Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Bi-partisan effort?, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Judge's decision awaited in commuter v Conrail suit, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Galloway named acting attorney, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Village backs seating for disabled, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Judge finds Conrail liable in law suit, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Disabled seating, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Village working on tenant protection plan, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Never too late, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Siims sets own style (list), Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Riders strike back, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Paul Feiner thanked (ltr), Apr 21, 1983, p.6
Paul Feiner set to run, Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Seats for disabled, May 5, 1983, p.1
Veteran shifts his campaign direction, May 5, 1983, p.15
Disabled seating plan to start, May 26, 1983, p.3
Feiner's leaving, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican cals, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Fuss on Fox Meadow, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Village wants buses off Fox Meadow Rd, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
New bus, old route, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Democratic primary in SBM is off, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
Commuter bus re-routed until bridge is rebuilt (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.1
Polls moved for Conservative primary, Sep 8, 1983, p.11
FEINER, PAUL continued
On Democratic team (photo; list), Sep 22, 1983, p.9
Hopefuls vie for Town Board, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
Will Feiner fall in line? (ltr), Nov 17, 1983, p.6
Congratulations (to P Feiner) (ltr), Nov 17, 1983, p.6
Opposition preparing to run, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
County budget reform asked; LWV raps time limit on speech, Dec 15, 1983, p.2
VIP bus service will end Dec 30, Dec 22, 1983, p.1
VIP, RIP (edit), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
Goldenstein named Coalition candidate (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Intern M Steinman joins Feiner effort, Jan 12, 1984, p.10
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
County Board votes for three percent sales tax, May 24, 1984, p.1
Conrail appealing awards (list), Jul 25, 1984, p.11

FEINER, PAUL (AU)
Wants budget committee (ltr), Jan 3, 1980, p.4
He wants Board to act (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Feiner explains position on budget (ltr), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
Beauty contest? (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
On Golf Club membership (ltr), May 29, 1980, p.4
He wants inside table (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Report on registration (ltr), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
Feiner scores salary hike (ltr), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
Proposed changes outlined (ltr), Sep 4, 1980, p.4
Issue discussion debated (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
Message from Coalition (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Value of dissent cited (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6
He likes awards program (ltr), Jun 25, 1981, p.6
Feiner praises Mayor (ltr), Jul 23, 1981, p.6
Coalition will continue (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Thanks for the support (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6
Obstruction charged (ltr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
Candidate urged to debate (ltr), Jan 27, 1983, p.6
Investigation urged (ltr), Mar 24, 1983, p.6
The 'invisible branch' of government (edit), Jun 14, 1984, p.7

FEINER, SYLVIA (AU)
Readers take sides in village election (lttrs), Mar 12, 1981, p.4

FEINFOLD, STANLEY
Coordinator: S Feinfeld, Aug 25, 1983, p.11

FEINGOLD, JUDITH
Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part II) (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13

FEINGOLD, MARTIN (DR)
White Plains Hospital names Dr M Feingold and Dr D J Narins section chiefs, Apr 26, 1984, p.2

FEINSTEIN, DIANE
Young reporters tell how it was in San Francisco (photo), Jul 26, 1984, p.6

FEIST, NINA
Salad days in Greenacres (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.3

FEIST, STEFANIE
Trained babysitters (photo), Apr 30, 1981, p.34
Picking out their gifts (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.4
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FEIST, SUSAN
   Friends of Y teacher who lost legs, N Olson, to present her with special vehicle, Jun 7, 1984, p.5

FELDBLUM, SELENE
   Forum examines problems of aging, Oct 9, 1980, p.4

FELDER, MYRNA
   Lawyer explains new divorce law, Jun 19, 1980, p.1

FELDINGER, PHYLLIS
   Works by EMT artists P Feldinger, R Friedel shown, Mar 3, 1983, p.12

FELDHAN, BARBARA

FELDHAN, JOAN
   Referendum needed for (EMT school) phone system, Jul 7, 1983, p.9
   Five proposed as candidates for School Board (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.11
   Feldman, Weinreich are board nominees, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
   Candidates Feldman, Weinreich accept PTA invitation, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
   Mrs Davis, Mermel will run for (EMT School) board, Apr 5, 1984, p.11
   Petition signatures arouse controversy on EMT School Board, Apr 26, 1984, p.11
   Rules group to study nominating procedure (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.11
   Board of Ed enters Moundroukas battle, May 10, 1984, p.13
   Parents asked to participate in selection of administrator, May 17, 1984, p.9
   Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10
   Interim superintendent appointed: Dr J S Caramite, Oct 11, 1984, p.9
   Hockey team to get coach and uniforms: EMT Board of Education (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.11

FELDHAN, LINDA
   Quaker Ridge parents up in arms over schedule proposal, May 15, 1980, p.1
   Quaker Ridge Staff Recognition day (photo; list), May 29, 1980, p.14
   PRC superintendent K Batchelor says indoor pool is possibility, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
   QR welcomes new parents, Sep 11, 1980, p.17
   QR welcomes parents from foreign countries, Sep 25, 1980, p.18
   Quaker Ridge librarian E. Kebabian to retire, Jun 18, 1981, p.15

FELDHAN, LINDA (AU)
   Failure of communication (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4

FELDMAN, ROBERT
   R H Feldman dies, Dec 27, 1984, p.10

FELDMAN, ROBERT (AU)
   Pogo, not Charlie Brown (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4

FELDSHON, HARRIET
   Village staff member H Feldshon honored, Apr 19, 1984, p.16

FELICE, RENEE (AU)
   If not now, when? (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6

FELICE, WALTER
   Employees take driving course (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.2

FELLOWSHIPS
   SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID

FELSENFELD, RANDY
   School district hires 14 new staff members, Sep 6, 1984, p.11

FEMIA, JOHN
   Square Pegs at the Junior High (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.23

FEMINISM
   SEE FEMINIST MOVEMENT, WOMEN-SOCIAL CONDITIONS
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FEMINIST MOVEMENT

Worried about (women's) movement (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
We're more alike than different (edit), Jan 14, 1982, p.7
In search of a heroine (edit), Mar 17, 1983, p.7
Feminist 'myth'? (ltr), Mar 24, 1983, p.6

FENEBERT, LEE

Boulder Brook boasts legacy of fine horsemanship (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.6

FENCES

Tennis court feud continues, Aug 14, 1980, p.1
Stones' tennis court fence okayed, May 27, 1982, p.3
Grossman gets BAR to approve fence, Jun 17, 1982, p.3
Grossman, officials trade harassment charges, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
BAR approves disputed fence, Mar 10, 1983, p.4
We all care—or should (ltr), Sep 1, 1983, p.6
Public hearings, Jan 19, 1984, p.1

FENDELHAH, BURTON

The best art investment: 'Buy what you like', Jan 10, 1980, p.4
Late, crowded and hot trains are way of life for Harlem Line riders (photo), May 22, 1980, p.1
Neighbors likely to oppose home, Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Village likely to oppose halfway house (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Village prepares to fight against halfway house, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Search for Change subduits second plan; seeks help, May 27, 1982, p.1
Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1
Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Village won't try to block home, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Conrail sued, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Comuter suits, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
No settlement (in Conrail suits), Nov 18, 1982, p.1
Comuter suits, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Local court to get first Conrail case, Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Judge's decision awaited in comuter v Conrail suit, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Extension given, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Judge finds Conrail liable in law suit, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Group home opens, May 5, 1983, p.1
Small turnout for railroad hearing (list), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Good neighbors (list), Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Fears allayed as Post Road home settles in (photo), Nov 10, 1983, p.6

FENDELMAH, BURTON (AU)

No room for compromise (ltr), Apr 22, 1982, p.6
Railroad riders' rights (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Against rent control (ltr), Jan 12, 1984, p.6
He's proud of police (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6

FENDELMAH, HELAINE

The best art investment: 'Buy what you like', Jan 10, 1980, p.4
Resident H Fendelman named director of Lower Hudson Conference, Nov 19, 1981, p.3
Resident H Fendelman, partner J Schwartz form antique appraisal firm, May 27, 1982, p.20
Resident H Fendelman writes column for design magazine, Sep 13, 1984, p.19

FENDELMAH, HELAINE (AU)

Don't leave home without it (edit), Mar 15, 1984, p.7
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FENSTERHEIM, SIMEON
Bridge over the 'River Hai' (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.18

FENTON, LEO
Neighbors protest proposal for cluster housing on Post Road (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Decision on cluster plan delayed by legal ruling (illus), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Clusterphobia, May 1, 1980, p.1
Polera gets nod on Freightway project, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Trustees vote to hire Freightway consultants, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Village to buy lot downtown, Nov 26, 1981, p.1

FENTON, MARION
Trustees vote to hire Freightway consultants, Jun 25, 1981, p.1

FERDEN, BRUCE
White Plains Symphony welcomes guest conductors K Schermerhorn, P Dunkel, B Ferden, J Covelli (photo, Sep 24, 1981, p.4
White Plains Symphony names new conductors for 1983-84 (photo), May 5, 1983, p.17

FERETICH, EVA
Squash tree? (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.8

FERETICH, IVKA
Living Doll (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.13

FERETICH, NICHOLAS
Squash tree? (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.8

FERGUSSON, MARTIN (AU)
Hunger in America (edit), Jul 7, 1983, p.7

FERGUSSON, C M (AU)
He's bored by controversy (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6

FERGUSSON, MURRAY
Two Lutheran churches unite in '79 (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.34

FERGUSSON, WALTER
Eleven firemen certified as EMT's, Jul 10, 1980, p.11
Prize-winning class (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.17
Pair (W Ferguson, D Raftery) attend course, Apr 29, 1982, p.20

FERGUSSON, WINNIE
Our man in 'PT' (edit), Oct 21, 1982, p.7

FERNANDEZ, LES
Teen center director L Fernandez tells success story (photo), Mar 12, 1981, p.5
Panel: Growing up here not easy, Apr 1, 1982, p.5

FERNANDEZ, WILLIAM
W B Fernandez dies, Nov 6, 1980, p.18

FERNANDO, AGNES
A Fernando dies, Sep 23, 1982, p.15

FERON, ANDREW
EMT theater group displays community talent (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.17
Alternative School students find China 'breathtaking' (photo p 12), Mar 26, 1981, p.5
SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
Two SHS students, A Feron, J Collins, are finalists to go abroad in AFS program (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.3
Panel: Growing up here not easy, Apr 1, 1982, p.5
SHS students J Collins, A Feron going abroad (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.3
Students exchange experiences in AFS, Sep 8, 1983, p.5
Reassembling Cairo (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.4

FERON, ANDREW (AU)
Democracy is not a spectator sport (edit), Jun 21, 1984, p.7
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FERON, JAMES
Dramatic moment at trial, Dec 11, 1980, p.1

FERON, JEANNE
Community meeting looks toward future, Oct 7, 1982, p.1

FERONE, JOSEPH
Most at hearing back 4 lanes on Hutch, Jun 24, 1982, p.1

FERRANTE, CONSTANTINO
C Ferrante dies, Oct 23, 1980, p.18

FERRARO, ANTHONY
Town: 'No disco', Jun 26, 1980, p.19

FERRARO, DONALD
Are bike thefts rampant? (ltr), Jun 4, 1981, p.6
Officer D Whitney suspended, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Three (J Bermingham, H Kaplan, J Panessa) charged with drug sales, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Gunman robs (SCS Natl) bank, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Police roadblocks, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Reducing accidents, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
New police chief named: D Ferraro (photo), Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Halloween tips from police chief, Oct 27, 1983, p.3
Burglary suspects nabbed, Nov 10, 1983, p.1
New sergeant on the force (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.3
SCS responds to Orwell's vision, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
Roadblock ahead, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Special Police sworn in (photo; list), Feb 2, 1984, p.2
No left turn sign, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Reorganization gives local police more flexibility, Feb 23, 1984, p.1
Doctors S S Raizes, H A Fialk get their badges (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.5
Police begin new effort to catch drunk drivers, May 24, 1984, p.1
DWI checkpoint nabs six (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.1
Village Board to name Ferraro permanent chief (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.1
Right man for the job (edit), Jun 7, 1984, p.6
Another roadblock, Oct 4, 1984, p.1
Pedestrian safety award (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.9
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Tips from police on Halloween safety, Oct 25, 1984, p.4
Roadblock Friday, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Light's on, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Sobriety roadblock nets few drivers, but garners approval from residents (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.1
Seat belt law, Dec 13, 1984, p.1
Board seeks input on dish antennae but receives none, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

FERRARO, DONALD (AU)
Reply from the police (ltr), Oct 1, 1981, p.6

FERRARO, GERALDINE
Before San Francisco: G Ferraro (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.2
Young reporters tell how it was in San Francisco (photo), Jul 26, 1984, p.6
Voters here show independence in backing Reagan, Teicher, Burrows, Oppenheimer (chart p 16), Nov 8, 1984, p.1

FERRARO, THOMAS
Residents praise Bill Dean as someone who puts people first (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.1

FERREIRA, LOUIZ
Three Scouts in a boat (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
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FERREIRA, YAGO
  Three Scouts in a boat (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
FERREIRA, EILEEN
  Role playing (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.3
FERRETS
  Stolen ferret is back home at (GBH Nature) Center (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.7
FERRI, LISA
  St Agnes Hospital honors outstanding young volunteers (list), Nov 24, 1983, p.4
FERRIN, ALLAN
  Local man A W Ferrin president of management association, Aug 27, 1981, p.4
FERRIS, HELENE (RABBI)
  SCS residents H Ferris, R Shapiro, J Prosnit ordained as rabbis, Jun 18, 1981, p.12
  Five local women conquering the 'last bastion' (Part I) (photo), Nov 11, 1982, p.6
  Local women in the clergy: a closer look (Part II) (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
FERRY, CAROL
  Drowning on Fort Hill, Aug 20, 1981, p.15
  Vigiliers make silent statement (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.1
FERRY, CAROL (AU)
  Apologize, she says (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.5
  Tears of sadness? (ltr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
FERRY, W H
  Vigiliers make silent statement (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.1
FERTIK, BOB
  Citizens protest at hearing, Oct 8, 1981, p.1
  Town Democrats endorse power referendum, Dec 17, 1981, p.16
FESTIVAL CHORUS
  SEE PERFORMING ARTS
FEUER, CHARLES
  Town negotiating terms for Red Lobster plan, Jan 6, 1983, p.11
  Angry residents rip shopping center owners, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
FEUERSTEIN, BERNARD
  Subdivision ruling put off, Feb 12, 1981, p.5
  Swimming pool permit upheld, Feb 26, 1981, p.2
FEUERSTEIN, DAVID
  Adopt a park (photo), Apr 30, 1981, p.1
FEUHRER, MITZI
  Good Samaritans (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
FEWKES, JEWEL
  More state aid cuts school tax increase, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
FIALK, MARK (DR)
  Doctors G S Raizes, M A Fialk get their badges (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.5
FICHTER, TOVE
  Memorial fund for GBH Library in name of T Fichter, Dec 29, 1983, p.3
FIDERER, ADELE
  School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
  Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
  Teachers Institute focuses on writing (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.20
  Sheldon Levine leaving SHS (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1
  Dr Sprague, teachers explain curriculum process, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
  School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIDERER, ADELE (AU)</td>
<td>Good writing isn’t easy (edit)</td>
<td>Jun 23, 1983</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIEBISER, BALINDA</td>
<td>Everybody got in on the act (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 8, 1984</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIELDER, ANITA</td>
<td>Pearl of an Event (photo)</td>
<td>May 26, 1983</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pearl stringer P Song joins Treasures</td>
<td>Dec 1, 1983</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stay open Thursday night (ltr)</td>
<td>Jun 28, 1984</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIELDER, EDGAR</td>
<td>Students rapt as East-West trade kudos and barbs (photo; list)</td>
<td>Oct 11, 1984</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIELDER, JESSIE</td>
<td>Council promoting recycling program (list)</td>
<td>Nov 20, 1980</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village Club elects J Fiedler, M Weissman co-presidents (list)</td>
<td>May 7, 1981</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village Club names co-presidents against R Pessin, J Fiedler (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 11, 1982</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New proposals meet opposition</td>
<td>Sep 30, 1982</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village passes parking plan</td>
<td>Nov 11, 1982</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Playground program criticized</td>
<td>Apr 14, 1983</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-Partisans name B Johnson and J Fiedler campaign leaders</td>
<td>Jan 19, 1984</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village election campaign moves quietly toward decision</td>
<td>Mar 15, 1984</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Citizens’ Party wins, but by less (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 22, 1984</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIELDER, JESSIE (AU)</td>
<td>Be part of the system (ltr)</td>
<td>Nov 6, 1980</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time to speak up (ltr)</td>
<td>Dec 24, 1981</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIELDER, MICHAEL</td>
<td>Regional champions (photo; list)</td>
<td>Dec 19, 1980</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Letter winners (photo; list)</td>
<td>Dec 8, 1983</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIELD, SANDRA</td>
<td>Noted cooking writer J Scobey describes challenges of editing a master</td>
<td>Aug 13, 1981</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIELD, PAUL</td>
<td>Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980’s (Part II) (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 24, 1980</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S Angell member of All Points Relocation (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 28, 1980</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angell now Field Associates (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 7, 1982</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arthur Manorite protests (ltr)</td>
<td>Dec 20, 1984</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIELDS, BERTRAM</td>
<td>Bertram and Roberta (Peters) Fields to be honored at WRT dinnerdance (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 30, 1981</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roberta Peters: a life woven with tradition (photo)</td>
<td>May 14, 1981</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIELDS, DOTTIE</td>
<td>Less than two weeks to showtime (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 17, 1980</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIELDS, DVORA</td>
<td>Walk Up has new owners, D Fields and S Miller (photo)</td>
<td>May 19, 1983</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIELDS, HARRY</td>
<td>Friends of center plan fund drive (list)</td>
<td>Mar 12, 1981</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIELDS, ROBERTA</td>
<td>Bertram and Roberta (Peters) Fields to be honored at WRT dinnerdance (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 30, 1981</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEE ALSO PETERS, ROBERTA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIELDS, SHIRLEY</td>
<td>14K success marks Wilson's golden year (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 4, 1982</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FIERSTEIN, FRANCINE
   New music group turns town into summer festival (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.6
   Members R Gerloff, F Fierstein named to board of SCS Historical Society, May 6, 1982, p.5
   To the kids at Hoff, Nick’s the MVP (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.1
   Fiber of Jewish life woven into Passover crafts (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.6

FIERSTEIN, MICAM
   SHS grad M Fierstein named assistant principal, Sep 16, 1982, p.8

FIFTY POPHAM ROAD ASSN
   Fifty Popham holds election (list), May 22, 1980, p.5
   Support for bike law (lit.), Jun 19, 1980, p.4

FIGGORD, EMILY
   First day of school (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.15

FIGGORD, SUZANNE
   First day of school (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.15

FIBUEROA, MELVIN
   Show time (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.11

FIGURE SKATING
   SEE SKATING

FILANCIA, ANTHONY
   Commendations to A Filancia, H Loebler, R Slattery, J Freyer, R Carroll, May 22, 1980, p.1
   Suspect W Freeman nabbed in stolen car, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
   Three (J Beramkiah, H Kaplan, J Panessa) charged with drug sales, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
   Women (P E Fuller, M C Johnson) accused of shoplifting spree, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
   Suspected burglars nabbed, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
   Commendations (for six police officers), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
   Vandals hit Greenacres again, Mar 3, 1983, p.3
   Police honored, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
   Police make first arrest in gang attack at high school, Nov 29, 1984, p.1

FILARDO, FRANK
   Last days to sail (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.3

FILARDO, ANTHONY
   Seven-year-old camper A Filardo injured, Aug 16, 1984, p.3

FILLER, LARRY
   Train station to get repairs, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
   Fire (on trains), this time; Citizen efforts, Feb 2, 1984, p.1

FILLMORE, CURTIS
   Mormons share techniques of home food preserving (Part II) (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.8
   Something for Santa (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.5
   Garff named new Mormon bishop (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.14

FILLMORE, KIMBERLY
   Mormons hold graduation (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.14

FILLMORE, KRISTEN
   Edgewood 6th grader meets Sandy Duncan, Jun 19, 1980, p.12
   They’re oriented (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.1

FILLMORE, PHYLLIS
   Mormons share techniques of home food preserving (Part II) (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.8

FINANCE, GBH
   SEE BUDGET-GBH

FINANCE, PERSONAL
   The rich get...poorer (edit; illus), May 6, 1982, p.7
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FINANCE, PERSONAL continued
   Women's money for women's needs (edit), Jun 23, 1983, p.7
   Going it alone (edit), Oct 20, 1983, p.7
   Technician vs fundamentalist (edit), Sep 13, 1984, p.7
FINANCE, SCS
   SEE BUDGET-SCS
FINCK, EVELYN
   E Finck elected by Asbury, Jun 19, 1980, p.18
FINDER, KENNETH (AU)
   Drivers: follow rules (ltr), Aug 27, 1981, p.6
FINLAY, OMAR
   Happy birthday, Babar! (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.21
FINE, DAVID (DR)
   Dr D Fine dies, Feb 18, 1982, p.16
FINE, HOWARD
   Collapse of platform sends 11 partygoers to hospital, Sep 3, 1981, p.5
FINE, JOHN
   SCS man J C Fine wins environmental award, Feb 23, 1984, p.3
   Local man J C Fine wins festival award, Dec 27, 1984, p.4
FINE, JOHN (AU)
   The ocean is becoming polluted (edit), Apr 12, 1984, p.7
   He got through the winter, at least (edit), Aug 30, 1984, p.7
   Then, whose fault is it? (edit), Sep 20, 1984, p.7
   Memories of a Cambodian village (edit), Nov 15, 1984, p.7
FINE, JONATHAN
   Magic at Rec Night (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.26
FINE, JULIA (AU)
   A draft Hochberg movement? (ltr), Feb 9, 1984, p.6
   Views called bigoted (ltr), Oct 25, 1984, p.6
FINE, LEAH
   Changing storefronts ahead (list), Jan 19, 1984, p.1
FINE, LORETTA
   Collapse of platform sends 11 partygoers to hospital, Sep 3, 1981, p.5
FINE, MICHAEL
   EMT Children's Center has high marks after four months, Dec 23, 1982, p.11
FINE, MORTON
   Board of Education revises phys ed substitution rule, Feb 12, 1981, p.17
   Tenure system, new athletic eligibility standard discussed, May 14, 1981, p.21
   Board passes new cut policy, 5 to 2, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
   Parents urge board to support interscholastic athletics, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
FINELLI, GERARD
   Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
   Campaigns come to SCS (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.1
   Hochberg, Reid finish first in SCS vote (chart), Nov 10, 1983, p.1
FINGER, DANIEL
   Cub Scout Pack 60 cleans up Drake Edgewood Park (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.4
FINGER, DOROTHY
   Senate hopefuls J Lindsay, E Holtzaan speak (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.1
   Local chairman of Democrats D Finger backing Lindsay (list), May 29, 1980, p.3
   Party caucuses, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
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FINGER, DOROTHY continued
Debate slated, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Coalition slate airs views (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
Local party leader D Finger to manage Kaiser campaign, Aug 27, 1981, p.3
Hochberg supporters meet (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.2
Election decision, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
'81 election results Democratic highlight (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.22
Campaign letter provokes charges of 'mud-slinging', Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Democrats plan candidates night, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Village candidates plan public, TV appearances, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Feiner to run for Assembly, May 13, 1982, p.1
Democratic leader D M Finger now law partner, May 20, 1982, p.8
GOP may challenge Non-Partisan nominee, Nov 18, 1982, p.1
Candidates court Democratic caucus (cont p 16), Jan 27, 1983, p.1
SCS united?, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Alia Angrilli named Democratic chairman (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Boards and councils, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Democrats elect H G Landau new party leader (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.1

FINGER, DOROTHY (AU)
Dates for voters (ltr), Jan 3, 1980, p.4

FINGER, KENNETH
Town Club: Teacher pay should rise less than cost of living, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Finger candidate for Supreme Court (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.4
Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Hochberg, Reid finish first in SCS vote (chart), Nov 10, 1983, p.1
Pisani convicted on eighteen counts, Jun 7, 1984, p.1

FINGEROTH, ABRAHAM (DR)
Zionist leader Dr A I Fingeroth receives award, Mar 27, 1980, p.11

FINGERPRINTS
Merit badge seminar scheduled (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.5
Parents can have children fingerprinted, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
S Kessler gets fingerprints taken by police aide P Poveromo (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.1
Fingerprint ID cards offered, Mar 31, 1983, p.15
Safety Awareness Day (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.3

FINIELLO, PHILIP
Totally awesome (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1

FINK, JEAN
WRT plays host to seder for Japanese-American Cultural Program (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.8
School leaders, parents review lunch situation, Oct 2, 1980, p.1
AFS exchange students visit SCS Rotary Club (photo), May 14, 1981, p.13
Despite closing of Woodland decision on Walworth delayed, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Attacks on budget continue at hearing, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Panel: Growing up here not easy, Apr 1, 1982, p.5
Bowl Dinner a musical, literary, psychological affair (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Village Club names J Fink, R Pessin co-presidents, other officers for 1983-84 (photo; list), Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Village Club goes Western (photo), May 12, 1983, p.1
O'Rourke appoints local woman J Fink (list), Aug 4, 1983, p.3
Citizens urge improvements in downtown parking, traffic, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
County budget reform asked; LWV raps time limit on speech, Dec 15, 1983, p.2
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FINK, JEAN continued
  Goldenstein is candidate in search of forum, Jan 19, 1984, p.1
  Runyon- esque (photo), May 10, 1984, p.1
  Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
  Dramatizations reveal justice to Village Club (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
  Woman's Club faces loss of role in nominating system, Oct 18, 1984, p.1
  Woman's Club keeps Non-Partisan role, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

FINK, JEAN (AU)
  Village Club proposes compromise (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.5
  Alternatives to prison seen (edit), Oct 29, 1981, p.7
  Grass-roots opportunity (ltr), Jan 12, 1984, p.6

FINK, MARVIN
  Village Board makes Walworth one-way (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.1
  Trustees move to close Walworth Ave, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
  Repairs to close part of Walworth, Sep 24, 1981, p.1
  Conservation zoning subject of queries, concerns at meeting, Sep 6, 1984, p.1

FINK, STANLEY
  S Fink names E Nardecchia Westchester director, Jul 14, 1983, p.4

FINKELSTEIN, FRANK (DR)
  Village prepares to fight against halfway house, Apr 22, 1982, p.1

FINKELSTEIN, MICHAEL
  Resident M Finkelstein is new senior VP (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.4

FINKELSTEIN, SEYMOUR
  SCS names S Finkelstein elected alumni trustee at Penn (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.7

FINLEY, DAVID (DR)
  Doctors D H Finley and R S Reiffel elected to College of Surgeons, Apr 5, 1984, p.18

FINLEY, JOHN
  Taking the Fourth seriously (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.9

FINN, JAMES
  EMT picks J L Finn as superintendent, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
  Board appoints Finn, Fornges; Children's Center is approved, Aug 5, 1982, p.11
  He's number one; Other raises (for village officials) (list), Aug 19, 1982, p.1
  Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16
  New superintendent J L Finn puts people first (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.13
  Board returns to business as usual, Oct 21, 1982, p.11
  School board sets ambitious program, Nov 11, 1982, p.12
  School programs examined in open board discussions on Tuesday, Dec 16, 1982, p.15
  Board hires new EHS counselor; studies course proposals, Jan 13, 1983, p.11
  Long-range forecasts, current problems liveen board meeting, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
  Board study series opens with broad reviews of operations, Feb 17, 1983, p.11
  Board hears report on pupil personnel, Mar 3, 1983, p.13
  Board opens faculty courses; OK's plan for gifted/talented, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
  Ten million dollar budget calls for 7.7% tax raise; aid assumed, Mar 17, 1983, p.11
  Mrs Crowder to receive GCC award; Finn to speak (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.13
  First grade, upkeep at Seely discussed, Apr 14, 1983, p.13
  Grading review on board's agenda, Apr 28, 1983, p.14
  Finn repeats idea for regrouping lower grades, Apr 28, 1983, p.15
  Drop EHS class ranking, change grade weighting, report asks, May 12, 1983, p.13
  Proposals to board aim at high school, May 19, 1983, p.10
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FINN, JAMES continued

Seely parents ask board for reassurance on class size, Jun 2, 1983, p.13
Concern with gifted/talented voiced, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Board ends class ranking at EHS, Jun 16, 1983, p.11
Board fills new district-wide director's post in split vote, Jun 23, 1983, p.11
Sports staffing at EHS: call it a whole new ballgame, Jun 30, 1983, p.11
Negotiators have accord on contract, Jun 30, 1983, p.11
Referendum needed for (EMT school) phone system, Jul 7, 1983, p.9
Pay raises for staff approved, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
Parents' concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
John Moyle named to (EMT) School Board, Aug 10, 1983, p.9
Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11
Residents call for more information at hearing, Sep 22, 1983, p.9
Board sets goals; safety is concern, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
Voters okay new phones, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
High School scheduling is focus at quiet School Board meeting, Oct 13, 1983, p.11
Board gets tough on snow removal, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
Board winds clock for study of all-day kindergarten plan, Nov 3, 1983, p.11
Board prepares to fight state plan, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
Board says 'no' to Children's Center, Nov 17, 1983, p.8
Board debates plea for gym consultant, Dec 1, 1983, p.8
Kindergarten study begins; board considering SAT course, Dec 8, 1983, p.10
Minimum criteria for gifted/talented set, Jan 12, 1984, p.11
Finn takes onus on 'Sunshine' evasion (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.11
NY regent J E Beyer to discuss board's controversial plan, Jan 19, 1984, p.11
EMT kept in the dark (ltr), Jan 26, 1984, p.6
Meyer stresses need for reforms (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.11
Selection criteria for 'gifted' set, Feb 9, 1984, p.11
School Board looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p.10
Board unfazed by a dark, stormy night, Mar 15, 1984, p.10
Where EHT ranks, countywise, Mar 22, 1984, p.11
Proposed $1 million school budget would raise taxes by 10.76 percent, Mar 22, 1984, p.11
Finn recommends keeping the half-day kindergarten program, Mar 29, 1984, p.11
Board okays $10.9 million budget with 9.1% tax increase, Apr 5, 1984, p.10
New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11
Board replacing Seely principal R C Fornges, Apr 19, 1984, p.11
Board of Ed enters Moundoukas battle, May 10, 1984, p.13
Parents asked to participate in selection of administrator, May 17, 1984, p.9
I want them to reseem; Ed Clay creates new offices (photo), May 31, 1984, p.11
Board sets initial teacher aide study, Jun 7, 1984, p.10
Board OK's bringing BOCES pupils home, Jun 14, 1984, p.11
New G/T curriculum to be written this summer, Jun 21, 1984, p.10
EHS named as top US school, Jun 21, 1984, p.11
New play areas nearly done after a year of hard work (photo; list), Jun 28, 1984, p.10
Kennedy appointed principal at Seely (list), Jul 5, 1984, p.9
Board: 44 is limit for first grade at Seely; no vote taken, Jul 19, 1984, p.9
Seely safety study gets a green light; Jul 26, 1984, p.11
EMT officials Dr A Atalienti, Dr T Edwards, J Finn to accept EHS award, Aug 16, 1984, p.9
School board plan to encourage input (list), Aug 16, 1984, p.9
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FINN, JANES continued

Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10
Superintendent Finn to leave EMT, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
Board backs Finn in Seely decision, Sep 13, 1984, p.9
Interim superintendent appointed: Dr J S Carnrite, Oct 11, 1984, p.9
James Finn to join Orchestral Assn, Oct 25, 1984, p.10

EMT celebrates selection as one of nation's top schools (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.13

FINNERAN, WILLIAM

Issues and excuses topics for panel; Peyser and Finneran bow out (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.15
School funding proposals attacked by panelists (photo), May 29, 1980, p.13
EMT voters back Reagan, Holtzman in heavy turnout (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.15
Nature center awarded grant, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
Democrats pick dinner chairmen L Moroff, W B Finneran, Mar 5, 1981, p.8
Rail commuter organization demands legislators' help, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
State to pay for new pool aid station, Mar 4, 1982, p.13
Finneran in race for Controller, May 6, 1982, p.15
Town assembly district may remain unchanged, Jul 8, 1982, p.9
Next Thursday is primary day, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Lehrman edges Curran in primary here, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Finneran fined, loses auto license, Dec 30, 1982, p.9

FINNEY, BURNHAM

Szabad accepts SCS Bowl Award (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.1
B Finney honored by Library Board (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.6
Library security system, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Jane Hackett praised at memorial service, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Landau resigns from symphony, Mar 12, 1981, p.3
Listeners rally in support of Landau, Apr 9, 1981, p.1
YES sets record for placements (photo; list), Jun 4, 1981, p.5
Committee issues report on boards and councils (list), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
R Gerlof, presented with plaque from YES (photo), Jun 3, 1982, p.4
Robert Hackett dies at age 72 (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Village warden J Cox killed in crash (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
YES is meeting changing needs (photo; list), May 31, 1984, p.3
Fond farewell to Bill Dean, 'Mr SCS' (photo; addl photo p 6), Aug 9, 1984, p.1
A bulwark of the system (ltr), Oct 18, 1984, p.6

FINNEY, BURNHAM (AU)

SVAC's high standards cited (ltr), Jun 16, 1983, p.6

FINNEY, ELEANOR

Ruth Chalmers dies; was long-time Inquirer editor (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Bowl award to Eleanor Finney (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Ode to Eleanor (poem), Jan 27, 1983, p.7
Bowl Dinner a musical, literary, psychological affair (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Residents praise Bill Dean as someone who puts people first (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.1

FINSTERBUSCH, KARL

K Finsterbusch dies, Jan 24, 1980, p.14
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FINSTERBUSCH, KARL
War ends; age of recreation begins (edit), Sep 1, 1983, p.7

FIORE, ANDREW
Concerts lead to conviction, Dec 17, 1981, p.3
Apple Tree Barn found legal, May 5, 1983, p.1

FIORELLA, EUGENE
Near catastrophe at Heathcote 5 Corners (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1

FIORELLA, JOSEPH
New law for trucks, Sep 20, 1984, p.1

FIORELLA, PATRICK
Fire at Saxon Woods Road farm termed suspicious, Nov 20, 1980, p.5
Hot contest (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.1

FIORELLA, MIKE
Arguments continue over house on Meadow, Dec 22, 1983, p.1

FIORITO, JOSEPH
J Fiorito dies, Jul 7, 1983, p.16
Correction: Incomplete list of survivors in J Fiorito obituary, Jul 14, 1983, p.10

FIRE ALARMS
There was an alarm (in former Barracini house), Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Alarm failure, Jan 22, 1981, p.1

FIRE CODE-SCS
Village budget approved, Apr 30, 1981, p.1

FIRE CODE-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
DelBello releases proposed fire code, Mar 26, 1981, p.28

FIRE DEPT-GBH
Home damaged by fire; Firefighter D Burns injured, Apr 24, 1980, p.15
Eleven firemen certified as EMT's, Jul 10, 1980, p.11
Fire Dept budget out, Oct 9, 1980, p.15
SCC to help with Central Ave plans, Jan 8, 1981, p.11
Prize-winning class (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.17
Firefighters pick new officers (list), Feb 19, 1981, p.13
Underhill Road fire forces Munson family move, Apr 2, 1981, p.17
Firemen donate to Burn Center, Aug 27, 1981, p.13
Fire tax increase under $1; drill contest set, Oct 1, 1981, p.13
Fire contest winners (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.15
Pair (W Ferguson, D Raftery) attend course, Apr 29, 1982, p.20
Firehouse gala: local men honor their own (list), May 20, 1982, p.10
Ira Toff: devotion from the inside (photo; add photo p 10), Sep 23, 1982, p.11
The power of faith? Pastor, firefighters replace stones (photo; list), Nov 18, 1982, p.11
EMT family robbed at gunpoint, Jan 6, 1983, p.10
Firefighters raise money for charity (list), Feb 17, 1983, p.16
They passed inspection (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.12
Serendipity works here: Fireman's badge found, Oct 6, 1983, p.11
Fire engine dedicated (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.9
Higher fire taxes loom, Dec 1, 1983, p.9
Fire board appointment: Rev J Elliott, Feb 23, 1984, p.9
EMT trio blazes way for female firefighters (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.9
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FIRE DEPT-GBH continued
Who ya gonna call? Flamebusters! (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.8
Who ya gonna call? Flamebuster winners (list), Nov 15, 1984, p.10
Firemen battle blaze (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.11

FIRE DEPT-GBH-ELECTIONS
Three candidates, G W Barson, D E Freed, J K Watson, run in Greenville Fire District, Dec 4, 1980, p.21
G Barson elected Fire Commissioner, Dec 11, 1980, p.25

FIRE DEPT-MT KISCO
Policeian T Garille hailed as a lifesaver, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

FIRE DEPT-NEW YORK, NY
Violation charged, Jun 30, 1983, p.1

FIRE DEPT-SCS
Fire Dept cautions on use of wood-burning stoves, Jan 17, 1980, p.4
Fitter firemen; Morning run, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Super Bowl heroes (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
White Hat Award to D Silberaan (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.5

SCS firemen guest speakers at SVAC babysitting course (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.3
Former Barricini home burns (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.1
A large contingent from SCS Fire Dept at NYS Assn of Fire Chiefs meeting (photo; list), Mar 6, 1980, p.3
Firemen's share, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Honorary Chief F Gordon (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.1

Senior fire alert (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Several plastic windows melted in Freighway Parking Garage blaze (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.1
This time it was only practice (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Two senior firemen, G Baron, J Birmingham, retire (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.10
Capt R McKeever holds training session for Volunteer Fire Co (photo), May 8, 1980, p.17

Diplomas in babysitting awarded by Fire Dept (photo; list), May 22, 1980, p.6
Worthwhile course (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.4

SCS firemen line steps of St Matthew's church for funeral of fireman J Kazura (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.14
Fire labeled 'suspicious' (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Fire Company 3 elects leaders (list), Jun 12, 1980, p.5
Battle of the beer barrel (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.1

Bucket brigade from SCS Fire Cos 1 and 3 (photo; list), Jun 19, 1980, p.2
Big day on Carstensen (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.1

Safety measure (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
Chlorine leak at (Saxon Woods) pool, Aug 28, 1980, p.1
Fire prevention week marked, Oct 16, 1980, p.6

Aid for (fire dept) volunteers, Nov 13, 1980, p.1

Fire (at Saxon Woods Road farm) termed suspicious, Nov 20, 1980, p.5
It only hurts when he laughs (photo; list), Nov 20, 1980, p.6

Local product: J D Gaskin (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.2
Change of uniform (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.5

Growing popularity of fireplaces creating increased fire risk (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.1
Ready for emergencies (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.2

G Capobianco tries out fire truck during Boy Scouts' 'takeover' of village (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.4
Life-saving training (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.9

SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 1 hands out shower water restrictors (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.5

Jr High fire seen as arson, Apr 23, 1981, p.1

Trained babysitters (photo), Apr 30, 1981, p.34

Volunteer benefits, May 14, 1981, p.1
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FIRE DEPT-SCS continued

Commendations (for R Pinchbeck, P Liller), May 14, 1981, p.1
Spectacular collision on BRP (photo), May 14, 1981, p.4
Firefighter G J McIlvain takes extrication course, May 21, 1981, p.13
Police call for binding arbitration, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Volunteer firefighters drill (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.4
Kudos for emergency forces (ltr), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
In agreement (on Fire Dept salaries), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Residents escape Hamilton Road fire, Oct 22, 1981, p.4
Chief R White's hat, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Santa comes to town (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.1
Fires damage two homes (photo; list), Jan 14, 1982, p.3
Correction: SVAC not first organization to receive award, Feb 25, 1982, p.4
State certification (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.9
Firefighters participate in materials seminar, Mar 4, 1982, p.22
Local fireman J Conners goes to leadership institute, Apr 15, 1982, p.2
You're wonderful (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
Graduation day for class of '82 (photo; list), May 6, 1982, p.2
Firefighter R Sudol earns diploma, Jun 3, 1982, p.9
Home burglarized; set on fire (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.3
Correction to Jun 10 Hertimer Rd fire story, Jun 17, 1982, p.2
Fire damages home on Griffin Avenue (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.1
All-out effort (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.3
Good as new?, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Village sent back to drawing board, Jul 22, 1982, p.5
Dedicated department (ltr), Aug 5, 1982, p.6
Firefighters get pay hike, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Fireman J L Conners graduates, Sep 23, 1982, p.9
Volunteer firefighters—ready when needed (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
A bookful of dollars (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.15
Two generations of service (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.3
Family of four saved by smoke detector, Dec 16, 1982, p.5
White Hat recipient F Griffiths has served 50 years as volunteer fireman (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.3
Firefighters raise money for charity (list), Feb 17, 1983, p.16
Unsung heroes praised (ltr), Feb 24, 1983, p.6
Open House is a hit (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.3
Poster contest winners named (list), Apr 7, 1983, p.22
Fireman from SCS makes heroic rescue of 10-year-old, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Ambulance Corps' new boast: We deliver (photo; addl photo p 16), Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Rainfall fills reservoirs and local basements (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.6
Negotiating season, May 5, 1983, p.1
Board names R M Gardella village attorney (list), May 12, 1983, p.1
SCS volunteer firemen battle car fire as part of NY State Essentials of Firemanship course (photo), May 12, 1983, p.3
Qualified babysitters (photo; list), May 12, 1983, p.14
Phony fireman, May 26, 1983, p.1
Near catastrophe at Heathcote 5 Corners (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Talks stalled, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Violation charged, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
They deserve tribute (edit), Jun 30, 1983, p.6
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FIRE DEPT-SCS continued

Thanks for the support (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
Meeting of chiefs (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.4
Eyewitness, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Commendations (for SCS firemen) (list), Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Six firefighters cited for service (list), Oct 27, 1983, p.5
Government services receive generally good rating in survey, Nov 10, 1983, p.2
Reassuring to us to know (ltr; list), Nov 24, 1983, p.6
Firefighters’ crusade (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.22
Blitz wins fire prevention award (photo; list), Dec 29, 1983, p.2
Plaudits for Fire Dept (ltr), Jan 26, 1984, p.6
Distinguished fire department (ltr), Feb 2, 1984, p.6
Village, firemen agree on contract, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Members of Volunteer Fire Co No 1 P Woodcock, W Schwer, R Walsh at Bell Rd fire (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.5
Trustees hear report from train committee (list), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Letter of gratitude (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
Fire department hosts seminar, Mar 22, 1984, p.4
Arson suspected in garage fire (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.5
Honors for volunteer firemen J Kerin, A Blitz, R Walsh (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.3
Doctors & S Raisz, M A Faik get their badges (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.5
Fire Dept certifies 35 young babysitters, May 10, 1984, p.3
Fairer for some than others (ltr), May 10, 1984, p.6
Firemen earn fitness awards (list), Jun 14, 1984, p.2
Fire emergency services (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6
Officers commended (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Praise for firemen, SVAC (ltr), Aug 30, 1984, p.6
Kudos for Kevin Lauth (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6
Rolls ruined in fire, Oct 11, 1984, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company 1 (photo), Oct 11, 1984, p.28
Hot contest (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.1
SCS firefighters put out blaze at 253 Mamaroneck Rd (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.3
Firemen combine duty with celebration (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.1

FIRE DEPT-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES
SEE EMPLOYEES-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES

FIRE DRILLS
Alarm failure, Jan 22, 1981, p.1

FIRE ENGINES
Past and present featured at first GCC Festival Day (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.15
AND fire engine ready for duty, Jul 10, 1980, p.2
Big day on Carstensen (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Fire truck (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.18
Good as new?, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Fire engine dedicated (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.9

FIRE PREVENTION
Fire prevention week marked, Oct 16, 1980, p.6
DelBello releases proposed fire code, Mar 26, 1981, p.28
Statistics point up need to increase anti-fire measures, Oct 1, 1981, p.4
The hazard of fire (edit), Sep 30, 1982, p.6
Fire Prevention Week (edit), Oct 13, 1983, p.6
Chief R White’s tips for a safe holiday season, Dec 15, 1983, p.17
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FIRE PREVENTION  continued
Blitz wins fire prevention award (photo; list), Dec 29, 1983, p.2
Fire Chief White issues safety tips, Oct 4, 1984, p.4
Who ya gonna call? Flamebusters! (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.8

FIRE SAFETY
Fears raised about theater (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
Can it happen here?, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
School buildings (and fire safety), Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Walworth one-way law protested, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Prize-winning class (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.17

FIRE TRUCKS
Driver, C Powers, 27, arraigned after fire truck joyride, Feb 18, 1982, p.11

FIREARMS
Gun buying, Virginia-style, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
SEE ALSO RIFLERY

FIREARMS-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
How many deaths? (edit), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
Pro-handgun citizen replies (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
Against tighter gun restrictions (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Important lesson (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Puzzled by gun control supporters (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
On handgun control (ltr), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
National paranoia (ltr), May 20, 1982, p.6
Update on gun legislation (ltr), Aug 5, 1982, p.6
If guns are outlawed...(ltr), Oct 21, 1982, p.6

FIREPLACES
Growing popularity of fireplaces creating increased fire risk (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.1

FIRES
Former Barricini home burns (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.1
There was an alarm (in former Barracini house), Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Several plastic windows melted in Freighthouse Parking Garage blaze (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Home damaged by fire; Firefighter D Burns injured, Apr 24, 1980, p.15
Fire labeled ‘suspicious’ (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Fire (at Saxon Woods Road far) termed suspicious, Nov 20, 1980, p.5
Can it happen here?, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Growing popularity of fireplaces creating increased fire risk (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.1
Underhill Road fire forces Munson family move, Apr 2, 1981, p.17
Arson suspected in (EMT) high school fire (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.21
New house planned on site of fire, Apr 16, 1981, p.3
Ir High fire seen as arson, Apr 23, 1981, p.1
Residents escape Hamilton Road fire, Oct 22, 1981, p.4
Fires damage two homes (photo; list), Jan 14, 1982, p.3
Home burglarized, set on fire (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.3
Correction to Jun 10 Herkimer Rd fire story, Jun 17, 1982, p.2
Fire damages home on Griffen Avenue (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.1
All-out effort (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.3
Dedicated department (ltr), Aug 5, 1982, p.6
Ira Toff: devotion from the inside (photo; addl photo p 10), Sep 23, 1982, p.11
EMT family robbed at gunpoint, Jan 6, 1983, p.10
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FIRES continued

Suspicious fire guts Weaverbrook Shopping Center (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1
He didn't like coverage of Weaverbrook fire (ltr), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
No plans revealed, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
He wants more information on Weaverbrook fire (ltr), Apr 28, 1983, p.6
Fire breaks out on Metro North train (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.2
Violation charged, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Serendipity works here: Fireman's badge found, Oct 6, 1983, p.11
Fire on trains, this time; Citizen efforts, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
Members of Volunteer Fire Co No 1 P Woodcock, W Schwer, R Walsh at Bell Rd fire (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.5
Babysitter S Selber saves children from fire (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Letter of gratitude (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
Arson suspected in garage fire (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.5
Setting an example (edit), Mar 29, 1984, p.6
Lightning bolt hits home, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Rolls ruined in fire, Oct 11, 1984, p.2
Hot contest (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.1
SCS firefighters put out blaze at 253 Mamaroneck Rd (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.3
Firemen battle blaze (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.11

FIRESTONE, FLOYD
Police, fire dept, SVAC race to accident scene (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.4

FIRESTONE, RICHARD
School board member M Weitzen charged in tax case, Jul 21, 1983, p.5

FIREWOOD
Error in judgement, Jul 19, 1984, p.1

FIREFIGHTERS
Chief says: Turn in your fireworks now, Jun 19, 1980, p.1

FIREWORKS
Chief says: Turn in your fireworks now, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Climax of July 4th fireworks: Fireworks a big hit with Fox Meadow family (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.1
Meet the man behind SCS's fireworks: W J Hasselman (photo p 16), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
A day late, but worth the wait (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Fireworks fallout showers viewers (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Risky tradition? (edit), Jul 8, 1982, p.6
Thrilling sight (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Fourth of July 1983 at SCS Pool (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.6
She wants fireworks moved (ltr), Jul 7, 1983, p.6
Fireworks problem in Edgewood (ltr), Jun 28, 1984, p.6

FIRKINS, BRADFORD
Arastrong promotes SCS native B M Firkins, Oct 4, 1984, p.5

FIRKINS, BRUCE (AU)
To a great American (ltr), May 26, 1983, p.6

FIRST AID
Know-how at an accident scene can save lives, Jul 12, 1984, p.6
Impressed by article (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6

FISCHER, ARLENE
Ruth Chalters dies; Has long-time Inquirer editor (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Local writer A Fischer goes national with real-life problems (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.13
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17

FISCHER, MARQUERITE
M A Fischer dies, Sep 6, 1984, p.19
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FISCHER, MARION
  Just one week 'til opening night (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.1
FISCHER, ROBERT
  Start some trains here (ltr), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
  Reader reports docuena Conrail crisis (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.1
  Goodby party has warmth, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11
FISCHMAN, SHARI
  Toast to a successful semester (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.9
FISH, FRANK
  Planning Board, consultants set goals for downtown study, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
  Consultants offer ideas for downtown (diagram p 6), Dec 6, 1984, p.1
FISH, KENNETH (DR)
  Asbury Methodist honors Dr C Z Miller (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.12
FISHER, CAROL
  Students participating in GNC volunteer programs, Jan 20, 1983, p.10
FISHER, JARO
  Resident J P Fisher named Meridien VP (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.10
FISHER, JUDY
  Strutting (photo; list), Mar 11, 1982, p.12
FISHER, LYNN
  Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
  Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
  School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
  School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1
FISHER, MERRY
  Negotiators have accord on contract, Jun 30, 1983, p.11
FISHER, ROD
  Board passes conservation zone measure, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
FISHER, SUE
  Undefeated champions: SHS girls' soccer team (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.1
  Soccer crown won on practice field (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.9
  Girls soccer captures second consecutive sectional title (photo; list), Jun 11, 1981, p.21
FISHING
  Mayor's catch (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.5
  J Sack and brother fishing at the Duck Pond (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.1
FISLER, LOIS (DR)
  Lawyers clash over medical evidence, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
FISHMAN, ANNA
  Dance Marathon: 24 hours for $2,000 Scholarship Fund aid (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.19
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FISHMAN, DEBRA
Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6

FISHMAN, IRVING
A treat for the teachers (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.11
Giving (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.11
New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11
Board of Ed enters Moundroukas battle, May 10, 1984, p.13
Board: 44 is limit for first grade at Seely; no vote taken, Jul 19, 1984, p.9

FISK, MARGARET
Kennedy appointed principal at Seely (list), Jul 5, 1984, p.9
School district hires 14 new staff members, Sep 6, 1984, p.11

FITCHE, CAROL (AU)
Another opportunity (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6

FITCHE, DANIEL
Committee nominates B B Cunningham, D G Fitch, J D Lesnick School Board candidates (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1
School Board, budget votes on Wed, May 29, 1980, p.1
Budget passes by 3-2 margin, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
William Miller elected president of School Board (photo; list), Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Daniel Fitch: don't forget average student (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.4
School Board anticipates tax hike of 7 to 8 percent, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
School Board approved proposed kindergarten, Apr 12, 1984, p.1

FITZGERALD, ALBERT
He backs Village Hall (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4

FITZGERALD, ALFRED
Case settled, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1

FITZGERALD, ARTHUR
Ford promotes ex-resident A G Fitzgerald, Jul 14, 1983, p.10

FITZGERALD, GERALD
Doctors ready to fight plan that would close St Agnes (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.1
Public re-opening of a landmark (photo), May 24, 1984, p.2

FITZGERALD, JIM
Public re-opening of a landmark (photo), May 24, 1984, p.2

FITZGERALD, JOHN
SHB promotes D Munzer, J J Fitzgerald, J Kraft (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.2
Bank promotes J Fitzgerald, M Kraft (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.2
There's always a happy ending at Wapetuck (photo; addl photo p 8), Aug 4, 1983, p.6
Public re-opening of a landmark (photo), May 24, 1984, p.2

FITZGERALD, KATE
ISH student M Macchia wins spelling bee, Dec 9, 1982, p.24

FITZGERALD, MARY
Bookshelf at 30 matures into a world library (photo), May 3, 1984, p.6

FITNESS
SEE PHYSICAL FITNESS

FITZGERALD, MARY
Bookshelf at 30 matures into a world library (photo), May 3, 1984, p.6
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FITZHUGH, BARBARA (AU)
  SCS High replies to student's criticism (lttrs), Feb 10, 1983, p.6
  Dr Coddin appreciated (ltr), Jul 12, 1984, p.6

FITZHUGH, DAVID
  Village eyes ban on electronic games, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
  Games in the schools? (ltr), Mar 4, 1982, p.6

FIVE, CORA
  Original musical at Edgewood (photo; list), Jun 25, 1981, p.23
  Dr Sprague, teachers explain curriculum process, Jun 3, 1982, p.1

FIX, BILL
  Predators at Greenacres (photo), May 12, 1983, p.20

FLACCUS, RUTH
  R Flaccus dies, Feb 16, 1984, p.16

FLAGG, STUART
  A proud graduation (photo; list), Jun 28, 1984, p.11

FLAGS
  Just in time for Flag Day (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.8
  St Pius X School receives flag from Burrows (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.10
  Flags stolen in HTS, Jun 3, 1982, p.3
  Protect flags, he says (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
  Tricentennial celebration (photo; list), May 12, 1983, p.2

FLAHERTY, ANNE
  Opening next weekend (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.1

FLAHERTY, JOE
  Clothes for quake victims (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.1

FLAHERTY, KEVIN

FLAHERTY, PATRICIA
  Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1

FLAHERTY, PATRICIA
  Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1

FLAHERTY, PATRICIA

FLAHERTY, PATRICIA

FLAHERTY, PATRICIA
  Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1

FLAHERTY, PATRICIA
  Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1

FLAHERTY, PATRICIA
  Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1

FLAHERTY, PATRICIA
  Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1

FLAHERTY, PATRICIA
  Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1

FLAHERTY, PATRICIA
  Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1

FLAHERTY, PATRICIA
  Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1
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FLEMING, PETER
  Tennis anyone? (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.15

FLEURSTEIN, BERNARD
  Controversy over subdivision, Jan 15, 1981, p.5

FLOCK, BRIAN
  Jean Harris trial: hearings continue, Oct 23, 1980, p.1

FLIEGEL, GEORGE
  Better Reading has new concept (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.24

FLIGHT
  Pilot J Margulies proving skies are not a man's world (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.4
  In praise of ballooning (edit), Nov 8, 1984, p.7
  Daily drivetime has CBS's Neal Busch flying... (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.6
  SEE ALSO HELICOPTERS

FLINN, ROSEMARY
  School budget vote put off because of contract talks, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
  School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1

FLISER, ADAM
  Moonmen land at Fox Meadow (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.22

FLISER, DANIEL
  Long distance help, Oct 16, 1980, p.1

FLISER, ELIZABETH
  Magic show at library (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.2

FLISER, HARVEY (AU)
  Readers respond on A and B (ltrs), Jan 7, 1982, p.6

FLITTER, DAVID (OR)
  Dr D Flitter elected to fellowship, Jan 26, 1984, p.5

FLO, NILS
  Airline company promotes resident N J Flo, Jun 2, 1983, p.4

FLOATING ZONES
  SEE ZONING-GBH

FLOODS
  It was sink or swim for cars on parkway (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.1
  Flood message (edit), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
  Budget approved; $56.89 tax rate, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
  Flood insurance, May 22, 1980, p.1
  Floods (photo), Jul 31, 1980, p.1
  Battling the flood (photo), Mar 12, 1981, p.1
  High school marina (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.3
  After the flood, Dec 16, 1982, p.1

FLOORS
  The bottom line on floor treatments (photo) (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1984, p.5

FLOORMAN, SAMUEL
  Thoughtful writer (ltr), Jan 7, 1982, p.6
  S C Florman wins Roe Medal, Nov 18, 1982, p.14

FLOORMAN, SAMUEL (AU)

FLOWER, JON
  EMS class officers enjoy perks (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.7

FLOWERS
  Saying it with flowers; B Underhill (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.1
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FLOWERS continued
   Vigil vignette, Aug 12, 1982, p.1

FLYING
   SEE FLIGHT

FLYNN, BILL
   Residents battle heat costs with solid results (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 26, 1981, p.4

FLYNN, JODY
   Residents battle heat costs with solid results (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 26, 1981, p.4

FLYNN, JOHN
   Flynn vs Pill in race for state Senate seat, Oct 14, 1982, p.14
   Election Day facts, Oct 28, 1982, p.11
   Lawmakers give year-end summaries at LWV event (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.10
   NY regent J E Meyer to discuss board's controversial plan, Jan 19, 1984, p.11
   Meyer stresses need for reforms (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.11
   Flynn honored on anniversary of disabled act, Sep 27, 1984, p.8
   LWV hears journalist M Hoffman preview '84 election, Oct 18, 1984, p.4
   Flynn expects to keep seat but Sbarra says he's gaining (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.11
   Voters give okay to incumbents B A Gilman, J E Flynn, R L Brodsky (photo; chart), Nov 8, 1984, p.8

FLYNN, WILLIAM (DR-AU)
   From cigarettes to coffins (edit), Oct 28, 1982, p.7

FODOR, S A
   Art (by S Buck, E Spier, S A Fodor, M F McKesson) at Nature Center, Library and Town Hall, Apr 1, 1982, p.10
   New exhibit by S A Fodor begins at Girl Scout House, May 12, 1983, p.3

FODOR, SUZANNE
   Painters S Fodor, E S Feigenbaum showing works at SNB, Jul 3, 1980, p.8

FOGARTY, THOMAS JR
   T L Fogarty Jr dies, Jul 21, 1983, p.10

FOGEL, BARBARA
   HS leaders agree: people as important as curriculum, Oct 16, 1980, p.1

FOGEL, BARBARA (AU)
   Out there is real—school is not (illus; edit), Jul 9, 1981, p.7

FOGEL, JAMES
   Panel chews on constitutional 'delicacies' (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.6

FOLEY, JIM
   Fire Dept budget out, Oct 9, 1980, p.15

FOLEY, JOSEPH
   Showdown at Town Hall; residents fight zoning change (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.21
   Zoning hearing on Central Avenue plan postponed again, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
   Zoning Board: 'No' to Moundroukas application, Jul 29, 1982, p.9
   Zoning Board approves SCS Woods II plan, Jun 2, 1983, p.12
   Zoning Board delivers non-decision on A&P case, Jun 16, 1983, p.11
   Neighbors fight builder in Zoning Board appeal, Mar 29, 1984, p.10

FOLEY, PATRICK
   Holding company elects resident P J Foley, Jul 8, 1982, p.3

FOLLETT, DAYE (OR)
   Dr D W Follett dies, Oct 16, 1980, p.12

FOLTS, MELVIN
   School Board: Hearing on apartments urged; B man football may be coming, Aug 14, 1980, p.7

FONTANA, DONNA
   Trendsetters' guide for back-to-school (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.6
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FONTANA, RICHARD
Tooley advises state to aid in reassessment, Jan 24, 1980, p.5
State bill gives villages options for town park use, Jul 8, 1982, p.9
Fontana, Guarnieri to bid for town posts, Mar 24, 1983, p.14
Three hats in the ring for GH supervisor’s post, Apr 14, 1983, p.12
Candidates jockey for town positions, May 26, 1983, p.11
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican calm, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Town Board candidate R Frigerio calls for accessibility (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.9
Democrat Lois Bronz, running for reelection, speaks out (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.11
Central Avenue is an ‘asphalt ocean’—R Dunlap (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.11
Hopefuls vie for Town Board, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
In 86th, Brodsky cites Assembly role; Fontana wagers ‘grass roots’ campaign (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.12
Voters give okay to incumbents B A Gilman, J E Flynn, R L Brodsky (photo; chart), Nov 8, 1984, p.8

FONTANELLA, ORAZIO
Not SCS police, Nov 24, 1983, p.1

FONTANELLA, ORAZIO (AU)
Message from PBA (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6

FOO, HARRY JR
Chamber names H Foo Jr VP, Jan 20, 1983, p.8

FOOD STORES
SEE RETAIL STORES

FOOD SUPPLY
Morion Expo gives lessons in survival (Part I) (photo; list), Sep 19, 1980, p.4
Morions share techniques of home food preserving (Part II) (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.8

FOOD VENDORS
New concessionaire, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Budget approved; $56.89 tax rate, Apr 24, 1980, p.1

FOOD-PRESERVATION
Morions share techniques of home food preserving (Part II) (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.8

Foot
MIS for the feet (edit), Mar 3, 1983, p.7
Consider your feet (edit), Aug 30, 1984, p.7

FOOT PATHS, BICYCLE PATHS, ETC
Bike path objections raised (ltr), Feb 7, 1980, p.4
The price is wrong (edit), Feb 7, 1980, p.4
Against the path, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Maintain foot paths (ltr), Feb 14, 1980, p.4
Against ‘improvements’ (ltr), Feb 14, 1980, p.4
Bike path through park opposed (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
Consider alternates (to bike path) (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
Revision of bike path under way, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
Path plan ignores conservation (ltr), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
Don’t despoil woods (ltr), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
Bike path protest continues; Rec fees, taxi fares raised, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Persistence required (edit), Mar 13, 1980, p.4
Ex-mayor’s plan to stop bike path (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
Unjustifiable expense? (ltr), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
Revised bike path; Fox Meadow path, May 8, 1980, p.1
DelBello backs bike path, school financing reform (photo), May 29, 1980, p.1
Marred beauty (edit), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
FOOT PATHS, BICYCLE PATHS, ETC continued
   Parks Commissioner replies (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
   Projects planned, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
   Bridge out, path closed (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.8
   He's opposed to black-top (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6
   He likes path (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6

FOOTBALL
   Edgewood Committee sets 1980 football program (list), Jun 12, 1980, p.16
   School Board: Hearing on apartments urged; 8-man football may be coming, Aug 14, 1980, p.7
   Harbinger of fall at SHS (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.1
   Football season (at EHT) cancelled; too few boys turn out (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.11
   Monkeyshines (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.14
   Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
   Bad break for Raiders (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.1
   Ralliers recognized (ltr; list), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
   Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
   Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.26
   Moser now a Dolphin, Dec 11, 1980, p.26
   Sports award winners (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17
   Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.26
   Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
   New divisions may help SHS football, Feb 18, 1982, p.1
   So long to summer (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.1
   They got the picture (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.12
   Something to cheer about (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.1
   Let's be realistic about football (edit), Dec 23, 1982, p.7
   Needed: Commitment to excellence (edit), Jan 13, 1983, p.7
   Officials: System here would detect gridders bad heart, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
   Guess who's coming to dinner (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
   Football Mother replies (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
   Evening of closeness (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
   Emotional ending (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.1
   Football coach B Henry resigning, Nov 17, 1983, p.15
   Parents' League Dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.9
   Edgewood holds father-son grid dinner (list), Dec 8, 1983, p.17
   USFL's $40-million man S Young has some loyal fans here, Mar 8, 1984, p.15
   SCS names R Paladino football coach (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.1
   Former Coach of the Year T Smith comes to EHS, Jun 14, 1984, p.11
   Coach Dick Paladino to lead SHS in new era of football, Aug 30, 1984, p.10
   An unforgettable start (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.1
   Football heroes (photo; list), Nov 22, 1984, p.19
   Co-captains deserve tribute (ltr), Nov 29, 1984, p.6

FORBES, JAMES (REV-DR)
   Congregational Church sets ordination for new minister T W Brown (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.14

FORBES-WATKINS, DAVID (AU)
   To hell with Conrail (ltr), Jun 12, 1980, p.4

FORBES-WATKINS, SARA
   Teacher is a student (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4

FORBES-WATKINS, SARA (AU)
   Insult to the taxpayers (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
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FORCADA, MARIA
Resident M E Forcada wins state award, Oct 20, 1983, p.11

FORD, DAUN
Stone sculpture in progress (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.9

FORD, GERALD
Grossan confers with Ford (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.1

FORD, JUDY
Raccoons' friends, foes gather at forum here (photo; addl photo p 12), Nov 18, 1982, p.1

FORD, RICHARD
Ford promoted, Nov 24, 1983, p.9

FORD, WILLIAM
W Ford dies, Apr 9, 1981, p.14

FORDE, JOCelyn
Bank names resident J Z Forde asst vice president, May 7, 1981, p.16
Bank promotes local woman J Z Forde, Apr 28, 1983, p.21

FOREIGN TRADE
SEE TRADE-US

FOREIGNERS IN SCS
SEE SCS-FOREIGN POPULATION

FOREIGNERS IN THE US
SEE US-FOREIGN POPULATION

FOREMAN, ALBERT
Sunday is UN Day (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.1

FOREMAN, RICHARD
As millions cheer, soap stars serve up slices of life (photo), May 22, 1980, p.4

FORET, EVE
Poret named to FSW post, Dec 13, 1984, p.15

FORMAN, EVELYN
Chairman appointed: E Forman, Jan 29, 1981, p.2

FORMOSO, KRISTYN
Christmas concert at IHM (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.16

FORNGES, ROBERT
Seely Auditorium referendum set, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
Alden Larson to retire; Edwards moves to high school, Mar 11, 1982, p.13
Bob Fornges is at home with change, Mar 25, 1982, p.19
A flowering memory: Hays garden at Seely (photo), May 6, 1982, p.15
EMT picks J L Finn as superintendent, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Board appoints Finn, Fornges; Children's Center is approved, Aug 5, 1982, p.11
EMT Children's Center has high marks after four months, Dec 23, 1982, p.11
Board hires new EHS counselor; studies course proposals, Jan 13, 1983, p.11
Greenville, Seely Place receive gifts from PTA, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
Board hears report on pupil personnel, Mar 3, 1983, p.13
Ten million dollar budget with 7.7% tax raise gets School Board okay, Apr 7, 1983, p.11
First grade, upkeep at Seely discussed, Apr 14, 1983, p.13
Proposals to board aim at high school, May 19, 1983, p.10
Seely students learn skills in handling social problems (photo), May 19, 1983, p.11
Pay raises for staff approved, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
Parents' concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
John Moyle named to (EMT) School Board, Aug 18, 1983, p.9
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FORNES, ROBERT continued
High School scheduling is focus at quiet School Board meeting, Oct 13, 1983, p.11
School Board looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p.10
Awarded: R Fornges, S Wulman, Dr T K Edwards (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.10
Board replacing Seely principal R C Fornges, Apr 19, 1984, p.11
Board OK's bringing BOCES pupils home, Jun 14, 1984, p.11

FORREST, ARNOLD (DR)
Questions posed in Harris trial (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1

FORREST, BERNARD
Democrats renominate incumbents for November, Jun 25, 1981, p.20
Town Board, Supervisor's seats at stake in election, Oct 29, 1981, p.15
Democrats win town, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
Town sets final hearing on budget, Dec 1, 1983, p.8

FORREST, MURIEL
Muriel Forrest loses fight to keep EMT school job, Apr 17, 1980, p.15
State praises EMT's handicapped program, Apr 17, 1980, p.15
Judge asks review of teacher M Forrest's claims, Jan 15, 1981, p.11
Muriel Forrest receives award, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
Forrest gets Hughes award, May 28, 1981, p.16
District justified in latest Forrest decision, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
$9.35 million school budget keeps Latin program, faculty, Apr 22, 1982, p.11
Supreme Court dismisses Muriel Forrest's appeal, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
Muriel Forrest appeals case, Aug 5, 1982, p.11

FORREST, MURIEL (AU)
Clarification on legal fees (ltr), Jan 29, 1981, p.4

FORST, JAMIE
Prosecutor seeks to prove Harris intended to kill, Nov 27, 1980, p.1

FORSTENZER, JAN
Client tells of life in Search for Change (Part II), Apr 29, 1982, p.6

FORSTENZER, JANE
Volunteers elect M Schnall, J Forstenzer, Jul 21, 1983, p.10
College appoints EMT woman J Forstenzer, Sep 27, 1984, p.8

FORSTER, (MRS LAWRENCE)
First born: R Duong (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.12

FORT HILL CIVIC ASSN
Launching 'Space Flight 324' (photo), May 8, 1980, p.23

FORT HILL COUNTRY CLUB PROPERTY-GBH
Three EMT applications in Planning Board hopper, Apr 26, 1984, p.10

FORTÉ, JOHN
Suspected burglars nabbed, Oct 7, 1982, p.1

FORTÉLEONI, DANIELLE
An international affair (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.9

FORTIER, FRANCIS
Dunsmore to mark 50 years of song with EMT Association (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.9

FORTUNIEWICZ, MATTHEW
Suspected burglars nabbed, Oct 7, 1982, p.1

FOSCHIO, LESLIE
Accepting the award (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.3

FOSSE, BARBARA
International flavor to this Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
FOSSE, BRIAN
   New type of study hall? (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.2

FOSSEL, JON
   District lines rejected, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
   Jon Fossel names A M Fabrizio campaign chairman, Aug 19, 1982, p.2
   Fossel says he's independent (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.1
   Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
   Candidates exchange charges, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
   Cuomo, Moynihan, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1

FOSTER, BILL
   A&P boycott backed, Nov 10, 1983, p.10

FOSTER, BILLY
   Volunteers honored at Saint James (photo; list), Jun 18, 1981, p.12

FOSTER, DREW
   Carnival time for pre-schoolers (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.5

FOSTER, FRANK
   Olympic performance, Feb 21, 1980, p.1
   For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
   An inspiring new hall (edit; photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.7

FOSTER, SARA
   Volunteers honored at Saint James (photo; list), Jun 18, 1981, p.12
   Samaritans of St James will 'take any crisis', Nov 24, 1983, p.6

FOTIU, CAROLYN
   Preparing for service of music at Congregational (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.26

FOTIU, NICK
   How I raised $10,000 and beat the Rangers (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p.7

FOULDS, ROSE
   R H Foulds dies, May 15, 1980, p.14

FOURAZZO, BRENDA
   Bare facts on 'Ladies' Night' (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.9

FOURNIER, AURÉLIE

FOURTH OF JULY
   SEE JULY 4TH

FOULDS, ROSE
   R H Foulds dies, May 15, 1980, p.14

FOURTH OF JULY
   SEE JULY 4TH

FOULDS, ROSE
   R H Foulds dies, May 15, 1980, p.14

FOURNIER, AURÉLIE

FOULDS, ROSE
   R H Foulds dies, May 15, 1980, p.14

FOX, JOSPEHINE
   J M Fox dies, Dec 1, 1983, p.18
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FOX, MAXWELL
- M C Fox dies, Feb 5, 1981, p.14

FOX, SANDRA
- Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1

FOX, SYLVIA (AU)
- Arguments against 'flat rate tax' (ltr), Jul 29, 1982, p.6
- The greatest threat (ltr), Dec 1, 1983, p.6
- A referendum on mutual freeze? (ltr), Jul 5, 1984, p.6
- What effect on the young? (ltr), Aug 23, 1984, p.6

FRACKMAN, NOEL
- 14K success marks Wilson's golden year (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.6

FRACKMAN, RICHARD
- Council approves June fete plan, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
- Public input revised zoning code, planner E Silberstein tells Council, Apr 10, 1980, p.13
- Veteran promises GCC probe of building violations, Oct 9, 1980, p.15
- Greenville Council pursues violations on Central Avenue, Dec 4, 1980, p.21

FRADKIN, DAVID
- Happy birthday, Babar! (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.21
- Have a heart the auto at Greenacres (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.15

FRAIETTA, FRANK
- Battling the flood (photo), Mar 12, 1981, p.1
- All's well that ends well (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.2
- Back in the swing of things (photo), May 28, 1983, p.1

FRAIETTA, PAUL
- Old (street) signs (available for sale), May 15, 1980, p.1
- Smooth start on Walworth (photo; addl photo p 22), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
- Rainfall fills reservoirs and local basements (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.6

FRAIDOLI, JOSEPH
- Agency plans group home on Post Road in Greenacres, Apr 1, 1982, p.1

FRANCES, RICHARD (DR)
- Drug and alcohol awareness goal of program Sunday at SHS (list), Oct 18, 1984, p.1
- Variety of views expressed at drug, alcohol forum, Oct 25, 1984, p.1

FRANCESCO, JENNIFER DON
- See DON FRANCESCO, JENNIFER

FRANCIS, LINDA
- Garlands provide impetus for agency to aid crime victims (photo p 16; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.1

FRANCO, ANTONIO (AU)
- Those were the days (edit), May 3, 1984, p.7
- Crazy Benny and President Roosevelt (edit), Aug 9, 1984, p.7

FRANCOMANO, CARIEL
- C Francomano dies, Apr 28, 1983, p.24

FRAND, JASPER

FRAND, LUCILLE
- League launches fund drive (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.5

FRANK, CLAIRE
- C Frank dies, Apr 16, 1981, p.20

FRANK, DAVID
- D D Frank elected president, CEO (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.19

FRANK, GEORGE
- Council backs amendments, assists High Point residents, Feb 5, 1981, p.15
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FRANK, HOWARD
 Historically speaking: SCS Library (illus), Jun 9, 1983, p.6

FRANK, KEVIN

FRANK, NANCY
 N Frank elected to board, Jul 1, 1982, p.2
 Parents divided over proposal for kindergarten, Mar 29, 1984, p.1

FRANK, ROBERT
 R Frank dies, Jul 19, 1984, p.17

FRANK, SUE
 Welcome parents (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.17

FRANK, AMY
 New music group turns town into summer festival (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.6

FRANKEL, EDUARD (DR)
 Planning for historical exhibit (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.5

FRANKEL, EDUARD (DR-AU)
 Think small, act now on Hutch (ltr), Feb 26, 1981, p.4

FRANKEL, JILL (AU)
 Take a closer look at club (ltr), May 31, 1984, p.6

FRANKEL, JOHN
 Bike Safety (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.15

FRANKEL, MARVIN
 Creche suit, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
 Trustees sued for barring creche display (list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
 Creche's attorney fee criticized, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
 Creche suit is answered, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
 Creche trial set, May 19, 1983, p.1
 Creche suit goes to trial Tuesday in Federal Court, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
 Judge hears creche case, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
 Appeal expected on creche, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
 Judge C E Stewart Jr rules creche promotes religion, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
 Creche returning to court, Feb 23, 1984, p.1
 Supreme Court ruling may pave way for return of SCS creche to Boniface Circle (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.1
 Creche case (cont.), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
 Creche's attorney fee criticized, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
 Creche suit is answered, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
 Creche trial set, May 19, 1983, p.1
 Creche suit goes to trial Tuesday in Federal Court, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
 Judge hears creche case, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
 Appeal expected on creche, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
 Judge C E Stewart Jr rules creche promotes religion, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
 Creche returning to court, Feb 23, 1984, p.1
 Supreme Court ruling may pave way for return of SCS creche to Boniface Circle (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.1
 Change of heart: American Jewish Congress withdraws amicus brief, Mar 22, 1984, p.1
 Creche case (cont.), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
 US Circuit Court hears arguments in creche case, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
 US Circuit Court says village must permit creche, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
 Two high court rulings key to SCS case, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
 Supreme Court review sought in creche case (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
 Supreme Court to hear creche case, Oct 18, 1984, p.1
 Amicus briefs, Dec 6, 1984, p.1
 Error acknowledged, Dec 20, 1984, p.1
 Lawyer's role defended (ltr), Dec 27, 1984, p.6

FRANKEL, PATT (AU)
 More bike signs asked (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6

FRANKEL, PAUL
 Sports award winners (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17

FRANKEL, RICHARD (DR)
 Village prepares to fight against halfway house, Apr 22, 1982, p.1

FRANKEL, ROSALIE
 Certificates earned (by R Frankel, R Wilkins), May 21, 1981, p.12
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FRANKEL, STANLEY
Phi Beta Kappa Assn elects S A Frankel new president (list), Jun 11, 1981, p.8
‘Joan of Arts’ leads Mondale forces into town (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Local man S A Frankel to head Phi Beta Kappa (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.4

FRANKEL, STANLEY (AU)
No degree dilution here (edit), Jun 11, 1981, p.7
Pardoned...but unpardonable (edit), Jul 8, 1982, p.7
Moral relativism in weaponry is hypocrisy (edit), May 31, 1984, p.7
It’s VI week; remember Rodger Young? (edit), Aug 16, 1984, p.7
How profound is the recovery? (edit), Nov 22, 1984, p.7
So that’s how (Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer) started! (edit), Dec 20, 1984, p.7

FRANKEL, STEVEN
Riders fight for Boulder Brook Club, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Choice of site for fields is still uncertain, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Village agrees to buy Boulder Brook; riding club faces eviction by July 2 (photo), May 24, 1984, p.1
Future looks dim for Boulder Brook Riding Club, May 31, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook’s fate may be near final resolution, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
Boulder brook, Sep 13, 1984, p.1

FRANKEL, STEVEN (AU)
Concerned by pigeon menace (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4

FRANKENHOF SCHOLARSHIP FUND
SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID

FRANKENHOFF, CHARLES
Couple (C A and N Frankenhoff) establishes scholarship fund, Jun 16, 1983, p.16

FRANKENHOFF, NONA
Couple (C A and N Frankenhoff) establishes scholarship fund, Jun 16, 1983, p.16

FRANKLIN, BONNIE
Young reporters tell how it was in San Francisco (photo), Jul 26, 1984, p.6

FRANKLIN, JOE
L Greenwood attends celebration, Dec 30, 1982, p.3

FRANKLIN, PAM
JACS raise money for Cancer fund, Apr 2, 1981, p.12
Revolution at camp (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.9

FRANKLIN, ROBERT
Teachers critical of open lunch program, Apr 2, 1981, p.1

FRANKE, AMBER
Holiday Scouting tradition (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.5

FRANZ, L D (AU)
Explanation of the system (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.4

FRANZ, L DWIGHT
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FRANZ, L DWIGHT continued
B Anderson accepts Lillian Drake Thies trophy (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.3

FRANZA, EDNA
Head shop, May 29, 1980, p.1
Off the list (East of the Sun), Nov 20, 1980, p.1

FRASCA, DOROTHY
Company appoints SCS woman D J Frasca, Jul 19, 1984, p.4

FRASCA, SHERYL
There's always a happy ending at Wapetuck (photo; addl photo p 8), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

FRASER, BILL
SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 1 hands out shower water restrictors (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.5

FRASER, ROBIN
Four from EMT high school (R Fraser, A Post, W Wang, M Tuchaan) in art show, Oct 30, 1980, p.21
New primary lunch schedule under study for next year, May 28, 1981, p.17
From 'Portfolio' (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.17

FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES
Fraternity elects former Scarsdalian D R Thomas, Nov 18, 1982, p.17

FRAUD
Postal Service warns elderly against mail fraud schemes, Oct 23, 1980, p.19
Margolies arrested for fraud, May 6, 1982, p.15
School board member M Weitzen charged in tax case, Jul 21, 1983, p.5
Not SCS police, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
$6.7 million fraud award to Irving Commercial Corp, Dec 15, 1983, p.12
Fraud: waste—a persistent problem (edit), Feb 16, 1984, p.7

SEE ALSO IMPOSTORS AND IMPOSTURE

FRAZIER, ROBIN
About 35 EHS students paint street in front of school (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.13

FREDA, RICHARD
AFS student J Uronen disappears (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1
No developments, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
Search for AFS student J Uronen stalled, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
Auxiliaries fighting burglars (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.7
New Town Club leadership (photo p 2; list), May 28, 1981, p.1
Suspect M J Castaldo charged in holdup (photo p 3), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Whodunnit, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Three (J Beninghaa, H Kaplan, J Panessa) charged with drug sales, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Woman burglar hunted, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
SMS seniors J Boudreau, M Metz, hurt in head-on crash (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.1

FREDOLINO, ARTHUR
Honorable defeat for EMT on reapportionment, May 26, 1983, p.11
New faces liven three-way race in redrawn District 17 (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.11

FREDOLINO, ARTHUR
Honorable defeat for EMT on reapportionment, May 26, 1983, p.11
New faces liven three-way race in redrawn District 17 (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.11

FREDDA, ROBIN
Banking officer R Fredella named, Jan 20, 1983, p.2

FREDERICK, JOAH
J B Frederick joins Fee (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.4

FREDERICKS, JIM
Chanukah concert at Manhattan Savings (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.3

FREE, ANNETTE (AU)
Efforts appreciated (ltr), Jun 4, 1981, p.6

FREE, DONALD
Three candidates, G W Barson, D E Freed, J K Watson, run in Greenville Fire District, Dec 4, 1980, p.21
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FREED, JUDSON
Freed honored, Aug 4, 1983, p.9

FREEDMAN, ALFRED
County Medical Center honors A Freedman (list), Dec 3, 1981, p.13

FREEDMAN, AMANDA
Books--fun to read and talk about too (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.3

FREEDMAN, BERNARD
SCS Telephone ownership, Mar 27, 1980, p.5

FREEDMAN, BILL
Eagle Scout project (photo), May 6, 1982, p.19

FREEDMAN, CHARLES
SCS High's Class of '84 advised to keep an open mind, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

FREEDMAN, CLAIRE
Village eyes ban on electronic games, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
USFL's $40-million man S Young has some loyal fans here, Mar 8, 1984, p.15
Menace of '82 now only a faded memory, Aug 9, 1984, p.1

FREEDMAN, CLAIRE (AU)
Threat to peace and freedom (ltr), Apr 16, 1981, p.6

FREEDMAN, CORA (AU)
Countdown to college (edit), Nov 11, 1982, p.7

FREEDMAN, DEBBIE
Jack o'lantern to be (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.5

FREEDMAN, MAURICE
Technological advance for library system (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.5
County JDL will picket Soviet film series start, Mar 8, 1984, p.10
Library System marks birthday (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.15

FREEDMAN, SOLOMON
Home elects local man S J Freedman, Apr 16, 1981, p.25

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT
Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11

FREEDOM OF RELIGION
SEE RELIGIOUS LIBERTY

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
Newspaper machine, Nov 6, 1980, p.1

FREEDOM SUMMER '84
SEE VOTER REGISTRATION

FREEMAN, BARBARA
Storytellers at Heathcote (photo; list), Mar 24, 1983, p.19

FREEMAN, EDWIN
Drug, shoplifting cases settled, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Probation given in marijuana case, Dec 2, 1982, p.4

FREEMAN, NEALE
EHS senior N Freeman is semifinalist, Oct 2, 1980, p.17

FREEMAN, SOL
SCS man S Freeman honored for volunteer efforts (list), Nov 26, 1981, p.10
HHS, SCS men among feted Taylor aides (list), Dec 3, 1981, p.4

FREEMAN, WILLIAM
Suspect W Freeman nabbed in stolen car, Jun 11, 1981, p.1

FREEMASONS
Grand Lodge of Masons appoints SCS man H I Stein (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.2
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FREIE, (MRS ALVIN)
Honored it Woman’s Club (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.9

FREIE, MABEL
SCS artist M S Freie has exhibition, Mar 5, 1981, p.3

FREIGHTWAY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
SEE FREIGHTWAY PROPERTY

FREIGHTWAY GARAGE
Several plastic windows melted in Freightway Parking Garage blaze (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.1
SCS parking, May 15, 1980, p.1

FREIGHTWAY PROPERTY
Report on seniors urges wider housing options, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Village leans toward Polera for Freightway development, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Starrett still in running to develop Freightway, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
How long will it be? (edit), Jun 26, 1980, p.4
Polera gets nod on Freightway project, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Freightway plans; Owners approached, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Village Board to fix ceilings in library, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Freightway development plan unveiled (photo), May 14, 1981, p.1
Questions on Freightway (edit), May 14, 1981, p.6
Like ‘Prussian army barracks’ (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6
He’d prefer a park (ltr), May 28, 1981, p.6
Many questions on Freightway (ltr), May 28, 1981, p.6
Overhill opposes Freightway plan, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
GBH goes on record against SCS development; Residents fear additional congestion on Ardsley Rd, Jun 4, 1981, p.17
Opposition growing to Polera plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Inquirer questionnaire on Freightway proposal, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
For a smaller plan (ltr), Jun 11, 1981, p.6
Questionnaire response negative to Polera plan (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.1
Let’s find an alternative (edit), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Permanent monstrosity (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Attend June 23 meeting (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Trustees vote to hire Freightway consultants, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
At cross purposes (edit), Jun 25, 1981, p.6
Vote seen as blow to system (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6
Freightway petition (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6
Freightway statement (edit), Jul 9, 1981, p.6
Gateway to SCS (ltr), Jul 9, 1981, p.6
Freightway committee chairman appointed: R F Greene (photo), Jul 16, 1981, p.1
He favors an inn (ltr), Jul 23, 1981, p.6
On filling vacancies (ltr), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
Freightway Committee named (list), Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Go beyond borders (edit), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
Freightway Committee told to focus on Polera proposal (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Mayor completes Freightway Committee (naming L Vaccaro, R Donati), Aug 27, 1981, p.1
A useful report (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
He wants open space (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
Mayor appoints ad hoc committee on boards and councils (list), Sep 10, 1981, p.1
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FREIGHTWAY PROPERTY  continued

- New group to monitor proposed Freightway project (list), Sep 17, 1981, p.13
- Village Club members examine Freightway property (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.4
- Trustee Towers? (ltr), Sep 24, 1981, p.6
- Freightway meetings (list), Oct 1, 1981, p.1
- Headlong rush? (ltr), Oct 1, 1981, p.6
- Freightway Committee studies Polera plan (list), Oct 15, 1981, p.1
- Dislay over Freightway (ltr), Oct 22, 1981, p.6
- Town Club tables proposal for amending Non-Partisan Resolution, Nov 5, 1981, p.3
- He fears board is serious (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
- Drop Polera plan; Specific objections, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
- Against Freightway plan (ltr), Nov 19, 1981, p.6
- Village to buy lot downtown, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
- Referendum on Freightway (ltr), Nov 26, 1981, p.6
- Faith in officials (ltr), Nov 26, 1981, p.6
- Forum on Freightway Dec 9 (list), Dec 3, 1981, p.1
- Forum on Freightway (edit), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
- Concensus on Freightway (edit), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
- Why doesn't proposal die? (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
- Residents ponder possibilities for Freightway, Dec 10, 1981, p.1
- Committee rejects Freightway plan (list), Dec 24, 1981, p.1
- Expensive lesson (edit), Dec 31, 1981, p.6
- Referendum opposed (ltr), Jan 7, 1982, p.6
- Rent control law debated, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
- Board rejects Polera proposal; seeks alternate plan for Freightway, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
- Excellent decision (edit), Jan 28, 1982, p.6
- System "not functioning" (ltr), Feb 11, 1982, p.6
- Correct decision (ltr), Mar 4, 1982, p.6
- Falkenberg Memo, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
- Freightway--quiet but not forgotten, Sep 2, 1982, p.1
- It needn't be ugly (edit), Sep 2, 1982, p.6
- On Freightway's future (ltr), Dec 2, 1982, p.6
- Freightway suggested as site for senior housing, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
- Town Club installs E M Bench new president, B Johnson VP, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
- Survey finds strong support for parking facility on Freightway site, Jun 9, 1983, p.1
- Citizens urge improvements in downtown parking, traffic, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
- Village seeks land, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
- Freightway lease?, Nov 15, 1984, p.1

SEE ALSO POLERA PROPOSAL

FREILICH, JULIE

Supersalesperson J Freilich (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.5
Sportswriter M Allen comes to Edgewood (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.19

FREILICH, LUCILLE

Family Christmas party (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.11
Supersalesperson J Freilich (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.5

FREILICH, RICHARD

Supersalesperson J Freilich (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.5

FRELOW, HERBERT (DR)

Candidate P Karan denies conflict charge, Feb 7, 1980, p.9
FRELOW, ROBERT (DR)
Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part I), Mar 27, 1980, p.15
Something dramatic must be done (edit), Aug 11, 1983, p.7

FRELOW, ROBERT (DR-AU)
Turn the schools into learning laboratories (edit), Apr 29, 1982, p.7

FREMONT-SMITH, ELIOT
Irving on endings, and beginnings (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.3

FRENCH, CARROLL

FRENCHMAR, GERALD
Good friends, good food, good times (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.2

FRENIKEL, AVIVIT
AFS-STEP students suma up their year here, May 29, 1980, p.7

FRENIKEL, BARBARA
Residents being asked to sign petition for nuclear arms freeze (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.5

FRENIKEL, JOEY
Greenacres donates to Salvation Army (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.25

FRESH AIR FUND
‘Friendly Town’ names J Chin chairman for SCS, Apr 10, 1980, p.5
Away from the asphalt (list), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Welcome to SCS! (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Fresh Air’s got the kids (list), Jun 25, 1981, p.6
Getting acquainted (photo; list), Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Taking a break from the city (photo; list), Jul 15, 1982, p.3
It’s hotter in the city (edit), Jun 16, 1983, p.6
They’re ready to go back in the pool (photo; list), Jun 30, 1983, p.10

FRESH AIR KIDS
SEE FRESH AIR FUND

FREUND, JOSEPH
Near catastrophe at Heathcote 5 Corners (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1

FREUND, JOSEPH (AU)
Marketing trash (list), May 26, 1983, p.6

FREUND, LISA
ECCE: Board ‘obligated’ to provide full-day kindergarten, Mar 8, 1984, p.11

FREUNDLICH, DAVID
May madness (photo), May 3, 1984, p.14

FREYER, JOEL
Commendations to A Filancia, H Loeber, R Slattery, J Freyer, R Carroll, May 22, 1980, p.1
Police officers J Freyer, T Carroll win awards for achievement (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.3
Commendations (for J Craven, J Freyer, T Savino), Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Police, fire dept, SVAC race to accident scene (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.4
Newest sergeants on police force: J Freyer, J Breslin (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.3
Police raid party that drew 400 teens, May 3, 1984, p.1

FREYER, MARIANNE
Police officers J Freyer, T Carroll win awards for achievement (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.3

FRICKEL, DONALD
Pre-Junior Leaguers (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.8

FRICKEL, PETER
Adopt a park (photo), Apr 30, 1981, p.1
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FRIED, JEFFREY
  Village landlords moving toward tax abatement plan, Apr 21, 1983, p.1

FRIEDBERG, MADALYN
  SCS parents turning to one another in attempt to cope with the pressures on children, May 31, 1984, p.6

FRIEDEL, JOHN
  Past and present featured at first GCC Festival Day (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.15

FRIEDEL, RUTH
  'Still waters" by R Friedel on exhibit, wins prize, Jan 24, 1980, p.7
  EMT theater group displays community talent (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.17
  Two artists (J Patterson, R Friedel) have show at main office of SNB, Nov 5, 1981, p.8
  Works by EMT artists P Feldinger, R Friedel shown, Mar 3, 1983, p.12

FRIEDLANDER, BERNARD (AU)
  Veteran glad to be remembered (ltr), May 31, 1984, p.6

FRIEDLANDER, ESTELLE
  E Friedlander dies, Dec 1, 1983, p.18

FRIEDLANDER, MARIS
  Historical Society names M Friedlander new director, May 10, 1984, p.4
  New curator, D O'Connor, director, J Harris, appointed at SCS Historical Society, Sep 20, 1984, p.3

FRIEDLANDER, STEVEN
  S Friedlander in Junior High Concert (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.16

FRIEDMAN, ANDY
  Star clown: A Friedman (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.11
  Scenes from SCS's summer sidewalk sale (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.1
  Andy the Clown (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.9
  Sidewalk sale here next week, Jul 28, 1983, p.1
  Local entertainer A Friedman at Florida resort, Jul 19, 1984, p.9

FRIEDMAN, BARBARA
  Local woman B S Friedman elected to center's board (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.3

FRIEDMAN, BARRY (DR)
  Board of Education revises phys ed substitution rule, Feb 12, 1981, p.17
  Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
  Four gain tenure; no day care OK yet, May 13, 1982, p.11
  Seely safety study gets a green light, Jul 26, 1984, p.11

FRIEDMAN, DAVID
  Seniors plan AFS weekend (photo; list), Oct 16, 1980, p.3
  Local students Beijing bound (list), Feb 26, 1981, p.1

FRIEDMAN, DEBBIE
  It's a Halloween tradition (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.1

FRIEDMAN, DORIS
  Would-be divorcees helped to untangle legal snarls (photo), Feb 21, 1980, p.4

FRIEDMAN, ELLEN
  PRC superintendent K Batchelor says indoor pool is possibility, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
  GR welcomes new parents, Sep 11, 1980, p.17

FRIEDMAN, EVAN
  E Friedman wins scholarship, Apr 5, 1984, p.5

FRIEDMAN, GAIL
  Cancer Crusade starting; local man, D Zealand, is chairman, Mar 29, 1984, p.5

FRIEDMAN, HERBERT
  Fears allayed as Post Road house settles in (photo), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
  Group house residents, neighbors mingle at 1231 Post Road open house (photo; list), Oct 4, 1984, p.1
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FRIEDHAN, JANICE
EHS students J Friedhan, D Schon take part in program at Tanglewood (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.15

FRIEDHAN, JEFF
Movie, TV engineers group enters age of computers, Oct 27, 1983, p.17

FRIEDHAN, JOEL
Asthma Foundation names resident J Friedhan vice president (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.2
Preventive Psychiatry Center elects J Friedhan, B Lilienfield, H Libson new trustees, Dec 23, 1982, p.4
Tentative plan on tenant protection, May 12, 1983, p.1
Resident J Friedhan to head Asthma Foundation (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.8
Dispute continues over Chateaux rent hikes, Apr 5, 1984, p.1

FRIEDHAN, JOHN
Woman, E J Lewis, fined in dog bite case, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
First offenders of pooper scooper law, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Scottof law crackdown, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Police arrest man for stealing copper pipe, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Walworth one-way law protested, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Police criticized in arrest of priest, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
Dog dispute leads to law suit, Jun 4, 1981, p.3
Concerts lead to conviction, Dec 17, 1981, p.3
Suspect H J Castaldo charged in holdup (photo p 3), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Miriam Cedarbaum to be new judge, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Village to decide response on home, May 13, 1982, p.1
State criticizes court on record keeping, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
It's a bridge between people (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.4
Judge replies, Aug 26, 1982, p.1
GOP may challenge Non-Partisan nominee, Nov 18, 1982, p.1
SCS to have first contest for village justice (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
No left turn sign, Feb 9, 1984, p.1

FRIEDHAN, JOHN (AU)
Judge defends court records (litr), Aug 26, 1982, p.6
Testimonial from judge (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6

FRIEDHAN, JONATHAN
Labor Day at the pool (photo, list), Sep 4, 1980, p.8

FRIEDHAN, LEON
L A Friedtan dies, Jan 1, 1981, p.9

FRIEDHAN, M E (AU)

FRIEDHAN, ROBERT
Boulder Brook's fate may be near final resolution, Aug 30, 1984, p.1

FRIEDHAN, SCOTT
Celebrating America at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.14

FRIEDHAN, SYLVAN
S F Friedhan dies, Sep 22, 1983, p.18

FRIENDLY, RUTH
Ribbons for their oils (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.4

FRIENDLY, FRED
Celebration Tuesday for Bill of Rights (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
Mock trial raises legal questions at Bill of Rights Day celebration (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.3
Civil Liberties Union to honor Friendlys (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.2
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FRIENDLY, FRED continued
Civil liberties award presented to F and R Friendly (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.15
Panel chews on constitutional 'delicacies' (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.6

FRIENDLY, RUTH
Celebration Tuesday for Bill of Rights (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
Mock trial raises legal questions at Bill of Rights Day celebration (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.3
Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Civil Liberties Union to honor Friendlys (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.2
Civil liberties award presented to F and R Friendly (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.15
Board discusses textbook selecting, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Betty Menke hailed as a standard-setter, Feb 16, 1984, p.3
SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

FRIENDS OF MUSIC, ARTS IN SCS SCHOOLS
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-FRIENDS OF MUSIC, ARTS

FRIENDS OF SCS LIBRARY
SEE LIBRARY-SCS

FRIENDS OF SCS PARKS
SEE RECREATION DEPT-SCS

FRIENDS, SOCIETY OF
Table planned, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
World events shape Quaker activities (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.35
Friends' statement (ltr; list), Dec 9, 1982, p.6
SCS's Quaker heritage (edit), Jul 19, 1984, p.7

FRIENDSHIP
Some are friends, and some are acquaintances (edit), Jun 9, 1983, p.7

FRISERIO, ROSEMARIE
Fontana, Guarnieri to bid for town posts, Mar 24, 1983, p.14
Candidates jockey for town positions, May 26, 1983, p.11
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican caie, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Democratic primary in GH is off, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
Town Board candidate R Frigerio calls for accessibility (photo), Aug 19, 1983, p.9
Central Avenue is an 'asphalt ocean'—R Dunlap (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.11
Bracca: a 'different voice', Sep 22, 1983, p.9
Board rejects apartment plan, Oct 20, 1983, p.10
Hopefuls vie for Town Board, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
Veteran: Town Hall shuffle near, Dec 8, 1983, p.11
Town Board passes $22 million budget, Dec 13, 1984, p.15

FRISBEE
Frisbee tourney benefits CARE (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.17

FRISBEE, JOHN IV
Lundhurst director: J L Frisbee IV, Jul 7, 1983, p.15

FRISCHMANN, CATHERINE
C Frischmann dies, May 13, 1982, p.16

FRISINGER, KIM

FRITZ, EILEEN
Home burglarized, set on fire (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.3

FRIZELLE, CAREN
Halloween parade at Fox Meadow (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.20
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FRIZELLE, VICKY
   M Eberle shows Indian handicrafts at Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.19

FRODSHAM, KAREN
   Daitos wins runoff, Feb 3, 1983, p.1

FROEHlich, HERBERT (DR)
   Dr H P Froehlich named Associate of the Year (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.22
   Consorting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6

FROELICH, DAVID
   Seniors plan AFS weekend (photo; list), Oct 16, 1980, p.3

FROELICH, ELSE
   E Froelich dies, Mar 31, 1983, p.16

FROELICH, SALLY
   Local woman S Froelich cable co-host, May 1, 1980, p.8

FROHLICH, LORI
   Quaker Ridge fifth grader L Frohlich wins figure-skating contest (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.22

FROHLICH, WILLIAM
   Center for Prevention elects Scarsdalians W H Frohlich, R L Gerloff, Apr 10, 1980, p.9
   QR parent protest doomed proposal, May 22, 1980, p.1

FROMME, PHYLLIS
   Honoring the staff (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.14

FROST, ELIZABETH (DR)
   KD E Frost promoted to professor, Dec 10, 1981, p.2

FSW
   SEE FAMILY SERVICES OF WESTCHESTER

FU, MEXING
   Turkey days (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.13

FUCHS, ANDREW
   Is this responsive? (ltr), Feb 9, 1984, p.6

FUCHS, ANDREW (AU)
   A&P states its position (ltr), Jan 26, 1984, p.6

FUCHS, HERMAN
   Signing up (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.3

FUCHS, JESSIE
   Signing up (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.3

FUCHSBERG, JACOB
   Dramatic moment at trial, Dec 11, 1980, p.1

FUEERST, (MRS MICHAEL)
   Halfway houses not new to Westchester (Part 1), Apr 22, 1982, p.1

FUEERST, JEAN
   Ninth year for Sunday Rec (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.1

FUGAZZY, WILL
   The power of faith? Pastor, firefighters replace stones (photo; list), Nov 18, 1982, p.11

FUJII, SANA
   New season at Playcare (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.16

FULANI, LENORA
   Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

FULBRIGHT SCHOLARSHIP
   SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID

FULLER, ELIZABETH
   Historical catalogue debuts (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.5
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FULLER, JANET
Neuberger honors Service Council volunteer workers (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.4

FULLER, PATRICIA
Waan (P E Fuller, M C Johnson) accused of shoplifting spree, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Drug, shoplist cases settled, Oct 14, 1982, p.1

FULLER, R BUCKMINSTER (DR)
Homage to a 'planetary man' (edit), Sep 22, 1983, p.7

FULLILOVE, H EARL
Resident W Canavan selected for state advisory post, Jul 23, 1981, p.8

FULTON, JANE
Estelle Berman to leave library, Apr 16, 1981, p.1

FUND RAISING
Historical Society conducting new fund drive (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.1
Chairman appointed for 1980 cancer crusade: W C Doud, Jan 3, 1980, p.2
Vest fund initiated (ltr), Jan 17, 1980, p.4
Special donation (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.9
Scholarship fund drive opens (list), Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Community service abounds at Seely Place School (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.11
Marathoners hit $11,000 in fundraiser (photo), Feb 20, 1980, p.15
Talent shows at IHM raise money for charity (photo; list), Feb 20, 1980, p.16
Edgeawnters cheer H 2ia at AFS Valentine's Day flower sale (photo), Feb 21, 1980, p.11
Interfaith concert to raise relief funds for Cambodians (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Police mount vest fund drive, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
Aiding the victims (edit), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
SCS sings out message of hope (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.4
Live from EHS: MFAS to air MDA dance marathon benefit (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.11
In The Mood Singers (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.3
Vest fund drive, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
Concert fund, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Club's Junior Section lists contributors (list), Apr 10, 1980, p.8
Dr S Alter laughs it up with Melissa Hale (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.10
School Board OK's budget; hears 9-12 skills report, Apr 10, 1980, p.13
Building fund drive opens for new Girl Scout House (photo; list), Apr 17, 1980, p.1
What am I bid? (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.15
Battling HD (photo), May 1, 1980, p.1
Even on a bicycle: M Mazur makes difficult turn on Bronx River Parkway (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1
Lions Club of SCS presents check to PTA scholarship fund (photo), May 8, 1980, p.2
Girl Scout leaders and supporters selling cookies for Girl Scout House fund (photo), May 8, 1980, p.3
Support for Scout House (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
9-year-old J Hans gets help with bike during HD Bike-a-Thon (photo), May 8, 1980, p.6
SCS MD J Weiss heading Mobilization 80 drive, May 29, 1980, p.2
Anything went at the car wash (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.3
1980 Council for Arts campaign sets records for fund raising, Aug 7, 1980, p.9
Drive (for Girl Scout House) nears goal, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Community support needed (ltr), Sep 4, 1980, p.4
League agenda includes voter service, study items (photo; list), Sep 11, 1980, p.11
Audrey Topping is chairman of Tourism Council benefit, Sep 25, 1980, p.11
Parnes Fund begun at Albert Einstein, Oct 2, 1980, p.1
Arts Council raises $115,000, Oct 9, 1980, p.6
Riding for the Scout House (photo; list), Oct 23, 1980, p.1
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FUND RAISING continued

Great pumpkin raffle (photo; list), Oct 23, 1980, p.3
Community support needed (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Weather curtails JACS fund raiser, Oct 23, 1980, p.6
Join the public-spirited (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
Bike-a-thon thank yous (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
Talking over school days? (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.10
Pumpkin raffle aids Parnes Fund, Nov 6, 1980, p.5
To your health (edit), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
Foil and tin cans for lunch (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.15
Jabberwocky arts festival (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.16
Earthquake fund established (list), Dec 4, 1980, p.12
Historical Society sets goal of $45,000 for fund drive, Dec 11, 1980, p.3
Top bikathoners honored (photo; list), Dec 18, 1980, p.2
New Year's deadline (edit), Dec 25, 1980, p.4
Benefit for Counseling Service (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.12
Girl Scouts seek tag sale donations (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.7
Friends of center plan fund drive (list), Mar 12, 1981, p.11
Gerloff is named chairman of retarded citizens benefit (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.14
Dance Marathon: 24 hours for $2,000 Scholarship Fund aid (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.19
SVAC ambulance may go to Italy (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Drive going slowly, Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Statement by Ambulance Corps, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Save the Atlanta Children (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.3
Thanks from the Boy (sic) Scouts (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
Volunteers honored (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.10
JACS raise money for Cancer fund, Apr 2, 1981, p.12
And next we have... (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.17
Work, work, work (photo; list), Apr 2, 1981, p.17
Students set fast day to combat world hunger (list), Apr 2, 1981, p.23
Walkathon participant (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.8
Greenacres project (photo), May 21, 1981, p.4
Why not try honest labor? (ltr), Jun 4, 1981, p.6
Girl Scout House fund nearing $240,000 goal (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Bike-a-thon nets $23,000 pledges (list), Jul 9, 1981, p.2
Boo out muscular dystrophy (photo), Jul 16, 1981, p.5
Dialing for George (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.1
George Jaffin: a man who does well at doing good (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.1
League launches fund drive (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.5
Gifts to Council for Arts reach highest level ever (list), Sep 17, 1981, p.11
Hard worker, A Maresco (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.12
WP Hospital fall party raises $16,000 (photo; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.11
League finance drive (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
Nature center mounts first membership drive (list), Nov 12, 1981, p.12
Historical society sets $45,000 goal for campaign (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.2
Candidates named for Nominating Committee (list), Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Congratulations from Easter Seal child M Sacco to W Doescher (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.22
Remember veterans (ltr), Feb 18, 1982, p.6
IHM Talent Show '82 (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.17
Projects aid handicapped, Apr 8, 1982, p.16
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FUND RAISING continued

SHS students dance for dollars, Apr 8, 1982, p.17
Committee proposes change in Non-Partisan Resolution, Apr 15, 1982, p.2
Firefighters fight MD (photo), May 6, 1982, p.1
Car washing for fun and profit (K Froelich Scholarship Fund) (photo), May 13, 1982, p.1
SCS boy M Goldstein is number one fund raiser for cystic fibrosis (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.4
Arts fund reaches $500,000 (list), Aug 19, 1982, p.2
Monument fund drive starts (list), Sep 9, 1982, p.1
Mailing out fund raising letters (photo; list), Sep 16, 1982, p.2
LWV drive on again (ltr), Sep 16, 1982, p.6
A bookful of dollars (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.15
Message from PBA (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
All wrapped up in wreaths (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.4
Fund chair named: R Sansone, Dec 16, 1982, p.18
Historical Society drive opens (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.4
Two from SCS, E Lipson, P Suwergade, support Pediatric Tumor Foundation, Dec 30, 1982, p.8
Tribute to Korean-American friendship (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.3
Temple Israel Center rally to launch expansion campaign (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.17
Firefighters raise money for charity (list), Feb 17, 1983, p.16
Valentine’s Day at Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.16
Shooting from the (don) key (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.1
How I raised $10,000 and beat the Rangers (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p.7
SCS High to be scene of International Fair Sunday (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Seniors crafts sale (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.5
Still sailing (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.11
Church women set thrift sale (photo; list), Apr 28, 1983, p.4
Help for victims of crime (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.21
Fund raising success for R W Rosenblatt, May 12, 1983, p.10
Read-in nets cash donation, May 12, 1983, p.13
SCS student A Pforzheimer plans ‘Ride for Life’ (photo), May 19, 1983, p.1
Friends join to help teacher N Olson cope with life without legs, Jun 2, 1983, p.3
Walking for a freeze (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.5
They went the extra mile (photo; list), Jun 16, 1983, p.11
Bizarre Bazaar (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.11
Frisbee tourney benefits CARE (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.17
Fighting Alzheimer’s Disease (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.5
Swim-for-Breath kids help fight cystic fibrosis (photo; list), Jul 28, 1983, p.2
Contributions needed (ltr), Jul 28, 1983, p.6
Chairman M Kahn named for MDA telethon, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
In that fine tradition (ltr), Aug 4, 1983, p.6
Ride for Life, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
SCS stop on Ride for Life (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.1
Getting ready for Jennie (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.16
Thanks to contributors (ltr), Sep 22, 1983, p.6
Generous response asked (ltr), Sep 22, 1983, p.6
S Schear At Jespersens donates pastries for March of Dimes (photo), Sep 29, 1983, p.8
A musical night to remember (photo; list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3
Sweet charity, Nov 10, 1983, p.1
Vital non-partisan service (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
Not SCS police, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
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FUND RAISING continued

This holiday gift spreads cheer all year (photo; list; addl photo p 14), Dec 1, 1983, p.6
Grant for Historical Society, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Historical challenge (edit), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
Civil Liberties supporters told retarded still need protection (photo; list), Dec 15, 1983, p.4
Firefighters' crusade (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.22
Thanks from Ambulance Corps (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
Heart-felt thanks (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
Beating par (photo; list), Dec 22, 1983, p.8
Going up for bids at IHH (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.5
Cub Scout Carnival helps United Way (photo; list), Jan 26, 1984, p.4
Philanthropist V Russo's deeds strengthen worldwide bonds (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.6
Sir T Conran outlines plans for Hudson River Museum benefit (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.9
Nearly 300 pounds of books to South Pacific (photo), Mar 1, 1984, p.5
Agency launches fund drive, Mar 15, 1984, p.3
Scholarship Fund behind '83 pace, Mar 29, 1984, p.3
Huge assortment of merchandise ready for Junior League sale (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.8
At the dance (for Snisky Memorial Fund) (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.10
Keeping score (ltr; list), May 3, 1984, p.6
J Arias comes to town (photo), May 10, 1984, p.4
Broiling Bucks benefit United Way (photo), May 10, 1984, p.5
How many pages? (photo), May 10, 1984, p.12
With a little help from its friends (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.2
Record setters (photo; list), Jun 14, 1984, p.8
Bazaar: $685 and counting, Jun 21, 1984, p.11
Family Counseling benefit a success (photo; list), Jul 5, 1984, p.3
Fantasy Ball '84 workers saluted at Neiman Marcus fashion show, tea (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.8
$1.1 million for children (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.2
Moral obligation seen (ltr), Sep 13, 1984, p.6
A lofty goal (edit), Sep 20, 1984, p.6
Fashion fundraiser (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.14
A job well done (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.8
Ready for the raffle (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.2
Cutting for a cause (photo; list), Nov 29, 1984, p.17
Gambling for a good cause (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.24
Aid for Ethiopia (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.2
Hot Shot at the Scout carnival (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.4
Theater party benefits Cancer Support Team, Dec 13, 1984, p.16
Students help Heart Assn, Dec 27, 1984, p.9
SEE ALSO UNITED JEWISH APPEAL, UNITED WAY

FUNSTON, REID
Letter called 'one-sided' (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6

FUNSTON, REID (AU)
On Project Unicorn (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6

FUREY, GERTRUDE
G R Furey dies, Sep 1, 1983, p.14

FUREY, ROBERT
Greenacres parents press village for safer conditions (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Try closing Huntington (edit), Nov 15, 1984, p.6
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FURGIULE, ARTHUR
  Picnic at the Congregational (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.2
  Tuesday night is party time here for blind (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.6
FURLIN, KAREN (AU)
  Already your neighbors (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
FURLINE, RICHARD
  SCS pressing for 4-lane parkway plan (photo; addl photo p 15), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
FURNARI, KAREN
  Santa’s messengers (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.9
FURNARI, PETER (DR)
  JACS teach tooth care (photo; list), Mar 25, 1982, p.21
  Local dentist Dr P C Furnari named professor, Oct 7, 1982, p.20
FURNESS, BETTY
  Street Scene I, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
FURSTENBERG, DANIEL
  First day of school (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.15
FURSTENBERG, SYLVIA
  Long-range forecasts, current problems liven board meeting, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
FURUYA, AKIYO
  Greenacres holds international fair (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.14
FUSION ENERGY
  Lobbying group see fusion as ultimate energy source (list), Aug 14, 1980, p.1
FUTURA HOUSE
  Year of expansion for Futura House (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.35
  Halfway houses not new to Westchester (Part I), Apr 22, 1982, p.1
  Futura House founder M Robison wins ethics award, Jul 1, 1982, p.18
GABLE, MIKE
  Church opens School for Justice, Peace, Sep 22, 1983, p.4
GAETA, GERARD (REV-DR)
  Grace Lutheran studies needs of community, Jan 29, 1981, p.7
  Rev Gaeta named Lutheran head (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.19
GAFFNEY, KATHRYN
  SUNY appoints K M Gaffney, Dec 18, 1980, p.17
GAGER, BRIAN
  Making music together (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.13
GAGER, DAVID
  D M Gager dies, Sep 15, 1983, p.14
GAGER, DOLLY
  Village Club goes Western (photo), May 12, 1983, p.1
  Runyon-esque (photo), May 10, 1984, p.1
GAGER, ROBIN
  Young entrepreneurs at work (photo), Oct 11, 1984, p.3
GAGLIARTI, CARMINE
  Resident C Gagliarti appointed, Jan 28, 1982, p.13
GAINSHARING
  SEE PRODUCTIVITY SHARING PROGRAMS
GAISER, BRADLEY
  Generous help cited (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
  Passing inspection (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.7
  Firemen combine duty with celebration (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.1
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GALANEK, ALISON
A Galanek dies, Jan 28, 1982, p.14

GALASSI, AL
Honors for gift shop decorators (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.2

GALCHUS, JOHN
Bank names J. Galchus new assistant, Nov 8, 1984, p.10

GALE, MARION
M. Gale dies, Feb 11, 1982, p.16

GALEF, SANDRA
Hochberg charges politics shaped redistricting maps, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
New MTA head for region P Stangl to face riders at public meeting May 7, Apr 30, 1981, p.6
A/C maintenance blasted, May 28, 1981, p.3
Riders oppose fare hike, Jun 11, 1981, p.3
Railroad issue, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
MTA official sees improvement, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Legislators offer resolution opposing MTA fare increase, Dec 16, 1982, p.9
Larger county role asked in rate cases, Mar 10, 1983, p.3
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican calm, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
MTA may install windows that open, Jul 14, 1983, p.3
County official R. T. Hefti quits under fire, Aug 25, 1983, p.1
County adopts $610M budget, Dec 29, 1983, p.1
Hope on the rails, Apr 19, 1984, p.1

GALEF, STEVEN
Galef to head Service Council (list), Jul 30, 1981, p.3

GALIARDI, GREGORY

GALIBER, JOSEPH
Local man N. Masselli murdered, Aug 26, 1982, p.1
Murder victim N. Masselli was aiding investigators, Sep 2, 1982, p.1

GALIZIA, IRENE
Elderly widow, I. Galizia, faces eviction, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Let your voices be heard (ltr), Dec 23, 1982, p.6
Elderly tenant I. Galizia fights eviction, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
Elderly tenant I. Galizia won't be evicted (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Issues of concern cited (ltr), Feb 17, 1983, p.6
Tenant protection, Mar 17, 1983, p.1

GALLAGHER, KATHLEEN
New York cityscapes theme of exhibition (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.4

GALLAGHER, KEVIN
SCS's lunchtime retreat: Chase Park (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 26, 1982, p.1

GALLAGHER, RAYMOND
Next Thursday is primary day, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Lehraan edges Curran in primary here, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

GALLAND, EDDY
SCS student R. Shafran finds he's one of 3, Sep 25, 1980, p.1

GALLAND, HELEN
Testimonial to Hoving (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.13

GALLEN, CHARLES
Decision on cluster plan delayed by legal ruling (illus), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
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GALLINA, ALLISON
In schools here, computers are elementary (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.1

GALLINA, BILL
Supply Field plans scored, Aug 23, 1984, p.1

GALLO, ANDREW
Turkey days (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.13

GALLO, PENNIE
Despite his fame (Tarnower) lived privately, Mar 13, 1980, p.1

GALLOWAY, ELLY
SCS Jr High (photo; list) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.9

GALLOWAY, EMILY
Social dancers: G O'Nan, E Galloway (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.5
Qualified babysitters (photo; list), May 12, 1983, p.14
C. D. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

GALLOWAY, FRANCES (AU)
They want their sign back (ltr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6

GALLOWAY, JOHN
Woman, E J Lewis, fined in dog bite case, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Mock court provides insight into local justice system, Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Library crackdown, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Sleepless nights on Eastwoods (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Dog dispute leads to lawsuit, Jun 4, 1981, p.3
Attorney M Steyer says concert will go on, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
Laws drafted, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
New obstacle for twilight concerts, Aug 13, 1981, p.1
Cultural Center to move concert, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Concerts lead to conviction, Dec 17, 1981, p.3
Violation charged at Way house, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Eviction sought, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1
Hearing on trees, Aug 12, 1982, p.1
Leaf pickup starts, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Scofflaws sought, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Court invalidates Walworth one-way, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Appeal in doubt, Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Decision raises doubts about legality of private tennis courts, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Galloway named acting attorney, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Noise law found unconstitutional, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Budget approved; more aid coming, Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Apple Tree Barn found legal, May 5, 1983, p.1
Board names R M Gardella village attorney (list), May 12, 1983, p.1
School budget passes easily; three elected, Jun 9, 1983, p.1
Resident E Sheesha's dream house turning into nightmare, Aug 18, 1983, p.1
Leaf law enforcement promised, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Village wins round on Walworth--maybe, Dec 1, 1983, p.1
SCS responds to Orwell's vision, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
League backs freeze, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Budget passes 2 to 1, May 24, 1984, p.1
Correction: Names of J Galloway, Charles Lee reversed in photo, Jul 12, 1984, p.4
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GALLOWAY, JOHN continued
Residents warned that village will enforce leaf violations, Oct 4, 1984, p.2
Dramatizations reveal justice to Village Club (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
Village Court hears dog bite case, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

GALLOWAY, JOHN (AU)
They want their sign back (ltr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6

GALPER, LILLIAM
George Jaffin: a man who does well at doing good (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.1

SALST, SANDRA
Plaudits and tributes mark Board of Ed year-end meeting, Jun 11, 1981, p.18

SALST, SANDRA (AU)
A Holy Day is not a Holiday (ltr), Oct 22, 1981, p.6

GAMARRA, FLOYD HATTERS- (REV)
SEE HATTERS-GAMARRA, FLOYD (REV)

GAMBETTA, MARK
Halloween artistry (photo), Nov 4, 1982, p.1

GAMBETTA, ROSEMARIE
SCS student R Gambetta is summer intern at medical college, Aug 16, 1984, p.12

GAMES
400 at 'Games People Play' (photo; list), Feb 20, 1980, p.17
Sense of despair seen (ltr), Mar 31, 1983, p.6
Edgewood checkers champs (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.23

GAMES, ELECTRONIC
The latest parlor game: analyzing the video impact (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
On electronic games (ltr), Oct 29, 1981, p.6
No joke (ltr), Oct 29, 1981, p.6
Meanwhile, the kids keep on playing (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.1
It starts with E, which rhymes with T (edit), Feb 25, 1982, p.6
Children need reality too (edit), Feb 25, 1982, p.7
Games in the schools? (ltr), Mar 4, 1982, p.6
Hard to swallow (ltr), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
Planners to study use of electronic games, Mar 25, 1982, p.19
Video game curb endorsed, Apr 8, 1982, p.11
Video game fee, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Menace of '82 now only a faded memory, Aug 9, 1984, p.1
What effect on the young? (ltr), Aug 23, 1984, p.6

GAMES, ELECTRONIC—LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Town may limit electronic games, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Village eyes ban on electronic games, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Video game law 'unfair' (ltr), May 20, 1982, p.6

GAMILL, LEE
L Gamill dies, Apr 9, 1981, p.14

GANDHI, MAHATMA
On the night train to Pretoria (edit), Feb 10, 1983, p.7

GANEM, AMANDA
Historian with a green thumb: E Linville (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.3

GANEM, MELICENT (AU)
Open dialogue not so open (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6

GANGEMI, MICHAEL
Thanksgiveaway drawing (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.12
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GANGEMI, MICHAEL continued
Gangei wins state contest, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Future shape of Central Ave appears in plans, Feb 4, 1982, p.11
Zoning hearing on Central Avenue plan postponed again, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
Traffic lights planned for HTS station, Oct 6, 1983, p.11
Slippery problem on Ardsley Road (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.9
Accident totals (for Ardsley Rd), Nov 17, 1983, p.9
Traffic headaches, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

GANNON, SUZANNE
G. O. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine’s Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
Students preparing to offer safe rides home (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Safe Rides program winning acceptance, Jun 21, 1984, p.1

GANS, HARRIET
Color photography exhibit (by H Gans) (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.5

GANSFUSS, LUCY
Restaurant’s 250-seat, 88-car plan draws ho-hum public response, Aug 19, 1982, p.9

GANITCHER, NATHAN
Wall St firm names local man H Gantcher president (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.2
Gantcher elected trustee of Tufts, Feb 23, 1984, p.2

GARAH, MARTHA
Inquirer owner W H White buys newspaper in Hastings, Nov 22, 1984, p.5

GARBAGE COLLECTION
SEE WASTE DISPOSAL

GARCIA, DENNIS
Minority Council names local man D P Garcia, Dec 11, 1980, p.17

GARCIA, FERDINAND
Fordham cites residents J F Walsh, F L Garcia, Dec 3, 1981, p.27

GARCIA, MARIA
Staff Recognition Day at Heathcote (photo; list), Jun 4, 1981, p.19
Institute of Language Arts expands curriculum for 81-82 (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.23

GARCIA-GRAHADOS, SYBIL
Books—fun to read and talk about too (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.3

GARDELLA, RICHARD
Board names R M Gardella village attorney (list), May 12, 1983, p.1
Committee to establish rent relief guidelines, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Marx estate, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Village planning to condemn house, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Arguments continue over house on Meadow, Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Disputed driveway (ltr), Feb 23, 1984, p.6
Battle over trees, May 3, 1984, p.1
Village presses legal charges against homeowner E Sheesh for violations, May 31, 1984, p.3
Sheemesh case, Jul 5, 1984, p.1
Court ruling jeopardizes law limiting subdivisions, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook’s fate may be near final resolution, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
Board of Appeals, Sheemesh hearing resolution of housing code dispute, Sep 20, 1984, p.5
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Two multi-home developments proposed (illus), Nov 29, 1984, p.1
Village considering limits on dish antennae, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

GARDENING
Squash tree? (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.8
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GARDENING continued

What a squash! (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.5
Winter hobby yields colorful Easter reward (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
J Bedichek instructs students in planting basil, nasturtium (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.3
Nick Cantatore's the man behind SCS's flowers (photo; addl photo p 6), Aug 19, 1982, p.1
Tulip time at SCS High School (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.14

GARDENS

A flowering memory: Hays garden at Seely (photo), May 6, 1982, p.15
Nick Cantatore's the man behind SCS's flowers (photo; addl photo p 6), Aug 19, 1982, p.1
Praise from the Garden Club (ltr), Sep 30, 1982, p.6

GARDNER, EDWARD

County Trust names E L Gardner regional director, Apr 8, 1982, p.4

GARDNER, JAMES (DR)

Cookout (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.8

GARDNER, JEFF

Something wrong (ltr), Aug 7, 1980, p.4
Return engagements, Aug 9, 1984, p.1

GARDNER, JOSEPH

Finishing up 1980 (Adult School) brochure (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.3
Local man J L Gardner named group editor, Dec 17, 1981, p.9
Library trustee J Gardner named to publishing position (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.5

GARDNER, JOSEPH (AU)

Are people losing interest? (ltr), Dec 10, 1981, p.6

GARDNER, LINDA

League agenda includes voter service, study items (photo; list), Sep 11, 1980, p.11

GARDNER, MINDY

Cookout (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.8

GARDNER, WARREN

Pilla, Braca candidates for seat on Town Board, Sep 22, 1983, p.9

GARFF, ADAM

Welcome back! School opens for new year (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.1

GARFF, BRIAN

Welcome back! School opens for new year (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Disability Awareness Week (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.16

GARFF, CHRISTOPHER

Welcome back! School opens for new year (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.1

GARFF, W BLAIR

Garff named new Mormon bishop (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.14

GARFUNKEL, GEORGE

Residents G M Garfunkel, Dr M Moser join theater board, Feb 18, 1982, p.3

GARGUILLO, ELLEN

School board sets ambitious program, Nov 11, 1982, p.12
School programs examined in open board discussions on Tuesday, Dec 16, 1982, p.15
Board study series opens with broad reviews of operations, Feb 17, 1983, p.11
Board hears report on pupil personnel, Mar 3, 1983, p.13
Board opens faculty courses; OK's plan for gifted/talented, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
Ten million dollar budget with 7.7% tax raise gets School Board okay, Apr 7, 1983, p.11
Concern with gifted/talented voiced, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Board fills new district-wide director's post in split vote, Jun 23, 1983, p.11

GARILLE, TIMOTHY

Police honored, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
GARILLE, TIMOTHY continued
Policeman T Garille hailed as a lifesaver, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

GARLAND, BONNIE
Herrin conviction upheld, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Garlands suing daughter's killer, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Garlands awarded damages, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
No compensation (to Garlands for slaying of daughter Bonnie), Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Dramatizations reveal justice to Village Club (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.6

GARLAND, JOAN
Victims agency supported (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6
SCS woman J Garland named to Leukemia Society board, Jul 9, 1981, p.5
New Crime Victims Agency selects officers, directors (photo; list), Jul 16, 1981, p.2
Crime Victims Agency receives grant from state, Sep 3, 1981, p.1
Garlands provide impetus for agency to aid crime victims (photo p 16; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.1
Plight of crime victims topic at new agency's public forum, Dec 10, 1981, p.4
Victims' Rights week (edit), Apr 22, 1982, p.6
Round table brings together criminals with victims of crime (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.5
Garlands suing daughter's killer, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Garlands awarded damages, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Welcome verdict (edit), Oct 21, 1982, p.6
No compensation (to Garlands for slaying of daughter Bonnie), Dec 15, 1983, p.1

GARLAND, JOAN (AU)
Don't blame the victim (ltr), Jan 8, 1981, p.4

GARLAND, PAUL
Victims agency supported (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6
Garland testifies, Jun 18, 1981, p.1
Crime Victims Agency receives grant from state, Sep 3, 1981, p.1
Garlands provide impetus for agency to aid crime victims (photo p 16; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.1
Victims' Rights week (edit), Apr 22, 1982, p.6
Round table brings together criminals with victims of crime (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.5
Garlands suing daughter's killer, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Garlands awarded damages, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Welcome verdict (edit), Oct 21, 1982, p.6
No compensation (to Garlands for slaying of daughter Bonnie), Dec 15, 1983, p.1

GARNER, DIANE
All-day kindergarten topic of meeting here, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
Parents split on how long is long enough for kindergarten, Feb 16, 1984, p.1

GARNER, STEPHEN
NBW elects S E Garner president, Apr 14, 1983, p.9
Garner chairman of United Way unit, Sep 20, 1984, p.8

GARNETT, JEFFREY
A firm handshake (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.11

GARNSEY, JOHN SR
J C Garnsey Sr dies, Apr 17, 1980, p.18

GAROFALO, SAL SR
Maybe you can help (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
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GAROFALO, SAL SR  continued
  Time for love and loyalty (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
GAROFALO, SAL SR (AU)
  Apology to the community (ltr), Aug 18, 1983, p.6
GAROFANO, TRACI
  Former EHS girl T Garofano killed, May 17, 1984, p.9
GARON, GEORGE
  Two senior firemen, G Garon, J Birming мая, retire (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.10
GARRETT, DON
  Canadian visitors greeted by SHS band director J Albright (photo), May 15, 1980, p.16
GARRETT, WENDELL
  Historical catalogue debuts (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.5
GARRI, MARGARET
  SCS artist M K Garrisi has exhibit (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.13
GARRI, RICHARD
  Unmasking the spirit of friendship (photo; list), Nov 4, 1982, p.6
GARRISON PROPERTY
  This time, take it (edit), Jan 17, 1980, p.4
  Environmental issues dominate trustees' meeting, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
  Agreement on Garrison Land (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
  Accept Garrison property (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
  Garrison property, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
  Take it (Garrison property), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
  Tenant protection approved; Board accepts land donation, May 15, 1980, p.1
  Crackdown on bikers?, May 29, 1980, p.1
GARRISON, ERIC
  175 hold going away party for Congregational's G Garrison (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.7
GARRISON, GAYLE
  175 hold going away party for Congregational's G Garrison (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.7
GARRISON, LARS
  This time, take it (edit), Jan 17, 1980, p.4
  Environmental issues dominate trustees' meeting, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
  Garrison property, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
  Take it (Garrison property), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
  Tenant protection approved; Board accepts land donation, May 15, 1980, p.1
  Crackdown on bikers?, May 29, 1980, p.1
GARRITY, PETER
  P A Garrity dies, Feb 3, 1983, p.17
GARRITY, PETER JR
  P A Garrity Jr dies, May 17, 1984, p.10
GARTEN, HARRY (AU)
  For a smaller plan (ltr), Jun 11, 1981, p.6
  Trustee Towers? (ltr), Sep 24, 1981, p.6
  Maintain EMT intact (ltr), May 12, 1983, p.6
GARTEN, L (AU)
  Attend June 23 meeting (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
GARTEN, LILA
  GBH goes on record against SCS development; Residents fear additional congestion on Ardsley Rd, Jun 4, 1981, p.17
GARTEN, LILA (AU)
  For a smaller plan (ltr), Jun 11, 1981, p.6
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GARTEN, LILA (AU) continued
- Maintain EMT intact (ltr), May 12, 1983, p.6

GARTH ROAD COOPERATIVE COUNCIL
- Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1

GARTH ROAD RESIDENTS ASSN
- Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1

GARTMAN, ROBERT
- Channel 7 tapes show at Frog Prince (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.7

GARVEY, KAREN
- Girl Scouts seek tag sale donations (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.7
- Have a heart the motto at Greenacres (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.15

GARWIN, RICHARD
- SCS scientist R Garwin wins Wright prize, Feb 17, 1983, p.3

GARWIN, RICHARD (AU)
- Densepack is not the answer (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.7

GASKIN, JEFFREY
- Former Barricini home burns (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.1
- Local product: J D Gaskin (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.2
- Troop 9 names J Gaskin scoutmaster, Nov 8, 1984, p.10
- Firemen combine duty with celebration (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.1

GASKIN, THEODORE
- Quaker Quackers; a story (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.17
- On Nature's trail (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.16
- Eagle Scout: T Gaskin (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.10
- Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
- Residents escape Hamilton Road fire, Oct 22, 1981, p.4

GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
- Gasohol has reached SCS (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.1
- Gasohol, Feb 7, 1980, p.1

GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
- Gasohol has reached SCS (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.1
- Gasohol, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
- Public input revised zoning code, planner E Silberstein tells Council, Apr 10, 1980, p.13
- Gas stations appeal night parking ban, May 29, 1980, p.3
- GCC opposes request by Exxon station to remodel, Jun 5, 1980, p.15
- Gas station permit granted, Jun 26, 1980, p.2
- Her faith's restored (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6
- Suspected burglars nabbed, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
- Gunman robs gas station, Dec 16, 1982, p.3
- Mobil squeeze, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
- Stations shut down, Mar 8, 1984, p.1
- Back in business, Apr 26, 1984, p.1

GASSER, CLAUDETTE
- Library gets security system (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.3

GASSON, MELISSA
- Hot Shot at the Scout carnival (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.4

GAST, DICK
- Christmas tradition in Arthur Manor (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.2

GAST, ELMER (DR)
- Tenure system, new athletic eligibility standard discussed, May 14, 1981, p.21
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GAST, ELMER (DR) continued
Westchester school officials see disaster in Cuomo aid cuts, Feb 23, 1984, p.9

GAST, RICHARD (DR)
Goodby party has warmth, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Fair weather for graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.11

GAST, TERRY
IHM officially welcomes Rev Msgr P P Shannon (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.16

GATES, F
Rye resident F Gates wins Artfest sculpture, Oct 29, 1981, p.10

GATTO, ARMANDO
A Gatto dies, Dec 23, 1982, p.18

GAUDET, RON
R Gaudet associate in O'Connell accounting firm (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.6

GAUDET, WARREN
New math curriculum planned, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Staff Recognition Day (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.20
Retiring teachers honored (photo; list), Jun 17, 1982, p.4

GAUDIO, ANNE DEL
SEE DEL GAUDIO, ANNE

GAUDIOSO, GARY
Burglary suspects nabbed, Nov 10, 1983, p.1

GAVRIN, BETH
Raiders capture 5th soccer title (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.1

GAVRIN, BETH (AU)
Great experience (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Readers respond on A and B (lttrs), Jan 7, 1982, p.6

GAVRIN, MERRIE
Dance Academy emphasizes tradition, discipline (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.26
Local student M Gavrin performs at New England Music Camp, Sep 1, 1983, p.12

GAVRIN, MERRIE (AU)
Concerned by R-rated ads (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
Bad sportsmanship (ltr), Nov 12, 1981, p.6

GAVRIN, NANCY
Heathcote PTA honors custodian G Valeric, Jun 5, 1980, p.17

GAVLICK, ED
Strike called off, politics goes on (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.1

GAYLIN, MARYLIN
Local wosen M Gaylin, V Marx named to hospital council, Dec 13, 1984, p.3

GAYLIN, SHELDON (DR-AU)
He supports halfway house (ltr), Apr 22, 1982, p.6

GAYLORD, LYNN (AU)
Role models' bad example (ltr), Mar 8, 1984, p.6

GBH
County honors town of GBH for parts program, Jul 24, 1980, p.9
GBH LWV publishes book (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.17

GBH ANIMAL CONTROL SERVICE
SEE ANIMAL CONTROL SERVICE-GBH

GBH COMMITTEE OF COMMUNITY AGENCIES
SEE COMMITTEE OF COMMUNITY AGENCIES-GBH
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GBH COMMUNITY VIDEO
   SEE CABLE TV
GBH CONSUMER BOARD
   SEE CONSUMER BOARD-GBH
GBH ELECTIONS
   SEE ELECTIONS-GBH
GBH EMPLOYEES
   SEE EMPLOYEES-GBH
GBH FIRE DEPT
   SEE FIRE DEPT-GBH
GBH HOUSING AUTHORITY
   SEE HOUSING AUTHORITY-GBH
GBH INSTITUTE FOR TEACHERS
   Turn the schools into learning laboratories (edit), Apr 29, 1982, p.7
GBH LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
   SEE LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
GBH LIBRARY
   SEE LIBRARY-GBH
GBH NATURE CENTER
   GNC opens 1980 membership drive, Jan 3, 1980, p.9
   GNC photo contest winners announced (list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13
   Adopting a baby bird (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.9
   Nature Center making renovations (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.9
   State funding nature program, Aug 7, 1980, p.8
   Stolen ferret is back home at (GBH Nature) Center (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.7
   Photo day at nature center (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.9
   Hike by moonlight (ltr), Aug 28, 1980, p.4
   Chateau apt changes promised; civic groups still worried, Sep 25, 1980, p.17
   Pressing apples for cider (photol list), Oct 2, 1980, p.17
   Nature Center creature (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.15
   Blechman, Buff elected to Nature Center Board, Oct 16, 1980, p.13
   Students H Lirriorei, T Kessler, M Hudes, L Hull trained at Nature Center, Nov 6, 1980, p.15
   Corn husk crafts at the nature center (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.15
   Hearings held on GBH budget, Nov 20, 1980, p.15
   Nature center awarded grant, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
   Turtledoves...and a tree (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.11
   A firm handshake (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.11
   Nature Center gets wildlife clinic curator A A Hart (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.15
   Local runners take awards at successful Springfest (list), Jun 4, 1981, p.16
   Close-up (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.16
   Getting off the ground (photol list), Jun 4, 1981, p.16
   Nature Center receives grant, recruits staff (list), Nov 5, 1981, p.15
   Nature center mounts first membership drive (list), Nov 12, 1981, p.12
   GNC membership drive well received here; services grow (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.11
   Students aid nature center (list), Aug 5, 1982, p.4
   Planning for historical exhibit (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.5
   Students participating in GNC volunteer programs, Jan 20, 1983, p.10
   Nature Center to host clay art exhibition (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.9
   Joint exhibit examines Bronx River Valley past, Oct 6, 1983, p.10
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GBH NATURE CENTER continued
Nature Center gets grant, Dec 8, 1983, p.11
Feathered friends find new companion, L L McKinnon, at GHC (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.11

GBH PLANNING BOARD
SEE PLANNING BOARD-GBH

GBH SCHOOLS
SEE SCHOOLS-GBH

GBH TAXPAYERS ASSN
SEE TAXPAYERS ASSN-GBH

GBH TOWN BOARD
SEE TOWN BOARD-GBH

GBH WATER DEPT
SEE WATER DEPT-GBH

GBH ZONING BOARD
SEE ZONING BOARD-GBH

GBH-HISTORY
Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part I) (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.11
Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part II) (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.11
Past and present featured at first GCC Festival Day (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.15

GBH-POPULATION

GBH-SCS-WHITE PLAINS REGIONAL COUNCIL
Feiner starting regional council, Oct 7, 1982, p.11

GEBBIA, ROBERT
United Way elects M Molander new president (photo p 6; list), Mar 31, 1983, p.1

GEESEE
New family in town (photo), May 22, 1980, p.1
Neighbors find home for grounded goose (photo; addl photo p 1), Sep 16, 1982, p.6
Who says there's no free lunch? (photo), May 10, 1984, p.1

GEHN, DANIEL
D Gehn wins fellowship, Jun 12, 1980, p.15

GEHN, VALERIE
EMT theater group displays community talent (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.17
Board may raise building-use fees, Jan 15, 1981, p.11
GCT aim: a sense of community (photo; list), Oct 14, 1982, p.15
Hitting today's job market with winning punch! (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.6

GEIER, FREDERICK
Bird lady A Sullivan nabbed, Jan 17, 1980, p.1
Manager's response (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4

GEIER, GLENN
G Geiger elected to the board, Jul 9, 1981, p.2
Resident G Geiger re-elected by fellow alumni, Jun 21, 1984, p.16

GEIER, MARY
Lucky ticket selected by M Geiger (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.10

GEIER, SCOTT
Tribute to Coach Shaw (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.2

GEISMAR, ANN
Decision on cluster plan delayed by legal ruling (illus), Mar 20, 1980, p.1

GEISSINGER, ROBERT
R W Geissinger dies, Aug 19, 1982, p.12
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GEIST, ANDREW
Day care supporters assail funding cuts in proposed budget, Dec 2, 1982, p.3

GELB, FONDA (AU)
Retire to something, not from...(edit), Jun 16, 1983, p.7

GELB, HAROLD
Co-chairman: H S Gelb (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.8

GELBER, JULES
Little criticism of Village Budget, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Philip Morris names resident J I Gelber, Feb 11, 1982, p.3

GELBER, LISA
Students preparing to offer safe rides home (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Safe Rides program winning acceptance, Jun 21, 1984, p.1

GELBER, LISA (AU)
Cyclist wants traffic light (ltr), Aug 13, 1981, p.6

GELBER, SHARI
Poet S Gelber's view (poem), Dec 10, 1981, p.23
Babysitter S Gelber saves children from fire (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Letter of gratitude (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
Board hands out bouquets, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Setting an example (edit), Mar 29, 1984, p.6
Fire Dept certifies 35 young babysitters, May 10, 1984, p.3

GELFAND, SCOTT
Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11

GELFMAN, PETER
Student praises 80 film showing (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.4
Student activity planners see 'turning point' at SHS, Sep 19, 1980, p.1
Off the list (East of the Sun), Nov 20, 1980, p.1

GELFMAN, PETER (AU)
Change at SHS favored (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6

GELFMAN, PHYLLIS
Resident P T Gelfman named Radcliffe trustee, Jun 16, 1983, p.3

GELINAS, BARBARA
With a little help from its friends (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.2

GELINAS, JOHN

GELINAS, JOHN JR

GELLER, GEORGE
Certiorari—a big word for a difficult tax situation, Oct 6, 1983, p.11

GELLER, PAULINE
Senior leadership (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.3

GELLER, STEPHEN
Eight picked for Harris jury, Nov 13, 1980, p.1

GELLIN, WILLIAM
U Gelilin a new author at age eighty, Nov 13, 1980, p.8

GELLMAN, FLORENCE (AU)
A man who loves, not hates (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6

GELLMAN, JEROME (AU)
Partisanship questioned (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4

GELLMAN, KENNETH
SCS seniors K Gellman and D Donath win B'nai B'rith contest, May 24, 1984, p.16
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GELLMAN, KENNETH continued
The Albany experience (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.4

GELLMAN, KENNETH (AU)
Graduation survey suggestions (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
Brotherhood—a doomed concept? (edit), Jun 28, 1984, p.7

GEMMILL, MARY
M C Gemmill dies, Dec 6, 1984, p.26

GENETICS COUNSELING
Area women in a challenging new profession (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.6

GENNARELLI, JEFFREY
New season at Playcare (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.16

GENOVESE, ROCKY JR
Students here seek end to drunk driving, Dec 8, 1983, p.1

GENSLER, MELISSA
Thrilling sight (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1

GENTILES
The 'Righteous Gentiles' (edit), Jul 22, 1982, p.7

GEORGE FIELD PARK
9-year-old offers help (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
Nine-year-old J Michels' letter spurs park clean-up (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
Greenacres youngsters making George Field Park 'a celebrity'(photo; list), Jul 15, 1982, p.4

GEORGE, BOB
New MTA head for region P Stangl to face riders at public meeting May 7, Apr 30, 1981, p.6

GERSIJD, JERRY

GERARD, JAMES
Odell House marks 200th anniversary (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.15

GERBER, DINA
Students point to pressure as one cause of 'rampant' cheating, May 17, 1984, p.3
Students J Denby, D Gerber, J Korins, L Paget win community service award (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.12

GERBER, DINA (AU)
Graduation survey suggestions (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6

GERBER, TED
SYF players see current events in Scopes history (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.6

GERCHICK, ANINA
Young artist A Gerchick to show oils, Jun 5, 1980, p.9

GERCHIK, RUTH
Dirt bikers seen as menace (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Concerned about Hyatt safety (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4

GERDAU, FRANCES

GERHARDT, LILLIAN
SCS hosts conference on computer use in libraries, Dec 9, 1982, p.32

GERLAST, MICHAEL
More gripes than solutions at meetings on rail service, Jun 19, 1980, p.1

GERLOFF, RICHARD
Altieri, Gerloff on board of Better Business Bureau (list), Jan 17, 1980, p.5
15K run to draw record field, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Almost 1000 runners took part in 15K race (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Center for Prevention elects Scarsdollians W H Frohlich, R L Gerloff, Apr 10, 1980, p.9
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GERLOFF, RICHARD continued

SNB to open WP office, Sep 25, 1980, p.2
Local leaders express hopes for '81, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Village Board to fix ceilings in library, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Gerloff is named chairman of retarded citizens benefit (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.14
Gerloff re-elected; Jul 9, 1981, p.8
Fires damage two homes (photo; list), Jan 14, 1982, p.3
Members R Gerloff, F Fierstein named to board of SCS Historical Society, May 6, 1982, p.5
R Gerloff presented with plaque from YES (photo), Jun 3, 1982, p.4
Rehearsing on set of 'The Great Space Coaster': T Sullivan, T Griffin, R Gerloff (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.5
Merchants fear rising rents will alter local shopping area, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Corps turns swap into a stream (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.1
SCS National now offers discount brokerage services, Oct 27, 1983, p.4
Council grants $30,000 to Hoff-Barthelson, Nov 29, 1984, p.12

GERLOFF, RICHARD (AU)

Bank president thanks helpers (ltr), Sep 6, 1984, p.6

GERMANO, DIANA

Doohan resigns as EHS head; board appoints J Larkin new principal (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.13
New school year, 'new era' begin in schools Thursday, Sep 3, 1981, p.13
Kennedy appointed principal at Seely (list), Jul 5, 1984, p.9

GERO, GEORGE

Seniors move into new home (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.3

GERON, CAROL

Children study environment through Audubon Society grant (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.15

GERRELL, MICHAEL

Service decline (on Conrail commuter lines) found, Jun 12, 1980, p.1

GERSHUNY, MAURICE

Bond tribute to local resident M A Gershuny, Nov 6, 1980, p.6

GERSTEIN, LIZ

YES sets record for placements (photo; list), Jun 4, 1981, p.5

GERSTEIN, GERALD

Jewish Center to give local couple R and G Gersten Negev Award, Apr 7, 1983, p.4

GERSTEIN, LISA

Tenth grader L Gersten nominated, Mar 8, 1984, p.11

GERSTEIN, ROSLYN

Jewish Center to give local couple R and G Gersten Negev Award, Apr 7, 1983, p.4

GERTIS, JANE

Harris jurors see letters written by defendant, Jan 8, 1981, p.1

GERTIS, JUNE

Defense takes over in Harris trial, Dec 25, 1980, p.1

GERVIN, ANTHONY

A J Gervino dies, Feb 21, 1980, p.12

GESTEN, ELLIS (DR)

Seely students learn skills in handling social problems (photo), May 19, 1983, p.11

GEVERTZ, JOAN

School Board offers STA 'total money package', Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Open lunch cost estimated at $115,450, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
J Gevertz, E Smoler nominated to School Board (photo), Mar 12, 1981, p.1
School Board anticipates tax hike of 7 to 8 percent, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Candidates backed (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6
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GEVERTZ, JOAN continued
School Budget passes, May 21, 1981, p.1
School Board elects Joel Lesnick president (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
School candidates named (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Budget picture called 'grim', Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Board of Education elects J Gevertz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
School Board plans to remove (tennis) courts, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
School okays court project, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Three labor contracts signed, Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
White House honor, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Board's retreat, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Enrollment decline continues; Advisory Committee on Legislative Issues named (list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3
First grade section being added at (QR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
School Board weighing all-day kindergarten, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Guidance consultant hired; full-day kindergarten debated, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Town Club backs nuclear freeze; asks Village Board to endorse it, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Bouchier named athletic director (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.1
7.8X school tax hike seen; kindergarten plan released, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Barnes to resign from SCS High (photo; list), Mar 22, 1984, p.1
Parents divided over proposal for kindergarten, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
School Board approves expanded kindergarten, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
More state aid cuts school tax increase, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Civic groups endorse school budget, with reservations, May 3, 1984, p.3
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
Budget passes 2 to 1, May 24, 1984, p.1
M Bench passes gavel to B Johnson (photo), May 31, 1984, p.1
Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1
A challenge to citizens (edit), Jun 14, 1984, p.6
SCS High's Class of '84 advised to keep an open mind, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

GEVERTZ, JOAN (AU)
School Board, administration concentrating on curriculum (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.19
Regents--don't freeze curricula! (edit), Dec 8, 1983, p.7
Schools win acclaim for effort to offer every student 'best possible experience' (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.19
Ed Meyer: Pro and con (ltr), Sep 6, 1984, p.6

GEVIRTZ, ABRAM
A Gevirtz dies, Sep 24, 1981, p.18

GEYER, SUZANNE (AU)
Inhumane treatment at EHS (ltr), Dec 13, 1984, p.6

GEZERJIAN, ANTHONY
Three local artists (P Taubin, A Gezerjian, J Ipedkjian) win in Eastchester art exhibition (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.13

GHIOZZI, CHRISTINA
Eggs-tasy! (photo; list), Apr 7, 1983, p.6

GIAMMICCIOLO, LOUIS
Town fires worker A Hayden; says he aided GOP, Dec 3, 1981, p.22
Town budget process computerized, Oct 25, 1984, p.11

GIANGRANDE, ANTONIA
7.8X school tax hike seen; kindergarten plan released, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
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GIANNOTTI, LINO JR
- Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1933, p.1
- Campaigns come to SCS (photo), Nov 3, 1933, p.1
- Hochberg, Reid finish first in SCS vote (chart), Nov 10, 1933, p.1

GIARDINA, VANESSA
- A proud graduation (photo; list), Jun 28, 1984, p.11
- Achievement award for EHS graduate V Giardina, Oct 18, 1984, p.11

GIBBS, EDWARD
- County Board adopts budget, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
- Hochberg charges politics shaped redistricting maps, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
- Democrats' maps, May 7, 1981, p.1
- Hearing on redistricting (map p.16), May 14, 1981, p.1
- County plan would divide SCS (maps), May 21, 1981, p.1
- Redistricting plan killed, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
- County redistricting plan would keep SCS whole, split EHT in three (diagram), Apr 28, 1983, p.1
- New plan splits EHT in two, May 19, 1983, p.1
- Redistricting plan passed over Democratic protests, May 26, 1983, p.1

GIBNEY, ROBERT JR

GIBSON, HELEN
- H A Gibson dies, Feb 28, 1980, p.10

GIBSON, HENRY (AU)
- He likes being a VIP (ltr), Feb 3, 1983, p.6

GIFFORD, ALFRED
- Resident A T Gifford plans to sell firm, Aug 7, 1980, p.5

GIFFORD, FRANK
- Olympic performance, Feb 21, 1980, p.1

GIFTED AND TALENTED CHILDREN
- Serving needs of gifted, subject of education report, Jan 17, 1980, p.4
- Education Commissioner G Ambach appoints local teacher M Koblitz, Jul 1, 1982, p.4
- Guidance service for gifted (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.23
- New center for gifted starts with 6-year-olds (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.29

SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-EMT/SCS-GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM

GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM
- SEE SCHOOLS-EMT/SCS-GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM

GIFTS
- ...And a Happy New Year (edit; list), Jan 3, 1980, p.4
- Anonymous donor aids Meal program; officers elected (list), Jun 5, 1980, p.5
- $10,000 gift for UNICEF (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.12
- School Board lists legislative positions (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
- Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
- Anonymous friend, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
- Library gifts, Feb 5, 1981, p.1
- Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
- Windows dedicated (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.5
- Neighborly assistance (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.5
- School Board elects Joel Lesnick president (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
- Gift for the library (from S Jaffin) (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.5
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GIFTS continued
Gift from the JACS (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.3
Dance school gives money to help youth, Apr 22, 1982, p.4
Village to decide response on home, May 13, 1982, p.1
SCS Teachers Assn contributes $1000 to PTA Scholarship Fund (photo), May 20, 1982, p.5
Gift for Alden Larson (photo; list), Jun 10, 1982, p.11
Greenville, Seely Place receive gifts from PTA, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
School Board vows intent not to close any schools, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Colorful gift, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Crafty gifts for brides and grooms (photo; list), May 5, 1983, p.4
Local man J Murphy gives $1 million to Iona, Jul 21, 1983, p.3
Gift committee (list), Oct 13, 1983, p.1
Residents S and E Henkind, D Shanok, present gifts to Jewish Theological Seminary, Dec 15, 1983, p.27
Gift to the village, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
Gifts noted, May 10, 1984, p.13
Hospital receives gift for new surgery center (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.3
Help for debaters, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Students share Halloween bounty, Nov 8, 1984, p.20
In time for Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.8
Junior League: 'tis a season for filling wishes (illus), Nov 22, 1984, p.6
A time for sharing (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.10
Greatest gift of all (ltr), Dec 6, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-GIFTS

GIGLIO, JOSEPH
Party names J Giglio officer, Mar 5, 1981, p.17

GILBERT, JANE
State praises EMT's handicapped programs, Apr 17, 1980, p.15
Parents wary of school's program for handicapped, Apr 24, 1980, p.15

GILBERT, MARJORIE (AU)
Victims of incest need help (edit), Aug 4, 1983, p.7
Illiteracy in America is staggering (edit), Dec 13, 1984, p.7

GILBERT, MILTON (AU)
Co-captains deserve tribute (ltr), Nov 29, 1984, p.6

GILBERT, PAIGE
Summer fun (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.4

GILBERT, ROBERT
Village to hire lawyers, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Cable hearing, May 3, 1984, p.1
Cable hearing, Jun 14, 1984, p.1
Rate hike backed, Jul 26, 1984, p.1

GILBERT, ROBERT (AU)
Comments on cable requested (ltr), May 24, 1984, p.6

GILBERT, ROD
Rod Gilbert heads Burke wheelchair athletic meet, Sep 25, 1980, p.18

GILBERT, SUSAN
Rail car shortage is putting (more) squeeze on commuter (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.1
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GILBERT, SUSAN continued
   Seats for disabled, May 5, 1983, p.1
GILDE, SARAH
   A flowering memory: Hays garden at Seeley (photo), May 6, 1982, p.15
GILDER, KRISTY
   Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
GILLETT, E KENDALL JR
GILLIAM, ANGELA
   gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
GILLIE, R BRUCE (DR)
   Rare treat promised (ltr), May 5, 1983, p.6
GILLIES, LUVA
GILLIES, WALLACE
GILLIGAN, MRS JOSEPH
   DAR honors communicators (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.9
GILLMAN, SHERIE
   Getting a new look at the carnival (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.5
GILLMAN, TED
   Children study environment through Audubon Society grant (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.15
GILMAN, BENJAMIN
   Town assembly district may remain unchanged, Jul 8, 1982, p.9
   Election Day facts, Oct 28, 1982, p.11
   Rep Gilmian hosts Town Hall meeting (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.11
   Lawmakers give year-end summaries at LWV event (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.10
   Gilmian takes to stump as Election Day nears (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.12
   Voters give okay to incumbents B A Gilmian, J E Flynn, R L Brodsky (photo; chart), Nov 8, 1984, p.8
GILMAN, RUTH
   Grandpersons' day (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.22
GILMORE, VINCENT
   Trustees sued for barring creche display (list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
   Creche suit goes to trial Tuesday in Federal Court, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
   Supreme Court ruling may pave way for return of SCS creche to Boniface Circle (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.1
   Two high court rulings key to SCS case, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
   Supreme Court to hear creche case, Oct 18, 1984, p.1
GINDICK, BARBARA
   Cookout (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.8
   Passing the gift of life at springtime (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.6
GINDICK, LISA
   Cookout (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.8
GINDICK, LISA (AU)
   On Pysanka and pictures (ltr), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
GINSCH, LORN
   Table planned, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
   HS leaders agree: people as important as curriculum, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
GINSORIO, VIVIAN
   Community Baptist Church celebrates 50th birthday (photo; list), Jan 7, 1982, p.18
GINS, MARGARET
   Volunteers honored (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.10
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GINSBERG, BARBARA
Nursery school appoints B Ginsberg director (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.7

GINSBERG, DANIEL
Cakes for all tastes (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.2

GINSBERG, DAVID
New BAR member: D L Ginsberg, Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Grossman, officials trade harassment charges, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Builders, BAR argue over new house plans, Feb 17, 1983, p.3

GINSBERG, HERBERT
Bridge work, Jul 22, 1982, p.1
Commuter bus re-routed until bridge is rebuilt (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.1

GINSBERG, MARTIN
Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part III) (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11
Town leads in rezoning for multifamily uses, Mar 22, 1984, p.10

GINSBERG, NEIL
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
SMS Alternative School students at Law Enforcement Theory and Practice course (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.8
Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1

GINSBURG, MARTIN
DHT unveils new cluster housing plan, Jun 23, 1983, p.11
Zoning change for PUD OK'ed, Dec 22, 1983, p.9

GINTY, JASON
Having fun reading (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.1

GINTY, JOHN
Christmas tradition in Arthur Manor (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.2
Fireman from SCS makes heroic rescue of 10-year-old, Apr 21, 1983, p.1

GIORDANO, TOM
Sunday's the day for caroling (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.1

GIORDANO, CHRISTIAN
Clip and save guide to nursery schools (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.9
Pilgrimage for a day (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.1

GIORDANO, ROSEHARIE
Cyclist K Valentine’s condition critical, Aug 16, 1984, p.1

GIORGIO, CAROLINE
IHM Talent Show '82 (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.17

GIORGIO, JERRY
Board of Ed OK’s semester courses, rejects mid-year exam; Italian considered, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
School Board to consider religion course elective, Feb 14, 1980, p.11
School Board says yes to Italian, comp. religion; adds one day to recess, Mar 13, 1980, p.11

GIRL SCOUT HOUSE-SCS
Noted SCS architect B Perkins to design new Scout house (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.3
Building fund drive opens for new Girl Scout House (photo; list), Apr 17, 1980, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes the SCS Girl Scout House (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.22
Support for Scout House (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
BAR re-issues permit to Braebach Rd builder R Groppo, May 15, 1980, p.2
Scout House fund gets boost, May 22, 1980, p.5
Vandals have caused additional damage to Girl Scout House (photo), May 29, 1980, p.2
Wanton destruction (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.4
Ground broken for second Scout house (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.1
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GIRL SCOUT HOUSE-SCS continued
Seniors give to building fund (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.2
Drive (for Girl Scout House) nears goal, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Corrections: Goal for Girl Scout House $180,000; Locations of sewer-testing incorrect, Aug 28, 1980, p.1
Riding for the Scout House (photo; list), Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Bike-a-thon thank yous (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
Scout House okayed, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Scout House plans move ahead (illus), Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Top bikathoners honored (photo; list), Dec 18, 1980, p.2
Girl Scouts start new Scout House (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.31
Girl Scouts seek tag sale donations (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.7
Thanks from the Boy (sic) Scouts (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
Cornerstone to be laid at Scout House (photo), Apr 30, 1981, p.3
Cornerstone laid for new SCS Girl Scout House (photo; list), May 7, 1981, p.1
Cornerstone laid at Girl Scout House (list), May 7, 1981, p.4
Trustees vote to hire Freightway consultants, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Neighborly assistance (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.5
Girl Scout House fund nearing $240,000 goal (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Eastern's gift to Scouts (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.3
Seniors move into new home (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.3
New Scout House dedicated (photo; list), Mar 18, 1982, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Girl Scouts (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.22
Dance school gives money to help youth, Apr 22, 1982, p.4
Art exhibit by G Sudaka to open at Girl Scout House (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.5
Rotarians get out their brushes (photo; list), Aug 5, 1982, p.6

GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Noted SCS architect B Perkins to design new Scout house (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.3
Art Assn 'not involved' (ltr), Feb 7, 1980, p.4
Girl Scout troop leaving for Mexico (photo; list), Feb 14, 1980, p.3
Two-wheeler parking, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Parking lot for bikes (ltr), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
In a SCS tradition (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1
Girl Scout leaders and supporters selling cookies for Girl Scout House fund (photo), May 8, 1980, p.3
Appropriate name (ltr), May 9, 1980, p.4
BAR re-issues permit to Brambach Rd builder R Grippo, May 15, 1980, p.2
Court of Awards for Girl Scouts (photo), May 29, 1980, p.5
Scouting honors awarded EMT's Cadet Troop 479 (photo), May 29, 1980, p.13
Top Scouting prize awarded to S Strohbeck (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.11
Parking for bikers, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Youngsters learn bike safety (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Passing inspection (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.7
November picnic (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Scouts compete in outdoor skills (photo; list), Nov 13, 1980, p.2
Mittens collected (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.6
Girl Scout Color Guard leads Edgewood assembly for return of American hostages (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Supersalesperson J Freilich (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.5
For two-wheelers, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
Happy May Day (photo), May 7, 1981, p.1
GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA continued

Memorial marching orders (photo; list), May 28, 1981, p.16
Scouts elect resident R Goldstein VP, Jun 18, 1981, p.4
Ten for the road (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.13
Odell House marks 200th anniversary (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
Eastern's gift to Scouts (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.3
Cookout (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.8
Friends of Girl Scouts (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
Holiday Scouting tradition (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.5
Scout leader K Johnson is honored, Jan 21, 1982, p.4
Lifting their message to the skies (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.9
SC5 Matl Bank salutes The SCS Girl Scouts (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.22
Two girls (H Adams, M H Murphy) share Wright Award (photo), Jun 3, 1982, p.2
Scouts J Headley, R Moyle explore Little Big Horns, Sep 23, 1982, p.14
Girl Scouts demonstrate camping skills, Oct 28, 1982, p.2
Brownies were there too (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.2
A day for the Scouts? (ltr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
Gathered 'round the wintry tree (photo; list), Dec 16, 1982, p.2
Research uncovers early Christmas decor at Wayside; Fruits of their labors (photo; list), Dec 16, 1982, p.13
Girl Scout membership up 60 percent (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.26
Young and old together for 'Q Week' (photo; list), Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Scout J Thompson wins top award (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.2
Girl Scouts hold Badge-o-Ree (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.3
Seniors crafts sale (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.5
Spreading springtime (photo), May 5, 1983, p.1
Scouts honored by Red Cross (photo; list), May 26, 1983, p.5
Lest they be forgotten (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Highest awards for Girl Scouts L Kalick, J Thompson, J Delaney, W Harris (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.3
Scenes of Memorial Day, 1983 (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.6
Wright Award presented to J Delaney, Jun 2, 1983, p.6
Special event for Girl Scout A Donovan, Jul 14, 1983, p.4
Girl Scouts stress service, learning (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.32
Spreading friendship (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.3
Winning scout posters to be shown (list), Mar 8, 1984, p.9
Learning how the village works (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Role playing (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.3
Honored by Scouts: Rev R F Grippo (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.14
Community cookout (photo; list), May 3, 1984, p.3
A basket of cheer (edit), May 3, 1984, p.6
Cooking out (photo; list), May 10, 1984, p.12
Top Girl Scout award presented to S Prance (photo; list), May 31, 1984, p.2
Scout group elects SCS leaders (list), May 31, 1984, p.2
They're ready to step back in time (photo; list), Oct 4, 1984, p.4

GISKE, HOWARD
Opponents of drug use push politics with anti-pot pitch (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.1

GISMONDI, MICHAEL
Planners toss out 'covenant' plea, May 29, 1980, p.13
Builder readying new cluster plan for 909 Post Rd, Oct 13, 1983, p.1
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GISOND, MICHAEL continued
Planning Board seeks power to OK cluster plan (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1
Camp Court, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
New plan at 709 Post (diagram), Mar 29, 1984, p.1
GISOND, PETER
Burglary suspect arrested, Apr 9, 1981, p.1
GISSEL, JEAN
Defense presents will in evidence at Harris trial, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
GISSEN, HAROLD (DR)
First born: R Duong (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.12
GISSELL, BURG
Tuesday night is party time here for blind (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.6
GITENSTEIN, MILTON
Residents M P Gitenstein, J Norek, A P Slaner, J Weiss among UJA campaign leaders (photo; list), Aug 7, 1980, p.2
GIUFFRA, ROBERT JR (AM)
Tip for the Democrats (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6
GIUNTA, JOSEPH
Resident J Giunta showing photos at St Agnes, Feb 24, 1983, p.3
Photography exhibit by J Giunta at bank (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.5
GLADSTONE, JULIE
Exeter honors EMT girl J A Gladstone, Dec 6, 1984, p.11
GLADSTONE, WILLIAM
New partner: W L Gladstone (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.2
GLAHN, RUSSELL VON
SEE VON GLAHN, RUSSELL
GLASER, EVA
Book publisher Eva Glaser dies, Jan 14, 1982, p.5
GLASER, EVA (AU)
Like ‘Prussian army barracks’ (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6
GLASER, JOSEPH (RABBI)
Central Conference elects two SCS rabbis, J B Glaser and J Stern, Apr 14, 1983, p.4
GLASER, JOY (DR)
Liver Foundation cites SCS MD J H Glaser’s research, Nov 29, 1984, p.16
GLASS, DAVID
Police charge youth, P Milton, with assault (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.3
GLASS, PETER
Dance Marathon; 24 hours for $2,000 Scholarship Fund aid (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.19
GLASS, SHELLY
Furniture company promotes resident S Glass, Feb 17, 1983, p.8
GLASSMAN, BARBARA
Handbook tells it like it is for new residents, Dec 16, 1982, p.14
Ten million dollar budget calls for 7.75% tax raise; aid assured, Mar 17, 1983, p.11
Parents asked to participate in selection of administrator, May 17, 1984, p.9
GLASSMAN, JANICE
EMT girl J Glassman given award, Jun 9, 1983, p.10
GLASSMAN, JEREMY
Soft landing (photo), May 19, 1983, p.10
Student J Glassman wins photo prize, Apr 5, 1984, p.11
GLASSMAN, WILLIAM
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
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GLASSNER, ANDREA
  College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6

GLASSNER, BILLY
  Suited to a Tee: B Glassner, P Klausner, C Falkenberg (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.22

GLASSNER, ELLEN
  Revolution at camp (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.9
  College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6

GLASSNER, JOANNE
  College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6
  They like call-back system (ltr), Feb 2, 1984, p.6

GLASSNER, SID
  College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6

GLATZ, REGINA
  Institute teaches language, culture (photo) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.23

GLEICHER, JOSEPH
  School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
  UN Assn holds party (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.6

GLEICHER, LILLIAN
  UN Assn holds party (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.6

GLENDON, (MRS WILLIAM)
  Members honored (photo; list), Mar 26, 1981, p.14

GLENDON, SUSAN
  Susan Glendon is elected Woman's Club president (photo; list), Apr 10, 1980, p.9

GLENDON, WILLIAM
  Seventy-fifth anniversary of Town Club (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.31
  Town Club: Teacher pay should rise less than cost of living, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
  Citizens Awards presented by Town Club to E Buzbee, E Innes, F Gordon (photo), May 29, 1980, p.1
  Citizens Party turns down LWJ invitation, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
  Town Club reception brings rival candidates together (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
  Election preview: Conversations with the candidates: W Glendon, Feb 18, 1982, p.1
  Coalition candidates propose village recreation center, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
  March 16—Time to vote (photo), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
  Voters choose on March 16 (chart), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
  Election choices (edit), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
  Citizens' Party candidates win by nearly 3-1 (photo; add1 photo, chart p 6), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
  MTA responds, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
  Walworth law voted down (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
  Bottle bill backed, May 20, 1982, p.1
  Heritage Plaza seen as creche solution, May 20, 1982, p.1
  Proposal for home called "deficient", May 20, 1982, p.1
  Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1
  Village won't try to block home, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
  Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
  Terms agreed on for group home, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
  Special meeting on creche slated, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
  Trustees vote 4-3 to deny creche request (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.1
  Suit looms after second creche is rejected, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
  Not village's right (ltr), Dec 16, 1982, p.6
  Shay Committee recommendations are being turned into realities, Dec 23, 1982, p.1
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GLENDON, WILLIAM continued
Village appoints railroad committee (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Trustees sued for barring creche display (list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Creche's attorney fee criticized, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Lawn contract, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
SCS needs a Tea Party (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
Creche suit is answered, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Revised noise law passed, May 26, 1983, p.1
Trustees vote not to restore tennis courts, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Tennis courts get last minute reprieve (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Committee to establish rent relief guidelines, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Village eyeing ways to preserve its character, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Log of despair, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Train station to get repairs, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Trustees promise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Appeal expected on creche, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Three candidates (E Falkenberg, H Goldberg, W Glendon) nominated by Non Partisan committee (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook takeover dropped, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Citizens Party rules out debate, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Trustees vote down attached housing, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Glendon and Falkenberg: the incumbents (photo), Mar 1, 1984, p.1
County taxes soar, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Village election campaign moves quietly toward decision, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Trustees hear report from train committee (list), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Election endorsements (edit), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
Citizens’ Party wins, but by less (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.1
Freeze debate set, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Opportunity for freeze backers (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
Trustees back nuclear arms freeze, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
League listened to, May 10, 1984, p.1
Future looks dim for Boulder Brook Riding Club, May 31, 1984, p.1
US Circuit Court says village must permit creche, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Village weighs legal options, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Supreme Court review sought in creche case (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Decision explained, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Trustees’ decision criticized (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Supreme Court to hear creche case, Oct 18, 1984, p.1
Village considering limits on dish antennae, Dec 6, 1984, p.1
Board seeks input on dish antennae but receives none, Dec 13, 1984, p.1
Error acknowledged, Dec 20, 1984, p.1

GLENN, JOHN
Spokesmen for presidential hopefuls seek support of SCS Democrats, Feb 2, 1984, p.1

GLENN, MORTON (DR)
Despite his fame (Tarnower) lived privately, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Author J Scobey sheds 40 pounds, stays thin, tells tale (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.4

GLICK, SUE
A brighter look, Feb 19, 1981, p.1

GLICKENHAUS, JAMES
Screen spy thriller: born on kitchen table (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.6
New film marks step forward for local writer-director-producer M Buntzman (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.13
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GLICKMAN, DAVID
   Improving the community (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.4

GLICKMAN, HENRY (DR)
   Village likely to oppose halfway house (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
   Village prepares to fight against halfway house, Apr 22, 1982, p.1

GLICKMAN, JONATHAN
   Two SCS students, J Glickman and M Iwanura, win honors, May 26, 1983, p.16
   Honors for top high school students (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.1

GLICKMAN, MICHAEL
   SHS athletes receive awards at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list), Nov 29, 1984, p.23

GLICKMAN, ROBERT (DR)
   Doctor R Glickman named (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.4

GLIEDMAN, CAROLE
   C Gliedsan named by Brandeis, Jul 2, 1981, p.9
   On school playing fields (ltr), Nov 19, 1981, p.6
   C Gliedsan Conference chairperson, Jun 23, 1983, p.4

GLIEDMAN, CAROLE (AU)
   Remember the skating rink? (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
   Worthwhile course (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.4
   Students 'made it a success' (ltr; list), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
   They want courts repaired (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
   They want courts saved (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
   Reassuring to us to know (ltr; list), Nov 24, 1983, p.6

GLIEDMAN, JOHN (AU)
   Video game law 'unfair' (ltr), May 20, 1982, p.6

GLIEDMAN, RICHARD (AU)
   They want courts saved (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
   Reassuring to us to know (ltr; list), Nov 24, 1983, p.6

GLOTZER, PHILIP
   EMS volunteers commended (list), Feb 9, 1984, p.11
   United Way agency enables clients to reach full potential, Jun 7, 1984, p.5

GLOVER, ANNE
   Bank promotes A Glover, M Kilcup, Nov 25, 1982, p.4
   SCS National Bank names A Glover new vice president (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.8

GLOVER, RONALD
   Two arrested by police; citizen alerts credited, Oct 8, 1981, p.1

GLUCKMAN, ADAM

GLUCKSON, FRAN
   Sex is out, death is in among local bibliophiles (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.4

GLYNN, LAWRENCE
   87-year-old M Hancock beats Con Ed, Jul 9, 1981, p.1

GNC
   SEE GBH NATURE CENTER

GOALS UNLIMITED
   United Way agency enables clients to reach full potential, Jun 7, 1984, p.5

GODA, SIDNEY (DR)
   Hospital appoints local therapist Dr S Goda, Feb 5, 1981, p.15
   Speech therapist Dr S Goda named professor, Feb 4, 1982, p.15
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GODBOLT, EMMA
Gift from the JACS (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.3

GODFRIED, SUSAN
Four juniors (S Godfried, L Doan, S Klein, E Leerburger) picked by AFS (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.3
Students picked for AFS program (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.5

GODSCHALL, PETER
Rave review for concert (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6

GODSCHALL, (MRS M L) (AU)
Praise for snack bar staff (ltr), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
GODSCHALL, (MRS MICHAEL) (AU)
Praise for pool snack bar (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
GODSCHALL, M L (AU)
Example for young people (ltr), Aug 30, 1984, p.6

GOETZ, ERNEST
Cherry Lane house leased; owner gets restraining order, Jun 3, 1982, p.11

GOETZ, FLORENCE
F B Goetz dies, Aug 20, 1981, p.16

GOJERZA, E MAITLAND DE
See DE GOJERZA, E MAITLAND

GOIELLA, RUSSELL
Garlands awarded damages, Oct 21, 1982, p.1

GOLAM, MEHAMED
New film marks step forward for local writer-director-producer M Buntzian (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.13

GOLD, ANNE MARIE
Honored by Scouts: Rev R F Grippo (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.14

GOLD, DAVID
Guttinger selects D H Gold, B D'Onofrio, H Heilpern campaign leaders, Jul 24, 1980, p.3

GOLD, JAMES
School Board: Hearing on apartments urged; 8-man football may be coming, Aug 14, 1980, p.7
Board hears plea for support of interscholastic athletics, Mar 12, 1981, p.21
Plaudits and tributes mark Board of Ed year-end meeting, Jun 11, 1981, p.18
Parents urge board to support interscholastic athletics, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
Board presents $9.25 million budget; faculty cuts included, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
Jim Gold to return to EHS with new job and more pay, Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Offer the man a job (ltr), Jul 8, 1982, p.6
First grade, upkeep at Seely discussed, Apr 14, 1983, p.13
Sports staffing at EHS: call it a whole new ballgame, Jun 30, 1983, p.11
Referenda needed for (EMT school) phone system, Jul 7, 1983, p.9
Parents' concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
John Moyle named to (EMT) School Board, Aug 18, 1983, p.9
Objectible remark (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
Proposed $11 million school budget would raise taxes by 10.76 percent, Mar 22, 1984, p.11

GOLD, JUDY
Store exhibits jewelry made by local resident J Gold, Jan 22, 1981, p.2
SCS artists J Gold, D Stern-Straeter in show at Pelham Art Center, Nov 19, 1981, p.9

GOLD, ROBERT
Sex is out, death is in among local bibilophiles (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.4
Thanksgiveaway drawing (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.12
Flags stolen in HTS, Jun 3, 1982, p.3
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GOLD, ZBYNIAK
Boy Scouts honored on Memorial Day (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.6

GOLDBALATT, ANDREW
Merchants report mixed response to evening hours, Jul 26, 1984, p.1

GOLDBERG, ARLYNE
Women without offices will set up yours (photo; addl photo p 16), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
Resident A H Goldberg is agency VP, Feb 3, 1983, p.11

GOLDBERG, CLAIRE
Heading for a hundred (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.4

GOLDBERG, ERICA (AU)
He found a new way (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.7

GOLDBERG, HARRIET
Ban on interviews tabled, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Arguments continue over house on Meadow, Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Three candidates (E Falkenberg, H Goldberg, W Blendon) nominated by Non Partisan committee (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Citizens Party rules out debate, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Resident, village moving nearer to agreement on house alterations, Feb 16, 1984, p.2
Two village candidates, H Goldenstein, H Goldberg, seeking first terms (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.1
Village election campaign moves quietly toward decision, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Election endorsements (edit), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
Citizens' Party wins, but by less (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.1
Trustees back nuclear arms freeze, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
I think that I shall never see...(photo), May 3, 1984, p.1
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Suppl), May 17, 1984, p.17
Keeping the peace, May 24, 1984, p.1
Future looks dim for Boulder Brook Riding Club, May 31, 1984, p.1
Noise is number one pollution (ltr), Jul 26, 1984, p.6
Neighbors protest removal of 65 trees (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.1
Board seeks input on dish antennae but receives none, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

GOLDBERG, HERMAN
H J Goldberg dies, Jun 10, 1982, p.16

GOLDBERG, JOEY
Catcher R Cerrone visits new store (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.16

GOLDBERG, JULIE
GCT aim: a sense of community (photo; list), Oct 14, 1982, p.15

GOLDBERG, NORMA (AU)
She'll make the difference (ltr), Feb 18, 1982, p.6

GOLDBERG, REMA (AU)
How to get a better job (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.7

GOLDBERG, RITA
Resident R Goldberg appointed, Oct 13, 1983, p.3

GOLDBERG, ROBERT (AU)
She'll make the difference (ltr), Feb 18, 1982, p.6

GOLDBERG, ROSALIE
Area woman in a challenging new profession (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.6

GOLDBERG, RUTH

GOLDBERG, STEVEN
Board hires new EHS counselor; studies course proposals, Jan 13, 1983, p.11
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Date(s)</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goldberg, Victor</td>
<td>Institute of Education names local resident V J Goldberg</td>
<td>Jan 10, 1980</td>
<td>p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldberger, Blanche</td>
<td>Exhibit (by B Goldberger) at Westlake (photo)</td>
<td>Aug 28, 1980</td>
<td>p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCS Art Assn awards prizes (photo; list)</td>
<td>Nov 19, 1981</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldberger, Charles</td>
<td>Tennis court suit, Sep 25, 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decision raises doubts about legality of private tennis courts, Feb 3, 1983</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Horsehoe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden, Deborah</td>
<td>Heathcote group wants voluntary lunch program</td>
<td>Feb 21, 1980</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quaker Ridge parents up in arms over schedule proposal</td>
<td>May 15, 1980</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Board revises lunch policy</td>
<td>Jun 12, 1980</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School leaders, parents review lunch situation</td>
<td>Oct 2, 1980</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden, Deborah (AU)</td>
<td>Inadequate lunch program (ltr), Feb 21, 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lunch questionnaire (ltr), Mar 20, 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>League backs Amenaent #1 (ltr), Oct 29, 1981</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden, Dorothy</td>
<td>Board of Education approves ski team</td>
<td>Nov 22, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden, Edna</td>
<td>Special meeting on creche slated</td>
<td>Nov 25, 1982</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Planning Board gets views on downtown</td>
<td>May 3, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden, Elizabeth</td>
<td>Mini-Feast (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 29, 1984</td>
<td>p.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldenberg, Arthur (DR)</td>
<td>Dentist A S Goldenberg showing photos at library</td>
<td>Nov 6, 1980</td>
<td>p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldenberg, Jonas</td>
<td>STEP-Newcoaers group acts to bridge culture gap at EHS (photo; list)</td>
<td>Feb 26, 1981</td>
<td>p.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldenstein, Howard</td>
<td>Proposal for home called 'deficient',</td>
<td>May 20, 1982</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village backs seating for disabled, Feb 24, 1983</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disabled seating, Mar 17, 1983</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seats for disabled, May 5, 1983</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disabled seating plan to start, May 26, 1983</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goldenstein to run for village trustee (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 15, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goldenstein named Coalition candidate (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 12, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Riders fight for Boulder Brook Club</td>
<td>Jan 12, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goldenstein is candidate in search of forum</td>
<td>Jan 19, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Citizens Party rules out debate</td>
<td>Jan 26, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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GOLDENSTEIN, HOWARD continued

LNV makes it definite: no debate, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
Fire (on trains), this time; Citizen efforts, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
League image called 'tarnished' (ltr), Feb 23, 1984, p.6
Two village candidates, H Goldenstein, H Goldberg, seeking first terms (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.1
Protest vote planned (ltr), Mar 8, 1984, p.6
Village election campaign moves quietly toward decision, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Election endorsements (edit), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
We've come a long way (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
Fresh approach (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
Candidates do have positions (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
H Goldenstein deserves our vote (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
Citizens' Party wins, but by less (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.1

GOLDENSTEIN, HOWARD (AU)

My credo: Democracy for SCS (edit), Mar 8, 1984, p.7

GOLDEY, GAIL

New knitting shop offers yarns, patterns, service, Nov 27, 1980, p.10

GOLDFARB, JENNIFER

G. D. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

GOLDFEDER, FREDERICK

F Goldfeder receives license, Mar 19, 1981, p.6

GOLDFEIN, JERRY

Fairy tale, Apr 1, 1982, p.1

GOLDFISH

Greenacres K-6: Through a fish-eye lens (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.11

GOLDFRANK, EMMA

School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1

GOLDFRANK, SYLVIA

Toast to a successful semester (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.9

GOLDIN, DAVID

Local teachers Dr S Corbin, Dr D Cohen, N Kropp at convention, Apr 23, 1981, p.22

GOLDIN, EDNA

Neighborhood Assn leaders (photo), May 17, 1984, p.3

GOLDIN, EDWARD

Blue and Gold Dinner (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.10

GOLDIN, HOWARD (DR-AU)

Insensitivity charged (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6

GOLDIN, SEYMOUR

School Board hears report on writing, Nov 12, 1981, p.1

GOLDIN, SPENCER

Parents' League Dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.9

GOLDMAN, HEATHER

Learning about the law (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.17

GOLDMAN, RICHARD

Boy Scout district elects area resident R L Goldman (list), Apr 17, 1980, p.6
Boy Scouts take over (photo; list), Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Big day for Troop 99 (photo; list), Jun 3, 1982, p.2
Boy Scouts honored on Memorial Day (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.6
Scouts observe Government Day by 'taking over' Village Hall (photo; list), Feb 23, 1984, p.5
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GOLDMAN, RICHARD continued
Goldman named by tax group, Jul 12, 1984, p.9
GOLDMAN, SAMANTHA
Country Fair next week (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.3
GOLDMAN, SHELIA
Business is blooming for ENT plant specialist S Goldman (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.15
GOLDICH, DAVID
It's a tax on consumers (ltr), Jul 29, 1982, p.6
First Citizen of Westchester: J Hofheiser (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.10
GOLDICH, DAVID (AU)
Oil import tax favored (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6
GOLDSCHMIDT, ERIC
Tenants seek rent control, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Merchants fear rising rents will alter local shopping area, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Garth Manor apartments now available for sale (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.5
Conversion plan (of Garth Manor) completed, Mar 8, 1984, p.15
GOLDSCHMIDT, PETER
P H Goldschmidt wins grant (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.4
GOLDSHOLLE, GERALD
Five (S Albert, S Bloom, G Goldsholle, P Karan, R Maslow) proposed for School Board vacancies (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11
Three (S Bloom, P Karan, R Maslow) endorsed for School Board, Mar 27, 1980, p.15
GOLDSMITH, CAROL
SCS woman C Goldsmith wins struggle for home birth (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.4
Home childbirth story draws lively response (ltrs), Jan 15, 1981, p.4
GOLDSMITH, ENID
E F Goldsmith dies, Dec 13, 1984, p.28
GOLDSMITH, FAE
SCS woman C Goldsmith wins struggle for home birth (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.4
GOLDSMITH, FRAK
Historically speaking: SCS Library (illus), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
First Citizen of Westchester: J Hofheiser (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.10
GOLDSMITH, FRANK (AU)
Concern for tolerance (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
GOLDSMITH, GILL
G O dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
GOLDSMITH, JIM
Seeks opinions on A and B (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
GOLDSMITH, JIM (AU)
Fun is most important (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
GOLDSMITH, JOHN
Historically speaking: SCS Library (illus), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
GOLDSMITH, KIM
G O dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
GOLDSMITH, LORI
SCS woman C Goldsmith wins struggle for home birth (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.4
Getting to know you (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.20
GOLDSMITH, MARC
SCS woman C Goldsmith wins struggle for home birth (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.4
GOLDSMITH, MARVIN
SCS woman C Goldsmith wins struggle for home birth (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.4
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GOLDSMITH, MELISSA
- SCS sings out message of hope (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.4
- Choice has gone from experiment to success (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
- They're oriented (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.1
- Picnic at the Congregational (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.2
- Tuesday night is party time here for blind (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.6

GOLDSTEIN, ARTHUR
- One-way remedy to Walworth traffic, Aug 21, 1980, p.1

GOLDSTEIN, ARTHUR (AU)
- Walworth plan favored (ltr), Aug 28, 1980, p.4

GOLDSTEIN, BETH
- Interfaith concert to raise relief funds for Cambodians (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.1
- SCS sings out message of hope (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.4
- Stars of 'Kisaet' not all on stage (photo; addl photo p 15), Aug 4, 1983, p.1

GOLDSTEIN, BETTY
- B F Goldstein dies, Dec 16, 1982, p.28

GOLDSTEIN, BRUCE
- Bicycle safety program (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.16
- Stars of 'Kisaet' not all on stage (photo; addl photo p 15), Aug 4, 1983, p.1
- Ready to play up a storm (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.1

GOLDSTEIN, BRUCE (AU)
- Answers to Anonymous (lttrs), Feb 17, 1983, p.7

GOLDSTEIN, DANIEL
- SHS graduate D Goldstein has show at museum, Feb 17, 1983, p.2
- Local resident D Goldstein studies abroad, Jul 7, 1983, p.3

GOLDSTEIN, DANIEL (AU)
- Response to mother's letter (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6

GOLDSTEIN, DAVID
- Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1

GOLDSTEIN, DAVID (AU)
- Response to mother's letter (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6

GOLDSTEIN, DOUGLAS
- Preparing for Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.18

GOLDSTEIN, DOUGLAS (AU)
- Response to mother's letter (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6

GOLDSTEIN, HARRIET (AU)
- She disagrees with Veteran (ltr), Jan 14, 1982, p.6

GOLDSTEIN, HENRY
- Library System marks birthday (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.15

GOLDSTEIN, IRENE
- Cable bringing community TV to SCS (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.6

GOLDSTEIN, JOAN
- One-way remedy to Walworth traffic, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
- Square Pegs at the Junior High (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.23

GOLDSTEIN, JUDITH
- Program for learning disabled, Jul 30, 1981, p.11

GOLDSTEIN, KENNETH
- Adult School on TV (photo; list), Apr 30, 1981, p.23
- Cable bringing community TV to SCS (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.6
GOLDSTEIN, KENNETH continued
TV council hopes to tap potential of local access (photo; list), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
GOLDSTEIN, LEONARD
Fund to honor SCS doctor D G Miller, Oct 18, 1984, p.21
GOLDSTEIN, LYNN
Joining Doernberg: L Goldstein, P Menell (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.7
GOLDSTEIN, MERVYN (DR)
Former state health planner R A Berman criticizes level of health care in Westchester (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
Dialing for George (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.1
GOLDSTEIN, MICHAEL
SCS boy M Goldstein is number one fund raiser for cystic fibrosis (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.4
GOLDSTEIN, MOLLY
Marx estate sold for development (photo); Apr 1, 1982, p.1
M Goldstein joins Wolff (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.19
Builders break new ground in luxury market (photo; add photo p 14), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
GOLDSTEIN, RICHARD
R Goldstein dies, Jul 2, 1981, p.16
GOLDSTEIN, ROBERT (DR)
College plans dinner for SCS MD R Goldstein, Nov 22, 1984, p.3
GOLDSTEIN, RUTH
 Scouts elect resident R Goldstein VP, Jun 18, 1981, p.4
Dialing for George (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.1
More state aid cuts school tax increase, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
GOLDSTEIN, RUTH (AU)
Successful breakfast (ltr), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
Calendar credits given (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
Dedicated efforts (ltr; list), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
Quality programs need support (ltr), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
GOLDSTEIN, SHARON
Alternative graduation (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.3
GOLDSTEIN, STEPHEN
In schools here, computers are elementary (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.1
Stars of 'Kissat' not all on stage (photo; add photo p 15), Aug 4, 1983, p.1
GOLDWATER, BOB
It's a bridge between people (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.4
Return engagements, Aug 9, 1984, p.1
Residents praise Bill Dean as someone who puts people first (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.1
GOLENBOCK, JUSTIN
Wetlands rules, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Planning Board considering cluster housing proposal, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Subdivision ruling put off, Feb 12, 1981, p.5
Subdivision rejected, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Planning Board OK's 28 homes on Marx Estate, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Hearing on trees, Aug 12, 1982, p.1
Restaurant on Garth Road gets planners' okay, Sep 9, 1982, p.1
Planning issues, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Creche's attorney fee criticized, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Jud Golenbock dies; chaired Planning Board, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
GOLF
To a great American (ltr), May 26, 1983, p.6
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GOLF continued
  Taking divots at Crossway (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
  Open impact, Jun 21, 1984, p.1

GOLF CLUBS
  SEE COUNTRY CLUBS

GOLF COURSES
  Village budget approved, Apr 30, 1981, p.1

GOLLIN, SETH
  Celebrating America at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.14

GOLM, HEATHER
  Tomorrow's potters? (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.1

GOLM, LOUIS
  Telephone company promotes resident L C Golm, Jul 24, 1980, p.3

GOLDB, DAVID
  EHS musicians, honored here, ready for road (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.11
  Duo, D Golod, M Smith, vying for national band, Oct 13, 1983, p.10
  New group to fight substance abuse, Nov 24, 1983, p.8

GOLDB, ERVIN
  Compromise on Red Lobster plan, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
  Zoning Board defers Central Avenue issues, May 5, 1983, p.15
  Critics blast redistricting plan, May 12, 1983, p.1

GOLDB, LAWRENCE
  Three (D Cash, L Golomb, J Lane) named semifinalists, Sep 16, 1982, p.17

GOLDBACH, JOHN
  Chessmaster and concert pianist M Sheyne takes on all comers at library (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.3

GOLUB, SHARON
  Resident S Golub to edit journal, Sep 2, 1982, p.8

GOLUB, SHIRLEY
  Local sculptor S Golub to exhibit (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.4

GOMAOU, HAROLD
  More state aid cuts school tax increase, Apr 12, 1984, p.1

GOMES, LINDA
  Family at One Foxhall now five years old (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.1

GOMES, RAYMOND
  New supervisor, R Gomes, in Rec Dept (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.5
  Eggs-prise! (photo; list), Apr 7, 1983, p.6
  Abe Simon run Sunday, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
  Summertime returns Saturday (photo), May 24, 1984, p.1
  SCS pool opens Saturday for 16th sume of swimming, May 24, 1984, p.3
  Longer pool season urged (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6

GOMES, RAYMOND (AU)
  Reminder: 15 K coming up (ltr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6

GOODELL, DOE (AU)
  Protest heard 'round the world (edit), Jun 24, 1982, p.7

GONZALEZ, OSVALDO
  Suspect N J Castaldo charged in holdup (photo p 3), Mar 18, 1982, p.1

GOODHUE, MARY
  Young artist A Fallon honored (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.16
  Herold, Burrows, Goodhue GOP picks (list), Jun 5, 1980, p.5
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GOODHUE, MARY continued
Legislators reply to Mayor Jensen's letter on trains, Aug 21, 1980, p.5
Senate races top primary ballot, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Inquirer endorsements: C W Burrows; M B Goodhue; J R Herold (edit), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Candidates square off at League meeting (photo p 14), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
School Board anticipates tax hike of 7 to 8 percent, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
For four lanes, Apr 6, 1981, p.1
For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Reapportionment, Dec 10, 1981, p.1
Seven residents present as FPA honors Mary Goodhue (list), Feb 4, 1982, p.8
Village to hire lawyers, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Most at hearing back 4 lanes on Hutch, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
District lines rejected, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Fair share bill, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
Agency proposes home for retarded, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Bill on adoptees' rights backed (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6

GOODKIND, CAROL
Former residents A A Sproul, C E Goodkind publish cookbook, Oct 28, 1982, p.9

GOODLAD, JOHN
Sobol responds to education critiques, Sep 15, 1983, p.1

GOODLOE, PAUL
St Pius X School receives flag from Burrows (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.10
Winning essays (photos), Apr 2, 1981, p.7

GOODMAN, ARTHUR
Senate races top primary ballot, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
SCS's favorites were Holtzman, Javits, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Candidates square off at League meeting (photo p 14), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1

GOODMAN, BEATRICE (AU)
On 'empty nest syndrome' (ltr), Oct 20, 1983, p.6

GOODMAN, BRAD
Rail strike taking toll on merchants (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1

GOODMAN, CARL

GOODMAN, HOWARD
Neighborhood Assn leaders (photo), May 17, 1984, p.3

GOODMAN, JENNIFER
Jabberwocky arts festival (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.16
Hoping for a prize (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.12

GOODMAN, JOHN

GOODMAN, JOHN (AU)
Election tip (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
Goodbye to all that (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
Bus service could have worked (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6

GOODMAN, JOYCE
Hoping for a prize (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.12
West OR elects leaders, hears from Mayor Stone (list), Jun 11, 1981, p.3
GOODHAN, JOYCE continued
  Voters to elect 12 new members to School Nominating Committee (photo; list), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
GOODMAN, JOYCE (AU)
  System needs support (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
  Thanks for support (ltr), Mar 22, 1984, p.6
GOODMAN, KATHY
  Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
GOODMAN, LAWRENCE (AU)
  Being a single parent is difficult (edit), Oct 20, 1983, p.7
GOODHAN, MORGAN
  Goodman, Shafran sentenced, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
  SCS student R Shafran finds he's one of 3, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
  Resident H Goodman convicted for theft of rings, Mar 24, 1983, p.3
  Goodman receives maximum sentence, Apr 28, 1983, p.3
GOODMAN, MYRNA
  Sculptural ceramics (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.8
  Clay quilt at wry show (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.2
GOODMAN, ROBERT
  Hoping for a prize (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.12
GOODMAN, ROY
  All in the party (photo), May 6, 1982, p.3
GOODHAN, SARA
  Village sued again on creche denial, May 5, 1983, p.1
  Creche suit goes to trial Tuesday in Federal Court, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
GOODMAN, STEPHEN (DR)
  NYS periodontists elect SCS man Dr S Goodman president, Mar 12, 1981, p.8
GOODRICH, MRS L KEITH
  Honored at Woman's Club (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.9
GOODSTEIN, ROBERT
  Rights Division investigating school district, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
  Discrimination?, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
GOODWIN, JANE
  Early introduction to music (list), Apr 28, 1983, p.25
GOODWIN, RICHARD
  Savings bank promotes R C Goodwin and D F Scott, Jun 21, 1984, p.9
GOODMAN, THOMAS
  Six parties' representatives discuss issues of war and peace, Oct 23, 1980, p.6
GOODBLATT, LEONARD (AU)
  Overcrowded kindergarten (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
  Permanent monstrosity (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
GOODBLATT, MINDY
  Happy May Day (photo), May 7, 1981, p.1
GOODBLATT, SARA (AU)
  Overcrowded kindergarten (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
GOSPIAH, JULIETTE
  Pianist A Kent named top young artist (photo; list), Jan 15, 1981, p.10
GORDIS, DAVID (DR-RABB1)
  New AJC head Dr D M Gordis surveys goals on Rosh Hashanah (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.6
  On American Jewish Committee (ltr), Oct 11, 1984, p.6
GORDON, ALAN
  Freightway Committee studies Polera plan (list), Oct 15, 1981, p.1
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GORDON, BETTE
State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1
Retiring teachers honored (photo; list), Jun 17, 1982, p.4

GORDON, BONNIE
Portraits and still life by B Gordon on display (photo), May 15, 1980, p.13

GORDON, FRANK
Trustees Sias and Stone, Beatrice Underweiser are Non Partisan candidates (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.1
Environmental issues dominate trustees' meeting, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Fitter firemen; Morning run, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Editorial Questioned (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
Trustees approve group home list, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
There was an alarma in former Barracini house, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Firemen's share, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Wetlands rules, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Village leans toward Polera for Freighway development, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Trustee Gordon (edit), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
Honorary Chief F Gordon (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
More on Foxhall Road case (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
Citizens Awards presented by Town Club to E Buzbee, E Innes, F Gordon (photo), May 29, 1980, p.1
Issue discussion debated (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
Final meeting for Jensen, Browning (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
This is 'disorderly'? (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.6

GORDON, FRANK (AU)
Letters on village election (ltrs), Mar 12, 1981, p.4

GORDON, GEORGE
Successchester, Westchester (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.9

GORDON, HERBERT
Overlooking the Hudson (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.17

GORDON, JACKIE
Citizenship supporters: R Corlin wins Village Goldsmith Citizenship award (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.6

GORDON, JANET
SCS resident J Gordon co-authors new book on women's voluntarism (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.9
Voluntarism, feminism are compatible (edit), Feb 16, 1984, p.7

GORDON, JANET (AU)
Evolution of a 'Volunteer powerhouse' (edit), Mar 10, 1983, p.7

GORDON, JOYCE
Judge J Holden, Jan 10, 1980, p.1

GORDON, LUCY
See the birdie! (photo), May 8, 1980, p.17

GORDON, NANCY
SHS alumni gather at Reunion West (list), Jan 24, 1980, p.6

GORDON, NORMAN
STEP-Newcoaers group acts to bridge culture gap at EHS (photo; list), Feb 26, 1981, p.13

GORDON, PATTY
As graduates began life after SHS, the Class of '64 was coming back, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
See also ROSEN, PATTY

GORDON, RANDY
Mid-semester break at Sunday Rec (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.5

GORDON, RITA
Monte Carlo Night (photo; list), Dec 11, 1980, p.27
GORDON, RITA  continued
Greenacres welcomes Pauline Sternberg (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.23

GORDON, STEVEN
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1

GORDON, TROY
Swim-for-Breath kids help fight cystic fibrosis (photo; list), Jul 28, 1983, p.2

GORE, JEROME
Resident A T Gifford plans to sell firm, Aug 7, 1980, p.5

GORESEN, AMY
A G Goresen dies, May 8, 1980, p.20

GORFINKEL, ARCHIE
Surgeon Dr R B Rosen suspect in murder attempt, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
Tapes found not relevant, Feb 4, 1982, p.11

GORHAM, FRANK
Issues and excuses topics for panel; Peyser and Finneran bow out (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.15
MTA asks for more money; riders demand more service, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Divided management seen as factor in railroad ills, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Conrail fares rise; commuters plan suit, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Rail commuter organization demands legislators' help, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Rail meeting focuses on A/C, May 14, 1981, p.2
Trustees vote to hire Freightway consultants, Jun 25, 1981, p.1

GORHAM, ROGER
SHS musician R Gorham at conference, Apr 2, 1981, p.19
Plenty of brass (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1

GORHAM, SUE
Mock court provides insight into local justice system, Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Through the Looking Glass (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1

GORHAM, SUE (AU)
Dedicated efforts (ltr; list), Jul 1, 1982, p.6

GORMAN, ANEEN
Associate A P Gorman appointed, Dec 4, 1980, p.15

GORMLEY, MARY
Candidates square off at League meeting (photo p 14), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

GORTON, BETTE
School Board hears report on writing, Nov 12, 1981, p.1

GOSSEN, JOHN
Cable comes to Greenacres (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.12
Teachers' gift to students (photo), May 19, 1983, p.3
Teachers' gift to the fund (photo), May 10, 1984, p.2
Warm welcome (photo; list), Oct 4, 1984, p.19

GOTT, DONALD
D Gott dies, Oct 14, 1982, p.16

GOTTESMAN, DAVID
Former Scarsdalian D S Gottesman named director at Sun Chemical, Feb 11, 1982, p.4

GOTTESMAN, ERIC
SHS band and orchestra in Toronto (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.24

GOTTESMAN, GEORGE (DR)
SCS MD G H Gottesman named psychiatric director (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.3
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GOTTFRIED, DANIEL (AU)

GOTTHELF, PEGGY (AU)
Senior Slump—a suggested cure (edit), Jun 2, 1983, p.7

GOTTLEIB, ALICE
Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1

GOTTLEIB, ALYSSA
Round table brings together criminals with victims of crime (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.5

GOTTLEIB, BETH
Consumer Corner opens (photo; list), Oct 9, 1980, p.15

GOTTLEIB, CAROL
Round table brings together criminals with victims of crime (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.5

GOTTLEIB, JANE
EMT grad J Gottlieb honored, Mar 31, 1983, p.15

GOTTLEIB, STEPHEN
Committee for change organizes, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Party formed, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Gottliebs picket Cleveland Van Wert offices (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.2
Round table brings together criminals with victims of crime (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.5

GOULD, CHET
A party to remember (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.12

GOULD, DIANA
A party to remember (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.12

GOULD, GEORGE

GOULD, KENNETH
Rent control law debated, Jan 14, 1982, p.1

GOULDER, JAMES
Retired execs spread American know-how abroad (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.6

GOURAIGE, ROHY
Resident R Gouraige named assistant VP, Aug 30, 1984, p.4

GOUVEIA, BINA
G Gouveia, L L Federico named by limo firm, Aug 25, 1983, p.4

GOVERNMENT ACCESS CHANNEL-SCS
SEE CABLE TV

GRABEL, PATRICIA (AU)
Why not try honest labor? (ltr), Jun 4, 1981, p.6

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS COMMITTEE
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION
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GRADY, JOHN
'Thank you' with flowers (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.8

GRAESSLE, MICHAEL
Deadlock remains over Woodland, Aug 6, 1981, p.1

GRAFF, ELIZABETH
Elderly widow, I Galizia, faces eviction, Dec 9, 1982, p.1

GRAFF, HENRY (DR)
Scarsdalian H F Graff wins teaching prize (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.6
Good speaker (ltr), Oct 22, 1981, p.6

GRAFFITI
SEE VANDALISM

GRAHAM, CLAUDIA (AU)
A SCS driver’s musings (ltr), Sep 30, 1982, p.6

GRAHAM, ISABEL
SCS women B Arus, I Graham, I Shaw, S Vacha in NOW exhibit (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.16

GRAHAM, LEWIS
L Graham dies, Jul 21, 1983, p.10

GRAHAM, MARTHA

GRAJ, EVAN
Hot Shot at the Scout carnival (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.4

GRAMASLIA, JO-ANNE
IHM’s advanceeent learning center (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.19

GRAMASLIA, MICHELE
Christmas Festival (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.16

GRANADOS, SYBIL GARCIA-
SEE GARCIA-GRANADOS, SYBIL

GRAND JURY
SEE COURTS

GRANDE, DOLORES
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday’s election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

GRANDE, MICHAEL
Halfway houses not new to Westchester (Part I), Apr 22, 1982, p.1

GRANDJOAN, CLAIREVE (DR)
Fond remembrance (ltr), Jul 8, 1982, p.6

GRANDPARENTS
Grandparents discover that divorce affects them, too (edit), Sep 17, 1981, p.7
Family Counseling reaching out to forgotten victims of divorce, May 31, 1984, p.17
Agency starts program on divorce’s effect on grandparents, granchildren, Sep 13, 1984, p.5
Divorce is hard on grandparents, too (edit), Nov 29, 1984, p.7

GRANDPARENTS IN DIVIDED FAMILIES
SEE GRANDPARENTS

GRANT, EMILY
Director E Grant appointed, May 13, 1982, p.8

GRANT, SIDNEY (AU)
Heartening experience (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6

GRANT, STACY (AU)
Stop signs advocated (ltr), Sep 23, 1982, p.6

GRANT, WINIFRED
Attacks on budget continue at hearing, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
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GRANTS

Filing for dollars, Jan 3, 1980, p.1
Proper decision (edit), Jan 10, 1980, p.4
Board of Ed OK’s semester courses, rejects mid-year exam; Italian considered, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
School Board to consider religion course elective, Feb 14, 1980, p.11
Foundation to help fund elderly outreach program (list), Mar 20, 1980, p.2
Scout House fund gets boost, May 22, 1980, p.5
Grant to EHS grad A E Walton, Jun 5, 1980, p.15
Tribute paid to retiring members E Bubee, E Innes of School Board; Summer grants awarded (list), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
State grant for Westchester County Office for the Aging, Jun 19, 1980, p.10
United Way of Westchester announces 1980 allocations (list), Jun 26, 1980, p.3
EMHS student A Walsh wins study grant, Jul 3, 1980, p.11
SFCS grant request (Ittr), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
Arts Council grants to six organizations (list), Jul 31, 1980, p.7
Arts Council announces grants: five recipients in SCS (list), Aug 7, 1980, p.2
State funding nature program, Aug 7, 1980, p.8
Urban County, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Historical Society gets Federal grant, Oct 30, 1980, p.11
Nature center awarded grant, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
Board of Education revises phys ed substitution rule, Feb 12, 1981, p.17
Arts Fund grants awarded to local organizations (list), Jun 18, 1981, p.13
United Way lists 81-82 allocations (list), Jul 2, 1981, p.5
Altieri is board president (list), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
Urban County allocation announced, Aug 13, 1981, p.5
Crime Victims Agency receives grant from state, Sep 3, 1981, p.1
Getting Wayside on landmark list took persistence (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
United Way announces grants (list), Sep 24, 1981, p.3
Nature Center receives grant, recruits staff (list), Nov 5, 1981, p.15
State to pay for new pool aid station, Mar 4, 1982, p.13
Corrections: SCS Historical Society has applied for, but not yet received, grant, May 13, 1982, p.5
Council for Arts lists recipients (list), Jun 10, 1982, p.5
Youth outreach program extended to junior high, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Junior League to give grants, Oct 28, 1982, p.5
County gets bus grants, Dec 23, 1982, p.4
Board discusses textbook selecting, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Junior League awards six grants (list), Mar 10, 1983, p.5
Resident Dr S Alabas wins grant, Apr 21, 1983, p.2
Council for Arts announces grants (list), Jun 9, 1983, p.2
Children study environment through Audubon Society grant (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.15
Victims assistance unit gets $45,000 state grant, Jul 14, 1983, p.8
Residents B Guaport, E Rosser cited for voluntarism, Aug 4, 1983, p.3
P H Goldschmidt wins grant (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.2
SVAC receives grant (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.4
Junior League awards six grants (list), Oct 13, 1983, p.9
Grant for Historical Society, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Historical challenge (edit), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
Nature Center gets grant, Dec 8, 1983, p.11
Double celebration for SCS Historical Society (photo; list), Dec 15, 1983, p.27
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GRANTS continued
Heart-felt thanks (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
SCS Foundation to award new grants, Apr 12, 1984, p.4
SCS High school wins Carnegie grant, Apr 26, 1984, p.14
Pace professor Dr N Silverstein awarded grant, Jun 7, 1984, p.4
Student from SCS, R L Haidt, awarded Fulbright grant, Jun 14, 1984, p.4
Council for Arts awards grants (list), Jun 28, 1984, p.4
S Shreiber awarded grant, Jul 5, 1984, p.4
EHS alumni P Alpert, Y Lee awarded research grants (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.9
Grants for Historical Society, Oct 4, 1984, p.3
Grant approved, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Council grants $30,000 to Hoff-Barthelson, Nov 29, 1984, p.12
GRANZEN, RODERICK (DR)
SCS MD's A Berish, R Granzen, M Mescon, F Newnan named by St Agnes, Jan 6, 1983, p.4
GRASS
Cost-cutting idea, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
GRAU, DEBBIE
Giving (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.11
GRAUER, DAVID
Republicans pick D I Grauer as Assembly candidate (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.3
District lines rejected, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Audrey Hochberg drops out of race, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
GRAVES, AARON
Merit badge seminar scheduled (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.5
GRAVES, BUTCH
Reception for W Dean at Museum (photo; list), Jan 31, 1980, p.12
Before being upset by FDR in semifinals, Raiders riding high (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.1
Former SHS star Butch Graves setting records for Yale five (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.14
Fond farewell to Bill Dean, 'Mr SCS' (photo; addl photo p 6), Aug 9, 1984, p.1
GRAVES, EARL
SOSA promoting village to minority families (list), Jun 18, 1981, p.1
Honorary doctorate for E G Graves, Jun 17, 1982, p.3
Graves to head Boy Scout group, Jul 22, 1982, p.2
Awarded medal: E G Graves (photo; list), Mar 29, 1984, p.5
GRAVES, F CHARLES (DR)
Bible committee elects resident Dr F C Graves, Mar 27, 1980, p.18
Refugee family in SCS striving for independence (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.2
Local son Dr C Graves is masterminding an invasion (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
Resident Dr F Charles Graves to chair board (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.8
Merit Badge Seminar held here, May 6, 1982, p.19
Church emphasizes individuals, families, Jan 27, 1983, p.12
Resident F C Graves chairing Bible week, Jul 21, 1983, p.10
GRAVES, JAMES
Junior high holds annual health fair (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.14
GRAVES, MIKE
Co-captains deserve tribute (ltr), Nov 29, 1984, p.6
GRAVES, NANCY
Seely museum program brings new view of art (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.21
GRAVES, TED
Builders break new ground in luxury market (photo; addl photo p14), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
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GRAVEYARDS
   SEE CEMETERIES

GRAY PANTHERS
   Gray Panthers stalking through Westchester, Aug 7, 1980, p.4
   Gray Panthers are stalking issues, pushing for voters, Aug 2, 1984, p.12

GRAY, ALAN
   E Robison sold; will relocate, Jul 5, 1984, p.1

GRAY, ALBERT JR (DR)
   Round table brings together criminals with victims of crime (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.5

GRAY, ELWOOD
   SAT tutoring is a growth industry in area (illus), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
   High school student volunteers honored, May 28, 1981, p.21
   Retiring: Dean C Peets, F Gross (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.20
   College: where will the money come from?, Nov 5, 1981, p.6
   Familiar pattern, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
   Report on SAT's says 'crum course' useless, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
   College information night (photo; list), Sep 29, 1983, p.2
   SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

GRAY, GEORGE
   Election Day facts, Oct 28, 1982, p.11

GRAY, JOHN
   J T Gray dies, Mar 29, 1984, p.16

GRAY, MARTIN (AU)
   Worried about river (ltr), Oct 7, 1982, p.6
   He's opposed to black-top (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6
   Oak should have been honored (ltr), Sep 13, 1984, p.6

GRAY, PETER
   Casting call notice attracts hundreds of would-be actors, Feb 23, 1984, p.1

GRAY, RUTH
   Nenette Kay keeps pace, high C at 84 (photo; addl photo p 6), Oct 16, 1980, p.4

GRAY, WALTER
   Casting call notice attracts hundreds of would-be actors, Feb 23, 1984, p.1

GRAZIANO, CHARLES
   Tribute to the manager (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6

GREACEN, MARION

GREAT BRITAIN
   Now, about the English (edit), Sep 13, 1984, p.7

GREAVES, BETTY
   Local firm names B Greaves officer manager, Aug 6, 1981, p.17

GREBSTERN, SHELDON (DR)
   President at SUNY: Dr S N Grebstein, Jun 18, 1981, p.19
   President of SUNY, Dr S N Grebstein, to receive First Citizen award, Jun 7, 1984, p.8

GRECO, MARYBETH
   Quaker Ridge parents protest transfer of teacher S Grossman, May 17, 1984, p.1

GREEBE, CHARLES (AU)
   They're grateful on courts (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6

GREEBEL, CHARLES
GREEBEL, CHARLES continued
Citizens try to save courts (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Tennis court measure loses (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1
Council's serve, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Trustees decline to support nuclear freeze resolution, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Crenca's attorney fee criticized, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Trustees vote not to restore tennis courts, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
School Board plans to remove (tennis) courts, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Tennis courts get last minute reprieve (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Search for scapegoats (ltr), Sep 15, 1983, p.6

GREEBEL, CHARLES (AU)
Thanks on the courts (ltr), Jul 22, 1982, p.6
The effort is not over (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Youth urged to play tennis (ltr), May 26, 1983, p.6
Writers want Junior High tennis courts restored (ltr), Jul 7, 1983, p.6
More opinions on Junior High School tennis courts (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
Contributions needed (ltr), Jul 28, 1983, p.6
Court financing explained (ltr), Sep 8, 1983, p.6

GREEBEL, ROBERT
Tennis courts get last minute reprieve (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.1
...where she stops nobody knows (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.2

GREECE
Gift of cities is ancient (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.7

GREEN HAVEN
SEE CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES

GREEN, ALAN (DR)
SCS Futures appoints J A Handelman director (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.3
Advisory committee of SCS Foundation Futures Program meets (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.5
Residents will help draw up blueprint for village's future, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
Residents to voice questions at Futures meeting Monday (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.3
Community meeting looks toward future, Oct 7, 1982, p.1

GREEN, ANDREW
Police arrest JDL protestors (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.11
Russian film seen despite bomb scare, Mar 22, 1984, p.10

GREEN, BETTY
B N Green dies, Apr 3, 1980, p.14

GREEN, DANIEL
Daniel Green wins award, Jun 10, 1982, p.10

GREEN, IRVING
Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1

GREEN, JOYCE
Sir T Conran outlines plans for Hudson River Museum benefit (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.9

GREEN, LOIS
Evolving recreation program speaks for itself--quietly (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.12

GREEN, LOIS (AU)
On EMT insurance policy (ltr), Dec 1, 1983, p.6

GREEN, MARGARET
Where greed has ruled (ltr), Sep 22, 1983, p.6

GREEN, RICHARD
EMT Children's Center has high marks after four months, Dec 23, 1982, p.11
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GREEN, ROBIN
AF5 flower sale (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.13

GREEN, SONNY
Just in case it snows (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.5

GREEN, STUART
Apparel Assn elects local man S H Green president, S A Marrow elected to board (photo), May 22, 1980, p.7

GREEN, SYLVESTER
The case for trade restraint (edit), May 28, 1981, p.7

GREEN, TRUDY
Town's senior program has hub in EMT (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.11

GREENACRES
Revised bike path; Fox Meadow path, May 8, 1980, p.1
Action likely on Walworth traffic, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Salad days in Greenacres (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.3
Vandals hit Greenacres again, Mar 3, 1983, p.3
Democracy or dictatorship? (ltr), Jul 26, 1984, p.6
Burglars strike in Greenacres, Aug 2, 1984, p.1
Village, riders agree on sale of Boulder Brook, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Please don't wait (ltr), Nov 8, 1984, p.6

GREENACRES ASSN
Greenacres celebrates 4th (photo; list), Jul 10, 1980, p.2
Board to vote on one-way solution to Walworth Ave, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Last word on Walworth? (edit), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Greenacres elects L B Clark president (photo; list), May 28, 1981, p.5
Field day at Greenacres (photo; list), Jul 9, 1981, p.2
Village likely to oppose halfway house (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Fastest on three legs (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.5
Field day competitors cited (list), Jul 15, 1982, p.4
Residents plan way to cut heating costs, Mar 24, 1983, p.2
President's Cups awarded (photo; list), Jun 9, 1983, p.26
Despite heat, Greenacres residents ran, jumped, tossed and galloped (photo; list), Jul 7, 1983, p.2
Greenacres PTA indignant (ltr), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
Greenacres parents press village for safer conditions (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.1

GREENACRES OIL PURCHASING CONSORTIUM
Residents plan way to cut heating costs, Mar 24, 1983, p.2
GOPEC's goal is to cut fuel bills (list), Apr 14, 1983, p.1
GOPEC set to go, May 12, 1983, p.1
GOPEC is growing, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
GOPEC celebrates year of savings, Jun 7, 1984, p.1
What next? (edit), Jun 7, 1984, p.6

GREENACRES SCHOOL
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES

GREENACRES TUNNEL
Historically speaking: Greenacres Tunnel (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.6

GREENWALT, JANE (AU)
A living creche—medieval style (edit), Dec 16, 1982, p.7

GREENWALT, MARTHA
Six parties' representatives discuss issues of war and peace, Oct 23, 1980, p.6
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GREENAWALT, MARTHA continued
Women's law group names M S Greenawalt new president (list), Dec 15, 1983, p.25
LAW citation to G Burrows (list), Jul 5, 1984, p.1
LAW re-elects M Greenawalt president (list), Dec 6, 1984, p.17

GREENAWALT, WILLIAM
New Crime Victims Agency elects officers, directors (photo; list), Jul 16, 1981, p.2
Crime Victims Agency receives grant from state, Sep 3, 1981, p.1

GREENBAUM, GREGORY
Woman, E J Lewis, fined in dog bite case, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Bicycle safety program (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.16
Smooth start on Walworth (photo; addl photo p 22), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Good Samaritans (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
Commendations (for police officers), Jun 3, 1982, p.1
Women (P E Fuller, M C Johnson) accused of shoplifting spree, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Commendations (for six police officers), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Police honored, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Safety Awareness Day (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.3
Village Club panelists speak on pressures of adolescence, Dec 6, 1984, p.5

GREENBERG, DAVID (RABBI)
Met, SCS synagogue share Nico Castel's gifts (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
Praise for Rabbi D Greenberg (ltr), May 29, 1980, p.4
Synagogue to vote on firing Rabbi D Greenberg, May 29, 1980, p.12
Synagogue votes out Rabbi Greenberg, Jun 5, 1980, p.14
Rabbi Greenberg founding synagogue (photo; list), Aug 28, 1980, p.1

GREENBERG, HARRY
Ars poetica (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.14

GREENBERG, HELENE
Parents, children attend school to watch TV together (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.1
H Greenberg opens office (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.15

GREENBERG, HELENE (AU)
Meaningful social experience (ltr), Mar 19, 1981, p.4
Her choice is Reid (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
H Goldenstein deserves our vote (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6

GREENBERG, KATHLEEN
Defining education at EHS: everyone gets into the act, May 21, 1981, p.19
Board accepts George Wilbur's retirement; December 31 (sic), Nov 12, 1981, p.13
Minimum criteria for gifted/talented set, Jan 12, 1984, p.11
Board OK's bringing BOCES pupils home, Jun 14, 1984, p.11

GREENBERG, KATHLEEN (AU)
On computers and education (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6

GREENBERG, LAWRENCE
Maroon raffle (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.10
Off the list (East of the Sun), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Getting set for the triathlon: K Batchelor, D Walker, L Greenberg, D Hulsebosch (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.16

GREENBERG, LOUIS
Assistant's assistants (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Scouting life (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.10
Eagle Scout: L Greenberg (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.10

GREENBERG, MARILYN
Novel called "group libel" (ltr), Sep 22, 1983, p.6
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GREENBERG, REVA (DR)
Forum examines problems of aging, Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Learning Exchange foraging, Mar 18, 1982, p.5
Panel probes what's available, what's lacking for seniors, Nov 3, 1983, p.3
GREENBERG, REVA (DR-AU)
Who isn't growing older? (edit), Apr 28, 1983, p.7
GREENBERG, RONNIE
Vietnamese family at WRT (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.23
UA dinner to honor local women N Jacobson and R Greenberg (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.19
Here's what the fuss is about (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Local stores bracing for arrival of new batch of Cabbage Patch dolls, Dec 8, 1983, p.3
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
GREENBERG, SAMUEL
S Greenberg dies, Apr 5, 1984, p.18
GREENBERG, SANFORD
Scouts run village for a day (photo; list), Mar 3, 1983, p.2
GREENBURG, LOUIS
Old grads never die; they go to Alumni Tea (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.9
GREENBURGH
SEE GBH
GREENE, ADELE
QR welcomes new parents, Sep 11, 1980, p.17
GREENE, DON
D Greene heads agency league (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.19
Don Greene re-elected president of agency league, Aug 5, 1982, p.11
GREENE, ELLIE
SCS artists E Greene, G J Sherman, J Leiken honored, May 12, 1983, p.17
GREENE, GERALDINE
It's the only social agency in town (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
Forum examines problems of aging, Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Vial of Life could save seniors' lives, Jun 18, 1981, p.5
Family violence: 'no respecter of any group', Jan 7, 1982, p.6
Panel: Growing up here not easy, Apr 1, 1982, p.5
New housing option for seniors is goal of Operation Share, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Elderly widow, I Galizia, faces eviction, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Elderly tenant I Galizia fights eviction, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
Elderly tenant I Galizia won't be evicted (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.1
SFCS offers therapy for jobless, Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Update on Share, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Elderly poor face reduced access to social services, Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Agency seeking village's help in serving the frail elderly, Mar 1, 1984, p.1
Project Share has housing to spare, Mar 22, 1984, p.9
Family Counseling reaching out to forgotten victims of divorce, May 31, 1984, p.17
Family Counseling benefit a success (photo; list), Jul 5, 1984, p.3
Village, school plan unified youth program, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Village Club panelists speak on pressures of adolescence, Dec 6, 1984, p.5
GREENE, GERALDINE (AU)
SFCS grant request (ltr), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
The American family is changing (edit), Feb 11, 1982, p.7
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GREENE, GINGIE
  Method aims at total fitness (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.22

GREENE, IRVING
  Hochberg, Reid finish first in SCS vote (chart), Nov 10, 1983, p.1

GREENE, JOE
  Corps turns swap into a stream (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.1

GREENE, LEONARD
  Courageous' owner L M Greene finds better ways (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.6
  Local man L M Greene, Dr M G Wirtkin elected by Cancer Society, Feb 16, 1984, p.2

GREENE, LEONARD (AU)
  Relief for elderly tenants (ltr), Jan 5, 1984, p.6

GREENE, LEONARD (DR)
  Award for resident Dr L Greene, Nov 1, 1984, p.5

GREENE, MARGARET (AU)
  The IMF's greatest challenge (edit), Sep 15, 1983, p.7

GREENE, STANLEY
  President: S D Greene (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.11
  Resident S D Greene ready to raise curtain at new theater (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.6
  New chairman: S D Greene (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.5

GREENE, STANLEY (AU)
  Writers want Junior High tennis courts restored (ltr), Jul 7, 1983, p.6

GREENEBAUM, HENRY
  Danish knight H Greenebaum (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.7

GREENEBAUM, IRMA
  Hospital honors volunteers (list), May 22, 1980, p.7

GREENEBAUM, JUDY
  Ad firms names former resident J Greenebaum VP, Jan 20, 1983, p.3

GREENES, ROBERT
  Expert R F Greenes to discuss energy solutions (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.1
  LWV speaker R Greenes reveals ' myths' of American energy crisis' (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.3
  Freightway committee chairman appointed: R F Greenes (photo), Jul 16, 1981, p.1
  Freightway Committee named (list), Aug 20, 1981, p.1
  Freightway meetings (list), Oct 1, 1981, p.1
  Committee rejects Freightway plan (list), Dec 24, 1981, p.1
  Village appoints railroad committee (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.1
  No quorum (at Planning Board meeting), Sep 1, 1983, p.1
  Marx estate, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
  Robert Greenes named council's 'man of year', Mar 15, 1984, p.4
  New plan at 909 Post (diagram), Mar 29, 1984, p.1
  Planning Board gets views on downtown, May 3, 1984, p.1
  Village granted permission to subdivide Boulder Brook, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

GREENES, ROBERT (AU)
  It's a tax on consumers (ltr), Jul 29, 1982, p.6
  Ed Meyer: Pro and con (ltr), Sep 6, 1984, p.6

GREENHILL, MAURICE (DR)
  Dr M Greenhill dies, Jan 29, 1981, p.14

GREENHILL, NATHANIEL
  Jeweler G Holsten runs down man charged with stealing from his store, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
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GREENHILL, PETER
Resident P Greenhill named vice president, Jan 22, 1981, p.2
Greenhill has new PR post, Mar 15, 1984, p.10

GREENHOUSE, CHARLES (DR)
Hospital appoints Dr C R Greenhouse, Dr S J Alderman, Dr M H Borkin, Jul 29, 1982, p.2
SCS MD's join staff at WP Hospital, Aug 26, 1982, p.2

GREENHOUSE, CHARLES (DR-AU)
Opinion on second opinions (edit), Apr 16, 1981, p.7

GREENIDGE, NICOLE
Two EMS sophomores, C West and N Greenidge attend state seminar, Jun 5, 1980, p.15

GREENLAND, LEO
Advertising executive L Greenland honored by B'nai B'rith, Jun 5, 1980, p.5

GREENLEAF, JOSEPH
Listeners rally in support of Landau, Apr 9, 1981, p.1

GREENSPAN, BERNARD
Local aan B L Greenspan to head Laap Institute (photo), Jul 16, 1981, p.10

GREENSPAN, MARILYN
Library trustees elect M Greenspan president (photo; list), Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Village Board to fix ceilings in library, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Library gifts, Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Library ceiling pencil-free; water restrictions in effect, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
D B Moskin presents proceeds of book fair to M Greenspan (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.3
Committee meets to study boards and councils, Oct 8, 1981, p.1
Citizens Party turns down LWV invitation, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
M Greenspan, S K Weinberg will lead campaign (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Campaign letter provokes charges of 'nud-slinging', Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Coalition letters draw reactions, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Citizens' Party candidates win by nearly 3-1 (photo; addl photo, chart p 6), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Coalition will continue (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Supreme mediocrity (ltr), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
Residents will help draw up blueprint for village's future, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
Community meeting looks toward future, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Village Club focus on library, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Praise for library program (ltr), Jan 19, 1984, p.6
New literature group forming, Oct 11, 1984, p.11

GREENSPAN, MARILYN (AU)
Invitation to coalition (ltr), Mar 25, 1982, p.6

GREENSTEIN, ELLEN
Seely safety study gets a green light, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
School district hires 14 new staff members, Sep 6, 1984, p.11

GREENVILLE BOARD OF FIRE COMMISSIONERS
SEE FIRE DEPT-GBH

GREENVILLE COMMUNITY COUNCIL
Council approves June fete plan, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
SCC opposes downzoning, Levittown repercussions (list), Feb 7, 1980, p.9
GCC airs zone concerns with councilman Abinanti (list), Mar 6, 1980, p.11
Public input revised zoning code, planner E Silberstein tells Council, Apr 10, 1980, p.13
Issues and excuses topics for panel; Peyser and Finneran bow out (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.15
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GREENVILLE COMMUNITY COUNCIL continued

GCC opposes request by Exxon station to remodel, Jun 5, 1980, p.15
Past and present featured at first GCC Festival Day (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.15
Something for everyone the theme of first GCC Festival Day (photo; list), Jun 19, 1980, p.11
GCC Festival Day chairman S Bloom awards citation to W McConkey, K W Mackenty (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.11
Greenville Council calls for SCS Meadowes probe, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Veteran promises GCC probe of building violations, Oct 9, 1980, p.15
'No Left Turn' by Burger King may be removed, Nov 6, 1980, p.15
Greenville Council pursues violations on Central Avenue, Dec 4, 1980, p.21
GCC to help with Central Ave plans, Jan 8, 1981, p.11
Council backs amendments, assists High Point residents, Feb 5, 1981, p.15
GCC urges safety plans for Central Avenue; names slate (list), Mar 5, 1981, p.21
Council requests safety features for state plan, Apr 9, 1981, p.21
Geno Altieri receives GCC's Silver Box Award (photo), May 7, 1981, p.24
DOT, local groups reach compromise on Central Ave (photo; list), Jul 23, 1981, p.11
Neighborhood watch program begun at GCC (list), Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Residents asked to back GCC stand on escrow funds, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
Future shape of Central Ave appears in plans, Feb 4, 1982, p.11
Things to come: future holds new neighbors for EMT, Apr 8, 1982, p.11
GCC opposes group home site here, Apr 15, 1982, p.10
Community opposes group home, escrow pooling (list), Apr 29, 1982, p.20
Cherry Lane house leased; owner gets restraining order, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
Search for Change searching in BH, Sep 16, 1982, p.17
Compromise on Red Lobster plan, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
Greenville Community Council guards EMT's interests (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.32
Council turns PTAs down on meeting plan, Mar 10, 1983, p.12
GCC resolves to act on Central Ave issues, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
Local officials oppose new condo plan after board okay, Mar 24, 1983, p.14
PTA executive boards plan for open candidate forum next year, Mar 31, 1983, p.15
GCC seeks dialogue with PTA's officers, Apr 7, 1983, p.10
Mrs Crowder to receive GCC award; Finn to speak (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.13
Finn repeats idea for regrouping lower grades, Apr 28, 1983, p.15
B L Crowder accepts Silver Box Award (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.15
GCC mounting fight against county plan, May 5, 1983, p.14
Zoning Board defers Central Avenue issues, May 5, 1983, p.15
Town postpones decision on use of escrow funds, May 12, 1983, p.13
GCC, School Board to try for better coordination, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Weiner named committee head, Oct 6, 1983, p.10
A&P boycott backed, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
Veteran: Town Hall shuffle near, Dec 8, 1983, p.11
Council pressing town for local improvements, Jan 12, 1984, p.11
Council protects EMT's interests (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.25
(Street) Lighting to be improved (list), Feb 9, 1984, p.11
GCC continues battle on Central-Underhill plans, Mar 8, 1984, p.10
Mrs Davis, Merna will run for (EMT School) board, Apr 5, 1984, p.11
Rules group to study nominating procedure (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.11
GCC set to review nominating system, May 10, 1984, p.13
Greenville Council seeks to include apartment-dwellers in civic network, Jun 7, 1984, p.11
Betsy Stern heads rules committee, Sep 13, 1984, p.8
Neighbors oppose Henry Street plan, Sep 13, 1984, p.8
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GREENVILLE COMMUNITY COUNCIL continued
Council votes against medical building plan, Oct 4, 1984, p.11
MacKenty confirmed as chair of school nominations, Oct 4, 1984, p.11
Council orders associations to get in line with by-laws, Nov 8, 1984, p.9
Community Council seeking new members (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.10

GREENVILLE COMMUNITY THEATER
GCC opposes downzoning, Levittown repercussions (list), Feb 7, 1980, p.9
Greenville Theater at center stage (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.31
GCT awards Spelvins (to L Klein, B Korsen) (photo; list), Jun 26, 1980, p.19
EMT theater group displays community talent (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.17
Board may raise building-use fees, Jan 15, 1981, p.11
Louder applause marks Greenville Theater year (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.31
Board delays action on building charges, Feb 26, 1981, p.13
J Kater, R Guest win Spelvin Awards from Greenville Theater (list), Jun 18, 1981, p.17
Theater sets record (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.23
GCT aim: a sense of community (photo; list), Oct 14, 1982, p.15
JHS teacher I Sloan sets stage for different role (photo), May 5, 1983, p.6
Board ends class ranking at EHS, Jun 16, 1983, p.11
Greenville Theater members dedicated to quality stage (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.35
SCS Hall Bank salutes The Greenville Community Theater (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.26

GREENVILLE FIRE DISTRICT
SEE FIRE DEPT-GDH

GREENVILLE VOLUNTEER FIRE COMPANY
SEE FIRE DEPT-GDH

GREENWALD, FAY (DR)
Teacher Dr F Greenwald tenured, Apr 9, 1981, p.12

GREENWALT, ROBERT
Way moving from Post Road home, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Way still here, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Violation charged at Way house, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Eviction sought, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Way member B Shepherd says he's leaving village, Apr 15, 1982, p.3

GREENWOOD, LEWIS
Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Forum examines problems of aging, Oct 9, 1980, p.4
L Greenwood attends celebration, Dec 30, 1982, p.3
Scarsdalians selected for Senior Citizen Hall of Fame (list), Oct 13, 1983, p.3
SCS Hall of Famers (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.2
Honor for residents L Greenwood, D Schear, Sep 13, 1984, p.15

GREENWOOD, MARK
SCS aan M Greenwood designs solar house for the ecology-minded canine (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.6

GREGGE, ALLISON
Holiday Scouting tradition (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.5

GREGORY, HUGH
H S Gregory dies, Jul 21, 1983, p.10

GREGORY, RALPH
Attacks on budget continue at hearing, Dec 17, 1981, p.1

GREGORY, THOMAS (AU)
Bloatd bureaucracy seen (ltr), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
REIFER, IRA (DR)
13-year old J Parnes battles back from rare illness (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.1

GRENADE
Home from Grenada at Christmas: Cpl G DeSantis (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.1
It happened (to us) on grenada (edit), Apr 19, 1984, p.7

GRENHAM, MARGARET
M Grennan dies, Jan 24, 1980, p.14

GREY, ALICE
Your ordinary tarantula (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.10

GREY, IRENE
I Grey dies, Jul 5, 1984, p.13

GREY, KATHIE
School clothes offer a range of new styles (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.6

GRIFFERTY, JAMES
Village appoints railroad committee (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.1

GRIFFIN, (MRS LLOYD) (AU)
Foundation supports nominating system (ltr), Mar 20, 1980, p.4

GRIFFIN, CHRIS
Spanish dancers perform at HS Spanish Club fiesta (photo), May 8, 1980, p.24

GRIFFIN, DOROTHY
Szabad accepts SCS Bowl Award (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Scout House fund gets boost, May 22, 1980, p.5
Robert Delany is named Bowl chairman (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Bowl Committee named (list), Oct 2, 1980, p.5
Carol Stix to head local foundation (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Estelle Berna to leave library, Apr 16, 1981, p.1

GRIFFIN, DOROTHY (AU)
Devoted service cited (ltr), May 7, 1981, p.6

GRIFFIN, GEORGE
Town boards consider plans for construction in area, Dec 23, 1982, p.10

GRIFFIN, J SCOTTIE (REV-DR)
Interfaith concert to raise relief funds for Cambodians (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Jane Hackett praised at memorial service, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Advice and applause for graduates, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Special Mothers’ Day (photo), May 13, 1982, p.1
Happy 208th to Daniel D Tomplins (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.3
Dr J S Griffin leaving Hitchcock (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.14

GRIFFIN, JOHN
Longest, highest, stout (photo), May 21, 1981, p.18
A joy to read (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6

GRIFFIN, JON
Pointing the way (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.21
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GRIFFIN, JONATHAN
   Historically speaking: First town meeting 200 years ago (illus; list), Dec 22, 1983, p.10
GRIFFIN, LISA
   Ready for an early Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.22
GRIFFIN, TOM
   Banker V Compe meets a Bunker (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.12
   Sunday Rec rock (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.2
   Rehearsing on set of 'The Great Space Coaster': T Sullivan, T Griffin, R Gerlof (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.5
GRIFFIN, TONY
   Past and present featured at first GCC Festival Day (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.15
GRIFFITH, GLENN
   Students participating in GNC volunteer programs, Jan 20, 1983, p.10
   Old grads never die: they go to Alumni Tea (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.9
GRIFFITH, HOWARD
   Local man H M Griffith to head Boy Scout Council (list), May 28, 1981, p.4
   Griffith elected scout president, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
   Scout leader: H M Griffith, Jun 14, 1984, p.2
GRIFFITH, JOYCE
   Voters okay Seely renovation (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.13
GRIFITHS, (MRS DANIEL)
   Red Cross tests can save lives, Oct 23, 1980, p.2
GRIFITHS, ANTHONY
   They remember (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.2
GRIFITHS, FRED
   White Hat recipient F Griffiths has served 50 years as volunteer fireman (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.3
GRIFITHS, MIKE
   They remember (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.2
GRIGGS, S DAVID
   Jeffrey Hoffman preparing to fulfill childhood dream, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
GRIM, LEONID
   L Grim joins Y music staff, Dec 10, 1981, p.10
GRIM, EDGAR
   Promotion for SCS man E C Grimm, Apr 5, 1984, p.9
GRIM, MARY
   Voluntarism topic of J Holmes' talk (photo; list), Jun 19, 1980, p.7
   Midge Miller is League president, Oct 9, 1980, p.10
GRINBERG, P IRVING
   P Irving Grinberg honored (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.16
GRIPPO, ROBERT (REV)
   Father D Brennan honored at a reception at IHM (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.17
   Honored by Scouts: Rev R F Grippo (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.14
GRIPPO, ROCCO
   BAR suspends permit; issues stop-work order, Apr 17, 1980, p.3
   BAR re-issues permit to Brambach Rd builder R Grippo, May 15, 1980, p.2
GRISOFIT, LAURA (AU)
   He found a new way (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.7
GRISTEDE, DICK
   Local Gristede's store closing after 61 years (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.1
GROBAN, ROBERT
   R S Groban dies, Feb 11, 1982, p.16
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GROBAN, ROBERT JR
Proposal for hose called 'deficient', May 20, 1982, p.1

GRODEN, WALTER
W Groden attends conference, Jul 2, 1981, p.16

GRODNER, AVIVA
Yeshiva students M Levitt, A Grodner win scholarships, Apr 28, 1983, p.23

GRODNER, REUVEN (RABBI)
School wing dedicated (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.28
Bridge over the 'River Hai' (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.18
Decorating the Sukkah (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.17
Yeshiva honors Mr and Mrs Daniel Levitt (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.12
Rabbi Grodner receiving award, May 12, 1983, p.19

GROLLMAN, MICHAEL
Heavy turnout (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.14

GRONER, EARL
Twenty-eight elementary all-county musicians (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.16
Elementary chorus only one of groups in QR spring concert (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.20
SCS Orchestra? (list), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
SCS Orchestra project moving ahead, Nov 27, 1980, p.6
SMS band and orchestra in Toronto (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.24
Roberta Peters backs SCS Orchestra Assn, May 14, 1981, p.3
Making music together (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.13
The entertainers (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.8
Rave review for concert (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
Professional orchestra planned for SCS, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Conductor E Groner's dream coming true (photo; list), Sep 22, 1983, p.1
Gift to SCS (ltr), Oct 13, 1983, p.6
Remember that concert? (edit), Dec 1, 1983, p.7
Ready to play up a storm (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Christmas celebration (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Praise for SCS symphony (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6

GRONO, RICHARD
Bank appoints R Grono new manager for Garth Rd, Dec 6, 1984, p.19

GROSS, BEATRICE
Board debates plea for gys consultant, Dec 1, 1983, p.8
Leaving Greenville (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.10
Kindergarten study begins; board considering SAT course, Dec 8, 1983, p.10

GROSS, MARJORIE (AU)
Generous help cited (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4

GROSS, MARVIN
Ambulance Corps' new boast: We deliver (photo; addl photo p.16), Apr 28, 1983, p.1

GROSS, NORMA

GROSSE, ROBERT
EMT man R M Grosse is officer, Jan 12, 1984, p.11

GROSSMAN, BARRY
Opticians open store, Mar 15, 1984, p.2

GROSSMAN, BURT
Jean Harris found guilty of murder (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.1
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GROSSMAN, DEBORAH
Grossman, officials trade harassment charges, Feb 17, 1983, p.1

GROSSMAN, DOUGLAS
Made in Hollywood (ltr), Oct 14, 1982, p.6
Screenwriter from SCS D Grossman making his mark in Hollywood (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.11

GROSSMAN, ED
Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Reading: What's what froi who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17

GROSSMAN, FRANCES (DR-AU)
The 'Righteous Gentiles' (edit), Jul 22, 1982, p.7
Not lost in translation (ltr), Feb 17, 1983, p.6

GROSSMAN, HOWARD
Public wary of floating districts in town zone, Feb 28, 1980, p.11
Planners toss out 'covenant' plea, May 29, 1980, p.13
GCC opposes request by Exxon station to remodel, Jun 5, 1980, p.15
Chateau apt changes promised; civic groups still worried, Sep 25, 1980, p.17
EMT residents oppose town pooling of escrow funds, Dec 17, 1981, p.17
Residents oppose town plan for escrow funds, Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Looking toward '83; SHS leaders give views, Jan 6, 1983, p.11
Compromise on Red Lobster plan, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
Board asks for condo plan change, Feb 17, 1983, p.11
Fontana, Guarini to bid for town posts, Mar 24, 1983, p.14
Increased development density in Sprain Road area suggested, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
Pilla, Braca candidates for seat on Town Board, Sep 22, 1983, p.9
Zoning changes on hold, Feb 2, 1984, p.10
Three EMT applications in Planning Board hopper, Apr 26, 1984, p.10
Area unites against Moundroukas proposal, May 17, 1984, p.9
Third hearing set on contested (Moundroukas) plan, Jun 28, 1984, p.10
Board sets Aug 1 target for site plan vote, Jul 12, 1984, p.9
Board okays revised plan for disputed Moundroukas building, Aug 2, 1984, p.13
Town rejects Moundroukas plan, Aug 23, 1984, p.5
Planning Board lauds vote to keep format, Oct 4, 1984, p.10

GROSSMAN, HOWARD (AU)
Planning is not static (edit), Apr 14, 1983, p.7

GROSSMAN, J (AU)
Serious thinking needed (ltr), Aug 21, 1980, p.4

GROSSMAN, JACOB (DR-AU)
Un-Americanism (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6

GROSSMAN, JEANETTE
J Grossman dies, Apr 3, 1980, p.14

GROSSMAN, LARRY
Art by SHS students L Grossman, A Schwadron (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.5

GROSSMAN, MARC (DR)
College elects SCS MD M E Grossman, Jul 23, 1981, p.4
St Agnes Hospital appoints local doctors M Grossman, R Harins, E Rosemarin, L Sevcik, Apr 28, 1983, p.21

GROSSMAN, MARK
It's easy once you know how (photo), May 10, 1984, p.3

GROSSMAN, SELMA
Serving needs of gifted, subject of education report, Jan 17, 1980, p.4
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GROSSMAN, SELMA continued
Quaker Ridge parents protest transfer of teacher S Grossman, May 17, 1984, p.1
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17

GROSSMAN, VICTOR
The defense (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Jury still out in Jean Harris murder trial (photo; addl photo p 16), Feb 19, 1981, p.1
Jean Harris found guilty of murder (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.1

GROSSMAN, VICTOR (AU)
Tasteless exploitation (ltr), Aug 5, 1982, p.6

GROSSMAN, WARREN
Debate ruled out, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Village Board to fix ceilings in library, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Library ceiling pencil-free; water restrictions in effect, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Election campaign hits full stride, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Coalition slate airs views (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
A look at the candidates for Village Board (photo; list; addl photo p 16), Mar 5, 1981, p.5
Day of decision near in village election; Facts on Village Election, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Both sides talk like winners (photo; chart p 10), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Selective listening (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
SCS: Love it or leave it? (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6
GOP picks Grossman to face Hochberg (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Awning, skylights topics at BAR meeting, Jun 25, 1981, p.5
Freightway committee chairman appointed: R F Greenes (photo), Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Board finds BAR members did not act unethically, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Hutch expansion foes meet with Sen Pisani, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
No (campaign spending) limits, Jul 30, 1981, p.1
Grossman asks repeal of energy tax, Aug 13, 1981, p.4
Freightway Committee named (list), Aug 20, 1981, p.1
BAR votes to end closed sessions, Aug 27, 1981, p.1
The Johnson letter (edit), Aug 27, 1981, p.6
Grossman confers with Ford (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.1
Response to attack, Sep 3, 1981, p.1
Inappropriate attack (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
A man who loves, not hates (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
Text of Johnson letter (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
Despite closing of Woodland decision on Walworth delayed, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Redistricting is concern of Hochberg, Grossman GOP candidate: 'no utility tax', Sep 17, 1981, p.1
Residents rap traffic build-up, Oct 15, 1981, p.1
LWV plans candidates meeting (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.1
BAR declines to reverse decision before 'findings of fact' presented, Oct 22, 1981, p.4
Political rivals clash over incumbents' records (photo; addl photo p 12), Oct 29, 1981, p.1
County posts at stake November 3, Oct 29, 1981, p.1
Town Board, Supervisor's seats at stake in election, Oct 29, 1981, p.15
SCS vote helps Hochberg, DelBello win (chart p B), Nov 5, 1981, p.1
GROSSMAN, WARREN continued
Democrats win town, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
Praise for Grossman (ltr), Nov 26, 1981, p.6
Light repaired (at Murray Hill and Mamaroneck), Dec 3, 1981, p.1
Assessments called unfair, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Assessment criticism (edit), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
Assessments, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Campaign letter provokes charges of 'aud-slinging', Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Civic Club forms new committees, Feb 2, 1982, p.3
Town may limit electronic games, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Coalition candidates propose village recreation center, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Mayor J Stone's court to be assessed, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Persistent avoidance (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
Grossaan again, May 13, 1982, p.1
How many courts? (ltr), May 20, 1982, p.6
Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1
Stones' tennis court fence okayed, May 27, 1982, p.3
Three cheers for boards! (ltr), Jun 3, 1982, p.6
Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Grievance Day was busy here this year, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Grossaan gets BAR to approve fence, Jun 17, 1982, p.3
Court owners win grievance, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Character assassination (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6
Village OK's plan to rebuild fields, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
Noise law arouses strong feelings, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
New proposals meet opposition, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Village contracts: Only one bid, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Parking plan taking shape, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Grossman in race for Village Board (photo), Nov 6, 1983, p.1
Non-partisan slate to turn down debate (list), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Candidate urged to debate (ltr), Jan 27, 1983, p.6
Seeking a forum, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
No candidates meeting (ltr), Feb 10, 1983, p.6
Grossman, officials trade harassment charges, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Grossman to meet press; Non-Partisans on cable, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Taxes to increase on pools, courts, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Hope abounds as village election nears, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Lawn contract, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
For village trustee (edit), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Landslide win for Citizens' Party (chart; photo p 14), May 17, 1983, p.1
Machines malfunction, May 17, 1983, p.1
No new election, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Investigation urged (ltr), Mar 24, 1983, p.6
Trustee raps Grossman (ltr), Mar 24, 1983, p.6
Sims sets own style (list), Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Meeting on (election) foul-up, Jun 9, 1983, p.1
We all care—or should (ltr), Sep 1, 1983, p.6
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GROSSMAN, WARREN continued
Opposition preparing to run, Dec. 8, 1983, p.1
Citizens' Party wins, but by less (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.1
Planning Board gets views on downtown, May 3, 1984, p.1
Supply Field plans scored, Aug 23, 1984, p.1

GROSSMAN, WARREN (AU)
Debate proposed (ltr), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
Behind the scenes report (ltr), May 7, 1981, p.6
Politics and responsiveness (ltr), Jul 16, 1981, p.6
Reply on assessments (ltr), Dec 24, 1981, p.6
Blatant inequities (ltr), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
Land owning no criterion (ltr), Feb 25, 1982, p.6
The Village Election—Readers’ Opinions (ltrs), Mar 11, 1982, p.7
Mr Grossman replies (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
Loophole has been created (ltr), Jul 22, 1982, p.6
Alternative housing plan (ltr), Sep 2, 1982, p.6
Made in Hollywood (ltr), Oct 14, 1982, p.6

GROSSO, FRANK
School Budget presented, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Retiring: Dean C Peets, F Grosso (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.20
Advice and applause for graduates, Jun 25, 1981, p.1

GROSZ, JOHN
Computer evolution hitting home (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.6

GROSZ, MAYA
J Aguero demonstrates talent at Heathcote (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.13

GROTH, WILLIAM
Driver, C Powers, 27, arraigned after fire truck joyride, Feb 18, 1982, p.11

GROUND GLASS
Photographers choose leaders (list), Aug 20, 1981, p.12

GROUNDHOG DAY
Groundhog Day at Greenacres (photo), Feb 4, 1982, p.16

GROUP HOMES
Meeting on sites for group home, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Six possible sites for group home, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Now’s the time (edit), Feb 7, 1980, p.4
Trustees approve group home list, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Sixth site, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Sites rejected, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Expression of concern? (edit), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
Objections to group home site (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Sale pending, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
On selecting a group home site (ltr), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
More potential sites (for group homes), Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Budget approved: $56.89 tax rate, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Idea termed constructive (ltr), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
Site search update; May 22, 1980, p.1
More on Foxhall Road case (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
Site search stalled, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Ethical site proposed for group home; Jul 10, 1980, p.1
Committee backs Ethical site, Jul 24, 1980, p.1
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GROUP HOMES continued

Hearing set (on land for group home), Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Finding group home site is tough job, Altieri finds, Aug 21, 1980, p.9
Neighbors oppose group site, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Saxon Woods site (edit), Sep 11, 1980, p.4
Humanists to vote on group home, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Happy birthday (photo; list), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Important named omitted: R Weinberger (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
Greenville Council pursues violations on Central Avenue, Dec 4, 1980, p.21
Site approved, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Gathered 'round the Christmas tree (photo; list), Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Search group seeking homes (list), Jan 1, 1981, p.13
Wonderful start (ltr), Jan 15, 1981, p.4
Election analysis (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
New search asked; Three homes?, Apr 9, 1981, p.1
No new search (edit), Apr 9, 1981, p.6
Rotary project, May 21, 1981, p.1
State wants to buy, Jun 1, 1981, p.1
Living with dignity on Foxhall Road (Part I) (photo; addl photo p 4), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
Site sale okayed, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
A corner of SCS that is forever England (photo; list), Aug 6, 1981, p.6
Site appraised, Oct 1, 1981, p.1
Thanks from group home (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
Ethical property, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Local committee, state clash over site for group home, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
Group home proposed on Cherry Lane, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
Agency plans group home on Post Road in Greenacres, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Time for caution (edit), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Neighbors likely to oppose home, Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Group home opposed (ltr), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
Things to come: future holds new neighbors for EMT, Apr 8, 1982, p.11
Village likely to oppose halfway house (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Factors to consider (edit), Apr 15, 1982, p.6
On the group home (ltr), Apr 15, 1982, p.6
Because it is right (ltr), Apr 15, 1982, p.6
SCC opposes group home site here, Apr 15, 1982, p.10
Village prepares to fight against halfway house, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
No VA home in Greenacres, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Halfway houses not new to Westchester (Part I), Apr 22, 1982, p.1
He supports halfway house (ltr), Apr 22, 1982, p.6
No room for compromise (ltr), Apr 22, 1982, p.6
On community reaction (ltr), Apr 22, 1982, p.6
Village to hire lawyers, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Second home 'tenuous', Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Client tells of life in Search for Change (Part II), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
Emotional problem? (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
Should be sent home (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
Community opposes group home, escrow pooling (list), Apr 29, 1982, p.20
Not viable, May 6, 1982, p.1
Ex-judge W Mulligan to advise Trustees, May 6, 1982, p.1
GROUP HOMES  continued

Response to letters on home (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
Already your neighbors (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
Village to decide response on home, May 13, 1982, p.1
Why welcome halfway house? (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
A perfect place (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
Proposal for home called 'deficient', May 20, 1982, p.1
Resubmission in order (edit), May 20, 1982, p.6
Pure selfishness (ltr), May 20, 1982, p.6
Search for Change subverts second plan; seeks help, May 27, 1982, p.1
Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1
Local funding proposed (ltr), May 27, 1982, p.6
Cherry Lane house leased; owner gets restraining order, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Against 'rooming house' (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
State set to go ahead with Cherry Lane home, Jun 10, 1982, p.11
Prohibit group home (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
On the halfway house (edit), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
Local input on homes favored (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
Village won't try to block home, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
State negotiating for lease on 10 Cherry Lane, Jul 29, 1982, p.9
Terms agreed on for group home, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
Search for Change searching in GBH, Sep 16, 1982, p.17
Search for Change says town housing is needed, Sep 30, 1982, p.10
Group home opens, May 5, 1983, p.1
HUD rejects Ethical site for group home, May 19, 1983, p.1
Family at One Foxhall now five years old (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.1
Good neighbors (edit), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
Rotary service project (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.5
Group home residents, neighbors mingle at 1241 Post Road open house (photo; list), Oct 4, 1984, p.1

GROUP HOMES-LAWS AND LEGISLATION

Village to hire lawyers, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Fair share bill, Sep 23, 1982, p.1

GROUP RESIDENTS OF WESTCHESTER

Help for parents of disabled, Jan 5, 1984, p.1

GROW

SEE GROUP RESIDENTS OF WESTCHESTER

GRUENEL, MARCIA

Board hears report on pupil personnel, Mar 3, 1983, p.13
Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10

GRUER, GEORGE

GBH Savings names G W Bruber new auditor, Jan 8, 1981, p.11

GRUER, JUDITH

College graduate: J M Gruber, Aug 11, 1983, p.18

GRUEN, DEREK

First day of school (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.15

GRUEN, KAREN CHANOW- (DR)

SEE CHANOW-GRUEN, KAREN (DR)

GRUENBERG, JENNIFER

Volunterism topic of J Holzles' talk (photo; list), Jun 19, 1980, p.7
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GRUNBERG, WENDY
Pre-Junior Leaguers (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.8
Sportswriter M Allen comes to Edgewood (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.19
Holiday party at the Junior High (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.15

GRUNBERGER, RICH
G. O. dream up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

GRUMB, JAMES

GRUNDEW, SAUNDRA
Firm appoints S Grundwerg sales executive (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.4

GRUNBAUM, L H (AU)
He misses 5 o'clock pickup (ltr), Mar 6, 1980, p.4

GRUNEWALD, DONALD (DR)
United Way names Dr D Grunewald campaign chairman, Jul 30, 1981, p.3

GRUNEWALD, MAUREEN
Day care supporters assail funding cuts in proposed budget, Dec 2, 1982, p.3

GUANYAH, JIA

GUARDIA LOMBARDI (ITALY)
SVAC ambulance may go to Italy (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Statement by Ambulance Corps, Apr 2, 1981, p.1

GUARRINI, MARY ELLEN
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Local author B Most visits (photo; list), Dec 16, 1982, p.26
Bouchier named athletic director (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.1

GUARNIERI, CARMEN
State bill gives villages options for town park use, Jul 8, 1982, p.9
Fontana, Guarnieri to bid for town posts, Mar 24, 1983, p.14
Candidates jockey for town positions, May 26, 1983, p.11

GUDELIN, JANE
Former resident H H Johnson co-authors book, Dec 25, 1980, p.11

GUEDIN, PETER (AU)
Case for multi-family housing (ltr), Apr 10, 1980, p.4

GUEDTOS, TERRY
Two art shows at GBH Library, Oct 30, 1980, p.21

GUINES, FERNANDO
Officials: System here would detect griddler's bad heart, Sep 29, 1983, p.1

GUINES, HILDA
Officials: System here would detect griddler's bad heart, Sep 29, 1983, p.1

GUILLIE, ANGELA
All I want for Christmas...(photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.9

GUIDANCE COUNSELORS
SEE TEACHERS

GUIFFRA, ROBERT
The latest parlor game: analyzing the video impact (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
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GUILLAND, ROBERT
Correction: A Meyer manager, makeup artist at Kajal, Nov 26, 1981, p.15

GUJARATI, DIANE
1979 the year of computers in SCS schools (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.19

GUJARATI, RUTH
SCS woman R Gujarati named director of Pace Center (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.2

GULLA, CHRISTINA
Land of Oz at Edgewood (photo), May 5, 1983, p.20
There’s always a happy ending at Wapetuck (photo; add1 photo p 8), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

GULLA, MARY
Land of Oz at Edgewood (photo), May 5, 1983, p.20

GULOTTA, LEE
Tennis court suit, Sep 25, 1980, p.1

GULOTTA, STEPHEN (DR)
Tennis court feud continues, Aug 14, 1980, p.1
Tennis court suit, Sep 25, 1980, p.1

GUMLEY, IRWIN
Gumley cited by Realty Board (photo), Feb 21, 1980, p.11
Peyser on panel at GCC annual meeting; I Gumley to receive Silver Box Award (photo; list), Apr 10, 1980, p.13
Zoning Board delivers non-decision on A&P case, Jun 16, 1983, p.11

GUMOWITZ, MILTON (AU)
Embarrassed by disruption (ltr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6

GUMOWITZ, ROSELYN
R M Gumowitz dies, May 21, 1981, p.20

GUNDEL, HUGH
Event at Art Center (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.2

GUNPORT, BARBARA
Residents B Gunport, E Rossman cited for voluntarism, Aug 4, 1983, p.3

GUNPORT, PATRICIA
Graduate P J Gunport named dean, Jul 17, 1980, p.2

GUMPY, JOHN
'Thank you' with flowers (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.8

GUN CONTROL
SEE FIREARMS-LAWS AND LEGISLATION

GUNS
SEE FIREARMS

GUNST, LEE

GURA, GERARD
Computers continue to rail at MTA (list), May 15, 1980, p.1

GURIAN, JANE
With Life Alert System, help is at subscriber’s fingertips (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.3

GURKA, JOE
No calm after the storm (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.11

GURNEY, ROGER (DR)
Ten million dollar budget with 7.7% tax raise gets School Board okay, Apr 7, 1983, p.11

GURVITZ, BEATRICE
How a thermostat works (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.20

GUSICK, DAVID
A proud graduation (photo; list), Jun 28, 1984, p.11
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GUSMAN, JUDY
  Task Force on Drugs lists plans (list), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
  Task force takes on drug abuse (photo; list), Sep 6, 1984, p.1

GUSMAN, ANNA
  Senior sing-along (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.3

GUSMAN, JOHN
  Scouts honored by Red Cross (photo; list), May 26, 1983, p.5

GUSMAN, JOSEPH
  Cookout (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.8
  Confusion created? (ltr), Jan 17, 1980, p.4

GUTIERREZ, ANGELA
  Fastest on three legs (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.5

GUTIERREZ, MIGUEL
  Fastest on three legs (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.5

GUTMAN, MADELINE
  Arts committee head M Gutman brings unusual programs to town (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.23
  County JDL will picket Soviet film series start, Mar 8, 1984, p.10

GUTSTEIN, WALTER
  GCC to help with Central Ave plans, Jan 8, 1981, p.11

GUTTMAN, ALLAN
  Getting ready for the fair (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.3
  Books, books and more books (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.5
  Retired execs spread American know-how abroad (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.6

GUTTHAM, CATHERINE
  Dance Academy emphasizes tradition, discipline (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.26

GUTTMAN, JANE
  Task Force on Drugs lists plans (list), Jun 21, 1984, p.6

GUTTMAN, LUCILLE
  Volunteer of the year: L Gutman, Jun 26, 1980, p.20

GUTWILLIG, ROGER
  It was a draw and J Sidler won (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.5
  Agency names SCS aan R L Gutwillig, Aug 9, 1984, p.5

GUZMAN, FRANCES
  Cheerful dolls made by SCS seniors bring cheer to pediatric patients (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.6

GUZMAN, LUCIANA DE
  SEE DE GUZMAN, LUCIANA

GYMNASTICS
  Gymnastic, dance show lights up EHS evening (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.21
  EMT gymnast D Burns used to win prizes; now she awards them (photo), Dec 1, 1981, p.13
  Board debates plea for gym consultant, Dec 1, 1983, p.8
  C H Moeller named Coach of the Year (list), Mar 8, 1984, p.10

GYPSY, GLENN
  EHS class officers enjoy perks (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.7

GYPSY MOTH
  Gypsy moth explosion (ltr), Jul 31, 1980, p.4
  Save SCS's trees (ltr), Apr 9, 1981, p.6
  Safe ways to save trees (ltr), Apr 16, 1981, p.6
  Gypsy moth threatens area's trees, Apr 16, 1981, p.11
  Advice on gypsy moths, Apr 30, 1981, p.2
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GYPSY MOTH continued

- Moth problem, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
- Village advises on fighting gypsy moths, May 6, 1982, p.1
- Unnecessary expense (ltr), May 27, 1982, p.6

HAAS, DAVID

- Leaps abounding: EMT students share stage at Madison Square Garden (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.15

HAAS, HENRY JR


HABA, HIROKI

- H Haba’s happy suameer here ends in tragedy (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.1
- Don’t forget brutal attack (ltr), Sep 15, 1983, p.6

HABER, BARRY

- Empire Savings names B Haber, 6 Casazza officers, Jan 3, 1980, p.2

HABER, EDNA

- New president: E Haber (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.6

HABER, WARREN

- Rent control law debated, Jan 14, 1982, p.1

HABERSHAM, FELICE (AU)

- He found a new way (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.7

HABIB, HAT

- 400 at ‘Games People Play’ (photo; list), Feb 20, 1980, p.17
- Close up on Eddie Wright, May 29, 1980, p.7
- Waning enthusiasm seen (ltr), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
- Cabaret after SSMT shows, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
- Money woes beset Summer Theatre, Aug 14, 1980, p.1
- Delicious, delightful (ltr), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
- Priorities questioned (ltr), Aug 21, 1980, p.4
- Writer: Subsidize SSMT (ltr), Aug 21, 1980, p.4
- Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
- Preserve SSMT quality (edit), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
- New group forming for Summer Music Theatre (list), Feb 5, 1981, p.3
- Showcase stars (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.11
- Curtain rising on ‘George M!’ (photo; list), Jul 30, 1981, p.1
- Sheldon Levine leaving SMS (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1
- Suwaer Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1
- Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
- On Broadway with a dream and half a buck: A Newman (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.6
- Habib returning to 1983 SSMT, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
- Kismet staff named; plan auditions on June 27-28 (list), May 26, 1983, p.2
- Nat Habib announces cast for ‘Kismet’ (list), Jul 7, 1983, p.3
- Exciting show promised (ltr), Jul 28, 1983, p.6
- A date with ‘Kismet’ (edit), Jul 28, 1983, p.6
- Suwaer Theatre production meets challenges of ‘Kismet’ (Review; photo; list), Aug 11, 1983, p.3
- Final curtain call for SSMT (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
- Daan Yankees opens here Friday night (list), Aug 2, 1984, p.1
- Return engagements, Aug 9, 1984, p.1

HABIB, SIBYL

- Behind the scenes (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.15

HACHA, JAN

- Puppet show visits local schools (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.13
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HACHIGIAN, GARO
To the fastest go the prizes (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.6
Local champ: G Hachigian (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.8
Greenacres Cub Scouts clean up Red Maple Swamp (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.5

HACHIGIAN, NINA
SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Help for debaters, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Support urged for debate team (ltr), Oct 25, 1984, p.6

HACK, ANN
Teachers C Butler, A Hack named for child care program, Aug 19, 1982, p.5

HACKETT, ALLEN (REV-DR)
Jane Hackett praised at memorial service, Jul 3, 1980, p.1

HACKETT, ARTHUR
A W Owen, A Hackett receive proclamation (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Medical group honors three, May 31, 1984, p.9

HACKETT, JANE
Postal art, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
Quiet reaction to budget, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Jane Hackett dead at 67 (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Jane Hackett praised at memorial service, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Jane Hackett (edit), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
Memorial for Jane Hackett (ltr), Sep 25, 1980, p.4
Motherhood issue, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Fault on both sides (edit), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Setting Wayside on landmark list took persistence (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
Rehabilitated downtown park is gradually taking shape (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.1

HACKETT, ROBERT
School budget vote put off because of contract talks, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Board decides against changes in OR schedule, May 22, 1980, p.1
Ban on interviews tabled, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Budget passes by 3-2 margin, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Few criticize school budget, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
More state aid to mean tax break, May 21, 1981, p.1
Agency shop: reply from the ACLU (ltr), Oct 22, 1981, p.6
Robert Hackett dies at age 72 (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Indomitable: R Hackett (edit), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
Report on SAT's says 'cram course' useless, Nov 11, 1982, p.1

HACKETT, ROBERT (AU)
Vital disclosure (ltr), Feb 21, 1980, p.4
Taxpayers entitled to breathing-spell (ltr), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
STA proposals analyzed (ltr), Mar 6, 1980, p.5
Law called instrument of unions (ltr), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
Against tighter gun restrictions (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
He draws line at 8% (ltr; graph), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
On teacher salaries (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
He sees confusion over salaries (ltr), May 29, 1980, p.4
Decline or restoration? (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
Burrows blasted on Con Ed (ltr), Dec 11, 1980, p.4
Letters on election (ltrs), Feb 26, 1981, p.4
Behavioral anomaly (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
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HACKETT, ROBERT (AU) continued
Don't make public employees join union (ltr), Apr 23, 1981, p.6
School over staffing charged (ltr), May 7, 1981, p.6
Unjust enrichment seen (ltr), Jul 30, 1981, p.6
Sacrifice of principle (ltr), Sep 24, 1981, p.6
Having fun with captions (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
He (S Whitney) will be missed (ltr), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
Arguments against arms freeze (ltr), Jan 28, 1982, p.6

HACKNEY, EVELYN
Community service abounds at Seely Place School (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.11
Seely students learn skills in handling social problems (photo), May 19, 1983, p.11
Bizarre Bazaar (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.11
Bazaar: $685 and counting, Jun 21, 1984, p.11

HADASSAH
Signing the charter (photo; list), Sep 24, 1981, p.8
Lilly Bruck is cited by Hadassah in Westchester, Oct 22, 1981, p.11

HADDEN, RICHARD
Jeweler G Holsten runs down man charged with stealing from his store, Jul 14, 1983, p.1

HADDEN, THOMAS
Police honored, Nov 24, 1983, p.1

HADDON, JOH (RABBI)
JCC honors Rabbi J Haddon, Jun 19, 1980, p.10

HAFFNER, JEANNIE
Holy home (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.14

HAFFNER, MARY BETH
Holy Child School gives M B Haffner, C Chesney drama awards, Dec 15, 1983, p.18

HAGERTY, JOHN
Patriotic family (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.4

HAGERTY, JOHN JR
Patriotic family (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.4

HAGERTY, KATIE
Patriotic family (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.4
Making a joyful noise (photo), May 17, 1984, p.10

HAGERTY, LISA
Patriotic family (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.4

HAGERTY, MARIE
Five thousandth policy purchaser (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.20

HAGERTY, MARY
Patriotic family (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.4

HAGERTY, MARY KAY

HAGERTY, PATRICK
Patriotic family (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.4

HAGERTY, TIMOTHY
Five thousandth policy purchaser (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.20

HAGSBLEAD, RICHARD
Bank addition clears hurdle, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Money for roads, May 22, 1980, p.1
Project on Palmer, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
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HAGGBLAD, RICHARD  continued
Tennis court suit, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Cordy retiring, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Threat to cyclists seen (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
The subject was water (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.3
Parkway exit to be closed, May 21, 1981, p.1
Village charges code violations at Cultural Center (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.1
Deadlock remains over Woodland, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
Attorney M Steyer says concert will go on, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
New obstacle for twilight concerts, Aug 13, 1981, p.1
Despite closing of Woodland decision on Walworth delayed, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Board rejects metal chimney, Jan 29, 1982, p.2
Variance issued to build house on Rock Creek Lane, Jan 28, 1982, p.4
Revised Marx plan rejected, May 13, 1982, p.3
New historical atlas completed, May 20, 1982, p.2
Japanese restaurant planned for Garth Rd, Aug 26, 1982, p.1
Grossman, officials trade harassment charges, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Scouts run village for a day (photo; list), Mar 3, 1983, p.2
BAR approves disputed fence, Mar 10, 1983, p.4
Rainfall fills reservoirs and local basements (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.6
Busy building season ahead here, May 12, 1983, p.8
HUD rejects Ethical site for group home, May 19, 1983, p.1
Local officials get salary hikes, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Arguments continue over house on Meadow, Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Reorganization, Dec 29, 1983, p.1
SCS responds to Orwell’s vision, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
Resident, village moving nearer to agreement on home alterations, Feb 16, 1984, p.2
Role playing (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.3
Cluster housing approval delayed, Jul 5, 1984, p.3
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

HAGGBERTY, CARL
Sprucing up (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.15
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Sullivan going to Junior Olympics (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.18
Sullivan places second at Junior Olympics, Aug 12, 1982, p.14
Officials: System here would detect grider’s bad heart, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Football coach B Henry resigning, Nov 17, 1983, p.15
Edgewood holds father-son grid dinner (list), Dec 8, 1983, p.17
The right man for the job (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
SCS names R Paladino football coach (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.1

HAHN, JOHN
Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980’s (Part III) (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11
Town Board passes ‘pooper scooper’ law, Oct 30, 1980, p.21

HAHN, JOSEPH (REV)
It’s a bridge between people (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.4

HAHN, MURIEL
New office for M Hahn (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.10
Educational group honors area resident M Hahn, May 19, 1983, p.11
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HAHN, MURIEL continued
  M Hahn is Iona director, Apr 19, 1984, p.10

HAIDT, REBECCA
  Student from SCS, R L Haidt, awarded Fulbright grant, Jun 14, 1984, p.4
  Letter of many thanks (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6

HAIG, JAMES
  Scofflaw crackdown, Mar 13, 1980, p.1

HAIRSTYLISTS
  G Panella wins highest honors in unisex hairstyling (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.6
  Ex-hairdresser to superstars P Viccari enjoys the quiet life here (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.15

HAILES, JACK
  J H Hakes dies, Jun 21, 1984, p.18

HALABY, SAMIA
  NBU branch shows S Halaby's art, Jun 26, 1980, p.6

HALBERSTAM, DAVID
  Questionable compliment (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6

HALE, ALLEN
  Wanted: core of the same (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.15

HALE, DENISE
  ECCE: Board 'obligated' to provide full-day kindergarten, Mar 8, 1984, p.11

HALE, LINTON
  Troop 8 holds award night (photo; list), Feb 12, 1981, p.17
  Local scouts sweep honors, May 20, 1982, p.11

HALE, MAC
  Troop 8 holds award night (photo; list), Feb 12, 1981, p.17

HALE, MARY
  Schools move toward open lunch program (photo; addl photo p 10), Dec 3, 1981, p.1
  7.8% school tax hike seen; kindergarten plan released, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
  M S Hale dies, Mar 15, 1984, p.18

HALE, MELISSA
  Marathoners hit $11,000 in fundraiser (photo), Feb 20, 1980, p.15
  Dr S Alter laughs it up with Melissa Hale (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.10
  Battling MD (photo), May 1, 1980, p.1

HALE, ROBERT
  Dunmore to mark 50 years of song with EMT Association (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.9

HALETZKY, GEORGE
  Return of the deli (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.5

HALEY, LORRAINE
  Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1

HALFWAY HOUSES
  SEE GROUP HOMES

HALL, DEXTER
  Now open for lunch (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.8

HALL, E FRANKLIN (DR)
  Rabies alert, May 20, 1982, p.1
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HALL, ELEANOR</td>
<td>E F Hall dies, Rent control law debated, Trustees vote to save courts,</td>
<td>Oct 4, 1984</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALL, GEORGE</td>
<td>Rent control law debated, Village eyes ban on electronic games, Trustees vote to save courts, Town Club backs Unit Meetings,</td>
<td>Jan 14, 1982, Jul 15, 1982, Feb 10, 1983</td>
<td>.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALL, MARVIN</td>
<td>Village eyes ban on electronic games, Trustees vote to save courts, Town Club backs Unit Meetings,</td>
<td>Feb 25, 1982, Jul 15, 1982, Feb 10, 1983</td>
<td>.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALL, PRISCILLA</td>
<td>P P Hall dies, Village eyes ban on electronic games, Trustees vote to save courts, Town Club backs Unit Meetings,</td>
<td>Mar 6, 1980, Feb 10, 1983</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLER, MARIE-CLAUDE (AU)</td>
<td>The parkway to Paris (edit), Students dream of mastering the writer's art (photo; list), Agency program coordinator C Hallinger wins community service award,</td>
<td>Apr 21, 1983, Jun 21, 1984</td>
<td>.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLER, MARY</td>
<td>Students dream of mastering the writer's art (photo; list), The parkway to Paris (edit)</td>
<td>Jul 21, 1983, Oct 21, 1982</td>
<td>.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HALLOWEEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Halloween, Colonial style (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 16, 1980</td>
<td>.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police give advice for safe Halloween, Soup's on; Vegetable Jack' o lantern (photo), For a safe Halloween (photo), EMT's Halloween art (photo; list), Cruel mischief (edit), Disregard for neighbors decried (ltr), All dressed for Halloween (photo; list), Halloween parade at Fox Meadow (photo), Lack of sensitivity (ltr), Dentist's Halloween dilemma (edit), Unmasking the spirit of friendship (photo; list), Does vandalism start at home? (ltr), Scary (photo; list), It's a Halloween tradition (photo), Only 11 witching days 'til Halloween (photo), Halloween tips from police chief, Crazy about Halloween (photo), The agony and the ecstasy (photo), Horrors! (photo), A Wallach, R Bauer dress up for Halloween at Heathcote (photo), Foxy felines (photo; list), Dreaming of Halloween (photo), Tips from police on Halloween safety, Costumed kids celebrate Halloween is style (photo), Give Halloween back to kids (ltr), Lack of sensitivity (ltr), Everybody got in on the act (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 3, 1983, Oct 28, 1982, Nov 4, 1982, Oct 4, 1982, Nov 4, 1982, Nov 24, 1983, Oct 18, 1984, Oct 25, 1984, Nov 1, 1984, Nov 1, 1984, Nov 1, 1984, Nov 8, 1984</td>
<td>.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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HALLOWEEN continued
- Halloween extravaganza (ltr), Nov 15, 1984, p.6

HALLOWEEN WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST
- Top painting (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
- Cold, windy weather fails to douse window painters' creative spark (photo; list), Oct 30, 1980, p.16
- Winners in 1980 Halloween window painting contest receive prizes (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.2
- Concentration (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.1
- Hundreds take part in traditional Halloween Window Painting Contest (photo; list), Nov 5, 1981, p.4
- Contest for adults? (edit), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
- Competition 'inappropriate' (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
- Halloween moratorium? (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
- Bad sportsmanship (ltr), Nov 12, 1981, p.6
- Have children judge (ltr), Nov 12, 1981, p.6
- Teaching children to cheat (ltr), Nov 26, 1981, p.6
- Halloween artistry (photo), Nov 4, 1982, p.1
- Halloween painters win awards (photo; list), Nov 4, 1982, p.5
- Let (Halloween window) paintings be seen (edit), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
- Grand prize winner: S Henry (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.1
- Best window paintings picked (photo; list), Nov 3, 1983, p.13
- Correction: B Appel co-winner in window-painting contest, Nov 10, 1983, p.4
- Top window paintings picked (list), Nov 1, 1984, p.15

HALPER, JOSEPH
- J W Halper presented with Royal Order of North Star (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.8

HALPER, PHILIP
- DOT, local groups reach compromise on Central Ave (photo; list), Jul 23, 1981, p.11
- Group home proposed on Cherry Lane, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
- Things to come: future holds new neighbors for EMT, Apr 8, 1982, p.11
- GCC opposes group home site here, Apr 15, 1982, p.10
- Showdown at Town Hall; residents fight zoning change (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.21

HALPERN, ABRAHAM (DR)
- The defense (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.1

HALPERN, SETH (AU)
- Futile exercise (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6

HALSEY, DOROTHY
- Church women set thrift sale (photo; list), Apr 28, 1983, p.4

HALSTEAD, CLARK JR
- Sotheby announces Van Wert affiliation, May 29, 1980, p.2

HAM RADIO
- SEE RADIO

HAM, ELIZABETH
- Boulder Brook boasts legacy of fine horsemanship (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.6

HAMilton, GORDON
- Assistant scoutmaster G Hamilton cooks for Jamboree (photo; list), Sep 10, 1981, p.2
- Troop 60 spends weekend in woods (list), Nov 24, 1983, p.10

HAMILTON, JANE
- Seely students learn skills in handling social problems (photo), May 19, 1983, p.11
- Bizarre Bazaar (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.11
- Bazaar: $685 and counting, Jun 21, 1984, p.11
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HAMILLTON, WALTER
W Hamilton dies, Oct 22, 1981, p.17

HAMLET, ROBERT
Another closing: Heathcote Hardware, Oct 14, 1982, p.1

HAMM, GEORGE
School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1

HAMM, KELLY
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1

HAMMEL, ANNNIE
New season at Playcare (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.16

HAMMEL, BRIAN
College honors ex-Scarsdalian, Feb 23, 1984, p.14

HAMMER, DAVID
Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
Quaker Ridge parents protest transfer of teacher S Grossman, May 17, 1984, p.1

HAMMER, J MICHAEL
Mini-courses at Fox Meadow (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.12

HAMMER, JON
Planners toss out 'covenant' plea, May 29, 1980, p.13
Town modifies zone proposal, Jun 5, 1980, p.15
GCC opposes request by Exxon station to remodel, Jun 5, 1980, p.15
Chateau apt changes promised; civic groups still worried,-Sep 25, 1980, p.17

Supreme Court "No" on mailbox called death blow to civic groups use, Jul 2, 1981, p.13
Town postpones decision on use of escrow funds, May 12, 1983, p.13
Board rejects apartment plan, Oct 20, 1983, p.10

Town use of escrow funds is contested, Jul 12, 1984, p.9
Town zoners sue developer (list), Nov 15, 1984, p.11

HAMMER, SUE
Teacher M Keating joins dance staff, Oct 27, 1983, p.17

HAMMER, WILLIAM
W B Hammr dies, Jul 8, 1982, p.14

HAMMOND, BARBARA
New director for county Historical Society: B M Hammond, Feb 18, 1982, p.9

HAMMOND, CHRISTINE
A firm handshake (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.11

HAMMOND, DANIEL
A firm handshake (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.11

HAMMOND, GERALD
A firm handshake (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.11

HAMMOND, SHIRLEY
S B Hammond dies, Mar 27, 1980, p.18

HAN, STELLA
SCS girl S Han wins in music contest, Feb 28, 1980, p.6
14-year-old pianist H Sia wins WSO Concerto Competition (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.15
Scholarship to Stella Han, Apr 22, 1982, p.11

HANANAN, GRACE
G Hanaman honored by hospital, Jun 28, 1984, p.20

HANCOCK, DON
D Hancock dies, May 15, 1980, p.14
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HANCOCK, MARGARET
- 87-year-old M Hancock beats Con Ed, Jul 9, 1981, p.1
- Attack of conscience? (edit), Jul 9, 1981, p.6
- Unjust enrichment seen (ltr), Jul 30, 1981, p.6
- M S Hancock dies, Oct 4, 1984, p.20

HAND GUNS
- SEE FIREARMS

HAND, EDUARD
- Citizens Awards presented by Town Club to E Buzbee, E Innes, F Gordon (photo), May 29, 1980, p.1
- Szabad to chair Procedure Committee (photo; list), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
- Campaign costs, Oct 2, 1980, p.1
- Issue discussion debated (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
- Editorial bias? (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
- Citizens asked to submit prospective board members, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
- Local leaders express hopes for '81, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
- Jean Stone first woman nominated for Mayor (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.1
- Club gets report from Albany, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
- Election campaign hits full stride, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
- New Town Club leadership (photo p 2; list), May 28, 1981, p.1
- Opposition growing to Polera plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
- Trustees move to close Walworth Ave, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
- Despite closing of Woodland decision on Walworth delayed, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
- Town Club tables proposal for amending Non-Partisan Resolution, Nov 5, 1981, p.3
- Trustees set to vote on making Walworth one-way (list; cont p 17), Apr 8, 1982, p.1
- Walworth law voted down (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
- Town Club debates over reports, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
- Town Club hears reports on village, schools, county, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
- Former Trustee Seyaour Sias Nominated as Citizens' Party choice for mayor (photo; list), Jan 13, 1983, p.1
- Non-partisan slate to turn down debate (list), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
- Seeking a forum, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
- No candidates meeting (ltr), Feb 10, 1983, p.6
- Grossman to meet press; Non-Partisans on cable, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
- First election for Hand and Seidman (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.6
- Hope abounds as village election nears, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
- For village trustee (edit), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
- Landslide win for Citizens' Party (chart; photo p 14), Mar 17, 1983, p.1
- Board names R M Gardella village attorney (list), May 12, 1983, p.1
- Tentative plan on tenant protection, May 12, 1983, p.1
- Historically speaking: D D Templeton (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
- Trustees vote not to restore tennis courts, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
- Outreach worker, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
- Village asks for help with Walworth traffic, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
- Sidewalk repairs, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
- Village moves to acquire Boulder Brook site (diagram), Dec 22, 1983, p.1
- Openings announced on boards (list), Jan 5, 1984, p.1
- Public hearings, Jan 19, 1984, p.1
- Town Club backs nuclear freeze; asks Village Board to endorse it, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
- Trustees vote down attached housing, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
- Agency seeking village's help in serving the frail elderly, Mar 1, 1984, p.1
- Trustees back nuclear arms freeze, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
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HAND, EDWARD continued
    Future looks dim for Boulder Brook Riding Club, May 31, 1984, p.1
    Supreme Court review sought in creche case (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
    Fond farewell to Bill Dean, 'Mr SCS' (photo; addl photo p 6), Aug 9, 1984, p.1
    Pedestrian safety award (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.9
    Village, riders agree on sale of Boulder Brook, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
    Woman's Club keeps Non-Partisan role, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
    James Fenimore Cooper monument formally rededicated (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.1
    Board seeks input on dish antennae but receives none, Dec 13, 1984, p.1
HAND, EDWARD (AU)
    Against 'improvements' (ltr), Feb 14, 1980, p.4
    Election won't change system (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
    Strong response called for (ltr), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
HAND, FAITH
    F S Hand dies, May 24, 1984, p.18
HANDEL, GEORG FRIEDRICH
    Consorting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
HANDEL, BLANCHE
    Family gathering (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.14
HANDEL, DANIEL
    Ready for opening night (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.5
    Exchanging smiles (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.2
HANDEL, DAVID
    Student D Handelnan wins writing award, Jul 32, 1982, p.16
    Family gathering (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.14
HANDEL, DAVID (AU)
    Getting a Whopper Junior (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
HANDEL, JUDITH
    Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
    Thanks and appreciation (to J Handelman) (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
    Staff change at Inquirer: E Pfeiffer assistant editor, Dec 25, 1980, p.5
    Resident J Handelman named assoc publisher, Feb 19, 1981, p.3
    Resident J Handelman named managing editor, Aug 20, 1981, p.2
    SCS Futures appoints J A Handelman director (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.3
    Advisory committee of SCS Foundation Futures Program meets (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.5
    SCS Futures spells out plans to survey community, Apr 22, 1982, p.3
    Expert volunteers contribute to SCS Futures Program (list), Jul 29, 1982, p.3
    Family gathering (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.14
    Futures forms are pouring in, Mar 10, 1983, p.3
    Futures program still 'on-going' (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
    Residents praise Bill Dean as someone who puts people first (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.1
HANDEL, JUDITH (AU)
    There ought to be a law (ltr), Jul 8, 1982, p.6
    Does law impose curfew (ltr), Jan 20, 1983, p.6
    Overwhelming response (to Futures questionnaire) (ltr), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
    SCS STEP is the last of its kind (edit), Apr 12, 1984, p.7
    Longer pool season urged (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6
    Jews and Christians can understand one another (edit), Nov 15, 1984, p.7
HANDEL, MATTHEW
    Family gathering (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.14
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HANDELHAN, WALTER

More signs, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Family gathering (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.14
Report calls for new way of nominating judges here, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Non Partisan changes proposed; Woman's Club could lose role, Sep 20, 1984, p.1
Club feels it belongs in system (ltr), Sep 27, 1984, p.6
Woman's Club keeps Non-Partisan role, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

HANDELHAN, WALTER (AU)

BAR is unique (ltr), Jul 30, 1981, p.6
This way to egress (edit), Jul 15, 1982, p.7

HANDICAPPED

June grad J Boardman overcomes handicaps (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.4
New paths at Edgewood, Heathcote, Fox Meadow provide easier access for disabled (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.18
Rod Gilbert heads Burke wheelchair athletic meet, Sep 25, 1980, p.18
Marian Guild Luncheon (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.18
Invisible minority (edit), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
File on handicapped provokes discussion, Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Compassion code needed (ltr), Sep 24, 1981, p.6
Reply from the police (ltr), Oct 1, 1981, p.6
Planning wheelchair basketball game (photo; list), Oct 8, 1981, p.5
Committee works to help the disabled (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.28
On Project Unicorn (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Letter called 'one-sided' (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Disability Awareness Week (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.16
Projects aid handicapped, Apr 8, 1982, p.16
Committee issues report on boards and councils (list), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Eagle Scout project (photo), May 6, 1982, p.19
Village to decide response on home, May 13, 1982, p.1
Day for sailing (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.4
Group (for handicapped) upgraded, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
He's 'disturbed' by letter (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Galloway named acting attorney, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Pleased to meet (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.11
Village backs seating for disabled, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Disabled seating, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Rate for disabled, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Friends join to help teacher N Olson cope with life without legs, Jun 2, 1983, p.3
Friends of Y teacher who lost legs, N Olson, to present her with special vehicle, Jun 7, 1984, p.5
Consider the alternatives (ltr), Jun 7, 1984, p.6
Mass for the handicapped (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.20
Easier access, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Boards and councils, Nov 15, 1984, p.1

SEE ALSO BLIND, HEARING IMPAIRED

HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

SEE HANDICAPPED

HANDICAPPED-EDUCATION

Judge asks review of teacher M Forrest's claims, Jan 15, 1981, p.11
Panel has praise for mainstreaming, May 7, 1981, p.1
Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
Dr R N Alteraan is head of special education, Sep 24, 1981, p.5
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HANICAPPED-EDUCATION  continued
Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Budget picture called 'gria', Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Ten million dollar budget calls for 7.7% tax raise; aid assumed, Mar 17, 1983, p.11
Parents asked to participate in selection of administrator, May 17, 1984, p.9
Board OK's bringing BOCES pupils home, Jun 14, 1984, p.11
SEE ALSO LEARNING DISABLED, SCHOOLS-EMT/SCS-COMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED, SCHOOLS-EMT/SCS-SPECIAL EDUCATION

HANDICAPPED-EMPLOYMENT
How to live peacefully (edit), Aug 18, 1983, p.7

HANDICAPPED-HOUSING
Help for parents of disabled, Jan 5, 1984, p.1

HANDICAPPED-RECREATION
Summer Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1

HANDICAPPED-REHABILITATION
Resident Dr H A Rusk Jr leads course of peace through medicine (photo; addl photo p 12), Apr 21, 1983, p.6

HANDICAPPED-TRANSPORTATION
Paul Feiner thanked (ltr), Apr 21, 1983, p.6
Seats for disabled, May 5, 1983, p.1
Disabled seating plan to start, May 26, 1983, p.3

HANDICRAFTS
Gallery director S Robins speaks on crafts, Jun 19, 1980, p.9
Corn husk crafts at the nature center (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.15
M Eberle shows Indian handicrafts at Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.19
Crafts alliance, May 7, 1981, p.2
Craft advocates (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.8
Crafts board elects gallery director S Robins, Jul 8, 1982, p.2
Director of local gallery R Raab has guide for collectors (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.5

HANDLER, ARNOLD
Quaker Ridge parents protest transfer of teacher S Grossman, May 17, 1984, p.1

HANDLER, FLORENCE
Quaker Ridge parents protest transfer of teacher S Grossman, May 17, 1984, p.1

HANDLER, R ARNOLD (AU)
Help for commuters (ltr), Oct 15, 1981, p.6

HANDLEY, JANE
Students here seek end to drunk driving, Dec 8, 1983, p.1

HANDLEY, ROBERT
Senior fire alert (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Jane Hackett praised at memorial service, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Tax assessor R Handley to retire (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Assessments called unfair, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Assessor appointed: V Pagliaro, Sep 15, 1983, p.1

HANFORD, JOHN
J W Hanford dies, Aug 16, 1984, p.14

HANG, BE
Refugee family in SCS striving for independence (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.2

HANG, HUNG
Refugee family in SCS striving for independence (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.2

HANG, THANH
Refugee family in SCS striving for independence (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.2
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HANS, TOM
Refugee family in SCS striving for independence (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.2

HANS, VIET
Refugee family in SCS striving for independence (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.2

HANKIN, CAROLE (DR)
School Board OK's budget; hears 9-12 skills report, Apr 10, 1980, p.13
Board accepts George Wilbur's retirement; December 31 (sic), Nov 12, 1981, p.13
Board hears proposals for capital projects, Dec 3, 1981, p.23
Early decision drawing more college-bound, Jan 20, 1983, p.6
Board hears report on pupil personnel, Mar 3, 1983, p.13
Ten million dollar budget calls for 7.7% tax raise; aid assumed, Mar 17, 1983, p.11
Parents' concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 28, 1983, p.11

HANKIN, JOSEPH (DR)
Consortium chairman Dr J N Hankin, Apr 16, 1981, p.15

HANLY, KRISTEN
Something to cheer about (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.1

HANN, ALBERT (AU)
Track called dangerous (ltr), Jun 7, 1984, p.6

HANN, JAMES
Edgewood checkers champs (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.23

HANN, SANDRA (AU)
Runner thanks local residents (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4

HANNEY, JOHN
Commission wants 6-lane Hutch; opponents prepared to fight, Dec 2, 1982, p.1

HANNIGAN, DAN
A proud graduation (photo; list), Jun 28, 1984, p.11

HANNON, KEVIN
Magical season (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.2

HANNON, MICHAEL
Magical season (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.2

HANNON, TARA
Magical season (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.2

HANS, JON
9-year-old J Hans gets help with bike during MD Bike-a-Thon (photo), May 8, 1980, p.6

HANSEN, CORWITCH (DR)
Student activity planners see 'turning point' at SHS, Sep 18, 1980, p.1
Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
School Board elects Joel Lesnick president (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
New committee at high school will examine curriculum (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Assistant principals named at high school: B R Angney, C Hansen, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Ready for two weeks in another town (photo; list), Feb 3, 1983, p.2
Board of Education elects J Gevertz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1

HANSEN, DOROTHY
Another opening, another store (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.4

HANSEN, HARRY
A bulwark of the system (ltr), Oct 18, 1984, p.6

HANSEN, HERBERT (REV)
Community Baptist Church celebrates 50th birthday (photo; list), Jan 7, 1982, p.18
Founding Baptist minister Rev H W Hansen dies (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
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HANSEN, LOUISE
L C Hansen dies, Dec 2, 1982, p.24
HANSEN-STURM, LESLIE
Only 5.3 miles left to run (photo), Aug 23, 1984, p.1
HANSEN-STURM, SARAH
Medal winners (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.1
HANSON, ANNE
Associates of Van Wert honor K Kracke, M Maher, A Hanson (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.11
HANTMAN, MORT (DR)
Hospice brings comfort to dying, Aug 2, 1984, p.5
HARRARI, RANDI
Young voters (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.20
HARBOUR, JOHN
Arts Council elects J Harbour, M Masinter, P O'Brien, E Vestner, May 1, 1980, p.21
HARDEN, SUE
Heathcote supports a special puppy (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.1
HARDY, EDWARD
United Way names directors (photo; list), Feb 14, 1980, p.5
Revised bike path; Fox Meadow path, May 8, 1980, p.1
Ground broken for second Scout house (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Board to vote on one-way solution to Walworth Ave, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Village Board makes Walworth one-way (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Candidate selection starting for School Nominating Committee (list), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
First petitions received (photo; list), Dec 11, 1980, p.2
Edward Hardy to chair Procedure Committee (photo; list), Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Petitions available to nominate Citizens Committee candidates (list), Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Report backs Non-Partisan Systems, but proposes changes (list), Nov 12, 1981, p.1
College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6
United Way elects M Molaner new president (photo p.6; list), Mar 31, 1983, p.1
HARDY, HELEN
College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6
H L Hardy promoted (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.4
HARDY, JOHN
College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6
HARDY, MICHAEL
Plenty of brass (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1
HARDY, MICHAEL (AU)
Answers to Anonymous (lttrs), Feb 17, 1983, p.7
HARDY, RUTH
League launches fund drive (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.5
HARDY, TOM
College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6
HARE-MUSTIN, RACHEL (DR)
Record crowd at bowl dinner (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.5
Former resident Dr R T Hare-Mustin gives lecture, Jul 22, 1982, p.5
HARE-MUSTIN, RACHEL (DR-AU)
Women's response to inequality (edit), Nov 4, 1982, p.7
Help for women under stress (edit), Jan 27, 1983, p.7
Women and 'greedy' occupations (edit), Jun 16, 1983, p.7
Women and family (edit), Aug 4, 1983, p.7
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HARE-MUSTIN, RACHEL (DR-AU) continued
   Women and marriage (edit), Sep 8, 1983, p.7

HARJULA, JAN
   Water way to wake up! (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.11

HARKINS, ROSE
   R Harkins dies, Jun 21, 1984, p.18

HARLEY, LED
   Community agency elects local man, May 3, 1984, p.4

HARING, HEIDI
   International gathering place (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.13
   SCS High to be scene of International Fair Sunday (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.1

HARMON SHOP (CONRAIL REPAIR FACILITY)
   Outdated Harmon Shop makes Conrail maintenance difficult (photo p 4), Jul 31, 1980, p.1

HARMON, ANNE
   Top Scouting prize awarded to S Strohbeck (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.11
   Ground broken for second Scout house (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.1

HARMON, ANNE (AU)
   A crippled village (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6

HARMON, FRED (AU)
   Thanks to caring people (ltr), May 10, 1984, p.6

HARPER, MARSHA
   Halfway houses not new to Westchester (Part I), Apr 22, 1982, p.1

HARPER, RITA (DR)
   DeBello, Legislators argue over opening units at Medical Center, Nov 27, 1980, p.1

HARPER, ROBERT
   R J Harper dies, Nov 15, 1984, p.18

HARRAR, J GEORGE
   J George Harrar, biologist, dies (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.4

HARRASSMENT
   Beneath contempt (edit), Nov 19, 1981, p.6
   Creche reaction, Nov 19, 1981, p.6

HARRIGAN, LARRY
   School sells bond issue, Mar 3, 1983, p.5

HARRINGTON, KATHERINE (DR)
   Language Institute expands curriculum (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.18
   Language school expands, Feb 5, 1981, p.16
   Institute of Language Arts expands curriculum for 81-82 (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.23
   Language school begins sixth year (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.22
   Institute teaches language, culture (photo) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.23
   SEE ALSO LANCELOT-HARRINGTON, KATHERINE (DR)

HARRIS, CONRAD
   STEP student Q Booker (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.2
   STEP--A rewarding experience (edit), Mar 18, 1982, p.7

HARRIS, DAVID
   Harris jurors see letters written by defendant, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
   Harris defense seeks to prove struggle, Jan 22, 1981, p.1

HARRIS, FRANK
   Synagogue to vote on firing Rabbi D Greenberg, May 29, 1980, p.12

HARRIS, GEORGE
   Two arrested by police; citizen alerts credited, Oct 8, 1981, p.1
HARRIS, H HAWTHORNE

Candidates square off at League meeting (photo p 14), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Westchester Red Cross appoints Judge H H Harris (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.11
Democrats support Judge Harris, Dec 11, 1980, p.10
SCS vote helps Hochberg, DeBello win (chart p 8), Nov 5, 1981, p.1

HARRIS, HARVEY

Police probing shooting in home (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.15

HARRIS, JAMES

Jean Harris trial: hearings continue, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Harris defense seeks to prove struggle, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Defense calls Harris to stand (illus), Jan 29, 1981, p.1

HARRIS, JEAN

Dr H Tarnower slain; wrote SCS diet (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Indictment sought in Tarnower killing, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Jean Harris indicted for murder, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Jean Harris pleads not guilty to murder, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
No disissal (for J Harris), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Insanity plea (for J Harris)?, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
No insanity plea in Jean Harris defense, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Tarnower murder trial on, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Jean Harris trial: hearings continue, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Harris' statements ruled admissible, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Eight picked for Harris jury, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Harris trial starts Friday (list), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Prosecutor seeks to prove Harris intended to kill, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Victim's housekeeper, S Van Der Vreken, on stand, Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Writers S Alexander, D Trilling play featured roles at Harris trial (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
Dramatic moment at trial, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Questions posed in Harris trial (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Harris lawyer J Aurnou no newcomer to the big cases (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
Defense takes over in Harris trial, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
Court recessed in Jean Harris trial; Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Harris jurors see letters written by defendant, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
Defense presents will in evidence at Harris trial, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Harris defense seeks to prove struggle, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Defense calls Harris to stand (illus), Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Bolen charges intent to kill (illus p 10), Feb 5, 1981, p.1
The defense (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Lawyers clash over medical evidence, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Sun buying, Virginia-style, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Jury still out in Jean Harris murder trial (photo; addl photo p 16), Feb 19, 1981, p.1
Jean Harris found guilty of murder (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Jean Harris gets 15 years (photo p 8), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
DA replying to Harris appeal next week (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Vergari brief reButs Aurnou, Oct 8, 1981, p.1
Harris verdict upheld; Dec 31, 1981, p.1
New appeal, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Court rejects Harris appeal, Nov 18, 1982, p.1
Street Scene I, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
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HARRIS, JEAN  continued
  No retrial for Mrs Harris, Sep 1, 1983, p.1
  T Tryforos remarries, May 17, 1984, p.1

HARRIS, JEANNE
  New curator, D O'Connor, director, J Harris, appointed at SCS Historical Society, Sep 20, 1984, p.3

HARRIS, JULIE
  A moment to cherish (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.1

HARRIS, KATE CLARK (AU)
  Her life uplifted those around her (edit), May 31, 1984, p.7

HARRIS, KATHLEEN
  Harris defense seeks to prove struggle, Jan 22, 1981, p.1

HARRIS, KIMBERLEY
  STEP--A rewarding experience (edit), Mar 18, 1982, p.7

HARRIS, KIMBERLY
  STEP student Q Booker (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.2
  End of year party (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.13

HARRIS, LOTTIE
  STEP student Q Booker (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.2
  Visiting students review year (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.3
  New committee at high school will examine curriculum (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
  Local fund helps SHS seniors face college crunch (illus), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
  S Levine accepts farewell gift (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.18
  Gift from Manhattan (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.3
  STEP--A rewarding experience (edit), Mar 18, 1982, p.7
  SCS Teachers Assn contributes $1000 to PTA Scholarship Fund (photo), May 20, 1982, p.5
  Staff Recognition Day (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.20
  Remembering their STEP years (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.2
  New P-T Council officers (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.22
  Child Care Assn appoints L Harris director, Jun 23, 1983, p.5
  Charity sale becoming a major event, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
  More state aid cuts school tax increase, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
  Lottie Harris named day care coordinator, Sep 6, 1984, p.2

HARRIS, LOTTIE (AU)
  STEP needs public support (ltr), Jun 2, 1983, p.6
  Remedy on Post Road (ltr), Jun 30, 1983, p.6
  Appeal from STEP (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6

HARRIS, MAY
  M L Harris dies, Sep 9, 1982, p.10

HARRIS, MORRIS
  White Hat recipient F Griffiths has served 50 years as volunteer fireman (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.3

HARRIS, MYRON (DR-AU)
  Advice to parents from teenagers (edit), Dec 31, 1981, p.7

HARRIS, STEVE
  Old grads never die; they go to Alumni Tea (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.9

HARRIS, SUSAN
  S L Harris dies, May 31, 1984, p.16

HARRIS, TARA
  Local resident T F Harris named to marketing position, Jul 19, 1984, p.2

HARRIS, TRACEY
  STEP student Q Booker (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.2
HARRIS, TRACEY continued
End of year party (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.13
STEP--A rewarding experience (edit), Mar 18, 1982, p.7
Interns tackle Village Hall projects (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.2

HARRIS, WENDY
STEP student Q Booker (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.2
End of year party (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.13
STEP--A rewarding experience (edit), Mar 18, 1982, p.7
Highest awards for Girl Scouts L Kalick, J Thompson, J Delaney, W Harris (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.3

HARRIS, WILLIAM
Dr H Tarnower slain; wrote SCS diet (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1

HARRISON, ANN
Memorial started (to honor A K Harrison), Nov 19, 1981, p.22

HARRISON, HOWARD
Panel probes uses, abuses of tutoring in SCS, Oct 28, 1982, p.4
School Board weighing all-day kindergarten, Dec 15, 1983, p.1

HARRISON, JOSEPH
Machines malfunction, Mar 17, 1983, p.1

HARRISON, ROBERT
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
School Board seeks $23.7 million budget, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Citizens try to save courts (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Courts main issue in school election, May 13, 1982, p.1
Tennis court measure loses (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1
Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1
Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Council's serve, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Trustees decline to support nuclear freeze resolution, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Tennis court issue, Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
He did a great job (ltr), Aug 12, 1982, p.6
Noise law arouses strong feelings, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Creche's attorney fee criticized, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Take a stand on courts (edit), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
Tennis courts get go-ahead, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Playground program criticized, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Town Club hears from O'Rourke, squabbles over tennis courts, Apr 14, 1983, p.2
New court rules, May 19, 1983, p.1
Trustees vote not to restore tennis courts, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
School Board plans to remove (tennis) courts, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Last stand, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
Tennis courts get last minute reprieve (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Tennis court bids, Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Tennis court bids, Aug 25, 1983, p.1
Village funding asked (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
Village awards contract to fix Jr High courts (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.1
Search for scapegoats (ltr), Sep 15, 1983, p.6
Speakers call for more fields, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
No tennis yet, Dec 1, 1983, p.1
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HARRISON, ROBERT continued

- Tennis court progress report (ltr), Dec 1, 1983, p.6
- More state aid cuts school tax increase, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
- J Arias comes to town (photo), May 10, 1984, p.4
- A restoration drama (photo; list), Jul 12, 1984, p.3
- Supply Field plans scored, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
- Moral obligation seen (ltr), Sep 13, 1984, p.6
- Board seeks input on dish antennae but receives none, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

HARRISON, ROBERT (AU)

- Pro and con open lunch (ltrs), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
- Restore junior high courts (ltr), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
- He's trying to save tennis courts (ltr), Apr 22, 1982, p.6
- Positive for the youth (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
- Tennis court vote reviewed (ltr), May 27, 1982, p.6
- Council urged to back courts (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
- Thanks on the courts (ltr), Jul 22, 1982, p.6
- The effort is not over (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
- They're grateful on courts (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6
- Youth urged to play tennis (ltr), May 26, 1983, p.6
- Writers want Junior High tennis courts restored (ltr), Jul 7, 1983, p.6
- More opinions on Junior High School tennis courts (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
- Contributions needed (ltr), Jul 28, 1983, p.6
- Court financing explained (ltr), Sep 8, 1983, p.6
- Youth tennis developments (ltr), Jan 12, 1984, p.6
- Pave the parking lot (ltr), Apr 19, 1984, p.6
- Benefits from courts cited (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
- Hats off to Melissa Brown (ltr), Aug 30, 1984, p.6

HARRISON, TERRI (AU)

- Pro and con open lunch (ltrs), Mar 5, 1981, p.4

HART, ALICIA

- Nature Center gets wildlife clinic curator A A Hart (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.15

HART, EDITH

- E M Hart dies, Sep 9, 1983, p.12

HART, GARY

- Spokesmen for presidential hopefuls seek support of SCS Democrats, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
- Mondale wins; Hart close in SCS (chart), Apr 5, 1984, p.1
- Tip for the Democrats (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6
- Young reporters tell how it was in San Francisco (photo), Jul 26, 1984, p.6

HART, RUTH

- B Cullom cuts cake honoring her for 40 years as volunteer (photo), May 21, 1981, p.13

HARTE, JOYCE

- Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1

HARTH, MILTON

- MTA asks for more money; riders demand more service, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
- More gripes than solutions at meetings on rail service, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
- Rail commuter organization demands legislators' help, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
- Rail meeting focuses on A/C, May 14, 1981, p.2

HARTMAN, DAVID

- Students here seek end to drunk driving, Dec 8, 1983, p.1

HARTSDALE

SEE HTS
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HARTZELL, ANDREW (AU)
Let's de-fence our field (ltr), Oct 11, 1984, p.6

HARTZELL, NEIL
SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1

HARVARD HUNGER ACTION COMMITTEE
SCS student A Pforzheimer plans 'Ride for Life' (photo), May 19, 1983, p.1

HARVEY, JENA
J Harvey promoted to manager at Citibank (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.6

HARWOOD BUILDING
Kiva to feature works on paper (illus; list), Jan 8, 1981, p.10

HARWOOD, CHARLES (AU)
Lack of competition blamed (ltr), Jun 7, 1981, p.6

HARWOOD, CHARLES JR
Dress code letter becomes media event (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.1
No dress code (ltr), Sep 17, 1981, p.6
SCS resident C Harwood Jr attends congress, Jul 7, 1983, p.10
Bottle law helps, he says (ltr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6

HARWOOD, CHARLES JR (AU)
Hold diplomats, he advises (ltr), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
Prevalent new disease (ltr), Sep 4, 1980, p.4
Dress code for SCS? (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
Repeal the bottle law (ltr), Mar 22, 1984, p.6
Stores must accept bottles (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
Seat belt law opposed (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Road to totalitarianism (ltr), Aug 23, 1984, p.6

HARWOOD, HERBERT
H H Harwood dies, Jun 16, 1983, p.16

HARWOOD, JOYCE
SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Board of Education moves to step up school security, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

HASDAY, CAROL
SCS woman C M Hasday named associate, May 27, 1982, p.4

HASDAY, JILL
Sisters J, L Hasday are contest winners, Apr 30, 1981, p.28

HASDAY, LISA
Sisters J, L Hasday are contest winners, Apr 30, 1981, p.28
J Bedichek instructs students in planting basil, nasturtium (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.3
A basketful of beans (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.5

HASDAY, MICHAEL
J Bedichek instructs students in planting basil, nasturtium (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.3
A basketful of beans (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.5

HASEGAWA, HIROKO
M Eberle shows Indian handicrafts at Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.19
Halloween parade at Fox Meadow (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.20

HASEGAWA, TOMITO
Cultural Arts Festival (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.4

HASELTIME, ROBERT
Quality progams need support (ltr), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

HASKEL, JILL
A job well done (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.8
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HASKELL, BRUCE
   Adult School begins (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.13
HASSelman, ANNE
   A L Hasselman dies, Apr 3, 1980, p.14
HASSelman, BILL
   SCS fir, Hasselman Brokerage Co, is acquired, Sep 10, 1981, p.2
HASSelman, KAREN
   International fair at Fox Meadow (photo; list), Apr 16, 1981, p.27
HASSelman, PAULA
   International fair at Fox Meadow (photo; list), Apr 16, 1981, p.27
HASSelman, WALTER
   Curb to attic, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
   Fireworks fallout showers viewers (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
HATA, YOSKIE
   International cuisine (photo), Feb 18, 1982, p.11
HATCHER, ROBERT III
   Hatcher given alumni award, Nov 5, 1981, p.8
HATCHER, ROBERT JR
   R L Hatcher Jr dies, Nov 24, 1983, p.18
HATHAWAY, ALDEN (REV)
   Defense presents will in evidence at Harris trial, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
HATHAWAY, ELA
   Presidents honored (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.9
HAUBEN, ARLENE
   League launches fund drive (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.5
HAUBERG, ANNE
   Craft advocates (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.8
HAUmann, CHRISTOPHER
   C R Hausan dies, May 24, 1984, p.18
HAUPT, PETER
   School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
HAUPTMAN, NORMAN
   Fighting for good diets (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.29
HAUSER, ELEANOR (AU)
   Watt 'must be stopped' (ltr), Nov 26, 1981, p.6
HAUSER, RITA
   First Citizen of Westchester: J Hofheier (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.10
HAUSpURG, ARTHUR
HAVENS, WILLIAM JR (DR)
HAVILAND, WALLACE
   W Haviland'll be missed (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.3
HAVILL, LENDORA
   L H Havill dies, May 20, 1982, p.14
HAWKINS, JOHN
   Plenty of brass (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1
   Ready to play up a storm (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.1
   Sunday's the day for caroling (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.1
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HAWKINS, JOHN (AU)

HAWKINS, KATHLEEN

HAWKINS, WILL
Assistant's assistants (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1

HAWKS
Photo day at nature center (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.9

HAWKS, JOE
New Park in Cedarhurst (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.2

HAYASHI, YOICHI
Hospital honors junior volunteers (photo; list), Sep 20, 1984, p.2

HAYDEN, ARTHUR
Town fires worker A Hayden; says he aided GOP, Dec 3, 1981, p.22

HAYES, ARTHUR JR (DR)
NY Medical College appoints DR A H Hayes Jr provost, Aug 25, 1983, p.2

HAYES, MARGARET
SHS alumni gather at Reunion West (list), Jan 24, 1980, p.6

HAYES, MILDRED
Thirteen-year-old SCS girls H Wood and D Aain rescue woman from drowning (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.3

HAYKA, BODIL
County Trust names B Hayka officer-in-charge (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.3

HAYMAN, SEYMOUR
Resident S Hayman named Dellwood VP, Jan 24, 1980, p.11

HAYS, HELEN
Retired Seely teacher H H Hays dies, Jan 15, 1981, p.11
A flowering memory: Hays garden at Seely (photo), May 6, 1982, p.15

HAYTER, MARY
Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Board gives tenure to 3 teachers: M Hayter, M Reilly, J Rosen, Aug 30, 1984, p.5

HAYWARD, ANNA
A Hayward dies, May 6, 1982, p.22

HAYWORTH, RITA
Fighting Alzheimer's Disease (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.5

HEA, JACQUELINE
New mini-bus; small in size, mighty service (photo; map, schedule p 10), Sep 24, 1981, p.6

HEADEN, ANDREW
SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
School Board elects Joel Lesnick president (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.1

HEADLEY, CAROL
Scouting honors awarded EMT's Cadet Troop 479 (photo), May 29, 1980, p.13

HEADLEY, FRANK
Headley appointed chairman of United Way sponsors (photo; list), Sep 17, 1981, p.4
United Way at $200,000, Nov 5, 1981, p.3
Sale at Village Hall, Sep 6, 1984, p.1

HEADLEY, FRANK (AU)
Thanks for the memories (ltr), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
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HEADLEY, JENNIFER
Scouting honors awarded EMT's Cadet Troop 479 (photo), May 29, 1980, p.13
Eastern's gift to Scouts (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.3
Scouts J Headley, R Moyle explore Little Big Horns, Sep 23, 1982, p.14
Learning how the village works (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.1

HEALTH CARE
Former state health planner R A Berman criticizes level of health care in Westchester (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
Opinion on second opinions (edit), Apr 16, 1981, p.7
Middle East trip to foster better health care here (photo; addl photo p 18), May 28, 1981, p.6
The case for health advocates (edit), Dec 31, 1981, p.7
On dialysis program and medical ethics (edit), Feb 10, 1983, p.7
Coordinated health care seen as essential in the future; E Werner, Oct 13, 1983, p.5
Who can afford to be ill? (edit), Apr 5, 1984, p.7
Forum here on health issues (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.1
Doctors explore health care crisis, Sep 27, 1984, p.1

HEALTH INSURANCE
SEE INSURANCE

HEALTH, CAROL
Director C O Health appointed, Mar 8, 1984, p.8

HEALY, KEVIN
Site agreed on for creche display, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Special meeting on creche slated, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Suit looms after second creche is rejected, Dec 16, 1982, p.1

HEARING IMPAIRED
June grad J Boardman overcomes handicaps (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.4
A special graduate: T Boyer (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6
New sound system at Congregational, Oct 15, 1981, p.17
Testing, testing, Jun 7, 1984, p.1
Infra-red chosen, Aug 16, 1984, p.1
Sound system installed in meeting hall, Dec 27, 1984, p.10

HEARLE, DEBBIE
Art exhibit by D Hearle at SCS Natl, Sep 24, 1981, p.4
Painter D Hearle has show at SNB, Apr 1, 1982, p.2

HEARN, ANDY
Meaghan meets Santa (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.5

HEARN, MEAGHAN
Meaghan meets Santa (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.5

HEATERS, KEROSENE
Town official N R Slack warns against heating units, Jan 28, 1982, p.11

HEATHCOTE
Heathcote block party (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.2
Burglary team goes on spree Saturday night in Heathcote, Nov 15, 1984, p.1

HEATHCOTE FIVE CORNERS
Near catastrophe at Heathcote 5 Corners (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Violation charged, Jun 30, 1983, p.1

HEATHCOTE SCHOOL
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE

HEATHCOTE, CALEB
Historically Speaking: C Heathcote bought SCS for 600 pounds, on installment plan, Mar 31, 1983, p.6
Correction to R Lederer's Historically Speaking Mar 31, Apr 14, 1983, p.6
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HEATHCOTE, CALEB continued
   Historically speaking: First town meeting 200 years ago (illus; list), Dec 22, 1983, p.10
HEATING
   Residents battle heat costs with solid results (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
HEAVISIDE, WILLIAM
   WP Chamber appoints SCS man W H Heaviside, Apr 2, 1981, p.6
HEBARD, LOIS
   Fox Meadow Tennis Club holds 100th birthday celebration (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.15
HEBERLEIN, JULIE
   Fox Meadow chorus (photo), May 1, 1980, p.23
   FML 6th grade play, PTA year-end events (list), Jun 12, 1980, p.16
HECHT, ANITA
   Spectacular collision on BRP (photo), May 14, 1981, p.4
HECHT, DANIEL
   SHS students D Hecht, G Yeaker win top prizes in Citibank's essay contest (photo; list), Dec 10, 1981, p.23
   G. O. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
HECHT, DANIEL (AU)
   Video game law 'unfair' (ltr), May 20, 1982, p.6
HECHT, HARVEY (DR)
   Local doctors E J Balthazar, H L Hecht named fellows, Aug 18, 1983, p.2
HECHT, JONATHAN
   SHS students R Shedlin, J Hecht win essay contest, Mar 8, 1984, p.15
HECKERT, EDWARD
   Outstanding citizens: J Christnacht, N Eisenman (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.15
HECKER, (MRS ROBERT)
   WP Hospital fall party raises $16,000 (photo; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.11
HECKER, BARBARA
   White Plains Hospital turns 90 (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.2
HECKER, ROBERT
   Boulder Brook's fate may be near final resolution, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
HECKERLING, DAVID
   Recognized for ten years of service to schools: M Aberle, D Heckerling (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.14
   School superintendent Dr A Larson babysits sharks (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.15
HECKERLING, MATTHEW
   Casting call notice attracts hundreds of would-be actors, Feb 23, 1984, p.1
HECKLER, ANDREW
   Hats off to the graduates (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.1
HEEBERGS, ANDERS
   Greenacres Sports Breakfast (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.17
HEEDON, CAITLIN
   Pumpkin time (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.11
   Correction of Oct 20 photo, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
HEEDLUND, ASHLEY
   Lest they be forgotten (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
   Getting to know you (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.20
HEEREN, EDWARD
   SHS students E A Heeren, J Leistensnyder win Merit Scholarships, Apr 8, 1982, p.19
HEFFAN, IRA
   Heffan gets Merit award, May 3, 1984, p.13
HEFFAN, MARTIN
   Local man M L Heffan named treasurer of Long Island company (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.11
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HEFFERNAN, MARIE
Safety measure (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.4

HEFTI, ROBERT
Local man R Hefti appointed to county position, Jul 21, 1983, p.2
County official R T Hefti quits under fire, Aug 25, 1983, p.1
Beyond motivations (edit), Sep 1, 1983, p.6

HEGARTY, CAROL
When your birthday falls on Christmas... (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.6
Eleven-year old J Hegarty injured in accident at sports camp, Jul 19, 1984, p.1

HEGARTY, CAROL (AU)
Praise for firemen, SVAC (ltr), Aug 30, 1984, p.6

HEGARTY, JOHN
Eleven-year old J Hegarty injured in accident at sports camp, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Seven-year-old camper A Filardo injured, Aug 16, 1984, p.3

HEGARTY, JOHN (AU)
Praise for firemen, SVAC (ltr), Aug 30, 1984, p.6

HEIBER, NORA
Tuesday morning fever (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.3

HEIDELL, JAMES (AU)
Make bricks available (ltr), Jan 1, 1981, p.4

HEIDELL, PAMELA
P A Heidell, M Newman earn degrees from U of Michigan, Sep 4, 1980, p.8

HEILMAN, ALFRED
Reunion celebration at IHM (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.14

HEILMAN, KATHY
Ready for anything (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.2

HEILPERN, HELEN
Ottinger selects D H Gold, B D'Onofrio, H Heilpern campaign leaders, Jul 24, 1980, p.3
Non-partisan slate to turn down debate (list), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Disqualification explained (ltr), Mar 3, 1983, p.6
Railroad riders' rights (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6

HEIMOWITZ, JAMES
Local student J Heimowitz awarded Fulbright, Dec 15, 1983, p.19
SCS man J Heimowitz studying in Singapore on Fulbright, Aug 23, 1984, p.4

HEIN, JOHN
Late, crowded and hot trains are way of life for Harlem Line riders (photo), May 22, 1980, p.1

HEIN, JOHN (AU)
Only pennies? (ltr), Oct 1, 1981, p.6
Caveat emptor (ltr), Nov 11, 1982, p.6

HEIN, NGUYEN MIN
St James, Baptists join in sponsoring Vietnamese family, Jul 24, 1980, p.3

HEIN, SIMEON

HEINBOCKEL, STEPHEN
New winner, S Heinbockel, in 15-K (photo; list; add photo p 15), Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Fifteen-K race here Sunday, Apr 7, 1983, p.1

HEINEMAN, LINDA
SHS newsletter wins competition, Jun 7, 1984, p.16

HEINTZER, SUZANNE
Senior S Heintz takes Con Ed award, Dec 2, 1982, p.13
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEISE, FREDERICK</td>
<td>F H Heise dies, Aug 30, 1984</td>
<td>p.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEITZ, ANN</td>
<td>SCS Neighbors disband at 25th anniversary luncheon, Jun 9, 1983</td>
<td>p.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEITZ, ANNA</td>
<td>Seniors move to Village Hall (photo), Jan 3, 1980</td>
<td>p.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEITMANN, SUZANNE</td>
<td>S C Heitmann dies, May 3, 1984</td>
<td>p.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEITZ, EDWIN</td>
<td>Popular newspaper seller E Heitz needs a home (photo), Aug 18, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEITZ, ROBERT</td>
<td>WCC appoints Scarsdilians, Nov 5, 1981</td>
<td>p.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELFER, PAUL</td>
<td>Village considering limits on dish antennae, Dec 6, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELFERICH, GERTRUDE</td>
<td>G N Helferich dies, Sep 3, 1981</td>
<td>p.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELFFRICH, OLIVER</td>
<td>O B Heiﬀrich dies, May 20, 1982</td>
<td>p.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELICOPTERS</td>
<td>Daily drive time has CBS's Neal Busch flying... (photo), Dec 20, 1984</td>
<td>p.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELLKEN, SOPHIE</td>
<td>S Helleken dies, Dec 10, 1981</td>
<td>p.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELLEN, ELSIE</td>
<td>E L Heller dies, Feb 12, 1981</td>
<td>p.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELLEN, JEROME</td>
<td>Two doctors, R Richards and M Roberts, face eviction as co-op dispute continues</td>
<td>Oct 4, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELLE, JOHN</td>
<td>J H Heller dies, Dec 22, 1983</td>
<td>p.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELLE, KATHARINE</td>
<td>SCS couple C R, C Romer missing since April 8, Apr 17, 1980</td>
<td>p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELLE, LIZ</td>
<td>Consumer Corner opens (photo; list), Oct 9, 1980</td>
<td>p.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELLE, PHYLLIS</td>
<td>Local builder names P Heller comptroller, Feb 7, 1980</td>
<td>p.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELMINTOLLER, MRS JOHN</td>
<td>Presidents honored (photo), Oct 20, 1983</td>
<td>p.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELSET, AMY</td>
<td>Reunion (photo; list), Dec 31, 1981</td>
<td>p.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELTON, MARY</td>
<td>Top young artist E Chang (photo), Jan 17, 1980</td>
<td>p.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hoff-Barthelson Music School introducing new catalog, Aug 28, 1980</td>
<td>p.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Menette Kay keeps pace, high C at 84 (photo; add1 photo p 6), Oct 16, 1980</td>
<td>p.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New music group turns town into summer festival (photo), Jul 30, 1981</td>
<td>p.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HELTEN, MARY   continued
To the kids at Hoff, Nick's the MVP (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.1
A festival to celebrate (edit), Feb 3, 1983, p.6
Festival Chorus is more than the sum of its parts (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.5
Never dreamed those two girls would make it! (photo), May 24, 1984, p.6
With a little help from its friends (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.2

HEMER, MARIANNE
Bank announces promotions: L Blumenschine, M Dougherty, R Meehan, M Hemer (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.10
College: where will the money come from?, Nov 5, 1981, p.6
Bank promotes M Hemer, M Considine (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.15
SCS National promotes 5 (photo; list), Apr 5, 1984, p.4

HEMER, NORM
School Board weighing all-day kindergarten, Dec 15, 1983, p.1

HEMING, CHARLES
As Iowa goes...GOP caucus favors Bush for President, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
No deal for couples (on Town Club dues), May 29, 1980, p.1
Heming joins firm, Apr 22, 1982, p.17
Lawyer C Heming elected, May 6, 1982, p.12
Town Club hears reports on village, schools, county, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Board votes against closing Huntington, Jul 19, 1984, p.1

HEMING, CHARLES (AU)
Keep SCS special (ltr), Mar 4, 1982, p.6

HEMING, OLGA
Annual dinner in honor of members of SCS boards and councils (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.18

HEMLEY, CHARLOTTE
New sound system at Congregational, Oct 15, 1981, p.17
Former Beatty realtors C Hemley, A Bordoni join Cleveland Van Wert staff (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.8

HEMERY, JOHN
As millions cheer, soap stars serve up slices of life (photo), May 22, 1980, p.4

HEMMING, EVANGELINE
E Hemming dies, Dec 17, 1981, p.30

HENCKEL, ROBERT
R T Henckel dies, Jun 7, 1984, p.14

HENCKEL, ROBERT (AU)
Against property tax (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6

HENDERSON, FRANCIS
After the flood, Dec 16, 1982, p.1

HENDERSON, HANK
Catching up on their paperwork (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.1

HENDRICKSON, ROBERT
School Board members applaud Crowder, Weitzman; Board approves new football coach, Jun 12, 1980, p.15
Football season (at EHT) cancelled; too few boys turn out (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.11

HENKIND, EVELYN
Resident E Henkind honored (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.9
Conservative Jewish Seminary to honor SCS resident E Henkind, Feb 17, 1983, p.2
Residents S and E Henkind, D Shanok, present gifts to Jewish Theological Seminary, Dec 15, 1983, p.27

HENKIND, EVELYN (AU)
No joke (ltr), Oct 29, 1981, p.6

HENKIND, SOL
Residents S and E Henkind, D Shanok, present gifts to Jewish Theological Seminary, Dec 15, 1983, p.27
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HENLEY, GRACE</td>
<td>Police criticized in arrest of priest, Apr 30, 1981, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENNESSEY, RITA</td>
<td>With LifeAlert System, help is at subscriber's fingertips (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENNESSEY, WILLIAM</td>
<td>Comuter bus is derailed, Apr 29, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENNING, DOUG</td>
<td>On Broadway with a dream and half a buck: A Newaan (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, ANN</td>
<td>In The Mood Singers (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sales of success (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For the Henrys, SSIT's a family affair (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Return engagements, Aug 9, 1984, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, BARBARA</td>
<td>For the Henrys, SSIT's a family affair (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, BRIDGET</td>
<td>For the Henrys, SSIT's a family affair (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, BRUCE</td>
<td>Harbinger of fall at SHS (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Panel explores teen drinking, Mar 4, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Officials: System here would detect gridder's bad heart, Sep 29, 1983, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emotional ending (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Football coach B Henry resigning, Nov 17, 1983, p.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, CATHERINE</td>
<td>For the Henrys, SSIT's a family affair (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, CYNTHIA</td>
<td>For the Henrys, SSIT's a family affair (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, JESSICA</td>
<td>Emotional ending (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, LEON</td>
<td>Mrs T G Henry named president, Apr 21, 1983, p.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, LOUIS</td>
<td>Great day for the Irish (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For the Henrys, SSIT's a family affair (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, MAURA</td>
<td>For the Henrys, SSIT's a family affair (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, SHEILA</td>
<td>For the Henrys, SSIT's a family affair (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grand prize winner: S Henry (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prize winner: S Henry (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, THELMA</td>
<td>Mrs T G Henry named president, Apr 21, 1983, p.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENSCHEL, ELodie</td>
<td>Goodman, Shafran sentenced, Jan 31, 1980, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HEHSHEL, EDDIE continued
SCS student R Shafran finds he's one of 3, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Resident M Goodman convicted for theft of rings, Mar 24, 1983, p.3
Goodman receives maximum sentence, Apr 28, 1983, p.3
HEHSHEL, JOY
Volunteers honored (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.10
HENETLEY, GORDON
Soter appoints campaign staff: G Hensley, R Cuneo, D Singer, Mar 22, 1984, p.2
HENSON, JIM
Kerait comes to town (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.4
HENSE, RAY
Sing in the circle (photo), Dec 23, 1983, p.1
HENZIE, RAYMOND JR (AU)
Black Day in SCS history (ltr), Dec 9, 1982, p.6
HERBEK, RICHARD
Bird lady A Sullivan nabbed, Jan 17, 1980, p.1
Case settled, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Birds can't go south (ltr), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
White Hat Award to D Silberman (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.5
Examining Braille elevator markers: R Herbek, S Szabadi, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
One up (photo), May 1, 1980, p.1
Dog report, May 29, 1980, p.1
Project stalled, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Police officers J Freyer, T Carroll win awards for achievement (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.3
Chase Road Park being improved, spruced up (photo), Jul 31, 1980, p.12
Junior high courts: Shifting mud below (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.1
Sixteen safe years in a row (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.3
Maple from Manhattan (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.3
Board asks state for work for taxes law, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Traffic flow, Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Cordy retiring, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Richard Herbek leaving village (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Walworth one-way law protested, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Lowell Tooley honored by Village Club; reflects on the past; predicts future (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.4
SCS's loss (edit), Jan 15, 1981, p.4
Gone, but not forgotten: R Herbek (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.3
Assistant sought, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Getting Wayside on landmark list took persistence (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
Tribute to the manager (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
HERBERMANN, EILEEN
WFS names E D Herbermann to personnel post, Apr 8, 1982, p.16
WFS names E D Herbermann officer, Sep 23, 1982, p.3
Westchester Federal names E D Herbermann, G S Wanasaker new corporate officers, Jul 28, 1983, p.8
HERBERT, JAMES
Candidates square off at League meeting (photo p 14), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Cuomo, Moynihan, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
HERBERT, LAURA
Young reporters tell how it was in San Francisco (photo), Jul 26, 1984, p.6
HERBERT, MARILYN
Inquirer wins One to One Media Award, Jun 19, 1980, p.5
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HERBERT, MARILYNNE continued
  Photo exhibit on the homeless (by H Herbert) (photo), May 14, 1981, p.15
  Whodunnit, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
  Photo exhibit portrays the homeless, Mar 8, 1984, p.9
HERBERT, MARILYNNE (AU)
  Against Heritage Plaza (ltr), May 27, 1982, p.6
HERBERT, VICTOR (DR)
  Local doctor, V Herbert, named fellow, Jan 1, 1981, p.3
  Don't condemn nutrition industry (ltr), Oct 15, 1981, p.6
  Misrepresentation charged (ltr), Nov 12, 1981, p.6
HERBERT, VICTOR (DR-AU)
  Truth on nutrition not sensational (edit), Sep 10, 1981, p.7
  Megavitamin therapy criticized (ltr), Nov 12, 1981, p.6
HERBLUM, ALEX
  Rail strike taking toll on merchants (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1
HERBST, CINDY
  Gymnastic, dance show lights up EHS evening (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.21
  Budget raise now 9%; tenure granted, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
  Parents urge board to support interscholastic athletics, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
HERDT, BERYL (DR)
  Resident Dr B Herdt re-elected by college, May 19, 1983, p.5
HERITAGE PLAZA
  Heritage Plaza seen as creche solution, May 20, 1982, p.1
  No solution at all (ltr), May 27, 1982, p.6
  Against Heritage Plaza (ltr), May 27, 1982, p.6
  Heritage Plaza, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
  Ill-conceived plan (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
  Home rule explained (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
  Heritage Plaza proposal dead, Jul 8, 1982, p.1
HERLIHY, JOHN
  J W Herlihy dies, Feb 12, 1981, p.20
HERMAN, MARYLYN
  Fighting Alzheimer's Disease (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.5
HERMAN, MELVIN (DR)
  M Herman dies, Mar 3, 1983, p.16
  Tribute to Dr Herman (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
HERMAN, PAULINE
  Resident P Herman named associate prof, Dec 4, 1980, p.2
HERMIDA, ROSEMARY
  Jack o'lantern to be (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.5
HERNSTADT, MICHAEL
  SHS graduate M Hernstadt found murdered in Aspen, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
HERNSTADT, WILLIAM
  SHS graduate M Hernstadt found murdered in Aspen, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
HEROLD, J RADLEY
  GOP backs Herold for county judge, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
  Herold, Burrows, Goodhue GOP picks (list), Jun 5, 1980, p.5
  Conservatives back Herold for judgeship (list), Jun 26, 1980, p.3
  Reception held for judicial candidate J R Herold, Aug 28, 1990, p.5
  'Tis the season to campaign (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.3
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HEROLD, J RADLEY continued
Inquirer endorsements: B W Burrows; M B Goodhue; J A Herold (edit), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Candidates square off at League meeting (photo p 14), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Herold appointed to judicial committee, Apr 9, 1981, p.15
Herold named Acting Justice (list), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Herold takes the oath (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Three (J Bermanham, H Kaplan, J Panessa) charged with drug sales, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Hearing begins in cocaine case, Aug 19, 1982, p.3
Judge Herold has a passion for the law (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.6
Local court to get first Conrail case, Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Judge's decision awaited in Conrail suit, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Extension given, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Noise law found unconstitutional, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Judge finds Conrail liable in law suit, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Noise law proposed, Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Revised noise law passed, May 26, 1983, p.1
Hochberg, Reid finish first in SCS vote (chart), Nov 10, 1983, p.1
Dramatizations reveal justice to Village Club (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.6

HEROLD, MARGARET
Herold takes the oath (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.1

HEROLD, MARGE
Lehrman backed, Jul 1, 1982, p.1

HEROLD, RADLEY
Herold takes the oath (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.1

HEROLD, VILA
Herold takes the oath (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.1

HEROLD, WARREN
Herold takes the oath (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Ready for an early Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.22
Preparing for service of music at Congregational (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.26

HERRICK, PAMELA (AU)
EMT before the split-levels (edit), Feb 23, 1984, p.7

HERRIN, RICHARD
Herrin conviction upheld, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Garlands suing daughter's killer, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Garlands awarded damages, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
No compensation (to Garlands for slaying of daughter Bonnie), Dec 15, 1983, p.1

HERRINGTON, LOIS (AU)
Crime victims deserve equal time (edit), Jul 12, 1984, p.7

HERRINGTON, WILLIAM
Postal ruling, Jul 23, 1981, p.1

HERRMAN, WILLIAM
Realtor W Herrman attends national convention, Apr 2, 1981, p.14

HERRMANN, LAURENCE (AU)
Memories of a great teacher, J Van Male (edit; photo), May 13, 1982, p.7

HERRMANN, TED
Clean-up day at SHS (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.2

HERRON, RICHARD
Dramatizations reveal justice to Village Club (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
HERSCH, JEFFREY
Selected by LWV: G Binday, J Hersh (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.2

HERSHENSON, NINA
Concentration (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.1

HERSHENSON, ROBERTA
Photographer wins first (photo), May 19, 1983, p.5
Resident R Hershenson showing work at Lincoln Center (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.12
Local photographer R Hershenson's work on exhibit at SUNY Purchase, Dec 29, 1983, p.2

HERSHENSON, ROBERTA (AU)
Remember that concert? (edit), Dec 1, 1983, p.7
From all over—kids are terrific (edit; photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.7

HERTLEIN, WILLIAM

HERTOG, DAVID
Young voters (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.20

HERTOG, SUSAN
Feminist 'myth'? (1tr), Mar 24, 1983, p.6

HERTOG, SUSAN (AU)
Different kinds of symbols (1tr), Dec 23, 1982, p.6
In search of a heroine (edit), Mar 17, 1983, p.7
Learning to love your computer (edit), Jun 2, 1983, p.7

HERTWIG, ROSA
R Hertwig dies, Oct 4, 1984, p.20

HETZBERG, JOAN
Public re-opening of a landmark (photo), May 24, 1984, p.2

HERZ, JOHN (AU)
Computer's dilemma (1tr), Jan 17, 1980, p.4
Hysterical and divisive (1tr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6

HERZ, RENA
R M Herz, E A Ross each sold more than $1 million in real estate (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.6
New associate: R M Herz (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.3

HERZOG, ED
Walkathon participant (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.8

HERZOG, HOWARD
College elects Scarsdalians R Kaplan and H Herzog, Dec 27, 1984, p.5

HERZOG, JEFF
No-no crafts (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.10

HESSE, WILLIAM
Resident W B Hesse heads brokerage firm, May 6, 1982, p.12
Resident W B Hesse gains head position at Martin Co, May 26, 1983, p.8

HESLER, (MRS EMORY)
Local church honors war dead with one life (photo), May 26, 1983, p.6

HESLER, EMORY
Local church honors war dead with one life (photo), May 26, 1983, p.6
SCS Neighbors disband at 25th anniversary luncheon, Jun 9, 1983, p.5

HESLER, ROBERT
Local church honors war dead with one life (photo), May 26, 1983, p.6

HETTINGER, BILL
Fall clean-up campaign (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.3
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HETZLER, FLORENCE (DR)
- Dr F M Hetzler heads Brancusi panel, Oct 2, 1980, p.19
- A summer in Africa and Poland (for Dr F M Hetzler), Sep 17, 1981, p.15

HETZLER, FLORENCE (DR-AU)
- Homage to a 'planetary man' (edit), Sep 22, 1983, p.7

HEVEY, DENNIS
- Board weighs subdivision, Jan 14, 1982, p.5
- Subdivision approved, Mar 11, 1982, p.5
- Revised Marx plan rejected, May 13, 1982, p.3

HEVEY, LIZ
- Ad director: L Hevey (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.6

HEWETT, SALLIE (AU)
- Step up and volunteer (edit), Jul 16, 1981, p.7
- Tis the season—ho, ho, ho! (poem), Dec 22, 1983, p.7

HEYLE, HANNAH
- Drop EHS class ranking, change grade weighting, report asks, May 12, 1983, p.13
- Old grads never die; they go to Alumni Tea (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.9

HIBBARD, HOWARD
- H Hibbard dies, Nov 1, 1984, p.22

HICKSON, J MEL

HICKEY, ADRIENNE
- Resident A Hickey named senior editor, Jan 29, 1981, p.7
- Publishing company promotes local woman A Hickey, Aug 19, 1982, p.3

HICKEY, ALISON
- Jabberwocky arts festival (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.16

HICKEY, MATTHEW
- Students point to pressure as one cause of 'rampant' cheating, May 17, 1984, p.3

HICKEY, MATTHEW (AU)
- Street closing opposed (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6

HIGGINS, EDWARD
- Inquirer sold to group headed by William White (photo; list), Jan 3, 1980, p.1
- E J Higgins dies, Jan 13, 1983, p.16

HIGGINS, JANET
- J S Higgins dies, Jan 1, 1981, p.16

HIGHLIGHTS (NEWSLETTER)
- SHS newsletter wins competition, Jun 7, 1984, p.16

HIGHWAY DEPT-SCS
- Just in case it snows (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.5
- White lines, Feb 21, 1980, p.1
- S Bloostein takes a turn in Highway Dept cherry picker (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1
- BMX making it big with local boys (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.4
- Passing the snow test (edit), Feb 17, 1983, p.6
- No applause for road show (ltr), Dec 13, 1984, p.6

HIGHWAYS
- SEE ROADS, STREETS-GBH/SCS

HILBURN, HORTENSE
- Heading for a hundred (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.4

HILL, ARLINE (AU)
- Two gentlemen of SCS (ltr), Jun 3, 1982, p.6
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HILL, BILL
Marian Guild luncheon (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.18

HILL, CARYN
Santa has gifts for everybody at Wayside Cottage party (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.5

HILL, GEORGE
Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part III) (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11

HILL, JOHN
Neighbors protest proposal for cluster housing on Post Road (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Decision on cluster plan delayed by legal ruling (illus), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
J C Hill dies, June 5, 1980, p.14

HILL, LILLIAN
Land settlement, June 19, 1980, p.1
Subdivision sought at site of house fire, July 10, 1980, p.5

HILL, PETER
SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 1 hands out shower water restrictors (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.5
Santa has gifts for everybody at Wayside Cottage party (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.5

HILL, PHILIP
Local law firm now also has New York office, May 1, 1980, p.16

HILL, PHYLLIS
There's always a happy ending at Wapetuck (photo; addl photo p 8), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

HILL, THEOPHILE

HILLMAN, DAVID
Fun at the fair (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.2

HILLY, MARILYN
Open lunch cost estimated at $115,450, Feb 12, 1981, p.1

HINAM, CHERYL
Mother, 2-year-old killed in head-on crash, May 5, 1983, p.1

HINAM, ERIC
Mother, 2-year-old killed in head-on crash, May 5, 1983, p.1

HINAM, JANET
Mother, 2-year-old killed in head-on crash, May 5, 1983, p.1

HINAM, LESLIE
Mother, 2-year-old killed in head-on crash, May 5, 1983, p.1

HINCKLEY, CLARISSA
In a SCS tradition (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1
Historian with a green thumb: E Linville (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.3

HINCKLEY, ELISE
Historian with a green thumb: E Linville (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.3
Spreading springtime (photo), May 5, 1983, p.1

HINERFELD, RUTH
National LWV leader R J Hinerfeld guest of local chapter (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.1
League president R J Hinerfeld gives inside story on debates (photo), May 14, 1981, p.5

HINES, CECILIA
Red Cross awards to C Hines, E S Backman, Jun 19, 1980, p.6

HINNERS, ELIZABETH
E S Hinners dies, Oct 8, 1981, p.23

HINSEY, JOSEPH
Lawyers elect J Hinsey chairman of ABA section, Aug 11, 1983, p.11

HINSEY, JOSEPH (DR)
Dr J C Hinsey dies, Mar 26, 1981, p.22
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HINTZ, ROSEMARY
Original show at Heathcote, Apr 8, 1982, p.19
After-school day care slated to start here in September (list), Jun 17, 1982, p.1

HIPPS, JACKIE

HIRSCH, ADRIAN
Town Club: Teacher pay should rise less than cost of living, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Shabby treatment (ltr), Feb 21, 1980, p.4
Point of agreement (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.2
No deal for couples (on Town Club dues), May 29, 1980, p.1
Town Club approves amendment procedure, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Selective listening (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Town Club debates over reports, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Indoor pool gets backing of Town, and Village Clubs, May 27, 1982, p.1
Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1
Special Patrol leaders elected (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.3
Town Club backs Unit Meetings, Feb 10, 1983, p.2
Town Club hears from O'Rourke, squabbles over tennis courts, Apr 14, 1983, p.2
We all care—or should (ltr), Sep 1, 1983, p.6
Woman's Club keeps Non-Partisan role, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

HIRSCH, ADRIAN (AU)
Receptacles for 'dog deposits' (ltr), Jan 3, 1980, p.4
He sees no reason to change system (ltr), Feb 14, 1980, p.4
System supporter: I like what we have (ltr), Jan 8, 1981, p.4
Readers take sides in village election (ltrs), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
Why burden taxpayers? (ltr), Apr 16, 1981, p.6
Reasons to vote no (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6
Many questions on Freightway (ltr), May 28, 1981, p.6
Tammany Hall tactic (ltr), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
Coalition name disputed (ltr), Feb 4, 1982, p.6
Character assassination (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6
Changing language (ltr), Oct 7, 1982, p.6
Plan to avoid acrimony (ltr), Dec 9, 1982, p.6
Founders' wisdom cited (ltr), Feb 17, 1983, p.6
Election challenge predicted (ltr), Apr 21, 1983, p.6
Use for a closed school (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
The news in doggerel (poem), Aug 11, 1983, p.6
Figures don't add up, he says (ltr), Oct 13, 1983, p.6
Special Patrolmen are for real (edit), Nov 17, 1983, p.7
Ode to Bill Dean (poem), Jul 26, 1984, p.6

HIRSCH, ALISON
May madness (photo), May 3, 1984, p.14

HIRSCH, ANN
Alarm Failure, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Singing out the 'Sounds of SCS': A Hirsch, B Cunningham, B Landes (photo), May 7, 1981, p.5
Bowl Dinner a musical, literary, psychological affair (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.1

HIRSCH, ETHEL
Merchants report mixed response to evening hours, Jul 26, 1984, p.1

HIRSCH, JUDITH (AU)
Seniors who volunteer (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
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HINSEY, PHYLLIS

Board of Ed OK's semester courses, rejects mid-year exam; Italian considered, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
School Board says yes to Italian, comp. religion; adds one day to recess, Mar 13, 1980, p.11
School Board OK's budget; hears 9-12 skills report, Apr 10, 1980, p.13
School Board members applaud Crowder, Weitzen; Board approves new football coach, Jun 12, 1980, p.15
Board delays action on building charges, Feb 26, 1981, p.13
Plaudits and tributes mark Board of Ed year-end meeting, Jun 11, 1981, p.18
Altieri is board president (list), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
Nominating group asks for board candidates, Jan 7, 1982, p.11
Nominating committee to pick from four (S Albert, B Donat, I Engel, P Hinsey) for two board slots, Jan 21, 1982, p.11
Nominating committee endorses Albert and Hinsey for board (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.19
$9 million budget passed; vote light, May 6, 1982, p.15
Goodby party has warmth, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Controversial cut penalties lifted (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.9
Kennedy named to high school staff, Sep 2, 1982, p.11
Board hires new EHS counselor; studies course proposals; Jan 13, 1983, p.11
Board opens faculty courses; OK's plan for gifted/talented, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
Referendum needed for EHT school phone system, Jul 7, 1983, p.9
Weitzen quits EHT school board; Jul 28, 1983, p.11
Parents' concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
John Moyle named to EHT School Board, Aug 18, 1983, p.9
Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11
Board sets goals; safety is concern, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
High School scheduling is focus at quiet School Board meeting, Oct 13, 1983, p.11
Board gets tough on snow removal, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
Board winds clock for study of all-day kindergarten plan, Nov 3, 1983, p.11
Board prepares to fight state plan, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
Board says 'no' to Children's Center, Nov 17, 1983, p.8
Board debates plea for gym consultant, Dec 1, 1983, p.8
Board resumes 'classic' argument, Jan 5, 1984, p.9
Finn takes onus on 'Sunshine' evasion (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.11
Meyer stresses need for reforms (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.11
Selection criteria for 'gifted' set, Feb 9, 1984, p.11
School Board looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p.10
Mandatory counseling program for all EHT ninth graders being planned, Mar 1, 1984, p.11
Board unfazed by a dark, storay night, Mar 15, 1984, p.10
Hold the line on salaries (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
Board okays $10.9 million budget with 9.1% tax increase, Apr 5, 1984, p.10
New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11
Board replacing Seely principal R C Fornges, Apr 19, 1984, p.11
Petition signatures arouse controversy on EHT School Board, Apr 26, 1984, p.11
Board of Ed enters Roundroukas battle, May 10, 1984, p.13
Parents asked to participate in selection of administrator, May 17, 1984, p.9
Board sets initial teacher aide study, Jun 7, 1984, p.10
A proud graduation (photo; list), Jun 28, 1984, p.11

HINSEY, PHYLLIS (AU)

EHT focus on excellence (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.19
EHT schools set lofty goals (photo); (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.19
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HIRSCH, LED JR

HIRSCH, MORRIS
Morris Hirsch dies after long illness, Feb 2, 1982, p.1

HIRSCH, PAUL
May madness (photo), May 3, 1984, p.14

HIRSCH, RICHARD (AU)
Closing of Huntington asked (ltr), Dec 6, 1984, p.6

HIRSCH, SUSAN (AU)
Closing of Huntington asked (ltr), Dec 6, 1984, p.6

HIRSCHFELD, ALLISON
Friends pick A B Hirschfeld leader, Apr 30, 1981, p.23

HIRSH, KAREN
There’s always a happy ending at Wapetuck (photo; addl photo p 8), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

HIRSHORN, WALTER
Marx estate sold for development (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.1

HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC-GBH
Town library to show Odell artifacts, Sep 8, 1983, p.11

HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC-GREAT BRITAIN
British cousins, Sep 4, 1980, p.1

HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC-HTS
Odell House marks 200th anniversary (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.15

HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC-SCS
Historical Society conducting new fund drive (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.1
Filing for dollars, Jan 3, 1980, p.1
Boniface lift (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Wayside makes list, Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Getting Wayside on landmark list took persistence (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
History in the making, Sep 1, 1983, p.1
On SCS’s heritage (ltr), Aug 16, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL HOUSES, SITES

HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Historic houses mark holidays at County restoration sites (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.20

HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC-WHITE PLAINS
Renovate County Center (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF EARLY AMERICAN DECORATION
‘At 85, time to see what I’ve been doing’: J Wachsm (photo; addl photo p 20; list), Feb 18, 1982, p.6

HITCHHIKING
College student from SCS J Katz survives hitchhiking tragedy, Sep 11, 1980, p.1

HOAD, DONALD
Assistant Village Manager named: D Newman (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.1
All’s well that ends well (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.2
Fees take effect, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Assistant here, J Faellia, named to top Tarrytown job, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
Rail strike taking toll on merchants (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Train station to get repairs, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
New sergeant on the force (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.3
Scouts observe Government Day by ‘taking over’ Village Hall (photo; list), Feb 23, 1984, p.5
Local officials seek help in beautifying Bronx River banks (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.3
Phones of their own, Sep 6, 1984, p.1
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HOOD, DONALD continued
Assistant D Hoad resigns, Sep 6, 1984, p.1

HOAG, PAUL (AU)
He's impressed by store (ltr), Oct 6, 1983, p.6

HOAR, LEO JR
Fordham honors resident L J Hoar Jr, Jan 12, 1984, p.14

HOBBES, EMILY
Holiday Fantasy (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.5

HOBEMAN, ROBERTA (AU)
Preventing addiction starts with education (edit), Oct 18, 1984, p.7

HOBSON, ALFREIDA
A P Hobson dies, Feb 28, 1980, p.10

HOBSON, ELMER
E S Hobson dies, Apr 3, 1980, p.14

HOCH, SANDRE
School programs examined in open board discussions on Tuesday, Dec 16, 1982, p.15

HOCHBERG, AUDREY
Hochberg criticizes MTA, Jan 24, 1980, p.7
Against the path, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Assn of Counties names A Hochberg, Feb 28, 1980, p.2
Bike path protest continues; Rec fees, taxi fares raised, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Forum on rail service "depressing" (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
Button, button; A Hochberg visits China (photo), May 15, 1980, p.7
MTA asks for more money; riders demand more service, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Divided management seen as factor in railroad ills, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
It was Daniel Tompkins Day (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.3
Hochberg endorses Holtzman, Jul 3, 1980, p.2
Hochberg slams Conrail conditions, Jul 17, 1980, p.3
Heat wave hits commuters hardest as A/C units fail (photo; addl photo p 4), Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Get rid of Conrail, say Legislators Hochberg, Winikow, Aug 7, 1980, p.3
Walworth Avenue: stop signs, light, yes; one-way, maybe, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Legal question on MTA fare policy, Sep 25, 1980, p.5
Village Board makes Walworth one-way (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Hochberg chairman of Holtzman campaign, Oct 23, 1980, p.9
Minibus on the way, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Hochberg asks Governor to step into rail crisis, Nov 20, 1980, p.11
Parkway plans, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Focus on health at budget meeting, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Deibel calls for county rail takeover, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Bottle bill, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
GCC to help with Central Ave plans, Jan 8, 1981, p.11
Bronx River Pkwy (improvements), Feb 5, 1981, p.1
SCS pressing for 4-lane parkway plan (photo; addl photo p 15), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
Panel of residents opposes Hutch plan, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Hochberg: Keep Hutch four lanes, Mar 19, 1981, p.2
Sludge storage on Jackson Avenue 'madness'—Hochberg, Mar 19, 1981, p.19
New bottle bill introduced, Mar 26, 1981, p.5
For four lanes, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Hochberg charges politics shaped redistricting maps, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
New MTA head for region P Stangl to face riders at public meeting May 7, Apr 30, 1981, p.6
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HOCHBERG, AUDREY continued

Democrats' maps, May 7, 1981, p.1
Underwriting blamed for loss of rail fares, May 7, 1981, p.4
Hearing on redistricting (map p.16), May 14, 1981, p.1
Rail meeting focuses on A/C, May 14, 1981, p.2
County plan would divide SCS (maps), May 21, 1981, p.1
Alternate plan, May 28, 1981, p.1
A/C maintenance blasted, May 28, 1981, p.3
Redistricting plan killed, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Riders oppose fare hike, Jun 11, 1981, p.3
GOP picks Grossman to face Hochberg (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Democrats renominate incumbents for November, Jun 25, 1981, p.20
County honor for the JACS (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.2
Commission fails to make choice of Hutch plans, Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Woodland closing likely, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
DOT, local groups reach compromise on Central Ave (photo; list), Jul 23, 1981, p.11
No campaign spending limits, Jul 30, 1981, p.1
Deadlock remains over Woodland, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
Trustees move to close Walworth Ave, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Hochberg seeks change in county rental code, Aug 27, 1981, p.2
Hochberg credited (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
Despite closing of Woodland decision on Walworth delayed, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Redistricting is concern of Hochberg, Grossman; Incumbent for power agency, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
Hochberg supporters meet (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.2
New mini-bus small in size, mighty service (photo; map, schedule p.10), Sep 24, 1981, p.6
LUV plans candidates meeting (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Residents hail new plan for Hutch, Oct 22, 1981, p.1
Rails group is proposed by Hochberg, Oct 22, 1981, p.3
Political rivals clash over incumbents' records (photo; addl photo p.12), Oct 29, 1981, p.1
County posts at stake November 3, Oct 29, 1981, p.1
They deserve re-election (edit), Oct 29, 1981, p.6
Town Board, Supervisor's seats at stake in election, Oct 29, 1981, p.15
SCS vote helps Hochberg, DelBello win (chart p.9), Nov 5, 1981, p.1
Early completion seen for Crane Road entrance to BRP (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.1
Democrats win town, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
Winner congratulated (ltr), Nov 12, 1981, p.6
For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Med Center: Focus of controversy in a controversial county budget, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
County Budget passed, Dec 31, 1981, p.1
New bus schedule, Dec 31, 1981, p.1
Patronage?, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Rent control law debated, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Parkway project, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Conrail stops Paul Feiner from surveying commuters, Jan 29, 1982, p.1
Election decision, Jan 29, 1982, p.1
Campaign letter provokes charges of 'mud-slinging', Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Town Club reception brings rival candidates together (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
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HOCHBERG, AUDREY continued

Feiner seeks support for private bus service, Feb 18, 1982, p.3
Responsiveness seen (ltr), Mar 4, 1982, p.6
Hearing adjourned, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Hochberg marks volunteer week, May 6, 1982, p.5
Feiner to run for Assembly, May 13, 1982, p.1
New approach, May 13, 1982, p.1
Speaker W Mitofsky defends TV's role in the election process (list), May 13, 1982, p.5
Hochberg in race for Assembly (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1
Democratic leaders back Hochberg, May 27, 1982, p.1
Hochberg gets party's nod in New Rochelle, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
Re-evaluating, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
Railroad issue, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Victory could hurt party (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
MTA official sees improvements, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
No LWV debate, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Most at hearing back 4 lanes on Hutch, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
District lines rejected, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Happy 200th to Daniel O Tompkins (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.3
SCS back in Burrows' district, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
No primary, Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Audrey Hochberg drops out of race, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Legislator Hochberg assails decontrol, Jul 22, 1982, p.2
Hochberg: no help for Con Ed, Oct 7, 1982, p.3
Town Club hears reports on village, schools, county, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Hochberg fighting Con Ed, Nov 4, 1982, p.3
Battle over Hutch heating up again (cont p 5), Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Resolutions, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Legislators offer resolution opposing MTA fare increase, Dec 16, 1982, p.9
Hochberg: Don't spin off Med Center, Jan 20, 1983, p.5
Hochberg named to health council, Feb 3, 1983, p.10
LHW reapportionment plan would keep SCS in one district, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Town Club backs Unit Meetings, Feb 10, 1983, p.2
Larger county role asked in rate cases, Mar 10, 1983, p.3
Hochberg calls for speed up of trials, Mar 17, 1983, p.2
Still no (redistricting) plan, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Democrats pick Reid; Veteran plans primary, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
County gets extra judge to ease backlog of cases, Apr 14, 1983, p.4
County redistricting plan would keep SCS whole, split EMT in three (diagram), Apr 20, 1983, p.1
County redistricting plan draws fire here; EMT to be split three ways, Apr 20, 1983, p.15
Debate over redistricting to continue at hearing (map p 16), May 5, 1983, p.1
Critics blast redistricting plan, May 12, 1983, p.1
New plan splits EMT in two, May 19, 1983, p.1
Mrs Hochberg critical of redistricting switch, May 19, 1983, p.11
Mrs Hochberg to run; Tocci weighs options, May 26, 1983, p.1
Redistricting plan passed over Democratic protests, May 26, 1983, p.1
Hochberg backs bill to protect tenants, May 26, 1983, p.4
Honorable defeat for EMT on reapportionment, May 26, 1983, p.11
Small turnout for railroad hearing (list), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
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HOCHBERG, AUDREY  continued

Hochberg asks hearing on (bars') closing hours, Jun 2, 1983, p.5
Local Democrats back Hochberg; (new district leaders named [list]), Jun 9, 1983, p.1
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican cake, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Hochberg proposes questionnaire for Guideline Board candidates, Jun 9, 1983, p.22
GOP picks W Root candidate in Eighth, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Hochberg assures nomination, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Historically speaking: D D Toapkins (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
Historical catalogue debuts (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.5
MTA may install windows that open, Jul 14, 1983, p.3
County plans prettier salt shed, Jul 21, 1983, p.3
'Joan of Arts' leads Mondaie forces into town (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Ride for Life, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
SCS stop on Ride for Life (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.1
County official R R Hefti quits under fire, Aug 25, 1983, p.1
Beyond motivations (edit), Sep 1, 1983, p.6
Legislative race (Root v Hochberg) is study in contrasts (photo p 12), Sep 22, 1983, p.1
Root campaign criticized (ltr), Oct 13, 1983, p.6
Hochberg: Use funds to aid crime victims, Oct 20, 1983, p.4
Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Campaigns come to SCS (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.1
For Audrey Hochberg (edit), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
Give Audrey Hochberg credit (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
For Reid-Hochberg team (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
Don't be complacent (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
Demonstrate democracy (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
Hochberg, Reid finish first in SCS vote (chart), Nov 10, 1983, p.1
O'Rourke asks 9.4% tax hike; proposes OTB, hotel tax, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
Rent control eyed, Dec 1, 1983, p.1
Relief sought, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
County funds to help aid crime victims, Dec 8, 1983, p.11
Trustees promise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Plea for rent control (ltr), Dec 15, 1983, p.6
County adopts $610M budget, Dec 29, 1983, p.1
Hochberg aids tenants, Dec 29, 1983, p.1
Hochberg says it's too early, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Two a.m. closing time (for bars), Jan 19, 1984, p.1
Town Club backs nuclear freeze; asks Village Board to endorse it, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
A draft Hochberg movement? (ltr), Feb 9, 1984, p.6
Closing (of bars) at 4, Mar 8, 1984, p.1
New Eagle Scout, G M Berger, flying high (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.2
Dispute continues over Chateaux rent hikes, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Hope on the rails, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Rules group to study nominating procedure (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.11
County eyeing three % sales tax would reduce local property taxes, May 10, 1984, p.1
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
County Board votes for three percent sales tax, May 24, 1984, p.1
Route 22 due for repairs, May 31, 1984, p.1
Metro North riders lack clout, Town Club rail report finds, May 31, 1984, p.1
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HOCHBERG, AUDREY continued

Local officials seek help in beautifying Bronx River banks (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.3
Route change asked, Jun 21, 1984, p.1
County Board asks PSC to order Con Ed a refund, Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Local officials A Hochberg, L Tooley appointed to Town a Village Task Force, Aug 2, 1984, p.3
Residents, state tussling again over Hutch plans, Sep 27, 1984, p.1
Veterans' exemption, Sep 27, 1984, p.1
County votes down tax break for vets, Oct 4, 1984, p.1
911 may be coming, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Thanks to Audrey Hochberg (ltr), Nov 8, 1984, p.6
Proposed county budget holds tax rate, reduces bus service, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
Legislators vote down 66 bus, approve $3M for contingency fund, Dec 6, 1984, p.1
County saves route 66 bus, Dec 13, 1984, p.1
Hochberg calls for new measures to regulate private refuse carriers, Dec 13, 1984, p.27
Agreement set to curb hikes in Chateaux rents, Dec 20, 1984, p.1
County budget means tax hike for SCS, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

HOCHBERG, AUDREY (AU)

County's year featured tax cut (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.19
Asks Governor for help (ltr), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
Investment in future (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
County taxes reduced for third straight year (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.22
Let's derail the MTA! (edit), May 28, 1981, p.7
Legislator A Hochberg urges 'yes' votes (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.20
Propositions backed (ltr), Mar 25, 1982, p.6
Assembly endorsement (ltr), Oct 7, 1982, p.6
County highlights of '82 (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.18
Westchester report (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.19
Bus (66) is uniquely important (ltr), Dec 6, 1984, p.6

HOCHBERG, HERBERT

Split vote on five amendments to Non-Partisan Resolution, May 21, 1981, p.6
Proposal for home called 'deficient', May 20, 1982, p.1
New SNAP leadership (photo), May 20, 1982, p.4
Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1
Three cheers for board's! (ltr), Jun 3, 1982, p.6
Village won't try to block home, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Burrows on the railroads (ltr), Aug 12, 1982, p.6
Woman's Club keeps Non-Partisan role, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

HOCHBERG, HERBERT (AU)

Constructive element (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
Better service demanded (ltr), Jul 22, 1982, p.6
SNAP focuses on community concerns (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.22

HOCHBERG, LEWIS

Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1

HOCHHAUSER, STEPHEN

Cut policy, athletic program are issues at board meeting, Oct 15, 1981, p.13
Area unites against Moundroukas proposal, May 17, 1984, p.9

HOCHHAUSER, STEPHEN (AU)

Unneighborly behavior charged in EMT (ltr), Aug 18, 1983, p.6

HOCHMAN, HAROLD (DR)

Professor H M Hochman named to 'Who's Who', Apr 14, 1983, p.14
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HOCHMAN, SANDY
SCS Jr High (photo; list) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.9

HOCHSTADT, MARC
New mini-bus; small in size, mighty service (photo; map, schedule p 10), Sep 24, 1981, p.6

HOCHSTRASSER, BETTY
Hanging prints for Bronxville Camera Club exhibit (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.5

HOCHVERT, DEREK
Scouts study survival arts (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.15

HOCK, NANCY
Correction: N Hock incorrectly identified in June 16 Inquirer, Jun 23, 1983, p.11
Old grads never die; they go to Alumni Tea (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.9

HOCKEY
Goal! (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.11
How I raised $10,000 and beat the Rangers (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p.7
Board prepares to fight state plan, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
Hockey team to get coach and uniforms: EMT Board of Education (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.11
Hockey team still looking for coach, Dec 6, 1984, p.11
SEE ALSO FIELD HOCKEY

HOCKEY PLAYERS
Welcome normality draws Ranger families to village (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
Meet the Vickerses—lively new family in town (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.17

HODABA, HARRY
Elks Lodge hosts Cub Scout derby race (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.16

HODABA, JEFFREY (AU)
A perfect place (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6

HODBART, JACK
United Way agency enables clients to reach full potential, Jun 7, 1984, p.5

HODGES, MARGARET (AU)
Tenants fear displacement (ltr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6

HOEY, KRISTEN
Carnival time for pre-schoolers (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.5

HOFF, VIRGINIA
Never dreamed those two girls would make it! (photo), May 24, 1984, p.6
Hoff-Barthelson Music School
SEE MUSIC SCHOOLS

HOFER, JOAN
Local bank sets photo exhibit by J Hoffer, Mar 31, 1983, p.3

HOFER, BETTY
Jeffrey Hoffman preparing to fulfill childhood dream, Oct 6, 1983, p.1

HOFMANN, BILL
BAR votes to end closed sessions, Aug 27, 1981, p.1

HOFMANN, BURTON (DR)
Jeffrey Hoffman preparing to fulfill childhood dream, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Correction: Dr B Hoffman misquoted, Oct 13, 1983, p.3

HOFMANN, DOUG
SCS resident R Maiden captures first place in photo contest (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.11

HOFMANN, ETHEL
GCT awards Spelsvins (to L Klein, B Korsen) (photo; list), Jun 26, 1980, p.19

HOFMANN, SANDY
SCS Jr High (photo; list) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.9
Hoffman, Francis (AU)
Be proud of Cultural Center (ltr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6

Hoffman, Jeffrey (DR)
Astronaut Dr J Hoffman speaks at SCS High (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.13
Astronaut J A Hoffman to address seniors (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Hats off to the graduates (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Class of '83 (photo) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.12
SCS astronaut J A Hoffman selected, Sep 22, 1983, p.1
Jeffrey Hoffman preparing to fulfill childhood dream, Oct 6, 1983, p.1

Hoffman, Joseph
Syphony president: J Hoffman (list), Jul 17, 1980, p.10

Hoffman, Milton
Political journalist M Hoffman to give talk, Oct 4, 1984, p.1
LWV hears journalist M Hoffman preview '84 election, Oct 18, 1984, p.4

Hoffman, Robert (AU)
Rehire math center aides (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4

Hoffnagle, James

Hofheimer, (Mrs Joseph)
WP Hospital fall party raises $16,000 (photo; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.11

Hofheimer, Gertrude
Finishing up 1980 (Adult School) brochure (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.3
Senior sing-along (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.3
Seniors move into new home (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.3
Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6
Seniors crafts sale (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.5
Scarsdalians selected for Senior Citizen Hall of Fame (list), Oct 13, 1983, p.3
SCS Hall of Famers (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.2
Planning Board gets views on downtown, May 3, 1984, p.1
B Anderson accepts Lillian Drake Thies trophy (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.3
Aid for elderly?, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

Hofheimer, Gertrude (AU)
Tribute to Jane Kelley (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6

Hofheimer, Joseph
Talking over school days? (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.10
Carol Stix to head local foundation (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
New trustee: J Hofheimer (photo), May 28, 1981, p.3
Joseph Hofheimer to head Hospital (photo; list), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Honors for gift shop decorators (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.2
Record turnout at auxiliary luncheon (photo; list), Apr 21, 1983, p.9
Hofheimer re-elected by hospital (list), Apr 29, 1983, p.1
White Plains hospital honors top volunteers (photo; list), May 19, 1983, p.2
Joseph Hofheimer named 'First Citizen' (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.4
First Citizen of Westchester: J Hofheimer (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.10
Hofheimer to chair SCS Bowl event (photo), Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Top civic honor for Betty Menke (photo), Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Betty Menke hailed as a standard-setter, Feb 16, 1984, p.3
Hofheimer re-elected board chairman at WP Hospital annual meeting (list), May 3, 1984, p.3

Hofheimer, Joseph (AU)
Examples of citizenship (ltr), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
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HOFHEIMER, NATALIE
Making a list (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.8
Record turnout at auxiliary luncheon (photo; list), Apr 21, 1983, p.8
White Plains Hospital turns 90 (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.2
A job well done (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.8

HOFSTEAD, (MRS AVIS)
Co-op conversion showdown nears at Fort Hill Village (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.15

HOFSTEAD, VICKY
Fair weather for graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.11

HOGAN, JAMES
Defining education at EHS: everyone gets into the act, May 21, 1981, p.19

HOGAN, WILLIAM
W F Hogan dies, Nov 4, 1982, p.16

HOHN, HARRY
Executive VP: HG Hohn (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.4

HOKANSON, EDNA
Board returns to business as usual, Dec 21, 1982, p.11

HOLBROOK, (MRS DEAN) (AU)
Too quick to destroy (litr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6

HOLDEN, JOHN
Judge J Holden, Jan 10, 1980, p.1
Mock court provides insight into local justice system, Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Neighbors protest proposal for cluster housing on Post Road (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Decision on cluster plan delayed by legal ruling (illus), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Cheaper electricity, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Planning Board considering cluster housing proposal, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Bike law hearing, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Library crackdown, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Tennis court suit, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Newspaper machine, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Buses may enter, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Trustees okay Creche, 4-3, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Election campaign hits full stride, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Architecture Board member H Weissman resigns, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
BAR votes to end closed sessions, Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Dress code letter becomes media event (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.1
Assessments called unfair, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Village eyes ban on electronic games, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Village prepares to fight against halfway house, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Boss of the Year: J Holden (photo), May 6, 1982, p.4
Village attorney J Holden leaving to be judge in White Plains, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Congratulations, regrets (edit), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Board names R M Gardella village attorney (list), May 12, 1983, p.1

HOLDEN, RUTH
R M Holden dies, Jul 7, 1983, p.16

HOLDEN, STEPHEN
Wayside Cottage celebration (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.1

HOLDER, BILL
Live from EHS: WFAS to air MDA dance marathon benefit (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.11
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HOLDRIDGE, MARY
M I Holdridge dies, Jan 20, 1983, p.18

HOLBER, JOEL
Hearings held on GBH budget, Nov 20, 1980, p.15
Round table brings together criminals with victims of crime (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.5
Crime Victims Agency assisted over 1000 people in first year, Jul 22, 1982, p.2

HOLIDAYS
A Holy Day is not a Holiday (ltr), Oct 22, 1981, p.6
Against holiday for King (ltr), Sep 29, 1983, p.6
Honor is due Dr Martin Luther King (edit), Oct 13, 1983, p.7
Take stock of your feelings (edit), Dec 29, 1983, p.7
SEE ALSO VACATIONS, NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL HOLIDAYS, EX CHRISTMAS

HOLLAND, HERBERT
State cites SHS, Mar 24, 1983, p.1

HOLLAND, LAURA (AU)
Tribute to Dr Heran (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6

HOLLAND, PETER
A School graduation (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.2

HOLLAND, VICKI
Awarded: R Forges, S Wolman, Dr T K Edwards (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.10
New play areas nearly done after a year of hard work (photo, list), Jun 28, 1984, p.10

HOLLANDER, ALAN
Awards assembly climaxes winter sports season, Mar 19, 1981, p.19
Budget raise now 9%; tenure granted, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
EHS band be-medalled at Montreal music festival, May 27, 1982, p.10
EHS musicians honored here, ready for road (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.11
Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11
New B/T curriculum to be written this summer, Jun 21, 1984, p.10
Christmas Eve voices (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.9

HOLLIDAY, MAYNARD
Student M A Holliday presents project at national conference, May 17, 1984, p.16

HOLLINGS, ERNEST
Spokesmen for presidential hopefuls seek support of SCS Democrats, Feb 2, 1984, p.1

HOLLISTER, FREDERIC
F Hollister dies, Feb 23, 1984, p.10

HOLLOWAY, DORIS
Chanukah concert at Manhattan Savings (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.3

HOLLWEGS, THYRA
Two Lutheran churches unite in '79 (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.34

HOLMBERG, VIOLA SPONSBURGER (DR)
SEE SPONSBURGER-HOLMBERG, VIOLA (DR)

HOLMES, ALBERT
A S Holmes dies, Feb 12, 1981, p.20

HOLMES, GEORGE JR
Tragedy hits home (Cpl G N Holmes Jr dies in rescue mission in Iran), May 1, 1980, p.1

HOLMES, JANET
Volunteerism topic of J Holmes' talk (photo, list), Jun 19, 1980, p.7

HOLMES, LILY
L Holmes dies, May 19, 1983, p.14

HOLMES, RUTH
R E Holmes dies, Jul 26, 1984, p.14
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HOLOCAUST  
SEE JEWS-PERSECUTIONS

HOLSCHER, GEORGE  
G Holser dies, Jan 15, 1981, p.14

HOLSTEN, BERNDT  
Holsten to open expanded store, Nov 13, 1980, p.10

HOLSTEN, GARY  
Jeweler G Holsten runs down man charged with stealing froni his store, Jul 14, 1983, p.1  
More protection (edit), Jul 14, 1983, p.6

HOLT, NICKY  
Carnival time for pre-schoolers (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.5

HOLTER, PATRA  
Students explore ‘Arts of the Book’ (photo; list), May 17, 1984, p.14

HOLTZMAN, ELIZABETH  
Senate hopefuls J Lindsay, E Holtzman speak (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.1
Hochberg endorses Holtzman, Jul 3, 1980, p.2
Group forms for Holtzman (list), Jul 17, 1980, p.3
Senate races top primary ballot, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
SCS's favorites were Holtzman, Javits, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
In EMT, Javits wins, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Hochberg chairman of Holtzman campaign, Oct 23, 1980, p.9
For Holtzman (edit), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
Investment in future (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
EMT voters back Reagan, Holtzman in heavy turnout (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.15
New officers at WRT (photo; list), May 14, 1981, p.24

HOLTZMAN, MARY ELLEN  
Christmas candy delights M Holtzman (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.3

HOLTZMAN, MEGHAN  
Christmas candy delights M Holtzman (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.3

HOLZAPFEL, DAVID  
SCS's lunchtime retreat: Chase Park (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 26, 1982, p.1

HOLZAPFEL, FORREST  
SCS's lunchtime retreat: Chase Park (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 26, 1982, p.1

HOLZAPFEL, SIMON  
SCS's lunchtime retreat: Chase Park (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 26, 1982, p.1

HOMAN, WILLIAM (DR)  
Med Center: Focus of controversy in a controversial county budget, Dec 17, 1981, p.1

HOME BIRTH  
SEE CHILDBIRTH

HOME DECORATION  
SEE INTERIOR DECORATION

HOME HEATING  
SEE HEATING

HOME INSULATION  
SEE INSULATION (HEAT)

HOME OFFICES  
SEE HOME-BASED BUSINESSES

HOME RULE  
Home rule explained (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
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HOME RULE  continued
    Heritage Plaza proposal dead, Jul 8, 1982, p.1

HOME-BASED BUSINESSES
    Controversy over home office, Nov 27, 1980, p.5
    Rubier withdraws plans to renovate home office, Dec 18, 1980, p.2
    It's not a cottage industry (edit), Sep 9, 1982, p.7

HOMELESS
    I want people to see me... (edit), Apr 1, 1982, p.7
    Photo exhibit portrays the homeless, Mar 8, 1984, p.9
    Homelessness is a loss of connections (edit), Jun 7, 1984, p.7
    He got through the winter, at least (edit), Aug 30, 1984, p.7

HOMEWORK HOTLINE
    See HOTLINES

HONEY
    Beekeeper Dr T Cherbuliez' labor yields sweet rewards (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.6
    How to collect honey (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.24

HONG KONG-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
    Travel: crown jewels of the Pacific (photo) (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.5

HONG, YOON-KEE
    All I want for Christmas... (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.9

HONOMICHL, FRAH
    Lucky ticket selected by M Geiger (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.10

HONOMICHL, JACK
    SCS author J J Homeichl wins journalisie award, Jul 21, 1983, p.2
    SCS author J J Homeichl reveals secrets of top marketers, Apr 5, 1984, p.8

HONOMICHL, J. (AU)
    Unsung athletes (ltr), Jul 5, 1984, p.6

HONOMICHL, JOSEPH
    Eagle Scout from SCS, J Homeichl (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.6

HONOR SOCIETIES
    See AWARDS

HONORARY DEGREES
    See AWARDS

HONORS
    See AWARDS

HOOD, WILLIAM
    No call after the storm (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.11

HOOBER, DONALD
    School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
    School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1

HOOKER, OLIVIA (AU)
    Mourns woman (H Johnson) killed on train (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6

HOLEY, MARGARET
    90th birthday of M L Hooley celebrated here, Jul 1, 1982, p.8

HOPPE-party, HORMA
    International Fair at Heathcote, Jun 21, 1984, p.16

HOPPESTEIN, TAUERN
    WCC appoints Scarsdalians, Nov 5, 1981, p.2

HOPPER, JOSEPH
    Suspected burglars nabbed, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
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HORAN, HERBERT
Library (Board) appointees: H Horan, N Myers, Oct 28, 1982, p.1

HORAN, HUBERT
Manhattan Savings plans to open office in village (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.1
December opening? (for Manhattan Savings Bank), May 22, 1980, p.1
Savings Bank gets local, state OK's, Jun 12, 1980, p.3
Athletic field renamed for Bill Dean (photo; list), Jun 12, 1980, p.16
Final approval (for Manhattan Savings Bank), Aug 7, 1980, p.1

HORAN, MARY (SISTER)
Sister M A Horan dies, Dec 29, 1983, p.10

HORAN, JOHN
J Morgan dies, Apr 22, 1982, p.14

HORN, NORMAN
N E Horn dies, Jan 13, 1983, p.16

HORN, OTTO
O J Horn dies, Mar 12, 1981, p.19

HORNABROOK, JENNIFER
Mormons hold graduation (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.14

HORNECASTLE, COURT
SCS pool opens Saturday for 16th summer of swimming, May 24, 1984, p.3

HORNECASTLE, RAYMOND
Textile company elects local man R C Hornecastle as president, Oct 7, 1982, p.19
Dad's Club program cited (photo), May 5, 1983, p.20
Development plans come under fire: 7 fields proposed on Griffen (illus), Jun 16, 1983, p.1

HORNE, CHRISTOPHER VAN
SEE VAN HORNE, CHRISTOPHER

HORNE, ROBERT VAN
SEE VAN HORNE, ROBERT

HORNER, ELIZABETH
A flowering memory: Hays garden at Seely (photo), May 6, 1982, p.15
Farewells at board meeting; school changes explained, Jun 10, 1982, p.11

HORNIK, EDITH (AU)
Governor responsible (ltr), Jan 15, 1981, p.4

HORODAS, S STUART (DR)
Astronomical salaries (ltr), Aug 26, 1982, p.6

HOROWITZ, ALAN
Hearing held on 1980 Town Budget, Dec 11, 1980, p.25

HOROWITZ, ALAN (AU)
The only important question: Why? (edit), Jul 21, 1983, p.7

HOROWITZ, DAVID
Slippery problem on Ardsley Road (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.9

HOROWITZ, MARC (DR)
Ophthalmologist Dr I S Taylor takes partner, Dr M A Horowitz, Jul 14, 1983, p.2
Local MD's M Horowitz, H Rosen join staff at St Agnes Hospital, Dec 22, 1983, p.10

HOROWITZ, S MARK
Former resident S M Horowitz director of firm now showing in NYC (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.2

HOROWITZ, SAUL

HOROWITZ, TYKLE
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HOROWITZ, TYKLE continued
Historical Society drive opens (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.4

HORSEMANSHIP
SCS family practices art of horsemanship (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.6
Second grader B E Zilenziger wins first in horse show, Dec 15, 1983, p.18
Boulder Brook - 'a village landmark' (ltr), Jan 5, 1984, p.6
Riders fight for Boulder Brook Club, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Consider the alternatives (ltr), Jun 7, 1984, p.6

SEE ALSO PROJECT UNICORN

HORSES
World famous horses in town (photo), May 6, 1982, p.19
Hitched up (photo), May 27, 1982, p.1
She wants fireworks moved (ltr), Jul 7, 1983, p.6

HORT, PETER
Read-in nets cash donation, May 12, 1983, p.13

HORTON, CAROLYN
The stores before the lull (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.3

HORTON, MICHAEL
The stores before the lull (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.3

HORVATH, JOHN (DR)
Firm appoints soil scientist (Dr) J S Horvath, Jun 5, 1980, p.2

HOSELY, DAVID
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

HOSPICE PROGRAMS
A call to end confusion (edit), Jul 29, 1982, p.7
Hospice brings comfort to dying, Aug 2, 1984, p.5

HOSPITALS
Doctors ready to fight plan that would close St Agnes (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.1
St Agnes releases denial of 'rumor', Jan 17, 1980, p.4
Cheerful dolls made by SCS seniors bring cheer to pediatric patients (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.6
St Agnes Assn names officers (list), Feb 7, 1980, p.6
Auxiliary of WP Hospital provides link to community (photo; list) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.23
St Agnes appoints R E Landry chairman of board, Apr 24, 1980, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.22
Hospital re-elects W H White as president, May 1, 1980, p.2
Local MD D J Schein named head of surgery, May 1, 1980, p.6
Center's ex-director J Levin joins Phelps staff, May 8, 1980, p.23
White Plains Hospital statement of philosophy, priorities and policies (illus), May 15, 1980, p.22
Hospital honors volunteers (list), May 22, 1980, p.7
M Schiller-Strou appointed to board of counselors, WP Hospital (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.6
St Agnes honors top volunteers (list), Jun 5, 1980, p.7
White Plains, Montefiore Hospitals to affiliate, Jun 26, 1980, p.5
White Plains Hospital honors young volunteers (list), Oct 9, 1980, p.6
New debate over Neo-Natal ICU logos, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Talking over school days? (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.10
WP Hospital hosts Health Careers Day (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.18
DelBello, Legislators argue over opening units at Medical Center, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
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HOSPITALS continued

Focus on health at budget meeting, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Hospital exec director D S Broas to lead administrators, Dec 11, 1980, p.20
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital and Its 12th Annual Ball (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.32
Hospital staff elects Dr B Altman president, Dec 18, 1980, p.10
Local doctor W B Caspe director of pediatrics (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.16
County Board adopts budget, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
League opposes opening perinatal care facility, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
On perinatal services (ltr), Dec 25, 1980, p.4
Little girl, T Libardi, with a big heart (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.2
Hospital chairman: J H Engelohr, Jan 8, 1981, p.3
Hospital appoints T C Boelsen associate director, Jan 29, 1981, p.2
Hospital Auxiliary serves all people (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.22
Hospital appoints local therapist Dr S Goda, Feb 5, 1981, p.15
Hospital names Dr M D Ecker radiology head (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.6
SCS MD G H Sottessen named psychiatric director (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.3
Students visit White Plains Hospital (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.23
St Agnes Hospital accredited, Apr 16, 1981, p.10
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.28
Hospital elects governors (list), May 7, 1981, p.8
St Agnes elects trustees (list), May 7, 1981, p.19
"Looking well" at our hospitals (edit), May 14, 1981, p.7
SCS volunteers honored by hospital (list), May 14, 1981, p.11
Hospital appoints C R King, May 21, 1981, p.15
Hospital cites corps members R Cardillo, D Leavitt, May 21, 1981, p.16
Med Center's role questioned, Jun 18, 1981, p.1
White Plains Hospital names J B Schandler chief executive (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.5
St Agnes Hospital honors volunteers (list), Jul 16, 1981, p.5
White Plains Hospital awarded full accreditation, Aug 20, 1981, p.5
White Plains Hospital acquires ultrasound diagnostic equipment (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.5
Dr L G Josephson joins surgical staff, Sep 3, 1981, p.2
Lawrence appoints K Bailey, Sep 3, 1981, p.3
Dorothy Britton appointed public relations director (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.13
United Way announces grants (list), Sep 24, 1981, p.3
97 from SCS cited for service (list), Sep 24, 1981, p.16
WP Hospital fall party raises $16,000 (photo; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.11
New display case at White Plains Hospital (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.23
Mental health center elects Gordon Burrows (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.3
Director of nursing appointed: E M Melloe (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.11
County Medical Center honors A Freedan (list), Dec 3, 1981, p.13
Med Center: Focus of controversy in a controversial county budget, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
MD F M Jacobius named (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital; St Agnes' Holly Ball, Dec 17, 1981, p.20
Appointee (for Dr S J Langer) at St Vincent's, Dec 17, 1981, p.22
Youngest fundraiser: T L Libardi (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.4
Hospital names local resident V K Sweeney, Jan 21, 1982, p.8
MD T Jones appointed (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.12
White Plains Hospital names M S Seiden new chief operating officer (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.2
Legislator A Hochberg urges 'yes' votes (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.20
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HOSPITALS continued

Volunteers aid hospital (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.22
Growing role for hospital auxiliary (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.29
Local woman E Eisenberg named medical librarian, Feb 4, 1982, p.15
It doesn’t even hurt! (photo), Feb 18, 1982, p.13
Medic Alert program starts at White Plains Hospital, Mar 11, 1982, p.2
Local residents E T Schneider, F B Powers Jr, W J Bleichert elected to board, Apr 1, 1982, p.13
Hospital appoints SCS doctor H F Stock (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.2
St Agnes Hospital elects officers, board (list), Apr 8, 1982, p.5
Joseph Hofheiser to head Hospital (photo; list), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Eagle Scout project (photo), May 6, 1982, p.19
Director named: Dr R L Munich, May 27, 1982, p.12
White Plains Hospital honors former president W H White, Jun 10, 1982, p.4
Governor: M Elke (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.2
Hospital honors top volunteers (list), Jun 17, 1982, p.4
Appointment of M M Towers at hospital, Jun 24, 1982, p.8
Hospital appoints Dr C R Greenhouse, Dr S J Alderman, Dr M H Borkin, Jul 29, 1982, p.2
Medical Center names R B Williams new clinical director, Jul 29, 1982, p.5
SCS MD’s join staff at WP Hospital, Aug 26, 1982, p.2
Junior volunteers honored at White Plains Hospital (list), Oct 28, 1982, p.16
New at Hospital: Dr E Kaplan, Nov 18, 1982, p.12
Honors for gift shop decorators (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.32
SCS MD’s A Berish, R Granzen, M Mescon, F Newman named by St Agnes, Jan 6, 1983, p.4
Local doctor H Schoen named to board, Jan 13, 1983, p.20
Hochberg: Don’t spin off Med Center, Jan 20, 1983, p.5
PR director T C Buelsen appointed, Jan 20, 1983, p.12
Need for auxiliary greater than ever (photo; list) (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.26
White Plains Hospital elects Dr H B Siocon new medical staff president (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.5
SCS an I Birnbaum appointed VP at Montefiore, Feb 17, 1983, p.3
Three (Dr C Achatan, Dr W B Eisaman, Dr P A Patella) named to WP Hospital, Feb 24, 1983, p.5
Community cares enough (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Finishing touches (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.8
Making a list (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.8
Record turnout at auxiliary luncheon (photo; list), Apr 21, 1983, p.8
Hofheiser re-elected by hospital (list), Apr 28, 1983, p.1
St Agnes Hospital appoints local doctors M Grossman, R Narins, E Rosemarin, L Sevcik, Apr 28, 1983, p.21
Hospital re-elects leaders (list), May 5, 1983, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), May 5, 1983, p.29
Local doctors A R Broden, E Humbert join hospital, May 12, 1983, p.8
Local volunteers cited (list), May 19, 1983, p.2
White Plains hospital honors top volunteers (photo; list), May 19, 1983, p.2
Local MD R B Fath Jr named by St Agnes, Jun 23, 1983, p.5
New system at WP Hospital, Jun 30, 1983, p.10
St Agnes appoints K Huff, Jul 7, 1983, p.15
SCS doctors F Baska, E Rosemarin, R Fath Jr, H Lefkowitz, N Varsano-Aharon join WP Hospital, Jul 14, 1983, p.2
Hospital on Japanese doctors’ tour (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.4
Asst controller named by hospital: G G Doster, Jul 21, 1983, p.2
Doctor J Rosemarin joins WP Hospital, Jul 28, 1983, p.4
Provided by the auxiliary (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.2
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HOSPITALS continued

Junior volunteers honored (list), Sep 29, 1983, p.4
Hospital appoints Dr K Roth new chief of staff (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.4
White Plains Hospital turns 90 (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.2
St Agnes Hospital honors outstanding young volunteers (list), Nov 24, 1983, p.4
New chief officer M A Martino at WP Hospital (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.15
County budget reform asked; LWV raps tax limit on speech, Dec 15, 1983, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Diamond Jubilee Ball (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.32
Local MD's M Horowitz, H Rosen join staff at St Agnes Hospital, Dec 22, 1983, p.10
Spector gets hospital post (photo), Jan 5, 1984, p.2
SCS Auxiliary constantly increasing its contribution to White Plains Hospital (photo); Progress Edition, Jan 26, 1984, p.22
White Plains Hospital gets top accreditation, Feb 16, 1984, p.9
New director: Dr M Lee (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.8
Hospital names local doctor, B J Oppenheiaera, Mar 29, 1984, p.4
Lawrence Hospital appoints local MD Dr W J Roeder, Apr 19, 1984, p.2
White Plains Hospital names Dr M Feingold and Dr D J Marines section chiefs, Apr 26, 1984, p.2
Hofheier re-elected board chairman at WP Hospital annual meeting (list), May 3, 1984, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Auxiliary, White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), May 3, 1984, p.28
Hospital honors top volunteers (photo; list), May 31, 1984, p.4
Hospital cites six residents (list), May 31, 1984, p.9
Former governor M Wilson joins St Agnes board, Jun 7, 1984, p.3
St Agnes Hospital honors volunteers (list), Jun 21, 1984, p.3
New emergency system available to elderly, Jun 21, 1984, p.5
6 Hanan honored by hospital, Jun 28, 1984, p.20
Physicians L Berger, J Winters, H Rosen join White Plains staff, Jul 5, 1984, p.5
Governor G A Vecchione re-elected, Jul 19, 1984, p.8
Hospital receives gift for new surgery center (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.3
$1.1 million for children (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.2
With LifeAlert System, help is at subscriber's fingertips (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.3
Hospital Board chairman named: C P DiCesare (list), Aug 16, 1984, p.14
Director appointed: Dr P A Brooks-Bertram, Sep 27, 1984, p.11
Hospital cites young people (list), Oct 25, 1984, p.8
A job well done (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.8
Dr M E Ledereran, Dr B Kagan join hospital, Dec 6, 1984, p.19
Local women M Gaylin, V Marx named to hospital council, Dec 13, 1984, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Top Hat Gala (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.34
SEE ALSO MEDICAL CARE FACILITIES, REHABILITATION CENTERS

HOSTAGES, AMERICAN

Not forgotten (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Girl Scout Color Guard leads Edgewood assembly for return of American hostages (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Welcome home (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.14
Former US hostage in Iran, M Kennedy, warns: it could happen again, Nov 19, 1981, p.1

HOTCHKISS, HENRY SR

H Hotchkiss Sr dies, Aug 7, 1980, p.14

HOTELS, MOTELS, ETC

Resident G Dekornfeld named manager of Regency Hotel (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.6
Hotel names W M Bohde manager, Apr 30, 1981, p.4
He favors an inn (ltr), Jul 23, 1981, p.6
Stevens foras resort group (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.9
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HOTELS, MOTELS, ETC continued

Former SCS resident J P Dugan new VP with Rasada Inns, Dec 16, 1982, p.10

HOTLINES

Homework help on phone, Feb 7, 1980, p.2

SCS couple is lifeline for bereaved parents (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.4

Albany hotline, Apr 8, 1982, p.1

SEE ALSO LIBRARY-ON-CALL

HOUGH, VERONICA

Police status, May 6, 1982, p.1

HOUSE NUMBERS

House numbers, Jan 7, 1982, p.1

Numbers, please (edit), Feb 11, 1982, p.6

HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEES

Upstairs, downstairs in SCS (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.4

HOUSES

Clapboard: style in an American tradition (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1984, p.22

Need-to-know info on vacation homes (photo) (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.23

HOUSES-ALTERATIONS

SEE BUILDING-REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION

HOUSES-GBH

Cherry Lane house leased; owner gets restraining order, Jun 3, 1982, p.11

State set to go ahead with Cherry Lane home, Jun 10, 1982, p.11

HOUSES-SCS

Sale pending, Apr 10, 1980, p.1

Subdivision sought at site of house fire, Jul 10, 1980, p.5

Marx mansion to be razed, Jun 23, 1983, p.1

Last chance offer (to see Marx mansion), Jun 30, 1983, p.1

Resident E Sheese's dream house turning into nightmare, Aug 10, 1983, p.1

Village set to buy land next to pool, Oct 27, 1983, p.1

Negotiations stall (over Bushen house), Nov 10, 1983, p.1

Agreement signed, Nov 22, 1983, p.1

Arguments continue over house on Meadow, Dec 22, 1983, p.1

Builders break new ground in luxury market (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 18, 1984, p.6

HOUSING

'Empty nest' has homeowners coming and going, Oct 6, 1983, p.6

On 'empty nest syndrome' (ltr), Oct 20, 1983, p.6

Federal government honors partners in housing effort, Sep 20, 1984, p.18

SEE ALSO BLACKS-HOUSING, DISCRIMINATION IN HOUSING, MENTALLY RETARDED-HOUSING, REAL ESTATE BUSINESS, SENIOR CITIZENS-HOUSING

HOUSING AUTHORITY-GBH

Board rejects apartment plan, Oct 20, 1983, p.10

HOUSING TASK FORCE-SCS

SEE HOUSING-SCS

HOUSING-GBH


Board rejects apartment plan, Oct 20, 1983, p.10

HOUSING-SCS

Village drafting housing plan at Westchester's request, Jul 31, 1980, p.1

SOSA seeks higher profile (list), Dec 25, 1980, p.1

SOSA promoting village to minority families (list), Jun 18, 1981, p.1

Options still lacking (edit), Aug 5, 1982, p.6
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HOUSING-SCS continued

Alternative housing plan (ltr), Sep 2, 1982, p.6
Viewpoints on housing mixed, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Update on Share, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Eddy has a home, Oct 27, 1983, p.1

HOUSING-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

DelBello backs bike path, school financing reform (photo), May 29, 1980, p.1

HOUSTON, CORNELIUS

C Houston dies, Feb 18, 1982, p.16

HOVING, JANE

Testimonial to Hoving (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.13

HOVING, WALTER

Testimonial to Hoving (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.13

HOWNITZ, NANCY (DR)

Dr N C Hownitz announces opening of dermatology practice (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.2

HOUARD, OLIVER


HUEI

Local student H Huei wins ARTS award, Mar 17, 1983, p.14
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HUANG, PATRICK
   Children flock to Edgewood book fair (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.18
HUANG, TONY
   Scouting life (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.10
   Fair weather for graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.11
HUBBARD, ELIZABETH
   LWV plans candidates meeting (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.1
   Political rivals clash over incumbents' records (photo; addl photo p 12), Oct 29, 1981, p.1
HUBER, DICK (AU)
   A joy to read (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6
HUBER, MELVYN
   Special Patrol leaders elected (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.3
HUBERMAN, ALYSSA
   Screening for hypertension (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.5
HUBERT, DICK (AU)
   Thoughtful writer (ltr), Jan 7, 1982, p.6
   Who's in charge of Rte 287? (ltr), Aug 2, 1984, p.6
HUDES, MERRY
   Students H LiFrieri, T Kessler, M Hudes, L Hull trained at Nature Center, Nov 6, 1980, p.15
HUDGINS, BETTY
   College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6
   Family fare is family affair at Thanksgiving (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 17, 1983, p.6
HUDGINS, RIVES
   College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6
HUDGINS, THOMAS
   College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6
   Family fare is family affair at Thanksgiving (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 17, 1983, p.6
HUDGINS, TOMMY
   SHS Athletes honored at dinner (list; photo p 16), Dec 1, 1983, p.17
   T Hudgins named to 'Golden Dozen' (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.15
HUDSON RIVER CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS
   Hudson Artists elect officers (list), May 6, 1982, p.2
HUDSON RIVER MUSEUM
   SEE MUSEUMS
HUDSON VALLEY BLOOD SERVICES
   Hudson Valley blood group reached 96% of 1980 goal, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
HUDSON VALLEY HEALTH SYSTEMS AGENCY
   Med Center's role questioned, Jun 18, 1981, p.1
HUDSON, CLERBET
   Congregational Church robbed, Aug 4, 1983, p.5
HUFF, KENNETH
   St Agnes appoints K Huff, Jul 7, 1983, p.15
HUFNAGEL, JOHN
   Savings bank names J E Hufnagel trustee (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.8
HUFSTEDLER, SHIRLEY
   Presidential Scholar: C Jaffe (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.11
HUGHES, ROSE MARIE
   Agency proposes home for retarded, Mar 24, 1980, p.1
   Site supported, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
   Budget approved; more aid coming, Apr 28, 1983, p.1
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HUGHES, ROSE MARIE continued

    HUD rejects Ethical site for group home, May 19, 1983, p.1

HUSAHEY, EUGENE

    Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part II) (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.11

HULEN, JAMES JR


HULICK, WILLIAM JR

    M H Hulick Jr dies, Feb 2, 1984, p.12

HULL, LILLIE

    Students H Lifrieri, T Kessler, M Hudes, L Hull trained at Nature Center, Nov 6, 1980, p.15

HULL, ROGER

    SHS graduate R H Hull elected president of Beloit College in Wisconsin, Apr 23, 1981, p.3

HULSEBOSCH, DAN

    Getting set for the triathlon: K Batchelor, D Walker, L Greenberg, D Hulsebosch (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.16

HULTZ, HELEN

    As time goes by, in verse, Jun 28, 1984, p.7

HUMAN RIGHTS

    SEE CIVIL RIGHTS

HUMBERT, EUGENE (DR)

    Local doctors A R Broden, E Humbert join hospital, May 12, 1983, p.8
    Eclat marks anniversary with drawing (list), Jul 26, 1984, p.8

HUMBERT, MARY

    M E Humbert dies, Oct 9, 1980, p.14

HUME, (MRS ROBERT)

    A milestone (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.10

HUMM, JANINE

    Director at SUNY: J Humm, Aug 20, 1981, p.2

HUMOR

    SEE WIT AND HUMOR

HUMPHREY, FRED

    Family at One Foxhall now five years old (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.1

HUMPHREYS, MYRTLE

    M R Humphreys dies, Mar 18, 1982, p.16

HUMPHREY, JAMES III

    Library System marks birthday (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.15

HUNDLEY, ELNORA

    Forum examines problems of aging, Oct 9, 1980, p.4

HUNGER

    Church launches attack on hunger in East Harlem, Mar 10, 1983, p.11
    Hunger in America (edit), Jul 7, 1983, p.7
    One soldier per 250 people (edit), Jan 19, 1984, p.7

    SEE ALSO FAMINE RELIEF

HUNGER, RUTH

    Former treasurer of School Board C Panthen dies; R Hunger dies, May 1, 1980, p.1

HUNT, CHRISTOPHER


HUNT, NED

    Scouts compete in outdoor skills (photo; list), Nov 13, 1980, p.2

HUNTINGTON, RAYMOND (DR-AU)

    Mastering the mid-term (edit), Feb 2, 1984, p.7
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HUNTINGTON, RAYMOND (DR-AU) continued
The SAT's are coming, the SAT's are coming (edit), Mar 1, 1984, p.7
In SAT's, time is of the essence (edit), Oct 25, 1984, p.7

HUNTLAN, WILLIAM
W Huntley honored by SCS police, Chamber of Commerce (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.3

HURRICANES
Damage suit settled, May 19, 1983, p.1

HURWITZ, AARON
Biggest snow of the decade attracts Hurwitz family to slopes (photo), Feb 21, 1980, p.3

HURWITZ, BILL
SCS parents turning to one another in attempt to cope with the pressures on children, May 31, 1984, p.6
Task force takes on drug abuse (photo; list), Sep 6, 1984, p.1

HURWITZ, DAVID
School board member Mitt Weitzen charged in tax case, Jul 21, 1983, p.5

HURWITZ, HERBERT (DR)
Alumni group picks leaders (list), Sep 3, 1981, p.5
Harvard Club elects resident Dr H S Hurwitz, Jun 24, 1982, p.13

HURWITZ, JONAH
Hars greetings for Heathcote visitor J Hurwitz (photo; list), Mar 22, 1984, p.15

HURWITZ, KATHLEEN
Sunday Rec, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

HURWITZ, KATHY
Biggest snow of the decade attracts Hurwitz family to slopes (photo), Feb 21, 1980, p.3

HURWITZ, MARC
Biggest snow of the decade attracts Hurwitz family to slopes (photo), Feb 21, 1980, p.3

HURWITZ, RAOUl
Biggest snow of the decade attracts Hurwitz family to slopes (photo), Feb 21, 1980, p.3

HURWITZ, WILLIAM (DR)
Task Force on Drugs lists plans (list), Jun 21, 1984, p.6

HUSEY, ROSLYN
Wanted: more of the same (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.15
GCC resolves to act on Central Ave issues, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
Planning Board lauds vote to keep format, Oct 4, 1984, p.10

HUSS, URSULA
Confirmation at IHM (photo), May 10, 1984, p.16

HUSTIS, JAMES JR
J H Hustis Jr dies, Nov 11, 1982, p.10

HUTCHESON, JOHN
J Hutcheson dies, Nov 24, 1983, p.18

HUTCHESON, SARAH
S M Hutcheson dies, Apr 8, 1982, p.16

HUTCHINSON RIVER
Corps turns swamp into a stream (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.1

HUTCHINSON RIVER PARKWAY
Parkway plans, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Meeting on Hutch improvements, Dec 18, 1980, p.8
Meeting on Hutch, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Residents blast parkway plans, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Think small on Hutch (edit), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
Village Board to fix ceilings in library, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
HUTCHISON RIVER PARKWAY  continued

Club gets report from Albany, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Citizens organize (Assn to Preserve the Hutch); 'SCS issue', Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Concern on Hutch, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Think small, act now on Hutch (ltr), Feb 26, 1981, p.4
SCS pressing for 4-lane parkway plan (photo; addl photo p 15), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
Panel of residents opposes Hutch plan, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Hochberg: Keep Hutch four lanes, Mar 19, 1981, p.2
For four lanes, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
‘Improved’ parkway threatens us all (edit), May 7, 1981, p.7
SHS won’t report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
Board for bottle bill, May 14, 1981, p.1
Trustees vote to hire Freightway consultants, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Vote for 6 lanes, Jul 2, 1981, p.1
Commission fails to make choice of Hutch plans, Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Welcome inaction (edit), Jul 16, 1981, p.6
Hutch expansion foes meet with Sen Pisani, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Law firm retained, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Let’s be good neighbors (ltr), Sep 17, 1981, p.6
Residents hail new plan for Hutch, Oct 22, 1981, p.1
Progress on the Hutch (edit), Oct 22, 1981, p.6
Safer, not wider (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
Latest plan for Hutch draws village criticism (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Cooperation commended (ltr), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
Correction: Wrong address given for house to be affected by changes in Hutch, Mar 11, 1982, p.8
Tax break (for Assn to Preserve Hutch), Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Revised proposal for Hutch, May 6, 1982, p.1
Hutch position, May 20, 1982, p.1
Meeting on Hutch June 10, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
State accused of ‘bad faith’ on Hutch, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Important hearings (edit), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
Most at hearing back 4 lanes on Hutch, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Town Club hears reports on village, schools, county, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Battle over Hutch heating up again (cont p 5), Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Four lanes IS right (edit), Nov 11, 1982, p.6
Commission wants 6-lane Hutch; opponents prepared to fight, Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Parkway decision hailed in village, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Reason to celebrate (edit), Dec 16, 1982, p.6
Bus raccoons out (ltr), Dec 16, 1982, p.6
Final state plan calls for four-lane Hutch here, Sep 22, 1983, p.1
Residents, state tussling again over Hutch plans, Sep 27, 1984, p.1
DOT going through the motions (ltr), Sep 27, 1984, p.6
Worried on Weaver, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Weaver St worries, Nov 8, 1984, p.1
Thanks to Audrey Hochberg (ltr), Nov 8, 1984, p.6

HUTCHISON RIVER PARKWAY-PERSONAL NARRATIVES

The parkway to Paris (edit), Oct 21, 1982, p.7

HUTCHISON, DORRIS (DR)

Cancer Society names Dr D J Hutchison president, Dec 24, 1981, p.2

HUTH, KATHY

Students here seek end to drunk driving, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
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HUTIN, AL
ETA honors Eleanor Tomb, Jun 16, 1983, p.11

HUTTAR, ETHEL
Fox Meadow chorus (photo), May 1, 1980, p.23
Honoring the staff (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.14

HUTTO, MARGARET
M Hutto dies, Sep 10, 1981, p.14

HUTTEN, STEPHAN
M Eberle shows Indian handicrafts at Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.19

HVHSA
SEE HUDSON VALLEY HEALTH SYSTEM AGENCY

HYATT FIELD
BMX making it big with local boys (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.4
Concerned about Hyatt safety (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Unfit for children? (ltr), Feb 25, 1982, p.6
$1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; addl photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1

HYATT, SARAH
Historical acquisition (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.3

HYNES, MIKE
Sprucing up (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.15

HYPERTENSION
Screening for hypertension (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.5

IACHETTA, CHARLIE
Emotional moment at JV dinner (photo; list), Dec 2, 1982, p.22
Co-captains deserve tribute (ltr), Nov 29, 1984, p.6

IACHETTA, MICHAEL
M Iachetta selected Raiders’ Most Valuable Player (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.16
Commencement Day: The view from Lee Road, Jun 26, 1980, p.11
Rec Superintendent: We put kids first, Aug 14, 1980, p.5
Area editor: M Iachetta (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.4
SCS writer M Iachetta recounts brush with death in Alaska, Jul 8, 1982, p.3
Critic criticized (ltr), Aug 19, 1982, p.6
Emotional moment at JV dinner (photo; list), Dec 2, 1982, p.22
He’s angered by articles (by M Iachetta) (ltr), Dec 30, 1982, p.6
He’s ‘disturbed’ by letter (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Needed: Commitment to excellence (edit), Jan 13, 1983, p.7
Critic’s critic (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
Writer M Iachetta honored (photo), May 17, 1984, p.4

IACHETTA, MICHAEL (AU)
Anything Goes: Go, says critic (review), Aug 7, 1980, p.9
The Daily News is New York (edit), Mar 25, 1982, p.7
Wintry thoughts after the fall (edit), Nov 18, 1982, p.7
Let’s be realistic about football (edit), Dec 23, 1982, p.7
Anniversary at Wayside Cottage (edit), Nov 3, 1983, p.7
The right man for the job (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6

IACHETTA, STEPHANIE
Certificate given to local resident S Iachetta, May 22, 1980, p.9
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IAMMATTEO, NINA
Fair weather for graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.11

IANNO, LISA
Top volunteer: L Iannone (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.20

IAROPOLI, STEVEN
Letter carrier S Iaropoli commended (photo), May 14, 1981, p.5

ICCY
SEE INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL CENTER FOR YOUTH INC

ICE CREAM
Connoisseur's guide to local ice creameries (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.6
Don't forget Nielsen's (ltr), Aug 11, 1983, p.6

ICE HOCKEY
SEE HOCKEY

ICE SKATING
SEE SKATING

IDZIK, DANIEL
Council for Arts announces grants (list), Jun 9, 1983, p.2

IGLIC, EDUARD
Hartsdale parking; Manee lot, May 15, 1980, p.1

IGUSHI, AKIO
International flavor to this Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.4

IGUSHI, YASUKO
International flavor to this Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.4

IKEBANA
Explaining an ancient art (photo), May 24, 1984, p.10

IKEDA, ETSU
A flowering memory: Hays garden at Seely (photo), May 6, 1982, p.15

IKEDA, TERUKO
More answers to the challenge: Japanese club helps newcomers (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.11

ILLEGAL DUMPING
SEE TOXIC WASTE

ILLITERACY
Foundation is fighting illiteracy, Aug 28, 1980, p.18
Literacy Volunteers helping thousands, Sep 25, 1980, p.21
The cycle of illiteracy can be stopped (edit), May 3, 1984, p.7
Illiteracy in America is staggering (edit), Dec 13, 1984, p.7

IMADA, YUMIKO
Discovering Christmas (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.8

IMBARRATO, CLARA
Board: 44 is limit for first grade at Seely; no vote taken, Jul 19, 1984, p.9

IMMERMAN, RICHARD
Book award to former resident R Immerman, May 19, 1983, p.12
SHS graduate R H Immerman wins honor, Jun 16, 1983, p.3

IMMIGRANTS
SEE IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION

IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION
EMT woman E Chin embodies traditional American Dream (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.15

IMMUNIZATION
Measles emergency (edit), Feb 26, 1981, p.4
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IMMUNIZATION continued
  Amplification (of Inquirer Feb 26 edit), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
  Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
  Health Commissioner Dr A Curran urges vaccinations, Jul 1, 1982, p.5
  Vaccinations required (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.26

IMPERATO, REGINA
  Minimum criteria for gifted/talented set, Jan 12, 1984, p.11

IMPERIAL, BETTY
  Town Board, Supervisor's seats at stake in election, Oct 29, 1981, p.15
  Democrats win town, Nov 5, 1981, p.15

IMPILGIA, GIANNARDO
  One-man show (by G Impiglia) at Kiva (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.2

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS-US
  SEE TRADE-US

IMPOSTORS AND IMPOSTURE
  Phony fireman, May 26, 1983, p.1

INAKAO, MASAKO
  Women's club making life easier, Dec 27, 1984, p.9

INCEST
  Victims of incest need help (edit), Aug 4, 1983, p.7

INDEPENDENCE DAY
  SEE JULY 4TH

INDEPENDENT PARTY-SCS
  SEE OPEN GOVERNMENT COALITION

INDIRECT INITIATIVE
  All that fuss (edit), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
  Point of agreement (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.2

INDONESIA
  Nothing seems simple in Asia (edit), Oct 4, 1984, p.7

INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE-SCS
  SEE SWIMMING POOLS

INDOOR POOL-SCS
  SEE SWIMMING POOLS

INDOOR SWIMMING POOLS
  SEE SWIMMING POOLS

INDUSTRY-JAPAN
  Students rapt as East-West trade kudos and barbs (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.6

INDUSTRY-US
  What industrial policy? (edit), Apr 19, 1984, p.7
  Needed: a coherent industrial policy (edit), Apr 19, 1984, p.7
  Students rapt as East-West trade kudos and barbs (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.6

INFANTS
  A niece can grow on you (edit), Aug 2, 1984, p.7

INFANTS-CARE AND HYGIENE
  Diaper dilemma (1tr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6

INFLATION
  On causes of inflation (1tr), May 21, 1981, p.6
  Inflation vs the elderly (Part I) (edit), Jun 11, 1981, p.7
  How to meet inflation (Part II) (edit), Jun 18, 1981, p.7
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INFLATION continued
For 'tightening our belts' (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6
Effect of tax cut questioned (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6
US can't exorcise inflation (edit), Aug 27, 1981, p.7

INFORMATION INDUSTRY
Computer expert P Spindel appointed, Jul 12, 1984, p.4

INSALLS, DAVID
Bartholomew's, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Restaurant sale on, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Changing again, Aug 18, 1983, p.1

INSALLS, EDWARD
Former mayor Ingalls dies, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

INGSOLL, ALEX
Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1

INGRASSIA, ANGELO
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

INNES, EILEEN
Citizens Awards presented by Town Club to E Buzbee, E Innes, F Gordon (photo), May 29, 1980, p.1
Summa cum laude (edit), Jun 12, 1990, p.4
Examples of citizenship (ltr), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
E Buzbee sees dangers ahead, Jun 12, 1980, p.5
Tribute paid to retiring members E Buzbee, E Innes of School Board; Summer grants awarded (list), Jun 19, 1990, p.4

INNES, EILEEN (AU)
LWV: End Unit Meetings (ltr), Jan 27, 1983, p.6

INNES, RICHARD

INS
SEE HOTELS, MOTELS, ETC

INOUYE, DALLIN
Edgewood checkers champs (photo), Apr 28, 1993, p.23

INOUYE, LINDA
Edgewood PTA fetes teachers, staff (photo; list), Feb 7, 1980, p.10
All about wheat (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.13
Mormons share techniques of home food preserving (Part II) (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.8

INOUYE, RONALD
Garff named new Mormon bishop (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.14
Church addition causes stir, Jul 26, 1984, p.1

INSECTICIDES
Safe ways to save trees (ltr), Apr 16, 1981, p.6
Unnecessary expense (ltr), May 27, 1982, p.6
She objects to spraying (ltr), Jun 3, 1982, p.6

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
Educational group names Rose to board, Mar 22, 1984, p.2

INSULATION (HEAT)
Curb to attic, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
Residents battle heat costs with solid results (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 26, 1981, p.4

INSURANCE
Flood insurance, May 22, 1980, p.1
Self-insured, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INSURANCE</td>
<td>continued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower premiums, Oct 2, 1980, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village studying Palera’s proposal for Freightway, May 28, 1981, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On dialysis program and medical ethics (edit), Feb 10, 1983, p.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t leave home without it (edit), Mar 15, 1984, p.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEE ALSO NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM, SCHOOLS-SCS-INSURANCE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSURANCE ADJUSTERS</td>
<td>Phony fireman, May 26, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSURANCE COMPANIES</td>
<td>Arthur F S Evans named senior VP by Royal-Globe, Jan 3, 1980, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance firm moves to village, Feb 28, 1980, p.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firemen’s share, Mar 20, 1980, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New post for C J Barrera at Metropolitan Life Insurance, Jun 10, 1982, p.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive VP: HG Hohn (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance company promotes resident B F Quinn, Dec 1, 1983, p.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance company names Dr C B Arnold Senior VP, Dec 15, 1983, p.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident N J Brown named top producer, Feb 2, 1984, p.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERIOR DECORATION</td>
<td>Women without offices will set up yours (photo; addl photo p 16), Dec 3, 1981, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decorating with photography (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1984, p.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decorating with plants brings outdoors in (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1984, p.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL CENTER FOR YOUTH INC</td>
<td>Egypt comes to SCS (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village charges code violations at Cultural Center (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dedication in Israel (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple Tree Barn found legal, May 5, 1983, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribute to Danish culture held at Apple Tree Gardens (list), Sep 6, 1984, p.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL EXCHANGE PROGRAM</td>
<td>SEE JAPANESE-AMERICAN CULTURAL EXCHANGE PROGRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND</td>
<td>The IMF's greatest challenge (edit), Sep 15, 1983, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where greed has ruled (litr), Sep 22, 1983, p.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL RESCUE COMMITTEE</td>
<td>Refugee family in SCS striving for independence (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL STUDENT PUGWASH</td>
<td>Emory feels EMT impact, Oct 13, 1983, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERSHARE</td>
<td>Library provides facts on phone, Jan 3, 1980, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION</td>
<td>Passenger ripoff (edit), Aug 14, 1980, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVENTORS</td>
<td>Courageous' owner L M Greene finds better ways (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVESTMENT BANKERS</td>
<td>Former resident T K Kerrigan named 2nd VP, Feb 23, 1984, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVESTMENTS</td>
<td>Lower yields, Oct 7, 1982, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technician vs fundamentalist (edit), Sep 13, 1984, p.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No guessing, Oct 18, 1984, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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INVESTMENTS continued
   Play it safe—and lose (edit), Oct 18, 1984, p.7

INVESTMENTS-SCS
   SEE BUDGET-SCS

IONESCO, STEVEN
   J Aquero demonstrates talent at Heathcote (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.13

IPEDKJIAN, JULIETTE
   Three local artists (P Taubin, A Gezerjian, J Ipedkjian) win in Eastchester art exhibition (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.13
   To the winner! (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.1
   It’s easy once you know how (photo), May 10, 1984, p.3

IRAM, MAXWELL
   M A Irain dies, Feb 12, 1981, p.20

IRAN
   Tragedy hits home (Cpl G H Holmes Jr dies in rescue mission in Iran), May 1, 1980, p.1
   Apologize, she says (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.5
   Big muscles, weak heart (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
   Former US hostage in Iran, M Kennedy, warns: it could happen again, Nov 19, 1981, p.1

IRELAND-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
   K O’Neill returns to this country with new pride in her ancestral land, Sep 11, 1980, p.17

IRICK, DAVID
   Cobra patrol wreaths (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.15

IRICK, WILLIE
   SCS National lists promotions of F F Leslie, M Rosenburgh, W Irick, D Munzer (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.2

IRISH CHILDREN’S SUMMER PROGRAM
   Plan for peace in Ireland, one child by one (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.6

IRISH IN THE US
   K O’Neill returns to this country with new pride in her ancestral land, Sep 11, 1980, p.17
   Great day for the Irish (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.19
   Plan for peace in Ireland, one child by one (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.6
   SEE ALSO IRISH CHILDREN’S SUMMER PROGRAM

IRISH, JOHN

IRISH, K MICHAEL
   Resident K M Irish hailed as ‘outstanding’, Oct 7, 1982, p.9

IRISH, MARGARET
   M K Irish dies, Jan 31, 1980, p.17

IRISH, THOMAS
   In age of grocery store chains, Tom Irish finds personal touch still spells success (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
   For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
   Local Gristede’s store closing after 61 years (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.1
   Bottle bill faces mixed welcome in SCS, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
   New wreaths, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
   J Eamer elected new chamber president, May 17, 1984, p.2

IRVING, JOHN
   Author of ‘Garp’ to give fall lecture (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.1
   Irving on endings, and beginnings (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.3

IRVING, WASHINGTON
   The common man in U S literature (edit), Oct 4, 1984, p.7

IRWIN, CHRISTINA
   A gift from Santa (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.8
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IRWIN, JACKIE
A gift from Santa (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.8

IRWIN, JOHN
Land owning no criterion (ltr), Feb 25, 1982, p.6

IRWIN, PAMELA
A gift from Santa (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.8

ISAACSON, LEWIS
Edgewood community service (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.28

ISAAC, ROBERT (DR-AU)
US can't exorcise inflation (edit), Aug 27, 1981, p.7
On Disaster 007 and America's response (edit), Sep 8, 1983, p.7
He's ready for post-Reagan era (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6

ISBERG, CHARLES
Bank names C Isberg trustee, May 17, 1984, p.2

ISENBERG, HAROLD
Job action at IHM; strike looks (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1
One-day strike at IHM (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.1

ISHIKAWA, NAO
First in line for SCS Pool (photo), May 29, 1980, p.7
First in once again: N Ishikawa (photo), May 28, 1981, p.5

ISOKANE, HARRY
One of 15K race's heroes, L Templer, didn't even run (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Teacher H Isokane wins phys ed award, May 12, 1983, p.20

ISRAEL, DIANE
Almost 1000 runners took part in 15K race (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Ex-resident D Israel becoming queen of the mountains, Sep 2, 1982, p.13
The agony of the Triathlon watcher (edit; photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.7

ISRAEL, DIANE (AU)
Only 140.4 miles to go (edit), Mar 8, 1984, p.7

ISRAEL, JOAN
Four SCS vacationers (J, J Israel; A, J Condon) caught in middle of attempted Kenya coup (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.6
Chosen for national show (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.2

ISRAEL, JUSTIN
Trustees approve group hose list, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Four SCS vacationers (J, J Israel; A, J Condon) caught in middle of attempted Kenya coup (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.6

ISRAEL, JUSTIN (AU)
The agony of the Triathlon watcher (edit; photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.7
Catching the Olympic spirit (edit), Aug 30, 1984, p.7

ISRAEL-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Local teenagers going to Israel (list), Jun 11, 1981, p.11
Local periodontist Dr H Krauser going to Israeli Games, Jun 18, 1981, p.2
Now visiting Israel (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.12

ISRAEL-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
He sees Israel as model (ltr), Oct 7, 1982, p.6

ISRAELI, DORIT
Delegation of teen ambassadors from Israel at YM-YWHA (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.6

ISRAELIS IN THE US
Delegation of teen ambassadors from Israel at YM-YWHA (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.6

ITALIAN LANGUAGE
On Italian in school (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
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ITRI, SAIT
Popular newspaper seller E Heitz needs a home (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.1

IWAMURA, MISA
Two SCS students, J Glickman and M Iwanura, win honors, May 26, 1983, p.16

IWASAKI, NATSU
Smiles of welcome (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.8

IWASAKI, TEPPEI
Smiles of welcome (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.8

IZZO, LOUIS
Elderly poor face reduced access to social services, Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Announcement of grocery store’s closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1

JABBERWOCKY (PERIODICAL)
Jabberwocky ready for fall term (list), Aug 28, 1980, p.17
Jabberwocky arts festival (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.16

JABLONOWSKI, PATRICIA
Board of Education approves ski team, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

JACHUNG, MEANG
International fair at Fox Meadow (photo; list), Apr 16, 1981, p.27

JACK, HOMER
Peace prize for former Scarsdalian H A Jack, Apr 12, 1984, p.9

JACKAWAY, SWENYTH
SCS High graduates issue ‘Report from Campus’, Feb 14, 1980, p.5

JACKER, ERIC
Picking out their gifts (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.4

JACKER, KENNETH (DR)
Arguments continue over house on Meadow, Dec 22, 1983, p.1

JACKS, LINDY
Ambulance Corps named for citizenship award (photo; list), Feb 18, 1982, p.1
SVAC receives grant (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.4
Crisis for corps, Jun 14, 1984, p.1
With LifeAlert System, help is at subscriber’s fingertips (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.3
SVAC giving away Life Alert Systems, Dec 20, 1984, p.1

JACKSON, ANTHONY
Family gathering (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.14
Reassemblying their STEP years (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.2
Exchanging smiles (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.2
Appeal from STEP (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6
SCS STEP is the last of its kind (edit), Apr 12, 1984, p.7
SCS High’s Class of ‘84 advised to keep an open mind, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

JACKSON, DOUGLAS
Trustees approve group home list, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
D R Jackson wins Scoutmaster’s special award (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.6
Troop names B Petersen scoutmaster, Nov 13, 1980, p.10
SNAP elects leaders (photo; list), May 21, 1981, p.3
Engineering company names local resident D Jackson (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.2
Ringing in Christmas with sleigh bells (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.6
New SNAP leadership (photo), May 20, 1982, p.4
Board seeks input on dish antennae but receives none, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

JACKSON, DOUGLAS (AU)
The Village Election-Readers’ Opinions (lttrs), Mar 11, 1982, p.7
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JACKSON, JESSE (REV)
Advice to Jesse Jackson (ltr), Mar 8, 1984, p.6
Mondale wins! Hart close in SCS (chart), Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Young reporters tell how it was in San Francisco (photo), Jul 26, 1984, p.6
Koch cited as example (ltr), Oct 18, 1984, p.6

JACKSON, JOAN
Ringing in Christmas with sleigh bells (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.6

JACKSON, NORTON
Rent control law debated, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Tentative plan on tenant protection, May 12, 1983, p.1
Real facts of life (ltr), May 12, 1983, p.6

JACKSON, NORTON (AU)
Reasons for rent control (ltr), May 5, 1983, p.6
Support for ETPA seen (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6
Plea for rent control (ltr), Dec 15, 1983, p.6

JACKSON, NORWOOD
Round table brings together criminals with victims of crime (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.5

JACKSON, ROBERT (REV)
SCS High’s Class of ’84 advised to keep an open mind, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

JACKSON, RON
Women’s specialty store opening Monday on Post Road, Nov 17, 1983, p.11

JACKSON, SARA
Historically speaking: SCS Library (illus), Jun 9, 1983, p.6

JACKSON, THEODORE (DR)
EAS courses: magic, science can be hard to tell apart (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.11

JACKSON, THEODORE (DR-AU)
What’s your game plan? (edit), Jan 7, 1982, p.7

JACKSON, THOMAS
Police chief T Shames praises burglar arrest record, Jul 30, 1981, p.1

JACKSON, WILLIAM
W Jackson dies, Apr 9, 1981, p.14

JACOB, GEORGE
Village Board appoints G Jacob public works manager, Sep 27, 1984, p.1

JACOB, JOHN (AU)
The leadership passes (edit), Jan 21, 1982, p.7
Civil defense is out of touch (edit), Aug 26, 1982, p.7
‘Enterprise Zones’—no panacea (edit), Sep 23, 1982, p.7
Population shift (edit), Sep 30, 1982, p.7
On the rise: a tide of poverty (edit), Jan 6, 1983, p.7
Black women: Poorest of all (edit), May 19, 1983, p.7
Honor is due Dr Martin Luther King (edit), Oct 13, 1983, p.7
Discrimination—a matter of design (edit), Nov 24, 1983, p.7
Positives in a black candidacy (edit), Jan 12, 1984, p.7
Who can afford to be ill? (edit), Apr 5, 1984, p.7
What industrial policy? (edit), Apr 19, 1984, p.7
Children...our greatest resource (edit), May 17, 1984, p.7
Subminimum wage? (edit), Jul 12, 1984, p.7
Jews and blacks together (edit), Aug 23, 1984, p.7
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JACOB, JOHN (AU) continued
Is it equity vs excellence? (edit), Oct 4, 1984, p.7
Day care—only for the affluent? (edit), Nov 15, 1984, p.7
A (scientist’s) mind is a terrible thing to waste (edit), Dec 13, 1984, p.7

JACOB, MARIE

JACOB, MILDRED
M Jacob dies, Jan 26, 1984, p.14

JACOBIUS, F MICHAEL (DR)
M D F Jacobius named (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.5
Dr F M Jacobius new medical adviser for Ambulance Corps (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.4
Medical group honors three, May 31, 1984, p.9

JACOBS, ANNE
Three from SHS, A Jacobs, S Oberhelman, D Martin, to study abroad (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.5

JACOBS, ART
Disaster drill at SVAC (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.5

JACOBS, CYNTHIA
C Jacobs joins Julia B Fee (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.6

JACOBS, FRANCINE
National Book Week (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.16

JACOBS, GLORIA (AU)
When the asunder has been split (edit), May 26, 1983, p.7

JACOBS, JENNIFER
Car washing for fun and profit (K Froelich Scholarship Fund) (photo), May 13, 1982, p.1

JACOBS, JACQUELINE
A sample of the Orient (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.1

JACOBS, DAVID
Local students A Curcio, D Leistensnider, D Jacobsen, M Rabinowitz attend NY State arts school, Jul 28, 1983, p.2

JACOBS, LAURA
Raiders capture 5th soccer title (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.1
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JACOBSON, LESLIE
   Jean Harris trial: hearings continue, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
   Harris' statements ruled admissible, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
   Defense takes over in Harris trial, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
   Harris jurors see letters written by defendant, Jan 8, 1981, p.1

JACOBSON, MARJORIE
   Harris jurors see letters written by defendant, Jan 8, 1981, p.1

JACOBSON, MICHAEL
   Local computer engineer J Soley matches people, houses (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.4

JACOBSON, HITA
   Vietnamese family at WRT (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.23
   UJA dinner to honor local women N Jacobson and R Greenberg (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.19

JACOBSON, SIDNEY

JACOBSON, SIMON

JACQUET, JACQUES
   Council votes against medical building plan, Oct 4, 1984, p.11

JAEBER, ANDREA
   Local stringer B Mcinerney working on racquets of the stars (photo; list), Sep 4, 1980, p.9

JAFFE, ALAN
   Rehabilitation agency installs A S Jaffe (photo), Jan 5, 1984, p.2

JAFFE, ARI
   Four seniors (M Cohen, A Jaffe, C Li, M Weber) named Merit semifinalists, Sep 13, 1984, p.9

JAFFE, BARBARA
   Point of agreement (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.2
   Getting out the vote in SCS (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.6
   LWV studies issues (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.20
   Combatting violence in the family (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.2

JAFFE, CAREY
   Living with dignity on Foxhall Road (Part I) (photo; addl photo p 4), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
   Picking out their gifts (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.4

JAFFE, CELIA
   Celia Jaffe is named Presidential finalist, Apr 10, 1980, p.13
   Celia Jaffe wins Merit, Apr 24, 1980, p.15
   Presidential Scholar: C Jaffe (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.11

JAFFE, DAVID
   Historical summer for students (photo; list), Aug 26, 1982, p.3
   Interns tackle Village Hall projects (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.2

JAFFE, DAVID (AU)
   War ends; age of recreation begins (edit), Sep 1, 1983, p.7

JAFFE, ERIC (DR)
   Dr E A Jaffe gives safety seminar (list), Apr 1, 1982, p.17
   Town Club report says schools here lack comprehensive safety program, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
   Town Club hears from D'O'Rourke, squabbles over tennis courts, Apr 14, 1983, p.2

JAFFE, JAMES
   James M Jaffee honored on 90th birthday at Morven Church (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.14

JAFFE, LIZ
   Shorter terms urged for members of boards, councils, Jul 16, 1981, p.1
   In-depth study of BAR, Jul 16, 1981, p.1
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JAFFE, LIZ continued
   Barnes to resign from SCS High (photo; list), Mar 22, 1984, p.1
   More state aid cuts school tax increase, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
   Teachers' gift to the fund (photo), May 10, 1984, p.2
   M. Kornfeld's poster gets the message across (photo), Aug 23, 1984, p.1
   Task force takes on drug abuse (photo; list), Sep 6, 1984, p.1
   Drug and alcohol awareness goal of program Sunday at SHS (list), Oct 18, 1984, p.1
   Variety of views expressed at drug, alcohol forum, Oct 25, 1984, p.1

JAFFE, LIZ (AU)
   They made a day a success (list), Nov 1, 1984, p.6

JAFFE, MARY ELLEN
   New to staff: M. E. Jaffe (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.4

JAFFE, MATTHEW
   To the fastest go the prizes (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.6

JAFFE, MIKE
   Overwhelmed by Easter (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.3

JAFFE, PHYLLIS
   Rights Division investigating school district, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
   School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
   STA contract calls for 18.75–21.8% raise over three years; some teachers opposed, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
   Discrimination?; Jul 3, 1980, p.1
   Math aides resign; FTA, parents upset, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
   Board, ETA assessing positions to prepare for contract talks, Nov 11, 1982, p.13
   Bargaining begins on teacher contract, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
   Negotiators have accord on contract, Jun 30, 1983, p.11
   District given right to evaluate child, Dec 20, 1984, p.10

JAFFE, STANLEY
   Casting call notice attracts hundreds of would-be actors, Feb 23, 1984, p.1

JAFFEE, CAREY (AU)
   Thanks from group house (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6

JAFFIN, GEORGE
   Lawyer G. M. Jaffin establishes chair at Columbia, Apr 9, 1981, p.4
   Windows dedicated (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.5
   Gift for the library (from G. Jaffin) (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.5
   George Jaffin: a man who does well at doing good (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.1
   Jaffin room, Jun 24, 1982, p.1

JAFFIN, JANET
   Windows dedicated (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.5
   George Jaffin: a man who does well at doing good (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.1

JAHRMARKT, MICHAEL
   SCS ann M. H. Jahrmarkt named counsel, Dec 17, 1981, p.2

JAICKS, JUDY
   Armed Forces Journal names resident J. L. Jicks associate publisher, Sep 2, 1982, p.5

JAILS
   SEE CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES

JAIMES, ERIC
   Scout award winners (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.13

JAIN MEDITATION
   SEE MEDITATION
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JAMES, ELIZABETH
E J James dies, Jun 5, 1980, p.14

JAMES, HEATHER (AU)
Home childbirth story draws lively response (ltrs), Jan 15, 1981, p.4

JAMES, STEVEN

JAMIL, BEN
SCS couple, B and M Jamil, honored by Yeshiva University, Jun 26, 1980, p.8

JAMIL, MARSHA
SCS couple, B and M Jamil, honored by Yeshiva University, Jun 26, 1980, p.8

JAHIAK, ANNE
Sutaer abroad for local girls A Keep, M Jaain, May 26, 1983, p.5

JANIAK, ANNE (AU)
Female 'myth'? (ltr), Mar 24, 1983, p.6
Inaccurate image claimed (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
Important ballot issues (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
Another side of Eleanor Roosevelt (edit), Oct 11, 1984, p.7

JANOS, PAUL
Elderly poor face reduced access to social services, Jul 28, 1983, p.1

JANOW, ADELE
New 'twinning' program at WRT, Jan 27, 1983, p.12

JANOW, DAVID
New 'twinning' program at WRT, Jan 27, 1983, p.12

JAPAN-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
When in Yokohama... (edit), Sep 10, 1981, p.7
Laying a keel in Yokosuka (edit), Nov 19, 1981, p.7
Japan's Kabuki--a review (edit; illus), Jan 28, 1982, p.7
Happy 'Oshogatsu' to you (edit), Jun 10, 1982, p.7
In Japan, who is 'Freedos Goddess'? (edit), Dec 8, 1983, p.7

JAPAN-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
Do women make Japan efficient? (edit), Mar 4, 1982, p.7

JAPANESE IN THE US
Japanese visitors in EMT schools for Superintendent's Day (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.9
Program at Hitchcock helps Japanese bridge culture gap, Apr 16, 1981, p.4
A letter home--to Tokyo (edit), Jun 4, 1981, p.7
WISH aids newcomers to area, Nov 19, 1981, p.8
International cuisine (photo), Feb 18, 1982, p.11
More answers to the challenge: Japanese club helps newcomers (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.11
Hospital on Japanese doctors' tour (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.4
Explaining an ancient art (photo), May 24, 1984, p.10
Women's club making life easier, Dec 27, 1984, p.9
SEE ALSO JAPANESE-AMERICAN CULTURAL EXCHANGE PROGRAM

JAPANESE-AMERICAN CULTURAL EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Students become teachers at Japanese Cultural Exchange program (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.9
WRT plays host to seder for Japanese-American Cultural Program (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.8
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

JAPANESE-AMERICAN CULTURAL EXCHANGE PROGRAM continued
Discovering Christmas (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.8

JAPHE, BARBARA
B S Japhe joins staff (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.5

JARCHO, JAMES
New executive: J Jarcho (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.11

JARRY, MALINDA
Cookout (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.8

JARVIS, J PITTS
Ex-resident J P Jarvis slain in Guatemala, Mar 25, 1982, p.2

JASS, ANDREW
Junior high teacher A E Jass completes energy workshop, Sep 17, 1981, p.18

JASSEY, PHYLLIS (AU)
Cook's dilemma (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6

JASSY, ANDY
J Arias comes to town (photo), May 10, 1984, p.4

JASSY, EVERETT
Addition: E Jassy omitted from Sep 16 Bd of Ed article, Sep 23, 1982, p.2

JASSY, JON
Pointing the way (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.21

JASSY, KATHY
Jabberwocky arts festival (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.16

JASSY, MARGE
PT Council explores ways to get most out of TV, Apr 28, 1983, p.5

JAUL, CLAUDIA
Great experience (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Soccer crown won on practice field (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.9
SHS graduate C Jaul top athlete, May 12, 1983, p.20

JAUS, SYLVANA
AFS flower sale (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.13
Board presents $9.25 million budget; faculty cuts included, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
$9.35 million school budget keeps Latin program, faculty, Apr 22, 1982, p.11
Drop EHS class ranking, change grade weighting, report asks, May 12, 1983, p.13
Minimum criteria for gifted/talented set, Jan 12, 1984, p.11

JAVITS, JACOB
People of the hour at SCS Republican Town Committee dinner: Sen J Javits, M Soter (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.2
Local men J R Ruderman, F P Rose leaders of Javits campaign, Aug 7, 1980, p.3
SCS GOP backs Javits, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Senate races top primary ballot, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
SCS's favorites were Holtzman, Javits, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
In EMT, Javits wins, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
For Holtzman (edit), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
EMT voters back Reagan, Holtzman in heavy turnout (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.15

JEANTY, DARLY (DR)
 Officials: System here would detect griddle's bad heart, Sep 29, 1983, p.1

JEFFERSON, LINDA
This runner, A Siegel, rarely stumbles when it comes to book ideas (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.4

JEFFERSON, THOMAS
The Bill of Rights' real father: B Mason (edit), Dec 10, 1981, p.7
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JELLENIK, GEORGE
Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1

JEN-YEN-CHEN
Sympathy to the E Perrone, Jen-Yen-Chen, H Sia prize winners, Mar 27, 1980, p.11

JENKINS, HELEN
T and H Jenkins join Reid & Herrmann (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.4

JENKINS, TOM
T and H Jenkins join Reid & Herrmann (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.4

JENKS, ELISABETH
Hitched up (photo), May 27, 1982, p.1

JENKS, STEPHEN
Hitched up (photo), May 27, 1982, p.1

JENNINGS, BRUCE (AU)
Needed: a coherent industrial policy (edit), Apr 19, 1984, p.7

JENNINGS, HOPPE
Living with dignity on Foxhall Road (Part I) (photo; addl photo p.4), Jul 2, 1981, p.1

JENNINGS, JOSEPH
SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1

JENNINGS, WILLIAM
College picks W M Jennings as trustee, May 29, 1980, p.10

JENSEN, GRADY
Szabad accepts SCS Bowl Award (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Room for Feiner, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Meeting on sites for group home, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Trustees approve group home list, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
No decision on taxi fares, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Mayoral welcome to visiting AFS students (photo; list), Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Postal art, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
Bike path protest continues; Rec fees, taxi fares raised, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Starrett still in running to develop Freightway, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
'Motherhood' issue?, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Budget approved; $56.89 tax rate, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Mayor G Jensen replies to letter by Feiner, Apr 24, 1980, p.5
In a SCS tradition (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1
Tenant protection approved; Board accepts land donation, May 15, 1980, p.1
On Golf Club membership (1tr), May 29, 1980, p.4
Annual dinner in honor of members of SCS boards and councils (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.10
Jane Hackett praised at memorial service, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Davis Park curfew request rejected, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Pool workers win raises; job action narrowly averted (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Mayor Jensen: Customers have 'had it', Aug 14, 1980, p.1
Legislators G Burrows, M Goodhue reply to Mayor Jensen's letter on trains, Aug 21, 1980, p.5
Board to vote on one-way solution to Walworth Ave, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Neighbors oppose home site, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Urban County; Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Walworth Avenue: stop signs, light, yes; one-way, maybe, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Sixteen safe years in a row (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.3
Sunday is UN Day (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Motherhood issue, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Fault on both sides (edit), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
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JENSEN, BRADY continued

Board defeats bike law, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Freightway plans: Owners approached, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Mayor organizes support for Non Partisan System (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Voters are educated, he says (ltr), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
Cordy retiring, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Trustees okay Creche, 4-3, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Richard Herbeck leaving village (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Local leaders express hopes for '81, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Jean Stone first woman nominated for Mayor (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Walworth one-way law protested, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Village Board to fix ceilings in library, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Polling places (list), Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Library ceiling pencil-free; water restrictions in effect, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Election campaign hits full stride, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Concern on Hutch, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
AFS students meet the Mayor (photo; list), Feb 26, 1981, p.5
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Grady Jensen named to NYC Bar Assn post, Mar 19, 1981, p.2
Final meeting for Jensen, Browning (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
They contributed (edit), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Democracy never a waste (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Better judgement, please (edit), May 21, 1981, p.6
Value of dissent cited (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6
Why so defensive? (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6
Un-Americanism (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6
New Town Club leadership (photo p 2; list), May 28, 1981, p.1
Intolerance of dissent seen (ltr), Jun 11, 1981, p.6
Getting Wayside on landmark list took persistence (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
Report backs Non-Partisan System, but proposes changes (list), Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Coalition candidates propose village recreation center, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Judges' pick as the cream of the crop (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.19
Residents will help draw up blueprint for village's future, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
Community meeting looks toward future, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Riders fight for Boulder Brook Club, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Quaker Ridge parents protest transfer of teacher S Grossman, May 17, 1984, p.1
Budget passes 2 to 1, May 24, 1984, p.1
College honors former mayor G Jensen, Jun 14, 1984, p.2
Grady Jensen to receive bowl (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Rededication, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
James Fenimore Cooper monument formally rededicated (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.1

JENSEN, GRADY (AU)
Volunteerism key in 1980's photo (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.17
Village Mayor sees challenges in 80's (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress) (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.19
SCS: Love it or leave it? (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6
Tribute to the manager (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Rare treat promised (ltr), May 5, 1983, p.6

JENSEN, JOHN
Tribute to Korean-American friendship (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.3

JENSEN, KATRINA
Cultural Arts Festival (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JENSEN, LOUIS</td>
<td>Voters okay Seely renovation (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Auditorium dedication, policy discussion at board meeting, Feb 11, 1982, p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JENSEN, MARY</td>
<td>Grady Jensen to receive bowl (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JENSEN, STEPHAN</td>
<td>Historically speaking: SCS Library (illus), Jun 9, 1983, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JENSEN, TIMOTHY</td>
<td>Art center to open at Scout House, Jan 6, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JENSEN, ALEXANDRA</td>
<td>A Jensen dies, Sep 22, 1983, p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JENSEN, CHARLOTTE LILY-JENSEN</td>
<td>SEE LILY-JENSEN, CHARLOTTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JENSEN, THOMAS</td>
<td>Accountants elect SCS resident T Jensen, Oct 29, 1981, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JETZER, BARRY</td>
<td>Enrollment decline continues; Advisory Committee on Legislative Issues named (list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JETNER, DIANE</td>
<td>Fewer students, Sep 11, 1980, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JETTER, WILLIAM</td>
<td>Stars of 'Kisnet' not all on stage (photo; add photo p 15), Aug 4, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWELRY</td>
<td>Store exhibits jewelry made by local resident J Gold, Jan 22, 1981, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER</td>
<td>JCC: Productive, stimulating year (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brussel, first woman president, elected at Jewish Community Center (photo; list), May 28, 1981, p.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feinberg elected president of JCC (photo), Oct 11, 1984, p.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWISH COMMUNITY SERVICES OF WESTCHESTER</td>
<td>SEE WESTCHESTER JEWISH COMMUNITY SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWISH DEFENSE LEAGUE</td>
<td>County JDL will picket Soviet film series start, Mar 8, 1984, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Police arrest JDL protestors (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JDL called an aberration (ltr), Mar 22, 1984, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Russian film seen despite bomb scare, Mar 22, 1984, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Town praised on JDL issue (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JDL, Nazis not comparable (ltr), May 3, 1984, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWISH OLYMPICS</td>
<td>SEE MACCABIAH GAMES (ISRAEL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWISH OPEN SCHOOL</td>
<td>SEE YM-YWHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWISH REFUGEES</td>
<td>SEE REFUGEES, JEWISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWISH THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY OF AMERICA</td>
<td>Residents S and E Henkind, D Shanok, present gifts to Jewish Theological Seminary, Dec 15, 1983, p.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWISH</td>
<td>Novel called 'group libel' (ltr), Sep 22, 1983, p.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
JEWS continued
Advice to Jesse Jackson (ltr), Mar 8, 1984, p.6
JDL called an aberration (ltr), Mar 22, 1984, p.6
Recommended reading (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6
Jews and blacks together (edit), Aug 23, 1984, p.7

JEWS IN ETHIOPIA
Speak out for Soviet Jewry (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6

JEWS IN THE US-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
You Hashoah—a remembrance (edit), Apr 15, 1982, p.7

JEWS IN THE USSR
Solidarity Sunday isn’t working (edit), May 10, 1984, p.7
Speak out for Soviet Jewry (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6

JEWS-PERSECUTIONS
Committee to honor Holocaust victims (list), Oct 30, 1980, p.3
Remembering the Holocaust - Two views: The horror the world ignored, some now seek to deny (edit), Apr 30, 1981, p.7
Remembering the Holocaust - Two views: ‘Let us remember,’ for their sake—and ours (edit), Apr 30, 1981, p.7
Deromanticizing Switzerland (illus; edit), Dec 17, 1981, p.7
The ‘Righteous Gentiles’ (edit), Jul 22, 1982, p.7
Holocaust Awareness group forms, Jul 21, 1983, p.3
1940’s play has lessons for today (edit), Apr 26, 1984, p.7
Should I then hate humanity? (edit), Aug 2, 1984, p.7

JEWS-PERSECUTIONS-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
You Hashoah—a remembrance (edit), Apr 15, 1982, p.7

JEWS-RITES AND CEREMONIES
WRT plays host to seder for Japanese-American Cultural Program (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.8
New ‘twinning’ program at WRT, Jan 27, 1983, p.12
SEE ALSO NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL HOLIDAYS, EX CHANUKAH

JEX, TIMOTHY
College graduate: T Jex, Sep 15, 1983, p.2

JEX, VICTOR (DR)
Scouts celebrate anniversary (list), Feb 25, 1982, p.9
Top volunteer: DR V P Jex (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.4

JEZIERSKI, AMELIA
Employee of the Week at SCS Pool A Jezierski (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.1

JEZIERSKI, ANDRZEJ
Residents battle heat costs with solid results (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 26, 1981, p.4

JEZIERSKI, MELBA
OR welcomes parents from foreign countries, Sep 25, 1980, p.18
Residents battle heat costs with solid results (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Internationals blend customs at Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.6

JIANG ZI-BAO
Button, button: A Hochberg visits China (photo), May 15, 1980, p.7

JIJI-MORRISON, DELORES
D JiJi-Morrison leads children and mothers in Toddlers’ Songtime (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.6

JOB RESUMES
SEE JOB-HUNTING

JOB-HUNTING
How to get a better job (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.7
Doing the 'employment agency shuffle' (edit; illus), Aug 25, 1983, p.7
The key to success (ltr), Sep 1, 1983, p.6
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JOB-HUNTING continued
Hitting today's job market with winning punch! (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO CAREER COUNSELING

JOEL, MARTIN JR
SVAC to have new radios (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.3
Ambulance Corps named for citizenship award (photo; list), Feb 18, 1982, p.1
Ambulance Corps honored (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.3
Honor for resident M Joel, Jun 2, 1983, p.9
SVAC receives grant (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.4
Thanks from Ambulance Corps (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
SVAC giving away Life Alert Systems, Dec 20, 1984, p.1

JOEL, MARTIN JR (AU)
Thanks to the chamber (ltr), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
SVAC does carry defibrillator (ltr), Nov 24, 1983, p.6

JOERG, ANNE
WCC appoints Scarisdalians, Nov 5, 1981, p.2

JOGGING
SEE RUNNING

JOHANSEN, CHRISTIAN
S Boche honored at St James Nursery School (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.14

JOHANSSON, ARVID
Fire (at Saxon Woods Road farm) termed suspicious, Nov 20, 1980, p.5
Firemen combine duty with celebration (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.1

JOHNSON, BOINE
Bike path plans arouse ire in Fox Meadow, Greenacres, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Sunday is UN Day (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Motherhood issue, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Fault on both sides (edit), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Debate on system?, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Election campaign hits full stride, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Rival campaign chairmen to meet in debate on system, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Debate issue?, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Campaign chairmen B Johnson, P Curran debate (photo p 15), Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Ruderman: Support was sought (ltr), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
Both sides talk like winners (photo; chart p 10), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
The Johnson letter (edit), Aug 27, 1981, p.6
Response to attack, Sep 3, 1981, p.1
Inappropriate attack (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
A man who loves, not hates (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
Questions use of letter (ltr), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
RIP VOCS, Oct 29, 1981, p.1
Winner congratulated (ltr), Nov 12, 1981, p.6
Record crowd at bowl dinner (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.5
Don't ignore opposition (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Wonders about motivation (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Supreme mediocrity (ltr), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
Village prepares to fight against halfway house, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
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JOHNSON, BOINE continued
Indoor pool gets backing of Town, and Village Clubs, May 27, 1982, p.1
Happy 208th to Daniel D Tooplins (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.3
Fireworks fallout showers viewers (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Boine Johnson to head company (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.5
Board weighs Station Area parking plans, Aug 12, 1982, p.1
Town Club study urges changes in parking rules, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
Little response to parking plan (photo), Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Bi-partisan effort?, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Town Club backs Unit Meetings, Feb 10, 1983, p.2
Campaign charges, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Village working on tenant protection plan, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Budget calls for 5.9% tax hike, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Playground program criticized, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Town Club hears from O'Rourke, squabbles over tennis courts, Apr 14, 1983, p.2
Town Club installs E H Bench new president, B Johnson VP, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Trustees vote not to restore tennis courts, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Village reported seeking to acquire Boulder Brook, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Town Club concludes more fields needed, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Non-Partisans name B Johnson and J Fiedler campaign leaders, Jan 19, 1984, p.1
Town Club backs nuclear freeze; asks Village Board to endorse it, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Village election campaign moves quietly toward decision, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Citizens' Party wins, but by less (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.1
M Bench passes gavel to B Johnson (photo), May 31, 1984, p.1
Rate hike backed, Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Veterans' exemption, Sep 27, 1984, p.1
Woman's Club keeps Non-Partisan role, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
James Fenimore Cooper monument formally rededicated (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.1

JOHNSON, BOINE (AU)
Ex-mayor's plan to stop bike path (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
Election not permitted (ltr), Feb 12, 1981, p.4
Did you see this last Sunday? (advertisement), Mar 5, 1981, p.20
Chairman give thanks (ltr), Apr 9, 1981, p.6
Resolve that those dead shall not have died in vain (edit), May 21, 1981, p.7
Text of Johnson letter (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
The day the Players died (edit), Dec 3, 1981, p.7
The Village Election-Readers' Opinions (ltrs), Mar 11, 1982, p.7
Encouraging trend (ltr), Mar 25, 1982, p.6
In that fine tradition (ltr), Aug 4, 1983, p.6
Excellence of politics as usual? (edit), Mar 8, 1984, p.7
Courts' cost to taxpayers (ltr), Aug 16, 1984, p.6

JOHNSON, BURR
SCS student D Spitter chosen for McDonald's jazz band (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.24

JOHNSON, CARL
Walworth one-way law protested, Jan 15, 1981, p.1

JOHNSON, CAROLYN
Gift from Manhattan (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.3
Ready for the running (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.17

JOHNSON, CECILE
Olympic art on display (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.2
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JOHNSON, CECILE continued
  Olympic performance, Feb 21, 1980, p.1
  SCS artist C Johnson displays 'Joy of Watercolor' here, Dec 4, 1980, p.2

JOHNSON, CHARLOTTE (AU)
  Against corporal punishment (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4

JOHNSON, CRAIGE
  BBDO elects C D Johnson (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.11

JOHNSON, DEAN
  D L Johnson dies, Jan 29, 1981, p.14

JOHNSON, DEBORAH
  Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
  Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
  Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1

JOHNSON, EVAN
  Automobile history featured at Historical Society festival (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.3
  Happy 300th to Westchester (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.1

JOHNSON, GEORGE
  SCS Rotary's turn to learn CPR (photo), May 8, 1980, p.3

JOHNSON, HELEN
  Mourns woman (H Johnson) killed on train (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6

JOHNSON, JAHNE (AU)
  Career planning; how to do it (edit), May 24, 1984, p.7

JOHNSON, JEANETTE
  Quaker Ridge written tree (photo), Feb 4, 1982, p.17

JOHNSON, JOHN JR
  Reader reports document Conrail crisis (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.1
  Record crowd at bowl dinner (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.5
  J W Johnson Jr joins new firm (photo), Feb 18, 1982, p.4

JOHNSON, KATHLEEN
  Harris jurors see letters written by defendant, Jan 8, 1981, p.1

JOHNSON, KATHRYN
  Cornerstone laid at Girl Scout House (list), May 7, 1981, p.4
  Scout leader K Johnson is honored, Jan 21, 1982, p.4
  New Scout House dedicated (photo; list), Mar 18, 1982, p.5
  K S Johnson dies, Mar 10, 1983, p.18
  Highest awards for Girl Scouts L Kalick, J Thompson, J Delaney, W Harris (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.3

JOHNSON, KENNETH (DR)
  DelBello, Legislators argue over opening units at Medical Center, Nov 27, 1980, p.1

JOHNSON, KIKI
  Great experience (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
  Soccer crown won on practice field (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.9

JOHNSON, KYSA
  Historically speaking: D D Tompkins (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.6

JOHNSON, LARRY
  SCS Rotary's turn to learn CPR (photo), May 8, 1980, p.3
  Open Government group has new name, Oct 29, 1981, p.5
  Land owning no criterion (ltr), Feb 25, 1982, p.6
  Rotary service project (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.5

JOHNSON, LARRY (AU)
  Vote seen as blow to system (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6
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JOHNSON, LAURENCE

Rotarians elect new officers (list), Jan 12, 1984, p.3

JOHNSON, LAURENCE (AU)

He's another Larry Johnson (ltr), Feb 2, 1982, p.6

JOHNSON, LESLEY

L T Johnson dies, Jun 3, 1982, p.16

JOHNSON, LOUISE

Through the Looking Glass (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1

Bowl Dinner a musical, literary, psychological affair (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.1

Village Club goes Western (photo), May 12, 1983, p.1

JOHNSON, LYDIA


JOHNSON, MADELEINE

Former resident M H Johnson co-authors book, Dec 25, 1980, p.11

JOHNSON, MARCIA

Woven (P E Fuller, M C Johnson) accused of shoplifting spree, Aug 5, 1982, p.1

Drug shoplist cases settled, Oct 14, 1982, p.1

JOHNSON, MARK

M H Johnson dies, May 28, 1981, p.18

JOHNSON, MEREDITH

Land settlement, Jun 19, 1980, p.1

JOHNSON, MIDSE

 Automobile history featured at Historical Society festival (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.3

JOHNSON, REGINALD

R J Johnson dies, May 17, 1984, p.10

JOHNSON, ROGER (REV-DR)

Six parties' representatives discuss issues of war and peace, Oct 23, 1980, p.6


Police criticized in arrest of priest, Apr 30, 1981, p.1

New playground dedicated to architect M W Cook, who designed it (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.12

JOHNSON, ROGER (REV-DR-AU)

Remembering the Holocaust - Two views: 'Let us remember,' for their sake--and ours (edit), Apr 30, 1981, p.7

JOHNSON, SCOTT (AU)

A suggestion (ltr), Oct 22, 1981, p.6

JOHNSON, STEVE

Math and program described (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.15

JOHNSON, SUSIE

Land settlement, Jun 19, 1980, p.1

JOHNSON, WILLIAM (REV-DR)

Queens College honors alumnus from SCS Rev Dr W A Johnson, Jun 19, 1980, p.2

JOHNSON, WILLIAM (REV-DR-AU)

Praise for Rabbi D Greenberg (ltr), May 29, 1980, p.4

JOHNSTON, PI

GBH Baha'is recall victims of Iranian terror, Jul 16, 1981, p.13

JONATHAN PARNES PEDIATRIC IMMUNOLOGY FUND

Parnes Fund, Oct 16, 1980, p.1

Great pumpkin raffle (photo; list), Oct 23, 1980, p.3

Pumpkin raffle aids Parnes Fund, Nov 6, 1980, p.5

JONES, BARBARA (DR-AU)

Challenge young people to commitment (edit), Dec 27, 1984, p.7
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JONES, BENILDA ARMSTEAD-
SEEN ARMSTEAD-JONES, BENILDA

JONES, CYNTHIA
Gift from the JACS (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.3

JONES, GEORGE
Reader reports Conrail crisis (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.1

JONES, GRAHAM
J S Jones dies, Jan 26, 1984, p.14

JONES, GREGORY
Ready for the raffle (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.2

JONES, HUGH
Controversy over subdivision, Jan 15, 1981, p.5
Resident H N Jones appointed, Jan 15, 1981, p.8
Introducing...Opinion, Apr 9, 1981, p.7
No new vote on waste district, Sep 9, 1982, p.1

JONES, HUGH (AU)
Happy birthday, Opinion Page (edit), Apr 15, 1982, p.7

JONES, INA
Photo show by I Jones at camera shop, Jun 23, 1983, p.4
Gray Panthers are stalking issues, pushing for voters, Aug 2, 1984, p.12

JONES, KRISTIN (AU)
Please don't wait (ltr), Nov 8, 1984, p.6

JONES, REBECCA (DR-AU)
A good MD must be human too (edit), Apr 23, 1981, p.7

JONES, ROBERT
Deadline set for submitting school board nominations (list), Jan 10, 1980, p.11
Greenville Council calls for SCS Meadows probe, Sep 11, 1980, p.15

JONES, THELMA (DR)
Jones to head unit of Cancer Society, Jul 30, 1981, p.2
MD T Jones appointed (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.12

JONG, ERICA
Erica Jong to lecture here (photo; poem), Nov 11, 1982, p.1

JORDAN, DEAN (AU)
Threat to cyclists seen (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
'Tour de SCS' at Junior High (photo; list), May 7, 1981, p.26

JORDAN, DOROTHY
Storoy weather (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.1

JORDAN, EDWARD
Divided management seen as factor in railroad ills, Jun 12, 1980, p.1

JORDAN, JOSEPH
Storoy weather (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.1
J Jordan dies, Sep 1, 1983, p.14

JORDAN, KATHLEEN
Seely safety study gets a green light, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
Corrections to July 26 article, Aug 2, 1984, p.13
School district hires 14 new staff members, Sep 6, 1984, p.11

JORDAN, ROBERT
Service organization elects SCS aan R McC Jordan as treasurer, Jun 2, 1983, p.10

JORDAN, ROBERT (DR)
Appointment for former resident Dr R S Jordan, Aug 9, 1984, p.8
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JORDAN, VERNDH
The leadership passes (edit), Jan 21, 1982, p.7

JORDAN, VERNCN JR (AU)
Budget shows failure of nerve (edit), Apr 9, 1931, p.7

JOSEPH, BERNARD
School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1

JOSEPH, DIANE
School Board looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p.10

JOSEPH, MARSHALL (DR)
Dr M S Joseph dies, Dec 23, 1982, p.18

JOSEPHSON, ANDREA (AU)
Lack of coverage (of cheerleaders) scored (ltr), Apr 17, 1980, p.4

JOSEPHSON, CAROLE
Two in the Kitchen has range of courses (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.20
Two in the Kitchen caters to all, Dec 1, 1983, p.12

JOSEPHSON, JULIAN
Two in the Kitchen has range of courses (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.20
Two in the Kitchen caters to all, Dec 1, 1983, p.12

JOSEPHSON, LYNN (DR)
Dr L B Josephson joins surgical staff, Sep 3, 1981, p.2

JOSIPITRE, NATACHA
Learning about the law (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.17

JOSSET, CATHERINE
New G/T curriculua to be written this summer, Jun 21, 1984, p.10
School district hires 14 new staff members, Sep 6, 1984, p.11

JOSSET, ELEANOR
School Board studies cutting, Sep 25, 1980, p.17
STEP-Newcoaers group acts to bridge culture gap at EHS (photo; list), Feb 26, 1981, p.13
ETA honors Eleanor Toeb, Jun 16, 1983, p.11

JOURNALISM
Kids' paper blends oxie with savvy (photo; addl photo p 5), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
Coffee and trial by press (edit), Jul 9, 1981, p.7
Is the press too adversarial? (edit), May 27, 1982, p.7

JOURNALISTS
Tiae's right for Money, says editor Marshall Loeb (photo; addl photo p 5), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
AP naaes resident C E Erbsen new vice president (photo), May 1, 1980, p.7
SHS graduate W Klein wins journalism prize (photo), May 29, 1980, p.2
Area editor: M Iachetta (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.4
Journalist M Loeb wins prize, Jun 3, 1982, p.4
EMT grad J Gottlieb honored, Mar 31, 1983, p.15
Sidney Zion to recount journalistic exploits (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1
SCS aan J Honoachl wins journalism award, Jul 21, 1983, p.2
NYU appoints local editor E Klein, Jul 21, 1983, p.5
Noted journalist H Salisbury to talk here (photo), Nov 10, 1983, p.1
Journalist P L Ross named by Coro Foundation, May 10, 1984, p.16
EMT student L Lanoert is suaaer columnot for Swedish paper, Jul 19, 1984, p.9
Young reporters tell how it was in San Francisco (photo), Jul 26, 1984, p.6
Memorial fund honors reporter H Klein from SCS, Oct 11, 1984, p.5

JOYCE, J LAWRENCE
Pace appoints J L Joyce VP, Mar 31, 1983, p.8
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JOYCE, MARION
Free in this Inquirer, May 20, 1982, p.12

JUDAISM
Jews and Christians can understand one another (edit), Nov 15, 1984, p.7

JUDelson, norman
Fort Hill Club sold; luxury homes planned, Dec 1, 1983, p.9
Three EMT applications in Planning Board hopper, Apr 26, 1984, p.10
Area unites against Moundroundas proposal, May 17, 1984, p.9
Builder N Judelson denies sales rumors, Jul 26, 1984, p.11

Judges
Judge J Holden, Jan 10, 1980, p.1
Judge B L Kaiser named by Carey to Family Court, Mar 4, 1982, p.9
Miriam Cedarbaum to be new judge, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Herold named Acting Justice (list), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Herold takes the oath (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.1
County judge named: F A Nicolai, May 6, 1982, p.4
Judge Herold has a passion for the law (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.6
Proud supporter (1ltr), Oct 21, 1982, p.6
County judge F A Nicolai named, Mar 31, 1983, p.21
Brodsky seeks legislation to change judge appointment, Oct 6, 1983, p.10
Better way to judge judges (edit), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
Report calls for new way of nominating judges here, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
See also women as judges

Judges-Elections
GOP may challenge Non-Partisan nominee, Nov 18, 1982, p.1

Judicial Qualifications Advisory Committee-SCS
Report calls for new way of nominating judges here, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Better way to judge judges (edit), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
Woman's Club faces loss of role in nominating system, Oct 18, 1984, p.1
Don't forget these two (edit), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
Woman's Club keeps Non-Partisan role, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

Judson, Andrew
Interns tackle Village Hall projects (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.2

Judy, Fred
Land settlement, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Task Force on Drugs lists plans (list), Jun 21, 1984, p.6

Judy, Judy
Discovering Christmas (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.8
Tricentennial celebration (photo), May 19, 1983, p.1

Juliano, Carol
Nature photos by C M Juliano at Town Hall, Jan 15, 1981, p.11

July 4th
Fourth of July fireworks (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.32
Climax of July 4th fireworks; Fireworks a big hit with Fox Meadow family (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.1
Sreenacres celebrates 4th (photo; list), Jul 10, 1980, p.2
Manor holds annual parade (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.3
Family Day features races (photo; list), Jul 10, 1980, p.16
A day late, but worth the wait (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Field day at Sreenacres (photo; list), Jul 9, 1981, p.2
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JULY 4TH continued
Arthur Manor marks the Fourth (photo; list), Jul 9, 1981, p.5
Revolution at caap (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.9
Glorious fifth at SCS Pool (photo; list), Jul 9, 1981, p.17
Camelot on Carman Road (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Fireworks fallout showers viewers (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Patriotic family (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.4
Fastest on three legs (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.5
Risky tradition? (edit), Jul 8, 1982, p.6
July 4th celebration? (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.9
Family Day race results; Baby Beauty Contest (photo; list), Jul 8, 1982, p.13
Field day competitors cited (list), Jul 15, 1982, p.4
Who were those masked kids? (photo; list), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Thrilling sight (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
No politics allowed, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Smooth weekend, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Despite heat, Greenacres residents ran, jumped, tossed and galloped (photo; list), Jul 7, 1983, p.2
Fourth of July 1983 at SCS Pool (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.6
She wants fireworks moved (ltr), Jul 7, 1983, p.6
Taking the Fourth seriously (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.9
Paddling at the pool (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.11
Approximately 5000 people at SCS Pool for band concert, fireworks (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.11
Glorious fourth (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.1
Children celebrate Independence Day at Arthur Manor parade (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.1

JUNI P OLLOCK FUND FOR LEUKEMIA RESEARCH

SHS students dance for dollars, Apr 8, 1982, p.17

JUNIOR ACTION FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE-SCS
Weather curtails JACS fund raiser, Oct 23, 1980, p.6
JACS aid community (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.33
JACS raise money for Cancer fund, Apr 2, 1981, p.12
Trustees vote to hire Freightway consultants, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
County honor for the JACS (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.2
Gift from the JACS (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.3
JACS teach tooth care (photo; list), Mar 25, 1982, p.21
No generation gap here (photo; list), Dec 30, 1982, p.2
Youth service group, JACS, plans projects for 1984 (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.34

JUNIOR LEAGUE
Evolution of a 'Volunteer powerhouse' (edit), Mar 10, 1983, p.7

JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER
Junior league to change name, Sep 27, 1984, p.10
Junior League: 'tis a season for filling wishes (illus), Nov 22, 1984, p.6
In time for Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.8
SEE ALSO JUNIOR LEAGUE-SCS (BEFORE 1985)

JUNIOR LEAGUE-HISTORY
SCS resident J Gordon co-authors new book on women's voluntarism (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.9

JUNIOR LEAGUE-SCS
Children's welfare, music, Wayside Cottage among causes Junior League serves (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.20
League elects 18 area women (list), May 15, 1980, p.11
Voluntarism topic of J Holms' talk (photo; list), Jun 19, 1980, p.7
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JUNIOR LEAGUE-SCS continued
Midge Miller is League president, Oct 9, 1980, p.10
Halloween, Colonial style (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.7
Soup's on; Vegetable Jack' o lantern (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.11
Pre-Junior Leaguers (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.8
Junior League members J Coutts, S Sissondo attend training seminar, Dec 18, 1980, p.10
Twelve elected to Junior League (list), Dec 18, 1980, p.11
Junior League attends conference (list), May 14, 1981, p.13
New officers (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.10
Morning meeting, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
Getting Wayside on landmark list took persistence (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
Junior League extends its community projects (photo) (Progress '82 Suppl), Jan 28, 1982, p.24
Grateful to Junior League (ltr), Feb 4, 1982, p.6
New cookbook published, Apr 29, 1982, p.13
Thanks for assistance (ltr), Jul 22, 1982, p.6
Welcome to Wayside Cottage (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.2
Junior League to give grants, Oct 28, 1982, p.5
Unmasking the spirit of friendship (photo; list), Nov 4, 1982, p.6
New housing option for seniors is goal of Operation Share, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Junior League's volunteers work to meet community needs (photo; list) (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.29
Update on Share, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Junior League awards six grants (list), Mar 10, 1983, p.5
Tricentennial celebration (photo), May 19, 1983, p.1
Here's how your ancestors did it (photo), May 26, 1983, p.3
Junior League awards six grants (list), Oct 13, 1983, p.9
Panel probes what's available; what's lacking for seniors, Nov 3, 1983, p.3
Junior League project (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.8
Junior League Wish Book is guide for volunteers, Nov 24, 1983, p.2
Junior League promotes voluntarism (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.26
Chamber to honor Junior League, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Huge assortment of merchandise ready for Junior League sale (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.8
Big night for the Junior League (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes the recipient of the Chamber of Commerce Civic and Business Award (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.24
Newly installed officers of SCS Junior League (photo; list), May 3, 1984, p.8
Junior league to change name, Sep 27, 1984, p.10
SEE ALSO JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER (AFTER 1985)

JUNIOR OLYMPIC GAMES
Sullivan going to Junior Olympics (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.18
Sullivan places second at Junior Olympics, Aug 12, 1982, p.14

JURGENS, ASTRID
A Jurgens dies, Feb 28, 1980, p.10

JURY
SEE COURTS

JUST, ALLAN
Mid-Westchester names A Just director, Aug 21, 1980, p.2
JUST, ALLAN (AU)
Appreciation (to SVAC) (ltr), Apr 9, 1981, p.6

JUSTER, HOWARD
Interest seen in child care programs (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
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JUSTER, HOWARD continued
Architect H Juster joins Research Council, Jul 14, 1983, p.3
No quorums (at Planning Board meeting), Sep 1, 1983, p.1
Board hands out bouquets, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Local architect H H Juster to chair institute (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.4
JUSTER, HOWARD (AU)
  Ineptitude during blackout (ltr), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
JUSTER, MURLIAL
  HS leaders agree: people as important as curriculum, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
JUVENILE LAW EDUCATION PROJECT
  Sixth graders learn about law from police youth officers (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.17
KABD DEVELOPERS
  Polera gets nod on Freightway project, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
KABUKI THEATRE
  Japan's Kabuki--a review (edit; illus), Jan 28, 1982, p.7
KAC, MARK (DR)
  Dr M Kac dies, Nov 1, 1984, p.22
KACZKA, ROBERT
  Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
KAGAN, BRYAN (DR)
  Dr M E Lederman, Dr B Kagan join hospital, Dec 6, 1984, p.19
KAGAN, CLARA
  New 'twinning' program at URT, Jan 27, 1983, p.12
KAHAN, NORMAN (RABBI)
KAHANE (RABBI)
  Koch cited as example (ltr), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
KAHL, JANE
  College of NR cites residents R Lopez, J Kahl, Jul 23, 1981, p.4
KAHN, ERIK (AU)
  Hard to swallow (ltr), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
  You might be surprised (ltr), Aug 19, 1982, p.6
KAHN, GERALD
  Residents active in fight against Muscular Dystrophy (list), Jan 31, 1980, p.6
  Chairman G M Kahn named for MDA telethon, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
KAHN, GERTRUDE
  Pilla, Braca candidates for seat on Town Board, Sep 22, 1983, p.9
KAHN, HERMAN
  Hersan Kahn's message of hope (edit), Jul 21, 1983, p.7
KAHN, JANE
  New exhibit by J Kahn coming to Alan Brown Gallery (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.20
KAHN, JENNIFER (AU)
  Fountains proposed (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
KAHN, KARIN (AU)
  Don't ignore Dr King (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
KAHN, KATHY
  Mormon Expo gives lessons in survival (Part I) (photo; list), Sep 19, 1980, p.4
KAHN, LAWRENCE
  Judge asks review of teacher M Forrest's claims, Jan 15, 1981, p.11
  District justified in latest Forrest decision, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
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KAHN, LAWRENCE  continued
Supreme Court dismisses Muriel Forrest's appeal, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
Muriel Forrest appeals case, Aug 5, 1982, p.11

KAHN, PHIL
SCS boy M Goldstein is number one fund raiser for cystic fibrosis (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.4

KAICHER, ANNETTE
Alumni group picks leaders (list), Sep 3, 1981, p.5

KAISER, ALBERT
A F Kaiser named VP (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.2
Scholarship to sophomore A Kaiser, Jul 22, 1982, p.16
New position (for A Kaiser) (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.4
A L Kaiser dies, Oct 25, 1984, p.18

KAISER, BARBARA
Local party leader D Finger to manage Kaiser campaign, Aug 27, 1981, p.3
Hochberg supporters meet (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.2
County posts at stake November 3, Oct 29, 1981, p.1
SCS vote helps Hochberg, Deibello win (chart p 8), Nov 5, 1981, p.1
Judge B L Kaiser named by Carey to Family Court, Mar 4, 1982, p.9
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Cuomo, Moynihan, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1

KAISER, ELIZABETH
Student E Kaiser chosen for foreign exchange, Jun 5, 1980, p.17

KALAT, JENNY
Opponents of drug use push politics with anti-pot pitch (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.1

KALAT, LOIS
L C Kalat joins Van Wart (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.2

KALAT, PETER
For a safe Halloween (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.16
Catcher R Cerrone visits new store (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.16

KALB, ROLAND
Friends of center plan fund drive (list), Mar 12, 1981, p.11

KALEY, JOHN
Joseph Rusin pleads guilty, Jul 29, 1982, p.9

KALEY, PATRICK
It only hurts when he laughs (photo; list), Nov 20, 1980, p.6

KALICK, LESLIE
Highest awards for Girl Scouts L Kalick, J Thompson, J Delaney, W Harris (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.3

KALICK, LESLIE (AU)
Disbelief and anger (ltr), Feb 24, 1983, p.6

KALLET, MARY
Husansists to vote on group home, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Training center builds sense of self-esteem (Part II) (photo; addl photo p 12), Jul 9, 1981, p.6

KALLIMANIS, BASIL
Builders, BAR argue over new house plans, Feb 17, 1983, p.3

KALLIR, JOHN
Kallir takes planning post, Feb 11, 1982, p.10
Board sets Aug 1 target for site plan vote, Jul 12, 1984, p.9
Board okays revised plan for disputed Moundroukas building, Aug 2, 1984, p.13
Planning Board lauds vote to keep format, Oct 4, 1984, p.10

KALNA, WILLIAM
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KALNA, WILLIAM continued
Limongelli says board lacks fiscal control, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Town Board, Supervisor's seats at stake in election, Oct 29, 1981, p.15
Democrats win town, Nov 5, 1981, p.15

KALT, ELIZABETH
E K Kalt dies, Dec 25, 1980, p.12

KAMENARA, CHIHARU
Mini-feast (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.24

KAMINER, JACK
Everybody won (edit), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
A 'new cheer' for J Kaminer, Feb 7, 1980, p.11
Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
School Board lists legislative positions (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
Kaminer chosen, Apr 16, 1981, p.27
SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
SHS alumni remember classmate C C Winston III (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.9
Kaminer to be asst principal, Jan 20, 1982, p.1
Panel explores teen drinking, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Kaminers (Jack, Paula) to lead tours to colleges, Jun 9, 1983, p.13
Fond farewell to Bill Dean, 'Mr SCS' (photo; addl photo p 6), Aug 9, 1984, p.1

KAMINER, JACk (AU)
Thanks from the coach (ltr), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
Thanks from the coach (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
Thanks from basketball coach (ltr), Dec 8, 1983, p.6

KAMINER, PAULA
Kaminers (Jack, Paula) to lead tours to colleges, Jun 9, 1983, p.13

KAMINSKY, HARVEY
SCS policeman J LoVecchio jailed, Jul 29, 1982, p.1

KAMINSKY, KAREN
Clean up outside, litter inside (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.21

KAMO, YOSHIKO
International flavor to this Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.4

KAMP, MARTIN (AU)
Path plan ignores conservation (ltr), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
Unjustified expense? (ltr), Apr 17, 1980, p.4

KANAREK, HERBERT
Town Club: Teacher pay should rise less than cost of living, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Lawyer H K Kanarek gives talk, Aug 26, 1982, p.2
Grossman in race for Village Board (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.1
SCS to have first contest for village justice (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Non-partisan slate to turn down debate (list), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Seeking a forum, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Committee backs Kanarek (list), Feb 10, 1983, p.2
Campaign charges, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Illegal flyer, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Two, H Kanarek and M Cedarbaum, run in first judgeship contest (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Campaign excesses (edit), Mar 3, 1983, p.6
Disqualification explained (ltr), Mar 3, 1983, p.6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KANAREK, HERBERT</td>
<td>Continued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hope abounds as village election nears, Mar 10, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For village justice (edit), Mar 10, 1983, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Why he's against Kanarek (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Why he's for Kanarek (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Landslide win for Citizens' Party (chart; photo p.14), Mar 17, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Investigation urged (ltr), Mar 24, 1983, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meeting on (election) foul-up, Jun 9, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opposition preparing to run, Dec 8, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Voting changes, Feb 16, 1984, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Report calls for new way of nominating judges here, Apr 5, 1984, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Approach to litter problem (ltr), Aug 26, 1982, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>We all care—or should (ltr), Sep 1, 1983, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Keeping score (ltr; list), May 3, 1984, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANE, MARGUERITE</td>
<td>(AU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tribute to Jane Kelley (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANFER, ALEXIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For a safe Halloween (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANG, MICHELE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M Kang admitted to Juilliard, Sep 25, 1980, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANG, YOUNG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Singin' in the steam (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANG, MIYOKO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Institute of Language Arts expands curriculum for 81-82 (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANOVSKY, VITALI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New 'twinning' program at WRT, Jan 27, 1983, p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANTER, AARON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IACS teach tooth care (photo; list), Mar 25, 1982, p.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANTOR, ERIC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Old grads never die; they go to Aluani Tea (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANTROWITZ, HANNAH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village Club speakers N Kantrowitz, C Stix eye trends for Westchester during the 80's, Nov 19, 1981, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAPEL, ROBERT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maroon raffle (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAPEL, ROBERT (AU)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raffle for SHS paper (ltr), Jun 12, 1980, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raffle support (ltr), Jun 26, 1980, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAPELUS, DENYSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Center names D Kapelus new director, Jul 19, 1984, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAPICA, JOHN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Police contract settled, Dec 22, 1983, p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAPICA, JOHN (AU)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Every 3 1/2 minutes—another burglary (edit), Dec 15, 1983, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAPICA, STANLEY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eagle Scout project (photo), May 6, 1982, p.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Another closing: Heathcote Hardware, Oct 14, 1982, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAPLAN, BURTON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Orchestra director selected: B Kaplan (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KAPLAN, BURTON continued
Festival Chorus is more than the sum of its parts (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.5

KAPLAN, CAROL
Signing the charter (photo; list), Sep 24, 1981, p.8

KAPLAN, ELLEN
Women's careers subject of Wellesley club talk, Oct 1, 1981, p.1

KAPLAN, GLENN (DR)
Local MD G E Kaplan joins health plan, Sep 2, 1982, p.19
New at Hospital: Dr G E Kaplan, Nov 18, 1982, p.12

KAPLAN, HARVEY
Three (J Berninghas, H Kaplan, J Panessa) charged with drug sales, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Hearing begins in cocaine case, Aug 19, 1982, p.3
Cocaine case sent to grand jury, Sep 16, 1982, p.5
Drug, shoplift cases settled, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Probation given in marijuana case, Dec 2, 1982, p.4

KAPLAN, HEIDI
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Board of Education elects J Gevertz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1

KAPLAN, JILL
Have a heart the auction at Greenacres (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.15

KAPLAN, JUDITH
Realty fire names J Kaplan top salesperson, Oct 11, 1984, p.23
Fashion fundraiser (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.14
Aid for Ethiopia (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.2

KAPLAN, LAURIE
Village, school plan unified youth program, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Village Club panelists speak on pressures of adolescence, Dec 6, 1984, p.5

KAPLAN, MARC (DR)
Dr M Kaplan joins association, Apr 2, 1981, p.11

KAPLAN, NATALIE
Fair weather for graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.11

KAPLAN, RACHEL
School superintendent Dr A Larson babysits sharks (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.15
Roller revival at its peak on Donellan Road (photo; list), Feb 19, 1981, p.4

KAPLAN, ROBERT
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

KAPLAN, RONNIE
'Joan of Arts' leads Mondale forces into town (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.1
College elects Scarsdali ans R Kaplan and H Herzog, Dec 27, 1984, p.5

KAPLAN, SARAH
SCS painter S Kaplan has show at bank, Mar 27, 1980, p.8

KAPNER, MARC
Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving tradition (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.6

KAPP, WILLIAM
Citizens try to save courts (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.1

KARABAIC, LAWRENCE
Teacher Recognition Day (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.21
Greenville teacher L Karabaic elected to Putnam arts directorship (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.18
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KARABAIC, LAWRENCE continued
  Goodby party has warmth, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11

KARAKUL, KENNETH

KARAN, JENNIFER
  Board of Ed enters Moundroukas battle, May 10, 1984, p.13

KARAN, PAUL
  Five (S Albert, S Bloom, G Goldsholle, P Karan, R Maslow) proposed for School Board vacancies (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11
  Candidate P Karan denies conflict charge, Feb 7, 1980, p.9
  Three (S Bloom, P Karan, R Maslow) endorsed for School Board, Mar 27, 1980, p.15
  School budget, Board okayed, May 8, 1980, p.23
  New cutting policy passed by board, Nov 20, 1980, p.15
  Budget raise now 7%; tenure granted, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
  Tenure system, new athletic eligibility standard discussed, May 14, 1981, p.21
  Plaudits and tributes mark Board of Ed year-end meeting, Jun 11, 1981, p.18
  Board passes new cut policy, 5 to 2, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
  No gym exceptions for cheerleaders, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
  Board approves five-course minimum in grades 9 to 12, Mar 25, 1982, p.19
  Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
  Four gain tenure; no day care OK yet, May 13, 1982, p.11
  Board appoints Finn, Fornges; Children's Center is approved, Aug 5, 1982, p.11
  Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16
  School board sets ambitious program, Nov 11, 1982, p.12
  Karan remains on BH board, Dec 30, 1982, p.9
  Drop EHS class ranking, change grade weighting, report asks, May 12, 1983, p.13
  Seely parents ask board for reassurance on class size, Jun 2, 1983, p.13
  Board ends class ranking at EHS, Jun 16, 1983, p.11
  Board fills new district-wide director's post in split vote, Jun 23, 1983, p.11
Certiorari--a big word for a difficult tax situation, Oct 6, 1983, p.11

KARAN, PAUL (AU)
  A loss to the community (ltr), Dec 29, 1983, p.6

KARAN, SUSAN (AU)
  A loss to the community (ltr), Dec 29, 1983, p.6

KARAS, DONALD
  Local man D A Karas to be trustee of center, Jun 18, 1981, p.11

KARAS, RENEE
  Renee Karas now practicing here, Nov 4, 1982, p.10

KARDARAS, PETER
  Board of Education approves ski team, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

KARESH, JOHN
  GCC opposes downzoning, Levittown repercussions (list), Feb 7, 1980, p.9
  School funding proposals attacked by panelists (photo), May 29, 1980, p.13

KARESH, STEVEN
  Here's how your ancestors did it (photo), May 26, 1983, p.3

KARETSKY, GARY
  J Wood, G Karetsky in sectional play at SHS (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.1

KARLIN, JACKIE
  Town boards consider plans for construction in area, Dec 23, 1982, p.10
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KARLINER, (MRS WILLIAM) (AU)
   Hochberg credited (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
KARLINER, EDITH (AU)
   Why have dissension? (ltr), Jan 28, 1982, p.6
   Dismayed by USA Today ad (ltr), Apr 28, 1983, p.6
KARNOFSKY, DAVID (DR)
   New program seeks to reverse decline in tree population (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.1
KAROLI, TIMOTHY
   Cub Scout Pack 60 cleans up Drake Edgewood Park (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.4
KARP, DALE
   Interfaith concert to raise relief funds for Cambodians (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.1
KARP, GLORIA
   Group forms for Holtzman (list), Jul 17, 1980, p.3
   Agency plans group home on Post Road in Greenacres, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
   Village likely to oppose halfway house (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
KARP, JOSEPH (DR)
KARP, MATTHEW
   New 'twinning' program at WRT, Jan 27, 1983, p.12
KARP, ROBERTA
   Speakers call for more fields, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
KARP, ROBERTA (AU)
   On pointing fingers (ltr), Jan 1, 1981, p.4
   A much needed service (ltr), Feb 10, 1983, p.6
   Football Mother replies (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
KARPAS, IRVING JR
   Resident I D Karpas Jr elected to board of Hebrew Union College, Mar 22, 1984, p.14
KARPLUS, ELENA DE
   SEE DE KARPLUS, ELENA
KARPOV, ANATOLY
   Korchnoi v Karpov: Rematch in Merano (illus), Feb 18, 1982, p.20
   Karpov-Korchnoi: Game six (illus), Feb 25, 1982, p.20
KARRELL, JACK
   Citizens ask: Is our water tested enough? (photo), Aug 30, 1984, p.6
KARTZINEL, WAYNE
   Director named for Art Workshop: W Kartzinel, Jan 17, 1980, p.11
KASDIN, ANDY
   Art in the streets (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.2
KASE, NATALIE
   Nature Center to host clay art exhibition (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.9
KASELL, DAVID
   Greenacres celebrates 4th (photo; list), Jul 10, 1980, p.2
KASHNER, ELISABETH
   Planned Parenthood elections held (list), Jun 2, 1983, p.10
KASHNER, RITA
   'Nest's' lead Rita Kashner to first novel (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.6
KASKEL, SUSAN
   Fantasy Ball '84 workers saluted at Neiman Marcus fashion show, tea (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.8
KASS, WALTER (DR)
   Local psychologist Dr W Kass elected president of county group, May 14, 1981, p.3
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KASS, WALTER (DR) continued
Dr W Kass named to board of MS Society, Dec 15, 1983, p.17

KASTON, HENRY
Partners H Schambach, H Kaston to exhibit rare fiddles at Met (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 19, 1981, p.6

KATELEY, MARGARET
Estelle Berman to leave library, Apr 16, 1981, p.1

KATER, (MRS SUILFORD)
Just in time for Flag Day (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.8

KATER, DAN
Kater to be president of CINE (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.15

KATER, JOYCE
J Kater, H Guest win Spelvin Awards from Greenville Theater (list), Jun 18, 1981, p.17

KATHY FIOELICH SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID

KATIN, BESSIE
Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting, Dec 16, 1982, p.1

KATKIN, BURTON
ATT promotes SCs man B K Katkin (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.5
State council elects B K Katkin (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.10

KATO, MICHIKO (AU)
Bad experience at library (ltr), Nov 11, 1982, p.6

KATSUMOTO, HITOMI
Playtime (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.9

KATSUMOTO, YOSHIMI
Playtime (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.9

KATZ, ASCHER
Call-in Jury system termed success, Jan 3, 1980, p.9
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Comouter suits, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Judge finds Conrail liable in law suit, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Candidates jockey for town positions, May 26, 1983, p.11
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican gala, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Democrat Lois Bronz, running for reelection, speaks out (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.11
Conrail appealing awards (list), Jul 26, 1984, p.11

KATZ, BARRY (DR)
Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1

KATZ, ESTELLE
Citizens protest at hearing, Oct 8, 1981, p.1
Gray Panthers are stalking issues, pushing for voters, Aug 2, 1984, p.12

KATZ, GARY
Bridge over the 'River Hai' (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.18

KATZ, HELENE
Residents E Baumwald, H Katz honored by Hebrew schools, May 14, 1981, p.11

KATZ, IRA (DR)

KATZ, JONATHAN
College student from SCS J Katz survives hitchhiking tragedy, Sep 11, 1980, p.1

KATZ, JUDY
College student from SCS J Katz survives hitchhiking tragedy, Sep 11, 1980, p.1

KATZ, LEE (DR)
SUNY wadan Dr L Katz named to post in United Way, Sep 6, 1984, p.8
KATZ, MONIQUE (AU)
Before dieting know why you eat (edit), Sep 24, 1981, p.7

KATZ, MYRON (AU)
Can 'Gainsharing' catch Japan? (edit), Jun 10, 1982, p.7

KATZ, RAFI
Police arrest JDL protestors (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.11

KATZ, RUTH
Harris jurors see letters written by defendant, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
Defense presents will in evidence at Harris trial, Jan 15, 1981, p.1

KATZ, SIMON
Mays comes to EMT, Feb 12, 1981, p.17

KATZ, WILLIAM
New novel by local writer W Katz, Sep 27, 1984, p.10

KATZIVE, MARION
Governor appoints SCS lawyer M C Katzie, Nov 5, 1981, p.4

KATZIVE, RICHARD
Board calls Polera plan 'unacceptable', Jul 9, 1981, p.1

KATZMAN, ABE
Coaster bus to New York has smooth trial run (photo; addl photo p 12), Apr 1, 1982, p.1

KATZMAN, DAVID
Quaker Ridge Staff Recognition day (photo; list), May 29, 1980, p.14

KAUFMAN, ANDREA
School clothes offer a range of new styles (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.6

KAUFMAN, ANDREW (AU)
He did a great job (ltr), Aug 12, 1982, p.6

KAUFMAN, ANITA
Bike path protest continues; Rec fees, taxi fares raised, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Election campaign hits full stride, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Coalition slate airs views (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
A look at the candidates for Village Board (photo; list; addl photo p 16), Mar 5, 1981, p.5
Day of decision near in village election; Facts on Village Election, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Both sides talk like winners (photo; chart p 10), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Westchester honors SCS woman A F Kaufman, Jun 18, 1981, p.11
Help for victims of crime (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.21
Resident A Kaufman heads Vassar Club, Jun 14, 1984, p.8
Cancer Fund sends mission to Israel, Nov 22, 1984, p.9

KAUFMAN, ANITA (AU)
Citizen sees benefit (of contested election) (ltr), Jan 9, 1981, p.4
Selective listening (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4

KAUFMAN, ANN
YM-YW appoints C Rivel, N Olson, S Baua, A Kaufman to staff, Sep 23, 1982, p.11

KAUFMAN, ARTHUR
Merchants report mixed response to evening hours, Jul 26, 1984, p.1

KAUFMAN, DAVID (AU)
He's for amendment (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6

KAUFMAN, DORIS (AU)
Senior program hailed (ltr), Feb 25, 1982, p.6
Also interested in seniors (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6
KAUFMAN, DOUGLAS
Cyclist K Matsuo injured by automobile (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.1

KAUFMAN, GAIL
School Board lists legislative positions (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
Holiday party at the Junior High (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.15

KAUFMAN, JANE
In death, two profiles in courage emerge: Nice going, Captain Bill (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7

KAUFMAN, JOHN
In death, two profiles in courage emerge: Nice going, Captain Bill (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7

KAUFMAN, LEWIS JR

KAUFMAN, LIONEL
Late, crowded and hot trains are way of life for Harlem Line riders (photo), May 22, 1980, p.1

KAUFMAN, LIONEL (AU)
Battles of showmanship (ltr), Feb 12, 1981, p.4
Violation of spirit (ltr), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
Side by Side (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6

KAUFMAN, MARJORIE
M S Kaufman dies, Feb 4, 1982, p.18

KAUFMAN, MARJORIE (AU)
Praising SVAC (ltr), Oct 8, 1981, p.6

KAUFMAN, MARTIN
Citizens try to save courts (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.1

KAUFMAN, MARTIN (AU)
On open lunch program (ltrs), Feb 26, 1981, p.4

KAUFMAN, MILLICENT (AU)
On open lunch program (ltrs), Feb 26, 1981, p.4

KAUFMAN, PEGGY HERSCHENSOHN
As graduates began life after SHS, the Class of '64 was coming back, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

KAUFMAN, STANLEY
Cyclist G Thompson injured in collision (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.3

KAUFMAN, TEMA
Edgewood checkers champs (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.23

KAUL, KENNETH

KAVANAUGH, THOMAS
Heathcote sixth graders turn businesspeople (photo; list), May 15, 1980, p.5
SNB appoints T C Kavanaugh, D H Munzer, S V Petrie, M Rosenburgh new vice presidents (photo), Feb 18, 1982, p.2
Kavanaugh to retire from SCS Hall (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.5

KAVENAUGH, THOMAS (AU)
Top citizen W Dean moving (ltr), Jul 5, 1984, p.6

KAWAMOTO, YUJI
Y Kawamoto dies, Apr 12, 1984, p.12

KANEKSA, KRISTEN
Christmas concert at IHM (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.14

KAY, BONNIE
Rail strike taking toll on merchants (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1

KAY, MARTIN
United Way calling (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.3

KAY, NEHETTE
Nenette Kay keeps pace, high C at 84 (photo; addl photo p.6), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
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KAYE, JUDITH
   Albany, here she comes (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.3
KAYE, LARRY
   Farewell to popular teacher L Kaye (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.17
   More state aid cuts school tax increase, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
KAYE, LAWRENCE
   Bouchier named athletic director (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.1
KAYE, LAURENCE
   Boucier named athletic director (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.1
KAZI, ELLA
KAZI, JEAN (AU)
   They're thankful (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
KAZI, RALPH
   They're thankful (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
KAZURA, JOHN
   J P Kazura dies, Jun 5, 1980, p.14
   SCS firemen line steps of St Matthew's church for funeral of fireman J Kazura (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.14
KEANEY, JEANETTE
   New Scout House dedicated (photo; list), Mar 18, 1982, p.5
KEANEY, CATY
   Sidewalk Sale draws big crowds (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.1
KEANEY, DIANE
   Bottle bill, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
   New bottle bill introduced, Mar 26, 1981, p.5
KEANEY, FRANK
   White Hat recipient F Griffiths has served 50 years as volunteer fireman (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.3
   Blitz wins fire prevention award (photo; list), Dec 29, 1983, p.2
KEANEY, JENNY
   Heathcote supports a special puppy (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.1
KEANEY, JOHN
   J P Keane dies, Apr 7, 1983, p.16
KEARL, STANLEY
   Kearl sculpture on display at LI museum, Sep 30, 1982, p.11
KEARN, STEVEN
   Mobil squeeze, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
   Stations shut down, Mar 8, 1984, p.1
   Back in business, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
KEATING, E F (AU)
   Monsignor's message (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
KEATING, EDWARD
   New manager, E F Keating, at local bank branch (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.3
KEATING, EDWARD JR
   Trustees Sias and Stone, Beatrice Underweiser are Non Partisan candidates (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.1
KEATING, JOHN (AU)
   Arguments for the system (ltr), Jan 29, 1981, p.4
KEATING, MARY
   Teacher M Keating joins dance staff, Oct 27, 1983, p.17
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KEATING, MARY (AU)
Tenants fear displacement (ltr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6

KEATING, MICHAEL
Volunteer firefighters drill (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.4
Safe passage (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Nick Cantatore’s the man behind SCS’s flowers (photo; addl photo p 6), Aug 19, 1982, p.1
The storm before the lull (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.3
Near catastrophe at Heathcote 5 Corners (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1

KEABIAN, ELEANOR
Quaker Ridge librarian E Kebabian to retire, Jun 18, 1981, p.15

KEEFE, ANNE
A 0 Keefe dies, Jun 5, 1980, p.14

KEEFE, MARY
M A Keefe dies, Dec 1, 1983, p.18

KEEGAN, THOMAS
Finneran fined, loses auto license, Dec 30, 1982, p.9

KEEL, MELINDA
Behind the scenes (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.15

KEELY, DIANE
This resident, W Weinstein, wants to hear your opinion (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.4

KEENE, MRS CHARLES
College Careers founder D Allensworth honored by Saith College (photo), May 29, 1980, p.8

KEENE, HELEN
Vigilers make silent statement (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.1

KEENE, HELEN (AU)
Board asked to act on freeze (ltr), Mar 22, 1984, p.6
It must not happen again (ltr), Aug 2, 1984, p.6
Freeze is not unilateral (ltr), Oct 25, 1984, p.6

KEENHGUS, JAMES
Scarsdalian D M Beraingham killed in car crash, Aug 23, 1984, p.1

KEGAN, JOHN
First grade section being added at (OR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1

KEISER, JEFF
More obstructions, Jun 26, 1980, p.1

KEITH, HERMAN
Keith heads drive, Oct 4, 1984, p.12

KEITH, JOHN (DR)
SCS Futures, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
SCS Futures appoints J A Handelaan director (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.3
Advisory committee of SCS Foundation Futures Program meets (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.5

KELLEHER, BRIAN
Rent control law debated, Jan 14, 1982, p.1

KELLEHER, PAUL
School panelists praise teacher appraisal system, Mar 20, 1980, p.4
File flap; "Fora of censorship", Apr 24, 1980, p.1
All that fuss (edit), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
Memorial service set for SHS senior S Saltz (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1
PTA groups issue report on teen drinking, drug use, May 8, 1980, p.1
Inspiring student achievements (ltr; list), May 15, 1980, p.4
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KELLEHER, PAUL  continued
Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
PTA: Raise drinking age, Jun 12, 1980, p.3
SHS commencement (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Tragedy, hope (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
Four SCS schools given good marks by SED visitors, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
Jabberwocky ready for fall term (list), Aug 28, 1980, p.17
Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Student activity planners see 'turning point' at SHS, Sep 18, 1980, p.1
HS leaders agree: people as important as curriculum, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Louise Black: first lady of SHS sports (photo; list), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
Off the list (East of the Sun), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
AFS student J Uronen disappears (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Enthusiastic response to SHS's drug, alcohol education program, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Fears raised about theater (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
Bomb scare, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Not a holiday, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
Clean up outside, litter inside (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.21
Kelleher leaving SHS for top job in Bedford; Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Death of senior S Zolotorofe shocks high school, Jun 18, 1981, p.1
Smiles of success (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Advice and applause for graduates, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
A beginning and an ending (edit), Jun 25, 1981, p.7
One of proud fathers: P Kelleher with son Timothy (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.9
School Board elects Joel Lesnick president (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
Out there is real—school is not (illus; edit), Jul 9, 1981, p.7
Residents rap traffic build-up, Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Riflery team sighted on a better image (photo; addl photo p 8; list), Mar 11, 1982, p.6

KELLEHER, TIMOTHY
One of proud fathers: P Kelleher with son Timothy (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.9

KELLER, DANIEL
SHS alumna J Ochs has filia in New York Festival (photo), Sep 29, 1983, p.12

KELLER, JASON
Greenacres Cub Scouts clean up Red Maple Swamp (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.5

KELLER, SHANE
Greenacres Cub Scouts clean up Red Maple Swamp (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.5

KELLER, WALLACE
W Keller dies, Dec 16, 1982, p.28

KELLEY, JANE
Key people at LWV 60th anniversary luncheon (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Evelyn Seidman elected new League president (list), Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Jane Kelley dies; was LWV leader, Mar 8, 1984, p.1
Tribute to Jane Kelley (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6

KELLEY, JULIA

KELLEY, KEVIN
First day of school (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.15

KELLIGREW, JOHN
Jean Harris indicted for murder, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
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KELLMAN, DAVID
SCS student R Shafran finds he's one of 3, Sep 25, 1980, p.1

KELLNER, EILEEN
Local committee, state clash over site for group home, Jan 28, 1982, p.11

KELLY, COLETTE
C U Kelly dies, Mar 6, 1980, p.12

KELLY, DARREN
Plan for peace in Ireland, one child by one (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.6

KELLY, EDDIE
SHS alumni remember classmate C C Winston III (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.9

KELLY, FRAU (AU)
In 98 countries torture does exist (edit), Aug 2, 1983, p.7

KELLY, GEORGE
Fire at Saxon Woods Road farm termed suspicious, Nov 20, 1980, p.5
Dreaming of Halloween (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.1

KELLY, JAMES
J C Kelly dies, May 21, 1981, p.20
Odell House marks 200th anniversary (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
Parents need orienting too, Oct 7, 1982, p.2

KELLY, KATE (DR)
Dr K Kelly dies, Nov 17, 1983, p.20

KELLY, KATHRYN
New staff members (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.22

KELLY, LUKE
Plan for peace in Ireland, one child by one (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.6

KELLY, MARGUERITE
M T Kelly dies, Aug 20, 1980, p.8

KELLY, MARIAN
Damage suit settled, May 19, 1983, p.1

KELLY, MARY
Plan for peace in Ireland, one child by one (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.6

KELLY, MICHAEL
First in line for SCS Pool (photo), May 29, 1980, p.7
Family Day features races (photo; list), Jul 10, 1980, p.16
Successful breakfast (ltr), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
Pool workers win raises; job action narrowly averted (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Celebrity, Miss Piggy, comes to SCS (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Student activity planners see 'turning point' at SHS, Sep 18, 1980, p.1
Board asks state for work for taxes law, Nov 27, 1980, p.1

KELLY, MICHAEL (AU)
Rec Dept asks cooperation (ltr), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
Cooperate with runners (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4

KELLY, PATRICK
Development plans come under fire: 7 fields proposed on Griffin (illus), Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Village promises landscaping plan for Supply Field, Aug 16, 1984, p.1
Supply Field plans scored, Aug 23, 1984, p.1

KELLY, RICHARD
Village warden J Cox killed in crash (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.1

KELLY, THOMAS
T L Kelly dies, Nov 4, 1982, p.16
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KELLY, TOM
Fond farewell to Bill Dean, 'Mr SCS' (photo; addl photo p 6), Aug 9, 1984, p.1

KELLY, WALTER
  E Robison sold; will relocate, Jul 5, 1984, p.1

KELSEY, ALBERT
  A D Kelsey dies, Oct 16, 1980, p.12

KELSDORF, MILDRED
  Cyclist S Thompson injured in collision (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.3

KELZ, ALBERTINE
  A D Kelz dies, Apr 29, 1982, p.22

KEMP, AMANDA
  Summer abroad for local girls A Kemp, M Jasen, May 26, 1983, p.8

KEMPSELL, GEORGE JR (REV)
  Rev G F Kempsell Jr dies, Aug 14, 1980, p.8

KENDALL, BLANCHE
  B R Kendall dies, Nov 29, 1984, p.24

KENDALL, DAVID (REV)

KENDALL, JESSICA
  St James, Baptists join in sponsoring Vietnamese family, Jul 24, 1980, p.3

KENDALL, JONAH
  St James, Baptists join in sponsoring Vietnamese family, Jul 24, 1980, p.3

KENDALL, MEESAN
  St James, Baptists join in sponsoring Vietnamese family, Jul 24, 1980, p.3

KENDALL, MEG
  Behind the scenes (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2

KENDALL, MICHAEL
  Kendall appointed archdeacon (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.14

KENDALL, MICHAEL (REV)
  St James, Baptists join in sponsoring Vietnamese family, Jul 24, 1980, p.3
  K Silleck donates prize to St James (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.22
  Police criticized in arrest of priest, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
  Arctic bishop Rev J R Sperry visits SCS (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.23
  Residents being asked to sign petition for nuclear arms freeze (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.5
  Rev Kendall named to board, Jun 3, 1982, p.16
  Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
  Valentine's Day at Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.16
  Freeze supporters try to build on 'The Day After', Nov 24, 1983, p.1
  Samaritans of St James will 'take any crisis', Nov 24, 1983, p.6
  Agency seeking village's help in serving the frail elderly, Mar 1, 1984, p.1

KENNEDY, EDWARD
  Kennedy wins big in village (list; chart), Mar 27, 1980, p.1
  Kennedy sweeps six EMT districts (list; chart), Mar 27, 1980, p.15
  School Board considering stiffer cutting penalties, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
  Doonan resigns as EHS head; board appoints J Larkin new principal (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.13
  New school year, 'new era' begin in schools Thursday, Sep 3, 1981, p.13
  E Kennedy's sixth grade celebrating with heart program (photo; list), Feb 11, 1982, p.11
  Elective courses proposed for EHS, Apr 1, 1982, p.11
  Teacher layoffs opposed (ltr), Apr 15, 1982, p.6
  Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
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KENNEDY, EDWARD continued
    Farewells at board meeting; school changes explained, Jun 10, 1982, p.11
    Kennedy named to high school staff, Sep 2, 1982, p.11
    Pay raises for staff approved, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
    Petition signatures arouse controversy on EMT School Board, Apr 26, 1984, p.11
    Board OK's bringing BOCES pupils home, Jun 14, 1984, p.11
    Kennedy appointed principal at Seely (list), Jul 5, 1984, p.9
    Board: 44 is limit for first grade at Seely; no vote taken, Jul 19, 1984, p.9
    Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10
    Board backs Finn in Seely decision, Sep 13, 1984, p.9

KENNEDY, EDWARD MOORE
    Kids' paper blends innocence with savvy (photo; addl photo p 5), Oct 2, 1980, p.4

KENNEDY, ELIZABETH
    E A Kennedy dies, Mar 11, 1982, p.16

KENNEDY, JOAN
    PTA: Raise drinking age, Jun 12, 1980, p.3
    Few criticize school budget, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
    Lobbying effort, May 21, 1981, p.1

KENNEDY, JOAN (AU)
    PTA backs anti-drug bill (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4

KENNEDY, JOANNE
    J Kennedy dies, Jul 14, 1983, p.10

KENNEDY, JOHN FITZGERALD
    The day the Players died (edit), Dec 3, 1981, p.7
    As graduates began life after SHS, the Class of '64 was coming back, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

KENNEDY, KAREN
    Getting Wayside on landmark list took persistence (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
    History in the making, Sep 1, 1983, p.1

KENNEDY, MICHAEL
    No retrial for Mrs Harris, Sep 1, 1983, p.1

KENNEDY, MOORHEAD
    Former US hostage in Iran, M Kennedy, warns: it could happen again, Nov 19, 1981, p.1

KENNEDY, PHIOLEMA
    Three, M Seuerle, B Sherwood, P Kennedy, join staff of Family Counseling, Oct 13, 1983, p.2
    Agency seeking village's help in serving the frail elderly, Mar 1, 1984, p.1

KENNEDY, THOMAS
    Scarsdalian D M Beratinghau killed in car crash, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
    Chairman: T H Kennedy, Dec 20, 1984, p.24

KENNEDY, LYNNIE (AU)
    High school volunteers (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6

KENT, RAYMOND (REV)
    Interim minister Rev R F Kent at Hitchcock (photo), Oct 14, 1982, p.16

KENT, ROCKWELL
    Celebration of Westchester (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.12

KENT-BROWN, PATTI
    Heathcote school marks Book Week, Nov 29, 1984, p.22

KENWARD, ANDREW
    CPA A S Kenward opens office here, Feb 16, 1984, p.8

KENYA-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
    Four SCS vacationers (J, J Israel; A, J Condon) caught in middle of attempted Kenya coup (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.6
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KEOHANE, NANNIE
Women's careers subject of Wellesley club talk, Oct 1, 1981, p.1

KEPPLER, BERNARD
Three on a sled (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.5

KEPPLER, BORIS
Three on a sled (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.5

KEPPLER, CHRISTOPHER
Three on a sled (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.5

KEPPLER, JULIAN
Heathcote harbor (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.12

KERANS, PEGGY
Budget projections, Feb 26, 1981, p.1

KERIN, JIM
Honors for volunteer firemen J Kerin, A Blitz, R Walsh (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.3

KERIN, MICHAEL
Kerin completes novitiate, Jun 23, 1983, p.14

KERLING, CHARLES
No calm after the storm (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.11

KERMANI, PETER
SCS Orchestra project moving ahead, Nov 27, 1980, p.6
Roberta Peters backs SCS Orchestra Assn, May 14, 1981, p.3

KERN, WILLIAM
Nenette Kay keeps pace, high C at 84 (photo; addl photo p.6), Oct 16, 1980, p.4

KERNELL, JOAN
Flowers for teacher E Toab (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.5

KERNER, DICK
Commuters continue to rail at MTA (list), May 15, 1980, p.1
Heat wave hits commuters hardest as A/C units fail (photo; addl photo p.4), Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Outdated harbor shop makes Conrail maintenance difficult (photo p.4), Jul 31, 1980, p.1

KEROSENE HEATERS
SEE HEATERS, KEROSENE

KERR, RAYMOND
Bank appoints R Grono new manager for Garth Rd, Dec 6, 1984, p.19

KERRIGAN, THOMAS
Former resident T K Kerrigan named 2nd VP, Feb 23, 1984, p.5

KERSCHUS, MONIKA
Old grads never die; they go to Alumni Tea (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.9

KERSEY, DALLAS
Fire appoints local resident D M Kersey (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.3
Scouts name resident D M Kersey, Aug 5, 1982, p.5

KERSEY, TRISTI
Country Fair next week (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.3

KERSHAW, RON
DAR honors communicators (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.9

KESSEL, RICHARD
Legal question on MTA fare policy, Sep 25, 1980, p.5

KESSELMAN, JESSICA (AU)
Dangerous intersection (ltr), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Enthusiastic den chief: What Cub Scouts Meant to Me (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6

KESSELMAN, MARCIA (AU)
Safety zone not safe (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
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KESSLER, ALAN (AU)
  Lack of sensitivity (ltr), Nov 12, 1981, p.6
  Disputed driveway (ltr), Feb 23, 1984, p.6

KESSLER, BARRY
  Grant for Historical Society, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
  Fifth graders study local architecture, Feb 16, 1984, p.14
  New curator, D O'Connor, director, J Harris, appointed at SCS Historical Society, Sep 20, 1984, p.3

KESSLER, CAROLE
  Heathcote PTA honors custodian G Valerio, Jun 5, 1980, p.17
  Staff Recognition Day at Heathcote (photo; list), Jun 4, 1981, p.19

KESSLER, CHESTER

KESSLER, ISABEL (AU)
  You and your aging parents (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p.7

KESSLER, JASON
  J Aguero demonstrates talent at Heathcote (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.13

KESSLER, LINDA
  Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
  Alternative School holds open house, Nov 8, 1984, p.20

KESSLER, SARAH
  S Kessler gets fingerprints taken by police aide P Poveromo (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.1

KESSLER, TEVA
  Students H Lifieri, T Kessler, M Hudes, L Hull trained at Nature Center, Nov 6, 1980, p.15

KEY, A RAYMOND
  A R Key dies, Dec 2, 1982, p.24

KEY, MARIE
  Junior League attends conference (list), May 14, 1981, p.13
  New officers (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.10
  Junior League extends its community projects (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.24
  Senior housing advocated, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
  Housing group, Sep 2, 1982, p.1
  M Key named outstanding, Feb 17, 1983, p.4
  Junior League project (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.8
  Chamber to honor Junior League, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
  Big night for the Junior League (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.1

KHANSI, BITA
  G. O. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

KHANER, HERBERT
  Scarsdalian H L Khaner named president of NYSE securities firm, Nov 12, 1981, p.5

KHANER, LLOYD
  ENT High Class of '82 is on its way! (photo; list), Jul 1, 1982, p.11

KHIMM, HAHN
  Tribute to Korean-American friendship (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.3

KHOSROWSHAHI, FRED
  Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part II) (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.11

KHOURY, PAUL (DR)
  Radiologist P T Khoury appointed, Aug 25, 1983, p.9

KICH, ANTHONY
  A Kich dies, Oct 14, 1982, p.16

KICKBOXING
  Two SCS men, S and M Laitman, promoting new sport (photo), May 12, 1983, p.21
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KIDDER, JEROME (AU)
Dirt bikers seen as menace (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4

KIDNAPPING
Resident S Coleman spurred by statistics on missing children, May 19, 1983, p.6

KIDWELL, JOHN
J F Kidwell dies, Nov 20, 1980, p.18

KIELL, BAIL
Thanksgiving dinner for the blind (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.18

KIEKNER, (MRS JOHN)
Presidents honored (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.9

KIEKNER, JOHN
Local student J Kienker wins contest, Nov 15, 1984, p.4

KIKILLUS, WILLIAM
DOT, local groups reach compromise on Central Ave (photo; list), Jul 23, 1981, p.11

KIKAWA, RITA
Trendsetters' guide for back-to-school (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.6

KIKAWA, YUTAKA (DR)
Doctor appointed: Y Kikkawa (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.6

KILCUP, MARIE
SNB appoints M R Kilcup assistant VP, Nov 1, 1984, p.9

KILDAHL, JOHN (DR)
Trustees approve group home list, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Dr J P Kildahl invited to lecture at Karuue University School of Medicine, Japan (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.10
International flavor to this Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.4

KILDAHL, JOYCE
Dr J P Kildahl invited to lecture at Karuue University School of Medicine, Japan (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.10

KILE, DARCY
Pleased to meet (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.11

KILEEN, MARTIN
Salute from the city (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.9

KILEY, MARY
M V Kiley dies, Oct 23, 1980, p.18

KILEY, ROBERT
Metro North fares going up, Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Assemblymen working (ltr), Jun 7, 1984, p.6

KILGALLON, CHRISTINE
Christmas concert at IHM (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.14

KILKUP, MARIE
Bank promotes A Glover, M Kilcup, Nov 25, 1982, p.4

KILLEA, JOHN
SCS grad J L Killea opens law firm, Oct 6, 1983, p.4

KIM, LAURA
Overwhelmed by Easter (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.3

KIM, RICHARD
Greenacres holds international fair (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.14

KIM, SE JIN (DR)
Tribute to Korean-American friendship (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.3
Dedication, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Congratulations on a job well done (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.3
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KIM, SEAN
  Historical summer for students (photo; list), Aug 26, 1982, p.3

KIM, SUE
  A sample of the Orient (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.1

KIM, TERRY
  A proud graduation (photo; list), Jun 28, 1984, p.11

KIMBALL, DANNY
  New mini-bus; small in size, mighty service (photo; map, schedule p 10), Sep 24, 1981, p.6

KIMBER, BERNARD
  YM-YWHA names B Kimber asst director, Dec 4, 1980, p.6

KIMBERLING, RONALD (DR)
  EHT celebrates selection as one of nation’s top schools (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.13

KIMBLE, (MRS DAVID) (AU)
  Last contribution (ltr), Jan 7, 1982, p.6

KIMBLE, CONNIE (AU)
  Beware of uniformity (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
  1940's play has lessons for today (edit), Apr 26, 1984, p.7

KIMBLE, DAVID (AU)
  Last contribution (ltr), Jan 7, 1982, p.6

KIMBLE, R DAVID
  Creche decision, Dec 9, 1982, p.1

KIMURA, HOKO (DR)
  Japanese physicist Dr M Kimura to show film on Hiroshima aftermath (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.1

KINDEGARTEN PROGRAM
  SEE SCHOOLS-EMT/SCS-KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM

KINDIG, DAVID (DR)
  Local MD D Kindig taking job, Feb 21, 1980, p.3
  White Plains, Montefiore Hospitals to affiliate, Jun 26, 1980, p.5

KINDIG, MARY
  Seniors move to Village Hall (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.3
  Report on seniors urges wider housing options, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
  Panel probes problems of adults with aging parents (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
  Recreation Dept appoints S Picard Senior Citizen Coordinator (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
  Friend to SCS seniors (edit), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
  Senior walkers keep volunteer leader hopping (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.6

KINDEG, G ESTABROOK
  Bike path plans arouse ire in Fox Meadow, Greenacres, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
  Rehabilitated downtown park is gradually taking shape (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.1
  How much salt?, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
  Before Board ruling: Eloquent pleas to save Boulder Brook Club, Jan 26, 1984, p.1

KINDEG, G ESTABROOK (AU)
  Maintain foot paths (ltr), Feb 14, 1980, p.4
  Against park transfer (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6

KINDEG, HOLLY (AU)
  Dolphins deserve to live (ltr), Jan 26, 1984, p.6
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KING (MRS WALTER)
   Local woman Mrs W H Sullivan honored by DAR, Nov 15, 1984, p.8
KING, A J
   Welcome visitor (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.18
   For a more beautiful SCS (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.1
KING, ADELAIDE
   A W King dies, Jul 10, 1980, p.12
KING, CHRISTOPHER
   Hospital appoints C R King, May 21, 1981, p.15
KING, HENRIETTA
   Defense presents will in evidence at Harris trial, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
KING, MARTIN LUTHER JR (REV-DR)
   School marks King's birthday, Jan 1, 1981, p.15
   Don’t ignore Dr King (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
   Think small, act now on Hutch (ltr), Feb 26, 1981, p.4
   He found a new way (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.7
   Against holiday for King (ltr), Sep 29, 1983, p.6
   Honor is due Dr Martin Luther King (edit), Oct 13, 1983, p.7
   SEE ALSO MARTIN LUTHER KING DAY
KING, MARY
   Seniors crafts sale (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.5
KING, WALTER
   SVAC receives grant (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.4
KING, WILLIAM
   Davis Park curfew request rejected, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
   Fall Foliage Run (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.1
   It doesn't even hurt! (photo), Feb 18, 1982, p.13
   New SNAP leadership (photo), May 20, 1982, p.4
   Parking plan taking shape, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
   Tennis courts get go-ahead, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
KING, WILLIAM (AU)
   He wants parking ban extended (ltr), Jan 27, 1983, p.6
KINGHAM, BERNADETTE
   Sixth graders learn about law from police youth officers (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.17
   Panel: Growing up here not easy, Apr 1, 1982, p.5
KINGHAM, BERNADETTE (AU)
   Grateful to Junior League (ltr), Feb 4, 1982, p.6
KINNEY, LUCILLE
   L M Kinney dies, Sep 11, 1980, p.18
KINSEY, KATHARINE
   X K Kinsey dies, May 24, 1984, p.18
KINTZ, JOAN
   Youngest fundraiser: T L Libardi (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.4
KINTZING, DAVID
   School Board members applaud Crowder, Weizten; Board approves new football coach, Jun 12, 1980, p.15
   Football season (at EMT) cancelled; too few boys turn out (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.11
   Awards assembly climaxes winter sports season, Mar 19, 1981, p.19
   Parents urge board to support interscholastic athletics, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
   Sports staffing at EHS: call it a whole new ballgame, Jun 30, 1993, p.11
KINUTHIA, EDITH
   Music, food, drama bring cultures of other countries to Quaker Ridge (photo; list), Mar 31, 1983, p.21
KIRCHMYER, ROBERT
Jack-in-the-boxes at Edgewood (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.18

KIRK, DOROTHY VAN
SEE VAN KIRK, DOROTHY

KIRKWOOD, DAVID
Inquirer wins One to One Media Award, Jun 19, 1980, p.5
Campaign chairmen B Johnson, P Curran debate (photo p 15), Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Grossman to meet press; Non-Partisans on cable, Feb 24, 1983, p.1

KIRKWOOD, DAVID (AU)
Tough question (ltr), Feb 17, 1983, p.6

KIRSCHENBAUM, HARRIET
Riders fight for Boulder Brook Club, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook takeover dropped, Jan 26, 1984, p.1

KIRSCHNER-MADWED, ILENE
Board appoints Finn, Fornges; Children's Center is approved, Aug 5, 1982, p.11
Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16
Board hires new EHS counselor; studies course proposals, Jan 13, 1983, p.11
Board opens faculty courses; OK's plan for gifted/talented, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
Kindergarten study begins; board considering SAT course, Dec 8, 1983, p.10
Board adopt new electives, Dec 15, 1983, p.13

KIRSTEIN, JENNIFER
Clean up outside, litter inside (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.21

KISCH, ETHAN
Consorting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6

KISCH, HELENE
Consorting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6

KISSINGER, SAMUEL
WFS set records in 1979 (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.28

KITAY, HARVEY
Fourth of July 1983 at SCS Pool (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.6

KITCHEN, RUTH (AU)
Prevention is answer to specter of AIDS (edit), Mar 29, 1984, p.7

KITCHENS
A kitchen redo (photo) (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1984, p.13

KITES
Launching 'Space Flight 324' (photo), May 8, 1980, p.23

KITTER, MARJORIE
Greenacres welcomes Pauline Sternberg (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.23

KLARE, ANDREAS
AFS holds Community night (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.4

KLASS, PHYLLIS
Area women in a challenging new profession (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.6

KLAUSNER, JOSEPH
Local man J A Klausner put in charge of NYC office (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.2

KLAUSNER, MARCY
Local woman M Klausner joins real estate firm, Apr 10, 1980, p.10

KLAUSNER, PHIL
Suited to a Tee: B Glassner, P Klausner, C Falkenberg (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.22

KLAUSNER, PHIL (AU)
He wants courts redone (ltr), Apr 22, 1982, p.6
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KLAVEN, SARA
Heathcote project teaches good nutrition (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.23

KLAVINS, LIZE
Design winner: L K Klavins (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.10

KLAYBAUGH, KATHY
185 attend SHS 10-year reunion, Oct 9, 1981, p.3

KLECKNER, DOLLY
Signing the charter (photo; list), Sep 24, 1981, p.8

KLEIN, BEN
A time for sharing (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.18

KLEIN, BILL
Art in the streets (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.2

KLEIN, DANNY
Old grads never die; they go to Alumani Tea (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.9

KLEIN, EASY
NYU appoints local editor E Klein, Jul 21, 1983, p.5

KLEIN, ERWIN (AU)
Adventure aboard Conrail train 532 (ltr), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
Conrail explains failed rescue attempt (ltr), Jul 10, 1980, p.4

KLEIN, FREDDY
Neighbors find hose for grounded goose (photo; addl photo p 1), Sep 16, 1982, p.6

KLEIN, HARVEY
Colonial Thanksgiving (photo; addl photo p 14), Nov 25, 1982, p.1

KLEIN, HEWOOD
H A Klein dies, Jan 5, 1984, p.11
Fund begun in memory of SHS alums H A Klein, Jan 19, 1984, p.3
Memorial fund honors reporter H Klein, Oct 11, 1984, p.5

KLEIN, JANINE
SHS band and orchestra in Toronto (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.24

KLEIN, JAMIE
Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
More state aid cuts school tax increase, Apr 12, 1984, p.1

KLEIN, JERRY
Dedicated lot, Jan 27, 1983, p.1

KLEIN, JOANNE
H Baron welcomes Rabbi S A Klein (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.16

KLEIN, LEONORE
WISH aids newcomers to area, Nov 19, 1981, p.8

KLEIN, LYDIA
GCT awards Spelvins (to L Klein, B Korsen) (photo; list), Jun 26, 1980, p.19
R Gerloff presented with plaque from YES (photo), Jun 3, 1982, p.4

KLEIN, LYNNE
Neighbors find hose for grounded goose (photo; addl photo p 1), Sep 16, 1982, p.6
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KLEIN, MIKE
- Campers learn outdoor skills (photo; list), Jul 10, 1980, p.11

KLEIN, ROBBIE
- Sounding the shofar (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.20

KLEIN, ROBERT
- ‘Surviving money squeeze’ is Money magazine editor R J Klein’s topic (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.8
- The rich get...poorer (edit; illus), May 6, 1982, p.7

KLEIN, SHERRY
- Four juniors (S Godfried, L Doan, S Klein, E Leerburger) picked by AFS (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.3
- Students picked for AFS program (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.5
- AFS plans Community Night: committees named (photo; list), Sep 17, 1981, p.3
- AFS holds Community night (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.4

KLEIN, STEPHEN
- Neighbors find home for grounded goose (photo; addl photo p 1), Sep 16, 1982, p.6

KLEIN, STEPHEN (RABBI)
- Rabbi S A Klein to be new leader at SCS Synagogue (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.12
- H Baron welcomes Rabbi S A Klein (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.16
- New rabbi S A Klein to be installed at SCS Synagogue (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.14

KLEIN, WOODY
- 3HB graduate W Klein wins journalism prize (photo), May 29, 1980, p.2
- Former resident W Klein to join Journal, Jun 11, 1981, p.8

KLEINBAUM, LOUISE
- Video game curb endorsed, Apr 8, 1982, p.11

KLEINBERG, ROBERT
- Karen remains on GBH board, Dec 30, 1982, p.9
- Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11

KLEINMAN, H
- A gift of conversation (edit), Mar 1, 1984, p.7

KLEINMAN, H H
- Toast to a successful year (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.5

KLEINMAN, HYMAN
- Residents giving Adult School’s ‘grand experiment’ a college try, Apr 5, 1984, p.5

KLEINSINGER, IRENE
- New ‘Wine Log’ by I Kleinsinger provides way of remembering favorites, Dec 18, 1980, p.21

KLEINETSKY, MELVIN
- Lehrman edges Curran in primary here, Sep 30, 1982, p.1

KLEVATT, SYDNEY
- Local gan S R Klevatt promoted (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.3

KLEVEN, JANE
- Heathcote project teaches good nutrition (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.23
- Heathcote supports a special puppy (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.1

KLIEMER, EDITH
- Thanksgiving dinner for the blind (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.18

KLIEMER, ISRAEL (DR)
- Dr I S Kliger dies, Jul 12, 1984, p.13

KLIGLER, JONATHAN
- Max J Kligler is Fox Meadow’s artist-in-residence (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.14

KLIMAN, ANN
- School Board to consider religion course elective, Feb 14, 1980, p.11
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KLIMAN, ANN continued
Memorial service set for SHS senior G Saltz (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1
 Preventing crises is Center's goal, Jun 5, 1980, p.4

KLIMERMAN, DAVID
 Library System marks birthday (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.15

KLINE, DAVID
 School wing dedicated (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.28

KLINE, HARRIET
 Harriet Kline creates new medium out of money (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.2

KLINGSBERG, DAVID
 Local couple, F and D Klingsberg, to be honored (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.16

KLINGSBERG, FRAN
 Local couple, F and D Klingsberg, to be honored (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.16

KLINSKY, TOBY
 New mini-bus; small in size, mighty service (photo; map, schedule p 10), Sep 24, 1981, p.6

KLOSS, KAY
 K Kloss dies, May 24, 1984, p.18

KLUCK, HERMA
 Shipbuilding and whaling the topics at Fox Meadow (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.16

KLUFER, ALYSE

KLUFER, ROBERT

KNAPLUND, PAUL
 Carol Stix to head local foundation (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.1

KNAPLUND, VIRGINIA
 New director: V Knaplund (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.8
 Women's legal service group wins Special Project award, Aug 20, 1981, p.8
 Virginia Knaplund--Woman of the Year (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.1
 Resident V Knaplund elected head of credit union (list), Sep 2, 1982, p.3

KNAPLUND, VIRGINIA (AU)
 Help for needy persons--in SCS (illus; edit), Jul 9, 1981, p.7

KNAPP, WHITMAN
 Newspaper machine, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
 Judge backs papers, Nov 27, 1980, p.1

KNAUSS, PETER
 Site sale okayed, Jul 23, 1981, p.1

KNIEL, ELISABETH
 E Kniel dies, Apr 7, 1983, p.16

KNIEL, LUDWIG
 L Kniel dies, Feb 25, 1982, p.16

KNIGHT, GERALD
 Channel 7 tapes show at Frog Prince (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.7
 SHB Baha'is recall victims of Iranian terror, Jul 16, 1981, p.13

KNIGHT, GISELA
 President named: G Knight, May 21, 1981, p.11

KNIGHT, MARGARET
 SHB Baha'is recall victims of Iranian terror, Jul 16, 1981, p.13

KNOLBLOCH, ELYSE
 Remember that concert? (edit), Dec 1, 1983, p.7
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**KNOPP, ALFRED**
- Appeals Board upholds neighborhood objection, Dec 24, 1981, p.5
- BAR approves skylights, Oct 7, 1982, p.4
- Builders, BAR argue over new house plans, Feb 17, 1983, p.3
- BAR okays new home, Mar 24, 1983, p.5
- Busy building season ahead here, May 12, 1983, p.8
- BAR approves 16 applications (list), May 26, 1983, p.2
- Marx Estate project moving ahead slowly, May 3, 1984, p.3
- Conservation plans, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
- Two multi-home developments proposed (illus), Nov 29, 1984, p.1
- Village granted permission to subdivide Boulder Brook, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

**KNOPP, DOUG**
- Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving tradition (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.6

**KOBBLITZ, MIN**
- Nine-year-old J Michels' letter spurs park clean-up (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
- Education Commissioner G Ambach appoints local teacher M Koblitz, Jul 1, 1982, p.4
- 7.8% school tax hike seen; kindergarten plan released, Mar 15, 1984, p.1

**KOBBLITZ, MIN (AU)**
- Unprofessionalism alleged (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6

**KOBBLITZ, ROBERT (DR)**
- Political year, Nov 20, 1980, p.1

**KOBBLITZ, ROBERT (DR-AU)**
- He welcomes a choice (ltr), Feb 12, 1981, p.4
- Observations on Nicaragua (edit), Feb 23, 1984, p.7

**KOCZ, BOBBY**
- There's always a happy ending at Wapetuck (photo; add1 photo p 8), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

**KOCZ, EDWARD**
- Water emergency declared in Westchester; restrictions set, Jan 1, 1981, p.5
- Koch committee forms here (list), Jul 22, 1982, p.2
- Next Thursday is primary day, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
- Lehman edges Curran in primary here, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
- Koch cited as example (ltr), Oct 18, 1984, p.6

**KOCZ, JACK**
- The latest parlor game: analyzing the video impact (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.6

**KOCZ, JEROME**
- First Citizen of Westchester: J Hofheimer (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.10

**KOCZ, JEROME (AU)**
- On American Jewish Committee (ltr), Oct 11, 1984, p.6

**KOCZ, JUDITH**
- Doernberg appoints J Koch, A Newsan vice presidents, Jun 18, 1981, p.9

**KOCZ, MICHAEL**

**KOCZ, MITCHELL**
- M Koch dies, Jul 8, 1982, p.14

**KOCZ, ROBERT**
- SCS High's Class of '84 advised to keep an open mind, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

**KOCZ, RUS**
- 185 attend SHS 10-year reunion, Oct 8, 1981, p.3

**KOCHEN, MADELINE (AU)**
- Why New York State needs the ERA (edit), Jun 21, 1984, p.7
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KOEBEL, (MRS WILLIAM)
A Williamsburg Christmas (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.14

KOEGEL, RUTH
More than a seal, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Winter hobby yields colorful Easter reward (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
R B Koegel dies, Dec 1, 1983, p.18

KOEGEL, WILLIAM
Winter hobby yields colorful Easter reward (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.6

KOEGLER, LILLIAN

KOELLE, KATIA
Children flock to Edgewood book fair (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.18

KOEHLINGER, CAROL
Two-millionth prescription (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.4
Cyclist S Thompson injured in collision (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.3

KOEPKE, CATHERINE
C Koepke dies, Sep 22, 1983, p.18

KOERNER, DONNA (DR)
Women scientists elect resident Dr D H Koerner, Feb 21, 1980, p.5

KOEVARY, JONATHAN
Lighting the Chanukah candles (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.25

KCFF, BONNIE
Now open for lunch (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.8

KOHLE, SCHUYLER (DR)
Honors for SCS MD S G Kohl, Jun 3, 1982, p.2

KOHLEBER, WILLIAM
Alternative School students find China 'breathtaking' (photo p 12), Mar 26, 1981, p.5

KOLBERT, STUART
$1.1 million for children (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.2

KOLEVZON, LAUREN
Good friends, good food, good times (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.2

KOLLEHY, LEONARD
State wants to buy, Jun 11, 1981, p.1

KOLONOFF, ANDY
G. O. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

KOHNO, JUNKO
Language Institute expands curriculum (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.18

KOKE, RON
Cherry Lane house leased; owner gets restraining order, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
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KONTOS, ED
   Firehouse gala: local men honor their own (list), May 20, 1982, p.10
KONTOS, RICHARD
   Bank promotion for local man R P Kontos, May 26, 1983, p.14
KOFER, CAROL
   Girl raped on path near BRP, Jun 3, 1982, p.3
KOFERLE, LEV
   R Bernstein: A Sakharov's exile is threat to whole world (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.4
KOPICA, JOHN
   Arbitration panel to rule in police pay dispute, Apr 16, 1981, p.22
KOPP, JON
   Students J Kopp, J Collins, J Thompson describe their AFS visits at Community Night (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.2
KOPPEL, BARBARA
   As graduates began life after SHS, the Class of '64 was coming back, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
KORCHNOI, VICTOR
   Korchnoi v Karpov: Rematch in Minsk (illus), Feb 18, 1982, p.20
   Korchnoi-Karpov: Game six (illus), Feb 25, 1982, p.20
KORDA, MICHAEL
   Michael Korda to speak here (photo), May 1, 1980, p.1
KOREAN WAR-VETERANS
   SEE VETERANS
KOREANS IN THE US
   EMT High School host for US-Korean exchange (list), Jan 27, 1983, p.9
KORFIN, JORDAN
   Sports award winners (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17
KORING, JANET
   Correction: J Korins omitted from National Merit Scholarship list, Sep 22, 1983, p.14
   Students point to pressure as one cause of "raapant" cheating, May 17, 1984, p.3
   Students J Denby, D Gerber, J Korins, L Paget win community service award (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.12
KORINS, RUSS (AU)
   Stop it, New Jersey, Jul 19, 1984, p.7
KORITZ, BJORN
   Builders break new ground in luxury market (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
KORNBLUH, EDWARD (DR)
   Kornbluh is candidate, Oct 20, 1983, p.11
   New faces liven three-way race in redrawn District 17 (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.11
   Victory for open-minded people (ltr), Dec 15, 1983, p.6
   JDL, Nazis not comparable (ltr), May 3, 1984, p.6
   Don't support Sandinistas (ltr), Sep 13, 1984, p.6
KORNBLUH, EDWARD (DR-AU)
   Big muscles, weak heart (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
   Do we deserve this? (edit; illus), Apr 8, 1982, p.7
   He's aused by candidate (ltr), Jan 20, 1983, p.6
   Campaign (ltr), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
   Town praised on JDL issue (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6
   Inside Nicaragua: a visitor's view (edit), Sep 8, 1984, p.7
   Positively frightening (ltr), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
   Keep carefully tuned (ltr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6
KORNBLUH, STEVEN
   New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11
KORNBLOH, TERESA
Pilla, Braca candidates for seat on Town Board, Sep 22, 1983, p.9

KORNBLOTH, CAROL
C Kornbluth named vp for National Bank of North America (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.6
Feasibility of child care program studied (list), Feb 11, 1982, p.10
Alden Larson to retire; Edwards moves to high school, Mar 21, 1982, p.13
EMT Children's Center has high marks after four months, Dec 23, 1982, p.11

KORNFELD, MARTY
M Kornfeld's poster gets the message across (photo), Aug 23, 1984, p.1

KORNFIELD, ABBY
Seely Place book fair (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.11

KORNSOLD, BOB
Referendum needed for (EMT school) phone system, Jul 7, 1983, p.9
Residents call for more information at hearing, Sep 22, 1983, p.9

KORNSOLD, JAMIE (AU)
Trees need our help (edit), Aug 9, 1984, p.7

KORNSOLD, K T
Preparing to save a life; EHS students work on CPR (photo; list), Mar 5, 1981, p.21

KORNSOLD, BOB
Preparing to save a life; EHS students work on CPR (photo; list), Mar 5, 1981, p.21

KORNTHALER, WALTER
1980 Council for Arts campaign sets records for fund raising, Aug 7, 1980, p.9

KORS, LISA
EMS musicians honored here, ready for road (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.11

KORS, RUTH
School board sets ambitious program, Nov 11, 1982, p.12

KORSEN, BARBARA
GCT awards Spelvins (to L Klein, B Korsen) (photo; list), Jun 26, 1980, p.19
EMT theater group displays community talent (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.17
Barbara Korsen: what she says, millions hear (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.6

KORSEN, K T
Preparing to save a life; EHS students work on CPR (photo; list), Mar 5, 1981, p.21

KORSEN, BARBARA (AU)
Something brewing (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.4
Congratulations! (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
No applause for road show (ltr), Dec 13, 1984, p.6

KORSEN, STEVE (AU)
Congratulations! (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6

KORZENIK, EMILY
Something brewing (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.4
Political year, Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Party caucuses, Jan 29, 1981, p.1

KORZENIK, EMILY (RABBI)
Five local women conquering the 'last bastion' (Part I) (photo), Nov 11, 1982, p.6
Local women in the clergy: a closer look (Part II) (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.6

KOSEALEK, RICHARD
Museum seeks new director (list), Oct 9, 1980, p.12

KOSILLA, LAWRENCE
Change of uniform (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.5
Life-saving training (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.9
Fire damages home on Griffen Avenue (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.1
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KOSINA, JANIE
Those red and white harbingers of the holidays--Santa Claus mailboxes (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.2

KOSINA, JEANNE
Those red and white harbingers of the holidays--Santa Claus mailboxes (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.2

KOSLOW, RON
Casting call notice attracts hundreds of would-be actors, Feb 23, 1984, p.1

KOSTER, DOROTHY
102 years young: H Boyce (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.4

KOSTNIK, FRANCES
SCS Natl names F Kostnik assistant VP, Mar 4, 1982, p.14
SCS Natl elects E Bianco, F Kostnik new vice presidents, Sep 13, 1984, p.15

KOSTYRKA, WALTER
Gunman robs gas station, Dec 16, 1982, p.3

KOTA KINABALU-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Travel: Crown jewels of the Pacific (photo) (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.5

KOULIANOS, PETER
Fifth graders study local architecture, Feb 16, 1984, p.14

KOVALL, ALEX
New mini-bus; small in size, mighty service (photo; map, schedule p 10), Sep 24, 1981, p.6

KOWALSKY, ARNOLD
Cenophiles A A Kowalsky, G Stein honored (list), Dec 10, 1981, p.10

KOZIK, MARTIN
M Kozik dies, Sep 1, 1983, p.14

KOZLUSKI, ROSNEDA
Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
First grade section being added at (OR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1

KRACKE, KATHRYN
Associates of Van Wert honor K Kracke, M Maher, A Hanson (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.11

KRAFT, MARIE
Bank promotes J Fitzgerald, M Kraft (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.2

KRAIN, AMY
Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part I), Mar 27, 1980, p.15
Ribbon cutting (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.10

KRAIN, JUDITH
Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part I), Mar 27, 1980, p.15
Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part II) (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13
Goodby party has warmth, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11

KRAMER, IRV
In death, two profiles in courage emerge: Nice going, Captain Bill (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7

KRAMER, FRAN
Teacher's Choice seeks to make learning fun, Nov 12, 1981, p.23

KRAMER, JUDY
School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Alternative School holds open house, Nov 8, 1984, p.20

KRAMER, LEROY
L Kramer named chairman for United Home for Aged Hebrews fund-raiser (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.3

KRAMM, HUGO
Nenette Kay keeps pace, high C at 84 (photo; addl photo p 6), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
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KRAMON, ROY

Riders fight for Boulder Brook Club, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Signed, sealed and ready to be delivered (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.3

KRANEPOOL, ED

Former NY Mets star E Kranepool gets first taste of Paron chocolates (photo), May 1, 1980, p.16

KRANTZ, HARRIETTE

Estelle Beran to leave library, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Bowl Dinner a musical, literary, psychological affair (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.1
In that fine tradition (ltr), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

KRANZ, BEN

B D Kranz dies, Jan 6, 1983, p.16

KRANE, BETTY (DR-AU)

If you're what you read, then take the Classics (edit), Mar 17, 1983, p.7
Complexity leads to enchantment in classics (edit), Mar 24, 1983, p.7
The education of a chimney sweep (edit), Dec 1, 1983, p.7

KRASHER, STEFFI

Something to smile about (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.12

KRASNOW, DANIEL

D G Krasnow dies, Mar 31, 1983, p.16

KRASNOW, DOROTHY

Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6

KRAUSE, MARJORY (AU)

Fine emergency services (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6

KRAUSER, JACK (DR)

Local periodontist Dr H Krauser going to Israeli Gases, Jun 18, 1981, p.2

KRAUTER, HEIDI

Goodby party has warath, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11

KRAUTER, ALFRED

Goodby party has warath, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11
A D Krautter dies, Mar 31, 1983, p.16
Alfred Krautter remembered (ltr), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
Flowers for teacher E Tomb (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.5

KRAUTER, ALFRED H

Sprainbrook business blooms in classic success story (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17

KRAUTER, ALFRED O

Sprainbrook business blooms in classic success story (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17

KRAUTER, HEIDI

Sprainbrook business blooms in classic success story (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17

KRAUTER, HERMINE

Sprainbrook business blooms in classic success story (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17

KRAVITZ, RACHEL

Thrilling sight (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1

KRAY, FREDDA

Fredda Kray is savior if your eggnog is showing! (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.9

KRAY, FREDDA (AU)

Those awful autumn diet blues, Sep 16, 1982, p.13

KREBS, BARBARA

Open lunch cost estimated at $115,450, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
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KREISBERG, ESTHER
QR welcomes new parents, Sep 11, 1980, p.17

KRELL, IAN
I M Krell dies, Jun 2, 1983, p.16

KREMER, ARTHUR
Law in trouble, Jun 25, 1981, p.1

KREMER, CHESTER
C B Kremer dies, Mar 27, 1980, p.18

KRENTS, HAROLD
TV movie tells story of former resident H Kreitz, Mar 6, 1980, p.2
Krents named White House Fellow, Jun 5, 1980, p.2
SHS commencement (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Graduate appraises SHS (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
Tragedy, hope (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4

KRENTS, MILTON
NYU alumni give top honor to former SCS man M E Krents, Jun 21, 1984, p.8

KRESON, MARTIN
Ad agency promotes Scarzsdalian M H Kreston (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.4
While their neighbors sleep, swimmers do laps at pool (photo; addl photo p 6), Jul 26, 1984, p.1

KRETSCMANN, WOLFGANG
Engineering firm appoints resident W Kretschmann, May 19, 1983, p.12

KREY, JOAN

KRIM, NANCY
Answers to Anonymous (ltrs), Feb 17, 1983, p.7

KRIM, H (AU)
Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Panel has praise for mainstreaming, May 7, 1981, p.1
Shooting from the (don) key (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Graduate answers Anonymous (ltr), Mar 31, 1983, p.6
School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1

KRISKY, ROBERT
Two art shows at GBH Library, Oct 30, 1980, p.21
Krisky photos to be shown, Jul 30, 1981, p.10

KRISKY, STEVEN
Two art shows at GBH Library, Oct 30, 1980, p.21

KROENLEIN, DAVID
United Way calling (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.3

KROENLEIN, EMILY
Holiday Fantasy (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.5
Eastern's gift to Scouts (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.3

KROLL, LOIS
Red Cross appoints local woman L Kroll director (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.9
Red Cross hosts party for senior citizens, Dec 13, 1984, p.18

KROLL, PAM
Correction: P Kroll misidentified as S Feist in Apr 30 photo, May 7, 1981, p.22

KROM, JUDITH (DR)
Campus director: Dr J Kroh, Aug 13, 1981, p.4

KRONLEIN, DOROTHY
Ground broken for second Scout house (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.1
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KRONQUIST, WAYNE
Summer school here no longer just for kids (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p. 6

KRONROT, JACK
Ground broken for second Scout house (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p. 1
Seniors give to building fund (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p. 2
Cornerstone laid at Girl Scout House (list), May 7, 1981, p. 4
Senior leadership (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p. 3
Senior sing-along (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p. 3

KROPP, NEIL
Local teachers Dr S Corbin, Dr D Cohen, N Kropp at convention, Apr 23, 1981, p. 22
Residents rap traffic build-up, Oct 15, 1981, p. 1

KRUCKENBERG, PETER (DR)
First time back: Dr P Kruckenberg (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p. 3

KRUGER, BEATA
New music group turns town into summer festival (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p. 6

KRUGER, RIAN
...where she stops nobody knows (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p. 2

KRUIZE, STACEY
School board sets ambitious program, Nov 11, 1982, p. 12

KRUPMAN, BILL (AU)
Fresh approach (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p. 6

KRUPMAN, PAMELA
AFS-STEP students sue up their year here, May 29, 1980, p. 7
Three (P Beyersdorf, P Krupman, R Schlesinger) participate in Presidential Classroom, Jul 17, 1980, p. 12

KRUPNIK, SHALOM
Delegation of teen ambassadors from Israel at YM-YWHA (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p. 6

KRUTECK, MIKE
More obstructions, Jun 26, 1980, p. 1

KRUTECK, SYLVIA
S Kruteck promoted (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p. 3

KUBASEK, STEPHEN JR
Chlorine leak at (Saxon Woods) pool, Aug 28, 1980, p. 1

KUBICEK, NANCY (AU)
How I raised $10,000 and beat the Rangers (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p. 7

KUCHENMEISTER, LAURA
SCS's lunchtime retreat: Chase Park (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 26, 1982, p. 1

KUHL, RUTH (AU)
Report from Raccoon Hall (ltr), Aug 26, 1982, p. 6
A gift 'full of love' (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p. 6

KUHLMANN, DOROTHY
School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p. 1

KUHN, MAGGIE
Gray Panthers stalking through Westchester, Aug 7, 1980, p. 4
Gray Panthers are stalking issues, pushing for voters, Aug 2, 1984, p. 12

KULA, JAMES
Obstructions, Mar 27, 1980, p. 1
More obstructions, Jun 26, 1980, p. 1
Obstructions, Jun 11, 1981, p. 1

KULA, JOHN
New historical atlas completed, May 20, 1982, p. 2
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KULICK, MARGARET
First grade section being added at (QR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
More state aid cuts school tax increase, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1

KULICK, MARGARET (AU)
Participants (in THETA program) thanked (ltr; list), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
Thanks to the volunteers (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6

KULICK, PEG
Residents will help draw up blueprint for village's future, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
Community meeting looks toward future, Oct 7, 1982, p.1

KULLEN, BARBARA
New college trustees: B K Kullen, W K Downey, Dec 18, 1980, p.10

KULLMAN, HERMAN
H Kullman dies, Nov 1, 1984, p.22

KUMAR, PAUL
Gray Panthers are stalking issues, pushing for voters, Aug 2, 1984, p.12

KUNKIN, TINA
There's always a happy ending at Wapetuck (photo; addl photo p 8), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

KUNTZ, GEORGE
Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Town Club report says schools here lack comprehensive safety program, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
School signs, Aug 25, 1983, p.1
League speakers talk about asbestos in the home and how to get rid of it, Nov 15, 1984, p.6

KUNTZ, GEORGE (AU)
Improvements made in physical plant (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.17
District undertakes plant improvements (photo; addl photo p 20) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.19
District used summer vacation to improve physical facilities (photo) (Education '84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.22

KUNTZ, RAYMOND SR
R G Kuntz Sr dies, Aug 4, 1983, p.16

KUNTZ, THERESA
District given right to evaluate child, Dec 20, 1984, p.10

KUO, JOSEPH
Japanese restaurant planned for Garth Rd, Aug 26, 1982, p.1
Restaurant on Garth Road gets planners' okay, Sep 9, 1982, p.1

KUPERMAN, ALAN
Scholarship goes to Alan Kuperman, Apr 23, 1981, p.20

KUPERMAN, ALAN (AU)
Don't support Sandinistas (ltr), Sep 13, 1984, p.6

KUPERSMITH, DAVID (AU)
Speak out for Soviet Jewry (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6

KUPPER, JENNIFER
Fishing at the fair (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.14

KUPPER, WILLIAM JR (AU)
Veteran asks equal treatment (ltr), Oct 11, 1984, p.6

KURANARI, HIROKO
Art exhibits by H Kuranari, G L Bates, Sep 18, 1980, p.15

KURSELL, MARGARET
Village charges code violations at Cultural Center (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.1

KURTIS, STAN
Professional orchestra planned for SCS, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
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KURTZ, HONEY
  Resident S D Greene ready to raise curtain at new theater (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.6

KURTZ, LORI
  G. O. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
  SHS athletes receive awards at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list), Nov 29, 1984, p.23

KURTZ, NORMAN
  Best energy saver: Turn something off (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.4
  Opposition growing to Polera plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1

KURUCZ, MARY
  Pianist A Kent named top young artist (photo; list), Jan 15, 1981, p.10

KURUMUNDA, SONY
  Scout award winners (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.13

KURZWEIL, ARTHUR
  SCS Synagogue predicts continued growth (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.35

KUSHNER, SY
  Scary (photo; list), Nov 4, 1982, p.10
  Seely Place School senior chorus marks season with annual concert (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.9
  PTA awards (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.10
  Spring song (photo), May 26, 1983, p.10
  Negotiators have accord on contract, Jun 30, 1983, p.11

KUTLER, JON
  Naval officer Lt J B Kutler is finalist, Apr 8, 1982, p.2

KUTNER, EMILY
  It's magic (photo; list), Apr 15, 1982, p.17

KUTTER, GLORIA (AU)
  Against 'roosting house' (1tr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6

KWELLER, GOLDIE
  Resident E Henkind honored (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.9

LABARRE, ARLENE
  A R LaBarre dies, Dec 15, 1983, p.26

LABARRE, LLOYD
  L F LaBarre dies, Feb 5, 1981, p.14

LABELLA, GRAHAM
  Firefighters fight MD (photo), May 6, 1982, p.1

LABICK, BOBBY
  All wrapped up in wreaths (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.4

LABICK, KATHY
  Reception for Seniors (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.15

LABICK, SHARON
  SCS Jr High (photo; list) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.9

LABOR DAY
  Celebrity, Miss Piggy, comes to SCS (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.1
  Labor Day at the pool (photo; list), Sep 4, 1980, p.8
  Ribbons for all (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.1
  Salad days in Greenacres (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.3
  Races highlight final weekend at the pool (photo; list), Sep 10, 1981, p.4
  Family Day brings down the curtain on summer (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.1
  Music and Mickey Mouse combine for festive end of summer at pool (list), Sep 9, 1982, p.12
  Everybody's favorite (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.1
  Portrait in happiness (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.5
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LABOR DAY continued

Record crowd at pool (list), Sep 8, 1983, p.18
Poolgoers mark Labor Day with games, races (photo; list), Sep 6, 1984, p.15

LABOR UNIONS

Law called instrument of unions (ltr), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
On the role of aides (ltr), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
Don't make public employees join union (ltr), Apr 23, 1981, p.6
Police call for binding arbitration, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Village comes to terms with clerical workers, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Employees, town renew negotiations, Jul 30, 1981, p.10
Library workers settle, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Trustees ok contract, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Difficult decision (edit), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
A shortsighted decision? (ltr), Sep 17, 1981, p.6
Correct decision (ltr), Sep 24, 1981, p.6
Sacrifice of principle (ltr), Sep 24, 1981, p.6
On stemming the flood (ltr), Oct 8, 1981, p.6
Agency shop: reply from the ACLU (ltr), Oct 22, 1981, p.6
CSEA approves contract with Town of GBH, Nov 19, 1981, p.15
No strike here; Dec 3, 1981, p.1
Town fires worker A Hayden; says he aided GOP, Dec 3, 1981, p.22
Town employees G B Case, F North dismissed; Veteran blames money squeeze, Dec 3, 1981, p.29
Assessor clerk F North seeks to be reinstated, Dec 17, 1981, p.18
Shanker opposes tuition tax credits; sees threat to public schools (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.6
Firefighters get pay hike, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Teachers support 'rights' for all (Part II) (edit), Dec 30, 1982, p.7
Negotiating season, May 5, 1983, p.1
Three labor contracts signed, Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Village Board lapses (edit), Jul 28, 1983, p.6
Parents' concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
Labor talks get nowhere, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
Pickets on the Post Road (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.2
Strike called off; politics goes on (photo), Aug 16, 1983, p.1
Village planning to condemn house, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Long conflict ends with raises for firefighters, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
Village, police agree on two-year contract, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Police contract settled, Dec 22, 1983, p.9

SEE ALSO NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL UNIONS, EX SCS TEACHERS ASSN, STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS

LABOSSE, BRAD

Parents' concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 28, 1983, p.11

LABRIOLE, CARMINE

Nick Cantatore's the man behind SCS's flowers (photo; addl photo p 6), Aug 19, 1982, p.1

LABRUSCIANO, AL

School clothes offer a range of new styles (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.6

LABSON, MIKE

Students here seek end to drunk driving, Dec 8, 1983, p.1

LACROSSE

Wave of vandalism (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6

LADENSAACK, CARL

Not 'proper diet' for mid-teens (ltr), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
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LADENSACK, CARL continued
Report on SAT's says 'cram course' useless, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Writing award winners S Wu, K Rosenbaum (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.24
Bouchier named athletic director (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.1
To a teacher (C Ladensack) who lit up the world (edit), Mar 29, 1984, p.7

LADENSACK, CARL (AU)
Chairman defends PTA panel (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
How to prepare for the SAT's (edit), Mar 3, 1983, p.7

LADERMAN, PETER (DR)
School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1

LAGONIA, WILDA
Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Open lunch cost estimated at $113,450, Feb 12, 1981, p.1

LAGRECA, MARY
Artists M LaGreca, V Lent share bank exhibit, Jun 26, 1980, p.15
Local artists V Lent, M LaGreca show watercolors, Oct 16, 1980, p.7
Art show by M LaGreca at local bank, Mar 5, 1981, p.8
On exhibit: M LaGreca watercolors (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.8
Local artist M LaGreca featured in one-woman exhibition (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.9
NBW features local artist M LaGreca, Jul 29, 1982, p.4
Leahy Gallery to open season (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.4
Local artist M LaGreca exhibits work, Feb 24, 1983, p.11
Local painter M LaGreca has exhibit at Burke, May 5, 1983, p.12
SCS artist M LaGreca wins blue ribbon, Jun 2, 1983, p.18
Exhibition of paintings (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.9
Local painter M LaGreca shows works at Bonwit's, Apr 5, 1984, p.14

LAICO, COLETTE
Toast to a successful year (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.5

LAIDLAW, TOM
How I raised $10,000 and beat the Rangers (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p.7

LAIKEN, JESSICA
J Aguero demonstrates talent at Heathcote (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.13

LAITILA, LIZ
Court of Awards for Girl Scouts (photo), May 29, 1980, p.5
Scouts compete in outdoor skills (photo; list), Nov 13, 1980, p.2

LAITMAN, MICHAEL
Two SCS men, S and M LaItman, promoting new sport (photo), May 12, 1983, p.21

LAITMAN, STEPHEN
Two SCS men, S and M LaItman, promoting new sport (photo), May 12, 1983, p.21
Profile Health Spa opens in White Plains, Aug 16, 1984, p.4

LAKIN, DONNA
GNC membership drive well received here; services grow (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.11

LALEZARI, MADELINE
Dog dispute leads to law suit, Jun 4, 1981, p.3

LALLA, THOMAS
Harris' statements ruled admissible, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Vergari brief rebuts Aurnou, Oct 8, 1981, p.1

LALLI, VINCENT
Fox Meadow Olympics (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.21

LAM, DOROTHY
Ground broken for second Scout house (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAMB, MARGARET</td>
<td>M K Lamb dies, Oct 28, 1982, p.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMBERT, CAROLINE</td>
<td>White Plains Hospital turns 90 (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMBERT, FREDERIC</td>
<td>Mush, mush (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMBERT, JEANNE</td>
<td>Local teachers Dr S Corbin, Dr D Cohen, M Kropp at convention, Apr 23, 1981, p.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMBERT, JOAN</td>
<td>Grading review on board's agenda, Apr 28, 1983, p.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMBERT, KATHERINE</td>
<td>Client tells of life in Search for Change (Part II), Apr 29, 1982, p.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMBERT, MAUREEN</td>
<td>Citizens urge improvements in downtown parking, traffic, Oct 27, 1983, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMBERT, PHILIPPE</td>
<td>Mush, mush (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMBERT, VINCENT</td>
<td>Pointing the way (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMBIASE, VICKY</td>
<td>Old grads never die; they go to Alumni Tea (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMBIOSI, VICKI</td>
<td>EMT Children's Center has high marks after four months, Dec 23, 1982, p.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMBROS, GOLFO</td>
<td>EMT trio blazes way for female firefighters (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMM, NORMAN (DR)</td>
<td>Yeshiva honors Mr and Mrs Daniel Levitt (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMMERT, LOIS</td>
<td>EMT student L Lassert is summer columnist for Swedish paper, Jul 19, 1984, p.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMMERT, THOMAS (DR)</td>
<td>Planners toss out 'covenant' plea, May 29, 1980, p.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GCC opposes request by Exxon station to remodel, Jun 5, 1980, p.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greenville Council calls for SCS Meadows probe, Sep 11, 1980, p.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chateau apt changes proposed; civic groups still worried, Sep 25, 1980, p.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Veteran promises GCC probe of building violations, Oct 9, 1980, p.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'No Left Turn' by Burger King may be removed, Nov 6, 1980, p.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New cutting policy passed by board, Nov 20, 1980, p.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greenville Council pursues violations on Central Avenue, Dec 4, 1980, p.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three (S Davis, E DeBois, M Weitzen) put up for school board slate, Jan 29, 1981, p.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gene Altieri receives GCC's Silver Box Award (photo), May 7, 1981, p.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DOT, local groups reach compromise on Central Ave (photo, list), Jul 23, 1981, p.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neighborhood watch program begun at GCC (list), Sep 17, 1981, p.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parents urge board to support interscholastic athletics, Dec 10, 1981, p.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nominating committee endorses Albert and Hinsey for board (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PTA executive boards plan for open candidate forum next year, Mar 31, 1983, p.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMMERT, THOMAS (DR-AU)</td>
<td>Meeting on Central Ave (litr), Jul 16, 1981, p.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMONT, CORLISS</td>
<td>Corliss Lamont receives ethics award, Nov 1, 1984, p.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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LAMORTE, THOMAS
New art show at gallery (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.2

LAMOTTA, C J
Six Boy Scouts present bike to Children's Village (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.2

LAMOTTA, STEPHANIE
Singing out at St. James (photo), Mar 11, 1982, p.16
Funny bunny (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.3

LAMOTTA, YOLANDA (AU)
Where is your spirit? (ltr), Dec 23, 1982, p.6

LAMPERT, HOWARD
Brite light?, Oct 4, 1984, p.1

LANDON, CHRISTINE
The next step (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.9

LANCET-HARRINGTON, KATHERINE (DR)
Book by Dr. K. Lancelot-Harrington combines instruction in English and US history (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.10
Language Institute lists fall offerings (photo) (Education '84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.27
The common man in US literature (edit), Oct 4, 1984, p.7
SEE ALSO HARRINGTON, KATHERINE (DR)

LANCET-HARRINGTON, KATHERINE (DR-AU)
America meant many things (edit), Jan 28, 1982, p.7

LAND DEVELOPMENT-ARDSLEY
GCC opposes downzoning, Levittown repercussions (list), Feb 7, 1980, p.9

LAND DEVELOPMENT-EMT
SEE LAND DEVELOPMENT-GBH

LAND DEVELOPMENT-GBH
Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part I) (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.11
Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part II) (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.11
Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part III) (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11
Public wary of floating districts in town zone, Feb 28, 1980, p.11
GCC airs zone concerns with councilman Abinanti (list), Mar 6, 1980, p.11
Public input revised zoning code, planner E. Silberstein tells Council, Apr 10, 1980, p.13
Bargaining by neighbors pays off; Shopping plaza gets go-ahead from town (illus), May 1, 1980, p.21
Learning skills vs COH; Crowders honored by 6 0, May 15, 1980, p.15
Input on floating zones has town, public put out, May 28, 1980, p.15
Planners toss out 'covenant' plea, May 29, 1980, p.13
Town modifies zone proposal, Jun 5, 1980, p.15
School Board: Hearing on apartments urged; 8-man football may be coming, Aug 14, 1980, p.7
New hearing set on SCS Chateau, Aug 28, 1980, p.6
Greenville Council calls for SCS Meadows probe, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Chateau apt changes promised; civic groups still worried, Sep 25, 1980, p.17
Veteran promises GCC probe of building violations, Oct 9, 1980, p.15
Apartments to be approved, Oct 9, 1980, p.15
Council backs amendments, assists High Point residents, Feb 5, 1981, p.15
Hearing set on purchase of SCS Farm, Feb 26, 1981, p.13
St Andrews plan rejected by board, Feb 26, 1981, p.13
Council requests safety features for state plan, Apr 9, 1981, p.21
Meeting on Central Ave (ltr), Jul 16, 1981, p.6
DOT; local groups reach compromise on Central Ave (photo; list), Jul 23, 1981, p.11
Residents asked to back GCC stand on escrow funds, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
EMT residents oppose town pooling of escrow funds, Dec 17, 1981, p.17
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LAND DEVELOPMENT-SBH continued

Central Ave zoning variance requested, Mar 25, 1982, p.19
Things to come; future holds new neighbors for EMT, Apr 8, 1982, p.11
Showdown at Town Hall; residents fight zoning change (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.21
Zoning hearing on Central Avenue plan postponed again, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
Hearing on escrow funds set, Jun 10, 1982, p.10
Residents oppose town plan for escrow funds, Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Zoning board answer to Moundroukas due this month, Jul 1, 1982, p.10
Town Board to rule on escrow fund use, Jul 22, 1982, p.11
Zoning Board: 'No' to Moundroukas application, Jul 29, 1982, p.9
Moundroukas asks $1 million damages (list), Sep 2, 1982, p.11
DHT clears hurdle for Salvation site housing, Oct 7, 1982, p.13
Town boards consider plans for construction in area, Dec 23, 1982, p.10
Compromise on Red Lobster plan, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
Red Lobster gets green light--board, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
Board asks for condo plan change, Feb 17, 1983, p.11
Two million dollars in ZBA damages for EMT decision denied, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
SCC resolves to act on Central Ave issues, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
Planning is not static (edit), Apr 14, 1983, p.7
Town board raises water rates; puts controls on restaurant construction, Apr 21, 1983, p.11
Zoning Board defers Central Avenue issues, May 5, 1983, p.15
Town postpones decision on use of escrow funds, May 12, 1983, p.13
Zoning Board approves SCS Woods II plan, Jun 2, 1983, p.12
DHT unveils new cluster housing plan, Jun 23, 1983, p.11
Red Lobster plans change; town nears Boulder Ridge okay, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
Increased development density in Sprain Road area suggested, Jul 20, 1983, p.11
Democratic primary in SBH is off, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
EMT officials speak for safety, Sep 29, 1983, p.10
Town Board raises ceiling for senior rent abatement, Oct 13, 1983, p.10
Fort Hill Club sold; luxury homes planned, Dec 1, 1983, p.9
Zoning change for PUD OK'ed, Dec 22, 1983, p.9
Council pressing town for local improvements, Jan 12, 1984, p.11
GCC continues battle on Central-Underhill plans, Mar 8, 1984, p.10
Neighbors fight builder in Zoning Board appeal, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
Three EMT applications in Planning Board hopper, Apr 26, 1984, p.10
SCC set to review nominating system, May 10, 1984, p.13
Board of Ed enters Moundroukas battle, May 10, 1984, p.13
Area unites against Moundroukas proposal, May 17, 1984, p.9
Wyndham group loses town appeal, May 17, 1984, p.9
Webb sale up to town, Jun 21, 1984, p.10
Third hearing set on contested (Moundroukas) plan, Jun 28, 1984, p.10
Board sets Aug 1 target for site plan vote, Jul 12, 1984, p.9
Planning Board may approve compromise Moundroukas plan, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
Builder H Judelson denies sales rumors, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
Town's responsibility (edit), Aug 2, 1984, p.6
Board okays revised plan for disputed Moundroukas building, Aug 2, 1984, p.13
Town rejects Moundroukas plan, Aug 23, 1984, p.5
Neighbors oppose Henry Street plan, Sep 13, 1984, p.8
Council votes against medical building plan, Oct 4, 1984, p.11
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LAND DEVELOPMENT-GBH
Interim superintendent appointed: Dr J S Carnrite, Oct 11, 1984, p.9
Town rejects rooftop parking, Nov 1, 1984, p.13
Town zoners sue developer (list), Nov 15, 1984, p.11
Community Council seeking new members (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.10
New law bars Moundroukis application, Dec 13, 1984, p.15

LAND DEVELOPMENT-NEW ROCHELLE
Expansion likely, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Cluster housing, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
SNAP opposed (to rezoning of Cherry Lawn Farms), May 24, 1984, p.1

LAND DEVELOPMENT-SCS
Neighbors protest proposal for cluster housing on Post Road (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Decision on cluster plan delayed by legal ruling (illus), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Village leans toward Polera for Freightway development, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Starrett still in running to develop Freightway, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Clusterphobia, May 1, 1980, p.1
Assn raps Planning Board (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.4
Party opposes project (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.4
Planning Board considering cluster housing proposal, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Land settlement, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Subdivision sought at site of house fire, Jul 10, 1980, p.5
Polera gets nod on Freightway project, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Trustees asked to waive zoning, Aug 14, 1980, p.3
One-way remedy to Walworth traffic, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
New hearing set on SCS Chateau, Aug 28, 1980, p.6
Planners okay subdivision, Sep 11, 1980, p.2
Houses approved on Boulder Brook Acres, Sep 11, 1980, p.5
Boulder Brook house approved, Oct 9, 1980, p.6
Freightway plans: Owners approached, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Two Boulder Brook Houses approved by Review Board, Nov 27, 1980, p.2
Controversy over subdivision, Jan 15, 1981, p.5
Architectural Review Board studies plans for new homes, Jan 29, 1981, p.2
Erosion of beauty seen (ltr), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
Subdivision ruling put off, Feb 12, 1981, p.5
Swimming pool permit upheld, Feb 26, 1981, p.2
Planners approve subdivision, Mar 12, 1981, p.2
Board amends zoning law--St Andrews plan OK'd, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
Freightway development plan unveiled (photo), May 14, 1981, p.1
He'd prefer a park (ltr), May 28, 1981, p.5
Many questions on Freightway (ltr), May 28, 1981, p.6
Overhill opposes Freightway plan, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
GBH goes on record against SCS development; Residents fear additional congestion on Ardsley Rd, Jun 4, 1981, p.17
Opposition growing to Polera plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Cluster plan on Post Rd dropped, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
For a smaller plan (ltr), Jun 11, 1981, p.6
Questionnaire response negative to Polera plan (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.1
Let's find an alternative (edit), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Hold line on zoning (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Attend June 23 meeting (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
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LAND DEVELOPMENT-SCS continued

- Permanent monstrosity (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
- Trustees vote to hire Freightway consultants, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
- LBS withdraws subdivision application, Jul 9, 1981, p.5
- Freightway Committee told to focus on Polera proposal (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.1
- A useful report (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
- He wants open space (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
- Appeals Board upholds neighborhood objection, Dec 24, 1981, p.5
- Board weighs subdivision, Jan 14, 1982, p.5
- Subdivision approved, Mar 11, 1982, p.5
- BAR: Hoses still too similar, Mar 18, 1982, p.5
- Marx estate sold for development (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.1
- Subdivision rejected, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
- Revised Marx plan rejected, May 13, 1982, p.3
- Planning Board OK’s 28 homes on Marx Estate, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
- Planning Board ok’s subdivision, Jul 15, 1982, p.3
- Restaurant on Garth Road gets planners’ okay, Sep 9, 1982, p.1
- Board okays house plans, Jan 13, 1983, p.5
- Development plans come under fire: Cluster housing proposed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
- Development plans come under fire: 7 fields proposed on Griffen (illus), Jun 16, 1983, p.1
- Good start on Winston plan (edit), Jun 16, 1983, p.6
- Marx mansion to be razed, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
- Last chance offer (to see Marx mansion), Jun 30, 1983, p.1
- Planning Board eyes rules changes, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
- Neighbors blast plan for fields on Winston property, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
- Planning Board starts review of Master Plan, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
- Village eyeing ways to preserve its character, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
- Marx estate, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
- House okayed on Barricini estate, Sep 15, 1983, p.3
- New plan approved for Marx Estate, Oct 6, 1983, p.3
- Builder readiness new cluster plan for 909 Post Rd, Oct 13, 1983, p.1
- Attached housing proposed for Post Road (diagram), Nov 24, 1983, p.1
- Attached housing opposed (ltr), Nov 24, 1983, p.6
- Planning Board seeks power to OK cluster plan (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1
- Trustees to decide, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
- Trustees promise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
- Caucus Court, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
- Village sued, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
- Before Board ruling: Eloquent pleas to save Boulder Brook Club, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
- Local GOP backs Soter; opposes attached houses, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
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LAND DEVELOPMENT-SCS continued

Town Club backs nuclear freeze; asks Village Board to endorse it, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Trustees vote down attached housing, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Trustees hear report from train committee (list), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
New plan at 909 Post (diagram), Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Cluster housing plan assailed, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Cluster homes approved, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
Marx Estate project saving ahead-slowly, May 3, 1984, p.3
Cluster housing approval delayed, Jul 5, 1984, p.3
Planning Board seeks conservation zoning for large properties in East SCS, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Cluster housing delayed once more, Aug 2, 1984, p.3
Time to control government (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
Another opportunity (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
Planning Board, consultants set goals for downtown study, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Saving the 'green belt' (edit), Aug 23, 1984, p.6
Court ruling jeopardizes law limiting subdivisions, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
Clearer law needed (edit), Aug 30, 1984, p.6
Board passes conservation zone measure, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
SNAP misjudgment (edit), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
SNAP requests moratorium (ltr), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Project on Weaver, Oct 18, 1984, p.1
Builders break new ground in luxury market (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 18, 1984, p.5
Village seeks land, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Planners delay decision on addition to Morven Church, Nov 1, 1984, p.3
Winston property, Nov 9, 1984, p.1
Conservation plans, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
BAR considers cluster homes, Nov 22, 1984, p.2
Two multi-home developments proposed (illus), Nov 29, 1984, p.1
909 Post project delayed once more, Dec 13, 1984, p.2
SEE ALSO DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS, POLERA PROPOSAL, WINSTON PROPERTY

LAND DEVELOPMENT-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Town Club hears from O'Rourke, squabbles over tennis courts, Apr 14, 1983, p.2

LAND UTILIZATION-SCS

SEE LAND DEVELOPMENT-SCS

LAND-SCS

This time, take it (edit), Jan 17, 1980, p.4
On sale of IHM land (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
Take it (Garrison Property), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
Tenant protection approved; Board accepts land donation, May 15, 1980, p.1
Crackdown on bikers?, May 29, 1980, p.1
Open space pact, May 29, 1980, p.1
Land settlement, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Dirt bikers seen as menace (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Village to buy lot downtown, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
In that fine tradition (ltr), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

LANDAU, AMY

Dance Academy emphasizes tradition, discipline (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.26

LANDAU, AMY (ALU)

More girls' teasas requested (ltr), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LANDAU, BETTY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B Landau dies, Nov 19, 1981</td>
<td>p.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LANDAU, ELAINE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School Committee election (photo; list), Jan 22, 1981</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LANDAU, ELIJAH</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E R Landau dies, Apr 30, 1981</td>
<td>p.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LANDAU, EVE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Board decides against changes in QR schedule, May 22, 1980</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School lunch ideas proposed, Jan 15, 1981</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PTA honors E Brenneman (photo), Feb 5, 1981</td>
<td>p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School Budget presented, Apr 16, 1981</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Child care survey, Feb 2, 1982</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daycare program, May 27, 1982</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>After-school day care slated to start here in September (list), Jun 17, 1982</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Child care set for September start (list), Jul 29, 1982</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teachers C Butler, A Hack named for child care program, Aug 19, 1982</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New P-T Council officers (photo), Jun 2, 1983</td>
<td>p.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Child Care Assn appoints L Harris director, Jun 23, 1983</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PT Council names 1983-84 leaders (list) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Task force takes on drug abuse (photo; list), Sep 6, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dream-makers Show offers upbeat message (list), Dec 20, 1984</td>
<td>p.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LANDAU, EVE (AU)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Responsible budget (ltr), Jun 2, 1983</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crucial step (ltr), Jan 19, 1984</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LANDAU, HARVEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Democrats name L A Beilin, H G Landau, H A Loomba district leaders, Apr 9, 1982</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Town Club concludes more fields needed, Nov 3, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New manager: H G Landau (photo), Feb 9, 1984</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Democrats elect H G Landau new party leader (photo), Dec 20, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LANDAU, HARVEY (AU)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How equitable is equitable distribution? (edit), Aug 18, 1983</td>
<td>p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use Boulder Brook buildings (ltr), Jul 5, 1984</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LANDAU, JAY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hochberg supporters meet (photo), Sep 24, 1981</td>
<td>p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LANDAU, RICHARD</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E F Hutton names resident R E Landau, Mar 5, 1981</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LANDAU, SIEGFRIED</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Landau resigns from symphony, Mar 12, 1981</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>She supports conductor (ltr), Mar 19, 1981</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Listeners rally in support of Landau, Apr 9, 1981</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support for conductor (ltr), Apr 23, 1981</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Symphony asked to reconsider (ltr), May 19, 1983</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LANDERS, RICHARD</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Call-in jury system termed success, Jan 3, 1980</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LANDES, BETTE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mock court provides insight into local justice system, Jan 24, 1980</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interfaith concert to raise relief funds for Cambodians (photo), Feb 28, 1980</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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LANDES, BETTE continued
Scholarship fund (list), Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Slow response to PTA's scholarship fund drive, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Drive going slowly, Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Singing out the 'Sounds of SCS': A Hirsch, B Cunninghaa, B Landes (photo), May 7, 1981, p.5
Gift from the teachers (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.15
College: where will the money come from?, Nov 5, 1981, p.6
PTA sets fund goal (list), Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Local fund helps SHS seniors face college $ crunch (illus), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
PTA Fund chairmen note slow response, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Gift from Manhattan (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.3
A chorus line, LWV style (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.11
PTA drive lagging (list), Apr 15, 1982, p.3
Through the Looking Glass (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1
SCS Teachers Assn contributes $1000 to PTA Scholarship Fund (photo), May 20, 1982, p.5
Bowl Dinner a musical, literary, psychological affair (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Remembering their STEP years (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.2
Village Club goes Western (photo), May 12, 1983, p.1
Leadership Dinner set by United Way (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.8
Runyoneshic (photo), May 10, 1984, p.1
Scout group elects SCS leaders (list), May 31, 1984, p.2

LANDES, BETTE (AU)
Support appreciated (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Thanks to the community (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
How fortunate we are (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6
STEP needs public support (ltr), Jun 2, 1983, p.6
Dedicated efforts (ltr), Jun 30, 1983, p.6

LANDES, MILTON (AU)
How fortunate we are (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6

LANDEMAN, PETER
Peter Landesman wins art award, May 7, 1981, p.25
Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16
Board returns to business as usual, Oct 21, 1982, p.11

LANDI, PETER
Village contracts; Only one bid, Oct 21, 1982, p.1

LANDIS, SILLIAN
G Landis dies, Dec 4, 1980, p.24

LANDIS, JOYCE
J Landis dies, Jan 26, 1984, p.14

LANDLORD AND TENANT
Tenant protection, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Tenant protection approved; Board accepts land donation, May 15, 1980, p.1
Tenant protection, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Hochberg seeks change in county rental code, Aug 27, 1981, p.2
Co-op conversion showdown nears at Fort Hill Village (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.15
Tenants seek rent control, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Trustees consider rent, noise laws, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Rent control question (edit), Jan 7, 1982, p.6
Rent control law debated, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Legislator Hochberg assails decontrol, Jul 22, 1982, p.2
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LANDLORD AND TENANT continued
Merchants fear rising rents will alter local shopping area, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Elderly widow I Galizia, faces eviction, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Elderly tenant I Galizia fights eviction, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
Elderly tenant I Galizia won't be eviction (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Protection needed (edit), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Issues of concern cited (ltr), Feb 17, 1983, p.6
Tenant protection, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Village working on tenant protection plan, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Village, landlords moving toward tax abatement plan, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Reasons for rent control (ltr), May 5, 1983, p.6
Real facts of life (ltr), May 12, 1983, p.6
Support for ETPA seen (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6
Chateaux tenants Mull owners' latest offer, Jun 9, 1983, p.1
Community's obligation (edit), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
Adler raps lease law, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
Board to establish rent relief guidelines, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Village conversion receives go-ahead, Sep 1, 1983, p.1
Town Board raises ceiling for senior rent abatement, Oct 13, 1983, p.10
Rent control eyed, Dec 1, 1983, p.1
Relief sought, Dec 8, 1983, p.6
Trustees promise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Tenants need a hand (edit), Dec 15, 1983, p.6
Plea for rent control (ltr), Dec 15, 1983, p.6
Hochberg aids tenants, Dec 29, 1983, p.1
SEE ALSO APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC, EMERGENCY TENANT PROTECTION ACT, RENT CONTROL

LANDMARKS
A bit of SCS rescued from obscurity (photo; list), Aug 4, 1983, p.2
Milestone dedicated (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1
SEE ALSO HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC

LANDRY, F E (AU)
When can we expect relief? (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Our residents are calling for action (ltr), Aug 27, 1981, p.6
Creche and Constitution (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6

LANDRY, JOHN
Poster pups (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.6
SYF players see current events in Scopes history (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.6

LANDRY, MARY ANN
Poster pups (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.6

LANDRY, ROBERT
St Agnes appoints R E Landry chairman of board, Apr 24, 1980, p.6

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
SEE ARCHITECTS

LANDSCAPE PRESERVATION
Filing for dollars, Jan 3, 1980, p.1
Environmental issues dominate trustees' meeting, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Village eyeing ways to preserve its character, Sep 8, 1983, p.1

LANDSCAPING
Worth the effort (edit), May 27, 1982, p.6
A patron for every plot (edit), Jul 22, 1982, p.6
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LANDSCAPING continued
Village promises landscaping plan for Supply Field, Aug 16, 1984, p.1
Supply Field plans scored, Aug 23, 1984, p.1

LANE, BENJAMIN
B T Lane dies, May 29, 1980, p.12

LANE, CURTIS
Lane named as board advisor (list), Aug 12, 1982, p.9

LANE, DONALD
College honors local filmmaker D Lane, May 12, 1983, p.8
Local aan D Lane's films awarded top honors, Feb 2, 1984, p.5
Lane says he's 'a cowpuncher' with a camera (photo), Aug 23, 1984, p.6

LANE, DONALD (AU)
Fairer for some than others (ltr), May 10, 1984, p.6

LANE, GAIL
Signing the charter (photo; list), Sep 24, 1981, p.8

LANE, JEROME
Three (D Cash, L Goloab, J Lane) named semifinalists, Sep 16, 1982, p.17
EHS grad J Lane wins writing award, Jun 14, 1984, p.11

LANE, JULIE (AU)
Continuing comedy (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6

LANE, WILLIAM
More gripes than solutions at meetings on rail service, Jun 19, 1980, p.1

LANG, GEORGE
Children's art featured (photo), May 26, 1983, p.14

LANG, MELISSA
New realtor M H Lang at Van Wert (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.9

LANG, RICHARD
Agency plans group home on Post Road in Greenacres, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Neighbors likely to oppose home, Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Village likely to oppose halfway house (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Village prepares to fight against halfway house, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Halfway houses not new to Westchester (Part I), Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Proposal for home called 'deficient', May 20, 1982, p.1
Search for Change submits second plan; seeks help, May 27, 1982, p.1
Against 'rooming house' (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
Village won't try to block home, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Teras agreed on for group home, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
Search for Change searching in GBH, Sep 16, 1982, p.17
Search for Change says town housing is needed, Sep 30, 1982, p.10
Group home opens, May 5, 1983, p.1
Fears allayed as Post Road home settles in (photo), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
Group home residents, neighbors mingle at 1241 Post Road open house (photo; list), Oct 4, 1984, p.1

LANG, RICHARD (AU)
Local funding proposed (ltr), May 27, 1982, p.6

LANGA, EUNICE
Treasures brought for appraisal at SCS Historical Society Heirloom Discovery Day (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.6
In memory of two doctors, J Duic, G Langa (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.3

LANGA, GEORGE (DR)
Dr G S Langa dies, Aug 6, 1981, p.20
Tribute to SVAC pioneer Dr G Langa (ltr), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
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LANGA, GEORGE (DR) continued
In memory of two doctors, J Duic, G Langa (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.3

LANGA, GEORGE JR
In memory of two doctors, J Duic, G Langa (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.3

LANGAN, CHRISTINE
Heart Fund appoints C Langan, R Mihrad co-chairman, Aug 25, 1983, p.15

LANGAN, DELLA
D N Langan dies, Sep 18, 1980, p.16

LANGE, JENNY
Christmas concert at IHM (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.16

LANGE, KENNETH
Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

Voters here show independence in backing Reagan, Teicher, Burrows, Oppenheimer (chart p 16), Nov 8, 1984, p.1

LANGE, RICHARD
Return of the deli (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.5

LANSELHO, ERIC
E Langeloh deputy director, Jun 26, 1980, p.10

LANGER, NANCY
'Sienna Surface' part of exhibit by N Langer (photo), May 29, 1980, p.20
Painter N Langer has show in Soho, May 26, 1983, p.19

LANGER, SAMUEL (DR)
Appointment (for Dr S J Langer) at St Vincent's, Dec 17, 1981, p.22

LANGLEY, PETER
Hudson River Museum appoints P Langlykke new director, Apr 2, 1981, p.11

LANGIS, JEFF
SCS High's Class of '84 advised to 'keep an open mind, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

LANGSDORF, WALTER
W Langsdorf dies, Jul 21, 1983, p.10

LANGUAGE SCHOOLS
Language school expands program, Jul 10, 1980, p.16
Language Institute expands curriculum (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.18
Language school expands, Feb 5, 1981, p.16
Institute of Language Arts expands curriculum for 81-82 (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.23
Language school begins sixth year (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.22
Institute teaches language, culture (photo) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.23
Language Institute lists fall offerings (photo) (Education '84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.27
Linguarasa's first US branch opens in downtown White Plains, Sep 6, 1984, p.4
New location for Language Institute, Nov 22, 1984, p.21

LANI, VENESSA
Sophomore V Lann wins Petschek prize, Feb 16, 1984, p.12
Scholarship winner, V Lann, named, Mar 22, 1984, p.20

LANNA, VINCENT
Goeaen, Shafran sentenced, Jan 31, 1980, p.1

LANDOIL, GEORGIA WITKIN (DR)
SEE WITKIN-LANDOIL, GEORGIA (DR)

LANTZOUHIS, ALEXIA
Top Girl Scout award presented to S Prance (photo; list), May 31, 1984, p.2

LANZETTI, JOSEPH
J Lanzetti dies, May 6, 1982, p.22

LAPADULA, RALPH
HUD rejects Ethical site for group home, May 19, 1983, p.1
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LAPE, ROBERT
Channel 7 tapes show at Frog Prince (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.7

LAPHAM, ROBERT (DR)
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
School enrollment decline slowing, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
School Board vows intent not to close any schools, Feb 17, 1983, p.1

LAPPAG, STEVE
Everybody won (edit), Jan 31, 1980, p.4

LAPPERT, ANNETTE
Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6

LAPPERT, JACK
Local photographer J Lappert has show at bank, Jun 18, 1981, p.12
Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photos; list), May 27, 1982, p.6

LAPPLE, ROBERT
School buildings (and fire safety), Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Near catastrophe at Heathcote 5 Corners (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1

LARCHMONT
Report from Larchmont (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6

LARKEY, BEN
Recycling reminder (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.5
Say, who'd want all those old papers, anyway? (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.6

LARKIN
Questions posed in Harris trial (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1

LARKIN, JAMES
Doohan resigns as EHS head; board appoints J Larkin new principal (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.13
Administrator J Larkin brings varied background to new position, Aug 13, 1981, p.13
New school year, 'new era' begin in schools Thursday, Sep 3, 1981, p.15
New cutting policy formulated for EHS, Sep 10, 1981, p.15
Parents J Morgan, E Howard greet incoming EHS administrators J Larkin, N Taddiken, Dr E Larson (photo, Sep 10, 1981, p.15
Board passes new cut policy, 5 to 2, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Cut policy, athletic program are issues at board meeting, Oct 15, 1981, p.13
District expenses rise as vandalism at EHS takes toll, Oct 22, 1981, p.15
Larkin: gym program is OK, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
Parents urge board to support interscholastic athletics, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
No gym exceptions for cheerleaders, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
Auditorium dedication, policy discussion at board meeting, Feb 11, 1982, p.11
Larkin quits as principal, Mar 4, 1982, p.13
Alden Larson to retire; Edwards moves to high school, Mar 11, 1982, p.13

LARKIN, KERRY

LARKIN, MARY

LARKIN, ROBERT
SVAC's high standards cited (ltr), Jun 16, 1983, p.6

LARKIN, VANESSA
Slipping and sliding: V Larkin (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.1

LARMON, BRUCE
Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
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LAROCQA, JAMES
Safety—later, Nov 17, 1983, p.1

LAROUCHE, DAVE
Plenty of admirers (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.25

LAROUCHE, LYNDON
Opponents of drug use push politics with anti-pot pitch (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.1

LARSEN, ERIK
AFS holds Community night (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.4

LARSEN, GITTE
AFS-STEP students sum up their year here, May 29, 1980, p.7
AFS holds Community night (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.4

LARSON, ALDEN (DR)
Board of Ed OK's semester courses, rejects mid-year exam; Italian considered, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part III) (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11
Budget lines amplified at preliminary hearing, Feb 20, 1980, p.15
School Board says yes to Italian, comp. religion; adds one day to recess, Mar 13, 1980, p.11
Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part I), Mar 27, 1980, p.15
Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part II) (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13
School Board OK's budget; hears 9-12 skills report, Apr 10, 1980, p.13
Muriel Forrest loses fight to keep EMT school job, Apr 17, 1980, p.15
State praises EMT's handicapped programs, Apr 17, 1980, p.15
Parents wary of school's program for handicapped, Apr 24, 1980, p.15
School budget, Board okayed, May 8, 1980, p.23
Seniors call poster policy step in the right direction, May 15, 1980, p.15
School funding proposals attacked by panelists (photo), May 29, 1980, p.13
School Board members applaud Crowder, Weitzen; Board approves new football coach, Jun 12, 1980, p.15
Seely Place teacher L Blackman murdered in her Manhattan apartment, Jul 10, 1980, p.11
School Board: Hearing on apartments urged; 8-man football may be coming, Aug 14, 1980, p.7
School Board considering stiffer cutting penalties, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
School superintendent Dr A Larson babysits sharks (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.15
Parents protest 45-minute lunch, Oct 16, 1980, p.13
Seely Auditorium referendum set, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
Board may raise building-use fees, Jan 15, 1981, p.11
Judge asks review of teacher M Forrest's claims, Jan 15, 1981, p.11
Board hears plea for support of interscholastic athletics, Mar 12, 1981, p.21
$8.4 million school budget, 11.9% tax hike, Mar 26, 1981, p.21
Arson suspected in (EMT) high school fire (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.21
Tenure system, new athletic eligibility standard discussed, May 14, 1981, p.21
New primary lunch schedule under study for next year, May 28, 1981, p.17
Altieri is board president (list), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
Doohan resigns as EHS head; board appoints J Larkin new principal (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.13
New school year, 'new era' begin in schools Thursday, Sep 3, 1981, p.13
New cutting policy formulated for EHS, Sep 10, 1981, p.15
Board passes new cut policy, 5 to 2, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
District expenses rise as vandalism at EHS takes toll, Oct 22, 1981, p.15
District justified in latest Forrest decision, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
Board accepts George Wilbur's retirement; December 31 (sic), Nov 12, 1981, p.13
Board hears proposals for capital projects, Dec 3, 1981, p.23
Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
No gym exemptions for cheerleaders, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
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LARSON, ALDEN (DR) continued

Larkin quits as principal, Mar 4, 1982, p.13
Alden Larson to retire; Edwards moves to high school, Mar 11, 1982, p.13
Thanks, Alden Larson (ltr), Mar 18, 1982, p.6
Board presents $9.25 million budget; faculty cuts included, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
Public invited to join forum on district needs, Apr 1, 1982, p.11
Elective courses proposed for EHS, Apr 1, 1982, p.11
Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
$9.35 million school budget keeps Latin program, faculty, Apr 22, 1982, p.11
Community opposes group home, escrow pooling (list), Apr 29, 1982, p.20
Four gain tenure; no day care OK yet, May 13, 1982, p.11
Tom Edwards named principal at EHS; search begins for Seely, May 20, 1982, p.11
Farewells at board meeting; school changes explained, Jun 10, 1982, p.11
Gift for Alden Larson (photo; list), Jun 10, 1982, p.11
Jim Gold to return to EHS with new job and more pay, Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Goodby party has warmth, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11
EMT High Class of '82 is on its way! (photo; list), Jul 1, 1982, p.11
SCS Natl Bank salutes Dr Alden Larson (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.18
Kennedy named to high school staff, Sep 2, 1982, p.11
Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16

LARSON, ELIOT (DR)

Two assistant principals, N Taddiken, Dr E Larson, selected; new administrative team at EHS, Aug 27, 1981, p.13
New school year, "new era" begin in schools Thursday, Sep 3, 1981, p.13
Parents J Morgan, E Howard greet incoming EHS administrators J Larkin, N Taddiken, Dr E Larson (photo, Sep 10, 1981, p.15
Eliot Larson leaving EHS, Jun 17, 1982, p.11

LARUE, HOMER

Employees, town renew negotiations, Jul 30, 1981, p.10

LASCHER, ALAN

SCS attorney A A Lascher is given award by law publication, Feb 3, 1983, p.4

LASERSON, LILLIAN

Another 'Happy Day' (for L Laserson) (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.17

LASH, JEFFREY

Frames Unlimited opens in Archway shopping center (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.9

LASORDA, VALERIE

Senior Prom, 1981: Get Ready, Get Set, Go! (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.17

LASSETER, PEGGY (AU)


LASOFF, ANDREA

Exory feels EMT impact, Oct 13, 1983, p.10

LASOFF, MARTIN

UJA-Federation names L Lassoff, S M Scheiner local campaign leaders, Nov 5, 1981, p.3

LASOFF, PATRICIA

Dinner preparations under way (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.11

LAST, MARK

Former EHS girl T Garofano killed, May 17, 1984, p.9

LASUSA, PATRICE

New playtime program (photo), May 13, 1982, p.16

LATIN CORNERSTONE PROGRAM

SEE LATIN LANGUAGE-STUDY AND TEACHING

LATIN LANGUAGE

Students J Bulzacchelli and C Li win Latin prizes, Jun 2, 1983, p.12
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LATIN LANGUAGE-STUDY AND TEACHING
  Students here get headstart on their aae, amas, aas an (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.8

LATTIN, MARY
  Festival Chorus is more than the sum of its parts (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.5

LAV, AL
  Virtuosi treasurer: A Lau, Aug 11, 1983, p.2

LAUBENSTEIN, OSWALD
  O H Laubenstein dies, Dec 22, 1983, p.9

LAUER, HARVEY
  Abe Sison dies; led Antiques, Dec 15, 1983, p.1

LAUER, JOAN
  Memorial scholarship set for Joan Laufer, May 15, 1980, p.15

LAUGHERY, EUGENE
  Director E G Laughery to retire, Jun 4, 1981, p.2

LAUGHLIN, AMNE
  Holiday party at the Junior High (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.15
  Young entrepreneurs at work (photo), Oct 11, 1984, p.3

LAUGHLIN, JOHN (DR)
  MD J S Laughlin receives service award, Jul 22, 1982, p.8
  Scientist Dr J S Laughlin wins award (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.3

LAUGHLIN, SUSAN
  Poster listing details of Mar Festival of Performing arts displayed by A Malina, S Laughlin (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.1

LAURENCE, PETER
  Two assistant principals, M Taddiken, Dr E Larson, selected; new administrative team at EHS, Aug 27, 1981, p.13

LAURIE, MARILYN
  Local woman M Laurie PR chief at Bell Laboratories, Aug 7, 1980, p.13

LAUTERBORN, ROBERT
  Communicator of the year: R F Lauterborn, Dec 24, 1981, p.3
  Lauterborn is ANA director (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.10

LAUTH, KEVIN
  Village names K LAuth coordinator for cable TV, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
  Future looking brighter for local access TV in SCS (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1
  Cable TV council hires production coordinator (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.34
  Magazine on SCS making debut on cable, May 24, 1984, p.2
  Fond farewell to Bill Dean, 'Mr SCS' (photo; addl photo p b), Aug 9, 1984, p.1
  Kudos for Kevin Lauth (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6

LAVALLONE, MARIA
  School Board: Hearing on apartments urged; 8-man football may be coming, Aug 14, 1980, p.7

LAVELLO, ROBERT
  Holdup at SCS station, Feb 18, 1982, p.1
  Suspect N J Castaldo charged in holdup (photo p 3), Mar 18, 1982, p.1

LAVERTY, BRIAN
  Volunteers honored at St James (photo; list), Jun 18, 1981, p.12

LAVITI, STEVE
  Budget passes by 3-2 margin, Jun 5, 1980, p.1

LAW
  Paul Curran sees 'roadblocks' in criminal justice system, Apr 17, 1980, p.3
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LAW continued

Learning about the law (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.17
SEE ALSO SUBDIVISION - LAWS AND LEGISLATION, EX, DOGS-LAWS..

LAWRE, JOHN
J H Lawre dies, Dec 13, 1984, p.28
J H Lawre dies, Dec 20, 1984, p.16

LAWS
Turning in lawn mowers turns out fine (photo; addl photo p 11), Jul 15, 1982, p.6
Lawn contract, Mar 10, 1983, p.1

LAWRENCE, AL
EMT residents oppose town pooling of escrow funds, Dec 17, 1981, p.17

LAWRENCE, GEORGE
G H C Lawrence elected to board, SCS Natl Bank (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.2
Executive G H C Lawrence appointed, Dec 18, 1980, p.20

LAWRENCE, GERALD
County budget reform asked; LWV raps time limit on speech, Dec 15, 1983, p.2

LAWS, CARL (AU)
Praise for police (ltr), Nov 4, 1982, p.6

LAUSON, HARRY
Hearing held on 1980 Town Budget, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
Democrat Lois Bronz, running for reelection, speaks out (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.11

LAWSUITS
Gottliebs picket Cleveland Van Wert offices (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.2
More on Foxhall Road case (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
School funding proposals attacked by panelists (photo), May 29, 1980, p.13
Conrail fares rise; commuters plan suit, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Tennis court suit, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Judge asks review of teacher M Forrest's claims, Jan 15, 1981, p.11
Mailbox suit going to Supreme Court, Apr 9, 1981, p.20
Dog dispute leads to law suit, Jun 4, 1981, p.3
Railroad issue, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
More Conrail suits expected next week, Jul 29, 1982, p.5
Conrail sued, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Moundroukas asks $1 million damages (ltr), Sep 2, 1982, p.11
Feiner to fight Conrail move, Sep 16, 1982, p.5
Town zoning unlawful: Moundroukas, Sep 16, 1982, p.17
Garlands suing daughter's killer, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Garlands awarded damages, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Welcome verdict (edit), Oct 21, 1982, p.6
Costly suit in EMT (edit), Oct 21, 1982, p.6
Steinberg sues on Red Lobster plan, Oct 21, 1982, p.11
Commuter suits, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Court invalidates Walworth one-way, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Suit considered, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
No settlement (in Conrail suits), Nov 18, 1982, p.1
Resolutions, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Commuter suits, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
After the flood, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
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LAW SUITS continued
Suit looses after second creche is rejected, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Creche update, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
Local court to get first Conrail case, Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Judge’s decision awaited in Bauer Jr v Conrail suit, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Decision raises doubts about legality of private tennis courts, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Trustees sued for barring creche display (list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Extension given, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Judge’s withdrawal scored, Feb 24, 1983, p.6
Railroad riders’ rights (“litr”), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Two million dollars in ZBA damages for EMT decision denied, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
Judge finds Conrail liable in law suit, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Let’s stick this out (“litr”), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
Village sued again on creche denial, May 5, 1983, p.1
Damage suit settled, May 19, 1983, p.1
Creche trial set, May 19, 1983, p.1
Case for one-way, May 26, 1983, p.1
Village sued, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Three EMT applications in Planning Board hopper, Apr 26, 1984, p.10
Battle over trees, May 3, 1984, p.1
Village wins case, May 10, 1984, p.1
Tree case continues, May 31, 1984, p.1
Village presses legal charges against homeowner E Shesesh for violations, May 31, 1984, p.3
Town zoners sue developer (list), Nov 15, 1984, p.11
SEE ALSO CRECHE CASE, NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL SUITS, EX LEVITTOWN V NYQUIST

LAWTON, JEROME
Manhattan Savings plans to open office in village (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.1
Chamber vs Bank, Mar 13, 1980, p.1

LAWTON, WALTER
Ethical Humanist Society to install new leader, W Lawton (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.20

LAWYER, WILLIAM
Nature Center making renovations (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.9
State funding nature program, Aug 7, 1980, p.8
Stolen ferret is back home at (GBH Nature) Center (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.7
Chateau apt changes praised; civic groups still worried, Sep 25, 1980, p.17
Hearings held on GBH budget, Nov 20, 1980, p.15
Nature Center receives grant, recruits staff (list), Nov 5, 1981, p.15
GBH membership drive well received here; services grow (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.11
Planning for historical exhibit (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.5
Lawmakers give year-end summaries at LWV event (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.10
Nature Center gets grant, Dec 8, 1983, p.11

LAWYERS
Judge J Holden, Jan 10, 1980, p.1
Local law firm now also has New York office, May 1, 1980, p.16
Lawyer S Rosenberg elected VP, Jun 12, 1980, p.2
Law firm hired (by Bd of Ed), Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Resident W J McDonald to chair Bar Assn section, Aug 14, 1980, p.3
Harris lawyer J Aurnou no newcomer to the big cases (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
Defense attorney B I Slotnick honored at dinner, Jan 8, 1981, p.9
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LAWYERS continued

Local attorney D Anderson named to orchestra board (photo), Mar 12, 1981, p.2
Grady Jensen named to NYC Bar Assn post, Mar 19, 1981, p.2
Lawyer G M Jaffin establishes chair at Columbia, Apr 9, 1981, p.4
Herald appointed to judicial committee, Apr 9, 1981, p.15
State Prosecutor promotes resident E M Davidowitz, May 21, 1981, p.3
Paul Curran reappointed to judicial nominating group, May 21, 1981, p.5
George Jaffin: a man who does well at doing good (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.1
Law firm retained, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Virginia Knaplund—Woman of the Year (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.1
Governor appoints SCS lawyer M C Katzeive, Nov 5, 1981, p.4
Labor law firm opening in area (list), Nov 19, 1981, p.8
Local man E S Meyers elected by bar group, Nov 26, 1981, p.10
SCS man H M Jahrmarkt named counsel, Dec 17, 1981, p.2
Resident B I Slotnick named lawyer of year, Dec 31, 1981, p.5
Fern Schair appointed to NY bar position, Dec 31, 1981, p.9
Mercy appoints SCS man J P O'Connor, Jan 7, 1982, p.8
Bank of New York names lawyer P E Pugsley to advisory board, Feb 11, 1982, p.4
Local lawyer R P Mascal named to advisory board, Mar 4, 1982, p.15
Local lawyer J H Neale Jr cited for environmentalist work, Mar 11, 1982, p.8
Heating joins firm, Apr 22, 1982, p.17
Ex-judge W Mulligan to advise Trustees, May 6, 1982, p.1
Lawyer C Heining elected, May 6, 1982, p.12
Finding a divorce lawyer whom you can trust (edit), May 20, 1982, p.7
Democratic leader D M Finger now law partner, May 20, 1982, p.8
Citation for Duboff, May 27, 1982, p.3
SCS attorney J J Marette president of school (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.2
Lawyer H K Kanarek gives talk, Aug 26, 1982, p.2
Sachs chairs legal program, Aug 26, 1982, p.9
Local lawyer J P O'Connor joins faculty, Sep 16, 1982, p.14
SCS attorney G C Seward named bar group's life president, Nov 4, 1982, p.2
Local attorney R S Asher joins new firm, Dec 2, 1982, p.16
Residents pass bar exam (list), Dec 30, 1982, p.3
Service award to F Schair, Jan 6, 1983, p.11
Village attorney J Holden leaving to be judge in White Plains, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
SCS attorney A A Lascher is given award by law publication, Feb 3, 1983, p.4
Galloway named acting attorney, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Creche's attorney fee criticized, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Bristol-Myers names lawyer R L Stern (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.8
Board names R M Gardella village attorney (list), May 12, 1983, p.1
Another 'Happy Day' (for L Laserson) (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.17
Resident H S Miller to head State Bar Assn, Jun 23, 1983, p.5
Elected: S Rosenberg (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.4
Lawyers elect J Hinsey chairman of ABA section, Aug 11, 1983, p.11
New York Bar appoints EMNT can C F Gooden, Aug 18, 1983, p.9
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LAWYERS continued

SCS grad J L Killea opens law firm, Oct 6, 1983, p.4
Finger candidate for Supreme Court (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.4
SCS attorney C A Simmons joins county agency (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.2
Scarsdalian A G Lebowitz named, Dec 1, 1983, p.5
Lawyer M Etinger starts local practice, Jan 12, 1984, p.2
SCS man R P Carlson elected counsel, Jan 26, 1984, p.8
New manager: H G Landau (photo), Feb 9, 1984, p.4
Resident B I Slotnick named bonds chairman, Apr 5, 1984, p.4
Deputy attorney: T Ruderman (photo), Jun 28, 1984, p.4
H Greenberg opens office (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.15
Error acknowledged, Dec 20, 1984, p.1
State Supreme Court names local attorney H Reynolds, Dec 20, 1984, p.13
Lawyer’s role defended (ltr), Dec 27, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO WOMEN AS LAWYERS

LAZAR, ABRAHAM

Shopwell promotes local man A Laxer, Aug 21, 1980, p.3
Grand opening celebrated (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.8
Bottle bill facesixed welcome in SCS, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
They’ll deliver: Shopwell to deliver groceries for Barth Rd residents, Mar 15, 1984, p.1

LAZAR, LAURENCE

New exhibit at Alan Brown to feature works by L Lazar, Sep 2, 1982, p.18

LAZAR, WENDY


LAZARUS, DREW

Like father, like son (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.4

LAZARUS, KATIE BURST-

SEE BURST-LAZARUS, KATIE

LAZARUS, LOU

Luxury townhouses going up on 42-acre Hartsdale estate, Aug 30, 1984, p.12

LAZARUS, MALCOLM

SCS man M H Lazarus named to board, Mar 25, 1982, p.4

LAZARUS, MORTY

Like father, like son (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.4

LAZZARA, A F (AU)

He liked W _moratorium (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
M-3 rider sees the light (ltr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6

LAZZARA, ANTHONY (AU)

What makes SCS SCS (ltr), May 5, 1983, p.6

LAZZARA, TONY

Residents rap traffic build-up, Oct 15, 1981, p.1

LAZZARA, URSULA

Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17

LEADER, ABBY

Cooling it (photo), Jul 16, 1981, p.13

LEAF, (MRS DOUGLAS)

Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.14

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

Expert R F Greenes to discuss energy solutions (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.1
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LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS  continued

Environmental issues dominate trustees' meeting, Jan 24, 1980, p.1

LWV speaker R Greenes reveals 'truths' of American 'energy crisis' (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.3

LWV goal: informed, active citizenry (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.18

Invitation declined, Feb 21, 1980, p.1

League's members attend conference (list), Mar 27, 1980, p.7

Ravitch to speak at LWV lunch (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.1

Key people at LWV 60th anniversary luncheon (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.1

Evelyn Seidman elected new League president (list), Apr 24, 1980, p.11

Point of agreement (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.2

SCS Natl Bank salutes LWV--60 years of service (photo), May 1, 1980, p.28

LWV holds national convention (list), May 15, 1980, p.13

County League elects leaders (list), Jun 5, 1980, p.10

It's the only social agency in town (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.4

Focus on the League (edit), Sep 4, 1980, p.4

Community support needed (ltr), Sep 4, 1980, p.4

League agenda includes voter service, study items (photo; list), Sep 11, 1980, p.11

Inside look at conventions (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1

Walworth Avenue: stop signs, light, yes; one-way, maybe, Sep 25, 1980, p.1

Report on political conventions (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.2


Community support needed (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4

Candidates square off at League meeting (photo p 14), Oct 30, 1980, p.1

Town Club approves amendment procedure, Oct 30, 1980, p.1

SCS Natl Bank salutes League of Women Voters In Action (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.28

GBH LWV publishes book (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.17

League opposes opening perinatal care facility, Dec 25, 1980, p.1

Debate ruled out, Jan 22, 1981, p.1

Former state health planner R A Berman criticizes level of health care in Westchester (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.4

League decision scored (ltr), Jan 29, 1981, p.4


Decision mounts anger (ltr), Feb 5, 1981, p.4

Confusion over decision (ltr), Feb 5, 1981, p.4

County league issues guide, Feb 12, 1981, p.12

Disappointed by League (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.4

League's decision explained (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.4

League lobbies in Albany (list), Mar 28, 1981, p.2

New crop of voters (photo; list), Apr 9, 1981, p.8

National LWV leader R J Hinelfeld guest of local chapter (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.1

LWV delegates meet (list), May 7, 1981, p.2

League president R J Hinelfeld gives inside story on debates (photo), May 14, 1981, p.5

Nancy Craig new director of state LWV (photo), May 14, 1981, p.21

Alternate plan, May 28, 1981, p.1

Opposition growing to Polera plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1

Shorter terms urged for members of boards, councils, Jul 16, 1981, p.1

In-depth study of BAR, Jul 16, 1981, p.1

The BAR's role (edit), Jul 23, 1981, p.6

Consider LWV's record (edit), Sep 10, 1981, p.6

LWV needs community support (ltr), Sep 10, 1981, p.6

League launches fund drive (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.5
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LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS continued

League to hear speaker R V Overhulser on jail overcrowding, Oct 1, 1981, p.1
Requirements for voting in the general election, Oct 1, 1981, p.1
Discussing the issues (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.2
League hears speaker R V Overhulser on jail overcrowding (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.3
Political rivals clash over incumbents' records (photo; addtl photo p.12), Oct 29, 1981, p.1
Getting out the vote in SCS (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.6
League backs Amendment #1 (ltr), Oct 29, 1981, p.6
Likes candidates meetings (ltr), Oct 29, 1981, p.6
League finance drive (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
Citizens Party turns down LWV invitation, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
LWV studies issues (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.20
A chorus line, LWV style (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.11
LWV lobbies in Albany (ltr), Mar 25, 1982, p.5
League urges yes vote (ltr), Mar 25, 1982, p.6
Albany hotline, Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Committee proposes change in Non-Partisan Resolution, Apr 15, 1982, p.2
Evelyn Stock elected new president of LWV (photo; list), May 6, 1982, p.1
Speaker M Hitofsky defends TV's role in the election process (list), May 13, 1982, p.5
Bottle bill backed, May 20, 1982, p.1
Re-evaluating, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
County LWV to receive AJC award, Jun 10, 1982, p.2
LWV withdraws from Non-Partisan System, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Truly non-partisan (edit), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
No LWV debate, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
League launching membership drive (list), Sep 9, 1982, p.5
Mailing out fund raising letters (photo; list), Sep 16, 1982, p.2
Information, please (edit), Sep 16, 1982, p.6
LWV drive on again (ltr), Sep 16, 1982, p.6
Only 15,950 to go! (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.10
Parking plan taking shape, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Candidates exchange charges, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
LWV mailing costs money (ltr), Nov 4, 1982, p.6
Village passes parking plan, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Jeanine Pirro to address LWV (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.1
Non-partisan slate to turn down debate (list), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Combating violence in the family (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.2
LWV: End Unit Meetings (ltr), Jan 27, 1983, p.6
Action packed politics highlight SCS LWV year (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.31
LWV reapportionment plan would keep SCS in one district, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Seeking a forum, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
No candidates meeting (ltr), Feb 10, 1983, p.6
Selected by LWV: G Binsday, J Hersh (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.2
PTA executive boards plan for open candidate forum next year, Mar 31, 1983, p.15
Playground program criticized, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
LWV president E M Stock re-elected (ltr), May 12, 1983, p.6
History professor R C Wade says TV has changed face of politics (photo), May 12, 1983, p.6
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LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS continued

Better school budget format asked, May 26, 1983, p.1
County league picks E Milberg, E Shay, leaders, May 26, 1983, p.4
Town LWV elects P Levin (list), May 26, 1983, p.10
League efforts (re reapportionment) listed (ltr), Jun 2, 1983, p.6
Lawmakers give year-end summaries at LWV event (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.10
Trustees vote not to restore tennis courts, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Chamber sale becomes a major event, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Town LWV to study school board elections, Sep 8, 1983, p.11
Fuel for action (edit), Sep 15, 1983, p.6
Generous response asked (ltr), Sep 22, 1983, p.6
Citizens urge improvements in downtown parking, traffic, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Mailing Guides costs money (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
Campaigns close to SCS (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Panel probes what’s available, what’s lacking for seniors, Nov 3, 1983, p.3
Important ballot issues (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes The League of Woman Voters (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.24
Vital non-partisan service (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
Salute from LWV (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
Before Board ruling: Eloquent pleas to save Boulder Brook Club, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Citizens Party rules out debate, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Speakers explain how Albany works, Jan 26, 1984, p.5
Record number of activities for League of Woman Voters (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.24
LWV makes it definite: no debate, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
League backs freeze, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
League image called 'tarnished' (ltr), Feb 23, 1984, p.6
League responds to letter (ltr), Mar 1, 1984, p.6
Light moment for the LWV (photo; list), Mar 15, 1984, p.3
Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
LWV to offer forum, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
In the LWV tradition (edit), Apr 12, 1984, p.6
Students A Defendi; D Donath attend LWV conference, Apr 12, 1984, p.19
K Burstein speaker at LWV Spring Luncheon (photo), May 3, 1984, p.1
H Lesnick is new LWV president (photo; list), May 10, 1984, p.1
League listened to, May 10, 1984, p.1
County LWV names leaders (list), May 17, 1984, p.4
League speaker K Burstein talks about 'the gender gap', May 17, 1984, p.6
Budget passes 2 to 1, May 24, 1984, p.1
Forum here on health issues (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.1
They do it all (edit), Sep 13, 1984, p.6
Non Partisan changes proposed; Woman's Club could lose role, Sep 20, 1984, p.1
League says participate (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6
Doctors explore health care crisis, Sep 27, 1984, p.1
Political journalist M Hoffan to give talk, Oct 4, 1984, p.1
LWV hears journalist M Hoffan preview '84 election, Oct 10, 1984, p.4
Political hopefuls speak here Monday (list), Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Serving the voters (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.3
Candidates clash one more time, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Woman's Club keeps Non-Partisan role, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
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LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS continued
  More pool time, Nov 9, 1984, p.1
  League speakers talk about asbestos in the home and how to get rid of it, Nov 15, 1984, p.6

LEAHY, JEANNETTE
  Ground broken for second Scout house (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.1
  Cornerstone laid at Girl Scout House (list), May 7, 1981, p.4

LEARNING CENTER-SCS
  Learning Center gives SAT courses (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.21

LEARNING DISABILITIES
  The Three R's are not enough (edit), Apr 30, 1981, p.7
  No one to play with (edit), Jun 24, 1982, p.7

LEARNING DISABLED
  SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-EMT/SCS-SPECIAL EDUCATION

LEY, JAMES
  Judge finds Conrail liable in law suit, Mar 17, 1983, p.1

LEASER, FREDERICK
  How American freedom came to ring (edit), Jul 7, 1983, p.7

LEASH LAW
  SEE DOGS-LAWS AND LEGISLATION

LEAVES
  Board asks state for work for taxes law, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
  Leaf pickup, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
  Leaf pickup starts, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
  A little work...a lot of fun (photo), Nov 11, 1982, p.1
  Residents warned that village will enforce leaf violations, Oct 4, 1984, p.2

LEAVES-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
  Leaf law enforcement praised, Oct 27, 1983, p.1

LEAVITT, DICK
  Hospital cites corps members R Cardillo, D Leavitt, May 21, 1981, p.16

LEAVITT, LINDA
  Not lost in translation (ltr), Feb 17, 1983, p.6
  Inquirer appoints L Leavitt associate editor, May 24, 1984, p.2

LEAVITT, RICHARD
  Impressed by article (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
  LEAVITT, RICHARD (AU)
  Police called professional (ltr), May 24, 1984, p.6
  Know-how at an accident scene can save lives, Jul 12, 1984, p.6

LEBANON
  Deceitfully shaping the facts (edit), Nov 25, 1982, p.7

LEBAR, JAMES (REV)
  Rabbi M Davis honored, Dec 9, 1982, p.27

LEBLANG, JACK
  J Leblang dies, Feb 18, 1982, p.16

LEBLANG, SUZANNE
  SHS athletes receive awards at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list), Nov 29, 1984, p.23

LEBOSSE, BRAD
  Warm welcome (photo), Sep 8, 1993, p.11
  Interim superintendent appointed: Dr J S Carnrite, Oct 11, 1984, p.9
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LEBOWITZ, ALAN
Scarsdalian A G Lebowitz named, Dec 1, 1983, p.5

LECKEY, ELIZABETH
Planning for historical exhibit (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.5
Historical catalogue debuts (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.5

LEDDY, HAROLD
Newsweek names local ad man H Leddy, Feb 7, 1980, p.2
Battle of the beer barrel (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.1
New director: H Leddy (photo), Jan 5, 1984, p.4

LEDER, FRED
Family Day features races (photo; list), Jul 10, 1980, p.16
First in once again: M Ishikawa (photo), May 26, 1981, p.5

LEDERER, CAROL
Village OK's plan to rebuild fields, Aug 19, 1982, p.1

LEDERER, GERDA (DR)
Open lunch cost estimated at $115,450, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1
Exchange student, Jun 9, 1983, p.1

LEDERER, RICHARD JR
Author R M Lederer Jr writes addenda for place-name book, Jun 5, 1980, p.10
Finishing up 1980 (Adult School) brochure (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.3
Historian appointed: R M Lederer Jr (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Seniors move into new home (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.3
New historical atlas completed, May 20, 1982, p.2
Happy 20th to Daniel D Toaplins (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.3
Historical summer for students (photo; list), Aug 28, 1982, p.3
Community meeting looks toward future, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Welcome to Wayside Cottage (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.2
Where have all the skaters gone? (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Houses okayed on Barricini property, Mar 10, 1983, p.4
Open House is a hit (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.3
Town Club installs E M Bench new president, B Johnson VP, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Village eyeing ways to preserve its character, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Village set to buy land next to pool, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Oldest eatery in town, Charlie Brown's, marks 60th birthday, Oct 18, 1984, p.4
Rededication, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
James Fenimore Cooper monument formally rededicated (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.1

LEDERER, RICHARD JR (AU)
Historically speaking: Seal of the Village of SCS (illus), Jul 8, 1982, p.6
Historically speaking: Greenacres Tunnel (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.6
Historically speaking: History of SCS in street names (list), Sep 23, 1982, p.6
Historically Speaking: C Heathcote bought SCS for 600 pounds, on installment plan, Mar 31, 1983, p.6
Correction to R Lederer's Historically Speaking Mar 31, Apr 14, 1983, p.6
Historically speaking: SCS Library (illus), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
Historically speaking: D D Tompkins (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
Hardly a big demand (ltr), Jul 21, 1983, p.6
Historically speaking: In Colonial Days, only four roads in SCS (map), Aug 18, 1983, p.6
LEDERER, RICHARD JR (AU) continued
Historically speaking: More SCS street names, Sep 15, 1983, p.6
Historically speaking: First town meeting 200 years ago (illus; list), Dec 22, 1983, p.10
Historically speaking: The Case of the Mislabeled Milestone (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.6
Tribute to Jane Kelley (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
Daniel D was name of VP (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Historically speaking: No streets in SCS (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.6

LEDERMAN, MARTIN (DR)
Dr M E Ledereran, Dr B Kagan join hospital, Dec 6, 1984, p.19

LEE, (MRS CHARLES)
DAR honors communicators (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.9

LEE, ARTHUR
First day of school (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.11
The way it was (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.11

LEE, CATHERINE
Chinese cultural exhibition at the Quaker Ridge School (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.15

LEE, CHARLES
SCS ban C T Lee elected master, Jan 19, 1984, p.8
Correction: Names of J Galloway, Charles Lee reversed in photo, Jul 12, 1984, p.4

LEE, EDWARD
Magical moment (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.1

LEE, ELAINE
Fox Meadow Tennis Club holds 100th birthday celebration (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.15

LEE, ELSIE
DAR honors communicators (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.9

LEE, FRANCES
New historical atlas completed, May 20, 1982, p.2

LEE, HSIAO
Growing emphasis in schools on ESL courses (photo; addl photo p 14; list), Nov 20, 1980, p.1

LEE, JANET
EMS musicians, honored here, ready for road (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.11

LEE, JANICE (AU)
Wonderful start (ltr), Jan 15, 1981, p.4

LEE, JASON
Absorbed in a book; J Lee (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.1

LEE, JOHN
Librarian J Lee honored, Jul 14, 1983, p.5

LEE, KAREN
Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16
Correction to Sep 16 article: J Broas worked in Yonkers; K Lee a PhD candidate, Sep 23, 1982, p.10
Chinese cultural exhibition at the Quaker Ridge School (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.15
New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11

LEE, LINA
Language school begins sixth year (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.22

LEE, MICHAEL (DR)
New director: Dr M Lee (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.8

LEE, ROBERT (DR)
Goodby party has warmth, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11

LEE, STEVEN
Slippery day on Ardsley Road (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.10
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LEE, THOMAS
Sales manager named: T E Lee, Jan 7, 1982, p.5

LEE, YUNS
STEP-Newcomers group acts to bridge culture gap at EHS (photo; list), Feb 26, 1981, p.13
Science award to Yung Lee, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
EMT High Class of '82 is on its way! (photo; list), Jul 1, 1982, p.11
EHS alumni P Alpert, Y Lee awarded research grants (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.9

LEECH, MARY
Bookshelf at 30 matures into a world library (photo), May 3, 1984, p.6

LEEDS, PHILIPPA
Philippa Leeds teaches piano, voice (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.21

LEEDS, ROGER (AU)

LEENEN, DAVE
Stars of 'Kismet' not all on stage (photo; add photo p 15), Aug 4, 1983, p.1

LEERBURGER, BENEDICT
Estelle Berman to leave library, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Gift for the library (from S Jaffin) (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.5
Library workers settle, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
In memory of Al D'Arcy (lfr), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
Library president B A Leerburger on 'Marketing the Library', Dec 17, 1981, p.14
Village to hire lawyers, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Proposal for home called 'deficient', May 20, 1982, p.1
Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Newly installed leaders of SCS Adult School (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.17
Agency proposes home for retarded, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Site supported, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Budget approved: more aid coming, Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Technological advance for library system (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.5
Library System marks birthday (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.15

LEERBURGER, ELLEN
Board asks state for work for taxes law, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Four juniors (S Godfried, L Doan, S Klein, E Leerburger) picked by AFS (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.3
Students picked for AFS program (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.5
AFS plans Community Night: committee members named (photo; list), Sep 17, 1981, p.3
AFS holds Community night (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.4
AFS—an international family (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.25

LEERS, FRANK
Candidates jockey for town positions, May 26, 1983, p.11

LEERS, FREDERICK
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican cala, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Town Board candidate R Frigerio calls for accessibility (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.9
Democrat Lois Bronz, running for reelection, speaks out (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.11

LEES, EDYTH
It's a bridge between people (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.4

LEFES, CHRISSA
New G/T curriculum to be written this summer, Jun 21, 1984, p.10

LEFES, GEORGE (AU)
Today Westchester, tomorrow the world (edit), Jul 7, 1983, p.7
LEFF, DANA  
Seely museum program brings new view of art (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.21

LEFFER, SUSAN  
Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10

LEFFLER, SUSAN  
New SAT tutoring program to open, Aug 28, 1980, p.18  
SAT tutoring is a growth industry in area (illus), Feb 5, 1981, p.4

LEFFLER, WILLIAM  
Life after the SATs (edit), Oct 15, 1981, p.7

LEFKOWITZ, BRUCE  
Awards assembly climax winter sports season, Mar 19, 1981, p.19  
Cut policy, athletic program are issues at board meeting, Oct 15, 1981, p.13  
Parents urge board to support interscholastic athletics, Dec 10, 1981, p.15  
Auditorium dedication, policy discussion at board meeting, Feb 11, 1982, p.11  
Fair weather for graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.11  
EMT celebrates selection as one of nation's top schools (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.13

LEFKOWITZ, HENRY (DR)  
SCS doctors F Baska, E Rosemarin, R Fath Jr, H Lefkowitz, H Varsano-Aharon join WP Hospital, Jul 14, 1983, p.2

LEFKOWITZ, JOAN  
Future cable TV producers learning techniques at free workshops (photo p 3), Aug 28, 1980, p.1

LEFKOWITZ, LAWRENCE  
Parking problems, so far, so good, Jan 3, 1980, p.1  
Hartsdale parking; Manee lot, May 15, 1980, p.1  
Hartsdale parking, Mar 19, 1981, p.1

LEGAKIS, BARBARA  
Seely Place teacher L Blackam murdered in her Manhattan apartment, Jul 10, 1980, p.11  
Seely students learn skills in handling social problems (photo), May 19, 1983, p.11  
Hockey team to get coach and uniforms: EMT Board of Education (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.11

LEGAL ASSISTANCE  
Help for needy persons--in SCS (illus; edit), Jul 9, 1981, p.7

LEGAL AWARENESS FOR WOMEN  
Women's legal service group wins Special Project award, Aug 20, 1981, p.8  
With divorce cases need to know (edit), Nov 26, 1981, p.7  
LAW re-elects SCS woman D E White (list), Nov 25, 1982, p.5  
Women's law group names M S Greenawalt new president (list), Dec 15, 1983, p.25  
LAW citation to G Burrows (list), Jul 5, 1984, p.1  
LAW re-elects M Greenawalt president (list), Dec 6, 1984, p.17

LEGER, ROBERT (AU)  
The bomb is not the enemy (ltr), Apr 19, 1984, p.6

LEGGAT, CHRISTOPHER  
Unmasking the spirit of friendship (photo; list), Nov 4, 1982, p.6

LEGGETT, RUSSELL  
Tarmower murder trial on, Oct 16, 1980, p.1  
Jean Harris trial: hearings continue, Oct 23, 1980, p.1  
Harris’ statements ruled admissible, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
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LEGGETT, RUSSELL continued

Eight picked for Harris jury, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Harris trial starts Friday (list), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Vichtie's housekeeper, S Van Der Vreken, on stand, Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Dramatic moment at trial, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Questions posed in Harris trial (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Defense takes over in Harris trial, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
Court recessed in Jean Harris trial, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Defense presents will in evidence at Harris trial, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Harris defense seeks to prove struggle, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Bolen charges intent to kill (illus p 10), Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Lawyers clash over medical evidence, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
 Jury still out in Jean Harris murder trial (photo; add photo p 16), Feb 19, 1981, p.1
Jean Harris gets 15 years (photo p 8), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
DA replying to Harris appeal next week (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
SCS vote helps Hochberg, DelBello win (chart p 8), Nov 5, 1981, p.1
Harris verdict upheld, Dec 31, 1981, p.1
Still no (redistricting) plan, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
No retrial for Mrs Harris, Sep 1, 1983, p.1

LEHMANN, BETSY
Middle East trip to foster better health care here (photo; add photo p 18), May 28, 1981, p.6

LEHMANN, ORIN
Wayside makes list, Jul 9, 1981, p.1

LEHNARDT, DETLEF
Mormons share techniques of home food preserving (Part II) (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.8

LEHNARDT, MARK
School's open—ready or not (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.1

LEHNARDT, SEILA
Mormons share techniques of home food preserving (Part II) (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.8

LEHR, (MRS ROBERT) (AU)
Praise for pool snack bar (ltr), Jul 16, 1981, p.6

LEHR, ANNE (AU)
Letters re Creche decision (ltrs), Nov 26, 1981, p.7

LEHR, MARY
M Lear's promoted (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.26

LEHRMAN, BETTY
M Lear leads assembly program (list), Jan 31, 1980, p.14

LEHRMAN, LEWIS
Curran heading for GOP primary (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Lehrman backed, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Next Thursday is primary day, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Lehrman raps 'insane' state tax code, Sep 16, 1982, p.2
Lehrman edges Curran in primary here, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Cuozzo, Moynihan, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1

LEHRMAN, ROBERT
Ex-resident R O Lehrman named to savings bank post (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.4

LEHV, JILL
Grading review on board's agenda, Apr 28, 1983, p.14
Drop EMS class ranking, change grade weighting, report asks, May 12, 1983, p.13
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LEIBERT, DIANA
Greenville first and second graders prepare Tom Turkey (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17
J Clark, D Leibert win essay contest prizes, Jun 2, 1983, p.13

LEIBERT, LOUISE
Proposed $11 million school budget would raise taxes by 10.76 percent, Mar 22, 1984, p.11
LEIBERT, LOUISE (AU)
Paper called not interested (ltr), May 3, 1984, p.6

LEIBERT, LOUISE (AU)
Proposed $11 billion school budget would raise taxes by 10.76 percent, Mar 22, 1984, p.11

LEIBERT, LUCY
Fun for some, sale was serious for others (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.1

LEIBOWITZ, DAVID
Hugh Roth mourned by EMT community, Apr 17, 1980, p.15

LEIBOWITZ, HELEN (AU)
Against tuition tax credits (ltr), Jul 8, 1982, p.6

LEIDY, RALPH
Heathcote Thanksgiving (photo; list), Dec 4, 1980, p.28

LEIFER, DAVID (AU)
Opinion from Dartmouth (edit), Nov 12, 1981, p.7

LEIFER, ELYSE
Now visiting Israel (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.12

LEIGHTON, LEON

LEIGHTON, ROY (DR)
R F Leighton dies, May 1, 1980, p.24
Dr R F Leighton dies, May 8, 1980, p.20

LEIKEN, JOAN
SCS artists E Greene, G J Sherman, J Leiken honored, May 12, 1983, p.17

LEINWAND, AMY
Heathcote block party (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.2
Hospice brings comfort to dying, Aug 2, 1984, p.5

LEISTENSNIDER, DAVID
New music group turns town into summer festival (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.6
The entertainers (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.8
Local students A Curcio, D Leistensnider, D Jacobsen, N Rabinowitz attend NY State arts school, Jul 28, 1983, p.2

LEISTENSNIDER, JAMES
SHS students E A Heeren, J Leistensnider win Merit Scholarships, Apr 8, 1982, p.19

LEISTENSNIDER, PAUL
Ten SCS boys join ranks of Eagles (photo; list), May 31, 1984, p.2
Local students appointed to US service academies, Jun 14, 1984, p.16

LEISTENSNIDER, PAUL (AU)
Eagle project a success (ltr), Jan 12, 1984, p.6

LEON, HEATHER-JOY
Scholarship winner: H Leon, Jul 29, 1982, p.4

LEMMIEUX, RAYMOND (DR-AU)
Music--it rhymes with 'basic' (edit), May 5, 1983, p.7

LEMLEIN, RHODA
Red Cross appoints R F Leilein personnel chairman, Dec 11, 1980, p.14

LEMMER, BRUCE
Panel of residents opposes Hutch plan, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Revised proposal for Hutch, May 6, 1982, p.1

LEMMER, JUDITH
Panel of residents opposes Hutch plan, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
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LEMON TEST
SEE LEMON V KURTZMAN

LEMON V KURTZMAN
Judge hears creche case, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Village upheld in creche suit, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Judge C E Stewart Jr rules creche promotes religion, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Supreme Court ruling may pave way for return of SCS creche to Boniface Circle (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.1
Two high court rulings key to SCS case, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

LEMON, WILLIAM
Firemen combine duty with celebration (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.1

LEMPLE, FRANCES

LENGSFELD, FESTER
As graduates began life after SHS, the Class of '64 was coming back, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

LENIHAN, LAWRENCE
Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

LENNON, HARRY
New playground dedicated to architect M W Cook, who designed it (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.12

LENT, ROSE MARIE
R M Lent dies, Dec 15, 1983, p.26

LENT, VIRGINIA
Artists M LaGreca, V Lent share bank exhibit, Jun 26, 1980, p.15
Local artists V Lent, M LaGreca show watercolors, Oct 16, 1980, p.7

LENZ, DOROTHY
D G Lenz dies, May 1, 1980, p.24

LENZ, LAURA
A little work...a lot of fun (photo), Nov 11, 1982, p.1

LENZ, MARJORIE
SVAC's Oscar (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.2
Signing on with the corps (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.5

LEON, CYD
Merchants pause to relax, assess after hectic village-wide sale (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.1

LEON, STEPHEN (RAEBI)

LEONARD, CLINTON
SHS alumni remember classmate C C Winston III (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.9
Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.26
Former SHS football coach D Buchanan dies (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.1

LEONARD, WINIFRED
Goodby party; has warmth, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11

LEONE, CHRISTINE
New sales associates: E Ettinger, C Leone, R Paulis (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.15

LEONE, CLAIRE
Bad break for Raiders (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.1
President C Leone (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.2
C D Leone Re-elected (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.5
Fashion fundraiser (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.14

LEONE, LEAHNE
Thanksgiving spirit at Edgewood (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.21

LEONE, RICHARD
Candidates jockey for town positions, May 26, 1983, p.11
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LEHNE, RICHARD continued
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican calm, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Democrat Lois Bronz, running for reelection, speaks out (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.11

LEONE, TODD
Labor Day at the pool (photo; list), Sep 4, 1980, p.8
Bad break for Raiders (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.1

LEONTI, VINCENT
Top young artist E Chang (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.6

LEPORE, FRANK
Campaign chairmen B Johnson, P Curran debate (photo p 15), Mar 12, 1981, p.1

LERER, RICHARD (DR)
Alden Larson to retire; Edwards moves to high school, Mar 11, 1982, p.13
Public invited to join forum on district needs, Apr 1, 1982, p.11
Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
Board appoints Finn, Fornges; Children's Center is approved, Aug 5, 1982, p.11
Minimum criteria for gifted/talented set, Jan 12, 1984, p.11
Interim superintendent appointed: Dr J S Carnrite, Oct 11, 1984, p.9

LERNER, ARTHUR
Local aan A Lerner is new senior VP at Helasley (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.5

LESCASE, WILLIAM
War ends; age of recreation begins (edit), Sep 1, 1983, p.7

LESHEN, DIANE
Photo day at nature center (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.9

LESLIE, FLORENCE
Training center builds sense of self-esteem (Part II) (photo; addl photo p 12), Jul 9, 1981, p.6

LESLIE, FRANK
SCS National lists promotions of F F Leslie, M Rosenburgh, B Irick, D Munzer (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.2
Marine Midland names F F Leslie asst vice president, Mar 4, 1982, p.12

LESLIE, JOHN
J C Leslie dies, Jan 21, 1982, p.10

LESLIE, ROBERT
R E Leslie dies, Aug 9, 1984, p.15

LESNICK, ARTHUR
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1

LESNICK, HELAINE
Discussing the issues (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.2
League hears speaker R Overholser on jail overcrowding (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.3
Tax assessor R Handley to retire (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Carol Bellamy calls these 'hard times for women's rights' (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.2
Grievance Day was busy here this year, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Court owners win grievance, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Selected by LWV: G Binday, J Hersch (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.2
Mars mansion to be razed, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Panel probes what's available, what's lacking for seniors, Nov 3, 1983, p.3
Survey finds lack of interest in situation of seniors here, Dec 8, 1983, p.4
Students preparing to offer safe rides home (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.1
N Lesnick is new LWV president (photo; list), May 10, 1984, p.1
Reading: What's what froa who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
LWV hears journalist M Hoffaam preview '84 election, Oct 18, 1984, p.4
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LESHICK, HELAINE (AU)
Disappointing crowd (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
In interest of fairness (ltr), Aug 12, 1982, p.6
League says participate (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6

LESNICK, JOEL
Committee nominates B B Cunningham, D G Fitch, J D Lesnick School Board candidates (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1
School Board, budget votes on Wed, May 29, 1980, p.1
Budget passes by 3-2 margin, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
William Miller elected president of School Board (photo; list), Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
School Board anticipates tax hike of 7 to 8 percent, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
School Board elects Joel Lesnick president (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
Residents polled on indoor pool, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
Discussing the issues (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.2
Town Club tables proposal for amending Non-Partisan Resolution, Nov 5, 1981, p.3
For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Sheldon Levine leaving SHS (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Parents, administrators discuss curriculum at Quaker Ridge, Dec 17, 1981, p.26
Enrollment decline worries schools, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Board anticipates 7.6% school tax hike, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
School Board seeks $23.7 million budget, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Citizens try to save courts (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Courts main issue in school election, May 13, 1982, p.1
Tennis court measure loses (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1
Indoor pool gets backing of Town, and Village Clubs, May 27, 1982, p.1
After-school day care slated to start here in September (list), Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Popular decision, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Lease planned, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Census foras, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
$1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; addl photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
School enrollment decline slowing, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Town Club hears reports on village, schools, county, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Report on SAT's says 'cram course' useless, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
School calendar, Jan 6, 1983, p.1
Teachers, school administrators give residents preview of contract talks, Jan 27, 1983, p.4
School Board vows intent not to close any schools, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Bargaining begins on teacher contract, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Budget picture called 'grim', Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Fred Roth retiring as principal at Heathcote, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Everyone invited to SCS Open House (photo; list), Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Village working on tenant protection plan, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Open House is a hit (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.3
Never too late, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
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LESNICK, JOEL continued

Track called dangerous (ltr), Apr 21, 1983, p.6
School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1
Better school budget format asked, May 26, 1983, p.1
Budget vote here June 2, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Estimated costs threaten chances for indoor pool (list), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Changing of the guard (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
School budget passes easily; three elected, Jun 9, 1983, p.1
Graduation requirements changed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Astronaut J A Hoffman to address seniors (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Boards veto indoor pool, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Hats off to the graduates (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.1
New teacher contract ratified, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Harmonious swan song (edit), Jun 30, 1983, p.6
Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1

LESNICK, JOEL (AU)

Problem: money, priorities (ltr), Oct 15, 1981, p.6
On school playing fields (ltr), Nov 19, 1981, p.6
Joel Lesnick replies (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
School Board Pres Lesnick describes planning for opening of school year (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.17
Busy term ahead for school board (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.19
A marvelous event (ltr; list), Mar 24, 1983, p.6

LESTER, JANE (DR)

Dr J Lester dies, Dec 18, 1980, p.29

LESTER, SARAH

New Scout House dedicated (photo; list), Mar 18, 1982, p.5

LETTERS

No anonymous letters (edit), Dec 6, 1984, p.6

LEUBE, RANDOLPH JR


LEUKEMIA SOCIETY OF AMERICA

SCS woman J Garland named to Leukemia Society board, Jul 9, 1981, p.5

LEUZZI, PETE

The power of faith? Pastor, firefighters replace stones (photo; list), Nov 18, 1982, p.11

LEVILLE, GEORGE JR

Scenes of Memorial Day, 1983 (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.6

LEVILLE, LARRY

Machines malfunction, Mar 17, 1983, p.1

LEVILLE, LEEANN

State names SVAC member L Leveille (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.6
Medical group honors three, May 31, 1984, p.9

LEVENSON, EDWIN

GCC opposes group home site here, Apr 15, 1982, p.10

LEVENTI, BRUNO

Central Ave: Bonanza or bottlenecks in the 1980's (Part III) (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11

LEVIN, AARON

Local youth A M Levin arrested in armed holdup, Apr 14, 1983, p.3

LEVIN, AMY

Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
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LEVIN, AMY continued
Enrollment decline continues; Advisory Committee on Legislative Issues named (list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3

LEVIN, BEN
Seely students learn skills in handling social problems (photo), May 19, 1983, p.11

LEVIN, CLAIRE
Alden Larson to retire; Edwards moves to high school, Mar 11, 1982, p.13

LEVIN, DANIEL
Greening of Saxon Woods (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.10

LEVIN, DAVID
Lawmakers give year-end summaries at LWV event (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.10

LEVIN, DORIS
Jean Harris found guilty of murder (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.1
While their neighbors sleep, swimmers do laps at pool (photo; addl photo p 6), Jul 26, 1984, p.1

LEVIN, DOTTIE
D Levin at Ragette (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.4

LEVIN, ELIZABETH
As millions cheer, soap stars serve up slices of life (photo), May 22, 1980, p.4

LEVIN, ELIZABETH (AU)
Unfit for children? (ltr), Feb 25, 1982, p.6

LEVIN, JENNIFER
Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
First Delany Scholarship awarded to SHS graduate J Levin (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.3

LEVIN, JESS
They'll deliver: Shopwell to deliver groceries for Garth Rd residents, Mar 15, 1984, p.1

LEVIN, JOYCE
Center's ex-director J Levin joins Philips staff, May 8, 1980, p.23

LEVIN, MICHAEL
As millions cheer, soap stars serve up slices of life (photo), May 22, 1980, p.4

LEVIN, MIRIAM
Retirement party for Edna Santillo (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.17
Honor bestowed (on E Retallack) (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.20

LEVIN, PEGGY
Feasibility of child care program studied (list), Feb 11, 1982, p.10
30 families sign up for new Children's Center, Jul 1, 1982, p.10
Only 15,950 to go! (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.10
EMT Children's Center has high marks after four months, Dec 23, 1982, p.11
Ten million dollar budget with 7.7% tax raise gets School Board okay, Apr 7, 1983, p.11
Town LWV elects P Levin (list), May 26, 1983, p.10
Lawmakers give year-end summaries at LWV event (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.10
High School scheduling is focus at quiet School Board meeting, Oct 13, 1983, p.11
Board says 'no' to Children's Center, Nov 17, 1983, p.8
On EMT insurance policy (ltr), Dec 1, 1983, p.6
EMT kept in the dark (ltr), Jan 26, 1984, p.6
Board unfazed by a dark, stormy night, Mar 15, 1984, p.10

LEVIN, PEGGY (AU)
Childcare in a changed America (edit; illus), Jan 21, 1982, p.7
Planning for September (ltr), Dec 16, 1982, p.6
Candidates' forums supported (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
League efforts (re reapportionment) listed (ltr), Jun 2, 1983, p.6
Mailing Guides costs money (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
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LEVINE, PEGGY (AU) continued
   After-school care: how it grew (edit), Dec 8, 1983, p.7
   Paper called not interested (ltr), May 3, 1984, p.6

LEVINE, BERT
   School clothes offer a range of new styles (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.6

LEVINE, BRUCE
   Freeze supporters endorsed (ltr), Oct 25, 1984, p.6
   Politics of Levine are those of Mondale (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.12
   Voters give okay to incumbents B A Gilman, J E Flynn, R L Brodsky (photo; chart), Nov 8, 1984, p.8

LEVINE, CHERYL
   Asst manager: C Levine (photo), Jul 31, 1980, p.12

LEVINE, DANIELLA
   George Jaffin: a man who does well at doing good (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.1

LEVINE, GILBERT (AU)
   Referendum suggested (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4

LEVINE, GLORIA
   Rye resident F Gates wins Artfest sculpture, Oct 29, 1981, p.10

LEVINE, HAROLD
   Hearing set on purchase of SCS Farm, Feb 26, 1981, p.13

LEVINE, HOWARD (DR)

LEVINE, IRVIN
   Resident I H Levine appointed VP at Merrill Lynch, Jun 17, 1982, p.12

LEVINE, JOSEPH
   Tennis court measure loses (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1
   Council’s serve, Jun 17, 1982, p.1

LEVINE, JOSEPH (AU)
   Room for fields and courts (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
   Taking divots at Crossway (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
   Tribute to Abe Simon (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
   Principles of sportsmanship (ltr), Nov 15, 1984, p.6
   Is honesty dead at SHS? (ltr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6

LEVINE, LES (AU)
   Don’t mess with milk cases (ltr), Jul 28, 1983, p.6

LEVINE, NATE
   Art in the park (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.3

LEVINE, REGINA (AU)
   Route 22 called dangerous (ltr), Sep 13, 1984, p.6

LEVINE, RHODA
   Asbestos problem, Jan 15, 1981, p.1

LEVINE, ROBERT
   The education of a chimney sweep (edit), Dec 1, 1983, p.7

LEVINE, SHELDON
   Retiring: Dean C Peets, F Grosso (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.20
   New committee at high school will examine curriculum (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
   Screening for hypertension (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.5
   Sheldon Levine leaving SHS (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1
   Enrollment decline worries schools, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
   Kainner to be asst principal, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
   S Levine accepts farewell gift (photo), Jan 29, 1982, p.18
LEVINE, SHELDON continued

Class with real class feted at graduation, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Summer school here no longer just for kids (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.6

LEVINE, SUSAN (AU)

Plea to dog owners (ltr), Apr 23, 1981, p.6
Her faith's restored (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6

LEVINE, WILLIAM

New manager: W Levine (photo), May 10, 1984, p.11
Outstanding citizens: D Albert, J Molot (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.5
Levine promoted to assistant treasurer, Jul 12, 1984, p.8
Chase NBW picks a winner: L Ortolani, Jul 26, 1984, p.4

LEVINSON, DANIEL (DR)

HS leaders agree: people as important as curriculum, Oct 16, 1980, p.1

LEVINSON, ETHAN

Getting booked as a clown (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.10

LEVINSON, HARRIET

STEP-Newcomers group acts to bridge culture gap at EHS (photo; list), Feb 26, 1981, p.13
The next step (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.9

LEVITAN, ELAINE

Math coordinator H Castaldo praises Chisanbop, a Korean finger computation method (illus), Jun 5, 1980, p.3
Panel has praise for mainstreaming, May 7, 1981, p.1

LEVITT, (MRS DANIEL)

Yeshiva honors Mr and Mrs Daniel Levitt (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.12

LEVITT, BARRY

OR parent protest doomed proposal, May 22, 1980, p.1

LEVITT, DANIEL

Local couple D and H Levitt honored at Young Israel dinner, Apr 9, 1981, p.14
Yeshiva honors Mr and Mrs Daniel Levitt (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.12

LEVITT, HARRIET

Local couple D and H Levitt honored at Young Israel dinner, Apr 9, 1981, p.14

LEVITT, LEIGH

Merit Badge Seminar held here, May 6, 1982, p.19

LEVITT, MARK

Yeshiva students M Levitt, A Grodner win scholarships, Apr 28, 1983, p.23

LEVITTOWN DECISION

SEE LEVITTOWN V HYQUIST

LEVITTOWN V HYQUIST

GCC opposes downzoning, Levittown repercussions (list), Feb 7, 1980, p.9
Focus on state issues at School Board meeting, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Task Force member S Amlung to report on school financing study (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.1
School Board says yes to Italian, coop. religion; adds one day to recess, Mar 13, 1980, p.11
DelBello backs bike path, school financing reform (photo), May 29, 1980, p.1
School funding proposals attacked by panelists (photo), May 29, 1980, p.13
Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Annual battle on again over state aid to public schools, Feb 19, 1981, p.1
Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
Sobol proposes funding formula, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
PTA's form coalition, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Popular decision, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
How the Levittown case was won, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
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LEVITOWN V NYQUIST continued
   Chamber names Dr T Sobol top citizen (photo; list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
   School board vows intent not to close any schools, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
   Burrows, Pisani to speak on education policy, Feb 24, 1983, p.1

LEVY, CAROLE
   Resident C P Levy named to Radcliffe board, Nov 20, 1980, p.10

LEVY, DAVID
   Listeners rally in support of Landau, Apr 9, 1981, p.1

LEVY, GERALD
   G M Levy appointed by Chemical Bank (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.4

LEVY, JAMES (DR-AU)
   Should be skull and crossbones (ltr), Apr 26, 1984, p.6

LEVY, JUDITH
   Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1

LEVY, MORRIS
   League speakers talk about asbestos in the home and how to get rid of it, Nov 15, 1984, p.6

LEVY, MURRAY
   Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6

LEVY, RACHEL
   EHS sophomore R Levy chosen for international travel, Jun 12, 1980, p.15

LEV, ALLEN
   Low interest loans, grants available, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
   Residents benefit from Urban County, Sep 4, 1980, p.1

LEV, NATHANIEL
   New music group turns town into summer festival (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.6

LEWIN, CHARLES
   Troop 8 holds award night (photo; list), Feb 12, 1981, p.17

LEWIS, ALICE
   A Lewis dies, Nov 24, 1983, p.18

LEWIS, EILEEN
   Woman, E J Lewis, fined in dog bite case, Jan 24, 1980, p.1

LEWIS, ELWOOD
   E J Lewis dies, Apr 1, 1982, p.18

LEWIS, FRANK (DR)
   Library System marks birthday (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.15

LEWIS, FREDERICK (AU)
   Praise for post office (ltr), May 20, 1982, p.6

LEWIS, JEFF (AU)
   System needs financial aid (ltr), Dec 11, 1980, p.4

LEWIS, JOHN
   Marathoners hit $11,000 in fundraiser (photo), Feb 20, 1980, p.15
   Nick Cantatore's the man behind SCS's flowers (photo; addl photo p 6), Aug 19, 1982, p.1

LEWIS, JOSH
   Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1

LEWIS, MARJORIE
   A life in books grows richer by one (photo), May 20, 1982, p.6
   Square Pegs at the Junior High (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.23
   Volunteers play key role in school libraries here, Dec 9, 1983, p.18
   Students fold paper cranes for peace (photo), Feb 9, 1984, p.16
   Schools feature reading aloud during National Library Week (photo; list), Apr 12, 1984, p.13
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LEWIS, PATON
  P. Lewis dies, Dec 10, 1981, p.26
LEWIS, PETA
  BAR declines to reverse decision before 'findings of fact' presented, Oct 22, 1981, p.4
LEWIS, RICHARD
  Linguaraa's first US branch opens in downtown White Plains, Sep 6, 1984, p.4
LEWIS, WILLIAM
  Pillai, Braca candidates for seat on Town Board, Sep 22, 1983, p.9
LEWIT, CHARLES
  102 years young: H Boye (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.4
  Ten SCS boys join ranks of Eagles (photo; list), May 31, 1984, p.2
LEWIT, G (AU)
  Recycling not difficult (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
LEWIT, GLORIA (AU)
  Don't be complacent (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
LEWIT, WILLIAM (DR)
  Synagogue to vote on firing Rabbi D Greenberg, May 29, 1980, p.12
  Synagogue votes out Rabbi Greenberg, Jun 5, 1980, p.14
  SCS Synagogue fetes Dr W Lewit, Jun 11, 1981, p.12
  New rabbi S A Klein to be installed at SCS Synagogue (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.14
LI ZHENGSHI
  Members of China's world champion table tennis team play SHS players D Nadeisann, S Danziger (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.20
LI, CHRISTINE
  Students J Bulzacchelli and C Li win Latin prizes, Jun 2, 1983, p.12
  Four seniors (M Cohen, A Jaffe, C Li, M Weber) named Merit semifinalists, Sep 13, 1984, p.9
LIAG, THOMAS
  Restaurant on Garth Road gets planners' okay, Sep 9, 1982, p.1
LIBARDI, TARA
  Little girl, T Libardi, with a big heart (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.2
  Youngest fundraiser: T L Libardi (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.4
LIBBEY, STEPHEN
  Junior League project (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.8
LIBERALISM
  Does liberalism have a future? (edit), Dec 2, 1982, p.7
LIBERIA
  All's well in Bong (ltr), Aug 18, 1983, p.7
LIBERT, HERBERT
  MTA to appoint a/c consultant, Sep 25, 1980, p.4
LIBERTY BELL
  How American freedom came to ring (edit), Jul 7, 1983, p.7
LIBKIND, ROBERT
  Late, crowded and hot trains are way of life for Harlem Line riders (photo), May 22, 1980, p.1
LIBOWITZ, RUTH
  White Plains hospital honors top volunteers (photo; list), May 19, 1983, p.2
LIBRACH, MICHAEL
  1940's play has lessons for today (edit), Apr 26, 1984, p.7
LIBRARIANS
  Quaker Ridge librarian E Kebabian to retire, Jun 19, 1981, p.15
  Local woman E Eisenberg named medical librarian, Feb 4, 1982, p.15
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LIBRARIANS continued

A life in books grows richer by one (photo), May 20, 1982, p.6
Librarians elect association leaders (list), May 27, 1982, p.8
These sleuths solved 23,925 cases in 1982 (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
Library Assn elects leaders (list), May 19, 1983, p.8
Librarian J Lee honored, Jul 14, 1983, p.5
Love in the library (edit), Jan 28, 1984, p.7
Schools feature reading aloud during National Library Week (photo; list), Apr 12, 1984, p.18
Getting booked as a clown (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.10
Trudell gets library honor, Oct 25, 1984, p.10

LIBRARIES

Library provides facts on phone, Jan 3, 1980, p.3
Love in the library (edit), Jan 28, 1984, p.7
SEE ALSO LIBRARY-GBH/NEH YORK, NY/SCS, NATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK

LIBRARY-GBH

Town library to show Odell artifacts, Sep 8, 1983, p.11
Christenas sing (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.3
County JDL will pickey Soviet film series start, Mar 8, 1984, p.10
Police arrest JDL protestors (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.11
JDL called an aberration (litr), Mar 22, 1984, p.6
Russian film seen despite bomb scare, Mar 22, 1984, p.10
Town praised on JDL issue (litr), Apr 12, 1984, p.10
Getting booked as a clown (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.10

LIBRARY-NEW YORK, NY

Homework help on phone, Feb 7, 1980, p.2
Library/school hotline to ease homework blues, Feb 28, 1980, p.11

LIBRARY-ON-CALL

Library provides facts on phone, Jan 3, 1980, p.3

LIBRARY-SCS

Library Friends sponsored survey, files, lectures, fair (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.28
Sunday most popular day at Library (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.29
Sex is out, death is in amongst local bibliophiles (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.4
B Finney honored by Library Board (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.6
Books To Go aids homebound readers, Apr 3, 1980, p.5
Library security system, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Library trustees elect M Greenspan president (photo; list), Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Feiner explains position on budget (litr), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
Mayor G Jensen replies to letter by Feiner, Apr 24, 1980, p.5
Higher fines, May 1, 1980, p.1
Michael Korda to speak here (photo), May 1, 1980, p.1
Library Friends hold election (list), May 22, 1980, p.2
Toddlers' storytime (photo), May 22, 1980, p.3
New bids on library security system asked, May 29, 1980, p.1
Detection system (at the library), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Library crackdown, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Book banner (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.12
Library to get new kind of catalog, Jul 24, 1980, p.3
Unpacking tip (edit), Aug 28, 1980, p.4
Library enters computer age, Aug 28, 1980, p.14
Friends work for library, Aug 28, 1980, p.14
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LIBRARY-SCS continued

- Magic show at library (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.2
- Book-buyer of the future (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.1
- Thanks to fair contributions (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
- Parking ban on Library Drive, Oct 2, 1980, p.5
- Sails of success (photo; list), Oct 2, 1980, p.15
- Long distance help, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
- Library planning, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
- Art exhibit at SCS Library (illus; list), Nov 27, 1980, p.22
- Tree trimming party at library (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.7
- Book purchasing, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
- Can it happen here?, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
- Asbestos problem, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
- R Mitchell man of the hour (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.3
- Better now than later (edit), Jan 15, 1981, p.4
- Village Board to fix ceilings in library, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
- Questions raised on asbestos ceilings (ltr), Jan 29, 1981, p.4
- Library Friends sponsor variety of cultural events (list) (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.31
- Library gifts, Feb 5, 1981, p.1
- Library ceiling pencil-free; water restrictions in effect, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
- D Jili-Morrison leads children and others in Toddlers' Storytime (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.6
- D B Moskin presents proceeds of book fair to M Greenspan (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.3
- Some fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
- Library gets security system (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.3
- Asbestos to go, Mar 26, 1981, p.1
- East meets West at library (photo; list), Mar 26, 1981, p.3
- Estelle Beraan to leave library, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
- Higher fees at library, Apr 16, 1981, p.3
- Library director praised (ltr), Apr 16, 1981, p.6
- Gift for the library (from G Jaffin) (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.5
- Suaser reading gaee (photo), Jul 25, 1981, p.3
- Reading comes alive (photo; list), Jul 30, 1981, p.5
- They're collecting for the Book Fair (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.5
- Joyce M Nichols named new director at library (photo; list), Sep 17, 1981, p.1
- All you can carry for a dollar (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.1
- Best fair ever (ltr), Oct 8, 1981, p.6
- Author of 'Garp' to give fall lecture (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.1
- Irving on endings, and beginnings (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.3
- In memory of Al D'Arcy (ltr), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
- Bids rejected, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
- Little Bears for little viewers (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.12
- Library is one of most popular spots in town (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.25
- Library gets valuable help from its friends (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.25
- Learning Exchange for Ming, Mar 18, 1982, p.5
- It's happening at the library (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.2
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LIBRARY-SCS continued

Library Board elects R. Cuneo president (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.1
See you at the library (edit), Apr 22, 1982, p.7
New historical atlas completed, May 20, 1982, p.2
Jaffin room, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Playing the reading game (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.2
Historical summer for students (photo; list), Aug 26, 1982, p.3
Lots happening at library (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.19
Library (Board) openings, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Fair weather forecast for book lovers (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.1
Sliding into new worlds (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.2
Absorbed in a book; J. Lee (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Library (Board) appointees: H Horan, H Myers, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Erica Jong to lecture here (photo; poem), Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Bad experience at library (11r), Nov 11, 1982, p.6
Library beautification team: R. Mitchell, E. Scott (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.3
Happy time in the Scott room (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.4
Book fair highlights Friends’ year (Progress ’83), Jan 27, 1983, p.22
Village Club focus on library, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Sidney Zion to recount journalistic exploits (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1
These sleuths solved 23,925 cases in 1982 (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
Historically speaking: SCS Library (illus), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
List for freshmen is #1 at library (Graduation ’83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.16
Having fun reading (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Splendor of Kismet (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.3
Don’t mess with milk cases (11r), Jul 28, 1983, p.6
In that fine tradition (11r), Aug 4, 1983, p.6
Getting ready for the fair (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.3
Reasons for giving (edit), Aug 18, 1983, p.6
Longer hours at the library (photo) (Education ’83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.21
Library adds hours, cuts fines, Sep 22, 1983, p.2
Party rewards young readers (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.3
Big day for bibliophiles (photo), Sep 29, 1983, p.1
SCS Hall Bank salutes Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.20
Survey indicates that schools are residents’ top priority, Oct 27, 1983, p.2
Panel probes what’s available, what’s lacking for seniors, Nov 3, 1983, p.9
Praise for library program (11r), Jan 19, 1984, p.6
Library highlights for 1983 (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.26
Writer Calvin Trillin to give talk at school, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
C. Trillin guest speaker at Friends of SCS Library annual meeting (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.3
Speedy Readers, Aug 9, 1984, p.1
Books—fun to read and talk about too (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.3
New books, programs and readers marks ’84 at SCS library (Education ’84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.24
Books, books and more books (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.5
Magical moment (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.1
Impressed by the library (11r), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
Easier access, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
New group here for adoptive parents, Nov 1, 1984, p.2
Everybody got in on the act (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.5
Kermit comes to town (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.4
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LIBRETT, ARTHUR

WFS director: A Librett (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.2

LIBSON, HAROLD (DR)

Preventive Psychiatry Center elects J Friedaen, B Lilienfield, H Libson new trustees, Dec 23, 1982, p.4

LICARTI, LEO

L Licari dies, Oct 9, 1980, p.14

LICHSTENSTEIN, ALEXANDER

Casting call notice attracts hundreds of would-be actors, Feb 23, 1984, p.1

LICHSTEIN, HENRY

Guidance consultant hired; full-day kindergarten debated, Jan 12, 1984, p.1

LICHSTEIN, JANINE

Casting call notice attracts hundreds of would-be actors, Feb 23, 1984, p.1

LICHT, ALAN

Following The Way on the Post Road, Jan 7, 1982, p.1

LICHTENSTEIN, A B

Two-ton limit on SCS bridges, Mar 29, 1984, p.1

LICHTMAN, ALFRED


LICHTMAN, MARGIE

M R Lichtaan dies, Nov 1, 1984, p.22

LICHTY, CARLA

School Board weighing all-day kindergarten, Dec 15, 1983, p.1

LIEB, STEVE

Hot contest (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.1

LIEBENFROST, E ADELAIDE

E A Liebenfrost dies, Mar 19, 1981, p.20

LIEBER, ABE

Former Barricini house burns (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.1

There was an alarm (in former Barracini house), Feb 28, 1980, p.1

Subdivision sought at site of house fire, Jul 10, 1980, p.5

New house planned on site of fire, Apr 16, 1981, p.3

LIEBER, ANN

Former Barricini house burns (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.1

There was an alarm (in former Barracini house), Feb 28, 1980, p.1

LIEBER, MIRIAM

Subdivision sought at site of house fire, Jul 10, 1980, p.5

Trustees asked to waive zoning, Aug 14, 1980, p.3

One-way remedy to Walworth traffic, Aug 21, 1980, p.1

LIEBERMAN, EDWARD

Two million dollars in ZBA damages for EMT decision denied, Mar 10, 1983, p.13

Town zoners sue developer (list), Nov 15, 1984, p.11

LIEBERMAN, HOWARD

Train station to get repairs, Dec 8, 1983, p.1

LIEBERMAN, IMA

Task Force on Drugs lists plans (list), Jun 21, 1984, p.6

LIEBERMAN, STEPHANIE

Tuesday morning fever (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.3

LIEBERT, LOUISE

Board opens faculty courses; OK's plan for gifted/talented, Mar 10, 1983, p.13

LIEBERT, MIRIAM

Hose okayed on Barricini estate, Sep 15, 1983, p.3
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LIEBOWITZ, DAVE
   Evolving recreation program speaks for itself—quietly (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.12

LIESE, SYLVIA
   George Jaffin: a man who does well at doing good (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.1

LIFE ALERT SYSTEM
   New emergency system available to elderly, Jun 21, 1984, p.5
   With LifeAlert System, help is at subscriber's fingertips (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.3
   SVAC giving away Life Alert Systems, Dec 20, 1984, p.1

LIFE CARE CENTERS
   SEE NURSING HOMES

LIFRIERI, HOPE
   Students H LiFrieri, T Kessler, M Hudes, L Hull trained at Nature Center, Nov 6, 1980, p.15

LIGHTBODY, UILDA
   Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
   Heathcote supports a special puppy (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.1
   School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
   School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1

LIGHTHOUSE
   SEE WESTCHESTER LIGHTHOUSE

LIGHTING
   Lighting seminar (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.4
   Slowing ideas to light up your life (photo) (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1984, p.9
   Switch on to efficiency by switching off... (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1984, p.11

LIGHTNING
   Lightning bolt hits home, Jul 19, 1984, p.1

LIELEN, INEZ
   Quaker Ridge Staff Recognition day (photo; list), May 29, 1980, p.14

LILIENTH, BARBARA
   Preventive Psychiatry Center elects J Friedman, B Lilenfield, H Libson new trustees, Dec 23, 1982, p.4

LILLENFIELD, TERRY
   Undefeated champions: SHS girls' soccer team (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.1
   Summer fun (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.4

LILLENFIELD, BARBARA
   B Lilenfield joins Fae (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.2

LILLER, PETER
   Fire prevention week marked, Oct 16, 1980, p.6
   Compliments (for R Pinchbeck, P Liller), May 14, 1981, p.1
   Firefighters fight MD (photo), May 6, 1982, p.1
   Firemen combine duty with celebration (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.1

LILLIS, WILLIAM
   Empire Savings names W G Lillis chief executive officer, Dec 25, 1980, p.2

LILLY, ROBERT (AU)
   ('Buy's and Dolls') belongs on Broadway! (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
   Fears raised about theater (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
   Good example cited (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
   One of the best (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6

LILY-JENSEN, CHARLOTTE
   Tuesday morning fever (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.3

LIMBERT, DOROTHY
   Defense presents will in evidence at Harris trial, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
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LIMBERT, JOHN
Former US hostage in Iran, M Kennedy, warns: it could happen again, Nov 19, 1981, p.1

LIMNIATIS, SUS
Rail strike taking toll on merchants (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1

LIMON, YAACOV
Delegation of teen ambassadors from Israel at YM-YWHA (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.6

LIMONGELLI, JOSEPH
Lizonongelli says board lacks fiscal control, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Bender cites economy as administration gain, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Town Board, Supervisor's seats at stake in election, Oct 29, 1981, p.15
Democrats win town, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
Town budget still awaited, Nov 18, 1982, p.11
Tax, salary increases draw fire at Town Hall, Dec 2, 1982, p.13
Town adopts $19.3M budget, Dec 9, 1982, p.11
Veteran to join county race; Lizonongelli reacts, Jan 13, 1983, p.10
He's aused by candidate (ltr), Jan 20, 1983, p.6
Democrats back Veteran, Feb 24, 1983, p.11
Lizonongelli out of race, Mar 17, 1983, p.11
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican gala, Jun 9, 1983, p.11

LIMONGELLI, JOSEPH (AU)
Fixed rate mortgages gone forever (edit), Oct 23, 1982, p.7
Who's for an ARM, a SAM or a GEM? (edit), Apr 28, 1983, p.7
Victory for open-minded people (ltr), Dec 15, 1983, p.6

LIN, JUDY
Red Cross hosts party for senior citizens, Dec 13, 1984, p.18

LIN, WANDA
Foil and tin cans for lunch (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.15

LINCOLN, ABRAHAM
Think small, act now on Hutch (ltr), Feb 26, 1981, p.4
US strength derives from unity (edit), Apr 14, 1983, p.7

LINCOLN, MARION
Historically speaking: SCS Library (illus), Jun 9, 1983, p.6

LINCOLN, MURRAY
Fuses kill couple, M, N Lincoln, May 15, 1980, p.1

LINCOLN, NINA
Fuses kill couple, M, N Lincoln, May 15, 1980, p.1

LINDAU, DAVID
Goodby party has warmth, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11

LINDBERG, PARKER
New post for SCS aan P Lindberg (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.13

LINDEMAN, DORIS
D L Lindeman dies, Mar 13, 1980, p.12

LINDEN, HAL
Parents, children attend school to watch TV together (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.1

LINDNER, RICHARD
New MTA head for region P Stangl to face riders at public meeting May 7, Apr 30, 1981, p.6

LINDSAY, JOHN
Senate hopefuls J Lindsay, E Holtzman speak (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.1
Local chairman of Democrats D Finger backing Lindsay (list), May 29, 1980, p.3
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LINDSAY, JOHN continued
SCS's favorites were Holtzman, Javits, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
In EMT, Javits wins, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Testimonial to Hoving (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.13
LINDSAY, W REID
Court recessed in Jean Harris trial, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
LINDBERG, MOLLY
Fears allayed as Post Road house settles in (photo), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
LINK, CAROLYN
C W Link dies, Apr 29, 1982, p.22
LINK, VICTOR
V A Link dies, Jan 13, 1983, p.16
LINKER, JANE
Resident J Linker hosts TV program on modern families, Dec 15, 1983, p.15
LINOWES, DAVID
Top US award to David Linowes (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.3
David Linowes receives award, Oct 21, 1982, p.2
Director elected: D F Linowes, Nov 25, 1982, p.4
Linowes advises Senate on privacy, Dec 16, 1982, p.8
Downgrading the hapless (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
Linowes recounts struggles to protect US environment, May 12, 1983, p.2
Linowes to chair federal review (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.5
LINOWES, DAVID (AU)
Computers vs privacy: some answers (edit), Feb 24, 1983, p.7
The price for a safe environment (edit; photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.7
John Muir vs James Watt (edit), Jan 5, 1984, p.7
LINSKER, SHARON
School Board weighing all-day kindergarten, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
LINTON, RICHARD
School Board lists legislative positions (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
LINVILLE, C EDWIN
Historical Society drive opens (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.4
Public re-opening of a landmark (photo), May 24, 1984, p.2
LINVILLE, C EDWIN (AU)
SCS/6BH-on-Aquahung (edit), Jan 26, 1984, p.7
LINVILLE, ED
Historian with a green thumb: E Linville (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.3
LINVILLE, SUSANNE
S G Linville takes degree, Jun 4, 1981, p.17
Memories recalled (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.9
LIONS CLUB-SCS
Scholarship support (photo), May 7, 1981, p.20
LIOTTA, ALFRED (DR)
Award presented to PSA at Our Lady of Fatima (list), May 5, 1983, p.20
LIOTTI, TONY
Edgewood students present original show, Apr 1, 1982, p.17
Dr Sprague, teachers explain curriculum process; Jun 3, 1982, p.1
LIPMAN, BARRY
Love of music parlayed into business (B Lipsan) loves (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.4
Teacher praises story (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
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LIPMAN, HARRY
Frisbee tourney benefits CARE (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.17

LIPMAN, LARRY
Correction: L Lipaan wins MVP; D Otto won Dean, Buchanan Awards, Nov 29, 1984, p.23

LIPNER, DAVID
Young voters (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.20

LIPNER, NIRA
Residents will help draw up blueprint for village’s future, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
Community meeting looks toward future, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Questionnaire being prepared to probe SCS’s wishes, Nov 4, 1932, p.2

LIPP, ROBERT
Bank's choice: R I Lipp (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.3
Local man R I Lipp wins award for service (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.26

LIPPER, ALLEN
SHS computer enthusiast A Lipper is subject of book chapter, May 17, 1984, p.16

LIPPER, ALLEN (AU)
Growing up in comuters (edit), Oct 11, 1984, p.7

LIPPER, JEROME
Resident J Lipper goes on foreign policy mission to Sahara, Oct 30, 1990, p.11

LIPPMAN, (MRS DAVID) (AU)
Heartfelt thanks (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4

LIPPMAN, FRANK
Cub Carnival coating (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.11

LIPPMAN, GREG
Launching ‘Space Flight 324’ (photo), May 8, 1980, p.23

LIPPMAN, SANDRA (AU)
Tribute to teacher (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6

LIPPMANN, CHARLES (RABBI-AU)
Religion given bad name (edit), Jul 2, 1981, p.7

LIPPMANN, FRANK
Residents call for more information at hearing, Sep 22, 1983, p.9

LIPPMANN, MICHAEL
EMT’s Halloween art (photo; list), Oct 30, 1980, p.21

LIPPMANN, STEVEN
EMT’s Halloween art (photo; list), Oct 30, 1980, p.21

LIPSON, ELLEN
Unmasking the spirit of friendship (photo; list), Nov 4, 1982, p.6
Two from SCS, E Lipson, P Suemgrade, support Pediatric Tumor Foundation, Dec 30, 1982, p.8

LIPWORTH, ALAN (AU)
Mayor’s statement disputed (ltr), Jan 19, 1984, p.6

LISCIO, SAM
Police seek holdup man, May 21, 1981, p.3

LISS, LESLIE
Board backs Finn in Seely decision, Sep 13, 1984, p.9

LISTS
List for freshmen is #1 at library (Graduation ’93 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.16

LITCHFIELD, BERTHA

LITERACY VOLUNTEERS OF GREATER WHITE PLAINS
One of five can’t read... (edit), Mar 4, 1982, p.7
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LITERACY VOLUNTEERS OF WESTCHESTER LIBRARY SYSTEM
Literacy Volunteers helping thousands, Sep 25, 1980, p.21

LITOWITZ, ANNE
Round table brings together criminals with victims of crime (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.5

LITOWITZ, ANNE (AU)
On victim-inmate dialogue (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6

LITT, ABBY
Elective courses proposed for EHS, Apr 1, 1982, p.11

LITT, DORIS
Math aides resign; PTA, parents upset, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
No concern expressed (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
Rehire math center aides (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
Board criticized on math aides (ltr), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
On the role of aides (ltr), Dec 4, 1980, p.4

LITT, FREDERICK
On the role of aides (ltr), Dec 4, 1980, p.4

LITT, FREDERICK (AU)
Board criticized on math aides (ltr), Nov 27, 1980, p.4

LITT, JASON
Getting booked as a clown (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.10

LITTERING
Dismayed by debris (ltr), Jan 10, 1980, p.4
Bird lady A Sullivan nabbed, Jan 17, 1980, p.1
Case settled, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Callous treatment (for A Sullivan) (edit), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Birds can’t go south (ltr), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Manager’s response (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
He backs Village Hall (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
Village announces start of major clean-up campaign, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
For a more beautiful village (edit), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
Making progress (in clean-up campaign), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
Litterscape (photo), May 1, 1980, p.4
Littering commuters (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.5
Clean-up continues, May 8, 1980, p.1
Shorter hours (for 7-Eleven), May 8, 1980, p.1
Clean-up day at SHS (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.2
Cleanup continues, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Marred beauty (edit), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
Parks Commissioner replies (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
Nine-year-old J Michels’ letter spurs park clean-up (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
Clean up outside, litter inside (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.21
Chase Road Park, after lunch (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.7
Worth the effort (edit), May 27, 1982, p.6
Not so neat (ltr), Jul 22, 1982, p.6
Approach to litter problem (ltr), Aug 26, 1982, p.6
Change of attitude needed (ltr), Jan 20, 1983, p.6
Suggestion for Duck Pond (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
Girls’ concern praised (ltr), Mar 31, 1983, p.6
Mess on Garth Road (ltr), May 26, 1983, p.6
Clean up act (ltr), Jun 30, 1983, p.6
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MCALLEY, JOHN continued
  MTA to appoint a/c consultant, Sep 25, 1980, p.4

MCALLISTER, CHARLES
  GCC founding president C McAllister dies (photo), May 29, 1980, p.13

MCBRIDE, KEVIN
  Service above self (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.6

MCBRIDE, PHYLLIS
  Heathcote school marks Book Week, Nov 29, 1984, p.22

MCBRIEN, ALAN
  Enrollment decline continues; Advisory Committee on Legislative Issues named (list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3

MCCABE, DAVID
  Seniors plan AFS weekend (photo; list), Oct 16, 1980, p.3
  Dinner honors spring athletes, Jun 11, 1981, p.20
  Advice and applause for graduates, Jun 25, 1981, p.1

MCCABE, HERBERT
  Neighbors protest removal of 65 trees (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.1

MCCABE, LOUISE
  Neighbors protest removal of 65 trees (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.1
  Supply Field plans scored, Aug 23, 1984, p.1

MCCABE, LOUISE (AU)
  Landscaping plan called for (ltr), Aug 2, 1984, p.6

MCCAFFREY, MARY (SISTER)
  Marian Guild luncheon (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.18

MCCAFFREY, THOMAS (REV)
  Family at One Foxhall now five years old (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.1

MCCANN, ARTHUR
  A W McCain dies, Feb 11, 1982, p.16

MCCALL, H CARL
  Next Thursday is primary day, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
  Lehman edges Curran in primary here, Sep 30, 1982, p.1

MCCALLION, PATRICIA
  Four gain tenure; no day care OK yet, May 13, 1982, p.11

MCCALLUM, NANCY
  School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1

MCCANN, BRENDA
  Budget raise now 9%; tenure granted, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
  School programs examined in open board discussions on Tuesday, Dec 16, 1982, p.15
  Long-range forecasts, current problems liven board meeting, Feb 10, 1983, p.11

MCCANN, DANIEL (DR)
  SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
  Enrollment decline worries schools, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
  Children study environment through Audubon Society grant (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.15
  Sobol responds to education critiques, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
  Young scientists at work (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.16
  School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1

MCCANN, EDWARD
  Holdup at SCS station, Feb 18, 1982, p.1
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MCCANN, JOAN
Serving needs of gifted, subject of education report, Jan 17, 1980, p.4
Miae J Kligler is Fox Meadow's artist-in residence (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.14
Welcome back! School opens for new year (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Safety proposal, Apr 23, 1981, p.1
Retiring: R Jacobsohn (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.19
Schools move toward open lunch program (photo; add1 photo p 10), Dec 3, 1981, p.1
Fox Meadow marks anniversary (photo; list), Dec 30, 1982, p.10
Board discusses textbook selecting, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Children's art featured (photo), May 26, 1983, p.14
Board of Education moves to step up school security, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

MCCANN, THOMAS
Library ceiling pencil-free; water restrictions in effect, Feb 12, 1981, p.1

MCCARDLE, SEAN
Last days to mail (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.3

MCCART, WILLIAM
Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1

MCCARTER, C DOUGLAS
Consorting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
MCCARTER, S DOUGLAS (AU)
Faith rejuvenated (ltr), Mar 18, 1982, p.6

MCCARTHY, DAVID
Ready for services (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.15

MCCARTHY, DONALD
Meeting on (election) foul-up, Jun 9, 1983, p.1

MCCARTHY, RACHEL
New play structure at Greenacres (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.20

MCCARTY, JAMES
Hearing begins in cocaine case, Aug 19, 1982, p.3

MCCARTY, MARGARET
M McCarty dies, Oct 22, 1981, p.17

MCCAULEY, FLORENCE
F L McCauley dies, Mar 18, 1982, p.16

MCCAW, PATRICK
McCaw receives science award, Jun 10, 1982, p.20

MCCAIN, ROSALIE
Bank appoints R Grono new manager for Garth Rd, Dec 6, 1984, p.19

MCCLARE, RUTH
R & McClare dies, Mar 10, 1983, p.18

MCCINTOCK, EMILY
Creative playtime (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.7

MCCINTOCK, OLLIE
Lifting their message to the skies (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.9

MCCONKEY, WILLIAM
When William McConkey case to call on Mrs MacKenty...(photo; list), Jun 19, 1980, p.11
GCC Festival Day chairman S Blooo awards citation to W McConkey, K W MacKenty (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.11

MCCONOHUEY, LINDA
Guidance consultant hired; full-day kindergarten debated, Jan 12, 1984, p.1

MCCORMACK, BRIDGET
B McCormack joins Wolff (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.2
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LITTLE LEAGUE

LITTLE, EARLENE
And the winners are...(photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.9

LITTLE, JEAN
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Dr Sprague, teachers explain curricula process, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1

LITTLE, JOHN

LITTLE, LUCY
EAS courses: magic, science can be hard to tell apart (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.11

LITTLEFIELD, CARY
GBH Baha’is recall victims of Iranian terror, Jul 16, 1991, p.13

LITTMAN, DOMINIQUE
Perfect example of hypocrisy (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
He’s proud of police (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
Response to another’s letter (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
Approval for police blockade (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6

LITTMAN, DOMINIQUE (AU)
Police blockade protested (ltr), Jun 7, 1984, p.6

LITTMAN, WILLIAM
Police blockade protested (ltr), Jun 7, 1984, p.6

LITWAK, HAT
Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.26

LIU, CATHY
Senior Prom, 1981: Get Ready, Get Set, Go! (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.17

LIU, MICHAEL
Kayak race (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.5

LIVINGSTON, FRANK
Former ad man F Livingston displaying art, Feb 7, 1980, p.2
Turning in lawn mowers turns out fine (photo; addl photo p 11), Jul 15, 1982, p.6

LIVINGSTON, MARY
14K success marks Wilson’s golden year (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.6
Turning in lawn mowers turns out fine (photo; addl photo p 11), Jul 15, 1982, p.6

LLOYD, HARRIET
Cooking with a gourmet touch: try soaking (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.6

LOANS
Home loan program; income limits, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Low interest loans, grants available, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Residents benefit from Urban County, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Urban County, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Westchester Federal has second mortgage loans, Dec 18, 1980, p.16

LOBELL, ANNE
A Lobell dies, Jan 19, 1984, p.14

LOBIANCO, JAMES
School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1

LOBSTER
In this corner, speaking as a lobster (edit), Jan 5, 1984, p.7

LOCHMILLER, REGGIE
Language school begins sixth year (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.22
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LOCKE, ALEX
   Sumi art (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.23

LOCKS AND KEYS
   Free locks, Jun 7, 1984, p.1

LOCKWOOD, HERBERT
   Town boards consider plans for construction in area, Dec 23, 1982, p.10

LOCKWOOD, RAYMOND
   R A Lockwood dies, May 5, 1983, p.22

LOEB, LAURENCE (DR)
   Psychiatrist L Loeb is man of many interests (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
   Compelling relevance (ltr), Jun 4, 1981, p.6
   Plight of crime victims topic at new agency's public forum, Dec 10, 1981, p.4
   Search for Change suitaits second plan; seeks help, May 27, 1982, p.1

LOEB, LAURENCE (DR-AU)
   The victims deserve caring (edit), May 14, 1981, p.7
   Custody---'The ugliest litigation' (edit), Aug 6, 1981, p.7
   I'll spring for the keypad (edit), Sep 22, 1983, p.7

LOEB, MARSHALL
   Time names Marshall Loeb managing editor of Money (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.3
   Time's right for Money, says editor Marshall Loeb (photo; addl photo p 5), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
   Journalist M Loeb wins prize, Jun 3, 1982, p.4
   Loeb appointed to new post at Time (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.4
   America in the 1980's: changes ahead (photo; edit), Sep 27, 1984, p.7

LOEB, PEGGY
   Pool workers win raises; job action narrowly averted (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.1

LOEB, PEGGY (AU)
   Longer pool season urged (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6

LOEBER, HARRY
   Condemnations to A Filancia, H Loeb, R Slattery, J Freyer, R Carroll, May 22, 1980, p.1
   Condemnations, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
   Condemnations (for police officers), Jun 3, 1982, p.1
   Showing appreciation (to Ptl H Loeb) (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.12

LOEBL, ROSE
   Service Bureau to give awards, Apr 12, 1984, p.2

LOEW, STANLEY
   Cyclist K Matsuo injured by automobile (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.1

LOEMONSON, CARL JR
   Ancus briefs, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

LOGAN, CORINNE
   C H Logan dies, Feb 4, 1982, p.18

LOGIUDICE, VINCENT
   Special Achievement awards to SCS postal employees (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.2

LOGUERCIO, MOLLY
   School Board weighing all-day kindergarten, Dec 15, 1983, p.1

LOGUERCIO, PAUL
   Blacksmithing at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.17
   Quaker Quakers: a story (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.17
   Colonial Thanksgiving (photo; addl photo p 14), Nov 25, 1982, p.1

LOHRNER, PAUL
   Going north: K C O'Conner, Jan 17, 1980, p.1
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LOMBARDI, RITA
  County posts at stake November 3, Oct 29, 1981, p.1
  SCS vote helps Hochberg; DelBello win (chart p 8), Nov 5, 1981, p.1

LOMBARDI, ANTHONY
  Humanists to vote on group home, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
  Group home proposed on Cherry Lane, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
  Things to come: future holds new neighbors for EMT, Apr 8, 1982, p.11
  Cherry Lane house leased; owner gets restraining order, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
  State set to go ahead with Cherry Lane home, Jun 10, 1982, p.11

LOMBARDIZI, ANDY
  Honoring Nat H (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.3
  Summer Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1

LONDIN, JERRY
  Mrs Davis, Merimer will run for (EMT School) board, Apr 5, 1984, p.11

LONELINESS
  Alone by myself (edit), May 5, 1983, p.7

LONG, CHARLES
  Remembering their STEP years (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.2

LONG, MEREDITH

LONG, MICHAEL
  To the winner! (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.1

LONGO, JANET
  Linguarama’s first US branch opens in downtown White Plains, Sep 6, 1984, p.4

LONGO, JOSEPH
  Police criticized in arrest of priest, Apr 30, 1981, p.1

LONGO, MARISA
  EHS grad M Longo is DC intern, Oct 29, 1981, p.14

LONGO, MICHELLE
  Dancin’ (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.11
  Gymnastic, dance show lights up EHS evening (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.21

LONGO, NICHOLAS
  Assistant appointed: M V Longo, Apr 9, 1981, p.11

LONGVIEW ASSN
  GCC opposes downzoning, Levittown repercussions (list), Feb 7, 1980, p.9

LOOMBA, MARY
  Democrats name L A Beilin, H & Landau, M A Loomba district leaders, Apr 8, 1982, p.3

LOOMBA, MARY (AU)
  Neglect charged (ltr), Jan 28, 1982, p.6
  For Reid-Hochberg team (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
  Writer backs Democrats (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6

LOOMBA, M PAUL (AU)
  Good speaker (ltr), Oct 22, 1981, p.6
  Word of appreciation (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
  Excited about d’Amboise (ltr), Sep 13, 1984, p.6

LOPEZ, BENITO
  Two nominated for School Board (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
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LOPEZ, BENITO continued
  Budget vote Wednesday, May 17, 1984, p.1
  Budget passes 2 to 1, May 24, 1984, p.1
  New school trustee to explore students' attitudes and goals (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.1

LOPEZ, BENITO JR
  Local man B Lopez Jr on Fordham board, Jul 17, 1980, p.5

LOPEZ, CLAIRE
  Fashion fundraiser (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.14

LOPEZ, KAY
  New officers installed, retired officers honored at SNAP meeting (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.3

LOPEZ, ROSALIE
  College of NR cites residents R Lopez, J Kahl, Jul 23, 1981, p.4

LOPEZ, YVONNE
  School district hires 14 new staff members, Sep 6, 1984, p.11

LORCH, JONATHAN (DR-AU)

LORCH, LINDA
  Veteran promises GCC probe of building violations, Oct 9, 1980, p.15
  State to consult with town on Central Ave, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
  GCC to help with Central Ave plans, Jan 8, 1981, p.11
  GCC urges safety plans for Central Ave; names slate (list), Mar 5, 1981, p.21
  DOT announces plans for Central Avenue widening, May 7, 1981, p.25
  DOT, local groups reach compromise on Central Ave (photo; list), Jul 23, 1981, p.11
  Neighborhood watch program begun at GCC (list), Sep 17, 1981, p.13
  EMT residents oppose town pooling of escrow funds, Dec 17, 1981, p.17
  Interest in parent support groups emerges, Jan 20, 1983, p.11
  Five candidates in race for three school board nominations, Feb 10, 1983, p.10
  Board opens faculty courses; OK's plan for gifted/talented, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
  Attalienti, Bloom and Lorch get nod (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.10
  PTA executive boards plan for open candidate forum next year, Mar 31, 1983, p.15
  Parents' concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
  John Moyle named to (EMT) School Board, Aug 18, 1983, p.9
  Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11
  Board sets goals; safety is concern, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
  High School scheduling is focus at quiet School Board meeting, Oct 13, 1983, p.11
  Board gets tough on snow removal, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
  Board prepares to fight state plan, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
  Board says 'no' to Children's Center, Nov 17, 1983, p.8
  Council pressing town for local improvements, Jan 12, 1984, p.11
  School Board looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p.10
  Mandatory counseling program for all EMT ninth graders being planned, Mar 1, 1984, p.11
  GCC continues battle on Central-Underhill plans, Mar 8, 1984, p.10
  Proposed $11 million school budget would raise taxes by 10.76 percent, Mar 22, 1984, p.11
  New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11
  Petition signatures arouse controversy on EMT School Board, Apr 26, 1984, p.11
  Board of Ed enters Moundroukas battle, May 10, 1984, p.13
  Parents asked to participate in selection of administrator, May 17, 1984, p.9
  Board sets initial teacher aide study, Jun 7, 1984, p.10
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LORCH, LINDA continued
- Seely safety study gets a green light, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
- Corrections to July 26 article, Aug 2, 1984, p.13
- Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10
- Interim superintendent appointed: Dr J S Carnrite, Oct 11, 1984, p.9
- Hockey team to get coach and uniforms: EHT Board of Education (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.11
- District adopts tough drug code, Dec 13, 1984, p.15

LORE, JO ANN
- New playtime program (photo), May 13, 1982, p.16

LORRY, SUSAN (DR)
- AFS student S Waiyapat returns to 'family' (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.3

LOS ANGELES TIMES (NEWSPAPER)

LOSI, BEV

LOSTE, BARBARA
- B Loste dies, Aug 13, 1981, p.16

LOTHRUP, JAMES
- Auditorium project moving ahead, minus curtain, A/C, Jan 17, 1980, p.1

LOTORTO, KAREN
- 'Empty nest' has homeowners coming and going, Oct 6, 1983, p.6

LOTORTO, LOUIS
- 'Empty nest' has homeowners coming and going, Oct 6, 1983, p.6

LOTT, TRENT
- SCS People: Margaret Soter, SCS's woman in Detroit (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.4

LOTTERIES
- Millions on their minds (photo), May 17, 1984, p.1

LOUCKS, WILLIAM JR

LOUGHRAN, JOHN
- College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6

LOUGHRAN, ROB
- College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6

LOUGHRAN, SARA ANN
- College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6

LOVALLO, MARTA
- Board accepts George Wilbur's retirement; December 31 (sic), Nov 12, 1981, p.13
- Board presents $9.25 million budget; faculty cuts included, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
- Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
- $9.35 million school budget keeps Latin program, faculty, Apr 22, 1982, p.11
- Teacher M Lovallo wins study award, Apr 7, 1983, p.10

LOVASZ, HELEN
- H L Lovasz dies, Sep 25, 1980, p.14

LOVE, HARRY
- Fair share bill, Sep 23, 1982, p.1

LOVECCHIO, DONNA
- Celebrity, Miss Piggy, comes to SCS (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.1
- Police promotions (for J Lovecchio, T Savino) (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.10

LOVECCHIO, JOSEPH
- Commendation (for Ptl J LoVecchio), Feb 14, 1980, p.1
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LOVECCHIO, JOSEPH continued

- Police promotions (for J Lovecchio, T Savino) (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.10
- Merit badge seminar scheduled (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.5
- Suspect W Freeman nabbed in stolen car, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
- SCS policeman J Lovecchio jailed, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
- Tasteless exploitation (ltr), Aug 5, 1982, p.6

LOVETT, JONATHAN

- No new vote on waste district, Sep 9, 1982, p.1

LOVINGER, DANNY


LOVINGER, JOSEPH

- Restaurant on Garth Road gets planners’ okay, Sep 9, 1982, p.1

LOVISOL0, RICHARD

- Panasonic Co names resident R Lovisolo division GM, Mar 10, 1983, p.20

LOVITT, GARY

- Family violence: ‘no respecter of any group’, Jan 7, 1982, p.6
- For non-violent resistance (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
- What were they drinking? (ltr), Dec 13, 1984, p.6

LOW, (MRS ROBERT)

- Six SCS women elected officers of Einstein chapter (photo; list), Jul 1, 1982, p.8

LOW, ALEXANDRA

- New for the 80’s (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.1

LOW, ANTHONY

- Inquirer announces winners in Mother’s Day giveaway (photo; list), May 15, 1980, p.3

LOW, DAVID

- Top painting (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
- Correction: D Low, Halloween painting contest winner, a sophomore at Iona Prep, Nov 6, 1980, p.13
- Winners in 1980 Halloween window painting contest receive prizes (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.2

LOW, KATIE

- Happy birthday, Babar! (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.21

LOW, PAULINE

- New for the 80’s (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.1
- Inquirer announces winners in Mother’s Day giveaway (photo; list), May 15, 1980, p.3

LOWE, DOROTHY

- Snowflakes (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.10
- Petition signatures arouse controversy on EHT School Board, Apr 26, 1984, p.11
- Board of Ed enters Moundroukas battle, May 10, 1984, p.13

LOWE, TODD

- Groundhog Day at Greenacres (photo), Feb 4, 1982, p.16

LOWENSTEIN, ALLARD

- How many deaths? (edit), Mar 20, 1980, p.4

LOWENSTEIN, KEITH

- Nature photos by K S Lowenstein being displayed, Apr 30, 1981, p.3

LOWENTHAL, CAROL (AU)

- Why remove trees? (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6

LOWER HUDSON CONFERENCE

- Resident H Fendelman named director of Lower Hudson Conference, Nov 19, 1981, p.3

LOWEY, DAVID

- Best basketball coach (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
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LOWY, DINAH (AU)
In Japan, who is 'Freedom Goddess'? (edit), Dec 8, 1983, p.7

LOZIS, LINDA (REV)
Baptists appoint Rev L Lozis associate minister, Sep 6, 1984, p.19
Local clergy state views on church-state mix in campaign, Sep 20, 1984, p.1

LOZITO, BRUCE
Error in parking space plan delays EMT restaurant, Jul 15, 1982, p.9
Red Lobster plans change; town nears Boulder Ridge okay, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
Zoning changes on hold, Feb 2, 1984, p.10
Town looks at rezoning for multifamily uses, Mar 22, 1984, p.10
Planning Board may approve compromise Moundroukis plan, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
Town rejects Moundroukis plan, Aug 23, 1984, p.5

LU, GRACE
Chinese cultural exhibition at the Quaker Ridge School (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.15

LU, LING
Chinese cultural exhibition at the Quaker Ridge School (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.15

LUBARSKY, GERALD

LUBERT, STUART
Adult School begins (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.13
Minimum criteria for gifted/talented set, Jan 12, 1984, p.11

LUCADAMO, PHYLLIS
P Lucadamo dies, Jul 14, 1983, p.10

LUCAS, BRIAN
Mobil squeeze, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
Stations shut down, Mar 8, 1984, p.1

LUCAS, CHRISTOPHER
The latest parlor game: analyzing the video impact (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
Stations shut down, Mar 8, 1984, p.1
Back in business, Apr 26, 1984, p.1

LUCAS, JOE
Mobil squeeze, Nov 17, 1983, p.1

LUCENTE, JOHN
Football season (at EMT) cancelled; too few boys turn out (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.11

LUCIARD, JOE
Maple from Manhattan (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.3

LUCKER, JOHN
E Robison sold; will relocate, Jul 5, 1984, p.1

LUCKHARDT, CARL
War Memorial, Oct 15, 1981, p.1
War memorial approved, Apr 29, 1982, p.3
Monument fund drive starts (list), Sep 9, 1982, p.1
Tribute to Korean-American friendship (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.3
Dedication, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Congratulations on a job well done (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.3
Scarsdilians selected for Senior Citizen Hall of Fame (list), Oct 13, 1983, p.3
SCS Hall of Famers (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.2

LUCKHARDT, MARAERITE
M Luckhardt dies, Jan 15, 1981, p.14
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LUDES, ELEANOR
  E Ludes dies, Nov 1, 1984, p.22

LUFTMAN, LENORE
  Panel probes problems of adults with aging parents (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.4

LUKE, VICTOR

LUKS, (MRS SAMUEL)
  Legislative week (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.11

LUKS, SAMUEL
  Legislative week (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.11

LUNCH BOX COMMITTEE-SCS
  SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-LUNCH PROGRAM

LUNDBREN, CAROLYN
  Unmasking the spirit of friendship (photo; list), Nov 4, 1982, p.6

LUNHAM, ELEANOR
  Historically speaking: SCS Library (illus), Jun 9, 1983, p.6

LUOL, MARK
  Cub Scout award (photo), May 21, 1981, p.8

LUONG HYUNK
  EMT woman E Chin embodies traditional American Dream (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.15

LUSK, GEORGE
  Talking over school days? (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.10

LUSKIN, JUDITH (DR)
  SCS MD's join staff at WP Hospital, Aug 26, 1982, p.2

LUVACK, FROHM (DR)
  Virus threatens dogs, Aug 7, 1980, p.5

LUVACK, SUSAN
  Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1

LUTZE, JESSICA
  Enjoying a morning of creative activity (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.2
  Salad days in Greenacres (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.3
  May madness (photo), May 3, 1984, p.14

LYDON, MAUREEN
  Getting a new look at the carnival (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.5

LYFORD, FREDERIC
  F Lyford dies, Jan 15, 1981, p.14

LYLE, WILLIAM
  Eviction effort, Nov 5, 1981, p.1

LYNCH V DONNELLY
  High court ruling could be felt here, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
  Supreme Court ruling may pave way for return of SCS creche to Boniface Circle (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.1
  US Circuit Court hears arguments in creche case, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
  Two high court rulings key to SCS case, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
  Supreme Court review sought in creche case (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
  Supreme Court to hear creche case, Oct 18, 1984, p.1

LYNCH, GWENDOLYN
  Democrats win town, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
  Pilla, Braca candidates for seat on Town Board, Sep 22, 1983, p.9

LYNCH, MARY
  Harris jurors see letters written by defendant, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
LYNCH, HARY continued
Harris defense seeks to prove struggle, Jan 22, 1981, p.1

LYNCH, MAUREEN
Little girl soon finds that (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.1
Roller revival at its peak on Donellan Road (photo; list), Feb 19, 1981, p.4

LYNCH, MOLLY
Harris defense seeks to prove struggle, Jan 22, 1981, p.1

LYNCH, PETER
Neighbors protest proposal for cluster housing on Post Road (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Swim team, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Decision on cluster plan delayed by legal ruling (illus), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
On sale of IHM land (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
A bit of SCS rescued from obscurity (photo; list), Aug 4, 1983, p.2

LYNCH, STEVE
Swim team, Feb 14, 1980, p.1

LYNCH, TOM
Predators at Greenacres (photo), May 12, 1983, p.20

LYNCH, WILLIAM
W C Lynch dies, Apr 30, 1981, p.27

LYNNE, RICHARD (AU)
Bus raccoons out (ltr), Dec 16, 1982, p.6
Kindergarten plan—pro and con (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6

LYON, HELEN
H D Lyon dies, Jul 17, 1980, p.12

LYONS, CHARLES
Interfaith concert to raise relief funds for Cambodians (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.1

LYONS, JOHN
Lyons named INA editorial director, Nov 12, 1981, p.23

LYONS, MARIA
Superheroes Day at Summer Day Camp (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.4
Annie comes to the Day Camp (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.3
There's always a happy ending at Wapetuck (photo; addl photo p 8), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

LYRAS, GEORGIA
Resident Georgia Lyra's book part of new series of cookbooks, Aug 27, 1981, p.4

LYRAS, NICHOLAS (AU)
Hazardous intersection (ltr), Mar 3, 1983, p.6

LYSLE, GEORGE III
G Lysle III dies, Jul 14, 1983, p.10

LYSUN, GREGORY
Local artists M Chankin, G Lysun display works, Apr 30, 1981, p.25
Prize-winning portrait (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.2

LYTON, LAURENCE

MA, ARLENE
Edgewood community service (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.28

MAAS, ELYSE
Project Share has housing to spare, Mar 22, 1984, p.9

MAAS, ELYSE (AU)
Fond remembrance (ltr), Jul 8, 1982, p.6

MAAS, KENNETH
K J Maas dies, Jun 26, 1980, p.16
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MAAS, RICHARD (AU)
   JDL called an aberration (ltr), Mar 22, 1984, p.6

MABIE, BARRY
   Stars of 'Kismet' not all on stage (photo; addl photo p 15), Aug 4, 1983, p.1

MABIE, GLORIA
   Historical Society seeking new members, Sep 11, 1980, p.3

MABIE, PETER
   Reception for W Dean at Museum (photo; list), Jan 31, 1980, p.12

MABUS, STEVEN
   Appointment (for S Mabus), Dec 27, 1984, p.4

MACADAM, VIRGINIA
   V R MacAdam dies, Jun 19, 1980, p.10

MACARTHUR, NANCY

MACARTHUR, SARAH
   Seely students learn skills in handling social problems (photo), May 19, 1983, p.11

MACCABIAH GAMES (ISRAEL)
   Strauss a winner in Israel (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.4

MACCHIA, MICHAEL
   IHN student M Macchia wins spelling bee, Dec 9, 1982, p.24

MACCHIAROLA, FRANK (DR)
   Sobol's advice, Apr 28, 1983, p.1

MACDONALD, ALTHEA
   School district hires 14 new staff members, Sep 6, 1984, p.11

MACDONALD, C ALAN
   Nestle president C A MacDonald appointed to orchestra board, Sep 6, 1984, p.17

MACDONALD, EMILY
   STA does more than bargain, PT Council panelists report, Jan 31, 1980, p.1

MACDONALD, WILLIAM
   Burglar alarm owners now must register with town, Nov 4, 1982, p.11

MACDONELL, HERBERT (DR)
   Defense presents will in evidence at Harris trial, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
   Harris defense seeks to prove struggle, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
   Jury still out in Jean Harris murder trial (photo; addl photo p 16), Feb 19, 1981, p.1

MACE, MARY
   School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
   State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1
   Enrollment decline continues; Advisory Committee on Legislative Issues named (list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3

MACEACHERN, AUGUSTA
   Sex is out, death is among local bibliophiles (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.4

MACGILLIVRAY, GLEN
   Marathoners hit $11,000 in fundraiser (photo), Feb 20, 1980, p.15
   Live from EHS: WFAS to air MDA dance marathon benefit (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.11

MACHNITS, ERNEST (DR)
   Ready for anything (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.2
   Quaker Ridge parents up in arms over schedule proposal, May 15, 1980, p.1
   QR parent protest doomed proposal, May 22, 1980, p.1
   Quaker Ridge Staff Recognition day (photo; list), May 29, 1980, p.14
   QR welcomes new parents, Sep 11, 1980, p.17
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MACHNITS, ERNEST (DR) continued
QR welcomes parents from foreign countries, Sep 25, 1980, p.18
Changes in QR lunch program (list), Oct 16, 1980, p.14
School lunch ideas proposed, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Quaker Ridge librarian E Keabian to retire, Jun 18, 1981, p.15
Parents, administrators discuss curriculum at Quaker Ridge, Dec 17, 1981, p.26
Retirement party for Edna Santillo (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.17
49th student, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
First grade section being added at (QR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
Board of Education moves to step up school security, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

MACINTOSH, HERBERT
BBN Savings names H G MacIntosh new chairman of the board, Nov 27, 1980, p.2

MACINTYRE, MALCOLM
SOSA promoting village to minority families (list), Jun 18, 1981, p.1

MACISCO, JOHN
J J Macisco dies, Apr 19, 1984, p.14

MACK, JOHN
Teacher J Mack suspended, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Questions about allegations (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1

MACKENTY, JOHN
Revised bylaws tested, Jan 31, 1980, p.11
Candidate P Karan denies conflict charge, Feb 7, 1980, p.9
Evolving recreation program speaks for itself—quietly (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.12
Mackenty confirmed as chairman for school nominations, Oct 4, 1984, p.11

MACKENTY, KATHARINE
When William McConkey came to call on Mrs Mackenty... (photo; list), Jun 19, 1980, p.11
GCC Festival Day chairman S Bloom awards citation to W McConkey, K W Mackenty (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.11
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17

MACKENZIE, JANET

MACKLEY, THOMAS
T F Mackley dies, May 29, 1980, p.12

MACKIN, MICHAEL
Local committee, state clash over site for group home, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
GCC opposes group home site here, Apr 15, 1982, p.10

MACKINNON, ALBERT
A Mackinnon dies, Jan 15, 1981, p.14

MACKLER, JEANNIE (AU)
Sad to see (Heathcote Hardware) go (ltr), Nov 11, 1982, p.6

MACKLER, JEANNIE BAUBION–
SEE BAUBION-MACKLER, JEANNIE

MACLENNAN, JANE
New minister Rev R S MacLennan at Hitchcock Church (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.8

MACLENNAN, ROBERT (REV)
Hitchcock names Rev R S MacLennan new minister (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.12
New minister Rev R S MacLennan at Hitchcock Church (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.8
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
Local clergy state views on church-state mix in campaign, Sep 20, 1984, p.1
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MACLENNAN, ROBERT (REV) continued
   Jews and Christians can understand one another (edit), Nov 15, 1984, p.7
   Toast to a successful year (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.5

MACLEOD, BARBARA
   Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
   Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
   Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1

MACMILLAN, STUART
   Officer D Whitney suspended, Jun 11, 1981, p.1

MACRI, LOIS
   Special Patrol leaders elected (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.3

MACRI, NICHOLAS
   Moroans share techniques of home food preserving (Part II) (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.8
   We can do better (edit), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
   The subject was water (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.3
   Battling the flood (photo), Mar 12, 1981, p.1
   New main, Aug 13, 1981, p.1
   Dry days ahead, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
   Back in the swim of things (photo), May 26, 1983, p.1
   Local officials get salary hikes; Aug 11, 1983, p.1
   Water emergency, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
   Reorganization, Dec 29, 1983, p.1
   It's not Perrier, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
   Citizens ask: Is our water tested enough? (photo), Aug 30, 1984, p.6
   Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

MACY, JUDY
   Senior walkers keep volunteer leader hopping (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.6
   Seniors who volunteer (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6

MACY, ROBERT
   Newly installed leaders of SCS Adult School (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.17
   Toast to a successful semester (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.9
   Toast to a successful year (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.5

MADAFFARI, CRISY
   First day of school (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.15

MADAFFARI, JENNIFER
   First day of school (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.15
   Talented (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.12

MADAFFARI, MICHELLE
   First day of school (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.15

MADAFFARI, RALPH
   Proposed $11 million school budget would raise taxes by 10.76 percent, Mar 22, 1984, p.11
   New play areas nearly done after a year of hard work (photo; list), Jun 28, 1984, p.10

MADDEN, JOHN
   J T Madden dies, Sep 25, 1980, p.14

MADDEN, LEO (REV)
   Msgr L Madden dies, Apr 24, 1980, p.18

MADIAS, ELIAS
   Tulip time at SCS High School (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.14

MADISON, EILEEN
   Residents oppose town plan for escrow funds, Jun 24, 1982, p.11
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MADISON, MICHAEL
For a more beautiful SCS (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.1

MADISON, TERENCE
Scenes from SCS’s summer sidewalk sale (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.1

MADOW, ROGER
Jeweler offers answers to much-asked questions, Jun 12, 1980, p.6

MADWED, EILEEN
SEE KIRSCHNER-MADWED, ILENE

MADY, EDNA
Board returns to business as usual, Oct 21, 1982, p.11
Seely safety study gets a green light, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10

MAERKE, FORTUNAT MUELLER-
SEE MUELLER-MAERKE, FORTUNAT

MAGAZINER, SARI (AU)
Compelling relevance (ltr), Jun 4, 1981, p.6

MAGAZINES
SEE PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING

MAGDALEN, CHRISTOPHER
Greenacres Cub Scouts clean up Red Maple Swamp (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.5

MAGEE, ANTHONY
Two arrested by police; citizen alerts credited, Oct 8, 1981, p.1

MAGEE, MABEL

MAGER, CHARLES (AU)
Letters on village election (ltrs), Mar 12, 1981, p.4

MAGO, TERRY
New at Wolff: T A Magro (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.12
At Van Wert: T Magro (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.10

MAGUIRE, KEVIN
SCS’s lunchtime retreat: Chase Park (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 26, 1982, p.1

MAGUIRE, MICHAEL
SCS’s lunchtime retreat: Chase Park (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 26, 1982, p.1

MAHABEGAN, CONNIE
Panel has praise for mainstreaming, May 7, 1981, p.1

MAHER, MARGO
Associates of Van Wert honor K Kracke, M Maher, A Hanson (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.11
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MAHER, WALLACE
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1

MAHIGIAN, MICHELLE
Close-up (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.16

MAHLER, SALLY
S V Mahler dies, Aug 5, 1982, p.14

MAHNKEN, LAVINIA
L Mahnken dies, Jun 3, 1982, p.16

MAHON, WALTER (AU)
Clean up act (ltr), Jun 30, 1983, p.6

MAHONEY, ANNE
A E Mahoney dies, May 17, 1984, p.10

MAHONEY, JAMES (BISHOP)
Confirmation at IHM (photo), May 10, 1984, p.16

MAHONEY, MARY ALICE
Local pharmacists K Stein to chair cancer prevention study, Jul 1, 1982, p.5

MAHONEY, PAUL
P L Mahoney dies, Jun 5, 1980, p.14

MAIDEN, LEE
Playcare Program opens at Hitchcock (photo) (Back To School Suppl), Aug 27, 1981, p.25

MAIDEN, RON
SCS resident R Maiden captures first place in photo contest (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.11

MAIELLO, JOIE (AU)
Summer tips on pet care (ltr), Jun 26, 1980, p.4

MAILING LISTS AND LABELS
New math curriculum planned, Feb 11, 1982, p.1

MAILMEN
SEE US POSTAL SERVICE

MAIN STREET THEATRE (WHITE PLAINS)
Residents G M Garfunkel, Dr M Moser join theater board, Feb 18, 1982, p.3

MAINSTREAMING
SEE HANDICAPPED-EDUCATION

MAINVILLE, LAURENCE
College: where will the money come from?, Nov 5, 1981, p.6

MAJOR, ROY
VIP bus service will end Dec 30, Dec 22, 1983, p.1

MAJOROS, FRANCES

MAJTHENYI, ALEXANDER
Local realtor Majthenyi Real Estate changes name to Delphi Real Estate, Dec 9, 1982, p.16

MAKAGAWA, IZUMI
Students exchange experiences in AFS, Sep 8, 1983, p.5

MAKE-UP, THEATRICAL

MAKI, AMI
She got rhythm (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.11

MAKI, MACHIKO
More answers to the challenge: Japanese club helps newcomers (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.11

MALA RIA
The battle against malaria (edit), Nov 12, 1981, p.7
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MALATESTA, ELEANOR
  Back to School at IHM, Sep 9, 1982, p.12

MALE, JANE VAN
  SEE VAN MALE, JANE

MALE, MELISSA
  Boot out muscular dystrophy (photo), Jul 16, 1981, p.5
  Day for sailing (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.4

MALETTZ, CATHERINE
  Treasurer named: C Maletz, Aug 21, 1980, p.7
  Workers cite C Maletz, Jun 10, 1982, p.9

MALETTZ, SUSAN
  Back to School at IHM, Sep 9, 1982, p.12

MALINA, ANITA
  Finishing up 1980 (Adult School) brochure (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.3
  Festival planned (list), Jul 9, 1981, p.1
  Arts Festival planned for SHS (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1
  Poster listing details of Mar Festival of Performing arts displayed by A Malina, S Laughlin (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.1
  Through the Looking Glass (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1
  Summer school here no longer just for kids (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.6
  Festival Chorus is more than the sum of its parts (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.5
  Residents giving Adult School's 'grand experiment' a college try, Apr 5, 1984, p.5

MALINA, ANITA (AU)
  Priorities questioned (ltr), Aug 21, 1980, p.4

MALINA, JOEL
  Curtain rising on 'George M!' (photo; list), Jul 30, 1981, p.1
  Brothers S and J Malina play key SSMT roles off stage and on (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.1
  George M (Review; photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.5
  Behind the scenes (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.15
  Making music together (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.13
  Joan Mondale plans campaign stop here (photo), Aug 4, 1983, p.1
  Return engagements, Aug 9, 1984, p.1

MALINA, MICHAEL
  Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
  Correction: M Malina incorrectly identified, Aug 27, 1981, p.4
  Summer Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1
  Panel chews on constitutional "delicacies" (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.6

MALINA, MICHAEL (AU)
  Priorities questioned (ltr), Aug 21, 1980, p.4

MALINA, STUART
  Brothers S and J Malina play key SSMT roles off stage and on (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.1
  Joan Mondale plans campaign stop here (photo), Aug 4, 1983, p.1
  SHS grad S C Malina wins Harvard medal, Jun 14, 1984, p.2

MALKIN, JAYSON
  Parents' League Dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.9

MALLACH, ESTHER (AU)
  Tribute to Dr Herman (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6

MALLORY, JOSEPHINE

MALONEY, NEIL
  Advice and applause for graduates, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
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MALONEY, NEIL continued
SHS students D Hecht, G Yeaker win top prizes in Citibank's essay contest (photo; list), Dec 10, 1981, p.23
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1

MALOFF, CAROLE
1940's play has lessons for today (edit), Apr 28, 1984, p.7

MALTZ, ERIC
The right stuff (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.9

MALKY, NANCY
Recruiters say: show colleges 'total person' (photo), Oct 14, 1982, p.6

MAMARONECK

MAMELOK, HAROLD (DR)
Med Center's role questioned, Jun 15, 1981, p.1

MAMLOUK, HELEN
H S Mamouk dies, Jun 17, 1982, p.16

MANAGEMENT CONSULTING FIRMS
Consulting firm, Feb 5, 1981, p.6
Consultants elect local man Dr M Schiller to office (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.4

MANASSE, GEORGE
G Manasse dies, Jan 8, 1981, p.14

MANCHESTER, HARRY

MANCHESTER (ENGLAND) GUARDIAN (NEWSPAPER)
Away game?, Mar 6, 1980, p.1

MANCICII, JOE
It only hurts when he laughs (photo; list), Nov 20, 1980, p.6

MANCINI, JOSETTE
In their Easter bonnets...(photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.1
First in once again: N Ishikawa (photo), May 28, 1981, p.5

MANCESELLA, LOUISE
No new vote on waste district, Sep 9, 1982, p.1

MANDEL, ELSE
E C Mandel dies, May 28, 1981, p.18

MANDEL, JANET
Opponents of drug use push politics with anti-pot pitch (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.1

MANDELL, DANIEL
D N Mandell dies, Apr 8, 1982, p.16

MANDEVILLE, EDWIN
E W Mandeville dies, Jan 28, 1982, p.14

MANDLAWITZ, LYDIA
Serving needs of gifted, subject of education report, Jan 17, 1980, p.4
Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Board discusses textbook selecting, Jan 13, 1983, p.1

MANN, W B
Hartsdale parking; Manee lot, May 15, 1980, p.1

MANER, KERRI
New school year, 'new era' begin in schools Thursday, Sep 3, 1981, p.13
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MANER, KERRI continued
   Board hears report on pupil personnel, Mar 3, 1983, p.13
   GCC resolves to act on Central Ave issues, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
   Board OK's bringing BOCES pupils home, Jun 14, 1984, p.11
   School district hires 14 new staff members, Sep 6, 1984, p.11

MANGANIELLO, LUCILLE
   Nine-year-old J Michels' letter spurs park clean-up (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.4

MANLEY, RICHARD
   New director for Disabled office: R Manley, Feb 14, 1980, p.2
   Film on handicapped provokes discussion, Feb 5, 1981, p.1

MANN, ARTHUR
   School Board: Hearing on apartments urged; 8-man football may be coming, Aug 14, 1980, p.7

MANN, NATALIE
   Doohan resigns as EHS head; board appoints J Larkin new principal (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.13
   Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11
   C Snisky killed by car on Central Ave (photo p.11), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
   Board: 44 is limit for first grade at Seely; no vote taken, Jul 19, 1984, p.9

MANNEQUINS
   New face in the schools (photo), May 6, 1982, p.5

MANNER, ROBERT

MANNING, BARRY
   Executive B S Manning selected, Nov 15, 1984, p.2

MANNING, VICKI
   Family at One Foxhall now five years old (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.1

MANNOR, DANA
   Error of omission (ltr), Mar 31, 1983, p.6
   Oversight acknowledged (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6

MANNOR, MARGALIT
   Mannor photograph honored at show, Oct 1, 1981, p.13

MANOCHERIAN, JED
   J Manocherian joins Wolff (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.2

MANOCHERIAN, JENNIFER
   Local resident J Manocherian to direct divorce mediation program, Aug 26, 1982, p.8

MANOS, PETER
   County GOP officers; P T Manos, A J Colavita, M S Soter, K T Darcy (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.5

MANSFIELD, H
   War ends; age of recreation begins (edit), Sep 1, 1983, p.7

MANSFIELD, WALTER
   Supreme Court review sought in creche case (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1

MANTELL, ALAN
   Trustees consider rent, noise laws, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
   Parking plan taking shape, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
   Chateaux tenants mull owners' latest offer, Jun 9, 1983, p.1
   Chateaux conversion receives go-ahead, Sep 1, 1983, p.1
   Rent control eyed, Dec 1, 1983, p.1
   Plea for rent control (ltr), Dec 15, 1983, p.6
   Tenants seek solutions, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
   Dispute continues over Chateaux rent hikes, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
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MANTELL, ALAN continued
  Agreement set to curb hikes in Chateau rents, Dec 20, 1984, p.1
MANTELL, NANCY (AU)
  League urges yes vote (ltr), Mar 25, 1982, p.6
MANTZ, ALTHEA (DR)
  SHS foreign language teachers C Reid, A Mantz feted at HS Staff Recognition Day (photo; list), May 29, 1980, p.14
  Dr A H Mantz gets college award, Jun 19, 1980, p.12
MANUELE, ANTHONY
  A Manuele dies, Nov 25, 1982, p.22
MANUELE, MARGARIT
  Subdivision sought at site of house fire, Jul 10, 1980, p.5
MANUELE, MARIA
  Old grads never die; they go to Alumin Tea (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.9
MANZELLA, BOB
  9-year-old J Hans gets help with bike during MD Bike-a-Thon (photo), May 8, 1980, p.6
MAPS
  Historically speaking: You can look it up (map), May 7, 1981, p.6
MARALDO, VINCENT
  Winning essayists (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.7
MARAMOROSCH, KARL (DR)
  SCS scientist Dr K Maramorosch honored by biologists (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.4
MARANO, ANTHONY (DR)
  Bad break for Raiders (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.1
  Emergency Council presents awards, Jun 17, 1982, p.8
MARSACO, CARMINE
  SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
MARBACH, JOHN
  Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
  Voters here show independence in backing Reagan, Teicher, Burrows, Oppenheimer (chart p 16), Nov 8, 1984, p.1
MARCHAND, NANCY
  EMT man M Suiner keeps play on its award-winning track (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.13
MARCHING BANDS
  Duo, D Golod, M Smith, vying for national band, Oct 13, 1983, p.10
  SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-MARCHING BAND
MARCU, BARRY
  Judge finds Conrail liable in law suit, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
MARCUS, JAMES
  Fellowship winner: J Marcus, May 26, 1983, p.16
MARCUS, SUSAN
  Ground broken for second Scout house (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.1
MARDEN, ORISON
  Former resident O S Marden is Columbia VP, Aug 9, 1984, p.13
MARENESI, ANTONIO
  An international affair (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.9
MARENESI, GIOVANNA
  An international affair (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.9
MARESCA, OREST
  $6.7 million fraud award to Irving Commercial Corp, Dec 15, 1983, p.12
MARESCO, ADELE
  Hard worker, A Maresco (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.12
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HARESCO, ANTHONY
Hard Norker, A Haresco (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p. 12

HARETT, JAMES
SCS attorney J J Harett president of school (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p. 2

MARGAN, LOUIS
Resident R DeRos-Dawson sets different image of a detective (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p. 6

MARSARITOV, RICKY
Children study environment through Audubon Society grant (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p. 15

MARGOLIES, CYNTHIA
Political year, Nov 20, 1980, p. 1

MARGOLIES, IRWIN
Margolies arrested for fraud, May 6, 1982, p. 15
Margolieses plead guilty, Nov 4, 1982, p. 11
Decision due on Margolieses bail request, Nov 25, 1982, p. 13
Fines, jail terms for Margolieses, Dec 16, 1982, p. 15
Margolies accused of murder, Jul 21, 1983, p. 5
$6.7 million fraud award to Irving Commercial Corp, Dec 15, 1983, p. 12
Margolies convicted in murders, Jun 7, 1984, p. 10
Margolies sentenced to life in jail, Jun 28, 1984, p. 10

MARGOLIES, JOHN
Photo show displays US roadside art (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p. 4

MARGOLIES, MADELEINE
Margolies arrested for fraud, May 6, 1982, p. 15
Margolieses plead guilty, Nov 4, 1982, p. 11
Fines, jail terms for Margolieses, Dec 16, 1982, p. 15
Margolies accused of murder, Jul 21, 1983, p. 5
$6.7 million fraud award to Irving Commercial Corp, Dec 15, 1983, p. 12

MARGOLIN, SARAH
Holiday workshop (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p. 6

MARGOLIS, ETHAN (DR)
Board fills new district-wide director's post in split vote, Jun 23, 1983, p. 11
Wana welcome (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p. 11
Special ed director Dr E Margolis makes haste slowly (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p. 11
Board winds clock for study of all-day kindergarten plan, Nov 3, 1983, p. 11
Kindergarten study begins; board considering SAT course, Dec 8, 1983, p. 10
Board resumes 'classic' argument, Jan 5, 1984, p. 9
Minimum criteria for gifted/talented set, Jan 12, 1984, p. 11
Selection criteria for 'gifted' set, Feb 9, 1984, p. 11
Proposed $11 million school budget would raise taxes by 10.76 percent, Mar 22, 1984, p. 11
Board okays $10.9 million budget with 9.1% tax increase, Apr 5, 1984, p. 10
Parents asked to participate in selection of administrator, May 17, 1984, p. 9
Board OK's bringing BOCES pupils home, Jun 14, 1984, p. 11
New G/T curriculum to be written this summer, Jun 21, 1984, p. 10
Board: 44 is limit for first grade at Seely; no vote taken, Jul 19, 1984, p. 9
Seely safety study gets a green light, Jul 26, 1984, p. 11
Board backs Finn in Seely decision, Sep 13, 1984, p. 9

MARGUÈLES, NATALIE
Revolution at camp (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p. 9

MARGULIES, ARIANE
Campers on parade (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p. 5
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MARGULIES, JUDITH
Local woman J Margulies directing county airport survey, Aug 14, 1980, p.5
Pilot J Margulies proving skies are not a man's world (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.4

MARIANI, ANTHONY
Drive (for Girl Scout House) nears goal, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Girl Scout House fund nearing $240,000 goal (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.1

MARIJUANA
SEE DRUG ABUSE

MARIN, LUIS
Herold named Acting Justice (list), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Judge Herold has a passion for the law (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.6

MARK, ELAINE
E Mark dies, Mar 1, 1984, p.12
Elaine Mark scholarship fund started, Mar 8, 1984, p.15
7.8% school tax hike seen; kindergarten plan released, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Teachers' gift to the fund (photo), May 10, 1984, p.2

MARK, LIZ
Panel: Growing up here not easy, Apr 1, 1982, p.5
Position clarified (ltr), Oct 7, 1982, p.6
Interest in parent support groups emerges, Jan 20, 1983, p.11
Students here seek end to drunk driving, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Students preparing to offer safe rides home (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.1
SCS parents turning to one another in attempt to cope with the pressures on children, May 31, 1984, p.6

MARK, LIZ (AU)
Give Audrey Hochberg credit (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
Concerns about drug program (ltr), Oct 11, 1984, p.6

MARK, MICHAEL
Mock trial raises legal questions at Bill of Rights Day celebration (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.3
Civil liberties award presented to F and R Friendly (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.15

MARK, RICHARD
Neighborhood map (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.18
SCS man R C Mark appointed VP (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.4

MARK RESEARCH
This resident, W Weinstein, wants to hear your opinion (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.4

MARKEY, EDWARD
Democratic speaker E J Markey opposes MX missile (list), May 26, 1983, p.19

MARKOFF, PAUL
Budget approved; $56.89 tax rate, Apr 24, 1980, p.1

MARKOWITZ, LAURA
G O Coffeehouse night (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.17
Dance Marathon; 24 hours for $2,000 Scholarship Fund aid (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.19
Plaudits and tributes mark Board of Ed year-end meeting, Jun 11, 1981, p.18

MARKS, F E
Homecoming (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.2

MARKS, JOAN (AU)
The case for health advocates (edit), Dec 31, 1981, p.7

MARKS, KEN
Homecoming (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.2

MARKS, STEVE
Photographer S Marks cited, Nov 17, 1983, p.3
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MARLEY, FLORENCE
F A Marley dies, Jan 8, 1981, p.14

MARLOW, CAROLYN
Chanukah concert at Manhattan Savings (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.3

MARMON, MARTIN
M G Marmen dies, Dec 6, 1984, p.26

MAROLOY, MARGARET
Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1

MARONN, MINDY
First day of school (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.15

MAROON (NEWSPAPER)
Raffle for SHS paper (ltr), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
Raffle support (ltr), Jun 26, 1980, p.4
Maroon raffle (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.10
SHS newspaper wins highest award in press competition, Apr 5, 1984, p.17
Graduation survey suggestions (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6

MAROON AND WHITE
Maroon & White dinner honors athletes; Special award for H Ughetta (photo; list), Mar 27, 1980, p.17
Maroon and White fetes athletes (photo; list), Jun 19, 1980, p.13
SHS athletes honored at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list), Mar 19, 1981, p.21
On Maroon and White dinner (ltr), Jun 11, 1981, p.6
Dinner honors spring athletes, Jun 11, 1981, p.20
School Board elects Joel Lesnick president (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
Trying out the new weights (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.22
Maroon and White dinner honors high school athletes (photo; list), Dec 3, 1981, p.30
Maroon and White honors high school athletes (photo; list), Jun 9, 1983, p.18
SCS Nat 1 Bank salutes Maroon and White’s 20th anniversary (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.24
SHS athletes honored at winter Maroon and White awards dinner (list), Mar 15, 1984, p.17
Unsung athletes (ltr), Jul 5, 1984, p.6
SHS athletes receive awards at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list), Nov 29, 1984, p.23

MAROTTA, PETER
Local Gristede’s store closing after 61 years (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.1

MARR, MARILYN
From the young to the old (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.2

MARRA, JOANNA
New shop in the village (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.2
Merchants pause to relax, assess after hectic village-wide sale (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.1

MARRA, RICHARD
Town Board, Supervisor’s seats at stake in election, Oct 29, 1981, p.15
Democrats win town, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican calm, Jun 9, 1983, p.11

MARRAZZO, RONALD
Drug suspects arrested in EMT (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.15

MARRERO, VITO (DR)
Questions posed in Harris trial (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1

MARRERO, VITO (DR-AU)
Should be skull and crossbones (ltr), Apr 26, 1984, p.6

MARRIAGE
Women and marriage (edit), Sep 8, 1983, p.7
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MARRONE, WILLIAM
Marrone elected assistant secretary, Feb 18, 1982, p.10

MARRON, ADELE
A Marrow dies, Oct 11, 1984, p.22

MARRON, SEYMOUR
Neighbors protest proposal for cluster housing on Post Road (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Decision on cluster plan delayed by legal ruling (illus), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Apparel Assn elects local man S H Green president, S A Marrow elected to board (photo), May 22, 1980, p.7

MARS
Send seeds to Mars (ltr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6

MARSCHALL, KURT
K Marschall dies, Sep 30, 1982, p.17

MARS DEN, CAROL (AU)
...no one to talk to (edit), Sep 1, 1983, p.7

MASH, MARJORIE
M S Marsh dies, Mar 1, 1980, p.24

MASH, MARY
Honoring the staff (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.14

MASHALL, FRED
Gypsy moth threatens area's trees, Apr 16, 1981, p.11

MASHALL, GREG
Corps turns swamp into a stream (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.1

MASHALL, THURSDAY
Supreme Court 'No' on mailbox called death blow to civic groups use, Jul 2, 1981, p.13

MARSICO, RICK
Town Park opens with $500,000 new facilities, May 28, 1981, p.16

MARTIN LUTHER KING DAY
Martin Luther King Day (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.10
Martin Luther King Day observed at Greenacres, Jan 21, 1982, p.17
Martin Luther King Day at Greenacres (photo; list), Jan 20, 1983, p.17
King dramatization (photo; list), Jan 20, 1983, p.11

MARTIN, ANNE
Interfaith concert to raise relief funds for Cambodians (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.1

MARTIN, BARBARA
Back home from Ecuador (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.4
Needed: Four Families to host AFS students (list), Feb 3, 1983, p.2

MARTIN, BERNARD
$1.1 million for children (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.2

MARTIN, CHRIS
G. Q. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

MARTIN, DANIEL
Three from SHS, A Jacobs, S Oberhelman, D Martin, to study abroad (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.5
Two students, D Martin and S Oberhelman, start AFS trips, Jul 7, 1983, p.5
SYF players see current events in Scopes history (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.6

MARTIN, DANIEL (AU)
All's well in Bong (ltr), Aug 18, 1983, p.7
Heartfelt thanks extended (ltr), May 24, 1984, p.6

MARTIN, DICK
Drug suspects arrested in EMT (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.15

MARTIN, ELEANOR (AU)
Example of integrity (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6
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MARTIN, FRANK
A bit of SCS rescued from obscurity (photo; list), Aug 4, 1983, p.2

MARTIN, GEORGE (DR)
Dr G E Martin named chairman, Feb 18, 1982, p.12

MARTIN, JOHN
J M Martin dies, Dec 16, 1982, p.28
No new election, Mar 24, 1983, p.1

MARTIN, JOHN JR
Joseph Rusin pleads guilty, Jul 29, 1982, p.9

MARTIN, LAWRENCE JR
Herold named Acting Justice (list), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Hochberg, Reid finish first in SCS vote (chart), Nov 10, 1983, p.1

MARTIN, MARY
Interfaith concert to raise relief funds for Cambodians (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.1

MARTIN, MATTHEW (AU)
Shouldn't be an issue (ltr), Sep 1, 1983, p.6

MARTIN, MICHAEL
Police honored, Nov 24, 1983, p.1

MARTIN, RICHARD (REV)
SCS senior A J Spiess III killed in auto accident, Dec 30, 1982, p.1

MARTIN, ROBERT
Bob Martin is Eagle Scout (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.11
By the book (photo; list), Apr 10, 1980, p.6
School Board seeks 4.9X tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1
More state aid cuts school tax increase, Apr 12, 1984, p.1

MARTIN, STANLEY
Round table brings together criminals with victims of crime (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.5

MARTINELLI, RALPH
Village warden J Cox killed in crash (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.1

MARTINEZ, LAUDELINA
College names L Martinez dean, Sep 11, 1980, p.17

MARTINO, BERTHA
Prosecutor seeks to prove Harris intended to kill, Nov 27, 1980, p.1

MARTINO, MARCEL
New chief officer M A Martino at WP Hospital (photo), Dec 9, 1983, p.15
With LifeAlert System, help is at subscriber's fingertips (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.3

MARTINS DE OLIVERIRA, MANUEL
Fall clean-up campaign (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.3

MARTINS, LOUISA
L Martins receives medical attention after head-on collision (photo), Jun 3, 1982, p.3

MARTIRAND, ROBERT
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1

MARTORAND, JOSEPH (DR)
Freeze supporters try to build on 'The Day After', Nov 24, 1983, p.1

MARWELL, PATRICIA
Board of Education elects J Bevertz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Schools feature reading aloud during National Library Week (photo; list), Apr 12, 1984, p.18

MARX ESTATE
Marx estate sold for development (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.1
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MARX ESTATE continued

Subdivision rejected, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Revised Marx plan rejected, May 13, 1982, p.3
Planning Board OK's 28 homes on Marx Estate, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Hearing on trees, Aug 12, 1982, p.1
Restaurant on Park Road gets planners' okay, Sep 9, 1982, p.1
Marx mansion to be razed, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Last chance offer (to see Marx mansion), Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Neighbors blast plan for fields on Winston property, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Marx estate, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Boulder Brook - 'a village landmark' (ltr), Jan 5, 1984, p.6
Marx Estate project moving ahead-slowly, May 3, 1984, p.3

MARX, (MRS LEONARD)

Celebration of Westchester (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.3

MARX, ANNE

Pen Women honor A Marx (poem), May 1, 1980, p.17
Anne Marx publishes new collection of poems, Nov 27, 1980, p.2
Anne Marx named Pen president, Apr 8, 1982, p.9
Honor for Anne Marx, Aug 11, 1983, p.4
Marx given PEN awards, Apr 19, 1984, p.9
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17

MARX, ANNE (AU)

Children in the snow (poem), Dec 24, 1981, p.6
What is a happy new year?; Sestina for 1984 (poem), Dec 29, 1983, p.7
As time goes by, in verse, Jun 28, 1984, p.7

MARX, GEORGE

Assistant's assistants (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1

MARX, GERARD (AU)

He didn't like coverage (of Weaverbrook fire) (ltr), Apr 14, 1983, p.6

MARX, HARLAN

Grossan to meet press; Non-Partisans on cable, Feb 24, 1983, p.1

MARX, LEONARD

New Scout House dedicated (photo; list), Mar 18, 1982, p.5

MARX, LOUIS

Marx estate sold for development (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.1

MARX, LOUIS SR

L Marx Sr dies, Feb 11, 1982, p.16

MARX, SEYMOUR

No plans revealed, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Changing storefronts ahead (list), Jan 19, 1984, p.1

MARX, VIRGINIA

New Scout House dedicated (photo; list), Mar 18, 1982, p.5
Local women M Gaylin, V Marx named to hospital council, Dec 13, 1984, p.3

MASAROF, LOUISE

Parents divided over proposal for kindergarten, Mar 29, 1984, p.1

MASBACK FAMILY (AU)

Rocky's family says thanks (ltr), Mar 11, 1982, p.6

MASBACK, BRYAN (AU)

Cleaning up after fido (ltr), Jan 10, 1980, p.4

MASBACK, DORIS (AU)

Cleaning up after fido (ltr), Jan 10, 1980, p.4
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MASBEK, CASEY
...where she stops nobody knows (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.2

MASCALI, ROBERT
Local lawyer R P Mascali named to advisory board, Mar 4, 1982, p.15
Court ruling jeopardizes law limiting subdivisions, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
Two multi-home developments proposed (illus), Nov 29, 1984, p.1
Village granted permission to subdivide Boulder Brook, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

MASCARENHAS, TINA
Greenville first and second graders prepare Tom Turkey (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17

MASCARDI, FRANK
CPA F Mascardi named to bank, Feb 17, 1983, p.16

MASCHEK, CLARE
C Maschke dies, Mar 25, 1982, p.22

MASCIA, ARMOND (DR)
Focus on health at budget meeting, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
President-elect Dr R P Pearson (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.8

MASCIONTONIO, RUDOLPH
Students here get headstart on their am, amas, amat (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.8

MASCOTS
Monkeysheens (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.14

MASELLI, TONY
Quaker Ridge students tour a variety of trucks, Sep 27, 1984, p.18

MASER, H T (AU)
Tax freeze for seniors proposed (ltr), Feb 7, 1980, p.4
Correction on (H T Maser) letter (ltr), Feb 14, 1980, p.4

MASER, HAROLD (AU)
Efficiency study proposed (ltr), Apr 9, 1981, p.6

MASINTER, MARGERY
Arts Council elects J Harbour, M Masinter, P O'Brien, E Vestner, May 1, 1980, p.21
Arts Council raises $115,000, Oct 9, 1980, p.6

MASISCO, JOHN
J J Masisco dies, Apr 12, 1984, p.12

MASLOW, DAVID
Stars of 'Kismet' not all on stage (photo; add photo p 15), Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Old grads never die; they go to Alumni Tea (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.9

MASLOW, RICHARD
Deadline set for submitting school board nominations (list), Jan 10, 1980, p.11
Board of Ed OK's semester courses, rejects mid-year exam; Italian considered, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part III) (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11
Five (S Albert, S Bloom, G Goldsholle, P Karan, R Maslow) proposed for School Board vacancies (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11
School Board says yes to Italian, comp. religion; adds one day to recess, Mar 13, 1980, p.11
Three (S Bloom, P Karan, R Maslow) endorsed for School Board, Mar 27, 1980, p.15
School budget, Board okayed, May 8, 1980, p.23
School Board members applaud Crowder, Weitzien; Board approves new football coach, Jun 12, 1980, p.15
Budget raise now 9%; tenure granted, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
Tenure system, new athletic eligibility standard discussed, May 14, 1981, p.21
Plaids and tributes mark Board of Ed year-end meeting, Jun 11, 1981, p.18
Board passes new cut policy, 5 to 2, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
No gym exemptions for cheerleaders, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
Elective courses proposed for EHS, Apr 1, 1982, p.11
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Maslow, Richard continued
$9.35 million school budget keeps Latin program, faculty, Apr 22, 1982, p.11
Board returns to business as usual, Oct 21, 1982, p.11
Evolving recreation program speaks for itself—quietly (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.12
Compromise on Red Lobster plan, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
Five candidates in race for three school board nominations, Feb 10, 1983, p.10
Attaliotti, Bloom and Lorch get nod (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.10
PTA executive boards plan for open candidate forum next year, Mar 31, 1983, p.15
Board ends class ranking at EHS, Jun 16, 1983, p.11
Board fills new district-wide director's post in split vote, Jun 23, 1983, p.11
Volunteers J Stone, B Menke, D Maslow recall the way it was (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.1

Mason, George
The Bill of Rights' real father: G Mason (edit), Dec 10, 1981, p.7

Mason, Martha
Friends join to help teacher N Olson cope with life without legs, Jun 2, 1983, p.3

Masonic Fraternity
See Freemasons

Mason, George
The Bill of Rights' real father: G Mason (edit), Dec 10, 1981, p.7

Massa, Isabella
Friends here say freed hostage R Queen had international background, Jul 17, 1980, p.1

Masselli, Nat
Local man N Masselli murdered, Aug 28, 1982, p.1

Masselli, Nathan
Murder victim N Masselli was aiding investigators, Sep 2, 1982, p.1
Murder suspect S Odierno indicted, Sep 9, 1982, p.1

Masselli, Pellegrino
Local man N Masselli murdered, Aug 28, 1982, p.1

Masselli, William
Murder victim N Masselli was aiding investigators, Sep 2, 1982, p.1

Master Policies Plan-SCS
Planning Board role, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Planning Board starts review of Master Plan, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Village eyeing ways to preserve its character, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Citizens urge improvements in downtown parking, traffic, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Stimulate private enterprise (edit), Nov 10, 1983, p.7
SNAP misjudgment (edit), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
SNAP requests moratorium (lutr), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Railroad picks a site, Nov 29, 1984, p.1
Planning the open way (edit), Nov 29, 1984, p.6

Mastoloni, Marianne
Budget passes by 3-2 margin, Jun 5, 1980, p.1

Mastoloni, Richard
Class with real class feted at graduation, Jul 1, 1982, p.1

Mastrantonio, Joy
Shopping at the book fair (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.21

Mastrantonio, Nicole
Shopping at the book fair (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.21
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MASTROIANNI, IRMA
  Forum examines problems of aging, Oct 9, 1980, p.4
  Senior walkers keep volunteer leader hopping (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.6

MASTROPOLO, CHRISTY
  Show time (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.11

MATARESE, JEFF
  New cable board may replace GBH Video, Nov 22, 1984, p.11
  New cable board criticized at hearing, Nov 29, 1984, p.11

MATERA, LOUIS
  Site appraised, Oct 1, 1981, p.1

MATH CENTER INC
  Teachers open children’s math center, Nov 4, 1982, p.15
  Math Center offers new courses (Education ’83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.22

MATHES, EMILY
  Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1

MATHES, WARREN
  Red Cross appoints W Mathews, Apr 9, 1981, p.15

MATHISON, THOMAS
  Riders oppose fare hike, Jun 11, 1981, p.3

MATICAN, MICHAEL

MATLICK, JESSICA
  Greenacres School PTA launching ‘Spring Fling Fair’ (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.22

MATLICK, NICOLE
  Greenacres School PTA launching ‘Spring Fling Fair’ (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.22

MATOS, MICHAEL
  Funny bunny (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.3

MATROBE, JANINE
  Edgewood 6th grader meets Sandy Duncan, Jun 19, 1980, p.12

MATSUI, TAKAKO
  Students become teachers at Japanese Cultural Exchange program (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.9

MATSUMOTO, SATOKO
  SCS pianist S Matsumoto wins Music Teachers contest, May 14, 1981, p.17
  Local musicians D Spitzer, S Matsumoto win scholarships, Aug 5, 1982, p.10
  SCS pianist S Matsumoto wins concerto contest, Feb 24, 1983, p.9

MATSUO, KOTARO
  Cyclist K Matsuo injured by automobile (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.1

MATSUO, MASATO
  Students rapt as East-West trade kudos and barbs (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.6

MATSUURA, KUNIKO
  Explaining an ancient art (photo), May 24, 1984, p.10

MATTERA, LOUIS
  Ethical property, Jan 7, 1982, p.1

MATTHEWS, JEAN
  Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1

MATTIKOW, ALFRED
  Volunteer police take the oath (photo; list), Jan 29, 1981, p.4

MATS, JAMES (AU)
  Gloat in Moscow seen (ltr), Dec 16, 1982, p.6

MATSYSTIK, DEBORAH
MAURO, BOB
Search for Change says town housing is needed, Sep 30, 1982, p.10
MAURO, SAMUEL
S Mauro dies, Jul 24, 1980, p.10

MAXWELL INSTITUTE
SEE DRUG ABUSE

MAXWELL, RUTH
Panel explores teen drinking, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Panel gives look at teen drug use, Jan 13, 1983, p.4

MAY DAY
In a SCS tradition (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1
Happy May Day (photo), May 7, 1981, p.1
A basket of cheer (edit), May 3, 1984, p.6

MAY, ROBERT
So that's how (Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer) started! (edit), Dec 20, 1984, p.7

MAYBRUCK, KENNETH
Halfway houses not new to Westchester (Part I), Apr 22, 1982, p.1

MAYER, BARBARA
Library System marks birthday (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.15

MAYER, MICHAEL (AU)
Impressed by the library (ltr), Oct 4, 1984, p.6

MAYER, ROBERT
Fishing at the fair (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.14

MAYER, ROSE
SCS colorist R Mayer wins cooking prize (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.8

MAYER, SIMONE
Gambling for a good cause (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.24

MAYETTA, MARY ELLEN
Public speaking award to M E Mayetta, Sep 11, 1980, p.3

MAYONE, JANET
New historical atlas completed, May 20, 1982, p.2

MAYONE, STEVE
Sunday Rec rock (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.2

MAZUR, MATTHEW
Even on a bicycle: M Mazur makes difficult turn on Bronx River Parkway (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1

MAZZA, JEAN
Assessor clerk F North seeks to be reinstated, Dec 17, 1981, p.18

MAZZEI, JULIO
Cosmos coach: J Mazzei (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.16
Cosmos' coach J Mazzei finds sanctuary in SCS (photo; addl photo p 20), Oct 7, 1982, p.6

MAZZETTI, JOSEPH
Scholarship support (photo), May 7, 1981, p.20

MAZZETTI, JOSEPH JR
J Mazzetti Jr dies, Mar 3, 1983, p.16

MAZZOCCHI, CHRISTOPHER
New food shop (Food Basket) on Garth Rd, May 31, 1984, p.4

MCADEN, MARY
Bouchier named athletic director (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Schools feature reading aloud during National Library Week (photo; list), Apr 12, 1984, p.18

MCALEVEY, JOHN
Divided management seen as factor in railroad ills, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
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MCCORMACK, CATHERINE
   School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1

MCCORMACK, CHARLES
   Resident C M McCormack honored on his retirement, Dec 30, 1982, p.8

MCCORRY, TOM
   Thanks from basketball coach (ltr), Dec 8, 1983, p.6

MCCOURT, JOE
   Home from Grenada at Christmas: Cpl G DeSantis (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.1

MCCracken, SALLY
   S H McCracken dies, Feb 18, 1982, p.16

MCREARY V STONE
   SEE CRECHE CASE

MCREARY, KATHLEEN
   Women's careers subject of Wellesley club talk, Oct 1, 1981, p.1
   Raccoon ramble, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
   Suit looms after second creche is rejected, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
   Creche update, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
   Trustees sued for barring creche display (list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
   Creche suit is answered, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
   Creche suit goes to trial Tuesday in Federal Court, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
   Judge hears creche case; Jul 21, 1983, p.1
   Damage claims dismissed (in creche case), Jul 28, 1983, p.1
   Appeal expected on creche, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
   Creche returning to court, Feb 23, 1984, p.1
   Supreme Court ruling may pave way for return of SCS creche to Boniface Circle (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.1
   US Circuit Court says village must permit creche, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
   Supreme Court review sought in creche case (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
   Supreme Court to hear creche case, Oct 10, 1984, p.1
   Turnout up as 12 elected at Unit Meetings (list), Nov 15, 1984, p.1
   Gratuitous reference (ltr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6

MCREERY, SEAN
   They got the picture (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.12

MCREERY, WILLIAM
   Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.26
   They run the railroad (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.1
   Club nominates new officers (list), Apr 22, 1982, p.13
   Town Club urges 4% limit on tax hike; Dec 16, 1982, p.1
   Non-Partisan group seeking candidates, Dec 23, 1982, p.1
   Budget calls for 5.9% tax hike, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
   Town Club installs E M Bench new president, B Johnson VP, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
   Changing of the guard (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
   McCreery to chair Procedure Committee (list), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
   Public asked for nominations (list), Aug 25, 1983, p.1
   Unit Meetings Nov 16 to elect Citizens' Committee members (list), Nov 10, 1983, p.1
   Report calls for new way of nominating judges here, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
   Woman's Club keeps Non-Partisan role, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

MCREERY, WILLIAM (AU)
   Nominees being sought (ltr), Feb 12, 1981, p.4

MCCRON, (MRS RAYMOND)
   The entertainers (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.8
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MCCRON, CORINNE (AU)
Why so much controversy? (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6

MCCRON, R C (AU)
Pro and con open lunch (ltrs), Mar 5, 1981, p.4

MCCRON, RAYMOND
Local man R C McCron honored as 'Treasurer of the Year', Nov 24, 1983, p.2

MCCLUEN, PETER
P B McCuen appointed senior VP (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.11
College honor to resident P B McCuen, May 19, 1983, p.10
Promotion for EMT man P B McCuen, Dec 20, 1984, p.10

MCCLUDOUGH, DORETTA
Doretta McCullough, long-time resident, dies, May 7, 1981, p.25
D McCullough dies, May 7, 1981, p.28

MCCLUDOUGH, JOHN
Plan for peace in Ireland, one child by one (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.6

MC DANIEL, AMY
White Plains hospital honors top volunteers (photo; list), May 19, 1983, p.2

MC DANIEL, WILLIAM

MC DONALD, BEA
A corner of SCS that is forever England (photo; list), Aug 6, 1981, p.6

MC DONALD, BRIAN
Reception for W Dean at Museum (photo; list), Jan 31, 1980, p.12
Before being upset by FDR in semifinals, Raiders riding high (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.1

MC DONALD, DAVID
Behind the scenes (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2

MC DONALD, ELEANOR
Employees, town renew negotiations, Jul 30, 1981, p.10
Town budget process computerized, Oct 25, 1984, p.11
Town Board passes $22 million budget, Dec 13, 1984, p.15

MC DONALD, EMILY
More state aid cuts school tax increase, Apr 12, 1984, p.1

MC DONALD, JANICE
Behind the scenes (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2

MC DONALD, JEANETTE
Art by J McDonald displayed at Town Hall, Aug 27, 1981, p.13

MC DONALD, MEGAN
It was a white Christmas (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.1

MC DONALD, QUENTIN
Raccoons' friends, foes gather at forum here (photo; addl photo p 12), Nov 18, 1982, p.1

MC DONALD, SUE
Neuberger honors Service Council volunteer workers (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.4

MC DONALD, SUZETTE
Fox Meadow Tennis Club holds 100th birthday celebration (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.15

MC DONALD, WILLIAM
Resident W J McDonald to chair Bar Assn section, Aug 14, 1980, p.3
Seventy EHT burglaries in '81; community awareness needed (chart), Feb 4, 1982, p.11
Village appoints railroad committee (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.1

ME L HATTAN, FLORA
Forum examines problems of aging, Oct 9, 1980, p.4
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MCELROY, DOROTHY
  Dr Sprague, teachers explain curriculum process, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
  School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1

MCELROY, FRANCIS

MCELROY, JOHN
  Meyer stresses need for reforms (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.11

MCELROY, M LOWELL
  M L McElroy dies, Mar 18, 1982, p.16

MCENANEY, THOMAS
  Burglar alarm firms survey SCS home (Part II), Dec 16, 1982, p.6

MCENANEY, KEVIN
  SHS to start drug program, Nov 6, 1980, p.1

MCEVOY, THOMAS
  Hospital re-elects leaders (list), May 5, 1983, p.2

MCSEE, JAMES
  Re-elected: J R McGee (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.3
  Frisbee tourney benefits CARE (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.17

MCSEE, PEG
  Behind the scenes (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2

MCGINNNESS, TREVOR
  Party time (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.9

MCGINNIS, VIRGINIA
  There they go! (photo), May 26, 1983, p.16

MCLOINE, JANE (AU)
  Point of view: pro life (edit), Nov 5, 1981, p.7

MCLOINE, JOHN
  Town Board, Supervisor's seats at stake in election, Oct 29, 1981, p.15
  Polls loved for Conservative primary, Sep 8, 1983, p.11

MCLOINE, JOHN (AU)
  An answer to nuclear freeze movement (edit), May 12, 1983, p.7

MCDEY, ROBERT
  Village sued, Jan 12, 1984, p.1

MCGOVERN, CATHERINE
  C McGovern dies, Sep 23, 1982, p.15

MCGOVERN, DORIS
  Recruiters say: show colleges 'total person' (photo), Oct 14, 1982, p.6

MCGOVERN, KEVIN
  Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

MCOWAN, FRANK
  Police call for binding arbitration, Jun 4, 1981, p.1

MCOWAN, GLORIA
  School Budget presented, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
  Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1

MCGRATH, ROBERT
  1940's play has lessons for today (edit), Apr 26, 1984, p.7

MCGRIFF, ARTIE
  Arson suspected in (EMT) high school fire (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.21

MCGUIGAN, RITA
  Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16
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MCGUIGAN, RITA continued
Board winds clock for study of all-day kindergarten plan, Nov 3, 1983, p.11
Board prepares to fight state plan, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
Teachers M Aberle, S Steinberg, R McGuiggan address state conference, Nov 29, 1984, p.10

MCGUIRE, JAMES
School sells bond issue, Mar 3, 1983, p.5

MCGUIRE, PETER
IHM family picnic big success (list), Oct 1, 1981, p.23

MCHALE, SINGER
Thanks from basketball coach (ltr), Dec 8, 1983, p.6

MCHUGH, ALICE
Zeal or harassment? (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Dedicated lot, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
For SCS only, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Giving a warning (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Dutiful dozen (SCS employees rewarded) (list), Mar 1, 1984, p.1
Patrolling in style: A Mchugh (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1

MCHUGH, HELEN
Reception for Seniors (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.15

MCHUGH, JOHN
Rail commuter organization demands legislators’ help, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Reception for Seniors (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.15

MCHUGH, WILLIAM
Local man, W J Mchugh, new VP of Med College, Feb 12, 1981, p.5

MCILVAIN, GERALD
Fire prevention week marked, Oct 16, 1980, p.6
Boot out muscular dystrophy (photo), Jul 16, 1981, p.5
Fire Dept certifies 35 young babysitters, May 10, 1984, p.3

MCILVAIN, JAMES
Restaurant’s 250-seat, 88-car plan draws ho-hum public response, Aug 19, 1982, p.9
Angry residents rip shopping center owners, Mar 29, 1984, p.10

MCINERY, KEVIN
Opponents of drug use push politics with anti-pot pitch (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.1

MCINERNEY, BILL
Local stringer B McInerney working on racquets of the stars (photo; list), Sep 4, 1980, p.9

MCINERNEY, BOB
Pool workers win raises; job action narrowly averted (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Celebrity, Miss Piggy, comes to SCS (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Local stringer B McInerney working on racquets of the stars (photo; list), Sep 4, 1980, p.9
Back in the swim of things (photo), May 28, 1983, p.1
Dedicated efforts (ltr), Jun 30, 1983, p.6

MCINERNEY, WILLIAM
SCS High graduates issue ‘Report from Campus’, Feb 14, 1980, p.5

MCINTYRE, JOSEPH
Career consultant firm relocates in SCS, Jan 29, 1981, p.5

MCINTYRE, KATHY
Squires wins 15K again (photo; list; addl photo p 23), Apr 9, 1981, p.1

MCINTYRE, MALCOLM
Assessments called unfair, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
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MCKANE, ROBERT
Committee for change organizes, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Trustees elected; few vote (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.1

MCKANE, ROBERT (AU)
System blamed for low vote (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Editorial bias? (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
Parties' decision hailed (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4

MCKEN, THOMAS
School Board: Hearing on apartments urged; 8-man football may be coming, Aug 14, 1980, p.7

MCKEEVER, ROBERT
SCS firemen guest speakers at SVAC babysitting course (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.3
This time it was only practice (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Capt R McKeever holds training session for Volunteer Fire Co (photo), May 8, 1980, p.17
Diplomas in babysitting awarded by Fire Dept (photo; list), May 22, 1980, p.6
Worthwhile course (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.4
Fire prevention week marked, Oct 16, 1980, p.6
Life-saving training (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.9
Trained babysitters (photo), Apr 30, 1981, p.34
Volunteer firefighters drill (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.4
State certification (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.9
SCS volunteer firemen battle car fire as part of NY State Essentials of Firemanship course (photo), May 12, 1983, p.3
Qualified babysitters (photo; list), May 12, 1983, p.14
Near catastrophe at Heathcote 5 Corners (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Kudos for Kevin Lauth (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6
Quaker Ridge students tour a variety of trucks, Sep 27, 1984, p.18

MCKENNA, BERNADETTE
Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part I), Mar 27, 1980, p.15

MCKENNA, BRIAN
Dr H Tarnower slain; wrote SCS diet (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Tarnower murder trial on, Oct 16, 1980, p.1

MCKENNIS, MARY
M A McKennis dies, Feb 26, 1981, p.16

MCKENZIE, MARLA
College: where will the money come from?, Nov 5, 1981, p.6

MCKEON, NORAH
Top volunteer: L Iannone (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.20

MCKEON, JAMES
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 26, 1982, p.1

MCKESSON, MALCOLM
Art (by S Buck, E Spier, S A Fodor, M F McKesson) at Nature Center, Library and Town Hall, Apr 1, 1982, p.10

MCKINLEY, WILLIAM
Special donation (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.9

MCKINNON, BARBARA
New at Fee: B McKinnon (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.4

MCKINNON, LORNA
Feathered friends find new companion, L L McKinnon, at GNC (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.11

MCKNIGHT, CORNELIA
School district taking census, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Senior leadership (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.3
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MCKNIGHT, CORNELIA continued
  School census, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
  Seniors crafts sale (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.5
  Senior walkers keep volunteer leader hopping (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.6
  B Anderson accepts Lillian Drake Thies trophy (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.3
MCKNIGHT, JOHN
  Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6
MCKNIGHT, THOMAS
  New York cityscapes theme of exhibition (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.4

MCLOUGHLIN, VIRGINIA
  Harris defense seeks to prove struggle, Jan 22, 1981, p.1

MCLOONE, MARGO
  This runner, A Siegel, rarely stumbles when it comes to book ideas (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.4

MCLOUD, MALCOLM
  M McCloud dies, Jul 9, 1981, p.16

MCLOUGHLIN, CLAIRE
  Going nowhere (photo; list), Mar 10, 1983, p.4
  Expert advice for freshmen on what lies ahead (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.6

MCLOUGHLIN, DANIEL
  Residents blast parkway plans, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
  SCS pressing for 4-lane parkway plan (photo; add photo p 15), Mar 5, 1981, p.1

MCLOUGHLIN, ERIN
  Raiders capture 5th soccer title (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.1

MCLOUGHLIN, KEVIN
  Scout award winners (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.13
  Scouts to get savings bonds, Dec 16, 1982, p.11
  Scouts K McLaughlin, D and V Petruccelli, S Swayne win savings bonds, Dec 22, 1983, p.10

MCLOUGHLIN, MAURA
  What a squash! (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.5
  Opening next weekend (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.1
  Just one week 'til opening night (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.1

MCMAHON, GERALD
  Trustees move to close Walworth Ave, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
  Repairs to close part of Walworth, Sep 24, 1981, p.1
  G J McMahon dies, Jul 26, 1984, p.14

MCMAHON, LUCILLE
  Tenure system, new athletic eligibility standard discussed, May 14, 1981, p.21

MCMANAMY, ELLEN
  E McManamy dies, Dec 30, 1982, p.12

MC MILLAM, WILLIAM
  Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

MC MILLAN, DIANE (AU)
  He found a new way (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.7

MC MILLAN, WILLIAM
  Troop B holds award night (photo; list), Feb 12, 1981, p.17

MCNIEL, IRENE

MC NULTY, ANN
  Snow emergency (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.4
MCNULTY, MARY ANN
   Brokerage house promotes resident M A McNulty, Mar 25, 1982, p.2
MCNULTY, WALTER
   Snow emergency (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.4
MCPHILLIPS, TOM
   Labor Day at the pool (photo; list), Sep 4, 1980, p.8
MCQUADE, SANDRA
   School Board elects Joel Lesnick president (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
   Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
   Board of Education approves ski team, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
MCSPEDEON, GEORGE
   Hopefuls vie for Town Board, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
   In 86th, Brodsky cites Assembly role; Fontana makes 'grass roots' campaign (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.12
   Voters give okay to incumbents B A Gilman, J E Flynn, R L Brodsky (photo; chart), Nov 8, 1984, p.8
MCTIGUE, MICHAEL
   A Williamsburg Christmas (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.14
MEAD, BRIAN
   B Mead dies, Jan 8, 1981, p.14
MEAD, J DAVID
   Rent control law debated, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
   Tenants of Chateaux worried, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
   Tentative plan on tenant protection, May 12, 1983, p.1
   Tenants seek solutions, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
MEAD, J DAVID (AU)
   He favors an inn (ltr), Jul 23, 1981, p.6
MEALS ON WHEELS
   Meals on Wheels seeks help, May 1, 1980, p.5
   Anonymous donor aids Meal program; officers elected (list), Jun 5, 1980, p.5
   Meals on Wheels asks help (ltr), Sep 11, 1980, p.4
   Sustaining mission (edit), Oct 2, 1980, p.6
   More than a meal, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
   Meals-on-Wheels is lifeline to clients (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.20
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Meals on Wheels (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.24
   Meals on Wheels vital help to shut-ins (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.23
   Meals on Wheels elects leaders (list), May 20, 1982, p.5
   Meals on Wheels serves home-bound (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.32
   Meals on Wheels elects leaders at annual meeting (photo; list), May 12, 1983, p.9
   Meals on Wheels' role (ltr), Aug 11, 1983, p.6
   Meals provided for homebound (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.36
MEANEY, THOMAS
   Open House is a hit (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.3
   Charm got her nowhere (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.1
   Village Court hears dog bite case, Dec 6, 1984, p.1
MEASLES
   Measles emergency (edit), Feb 26, 1981, p.4
   Amplification (of Inquirer Feb 26 edit), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
MECARINI, ROBERT
   Student R Mecarini takes contest award, Feb 17, 1983, p.11
MECARINI, ROBERT (AU)
**MECHANICS (PERSONS)**

Mechanic L Bluiner has no-wait policy, Apr 28, 1983, p.25

**MEDEIROS, JOHN**

Cooking with a gourmet touch: try smoking (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.6

**MEDEIROS, PAUL**

Safety--later, Nov 17, 1983, p.1

**MEDIA**

SEE COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY

**MEDICAL CARE FACILITIES**

Mental health clinic opens walk-in service, Oct 30, 1980, p.11
Dental center opens, Nov 12, 1981, p.23
New Doctors OffiCenter open every day, Jun 16, 1983, p.4

SEE ALSO HOSPITALS

**MEDICINE-RESEARCH**

SHS student S Hu does medical research (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.13

**MEDELUS, RUTH**

Training center builds sense of self-esteem (Part II) (photo; addl photo p 12), Jul 9, 1981, p.6

**MEDITATION**

STOP--and meditate (edit), Apr 28, 1983, p.7

**MEDNICK, ELIZABETH (AU)**

Dealing with the hyperactive child (edit), Nov 22, 1984, p.7

**MEDOW, JULIE**

Launching 'Space Flight 324' (photo), May 8, 1980, p.23

**MEDOW, NORMAN (DR)**

And next we have...(photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.17
Dr N B Medow is new president (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.11
College honors EMT MD N B Medow, Oct 4, 1984, p.10

**MEDOW, RONEE**

And next we have...(photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.17
Goodby party has warmth, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Board opens faculty courses; OK's plan for gifted/talented, Mar 10, 1983, p.13

**MEEHAN, CHRIS**

Good friends, good food, good times (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.2

**MEEHAN, DOROTHY**

SCS offers new life for Cambodian family (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
Social conscience is in at SCS's IHM church, May 15, 1980, p.4
Refugee family building new life here (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.4

**MEEHAN, DOROTHY (AU)**

Thanks for scholarship (ltr; list), Feb 28, 1980, p.4

**MEEHAN, EDWIN**

Good friends, good food, good times (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.2

**MEEHAN, FLORENCE**

Senior walkers keep volunteer leader hopping (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.6

**MEEHAN, FRANK**

7.8% school tax hike seen; kindergarten plan released, Mar 15, 1984, p.1

**MEEHAN, JAMES**

J R Meehan dies, Dec 22, 1983, p.15
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MEEHAN, JULIE
   Good friends, good food, good times (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.2
MEEHAN, PATRICIA
   Ribbons for their oils (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.4
MEEHAN, ROBERT
   Bank announces promotions: L Blumenschine, M Dougherty, R Meehan, M Hemer (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.10
MEHEVITAHIN THERAPY
   SEE VITAMINS
MEHED, AHHED ESMAT ABDEL-
   SEE ABDEL-MEGUED, AHMED ESMAT
MEHAN, STEVEN (DR-AU)
   Right brain gets the joke (edit), Sep 16, 1982, p.7
MEHAN, CONSTANCE
   School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
   Board of Education moves to step up school security, Dec 13, 1984, p.1
MEHAN, WILLIAM
   School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
   Outstanding teachers (ltr), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
   Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
MEHLER, AMANDA
   School clothes offer a range of new styles (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.6
MEHLER, PHIL
   J Arias comes to town (photo), May 10, 1984, p.4
MEHTA, NALIN
   In The Mood Singers (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.3
MEHUS, (MRS ORION) (AU)
   Barbaric intrusion (ltr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
MEHUS, ORION (AU)
   Barbaric intrusion (ltr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
MEIGHAN, CHRISTINE
   Going west: C Meighan, Jan 17, 1980, p.1
MEILKEN, NAN (AU)
   No cure yet - only hope (edit), Jul 26, 1984, p.7
MEILMAN, CLIFF
   Carnival fun (photo), May 14, 1981, p.20
MEIRWITZ, MARY
   Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
MEISTER, ARLENE (AU)
   Successful breakfast (ltr), Jun 25, 1981, p.6
MEISTER, BARBARA
   Correction: B Meister student at Tufts Univ, Aug 11, 1983, p.18
MEISTER, LYNN
   Fellowship for SHS graduate L Meister, May 19, 1983, p.2
MEKIANIAN, GEORGE
   Citizens ask: Is our water tested enough? (photo), Aug 30, 1984, p.6
MELAGRANO, JOSEPH
   Land settlement, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
   Subdivision sought at site of house fire, Jul 10, 1980, p.5
MELECHER, LEE
   Charge! It's Blue and Gray Day (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.16
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MELDEN, MORELEY
Commuters continue to rail at MTA (list), May 15, 1980, p.1

MELICAN, FRANCIS (REV)
St Pius X School receives flag from Burrows (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.10
Parish mission at St Pius X (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.16
Local clergy state views on church-state mix in campaign, Sep 20, 1984, p.1

MELILLO, TERRI
Pearl of an Event (photo), May 26, 1983, p.19

MELKONIAN, JOHN
Promoted: J M Melkonian (photo), May 21, 1981, p.13

MELLER, PATRICIA
QR welcomes parents from foreign countries, Sep 25, 1980, p.18

MELLIS, MICHAEL
Seely parents ask board for reassurance on class size, Jun 2, 1983, p.13

MELLIS, MICHAEL (AU)
Student says he was misquoted (ltr), Jun 16, 1983, p.6

MELMON, JOAN
Negotiators have accord on contract, Jun 30, 1983, p.11

MELLOR, ELEANOR
Director of nursing appointed: E M Mellor (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.11

MELNICK, GIUSELE
Vickie Stein named woman of the year (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.1

MELNICK, SHARON

MELTON, (MRS EDWARD)
Members honored (photo; list), Mar 17, 1983, p.9

MELTON, JAMES
Sixteen safe years in a row (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.3

MELTZER, DANIEL
Photo exhibit by D Meltzer (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.5

MEMORIAL DAY
Stars and stripes were everywhere (photo), May 29, 1980, p.1
Resolve that those dead shall not have died in vain (edit), May 21, 1981, p.7
Memorial Day--1981 (photo; list), May 28, 1981, p.1
Scenes from SCS Memorial Day 1981 (photo), May 28, 1981, p.8
Memorial marching orders (photo; list), May 28, 1981, p.16
Memorial Day 1982 (photo), Jun 3, 1982, p.1
Memorial Day, 1982, in SCS (photo), Jun 3, 1982, p.6
Memorial Day marchers (photo), Jun 3, 1982, p.11
Local church honors war dead with one life (photo), May 26, 1983, p.6
Lest they be forgotten (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Scenes of Memorial Day, 1983 (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.6
Village to observe Memorial Day (list), May 24, 1984, p.1
Remembering those who served (photo; list), May 31, 1984, p.1
A wet and quiet Memorial Day in Boniface Circle (photo), May 31, 1984, p.6

MEMORIAL FUNDS
SEE MEMORIALS

MEMORIALS
Memorial scholarship set for Joan Laufer, May 15, 1980, p.15
Football field being named for Bill Dean, May 29, 1980, p.1
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MEMORIALS continued

It's official: Uillard B Dean Field (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Athletic field renamed for Bill Dean (photo; list), Jun 12, 1980, p.16
Dedication of Zorzo bench, Jun 26, 1980, p.7
Remembering a friend (photo; list), Jul 3, 1980, p.5
Dedication ceremony at St James (photo; list), Jul 3, 1980, p.12
Memorial for Jane Hackett (ltr), Sep 25, 1980, p.4
Tribute to Coach Shaw (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.2
SHS alumni remember classmate C C Winston III (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.9
Mrs Suki Ports (speaks at STEP luncheon) (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.16
Tannower Fund started, Jul 30, 1981, p.4
Dedication in Israel (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.14
Memorial started (to honor A K Harrison), Nov 19, 1981, p.22
Remember veterans (ltr), Feb 18, 1982, p.6
A flowering memory: Hays garden at Seely (photo), May 6, 1982, p.15
Memorial fund (in name of P Berendt), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Cox memorial fund started, Dec 23, 1982, p.15
Cox fund growing, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
Delany memorial, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Students' gifts, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Foundation establishes Robert Delany Memorial (list) (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.22
School Board vows intent not to close any schools, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Dedication, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Congratulations on a job well done (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.3
Shame and humiliation (ltr), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
Mayor defended (ltr), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
In memory of two doctors, J Duic, G Langa (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.3
Fire engine dedicated (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.9
Moving memorial to Abe Siano (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.17
Memorial fund for GBH Library in name of T Fichter, Dec 29, 1983, p.3
7.8X school tax hike seen; kindergarten plan released, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Edgewood honors the late J Coulter (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.5
Sculpture to be dedicated in Irwin Engel's memory, Oct 4, 1984, p.10
Memorial fund honors reporter H Klein, Oct 11, 1984, p.5
Sculpture dedicated (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.10
Memorial fund begun for former student, Nov 15, 1984, p.16
Rededication, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
James Fenimore Cooper monument formally rededicated (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.1

SEE ALSO JONATHAN PARNES PEDIATRIC IMMUNOLOGY FUND, NATIONAL HERITAGE MEMORIAL FUND (GREAT BRITAIN), VETERANS-MEMORIALS

MEN

We're more alike than different (edit), Jan 14, 1982, p.7

MENCHER, KAY

SVAC to have new radios (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.3
SVAC ambulance may go to Italy (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Gone, but not forgotten: R Herbek (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.3
With LifeAlert System, help is at subscriber's fingertips (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.3

MENCHER, KAY (AU)

Seniors assist Corps (ltr), Jan 3, 1980, p.4

MENDEL, MARSHA

Pre-schoolers can be Young at Art, Aug 28, 1980, p.21
MENDEL, MARSHA continued
  Art workshop for pre-schoolers (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.20
MENDEL, MARSHA (AU)
  Competition 'inappropriate' (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
MENDELL, M L
  M L Mendell dies, Sep 20, 1984, p.18
MENDELSON, ALI
  Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving tradition (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.6
MENDELSON, ROBERTA
  Kennedy named to high school staff, Sep 2, 1982, p.11
  Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16
  New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11
  Board backs Finn in Seely decision, Sep 13, 1984, p.9
MENDELSON, SHERRY
  Bike Safety (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.15
MENDES, ALIX
  Ali Mendes joins PR firma, Aug 12, 1982, p.9
MENDES, ALVIN (AU)
  Hold line on zoning (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
  A case of inconsistency? (ltr), Oct 8, 1981, p.6
MENDES, ROSE MARIE
  Board appoints Finn, Fornges; Children's Center is approved, Aug 5, 1982, p.11
  Board debates plea for gym consultant, Dec 1, 1983, p.8
  Leaving Greenville (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.10
MENDEZ, GARY
  Panel chews on constitutional 'delicacies' (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.6
MENDEZ, PILAR
  AFS seeks family to host student P A Mendez (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.3
MENDECK, NEIL
  Summer Theatre director named; N L Mendick (photo p 2), Feb 25, 1982, p.1
  SSHT curtain set to go up (list), Aug 12, 1982, p.1
  SSHT appraisal, Aug 26, 1982, p.1
MENICK, ANNETTE
MENELL, PHYLLIS
  Joining Doernberg: L Goldstein, P Menell (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.7
MENENDEZ, SHIRLEY
  Library to get new kind of catalog, Jul 24, 1980, p.3
MENKE, BETTY
  New search asked; Three homes?, Apr 9, 1981, p.1
  Volunteers J Stone, B Menke, D Maslow recall the way it was (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.1
  Top civic honor for Betty Menke (photo), Feb 9, 1984, p.1
  Betty Menke hailed as a standard-setter, Feb 16, 1984, p.3
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Betty Menke, 1984 Bowl Winner (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.22
  Kathleen Connelly, district secretary, gets warm sendoff (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.1
  On American Jewish Committee (ltr), Oct 11, 1984, p.6
MENKE, BETTY (AU)
  It is for us to lay the groundwork (edit), Feb 16, 1984, p.7
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MENKE, JOHN
Betty Menke hailed as a standard-setter, Feb 16, 1984, p.3

MENNA, PATRICK
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1

MENNENDO, ANNE
Giving (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.11

MENORAH
Menorah at White House (ltr), Dec 16, 1982, p.6

MENTAL HEALTH
Mental health clinic opens walk-in service, Oct 30, 1980, p.11
Alone by myself (edit), May 5, 1983, p.7
Take stock of your feelings (edit), Dec 29, 1983, p.7

MENTAL HEALTH ASSN OF WESTCHESTER
Halfway houses not new to Westchester (Part I), Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Assn names J S Boyle director, Aug 19, 1982, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes the Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.22

MENTALLY ILL-HOUSING
Agency plans group home on Post Road in Greenacres, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Neighbors likely to oppose home, Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Group home opposed (ltr), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
Village likely to oppose halfway house (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Factors to consider (edit), Apr 15, 1982, p.6
On the group home (ltr), Apr 15, 1982, p.6
Because it is right (ltr), Apr 15, 1982, p.6
Village prepares to fight against halfway house, Apr 22, 1982, p.1

Halfway houses not new to Westchester (Part I), Apr 22, 1982, p.1
He supports halfway house (ltr), Apr 22, 1982, p.6
No room for compromise (ltr), Apr 22, 1982, p.6
On community reaction (ltr), Apr 22, 1982, p.6
Village to hire lawyers, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Second home 'tenuous', Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Client tells of life in Search for Change (Part II), Apr 29, 1982, p.6

Emotional problem? (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
Should be sent home (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
Ex-judge W Mulligan to advise Trustees, May 6, 1982, p.1
Response to letters on home (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
Already your neighbors (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
Village to decide response on home, May 13, 1982, p.1

Why welcome halfway house? (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
A perfect place (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
Proposal for home called 'deficient', May 20, 1982, p.1
Resubmission in order (edit), May 20, 1982, p.6
Pure selfishness (ltr), May 20, 1982, p.6
Search for Change submits second plan; seeks help, May 27, 1982, p.1
Local funding proposed (ltr), May 27, 1982, p.6
Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Against 'rooming house' (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
Prohibit group home (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
On the halfway house (edit), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
Village won't try to block home, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
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MENTALLY ILL-HOUSING continued

Tens agreed on for group home, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
Search for Change searching in GBH, Sep 16, 1982, p.17
Search for Change says town housing is needed, Sep 30, 1982, p.10
Group home opens, May 5, 1983, p.1
Good neighbors (list), Jul 26, 1983, p.1
Fears allayed as Post Road home settles in (photo), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
Praise from O'Rourke (ltr), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
SEE ALSO GROUP HOMES

MENTALLY RETARDED

Picking out their gifts (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.4
Civil Liberties supporters told retarded still need protection (photo; list), Dec 15, 1983, p.4
Family at One Foxhall now five years old (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.1

MENTALLY RETARDED-EMPLOYMENT

Training center builds sense of self-esteem (Part II) (photo; addl photo p 12), Jul 9, 1981, p.6

MENTALLY RETARDED-HOUSING

Premature, misleading (ltr), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Meeting on sites for group home, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Six possible sites for group home, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Now's the time (edit), Feb 7, 1980, p.4
Trustees approve group home list, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Sixth site, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Sites rejected, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Expression of concern? (edit), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
Objections to group home site (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Sale pending, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
On selecting a group home site (ltr), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
More potential sites (for group homes), Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Budget approved; $56.89 tax rate, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Idea termed constructive (ltr), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
Site search update, May 22, 1980, p.1
More on Foxhall Road case (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
Site search stalled, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Ethical site proposed for group home, Jul 10, 1980, p.1
Committee backs Ethical site, Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Hearing set on land for group home, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Finding group home sites is tough job, Altieri finds, Aug 21, 1980, p.9
Neighbors oppose home site, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Saxon Woods site (edit), Sep 11, 1980, p.4
Humanists to vote on group home, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Happy birthday (photo; list), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Important named omitted: R Weinberger (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
Greenville Council pursues violations on Central Avenue, Dec 4, 1980, p.21
Site approved, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Gathered 'round the Christmas tree (photo; list), Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Search group seeking homes (list), Jan 1, 1981, p.13
Wonderful start (ltr), Jan 15, 1981, p.4
New search asked; Three homes?, Apr 9, 1981, p.1
No new search (edit), Apr 9, 1981, p.6
State wants to buy, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
MENTALLY RETARDED-HOUSING continued

Living with dignity on Foxhall Road (Part I) (photo; addl photo p 4), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
Site sale okayed, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Site appraised, Oct 1, 1981, p.1
Ethical property, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Local committee, state clash over site for group home, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
Agency plans group home on Post Road in Greenacres, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Things to come: future holds new neighbors for EMT, Apr 8, 1982, p.11
GCC opposes group home site here, Apr 15, 1982, p.10
Second home 'tenuous', Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Community opposes group home, escrow pooling (list), Apr 29, 1982, p.20
Not viable, May 6, 1982, p.1
Cherry Lane house leased; owner gets restraining order, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
State set to go ahead with Cherry Lane home, Jun 10, 1982, p.11
Village won't try to block home, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
State negotiating for lease on 10 Cherry Lane, Jul 29, 1982, p.9
Agency proposes home for retarded, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Site supported, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Budget approved; more aid coming, Apr 28, 1983, p.1
HUD rejects Ethical site for group home, May 19, 1983, p.1
Hochberg backs bill to protect tenants, May 26, 1983, p.4
SEE ALSO GROUP HOMES, WILLOWBROOK

MENTON, MARY
6 Boche honored at St. James Nursery School (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.14

MENTOR INSTITUTE
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS

MERAHN, STEVEN (AU)
No smoke gets in his eyes (edit), Dec 10, 1981, p.7

MERAHN, STEVEN (DR-AU)
It could happen to you (edit), Jan 7, 1982, p.7
On the horns of a dilemma (edit), May 6, 1982, p.7
We have a problem with criminals (edit; illus), Jul 8, 1982, p.7
An option: turn off TV set (edit), Aug 12, 1982, p.7

MERCEIN, CHUCK
Pearl of an Event (photo), May 26, 1983, p.19

MERCEIN, JENNIFER
Trendsetters' guide for back-to-school (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.6

MERCEIN, K. KAY
Board of Education approves ski team, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

MERCEIN, LYNN
Residents rap traffic build-up, Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1

MERCEIN, LYNN (AU)
Answers to Anonymous (ltrs), Feb 17, 1983, p.7

MERCEIN, SUZI
Opening next weekend (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.1

MERCEIN, TOM
Swim team, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
They got the picture (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.12

MERCEIN, AL
Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part I) (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.11
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MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY
SEE US MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY

MERCHANTS-SCS
Merchants for a day, Jan 10, 1980, p.1
Opposition growing to Polera plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Fall Meet the Merchants Edition (12-p Supp; photo), Oct 15, 1981,
Merchants’ view on parking (ltr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
Meet the Merchants (photo) (14-p Supp), Oct 28, 1982,
Merchants fear rising rents will alter local shopping area, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Rail strike taking toll on merchants (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Bottle bill faces mixed welcome in SCS, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Parade protested, Sep 22, 1983, p.1
Room for all (edit), Sep 22, 1983, p.6
Meet the Merchants (14-p Supp), Oct 27, 1983,
Sweet charity, Nov 10, 1983, p.1
Thanks from SHS seniors (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
Merchants report mixed response to evening hours, Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Merchants pause to relax, assess after hectic village-wide sale (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.1
Meet the Merchants (photo)(14-p Supp), Nov 1, 1984,

MERCURO, P GILBERT
County realty board elects P G Mercurio new director, Jan 24, 1980, p.14
Attacks on budget continue at hearing, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
County budget reform asked; LWV raps time limit on speech, Dec 15, 1983, p.2

MEREDITH, ERLENE
Met baritone M Meredith reveling in storybook life (photo), Jan 5, 1984, p.6
MEREDITH, MORLEY
Met baritone M Meredith reveling in storybook life (photo), Jan 5, 1984, p.6

MERERMAN, HARRY
Temple Israel Center honored, Dec 15, 1983, p.26

MERKEL, DOLORES
Sergeants in the family: K G Merkel, L D Brown (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.3

MERKEL, EDGAR
E Merkel dies, Jun 12, 1980, p.14

MERKEL, KERRY
Sergeants in the family: K G Merkel, L D Brown (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.3
Increased surveillance (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.3
Letter carrier S Taropoli commended (photo), May 14, 1981, p.5
W Huntley honored by SCS police, Chamber of Commerce (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.3
Following The Way on the Post Road, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Family violence: ‘no respecter of any group’, Jan 7, 1982, p.6
Gunman robs (SCS Natl) bank, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Robber holds up ice cream parlor, May 5, 1983, p.1

MERKIN, TED
Water system plan for GBH studied, Sep 23, 1982, p.11
Buy bottled water, town engineer says, Feb 9, 1984, p.11

MERKSAMER, GAIL
G L Merksamer dies, Oct 25, 1984, p.18

MERKSAMER, GREGG
Building Baghdad (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.5

MERKSAMER, GREGG (AU)
Inspiring student achievements (ltr; list), May 15, 1980, p.4
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MERKAMER, GREGG (AU) continued
Something wrong (ltr), Aug 7, 1980, p.4
Redirect competition (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
He wants more information (on Weaverbrook fire) (ltr), Apr 28, 1983, p.6

MERLINI, ADA
Sidewalk Sale draws big crowds (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.1
SCS High to be scene of International Fair Sunday (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.1

MERLINI, LISA
Sidewalk Sale draws big crowds (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.1

MERLIS, ROZELLE
Senior leadership (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.3

MERMER, DONALD
Five proposed as candidates for School Board (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.11
Feldman, Weinreich are board nominees, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
Mrs Davis, Mermer will run for (EMT School) board, Apr 5, 1984, p.11
Rules group to study nominating procedure (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.11
Parents asked to participate in selection of administrator, May 17, 1984, p.9

MERO, HAL
Hockey team to get coach and uniforms; EMT Board of Education (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.11
Hockey team still looking for coach, Dec 6, 1984, p.11

MEROLA, MARIO
Surgeon Dr R G Rosen suspect in murder attempt, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
Tapes found not relevant, Feb 4, 1982, p.11
The People vs Hermania Albo (edit), Nov 29, 1984, p.7

MERRILL, GARY
EMT man M Sumner keeps play on its award-winning track (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.13

MERRILL, ROBERT
Fighting Alzheimer's Disease (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.5

MERS, MARYLYN
EMT Children's Center has high marks after four months, Dec 23, 1982, p.11

MERSHEIMER, WALTER (DR)
Dr W L Mersheimer dies, Jul 29, 1982, p.12

MERSKY, DAVID (RABBI-AU)
Build a coalition of decency (edit), Jan 21, 1982, p.7

MERSVIS, MICHAEL
Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11

MESCUN, MARILEE (DR)
SCS MD's A Berish, R Granzen, M Mescon, F Newman named by St Agnes, Jan 6, 1983, p.4

MESSNER, ANGEL
Edgemood party (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.8
Trustees sued for barring creche display (list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1

MESSNER, ANGEL (AU)
Resident sees many issues (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4

MESSNER, ARTHUR

MESSNER, ARTHUR (AU)
Cluster housing plan opposed (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
He fears board is serious (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
Report from central casting (ltr), Dec 16, 1982, p.6
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MESSENGER, ARTHUR (AU) continued
   Planning Board condemned (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
   We've come a long way (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6

MESSER, TONI
   Mental health clinic opens walk-in service, Oct 30, 1980, p.11

MESSIAH (MUSIC)
   Consorting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6

MESSINGER, LISA
   Unbeaten soccer streak ends at 109 (photo; list), May 17, 1984, p.1

MESSINGER, MARTIN
   President M Messinger retires, Feb 10, 1983, p.20

METALLO, MARIA
   M P Metallo dies, Sep 8, 1983, p.12

METHA, SEEMA
   Tuesday morning fever (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.3

METRO MED
   SEE MEDICAL CARE FACILITIES

METRO NORTH COMMUTER RAILROAD CO
   New MTA head for region P Stangl to face riders at public meeting May 7, Apr 30, 1981, p.6
   Rail meeting focuses on A/C, May 14, 1981, p.2
   Strike plans, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
   Just another Monday (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.5
   Commuters surviving without their trains, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
   Monday morning misery mount for commuters (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.1
   Let's stick this out (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
   Welcome back--maybe (edit), Apr 21, 1983, p.6
   Money back offer, Apr 28, 1983, p.1
   Seats for disabled, May 5, 1983, p.1
   Marketing advice to MTA (ltr), May 5, 1983, p.6
   Railroad committee asks public comment (list), May 26, 1983, p.1
   Disabled seating plan to start, May 26, 1983, p.3
   Strike called off, politics goes on (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.1
   Area man C Pader aided by commuter train, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
   Avoidable accident (edit), Sep 8, 1983, p.6
   Log of despair, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
   Increase ridership, not fares (ltr), Nov 17, 1983, p.6
   Train station to get repairs, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
   Metro North fares going up, Dec 22, 1983, p.1
   VIP, RIP (edit), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
   Fire (on trains), this time; Citizen efforts, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
   Hope on the rails, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
   Promises of spring (edit), Apr 19, 1984, p.6
   Metro North chief P Stangl guest at Town Club (photo), May 17, 1984, p.1
   Metro North riders lack clout, Town Club rail report finds, May 31, 1984, p.1
   Trains improving, Stangl tells (Town) club, May 31, 1984, p.1
   Assemblymen working (ltr), Jun 7, 1984, p.6
   Station repairs, Jul 5, 1984, p.1
   Negotiations, Aug 2, 1984, p.1
   Prompter, cooler, Aug 2, 1984, p.1
   Railroad picks a site, Nov 29, 1984, p.1
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METROPOLITAN POLICE CONFERENCE
Not SCS police, Nov 24, 1983, p.1

METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Hochberg criticizes MTA, Jan 24, 1980, p.7
Making progress (in clean-up campaign), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
Conrail manager K E Smith blames MTA for level of rail service, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Issues and excuses topics for panel; Peyser and Finneran bow out (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.15
Commuters continue to rail at MTA (list), May 15, 1980, p.1
Forum on rail service 'depressing' (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
Late, crowded and hot trains are way of life for Harlem Line riders (photo), May 22, 1980, p.1
No blame intended (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
Tell it to the MTA (edit), May 29, 1980, p.4
MTA asks for more money; riders demand more service, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Divided management seen as factor in railroad ills, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Service decline (on Conrail commuter lines) found, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
More gripes than solutions at meetings on rail service, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Commuters face 29.5% fare hike, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Discouraging rail commuters (edit), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Conrail fares rise; commuters plan suit, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Despite fare hikes, subsidies, MTA faces more budget deficits, Jul 10, 1980, p.1
Start some trains here (ltr), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
Where is the bond issue money?; Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Heat wave hits commuters hardest as A/C units fail (photo; addl photo on p.4), Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Air conditioning crisis (edit), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
Conrail found overcharging Harlem, Hudson commuters, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
New laws on the trains (edit), Aug 7, 1980, p.4
Reader reports document Conrail crisis (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Legislators G Burrows, M Goodhue reply to Mayor Jensen's letter on trains, Aug 21, 1980, p.5
Parking for bikers, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Ottinger seeks more US aid for Conrail; sees no easy solutions (reply to G Jensen ltr), Sep 11, 1980, p.12
MTA to appoint a/c consultant, Sep 25, 1980, p.4
Legal question on MTA fare policy, Sep 25, 1980, p.5
Carey aide replies (reply to G Jensen ltr), Sep 25, 1980, p.5
MTA cuts intercounty rail fares, Oct 23, 1980, p.5
Freightway plans; Owners approached, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
DelBello calls for county rail takeover, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
They run the railroad (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.1
MTA chairman R Ravitch foresees 50% fare hike, Apr 16, 1981, p.6
New MTA head for region P Stangl to face riders at public meeting May 7, Apr 30, 1981, p.6
Undermanning blamed for loss of rail fares, May 7, 1981, p.4
Rail meeting focuses on A/C, May 14, 1981, p.2
A/C maintenance blasted, May 28, 1981, p.3
Let's derail the MTA! (edit), May 28, 1981, p.7
Riders oppose fare hike, Jun 11, 1981, p.3
Fares go up next Wed, Jul 9, 1981, p.4
Rail car shortage is putting (more) squeeze on commuter (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.1
MTA--take tip from Boston (ltr), Oct 15, 1981, p.6
Rails group is proposed by Hochberg, Oct 22, 1981, p.3
Eviction effort, Nov 5, 1981, p.1
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METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY continued
Conrail stops Paul Feiner from surveying commuters, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Back at the station, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Town may limit electronic games, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Hearing put over, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote against cable increase (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.1
MTA responds, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Train change, Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Commuter bus is derailed, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
State hearing on bus application, May 6, 1982, p.1
Railroad issue, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
MTA official sees improvement, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Hearing on train fares, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Important hearings (edit), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
More Conrail suits expected next week, Jul 27, 1982, p.5
MTA to run trains to Westchester, Aug 12, 1982, p.1
It's up to the MTA (edit), Aug 12, 1982, p.6
Burrows on the railroads (ltr), Aug 12, 1982, p.6
Freightway—quiet but not forgotten, Sep 2, 1982, p.1
Legislators offer resolution opposing MTA fare increase, Dec 16, 1982, p.9
Marketing advice to MTA (ltr), May 5, 1983, p.6
Town Club installs E M Bench new president, B Johnson VP, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
MTA may install windows that open, Jul 14, 1983, p.3
A bit of SCS rescued from obscurity (photo; list), Aug 4, 1983, p.2
Train station to get repairs, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Metro North fares going up, Dec 22, 1983, p.1

METSelaAR, BARBARA
Travel agency purchased, Oct 30, 1980, p.10
Strike or no, Scarsdalians are on the move (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
Travel counselor B Metselaar attends forum, Jul 28, 1983, p.4

METZ, DEBRA
D F Metz named assistant treasurer, Bank of New York (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.11

METZ, DONALD
Fire prevention week marked, Oct 16, 1980, p.6
Opposition growing to Patrolian plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Donald Metz installed as chamber president (list), Jun 17, 1982, p.3
SCS letter carrier B Corbalis honored for rescue of elderly woman (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Trustees to consider two new parking plans, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Merchants fear rising rents will alter local shopping area, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Lucky picks (photo; list), Dec 30, 1982, p.3
Chamber names Dr T Sobol top citizen (photo; list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Citizen of the year: Dr T Sobol (photo), May 12, 1983, p.1
Change of presidents (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.3
New wreaths, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Blitz wins fire prevention award (photo; list), Dec 29, 1983, p.2
Death of owner E Cucullo leaves Parkway's fate in doubt, Apr 26, 1984, p.1

METZ, DONALD (AU)
Patrolian P Toland praised (ltr), Oct 14, 1982, p.6
Chamber's position (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6
Excellent job on snow (ltr), Feb 24, 1983, p.6
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METZ, DOUG
Service above self (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.6
Merchants pause to relax, assess after hectic village-wide sale (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.1
Rotary service project (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.5

METZ, GARY
Football season (at EMT) cancelled; too few boys turn out (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.11

METZ, KENNETH
Thanksgiving cheer (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Blitz wins fire prevention award (photo; list), Dec 29, 1983, p.2

METZ, LAURA
L Hetz dies, Dec 23, 1982, p.18

METZ, MARGOT
SHS seniors J Boudreau, M Metz, hurt in head-on crash (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.1

METZ, MARK
Cerniglia named to West Point; Metz AF backup, Jan 17, 1980, p.16
Shining up their combat boots: M Cerniglia, M Metz, R Berkowitz (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.11

METZ, NANCY
N M Metz dies, Dec 27, 1984, p.10

METZ, RUTH
Historically speaking: SCS Library (illus), Jun 9, 1983, p.6

METZGER, BOB
Football season (at EMT) cancelled; too few boys turn out (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.11
Board hears plea for support of interscholastic athletics, Mar 12, 1981, p.21
Sports award winners (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17
Parents urge board to support interscholastic athletics, Dec 10, 1981, p.15

METZGER, DOLORES
Institute of Language Arts expands curriculum for 81-82 (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.23

METZGER, ESTER
L Metzger dies, Dec 16, 1982, p.28

METZGER, MARY
A treat for the teachers (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.11

METZGER, ROBERT
Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
Evolving recreation program speaks for itself—quietly (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.12
Referendum needed for (EMT school) phone system, Jul 7, 1983, p.9

METZGER, ROBERT (AU)
Athletics seen neglected (ltr), Dec 24, 1981, p.6
Offer the man a job (ltr), Jul 8, 1982, p.6
Objectionable remark (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6

METZLER, DOTTIE
On Nature's trail (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.16

MEURLINGS, SUSAN
In schools here, computers are elementary (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.1

MEYER, ADRIENNE
Correction: A Meyer manager, makeup artist at Kajal, Nov 26, 1981, p.15

MEYER, ANDREW
Book banner (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.12

MEYER, BETSY
Book banner (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.12

MEYER, CHARLES
Tribute to the manager (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
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MEYER, HERBERT
- H W Meyer dies, Jul 1, 1982, p.18

MEYER, J EDWARD
- NY regent J E Meyer to discuss board's controversial plan, Jan 19, 1984, p.11
- Meyer stresses need for reforms (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.11
- Staff gives views on Regents Action Plan, Feb 2, 1984, p.10
- Pisani convicted on eighteen counts, Jun 7, 1984, p.1
- Local school leaders give support to Meyer (list), Jul 26, 1984, p.1
- Writer wants Meyer in Albany (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
- Ed Meyer: Pro and con (ltr), Sep 6, 1984, p.6
- Oren Teicher wins Democratic primary (photo; list), Sep 13, 1984, p.1

MEYER, MARION
- Remembering Hiroshima, villagers call for freeze (photo; list), Aug 11, 1983, p.4

MEYER, MARION (AU)
- Finder of keys thanked (ltr), Apr 26, 1984, p.6

MEYER, MERLIN (REV)
- Cherub choir at Trinity Lutheran (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.10

MEYER, NICK
- Community meeting looks toward future, Oct 7, 1982, p.1

MEYER, PETER
- Political year, Nov 20, 1980, p.1

MEYER, PETER (AU)
- For improving the system (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4

MEYER, SVEN (AU)
- Approval for police blockade (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6

MEYERS, ERNEST
- Local man E S Meyers elected by bar group, Nov 26, 1981, p.10

MEYERS, FRAN
- File on handicapped provokes discussion, Feb 5, 1981, p.1

MEYERS, HAROLD
- Sixteen safe years in a row (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.3

MEYERS, LINDA
- Training center builds sense of self-esteem (Part II) (photo; addl photo p 12), Jul 9, 1981, p.6

MEYERS, LYNN
- League agenda includes voter service, study items (photo; list), Sep 11, 1980, p.11
- Serving the voters (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.3

MEYERS, LYNN (AU)
- Community support needed (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4

MEYROWITZ, CEIL
- Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6

MEZZONE, JOSEPH
- Fire truck (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.18

MIARITIS, LOUIS
- Bartholomew's, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
- Restaurant sale on, Aug 5, 1982, p.1

MICHAELIAN, EDWIN (DR)
- Edwin Michaelian named for public service award, Apr 30, 1981, p.2
- Fighting Alzheimer's Disease (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michaelian, Edwin</td>
<td>We must be vigilant (edit)</td>
<td>Jun 3, 1982</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaels, Pearl</td>
<td>Banking laws—in your interest (edit)</td>
<td>May 14, 1981</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaels, Jamie</td>
<td>Nine-year-old J Michels' letter spurs park clean-up (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 13, 1980</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greenacres youngsters making George Field Park a celebrity (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 15, 1982</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaels, Jamie (AU)</td>
<td>9-year-old offers help (ltr)</td>
<td>Oct 2, 1980</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaels, Verena</td>
<td>Nine-year-old J Michels' letter spurs park clean-up (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 13, 1980</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mickle, John</td>
<td>How American freedom came to ring (edit)</td>
<td>Jul 7, 1983</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaels, Jamie (AU)</td>
<td>The latest parlor game: analyzing the video impact (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 3, 1981</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mickle, John</td>
<td>The latest parlor game: analyzing the video impact (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 3, 1981</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-Westchester</td>
<td>Are the 'middle ages' darker? (edit)</td>
<td>Oct 18, 1984</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-East</td>
<td>Who can make peace in the Mid East? (edit)</td>
<td>Feb 24, 1983</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle States ASSN</td>
<td>Middle States report gives EHS high marks</td>
<td>Jan 21, 1982</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No gym exemptions for cheerleaders</td>
<td>Jan 28, 1982</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle States</td>
<td>International flavor to this Thanksgiving (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 27, 1980</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migliore, Paul</td>
<td>Not the answer in Chile (ltr)</td>
<td>Apr 7, 1983</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migliore, Paul (AU)</td>
<td>How much can (or can't) we give? (edit)</td>
<td>Mar 24, 1983</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mignano, Steve</td>
<td>Compromise on Red Lobster plan</td>
<td>Jan 27, 1983</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mignano, N J</td>
<td>Safer crossing</td>
<td>Apr 21, 1983</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mihlrad, Richard</td>
<td>Heart Fund appoints C Langan, R Mihlrad co-chairmen</td>
<td>Aug 25, 1983</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milano, Diane</td>
<td>Students here seek end to drunk driving</td>
<td>Dec 8, 1983</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milazzo, Stephanie</td>
<td>Salon manager S Milazzo cited</td>
<td>Sep 11, 1980</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milberg, Ellen</td>
<td>County league picks E Milberg, E Shay, leaders</td>
<td>May 26, 1983</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>County budget reform asked; LWV raps time limit on speech</td>
<td>Dec 15, 1983</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles, Betty</td>
<td>Happy birthday, Babar! (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 3, 1981</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milestones</td>
<td>Historically speaking: The Case of the Mislabeled Milestone (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 23, 1984</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milhorat, Ida</td>
<td>Girl, A Wolfram, hospitalized after dog attack</td>
<td>Nov 15, 1984</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MILHORAT, THOMAS
   Girl, A Wolfraa, hospitalized after dog attack, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
   Village Court hears dog bite case, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

MILITARY SCHOOLS
   SEE US AIR FORCE ACADEMY, US MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY, US MILITARY ACADEMY (WEST POINT)

MILK CASES
   Don't mess with milk cases (ltr), Jul 28, 1983, p.6

MILL, CHARLES
   Local publishing exec C Mill named to Hall of Fame (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.2

MILLARD, FLYNN
   First letter to Santa (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.1

MILLARD, JIM
   First letter to Santa (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.1

MILLARD, KATHLEEN
   First letter to Santa (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.1

MILLER, ADAM
   Interns tackle Village Hall projects (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.2

MILLER, ALISON
   Spreading springtime (photo), May 5, 1983, p.1

MILLER, ANN
   Freshmen volunteer for HS service program, Jan 31, 1980, p.15
   High school student volunteers honored, May 28, 1981, p.21
   Cakes for all tastes (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.2
   SCS woman, A R Miller, to head Red Cross youth services, Jan 14, 1982, p.2
   Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
   Scouts honored by Red Cross (photo; list), May 26, 1983, p.5

MILLER, ANN (AU)
   Give a little...of yourself (edit), Aug 12, 1982, p.7

MILLER, B JACK JR
   Promotion for EMT grad B J Miller Jr, Aug 30, 1984, p.11

MILLER, BENJAMIN
   B Miller dies, May 15, 1980, p.14
   Changing storefronts ahead (list), Jan 19, 1984, p.1

MILLER, BOB
   EMT theater group displays community talent (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.17

MILLER, CARL
   EMT's Carl Miller picks 'Christmas gift for the world' (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.10

MILLER, CHRISTOPHER
   Two, R duVigneaud, C T Miller, nominated for academies, Dec 13, 1984, p.24

MILLER, CLAYTON (REV-DR)
   New officers elected by church group (list), Jan 10, 1980, p.12
   Asbury Methodist honors Dr C Z Miller (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.12

MILLER, DANIEL (DR)
   Fund to honor SCS doctor D G Miller, Oct 18, 1984, p.21

MILLER, ELAINE
   Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
   Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
   Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1

MILLER, ELIZABETH
   E Miller dies, Feb 14, 1980, p.15

MILLER, ELIZABETH
   E Miller dies, Feb 14, 1980, p.15
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, ELSA</td>
<td>E Miller dies, Sep 6, 1984</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, FRANK</td>
<td>VW dealer F A Miller honored with 'We Care' prize</td>
<td>Apr 5, 1984</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, GORDON</td>
<td>Six parties' representatives discuss issues of war and peace</td>
<td>Oct 23, 1980</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, HENRY</td>
<td>Resident H G Miller to head State Bar Assn</td>
<td>Jun 23, 1983</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resident H G Miller elected trustee at Pace</td>
<td>Jul 26, 1984</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pace to honor Henry Miller, noted attorney</td>
<td>Oct 25, 1984</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, IRWIN</td>
<td>Dentist’s advice on how to avoid dentists</td>
<td>Jul 30, 1981</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Do’s and don’ts about dentists</td>
<td>Oct 7, 1982</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, JACQUELINE</td>
<td>Dolphins deserve to live (ltr)</td>
<td>Jan 26, 1984</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, JACQUELINE (AU)</td>
<td>Dolphins endangered more than ever (edit)</td>
<td>Jan 12, 1984</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, JAMES</td>
<td>Scout House okayed, Nov 13, 1980</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Architecture Board member H Weissman resigns, Apr 30, 1981</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New charge, May 14, 1981</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On BAR charges (ltr), May 28, 1981</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No decision, Jun 4, 1981</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BAR member J Miller resigns, Jul 9, 1981</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freightway committee chairman appointed: R F Greenes</td>
<td>Jul 16, 1981</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Board finds BAR members did not act unethically, Jul 23, 1981</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resignation (of B Britz), Aug 20, 1981</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, JANET</td>
<td>Two-wheeler parking, Apr 17, 1980</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For two-wheelers, Apr 30, 1981</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, JANET (AU)</td>
<td>Parking lot for bikes (ltr)</td>
<td>Apr 17, 1980</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, JAY</td>
<td>Expansion likely, Jun 2, 1983</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, JOHNNY</td>
<td>Plenty of brass (photo), Dec 17, 1981</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, KAREN</td>
<td>Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list)</td>
<td>Sep 11, 1980</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, KATHY</td>
<td>Learning about the law (photo), Mar 15, 1984</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, LESLIE</td>
<td>L Q Miller dies, Jul 7, 1983</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, LIZ (AU)</td>
<td>Worried about (women’s) movement (ltr), Dec 3, 1981</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, LOU ANN</td>
<td>YM-YWHA announces additions to staff; seeks volunteers, Nov 19, 1981</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, MARCIA</td>
<td>Locksmith shop opens, Dec 23, 1982</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, MARJORIE</td>
<td>Another nursery school: Westchester Ethical Humanist Society (ltr)</td>
<td>Mar 22, 1984</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MILLER, MARJORIE continued
   Village Court hears dog bite case, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

MILLER, MARY
   Local nutritionist J R Corlin authors new weight-loss cookbook, Dec 23, 1982, p.9
   Resident S Coleman spurred by statistics on missing children, May 19, 1983, p.6

MILLER, MARY CAROL
   Creative playtime (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.7
   Living with dignity on Foxhall Road (Part I) (photo; addl photo p 4), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
   M Miller, C Bockner added to staff of Congregational Church (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.14
   College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6
   Carnival time for pre-schoolers (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.5

MILLER, MIDGE
   Voluntarism topic of J Holmes' talk (photo; list), Jun 19, 1980, p.7
   Midge Miller is League president, Oct 9, 1980, p.10
   Pianist A Kent named top young artist (photo; list), Jan 15, 1981, p.10
   Junior League attends conference (list), May 14, 1981, p.13
   New officers (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.10
   Junior League extends its community projects (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.24

MILLER, MIKE
   Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.26
   College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6

MILLER, MORGAN
   UJA-Federation to honor local textile executive M Miller (photo), May 8, 1980, p.3

MILLER, PAUL
   Locksmith shop opens, Dec 23, 1982, p.16

MILLER, RACHEL
   Lucky winner of Sony television: R Miller, Aug 13, 1981, p.4

MILLER, ROYLAND
   College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6
   Voters to elect 12 new members to School Nominating Committee (photo; list), Jan 20, 1983, p.1

MILLER, SANDRA
   Lucky ticket selected by M Geiger (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.10
   Walk Up has new owners, D Fields and S Miller, May 19, 1983, p.8
   New look at the Walk Up (photo), May 26, 1983, p.8
   Hochberg, Reid finish first in SCS vote (chart), Nov 10, 1983, p.1

MILLER, SEYMOUR (DR)
   Revised noise law passed, May 26, 1983, p.1

MILLER, SONDRA
   SCS vote helps Hochberg, DelBello win (chart p 8), Nov 5, 1981, p.1
   PTA to present Woman of the Year S M Miller (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.11
   Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
   Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1

MILLER, SONDRA (AU)
   Legal transformation going on (Part I) (edit), Dec 23, 1982, p.7
   Women as judges--long overdue (Part II) (edit), Dec 30, 1982, p.7

MILLER, SUSAN
   Class with real class feted at graduation, Jul 1, 1982, p.1

MILLER, WENDY
   Court of Awards for Girl Scouts (photo), May 29, 1980, p.5
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MILLER, WILLIAM

Focus on state issues at School Board meeting, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
QR parent protest doomed proposal, May 22, 1980, p.1
Board decides against changes in QR schedule, May 22, 1980, p.1
SHS commencement (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
William Miller elected president of School Board (photo; list), Jul 3, 1980, p.1
School district taking census, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Junior high courts; Shifting mud below (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.1
Contract (for Dr T Sobol) extended, Sep 18, 1980, p.1
School leaders, parents review lunch situation, Oct 2, 1980, p.1
Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Math aides resign; PTA, parents upset, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
School Board lists legislative positions (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
On the role of aides (ltr), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Local leaders express hopes for '81, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Open lunch cost estimated at $115,450, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Annual battle on again over state aid to public schools, Feb 19, 1981, p.1
Local students Beijing bound (list), Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
School Board anticipates tax hike of 7 to 8 percent, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Dr Offembacher to resign as Heathcote principal, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
School Budget presented, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Only one day off, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Few criticize school budget, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
Lobbying effort, May 21, 1981, p.1
School Budget passes, May 21, 1981, p.1
More state aid to mean tax break, May 21, 1981, p.1
New Town Club leadership (photo p 2; list), May 28, 1981, p.1
Kelleher leaving SHS for top job in Bedford, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Heartfelt tributes (edit), Jun 11, 1981, p.6
Advice and applause for graduates, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Pool study, Jan 20, 1983, p.1
William S Miller to receive temple's Brotherhood Award (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.16
Estimated costs threaten chances for indoor pool (list), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Graduation requirements changed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Boards veto indoor pool, Jun 23, 1983, p.1

MILLER, WILLIAM (AU)

Board's role; providing leadership, perspective (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.13
Present policy defended (ltr), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Board of Education assesses year's goals (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress) (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.19

MILLIGAN, MICHELLE

American Indian assembly programs at Seely Place with W Schoumatoff (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.11

MILLMAN, ROBERT (DR)

The latest parlor game; analyzing the video impact (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
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MILLS, CHARLES IV
- Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
- Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1

MILMAN, DEREK
- Six Boy Scouts present bike to Children's Village (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.2

MILSHINE, CHRIS
- Miss Covington's holds holiday parties (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.10

MILSTEIN, MONROE
- Discount shop leases local store space, Sep 30, 1982, p.11

MILSTEIN, NANCY
- Greenacres welcomes Pauline Sternberg (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.23

MILSTEIN, ROBERT
- Roller revival at its peak on Donellan Road (photo; list), Feb 19, 1981, p.4

MILTON, PHILIP
- Police charge youth, P Milton, with assault (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.3

MILNE, LIZ
- Just one week 'til opening night (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.1

MINE
- See Performing Arts

MINA, BILL
- Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1

MINA, PAUL
- Service above self (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.6
- Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1

MINA, PAUL JR
- Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1

MINDICH, ERIC
- G. O. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
- Mindich and Wu named finalists, May 17, 1984, p.14
- Mindich named finalist in Chemistry Olympiad, May 31, 1984, p.14

MINDICH, ERIC (AU)
- Technician vs fundamentalist (edit), Sep 13, 1984, p.7

MINDICH, KAREN
- Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6

MINDICH, MARK
- Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6

MINELLI, LIZA
- As graduates began life after SHS, the Class of '64 was coming back, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

MINER, CAROL
- Parents urge board to support interscholastic athletics, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
- Roses for EHS, Feb 16, 1984, p.10
- Students help Heart Assn, Dec 27, 1984, p.9

MINER, KENNETH
- Dance Marathon; 24 hours for $2,000 Scholarship Fund aid (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.19

MINERD, ROBERT
- Original show at Heathcote, Apr 8, 1982, p.19

MINERVINI, GEORGE (DR)
- Library System marks birthday (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.15
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MINICINO, THOMAS

MINSTER, ROY
  Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village, Oct 9, 1980, p.1

MINTON, ALICE (AU)
  She wants fireworks moved (ltr), Jul 7, 1983, p.6

MINTON, ALISON
  Student volunteers honored (photo; list), May 19, 1983, p.14

MINTON, ALISON (AU)
  On keeping Boulder Brook (ltr), Dec 29, 1983, p.6

MINTON, BARBARA
  Boulder Brook boasts legacy of fine horsemanship (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.6
  Boulder Brook takeover dropped, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
  Choice of site for fields is still uncertain, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
  Village agrees to buy Boulder Brook; riding club faces eviction by July 2 (photo), May 24, 1984, p.1

MINTON, BARBARA (AU)
  Boulder Brook - 'a village landmark' (ltr), Jan 5, 1984, p.6

MINTZ, BARBARA
  Friends here say freed hostage R Queen had international background, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
  Learning an old language (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.14

MINTZER, JOSEPH (AU)
  Conservation, not annihilation (ltr), Feb 21, 1980, p.4

MIO, ED
  How I raised $10,000 and beat the Rangers (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p.7

MIR, AHKTAR
  Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1

MIRIAM AND IRA D WALLACH FOUNDATION
  SEE WALLACH FOUNDATION

MIRL, EFFIE
  E Mirl New owner (of Baskin-Robbins) (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.5

MISCHLER, CHRISTINE
  The way it was (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.11

MISHKOFF, HARRIET
  First grade section being added at (QR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1

MISS PIGGY
  Celebrity, Miss Piggy, comes to SCS (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.1

MISSIG, RICHARD
  Turtledoves...and a tree (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.11

MISSILES
  SEE US-DEFENSE

MISSING CHILDREN
  SEE MISSING PERSONS

MISSING PERSONS
  SCS couple C R, C Romer missing since April 8, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
  Missing couple C R, C Romer: No clues, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
  New leads (in Romer case), May 15, 1980, p.1
  Mystery (of missing Romers) unsolved, Jul 10, 1980, p.1
  Absentee persons: C R and C B Romer, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
  AFS student J Uronen disappears (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1
  No developments, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
MISSING PERSONS continued
Search for AFS student J Uronen stalled, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
Still no leads, Mar 5, 1981, p.1
Resident S Coleman spurred by statistics on missing children, May 19, 1983, p.6

MITCHELL, BONNIE
Making a list (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.8
Stars of 'Kismet' not all on stage (photo; addl photo p 15), Aug 4, 1983, p.1
'Joan of Arts' leads Mondale forces into town (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.1

MITCHELL, BONNIE (AU)
Kindergarten plan—pro and con (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6

MITCHELL, CARLTON
Village Hall interns A Vanecek, B Dolan, C Mitchell find job entails a little of everything (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.2

MITCHELL, CAROLINE
Just one week 'til opening night (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.1

MITCHELL, GREGORY
On Broadway with a dream and half a buck: A Newman (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.6

MITCHELL, MADELEINE (AU)
For tuition tax credits (ltr), Jun 11, 1981, p.6

MITCHELL, MICHAEL
Fire labeled 'suspicious' (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Honoring Nat H (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.3
Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Joan Mondale plans campaign stop here (photo), Aug 4, 1983, p.1
'Joan of Arts' leads Mondale forces into town (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.1

MITCHELL, MICHAEL (AU)
Exciting show promised (ltr), Jul 28, 1983, p.6

MITCHELL, REUBEN
Library beautification team: R Mitchell, E Scott (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.3

MITCHELLE, NAZARENE
R Mitchell man of the hour (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.3

MITCHELLE, REUBEN
R Mitchell man of the hour (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.3

MITOFSKY, WARREN
Speaker W Mitofsky defends TV's role in the election process (list), May 13, 1982, p.5

MITOSKY, WALTER
W Mitofsky promoted at WFS (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.2

MITRAKOS, ALEXIS
Seely students learn skills in handling social problems (photo), May 19, 1983, p.11

MITRAKOS, JEAN
30 families sign up for new Children's Center, Jul 1, 1982, p.10

MITRAKOS, JEAN (AU)
Paper called not interested (ltr), May 3, 1984, p.6

MITRIONE, AL
Council position open, Sep 15, 1983, p.10

MIYAZAKI, TSUNEISHI
Japanese visitors in EMT schools for Superintendent's Day (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.9
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MIZUNO, MUTSUMI
With a little help from its friends (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.2

MOBILIA, CARMINE
Rec director named for park: C Mobilia, Jul 3, 1980, p.13

MOCCIO, JOHN
Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1

MOCHIZUKI, KIKOKO

MOCHIZUKI, KOJI

MOCKLER, DOMINICK
SCS and J Sweeney sail the Atlantic (photo; addl photo p 4), Sep 18, 1980, p.1

MODICA, ALFRED
Resident A Modica named asst professor, Jun 19, 1980, p.6

MOELLER, CINDY
Board debates plea for gym consultant, Dec 1, 1983, p.8
C M Moeller named Coach of the Year (list), Mar 8, 1984, p.10

MOELLER, FRANK
F Moeller dies, Apr 24, 1980, p.18

MOFFATT, MICHAEL
Fears allayed as Post Road home settles in (photo), Nov 10, 1983, p.6

MOFFITT, JOSEPH
SHS teacher J M Moffitt licensed as rug appraiser, May 19, 1983, p.5
Sales executive: J Moffitt (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.19

MOGAN, JAMES
Parents J Mogan, E Howard greet incoming EHS administrators J Larkin, N Taddiken, Dr E Larson (photo, Sep 10, 1981, p.15
Resident J Mogan promoted by Maidenform, Inc, Feb 11, 1982, p.17

MOGAVERO, SAMUEL
First grade section being added at (OR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
S S Mogavero dies, Nov 17, 1983, p.20

MOGAVERO, SANDY
Teachers' gift to the fund (photo), May 10, 1984, p.2

MOGER, HENRY
Houses approved on Boulder Brook Acres, Sep 11, 1980, p.5
Two Boulder Brook Houses approved by Review Board, Nov 27, 1980, p.2

MOHR, MARTIN
Parents' League Dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.9

MOHRMAN, BARBARA
Cami Court, Jan 12, 1984, p.1

MOLAMPY, ALICE
Board of Education elects J Gevertz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1

MOLANDER, MARIAN
Marian Molander to head Hitchcock Church Guild (photo; list), Jun 3, 1982, p.8
United Way elects M Molander new president (photo p 6; list), Mar 31, 1983, p.1
What makes SCS, SCS (ltr), May 26, 1983, p.6
Leadership Dinner set by United Way (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.8
United Way leaders told of need for more daycare funds (list), Sep 29, 1983, p.2
United Way hits 70% of goal, Nov 3, 1983, p.2
New minister Rev R S MacLennan at Hitchcock Church (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.8
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MOLANDER, MARIAN continued
United Way calling (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.3
United Way leaders urge year-end gifts, Dec 22, 1983, p.2

MOLANDER, MARIAN (AU)
Use zeal constructively (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6
Memorah at White House (ltr), Dec 16, 1982, p.6
Real facts of life (ltr), May 12, 1983, p.6
Thanks from United Way (ltr), Jan 5, 1984, p.6

MOLDOFF, JO ELLEN
School Board elects Joel Lesnick president (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1

MOLER, ANTHONY
Winning essayists (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.7

MOLLEY, CAMILLE
Marian Guild luncheon (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.18

MOLIN, ELLA
Hearings held on GBH budget, Nov 20, 1980, p.15
Town budget process computerized, Oct 25, 1984, p.11

MOLIN, ELLA (AU)
With poverty, no true liberty (edit), Apr 22, 1982, p.7
Insolvency faces Social Security (edit), Aug 19, 1982, p.7
Abolish the PAC's (edit), Apr 14, 1983, p.7

MOLISANI, ELIZABETH
Tenure system, new athletic eligibility standard discussed, May 14, 1981, p.21

MOLL, JEAN
J S Moll dies, Feb 25, 1982, p.16

MOLLEN, MILTON
Harris verdict upheld, Dec 31, 1981, p.1

MOLLER, ALLAN
Town Board, Supervisor's seats at stake in election, Oct 29, 1981, p.15
Moundroukas asks $1 million damages (list), Sep 2, 1982, p.11
Town budget still awaited, Nov 18, 1982, p.11
Certiorari--a big word for a difficult tax situation, Oct 6, 1983, p.11
Town sets final hearing on budget, Dec 1, 1983, p.8
Zoning changes on hold, Feb 2, 1984, p.10
Area unites against Moundroukas proposal, May 17, 1984, p.9
Third hearing set on contested (Moundroukas) plan, Jun 28, 1984, p.10
Town use of escrow funds is contested, Jul 12, 1984, p.9

MOLLICA, GINA

MOLLIN, IRIS
Realtor names I Mollin, H Strong associates (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.8

MOLLOY, ANN
Nature Center creature (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.15

MOLLOY, KATHERINE
Mittens collected (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.6
Memorial Day--1981 (photo; list), May 28, 1981, p.1
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MOLLOY, LAURENCE
Three local students (G Gialiardi, L T Molloy, J W Dryer) get service academy nominations, Feb 12, 1981, p.19

MOLOFF, RONALD (DR)
Neighbors oppose Henry Street plan, Sep 13, 1984, p.8
Interim superintendent appointed: Dr J S Carnrite, Oct 11, 1984, p.9

MOLONEY, KEVIN
Damage suit settled, May 19, 1983, p.1

MOLT, DAVID
G. O. Dream up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

MOLT, JON
Students criticize parking policy, Sep 2, 1982, p.1
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
SCS High's Class of '84 advised to keep an open mind, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

MOLT, JON (AU)
Thanks from SHS seniors (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6

MOLT, JONATHAN
Outstanding citizens: D Albert, J Molot (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.5

MOLT, MARCIA
First petitions received (photo; list), Dec 11, 1980, p.2

MOLT, RICK
Seniors plan AFS weekend (photo; list), Oct 16, 1980, p.3

MONAFFO, JANET
Opening exhibit at gallery here (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.3

MONAHAN, BARBARA
Safety--later, Nov 17, 1983, p.1

MONAHAN, IRENE
I Monahan dies, May 7, 1981, p.20

MONAHAN, JOSEPH
J A Monahan dies, Aug 21, 1980, p.10

MONDALE, JOAN
Joan Mondale plans campaign stop here (photo), Aug 4, 1983, p.1
'Joan of Arts' leads Mondale forces into town (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.1

MONDALE, WALTER
Presidential Scholar: C Jaffe (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.11
'Joan of Arts' leads Mondale forces into town (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Spokesmen for presidential hopefuls seek support of SCS Democrats, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
Mondale wins; Hart close in SCS (chart), Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Tip for the Democrats (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6
Young reporters tell how it was in San Francisco (photo), Jul 26, 1984, p.6
The leadership issue (edit), Oct 25, 1984, p.6
Freeze supporters endorsed (ltr), Oct 25, 1984, p.6
He's ready for post-Reagan era (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
Voters here show independence in backing Reagan, Teicher, Burrows, Oppenheimer (chart p 16), Nov 8, 1984, p.1

MONGARELLA, CATHERINE (AU)
Concerned about Hyatt safety (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4

MONGARELLA, JOSEPH
School Board lists legislative positions (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1

MONGARDI, NICHOLAS
On perinatal services (ltr), Dec 25, 1980, p.4
MONK, ELLEN
Parents divided over proposal for kindergarten, Mar 29, 1984, p.1

MONOTYPE ARTS
SEE ART-EXHIBITS

MONTAGUE, ANGELA
Appeal from STEP (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6
SCS STEP is the last of its kind (edit), Apr 12, 1984, p.7
Good friends, good food, good times (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.2

MONTAGUE, ANGELA (AU)
Here--less racism, more races (edit), Oct 27, 1983, p.7

MONTENEFORTE, MARGARET
SNB promotes M Monteforte, L B Sterman (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.2

MONTHELIONE, JEROME
C Snisky killed by car on Central Ave (photo p 11), Mar 15, 1984, p.1

MONTHELIONE, JERRY
Parents’ League Dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.9
Council votes against medical building plan, Oct 4, 1984, p.11

MONTGOMERY, ELIZABETH
E Montgomer dies, Jun 9, 1983, p.14

MONTGOMERY, SLEN
G Montgomery dies, Mar 5, 1981, p.23

MONTI, RINO
Local resident R M Monti elected Civil Engineer of Year, Jun 24, 1982, p.11

MONTILLET, ADRIENNE
Creative playtime (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.7

MONUMENTS
SEE MEMORIALS

MOONEY, JOHN
New type of study hall? (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.2
Corsage for the coach’s wife L Zayac (photo; list), Dec 8, 1983, p.17

MOONEY, MICHAEL (AU)
Soccer equipment called unsafe (ltr), Nov 29, 1984, p.6

MOONEY, NINA
Soing up for bids at IHM (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.5

MOONIE, CLYDE
Resident C W Moonie named director of Standards Advisory Council, Nov 24, 1983, p.4

MOONIE, LIANA
‘Still waters’ by R Friedel on exhibit, wins prize, Jan 24, 1980, p.7
L Liana wins art award, May 22, 1980, p.11
Art judge: L Moonie (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.8
Exhibit in Soho (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.4
SCS Art Assn awards prizes (photo; list), Nov 19, 1981, p.4
Local artist L Moonie’s show opens, Feb 17, 1983, p.10
L Liana Moonie wins award in watercolor competition, Nov 24, 1983, p.12
Resident L Moonie’s painting wins award, Dec 13, 1984, p.11

MOORE, CHARLES
Board hears plea for support of interscholastic athletics, Mar 12, 1981, p.21

MOORE, HAROLD
Veteran shifts his campaign direction, May 5, 1983, p.15

MOORE, JIM
Say it without words (photo), May 14, 1981, p.23
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MOORE, PAUL JR (REV)
Celebration Tuesday for Bill of Rights (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.6

MOORE, THOMAS

MORABITO, MICHAEL
Police arrest man for stealing copper pipe, Oct 9, 1980, p.1

MORAL EDUCATION
Challenge young people to commitment (edit), Dec 27, 1984, p.7

MORAL MAJORITY
Build a coalition of decency (edit), Jan 21, 1982, p.7

MORAN, OWEN
Mother's Day contest winners announced (photo; list), May 14, 1981, p.3
Honor for Inquirer (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.4

MORCK, HARRY
Hochberg chairman of Holtzroan campaign, Oct 23, 1980, p.9

MORETTI, DANIEL
Two SHS alumni, P Sloan, D Moretti, write law books, Dec 8, 1983, p.16
SCS teacher J J Sloan to publish 2 works, May 24, 1984, p.18

MORETTI, FRANK
F P Moretti dies, Jul 26, 1984, p.14

MORETTI, TRUDY (AU)
In 98 countries torture does exist (edit), Aug 2, 1984, p.7

MORGADO, ROBERT (AU)
Carey aide replies (reply to G Jensen ltr), Sep 25, 1980, p.5

MORGAN, BARBARA
Barbara Morgan: a creative force that never stops (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.21
SBH to mark Barbara Morgan Day (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.9

MORGAN, EDWARD
Board delays vote on bike penalties, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Small turnout for railroad hearing (list), Jun 2, 1983, p.1

MORGAN, EDWARD (AU)
Writers want Junior High tennis courts restored (ltr), Jul 7, 1983, p.6

MORGAN, MARGARET
175 hold going away party for Congregational's G Garrison (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.7
Edgewood lunch tables expected in soon (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.1

MORGAN, OWEN PATRICK
Local students appointed to US service academies, Jun 14, 1984, p.16

MORGAN, WALLER

MORGERA, ANDREW
Foil and tin cans for lunch (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.15

MORGULAS, CAROL
Local women C Morgulas, F Alexander, E Colton honored, Jul 7, 1983, p.8

MORIARTY, JANE
STA does more than bargain, PT Council panelists report, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Quaker Ridge Staff Recognition day (photo; list), May 29, 1980, p.14
After-school day care slated to start here in September (list), Jun 17, 1982, p.1

MORIARTY, SUSAN
New counselor, S Moriarty, hired at EHS, Feb 4, 1982, p.11
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MORIARTY, SUSAN continued
Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16
School board sets ambitious program, Nov 11, 1982, p.12
School programs examined in open board discussions on Tuesday, Dec 16, 1982, p.15

MORISON, GAY
Getting Wayside on landmark list took persistence (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.6

MORITZ, MARGARET
United Way supporters urged 'to work harder than ever' (photo; list), Oct 7, 1982, p.5

MORMONS AND MORMONISM
Mormon Expo gives lessons in survival (photo; list), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
Mormons share techniques of home food preserving (Part II) (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.8

MOROFF, LIBBY
Democrats pick dinner chairman L Moroff, W B Finneran, Mar 5, 1981, p.8

MOROSCO, B ANTHONY
Hearing begins in cocaine case, Aug 19, 1982, p.3
Cocaine case sent to grand jury, Sep 16, 1982, p.5

MOROSINI, CHARLES (DR)
Doctors ready to fight plan that would close St Agnes (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.1

MORRIS
Romantic remembrance (ltr), Jan 14, 1982, p.6

MORRIS, BEN
MTA asks for more money; riders demand more service, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
More gripes than solutions at meetings on rail service, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Rail commuter organization demands legislators' help, Apr 2, 1981, p.1

MORRIS, DOUG (AU)
'Have-nots' want what Have achieved (edit), Oct 8, 1981, p.7
Who goes to a military academy? (edit), Feb 25, 1982, p.7
'Cum grano salis' (edit), May 13, 1982, p.7
Forty-three years and one week ago (edit), Dec 13, 1984, p.7

MORRIS, HERMAN
H C Morris dies, Nov 8, 1984, p.22

MORRIS, MARIANNE
New cookbook published, Apr 29, 1982, p.13
Unmasking the spirit of friendship (photo; list), Nov 4, 1982, p.6

MORRIS, VINCENT
V E Morris dies, Apr 1, 1982, p.10

MORRISON, CHARLES
Letter carrier of the year: P Tiso (photo), Jun 28, 1984, p.3

MORRISON, DELORES
Toddlers' storytime (photo), May 22, 1980, p.3

MORRISON, DELORES JIJI-
SEE JIJI-MORRISON, DELORES

MORRISON, GEORGE
Professor G Morrison honored, Jun 4, 1981, p.10
SCS hosts conference on computer use in libraries, Dec 9, 1982, p.32

MORRISON, PAUL
Local man P Morrison joins faculty at Mercy, Nov 15, 1984, p.14

MORRISON, SAMUEL
Postmaster named: S D Morrison (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.1
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MORRISON, SAMUEL continued
Postal art, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
He misses 5 o'clock pickup (ltr), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
Selective service to use post office, Jun 5, 1980, p.2
Dedication of Zorro bench, Jun 26, 1980, p.7
Registration (for draft), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Letter carrier S Iaropoli commended (photo), May 14, 1981, p.5
Selective service to use post office, Jun 5, 1980, p.2
Postal ruling, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
W Huntley honored by SCS police, Chamber of Commerce (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.3
Setback, Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Postal ruling, Jul 23, 1981, p.1

MORRISON, VICTOR
Trying out the new weights (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.22
Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.26
Sprucing up (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.15

MORRISSEY, ANNE
Unmasking the spirit of friendship (photo; list), Nov 4, 1982, p.6

MORROW, GEORGE
Potential GOP candidates blast man they hope to beat (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.1
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Cuomo, Moynihan, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1

MORSCHAUSER, JOANNE
J Morschauser dies, Nov 27, 1980, p.10

MORSE, MOLLY
Bizarre Bazaar (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.11

MORSE, RANDI
Safety Awareness Day (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.3

MORTGAGES
Westchester Federal has second mortgage loans, Dec 18, 1980, p.16
Fixed rate mortgages gone forever (edit), Oct 28, 1982, p.7
Who's for an ARM, a SAM or a SEDM? (edit), Apr 28, 1983, p.7

MORTICIANS
SEE UNDERTAKERS AND UNDERTAKING

MORTIMUCCI, MARYLIN
SCS's lunchtime retreat: Chase Park (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 26, 1982, p.1

MORTOLA, EDWARD (DR)
Pace President Dr E J Mortola named AJC's 'First Citizen', Jun 5, 1980, p.2
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MORZELLO, ANDREW
- New HS president: A L Morzello, Jul 17, 1980, p.12
- MS Society re-elects White Plains educator A L Morzello (list), May 21, 1981, p.10

MOSBECH, IRENE
- Lunch box committee, Feb 28, 1980, p.1

MOSBECH, JESSICA
- Qualified babysitters (photo; list), May 12, 1983, p.14

MOSE, PETER

MOSER, MARVIN (DR)
- In support of exercise (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.7
- Residents G M Garfunkel, Dr M Moser join theater board, Feb 18, 1982, p.3

MOSER, MARVIN (DR-AU)
- Dr Moser replies (to Dr J Scheuer ltr) (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.7

MOSER, MONIKA
- International gathering place (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.13

MOSER, RICK
- Moser now a Dolphin, Dec 11, 1980, p.26

MOSER, STEPHANIE
- International fair at Fox Meadow (photo; list), Apr 16, 1981, p.27

MOSER-PROELL, ANNA MARIE
- Championship display (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.9

MOSES, ELIZABETH (AU)
- A call for consistency (ltr), Jul 28, 1983, p.6

MOSES, HENRY
- H Moses dies, Jan 27, 1983, p.12

MOSES, JOHN (DR)
- Dr J B Moses co-author of 'Presidential Courage' (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.11
- Robert Hackett dies at age 72 (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

MOSES, JOHN (DR-AU)
- Tarnower's accomplishments (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4

MOSES, TRUDY
- Happy birthday, Babar! (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.21
- Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
- Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
- Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1

MOSHER, GEORGE
- SE honors Scarsdalian G F Mosher, Dec 2, 1982, p.23

Moskin, Doris
- Library security system, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
- D B Moskin presents proceeds of book fair to M Greenspan (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.3

MOSKIN, DORIS (AU)
- Thanks to fair contributions (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
- Buckley's generosity (ltr), May 7, 1981, p.6

Moskowitz, Carol
- Tennis court suit, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
- Split vote on five amendments to Non-Partisan Resolution, May 21, 1981, p.6
- Decision raises doubts about legality of private tennis courts, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
- New associate: C L Moskowitz (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.4
- Revised noise law passed, May 26, 1983, p.1
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MOSKOWITZ, HAROLD
  Tennis court feud continues, Aug 14, 1980, p.1
  Tennis court suit, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
  Noise law arouses strong feelings, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
  Decision raises doubts about legality of private tennis courts, Feb 3, 1983, p.1

MOSKOWITZ, HARVEY
  Accounting firm re-elects resident H D Moskowitz, Jan 14, 1982, p.3
  H D Moskowitz chairs group, Nov 18, 1982, p.11

MOSKOWITZ, PHILIP
  New SNAP leadership (photo), May 20, 1982, p.4

MOSS, ANDY
  Expert advice for freshmen on what lies ahead (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.6

MOSS, BRIAN
  The boys of summer (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.2

MOSS, LEONARD (DR)
  Bowl Dinner a musical, literary, psychological affair (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.1

MOSS, RONALD
  Illegal flyer, Mar 3, 1983, p.1

MOSS, RUTH
  White Plains Symphony welcomes guest conductors K Schermann, P Dunkel, B Ferden, J Covelli (photo, Sep 24, 1981, p.4
  Conductor E Groner's dream coming true (photo; list), Sep 22, 1983, p.1

MOSS, RUTH (AU)
  She never heard of committee (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6

MOSS, SAMUEL
  Time job to Scarsdalian S J Moss, Jan 17, 1980, p.5

MOSSNER, CAROLINE
  Neighbors' last toast (photo), Jul 9, 1983, p.5

MOST, BERNARD
  Local author B Most visits (photo; list), Dec 16, 1982, p.26
  Task force takes on drug abuse (photo; list), Sep 6, 1984, p.1

MOST, BERNARD (AU)
  Conflict of interest? (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4

MOST, GLENN
  Greenacres celebrates 4th (photo; list), Jul 10, 1980, p.2

MOSTAD, BILL (AU)
  The boys of (Bensonhurst's) summer remember...remember (edit), Aug 20, 1981, p.7

MOSTAD, THEODORE
  Cyclist K Matsuo injured by automobile (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.1

MOSTAD, WILLIAM
  Senior VP: W Mostad (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.6

MOTHERS
  Guess who's coming to dinner (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
  Football Mother replies (ltr), Nov 10, 1982, p.6
  Evening of closeness (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6

MOTHERS' DAY
  Inquirer announces winners in Mother's Day giveaway (photo; list), May 15, 1980, p.3
  Mother's Day contest winners announced (photo; list), May 14, 1981, p.3
  Special Mothers' Day (photo), May 13, 1982, p.1
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MOTHERS' DAY continued
Scores win prizes in Inquirer Giveaway (list), May 13, 1982, p.2

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
Kater to be president of CINE (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.15
Local man D Lane's films awarded top honors, Feb 2, 1984, p.5
Casting call notice attracts hundreds of would-be actors, Feb 23, 1984, p.1
Former resident D S Harden is Columbia VP, Aug 9, 1984, p.13
Lane says he's 'a cowpuncher' with a camera (photo), Aug 29, 1984, p.6

MOTION PICTURES
SVAC's Oscar (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.2
TV movie tells story of former resident H Krentz, Mar 6, 1980, p.2
Film flap; 'Foe of censorship', Apr 24, 1980, p.1
All that fuss (edit), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
Wants school to censor (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.4
Student praises G0 film showing (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.4
Correction: Admission free for 'All That Jazz', May 1, 1980, p.16
Against 'seedy pictures' (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
Film on handicapped provokes discussion, Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Former resident S M Horowitz director of firm now showing in NYC (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.2
'Most talented' EHS grad M E Tuchman has animated cartoon on cable TV (illus), Jul 15, 1982, p.9
Oscar winner has home on SCS Ave, Jul 22, 1982, p.6
Movie star: T Daikos (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.3
Screen spy thriller: born on kitchen table (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.6
Made in Hollywood (ltr), Oct 14, 1982, p.6
Screenwriter from SCS D Grossman making his mark in Hollywood (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.11
I'll spring for the heilock (edit), Sep 22, 1983, p.7
SHS alumna J Ochs has film in New York Festival (photo), Sep 29, 1983, p.12
The rewards of being independent (edit), Nov 17, 1983, p.7
SCS's Olson sisters on screen in 'Footloose', Mar 22, 1984, p.20
Nightmare time (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
Typically American, Aug 16, 1984, p.1
What effect on the young? (ltr), Aug 23, 1984, p.6
New film marks step forward for local writer-director-producer M Buntzman (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.13
Dream-makers Show offers upbeat message (list), Dec 20, 1984, p.24

MOTION PICTURES INDUSTRY
College honors local filmmaker D Lane, May 12, 1983, p.8

MOTION PICTURES-ADVERTISEMENTS
Concerned by R-rated ads (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4

MOTIVATION (PSYCHOLOGY)
Why people resist reaching their goals (edit), Oct 14, 1982, p.7

MOTKO, RICHARD
Sixth graders learn about law from police youth officers (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.17
Suspected burglars nabbed, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Comedations (for six police officers), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Service rewarded: P Toland promoted to sergeant (photo), May 5, 1983, p.5
Officer of the Year: R Motko (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.5
Jeweler G Holsten runs down man charged with stealing from his store, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
Burglary suspects nabbed, Nov 10, 1983, p.1
Important messages (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOTTUS, MARJORIE</td>
<td>Senior leadership (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 25, 1981</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOULDovan, ANDY</td>
<td>Colonial Thanksgiving (photo; addl photo p 14)</td>
<td>Nov 25, 1982</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTAIN CLIMBING</td>
<td>Ex-resident D Israel becoming queen of the mountains</td>
<td>Sep 2, 1982</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOURIKIS, ADDIE</td>
<td>It's a bridge between people (photo)</td>
<td>Aug 19, 1982</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUSSOURIS, FRANCES</td>
<td>Eight picked for Harris jury</td>
<td>Nov 13, 1980</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVING</td>
<td>SEE MOVING, HOUSEHOLD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVING, HOUSEHOLD</td>
<td>Corporate Wives—a fulltime job (edit)</td>
<td>Jul 30, 1981</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVING PICTURE INDUSTRY</td>
<td>SEE MOVING PICTURE INDUSTRY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVING PICTURES</td>
<td>SEE MOVING PICTURES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVING, HOUSEHOLD</td>
<td>Moving but not leaving home (edit)</td>
<td>Nov 12, 1981</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MOVING, HOUSEHOLD continued
On moving to SCS (edit), Feb 18, 1982, p.7

MOYLE, BILL
Selection (of J Moyle) applauded (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6

MOYLE, JOHN JR (DR)
Board hears plea for support of interscholastic athletics, Mar 12, 1981, p.21
Parents urge board to support interscholastic athletics, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
Operation Bookshelf on the move (photo), Aug 4, 1983, p.5
John Moyle named to (EMT) School Board, Aug 18, 1983, p.9
Selection (of J Moyle) applauded (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
Warm welcome (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.11
Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11
Board gets tough on snow removal, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
Board winds down for study of all-day kindergarten plan, Nov 3, 1983, p.11
Board prepares to fight state plan, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
Board debates plea for gym consultant, Dec 1, 1983, p.8
Board resumes 'classic' argument, Jan 5, 1984, p.9
Minimum criteria for gifted/talented set, Jan 12, 1984, p.11
Selection criteria for 'gifted' set, Feb 9, 1984, p.11
School Board looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p.10
Five proposed as candidates for School Board (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.11
Board unfazed by a dark, stormy night, Mar 15, 1984, p.10
Board okayed $10.9 million budget with 9.1% tax increase, Apr 5, 1984, p.10
Mrs Davis, Hauer will run for (EMT School) board, Apr 5, 1984, p.11
New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11
Petition signatures arouse controversy on EMT School Board, Apr 26, 1984, p.11
Board of Ed enters Moundroukas battle, May 10, 1984, p.13
EMT celebrates selection as one of nation's top schools (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.13

MOYLE, POLLY
Recognized for ten years of service to schools; M Aberle, D Heckerling (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.14
Scouting honors awarded EMT's Cadet Troop 479 (photo), May 29, 1980, p.13
A treat for the teachers (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.11
Memorial marching orders (photo; list), May 28, 1981, p.16
Weiner named committee head, Oct 6, 1983, p.10
Board says 'no' to Children's Center, Nov 17, 1983, p.8

MOYLE, ROBIN
Scouts J Headley, R Moyle explore Little Big Horns, Sep 23, 1982, p.14
Sophomore R Moyle to attend forum, Apr 14, 1983, p.12

MOYNIHAN, DANIEL PATRICK
Lehraan edges Curran in primary here, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p.20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Cuomo; Moynihan, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1

MOYNIHAN, DANIEL PATRICK (AU)
Moynihan sees hope for Conrail (reply to G Jensen ltr), Dec 25, 1980, p.3

MR SID
School clothes offer a range of new styles (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.6

MTA
SEE METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

MUCCIO, MICHAEL
Surgeon Dr R B Rosen suspect in murder attempt, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
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MUDD, ROGER
Young reporters tell how it was in San Francisco (photo), Jul 26, 1984, p.6

MUDD, SIDNEY
Bank vice chairman: S P Mudd, Apr 5, 1984, p.9

MUEHLBAUER, MATT
Sunday's the day for caroling (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.1

MUELLER, CARL (DR)
SCS Neighbors disband at 25th anniversary luncheon, Jun 9, 1983, p.5

MUELLER-MAERKI, FORTUNAT
Math and writing programs described (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.15
Students rapt as East-West trade kudos and barbs (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.6

MUELLER-MAERKI, FORTUNAT (AU)
Let's stick this out (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6

MUELLER-MAERKI, RUTH
Ready for the raffle (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.2

MUELLER-MAERKI, RUTH (AU)
Appalled by commercialism (ltr), Jan 6, 1983, p.6

MUENZINGER, JOHN
Citizens ask: Is our water tested enough? (photo), Aug 30, 1984, p.6

MUERLING, SUSAN
Young scientists at work (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.16

MUHLIN, GREGORY (DR)
Three residents (A J Rudick, R D Arenstein, G L Muhlins) named outstanding, Sep 10, 1981, p.3
Camelot on Carman Road (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Survey to probe attitudes, hopes for future of SCS, Feb 10, 1983, p.3
Futures focus on Carman Road (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Futures survey findings out (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Futures report, Sep 15, 1983, p.1

Futures survey findings out (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Open forum on Futures survey, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Town Club concludes more fields needed, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Scarsdalians don't always see selves as others see them, Nov 17, 1983, p.5
Chairman of SCS Futures looks toward fourth phase, Dec 22, 1983, p.5
Futures program still 'on-going' (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6

MUHLIN, GREGORY (DR-AU)
On community reaction (ltr), Apr 22, 1982, p.6

MUHLIN, JESSICA
Camelot on Carman Road (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1

MUHLIN, KAREN
Camelot on Carman Road (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1

MUHR, FARHAN
G. O. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

MUHR, JOHN
John Muir vs James Watt (edit), Jan 5, 1984, p.7

MULGREW, KAY
As millions cheer, soap stars serve up slices of life (photo), May 22, 1980, p.4

MULHOLLAND, ROSEMARY
First born: R Duong (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.12

MULLEN, DIANE
Fair weather for graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.11
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MULLEN, BERRY
    Getting out the vote in SCS (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.6
    LWV studies issues (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.20

MULLEN, IRENE
    I M Mullen dies, Sep 4, 1980, p.12

MULLER, ROBERT
    Sunday is UN Day (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.1

MULLER, ROBERTO
    J Arias comes to town (photo), May 10, 1984, p.4

MULLER-PAINSNER, VERA (AU)
    Living 'in step' (ltr), Mar 24, 1983, p.6

MULLIGAN, HELEN
    M M Mulligan dies, Jun 16, 1983, p.16

MULLIGAN, MARY
    M Mulligan dies, Apr 22, 1982, p.14

MULLIGAN, WILLIAM
    Ex-judge W Mulligan to advise Trustees, May 6, 1982, p.1
    Village to decide response on home, May 13, 1982, p.1

MULLIN, DOROTHY
    Little girl, T Libardi, with a big heart (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.2

MULTI-FAMILY HOUSING
    SEE APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
    No cure yet - only hope (edit), Jul 26, 1984, p.7

MULVEY, ANN
    School budget vote put off because of contract talks, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
    Care Day at Edgewood, Jun 5, 1980, p.17
    School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1

MUMPER, (MRS JOHN)
    SCS DAR honors members (list), Dec 25, 1980, p.6
    How American freedom came to ring (edit), Jul 7, 1983, p.7

MUNICH, RICHARD (DR)
    Director named: Dr R L Munich, May 27, 1982, p.12

MUNRO, J RICHARD
    Loeb appointed to new post at Time (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.4

MUNSON, BILL
    Tribute to Korean-American friendship (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.3

MUNSON, CHARLES
    Underhill Road fire forces Munson family move, Apr 2, 1981, p.17

MUNSON, MARK
    Swim team, Feb 14, 1980, p.1

MUNSON, WILLIS
    Cooperative effort (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.1

MUNZER, DAVID
    SCS National lists promotions of F F Leslie, M Rosenburgh, W Irick, D Munzer (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.2
    SNB promotes D Munzer, J J Fitzgerald (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.2
    SNB appoints T C Kavanaugh, D H Munzer, S V Petrie, M Rosenburgh new vice presidents (photo), Feb 18, 1982, p.2

MUOIO, ALFRED
    A Muoio, A M Spartos promoted at WFS, Apr 2, 1981, p.8
    Five thousandth policy purchaser (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.20
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MURDER

SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

MURDER TRIALS

- Tarnower murder trial on, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
- Jean Harris trial: hearings continue, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
- Harris' statements ruled admissible, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
- Eight picked for Harris jury, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
- Harris trial starts Friday (list), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
- Prosecutor seeks to prove Harris intended to kill, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
- Victim's housekeeper, S Van Der Vreken, on stand, Dec 4, 1980, p.1
- Writers S Alexander, D Trilling play featured roles at Harris trial (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
- Dramatic moment at trial, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
- Questions posed in Harris trial (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1
- Defense takes over in Harris trial, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
- Court recessed in Jean Harris trial, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
- Beyond debate (edit), Jan 1, 1981, p.4
- Harris jurors see letters written by defendant, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
- Defense presents will in evidence at Harris trial, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
- Harris defense seeks to prove struggle, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
- Defense calls Harris to stand (illlus), Jan 29, 1981, p.1
- Bolon charges intent to kill (illus p 10), Feb 5, 1981, p.1
- Lawyers clash over medical evidence, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
- Jury still out in Jean Harris murder trial (photo; addl photo p 16), Feb 19, 1981, p.1
- Citizen-heroes (edit), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
- Jean Harris found guilty of murder (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.1
- Jean Harris gets 15 years (photo p 8), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
- DA replying to Harris appeal next week (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
- Vergari brief rebuts Aurnou, Oct 8, 1981, p.1
- Harris verdict upheld, Dec 31, 1981, p.1
- No retrial for Mrs Harris, Sep 1, 1983, p.1

MURDICH, JACK

- Jack Murdich's on the air now, Jan 21, 1982, p.9

MURDICH, JACK (AU)

- Lets get on the stick (ltr), Feb 12, 1981, p.4

MURDOCCA, NICOLA

- Grand opening at Lake Isle, Dec 4, 1980, p.2
- Grand opening (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.21

MURPHY, AUSTIN

- People's Bank now division of East River Savings Bank, Jan 1, 1981, p.6

MURPHY, BETH

- Qualified babysitters (photo; list), May 12, 1983, p.14

MURPHY, BILL

- Has anyone seen a missing totem pole, canvas banner? (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.7
- Stolen totem pole turns up, Jul 3, 1980, p.2

MURPHY, BOB

- Countdown, Apr 24, 1980, p.1

MURPHY, CAMILLE

- C F Murphy, I M Singletary named by DelBello to Task Force of Women, Mar 27, 1980, p.8

MURPHY, CELIA

- C F Murphy dies, Feb 17, 1983, p.14
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MURPHY, DAN (AU)
Attached housing opposed (ltr), Nov 24, 1983, p.6

MURPHY, ESTELLE
E M Murphy dies, Dec 6, 1984, p.26

MURPHY, ESTHER
E Murphy dies, Jun 2, 1983, p.16

MURPHY, EUGENE
Marian Guild luncheon (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.18

MURPHY, J C
The power of faith? Pastor, firefighters replace stones (photo; list), Nov 18, 1982, p.11

MURPHY, JANET
Bike-a-thon thank yous (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
Mittens collect (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.6
Playcare Program opens at Hitchcock (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.25
Historical Society elects officers (photo; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.9
Girl Scouts demonstrate camping skills, Oct 28, 1982, p.2

MURPHY, JANET (AU)
Thanks from the Boy (sic) Scouts (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
Friends of Girl Scouts (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6

MURPHY, J OAN
Local woman J Murphy to coordinate blood drives, Sep 20, 1984, p.12

MURPHY, JOANN
Real estate J M Murphy plans expansion; will take over Tyne Burne (photo), May 29, 1980, p.3
BAR, local realtor argue over awning aesthetics, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Awning, skylights topics at BAR meeting, Jun 25, 1981, p.5
Bank appoints local realtor J Murphy, Jun 10, 1982, p.2
J Murphy president of local realtors (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.36

MURPHY, JOSEPH
Want a smoke? (photo; list), Mar 19, 1981, p.26
August graduate: J M Murphy, Sep 9, 1982, p.5
Iona gives top award to SCS resident J Murphy (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.2
Honorary degree for Scarsdalian J M Murphy, May 26, 1983, p.8
Local man J Murphy gives $1 million to Iona, Jul 21, 1983, p.3
New science center at Iona honors Scarsdalian J M Murphy's parents (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.5

MURPHY, KYLE
Decisions, decisions (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.2

MURPHY, MARK
Stolen totem pole turns up, Jul 3, 1980, p.2

MURPHY, MARY
New science center at Iona honors Scarsdalian J M Murphy's parents (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.5

MURPHY, MARY ANN
Hospice brings comfort to dying, Aug 2, 1984, p.2

MURPHY, MICHAEL
Judge hears creche case, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
New science center at Iona honors Scarsdalian J M Murphy's parents (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.5

MURPHY, MICHELLE
Eastern's gift to Scouts (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.3
Lifting their message to the skies (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.9
Two girls (H Adaas, M H Murphy) share Wright Award (photo), Jun 3, 1982, p.2

MURPHY, SUZANNE
Decisions, decisions (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.2
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MURRAY HILL-MIDDLE HEATHCOTE ASSN

Assn wants courts saved (ltr), Jul 8, 1982, p.6

MURRAY, BROOKE

Christmas through the house (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.12

MURRAY, COURTNEY

Christmas through the house (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.12

Holiday houses at Greenacres (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.5

MURRAY, ELMER

E Murray dies, Dec 23, 1982, p.18

MURRAY, JULIE

First in line for SCS Pool (photo), May 29, 1980, p.7

MURRAY, MAURINE

Dramatizations reveal justice to Village Club (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.6

MURRAY, MAURINE (AU)

Greenacres PTA indignant (ltr), Oct 4, 1984, p.6

MURRAY, PATTY

Greenacres donates to Salvation Army (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.25

MURSTEIN, MARJORIE

Referendum needed for (EHT school) phone system, Jul 7, 1983, p.9

MURSTEIN, MARJORIE (AU)

Sorry, wrong word (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6

MURTHA, FRANK

Great day for the Irish (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.19

MURTHA, LORING

Great day for the Irish (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.19

MUSANO, JARROD

Painting the Chinese way (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.11

MUSEUMS

Museum seeks new director (list), Oct 9, 1980, p.12

Neuberger cited, Dec 25, 1980, p.16

Seely museum program brings new view of art (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.21

Hudson River Museum appoints P Langlykke new director, Apr 2, 1981, p.11

New officers at (Hudson River) museum (list), Apr 2, 1981, p.12

Friends pick A & B Hirschfeld leader, Apr 30, 1981, p.23

Neuberger honors Service Council volunteer workers (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.4

Resident H Fendelman named director of Lower Hudson Conference, Nov 19, 1981, p.3

Behind-the-scenes tour (photo; list), Jun 2, 1983, p.17

Sir T Conran outlines plans for Hudson River Museum benefit (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.9

Hudson Museum elects officers (list), Apr 5, 1984, p.11
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MUSEUMS continued

SCS High aluumus T E Taubes named director of new museum, Apr 19, 1984, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Hudson River Museum (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.18

MUSIC

Silence hath charms, too (edit), Jun 4, 1981, p.7
Who’s for ‘Aural Valium’? (edit), May 19, 1983, p.7

MUSIC FOR WESTCHESTER SYMPHONY

Music for Westchester becomes White Plains Symphony Orchestra, Sep 25, 1980, p.2
SEE ALSO WHITE PLAINS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA (AFTER 1980)

MUSIC SCHOOLS

New orchestra at Hoff-Barthelson Music School (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.31
Hoff-Barthelson Music School introducing new catalog, Aug 28, 1980, p.16
Conservatory classes to start, Aug 28, 1980, p.18
Shumilatche (School of Music) believes music enhances living (list), Aug 28, 1980, p.18
M Kang admitted to Juilliard, Sep 25, 1980, p.6
New faculty named at Hoff-Barthelson, Nov 6, 1980, p.6
Playing with music (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.7
Music School cited; students perform (photo; list), Dec 4, 1980, p.14
Noted performers at Hoff-Barthelson (list) (Highlights of SCS 1980; Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.31
Village charges code violations at Cultural Center (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.1
New music group turns town into summer festival (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.6
Hoff plans 38th season (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.22
School stresses joy of music (list) (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.25
Conservatory appoints C Affelt, A Cozi, B Myers, B Berg, V Della Racca, Oct 1, 1981, p.16
Diversity is catchword at Hoff-Barthelson School (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.19
Music for everyone at conservatory (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.19
Orchestra director selected: B Kaplan (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.16
To the kids at Hoff, Nick’s the MVP (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Nancy Williams joins music school faculty, Nov 25, 1982, p.19
A festival to celebrate (edit), Feb 3, 1983, p.6
Festival Chorus is more than the sum of its parts (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.5
Early introduction to music (list), Apr 28, 1983, p.25
A musical night to remember (photo; list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3
Landmark for Hoff-Barthelson (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.34
Major grants highlight year for conservatory (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.34
Scholarship winner, V Lann, named, Mar 22, 1984, p.20
SCS Natl Bank salutes Hoff-Barthelson Music School in its 40th year (photo), May 17, 1984, p.22
Never dreamed those two girls would make it! (photo), May 24, 1984, p.6
With a little help from its friends (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.2
Hoff-Barthelson expands offerings (Education ’84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.23
Ready for the raffle (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.2
Council grants $30,000 to Hoff-Barthelson, Nov 29, 1984, p.12

MUSIC TEACHERS’ COUNCIL (NEW ROCHELLE)

New name for music group (list), May 14, 1981, p.17
SEE ALSO WESTCHESTER MUSIC GUILD (AFTER 1981)

MUSIC-STUDY AND TEACHING

Organist R N Roth gives classes, Aug 28, 1980, p.19
Philippa Leeds teaches piano, voice (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.21
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MUSIC-STUDY AND TEACHING continued
Festival Jazz at schools (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.16
New music group turns into summer festival (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.6
EHS students J Friedman, D Schon take part in program at Tanglewood (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.15
Piano Key sets classes (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.23
Learning to love piano lessons (illus; edit), Oct 7, 1982, p.7
Music—it rhymes with 'basic' (edit), May 5, 1983, p.7
Alma Shapiro in 20th year teaching piano (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.20

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Love of music parlayed into business (B Lipman) loves (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.4
Heathcote students learn to make music, and instruments, at home (photo; list), Mar 26, 1981, p.25
Resident M Pagliaro displaying old violins, Sep 20, 1984, p.16

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS-EXHIBITS
Partners H Schambach, H Kaston to exhibit rare fiddles at Met (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 19, 1981, p.6

MUSICAL PERFORMANCES
SEE PERFORMING ARTS

MUSICIANS
Fox Meadow musicians participate in NY State School Music Competition (photo; list), May 22, 1980, p.16
Marvelous musicians of Greenacres (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.17
SCS pianist C Feiner cited by Hadassah, Sep 16, 1982, p.11
EHS musicians A Phillips, M Smith nominated, Sep 23, 1982, p.10
Pianist A Chien wins prizes, Sep 23, 1982, p.12
Students L Weinberg, D Broden, S Melnick, L Beilin, M Bench, W Allegaert chosen for all-state (photo, Nov 25, 1982, p.20
Pianist H Sim plays at Juilliard, Dec 23, 1982, p.10
EHS musicians honored here, ready for road (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.11

MUSKIN, NANCY (AU)
Forum on rail service 'depressing' (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4

MUSORAFITE, ANN
Bread table tended by A Musorafite, M Russo a highlight of IHM People Festival (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.7

MUSTIN, RACHEL HARE- (DR)
SEE HARE-MUSTIN, RACHEL (DR)

MUTO, JOE
Merchants pause to relax, assess after hectic village-wide sale (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.1

MUTTERPERL, JOHN
Board of Education approves ski team, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

MUTTERPERL, NANCY
Welcome parents (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.17

MYCOBACTERIUM INTRACELLULARAE
13-year old J Parnes battles back from rare illness (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.1
Parnes Fund begun at Albert Einstein, Oct 2, 1980, p.1

MYERS, BEVERLY
Conservatory appoints C Affelt, A Cuzzi, B Myers, B Berg, V Della Racca, Oct 1, 1981, p.16

MYERS, CLARENCE
C J Myers dies, Sep 9, 1982, p.10

MYERS, HAROLD
SCS to get Auto Club Award, Sep 17, 1981, p.3

MYERS, MIRIAM
On Italian in school (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4

MYERS, NAT
Library (Board) appointees: H Horan, N Myers, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
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MYERS, NORMA
Adult School on TV (photo; list), Apr 30, 1981, p.23
Cookware store to host Norma Myers School (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.21
For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Cooking classes to have a French flavor after teacher N Myers' ballooning adventure (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.8
Family fare is family affair at Thanksgiving (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 17, 1983, p.6

MYERS, SARAH
Students here seek end to drunk driving, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Students preparing to offer safe rides home (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.1

MYERSON, BESS
Senate hopefuls J Lindsay, E Holtzman speak (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.1
Senate races top primary ballot, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
SCS's favorites were Holtzman, Javits, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
In EHT, Javits wins, Sep 11, 1980, p.15

NAACP
Redistricting plan passed over Democratic protests, May 26, 1983, p.1
Local Democrats back Hochberg; (new district leaders named (list)), Jun 9, 1983, p.1

NACHUMI, ANNETTE
Local artist A Nachumi has exhibit at Bridge Gallery, Jun 30, 1983, p.10
Now on display (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.8

NACHUMI, BEN
Tulip time at SCS High School (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.14

NADC
SEE NATIONAL ANTI-DRUG COALITION

NADEAU, NORMAN
College: where will the money come from?, Nov 5, 1981, p.6

NADEL, EDWIN
Elected: E Nadel (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.2
Insurance assn honors resident E Nadel, Dec 16, 1982, p.10
Insurance man E Nadel heads assn, Jun 28, 1984, p.8

NADELHAN, DANIEL
D Nadeliann finalist in NY Times contest, Jun 5, 1980, p.17
Members of China's world champion table tennis team play SHS players D Nadelmann, S Danziger (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.20
High school student D Nadelmann wins NY Times essay contest, Jun 18, 1981, p.19

NADELMANN, LUDWIG (RABBI)
Rabbis A S Turetsky, L Nadelmann honored (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.14
Rabbi Nadelmann participates in colloquium, Nov 29, 1984, p.24

NADELMANN, PAUL (DR)
Local seniors J Rosensweig and G Wu honored by Bank of NY, May 31, 1984, p.14

NAKASHIMA, NORIKO
Institute teaches language, culture (photo) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.23

NAGLE, JOHN
Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1

NAGLE, MARY JANE
M J Nagle, L Setachutkul join realty agency (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.4

NAHAY, PATRICIA
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NAIDU, SRIRAMALU
   Cherry Lane house leased; owner gets restraining order, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
   State negotiating for lease on 10 Cherry Lane, Jul 29, 1982, p.9

NAKAGAWA, MICHIKO
   Landscapes by M Nakagawa in library show (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.11
   Japanese artist M Nakagawa shows paintings at Town Hall, Apr 7, 1983, p.11

NAKAYASU, SAWAKO
   Too hot? (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.5

NAME, JOHN VAN
   SEE VAN NAME, JOHN

NAMIN, MARION
   Games and prizes highlighted annual Cub Scout Carnival (photo), Feb 20, 1980, p.15
   SCS Rotary’s turn to learn CPR (photo), May 8, 1980, p.3

NAMIN, PERRY
   Concentration (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.1

NAINA, JOHN
   Rep Gilian hosts Town Hall meeting (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.11
   Council position open, Sep 15, 1983, p.10

NAPIER, CRAIG
   A time for sharing (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.18

NAPOLITANO, EDWARD
   Trustees sued for barring creche display (list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1

NARANJO, MICHAEL
   Sculpture to be dedicated in Irwin Engel’s memory, Oct 4, 1984, p.10
   Sculpture dedicated (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.10

NARDECCHIA, ELIZABETH
   S Fink names E Nardecchia Westchester director, Jul 14, 1983, p.4

NARDECCHIA, ELIZABETH (AU)
   Budget cuts hurt elderly most (edit), Jul 23, 1981, p.7
   Our 'infrastructure' is deteriorating (edit), Mar 18, 1982, p.7
   Nor any drop to drink (edit; cartoon), Apr 14, 1983, p.7
   Fraud, waste - a persistent problem (edit), Feb 16, 1984, p.7
   Megatrends to watch for (edit), Jul 26, 1984, p.7

NARDELLI, JAMES
   Special Achievement awards to SCS postal employees (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.2

NARGI, EMILIO
   Presley look-alike E Nargi opens western wear shop, Jun 18, 1981, p.8

NARINS, DAVID (DR)
   White Plains Hospital names Dr M Feingold and Dr D J Narins section chiefs, Apr 26, 1984, p.2

NARINS, RHODA (DR)
   St Agnes Hospital appoints local doctors M Grossman, R Narins, E Rosemarin, L Sevcik, Apr 28, 1983, p.21
   SCS MD R S Narins is chairman, Dec 1, 1983, p.14
   Local MD R Narins speaks, Dec 13, 1984, p.15

NASHEMBY, CAROLINE
   School district hires 14 new staff members, Sep 6, 1984, p.11
   Interim superintendent appointed: Dr J S Carnrife, Oct 11, 1984, p.9

NASH, DONALD
   Decision due on Margolies bail request, Nov 25, 1982, p.13
   Fines, jail terms for Margolieses, Dec 16, 1982, p.15
   Margolies accused of murder, Jul 21, 1983, p.5
NASTASI, ALDO
No retrial for Mrs Harris, Sep 1, 1983, p.1
Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Hochberg, Reid finish first in SCS vote (chart), Nov 10, 1983, p.1

NATERS-GAMARRA, FLOYD (REV)
Police criticized in arrest of priest, Apr 30, 1981, p.1

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
Local graduate Dr D Branton named to academy, May 14, 1981, p.17

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMIN
SCS astronaut J A Hoffman selected, Sep 22, 1983, p.1
Jeffrey Hoffman preparing to fulfill childhood dream, Oct 6, 1983, p.1

NATIONAL ANTI-DRUG COALITION
Opponents of drug use push politics with anti-pot pitch (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.1
Warning to the community (ltr), Oct 1, 1981, p.6

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSN
Local man A DeGroot to head marketing for NBA (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.3
Resident D Stern elected to run NBA (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.1

NATIONAL BOOK WEEK
National Book Week celebrated at Greenacres (photo), May 1, 1980, p.23

NATIONAL COMMISSION ON EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION
Sobol responds to education critiques, Sep 15, 1983, p.1

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
Amicus briefs, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
Alcoholism called ‘neglected problem’, Nov 22, 1984, p.4

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY
Resident R D Sack is chairman of council on crime (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.11

NATIONAL DANCE INSTITUTE
EMT boys jazz dance at Lincoln Center (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.11

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
Riders fight for Boulder Brook Club, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook takeover dropped, Jan 26, 1984, p.1

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS
Council grants $30,000 to Hoff-Barthelson, Nov 29, 1984, p.12

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES
Correction: SCS Historical Society has applied for, but not yet received, grant, May 13, 1982, p.5
Historical challenge (edit), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
Grant for Historical Society, Dec 8, 1983, p.1

NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM
Flood insurance, May 22, 1980, p.1
Crackdown on bikers? May 29, 1980, p.1

NATIONAL HERITAGE MEMORIAL FUND (GREAT BRITAIN)
British cousins, Sep 4, 1980, p.1

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF AMERICAN PEN WOMEN
Pen Woman honor A Marx (poem), May 1, 1980, p.17
Anne Marx named Pen president, Apr 8, 1982, p.9

NATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK
Square Pegs at the Junior High (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.23
Schools feature reading aloud during National Library Week (photo; list), Apr 12, 1984, p.18

NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS
SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

NATIONAL ORCHESTRAL ASSN
Local attorney D Anderson named to orchestra board (photo), Mar 12, 1981, p.2

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR VICTIMS ASSISTANCE
SEE VICTIMS ASSISTANCE SERVICES OF WESTCHESTER

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSN
Riflery team sighted on a better image (photo; addl photo p 8; list), Mar 11, 1982, p.6

NATIONAL WRITERS UNION
Local wordsmiths B Jacobson, R Reiser unite to forge a mighty sword, too (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.6
Writer-organizer responds (ltr), Dec 20, 1984, p.6

NATKIN, TODD
Local school leaders give support to Meyer (list), Jul 26, 1984, p.1

NATURALIZATION
SCS's newest Americans (photo; list), Sep 13, 1984, p.1

NATURE STUDY
On Nature's trail (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.16
Boredom is the pathway to dying (edit), Jan 5, 1984, p.7

NAUGHTON, COLIN
Labor Day at the pool (photo; list), Sep 4, 1980, p.8

NAUGHTON, GARY
Plea for rent control (ltr), Dec 15, 1983, p.6

NAUGHTON, VIRGINIA
Fox Meadow Tennis Club holds 100th birthday celebration (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.15

NEALE, DAVID
Walking for a freeze (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.5

NEALE, J HENRY JR
Take it (Garrison property), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
Bottle bill, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
First time back: Dr P Kruckenberg (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.3
Local lawyer J H Neale Jr cited for environmentalist work, Mar 11, 1982, p.8
Resident J H Neale Jr appointed to Taconic commission, Jul 1, 1982, p.4
J Henry Neale Jr in Assembly race, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Neale gets pro-choice endorsement, Sep 23, 1982, p.3
Assembly endorsement (ltr), Oct 7, 1982, p.6
Rotary Club meeting matches up G Burrows, J H Neale Jr (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.4
Opponent backs Neale (ltr), Oct 21, 1982, p.6
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Candidates exchange charges, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Endorsements (edit), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
Cuomo, Moynihan, Oettinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
After the flood, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
How much salt?, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Snow plan okayed, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Still no (redistricting) plan, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Bottle bill faces mixed welcome in SCS, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Spokesmen for presidential hopefuls seek support of SCS Democrats, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
Democrats elect H S Landau new party leader (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.1

NEALE, J HENRY JR (AU)
Stores must accept bottles (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
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NEALE, J HENRY SR
First time back: Dr P Kruckenber (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.3

NEALE, LAURA
First time back: Dr P Kruckenber (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.3
At long last winter! (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
There's always a happy ending at Wapetuck (photo; addl photo p 8), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

NEE, SHARON
Christmas concert at IHM (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.14

NEelsen, G (AU)
Malice charged (litr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6

NEGROES
SEE BLACKS

NEHBAUER, ANN
Training center builds sense of self-esteem (Part II) (photo; addl photo p 12), Jul 9, 1981, p.6

NEHRBAUER, STEVEN
Living with dignity on Foxhall Road (Part I) (photo; addl photo p 4), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
Training center builds sense of self-esteem (Part II) (photo; addl photo p 12), Jul 9, 1981, p.6

NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH PROGRAM
SEE CRIME PREVENTION

NEIGHBORS
Neighbor wars (edit), Aug 25, 1983, p.6

NELSON, DORIS
Trustees promise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1

NELSON, KRISTIN
EHS has one more (Regents scholarship) winner: K Nelson, Mar 31, 1983, p.15

NELSON, THELMA
Honor for SCS woman T Nelson, May 3, 1984, p.4

NEMEROFSKY, SHERI
Thirty times sixth (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.10

NELMICH, ALAN
Local man A D Nemlich to head Rotary District 723 (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.8

NELMICH, MAGDA
SCS woman M E Nemlich is Artist of Month, Jun 5, 1980, p.11

NELMICH, NANCY
Thanksgiving spirit at Edgewood (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.21

NEO-NATAL INTENSIVE CARE UNIT-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
DelBello, Legislators argue over opening units at Medical Center, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Focus on health at budget meeting, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
League opposes opening perinatal care facility, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
On perinatal services (litr), Dec 25, 1980, p.4
Med Center: Focus of controversy in a controversial county budget, Dec 17, 1981, p.1

NESCI, ANTONIO
Farewells at board meeting; school changes explained, Jun 10, 1982, p.11

NESt, JOHN
Paper profit, Jan 17, 1980, p.1

NEStOR, LAWRENCE
Eastchester names L S Nestor new vice president, Oct 2, 1980, p.15

NEUBAUER, BARTHOLOMEW
B Neubauer dies, Aug 21, 1980, p.10
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NEUFELD, BARBARA (AU)
- We need to motivate students (edit), Mar 22, 1984, p.7

NEUMANN, JOAN
- Library provides facts on phone, Jan 3, 1980, p.3
- Homework help on phone, Feb 7, 1980, p.2

NEUSTAETTER, CONSTANCE
- New cookbook published, Apr 29, 1982, p.13

NEUSTEIN, DAVID
- School's open—ready or not (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.1

NEW ROCHELLE
- Federal government honors partners in housing effort, Sep 20, 1984, p.18

NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS
- Residents give a garland of new year's hopes for EMT (list), Dec 31, 1981, p.9

NEW YORK CITY BUREAU OF FRANCHISES
- See Bureau of Franchises-New York, NY

NEW YORK CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
- Civil Liberties Union to honor Friendlys (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.2
- Civil liberties award presented to F and R Friendly (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.15
- Schear elected to board of NYCLU (photo), Nov 10, 1983, p.5
- Civil Liberties supporters told retarded still need protection (photo; list), Dec 15, 1983, p.4

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS (NEWSPAPER)

NEW YORK FEDERATION OF REFORM SYNAGOGUES

NEW YORK JUNIOR TENNIS LEAGUE-SCS
- See Tennis

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY
- See Library-New York, NY

NEW YORK ROAD RUNNERS
- Fifteen-K race here Sunday, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
- Race rained out, Apr 14, 1983, p.1

NEW YORK STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL ON THE SIFTED
- See Gifted and Talented Children

NEW YORK STATE ASSEMBLY
- See New York State Legislature

NEW YORK STATE ASSN OF FIRE CHIEFS
- Local Fire Chief R White heads NYS Assn (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.1

NEW YORK STATE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION, ASSESSMENT
- See Taxation-SCS

NEW YORK STATE BOARD OF REGENTS
- Four SCS schools given good marks by SED visitors, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
- External degree (for R Wax), Apr 16, 1981, p.10
- Sheldon Levine leaving SHS (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1
- Sobel responds to education critiques, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
- Board prepares to fight state plan, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
- NY regent J E Meyer to discuss board's controversial plan, Jan 19, 1984, p.11
- Meyer stresses need for reforms (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.11
- EMT schools reply to regents (edit), Feb 2, 1984, p.7
- Staff gives views on Regents Action Plan, Feb 2, 1984, p.10
- High school graduation requirements increased, Jul 12, 1984, p.1
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NEW YORK STATE BOARD OF REGENTS continued
   Writer wants Meyer in Albany (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
   As teacher pool declines, SCS steps up hiring, Nov 8, 1984, p.1

NEW YORK STATE BUDGET
   SEE BUDGET-NEW YORK STATE

NEW YORK STATE COMPTROLLER
   State criticizes court on record keeping, Aug 19, 1982, p.1

NEW YORK STATE CONFERENCE OF MAYORS
   Tooley named to committee, Dec 17, 1981, p.2

NEW YORK STATE COUNCIL ON ECONOMIC EDUCATION
   State council elects B K Katkin (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.10

NEW YORK STATE COUNCIL ON THE ARTS
   Arts Council grants to six organizations (list), Jul 31, 1980, p.7

NEW YORK STATE COURT OF APPEALS
   SEE COURTS-NEW YORK STATE

NEW YORK STATE DEPT OF EDUCATION
   State praises EMT's handicapped program, Apr 17, 1980, p.15
   Parents wary of school's program for handicapped, Apr 24, 1980, p.15
   Four SCS schools given good marks by SED visitors, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
   State funding nature program, Aug 7, 1980, p.8
   State cites SHS, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
   Into the finals, May 12, 1983, p.1
   School guidance program is chosen for state publication, Nov 17, 1983, p.9
   Minorities comprise 18.8% of EMT students: ethnic study, Dec 15, 1983, p.12
   Racial distribution (in SCS school district), Dec 22, 1983, p.1

NEW YORK STATE DEPT OF HEALTH
   DelBello, Legislators argue over opening units at Medical Center, Nov 27, 1980, p.1

NEW YORK STATE DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH-DDSD
   SEE Office of Developmentally Disabled Services

NEW YORK STATE DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
   Environmental tests, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
   Money for roads, May 22, 1980, p.1
   Project on Palmer, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
   'No Left Turn' by Burger King may be removed, Nov 6, 1980, p.15
   State to consult with town on Central Ave, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
   GCC to help with Central Ave plans, Jan 8, 1981, p.11
   Residents blast parkway plans, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
   SCS pressing for 4-lane parkway plan (photo; addl photo p 15), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
   Panel of residents opposes Hutch plan, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
   DOT announces plans for Central Avenue widening, May 7, 1981, p.25
   State's lights issue (edit), May 28, 1981, p.6
   DOT, local groups reach compromise on Central Ave (photo; list), Jul 23, 1981, p.11
   Central Avenue to be topic at Zoning Institute meeting, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
   Future shape of Central Ave appears in plans, Feb 4, 1982, p.11
   Hearing put over, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
   Latest plan for Hutch draws village criticism (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.1
   Franchise hearing, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
   Hearing adjourned, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
   Commuter bus is derailed, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
   Revised proposal for Hutch, May 6, 1982, p.1
NEW YORK STATE DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION continued
Bus service okayed, May 6, 1982, p.1
State hearing on bus application, May 6, 1982, p.1
Meeting on Hutch June 10, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
State accused of 'bad faith' on Hutch, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Important hearings (edit), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
Host at hearing back 4 lanes on Hutch, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Feiner bus service gets permanent state authority, Oct 28, 1982, p.15
Battle over Hutch heating up again (cont p 5), Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Commission wants 6-lane Hutch; opponents prepared to fight, Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Parkway decision hailed in village, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Safer crossing, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Violation charged, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Village wins bus service off Fox Meadow Rd, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
VIP bus chairman responds (ltr), Sep 8, 1983, p.6
Final state plan calls for four-lane Hutch here, Sep 22, 1983, p.1
State work on pipelines will save town dollars, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
Safety--later, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
Route 22 due for repairs, May 31, 1984, p.1
Residents, state tussling again over Hutch plans, Sep 27, 1984, p.1
DOT going through the motions (ltr), Sep 27, 1984, p.6
Weaver St worries, Nov 8, 1984, p.1
Thanks to Audrey Hochberg (ltr), Nov 8, 1984, p.6

NEW YORK STATE DIVISION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
Rights Division investigating school district, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
On state investigation (ltr), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Discrimination?, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
State investigation (edit), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
Law firm hired (by Bd of Ed), Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Racial distribution (in SCS school district), Dec 22, 1983, p.1

NEW YORK STATE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION LAW
SEE CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

NEW YORK STATE FIRE PREVENTION AND BUILDING CODE
Buying time, Dec 29, 1983, p.1

NEW YORK STATE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT
Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1

NEW YORK STATE JOB DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
League backs Amendment #1 (ltr), Oct 29, 1981, p.6

NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATURE
Legislative week (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.11
Board asks state for work for taxes law, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Gordon Burrows named to new post in NYS Assembly, Jan 15, 1981, p.5
Garland testifies, Jun 18, 1981, p.1
Assembly ok's Burrows bill on Con Ed, Jun 18, 1981, p.2
Reapportionment, Dec 10, 1981, p.1
Burrows reports from Albany (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.21
Heritage Plaza, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
State seeks to keep balance between solvency and services (photo) (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.21
Education, trains seen as key issues (photo) (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.22
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NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATURE continued
Selected by LWV: G Binday, J Hersch (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.2
The Albany experience (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.4
NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATURE—WESTCHESTER DELEGATION
The Westchester connection (edit), Apr 5, 1984, p.7
NEW YORK STATE PTA
SEE SCHOOLS—NEW YORK STATE—PTA
NEW YORK STATE PUBLIC SERVICES COMMISSION
County Board asks PSC to order Con Ed a refund, Jul 12, 1984, p.1
NEW YORK STATE REGENTS ACTION PLAN
Beware of uniformity (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
You cannot legislate excellence (edit), Dec 1, 1983, p.7
Regents—don’t freeze curricula! (edit), Dec 8, 1983, p.7
NY regent J E Meyer to discuss board’s controversial plan, Jan 19, 1984, p.11
Meyer stresses need for reforms (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.11
Staff gives views on Regents Action Plan, Feb 2, 1984, p.10
District moves to follow state lead, May 24, 1984, p.11
Board OK’s bringing BOCES pupils home, Jun 14, 1984, p.11
NEW YORK STATE REGENTS SCHOLARSHIPS
SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES—FINANCIAL AID
NEW YORK STATE SENATE
SEE NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATURE
NEW YORK STATE TRAFFIC SAFETY BOARD
Gangemi wins state contest, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
NEW YORK STATE VICTIMS COMPENSATION BOARD
Crime Victims Agency receives grant from state, Sep 3, 1981, p.1
NEW YORK STATE—POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Albany hotline, Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Brodsky seeks legislation to change judge appointment, Oct 6, 1983, p.10
NEW YORK STATE—PUBLIC WORKS
Our ‘infrastructure’ is deteriorating (edit), Mar 18, 1982, p.7
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Resident D Stone elected NYSE vice chairman (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.5
NYSE re-elects local man D Stone (photo), May 28, 1981, p.3
EHS graduate D P Wertheim is NYSE rep, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
NYSE Stock Exchange re-elects Donald Stone (photo), May 27, 1982, p.5
D Stone is key man in bull market of ’82 (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.1
NEW YORK SUPREME COURT (WHITE PLAINS)
SEE COURTS—NEW YORK STATE
NEW YORK TELEPHONE
SEE TELEPHONE SERVICE
NEW YORK TIMES (NEWSPAPER)
Beyond debate (edit), Jan 1, 1981, p.4
Don’t blame the victim (ltr), Jan 8, 1981, p.4
Did you see this last Sunday? (advertisement), Mar 5, 1981, p.20
Illegal flyer, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
SVAC does carry defibrillator (ltr), Nov 24, 1983, p.6
NEW YORK TURF AND LANDSCAPE ASSN
One up (photo), May 1, 1980, p.1
NEW YORK URBAN LEAGUE
Urban League gives award to F Silverman (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.16
NEW YORK, NY
New York cityscapes theme of exhibition (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.4

NEW, RICHARD
Teachers, looking for a break, seek jobs in business world, Apr 23, 1981, p.1
After-school day care slated to start here in September (list), Jun 17, 1982, p.1

NEUCOMBE, DAVID (REV)
Village to decide response on home, May 13, 1982, p.1

NEUCOMBE, MAUDE
SEE SCS-HTS NEUCOMBE CLUB

NEUHOUSE, MRS STANLEY (AU)
Festival gratifying (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.4

NEUHOUSE, EDA
Mock court provides insight into local justice system, Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Just in time for Flag Day (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.8
Lowell Tooley honored by Village Club; reflects on the past; predicts future (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.4
Election campaign hits full stride, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Panel of residents opposes Hutch plan, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Foliage race, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
White Plains Symphony welcomes guest conductors K Scherrnhoorn, P Dunkel, B Ferden, J Covelli (photo, Sep 24, 1981, p.4
Coalition candidates propose village recreation center, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Community meeting looks toward future, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Historical catalogue debuts (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.5
New historical director named: A Cashen, Sep 1, 1983, p.3
Grant for Historical Society, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
SCS responds to Orwell's vision, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
Residents praise Bill Dean as someone who puts people first (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.1
On SCS's heritage (ltr), Aug 16, 1984, p.6
Oldest eatery in town, Charlie Brown's, marks 60th birthday, Oct 18, 1984, p.4
Sunday Rec, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

NEUHOUSE, EDA (AU)
Chairmen give thanks (ltr), Apr 9, 1981, p.6
Heart-felt thanks (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6

NEUHOUSE, MARY
New show by M Newhouse at gallery here, Apr 1, 1982, p.5

NEUHOUSE, STANLEY
Fitter firemen; Morning run, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Running from the start (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Historical Society drive opens (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Abe Simon dies; led Antiques, Dec 15, 1983, p.1

NEUHOUSE, STANLEY (AU)
Letters on village election (ltrs), Mar 12, 1981, p.4

NEWLAND, ERIC
Designer One expands, Mar 24, 1983, p.11

NEWLIN, ALBERT
A C Newlin dead at 70, Sep 8, 1983, p.1

NEWMAN, ANDREW
SCS actor A Newman to tour in 'Barnum' (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.4
NEWMAN, ANDREW continued
On Broadway with a dream and half a buck: A Newman (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.6
Return engagements, Aug 9, 1984, p.1

NEWMAN, ANITA
Village Club panelists speak on pressures of adolescence, Dec 6, 1984, p.5

NEWMAN, ANN
Newly installed leaders of SCS Adult School (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.17

NEWMAN, CANDISS
Flowers for teacher E Tobi (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.5

NEWMAN, DONALD
Environmental issues dominate trustees' meeting, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Decision on cluster plan delayed by legal ruling (illus), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Starrett still in running to develop Freightway, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Library security system, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Polera gets nod on Freightway project, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Village drafting housing plan at Westchester's request, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
Trustees asked to waive zoning, Aug 14, 1980, p.3
Shrinking village?, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Fewer students, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Village claims census error, Sep 18, 1980, p.1
No requests, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Questions raised on asbestos ceilings (ltr), Jan 29, 1981, p.4
Library ceiling pencil-free; water restrictions in effect, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
A brighter look, Feb 19, 1981, p.1
Freightway development plan unveiled (photo), May 14, 1981, p.1
Board calls Polera plan 'unacceptable', Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Village Club members examine Freightway property (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.4
Freightway Committee studies Polera plan (list), Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Cable TV rates likely to rise, Dec 3, 1981, p.1
Forum on Freightway Dec 9 (list), Dec 3, 1981, p.1
Residents ponder possibilities for Freightway, Dec 10, 1981, p.1
Assistant Village Manager named: D Newman (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.1
Rent control law debated, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Adjourned again, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Town Club reception brings rival candidates together (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Marx estate sold for development (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Video game fee, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Cable agreement, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Freightway—quiet but not forgotten, Sep 2, 1982, p.1
Restaurant on Garth Road gets planners' okay, Sep 9, 1982, p.1
Tennis courts, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Neighbors say they will fight against playing fields on Winston property, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Assistant here, J Faella, named to top Tarrytown job, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
On Broadway with a dream and half a buck: A Newman (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.6
Development plans come under fire: 7 fields proposed on Griffen (illus), Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Cable coordinator, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Neighbors blast plan for fields on Winston property, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Local officials get salary hikes, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Tennis court bids, Aug 25, 1983, p.1
NEWMAN, DONALD continued

TV council hopes to tap potential of local access (photo; list), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
Village awards contract to fix Jr High courts (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.1
Village names K Lauth coordinator for cable TV, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Sidewalk repairs, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
No tennis yet, Dec 1, 1983, p.1
Village moves to acquire Boulder Brook site (diagram), Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Reorganization, Dec 29, 1983, p.1
Buying time, Dec 29, 1983, p.1
SCS responds to Orwell's vision, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
Resident, village moving nearer to agreement on home alterations, Feb 16, 1984, p.2
Public hearing set on cable TV rate hike, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
Rough going, Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Neighbors protest removal of 65 trees (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.1
Time to control government (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
Village promises landscaping plan for Supply Field, Aug 16, 1984, p.1
Dish antennae law, Sep 6, 1984, p.1
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Builders break new ground in luxury market (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
Village considering limits on dish antennae, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

NEWMAN, FRANCES

Two art shows (by F B Newman, R Singer) at GBH Library, Dec 11, 1980, p.25

NEWMAN, FREDERIC (DR)

SCS MD's A Berish, R Granzen, M Mescon, F Newman named by St Agnes, Jan 6, 1983, p.4

NEWMAN, HERBERT (DR)

Guidance consultant hired; full-day kindergarten debated, Jan 12, 1984, p.1

NEWMAN, MARJORIE

P A Heidell, M Newman earn degrees from U of Michigan, Sep 4, 1980, p.8

NEWMAN, MARY JANE

New music director, M J Newman, at Hitchcock Church, Mar 1, 1984, p.12

NEWMAN, MAURICE (DR)

Dr M C Newman dies, Dec 18, 1980, p.28

NEWMAR, JULIE

Living Doll (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.13

NEWQUIST, SCOTT

Newquist is elected to new post, Dec 29, 1983, p.9

NEWS MEDIA

SEE COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY

NEWSOME, LYTIE

Finn takes onus on 'Sunshine' evasion (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.11
I want them to remember; Ed Clay creates new offices (photo), May 31, 1984, p.11

NEWSPAPER VENDING MACHINES

Newspaper machine, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Judge backs papers, Nov 27, 1980, p.1

NEWSPAPER VENDORS

Popular newspaper seller E Heitz needs a home (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.1
Eddy has a home, Oct 27, 1983, p.1

NEWSPAPERS

EMT grad J Gottlieb honored, Mar 31, 1983, p.15
NEWSPAPERS continued

EMT student L Lamort is summer columnist for Swedish paper, Jul 19, 1984, p.9
Inquirer owner W H White buys newspaper in Hastings, Nov 22, 1984, p.5
Interest in creche, Nov 29, 1984, p.1

SEE ALSO NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL NEWSPAPERS, EX SCS INQUIRER

NEWSPAPERS-RECYCLING

SEE RECYCLING OF WASTE

NEWTON, RONALD

Westchester school officials see disaster in Cuomo aid cuts, Feb 23, 1984, p.9

NEWTON-JOHN, OLIVIA

Parents, children attend school to watch TV together (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.1

NGUON, TAING

SEE TAING NGUON

NGUYEN MIN HEIN

SEE HEIN, NGUYEN MIN

NGUYEN THI THU-HONG

SEE THU-HONG, NGUYEN THI

NGUYEN VAN BA

SEE BA, NGUYEN VAN

NGO, THI PHAN

St James, Baptists join in sponsoring Vietnamese family, Jul 24, 1980, p.3

NICARAGUA

Nicaragua is not our enemcy (edit; photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.7
Observations on Nicaragua (edit), Feb 23, 1984, p.7
Inside Nicaragua: a visitor’s view (edit), Sep 6, 1984, p.7
Don’t support Sandinistas (ltr), Sep 13, 1984, p.6

NICARAGUA-PERSONAL NARRATIVES

Inside Nicaragua today (edit; illus), Feb 4, 1982, p.7

NICHOLAS, JAMES (DR)

Political year, Nov 20, 1980, p.1

NICHOLAS, PHIL

Return engagements, Aug 9, 1984, p.1

NICHOLS, JOYCE

Joyce N Nichols named new director at library (photo; list), Sep 17, 1981, p.1
Library is one of most popular spots in town (Progress ‘82 Supp), Jan 20, 1982, p.25
New historical atlas completed, May 20, 1982, p.2
Jaffin room, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Happy 208th to Daniel D Tomplins (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.3
Village Club focus on library, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
These sleuths solved 23,925 cases in 1982 (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
Panel probes what’s available, what’s lacking for seniors, Nov 3, 1983, p.3
SCS responds to Orwell’s vision, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
Praise for library program (ltr), Jan 19, 1984, p.6
Reading: What’s what from who’s who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
Speedy Readers, Aug 9, 1984, p.1
Easier access, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

NICHOLS, JOYCE (AU)

See you at the library (edit), Apr 22, 1982, p.7

NICHOLS, NORMAN

N Nichols dies, Oct 9, 1980, p.14
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NICHOLS, NORMAN continued
N Nichols dies, Oct 23, 1980, p.18

NICIU, JAMES
No calm after the storm (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.11

NICKERSON, BARBARA
School Board considering stiffer cutting penalties, Sep 11, 1980, p.15

NICOLAI, FRANCIS
Nicolai recommended, Dec 31, 1981, p.3
County judge named: F A Nicolai, May 6, 1982, p.4
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
County judge F A Nicolai named, Mar 31, 1983, p.21
Primary in SCS for Conservatives only, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Polls moved for Conservative primary, Sep 8, 1983, p.11
Only 31 vote in primary, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Hochberg, Reid finish first in SCS vote (chart), Nov 10, 1983, p.1

NICOLAIS, ROBERT
Police formulate plan to fight burglary wave (Part I), Dec 4, 1980, p.1
SCS home ripe for theft, survey reveals (Part II) (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.4
Dog saves collapsed jogger; protective warnings issued, Feb 5, 1981, p.2
New Town Club leadership (photo p 2; list), May 28, 1981, p.1
Six more burglaries reported despite police efforts, Jun 11, 1981, p.4
Some won't listen (edit), Jul 2, 1981, p.6

NICOLL, SARA
S Nicoll dies, Nov 20, 1980, p.18

NIELSON, HAROLD
Job action at IHM; strike looms (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1
One-day strike at IHM (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.1
IHM enrollment up (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.16
Back to School at IHM, Sep 9, 1982, p.12

NI6HTCLUBS
SEE RESTAURANTS, BARS, ETC
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

NILES, CHARLES
C W Niles dies, Jan 17, 1980, p.13

NILES, KATHERINE
New director, K F Niles, for Council for Arts, Aug 14, 1980, p.5
Arts Council raises $115,000, Oct 9, 1980, p.6
Arts fund reaches $500,000 (list), Aug 19, 1982, p.2

NILES, NATALIE
N S Niles dies, Jul 30, 1981, p.11

NIMMONS, VIRGINIA
V Nimmons dies, Feb 7, 1980, p.12

NIMPHIUS, AUGUST
Attacks on budget continue at hearing, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
No new vote on waste district, Sep 9, 1982, p.1

NINOMIYA, CHIZUKO
Discovering Christmas (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.8

NIRENBERG, JESSE (DR-AU)
Why people resist reaching their goals (edit), Oct 14, 1982, p.7
Our enemy may be us (edit), Nov 18, 1982, p.7

NISSET, JAMIE
Christmas concert at IIM (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.14

NISHIYAMA, TOMOKO
Fair at 'Fox Meadowshire' (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.16

NISSENG, ALFRED (DR)
SCS scientist A H Nissan awarded medal (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.5
Chemical Engineers honor Scarsdalian Dr A H Nissan, May 6, 1982, p.18

NISSEN, SYLVIA
Growing emphasis in schools on ESL courses (photo; addl photo p 14; list), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Local teacher S Nissen edits directory (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.4

NITOWSKY, HAROLD (DR)
Area women in a challenging new profession (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.6

NITZBERG, IRVING
Woman, E J Lewis, fined in dog bite case, Jan 24, 1980, p.1

NIXON, LORRAINE
Kids' paper blends moxie with savvy (photo; addl photo p 5), Oct 2, 1980, p.4

NIXON, MARNI
Resident S D Greene ready to raise curtain at new theater (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.6

NIXON, RICHARD
Pardoned...but unpardonable (edit), Jul 8, 1982, p.7

NOISE ABATEMENT REGULATIONS
SEE NOISE-LAWS AND LEGISLATION

NOISE POLLUTION
Silence hath charms, too (edit), Jun 4, 1981, p.7
Fence in radio users (ltr), Jul 29, 1982, p.6
Residents object to A&P noise, Jan 13, 1983, p.11
Cure for noise problem (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
Noise is number one pollution (ltr), Jul 26, 1984, p.6
Village considering limits on dish antennae, Dec 6, 1984, p.1
Board seeks input on dish antennae but receives none, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

NOISE-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Questions BAR decision (ltr), Jul 31, 1980, p.4
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NOISE-LAWS AND LEGISLATION continued

Sleepless nights on Eastwoods (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Barking dog—II, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Tennis court suit, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Laws drafted, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
Trustees consider rent, noise laws, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Rent control law debated, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Deal with ball machines (edit), Jan 14, 1982, p.6
What about noise ordinance? (ltr), Jul 22, 1982, p.6
Hearing on noise, Sep 9, 1982, p.1
Noise that annoys (edit), Sep 9, 1982, p.6
Noise law arouses strong feelings, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Noise law found unconstitutional, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Noise law proposed, Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Revised noise law passed, May 26, 1983, p.1

NOLAN, JOHN

Tenant protection, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Village working on tenant protection plan, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Village, landlords moving toward tax abatement plan, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Freightway suggested as site for senior housing, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Tentative plan on tenant protection, May 12, 1983, p.1

NOLL, ANN


NON PARTISAN CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE
SEE NON PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY

NON PARTISAN CITIZENS COMMITTEE
SEE NON PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY

NON PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY

Trustees Sims and Stone, Beatrice Underweiser are Non Partisan candidates (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.1
Committee names D Endres, D Carnevale chairmen, Mar 8, 1980, p.1
Voters to elect trustees, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Everyone's invited to reception for Non-Partisan candidates (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Szabad to chair Procedure Committee (photo; list), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Nominating process has begun for Citizens Committee (list), Aug 28, 1980, p.1
Prospective candidates sought, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Citizens asked to submit prospective board members, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Jean Stone first woman nominated for Mayor (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Debate urged (ltr), Jan 15, 1981, p.4
Debate ruled out, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Debate on system?, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Citizens slate completed (M Bowen, B Brown, J Ullman nominated) (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Campaign under way (photo; list), Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Debate slated, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Election campaign hits full stride, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Letters on election (ltrs), Feb 26, 1981, p.4
A look at the candidates for Village Board (photo; list; addl photo p 16), Mar 5, 1981, p.5
SCS's next Mayor: J Stone (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.5
Debate issue, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Day of decision near in village election; Facts on Village Election, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
NON PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY continued

Campbell chairman B Johnson, P Curran debate (photo p 15), Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Readers take sides in village election (ltr), Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Ruderman: Support was sought (ltr), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
Record turnout as Citizens Party sweeps (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Both sides talk like winners (photo; chart p 10), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Conflict of interest? (ltr), Mar 23, 1981, p.4
Chairmen give thanks (ltr), Apr 9, 1981, p.6
Petitions available to nominate Citizens Committee candidates (list), Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Village to elect 12 for Citizens Committee (list), Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Parties prepare to pick nominees, Dec 31, 1981, p.1
Parties argue over name, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Citizens Party turns down LWV invitation, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
M Greenspan, S K Weinberg will lead campaign (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Citizens Party candidates and supporters stuff envelopes (photo; list), Jan 20, 1982, p.3
Campaign letter provokes charges of 'mud-slinging', Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Democrats plan candidates night, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Clean up the act (edit), Feb 2, 1982, p.6
Mud-slinging charged (ltr), Feb 4, 1982, p.6
Town Club reception brings rival candidates together (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Rerun of '81, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Village candidates plan public, TV appearances, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Party wins Row A, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Coalition letters draw reactions, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Keep SCS special (ltr), Mar 4, 1982, p.6
Voters choose on March 16 (chart), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Election choices (edit), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
Support SCS's Traditional Non-Partisan System (advertisement), Mar 11, 1982, p.9
Citizens' Party candidates win by nearly 3-1 (photo; add photo, chart p 6), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Exaggerated claim (ltr), Mar 18, 1982, p.6
Invitation to coalition (ltr), Mar 25, 1982, p.6
Encouraging trend (ltr), Mar 25, 1982, p.6
Nominating process begins (list), Sep 2, 1982, p.1
Nominates listed for Citizens' Committee (list), Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Unit Meetings here Wednesday, Nov 10 (list), Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Town Club hears reports on village, schools, county, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Fourteen elected at Unit Meetings (list), Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Non-Partisan group seeking candidates, Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Former Trustee Seymour Sims nominated as Citizens' Party choice for mayor (photo; list), Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Non-partisan slate to turn down debate (list), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Grossman to meet press; Non-Partisans on cable, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Hope abounds as village election nears, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Landslide win for Citizens' Party (chart; photo p 14), Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Public asked for nominations (list), Aug 25, 1983, p.1
Twenty-six nominees for Citizens' Committee (list), Oct 13, 1983, p.1
Unit Meetings Nov 16 to elect Citizens' Committee members (list), Nov 10, 1983, p.1
Citizens asked to suggest candidates, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Deadline is next week for trustee nominations (list), Dec 29, 1983, p.1
Three candidates (E Falkenberg, H Goldberg, W Glendon) nominated by Non Partisan committee (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.1
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NON PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY continued

Non-Partisans name B Johnson and J Fiedler campaign leaders, Jan 19, 1984, p.1
Citizens Party rules out debate, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Glendorn and Falkenberg: the incumbents (photo), Mar 1, 1984, p.1
Two village candidates, H Goldenstein, H Goldberg, seeking first terms (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.1
Excellence of politics as usual? (edit), Mar 8, 1984, p.7
Two nominated for School Board (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Village election campaign moves quietly toward decision, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Candidates do have positions (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
Citizens' Party wins, but by less (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.1
Candidates needed for Nominating Committee (list), Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Citizens' Committee nominations announced (list), Oct 18, 1984, p.1

NON PARTISAN OPEN GOVERNMENT COALITION

SEE OPEN GOVERNMENT COALITION

NON PARTISAN RESOLUTION

Changes in resolution called for, May 1, 1980, p.1
Proposed changes outlined (ltr), Sep 4, 1980, p.4
Town Club approves amendment procedure, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Split vote on five amendments to Non-Partisan Resolution, May 21, 1981, p.6
Unit Meetings next Wednesday (list), Nov 5, 1981, p.1
Town Club tables proposal for amending Non-Partisan Resolution, Nov 5, 1981, p.1
Committee proposes change in Non-Partisan Resolution, Apr 15, 1982, p.2
Town Club debates over reports, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Clarification on resolution, Apr 22, 1982, p.2
Tennis court measure loses (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1
Town Club hears reports on village, schools, county, Nov 4, 1982, p.1

NON PARTISAN SYSTEM

Committee for change organizes, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
He sees no reason to change system (ltr), Feb 14, 1980, p.4
Shabby treatment (ltr), Feb 21, 1980, p.4
Time to participate (ltr), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
Government open to all (ltr), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
System blamed for low vote (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Wrong direction (edit), May 8, 1980, p.4
Beauty contest? (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
Why public doesn't participate (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
Content with status quo seen (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
Committee's intention (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
Something brewing (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.4
Szabad to chair Procedure Committee (photo; list), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Three steps you can take to participate in SCS Non Partisan System (advertisement), Aug 28, 1980, p.5
Reform based on truth (ltr), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
You have no choice? Are you kidding? (advertisement), Sep 18, 1980, p.5
Campaign costs, Oct 2, 1980, p.1
Serving the flea's function (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
Issue discussion debated (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
37 candidates nominated for Citizens' Committee (list), Oct 16, 1980, p.1
System is democratic, he says (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Public or private? (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Willing to risk defeat (ltr), Nov 6, 1980, p.4
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NON PARTISAN SYSTEM continued

No choice? Here it is (advertisement), Nov 6, 1980, p.5
Mayor organizes support for Non Partisan System (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Political year, Nov 20, 1980, p.1
For improving the system (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
She favors a choice (ltr), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
Gone with the wind? (ltr), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
Voters are educated, he says (ltr), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
System supporters (list), Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Debate proposed (ltr), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
System needs financial aid (ltr), Dec 11, 1980, p.4
Referendum suggested (ltr), Dec 19, 1980, p.4
System supporter: I like what we have (ltr), Jan 8, 1981, p.4
Debate on system?, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Committee states purpose (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
Party caucuses, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Arguments for the system (ltr), Jan 29, 1981, p.4
League decision scored (ltr), Jan 29, 1981, p.4
Club gets report from Albany, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Protect SCS's excellence (ltr), Feb 12, 1981, p.4
Constructive element (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
Attempt to divide seen (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
He favors choice for voters (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
Rival campaign chairman to meet in debate on system, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Letters on election (ltrs), Feb 26, 1981, p.4
Debate on the system (edit), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
Arthur Manor endorsement (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
Explanation of the system (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
Did you see this last Sunday? (advertisement), Mar 5, 1981, p.20
Readers take sides in village election (ltrs), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
Ruderman: Support was sought (ltr), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
Avoid partisanship (ltr), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
Time for reform (edit), Mar 19, 1981, p.4
SCS's record of quality government is on the line (advertisement), Mar 12, 1981, p.6
Both sides talk like winners (photo; chart p 10), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Wait til next year (edit), Apr 16, 1981, p.6
Village Club elects J Fiedler, M Weissman co-presidents (list), May 7, 1981, p.1
Value of dissent cited (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6
Vote seen as blow to system (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6
Committee keeps system running (list), Nov 5, 1981, p.5
Report backs Non-Partisan System, but proposes changes (list), Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Non-Partisan Report (edit), Nov 19, 1981, p.6
Why have dissent? (ltr), Jan 28, 1982, p.6
System 'not functioning' (ltr), Feb 11, 1982, p.6
Responsiveness seen (ltr), Mar 4, 1982, p.6
No credit is due (ltr), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
Re-evaluating, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
LVW withdraws from Non-Partisan System, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Truly non-partisan (edit), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
For centralized voting (edit), Jan 27, 1983, p.6
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NON PARTISAN SYSTEM continued

Founders' wisdom cited (ltr), Feb 17, 1983, p.6
Government services receive generally good rating in survey, Nov 10, 1983, p.2
360 citizens vote in Unit Meetings (list), Nov 17, 1983, p.1
System needs support (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
Grass-roots opportunity (ltr), Jan 12, 1984, p.6
Be civic-minded (edit), Jan 19, 1984, p.6
A lot if you don't have it (ltr), Jan 19, 1984, p.6
Excellence of politics as usual? (edit), Mar 8, 1984, p.7
SCS has survived (edit), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
Creche vs Non-Partisan System (ltr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6
Report calls for new way of nominating judges here, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Better way to judge judges (edit), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
Democracy or dictatorship? (ltr), Jul 26, 1984, p.6
Non Partisan changes proposed; Woman's Club could lose role, Sep 20, 1984, p.1
Club feels it belongs in system (ltr), Sep 27, 1984, p.6
Woman's Club faces loss of role in nominating system, Oct 18, 1984, p.1
Political folly (edit), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
Don't forget these two (edit), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
A bulwark of the system (ltr), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
Leave viable system alone (ltr), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
Woman's Club keeps Non-Partisan role, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
End the confusion (edit), Nov 8, 1984, p.6
Gratuitous reference (ltr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6
A way to avoid strife (ltr), Dec 13, 1984, p.6

SEE ALSO CITIZENS FOR SCS' NON PARTISAN GOVERNMENT, NON PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY, NON PARTISAN RESOLUTION, UNIT MEETINGS

NONVIOLENCE

For non-violent resistance (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6

NORDONE, DOLORES

Omission: D Nordone with SNB since 1973, Dec 18, 1980, p.16
SCS National promotes 5 (photo; list), Apr 5, 1984, p.4

NOREK, JAY

Interfaith concert to raise relief funds for Cambodians (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.1
SCS sings out message of hope (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.4
Residents M P Gitenstein, J Korek, A P Slaner, J Weiss among UJA campaign leaders (photo; list), Aug 7, 1980, p.2
UJA-Federation launches Westchester task force (photo; list), Aug 13, 1981, p.2
Friends join to help teacher N Olson cope with life without legs, Jun 2, 1983, p.3

NORGREEN, BJORN

Ninth year for Sunday Rec (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.1
A shortage of snow didn't stop B Norgren (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.9

NORMAN, JANE

Advice to parents from teenagers (edit), Dec 31, 1981, p.7

NORRIS, ISAAC

How American freedom came to ring (edit), Jul 7, 1983, p.7

NORTH, BEVERLY

SCS woman B North appointed by Guidance Center of New Rochelle (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.12

NORTH, FLORENCE

Town employees G B Case, F North dismissed; Veteran blames money squeeze, Dec 3, 1981, p.23
Clerk F North appeals her dismissal, Dec 3, 1981, p.23
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NORTH, FLORENCE continued
Assessor clerk F North seeks to be reinstated, Dec 17, 1981, p.18

NORTH, JOANNE
AND fire engine ready for duty, Jul 10, 1980, p.2

NORTH, JOHN
Lehman backed, Jul 1, 1982, p.1

NORTH, RICHARD
Two assistant principals, N Taddiken, Dr E Larson, selected; new administrative team at EHS, Aug 27, 1981, p.13

NORTHUP, JOHN
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday’s election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

NORTON, GAYLE
Mormons share techniques of home food preserving (Part II) (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.8

NORTON, JOHN
Baseball awards (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.14

NORTHA, CORY
Young SCS actor C Notrica starting to make mark (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.16

NOTO, ANTHONY
Legal question on HTA fare policy, Sep 25, 1980, p.5

NOTO, ARTHUR
Perfume company names resident A Noto, Mar 27, 1980, p.10

NOTTAGE, PAUL
Vandals have caused additional damage to Girl Scout House (photo), May 29, 1980, p.2
Ground broken for second Scout house (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Drive (for Girl Scout House) nears goal, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Neighborhood assistance (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.5
Girl Scout House fund nearing $240,000 goal (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Eastern gift to Scouts (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.3
New Scout House dedicated (photo; list), Mar 18, 1982, p.5
Scouts honored by Red Cross (photo; list), May 26, 1983, p.5
P Notage dies, Sep 29, 1983, p.14

NOTTAGE, PAUL (AU)
Support for Scout House (ltr), May 6, 1980, p.4
Bike-a-thon thank yous (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4

NOTTAGE, RUTH
Ground broken for second Scout house (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Mittens collected (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.6
Cornerstone laid at Girl Scout House (list), May 7, 1981, p.4
New Scout House dedicated (photo; list), Mar 18, 1982, p.5

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR
Greenacres welcomes Pauline Sternberg (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.23
New P-T Council officers (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.22

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR (AU)
Inaccurate image claimed (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6

NOVEMBER, PETER
Groundhog Day at Greenacres (photo), Feb 4, 1982, p.16
Greenacres youngsters making George Field Park 'a celebrity' (photo; list), Jul 15, 1982, p.4

NOVEMBER, ROBERT
New assignment for Times exec R S November, Oct 9, 1980, p.2
United way names R S November chairman (list), Aug 6, 1981, p.3
Elected: R S November (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.3

...
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NOVEMBER, ROBERT    continued
   Local man R S November joins ITT (photo), May 13, 1982, p.5
   United Way sets goal, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
   United Way supporters urged 'to work harder than ever' (photo; list), Oct 7, 1982, p.5
   United Way elects M Molander new president (photo p 6; list), Mar 31, 1983, p.1
   Speakers call for more fields, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
   Eighty percent and climbing (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.1

NOVEMBER, ROBERT (AU)
   Greenacres PTA indignant (ltr), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
   A delightful way to see our country (edit), Nov 29, 1984, p.7

NOWAK, JOHN
   Two residents (P S Heller, J A Nowak) promoted (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.9

NOWAK, SUSANNE
   John Moyle named to (EMS) School Board, Aug 18, 1983, p.9
   Board OK's bringing BOCES pupils home, Jun 14, 1984, p.11

NOWICK, JAMES
   J Nowick wins science awards, Jun 26, 1980, p.20

NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
   SEE DISARMAMENT

NUCLEAR FREEZE
   SEE DISARMAMENT

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
   Close down Indian Point (ltr), Jan 10, 1980, p.4
   Risk vs benefit in a nuclear age (edit), Mar 31, 1983, p.7
   Recommended reading (ltr), Jun 2, 1983, p.6

NUCLEAR TESTING
   SEE DISARMAMENT

NUCLEAR WARFARE
   War can be prevented (ltr), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
   Civil defense is out of touch (edit), Aug 26, 1982, p.7
   Americans' 'moral advantage' (ltr), Oct 6, 1983, p.6
   Freeze supporters try to build on 'The Day After', Nov 24, 1983, p.1
   The greatest threat (ltr), Dec 1, 1983, p.6

NUCLEAR WEAPONS
   Tears of sadness? (ltr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
   Densepack is not the answer (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.7
   In our mutual interest—survival (edit), Jun 9, 1983, p.7

NUGENT, BOB
   SCS's fastest: B Nugent (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.1

NUMATAX LTD
   SEE GBH NATURE CENTER

NURSERIES (HORTICULTURE)
   Sprainbrook business blooms in classic success story (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17

NURSERY SCHOOLS
   Enjoying a morning of creative activity (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.2
   A score of young artists at St James the Less Nursery School (photo; list), Mar 6, 1980, p.5
   Dial-a-class (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.7
   See the birdie! (photo), May 8, 1980, p.17
   SCS nursery schoolers see Woman's Club production, 'Hansel and Gretel' (photo; list), May 29, 1980, p.9
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NURSERY SCHOOLS continued
175 hold going away party for Congregational’s G Garrison (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.7
Nursery school appoints B Ginsberg director (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.7
Performing for parents (photo; list), May 5, 1981, p.8
Horsing around (photo; list), Apr 16, 1981, p.26
Fighting for good diets (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.29
Passover seder (photo; list), Apr 23, 1981, p.24
That one’s mine! (photo; list), May 14, 1981, p.18
New playground dedicated to architect M W Cook, who designed it (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.12
Volunteers honored at St James (photo; list), Jun 18, 1981, p.12
M Miller, C Bockner added to staff of Congregational Church (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.14
Margaret Courtney named director (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.18
Four-year-old pilgrims at SCS Congregational Nursery School (photo; list), Dec 3, 1981, p.24
Singing out at St James (photo), Mar 11, 1982, p.16
New nursery school class (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.16
New nursery school director named: S Toube (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.16
G Boche honored at St James Nursery School (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.14
Greenville nursery school appoints J Darlington new director (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.9
Ready for an early Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.22
Turkey days (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.13
Dear Mr President... (photo; list), Feb 17, 1983, p.5
Funny bunny (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.3
Carnival time for pre-schoolers (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.5
Clip and save guide to nursery schools (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.9
Another nursery school: Westchester Ethical Humanist Society (ltr), Mar 22, 1984, p.6
Making a joyful noise (photo), May 17, 1984, p.10
New staff members (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.22
Mini-feast (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.24
Saint and friend (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.10

NURSES
School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Director of nursing appointed: E M Ewell (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.11
Board of Education elects J Gevertz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Nurses complete update course (list), Jul 28, 1983, p.14
Nursing assn elects new leaders (list), May 10, 1984, p.14

NURSING HOMES
Home elects local man S J Freedman, Apr 16, 1981, p.25
New directors at United Home (list), Aug 6, 1981, p.3
Recreation director: H Sall, Nov 26, 1981, p.2
Local man M M Stein named director of home, Aug 5, 1982, p.3
L Greenwood attends celebration, Dec 30, 1982, p.3
The longer I live the older I get (edit), Apr 12, 1984, p.7

NURSING-STUDY AND TEACHING
Middle East trip to foster better health care here (photo; addl photo p 19), May 28, 1981, p.6

NUSBAUM, BARBARA
Four juniors (B Nusbaum, P Safian, N Shaw, S Schneider) look forward to living abroad next year (photo, May 1, 1980, p.2
Returning students tell about experiences as AFS visitors (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.2
HS leaders agree: people as important as curriculum, Oct 16, 1980, p.1

NUSBAUM, GARY
Remembering Cairo (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.4
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NUSBAUM, GARY continued
  G. O. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
NUSBAUM, JANE
  Split vote on five amendments to Non-Partisan Resolution, May 21, 1981, p.6
NUSBAUM, LISA (AU)
  Student deplores vandalism at SHS (ltr), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
  Math Center missed (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
  Thanks and appreciation (to J Handelman) (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
NUSBAUM, RONNI (AU)
  Students 'made it a success' (ltr; list), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
NUSBAUM, BERNIE
  Parties party (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.1
NUSBAUM, LOUISE
  New playtime program (photo), May 13, 1982, p.16
NUSBAUM, TOBY
  Film flap: 'Form of censorship', Apr 24, 1980, p.1
  Panelists: Changing families pose new problems for students, Dec 17, 1981, p.4
  A chorus line, LWV style (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.11
  Runyon esque (photo), May 10, 1984, p.1
  Parties party (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.1
NUTRITION
  All about wheat (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.13
  Mormon Expo gives lessons in survival (Part I) (photo; list), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
  Fighting for good diets (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.29
  Heathcote project teaches good nutrition (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.23
  Nutritionists R Barra, A Tepper open clinic, Jul 23, 1981, p.4
  Truth on nutrition not sensational (edit), Sep 10, 1981, p.7
  Don't condemn nutrition industry (ltr), Oct 15, 1981, p.6
  Misrepresentation charged (ltr), Nov 12, 1981, p.6
  Megavitamin therapy criticized (ltr), Nov 12, 1981, p.6
  For megavitamin therapy (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
NYGAARD, KAARE (DR)
  Hospital to exhibit Dr Nygaard's work (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.15
  Sculptor-physician Dr K K Nygaard (photo), May 14, 1981, p.8
  K K Nygaard as surgeon, artist probes the soul (photo), Feb 9, 1984, p.6
  Nygaard exhibit now at Pace, Dec 6, 1984, p.19
  Sculpture exhibit (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.29
NYGREEN, GLEN
  USO pays tribute to local residents Msgr P P Shannon, G T Nygreen, Dec 9, 1982, p.23
O'BRIEN, BRENDAN
  G Boche honored at St James Nursery School (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.14
O'BRIEN, EILEEN
  Poster contest winners named (list), Apr 23, 1981, p.22
O'BRIEN, ELIZABETH
  E O'Brien dies, Jul 2, 1981, p.16
O'BRIEN, H ESTHER
O'BRIEN, JAMES
  Scout award winners (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.13
  Three (J Birmingham, H Kaplan, J Panessa) charged with drug sales, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
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O'BRIEN, JAY
  Suspect M J Castaldo charged in holdup (photo p 3), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
  Drug, shoplist cases settled, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
  Probation given in marijuana case, Dec 2, 1982, p.4
  Burglary suspects nabbed, Nov 10, 1983, p.1
  Why the release? (edit), Nov 10, 1983, p.6

O'BRIEN, MAUREEN
  Group home residents, neighbors mingle at 1241 Post Road open house (photo; list), Oct 4, 1984, p.1

O'BRIEN, MICHAEL
  PTA groups issue report on teen drinking, drug use, May 8, 1980, p.1

O'BRIEN, PATRICIA
  Arts Council elects J Harbour, M Masinter, P O'Brien, E Vestner, May 1, 1980, p.21

O'BRIEN, SAMUEL

O'CALLAHAN, JAY
  Storyteller J O'Callahan at Edgewood (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.27

O'CONNELL, DIANE
  SCS Rotary's turn to learn CPR (photo), May 8, 1980, p.3

O'CONNELL, FRANK
  Citizens of the year: Luella and Alfred Slaner (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
  SCS Rotary's turn to learn CPR (photo), May 8, 1980, p.3
  Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.26
  Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.26
  Club presents Harris Award to A Tranquillo (photo), May 13, 1982, p.2
  Rotary Club meeting matches up G Burrows, J H Neale Jr (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.4
  Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1

O'CONNELL, FRANK (AU)
  Protect flags, he says (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6

O'CONNELL, JAMES (AU)
  Inconsistency charged (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6

O'CONNELL, MARIE
  Trustees promise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1

O'CONNELL, MARIE (AU)
  Tenants fear displacement (ltr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6

O'CONNELL, MICHAEL
  M A O'Connell dies, Feb 4, 1982, p.18

O'CONNOR, ALEXIS
  Coalition opens campaign (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.10
  An anniversary to remember (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.1

O'CONNOR, ALICE (SISTER)
  C Snisky killed by car on Central Ave (photo p 11), Mar 15, 1984, p.1

O'CONNOR, BURLYN
  B O'Connor dies, Oct 27, 1983, p.18

O'CONNOR, CANDICE
  Coalition opens campaign (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.10
  An anniversary to remember (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.1
  Board denies request for creche display, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
  Coalition names C O'Connor, R Asher leaders (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.1
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O'CONNOR, CANDICE continued
   Citizens' Party candidates win by nearly 3-1 (photo; addl photo, chart p 6), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
O'CONNOR, CANDICE (AU)
   Willing to risk defeat (ltr), Nov 6, 1980, p.4
O'CONNOR, CAROL
   These sleuths solved 23,925 cases in 1982 (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
   What makes SCS (ltr), May 5, 1983, p.6
O'CONNOR, CAROL (AU)
   SCS and the American dream (edit), Sep 15, 1983, p.7
O'CONNOR, CAROL
   New curator, D O'Connor, director, J Harris, appointed at SCS Historical Society, Sep 20, 1984, p.3
O'CONNOR, DOREEN
   SCS—and how it grew (edit), Dec 27, 1984, p.7
O'CONNOR, FRANK
   Dubious distinction, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
O'CONNOR, FRANK (AU)
   Games in the schools? (ltr), Mar 4, 1982, p.6
O'CONNOR, FRED
O'CONNOR, JANES
   An anniversary to remember (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.1
   Board denies request for creche display, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
   Mercy appoints SCS man J P O'Connor, Jan 7, 1982, p.8
   Local lawyer J P O'Connor joins faculty, Sep 16, 1982, p.14
   SCS man J O'Connor set to challenge Gordon Burrows (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.1
   Kudos for Kevin Lauth (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6
   Burrows-O'Connor contest matches youth, experience (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.1
   Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
   Candidates clash one more time, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
   Legislative endorsements (edit), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
   Writer backs Democrats (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
   Voters here show independence in backing Reagan, Teicher, Burrows, Oppenheimer (chart p 16), Nov 8, 1984, p.1
O'CONNOR, JUSTINE
   Coalition opens campaign (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.10
   An anniversary to remember (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.1
O'CONNOR, KATHLEEN
   Going north: K C O'Connor, Jan 17, 1980, p.1
O'CONNOR, LAURA
   L O'Connor dies, Feb 17, 1983, p.14
O'CONNOR, MICHAEL
   Odell House marks 200th anniversary (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
O'CONNOR, PAUL
   Early completion seen for Crane Road entrance to BRP (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.1
O'CONNOR, TIM
   SCS's lunchtime retreat: Chase Park (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
O'CONNOR, VERONICA
   V O'Connor dies, Oct 21, 1982, p.16
O'DONNELL, DOROTHY
   D O'Donnell dies, Jul 24, 1980, p.10
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O'DONOGHUE, GERARD (REV)

SCS man J Sweeney sails the Atlantic (photo; addl photo p 4), Sep 18, 1980, p.1

O'DONOVAN, MAGGIE

Adventure aboard Conrail train 532 (ltr), Jun 12, 1980, p.4

O'GRADY, FLORENCE

Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

Candidates clash once more time, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

O'HARA, JAMES

Employee of the Week at SCS Pool A Jezierski (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.1

O'HARA, JAMES (AU)

Display of love (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6

O'HARA, VALERIE

"Women in Glass" new show at Craftsman's Gallery (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.8

O'HARE, DANIEL

Job action at IHM; strike looms (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1

O'KEE, BARBARA

Chateau apt changes promised; civic groups still worried, Sep 25, 1980, p.17

O'KEE, LAN

Planners toss out 'covenant' plea, May 29, 1980, p.13

GCC opposes request by Exxon station to remodel, Jun 5, 1980, p.15

O'KEE, LAN

Planners toss out 'covenant' plea, May 29, 1980, p.13

GCC opposes request by Exxon station to remodel, Jun 5, 1980, p.15

O'KEE, KEVIN

Inside Nicaragua today (edit; illus), Feb 4, 1982, p.7

O'KEE, CLARE (AU)

Choice goes to Cape Cod, Jun 18, 1981, p.19

O'NEILL, ANN

Interns tackle Village Hall projects (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.2

O'NEILL, KATHRYN (AU)

K O'Neill returns to this country with new pride in her ancestral land, Sep 11, 1980, p.17

O'NEILL, KEVIN


Future shape of Central Ave appears in plans, Feb 4, 1982, p.11

Water system plan for GBH studied, Sep 23, 1982, p.11

Town set to go ahead with sewer project here, Dec 30, 1982, p.9

Veteran gives views on county issues, Jan 20, 1983, p.11

State work on pipelines will save town dollars, Sep 29, 1983, p.11

Slippery problem on Ardsley Road (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.9

Council pressing town for local improvements, Jan 12, 1984, p.11

New computerized water meters are expected to save GBH money, time, Apr 19, 1984, p.10

New non-skid paving to be tested on Underhill, Aug 18, 1984, p.9

New surface may make Ardsley Road safer, Oct 11, 1984, p.9

O'NEILL, MARY JANE

Resident M J O'Neill elected head of Women in Communications (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.3

Scarsdalian M J O'Neill to direct Eye-Bank (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.2

O'NEILL, MICHAEL

New concessionaire, Apr 17, 1980, p.1

Budget approved; $56.89 tax rate, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
D'NEILL, MICHAEL

- SCS pool opens Saturday for 16th summer of swimming, May 24, 1984, p.3

D'NEILL, MICHAEL (AU)

- Is the press too adversarial? (edit), May 27, 1982, p.7

D'NEILL, NORRIS

- Successchester, Westchester (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.9

O'REILLY, VINCENT

- V P O'Reilly dies, May 1, 1980, p.24

O'RIORDAN, INGRID


O'RIORDAN, MIKE


O'RIORDAN, TRIS


O'ROURKE, ANDREW

- County Board adopts budget, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
- GOP Legislators choose A O'Rourke, A Albanese leaders, Dec 17, 1981, p.5
- Patronage?, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
- Unfair to Democrats (edit), Jan 7, 1982, p.6
- Day care supporters assail funding cuts in proposed budget, Dec 2, 1982, p.3
- County Republicans pick O'Rourke for executive, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
- Wrong way to choose (edit), Dec 23, 1982, p.6
- County Board approves budget, Dec 30, 1982, p.2
- Veteran to join county race; Liungelli reacts, Jan 13, 1983, p.10
- LWV reapportionment plan would keep SCS in one district, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
- Town Club to host county executive A P O'Rourke (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.1
- Democrats pick Reid; Veteran plans primary, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
- Town Club hears from O'Rourke, squabbles over tennis courts, Apr 14, 1983, p.2
- Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican calm, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
- O'Rourke announces run in November to retain post, Jun 16, 1983, p.3
- M Soter to head O'Rourke campaign, Jun 30, 1983, p.3
- Historical catalogue debuts (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.5
- Local man R Hefti appointed to county position, Jul 21, 1983, p.2
- Village asks for help with Walworth traffic, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
- O'Rourke appoints local woman J Fink (list), Aug 4, 1983, p.3
- Local officials get salary hikes, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
- Strike called off, politics goes on (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.1
- County official R T Hefti quits under fire, Aug 25, 1983, p.1
- Beyond motivations (edit), Sep 1, 1983, p.6
- Reid, O'Rourke trade jabs at debate here, Oct 13, 1983, p.1
- SCS Hall of Famers (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.2
- Her choice is Reid (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
- Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
- Campaigns come to SCS (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.1
- For O'Rourke-Root team (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
- O'Rourke supporter (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
- Endorsed by O'Rourke (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
- Hochberg, Reid finish first in SCS vote (chart), Nov 10, 1983, p.1
- O'Rourke asks 9.4" tax hike; proposes OTB, hotel tax, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
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O'ROURKE, ANDREW continued
O'Rourke picks village trustee B Underweiser, Nov 24, 1983, p.10
O'Rourke defends budget proposals, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Praise from O'Rourke (ltr), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
County budget reform asked; LWV raps time limit on speech, Dec 15, 1983, p.2
County adopts $610M budget, Dec 29, 1983, p.1
Getting a hand from the county executive (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.3
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
Tax hike doubtful, Jun 14, 1984, p.1
O'Rourke on council, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
Roots of Westchester (mural) (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.4
Veterans' exemption, Sep 27, 1984, p.1
Drug and alcohol awareness goal of program Sunday at SHS (list), Oct 18, 1984, p.1
Variety of views expressed at drug, alcohol forum, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Proposed county budget holds tax rate, reduces bus service, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
O'Rourke named Man of the Year, Dec 20, 1984, p.4
County budget means tax hike for SCS, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

O'SHEA, GERARD
Residents oppose town plan for escrow funds, Jun 24, 1982, p.11

O'SHEA, MADERON
GCC opposes downzoning, Levittown repercussions (list), Feb 7, 1980, p.9
GCC airs zone concerns with councilman Abinanti (list), Mar 6, 1980, p.11
Bargaining by neighbors pays off; Shopping plaza gets go-ahead from town (illus), May 1, 1980, p.21
Learning skills vs COH; Crowdiers honored by G O, May 15, 1980, p.15
Planners toss out 'covenants' plea, May 29, 1980, p.13
School Board: Hearing on apartments urged; 8-man football may be coming, Aug 14, 1980, p.7
Greenville Council calls for SCS Meadows probe, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Chateau apt changes promised; civic groups still worried, Sep 25, 1980, p.17
New cutting policy passed by board, Nov 20, 1980, p.15
Mayor appoints (ad hoc committee on boards and councils) (list), Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Neighborhood watch program begun at GCC (list), Sep 17, 1981, p.13
New group to monitor proposed Freightway project (list), Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Showdown at Town Hall; residents fight zoning change (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.21
Handbook tells it like it is for new residents, Dec 16, 1982, p.14
Town boards consider plans for construction in area, Dec 23, 1982, p.10
Compromise on Red Lobster plan, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
Zoning Board defers Central Avenue issues, May 5, 1983, p.15
DHF unveils new cluster housing plan, Jun 23, 1983, p.11
GCC continues battle on Central-Underhill plans, Mar 8, 1984, p.10
Mrs Davis, Meraer will run for (EMT School) board, Apr 5, 1984, p.11
GCC set to review nominating system, May 10, 1984, p.13
Bazaar: $685 and counting, Jun 21, 1984, p.11
Board okays revised plan for disputed Moundroukis building, Aug 2, 1984, p.13
Council votes against medical building plan, Oct 4, 1984, p.11

O'SHEA, MITCHELL
Teaching the teacher is game (of K Ascheraann and R O'Shea) (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.14

O'SHEA, ROD
Marathoners hit $11,000 in fundraiser (photo), Feb 20, 1980, p.15
GCC airs zone concerns with councilman Abinanti (list), Mar 6, 1980, p.11
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O'SHEA, ROD continued

Live from EHS: WFAS to air MDA dance marathon benefit (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p. 11
Bargaining by neighbors pays off; Shopping plaza gets go-ahead from town (illus), May 1, 1980, p. 21
Mayor appoints (ad hoc committee on boards and councils) (list), Sep 10, 1981, p. 1
New group to monitor proposed Freightway project (list), Sep 17, 1981, p. 13
Long-range forecasts, current problems liven board meeting, Feb 10, 1983, p. 11
GCC resolves to act on Central Ave issues, Mar 10, 1983, p. 13
Teaching the teacher is game (of K Ascherman and R O'Shea) (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p. 14
Seely parents ask board for reassurance on class size, Jun 2, 1983, p. 13
Zoning Board delivers non-decision on A&P case, June 16, 1983, p. 11
School Board looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p. 10

O'SULLIVAN, DANIEL

Harris' statements ruled admissible, Nov 6, 1980, p. 1
Questions posed in Harris trial (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p. 1

O'TOOLE, THOMAS

SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p. 1

OAKES, J J

SCS pool opens Saturday for 16th summer of swimming, May 24, 1984, p. 3

OAKES, KATHLEEN

Local students B Walter, K Oakes elected officers, Jun 25, 1981, p. 23

OAKES, NANCY

N N Oakes dies, Nov 25, 1982, p. 22

OAKLEY, BARBARA

MTA asks for more money; riders demand more service, Jun 5, 1980, p. 1

OBERDORFER, JEAN

She's reaching out, Jan 26, 1984, p. 3

OBERG, HILDA

Seniors move to Village Hall (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p. 3
Neighbors' last toast (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p. 5

OBERHLMAN, JAMES

Eyewitness, Aug 4, 1983, p. 1

OBERHLMAN, KATHY

AFS-STEP students sum up their year here, May 29, 1980, p. 7

OBERHLMAN, MARY (AU)

STEP--A rewarding experience (edit), Mar 18, 1982, p. 7

OBERHLMAN, SUSAN

Three from SHS, A Jacobs, S Oberhelman, D Martin, to study abroad (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p. 5
Correction: P Tostanoski president of AFS; J Dewby, S Oberhelman represent STEP, Jun 9, 1983, p. 2
Two students, D Martin and S Oberhelman, start AFS trips, Jul 7, 1983, p. 5

OBERST, LEE

New post for Lee P Oberst (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p. 4

OBERST, LEOPOLD

Carey names Scarsdalian L Oberst, Mar 20, 1980, p. 3

OBERSTEIN, ENID

E Oberstein registers for district balloting (photo), May 5, 1983, p. 15

OBERSTEIN, JENNIFER

Talented (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p. 12
E Oberstein registers for district balloting (photo), May 5, 1983, p. 15

OBIJISKI, RE6IS

Family at One Foxhall now five years old (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p. 1
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OBIN, JULIUS
Speakers call for more fields, Oct 20, 1983, p.1

OBITUARIES
A M Yeager dies, Jan 3, 1980, p.10
G Baylies dies, Jan 10, 1980, p.12
D Weisberger dies, Jan 10, 1980, p.12
A D Bentley dies, Jan 17, 1980, p.13
F Calandro dies, Jan 17, 1980, p.13
C W Niles dies, Jan 17, 1980, p.13
T B Ray dies, Jan 17, 1980, p.13
K Finsterbusch dies, Jan 24, 1980, p.14
I Perahia dies, Jan 24, 1980, p.14
M Brennan dies, Jan 24, 1980, p.14
G V Craig dies, Jan 24, 1980, p.14
L G Erskine dies, Jan 31, 1980, p.17
V Miamons dies, Feb 7, 1980, p.12
L H Shelley dies, Feb 7, 1980, p.12
R M Vonick dies, Feb 7, 1980, p.12
H Unterberg dies, Feb 14, 1980, p.15
I Stein dies, Feb 14, 1980, p.15
E Miller dies, Feb 14, 1980, p.15
A Seiffer dies, Feb 20, 1980, p.19
F W Wrenn dies, Feb 20, 1980, p.19
A J Bervino dies, Feb 21, 1980, p.12
M Chiocchio dies, Feb 21, 1980, p.12
F Wade dies, Feb 21, 1980, p.12
L Sturz dies, Feb 21, 1980, p.12
R M Dudley dies, Feb 21, 1980, p.12
A Jurgens dies, Feb 28, 1980, p.10
D A Fay dies, Feb 28, 1980, p.10
H A Gibson dies, Feb 28, 1980, p.10
A P Hobson dies, Feb 28, 1980, p.10
R W Tyson Jr dies, Feb 28, 1980, p.10
L Reinschmidt dies, Feb 28, 1980, p.10
C U Kelly dies, Mar 6, 1980, p.12
P P Hall dies, Mar 6, 1980, p.12
D L Lindeman dies, Mar 13, 1980, p.12
M F Browne dies, Mar 13, 1980, p.12
C B Kremer dies, Mar 27, 1980, p.18
H L Secor dies, Mar 27, 1980, p.18
E E Rao dies, Mar 27, 1980, p.18
S B Hamond dies, Mar 27, 1980, p.18
W D Schwartz dies, Apr 3, 1980, p.14
B N Green dies, Apr 3, 1980, p.14
W L Rogers dies, Apr 3, 1980, p.14
A L Hasselmann dies, Apr 3, 1980, p.14
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OBITUARIES continued

E S Hobson dies, Apr 3, 1980, p.14
J Grossman dies, Apr 3, 1980, p.14
E M Slowan dies, Apr 3, 1980, p.14
In death, two profiles in courage emerge: Nice going, Captain Bill (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7
In death, two profiles in courage emerge: Brian died as he lived: helping his friends (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7
M Bigar dies, Apr 10, 1980, p.14
Hugh Roth mourned by EMT community, Apr 17, 1980, p.15
J C Garnsey Sr dies, Apr 17, 1980, p.18
K Pike dies, Apr 17, 1980, p.18
H Roth dies, Apr 17, 1980, p.18
I A Cunningham dies, Apr 17, 1980, p.18
H N Rapaport dies, Apr 24, 1980, p.18
Msgr L Madden dies, Apr 24, 1980, p.18
F Moeller dies, Apr 24, 1980, p.18
L A Pascale dies, Apr 24, 1980, p.18
Former treasurer of School Board C Panthen dies; R Hunger dies, May 1, 1980, p.1
Q I Smith dies, May 1, 1980, p.24
R F Leighton dies, May 1, 1980, p.24
S Wilder dies, May 1, 1980, p.24
D G Lenz dies, May 1, 1980, p.24
M S Marsh dies, May 1, 1980, p.24
V P O'Reily dies, May 1, 1980, p.24
Dr R F Leighton dies, May 8, 1980, p.20
A G Goresen dies, May 8, 1980, p.20
R H Foulds dies, May 15, 1980, p.14
D Hancock dies, May 15, 1980, p.14
B Miller dies, May 15, 1980, p.14
T F Mackey dies, May 29, 1980, p.12
T G Beringsauge dies, May 29, 1980, p.12
B T Lane dies, May 29, 1980, p.12
K F Thulin dies, May 29, 1980, p.12
GCC founding president C McAllister dies (photo), May 29, 1980, p.13
A D Keefe dies, Jun 5, 1980, p.14
J C Hill dies, Jun 5, 1980, p.14
P L Mahoney dies, Jun 5, 1980, p.14
J P Kazura dies, Jun 5, 1980, p.14
A E Stern dies, Jun 5, 1980, p.14
J Apgar dies, Jun 5, 1980, p.14
E H Bostwick dies, Jun 5, 1980, p.14
J J Delaney dies, Jun 5, 1980, p.14
E J James dies, Jun 5, 1980, p.14
E Merkel dies, Jun 12, 1980, p.14
M Brown dies, Jun 12, 1980, p.14
J C Barnes dies, Jun 12, 1980, p.14
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B Bundschuh dies, Jun 12, 1980, p.14
V R MacAdam dies, Jun 19, 1980, p.10
Ruth Chalmers dies; was long-time Inquirer editor (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
K J Maas dies, Jun 26, 1980, p.16
J and J Shipman die, Jun 26, 1980, p.16
Jane Hackett dead at 67 (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.1
L Renz dies, Jul 10, 1980, p.12
A W King dies, Jul 10, 1980, p.12
B Bakal dies, Jul 10, 1980, p.12
H D Lyon dies, Jul 17, 1980, p.12
W Reindollar dies, Jul 17, 1980, p.12
F A Willard dies, Jul 17, 1980, p.12
J Rosan dies, Jul 24, 1980, p.10
D O'Donnell dies, Jul 24, 1980, p.10
S Mauro dies, Jul 24, 1980, p.10
Rev E C Bounton dies, Jul 31, 1980, p.8
J J Archibald dies, Jul 31, 1980, p.8
H M Dickman dies, Jul 31, 1980, p.8
F Secor dies, Jul 31, 1980, p.8
C S Rowe dies, Aug 7, 1980, p.14
H Hotchkiss Sr dies, Aug 7, 1980, p.14
Rev G F Keepsell Jr dies, Aug 14, 1980, p.8
C R Shetterly dies, Aug 14, 1980, p.8
H Eklund dies, Aug 14, 1980, p.8
Dr A Porcelli dies, Aug 21, 1980, p.10
B Neubauer dies, Aug 21, 1980, p.10
J A Monahan dies, Aug 21, 1980, p.10
M T Kelly dies, Aug 28, 1980, p.8
J Bindamin dies, Aug 28, 1980, p.8
G A Conner dies, Aug 28, 1980, p.8
Howard S Anderson dies; was congregational pastor, Sep 4, 1980, p.12
I E White dies, Sep 4, 1980, p.12
I M Mullen dies, Sep 4, 1980, p.12
J Bindamin dies, Sep 4, 1980, p.12
E H Steele dies, Sep 11, 1980, p.18
A K Dugan dies, Sep 11, 1980, p.18
L M Kimney dies, Sep 11, 1980, p.18
M V Waugh dies, Sep 11, 1980, p.18
D del S Stewart dies, Sep 18, 1980, p.16
H P Angell dies, Sep 18, 1980, p.16
D M Langan dies, Sep 18, 1980, p.16
J T Madden dies, Sep 25, 1980, p.14
E Steindl dies, Sep 25, 1980, p.14
J M Adrian dies, Sep 25, 1980, p.14
H L Lovasz dies, Sep 25, 1980, p.14
S A Walsh dies, Oct 2, 1980, p.14
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L Desoe dies, Oct 9, 1980, p.14
M E Humbert dies, Oct 9, 1980, p.14
L Licari dies, Oct 9, 1980, p.14
M Koch dies, Oct 9, 1980, p.14
N Nichols dies, Oct 9, 1980, p.14
Dr D W Follett dies, Oct 16, 1980, p.12
A D Kelsey dies, Oct 16, 1980, p.12
S S Baron dies, Oct 23, 1980, p.18
N Nichols dies, Oct 23, 1980, p.18
C Ferrante dies, Oct 23, 1980, p.18
M V Kiley dies, Oct 23, 1980, p.18
M Coussement dies, Oct 30, 1980, p.24
N Rayman dies, Nov 6, 1980, p.18
E F Page dies, Nov 6, 1980, p.18
W B Fernandez dies, Nov 6, 1980, p.18
H Shanok dies, Nov 13, 1980, p.20
M E Treacy dies, Nov 13, 1980, p.20
L O Dorfman dies, Nov 20, 1980, p.18
S Nicoll dies, Nov 20, 1980, p.18
J F Kidwell dies, Nov 20, 1980, p.18
L Bonfield dies, Nov 27, 1980, p.18
M Agree dies, Nov 27, 1980, p.18
J Morschauser dies, Nov 27, 1980, p.18
E B Farian dies, Nov 27, 1980, p.18
T R Shearer dies, Nov 27, 1980, p.18
H L Williams dies, Nov 27, 1980, p.18
B Landis dies, Dec 4, 1980, p.24
W C Andre dies, Dec 4, 1980, p.24
H F Boynton dies, Dec 11, 1980, p.28
L E Culp dies, Dec 18, 1980, p.28
Dr J Lester dies, Dec 18, 1980, p.28
Dr M C Newman dies, Dec 18, 1980, p.28
C W Chatfield dies, Dec 18, 1980, p.28
F M Ward Jr dies, Dec 18, 1980, p.28
C W Barnes Jr dies, Dec 18, 1980, p.28
F D'Onofrio dies, Dec 25, 1980, p.12
Dr A DiGregorio dies, Dec 25, 1980, p.12
E K Kalt dies, Dec 25, 1980, p.12
L A Friedman dies, Jan 1, 1981, p.9
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D F Reid dies, Jan 1, 1981, p.9
P J Braidwood dies, Jan 1, 1981, p.9
D Wells dies, Jan 1, 1981, p.9
R E Dean dies, Jan 1, 1981, p.9
J S Higgins dies, Jan 1, 1981, p.16
E M Plaut dies, Jan 1, 1981, p.16
M V Curry dies, Jan 1, 1981, p.16
B Mead dies, Jan 8, 1981, p.14
G Manasse dies, Jan 8, 1981, p.14
J Carleton dies, Jan 8, 1981, p.14
F A Marley dies, Jan 8, 1981, p.14
Retired Seely teacher H H Hays dies, Jan 15, 1981, p.11
M Luckhardt dies, Jan 15, 1981, p.14
F Lyford dies, Jan 15, 1981, p.14
A Mackinnon dies, Jan 15, 1981, p.14
G Holshcer dies, Jan 15, 1981, p.14
J L Donahue dies, Jan 15, 1981, p.14
D L Johnson dies, Jan 29, 1981, p.14
E DelVecchio dies, Jan 29, 1981, p.14
T Tarter Sr dies, Jan 29, 1981, p.14
P F Bowman dies, Jan 29, 1981, p.14
G Beatson dies, Jan 29, 1981, p.14
Dr M Greenhill dies, Jan 29, 1981, p.14
W V Schleicher dies, Jan 29, 1981, p.14
V C Speed dies, Feb 5, 1981, p.14
L F LaBarre dies, Feb 5, 1981, p.14
M C Fox dies, Feb 5, 1981, p.14
J W Herlihy dies, Feb 12, 1981, p.20
M A Irae dies, Feb 12, 1981, p.20
G H Cobean dies, Feb 12, 1981, p.20
A S Holmes dies, Feb 12, 1981, p.20
E L Heller dies, Feb 12, 1981, p.20
M M Fagan dies, Feb 19, 1981, p.16
H O Westaan dies, Feb 19, 1981, p.16
Dr S Rubinow dies, Feb 26, 1981, p.16
W F Spoorl dies, Feb 26, 1981, p.16
M A McKennis dies, Feb 26, 1981, p.16
G Montgomery dies, Mar 5, 1981, p.23
M Rendich dies, Mar 5, 1981, p.23
C Rooney dies, Mar 5, 1981, p.23
G H Austin dies, Mar 12, 1981, p.19
O J Horn dies, Mar 12, 1981, p.19
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C L Brigga dies, Mar 19, 1981, p.20
F F Rowe dies, Mar 19, 1981, p.20
M M Zizaima dies, Mar 19, 1981, p.20
E A Liebenfrost dies, Mar 19, 1981, p.20
C R Bleakley dies, Mar 26, 1981, p.22
Dr J C Hinsey dies, Mar 26, 1981, p.22
L Berger dies, Mar 26, 1981, p.22
P A Dott dies, Apr 2, 1981, p.18
S S Teitel dies, Apr 2, 1981, p.18
E M Accles dies, Apr 2, 1981, p.18
S K Baer dies, Apr 2, 1981, p.18
L Gammill dies, Apr 9, 1981, p.14
W Jackson dies, Apr 9, 1981, p.14
W Ford dies, Apr 9, 1981, p.14
E L Regen dies, Apr 9, 1981, p.14
H M Cooley dies, Apr 9, 1981, p.14
K Sloan dies, Apr 16, 1981, p.20
C Frank dies, Apr 16, 1981, p.20
G F Bennett dies, Apr 30, 1981, p.27
E R Landau dies, Apr 30, 1981, p.27
H O Anderson dies, Apr 30, 1981, p.27
W C Lynch dies, Apr 30, 1981, p.27
Doretta McCullough, long-time resident, dies, May 7, 1981, p.25
C Braxton dies, May 7, 1981, p.28
M Shoemaker dies, May 7, 1981, p.28
B Porpora dies, May 7, 1981, p.28
D McCullough dies, May 7, 1981, p.28
I Monahan dies, May 7, 1981, p.28
R M Waters dies, May 7, 1981, p.28
E F Bremser dies, May 7, 1981, p.28
E Andrews dies, May 7, 1981, p.28
J K Siegel dies, May 7, 1981, p.28
B P Dix dies, May 21, 1981, p.20
J C Kelly dies, May 21, 1981, p.20
R M Guawitz dies, May 21, 1981, p.20
M H Johnson dies, May 28, 1981, p.18
E C Mandel dies, May 28, 1981, p.18
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B Cotton dies, Jun 25, 1981, p.22
F Richardson dies, Jun 25, 1981, p.22
E O'Brien dies, Jul 2, 1981, p.16
A Goldstein dies, Jul 2, 1981, p.16
L C Adams dies, Jul 9, 1981, p.16
M McLeod dies, Jul 9, 1981, p.16
E Conried dies, Jul 9, 1981, p.16
W Wolcott dies, Jul 9, 1981, p.16
M Wilson dies, Jul 9, 1981, p.16
E Bliss dies, Jul 30, 1981, p.11
H S Niles dies, Jul 30, 1981, p.11
M Torriss dies, Jul 30, 1981, p.11
W Whittaker dies, Aug 6, 1981, p.20
F Pasternak dies, Aug 6, 1981, p.20
Dr G S Langa dies, Aug 6, 1981, p.20
E Steese dies, Aug 13, 1981, p.16
B Loste dies, Aug 13, 1981, p.16
A Robinson dies, Aug 20, 1981, p.16
F B Boett dies, Aug 20, 1981, p.16
B Orlin dies, Aug 20, 1981, p.16
G M Helferich dies, Sep 3, 1981, p.16
C Stecker dies, Sep 3, 1981, p.16
J R Scofield dies, Sep 3, 1981, p.16
W B Trautwein dies, Sep 10, 1981, p.14
M Hutto dies, Sep 10, 1981, p.14
J G Couffer dies, Sep 10, 1981, p.14
A Gevirtz dies, Sep 24, 1981, p.18
L E Richter dies, Sep 24, 1981, p.18
A C Snyder dies, Oct 1, 1981, p.20
W R Spindler dies, Oct 1, 1981, p.20
A M Berger dies, Oct 1, 1981, p.20
D F Weber dies, Oct 1, 1981, p.20
D Riess dies, Oct 1, 1981, p.20
E S Hinners dies, Oct 8, 1981, p.23
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T F Tilden dies, Oct 22, 1981, p.17
J L Van Name dies, Oct 22, 1981, p.17
M McCarty dies, Oct 22, 1981, p.17
W Hamilton dies, Oct 22, 1981, p.17
A L Sloan dies, Oct 29, 1981, p.20
P Davis dies, Nov 5, 1981, p.22
E Cleghorn dies, Nov 5, 1981, p.22
T D Dodson dies, Nov 12, 1981, p.19
M Russo dies, Nov 19, 1981, p.22
F Oliva dies, Nov 19, 1981, p.22
B Landau dies, Nov 19, 1981, p.22
J Winslow dies, Nov 26, 1981, p.20
J Davis dies, Nov 26, 1981, p.20
Albert D'Arcy dies; headed Library Board (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.1
P Lewis dies, Dec 10, 1981, p.26
S Helleken dies, Dec 10, 1981, p.26
R C Schoenfeld dies, Dec 10, 1981, p.26
E Hemming dies, Dec 17, 1981, p.30
J C Schenck dies, Dec 17, 1981, p.30
T Raab dies, Dec 17, 1981, p.30
N Benchley dies, Dec 17, 1981, p.30
Dr Julius Duic dead at 55 (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.4
Book publisher Eva Glaser dies, Jan 14, 1982, p.5
C T Ettinger dies, Jan 14, 1982, p.16
Simon N Whitney, economist, dies (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.1
J Pershing dies, Jan 21, 1982, p.18
J C Leslie dies, Jan 21, 1982, p.18
T M Shallow dies, Jan 28, 1982, p.14
Dr W R Beaven dies, Jan 28, 1982, p.14
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E W Mandeville dies, Jan 28, 1982, p.14
A H Savage dies, Jan 28, 1982, p.14
A Galanek dies, Jan 28, 1982, p.14
A D'Onofrio dies, Jan 28, 1982, p.14
S S Crone dies, Jan 28, 1982, p.14
Morris Hirsch dies after long illness, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
C H Logan dies, Feb 4, 1982, p.16
M A O'Connell dies, Feb 4, 1982, p.16
J Salstrom dies, Feb 4, 1982, p.16
W F Schoenthaler dies, Feb 4, 1982, p.16
M S Kaufan dies, Feb 4, 1982, p.16
M S Abrams dies, Feb 11, 1982, p.16
A W McCain dies, Feb 11, 1982, p.16
F T D'Onofrio dies, Feb 11, 1982, p.16
L Marx Sr dies, Feb 11, 1982, p.16
M Gale dies, Feb 11, 1982, p.16
D L Blattner dies, Feb 11, 1982, p.16
R S Groban dies, Feb 11, 1982, p.16
H H Weissman dies, Feb 18, 1982, p.16
J Leblang dies, Feb 18, 1982, p.16
C Houston dies, Feb 18, 1982, p.16
H L Desoe dies, Feb 18, 1982, p.16
S H McCracken dies, Feb 18, 1982, p.16
Dr D Fine dies, Feb 18, 1982, p.16
J S Moll dies, Feb 25, 1982, p.16
L Kniel dies, Feb 25, 1982, p.16
J S Thomas dies, Mar 4, 1982, p.18
G J Brown dies, Mar 4, 1982, p.18
F B Schweitzer dies, Mar 4, 1982, p.18
L H Taxin dies, Mar 11, 1982, p.16
E A Kennedy dies, Mar 11, 1982, p.16
John Coulter dies; was civic leader, Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Dr L Woodhall dies, Mar 18, 1982, p.16
D G Schaefer dies, Mar 18, 1982, p.16
M L McElroy dies, Mar 18, 1982, p.16
M Sawyer dies, Mar 18, 1982, p.16
M R Humphreys dies, Mar 18, 1982, p.16
F L McCauley dies, Mar 18, 1982, p.16
L H Smith dies, Mar 25, 1982, p.22
E Rohrman dies, Mar 25, 1982, p.22
P Schoepflin dies, Mar 25, 1982, p.22
C Maschke dies, Mar 25, 1982, p.22
M Fleishing dies, Mar 25, 1982, p.22
E P Smith dies, Mar 25, 1982, p.22
Dr Jules Backman dies of heart attack (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.1
E J Lewis dies, Apr 1, 1982, p.19
G C Sleeper Sr dies, Apr 1, 1982, p.18
J F Driscoll dies, Apr 1, 1982, p.18
V E Morris dies, Apr 1, 1982, p.18
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B Tierney dies, Apr 1, 1982, p.18
J Van Hale dies, Apr 1, 1982, p.18
J Eidelberg dies, Apr 8, 1982, p.16
D N Mandell dies, Apr 8, 1982, p.16
S W Yancy dies, Apr 8, 1982, p.16
S M Hutcheson dies, Apr 8, 1982, p.16
D Sandberg dies, Apr 8, 1982, p.16
M D Elting dies, Apr 15, 1982, p.18
R R Stevenson dies, Apr 15, 1982, p.18
J George Harrar, biologist, dies (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.4
M Mulligan dies, Apr 22, 1982, p.14
J Horgan dies, Apr 22, 1982, p.14
Dr S Bloomfield dies, Apr 22, 1982, p.14
B Bacri dies, Apr 22, 1982, p.14
C W Link dies, Apr 29, 1982, p.22
A D Kelz dies, Apr 29, 1982, p.22
C V Bagley dies, May 6, 1982, p.22
A Hayward dies, May 6, 1982, p.22
J Lanzetti dies, May 6, 1982, p.22
E Donahue dies, May 13, 1982, p.16
C Frischmann dies, May 13, 1982, p.16
L H Havill dies, May 20, 1982, p.14
S Barbaccia dies, May 20, 1982, p.14
Dr R S Bralove dies, May 20, 1982, p.14
M A Tarbox dies, May 27, 1982, p.16
H Sakin dies, May 27, 1982, p.16
G C Chiquoine dies, Jun 3, 1982, p.16
L T Johnson dies, Jun 3, 1982, p.16
E R Williamson dies, Jun 3, 1982, p.16
L Mahnken dies, Jun 3, 1982, p.16
H J Goldberg dies, Jun 10, 1982, p.16
B W Salembier dies, Jun 10, 1982, p.16
Dr W M Parke Jr dies, Jun 17, 1982, p.16
H S Maalouk dies, Jun 17, 1982, p.16
P R Bellows dies, Jun 24, 1982, p.14
Robert Delany dead at 69, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
M Sheyne dies, Jul 1, 1982, p.18
R S Barton dies, Jul 1, 1982, p.18
H W Meyer dies, Jul 1, 1982, p.18
S Savage dies, Jul 8, 1982, p.14
M Koch dies, Jul 8, 1982, p.14
A S Basile dies, Jul 8, 1982, p.14
L F Brose dies, Jul 8, 1982, p.14
W B Hammer dies, Jul 8, 1982, p.14
M Edgerton dies, Jul 22, 1982, p.12
Dr W L Mersheimer dies, Jul 29, 1982, p.12
E Blum dies, Jul 29, 1982, p.12
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L Trede dies, Jul 29, 1982, p.12
S V Mahler dies, Aug 5, 1982, p.14
M H Cooper dies, Aug 5, 1982, p.14
G C Berenson dies, Aug 5, 1982, p.14
B M Cherry dies, Aug 5, 1982, p.14
C N Ostergren dies, Aug 5, 1982, p.14
M V Davenport dies, Aug 12, 1982, p.10
C C Brose dies, Aug 12, 1982, p.10
Dr D Christiani dies, Aug 19, 1982, p.12
N V Poole dies, Aug 19, 1982, p.12
R W Geissinger dies, Aug 19, 1982, p.12
R E Christie dies, Sep 2, 1982, p.14
C J Myers dies, Sep 9, 1982, p.10
D L Schoenthaler dies, Sep 9, 1982, p.10
F C Weber dies, Sep 9, 1982, p.10
M L Harris dies, Sep 9, 1982, p.10
B K Berendt dies, Sep 23, 1982, p.15
C McGovern dies, Sep 23, 1982, p.15
A Fernando dies, Sep 23, 1982, p.15
J Vickery dies, Sep 23, 1982, p.15
K Marshall dies, Sep 30, 1982, p.17
D R Cohen dies, Oct 7, 1982, p.18
R B Casey Jr dies, Oct 7, 1982, p.18
D S Vanderbilt dies, Oct 7, 1982, p.18
Joan Altireri dies suddenly, Oct 14, 1982, p.15
E F Sciorino dies, Oct 14, 1982, p.16
M Atwood dies, Oct 14, 1982, p.16
A Kich dies, Oct 14, 1982, p.16
D Boett dies, Oct 14, 1982, p.16
A L Phlassman dies, Oct 14, 1982, p.16
V Case dies, Oct 21, 1982, p.16
V O'Connor dies, Oct 21, 1982, p.16
Robert Hackett dies at age 72 (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
V Carforo dies, Oct 28, 1982, p.19
W F Hogan dies, Nov 4, 1982, p.16
V H IAllen dies, Nov 4, 1982, p.16
N Calandro dies, Nov 4, 1982, p.16
H T Casey dies, Nov 4, 1982, p.16
T L Kelly dies, Nov 4, 1982, p.16
United Way director P A Stanley dies, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
B A Schwarz dies, Nov 11, 1982, p.18
J H Hustis Jr dies, Nov 11, 1982, p.18
R B Downey dies, Nov 11, 1982, p.18
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J Whinston dies, Nov 18, 1982, p.18
S Shulman dies, Nov 18, 1982, p.18
A Manuele dies, Nov 25, 1982, p.22
R Wolcott dies, Nov 25, 1982, p.22
N N Oakes dies, Nov 25, 1982, p.22
A R Key dies, Dec 2, 1982, p.24
M Berquist dies, Dec 2, 1982, p.24
L C Hansen dies, Dec 2, 1982, p.24
E B Howard dies, Dec 9, 1982, p.28
E T Payez dies, Dec 9, 1982, p.28
H Whitmore dies, Dec 9, 1982, p.28
B F Goldstein dies, Dec 16, 1982, p.28
D Ackerman dies, Dec 16, 1982, p.28
J N Martin dies, Dec 16, 1982, p.28
A E Rocco dies, Dec 16, 1982, p.28
L Metzger dies, Dec 16, 1982, p.28
W Keller dies, Dec 16, 1982, p.28
L Sanford dies, Dec 16, 1982, p.28
Dr M S Joseph dies, Dec 23, 1982, p.18
E Murray dies, Dec 23, 1982, p.18
B Curran dies, Dec 23, 1982, p.18
A Gatto dies, Dec 23, 1982, p.18
L Metz dies, Dec 23, 1982, p.18
S Bruck dies, Dec 30, 1982, p.12
E McManamy dies, Dec 30, 1982, p.12
A E Brennan dies, Jan 6, 1983, p.16
M Schmidt dies, Jan 6, 1983, p.16
A Bidwell dies, Jan 6, 1983, p.16
B D Kranz dies, Jan 6, 1983, p.16
P Buckley dies, Jan 6, 1983, p.16
B Dickman dies, Jan 6, 1983, p.16
M Usher dies, Jan 6, 1983, p.16
R Biederman dies, Jan 6, 1983, p.16
K Dox dies, Jan 13, 1983, p.16
N E Horn dies, Jan 13, 1983, p.16
E J Higgins dies, Jan 13, 1983, p.16
V A Link dies, Jan 13, 1983, p.16
D Potorti dies, Jan 13, 1983, p.16
E Smith dies, Jan 13, 1983, p.16
M Ramirez dies, Jan 20, 1983, p.18
B B Emory dies, Jan 20, 1983, p.18
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W Sutton dies, Jan 20, 1983, p.18
H I Holdridge dies, Jan 20, 1983, p.18
Rudolf Berle dies, received '59 Bowl Award (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.1
J Trerotola dies, Jan 27, 1983, p.12
E Sill dies, Jan 27, 1983, p.12
H Moses dies, Jan 27, 1983, p.12
H Ryan dies, Jan 27, 1983, p.12
Mrs Berle dies, known as 'story lady', Feb 3, 1983, p.1
N L Blumstein dies, Feb 3, 1983, p.17
K W Olson dies, Feb 3, 1983, p.17
P A Garrity dies, Feb 3, 1983, p.17
K Fallon dies, Feb 10, 1983, p.14
N Redel dies, Feb 10, 1983, p.14
P W Perrine dies, Feb 17, 1983, p.14
C F Murphy dies, Feb 17, 1983, p.14
A Sternal dies, Feb 17, 1983, p.14
L O'Connor dies, Feb 17, 1983, p.14
M Cefola dies, Feb 17, 1983, p.14
C F Schmitz dies, Feb 24, 1983, p.12
N Herman dies, Mar 3, 1983, p.16
R Scully dies, Mar 3, 1983, p.16
J Mazzetti Jr dies, Mar 3, 1983, p.16
R G McClare dies, Mar 10, 1983, p.18
F H Preiser dies, Mar 10, 1983, p.18
T Torzilli dies, Mar 10, 1983, p.18
K S Johnson dies, Mar 10, 1983, p.18
S C Fearn dies, Mar 17, 1983, p.16
H P Starner dies, Mar 24, 1983, p.18
V J Magowan dies, Mar 24, 1983, p.18
B Earle dies, Mar 24, 1983, p.18
E Froelich dies, Mar 31, 1983, p.16
A O Krautter dies, Mar 31, 1983, p.16
W Branscombe dies, Mar 31, 1983, p.16
R Both dies, Mar 31, 1983, p.16
D G Krasnow dies, Mar 31, 1983, p.16
A Baldwin dies, Mar 31, 1983, p.16
E Kniel dies, Apr 7, 1983, p.16
W Atwater dies, Apr 7, 1983, p.16
J P Keane dies, Apr 7, 1983, p.16
M A Coverley dies, Apr 21, 1983, p.16
C Francomanio dies, Apr 28, 1983, p.24
R C Pease dies, May 5, 1983, p.22
F L Pearl dies, May 5, 1983, p.22
R A Lockwood dies, May 5, 1983, p.22
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M T Boos dies, May 5, 1983, p.22
G M Beesley dies, May 12, 1983, p.18
Dr J Blau dies, May 12, 1983, p.18
F Brown dies, May 12, 1983, p.18
F Sander dies, May 12, 1983, p.18
M M Thom dies, May 12, 1983, p.18
Allen Wilber dead at 91, May 19, 1983, p.1
D Dobbie dies, May 19, 1983, p.14
L Holies dies, May 19, 1983, p.14
F Stufano dies, May 19, 1983, p.14
K Bleustein dies, May 19, 1983, p.14
H H Dunkle Sr dies, May 26, 1983, p.18
M Partenzi dies, May 26, 1983, p.18
J G Wehrle dies, Jun 2, 1983, p.16
E Murphy dies, Jun 2, 1983, p.16
C Pappalardo dies, Jun 2, 1983, p.16
I M Krell dies, Jun 2, 1983, p.16
J Dunn dies, Jun 2, 1983, p.16
E Montgomery dies, Jun 9, 1983, p.14
E S Strobl dies, Jun 9, 1983, p.14
B Diamond dies, Jun 9, 1983, p.14
K A Roddy dies, Jun 9, 1983, p.14
F E Updegraff dies, Jun 9, 1983, p.14
H H Harwood dies, Jun 16, 1983, p.16
M D Stoddard dies, Jun 16, 1983, p.16
H M Mulligan dies, Jun 16, 1983, p.16
E Brady dies, Jun 16, 1983, p.16
M Allen dies, Jun 16, 1983, p.16
C Carpenter dies, Jun 16, 1983, p.16
R Cumming dies, Jun 23, 1983, p.14
V L Adrean dies, Jun 30, 1983, p.10
T Cleary dies, Jun 30, 1983, p.10
F Corrado dies, Jun 30, 1983, p.10
L O Miller dies, Jul 7, 1983, p.16
W J Edmonds dies, Jul 7, 1983, p.16
R M Holden dies, Jul 7, 1983, p.16
J Fiorito dies, Jul 7, 1983, p.16
G Lysle III dies, Jul 14, 1983, p.10
G W Paulmann dies, Jul 14, 1983, p.10
M Wolpert dies, Jul 14, 1983, p.10
P Lucadao dies, Jul 14, 1983, p.10
J Kennedy dies, Jul 14, 1983, p.10
W J Jetter Jr dies, Jul 21, 1983, p.10
L Graham dies, Jul 21, 1983, p.10
H S Gregory dies, Jul 21, 1983, p.10
W Langsdorf dies, Jul 21, 1983, p.10
G Paliani dies, Jul 21, 1983, p.10
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OBITUARIES continued

T L Fogarty Jr dies, Jul 21, 1983, p.10
R G Kuntz Sr dies, Aug 4, 1983, p.16
J K Cogswell III dies, Aug 4, 1983, p.16
Director dies; leading Zionist, Aug 18, 1983, p.1
H A Plassmann dies, Aug 18, 1983, p.14
R T Comastro dies, Aug 25, 1983, p.14
M Donovan dies, Sep 1, 1983, p.14
R R Furey dies, Sep 1, 1983, p.14
J Jordan dies, Sep 1, 1983, p.14
M Kozik dies, Sep 1, 1983, p.14
A C Newlin dead at 78, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
C W Olcott dies, Sep 8, 1983, p.12
E M Hart dies, Sep 8, 1983, p.12
M P Metallo dies, Sep 8, 1983, p.12
H P Quinn dies, Sep 15, 1983, p.14
E Robbins dies, Sep 15, 1983, p.14
F Anunziato dies, Sep 22, 1983, p.18
A Jenson dies, Sep 22, 1983, p.18
C Koepke dies, Sep 22, 1983, p.18
S F Friedman dies, Sep 22, 1983, p.18
V Delahunt dies, Sep 22, 1983, p.18
Dr C M Burt dies, Sep 29, 1983, p.14
R Perin dies, Sep 29, 1983, p.14
J W Berol dies, Sep 29, 1983, p.14
P Nottage dies, Sep 29, 1983, p.14
Former SHS football coach D Buchanan dies (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Dr Robert Fath dies, Oct 13, 1983, p.1
C E Vogel dies, Oct 20, 1983, p.14
E B Wrightsman dies, Oct 27, 1983, p.18
H Binns dies, Oct 27, 1983, p.18
B O'Connor dies, Oct 27, 1983, p.18
Irwin Engel dead at 57, Nov 3, 1983, p.11
OBITUARIES continued
R Rosengarten dies, Nov 10, 1983, p.12
S S Mogavero dies, Nov 17, 1983, p.20
V J Bliss dies, Nov 17, 1983, p.20
Dr R Schulick dies, Nov 17, 1983, p.20
H M Peyser Jr dies, Nov 17, 1983, p.20
Dr K Kelly dies, Nov 17, 1983, p.20
M P Wheeler dies, Nov 17, 1983, p.20
R L Hatcher Jr dies, Nov 24, 1983, p.18
J Hutcheson dies, Nov 24, 1983, p.18
A Lewis dies, Nov 24, 1983, p.18
R B Koegel dies, Dec 1, 1983, p.18
T Dooling dies, Dec 1, 1983, p.18
E Friedlander dies, Dec 1, 1983, p.18
J M Fox dies, Dec 1, 1983, p.18
S Pollard dies, Dec 1, 1983, p.18
M A Keefe dies, Dec 1, 1983, p.18
Dr G Warner dies, Dec 8, 1983, p.25
L C Biggs dies, Dec 8, 1983, p.25
J A Boylan dies, Dec 8, 1983, p.25
Abe Simon dies; led Antiques, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
A R LaBarre dies, Dec 15, 1983, p.26
F S Reid dies, Dec 15, 1983, p.26
R M Lent dies, Dec 15, 1983, p.26
O H Laubenstein dies, Dec 22, 1983, p.9
M S Power dies, Dec 22, 1983, p.15
J R Meehan dies, Dec 22, 1983, p.15
J H Heller dies, Dec 22, 1983, p.15
M Palmer dies, Dec 22, 1983, p.15
E Delazzerio dies, Dec 22, 1983, p.15
F W Oppenheimer dies, Dec 29, 1983, p.9
J M Brophy dies, Dec 29, 1983, p.10
Sister M A Horan dies, Dec 29, 1983, p.10
I Sincerbox dies, Dec 29, 1983, p.10
W V Conway dies, Dec 29, 1983, p.10
S N Updike dies, Jan 5, 1984, p.9
H A Klein dies, Jan 5, 1984, p.11
R Brochette dies, Jan 5, 1984, p.11
J Parnes dies, Jan 12, 1984, p.12
K R Trainor dies, Jan 12, 1984, p.12
N Chadwick dies, Jan 12, 1984, p.12
N Bellin dies, Jan 12, 1984, p.12
J Baylies dies, was head of DAR (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.14
A Lobell dies, Jan 19, 1984, p.14
M S Sawyer dies, Jan 19, 1984, p.14
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M Jacob dies, Jan 26, 1984, p.14
J Landis dies, Jan 26, 1984, p.14
W H Butler dies, Jan 26, 1984, p.14
G S Jones dies, Jan 26, 1984, p.14
P A DeSerio dies, Jan 26, 1984, p.14
W H Hulick Jr dies, Feb 2, 1984, p.12
H Eichhammer dies, Feb 2, 1984, p.12
B M Welch dies, Feb 9, 1984, p.14
R E Staley Sr dies, Feb 9, 1984, p.14
R Flaccus dies, Feb 16, 1984, p.16
R Eagleson dies, Feb 16, 1984, p.16
R Winston dies, Feb 16, 1984, p.16
A Stoller dies, Feb 23, 1984, p.10
A Brochetto dies, Feb 23, 1984, p.10
J Distenfeld dies, Feb 23, 1984, p.10
F Hollister dies, Feb 23, 1984, p.10
E Mark dies, Mar 1, 1984, p.12
Jane Kelley dies; was LWV leader, Mar 8, 1984, p.1
M J Rowe dies, Mar 8, 1984, p.14
M S Hale dies, Mar 15, 1984, p.18
R B Scoppa dies, Mar 22, 1984, p.14
I B Crossman dies, Mar 22, 1984, p.14
D F Sealy dies, Mar 29, 1984, p.16
J T Gray dies, Mar 29, 1984, p.16
S Greenberg dies, Apr 5, 1984, p.18
E Reynolds dies, Apr 5, 1984, p.18
M E Angliss dies, Apr 5, 1984, p.18
Founding Baptist minister Rev H W Hansen dies (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
J Connors dies, Apr 12, 1984, p.12
R F Fagnoni dies, Apr 12, 1984, p.12
Y Kawamoto dies, Apr 12, 1984, p.12
J J Masisco dies, Apr 12, 1984, p.12
Dr H K Russell dies, Apr 12, 1984, p.12
R E Snyder dies, Apr 12, 1984, p.12
M Phelan dies, Apr 19, 1984, p.14
J J Masisco dies, Apr 19, 1984, p.14
Death of owner E Cucullo leaves Parkway’s fate in doubt, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
Jud Selenbock dies; chaired Planning Board, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
SHS graduate M Hernstadt found murdered in Aspen, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
L Stowe dies, May 3, 1984, p.16
S C Heitsmann dies, May 3, 1984, p.16
M H Deutsch dies, May 10, 1984, p.16
J K Crimmins dies, May 10, 1984, p.16
Former EMS girl T Garofane killed, May 17, 1984, p.9
L Tomasi dies, May 17, 1984, p.10
R J Johnson dies, May 17, 1984, p.10
V D Ziminsky dies, May 17, 1984, p.10
P A Garrity Jr dies, May 17, 1984, p.10
I Cotty dies, May 17, 1984, p.10
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A E Mahoney dies, May 17, 1984, p.10
V Blinn dies, May 24, 1984, p.18
K Kloss dies, May 24, 1984, p.18
N J Connor dies, May 24, 1984, p.18
F S Hand dies, May 24, 1984, p.18
K K Kinsey dies, May 24, 1984, p.18
F F Bayer dies, May 24, 1984, p.18
H Olson dies, May 24, 1984, p.18
Teenager C V Castalso’s death makes third here, May 31, 1984, p.11
S Soiefer dies, May 31, 1984, p.16
C E Allen dies, May 31, 1984, p.16
S L Harris dies, May 31, 1984, p.16
R T Henckel dies, Jun 7, 1984, p.14
H H Croen dies, Jun 14, 1984, p.14
M L Creager dies, Jun 21, 1984, p.18
J H Hakes dies, Jun 21, 1984, p.18
R Harkins dies, Jun 21, 1984, p.18
T J Santone dies, Jun 21, 1984, p.18
M Scham dies, Jun 21, 1984, p.18
W F Redmond dies, Jun 28, 1984, p.14
F Chilson dies, Jun 28, 1984, p.14
I Grey dies, Jul 5, 1984, p.13
Dr I S Klieger dies, Jul 12, 1984, p.13
R Frank dies, Jul 19, 1984, p.17
A H Robb dies, Jul 19, 1984, p.17
G J McMahon dies, Jul 26, 1984, p.14
N J Collister dies, Jul 26, 1984, p.14
F P Moretti dies, Jul 26, 1984, p.14
R E Holmes dies, Jul 26, 1984, p.14
Former SMS principal G A Gould dies in New Jersey, Aug 2, 1984, p.1
W W Schoenig dies, Aug 2, 1984, p.20
J J Crowley dies, Aug 2, 1984, p.20
L H Dufault dies, Aug 2, 1984, p.20
V A Briggs dies, Aug 9, 1984, p.15
W C Aberg dies, Aug 9, 1984, p.15
R E Leslie dies, Aug 9, 1984, p.15
C R Ciner dies, Aug 16, 1984, p.14
G W Peterson dies, Aug 16, 1984, p.14
G C Tobin dies, Aug 16, 1984, p.14
R R Bongard dies, Aug 16, 1984, p.14
J W Hanford dies, Aug 16, 1984, p.14
F Savage dies, Aug 30, 1984, p.14
F H Heise dies, Aug 30, 1984, p.14
K Strom dies, Aug 30, 1984, p.14
Dr J J Brooks dies, Aug 30, 1984, p.14
OBITUARIES continued

E Miller dies, Sep 6, 1984, p.19
M A Fischer dies, Sep 6, 1984, p.19
C H Phelan dies, Sep 6, 1984, p.19
E S Van Arnan dies, Sep 6, 1984, p.19
T J Shelly dies, Sep 13, 1984, p.22
M S Sipherd dies, Sep 20, 1984, p.18
M L Mendell dies, Sep 20, 1984, p.18
H T Barclay dies, Sep 20, 1984, p.18
E F Hall dies, Oct 4, 1984, p.20
R Hertwig dies, Oct 4, 1984, p.20
M A Chilson dies, Oct 4, 1984, p.20
M S Hancock dies, Oct 4, 1984, p.20
Former mayor Ingalls dies, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
H Riesenkonig dies, Oct 11, 1984, p.22
E S Alcock dies, Oct 11, 1984, p.22
A Marrow dies, Oct 11, 1984, p.22
D Polcini dies, Oct 11, 1984, p.22
G L Merksamer dies, Oct 25, 1984, p.18
A L Kaiser dies, Oct 25, 1984, p.18
M Bruner dies, Oct 25, 1984, p.18
A M Stein dies, Nov 1, 1984, p.22
M R Lichtman dies, Nov 1, 1984, p.22
R B Pomeroy dies, Nov 1, 1984, p.22
Dr M Kac dies, Nov 1, 1984, p.22
H Kullman dies, Nov 1, 1984, p.22
M Hibbard dies, Nov 1, 1984, p.22
G E Saacke dies, Nov 1, 1984, p.22
E Ludes dies, Nov 1, 1984, p.22
S Brown dies, Nov 8, 1984, p.22
H C Morris dies, Nov 8, 1984, p.22
D E Robinson dies, Nov 8, 1984, p.22
G E Butler dies, Nov 8, 1984, p.22
A E Davenport dies, Nov 8, 1984, p.22
G E Butler dies, Nov 15, 1984, p.18
M H Dryden dies, Nov 15, 1984, p.18
R J Harper dies, Nov 15, 1984, p.18
L Rose dies, Nov 22, 1984, p.20
F C Dunworth dies, Nov 22, 1984, p.20
E Wright Jr dies, Nov 22, 1984, p.20
V Vigliotti dies, Nov 22, 1984, p.20
E A Crowley dies, Nov 29, 1984, p.24
B R Kendall dies, Nov 29, 1984, p.24
L Rossi dies, Nov 29, 1984, p.24
E S Warshauer dies, Dec 6, 1984, p.26
J M Whitehair dies, Dec 6, 1984, p.26
E M Murphy dies, Dec 6, 1984, p.26
E W Ellis dies, Dec 6, 1984, p.26
M G Harmon dies, Dec 6, 1984, p.26
M C Gemmill dies, Dec 6, 1984, p.26
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OBITUARIES continued
W Bradner dies, Dec 13, 1984, p.28
J H Lawrence dies, Dec 13, 1984, p.28
Berkey photo's founder, B Berkey, dies at home here, Dec 20, 1984, p.1
J H Lawrence dies, Dec 20, 1984, p.16
A G Curry dies, Dec 20, 1984, p.16
R Tuccillo dies, Dec 20, 1984, p.16
F W Vollmoeiller dies, Dec 27, 1984, p.10
R H Feldman dies, Dec 27, 1984, p.10
N M Metz dies, Dec 27, 1984, p.10
SEE ALSO DEATHS, SUICIDE

ODELL, KIMI
Casting call notice attracts hundreds of would-be actors, Feb 23, 1984, p.1

OBSTRUCTIONS, VISUAL
Obstructions, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
More obstructions, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Obstructions, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Visual obstruction no longer visible (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.1

OBSTRUCTIONS, VISUAL-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Obstruction law, Jul 22, 1982, p.1
It's a growing problem (ltr), Aug 12, 1982, p.6
Village OK's plan to rebuild fields, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
New proposals meet opposition, Sep 30, 1982, p.1

OC ZONING
SEE ZONING-GBH

OCCHIONE, MICHAEL
The storm before the lull (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.3

OCCHIONE, ANGELO
Greenville first and second graders prepare Tom Turkey (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17

OCCHIUTO, ANITA
Bouchier named athletic director (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1

OCHS, JACKIE
SAS alumna J Och's has film in New York Festival (photo), Sep 29, 1983, p.12

OCHS, JACKIE (AU)
The rewards of being independent (edit), Nov 17, 1983, p.7

ODELL HOUSE
Odell House marks 200th anniversary (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
SCS design included in historic quilts exhibit, Sep 24, 1981, p.12
Town library to show Odell artifacts, Sep 8, 1983, p.11

ODELL, ELIZABETH
Odell House marks 200th anniversary (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.15

ODELL, JOHN
Odell House marks 200th anniversary (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.15

ODELL, ROLAND
Odell House marks 200th anniversary (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.15

ODIERNO, SALVATORE
Murder victim N Masselli was aiding investigators, Sep 2, 1982, p.1
Murder suspect S Odderno indicted, Sep 9, 1982, p.1
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OEHLER, JEFF
Have a heart the motto at Greenacres (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.15

OEHLER, JESS
Country Fair next week (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.3

OEHLER, JUDY
League launches fund drive (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.5
Historical Society elects officers (photo; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.9
Tricentennial celebration (photo), May 19, 1983, p.1

OEHLER, ROBERT
Residents plan way to cut heating costs, Mar 24, 1983, p.2
60PC set to go, May 12, 1983, p.1
Village asks for help with Walworth traffic, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
60PC celebrates year of savings, Jun 7, 1984, p.1
Board votes against closing Huntington, Jul 19, 1984, p.1

OESTREICH, JOEL
Opening night's just a week away (photo), Jul 26, 1984, p.1

OFFENBACHER, CLAUDE (DR)
Merchants for a day, Jan 10, 1980, p.1
Parents, children attend school to watch TV together (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.1
Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
School lunch ideas proposed, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Dr Offenbacher to resign as Heathcote principal, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
School Budget presented, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Offenbacher taking job in Oregon, Jul 23, 1981, p.1

OFFENBACHER, CLAUS (DR-AU)
Happy experience (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4

OFFICE CAMPUS ZONING
SEE ZONING-GQH

OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED SERVICES
Help for parents of disabled, Jan 5, 1984, p.1

OGDEN, AMY
Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
First grade section being added at (QR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1

OGDEN, DOROTHY
Math chairmen explain ABC's of district program, Oct 29, 1981, p.3
After-school day care slated to start here in September (list), Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Retiring teachers honored (photo; list), Jun 17, 1982, p.4

OHTAKA, SHURO
JACS teach tooth care (photo; list), Mar 25, 1982, p.21

OHTSU, SEIICHIRO
Students rapt as East-West trade kudos and barbs (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.6

OIL COMPANIES
60PC is growing, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Mobil squeeze, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
60PC celebrates year of savings, Jun 7, 1984, p.1
E Robison sold; will relocate, Jul 5, 1984, p.1
Robison name stays, Jul 12, 1984, p.3
Burke Heat names R Shemon energy consultant, Jul 26, 1984, p.8
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OIL COMPANIES continued
Burke Heat names R Sheen energy consultant, Aug 16, 1984, p.14

OJA, ERICK
Summer fun (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
A bit of SCS rescued from obscurity (photo; list), Aug 4, 1983, p.2

OJA, TONIS
A bit of SCS rescued from obscurity (photo; list), Aug 4, 1983, p.2

OKA, YUKO
Happy birthday, Babar! (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.21

OKADA, KEN
Fire contest winners (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.15

OKADA, SUCHIKO
Fire contest winners (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.15

OKEYO, JOHN
Boy, J Okeyo's death unexplained, Mar 11, 1982, p.1

OKEYO, LISA
Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving tradition (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.6

OKO, GEORGE
Impasse on the parkway (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.5

OLANDER, JUDITH
School Board hears report on writing, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1

OLANDER, (MRS PAUL)
Agency for blind celebrates holidays at local church (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.11

OLANDER, PAUL
175 hold going away party for Congregational's G Garrison (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.7
Picnic at the Congregational (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.2
Tuesday night is party time here for blind (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.6

OLCOTT, CLARENCE
C.W. Olcott dies, Sep 8, 1983, p.12

OLD AGE
SEE SENIOR CITIZENS

OLDER, SONDRA
File flap; 'Form of censorship', Apr 24, 1980, p.1
PTA: Raise drinking age, Jun 12, 1980, p.3
Board criticized on math aides (ltr), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
Local leaders express hopes for '81, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Leadership team for next year: R Baylor, S Older, A Aaron, E Stock (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.2
Gift from the teachers (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.15
New face in the schools (photo), May 6, 1982, p.5
Council elects leaders (list), Jun 3, 1982, p.3
PTA delegates attend state conference, Nov 25, 1982, p.21
School candidates named (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Budget vote here June 8, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
New P-T Council officers (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.22
School budget passes easily; three elected, Jun 9, 1983, p.1
Keeping schools responsive is S Older's aim (photo p.10), Jul 7, 1983, p.6
School Board approves expanded kindergarten, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
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OLDER, SONDRA (AU)
- Outstanding teachers (ltr), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
- Service program to continue (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
- No concern expressed (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
- Rewarding experience (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
- Involvement is the key (ltr), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
- Best possible education is goal of PT Council (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.23
- Council opposes amendment (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
- Residents urged to vote (ltr), Jan 20, 1983, p.6
- Communication, service are main PT Council goals (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.20

OLDER, STEPHEN
- Members of China's world champion table tennis team play SHS players D Nadelmann, S Danziger (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.20

OLDI, MARIAN
- No new election, Mar 24, 1983, p.1

OLDSTEIN, NORMA
- Theater party benefits Cancer Support Team, Dec 13, 1984, p.16

OLICK, ARTHUR
- Arbitration panel to rule in police pay dispute, Apr 16, 1981, p.22

OLIVA, FERNANDO
- F Oliva dies, Nov 19, 1981, p.22

OLIVA, STELLA
- S Oliva joins Jenkins & Dubbs, realtors (photo), Feb 20, 1980, p.12

OLIVERI, CARMELA
- Bookshelf at 30 matures into a world library (photo), May 3, 1984, p.6
- Bookshelf praises coverage (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6

OLIVERI, CAROL
- There's always a happy ending at Wapetuck (photo; addl photo p 8), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

OLIVERI, JOHN
- Pipe installations continue to delay work on Central Avenue improvement project (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.11
- Central Ave project is 'done for now', Dec 20, 1984, p.11

OLIVIERI, BETTY (AU)
- A bench at the bus stop? (ltr), Sep 2, 1982, p.6

OLLIKAINEN, ASTA

OLSON, ANNA
- August graduate: A C Olson, Sep 16, 1982, p.15
- SCS's Olson sisters on screen in "Footloose", Mar 22, 1984, p.20

OLSON, HILDEGARD
- H Olson dies, May 24, 1984, p.18

OLSON, INGA
- SCS's Olson sisters on screen in "Footloose", Mar 22, 1984, p.20

OLSON, KNUST
- K W Olson dies, Feb 3, 1983, p.17

OLSON, NANCY
- YM-YW appoints C Rivel, N Olson, S Baum, A Kaufman to staff, Sep 23, 1982, p.11
- Friends join to help teacher N Olson cope with life without legs, Jun 2, 1983, p.3
- Friends of Y teacher who lost legs, N Olson, to present her with special vehicle, Jun 7, 1984, p.5
- Y members give special car to disabled woman, N Olson, Sep 20, 1984, p.14

OLSSON, ELEANOR
- International flavor to this Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
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OLSSON, HAKON
International flavor to this Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.4

OLTCHICK, JUDY
Merchants report mixed response to evening hours, Jul 26, 1984, p.1

OLWAL, GEORGE
New coach G Olwal fails to show; Art Resnick steps in, Sep 1, 1983, p.12

OLYMPIC GAMES
Olympic flame passed from G Deutcher to B Coleman, Feb 14, 1980, p.6
Olympic performance, Feb 21, 1980, p.1
J Chatzky named to Olympic crew, May 22, 1980, p.17
SCS man J Chatzky leads Olympic crew (photo p 10), Jul 10, 1980, p.1
Catching the Olympic spirit (edit), Aug 30, 1984, p.7
SEE ALSO JUNIOR OLYMPIC GAMES, MACCABIAH GAMES (ISRAEL)

OLYMPIC GAMES-EXHIBITS
Olympic art on display (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.2
Championship display (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.9

ONISH, KENNETH
K L Onish Uine VP (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.11

ONODERA, KAYKU
Students become teachers at Japanese Cultural Exchange program (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.9

ONORATO, BENJAMIN
Anderson: I'm not a spoiler (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.1

ONORATO, FRED
Aid for Italy, Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Clothes for quake victims (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.1

ONORATO, TILLY
Thanks for assistance (ltr), Jul 22, 1982, p.6

ONUFRAK, EVALYN
Trendsetters' guide for back-to-school (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.6

OPEL, JOHN

OPEN GOVERNMENT COALITION
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-OPEN CAMPUS POLICY

OPEN GOVERNMENT COALITION
Party formed, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
System blamed for low vote (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Candidates sought (list), Apr 10, 1980, p.1
She says Coalition was 'malignant' (ltr), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
Principles of Coalition (ltr), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
Proposed changes outlined (ltr), Sep 4, 1980, p.4
Campaign costs, Oct 2, 1980, p.1
Political year, Nov 20, 1980, p.1
SCS needs a real non-partisan choice (list; advertisement), Nov 20, 1980, p.7
Coalition opens campaign (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.10
Debate proposed (ltr), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
Not for liberals only (ltr), Dec 11, 1980, p.4
Unlisted voter for change (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
Open government group sets date for nominations, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
First issue (of campaign) ?, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
Not Shermanesque, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
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OPEN GOVERNMENT COALITION continued
This is open? (edit), Jan 8, 1981, p.4
Debate urged (ltr), Jan 15, 1981, p.4
Debate ruled out, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Village Board to fix ceilings in library, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Curran to chair 1981 campaign (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Debate slated, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Work expert J Rosow supporting Coalition (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.3
He favors choice for voters (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
Election campaign hits full stride, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Letters on election (ltrs), Feb 26, 1981, p.4
Coalition slate airs views (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
A look at the candidates for Village Board (photo; list; addl photo p 16), Mar 5, 1981, p.5
Day of decision near in village election; Facts on Village Election, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Campaign chairman B Johnson, P Curran debate (photo p 15), Mar 12, 1981, p.1
1000 people deserve our appreciation... (advertisement), Mar 12, 1981, p.2
Readers take sides in village election (ltrs), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
Time for reform (edit), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
Bloated bureaucracy seen (ltr), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
Record turnout as Citizens Party sweeps (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Both sides talk like winners (photo; chart p 10), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Conflict of interest? (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Message from Coalition (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Better judgement, please (edit), May 21, 1981, p.6
Open Government group has new name, Oct 29, 1981, p.5
Parties prepare to pick nominees, Dec 31, 1981, p.1
Parties argue over name, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Coalition announces nominating procedure, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Rival slates named for Village Trustees: Coalition candidates: Callaghan, Doescher, Resnick (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Tammany Hall tactic (ltr), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
Coalition names C O'Connor, R Asher leaders (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Campaign letter provokes charges of 'mud-slinging', Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Democrats plan candidates night, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Clean up the act (edit), Feb 2, 1982, p.6
Mudslinging charged (ltr), Feb 4, 1982, p.6
Coalition name disputed (ltr), Feb 4, 1982, p.6
Town Club reception brings rival candidates together (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Rerun of '81, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Property no requirement (ltr), Feb 18, 1982, p.6
Village candidates plan public, TV appearances, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Coalition letters draw reactions, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Coalition candidates propose village recreation center, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Voters choose on March 16 (chart), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Citizens' Party candidates win by nearly 3-1 (photo; addl photo, chart p 6), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Invitation to coalition (ltr), Mar 25, 1982, p.6
Encouraging trend (ltr), Mar 25, 1982, p.6
Coalition will continue (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Commitment to continue (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Wonders about motivation (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
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OPEN GOVERNMENT COALITION continued
No credit is due (ltr), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
Hope abounds as village election nears, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Landslide win for Citizens' Party (chart; photo p 14), Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Opposition preparing to run, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Goldenstein to run for village trustee (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Goldenstein named Coalition candidate (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Goldenstein is candidate in search of forum, Jan 19, 1984, p.1
Be civic-minded (edit), Jan 19, 1984, p.6
Citizens Party rules out debate, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Protest vote planned (ltr), Mar 8, 1984, p.6
Two village candidates, H Goldenstein, H Goldberg, seeking first terms (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.1
My credo: Democracy for SCS (edit), Mar 8, 1984, p.7
Village election campaign moves quietly toward decision, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
H Goldenstein deserves our vote (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
Citizens' Party wins, but by less (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.1
A way to avoid strife (ltr), Dec 13, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO AD HOC COMMITTEE FOR A CHOICE

OPEN HOUSE PARTIES
Everyone invited to SCS Open House (photo; list), Mar 17, 1983, p.1
SCS Open House (edit), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
SCS Open House (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Open House is a hit (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.3
A marvelous event (ltr; list), Mar 24, 1983, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Open House (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.26
Police raid party that drew 400 teens, May 3, 1984, p.1
Baseball team offended (ltr), May 10, 1984, p.6
It was a good party (ltr), May 10, 1984, p.6
Display of tastelessness (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6
Letter makes things worse (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6
Police called professional (ltr), May 24, 1984, p.6

OPENGART, AMY
F&M awards prize to Amy Opengart, May 21, 1981, p.19

OPERA
Roberta Peters: a life woven with tradition (photo), May 14, 1981, p.6
Met baritone H Meredith reveling in storybook life (photo), Jan 5, 1984, p.6

OPERATION BOOKSHELF
Bookshelf marks anniversary (photo; list), May 1, 1980, p.9
Long distance help, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Bookshelf volunteers (photo; list), Apr 30, 1981, p.19
Operation Bookshelf: 27 years and 1,257,578 books supplied, May 6, 1982, p.13
Operation Bookshelf on the move (photo), Aug 4, 1983, p.5
Operation Bookshelf serves many (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.13
Bookshelf at 30 matures into a world library (photo), May 3, 1984, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes Operation Bookshelf on its 30th anniversary (photo), May 10, 1984, p.26
Bookshelf praises coverage (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6

OPERATION SHARE
New housing option for seniors is goal of Operation Share, Nov 25, 1982, p.1

OPERATION TALENT BANK
Operation Talent Bank helping women find jobs, Sep 10, 1981, p.8
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OPIE, FRED
Home from Grenada at Christmas: Cpl G DeSantis (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.1

OPINION POLLS, SURVEYS, ETC
SEE PUBLIC OPINION POLLS

OPPENHEIM, FRANK
$8.4 billion school budget, 11.9% tax hike, Mar 26, 1981, p.21

OPPENHEIM, JOAN
Fee office opens in Rye (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.12

OPPENHEIM, ROBERT (AU)
On emergency care (ltr), Nov 19, 1981, p.6

OPPENHEIM, BERTRAM (DR)
Hospital names local doctor, B J Oppenheimer, Mar 29, 1984, p.4

OPPENHEIM, DAVID
SNB displaying bird-like mobiles by D E Oppenheimer, Oct 2, 1980, p.11

OPPENHEIM, FRANK
Hearing held on 1980 Town Budget, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
Residents call for more information at hearing, Sep 22, 1983, p.9
Certiorari—a big word for a difficult tax situation, Oct 6, 1983, p.11
A loss to the community (ltr), Dec 29, 1983, p.6
F W Oppenheimer dies, Dec 29, 1983, p.9
Council pressing town for local improvements, Jan 12, 1984, p.11

OPPENHEIM, SUZI
District lines rejected, Jun 29, 1982, p.1
Race is on for State Senate (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Smear tactics alleged (ltr), Oct 14, 1982, p.6
Scurrilous letter (ltr), Oct 21, 1982, p.6
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Candidates exchange charges, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Cuomo, Moyhian, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Pisani convicted on eighteen counts, Jun 7, 1984, p.1
Pisani quits State Senate, Jul 5, 1984, p.1
Senate foes J Perone, S Oppenheimer debate effectiveness, philosophy (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.1
LWU hears journalist M Hoffman preview '84 election, Oct 18, 1984, p.4
Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Candidates clash once more time, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Legislative endorsements (edit), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
Writer backs Democrats (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
Voters here show independence in backing Reagan, Teicher, Burrows, Oppenheimer (chart p 16), Nov 8, 1984, p.1
Counting continues, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Teicher, Perone concede, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
Albany, here she comes (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.3

OPTHALMOLOGISTS
Technique protects corneas (photo), Jul 31, 1980, p.4
Ophthalmologist Dr I S Taylor takes partner, Dr M A Horowitz, Jul 14, 1983, p.2

OPUS
SEE ORGANIZATION OF PEOPLE UNDAUNTED BY STROKE

ORAL HISTORY
Oral history project begun, Feb 4, 1982, p.3
Oral historian J Shulman preserves past on tape, Nov 18, 1982, p.15

ORANGES
Whales, sails and oranges (edit), Feb 11, 1982, p.7
DRENNSTEIN, JOSEPH
  On their way (photo), May 7, 1981, p.25

ORGANIZATION OF PEOPLE UNDAUNTED BY STROKE
  Junior League project (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.8

ORLANDO, JOSEPH
  Every SCS policean learning CPR (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.6
  Comendations (for police officers) (list), Jul 16, 1981, p.1
  Police honored, Nov 24, 1983, p.1

ORLANDO, SUSAN
  Dobbs Scholar named: S Orlando, Nov 1, 1984, p.20

ORLIND, BENJAMIN
  B Orlin dies, Aug 20, 1981, p.16

ORLOFSKY, ANDREW
  Two doctors, R Richards and M Roberts, face eviction as co-op dispute continues, Oct 4, 1984, p.1

ORNECK, ARTHUR
  They passed inspection (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.12

ORNSTEIN, ANNA
  Tuesday night is party time here for blind (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.6

ORONZO, JOHN
  BAR declines to reverse decision before 'findings of fact' presented, Oct 22, 1981, p.4
  Neighbors object to house plan, Nov 12, 1981, p.2
  BAR approves plans for home despite neighbors' objections, Nov 26, 1981, p.5
  Battle over trees, May 3, 1984, p.1
  Tree case continues, May 31, 1984, p.1

ORSKOVIC, ALEXEI
  Fall clean-up campaign (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.3

ORTHODONTISTS
  Orthodontist Dr M D Berkaan in 'Who's Who', Nov 19, 1981, p.4

ORTNER, CHARLES (AU)
  Referendum opposed (ltr), Jan 7, 1982, p.6

ORTNER, ERIC
  Six Boy Scouts present bike to Children's Village (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.2

ORTNER, JANE
  QR welcomes parents from foreign countries, Sep 25, 1980, p.18

ORTOLANI, LOUIS
  Chase NBW picks a winner: L Ortolani, Jul 26, 1984, p.4

ORWELL, GEORGE
  SCS responds to Orwell's vision, Jan 5, 1984, p.1

ORZIO, MARTY
  Annie comes to the Day Camp (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.3

OSBORN, DENNIS
  Comendations (for six police officers), Dec 23, 1982, p.1

OSHATZ, MICHAEL
  BAR approves skylights, Oct 7, 1982, p.4

OSHINOFF, RAYMOND
  Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1

OSHAN, BETTY
  Local author: B Oshan (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.2
  The Three R's are not enough (edit), Apr 30, 1981, p.7
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OSMAN, BETTY (AU) continued
No one to play with (edit), Jun 24, 1982, p.7
OSTERGREN, CLARENCE
C N Ostergren dies, Aug 5, 1982, p.14
OSTROW, ELEANOR
MDA elects officers (list), Dec 25, 1980, p.5
OSTROW, ROBERT (AU)
Agency shop: reply from the ACLU (ltr), Oct 22, 1981, p.6
Oswald, ANNETTE
School budget presented, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
OTIS, MARJORIE (AU)
Tenants fear displacement (ltr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6
OTTEN, CLARA
Grandparents' day (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.22
OTTHEN, EVELYN
AFS students R Espanet and D Siplet address school, civic groups, May 31, 1984, p.4
OTTHEN, SYLVIA
At 15, Sylvia Otten's Lincoln Center veteran (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.18
OTTINGER, RICHARD
Ottinger gloomy on economy during town meeting here (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
Ottinger selects D H Gold, B D'Onofrio, H Heilpern campaign leaders, Jul 24, 1980, p.3
Ottinger appointed (to House Task Force on Small Business Programs), Jul 31, 1980, p.4
Seniors honor Ottinger, Aug 21, 1980, p.9
Candidates square off at League meeting (photo p.14), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Ottinger for Congress (edit), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
Election tip (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Ottinger announces staff appointments for C Wallquist, B D'Onofrio, Dec 18, 1980, p.6
Three local students (G Galiardi, L T Molloy, J W Dryer) get service academy nominations, Feb 12, 1981, p.19
Hochberg supporters meet (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.2
District lines rejected, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Honor for Ottinger, Oct 7, 1982, p.19
Ottinger disclaims 'big spender tag' (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p.20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Candidates exchange charges, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Endorsements (edit), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
Cuomo, Hoytian, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Democrats pick Reid; Veteran plans primary, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
SCS Neighbors disband at 25th anniversary luncheon, Jun 9, 1983, p.5
Tough act to follow (edit), Jan 12, 1984, p.6
Ottinger elected to Antioch College board, Jul 19, 1984, p.4
Local school leaders give support to Meyer (list), Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Homage to the United Nations (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.5
Writer backs Democrats (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
Ottinger to join Pace as professor, Nov 15, 1984, p.19
Two, R duVigneaud, C T Miller, nominated for academies, Dec 13, 1984, p.24
OTTINGER, RICHARD (AU)
Ottinger seeks more US aid for Conrail; sees no easy solutions (reply to G Jensen ltr), Sep 11, 1980, p.12
OTTINGER, RICHARD (AU) continued
Conservation's the better way (illus; edit), Jul 16, 1981, p.7

OTTO, BETTY
Consorting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6

OTTO, BETTY (AU)
On joy of hosting AFS student (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6

OTTO, DAVID
Correction: L Lipman wins MVP; D Otto won Dean, Buchanan Awards, Nov 29, 1984, p.23

QURESHI, FOZIA
An international affair (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.9

OUTER SPACE-EXPLORATION
Hats off to the graduates (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Aerospace specialist J Bannister comes to Junior High (photo), Feb 9, 1984, p.1
NASA visits IHH, Feb 16, 1984, p.16

OVERHILL ASSN
77 families in Overhill Assn (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.30
Association holds family night (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.2
Overhill opposes Freightway plan, Jun 4, 1981, p.1

OVERHOLSER, RENEE
League to hear speaker R V Overholser on jail overcrowding, Oct 1, 1981, p.1
League hears speaker R Overholser on jail overcrowding (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.3

OVERLANDER, CLARE
Town negotiating terms for Red Lobster plan, Jan 6, 1983, p.11

OWEN, A WALLACE
SVAC's Oscar (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.2
Every SCS policeman learning CPR (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.6
Seniors give to building fund (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.2
Always prepared (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.3
Walworth one-way law protested, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
A W Owen, A Hackett receive proclamation (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.11
Police, fire dept, SVAC race to accident scene (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.4
Queen to honor SVAC member A W Owen, Oct 22, 1981, p.8
Junior high holds annual health fair (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.14
Panel gives look at teen drug use, Jan 13, 1983, p.4
Service Bureau to give awards, Apr 12, 1984, p.2
Local man A W Owen cited for voluntarism (photo), May 17, 1984, p.5
Medical group honors three, May 31, 1984, p.9
Crisis for corps, Jun 14, 1984, p.1

OWEN, A WALLACE (AU)
Training pays off (ltr), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
Thank God for SVAC (ltr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
Impressed by article (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6

OWENS, JOHN
Firehouse gala: local men honor their own (list), May 20, 1982, p.10
They passed inspection (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.12

OWENS, PAT
Enthusiastic response to SHS's drug, alcohol education program, Dec 18, 1980, p.1

OXFAM AMERICA
SEE OXFORD COMMITTEE FOR FAMINE RELIEF

OXFORD COMMITTEE FOR FAMINE RELIEF
Interfaith concert to raise relief funds for Cambodians (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.1
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OXFORD COMMITTEE FOR FAMINE RELIEF continued
SCS sings out message of hope (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.4
SCS student A Pforzheimer plans 'Ride for Life' (photo), May 19, 1983, p.1

OXNAM, GEOFFREY
Social dancers: G Oxnam, E Galloway (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.5

OZ, VARON
Delegation of teen ambassadors from Israel at YM-YWHA (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.6

PAC
SEE POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEES

PACE, JOHN
Senior Pro, 1981: Get Ready, Get Set, Go! (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.17

PACE, RAYMOND
Board decides against changes in QR schedule, May 22, 1980, p.1
Ban on interviews tabled, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Present policy defended (ltr), Oct 16, 1980, p.4

PACE, RAYMOND (AU)
Teacher urges smaller class sizes (ltr), May 29, 1980, p.4
Lower limit on class size urged (ltr), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Class-size policy criticized (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4

PACHETTE, ROBERT
Humphrey Dance Ensemble names R Pachette director, Jul 14, 1983, p.13

PACK, DOROTHY
Future cable TV producers learning techniques at free workshops (photo p 3), Aug 28, 1980, p.1
Conflict of interest? (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Adult School on TV (photo; list), Apr 30, 1981, p.23
Cable bringing community TV to SCS (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.6
Gift of cities is ancient (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.7
Cable TV rates likely to rise, Dec 3, 1981, p.1
Cable hearing, Dec 10, 1981, p.1
Cable TV hike opposed (list), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Cable agreement, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Expert volunteers contribute to SCS Futures Program (list), Jul 29, 1982, p.3
Local cable TV usage urged (list), May 26, 1983, p.3
Cable coordinator, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
TV council hopes to tap potential of local access (photo; list), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
Future looking brighter for local access TV in SCS (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1

PACKER, KENNETH
SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

PACUN, DAVID
Pacun wins music awards at Swarthmore College (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.16

PACUN, NORMAN
With LifeAlert System, help is at subscriber's fingertips (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.3

PADAVAN LAW
SEE MENTALLY RETARDED-HOUSING

PADAWER, KEVIN
EMT High Class of '82 is on its way! (photo; list), Jul 1, 1982, p.11

PADDLE
SEE PLATFORM TENNIS

PADDOCK, JOAN
J Paddock honored by Westchester County Real Estate Board (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.9
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PADDOCK, JOAN continued
   Support for Burrows (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.8

PADDOCK, WILLIAM
   Woman's Club keeps Non-Partisan role, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

PADDOCK, WILLIAM (AU)
   Praise for VIP (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
   Boon for bicyclers (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6

PADER, CARL
   Area man C Pader rescued by commuter train, Sep 8, 1983, p.1

PADILLO, BENJAMIN
   L Tryfors remarries, May 17, 1984, p.1

PADOVANO, ANTHONY
   Sculptor A Padovano joins YMHA staff, Jul 17, 1980, p.6

PAGE, EDWARD
   E F Page dies, Nov 6, 1980, p.18

PAGELS, BILL
   Charge! It's Blue and Gray Day (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.16

PAGET, LISA
   Choice has gone from experiment to success (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
   Students point to pressure as one cause of 'rampant' cheating, May 17, 1984, p.3
   Students J Denby, D Gerber, J Korins, L Paget win community service award (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.12

PAGLIA, MICHAEL
   Resident M Pagliaro displaying old violins, Sep 20, 1984, p.16

PAGLIARO, MICHAEL
   Assistant Village Manager named: D Newman (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.1
   Rent control law debated, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
   New assessor V Pagliaro to serve as clerk of BAR, Feb 25, 1982, p.3
   Grossman gets BAR to approve fence, Jun 17, 1982, p.3
   Court owners win grievance, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
   Village sent back to drawing board, Jul 22, 1982, p.5
   Shay Committee recommendations are being turned into realities, Dec 23, 1982, p.1
   Taxes to increase on pools, courts, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
   BAR approves 16 applications (list), May 26, 1983, p.2
   Local officials get salary hikes, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
   Assessor appointed: V Pagliaro, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
   Village planning to condemn house, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
   Disputed driveway (ltr), Feb 23, 1984, p.6
   Role playing (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.3
   Break for vets, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
   Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
   Veteran asks equal treatment (ltr), Oct 11, 1984, p.6
   Builders break new ground in luxury market (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 18, 1984, p.6

PAHILLY, PAUL
   Opening exhibit at gallery here (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.3

PAIGE, WILLIAM
   District expenses rise as vandalism at EHS takes toll, Oct 22, 1981, p.15
   A&P boycott backed, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
   New group to fight substance abuse, Nov 24, 1983, p.8
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PAIGE, WILLIAM continued
Petition signatures arouse controversy on EMT School Board, Apr 26, 1984, p.11

PAINE, ANDREA (AU)
She backs A and B Teams (ltr), Dec 10, 1981, p.6

PAINE, SEAN
PBA present first Sports Achievement Awards (photo; list), Dec 20, 1984, p.23

PAISNER, ELIZABETH
Cyclist K Hatsuo injured by automobile (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.1

PAISNER, VERA MULLER-
SEE MULLER-PAISNER, VERA

PAKULA, HARRY
Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6

PAKULA, LIL
Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6

PALKADINO, AL
Halfway houses not new to Westchester (Part I), Apr 22, 1982, p.1

PALADINO, RICHARD
SCS names R Paladino football coach (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Coach Dick Paladino to lead SHS in new era of football, Aug 30, 1984, p.10

PALELLA, LOUIS
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday’s election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

PALERMO, CLAIRE
County official R T Hefti quits under fire, Aug 25, 1983, p.1

PALEY, EILEEN
New at Wolff: E B Paley (photo), May 28, 1981, p.11

PALFREYMAN, ANNA
Choice has gone from experiment to success (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.4

PALLADINO, CHRISTA
Cornerstone laid at Girl Scout House (list), May 7, 1981, p.4
Memorial Day—1981 (photo; list), May 28, 1981, p.1

PALLAS, TONY
New facility for seniors (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.5

PALLOTTA, DAN
SCS student A Pforzheimer plans ‘Ride for Life’ (photo), May 19, 1983, p.1

Palm Sunday
Palm Sunday (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.1

PALMER, CHRIS
Students here seek end to drunk driving, Dec 8, 1983, p.1

PALMER, CLAUDIA
Pool workers win raises; job action narrowly averted (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Students visit White Plains Hospital (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.23
Screening for hypertension (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.5
It doesn’t even hurt! (photo), Feb 18, 1982, p.13

PALMER, JEFFREY
SCS High’s Class of ’84 advised to keep an open mind, Jun 20, 1984, p.1

PALMER, KAREN
Lighting the Chanukah candles (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.25

PALMER, LANNY
Spanish dancers perform at HS Spanish Club fiesta (photo), May 8, 1980, p.24
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PALMER, MARGUERITE
   M Palmer dies, Dec 22, 1983, p.15
PALMER, STUART
   How a thermostat works (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.20
PALMEREN, THOMAS
   Two arrested by police; citizen alerts credited, Oct 8, 1981, p.1
PAMIERI, LESLIE BROWN-
   SEE BROWN-PAMIERI, LESLIE
PALUMBO, JOSEPH
   School enrollment decline slowing, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
PAN AMERICAN TRADE DEVELOPMENT CORP
   SCS, Hasselman Brokerage Co, is acquired, Sep 10, 1981, p.2
PANCETTI, JOHN
   New president: J A Pancetti (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.2
PANCOTTO, LINDA
   EMT trio blazes way for female firefighters (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.9
PANCOTTO, LYNNIE
   Zoning board answer to Moundroukas due this month, Jul 1, 1982, p.10
PANDALEON, DOROTHY
   Operation Bookshelf serves many (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.13
   Bookshelf at 30 matures into a world library (photo), May 3, 1984, p.6
PANDALEON, DOROTHY (AU)
   Bookshelf praises coverage (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6
PANELLA, ELAINE
   Mormon Expo gives lessons in survival (Part I) (photo; list), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
PANELLA, GUIDO
   6 Panela wins highest honors in unisex hairstyling (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.6
PANELLA, RALPH
   Mormon Expo gives lessons in survival (Part I) (photo; list), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
PANESSA, BRIAN
   The boys of summer (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.2
PANESSA, GENE
   Strike called off, politics goes on (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.1
PANESSA, JOSEPH
   Three (J Berainingham, H Kaplan, J Panessa) charged with drug sales, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
   Hearing begins in cocaine case, Aug 19, 1982, p.3
   Cocaine case sent to grand jury, Sep 16, 1982, p.5
   Drug, shoplist cases settled, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
   Probation given in marijuana case, Dec 2, 1982, p.4
PANIC DISORDERS
   SEE AGORAPHOBIA
PANKO, LAURA (AU)
   Youngster's view of women and work (edit), Jul 28, 1983, p.7
PANTELEIDES, JENNIFER
   Having fun reading (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.1
PANTELOS, DEBBIE
   Soup's on! Vegetable Jack-o-lantern (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.11
PANTHEN, BARRIE
   Scouting honors awarded EMT's Cadet Troop 479 (photo), May 29, 1980, p.13
PANTHEN, CONSTANCE
   Former treasurer of School Board C Panthen dies; R Hunger dies, May 1, 1980, p.1
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PANTHEN, DONALD
EMT's Boy Scout Troop 400 at Memorial Day parade (photo), May 29, 1980, p.13
Dance Marathon; 24 hours for $2,000 Scholarship Fund aid (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.19

PANTHEN, KARL
Panthen taking new banking post (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.20

PAOLANTONIO, ANGELO
Support for fields, Nov 10, 1983, p.1

PAOLOCELLI, VINCENT
Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1

PAPADEMETRIOUS, ALKIVIADES
Blizzard was record breaker (photo; add photo p 4), Apr 8, 1982, p.1

PAPANEK, ELIZABETH
Good neighbors to the world (photo), May 27, 1982, p.11

PAPANEK, JAN (DR)
Good neighbors to the world (photo), May 27, 1982, p.11

PAPANTONIO, BRYAN
Santa comes to SCS (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.3

PAPANTONIO, GREG
Santa comes to SCS (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.3

PAPANTONIO, KEITH
Santa comes to SCS (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.3

PAPANTONIO, MIMI
International Fair at Heathcote, Jun 21, 1984, p.16
Santa comes to SCS (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.3

PAPAZIAN, CHAIDIA
Contest winners named: C Papazian, N Petti, J Cassara, L Costantini, Dec 25, 1980, p.16

PAPE, LAWRENCE (DR)
Technique protects corneas (photo), Jul 31, 1980, p.4

PAPERT, SEYMOUR
Learning to love your computer (edit), Jun 2, 1983, p.7

PAPPALARDO, CONCETTA
C Pappalardo dies, Jun 2, 1983, p.16

PARABOLIC DISHES
SEE EARTH SATELLITE STATIONS

PARADES
Parade protested, Sep 22, 1983, p.1
Room for all (edit), Sep 22, 1983, p.6
Parade gets go-ahead, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Tricentennial gala, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Happy 300th to Westchester (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Homecoming Parade at SCS High (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.3

PARADISE, CAMILLE
Adult School on TV (photo; list), Apr 30, 1981, p.23
Cable bringing community TV to SCS (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.6
Going up for bids at IHM (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.5

PARADISE, ROBERT
Future cable TV producers learning techniques at free workshops (photo p 3), Aug 28, 1980, p.1
System supporters (list), Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Committee states purpose (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
Town Club installs E M Bench new president, B Johnson VP, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
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PARADISE, ROBERT  continued
Village reported seeking to acquire Boulder Brook, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Open forum on futures survey, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Town Club concludes more fields needed, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Going up for bids at IHM (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.5
Board shouldn't vote on freeze (ltr), Feb 23, 1984, p.6

PARADISE, ROBERT (AU)
Content with status quo seen (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
Ignore freeze request, he says (ltr), Feb 9, 1984, p.6

PARAMESWARAN, PREM
Junior high holds annual health fair (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.14

PARAMESWARAN, PRISCILLA (AU)
You're wonderful (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6

PARENT AND CHILD
Mommy and me (photo; list), Jan 10, 1980, p.1
Panel probes problems of adults with aging parents (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Parents, children attend school to watch TV together (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.1
EMT High students find parenting is not exactly easy (photo; list), Jan 1, 1981, p.7
Du Pont to speak on issues facing parents (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.1
Too busy to help (ltr), Oct 8, 1981, p.6
Du Pont speaks on drug use (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.6
At 18, you're an adult (edit), Dec 3, 1981, p.7
Parenting is a hard job (edit), Dec 17, 1981, p.7
Advice to parents from teenagers (edit), Dec 31, 1981, p.7
Some families are in turmoil (edit), Feb 11, 1982, p.7
Parental democracy vs parental power (edit; illus), Jul 29, 1982, p.7
One of the impossible jobs (edit), Aug 19, 1982, p.7
What if a child uses drugs? (edit; illus), Sep 2, 1982, p.7
Parents supporting parents (edit), Sep 16, 1982, p.7
Position clarified (ltr), Oct 7, 1982, p.6
Parents urged to communicate with their children about sex, Nov 11, 1982, p.3
Countdown to college (edit), Nov 11, 1982, p.7
Parenthood takes more than instinct (edit), Nov 25, 1982, p.7
Parenting—an amateur’s preserve (edit), Jan 27, 1983, p.7
You and your aging parents (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p.7
Coping isn't easy in the '80's (edit), Jul 28, 1983, p.7
Being a single parent is difficult (edit), Oct 20, 1983, p.7
Real parents are those who raised us (edit), Nov 3, 1983, p.7
In hierarchy there is family (edit), Dec 15, 1983, p.7
Parting is such angry sorrow (edit), Feb 9, 1984, p.7
Service gap for birth parents (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
Good parenting by 50 who know (edit), May 17, 1984, p.7
Diaper dilemma (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Junior high schoolers try parenting on eggs (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.18
Dealing with the hyperactive child (edit), Nov 22, 1984, p.7
An appeal to parents (ltr), Dec 27, 1984, p.6

SEE ALSO FATHERS, MOTHERS, SINGLE PARENTS

PARENT SUPPORT GROUPS

SEE SCHOOLS-EMT/SCS-PARENT SUPPORT GROUPS
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PARENT TEACHER ASSN
SEE SCHOOLS-EMT/SCS-PTA

PARIS, MITCHELL (REV)
Six parties’ representatives discuss issues of war and peace, Oct 23, 1980, p.6

PARISER, SYLVIA
Future cable TV producers learning techniques at free workshops (photo p 3), Aug 28, 1980, p.1

PARISH, NAT
Zoning Board defers Central Avenue issues, May 5, 1983, p.15

PARK, BRAD
Welcome normality draws Ranger families to village (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.4

PARK, CHARLES
Home damaged by fire; Firefighter D Burns injured, Apr 24, 1980, p.15
Eleven firemen certified as EMT’s, Jul 10, 1980, p.11
Prize-winning class (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.17
Underhill Road fire forces Munson family move, Apr 2, 1981, p.17
Arson suspected in (EMT) high school fire (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.21
Fire contest winners (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.15
Firehouse gala: local men honor their own (list), May 20, 1982, p.10
The power of faith? Pastor, firefighters replace stones (photo; list), Nov 18, 1982, p.11
EMT family robbed at gunpoint, Jan 6, 1983, p.10
Fire engine dedicated (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.9
EMT trio blazes way for female firefighters (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.9

PARK, GERARD
They passed inspection (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.12

PARK, GRACE
Fears allayed as Post Road home settles in (photo), Nov 10, 1983, p.6

PARK, KOJI
Sharing at Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.18

PARK, STEPHEN
Nygaard exhibit now at Pace, Dec 5, 1984, p.19

PARKER, ARTHUR
Technological advance for library system (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.5

PARKER, HARRY
SCS man J Chatzky leads Olympic crew (photo p 10), Jul 10, 1980, p.1

PARKER, JOHN
Co-chairmen named: J J Parker, J J DioGuardi, Nov 13, 1980, p.18

PARKER, SARAH
Square Pegs at the Junior High (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.23

PARKER, STEWART
High court ruling could be felt here, Apr 21, 1983, p.1

PARKER, STUART
Creche suit is answered, Apr 7, 1983, p.1

PARKING
SEE AUTOMOBILE PARKING

PARKINSON, DAVID
Enrollment decline worries schools, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
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PARKINSON, DAVID continued
   Edgewood honors teachers (list), Feb 11, 1982, p.15
PARKS AND RECREATION COUNCIL-SCS
   SEE RECREATION DEPT-SCS
PARKS, JOHN (DR)
   SCS vet Dr J Parks saves stray; now puppy needs a home, Apr 29, 1983, p.21
PARKS, THOMAS (DR)
   Odell House marks 200th anniversary (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
PARKS-SCS
   SEE RECREATION AREAS-SCS
PARLATO, RONALD
   Planning Board OK's 28 homes on Marx Estate, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
   Board okays house plans, Jan 13, 1983, p.5
   Opening of restaurant awaits parking decision, Feb 10, 1983, p.12
   Houses okayed on Barricini property, Mar 10, 1983, p.4
   Planning Board okays subdivision, Apr 14, 1983, p.2
   Neighbors blast plan for fields on Winston property, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
   Planning Board starts review of Master Plan, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
   Home okayed on Barricini estate, Sep 15, 1983, p.3
   Planning Board okays shopping center project, Dec 8, 1983, p.4
   Planning Board seeks conservation zoning for large properties in East SCS, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
   Meeting slated on conservation zoning, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
   Conservation zoning subject of queries, concerns at meeting, Sep 6, 1984, p.1
   Board passes conservation zone measure, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
   Builders break new ground in luxury market (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
   Help for debaters, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
   Conservation plans, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
   Two multi-home developments proposed (illus), Nov 29, 1984, p.1
   Village granted permission to subdivide Boulder Brook, Dec 27, 1984, p.1
PARLOW, PETER
   Peter Parlow wins semifinalist rank, Oct 1, 1981, p.8
   EMT High Class of '82 is on its way! (photo; list), Jul 1, 1982, p.11
PARMAH, DAVID
   D R Parmah dies, Oct 28, 1982, p.19
PARNELL, JASPER
   Homecoming (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.2
   Visiting students review year (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.3
   Special Patrol leaders elected (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.3
PARNELL, JASPER (AU)
   STEP seeks host family (ltr), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
PARNES, CLAIRE
   13-year old Jresh Parnes battles back from rare illness (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.1
PARNES, JONATHAN
   13-year old Jresh Parnes battles back from rare illness (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.1
   Parnes Fund begun at Albert Einstein, Oct 2, 1980, p.1
   Reason to smile again (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
   Parnes Fund, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
   Great pumpkin raffle (photo; list), Oct 23, 1980, p.3
   J Parnes dies, Jan 12, 1984, p.12
PARNES, RICHARD
   13-year old Jresh Parnes battles back from rare illness (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.1
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PARNES, STEPHEN
13-year old J Parnes battles back from rare illness (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.1

PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS
SEE SCHOOLS, PRIVATE

PARRISH, (GENERAL)
Angelo Romeo awarded Silver Star (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.8

PARSONS, YVETTE
Spectacular collision on BRP (photo), May 14, 1981, p.4

PARTENZI, MARY
M Partenzi dies, May 26, 1983, p.10

PARTIES
A 4th fire engine ready for duty, Jul 10, 1980, p.2
Big day on Carstensen (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Successful block party (ltr), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
Collapse of platform sends 11 partygoers to hospital, Sep 3, 1981, p.5
Kudos for emergency forces (ltr), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
Heathcote block party (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.2
A party to remember (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.12
Parties: plan now for rewards later (photo) (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.9
SEE ALSO OPEN HOUSE PARTIES

PASCALE, LUCY
L A Pascale dies, Apr 24, 1980, p.18

PASQUA, FRANK JR
Drug suspects arrested in EMT (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.15

PASS, JOHN
How American freedom came to ring (edit), Jul 7, 1983, p.7

PASSANANTE, SUSAN
Drop EMS class ranking, change grade weighting, report asks, May 12, 1983, p.13

PASSIDOMO, JOHN
Most at hearing back 4 lanes on Hutch, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
L Greenwood attends celebration, Dec 30, 1982, p.3
Candidates court Democratic caucus (cont p 16), Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Democrats back Veteran, Feb 24, 1983, p.11
Perfect record (No pedestrian deaths in SCS) (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.5
Auto Club to give SCS award for pedestrian safety, Aug 23, 1984, p.3
Pedestrian safety award (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.9

PASSOVER
Passover seder (photo; list), Apr 23, 1981, p.24
Preparing for Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.18
Fiber of Jewish life woven into Passover crafts (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.6

PASTERNAK, ALBERT
Institute opens in Hartsdale, May 7, 1981, p.15
Institute adds full-time director: A S Pasternak (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.4

PASTERNAK, FLORENCE
F Pasternak dies, Aug 6, 1981, p.20

PASTERNAK, IRENE
Mormon Expo gives lessons in survival (Part I) (photo; list), Sep 18, 1980, p.4

PATAFIO, RONALD
Town divided cannot stand (ltr), Dec 9, 1982, p.6
Grossman to meet press; Non-Partisans on cable, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
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PATELLA, PAUL (DR)
Three (Dr C Achten, Dr W B Eisaan, Dr P A Patella) named to WP Hospital, Feb 24, 1983, p.5

PATENTS
Resident N Wasser's patent concern granted licensing rights, Jul 28, 1983, p.10

PATERNO, ANTHONY
Blue and Gold Dinner (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.10
Cobra patrol wreaths (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.15

PATRICE, ANN
SEE LIEBER, ANN

PATRICK, GERALD
Live from EHS: WFAS to air MDA dance marathon benefit (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.11
WFAS promotes G Patrick, Apr 3, 1980, p.13

PATROLMEN'S BENEVOLENT ASSN-SCS
Police mount vest fund drive, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
Vest fund drive, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
It's another PBA, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Police call for binding arbitration, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Police win 19% pay hike, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Message from PBA (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
Village, police agree on two-year contract, Nov 24, 1983, p.1

PATROLMEN'S BENEVOLENT ASSN-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
It's another PBA, Oct 9, 1980, p.1

PATTERSON, BASIL
Senate hopefuls J Lindsay, E Holtzaan speak (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.1

PATTERSON, BOB
Running from the start (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Abe Simon dies; led Antiques, Dec 15, 1983, p.1

PATTERSON, DOROTHY (AU)
More tolerance called for (ltr), Dec 2, 1982, p.6

PATTERSON, JANET
Two artists (J Patterson, R Friedel) have show at main office of SNB, Nov 5, 1981, p.8

PATTON, GENE
You and your aging parents (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p.7

PAUL, ALLEN (PSEUD-AU)
There's more here than meets the ear (edit; cartoon), May 21, 1981, p.7
World's greatest ambling band (edit; photo), May 28, 1981, p.7

PAUL, SANDRA (AU)
Worse traffic feared (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6

PAULING, GEORGE
SCS boy R Goldstein is number one fund raiser for cystic fibrosis (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.4

PAULING, LINUS (AU)
Misrepresentation charged (ltr), Nov 12, 1981, p.6

PAULIS, ROBERT
New sales associates: E Ettinger, C Leone, R Paulis (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.15
New realtor: R Paulis (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.4

PAULMANN, ESTHER

PAULMANN, GEORGE
6 W Paulmann dies, Jul 14, 1983, p.10

Pawtucket (Rhode Island) Case
SEE LYNCH V DONELLY
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PAYEZ, EMILY
  E T Payez dies, Dec 9, 1982, p.28

PAYNE, MARK
  Neighbors find home for grounded goose (photo; addl photo p 1), Sep 16, 1982, p.6

PAYSON, MARTIN
  Labor law firm opening in area (list), Nov 19, 1981, p.8

PEA
  SEE PATROLMEN'S BENEVOLENT ASSN-SCS/WESTCHESTER COUNTY

PEACE CORPS
  After college--Lesotho (edit), Sep 22, 1983, p.7

PEACOCK, MARGARET
  After-school day care slated to start here in September (list), Jun 17, 1982, p.1

PEALE, NORMAN VINCENT (DR)
  Rev John Elliott Jr to be installed at Greenville Church; Dr N V Peale to speak (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.16
  Rev J D Elliott Jr with Dr N V Peale (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.18

PEARL, FLORENCE
  F L Pearl dies, May 5, 1983, p.22

PEARLMAN, STUART
  Corporation names local man S Pearlman communications director, Oct 21, 1982, p.2
  Local man S Pearlman establishes public relations firm (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.4

PEARSON, DENISE
  Eagle Scout project (photo), May 6, 1982, p.19

PEARSON, JOHN
  Historically speaking: SCS Library (illus), Jun 9, 1983, p.6

PEARSON, ROBERT (DR)
  President-elect Dr R D Pearson (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.8

PEASE, RAYMOND
  R C Pease dies, May 5, 1983, p.22

PECCHIONI, JOHN
  Boy Scouts take over (photo; list), Feb 12, 1981, p.1
  Eagle Scout project (photo), May 6, 1982, p.19

PECK, DIANA (DR)
  New cable board criticized at hearing, Nov 29, 1984, p.11

PECK, T BOYNTON
  Scenes of Memorial Day, 1983 (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.6

PECKMAN, MORTON
  Summer Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1

PECORA, MICHAEL
  Police probing shooting in home (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.15

PEDERSEN, ROBERT
  Private school senior R C Pedersen named Merit finalist, May 17, 1984, p.15

PEDERSON, LUCY
  Village reported seeking to acquire Boulder Brook, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
  Riders fight for Boulder Brook Club, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
  Boulder Brook boasts legacy of fine horsemanship (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.6
  Boulder Brook takeover dropped, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
  Before Board ruling: Eloquent pleas to save Boulder Brook Club, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
  Village agrees to buy Boulder Brook; riding club faces eviction by July 2 (photo), May 24, 1984, p.1
  Fight to survive, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
PEDERSON, LUCY continued
Closing postponed on Boulder Brook, Jul 5, 1984, p.1

PEDERSON, PEER
Village reported seeking to acquire Boulder Brook, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Village moves to acquire Boulder Brook site (diagram), Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Riders fight for Boulder Brook Club, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook takeover dropped, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Before Board ruling: Eloquent pleas to save Boulder Brook Club, Jan 28, 1984, p.1
Choice of site for fields is still uncertain, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
Village agrees to buy Boulder Brook; riding club faces eviction by July 2 (photo), May 24, 1984, p.1

PEDESTRIANS-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
There ought to be a law (ltr), Jul 8, 1982, p.6

PEDESTRIANS-SAFETY
Dangerous intersection (ltr), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Rotary Club stressing pedestrian safety, May 29, 1980, p.3
Sixteen safe years in a row (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.3
SCS to get Auto Club Award, Sep 17, 1981, p.3
Accepting the award (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.3
Safety zone not safe (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
Safe passage (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Those mysterious lines (edit), May 19, 1983, p.6
Let's not wait 'til '84 (edit), Sep 8, 1983, p.6
Perfect record (No pedestrian deaths in SCS) (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.5
Safety—later, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
Town's responsibility (edit), Aug 2, 1984, p.6
Pedestrian safety award (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.9

PEDIATRIC TUMOR FOUNDATION
Two from SCS, E Lipson, P Sumergrade, support Pediatric Tumor Foundation, Dec 30, 1982, p.8

PEDUZZI, EDWARD
School Board studies cutting, Sep 25, 1980, p.17
Auditorium dedication; policy discussion at board meeting, Feb 11, 1982, p.11
Fair weather for graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.11

PEETS, CARL
After 20 years at SHS, dean C 0 Peets heads for Orient (photo), Apr 30, 1981, p.6
SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
Retiring: Dean C Peets, F Grosso (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.20

PEBB, JOHN
Chief R White's hat, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Camp elects local aan J L Pegg president (photo; list), Apr 8, 1982, p.5

PEIN, MARGRETA VON
SEE VON PEIN, MARGRETA

PELACCIO, EVA
New play structure at Greenacres (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.20
Magical moment (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.1

PELACCIO, LINDA
Math and writing programs described (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.15
Board votes against closing Huntington, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Village, riders agree on sale of Boulder Brook, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Greenacres parents press village for safer conditions (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.1
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PELACCIO, LINDA (AU)
   Greenacres PTA indignant (ltr), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
PELACRENO, PAUL
   Art in the park (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.3
PELACRENO, THOMAS
   Art in the park (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.3
PELLEI, IDA
   Heathcote SBH has I Pellei exhibit, May 29, 1980, p.5
   Art display by I Pellei at savings bank, Nov 3, 1983, p.2
PELICCIO, BILLY
   St Pius X School receives flag from Burrows (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.10
PELLENG, ANN
   Olympic art on display (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.2
   Fee office opens in Rye (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.12
PELZ, ROBERT
   AJC elects resident R L Pelz chairman, Apr 2, 1981, p.3
PENACHIO, EILEEN (AU)
   Consider the alternatives (ltr), Jun 7, 1984, p.6
PENACHIO, TONY (AU)
   Consider the alternatives (ltr), Jun 7, 1984, p.6
PENG, KENNETH
   Four join Ambassador tour, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
PENKIN, LORI
   Prize-winning class (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.17
PENN CENTRAL CORP
   Conrail manager K E Smith blames MTA for level of rail service, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
   Divided management seen as factor in railroad ills, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
   Freightway plans; Owners approached, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
PENNY, WILLIAM (DR)
   Town Club: Teacher pay should rise less than cost of living, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
   GOP snafu, Aug 13, 1981, p.1
   Scouts honored by Red Cross (photo; list), May 26, 1983, p.5
PEPE, PHILIP JR
   Riders oppose fare hike, Jun 11, 1981, p.3
PEPE, ROSS
   Most at hearing back 4 lanes on Hutch, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
PEPPER, ADAM
   Evolving recreation program speaks for itself--quietly (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.12
PEPPER, BARBARA
   D'Amboose student is 'awed' (ltr), Jan 8, 1981, p.4
PEPPER, LESLIE
   Local student L Pepper in university theater class (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.11
PERAHIA, IHO
   I Perahia dies, Jan 24, 1980, p.14
PERCIVAL, ALLAN
PERCOPO, LYDIA
   Bank promotes Lydia Percopo, Oct 28, 1982, p.15
PEREIRA, CHARLES (DR)
   Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
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PERELLA, LOU
New taste in town (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.10

PERERA, CHARLES (DR)
Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
The Pereras speak volumes with an outstretched hand (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.6

PERERA, CHARLES (DR-AU)
War can be prevented (ltr), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
Bottle law helps, he says (ltr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6
SCS's Quaker heritage (edit), Jul 19, 1984, p.7

PERERA, RUTH
Crackdown on bikers?, May 29, 1980, p.1
Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Mrs R Perera to be cited by Japanese, May 19, 1983, p.5
The Pereras speak volumes with an outstretched hand (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.6

PERETZ, BARRY
Readers respond on A and B (ltrs), Jan 7, 1982, p.6
A vote against A and B (ltr), Feb 18, 1982, p.6

PERETZ, BARRY (AU)
Reason to sail again (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Seeks opinions on A and B (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
A grade for B team (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6

PERETZ, MARTIN (AU)
Deceitfully shaping the facts (edit), Nov 25, 1982, p.7

PEREZ, LOIS
Library System marks birthday (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.15

PERFALL, ARTHUR
Conrail fares rise; commuters plan suit, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Air conditioning crisis (edit), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
Rail car shortage is putting (more) squeeze on commuter (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.1
Metro North fares going up, Dec 22, 1983, p.1

PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL PROGRAM
School panelists praise teacher appraisal system, Mar 20, 1980, p.4

PERFORMING ARTS
Top young artist E Chang (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.6
Mme B Lehman leads IHM assembly program (list), Jan 31, 1980, p.14
Mme J Kligler is Fox Meadow's artist-in residence (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.14
The Cardboard Co performs at Edgewood School (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.13
Olympic performance, Feb 21, 1980, p.1
Interfaith concert to raise relief funds for Cambodians (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.1
SCS girl S Han is winner in music contest, Feb 28, 1980, p.6
Greenville and Seely Place youngsters treated to 'An Adventure With Alice' (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.11
SCS sings out message of hope (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.4
Concert fund, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Twenty-eight elementary all-county musicians (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.16
('Guys and Dolls') belongs on Broadway! (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
Jena Smith's 'Clara' honors mothers in town's tribute (photo), May 8, 1980, p.23
SCS nursery schoolers see Woman's Club production, 'Hansel and Gretel' (photo; list), May 29, 1980, p.9
Concerts saved, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
SCS Orchestra? (list), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
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PERFORMING ARTS continued

Top of the world; Ha (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.2
Symphony president: J Hofmann (list), Jul 17, 1980, p.10
EMT man M Sumner keeps play on its award-winning track (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.13
Music for Westchester becomes White Plains Symphony Orchestra, Sep 25, 1980, p.2
Alec Chien named to compete in Chopin contest, Oct 2, 1980, p.9
K Borgeson starring in Dean Junior College production, 'Company' (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.15
Ten SHS students chosen for All-State music fest (photo; list), Nov 20, 1980, p.17
Thespian J Thaler (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.21
Historic music (photo; list), Dec 11, 1980, p.25
Storyteller J O'Callahan at Edgewood (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.27
EMT boys jazz dance at Lincoln Center (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.11
Christmas Festival (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.16
D'Aboise student is 'awed' (ltr), Jan 8, 1981, p.4
Pianist A Kent named top young artist (photo; list), Jan 15, 1981, p.10
Marvelous musicians of Greenacres (photo; list), Feb 5, 1981, p.13
Singer-songwriter B Choo performs for SCS seniors (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.17
SCS student D Spitzer chosen for McDonald's jazz band (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.24
Clowning around (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.27
Fantastic (photo; list), Mar 5, 1981, p.27
Classy Clarinets at Greenacres School (list), Mar 12, 1981, p.25
Concerto contest winners named (list), Mar 19, 1981, p.6
Off to Royal Academy: B Cohen (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.22
Say it without words (photo), May 14, 1981, p.23
Cast of characters (photo; list), May 28, 1981, p.10
Showcase stars (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.11
Village charges code violations at Cultural Center (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.1
Reading comes alive (photo; list), Jul 30, 1981, p.5
Brothers S and J Malina play key SSMT roles off stage and on (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.1
New obstacle for twilight concerts, Aug 13, 1981, p.1
Room for coorporate (edit), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
Violation of spirit (ltr), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
Cultural Center to move concert, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Neighbors explain opposition (ltr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
Happy ending, Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Disappointing crowd (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
High school musicians chosen for All-State (list), Nov 26, 1981, p.19
The day the Players died (edit), Dec 3, 1981, p.7
Mock trial raises legal questions at Bill of Rights Day celebration (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.3
Concerts lead to conviction, Dec 17, 1981, p.3
Puppet show visits local schools (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.13
Little Bears for little viewers (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.12
Arts Festival planned for SHS (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Edgewood students visit city to see 'Joseph', Feb 11, 1982, p.15
A chorus line, LWV style (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.11
An inspiring new hall (edit; photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.7
EMT musicians chosen for All-County Festival (list), Apr 1, 1982, p.10
14-year-old pianist H Siu wins WSO Concerto Competition (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.15
Congratulations! (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
PERFORMING ARTS continued

Making music together (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.13
Live theater returning to SCS Plaza (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.6
EHS musicians A Phillips, M Smith nominated, Sep 23, 1982, p.10
No vaudeville in SCS (ltr), Oct 14, 1982, p.6
Students L Weinberg, D Broden, S Melnick, L Beilin, M Bench, W Allegaert chosen for all-state (photo, Nov 25, 1982, p.20
Opera Plus comes to Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.22
A living creche—medieval style (edit), Dec 16, 1982, p.7
EHS musicians honored here, ready for road (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.11
Local pianist M Stroke in NYC recital (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.11
A festival to celebrate (edit), Feb 3, 1983, p.6
The entertainers (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.8
Local couple, R and J Ahlert, makes the break into NY theater, Feb 3, 1983, p.11
Festival Chorus is more than the sum of its parts (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.5
Mine delights Edgewood kids (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.20
Pleased to meet (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.11
SCS pianist S Matsuyama wins concerto contest, Feb 24, 1983, p.9
Calypso (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.12
Resident S D Greene ready to raise curtain at new theater (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.6
Wild blue yonder (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.14
Storytellers at Heathcote (photo; list), Mar 24, 1983, p.19
At 15, Sylvia Otten's Lincoln Center veteran (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.18
Village Club goes Western (photo), May 12, 1983, p.1
Down beat, please (photo), May 12, 1983, p.13
Under a spell...(photo), May 19, 1983, p.8
Spring song (photo), May 26, 1983, p.10
Students attend music festival (list), May 26, 1983, p.16
Celebrating America at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.14
Rave review for concert (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
Humphrey Dance Ensemble names R Pachette director, Jul 14, 1983, p.13
P Dunkel named to conduct New Orchestra of Westchester (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.13
Best concert ever (ltr), Jul 28, 1983, p.6
Virtuosi treasurer: A Lau, Aug 11, 1983, p.2
Show time (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.11
Local student L Pepper in university theater class (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.11
Local student M Gavrin performs at New England Music Camp, Sep 1, 1983, p.12
Accountant D J Bell turns play producer, Sep 22, 1983, p.13
Praise for summer band (ltr), Oct 6, 1983, p.6
A musical night to remember (photo; list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3
This 20-year stage wait is set to pay off (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.6
Local man C I Petschek elected by Philharmonic, Nov 17, 1983, p.5
Students T Chen, J Wong, D Broden named to All-State (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.17
Holy Child School gives M B Haffner, C Chesney drama awards, Dec 15, 1983, p.18
Visit from some Vagabonds (photo; list), Jan 26, 1984, p.18
First year for New Orchestra (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.34
Quality programs need support (ltr), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
Valentine's Day fun (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.8
Local pianist C Feiner listed (in Who's Who), Feb 16, 1984, p.9
Sophomore V Lann wins Petschek prize, Feb 16, 1984, p.12
Local musicians M Asakawa, C Sia win Concerto Contest, Feb 23, 1984, p.2
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PERFORMING ARTS continued
SYF players see current events in Scopes history (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.6
Wizard Man comes to Heathcote (photo; list), Apr 5, 1984, p.16
1940's play has lessons for today (edit), Apr 26, 1984, p.7
Praise for SCS symphony (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6
Full house (photo), May 17, 1984, p.9
Exciting evening (ltr), May 24, 1984, p.6
Top flight in the suburbs (ltr), May 24, 1984, p.6
EHS grad M Teschner is on the road to Broadway, May 24, 1984, p.11
Event of the year (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.11
Hudson Valley Singers appoints G Robbins director, Aug 30, 1984, p.13
New Orchestra names Deutsch first director, Sep 13, 1984, p.17
Greenville Theater’s founder G Shoemaker wins top award from Hartman (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.11
James Finn to join Orchestral Assn, Oct 25, 1984, p.10
SEE ALSO ACTORS AND ACTRESSES, NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL ORCHESTRAS, THEATRE GROUPS,ETC, SCHOOLS-EMT/SCS-PERFORMING ARTS

PERFORMING ARTS-CRITICISM
Critic's critic (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6

PERFUMES
How should he smell? (edit), Sep 2, 1982, p.7

PERIN, REUBEN
R Perin dies, Sep 29, 1983, p.14

PERIODICALS
SEE NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL PERIODICALS, EX JABBERWOCKY

PERIODONTISTS
NYS periodontists elect SCS man Dr S F Goodman president, Mar 12, 1981, p.8
Local periodontist Dr H Krauser going to Israeli Games, Jun 18, 1981, p.2

PERKINS, BRADFORD
Noted SCS architect B Perkins to design new Scout house (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.3
Building fund drive opens for new Girl Scout House (photo; list), Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Girl Scout House fund nearing $240,000 goal (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Residents polled on indoor pool, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Freightway meetings (list), Oct 1, 1981, p.1
Architect B Perkins forms new firm (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.10
New Scout House dedicated (photo; list), Mar 18, 1982, p.5
Art center to open at Scout House, Jan 6, 1983, p.1
Church addition causes stir, Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Planners delay decision on addition to Mormon Church, Nov 1, 1984, p.3

PERKINS, CAROL
Squires wins 15K again (photo; list; addl photo p 23), Apr 9, 1981, p.23

PERKINS, JUDITH
Historically speaking: D D Tompkins (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.6

PERKINS, LAWRENCE

PERKINS, PHYLLIS
Correction: B Cotton, P Perkins elected in Unit C, Feb 2, 1982, p.1

PERKINS, RACHAEL
New 'twinning' program at WRT, Jan 27, 1983, p.12

PERLIS, (MRS LEO)
White House visit (for R E Delany) (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.19
PERLIS, LEO
White House visit (for R E Delany) (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.19

PERLMAN, ELLEN
Seely Auditorium referendum set, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
Preparing to save a life; EHS students work on CPR (photo; list), Mar 5, 1981, p.21
From 'Portfolio' (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.17
Board presents $9.25 million budget; faculty cuts included, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
Elective courses proposed for EHS, Apr 1, 1982, p.11
Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
Sails of an autumn morn (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.12

PERMANENT CITIZENS ADVISORY BOARD TO THE MTA
SEE METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

PERNICE, THOMAS
Rotary honors Thomas Pernice (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.5

PERNICE, VIC
Rotary honors Pernice, Feb 26, 1981, p.6

PERONE, JOHN
Pisani convicted on eighteen counts, Jun 7, 1984, p.1
Pisani quits State Senate, Jul 5, 1984, p.1
Senate foes J Perone, S Oppenheimer debate effectiveness, philosophy (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.1
LNV hears journalist M Hoffman preview '84 election, Oct 18, 1984, p.4
Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Candidates clash one more time, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Legislative endorsements (edit), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
Voters here show independence in backing Reagan, Teicher, Burrows, Oppenheimer (chart p 16), Nov 8, 1984, p.1
Counting continues, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Teicher, Perone concede, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

PERRI, JOHN
Boot out muscular dystrophy (photo), Jul 16, 1981, p.5

PERRI, KEVIN
St Pius X School receives flag from Burrows (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.10
Camperships given, Jun 4, 1981, p.5

PERRINE, EARL

PERRINE, PETER
P W Perrine dies, Feb 17, 1983, p.14

PERRON, BILL
Growing popularity of fireplaces creating increased fire risk (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.1

PERRONE, DENNIS
SCS Ford names D Perrone director, Dec 13, 1984, p.14

PERRONE, ELEANOR
Symphony names E Perrone, Jen-Yen-Chen, H Sia prize winners, Mar 27, 1980, p.11

PERRONE, JOHN
Most at hearing back 4 lanes on Hutch, Jun 24, 1982, p.1

PERROTTA, GEORGE
County accountants elect SCS man G Perrotta, Jul 29, 1982, p.5
Accountants elect resident G Perrotta, Aug 18, 1983, p.5
Perrotta made audit manager, Jul 12, 1984, p.8

PERRY, SUSAN
Frisbee tourney benefits CARE (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.17
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PERRY, VIRGINIA
Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1

PERSHING, JOHN
J Pershing dies, Jan 21, 1982, p.18

PERSICO, CHARLES
Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part II) (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.11
Public input revised zoning code, planner E Silberstein tells Council, Apr 10, 1980, p.13
Learning skills vs COH; Crowders honored by S 0, May 15, 1980, p.15
Planners toss out 'covenant' plea, May 29, 1980, p.13
School Board: Hearing on apartments urged; 8-man football may be coming, Aug 14, 1980, p.7
New hearing set on SCS Chateau, Aug 28, 1980, p.6
Greenville Council calls for SCS Meadows probe, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
School Board considering stiffer cutting penalties, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Chateau apt changes promised; civic groups still worried, Sep 25, 1980, p.17
Apartments to be approved, Oct 9, 1980, p.15
Compromise on Red Lobster plan, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
Long-range forecasts; current problems liven board meeting, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
Builder offers changes in apartment plans; opponents still unhappy, Feb 24, 1983, p.11

PERSKY, JOEL (DR)
SCS professor Dr B Witchel is TV producer (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.5

PESKIN, HENRY (DR-AU)
Time-saving device (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4

PESKIN, HILDEGARDE
Resident H Peskin wins sculpture award, Apr 1, 1982, p.8

PESKIN, HILDEGARDE (AU)
Indoor pool--white elephant? (ltr), Oct 8, 1981, p.6

PESKIN, JIM
Residents battle heat costs with solid results (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 26, 1981, p.4

PESKIN, KATE
November picnic (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Holiday Fantasy (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.5
Roller revival at its peak on Donellan Road (photo; list), Feb 19, 1981, p.4

PESKIN, RENEE
Residents battle heat costs with solid results (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Residents polled on indoor pool, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Indoor pool, Nov 5, 1981, p.1
Village Club names co-presidents again; R Pessin, J Fiedler (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Indoor pool gets backing of Town, and Village Clubs, May 27, 1982, p.1
Village Club names J Fink, R Pessin co-presidents; other officers for 1983-84 (photo; list), Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Better school budget format asked, May 26, 1983, p.1
Goldenstein is candidate in search of forum, Jan 19, 1984, p.1
Before Board ruling: Eloquent pleas to save Boulder Brook Club, Jan 26, 1984, p.1

PESKIN, RENEE (AU)
Grass-roots opportunity (ltr), Jan 12, 1984, p.6

PESTICIDES
Spraying regulations asked (ltr), Jul 21, 1983, p.6

PETEY, SUZANNE
JACS teach tooth care (photo; list), Mar 25, 1982, p.21

PETERS, ELSIE
Emblem Club member E Peters is named national officer (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.8
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PETEBS, MITCHELL
  July 4th celebration? (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.9
PETEBS, ROBERT
  State hearing on bus application, May 6, 1982, p.1
PETEBS, ROBERT (AU)
    He loves the bus (ltr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
PETEBS, ROBERTA
  Arts Council raises $115,000, Oct 9, 1980, p.6
  Roberta Peters backs SCS Orchestra Assn, May 14, 1981, p.3
  Roberta Peters: a life woven with tradition (photo), May 14, 1981, p.6
  For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 28, 1981, p.1
  Honorary chairman: R Peters, Feb 25, 1982, p.10
  Arts Award for Roberta Peters, Apr 8, 1982, p.2
  SEE ALSO FIELDS, ROBERTA
PETEBSN, BRENT
  Troop names B Petersen scoutmaster, Nov 13, 1980, p.10
PETEBSON, GEORGE
  G W Peterson dies, Aug 16, 1984, p.14
PETEBSON, HAROLD
PETEBSON, TAMARA
  Village agrees to buy Boulder Brook; riding club faces eviction by July 2 (photo), May 24, 1984, p.1
PETEBSON, TYRONE (AU)
  He found a new way (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.7
PETIT, JOHN
  Two-millionth prescription (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.4
PETREIE, SHERMAN
  SNB appoints T C Kavanaugh, D H Munzer, S V Petrie, M Rosenburgh new vice presidents (photo), Feb 18, 1982, p.2
PETRILLO, CAROL
  Marian Guild luncheon (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.18
PETROCEILLI, RUDOLPH
  Fort Hill Club sold; luxury homes planned, Dec 1, 1983, p.9
PETROLEUM
  Oil import tax favored (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6
  It's a tax on consumers (ltr), Jul 29, 1982, p.6
  Gas prices rise, but still below last year, Aug 25, 1983, p.15
  SEE ALSO OIL COMPANIES
PETROOK, ADRIENNE
  Graphic artist A Petrook opens office (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.11
  Graphic artist A Petrook wins two awards, Apr 16, 1981, p.13
  New at CBS: A Petrook (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.2
PETROOK, MALCOLM
  PR Firm promotes SCS man M J Petrook, Jan 3, 1980, p.11
  BAR approves disputed fence, Mar 10, 1983, p.4
  SCS parents turning to one another in attempt to cope with the pressures on children, May 31, 1984, p.6
PETROSA, DANIELLE
  Best window paintings picked (photo; list), Nov 3, 1983, p.13
PETRUCCELLI, DAVID
  Scouts to get savings bonds, Dec 16, 1982, p.11
  Scouts K McLoughlin, D and V Petruccelli, S Swayne win savings bonds, Dec 22, 1983, p.10
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PETRUCELLI, VINCENT
  Scout award winners (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.13
  Scouts to get savings bonds, Dec 16, 1982, p.11
  Scouts K McLoughlin, D and V Petruccelli, S Swayne win savings bonds, Dec 22, 1983, p.10

PETS
  Summer tips on pet care (ltr), Jun 26, 1980, p.4
  Health Commissioner Dr A Curran urges vaccinations, Jul 1, 1982, p.5
  Message for pet owners (ltr), Jul 22, 1982, p.6

PETSCHEK, (MRS CHARLES)
  AJC division to give award to local woman Mrs C Petschek, Nov 19, 1981, p.8

PETSCHEK, CHARLES
  Stevens Institute elects Scarsdalian C I Petschek, Aug 5, 1982, p.3
  Local man C I Petschek elected by Philharmonic, Nov 17, 1983, p.5

PETSCHEK, ELAINE
  E Petschek elected by UJA, Jun 12, 1980, p.10

PETSCHEK, WILLIAM
  W Petschek dies, May 15, 1980, p.14

PETTI, HARRY JR
  H M Peyser Jr dies, Nov 17, 1983, p.20

PEYER, HARRY JR
  See education 'a top priority' (edit), Jun 18, 1981, p.7

PEYTON, (MRS DONALD)
  Woman's Club installs president for '84-'85 (photo; list), Apr 12, 1984, p.9

PEYTON, DONALD
  Local man D L Peyton new president of Standards Institute, Jul 14, 1983, p.2

PEYTON, JANE
  Non Partisan changes proposed; Woman's Club could lose role, Sep 20, 1984, p.1
  Woman's Club faces loss of role in nominating system, Oct 18, 1984, p.1

PEYTON, JANE (AU)
  Club feels it belongs in system (ltr), Sep 27, 1984, p.6

PEZONE, ANTHONY
  Gasohol has reached SCS (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.1
  Gasohol, Feb 7, 1980, p.1

PFRAFF, ALEX
  MVP: S Seidman (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.20
  Correction: A Pfaff omitted from Natl Merit Scholarship winners, May 17, 1984, p.14

PFRAFF, DOUG
  1979 the year of computers in SCS schools (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.19
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PFAFF, ROBIN
HS leaders agree: people as important as curriculum, Oct 16, 1980, p.1

PFEFFER, JEROME
Meeting on Hutch, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Residents blast parkway plans, Jan 22, 1981, p.1

PFEFFER, KIRK
Bypassing SCS, Jun 19, 1980, p.1

PFEIFFER, WILLIAM
Associate director at Sleepy Hollow: W B Pfeiffer, Aug 5, 1982, p.4

PFEIFFER, ELAINE
Staff change at Inquirer: E Pfeiffer assistant editor, Dec 25, 1980, p.5
Owners defend their dogs (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Inquirer appoints L Leavitt associate editor, May 24, 1984, p.2
Expression of gratitude (ltr), May 31, 1984, p.6

PFEIFFER, SONJA
Realtor S Pfeiffer joins Paul Field (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.4

PFORZHEIMER, ANDREW
SCS student A Pforzheimer plans 'Ride for Life' (photo), May 19, 1983, p.1
Ride for Life, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
SCS stop on Ride for Life (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.1

PFORZHEIMER, ANN
Class with real class feted at graduation, Jul 1, 1982, p.1

PFORZHEIMER, BETTY
Homecoming (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.2

PFORZHEIMER, BETTY (AU)
STEP seeks host family (ltr), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
One of five can't read...(edit), Mar 4, 1982, p.7

PFORZHEIMER, CARL III
School Board anticipates tax hike of 7 to 8 percent, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
C H Pforzheimer III elected to Pace board of trustees (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.13
Cedarbaua and Pforzheimer nominated for School Board (photo; list), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Courts main issue in school election, May 13, 1982, p.1
Tennis court measure loses (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1
Class with real class feted at graduation, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
School candidates named (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Board of Education elects J Gevertz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Enrollment decline continues; Advisory Committee on Legislative Issues named (list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3
School Board approves expanded kindergarten, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Kathleen Connelly, district secretary, gets warm sendoff (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.1
SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
No guessing, Oct 18, 1984, p.1
Board of Education approves ski team, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
Board of Education moves to step up school security, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

PFORZHEIMER, CARL III (AU)
Computer, health ed, youth outreach receiving increased attention in SCS schools (Education '84 Supp, Aug 30, 1984, p.21

PFORZHEIMER, ELIZABETH
Read-in nets cash donation, May 12, 1983, p.13
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PHAEDRUS
SEE SCHOOLS-EMT-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

PHAN THI RANH
SEE RANH, PHAN THI

PHARMACIES
SEE RETAIL STORES

PHARMACISTS
Local pharmacists K Stein to chair cancer prevention study, Jul 1, 1982, p.5

PHELAN, CHARLES
C H Phelan dies, Sep 6, 1984, p.19

PHELAN, MARK
Zoning changes on hold, Feb 2, 1984, p.10

PHELAN, MARY
M Phelan dies, Apr 19, 1984, p.14

PHelps, nancy
Sixth graders learn about law from police youth officers (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.17

PHI BETA KAPPA ASSN
Phi Beta Kappa Assn elects S A Frankel new president (list), Jun 11, 1981, p.8
Word of appreciation (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
Phi Beta Kappa leaders named (list), Jul 21, 1983, p.5

PHILANTHROPISTS
George Jaffin: a man who does well at doing good (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.1

PHILATHROPY
SEE CHARITIES, GIFTS

PHILATELY
SEE POSTAGE STAMPS-COLLECTORS AND COLLECTING

PHILIPPS, RIPPLY
Save the Atlanta Children (photo), Apr 2, 1980, p.3

PHILIPS, CAROL
SVAC's Oscar (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.2

PHILIPSBURG MANOR
Historic houses mark holidays at County restoration sites (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.20

PHILIPS, ANDREW
EHS musicians A Phillips, M Smith nominated, Sep 23, 1982, p.10
Dunsmore to mark 50 years of song with EMT Association (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.9

PHILIPS, CAROL
C Phillips holds her award-winning portraits (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.6
Painting, photo exhibits on now at SCS Natl, May 5, 1983, p.23
Local photographer C Phillips wins four ribbons, Apr 5, 1984, p.2

PHILIPS, EMILY
On the ball (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.11

PHILIPS, GEOFFREY
G L Phillips named director of corporate development, Sun Chem Corp (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.5
VP at Sun: G L Phillips (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.5
Phillips takes St Louis post, Dec 23, 1982, p.10

PHILIPS, JIM
Miss Covington’s holds holiday parties (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.10

PHILIPS, LEONARD

PHILIPS, TED
Students participating in GNC volunteer programs, Jan 20, 1983, p.10
PHILOSOPHY

How much can (or can't) we give? (edit), Mar 24, 1983, p.7

PHILSON, GEORGE

Nenette Kay keeps pace, high C at 84 (photo; add'l photo p.6), Oct 16, 1980, p.4

PHOCAS, ALEX (AU)

Letters re Creche decision (ltrs), Nov 26, 1981, p.7

PHOCAS, LOURDES (AU)

Letters re Creche decision (ltrs), Nov 26, 1981, p.7

PHOENIX HOUSE

Opponents of drug use push politics with anti-pot pitch (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.1

PHOTOGRAPHERS

SVAC's Oscar (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.2

C Phillips holds her award-winning portraits (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.6

Photographers choose leaders (list), Aug 20, 1981, p.12

Photographer wins first (photo), May 19, 1983, p.5

GBH to mark Barbara Morgan Day (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.9

PHOTOGRAPHY

Ribbon cutting ceremonies at Seely Place open new photography dark room (photo; list), Mar 6, 1980, p.11

GNC photo contest winners announced (list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13

Gallery honors photographer J Baubion-Mackler, Aug 7, 1980, p.2

SCS resident R Haiden captures first place in photo contest (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.11

Local youngsters among photo contest winners (list), Jan 15, 1981, p.8

Barbara Morgan: a creative force that never stops (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.21


Having fun with captions (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6

 Ubiquitous photographer (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6

Grand Prize winner (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.1

Judges' pick as the cream of the crop (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.19

Decorating with photography (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1984, p.8

PHOTOGRAPHY-AWARDS

SEE AWARDS

PHOTOGRAPHY-EXHIBITS

Hanging prints for Bronxville Camera Club exhibit (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.5

Photo exhibit by D Meltzer (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.5

Dentist A S Goldenberg showing photos at library, Nov 6, 1980, p.15

Nature photos by C M Juliano at Town Hall, Jan 15, 1981, p.11

Nature photos by K S Lowenstein being displayed, Apr 30, 1981, p.3

Photo exhibit on the homeless (by M Herbert) (photo), May 14, 1981, p.15

Local photographer J Lappert has show at bank, Jun 18, 1981, p.12

Krispy photos to be shown, Jul 30, 1981, p.10

Photography exhibit by J Ulbrich at Citibank, Aug 6, 1981, p.4

Sarah Lawrence shows Walker Evans photographs, Aug 6, 1981, p.17

Photo show displays US roadside art (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.4

Color photography exhibit (by H Gans) (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.5

Thoen, Revis photos at museum (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.2

Photography exhibit by J Biunta at bank (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.5

Painting, photo exhibits on now at SCS Hall, May 5, 1983, p.23

Photographer S Bartolone has show (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.10

Photo show by I Jones at camera shop, Jun 23, 1983, p.4

Resident R Hershenson showing work at Lincoln Center (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.12
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PHOTOGRAPHY-EHIBITS continued
Local photographer R Hershenson’s work on exhibit at SUNY Purchase, Dec 29, 1983, p.2
Photo exhibit portrays the homeless, Mar 8, 1984, p.9

PHOTOGRAPHY-STUDY AND TEACHING
Ira Toff: devotion from the inside (photo; add1 photo p 10), Sep 23, 1982, p.11
Photo of 1947 SCS Adult School photography course (photo) (Education ’83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.30

PHYSICAL FITNESS
Fitter firemen; Morning run, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Boutelle Method coming to SCS (list), Aug 28, 1980, p.22
SCS students get fitness awards (list), May 21, 1981, p.15
Method aims at total fitness (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.22
Senior trail, Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Students participate in fitness program (list), May 24, 1984, p.16
Profile Health Spa opens in White Plains, Aug 16, 1984, p.4
SEE ALSO EXERCISE

PHYSICAL THERAPY
Our man in ‘PT’ (edit), Oct 21, 1982, p.7

PHYSICIANS
Doctors ready to fight plan that would close St Agnes (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.1
Local MD D Kindig taking job, Feb 21, 1980, p.3
Despite his faae (Tarnower) lived privately, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Dr H Tarnower slain; wrote SCS diet (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Local MD D J Schein named head of surgery, May 1, 1980, p.6
Malaria specialist Dr W Trager receives WHO medal (photo), May 22, 1980, p.2
Local cancer researcher Dr G M Williams joins Dana Institute, Jul 10, 1980, p.2
Expert advisers (to SVAC) (photo; list), Jul 17, 1980, p.2
Top surgeon: Dr R L Rovit (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.5
Doctor appointed: Y Kikkawa (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.6
Dr N C Howanitz announces opening of dermatology practice (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.2
Dr L Thomas named to board, Aug 7, 1980, p.2
Local MD M Elkin president of radiologists, Dec 11, 1980, p.11
Local doctor W B Caspe director of pediatrics (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.16
Local doctor, V Herbert, named fellow, Jan 1, 1981, p.3
Doctors J A Pollowitz, J L Stamm join society, Feb 12, 1981, p.2
Hospital names Dr M D Ecker radiology head (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.6
SCS physician Dr M M Reidenberg wins award, Apr 2, 1981, p.6
A good MD must be human too (edit), Apr 23, 1981, p.7
MD M G Vertkin elected (photo), May 21, 1981, p.13
Academy elects SCS MD A Rivenson, Jun 18, 1981, p.2
President-elect Dr R D Pearson (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.8
College elects SCS MD M E Grossman, Jul 23, 1981, p.4
Jones to head unit of Cancer Society, Jul 30, 1981, p.2
Dr L S Josephson joins surgical staff, Sep 3, 1981, p.2
Local doctor S L Portnow is elected, Nov 5, 1981, p.9
MD S H Gottesman succumbs to injuries, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
SCS MD J Saliabene named director, Nov 12, 1981, p.2
MD E Frost promoted to professor, Dec 10, 1981, p.2
Indian foundation to honor resident Dr W Trager (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.12
PHYSICIANS continued

MD F M Jacobius named (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.5
Appointment (for Dr S J Langer) at St Vincent's, Dec 17, 1981, p.22
Doctor G M Williams organizes US-Japan workshop, Dec 17, 1981, p.31
Dr Julius Dic dead at 55 (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.4
MD T Jones appointed (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.12
Surgeon Dr R G Rosen suspect in murder attempt, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
MD T Angelakos named to academy, Feb 4, 1982, p.17
MD G M Williams receives Lehman Award, Mar 4, 1982, p.3
Hospital appoints SCS doctor H F Stock (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.2
Carey names local MD D E Wilson, Apr 15, 1982, p.2
Top internist: Dr L Sherwood (photo), May 6, 1982, p.21
Director named: Dr R L Munich, May 27, 1982, p.12
Honors for SCS MD S J G Kohl, Jun 3, 1982, p.2
Dr A Daniller named by college, Jun 17, 1982, p.3
Dr G M Williams addresses world congress, Jul 1, 1982, p.3
Red Cross names SCS MD C L Williams, Jul 1, 1982, p.4
Dr D S Pillai starts residency, Jul 8, 1982, p.11
MD J S Laughlin receives service award, Jul 22, 1982, p.8
Hospital appoints Dr C R Greenhouse, Dr S J Alderman, Dr M H Borkin, Jul 29, 1982, p.2
SCS MD's join staff at WP Hospital, Aug 26, 1982, p.2
Local MD G E Kaplan joins health plan, Sep 2, 1982, p.18
New at Hospital: Dr G E Kaplan, Nov 18, 1982, p.12
Doctors honor SCS surgeon H R Brodman, Dec 16, 1982, p.2
SCS MD's A Berish, R Granzen, M Mescon, F Newman named by St Agnes, Jan 6, 1983, p.4
Podiatrist Dr H C Prywes opens SCS office, Jan 6, 1983, p.9
Local doctor H Schoen named to board, Jan 13, 1983, p.20
Doctor R Glickman named (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.4
Medical staff: Dr N J Silver, Feb 3, 1983, p.4
White Plains Hospital elects Dr H B Simon new medical staff president (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.5
Three (Dr C Achten, Dr W B Eisme, Dr P A Patella) named to WP Hospital, Feb 24, 1983, p.5
Doctor G S Naize is appointed, Mar 17, 1983, p.4
Local MD M Reidenberg wins award for drug research, Apr 21, 1983, p.8
St Agnes Hospital appoints local doctors M Grossman, R Narins, E Rosemarin, L Sevcik, Apr 28, 1983, p.21
SCS MD H Shawon to direct drug study, Apr 28, 1983, p.25
Local doctors A R Broden, E Humbert join hospital, May 12, 1983, p.8
From our California correspondent (edit), May 26, 1983, p.7
SCS MD G B Appel named fellow, May 26, 1983, p.18
SCS doctor D J W Escher heads Cardiological Society (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.13
New Doctors OfficeCenter open every day, Jun 15, 1983, p.4
Local MD R F Fath Jr named by St Agnes, Jun 23, 1983, p.5
SCS doctors F Baska, E Rosemarin, R Fath Jr, H Lefkowitz, N Varsano-Aharon join WP Hospital, Jul 14, 1983, p.2
Hospital on Japanese doctors' tour (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.4
Doctor J Rosemarin joins WP Hospital, Jul 28, 1983, p.4
Local doctors E J Balthazar, H L Hecht named fellows, Aug 18, 1983, p.2
Radiologist P T Khouri appointed, Aug 25, 1983, p.9
Dr N B Medow is new president (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.11
Dr Robert Fath dies, Oct 13, 1983, p.1
Hospital appoints Dr K Roth new chief of staff (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.4
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

PHYSICIANS continued

Dr D Flitter elected to fellowship, Jan 26, 1984, p.5
SCS doctor G Williams named editor of new journal, Feb 2, 1984, p.5
K K Nygaard as surgeon, artist probes the soul (photo), Feb 9, 1984, p.6
New director: Dr M Lee (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.8
Doctor E Greenspun Dulit earns certification, Mar 22, 1984, p.14
Hospital names local doctor, B J Oppenheimer, Mar 29, 1984, p.4
Doctors G S Raizes, M A Fialk get their badges (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.5
White Plains Hospital names Dr M Feingold and Dr D J Narins section chiefs, Apr 26, 1984, p.2
SCS MD M Reidenberg named president of society, Apr 26, 1984, p.2
Dr E S Crane elected to association, Jun 14, 1984, p.4
S Shreiber awarded grant, Jul 5, 1984, p.4
Physicians L Berger, J Winters, H Rosen join White Plains staff, Jul 5, 1984, p.5
Chiropractor Dr J Benko appointed, Jul 5, 1984, p.5
How about my doctor (edit), Jul 5, 1984, p.7
Surgeon E Zittmann elected, Jul 19, 1984, p.12
Physician S H Ackerman appointed, Aug 2, 1984, p.5
Chiropractor M R Weintraub selected, Aug 2, 1984, p.14
Schon begins internship at NY hospital, Sep 20, 1984, p.8
Doctors explore health care crisis, Sep 27, 1984, p.1
Two doctors, R Richards and M Roberts, face eviction as co-op dispute continues, Oct 4, 1984, p.1
College honors EMT MD H N Medow, Oct 4, 1984, p.10
Bronx Medical Society honors SCS MD J P Albanese, Oct 4, 1984, p.13
Fund to honor SCS doctor D B Miller, Oct 18, 1984, p.21
Research institute appoints local man Dr D P Beck, Oct 25, 1984, p.5
Dr Howard Rusk honored by Royal Society of Medicine (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.5
College plans dinner for SCS MD R Goldstein, Nov 22, 1984, p.3
Medical society elects local man Dr S L Taffet, Nov 22, 1984, p.8
Liver Foundation cites SCS MD J H Glaser's research, Nov 29, 1984, p.16
Dr M E Lederam, Dr B Kagan join hospital, Dec 6, 1984, p.19
EMT Dr L A Rogalski named treasurer, Dec 13, 1984, p.14
Local MD R Narins speaks, Dec 13, 1984, p.15
MD H Shaoon elected to medical fellowship, Dec 27, 1984, p.10
SEE ALSO NAMES OF SPECIALISTS, EX PSYCHIATRISTS

PHYSICIANS-EDUCATION

On the horns of a dilemma (edit), May 6, 1982, p.7

PIANO LESSONS

SEE MUSIC-STUDY AND TEACHING

PICARD, SHARON

Recreation Dept appoints S Picard Senior Citizen Coordinator (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
Friend to SCS seniors (edit), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Tenant protection approved; Board accepts land donation, May 15, 1980, p.1
Seniors give to building fund (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.2
Forum examines problems of aging, Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Senior workers, Feb 19, 1981, p.1
Village has new Senior Coordinator, R Rosenberg, Sep 3, 1981, p.1

PICARD, NANCY
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PICKELLE, PAUL
   Hazardous condition (ltr), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
PICKELLE, PAUL (AU)
   Unrepresented neighborhoods (ltr), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
   Trustees' decision criticized (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
PICKER, BEVERLY (AU)
   Dedicated efforts (ltr), Jun 30, 1983, p.6
PICKET, STACEY
   Stars of 'Kisiet' not all on stage (photo; addl photo p 15), Aug 4, 1983, p.1
PICUNKO, SCOTT
   Local student J Kienker wins contest, Nov 15, 1984, p.4
PIEKARSKI, JOHN
   They remember: PiekarSKI brothers keep past alive (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.11
PIEKARSKI, JOSEPH
   They remember: PiekarSKI brothers keep past alive (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.11
PIERANTOZZI, ANTHONY
   Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
   School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1
   School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
   Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
PIERCE, LAWRENCE
   Supreme Court review sought in creche case (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
PIERCE, NICHOLAS (REV)
   Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican calm, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
PIEROT, JACQUES III
PIERRO, DOMINICK
   County official R T Hefti quits under fire, Aug 25, 1983, p.1
PIERSE, ROBERT
   SCS man J Sweeney sails the Atlantic (photo; addl photo p 4), Sep 18, 1980, p.1
PIETRANTUONO, ANTONIO
   Eastern vp: A Pietrantuono (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.3
PIGBOTT, ANDREW
   Sharing at Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.18
PIKE, DAVE
   World famous horses in town (photo), May 6, 1982, p.19
PIKE, KATHARINE
   K Pike dies, Apr 17, 1980, p.18
PILCHER, COLE
   Library workers settle, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
PILLA, MRS PATRICK
   Top essayists: B Wolf, D Clerkin, E Widulski, C Polena (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.2
PILLA, DEBORAH (DR)
   Dr D S Pilla starts residency, Jul 8, 1982, p.11
PILLA, EILEEN
   Veteran shifts his campaign direction, May 5, 1983, p.15
PIILLA, GINNY
   Summer school here no longer just for kids (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.6
PIILLA, PATRICK
   Flynn vs Pilla in race for state Senate seat, Oct 14, 1982, p.14
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PILLA, PATRICK continued
Election Day facts, Oct 28, 1982, p.11
Veteran to join county race; Limongelli reacts, Jan 13, 1983, p.10
Pilla enters GBH race, Feb 17, 1983, p.11
Democrats back Veteran, Feb 24, 1983, p.11
Fontana, Guarnieri to bid for town posts, Mar 24, 1983, p.14
Three hats in the ring for GBH supervisor’s post, Apr 14, 1983, p.12
Democrats put off choice, Apr 21, 1983, p.10
Veteran shifts his campaign direction, May 5, 1983, p.15
Democratic executive committee names choices for upcoming town posts, May 12, 1983, p.12
Candidates jockey for town positions, May 26, 1983, p.11
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican call, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Democratic primary in GBH is off, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
Pilla, Braca candidates for seat on Town Board, Sep 22, 1983, p.9
Hopefuls vie for Town Board, Oct 27, 1983, p.11

PILLA, PAUL
Democrat Lois Bronz, running for reelection, speaks out (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.11

PILLER, PETER
Home burglarized, set on fire (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.3
Rainfall fills reservoirs and local basements (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.6
Firefighters’ crusade (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.22

PILLETTE, JUSTIN
Christmas tradition in Arthur Manor (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.2

PILOSENO, VICTORIA
SHS won’t report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
Board appoints P Sternberg Bremenacres principal, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1

PILOTS, AIRPLANE
SEE AIR PILOTS

PINCHBECK, ROBERT
Life-saving training (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.9
Jr High fire seen as arson, Apr 23, 1981, p.1
Commendations (for R Pinchbeck, P Liller), May 14, 1981, p.1
Fires damage two homes (photo; list), Jan 14, 1982, p.3

PINE, BETTY
E Oberstein registers for district balloting (photo), May 5, 1983, p.15

PINSLEY, (MRS HERBERT)
Friends of Retarded Ball to honor SCS couple Dr and Mrs H Pinsley (photo; list), Feb 10, 1983, p.4

PINSLEY, HERBERT (DR)
Friends of Retarded Ball to honor SCS couple Dr and Mrs H Pinsley (photo; list), Feb 10, 1983, p.4

PINTO, BARBARA
Self-help group forms, Oct 27, 1983, p.15

PINTOW, MARY
Gray Panthers are stalking issues, pushing for voters, Aug 2, 1984, p.12

PINZ, ALEXANDRA
Secretary appointed: A Pinz, Mar 12, 1981, p.13

PIPPINS, SHIRLEY

PIRNIE, JANE
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

PIRNIE, MALCOLM
  Engineering award (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.10

PIRNIE, MALCOLM JR
  Pirnie named to committee (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.5

PIRRO, JEANINE
  Family violence: 'no respecter of any group', Jan 7, 1982, p.6
  SCS policeaen J LoVecchio jailed, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
  Jeanine Pirro to address LWV (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.1
  Combating violence in the family (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.2

PIRRO, JEANINE (AU)
  Domestic violence: an epidemic (edit), Jun 9, 1983, p.7

PIRROTTI, ANTHONY
  Zoning Board: 'No' to Houndroukas application, Jul 29, 1982, p.9

PISANI, EUGENE (DR)
  Report on SAT's says 'cram course' useless, Nov 11, 1982, p.1

PISANI, EUGENE (DR-AU)
  Teachers have to 'feel safe' (edit), Oct 20, 1983, p.7

PISANI, JOSEPH
  Hutch expansion foes meet with Sen Pisani, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
  Crime Victims Agency receives grant from state, Sep 3, 1981, p.1
  LWV plans candidates meeting (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.1
  Political rivals clash over incumbents' records (photo; addl photo p 12), Oct 29, 1981, p.1
  County posts at stake November 3, Oct 29, 1981, p.1
  SCS vote helps Hochberg, DelBello win (chart p 8), Nov 5, 1981, p.1
  District lines rejected, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
  Race is on for State Senate (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.1
  Smear tactics alleged (ltr), Oct 14, 1982, p.6
  Scurrilous letter (ltr), Oct 21, 1982, p.6
  Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
  Candidates exchange charges, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
  Endorsements (edit), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
  Cuomo, Moynihan, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
  Burrows, Pisani to speak on education policy, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
  Residents urged to write to governor about school aid, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
  Quaker Ridge sixth graders on way to JHS (photo; list) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.10
  Let's not wait 'til '84 (edit), Sep 8, 1983, p.6
  Safety—later, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
  Sen Pisani indicted by grand jury, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
  Sen Pisani, facing trial, won't run, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
  Pisani convicted on eighteen counts, Jun 7, 1984, p.1
  Pisani quits State Senate, Jul 5, 1984, p.1
  Light up ahead (at Post, Sherbrooke Rds), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
  LWV hears journalist M Hoffman preview '84 election, Oct 18, 1984, p.4

PISANI, JOSEPH (AU)
  Education, trains seen as key issues (photo) (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.22

PISANI, KAREN
  Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1

PITARO, JIM
  Evolving recreation program speaks for itself—quietly (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.12

PLACE, RAYMOND (AU)
  Mediocre schools ahead? (ltr), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
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PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF WESTCHESTER

New director: V. Knaplund (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.8
F. Stein speaks at SCS Rotary Club (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.27
Last contribution (ltr), Jan 7, 1982, p.6
Seven residents present as FPA honors Mary Goodhue (list), Feb 4, 1982, p.8
Planned Parenthood elections held (list), Jun 2, 1983, p.10

PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT ZONING

SEE ZONING-6BH

PLANNING AND ZONING COMMITTEE-SCS

SEE ZONING-SCS

PLANNING BOARD-6BH

Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part II) (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.11
Public wary of floating districts in town zone, Feb 28, 1980, p.11
Public input revised zoning code, planner E. Silberstein tells Council, Apr 10, 1980, p.13
Bargaining by neighbors pays off; Shopping plaza gets go-ahead from town (illus), May 1, 1980, p.21
Input on floating zones has town, public put out, May 22, 1980, p.15
Planners toss out 'covenant' plea, May 29, 1980, p.13
GCC opposes request by Exxon station to remodel, Jun 5, 1980, p.15
New hearing set on SCS Chateau, Aug 28, 1980, p.6
Greenville Council calls for SCS Meadows probe, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Chateau apt changes proposed; civic groups still worried, Sep 25, 1980, p.17
Apartments to be approved, Oct 9, 1980, p.15
St. Andrews plan rejected by board, Feb 26, 1981, p.13
Board amends zoning law--St Andrews plan OK'd, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
EMT residents oppose town pooling of escrow funds, Dec 17, 1981, p.17
Kallir takes planning post, Feb 11, 1982, p.10
Planners to study use of electronic games, Mar 25, 1982, p.19
Video game curb endorsed, Apr 8, 1982, p.11
Hearing on escrow funds set, Jun 10, 1982, p.10
Residents oppose town plan for escrow funds, Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Error in parking space plan delays EMT restaurant, Jul 15, 1982, p.9
Town Board to rule on escrow fund use, Jul 22, 1982, p.11
Planning board approves Red Lobster (fenced in), Sep 23, 1982, p.10
DHI clears hurdle for Salvation site housing, Oct 7, 1982, p.13
Costly suit in EMT (edit), Oct 21, 1982, p.6
Steinberg sues on Red Lobster plan, Oct 21, 1982, p.11
Town negotiating terms for Red Lobster plan, Jan 6, 1983, p.11
Compromise on Red Lobster plan, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
Red Lobster gets green light--board, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
Board asks for condo plan change, Feb 17, 1983, p.11
Builder offers changes in apartment plans; opponents still unhappy, Feb 24, 1983, p.11
Local officials oppose new condo plan after board okay, Mar 24, 1983, p.14
Town board raises water rates; puts controls on restaurant construction, Apr 21, 1983, p.11
Town postpones decision on use of escrow funds, May 12, 1983, p.13
Altieri takes planning post, May 19, 1983, p.10
DHI unveils new cluster housing plan, Jun 23, 1983, p.11
Red Lobster plans change; town nears Boulder Ridge okay, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
Increased development density in Sprain Road area suggested, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

PLANNING BOARD-GBH continued

Town names EMT men G Altieri, M Baumgarten, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
Board rejects apartment plan, Oct 20, 1983, p.10
Angry residents rip shopping center owners, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
Three EMT applications in Planning Board hopper, Apr 26, 1984, p.10
Area units against Moundroukas proposal, May 17, 1984, p.9
Third hearing set on contested (Moundroukas) plan, Jun 26, 1984, p.10
Board sets Aug 1 target for site plan vote, Jul 12, 1984, p.9
Planning Board may approve compromise Moundroukas plan, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
Town's responsibility (edit), Aug 2, 1984, p.6
Board okays revised plan for disputed Moundroukas building, Aug 2, 1984, p.13
Town rejects Moundroukas plan, Aug 23, 1984, p.5
Planning Board lauds vote to keep format, Oct 4, 1984, p.10
Community Council seeking new members (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.10

PLANNING BOARD-SCS

Environmental issues dominate trustees' meeting, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Neighbors protest proposal for cluster housing on Post Road (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Decision on cluster plan delayed by legal ruling (illus), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Wetlands rules, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Village leans toward Polera for Freightway development, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Cluster housing plan opposed (Itr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Quiet meeting for Planning Board, Apr 10, 1980, p.6
Assn raps Planning Board (Itr), May 1, 1980, p.4
December opening? (for Manhattan Savings Bank), May 22, 1980, p.1
Planning Board considering cluster housing proposal, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Subdivision sought at site of house fire, Jul 10, 1980, p.5
Trustees asked to waive zoning, Aug 14, 1980, p.3
One-way remedy to Walworth traffic, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Planners okay subdivision, Sep 11, 1980, p.2
Tennis court suit, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Planning Board defers wetlands poll decision, Oct 9, 1980, p.5
Board defeats bike law, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Controversy over home office, Nov 27, 1980, p.5
Same name, new numbers for Carstensen Drive, Dec 11, 1980, p.3
Controversy over subdivision, Jan 15, 1981, p.5
Erosion of beauty seen (Itr), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
Subdivision ruling put off, Feb 12, 1981, p.5
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Planners approve subdivision, Mar 12, 1981, p.2
Correction of Apr 16 Boards and Councils article, Apr 23, 1981, p.2
Cluster plan on Post Rd dropped, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
LBS withdraws subdivision application, Jul 9, 1981, p.5
Planning Board decides against paving Spruce Lane, Oct 22, 1981, p.8
Board weighs subdivision, Jan 14, 1982, p.5
Subdivision approved, Mar 11, 1982, p.5
Subdivision rejected, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Committee issues report on boards and councils (List), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Revised Marx plan rejected, May 13, 1982, p.3
Planning Board OK's 28 homes on Marx Estate, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Planning Board ok's subdivision, Jul 15, 1982, p.3
PLANNING BOARD-SCS continued

Hearing on trees, Aug 12, 1982, p.1
Restaurant on Garth Road gets planners' okay, Sep 9, 1982, p.1
Board okays house plans, Jan 13, 1983, p.5
Opening of restaurant awaits parking decision, Feb 10, 1983, p.12
Planning Board role, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
New laws proposed, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Planning issues, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Let Planning Board plan (edit), Feb 24, 1983, p.6
Creche's attorney fee criticized, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Houses okayed on Barricini property, Mar 10, 1983, p.4
Village working on tenant protection plan, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Planning Board okays subdivision, Apr 14, 1983, p.2
Development plans come under fire: Cluster housing proposed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Cluster housing opposed (edit), Jun 16, 1983, p.6
Marx mansion to be razed, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Law (regulating building lots) proposed, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
Planning Board eyes rules changes, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Neighbors blast plan for fields on Winston property, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
No quorum (at Planning Board meeting), Sep 1, 1983, p.1
An embarrassment (edit), Sep 1, 1983, p.6
Planning Board starts review of Master Plan, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Marx estate, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Builder reading new cluster plan for 909 Post Rd, Oct 13, 1983, p.1
Citizens urge improvements in downtown parking, traffic, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Village set to buy land next to pool, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Attached housing proposed for Post Road (diagram), Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Wrong place to start (edit), Nov 24, 1983, p.6
Planning Board seeks power to OK cluster plan (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1
Trustees to decide, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Planning Board okays shopping center project, Dec 9, 1983, p.4
Up to the Village Board (edit), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
Impossible to understand (edit), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
Trustees promise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Planning Board condemned (edit), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
Before Board ruling: Eloquent pleas to save Boulder Brook Club, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Trustees vote down attached housing, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
New plan at 909 Post (diagram), Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Cluster housing plan assailed, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Consider the choices (edit), Apr 19, 1984, p.6
Cluster homes approved, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
Public asked for views on future of station area, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
People's chance to speak (edit), Apr 26, 1984, p.6
Planning Board gets views on downtown, May 3, 1984, p.1
Marx Estate project moving ahead-slowly, May 3, 1984, p.3
Local officials seek help in beautifying Bronx River banks (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.3
Cluster housing approval delayed; Jul 5, 1984, p.3
Planning Board seeks conservation zoning for large properties in East SCS, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
PLANNING BOARD-SCS continued

Courage, but not haste (edit), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Church addition causes stir, Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Cluster housing delayed once more, Aug 2, 1984, p.3
Meeting slated on conservation zoning, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Planning Board, consultants set goals for downtown study, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Saving the 'green belt' (edit), Aug 23, 1984, p.6
Court ruling jeopardizes law limiting subdivisions, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
Clearer law needed (edit), Aug 30, 1984, p.6
Conservation zoning subject of queries, concerns at meeting, Sep 6, 1984, p.1
Board passes conservation zone measure, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
A useful tool (edit), Sep 13, 1984, p.6
Another blunder, she says (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Local leaders discuss future of downtown (diagram), Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Planners delay decision on addition to Moron Church, Nov 1, 1984, p.3
Boards and councils, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Conservation plans, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
Consultants to make downtown proposals, Nov 29, 1984, p.1
Two multi-home developments proposed (illus), Nov 29, 1984, p.1
Planning the open way (edit), Nov 29, 1984, p.6
Consultants offer ideas for downtown (diagram p.6), Dec 6, 1984, p.1
Village granted permission to subdivide Boulder Brook, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

PLANNING BOARD-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Town leads in rezoning for multifamily uses, Mar 22, 1984, p.10

PLANTE, ELIZABETH
Megavitamin therapy criticized (ltr), Nov 12, 1981, p.6
PLANTE, ELIZABETH (AU)
Don't condemn nutrition industry (ltr), Oct 15, 1981, p.6
For megavitamin therapy (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6

PLANTS
Business is blooming for EMT plant specialist S Goldman (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.15
Decorating with plants brings outdoors in (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1984, p.17
SEE ALSO TREES

PLASSMAN, AIMEE
A L Plassman dies, Oct 14, 1982, p.16

PLASMAN, HERBERT
H A Plasman dies, Aug 18, 1983, p.14

PLATFORM TENNIS
In death, two profiles in courage emerge: Nice going, Captain Bill (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7

PLATFORM TENNIS COURTS
New court, Sep 18, 1980, p.1
Court conversion (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.3

PLATO, LESLIE (AU)
Greenacres PTA indignant (ltr), Oct 4, 1984, p.6

PLATT, CHARLES

PLATT, SUSAN
One-woman exhibit by S Platt (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.7
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

PLATT, SUSAN continued
   Exhibit at the Bridge (photo), Feb 18, 1982, p.5
   SCS painter S Platt in show at The Gallery in Hastings (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.12

PLATTO, CHARLES
   Cub Scout Carnival helps United Way (photo; list), Jan 26, 1984, p.4
   Board votes against closing Huntington, Jul 19, 1984, p.1

PLATTO, CHUCK (AU)
   Democracy or dictatorship? (ltr), Jul 26, 1984, p.6

PLATTO, JAMIE
   Scouts observe Government Day by 'taking over' Village Hall (photo; list), Feb 23, 1984, p.5

PLATTO, LESLIE (AU)
   Democracy or dictatorship? (ltr), Jul 26, 1984, p.6

PLATZNER, HARRIN
   Halfway houses not new to Westchester (Part I), Apr 22, 1982, p.1

PLATZNER, HERBERT
   New directors at United Home (list), Aug 6, 1981, p.3

PLAUT, ESTHER
   E M Plaut dies, Jan 1, 1981, p.16

PLAYVIN, DAVID
   Despite fare hikes, subsidies, MTA faces more budget deficits, Jul 10, 1980, p.1
   Riders oppose fare hike, Jun 11, 1981, p.3

PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT
   PRC superintendent K Batchelor says indoor pool is possibility, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
   School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
   Controversial play equipment removed (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.1
   New slide at Quaker Ridge (photo; list), Apr 29, 1982, p.28

PLAYGROUNDS
   Playground program criticized, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
   More planning needed (for playground) (edit), Apr 14, 1983, p.6

PLAYING FIELDS-SCS
   Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
   Athletic fields; Long-range plan, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
   Summer Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1
   Village OK's plan to rebuild fields, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
   $1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; addl photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
   Neighbors say they will fight against playing fields on Winston property, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
   Development plans come under fire: 7 fields proposed on Griffen (illus), Jun 16, 1983, p.1
   Good start on Winston plan (edit), Jun 16, 1983, p.6
   Taking divots at Crossway (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
   Trustees vote not to restore tennis courts, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
   Neighbors blast plan for fields on Winston property, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
   Move ahead on Winston (edit), Oct 6, 1983, p.6
   Figures don't add up, he says (ltr), Oct 13, 1983, p.6
   Speakers call for more fields, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
   Site called 'far superior' (ltr), Oct 20, 1983, p.6
   He's for selling Winston Property (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
   Town Club concludes more fields needed, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
   Support for fields, Nov 10, 1983, p.1
   Adults need space too (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
   Village moves to acquire Boulder Brook site (diagram), Dec 22, 1983, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

PLAYING FIELDS-SCS continued

Get on with the job (edit), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
Choice of site for fields is still uncertain, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Looking at Crossway (for playing fields), Feb 23, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
Move the composting area (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6
Village agrees to buy Boulder Brook; riding club faces eviction by July 2 (photo), May 24, 1984, p.1
Take a closer look at club (ltr), May 31, 1984, p.6
Village projects, Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Rough going, Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Neighbors protest removal of 65 trees (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.1
Let's de-fence our field (ltr), Oct 11, 1984, p.6
Village granted permission to subdivide Boulder Brook, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

SEE ALSO RECREATION AREAS-SCS, SCHOOLS-SCS-PLAYING FIELDS, TENNIS COURTS, NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL FIELDS, EX SCOUT FIELD

PLAYLAND (RYE, NEW YORK)

County budget reform asked; LWV raps time limit on speech, Dec 15, 1983, p.2

PLISSART, DAMIEN

AFS to welcome visitors K Soyhun, J Uronen, D Plissart, Aug 28, 1980, p.17
Students from afar at SMS (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.7
Returning students tell about experiences as AFS visitors (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.2
Visiting students review year (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.3
AFS--an international family (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.25

PLUMBERS

Two gentlemen of SCS (ltr), Jun 3, 1982, p.6

PLUNKETT, KEVIN

Co-op conversion showdown nears at Fort Hill Village (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.15

PODAGROSI, VICTOR

On their level (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.16

PODELL, ELISABETH

Turkey days (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.13

POETRY

Pen Women honor A Marx (poem), May 1, 1980, p.17
Anne Marx publishes new collection of poems, Nov 27, 1980, p.2
Poet S Gelber's view (poem), Dec 10, 1981, p.23
Thank you, Mr Wilbur (poem), Dec 24, 1981, p.6
Children in the snow (poem), Dec 24, 1981, p.6
The news in doggerel (poem), Aug 11, 1983, p.6
Tis the season--ho, ho, ho! (poem), Dec 22, 1983, p.7
What is a happy new year?; Sestina for 1984 (poem), Dec 29, 1983, p.7
Happy Mother's Day, May 10, 1984, p.7
As time goes by, in verse, Jun 28, 1984, p.7
Stop it, New Jersey, Jul 19, 1984, p.7

POETS

Pen Women honor A Marx (poem), May 1, 1980, p.17
Ars poetica (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.14
Honor for Anne Marx, Aug 11, 1983, p.4
Marx given PEN awards, Apr 19, 1984, p.9

POHL, LEE

S Angell member of All Points Relocation, Feb 28, 1980, p.6
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

POIREL, JOY

Scenes of Memorial Day, 1983 (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.6

POKARY, KIN

Save the Atlanta Children (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.3

POLAN, STEVE

Divided management seen as factor in railroad ills, Jun 12, 1980, p.1

POLCINI, DAMON

D Polcini dies, Oct 11, 1984, p.22

POLENA, CATHERINE

Top essayists: B Wolf, D Clerkin, E Widulski, C Polena (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.2

POLERA PROPOSAL


Many questions on Freightway (ltr), May 28, 1981, p.6

Overhill opposes Freightway plan, Jun 4, 1981, p.1

GBH goes on record against SCS development; Residents fear additional congestion on Ardsley Rd, Jun 4, 1981, p.17

Opposition growing to Polera plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1

Inquirer questionnaire on Freightway proposal, Jun 11, 1981, p.1

For a smaller plan (ltr), Jun 11, 1981, p.6

Questionnaire response negative to Polera plan (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.1

Let’s find an alternative (edit), Jun 18, 1981, p.6

Permanent monstrosity (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6

Attend June 23 meeting (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6

Trustees vote to hire Freightway consultants, Jun 25, 1981, p.1

At cross purposes (edit), Jun 25, 1981, p.6

Vote seen as blow to system (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6

Freightway petition (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6


Freightway statement (edit), Jul 9, 1981, p.6

Freightway Committee told to focus on Polera proposal (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.1


A useful report (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.6

He wants open space (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6

Trustee Towers? (ltr), Sep 24, 1981, p.6

Freightway meetings (list), Oct 1, 1981, p.1

Headlong rush? (ltr), Oct 1, 1981, p.6

A case of inconsistency? (ltr), Oct 8, 1981, p.6

Freightway Committee studies Polera plan (list), Oct 15, 1981, p.1

Dissay over Freightway (ltr), Oct 22, 1981, p.6

He fears board is serious (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6

Drop Polera plan; Specific objections, Nov 12, 1981, p.1

Against Freightway plan (ltr), Nov 19, 1981, p.6

Faith in officials (ltr), Nov 26, 1981, p.6


Forum on Freightway (edit), Dec 3, 1981, p.6

Consensus on Freightway (edit), Dec 3, 1981, p.6

Why doesn’t proposal die? (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6

Residents ponder possibilities for Freightway, Dec 10, 1981, p.1

Committee rejects Freightway plan (list), Dec 24, 1981, p.1


Expensive lesson (edit), Dec 31, 1981, p.6
POLERA PROPOSAL continued

Rent control law debated, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Board rejects Polera proposal; seeks alternate plan for Freightway, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Excellent decision (edit), Jan 28, 1982, p.6
System 'not functioning' (ltr), Feb 11, 1982, p.6
Correct decision (ltr), Mar 4, 1982, p.6
Falkenberg Memo, Mar 11, 1982, p.1

POLERA, ANTHONY

Polera gets nod on Freightway project, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Freightway plans; Owners approached, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Freightway development plan unveiled (photo), May 14, 1981, p.1
Board calls Polera plan 'unacceptable', Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Committee rejects Freightway plan (list), Dec 24, 1981, p.1

POLERA, VITO

Freightway development plan unveiled (photo), May 14, 1981, p.1
Rolls ruined in fire, Oct 11, 1984, p.2

POLES, JOANNE

Farewells at board meeting; school changes explained, Jun 10, 1982, p.11

POLICE

Peace officers in cops' clothing (edit), Apr 16, 1981, p.7

POLICE DEPT-EASTCHESTER

More than a seal, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Sang attacks local youths at high school, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

POLICE DEPT-GBH

Town steps up animal control, Jul 24, 1980, p.9
Stolen ferret is back home at (GBH Nature) Center (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.7
'No Left Turn' by Burger King may be removed, Nov 6, 1980, p.15
Hearings held on GBH budget, Nov 20, 1980, p.15
Police probing shooting in home (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.15
Sangeai wins state contest, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Seventy EHT burglaries in '81; community awareness needed (chart), Feb 4, 1982, p.11
Police follow up on rape (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.13
Fingerprint ID cards offered, Mar 31, 1983, p.15
Local youth A M Levin arrested in armed holdup, Apr 14, 1983, p.3
Traffic lights planned for HTS station, Oct 6, 1983, p.11
Slippery problem on Ardsley Road (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.9
Police contract settled, Dec 22, 1983, p.9
Police arrest JDL protestors (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.11
Mobile computers help town police fight crime, Aug 2, 1984, p.13
Town adds police under 84-85 budget, Nov 15, 1984, p.11
Car break-ins on Central Ave becoming a major problem, Nov 29, 1984, p.11

POLICE DEPT-GBH-WAGES AND SALARIES

SEE EMPLOYEES-GBH-WAGES AND SALARIES

POLICE DEPT-MT KISCO

Policeman T Garille hailed as a lifesaver, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

POLICE DEPT-SCS

Bird lady A Sullivan nabbed, Jan 17, 1980, p.1
Deeply appreciated (ltr), Jan 17, 1980, p.4
Vest fund initiated (ltr), Jan 17, 1980, p.4
Case settled, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
POLICE DEPT-SCS continued

Sergeants in the family: K G Merkel, L D Brown (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.3
Commendation (for Ptl J LoVecchio), Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Sgt D Whitney demonstrates equipment on Police Dept's new emergency vehicle, Feb 21, 1980, p.5
Police mount vest fund drive, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
Police officers speak at Edgewood (photo; list), Mar 13, 1980, p.6
Police program praised (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
Vest fund drive, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
Discouraging business? (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Letter criticizes police priorities (ltr), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
Relaxed attitude seen (ltr), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
Every SCS policeman learning CPR (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.6
On SCS's police (edit), May 1, 1980, p.4
Police chief responds (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.4
What about 911? (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
Commendations to A Filancia, H Loeber, R Slattery, J Freyer, R Carroll, May 22, 1980, p.1
Chief says: Turn in your fireworks now, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Police charge youth, P Milton, with assault (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.3
Police officers J Freyer, T Carroll win awards for achievement (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.3
Overreaction (on Conrail train), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Bomb threat, Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Floods (photo), Jul 31, 1980, p.1
SCS Police Chief T Shames congratulates newly-appointed patrolman M Servello (photo), Jul 31, 1980, p.3
Humane treatment asked (ltr), Jul 31, 1980, p.4
Action likely on Walworth traffic, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Training pays off (ltr), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
Sleepless nights on Eastwoods (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Quiet in the park, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Fighting burglary (edit), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
Police arrest man for stealing copper pipe, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
It's another PBA, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Stepped up patrols, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Commendations (for J Craven, J Freyer, T Savino), Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Two robbers escape after car chase, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Police give advice for safe Halloween, Oct 30, 1980, p.3
Smooth start on Walworth (photo; addl photo p 22), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Newest lieutenant: P Porcelli (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.5
Police formulate plan to fight burglary wave (Part I), Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Traffic flow, Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Trustees okay Creche, 4-3, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
SCS hose ripe for theft, survey reveals (Part II) (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.4
Anonymous friend, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Volunteer police take the oath (photo; list), Jan 29, 1981, p.4
Dog saves collapsed jogger; protective warnings issued, Feb 5, 1981, p.2
Police step up anti-burglary campaign, Feb 12, 1981, p.2
Drivers urged to help police, Mar 19, 1981, p.5
Police appraised, Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Auxiliaries fighting burglars (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.7
Increased surveillance (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.3
Burglary suspect arrested, Apr 9, 1981, p.1
POLICE DEPT-SCS continued

Police promotions (for J Lovecchio, T Savino) (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.10
Spectacular collision on BRP (photo), May 14, 1981, p.4
Police call for binding arbitration, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Efforts appreciated (ltr), Jun 4, 1981, p.6
Officer D Whitney suspended, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Police win 19% pay hike, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Police--always available (ltr), Jun 25, 1981, p.6
Compliments (for police officers) (list), Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Police chief T Shames praises burglary arrest record, Jul 30, 1981, p.1
Deadlock remains over Woodland, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
W Huntley honored by SCS police, Chamber of Commerce (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.3
Kudos for emergency forces (ltr), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
Compassion code needed (ltr), Sep 24, 1981, p.6
Reply from the police (ltr), Oct 1, 1981, p.6
Two arrested by police; citizen alerts credited, Oct 8, 1981, p.1
SHS Alternative School students at Law Enforcement Theory and Practice course (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.8
Newest sergeants on police force: J Freyer, J Breslin (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.3
Police assessed, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Sixth graders learn about law from police youth officers (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.17
Compliments, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Holdup at SCS station, Feb 18, 1982, p.1
Correction: SVAC not first organization to receive award, Feb 25, 1982, p.4
Suspect M J Castaldo charged in holdup (photo p 31), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Whodunit, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
You're wonderful (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
Police status, May 6, 1982, p.1
Good Samaritans (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
Compliments (for police officers), Jun 3, 1982, p.1
Life saver, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Heartening experience (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6
SCS policeman J LoVecchio jailed, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Three (J Beraing, H Kaplan, J Panessa) charged with drug sales, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Women (P E Fuller, M C Johnson) accused of shoplifting spree, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Tasteless exploitation (ltr), Aug 5, 1982, p.6
Laying down the law (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.2
Cocaine case sent to grand jury, Sep 16, 1982, p.5
Suspected burglars nabbed, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Patrolmen P Toland praised (ltr), Oct 14, 1982, p.6
Correction: L Troncone helped police apprehend shoplifters, Oct 21, 1982, p.4
Praise for police (ltr), Nov 4, 1982, p.6
Village may force change in bus route, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Caution advised in buying burglar alarms (Part 1) (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Compliments (for six police officers), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
W Haviland'll be missed (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.3
Special Patrolmen take oath of office (photo; list), Jan 27, 1983, p.10
Special Patrolmen back up paid police (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.18
Local police have new weapon to apprehend drunk drivers, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

POLICE DEPT-SCS continued

R Kicolais promoted to lieutenant (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.3
Vandals hit Greenacres again, Mar 3, 1983, p.3
Community cares enough (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
Gunaan robs (SCS Natl) bank, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Parents can have children fingerprinted, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
S Kessler gets fingerprints taken by police aide P Poveraio (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.1
Edgewood, High School broken into, Mar 31, 1983, p.5
Police roadblocks, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Ambulance Corps' new boast: We deliver (photo; addl photo p 16), Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Vandals plague Edgewood, Apr 28, 1983, p.2
Mother, 2-year-old killed in head-on crash, May 5, 1983, p.1
Robber holds up ice cream parlor, May 5, 1983, p.1
Negotiating season, May 5, 1983, p.1
Service rewarded: P Toland promoted to sergeant (photo), May 5, 1983, p.5
Board names R M Gardella village attorney (list), May 12, 1983, p.1
Police ask for help, May 12, 1983, p.4
Those mysterious lines (edit), May 19, 1983, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS's Special Patrolmen (photo), May 19, 1983, p.20
Revised noise law passed, May 26, 1983, p.1
Talks stalled, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Officer of the Year: R Motto (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.5
More protection (edit), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
Woman burglar hunted, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Reducing accidents, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Eyewitness, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Good news on crime front (ltr), Aug 4, 1983, p.6
New police chief named: D Ferraro (photo), Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Charm got her nowhere (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Burglary suspects nabbed, Nov 10, 1983, p.1
Governement services receive generally good rating in survey, Nov 10, 1983, p.2
Village, police agree on two-year contract, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Police honored, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Not SCS police, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Reassuring to us to know (ltr; list), Nov 24, 1983, p.6
New sergeant on the force (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.3
Roadblock ahead, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Special Police always on call (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.35
Special Police sworn in (photo; list), Feb 2, 1984, p.2
Police open campaign to scare drunk drivers off local streets (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Over-reaction? (edit), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
Reorganization gives local police more flexibility, Feb 23, 1984, p.1
Doctors S S Raizes, M A Fialk get their badges (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.5
Police raid party that drew 400 teens, May 3, 1984, p.1
Vigorous enforcement urged (ltr), May 10, 1984, p.6
It was a good party (ltr), May 10, 1984, p.6
Display of tastelessness (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6
Police begin new effort to catch drunk drivers, May 24, 1984, p.1
Police called professional (ltr), May 24, 1984, p.6
DUI checkpoint nab six (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

POLICE DEPT-SCS continued

Village Board to name Ferraro permanent chief (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.1
Free locks, Jun 7, 1984, p.1
Police blockade protested (ltr), Jun 7, 1984, p.6
Right man for the job (edit), Jun 7, 1984, p.6
He's proud of police (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
Response to mother's letter (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
Approval for police blockade (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
Perfect example of hypocrisy (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
Patrolling in style: A McHugh (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
One more detail (edit), Jul 12, 1984, p.6
Officers commended (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Showing appreciation (to Ptl H Loebel) (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.12
Burglary's impact is not a fleeting thing, Aug 16, 1984, p.1
Police priorities questioned (ltr), Aug 30, 1984, p.6
Another roadblock, Oct 4, 1984, p.1
Crime prevention, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Tips from police on Halloween safety, Oct 25, 1984, p.4
Roadblock Friday, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Sobriety roadblock nets few drivers, but garners approval from residents (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.1
Gang attacks local youths at high school, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
Police make first arrest in gang attack at high school, Nov 29, 1984, p.1
Seat belt law, Dec 13, 1984, p.1
Policeman T Garille hailed as a lifesaver, Dec 13, 1984, p.1
Board seeks input on dish antennae but receives none, Dec 13, 1984, p.1
SCS, White Plains police departments team up in effort to catch sneak thief, Dec 13, 1984, p.8
PBA present first Sports Achievement Awards (photo; list), Dec 20, 1984, p.23

SEE ALSO PATROLMEN'S BENEFICENT ASSN-SCS, SPECIAL PATROLMEN-SCS

POLICE DEPT-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES

SEE EMPLOYEES-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES

POLICE DEPT-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Police criticized in arrest of priest, Apr 30, 1981, p.1

POLICE DEPT-WHITE PLAINS

SCS, White Plains police departments team up in effort to catch sneak thief, Dec 13, 1984, p.8

POLIN, RAYMOND (DR-AU)

The Bill of Rights' real father: G Mason (edit), Dec 10, 1981, p.7
Webster's ideas still valid (edit), Jan 14, 1982, p.7
Simple majority isn't that simple (edit), Mar 25, 1982, p.7
US strength derives from unity (edit), Apr 14, 1983, p.7
Political parties are good for us (edit), Oct 25, 1984, p.7
Political parties are good for us—II (edit), Nov 1, 1984, p.7

POLISH IN THE US

They remember: Piekaraisi brothers keep past alive (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.11

POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEES

Abolish the PAC's (edit), Apr 14, 1983, p.7
LWV hears journalist M Hoffman preview '84 election, Oct 18, 1984, p.4
SEE ALSO WALWORTH AVENUE POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE

POLITICAL CONVENTIONS

Inside look at conventions (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1
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POLITICAL CONVENTIONS continued
Report on political conventions (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.2

POLITICAL PARTIES
Six parties' representatives discuss issues of war and peace, Oct 23, 1980, p.6
Good guys, bad guys (edit), Apr 12, 1984, p.7
Political parties are good for us (edit), Oct 25, 1984, p.7
Political parties are good for us—II (edit), Nov 1, 1984, p.7
SEE ALSO NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL PARTIES

POLLA, (MRS PATRICK)
Winning essayists (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.7

POLLACK, CAROLE
Touchdown for SVAC (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.2

POLLACK, CARRIE
A time for sharing (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.18

POLLACK, DEBBIE
Students participating in GNC volunteer programs, Jan 20, 1983, p.10

POLLACK, HAROLD
BAR approves disputed fence, Mar 10, 1983, p.4

POLLACK, JANE
Hospice brings comfort to dying, Aug 2, 1984, p.5

POLLACK, JERRY
Haagen-Dasz opens here, Dec 17, 1981, p.2
Touchdown for SVAC (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.2

POLLACK, LINDA
Getting Wayside on landmark list took persistence (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.6

POLLACK, MARJORIE
Conductor E Groner's dream coming true (photo; list), Sep 22, 1983, p.1

POLLACK, MILES (AU)
Gift to SCS (ltr), Oct 13, 1983, p.6

POLLACK, TRACY
A time for sharing (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.18

POLLAK, MRS JERRY
WP Hospital fall party raises $16,000 (photo; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.11

POLLARD, SOPHIA
S Pollard dies, Dec 1, 1983, p.18

POLLEI, DAVID
Mormon Expo gives lessons in survival (Part I) (photo; list), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
Mormons share techniques of home food preserving (Part II) (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.8
D Pollei vice president at ABC Radio (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.3
Mormons hold graduation (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.14

POLLICK, DONALD
Hopefuls vie for Town Board, Oct 27, 1983, p.11

POLLIN, BURTON (AU)
Save Bicycle Sundays (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6

POLLIN, ELLEN
Resident E L Polin graduates, Jul 16, 1981, p.8

POLLOCK, JIMMY
SHS commencement (photo), Jun 25, 1980, p.1

POLLOWITZ, JAMES (DR)
Doctors J A Pollowitz, J L Staam join society, Feb 12, 1981, p.2
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POLLUTION
  The ocean is becoming polluted (edit), Apr 12, 1984, p.7
  SEE ALSO NOISE POLLUTION

POLSKY, MARION
  Students here get head start on their amo, amas, amat (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.8

POMERANCE, NORMAN
  N Pomerance appointed group vice president (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.6

POMERAY, DEBORAH
  SCS High alumna D Pomeroy wins top teaching honor, Nov 1, 1984, p.2

POMERAY, MARION
  Pomeroy Pear dedicated (photo; list), Jun 30, 1983, p.2
  M S Pomeroy dies, Dec 22, 1983, p.15

POMERAY, RICHARD
  R B Pomeroy dies, Nov 1, 1984, p.22

POMERAY, RICHARD (DR)
  Pomeroy Pear dedicated (photo; list), Jun 30, 1983, p.2

POMDELL, MRS TOR
  Presidents honored (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.9

POMPONII, EDWARD
  Lions Club of SCS presents check to PTA scholarship fund (photo), May 8, 1980, p.2
  Scholarship support (photo), May 7, 1981, p.20
  E Robison sold; will relocate, Jul 5, 1984, p.1

POMPONII, MARY JANE
  E Robison sold; will relocate, Jul 5, 1984, p.1

POONDS-SCS
  SEE RECREATION AREAS-SCS

POOL, INDOOR-SCS
  SEE SWIMMING POOLS

POOL-SCS
  SEE SCS POOL

POOLE, NICHOLAS
  M V Poole dies, Aug 19, 1982, p.12

POOLE, THOMAS
  New VP at Eastern: T M Poole; Sep 6, 1984, p.13

POOPER SCOOPER LAW
  SEE DOGS-LAWS AND LEGISLATION

POOR
  Elderly poor face reduced access to social services, Jul 28, 1983, p.1
  SEE ALSO POVERTY

POPE, TED
  Corps tackles summer projects, Jul 7, 1983, p.1

POPPER, JOHN
  Brussel, first woman president, elected at Jewish Community Center (photo; list), May 28, 1981, p.18

POPULATION
  SEE GBH-Population, SCS-Population, US-Population

PORCELLI, ANTHONY (DR)
  Dr A Porcelli dies, Aug 21, 1980, p.10

PORCELLI, MARYBETH
  School Board: nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1

PORCELLI, PHILIP
  Newest lieutenant: P Porcelli (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.5
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PORCELLI, PHILIP continued
Evening with Eban, Oct 13, 1983, p.1
Police open campaign to scare drunk drivers off local streets (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.1

PORCELLI, PHILIP continued
Evening with Eban, Oct 13, 1983, p.1
Police open campaign to scare drunk drivers off local streets (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.1

PORDY, DOLORES
Learning an old language (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.14
Fox Meadow sixth graders and senior citizens share compositions (photo; list), May 24, 1984, p.16

PORPOR, ALFRED
Gas stations appeal night parking ban, May 29, 1980, p.3
Gas station permit granted, Jun 26, 1980, p.2

PORPORA, BETTY
B Porpora dies, May 7, 1981, p.28

PORRAZZO, CARMINE
Honor for salesman C Porrazzo, Jun 14, 1984, p.9

PORT, (MRS CHARLES)
Brussel, first woman president, elected at Jewish Community Center (photo; list), May 28, 1981, p.18

PORTER, KEITH

PORTFOLIO (PERIODICAL)

PORTIER, BRETT
Sharing at Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.18

PORTMANN, DAVID

PORTNOW, JANA

PORTNOW, STANLEY (DR)
Local doctor S L Portnow is elected, Nov 5, 1981, p.9

PORTNOY, SID
Panel: Growing up here not easy, Apr 1, 1982, p.5

PORTS, HORECE
Mrs Suki Ports (speaks at STEP luncheon) (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.16

PORTS, SUKI
Mrs Suki Ports (speaks at STEP luncheon) (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.16

POSEY, ROBERT
Issue discussion debated (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
Scouts honor East SCS, May 31, 1984, p.2
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POSEY, ROBERT (AU)
Refor based on truth (ltr), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
Public or private? (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Why he's against Kanarek (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Protest vote planned (ltr), Mar 8, 1984, p.6

POSIN, KATHRYN

POST ROAD NEIGHBORHOOD ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Good neighbors (list), Jul 28, 1983, p.1

POST, AMY
Four from EMT high school (R Fraser, A Post, W Wang, M Tuchaan) in art show, Oct 30, 1980, p.21

POSTAGE STAMPS
A stamp of their own (photo; list), Dec 9, 1982, p.2

POSTAGE STAMPS-COLLECTORS AND COLLECTING
Stamps: a hobby or an investment (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.6

POSTAL SERVICE
SEE US POSTAL SERVICE

POSTERS AND PUBLICITY MATERIALS
School Board says yes to Italian, comp. religion; adds one day to recess, Mar 13, 1980, p.11

POSTIAN, GEORGE
DHT unveils new cluster housing plan, Jun 23, 1983, p.11

POTASH, ANDREW
Sixty-nine Harney Rd bought by Gerican Ltd (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.7

POTORTI, DOMINICK
D Potorti dies, Jan 13, 1983, p.16

POTTER, ANNIE
Ready for an early Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.22

POTTER, BETTY
President named: G Knight, May 21, 1981, p.11

POTTER, DANES
Class trip re-routed, May 17, 1984, p.1

POTTER, ISABELLE
When your birthday falls on Christmas... (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.6

POTTERY
Tomorrow's potters? (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.1

POTTERY-EXHIBITS
SEE ART-EXHIBITS

POUSADA, NIEVES
Citizens protest at hearing, Oct 8, 1981, p.1

POVEROMO, PETER
S Kessler gets fingerprints taken by police aide P Poveromo (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.1
Safety Awareness Day (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.3

POVERTY
What's under the safety net? (edit), Sep 24, 1981, p.7
On the rise: a tide of poverty (edit), Jan 6, 1983, p.7
Black women: Poorest of all (edit), May 19, 1983, p.7
Children...our greatest resource (edit), May 17, 1984, p.7

POWDERMILL HOUSE
On SCS's heritage (ltr), Aug 16, 1984, p.8
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**Powell, Michael**
- Powell to begin Air Force training, Oct 1, 1981, p.12

**Powell, William (AU)**
- Do we take the UN seriously? (edit), Dec 9, 1982, p.7

**Powers, Albert**
- Chlorine leak at (Saxon Woods) pool, Aug 28, 1980, p.1

**Powers, Carolyn**
- Staff Recognition Day (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.20

**Powers, Charles**
- Driver, C Powers, 27, arraigned after fire truck joyride, Feb 18, 1982, p.11

**Powers, Frederic Jr**
- Local residents E T Schneider, F B Powers Jr, W J Bleichert elected to board, Apr 1, 1982, p.13

**Pozzoli, Mary**
- Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1

**Pozzoli, Mariemmi**
- Report on SAT's says 'cram course' useless, Nov 11, 1982, p.1

**Pru Council**
- See recreation dept-SCS

**Pracella, Patrick**
- Local boys caught after $2,000 vandalism spree, Mar 18, 1982, p.11

**Prance, Sarah**
- Top Girl Scout award presented to S Prance (photo; list), May 31, 1984, p.2

**Pratt, George**
- Supreme Court review sought in creche case (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1

**Pratt, John Jr**
- Hudson Museum elects officers (list), Apr 5, 1984, p.11

**Pravasnik, Larry**
- Light up ahead (at Post, Sherbrooke Rds), Jul 12, 1984, p.1

**Pravda, David**
- Quaker Ridge parents up in arms over schedule proposal, May 15, 1980, p.1

**Pravda, David (AU)**
- On school bus savings (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4

**Prc Teams**
- See recreation dept-SCS, names of individual sports, ex football

**Preiser, Fred**
- F H Preiser dies, Mar 10, 1983, p.18

**Preiss, Saunders**
- Panel probes problems of adults with aging parents (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.4

**Presents for Patients**
- See charities

**Preservation of Natural Scenery**
- See landscape preservation

**Preservation, Restoration of Jr High Tennis Courts**
- See Schools-SCS-junior high-tennis courts

**Presidents Council-SCS**
- Fees opposed, Apr 2, 1981, p.1

**Presidents-US**
- What I admire most...(edit; list), Feb 18, 1982, p.7

**Press, Laurie**
- The next step (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.9
PREZIOSO, SAL (DR)
SCS Futures appoints J A Handelman director (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.3
Advisory committee of SCS Foundation Futures Program meets (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.5
Residents will help draw up blueprint for village's future, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
Residents to voice questions at Futures meeting Monday (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.3
Community meeting looks toward future, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
War ends; age of recreation begins (edit), Sep 1, 1983, p.7
Dr S J Prezioso returning to Pace, Dec 15, 1983, p.16
Village staff member H Feldshon honored, Apr 19, 1984, p.16

PRICE, BERNIE
Catching up on their paperwork (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.1

PRICE, CARLA

PRICE, ELLEN
Fair weather forecast for book lovers (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.1
Board of Education approves ski team, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

PRICE, ELLEN (AU)
Effects of salt feared (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Letter of correction (ltr), Sep 27, 1984, p.6

PRICE, LIZ
Medal winners (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.1

PRICE, MARK
Singing out at St James (photo), Mar 11, 1982, p.16

PRICE, MATT
Greenacres celebrates 4th (photo; list), Jul 10, 1980, p.2
Summertime returns Saturday (photo), May 24, 1984, p.1

PRICE, NATHANIEL
Predators at Greenacres (photo), May 12, 1983, p.20
Despite heat, Greenacres residents ran, jumped, tossed and galloped (photo; list), Jul 7, 1983, p.2

PRICE, WILSON
Attacks on budget continue at hearing, Dec 17, 1981, p.1

PRIEST, ARLEEN
Homebased business guide now in second edition (list), Aug 9, 1984, p.8

PRIEST, ARLEEN (AU)
It's not a cottage industry (edit), Sep 9, 1982, p.7

PRIEST, TERRI
Silkscreen prints by T Priest in show at local gallery, Aug 12, 1982, p.2

PRIMACK, BOB
Opponents of drug use push politics with anti-pot pitch (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.1

PRIMARIES
Dates for voters (ltr), Jan 3, 1980, p.4
Kennedy wins big in village (list; chart), Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Kennedy sweeps six EHT districts (list; chart), Mar 27, 1980, p.15
Senate races top primary ballot, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
SCS's favorites were Holtzaan, Javits, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
In EHT, Javits wins, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
GOP snafu, Aug 13, 1981, p.1
Next Thursday is primary day, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Lehrman raps 'insane' state tax code, Sep 16, 1982, p.2
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PRIMARIES continued
Information, please (edit), Sep 16, 1982, p.6
Lehran edges Curran in primary here, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Democrats pick Reid; Veteran plans primary, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Three hats in the ring for GBH supervisor's post, Apr 14, 1983, p.12
Veteran drops out of county race (photo), May 5, 1983, p.1
Democratic primary in GBH is off, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
Primary in SCS for Conservatives only, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Polls moved for Conservative primary, Sep 8, 1983, p.11
Only 31 vote in primary, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
Democratic primary here next Tuesday, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Mondale wins; Hart close in SCS (chart), Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Soter weighing primary fight for GOP line (photo p 6), May 10, 1984, p.1
Soter plans primary race, May 17, 1984, p.1
Primary Tuesday for Ditinger seat (list), Sep 6, 1984, p.1
Oren Teicher wins Democratic primary (photo; list), Sep 13, 1984, p.1

PRINCIPALS
SEE TEACHERS

PRISONS
SEE CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES

PRIVACY
Computers vs privacy: some answers (edit), Feb 24, 1983, p.7

PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS
Resident R DeRos-Dawson sets different image of a detective (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.6

PRIVATE SCHOOLS
SEE SCHOOLS, PRIVATE

PRIZES
'Still waters' by R Friedel on exhibit; wins prize, Jan 24, 1980, p.7
Lucky ticket selected by M Geiger (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.10
Hard worker, A Marasco (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.12
Resident B Arue awarded sculpture prize, Apr 21, 1983, p.2
SCS singer I Saather wins first prize (list), May 19, 1983, p.13
Students J Bulzacchelli and C Li win Latin prizes, Jun 2, 1983, p.12
J Clark, D Leibert win essay contest prizes, Jun 2, 1983, p.13
SCS artist M LaGreca wins blue ribbon, Jun 2, 1983, p.18
And the winners are...(photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.9
Best window paintings picked (photo; list), Nov 3, 1983, p.13
Correction: B Appel co-winner in window-painting contest, Nov 10, 1983, p.4
Prize-winning portrait (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.2

PROCEEDURE COMMITTEE-SCS
Three steps you can take to participate in SCS Non Partisan System (advertisement), Aug 28, 1980, p.5
You have no choice? Are you kidding? (advertisement), Sep 18, 1980, p.5
No choice? Here it is (advertisement), Nov 6, 1980, p.5
Political year, Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Edward Hardy to chair Proceedure Committee (photo; list), Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Unit Meetings next Wednesday (list), Nov 5, 1981, p.1
Town Club tables proposal for amending Non-Partisan Resolution, Nov 5, 1981, p.3
Town Club debates over reports, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Nominating process begins (list), Sep 2, 1982, p.1
McCreery to chair Proceedure Committee (list), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
PRODUCTIVITY SHARING PROGRAMS


PROEuell, ANNA MARIE MOser-
SEE MOser-PROEuell, ANNA MARIE

PROFESSORS
SEE TEACHERS

PROJECT SHARE

Update on Share, Feb 24, 1983, p.1

Project Share has housing to spare, Mar 22, 1984, p.9

PROJECT UNICORN

On Project Unicorn (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6

Letter called 'one-sided' (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6

PROMHAS, DAWN

Resident R Hershenson showing work at Lincoln Center (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.12

PROPERTY TAX-6BH

SEE TAXATION-6BH

PROPERTY TAX-SCS

SEE TAXATION-SCS

PROSHIT, JAMES

SCS residents H Ferris, R Shapiro, J Prosnit ordained as rabbis, Jun 18, 1981, p.12

PROVINCHER, MONIQUE

Fears allayed as Post Road home settles in (photo), Nov 10, 1993, p.6

Prywes, Harry (Dr)

Podiatrist Dr H C Prywes opens SCS office, Jan 6, 1983, p.9
Consider your feet (edit), Aug 30, 198*, p.7

PSYCHIATRISTS

Preventive Psychiatry Center names Dr A B Zelian new medical director, Apr 3, 1980, p.7

Psychiatrist L Loeb is man of many interests (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.4

SCS MD G H Gottesman named psychiatric director (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.3

PSYCHOLOGISTS

Dr J P Kildahl invited to lecture at Karuse University School of Medicine, Japan (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.10

Local psychologist Dr W Kass elected president of county group, May 14, 1981, p.3

PSYCHOLOGY

What's your game plan? (edit), Jan 7, 1982, p.7

Why people resist reaching their goals (edit), Oct 14, 1982, p.7

PSYCHOTHERAPISTS

Local therapist V Androsiglio is author of Parents' Magazine article, Oct 28, 1982, p.15

Renee Karas now practicing here, Nov 4, 1982, p.10

PT COUNCIL-SCS

SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-PTA

PTA

SEE SCHOOLS-EMT/SCS-PTA

PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND

SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

Elderly poor face reduced access to social services, Jul 28, 1983, p.1

PUBLIC OPINION POLLS

Report on seniors urges wider housing options, Jan 24, 1980, p.1

Sunday most popular day at Library (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.29

Report to us on trains, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
PUBLIC OPINION POLLS continued
Scorecard on Conrail trains, Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Scorecard on Conrail trains, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
Scorecard on Conrail trains, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Reader reports document Conrail crisis (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Police appraised, Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Inquirer questionnaire on Freightway proposal, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Questionnaire response negative to Polera plan (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.1
Freightway petition (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6
78 percent favor pool; more responses sought, Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Indoor pool, Nov 5, 1981, p.1
Police assessed, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Conrail stops Paul Feiner from surveying commuters, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Back at the station, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Feasibility of child care program studied (list), Feb 11, 1982, p.10
Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
SCS Futures spells out plans to survey community, Apr 22, 1982, p.3
On community reaction (ltr), Apr 22, 1982, p.6
Video game law 'unfair' (ltr), May 20, 1982, p.6
Indoor pool gets backing of Town, and Village Clubs, May 27, 1982, p.1
Daycare program, May 27, 1982, p.1
Zoning board answer to Moundroukas due this month, Jul 1, 1982, p.10
Questionnaire being prepared to probe SCS's wishes, Nov 4, 1982, p.2
SCS Futures Program putting finishing touches on questionnaire, Dec 23, 1982, p.5
Survey to probe attitudes, hopes for future of SCS, Feb 10, 1983, p.3
Seniors working on Futures survey, Feb 17, 1983, p.2
Futures questionnaire going out next week to every local home, Feb 24, 1983, p.3
Young and old together for 'Q Week' (photo); list, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Answer those questions (edit), Mar 3, 1983, p.6
Futures forms are pouring in, Mar 10, 1983, p.3
Let every voice be heard (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Excellent response to Futures questionnaire, Mar 17, 1983, p.2
For a greater future (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
Overwhelming response (to Futures questionnaire) (ltr), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
Survey finds strong support for parking facility on Freightway site, Jun 9, 1983, p.1
Futures survey findings out (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.1
SCS Futures survey; A look at who answered it, Oct 13, 1983, p.1
Survey indicates that schools are residents' top priority, Oct 27, 1983, p.2
Town Club concludes more fields needed, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Government services receive generally good rating in survey, Nov 10, 1983, p.2
Scarsdalians don't always see selves as others see them, Nov 17, 1983, p.5
Correction (to Nov 10 Futures Program article), Nov 17, 1983, p.12
Questionnaire finds residents reluctant to see village change, Nov 24, 1983, p.5
Survey finds lack of interest in situation of seniors here, Dec 8, 1983, p.4
Futures survey finds concern over future of local stores, Dec 15, 1983, p.8
Chairman of SCS Futures looks toward fourth phase, Dec 22, 1983, p.5

PUBLIC RELATIONS FIRMS
PR Fira proaotes SCS man M J Petrook, Jan 3, 1980, p.11
Local man K E Smith opens White Plains Agency, May 1, 1980, p.16
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PUBLIC RELATIONS FIRMS continued

Clean sweep (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.6
Resident Dr F Charles Graves to chair board (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.8
R J Wood elected board chairman (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.8
Alix Mendes joins PR firm, Aug 12, 1982, p.9
SCS man C DiLunardi starts PR firm, Nov 18, 1982, p.16
Resident S Witchel new partner in public relations firm (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.3
Local man S Pearlman establishes public relations firm (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.4
Greenhill has new PR post, Mar 15, 1984, p.10
SCS man M Rutaan is chair of new PR firm (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.2
PR firm names SHS graduate R L Waxenberg, Nov 1, 1984, p.8

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

Burrows blasted on Con Ed (ltr), Dec 11, 1980, p.4
Westchester may get separate power rate, Aug 13, 1981, p.2

PUBLIC TELEVISION

SEE TELEVISION

PUBLIC UTILITIES

Six-month report (on village finances), Jan 10, 1980, p.1
R R Wieczorek named treasurer of Brooklyn Union Gas Co (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.3
Cheaper electricity, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Higher assessment, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Shrinking village?, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Where did they go? (edit), Sep 11, 1980, p.4
Heavy storm damage (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Ineptitude during blackout (ltr), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
Burrows blasted on Con Ed (ltr), Dec 11, 1980, p.4
Town Board attacks Con Ed, Jan 1, 1981, p.13
Governor responsible (ltr), Jan 15, 1981, p.4
Library ceiling pencil-free; water restrictions in effect, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Missing the point (edit), Feb 12, 1981, p.4
Final meeting for Jensen, Browning (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Behavioral anomaly (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Legislators score rate hike, Apr 2, 1981, p.7
Legislators seek to replace Con Ed, Apr 9, 1981, p.2
Support seen for public power agency (edit), Apr 16, 1981, p.7
Assembly ok's Burrows bill on Con Ed, Jun 18, 1981, p.2
87-year-old M Hancock beats Con Ed, Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Attack of conscience? (edit), Jul 9, 1981, p.6
Unjust enrichment seen (ltr), Jul 30, 1981, p.6
Westchester may get separate power rate, Aug 13, 1981, p.2
Hochberg credited (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
Citizens protest at hearing, Oct 8, 1981, p.1
Con Ed users to get refund, Dec 17, 1981, p.13
Town Democrats endorse power referendum, Dec 17, 1981, p.16
Town Club reception brings rival candidates together (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Propositions on ballot Tuesday, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Yes on propositions (edit), Mar 25, 1982, p.6
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PUBLIC UTILITIES continued

Propositions backed (ltr), Mar 25, 1982, p.6
Propositions pass easily, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Hochberg: no help for Con Ed, Oct 7, 1982, p.3
Obstruction charged (ltr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
Hochberg fighting Con Ed, Nov 4, 1982, p.3
Resolutions, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Larger county role asked in rate cases, Mar 10, 1983, p.3
Gray boxes, Aug 18, 1983, p.1
County Board asks PSC to order Con Ed a refund, Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Against public power (ltr), Aug 23, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO TELEPHONE SERVICE, WATER DEPT-GBH/SCS

PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE-SCS

Board weighs Station Area parking plans, Aug 12, 1982, p.1

PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING

Time job to Scarsdalian S J Moss, Jan 17, 1980, p.5
N Poreance appointed group vice president (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.6
Newsweek names local ad man H Leddy, Feb 7, 1980, p.2
Time names Marshall Loeb managing editor of Money (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.3
Time's right for Money, says editor Marshall Loeb (photo; addl photo p 5), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
A Traina named VP at Ziff-Davis Publishing Co (photo), May 15, 1980, p.8
Resident D Quirk named publishing VP, Aug 28, 1980, p.3
J D Rehm named president of publishing group (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.2
Resident A Hickey named senior editor, Jan 29, 1981, p.7
Resident J Handelman named assoc publisher, Feb 19, 1981, p.3
Residents M Rader, S Wiener named managers (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.7
Local publisher W H White appointed director of Eye-Bank, Apr 16, 1981, p.2
Resident J Handelman named managing editor, Aug 20, 1981, p.2
Magazine ranks SHS among top 12 schools (list), Sep 3, 1981, p.3
The real source of schools’ excellence (ltr), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
Local man J L Gardner named group editor, Dec 17, 1981, p.9
Book publisher Eva Glaser dies, Jan 14, 1982, p.5
SCS resident D Quirk foras publishing firm, Jul 1, 1982, p.4
Publishing company promotes local woman A Hickey, Aug 19, 1982, p.3
Aired Forces Journal names resident J L Jaicks associate publisher, Sep 2, 1982, p.5
Resident S Golub to edit journal, Sep 2, 1982, p.8
Local therapist V Androsiglio is author of Parents’ Magazine article, Oct 28, 1982, p.15
SCS aan A M Waxenberg named Redbook publisher, Nov 18, 1982, p.5
SCS hosts conference on computer use in libraries, Dec 9, 1982, p.32
Sense of despair seen (ltr), Mar 31, 1983, p.6
Loeb appointed to new post at Time (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.4
New director: H Leddy (photo), Jan 5, 1984, p.4
SCS doctor G Williams named editor of new journal, Feb 2, 1984, p.5
Time Inc promotes local man P P Sheppe, Mar 15, 1984, p.5
Fortune writes about All Things Computer, May 17, 1984, p.16
Magazine promotes SCS resident J L Solomon, Jun 28, 1984, p.14
Library trustee J Gardner named to publishing position (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.5
Resident H Fendelaan writes column for design magazine, Sep 13, 1984, p.19
Local publishing exec C Mill named to Hall of Fame (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.2
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PUCCI, AL (AU)
Thanks for ‘memorable moments’ (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6

PUCCI, ROSE (AU)
Thanks for ‘memorable moments’ (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6

PUCINO, NICHOLAS
Parkway plans, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Residents blast parkway plans, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
SCS pressing for 4-lane parkway plan (photo; addl photo p 15), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
Panel of residents opposes Hutch plan, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Commission fails to make choice of Hutch plans, Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Residents hail new plan for Hutch, Oct 22, 1981, p.1
Latest plan for Hutch draws village criticism (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Revised proposal for Hutch, May 6, 1982, p.1
Meeting on Hutch June 10, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
State accused of ‘bad faith’ on Hutch, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Parkway decision hailed in village, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Final state plan calls for four-lane Hutch here, Sep 22, 1983, p.1
Residents, state tussling again over Hutch plans, Sep 27, 1984, p.1
DOT going through the motions (ltr), Sep 27, 1984, p.6
Worried on Weaver, Oct 25, 1984, p.1

PUCKHABER, WILLIAM
Chamber vs Bank, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
First sidewalk sale this Friday, Saturday, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Sidewalk sale is a hit in its debut here (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.1
Winners in 1980 Halloween window painting contest receive prizes (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.2
Local leaders express hopes for ’81, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Citizen of the year: J Shaw (photo), May 21, 1981, p.1
Opposition growing to Polera plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Sidewalk Sale starting (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.1
M Huntley honored by SCS police, Chamber of Commerce (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.3
First annual Fall Foliage Run to help SCS Historical Society (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.3
Ambulance Corps named for citizenship award (photo; list), Feb 18, 1982, p.1
Ambulance Corps honored (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.3
Thanks from the coach (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
Merchants fear rising rents will alter local shopping area, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Ready for the running (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.17
Merchants report mixed response to evening hours, Jul 26, 1984, p.1

PUD ZONING
SEE ZONING-SBH

PUSLIESE, CARL
IHM’s advancement learning center (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.19

PUSLIESE, JOSEPH
Eagle Scout project (photo), May 6, 1982, p.19

PUSLIESE, SAM (AU)
Put conservatives in power (ltr), Sep 29, 1983, p.6

PUGSLEY, PHILIP
Letter criticizes police priorities (ltr), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
Relaxed attitude seen (ltr), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
Efficiency study proposed (ltr), Apr 9, 1981, p.6
Budget raise now 9%; tenure granted, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
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PUGSLEY, PHILIP continued
  Davis and Weitzen elected; budget passes 518 to 279, May 7, 1981, p.25
  Bank of New York names lawyer P E Pugsley to advisory board, Feb 11, 1982, p.4
  P E Pugsley elected by Red Cross, Aug 18, 1983, p.4

PUGSLEY, PHILIP (AU)
  Discouraging business? (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
  Appalled by (EMT) tax rate (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
  Hold the line on salaries (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6

PUGWASH
  SEE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT PUGWASH

PUMPKINS
  Great pumpkin raffle (photo; list), Oct 23, 1980, p.3
  Decisions, decisions (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.2
  Pumpkin raffle aids Parnes Fund, Nov 6, 1980, p.5
  Ready for a pumpkin sale (photo; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.1
  Jack o’lantern to be (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.5
  It’s a Halloween tradition (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.1
  Pumpkin time (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.11
  Correction of Oct 20 photo, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
  Dreaming of Halloween (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.1
  AFS pumpkin sale (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.19

PUNISHMENT IN SCHOOL
  SEE SCHOOL DISCIPLINE

PUNISHMENT, CORPORAL
  Against corporal punishment (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4

PUPPET SHOWS
  SEE PERFORMING ARTS

PURDY, ROBERT
  Land settlement, Jun 19, 1980, p.1

PUTERIO, CARMINE
  No call after the storm (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.11

PUTNAM ARTS COUNCIL
  Greenville teacher L Karabaic elected to Putnam arts directorship (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.18

PUTNAM, SUSAN
  Local woman S P Putnam named trustee, May 31, 1984, p.17

PYO, LINDA
  Greenacres holds international fair (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.14
  A sample of the Orient (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.1

PYSANKA
  Passing the gift of life at springtime (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.6
  On Pysanka and pictures (ltr), Apr 9, 1982, p.6

QUAKER RIDGE ASSN
  Election in Quaker Ridge (list), Jun 4, 1981, p.4

QUAKER RIDGE ENVIRONMENT ASSN
  Neighbors blast plan for fields on Winston property, Aug 4, 1983, p.1

QUAKER RIDGE GOLF CLUB
  SEE COUNTRY CLUBS

QUAKER RIDGE SCHOOL
  SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE

QUAKERS
  SEE FRIENDS, SOCIETY OF
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QUALITY OF LIFE
Keeping the peace, May 24, 1984, p.1

QUALITY OF WORKING LIFE
QWL—Pain or Panacea? (edit), Oct 1, 1981, p.7

QUANG, MUI
Vietnamese family at WRT (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.23

QUANG, MY LIN
Vietnamese family at WRT (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.23

QUEEN ELIZABETH II
Royal welcome (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.5
Queen to honor SVAC member A W Owen, Oct 22, 1981, p.8

QUEEN, HAROLD
Friends here say freed hostage R Queen had international background, Jul 17, 1980, p.1

QUEEN, RICHARD
Friends here say freed hostage R Queen had international background, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
R Queen assigned to London embassy, Oct 22, 1981, p.15

QUEENER, CAROL
Unmasking the spirit of friendship (photo; list), Nov 4, 1982, p.6

QUERESHI, FOZIA
SCS High to be scene of International Fair Sunday (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.1

QUIGLEY, DEE
Village Club goes Western (photo), May 12, 1983, p.1

QUIGLEY, LINDA
Finishing touches (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.8

QUILTS AND QUILTING
SCS design included in historic quilts exhibit, Sep 24, 1981, p.12
SCS resident D Stern-Streater is exhibit winner, Oct 29, 1981, p.13
Early American tradition is alive and well in EMT (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.12
Quilting anyone? (photo; list), Jan 5, 1984, p.5

QUINN, BRIAN
Insurance company promotes resident B F Quinn, Dec 1, 1983, p.15

QUINN, HARRY
H P Quinn dies, Sep 15, 1983, p.14

QUINN, PATRICK
Lighting seminar (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.4

QUIRK, DANTIA
Resident D Quirk named publishing VP, Aug 28, 1980, p.3
SCS resident D Quirk foras publishing firm, Jul 1, 1982, p.4

QUIRK, DANTIA (AU)
Will cable TV bring '1984' closer? (edit), Aug 12, 1982, p.7

QUIRK, TIM
'Not 'proper diet' for mid-teens' (ltr), Jul 17, 1980, p.4

QUIRK, TIM (AU)
He's aused by letters (ltr), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
T-shirt wearer responds (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
On the group home (ltr), Apr 15, 1982, p.6

QUIRK, TOM
Irving on endings, and beginnings (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.3

QURESHI, FOZIA
Welcome to SCS (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.3
QURESHI, MOHAMMAD (DR)
Welcome to SCS (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.3

RAAB, ROSANNE
Local fund helps SHS seniors face college $ crunch (illus), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
Director of local gallery R Raab has guide for collectors (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.5
R Raab starting craft consulting firm, Jan 12, 1984, p.2

RAAB, ROSANNE (AU)
Halloween oratorium? (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6

RAAB, THOMAS
T Raab dies, Dec 17, 1981, p.30

RAALTE, SUSAN VAN
SEE VAN RAALTE, SUSAN

RABBAN, ELANA
Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Quaker Ridge librarian E Kebabian to retire, Jun 17, 1981, p.15
SCS hosts conference on computer use in libraries, Dec 9, 1982, p.32
PT Council explores ways to get most out of TV, Apr 28, 1983, p.5
SCS schools mark Book Week, Nov 17, 1983, p.14
Schools feature reading aloud during National Library Week (photo; list), Apr 12, 1984, p.18

RAABIN, ELANA
"Empty nest" has homeowners coming and going, Oct 6, 1983, p.6

RAABINOVITCH, CAROLINE
EMT's Halloween art (photo; list), Oct 30, 1980, p.21

RAABINOVE, E (AU)
Money-hungry politicians? (ltr), Feb 7, 1980, p.4

RAABINOWE, MANNY
Popular newspaper seller E Heitz needs a home (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.1

RAABINOWE, MANNY (AU)
What about 911? (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4

RAABINOWITZ, ANN
"Empty nest" has homeowners coming and going, Oct 6, 1983, p.6

RAABINOWITZ, MARTIN
"Empty nest" has homeowners coming and going, Oct 6, 1983, p.6

RAABINOWITZ, NANCY
Curtain rising on "George M!" (photo; list), Jul 30, 1981, p.1
George M (Review; photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.5
Local students A Curcio, D Leistensnider, D Jacobsen, N Rabinowitz attend NY State arts school, Jul 28, 1983, p.2

RACANELLI, ROSE-ELLEN
Organizing the steppingstones to college, Jan 28, 1982, p.6
Parents need orienting too, Oct 7, 1982, p.2
Panel probes uses, abuses of tutoring in SCS, Oct 28, 1982, p.4
SHS students to discuss cheating (photo; list), May 3, 1984, p.1
Students point to pressure as one cause of "rampant" cheating, May 17, 1984, p.3

RACCOONS
Morning encounter (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.1
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RACCOONS continued
Report from Raccoon Hall (ltr), Aug 26, 1982, p.6
Raccoon ramble, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Raccoon night, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Raccoons' friends, foes gather at forum here (photo; add photo p 12), Nov 18, 1982, p.1
Too quick to destroy (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6
More on raccoons, Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Bus raccoons out (ltr), Dec 16, 1982, p.6
Raccoon trapped, Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Eyewitness, Aug 4, 1983, p.1

RACES (RUNNING)
SEE RUNNING

RACEWALKING
SEE WALKING

RACHLIN, JORDAN (DR)
Doctor J W Rachlin offers jogging tips, Aug 11, 1983, p.18

RADER, DEAN
Corps turns swamp into a stream (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.1

RADER, HARRIET
Tennis court suit, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Decision raises doubts about legality of private tennis courts, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
College information night (photo; list), Sep 29, 1983, p.2

RADER, HARRIET (AU)
Calendar credits given (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
Special thanks given (ltr), Sep 23, 1982, p.6

RADER, LAURENCE
Tennis court lights, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Tennis court feud continues, Aug 14, 1980, p.1
Tennis court suit, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Decision raises doubts about legality of private tennis courts, Feb 3, 1983, p.1

RADER, MARILYN
Residents pick Rader, S Wiener named managers (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.7

RADER, GWEN
Cable brings community TV to SCS (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.6

RADICAL RELIGIOUS RIGHT
SEE MORAL MAJORITY

RADIO
Marathoners hit $11,000 in fundraiser (photo), Feb 20, 1980, p.15
Live from EHS: WFAS to air MDA dance marathon benefit (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.11
WFAS promotes G Patrick, Apr 3, 1980, p.13
Tennis anyone? (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.15
Ban radios (ltr), Jun 4, 1981, p.6
D Pollei vice president at ABC Radio (photo), Oct 9, 1981, p.3
Jack Murdich's on the air now, Jan 21, 1982, p.9
Fence in radio users (ltr), Jul 29, 1982, p.6
Former resident C B Agree writes radio guide, Aug 5, 1982, p.4
Who's for "Aural Valium"? (edit), May 19, 1983, p.7
Westchester 'haas' elect SCS man B Dubbs president (list), Jun 7, 1984, p.2
Station WFAS sold, Aug 2, 1984, p.12
Daily drivet ime has CBS's Neal Busch flying... (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.6
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RADIO STATIONS
  Bill Cosby, partner apply to operate radio station here, Jun 23, 1983, p.1

RAE, BOB
  Crazy about Halloween (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.2
  Halloween extravaganza (ltr), Nov 15, 1984, p.6

RAE, BYRON
  Crazy about Halloween (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.2
  Costumed kids celebrate Halloween in style (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.1

RAE, DORALEE
  Crazy about Halloween (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.2
  Halloween extravaganza (ltr), Nov 15, 1984, p.6

RAFF, KEN
  SCS Jr High (photo; list) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.9

RAFF, LINDA
  Signing the charter (photo; list), Sep 24, 1981, p.8

RAFFAEI, ELIZABETH
  Drowning on Fort Hill, Aug 20, 1981, p.15

RAFFEL, ANGELA
  7.8X school tax hike seen; kindergarten plan released, Mar 15, 1984, p.1

RAFTERY, DANIEL
  Fire contest winners (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.15
  Pair (W Ferguson, D Raftery) attend course, Apr 29, 1982, p.20
  Firehouse gala: local men honor their own (list), May 20, 1982, p.10
  They passed inspection (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.12

RAGETTE, RALPH
  Students J Denby, D Gerber, J Korins, L Paget win community service award (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.12
  Aid for Ethiopia (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.2

RAGUS, JOSEPH
  SCS professors J Ragus and J H Spillner to be cited by Pace, Oct 11, 1984, p.5

RAIL COMMUTERS COUNCIL-YONKERS
  Help for customers (ltr), Oct 15, 1981, p.6

RAILROAD ACCIDENTS
  Hochberg asks Governor to step into rail crisis, Nov 20, 1980, p.11
  Area aan C Pader bailed by commuter train, Sep 8, 1983, p.1

RAILROAD SERVICE
  Hochberg criticizes MTA, Jan 24, 1980, p.7
  Transit strike (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
  Leave cars at home (edit), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
  Conrail manager K E Smith blames MTA for level of rail service, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
  Issues and excuses topics for panel; Peyser and Finneran bow out (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.15
  Commuters continue to rail at MTA (list), May 15, 1980, p.1
  Forum on rail service 'depressing' (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
  Late, crowded and hot trains are way of life for Harlem Line riders (photo), May 22, 1980, p.1
  For a better railroad (edit), May 22, 1980, p.4
  No blame intended (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
  Commuter trains suffer from lack of maintenance, May 29, 1980, p.1
  Tell it to the MTA (edit), May 29, 1980, p.4
  MTA asks for more money; riders demand more service, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
  Two-car train, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
RAILROAD SERVICE continued

More needed for maintenance (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.4
Divided management seen as factor in railroad ills, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Service decline on Conrail commuter lines found, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Adventure aboard Conrail train 532 (ltr), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
To hell with Conrail (ltr), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
More gripes than solutions at meetings on rail service, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Commuters face 29.5% fare hike, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Discouraging rail commuters (edit), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Conrail fares rise; commuters plan suit, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Despite fare hikes, subsidies, MTA faces more budget deficits, Jul 10, 1980, p.1
Conrail explains failed rescue attempt (ltr), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
Start some trains here (ltr), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
Where is the bond issue money?, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Report to us on trains, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Overreaction (on Conrail train), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Hochberg slaas Conrail conditions, Jul 17, 1980, p.3
Heat wave hits commuters hardest as A/C units fail (photo; addl photo p 4), Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Air conditioning crisis (edit), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
Asks Governor for help (ltr), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
Scorecard on Conrail trains, Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Outdated Harmon Shop makes Conrail maintenance difficult (photo p 4), Jul 31, 1980, p.1
Scorecard on Conrail trains, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
Interstate special comes to town (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Conrail found overcharging Harlem, Hudson commuters, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Scorecard on Conrail trains, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Get rid of Conrail, say Legislators Hochberg, Winikow, Aug 7, 1980, p.3
New lows on the trains (edit), Aug 7, 1980, p.4
Commuting cartoonist P Wallace on Conrail (cartoon), Aug 7, 1980, p.4
Mayor Jensen: Commuters have 'had it', Aug 14, 1980, p.1
Some confusion (about Conrail fares), Aug 14, 1980, p.1
Passenger ripoff (edit), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
Reader reports document Conrail crisis (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Legislators G Burrows, M Goodhue reply to Mayor Jensen's letter on trains, Aug 21, 1980, p.5
Commuting... (cartoon), Aug 28, 1980, p.4
Coming home (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.4
Conrail GM says bad rush hour caused by 'people problems', Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Suspicious of good service (ltr), Sep 4, 1980, p.4
Ottinger seeks more US aid for Conrail; sees no easy solutions (reply to G Jensen ltr), Sep 11, 1980, p.12
Where the funds are going (ltr), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
Joseph Spreng replies (ltr), Sep 25, 1980, p.4
On track...Phil Wallace (cartoon), Sep 25, 1980, p.4
MTA to appoint a/c consultant, Sep 25, 1980, p.4
Legal question on MTA fare policy, Sep 25, 1980, p.5
Carey aide replies (reply to G Jensen ltr), Sep 25, 1980, p.5
MTA cuts intercounty rail fares, Oct 23, 1980, p.5
Election tip (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
Familiar complaint (cartoon), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
Hochberg asks Governor to step into rail crisis, Nov 20, 1980, p.11
Rules changes for rail commuters, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
RAILROAD SERVICE continued
DelBello calls for county rail takeover, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Hoynihan sees hope for Conrail (reply to G Jensen ltr), Dec 25, 1980, p.3
Against county takeover (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
Selective listening (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Rail commuter organization demands legislators’ help, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Working on the railroad (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.6
Familiar refrain (cartoon), Apr 9, 1981, p.4
They run the railroad (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.1
MTA chairman R Ravitch foresees 50% fare hike, Apr 16, 1981, p.6
New MTA head for region P Stangl to face riders at public meeting May 7, Apr 30, 1981, p.6
Undermanning blamed for loss of rail fares, May 7, 1981, p.4
Rail meeting focuses on A/C, May 14, 1981, p.2
A/C maintenance blasted, May 28, 1981, p.3
Can’t buses wait for trains? (ltr), May 28, 1981, p.6
Let’s derail the MTA! (edit), May 28, 1981, p.7
Riders oppose fare hike, Jun 11, 1981, p.3
Cartoon re railroad service, Jul 2, 1981, p.6
Fares go up next Wed, Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Cartoon re railroad service, Jul 9, 1981, p.6
Train due to depart... (cartoon), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
Rail car shortage is putting (more) squeeze on commuter (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.1
No place to sit (edit), Oct 1, 1981, p.6
MTA--take tip from Boston (ltr), Oct 15, 1981, p.6
Help for commuters (ltr), Oct 15, 1981, p.6
Rails group is proposed by Hochberg, Oct 22, 1981, p.3
Cartoon re railroad service, Nov 5, 1981, p.7
Town may limit electronic games, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Coalition candidates propose village recreation center, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote against cable increase (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.1
MTA responds, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Train change, Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Railroad issue, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
MTA official sees improvement, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Hearing on train fares, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Important hearings (edit), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
Better service demanded (ltr), Jul 22, 1982, p.6
Conrail sued, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
MTA to run trains to Westchester, Aug 12, 1982, p.1
It’s up to the MTA (edit), Aug 12, 1982, p.6
Burrows on the railroads (ltr), Aug 12, 1982, p.6
Feiner to fight Conrail move, Sep 16, 1982, p.5
No settlement (in Conrail suits), Nov 18, 1982, p.1
Legislators offer resolution opposing MTA fare increase, Dec 16, 1982, p.9
Shay Committee recommendations are being turned into realities, Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Just another Monday (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.5
Village appoints railroad committee (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.1
RAILROAD SERVICE continued

Bi-partisan effort?, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Judge's decision awaited in commuter v Conrail suit, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Extension given, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Village backs seating for disabled, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Disqualification explained (ltr), Mar 3, 1983, p.6
Commuters surviving without their trains, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Monday morning series about commuters (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Railroad riders' rights (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Judge finds Conrail liable in law suit, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Disabled seating, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Let's stick this out (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
No early opening, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Buses gain popularity during long rail strike, Mar 31, 1983, p.1
Rail strike taking toll on merchants (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Silent supporters? (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p.6
County adds buses for strike-bound, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Riders strike back, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Mixed emotions about strike (ltr), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
Back at last (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Welcome back—maybe (edit), Apr 21, 1983, p.6
Money back offer, Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Seats for disabled, May 5, 1983, p.1
Marketing advice to MTA (ltr), May 5, 1983, p.6
Railroad committee asks public comment (list), May 26, 1983, p.1
Disabled seating plan to start, May 26, 1983, p.3
Small turnout for railroad hearing (list), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Fire breaks out on Metro North train (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.2
MTA may install windows that open, Jul 14, 1983, p.3
Log of despair, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Increase ridership, not fares (ltr), Oct 17, 1983, p.6
Train station to get repairs, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Metro North fares going up, Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Temperature down, fares up (photo), Jan 5, 1984, p.1
Harleia line horrors, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Paying more for this? (edit), Jan 26, 1984, p.6
Fire (on trains), this time: Citizen efforts, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
Trustees hear report from train committee (list), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
M-3 rider sees the light (ltr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6
Hope on the rails, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Promises of spring (edit), Apr 19, 1984, p.6
Metro North riders lack clout, Town Club rail report finds, May 31, 1984, p.1
Trains improving, Stangl tells (Town) club, May 31, 1984, p.1
Assemblymen working (ltr), Jun 7, 1984, p.6
Conrail appealing awards (list), Jul 26, 1984, p.11
Prompter, cooler, Aug 2, 1984, p.1

SEE ALSO CONRAIL, METRO NORTH COMMUTER RAILROAD CO, METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY, PENN CENTRAL CORP

RAILROAD STATION-HTS

Parking problems: So far, so good, Jan 3, 1980, p.1
Hartsdale parking: Manee lot, May 15, 1980, p.1
RAILROAD STATION-HTS continued
Packing folly (edit), May 15, 1980, p.4
Hartsdale packing, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Re-opening delayed, Sep 1, 1983, p.1

RAILROAD STATION-SCS
SCS parking, May 15, 1980, p.1
Bomb threat, Jul 24, 1980, p.1
A brighter look, Feb 19, 1981, p.1
Stairs to reopen, May 7, 1981, p.1
Holdup at SCS station, Feb 18, 1982, p.1
Not so neat (ltr), Jul 22, 1982, p.6
Board weighs Station Area parking plans, Aug 12, 1982, p.1
History in the making, Sep 1, 1983, p.1
Train station to get repairs, Dec 5, 1983, p.1
Station repairs, Jul 5, 1984, p.1
Stairs closed for the summer (photo), Jul 26, 1984, p.2
Negotiations, Aug 2, 1984, p.1
Historical exhibit to trace growth of prototypical suburb (photo), Aug 30, 1984, p.3

RAIN AND RAINFALL
Rainfall fills reservoirs and local basements (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.6

RAINES, KATHRYN
K Raines named assistant treasurer, Jan 1, 1981, p.13

RAIEN, DAVID
Security firm opens, Mar 3, 1983, p.5
Dedicated efforts (ltr), Jun 30, 1983, p.6
Disaster drill at SVAC (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.5
Students preparing to offer safe rides home (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.1

RAIZEN, NANCY
Resident N Raizen joins board of Children's Assn, Aug 2, 1984, p.3

RAIZEN, ROY
Salute from the city (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.9

RAIZES, DEBBIE
Victia's housekeeper, S Van Der Vreken, on stand, Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Dramatic moment at trial, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Questions posed in Harris trial (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1

RAIZES, GARY (DR)
Doctor G S Raizes is appointed, Mar 17, 1983, p.4
Doctors G S Raizes, M A Fialk get their badges (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.5

RAM, RICHARD SCOTT-
SEE SCOTT-RAM, RICHARD

RAMBISSON, SHARMILA
Celebrating America at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.14

RAMBONE, JOANNE
185 attend SHS 10-year reunion, Oct 8, 1981, p.3

RAMBONE, MARGARET

RAYEY, MARY
Board rejects apartment plan, Oct 20, 1983, p.10

RAMIREZ, MATILDE
M Ramirez dies, Jan 20, 1983, p.18
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RAMSDELL, (MRS JOHN)
WP Hospital fall party raises $16,000 (photo; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.11

RAMSEY'S FARM
Open space pact, May 29, 1980, p.1

RAMSEY, JOHN
Open space pact, May 29, 1980, p.1

RANCE, EILEEN
A corner of SCS that is forever England (photo; list), Aug 6, 1981, p.6

RANDALL, JACK
'Not high-powered,' but coach honored, Nov 25, 1982, p.13

RANDALL, JEROME
Rank appointment for J Randall, May 22, 1980, p.11

RANDAZZO, JOHN
Walworth law voted down (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Court invalidates Walworth one-way, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Case for one-way, May 26, 1983, p.1
One-way case, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Village wins round on Walworth—maybe, Dec 1, 1983, p.1
No enforcement (of Walworth one-way), Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Signs (on Walworth) unbagged, Mar 1, 1984, p.1

RANDOL, DOROTHY
Dunscore to mark 50 years of song with EMT Association (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.9

RANDOLPH, WILLIAM

RANDOLPH, WILLIE
Mobs scene at Joey's (photo; list), May 6, 1982, p.21

RANH, PHAN THI
St James, Baptists join in sponsoring Vietnamese family, Jul 24, 1980, p.3

RAO, EDNA
E E Rao dies, Mar 27, 1980, p.18

RAPAPORT, ALEXANDER
SCS residents R and A Rapaport, E and R Strum honored (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.16

RAPAPORT, DEBORAH (AU)
Please don’t wait (ltr), Nov 8, 1984, p.6

RAPAPORT, HENRY
H N Rapaport dies, Apr 24, 1980, p.18

RAPAPORT, RACHEL
Concentration (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.1

RAPAPORT, RITA
'Still waters' by R Friedel on exhibit, wins prize, Jan 24, 1980, p.7
Sculpture exhibit by R Rapaport (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.21
SCS residents R and A Rapaport, E and R Strum honored (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.16

RAPE
SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

RAPHAEL, GAIL
Whales, sails and oranges (edit), Feb 11, 1982, p.7

RAPHAEL, GAIL (AU)
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RAPHAEL, GAIL (AU) continued
  SCS schools—envy of nation (edit), Jan 14, 1982, p.7
  Never this bad in NY (edit), Dec 2, 1982, p.7
  From our California correspondent (edit), May 26, 1983, p.7
RAPHAEL, REGINA
  EHS student R Raphael to compete for Miss New York Teen (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.13
RAPPOPORT, B (BR)
  Controversy over subdivision, Jan 15, 1981, p.5
RAPPOPORT, ELISA
  A School graduation (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.1
RAPUANO, KELLY
  They're oriented (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.1
RASHKOFF, GLADYS
  Residents giving Adult School's 'grand experiment' a college try, Apr 5, 1984, p.5
RASKIN, MARVIN (AU)
  The People vs Hermania Albo (edit), Nov 29, 1984, p.7
RASKIN, TERRY
  Daily drivetime has CBS's Neal Busch flying... (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.6
RASO, MICHAEL
  Burglary suspects nabbed, Nov 10, 1983, p.1
RASPLER, CAROL
  School Board to consider religion course elective, Feb 14, 1980, p.11
School Board says yes to Italian, comp. religion; adds one day to recess, Mar 13, 1980, p.11
Board hears plea for support of interscholastic athletics, Mar 12, 1981, p.21
Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11
Kindergarten study begins; board considering SAT course, Dec 8, 1983, p.10
Board of Ed enters Moundroukas battle, May 10, 1984, p.13
RASPLER, CAROL (AU)
  Unhappy with editorial (ltr), Dec 31, 1981, p.6
RASPLER, CHICK
  Sports award winners (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17
Parents urge board to support interscholastic athletics, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
RASPLER, EDWARD
  Board hears plea for support of interscholastic athletics, Mar 12, 1981, p.21
RASPLER, EDWARD (AU)
  Unhappy with editorial (ltr), Dec 31, 1981, p.6
RATEAU, MARIE
  A corner of SCS that is forever England (photo; list), Aug 6, 1981, p.6
RATNER, MARILYN
  Mercy hires resident M Ratner, Mar 29, 1984, p.9
RATS
  Bird lady A Sullivan nabbed, Jan 17, 1980, p.1
Case settled, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Callous treatment (for A Sullivan) (edit), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Birds can't go south (ltr), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Concerned by pigeon menace (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
He backs Village Hall (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
Manager's response (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
Littering culprits (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.5
Long-range forecasts, current problems liven board meeting, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
RATS continued

Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11

RATZNER, JAMES

In schools here, computers are elementary (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.1

RAU, BARBARA

Freightway committee chairman appointed: R F Greener (photo), Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Residents rap traffic build-up, Oct 15, 1981, p.1

RAU, ROBERT (DR)

Dr R L Rau appointed VP (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.2

RAUCH, RENEE

These sleuths solved 23,925 cases in 1982 (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.6

RAVAUD, ANGELA


RAVENEL, MOLLIE

Paul Feiner cited by Common Cause (list), Apr 8, 1982, p.5

RAVITCH, RICHARD

Ravitch to speak at LWV lunch (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Conrail manager K E Smith blames MTA for level of rail service, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
MTA asks for more money; riders demand more service, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Divided management seen as factor in railroad ills, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
More gripes than solutions at meetings on rail service, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Commuters face 29.5% fare hike, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Heat wave hits commuters hardest as A/C units fail (photo; addl photo p.4), Jul 24, 1980, p.1
DelBello calls for county rail takeover, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
They run the railroad (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.1
MTA chairman R Ravitch foresees 50% fare hike, Apr 16, 1981, p.6
Rail car shortage is putting (more) squeeze on commuter (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.1
Let’s stick this out (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
Riders strike back, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Railroad committee asks public comment (list), May 26, 1983, p.1
Log of despair, Sep 29, 1983, p.1

RAVOSA, CARMINO

School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Composer C Ravosa (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.14

RAY, DEBbie

Alternative graduation (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.3

RAY, THOMAS

T B Ray dies, Jan 17, 1980, p.13

RAYDON, ALEXANDER

Celebration of Westchester (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.12

RAYNAN, NORMA

N Rayaan dies, Nov 6, 1980, p.18

RAYMOND, EDWARD (DR)

Officials: System here would detect griddier’s bad heart, Sep 29, 1983, p.1

RAYMOND, JOAN (DR)

Officials: System here would detect griddier’s bad heart, Sep 29, 1983, p.1

RAYMONDI, ELIZABETH

Gift from the JACS (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.3
Consorting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
Hot contest (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.1
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RAYNOR, DIANE
Halloween artistry (photo), Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Halloween painters win awards (photo; list), Nov 4, 1982, p.5

READING
Book banner (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.12
Foundation is fighting illiteracy, Aug 28, 1980, p.18
Greenacres parents discuss children's literature, Sep 11, 1980, p.17
Better Reading has new concept (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.24
Clarification: Reading Reform Foundation (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
Is the reading malady iatrogenic? (edit), Apr 16, 1981, p.7
One of five can't read...(edit), Mar 4, 1982, p.7
If you're what you read, then take the Classics (edit), Mar 17, 1983, p.7
Complexity leads to enchantment in classics (edit), Mar 24, 1983, p.7
Having fun reading (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Party rewards young readers (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.3
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
Speedy Readers, Aug 9, 1984, p.1
Books--fun to read and talk about too (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.3
Magical moment (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.1

SEE ALSO BOOKS, LITERACY VOLUNTEERS

READING REFORM FOUNDATION
Foundation is fighting illiteracy, Aug 28, 1980, p.18
Resident S P Rose named foundation trustee, Dec 2, 1982, p.23

READING-STUDY AND TEACHING
A house is not a home (edit), Feb 4, 1982, p.7

REAGAN, NANCY
Parade protested, Sep 22, 1983, p.1

REAGAN, RONALD
Reagan speaker at GOP dinner, Jan 10, 1980, p.3
As Iowa goes...GOP caucus favors Bush for President, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
On handgun control (ltr), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Vote of conscience (edit), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
Jumping...into the fire (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Heathcote students' poll predicted Reagan victory (chart; list), Nov 13, 1980, p.18
In the Oval Office (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.14
Math lesson for President (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
My message to the President (edit), Jul 22, 1982, p.7
Dear Mr President...(photo; list), Feb 17, 1983, p.5
US strength derives from unity (edit), Apr 14, 1983, p.7
The price for a safe environment (edit; photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.7
Bad review for president (ltr), Feb 9, 1984, p.6
Reagan record seen vulnerable (ltr), Mar 1, 1984, p.6
Positively frightening (ltr), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
Questions for the voters (ltr), Oct 10, 1984, p.6
The leadership issue (edit), Oct 25, 1984, p.6
Four years is enough (ltr), Oct 25, 1984, p.6
He's ready for post-Reagan era (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
REAGAN, RONALD continued

Voters here show independence in backing Reagan, Teicher, Burrows, Oppenheimer (chart p 16), Nov 8, 1984, p.1
Keep carefully tuned (ltr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6

REAL ESTATE BUSINESS

L C Kajat joins Van Wert (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.2
J Paddock honored by Westchester County Real Estate Board (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.9
Wolff office computerized, Jan 24, 1980, p.6
Heathcote Corners Realty grew (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.20
N Roberts has banner year at Steinkaap & Britton (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.24
Century 21 Wolff & Son offers computerization (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.31
Doernberg moving to new office (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.31
Beatty served record number of clients (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.32
Raynor & Leone Realtors new, active, optimistic (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.32
New realtor at Doernberg: A B Weiss, Feb 14, 1980, p.6
Sixty-nine Harney Rd bought by Geraican Ltd (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.7
S Oliver joins Jenkins & Dubbs, realtors (photo), Feb 20, 1980, p.12
Julia B Fee to open additional office in Rye, Feb 21, 1980, p.3
Guarnery cited by Realty Board (photo), Feb 21, 1980, p.11
S Angell member of All Points Relocation, Feb 28, 1980, p.6
S Stone joins staff of Julia B Fee (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.8
Gottliebs picket Cleveland Van Wert offices (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.2
Realtors elect local broker M Wershil, Apr 3, 1980, p.2
R M Herz, E A Ross each sold more than $1 million in real estate (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.6
R R Ragette names Million sellers (list), Apr 3, 1980, p.7
Local woman M Klausner joins real estate firm, Apr 10, 1980, p.10
Sotheby announces Van Wert affiliation, May 29, 1980, p.2
Realtor J M Murphy plans expansion; will take over Tyne Burne (photo), May 29, 1980, p.3
Local computer engineer J Soley matches people, houses (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.4
Associates of Van Wert honor K Kracke, M Maher, A Hanson (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.11
C M Clark joins Steinkaap & Britton (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.6
C Jacobs joins Julia B Fee (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.6
New realtor: E A Ross (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.8
H F Smith joins Cross & Brown (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.5
Fee office opens in Rye (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.12
J Castriota joins agency (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.6
New realtor: A W Silver (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.6
E Brennan joins Van Wert staff (photo), Jul 31, 1980, p.12
E Barnard joins Doernberg staff (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.2
Local executive A V Roberts joins Pep' e and Rhine Associates, Aug 28, 1980, p.2
E B Sallabene joins firm (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.2
New associate: R M Herz (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.3
New at Wolff: T A Magro (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.12
Joining Doernberg: L Goldstein, P Menell (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.7
Wolff opens new office in converted gas station (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.13
New at Wolff: M Schlesinger (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.15
Associate: S Rubin (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.8
For a safe Halloween (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.16
BAR refuses to approve realtor's awning plans, Nov 13, 1980, p.7
A Robbins joins firm (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.12
C Crane joins staff (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.8
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REAL ESTATE BUSINESS continued

Associate A J Cousin (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.6
Van Horne heads county realtors (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.2
'People approach' formula for growth at C Van Wert (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.30
Julia S Fee grows (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.32
Doernberg doubles staff (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.32
Raynor & Leone predict continued growth in '81 (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.33
E & S new headquarters (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.34
S Stempfer joins firm (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.3
New president: E Haber (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.6
Realtor announces Chaussone family top prize winner, Feb 26, 1981, p.7
Ragettie staff honored (list), Mar 26, 1981, p.10
Realtor W Herrman attends national convention, Apr 2, 1981, p.14
New at Wolf: E B Paley (photo), May 28, 1981, p.11
BAR, local realtor argue over awning aesthetics, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Doernberg appoints J Koch, A Newaen vice presidents, Jun 18, 1981, p.9
Awning, skylights topics at BAR meeting, Jun 25, 1981, p.5
Realty group cites Van Wert members (list), Jun 25, 1981, p.13
Local aan A Lerner is new senior VP at Helasney (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.5
B S Japhe joins staff (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.5
Realtors M Gross, N Epperson earn licenses, Aug 27, 1981, p.5
Van Horne appointed to realtors executive board, Oct 8, 1981, p.25
New to staff: M E Jaffe (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.4
R S Vario promoted to vice president, Reid & Herrmann (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.13
Vice president: A Bordoni (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.8
B Lillienfield joins Fee (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.2
At Van Wert: T Magro (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.10
President C Leone (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.2
Seasonal scenes (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.12
Realty firm purchased, Jan 14, 1982, p.2
Ragette completes first year (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.24
E Steinberg joins R R Beatty Inc (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.28
Steinkamp has new associate: W B May Co (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.28
T and H Jenkins join Reid & Herrmann (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.4
Marx estate sold for development (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.1
New realtor at Angell: B M Fee (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.8
Sale seen near, May 6, 1982, p.1
Cherry Lane house leased; owner gets restraining order, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
D Levin at Ragette (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.4
Doernberg joins network, Jul 8, 1982, p.4
Van Wert in international realty group, Jul 15, 1982, p.5
Ellinghouse & Stacy names S Connolly vice president (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.3
Thanks for assistance (ltr), Jul 22, 1982, p.6
Realtor names I Molin, H Strong associates (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.8
Angell now Field Associates (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.8
Realtor R R Beatty Inc closing after 57 years, Oct 28, 1982, p.2
New realtor: E I Canell (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.2
REAL ESTATE BUSINESS continued

Robert Van Horne is Realtor of the Year (photo), Nov 4, 1982, p.3
New at Fee: R Sherman (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.5
Former Realtors C Healey, A Bordoni join Cleveland Van Wert staff (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.8
Local realtor Majthényi Real Estate changes name to Delphi Real Estate, Dec 9, 1982, p.16
M Goldstein joins Wolff (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.19
Sign of the season (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.6
Firm appoints S Grundweg sales executive (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.4
F Richard Wolff marks 50th year in real estate (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.30
Julia B Fee sold most homes ever (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.32
B McCormack joins Wolff (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.2
L Z David joins Field (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.16
New associate: C L Moskowitz (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.4
C D Leone Re-elected (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.5
Who's for an ARM, a SAM or a SEM? (edit), Apr 28, 1983, p.7
P M D'Orazio joins Ragette, Apr 28, 1983, p.25
New associate: J B Sher (photo), May 12, 1983, p.4
Real facts of life (ltr), May 12, 1983, p.6
I G Stahl new associate at Paul Field (photo), Sep 29, 1983, p.4
M J Nagle, L Setachutkul Join realty agency (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.4
Realtor S Pfeiffer joins Paul Field (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.4
Resident H L Cooper joins realty firm (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.4
New realtor M H Lang at Van Wert (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.9
New at Fee: B McKinnon (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.4
Ragette marks 99 years in real estate (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.36
Record year for housing sales (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.36
J Murphy president of local realtors (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.36
Realty firm appoints P D'Orazio new associate manager, Feb 23, 1984, p.5
M Gottessen joins Van Wert staff (photo), Mar 1, 1984, p.4
Ragette honors 'success story' M A Yu, Mar 15, 1984, p.13
Two sales associates, N Akkok and J White, join Ragette's SCS office, Mar 15, 1984, p.17
Realtors J Steinkaap, A Britton attend annual meeting, Apr 19, 1984, p.4
Real estate firm honors salespeople (list), May 10, 1984, p.4
Realty company hires resident R Sills, May 24, 1984, p.4
Realty firm to give $100 scholarships, May 24, 1984, p.4
Top realtor: M A Yu (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.2
J Manocherian joins Wolff (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.2
J B Frederick joins Fee (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.4
Three (T Farris, M Shapiro, L Taubes) join office of R R Ragette (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.20
Realty firm names J Kaplan top salesperson, Oct 11, 1984, p.23
SCS names H F Smith to lead Westchester realtors (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.4
H L Hardy promoted (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.4
Sales associate: R Epstein (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.4
New sales associates: E Ettinger, C Leone, R Paulis (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.15
New realtor: R Paulis (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.4
M A Yu joins Van Wert (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.19
Sales executive: J Moffitt (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.19
Opening celebration (photo; list), Nov 15, 1984, p.19
D Danzig, B DeBroot join Steinckap & Britton (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.19
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REAL ESTATE BUSINESS continued
  Aid for Ethiopia (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.2
  Arthur Manorite protests (ltr), Dec 20, 1984, p.6
  Food for Ethiopia (ltr), Dec 20, 1984, p.6

REAP, JAMES
  Judge J Holden, Jan 10, 1980, p.1

REAPPORTIONMENT (ELECTION LAW)
  SEE APPORTIONMENT (ELECTION LAW)

REARDEN, RUTH
  When your birthday falls on Christmas... (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.6

REARDON, RUTH
  Mother's Day contest winners announced (photo; list), May 14, 1981, p.3

REBER, JAN (AU)

REBERKENNY, JEANIE
  White Plains Hospital acquires ultrasound diagnostic equipment (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.5

RECKSON, ABRAHAM
  C Snisky killed by car on Central Ave (photo p 11), Mar 15, 1984, p.1

RECORDING ARTISTS
  Welcome to the music business (edit), Oct 20, 1983, p.7

RECREATION AREAS-EMT
  EMT residents oppose town pooling of escrow funds, Dec 17, 1981, p.17

RECREATION AREAS-GBH
  Rec director named for park: C Mobilia, Jul 3, 1980, p.13
  Town Park opens with $500,000 new facilities, May 28, 1981, p.16
  State to pay for new pool aid station, Mar 4, 1982, p.13
  State bill gives villages options for town park use, Jul 8, 1982, p.9
  Town postpones decision on use of escrow funds, May 12, 1983, p.13

RECREATION AREAS-NEW YORK STATE-LAWS AND LEGIS
  State bill gives villages options for town park use, Jul 8, 1982, p.9

RECREATION AREAS-SCS
  Ponds belong to Berkley (ltr), Feb 14, 1980, p.4
  Friends keep careful eye on trees, parks, open areas (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 20, 1982, p.32
  Change of attitude needed (ltr), Jan 20, 1983, p.6
  Lawn contract, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
  Colorful gift, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
  Community Improvement Corps to focus on SCS parks, Jul 5, 1984, p.3
  Suggestion from Friends (ltr), Aug 30, 1984, p.6
  SEE ALSO PLAYING FIELDS-SCS, TENNIS COURTS, NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL PARKS, ETC, EX CHASE ROAD PARK

RECREATION AREAS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
  Bike path plans arouse ire in Fox Meadow, Greenacres, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
  Winter is a lively season in Westchester County parks (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.27

RECREATION CENTERS
  Community center, May 27, 1982, p.1
  Need for pool and center (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6

RECREATION DEPT-EMT
  Sports award winners (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17
  Evolving recreation program speaks for itself—quietly (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.12
  On EMT insurance policy (ltr), Dec 1, 1983, p.6

RECREATION DEPT-GBH
  Rec director named for park: C Mobilia, Jul 3, 1980, p.13
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RECREATION DEPT-GBH continued
Hearings held on GBH budget, Nov 20, 1980, p.15
Town Park opens with $500,000 new facilities, May 28, 1981, p.16
Residents oppose town plan for escrow funds, Jun 24, 1982, p.11
On the ball (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.11
Five-K road race has new route on town roads, Apr 14, 1983, p.13
Winners named in picture contest (list), Dec 29, 1983, p.9

RECREATION DEPT-SCS
Ninth year for Sunday Rec (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.1
Monday and me (photo; list), Jan 10, 1980, p.1
A shortage of snow didn't stop B Norgren (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.9
Report on seniors urges wider housing options, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Panel probes problems of adults with aging parents (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Parks and Recreation Council increased communication in 1979 (list) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.19
400 at 'Games People Play' (photo; list), Feb 20, 1980, p.17
Bike path protest continues; Rec fees, taxi fares raised, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
New recreation supervisor L Shuchan off to enthusiastic start (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.3
Rec Dept seeks cooperation (ltr), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
Recreation Dept appoints S Picard Senior Citizen Coordinator (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
Friend to SCS seniors (edit), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Concert fund, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Registration is underway for Safety Poster Contest (photo; list), Apr 10, 1980, p.3
By the book (photo; list), Apr 10, 1980, p.6
PRC names Egg-stravaganza winners (photo; list), Apr 10, 1980, p.17
Safety poster winners named (list), May 8, 1980, p.6
PRC superintendent K Batchelor says indoor pool is possibility, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Hazardous condition (ltr), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
Family Day features races (photo; list), Jul 10, 1980, p.16
Pool workers win raises; job action narrowly averted (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Money woes beset Summer Theatre, Aug 14, 1980, p.1
Rec Superintendent: We put kids first, Aug 14, 1980, p.5
Season ends with ceremony (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.5
Teen Council plans events for 1980-81 (photo; list), Sep 18, 1980, p.14
BMX making it big with local boys (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.4
Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Concerned about Hyatt safety (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Letters to Santa must be mailed by Dec 17 (list), Dec 4, 1980, p.2
Thank you, volunteers (ltr), Dec 11, 1980, p.4
Last days to sail (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS's Sunday Recreation Program on its 10th Anniversary (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.18
Alana failure, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Sunday Rec Program fosters family togetherness (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.26
More girls' teams requested (ltr), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
Senior workers, Feb 19, 1981, p.1
Mid-semester break at Sunday Rec (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.5
Higher Rec fees, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Fees opposed, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Fee plan, R.I.P. (edit), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
RECREATION DEPT-SCS  continued

In their Easter bonnets...(photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.1
Rec Department presentation (photo; list), Apr 23, 1981, p.9
Easter party a hit (list), Apr 23, 1981, p.22
Poster contest winners named (list), Apr 23, 1981, p.22


Picnic for Miss Piggy (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.3
Residents polled on indoor pool, Sep 10, 1981, p.1

Members of Sunday Recreation Committee (photo; list), Oct 29, 1981, p.9
Indoor pool, Nov 5, 1981, p.1

New supervisor, R Gozes, in Rec Dept (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.5

Athletic fields; Long-range plan, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Volunteers cited (ltr), Dec 24, 1981, p.6

Readers respond on A and B (lttrs), Jan 7, 1982, p.6

Sunday Rec rock (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.2
Summer Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1

A vote against A and B (ltr), Feb 18, 1982, p.6
Recreation fees, Mar 11, 1982, p.1

Passing the gift of life at springtime (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.6

A grade for B team (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Students win awards for safety posters (list), Apr 8, 1982, p.19

Committee issues report on boards and councils (list), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Council’s serve, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Council urged to back courts (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6

Thanks from the coach (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
Tennis court issue, Jul 8, 1982, p.1

Family Day race results; Baby Beauty Contest (photo; list), Jul 8, 1982, p.13
Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Senior housing advocated, Aug 5, 1982, p.1

$1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; addl photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1

Something to cheer about (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Senior trail, Dec 2, 1982, p.1

Shay Committee recommendations are being turned into realities, Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Santa shares letters from local youngsters (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Sunday Rec starting (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.1

Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Program offers Sundays of sharing (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.30
Creche’sattorney fee criticized, Mar 10, 1983, p.1

Recreation fees, Mar 17, 1983, p.1

Fifteen-K race here Sunday, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Eggs-tasy! (photo; list), Apr 7, 1983, p.6
Poster contest winners named (list), Apr 7, 1983, p.22

Playground program criticized, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Race rained out, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
New court rules, May 19, 1983, p.1

Back in the swim of things (photo), May 26, 1983, p.1
Youth urged to play tennis (ltr), May 26, 1983, p.6
Smooth weekend, Jul 7, 1983, p.1

New facility for seniors (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.5
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RECREATION DEPT-SCS continued
War ends; age of recreation begins (edit), Sep 1, 1983, p.7
To the winner! (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.1
Too good to pass up (edit), Oct 13, 1983, p.6
Speakers call for more fields, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Tomorrow's (radio) announcers (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.4
Sunday Rec program begins; child care to be offered (photo), Jan 5, 1984, p.3
Sunday Rec for all age groups (photo)(Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.24
Farther afield, Feb 23, 1984, p.1
Recreation fees, Mar 22, 1984, p.1
Breaking in the new tennis courts (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Children win prizes at Easter party (list), Apr 26, 1984, p.14
M Kornfeld's poster gets the message across (photo), Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Youngsters win awards for posters (list), Aug 23, 1984, p.2
SCS Triathlon (edit), Aug 23, 1984, p.6
More pool time, Nov 8, 1984, p.1
Santa's mailboxes go up in SCS, Nov 29, 1984, p.3
Soccer equipment called unsafe (ltr), Nov 29, 1984, p.6
Sunday Rec, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

RECYCLING OF WASTE
Paper profit, Jan 17, 1980, p.1
Reasons for recycling (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
Money-hungry politicians? (ltr), Feb 7, 1980, p.4
Recycling; Publicity wanted, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
Council promoting recycling program (list), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Foil and tin cans for lunch (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.15
Board asks state for work for taxes law, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Curb to attic, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
Paper pooling, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
Recycling not difficult (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
Paper pirates, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Still room for improvement (ltr), Jul 30, 1981, p.6
Memory-jogger needed (ltr), Feb 4, 1982, p.6
Even greater savings possible (ltr), Feb 25, 1982, p.6
Recycling can be fun (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.2
Fees take effect, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Record January, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Less paper, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Newspaper recycling center starting here (GBH), Jan 26, 1984, p.10
Recycling reminder (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.5
Say, who'd want all those old papers, anyway? (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.6
Recycling increases, Dec 20, 1984, p.1

REBEL, NATASHA
N. Redel dies, Feb 10, 1983, p.14

REDHEAD, R. CHESTER (DR)
Dentist R C Redhead honored, Jul 24, 1980, p.5
Man of the year: Dr R C Redhead (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.19
Local dentist R C Redhead elected, Jan 21, 1982, p.22
Local dentist Dr R C Redhead achieves first, Nov 10, 1983, p.5
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REDHEAD, R CHESTER (DR) continued
  College inducts local dentist Dr R C Redhead, Nov 22, 1984, p.13

REDICAN, BRIAN
  Adopt a park (photo), Apr 30, 1981, p.1

REDICAN, R J
  Edgewood PTA fetes teachers, staff (photo; list), Feb 7, 1980, p.10

REDISTRICTING (ELECTION DISTRICTS)
  SEE APPORTIONMENT (ELECTION LAW)

REDLICH, DEAN
  Recommended reading (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6

REDMOND, WILLIAM
  Land settlement, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
  W F Redaond dies, Jun 28, 1984, p.14

REDNESS, RICK
  Neighbors blast plan for fields on Winston property, Aug 4, 1983, p.1

REED, BILL
  Pipe installations continue to delay work on Central Avenue improvement project (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.11

REED, CHRIS
  Future cable TV producers learning techniques at free workshops (photo p 3), Aug 28, 1980, p.1

REED, ETHELEE
  From the young to the old (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.2

REED, LEE
  STA does more than bargain, PT Council panelists report, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
  Second graders at Heathcote perform 'Sam the Wizard Man' (photo; list), May 1, 1980, p.23
  Tribute paid to retiring members E Buzbee, E Innes of School Board; Summer grants awarded (list), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
  Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
  Teachers critical of open lunch program, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
  Supervisors, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
  Teacher J Mack suspended, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
  Original show at Heathcote, Apr 8, 1982, p.19

REED, ROLON
  Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
  Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
  Voters here show independence in backing Reagan, Teicher, Burrows, Oppenheimer (chart p 16), Nov 8, 1984, p.1

REED, RUTH
  Olympic art on display (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.2
  Sixty-nine Harney Rd bought by Germanic Ltd (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.7
  Early Americana theme for Fee window display (photo), May 27, 1982, p.20
  Parade protested, Sep 22, 1983, p.1
  Parade gets go-ahead, Oct 6, 1983, p.1

REED, RUTH (AU)
  How American freedom came to ring (edit), Jul 7, 1983, p.7

REEL, FRANK
  Arbitration panel to rule in police pay dispute, Apr 16, 1981, p.22

REEP, JOAN
  Craft advocates (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.8

RECTZ, GAY
  In schools here, computers are elementary (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.1
  Math and writing programs described (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.15
  Panel probes uses, abuses of tutoring in SCS, Oct 28, 1982, p.4
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REFUGEES
Community sponsorship of refugee family is sought, May 1, 1980, p.1

REFUGEES, CAMBODIAN
Thanks for scholarship (ltr; list), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
Interfaith concert to raise relief funds for Cambodians (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.1
SCS offers new life for Cambodian family (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
SCS sings out message of hope (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.4
Refugee family building new life here (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.4

REFUGEES, JEWISH
Welcome to America (photo), May 14, 1981, p.10
Dereomanticizing Switzerland (illus; edit), Dec 17, 1981, p.7

REFUGEES, VIETNAMESE
Refugee family in SCS striving for independence (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.2
St James, Baptists join in sponsoring Vietnamese family, Jul 24, 1980, p.3
St James co-sponsored Hyugen family (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.30
Vietnamese family at WRT (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.23
First born: R Duong (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.12

REFUSE DISPOSAL
SEE WASTE DISPOSAL

REGAN, CONNIE
Storytellers at Heathcote (photo; list), Mar 24, 1983, p.19

REGAN, DIANA
Minimum criteria for gifted/talented set, Jan 12, 1984, p.11

REGAN, EDWARD
Governatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Cuomo, Moynihan, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Parties party (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.1

REGEN, EILEEN
E L Regen dies, Apr 9, 1981, p.14

REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL OF EXCELLENCE
SEE SCHOOLS

REHABILITATION CENTERS
Appointment at Burke: J J Ryan, Mar 27, 1980, p.12
Dr L Thoas named to board, Aug 7, 1980, p.2
Rod Gilbert heads Burke wheelchair athletic meet, Sep 25, 1980, p.19
Burke elects F J Spitalny (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.11
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Auxiliary of The Burke Rehabilitation Center (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.32
Former Inquirer employee V Coulter Blinn recalled, Dec 13, 1984, p.2

REHBERG, ALEXANDER

REHM, JACK
J D Reha named president of publishing group (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.2

REHM, LOIS
Vigilers make silent statement (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.1
SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

REHNQUIST, WILLIAM
Supreme Court 'No' on mailbox called death blow to civic groups use, Jul 2, 1981, p.13

REICH, DON
Junior high school UN (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.5

REICH, JOSEPH
Defense takes over in Harris trial, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
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REICH, JOSEPH continued
Harris defense seeks to prove struggle, Jan 22, 1981, p.1

REICH, RANDI
Against 'seedy pictures' (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4

REICH, RANDI (AU)
Student praises GO film showing (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.4
Give us a chance, student says (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.4

REICH, S NORMAN (AU)
Teacher pay hike 'good business' (ltr), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
New beginning (ltr), Jan 6, 1983, p.6

REICHBACK, WILLA
W Reichback on aging group, Nov 19, 1981, p.9

REID, CHARLES
Architect C D Reid named associate, Mar 27, 1980, p.6
School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Outstanding teachers (ltr), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
SMS foreign language teachers C Reid, A Mantz feted at HS Staff Recognition Day (photo; list), May 29, 1980, p.14
Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
French in the family (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.4

REID, DAVID
D F Reid dies, Jan 1, 1981, p.9

REID, FRANCES
F S Reid dies, Dec 15, 1983, p.26

REID, OGDEN
Candidates court Democratic caucus (cont p 16), Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Democrats back Veteran, Feb 24, 1983, p.11
Democrats pick Reid; Veteran plans primary, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Three hats in the ring for GBH supervisor's post, Apr 14, 1983, p.12
Democrats put off choice, Apr 21, 1983, p.10
Veteran drops out of county race (photo), May 5, 1983, p.1
Veteran shifts his campaign direction, May 5, 1983, p.15
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican calm, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Lawmakers give year-end summaries at LWV event (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.10
Strike called off, politics goes on (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.1
Democrat Lois Bronz, running for reelection, speaks out (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.11
Beyond motivations (edit), Sep 1, 1983, p.6
Reid, O'Rourke trade jabs at debate here, Oct 13, 1983, p.1
Her choice is Reid (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
Hopefuls vie for Town Board, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Campaigns come to SCS (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.1
For Ogden Reid (edit), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
For Reid-Hochberg team (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
Hochberg, Reid finish first in SCS vote (chart), Nov 10, 1983, p.1

REIDENBERG, MARCUS (DR)
Maroon raffle (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.10
SCS physician Dr M M Reidenberg wins award, Apr 2, 1981, p.6
Local MD M Reidenberg wins award for drug research, Apr 21, 1983, p.8
SCS MD M Reidenberg named president of society, Apr 26, 1984, p.2

REIDER, ENID
Former NY Mets star E Kranepool gets first taste of Paron chocolates (photo), May 1, 1980, p.16
REIDER, LISA  
- Edgewood community service (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.28

REIDY, JEAN  
- Library System marks birthday (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.15

REIFFEL, BONNIE  
- SCS parents turning to one another in attempt to cope with the pressures on children, May 31, 1984, p.6  
- Facilitators needed (ltr), Jun 7, 1984, p.6  

REIFFEL, ROBERT (DR)  
- Doctors D H Finley and R S Reiffel elected to College of Surgeons, Apr 5, 1984, p.10

REIGELMAN, WILLIAM  
- Jean Harris found guilty of murder (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.1

REILEY, EILEEN  
- Poolgoers mark Labor Day with games, races (photo; list), Sep 6, 1984, p.15

REILINS, CECILIA (AU)  
- Fortunate town (ltr), Aug 11, 1983, p.6

REILLY, FRANK  
- New law for trucks, Sep 20, 1984, p.1

REILLY, GERALD  
- Vergari brief rebuts Aurnou, Oct 8, 1981, p.1

REILLY, MARGARET  
- Report on SAT's says 'cram course' useless, Nov 11, 1982, p.1  
- First grade section being added at (QR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1  
- School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1  
- Board gives tenure to 3 teachers: M Hayter, M Reilly, J Rosen, Aug 30, 1984, p.5

REILLY, PATRICIA  
- Social conscience is in at SCS's IHM church, May 15, 1980, p.4  
- Church opens School for Justice, Peace, Sep 22, 1983, p.4  
- Agency starts program on divorce's effect on grandparents, grandchildren, Sep 13, 1984, p.5

REILLY, PATRICIA (AU)  
- Unite the fors and againsts (ltr), Dec 15, 1983, p.6

REILLY, PETER  
- Arbitration panel to rule in police pay dispute, Apr 16, 1981, p.22

REILLY, PHILIP  
- Pisani convicted on eighteen counts, Jun 7, 1984, p.1

REILLY, SARA  
- SCS pool opens Saturday for 16th summer of swimming, May 24, 1984, p.3

REILY, PETER  
- Republican congressional candidates debate their positions on Middle East, Mar 22, 1984, p.3

REIN, ALAN  
- As Iowa goes...GOP caucus favors Bush for President, Jan 24, 1980, p.1  
- Special Patrol leaders elected (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.3  
- Special Police sworn in (photo; list), Feb 2, 1984, p.2

REINBERGEN, CLARE  
- Curb to attic, Dec 25, 1980, p.1

REIMDOLLAR, WILLIAM  
- W Reindollar dies, Jul 17, 1980, p.12

REINSCHMIDT, LOUISE  
- L Reinschmidt dies, Feb 28, 1980, p.10

REINTZ, CATHY (AU)  
- Call-back system praised (ltr), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
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REINWALD, CHARLES
Scholarship winner: C A Reinwald (photo), May 7, 1981, p.26

REIS, RESLEY
Susi art (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.23
Painting the Chinese way (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.11

REISCHE, DIANA
SCS resident J Gordon co-authors new book on women's voluntarism (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.9
Fox Meadow Tennis Club holds 100th birthday celebration (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.15

REISCHT, DIANE (AU)
Evolution of a 'Volunteer powerhouse' (edit), Mar 10, 1983, p.7

REISER, ROBERT
Local wordsmiths B Jacobson, R Reiser unite to forge a mighty sword, too (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.6
Writer-organizer responds (ltr), Dec 20, 1984, p.6

REISMAN, BARBARA
Embarrassed by disruption (ltr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6

REISS, ROBERT (DR)
Hudson Valley blood group reached 96% of 1980 goal, Apr 16, 1981, p.23

REISZ, ADAM JR
Rotary Club names resident A Reisz Jr (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.13

REISZ, ADAM JR (AU)
No room at the circle (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6

REITMAN, LEONID
New ‘twinning’ program at WRT, Jan 27, 1983, p.12

RELIGION
Religion given bad name (edit), Jul 2, 1981, p.7
Ten days in jail for justice's sake (edit), Jul 2, 1981, p.7
Bigger religion is not better (edit), Apr 8, 1982, p.7
Is He or She God? (edit), Dec 29, 1983, p.7

RELIGIOUS CULTS
Unification Church gets summons for back taxes, Aug 20, 1981, p.15
Following The Way on the Post Road, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Way moving from Post Road home, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
For awareness (edit), Feb 11, 1982, p.6
Way still here, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Violation charged at Way house, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Eviction sought, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Way member S Shepherd says he's leaving village, Apr 15, 1982, p.3
Coming out from cultism (edit), Apr 29, 1982, p.7
On their way (photo), May 6, 1982, p.1
Recruitment by cults--how it happens (edit), Dec 9, 1982, p.7

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
Religious freedom (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6

REMRC, PETER
Papal knighthood for SCS man P Reenc, Jun 9, 1983, p.4

REMY, JANE
Fiber creations on display (photo; list), May 22, 1980, p.13

RENALE, OSTOSY
On dialysis program and medical ethics (edit), Feb 10, 1983, p.7

RENALE, ANNA
Sports staffing at EHS: call it a whole new ballgame, Jun 30, 1983, p.11
RENDALE, ANNA continued
Referendum needed for (EMT school) phone system, Jul 7, 1983, p.9

RENE DE, JOSEPH
Dog dispute leads to lawsuit, Jun 4, 1981, p.3

RENGICH, MADELEINE
M Rendich dies, Mar 5, 1981, p.23

RENGI, CHRISTOPHER
More state aid cuts school tax increase, Apr 12, 1984, p.1

RENNER, MARITA
Guidance consultant hired; full-day kindergarten debated, Jan 12, 1984, p.1

RENO, ROBERT
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Back in the swim of things (photo), May 26, 1983, p.1
New facility for seniors (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.5

RENT CONTROL
Tenants seek rent control, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Village, landlords moving toward tax abatement plan, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Tentative plan on tenant protection, May 12, 1983, p.1
Committee to establish rent relief guidelines, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Tenants seek solutions, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
Against rent control (ltr), Jan 12, 1984, p.6
Dispute continues over Chateaux rent hikes, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Agreement set to curb hikes in Chateaux rents, Dec 20, 1984, p.1
SEE ALSO EMERGENCY TENANT PROTECTION ACT

RENT GUIDELINES BOARD
SEE WESTCHESTER COUNTY RENT GUIDELINES BOARD

RENTON, BEN
Citizens protest at hearing, Oct 8, 1981, p.1

RENTON, JUNE
Citizens protest at hearing, Oct 8, 1981, p.1

RENZ, LOUIS
L Renz dies, Jul 10, 1980, p.12

REPORTER DISPATCH (NEWSPAPER)
Grossaan to meet press; Non-Partisans on cable, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Paper called not interested (ltr), May 3, 1984, p.6

REPUBLICAN PARTY
Reagan speaker at GOP dinner, Jan 10, 1980, p.3
GOP leader M Soter elected to county job (list) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.31
GOP backs Herold for county judge, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Local GOP leader M S Soter named to platform committee (photo), May 1, 1980, p.1
Herold, Burrows, Goodhue GOP picks (list), Jun 5, 1980, p.5
People of the hour at SCS Republican Town Committee dinner: Sen J Javits, M Soter (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.2
SCS People: Margaret Soter, SCS's woman in Detroit (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
SCS GOP backs Javits, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Senate races top primary ballot, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
SCS's favorites were Holtzmann, Javits, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
In EHT, Javits wins, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Party caucuses, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Parties' decision hailed (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
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REPUBLICAN PARTY  continued

Debate issue, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Ruderman: Support was sought (ltr), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
Potential GOP candidates blast man they hope to beat (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.1
GOP picks Grossman to face Hochberg (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.1
GOP snafu, Aug 13, 1981, p.1
Ex-Mayor B Johnson blasts Grossan; quits GOP committee, Aug 27, 1981, p.1
The Johnson letter (edit), Aug 27, 1981, p.6
Text of Johnson letter (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
Republicans meet; reelect officers (list), Sep 17, 1981, p.1
County GOP officers; P T Manos, A J Colavita, M S Soter, K T Darcy (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.5
Town fires worker A Hayden; says he aided GOP, Dec 3, 1981, p.22
GOP Legislators choose A O'Rourke, A Albanese leaders, Dec 17, 1981, p.5
Patronage?, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Unfair to Democrats (edit), Jan 7, 1982, p.6
Local Republicans hail year's accomplishments (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.32
Margaret Soter to head Republican task force, Feb 11, 1982, p.3
Curran's in the race (for governor), Apr 22, 1982, p.1
All in the party (photo), May 3, 1982, p.3
Curran heading for GOP primary (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Republicans pick D I Grauer as Assembly candidate (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.3
GOP victory predicted (ltr), Jun 22, 1982, p.6
Lehman backed, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Next Thursday is primary day, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Lehman edges Curran in primary here, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
GOP may challenge Non-Partisan nominee, Nov 18, 1982, p.1
County Republicans pick O'Rourke for executive, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Local Republicans play prominent roles (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.29
GOP caucus, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
County redistricting plan would keep SCS whole, split EMT in three (diagram), Apr 28, 1983, p.1
County redistricting plan draws fire here; EMT to be split three ways, Apr 28, 1983, p.15
Debate over redistricting to continue at hearing (map p 16), May 5, 1983, p.1
New plan splits EMT in two, May 19, 1983, p.1
Redistricting plan passed over Democratic protests, May 26, 1983, p.1
Candidates jockey for town positions, May 26, 1983, p.11
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican cala, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
GOP picks 4 Root candidate in Eighth, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
GOP leaders re-elected (list), Sep 22, 1983, p.1
Braza: a 'different voice', Sep 27, 1983, p.9
Party caucuses slated for Jan 26 (list), Jan 19, 1984, p.1
Local GOP backs Soter; opposes attached houses, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
Good guys, bad guys (edit), Apr 12, 1984, p.7
GOP leaders endorse DioGuardi for Congress, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
Soter weighing primary fight for GOP line (photo p 6), May 10, 1984, p.1
Soter plans primary race, May 17, 1984, p.1
Soter pulls out of congressional race, May 31, 1984, p.1
Parties party (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Town Board passes $22 million budget, Dec 13, 1984, p.15
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REPUBLICAN TOWN COMMITTEE-GBH
SEE REPUBLICAN PARTY

REPUBLICAN TOWN COMMITTEE-SCS
SEE REPUBLICAN PARTY

RESCUES
One of 15K race's heroes, L Teesler, didn't even run (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Life saver, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
SCS letter carrier B Corbalis honored for rescue of elderly woman (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Fireman from SCS makes heroic rescue of 10-year-old, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Street Scene II, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Babysitter S Gelber saves children from fire (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Letter of gratitude (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
Thirteen-year-old SCS girls H Wood and D Amin rescue woman from drowning (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.3

RESEARCH
SHS alumna D Smolover researching Nader project, Nov 11, 1982, p.10

RESENBERG, ROSLYN
Elderly tenant I Galizia fights eviction, Dec 30, 1982, p.1

RESH, MURIEL (AU)
Thanks from Animal League (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.4

RESHMAN, BARBARA (AU)
Rewarding, despite neighbors (ltr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6

RESNICK, ANITA
Committee for change organizes, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Town Club: Teacher pay should rise less than cost of living, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Ban on interviews tabled, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Town Club approves amendment procedure, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Coalition opens campaign (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.10
Residents ponder possibilities for Freightway, Dec 10, 1981, p.1
Rival slates named for Village Trustee: Coalition candidates: Callaghan, Doescher, Resnick (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Citizens Party turns down LWV invitation, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Town may limit electronic games, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Town Club reception brings rival candidates together (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Candidates and counters (photo), Feb 18, 1982, p.1
Election preview: Conversations with the candidates: A Resnick, Feb 18, 1982, p.1
She'll make the difference (ltr), Feb 18, 1982, p.6
Village eyes ban on electronic games, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Coalition letters draw reactions, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Impressed by candidate Resnick (ltr), Mar 4, 1982, p.6
Coalition candidates propose village recreation center, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
March 16--Time to vote (photo), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Voters choose on March 16 (chart), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Citizens' Party candidates win by nearly 3-1 (photo; addl photo, chart p 6), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote against cable increase (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Youth center, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Community center, May 27, 1982, p.1
Town Club backs Unit Meetings, Feb 10, 1983, p.2
Goldstein named Coalition candidate (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Family at One Foxhall now five years old (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.1

RESNICK, ANITA (AU)
Open atmosphere is paramount (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
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RESNICK, ANITA (AU) continued
She says Coalition was 'maligned' (ltr), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
Important named omitted: R Weinberger (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
Disappointed by League (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
Letters on village election (lttrs), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
For 'grateful' acceptance (ltr), Apr 23, 1981, p.6
On filling vacancies (ltr), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
Commitment to continue (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
On Soling appointment (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
Need for pool and center (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
Speaking out for tolerance (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Congratulations (to P Feiner) (ltr), Nov 17, 1983, p.6

RESNICK, ARTHUR
Town Club: Teacher pay should rise less than cost of living, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Great experience (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Soccer crown won on practice field (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.9
Resnick Coach of the Year, Jul 3, 1980, p.12
Maroon raffle (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.10
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Girls soccer captures second consecutive sectional title (photo; list), Jun 11, 1981, p.21
Art Resnick to coach at Manhattanville (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.25
A team to be proud of (edit), May 19, 1983, p.6
Seventy-seven and counting (photo), May 26, 1983, p.1
Raiders capture 5th soccer title (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.1
Graduation requirements changed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
New coach G Olwal fails to show; Art Resnick steps in, Sep 1, 1983, p.12
Art Resnick is candidate for Coach of Year, Nov 24, 1983, p.17
Art Resnick named top coach in US (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.1
Unbeaten soccer streak ends at 109 (photo; list), May 17, 1984, p.1
Still winners (edit), May 17, 1984, p.6
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
Resnick resigns as soccer coach (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1

RESNICK, ARTHUR (AU)
Total commitment to excellence (edit), Sep 9, 1982, p.7
Learning on the soccer field (edit), Sep 16, 1982, p.7
Speaking out for tolerance (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Congratulations (to P Feiner) (ltr), Nov 17, 1983, p.6
Candidates do have positions (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6

RESNICK, LAUREN
Soccer team does it again! (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.1
Raiders capture 5th soccer title (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.1
SCS pool opens Saturday for 16th summer of swimming, May 24, 1984, p.3

RESNICK, MICHAEL
Student M S Resnick wins scholarship, Apr 26, 1984, p.10

RESNICK, RONALD
Learning skills vs COH; Crowders honored by G O, May 15, 1980, p.15

RESNICK, RONNIE
Plaudits and tributes mark Board of Ed year-end meeting, Jun 11, 1981, p.18

RESNIK, HOWARD
Reunion (photo; list), Dec 31, 1981, p.9
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RESORTS

SEE HOTELS, MOTELS, ETC

RESTAURANTS, BARS, ETC

Town: "No disco", Jun 26, 1980, p.19
Channel 7 tapes show at Frog Prince (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.7
'No Left Turn' by Burger King may be removed, Nov 6, 1980, p.15
EMT woman E Chin embodies traditional American Dream (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.15
Greenville Council pursues violations on Central Avenue, Dec 4, 1980, p.21
Overlooking the Hudson (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.17
Jacqueline's debuts (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.11
Now open for lunch (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.8
Site agreed on for creche display, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Restaurant manager: F G Bartell, Dec 10, 1981, p.18
New restaurant in Mamaroneck, Dec 17, 1981, p.32
Sale seen near, May 6, 1982, p.1
Bartholomew's, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Error in parking space plan delays EMT restaurant, Jul 15, 1982, p.9
Restaurant sale on, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Japanese restaurant planned for Garth Rd, Aug 26, 1982, p.1
Restaurant on Garth Road gets planners' okay, Sep 9, 1982, p.1
Planning board approves Red Lobster (fenced in), Sep 23, 1982, p.10
Costly suit in EMT (edit), Oct 21, 1982, p.6
Steinberg sues on Red Lobster plan, Oct 21, 1982, p.11
Restaurant to open at Frog Prince site, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
BAR rejects color of restaurant sign, Nov 25, 1982, p.5
Town negotiating terms for Red Lobster plan, Jan 6, 1983, p.11
Bagels and meat, Jan 20, 1983, p.1
BAR okays new restaurant sign, Jan 27, 1983, p.4
Compromise on Red Lobster plan, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
Red Lobster gets green light—board, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
Opening of restaurant awaits parking decision, Feb 10, 1983, p.12
Chase Landing Restaurant opening soon, Feb 17, 1983, p.3
Looking up at Chase's (sic) Landing (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.5
Chain switches restaurants, Mar 17, 1983, p.11
Restaurant sign approved by BAR, Apr 7, 1983, p.5
Town board raises water rates; puts controls on restaurant construction, Apr 21, 1983, p.11
Hochberg asks hearing on (bars') closing hours, Jun 2, 1983, p.5
Sushi comes to SCS (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.2
Thanks for the support (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
Red Lobster plans change; town nears Boulder Ridge okay, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
New restaurant, rumors, opens 'under the clock', Jul 14, 1983, p.12
New taste in town (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.10
Changing again, Aug 18, 1983, p.1
Restaurant expansion approved, Aug 18, 1983, p.5
2 a.m. is late enough (edit), Oct 20, 1983, p.6
Two a.m. closing time (for bars), Jan 19, 1984, p.1
Bare facts on 'Ladies' Night' (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.9
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RESTAURANTS, BARS, ETC continued

The Red Lobster returns, Mar 1, 1984, p.10
Closing of bars at 4, Mar 8, 1984, p.1
Angry residents rip shopping center owners, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
Death of owner E Cucullo leaves Parkway’s fate in doubt, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
Resident A Rudnick starts dining-out club, Apr 26, 1984, p.8
Three EMT applications in Planning Board hopper, Apr 26, 1984, p.10
Broiling Bucks benefit United Way (photo), May 10, 1984, p.5
Resident bagel barons boast best in dough (photo), May 10, 1984, p.6
Restaurant group campaigns against abuse of alcohol, May 17, 1984, p.11
Well known coffee shop will reopen here Monday, Jun 14, 1984, p.1
New vice president: J Davison, Jul 12, 1984, p.8
Final OK for Red Lobster, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
Chase Landing partners open second restaurant, Sep 6, 1984, p.12
Face-lift for SCS Diner, Sep 20, 1984, p.3
All in the family (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.16
Oldest eatery in town, Charlie Brown’s, marks 60th birthday, Oct 18, 1984, p.4

RESTIVO, VIRGINIA
Promoted: V L Restivo (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.3

RESTORATION OF BUILDINGS
SEE BUILDING-REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION

RESUMES
SEE JOB-HUNTING

RETAIL STORES

Refugees open rug store here, Jan 31, 1980, p.7
SCS Floors opened in 1979 (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.28
Young Vogue in 20th year (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.30
In age of grocery store chains, Tom Irish finds personal touch still spells success (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
Making progress (in clean-up campaign), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
Larchmont branch opened by Cachet Sportswear store, Apr 10, 1980, p.8
Camera enthusiasts flock to Hartsdale Camera Shop (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.2
Custoa Kitchens named to sales club, Apr 17, 1980, p.10
Foraer NY Mets star E Kranepool gets first taste of Paron chocolates (photo), May 1, 1980, p.16
Clean-up continues, May 8, 1980, p.1
Shorter hours (for 7-Eleven), May 8, 1980, p.1
J Bartol managing Baskin-Robbins store (photo), May 8, 1980, p.17
Tennis great A Ashe at Westchester Ski and Sport Shop (photo), May 22, 1980, p.17
Head shop, May 29, 1980, p.1
New home for 50-year-old Henry’s Barber Shop, Jun 12, 1980, p.5
Jeweler offers answers to much-asked questions, Jun 12, 1980, p.6
Citizenship supporters: R Corlin wins Village Goldsmith Citizenship award (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.6
Sidewalk sale, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
D Brand appointed general manager of Brooks Brothers (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.15
Board approves signs, Jul 24, 1980, p.5
First sidewalk sale this Friday, Saturday, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Resident A T Gifford plans to sell firm, Aug 7, 1980, p.5
Sidewalk sale is a hit in its debut here (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.1
Shopwell promotes local man A Laxer, Aug 21, 1980, p.3
Another opening (for Paron) (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.7
Frames Unlimited opens in Archway shopping center (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.9
RETAIL STORES continued

Paron still growing (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.14
Holsten to open expanded store, Nov 13, 1980, p.10
Off the list (East of the Sun), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Local stores offer wealth of choices for Christmas, Chanukah gifts (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.7
New knitting shop offers yarns, patterns, service, Nov 27, 1980, p.10
Area stores offer makings of a happy holiday (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.7
Little People outgrows original home on Brook, Dec 4, 1980, p.8
Store exhibits jewelry made by local resident J Gold, Jan 22, 1981, p.2
Paron boomed in '80 (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.33
Gun buying, Virginia-style, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
First cut at new May's (photo; list), Mar 26, 1981, p.8
Grand opening in Galleria (photo; list), Apr 30, 1981, p.8
Shopwell held up, May 14, 1981, p.1
Grand opening (photo), May 14, 1981, p.11
Police seek holdup man, May 21, 1981, p.3
New shop in town (photo), May 21, 1981, p.12
Presley look-alike E Nargi opens western wear shop, Jun 18, 1981, p.8
Antiques Center extends hours, Jul 2, 1981, p.10
Another opening, another store (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.4
Catcher R Cerrone visits new store (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.16
Sidewalk Sale starting (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.1
Morning meeting, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
Sidewalk Sale draws big crowds (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.1
New Paron in Cedarhurst (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.2
Cookware store to host Noraa Myers School (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.21
Chemist turned cook H Acker opens food shop here (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.10
Two-millionth prescription (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.4
Plenty of admirers (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.25
New shop in the village (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.2
BAR declines to reverse decision before 'findings of fact' presented, Oct 22, 1981, p.4
Two million prescriptions (edit), Nov 12, 1981, p.7
Teacher's Choice seeks to make learning fun, Nov 12, 1981, p.23
Sales of welcome (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.8
Another opening, another shop (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.11
Holiday Gift Guide: Area stores full of holiday gift ideas (photo p 10), Nov 26, 1981, p.9
Correction: A Meyer manager, makeup artist at Kajal, Nov 26, 1981, p.15
You can make Santa's best dressed list without ever going far from home (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.11
Feel time slipping away for shopping? Relax and consider these possibilities, Dec 10, 1981, p.22
Haagen-Dazs opens here, Dec 17, 1981, p.2
Last minute shoppers needn't worry that they'll be left out in the cold (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.19
Correction: Miller's Toys and Bicycles at 335 Mamaroneck Ave, Dec 17, 1981, p.31
RETAIL STORES continued

Christmas window at SCS Flower Shop (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.5
Dream accomplished (edit), Dec 24, 1981, p.7
Largest stocking in town (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.11
Seasonal scenes (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.12
Danny's opening this week at Colonial Village, Jan 14, 1982, p.5
Touchdown for SVAC (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.2
Meanwhile, the kids keep on playing (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.1
14K success marks Wilson's golden year (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.6
'Head shop' law, Mar 16, 1982, p.1
Mob scene at Joey's (photo; list), May 6, 1982, p.21
Worth the effort (edit), May 27, 1982, p.6
Sidewalk tables?, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Nothing ventured... (edit), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
Computer store opening on Post Road Saturday, Jun 24, 1982, p.5
Scenes from SCS's summer sidewalk sale (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.1
They liked the beat (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.5
Friendship stew, Sep 9, 1982, p.1
Trendsetters' guide for back-to-school (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.6
Miriam's has new home, Sep 16, 1982, p.9
New home for Designer One, Sep 16, 1982, p.12
Discount shop leases local store space, Sep 30, 1982, p.11
Local Gristede's store closing after 61 years (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Another closing: Heathcote Hardware, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Why Gristede's closed (ltr), Oct 21, 1982, p.6
Meet the Merchants (photo) (14-p Supp), Oct 28, 1982,
Merchants fear rising rents will alter local shopping area, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Stores sacrificed (ltr), Nov 4, 1982, p.6
Sad to see (Heathcote Hardware) go (ltr), Nov 11, 1982, p.6
A warm friend (Heathcote Hardware) lost (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
They're thankful (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
Glide into the holidays with some early shopping (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.8
Early American tradition is alive and well in EMT (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.12
Owner says she had to close (ltr), Dec 2, 1982, p.6
There's still plenty of time to find the right gift (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.14
Downtown will bustle on next two Sundays, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Misguided and unfair (edit), Dec 9, 1982, p.6
Beauty; variety in store for season's gift givers, Dec 9, 1982, p.14
The beautiful and delicious abound this holiday season, Dec 16, 1982, p.16
For gifts, it's still not too late, Dec 23, 1982, p.15
Locksmith shop opens, Dec 23, 1982, p.16
Dine store being forced to close, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
E Mirrl New owner (of Baskin-Robbins) (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.5
Opportunity—hear and now (edit), Dec 30, 1982, p.7
A crippled village (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Residents object to A&P noise, Jan 13, 1983, p.11
Bagels and meat, Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Exemplary businessman (ltr), Feb 3, 1983, p.6
Issues of concern cited (ltr), Feb 17, 1983, p.6
RETAIL STORES continued

Cottontails to open, Mar 10, 1983, p.2
Local Food Emporium to open for business next Wednesday, Mar 10, 1983, p.9
GCC resolves to act on Central Ave issues, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
Grand opening celebrated (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.8
Boutique celebrating tenth year, Mar 24, 1983, p.11
Designer One expands, Mar 24, 1983, p.11
Shop caters to petite women, Mar 24, 1983, p.11
Pastels in for spring at Be a Sport Apparel, Mar 24, 1983, p.11
Grand opening (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.12
Service emphasized at Mary Jane Denzer, Mar 24, 1983, p.12
Ready for Easter (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.13
This real man (and daughter) (H Shroer and S Shroer) stand behind their quiches (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.15
Suspicious fire guts Weaverbrook Shopping Center (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Lighting seminar (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.4
Robber holds up ice cream parlor, May 5, 1983, p.1
Zoning Board defers Central Avenue issues, May 5, 1983, p.15
Busy building season ahead here, May 12, 1983, p.8
Walk Up has new owners, D Fields and S Miller, May 19, 1983, p.8
Marketing trash (ltr), May 26, 1983, p.6
Mess on Garth Road (ltr), May 26, 1983, p.6
New look at the Walk Up (photo), May 26, 1983, p.8
Yarn shop acquires Knot & Purl stock, May 26, 1983, p.9
Pearl of an Event (photo), May 26, 1983, p.19
H & S Auto has new location, Jun 2, 1983, p.10
Zoning Board approves SCS Woods II plan, Jun 2, 1983, p.12
Zoning Board delivers non-decision on A&P case, Jun 16, 1983, p.11
Clean up act (ltr), Jun 30, 1983, p.6
Jeweler G Holsten runs down man charged with stealing from his store, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
More protection (edit), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
Elderly poor face reduced access to social services, Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Sidewalk sale here next week, Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Connoisseur’s guide to local ice creameries (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.6
Chamber sale becoming a major event, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Children’s shops moving to mall, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
Lockwood Lumber gets zoning change; plans to sell store, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
Fun for some, sale was serious for others (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Don’t forget Nielsen’s (ltr), Aug 11, 1983, p.6
Piggy Bank to reopen Monday, Aug 25, 1983, p.8
Designers holds grand opening (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.4
School clothes offer a range of new styles (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.6
Center of the action: Arcade Stationers (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.2
He’s impressed by store (ltr), Oct 6, 1983, p.6
Only 11 witching days ‘til Halloween (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.5
Croissant shop in SCS, Oct 20, 1983, p.9
Meet the Merchants (14-p Supp), Oct 27, 1983,
Bargain book store opening on Central Ave, Nov 10, 1983, p.4
Thanks from SHS seniors (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
A&P boycott backed, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
Women’s specialty store opening Monday on Post Road, Nov 17, 1983, p.11
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RETAIL STORES continued

Area stores offer cornucopia of gifts for the holiday shopper (list), Nov 24, 1983, p.12
A party to remember (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.12
Intuition expanding, Dec 1, 1983, p.12
From chocolates to gold, from dolls to diamonds, local shops offer it all (list), Dec 1, 1983, p.13
Pearl stringer P Song joins Treasures, Dec 1, 1983, p.19
Here's what the fuss is about (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Local stores bracing for arrival of new batch of Cabbage Patch dolls, Dec 8, 1983, p.3
Designs for a happy holiday can be found in many stores (list), Dec 8, 1983, p.14
Correction: Child's Play offers toys from newborns and up, Dec 8, 1983, p.15
Futures survey finds concern over future of local stores, Dec 15, 1983, p.8
New shop specializes in sale of rehabilitated used toys, Dec 15, 1983, p.16
With Christmas near, nearby stores become more convenient than ever (photo p 17), Dec 15, 1983, p.16
Correction (to Dec 15 holiday shopping article), Dec 22, 1983, p.2
Changing storefronts ahead (list), Jan 19, 1984, p.1
A & P states its position (ltr), Jan 26, 1984, p.6
Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1
Is this responsive? (ltr), Feb 9, 1984, p.6
Toy store starts Kid's Club, Mar 8, 1984, p.15
They'll deliver: Shopwell to deliver groceries for Garth Rd residents, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Opticians open store, Mar 15, 1984, p.2
Return of the deli (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.5
Ready to deliver (photo; list), Apr 12, 1984, p.2
Resident bagel barons boast best in dough (photo), May 10, 1984, p.6
New faces on Spencer (photo), May 10, 1984, p.14
Stores staying open, May 17, 1984, p.1
Few deliveries, May 17, 1984, p.1
New store in SCS, Dakota Dry Goods, to offer outdoor wear, May 17, 1984, p.4
A vital downtown (edit), May 17, 1984, p.6
Example of integrity (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6
Fortune writes about All Things Computer, May 17, 1984, p.16
New shop (Dakota Dry Goods) on the block (photo), May 24, 1984, p.4
New food shop (Food Basket) on Garth Rd, May 31, 1984, p.4
Ready for summer dining al fresco (photo), May 31, 1984, p.17
Correction: Fireplace Patio Shoppe addresses reversed, Jun 7, 1984, p.14
Route change asked, Jun 21, 1984, p.1
Rent negotiations, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Stay open Thursday night (ltr), Jun 28, 1984, p.6
Merchants report mixed response to evening hours, Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Thursday night delight (edit), Jul 26, 1984, p.6
Food Emporium never closes, Jul 26, 1984, p.8
Eclat marks anniversary with drawing (list), Jul 26, 1984, p.8
Sidewalk sale set for August 9-11, Aug 2, 1984, p.1
Open all night, Aug 2, 1984, p.1
Copy center is now open, Aug 9, 1984, p.8
Merchants pause to relax, assess after hectic village-wide sale (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.1
New look at Mary Rothman (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.2
Phyllis Victor comes to SCS (photo), Aug 30, 1984, p.2
Home Video expands (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.14
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RETAIL STORES continued

Improved view, Oct 4, 1984, p.1
Meet the Merchants (photo) (14-p Supp), Nov 1, 1984,
Waldenbooks opens chain of bargain stores, Dec 6, 1984, p.19
Software (sic) shop opens Saturday, Dec 6, 1984, p.19
Ribbon cutting at Action Sports (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.17
Supermarket staying, Dec 27, 1984, p.1
SEE ALSO SCS WOMAN'S EXCHANGE

RETALLACK, ELEANOR

Honor bestowed on E Retallack (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.20

RETALLACK, RAY

Battle of the beer barrel (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.1
New playground dedicated to architect M W Cook, who designed it (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.12
Boys' State delegates (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.10

RETIREMENT

Leaving the rat race (edit), Nov 4, 1982, p.7
How to retire--without tears (edit), May 5, 1983, p.7
Retire to something, not from...(edit), Jun 16, 1983, p.7

RETIREMENT FACILITIES

SEE SENIOR CITIZENS-HOUSING

REUNIONS

SEE SCHOOLS-EMT/SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-REUNIONS

REUTER, RICHARD

Jewelry maker elects Scarsdalian R C Reuter president, Mar 11, 1982, p.5

REUTER, RICHARD (AU)

Suggestion from Friends (ltr), Aug 30, 1984, p.6

REVETTI, JOHN

Raiders' night at the Garden (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.1
John Revelli making his mark at Stanford, Feb 23, 1984, p.14

REVENUE SHARING

SEE FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING

REVILL, BIBS

Bibs Reville named president Children's Village council (list), Jun 30, 1983, p.8
Volunteer Council elects local woman B Reville (list), Jun 28, 1984, p.4

REVOLUTIONS

Four SCS vacationers (J, J Israel; A, J Condon) caught in middle of attempted Kenya coup (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.6

REVSIN, ALFRED

Then, Revsin photos at museum (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.2

REYES, RICHARD

Candidates square off at League meeting (photo p 14), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1

REYMOND, HENRY (AU)

The UN has a cash flow problem (edit), Sep 29, 1983, p.7

REYNOLDS, BRYAN

Frisbee tourney benefits CARE (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.17

REYNOLDS, ELLEN

SHS commencement (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.1

REYNOLDS, ELLSWORTH

E Reynolds dies, Apr 5, 1984, p.18

REYNOLDS, HAROLD

State Supreme Court names local attorney H Reynolds, Dec 20, 1984, p.13
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REYNOLDS, HARRY
Robert Hackett dies at age 72 (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

REYNOLDS, JIM
Pipe installations delay construction on Central Avenue (photo), Mar 1, 1984, p.11
Cobra patrol wreaths (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.15

REYNOLDS, KAREN
In the Pepsi generation: K Reynolds (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.5

REYNOLDS, MIKE
Improving the community (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.4

RHODES, ROOSEVELT
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

RIBANDO, (MRS S) (AU)
Here's to you, whoever you are (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4

RIBLINGER, EUNICE
George Wilber's goal: to put humanity in the schools (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.11
Drop EHS class ranking, change grade weighting, report asks, May 12, 1983, p.13
Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11

RIBNER, BETH
Student B A Ribner wins scholarship, Jul 22, 1982, p.16

RIBNER, ELLEN
Spanish dancers perform at HS Spanish Club fiesta (photo), May 8, 1980, p.24
Clean-up day at SMS (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.2
Graffiti on SMS doors unremovable (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.2

RICCI, BETH
Pre-Junior Leaguers (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.8

RICCI, MARIE
Board of Education approves ski team, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

RICCI, PAT
SCS firemen guest speakers at SVAC babysitting course (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.3
Getting Wayside on landmark list took persistence (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.6

RICCIARDI, ANDRE
Greenacres celebrates 4th (photo; list), Jul 10, 1980, p.2
Alternative School holds open house, Nov 8, 1984, p.20

RICCIARDI, NICK (AU)
Pure selfishness (ltr), May 20, 1982, p.6
Americans' 'moral advantage' (ltr), Oct 6, 1983, p.6

RICCI, AUDREY
Walworth to reopen soon, Oct 29, 1981, p.1
RICE, ANNE
Local artist A Nachuai has exhibit at Bridge Gallery, Jun 30, 1983, p.10
Now on display (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.8

RICE, JAMES
Praise for sanitation men (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Council promoting recycling program (list), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Paper pirates, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Budget preview: Other increases, Feb 18, 1982, p.1
Leaf pickup, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Record January, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Illegal flyer, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Bottle bill faces mixed welcome in SCS, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
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RICE, JAMES continued
Less paper. Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Learning how the village works (photo). Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Improved view. Oct 4, 1984, p.1
Recycling reminder (photo). Oct 18, 1984, p.5
Say, who'd want all those old papers, anyway? (photo). Nov 8, 1984, p.6
League speakers talk about asbestos in the home and how to get rid of it. Nov 15, 1984, p.6
Rededication. Nov 22, 1984, p.1
Recycling increases. Dec 20, 1984, p.1

RICH, JENNIFER
Seely Place book fair (photo). Nov 22, 1984, p.11

RICH, SHIRLEY
Casting call notice attracts hundreds of would-be actors. Feb 23, 1984, p.1

RICHARDS, ANNEMARIE
Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo). Sep 16, 1982, p.16
Selection criteria for 'gifted' set. Feb 9, 1984, p.11

RICHARDS, COURTNEY
Clowning around (photo). May 27, 1982, p.3

RICHARDS, MARIANNE
Clowning around (photo). May 27, 1982, p.3
Valentine's Day fun (photo). Feb 16, 1984, p.8

RICHARDS, MARJORIE

RICHARDS, RODERICK (DR)
Two doctors. R Richards and M Roberts. face eviction as co-op dispute continues. Oct 4, 1984, p.1

RICHARDS, STEPHEN

RICHARDSON, DONALD (DR)
Ethical site proposed for group house. Jul 10, 1980, p.1
Site approved. Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Site appraised. Oct 1, 1981, p.1
Not viable. May 6, 1982, p.1

RICHARDSON, DONALD (DR-AU)

RICHARDSON, FLORENCE

RICHARDSON, SHEARER
14K success marks Wilson's golden year (photo). Mar 4, 1982, p.6

RICHARDSON, W F (AU)
Abject neglect charged (ltr). Jul 21, 1983, p.6

RICHARDSON, W F JR (AU)
Juror's ordeal (ltr). Nov 22, 1984, p.6

RICHBELL, ANN
Historically Speaking: C Heathcote bought SCS for 600 pounds, on installment plan. Mar 31, 1983, p.6

RICHBELL, JOHN
Historically speaking: J Richbell bought three necks of land from Wapakewaw in 1661. Jul 19, 1984, p.6

RICHE, CHRIS
1979 the year of computers in SCS schools (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979). Feb 7, 1980, p.19
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RICHENSON, HILDY (DR)
  Open lunch cost estimated at $115,450, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
  Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
  Parents divided over proposal for kindergarten, Mar 29, 1984, p.1

RICHICI, ROCCO
  Trendsetters' guide for back-to-school (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.6

RICHMAN, JEANNE
  School Board involvement in legislative issues urged (list), Feb 7, 1980, p.1
  Focus on state issues at School Board meeting, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
  Grossman again, May 13, 1982, p.1
  Planning Board OK's 28 homes on Marx Estate, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
  Planning Board eyes rules changes, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
  Town Club backs nuclear freeze; asks Village Board to endorse it, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
  Trustees vote down attached housing, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
  Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
  Cluster housing plan assailed, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
  Cluster homes approved, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
  Public asked for views on future of station area, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
  Planning Board gets views on downtown, May 3, 1984, p.1
  Local officials seek help in beautifying Bronx River banks (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.3
  Planning Board, consultants set goals for downtown study, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
  Saving the 'green belt' (edit), Aug 23, 1984, p.6
  Bronx River project, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
  Court ruling jeopardizes law limiting subdivisions, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
  Conservation zoning subject of queries, concerns at meeting, Sep 6, 1984, p.1
  Board passes conservation zone measure, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
  Scout project, Sep 27, 1984, p.1
  Planners delay decision on addition to Mormon Church, Nov 1, 1984, p.3
  Consultants to make downtown proposals, Nov 29, 1984, p.1
  Two multi-home developments proposed (illus), Nov 29, 1984, p.1
  Consultants offer ideas for downtown (diagram p 6), Dec 6, 1984, p.1
  Village granted permission to subdivide Boulder Brook, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

RICHMAN, JEANNE (AU)
  Advice to advisory committee (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6

RICHMAN, PAMELA
  SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
  In schools here, computers are elementary (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.1

RICHMOND, BOBBY
  Catching up on their paperwork (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.1

RICHTER, LOUISE
  L E Richter dies, Sep 24, 1981, p.18

RICHTER, SUSAN
  Historical summer for students (photo; list), Aug 26, 1982, p.3

RICK, CALEB
  Spokesmen for presidential hopefuls seek support of SCS Democrats, Feb 2, 1984, p.1

RIDDICK, TOM
  Citizens ask: Is our water tested enough? (photo), Aug 30, 1984, p.6

RIEDER, CORINNE (DR)
  Columbia appoints resident Dr C H Rieder to new post (photo), Mar 11, 1982, p.2
RIEDE, ENID
  Another opening (for Paron) (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.7
  Paron still growing (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.14
  Another opening, another store (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.4
  New Paron in Cedarhurst (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.2
RIEDE, ENID (AU)
  Dream accomplished (edit), Dec 24, 1981, p.7
RIEDE, MELANIE
  Jack-in-the-boxes at Edgewood (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.18
RIEDE, RON
  Street Scene II, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
RIEFS, BARBARA
  Disqualification explained (ltr), Mar 3, 1983, p.6
RIEFS, BARBARA (AU)
  Judge's withdrawal scored (ltr), Feb 24, 1983, p.6
RIESEL, BARBARA
  Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
RIESEL, WILLIAM
  Defense takes over in Harris trial, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
  Court recessed in Jean Harris trial, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
RIEGER, ANDY
  Stars and stripes were everywhere (photo), May 29, 1980, p.1
RIESENKONIG, HERMAN
  H Riesenkonig dies, Oct 11, 1984, p.22
RIESEN, VERA
  Bookshelf at 30 matures into a world library (photo), May 3, 1984, p.6
RIESEN, VERA (AU)
  Bookshelf praises coverage (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6
RIESS, DOROTHY
  D Riess dies, Oct 1, 1981, p.20
RIFLERY
  Riflery team sighted on a better image (photo; addl photo p 8; list), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
RIGHT TO LIFE PARTY
  Pavlovian response (ltr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
RINGEL, LESLEY
  Agency appoints SCS woman L J Ringel, Apr 9, 1981, p.11
RIPP, MINI
  SCS painter M Ripp to show work at nearby gallery, Mar 31, 1983, p.3
  SCS painter M Ripp has show at store, Nov 24, 1983, p.4
RIPPA, ANTHONY
  Candidates court Democratic caucus (cont p 16), Jan 27, 1983, p.1
RIPPA, VINCENT
  WFS set records in 1979 (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.28
  Democrats back Veteran, Feb 24, 1983, p.11
RIPPS, ALMA
  Ready for opening night (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.5
RIPPS, ALMA (AU)
  SCS High replies to student's criticism (ltrs), Feb 10, 1983, p.6
RIESE, VERA
  Operation Bookshelf serves many (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.13
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RISKIN, SHLOMO (RABI)
   School wing dedicated (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.28
RISO, GERRY
   In death, two profiles in courage emerge: Brian died as he lived: helping his friends (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7
RISSI, MICHELE
   In schools here, computers are elementary (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.1
RITCHIE, MICHAEL
   Tribute to the manager (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
RITTENBAND, ELLIOT
   SCS man E H Rittenband founds agency, Apr 14, 1983, p.8
RITTENBAND, LYNN
   Scarsdalian L Rittenband named vice president, Jul 23, 1981, p.8
RITTER, DAVID
   Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
   Voters here show independence in backing Reagan, Teicher, Burrows, Oppenheimer (chart p 16), Nov 8, 1984, p.1
RITTER, NATALY
   Nataly Ritter heads county Einstein group (list), Jul 2, 1981, p.9
RITTER, TOBY
   Six SCS women elected officers of Einstein chapter (photo; list), Jul 1, 1982, p.8
RIVA, DOUGLAS
   New music group turns town into summer festival (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.6
RIVEL, CAROL
   YM-YW appoints C Rivel, N Olson, S Bauw, A Kaufman to staff, Sep 23, 1982, p.11
RIVELLINI, SAM
RIVENSON, ABRAHAM (DR)
   Academy elects SCS MD A Rivenson, Jun 18, 1981, p.2
RIVERA, GERALDO
   Civil Liberties supporters told retarded still need protection (photo; list), Dec 15, 1983, p.4
RIVERSO, JOHN
   EMT trio blazes way for female firefighters (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.9
RIVERSO, Vinnie
   The power of faith? Pastor, firefighters replace stones (photo; list), Nov 18, 1982, p.11
RIVLIN, DORA (AU)
   Gateway to SCS (ltr), Jul 9, 1981, p.6
RIZZI, JAMES
   New York cityscapes theme of exhibition (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.4
RIZZO, ROBERT
   Suspect M J Castaldo charged in holdup (photo p 3), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
   Condemnations (for police officers), Jun 3, 1982, p.1
   Burglary suspects nabbed, Nov 10, 1983, p.1
   Police honored, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
RIZZUTO, WILLIAM
   Boys' State delegates (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.10
ROAD IMPROVEMENT
   SEE STREETS-GBH/SCS
ROAD INFORMATION PROGRAM
   Bridge work, Jul 22, 1982, p.1
ROADS
   Where the funds are going (ltr), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
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ROADS continued
   Who's in charge of Rte 207? (ltr), Aug 2, 1984, p.6
   Route 22 called dangerous (ltr), Sep 13, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO STREETS

ROBACH, ROGER (AU)
   Opponent backs Neale (ltr), Oct 21, 1982, p.6

ROBB, ARCH
   A H Robb dies, Jul 19, 1984, p.17

ROBB, CAROL
   EMT baker C Robb takes the cake for her championship cookies (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.9
   Ready to fly: T Robb made Eagle Scout (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.9

ROBB, STUART (AU)
   Clutching to the past (ltr), Mar 8, 1984, p.6

ROBB, THOMAS
   Local man T Robb to head music, arts camp, Mar 5, 1981, p.8
   Local scouts sweep honors, May 20, 1982, p.11
   Thomas Robb--a man of range (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.11
   Eagle Scout: L Greenberg (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.10
   Ready to fly: T Robb made Eagle Scout (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.9

ROBB, THOMAS JR
   Ready to fly: T Robb made Eagle Scout (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.9

ROBB, TIMOTHY
   Leaps abounding: EMT students share stage at Madison Square Garden (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.15

ROBBERY
   SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

ROBBINS, ALICE
   A Robbins joins firm (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.12
   Trendsetters' guide for back-to-school (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.6

ROBBINS, D WALTER JR
   Company elects SCS man D W Robbins Jr, Nov 8, 1984, p.3

ROBBINS, EDWARD
   E Robbins dies, Sep 15, 1983, p.14

ROBBINS, GIL
   Hudson Valley Singers appoints G Robbins director, Aug 30, 1984, p.13

ROBBINS, LAURENCE
   E Schoenfeld killed in auto accident, Jan 14, 1982, p.3

ROBBINS, VIRGINIA

ROBERT E DELANY MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
   SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID

ROBERTS, ALVIN
   Local executive A V Roberts joins Pep's and Rhine Associates, Aug 28, 1980, p.2
   Residents ponder possibilities for Freightway, Dec 10, 1981, p.1

ROBERTS, DAVID
   Dance Marathon: 24 hours for $2,000 Scholarship Fund aid (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.19

ROBERTS, JUNE

ROBERTS, LINDA
   Resident L Roberts' group helps tot survive, Apr 12, 1984, p.5

ROBERTS, M HILTON (DR)
   Two doctors, R Richards and M Roberts, face eviction as co-op dispute continues, Oct 4, 1984, p.1
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ROBERTS, NANETTE (DR)
  Drs A Sauck, N Roberts named to UCC posts, Nov 27, 1980, p.18
  Resident Dr N M Roberts named to board, Nov 19, 1981, p.22
  Is happiness a demanding job? Nanette Roberts answers 'Yes' (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.11

ROBERTS, NORMA
  N Roberts has banner year at Steinkamp & Britton (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.24

ROBERTSON, ANDY
  Coming through, Jun 9, 1983, p.1

ROBERTSON, LAURENCE
  Nominating process begins (list), Sep 2, 1982, p.1

ROBERTSON, MAE
  Cottontails to open, Mar 10, 1983, p.2

ROBEY, ROSALYN (AU)
  Symphony asked to reconsider (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6

ROBINS, RONALD
  Playground program criticized, Apr 14, 1983, p.1

ROBINS, SYBIL
  Gallery director S Robins speaks on crafts, Jun 19, 1980, p.9
  Crafts alliance, May 7, 1981, p.2
  Craft advocates (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.8
  Crafts board elects gallery director S Robins, Jul 8, 1982, p.2

ROBINSON, ALICE
  A Robinson dies, Aug 20, 1981, p.16

ROBINSON, DOROTHY
  D E Robinson dies, Nov 8, 1984, p.22

ROBINSON, ETHEL (AU)
  Jumping...into the fire (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
  Four years is enough (ltr), Oct 25, 1984, p.6

ROBINSON, IRWIN (AU)
  Protect SCS's excellence (ltr), Feb 12, 1981, p.4

ROBINSON, JOAN
  United Way names J K Robinson planning director, Dec 11, 1980, p.20

ROBINSON, LOUIS (DR)
  IBM names L Robinson to director's position (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.5
  Computer evolution hitting home (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.6
  Dr L Robinson to receive Brotherhood Award, Apr 5, 1984, p.18

ROBINSON, LOUIS (DR-AU)
  Computer democracy (edit), Apr 15, 1982, p.7

ROBINSON, LYNNE
  Oscar winner has home on SCS Ave, Jul 22, 1982, p.6

ROBINSON, MARLENE (AU)
  Women's money for women's needs (edit), Jun 23, 1983, p.7

ROBINSON, MIRIAM
  Alden Larson to retire; Edwards moves to high school, Mar 11, 1982, p.13
  No-no crafts (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.10

ROBINSON, NICHOLAS
  Village eyeing ways to preserve its character, Sep 8, 1983, p.1

ROBINSON, TOM
  Fall Foliage Run (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.1

ROBINSON, HELEN
  Futura House founder H Robison wins ethics award, Jul 1, 1982, p.18
ROBLES, BRIAN
A bit of SCS rescued from obscurity (photo; list), Aug 4, 1983, p.2

ROBY, VIC (AU)
Against public power (ltr), Aug 23, 1984, p.6

ROCCO, ALICE
A E Rocco dies, Dec 16, 1982, p.28

ROCCO, FRANK
Resident F F Rocco named to Pace faculty, Mar 4, 1982, p.15
Tuesday night is party time here for blind (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.6

ROCCO, HELEN
Picnic at the Congregational (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.2
Tuesday night is party time here for blind (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.6

ROCHAMBEAU, PHILLIP DE
SEE DE ROCHAMBEAU, PHILLIP

ROCHON, THELMA
A flowering memory: Hays garden at Seely (photo), May 6, 1982, p.15

ROCKLAND, PETER
HS leaders agree: people as important as curriculum, Oct 16, 1980, p.1

ROCKLEY, HARVIN
Restaurant's 250-seat, 80-car plan draws ho-hum public response, Aug 19, 1982, p.9

RODDICK, ELLEN
Women's careers subject of Wellesley club talk, Oct 1, 1981, p.1

RODDY, KATHRYN
K A Roddy dies, Jun 9, 1983, p.14

RODGERS, CHARLES JR
SCS Civic Club to meet, May 28, 1981, p.1
New Civic Club elects leaders (list), Jun 4, 1981, p.1

RODRIGUEZ, CARLOS
Suspected burglars nabbed, Oct 7, 1982, p.1

RODSTEIN, HOWARD
SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
Enrollment decline continues; Advisory Committee on Legislative Issues named (list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3
Students explore 'Arts of the Book' (photo; list), May 17, 1984, p.14

ROEDER, WERNER (DR)
Lawrence Hospital appoints local MD Dr W J Roeder, Apr 19, 1984, p.2

ROFFE, JENNIFER (AU)
Best concert ever (ltr), Jul 28, 1983, p.6

ROGALSKI, LOIS (DR)
EMT Dr L A Rogalski named treasurer, Dec 13, 1984, p.14

ROGERS, HARRIET
EMT aan M Suener keeps play on its award-winning track (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.13

ROGERS, MICHAEL
Board hires new EHS counselor; studies course proposals, Jan 13, 1983, p.11
Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11
Counselor M S Rogers trains for new duties (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.9

ROGERS, ROBERT
She got rhytha (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.11

ROGERS, SIGNE
SCS firemen guest speakers at SVAC babysitting course (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.3
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ROGERS, SUSAN (REV)
- Seniors move into new home (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.3
- Five local women conquering the 'last bastion' (Part I) (photo), Nov 11, 1982, p.6
- Local women in the clergy: a closer look (Part II) (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
- Rev Susan Rogers leaving, Jun 16, 1983, p.16

ROGERS, TOBY
- The latest parlor game: analyzing the video impact (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.6

ROGERS, WILLIAM
- W L Rogers dies, Apr 3, 1980, p.14

ROGLIANO, EUGENE
- War memorial approved, Apr 29, 1982, p.3
- Monument fund drive starts (list), Sep 9, 1982, p.1
- Cooperative effort (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.1
- Thanksgiving cheer (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.1
- Tribute to Korean-Amerian friendship (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.3
- Dedication, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
- Scenes of Memorial Day, 1983 (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.6
- Rotary honors Eugene Rogliano (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.5

ROGLIANO, EUGENE (AU)
- A noble, patriotic project (edit), Oct 14, 1982, p.7
- Mayor defended (1tr), Jun 9, 1983, p.6

ROGLIANO, EUGENE JR
- They remember (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.2

ROGLIANO, RONALD
- Safety measure (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
- Jr High fire seen as arson, Apr 23, 1981, p.1
- Home burglarized, set on fire (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.3
- Correction to Jun 10 Herkimer Rd fire story, Jun 17, 1982, p.2
- Firemen combine duty with celebration (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.1

ROH, LOUIS (DR)
- Defense takes over in Harris trial, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
- Harris defense seeks to prove struggle, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
- Lawyers clash over medical evidence, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
- Jury still out in Jean Harris murder trial (photo; addl photo p 16), Feb 19, 1981, p.1
- Teenager K Rosenberg’s death still unexplained, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

ROHAM, RICHARD
- Self-insured, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
- Lower premiums, Oct 2, 1980, p.1
- Negotiations on, Apr 9, 1981, p.1
- Police call for binding arbitration, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
- Police win 19% pay hike, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
- Assistant sought, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
- Trustees ok contract, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
- Guards settle, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
- Village warden J Cox killed in crash (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
- Negotiating season, May 5, 1983, p.1
- Corps tackles summer projects, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
ROHAN, RICHARD continued
Local officials get salary hikes, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Who's in charge here? (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.1
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

ROHR, ROBERT JR
Special Patrol leaders elected (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.3

ROHMANN, EDMUND
E Rohmann dies, Mar 25, 1982, p.22

ROJAS, TERESA
SHS athletes receive awards at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list), Nov 29, 1984, p.23

ROLLAND, PETER
$1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; addl photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1

ROLLER SKATING
Wheeling along (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.23
Little girl soon finds that (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.1
Roller revival at its peak on Donellan Road (photo; list), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
He's on a roll (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.5

ROLLMAN, LORI
School district hires 14 new staff members, Sep 6, 1984, p.11

ROMAH, LAURIE
Hockey team to get coach and uniforms: EMT Board of Education (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.11

ROMANELLO, VINCENT
Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1

ROMANO, MARY
Announcement of grocery store's closing sends shock waves along Garth Rd (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.1

ROMANOFF, MICHAEL
People of the hour at SCS Republican Town Committee dinner: Sen J Javits, M Soter (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.2
Auxiliaries fighting burglars (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.7
West QR elects leaders, hears from Mayor Stone (list), Jun 11, 1981, p.3
Like father, like son (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.4
Special Patrol leaders elected (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.3
Hochberg, Reid finish first in SCS vote (chart), Nov 10, 1983, p.1

ROMEO, ANGELO
Angelo Romeo awarded Silver Star (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.8

ROMER, C. ROBERT
SCS couple C R, C Romer missing since April 8, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Missing couple C R, C Romer: No clues, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
New leads (in Romer case), May 15, 1980, p.1
Mystery of missing Romers unsolved, Jul 10, 1980, p.1
Absentee persons: C R and C B Romer, Aug 21, 1980, p.1

ROMER, CATHERINE
SCS couple C R, C Romer missing since April 8, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Missing couple C R, C Romer: No clues, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
New leads (in Romer case), May 15, 1980, p.1
Mystery of missing Romers unsolved, Jul 10, 1980, p.1
Absentee persons: C R and C B Romer, Aug 21, 1980, p.1

RUNNING, CHESTER
Despite his fame (Tarnower) lived privately, Mar 13, 1980, p.1

ROOKE, WILBUR
Round table brings together criminals with victims of crime (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.5
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ROOMERS AND BOARDERS
- Board rejects apartment plan, Oct 20, 1983, p.10
- Council votes against medical building plan, Oct 4, 1984, p.11
- Community Council seeking new members (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.10

ROODNEY, CARA
- Something to cheer about (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.1

ROODNEY, CHAILLE
- C Rodney dies, Mar 5, 1981, p.23

ROODNEY, JAMES (IDR)
- Math chairmen explain ABC's of district program, Oct 29, 1981, p.3

ROOSEVELT, ELEANOR
- Another side of Eleanor Roosevelt (edit), Oct 11, 1984, p.7
- LWV hears journalist M Hoffman preview '84 election, Oct 18, 1984, p.4

ROOSEVELT, FRANKLIN

ROOT, DAVID (AU)
- Party opposes project (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.4

ROOT, MAUDE
- Top young artist E Chang (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.6
- Getting Wayside on landmark list took persistence (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.6

ROOT, STELLA
- Response to letters on home (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
- No politics allowed, Jul 7, 1983, p.1

ROOT, STELLA (AU)
- Party opposes project (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.4
- Should be sent home (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6

ROOT, WAYNE
- Committee for change organizes, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
- Time to participate (ltr), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
- Government open to all (ltr), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
- Ban on interviews tabled, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
- SOP picks W Root candidate in Eighth, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
- Hochberg assured of nomination, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
- No politics allowed, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
- Wayne Root names campaign leaders (list), Aug 18, 1983, p.2
- Legislative race (Root v Hochberg) is study in contrasts (photo p 12), Sep 22, 1983, p.1
- Root campaign criticized (ltr), Oct 13, 1983, p.6
- She's supporting Root (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
- Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
- Campaigns come to SOP (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.1
- For O’Rourke-Root team (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
- Hochberg, Reid finish first in SOP vote (chart), Nov 10, 1983, p.1

ROOT, WAYNE (AU)
- Proud to be SOP resident (ltr), Sep 29, 1983, p.6
- Candidate Root responds (ltr), Oct 20, 1983, p.6
- Endorsed by O’Rourke (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6

ROPES, G HARDY
- SOP hosts conference on computer use in libraries, Dec 9, 1982, p.32
- Toast to a successful semester (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.9

ROPES, GEORGE (DR)
- Board of Ed OK's semester courses, rejects mid-year exam; Italian considered, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
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**ROSES, GEORGE (DR) continued**
- Teacher Recognition Day (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.21
- Board accepts George Wilbur's retirement; December 31 (sic), Nov 12, 1981, p.13
- Board gets tough on snow removal, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
- ECCE: Board 'obligated' to provide full-day kindergarten, Mar 8, 1984, p.11

**ROQUE, JOHN**
- Thanks to caring people (ltr), May 10, 1984, p.6

**ROSAForte, ANDREW**
- Policeman T Garille hailed as a lifesaver, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

**ROSALER, ROBERT**
- Commuters continue to rail at MTA (list), May 15, 1980, p.1

**ROSARIA, CARMEN**
- Just in case it snows (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.5

**ROSATO, PETER**
- SCS policeman J LoVecchio jailed, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
- Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

**ROSE, ARTHUR**
- DOT going through the motions (ltr), Sep 27, 1984, p.6

**ROSE, BOBBY**
- Cable costs to Greenacres (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.12

**ROSE, DORIS (AU)**
- Memorial for Jane Hackett (ltr), Sep 25, 1980, p.4

**ROSE, DOUGLAS**
- School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
- School Board lists legislative positions (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
- School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
- School enrollment decline slowing, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
- Historical first: D Rose (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.3
- School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1

**ROSE, FREDERICK**
- Arbitrators elect SCS man F P Rose, Apr 24, 1980, p.5
- Local men J R Ruderman, F P Rose leaders of Javits campaign, Aug 7, 1980, p.3
- Controversy over subdivision, Jan 15, 1981, p.5
- Subdivision ruling put off, Feb 12, 1981, p.5
- Swimming pool permit upheld, Feb 26, 1981, p.2
- Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
- Planners approve subdivision, Mar 12, 1981, p.2
- Educational group names Rose to board, Mar 22, 1984, p.2

**ROSE, JUDY**
- School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1

**ROSE, LEONARD**
- L Rose dies, Nov 22, 1984, p.20

**ROSE, ROBERTA**
- IBM promotes local woman R Rose, Apr 21, 1983, p.8

**ROSE, RONNIE**
- Playing the reading game (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.2

**ROSE, SANDRA**
- Resident S P Rose named foundation trustee, Dec 2, 1982, p.23

**ROSE, SANDRA (AU)**
- Clarification: Reading Reform Foundation (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
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ROSEN, LISA continued
Cut policy, athletic program are issues at board meeting, Oct 15, 1981, p.13
Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11

ROSEN, MARTHA
New Edgewood library (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1
SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
Original musical at Edgewood (photo; list), Jun 25, 1981, p.23
Volunteers play key role in school libraries here, Dec 8, 1983, p.18
Schools feature reading aloud during National Library Week (photo; list), Apr 12, 1984, p.18

ROSEN, PATTY (AU)
Planners (of SHS 1964 reunion) thanked (ltr; list), Jul 5, 1984, p.6

ROSEN, RICHARD (DR)
Surgeon Dr R & Rosen suspect in murder attempt, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
Tapes found not relevant, Feb 4, 1982, p.11

ROSENBAUH, KATHY
Marian Guild luncheon (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.18
Writing award winners S Wu, K Rosenbaum (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.24
SHS newspaper wins highest award in press competition, Apr 5, 1984, p.17

ROSENBAUH, KATHY (AU)
SCS High replies to student's criticism (ltrs), Feb 10, 1983, p.6

ROSENBAUH, LENDRE
Counseling agency has new leaders (list), May 17, 1984, p.5

ROSENBAUH, ROBERT
AJC award to R Rosenbaub, Jul 31, 1980, p.3

ROSENBERG PROPERTY
Filing for dollars, Jan 3, 1980, p.1
Decision on cluster plan delayed by legal ruling (illus), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Planners okay subdivision, Sep 11, 1980, p.2
Planning Board seeks conservation zoning for large properties in East SCS, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Courage, but not haste (edit), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Another opportunity (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
Meeting slated on conservation zoning, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Conservation zoning subject of queries, concerns at meeting, Sep 6, 1984, p.1
Board passes conservation zone measure, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
A useful tool (edit), Sep 13, 1984, p.6
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Village granted permission to subdivide Boulder Brook, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

ROSENBERG, AMY
J Aguero demonstrates talent at Heathcote (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.13

ROSENBERG, BERNHARD (RABBI)
Rabbi B H Rosenberg named to county post (photo), Feb 9, 1984, p.14

ROSENBERG, BERNHARD (RABBI-AU)
Advice to Jesse Jackson (ltr), Mar 8, 1984, p.6
Should I then hate humanity? (edit), Aug 2, 1984, p.7

ROSENBERG, HAROLD
PRC superintendent K Batchelor says indoor pool is possibility, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Teenager K Rosenberg's death still unexplained, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

ROSENBERG, JOANNE
Jack o'lantern to be (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.5
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ROSENBERG, KENNETH
Teenager K Rosenberg's death still unexplained, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

ROSENBERG, ROBERT
Decision on cluster plan delayed by legal ruling (illus), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Trustees asked to waive zoning, Aug 14, 1980, p.3

ROSENBERG, ROSLYN
New outreach counselor R Rosenberg to work with elderly, Dec 18, 1980, p.6
Village has new Senior Coordinator, R Rosenberg, Sep 3, 1981, p.1
Senior sing-along (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.3
Seniors move into new home (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.3
Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6
Dedicated worker hailed (ltr), Dec 2, 1982, p.6
Elderly widow, J Galizia, faces eviction, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Three, M Beverle, B Sherwood, P Kennedy, join staff of Family Counseling, Oct 13, 1983, p.2
Panel probes what's available, what's lacking for seniors, Nov 3, 1983, p.3
Thanks for 'memorable moments' (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6
Also interested in seniors (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6

ROSENBERG, ROSLYN (AU)
Positive thinking about getting older (edit), Jan 5, 1984, p.7

ROSENBERG, SEYMOUR
Lawyer S Rosenberg elected VP, Jun 12, 1980, p.2
Elected: S Rosenberg (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.4

ROSENBERG, SHEILA
Teenager K Rosenberg's death still unexplained, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

ROSENBERG-DACK PROPERTY
SEE ROSENBERG PROPERTY

ROSENBERG-GEISNER PROPERTY
SEE ROSENBERG PROPERTY

ROSENBLATT, ALBERT
SCS vote helps Hochberg, DelBello win (chart p 8), Nov 5, 1981, p.1
Town zoners sue developer (list), Nov 15, 1984, p.11

ROSENBLATT, BOB

ROSENBLATT, EDITH
Thanksgiving feast (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.21
Ho! Ho! Ho! (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.10

ROSENBLATT, FERN
Police arrest JDL protestors (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.11

ROSENBLATT, ROBERT
Fund raising success for R W Rosenblatt, May 12, 1983, p.10
Rosenblatt named to baseball post, Feb 23, 1984, p.14

ROSENBLATT, SHEILA
University appoints former Scarsdalian S Rosenblatt, Apr 24, 1980, p.2

ROSENBLUTH, ADAM
Concentration (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.3

ROSENBLUM, JULIA
Guidance consultant hired; full-day kindergarten debated, Jan 12, 1984, p.1

ROSENBLUTH, DAVID
Enjoying a morning of creative activity (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.2
Despite heat, Greenacres residents ran, jumped, tossed and galloped (photo; list), Jul 7, 1983, p.2
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ROSENBURGH, MARGARET
SCS National lists promotions of F F Leslie, M Rosenburgh, W Irick, D Munzer (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.2
SNB appoints T C Kavanaugh, D H Munzer, S V Petrie, M Rosenburgh new vice presidents (photo), Feb 16, 1982, p.2

ROSENFIELD, CLAIRE
Merchants pause to relax, assess after hectic village-wide sale (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.1

ROSENFIELD, CLAIRE (AU)
STOP and meditate (edit), Apr 28, 1983, p.7

ROSENFIELD, DIEGO
Off to school (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.1

ROSENFIELD, ERIKA
College appointment (for E K Rosenfeld), Jun 9, 1983, p.9

ROSENFIELD, JESSICA
Children's art featured (photo), May 28, 1983, p.14

ROSENFIELD, JULIA
A basketful of beans (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.5

ROSENFIELD, CLAIRE (AU)
Killing is an abomination (edit), Aug 19, 1982, p.7
In this corner, speaking as a lobster (edit), Jan 5, 1984, p.7
Compassion can be far-reaching (edit), Oct 4, 1984, p.7

ROSEGARTEN, GLEN
Local Food Emporium to open for business next Wednesday, Mar 10, 1983, p.9
Grand opening celebrated (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.8
Food Emporium never closes, Jul 26, 1984, p.8

ROSEGARTEN, JAY
Mid-Westchester Y names M Baumgarten, J Rosengarten directors (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.6
Grand opening celebrated (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.8
Rent negotiations, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Supermarket staying, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

ROSEGARTEN, ROSLYN
R Resengarten dies, Nov 10, 1983, p.12

ROSENGREN, ELIZABETH
Christmas Festival (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.16

ROSENGREN, JOHN
IHM Talent Show '82 (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.17

ROSENHAFT, ANN
Six parties' representatives discuss issues of war and peace, Oct 23, 1980, p.6

ROSENHORW, JOHN
Tree City USA, Feb 16, 1984, p.1

ROSENSTEIN, JEFFREY
Longest, highest, most (photo), May 21, 1981, p.18

ROSENSTEIN, PEARL (AU)
Apathy in EMT (1tr), May 17, 1984, p.6

ROSENSWEIG, DAVID
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Boards and councils, Nov 15, 1984, p.1

ROSENSWEIG, J P
J Arias comes to town (photo), May 10, 1984, p.4

ROSENSWEIG, JONATHAN
Local seniors J Rosensweig and G Wu honored by Bank of NY, May 31, 1984, p.14

ROSENSWEIG, JULIE
SHS athletes receive awards at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list), Nov 29, 1984, p.23
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ROSENSWEIG, LINDA
Noise law found unconstitutional, Mar 3, 1983, p.1

ROSENSWEIG, NORTON (DR)
Noise law arouses strong feelings, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Noise law found unconstitutional, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Revised noise law passed, May 26, 1983, p.1

ROSENTHAL, ALBERT
Scarsdalian A J Rosenthal elected to Arts Academy, Jun 2, 1983, p.10

ROSENTHAL, ALISA
Girl Scouts seek tag sale donations (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.7

ROSENTHAL, DEENA
Girl Scouts seek tag sale donations (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.7

ROSENZWEIG, CHARLES
First grade, upkeep at Seely discussed, Apr 14, 1983, p.13
School Board looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p.10

ROSENZWEIG, CHARLES (AU)
SAT course for EMT asked (ltr), Jan 19, 1984, p.6

ROSENZWEIG, DAVID
Village to decide response on home, May 13, 1982, p.1

ROSH HASHANAH
Only one day off, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Sounding the shofar; A Berdon (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.20
A Holy Day is not a Holiday (ltr), Oct 22, 1981, p.6
Sounding the shofar (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.20

ROSSE, JEAN
J Rosan dies, Jul 24, 1980, p.10

ROSSE, LAWRENCE
Woman, E J Lewis, fined in dog bite case, Jan 24, 1980, p.1

ROSSE, MORRIS
Woman, E J Lewis, fined in dog bite case, Jan 24, 1980, p.1

ROSS, JONATHAN
Surgeon Dr R G Rosen suspect in murder attempt, Jan 28, 1982, p.11

ROSS, LYDIA (DR)
Board rejects apartment plan, Oct 20, 1983, p.10
EMT woman Dr L S Rosner joins John Jay Justice Center, Oct 11, 1984, p.8

ROSNER, WARREN
Fairy tale, Apr 1, 1982, p.1

ROSOFF, FREDERICK
Sites rejected, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Idea teraed constructive (ltr), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
Party caucuses, Jan 29, 1981, p.1

ROSOFF, FREDERICK (AU)
On selecting a group home site (ltr), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
He favors choice for voters (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4

ROSOFF, ROBIN
Local woman R Rosoff is promoted, Aug 11, 1983, p.10

ROSO, JAMES
Students here seek end to drunk driving, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Students preparing to offer safe rides home (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Safe Rides program winning acceptance, Jun 21, 1984, p.1
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ROSOW, JEROME

Political year, Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Work expert J Rosow supporting Coalition (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.3
Election campaign hits full stride, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Little criticism of Village Budget, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Jerome Rosow: thrust into village politics (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.6
For 'grateful' acceptance (ltr), Apr 23, 1981, p.6
Productivity council, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
Reservations about Rosow (ltr), May 7, 1981, p.6
Board for bottle bill, May 14, 1981, p.1
Continuing comedy (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6
Village appoints railroad committee (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Bi-partisan effort?, Jan 27, 1983, p.1

ROSS, JEROME (AU)

QWL--Pain or Panacea? (edit), Oct 1, 1981, p.7
Unemployment and election '84 (edit), Dec 22, 1983, p.7

ROSS, DAVID

SHS alumni remember classmate C C Winston III (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.9

ROSS, ELEANOR

R M Herz, E A Ross each sold more than $1 million in real estate (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.6
New realtor: E A Ross (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.8
Village to hire lawyers, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Proposal for home called 'deficient', May 20, 1982, p.1

ROSS, HERBERT (DR)

White Plains, Montefiore Hospitals to affiliate, Jun 26, 1980, p.5

ROSS, JENNIFER

Girl Scouts hold Badge-o-Ree (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.3

ROSS, JULIE

Leaders nominated for Friends of the Arts (list), Feb 9, 1984, p.4

ROSS, MARJORIE

School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1

ROSS, NANCY

Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

ROSS, PATRICIA LAHRNER

Journalist P L Ross named by Coro Foundation, May 10, 1984, p.15

ROSS, RHODA

New York cityscapes theme of exhibition (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.4

ROSS, RICHARD

Resident R Ross joins USA network, Dec 11, 1980, p.10
Primary in SCS for Conservatives only, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Polls moved for Conservative primary, Sep 8, 1983, p.11
Only 31 vote in primary, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
Top county post at stake, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Hochberg, Reid finish first in SCS vote (chart), Nov 10, 1983, p.1

ROSS, ROBERT

Students exchange experiences in AFS, Sep 8, 1983, p.5

ROSS, TARA

Sails and tears (photo) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.11

ROSSI, LOUISA

L Rossi dies, Nov 29, 1984, p.24
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ROSSI, MARIE
   Execs name M T Rossi director, Jun 12, 1980, p.12
ROSSI, STACEY
   It's magic (photo; list), Apr 15, 1982, p.17
ROSSMAN, EVA
   Residents B Guaport, E Rossaan cited for voluntarism, Aug 4, 1983, p.3
ROSSOFF, ROBIN
   Rep named: R Rossoff, Feb 3, 1983, p.9
ROSSUM, ILISA
   Beauty queen: I Rossum (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.16
   SCS's luncheon retreat: Chase Park (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
ROSTOV, CHARLES
ROTARY CLUB-SCS
   Rotary honors Thomas Pernice (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.5
   Senior fire alert (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.1
   SCS Rotary's turn to learn CPR (photo), May 8, 1980, p.3
   Rotary Club stressing pedestrian safety, May 29, 1980, p.3
   Safety measure (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
   Clothes for quake victims (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.1
   Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.26
   Local Rotary Club hosts scholarship recipient M de Contreras (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.9
   Service above self (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.6
   Rotary honors Pernice, Feb 26, 1981, p.6
   AFS exchange students visit SCS Rotary Club (photo), May 14, 1981, p.13
   Rotary project, May 21, 1981, p.1
   F Stein speaks at SCS Rotary Club (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.27
   Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.26
   Club presents Harris Award to A Tranquillo (photo), May 13, 1982, p.2
   Protect flags, he says (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
   Rotarians get out their brushes (photo; list), Aug 5, 1982, p.6
   P J Barbero greets S Senor of SCS Rotary Club (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.9
   Rotary Club meeting matches up S Burrows, J H Neale Jr (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.4
   Rotary award (to K Coulter) (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.3
   Sixty Years of Service Above Self: Rotary Club of SCS (12-p Supp; photo), Nov 17, 1983,
   Rotary names W Anderson as Paul Harris Fellow (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.5
   Rotarians mark 60th anniversary (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.34
   Safe Rides is a reality (ltr), May 24, 1984, p.6
   Merchants pause to relax, assess after hectic village-wide sale (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.1
   Rotary service project (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.5
   Rotary honors Eugene Rogliano (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.5
ROTFIELD, DOLPH
   Water system plan for GBH studied, Sep 23, 1982, p.11
   Lowell Tooley named engineer of year, Feb 23, 1984, p.2
ROTH, BOB
   Making a joyful noise (photo), May 17, 1984, p.10
ROTH, CHRISTOPHER
   Roth wins Merit award, Apr 24, 1980, p.16
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ROTH, CHRISTOPHER continued

French in the family (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
Commencement Day: The view from Lee Road, Jun 26, 1980, p.11
School in the woods for C Roth, Sep 23, 1982, p.17

ROTH, CHRISTOPHER (AU)

Becoming environmentally aware (edit), Aug 4, 1983, p.7

ROTH, DAVID

Lending a hand (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.17
G. O. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

ROTH, FRAUKE

YES appoints F. V. Roth new president (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.3
YES is meeting changing needs (photo; list), May 31, 1984, p.3

ROTH, FRED (DR)

Grass in the trash, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Dr Offenbacher to resign as Heathcote principal, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Popular job (list), Apr 23, 1981, p.1
Selection (of Greenacres principal) near, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Schools move toward open lunch program (photo; addl photo p 10), Dec 3, 1981, p.1
Heathcote supports a special puppy (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Parents need orienting too, Oct 7, 1982, p.2
Panel probes uses, abuses of tutoring in SCS, Oct 28, 1982, p.4
Fred Roth retiring as principal at Heathcote, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Selection process, May 12, 1983, p.1
Principal appointed for Heathcote School: L Shepard, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Farewell to Dr Roth (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6

ROTH, HAROLD (DR)

Jean Harris trial: hearings continue, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Questions posed in Harris trial (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1

ROTH, HUGH

Hugh Roth mourned by EMT community, Apr 17, 1980, p.15
H Roth dies, Apr 17, 1980, p.18

ROTH, KAREN

Santa Lucia festival (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.31

ROTH, KENNETH (DR)

Hospital appoints Dr K Roth new chief of staff (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.4

ROTH, LARRY

Longest, highest, most (photo), May 21, 1981, p.18

ROTH, MARTIN

SCS pressing for 4-lane parkway plan (photo; addl photo p 15), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
Board denies request for creche display, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Special meeting on creche slated, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Commuter bus re-routed until bridge is rebuilt (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.1
New directions, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
Buses don't belong there (ltr), Sep 15, 1983, p.6
VIP bus service will end Dec 30, Dec 22, 1983, p.1

ROTH, MARTIN (AU)

Voters are educated, he says (ltr), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
Move the polls, he urges (ltr), Jan 1, 1981, p.4
ROTH, MARTIN (AU) continued
   Letters on election (ltrs), Feb 26, 1981, p.4
   Likes candidates meetings (ltr), Oct 29, 1981, p.6
   Emphasize improvement (ltr), Jan 14, 1982, p.6
   The Village Election-Readers' Opinions (ltrs), Mar 11, 1982, p.7
   Wonders about motivation (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
   Good news on crime front (ltr), Aug 4, 1983, p.6
   VIP bus chairman responds (ltr), Sep 8, 1983, p.6

ROTH, MICHAEL
   Sharing a table (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2
   New music group turns town into summer festival (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.6

ROTH, NANCY
   Sharing a table (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2
   French in the family (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
   Toddlers can discover world of dance (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.25
   New location this year for Creative Movement Classes (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.20

ROTH, NANCY (REV)
   Five local women conquering the 'last bastion' (Part I) (photo), Nov 11, 1982, p.6
   Local women in the clergy: a closer look (Part II) (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
   Astronaut J A Hoffman to address seniors (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
   Hats off to the graduates (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.1
   Local clergy state views on church-state mix in campaign, Sep 20, 1984, p.1

ROTH, ROBERT
   Sharing a table (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2
   Organist R N Roth gives classes, Aug 28, 1980, p.19
   Consorting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6

ROTH, ROBERT (AU)
   Silence hath charms, too (edit), Jun 4, 1981, p.7

ROTH, RONA
   School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
   State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1
   Foxy felines (photo; list), Nov 24, 1983, p.17

ROTH, STEPHANIE
   Growing emphasis in schools on ESL courses (photo; addl photo p 14; list), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
   Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1

ROTH, WERNER
   Soccer TV show filmed at Quaker Ridge (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.27

ROTHBERG, DAVID
   Future looking brighter for local access TV in SCS (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1

ROTHBERG, DAVIDA
   Parents, children attend school to watch TV together (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.1
   Tomorrow's (radio) announcers (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.4
   Broadcaster D Rothberg given award, Sep 20, 1984, p.2

ROTHBERG, DAVIDA (AU)
   Compassion code needed (ltr), Sep 24, 1981, p.6

ROTHENBERG, DANIEL
   Concentration (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.16

ROTHMAN, DAVID
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

ROTHMAN, IRVING (AU)
Truly exciting evening (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6

ROTHMAN, LOUIS
Stores staying open, May 17, 1984, p.1
J Emer elected new chamber president, May 17, 1984, p.2
New look at Mary Rothman (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.2

ROTHMAN, MARY
School clothes offer a range of new styles (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.6
Merchants report mixed response to evening hours, Jul 26, 1984, p.1
New look at Mary Rothman (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.2

ROTHMAN, MARY (AU)
Merchants' view on parking (ltr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6

ROTHSCHILD, MRS JAY
Despite his fame (Tarnower) lived privately, Mar 13, 1980, p.1

ROTHSCHILD, ALAN
Historical summer for students (photo; list), Aug 26, 1982, p.3
Chateaux tenants mull owners' latest offer, Jun 9, 1983, p.1

ROTHSCHILD, ALAN (AU)
The Great Depression in SCS (edit), Sep 1, 1983, p.7

ROTHSCHILD, DICK
Running from the start (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Abe Simon dies; led Antiques, Dec 15, 1983, p.1

ROTHSCHILD, ERIC
SCS High graduates issue 'Report from Campus', Feb 14, 1980, p.5
AFS-STEP students sum up their year here, May 29, 1980, p.7
Celebration Tuesday for Bill of Rights (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
Historical summer for students (photo; list), Aug 26, 1982, p.3
Board discusses textbook selecting, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
SCS stop on Ride for Life (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.1
SCS responds to Orwell's vision, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
As teacher pool declines, SCS steps up hiring, Nov 8, 1984, p.1

ROTHSCHILD, ERIC (AU)
Class of '81: more doubts (edit), Jun 25, 1981, p.7

ROTHSTEIN, DAVE
Day camp director D Rothstein stresses group spirit among campers (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.11

ROTHSTEIN, RUTH
Cancer Society awards R Rothstein medal, Nov 29, 1984, p.2

ROVELLO, MIKE
TV council hopes to tap potential of local access (photo; list), Aug 25, 1983, p.6

ROVIT, RICHARD (DR)
Top surgeon: Dr R L Rovit (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.5

ROWE, CARL
C S Rowe dies, Aug 7, 1980, p.14

ROWE, FYNETTE
F F Rowe dies, Mar 19, 1981, p.20

ROWE, MARGARET
M J Rowe dies, Mar 8, 1984, p.14

ROWNTREE, ELLEN (DR)
Women's careers subject of Wellesley club talk, Oct 1, 1981, p.1
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ROY, SARITA (AU)
  Answers to Anonymous (lrs), Feb 17, 1983, p.7

ROY, WILLIAM
  Candidates jockey for town positions, May 26, 1983, p.11
  Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican calm, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
  Democrat Lois Bronz, running for reelection, speaks out (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.11

ROZANS, PHYLLIS (AU)
  Freighway petition (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6

ROZEN, MICHAEL
  Temple Israel Center rally to launch expansion campaign (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.17
  Temple cites Rozen for humanitarianism (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.16
  Rozen elected president at Temple Israel Center (photo; list), Jun 16, 1983, p.16

ROZINS, MIKE
  Resident bagel barons boast best in dough (photo), May 10, 1984, p.6

RUBENS, CHARLES
  Local man C Rubens to head Money's ad sales, Aug 2, 1984, p.3

RUBENS, PETER
  M Eberle shows Indian handicrafts at Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.19

RUBENSTEIN, DANIELLA
  Now visiting Israel (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.12

RUBENSTEIN, JACOB (RABBI)
  Young Israel names J S Rubenstein new rabbi (photo), Mar 1, 1984, p.12

RUBENSTEIN, PETER (RABBI)
  Now visiting Israel (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.12

RUBENSTEIN, STEVEN
  School district hires 14 new staff members, Sep 6, 1984, p.11

RUBIN, CHERYL
  Learning skills vs CDH; Crowders honored by G 0, May 15, 1980, p.15
  Altieri is board president (list), Jul 9, 1981, p.15

RUBIN, CLIFF
  Monkey business (photo), May 27, 1982, p.4

RUBIN, EDWARD
  Judges' pick as the cream of the crop (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.19

RUBIN, ELLEN
  Signing on with the corps (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.5

RUBIN, HAROLD
  E F Hutton names resident H Rubin to council, Jun 25, 1981, p.2
  Top broker: H Rubin (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.17
  Broker H Rubin honored by E F Hutton, Apr 28, 1983, p.21
  E F Hutton names resident H Rubin to council, Apr 5, 1984, p.9

RUBIN, ISAAC
  Jean Harris indicted for murder, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
  No disaissal (for J Harris), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
  Insanity plea (for J Harris)?, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
  No insanity plea in Jean Harris defense, Aug 21, 1980, p.1

RUBIN, JULIA

RUBIN, LEONARD
  Trustees okay Creche, 4-3, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
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RUBIN, LEONARD continued
- Board denies request for creche display, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
- Creche reaction, Nov 19, 1981, p.1
- Heritage Plaza seen as creche solution, May 20, 1982, p.1
- Creche issue back again, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
- Display of love (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6
- Special meeting on creche slated, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
- Trustees vote 4-3 to deny creche request (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.1
- Panel chews on constitutional 'delicacies' (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.6

RUBIN, PETER
- Burglar alara firms survey SCS home (Part II), Dec 16, 1982, p.6

RUBIN, RUBIN (DR)
- Doctors ready to fight plan that would close St Agnes (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.1

RUBIN, SAMUEL
- N E Alexander receives honorary doctor of humane letters (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.17

RUBIN, SANDRA
- Associate: S Rubin (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.8

RUBIN, SHERYL
- EMT picks J L Finn as superintendent, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
- Board appoints Finn, Fornges; Children’s Center is approved, Aug 5, 1982, p.11

RUBIN, STEVE
- Frisbee toourney benefits CARE (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.17

RUBINOW, JERRY
- Adult School begins (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.13

RUBINOW, SOL (DR)
- Dr S Rubinow dies, Feb 26, 1981, p.16
- From ‘Portfolio’ (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.17

RUBINOWITZ, AMI
- SCS family practices art of horsemanship (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.6

RUBINOWITZ, ARLENE
- SCS family practices art of horsemanship (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.6

RUBINOWITZ, DAVID
- SCS family practices art of horsemanship (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.6

RUBINOWITZ, EMILI
- SCS family practices art of horsemanship (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.6

RUBINOWITZ, SUSI
- SCS family practices art of horsemanship (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.6

RUBINOWITZ, WENDI
- SCS family practices art of horsemanship (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.6

RUBINGS, LOUIS (DR)
- West QR elects leaders, hears from Mayor Stone (list), Jun 11, 1981, p.3
- Dentist L I Rubins named college fellow, Dec 24, 1981, p.2

RUBINS, SCOTT
- Students here seek end to drunk driving, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
- Students preparing to offer safe rides home (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.1

RUBINS, ZEL
- New face in the schools (photo), May 6, 1982, p.5

RUBINSTEIN, ARYE (DR)
- 13-year old J Parnes battles back from rare illness (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.1
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RUBINSTEIN, JACOB (RABBI)
Local clergy state views on church-state mix in campaign, Sep 20, 1984, p.1

RUBINSTEIN, STEVEN
Kennedy appointed principal at Seely (list), Jul 5, 1984, p.9

RUBLER, LESLIE
Momma land at Fox Meadow (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.22
Smiles and tears (photo) (Graduation ‘83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.11

RUBLER, ROBERT (DR)
Controversy over home office, Nov 27, 1980, p.5
Rubler withdraws plans to renovate home office, Dec 18, 1980, p.2

RUCCOLO, TINA (AU)
Maybe you can help (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6

RUDAN STABLES (BRONXVILLE)
Letter called 'one-sided' (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6

RUDY, HELENE
Merchants report mixed response to evening hours, Jul 26, 1984, p.1

RUDERMAN, JEROLD
As Iowa goes...GOP caucus favors Bush for President, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Lucky ticket selected by M Geiger (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.10
People of the hour at SCS Republican Town Committee dinner: Sen J Javits, M Soter (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.2
Local men J R Ruderman, F P Rose leaders of Javits campaign, Aug 7, 1980, p.3
SCS GOP backs Javits, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Debate slated, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Debate issue, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Potential GOP candidates blast man they hope to beat (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.1
Hutch expansion foes meet with Sen Pisani, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
GOP snafu, Aug 13, 1981, p.1
Text of Johnson letter (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
In the running: J Ruderman, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Rerun of ’81, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Un-candidate J Ruderman, Mar 18, 1982, p.1
All in the party (photo), May 6, 1982, p.3
Feiner to run for Assembly, May 13, 1982, p.1
Lehran backed, Jul 1, 1982, p.1

GOP may challenge Non-Partisan nominee, Nov 18, 1982, p.1
Grossman in race for Village Board (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.1

GOP caucus, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
SCS united?, Mar 24, 1983, p.1

County redistricting plan would keep SCS whole, split EMT in three (diagram), Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Mrs Hochberg to run: Tocci weighs options, May 26, 1983, p.1

GOP leaders re-elected (list), Sep 22, 1983, p.1
Getting a hand from the county executive (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.3

GOP leaders endorse DioGuardi for Congress, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
Women's Club keeps Non-Partisan role, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

Voters here show independence in backing Reagan, Teicher, Burrows, Oppenheimer (chart p 16), Nov 8, 1984, p.1

RUDERMAN, JEROLD (AU)
Ruderman: Support was sought (ltr), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
Secto Faras backs courts (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6

GOP victory predicted (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
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RUDERHAN, JEROLD (AU) continued
More opinions on Junior High School tennis courts (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6

RUDERMAN, JILL
G. O. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

RUDERMAN, S G
Inquirer awards overnight cruises to C Brady, R Weber, S G Ruderan, Aug 12, 1982, p.5

RUDERMAN, TERRY
Deputy attorney: T Ruderan (photo), Jun 28, 1984, p.4

RUDICK, A JOSEPH
Three residents (A J Rudick, R D Arenstein, G L Muhlin) named outstanding, Sep 10, 1981, p.3

RUDIN, A JAMES (RABBI-AU)
Bigger religion is not better (edit), Apr 8, 1982, p.7

RUDNICK, ARTHUR
Resident A Rudnick starts dining-out club, Apr 26, 1984, p.8

RUDY, LEONARD
White Hat Award to D Silberman (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.5
Former Barricini home burns (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.1

RUFO, (MRS BILL)
Honors for gift shop decorators (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.2

RUFO, BILL
Honors for gift shop decorators (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.2

RUFO, PHILLIP
Arbitration panel to rule in police pay dispute, Apr 16, 1981, p.22

RUGGIERO, ANTHONY
Squibb Corp promotes SCS man A W Ruggiero (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.5
New post at Squibb for SCS man A W Ruggiero, May 27, 1982, p.20

RUGOFF, MILTON (AU)
America, full of promises (edit), Dec 24, 1991, p.7

RUIPER, DARRELL (REV)
Friends here say freed hostage R Queen had international background, Jul 17, 1980, p.1

RUIZ, FRANCISCA TAGLE-
SEE TAGLE-RUIZ, FRANCISCA

RUKEYSER, HOWARD
Election campaign hits full stride, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Coalition slate airs views (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
A look at the candidates for Village Board (photo; list; addl photo p 16), Mar 5, 1981, p.5
Day of decision near in village election; Facts on Village Election, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Both sides talk like winners (photo; chart p 10), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Work for taxes, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Little criticism of Village Budget, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Home rule message, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
New group in town: SCS Civic Club, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
Board for bottle bill, May 14, 1981, p.1
On BAR charges (ltr), May 20, 1981, p.6
New Civic Club elects leaders (list), Jun 4, 1981, p.1
GOP victory predicted (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6

RUKEYSER, HOWARD (AU)
An end to absolutism? (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6
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RUKEYSER, HOWARD (AU) continued

The Village Election-Readers' Opinions (ltrs), Mar 11, 1982, p.7
Victory could hurt party (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
A way to avoid strife (ltr), Dec 13, 1984, p.6

RULE, ELTON


RUNAWAY AND HOMELESS YOUTH NETWORK

Local woman B S Creedy heads program to help teenage runaways, Jul 23, 1981, p.4
Resident B Creedy works with runaway teenagers (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Troublesome age--16 to 21 (edit), Feb 4, 1982, p.7

RUNAWAYS

Resident B Creedy works with runaway teenagers (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.1

RUNNING

15K run to draw record field, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Rec Dept asks cooperation (ltr), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
Almost 1000 runners took part in 15K race (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Half-marathon, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Village should promote running (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
Runner thanks local residents (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
A happy R Alexander (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.15
Bypassing SCS, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Off and running at first EMT Fun Run (photo; list), Sep 25, 1980, p.17
Dog saves collapsed jogger; protective warnings issued, Feb 5, 1981, p.2
Running from the start (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Cooperate with runners (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
Squires wins 15K again (photo; list; addl photo p 23), Apr 9, 1981, p.1
Coexistence on the roads (edit; illus), Apr 23, 1981, p.6
4000 to run (in Half-Marathon), Jun 25, 1981, p.1
SCS's fastest: B Nugent (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
Strauss a winner in Israel (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.4
Foliage race, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Lack of consideration (ltr), Sep 17, 1981, p.6
First annual Fall Foliage Run to help SCS Historical Society (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.3
Time to go (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.1
Fall Foliage Run (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Community support urged (ltr), Mar 18, 1982, p.6
New winner, S Heinbockel, in 15-K (photo; list; addl photo p 15), Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Race reminder (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
60% of joggers sustain injury (edit), Jul 15, 1982, p.7
Historical first: D Rose (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.3
Race plans announced (ltr), Feb 3, 1983, p.6
Fifteen-K race here Sunday, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Race rained out, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Five-K road race has new route on town roads, Apr 14, 1983, p.13
Coming through, Jun 9, 1983, p.1
Doctor J W Rachlin offers jogging tips, Aug 11, 1983, p.18
Ready for the running (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.17
RUNNING continued

Record tumble in third annual Fall Foliage Run (photo; list), Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Race approved, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Policy on races, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
Remainder: 15 K coming up (ltr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6
Abe Simon run Sunday, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Women's winner, S Strauss (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Tips for running in good health (illus), May 3, 1984, p.22
Speedy sexagenarian (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.3
SEE ALSO NEW YORK ROAD RUNNERS, SCS ANTIQUES

RUOFF, ANDREA
Show by Andrea Ruoff (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.2

RUOFF, ANDREA (AU)
Impressed by candidate Resnick (ltr), Mar 4, 1982, p.6

RUSCIANO, FRANK
Halloween parade at Fox Meadow (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.20

RUSIN, JOSEPH
Joseph Rusin pleads guilty, Jul 29, 1982, p.9

RUSIN, JUDITH
Passing the gift of life at springtime (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.6

RUSK, CHRIS
Last days to sail (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.3
...where she stops nobody knows (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.2

RUSK, CYNTHIA
Last days to sail (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.3

RUSK, GLADYS

RUSK, HOWARD JR (DR)
Cerebral Palsy Assn to honor Howard Rusk (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.2
Howard Rusk Jr new president of World Rehabilitation Fund (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.5
Resident Dr H A Rusk Jr leads course of peace through medicine (photo; addl photo p 12), Apr 21, 1983, p.6
Dr Howard Rusk honored by Royal Society of Medicine (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.5

RUSOFF, DAVID
50 years for Troop 8; Rusoff is Eagle Scout (photo; list), Feb 14, 1980, p.11

RUSOFF, JEROME (DR)
Scouting life (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.10
Boy Scouts honored on Memorial Day (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.6

RUSOFF, S LAWRENCE
Troop 8 holds award night (photo; list), Feb 12, 1981, p.17
Rusoff chairs lodge dinner (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.11

RUSOFF, SHIRLEY
Scouts hold elections: S Rusoff member-at-large, Jul 14, 1983, p.8

RUSSELL, ETHEL
Kennedy appointed principal at Seely (list), Jul 5, 1984, p.9

RUSSELL, HOLLIS (DR)
Dr H K Russell dies, Apr 12, 1984, p.12

RUSSELL, PHILIP
Four from EMT high school (R Fraser, A Post, W Wang, M Tuchman) in art show, Oct 30, 1980, p.21
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RUSSELL, PHILIP continued
Free 'Portfolio' (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.17
Kindergarten study begins; board considering SAT course, Dec 8, 1983, p.10

RUSSIA
SEE USSR

RUSSIANS IN THE US
Welcome to America (photo), May 14, 1981, p.10

RUSSO, ADAM
Edgewood checkers champs (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.23

RUSSO, CHRISTOPHER
BAR picks colors, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
All's well that ends well (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.2
Visual obstruction no longer visible (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Corps tackles summer projects, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Corps turns swamp into a stream (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.1
New wreaths, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Scouts observe Government Day by 'taking over' Village Hall (photo; list), Feb 23, 1984, p.5
Testing, testing, Jun 7, 1984, p.1
Village getting new alarm system, Jun 21, 1984, p.1
Community Improvement Corps to focus on SCS parks, Jul 5, 1984, p.3
Defensive driving, Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Interns tackle Village Hall projects (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.2

RUSSO, CYNTHIA
Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1

RUSSO, LOUIS
EMT aan L M Russo named to Leukemia Board, Dec 11, 1980, p.25

RUSSO, MARTHA
Marian Guild luncheon (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.18

RUSSO, MARY
Marian Guild luncheon (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.18
M Russo dies, Nov 19, 1981, p.22

RUSSO, MARY LOU
Bread table tended by A Musorafite, M Russo a highlight of IHM People Festival (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.7
Edgewood students bake and sell snacks to aid Ethiopian famine victims (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.24

RUSSO, ROBERT (AU)
Assn raps Planning Board (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.4

RUSSO, TOM
DOT announces plans for Central Avenue widening, May 7, 1981, p.25

RUSSO, VITO
Care Victims Agency elects SCS executive V M Russo to board, Feb 3, 1983, p.4
Philanthropist V Russo's deeds strengthen worldwide bonds (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.6

RUTHERFORD HOUSE
Halfway houses not new to Westchester (Part I), Apr 22, 1982, p.1

RUTLEDGE, VALERIE
Nature Center making renovations (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.9

RUTMAN, MARK
SCS aan M Rutman is chairman of new PR firm (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.2

RUTTENBERG, JAMES
Resident J E Ruttenberg to head orchestra (list), Jul 23, 1981, p.5
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RUTTENBERG, PHYLLIS
Conductor E Groner's dream coming true (photo; list), Sep 22, 1983, p.1

RYAN, EDWARD

RYAN, FRANK
GOPC is growing, Oct 20, 1983, p.1

RYAN, HENRY (DR)
Harris defense seeks to prove struggle, Jan 22, 1981, p.1

RYAN, HUGH
H Ryan dies, Jan 27, 1983, p.12

RYAN, JAMES
Rep Gillan hosts Town Hall meeting (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.11

RYAN, JANIS
In death, two profiles in courage emerge: Brian died as he lived: helping his friends (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7

RYAN, JENNY
Sportswriter M Allen comes to Edgewood (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.19

RYAN, JOE
Here's how your ancestors did it (photo), May 26, 1983, p.3

RYAN, JOHN
Appointment at Burke: J J Ryan, Mar 27, 1980, p.12

RYAN, TOM
Construction revving up along Central Ave (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.13

RYBAK, CONSTANCE
Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1

Mooney land at Fox Meadow (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.22
State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1
Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Foxy felines (photo; list), Nov 24, 1983, p.17
Quality programs need support (ltr), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
The circus comes to Fox Meadow (photo; list), Apr 19, 1984, p.15

RYBAK, ROSE
Mooney land at Fox Meadow (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.22

RYDELL, BEVERLY (AU)
Longer pool season urged (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6

RYDER, ANNE
Historically speaking: SCS Library (illus), Jun 9, 1983, p.6

RYSDYK, LEONARD
Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1

RYUZAKI, TOSHIO
Students fold paper cranes for peace (photo), Feb 9, 1984, p.16

SAAEKE, GERTRUDE
G E Saacke dies, Nov 1, 1984, p.22

SAALFRANK, EDNA
Senior leadership (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.3

SAALFRANK, EDNA (AU)
Kind and caring person (ltr), Dec 23, 1982, p.6

SABATER, LUCY
G. O. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

SABATER, ROSA
Honors for top high school students (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.1
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SABATER, ROSA continued
Students L M Brown, J F Collins, R M Sabater receive IBM scholarships, Jun 16, 1983, p.15

SABUNE, PIETRO (REV)
Police criticized in arrest of priest, Apr 30, 1981, p.1

SACCARDI, JOHN
Public wary of floating districts in town zone, Feb 28, 1980, p.11
Central Avenue to be topic at Zoning Institute meeting, Sep 17, 1981, p.13

SACCHELLI, ERNIE
New principal L Shepard sees Heathcote as 'an educator's delight' (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.1

SACCO, MARY
Congratulations from Easter Seal child M Sacco to W Doescher (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.22

SACCONE, MARIE
M Sacco promoted (photo), May 14, 1981, p.12

SACHS, BETH
Launching 'Space Flight 32' (photo), May 8, 1980, p.23

SACHS, JOEL
Sachs chairs legal program, Aug 26, 1982, p.9

SACHS, STEVEN

SACK, JEREMY
Recycling can be fun (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.2
J Sack and brother fishing at the Duck Pond (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.1

SACK, JOSHUA
Recycling can be fun (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.2
J Sack and brother fishing at the Duck Pond (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.1

SACK, ROBERT
Resident R D Sack is chairman of council on crime (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.11

SACKS, SANDY
Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
Parents' concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 28, 1983, p.11

SACKS, SANFORD
Alumni honor goes to S J Sacks (photo), May 6, 1982, p.14

SACKS, STEVE
Operation Bookshelf on the move (photo), Aug 4, 1983, p.5

SACKSON, MARIAN
Search for AFS student J Urinen stalled, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
Dog dispute leads to law suit, Jun 4, 1981, p.3
Visiting students review year (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.3
Residents will help draw up blueprint for village's future, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
Community meeting looks toward future, Oct 7, 1982, p.1

SACKSON, MARIAN (AU)
Owners define their dogs (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6

SACKSON, MITCHELL
AFS student J Urinen disappears (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1
No developments, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
Dog dispute leads to law suit, Jun 4, 1981, p.3
Court ruling jeopardizes law limiting subdivisions, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
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SACKSON, MITCHELL (AU)
Owners defend their dogs (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6

SADAT, ANWAR

SADLER, JAMES
SCS's luncheon retreat: Chase Park (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 26, 1982, p.11

SAENGER, LUCY
Senior walkers keep volunteer leader hopping (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.6

SAFE RIDES PROGRAM-EMT
Mandatory counseling program for all EMT ninth graders being planned, Mar 1, 1984, p.11
New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11
Students call for help for Saferides (list), Aug 30, 1984, p.11
Students call for help for Saferides, Dec 20, 1984, p.11

SAFE RIDES PROGRAM-SCS
Students here seek end to drunk driving, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Trustees praise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
SCS Foundation to award new grants, Apr 12, 1984, p.4
Students preparing to offer safe rides home (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Safe Rides starts here on Friday, May 10, 1984, p.1
Safe Rides is a reality (ltr), May 24, 1984, p.6
Safe Rides program winning acceptance, Jun 21, 1984, p.1
Safe Rides resumes this Friday, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

SAFER ROADS AND STREETS PROGRAM
Money for roads, May 22, 1980, p.1

SAFETY
SEE CHILDREN-HEALTH AND SAFETY, PEDESTRIANS-SAFETY, SAFETY MEASURES

SAFETY MEASURES
Obstructions, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
More signs, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Fears raised about theater (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
Coalition candidates propose village recreation center, Mar 11, 1982, p.1

SAFFELL, YVONNE
Defense presents will in evidence at Harris trial, Jan 15, 1981, p.1

SAFIAN, KEN
Being a single parent is difficult (edit), Oct 20, 1983, p.7

SAFIAN, KEN (AU)
Successful 'Senior Splash' (ltr), Jun 28, 1984, p.6

SAFIAN, PATTI
Four juniors (B Nusbaum, P Safian, N Shaw, S Schneider) look forward to living abroad next year (photo), May 1, 1980, p.2
Returning students tell about experiences as AFS visitors (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.2

SAFSTEIN, RACHAEL
There's always a happy ending at Wapetuck (photo; addl photo p 8), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

SAFROH, LYNGA
Art center to open at Scout House, Jan 6, 1983, p.1

SAGOR, SUSAN
Praise for library program (ltr), Jan 19, 1984, p.6

SAIDEMAN, SANFORD (AU)
More opinions on Junior High School tennis courts (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6

SAILING
SCS man J Sweeney sails the Atlantic (photo; addl photo p 4), Sep 19, 1980, p.1
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SAILING continued

7 1/2 hours before the mast (ltr), Sep 16, 1982, p.6

SEE ALSO YACHTS AND YACHTING

SAISEMAN, SANFORD

Cyclist K Matsuo injured by automobile (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.1

SAJIMA, YOSHITAKA

Students rapt as East-West trade kudos and barbs (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.6

SAKHarOV, ANDREI

R Bernstein: A Sakharov’s exile is threat to whole world (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.4

SAKIN, HOWARD

H Sakin dies, May 27, 1982, p.16

SAKISHIMA, YURI

International cuisine (photo), Feb 18, 1982, p.11

SAKOFF, MICHAEL

Live theater returning to SCS Plaza (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.6

SAKUDA, MARIKO

Students become teachers at Japanese Cultural Exchange program (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.9

SALAVERRY, MATTHEW

Children's art featured (photo), May 26, 1983, p.14

SALAVERRY, PETER

Learning an old language (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.14

SALAZAR, MARIA

Connoisseur’s guide to local ice creameries (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.6

SALEHBIER, BARBARA

B U Saleebier dies, Jun 10, 1982, p.16

SALEMI, CIRO

Bagels and meat, Jan 20, 1983, p.1

SALERNO, ANTHONY

Commendation (for Ptl J LoVecchio), Feb 14, 1980, p.1

SALES TAX

Caveat emptor (ltr), Nov 11, 1982, p.6

County Board votes for three percent sales tax, May 24, 1984, p.1

A share for the schools (edit), May 24, 1984, p.6

Tax hike doubtful, Jun 14, 1984, p.1

Against tax hike, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

SALES, ALBERTO (AU)

Teacher layoffs opposed (ltr), Apr 15, 1982, p.6

SALES, ALLESANDRA

STEP-Newcomers group acts to bridge culture gap at EHS (photo; list), Feb 26, 1981, p.13

SALES, GIA

Handbook tells it like it is for new residents, Dec 16, 1982, p.14

School Board looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p.10

SALES, GIANNANA (AU)

Teacher layoffs opposed (ltr), Apr 15, 1982, p.6

SALESE, JERRY

Bottle bill faces mixed welcome in SCS, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
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SALESE, JERRY continued
  Return of the deli (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.5

SALIMBENE, BERNADETTE
  An enthusiastic audience of SHS seniors watch IHM musical performance (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.16

SALIMBENE, ELIZABETH
  E B Salimbene joins firm (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.2

SALIMBENE, JOHN (DR)
  SCS MD J Salimbene named director, Nov 12, 1981, p.2

SALISBURY, HARRISON
  Noted journalist H Salisbury to talk here (photo), Nov 10, 1983, p.1

SALL, HELEN
  Recreation director: H Sall, Nov 26, 1981, p.2

SALLES, ELLEN
  College information night (photo; list), Sep 29, 1983, p.2

SALLES, STANLEY
  Revised noise law passed, May 26, 1983, p.1

SALLEY, LAWRENCE
  Low interest loans, grants available, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
  Residents benefit from Urban County, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
  Viewpoints on housing mixed, Dec 9, 1982, p.1

SALLINGER, PENNY
  Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
  Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1

SALMON, ANDREW
  Two arrested by police; citizen alerts credited, Oct 8, 1981, p.1

SALOMONE, ERNEST (DEACON)
  Confirmation at IHM (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.22
  Confirmation at IHM (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.16

SALSTROM, JACQUELYN
  J Salstrom dies, Feb 4, 1982, p.18

SALTZ, GARY
  Memorial service set for SHS senior G Saltz (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1
  Suicide: Friend asks what have we done?, Jun 19, 1980, p.12
  Tragedy, hope (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4

SALTZMAN, CHARLES II
  Questions posed in Harris trial (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1

SALTZSTEIN, HERBERT (AU)
  They suggest traffic lights (ltr), Apr 19, 1984, p.6

SALTZSTEIN, SYLVIA (AU)
  They suggest traffic lights (ltr), Apr 19, 1984, p.6

SALVATERRA, RICHARD
  Welcome back! School opens for new year (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.1

SALVATION ARMY
  Greenacres donates to Salvation Army (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.25
  A time for sharing (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.18

SALVI, FRANCA
  Extending a warm welcome (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.21

SALZ, LINDSAY
  Enjoying a morning of creative activity (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.2
  Ribbons for all (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.1
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SALZ, LINDSAY continued
Greenacres School PTA launching 'Spring Fling Fair' (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.22

SALZANO, THOMAS
Neighbors protest proposal for cluster housing on Post Road (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.1

SALZMAN, JULIE
Junior high schoolers try parenting on eggs (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.18

SALZMANN, ELI (AU)
Support 60 (ltr), Oct 22, 1981, p.6

SALARITANS OF ST JAMES
Samaritans of St James will 'take any crisis', Nov 24, 1983, p.6

SAMOTH, ILENE
Student I Samoth singing at NC festival, Jul 30, 1981, p.4
SCS singer I Samoth wins first prize (list), May 19, 1983, p.13

SAMETH, MARCIA (AU)
Recruitment by cults--how it happens (edit), Dec 9, 1982, p.7

SAMMARTANO, LYNN
There's always a happy ending at Wapetuck (photo; addl photo p 8), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

SAMMET, GERRIE
Another opening (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.11

SAMOLIS, NICK
Bagels and meat, Jan 20, 1983, p.1

SAMPSON, LYNN
New shop specializes in sale of rehabilitated used toys, Dec 15, 1983, p.16

SAMPING, J
Thanks to caring people (ltr), May 10, 1984, p.6

SAMPSON, PETER (REV-AU)
Cease this sadness (edit), Jun 3, 1982, p.7
The seasons of our discontents (edit), Feb 3, 1983, p.7

SAMPSON, GORDON
Postal art, Mar 6, 1980, p.1

SAMSON, MARGOT (AU)
She supports conductor (ltr), Mar 19, 1981, p.4

SAMUS, SUSAN (AU)
Distinguished fire department (ltr), Feb 2, 1984, p.6

SAMUELS, FLO
Fun for some, sale was serious for others (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.1

SAMUELS, FRANCES (AU)
They like call-back system (ltr), Feb 2, 1984, p.6

SAMUELS, JEFFREY (AU)
They like call-back system (ltr), Feb 2, 1984, p.6

SAMUELS, STANLEY (DR)
Planning Board lauds vote to keep format, Oct 4, 1984, p.10

SANCHES, VICKY
Summer fun (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.4

SAND
Bucking inflation, Dec 29, 1983, p.1

SAND, LEONARD
Commuter suits, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
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SAND, LLOYD
Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Board seeks input on dish antennae but receives none, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

SANDBE6, DAVID
Colonial Thanksgiving (photo; addl photo p 14), Nov 25, 1982, p.1

SANDBERS, OSCAR
O Sandberg dies, Apr 8, 1982, p.16

SANDBERS, STUART (REV)
SCS offers new life for Cambodian family (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
Social conscience is in at SCS's IHM church, May 15, 1980, p.4
As millions cheer, soap stars serve up slices of life (photo), May 22, 1980, p.4
Response to letters on home (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
Why welcome halfway house? (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
Vigilers make silent statement (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Church opens School for Justice, Peace, Sep 22, 1983, p.4
Freeze supporters try to build on 'The Day After', Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Local clergy state views on church-state mix in campaign, Sep 20, 1984, p.1

SANDBE6, STUART (REV-AU)
Emotional problem? (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6

SANDER, FLORENCE
F Sander dies, May 12, 1983, p.18

SANDER, HEIDI
Tomorrow's potters? (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.1

SANDER, KAI
Tomorrow's potters? (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.1

SANDERS, GERTRUDE (DR-AU)
Women and chemical dependence (edit), Dec 6, 1984, p.7

SANDGROUNDB, HENRY

SANDLEITNER, THOMAS
Local man T J Sandleitner to head division of Manufacturers Hanover, Mar 26, 1981, p.28

SANDLER, DANA
Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving tradition (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.6

SANFORD, ANNE (AU)
Stamp window requested (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4

SANFORD, LAURA
L Sanford dies, Dec 16, 1982, p.28

SANITATION DEPT-GBH
Town fires worker A Hayden; says he aided GOP, Dec 3, 1981, p.22
No calm after the storm (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.11

SANITATION DEPT-SCS
Praise for sanitation men (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Leaf pickup, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Leaf pickup starts, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Keep SCS beautiful, doctor urges (ltr), Sep 1, 1983, p.6
Government services receive generally good rating in survey, Nov 10, 1983, p.2
Say, who'd want all those old papers, anyway? (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.6

SANDRA, MICHAEL
Arguments continue over house on Meadow, Dec 22, 1983, p.1
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SANO, HISAYO
  Beginning at the end (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.1
SANO, KAZUAKI
  Beginning at the end (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.1
SANO, KAZUMI
  Beginning at the end (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.1
SANO, YOSHIAKI
  Beginning at the end (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.1
SANSEVERE, KEN
  Tenants seek solutions, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
SANSONE, MARIE
  Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16
SANSONE, ROBERT
  Fund chair named: R Sansone, Dec 16, 1982, p.18
SANTA CLAUS
  SEE CHRISTMAS
SANTA, JUNE
  Harlem line horrors, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
  Fire (on trains), this time; Citizen efforts, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
SANTANGELO, CHRISTA (AU)
  Moscow's monochromatic sobriety (edit), Dec 6, 1984, p.7
SANTANGELO, GEORGE
  Drug, shoplist cases settled, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
  Probation given in marijuana case, Dec 2, 1982, p.4
SANTANGELO, MARY
  Confirmation at IHM (photo), May 10, 1984, p.16
SANTANNA, WILLIAM
  Round table brings together criminals with victims of crime (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.5
SANTIAGO, ANSEL
  Special Achievement awards to SCS postal employees (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.2
SANTIAGO, YVONNE
  Cheerful dolls made by SCS seniors bring cheer to pediatric patients (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.6
SANTILLO, EDNA
  Enrollement decline worries schools, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
  Retirement party for Edna Santillo (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.17
SANTMIRE, GARY (REV)
  Two Lutheran churches unite in '79 (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.34
SANTMIRE, GARY (REV-AU)
  Surrounded by friends (ltr), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
SANTO, RODD
  Volunteers honored at St James (photo; list), Jun 18, 1981, p.12
  Fishing at the fair (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.14
SANTONE, THOMAS
  T J Santone dies, Jun 21, 1984, p.18
Santucci, John
  Senate races top primary ballot, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
  SCS's favorites were Holtzman, Javits, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
  In EMT, Javits wins, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
SAR
  SEE SONS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
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SAREIL, JACQUELINE
- Art exhibit by J Sareil at People's Bank, Jan 17, 1980, p.9
- Art Assn awards prizes (photo; list), Nov 22, 1984, p.21

SARLES, JOHN
- (Street) Lighting to be improved (list), Feb 9, 1984, p.11

SARLO, HUMPHREY
- Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
- Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

SAS
- SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

SASAMOTO, YUKI
- Growing emphasis in schools on ESL courses (photo; addl photo p 14; list), Nov 20, 1980, p.1

SAKDO, MELINDA
- Bare facts on 'Ladies' Night' (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.9

SASSO, JEROME
- Near catastrophe at Heathcote 5 Corners (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1

SASSONE, ANTHONY
- A&P boycott backed, Nov 10, 1983, p.10

SASSONE, NICHOLAS
- GCC resolves to act on Central Ave issues, Mar 10, 1983, p.13

SASSONE, NICHOLAS (AU)
- Is this responsive? (ltr), Feb 9, 1984, p.6

SASSONE, NICHOLAS JR
- Residents object to A&P noise, Jan 13, 1983, p.11
- A&P boycott backed, Nov 10, 1983, p.10

SASSOWER, DORIS (AU)
- Finding a divorce lawyer whom you can trust (edit), May 20, 1982, p.7

SAT
- SEE SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TESTS

SATO, EIKO (AU)
- To buy...or not to buy (edit), Oct 7, 1982, p.7

SATO, IRVING (DR)
- Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part I), Mar 27, 1980, p.15

SATZ, RITA
- Street Scene I, Jun 16, 1983, p.1

SAUNAS, PHILIP
- Camperships given, Jun 4, 1981, p.5

SAUNDERS, MRS MARSHALL
- Volunteer organization aids child development, Jun 9, 1983, p.8

SAUNDERS, GERTRUDE (DR)
- New group here for adoptive parents, Nov 1, 1984, p.2

SAVAGE, ALFRED
- A H Savage dies, Jan 20, 1982, p.14

SAVAGE, FRANCES
- F Savage dies, Aug 30, 1984, p.14

SAVAGE, SAMUEL
- S Savage dies, Jul 8, 1982, p.14

SAVARESE, ELIZABETH
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SAVARESE, JENNIFER
   It was a white Christmas (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.1

SAVARESE, LAWRENCE
   He's on a roll (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.5

SAVE HARMLESS PROVISION
   SEE SCHOOLS-EMT/SCS-STATE AID

SAVER, HARRY (DR-AU)
   Support for courts (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6

SAVER, RICHARD
   WPIX finalist R Saver (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.23

SAVINO, DIANE
   Police promotions (for J Lovecchio, T Savino) (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.10

SAVINO, THOMAS
   Overreaction (on Conrail train), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
   Commendations (for J Craven, J Freyer, T Savino), Oct 23, 1980, p.1
   Police promotions (for J Lovecchio, T Savino) (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.10

SAVONE, DAVID
   Bike Safety (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.15

SAWABINI, NADIA
   Consorting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6

SAWHILL, JOHN
   First Backman lecture (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.18

SAWYER, JERRY
   Charge! It's Blue and Gray Day (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.16

SAWYER, MARIAN
   M Sawyer dies, Mar 18, 1982, p.16
   M S Sawyer dies, Jan 19, 1984, p.14

SAWYER, RICHARD
   Local man R Sawyer recovering from gunshot injury, Sep 27, 1984, p.9

SAX, LORE
   League agenda includes voter service, study items (photo; list), Sep 11, 1980, p.11
   Political rivals clash over incumbents' records (photo; addl photo p 12), Oct 29, 1981, p.1

SAX, MAURIO
   Democrats name N Berk, M Sax chairmen for legislative campaign, Jul 30, 1981, p.2

SAXE, JOANNE (AU)
   Longer pool season urged (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6

SAxon WOODS
   Agency proposes home for retarded, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
   Site supported, Apr 14, 1983, p.1

SBARRA, PAT
   Area unites against Moundroukas proposal, May 17, 1984, p.9

SBARRA, PATRICK
   Co-op conversion showdown nears at Fort Hill Village (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.15
   Purple Heart awarded to P R Sbarra after 20 years (photo), Nov 4, 1982, p.11
   Sbarra runs for Flynn's Senate seat, Jun 14, 1984, p.11
   Grad P J Sbarra named by Tulsa company, Jul 19, 1984, p.9
   Flynn expects to keep seat but Sbarra says he's gaining (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.11
   Voters give okay to incumbents B A Gilman, J E Flynn, R L Brodsky (photo; chart), Nov 8, 1984, p.8

SBEA
   SEE TAXATION-SCS
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SGORDONE, ANDREW
   Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1

SCANCARELLI, ADRIENNE
   Candidates square off at League meeting (photo p 14), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
   SCS joins Reagan landslide (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.1

SCANCARELLI, ADRIENNE (AU)
   Family Court and you (edit), Aug 26, 1982, p.7

SCANNELL, DANIEL
   MTA to appoint a/c consultant, Sep 25, 1980, p.4

SCANTLEBURY, CECIL (REV)
   Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican cala, Jun 9, 1983, p.11

SCAPELHORN, JOHN
   SCS family practices art of horsemanship (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.6

SCARCELLA, ANTHONY
   Trustees asked to waive zoning, Aug 14, 1980, p.3
   Planners okay subdivision, Sep 11, 1980, p.2
   Houses approved on Boulder Brook Acres, Sep 11, 1980, p.5
   BAR: Homes still too similar, Mar 18, 1982, p.5
   Marx estate sold for development (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.1
   BAR nulls color combinations, Apr 1, 1982, p.3
   Subdivision rejected, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
   Revised Marx plan rejected, May 13, 1982, p.3
   Planning Board OK's 28 homes on Marx Estate, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
   Hearing on trees, Aug 12, 1982, p.1
   Restaurant on Garth Road gets planners' okay, Sep 9, 1982, p.1
   BAR approves skylights, Oct 7, 1982, p.4
   Marx mansion to be razed, Jun 29, 1983, p.1
   Last chance offer (to see Marx mansion), Jun 30, 1983, p.1
   Neighbors blast plan for fields on Winston property, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
   Planning Board starts review of Master Plan, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
   Village eyeing ways to preserve its character, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
   Marx estate, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
   New plan approved for Marx Estate, Oct 6, 1983, p.3
   Marx Estate project moving ahead—slowly, May 3, 1984, p.3
   Two multi-home developments proposed (illus), Nov 29, 1984, p.1

SCARSDALE
   SEE SCS

SCARSDALE, (VISCOUNT)
   British cousins, Sep 4, 1980, p.1

SCAVONE, ANTONIO
   Mother, 2-year-old killed in head-on crash, May 5, 1983, p.1

SCHAB, JENNIFER
   SHS seniors J Boudreau, M Metz, hurt in head-on crash (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.1

SCHACHER, MARGERY
   Dinner preparations under way (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.11
   Preparing to save a life; EHS students work on CPR (photo; list), Mar 5, 1981, p.21

SCHACHNOW, DAVID
   Fishing at the fair (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.14

SCHAEFFER, ANNE
   School enrollment decline slowing, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
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SCHAFFER, ANNE continued
Teachers open children’s math center, Nov 4, 1982, p.15

SCHAFFER, ANNE
Teachers open children’s math center, Nov 4, 1982, p.15

SCHAFFER, ERIC
Edgewood students bake and sell snacks to aid Ethiopian famine victims (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.24

SCHAFFER, OTTO
O G Schaefer dies, Mar 18, 1982, p.16

SCHAFFER, ANNE
Special recognition (for A Schaeffer) (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.20

SCHAFFER, CHARLES (DR-AU)
Try the ‘TV-diet’ (edit), Dec 16, 1982, p.7
Parenting—an amateur’s preserve (edit), Jan 27, 1983, p.7
When to call the child psychologist (edit), May 19, 1983, p.7
It’s 10 p.m.: Is your child reading? (edit), Nov 24, 1983, p.7
Good parenting by 50 who know (edit), May 17, 1984, p.7
How to civilize siblings (edit), Jul 26, 1984, p.7
Stress—and how to handle it (edit), Sep 13, 1984, p.7

SCHAFFER, NANCY
Consorting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6

SCHAFFER, PATRICK
An enthusiastic audience of SHS seniors watch IHM musical performance (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.16

SCHAFFNER, RONALD
School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1

SCHAFFER, IRVING
Temple Israel Center rally to launch expansion campaign (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.17

SCHAFFER, JONATHAN

SCHAFFNER, STEVE
Turtledoves...and a tree (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.11

SCHAFFER, JON
Coaaecy cares enough (ltr), May 10, 1983, p.6

SCHAPIRO, RENEE
White Plains Hospital names J B Schandler chief executive (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.5
White Plains hospital honors top volunteers (photo; list), May 19, 1983, p.2
Hospital on Japanese doctors’ tour (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.4
White Plains Hospital turns 90 (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.2
White Plains Hospital gets top accreditation, Feb 16, 1984, p.9
Hospital receives gift for new surgery center (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.3
A job well done (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.8

SCHAPIRO, RENEE (AU)
Community cares enough (ltr), May 10, 1983, p.6

SCHAPIRO, RITA
Welcome parents (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.17
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SCAPIRO, ARIELLA
   Scarsdalians for 'Super Sunday' (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.9

SCHAPPS, STEPHANIE
   New play structure at Greenacres (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.20

SCHARF, AMY
   Revolution at camp (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.9

SCHARF, PAUL
   Brotherhood Award goes to assistant district attorney P S Scharf, Nov 26, 1981, p.2

SCHAVRIEN, ROBERT (AU)
   Reading body language (edit), Sep 29, 1983, p.7

SCHBULIEZ, SUSAN
   Computer bus to New York has smooth trial run (photo; addl photo p 12), Apr 1, 1982, p.1

SCHEAR, DORIS
   Tenant protection approved; Board accepts land donation, May 15, 1980, p.1
   Senior housing advocated, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
   New housing option for seniors is goal of Operation Share, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
   Update on Share, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
   Honor for residents L Greenwood, D Schear, Sep 13, 1984, p.15

SCHEAR, STANLEY
   Democrats appoint local man S Schechter, Feb 28, 1980, p.2
   Group forms for Holtzman (list), Jul 17, 1980, p.3
   Humanists to vote on group home, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
   New search asked; Three homes?, Apr 9, 1981, p.1
   Opposition growing to Polera plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
   Celebration Tuesday for Bill of Rights (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
   Senior housing advocated, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
   Merchants fear rising rents will alter local shopping area, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
   New housing option for seniors is goal of Operation Share, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
   Viewpoints on housing mixed, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
   These sleuths solved 23,925 cases in 1982 (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
   Village, landlords moving toward tax abatement plan, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
   Freightway suggested as site for senior housing, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
   Tentative plan on tenant protection, May 12, 1983, p.1
   S Schechter At Jespersens donates pastries for March of Dimes (photo), Sep 29, 1983, p.8
   Schechter elected to board of NYCLU (photo), Nov 10, 1983, p.5
   Civil Liberties supporters told retarded still need protection (photo; list), Dec 15, 1983, p.4

SCHECHTER, LARRY
   School's open--ready or not (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.1

SCHECHTER, SHIRLEY
   Holiday houses at Greenacres (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.5

SCHECHTER, STEPHEN
   Resident S L Schechter named senior VP, Mar 5, 1981, p.7

SCHICK, ELLIOT
   Bike path protest continues; Rec fees, taxi fares raised, Mar 13, 1980, p.1

SCHCHET, ESTELLE
   Residents rap traffic build-up, Oct 15, 1981, p.1

SCHEFER, STEPHEN
   S J Scheffer named VP for Time-Life television (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.3

SCHEIBE, ALEXANDRA
   Children study environment through Audubon Society grant (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.15
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SCHEIBE, JUDITH
Hot off the presses: "This is SCS" (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.3

SCHEIBE, JUDITH (AU)
Village asked to reconsider (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6

SCHEIER, ADAM
Evolving recreation program speaks for itself—quietly (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.12

SCHEIN, CLARENCE (DR)
Local MD C J Schein named head of surgery, May 1, 1980, p.6

SCHEINER, CHARLES (AU)
For non-violent resistance (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6

SCHEINER, STEPHEN
UJA-Federation names M Lassoff, S M Scheiner local campaign leaders, Nov 5, 1981, p.3

SCHEIBER, ANTHONY
Garlands provide impetus for agency to aid crime victims (photo p 16; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.1
Plight of crime victims topic at new agency's public forum, Dec 10, 1981, p.4

SCHEINER, J CORNEL
J C Schenck dies, Dec 17, 1981, p.30

SCHER, BRENDA
Candidates Feldman, Weinreich accept PTA invitation, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
Rules group to study nominating procedure (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.11

SCHER, WILLIAM (DR)
Citizens ask: Is our water tested enough? (photo), Aug 30, 1984, p.6

SCHER, WILLIAM (DR-AU)
Is the water safe to drink? (ltr), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

SCHERF, JOHN
Judge's decision awaited in computer v Conrail suit, Feb 3, 1983, p.1

SCHERF, JOHN (AU)
He'd prefer a park (ltr), May 28, 1981, p.6
System 'not functioning' (ltr), Feb 11, 1982, p.6

SCHEMANN, KENNETH
White Plains Symphony welcomes guest conductors K Scherenn, P Dunkel, B Ferden, J Covelli (photo, Sep 24, 1981, p.4
White Plains Symphony names new conductors for 1983-84 (photo), May 5, 1983, p.17

SCHEUER, JAMES (DR)
Dr Moser replies (to Dr J Scheuer ltr) (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.7

SCHEUER, JAMES (DR-AU)
In support of exercise (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.7

SCHICK, RACHEL
Board of Ed enters Moundoukas battle, May 10, 1984, p.13

SCHIFIELBEIN, R F
To hell with Conrail (ltr), Jun 12, 1980, p.4

SCHIFFER, RICHARD
Noise law arouses strong feelings, Sep 16, 1982, p.1

SCHILLER, BLAKE
50 miles to the gallon (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.2

SCHILLER, LINDA
50 miles to the gallon (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.2

SCHILLER, MARVIN (DR)
Consultants elect local man Dr M Schiller to office (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.4

SCHILLER-STROM, MARIAN
M Schiller-Strom appointed to board of counselors, WP Hospital (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.6
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SCHILLER-STROM, MARIAN continued
Village Board to fix ceilings in library, Jan 29, 1981, p.1

SCHILLER-STROM, THOMAS
Library ceiling pencil-free; water restrictions in effect, Feb 12, 1981, p.1

CHINDEL, DONALD
Battle over trees, May 3, 1984, p.1

CHINELLER, MARISSA
Seeley Place book fair (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.11

CHIOTA, BARBARA
Ready for anything (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.2

CHIOTA, JEFFREY
Celebration at WFS (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.8

CHIOTA, JOHANNA
School superintendent Dr A Larson babysits sharks (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.15
Celebration at WFS (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.8

CHIOTA, STUART
School superintendent Dr A Larson babysits sharks (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.15
Auxiliaries fighting burglars (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.7

CHIOTA, STUART (AU)
Example for teenagers (ltr), Jul 29, 1982, p.6

CHLANDER, JON
New emergency system available to elderly, Jun 21, 1984, p.5

CHLECTER, AARON
Tuesday morning fever (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.3

CHLECHER, WALTER
W V Schleicher dies, Jan 29, 1981, p.14

CHLESINGER, ALBERT
Collapse of platform sends 11 partygoers to hospital, Sep 3, 1981, p.5

CHLESINGER, ALEXANDRA
For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1

CHLESINGER, BOB
Elected: B Schlesinger (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.13

CHLESINGER, JARRED
College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6

CHLESINGER, JENNIE
College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6

CHLESINGER, JILL
Graffiti on SHS doors unremovable (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.2
Soccer team wins it all (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Raiders capture 5th soccer title (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.1
SCS High School class of '83 (photo; list) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.3

CHLESINGER, MADELINE
Home at Wolff: M Schlesinger (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.15

CHLESINGER, MEREDITH
College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.6

CHLESINGER, MERI
SHS junior M Schlesinger's business is ballooning (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.20

CHLESINGER, MICHAEL
Trustees decline to support nuclear freeze resolution, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
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SCHLESINGER, MICHAEL continued
Creche's attorney fee criticized, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Taking divots at Crossway (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
Inaccurate image claimed (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
SCHLESINGER, MICHAEL (AU)
Local input on homes favored (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
Misdirected effort (ltr), Jun 16, 1983, p.6
SCHLESINGER, ROBERT
Three (P Bayersdorf, P Krupan, R Schlesinger) participate in Presidential Classroom, Jul 17, 1980, p.12
SCHLESINGER, SANDFORD
Split vote on five amendments to Non-Partisan Resolution, May 21, 1981, p.6
College families find getting there is half the battle (photo), Sep 2, 1983, p.6
SCHLESINGER, SANDFORD (AU)
Why public doesn't participate (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
SCHLESINGER, STUART
GCC opposes downzoning, Levittown repercussions (list), Feb 7, 1980, p.9
School funding proposals attacked by panelists (photo), May 29, 1980, p.13
GCC resolves to act on Central Ave issues, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
SCHLESINGER, SUSAN
Collapse of platform sends 11 partygoers to hospital, Sep 3, 1981, p.5
SCHLOSSBERG, MARJORIE
Heathcote PTA honors custodian S Valerio, Jun 5, 1980, p.17
Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Volunteers play key role in school libraries here, Dec 8, 1983, p.18
New mural at Heathcote (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.15
Warm greetings for Heathcote visitor J Hurwitz (photo; list), Mar 22, 1984, p.15
Schools feature reading aloud during National Library Week (photo; list), Apr 12, 1984, p.18
Heathcote school marks Book Week, Nov 29, 1984, p.22
SCHLOSSER, HARRY
Trustees okay Creche, 4-3, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Village Board to fix ceilings in library, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
SCHMEIL, ELHAE
BBH Baha'is recall victims of Iranian terror, Jul 16, 1981, p.13
SCHMERGE, ALBERT
Former resident A & Schmerge named trustee of Marymount, Feb 7, 1980, p.3
SCHMIDT, ANNA
Two AFS students, A Schmidt, M Aguilar, arrive (Education '84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.24
SCHMIDT, ELIZABETH
Freeze supporters try to build on 'The Day After', Nov 24, 1983, p.1
SCHMIDT, ELIZABETH (AU)
Wait for 100th (ltr), Aug 18, 1983, p.6
SCHMIDT, JOSEPH
Improved view, Oct 4, 1984, p.1
SCHMIDT, MARTHA
SCS Neighbors disband at 25th anniversary luncheon, Jun 9, 1983, p.5
Wait for 100th (ltr), Aug 18, 1983, p.6
M Schmidt dies, Jun 21, 1984, p.18
SCHMIDT, MARY
M Schmidt dies, Jan 6, 1983, p.16
SCHMIDT, RICHARD
Two painters, R Schmidt, C Spence, having exhibits at SCS National Bank, Nov 3, 1983, p.19
SCHMITT, JOSEPH
Rail strike taking toll on merchants (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Ready to deliver (photo; list), Apr 12, 1984, p.2
Few deliveries, May 17, 1984, p.1
Merchants report mixed response to evening hours, Jul 26, 1984, p.1

SCHMITZ, CLEMENS
C F Schaitz dies, Feb 24, 1983, p.12

SCHMOLKA, ANDREW
Family at One Foxhall now five years old (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.1

SCHMOLKA, LEN
A chorus line, LWV style (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.11

SCHMOLKA, LUCY
PT Council installs officers (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Board delays vote on bike penalties, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
PT Council lists leaders for year (list), Aug 28, 1980, p.13
Respect for volunteers (edit), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
New lifestyles, new challenges, Sep 18, 1980, p.5
Board defeats bike law, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Candidates named for Nominating Committee (list), Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Summer Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Committee proposes change in Non-Partisan Resolution, Apr 15, 1982, p.2
Citizens try to save courts (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Tennis court issue, Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Computer evolution hitting home (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.6
Better school budget format asked, May 26, 1983, p.1
Enrollment decline continues: Advisory Committee on Legislative Issues named (list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3
Family at One Foxhall now five years old (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.1

SCHMOLKA, LUCY (AU)
Step toward excellence (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
Open communication praised (ltr), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
Budget approval urged (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6
High school volunteers (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6

SCHNALL, ALBERT
Democrats renominate incumbents for November, Jun 25, 1981, p.20
Clerk F North appeals her dismissal, Dec 3, 1981, p.23
Assessor clerk F North seeks to be reinstated, Dec 17, 1981, p.18
Veteran: Town Hall shuffle near, Dec 8, 1983, p.11

SCHNALL, HIM
Democrats back Veteran, Feb 24, 1983, p.11
Democrats put off choice, Apr 21, 1983, p.10
Volunteers elect M Schnall, J Forstenzer, Jul 21, 1983, p.10
Pilla, Braca candidates for seat on Town Board, Sep 22, 1983, p.9
Veteran: Town Hall shuffle near, Dec 8, 1983, p.11

SCHNEIDER, A DAVID (DR)
Medical group honors three, May 31, 1984, p.9
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SCHNEIDER, CHARLES
   Scholarship fund drive opens (list), Jan 31, 1980, p.1
   Lions Club of SCS presents check to PTA scholarship fund (photo), May 8, 1980, p.2
   Scholarship fund (list), Jan 29, 1981, p.1
   Slow response to PTA's scholarship fund drive, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
   Drive going slowly, Mar 26, 1981, p.1
   Scholarship support (photo), May 7, 1981, p.20
   SCS man C A Schneider named VP at NJ firm, Apr 12, 1984, p.9

SCHNEIDER, CHARLES (AU)
   Scholarship drive makes goal (ltr), Jun 26, 1980, p.4
   Support appreciated (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6

SCHNEIDER, EDWARD
   Local residents E T Schneider, F B Powers Jr, W J Bleichert elected to board, Apr 1, 1982, p.13

SCHNEIDER, EDWARD (AU)
   Short-sighted move (ltr), Jan 12, 1984, p.6

SCHNEIDER, JANE
   WCC appoints Scarsdalian, Nov 5, 1981, p.2
   Graduation Day--so many memories (edit), Jun 18, 1981, p.7
   On joy of hosting AFS student (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6

SCHNEIDER, JOHN
   School funding proposals attacked by panelists (photo), May 29, 1980, p.13

SCHNEIDER, JOSHUA
   Home damaged by fire; Firefighter D Burns injured, Apr 24, 1980, p.15

SCHNEIDER, KURT
   Boys' State delegates (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.10

SCHNEIDER, MARTIN (DR-AU)
   Risk vs benefit in a nuclear age (edit), Mar 31, 1983, p.7

SCHNEIDER, NORMAN
   Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
   Candidates clash one more time, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

SCHNEIDER, SCOTT
   Four juniors (B Nusbaum, P Safian, N Shaw, S Schneider) look forward to living abroad next year (photo), May 1, 1980, p.2
   Returning students tell about experiences as AFS visitors (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.2
   Scenes from SCS Memorial Day 1981 (photo), May 28, 1981, p.8

SCHNEIDER, WILLIAM (DR)
   White Plains, Montefiore Hospitals to affiliate, Jun 26, 1980, p.5

SCHNEIDERMAN, JANE
   Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village, Oct 9, 1980, p.1

SCHNER, JEFF
   SHS alumni remember classmate C C Winston III (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.9

SCHNETZINGER, ED
   The subject was water (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.3

SCHNITZLER, THOMAS
   Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.26
   Labor law firm opening in area (list), Nov 19, 1981, p.8

SCHNUR, STEVEN (AU)
   Remembering the Holocaust - Two views: The horror the world ignored, some now seek to deny (edit), Apr 30, 1981, p.7
   What's under the safety net? (edit), Sep 24, 1981, p.7
   Yom Hashoah—a remembrance (edit), Apr 15, 1982, p.7
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SCHNUR, STEVEN (AU) continued
An to parley or parley to an? (edit), Sep 30, 1982, p.7
Mixed emotions about strike (ltr), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
Love in the library (edit), Jan 26, 1984, p.7
Save SCS's ravine (edit), Jun 7, 1984, p.7
A niece can grow on you (edit), Aug 2, 1984, p.7

SCHNUR, STEVEN (AU) continued
An to parley or parley to an? (edit), Sep 30, 1982, p.7
Mixed emotions about strike (ltr), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
Love in the library (edit), Jan 26, 1984, p.7
Save SCS's ravine (edit), Jun 7, 1984, p.7
A niece can grow on you (edit), Aug 2, 1984, p.7

SCHOEN, HEATHER
Family Day brings down the curtain on summer (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.1

SCHOEN, HERBERT (DR)
Local doctor H Schoen named to board, Jan 13, 1983, p.20

SCHOEN, HERBERT (DR-AU)
Move the composting area (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6

SCHOEN, MARIAN
Summer Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1

SCHOENFELD, EDWARD
E Schoenfeld killed in auto accident, Jan 14, 1982, p.3

SCHOENFELD, GLORIA
GCT air: a sense of community (photo; list), Oct 14, 1982, p.15

SCHOENFELD, MYRON (DR)
SCS MD's join staff at WP Hospital, Aug 26, 1982, p.2

SCHOENFELD, NEIL (AU)
Agreement on Garrison Land (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4

SCHOENFELD, RHODA
R C Schoenfeld dies, Dec 10, 1981, p.26

SCHOENIG, (MRS WILLIAM) (AU)
Think small, act now on Hutch (ltr), Feb 26, 1981, p.4

SCHOENIG, WILLIAM
W W Schoenig dies, Aug 2, 1984, p.20

SCHOENTHALER, DOROTHY
D L Schoenthaler dies, Sep 9, 1982, p.10

SCHOENTHALER, WOERNER
W F Schoenthaler dies, Feb 4, 1982, p.18

SCHOEPFLIN, PAUL
P Schoepflin dies, Mar 25, 1982, p.22

SCHOFIELD-BODT, BRIAN
Asbury congregation honors Rev B Schofield-Bodt (list), Jan 14, 1982, p.16

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS
SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID

SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TESTS

New SAT tutoring program to open, Aug 28, 1980, p.18
SAT tutoring is a growth industry in area (illus), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
Another way to prepare (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
Life after the SATs (edit), Oct 15, 1981, p.7
Can you 'prep' for the SATs? (edit), Feb 25, 1982, p.7
Learning Center gives SAT courses (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.21
Report on SAT's says 'cram course' useless, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
How to prepare for the SAT's (edit), Mar 3, 1983, p.7
EHS takes top rank in 1983 SAT scores, Oct 13, 1983, p.11
Kindergarten study begins; board considering SAT course, Dec 8, 1983, p.10
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SCHOOL BOARD looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p.10
The SAT's are coming, the SAT's are coming (edit), Mar 1, 1984, p.7
SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
EMT High Schoolers tops in county SAT results, Oct 18, 1984, p.11
In SAT's, time is of the essence (edit), Oct 25, 1984, p.7

SCHOLL, DANNY
Happy birthday (photo; list), Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Important named omitted: R Weinberger (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
Living with dignity on Foxhall Road (Part I) (photo; addl photo p 4), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
Training center builds sense of self-esteem (Part II) (photo; addl photo p 12), Jul 9, 1981, p.6

SCHOLL, ROSEMARY
Living with dignity on Foxhall Road (Part I) (photo; addl photo p 4), Jul 2, 1981, p.1

SCHOLLE, ELLEN (AU)
Accept Garrison property (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4

SCHOLLE, ROGER (AU)
Accept Garrison property (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4

SCHON, DIANE
EHS students J Frieden, D Schon take part in program at Tanglewood (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.15
EMT High Class of '82 is on its way! (photo; list), Jul 1, 1982, p.11

SCHON, LEW (DR)
Schn begins internship at NY hospital, Sep 20, 1984, p.8

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-EMT
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT-ELECTIONS
SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-ELECTIONS
SCHOOL BOARD-EMT
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT
SCHOOL BOARD-SCS
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS
SCHOOL BUDGET-EMT
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT-BUDGET
SCHOOL BUDGET-SCS
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-BUDGET

SCHOOL BUSES
Rescheduling at Quaker Ridge, May 8, 1980, p.1
Quaker Ridge parents up in arms over schedule proposal, May 15, 1980, p.1
On school bus savings (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
He favors more late buses (ltr), Jun 3, 1982, p.6
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Better school budget format asked, May 26, 1983, p.1
Board ends class ranking at EHS, Jun 16, 1983, p.11
Board fills new district-wide director's post in split vote, Jun 23, 1983, p.11
Reminder of school bus law (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.28
Board backs Finn in Seely decision, Sep 13, 1984, p.9

SCHOOL CROSSING GUARDS
Newcomer at Fox Meadow R Smith (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.5

SCHOOL DISCIPLINE
Against corporal punishment (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4

SCHOOL FOR JUSTICE AND PEACE
Church opens School for Justice, Peace, Sep 22, 1983, p.4
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SCHOOL NURSES
SEE NURSES

SCHOOL TAX
SEE TAXATION-GBH/SCS

SCHOOLS
Trinity to house Montessori school, Mar 20, 1980, p.2
Shanker opposes tuition tax credits; sees threat to public schools (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.6
SCS schools-envy of nation (edit), Jan 14, 1982, p.7
Turn the schools into learning laboratories (edit), Apr 29, 1982, p.7
SCS attorney J J Marett president of school (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.2
Senior Slump--a suggested cure (edit), Jun 2, 1983, p.7
Schools need good 'public relations' (edit), Aug 23, 1984, p.7
New director, M Shebsheivitz, appointed at Day School, Sep 13, 1984, p.18
SEE ALSO ART SCHOOLS, DANCE SCHOOLS, LANGUAGE SCHOOLS, MUSIC SCHOOLS

SCHOOLS, ART
SEE ART SCHOOLS

SCHOOLS, DANCE
SEE DANCE SCHOOLS

SCHOOLS, LANGUAGE
SEE LANGUAGE SCHOOLS

SCHOOLS, MILITARY
Who goes to a military academy? (edit), Feb 25, 1982, p.7
SEE ALSO US AIR FORCE ACADEMY, US MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY, US MILITARY ACADEMY (WEST POINT)

SCHOOLS, MUSIC
SEE MUSIC SCHOOLS

SCHOOLS, PRIVATE
Job action at IHM; Strike looms (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1
All parishes contribute (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
One-day strike at IHM (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.1
(New Rochelle) Academy reports 100% of its graduates go to college (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.21
Holy Child students join Honor Society (list), Nov 8, 1984, p.20

SCHOOLS, PRIVATE-GRADUATION
Private school graduates listed (list), Jun 26, 1980, p.6
Private schools graduate residents (list), Jun 25, 1981, p.3
SCS residents among private school graduates (list), Jul 1, 1982, p.7
Local students graduate from private schools (list) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.6
Local students receive private school diplomas(list) (Graduation '84 Supp), Jun 28, 1984, p.20

SCHOOLS-ARDSLEY
State funding nature program, Aug 7, 1980, p.8

SCHOOLS-BRONXVILLE-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS
Riflery team sighted on a better image (photo; addl photo p 8; list), Mar 11, 1982, p.6

SCHOOLS-EMT
Japanese visitors in EMT schools for Superintendent's Day (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.9
GCC opposes downzoning, Levittown repercussions (list), Feb 7, 1980, p.9
New school year, 'new era' begin in schools Thursday, Sep 3, 1981, p.13
Public invited to join forum on district needs, Apr 1, 1982, p.11
EMT picks J L Finn as superintendent, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
New superintendent J L Finn puts people first (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.13
Referendum needed for (EMT school) phone systea, Jul 7, 1983, p.9
Vote set for new phones, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
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SCHOOLS-EMT continued
  First day of school (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.11
  EMT schools set lofty goals (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.19
  Schools (EMT) get bomb threats, Mar 22, 1984, p.11
  Counselor M S Rogers trains for new duties (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.9
  EMT district taking pride in high school's high award (Education '84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.22
  SCS Natl Bank salutes EMT Schools (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.26

SCHOOLS-EMT-ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
  SEE TEACHERS-EMT

SCHOOLS-EMT-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
  Learning skills vs COH; Crowders honored by GO, May 15, 1980, p.15
  Plaudits and tributes mark Board of Ed year-end meeting, Jun 11, 1981, p.18
  Altieri is board president (list), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
  School programs examined in open board discussions on Tuesday, Dec 16, 1982, p.15

SCHOOLS-EMT-ATTENDANCE
  Grading review on board's agenda, Apr 28, 1983, p.14

SCHOOLS-EMT-BUDGET
  SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT-BUDGET

SCHOOLS-EMT-BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
  Board may raise building-use fees, Jan 15, 1981, p.11
  Board of Education revises phys ed substitution rule, Feb 12, 1981, p.17
  Board delays action on building charges, Feb 26, 1981, p.13
  Board hears plea for support of interscholastic athletics, Mar 12, 1981, p.21

SCHOOLS-EMT-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
  Board hears proposals for capital projects, Dec 3, 1981, p.23
  Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
  Board presents $9.25 million budget; faculty cuts included, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
  Board hears report on pupil personnel, Mar 3, 1983, p.13
  Seely parents ask board for reassurance on class size, Jun 2, 1983, p.13
  Finn takes onus on 'Sunshine' evasion (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.11
  I want them to remember; Ed Clay creates new offices (photo), May 31, 1984, p.11
  New play areas nearly done after a year of hard work (photo; list), Jun 28, 1984, p.10
  More than thanks (edit), Jul 5, 1984, p.6
  The right stuff (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.9

SCHOOLS-EMT-COMMITTEE ON SPECIAL EDUCATION
  SEE SCHOOLS-EMT-COMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED

SCHOOLS-EMT-COMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED
  State praises EMT's handicapped programs, Apr 17, 1980, p.15
  Parents wary of school's program for handicapped, Apr 24, 1980, p.15
  Learning skills vs COH; Crowders honored by GO, May 15, 1980, p.15
  Altieri is board president (list), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
  Four gain tenure; no day care OK yet, May 13, 1982, p.11
  Special ed director Dr E Margolis makes haste slowly (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.11
  Kennedy appointed principal at Seely (list), Jul 5, 1984, p.9
  Seely safety study gets a green light, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
  District given right to evaluate child, Dec 20, 1984, p.10

SCHOOLS-EMT-COMPUTER PROGRAM
  Board appoints Finn, Fornges; Children's Center is approved, Aug 5, 1982, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-CURRICULUM
  Board of Ed OK's semester courses, rejects mid-year exam; Italian considered, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-EMT-CURRICULUM continued
Board hears plea for support of interscholastic athletics, Mar 12, 1981, p.21
Ten million dollar budget with 7.7% tax raise gets School Board okay, Apr 7, 1983, p.11
High School scheduling is focus at quiet School Board meeting, Oct 13, 1983, p.11
Board gets tough on snow removal, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
Board winds clock for study of all-day kindergarten plan, Nov 3, 1983, p.11
Board resumes 'classic' argument, Jan 5, 1984, p.9
SAT course for EMT asked (ltr), Jan 19, 1984, p.6
Board of Ed enters Moundroukas battle, May 10, 1984, p.13
District moves to follow state lead, May 24, 1984, p.11
SEE ALSO NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS-PROGRAMS

SCHOOLS-EMT-EMPLOYEES
Board sets goals; safety is concern, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
Leaving Greenville (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.10
SEE ALSO TEACHERS-EMT

SCHOOLS-EMT-EMPLOYEES-WAGES AND SALARIES
Pay raises for staff approved, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
Labor talks get nowhere, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
SEE ALSO TEACHERS-EMT-WAGES AND SALARIES

SCHOOLS-EMT-ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM
Special ed director Dr E Margolis makes haste slowly (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.11
Board winds clock for study of all-day kindergarten plan, Nov 3, 1983, p.11
Kindergarten study begins; board considering SAT course, Dec 8, 1983, p.10

SCHOOLS-EMT-ENROLLMENT
School Board considering stiffer cutting penalties, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Board passes new cut policy, 5 to 2, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
School programs examined in open board discussions on Tuesday, Dec 16, 1982, p.15
Long-range forecasts, current problems liven board meeting, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
Ten million dollar budget calls for 7.7% tax raise; aid assured, Mar 17, 1983, p.11
Ten million dollar budget with 7.7% tax raise gets School Board okay, Apr 7, 1983, p.11
First grade, upkeep at Seely discussed, Apr 14, 1983, p.13
Finn repeats idea for regrouping lower grades, Apr 28, 1983, p.15
Seely parents ask board for reassurance on class size, Jun 2, 1983, p.13
Referendum needed for (EMT school) phone system, Jul 7, 1983, p.9
John Moyle named to (EMT) School Board, Aug 18, 1983, p.9
Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11
Board: 44 is limit for first grade at Seely; no vote taken, Jul 19, 1984, p.9

SCHOOLS-EMT-FACULTY
SEE TEACHERS-EMT

SCHOOLS-EMT-FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM
Board of Ed OK's semester courses, rejects mid-year exam; Italian considered, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
Long-range forecasts, current problems liven board meeting, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
Board study series opens with broad reviews of operations, Feb 17, 1983, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM
Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part I), Mar 27, 1980, p.15
Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part II) (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13
School programs examined in open board discussions on Tuesday, Dec 16, 1982, p.15
Board study series opens with broad reviews of operations, Feb 17, 1983, p.11
Board opens faculty courses; OK's plan for gifted/talented, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
Concern with gifted/talented voiced, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-EMT-GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM continued

Special ed director Dr E Margolis makes haste slowly (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.11
Board winds clock for study of all-day kindergarten plan, Nov 3, 1983, p.11
Minimum criteria for gifted/talented set, Jan 12, 1984, p.11
Selection criteria for 'gifted' set, Feb 9, 1984, p.11
Board OK's bringing BOCES pupils home, Jun 14, 1984, p.11
New G/T curricula to be written this summer, Jun 21, 1984, p.10
Hockey team to get coach and uniforms: EHT Board of Education (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-GIFTS

Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-GRADING SYSTEM

Grading review on board's agenda, Apr 28, 1983, p.14

SCHOOLS-EMT-GREENVILLE

Greenville and Seely Place youngsters treated to 'An Adventure With Alice' (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.11
Leaps abounding: EHT students share stage at Madison Square Garden (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.15
Junior choristers from Greenville School (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.15
Time for sixth graders to move up (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.19
Shopping at the book fair (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.21
Junior Chorus sings out (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.11
Happiness is 6th grade caap (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.18
Moving Up Day for Seely...and Greenville (photo; list), Jun 25, 1981, p.20
Don't ask (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.13
Greenville first and second graders prepare Tom Turkey (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17
Your ordinary tarantula (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.10
Painting the Chinese way (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.11
Local boys caught after $2,000 vandalism spree, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
Greenville, Seely Place receive gifts from PTA, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
Pleased to meet (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.11
Ars poetica (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.14
Down beat; please (photo), May 12, 1983, p.13
Moving up day at Seely Place, Greenville (photo; list) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.15
All I want for Christmas... (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.9
The way it was (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.11
Full house (photo), May 17, 1984, p.9
I want them to remember; Ed Clay creates new offices (photo), May 31, 1984, p.11
Thirty times sixth (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.10
New play areas nearly done after a year of hard work (photo; list), Jun 28, 1984, p.10
Greenville School sixth graders move up to strains of Climb Every Mt (list) (Graduation '84 Supp), Jun 28, 1984, p.19
Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10
Who ya gonna call? Flaaebusters! (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.8
Spreading holiday cheer (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.10
Celebrating Hanukah (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-GREENVILLE-PERFORMING ARTS

Songtime (photo), May 21, 1981, p.19
Ho! Ho! Ho! (photo), Dec 29, 1982, p.10
Snowflakes (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.10

SCHOOLS-EMT-GUIDANCE PROGRAM


SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL

Marathoners hit $11,000 in fundraiser (photo), Feb 20, 1980, p.15
SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL  continued

Edgemeaters cheer H Zia at AFS Valentine's Day flower sale (photo), Feb 21, 1980, p.11
38 from EHS earn regents scholarships (list), Mar 6, 1980, p.11
EHS awards assembly honors leaders, scholars (list), Jun 19, 1980, p.11
School Board considering stiffer cutting penalties, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Four seniors named merit semifinalists (list), Sep 18, 1980, p.15
School Board studies cutting, Sep 25, 1980, p.17
6 O Coffeehouse night (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.17
Back to School night at EMT (photo; list), Oct 16, 1980, p.13
Blue and Green Homecoming (photo; list), Oct 23, 1980, p.15
Off the list (East of the Sun), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Historic music (photo; list), Dec 11, 1980, p.25
EMT High students find parenting is not exactly easy (photo; list), Jan 1, 1981, p.7
EHS class officers enjoy perks (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.7
Setting to know you (photo; list), Jan 1, 1981, p.13
All you can eat for 99 cents (photo; list), Feb 5, 1981, p.15
Seniors named to Cum Laude (list), Feb 5, 1981, p.15
AFS flower sale (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.13
Preparing to save a life; EHS students work on CPR (photo; list), Mar 5, 1981, p.21
Merit awards for Model UN (list), Mar 5, 1981, p.21
Gymnastic, dance show lights up EHS evening (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.21
Dance Marathon; 24 hours for $2,000 Scholarship Fund aid (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.19
Arson suspected in (EMT) high school fire (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.21
Regents winners named; 49 EHS seniors qualify (list), Apr 9, 1981, p.21
From "Portfolio" (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.17
Edgemeaters smelling roses in music, language contests (list), Jun 4, 1981, p.17
EMT students named; achievement is their game (list), Jun 18, 1981, p.16
Two assistant principals, N Taddiken, Dr E Larson, selected; new administrative team at EHS, Aug 27, 1981, p.13
About 35 EHS students paint street in front of school (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Seniors rate Merit honors (list), Oct 1, 1981, p.12
District expenses rise as vandalism at EHS takes toll, Oct 22, 1981, p.15
Harlem Wizard-ry (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.15
Cum Laude taps seniors (list), Nov 26, 1981, p.17
Middle States report gives EHS high marks, Jan 21, 1982, p.11
New counselor, S Moriarty, hired at EHS, Feb 4, 1982, p.11
43 EMT students named Regents scholars (list), Feb 25, 1982, p.11
Larkin quits as principal, Mar 4, 1982, p.13
Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
Tom Edwards named principal at EHS; search begins for Seely, May 20, 1982, p.11
Awards assemblies honor students at junior and senior high, Jun 17, 1982, p.10
Eliot Larson leaving EHS, Jun 17, 1982, p.11
Jim Bold to return to EHS with new job and more pay, Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Correction to Jun 17 EMT Junior-Senior High awards article, Jun 24, 1982, p.11
EHS to get TV transmitter, Jul 22, 1982, p.11
Kennedy named to high school staff, Sep 2, 1982, p.11
Another opening (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.11
EHS musicians honored here, ready for road (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.11
Vandals chop school trees, Dec 23, 1982, p.11
Thieves hit high school, Dec 30, 1982, p.9
EMT High School host for US-Korean exchange (list), Jan 27, 1983, p.9
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL continued

NYS Regents scholarships awarded to 48 at EHS (list), Mar 3, 1983, p.13
Board hears report on pupil personnel, Mar 3, 1983, p.13
Giving (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.11
Still smiling (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.11
Cum Laude members (photo; list), Jun 16, 1983, p.11
Student achievements marked at EHS year-end awards assembly (photo; list), Jun 23, 1983, p.10
Seven from EHS win recognition (list), Sep 15, 1983, p.10
EHS takes top rank in 1983 SAT scores, Oct 13, 1983, p.11
Scholarship group initiates new tribute gift program, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
Sailors of an autumn dawn (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.12
Dunsmore to mark 50 years of song with EMT Association (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.9
Staff gives views on Regents Action Plan, Feb 2, 1984, p.10
EHS volunteers commended (list), Feb 9, 1984, p.11
Roses for EHS, Feb 16, 1984, p.10
Over one-third of EHS seniors earn Regents scholarships (list), Mar 1, 1984, p.10
Mandatory counseling program for all EMT ninth graders being planned, Mar 1, 1984, p.11
EHS places six Merit finalists (list), Mar 8, 1984, p.11
Step up for EHS, Mar 29, 1984, p.11
At the dance (for Snisky Memorial Fund) (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.10
May is month of honors for EHS students and faculty (list), May 31, 1984, p.10
High school students collect accolades at awards assembly (list), Jun 21, 1984, p.11
After the prom was over (photo; list), Jun 21, 1984, p.11
EHS named as top US school, Jun 21, 1984, p.11
EMT officials Dr A Attalenti, Dr T Edwards, J Finn to accept EHS award, Aug 16, 1984, p.9
EMT district taking pride in high school's high award (Education '84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.22
Happy days (photo; list), Sep 6, 1984, p.10
Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10
Rallying round the flag (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.11
Twenty EHS seniors cited (list), Sep 27, 1984, p.9
Fifteen named to Cum Laude (list), Oct 4, 1984, p.10
EMT High Schoolers tops in county SAT results, Oct 18, 1984, p.11
EMT high school to be recognized for excellence, Oct 25, 1984, p.11
EMT celebrates selection as one of nation's top schools (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.13
Students help Heart Assn, Dec 27, 1984, p.9

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-ALUMNI TEA

Old grads never die; they go to Alumni Tea (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.9

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-ATTENDANCE

New cutting policy passed by board, Nov 20, 1980, p.15
New cutting policy formulated for EHS, Sep 10, 1981, p.15
Board passes new cut policy, 5 to 2, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Larkin: gym program is OK, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
Controversial cut penalties lifted (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.9
Kennedy named to high school staff, Sep 2, 1982, p.11
Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-CHEERLEADERS

No gym exemptions for cheerleaders, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
Winning form (photo; list), Dec 15, 1983, p.13

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-CLUBS

Dancin' (photo), Jan 9, 1981, p.11
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAM
School programs examined in open board discussions on Tuesday, Dec 16, 1982, p.15

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-CURRICULUM
Board of Ed OK's semester courses, rejects mid-year exam; Italian considered, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
School Board to consider religion course elective, Feb 14, 1980, p.11
School Board says yes to Italian, co-op. religion; adds one day to recess, Mar 13, 1980, p.11
On Italian in school (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
Seeley Auditorium referendum set, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
Defining education at EHS: everyone gets into the act, May 21, 1981, p.19
Auditorium dedication, policy discussion at board meeting, Feb 11, 1982, p.11
Board approves five-course minimum in grades 9 to 12, Mar 25, 1982, p.19
Elective courses proposed for EHS, Apr 1, 1982, p.11
Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
$9.35 million school budget keeps Latin program, faculty, Apr 22, 1982, p.11
Board hires new EHS counselor; studies course proposals, Jan 13, 1983, p.11
Board approves five EHS courses, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
District adopts tough drug code, Dec 13, 1984, p.15

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-DEBATE TEAM
Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
Toa Edwards named principal at EHS; search begins for Seeley, May 20, 1982, p.11
Board opens faculty courses; OK's plan for gifted/talented, Mar 10, 1983, p.13

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-DETENTION
Cut policy, athletic program are issues at board meeting, Oct 15, 1981, p.13

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-EXAMINATIONS
Board of Ed OK's semester courses, rejects mid-year exam; Italian considered, Jan 10, 1980, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-GENERAL ORGANIZATION
Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16
Board returns to business as usual, Oct 21, 1982, p.11
District considers drug code, Nov 22, 1984, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADING SYSTEM
School board sets ambitious program, Nov 11, 1982, p.12
Drop EHS class ranking, change grade weighting, report asks, May 12, 1983, p.13
Proposals to board aim at high school, May 19, 1983, p.10
Seeley parents ask board for reassurance on class size, Jun 2, 1983, p.13
Student says he was misquoted (ltr), Jun 16, 1983, p.6
Board ends class ranking at EHS, Jun 16, 1983, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION
122 graduates in EMT high school class of '80 (photo; list), Jun 26, 1980, p.19
EMT's largest ever graduating class (photo list), Jun 25, 1981, p.21
Proa time (photo list), Jun 24, 1982, p.11
EMT High Class of '82 is on its way! (photo list), Jul 1, 1982, p.11
Proposals to board aim at high school, May 19, 1983, p.10
Fair weather for graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.11
EMT High School Class of '83 (photo) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.7
A proud graduation (photo list), Jun 28, 1984, p.11
EMT High School Class of 1984 (photo; list) (Graduation '84 Supp), Jun 28, 1984, p.6

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-GUIDANCE PROGRAM
School guidance program is chosen for state publication, Nov 17, 1983, p.9
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-PERFORMING ARTS
  Senior singers (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.9
  Strutting (photo; list), Mar 11, 1982, p.12

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
  Board of Education revises phys ed substitution rule, Feb 12, 1981, p.17
  Larkin: gym program is OK, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
  Parents urge board to support interscholastic athletics, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
  Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
  No gym exemptions for cheerleaders, Jan 28, 1982, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-RANKING SYSTEM
  SEE SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADING SYSTEM

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-REUNIONS
  EHS Class of '61 gathers (list), Jun 11, 1981, p.19
  Reunion (photo; list), Dec 31, 1981, p.9

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-SCHEDULING
  High School scheduling is focus at quiet School Board meeting, Oct 13, 1983, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS
  Seniors call poster policy step in the right direction, May 15, 1980, p.15

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS
  EHS Winter Sports Award winners and participants (photo; list), Mar 27, 1980, p.15
  Honored athletes at EHS spring sports award dinner (photo; list), Jun 12, 1980, p.15
  School Board: Hearing on apartments urged; 8-man football may be coming, Aug 14, 1980, p.7
  Football season (at EHS) cancelled; too few boys turn out (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.11
  Cross Country teams win their sections (photo; list), Nov 27, 1980, p.15
  Outstanding athletes at EHS (photo; list), Nov 27, 1980, p.15
  Board hears plea for support of interscholastic athletics, Mar 12, 1981, p.21
  Valuable people (photo; list), Mar 19, 1981, p.19
  Awards assembly climaxes winter sports season, Mar 19, 1981, p.19
  Athletic awards (photo; list), Jun 11, 1981, p.19
  Cut policy, athletic program are issues at board meeting, Oct 15, 1981, p.13
  Fall season trophy holders (photo; list), Dec 3, 1981, p.22
  Sports at EHT High (edit), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
  Larkin: gym program is OK, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
  Parents urge board to support interscholastic athletics, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
  Athletics seen neglected (lit), Dec 24, 1981, p.6
  Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
  Winter sports awards (photo; list), Mar 18, 1982, p.10
  Trophy winners (photo; list), Jun 10, 1982, p.10
  Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16
  All champs (photo; list), Nov 25, 1982, p.13
  Sailies (photo; list), Mar 10, 1983, p.12
  Good sports (photo; list), Jun 9, 1983, p.11
  Sports staffing at EHS: call it a whole new ballgame, Jun 30, 1983, p.11
  Banner season (edit), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
  Board prepares to fight state plan, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
  Honored at sports dinner (photo; list), Nov 24, 1983, p.8
  Winners (at E Club Sports Awards Assembly) (photo; list), Mar 15, 1984, p.11
  Trophy time (photo; list), Jun 14, 1984, p.10
  Former Coach of the Year T Smith comes to EHS, Jun 14, 1984, p.11
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS continued

Hockey team to get coach and uniforms: EMT Board of Education (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.11
Honored at sports dinner (photo; list), Nov 29, 1984, p.11
Hockey team still looking for coach, Dec 6, 1984, p.11
SEE ALSO NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL SPORTS, EX FOOTBALL

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-STEP-NEWCOMERS CLUB

STEP-Newcomers group acts to bridge culture gap at EHS (photo; list), Feb 26, 1981, p.13

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-SYRACUSE U PROJECT ADVANCE

Proposals to board aim at high school, May 19, 1983, p.10

SCHOOLS-EMT-HISTORY

Setting new records for service to youth, community: C Blanford (photo), Apr 30, 1981, p.25

SCHOOLS-EMT-HONORS PROGRAM

Parents' concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
John Royle named to (EMT) School Board, Aug 18, 1983, p.9
Board winds clock for study of all-day kindergarten plan, Nov 3, 1983, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-INSURANCE

On EMT insurance policy (ltr), Dec 1, 1983, p.6

SCHOOLS-EMT-JUNIOR HIGH

EMT students named; achievement is their game (list), Jun 18, 1981, p.16
Awards assemblies honor students at junior and senior high, Jun 17, 1982, p.10
Correction to Jun 17 EMT Junior-Senior High awards article, Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Jr high ceremonies (list), Jun 23, 1983, p.10
Smily Award goes to three at jr high (list), Jun 21, 1984, p.10

SCHOOLS-EMT-JUNIOR HIGH-LEARNING SKILLS CENTER

Learning skills vs CDH; Crowders honored by G O, May 15, 1980, p.15

SCHOOLS-EMT-KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM

Seely parents ask board for reassurance on class size, Jun 2, 1983, p.13
Board winds clock for study of all-day kindergarten plan, Nov 3, 1983, p.11
Kindergarten study begins; board considering SAT course, Dec 8, 1983, p.10
ECCE: Board 'obligated' to provide full-day kindergarten, Mar 8, 1984, p.11
A full day for our children (ltr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6
Finn recomends keeping the half-day kindergarten program, Mar 29, 1984, p.11
Board okays $10.9 million budget with 9.1% tax increase, Apr 5, 1984, p.10
New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11
Board sets initial teacher aide study, Jun 7, 1984, p.10

SCHOOLS-EMT-LUNCH PROGRAM

Parents protest 45-minute lunch, Oct 16, 1980, p.13
New cutting policy passed by board, Nov 20, 1980, p.15
New primary lunch schedule under study for next year, May 28, 1981, p.17
Altieri is board president (list), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
Board passes new cut policy, 5 to 2, Sep 17, 1981, p.13

SCHOOLS-EMT-PARENT SUPPORT GROUPS

Interest in parent support groups emerges, Jan 20, 1983, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-PERFORMING ARTS

Junior choristers from Brevierville School (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.15
Junior Chorus sings out (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.11
E Kennedy's sixth grade celebrating with heart program (photo; list), Feb 11, 1982, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-PLAYING FIELDS

Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-EMT-PLAYING FIELDS  continued
  First grade, upkeep at Seely discussed, Apr 14, 1983, p.13

SCHOOLS-EMT-PTA
  Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part I), Mar 27, 1980, p.15
  What as I bid? (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.15
  Ceremonies honoring EMT PTA officers (photo; list), May 22, 1980, p.15
  Shopping at the book fair (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.21
  A treat for the teachers (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.11
  PTSA elects B1-2 officers (list), Mar 19, 1981, p.19
  Installations: PTA and PTSA (photo; list), May 21, 1981, p.10
  EMT PTA provides varied school programs (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.24
  International cuisine (photo), Feb 18, 1982, p.11
  PTSA nominees tapped; Joyce Albert heads slate (list), Feb 25, 1982, p.11
  PTA honors Seely teacher D Yannantuono (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.11
  PTSA gavel (photo; list), May 20, 1982, p.10
  Corrections: PTA, PTSA officers reversed in May 20 photo, May 27, 1982, p.10
  PTA to present Woman of the Year S M Miller (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.11
  Interest in parent support groups aerges, Jan 20, 1983, p.11
  Greenville, Seely Place receive gifts from PTA, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
  Stimulating school environment is major goal of EMT PTA (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.29
  Busy year for EMT PTSA (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.29
  Council turns PTAs down on meeting plan, Mar 10, 1983, p.12
  PTA executive boards plan for open candidate forum next year, Mar 31, 1983, p.15
  GCC seeks dialogue with PTA's officers, Apr 7, 1983, p.10
  PTA awards (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.10
  New PTSA officers to be installed (list), May 12, 1983, p.13
  PTSA officers (photo; list), May 19, 1983, p.11
  PTSA installs (photo; list), May 26, 1983, p.11
  Concern with gifted/talented voiced, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
  School-home communication is goal of EMT PTSA (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.33
  Social moment (photo; list), May 10, 1984, p.13
  PTSA officers (photo; list), May 17, 1984, p.8
  More than thanks (edit), Jul 5, 1984, p.6
  PTSA involves EMT parents (Education '84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.26

SCHOOLS-EMT-RACIAL/ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION
  Minorities comprise 18.8% of EMT students: ethnic study, Dec 15, 1983, p.12

SCHOOLS-EMT-RENOVATION
  SEE SCHOOLS-EMT-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

SCHOOLS-EMT-RENTAL OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS
  Board ends class ranking at EHS, Jun 16, 1983, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-SCHEDULING
  Farewells at board meeting; school changes explained, Jun 10, 1982, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-SEELY PLACE
  Community service abounds at Seely Place School (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.11
  Greenville and Seely Place youngsters treated to 'An Adventure With Alice' (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.11
  Ribbon cutting ceremonies at Seely Place open new photography dark room (photo; list), Mar 6, 1980, p.11
  American Indian assembly programs at Seely Place with M Schoumatoff (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.11
  Leaps abounding: EMT students share stage at Madison Square Garden (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.15
  Swing your partner (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.11
  Time for sixth graders to move up (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.19
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-ENT-SEELEY PLACE  continued

Parents protest 45-minute lunch, Oct 16, 1980, p.13
At Seeley Place, Carter won (photo; list), Nov 6, 1980, p.15
All dressed for Halloween (photo; list), Nov 6, 1980, p.15
Foil and tin cans for lunch (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.15
Prize-winning class (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.17
Seeley museum program brings new view of art (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.21
Happiness is 6th grade camp (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.18
Moving Up Day for Seeley...and Greenville (photo; list), Jun 25, 1981, p.20
Ribbon cutting (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.10
Painting the Chinese way (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.11
Bob Fornges is at home with change, Mar 25, 1982, p.19
A flowering memory: Hays garden at Seeley (photo), May 6, 1982, p.15
Day care group planning for Seeley Place center, May 20, 1982, p.11
Tow Edwards named principal at EHS; search begins for Seeley, May 20, 1982, p.11
King dramatization (photo; list), Jan 20, 1983, p.11
Greenville, Seeley Place receive gifts from PTA; Jan 27, 1983, p.9
Long-range forecasts, current problems liven board meeting, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
Talented (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.12
Calypso (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.12
Ten million dollar budget with 7.7% tax raise gets School Board okay, Apr 7, 1983, p.11
First grade, upkeep at Seeley discussed, Apr 14, 1983, p.13
Spring song (photo), May 26, 1983, p.10
Seeley parents ask board for reassurance on class size, Jun 2, 1983, p.13
Bizarre Bazaar (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.11
Moving up day at Seeley Place, Greenville (photo; list) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.15
Parents' concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
John Moyle named to (EMT) School Board, Aug 18, 1983, p.9
She got rhythm (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.11
Horrors! (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.10
Kindergarten study begins; board considering SAT course, Dec 8, 1983, p.10
Talents (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.11
How we traveled west (photo; list), Apr 12, 1984, p.11
Board replacing Seeley principal R C Fornges, Apr 19, 1984, p.11
How many pages? (photo), May 10, 1984, p.12
Parents asked to participate in selection of administrator, May 17, 1984, p.9
Event of the year (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.11
Seeley Olympics (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.10
Bazaar: $685 and counting, Jun 21, 1984, p.11
New play areas nearly done after a year of hard work (photo; list), Jun 28, 1984, p.10
Seeley Place sixth graders remember those left behind (photo; list) (Graduation '84 Supp), Jun 28, 1984, p.10
Kennedy appointed principal at Seeley (list), Jul 5, 1984, p.9
Board: 44 is limit for first grade at Seeley; no vote taken, Jul 19, 1984, p.9
Seeley safety study gets a green light, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
Seeley Place quiet now...(Education '84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.21
Give us another teacher: parents of Seeley fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10
Board backs Finn in Seeley decision, Sep 13, 1984, p.9
Students here get headstart on their aap, amas, amat (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.8
Who ya gonna call? Flamebusters! (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.8
Seeley Place book fair (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.11
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SCHOOLS-EMT-SEELY PLACE-AUDITORIUM
  Auditorium dedication, policy discussion at board meeting, Feb 11, 1982, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-SEELY PLACE-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
  Board unveils auditorium plan, Oct 30, 1980, p.21
  Seely Auditorium referendum set, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
  Voters okay Seely renovation (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.13
  Referendum set on Seely auditorium, Jan 8, 1981, p.11
  Auditorium at Seely Place School enters final phase (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.14

SCHOOLS-EMT-SEELY PLACE-PERFORMING ARTS
  On their way (photo), May 7, 1981, p.25
  Songtime (photo), May 21, 1981, p.19
  Martin Luther King Day (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.10
  Scary (photo; list), Nov 4, 1982, p.10
  Seely Place School senior chorus marks season with annual concert (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.9

SCHOOLS-EMT-SEELY PLACE-SOCIAL PROBLEM SOLVING PRG
  Proposals to board aim at high school, May 19, 1983, p.10
  Seely students learn skills in handling social problems (photo), May 19, 1983, p.11
  Seely parents ask board for reassurance on class size, Jun 2, 1983, p.13

SCHOOLS-EMT-SPECIAL EDUCATION
  State praises EMT’s handicapped programs, Apr 17, 1980, p.15
  Parents wary of school’s program for handicapped, Apr 24, 1980, p.15
  Board fills new district-wide director’s post in split vote, Jun 23, 1983, p.11
  Special ed director Dr E Margolis makes haste slowly (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.11
  School Board looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p.10
  Board OK’s bringing BOCES pupils home, Jun 14, 1984, p.11
  SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-EMT-COMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED, SCHOOLS-EMT-GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM

SCHOOLS-EMT-STATE AID
  Ten million dollar budget calls for 7.7% tax raise; aid assured, Mar 17, 1983, p.11
  Cuozo budget would cut aid to schools here, Jan 19, 1984, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT-STATE SKILLS CENTER
  School Board OK’s budget; hears 9-12 skills report, Apr 10, 1980, p.13

SCHOOLS-EMT-TESTING

SCHOOLS-68H
  First day of school (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.15
  Central 7 is unique! (edit), Oct 8, 1981, p.7
  Something dramatic must be done (edit), Aug 11, 1983, p.7
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SCHOOLS-GBH-PLAYING FIELDS
Town Board raises ceiling for senior rent abatement, Oct 13, 1983, p.10

SCHOOLS-GBH-WEBB SCHOOL
- EMT residents oppose town pooling of escrow funds, Dec 17, 1981, p.17

SCHOOLS-JAPAN
- In Japan, kids have a "bunko" (edit), Aug 26, 1982, p.7

SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE
- Meyer stresses need for reforms (photo), Jan 26, 1984, p.11
- Task Force member S Aalung to report on school financing study (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.1
- DelBello backs bike path, school financing reform (photo), May 29, 1980, p.1
- School funding proposals attacked by panelists (photo), May 29, 1980, p.13
- Burrows forms coalition of legislators on school aid, Feb 12, 1981, p.11
- Sobol proposes funding formula, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
- PTA delegates attend state conference, Nov 25, 1982, p.21

SCHOOLS-NEW YORK, NY
- School wing dedicated (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.28

SCHOOLS-PLEASANTVILLE

SCHOOLS-SCS
- Schools: Signs of progress photo (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.17
- 1979 the year of computers in SCS schools (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.19
- Mediocre schools ahead? (ltr), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
- Welcome back! School opens for new year (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.1
- Wrong time of day (ltr), Apr 16, 1981, p.6
- Institute opens in Hartsdale, May 7, 1981, p.15
- Institute adds full-time director: A S Pasternak (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.4
- The real source of schools' excellence (ltr), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
- A Holy Day is not a Holiday (ltr), Oct 22, 1981, p.6
- SCS schools-envy of nation (edit), Jan 14, 1982, p.7
- Snowfall is no snow job on Superintendent Sobol (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.3
- New face in the schools (photo), May 6, 1982, p.5
- School Board Pres Lesnick describes planning for opening of school year (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.17
- Dr Sobol reviews state of the schools, Sep 9, 1982, p.6
- Village has new safety program (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.12
- School calendar, Jan 6, 1983, p.1
- School sells bond issue, Mar 3, 1983, p.5
- Children study environment through Audubon Society grant (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.15
- Use for a closed school (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
- School signs, Aug 25, 1983, p.1
- Mentor offers lessons for language students (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.21
- Back to school after longest summer (photo; list), Sep 15, 1983, p.1
- Getting to know you (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.20
- Survey indicates that schools are residents' top priority, Oct 27, 1983, p.2
- SCS schools mark Book Week, Nov 17, 1983, p.14
- Schools win acclaim for effort to offer every student 'best possible experience' (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.19
SCHOOLS-SCS continued
Holiday snowed out, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Schools feature reading aloud during National Library Week (photo; list), Apr 12, 1984, p.10
Writer wants Meyer in Albany (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
Village, school plan unified youth program, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Computer, health ed, youth outreach receiving increased attention in SCS schools (Education '84 Supp, Aug 30, 1984, p.21
School's open--ready or not (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
SEE TEACHERS-SCS

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
Class trip (to China), Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Old China hands (photo; list), Feb 19, 1981, p.2
Local students Beijing bound (list), Feb 26, 1981, p.1
A School group saw many facets of China (photo), May 7, 1981, p.8
SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
No trip, Oct 22, 1981, p.1
SHS Alternative School students at Law Enforcement Theory and Practice course (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.8
School can be democratic (edit), Mar 31, 1983, p.7
Bouchier named athletic director (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.1
A School is a democratic community (edit), Apr 26, 1984, p.7
A moment to cherish (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.1
Alternative School director J Codding leaving, Jun 28, 1984, p.3
Dr Codding appreciated (ltr), Jul 12, 1984, p.6
Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
A School is model for Harvard project, Oct 25, 1984, p.16
SAS: A spirit of community (edit), Nov 8, 1984, p.7
Alternative School holds open house, Nov 8, 1984, p.20

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL-GRADUATION
A School graduation (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.2
A School graduation (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Alternative graduation (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.3

SCHOOLS-SCS-ATTENDANCE
Dubious distinction, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Fruits of absence, Sep 20, 1984, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-BUDGET
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-BUDGET

SCHOOLS-SCS-BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
School buildings (and fire safety), Jan 1, 1981, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-CABLE TV
School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-CALENDAR
Only one day off, Apr 16, 1981, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
Auditorium project moving ahead; minus curtain, A/C, Jan 17, 1980, p.1
Getting a Whopper Junior (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
New paths at Edgewood, Heathcote, Fox Meadow provide easier access for disabled (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.18
Fox Meadow playground (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.22
Summer has been a busy one for school maintenance crews (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.19
Sheldon Levine leaving SHS (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS continued

- Improvements made in physical plant (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.17
- New play structure at Greenacres (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.20
- Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
- District undertakes plant improvements (photo; addl photo p 20) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.19
- Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
- Pave the parking lot (ltr), Apr 19, 1984, p.6

SEE ALSO PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT

SCHOOLS-SCS-CLASS SIZE

- SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-ENROLLMENT

SCHOOLS-SCS-COMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED

- Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
- Board of Education elects J. Bevertz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-COMMUNICATION WITH PARENTS

- Sheldon Levine leaving SHS (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1
- Panelists: Changing families pose new problems for students, Dec 17, 1981, p.4

SCHOOLS-SCS-COMPUTER TRAINING PROGRAM

- In schools here, computers are elementary (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-CONSULTANTS

- Open lunch cost estimated at $115,450, Feb 12, 1981, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-CURRICULUM

- Curriculum offers opportunities to grow (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.13
- Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
- Math chairman explain ABC's of district program, Oct 29, 1981, p.3
- School Board hears report on writing, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
- Parents, administrators discuss curriculum at Quaker Ridge, Dec 17, 1981, p.26
- New math curriculum planned, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
- Dr. Sprague, teachers explain curriculum process, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
- School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
- School enrollment decline slowing, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
- Assistant superintendent sees curriculum progress (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.21
- Stiffer requirements proposed for SCS High students (list), Mar 31, 1983, p.1
- Good writing isn't easy (edit), Jun 23, 1983, p.7

SEE ALSO NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS-PROGRAMS

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEOOD

- Edgewood PTA fetes teachers, staff (photo; list), Feb 7, 1980, p.10
- 1979 the year of computers in SCS schools (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.19
- The Cardboard Co performs at Edgewood School (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.13
- All about wheat (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.13
- Police officers speak at Edgewood (photo; list), Mar 13, 1980, p.6
- New Edgewood library (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1
- Disney World comes to Edgewood (photo), May 22, 1980, p.22
- Care Day at Edgewood, Jun 5, 1980, p.17
- Edgewood 6th grader meets Sandy Duncan, Jun 19, 1980, p.12
- New paths at Edgewood, Heathcote, Fox Meadow provide easier access for disabled (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.18
- School leaders, parents review lunch situation, Oct 2, 1980, p.1
- Lower limit on class size urged (ltr), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
- Fire prevention week marked, Oct 16, 1980, p.6
- Edgewood lunch tables expected in soon (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.1
- Edgewood community service (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.28
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SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD continued

- Tables arrive, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
- Negligence charged (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
- Storyteller J O'Callahan at Edgewood (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.27
- White Christmas Eve at Edgewood (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.1
- Edgewood party (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.8
- Girl Scout Color Guard leads Edgewood assembly for return of American hostages (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.1
- Edgewood Fair (photo; list), May 14, 1981, p.14
- Reception for Seniors (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.15
- Edgewood picnic held (list), Jun 18, 1981, p.19
- Pointing the way (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.21
- Sportswriter H Allen comes to Edgewood (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.19
- Thanksgiving baskets, assembly at Edgewood, Dec 3, 1981, p.27
- Edgewood honors teachers (list), Feb 11, 1982, p.15
- Edgewood students visit city to see 'Joseph', Feb 11, 1982, p.15
- Representatives of newly created Edgewood School Student Council meet with Dr V Dempsey (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.21
- Clowning around (photo), May 27, 1982, p.3
- Heritage Week at Edgewood (photo; list), Jun 17, 1982, p.20
- Making music together (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.13
- Edgewood mothers hold first meeting of year (list), Oct 28, 1982, p.16
- Thanksgiving spirit at Edgewood (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.21
- Edgewood holds teacher recognition luncheon (list), Jan 27, 1983, p.16
- Mime delights Edgewood kids (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.20
- Edgewood, High School broken into, Mar 31, 1983, p.5
- Edgewood will be turned into Oz (photo; list), Mar 31, 1983, p.21
- Edgewood checkers champs (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.23
- Land of Oz at Edgewood (photo), May 5, 1983, p.20
- School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1
- Rave review for concert (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
- Edgewood graduates (list; Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.11
- All work, no play (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.2
- New signs of school (photo) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.19
- SCS schools mark Book Week, Nov 17, 1983, p.14
- Jack-in-the-boxes at Edgewood (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.18
- Children flock to Edgewood book fair (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.18
- CARE poster winners announced at Edgewood (list), Mar 15, 1984, p.16
- Something to celebrate (photo; list), May 10, 1984, p.17
- Edgewood honors the late J Coulter (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.5
- Music, sports, theater, fair highlighted Edgewood's year (photo; list) (Graduation '84 Supp), Jun 28, 1984, p.11
- Pilgrims for a day (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.1
- Edgewood students bake and sell snacks to aid Ethiopian famine victims (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.24

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD-CURRICULUM

- Sixth graders learn about law from police youth officers (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.17

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD-PERFORMING ARTS

- Original musical at Edgewood (photo; list), Jun 25, 1981, p.23
- Edgewood students present original show, Apr 1, 1982, p.17

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD-PTA

- Edgewood PTA fetes teachers, staff (photo; list), Feb 7, 1980, p.10
- Edgewood PTA projects: CARE, cookbook (photo; list), May 1, 1980, p.23
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SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGWOOD-PTA continued
Report on SAT's says 'crash course' useless, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Edgewood PTA board plans busy year (list), Nov 25, 1982, p.20

SCHOOLS-SCS-ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS-MARCHING BAND
Summer Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
First grade section being added at (QR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEES
School over staffing charged (ltr), May 7, 1981, p.6
Retiring: Dean C Peets, F Srosso (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.20
Janet Davis to leave school post, Aug 25, 1983, p.1
SEE ALSO TEACHERS-SCS

SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEES-WAGES AND SALARIES
School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Math aides resign; PTA, parents upset, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Board of Education elects J Severtz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Special meeting of SCS Bd of Ed, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
Three labor contracts signed, Jul 28, 1983, p.1
SEE ALSO TEACHERS-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES

SCHOOLS-SCS-ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM
Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Growing emphasis in schools on ESL courses (photo; addl photo p 14; list), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-ENROLLMENT
Overcrowded kindergarten (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
Teacher urges smaller class sizes (ltr), May 29, 1980, p.4
Smaller classes favored (ltr), Jun 26, 1980, p.4
Fewer students, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Lower limit on class size urged (ltr), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Present policy defended (ltr), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Class-size policy criticized (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
Efficiency study proposed (ltr), Apr 9, 1981, p.6
Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
Town Club tables proposal for amending Non-Partisan Resolution, Nov 5, 1981, p.3
Enrollment decline worries schools, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
After-school day care slated to start here in September (list), Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
School enrollment decline slowing, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
School Board vows intent not to close any schools, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Budget picture called 'grim', Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
Still two sections (QR first grade), Sep 22, 1983, p.1
Enrollment decline continues; Advisory Committee on Legislative Issues named (list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3
49th student, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
First grade section being added at (QR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
End of the decline?, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-ENROLLMENT continued

7.8% school tax hike seen; kindergarten plan released, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM

SCHOOLS-SCS-FACULTY
SEE TEACHERS-SCS

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOOD SERVICE
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Board gives tenure to 3 teachers: M Hayter, M Reilly, J Rosen, Aug 30, 1984, p.5

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW
Maie J Kligler is Fox Meadow's artist-in residence (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.14
Shipbuilding and whaling the topics at Fox Meadow (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.16
Mini-courses at Fox Meadow (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.12
Career Education Unit; assemblies at Fox Meadow (list), May 1, 1980, p.23
Fox Meadow musicians participate in NY State School Music Competition (photo; list), May 22, 1980, p.16
It was Daniel Tompkins Day (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.3
Smaller classes favored (ltr), Jun 26, 1980, p.4
New paths at Edgewood, Heathcote, Fox Meadow provide easier access for disabled (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.18
Fox Meadow playground (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.22
Lower limit on class size urged (ltr), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Present policy defended (ltr), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Suji art (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.23
Ice cream parlor (photo; list), Dec 18, 1980, p.27
School marks King's birthday, Jan 1, 1981, p.15
M Eberle shows Indian handicrafts at Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.19
Fantastic (photo; list), Mar 5, 1981, p.27
Grandpersons' day (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.22
Fox Meadow Olympics (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.21
International Fair at Fox Meadow (photo; list), Apr 16, 1981, p.27
Safety proposal, Apr 23, 1981, p.1
Moonmen land at Fox Meadow (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.22
Rock cantata at Fox Meadow (photo; list), May 14, 1981, p.23
Honoring the staff (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.14
Off to school (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.1
Truck day at Fox Meadow (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.19
Halloween parade at Fox Meadow (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.20
Pointing the way (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.21
Puppet show visits local schools (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.13
JACS teach tooth care (photo; list), Mar 25, 1982, p.21
Disability Awareness Week (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.16
Chinese Day at Fox Meadow (photo; list), Apr 8, 1982, p.19
School Board seeks $23.7 million budget, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Happy 208th to Daniel D Tompkins (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.3
Fair at 'Fox Meadowshire' (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.16
Fox Meadow School (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.19
Newcoarer at Fox Meadow R Smith (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.5
Opera Plus comes to Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.22
Local author B Most visits (photo; list), Dec 16, 1982, p.26
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SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW continued

Fox Meadow marks anniversary (photo; list), Dec 30, 1982, p.10
Valentine's Day at Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.16
Fishing at the fair (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.14
Tricentennial celebration (photo; list), May 12, 1983, p.1
New PTA officers named at Fox Meadow, Greenacres (list), May 12, 1983, p.20
Children's art featured (photo), May 26, 1983, p.14
There they go! (photo), May 26, 1983, p.16
Students win fitness awards (photo; list), May 26, 1983, p.16
Students attend music festival (list), May 26, 1983, p.16
Smiles and tears (photo) Graduation '83 Supp), June 30, 1983, p.11
Fox Meadow graduates (list) Graduation '83 Supp), June 30, 1983, p.11
Young scientists at work (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.16
Foxy felines (photo; list), Nov 24, 1983, p.17
Learning an old language (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.14
The circus comes to Fox Meadow (photo; list), Apr 19, 1984, p.15
Fox Meadow sixth graders and senior citizens share compositions (photo; list), May 24, 1984, p.16
Spittin' images (photo; list), Jun 21, 1984, p.16
Special projects, trips livened year at Fox Meadow (photo; list) Graduation '84 Supp), Jun 28, 1984, p.13
Young voters (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.20

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW-PERFORMING ARTS

Fox Meadow chorus (photo), May 1, 1980, p.23
'Babar' presented by Fox Meadow second graders (photo), May 29, 1980, p.15
FML 6th grade play, PTA year-end events (list), Jun 12, 1980, p.16
Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting, Dec 16, 1982, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW-PTA

F.M. PTA names 1980-81 slate (list), Mar 27, 1980, p.16
FML 6th grade play, PTA year-end events (list), Jun 12, 1980, p.16
Fox Meadow greets new parents (list), Oct 2, 1980, p.19
Fox Meadow PTA holds book fair, open house (list), Jan 1, 1981, p.8
PTA Board named at Fox Meadow School (list), Oct 28, 1982, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS-FRIENDS OF MUSIC, ARTS

Supporters organize for school art, music (list), May 5, 1983, p.2
Group supports arts in SCS schools (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.26
Leaders nominated for Friends of the Arts (list), Feb 9, 1984, p.4

SCHOOLS-SCS-GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM

Serving needs of gifted, subject of education report, Jan 17, 1980, p.4

SCHOOLS-SCS-GIFTS

School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Sheldon Levine leaving SHS (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
School Board seeks $23.7 million budget, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1
Report on SAT says 'cram course' useless, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting, Dec 16, 1982, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-GRADING SYSTEM

School Board hears report on writing, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Sheldon Levine leaving SHS (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES

A touch of the holidays (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.14
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SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES continued

Safety measures, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Brass in the trash, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
National Book Week celebrated at Greenacres (photo), May 1, 1980, p.23
Greenacres K-6: Through a fish-eye lens (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.11
Four SCS schools given good marks by SED visitors, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
Greenacres parents discuss children's literature, Sep 11, 1980, p.17
S Bloomestein takes a turn in Highway Dept cherry picker (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Fire truck (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.18
Greenacres class mothers (list), Oct 9, 1980, p.16
Lower limit on class size urged (ltr), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Fire prevention week marked, Oct 16, 1980, p.6
Festival Jazz at schools (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.16
Nine-year-old J. Michel's letter spurs park clean-up (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
National Book Week (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.16
Monte Carlo night (ltr), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
Monte Carlo Night (photo; list), Dec 11, 1980, p.27
Project turns kitchen into artist studio (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.4
Cable comes to Greenacres (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.12
Artists at Greenacres (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.13
Clowning around (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.27
Classy Clarinets at Greenacres School (list), Mar 12, 1981, p.25
Popular job (list), Apr 23, 1981, p.1
Greenacres project (photo), May 21, 1981, p.4
Selection of Greenacres principal near, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Greenacres welcomes Pauline Sternberg (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.23
'Instructional leader' is new principal P. Sternberg's role (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.6
Class mothers at Greenacres (list), Oct 8, 1981, p.21
Pointing the way (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.21
Happy birthday, Babar! (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.21
Greenacres donates to Salvation Army (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.25
Puppet show visits local schools (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.13
Martin Luther King Day observed at Greenacres, Jan 21, 1982, p.17
Greenacres holds international fair (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.14
Greenacres youngsters making George Field Park 'a celebrity' (photo; list), Jul 15, 1982, p.4
Class mothers at Greenacres (list), Oct 28, 1982, p.16
Family project at Greenacres (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.25
Martin Luther King Day at Greenacres (photo; list), Jan 20, 1983, p.17
New play structure at Greenacres (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.20
School Board vows intent not to close any schools, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Have a heart the motto at Greenacres (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.15
Storytellers at Heathcote (photo; list), Mar 24, 1983, p.19
Predators at Greenacres (photo), May 12, 1983, p.20
Students win fitness awards (photo; list), May 26, 1983, p.16
Students attend music festival (list), May 26, 1983, p.16
Misdirected effort (ltr), Jun 16, 1983, p.6
Children study environment through Audubon Society grant (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.15
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SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES continued

Inaccurate image claimed (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
Greenacres graduates (list) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.11
Holiday houses at Greenacres (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.5
Visit from some Vagabonds (photo; list), Jan 26, 1984, p.18
Fifth graders study local architecture, Feb 16, 1984, p.14
Health Fair at Greenacres (list), Mar 22, 1984, p.15
Road closing?, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
May madness (photo), May 3, 1984, p.14
On their level (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.16
Greenacres Sports Breakfast (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.17
Graduates dramatize 'Greenacres Memories' (photo; list) (Graduation '84 Supp), Jun 28, 1984, p.16
Board votes against closing Huntington, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Village, riders agree on sale of Boulder Brook, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
How a thermostat works (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.20
Please don't wait (ltr), Nov 8, 1984, p.6
Greenacres parents press village for safer conditions (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Try closing Huntington (edit), Nov 15, 1984, p.6
A time for sharing (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.18
Closing of Huntington asked (ltr), Dec 6, 1984, p.6
Music, community service highlight holiday celebration at Greenacres (list), Dec 20, 1984, p.24

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM

It's magic (photo; list), Apr 15, 1982, p.17

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-CURRICULUM

Math and writing programs described (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-PERFORMING ARTS

Marvelous musicians of Greenacres (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.17
Marvelous musicians of Greenacres (photo; list), Feb 5, 1981, p.13
Groundhog Day at Greenacres (photo), Feb 4, 1982, p.16
Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting, Dec 16, 1982, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-PTA

Sobol speaks to Greenacres PTA, Oct 16, 1980, p.14
Greenacres year begins (list), Sep 24, 1981, p.23
Math and writing programs described (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.15
Greenacres announces PTA board, chairmen (list), Sep 23, 1982, p.14
Greenacres School PTA launching 'Spring Fling Fair' (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.22
New PTA officers named at Fox Meadow, Greenacres (list), May 12, 1983, p.20
Misdirected effort (ltr), Jun 16, 1983, p.6
PTA election at Greenacres (list), May 31, 1984, p.14
Greenacres PTA indignant (ltr), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
Reply to Greenacres PTA (ltr), Oct 11, 1984, p.6
Greenacres parents press village for safer conditions (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-SPORTS

President's Cups awarded (photo; list), Jun 9, 1983, p.26

SCHOOLS-SCS-GUIDANCE PROGRAM

School Board weighing all-day kindergarten, Dec 15, 1983, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEALTH PROGRAM

Thanks to the volunteers (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE

Caleb Heathcote would be pleased (photo; list), Jan 3, 1980, p.14
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE continued
Merchants for a day, Jan 10, 1980, p.1
Heathcote group wants voluntary lunch program, Feb 21, 1980, p.1
Parents, children attend school to watch TV together (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.1
J Aguero demonstrates talent at Heathcote (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.13
Heathcote sixth graders turn businesspeople (photo; list), May 15, 1980, p.5
Happy experience (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
Heathcote harbor (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.12
Four SCS schools given good marks by SED visitors, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
New paths at Edgewood, Heathcote, Fox Meadow provide easier access for disabled (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.18
Lower limit on class size urged (ltr), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Heathcote students' poll predicted Reagan victory (chart; list), Nov 13, 1980, p.18
On Nature's trail (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.16
Heathcote Thanksgiving (photo; list), Dec 4, 1980, p.28
Phone lesson (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.13
Heathcote students learn to make music, and instruments, at home (photo; list), Mar 26, 1981, p.25
Dr Offenbacher to resign as Heathcote principal, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Temperatures tomorrow will be...(photo; list), Apr 30, 1981, p.28
Staff Recognition Day at Heathcote (photo; list), Jun 4, 1981, p.19
China center at Heathcote, Jun 18, 1981, p.15
Heathcote project teaches good nutrition (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.23
Heathcote first graders send treats to patients, Dec 10, 1981, p.23
Puppet show visits local schools (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.13
Heathcote supports a special puppy (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Storytellers at Heathcote (photo; list), Mar 24, 1983, p.19
Selection process, May 12, 1983, p.1
Students win fitness awards (photo; list), May 26, 1983, p.16
Principal appointed for Heathcote School: L Shepard, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Heathcote graduates (list)(Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.11
Heathcote sixth graders present play (photo)(Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.16
New principal L Shepard sees Heathcote as 'an educator's delight' (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.1
A Wallach, R Bauer dress up for Halloween at Heathcote (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.14
Guidance consultant hired; full-day kindergarten debated, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
New mural at Heathcote (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.15
Wars greetings for Heathcote visitor J Hurwitz (photo; list), Mar 22, 1984, p.15
Wizard Man comes to Heathcote (photo; list), Apr 5, 1984, p.16
International Fair at Heathcote, Jun 21, 1984, p.16
Trip to Wash, DC was highlight (photo;list) (Graduation '84 Supp), Jun 28, 1984, p.16
Trucks, ghosts visit Heathcote, Nov 1, 1984, p.20
Students share Halloween bounty, Nov 8, 1984, p.20
Heathcote school marks Book Week, Nov 29, 1984, p.22
From the young to the old (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.2

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE—PERFORMING ARTS
Second graders at Heathcote perform ‘Sam the Wizard Man’ (photo; list), May 1, 1980, p.23
Glorious production (photo; list), Jun 18, 1981, p.15
Original show at Heathcote, Apr 8, 1982, p.19
Tales from the Shtetl (photo; list), Jun 3, 1982, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE—PLAYGROUND
SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE—PTA
Heathcote group wants voluntary lunch program, Feb 21, 1980, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-PTA continued
Heathcote PTA honors custodian G Valerio, Jun 5, 1980, p.17
Heathcote greets new parents (list), Oct 16, 1980, p.14
Cabaret night at Heathcote (photo; list), May 7, 1981, p.34
Heathcote PTA names slate (list), Mar 24, 1983, p.19

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL
Traffic pattern change at HS, Jan 17, 1980, p.2
Power failure at high school, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Freshmen volunteer for HS service program, Jan 31, 1980, p.15
SCS High graduates issue 'Report from Campus', Feb 14, 1980, p.5
Away game?, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
116 SHS seniors win Regents scholarships (list), Mar 6, 1980, p.13
Astronaut Dr J Hoffman speaks at SCS High (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.13
In The Mood Singers (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.3
Student deplors vandalism at SHS (ltr), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
Inspiring student achievements (ltr; list), May 15, 1980, p.4
SCS foreign language teachers C Reid, A Mantz feted at HS Staff Recognition Day (photo; list), May 29, 1980, p.14
Graffiti on HS doors unremovables (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.2
Clean-up day at SHS (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.2
Give us a chance, student says (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.4
Students honored at HS awards assembly (photo; list), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
Math and science award winners at SHS (photo; list), Jun 12, 1980, p.16
Graduate appraises SHS (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
Four SCS schools given good marks by SED visitors, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
Student activity planners see 'turning point' at SHS, Sep 18, 1980, p.1
Students from afar at SHS (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.7
28 SHS seniors named Merit semifinalists (list), Sep 18, 1980, p.14
Students 'made it a success' (ltr; list), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
National Merit commends 40 seniors (list), Oct 23, 1980, p.16
SHS to start drug program, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Off the list (East of the Sun), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Ten SHS students chosen for All-State music fest (photo; list), Nov 20, 1980, p.17
Jabberwocky arts festival (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.16
Clothes for quake victims (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Enthusiastic response to SHS's drug, alcohol education program, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Getting to know you (photo; list), Jan 1, 1981, p.13
Alara failure, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Dungeonathan at the high school (photo; list), Feb 12, 1981, p.19
Students to attend Presidential Classroom (list), Feb 19, 1981, p.14
Boos scare, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Save the Atlanta Children (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.3
Students set fast day to combat world hunger (list), Apr 2, 1981, p.23
New crop of voters (photo; list), Apr 9, 1981, p.8
Scholarship winners named (list), Apr 9, 1981, p.24
Seniors win Merit awards (list), Apr 9, 1981, p.24
Rec Department presentation (photo; list), Apr 23, 1981, p.9
High school student volunteers honored, May 28, 1981, p.21
Clean up outside, litter inside (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.21
Kelleher leaving SHS for top job in Bedford, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Death of senior S Zolotorofe shocks high school, Jun 18, 1981, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL  continued
Acting principal named for SHS: Dr R M Barnes, Jun 18, 1981, p.1
Out there is real--school is not (illus; edit), Jul 9, 1981, p.7
End of detour at SHS (illus), Sep 3, 1981, p.3
Magazine ranks SHS among top 12 schools (list), Sep 3, 1981, p.3
50 SHS seniors commended in the 1982 Merit Program (list), Oct 8, 1981, p.21
Having fun--face first (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.3
Trying out the new weights (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.22
High school musicians chosen for All-State (list), Nov 26, 1981, p.10
Sheldon Levine leaving SHS (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Students dismissed in power failure, Dec 24, 1981, p.1
High school arena (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.3
Kaiser to be asst principal, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
SCS students awarded state Regents scholarships (list), Feb 25, 1982, p.15
Volunteer spirit at SHS (photo; list), Mar 18, 1982, p.4
Barnes picked as principal, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
SHS students dance for dollars, Apr 8, 1982, p.17
New principal R M Barnes eyes new role for his school (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.6
Car washing for fun and profit (K Froelich Scholarship Fund) (photo), May 13, 1982, p.1
Indoor pool gets backing of Town, and Village Clubs, May 27, 1982, p.1
Assistant principals named at high school: B R Angney, C Hansen, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Awards night at SCS High (photo; list), Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Outstanding SHS students recognized at awards night (photo; list), Jun 17, 1982, p.15
Historical summer for students (photo; list), Aug 26, 1982, p.3
They're oriented (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.1
Record number of seniors named Merit semifinalists (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.10
Parents need orienting too, Oct 7, 1982, p.2
56 seniors receive National Merit honors (list), Oct 21, 1982, p.15
New scene at SHS by N Eisenman (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.17
SHS Honor Society (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.16
Report from the pressure cooker (anonymous edit), Feb 3, 1983, p.7
A matter of Opinion (edit), Feb 10, 1983, p.6
SCS High replies to student's criticism (ltrs), Feb 10, 1983, p.6
School Board vows intent not to close any schools, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Answers to Anonymous (ltrs), Feb 17, 1983, p.7
Disbelief and anger (ltr), Feb 24, 1983, p.6
Seniors named Merit finalists (list), Mar 3, 1983, p.17
Students win Regents Scholarships (list), Mar 3, 1983, p.17
Shooting from the (don) key (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Going nowhere (photo; list), Mar 10, 1983, p.4
Three from SHS, A Jacobs, S Oberhelman, D Martin, to study abroad (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.5
Alumus praises SHS (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
Individual responsibility (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
State cites SHS, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
New type of study hall? (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.2
Edgewood, High School broken into, Mar 31, 1983, p.5
Graduate answers Anonymous (ltr), Mar 31, 1983, p.6
Students attend Presidential Classroom (list), Mar 31, 1983, p.21
Never too late, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
SCS High to be scene of International Fair Sunday (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.1
SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL  continued
Consider the public (ltr), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
A sample of the Orient (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Students named Merit winners (list), Apr 21, 1983, p.17
Into the finals, May 12, 1983, p.1
Student volunteers honored (photo; list), May 19, 1983, p.14
Behind-the-scenes tour (photo; list), Jun 2, 1983, p.17
Honors for top high school students (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SHS Girls Varsity Soccer Team (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.20
SCS named to top schools list, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
New signs of school (photo) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.19
Local students are Merit semifinalists (list), Sep 15, 1983, p.20
White House honor, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Merit Program commends 45 local high school students (list), Oct 6, 1983, p.16
Vision of school's future (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
Here—less racism, more races (edit), Oct 27, 1983, p.7
Homecoming Parade at SCS High (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.3
Thanks from SHS seniors (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
Students named to Signifier (list), Nov 17, 1983, p.14
Tulip time at SCS High School (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.14
Students here seek end to drunk driving, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Kudos for SHS, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
Students go to Washington for Presidential classroom (list), Feb 16, 1984, p.14
Regents Scholarships awarded to SHS students (list), Mar 1, 1984, p.13
Barnes to resign from SCS High (photo; list), Mar 22, 1984, p.1
National Merit winners named (list), Apr 26, 1984, p.14
Art on display (photo; list), Apr 26, 1984, p.14
SCS High school wins Carnegie grant, Apr 26, 1984, p.14
SHS students to discuss cheating (photo; list), May 3, 1984, p.1
SHS seniors win scholarships (list), May 10, 1984, p.17
Class trip re-routed, May 17, 1984, p.1
Students point to pressure as one cause of 'rampant' cheating, May 17, 1984, p.3
New award at EMT high school, May 17, 1984, p.8
Students explore 'Arts of the Book' (photo; list), May 17, 1984, p.14
Mindich and Wu named finalists, May 17, 1984, p.14
Final five (candidates for SHS principal) (list), May 31, 1984, p.1
Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1
Something to smile about (photo; list), Jun 14, 1984, p.1
SHS students honored at assembly (photo; list), Jun 14, 1984, p.6
High school volunteers (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6
Big day for SHS' seniors, Jun 21, 1984, p.1
Thank you, class of '84 (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
Graduation survey suggestions (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
Freshman orientation on Tuesday (Education '84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.21
SHS produces 22 finalists in National Merit Program (list), Sep 13, 1984, p.20
Merit commendations announced (list), Oct 4, 1984, p.19
SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Getting a new look at the carnival (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.5
Signifier inducts 68 students (list), Nov 1, 1984, p.20
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL continued
Gang attacks local youths at high school, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
Is honesty dead at SHS? (ltr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6
Police make first arrest in gang attack at high school, Nov 29, 1984, p.1
New principal at SHS is also head cheerleader (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.6
Writers say attack was provoked (ltr), Nov 29, 1984, p.6
Five SHS students attend conference (list), Nov 29, 1984, p.22
Despicable and cowardly (ltr), Dec 6, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ARENA OPTIONS PROGRAM
New committee at high school will examine curriculum (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ATTENDANCE
Not a holiday, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
New committee at high school will examine curriculum (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-AUDITORIUM
Opening soon (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.10
New committee at high school will examine curriculum (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Arts Festival planned for SHS (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Videotape traces history of auditorium renovation (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Board of Education & The Auditorium Celebration Committee (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.26
An inspiring hall (edit; photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.7

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-AUTOMOBILE PARKING
Students criticize parking policy, Sep 2, 1982, p.1
Lottery called of, Sep 16, 1982, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-BAND
Canadian visitors greeted by SHS band director J Albright (photo), May 15, 1980, p.16
SHS band and orchestra in Toronto (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.24

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-BUTLER FIELD
$1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; addl photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Village awards contract to fix Jr High courts (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.1
School Board weighing all-day kindergarten, Dec 15, 1983, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
This scene of destruction is high school auditorium in early stages of renovation (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Asks demolition delay (ltr), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
Auditorium taking shape (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.13
School Board lists legislative positions (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
Airmail delivery (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Club gets report from Albany, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Festival planned (list), Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Almost ready: SHS auditorium, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
Sprucing up (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CHEERLEADERS
Lack of coverage (of cheerleaders) scored (ltr), Apr 17, 1980, p.4

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CLASS RANKING
SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CLUBS
Spanish dancers perform at HS Spanish Club fiesta (photo), May 8, 1980, p.24
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CLUBS continued

Members of Drama Club production, 'You Can't Take It With You' (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Fire when ready (photo), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Error of omission (ltr), Mar 31, 1983, p.6
Oversight acknowledged (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-COACHING (ATHLETICS)

Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CURRICULUM

HS language program cited, May 29, 1980, p.14
She doesn’t believe in “Garp” (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Chairman defends PTA panel (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
T-shirt wearer responds (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
New HS math sequence, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
New committee at high school will examine curriculum (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
No place in classroom (ltr), Jul 8, 1982, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DEBATE TEAM

SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Help for debaters, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Support urged for debate team (ltr), Oct 25, 1984, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM

HS language program cited, May 29, 1980, p.14

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GENERAL ORGANIZATION

Support BO (ltr), Oct 22, 1981, p.6
Change at SHS favored (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
Baibling for a good cause (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.24

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION

395 SHS seniors set to receive diplomas Friday, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
SHS commencement (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Faces of Graduation (photo; list), Jun 26, 1980, p.4
SCS High School Class of 1980 (list), Jun 26, 1980, p.4
Commencement Day: The view from Lee Road, Jun 26, 1980, p.11
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS High School Class of 1980 (photo; list), Jun 26, 1980, p.26
Graduate appraises SHS (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
Successful breakfast (ltr), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
Fira director C Weill to speak at SHS graduation, Jun 18, 1981, p.1
Graduation Day—so many memories (edit), Jun 18, 1981, p.7
Smiles of success (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Advice and applause for graduates, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
SCS High Class of 1981 (photo; list), Jun 25, 1981, p.6
Successful breakfast (ltr), Jun 25, 1981, p.6
Outrageous attire (ltr), Jun 25, 1981, p.6
Each deserves own day (ltr), Jun 25, 1981, p.6
Class of '81: mere doubts (edit), Jun 25, 1981, p.7
A beginning and an ending (edit), Jun 25, 1981, p.7
One of proud fathers: P Kelleher with son Timothy (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.9
SHS Class of '82 to receive diplomas Friday afternoon (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION continued
Familiar pattern, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Seeing double at graduation (photo; list), Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Class with real class feted at graduation, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
The ties are there (edit), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
SCS High School Class of 1982 (photo; list; addl photo p 7), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
Dedicated efforts (ltr; list), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS High School Class of '82 (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.22
Graduation additions and corrections (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.2
Stiffer requirements proposed for SCS High students (list), Mar 31, 1983, p.1
Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Graduation requirements changed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Astronaut J A Hoffman to address seniors (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Hats off to the graduates (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.1
When words fail...make a statement!, Jun 30, 1983, p.6
Double the excitement (photo; list), Jun 30, 1983, p.6
Dedicated efforts (ltr), Jun 30, 1983, p.6
SHS graduation--It was a hot time for everyone (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.7
SCS High School class of '83 (photo; list) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Class of '83 (photo) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.12
Hats off to the Class of '84 (photo; list), Jun 28, 1984, p.1
SCS High's Class of '84 advised to keep an open mind, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Message to think about (photo), Jun 28, 1984, p.2
Successful 'Senior Splash' (ltr), Jun 28, 1984, p.6
SCS High School: The Class of 1984 (list) (Graduation '84 Supp), Jun 28, 1984, p.2
High school graduation requirements increased, Jul 12, 1984, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GYM
Termites in gym, Mar 4, 1982, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-LEARNING RESOURCE CENTER
Local teachers Dr S Corbin, Dr D Cohen, N Kropp at convention, Apr 23, 1981, p.22

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-MARCHING BAND
World's greatest ambling band (edit; photo), May 28, 1981, p.7

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-MATH CENTER
Math Center missed (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Math aides resign; PTA, parents upset, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
No concern expressed (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
Rehire math center aides (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
Board criticized on math aides (ltr), Nov 27, 1980, p.4

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-OPEN CAMPUS POLICY
Open dialogue not so open (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
Board of Education moves to step up school security, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ORCHESTRA
SHS band and orchestra in Toronto (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.24
Making music together (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.13

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PEP SQUAD
Pep Squad now a SHS institution (photo; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.18

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PERFORMING ARTS
Canadian visitors greeted by SHS band director J Albright (photo), May 15, 1980, p.16
Fears raised about theater (ltr), Nov 18, 1980, p.4
Ready for opening night (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.5
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PERFORMING ARTS continued

Poster listing details of Mar Festival of Performing arts displayed by A Malina, S Laughlin (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PERSONAL NARRATIVES

Graduation Day--so many memories (edit), Jun 18, 1981, p.7
Class of '81: more doubts (edit), Jun 25, 1981, p.7

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA

Reception for students new to HS (photo; list), Feb 7, 1980, p.16
HS PTA names 1980-81 slate (list), Apr 3, 1980, p.12
High School PTA selects officers (list), Mar 26, 1981, p.25
High School PTA nominates slate (list), Apr 9, 1981, p.24
SHS acting principal R Barnes to speak; (PTA chairmen named), Sep 10, 1981, p.3
High School PTA chairmen named (list), Sep 23, 1982, p.14
Remedy on Post Road (ltr), Jun 30, 1983, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND

Scholarship fund drive opens (list), Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Lions Club of SCS presents check to PTA scholarship fund (photo), May 8, 1980, p.2
Scholarship drive makes goal (ltr), Jun 26, 1980, p.4
Scholarship fund (list), Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Education is worthy (edit), Jan 29, 1981, p.4
Slow response to PTA's scholarship fund drive, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Dance Marathon: 24 hours for $2,000 Scholarship Fund aid (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.19
Drive going slowly, Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Scholarship Fund at 70% of goal, Apr 30, 1981, p.2
Scholarship support (photo), May 7, 1981, p.20
Support appreciated (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Gift from the teachers (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.15
PTA sets fund goal (list), Jan 7, 1982, p.1
PTA sets fund goal (list), Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Respond generously (edit), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
Local fund helps SHS seniors face college $ crunch (illus), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
Stuffing envelopes for SHS PTA Scholarship Fund Drive (photo; list), Jan 28, 1982, p.4
PTA Fund chairmen note slow response, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Gift from Manhattan (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.3
PTA drive lagging (list), Apr 15, 1982, p.3
SCS Teachers Assn contributes $1000 to PTA Scholarship Fund (photo), May 20, 1982, p.5
Thanks to the community (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
Scholarship fund seeks aid for SHS graduates (list), Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Bank aids scholarship fund (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.5
Teachers' gift to students (photo), May 19, 1983, p.3
PTA Scholarship Fund raises $22,650 to aid college freshmen (list), Jun 30, 1983, p.3

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-REUNIONS

Setting it together (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.5
SHS alumn gather at Reunion West (list), Jan 24, 1980, p.6
First time back: Dr P Kruckenberg (photo), Jun 19, 1981, p.3
SHS alumn remember classmate C C Winston III (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.9
185 attend SHS 10-year reunion, Oct 8, 1981, p.3
Reunioners recall good old days (list), Jul 1, 1982, p.5
Remembering the good old days (photo; list), Sep 29, 1983, p.5
Could it really be 50 years? (photo; list), May 24, 1984, p.3
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-REUNIONS  continued
As graduates began life after SHS, the Class of '64 was coming back, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Planners (of SHS 1984 reunion) thanked (ltr; list), Jul 5, 1984, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS
Everybody won (edit), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
Raiders' night at the Garden (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Swim team, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
No official (swim) team, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Before being upset by FDR in semifinals, Raiders riding high (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.1
Maroon & White dinner honors athletes; Special award for H Ughetta (photo; list), Mar 27, 1980, p.17
Football field being named for Bill Dean, May 29, 1980, p.1
Undefeated champions: SHS girls' soccer team (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.1
M Lachetta selected Raiders' Most Valuable Player (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.16
Great experience (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Soccer crown won on practice field (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.9
Correction: Name of T Spoor omitted from Honored Athletes story Jun 12, Jun 19, 1980, p.11
Maroon and White fetes athletes (photo; list), Jun 19, 1980, p.13
Harbinger of fall at SHS (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.1
Monkeyshees (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.14
Bad break for Raiders (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Louise Black: first lady of SHS sports (photo; list), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
School Board lists legislative positions (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
Maroon & White honors Raider athletes at awards dinners (photo; list), Dec 4, 1980, p.22
Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.26
Regional champions (photo; list), Dec 18, 1980, p.26
Cross Country awards (photo; list), Dec 18, 1980, p.26
Talented twirlers (photo; list), Jan 1, 1981, p.8
SHS athletes honored at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list), Mar 19, 1981, p.21
Correction: C Reinwald name misspelled, Mar 26, 1981, p.25
Varsity wrestlers (photo; list), Apr 2, 1981, p.23
The real achievement (edit), Jun 11, 1981, p.6
Students honored at awards assembly night (photo; list; addl photo p 14), Jun 11, 1981, p.6
Dinner honors spring athletes, Jun 11, 1981, p.20
Girls soccer captures second consecutive sectional title (photo; list), Jun 11, 1981, p.21
Hail and farewell (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.1
Maroon and White dinner honors high school athletes (photo; list), Dec 3, 1981, p.30
Thanks from the coach (ltr), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.26
New divisions may help SHS football, Feb 18, 1982, p.1
Sprucing up (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.15
Riffety team sighted on a better image (photo; addl photo p 9; list), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
Athletes honored at dinner (photo; list), Mar 18, 1982, p.17
Wrestling team members receive awards (photo; list), Mar 25, 1982, p.20
Soccer team wins it all (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.1
SHS athletes fated at dinner (list), Jun 10, 1982, p.15
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
So long to summer (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.1
Total commitment to excellence (edit), Sep 9, 1982, p.7
They got the picture (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.12
SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS

Learning on the soccer field (edit), Sep 16, 1982, p.7
MVP: S Seidian (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.20
Varsity players honored at dinner (photo; list), Dec 2, 1982, p.21
Emotional moment at JV dinner (photo; list), Dec 2, 1982, p.22
Let's be realistic about football (edit), Dec 23, 1982, p.7
Needed: Commitment to excellence (edit), Jan 13, 1983, p.7
High School athletes honored at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list), Mar 17, 1983, p.15
No 1 in US, M Brown, will try for first in SCS (photo), Mar 1, 1983, p.1
Commitment to team (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6
A team to be proud of (edit), May 19, 1983, p.6
Seventy-seven and counting (photo), May 26, 1983, p.1
Soccer team does it again! (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.1
Raiders capture 5th soccer title (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.1
Congratulations-twice (edit), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
Maroon and White honors high school athletes (photo; list), Jun 9, 1983, p.18
Graduation requirements changed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Awards assembly honors SHS students for academic, personal excellence (photo; list; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1983, p.12
New coach G Olwal fails to show; Art Resnick steps in, Sep 1, 1983, p.1
Officials: System here would detect gridder's bad heart, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Raiders reach soccer finals (photo), Nov 10, 1983, p.1
Banner season (edit), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
Emotional ending (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.1
Football coach B Henry resigning, Nov 17, 1983, p.15
SHS Athletes honored at dinner (list; photo p 16), Dec 1, 1983, p.17
Thanks from basketball coach (ltr), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
Letter winners (photo; list), Dec 8, 1983, p.17
Corsage for the coach's wife L Zayac (photo; list), Dec 8, 1983, p.17
Can risk be reduced? (edit), Mar 1, 1984, p.6
SHS athletes honored at winter Maroon and White awards dinner (list), Mar 15, 1984, p.17
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White's 20th anniversary (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.24
SCS names R Paladino football coach (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Unbeaten soccer streak ends at 109 (photo; list), May 17, 1984, p.1
Still winners (edit), May 17, 1984, p.6
Track called dangerous (ltr), Jun 7, 1984, p.6
Resnick resigns as soccer coach (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1
Unsung athletes (ltr), Jul 5, 1984, p.6
Coach Dick Paladino to lead SHS in new era of football, Aug 30, 1984, p.10
An unforgettable start (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.1
Team hopes for more support (ltr), Sep 27, 1984, p.6
Letter of correction (ltr), Sep 27, 1984, p.6
Medal winners (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.1
Board of Education approves ski team, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
Football heroes (photo; list), Nov 22, 1984, p.19
Co-captains deserve tribute (ltr), Nov 29, 1984, p.6
SHS athletes receive awards at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list), Nov 29, 1984, p.23
Correction: L Lipaan wins MVP; D Otto won Dean, Buchanan Awards, Nov 29, 1984, p.23
SEE ALSO MAROON AND WHITE, NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL SPORTS, EX FOOTBALL

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-STUDENT SERVICE PROGRAM

Service program to continue (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-UNITED NATIONS CLUB
Students to attend model UN at Yale (photo; list), Feb 5, 1981, p.5
SCS UN Club wins award (list), Feb 19, 1981, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-VOLUNTEER WORKERS
Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-WILLARD DEAN FIELD
It’s official: Willard B Dean Field (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Athletic field renamed for Bill Dean (photo; list), Jun 12, 1980, p.16
Village OK’s plan to rebuild fields, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
$1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; addl photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHH
Hine B Lehman leads IHH assembly program (list), Jan 31, 1980, p.14
IHH school looks to ’80’s (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.32
New IHH Learning Center, Sep 18, 1980, p.14
Job action at IHH; strike looms (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1
One-day strike at IHH (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.1
Science fair at IHH school (list), Mar 26, 1981, p.25
Teachers honored at IHH school, Jun 4, 1981, p.21
IHH’s advancement learning center (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.19
New programs enhance IHH school (Progress ’82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.30
Student projects win prizes at IHH fair (list), Apr 22, 1982, p.15
Back to School at IHH, Sep 9, 1982, p.12
IHH student M Macchia wins spelling bee, Dec 9, 1982, p.24
Christmas concert at IHH (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.16
Computers, forensics new programs at IHH (Progress ’83), Jan 27, 1983, p.30
IHH students honored for science fair entries (list), Mar 31, 1983, p.21
Christmas concert at IHH (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.14
Spiritual and academic growth stressed (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.37
IHH students win DAR essay contest (list), Feb 9, 1984, p.13
Science awards to IHH student L Crane, Feb 16, 1984, p.14
NASA visits IHH, Feb 16, 1984, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHH-ENROLLMENT
IHH enrollment up (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHH-GRADUATION
Graduation day at IHH School (photo; list) (Graduation ’83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.14
IHH graduates earned many scholarships (photo; list) (Graduation ’84 Supp), Jun 28, 1984, p.21

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHH-PERFORMING ARTS
Talent shows at IHH raise money for charity (photo; list), Feb 20, 1980, p.16
An enthusiastic audience of SHS seniors watch IHH musical performance (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.16
Talent Show ’81 (photo; list), Apr 2, 1981, p.19
IHH Talent Show ’82 (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.17

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHH-PTA
IHH PTA sets 1980-81 slate (list), Jun 12, 1980, p.17
IHH elects new PTA officers (list), Jun 25, 1981, p.23
New PTA officers at IHH School (list), Jun 19, 1982, p.20
IHH names new PTA officers (list), Jun 9, 1983, p.20

SCHOOLS-SCS-INSURANCE
School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Experts (on insurance) wanted, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-SCS-INSURANCE  continued

Budget picture called 'grim', Mar 17, 1983, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH

SCS High graduates issue 'Report from Campus', Feb 14, 1980, p.5
Fiber creations on display (photo; list), May 22, 1980, p.13
French in the family (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
Four SCS schools given good marks by SED visitors, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
Welcome parents (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.17
Bicycle safety program (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.16
Wheeling along (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.23
Pumpkin raffle aids Parnes Fund, Nov 6, 1980, p.5
Health fair at Jr High (list), Feb 12, 1981, p.18
Want a snack? (photo; list), Mar 19, 1981, p.26
Teens enjoy 'games people play' show (list), Mar 26, 1981, p.25
Students set fast day to combat world hunger (list), Apr 2, 1981, p.23
Jr High students visit Albany, Apr 16, 1981, p.27
Jr High fire seen as arson, Apr 23, 1981, p.1
'Tour de SCS' at Junior High (photo; list), May 7, 1981, p.26
Picking out their gifts (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.4
Junior high holds annual health fair (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.14
Junior High holds science fair (photo; list), May 6, 1982, p.28
A place for everything (list), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
Youth outreach program extended to junior high, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Parents need orienting too, Oct 7, 1982, p.2
Charge! It's Blue and Gray Day (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.16
Holiday party at the Junior High (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.15
Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Square Pegs at the Junior High (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.23
Students win fitness awards (photo; list), May 26, 1983, p.16
SCS Jr High (photo; list) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.9
District undertakes plant improvements (photo; addl photo p 20) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.19
Students fold paper cranes for peace (photo), Feb 9, 1984, p.16
Rhodes Scholar R Stengel returns to talk about television (photo p 15), Mar 22, 1984, p.1
Farewell to popular teacher L Kaye (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.17
Pave the parking lot (list), Apr 19, 1984, p.6
It's easy once you know how (photo), May 10, 1984, p.3
And now, on to SCS High School (list) (Graduation '84 Supp), Jun 28, 1984, p.10
Juniors high schoolers try parenting on eggs (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.18

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-AUDITORIUM

New seats at the Junior High (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.4

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

New teacher contract ratified, Jun 30, 1983, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-CHOICE PROGRAM

Choice has gone from experiment to success (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
CHOICE going camping (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.2
Election Center (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.5
Choice goes to Cape Cod, Jun 18, 1981, p.19
Students enjoy campout (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.20
Junior high school UM (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.5
Tennis court measure loses (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1
SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-CHOICE PROGRAM continued

School Board vows intent not to close any schools, Feb 17, 1983, p.1

They commend CHOICE (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-LOCKERS

State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-PERFORMING ARTS

Junior high musical (photo; list), Jun 11, 1981, p.20

S Friedlander in Junior High Concert (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-PTA

Extending a warm welcome (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.21

S Scholes at a Tee: B Glassner, P Klausner, C Falkenberg (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.22

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-TENNIS COURTS

Junior high courts; Shifting aud below (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.1

Disgraceful condition (ltr), Oct 15, 1981, p.6

Problem: money, priorities (ltr), Oct 15, 1981, p.6

They want courts repaired (ltr), Nov 6, 1981, p.6

Suwaner Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1

Restore junior high courts (ltr), Mar 11, 1982, p.6

School Board seeks $12.7 million budget, Apr 15, 1982, p.1

He wants courts redone (ltr), Apr 22, 1982, p.6

He’s trying to save tennis courts (ltr), Apr 22, 1982, p.6

Citizens try to save courts (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.1

They want courts saved (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6

Persistent avoidance (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6

Joel Lesnick replies (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6

Courts main issue in school election, May 13, 1982, p.1

Grossoaen again, May 13, 1982, p.1

For the amendment (edit), May 13, 1982, p.6

Council opposes amendment (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6

Positive for the youth (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6

He’s for amendment (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6

Secor Fars backs courts (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6

Keep then up (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6

Tennis court measure loses (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1

How many courts? (ltr), May 20, 1982, p.6

Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1

Tennis court vote reviewed (ltr), May 27, 1982, p.6

Another view on tennis courts (ltr), Jun 3, 1982, p.6

Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1

Room for fields and courts (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6

Council’s serve, Jun 17, 1982, p.1

Council urged to back courts (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6

Trustees decline to support nuclear freeze resolution, Jun 24, 1982, p.1

Tennis court issue, Jul 8, 1982, p.1

Last chance for courts (edit), Jul 8, 1982, p.6

Assn wants courts saved (ltr), Jul 8, 1982, p.6

Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1

The process was good (edit), Jul 15, 1982, p.6

Thanks on the courts (ltr), Jul 22, 1982, p.6

He did a great job (ltr), Aug 12, 1982, p.6
SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-TENNIS COURTS continued
Tennis courts, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
The effort is not over (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Take a stand on courts (edit), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
Support for courts (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
Tennis courts get go-ahead, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
They're grateful on courts (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6
Playground program criticized, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Town Club hears from O'Rourke, squabbles over tennis courts, Apr 14, 1983, p.2
Trustees vote not to restore tennis courts, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
School Board plans to remove (tennis) courts, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Hold off on the (tennis) courts (edit), Jul 7, 1983, p.6
Writers want Junior High tennis courts restored (ltr), Jul 7, 1983, p.6
Save the Junior High Tennis courts (advertisement), Jul 7, 1983, p.7
Last stand, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
Special meeting of SCS Bd of Ed, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
One last chance (edit), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
More opinions on Junior High School tennis courts (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
Tennis courts get last-minute reprieve (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.1
School okays court project, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Good end, dubious means (edit), Jul 21, 1983, p.6
Hardly a big demand (ltr), Jul 21, 1983, p.6
Tennis court bids, Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Funding plan defended (ltr), Jul 28, 1983, p.6
Contributions needed (ltr), Jul 28, 1983, p.6
In that fine tradition (ltr), Aug 4, 1983, p.6
Tennis court bids, Aug 25, 1983, p.1
Village funding asked (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
Village awards contract to fix Jr High courts (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.1
Court financing explained (ltr), Sep 8, 1983, p.6
Search for scapegoats (ltr), Sep 15, 1983, p.6
No tennis yet, Dec 1, 1983, p.1
Tennis court progress report (ltr), Dec 1, 1983, p.6
School Board weighing all-day kindergarten, Dec 15, 1983, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
Overcrowded kindergarten (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
Parents need orienting too, Oct 7, 1982, p.2
School Board weighing all-day kindergarten, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Guidance consultant hired; full-day kindergarten debated, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
All-day kindergarten topic of meeting here, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
Concerned about kindergarten (ltr), Feb 2, 1984, p.6
They like call-back system (ltr), Feb 2, 1984, p.6
Parents split on how long is long enough for kindergarten, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Call-back system praised (ltr), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
Don't 'foist' plan on parents (ltr), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
Kindergarten options suggested (ltr), Mar 1, 1984, p.6
Sobol calls for compromise plan on kindergarten, Mar 8, 1984, p.1
7.8% school tax hike seen; kindergarten plan released, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Parents divided over proposal for kindergarten, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM continued
Kindergarten plan opposed (ltr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6
Important meetings, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Give parents a choice (edit), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
Kindergarten plan—pro and con (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
School Board approves expanded kindergarten, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-LIBRARIES
SCS hosts conference on computer use in libraries, Dec 9, 1982, p.32
Volunteers play key role in school libraries here, Dec 8, 1983, p.18

SCHOOLS-SCS-LINCOLN CENTER PROGRAM
Budget picture called 'grim', Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Better school budget format asked, May 26, 1983, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-LUNCH PROGRAM
High cost of lunch, Jan 17, 1980, p.1
Heathcote group wants voluntary lunch program, Feb 21, 1980, p.1
Inadequate lunch program (ltr), Feb 21, 1980, p.4
Lunch box committee, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Lunch study progressing (list), Mar 6, 1980, p.5
Case for voluntary lunch program (ltr), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
Lunch questionnaire (ltr), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
Reports urge improvement in school lunch program, May 1, 1980, p.1
School lunch program (edit), May 1, 1980, p.4
Quaker Ridge parents up in arms over schedule proposal, May 15, 1980, p.1
Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
School leaders, parents review lunch situation, Oct 2, 1980, p.1
Changes in OR lunch program (list), Oct 16, 1980, p.14
Edgewood lunch tables expected in soon (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Tables arrive, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Negligence charged (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
School lunch ideas proposed, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Open communication praised (ltr), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
Open lunch cost estimated at $115,450, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Let the district know (edit), Feb 12, 1981, p.4
On open lunch program (ltrs), Feb 26, 1981, p.4
Pro and con open lunch (ltrs), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
Village Club proposes compromise (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.5
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Village Club position (ltr), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
Clarification of (Mar 12 lunch program article), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Open lunch program criticized (ltr), Mar 19, 1981, p.4
Meaningful social experience (ltr), Mar 19, 1981, p.4
Teachers critical of open lunch program, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Realistic decision (edit), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
Why burden taxpayers? (ltr), Apr 16, 1981, p.6
Supervisors, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Schools move toward open lunch program (photo; addl photo p 10), Dec 3, 1981, p.1
Poet S Geiber's view (poem), Dec 10, 1981, p.23
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SCHOOLS-SCS-LUNCH PROGRAM continued
  Lunch rule changed, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
  Better school budget foraat asked, May 26, 1983, p.1
  New teacher contract ratified, Jun 30, 1983, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-MAINTENANCE
  District applying ounce of prevention, Aug 28, 1930, p.13
  Summer has been a busy one for school maintenance crews (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.19
  On school playing fields (ltr), Nov 19, 1981, p.6
  Abject neglect charged (ltr), Jul 21, 1983, p.6
  District undertakes plant improvements (photo; addl photo p 20) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.19
  SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

SCHOOLS-SCS-MATERIALS SELECTION
  School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
  School enrollment decline slowing, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
  SCS hosts conference on computer use in libraries, Dec 9, 1982, p.32
  Board discusses textbook selecting, Jan 13, 1983, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-MATHEMATICS PROGRAM
  New math curriculum planned, Feb 11, 1982, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-MEDICAL SERVICES PROGRAM
  School Board weighing all-day kindergarten, Dec 15, 1983, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-NON-RESIDENT STUDENTS
  Board of Education moves to step up school security, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-OUR LADY OF FATIMA
  There they go! (photo), Nov 11, 1982, p.17

SCHOOLS-SCS-OUR LADY OF FATIMA-PTA
  Award presented to PSA at Our Lady of Fatima (list), May 5, 1983, p.20

SCHOOLS-SCS-OVERCROWDING
  SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-ENROLLMENT

SCHOOLS-SCS-PARENT SUPPORT GROUPS
  What do parent support groups do? (edit), Jan 27, 1983, p.7
  SCS parents turning to one another in attempt to cope with the pressures on children, May 31, 1984, p.6
  Facilitators needed (ltr), Jun 7, 1984, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-PLAYING FIELDS
  Football field being named for Bill Dean, May 29, 1980, p.1
  Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
  Rehabilitation of football field begins (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.2
  On school playing fields (ltr), Nov 19, 1981, p.6
  Citizens try to save courts (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
  Courts main issue in school election, May 13, 1982, p.1
  Tennis court measure loses (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1
  Room for fields and courts (ltr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
  Council's serve, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
  Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
  Village OK's plan to rebuild fields, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
  $1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; addl photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
  School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
  Budget picture called 'grim', Mar 17, 1983, p.1
  Better school budget foraat asked, May 26, 1983, p.1
  Board of Education elects J Devertz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
  School Board plans to remove (tennis) courts, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-PLAYING FIELDS continued
Special meeting (of SCS Bd of Ed), Jul 14, 1983, p.1
Neighbors blast plan for fields on Winston property, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
All work, no play (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.2
District undertakes plant improvements (photo; addl photo p 20) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.19

SCHOOLS-SCS-PRIVATE FUNDING
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-GIFTS

SCHOOLS-SCS-PTA
STA does more than bargain, PT Council panelists report, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Unmatched Investment (edit), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
Council provides forums, coordinates PTA activities (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.28
Lunch study progressing (list), Mar 6, 1980, p.5
PTA backs anti-drug bill (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
Registration is underway for Safety Poster Contest (photo; list), Apr 10, 1980, p.3
Reports urge improvement in school lunch program, May 1, 1980, p.1
PTA groups issue report on teen drinking, drug use, May 8, 1980, p.1
Safety poster winners named (list), May 8, 1980, p.6
Failure of communication (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
PT Council installs officers (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
PTA: Raise drinking age, Jun 12, 1980, p.3
Scholarship drive makes goal (ltr), Jun 26, 1980, p.4
School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Chairman defends PTA panel (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
PT Council lists leaders for year (list), Aug 28, 1980, p.13
Welcome parents (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.17
New lifestyles, new challenges, Sep 18, 1980, p.5
Generous help cited (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Festival Jazz at schools (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.16
Monte Carlo Night (photo; list), Dec 11, 1980, p.27
On pointing fingers (ltr), Jan 1, 1981, p.4
Scholarship fund (list), Jan 29, 1981, p.1
PT Council serves parents, teachers, school (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.20
Help is on the way (photo; list), Feb 5, 1981, p.2
PTA honors E Brenneman (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.16
East meets West at library (photo; list), Mar 26, 1981, p.3
Safety proposal, Apr 23, 1981, p.1
Poster contest winners named (list), Apr 23, 1981, p.22
Leadership team for next year: R Baylor, S Oldr, G Aaron, E Stock (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.2
Staff Recognition Day at Heathcote (photo; list), Jun 4, 1981, p.19
Guard or light (at Chesterfield and Brite), Aug 27, 1981, p.1
PT Council lists members for 81-82 (list) (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.20
Rewarding experience (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
Best possible education us goal of PT Council (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.23
Child care survey, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
PTA's fora coalition, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Students win awards for safety posters (list), Apr 8, 1982, p.19
Dr Sprague, teachers explain curriculum process, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
Council elects leaders (list), Jun 3, 1982, p.3
PT Council names officers (list) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.22
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SCHOOLS-SCS-PTA continued

Welcome to SCS (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.3
Panel probes uses, abuses of tutoring in SCS, Oct 28, 1982, p.4
Parents urged to communicate with their children about sex, Nov 11, 1982, p.3
PTA delegates attend state conference, Nov 25, 1982, p.21
Board discusses textbook selecting, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Communication, service are main PT Council goals (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.20
Poster contest winners named (list), Apr 7, 1983, p.22
SCS High to be scene of International Fair Sunday (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Speakers F T Zappone and J Brokaw to tell how to make the most of TV (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.1
A sample of the Orient (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Fair called 'memorable' (ltr; list), Apr 21, 1983, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes The PT Council International Fair (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.22
PT Council explores ways to get most out of TV, Apr 28, 1983, p.5
Forum on teen drinking (photo; list), May 5, 1983, p.3
New PTA officers named at Fox Meadow; Greenacres (list), May 12, 1983, p.20
Better school budget format asked, May 26, 1983, p.1
New P-T Council officers (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.22
PTA Scholarship Fund raises $22,650 to aid college freshmen (list), Jun 30, 1983, p.3
PT Council names 1983-84 leaders (list) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.20
Safety--later, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
PT Council coordinates a variety of programs (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.25
Scholarship Fund opens annual drive, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
Total support (edit), Feb 2, 1984, p.6
PT Council leaders prepare for start of new school year (list) (Education '84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.23
Trade you a basketball for a football? (photo; list), Sep 6, 1984, p.12
Village, riders agree on sale of Boulder Brook, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
An international affair (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.9
Dream-makers Show offers upbeat message (list), Dec 20, 1984, p.24

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE

High cost of lunch, Jan 17, 1980, p.1
Tuesday morning fever (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.3
Making hand puppets at after-school recreation at Quaker Ridge (photo; list), Feb 21, 1980, p.16
After-school recreation program at Quaker Ridge (photo), Feb 21, 1980, p.16
Rescheduling at Quaker Ridge, May 8, 1980, p.1
Quaker Ridge parents up in arms over schedule proposal, May 15, 1980, p.1
Wait until next year (edit), May 15, 1980, p.4
On school bus savings (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
Colonial arts study at Quaker Ridge culminates in trip to Sturbridge village (photo; list), May 15, 1980, p.16
OR parent protest doomed proposal, May 22, 1980, p.1
Board decides against changes in OR schedule, May 22, 1980, p.1
Failure of communication (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
Quaker Ridge Staff Recognition day (photo; list), May 29, 1980, p.14
Blacksatting at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.17
Quaker Quackers; a story (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.17
Quaker Ridge names new class mothers (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.17
OR welcomes parents from foreign countries, Sep 25, 1980, p.18
Generous help cited (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Lower limit on class size urged (ltr), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Present policy defended (ltr), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
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SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE continued

- Fire prevention week marked, Oct 16, 1980, p.6
- Changes in QR lunch program (list), Oct 16, 1980, p.14
- Thanksgiving apple pies (photo; list), Nov 27, 1980, p.16
- Soccer TV show filmed at Quaker Ridge (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.27
- Students visit White Plains Hospital (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.23
- Quaker Ridge campers enjoy trip to Ashokan (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.25
- Say it without words (photo), May 14, 1981, p.23
- Quaker Ridge librarian E. Kebabian to retire, Jun 18, 1981, p.15
- Quaker Ridge holds picnic (list), Jun 18, 1981, p.15
- Mother-teacher softball game (list), Jun 18, 1981, p.15
- Quaker Ridge names new class mothers (list), Sep 24, 1981, p.23
- New staff at Quaker Ridge: T. Concannon, F. Elfenbein, G. Blessing (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.20
- Children's author J. Angell gives program at QR, Nov 26, 1981, p.19
- Quaker Ridgeitten tree (photo), Feb 4, 1982, p.17
- Retirement party for Edna Santillo (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.17
- New slide at Quaker Ridge (photo; list), Apr 29, 1982, p.28
- E. Betts gives guided tour to QR class (photo), May 13, 1982, p.3
- Students bring tasty creations to 'Quaker-O-Ride-inal Contest' (photo; list), May 13, 1982, p.22
- Bike Safety (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.15
- Colonial Thanksgiving (photo; add photo p.14), Nov 25, 1982, p.1
- A whale of a day at Quaker Ridge (photo; list), Dec 23, 1982, p.17
- Music, food, drama bring cultures of other countries to Quaker Ridge (photo; list), Mar 31, 1983, p.21
- Students win fitness awards (photo; list), May 28, 1983, p.16
- Celebrating America at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.14
- Quaker Ridge sixth graders on way to JHS (photo; list) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.10
- New signs of school (photo) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.19
- Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
- Still two sections (QR first grade), Sep 22, 1983, p.1
- 49th student, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
- First grade section being added at (QR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
- Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving tradition (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.6
- Chinese cultural exhibition at the Quaker Ridge School (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.15
- Learning about the law (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.17
- Quaker Ridge parents protest transfer of teacher S. Grossman, May 17, 1984, p.1
- QR sixth grade boasted top athletes (photo; list) (Graduation '84 Supp), Jun 28, 1984, p.12
- Quaker Ridge students tour a variety of trucks, Sep 27, 1984, p.18
- International Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.22
- How to collect honey (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.24

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE-PERFORMING ARTS

- Elementary chorus only one of groups in QR spring concert (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.20
- A pretend prince on a real horse (photo; list), Feb 12, 1981, p.18

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE-PTA

- Quaker Ridge Staff Recognition day (photo; list), May 29, 1980, p.14
- QR PTA sets 1980-81 slate (list), Jun 5, 1980, p.17
- Quaker Ridge PTA names officers, committee chairmen (list), Aug 28, 1980, p.17
- QR welcomes new parents, Sep 11, 1980, p.17
- Quaker Ridge new parents (list), Oct 2, 1980, p.19
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SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE-PTA continued
New PTA officers at Quaker Ridge (list), May 14, 1981, p.23
Annual meeting at QR (list), Jun 24, 1982, p.15
Quaker Ridge PTA names officers, chairmen and class mothers (list), Aug 26, 1982, p.10
Quaker Ridge PTA elects '84-'85 executive board (list), May 31, 1984, p.14

SCHOOLS-SCS-RACIAL/ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION
Racial distribution (in SCS school district), Dec 22, 1983, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-RENTAL OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS
Graduation requirements changed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-SAFETY PROGRAM
Dr E A Jaffe gives safety seminar (list), Apr 1, 1982, p.17

SCHOOLS-SCS-SCHEDULING
Rescheduling at Quaker Ridge, May 8, 1980, p.1
Quaker Ridge parents up in arms over schedule proposal, May 15, 1980, p.1
Wait until next year (edit), May 15, 1980, p.4
On school bus savings (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
QR parent protest doomed proposal, May 22, 1980, p.1
Board decides against changes in QR schedule, May 22, 1980, p.1
Failure of communication (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4

SCHOOLS-SCS-SECURITY
Board of Education moves to step up school security, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-SPECIAL EDUCATION
New committee at high school will examine curriculum (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-COMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED

SCHOOLS-SCS-SPORTS
Fun is most important (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
She backs A and B Teams (ltr), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
School enrollment decline slowing, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Art Resnick named top coach in US (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.1
School Board to name new athletic director, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Bouchier named athletic director (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Farther afield, Feb 23, 1984, p.1
SEE ALSO NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL SPORTS, EX FOOTBALL

SCHOOLS-SCS-ST PIUS X
St Pius school adapts to new NYS guidelines (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.30
St Pius I School receives flag from Burrows (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.10
T Shea new principal at St Pius I school (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.12
Expanded nursery at St Pius X School (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.33
After-school at St Pius X (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.30
A staircase of their own (photo; list), Dec 9, 1982, p.2

SCHOOLS-SCS-ST PIUS X GRADUATION
St Pius X School graduates 17 (photo; list) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.14

SCHOOLS-SCS-STATE AID
Focus on state issues at School Board meeting, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Schools may get more state aid, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Annual battle on again over state aid to public schools, Feb 19, 1981, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-STATE AID continued
School Board anticipates tax hike of 7 to 8 percent, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
More state aid to mean tax break, May 21, 1981, p.1
Sheldon Levine leaving SHS (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1
State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1
Popular decision, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
How the Levittown case was won, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Chamber names Dr T Sobol top citizen (photo; list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
School Board vows intent not to close any schools, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Burrows, Pisani to speak on education policy, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Residents urged to write to governor about school aid, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Budget picture called 'grim,' Mar 17, 1983, p.1
State aid restored, Mar 31, 1983, p.1
Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Cuomo budget would cut aid to schools here, Jan 19, 1984, p.1
Dubious distinction, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Fruits of absence, Sep 20, 1984, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-TUITION
Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-Writing Program
School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Dr Sprague, teachers explain curriculum process, Jun 3, 1982, p.1

SCHOOLS-SPORTS
Sports need sound leadership (edit), Sep 24, 1981, p.7

SCHOOLS-US-High Schools
HS leaders agree: people as important as curriculum, Oct 16, 1980, p.1

SCHOOLS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY-STATE AID
Westchester school officials see disaster in Cuomo aid cuts, Feb 23, 1984, p.9
This is 'crunch year' for aid to schools—Brodsky, Feb 23, 1984, p.9

SCHOOLS-YONKERS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS
Officials: System here would detect gridder's bad heart, Sep 29, 1983, p.1

SCHORR, DENISE
Marathoners hit $11,000 in fundraiser (photo), Feb 20, 1980, p.15
Old grads never die; they go to Alumni Tea (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.9

SCHORR, MARSHA
GCC opposes downzoning, Levittown repercussions (list), Feb 7, 1980, p.9
School funding proposals attacked by panelists (photo), May 29, 1980, p.13
Board OK's bringing BOCES pupils home, Jun 14, 1984, p.11

SCHOUMATOFF, NICHOLAS
American Indian assembly programs at Seely Place with N Schoumatoff (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.11

SCHRAGIS, ALVIN
Medical College to give award to SCS man, A I Schragis (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.3
SCS philanthropist A I Schragis wins award, May 31, 1984, p.3
SCS man A I Schragis elected to board of Jewish Braille Institute, Dec 13, 1984, p.29

SCHREIBER, LIZ
Getting a new look at the carnival (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.5

SCHREIBER, PAM
Unmasking the spirit of friendship (photo; list), Nov 4, 1982, p.6
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SCHR1ER, MORRIS
University elects former SCS man M M Schrier (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.2

SCHROEDER, CHRISTOPHER
Save the Atlanta Children (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.3
Car washing for fun and profit (K Frelich Scholarship Fund) (photo), May 13, 1982, p.1
Class with real class fested at graduation, Jul 1, 1982, p.1

SCHROEDER, ED
Consoting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6

SCHROEDER, ELAINE
School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Library Board elects R Cuneo president (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Scholarship fund seeks aid for SHS graduates (list), Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Bank aids scholarship fund (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.5
JHS teacher I Sloan sets stage for different role (photo), May 5, 1983, p.6
Teachers' gift to students (photo), May 19, 1983, p.3
PTA Scholarship Fund raises $22,650 to aid college freshmen (list), Jun 30, 1983, p.3
Board of Education elects J Severtz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Investment in education (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.4

SCHROEDER, ELAINE (AU)
Candidates backed (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6
Fulfill the promise (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6

SCHROEDER, ELIZABETH (AU)
Thank you, class of '84 (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6

SCHROEDER, HAROLD
Resident H P Schroer named marketing VP, Aug 19, 1982, p.2

SCHROEDER-SHEPORD, BRYCE
Miae delights Edgewood kids (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.20
Waro feelings at Davis Park (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.2
Edgewood students bake and sell snacks to aid Ethiopian famine victims (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.24

SCHUCK, CHARLES
Elective courses proposed for EHS, Apr 1, 1982, p.11

SCHUER, JOHN (DR)
Congregational Church honors Dr J F Schuder (photo), May 7, 1981, p.28
Appointed: Dr J F Schuder (photo), Jan 5, 1984, p.11

SCHUH, DAVID
Catcher R Cerrone visits new store (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.16

SCHUH, DENNIS
IHM Talent Show '82 (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.17

SCHULICK, RAYMOND (DR)
Dr R Schulick dies, Nov 17, 1983, p.20

SCHULKIND, MARCUS
Marcus Schulkind joins staff at Steffi Nossen (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.16

SCHULLER, JOHNETTE
Consoting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6

SCHULLMAN, ANNIE
Saint and friend (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.10

SCHULLMAN, BLISS
Local artist B Schulman has exhibit, Feb 21, 1980, p.5

SCHULLMAN, DEBORAH
Doohan resigns as EHS head; board appoints J Larkin new principal (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.13
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SCHULMAN, DEBORAH continued
  Board OK's bringing BOCES pupils home, Jun 14, 1984, p.11
  School district hires 14 new staff members, Sep 6, 1984, p.11

SCHULMAN, JERRY
  Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part I), Mar 27, 1980, p.15
  Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part II) (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13
  Don't ask (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.13
  Local boys caught after $2,000 vandalism spree, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
  EMT picks J L Finn as superintendent, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
  Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16
  Board returns to business as usual, Oct 21, 1982, p.11
  Greenville, Seely Place receive gifts from PTA, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
  Board hears report on pupil personnel, Mar 3, 1983, p.13
  Pay raises for staff approved, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
  Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11
  School Board looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p.10
  New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11
  New award at EMT high school, May 17, 1984, p.8
  District moves to follow state lead, May 24, 1984, p.11
  Board: 44 is limit for first grade at Seely; no vote taken, Jul 19, 1984, p.9
  Seely safety study gets a green light, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
  Hockey team to get coach and uniforms; EMT Board of Education (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.11

SCHULMAN, LOWELL
  New chapel at JCC (photo), May 26, 1983, p.18

SCHULMAN, MARTIN
  Opticians open store, Mar 15, 1984, p.2

SCHULMAN, ROBERT
  New chapel at JCC (photo), May 26, 1983, p.18

SCHULMAN, S J
  AJC to honor citizen of year S J Schulman, Jun 4, 1981, p.2
  Attacks on budget continue at hearing, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
  Town Club hears reports on village, schools, county, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
  County budget reform asked; LWV raps time limit on speech, Dec 15, 1983, p.2

SCHULZ, DIETER

SCHUMACHER, HEDWIG
  Exchange student, Jun 9, 1983, p.1

SCHUMANN, CLARA
  Jena Saith's 'Clara' honors mothers in town's tribute (photo), May 8, 1980, p.23

SCHUSTEK, DOUGLAS
  Soccer TV show filmed at Quaker Ridge (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.27

SCHUTTLER, MRS NORMAN
  Honored at Woman's Club (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.9

SCHUTZ, CHRISTA
  Historical Society elects five (photo; list), Nov 15, 1984, p.3

SCHUTZ, KRISTA
  Anderson a hit on Heathcote (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.5

SCHWAB, BETTY
  Leadership seminar (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.15
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SCHWAB, BETTY continued

B Schwab re-elected president of YM-YWHA (list), Nov 18, 1982, p.12
Local woman B B Schwab honored, Nov 3, 1983, p.4

SCHWABE, ANDREA

H Haba's happy summer here ends in tragedy (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.1
SCHWABE, ANDREA (AU)
Don't forget brutal attack (ltr), Sep 15, 1983, p.6

SCHWABE, BISELA

H Haba's happy summer here ends in tragedy (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.1
SCHWABE, BISELA (AU)
Don't forget brutal attack (ltr), Sep 15, 1983, p.6

SCHWABE, KLAUS

H Haba's happy summer here ends in tragedy (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.1
SCHWABE, KLAUS (AU)
Don't forget brutal attack (ltr), Sep 15, 1983, p.6

SCHWADRON, ARTIE

Art by SHS students L Grossman, A Schwadron (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.5

SCHWARTZ, JUSTUS
SCHWARTZ, (MRS JACK)
Dr H Tarnower slain; wrote SCS diet (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1
SCHWARTZ, ANDREW (DR)
Service above self (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.6
SCHWARTZ, ASHER
On stemming the flood (ltr), Oct 8, 1981, p.6
SCHWARTZ, ASHER (AU)
Correct decision (ltr), Sep 24, 1981, p.6

SCHWARTZ, BILL

In death, two profiles in courage emerge: Nice going, Captain Bill (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7

SCHWARTZ, CAROL
Manhattan Savings to open March 14; C Schwartz, C Baker managers (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.2
First annual Fall Foliage Run to help SCS Historical Society (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.3

SCHWARTZ, DAVID
Board gives tenure to 3 teachers: M Hayter, M Reilly, J Rosen, Aug 30, 1984, p.5

SCHWARTZ, GLORIA

In death, two profiles in courage emerge: Nice going, Captain Bill (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7

SCHWARTZ, HARRY
In death, two profiles in courage emerge: Nice going, Captain Bill (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7

SCHWARTZ, HARRY (DR)
Forum here on health issues (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.1
Doctors explore health care crisis, Sep 27, 1984, p.1

SCHWARTZ, JEAN
Art Assn elects officers (list), Apr 17, 1980, p.5
J Schwarts with artists N Dilsizian, F Brady at outdoor art show in Chase Park (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1

SCHWARTZ, JERI
Resident H Fendelman, partner J Schwartz form antique appraisal firm, May 27, 1982, p.20
Resident H Fendelman writes column for design magazine, Sep 13, 1984, p.19

SCHWARTZ, JERI (AU)
Don't leave home without it (edit), Mar 15, 1984, p.7

SCHWARTZ, JUDITH
Teachers Institute names J Schwartz new director, Sep 4, 1980, p.2
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SCHWARTZ, JUDITH continued
Teachers, looking for a break, seek jobs in business world, Apr 23, 1981, p.1
Teachers Institute topic at convention, Apr 8, 1982, p.5
Dr Sprague, teachers explain curricula process, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
STA negotiation previewed, Oct 14, 1982, p.3
Teachers, school administrators give residents preview of contract talks, Jan 27, 1983, p.4
Bargaining begins on teacher contract, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Teachers' gift to students (photo), May 19, 1983, p.3
Graduation requirements changed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
New teacher contract ratified, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Bouchier named athletic director (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Teachers' gift to the fund (photo), May 10, 1984, p.2
Quaker Ridge parents protest transfer of teacher S Grossman, May 17, 1984, p.1
War welcome (photo; list), Oct 4, 1984, p.19
Grant approved, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
As teacher pool declines, SCS steps up hiring, Nov 8, 1984, p.1

SCHWARTZ, JUDITH (AU)
Teaching in SCS is a mixed blessing (edit), Feb 24, 1983, p.7

SCHWARTZ, MARVIN
Village sued again on creche denial, May 5, 1983, p.1
Creche suit goes to trial Tuesday in Federal Court, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
Judge hears creche case, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Appeal expected on creche, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Creche returning to court, Feb 23, 1984, p.1
Change of heart: American Jewish Congress withdraws amicus brief, Mar 22, 1984, p.1
US Circuit Court hears arguments in creche case, Apr 16, 1984, p.1
Two high court rulings key to SCS case, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Error acknowledged, Dec 20, 1984, p.1

SCHWARTZ, MERLE
Board backs Finn in Seely decision, Sep 13, 1984, p.9

SCHWARTZ, MERYL
Seely parents ask board for reassurance on class size, Jun 2, 1983, p.13

SCHWARTZ, MILDRED (AU)
Asks demolition delay (litr), Apr 10, 1980, p.4

SCHWARTZ, PAUL
Summer ice returns Saturday (photo), May 24, 1984, p.1
SCS pool opens Saturday for 16th summer of swimming, May 24, 1984, p.3

SCHWARTZ, PEARL
Defense calls Harris to stand (illus), Jan 29, 1981, p.1

SCHWARTZ, RAYMOND

SCHWARTZ, ROBERT
New music group turns town into summer festival (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.6

SCHWARTZ, WILLIAM
D Schwartz dies, Apr 3, 1980, p.14

SCHWARTZMAN, EVY
Sex is out, death is in among local bibliophiles (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.4

SCHWARTZSTEIN, JUDITH
No developments, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
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SCHWARTZSTEIN, JUDITH continued
Search for AFS student J Uronen stalled, Jan 8, 1981, p.1

SCHWARZ, BETSY
B A Schwarz dies, Nov 11, 1982, p.18

SCHWARZ, MAGGIE
Senior fire alert (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.1

SCHWARZ, PAUL
STA does more than bargain, PT Council panelists report, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
School Board, teachers far apart in initial contract proposals, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
STA contract calls for 18.75-21% raise over three years; some teachers opposed, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Schools feature reading aloud during National Library Week (photo; list), Apr 12, 1984, p.18

SCHWARZ, PEGGY (DR)
Hunter honors SCS woman Dr P M Schwarz, May 6, 1982, p.3

SCHWEICH, GLENN
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Moth problem, Apr 29, 1982, p.1

SCHWEICH, GLENN (AU)
Questions raised on asbestos ceilings (ltr), Jan 29, 1981, p.1

SCHWEICH, PETER
Library ceiling pencil-free; water restrictions in effect, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Architecture Board member H Weissman resigns, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
On the BAR (edit), Apr 30, 1981, p.6
Behind the scenes report (ltr), May 7, 1981, p.6
SCS: Love it or leave it? (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6
No decision, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Board finds BAR members did not act unethically, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
BAR votes to end closed sessions, Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Grossman confers with Ford (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.1
Assessments called unfair, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Assessment criticisms (edit), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
Assessments, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
How many courts? (ltr), May 20, 1982, p.6
Stones’ tennis court fence okayed, May 27, 1982, p.3
Taxes to increase on pools, courts, Mar 3, 1983, p.1

SCHWEICH, PETER (AU)
Letters on election (ltrs), Feb 26, 1981, p.4
Letters on village election (ltrs), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
BAR guidelines called for (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Reply on assessments (ltr), Dec 24, 1981, p.6
Blatant inequities (ltr), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
Persistent avoidance (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6

SCHWEICKERT, WILLIAM (AU)
He backs Village Hall (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
Against holiday for King (ltr), Sep 29, 1983, p.6
He opposes bank conversion (ltr), Feb 2, 1984, p.6

SCHWEIL, SHIRLEY
GCC seeks dialogue with PTA’s officers, Apr 7, 1983, p.10
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SCHWEIL, SHIRLEY continued
New play areas nearly done after a year of hard work (photo; list), Jun 28, 1984, p.10
Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10

SCHWEITZER, (MRS P W) (AU)
Super Bowl heroes (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4

SCHWEITZER, FLORENCE
F B Schweitzer dies, Mar 4, 1982, p.18

SCHWEITZER, P W (AU)
Super Bowl heroes (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4

SCHWEITZER, ULRICH
Morgan promotes U Schweitzer (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.11

SCHWELL, SHIRLEY

The next step (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.9

SCHWIER, PETER

Ready for emergencies (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.2
Scenes from SCS Memorial Day 1981 (photo), May 28, 1981, p.8
Santa comes to town (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.1
Volunteer firefighters-ready when needed (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
Members of Volunteer Fire Co No 1 P Woodcock, W Schwer, R Walsh at Bell Rd fire (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.5

SCHWETZ, JANET

New playtime program (photo), May 13, 1982, p.16

SCHWIEHL, SHIRLEY

PTA executive boards plan for open candidate forum next year, Mar 31, 1983, p.15

SCIENTISTS

SCS scientist A H Nissan awarded medal (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.5

SCINTO, EMILY

School Board vows intent not to close any schools, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Fishing at the fair (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.14

SCIORTINO, EDA

E F Sciortino dies, Oct 14, 1982, p.16

SCLAFAHI, FRANCES

Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Cuomo, Moynihan, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1

SCOBIEY, DAVID

SCS High graduates issue 'Report from Campus', Feb 14, 1980, p.5

SCOBIEY, JOAN

Budget passes by 3-2 margin, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Author J Scobey sheds 40 pounds, stays thin, tells tale (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Author J Scobey takes wry look at aging, Oct 4, 1984, p.26

SCOBIEY, JOAN (AU)
Confessions of a calorie counter (edit; illus), Apr 9, 1981, p.7
Noted cooking writer J Scobey describes challenges of editing a master, Aug 13, 1981, p.8
Are the 'middle ages' darker? (edit), Oct 18, 1984, p.7

SCOBIEY, RAPHAEL (AU)
Candidates backed (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6

SCOFFLAW
Scrofflaw crackdown, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
SCOFFLAWS continued
Right end, wrong means (edit), Mar 13, 1980, p.4
Scofflaws sought, Nov 4, 1982, p.1

SCOFIELD, JOHN
J R Scofield dies, Sep 3, 1981, p.16

SCOPPA, RUTH
R G Scoppa dies, Mar 22, 1984, p.14

SCOTT, (MRS HAROLD)
Members honored (photo; list), Mar 26, 1981, p.14
Mrs Harold Scott installed as Woman's Club president (photo; list), Apr 15, 1982, p.8
Presidents honored (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.9
A milestone (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.10
Honored at Woman's Club (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.9

SCOTT, BOB
Postal art, Mar 6, 1980, p.1

SCOTT, DOORIS
Savings bank promotes R C Goodwin and D F Scott, Jun 21, 1984, p.9

SCOTT, EDNA
Library beautification team: R Mitchell, E Scott (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.3

SCOTT, WILLARD
Lowell Tooley honored by Village Club; reflects on the past; predicts future (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.4

SCOTT-RAM, RICHARD
Investment strategy, Aug 11, 1983, p.1

SCOTTO, RENATA
'Thank you' with flowers (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.4

SCOUT FIELD
Village OK's plan to rebuild fields, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
$1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; addl photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
Rough going, Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Field will never be the same (ltr; photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.6
More pool time, Nov 8, 1984, p.1

SCS
SCS...a beautiful place to live...(photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.36
What makes SCS SCS (ltr), May 5, 1983, p.6
No fireworks (for village May 24 birthday), May 26, 1983, p.1
What makes SCS, SCS (ltr), May 26, 1983, p.6
SCS and the American dream (edit), Sep 15, 1983, p.7

SCS ADULT SCHOOL
Panel probes problems of adults with aging parents (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
New dimensions for Adult School (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.29
School re-elects E Saoler (list), Mar 20, 1980, p.3
(Adult) School not tax supported (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Finishing up 1980 (Adult School) brochure (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.3
Adult School's 43rd season offers many new courses (list), Aug 14, 1980, p.3
1500 expected to sign up for 1980 Adult School courses (photo; list), Aug 28, 1980, p.15
Signing up for courses at Adult School (photo; list), Sep 25, 1980, p.6
Psychiatrist L Loeb is man of many interests (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
E Saoler and teachers honored at Adult School reception (photo; list), Dec 11, 1980, p.17
SCS Adult School elects new officers (photo; list), Feb 5, 1981, p.3
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SCS ADULT SCHOOL continued
Adult School on TV (photo; list), Apr 30, 1981, p.23
Outside art (photo; list), May 21, 1981, p.4
SCS Adult School gives preview of upcoming season (list), Aug 13, 1981, p.1
Adult School chairman N Tanner promises most exciting curriculum yet (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.21
Signing up (photo), Sep 29, 1981, p.3
Fete for the faculty (photo; list), Dec 17, 1981, p.24
SCS Adult School continues to thrive (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 26, 1982, p.22
Adult School offers array of new courses (list), Aug 19, 1982, p.1
School has practical streak (photo; list), Aug 26, 1982, p.5
Adult School offering 'insurmountable opportunities' (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.17
Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Adult School-45 years and still growing (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.30
Newly installed leaders of SCS Adult School (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.17
Local cable TV usage urged (list), May 26, 1983, p.3
Adult School ready for fall semester (list), Aug 18, 1983, p.1
Adult School giving large range of self-improvement courses (list), Aug 25, 1983, p.3
TV council hopes to tap potential of local access (photo; list), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
New courses-and old favorites-at the SCS Adult School (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.21
Photo of 1947 SCS Adult School photography course (photo) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.30
Survey indicates that schools are residents' top priority, Oct 27, 1983, p.2
Toast to a successful semester (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.9
Program is multifaceted at SCS Adult School (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.33
Panel chews on constitutional 'delicacies' (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.6
Tribute to Jane Kelley (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
Residents giving Adult School's 'grand experiment' a college try, Apr 5, 1984, p.5
Diversity rules at Adult School (photo) (Education '84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.23
Students rapt as East-West trade kudos and barbs (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.6
Jews and Christians can understand one another (edit), Nov 15, 1984, p.7
Toast to a successful year (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.5
What were they drinking? (ltr), Dec 13, 1984, p.6

SCS ADULT SCHOOL-SUMMER SCHOOL
Dr R L Burkey to head summer school here (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.3
Summer school here no longer just for kids (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.6

SCS ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

SCS ANTIQUES
Running from the start (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Fifteen-K race here Sunday, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Abe Simon dies; led Antiques, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Moving memorial to Abe Simon (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.17

SCS ART ASSN
'Still waters' by R Friedel on exhibit, wins prize, Jan 24, 1980, p.7
Art Assn 'not involved' (ltr), Feb 7, 1980, p.4
Art Assn elects officers (list), Apr 17, 1980, p.5
Art exhibit Sunday at club (list), Nov 20, 1980, p.10
J Schwartz with artists N Dilsizian, F Brady at outdoor art show in Chase Park (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
SCS Art Assn awards prizes (photo; list), Nov 19, 1981, p.4
SCS Art Assn members set up for outdoor show (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.20
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SCS ART ASSN continued
Art Assn awards prizes (list), Nov 17, 1983, p.11
Active year at Art Assn (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.34
Art Assn awards prizes (photo; list), Nov 22, 1984, p.21
W R Briggs mentioned in watercolor category, Nov 29, 1984, p.12

SCS ART CENTER
Art center to open at Scout House, Jan 6, 1983, p.1
Art Center (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.5
Art directors elected (list), Feb 3, 1983, p.5
Event at Art Center (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.2
Art Center looking ahead to 2nd season (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.34

SCS ASSN OF AIDES AND ASSISTANTS
SEE LABOR UNIONS

SCS ASSN OF EDUCATIONAL SECRETARIES
SEE LABOR UNIONS

SCS AUDUBON SOCIETY
SEE AUDUBON SOCIETY

SCS AUXILIARY OF WHITE PLAINS HOSPITAL
SEE HOSPITALS

SCS AUXILIARY POLICE
SEE SPECIAL PATROLMEN-SCS

SCS BASEBALL ASSN
SEE BASEBALL

SCS BOARD OF APPEALS
SEE BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS

SCS BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW
SEE BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW-SCS

SCS BOARD OF EDUCATION
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS

SCS BOARD OF TRUSTEES
SEE VILLAGE BOARD-SCS

SCS BOWL
Szabad accepts SCS Bowl Award (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Burglar steals SCS Bowl, Jun 19, 1980, p.2
Robert Delany is named Bowl chairman (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Bowl Committee named (list), Oct 2, 1980, p.5
Carol Stix wins 1981 Bowl (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Carol Stix accepts the bowl (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Szabad chairman for SCS Bowl, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Committee set to select SCS Bowl winner (photo; list), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
SCS Bowl recipient J Thies with G Szabad (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Record crowd at bowl dinner (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.5
Robert Shay selected to chair Bowl Dinner (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Committee set to select SCS Bowl winner (list), Sep 23, 1982, p.3
Bowl award to Eleanor Finney (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Bowl Dinner a musical, literary, psychological affair (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Hofheiser to chair SCS Bowl event (photo), Sep 29, 1983, p.1
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SCS BOWL continued
- Top civic honor for Betty Menke (photo), Feb 9, 1984, p.1
- Betty Menke hailed as a standard-setter, Feb 16, 1984, p.3
- It is for us to lay the groundwork (edit), Feb 16, 1984, p.7
- Carol Stix named chairman of SCS Bowl Committee (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.3
- Bowl committee members named (list), Sep 27, 1984, p.3
- Grady Jensen to receive bowl (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.1

SCS BUDGET

SEE BUDGET-SCS

SCS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

SEE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS

SCS CHATEAUX APARTMENTS

SEE APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-SCS

SCS CITIZENS CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE

SEE NON PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY

SCS CITIZENS FOR SENIOR HOUSING

SEE SENIOR CITIZENS-HOUSING

SCS CIVIC CLUB
- Board for bottle bill, May 14, 1981, p.1
- An end to absolutism? (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6
- SCS Civic Club to meet, May 28, 1981, p.1
- New Civic Club elects leaders (list), Jun 4, 1981, p.1
- Civic Club seeks members, Jun 18, 1981, p.2
- Let’s work in harmony, Civic Club leader says (ltr), Jul 9, 1981, p.6
- Civic Club picks board (list), Jul 30, 1981, p.3
- Forum on Freightway Dec 9 (list), Dec 3, 1981, p.1
- Forum on Freightway (edit), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
- Residents ponder possibilities for Freightway, Dec 10, 1981, p.1
- Civic Club forms new committees, Feb 2, 1982, p.3
- Robert Asher elected Civic Club president (list), Jun 24, 1982, p.3

SCS COMMITTEE FOR A NUCLEAR WEAPONS FREEZE

SEE DISARMAMENT

SCS CONFERENCE ON COLLEGE PREPARATORY HIGH SCHOOL
- Out there is real—school is not (illus; edit), Jul 9, 1981, p.7

SCS COUNCIL OF PARENT TEACHER ASSNS

SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-PTA

SCS CRECHE COMMITTEE

SEE CRECHE CASE, CRECHE-SCS

SCS CULTURAL CENTER
- Village charges code violations at Cultural Center (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.1
- Cultural Center praised (ltr), Jul 30, 1981, p.6
- Attorney M Steyer says concert will go on, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
- Room for compromise (edit), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
- Violation of spirit (ltr), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
- Cultural Center to move concert, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
- Neighbors explain opposition (ltr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
- Be proud of Cultural Center (ltr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
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SCS CULTURAL CENTER continued

Rewarding, despite neighbors (ltr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
Malice charged (ltr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
Embarrassed by disruption (ltr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
Barbaric intrusion (ltr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
Happy ending, Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Concerts lead to conviction, Dec 17, 1981, p.3

SCS CULTURAL THEATRE WORKSHOP

Showcase stars (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.11

SCS DAY CAMP

PRC superintendent K Batchelor says indoor pool is possibility, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Summer fun (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
Indian Day at Camp Wapetuck (photo), Jul 31, 1980, p.2
Beating the heat at camp (photo), Jul 31, 1980, p.3
Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Revolution at camp (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.9
Let the games begin! (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.2
Picnic for Miss Piggy (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.3
Fifties fever hits SCS Day Camp (photo; list), Aug 13, 1981, p.2
Superheroes Day at Summer Day Camp (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.4
Annie comes to the Day Camp (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.3
Superkids (photo; list), Jul 21, 1983, p.4
There's always a happy ending at Wapetuck (photo; addl photo p 8), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

SCS DOWNTOWN AREA

SEE DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS

SCS EDUCATORS ASSN

STA does more than bargain, PT Council panelists report, Jan 31, 1980, p.1

SCS EMPLOYEES

SEE EMPLOYEES-SCS

SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE

SFCS: Year of Change (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.32
Family Counseling elects E C Shay (list), May 1, 1980, p.15
It's the only social agency in town (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
SFCS grant request (ltr), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
SFCS seeks to meet changing social needs, Oct 2, 1980, p.2
New outreach counselor R Rosenberg to work with elderly, Dec 18, 1980, p.6
Family Counseling plans new, expanded services (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.20
Benefit for Counseling Service (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.12
SFCS needs friends (edit), Mar 19, 1981, p.4
RSC Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.28
Vial of Life could save seniors' lives, Jun 18, 1981, p.5
Keep the door open (edit), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
The people are waiting (edit), Sep 23, 1982, p.6
SFCS offers therapy for jobless, Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Update on Share, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Help—right here at home (edit), Mar 17, 1983, p.7
Tentative plan on tenant protection, May 12, 1983, p.1
Outreach worker: Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Three, M Beuerle, B Sherwood, P Kennedy, join staff of Family Counseling, Oct 13, 1983, p.2
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SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE continued
Agency seeking village’s help in serving the frail elderly, Mar 1, 1984, p.1
Agency launches fund drive, Mar 15, 1984, p.3
Project Share has housing to spare, Mar 22, 1984, p.9
Counseling Service names M Slavin program director, Mar 29, 1984, p.5
Support group foraging for families of aged, May 3, 1984, p.5
Counseling agency has new leaders (list), May 17, 1984, p.5
Family Counseling reaching out to forgotten victims of divorce, May 31, 1984, p.17
Family Counseling benefit a success (photo; list), Jul 5, 1984, p.3
Village, school plan unified youth program, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Agency starts program on divorce’s effect on grandparents, grandchildren, Sep 13, 1984, p.5
New group here for adoptive parents, Nov 1, 1984, p.2
Divorce is hard on grandparents, too (edit), Nov 29, 1984, p.7
Aid for elderly?, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

SCS FIFTEEN K RACE
SEE RUNNING

SCS FOUNDATION
SCS Foundation: 57 years of service (list) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.23
Foundation to help fund elderly outreach program (list), Mar 20, 1980, p.2
Foundation supports nominating system (ltr), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
Scout House fund gets boost, May 22, 1980, p.5
It’s the only social agency in town (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
SFCS grant request (ltr), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
Robert Delany is named Bowl chairman (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Carol Stix wins 1981 Bowl (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Foundation names Merrell Clark (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.3
Foundation helps local causes (list) (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.30
Carol Stix to head local foundation (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
SCS Foundation names C K Ware new trustee (list), Dec 3, 1981, p.2
SCS Foundation provides scholarships (Progress ‘82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.29
Heritage Plaza seen as creche solution, May 20, 1982, p.1
Foundation establishes Robert Delany Memorial (list) (Progress ‘83), Jan 27, 1983, p.22
Survey to probe attitudes, hopes for future of SCS, Feb 10, 1983, p.3
New director: P L Carret (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.3
SCS Foundation names Ullman president (list), Mar 8, 1984, p.3
Carol Stix named chairman of SCS Bowl Committee (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.3

SCS FOUNDATION FUTURES PROGRAM
SCS Futures, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
SCS Futures appoints J A Handelman director (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.3
Advisory committee of SCS Foundation Futures Program meets (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.5
Town Club debates over reports, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
SCS Futures spells out plans to survey community, Apr 22, 1982, p.3
Expert volunteers contribute to SCS Futures Program (list), Jul 29, 1982, p.3
SCS Futures groups to formulate survey (list), Sep 2, 1982, p.5
Residents will help draw up blueprint for village’s future, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
Residents to voice questions at Futures meeting Monday (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.3
Community meeting looks toward future, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Whittling time (edit), Oct 7, 1982, p.6
Questionnaire being prepared to probe SCS’s wishes, Nov 4, 1982, p.2
SCS FOUNDATION FUTURES PROGRAM continued
Get the picture? Program hopes it will (edit), Nov 11, 1982, p.7
Futures Committee established (photo; list), Nov 18, 1982, p.2
SCS Futures Program putting finishing touches on questionnaire, Dec 23, 1982, p.5
Survey to probe attitudes, hopes for future of SCS, Feb 10, 1983, p.3
Seniors working on Futures survey, Feb 17, 1983, p.2
Futures questionnaire going out next week to every local home, Feb 24, 1983, p.3
Young and old together for "9 Week" (photo; list), Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Answer those questions (edit), Mar 3, 1983, p.6
Futures plea in poetry (poem), Mar 3, 1983, p.6
Futures forms are pouring in, Mar 10, 1983, p.3
Let every voice be heard (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Excellent response to Futures questionnaire, Mar 17, 1983, p.2
For a greater future (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
Overwhelming response (to Futures questionnaire) (ltr), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
Futures report, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
Futures survey findings out (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Open forum on Futures survey, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Survey indicates that schools are residents' top priority, Oct 27, 1983, p.2
Town Club concludes more fields needed, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Government services receive generally good rating in survey, Nov 10, 1983, p.2
Scarsdalians don't always see selves as others see them, Nov 17, 1983, p.5
Correction (to Nov 10 Futures Program article), Nov 17, 1983, p.12
Questionnaire finds residents reluctant to see village change, Nov 24, 1983, p.5
Survey finds lack of interest in situation of seniors here, Dec 8, 1983, p.4
Futures survey finds concern over future of local stores, Dec 15, 1983, p.8
Chairman of SCS Futures looks toward fourth phase, Dec 22, 1983, p.5
Futures program still 'on-going' (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
SCS FRIENDLY TOWN COMMITTEE
SEE FRESH AIR FUND
SCS FUTURES PROGRAM
SEE SCS FOUNDATION FUTURES PROGRAM
SCS GARDEN CLUB
SEE SCS WOMAN'S CLUB
SCS GIRL SCOUT HOUSE
SEE GIRL SCOUT HOUSE-SCS
SCS GOVERNMENT ACCESS CHANNEL
SEE CABLE TV
SCS HIGH SCHOOL
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL
SCS HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS COMMITTEE
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION
SCS HIGH SCHOOL PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
SCS HIGHWAY DEPT
SEE HIGHWAY DEPT-SCS
SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Historical Society conducting new fund drive (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.1
C Ettinger, M Webster included in Historical Society exhibit (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.2
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SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY continued

Sporting (W Dean with sporting goods exhibit) (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.5
Reception for W Dean at Museum (photo; list), Jan 31, 1980, p.12
Historical Society; Most important year (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.29
Numerous treasures emerge from Heirloom Discovery Day (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.5
Auto mobile history featured at Historical Society festival (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.3
Festival gratifying Ut, Jun 5, 1980, p.4
Just in time for Flag Day (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.8
Has anyone seen a missing totem pole, canvas banner? (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.7
Historical Society fetes supporters, Jul 3, 1980, p.8
Tomorrow's potters? (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Historical Society seeking new members, Sep 11, 1980, p.3
Exhibition on Post Road (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.6
Election exhibit (illus), Oct 30, 1980, p.3
Historical Society gets Federal grant, Oct 30, 1980, p.11
Historical Society sets goal of $45,000 for fund drive, Dec 11, 1980, p.3
Holiday Fantasy (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.5
Diversified programs at Historical Society (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.21
Treasures brought for appraisal at SCS Historical Society Heirloom Discovery Day (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.6
Historian with a green thumb: E Linville (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.3
Foliage race, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Fun at the fair (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.2
First annual Fall Foliage Run to help SCS Historical Society (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.3
Historical Society elects officers (photo; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.9
Historical society sets $45,000 goal for campaign (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.2
Board rejects metal chimney, Jan 28, 1982, p.2
Society builds awareness of SCS's cultural heritage (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.29
Oral history project begun, Feb 2, 1982, p.3
Historical society names E M Betts new curator (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.3
Revenue sharing, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Members R Gerloff, F Fierstein named to board of SCS Historical Society, May 6, 1982, p.5
E Betts gives guided tour to QR class (photo), May 13, 1982, p.3
Correction: SCS Historical Society has applied for, but not yet received, grant, May 13, 1982, p.5
Historical director named: M A Yost, Jun 10, 1982, p.2
Detective work key element in planning exhibit (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.6
Historical summer for students (photo; list), Aug 26, 1982, p.3
Celebration of Westchester (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.3
Welcome to Wayside Cottage (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.2
Historical Society drive opens (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.4
Planning for historical exhibit (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.5
SCS Historical Society celebrates 10th anniversary (photo) (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.33
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society Tenth Anniversary (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.24
Historical Society exhibit focuses on works of Westchester artists (list), Mar 31, 1983, p.5
Tricentennial celebration (photo), May 19, 1983, p.1
Here's how your ancestors did it (photo), May 26, 1983, p.3
Celebration of Westchester (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.12
Historical Society to unveil catalogue, Jun 23, 1983, p.3
Historical catalogue debuts (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.5
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SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY continued

SCS Historical Catalogue available now at local shops, Aug 11, 1983, p.2
Historical acquisition (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.3
New historical director named: A Cashen, Sep 1, 1983, p.3
Coasting to the fair (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Joint exhibit examines Bronx River Valley past, Oct 6, 1983, p.10
Country Fair next week (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.3
Historical Society elects new officers, directors (list), Nov 24, 1983, p.2
Grant for Historical Society, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Historical challenge (edit), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
Double celebration for SCS Historical Society (photo; list), Dec 15, 1983, p.27
Heart-felt thanks (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
Aided by grant, Historical Society enters Second Decade of Progress (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.32
Historical Society names M Friedlander new director, May 10, 1984, p.4
Public re-opening of a landmark (photo), May 24, 1984, p.2
Historical exhibit to trace growth of prototypical suburb (photo), Aug 30, 1984, p.3
Building Suburbia: SCS 1890-1940 (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.6
Her stories and history at Country Fair (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.3
New curator, D O'Connor, director, J Harris; appointed at SCS Historical Society, Sep 20, 1984, p.3
Grants for Historical Society, Oct 4, 1984, p.3
Historical Society elects five (photo; list), Nov 15, 1984, p.3
Correction: Names of SCS Historical Society officers W McCreery, J Thies, M A Ughetta omitted, Nov 22, 1984, p.8

SCS INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE

SEE SWIMMING POOLS

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)

Inquirer sold to group headed by William White (photo; list), Jan 3, 1980, p.1
Printing error in Jan 24 paper, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Vital disclosure (ltr), Feb 21, 1980, p.4
Inquirer No. 1 in Advertising (list), Mar 27, 1980, p.1
He's amused by letters (ltr), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
Inquirer announces winners in Mother's Day giveaway (photo; list), May 15, 1980, p.3
More on Foxhall Road case (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
He wants inside table (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Inquirer wins One to One Media Award, Jun 19, 1980, p.5
Ruth Nash Chaliers (edit), Jun 26, 1980, p.4
Ruth Chaliers dies; was long-time Inquirer editor (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Inquirer has new look, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Not 'proper diet' for mid-teens (ltr), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
Sensationalist? (ltr), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
Report to us on trains, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Scorecard on Conrail trains, Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Scorecard on Conrail trains, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
Scorecard on Conrail trains, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Subscription rate going up Sept 1, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Reader reports document Conrail crisis (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.1
New editor for EMJ: S L Stern, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Inquirer endorsements: S W Burrows; M B Goodhue; J R Herold (edit), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Editorial bias? (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
Staff change at Inquirer: E Pfeiffer assistant editor, Dec 25, 1980, p.5
Rival campaign chairmen to meet in debate on system, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
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SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER) continued

Inquirer wins press awards (list), Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Selective listening (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Introducing...Opinion, Apr 9, 1981, p.7
Expanded EMT coverage inside, Apr 9, 1981, p.15
Moving up, May 7, 1981, p.1
Inquirer questionnaire on Freightway proposal, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Questionnaire response negative to Polera plan (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.1
On filling vacancies (ltr), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
Unhappy with editorial (ltr), Dec 31, 1981, p.6
Honor for Inquirer (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.4
Happy birthday, Opinion Page (edit), Apr 15, 1982, p.7
Free in this Inquirer, May 20, 1982, p.12
Ubiquitous photographer (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
Inquirer awards overnight cruises to C Brady, R Weber, S S Ruderman, Aug 12, 1982, p.5
Get the picture? Program hopes it will (edit), Nov 11, 1982, p.7
Barbara Yeaker named Inquirer ad manager (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.5
Historical views of Thanksgiving in SCS (photo; add1 photo p 16), Nov 25, 1982, p.6
On EMT coverage (ltr), Jan 6, 1983, p.6
EMT coverage praised (ltr), Feb 3, 1983, p.6
A matter of Opinion (edit), Feb 10, 1983, p.6
Tough question (ltr), Feb 17, 1983, p.6
Campaign charges, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Inquirer wins third places (in Better Newspaper Contest), Apr 7, 1983, p.3
Support for ETPA seen (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6
Student says he was misquoted (ltr), Jun 16, 1983, p.6
Breaking into print (Letters to the editor) (edit), Dec 1, 1983, p.6
Inquirer appoints L Leavitt associate editor, May 24, 1984, p.2
Greenacres Sports Breakfast (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.17
No anonymous letters (edit), Dec 6, 1984, p.6

SCS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH

SCS JUNIOR LEAGUE
SEE JUNIOR LEAGUE-SCS (BEFORE 1985), JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER (AFTER 1985)

SCS LANGUAGE INSTITUTE
SEE LANGUAGE SCHOOLS

SCS LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
SEE LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

SCS LIBRARY
SEE LIBRARY-SCS

SCS LIBRARY LEARNING EXCHANGE
Learning Exchange forming, Mar 18, 1982, p.5
Learning Exchange, May 5, 1982, p.3

SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN PRESIDENTS
Neighborhood map (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.18
SNAP encourages grass-roots action (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.30
Questions on attached cluster housing (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
New officers installed, retired officers honored at SNAP meeting (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.3
SNAP, a neighborhood resource (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.20
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SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN PRESIDENTS continued
SNAP elects leaders (photo; list), May 21, 1981, p.3
New SNAP leadership (photo), May 20, 1982, p.4
Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1
SNAP focuses on community concerns (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.22
Trustees vote not to restore tennis courts, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
New plan at 909 Post (diagram), Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Neighborhood Assn leaders (photo), May 17, 1984, p.3
SNAP opposed (to rezoning of Cherry Lawn Farms), May 24, 1984, p.1
SNAP asks for help (edit), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
SNAP requests moratorium (ltr), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

SCS NEIGHBORS
SCS Neighbors disband at 25th anniversary luncheon, Jun 9, 1983, p.5
Neighbors' last toast (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.5

SCS NUCLEAR FREEZE CAMPAIGN
SEE DISARMAMENT

SCS OPEN SOCIETY ASSN
SOSA seeks higher profile (list), Dec 25, 1980, p.1
SOSA seeking village to minority families (list), Jun 18, 1981, p.1
SOSA has $ to lend at six % (list) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.29

SCS ORCHESTRA
SCS Orchestra project moving ahead, Nov 27, 1980, p.6

SCS ORCHESTRA ASSN
Roberta Peters backs SCS Orchestra Assn, May 14, 1981, p.3

SCS PLANNING BOARD
SEE PLANNING BOARD-SCS

SCS PLAYERS
The day the Players died (edit), Dec 3, 1981, p.7

SCS POLICE DEPT
SEE POLICE DEPT-SCS

SCS POLICEMEN'S BENEVOLENT ASSN
SEE POLICEMEN'S BENEVOLENT ASSN-SCS

SCS POOL
Town Club report: Plan now for future pool surplus, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
New concessionaire, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Budget approved; $56.89 tax rate, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
First in line for SCS Pool (photo), May 29, 1980, p.7
PRC superintendent K Batchelor says indoor pool is possibility, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Family Day features races (photo; list), Jul 10, 1980, p.16
Cool spot (list), Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Father's dilemma (ltr), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
Pool workers win raises; job action narrowly averted (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Pool labor dispute (edit), Aug 7, 1980, p.4
Teen Night at the pool (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.10
Life--be in it theme at pool (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.2
Nationwide program at pool (list), Aug 14, 1980, p.2
Praise for snack bar staff (ltr), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
Celebrity, Miss Piggy, comes to SCS (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.1
SCS POOL  continued

Labor Day at the pool (photo; list), Sep 4, 1980, p.8
Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Lets get on the stick (ltr), Feb 12, 1981, p.4
First in once again: N Ishikawa (photo), May 28, 1981, p.5
Ban radios (ltr), Jun 4, 1981, p.6
New schedule, Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Glorious fifth at SCS Pool (photo; list), Jul 9, 1981, p.17
Praise for pool snack bar (ltr), Jul 16, 1981, p.6
Controversial play equipment removed (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Not in the pool, Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Ribbons for all (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Races highlight final weekend at the pool (photo; list), Sep 10, 1981, p.4
Summer Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Family Day race results; Baby Beauty Contest (photo; list), Jul 8, 1982, p.13
Bus to the pool, Jul 22, 1982, p.1
Employee of the Week at SCS Pool A Jezierski (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Fence in radio users (ltr), Jul 29, 1982, p.6
Family Day brings down the curtain on summer (photo), Sep 9, 1982, p.1
Music and Mickey Mouse combine for festive end of summer at pool (list), Sep 9, 1982, p.12
SCS Pool opening soon (list), May 19, 1983, p.3
Back in the swim of things (photo), May 26, 1983, p.1
Rate for disabled, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Smooth weekend, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Fourth of July 1983 at SCS Pool (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.6
Village surplus $434,000 more than projected, Aug 18, 1983, p.1
Praise for pool snack bar (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
Everybody's favorite (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Portrait in happiness (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.5
Record crowd at pool (list), Sep 8, 1983, p.18
Summer returns Saturday (photo), May 24, 1984, p.1
SCS pool opens Saturday for 16th summer of swimming, May 24, 1984, p.3
Kayak race (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.5
Diaper dilemma (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Not what pool members wanted (ltr), Jul 26, 1984, p.6
Poolgoers mark Labor Day with games, races (photo; list), Sep 6, 1984, p.15
Longer pool season urged (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6
Longer pool season?, Sep 27, 1984, p.1
Consider September (edit), Sep 27, 1984, p.6
More pool time, Nov 8, 1984, p.1

SCS PUBLIC LIBRARY
SEE LIBRARY-SCS

SCS RECREATION DEPT
SEE RECREATION DEPT-SCS

SCS REPUBLICAN TOWN COMMITTEE
SEE REPUBLICAN PARTY

SCS ROTARY CLUB
SEE ROTARY CLUB-SCS

SCS SCHOLA CANTORUM
SEE CHOIRS (MUSIC)
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SCS SCHOOLS
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS

SCS SENIORS
SEE SENIOR CITIZENS

SCS SPECIAL POLICE
SEE SPECIAL PATROLMEN-SCS

SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE
Close up on Eddie Wright, May 29, 1980, p.7
Less than two weeks to showtime (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.3
Anything Goes opens Thursday (photo; list), Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Anything went at the car wash (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.3
Waning enthusiasm seen (ltr), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
Opening night (photo; list), Jul 31, 1980, p.1
Cabaret after SSMT shows, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
Anything Goes: Go! (edit), Jul 31, 1980, p.4
Anything Goes crew (photo; list), Jul 31, 1980, p.8
Something wrong (ltr), Aug 7, 1980, p.4
Anything Goes: Go, says critic (review), Aug 7, 1980, p.9
Hi-jinks at Heathcote (photo; list), Aug 7, 1980, p.9
Money woes beset Summer Theatre, Aug 14, 1980, p.1
Delicious, delightful (ltr), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
Priorities questioned (ltr), Aug 21, 1980, p.4
Writer: Subsidize SSMT (ltr), Aug 21, 1980, p.4
Serious thinking needed (ltr), Aug 21, 1980, p.4
Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Preserve SSMT quality (edit), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
New group forming for Summer Music Theatre (list), Feb 5, 1981, p.3
Dialing for George (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Curtain rising on 'George M!' (photo; list), Jul 30, 1981, p.1
Brothers S and J Malina play key SSMT roles off stage and on (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.1
George M (Review; photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.5
Just three more shows (edit), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
Behind the scenes (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.15
Honoring Nat H (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.3
Get with it, SCS (ltr), Aug 27, 1981, p.6
Summer Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Summer Theatre director named: N L Mendick (photo p 2), Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Opening next weekend (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.1
SSMT curtain set to go up (list), Aug 12, 1982, p.1
For the Henrys, SSMT's a family affair (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.1
Support the SSMT (edit), Aug 12, 1982, p.6
Critic criticized (ltr), Aug 19, 1982, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theatre (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.16
SSMT appraisal, Aug 26, 1982, p.1
Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Habib returning to 1983 SSMT, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Kisnet staff named; plan auditions on June 27-28 (list), May 26, 1983, p.2
Nat Habib announces cast for 'Kisnet' (list), Jul 7, 1983, p.3
Building Baghdad (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.5
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SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE  continued
Splendors of Kismet (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.3
Just one week 'til opening night (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Exciting show promised (ltr), Jul 28, 1983, p.6
A date with 'Kismet' (edit), Jul 28, 1983, p.6
Stars of 'Kismet' not all on stage (photo; addl photo p 15), Aug 4, 1983, p.1
SCS Nati Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theatre (photo), Aug 4, 1983, p.20
'Joan of Arts' leads Mondale forces into town (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Summers Theatre production meets challenges of 'Kismet' (Review; photo; list), Aug 11, 1983, p.3
Final curtain call for SSMT (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
Opening night's just a week away (photo), Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Das Yankee opens here Friday night (list), Aug 2, 1984, p.1
SSMT ready for a hit (edit), Aug 2, 1984, p.6
SCS Nati Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theatre (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.26
Return engagements, Aug 9, 1984, p.1
Das Yankee on a winning streak (photo; list), Aug 9, 1984, p.1

SCS SUMMER SCHOOL
SEE SCS ADULT SCHOOL-SUMMER SCHOOL

SCS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Professional orchestra planned for SCS, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Conductor E Groner's dream coming true (photo; list), Sep 22, 1983, p.1
Exciting experience (ltr), Oct 6, 1983, p.6
Gift to SCS (ltr), Oct 13, 1983, p.6
Truly exciting evening (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
Remember that concert? (edit), Dec 1, 1983, p.7

SCS TEACHERS ASSN
STA does more than bargain, PT Council panelists report, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
School Board, teachers far apart in initial contract proposals, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
STA proposals analyzed (ltr), Mar 6, 1980, p.5
School Board offers STA 'total money package', Apr 17, 1980, p.1
School Board proposes $20.5 million budget, May 8, 1980, p.1
STA contract calls for 18.75-21% raise over three years; some teachers opposed, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Teacher contract ratified, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Tribute paid to retiring members E Buzzbee, E Innes of School Board; Summer grants awarded (list), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Teachers critical of open lunch program, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Supervisors, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Gift from the teachers (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.15
SCS Teachers Assn contributes $1000 to PTA Scholarship Fund (photo), May 20, 1982, p.5
STA negotiation previewed, Oct 14, 1982, p.3
School calendar, Jan 6, 1983, p.1
Teachers, school administrators give residents preview of contract talks, Jan 27, 1983, p.4
Bargaining begins on teacher contract, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Correction to Feb 24 article, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Budget vote delayed, Mar 31, 1983, p.1
Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1
Teachers' gift to students (photo), May 19, 1983, p.3
Teachers contract vote set, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
New teacher contract ratified, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Teachers' gift to the fund (photo), May 10, 1984, p.2
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCS TEACHERS INSTITUTE
Teachers Institute serves whole school community, Aug 28, 1980, p.14
Teachers Institute names J Schwartz new director, Sep 4, 1980, p.2
Teachers looking for a break, seek jobs in business world, Apr 23, 1981, p.1
Teachers Institute focuses on writing (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.20
Teachers Institute topic at convention, Apr 8, 1982, p.5
Quaker Ridge parents protest transfer of teacher S Grossman, May 17, 1984, p.1
Grant approved, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

SCS VILLAGE BOARD
SEE VILLAGE BOARD-SCS

SCS VILLAGE CODE
SEE VILLAGE CODE-SCS

SCS VILLAGE COURT
SEE COURTS-SCS

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS
Seniors assist Corps (ltr), Jan 3, 1980, p.4
SCS firemen guest speakers at SVAC babysitting course (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.3
SVAC: New ambulance, annex, radio system, babysitter course (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.31
SVAC's Oscar (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.2
Ready for anything (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.2
SVAC to have new radios (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.3
Every SCS policeman learning CPR (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.6
SCS Rotary's turn to learn CPR (photo), May 8, 1980, p.3
Heartfelt thanks (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
Expert advisers (to SVAC) (photo; list), Jul 17, 1980, p.2
Sidewalk sale is a hit in its debut here (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.1
Training pays off (ltr), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
Chlorine leak at (Saxon Woods) pool, Aug 28, 1980, p.1
Always prepared (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.3
To your health (edit), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
It only hurts when he laughs (photo; list), Nov 20, 1980, p.6
Community support cited (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
Demand increases for SVAC (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.32
SVAC ambulance may go to Italy (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Statement by Ambulance Corps, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Appreciation (to SVAC) (ltr), Apr 9, 1981, p.6
Gone, but not forgotten: R Herbek (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.3
A W Owen, A Hackett receive proclamation (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.11
Hospital cites corps members R Cardillo, D Leavitt, May 21, 1981, p.16
Efforts appreciated (ltr), Jun 4, 1981, p.6
Tribute to SVAC pioneer Dr G Langa (ltr), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
Kudos for emergency forces (ltr), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
Praising SVAC (ltr), Oct 8, 1981, p.6
Screening for hypertension (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.5
Success story (edit), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
Thanks to Ambulance Corps (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
On emergency care (ltr), Nov 19, 1981, p.6
SVAC seeks members (officers, board elected) (list), Dec 10, 1981, p.5
House numbers, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS continued

SVAC increases service (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.25
Touchdown for SVAC (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.2
Ambulance Corps named for citizenship award (photo; list), Feb 18, 1982, p.1
Correction: SVAC not first organization to receive award, Feb 25, 1982, p.4
Ambulance Corps honored (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.3

Thanks to the chamber (ltr), Apr 8, 1982, p.6

SNS Natl Bank salutes Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year: SVAC (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.22

New face in the schools (photo), May 6, 1982, p.5

Good Samaritans (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
SVAC: Come join us (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.20
How fortunate we are (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6
Heartening experience (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6

Thank God for SVAC (ltr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6

SVAC did it again (ltr), Nov 11, 1982, p.6

To your health! (edit), Dec 9, 1982, p.6

SVAC won '82 top honor (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.32

Dr F M Jacobius new medical adviser for Ambulance Corps (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.4

Snow emergency (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.4

Open House is a hit (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.3

Ambulance Corps' new boast: We deliver (photo; add photo p.16), Apr 28, 1983, p.1

Mother, 2-year-old killed in head-on crash, May 5, 1983, p.1

Board names R M Gardella village attorney (list), May 12, 1983, p.1

SVAC's high standards cited (ltr), Jun 16, 1983, p.6

Fortunate town (ltr), Aug 11, 1983, p.6

Disaster drill at SVAC (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.5

In memory of two doctors, J Duic, G Langa (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.3

SVAC receives grant (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.4

Highly regarded (edit), Oct 27, 1983, p.6

SVAC does carry defibrillator (ltr), Nov 24, 1983, p.6

Reassuring to us to know (ltr; list), Nov 24, 1983, p.6

Thanks from Ambulance Corps (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6

Community gives SVAC high marks (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.35

Crisis for corps, Jun 14, 1984, p.1

SVAC needs you! (edit), Jun 14, 1984, p.6

Signing on with the corps (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.5

With LifeAlert System, help is at subscriber's fingertips (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.3

Praise for firemen, SVAC (ltr), Aug 30, 1984, p.6

Girl, A Wolfram, hospitalized after dog attack, Nov 15, 1984, p.1

Gang attacks local youths at high school, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

SVAC giving away Life Alert Systems, Dec 20, 1984, p.1

SCS VOLUNTEER FIRE CO 1, 2, 3

SEE FIRE DEPT-SCS

SCS WATER DEPT

SEE WATER DEPT-SCS

SCS WATER IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

Project on Palaer, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Pipe laid along Palaer (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.4

SCS WOMAN'S CLUB

Inquirer sold to group headed by William White (photo; list), Jan 3, 1980, p.1
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SCS WOMAN'S CLUB continued

Woman's Club emphasizes service, spirit, community (illus) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.23
Club's Junior Section lists contributors (list), Apr 10, 1980, p.8
Susan Giendon is elected Woman's Club president (photo; list), Apr 10, 1980, p.9
Club volunteers give 25,897 hours, Apr 17, 1980, p.9
Section names board members (list), Apr 24, 1980, p.8
Bookshelf marks anniversary (photo; list), May 1, 1980, p.9
SCS nursery schoolers see Woman's Club production, 'Hansel and Gretel' (photo; list), May 29, 1980, p.9
Volunteers honored, Jun 19, 1980, p.11
Nenette Kay keeps pace, high C at 84 (photo; addl photo p 6), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Town Club approves amendment procedure, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Letters to Santa must be mailed by Dec 17 (list), Dec 4, 1980, p.2
A Williamsburg Christmas (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.14
Last days to mail (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.3
Familly Christmas party (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.11
Members honored (photo; list), Mar 26, 1981, p.14
Bookshelf volunteers (photo; list), Apr 30, 1981, p.19
Yippee! (photo; list), May 14, 1981, p.13
Cast of characters (photo; list), May 28, 1981, p.10
Postal ruling, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Setting Wayside on landmark list took persistence (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
Setback, Sep 24, 1981, p.1
SCS design included in historic quilts exhibit, Sep 24, 1981, p.12
Santa has gifts for everybody at Wayside Cottage party (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.5
Christmas through the house (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.12
Santa's messengers (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.9
Noted critic Clive Barnes to address Woman's Club (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.8
Woman's Club looks ahead (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.24
Please return the sign (ltr), Feb 11, 1982, p.6
Cited for service (photo; list), Mar 25, 1982, p.12
Mrs Harold Scott installed as Woman's Club president (photo; list), Apr 15, 1982, p.8
Santa shares letters from local youngsters (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
A gift from Santa (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.8
Q Christmas Tree (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.15
Ode to Eleanor (poem), Jan 27, 1983, p.7
Membership, involvement growing in Woman's Club (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.31
The entertainers (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.8
Members honored (photo; list), Mar 17, 1983, p.97
Finishing touches (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.8
Flower show winners announced (list), May 12, 1983, p.11
Under a spell...(photo), May 19, 1983, p.8
Operation Bookshelf on the move (photo), Aug 4, 1983, p.5
Presidents honored (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.9
A milestone (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.10
Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.14
SCS Woman's Club hails tradition of community service (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.32
Valentine's Day fun (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.8
Honored at Woman's Club (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.9
Fashionable (photo; list), Mar 29, 1984, p.9
American home: reflection of the past and future (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1984, p.16
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SCS WOMAN’S CLUB continued
Woman’s Club installs president for ’84-’85 (photo; list), Apr 12, 1984, p.9
Flower show awards presented (photo; list), May 10, 1984, p.15
Local officials seek help in beautifying Bronx River banks (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.3
Non Partisan changes proposed; Woman’s Club could lose role, Sep 20, 1984, p.1
Club feels it belongs in system (ltr), Sep 27, 1984, p.6
Better conservation needed (ltr), Sep 27, 1984, p.6
Woman’s Club faces loss of role in nominating system, Oct 18, 1984, p.1
Political folly (edit), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
A bulwark of the system (ltr), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
Leave viable system alone (ltr), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
Presidents feted (photo; list), Oct 18, 1984, p.12
Woman’s Club keeps Non-Partisan role, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
End the confusion (edit), Nov 8, 1984, p.6
Santa’s mailboxes go up in SCS, Nov 29, 1984, p.3
There was Christmas all through the house (photo; list), Dec 13, 1984, p.10
An open letter to Santa Claus (list), Dec 20, 1984, p.1
Party time (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.9
SEE ALSO OPERATION BOOKSHELF

SCS WOMAN’S EXCHANGE
Woman’s Exchange marks 50 years in SCS (list), Sep 24, 1981, p.9
Decorated for Easter (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.8

SCS WOMEN’S REPUBLICAN CLUB
Republican women have new officers for 1980 (list) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.31
Lucky ticket selected by M Geiger (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.10
Support for Burrows (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.8
Banner year for GOP women (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.30
And the winners are... (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.9

SCS WOODS
SEE APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-GBH

SCS WOODS II
SEE APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-GBH

SCS ZONING
SEE ZONING-SCS

SCS-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
Wrong side of the tracks? (edit; photo), Feb 21, 1980, p.4
For a more beautiful village (edit), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
Village announces start of major clean-up campaign, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Village contracts; Only one bid, Oct 21, 1982, p.1

SCS-FOOD SCHEDULE
Higher fees, May 1, 1980, p.1

SCS-FOOD POPULATION
QR welcomes parents from foreign countries, Sep 25, 1980, p.18
East meets West at library (photo; list), Mar 26, 1981, p.3
International gathering place (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.13
Internationals blend customs at Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.6
Welcome to SCS (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.3
Music, food, drama bring cultures of other countries to Quaker Ridge (photo; list), Mar 31, 1983, p.21
SCS-FOREIGN POPULATION continued
SCS High to be scene of International Fair Sunday (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.1
A sample of the Orient (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Fair called 'memorable' (ltr list), Apr 21, 1983, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes The PT Council International Fair (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.22
An international affair (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.9

SCS-HISTORY
Highlights of SCS 1979: Year of Progress (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.17
Historian appointed: R M Lederer Jr (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Exhibition on Post Road (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.6
Familiar complaint (cartoon), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
1980--the year in review (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.4
Historically speaking: You can look it up (map), May 7, 1981, p.6
Resolve that those dead shall not have died in vain (edit), May 21, 1981, p.7
1981--the year in review (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.6
Oral history project begun, Feb 2, 1982, p.3
Historically speaking: Seal of the Village of SCS (illus), Jul 8, 1982, p.6
Sixtieth anniversary (of village government) (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.5
It's a growing problem (ltr), Aug 12, 1982, p.6
Built in 1876, building was first Village Hall, then Fire Hq (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.18
Historically speaking: History of SCS in street names (list), Sep 23, 1982, p.6
Raccoons, courts, creches made news here in 1982 (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.6
Planning for historical exhibit (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.5
Where have all the skaters gone? (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Historically Speaking: C Heathcote bought SCS for 600 pounds, on installment plan, Mar 31, 1983, p.6
Correction to R Lederer's Historically Speaking Mar 31, Apr 14, 1983, p.6
Historically speaking: SCS Library (illus), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
A bit of SCS rescued from obscurity (photo; list), Aug 4, 1983, p.2
Historically speaking: In Colonial Days, only four roads in SCS (map), Aug 18, 1983, p.6
The Great Depression in SCS (edit), Sep 1, 1983, p.7
War ends; age of recreation begins (edit), Sep 1, 1983, p.7
Historically speaking: More SCS street names, Sep 15, 1983, p.6
Historically speaking: First town meeting 200 years ago (illus; list), Dec 22, 1983, p.10
1983: A year of many changes (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.6
Historically speaking: The Case of the Mislabeled Milestone (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.6
Save SCS's ravine (edit), Jun 7, 1984, p.7
Historically speaking: J Richbell bought three necks of land from Wapaquewas in 1661, Jul 19, 1984, p.6
SCS's Quaker heritage (edit), Jul 19, 1984, p.7
On SCS's heritage (ltr), Aug 16, 1984, p.6
Historical exhibit to trace growth of prototypical suburb (photo), Aug 30, 1984, p.3
Building Suburbia: SCS 1890-1940 (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.6
Historically speaking: No streets in SCS (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.6
SCS 1984 in review (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.6
SCS--and how it grew (edit), Dec 27, 1984, p.7
SEE ALSO ORAL HISTORY

SCS-NEWCOMERS CLUB
Reception for students new to SHS (photo; list), Feb 7, 1980, p.16
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SCS-HTS NEWCOMERS CLUB continued
Volunteers honored, Jun 19, 1980, p.11
Newcomers Club seats officers (list), Aug 11, 1983, p.8
Newcomers elect slate (list), Aug 18, 1983, p.8
Newcomers Club elects officers for 1984-'85 (list), Aug 16, 1984, p.8

SCS-MAPS
New historical atlas completed, May 20, 1982, p.2

SCS-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
On moving to SCS (edit), Feb 18, 1982, p.7
Coming home to a faceless town (edit), Nov 10, 1983, p.7

SCS-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Boy Scouts take over (photo; list), Feb 12, 1981, p.1
An end to absolutism? (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6
Better judgement, please (edit), May 21, 1981, p.6
Value of dissent cited (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6
Un-Americanism (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6
Intolerance of dissent seen (ltr), Jun 11, 1981, p.6
Government Day, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Village Government Day Saturday (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.1
He's another Larry Johnson (ltr), Feb 4, 1982, p.6
Assistant's assistants (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Exaggerated claim (ltr), Mar 18, 1982, p.6
Don't ignore opposition (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Government services receive generally good rating in survey, Nov 10, 1983, p.2

SCS-POPULATION
Where did they go? (edit), Sep 11, 1980, p.4
Shrinking village?, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Village claims census error, Sep 18, 1980, p.1
SEE ALSO CENSUS-SCS

SCS-RECORDS
Where to appeal, Jan 28, 1982, p.1

SCS-STATE AID
Money for roads, May 22, 1980, p.1

SCUDER, LAWRENCE
Resident L Scuder re-elected, Feb 25, 1982, p.9
L Scuder elected VP, Dec 30, 1982, p.10

SCULLY, ROBERT
R Scully dies, Mar 3, 1983, p.16

SCULPTURE
SEE ART

SCULPTURE-EXHIBITS
SEE ART-EXHIBITS

SEAL OF THE VILLAGE OF SCS
Historically speaking: Seal of the Village of SCS (illus), Jul 8, 1982, p.6

SEAL, DAVID (AU)
Evening of closeness (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6

SEAL, HEATHER
In a SCS tradition (photo), May 9, 1980, p.1
Unmasquing the spirit of friendship (photo; list), Nov 4, 1982, p.6

SEAL, SUSAN
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SEALY, BETTY
- Bookshelf at 30 saturates into a world library (photo), May 3, 1984, p.6

SEALY, DONALD
- D F Sealy dies, Mar 29, 1984, p.16

SEARCH FOR CHANGE (PEEKSKILL)
- Agency plans group home on Post Road in Greenacres, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
- Neighbors likely to oppose home, Apr 8, 1982, p.1
- Village likely to oppose halfway house (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
- Village prepares to fight against halfway house, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
- Halfway houses not new to Westchester (Part 1), Apr 22, 1982, p.1
- Village to hire lawyers, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
- Client tells of life in Search for Change (Part II), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
- Village to decide response on home, May 13, 1982, p.1
- Proposal for home called 'deficient', May 20, 1982, p.1
- Resubmission in order (edit), May 20, 1982, p.6
- Search for Change submits second plan; seeks help, May 27, 1982, p.1
- Local funding proposed (ltr), May 27, 1982, p.6
- Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
- Prohibit group home (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
- Village won't try to block home, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
- Terms agreed on for group home, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
- Search for Change searching in GBH, Sep 16, 1982, p.17
- Search for Change says town housing is needed, Sep 30, 1982, p.10
- Group home opens, May 5, 1983, p.1
- Fears allayed as Post Road home settles in (photo), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
- Advisory committee (Search for Change) elects officers (list), Dec 8, 1983, p.5
- Group home residents, neighbors mingle at 1241 Post Road open house (photo; list), Oct 4, 1984, p.1

SEARFOSS, GERALD
- Dr H Tarnower slain; wrote SCS diet (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1

SEAS
- SEE SELECTIVE ENFORCEMENT ALCOHOL SPEED PROGRAM

SEASONWEIN, HELEN
- First in line for SCS Pool (photo), May 29, 1980, p.7
- Gallery features SCS artist H Seasonwein, Oct 23, 1980, p.10

SEAT BELTS
- Seat belt law opposed (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
- Board: 44 is limit for first grade at Seely; no vote taken, Jul 19, 1984, p.9
- Board backs Finn in Seely decision, Sep 13, 1984, p.9
- Seat belt law, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

SEAVEN, DAVID
- Recruiters say: show colleges 'total person' (photo), Oct 14, 1982, p.6

SECOR FARMS PROPERTY OWNERS ASSN
- Secor Farms Assn helped discourage county compactor (list) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.30
- Secor Farms backs courts (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6

SECOR ROAD PROPERTY
- Village OK's plan to rebuild fields, Aug 19, 1982, p.1

SECOR, FRANCES
- F Secor dies, Jul 31, 1980, p.8

SECOR, HERBERT
- H L Secor dies, Mar 27, 1980, p.18
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SECURITY
  Inadequate security decried (ltr), Oct 4, 1984, p.6

SECURITY FIRMS
  Security firm opens, Mar 3, 1983, p.5

SECURITY SYSTEMS
  Library security system, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
  New bids (on library security system) asked, May 29, 1980, p.1
  Detection system (at the library), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
  Library gets security system (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.3
  An illogical situation (ltr), Sep 30, 1982, p.6
  Burglar alarm owners now must register with town, Nov 4, 1982, p.11
  Caution advised in buying burglar alarms (Part I) (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.1
  Burglar alarm firms survey SCS home (Part II), Dec 16, 1982, p.6
  Village getting new alarm system, Jun 21, 1984, p.1
  Village Board approves new false alarm penalties, Jun 28, 1984, p.3
  Burglary team goes on spree Saturday night in Heathcote, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
  SEE ALSO FIRE ALARMS

SEDDON, RHEA (DR)
  Jeffrey Hofmann preparing to fulfill childhood dream, Oct 6, 1983, p.1

SEDGWICK, MARION (SISTER)
  Maryknoll sister, M Sedgwick, celebrates diamond anniversary (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.14

SEEGER, ELIZABETH
  School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
  School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1

SEELY, DAVID
  HS leaders agree: people as important as curriculum, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
  Out there is real—school is not (illus; edit), Jul 9, 1981, p.7

SEELY, E K
  Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part I) (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.11

SEGAL, HARRIET
  Commitment to heritage, Jul 12, 1984, p.9

SEGALL, BARBIE
  Mid-Westchester names A Just director, Aug 21, 1980, p.2

SEIDELMAN, (MRS ROBERT)
  National ramifications (ltr), Jul 12, 1984, p.6

SEIDELMAN, PHYLLIS
  Megavitamin therapy criticized (ltr), Nov 12, 1981, p.6
  Artist P K Seidelman has show in Soho gallery, Oct 13, 1983, p.18

SEIDELMAN, PHYLLIS (AU)
  Don't conden nutrition industry (ltr), Oct 15, 1981, p.6

SEIDELMAN, ROBERT (AU)
  National ramifications (ltr), Jul 12, 1984, p.6

SEIDEN, ADAM
  Correction to Aug 26 computers article, Sep 2, 1982, p.6

SEIDEN, CAROL
  Computer evolution hitting home (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.6

SEIDEN, JENNIFER (AU)
  Concerned by R-rated ads (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4

SEIDEN, MARK
  Computer evolution hitting home (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.6
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SEIDEN, MARSHALL
White Plains Hospital names M S Seiden new chief operating officer (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.2

SEIDES, JANE
Goodbye party has warmth, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Seely parents ask board for reassurance on class size, Jun 2, 1983, p.13
Rules group to study nominating procedure (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.11
Hockey team to get coach and uniforms: EMT Board of Education (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.11

SEIDHAN, EVELYN
Key people at LWV 60th anniversary luncheon (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Evelyn Seidaan elected new League president (list), Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Board decides against changes in QR schedule, May 22, 1980, p.1
Board delays vote on bike penalties, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Walworth Avenue: stop signs, light, yes; one-way, maybe, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Report on political conventions (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.2
Debate ruled out, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Former state health planner R A Beran criticizes level of health care in Westchester (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Little criticism of Village Budget, Apr 15, 1981, p.1
Few criticize school budget, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
League president R J Hinerfeld gives inside story on debates (photo), May 14, 1981, p.5
Shorter terms urged for members of boards, councils, Jul 16, 1981, p.1
In-depth study of BAR, Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Trustees move to close Walworth Ave, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
League hears speaker R Overholser on jail overcrowding (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.3
Coalition candidates propose village recreation center, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Albany hotline, Apr 8, 1982, p.1
End to tax rate hikes urged, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Citizens try to save courts (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Former Trustee Seymour Sias nominated as Citizens’ Party choice for mayor (photo; list), Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Non-partisan slate to turn down debate (list), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Candidate urged to debate (list), Jan 27, 1983, p.6
Seeking a forum, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
No candidates meeting (list), Feb 10, 1983, p.6
Grossman to meet press; Non-Partisans on cable, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
First election for Hand and Seidman (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.6
Hope abounds as village election nears, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
For village trustee (edit), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Landslide win for Citizens’ Party (chart; photo p 14), Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Noise law proposed, Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Revised noise law passed, May 26, 1983, p.1
County league picks E Milberg, E Shay, leaders, May 26, 1983, p.4
Rate for disabled, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Development plans come under fire; 7 fields proposed on Griffen (illus), Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Trustees vote not to restore tennis courts, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Tennis courts get last minute reprieve (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Village set to buy land next to pool, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Village moves to acquire Boulder Brook site (diagram), Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Trustees vote down attached housing, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Trustees hear report from train committee (list), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Trustees back nuclear arms freeze, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
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SEIDMAN, EVELYN continued
Supreme Court review sought in creche case (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Trustees' decision criticized (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Neighbors protest removal of 65 trees (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.1
Rate hike approved, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Village, school plan unified youth program, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook's fate may be near final resolution, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
Boards and councils, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Board seeks input on dish antennae but receives none, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

SEIDMAN, EVELYN (AU)
Community support needed (ltr), Sep 4, 1980, p.4
Confusion over decision (ltr), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
League's decision explained (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.4
LWV needs community support (ltr), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
League backs Amendment #1 (ltr), Oct 29, 1981, p.6
League urges yes vote (ltr), Mar 25, 1982, p.6

SEIDMAN, JEROME
Crackdown on bikers?, May 29, 1980, p.1
Promotion for Seidman (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.2
Board seeks input on dish antennae but receives none, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

SEIDMAN, SHARON
S Levine accepts farewell gift (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.18

SEIDMAN, STEVEN
MVP: S Seidman (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.20
Honors for top high school students (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Astronaut J A Hoffman to address seniors (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Hats off to the graduates (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.1

SEIDMAN, STEVEN (AU)
SCS High replies to student's criticism (ltrs), Feb 10, 1983, p.6

SEIFE, BURTON (DR)
Trustees vote to hire Freightway consultants, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Residents ponder possibilities for Freightway, Dec 10, 1981, p.1
Citizens urge improvements in downtown parking, traffic; Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Planning Board gets views on downtown, May 3, 1984, p.1

SEIFE, BURTON (DR-AU)
Headlong rush? (ltr), Oct 1, 1981, p.6
Why doesn't proposal die? (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6

SEIFE, CHARLES
All you can carry for a dollar (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.1
Halloween parade at Fox Meadow (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.20
Jr High student C Seife wins CTY award, Apr 26, 1984, p.14

SEIFE, CHARLES (AU)
Still don't understand (ltr), Jan 6, 1983, p.6

SEIFE, TAMÁ
Planning Board gets views on downtown, May 3, 1984, p.1

SEIFE, TAMÁ (AU)
Ban radios (ltr), Jun 4, 1981, p.6

SEIFERT, BETTY (AU)
Something missing (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6

SEIFERT, STEVE
Court conversion (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.3
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SEIFFER, ALBERT

A Seiffer dies, Feb 20, 1980, p.19

SEIMON, ANTON

Chessmaster and concert pianist M Sheyne takes on all comers at library (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.3

SEIMON, TAMSYN

Poolgoers mark Labor Day with games, races (photo; list), Sep 6, 1984, p.15

SEIRAFI, JENNIFER

Fair at 'Fox Meadowshire' (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.16

SEIRAFI, SUE

Raiders capture 5th soccer title (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.1

SEKULOW, EUGENE

E A Sekulow elected executive vp for RCA (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.6

Fira elects Scarsdalian E Sekulow president, May 3, 1984, p.4

SEKULOW, EUGENE (AU)

Ponds belong to Berkley (ltr), Feb 14, 1980, p.4

SELAN, MICHAEL

First day of school (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.11

SELECTIVE ENFORCEMENT ALCOHOL SPEED PROGRAM

Police begin new effort to catch drunk drivers, May 24, 1984, p.1

DUI checkpoint nab six (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.1

Sobriety roadblock nets few drivers, but garners approval from residents (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.1

SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM

SEE US SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM

SELF-HELP GROUPS

Self-help group forms, Oct 27, 1983, p.15

SELF-RELIANCE


SELIGSON, RICHARD

School Board: Hearing on apartments urged; 8-aan football may be coming, Aug 14, 1980, p.7

SELINSKE, CAROL (AU)

A call to end confusion (edit), Jul 29, 1982, p.7

SELL, DANIEL

BMX making it big with local boys (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.4

SELLBERG, MONICA

New superintendent J L Finn puts people first (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.13

SELLERS, JESSE

B Bloosstein takes a turn in Highway Dept cherry picker (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1

Nick Cantatore's the man behind SCS's flowers (photo; addl photo p 6), Aug 19, 1982, p.1

A touch of green and red among the gray (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.3

SELLMAN, MINNIE


SEMANTICS

Is He or She God? (edit), Dec 29, 1983, p.7

SEMEL, SANFORD

Another opening, another shop (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.11

SEMEL, SUSAN

New faces on Spencer (photo), May 10, 1984, p.14

Merchant's report mixed response to evening hours, Jul 26, 1984, p.1

SEMEL, VERA

Another opening, another shop (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.11
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SEHEL, VERA continued
Lucky picks (photo; list), Dec 30, 1982, p.3
New faces on Spencer (photo), May 10, 1984, p.14

SEMATHIN, LINDA (AU)
Support for conductor (ltr), Apr 23, 1981, p.6

SEMP, KATHERINE
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1

SEHAL, JONATHAN
Phi Beta Kappa elects Senal, Apr 12, 1984, p.10

SENESEY, NICHOLAS
WCC appoints Scarsdalians, Nov 5, 1981, p.2

SENIOR ADVISORY COMMITTEE-SCS
SEE SENIOR CITIZENS

SENIOR CITIZENS
Seniors move to Village Hall (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.3
Seniors assist Corps (ltr), Jan 3, 1980, p.4
Report on seniors urges wider housing options, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Report on seniors (edit), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Callous treatment (for A Sullivan) (edit), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Panel probes problems of adults with aging parents (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Cheerful dolls made by SCS seniors bring cheer to pediatric patients (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.6
New center, Over 50 Club, set to open for seniors, Jan 31, 1980, p.7
Focus on state issues at School Board meeting, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Correction on (H T Maso) letter (ltr), Feb 14, 1980, p.4
Recreation Dept appoints S Piccard Senior Citizen Coordinator (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
Friend to SCS seniors (edit), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
He wants Board to act (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Senior fire alert (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.1
'Motherhood' issue?, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Building fund drive opens for new Girl Scout House (photo; list), Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Tenant protection, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
SCS Nati Bank salutes SCS Seniors (photo), May 8, 1980, p.30
Seniors elect officers (list), Jun 5, 1980, p.2
Ground broken for second Scout house (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.1
State grant for Westchester County Office for the Aging, Jun 19, 1980, p.10
Seniors give to building fund (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.2
Town's senior program has hub in EMT (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.11
Seniors honor Ottinger, Aug 21, 1980, p.9
School Board lifts ceiling, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Forum examines problems of aging, Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Postal Service warns elderly against mail fraud schemes, Oct 23, 1980, p.19
Worth a try (edit), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
New outreach counselor R Rosenberg to work with elderly, Dec 18, 1980, p.6
'a h the Briab Jet (photo; list), Dec 18, 1980, p.25
Some rec fees, cab fares raised; Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Grandparents' day (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.22
Inflation vs. the elderly (Part I) (edit), Jun 11, 1981, p.7
Vial of Life could save seniors' lives, Jun 18, 1981, p.5
How to meet inflation (Part II) (edit), Jun 18, 1981, p.7
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SENIOR CITIZENS continued

Reception for Seniors (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.15
Senior leadership (photo), Jun 25, 1981, p.3
Budget cuts hurt elderly most (edit), Jul 23, 1981, p.7
Village has new Senior Coordinator, R Rosenberg, Sep 3, 1981, p.1
Minimum age to rise for senior citizen bus fares, Dec 17, 1981, p.24
Senior sing-along (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.3
Seniors moving into new quarters next month (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 20, 1982, p.21
Seniors move into new home (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.3
Senior program hailed (ltr), Feb 25, 1982, p.6
Village to decide response on home, May 13, 1982, p.1
Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6
Trustees decline to support nuclear freeze resolution, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Senior leaders elected (photo; list), Jun 24, 1982, p.2
The people are waiting (edit), Sep 23, 1982, p.6
Senior trail, Dec 2, 1982, p.1
No generation gap here (photo; list), Dec 30, 1982, p.2
Galloway named acting attorney, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Seniors working on Futures survey, Feb 17, 1983, p.2
Update on Share, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Young and old together for 'Q Week' (photo; list), Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Education for the 'new' old (edit), Mar 3, 1983, p.7
Never too late, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
You and your aging parents (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p.7
Seniors crafts sale (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.5
Board names R M Gardella village attorney (list), May 12, 1983, p.1
Outreach worker, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Seniors elect officers for 1983-84 (photo; list), Jun 30, 1983, p.4
Elderly poor face reduced access to social services, Jul 28, 1983, p.1
New facility for seniors (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.5
Meals on Wheels' role (ltr), Aug 11, 1983, p.6
Scarsdallians selected for Senior Citizen Hall of Fame (list), Oct 13, 1983, p.3
Senior walkers keep volunteer leader hopping (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.6
SCS Hall of Famers (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.2
Seniors who volunteer (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
Panel probes what's available, what's lacking for seniors, Nov 3, 1983, p.3
Survey finds lack of interest in situation of seniors here, Dec 8, 1983, p.4
Positive thinking about getting older (edit), Jan 5, 1984, p.7
Facing a new phenomenon (edit), Jan 12, 1984, p.7
Seniors expanding in new home (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.24
Chamber to honor Junior League, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Agency seeking village's help in serving the frail elderly, Mar 1, 1984, p.1
Town (of GBH) will recognize seniors, Apr 5, 1984, p.10
Ready to deliver (photo; list), Apr 12, 1984, p.2
The longer I live the older I get (edit), Apr 12, 1984, p.7
Support group forming for families of aged, May 3, 1984, p.5
It's easy once you know how (photo), May 10, 1984, p.3
Few deliveries, May 17, 1984, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes the SCS seniors (photo), May 24, 1984, p.24
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SENIOR CITIZENS continued

Free locks, Jun 7, 1984, p.1
Thanks for 'memorable moments' (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6
Also interested in seniors (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6
Route change asked, Jun 21, 1984, p.1
New emergency system available to elderly, Jun 21, 1984, p.5
Volunteers cited by Cedar Knolls (list), Jun 21, 1984, p.5
Gray Panthers are stalking issues, pushing for voters, Aug 2, 1984, p.12
B Anderson accepts Lillian Drake Thies trophy (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.3
Aid for elderly?, Dec 13, 1984, p.1
Red Cross hosts party for senior citizens, Dec 13, 1984, p.18
From the young to the old (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.2
Heading for a hundred (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.4
SEE ALSO GRAY PANTHERS

SENIOR CITIZENS-EDUCATION

Who isn't growing older? (edit), Apr 26, 1983, p.7

SENIOR CITIZENS-EMPLOYMENT

Senior workers, Feb 19, 1981, p.1
Agency faces budget cut (ltr), Jul 23, 1981, p.6

SENIOR CITIZENS-HOUSING

Report on seniors urges wider housing options, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Report on seniors (edit), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Senior complex advocated (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Adopted grandpas--no way! (edit), Oct 1, 1981, p.7
Senior housing advocated, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Options still lacking (edit), Aug 5, 1982, p.6
Housing group, Sep 2, 1982, p.1
New housing option for seniors is goal of Operation Share, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Elderly widow, I Galizia, faces eviction, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Viewpoints on housing mixed, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Tenant protection, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Village working on tenant protection plan, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Village, landlords moving toward tax abatement plan, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Freightway suggested as site for senior housing, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
It's fine if it works (edit), Apr 21, 1983, p.6
On tenant protection (ltr), Apr 21, 1983, p.6
Tentative plan on tenant protection, May 12, 1983, p.1
Real facts of life (ltr), May 12, 1983, p.6
Support for ETPA seen (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6
Community's obligation (edit), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
Committee to establish rent relief guidelines, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Town Board raises ceiling for senior rent abatement, Oct 13, 1983, p.10
Trustees promise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Tenants need a hand (edit), Dec 15, 1983, p.6
Plea for rent control (ltr), Dec 15, 1983, p.6
Tenants seek solutions, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
Relief for elderly tenants (ltr), Jan 5, 1984, p.6
Project Share has housing to spare, Mar 22, 1984, p.9
Senior housing?, May 10, 1984, p.1
SEE ALSO NURSING HOMES, OPERATION SHARE
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SENIOR CITIZENS-TAXATION

- Tax freeze for seniors proposed (ltr), Feb 7, 1980, p.4
- Property tax exemptions for senior adults and veterans, Mar 27, 1980, p.15
- Feiner tax plan (edit), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
- Senior tax break, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
- Seniors can apply for tax exemption, Aug 21, 1980, p.9
- Work for taxes? (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
- Work for taxes, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
- Work for taxes (edit), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
- Board asks state for work for taxes law, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
- Work for taxes, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
- Town raises tax exemption for elders, Aug 26, 1982, p.9
- Senior tax break, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
- Trustees propose help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1

SENIOR CITIZENS-TRANSPORTATION

- Report on seniors urges wider housing options, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
- County aging unit petitions for half-fare transit rate, Jul 30, 1981, p.4
- Disabled seating plan to start, May 26, 1983, p.3
- Reduced bus fares announced, Jun 16, 1983, p.3

SENIOR HOUSING TASK FORCE-SCS

SEE SENIOR CITIZENS-HOUSING

SENIOR OUTREACH PROGRAM-SCS

- Outreach worker, Jun 30, 1983, p.1

SENIOR PERSONNEL EMPLOYMENT COMMITTEE

- Agency faces budget cut (ltr), Jul 23, 1981, p.6

SENIOR YOUTH FELLOWSHIP

- SYF players see current events in Scopes history (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.6

SENIOR, NORMAN

- Music conservatory elects N Senior new president (list), Sep 13, 1984, p.15

SENHO, TONKO

- International flavor to this Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.4

SENIOR, GABRIEL

- P J Barbero greets G Senior of SCS Rotary Club (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.9
- Rotary Club meeting matches up S Burrows, J H Neale Jr (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.4
- Thanksgiving cheer (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.1
- Development plans come under fire; Cluster housing proposed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1

SENIOR, PAULA

- Language school begins sixth year (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.22

SEPULVEDA, LAURA

- Dancin' (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.11
- Gymnastics, dance show lights up EHS evening (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.21

SERAFAIN, PATRICIA

- Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
- New math curricula planned, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
- State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1
- School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1

SEREIKA, CHRISTIAN

- Fox Meadow Olympics (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.21
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SERENETZ, CYNTHIA
Doohan resigns as EMS head; board appoints J Larkin as new principal (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.13

SEROTA, DANIEL
D Serota mentioned (name omitted from Aug 23 article), Sep 6, 1984, p.12

SERVELLO, MICHAEL
SCS Police Chief T Shames congratulates newly-appointed patrolman M Servello (photo), Jul 31, 1980, p.3

SERVIND, ANTHONY
DA replying to Harris appeal next week (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Vergari brief rebuts Aurnou, Oct 8, 1981, p.1

SESSA, HARRIET
Former NY Mets star E Kranepool gets first taste of Paron chocolates (photo), May 1, 1980, p.16
Another opening (for Paron) (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.7
Paron still growing (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.14
Budget raise now 9%; tenure granted, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
Another opening, another store (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.4
New Paron in Cedarhurst (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.2
No gye exemptions for cheerleaders, Jan 26, 1982, p.11
SESSA, HARRIET (AU)
Dream accomplished (edit), Dec 24, 1981, p.7

SETACHUTKUL, LINDA
M J Nagle, L Setachutkul join realty agency (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.4

SETI, CORBY
Cakes for all tastes (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.2

SETI, RAYMOND
Cakes for all tastes (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.2
SETI, RAYMOND (AU)
Father’s dilemma (ltr), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
SETTER, GEORGE VAN
SEE VAN SETTER, GEORGE

SEULOKITZ, LOIS
Library planning, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Library Board elects R Cuneo president (photo), Apr 22, 1992, p.1
SYF players see current events in Scopes history (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.6

SEUTSCH, NOLA
Stone sculpture in progress (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.9

SEVCIK, BEATRICE
Passing the gift of life at springtime (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.6

SEVCIK, DORIS
Passing the gift of life at springtime (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.6

SEVCIK, LUDOVIT
St Agnes Hospital appoints local doctors M Grossman, R Narins, E Rosemarin, L Sevcik, Apr 28, 1983, p.21

SEVENTY ACRES
Long-range forecasts, current problems liven board meeting, Feb 10, 1983, p.11

SEVERING, BETSY
Homage to the United Nations (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.5

SEVERINO, RALPH
Eastern Savings names R J Severino, J A Zeni officers, Feb 18, 1982, p.2

SEWAGE DISPOSAL
SEE WASTE DISPOSAL
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SEWARD, GEORGE
SCS attorney G C Seward named bar group's life president, Nov 4, 1982, p.2

SEWERS
Test (on sewers) by smoke bomb, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Corrections: Goal for Girl Scout House $180,000; Locations of sewer-testing incorrect, Aug 28, 1980, p.1
Town set to go ahead with sewer project here, Dec 30, 1982, p.9
Water Pollution Control (photo), May 5, 1983, p.14

SEWRAJSINGH, KEES
Three Scouts in a boat (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

SEX EDUCATION
Parents urged to communicate with their children about sex, Nov 11, 1982, p.3
Talking intelligently about sex (edit), May 26, 1983, p.7

SEXISM
Is He or She God? (edit), Dec 29, 1983, p.7

SEXTON, JOSEPH (REV)
Christmas tradition in Arthur Manor (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.2

SEYMOUR, CHRISTOPHER (AU)
Board's decision applauded (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6

SEYMOUR, MARILYN
Students preparing to offer safe rides home (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Safe Rides program gaining acceptance, Jun 21, 1984, p.1

SEYMOUR, MICHAEL
Residents rap traffic build-up, Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Courts main issue in school election, May 13, 1982, p.1

SEYMOUR, TIm
Screening for hypertension (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.5

SEYMOUR, WHITNEY JR
Next Thursday is primary day, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Lehman edges Curran in primary here, Sep 30, 1982, p.1

SHAFFER, DEREK
Launching 'Space Flight 324' (photo), May 8, 1980, p.23

SHAFRAZ, ROBERT
Goodman, Shafran sentenced, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
SCS student R Shafran finds he's one of 3, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Resident M Goodman convicted for theft of rings, Mar 24, 1983, p.3
Goodman receives maximum sentence, Apr 28, 1983, p.3

SHAH, CHITRA
Seniors give to building fund (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.2

SHAINBERG, NANCY (AU)
Purchase would be 'tragedy' (ltr), Jan 12, 1984, p.6

SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM
'Trump' should be staged (ltr; reply to Feb 26 guest review), Mar 19, 1981, p.4

SHALLOWE, THOMAS
T M Shalloe dies, Jan 28, 1982, p.14

SHAMBERG, PAULA
Gallery honors photographer J Baubion-Mackler, Aug 7, 1980, p.2

SHAMES, ERIC
Third generation, May 6, 1982, p.1

SHAMES, GARY
SNB names G Shames Garth Road manager, Oct 19, 1984, p.21
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SHAMES, HAL (AU)
   Election Eve blazes (edit), Nov 1, 1984, p.7

SHAMES, TERENCE
   Police mount vest fund drive, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
   Relaxed attitude seen (ltr), Apr 26, 1980, p.4
   What about 911? (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
   Police Chief T Shames offers tips on preventing home burglaries, May 22, 1980, p.4
   Chief says: Turn in your fireworks now, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
   Police officers J Freyer, T Carroll win awards for achievement (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.3
   SCS Police Chief T Shames congratulates newly-appointed patrolman M Servello (photo), Jul 31, 1980, p.3
   Humane treatment asked (ltr), Jul 31, 1980, p.4
   Chief T Shames announces start of careful driving campaign, Aug 28, 1980, p.21
   Quiet in the park, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
   Sixteen safe years in a row (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.3
   Fighting burglary (edit), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
   Stepped up patrols, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
   Police give advice for safe Halloween, Oct 30, 1980, p.3
   Smooth start on Walworth (photo; addl photo p 22), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
   Newest lieutenant: P Porcelli (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.5
   Police formulate plan to fight burglary wave (Part I), Dec 4, 1980, p.1
   Local leaders express hopes for '81, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
   Drivers urged to help police, Mar 19, 1981, p.5
   Auxiliaries fighting burglars (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.7
   Increased surveillance (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.3
   Police promotions (for J Lovecchio, T Savino) (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.10
   Shopwell held up, May 14, 1981, p.1
   Letter carrier S Jaropolio commended (photo), May 14, 1981, p.5
   Officer D Whitney suspended, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
   Suspect W Freeman nabbed in stolen car, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
   Police chief T Shames praises burglar arrest record, Jul 30, 1981, p.1
   W Huntley honored by SCS police, Chamber of Commerce (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.3
   SCS to get Auto Club Award, Sep 17, 1981, p.3
   Police Chief T Shames is association head, Sep 24, 1981, p.2
   Compassion code needed (ltr), Sep 24, 1981, p.6
   Accepting the award (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.3
   Newest sergeants on police force: J Freyer, J Reslin (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.3
   Following The Way on the Post Road, Dec 7, 1982, p.1
   Blizzard was record breaker (photo; addl photo p 4), Apr 8, 1982, p.1
   Police status, May 6, 1982, p.1
   SCS letter carrier S Corbalis honored for rescue of elderly woman (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.1
   SCS policean J Lovecchio jailed, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
   Three (J Beraingham, H Kaplan, J Panessa) charged with drug sales, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
   Cocaine case sent to grand jury, Sep 16, 1982, p.5
   Village warden J Cox killed in crash (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
   Special Patrol leaders elected (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.3
   W Haviland'll be missed (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.3
   Local police have new weapon to apprehend drunk drivers, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
   R Nicolais promoted to lieutenant (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.3
   Parents can have children fingerprinted, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
SHAMES, TERENCE continued

  Police roadblocks, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
  Service rewarded: P Toland promoted to sergeant (photo), May 5, 1983, p.5
  Officer of the Year: R Motko (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.5
  Good news on crime front (itr), Aug 4, 1983, p.6
  Local officials get salary hikes, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
  Advice from police chief (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.29
  New police chief named: D Ferraro (photo), Sep 29, 1983, p.1
  Perfect record (No pedestrian deaths in SCS) (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.5
  Village Board to name Ferraro permanent chief (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.1

SHAMES, TERENCE (AU)

  Police chief responds (itr), May 1, 1980, p.4

SHAMOON, HARRY (DR)

  SCS MD H Shaamo to direct drug study, Apr 28, 1983, p.25
  MD H Shaamo elected to medical fellowship, Dec 27, 1984, p.10

SHAMOON, RONA (AU)

  Taxpayer says 'no' to Eibark (itr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
  Exemplary businessman (itr), Feb 3, 1983, p.6

SHAMSPEAR, AROLD (PSEUD)

  SEE SHAMES, HAL (AU)

SHAHANAN, MARTHA

  Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
  Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 9, 1982, p.1
  Under a spell... (photo), May 19, 1983, p.8
  Valentine's Day fun (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.8

SHANE, EDITH

  Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
  Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1

SHANE, TOMMY

  All wrapped up in wreaths (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.4

SHANGHAI-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL

  Travel: crown jewels of the Pacific (photo) (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.5

SHANKER, ALBERT

  Albert Shanker to speak on education (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.1
  Shanker opposes tuition tax credits; sees threat to public schools (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.6

SHANNON, PHILIP (MSGR)

  IHM welcoming new pastor Rev Msgr P P Shannon, Oct 14, 1982, p.16
  IHM officially welcomes Rev Msgr P P Shannon (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.16
  USO pays tribute to local residents Msgr P P Shannon, G T Nygreen, Dec 9, 1982, p.23
  Scout J Thompson wins top award (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.2
  Agency seeking village's help in serving the frail elderly, Mar 1, 1984, p.1
  Pala Sunday (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.1
  SCS High's Class of '84 advised to keep an open mind, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

SHANK, DOROTHY

  Residents S and E Henkind, D Shank, present gifts to Jewish Theological Seminary, Dec 15, 1983, p.27

SHANK, HYMAN

  H Shank, dies, Nov 13, 1980, p.20

SHAP, DOT

  D Shap showing paintings at SNB, Jan 26, 1984, p.4
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SHAPIRO, (MRS HERBERT)

Welcome to America (photo), May 14, 1981, p.10

SHAPIRO, ALAN

Architects hire local resident A M Shapiro, Feb 19, 1981, p.8

SHAPIRO, ALMA

Alma Shapiro in 20th year teaching piano (Education ‘83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.20

SHAPIRO, ARKADY

Welcome to America (photo), May 14, 1981, p.10

SHAPIRO, COURTNEY

When your birthday falls on Christmas...(photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.6

A moment to cherish (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.1

SHAPIRO, GERI

Dance Marathon; 24 hours for $2,000 Scholarship Fund aid (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.19
And next we have...(photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.17
Cut policy, athletic program are issues at board meeting, Oct 15, 1981, p.13
Long-range forecasts, current problems liven board meeting, Feb 10, 1983, p.11

SHAPIRO, HERBERT (DR)

Welcome to America (photo), May 14, 1981, p.10

SHAPIRO, JAMIE

A School graduation (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.1

SHAPIRO, KENNETH

Heritage Plaza proposal dead, Jul 8, 1982, p.1

SHAPIRO, LESLIE

Welcome to America (photo), May 14, 1981, p.10

SHAPIRO, LINDA (AU)

Save SCS's trees (ltr), Apr 9, 1981, p.6

SHAPIRO, MARCIA

Three (T Ferris, M Shapiro, L Taubes) join office of R R Ragette (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.20

SHAPIRO, MARK (RABBIAU)

County JDL will picket Soviet film series start, Mar 8, 1984, p.10
If not now, when? (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6
The Chanukah lesson is still valid (edit), Dec 20, 1984, p.7

SHAPIRO, MARK (RABBI-AU)

At the edge of the abyss (edit), Jan 19, 1984, p.7

SHAPIRO, PHIL (AU)

Blame vandal, not society (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6

SHAPIRO, RICHARD

SCS residents H Ferris, R Shapiro, J Prosnit ordained as rabbis, Jun 18, 1981, p.12

SHAPIRO, ROBERTA

Seeley museum program brings new view of art (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.21
Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16

SHAPIRO, SAUL (DR)

Temple to honor president Dr S Shapiro, Apr 14, 1983, p.19

SHAPIRO, SVETLANA

Welcome to America (photo), May 14, 1981, p.10

SHAPS, MIKE

Summer fun (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.4

SHARE, MARI (ILLUS)

SCS scene (illus), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
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SHARE, MELISSA (AU)
Answers to Anonymous (ltrs), Feb 17, 1983, p.7

SHARKS
School superintendent Dr A Larson babysits sharks (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.15

SHARP, GRANT
Casting call notice attracts hundreds of would-be actors, Feb 23, 1984, p.1

SHARP, LINDA
Casting call notice attracts hundreds of would-be actors, Feb 23, 1984, p.1

SHARP, THOMAS
Celebration Tuesday for Bill of Rights (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.6

SHARP, VERNON (DR)
It's the only social agency in town (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.4

SHARP, VERNON (DR-AU)
Parental democracy vs parental power (edit; illus), Jul 29, 1982, p.7

SHARMA, ALFRED
Brussel, first woman president, elected at Jewish Community Center (photo; list), May 28, 1981, p.18
SCS woman A A Shasha appointed to YM & YWHA board, Sep 27, 1984, p.4

SHATZKIN, ELLEN
Ambulance Corps' new boast: We deliver (photo; addl photo p.16), Apr 28, 1983, p.1

SHAW, ADELAIDE
A Shaw takes prize in 1980 Pillsbury bake-off, Mar 6, 1980, p.11

SHAW, DAVID
In death, two profiles in courage emerge: Brian died as he lived: helping his friends (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7
He's 'disturbed' by letter (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Needed: Commitment to excellence (edit), Jan 13, 1983, p.7

SHAW, DAVID (AU)
He's angered by articles (by M Iachetta) (ltr), Dec 30, 1982, p.6

SHAW, ELIZABETH
Long distance help, Oct 16, 1980, p.1

SHAW, HELEN
Tribute to Coach Shaw (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.2

SHAW, ISABEL
SCS women B Arus, I Graham, I Shaw, S Vacha in NOW exhibit (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.16

SHAW, JENNIFER
Science award winner J Shaw named, May 19, 1983, p.11

SHAW, JOAN
School Committee election (photo; list), Jan 22, 1981, p.1

SHAW, JOSEPH
Chamber to honor recreation leader J T Shaw (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
Tribute to Coach Shaw (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.2
Citizen of the year: J Shaw (photo), May 21, 1981, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year, J T Shaw (photo), May 21, 1981, p.26

SHAW, MARTIN
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
No 1 in US, M Brown, will try for first in SCS (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.1
Graduation requirements changed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1

SHAW, NANCY
Four juniors (B Husbaum, P Safian, N Shaw, S Schneider) look forward to living abroad next year (photo), May 1, 1980, p.2
Returning students tell about experiences as AFS visitors (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.2
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SHAW, NANCY (AU)

SHAW, PETER
- Tribute to Coach Shaw (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.2
- Committeet to team (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6

SHAY COMMITTEE-SCS
- SEE BOARDS AND COUNCILS-SCS

SHAY, ESTHER
- Family Counseling elects E C Shay (list), May 1, 1980, p.15
- County league picks E Milberg, E Shay, leaders, May 26, 1983, p.4
- No quorum (at Planning Board meeting), Sep 1, 1983, p.1
- Marx estate, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
- Planning Board seeks power to OK cluster plan (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1
- Trustees vote down attached housing, Feb 16, 1984, p.1

SHAY, ESTHER (AU)
- Board praised on creche (ltr), Dec 23, 1982, p.6
- League says participate (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6

SHAY, ROBERT
- Town Club: Teacher pay should rise less than cost of living, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
- Mayor's committee, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
- Committee meets to study boards and councils, Oct 8, 1981, p.1
- Robert Shay named director of Eastern (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.4
- Committee issues report on boards and councils (list), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
- Robert Shay selected to chair Bowl Dinner (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
- Shay Committee recommendations are being turned into realities, Dec 23, 1982, p.1
- Bowl Dinner a musical, literary, psychological affair (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.1
- Reason for fiscal conservatisa (ltr), Oct 13, 1983, p.6
- Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1

SHAY, ROBERT (AU)
- Board praised on creche (ltr), Dec 23, 1982, p.6
- Reasonable estimate asked (ltr), Sep 29, 1983, p.6

SHAYE, STEVE
- New cable board say replace GBH Video, Nov 22, 1984, p.11

SHEA, ANNE
- Care Day at Edgewood, Jun 5, 1980, p.17

SHEA, PAM
- Cookout (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.8

SHEA, SUZANNE
- Nick Cantatore's the man behind SCS's flowers (photo; addl photo p.6), Aug 19, 1982, p.1

SHEA, THOMAS
- T Shea new principal at St Pius X school (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.12
- One-day strike at IHM (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.1
- A stamp of their own (photo; list), Dec 9, 1982, p.2

SHEA, THOMAS (AU)
- All parishes contribute (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4

SHEARMAN, FRANK
- Postman Q Del Vecchio's Mrs: 'See all the women who love my husband (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.11

SHEARER, T RODNEY
- T R Shearer dies, Nov 27, 1980, p.18
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SHEBSHAIEVITZ, MARILYN
New director, M Shebshaievitz, appointed at Day School (list), Sep 13, 1984, p.18

SHELDIN, ANDREW
Local aan A Shedlin promoted, Jan 3, 1980, p.3

SHELDIN, LESLIE
Creche returning to court, Feb 23, 1984, p.1

SHELDIN, ROBIN
SHS students R Shedlin, J Hecht win essay contest, Mar 8, 1984, p.15

SHEEHY, DANIEL JR
PRC superintendent K Batchelor says indoor pool is possibility, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Local aan D F Sheeny Jr to head County United Way (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.3
Political year, Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Sheeny re-elected United Way chairman (list), Apr 9, 1981, p.2
United Way supporters urged 'to work harder than ever' (photo; list), Oct 7, 1982, p.5

SHEEHY, DAVID
Raiders reach soccer finals (photo), Nov 10, 1983, p.1
SCS High's Class of '84 advised to keep an open mind, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

SHEEHY, PAUL
Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1
Class with real class feted at graduation, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Big day for SHS' seniors, Jun 21, 1984, p.1
SCS High's Class of '84 advised to keep an open mind, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

SHEEHY, PETER
SHS athletes receive awards at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list), Nov 29, 1984, p.23

SHEEHY, SUZANNE
Point of agreement (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.2

SHEERAN, EDWARD
Chase Manhattan plans office here, May 24, 1984, p.1

SHEFFIELD PROPERTY
Village seeks land, Oct 25, 1984, p.1

SHEFFIELD, PEGGY
Hitting today's job market with winning punch! (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.6

SHELL, IRVING
Altieri takes planning post, May 19, 1983, p.10

SHELLEY, FLORENCE
Panel probes problems of adults with aging parents (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.4

SHELLEY, LILLIAN
L H Shelley dies, Feb 7, 1980, p.12

SHELLEY, THOMAS
T J Shelly dies, Sep 13, 1984, p.22

SHELV, STEVEN
Greenacres Sports Breakfast (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.17

SHELEV, STEVEN (DR)
Board votes against closing Huntington, Jul 19, 1984, p.1

SHEMESH, ELI
BAR: Homes still too similar, Mar 18, 1982, p.5
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SHEEMISH, ELI continued
BAR rails color combinations, Apr 1, 1982, p.3
Resident E. Sheemish's dream house turning into nightmare, Aug 18, 1983, p.1
Restaurant expansion approved, Aug 18, 1983, p.5
Support for BAR (ltr), Sep 1, 1983, p.6
BAR, resident E. Sheemish fight over color, Dec 1, 1983, p.5
Arguments continue over house on Meadow, Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Resident, village moving nearer to agreement on home alterations, Feb 16, 1984, p.2
Village presses legal charges against homeowner E. Sheemish for violations, May 31, 1984, p.3
Sheemish case, Jul 5, 1984, p.1
Board of Appeals, Sheemish nearing resolution of housing code dispute, Sep 20, 1984, p.5

SHEMESH, RON
Arguments continue over house on Meadow, Dec 22, 1983, p.1

SHEMON, RICHARD
Burke Heat names R. Sheem energy consultant, Jul 26, 1984, p.8
Burke Heat names R. Sheem energy consultant, Aug 16, 1984, p.14

SHEPARD, CHRISTIAN
Cub Scout Pack 60 cleans up Drake Edgewood Park (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.4

SHEPARD, LORA
New principal L. Sheppard sees Heathcote as 'an educator's delight' (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.1

SHEPARD, TIMBERBER
Cub Scout Pack 60 cleans up Drake Edgewood Park (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.4

SHEPARD, ESTHER
And the winners are...(photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.9

SHEPHERD, GERALD
Following The Way on the Post Road, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Way moving from Post Road home, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Way still here, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Violation charged at Way house, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Eviction sought, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Way member G. Shepherd says he's leaving village, Apr 15, 1982, p.3
On their way (photo), May 6, 1982, p.1

SHEPHERD, GLORIA
Following The Way on the Post Road, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Way moving from Post Road home, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Way still here, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Way member G. Shepherd says he's leaving village, Apr 15, 1982, p.3

SCHROER-SHEPORD, BRYCE
SEE SCHROER-SHEPORD, BRYCE

SHEPPARD, CLAIRE
For Passover shopping (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.4

SHEPPE, P. PETER
Time Inc promotes local man P. P. Sheppe, Mar 15, 1984, p.5

SHER, ALLAN (DR.
Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6
Director: A L. Sher (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.3

SHER, JUDY
New associate: J B Sher (photo), May 12, 1983, p.4

SHER, JUDY (AU)
Successful 'Senior Splash' (ltr), Jun 28, 1984, p.6
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SHERBROOKE PARK
They want their sign back (ltr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6

SHERLOCK, JOHN
Proud supporter (ltr), Oct 21, 1982, p.6
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

SHERMAN, ALLIE
A Sherman named VP (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.2

SHERMAN, AMANDA
Holiday houses at Greenacres (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.5

SHERMAN, GLORIA
SCS artists E Greene, G J Sherman, J Leiken honored, May 12, 1983, p.17

SHERMAN, JEFFREY
Made in Hollywood (ltr), Oct 14, 1982, p.6
Screenwriter from SCS D Grossman making his mark in Hollywood (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.11

SHERMAN, PAUL JR
District given right to evaluate child, Dec 20, 1984, p.10

SHERMAN, RAY
New at Fee: R Sherman (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.5

SHERMAN, SPENDER
Goal! (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.11

SHERMAN, STUART
Med student S A Sherman in NIH study, Aug 2, 1984, p.12

SHERODAN, BARBARA
Seniors crafts sale (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.5

SHERWIN, MORRIS (DR)
Gold diploma for Dr M Sherwin, Jun 14, 1984, p.13

SHERWOOD, ARI
Local boy A Sherwood attends space, rocket camp, Aug 9, 1984, p.4

SHERWOOD, BARBARA
Three, M Beuerle, B Sherwood, P Kennedy, join staff of Family Counseling, Oct 13, 1983, p.2

SHERWOOD, BARBARA (AU)
Give Halloween back to kids (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6

SHERWOOD, LOUIS (DR)
Top internist: Dr L Sherwood (photo), May 6, 1982, p.21

SHETERLY, C RUSSELL
C R Shetterly dies, Aug 14, 1980, p.8

SHEVLIN, TIM
Dunscore to mark 50 years of song with EMT Association (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.9

SHEYN, MIKHAIL
Chess master and concert pianist M Sheyne takes on all comers at library (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.3
M Sheyne dies, Jul 1, 1982, p.18

SHEYN, MIKHAIL (AU)
Korchnoi v Karpov: Rematch in Merano (illus), Feb 18, 1982, p.20
Karpov-Korchnoi: Game six (illus), Feb 25, 1982, p.20

SHIBUTANI, HIROSHI
SCS girl S Han is winner in music contest, Feb 28, 1980, p.6

SHIDLER, KENNETH (AU)
Why Gristede's closed (ltr), Oct 21, 1982, p.6

SHIELS, WILLIAM
The power of faith? Pastor, firefighters replace stones (photo; list), Nov 18, 1982, p.11
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SHIELS, WILLIAM continued
  Serendipity works here: Fireman's badge found, Oct 6, 1983, p.11
  Fire engine dedicated (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.9
SHIFFER, EDWARD
  Planning Board seeks power to OK cluster plan (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1
  Cluster housing plan assailed, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
SHIFREL, MICHAEL
  Man on a mini-mission (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.4
  Anti-Defamation League to honor SCS man M Shifrel (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.19
SHIM, L HYUNBO
  Prose time (photo; list), Jun 24, 1982, p.11
SHIONOZAKI, SAYOKO
  Discovering Christmas (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.8
SHIOSE, ATSUNORI
  Turkey days (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.13
SHIPBUILDING
  Laying a keel in Yokosuka (edit), Nov 19, 1981, p.7
SHIPMAN, JOHN
  J and J Shipman die, Jun 26, 1980, p.16
SHIPMAN, JUNE
  J and J Shipman die, Jun 26, 1980, p.16
SHIPPER, ABBY
  Ten million dollar budget with 7.7% tax raise gets School Board okay, Apr 7, 1983, p.11
  New group to fight substance abuse, Nov 24, 1983, p.8
  Mandatory counseling program for all EMT ninth graders being planned, Mar 1, 1984, p.11
  New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11
  Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10
SHIPPER, DAVID
  Hutton names EMT man D T Shipper, Jun 21, 1984, p.10
SHIRATO, ICHIRO (DR)
  Japanese visitors in EMT schools for Superintendent's Day (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.9
SHIRE, MAURICE
  ORT to honor resident M Shire known as emerald expert (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.2
  Testimonial to Hoving (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.13
  Club president: M Shire (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.13
SHIRE, ROBERT
  Merit badge seminar scheduled (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.5
  Board of Education approves ski team, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
  SHS athletes receive awards at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list), Nov 29, 1984, p.23
SHIRE, SUSAN
  New officers installed, retired officers honored at SNAP meeting (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.3
  Coalition slate airs views (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
  SNAP elects leaders (photo; list), May 21, 1981, p.3
SHIRE, SUSAN (AU)
  Attempt to divide seen (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
  Thanks for support (list), Jun 4, 1981, p.6
SHITEMI, SIMEON
  Association evaluates United Nations (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.24
SHOEMAKER, GEORGE
  EMT theater group displays community talent (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.17
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SHOPPING CENTERS continued
   Project on Weaver, Oct 18, 1984, p.1
SHORN, THERESA
   Hocus-pocus in HTS (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.6
SHOUKATOFF, NICK
   Sliding into new worlds (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.2
SHOW WINDOWS
   SEE WINDOWS
SHREIBER, SIDNEY (DR)
   S Shreiber awarded grant; Jul 5, 1984, p.4
SHRESTHA, SAVTRI
   Slippery day on Ardsley Road (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.10
SHRESTHA, SUNIL
   Slippery day on Ardsley Road (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.10
SHROER, HAROLD
   This real man (and daughter) (H Shroer and S Shroer) stand behind their quiches (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.15
SHROER, SUSAN
   This real man (and daughter) (H Shroer and S Shroer) stand behind their quiches (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.15
SHUCHMAN, LISA
   New recreation supervisor L Shuchman off to enthusiastic start (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.3
   Junior high courts: Shifting mud below (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.1
   Winners in 1980 Halloween window painting contest receive prizes (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.2
   Last days to mail (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.3
   Poster contest winners named (list), Apr 23, 1981, p.22
   First annual Fall Foliage Run to help SCS Historical Society (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.3
SHUCHMAN, LISA (AU)
   Community support urged (ltr), Mar 18, 1982, p.6
SHULL, DAVID
   Student ministers D Shull and J Calvert join Congregational (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.20
SHULLMAN, CAROL
   Senior housing advocated, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
SHULMAN, ALAN (AU)
   Littering commuters (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.5
   Rudeness on the road (ltr), Jul 9, 1981, p.6
SHULMAN, DAVID
   Schulman named to executive board, Jul 9, 1981, p.4
   Former commissioner D Shulman joins accounting firm (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.2
SHULMAN, ELLEN
   Jack o'lantern to be (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.5
SHULMAN, HARVEY
   Company appoints former resident H Shulman, Apr 5, 1984, p.13
SHULMAN, JAY (AU)
   Something in return? (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
   On SCS's heritage (ltr), Aug 16, 1984, p.6
   Despicable and cowardly (ltr), Dec 8, 1984, p.6
SHULMAN, JEAN
   Mood is balay at area gallery, Apr 9, 1982, p.8
   Oral historian J Shulman preserves past on tape, Nov 18, 1982, p.15
SHULMAN, JERRY
   Board appoints Finn, Fornges; Children's Center is approved, Aug 5, 1982, p.11
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SHULMAN, KAREN
Returning students tell about experiences as AFS visitors (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.2

SHULMAN, LUCILLE
On moving to SCS (edit), Feb 18, 1982, p.7

SHULMAN, SOPHIE
S Shulman dies, Nov 18, 1982, p.10

SHULMAN, SY
Honor for Shulman, Jul 23, 1981, p.8
Most at hearing back 4 lanes on Hutch, Jun 24, 1982, p.1

SHULTZ, GEORGE
Freeze supporters try to build on 'The Day After', Nov 24, 1983, p.1

SHUMWAY, JAMES
J F Shumway new at Stouffer's, Dec 10, 1981, p.12

SHUNK, ROBERT
Lower premiums, Oct 2, 1980, p.1

SHUR, RUTH
Button, button: A Hochberg visits China (photo), May 15, 1980, p.7

SHUSTER, DAVID (DR-AU)
60% of joggers sustain injury (edit), Jul 15, 1982, p.7
Tips for running in good health (illus), May 3, 1984, p.22

SHWIEL, SHIRLEY
Council turns PTAs down on parking plan, Mar 10, 1983, p.12

SIAMO, NATALIE (AU)
Negligence charged (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4

SIANO, SUSIE
Carnival time for pre-schoolers (photo), Jul 26, 1983, p.5

SIBLING CONFLICT
How to civilize siblings (edit), Jul 26, 1984, p.7

SICA, TOM
Lighting seminar (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.4

SICILIANO, ARTHUR
Tarnower murder trial on, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Jean Harris trial: hearings continue, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Harris' statements ruled admissible, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Dramatic moment at trial, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Questions posed in Harris trial (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1

SICILLIANO, JOSEPH
Suicide J Sicilliano found parked at GNC, Jun 28, 1984, p.11

SIDER, WILLIAM
Hertz promotes SCS aan W Sider, Jul 24, 1980, p.2

SIDEWALK SALE
SEE RETAIL STORES

SIDEWALKS
Sidewalk tables?, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Nothing ventured... (edit), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
Expensive hole, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Sidewalk repairs, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
A&P boycott backed, Nov 10, 1983, p.10

SIDLER, JOAN
It was a draw-and J Sidler won (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.5
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SIEBERT, MURIEL
   Next Thursday is primary day, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
   Lehman edges Curran in primary here, Sep 30, 1982, p.1

SIECK, CARLETON
   Jane Hackett praised at memorial service, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
   K Silleck donates prize to St James (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.22

SIECK, JANET
   Tax assessor R Handley to retire (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.1

SIEGAL, EVAN
   Students E Yerman, E Siegal complete journalism course, Aug 18, 1983, p.18

SIEGEL, ALAN
   ‘Bag Lady’ included in A H Siegel exhibit (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.6
   Resident A H Siegel writes book for aspiring songwriters, Jul 28, 1983, p.4

SIEGEL, ALAN (AU)
   Welcome to the music business (edit), Oct 20, 1983, p.7

SIEGEL, ALICE
   This runner, A Siegel, rarely stubbles when it comes to book ideas (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.4

SIEGEL, ALLEN
   Focus on health at budget meeting, Dec 11, 1980, p.1

SIEGEL, BOB
   As graduates began life after SHS, the Class of ’64 was coming back, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

SIEGEL, BOB (AU)
   Planners (of SHS 1964 reunion) thanked (ltr; list), Jul 5, 1984, p.6

SIEGEL, DAVID
   Heathcote supports a special puppy (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.1

SIEGEL, HOWARD
   New facility for seniors (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.5

SIEGEL, IRWIN
   Mr Siegel and I: Blind leading the blinder (edit), Jul 5, 1984, p.7

SIEGEL, JEAN
   J K Siegel dies, May 7, 1981, p.20

SIEGEL, LAURA
   Heathcote supports a special puppy (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.1

SIEGEL, MARLA
   Valentine’s Day at Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.16

SIEGEL, STEPHEN
   Correction: S J Siegel omitted from Natl Merit list, May 31, 1984, p.14

SIEGEL, SUZANNE (AU)
   Answers to Anonymous (ltrs), Feb 17, 1983, p.7

SIEGELAUB, ANN
   Honor bestowed (on E Retallack) (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.20

SIEGERMAN, CAROLE (AU)
   Coping isn’t easy in the 80’s (edit), Jul 28, 1983, p.7

SIEGERMAN, CAROLE BURNS-
   SEE BURNS-SIEGERMAN, CAROLE

SIEGERT, DOROTHY
   New service director: D Siegert, Jan 29, 1981, p.7

SIEGFRIED, DAVID
   A little work...a lot of fun (photo), Nov 11, 1982, p.1

SIEGMUND, BILL
   One up (photo), May 1, 1980, p.1
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SIGAL, LISA
Signed, sealed and ready to be delivered (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.3

SIGAL, MICHAEL
Boulder Brook takeover dropped, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Village, riders agree on sale of Boulder Brook, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Signed, sealed and ready to be delivered (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.3

SISHORI, JEAN
And the winners are... (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.9

SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS
Just in case it snows (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.5
More signs, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Old (street) signs (available for sale), May 15, 1980, p.1
Has anyone seen a missing totem pole, canvas banner? (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.7
Board approves signs, Jul 24, 1980, p.5
Please return the sign (ltr), Feb 11, 1982, p.6
BAR picks colors, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Walworth law voted down (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Whodunit, Apr 22, 1982, p.6
Peculiar priority (edit), Apr 22, 1982, p.6
They want their sign back (ltr), Oct 29, 1982, p.6
Signs (on Walworth and Greenacres) bagged, Nov 18, 1982, p.1
BAR rejects color of restaurant sign, Nov 25, 1982, p.5
Restaurant sign approved by BAR, Apr 7, 1983, p.5
School signs, Aug 25, 1983, p.1
New signs of school (photo) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.19
SEE ALSO AHNINS, TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS

SILBERIAN, DON
White Hat Award to D Silberaan (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.5

SILBERSKY, THOMAS
Two AFS students, T Silbersky, A Castro, need hosts (photo), May 6, 1982, p.3

SILBERSTEIN, EDITH
Public wary of floating districts in town zone, Feb 28, 1980, p.11
Public input revised zoning code, planner E Silberstein tells Council, Apr 10, 1980, p.13
New hearing set on SCS Chateau, Aug 28, 1980, p.6
Apartments to be approved, Oct 9, 1980, p.15
Central Avenue to be topic at Zoning Institute meeting, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Central Ave zoning variance requested, Mar 25, 1982, p.19
Video game curb endorsed, Apr 8, 1982, p.11
Showdown at Town Hall; residents fight zoning change (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.21
Moundroukas asks $1 million damages (list), Sep 2, 1982, p.11
Planning board approves Red Lobster (fenced in), Sep 23, 1982, p.10
DHI clears hurdle for Salvation site housing, Oct 7, 1982, p.13
Steinberg sues on Red Lobster plan, Oct 21, 1982, p.11
Compromise on Red Lobster plan, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
Red Lobster gets green light--board, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
Two million dollars in ZBA damages for EMT decision denied, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
Red Lobster plans change; town nears Boulder Ridge okay, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
Town leads in rezoning for multifamily uses, Mar 22, 1984, p.10
Three EMT applications in Planning Board hopper, Apr 26, 1984, p.10
Town zoners sue developer (list), Nov 15, 1984, p.11
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SILBERSTEIN, PHIL
  Thanks from the coach (ltr), Dec 10, 1981, p.6

SILBERSTEIN, EDITH
  The Red Lobster returns, Mar 1, 1984, p.10

SILBERT, PAT
  Architecture Board member H Weisman resigns, Apr 30, 1981, p.1

SILBERT, ROHNY
  Mock court provides insight into local justice system, Jan 24, 1980, p.4
  Disney World comes to Edgewood (photo), May 22, 1980, p.22
  Edgewood lunch tables expected in soon (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.1
  Edgewood party (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.9
  Girl Scout Color Guard leads Edgewood assembly for return of American hostages (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.1

SILER, CHERYL

SILER, SUE
  They're collecting for the Book Fair (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.5

SILK, MARY
  Christmas through the house (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.12

SILL, ETHEL
  E Sill dies, Jan 27, 1983, p.12

SILL, JEROME
  Inquirer sold to group headed by William White (photo; list), Jan 3, 1980, p.1

SILLECK, KATHY
  K Silleck donates prize to St James (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.22

SILDECK, SIDNEY
  Neighbors find home for grounded goose (photo; addl photo p 1), Sep 16, 1982, p.6

SILDECK, SIDNEY JR (AU)
  No vaudeville in SCS (ltr), Oct 14, 1982, p.6

SILLMAN, JEAN
  Board returns to business as usual, Oct 21, 1982, p.11
  Snowflakes (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.10

SILLS, RAYMOND
  Realty company hires resident R Sills, May 24, 1984, p.4

SILVANIE, JOHN
  State hearing on bus application, May 6, 1982, p.1

SILVANIE, SHARON
  John Moyle named to (EMT) School Board, Aug 10, 1983, p.9

SILVER BOX AWARD
  'No Left Turn' by Burger King may be removed, Nov 6, 1980, p.15
  Geno Altieri receives GCC's Silver Box Award (photo), May 7, 1981, p.24
  Betsy Stern is honored, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
  Community opposes group home, escrow pooling (list), Apr 29, 1982, p.20

SILVER, ABEL
  Commuter buses being detoured, Jul 22, 1982, p.1

SILVER, ANN
  New realtor: A W Silver (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.6

SILVER, DANIEL
  Residents rap traffic build-up, Oct 15, 1981, p.1
  Traffic report says closing streets won't help Greenacres, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
  Trustees set to vote on making Walworth one-way (list; cont p 17), Apr 8, 1982, p.1
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SILVER, DANIEL continued
  Walworth law voted down (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
  Local leaders discuss future of downtown (diagram), Oct 25, 1984, p.1

SILVER, JANE

SILVER, MICHAEL (DR)
  SCS MD's join staff at WP Hospital, Aug 26, 1982, p.2

SILVER, NORMAN (DR)
  Medical staff: Dr N Silver, Feb 3, 1983, p.4

SILVER, STUART
  Designer S Silver in the spotlight (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.1
  Designer S Silver links 2500 years of Vatican art (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.6
  TV council hopes to tap potential of local access (photo; list), Aug 25, 1983, p.6

SILVER, SUSAN
  Serving needs of gifted, subject of education report, Jan 17, 1980, p.4
  SHS commencement (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
  Alternative School holds open house, Nov 8, 1984, p.20

SILVERA, LISA
  Grand Prize winner (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.1

SILVERA, RASHID
  School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
  Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
  Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1

SILVERMAN, BARNEY (DR)
  First born: R Duong (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.12

SILVERMAN, FRED
  Urban League gives award to F Silverman (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.16

SILVERMAN, HY
  No 1 in US, M Brown, will try for first in SCS (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.1

SILVERMAN, JOAN
  Videotape fire helps fire, burglary victims, Apr 30, 1981, p.22

SILVERMAN, KEN
  Anything went at the car wash (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.3

SILVERMAN, LEON
  Murder victim N Masselli was aiding investigators, Sep 2, 1982, p.1

SILVERMAN, NICKI

SILVERMAN, RUTH
  Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1

SILVERN, MARVIN
  Display of watercolors by M Silvern, Sep 4, 1980, p.10

SILVERN, RUBIN (DR)
  Honor for local dentist Dr R Silvern (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.2

SILVERSTEIN, BERNARD
  SCS Synagogue predicts continued growth (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.35

SILVERSTEIN, BERNARD (AU)
  Farewell to Dr Roth (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6

SILVERSTEIN, CAROL
  Holiday workshop (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.6

SILVERSTEIN, CAROLE (AU)
  Farewell to Dr Roth (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
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SILVERSTEIN, JED
  Holiday workshop (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.6
  Six Boy Scouts present bike to Children's Village (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.2

SILVERSTEIN, JOAN
  Library System marks birthday (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.15

SILVERSTEIN, JULIE
  Holiday workshop (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.6

SILVERSTEIN, NATALIE (DR)
  Pace professor Dr N Silverstein awarded grant, Jun 7, 1984, p.4

SILVERSTEIN, BETTY
  Local woman S Froelich cable co-host, May 1, 1980, p.8

SILVERSTONE, DOROTHY
  Village charges code violations at Cultural Center (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.1
  Attorney M Steyer says concert will go on, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
  New obstacle for twilight concerts, Aug 13, 1981, p.1
  Room for compromise (edit), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
  Violation of spirit (ltr), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
  Cultural Center to move concert, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
  Neighbors explain opposition (ltr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
  Happy ending, Aug 27, 1981, p.1
  Dedication in Israel (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.14
  Concerts lead to conviction, Dec 17, 1981, p.3
  Apple Tree Barn found legal, May 5, 1983, p.1
  Two determined SCS women, E Buzbee, D Silverstone, prove any age is right age for college (photo), Jun 28, 1984, p.6

SILVERSTONE, MURRAY
  Dedication in Israel (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.14
  Apple Tree Barn found legal, May 5, 1983, p.1

SILVESTRI, ALPHONSE
  Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part III) (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11

SIM, CATHERINE
  New music group turns town into summer festival (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.6
  Local musicians M Asakawa, C Sim win Concerto Contest, Feb 23, 1984, p.2

SIM, HELEN
  Symphony names E Perrone, Jen-Yen-Chen, H Sim prize winners, Mar 27, 1980, p.11
  Auditorium dedication, policy discussion at board meeting, Feb 11, 1982, p.11
  14-year-old pianist H Sim wins WSO Concerto Competition (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.15
  Pianist H Sim plays at Juilliard, Dec 23, 1982, p.10

SIM, SANDY
  A sample of the Orient (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.1

SIMIONESCU, ANDY
  SCS girl S Han is winner in music contest, Feb 28, 1980, p.6

SIMMERMACHER, DICK
  Fox Meadow Tennis Club holds 100th birthday celebration (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.15

SIMMONS, ANDREW (AU)
  Club could be lost for extra field (edit), Jun 14, 1984, p.7

SIMMONS, ANDREW
  Before Board ruling: Eloquent pleas to save Boulder Brook Club, Jan 26, 1984, p.1

SIMMONS, CHARLES
  GOP snafu, Aug 13, 1981, p.1
  GOP may challenge Non-Partisan nominee, Nov 18, 1982, p.1
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SIMMONS, CHARLES continued
SCS attorney C A Simons joins county agency (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.2

SIMMONS, FAITH
Support for Burrows (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.8
First petitions received (photo; list), Dec 11, 1980, p.2
Split vote on five amendments to Non-Partisan Resolution, May 21, 1981, p.6
School election Jan 26 (list; photo p 22), Jan 21, 1982, p.1

SIMMONS, JILL
Student J Simons from SCS dies in auto accident (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.1

SIMMONS, ROY
Exhibition of collages, constructions by R Simons, Nov 10, 1982, p.16

SIMMONS, TED
USFL's $40-million man S Young has some loyal fans here, Mar 8, 1984, p.15

SIMON, ABE
Running from the start (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Abe Simon dies; led Antiques, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Tribute to Abe Simon (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
Moving memorial to Abe Simon (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.17
Abe Simon run Sunday, Apr 5, 1984, p.1

SIMON, ABE (AU)
Why he's for Kanarek (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6

SIMON, DANIEL
STEP-Newcomers group acts to bridge culture gap at EHS (photo; list), Feb 26, 1981, p.13
Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
EMT High Class of '82 is on its way! (photo; list), Jul 1, 1982, p.11
Presidential hopeful A Cranston tests local waters (photo; addl photo p 11), Sep 2, 1982, p.1

SIMON, DEBBIE
On school playing fields (ltr), Nov 19, 1981, p.6

SIMON, DEBBIE (AU)
They want courts repaired (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6

SIMON, DORIS
Raccoons' friends, foes gather at forum here (photo; addl photo p 12), Nov 10, 1982, p.1
More on raccoons, Dec 2, 1982, p.1

SIMON, GRACE
Judges' pick as the cream of the crop (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.19

SIMON, HOWARD (DR)
Dr H Tarnower slain; wrote SCS diet (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1
White Plains Hospital elects Dr H B Simon new medical staff president (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.5

SIMON, JOEL (AU)
Letter of gratitude (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6

SIMON, JOSHUA
Babysitter S Gelber saves children from fire (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.1

SIMON, JUDITH
School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1

SIMON, LISA
Babysitter S Gelber saves children from fire (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.1

SIMON, MARJORIE
Agency seeking village's help in serving the frail elderly, Mar 1, 1984, p.1

SIMON, MARJORIE (AU)
Meals on Wheels' role (ltr), Aug 11, 1983, p.6
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SIMON, MARK
  Presidential hopeful A Cranston tests local waters (photo; addl photo p 11), Sep 2, 1982, p.1

SIMON, ROSEMAE (AU)
  Letter of gratitude (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6

SIMON, SANDI
  Moving memorial to Abe Simon (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.17

SIMON, SCOTT
  Babysitter S Gelber saves children from fire (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.1

SIMON, WENDY
  Former resident W B Simon named director, May 6, 1982, p.4

SIMONE, MAURICE

SIMONS, CHARLES
  G. O. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine’s Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.5

SIMONS, HENRY
  Turning in lawn mowers turns out fine (photo; addl photo p 11), Jul 15, 1982, p.6

SIMONS, ROBERT
  Former resident R A Simons joins new firm, Aug 9, 1984, p.3

SIMONS, SETSUKO
  Turning in lawn mowers turns out fine (photo; addl photo p 11), Jul 15, 1982, p.6

SIMPSON, JOHN
  Commuters continue to rail at MTA (list), May 15, 1980, p.1
  Forum on rail service ‘depressing’ (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
  MTA asks for more money; riders demand more service, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
  Divided management seen as factor in railroad ills, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
  Air conditioning crisis (edit), Jul 24, 1980, p.4

SIMPSON, JUDY
  Newcomers Club seats officers (list), Aug 11, 1983, p.8

SIMS, CHUCK
  SEE SIMS, SEYMOUR

SIMS, MIRIAM
  New officers at KRT (photo; list), May 14, 1981, p.24
  Mayor and Mrs Sims to be feted for service to temple and community (photo), May 3, 1984, p.16

SIMS, SEYMOUR
  Trustees Sims and Stone, Beatrice Underweiser are Non Partisan candidates (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.1
  As Iowans...GOP caucus favors Bush for President, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
  Work for taxes, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
  Editorial Questioned (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
  Bike path plans arouse ire in Fox Meadow, Greenacres, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
  Against the path, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
  Voters to elect trustees, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
  Trustees elected; few vote (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
  ‘Motherhood’ issue?, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
  Budget approved; $56.89 tax rate, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
  Tenant protection approved; Board accepts land donation, May 15, 1980, p.1
  Polera gets nod on Freightway project, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
  Board to vote on one-way solution to Walworth Ave, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
  Village Board makes Walworth one-way (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.1
  Board defeats bike law, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
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Sims, Seymour continued

Work for taxes, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Board asks state for work for taxes law, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Trustees okay Creche, 4-3, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Election campaign hits full stride, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Productivity council, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
Freightway development plan unveiled (photo), May 14, 1981, p.1
Continuing comedy (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6
Trustees vote to hire Freightway consultants, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Mid-summer folly (edit), Jul 16, 1981, p.6
Trustees move to close Walworth Ave, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Cultural Center to move concert, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Despite closing of Woodland decision on Walworth delayed, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Trustees ok contract, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
In for three years, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
SCS to get Auto Club Award, Sep 10, 1981, p.3
Discussing the issues (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.2
Residents rap traffic build-up, Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Board denies request for Creche display, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Newest sergeants on police force: J Freyer, J Breslin (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.3
Creche reaction, Nov 19, 1981, p.1
Light repaired (at Murray Hill and Mamaroneck), Dec 3, 1981, p.1
Village eyes ban on electronic games, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Coalition candidates propose village recreation center, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote against cable increase (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Subdivision rejected, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Village contracts; only one bid, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Former Trustee Seymour Sims nominated as Citizens' Party choice for mayor (photo; list), Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Non-partisan slate to turn down debate (list), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Seeking a forum, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Grossman to meet press; Non-Partisans on cable, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Hope abounds as village election nears, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Sims hopes to be 'a quiet mayor' (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
Landslide win for Citizens' Party (chart; photo p.14), Mar 17, 1983, p.1
SCS united?, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
New board, council members to be appointed (list), Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Sims sets own style (list), Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Freightway suggested as site for senior housing, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
County redistricting plan would keep SCS whole, split EMT in three (diagram), Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Budget approved; more aid coming, Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Debate over redistricting to continue at hearing (map p.16), May 5, 1983, p.1
Village sued again on Creche denial, May 5, 1983, p.1
Spreading springtime (photo), May 5, 1983, p.1
Board names R M Gardella village attorney (list), May 12, 1983, p.1
Revised noise law passed, May 26, 1983, p.1
No fireworks (for village May 24 birthday), May 26, 1983, p.1
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Sims, Seymour continued
Estimated costs threaten chances for indoor pool (list), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Dedication, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Meeting on (election) foul-up, Jun 9, 1983, p.1
Shame and humiliation (ltr), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
Mayor defended (ltr), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
Boards veto indoor pool, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Fuss on Fox Meadow, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Praise for VIP (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
Trustees vote not to restore tennis courts, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Remedy on Post Road (ltr), Jun 30, 1983, p.6
School Board plans to remove (tennis) courts, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Tennis courts get last minute reprieve (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Cable coordinator, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Village asks for help with Walworth traffic, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Committee to establish rent relief guidelines, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
New police chief named: D Ferraro (photo), Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Village reported seeking to acquire Boulder Brook, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Gift committee (list), Oct 13, 1983, p.1
Race approved, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Happy 300th to Westchester (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Support for fields, Nov 10, 1983, p.1
Trustees to decide, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Relief sought, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Impossible to understand (ltr), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
Trustees promise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Appeal expected on creche, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Freeze resolution, Dec 22, 1983, p.1
SCS responds to Orwell’s vision, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
Tenants seek solutions, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
Riders fight for Boulder Brook Club, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Cim Court, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook takeover dropped, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Before Board ruling: Eloquent pleas to save Boulder Brook Club, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Special Police sworn in (photo; list), Feb 2, 1984, p.2
Choice of site for fields is still uncertain, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Town Club backs nuclear freeze; asks Village Board to endorse it, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Trustees vote down attached housing, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Creche returning to court, Feb 23, 1984, p.1
Hot off the presses: "This is SCS" (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.3
Board hands out bouquets, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Mayor S Sims hospitalized, but condition not serious, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Trustees back nuclear arms freeze, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
Mayor and Mrs Sims to be feted for service to temple and community (photo), May 3, 1984, p.16
County eyeing three % sales tax; would reduce local property taxes, May 10, 1984, p.1
Senior housing?, May 10, 1984, p.1
Reading: What’s what from who’s who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
Village agrees to buy Boulder Brook; riding club faces eviction by July 2 (photo), May 24, 1984, p.1
Keeping the peace, May 24, 1984, p.1
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FRANK, SEYMOUR continued

Future looks dim for Boulder Brook Riding Club, May 31, 1984, p.1
Village Board to name Ferraro permanent chief (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.1
Family at One Foxhall now five years old (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.1
US Circuit Court says village must permit creche, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Supreme Court review sought in creche case (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Error in judgement, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Decision explained, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Trustees' decision criticized (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Noise is number one pollution (ltr), Jul 26, 1984, p.6
Fond farewell to Bill Dean, 'Mr SCS' (photo; addl photo p 6), Aug 9, 1984, p.1
Menace of '82 now only a faded memory, Aug 9, 1984, p.1
His confidence is destroyed (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
Village promises landscaping plan for Supply Field, Aug 16, 1984, p.1
Effective protest (edit), Aug 16, 1984, p.6
Supply Field plans scored, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook's fate may be near final resolution, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
Mayor Siss sets meeting on riding club, Sep 6, 1984, p.1
Boulder brook, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
Supply Field plans, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
Board passes conservation zone measure, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
New law for trucks, Sep 20, 1984, p.1
Village Board appoints S Jacob public works manager, Sep 27, 1984, p.1
SNAP requests moratorium (ltr), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
Greenacres PTA indignant (ltr), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Supreme Court to hear creche case, Oct 18, 1984, p.1
Oldest eatery in town, Charlie Brown's, marks 60th birthday, Oct 18, 1984, p.4
Village, riders agree on sale of Boulder Brook, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Women's Club keeps Non-Partisan role, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Signed, sealed and ready to be delivered (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.3
Winston property, Nov 8, 1984, p.1
Say who'd want all those old papers, anyway? (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.6
Please don't wait (ltr), Nov 8, 1984, p.6
Greenacres parents press village for safer conditions (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Freightway lease?, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Rededication, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
Closing of Huntington asked (ltr), Dec 6, 1984, p.6
Aid for elderly?, Dec 13, 1984, p.1
Board seeks input on dish antennae but receives none, Dec 13, 1984, p.1
Recycling increases, Dec 20, 1984, p.1

SINCERBOX, IRENE

Singerbox dies, Dec 29, 1983, p.10

SINGAPORE-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL

Travel: crown jewels of the Pacific (photo) (Susser Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.5

SINGER, BARRY

Planners delay decision on addition to Mormon Church, Nov 1, 1984, p.3

SINGER, CEILE

Law in trouble, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Reapportionment, Dec 10, 1981, p.1
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SINGER, CECILE continued
Feiner to run for Assembly, May 13, 1982, p.1
Heritage Plaza, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
SCS back in Burrows' district, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Heritage Plaza proposal dead, Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Speakers explain how Albany works, Jan 26, 1984, p.5
Tax hike doubtful, Jun 14, 1984, p.1
Cecile Singer is nominated, Jun 28, 1984, p.14

SINGER, CECILE (AU)
The Westchester connection (edit), Apr 5, 1984, p.7

SINGER, DONALD
Hearings held on GBH budget, Nov 20, 1980, p.15
Seventy EHT burglaries in '81; community awareness needed (chart), Feb 4, 1982, p.11
Fingerprint ID cards offered, Mar 31, 1983, p.15
Town sets final hearing on budget, Dec 1, 1983, p.8
Crime drop in GBH, Jan 26, 1984, p.10

SINGER, DONALD (AU)
He's 'disturbed' by letter (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6

SINGER, DOROTHY
Soter appoints campaign staff: G Hensley, R Cuneo, D Singer, Mar 22, 1984, p.2

SINGER, FRAN
E Robison sold; will relocate, Jul 5, 1984, p.1

SINGER, GLORIA
SCS's lunchtime retreat: Chase Park (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 26, 1982, p.1

SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Nobelist Isaac B Singer disavows crusader's role (photo), May 14, 1981, p.2

SINGER, LILLY
Resident L Singer wins Rohrer Award, Jun 17, 1982, p.2

SINGER, LISA
School district hires 14 new staff members, Sep 6, 1984, p.11

SINGER, RUTH
Two art shows (by F B Newaan, R Singer) at GBH Library, Dec 11, 1980, p.25

SINGER, SAUL
E Robison sold; will relocate, Jul 5, 1984, p.1

SINGERS
Met, SCS synagogue share Nico Castel's gifts (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
Jena Smith's 'Clara' honors mothers in town's tribute (photo), May 8, 1980, p.23
Renette Kay keeps pace, high C at 84 (photo; addl photo p 6), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Roberta Peters: a life woven with tradition (photo), May 14, 1981, p.6
Student I Saaeth singing at NC festival, Jul 30, 1981, p.4
SCS singer I Saaeth wins first prize (list), May 19, 1983, p.13

SINGLE MEN AND WOMEN

SINGLE PARENTS
The American family is changing (edit), Feb 11, 1982, p.7

SINGLETARY, INEZ
C F Hurphy, I H Singletary named by DelBello to Task Force of Women, Mar 27, 1980, p.8

SINGSEN, MARY ELLEN
Jean Harris found guilty of murder (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Signing up (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.3
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SINSEN, MARY ELLEN continued
Residents being asked to sign petition for nuclear arms freeze (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.5
Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 13, 1982, p.1
Vigilers make silent statement (photo), Jun 16, 1982, p.1
Vigil vignette, Aug 12, 1982, p.1
Japanese physicist Dr M Kiwara to show film on Hiroshima aftermath (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.1
Defense plan in space rejected by director of Fund for Peace J Tierney (list), Mar 31, 1983, p.2
Local activist M E Sinsen elected to board of Family Service, Aug 11, 1983, p.10
Freeze supporters try to build on 'The Day After', Nov 24, 1983, p.1

SINSEN, MARY ELLEN (AU)
On nuclear freeze (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6

SINSEN, MICKEY
Coalition candidates propose village recreation center, Mar 11, 1982, p.1

SINNETT, MARGUERITE

SINNOTT, RICHARD
Eight picked for Harris jury, Nov 13, 1980, p.1

SINSHEIMER, FLORENCE
Historical summer for students (photo; list), Aug 26, 1982, p.3

SINSHEIMER, FLORENCE (AU)
Letters re Creche decision (lttrs), Nov 19, 1981, p.7

SINSHEIMER, WARREN (AU)
Letters re Creche decision (lttrs), Nov 19, 1981, p.7

SIPHERD, MARY
M S Sipherd dies, Sep 20, 1984, p.18

SIPLLET, DOMINIQUE
SCS hosting four AFS visitors (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.23
Students exchange experiences in AFS, Sep 8, 1983, p.5
AFS students R Espanet and D Siplet address school, civic groups, May 31, 1984, p.4

SIRIS, MICHAEL
No settlement (in Conrail suits), Nov 18, 1982, p.1
Commuter suits, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Judge's decision awaited in commuter v Conrail suit, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Conrail appealing awards (list), Jul 26, 1984, p.11

SIRWITZ, ROBBY
Goal (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.11

SISKIND, BETH
Something to smile about (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.12

SISKIND, DONALD
Board of Ed OK's semester courses, rejects mid-year exam; Italian considered, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
School Board says yes to Italian, coop, religion; adds one day to recess, Mar 13, 1980, p.11
School Board approves new football coach, Jun 12, 1980, p.15
Siskind to lead School Board, Jul 3, 1980, p.11
School Board: Hearing on apartments urged; 8-man football may be coming, Aug 14, 1980, p.7
School Board studies cutting, Sep 25, 1980, p.17
New cutting policy passed by board, Nov 20, 1980, p.15
Board may raise building-use fees, Jan 15, 1981, p.11
Three (S Davis, E DuBois, M Weitzen) put up for school board slate, Jan 29, 1981, p.11
Board of Education revises phys ed participation rule, Feb 12, 1981, p.17
Board delays action on building charges, Feb 26, 1981, p.13
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SISKIND, DONALD continued
Board hears plea for support of interscholastic athletics, Mar 12, 1981, p.21
$8.4 million school budget, 11.9% tax hike, Mar 26, 1981, p.21
Budget raise now 9%; tenure granted, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
Plaudits and tributes mark Board of Ed year-end meeting, Jun 11, 1981, p.18
Weitzen quits (EMT) school board, Jul 28, 1983, p.11

SISKIND, EDWARD
Board opens faculty courses; OK’s plan for gifted/talented, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
Board of Ed enters Moundroukas battle, May 10, 1984, p.13
A proud graduation (photo; list), Jun 28, 1984, p.11

SISKIND, STEVEN
Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11

SISMONDO, SUE
Junior League members J Coutts, S Sismondo attend training seminar, Dec 18, 1980, p.10

SITE REVIEW COMMITTEE-SCS
Meeting on sites for group home, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Six possible sites for group home, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Trustees approve group home list, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Sites rejected, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Sale pending, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
On selecting a group home site (ltr), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
More potential sites (for group homes), Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Budget approved; $56.89 tax rate, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Committee backs Ethical site, Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Neighbors oppose home site, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Saxon Woods site (edit), Sep 11, 1980, p.4
Humanists to vote on group home, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
New search asked; Three homes?, Apr 9, 1981, p.1
No new search (edit), Apr 9, 1981, p.6
Proposal for home called ‘deficient’, May 20, 1982, p.1
Search for Change submits second plan; seeks help, May 27, 1982, p.1
Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1
Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Prohibit group home (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
Village won’t try to block home, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Site supported, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
HUD rejects Ethical site for group home, May 19, 1983, p.1

SITE SELECTION COMMITTEE-SCS
Finding group home sites is tough job, Altieri finds, Aug 21, 1980, p.9
Search group seeking homes (list), Jan 1, 1981, p.13
Local committee, state clash over site for group home, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
Group home proposed on Cherry Lane, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
Things to come: future holds new neighbors for EMT, Apr 9, 1982, p.11
SCS opposes group home site here, Apr 15, 1982, p.10
Cherry Lane house leased; owner gets restraining order, Jun 3, 1982, p.11

SITH, CHARLES
Refugee family building new life here (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.4

SITH, MONY
SCS offers new life for Cambodian family (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
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SITH, MONY continued
Refugee family building new life here (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.4

SITH, NAREY
Thanks for scholarship (ltr; list), Feb 26, 1980, p.4
SCS offers new life for Cambodian family (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
Refugee family building new life here (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.4

SITH, SARATH
Thanks for scholarship (ltr; list), Feb 26, 1980, p.4
SCS offers new life for Cambodian family (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
Refugee family building new life here (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.4

SITTENFELD, ERNEST (AU)
Disgraceful condition (ltr), Oct 15, 1981, p.6

SIWEC, MARTH
Temple to honor local couple R and M Siwek (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.2

SIWEC, REUBEN
Temple to honor local couple R and M Siwek (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.2

SIZER, THEODORE (DR)
HS leaders agree: people as important as curricula, Oct 16, 1981, p.1
Out there is real—school is not (illus; edit), Jul 9, 1981, p.7
Town Club to host Dr Theodore Sizer (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Critic of American high schools T R Sizer says new structures are needed, Apr 12, 1984, p.3

SKALLERUP, NANCY
Harris jurors see letters written by defendant, Jan 9, 1981, p.1

SKATING
Outdoor skating a favorite activity during mid-winter recess (photo), Feb 21, 1980, p.1
Outdoor skating—picturesque but risky, Feb 21, 1980, p.1
Picturesque Crane's Pond lured area skaters (photo), Feb 21, 1980, p.11
Remember the skating rink? (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
Skaters compete at Ice Carnival (photo; list), Feb 12, 1981, p.17
Where have all the skaters gone? (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Quaker Ridge fifth grader L Frohlich wins Figure-skating contest (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.22
See also Roller Skating

SKEELE, CHARLES
Odell House marks 200th anniversary (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.15

SKENE, JOANNE

SKIDGELL, WILLIAM
Drive-up mailbox, Dec 16, 1982, p.1

SKIING
See Skis and Skiing

SKILLS PROGRAM-EMT
See Schools-EMT-Study Skills Center

SKIN CANCER
See Cancer

SKINNER, JAMES
MTA asks for more money; riders demand more service, Jun 5, 1980, p.1

SKIS AND SKIING
A shortage of snow didn't stop B Norgren (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.9
Sportswomen for all seasons (photo; list), Jan 26, 1984, p.1
SKIS AND SKIING continued

  Board of Education approves ski team, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

SKLAR, BARRY
  Sprucing up (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.15

SKLAR, DAVID
  District adopts tough drug code, Dec 13, 1984, p.15

SKLAR, HERB
  Resident E Yeaker named to ad firm (photo), May 19, 1983, p.2
  Sklar-Lennet named agency for Galleria, Jul 5, 1984, p.9

SKLAR, PHIL
  Advertising VP: P Sklar (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.6

SKLIAS, JENNIFER
  Fox Meadow Olympics (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.21

SKODA, DANIEL

SKOLNIK, BRANDON
  Scouts study survival arts (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.15

SKOLNIK, DEBORAH
  Students call for help for Saferides (list), Aug 30, 1984, p.11
  Students call for help from Saferides, Dec 20, 1984, p.11

SKOULTCHI, MARK
  Casting call notice attracts hundreds of would-be actors, Feb 23, 1984, p.1

SKYLIGHTS
  Awning, skylights topics at BAR meeting, Jun 25, 1981, p.5
  BAR approves skylights, Oct 7, 1982, p.4

SLACK, NEIL
  Town official N R Slack warns against heating units, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
  EMT family robbed at gunpoint, Jan 6, 1983, p.10

SLADER, TED
  Route 22 due for repairs, May 31, 1984, p.1

SLAMIN, MARY
  Getting booked as a clown (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.10

SLANER, ALFRED
  Chamber to honor Slaners as Citizens of the Year, Jan 10, 1980, p.1
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Luella & Alfred Slaner, Chamber of Commerce Citizens of the Year (photo), Feb 20, 1980, p.22
  Citizens of the year: Luella and Alfred Slaner (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
  Residents M P Sittenstein, J Morek, A P Slaner, J Weiss among UJA campaign leaders (photo; list), Aug 7, 1980, p.2
  Lobbying group sees fusion as ultimate energy source (list), Aug 14, 1980, p.1
  It's a tax on consumers (ltr), Jul 29, 1982, p.6

SLANER, ALFRED (AU)
  Oil import tax favored (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6

SLANER, LUETTA
  Chamber to honor Slaners as Citizens of the Year, Jan 10, 1980, p.1
  Mock court provides insight into local justice system, Jan 24, 1980, p.4
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Luella & Alfred Slaner, Chamber of Commerce Citizens of the Year (photo), Feb 20, 1980, p.22
  Citizens of the year: Luella and Alfred Slaner (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
  Anderson: I'm not a spoiler (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.1
  L Slaner to chair United Way dinner here (photo; list), Aug 14, 1980, p.1
  Lobbying group sees fusion as ultimate energy source (list), Aug 14, 1980, p.1
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SLOAN, IRVING (AU) continued

- No apologies needed (ltr), Nov 11, 1982, p.6
- Opposed to public sanction (ltr), Dec 2, 1982, p.6
- Teachers' merit pay: gone and good riddance (edit), Jan 13, 1983, p.7
- Two constituency claims dismissed (ltr), Apr 28, 1983, p.6
- Novel called 'group libel' (ltr), Sep 22, 1983, p.6
- Will Feiner fall in line? (ltr), Nov 17, 1983, p.6
- Everybody's business: Creche case (ltr), Mar 1, 1984, p.6
- Recommended reading (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6
- Display of tastelessness (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6
- Misguided assumptions (ltr), Jul 12, 1984, p.6
- Writer wants Meyer in Albany (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
- Every September, a new adventure (edit), Sep 6, 1984, p.7
- Koch cited as example (ltr), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
- Village defends on creche (ltr), Nov 8, 1984, p.6
- Not vengeance but justice (ltr), Dec 20, 1984, p.6

SLOAN, NAT

- Science teacher N Sloan has exhibit of sculptures, Mar 19, 1981, p.26
- Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
- Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1

SLOAN, NAT (AU)

- Creationists decried (ltr), Jan 14, 1982, p.6
- No place in classroom (ltr), Jul 8, 1982, p.6
- Against MX missile (ltr), Dec 2, 1982, p.6
- Continue to negotiate (ltr), Oct 20, 1983, p.6
- Bad review for president (ltr), Feb 9, 1984, p.6
- Questions for the voters (ltr), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
- Reason to rejoice seen (ltr), Nov 29, 1984, p.6

SLOAN, PHILIP

- Two SHS alumni, P Sloan, D Moretti, write law books, Dec 8, 1983, p.16

SLOAT, PAM

- Car washing for fun and profit (K Froelich Scholarship Fund) (photo), May 13, 1982, p.1

SLOMAN, EDWARD

- E M Sloaan dies, Apr 3, 1980, p.14

SLOMAN, KATHRYN

- K Sloan dies, Apr 16, 1981, p.20

SLOTE, FRANCES

- School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
- State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1
- Math and writing programs described (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.15

SLOTNICK, BARRY

- Defense attorney B I Slotnick honored at dinner, Jan 8, 1981, p.9
- Synagogue to honor B and D Slotnick, Feb 24, 1983, p.3
- Resident B I Slotnick named bonds chairman, Apr 5, 1984, p.4

SLOTNICK, DIANE

- Synagogue to honor B and D Slotnick, Feb 24, 1983, p.3

SLOTNICK, DONNA

- Resident D Slotnick to receive award from Lubavitch youth group, Dec 16, 1982, p.22

SLUDGE-STORAGE

- Sludge storage on Jackson Avenue 'sadness'--Hochberg, Mar 19, 1981, p.19
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLYCK, FRANCIS VAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEE VAN SLYCK, FRANCIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMALL, BETH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halloween, Colonial style (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMALL, CATHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halloween, Colonial style (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It's a Halloween tradition (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMALL, STEPHEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company promotes ex-Scarsdaleian S J Small, Jun 2, 1983, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMALLENS, TIMMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They're collecting for the Book Fair (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irving on endings, and beginnings (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Exchange foraging, Mar 18, 1982, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't mess with milk cases (ltr), Jul 28, 1983, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMILEY, J R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New leads (in Romer case), May 15, 1980, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMILEY, R J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCS couple C R, C Romer missing since April 8, Apr 17, 1980, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, (MRS FRANK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decorated for Easter (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, ADELAIDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical catalogue debuts (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, ALDEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayor's committee, Aug 20, 1981, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, ALEXANDER (DR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local resident Dr A B Smith to chair annual ball for retarded, Mar 20, 1980, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Dr A Smith promoted, Feb 11, 1982, p.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotary service project (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, ANDREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As graduates began life after SHS, the Class of '64 was coming back, Jun 28, 1984, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, ANDREW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenacres Cub Scouts clean up Red Maple Swamp (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, BILL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, DAN (REV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday night is party time here for blind (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, DAVID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seventy EMT burglaries in '81; community awareness needed (chart), Feb 4, 1982, p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, DAVID (AU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women are ahead of their image (edit), Apr 23, 1981, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, E GORDON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor R Durkin's cap is tribute to boyhood mentor E G Smith (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, ELENE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board accepts George Wilbur's retirement; December 31 (sic), Nov 12, 1981, p.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, ELIOT FREMONT-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEE FREMONT-SMITH, ELIOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, EMMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E P Smith dies, Mar 25, 1982, p.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, EMMY BAGLEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As graduates began life after SHS, the Class of '64 was coming back, Jun 28, 1984, p.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SLANER, LUELLA continued
L Slaner to chair United Way Dinner (photo; list), Jul 16, 1981, p.3
United Way starts fund drive (photo; list), Oct 1, 1981, p.1
Fairy tale, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
United Way chair announced: L Slaner (list), Sep 2, 1982, p.5
United Way supporters urged 'to work harder than ever' (photo; list), Oct 7, 1982, p.5
Neighbors say they will fight against playing fields on Winston property, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Gift committee (list), Oct 13, 1983, p.1
Gift to the village, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
Dramatizations reveal justice to Village Club (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.6

SLATER, MARGARET
First VF, M Slater, elected, Jun 28, 1981, p.9
Hospice brings comfort to dying, Aug 2, 1984, p.5

SLATTERY, RICHARD
Commendations to A Filancia, H Loebcr, R Slattery, J Freyer, R Carroll, May 22, 1980, p.1
Commendations (for six police officers), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Burglary suspects nabbed, Nov 10, 1983, p.1
Police honored, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Reorganization gives local police more flexibility, Feb 23, 1984, p.1

SLAVERRY, JOHN
Successful block party (ltr), Jul 24, 1980, p.4

SLAVERRY IN THE US
Dedication ceremony at St James (photo; list), Jul 3, 1980, p.12

SLAVIN, MARJORIE
Panel probes problems of adults with aging parents (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
It's the only social agency in town (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
Parting is such angry sorrow (edit), Feb 9, 1984, p.7
Counseling Service names M Slavin program director, Mar 29, 1984, p.5
Family Counseling reaching out to forgotten victims of divorce, May 31, 1984, p.17

SLAVIN, MARJORIE (AU)
Grandparents discover that divorce affects them, too (edit), Sep 17, 1981, p.7
We need to choose our future (edit), May 27, 1982, p.7
More than meets the eye—or ear (edit), Mar 24, 1983, p.7
The longer I live the older I get (edit), Apr 12, 1984, p.7
Divorce is hard on grandparents, too (edit), Nov 29, 1984, p.7

SLAZMAN, NELSON (AU)
Kudos for emergency forces (ltr), Sep 10, 1981, p.6

SLAZMAN, RENE (AU)
Kudos for emergency forces (ltr), Sep 10, 1981, p.6

SLECK, CARLETQN
Celebration at WFS (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.8

SLEDDING
Biggest snow of the decade attracts Hurwitz family to slopes (photo), Feb 21, 1980, p.3
Weekend snow brought out sledders C Ullmann, J Antush (photo), Feb 21, 1980, p.11
Three on a sled (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.5
At long last winter! (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
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SLEEPER, GORDON SR
G C Sleeper Sr dies, Apr 1, 1982, p.18

SLEEPY HOLLOW RESTORATIONS
Associate director at Sleepy Hollow: W B Pfeifer, Aug 5, 1982, p.4

SLINGO, ROY
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
No place in classroom (ltr), Jul 8, 1982, p.6
Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
More state aid cuts school tax increase, Apr 12, 1984, p.1

SLOAN, ANNA
A L Sloan dies, Oct 27, 1981, p.20

SLOAN, IRVING
Town Club: Teacher pay should rise less than cost of living, Feb 14, 1990, p.1
He wants inside table (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Board delays vote on bike penalties, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
I Sloan has new book, Aug 7, 1980, p.18
School Board lists legislative positions (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
'Merchant' should be staged (ltr; reply to Feb 26 guest review), Mar 19, 1981, p.4
Pogo, not Charlie Brown (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
New law book by Irving Sloan, Jul 30, 1981, p.4
After-school day care slated to start here in September (list), Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Junior high teacher I Sloan has publications on law, Sep 2, 1982, p.13
Trustees vote 4-3 to deny creche request (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Teacher I Sloan takes part in TV seminar, Mar 3, 1983, p.14
JHS teacher I Sloan sets stage for different role (photo), May 5, 1983, p.6
SCS stop on Ride for Life (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.1
Getting ready for the fair (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.3
Time for love and loyalty (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
Rhodes Scholar R Stengel returns to talk about television (photo p 15), Mar 22, 1984, p.1
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
SCS teacher I J Sloan to publish 2 works, May 24, 1984, p.18
He's bored by controversy (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Series on US legislation edited by Irving Sloan, Aug 2, 1984, p.18
SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Support urged for debate team (ltr), Oct 25, 1984, p.6

SLOAN, IRVING (AU)
One right too many (ltr), Jan 3, 1980, p.4
Teacher praises story (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4
Bike law should be passed (ltr), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
Disconcerting vote on creche (ltr), Dec 25, 1980, p.4
Erosion of beauty seen (ltr), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
Child abuse is nothing new (edit), Aug 13, 1981, p.7
The real source of schools' excellence (ltr), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
Deconstructing Switzerland (illus; edit), Dec 17, 1981, p.7
He supports contested elections (ltr), Feb 25, 1982, p.6
Teacher backs former student (ltr), Jun 3, 1982, p.6
I'll-conceived plan (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
Salaries defended (ltr), Sep 2, 1982, p.6
He sees Israel as model (ltr), Oct 7, 1982, p.6
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SMITH, ERICA
Wars feelings at Davis Park (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.2

SMITH, ERNEST
Magical moment (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.1

SMITH, EVA
E Smith dies, Jan 13, 1983, p.16

SMITH, FRITZIE
Ready for Easter (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.13

SMITH, HARRY
Board of Education elects J Bevertz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1

SMITH, HENRY
Case for one-way, May 26, 1983, p.1
One-way case, Oct 27, 1983, p.1

SMITH, HOWARD
H F Smith joins Cross & Brown (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.5
SCS an H F Smith to lead Westchester realtors (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.4

SMITH, HUGHIE
Rushing the season (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.1

SMITH, ILENE
Elective courses proposed for EHS, Apr 1, 1982, p.11
Four gain tenure; no day care OK yet, May 13, 1982, p.11
Board hears report on pupil personnel, Mar 3, 1983, p.13

SMITH, JEFFREY
Eighty percent and climbing (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.1

SMITH, JENA
Jena Smith's 'Clara' honors mothers in town's tribute (photo), May 8, 1980, p.23

SMITH, JIM
Rushing the season (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.1

SMITH, JIMMY
Scenes from SCS's summer sidewalk sale (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.1
Newcomer at Fox Meadow R Smith (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.5

SMITH, JOHN
SAT tutoring is a growth industry in area (illus), Feb 5, 1981, p.4

SMITH, JON
Cubs receive badges at Blue and Gold Dinner (photo; list), Feb 12, 1981, p.17

SMITH, KATHLEEN
Anonymous donor aids Meal program; officers elected (list), Jun 5, 1980, p.5

SMITH, KENNETH
Key people at LWV 60th anniversary luncheon (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Conrail manager K E Smith blames MTA for level of rail service, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Consumers continue to rail at MTA (list), May 15, 1980, p.1
Frua on rail service 'depressing' (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
No blame intended (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
Consumer trains suffer from lack of maintenance, May 29, 1980, p.1
Smith out, Spreng in at Conrail, Aug 21, 1980, p.1

SMITH, KERRY
Local man K E Smith opens White Plains Agency, May 1, 1960, p.16

SMITH, LACIE
Resident L Roberts' group helps tot survive, Apr 12, 1984, p.5

SMITH, LEONARD
L H Smith dies, Mar 25, 1982, p.22
SMITH, LOUIS
Talks stalled, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Three labor contracts signed, Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Labor talks get nowhere, Aug 4, 1983, p.9

SMITH, LUCILLE
Welcome to SCS (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.3

SMITH, MARI
Getting to know you (photo), May 31, 1984, p.10

SMITH, MATTHEW
Eighty percent and climbing (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.1

SMITH, MIMI
EHS musicians A Phillips, M Smith nominated, Sep 23, 1982, p.10
Duo, D Golod, M Smith, vying for national band, Oct 13, 1983, p.10

SMITH, MURRAY
Starrett still in running to develop Freightway, Apr 10, 1980, p.1

SMITH, NATALIE
Magical moment (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.1

SMITH, PAUL
White Hat recipient F Griffiths has served 50 years as volunteer fireman (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.3

SMITH, PETER
Young SCS actor C Nortrica starting to make mark (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.16

SMITH, QUENTIN
Q I Smith dies, May 1, 1980, p.24

SMITH, R BRAM
Eighty percent and climbing (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.1

SMITH, RICHARD
Greenacres Cub Scouts clean up Red Maple Swamp (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.5

SMITH, RICHARD (AU)
He's for Proposition Three (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6

SMITH, ROBERT
Close call on Post Road (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.7
Police open campaign to scare drunk drivers off local streets (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.1

SMITH, SANDY
Consorting with Handel fulfills dream of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6

SMITH, SEAN
Welcome back! School opens for new year (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.1

SMITH, TERRY
Former Coach of the Year T Smith cases to EHS, Jun 14, 1984, p.11

SMITH, TREVOR
Ready for an early Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.22

SMITH, WILLIAM
Senior Prom, 1981: Get Ready, Get Set, Go! (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.17
Dun's promotes SCS man W E Smith, Nov 4, 1982, p.2

SMITHLINE, WILLIAM
Fox Meadow Tennis Club holds 100th birthday celebration (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.15
Hats off to the graduates (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.1

SMOCK, AUDREY (DR)
Drs A Smock, N Roberts named to UCC posts, Nov 27, 1980, p.18

SMOKE DETECTORS
Senior fire alert (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.1
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SMOKE DETECTORS continued
Safety measure (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
Family of four saved by smoke detector, Dec 16, 1982, p.5

SMOKING
Want a smoke? (photo; list), Mar 19, 1981, p.26
No smoke gets in his eyes (edit), Dec 10, 1981, p.7
No smoking, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
From cigarettes to coffins (edit), Oct 28, 1982, p.7
Whose rights? (ltr), Feb 3, 1983, p.6
Should be skull and crossbones (ltr), Apr 26, 1984, p.6

SMOKE, TINA
Shop caters to petite women, Mar 24, 1983, p.11

SMOLER, ELSIE
School re-elects E Smoler (list), Mar 20, 1980, p.3
Finishing up 1980 (Adult School) brochure (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.3
Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
E Smoler and teachers honored at Adult School reception (photo; list), Dec 11, 1980, p.17
Local leaders express hopes for '81, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
J Severtz, E Smoler nominated to School Board (photo), Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Fees opposed, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Candidates backed (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6
School Budget passes, May 21, 1981, p.1
School Board elects Joel Lesnick president (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
New member E Smoler described as hard worker (photo), Jul 16, 1981, p.6
School Board seeks $23.7 million budget, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
School candidates named (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Budget picture called 'grim', Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Two nominated for School Board (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
School Board approves expanded kindergarten, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Budget vote Wednesday, May 17, 1984, p.1
Budget passes 2 to 1, May 24, 1984, p.1
Sunday Rec, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

SMOLOVER, ELSIE (AU)
(Adult) School not tax supported (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4

SMOLOVER, DAVID
Ex-Scarsdalian D Smolover to direct summer guitar workshop (photo), May 17, 1984, p.16

SMOLOVER, DEBORAH
SHS alumna D Smolover researching Hader project, Nov 11, 1982, p.10

SMOLOVER, MAURA
Designed for the mayor (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.24

SMOLOVER, RAYMOND (DR)
Thirty-five year research project leads to ED D (for R Smolover) (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.16

SMUCKER, JAMES (DR)
Rev P S Washburn new minister at Congregational Church (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.18

SNakes
Stolen ferret is back home at 168M Nature Center (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.7
A firm handshake (photo), Jan 29, 1981, p.11

SNAP
SEE SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN PRESIDENTS
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SNEAD, ANNE
A job well done (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.8

SNEILL, SUSAN
Open lunch cost estimated at $115,450, Feb 12, 1981, p.1

SNEILL, TRACY
Swis-for-Breath kids help fight cystic fibrosis (photo; list), Jul 28, 1983, p.2

SNISKY, CHRIS
Evolving recreation program speaks for itself—quietly (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.12

SNISKY, CHRISTOPHER
C Snisky killed by car on Central Ave (photo p 11), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Board unfazed by a dark, stormy night, Mar 15, 1984, p.10
Sidewalks needed in EMT (ltr), Mar 22, 1984, p.6

SNITOW, VIRGINIA (AU)
It happened (to us) on grenada (edit), Apr 19, 1984, p.7

SNOW
Scene of wintry artistry (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.18
Last snow of winter? (photo), Mar 12, 1981, p.3
Snowfall is no snow job on Superintendent Sobol (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.3
King of the fountain: J Arnold (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.22
It was a white Christmas (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.1

SNOW REMOVAL
SCS's snowfighters await call to battle (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.4
Six-month report on village finances, Jan 10, 1980, p.1
Safe passage (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Residents could help (edit), Jan 28, 1982, p.6
Neglect charged (ltr), Jan 28, 1982, p.6
Why do we tolerate this? (ltr), Feb 4, 1982, p.6
Chamber concerned (ltr), Feb 11, 1982, p.6
Village Manager Tooley vows better snow removal this year (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.1
Tipping the balance (edit), Dec 30, 1982, p.6
Unnecessary nuisance (edit), Jan 6, 1983, p.6
How much salt?, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
On the high cost of salt (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Effects of salt feared (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Snow plan okayed, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
No cala after the storm (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.11
SCS buried under by the Blizzard of '83 (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Passing the snow test (edit), Feb 17, 1983, p.6
Praise from critics, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Excellent job on snow (ltr), Feb 24, 1983, p.6
County plans prettier salt shed, Jul 21, 1983, p.3
Board sets goals; safety is concern, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
Board gets tough on snow removal, Oct 27, 1983, p.11

SNYDER, AGNES
A C Snyder dies, Oct 1, 1981, p.20

SNYDER, HELEN
School Board seeks 4.7% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1
More state aid cuts school tax increase, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
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SNYDER, ROBERT
- R C Snyder dies, Apr 12, 1984, p.12

SNYDER, WILLIAM
- Firemen combine duty with celebration (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.1

SOAP OPERA
- SEE TELEVISION

SOBEL, JOHN
- Car washing for fun and profit (K Froelich Scholarship Fund) (photo), May 13, 1982, p.1

SOBOL, HARRIET
- Trustees approve group home list, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
- A life in books grows richer by one (photo), May 20, 1982, p.6
- Budget approved; more aid coming, Apr 28, 1983, p.1
- Students dream of mastering the writer's art (photo; list), Jul 21, 1983, p.6
- Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
- Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
- Vegetables illustrated (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.15

SOBOL, HARRIET (AU)
- Experience helps--to a degree (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.7
- More power than we realize (ltr), Jan 26, 1984, p.6
- A gift of conversation (edit), Mar 1, 1984, p.7
- Getting emotional about the freeze (edit), Nov 1, 1984, p.7

SOBOL, PENNY
- Suai art (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.23

SOBOL, THOMAS (DR)
- Serving needs of gifted, subject of education report, Jan 17, 1980, p.4
- Power failure at high school, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
- STA does more than bargain; PT Council panelists report, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
- Work for taxes, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
- Focus on state issues at School Board meeting, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
- Swim team, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
- School Board, teachers far apart in initial contract proposals, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
- Away game?, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
- School budget vote put off because of contract talks, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
- School panelists praise teacher appraisal system, Mar 20, 1980, p.4
- Schools may get more state aid, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
- Rights Division investigating school district, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
- School Board offers STA 'total money package', Apr 17, 1980, p.1
- School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
- File flap: 'Form of censorship', Apr 24, 1980, p.1
- Burroughs beats NCR (for School Board computer contract), Apr 24, 1980, p.11
- Tenure for (G Spellman, J Thomas), May 1, 1980, p.1
- Rescheduling at Quaker Ridge, May 8, 1980, p.1
- Quaker Ridge parents up in arms over schedule proposal, May 15, 1980, p.1
- DR parent protest dooed proposal, May 22, 1980, p.1
- Board decides against changes in DR schedule, May 22, 1980, p.1
- School funding proposals attacked by panelists (photo), May 29, 1980, p.13
- Quaker Ridge Staff Recognition day (photo; list), May 29, 1980, p.14
- Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
- Tribute paid to retiring members E Buzbee, E Innes of School Board; Summer grants awarded (list), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
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SOBOL, THOMAS (DR) continued

SMS commencement (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Discrimination?, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Four SCS schools given good marks by SED visitors, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Contract (for Dr T Sobol) extended, Sep 18, 1980, p.1
School leaders, parents review lunch situation, Oct 2, 1980, p.1
Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
HS leaders agree: people as important as curriculum, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Lower limit on class size urged (ltr), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Sobol speaks to Greenacres PTA, Oct 16, 1980, p.14
Math Center missed (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Math aides resign: PTA, parents upset, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Growing emphasis in schools on ESL courses (photo; addl photo p 14; list), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
On the role of aides (ltr), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Negligence charged (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
Local leaders express hopes for '81, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
School lunch ideas proposed, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Open lunch cost estimated at $115,450, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
School Board anticipates tax hike of 7 to 8 percent, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Dr Offenbacher to resign as Heathcote principal, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Teachers critical of open lunch program, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
School Budget presented, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Popular job (list), Apr 23, 1981, p.1
Few criticize school budget, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
Panel has praise for mainstreaming, May 7, 1981, p.1
SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
More state aid to mean tax break, May 21, 1981, p.1
Supervisors, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Teacher J Mack suspended, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Acting principal named for SHS: Dr R M Barnes, Jun 18, 1981, p.1
Advice and applause for graduates, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
School Board hears report on writing, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Village to buy lot downtown, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Hail and farewell (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.1
Schools move toward open lunch program (photo; addl photo p 10), Dec 3, 1981, p.1
In schools here, computers are elementary (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.1
Parents, administrators discuss curriculum at Quaker Ridge, Dec 17, 1981, p.26
Enrollment decline worries schools, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Snowfall is no snow job on Superintendent Sobol (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.3
Sobol proposes funding formula, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
A chorus line, LWV style (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.11
Barnes picked as principal, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Board anticipates 7.6% school tax hike, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Dr E A Jaffe gives safety seminar (list), Apr 1, 1982, p.17
Lunch rule changed; Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Citizens try to save courts (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
New face in the schools (photo), May 6, 1982, p.5
State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1
Tennis court measure loses (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1
Indoor pool gets backing of Town, and Village Clubs, May 27, 1982, p.1
After-school day care slated to start here in September (list), Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Popular decision, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Class with real class fete at graduation, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
No place in classroom (ltr), Jul 8, 1982, p.6
How the Levittown case was won, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Lease planned, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Village OK's plan to rebuild fields, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
He's number one; Other raises (for village officials) (list), Aug 19, 1982, p.1
$1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; addl photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
Dr Sobol reviews state of the schools, Sep 9, 1982, p.6
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
STA negotiation previewed, Oct 14, 1982, p.3
School enrollment decline slowing, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Robert Hackett dies at age 72 (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
SCS hosts conference on computer use in libraries, Dec 9, 1982, p.32
Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Board discusses textbook selecting, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Teachers, school administrators give residents preview of contract talks, Jan 27, 1983, p.4
Edgewood holds teacher recognition luncheon (list), Jan 27, 1983, p.6
Chamber names Dr T Sobol top citizen (photo; list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
School Board vows intent not to close any schools, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Bargaining begins on teacher contract, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Residents urged to write to governor about school aid, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Budget picture called 'grim', Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Stiffer requirements proposed for SCS High students (list), Mar 31, 1983, p.1
State aid restored, Mar 31, 1983, p.1
Town Club report says schools here lack comprehensive safety program, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Sobol's advice, Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Selection process, May 12, 1983, p.1
Citizen of the year: Dr T Sobol (photo), May 12, 1983, p.1
School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1
SCS National Bank salutes Dr T Sobol, The Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year (photo), May 12, 1983, p.26
Principal appointed for Heathcote School: L Shepard, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Graduation requirements changed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Astronaut J A Hoffman to address seniors (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Hats off to the graduates (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.1
New teacher contract ratified, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Board of Education elects J Gevertz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
SCS named to top schools list, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Special meeting (of SCS Bd of Ed), Jul 14, 1983, p.1
Local officials get salary hikes, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Sobol, Thomas (DR) continued

Village awards contract to fix Jr High courts (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.1
New principal L Shepard sees Heathcote as 'an educator's delight' (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.1
Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
Sobol responds to education critiques, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
Still two sections (OR first grade), Sep 22, 1983, p.1
White House honor, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Enrollment decline continues; Advisory Committee on Legislative Issues named (list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3
Survey indicates that schools are residents' top priority, Oct 27, 1983, p.2
49th student, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Support for fields, Nov 10, 1983, p.1
First grade section being added at (QR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
Football coach B Henry resigning, Nov 17, 1983, p.15
You cannot legislate excellence (edit), Dec 1, 1983, p.7
Consorting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
School Board weighing all-day kindergarten, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
SCS responds to Orwell's vision, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
Kudos for SHS, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
Guidance consultant hired; full-day kindergarten debated, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
All-day kindergarten topic of meeting here, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
School Board to name new athletic director, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
End of the decline?, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Bouchier named athletic director (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Parents split on how long is long enough for kindergarten, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Betty Menke hailed as a standard-setter, Feb 16, 1984, p.3
Farther afield, Feb 23, 1984, p.1
Sobol calls for compromise plan on kindergarten, Mar 8, 1984, p.1
Role models' bad example (letter), Mar 8, 1984, p.6
7.6% school tax hike seen; kindergarten plan released, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Barnes to resign from SCS High (photo; list), Mar 22, 1984, p.1
Parents divided over proposal for kindergarten, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Town Club to host Dr Theodore Sizer (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Important meetings, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Give parents a choice (edit), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
School Board approves expanded kindergarten, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Critic of American high schools T R Sizer says new structures are needed, Apr 12, 1984, p.3
Dubious distinction, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Quaker Ridge parents protest transfer of teacher S Grossman, May 17, 1984, p.1
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
Final five (candidates for SHS principal) (list), May 31, 1984, p.1
Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1
SCS High's Class of '84 advised to keep an open mind, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Alternative School director J CODding leaving, Jun 28, 1984, p.3
Hitting today's job market with winning punch! (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.6
School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
High school graduation requirements increased, Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Board votes against closing Huntington, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Local school leaders give support to Meyer (list), Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Village, school plan unified youth program, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
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SOBOL, THOMAS (DR) continued
  Task force takes on drug abuse (photo; list), Sep 6, 1984, p.1
  Ed Meyers: Pro and con (ltr), Sep 6, 1984, p.6
  Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
  Kathleen Connelly, district secretary, gets warm sendoff (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.1
  SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
  As teacher pool declines, SCS steps up hiring, Nov 8, 1984, p.1
  Greenacres parents press village for safer conditions (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.1
  Book on drug abuse distributed, Dec 6, 1984, p.3
  Village Club panelists speak on pressures of adolescence, Dec 6, 1984, p.5
  Board of Education moves to step up school security, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

SOBOL, THOMAS (DR-AU)
  SCS High replies to student's criticism (ltrs), Feb 10, 1983, p.6

SOCCER
  Undefeated champions: SHS girls' soccer team (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.1
  Great experience (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
  Soccer crown won on practice field (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.9
  Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
  Soccer TV show filmed at Quaker Ridge (photo), Dec 17, 1980, p.27
  Soccer is here! Soccer is here! (edit; photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.7
  Girls soccer captures second consecutive sectional title (photo; list), Jun 11, 1981, p.21
  Hail and farewell (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.1
  Cosmos coach: J Mazzei (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.16
  Well-dressed players (photo; list), Apr 1, 1982, p.11
  Soccer team wins it all (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.1
  Total commitment to excellence (edit), Sep 9, 1982, p.7
  Learning on the soccer field (edit), Sep 16, 1982, p.7
  Cosmos coach J Mazzei finds sanctuary in SCS (photo; addl photo p 20), Oct 7, 1982, p.6
  On the ball (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.11
  A team to be proud of (edit), May 19, 1983, p.6
  Seventy-seven and counting (photo), May 26, 1983, p.1
  Soccer team does it again! (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.1
  Raiders capture 5th soccer title (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.1
  Congratulations-twice (edit), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
  Graduation requirements changed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The SHS Girls Varsity Soccer Team (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.20
  New coach G Oliwal fails to show; Art Resnick steps in, Sep 1, 1983, p.12
  Raiders reach soccer finals (photo), Nov 10, 1983, p.1
  Soccer teams honored at dinner (list), Dec 3, 1983, p.17
  Unbeaten soccer streak ends at 109 (photo; list), May 17, 1984, p.1
  Still winners (edit), May 17, 1984, p.6
  Resnick resigns as soccer coach (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1
  Soccer equipment called unsafe (ltr), Nov 29, 1984, p.6

SOCIAL CONFLICT
  Are to parley or parley to arm? (edit), Sep 30, 1982, p.7

SOCIAL ETHICS
  SEE ETHICS

SOCIAL PROBLEMS
  Seely students learn skills in handling social problems (photo), May 19, 1983, p.11

SOCIAL SECURITY
  Benefits (for students) ending, Dec 31, 1981, p.1
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SOCIAL SECURITY continued
Insolvency faces Social Security (edit), Aug 19, 1982, p.7

SOCIAL SERVICES
Social conscience is in at SCS’s IHM church, May 15, 1980, p.4
It’s the only social agency in town (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
Elderly poor face reduced access to social services, Jul 28, 1983, p.1
...no one to talk to (edit), Sep 1, 1983, p.7

SOCIALISM
SCS responds to Orwell’s vision, Jan 5, 1984, p.1

SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
SEE FRIENDS, SOCIETY OF

SOCIETY OF MOTION PICTURE AND TELEVISION ENGINEERS
Oscar winner has home on SCS Ave, Jul 22, 1982, p.6
Movie, TV engineers group enters age of computers, Oct 27, 1983, p.17

SOCIETY TO ADVANCE FUSION ENERGY
Lobbying group sees fusion as ultimate energy source (list), Aug 14, 1980, p.1

SODERBERG, ROBERT
As millions cheer, soap stars serve up slices of life (photo), May 22, 1980, p.4

SOFIA, AMY
Pilgrims for a day (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.1

SOFIA, JOHN
Clowning around (photo), May 27, 1982, p.3

SOFIA, THEODORE JR (AU)
Disappointed by candidate (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4

SOHN, BARRY
YM-YWHA announces additions to staff; seeks volunteers, Nov 19, 1981, p.10

SOHSA, YOHEI
Foil and tin cans for lunch (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.15

SOIEFER, SAMUEL
Soiefer dies, May 31, 1984, p.16

SOKOLOFF, VIVIAN
Preparing for Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.18

SOLAN, HENRY
Meeting of chiefs (photo), Jul 20, 1983, p.4

SOLAN, SAMARA
Honors for top high school students (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.1

SOLAN, SAMARA (AU)
School can be democratic (edit), Mar 1, 1983, p.7

SOLAR ENERGY
SCS and M Greenwood designs solar house for the ecology-minded canine (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.6

SOLAR SCREENS
Solar screens control sun (illus) (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.8

SOLEY, JOHN
Scouts observe Government Day by ‘taking over’ Village Hall (photo; list), Feb 23, 1984, p.5

SOLEY, JUDY
Local computer engineer J Soley matches people, houses (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.4
Neighbors say they will fight against playing fields on Winston property, Nov 25, 1982, p.1

SOLEY, ROBERT (DR)
Campaign charges, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Girl, A Wolfram, hospitalized after dog attack, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
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SOLEY, ROBERT (DR) continued
Village considering limits on dish antennae, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

SOLICITATION OF FUNDS
SEE FUND RAISING

SOLIDARITY SUNDAY
Solidarity Sunday isn't working (edit), May 10, 1984, p.7
Speak out for Soviet Jewry (Itr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6

SOLING, CAROLE
Teachers' gift to the fund (photo), May 10, 1984, p.2

SOLING, CAROLE (AU)
Successful breakfast (Itr), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
On electronic games (Itr), Oct 29, 1981, p.6
Unfortunate for SCS (Itr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6

SOLING, CAYTHA
SHS alumna C Soling hired, Aug 16, 1984, p.5

SOLING, CHESTER
C Soling receives G Arenta Pioneer medal (photo), May 22, 1980, p.11
Unfair charge (edit), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
Unfortunate for SCS (Itr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
Rent control law debated, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Offer accepted, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
On Soling appointment (Itr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
Builders, BAR argue over new house plans, Feb 17, 1983, p.3
SCS alum C Soling elected trustee of Syracuse U, May 19, 1983, p.2
Board votes against closing Huntington, Jul 19, 1984, p.1

SOLING, CHESTER (AU)
Saved from the 'radicals' (Itr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Let's be good neighbors (Itr), Sep 17, 1981, p.6
Supreme sediocrity (Itr), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
Disturbing news: restoration of one-way on Walworth (Itr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6

SOLOMON, ALEXANDER

SOLOMON, ANDY
Old grads never die; they go to Alumni Tea (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.9

SOLOMON, CAROL
New knitting shop offers yarns, patterns, service, Nov 27, 1980, p.10

SOLOMON, DAVID
Marathoners hit $11,000 in fundraiser (photo), Feb 20, 1980, p.15
School Board OK's budget; hears 9-12 skills report, Apr 10, 1980, p.13
Learning skills vs COR; Crowders honored by G 0, May 15, 1980, p.15
School Board members applaud Crowder, Weitzel; Board approves new football coach, Jun 12, 1980, p.15

SOLOMON, JANE
Fredda Kray is savior if your eggnog is showing! (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.9
Resident J L Solomon named cable ad manager (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.4
Magazine promotes SCS resident J L Solomon, Jun 29, 1984, p.14

SOLOMON, JEFF
Launching 'Space Flight 324' (photo), May 8, 1980, p.23

SOLOMON, JOSHUA
Halloween artistry (photo), Nov 4, 1982, p.1
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SOLOMON, LARRY
Student L Solomon wins API award, Jun 17, 1982, p.15
Display of tastelessness (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6
Letter makes things worse (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6
Police called professional (ltr), May 24, 1984, p.6

SOLOMON, LARRY (AU)
It was a good party (ltr), May 10, 1984, p.6

SOLOMON, LISETTE
Bike Safety (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.15

SOLOMON, LIZA
Halloween artistry (photo), Nov 4, 1982, p.1

SOLOMON, MARK
Escrow money will aid Webb purchase, Jul 5, 1984, p.9

SOLOMON, MILTON
SCT aims a sense of community (photo; list), Oct 14, 1982, p.15

SOLOMON, PAUL
School Board members applaud Crowder, Weitzeni Board approves new football coach, Jun 12, 1980, p.15
Don’t ask (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.13
Evolving recreation program speaks for itself—quietly (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.12
Negotiators have accord on contract, Jun 30, 1983, p.11
Petition signatures arouse controversy on EMT School Board, Apr 26, 1984, p.11
Thirty times sixth (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.10
EMT celebrates selection as one of nation’s top schools (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.13

SOLOMON, ROB
SCS SAT scores rise 30 points, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Village Club panelists speak on pressures of adolescence, Dec 6, 1984, p.5

SOLOMON, STEPHAN
S S Solomon named to council, Aug 30, 1984, p.14

SOLOMON, STEVE
Baseball awards (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.14

SOLOMON, SUSAN
Dance Marathon; 24 hours for $2,000 Scholarship Fund aid (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.19

SOLOMON, VIDA
Coordinator named: V Solomon, Jun 12, 1980, p.9

SOMMANTICO, DAWN
YES sets record for placements (photo; list), Jun 4, 1981, p.5

SOMMANTICO, JOHN (AU)
Letters re Creche decision (ltrs), Nov 26, 1981, p.7

SOMMANTICO, MARIE (AU)

SOMMANTICO, THOMAS (AU)
No separation seen (ltr), Dec 16, 1982, p.6

SOMMERFELD, SUSIE
In The Mood Singers (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.3

SONOHEIM, RICHARD
R D Sondheim dies, Nov 25, 1982, p.22

SONG, PILLIM
Pearl stringer P Song joins Treasures, Dec 1, 1983, p.19

SONGES
Successchester, Westchester (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.9
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SONS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

- Odell House marks 200th anniversary (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
- SCS resident C Harwood Jr attends congress, Jul 7, 1983, p.10
- Sons of Revolution expands activities (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.33

SOTIN, MARY

- Board of Education moves to step up school security, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

SOPI, JO (OR)

- SCS teachers L Witt, S Taylor, Dr J Sopis discuss benefits of long-term leaves, Dec 11, 1980, p.6

SORKIN, AARON (AU)

- Critic's critic (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6

SORREL, NORMA

- Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
- Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
- Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1

SOSA

SEE SCS OPEN SOCIETY ASSN

SOSSNOW, ELLEN

- Square Pegs at the Junior High (photo), Apr 28, 1993, p.23

SOSSNOW, LAURENCE

- Reservations about Rosow (ltr), May 7, 1991, p.6

SOTER, MARGARET

- As Iowa goes...GOP caucus favors Bush for President, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
- Committee for change organizes, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
- GOP leader M Soter elected to county job (list) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.31
- Local GOP leader M S Soter named to platform committee (photo), May 1, 1980, p.1
- People of the hour at SCS Republican Town Committee dinner: Sen J Javits, M Soter (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.2
- M Soter named to Housing Committee, Jul 10, 1980, p.12
- SCS People: Margaret Soter, SCS's woman in Detroit (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
- Inside look at conventions (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1
- Report on political conventions (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.2
- Debate issue, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
- Repairs to close part of Walworth, Sep 24, 1981, p.1
- County GOP officers; P T Mancos, A J Colavita, M S Soter, K T Darcy (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.5
- Margaret Soter chosen for leadership program (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.2
- Margaret Soter to head Republican task force, Feb 11, 1982, p.3
- Help for victims of crime (photo), Apr 28, 1982, p.21
- M Soter to head O'Rourke campaign, Jun 30, 1983, p.3
- M Soter eyes 20th CD nomination (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.1
- It's definite: Soter's running, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
- Local GOP backs Soter; opposes attached houses, Feb 2, 1984, p.1
- Setting a hand from the county executive (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.3
- Soter appoints campaign staff: G Hensley, R Cuneo, D Singer, Mar 22, 1984, p.2
- Republican congressional candidates debate their positions on Middle East, Mar 22, 1984, p.3
- GOP leaders endorse DioGuardi for Congress, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
- Soter weighing primary fight for GOP line (photo p 6), May 10, 1984, p.1
- Soter plans primary race, May 17, 1984, p.1
- Soter pulls out of congressional race, May 31, 1984, p.1
- Pisani convicted on eighteen counts, Jun 7, 1984, p.1

SOTER, MARGARET (AU)

- For O'Rourke-Root team (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
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SOVIET UNION
SEE USSR

SOYHUN, KARANFIL
AFS to welcome visitors K Soyhun, J Uronen, D Plissart, Aug 28, 1980, p.17
Students from afar at SHS (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.7
Returning students tell about experiences as AFS visitors (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.2
Visiting students review year (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.3
AFS—an international family (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.25

SPAD, DONNA
Grand opening (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.12

SPADA, JOHN
Best concert ever (ltr), Jul 28, 1983, p.6

SPAF, MICHAE (AU)
Expression of gratitude (ltr), May 31, 1984, p.6

SPAF, SUSAN
Playing the reading game (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.2

SPAFFORD, HORATIO

SPAND PROPERTY
Things to come: future holds new neighbors for EMT, Apr 8, 1982, p.11

SPANG, ANDREW
Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Cuoco, Moynihan, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
County budget reforms asked; LWV raps time limit on speeches, Dec 15, 1983, p.2
Spokesmen for presidential hopefuls seek support of SCS Democrats, Feb 2, 1984, p.1

SPANG, LEONARD
Legislators vote down 66 bus, approve $3M for contingency fund, Dec 6, 1984, p.1
County saves route 66 bus, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

SPANG, NICHOLAS
Town assembly district may remain unchanged, Jul 8, 1982, p.9

SPARR, MICHAEL
Fox Meadow marks anniversary (photo; list), Dec 30, 1982, p.10

SPARTOS, ANTHONY
A Musio, A M Spartos promoted at WFS, Apr 2, 1981, p.8
Assistant VP: A M Spartos (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.8

SPATT, ARTHUR
Legal question en PITA fare policy, Sep 25, 1980, p.5

SPATZ, MARK
Touchdown for SVAC (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.2

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SEE SCHOOLS-EMT/SCS-SPECIAL EDUCATION

SPECIAL MUNICIPAL AID
Budget approved; more aid coming, Apr 28, 1983, p.1

SPECIAL PATROLMEN-SCS
SCS Auxiliary Police officers sworn in (photo; list), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
Auxiliary police seek members (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.31
Like father, like son (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.4
Special gathering (photo; list), Jul 8, 1982, p.2
He's special: L I Brown (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.5
Special Patrol leaders elected (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.3
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SPECIAL PATROLMEN-SCS continued
  Special Patrolmen are for real (edit), Nov 17, 1983, p.7
  Special Police veterans decorated (photo; list), Jun 21, 1984, p.2

SPECIAL POLICE-SCS
  SEE SPECIAL PATROLMEN-SCS

SPECIAL TASK FORCE ON EQUITY, EXCELLENCE IN EDUC
  Financial issues top Board of Educatiori agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1

PECTOR, BARBARA
  New obstacle for twilight concerts, Aug 13, 1981, p.1

PECTOR, FRANCES
  Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part II) (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13

PECTOR, HENRY (DR)
  Spector gets hospital post (photo), Jan 5, 1984, p.2

PECTOR, MARSHALL
  Cultural Center to move concert, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
  Be proud of Cultural Center (ltr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
  Malice charged (ltr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6

PECTOR, MORRIS
  New obstacle for twilight concerts, Aug 13, 1981, p.1

PEED, VIRGINIA
  VC Speed dies, Feb 5, 1981, p.14

PEEDY READER SERVICE
  SEE LIBRARY-SCS

PEIER, DIANE (AU)
  Home childbirth story draws lively response (ltrs), Jan 15, 1981, p.4

PELLING BEEPS
  Spelling star M Cheung (photo), May 27, 1982, p.1
  Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6
  IHM student M Macchia wins spelling bee, Dec 9, 1982, p.24

PELLMAN, GEORGIENNE
  Edgewood PTA fetes teachers, staff (photo; list), Feb 7, 1980, p.10
  Tenure for (G Spellman, J Thomas), May 1, 1980, p.1
  Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
  Edgewood party (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.8
  Bargaining begins on teacher contract, Feb 24, 1983, p.1

PELVIN, GEORGE
  EMT theater group displays community talent (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.17

PEENCE, BERNARD
  Board of Education elects J Gevertz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1

PEENCE, CLEM
  Paintings by C Spence on exhibit at SCS Natl Bank (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.17
  Two painters, R Schmidt, C Spence, having exhibits at SCS National Bank, Nov 3, 1983, p.19
  Painter C Spence has show at SNB, Aug 30, 1984, p.12

PEENCE, JANET
  Reception for Seniors (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.15

PEENCE, KRIS
  In a SCS tradition (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1

PEENCER, GILLIAN
  Community sponsorship of refugee family is sought, May 1, 1980, p.1
  As millions cheer, soap stars serve up slices of life (photo), May 22, 1980, p.4
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SPENCER, GILLIAN continued
   Another opening, another shop (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.11
SPENCER, GREGORY
   Student 8 L Spencer brings enthusiasm to post at Asbury Methodist, Feb 4, 1982, p.10
SPENCER, ROBERT
   Eastern names R E Spencer executive VP (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.20
SPENGLER, MARY
   SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
SPENIK, ROBERT
   Riflery team sighted on a better image (photo; addl photo p 8; list), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
SPERRY, JOHN (REV)
   Arctic bishop Rev J R Sperry visits SCS (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.23
SPERRY, VIOLET
   'Empty nest' has homeowners casing and going, Oct 6, 1983, p.6
SPIEGEL, DIANE
   EMT High students find parenting is not exactly easy (photo; list), Jan 1, 1981, p.7
SPIELMAN, DOTTIE
   Well known coffee shop will reopen here Monday, Jun 14, 1984, p.1
SPIER, EVE
   Art (by S Buck, E Spier, S A Fodor, M F McKesson) at Nature Center, Library and Town Hall, Apr 1, 1982, p.10
SPIESS, ALFRED
   Deepest gratitude (ltr), Jan 6, 1983, p.6
SPIESS, ALFRED III
   School Board vows intent not to close any schools, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
SPIESS, ALFRED JR (AU)
   Deepest gratitude (ltr), Jan 6, 1983, p.6
SPIESS, DARYL (AU)
   Deepest gratitude (ltr), Jan 6, 1983, p.6
SPIESS, FLUFFY (AU)
   Deepest gratitude (ltr), Jan 6, 1983, p.6
SPIESSER, FLORENCE
   AFS plans Community Night: committees named (photo; list), Sep 17, 1981, p.3
   AFS holds Community night (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.4
   AFS—an international family (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.25
SPIESSER, FLORENCE (AU)
   An unforgettable adventure (edit), Jun 17, 1982, p.7
SPIEL, RUTH
   Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
SPIELNER, JOHN
   SCS professors J Ragus and J H Spillner to be cited by Pace, Oct 11, 1984, p.5
SPINDEL, ANN (AU)
   Turn the schools into learning laboratories (edit), Apr 29, 1982, p.7
SPINDEL, PAUL
   Computer evolution hitting home (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.6
   Computer expert P Spindel appointed, Jul 12, 1984, p.4
SPINDLER, MICHAEL
SPINDLER, WILLIAM
   W R Spindler dies, Oct 1, 1981, p.20
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SPINOGATTI, PHILIP
Still sailing (photo), Apr 21, 1982, p.11
SPINOGATTI, RICHARD
Still sailing (photo), Apr 21, 1982, p.11
SPIRO, MARJORIE
Village eyes ban on electronic games, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
SPIRO, MELISSA
SHS band and orchestra in Toronto (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.24
SPITALNY, FRANK
Burke elects F J Spitalny (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.11
SPITALNY, JANE
SPITZ, JOHN
School Board considering stiffer cutting penalties, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
SPITZER, DANIEL
SCS student D Spitzer chosen for McDonald's jazz band (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.24
Local musicians D Spitzer, S Matsuamoto win scholarships, Aug 5, 1982, p.18
SPITZER, LINDA (AU)
Religious freedom (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
SPITZNAS, THOMAS
Economic growth in county seen, Dec 20, 1984, p.4
SPORL, WALTER
W F Sporl dies, Feb 26, 1981, p.16
SPONGBERG-HOLMBERG, VIOLA (DR)
Trinity Lutheran welcomes Dr V Spongberg-Holaberg as new music director Sunday, Feb 4, 1982, p.18
SPORR, TODD
Correction: Name of T Spoor omitted from Honored Athletes story Jun 12, Jun 19, 1980, p.11
SPORTS IN SCHOOLS
SEE SCHOOLS-SPORTS
SPORTS-EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES-EXHIBITS
Sporting (W Dean with sporting goods exhibit) (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.5
SPORTSMANSHIP
Principles of sportsmanship (ltr), Nov 15, 1984, p.6
SPRAUGE, RICHARD (DR)
Serving needs of gifted, subject of education report, Jan 17, 1980, p.4
School budget vote put off because of contract talks, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
School panelists praise teacher appraisal system, Mar 20, 1980, p.4
Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part I), Mar 27, 1980, p.15
School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
HS leaders agree: people as important as curriculum, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Open lunch cost estimated at $115,450, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
School Board elects Joel Lesnick president (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
Out there is real—school is not (illus; edit), Jul 9, 1981, p.7
Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
New committee at high school will examine curriculum (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
In schools here, computers are elementary (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.1
Parents, administrators discuss curriculum at Quaker Ridge, Dec 17, 1981, p.26
SPRAGUE, RICHARD (DR) continued

Dr Sprague, teachers explain curriculum process, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
School enrollment decline slowing, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Board discusses textbook selecting, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Board of Education elects J Gevert president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Sobol responds to education critiques, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
Enrollment decline continues; Advisory Committee on Legislative Issues named (list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3
School Board weighing all-day kindergarten, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Guidance consultant hired; full-day kindergarten debated, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1

SPRAGUE, RICHARD (DR-AU)

Curriculum offers opportunities to grow (photo), Aug 26, 1980, p.13
Assistant superintendent sees curriculum progress (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.21

SPRENG, JOSEPH

Smith out, Spreng in at Conrail, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
New gm at Conrail (edit), Aug 21, 1980, p.4
Conrail GM says bad rush hour caused by 'people problems', Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Suspicious of good service (ltr), Sep 4, 1980, p.4
Conrail boss J F Spreng has art show, Nov 6, 1980, p.6
They run the railroad (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.1
MTA chairman R Ravitch foresees 50% fare hike, Apr 16, 1981, p.6
Underselling biased for loss of rail fares, May 7, 1981, p.4

SPRENG, JOSEPH (AU)

Joseph Spreng replies (ltr), Sep 25, 1980, p.4

SPROUL, ABBY

Former residents A A Sproul, C E Goodkind publish cookbook, Oct 28, 1982, p.9

SQUARE DANCING

Swing your partner (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.11

SQUILLANTE, LYNN

Living with dignity on Foxxhall Road (Part 1) (photo; addl photo p 4), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
Family at One Foxhall now five years old (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.1

SQUIRES, PETER

Almost 1000 runners took part in 15K race (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Squires wins 15K again (photo; list; addl photo p 23), Apr 9, 1981, p.1

ST JUDE HABILITATION INSTITUTE

Agency proposes home for retarded, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
HUD rejects Ethical site for group home, May 19, 1983, p.1
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ST PATRICKS DAY
   Not a holiday, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
STACKHOUSE, DAVID
   The latest parlor game: analyzing the video impact (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.6
STACKPOLE, ROBERT
   Odell House marks 200th anniversary (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
STADLER, RALYNN
   WCC trustee named: R N Stadler, Aug 5, 1982, p.4
STAGG, PHYLLIS
   He favors choice for voters (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
   Image building in Greenacres (photo), May 7, 1981, p.20
STAGG, PHYLLIS (AU)
   Former Feiner supporter (ltr), Jan 29, 1981, p.4
   A vote against A and B (ltr), Feb 18, 1982, p.6
STAHLE, IRENE
   I G Stahl new associate at Paul Field (photo), Sep 29, 1983, p.4
STAHLE, IRENE (AU)
   Inaccurate image claimed (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
STAHLE, SYLVIA
   Adult School begins (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.13
STAHLE, WILLIAM JR
   Treasures brought for appraisal at SCS Historical Society Heirloom Discovery Day (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.6
STALEY, HARRY
   Cooking with a gourmet touch: try smoking (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.6
STALEY, JAYNE
   Cooking with a gourmet touch: try smoking (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.6
STALEY, JOE
   Cooking with a gourmet touch: try smoking (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.6
STALEY, REGIS
   R E Staley Sr dies, Feb 9, 1984, p.14
STAMAS, ELAINE
   E Stamas is overseer, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
STANCLIFF, PAM
   Consorting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
STAMM, JULIAN (DR)
   Doctors J A Pollowitz, J L Stamm join society, Feb 12, 1981, p.2
STAMM-WILLIG, LINDA
   Former resident L J Stamm-Willig joins faculty, Jun 9, 1983, p.10
STAMP, ANTHONY
   Colonial Thanksgiving (photo; addl photo p 14), Nov 25, 1982, p.1
STAMPS
   SEE POSTAGE STAMPS
STANGL, PETER
   MTA to appoint a/c consultant, Sep 25, 1990, p.4
   Rail commuter organization demands legislators' help, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
   New MTA head for region P Stangl to face riders at public meeting May 7, Apr 30, 1981, p.6
   Unauthorized blamed for loss of rail fares, May 7, 1981, p.4
   Rail meeting focuses on A/C, May 14, 1981, p.2
   MTA responds, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
   Railroad issue, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
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STANGL, PETER continued

- MTA official sees improvement, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
- Money back offer, Apr 28, 1983, p.1
- Railroad committee asks public comment (list), May 26, 1983, p.3
- Disabled seating plan to start, May 26, 1983, p.3
- A bit of SCS rescued from obscurity (photo; list), Aug 4, 1983, p.2
- Log of despair, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
- Milestone dedicated (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1
- Train station to get repairs, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
- Trustees hear report from train committee (list), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
- Hope on the rails, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
- Promises of spring (edit), Apr 19, 1984, p.6
- Metro North chief P Stangl guest at Town Club (photo), May 17, 1984, p.1
- Trains improving, Stangl tells (Town) club, May 31, 1984, p.1
- Assemblymen working (list), Jun 7, 1984, p.6

STANLEY, PATRICIA

- United Way is from goal, Apr 17, 1980, p.3
- SCS's number two (in United Way campaign), Nov 6, 1980, p.3
- United Way starts fund drive (photo; list), Oct 1, 1981, p.1
- United Way campaign is 64.5 percent to total, Oct 22, 1981, p.3
- United Way director P A Stanley dies, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
- United Way tribute to Patricia Stanley, Dec 16, 1982, p.5

STANTON, CHRISSY

- An enthusiastic audience of SHS seniors watch IHH musical performance (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.16

STANTON, EUGENE

- Hospital receives gift for new surgery center (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.3

STAR, ANNETTE

- Art center to open at Scout House, Jan 6, 1983, p.1

STARK, ADAM


STARK, BILL


STARK, EILEEN


STARK, JOAN (AU)

- Police—always available (list), Jun 25, 1981, p.6
- The key to success (list), Sep 1, 1983, p.6

STARK, SIMON

- Historical summer for students (photo; list), Aug 28, 1982, p.3

STARNER, H PALMER

- H P Starner dies, Mar 24, 1983, p.18

STATUE OF LIBERTY RESTORATION PROJECT

- Bizarre Bazaar (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.11
- Bazaar: $685 and counting, Jun 21, 1984, p.11

STAUBI, KAREN


STEARNES, JANET

- Graduate of SCS High J Stearns elected New Haven alderman, Oct 13, 1983, p.18

STECKER, (MRS ROBERT)

- College Careers founder D Allensworth honored by Smith College (photo), May 29, 1980, p.8
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STECKER, CYNTHIA
  C Stecker dies, Sep 3, 1981, p.16

STEEL, ELIZABETH
  E H Steele dies, Sep 11, 1990, p.18

STEEL, NELSON
  County hires rail expert N E Steele, Jun 26, 1980, p.15

STEENE, EDWARD
  E Steese dies, Aug 13, 1981, p.16

STEFFI NOSSEN SCHOOL OF THE DANCE
  SEE DANCE SCHOOLS

STEGER, JOHN
  Baseball awards (photo), Aug 21, 1980, p.14
  Speakers call for more fields, Oct 20, 1983, p.1

STEGER, NANCY
  Historical Society elects officers (photo; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.9
  Tribute to teacher (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6

STEIN, AL
  A M Stein dies, Nov 1, 1984, p.22

STEIN, ALBERT
  Woman of the Year: V Stein (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.1

STEIN, ANDREW
  Senate hopefuls J Lindsay, E Holtzmaan speak (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.1

STEIN, ANNE (AU)
  Horrified by attack (ltr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6

STEIN, BARBARA
  Agreement set to curb hikes in Chateau rents, Dec 20, 1984, p.1

STEIN, C JEFFREY
  Senior VP: C J Stein (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.9

STEIN, C JEFFREY (AU)
  Cooperation commended (ltr), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
  Thanks to Audrey Hochberg (ltr), Nov 8, 1984, p.6

STEIN, EILEEN
  Shopping at the book fair (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.21
  And next we have...(photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.17

STEIN, ELAIN (AU)
  Successful breakfast (ltr), Jun 25, 1981, p.6

STEIN, FRANCINE
  F Stein speaks at SCS Rotary Club (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.27

STEIN, GERALD
  Oenophiles A A Kowasky, G Stein honored (list), Dec 10, 1981, p.10

STEIN, HEATHER
  No-no crafts (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.10

STEIN, HOWARD
  Grand Lodge of Masons appoints SCS aan H I Stein (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.2
  New dean of theater: H Stein, Aug 7, 1980, p.6
  Marx Estate project moving ahead-slowly, May 3, 1984, p.3

STEIN, IRMA
  I Stein dies, Feb 14, 1980, p.15

STEIN, IRWIN
  Stein appointed, Sep 1, 1983, p.2
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STEIN, JAN
Cable bringing community TV to SCS (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.6

STEIN, JANET
Cable bringing community TV to SCS (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.6

STEIN, JEFFREY
Meeting on Hutch improvements, Dec 18, 1980, p.8
Citizens organize (Asso to Preserve the Hutch), 'SCS issue', Feb 12, 1981, p.1
SCS pressing for 4-lane parkway plan (photo; add'l photo p 15), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
Vote for 6 lanes, Jul 2, 1981, p.1
Police probing shooting in home (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.15
Residents hail new plan for Hutch, Oct 22, 1981, p.1
Latest plan for Hutch draws village criticism (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Tax break (for Asso to Preserve Hutch), Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Revised proposal for Hutch, May 6, 1982, p.1
Meeting on Hutch June 10, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
State accused of "bad faith" on Hutch, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Most at hearing back 4 lanes on Hutch, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Battle over Hutch heating up again (cont p 5), Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Commission wants 6-lane Hutch; opponents prepared to fight, Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Parkway decision hailed in village, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Final state plan calls for four-lane Hutch here, Sep 22, 1983, p.1
Residents, state tussling again over Hutch plans, Sep 27, 1984, p.1

STEIN, JESS
Newly installed leaders of SCS Adult School (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.17

STEIN, JONATHAN
Shopping at the book fair (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.21

STEIN, KALMAN
Two-millionth prescription (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.4
Local pharmacists K Stein to chair cancer prevention study, Jul 1, 1982, p.5
Downtown will bustle on next two Sundays, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Lucky picks (photo; list), Dec 30, 1982, p.3
Free parking, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

STEIN, LYNN
Harris jurors see letters written by defendant, Jan 8, 1981, p.1

STEIN, MALCOLM
Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1

STEIN, MELODY
School superintendent Dr A Larson babysits sharks (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.15
Shopping at the book fair (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.21

STEIN, MELVIN
Local man M M Stein named director of house, Aug 5, 1982, p.3

STEIN, RUTH
Bookshelf at 30 matures into a world library (photo), May 3, 1984, p.6

STEIN, STEPHEN (DR)
JAMS teach tooth care (photo; list), Mar 25, 1982, p.21
Council votes against medical building plan, Oct 4, 1984, p.11
Interim superintendent appointed: Dr J G Carnrite, Oct 11, 1984, p.9

STEIN, VICKIE
Vickie Stein named woman of the year (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Woman of the Year: V Stein (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.1
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STEIN, WILLIAM
- W W Stein dies, Oct 14, 1982, p.16

STEINBERG SENIOR CITIZEN CENTER-8BH
- Town's senior program has hub in EMT (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.11

STEINBERG, ARTHUR
- Planning board approves Red Lobster (fenced in), Sep 23, 1982, p.10
- Steinberg sues on Red Lobster plan, Oct 21, 1982, p.11
- Town negotiating terms for Red Lobster plan, Jan 6, 1983, p.11
- Compromise on Red Lobster plan, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
- Red Lobster gets green light—board, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
- Red Lobster plans change; town nears Boulder Ridge okay, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
- Angry residents rip shopping center owners, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
- Three EMT applications in Planning Board hopper, Apr 26, 1984, p.10

STEINBERG, DAN (AU)
- Raffle for SHS paper (ltr), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
- Raffle support (ltr), Jun 26, 1980, p.4

STEINBERG, EVE
- E Steinberg joins R R Beatty Inc (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.28

STEINBERG, EVE (AU)
- Another way to prepare (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.4

STEINBERG, SHIRLEY
- School Board looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p.10
- Teachers M Aberle, S Steinberg, R McGuiggan address state conference, Nov 29, 1984, p.10

STEINBERG, TED
- Town negotiating terms for Red Lobster plan, Jan 6, 1983, p.11
- Compromise on Red Lobster plan, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
- Red Lobster gets green light—board, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
- Red Lobster plans change; town nears Boulder Ridge okay, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
- Angry residents rip shopping center owners, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
- Final OK for Red Lobster, Jul 26, 1984, p.11

STEINDEL, EMMANUEL
- E Steindel dies, Sep 25, 1980, p.14

STEINGART, BONNIE
- Jean Harris found guilty of murder (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.1

STEINGESSER, MARTIN
- Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part II) (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13

STEINKAMP, JEFFREY
- Realtors J Steinkamp, A Britton attend annual meeting, Apr 19, 1984, p.4

STEINKAMP, WILLARD
- Local law firm now also has New York office, May 1, 1980, p.16
- Tenants seek rent control, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
- Trustees consider rent, noise laws, Jan 7, 1982, p.1

STEINMAN, DAVID (DR)
- Board of Ed OK's semester courses, rejects mid-year exam; Italian considered, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
- Revised bylaws tested, Jan 31, 1980, p.11
- School Board says yes to Italian, comp religion; adds one day to recess, Mar 13, 1980, p.11
- School Board approves new football coach, Jun 12, 1980, p.15
- Siskind to lead School Board, Jul 3, 1980, p.11
- School Board studies cutting, Sep 25, 1980, p.17
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STEINMAN, DAVID (DR) continued
Three (S Davis, E DuBois, M Weitzen) put up for school board slate, Jan 29, 1981, p.11
Plaudits and tributes mark Board of Ed year-end meeting, Jun 11, 1981, p.10
Board fills new district-wide director's post in split vote, Jun 23, 1983, p.11
Feldman, Weinreich are board nominees, Mar 29, 1984, p.10

STEINMAN, ERIC
Launching 'Space Flight 324' (photo), May 8, 1980, p.23

STEINMAN, HELEN
Real-life 'Roots' searches are all in the day's work (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.1

STEINMAN, HELEN (AU)
EMT coverage praised (ltr), Feb 3, 1983, p.6
Sidewalks needed in EMT (ltr), Mar 22, 1984, p.6

STEINMAN, MICHAEL
Intern M Steinman joins Feiner effort, Jan 12, 1984, p.10

STEMER, LEROY
Learning skills vs CSH: Crowders honored by G O, May 15, 1980, p.15
Former SHS football coach D Buchanan dies (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.1
As graduates began life after SHS, the Class of '64 was coming back, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

STEMPEL, MADELINE
Board of Education moves to step up school security, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

STEMPLER, SHEILA
S Steempler joins firm (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.3

STEMPLER, SHEILA (AU)
Successful block party (ltr), Jul 24, 1980, p.4

STENGEL, ELEANOR
Center elects resident E Stengel trustee (list), Feb 18, 1982, p.9

STENGEL, ELEANOR (AU)
Parenthood takes more than instinct (edit), Nov 25, 1982, p.7

STENGEL, RICHARD
Rhodes Scholar R Stengel returns to talk about television (photo p 15), Mar 22, 1984, p.1

STENGEL, RICHARD (AU)
To a teacher (C Ladensack) who lit up the world (edit), Mar 29, 1984, p.7

STENZLER, BARBARA
And next we have...(photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.17
Sports award winners (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17
Something to smile about (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.12

STENZLER, JON
Sports award winners (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17
Evolving recreation program speaks for itself--quietly (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.12

STENZLER, MARTIN
Sports award winners (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17

STEP
SEE STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN

STEPFAMILIES
SEE FAMILY

STEPHENS, DANIEL (REV)
Mayor welcomes Dr Stephens at Congregational ceremonies (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.16

STEPHENS, DWIGHT
Law students J Buckley, D Stephens cited, Nov 18, 1982, p.17

STEPHENS, ELLEN
Mayor welcomes Dr Stephens at Congregational ceremonies (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.16
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STEPHENS, ELLEN continued
- Who says there's no free lunch? (photo), May 10, 1984, p.1

STEPHENS, KENNETH (REV)
- Congregational Church to welcome Dr K D Stephens, new minister-teacher, Apr 22, 1982, p.14
- Mayor welcomes Dr Stephens at Congregational ceremonies (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.16
- Two ministers at Congregational (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
- If not now, when? (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6

STEPHENS, KENNETH (REV-AU)
- On the night train to Pretoria (edit), Feb 10, 1983, p.7
- We are subjects in a wider community (edit), Oct 6, 1983, p.7
- One soldier per 250 people (edit), Jan 19, 1984, p.7

STEPHENS, KIMBERLY
- Mayor welcomes Dr Stephens at Congregational ceremonies (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.16
- Who says there's no free lunch? (photo), May 10, 1984, p.1

STEPHENS, MARION
- Eight picked for Harris jury, Nov 13, 1980, p.1

STEPHENS, MICHAEL
- Mayor welcomes Dr Stephens at Congregational ceremonies (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.16
- Who says there's no free lunch? (photo), May 10, 1984, p.1

STEREO SYSTEMS
- Audio designs for high tech homes (photo p 21) (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1984, p.19
- Compact digital discs taking over the industry (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1984, p.21

STERLING, SLIM
- Swing your partner (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.11

STERMAN, LOREN
- SNB promotes M Monteforte, L B Sterman (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.2

STERN, ALFRED
- A E Stern dies, Jun 5, 1980, p.14

STERN, ALLAN
- Search Consultants tap resident A D R Stern as secretary (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.9

STERN, ALLAN (AU)
- Sensationalist? (ltr), Jul 17, 1980, p.4

STERN, ANDREW
- Astronaut J A Hoffaean to address seniors (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
- Hats off to the graduates (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.1
- SHS senior class secretaries A Stern, C Van Horne (photo) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.6

STERN, ANDREW (AU)
- Readers respond on A and B (ltrs), Jan 7, 1982, p.6

STERN, BETSY
- School Board members applaud Crowder, Weitzen; Board approves new football coach, Jun 12, 1980, p.15
- Board of Education revises phys ed substitution rule, Feb 12, 1981, p.17
- Budget raise now 9%; tenure granted, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
- Davis and Weitzen elected; budget passes 518 to 279, May 7, 1981, p.25
- Alden Larson to retire; Edwards moves to high school, Mar 11, 1982, p.13
- Betsy Stern is honored, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
- Community opposes group home, escrow pooling (list), Apr 29, 1982, p.20
- Early American tradition is alive and well in EMT (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.12
- PTA executive boards plan for open candidate forum next year, Mar 31, 1983, p.15
- Lawmakers give year-end summaries at LWV event (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.10
- Rules group to study nominating procedure (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.11
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STERN, BETSY continued
  Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
  Betsy Stern heads rules committee, Sep 13, 1984, p.8
  Council orders associations to get in line with by-laws, Nov 8, 1984, p.9

STERN, BILL (DR)
  Sterns cited by Young Israel, Mar 29, 1984, p.9

STERN, CHRISTOPHER
  Holiday houses at Breenacres (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.5

STERN, DAVID
  David Stern is Merit semifinalist, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
  Parents urge board to support interscholastic athletics, Dec 10, 1981, p.15
  Merit award to EHS senior D Stern, Apr 22, 1982, p.10
  Resident D Stern elected to run NBA (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.1

STERN, DAVID (AU)
  Teacher is a student (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4

STERN, DIANE
  Students visit White Plains Hospital (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.23
  Sterns cited by Young Israel, Mar 29, 1984, p.9

STERN, ELSIE
  Having fun--face first (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.3
  Books--fun to read and talk about too (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.3

STERN, ESTHER
  School budget vote put off because of contract talks, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
  Open lunch cost estimated at $115,450, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
  Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1

STERN, HARRY
  Computer evolution hitting hose (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.6
  Computer firm now open here, Sep 9, 1982, p.2
  SCS responds to Orwell's vision, Jan 5, 1984, p.1

STERN, HARRY (AU)
  Herman Kahn's message of hope (edit), Jul 21, 1983, p.7
  Solidarity Sunday isn't working (edit), May 10, 1984, p.7

STERN, HENRY
  Democrats renominate incumbents for November, Jun 25, 1981, p.20
  Henry Stern, a man who likes winning (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.19
  Town Board, Supervisor's seats at stake in election, Oct 29, 1981, p.15
  Democrats win town, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
  Town fires worker A Hayden; says he aided SOP, Dec 3, 1981, p.22

STERN, JACK JR (RABBI)
  Interfaith concert to raise relief funds for Cambodians (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.1
  In death, two profiles in courage emerge: Nice going, Captain Bill (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.7
  WRT plays host to seder for Japanese-American Cultural Program (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.8
  Memorial service set for SHS senior G Saltz (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1
  Vietnamese family at WRT (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.23
  Nobelist Isaac B Singer disavows crusader's role (photo), May 14, 1981, p.2
  For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
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STERN, JACK JR (RABBI) continued
  WRT to honor Rabbi and Mrs Stern, Apr 15, 1982, p.18
  Sterns honored at WRT (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.17
  Vigiliers make silent statement (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.1
  New 'twinning' program at WRT, Jan 27, 1983, p.12
  Central Conference elects two SCS rabbis, J B Glaser and J Stern, Apr 14, 1983, p.4
  Astronaut J A Hoffman to address seniors (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
  Hats off to the graduates (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.1
  Agency seeking village's help in serving the frail elderly, Mar 1, 1984, p.1
  Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
  Local clergy state views on church-state mix in campaign, Sep 20, 1984, p.1
  Jews and Christians can understand one another (edit), Nov 15, 1984, p.7

STERN, LEA
  On EMT coverage (ltr), Jan 6, 1983, p.6
  Student says he was misquoted (ltr), Jun 16, 1983, p.6
  Aid for Ethiopia (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.2

STERN, LISA
  195 attend SHS 10-year reunion, Oct 8, 1981, p.3

STERN, LISBETH
  More state aid cuts school tax increase, Apr 12, 1984, p.1

STERN, MARC
  Error acknowledged, Dec 20, 1984, p.1
  Lawyer's role defended (ltr), Dec 27, 1984, p.6

STERN, MARCIA (AU)
  The Village Election-Readers' Opinions (lttrs), Mar 11, 1982, p.7

STERN, MARSHA
  Revised Marx plan rejected, May 13, 1982, p.3

STERN, MELANIE
  Creche returning to court, Feb 23, 1984, p.1

STERN, MELVIN
  Haagen-Dazs opens here, Dec 17, 1981, p.2

STERN, MICHAEL
  Haagen-Dazs opens here, Dec 17, 1981, p.2
  Touchdown for SVAC (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.2
  Robber holds up ice cream parlor, May 5, 1983, p.1

STERN, MITCHELL
  Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1

STERN, PRISCILLA
  Scholarship fund drive opens (list), Jan 31, 1980, p.1
  Drive going slowly, Mar 26, 1981, p.1
  WRT to honor Rabbi and Mrs Stern, Apr 15, 1982, p.18
  Sterns honored at WRT (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.17

STERN, PRISCILLA (AU)
  Scholarship drive makes goal (ltr), Jun 25, 1980, p.4

STERN, RICH
  Show time (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.11

STERN, RICHARD
  Bristol-Myers names lawyer R L Stern (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.6

STERN, RUTH
  Local committee, state clash over site for group home, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
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STERN, RUTH continued
Village likely to oppose halfway house (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
No VA home in Greenacres, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Halfway houses not new to Westchester (Part I), Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Proposal for home called 'deficient', May 20, 1982, p.1
Good neighbors (list), Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Group home residents, neighbors mingle at 1241 Post Road open house (photo; list), Oct 4, 1984, p.1

STERN, SYDNEY
New editor for EMT: S L Stern, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Roller revival at its peak on Donellan Road (photo; list), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
Huge assortment of merchandise ready for Junior League sale (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.8

STERN, TOBY
How a thermostat works (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.20

STERN-STRAETER, DORLE
SCS resident D Stern-Streater is exhibit winner, Oct 29, 1981, p.13
SCS artists J Bold, D Stern-Streater in show at Pelham Art Center, Nov 19, 1981, p.9

STERNAU, ANNA
A Sternau dies, Feb 17, 1983, p.14

STERNAU, MARTHA
Association evaluates United Nations (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.24
Seely Place teacher L Blackman murdered in her Manhattan apartment, Jul 10, 1980, p.11
Auditorium dedication, policy discussion at board meeting, Feb 11, 1982, p.11
A flowering memory: Hays garden at Seely (photo), May 6, 1982, p.15
Goodbye party has warmth, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11

STERNBERG, HARRY
P Irving Grinberg honored (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.16

STERNBERG, JEFF
Sternberg wins derby award, Jul 22, 1982, p.11

STERNBERG, JUDI
Oils by local artist J Sternberg shown, May 26, 1983, p.11

STERNBERG, LINDA
Town Board, Supervisor's seats at stake in election, Oct 29, 1981, p.15
Democrats win town, Nov 5, 1981, p.15

STERNBERG, PAULINE
Greenacres welcomes Pauline Sternberg (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.23
'Instructional leader' is new principal P Sternberg's role (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.6
Schools move toward open lunch program (photo; addl photo p 10), Dec 3, 1981, p.1
Happy birthday, Babar! (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.21
In schools here, computers are elementary (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.1
Math and writing programs described (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.15
School enrollment decline slowing, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1

STEVEN, ARTHUR
Neighborhood watch program begun at GCC (list), Sep 17, 1981, p.13

STEVEN, ELIZABETH
New book by ex-Scarsdalian E Stevens, Apr 28, 1983, p.21
STEVENSON, HUSH
EMT's Boy Scout Troop 400 at Memorial Day parade (photo), May 29, 1980, p.13
Stevens forms resort group (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.9

STEVENSON, JOHN PAUL
Supreme Court 'No' on mailbox called death blow to civic groups use, Jul 2, 1981, p.13

STEVENSON, DAVID
Trustees promise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1

STEVENSON, JAN
One-way remedy to Walworth traffic, Aug 21, 1980, p.1

STEVENSON, LYNN
Political year, Nov 20, 1980, p.1

STEVENSON, RACHEL
Seeley museum program brings new view of art (photo; list), Mar 12, 1981, p.21

STEVENSON, ROBERT
R R Stevenson dies, Apr 15, 1982, p.18

STEVENSON, RUSSELL
EMT couple tries again to start day care center, Oct 2, 1980, p.17

STEVENSON, SUSAN
EMT couple tries again to start day care center, Oct 2, 1980, p.17
Only 15,950 to go! (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.10

STEVENSON, WILLIAM
Playcare Program opens at Hitchcock (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.25

STEWART, CHARLES JR
Creche trial set, May 19, 1983, p.1
Creche suit goes to trial Tuesday in Federal Court, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
Judge hears creche case, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Damage claims dismissed (in creche case), Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Village upheld in Creche suit, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Appeal expected on creche, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Judge C E Stewart Jr rules creche promotes religion, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Creche returning to court, Feb 23, 1984, p.1
Supreme Court ruling may pave way for return of SCS creche to Boniface Circle (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.1
US Circuit Court hears arguments in creche case, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Two high court rulings key to SCS case, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Supreme Court review sought in creche case (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1

STEWART, CHRIS
Bypassing SCS, Jun 19, 1980, p.1

STEWART, DOROTHY
D del S Stewart dies, Sep 18, 1980, p.16

STEYER, BEATRICE
Foundation supports nominating system (ltr), Mar 20, 1980, p.4

STEYER, MURRAY
No deal for couples (on Town Club dues), May 29, 1980, p.1
New Town Club leadership (photo p 2; list), May 29, 1981, p.1
Let's work in harmony, Civic Club leader says (ltr), Jul 9, 1981, p.6
Attorney M Steyer says concert will go on, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
New obstacle for twilight concerts, Aug 13, 1981, p.1
Report backs Non-Partisan System, but proposes changes (list), Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Parties prepare to pick nominees, Dec 31, 1981, p.1
STEYER, MURRAY continued

Parties argue over name, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Town Club reception brings rival candidates together (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Town Club debates over reports, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Neighbors say they will fight against playing fields on Winston property, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
School budget passes easily; three elected, Jun 9, 1983, p.1
Development plans come under fire; 7 fields proposed on Griffen (illus), Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Neighbors blast plan for fields on Winston property, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Planners delay decision on addition to Mormon Church, Nov 1, 1984, p.3
Village granted permission to subdivide Boulder Brook, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

STEYER, MURRAY (AU)
Town Club president replies (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Burrows called responsive (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6

STIASSNI, CHRISTINE
Historical Society names C M Stiassni director, Dec 27, 1984, p.10

STIEL, DANNY
Corps turns swamp into a stream (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.1

STIEL, EDWARD

STIEL, ELIZABETH
PTA sets fund goal (list), Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Local fund helps SHS seniors face college $ crunch (illus), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
PTA Fund chairmen note slow response, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
PTA drive lagging (list), Apr 15, 1982, p.3
SCS Teachers Assn contributes $1000 to PTA Scholarship Fund (photo), May 20, 1982, p.5
Scholarship fund seeks aid for SHS graduates (list), Feb 3, 1983, p.1
PTA Scholarship Fund raises $22,650 to aid college freshmen (list), Jun 30, 1983, p.3

STIEL, ELIZABETH (AU)
Thanks to the community (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
Fulfill the promise (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6

STILE, JOSEPH
Dr Robert Fath dies, Oct 13, 1983, p.1

STILLENMAN, MEL
Resident bagel barons boast best in dough (photo), May 10, 1984, p.6

STIMPFL, MARIE
State bill gives villages options for town park use, Jul 8, 1982, p.9

STIMSON, CHRIS (AU)
Graduate answers Anonymous (ltr), Mar 31, 1983, p.6

STIMSON, ROBERT JR
Hitting today's job market with winning punch! (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.6

STIX, ANDI
New center for gifted starts with 6-year-olds (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.29

STIX, CAROL
Carol Stix wins 1981 Bowl (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Local leaders express hopes for '81, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bowl Winner; C Stix receives SCS Bowl (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.20
Carol Stix accepts the bowl (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Carol Stix to head local foundation (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Carol Stix appointed to AJC position, Jun 25, 1981, p.5
Szabad chairman for SCS Bowl, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STIX, CAROL continued</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Committee set to select SCS Bowl winner (photo; list), Sep 24, 1981, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village Club speakers M Kantrowitz, C Stix eye trends for Westchester during the 80's, Nov 19, 1981, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith in officials (ltr), Nov 26, 1981, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCS Futures, Feb 2, 1982, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCS Futures appoints J A Handelaar director (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCS Futures spells out plans to survey community, Apr 22, 1982, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heritage Plaza seen as creche solution, May 20, 1982, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pace cites Carol Stix, May 27, 1982, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delany recalled as worker for harmony (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCS Futures groups to formulate survey (list), Sep 2, 1982, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise law arouses strong feelings, Sep 16, 1982, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents will help draw up blueprint for village's future, Sep 23, 1982, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudolf Berle dies; received '59 Bowl Award (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students' gifts, Jan 27, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey to probe attitudes, hopes for future of SCS, Feb 10, 1983, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Delany Scholarship awarded to SHS graduate J Levin (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town Club concludes more fields needed, Nov 3, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty Menke hailed as a standard-setter, Feb 16, 1984, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fond farewell to Bill Dean, 'Mr SCS' (photo; addl photo p 6), Aug 9, 1984, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Stix named chairman of SCS Bowl Committee (photo), Sep 13, 1984, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowl committee members named (list), Sep 27, 1984, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On American Jewish Committee (ltr), Oct 11, 1984, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grady Jensen to receive bowl (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STIX, WAYNE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noise law found unconstitutional, Mar 3, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STOCK, EVELYN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File flap: 'Form of censorship', Apr 24, 1980, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban on interviews tabled, Jun 5, 1980, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former state health planner R A Beraan criticizes level of health care in Westchester (photo), Jan 22, 1981, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership team for next year: R Baylor, S Older, G Aaron, E Stock (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evelyn Stock elected new president of LWV (photo; list), May 6, 1982, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-evaluating, Jun 3, 1982, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWV withdraws from Non-Partisan System, Jun 17, 1982, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No LWV debate, Jun 24, 1982, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>League launching membership drive (list), Sep 9, 1982, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWV drive on again (ltr), Sep 16, 1982, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New proposals meet opposition, Sep 30, 1982, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village passes parking plan, Nov 11, 1982, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combating violence in the family (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCS united?, Mar 24, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playground program criticized, Apr 14, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critics blast redistricting plan, May 12, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWV president E M Stock re-elected (list), May 12, 1983, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better school budget format asked, May 26, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldenstein is candidate in search of forum, Jan 19, 1984, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizens Party rules out debate, Jan 26, 1984, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>League backs freeze, Feb 16, 1984, p.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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STOCK, EVELYN continued

Hot off the presses: "This is SCS" (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.3
Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
LWV to offer forum, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Reading: What's what from who's who (Suaser Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
Budget passes 2 to 1, May 24, 1984, p.1
Doctors explore health care crisis, Sep 27, 1984, p.1

STOCK, EVELYN (AU)

LWV: End Unit Meetings (ltr), Jan 27, 1983, p.6
No candidates meeting (ltr), Feb 10, 1983, p.6
Generous response asked (ltr), Sep 22, 1983, p.6
Date wrong on calendar (ltr), Sep 29, 1983, p.6
Salute from LWV (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
League responds to letter (ltr), Mar 1, 1984, p.6

STOCK, HOWARD (DR)

Hospital appoints SCS doctor H F Stock (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.2

STOODARD, EMMA

Moroon Expo gives lessons in survival (Part I) (photo; list), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
Moroons share techniques of home food preserving (Part II) (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.8

STOODARD, MARY

M D Stoddard dies, Jun 16, 1983, p.16

STOFKO, JOHN

Senior VP: J T Stofko (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.8

STOKES, RDN

Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

STOKOWSKI, LEOPOLE

A Counterpoint of View (edit), Jul 19, 1984, p.7

STOLLER, ANNETTE

A Stoller dies, Feb 23, 1984, p.10

STOLTZ, DEBORAH

School superintendent Dr A Larson babysits sharks (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.15

STOLZENBERG, ANNE (AU)

Letter makes things worse (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6

STOLZENBERG, MARTIN (AU)

Find a new location (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6

STONE, DONALD

Resident D Stone elected NYSE vice chairman (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.5
NYSE re-elects local man D Stone (photo), May 28, 1981, p.3
Grossman again, May 13, 1982, p.1
Stones' tennis court fence okayed, May 27, 1982, p.3
NYSE Stock Exchange re-elects Donald Stone (photo), May 27, 1982, p.5
D Stone is key man in bull market of '82 (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.1

STONE, DONALD (AU)

Not a response to pressure (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6

STONE, GARY

Fomer resident G H Stone appointed VP, Feb 2, 1984, p.2

STONE, HELEN

Moroon Expo gives lessons in survival (Part I) (photo; list), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
Moroons share techniques of home food preserving (Part II) (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.8

STONE, HUBERT

Historically speaking: D D Toapkins (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
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STONE, JEAN
Trustees Sims and Stone, Beatrice Underweiser are Non Partisan candidates (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.1
As Iowa goes...GOP caucus favors Bush for President, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Voters to elect trustees, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Garrison property, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Trustees elected; few vote (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Village leans toward Polera for Freightway development, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Take it (Garrison Property), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
'Motherhood' issue?, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Tenant protection approved; Board accepts land donation, May 15, 1980, p.1
Bike law hearing, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Annual dinner in honor of members of SCS boards and councils (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.10
Board delays vote on bike penalties, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Police officers J Freyer, T Carroll win awards for achievement (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.3
Davis Park curfew request rejected, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Quiet in the park, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Sixteen safe years in a row (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.3
Issue discussion debated (ltr), Oct 2, 1980, p.4
Board defeats bike law, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Work for taxes, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Trustees okay Creche, 4-3, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Jean Stone first woman nominated for Mayor (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Village Board to fix ceilings in library, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
She favors election (ltr), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
Election campaign hits full stride, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
SCS pressing for 4-lane parkway plan (photo; add photo p 15), Mar 5, 1981, p.1
SCS's next Mayor: J Stone (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.5
Day of decision near in village election; Facts on Village Election, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Record turnout as Citizens Party sweeps (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Final meeting for Jensen, Browning (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Sixth trustee, Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Mayor's first job (edit), Mar 25, 1981, p.4
Mayor appoints E Falkenberg trustee (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.1
Mayor Stone sworn in (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Little criticism of Village Budget, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Home rule message, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Architecture Board member H Weisaan resigns, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
Happy May Day (photo), May 7, 1981, p.1
Freightway development plan unveiled (photo), May 14, 1981, p.1
Board for bottle bill, May 14, 1981, p.1
Memorial Day--1981 (photo; list), May 28, 1981, p.1
No decision, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Opposition growing to Polera plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
West QR elects leaders, hears from Mayor Stone (list), Jun 11, 1981, p.3
Trustees vote to hire Freightway consultants, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Assistant sought, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Board calls Polera plan 'unacceptable', Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Freightway committee chairman appointed: R F Greenes (photo), Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Shorter terms urged for members of boards, councils, Jul 16, 1981, p.1
STONE, JEAN continued
In-depth study of BAR, Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Feiner praises Mayor (ltr), Jul 23, 1981, p.6
Village charges code violations at Cultural Center (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.1
Mayor's committee, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Trustees move to close Walworth Ave, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Freightway Committee named (list), Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Mayor's catch (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.5
Go beyond borders (edit), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
BAR votes to end closed sessions, Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Freightway Committee told to focus on Polera proposal (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Mayor completes Freightway Committee (naming L Vaccaro, R Donati), Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Guard or light (at Chesterfield and British), Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Response to attack, Sep 3, 1981, p.1
Despite closing of Woodland decision on Walworth delayed, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Trustees ok contract, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Mayor appoints (ad hoc committee on boards and councils) (list), Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Getting Wayside on landmark list took persistence (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
Dress code letter becomes media event (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.1
Repairs to close part of Walworth, Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Committee meets to study boards and councils, Oct 6, 1981, p.1
Accepting the award (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.3
Committee shifts, Oct 22, 1981, p.1
Walworth to reopen soon, Oct 29, 1981, p.1
Raises approved (list), Oct 29, 1981, p.1
Eviction effort, Nov 5, 1981, p.1
Town Club tables proposal for amending Non-Partisan Resolution, Nov 5, 1981, p.3
Board denies request for creche display, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Drop Polera plan: Specific objections, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Creche reaction, Nov 19, 1981, p.1
Site agreed on for creche display, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Village to buy lot downtown, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Tax assessor R Handley to retire (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Assessments called unfair, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Confusion (concerning polling places) feared, Dec 24, 1981, p.1
Rent control law debated, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Assessments, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Board rejects Polera proposal; seeks alternate plan for Freightway, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Village eyes ban on electronic games, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
AFS students meet the Mayor (photo; list), Feb 25, 1982, p.2
Latest plan for Hutch draws village criticism (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Coalition letters draw reactions, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote against cable increase (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Agency plans group home on Post Road in Greenacres, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Trustees set to vote on making Walworth one-way (list; cont p 17), Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Blizzard was record breaker (photo; addl photo p 4), Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Village likely to oppose halfway house (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
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STONE, JEAN continued

Waiworth law voted down (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Offer accepted, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Whodunnit, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Mayor J Stone's court to be assessed, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Committee issues report on boards and councils (list), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Ex-judge W Mulligan to advise Trustees, May 6, 1982, p.1
Honorable decision (edit), May 6, 1982, p.6
Persistent avoidance (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
Village to decide response on home, May 13, 1982, p.1
Grossaan again, May 13, 1982, p.1
Heritage Plaza seen as creche solution, May 20, 1982, p.1
Proposal for home called 'deficient', May 20, 1982, p.1
Search for Change sub/aits second plan; seeks help, May 27, 1982, p.1
Indoor pool gets backing of Town, and Village Clubs, May 27, 1982, p.1
Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1
Stones’ tennis court fence okayed, May 27, 1982, p.3
Mayor welcomes Dr Stephens at Congregational ceremonies (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.16
Big day for Troop 99 (photo; list), Jun 3, 1982, p.2
Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Heritage Plaza, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Mr Grossaan replies (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
Most at hearing back 4 lanes on Hutch, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Trustees decline to support nuclear freeze resolution, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Happy 200th to Daniel D Tompkins (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.3
Village won't try to block home, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Heritage Plaza proposal dead, Jul 8, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Sixtieth anniversary (of village government) (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.5
Lease planned, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Freightway—quiet but not forgotten, Sep 2, 1982, p.1
Tax-exempt, Sep 9, 1982, p.1
Noise law arouses strong feelings, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Raccoon raable, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Fair share bill, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
Village contracts: Only one bid, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Robert Hackett dies at age 72 (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Town Club hears reports on village, schools, county, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Creche issue back again, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Raccoons' friends, foes gather at forum here (photo; addl photo p 12), Nov 18, 1982, p.1
Special meeting on creche slated, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Village may force change in bus route, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote 4-3 to deny creche request (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Viewpoints on housing mixed, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Suit looks after second creche is rejected, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Shay Committee recommendations are being turned into realities, Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Special Patrol leaders elected (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.3
Village attorney J Holden leaving to be judge in White Plains, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
How much salt?, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Rudolf Berle dies; received '59 Bowl Award (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.1
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STONE, JEAN continued

Dedicated lot, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Bi-partisan effort?, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Trustees sued for barring creche display (list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Seeking a forum, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Issues of concern cited (ltr), Feb 17, 1983, p.6
Taxes to increase on pools, courts, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Scouts run village for a day (photo; list), Mar 3, 1983, p.2
Commuters surviving without their trains, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Creche's attorney fee criticized, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Visitors at Village Hall (photo; list), Mar 10, 1983, p.5
Everyone invited to SCS Open House (photo; list), Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Tenant protection, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
SCS needs a Tea Party (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
Tennis courts get go-ahead, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Agency proposes hose for retarded, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Village working on tenant protection plan, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
J Stone Going fishing (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.1
No early opening, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Open House is a hit (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.3
Grace under pressure (edit), Mar 24, 1983, p.6
They're grateful on courts (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6
Village, landlords moving toward tax abatement plan, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Changing of the guard (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Trustees vote not to restore tennis courts, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Creche suit goes to trial Tuesday in Federal Court, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
Volunteers J Stone, B Menke, D Maslow recall the way it was (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.1
Damage claims dismissed (in creche case), Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Appeal expected on creche, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Judge C E Stewart Jr rules creche promotes religion, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Jean Stone elected to Burke board, Dec 15, 1983, p.4
J Stone named by Pres Reagan (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.3
Board hands out bouquets, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
US Circuit Court says village must permit creche, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Supreme Court review sought in creche case (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
A restoration drama (photo: list), Jul 12, 1984, p.3
Turnout up as 12 elected at Unit Meetings (list), Nov 15, 1984, p.1

STONE, JEAN (AU)

Not a response to pressure (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
Mayor recaps village's year (photo)(Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.17
A marvelous event (ltr; list), Mar 24, 1983, p.6
Gratuitous reference (ltr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6

STONE, JENNIFER

Getting a new look at the carnival (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.5

STONE, JOHN (BISHOP)

James H Jaffee honored on 90th birthday at Moraon Church (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.14

STONE, MEGAN

Predators at Breenacres (photo), May 12, 1983, p.20
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STONE, RICHARD
- Who's in charge here? (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.1
- Nearly 300 pounds of books to South Pacific (photo), Mar 1, 1984, p.5

STONE, SHEILA
- S Stone joins staff of Julia B Fee (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.8
- New shop in town (photo), May 21, 1981, p.12

STONE, STEPHANIE
- Dance Academy emphasizes tradition, discipline (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.26

STOWIN
- SEE WINSTON PROPERTY

STORES
- SEE RETAIL STORES

STORMS
- One down (photo), May 1, 1980, p.1
- Heavy storm damage (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
- Close call on Post Road (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.7
- Stormy weather (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.1
- Blizzard was record breaker (photo; addl photo p 4), Apr 8, 1982, p.1
- SCS buried under by the Blizzard of '83 (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.1
- From green to white (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.3
- Passing the snow test (edit), Feb 17, 1983, p.6
- The storm before the lull (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.3
- Stormy Tuesday (photo), Mar 1, 1984, p.1
- Hoses here (GBH) lose power, Mar 15, 1984, p.10
- Was this the end of winter? (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.2
- Impasse on the parkway (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.5
- SEE ALSO LIGHTNING

STORYTELLING
- SEE PERFORMING ARTS

STOUT, RICHARD
- Bank of New York names R E Stout asst vice president, Jun 26, 1980, p.5

STOVES
- Fire Dept cautions on use of wood-burning stoves, Jan 17, 1980, p.4
- Permits needed for wood stoves, Jan 31, 1980, p.2
- The education of a chimney sweep (edit), Dec 1, 1983, p.7

STOW, JOHN
- How American freedom came to ring (edit), Jul 7, 1983, p.7

STOWE, LORA
- L Stowe dies, May 3, 1984, p.16

STRAETER, DORLE STERN-
- SEE S TERN-STRAETER, DORLE

STRAND, MARK
- Superheroes Day at Summer Day Camp (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.4
- Annie comes to the Day Camp (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.3

STRASS, ALAN
- Board: 44 is liait for first grade at Seely; no vote taken, Jul 19, 1984, p.9

STRASSBURG, IRVING
- Cyclist K Matsuo injured by automobile (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.1

STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE
- Defense plan in space rejected by director of Fund for Peace J Tierney (list), Mar 31, 1983, p.2
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STRAUSS, ANITA
  Resident S D Greene ready to raise curtain at new theater (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.6

STRAUSS, BARBARA
  LWV speaker R Greenes reveals 'myths' of American 'energy crisis' (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.3
  Report on political conventions (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.2
  League president R J Hinerfeld gives inside story on debates (photo), May 14, 1981, p.5
  Road closing?, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
  Board votes against closing Huntington, Jul 19, 1984, p.1

STRAUSS, BARBARA (AU)
  She opposes closing road (ltr), Apr 19, 1984, p.6

STRAUSS, DIANA
  SCS pool opens Saturday for 16th summer of swimming, May 24, 1984, p.3
  The Albany experience (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.4

STRAUSS, LAURA
  Focus on state issues at School Board meeting, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
  PTA groups issue report on teen drinking, drug use, May 8, 1980, p.1
  PTA: Raise drinking age, Jun 12, 1980, p.3
  TV council hopes to tap potential of local access (photo; list), Aug 25, 1983, p.6

STRAUSS, LAURA (AU)
  Warning to the community (ltr), Oct 1, 1981, p.6
  Give Audrey Hochberg credit (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6

STRAUSS, LORRIE
  Committee to review nominating system, Oct 25, 1984, p.11

STRAUSS, LOU
  New artist at 75: L Strauss (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.5

STRAUSS, PETER
  Mayor organizes support for Non Partisan System (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.1
  System supporters (list), Dec 4, 1980, p.1
  Board denies request for creche display, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
  Report backs Non-Partisan Systems, but proposes changes (list), Nov 12, 1981, p.1
  Town Club debates over reports, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
  Town Club hears reports on village, schools, county, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
  AJC gives award to Peter Strauss, Dec 16, 1982, p.10
  Town Club backs Unit Meetings, Feb 10, 1983, p.2
  Estimated costs threaten chances for indoor pool (list), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
  Strauss elected to Tobacco Hall of Fame, Apr 26, 1984, p.4

STRAUSS, PETER (AU)
  Committee states purpose (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
  Avoid partisanship (ltr), Jan 18, 1981, p.4

STRAUSS, SALLY
  Bypassing SCS, Jun 19, 1980, p.1
  Strauss a winner in Israel (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.4
  Women's winner: Strauss (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.1

STRAUSS, SUSAN
  Art show by former resident S Strauss (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.12

STRAUDERMAN, NANCY
  Shipbuilding and whaling the topics at Fox Meadow (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.16

STREET LIGHTING
  Brighter and cheaper (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.3
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STREET LIGHTING continued
A brighter look, Feb 19, 1981, p.1

STREETS-GBH
Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part I) (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.11
Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part II) (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.11
Where did the 'Park' go? (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part III) (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11
State to consult with town on Central Ave, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
GCC to help with Central Ave plans, Jan 8, 1981, p.11
GCC urges safety plans for Central Avenue; names slate (list), Mar 5, 1981, p.21
Look eastward (edit), Mar 19, 1981, p.4
Council requests safety features for state plan, Apr 9, 1981, p.21
DOT announces plans for Central Avenue widening, May 7, 1981, p.25
GBH goes on record against SCS development; Residents fear additional congestion on Ardsley Rd, Jun 4, 1981, p.17
Meeting on Central Ave (ltr), Jul 16, 1981, p.6
DOT, local groups reach compromise on Central Ave (photo; list), Jul 23, 1981, p.11
Neighborhood watch program begun at GCC (list), Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Central Avenue to be topic at Zoning Institute meeting, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Traffic count on Ardsley: lots of cars, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
Future shape of Central Ave appears in plans, Feb 4, 1982, p.11
New signs on local streets, Feb 10, 1982, p.11
Central Ave zoning variance requested, Mar 25, 1982, p.19
Showdown at Town Hall; residents fight zoning change (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.21
Worse traffic feared (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
Zoning hearing on Central Avenue plan postponed again, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
Zoning board answer to Moundroukas due this month, Jul 1, 1982, p.10
'No Turn' signs up on Central Ave, Jul 15, 1982, p.9
Construction revving up along Central Ave (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.13
GCC resolves to act on Central Ave issues, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
GCC mounting fight against county plan, May 5, 1983, p.14
Central Avenue is an 'asphalt ocean'--R Dunlap (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.11
State work on pipelines will save town dollars, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
Signs aren't enough (edit), Nov 17, 1983, p.6
Slippery problem on Ardsley Road (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.9
Accident totals (for Ardsley Rd), Nov 17, 1983, p.9
Council pressing town for local improvements, Jan 12, 1984, p.11
Pipe installations delay construction on Central Avenue (photo), Mar 1, 1984, p.11
Sidewalks needed in EMT (ltr), Mar 22, 1984, p.6
Traffic woes (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.12
New non-skid paving to be tested on Underhill, Aug 16, 1984, p.9
Better now than later (edit), Oct 11, 1984, p.6
New surface may make Ardsley Road safer, Oct 11, 1984, p.9
District opposes rooftop parking, Oct 25, 1984, p.11
Pipe installations continue to delay work on Central Avenue improvement project (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.11
Central Ave project is 'done for now', Dec 29, 1984, p.11

STREETS-NEW ROCHELLE
Project on Weaver, Oct 15, 1984, p.1

STREETS-NEW YORK, NY
$4 billion boondoggle (ltr), Jul 21, 1993, p.6

STREETS-SCS
Dangerous intersection (ltr), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
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STREETS-SCS continued

Traffic tie-ups on Popham-Ardsley bridge (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Safety measures, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
White lines, Feb 21, 1980, p.1
Obstructions, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
More signs, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Money for roads, May 22, 1980, p.1
Action likely on Walworth traffic, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Watching Walworth, Aug 14, 1980, p.1
One-way remedy to Walworth traffic, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
The only way to go (edit), Aug 21, 1980, p.4
Walworth plan favored (ltr), Aug 26, 1980, p.4
Board to vote on one-way solution to Walworth Ave, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
New lights, Sep 18, 1980, p.1
Walworth Avenue: stop signs, light, yes; one-way, maybe, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Ducking the real problem (edit), Sep 25, 1980, p.4
Make it a long red (edit), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Village Board makes Walworth one-way (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Last word on Walworth? (edit), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Time-saving device (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Buses may enter, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Smooth start on Walworth (photo; add photo p 22), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Board asks state for work for taxes law, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Traffic flow, Dec 4, 1980, p.1
From an inconvenienced driver (ltr), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
Same name, new numbers for Carstensen Drive, Dec 11, 1980, p.3
Walworth one-way law protested, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Bronx River Pkwy (improvements), Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Bigger signs (on Walworth), Feb 19, 1981, p.1
Safety proposal, Apr 23, 1981, p.1
Still closed, Jul 6, 1981, p.1
Woodland closing likely, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Deadlock remains over Woodland, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
Be ready to respond (edit), Aug 6, 1981, p.6
Strong response called for (ltr), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
Trustees move to close Woodland Ave, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Right approach (edit), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
Guard or light (at Chesterfield and Brite), Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Our residents are calling for action (ltr), Aug 27, 1981, p.6
Despite closing of Woodland decision on Walworth delayed, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Road work ahead, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
Let's be good neighbors (ltr), Sep 17, 1981, p.6
Abstention clarified (ltr), Sep 17, 1981, p.6
Repairs to close part of Walworth, Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Walworth reprieve (edit), Sep 24, 1981, p.6
Residents rap traffic build-up, Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Planning Board decides against paving Spruce Lane, Oct 22, 1981, p.3
Walworth to reopen soon, Oct 29, 1981, p.1
Early completion seen for Crane Road entrance to BRP (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.1
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STREETS-SCS continued
Town Club tables proposal for amending Non-Partisan Resolution, Nov 5, 1981, p.3
Safety zone not safe (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
Traffic report says closing streets won't help Greenacres, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Parkway project, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Disaster lurks (edit), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
Trustees set to vote on making Walworth one-way (list; cont p 17), Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Try closing Walworth (edit), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
Walworth law voted down (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Moratorium (edit), Apr 15, 1982, p.6
Whodunnit, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Police status, May 6, 1982, p.1
Board's decision applauded (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
New approach, May 13, 1982, p.1
He liked _moratorium (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
Historically speaking: History of SCS in street names (list), Sep 23, 1982, p.6
Expensive hole, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Court invalidates Walworth one-way, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Town Club hears reports on village, schools, county, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Suit considered, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Signs (on Walworth and Greenacres) bagged, Nov 18, 1982, p.1
Resolutions, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Visual obstruction no longer visible (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Appeal in doubt, Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Hazardous intersection (ltr), Mar 3, 1983, p.6
Safer crossing, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Case for one-way, May 26, 1983, p.1
Fuss on Fox Meadow, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Praise for VIP (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
Remedy on Post Road (ltr), Jun 30, 1983, p.6
Clean up act (ltr), Jun 30, 1983, p.6
Village wants buses off Fox Meadow Rd, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Village asks for help with Walworth traffic, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Historically speaking: In Colonial Days, only four roads in SCS (map), Aug 18, 1983, p.6
Let's not wait 'til '84 (edit), Sep 8, 1983, p.6
VIP bus chairman responds (ltr), Sep 8, 1983, p.6
Historically speaking: More SCS street names, Sep 15, 1983, p.6
Buses don't belong there (ltr), Sep 15, 1983, p.6
One-way case, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Safety--later, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
Village wins round on Walworth--maybe, Dec 1, 1983, p.1
No enforcement (of Walworth one-way), Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Signs (on Walworth) unbagged, Mar 1, 1984, p.1
Enforcement (of one-way on Walworth) to start, Mar 8, 1984, p.1
7.8% school tax hike seen; kindergarten plan released, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Board hands out bouquets, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Two-ton limit on SCS bridges, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Disturbing news: restoration of one-way on Walworth (ltr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6
Road closing?, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
She opposes closing road (ltr), Apr 19, 1984, p.6
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STREETS-SCS  continued
They suggest traffic lights (ltr), Apr 19, 1984, p.6
Route 22 due for repairs, May 31, 1984, p.1
Light up ahead (at Post, Sherbrooke Rds), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Board votes against closing Huntington, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Clockwise is the right way (photo), Jul 26, 1984, p.3
Democracy or dictatorship? (ltr), Jul 26, 1984, p.6
Street closing opposed (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
New law for trucks, Sep 20, 1984, p.1
Brite light?, Oct 4, 1984, p.1
Greenacres PTA indignant (ltr), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
Reply to Greenacres PTA (ltr), Oct 11, 1984, p.6
Project on Weaver, Oct 18, 1984, p.1
Village, riders agree on sale of Boulder Brook, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Worried on Weaver, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Sidewalk on Popaham, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Village asked to reconsider (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
Weaver St worries, Nov 8, 1984, p.1
Historically speaking: No streets in SCS (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.6
Greenacres parents press village for safer conditions (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Try closing Huntington (edit), Nov 15, 1984, p.6
Closing of Huntington asked (ltr), Dec 6, 1984, p.6

STRESS
Help for women under stress (edit), Jan 27, 1983, p.7
Women and marriage (edit), Sep 8, 1983, p.7
Stress—and how to handle it (edit), Sep 13, 1984, p.7

STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS
Transit strike (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
Leave cars at home (edit), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
Job action at IHM; strike looms (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1
One-day strike at IHM (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.1
Strike or no, Scarsdalians are on the move (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
No strike here, Dec 3, 1981, p.1
Strike plans, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
Commuters surviving without their trains, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Monday morning series mount for commuters (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.1
No early opening, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Buses gain popularity during long rail strike, Mar 31, 1983, p.1
Rail strike taking toll on merchants (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Silent supporters? (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p.6
County adds buses for strike-bound, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Riders strike back, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Mixed emotions about strike (ltr), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
Back at last (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Strike called off, politics goes on (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.1

STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS-PERSONAL NARRATIVES

STROBL, ELSBETH
E S Strobl dies, Jun 9, 1983, p.14

STROEHMEIER, MRS DANIEL
SCS DAR honors members (list), Dec 25, 1980, p.6
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STROHBECK, ANN
Top Scouting prize awarded to S Strohbeck (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.11

STROHBECK, STEPHANIE
Top Scouting prize awarded to S Strohbeck (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.11

STROKE, MARIJA
Local pianist M Stroke in NYC recital (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.11

STROKE, NORMA
Prize winner N Stroke (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.23
Ribbons for their oils (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.4

STROM, BARBARA
Parents divided over proposal for kindergarten, Mar 29, 1984, p.1

STROM, CAROLYN
Perfect combination (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.1

STROM, KATHERINE
K Strom dies, Aug 30, 1984, p.14

STROM, KAY
102 years young: H Boyce (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.4

STROM, MARIAN SCHILLER-
SEE SCHILLER-STROM, MARIAN

STROM, MILTON
Parents divided over proposal for kindergarten, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
School Board approves expanded kindergarten, Apr 12, 1984, p.1

STROM, MILTON (AU)
Kindergarten plan opposed (ltr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6

STROEG, HANNA
Realtor nases I Mollin, H Strong associates (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.8

STRONGIN, CLAIRE
Teacher C Strongin addresses state conference, Dec 6, 1984, p.10

STRUM, ELIAS
SCS residents R and A Rapaport, E and R Strua honored (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.16

STRUM, ROSE
SCS residents R and A Rapaport, E and R Strua honored (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.16

STRUTHERS, SALLY
Banker V Coape meets a Bunker (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.12

STUVEEN, ROBERT
Harris defense seeks to prove struggle, Jan 22, 1981, p.1

STUBBS, GEORGE
Sharing a table (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2

STUBBS, GEORGE JR
Sharing a table (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2

STUBBS, LU
Ex-resident L Stubbs' sculpture on display in White Plains (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.10
Opening exhibit at gallery here (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.3

STUBBS, MARGUERITE
Sharing a table (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2

STUBBS, MARION
Sharing a table (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2

STUBBS, MARGUERITE
Sharing a table (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2

STUBBS, MARION
Sharing a table (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2

STUBBS, MARGUERITE
Sharing a table (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2

STUBBS, MARION
Sharing a table (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2

STUBBS, MARGUERITE
Sharing a table (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2

STUBBS, MARION
Sharing a table (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2
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SUBSTANCE ABUSE
   SEE ALCOHOL ABUSE, DRUG ABUSE

SUBURBAN LIFE
   Tool for survival in the suburbs (edit), Jun 2, 1983, p.7

SUDAKA, GASTON
   Art exhibit by G Sudaka to open at Girl Scout House (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.5

SUDOL, RICHARD
   Change of uniform (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.5
   Firefighter R Sudol earns diploma, Jun 3, 1982, p.9
   Near catastrophe at Heathcote 5 Corners (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
   Firemen combine duty with celebration (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.1

SUGANO, YUKIO
   Japanese visitors in EMT schools for Superintendant's Day (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.9

SUGARMAN, STEVEN
   Two critically hurt in wreck (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.1

SUICIDE
   Memorial service set for SHS senior S Saltz (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1
   Suicide: Friend asks what have we done?, Jun 19, 1980, p.12
   Tragedy, hope (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
   Death of senior S Zolotrofe shocks high school, Jun 18, 1981, p.1
   Self-help group foras, Oct 27, 1983, p.15
   On teenage suicide (edit), Mar 22, 1984, p.7
   Teenager C V Castalso's death makes third here, May 31, 1984, p.11
   Suicide J Sicilliano found parked at GNC, Jun 28, 1984, p.11
   Policeman T Garille hailed as a lifesaver, Dec 13, 1984, p.1
   SCS man O S Davis dies in leap from window, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

SUKKOT
   Decorating the Sukkah (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.17

SULLIVAN (REV MSGR)
   Policeman T Garille hailed as a lifesaver, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

SULLIVAN, MRS WILLIAM JR
   Cutting the cake (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.11
   SCS DAR honors members (list), Dec 25, 1980, p.6
   Local woman Mrs W H Sullivan honored by DAR, Nov 15, 1984, p.8

SULLIVAN, ANNA
   Bird lady A Sullivan nabbed, Jan 17, 1980, p.1
   Case settled, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
   Callous treatment (for A Sullivan) (edit), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
   Birds can't go south (ltr), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
   Manager's response (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
   He backs Village Hall (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4

SULLIVAN, DONNET

SULLIVAN, DANIEL
   Rotary honors gridders (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.26

SULLIVAN, DANIEL JR
   University of Delaware or bust! (photo; list), Sep 8, 1983, p.3

SULLIVAN, DONALD
   Iona honors two residents, D J Sullivan, J R Vergara, Nov 27, 1980, p.19
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SULLIVAN, FLORENCE
  Next Thursday is primary day, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
  Lehman edges Curran in primary here, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
  Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday’s election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
  Cuomo, Moynihan, Ottinger lead Democratic sweep here, Nov 4, 1982, p.1

SULLIVAN, GEORGE (AU)
  Growing up in computers (edit), Oct 11, 1984, p.7

SULLIVAN, JOHN
  Meals-on-Wheels is lifeline to clients (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.20
  A bookful of dollars (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.15
  School board sets ambitious program, Nov 11, 1982, p.12
  Plan for peace in Ireland, one child by one (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.6
  Builders, BAR argue over new house plans, Feb 17, 1983, p.3
  Two multi-home developments proposed (illus), Nov 29, 1984, p.1

SULLIVAN, MARGARET
  Senior adults team up for quite a spell (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.6

SULLIVAN, MARILYN
  Plan for peace in Ireland, one child by one (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.6

SULLIVAN, MARK
  Screening for hypertension (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.5
  Sullivan going to Junior Olympics (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.18
  Sullivan places second at Junior Olympics, Aug 12, 1982, p.14

SULLIVAN, NEIL (AU)
  Ground for compromise (ltr), Dec 23, 1982, p.6

SULLIVAN, PAUL
  Bad break for Raiders (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.1

SULLIVAN, PETER
  Rail commuter organization demands legislators’ help, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
  Feiner to run for Assembly, May 13, 1982, p.1
  Republican congressional candidates debate their positions on Middle East, Mar 22, 1984, p.3

SULLIVAN, REGAN
  Getting a new look at the carnival (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.5

SULLIVAN, RITA
  Special recognition (for A Schaeffer) (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.20

SULLIVAN, ROM
  Rehearsing on set of 'The Great Space Coaster': T Sullivan, T Griffin, R Gerloff (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.5

SULLIVAN, ROSEMARY
  Creative playtime (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.7
  Voters to elect 12 new members to School Nominating Committee (photo; list), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
  Family at One Foshall now five years old (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.1

SULLIVAN, THOMAS

SULLIVAN, TIMOTHY

SULLO, KENNETH
  Burglary suspects nabbed, Nov 10, 1983, p.1

SUMMER BASEBALL LEAGUE-SCS
  SEE BASEBALL
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SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNS-SCS
   Interns tackle Village Hall projects (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.2

SUMMER READING GAME
   SEE LIBRARY-SCS

SUMMER SCHOOL
   SEE SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE, SCS ADULT SCHOOL-SUMMER SCHOOL

SUMNER, MARCEL
   EMT man M Sumner keeps play on its award-winning track (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.13

SUN, SUSAN
   Chinese cultural exhibition at the Quaker Ridge School (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.15

SUNA, ROBERT
   Resident bagel barons boast best in dough (photo), May 10, 1984, p.6

SUNDARAM, JUDY
   SHS alumni gather at Reunion West (list), Jan 24, 1980, p.6

SUNNYSIDE
   Historic houses mark holidays at County restoration sites (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.20

SUNSHINE LAW
   Finn takes onus on 'Sunshine' evasion (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.11
   Correction: executive session in June, not July, Jan 26, 1984, p.11

SUPERMARKETS
   SEE RETAIL STORES

SUPPLY FIELD
   Report on seniors urges wider housing options, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
   Village OK's plan to rebuild fields, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
   $1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; addl photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
   Rough going, Jul 26, 1984, p.1
   Neighbors protest removal of 65 trees (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.1
   Replace the trees (edit), Aug 2, 1984, p.6
   Landscaping plan called for (ltr), Aug 2, 1984, p.6
   His confidence is destroyed (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
   Time to control government (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
   Village praises landscaping plan for Supply Field, Aug 16, 1984, p.1
   Effective protest (edit), Aug 16, 1984, p.6
   Dissayed by devastation (ltr), Aug 16, 1984, p.6
   Supply Field plans scored, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
   Suggestion from Friends (ltr), Aug 30, 1984, p.6
   Supply Field plans, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
   More pool time, Nov 3, 1984, p.1
   Too close for comfort (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.1
   Board seeks input on dish antennae but receives none, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

SUPREME COURT
   SEE US SUPREME COURT

SURASKY, BETTY
   It's a bridge between people (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.4

SURGEONS
   Doctors D H Finley and R S Reiffel elected to College of Surgeons, Apr 5, 1984, p.13

SURKIS, MICHAEL
   Camera enthusiasts flock to Hartsdale Camera Shop (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.2

SURVEYS
   SEE PUBLIC OPINION POLLS
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SUSSMAN, BRADFORD
Ribbons for all (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Learning an old language (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.14

SUSSMAN, CLIFFORD
Ribbons for all (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.1

SUSSMAN, HAROLD (DR)
Case for voluntary lunch program (ltr), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
Local man Dr H I Sussan to teach at Columbia, Jan 21, 1982, p.2

SUSSMAN, HAROLD (DR-AU)
Enthusiastic den chief: What Cub Scouts Meant to Me (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6
An appeal to parents (ltr), Dec 27, 1984, p.6

SUSSMAN, JACQUELINE (AU)
Beware: Bureaucrats at work (ltr), Jan 27, 1983, p.6

SUSSMAN, SAMARA
Ribbons for all (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.1

SUSSMAN, TAMATHA
Ribbons for all (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Magical moment (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.1

SUTTON, (MRS WILLIAM)
Seniors move to Village Hall (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.3

SUTTON, CAROLYN
French in the family (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.4

SUTTON, ETHEL
French in the family (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.4

SUTTON, JACQUELINE
Garlands provide impetus for agency to aid crime victims (photo p 16; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.1
Victims Agency names J Y Sutton director (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.5
Plight of crime victims topic at new agency's public forum, Dec 10, 1981, p.4
County budget reform asked; LWV raps time limit on speech, Dec 15, 1983, p.2

SUTTON, WILLENA
New minister Rev R S MacLennan at Hitchcock Church (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.8

SUTTON, WILLIAM
Seniors move to Village Hall (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.3
W Sutton dies, Jan 20, 1983, p.18

SVAC
SEE SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS

SVELSON, DEDE
Second graders at Heathcote perform 'Saw the Wizard Man' (photo; list), May 1, 1980, p.23

SVOBODA, DONALD
Here's how your ancestors did it (photo), May 26, 1983, p.3

SVOBODA, GINNY
New officers (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.10
Junior League extends its community projects (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.24
Tricentennial celebration (photo), May 19, 1983, p.1

SWAN, HELEN
Historically speaking: SCS Library (illus), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
SEE ALSO BEATTY, HELEN

SWAN
Swans' way (photo), May 21, 1981, p.5

SWANSON, ROBERT
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
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SWANSON, SUSAN (AU)
Renovate County Center (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6

SWAYNE, DES
Scouts K McLoughlin, D and V Petruccelli, S Swayne win savings bonds, Dec 22, 1983, p.10

SWAYNE, STEPHEN
Scout award winners (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.13
Scouts to get savings bonds, Dec 16, 1982, p.11
Boy Scouts honored on Memorial Day (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.6
Scouts K McLoughlin, D and V Petruccelli, S Swayne win savings bonds, Dec 22, 1983, p.10

SWEENEY, EDGAR
Children's Village names N Dale, E M Sweeney directors, Nov 19, 1981, p.4

SWEENEY, JOHN
SCS man J Sweeney sails the Atlantic (photo; addl photo p 4), Sep 18, 1980, p.1
Citizens urged to take part in school nominating system (list), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
First petitions received (photo; list), Dec 11, 1980, p.2
Committee opposes interviews of potential School Board candidates, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Split vote on five amendments to Non-Partisan Resolution, May 21, 1981, p.6
Visiting students review year (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.3
Resident J Sweeney sentenced, Jan 27, 1983, p.3

SWEENEY, JOHN (AU)
Contested election (ltr), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Way to show support (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4

SWEENEY, PETER
Following The Way on the Post Road, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Way member S Shepherd says he's leaving village, Apr 15, 1982, p.3

SWEENEY, RITA
SCS man J Sweeney sails the Atlantic (photo; addl photo p 4), Sep 18, 1980, p.1
Treasures brought for appraisal at SCS Historical Society Heirloom Discovery Day (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.6
Visiting students review year (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.3
Following The Way on the Post Road, Jan 7, 1982, p.1

SWEENEY, PHILIP
ABC proactes local resident P J Sweeney, Nov 19, 1981, p.5

SWEENEY, VIRGINIA
Hospital names local resident V K Sweeney, Jan 21, 1982, p.8

SWEET, DAVID
G. O. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

SWIEL, SHIRLEY
PTA honors Seely teacher D Yannantuono (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.11

SWIERAT, RICHARD
Assn for Retarded names R Swierat executive director, Jul 28, 1983, p.4

SWIFT, ANNY
Harris defense seeks to prove struggle, Jan 22, 1981, p.1

SWIFT, OLIVER
HUD rejects Ethical site for group home, May 19, 1983, p.1

SWIFT, OLIVER (AU)

SWIM FOR FITNESS
SEE SWIMMING

SWIMMING
Swim team, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
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SWIMMING continued
No official (swim) team, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Water way to wake up! (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.11
Swim-for-Breath kids help fight cystic fibrosis (photo; list), Jul 28, 1983, p.2
While their neighbors sleep, swimmers do laps at pool (photo; addl photo p 6), Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Thirteen-year-old SCS girls H Wood and D Aain rescue woman from drowning (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.3
Team hopes for more support (ltr), Sep 27, 1984, p.6
Letter of correction (ltr), Sep 27, 1984, p.6
Medal winners (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.1
Board of Education approves ski team, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

SWIMMING POOLS
PRC superintendent K Batchelor says indoor pool is possibility, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Chlorine leak at (Saxon Woods) pool, Aug 28, 1980, p.1
Board of Appeals adopts swimming pool guidelines, Oct 23, 1980, p.5
Swimming pool permit upheld, Feb 26, 1981, p.2
Residents polled on indoor pool, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
78 percent favor pool; more responses sought, Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Indoor pool—white elephant? (ltr), Oct 8, 1981, p.6
Indoor pool, Nov 5, 1981, p.1
Indoor pool gets backing of Town, and Village Clubs, May 27, 1982, p.1
Green light on pool (edit), May 27, 1982, p.6
Need for pool and center (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
Court owners win grievance, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Loophole has been created (ltr), Jul 22, 1982, p.6
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Pool study, Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Taxes to increase on pools, courts, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Estimated costs threaten chances for indoor pool (list), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Give pool every chance (edit), Jun 2, 1983, p.6
Boards veto indoor pool, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Disappointing decision (edit), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
Keeping a lid on pool maintenance costs (illus) (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.16
SEE ALSO SCS POOL

SWITALA, GILLIAN (DR-AU)
Should be skull and crossbones (ltr), Apr 26, 1984, p.6

SWITZER, MAY
SCS Rotary's turn to learn CPR (photo), May 8, 1980, p.3

SWITZER, SAMANTHA
Heathcote Thanksgiving (photo; list), Dec 4, 1980, p.28

SWITZERLAND
Democraphicizing Switzerland (illus; edit), Dec 17, 1981, p.7

SYLVANIE, JOHN
Computer buses being detoured, Jul 22, 1982, p.1

SYNAGOGUES
SEE CHURCHES AND SYNAGOGUES

SYNAL, JOHN
School lunch ideas proposed, Jan 15, 1981, p.1

SYRACUSE, STEPHANIE
1979 the year of computers in SCS schools (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.19
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SYWETZ, WILLIAM
   School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
   School Budget presented, Apr 16, 1981, p.1

SZABAD, GEORGE
   Szabad accepts SCS Bowl Award (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.1
   Seventy-fifth anniversary of Town Club (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.31
   No deal for couples (on Town Club dues), May 29, 1980, p.1
   Szabad to chair Procedure Committee (photo; list), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
   Nominating process has begun for Citizens Committee (list), Aug 28, 1980, p.1
   Three steps you can take to participate in SCS Non Partisan System (advertisement), Aug 28, 1980, p.5
   You have no choice? Are you kidding? (advertisement), Sep 18, 1980, p.5
   Campaign costs, Oct 2, 1980, p.1
   Town Club called 'unethical’ (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
   Town Club approves amendment procedure, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
   No choice? Here it is (advertisement), Nov 6, 1980, p.5
   SOSA seeks higher profile (list), Dec 25, 1980, p.1
   SOSA promoting village to minority families (list), Jun 18, 1981, p.1
   Szabad chairman for SCS Bowl, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
   Committee set to select SCS Bowl winner (photo; list), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
   SCS Bowl recipient J Thies with G Szabad (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.1
   Non-partisan slate to turn down debate (list), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
   Grayson to meet press; Non-Partisans on cable, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
   Campaign charges, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
   Hope abounds as village election nears, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
   Railroad riders' rights (ltr), Mar 10, 1983, p.6
   Machines malfunction, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
   On American Jewish Committee (ltr), Oct 11, 1984, p.6

SZABAD, GEORGE (AU)
   Disqualification explained (ltr), Mar 3, 1983, p.6
   Root campaign criticized (ltr), Oct 13, 1983, p.6

SZABAD, PETER
   Szabad accepts SCS Bowl Award (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.1

SZABAD, SHIRLEY
   Examining Braille elevator markers: R Herbek, S Szabad (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
   Committee works to help the disabled (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.28
   Galloway named acting attorney, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
   Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

TABERNERO, PABLO WEINSCHENK-
   See WEINSCHENK-TABERNERO, PABLO

TABLE TENNIS
   Members of China’s world champion table tennis team play SHS players D Nadelmann, S Danziger (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.20

TADDIKEN, NANCY
   Two assistant principals, N Taddiken, Dr E Larson, selected; new administrative team at EHS, Aug 27, 1981, p.13
   New school year, 'new era' begin in schools Thursday, Sep 3, 1981, p.13
   Parents J Hogan, E Howard greet incoming EHS administrators J Larkin, N Taddiken, Dr E Larson (photo, Sep 10, 1981, p.15
   Farewells at board meeting; school changes explained, Jun 10, 1982, p.11
   Board appoints Finn, Fornges; Children’s Center is approved, Aug 5, 1982, p.11
   Kennedy named to high school staff, Sep 2, 1982, p.11
   School board sets ambitious program, Nov 11, 1982, p.12
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TADDIKEN, NANCY continued
Proposals to board aim at high school, May 19, 1983, p.10
Pay raises for staff approved, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
High School scheduling is focus at quiet School Board meeting, Oct 13, 1983, p.11
ECCE: Board 'obligated' to provide full-day kindergarten, Mar 8, 1984, p.11
New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11
Board: 44 is limit for first grade at Seely; no vote taken, Jul 19, 1984, p.9

TAFFET, SANFORD (DR)
Medical society elects local man Dr S L Taffet, Nov 22, 1984, p.8

TAFT, NATHANIEL (DR)
Brussel, first woman president, elected at Jewish Community Center (photo; list), May 28, 1981, p.18

TAG SALES
Trade you a basketball for a football? (photo; list), Sep 6, 1984, p.12
Young entrepreneurs at work (photo), Oct 11, 1984, p.3

TAGGART, BILL
Successchester, Westchester (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.9

TALAFERRI, EDWARD (AUJ
ESQ-IST 2 (edit), Apr 1, 1982, p.7

TALBOT, ELIZABETH
Neighbors oppose hose site, Sep 11, 1980, p.1

TALEY, MICHAEL
Who's in charge of Rte 287? (ltr), Aug 2, 1984, p.6
Route 22 called dangerous (ltr), Sep 13, 1984, p.6

TALBOT, ELIZABETH
Neighbors oppose hose site, Sep 11, 1980, p.1

TALEFOS, DEAN
Welcome normality draws Ranger families to village (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.4

TALEFOS, KAY
Welcome normality draws Ranger families to village (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.4

TALEFOS, MANDY
Welcome normality draws Ranger families to village (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.4

TALEFOS, MANDY
Welcome normality draws Ranger families to village (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.4

TALLEVI, LEONARD
Election Center (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.5
Charge! It's Blue and Gray Day (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.16
Board discusses textbook selecting, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
PT Council explores ways to get most out of TV, Apr 28, 1983, p.5
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TALLEVI, LEONARD  continued
There's always a happy ending at Wapetuck (photo; add photo p 8), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

TALLEVI, MARIE
School Board hears report on writing, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Enrollment decline worries schools, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Budget picture called 'grim', Mar 17, 1983, p.1

TALLEVI, MARY
Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1

TALLEY, ELIZABETH
Hot Shot at the Scout carnival (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.4

TAMILIO, ROBERT
Harris' statements ruled admissible, Nov 6, 1980, p.1

TAN, KATHLEEN
Students help Heart Assn, Dec 27, 1984, p.9

TANCER, MICHAEL
Late, crowded and hot trains are way of life for Harlem Line riders (photo), May 22, 1980, p.1

TANEFUSA, NACKO
Choice has gone from experiment to success (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.4

TANG, CHI-LAH
Sushi comes to SCS (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.2

TANNER, NANCY
Altieri is board president (list), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
New school year, 'new era' begin in schools Thursday, Sep 3, 1981, p.13
Board hears proposals for capital projects, Dec 3, 1981, p.23
New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11

TANNER, NICKI (AU)
Adult School chairsman N Tanner promises most exciting curriculum yet (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.21
SCS Adult School elects new officers (photo; list), Feb 5, 1981, p.3
Gift of cities is ancient (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.7
Dr R L Burkey to head summer school here (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.3
Jewish Committee to honor H and N Tanner (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.2
Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1

TANNER, NICKI (AU)
Adult School chairman N Tanner promises most exciting curriculum yet (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.21
SCS Adult School continues to thrive (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 29, 1982, p.22
Adult School offering 'insurmountable opportunities' (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.17

TANNER, HAROLD
Jewish Committee to honor H and N Tanner (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.2

TANNER, ESTELLE
N Tanner new trustee of Wellesley, Jul 7, 1983, p.3
Correction: E Tanner elected to six-year term at Wellesley, Jul 14, 1983, p.2

TANNER, JOHN
Gift of cities is ancient (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.7
Dr R L Burkey to head summer school here (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.3
Jewish Committee to honor N and N Tanner (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.2
Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1

TANNER, NICKI
Finishing up 1980 (Adult School) brochure (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.3
SCS Adult School elects new officers (photo; list), Feb 5, 1981, p.3
Gift of cities is ancient (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.7
Dr R L Burkey to head summer school here (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.3
Jewish Committee to honor N and N Tanner (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.2
Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1

TANNER, NICKI (AU)
Adult School chairman N Tanner promises most exciting curriculum yet (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.21
SCS Adult School continues to thrive (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 29, 1982, p.22
Adult School offering 'insurmountable opportunities' (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.17

TANNER, JOHN
Gift of cities is ancient (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.7
Dr R L Burkey to head summer school here (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.3
Jewish Committee to honor N and N Tanner (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.2
Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1

TANNER, NICKI (AU)
Adult School chairman N Tanner promises most exciting curriculum yet (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.21
SCS Adult School continues to thrive (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 29, 1982, p.22
Adult School offering 'insurmountable opportunities' (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.17

TANNER, JOHN
Gift of cities is ancient (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.7
Dr R L Burkey to head summer school here (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.3
Jewish Committee to honor N and N Tanner (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.2
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TANNER, NICKI (AU)
Adult School chairman N Tanner promises most exciting curriculum yet (Back To School Supp), Aug 27, 1981, p.21
SCS Adult School continues to thrive (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 29, 1982, p.22
Adult School offering 'insurmountable opportunities' (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.17

TANNER, JOHN
Gift of cities is ancient (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.7
Dr R L Burkey to head summer school here (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.3
Jewish Committee to honor N and N Tanner (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.2
Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1

TANNER, NICKI
Finishing up 1980 (Adult School) brochure (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.3
SCS Adult School elects new officers (photo; list), Feb 5, 1981, p.3
Gift of cities is ancient (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.7
Dr R L Burkey to head summer school here (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.3
Jewish Committee to honor N and N Tanner (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.2
Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1

TANNER, JOHN
Gift of cities is ancient (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.7
Dr R L Burkey to head summer school here (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.3
Jewish Committee to honor N and N Tanner (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.2
Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1

TANNER, NICKI
Finishing up 1980 (Adult School) brochure (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.3
SCS Adult School elects new officers (photo; list), Feb 5, 1981, p.3
Gift of cities is ancient (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.7
Dr R L Burkey to head summer school here (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.3
Jewish Committee to honor N and N Tanner (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.2
Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1

TANNER, JOHN
Gift of cities is ancient (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.7
Dr R L Burkey to head summer school here (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.3
Jewish Committee to honor N and N Tanner (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.2
Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1

TANNER, NICKI
Finishing up 1980 (Adult School) brochure (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.3
SCS Adult School elects new officers (photo; list), Feb 5, 1981, p.3
Gift of cities is ancient (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.7
Dr R L Burkey to head summer school here (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.3
Jewish Committee to honor N and N Tanner (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.2
Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1

TANNER, JOHN
Gift of cities is ancient (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.7
Dr R L Burkey to head summer school here (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.3
Jewish Committee to honor N and N Tanner (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.2
Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1

TANNER, NICKI
Finishing up 1980 (Adult School) brochure (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.3
SCS Adult School elects new officers (photo; list), Feb 5, 1981, p.3
Gift of cities is ancient (edit), Sep 3, 1981, p.7
Dr R L Burkey to head summer school here (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.3
Jewish Committee to honor N and N Tanner (photo), Mar 25, 1982, p.2
Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1

TABNEY, JEAN
Tuesday night is party time here for blind (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.6

TANSEY, JUNE
SEE AHLERT, JUNE

TAPPER, MICHAEL (AU)
Pavlovian response (ltr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
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TARANTULAS
   Your ordinary tarantula (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.10
TARBOX, MARIAN
   M A Tarbox dies, May 27, 1982, p.16
TARIFF
   Oil import tax favored (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6
   It's a tax on consumers (ltr), Jul 29, 1982, p.6
TARNOWER, HERMAN (DR)
   Dr H Tarnower slain; wrote SCS diet (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1
   Despite his fame (Tarnower) lived privately, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
   Indictment sought in Tarnower killing, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
   How many deaths? (edit), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
   Jean Harris indicted for murder, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
   Jean Harris pleads not guilty to murder, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
   No insanity plea in Jean Harris defense, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
   Tarnower murder trial on, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
   Jean Harris trial: hearings continue, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
   Harris' statements ruled admissible, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
   Eight picked for Harris jury, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
   Prosecutor seeks to prove Harris intended to kill, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
   Victim's housekeeper, S Van Der Vreken, on stand, Dec 4, 1980, p.1
   Dramatic moment at trial, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
   Questions posed in Harris trial (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1
   Defense takes over in Harris trial, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
   Harris jurors see letters written by defendant, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
   Defense presents will in evidence at Harris trial, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
   Harris defense seeks to prove struggle, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
   Defense calls Harris to stand (illus), Jan 29, 1981, p.1
   Bolen charges intent to kill (illus p 10), Feb 5, 1981, p.1
   Lawyers clash over medical evidence, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
   Jury still out in Jean Harris murder trial (photo; addl photo p 16), Feb 19, 1981, p.1
   Tarnower's accomplishments (ltr), Feb 19, 1981, p.4
   Jean Harris found guilty of murder (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.1
   Jean Harris gets 15 years (photo p 8), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
   Tarnower Fund started, Jul 30, 1981, p.1
   DA replying to Harris appeal next week (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
   Street Scene 1, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
   No retrial for Mrs Harris, Sep 1, 1983, p.1
   L Tryforos remarries, May 17, 1984, p.1
TARSHIS, AMY
   Clean-up day at SHS (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.2
TARSHIS, JULIUS (DR)
   SCS Orchestra? (list), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
TARTAGLIA, FRANK
   Revised noise law passed, May 26, 1983, p.1
TARTER, THOMAS SR
   T Tarter Sr dies, Jan 29, 1981, p.14
TASK FORCE ON DRUGS, ALCOHOL
   New community task force to tackle problem of drug and alcohol abuse (list), Mar 22, 1984, p.1
   New group to fight drug, alcohol abuse (list), Apr 26, 1984, p.3
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TASK FORCE ON DRUGS, ALCOHOL continued

Task Force on Drugs lists plans (list), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
A common goal (edit), Jul 5, 1984, p.6
M Kornfeld's poster gets the message across (photo), Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Youngsters win awards for posters (list), Aug 23, 1984, p.2
Task force takes on drug abuse (photo; list), Sep 6, 1984, p.1
Realism required (edit), Sep 6, 1984, p.6
Concerns about drug program (ltr), Oct 11, 1984, p.6
Drug and alcohol awareness goal of program Sunday at SHS (list), Oct 18, 1984, p.1
Important weekend (edit), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
Variety of views expressed at drug, alcohol forum, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
They made day a success (list), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
Students pushing fun without drugs (list), Nov 1, 1984, p.8
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Task Force on Drugs, Alcohol (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.29
Book on drug abuse distributed, Dec 6, 1984, p.3

TASK FORCE ON DRUGS, ALCOHOL (AU)
Reminder to parents (ltr), Jun 21, 1984, p.6
Not for teens only (ltr), Jul 12, 1984, p.6

TASK FORCE ON GRADING-SCS
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-GRADING SYSTEM

TATLIAN, ED
Dance Marathon: 24 hours for $2,000 Scholarship Fund aid (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.19

TATTI, ALEXANDER
Neighbors protest proposal for cluster housing on Post Road (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.1

TAUBER, YALE
Wanted: more of the same (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.15

TAUBERT, BETTY
Ground broken for second Scout house (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Seniors give to building fund (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.2
Drive for Girl Scout House) nears goal, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Scouts compete in outdoor skills (photo; list), Nov 13, 1980, p.2
Girl Scout House fund nearing $240,000 goal (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Eastern's gift to Scouts (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.3
New Scout House dedicated (photo; list), Mar 18, 1982, p.5

TAUBERT, BETTY (AU)
Support for Scout House (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
Bike-a-thon thank yous (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4

TAUBES, LAURA
Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
School Board elects Joel Lesnick president (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
Retiring teachers honored (photo; list), Jun 17, 1982, p.4

TAUBES, LESLIE
Three (T Farris, M Shapiro, L Taubes) join office of R R Ragette (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.20

TAUBES, TIMOTHY
SCS High alumnus T E Taubes named director of new museum, Apr 19, 1984, p.5

TAUBIN, GREG
Suai art (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.23

TAUBIN, PHYLLIS
Three local artists (P Taubin, A Gezerjian, J Ipedkjian) win in Eastchester art exhibition (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.13
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TAUBIN, PHYLLIS continued
   Resident P Taubin wins top prize in countywide competition (list), Aug 19, 1982, p.9

TAUSSIG, ERIC (AU)
   More on Foxhall Road case (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4

TAUSSIG, WALTER (AU)
   Intolerance of dissent seen (ltr), Jun 11, 1981, p.6

TAX ABATEMENT PLAN
   SEE APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-SCS

TAX CREDITS
   IRS energy credits, Mar 26, 1981, p.16

TAXATION-EMT
   $8.4 million school budget, 11.9% tax hike, Mar 26, 1981, p.21
   Appalled by (EMT) tax rate (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
   Ten million dollar budget with 7.7% tax raise gets School Board okay, Apr 7, 1983, p.11
   Board okays $10.9 million budget with 9.1% tax increase, Apr 5, 1984, p.10

TAXATION-GBH
   School budget proposes 6.3% tax hike for 1981, Feb 20, 1980, p.15
   Budget lines amplified at preliminary hearing, Feb 20, 1980, p.15
   GCC airs zone concerns with councilman Abinanti (list), Mar 6, 1980, p.11
   Property tax exemptions for senior adults and veterans, Mar 27, 1980, p.15
   Seniors can apply for tax exemption, Aug 21, 1980, p.9
   Fire Dept budget out; Oct 9, 1980, p.15
   Budget out; 8% tax hike, Nov 13, 1980, p.17
   Hearings held on GBH budget, Nov 20, 1980, p.15
   Hearing held on 1980 Town Budget, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
   Unification Church gets summons for back taxes, Aug 20, 1981, p.15
   Fire tax increase under $1; drill contest set, Oct 1, 1981, p.13
   Town budget is up, Dec 24, 1981, p.9
   Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
   Town raises tax exemption for elders, Aug 26, 1982, p.9
   Town budget calls for 13% tax hike, Nov 25, 1982, p.13
   Tax, salary increases draw fire at Town Hall, Dec 2, 1982, p.13
   Town adopts $19.3M budget, Dec 9, 1982, p.11
   Six owners owe third of town's delinquent tax, Dec 30, 1982, p.9
   Ten million dollar budget calls for 7.7% tax raise; aid assured, Mar 17, 1983, p.11
   Certiorari—-a big word for a difficult tax situation, Oct 6, 1983, p.11
   Town tax increase seen for EMT, Nov 3, 1983, p.10
   Town sets final hearing on budget, Dec 1, 1983, p.8
   Higher fire taxes loom, Dec 1, 1983, p.9
   Proposed $11 million school budget would raise taxes by 10.76 percent, Mar 22, 1984, p.11
   Taxes to rise under '85 budget, Nov 8, 1984, p.8
   Town Board passes $22 million budget, Dec 13, 1984, p.15
   SEE ALSO TAXATION-EMT

TAXATION-NEW YORK STATE
   Work for taxes bill introduced, Apr 9, 1981, p.4
   Only pennies? (ltr), Oct 1, 1981, p.6
   Lehman raps 'insane' state tax code, Sep 16, 1982, p.2
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TAXATION-NEW YORK STATE  continued
State irresponsibility (edit), Aug 30, 1934, p.6

TAXATION-SCS
Six-month report (on village finances), Jan 10, 1980, p.1
Report on seniors urges wider housing options, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Work for taxes, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Tax freeze for seniors proposed (ltr), Feb 7, 1980, p.4
Focus on state issues at School Board meeting, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Correction on (H T Maser) letter (ltr), Feb 14, 1980, p.4
Village manager L Tooley predicts 7.4% tax hike, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Proposed village budget calls for $56.89 tax rate, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
He wants Board to act (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Quiet reaction to budget, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
'Motherhood' issue?, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Feiner tax plan (edit), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
Feiner explains position on budget (ltr), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
Budget approved: $56.89 tax rate, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
He draws line at 8% (ltr; graph), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
Mayor G Jensen replies to letter by Feiner, Apr 24, 1980, p.5
Board decides against changes in OR schedule, May 22, 1980, p.1
Budget passes by 3-2 margin, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Higher assessment, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Senior tax break, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
School Board lifts ceiling, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
School Board anticipates tax hike of 7 to 8 percent, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Proposed village budget calls for 8.95% tax hike, Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Final meeting for Jensen, Browning (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Little criticism of Village Budget, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Home rule message, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Few criticize school budget, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
On local tax increases (ltr), Apr 30, 1981, p.6
More state aid to mean tax break, May 21, 1981, p.1
On causes of inflation (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6
Effect of tax cut questioned (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6
Assessments called unfair, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Assessment criticisms (edit), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
Reply on assessments (ltr), Dec 24, 1981, p.6
Assessments, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Blatant inequities (ltr), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
Tax rate up 25%, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
7.5% tax hike to be proposed, Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Board anticipates 7.6% school tax hike, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
End to tax rate hikes urged, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Town Club debates over reports, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Mayor J Stone's court to be assessed, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Former candidate agrees (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
Honorable decision (edit), May 6, 1982, p.6
Not a response to pressure (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Persistent avoidance</td>
<td>May 6, 1982</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grossan again</td>
<td>May 13, 1982</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many courts?</td>
<td>May 20, 1982</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board finds citizens have plenty to say</td>
<td>Jun 10, 1982</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grievance Day was busy</td>
<td>Jun 17, 1982</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correction to Jun 20 Grievance Day article</td>
<td>Jun 24, 1982</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Court owners win grievance</td>
<td>Jul 15, 1982</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discriminatory decision</td>
<td>Jul 29, 1982</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax-exempt</td>
<td>Sep 9, 1982</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior tax break</td>
<td>Nov 4, 1982</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town Club urges 4% limit on tax hike</td>
<td>Dec 16, 1982</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighting Ma Bell</td>
<td>Jan 27, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galloway named acting attorney</td>
<td>Feb 10, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxes to increase on pools, courts</td>
<td>Mar 3, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six percent village tax hike seen</td>
<td>Mar 3, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County tax increasing 12-13% here</td>
<td>Mar 10, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCS needs a Tea Party</td>
<td>Mar 17, 1983</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget calls for 5.5% tax hike</td>
<td>Mar 24, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote no on school budget</td>
<td>Mar 31, 1983</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrong figure cited</td>
<td>Apr 7, 1983</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low tax hike depends on contract talks</td>
<td>Apr 14, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playground program criticized</td>
<td>Apr 14, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village, landlords moving toward tax abatement plan</td>
<td>Apr 21, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget approved; more aid coming</td>
<td>Apr 29, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase</td>
<td>May 12, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better school budget format asked</td>
<td>May 26, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grievance Day</td>
<td>Jun 23, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village surplus termed 'unconscionable' surplus</td>
<td>Sep 8, 1983</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sightly slower</td>
<td>Oct 13, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trustees promise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development</td>
<td>Dec 15, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief for elderly tenants</td>
<td>Jan 5, 1984</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town Club backs nuclear freeze; asks Village Board to endorse it</td>
<td>Feb 9, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.8% hike seen in village tax rate</td>
<td>Mar 1, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.8% school tax hike seen; kindergarten plan released, Mar 15, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.7% village tax hike proposed</td>
<td>Mar 22, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outrageous tax increase</td>
<td>Apr 5, 1984</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More state aid cuts school tax increase</td>
<td>Apr 12, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paying slower</td>
<td>Aug 23, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break for vets</td>
<td>Aug 30, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans' exemption</td>
<td>Sep 27, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A better plan needed</td>
<td>Oct 4, 1984</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veteran asks equal treatment</td>
<td>Oct 11, 1984</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County budget means tax hike for SCS</td>
<td>Dec 27, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SEE ALSO WORK FOR TAXES PROGRAM-SCS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TAXATION-US**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IRS energy credits</td>
<td>Mar 26, 1981</td>
<td>p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax break (for Assn to Preserve Hutch)</td>
<td>Apr 1, 1982</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arguments against 'flat rate tax'</td>
<td>Jul 29, 1982</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TAXATION-US continued

For non-violent resistance (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO TUITION TAX CREDITS

TAXATION-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Tooley advises state to aid in reassessment, Jan 24, 1980, p.5
County tax down 2.8%, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Mayor G. Jensen replies to letter by Feiner, Apr 24, 1980, p.5
DeiBello backs bike path, school financing reform (photo), May 29, 1980, p.1
DeiBello proposes tax cut (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Focus on health at budget meeting, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
County Board adopts budget, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
County taxes reduced for third straight year (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.22
Club gets report from Albany, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Villages seek share of sales tax money, Feb 19, 1981, p.6
County tax, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Grossman asks repeal of energy tax, Aug 13, 1981, p.4
DeiBello asks 17% tax hike, Nov 19, 1981, p.1
Attacks on budget continue at hearing, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Against property tax (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
County Budget passed, Dec 31, 1981, p.1
Legislator A Hochberg urges "yes" votes (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.20
Tax rate up 25%, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
No new vote on waste district, Sep 9, 1982, p.1
$548 million county budget calls for 2.4% tax increase, Nov 18, 1982, p.1
County tax increasing 12-13% here, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
O'Rourke asks 9.4% tax hike; proposes OTB, hotel tax, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
O'Rourke defends budget proposals, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
County adopts $610M budget, Dec 29, 1983, p.1
County taxes soar, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
County eyeing three % sales tax; would reduce local property taxes, May 10, 1984, p.1
County Board votes for three percent sales tax, May 24, 1984, p.1
A share for the schools (edit), May 24, 1984, p.6
Tax hike doubtful, Jun 14, 1984, p.1
Against tax hike, Jun 29, 1984, p.1
County votes down tax break for vets, Oct 4, 1984, p.1
Proposed county budget holds tax rate, reduces bus service, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

TAXICABS

Taxi fare hike?, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Taxi rate hearing, Feb 21, 1980, p.1
Turn off motors, he says (ltr), Feb 21, 1980, p.4
No decision on taxi fares, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Bike path protest continues; Rec fees, taxi fares raised, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Board defeats bike law, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Fare hike asked, Mar 5, 1981, p.1
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Three (J Berreinhaus, H Kaplan, J Panessa) charged with drug sales, Aug 5, 1992, p.1
Village set to buy land next to pool, Oct 27, 1983, p.1

TAXIN, LOUIS

L H Taxin dies, Mar 11, 1982, p.16
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TAXPAYERS ASSN-SBH
  Town Board passes $22 million budget, Dec 13, 1980, p.15

TAYLOR LAW
  Law called instrumet of unions (ltr), Mar 20, 1980, p.4

TAYLOR, ANITA
  STA does more than bargain, PT Council panelists report, Jan 31, 1980, p.1

TAYLOR, BILLY
  Arts Council raises $115,000, Oct 9, 1980, p.6

TAYLOR, BOB
  Travel counselors L Taylor, B Taylor designated CTC's, Aug 11, 1983, p.4

TAYLOR, CAROL
  SCS Telephone ownership, Mar 27, 1980, p.5

TAYLOR, CATHERINE
  Meals on Wheels vital help to shut-ins (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.23

TAYLOR, CHRISTOPHER
  Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village, Oct 9, 1980, p.1
  SHB officer C J Taylor earns degree, Jul 16, 1981, p.10
  Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
  Sunnyside robs (SCS Natl) bank, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
  Hitting today's job market with winning punch! (photo), Jul 5, 1984, p.6
  While their neighbors sleep, swimmers do laps at pool (photo; addl photo p 6), Jul 26, 1984, p.1
  Merchants report mixed response to evening hours, Jul 26, 1984, p.1

TAYLOR, DANIEL
  College Board VP D B Taylor to give talk here (photo), Oct 6, 1983, p.1

TAYLOR, IRVIN (DR)
  SCS Orchestra? (list), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
  Fireworks fallout showers viewers (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
  Ophthalmologist Dr I S Taylor takes partner, Dr M A Horowitz, Jul 14, 1983, p.2

TAYLOR, KENNETH

TAYLOR, LENA
  Election Center (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.5

TAYLOR, LORRAINE
  Travel counselors L Taylor, B Taylor designated CTC's, Aug 11, 1983, p.4

TAYLOR, SUSAN
  SCS teachers L Witt, B Taylor, Dr J Sopis discuss benefits of long-term leaves, Dec 11, 1980, p.6
  Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1

TAYLOR, VALERIE
  V Taylor named ballet mistress at Y, Nov 29, 1984, p.4

TEA, PETER
  GCT awards Spelvins (to L Klein, B Korsen) (photo; list), Jun 26, 1980, p.19
  Board of Education revises phys ed substitution rule, Feb 12, 1981, p.17

TEACHER AIDES
  SEE TEACHERS

TEACHER CENTER
  Turn the schools into learning laboratories (edit), Apr 29, 1982, p.7

TEACHERS
  HS leaders agree: people as important as curriculum, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
  Scarsdalian H F Graff wins teaching prize (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.6
  Teacher Dr F Greenwald tenured, Apr 9, 1981, p.12
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TEACHERS continued

Professor G Morrison honored, Jun 4, 1981, p.10
Dr R N Alterman is head of special education, Sep 24, 1981, p.5
Officers (of NYS Music Teachers Assn) elected (list), Nov 19, 1981, p.10
Fordham cites residents J F Walsh, L L Garcia, Dec 3, 1981, p.27
L Grin joins Y music staff, Dec 10, 1981, p.10
Fete for the faculty (photo; list), Dec 17, 1981, p.24
Local aan Dr H I Sussman to teach at Columbia, Jan 21, 1982, p.2
Resident S Conrad to teach communications, Jan 28, 1982, p.2
Speech therapist Dr S Godana named professor, Feb 4, 1982, p.15
Professor Dr A Smith promoted, Feb 11, 1982, p.17
Dr G E Martin named chairman, Feb 18, 1982, p.12
Resident F F Rocco names to Pace faculty, Mar 4, 1982, p.15
Local teacher S Nissen edits directory (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.4
Turn the schools into learning laboratories (edit), Apr 29, 1982, p.7
SHS grad Fierstein named assistant principal, Sep 16, 1982, p.8
Teachers open children's math center, Nov 4, 1982, p.15
Nancy Williams joins music school faculty, Nov 25, 1982, p.19
Teachers support 'rights' for all (Part II) (edit), Dec 30, 1982, p.7
Teachers' avert pay: gone and good riddance (edit), Jan 13, 1983, p.7
Teacher I Sloan takes part in TV seminar, Mar 3, 1983, p.14
Hitchcock educator N Darter to retire (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.18
Teacher M Lavello wins study award, Apr 7, 1983, p.10
Professor H M Hochman named to "Who's Who", Apr 14, 1983, p.14
Lawmakers give year-end summaries at LWV event (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.10
Teachers will rise to educational challenge (edit), Aug 4, 1983, p.7
Teachers have to 'feel safe' (edit), Oct 20, 1983, p.7
Teacher M Keating joins dance staff, Oct 27, 1983, p.17
Role models' bad example (ltr), Mar 8, 1984, p.6
Elaine Mark scholarship fund started, Mar 8, 1984, p.15
Toughest part of the job (edit), Mar 22, 1984, p.6
To a teacher (C Ladensack) who lit up the world (edit), Mar 29, 1984, p.7
What limits for the classroom teacher? (edit), Mar 29, 1984, p.7
Awarded: R Fornges, S Wolman, Dr T K Edwards (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.10
Hold the line on salaries (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
Farewell to popular teacher L Kaye (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.17
More state aid cuts school tax increase, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Board replacing Seely principal R C Fornges, Apr 19, 1984, p.11
Parents asked to participate in selection of administrator, May 17, 1984, p.9
Final five (candidates for SHS principal) (list), May 31, 1984, p.1
Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1
Kennedy appointed principal at Seely (list), Jul 5, 1984, p.9
Teachers are not tall children (edit), Jul 26, 1984, p.7
Former SHS principal S A Gould dies in New Jersey, Aug 2, 1984, p.1
Counselor M S Rogers trains for new duties (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.9
Resident M J Clerkin joins Berkeley staff, Aug 23, 1984, p.8
SHS principal Dr B Dennis heads list of new faculty (photo; list) (Education '84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.21
Every September, a new adventure (edit), Sep 6, 1984, p.7
SCS High alumna D Pomeroy wins top teaching honor, Nov 1, 1984, p.2
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TEACHERS continued

Teacher A Bloom to lead trip abroad, Nov 1, 1984, p.15
Local man P Morrison joins faculty at Mercy, Nov 15, 1984, p.14
New principal at SHS is also head cheerleader (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.6
Teachers M Aberle, S Steinberg, R McGuiggan address state conference, Nov 29, 1984, p.10
Teacher C Strongin addresses state conference, Dec 6, 1984, p.10

TEACHERS-EMT

Muriel Forrest loses fight to keep EMT school job, Apr 17, 1980, p.15
Recognized for ten years of service to schools: M Aberle, D Heckerling (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.14
Seely Place teacher L Blackman murdered in her Manhattan apartment, Jul 10, 1980, p.11
Parents protest 45-minute lunch, Oct 16, 1980, p.13
A treat for the teachers (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.11
Retired Seely teacher H H Hays dies, Jan 15, 1981, p.11
Judge asks review of teacher M Forrest's claim, Jan 15, 1981, p.11
Clarification on legal fees (ltr), Jan 29, 1981, p.4
Teacher Recognition Day (photo), May 28, 1981, p.21
Tenure system, new athletic eligibility standard discussed, May 14, 1981, p.21
Forrest gets Hughes award, May 28, 1981, p.16
Teachers set for next year (list), Jul 16, 1981, p.13
New school year, 'new era' begin in schools Thursday, Sep 3, 1981, p.13
Parents J Morgan, E Howard greet incoming EHS administrators J Larkin, M Tadidken, Dr E Larson (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.15
District justified in latest Forrest decision, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
Board accepts George Wilbur's retirement; December 31 (sic), Nov 12, 1981, p.13
Greenville teacher L Kabaica elected to Putnam arts directorship (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.18
Thank you, Mr Wilbur (poem), Dec 24, 1981, p.6
Reunion (photo; list), Dec 31, 1981, p.9
George Wilbur's goal: to put humanity in the schools (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.11
Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
No gya exceptions for cheerleaders; Jan 28, 1982, p.11
New counselor, S Moriarty, hired at EHS, Feb 4, 1982, p.11
Larkin quits as principal, Mar 4, 1982, p.13
Board presents $9.25 million budget; faculty cuts included, Mar 16, 1982, p.11
PTA honors Seely teacher D Yannantuono (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.11
Bob Fornes is at home with change, Mar 25, 1982, p.19
Elective courses proposed for EHS, Apr 1, 1982, p.11
Teacher layoffs opposed (ltr), Apr 15, 1982, p.6
Teacher cuts restored in new budget; tax rise unchanged, Apr 15, 1982, p.11
$9.25 million school budget keeps Latin program, faculty, Apr 22, 1982, p.11
Four gain tenure; no day care OK yet, May 13, 1982, p.11
Toni Edwards named principal at EHS; search begins for Seely, May 20, 1982, p.11
Supreme Court dismisses Muriel Forrest's appeal, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
Farewells at board meeting; school changes explained, Jun 10, 1982, p.11
Eliot Larson leaving EHS, Jun 17, 1982, p.11
Thomas Robb—a man of range (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.11
Jim Gold to return to EHS with new job and more pay, Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Graduation ends R Z Dunn's long association with local schools (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.10
Offer the man a job (ltr), Jul 8, 1982, p.6
Controversial cut penalties lifted (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.9
SCS Natl Bank salutes Dr Alden A Larson (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.18
EMT picks J L Finn as superintendent, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
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TEACHERS-EMT continued

Muriel Forrest appeals case, Aug 5, 1982, p.11
Board appoints Finn, Fornges; Children's Center is approved, Aug 5, 1982, p.11
Kennedy named to high school staff, Sep 2, 1982, p.11
Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Correction to Sep 16 article: J Broas worked in Yonkers; K Lee a PhD candidate, Sep 23, 1982, p.10
Board returns to business as usual, Oct 21, 1982, p.11
School board sets ambitious program, Nov 11, 1982, p.12
Ten million dollar budget calls for 7.7% tax raise; aid assured, Mar 17, 1983, p.11
PTA awards (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.10
Seely parents ask board for reassurance on class size, Jun 2, 1983, p.13
ETA honors Eleanor Toob, Jun 16, 1983, p.11
They went the extra mile (photo; list), Jun 16, 1983, p.11
Correction: Seely place parents request traditional teacher, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
Flowers for teacher E Toob (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.5
Parents' concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
Warm welcome (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.11
High School scheduling is focus at quiet School Board meeting, Oct 13, 1983, p.11
Dunsoree to mark 50 years of song with EMT Association (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.9
Old grads never die: they go to Alusani Tea (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.9
Board sets initial teacher aide study, Jun 7, 1984, p.10
School district hires 14 new staff members, Sep 6, 1984, p.11
Superintendent Finn to leave EHT, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
Interim superintendent appointed: Dr J S Carnrite, Oct 11, 1984, p.9
SEE ALSO EMT TEACHERS ASSN

TEACHERS-EMT-WAGES AND SALARIES

New contract for EMT teachers, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Board, ETA assessing positions to prepare for contract talks, Nov 11, 1982, p.13
Negotiators have accord on contract, Jun 30, 1983, p.11
Parents' concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11
Board: 44 is limit for first grade at Seely; no vote taken, Jul 19, 1984, p.9

TEACHERS-SALARIES

SEE TEACHERS-EMT/SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES

TEACHERS-SCS

Edgewood PTA fetes teachers, staff (photo; list), Feb 7, 1980, p.10
School panelists praise teacher appraisal system, Mar 20, 1980, p.4
Rights Division investigating school district, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
Ready for anything (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.2
On state investigation (ltr), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Outstanding teachers (ltr), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
Tenure for G Spellman, J Thomas, May 1, 1980, p.1
Insult to the taxpayers (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
Teacher is a student (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
Quaker Ridge Staff Recognition day (photo; list), May 29, 1980, p.14
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TEACHERS-SCS continued

SHS foreign language teachers C Reid, A Mantz feted at HS Staff Recognition Day (photo; list), May 29, 1980, p.14
Blacksmithing at Duquer Ridge (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.17
Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
T tribute paid to retiring members E Buobee, E Innes of School Board; Summer grants awarded (list), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
I T Shea new principal at St Pius I school (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.12
Discrimination?, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
State investigation (edit), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
Law firm hired (by Bd of Ed), Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Dr F M Hetzler heads Brancusi panel, Oct 2, 1980, p.19
Louise Black: first lady of SHS sports (photo; list), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
Math aides resign; PTA, parents upset, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
No concern expressed (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
Rehire math center aides (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
Board criticized on math aides (ltr), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
On the role of aides (ltr), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Holiday Fantasy (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.5
SCS teachers L Witt, S Taylor, Dr J Sopis discuss benefits of long-term leaves, Dec 11, 1980, p.6
PTA honors E Brenneman (photo), Feb 5, 1981, p.16
Local teacher A Bloom to head student trip to Europe (list), Mar 19, 1981, p.22
Science teacher H Sloan has exhibit of sculptures, Mar 19, 1981, p.26
Dr Offenbacher to resign as Heathcote principal, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Teachers critical of open lunch program, Apr 2, 1981, p.1
Teachers, looking for a break, seek jobs in business world, Apr 23, 1981, p.1
Popular job (list), Apr 23, 1981, p.1
Local teachers Dr S Corbin, Dr D Cohen, H Kropp at convention, Apr 23, 1981, p.22
School over staffing charged (ltr), May 7, 1981, p.6
Selection of Greenacres principal near, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Supervisors, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
Staff Recognition Day at Heathcote (photo; list), Jun 4, 1981, p.19
Teachers honored at IJM school, Jun 4, 1981, p.21
Kelleher leaving SHS for top job in Bedford, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Teacher J Mack suspended, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Retiring: Dean C Peets, F Grosso (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.20
Special recognition (for A Schaeffer) (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.20
Acting principal named for SHS: Dr R M Barnes, Jun 18, 1981, p.1
Questions about allegations (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Unprofessionalism alleged (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Honoring the staff (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.14
Offenbacher taking job in Oregon, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
New law book by Irving Sloan, Jul 30, 1981, p.4
Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
A summer in Africa and Poland (for Dr F M Hetzler), Sep 17, 1981, p.15
Junior high teacher A E Jass completes energy workshop, Sep 17, 1981, p.18
‘Instructional leader’ is new principal P Sternberg’s role (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.6
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TEACHERS-SCS continued
New staff at Quaker Ridge: T Concannon, F Elfenbein, E Blessing (photo), Nov 12, 1981, p.20
Sheldon Levine leaving SHS (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Enrollment decline worries schools, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Kaminer to be asst principal, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
S Levine accepts farewell gift (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.18
New math curriculum planned, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Edgewood honors teachers (list), Feb 11, 1982, p.15
Retirement party for Edna Santillo (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.17
Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Barnes picked as principal, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Teachers Institute topic at convention, Apr 8, 1982, p.5
New principal R M Barnes eyes new role for his school (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.6
State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1
Memories of a great teacher, J Van Male (edit; photo), May 13, 1982, p.7
Dr Sprague, teachers explain curriculum process, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
Staff Recognition Day (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.20
Honor bestowed (on E Retallack) (photo), Jun 10, 1982, p.20
After-school day care slated to start here in September (list), Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Assistant principals named at high school: B R Angney, C Hansen, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Retiring teachers honored (photo; list), Jun 17, 1982, p.4
New nursery school director named: S Toubes (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.16
Education Commissioner A Abach appoints local teacher M Koblitz, Jul 1, 1982, p.4
Reunioners recall good old days (list), Jul 1, 1982, p.5
Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
No place in classroom (ltr), Jul 8, 1982, p.6
Teachers C Butler, A Hack named for child care program, Aug 19, 1982, p.5
Junior high teacher I Sloan has publications on law, Sep 2, 1982, p.13
Back to School at IHM, Sep 9, 1982, p.12
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
School enrollment decline slowing, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Report on SAT’s says ‘cram course’ useless, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Music, not business draws throng to Board of Education meeting, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Missed by a decade (ltr), Dec 30, 1982, p.6
Teaching in SCS is a mixed blessing (edit), Feb 24, 1983, p.7
Budget picture called ‘grim’, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Fred Roth retiring as principal at Heathcote, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
JHS teacher I Sloan sets stage for different role (photo), May 5, 1983, p.6
Selection process, May 12, 1983, p.1
Teacher H Isokane wins physics award, May 12, 1983, p.20
Teachers’ gift to students (photo), May 19, 1983, p.3
SHS teacher J M Moffitt licensed as rug appraiser, May 19, 1983, p.5
Principal appointed for Heathcote School: L Shepard, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Farewell to Dr Roth (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
New principal L Shepard sees Heathcote as ‘an educator’s delight’ (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.1
Enrollment decline continues; Advisory Committee on Legislative Issues named (list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3
Vision of school’s future (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
Foxy felines (photo; list), Nov 24, 1983, p.17
Racial distribution (in SCS school district), Dec 22, 1983, p.1
TEACHERS-SCS continued
Quaker Ridge parents protest transfer of teacher S Grossman, May 17, 1984, p.1
SCS teacher T Conrad worked in Nepal, May 17, 1984, p.14
Board gives tenure to 3 teachers: M Hayter, M Reilly, J Rosen, Aug 30, 1984, p.5
SHS principal Dr B Dennis heads list of new faculty (photo; list) (Education '84 Supp), Aug 30, 1984, p.21
Wara welcone (photo; list), Oct 4, 1984, p.19
As teacher pool declines, SCS steps up hiring, Nov 8, 1984, p.1
Board of Education moves to step up school security, Dec 13, 1984, p.1
SEE ALSO SCS TEACHERS ASSN

TEACHERS-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES
Town Club: Teacher pay should rise less than cost of living, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
How much for teachers? (edit), Feb 14, 1980, p.4
Vital disclosure (ltr), Feb 21, 1980, p.4
Case for slowdown in teachers’ salaries (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
School Board, teachers far apart in initial contract proposals, Mar 6, 1980, p.1
Initial proposals (edit), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
Taxpayers entitled to breathing-spell (ltr), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
Teacher pay hike ‘good business’ (ltr), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
STA proposals analyzed (ltr), Mar 6, 1980, p.5
School budget vote put off because of contract talks, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Schools may get more state aid, Apr 3, 1980, p.1
School Board offers STA ‘total money package’, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
He draws line at 6% (ltr; graph), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
School Board proposes $20.6 million budget, May 8, 1980, p.1
On teacher salaries (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
He sees confusion over salaries (ltr), May 29, 1980, p.4
STA contract calls for 18.75-21% raise over three years; some teachers opposed, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
Taxpayer’s contract (edit), Jun 5, 1980, p.4
Teacher contract ratified, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Contract (for Dr T Sobol) extended, Sep 18, 1980, p.1
Job action at IHM; strike looms (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1
One-day strike at IHM (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.1
More state aid to mean tax break, May 21, 1981, p.1
STA negotiation previewed, Oct 14, 1982, p.3
Teachers, school administrators give residents preview of contract talks, Jan 27, 1983, p.4
Bargaining begins on teacher contract, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Budget vote delayed, Mar 1, 1983, p.1
Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1
Better school budget format asked, May 26, 1983, p.1
Teachers contract vote set, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
New teacher contract ratified, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Board of Education elects J Gevertz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Enrollment decline continues; Advisory Committee on Legislative Issues named (list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3
School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1

TEAMSTERS UNION
SEE LABOR UNIONS

TEASDALE, COLLEEN
New math curriculum planned, Feb 11, 1982, p.1

TEDONE, ROSANNA
Senior Prom, 1981: Get Ready, Get Set, Go! (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.17
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TEEN ADVISORY COUNCIL-SCS
SEE YOUTH

TEENAGE HEALTH EDUCATION TEACHING ASSISTANTS
JACS teach tooth care (photo; list), Mar 25, 1982, p.21

TEENAGERS
SEE YOUTH

TEETERS, WILLIAM
Bank manager named; W G Teeters, Jul 16, 1981, p.9

TEETH
Dentist's advice on how to avoid dentists (edit), Jul 30, 1981, p.7

TEICHER, OREM
Democrats designate Teicher, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Pisani convicted on eighteen counts, Jun 7, 1984, p.1
Local school leaders give support to Meyer (list), Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Oren Teicher wins Democratic primary (photo; list), Sep 13, 1984, p.1
Sharp disagreements mark DioGuardi-Teicher contest to succeed Ottinger (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.1
LWV hears journalist M Hoffaon preview '84 election, Oct 18, 1984, p.4
Freeze supporters endorsed (ltr), Oct 25, 1984, p.6
Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Candidates clash once more time, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Legislative endorsements (edit), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
Writer backs Democrats (ltr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6
Voters here show independence in backing Reagan, Teicher, Burrows, Oppenheimer (chart p 16), Nov 8, 1984, p.1
Counting continues, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Teicher, Perone concede, Nov 22, 1984, p.1

TEITEL, SUSAN
S S Teitel dies, Apr 2, 1981, p.18

TEITELBAUM, BERNARD
Gray Panthers stalking through Westchester, Aug 7, 1980, p.4
Gray Panthers are stalking issues, pushing for voters, Aug 2, 1984, p.12

TELECOMMUNICATIONS INC
SEE CABLE TV

TELEPHONE SERVICE
Library provides facts on phone, Jan 3, 1980, p.3
Traffic tie-ups on Pophas-Ardsley bridge (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Homework help on phone, Feb 7, 1980, p.2
Library/school hotline to ease homework blues, Feb 28, 1980, p.11
SCS Telephone ownership, Mar 27, 1980, p.5
Higher assessment, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Phone lesson (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.13
Fighting Ma Bell, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Referendum needed for (EMT school) phone system, Jul 7, 1983, p.9
Vote set for new phones, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
Residents call for more information at hearing, Sep 22, 1983, p.9
Voters okay new phones, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
Unauthorized calls, Mar 22, 1984, p.1
Phones of their own, Sep 6, 1984, p.1
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Traffic headaches, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

TELEVISION
S J Scheffer named VP for Time-Life television (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.3
TELEVISION continued

Parents, children attend school to watch TV together (photo), Mar 6, 1980, p.1
As millions cheer, soap stars serve up slices of life (photo), May 22, 1980, p.4
Channel 7 tapes show at Frog Prince (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.7
Former NBC executive R F Aaron joins Christian network, Aug 21, 1980, p.10
Audrey Adams turns talent to $ for kids (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.4
Soccer TV show filed at Quaker Ridge (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.27
'Merchant' should be staged (ltr, reply to Feb 26 guest review), Mar 19, 1981, p.4
Concerned by R-rated ads (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
Image building in Greenacres (photo), May 7, 1981, p.20
Thirteen promotes resident T A Conway, May 28, 1981, p.3
Real People? Local aliens go national (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.13
ENT makes the scene (photo), Oct 8, 1981, p.19
ABC promotes local resident P J Sweeney, Nov 19, 1981, p.5
Barbara Korsen: what she says, millions hear (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.6
Speaker W Mitofsky defends TV's role in the election process (list), May 13, 1982, p.5
Is the press too adversarial? (edit), May 27, 1982, p.7
Crystal has new NBC post, Jun 24, 1982, p.11
An option: turn off TV set (edit), Aug 12, 1982, p.7
SCS professor Dr B Witchel is TV producer (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.5
SCS man R Brescia helps old grads stay warm, Dec 2, 1982, p.21
Try the 'TV-diet' (edit), Dec 16, 1982, p.7
Christmas concert at IHH (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.16
Speakers F T Zappone and J Brokaw to tell how to make the most of TV (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.1
PT Council explores ways to get most out of TV, Apr 28, 1983, p.5
PIX finalist R Saver (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.23
History professor R C Wade says TV has changed face of politics (photo), May 12, 1983, p.6
Street Scene I, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
High School scheduling is focus at quiet School Board meeting, Oct 13, 1983, p.11
Show on drugs recommended (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
Freeze supporters try to build on 'The Day After', Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Resident J Liniker hosts TV program on modern families, Dec 15, 1983, p.15
SCS graduate R Williams gets television job, Jan 19, 1984, p.14
Rhodes Scholar R Stengel returns to talk about television (photo p 15), Mar 22, 1984, p.1
SCS's (Big Apple) minute, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
SHS alumna C Solinger hired, Aug 16, 1984, p.5
Kerait comes to town (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.4
Interest in creche, Nov 29, 1984, p.1
Local actress E Wolfe to appear on 'St Elsewhere', Dec 13, 1984, p.16

TELEVISION AND CHILDREN


TELFER, PETER (DR)

Choice has gone from experiment to success (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.4
Tenure for (G Spellman, J Thomas), May 1, 1980, p.1
Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Welcome parents (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.17
Extending a warm welcome (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.21
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TELFER, PETER (DR) continued
- Tennis court measure loses (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1
- Youth outreach program extended to junior high, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
- Panel gives look at teen drug use, Jan 13, 1983, p.4
- Board of Education elects J Severtz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
- School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
- Thirteen-year-old SCS girls N Wood and D Amin rescue woman from drowning (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.3
- Kathleen Connelly, district secretary, gets warm sendoff (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.1
- Peter Telfer elected to (Athletic) Hall (of Fame), Oct 25, 1984, p.16

TELLIER, JANET
- Another opening (for Paron) (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.7

TELME, NORMAN (REV-DR)
- College post for former resident Rev Dr N Tees, Jan 10, 1980, p.6

TEMLER, CLAIR
- One of 15K race's heroes, L Temalar, didn't even run (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.1

TEMLER, LAUREN
- One of 15K race's heroes, L Temaler, didn't even run (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.1

TEMLER, LINDA
- One of 15K race's heroes, L Temaler, didn't even run (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.1

TEMLER, ROBERT
- One of 15K race's heroes, L Temaler, didn't even run (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.1

TEMPLE, PHILIP
- More parking?, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

TEMPLETON, SYDNEY (AU)
- On Italian in school (ltr), Mar 27, 1980, p.4

TENANT PROTECTION
- SEE RENT CONTROL

TENANTS
- SEE LANDLORD AND TENANT

TENG, WINIFRED
- Mittens collected (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.6

TENNANT, EDWIN JR

TENNIS
- Tennis anyone? (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.15
- Local tennis star top ranked in US (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.25
- No 1 in US, M Brown, will try for first in SCS (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.1
- Youth urged to play tennis (ltr), May 26, 1983, p.6
- Congratulations-twine (edit), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
- Graduation requirements changed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
- Youth tennis developments (ltr), Jan 12, 1984, p.6
- J Arias comes to town (photo), May 10, 1984, p.4
- Melissa Brown a hit in French Open tennis (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.1
- $1.1 million for children (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.2
- Hats off to Melissa Brown (ltr), Aug 30, 1984, p.6
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The New York Junior Tennis League-SCS (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.26

TENNIS CLUBS
- Fox Meadow Tennis Club holds 100th birthday celebration (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.15

TENNIS COURTS
- Tennis court lights, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
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TENNIS COURTS continued

First tennis court under new law, Apr 24, 1980, p.3
Hazardous condition (ltr), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
Questions BAR decision (ltr), Jul 31, 1980, p.4
Tennis court feud continues, Aug 14, 1980, p.1
Trustees asked to waive zoning, Aug 14, 1980, p.3
BAR chairman replies (ltr), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
Tennis court question (edit), Aug 28, 1980, p.4
Tennis court suit, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Tennis court policy stated, Apr 23, 1981, p.4
Mayor J. Stone's court to be assessed, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Court questions (edit), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
Honorable decision (edit), May 6, 1982, p.6
Not a response to pressure (ltr), May 8, 1982, p.6
Stones' tennis court fence okayed, May 27, 1982, p.3
Court owners win grievance, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Lease planned, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Decision raises doubts about legality of private tennis courts, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Taxes to increase on pools, courts, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Creche's attorney fee criticized, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Drop EHS class ranking, change grade weighting, report asks, May 12, 1983, p.13
New court rules, May 19, 1983, p.1
Grounds for mistrust (edit), Jun 30, 1983, p.6
Breaking in the new tennis courts (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.1
A restoration drama (photo; list), Jul 12, 1984, p.3
Benefits from courts cited (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
Courts' cost to taxpayers (ltr), Aug 16, 1984, p.6
Moral obligation seen (ltr), Sep 13, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-TENNIS COURTS

TENNIS RACQUETS

Local stringer B. McInerney working on racquets of the stars (photo; list), Sep 4, 1980, p.9

TEPPER, ANDREW


TEPPERMAN, FRED

Local man F. L. Tepperman elected VP, Jul 9, 1981, p.4

TERACINO, FRANCIS

Pace names Scarsdalian F. N. Teracino (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.8

TERANISHI, FUMI

Pilgrims for a day (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.1

TERANISHI, KAORI

Edgewood checkers champs (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.23

TERELLI, DENNIS

School enrollment decline slowing, Oct 21, 1982, p.1

TERMITES

Termites in gya, Mar 4, 1982, p.1

TERRACCIANO, EDWARD

Mother, 2-year-old killed in head-on crash, May 5, 1983, p.1

TERRACCIANO, FIGRE

Deadline set for submitting school board nominations (list), Jan 10, 1980, p.11

TERRISS, ELAINE (AU)

Sharing experiences (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.5
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TERRISS, ELAINE (AU) continued
    Coquility charged (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
TERRISS, HOWARD
    Residents ponder possibilities for Freightway, Dec 10, 1981, p.1
TERRISS, HOWARD (AU)
    Letters on village election (ltrs), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
TERRORISM
    BBN Baha'is recall victims of Iranian terror, Jul 16, 1981, p.13
    Former US hostage in Iran, M Kennedy, warns: it could happen again, Nov 19, 1981, p.1
    SEE ALSO BOMB THREATS, HOSTAGES, AMERICAN
TESCHNER, MARCIA
    Angry residents rip shopping center owners, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
TESCHNER, MARK
    EMS grad M Teschner is on the road to Broadway, May 24, 1984, p.11
TESORO, DAVID
    Cyclist K Matsuo injured by automobile (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.1
TESSLER, DAVID
    In schools here, computers are elementary (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.1
TESTS
    SEE EXAMINATIONS
TEVELOWITZ, MARGARET
    School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
    Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
TEVERE, RICHARD
    They passed inspection (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.12
TEXTBOOKS
    SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-MATERIALS SELECTION
THACKERAY, SELMA
    School Board to consider religion course elective, Feb 14, 1980, p.11
    PTA awards (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.10
    Seeley safety study gets a green light, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
THALER, JORDAN
    Thespian J Thaler (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.21
THANKSGIVING
    Cooking in the rain (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.1
    International flavor to this Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
    Thanksgiving apple pies (photo; list), Nov 27, 1980, p.16
    Thanksgiving dinner for the blind (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.18
    Thanksgiving feast (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.21
    Edgewood community service (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.28
    Heathcote Thanksgiving (photo; list), Dec 4, 1980, p.29
    For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
    Internationals blend customs at Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.6
    Greenville first and second graders prepare Tom Turkey (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17
    Four-year-old pilgrims at SCS Congregational Nursery School (photo; list), Dec 3, 1981, p.24
    Greenacres donates to Salvation Army (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.25
    Thanksgiving baskets, assembly at Edgewood, Dec 3, 1981, p.27
    Thanksgiving cheer (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.1
    Colonial Thanksgiving (photo; addl photo p 14), Nov 25, 1982, p.1
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THANKSGIVING continued

Historical views of Thanksgiving in SCS (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 25, 1982, p.6
Ready for an early Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.22
Turkey days (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.13
Family fare is family affair at Thanksgiving (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 17, 1983, p.6
Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving tradition (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.6
Samaritans of St James will 'take any crisis', Nov 24, 1983, p.6
Sharing at Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.18
Lending a hand (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.17
Pilgrims for a day (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.1
Thanksgiving tradition (edit), Nov 22, 1984, p.6
Junior League: 'tis a season for filling wishes (illus), Nov 22, 1984, p.6
In time for Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.8
A time for sharing (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.18
International Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.22
Mini-feast (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.24

THANKSGIVING-PERSONAL NARRATIVES

My thankfulness is no longer vague (edit), Nov 17, 1983, p.7

THEATERS

Live theater returning to SCS Plaza (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.6
No vaudeville in SCS (edit), Oct 14, 1982, p.6
Resident S D Greene ready to raise curtain at new theater (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.6

THEATRE

SEE PERFORMING ARTS

THEATRE LEAGUE OF WESTCHESTER

Resident S D Greene ready to raise curtain at new theater (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.6

THEATRICAL MANAGEMENT

Audrey Adams turns talent to $ for kids (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.4

THEMAL, HENRY (AU)

Some are friends, and some are acquaintances (edit), Jun 9, 1983, p.7
A striking thought-positively (edit), Jun 23, 1983, p.7
How to live peacefully (edit), Aug 18, 1983, p.7
Message for young people (edit), Dec 29, 1983, p.7

THERMOSTATS

How a thermostat works (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.20

THERRY, MICHAEL

Maple from Manhattan (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.3

THI PHAN NHORD

SEE NHORD, THI PHAN

THIEL, DONALD (REV)

Board defeats bike law, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Class with real class feted at graduation, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Resident Mrs A E Thiele's gift aids charity (list), Nov 24, 1983, p.2

THIEL, ELIZABETH

Class with real class feted at graduation, Jul 1, 1982, p.1

THIELE, MRS ALBERT

Resident Mrs A E Thiele's gift aids charity (list), Nov 24, 1983, p.2

THIELE, ALBERT


THIERJUNG, PETER

Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
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THIES, JOHN
Clusterphobia, May 1, 1980, p.1
Planning Board considering cluster housing proposal, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
It was Daniel Toapkins Day (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.3
Old China hands (photo; list), Feb 19, 1981, p.2
For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
SCS Bowl recipient J Thies with G Szabad (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Record crowd at bowl dinner (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes John Thies, SCS Bowl Winner (photo), Feb 4, 1982, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes John Thies, SCS Bowl Winner (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.20
Happy 200th to Daniel D Tooplins (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.3
Senior housing advocated, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Neighbors' last toast (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.5
Historically speaking: D D Tompkins (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
Planning Board seeks power to OK cluster plan (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1
Trustees promise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Remembering a former vice president, D Tompkins (photo; list), Jun 28, 1984, p.5
Rededication, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
James Fenimore Cooper monument formally rededicated (photo), Dec 5, 1984, p.1

THIES, JOHN (AU)
Consider alternates (to bike path) (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
It's a growing problem (ltr), Aug 12, 1982, p.6
Water department's turn (ltr), Oct 14, 1982, p.6
Consider the public (ltr), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
They're for attached housing (ltr), Dec 8, 1983, p.6

THIES, LILLIAN
Decision on cluster plan delayed by legal ruling (illus), Mar 20, 1980, p.1

THIES, LILLIAN (AU)
Consider alternates (to bike path) (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
They're for attached housing (ltr), Dec 3, 1983, p.6

THIES, LINDROTH
Record crowd at bowl dinner (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.5

THIERE, STEPHEN
Ars poetica (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.14

THIMBLES
Thimbles up! (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.8

THOEN, ERNEST
Thoen, Revsin photos at auseuo (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.2

THOM, MILDRED
M M Tho dies, May 12, 1983, p.18

THOMAS, BARBARA
Welcome normality draws Ranger families to village (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
Give us another teacher, parents of Sealy fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10

THOMAS, DAVID
Fraternity elects former Scarsdalian D R Thomas, Nov 18, 1982, p.17

THOMAS, GRADY
Homecoming (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.2
AFS-STEP students sum up their year here, May 29, 1980, p.7
THOMAS, GRADY continued
Pre-graduation reception for STEP student G Thomas' family (photo; list), Jun 26, 1980, p.2

THOMAS, JAHET
Tenure for (G Spellman, J Thomas), May 1, 1980, p.1
Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Math and writing programs described (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.15

THOMAS, JOHN
J G Thomas dies, Mar 4, 1982, p.10

THOMAS, LEWIS (DR)
Dr L Thomas named to board, Aug 7, 1980, p.2

THOMAS, WAYNE
Welcome normalcy draws Ranger families to village (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.4

THOMPSON, BARBARA
SCS's lunchtime retreat: Chase Park (photo; add photo p 2), Aug 26, 1982, p.1

THOMPSON, BRUCE (DR)
Ready for anything (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.2
School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Burroughs beats NCR (for School Board computer contract), Apr 24, 1980, p.11
Former treasurer of School Board C Panthen dies; R Hunger dies, May 1, 1980, p.1
Rescheduling at Quaker Ridge, May 8, 1980, p.1
Quaker Ridge parents up in arms over schedule proposal, May 15, 1980, p.1
School Board nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Junior high courts; Shifting mud below (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.1
Edgewood lunch tables expected in soon (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Fears raised about theater (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
School buildings (and fire safety), Jan 1, 1981, p.1
School Budget presented, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Sheldon Levine leaving SHS (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Bargaining begins on teacher contract, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
School sells bond issue, Mar 3, 1983, p.5
Town Club report says schools here lack comprehensive safety program, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Board of Education elects J Gevertz president; rehires Sobol (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.1
Support for fields, Nov 10, 1983, p.1
School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Caught short, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Board gives tenure to 3 teachers: M Hayter, M Reilly, J Rosen, Aug 30, 1984, p.5

THOMPSON, CORKY
First annual Fall Foliage Run to help SCS Historical Society (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.3
Following The Way on the Post Road, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Citizens try to save courts (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Girl Scouts demonstrate camping skills, Oct 28, 1982, p.2
Suit loafed after second creche is rejected, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Board discusses textbook selecting, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Speedy seagenerian (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.3

THOMPSON, CORKY (AU)
Thanks for the memories (ltr), Jun 12, 1980, p.4

THOMPSON, DIANE
Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
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THOMPSON, GREGORY
Cyclist G Thompson injured in collision (photo). Oct 7, 1982, p.3

THOMPSON, JAMES
College appoints former Scardsalian J D Thompson, Sep 15, 1983, p.9

THOMPSON, JULIA
Ground broken for second Scout house (photo). Jun 19, 1980, p.1
Students J Kopp, J Collins, J Thompson describe their AFS visits at Community Night (photo). Sep 30, 1982, p.2
Scout J Thompson wins top award (photo). Mar 17, 1983, p.2
Highest awards for Girl Scouts L Kalick, J Thompson, J Delaney, W Harris (photo). Jun 2, 1983, p.3

THOMPSON, JUNE
Trendsetters' guide for back-to-school (photo). Sep 16, 1982, p.6

THOMPSON, KENNETH (DR)
Kenneth Thompson named to Lindenwood College board. Jun 21, 1984, p.2

THOMPSON, KENNETH (DR-AU)

THOMPSON, MARGARET

THOMPSON, MARK
Fun at the fair (photo). Sep 17, 1981, p.2
All wrapped up in wreaths (photo). Dec 16, 1982, p.4

THOMSON, CHESTER
New president: C L Thomson (photo). Sep 1, 1983, p.5

THORP, HEATHER
School Board members applaud Crowder. Keitzen; Board approves new football coach. Jun 12, 1980, p.15
Weiner named committee head. Oct 6, 1983, p.10

THU-HONG, NGUYEN THI
St James, Baptists join in sponsoring Vietnamese family. Jul 24, 1980, p.3

THULIN, KENNETH
K F Thulin dies. May 29, 1980, p.12

TIBERI, TONY
Trusted vote against cable increase (list). Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Youth center. Apr 1, 1982, p.1

TIEDEMANN, DONALD
Historical Society fetes supporters. Jul 3, 1980, p.8

TIEDEMANN, JEAN
Historical Society fetes supporters. Jul 3, 1980, p.8

TIERNEY, BEATRICE
B Tierney dies. Apr 1, 1982, p.18

TIERNEY, JAMES (DR)

TIERNEY, JAMES (DR-AU)
In our mutual interest--survival (edit). Jun 9, 1983, p.7
Reply to freeze opponents (ltr). Apr 19, 1984, p.6

TIERNEY, KEVIN
Numerous treasures emerge from Heirloom Discovery Day (photo). Mar 27, 1980, p.5

TIERNEY, MADELEINE (AU)
Zeal or harassment? (ltr). Oct 23, 1980, p.4
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TIERNEY, MICHAEL
Scarsdalian D M Berainghaa killed in car crash, Aug 23, 1984, p.1

TISHE, EDWARD
Three (J Berainghaa, H Kaplan, J Panessa) charged with drug sales, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Hearing begins in cocaine case, Aug 19, 1982, p.3
Cocaine case sent to grand jury, Sep 16, 1982, p.5
Drug, shoplifter cases settled, Oct 14, 1982, p.1

TILDEN, CRAIG
Ars poetica (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.14

TILDEN, MARSHALL
Wanted: more of the same (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.15

TILDEN, THELA
T F Tilden dies, Oct 22, 1981, p.17

TILLENHAARD, ELLIOT
Collapse of platform sends 11 partygoers to hospital, Sep 3, 1981, p.5

TIMBERGER, DAVID
For a more beautiful SCS (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.1

TIMBERGER, LIZ
Following The Way on the Post Road, Jan 7, 1982, p.1

TIMBERGER, MATTHEW
It doesn't even hurt! (photo), Feb 18, 1982, p.13

TIMBERGER, RICHARD
All wrapped up in wreaths (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.4
For a more beautiful SCS (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.1

TIMELY TIDINGS (NEWSPAPER)

TIMOLAT, LOU
Daily drivetape has CBS's Neal Busch flying...(photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.6

TIMONEY, DANIEL
PBA present first Sports Achievement Awards (photo; list), Dec 20, 1984, p.23

TIMONEY, JIM
Frisbee tourney benefits CARE (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.17

TINATI, MARY
Staff Recognition Day at Heathcote (photo; list), Jun 4, 1981, p.19

TINTRUP, FRANK

TISCH, BILLIE (AU)
Volunteers more valid than ever (edit), May 7, 1981, p.7

TISHMAN, ANDREW
Swans' way (photo), May 21, 1981, p.5

TISHMAN, HENRY (AU)
SCS vs diplomats (1tr), Aug 26, 1982, p.6

TISO, PATRICK
Letter carrier of the year: P Tiso (photo), Jun 28, 1984, p.3
Correction: S Morrison incorrectly identified; P Tiso Driver of year, Jul 5, 1984, p.2

TJEW, MICHELLE
Fox Meadow marks anniversary (photo; list), Dec 30, 1982, p.10

TKACZUK, DAVID
Welcome normality draws Ranger families to village (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.4

TKACZUK, MICHAEL
Welcome normality draws Ranger families to village (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
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TKACZUK, SARAH
Welcome normality draws Ranger families to village (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.4

TKACZUK, VALERIE
Welcome normality draws Ranger families to village (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.4

TKACZUK, WALTER
Welcome normality draws Ranger families to village (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.4

TOBEY, ALTON
Roots of Westchester (aural) (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.4

TOBIAS, GREG
Newberry winner N Willard (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.28

TOBIAS, LYNN
Safety proposal, Apr 23, 1981, p.1
Honoring the staff (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p.14
International gathering place (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.13
Internationals blend customs at Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.6
Welcome to SCS (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.3
New P-T Council officers (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.22

TOBIAS, LYNN (AU)
Fair called 'memorable' (ltr; list), Apr 21, 1983, p.6
System needs support (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6

TOBIN, GEORGE
G C Tobin dies, Aug 16, 1984, p.14

TOBIN, JAY
Firefighters' crusade (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.22

TOBIN, ROBERT
Former Barricini hose burns (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Ready for emergencies (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.2
Rolls ruined in fire, Oct 11, 1984, p.2
Dressed for work: B Tobin (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.1

TOCCI, RONALD
Legislator R Tocci named, Aug 28, 1980, p.6
Legislators seek to replace Con Ed, Apr 9, 1981, p.2
County Board approves budget, Dec 30, 1982, p.2
Candidates court Democratic caucus (cont p 16), Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Democrats back Veteran, Feb 24, 1983, p.11
County redistricting plan would keep SCS whole, split EMT in three (diagram), Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Mrs Hochberg to run: Tocci weighs options, May 26, 1983, p.1
Redistricting plan passed over Democratic protests, May 26, 1983, p.1
Honorable defeat for EMT on reapportionment, May 26, 1983, p.11
Local Democrats back Hochberg; (new district leaders named (list)); Jun 9, 1983, p.1
GOP picks W Root candidate in Eighth, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Hochberg assured of nomination, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
County adopts $610M budget, Dec 29, 1983, p.1

TODD, GARY (AU)
Deepest gratitude (ltr), Jan 6, 1983, p.6

TODD, HARRIET (AU)
Deepest gratitude (ltr), Jan 6, 1983, p.6

TODER, DAVID
Holiday party at the Junior High (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.15
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TODER, JOAN (AU)

Does vandalism start at home? (ltr), Nov 4, 1982, p.6
They commend CHOICE (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6
Moral obligation seen (ltr), Sep 13, 1984, p.6

TODER, RICHARD

Indoor pool gets backing of Town, and Village Clubs, May 27, 1982, p.1
Town Club hears from O’Rourke, squabbles over tennis courts, Apr 14, 1983, p.2
They commend CHOICE (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6

TODER, RICHARD (AU)

Does vandalism start at home? (ltr), Nov 4, 1982, p.6
Moral obligation seen (ltr), Sep 13, 1984, p.6

TODES, BUNNY

Trying out the new weights (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.22

TODES, DEBBIE

Spanish dancers perform at HS Spanish Club fiesta (photo), May 8, 1980, p.24

TOEPFER, HOWARD

Village reported seeking to acquire Boulder Brook, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Riders fight for Boulder Brook Club, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook boasts legacy of fine horsemanship (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.6
Boulder Brook takeover dropped, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Before Board ruling: Eloquent pleas to save Boulder Brook Club, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Choice of site for fields is still uncertain, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
Village agrees to buy Boulder Brook; riding club faces eviction by July 2 (photo), May 24, 1984, p.1
Fight to survive, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Closing postponed on Boulder Brook, Jul 5, 1984, p.1

TOEPFER, HOWARD (AU)

Letter called 'one-sided' (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6

TOFF, IRA

Fire Dept budget out, Oct 9, 1980, p.15
Fire tax increase under $1; drill contest set, Oct 1, 1981, p.13
Firehouse gala: local men honor their own (list), May 20, 1982, p.10
Goodby party has warath, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11
Ira Toft: devotion from the inside (photo; add photo p 10), Sep 23, 1982, p.11
County redistricting plan draws fire here; EMT to be split three ways, Apr 28, 1983, p.15
Board okays revised plan for disputed Moundroukis building, Aug 2, 1984, p.13

TOFF, NANCY

Ira Toft: devotion from the inside (photo; add photo p 10), Sep 23, 1982, p.11

TOFF, RUTH

Consumer Corner opens (photo; list), Oct 9, 1980, p.15
‘No Left Turn’ by Burger King may be removed, Nov 6, 1980, p.15
Voters okay Seely renovation (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.13
Neighborhood watch program begun at GCC (list), Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Ira Toft: devotion from the inside (photo; add photo p 10), Sep 23, 1982, p.11
GCC set to review nominating system, May 10, 1984, p.13
Interim superintendent appointed: Dr J S Carnrite, Oct 11, 1984, p.19

TOLAN, MELISSA

In their Easter bonnets... (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.1

TOLAND, PAUL

Don’t ride on sidewalks! (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.10
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TOLAND, PAUL continued
Bicycle Law hearing, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Board defeats bike law, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Comedations, Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Laying down the law (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.2
Patrolman P Toland praised (ltr), Oct 14, 1982, p.6
Service rewarded: P Toland promoted to sergeant (photo), May 5, 1983, p.5

TOLBE, JOE
Tuesday night is party time here for blind (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.6

TOLCHIN, ROBERT
Live theater returning to SCS Plaza (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.6

TOLCHIN, SUSAN
Town: 'No disco', Jun 26, 1980, p.19
Democrats renovate incumbents for November, Jun 25, 1981, p.20
Critics of cable installation to air grievances at hearing, Aug 6, 1981, p.19
Town Board, Supervisor's seats at stake in election, Oct 29, 1981, p.15
Democrats win town, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
Planners to study use of electronic gases, Mar 25, 1982, p.19
Agency plans group home on Post Road in Greenacres, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
EHS to get TV transmitter, Jul 22, 1982, p.11
Cable TV fee hike sought, Sep 23, 1982, p.10
Veteran gives views on county issues, Jan 20, 1983, p.11
Critics blast redistricting plan, May 12, 1983, p.1
Candidates jockey for town positions, May 26, 1983, p.11
Town clerk S Tolchin extends hours, Jun 2, 1983, p.12
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican calm, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
No parking, Aug 18, 1983, p.1
Democrat Lois Bronz, running for reelection, speaks out (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.11
Polls moved for Conservative primary, Sep 9, 1983, p.11
Town Board raises ceiling for senior rent abatement, Oct 13, 1983, p.10
Town sets final hearing on budget, Dec 1, 1983, p.8
Bare facts on 'Ladies' Night' (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.9
Police arrest JDL protestors (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.11
New traffic light to be installed, Mar 15, 1984, p.11
Town viewing ordinance for backyard antennas, Aug 2, 1984, p.12
Taxes to rise under '85 budget, Nov 8, 1984, p.8
New cable board may replace GBH Video, Nov 22, 1984, p.11
New cable board criticized at hearing, Nov 29, 1984, p.11
Town Board passes $22 million budget, Dec 13, 1984, p.15

TOLL, OLGA
Good neighbors (list), Jul 28, 1983, p.1

TOLL, OLGA (AU)
Questions use of letter (ltr), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
Because it is right (ltr), Apr 15, 1982, p.6
Demonstrate democracy (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
For attached housing (ltr), Dec 15, 1983, p.6
Reply to Greenacres PTA (ltr), Oct 11, 1984, p.6

TOMACEK, STEPHEN
Council promoting recycling program (list), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOHACEK, STEPHEN</td>
<td>continued</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paper pooling, Dec 25, 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMAHAWK CRUISE MISSILES</td>
<td>SEE US-DEFENSE</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMANELLI, JUDY</td>
<td>Cookout (photo), Nov 12, 1981</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMANELLI, MARIA</td>
<td>Cookout (photo), Nov 12, 1981</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMAS, KEITH</td>
<td>Greenacres youngsters making George Field Park 'a celebrity' (photo; list)</td>
<td>Jul 15, 1982</td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOBB, ELEANOR</td>
<td>Seely parents ask board for reassurance on class size, Jun 2, 1983, p.13</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ETA honors Eleanor Tomb, Jun 16, 1983, p.11</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flowers for teacher E Tomb (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMMASI, EMILIO (DR)</td>
<td>Leaving post: Dr E Tomasi (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMMASI, BAIJA</td>
<td>Spanish dancers perform at HS Spanish Club fiesta (photo)</td>
<td>May 8, 1980</td>
<td>80.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMMASI, LUCA</td>
<td>L Tomasi dies, May 17, 1984, p.10</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Memorial fund begun for former student, Nov 15, 1984, p.16</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMPKINS, DANIEL</td>
<td>It was Daniel Toapkins Day (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remembering the Vice President from Fox Meadow, D D Toapkins (photo; list), Jun 25, 1981, p.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Happy 208th to Daniel D Toapkins (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Historically speaking: D D Toapkins (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remembering a former vice president, D Toapkins (photo; list), Jun 28, 1984, p.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel D was name of VP (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rededication, Nov 22, 1984, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMPKINS, JOHN</td>
<td>Historically speaking: In Colonial Days, only four roads in SCS (map), Aug 18, 1983, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TONG, JACK</td>
<td>Where is the bond issue money?, Jul 17, 1980, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heat wave hits commuters hardest as A/C units fail (photo; add1 photo p 4), Jul 24, 1980, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TONER, SUSAN</td>
<td>S Toner studying the Irish Way, Jul 7, 1983, p.15</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOOLEY, DAVID</td>
<td>County Budget passed, Dec 31, 1981, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Computer bus is derailed, Apr 29, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOOLEY, LOWELL</td>
<td>Turnabout, Jan 3, 1980, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tooley, 13 others named to Pace advisory group (list), Jan 3, 1980, p.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Report on seniors urges wider housing options, Jan 24, 1980, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tooley advises state to aid in reassessment, Jan 24, 1980, p.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Work for taxes, Jan 31, 1980, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCS Auxiliary Police officers sworn in (photo; list), Jan 31, 1980, p.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village announces start of major clean-up campaign, Feb 28, 1980, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village manager L Tooley predicts 7.4% tax hike, Feb 28, 1980, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bike path protest continues; Rec fees, taxi fares raised, Mar 13, 1980, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed village budget calls for $56.89 tax rate, Mar 27, 1980, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TOOLEY, LOWELL  continued
Starrett still in running to develop Freightway, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
‘Motherhood’ issue?, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Sale pending, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Town Club report: Plan now for future pool surplus, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Budget approved; $56.89 tax rate, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Questions on attached cluster housing (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
Newest trustee B Underweiser eager to hear from citizens (photo), May 8, 1980, p.4
Annual dinner in honor of members of SCS boards and councils (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.18
Ruth Chaliers dies; Was long-time Inquirer editor (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Jane Hackett praised at memorial service, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Ethical site proposed for group home, Jul 10, 1980, p.1
Polera gets nod on Freightway project, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Action likely on Walworth traffic, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Annual flurry (edit), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
One-way remedy to Walworth traffic, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Lowell Tooley elected VP by International City Managers, Sep 4, 1980, p.5
Board to vote on one-way solution to Walworth Ave, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Walworth Avenue: stop signs, light, yes; one-way, maybe, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Village Board asks Walworth one-way (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Humanists to vote on group home, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Tooley named to legislative group, Oct 23, 1980, p.10
Freightway plans: Owners approached, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Buses may enter, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Nine-year-old J Michels’ letter spurs park clean-up (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
Lowell Tooley Legislative co-chairman, Nov 20, 1980, p.5
Board asks state for work for taxes law, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Parkway plans, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Local product: J D Saskin (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.2
Cordy retiring, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Richard Herbek leaving village (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Local leaders express hopes for ’81, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Looks logical, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
Lowell Tooley honored by Village Club; reflects on the past; predicts future (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.4
Conserving water, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Anonymous friend, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Volunteer police take the oath (photo; list), Jan 29, 1981, p.4
Officials review budget preparation, Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Library ceiling pencil-free; water restrictions in effect, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Election campaign hits full stride, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Budget projections, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Work for taxes, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Proposed village budget calls for 8.95% tax hike, Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Police promotions (for J Lovecchio, T Savino) (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.10
Mayor Stone sworn in (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Little criticism of Village Budget, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Out of the club, Apr 23, 1981, p.1
Employees take driving course (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.2
Volunteer benefits, May 14, 1981, p.1
TOOLEY, LOWELL continued

Assistant sought, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Mayors honor Tooley (photo), Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Local Fire Chief R White heads NYS Assn (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Trustees move to close Walworth Ave, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Trustees ok contract, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Getting Wayside on landmark list took persistence (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
SCS to get Auto Club Award, Sep 17, 1981, p.3
Tooley attends CONEN meeting, Sep 24, 1981, p.2
Residents rap traffic build-up, Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Accepting the award (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.3
Disgraceful condition (ltr), Oct 15, 1981, p.6
Residents hail new plan for Hutch, Oct 22, 1981, p.1
Same taxis, Oct 22, 1981, p.1
Walworth to reopen soon, Oct 29, 1981, p.1
Raises approved (list), Oct 29, 1981, p.1
Village to buy lot downtown, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Tax assessor R Handley to retire (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.1
(Assistant Village Manager position) Still vacant, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Light repaired (at Murray Hill and Maaroneck), Dec 3, 1981, p.1
Tooley guest of municipal group, Dec 10, 1981, p.2
Tooley named to committee, Dec 17, 1981, p.2
Assistant Village Manager named: D Newman (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.1
Following The Way on the Post Road, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Election plans; Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Where to appeal, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Burrows reports from Albany (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.21
Latest plan for Hutch draws village criticism (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Coalition letters draw reactions, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Hearing adjourned, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Way still here, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
7.5% tax hike to be proposed, Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Tooley named to COMP board, Mar 25, 1982, p.8
Trustees set to vote on making Walworth one-way (list; cont p 17), Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Blizzard was record breaker (photo; addl photo p 4), Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Herold takes the oath (photo), Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Whodunnit, Apr 22, 1982, p.6
Peculiar priority (edit), Apr 22, 1982, p.6
Mayor J Stone's court to be assessed, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
New approach, May 13, 1982, p.1
Grossman again, May 13, 1982, p.1
Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1
Sidewalk tables?, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
Commendations (for police officers), Jun 3, 1982, p.1
Three cheers for boards! (ltr), Jun 3, 1982, p.6
Mr Grossman replies (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

TOOLEY, LOWELL  continued
Most at hearing back 4 lanes on Hutch, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Fireworks fallout showers viewers (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.1
SCS letter carrier B Corbalis honored for rescue of elderly woman (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Greenacres youngsters making George Field Park 'a celebrity' (photo; list), Jul 15, 1982, p.4
Sixtieth anniversary (of village government) (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.5
Lease planned, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Three (J Berlinghara, H Kaplan, J Panessa) charged with drug sales, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Village OK's plan to rebuild fields, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
State criticizes court on record keeping, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
He's number one; Other raises (for village officials) (list), Aug 19, 1982, p.1
$1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; addl photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
Freightway—quiet but not forgotten, Sep 2, 1982, p.1
Endangered pond, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
Fair share bill, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
New proposals meet opposition, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
Village contracts; Only one bid, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Neighbors say they will fight against playing fields on Winston property, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Village may force change in bus route, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Two generations of service (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.3
Sues to continue using Fox Meadow, Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Commission wants 6-lane Hutch; opponents prepared to fight, Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Parkway decision hailed in village, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Memorial fund (in name of P Berendt), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Special Patrol leaders elected (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.3
Village Manager Tooley vows better snow removal this year (photo), Dec 30, 1982, p.1
W Haviland'll be missed (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.3
How much salt?, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Tooley on assessment study group, Jan 13, 1983, p.4
Tribute to the manager (ltr), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Non-partisan slate to turn down debate (list), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Snow plan okayed, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Seeking a forum, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Excellent job on snow (ltr), Feb 24, 1983, p.6
Scouts run village for a day (photo; list), Mar 3, 1983, p.2
Lawn contract, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Machines malfunction, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Tenant protection, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Budget calls for 5.9% tax hike, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
No new election, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
SCS united?, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Safer crossing, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Budget approved; more aid coming, Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Board names R M Gardella village attorney (list), May 12, 1983, p.1
Meeting on (election) foul-up, Jun 9, 1983, p.1
Fuss on Fox Meadow, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Recovery on Post Road (ltr), Jun 30, 1983, p.6
Creche suit goes to trial Tuesday in Federal Court, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
One last chance (edit), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
Meeting of chiefs (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.4
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TOOLEY, LOWELL continued

Village asks for help with Walworth traffic, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Local officials get salary hikes, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Corps turns swamp into a stream (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.1
In memory of two doctors, J Duic, G Langa (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.3
Village eyeing ways to preserve its character, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Room for all (edit), Sep 22, 1983, p.6
New police chief named: D Ferraro (photo), Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Village planning to condemn house, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Village reported seeking to acquire Boulder Brook, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Speakers call for more fields, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Condemnation, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Village set to buy land next to pool, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Six firefighters cited for service (list), Oct 27, 1983, p.5
Negotiations stall (over Bushen house), Nov 10, 1983, p.1
Government services receive generally good rating in survey, Nov 10, 1983, p.2
Village, police agree on two-year contract, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Milestone dedicated (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1
Village Manager Tooley takes part in meeting on police services, Dec 15, 1983, p.25
Village moves to acquire Boulder Brook site (diagram), Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Reorganization, Dec 29, 1983, p.1
Tooley reappointed (to Legislative Committee of NY Conference of Mayors, Municipal Officials), Dec 29, 1983, p.5
Riders fight for Boulder Brook Club, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Village sued, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook takeover dropped, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Before Board ruling: Eloquent pleas to save Boulder Brook Club, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Special Police sworn in (photo; list), Feb 2, 1984, p.2
No left turn sign, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Village, firemen agree on contract, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Voting changes, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Who's in charge here? (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.1
Looking at Crossway (for playing fields), Feb 23, 1984, p.1
Lowell Tooley named engineer of year, Feb 23, 1984, p.2
Scouts observe Government Day by 'taking over' Village Hall (photo; list), Feb 23, 1984, p.5
Disputed driveway (litr), Feb 23, 1984, p.6
4.8% hike seen in village tax rate, Mar 1, 1984, p.1
Signs (on Walworth) unbagged, Mar 1, 1984, p.1
Trustees hear report from train committee (list), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
4.7% village tax hike proposed, Mar 22, 1984, p.1
Two-ton limit on SCS bridges, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Dispute continues over Chateaux rent hikes, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
I think that I shall never see...(photo), May 3, 1984, p.1
Village Board to name Ferraro permanent chief (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.1
Error in judgement, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Showing appreciation (to Ptl H Loeber) (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.12
Rough going, Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Tooley appointed, Jul 26, 1984, p.3
Neighbors protest removal of 65 trees (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.1
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TOOLEY, LOWELL continued
Negotiations, Aug 2, 1984, p.1
Open all night, Aug 2, 1984, p.1
Interns tackle Village Hall projects (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.2
Local officials A Hochberg, L Tooley appointed to Town a Village Task Force, Aug 2, 1984, p.3
Fond farewell to Bill Dean, 'Mr SCS' (photo; addl photo p 6), Aug 9, 1984, p.1
Village promises landscaping plan for Supply Field, Aug 16, 1984, p.1
Supply Field plans scored, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook's fate may be near final resolution, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
Suggestion from Friends (ltr), Aug 30, 1984, p.6
Mayor Siems sets meeting on riding club, Sep 6, 1984, p.1
Assistant D Hoad resigns, Sep 6, 1984, p.1
New law for trucks, Sep 20, 1984, p.1
Village Board appoints G Jacob public works manager, Sep 27, 1984, p.1
Brite light?, Oct 4, 1984, p.1
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Village seeks land, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Sidewalk on Popham, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Signed, sealed and ready to be delivered (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.3
Winston property, Nov 8, 1984, p.1
Too close for comfort (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Greenacres parents press village for safer conditions (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.1
More parking?, Dec 13, 1984, p.1
Agreement set to curb hikes in Chateaux rents, Dec 20, 1984, p.1
Village granted permission to subdivide Boulder Brook, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

TOOLEY, LOWELL (AU)
Manager's response (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4

TOPPING, AUDREY
Audrey Topping is chairman of Tourism Council benefit, Sep 25, 1980, p.11
Outstanding: A Topping (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.15
Neighbors find home for grounded goose (photo; addl photo p 1), Sep 16, 1982, p.6
Toppings (Seyaour, Audrey) receive honorary doctorates, Jun 9, 1983, p.13

TOPPING, SEYMOUR
Neighbors find home for grounded goose (photo; addl photo p 1), Sep 16, 1982, p.6
Toppings (Seyaour, Audrey) receive honorary doctorates, Jun 9, 1983, p.13

TOQUEVILLE, ALEXIS DE
SEE DE TOQUEVILLE, ALEXIS

TORRES, OLGA (DR)
School Board elects new officers (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1

TORRISI, DEBORAH
Hats off to the graduates (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.1

TORRISI, MARY
M Torrisi dies, Jul 30, 1981, p.11

TORRISI, VINCENT

TORRISI, LARRY
How I raised $10,000 and beat the Rangers (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p.7

TORRELLA, VINCENT

TORTICRUCI, LARRY
How I raised $10,000 and beat the Rangers (edit), Apr 7, 1983, p.7

TORTURE
In 98 countries torture does exist (edit), Aug 2, 1984, p.7

TORZILLI, TOINI
T Torzilli dies, Mar 10, 1983, p.18
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TOSKANER, KATIE
  Tree trimming party at library (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.7
TOSKANER, KATIE (AU)
  Dissayed by debris (lir), Jan 10, 1980, p.4
TOSTANOSKI, JEAN
  National Merit commends M Vagt, J Tostanoski, Jan 31, 1980, p.15
TOSTANOSKI, MICKEY
  Youth Employment Service elects M Tostanoski president, seeks more volunteers (list), Jun 2, 1983, p.2
TOSTANOSKI, PATRICIA
  Back hose from Ecuador (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.4
  Exchanging smiles (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.2
  Correction: P Tostanoski president of AFS; J Deaby, S Oberhelaan represent STEP, Jun 9, 1983, p.2
TOTE POLES
  Has anyone seen a missing tote pole, canvas banner? (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.7
  Stolen tote pole turns up, Jul 3, 1980, p.2
TOTH, VALERIE
  Chanukah concert at Manhattan Savings (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.3
TOTO, KAREN
  Neighbors find home for grounded goose (photo; addl photo p 1), Sep 16, 1982, p.6
TOUBES, SUSAN
  New nursery school director naaed: S Toubes (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.16
  Ready for an early Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.22
TOUBER, BARBARA
  Board of Education approves ski team, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
TOUER, JOHN
  SCS People: Margaret Soter, SCS's woman in Detroit (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
TOWERS, MARGARET
  Appointment of M M Towers at hospital, Jun 24, 1982, p.8
TOWN BOARD-GBH
  Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part I) (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.11
  Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part II) (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.11
  Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part III) (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11
  Input on floating zones has town, public put out, May 22, 1980, p.15
  Town modifies zone proposal, Jun 5, 1980, p.15
  Town: 'No disco', Jun 26, 1980, p.19
  Town Board passes new zoning ordinance, Jul 3, 1980, p.11
  Town Board passes 'pooper scooper' law, Oct 30, 1980, p.21
  Town Board attacks Con Ed, Jan 1, 1981, p.13
  Council backs amendments, assists High Point residents, Feb 5, 1981, p.15
  Hearing set on purchase of SCS Farm, Feb 28, 1981, p.13
  Hartsdale parking, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
  Board asends zoning law--St Andrews plan Ok'd, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
  GBH goes on record against SCS development; Residents fear additional congestion on Ardsley Rd, Jun 4, 1981, p.17
  Unification Church gets summons for back taxes, Aug 20, 1981, p.15
  Liaongelli says board lacks fiscal control, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
  Higher parking rates proposed for HTS, Nov 19, 1981, p.5
  Town fires worker A Hayden; says he aided GOP, Dec 3, 1981, p.22
  Town Board to rule on escrow fund use, Jul 22, 1982, p.11
  Town raises tax exemption for elders, Aug 26, 1982, p.9
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TOWN BOARD-SBH continued

DHI clears hurdle for Salvation site housing, Oct 7, 1982, p.13
Steinberg sues on Red Lobster plan, Oct 21, 1982, p.11
Burglar alarm owners now must register with town, Nov 4, 1982, p.11
Town adopts $19.3M budget, Dec 9, 1982, p.11
Town boards consider plans for construction in area, Dec 23, 1982, p.10
Town Board names N Weiner, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
Town board raises water rates; puts controls on restaurant construction, Apr 21, 1983, p.11
Board says scrap redistricting plan, Apr 28, 1983, p.15
County redistricting plan draws fire here; EMT to be split three ways, Apr 28, 1983, p.15
Town postpones decision on use of escrow funds, May 12, 1983, p.13
Red Lobster plans change; town nears Boulder Ridge okay, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
Council position open, Sep 15, 1983, p.10
State work on pipelines will save town dollars, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
Traffic lights planned for HTS station, Oct 6, 1983, p.11
Town Board raises ceiling for senior rent abatement, Oct 13, 1983, p.10
Hopefuls vie for Town Board, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
Zoning change for PUD OK'ed, Dec 22, 1983, p.9
Another term for N Weiner, Jan 5, 1984, p.9
Zoning changes on hold, Feb 2, 1984, p.10
Escrow money will aid Webb purchase, Jul 5, 1984, p.9
Town viewing ordinance for backyard antennas, Aug 2, 1984, p.12
Planning Board lauds vote to keep ferry, Oct 4, 1984, p.10
Town adds policemen under 84-85 budget, Nov 15, 1984, p.11
New cable board may replace SBH Video, Nov 22, 1984, p.11
New cable board criticized at hearing, Nov 29, 1984, p.11
Town Board passes $22 million budget, Dec 13, 1984, p.15
New law bars Moundroukas application, Dec 13, 1984, p.15

TOWN BOARD-SBH-ELECTIONS
SEE ELECTIONS-SBH

TOWN CLUB-SCS

Special programs renew interest in Town Club (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.18
Seventy-fifth anniversary of Town Club (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.31
SCS High graduates issue 'Report from Campus', Feb 14, 1980, p.5
Town Club to hear reports on white collar crime, budge (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
Town Club report: Plan now for future pool surplus, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Town Club nominates officers (list), Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Paul Curran sees 'roadblocks' in criminal justice system, Apr 17, 1980, p.3
Citizens Awards presented by Town Club to E Buzbee, E Innes, F Gordon (photo), May 29, 1980, p.1
No deal for couples (on Town Club dues), May 29, 1980, p.1
Campaign costs, Oct 2, 1980, p.1
Town Club called 'unethical' (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Town Club approves amendment procedure, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Freightway plans: Owners approached, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Political year, Nov 20, 1980, p.1
A-caroling they did go (photo; list), Dec 25, 1980, p.1
Dr J Albright conducts SHS band during Town Club Carol Sing (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.10
Club gets report from Albany, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Town Club reports savings on water, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Savings not cited in report (ltr), Mar 19, 1981, p.4
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TOWN CLUB-SCS continued

Officers nominated (list), Apr 16, 1981, p.6
MTA chairmain R Ravitch foresees 50% fare hike, Apr 16, 1981, p.6
New Town Club leadership (photo p 2; list), May 28, 1981, p.1
Town Club president replies (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Let's work in harmony, Civic Club leader says (ltr), Jul 9, 1981, p.6
Residents polled on indoor pool, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Town Club tables proposal for amending Non-Partisan Resolution, Nov 5, 1981, p.3
Report backs Non-Partisan System, but proposes changes (list), Nov 12, 1981, p.1
(Town Club Carol Sing) 50, going on 70, Dec 3, 1981, p.1
Plenty of brass (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1
All together, now! (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.3
Emphasize improvement (ltr), Jan 14, 1982, p.6
Town Club's goal is to protect, improve (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.21
Town Club reception brings rival candidates together (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
End to tax rate hikes urged, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Town Club debates over reports, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Club nominates new officers (list), Apr 22, 1982, p.13
Former candidate agrees (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
Indoor pool gets backing of Town, and Village Clubs, May 27, 1982, p.1
Board weighs Station Area parking plans, Aug 12, 1982, p.1
Town Club study urges changes in parking rules, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
More on parking, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Little response to parking plan (photo), Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Town Club hears reports on village, schools, county, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Town Club urges 4% limit on tax hike, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
They'll be at the circle on Sunday (photo; list), Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Sing in the circle (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Appalled by commercialism (ltr), Jan 6, 1983, p.6
Procedure helps Town Club take timely action (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.26
Seeking a forum. Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Town Club backs UNIT Meetings, Feb 10, 1983, p.2
Budget calls for 5.9% tax hike, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Town Club to host county executive A.P. O'Rourke (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.1
Town Club report says schools here lack comprehensive safety program, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Town Club hears from O'Rourke, squabbles over tennis courts, Apr 14, 1983, p.2
Consider the public (ltr), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
Better school budget format asked, May 26, 1983, p.1
Town Club installs E M Bench new president, B Johnson VP, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Changing of the guard (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
No generation gap (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.4
Open forum on Futures survey, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
Town Club concludes more fields needed, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Town Club celebrating eighty years of service (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.20
Town Club backs nuclear freeze; asks Village Board to endorse it, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Part of the mainstream (edit), Feb 9, 1984, p.6
No rubber stamps (edit), Feb 9, 1984, p.6
Ignore freeze request, he says (ltr), Feb 9, 1984, p.6
Trustees hear report from train committee (list), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Board asked to act on freeze (ltr), Mar 22, 1984, p.6
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TOWN CLUB-SCS continued

Town Club to host Dr Theodore Sizer (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Critic of American high schools T R Sizer says new structures are needed, Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Town Club names slate (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.3
Metro North chief P Stangl guest at Town Club (photo), May 17, 1984, p.1
Metro North riders lack clout, Town Club rail report finds, May 31, 1984, p.1
Trains improving, Stangl tells (Town) club, May 31, 1984, p.1
M Bench passes gavel to B Johnson (photo), May 31, 1984, p.1
A Walter retires as secretary of Town Club (photo), May 31, 1984, p.8
Non Partisan changes proposed; Woman's Club could lose role, Sep 20, 1984, p.1
Woman's Club faces loss of role in nominating system, Oct 18, 1984, p.1
Political folly (edit), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
A bulwark of the system (ltr), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
Leave viable system alone (ltr), Oct 18, 1984, p.6
Woman's Club keeps Non-Partisan role, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
End the confusion (edit), Nov 8, 1984, p.6
James Fenimore Cooper monument formally rededicated (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.1
Sunday's the day for caroling (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.1
Singing songs of the season (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.1

SEE ALSO PROCEEDURE COMMITTEE-SCS

TOWN CLUB-SCS-EDUCATION COMMITTEE

Town Club: Teacher pay should rise less than cost of living, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
How much for teachers? (edit), Feb 14, 1980, p.4
New Town Club leadership (photo p 2; list), May 28, 1981, p.1

TOWN CODE-GBH

Town postpones decision on use of escrow funds, May 12, 1983, p.13

TOWN PARK-GBH

SEE RECREATION AREAS-GBH

TOWSEN, JOHN

Clowning around (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.27

TOXIC WASTE

Thanks, Big Brother (edit), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
The price for a safe environment (edit; photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.7
The ocean is becoming polluted (edit), Apr 12, 1984, p.7
League speakers talk about asbestos in the home and how to get rid of it, Nov 15, 1984, p.6

TOY STORES

SEE RETAIL STORES

TOYS

EMT aan L Dalton finds that toys are fun for adults too (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.25
50 ailes to the gallon (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.2
Bear bonanza (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.5
New shop specializes in sale of rehabilitated used toys, Dec 15, 1983, p.16
Toy store starts Kid's Club, Mar 8, 1984, p.15
What effect on the young? (ltr), Aug 23, 1984, p.6
An open letter to Santa Claus (list), Dec 20, 1984, p.1

SEE ALSO GAMES

TOZZO, PELLEGRINO (DR)


TRACK ATHLETICS

Cross Country teams win their sections (photo; list), Nov 27, 1980, p.15
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TRACK ATHLETICS continued
Cross Country awards (photo; list), Dec 18, 1980, p.26
Sullivan going to Junior Olympics (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.10
Sullivan places second at Junior Olympics, Aug 12, 1982, p.14
Track called dangerous (ltr), Apr 21, 1983, p.6
Can risk be reduced? (edit), Mar 1, 1984, p.6
7.8% school tax hike seen; kindergarten plan released, Mar 15, 1984, p.1
The right man for the job (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6
Track called dangerous (ltr), Jun 7, 1984, p.6

TRACY, BOB
Freightway plans; Owners approached, Oct 30, 1980, p.1

TRACY, JIM
Meals on Wheels vital help to shut-ins (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.23

TRADE-US
The case for trade restraint (edit), May 28, 1981, p.7
The case for trade restraint (edit), May 28, 1981, p.7
Today Westchester, tomorrow the world (edit), Jul 7, 1983, p.7

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
How many accidents? (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.4
Crash kills 19-year-old T P Madden, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Two critically hurt in wreck (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Five-year-old J Yaeger struck by car, Feb 12, 1981, p.2
Battling the flood (photo), Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Spectacular collision on BRP (photo), May 14, 1981, p.4
State's lights issue (edit), May 28, 1981, p.6
Police, fire dept, SVAC race to accident scene (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.4
Cyclist K Matsuo injured by automobile (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.1
Alarming increase (edit), Oct 8, 1981, p.6
MD G H Gottessen succumbs to injuries, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
E Schoenfeld killed in auto accident, Jan 14, 1982, p.3
L Martins receives medical attention after head-on collision (photo), Jun 3, 1982, p.3
July 4th celebration? (photo), Jul 8, 1982, p.9
How fortunate we are (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6
Slippery day on Ardsley Road (photo), Sep 30, 1982, p.10
Cyclist G Thompson injured in collision (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.3
Village warden J Cox killed in crash (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.1
SCS senior A J Spiess III killed in auto accident, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
Nightmare on Brite Ave (ltr), Jan 27, 1983, p.6
Student J Simmons from SCS dies in auto accident (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Mother, 2-year-old killed in head-on crash, May 5, 1983, p.1
Board names R M Gardella village attorney (list), May 12, 1983, p.1
Reducing accidents, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
All this and more... (photo), Aug 4, 1983, p.9
Signs aren't enough (edit), Nov 17, 1983, p.6
Slippery problem on Ardsley Road (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.9
Accident totals (for Ardsley Rd), Nov 17, 1983, p.9
C Snisky killed by car on Central Ave (photo p 11), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
SHS seniors J Boudreau, M Metz, hurt in head-on crash (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Former EHS girl T Garofano killed, May 17, 1984, p.9
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TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS continued
Know-how at an accident scene can save lives, Jul 12, 1984, p.6
Impressed by article (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Cyclist K Valentine's condition critical, Aug 16, 1984, p.1
Scarsdalian D M Bergenhaa killed in car crash, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Route 22 called dangerous (ltr), Sep 13, 1984, p.6
Letter of many thanks (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6
Please don't wait (ltr), Nov 8, 1984, p.6
Is honesty dead at SHS? (ltr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6

TRAFFIC COMMISSION-WHITE PLAINS
Trustees move to close Walworth Ave, Aug 20, 1981, p.1

TRAFFIC COURT-SCS
SEE COURTS-SCS

TRAFFIC REGULATION
Traffic pattern change at HS, Jan 17, 1980, p.2
Traffic tie-ups on Popaha-Ardsley bridge (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Town Club report: Plan now for future pool surplus, Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Project stalled, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
Action likely on Walworth traffic, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Watching Walworth, Aug 14, 1980, p.1
One-way remedy to Walworth traffic, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
The only way to go (edit), Aug 21, 1980, p.4
Walworth plan favored (ltr), Aug 28, 1980, p.4
Board to vote on one-way solution to Walworth Ave, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Walworth Avenue: stop signs, light, yes; one-way, maybe, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Ducking the real problem (edit), Sep 25, 1980, p.4
Make it a long red (edit), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
When can we expect relief? (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Village Board makes Walworth one-way (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Last word on Walworth? (edit), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Time-saving device (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Buses may enter, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Smooth start on Walworth (photo; addl photo p 22), Nov 20, 1980, p.1
Board asks state for work for taxes law, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Traffic flow, Dec 4, 1980, p.1
From an inconvenienced driver (ltr), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
Walworth one-way law protested, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Council backs amendments, assists High Point residents, Feb 5, 1981, p.15
Bigger signs (on Walworth), Feb 19, 1981, p.1
Safety proposal, Apr 23, 1981, p.1
Woodland closed, Jun 18, 1981, p.1
Woodland closing likely, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Deadlock reigns over Woodland, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
Strong response called for (ltr), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
Trustees move to close Walworth Ave, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Right approach (edit), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
Guard or light (at Chesterfield and Brite), Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Our residents are calling for action (ltr), Aug 27, 1981, p.6
End of detour at SHS (illus), Sep 3, 1981, p.3
Despite closing of Woodland decision on Walworth delayed, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
TRAFFIC REGULATION continued
Let's be good neighbors (ltr), Sep 17, 1981, p.6
Abstention clarified (ltr), Sep 17, 1981, p.6
Repairs to close part of Walworth, Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Residents rap traffic build-up, Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Walworth to reopen soon, Oct 29, 1981, p.1
Town Club tables proposal for amending Non-Partisan Resolution, Nov 5, 1981, p.3
Traffic report says closing streets won't help Greenacres, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Parkway project, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Disaster lurks (edit), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
Exit improvements, Jan 29, 1982, p.1
Trustees set to vote on making Walworth one-way (list; cont p 17), Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Try closing Walworth (edit), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
Walworth law voted down (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Police status, May 6, 1982, p.1
Board's decision applauded (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
New approach, May 13, 1982, p.1
He liked U_moratorium (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
GCC resolves to act on Central Ave issues, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
Village asks for help with Walworth traffic, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Reminder of school bus law (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.28
EMT officials speak for safety, Sep 29, 1983, p.10
Board sets goals; safety is concern, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
Weiner named committee head, Oct 6, 1983, p.10
Citizens urge improvements in downtown parking, traffic, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
No enforcement (of Walworth one-way), Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Vigorous enforcement urged (ltr), May 10, 1984, p.6
Open impact, Jun 21, 1984, p.1
Board seeks input on dish antennae but receives none, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS
Dangerous intersection (ltr), Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Safety measures, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Fewer stop lights, Aug 14, 1980, p.1
New lights, Sep 16, 1980, p.1
Walworth Avenue: stop signs, light, yes; one-way, maybe, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Make it a long red (edit), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
Village Board makes Walworth one-way (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.1
'No Left Turn' by Burger King may be removed, Nov 6, 1980, p.15
Greenville Council pursues violations on Central Avenue, Dec 4, 1980, p.21
Bigger signs (on Walworth), Feb 19, 1981, p.1
GCC urges safety plans for Central Avenue; names slate (list), Mar 5, 1981, p.21
More bike signs asked (ltr), May 21, 1981, p.6
State's lights issue (edit), May 28, 1981, p.6
DOT, local groups reach compromise on Central Ave (photo; list), Jul 23, 1981, p.11
Cyclist wants traffic light (ltr), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
Guard or light (at Chesterfield and Brite), Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Residents rap traffic build-up, Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Light repaired (at Murray Hill and Maaronikey), Dec 3, 1981, p.1
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TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS continued

Safety zone not safe (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
Future shape of Central Ave appears in plans, Feb 4, 1982, p.11
Town may limit electronic gauges, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
New signs on local streets, Feb 18, 1982, p.11
'No Turn' signs up on Central Ave, Jul 15, 1982, p.9
Stop signs advocated (ltr), Sep 23, 1982, p.6
Red Lobster gets green light--board, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
Safer crossing, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Ready on Post Road (ltr), Jun 30, 1983, p.6
Let's not wait 'til '84 (edit), Sep 8, 1983, p.6
Traffic lights planned for HTS station, Oct 6, 1983, p.11
A&P boycott backed, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
Safety--later, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
Slippery problem on Ardsley Road (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.9
No left turn sign, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
(Street) Lighting to be improved (list), Feb 9, 1984, p.11
Village, firemen agree on contact, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Signs on Walworth unbagged, Mar 1, 1984, p.1
Land bargain, Mar 1, 1984, p.1
New traffic light to be installed, Mar 15, 1984, p.11
Two-ton limit on SCS bridges, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
They suggest traffic lights (ltr), Apr 19, 1984, p.6
Light up ahead (at Post, Sherbrooke Rds), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
At long last light (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.1
Brite light?, Oct 4, 1984, p.1
Light's on, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
Weaver St worries, Nov 8, 1984, p.1

TRAFFIC-LAWS AND LEGISLATION

SEE TRAFFIC REGULATION

TRAGER, DAVID

Showdown at Town Hall: residents fight zoning change (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.21
SCC seeks dialogue with PTA's officers, Apr 7, 1983, p.10
GCC set to review nominating system, May 10, 1984, p.13

TRAGER, IDA

Discussing the issues (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.2

TRAGER, WILLIAM (DR)

Malaria specialist Dr W Trager receives WHO medal (photo), May 22, 1980, p.2
Discussing the issues (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.2
Indian foundation to honor resident Dr W Trager (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.12

TRAGER, WILLIAM (DR-AU)

The battle against malaria (edit), Nov 12, 1981, p.7

TRAIN SERVICE

SEE RAILROAD SERVICE

TRAINA, ALBERT

A Traina named VP at Ziff-Davis Publishing Co (photo), May 15, 1980, p.8

TRAINOR, KATHERINE

K R Trainor dies, Jan 12, 1984, p.12

TRAINS

SEE RAILROAD SERVICE
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TRAINWATCH
Local court to get first Conrail case, Jan 20, 1983, p.1
Judge's decision awaited in coautor v Conrail suit, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Conrail appealing awards (list), Jul 26, 1984, p.11

TRANQUILLO, ALBERT
New hose for 50-year-old Henry's Barber Shop, Jun 12, 1980, p.5
Club presents Harris Award to A Tranquillo (photo), May 13, 1982, p.2
Rotary award (to K Coulter) (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.3
102 years young: H Boyce (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.4
Founding Baptist minister Rev H W Hansen dies (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.1

TRAPANI, JOSEPH
Bargaining by neighbors pays off; Shopping plaza gets go-ahead from town (illus), May 1, 1980, p.21

TRAPPING
Too quick to destroy (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6
Issues of concern cited (ltr), Feb 17, 1983, p.6
Compassion can be far-reaching (edit), Oct 4, 1984, p.7

TRANTHER, JUSTINE
Celebration Tuesday for Bill of Rights (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.6

TRAUNER, JANET
BAR chairman replies (ltr), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
Tennis court suit, Sep 25, 1980, p.1

TRAUNER, JANET (AU)
How many accidents? (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.4
Questions BAR decision (ltr), Jul 31, 1980, p.4

TRAUNER, RICHARD
Tennis court feud continues, Aug 14, 1980, p.1
BAR chairman replies (ltr), Aug 14, 1980, p.4
Tennis court suit, Sep 25, 1980, p.1

TRAUNER, RICHARD (AU)
Questions BAR decision (ltr), Jul 31, 1980, p.4

TRAUTWEIN, WALTER
W B Trautwein dies, Sep 10, 1981, p.14

TRAVEL
EHS sophomore R Levy chosen for international travel, Jun 12, 1980, p.15
Class trip (to China), Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Strike or no, Scarsdalians are on the move (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
A summer in Africa and Poland (for Dr F M Hetzler), Sep 17, 1981, p.15
No trip, Oct 22, 1981, p.1
Travel: crown jewels of the Pacific (photo) (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.5
Four join Ambassador tour, Jul 26, 1994, p.11
Scout troop members return from trip through Germany (photo; list), Aug 23, 1984, p.5
Now, about the English (edit), Sep 13, 1984, p.7
A delightful way to see our country (edit), Nov 29, 1984, p.7

TRAVEL AGENCIES
Travel agency purchased, Oct 30, 1980, p.10
Travel agency computerizes (photo; list) (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.32
Strike or no, Scarsdalians are on the move (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
Window on the World travel agency doubles office (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.30
Travel agency (Window on the World Travel) now operating computer school (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.36

TRAVEL AGENTS
Travel counselor B Metselaar attends forum, Jul 28, 1983, p.4
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TRAVEL AGENTS continued
Travel counselors L Taylor, B Taylor designated CTC's, Aug 11, 1983, p.4
TRAVISS, CHRISTINE
Administration to present school lunch recommendation (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.1
TREACY, MARION
M E Treacy dies, Nov 13, 1980, p.20
TREADWAY, DEEANNE
Five proposed as candidates for School Board (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.11
Feldman, Weinreich are board nominees, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
Mrs Davis, Mezner will run for (EMT School) board, Apr 5, 1984, p.11
TREADWAY, DEEANNE (AU)
Nominating system defended (ltr), Apr 26, 1984, p.6
TREADWAY, PETER
Seely students learn skills in handling social problems (photo), May 19, 1983, p.11
TREANOR, PATRICIA
Inside look at conventions (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Report on political conventions (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.2
TREDE, LORETTA
L Trede dies, Jul 29, 1982, p.12
TREES
One up (photo), May 1, 1980, p.1
One down (photo), May 1, 1980, p.1
More obstructions, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Heavy storm damage (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Projects planned, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Maple from Manhattan (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.3
Destroyed by vandals (two Kwanzan cherry trees) (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Close call on Post Road (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.7
Save SCS's trees (ltr), Apr 9, 1981, p.6
Safe ways to save trees (ltr), Apr 16, 1981, p.6
Gypsy moth threatens area's trees, Apr 16, 1981, p.11
Advice on gypsy moths, Apr 30, 1981, p.2
New program seeks to reverse decline in tree population (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.1
Save trees on Palaer (ltr), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
Why remove trees? (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
Storay weather (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Revenue sharing, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Sign of spring (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.5
Tree planting, Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Village advises on fighting gypsy moths, May 6, 1982, p.1
Village to decide on hose, May 13, 1982, p.1
Worth the effort (edit), May 27, 1982, p.6
Unnecessary expense (ltr), May 27, 1982, p.6
She objects to spraying (ltr), Jun 3, 1982, p.6
Obstruction law, Jul 22, 1982, p.1
Hearing on trees, Aug 12, 1982, p.1
It's a growing problem (ltr), Aug 12, 1982, p.6
Vandals chop school trees, Dec 23, 1982, p.11
Board discusses textbook selecting, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Construction revving up along Central Ave (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.13
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TREES continued
The storm before the lull (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.3
Damage suit settled, May 19, 1983, p.1
Poweroy Pear dedicated (photo; list), Jun 30, 1983, p.2
Planning Board eyes rules changes, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
The final days (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.2
Village set to buy land next to pool, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
A place in the shade, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Tree City USA, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Was this the end of winter? (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.2
She misses the trees (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6
Trees are being planted (ltr), Apr 19, 1984, p.6
Battle over trees, May 3, 1984, p.1
I think that I shall never see... (photo), May 3, 1984, p.1
Save SCS's trees (edit), May 10, 1984, p.6
Fairer for some than others (ltr), May 10, 1984, p.6
Tree case continues, May 31, 1984, p.1
Neighbors protest removal of 65 trees (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.1
Replace the trees (edit), Aug 2, 1984, p.6
Landscaping plan called for (ltr), Aug 2, 1984, p.6
His confidence is destroyed (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
Time to control government (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
Trees need our help (edit), Aug 9, 1984, p.7
Village promises landscaping plan for Supply Field, Aug 16, 1984, p.1
Effective protest (edit), Aug 16, 1984, p.6
Field will never be the same (ltr; photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.6
Dismayed by devastation (ltr), Aug 16, 1984, p.6
On SCS's heritage (ltr), Aug 16, 1984, p.6
Supply Field plans scored, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Bronx River beautification begins (photo), Aug 30, 1984, p.1
Suggestion from Friends (ltr), Aug 30, 1984, p.6
Supply Field plans, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
Oak should have been honored (ltr), Sep 13, 1984, p.6
Better conservation needed (ltr), Sep 27, 1984, p.6
EMT's Carl Miller picks 'Christmas gift for the world' (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.10

TREGLIA, JASON
Jack-in-the-boxes at Edgewood (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.18

TREISMAN, NORMAN
Philip Morris appoints resident N J Treissan deputy treasurer (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.8

TRENT, BERTRAM
Debate issue, Mar 12, 1981, p.1

TREROTOLA, JULIE
J Trerotola dies, Jan 27, 1983, p.12

TRESSLER, CLYDE
Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1

TRIALS
The People vs Heraania Albo (edit), Nov 29, 1984, p.7
SEE ALSO MURDER TRIALS

TRIAS, ALEX
Cable comes to Greenacres (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.12
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TRIATHLONS
The agony of the Triathlon watcher (edit; photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.7
Only 140.4 miles to go (edit), Mar 8, 1984, p.7
Getting set for the triathlon: K Batchelor, D Walker, L Greenberg, D Hulsebosch (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.16
Only 5.3 miles left to run (photo), Aug 23, 1984, p.1
SCS Triathlon (edit), Aug 23, 1984, p.8

TRICARIO, BARBARA
Fun for some, sale was serious for others (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.1

TRILLIN, CALVIN
Writer Calvin Trillin to give talk at school, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
C Trillin guest speaker at Friends of SCS Library annual meeting (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.3

TRILLING, DIANA
Writers S Alexander, D Trilling play featured roles at Harris trial (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.4

TRIPLETS
SCS student R Shafran finds he's one of 3, Sep 25, 1980, p.1

TRIMBLE, KAREN
PTA awards (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.10
Cancer Society gives awards, Nov 24, 1983, p.10
Thirty times sixth (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.10

TRONCONE, LIZ
Woven (P E Fuller, M C Johnson) accused of shoplifting spree, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
Correction: L Troncone helped police apprehend shoplifters, Oct 21, 1982, p.4

TROODS, DOUGLAS
SCS High's Class of '84 advised to keep an open mind, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

TROYER, BARRY
Nine-year-old J Michels' letter spurs park clean-up (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.4

TRUCKS
S Blooastein takes a turn in Highway Dept cherry picker (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Ready for emergencies (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.2
Truck day at Fox Meadow (photo), Oct 15, 1981, p.19
Village Government Day Saturday (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.1
New law for trucks, Sep 20, 1984, p.1
Village Board appoints S Jacob public works manager, Sep 27, 1984, p.1
Quaker Ridge students tour a variety of trucks, Sep 27, 1984, p.18
Trucks, ghosts visit Heathcote, Nov 1, 1984, p.20
SEE ALSO FIRE ENGINES

TRUCKS, GASOLINE TANKER
Near catastrophe at Heathcote 5 Corners (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Violation charged, Jun 30, 1983, p.1

TRUELL, ROBERT
County JDL will picket Soviet film series start, Mar 8, 1984, p.10
Russian film seen despite boicott scare, Mar 22, 1984, p.10
Trudell gets library honor, Oct 25, 1984, p.10

TRYFORDS, LYNNIE
Dr H Tarnower slain; wrote SCS diet (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1
TRYFROS, LYNNE continued
Jean Harris indicted for murder, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Prosecutor seeks to prove Harris intended to kill, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Victim’s housekeeper, S Van Der Vreken, on stand, Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Dramatic moment at trial, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Questions posed in Harris trial (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Defense calls Harris to stand (illus), Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Boyle charges intent to kill (illus p 10), Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Jury still out in Jean Harris murder trial (photo; addl photo p 16), Feb 19, 1981, p.1
L Tryforos remarries, May 17, 1934, p.1

TSAI, JULIE
Now open for lunch (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.8

TSIROPINAS, ANDREW
Clip and save guide to nursery schools (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.9

TUHMAN, Wokie
Extending a warm welcome (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.21

TUCCILO, RALPH
R Tucciilo dies, Dec 20, 1984, p.16

TUCHAR, MARK
Four from EMT high school (R Fraser, A Post, W Wang, M Tuchsan) in art show, Oct 30, 1980, p.21
"Most talented" EMS grad M E Tuchsan has animated cartoon on cable TV (illus), Jul 15, 1982, p.9

TUCHMAN, PAULA
Paula Tuchman is voted secretary, Jul 1, 1982, p.10

TUCKER, (MRs HAROLD)
Members honored (photo; list), Mar 26, 1981, p.14

TUCKER, AMANDA
Eggs-tasy! (photo; list), Apr 7, 1983, p.6
Sharing at Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.18

TUCKER, CARL JR
Inquirer sold to group headed by William White (photo; list), Jan 3, 1980, p.1

TUFARO, DOMINIC
Drug suspects arrested in EMT (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.15

TUITION TAX CREDITS
Lobbying effort, May 21, 1981, p.1
For tuition tax credits (ltr), Jun 11, 1981, p.6
None of its business (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
Shanker opposes tuition tax credits; sees threat to public schools (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.6
Against tuition tax credits (ltr), Jul 8, 1982, p.6

TULLY, JAMES JR
Next Thursday is primary day, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Lehman edges Curran in primary here, Sep 30, 1982, p.1

TUNBERG, OLLE
J W Halper presented with Royal Order of North Star (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.8

TUNICK, RICHARD
Senior VP: R C Tunick (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.5

TUNISON, RON
The way it was (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.11

TURCO, RICH
Meanwhile, the kids keep on playing (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Menace of '82 now only a faded memory, Aug 9, 1984, p.1
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TURCOTT, THYRZA

TURETSKY, ARNOLD (RABBI)
   Rabbis A S Turetsky, L Nadelman honored (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.14
   Temple Israel Center honored, Dec 15, 1983, p.26

TURKEL, ANN
   As graduates began life after SHS, the Class of '64 was coming back, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

TURNER, BLOSSOM
   Gift from the JACS (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.3

TURNER, RITA (DR)
   Village to decide response on home, May 13, 1982, p.1
   Senior housing advocated, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
   Residents will help draw up blueprint for village's future, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
   Community meeting looks toward future, Oct 7, 1982, p.1

TURNER, RITA (DR-AU)
   Thank you, volunteers (ltr), Dec 11, 1980, p.4
   Volunteers cited (ltr), Dec 24, 1981, p.6

TURNER, THOMAS
   Buses to continue using Fox Meadow, Dec 2, 1982, p.1
   Fuss on Fox Meadow, Jun 23, 1983, p.1

TURSONE, (MRS JOSEPH)
   Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.14

TUTHILL, CHESTER
   Budget lines amplified at preliminary hearing, Feb 20, 1980, p.15
   School Board members applaud Crowder, Weitzer; Board approves new football coach, Jun 12, 1980, p.15
   Voters okay Seely renovation (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.13
   Board may raise building-use fees, Jan 15, 1981, p.11
   Board of Education revises phys ed substitution rule, Feb 12, 1981, p.17
   Board delays action on building charges, Feb 26, 1981, p.13
   District expenses rise as vandalism at EHS takes toll, Oct 22, 1981, p.15
   Ribbon cutting (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.10
   Four gain tenure; no day care OK yet, May 13, 1982, p.11
   Board appoints Finn, Fornges? Children's Center is approved, Aug 5, 1982, p.11
   Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16
   Board, ETA assessing positions to prepare for contract talks, Nov 11, 1982, p.13
   Ten million dollar budget calls for 7.7% tax raise; aid assured, Mar 17, 1983, p.11
   Ten million dollar budget with 7.7% tax raise gets School Board okay, Apr 7, 1983, p.11
   First grade, upkeep at Seely discussed, Apr 14, 1983, p.13
   Pay raises for staff approved, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
   Labor talks get nowhere, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
   Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11
   Residents call for more information at hearing, Sep 22, 1983, p.9
   Certiorari--a big word for a difficult tax situation, Oct 6, 1983, p.11
   Board gets tough on snow removal, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
   Finn takes onus on 'Sunshine' evasion (photo), Jan 19, 1984, p.11
   Selection criteria for 'gifted' set, Feb 9, 1984, p.11
   School Board looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p.10
   Westchester school officials see disaster in Cuomo aid cuts, Feb 23, 1984, p.9
   ECCE: Board 'obligated' to provide full-day kindergarten, Mar 8, 1984, p.11
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TUTTILL, CHESTER continued

Board unfazed by a dark, storey night; Mar 15, 1984, p.10
Proposed $11 million school budget would raise taxes by 10.76 percent; Mar 22, 1984, p.11
Board: 44 is limit for first grade at Seely; no vote taken; Jul 19, 1984, p.9
Board backs Finn in Seely decision; Sep 13, 1984, p.9
Hockey team to get coach and uniforms: EMT Board of Education (photo); Nov 15, 1984, p.11

TUTORING

New SAT tutoring program to open, Aug 28, 1980, p.18
SAT tutoring is a growth industry in area (illus), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
Panel probes uses, abuses of tutoring in SCS, Oct 20, 1982, p.4
Report on SAT's says 'cram course' useless, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
No apologies needed (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6
Reason for tutoring (ltr), Nov 25, 1982, p.6

TUTTLE, ALICE

Senior walkers keep volunteer leader hopping (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.6

TUTTLE, JOHN

Senior walkers keep volunteer leader hopping (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.6

TWEED, WILLIAM

Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part I) (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.11

TWINS

Seeing double at graduation (photo; list), Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Double the excitement (photo; list), Jun 30, 1983, p.6

TYSON, ROBERT JR

R W Tyson Jr dies, Feb 28, 1980, p.10

TZANAMARIS, CHRIS

Bagels and bagel, Jan 20, 1983, p.1

UBERWASSER, J E

Feiner bus service gets permanent state authority, Oct 28, 1982, p.15

UCHITELLE, LOUIS

Correction to L Uchitelle statement, Aug 11 Inquirer, Aug 18, 1983, p.6

UBERWASSER, FRANCIS

State hearing on bus application, May 6, 1982, p.1

UENO, AKIKO

International Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.22

UENO, REIKO

International Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 29, 1984, p.22

UGHETTA, (MRS HENRY)

Historical Society seeking new members, Sep 11, 1980, p.3

UGHETTA, ANDY

Country Fair next week (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.3

UGHETTA, CHRISTY

Country Fair next week (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.3

UGHETTA, HENRY

Maroon & White dinner honors athletes; Special award for H Ughetta (photo; list), Mar 27, 1980, p.17
Fighting Alzheimer's Disease (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.5

UGHETTA, MARY ALICE

Historical Society drive opens (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.4
Tricentennial celebration (photo), May 19, 1983, p.1
Fighting Alzheimer's Disease (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.5
Resident M A Ughetta elected to Alzheimer Assn, Jul 12, 1984, p.8
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UHER, ROBERT
Hochberg asks Governor to step into rail crisis, Nov 20, 1980, p.11

UHLFELDER, GERRY
Hudson exhibit has resident G. Uhlfelder's painting, Oct 13, 1983, p.17

UHLFELDER, GERRY (AU)
Stores sacrificed (ltr), Nov 4, 1982, p.6
Issues of concern cited (ltr), Feb 17, 1983, p.6

UJA
SEE UNITED JEWISH APPEAL

ULAN, ALAN
Cosauter bus to New York has smooth trial run (photo; addl photo p 12), Apr 1, 1982, p.1

ULBRICH, JOAN
Photography exhibit by J. Ulbrich at Citibank, Aug 6, 1981, p.4

ULLMAN, BERNICE
Welcome to SCS! (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.1

ULLMAN, GEORGE
No official (swiss) team, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Hail and farewell (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.1

ULLMAN, JOSEPH
Local law firm now also has New York office, May 1, 1980, p.16
Tenant protection approved; Board accepts land donation, May 15, 1980, p.1
One-way remedy to Walworth traffic, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Board defeats bike law, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Bus stop enter, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Trustees okay Creche, 4-3, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Debate ruled out, Jan 22, 1981, p.1
Library ceiling pencil-free; water restrictions in effect, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Election campaign hits full stride, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
A look at the candidates for Village Board (photo; list; addl photo p 16), Mar 5, 1981, p.5
Day of decision near in village election; Facts on Village Election, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Record turnout as Citizens Party sweeps (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Both sides talk like winners (photo; chart p 10), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Carol Stix to head local foundation (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Final meeting for Jensen, Browning (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Mayor Stone sworn in (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Productivity council, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
Board for bottle bill, May 14, 1981, p.1
Volunteer benefits, May 14, 1981, p.1
Continuing comedy (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6
Trustees vote to hire Freightway consultants, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Trustees move to close Walworth Ave, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Despite closing of Woodland decision on Walworth delayed, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Repairs to close part of Walworth, Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Board denies request for creche display, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Where to appeal, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Town may limit electronic games, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
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ULLMAN, JOSEPH continued
   Trustees vote against cable increase (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.1
   Walworth law voted down (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
   Village prepares to fight against halfway house, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
   Village to hire lawyers, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
   Grossman again, May 13, 1982, p.1
   Bottle bill backed, May 20, 1982, p.1
   Search for Change submits second plan; seeks help, May 27, 1982, p.1
   Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1
   Sidewalk tables?, Jun 3, 1982, p.1
   Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
   Village won't try to block home, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
   Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
   Hearing on noise, Sep 9, 1982, p.1
   Noise law arouses strong feelings, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
   New proposals meet opposition, Sep 30, 1982, p.1
   Robert Hackett dies at age 72 (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.1
   Suit considered, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
   Raccoons' friends, foes gather at forum here (photo; addl photo p 12), Nov 18, 1982, p.1
   Trustees vote 4-3 to deny creche request (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.1
   Suit loses after second creche is rejected, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
   Special Patrol leaders elected (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.3
   Village attorney J Holden leaving to be judge in White Plains, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
   R Nicolas promoted to lieutenant (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.3
   Tennis courts get go-ahead, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
   Village working on tenant protection plan, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
   J Stone Going fishing (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.1
   Important contributions (edit), Mar 24, 1983, p.6
   New board, council members to be appointed (list), Apr 7, 1983, p.1
   They're grateful on courts ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6
   Changing of the guard (photo), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
   SCS Foundation names Ullmann president (list), Mar 8, 1984, p.3
   Bowl committee members named (list), Sep 27, 1984, p.3

ULLMAN, JOSEPH (AU)
   SCS will not be the same (ltr), Aug 2, 1984, p.6

ULLMANN, CLIFF
   Weekend snow brought out sledders C Ullmann, J Antush (photo), Feb 21, 1980, p.11
   Welcome to SCS! (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.1

ULLMANN, GLENN
   Local student S Ullmann nominated to Air Force Academy, Dec 25, 1980, p.11
   Reunion (photo; list), Dec 31, 1981, p.9
   Wild blue yonder (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.14

ULLMAN, GEORGE
   Ullman honored at convention, Feb 19, 1981, p.15

UMEZINNA, WILBERFORCE (DR)

UNA-USA
   SEE UNITED NATIONS ASSN

UNAMUE, MICHAEL
   Six Boy Scouts present bike to Children's Village (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.2
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UNCLAIMED FUNDS
SEE ABANDONED PROPERTY

UNDERCOFFLER, HERBERT
Evolving recreation program speaks for itself—quietly (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.12

UNDERHILL, BARBARA
Saying it with flowers; B Underhill (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.1

UNDERHILL, PAUL (AU)
SCS High replies to student's criticism (ltrs), Feb 10, 1983, p.6

UNDEAKERS AND UNDERTAKING
M G DePalma approved by state, Aug 23, 1984, p.4

UNDERWEISER, BEATRICE
Trustees Gies and Stone, Beatrice Underweiser are Non Partisan candidates (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.1
As Iowa goes...GOP caucus favors Bush for President, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Voters to elect trustees, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Trustees elected; few vote (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Newest trustee B Underweiser eager to hear from citizens (photo), May 8, 1980, p.4
People of the hour at SCS Republican Town Committee dinner: Sen J Javits, M Soter (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.2
Board delays vote on bike penalties, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Board defeats bike law, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Trustees okay Creche, 4-3, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Book purchasing, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Asbestos problem, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Panel of residents opposes Hutch plan, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Final meeting for Jensen, Browning (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Productivity council, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
Freightway development plan unveiled (photo), May 14, 1981, p.1
Continuing comedy (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6
Trustees vote to hire Freightway consultants, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Hutch expansion foes meet with Sen Pisani, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Law firm retained, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Residents polled on indoor pool, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Despite closing of Woodland decision on Walworth delayed, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Committee shifts, Oct 22, 1981, p.1
Board denies request for creche display, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Creche reaction, Nov 19, 1981, p.1
Voting places, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Citizens Party turns down LWV invitation, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Board rejects Polera proposal; seeks alternate plan for Freightway, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Excellent decision (edit), Jan 28, 1982, p.6
Town Club reception brings rival candidates together (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Village eyes ban on electronic games, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Talking to the candidates: B Underweiser, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Latest plan for Hutch draws village criticism (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Coalition candidates propose village recreation center, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
March 16—Time to vote (photo), Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Voters choose on March 16 (chart, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Cooperation commended (ltr), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
Citizens' Party candidates win by nearly 3-1 (photo; addl photo, chart p 6), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNDERWEISER, BEATRICE</td>
<td>continued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walworth law voted down (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revised proposal for Hutch, May 6, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottle bill backed, May 20, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hutch position, May 20, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting on Hutch June 10, Jun 3, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State accused of ‘bad faith’ on Hutch, Jun 17, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village won’t try to block home, Jul 1, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freightway--quiet but not forgotten, Sep 2, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserved parking, Sep 2, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New proposals meet opposition, Sep 30, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle over Hutch heating up again (cont p 5), Nov 11, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trustees vote 4-3 to deny creche request (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suit looms after second creche is rejected, Dec 16, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkway decision hailed in village, Dec 16, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much salt?, Jan 13, 1983, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trustees sued for barring creche display (list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creche’s attorney fee criticized, Mar 10, 1983, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennis courts get go-ahead, Mar 24, 1983, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They’re grateful on courts (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sias sets own style (list), Apr 14, 1983, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board names R M Sardella village attorney (list), May 12, 1983, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trustees vote not to restore tennis courts, Jun 30, 1983, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officer of the Year: R Motko (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village asks for help with Walworth traffic, Aug 4, 1983, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race approved, Oct 27, 1983, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Rourke picks village trustee B Underweiser, Nov 24, 1983, p.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appeal expected on creche, Dec 15, 1983, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No enforcement (of Walworth one-way), Dec 15, 1983, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy on races, Jan 5, 1984, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Police sworn in (photo; list), Feb 2, 1984, p.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trustees vote down attached housing, Feb 16, 1984, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board hands out bouquets, Mar 29, 1984, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayor S Sias hospitalized, but condition not serious, Apr 5, 1984, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M Bench passes gavel to B Johnson (photo), May 31, 1984, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEMPLOYMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFCS offers therapy for jobless, Jan 20, 1983, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help--right here at home (edit), Mar 17, 1983, p.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment and election '84 (edit), Dec 22, 1983, p.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNGAR, ANNE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashany, Behan, Ungar win Merit corporate grants, Apr 10, 1980, p.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commencement Day: The view from Lee Road, Jun 26, 1980, p.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNGAR, LETA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident L Ungar named by Actuarial Society, Jun 10, 1982, p.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNGAR, PETER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colonial Thanksgiving (photo; addl photo p 14), Nov 25, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More needed for maintenance (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNGER, ARTHUR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President: A C Unger (photo), May 27, 1982, p.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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UNGAR, LOIS

Book on drug abuse distributed, Dec 8, 1984, p.3

UNICEF

$10,000 gift for UNICEF (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.12

Financial issues top Board of Education agenda, Oct 9, 1980, p.1

Local couple Lloyd and Mary Bailey report on how UNICEF cards help, Nov 24, 1983, p.4

UNIONS

SEE LABOR UNIONS

UNIT MEETINGS

Unit Meetings Wednesday (list), Nov 6, 1980, p.1

Unit Meetings (edit), Nov 6, 1980, p.4

Be part of the system (litr), Nov 6, 1980, p.4

Units elect 12 to nominating body (list), Nov 13, 1980, p.1

Unit Meetings next Wednesday (list), Nov 5, 1981, p.1

Town Club tables proposal for amending Non-Partisan Resolution, Nov 5, 1981, p.3

Units elect 12 to nominating body (list), Nov 12, 1981, p.1

Report backs Non-Partisan System, but proposes changes (list), Nov 12, 1981, p.1

Town Club hears reports on village, schools, county, Nov 4, 1982, p.1

Fourteen elected at Unit Meetings (list), Nov 11, 1982, p.1

For centralized voting (edit), Jan 27, 1983, p.6

LWV: End Unit Meetings (litr), Jan 27, 1983, p.6

Town Club backs Unit Meetings, Feb 10, 1983, p.2

Unit Meetings Nov 16 to elect Citizens' Committee members (list), Nov 10, 1983, p.1

360 citizens vote in Unit Meetings (list), Nov 17, 1983, p.1

Non Partisan changes proposed; Woman's Club could lose role, Sep 20, 1984, p.1

Woman's Club faces loss of role in nominating system, Oct 18, 1984, p.1

Don't forget these two (edit), Oct 18, 1984, p.6

Woman's Club keeps Non-Partisan role, Nov 1, 1984, p.1

Unit Meetings here Nov 14 (list), Nov 8, 1984, p.1

Attend your Unit Meeting (litr), Nov 8, 1984, p.6

Turnout up as 12 elected at Unit Meetings (list), Nov 15, 1984, p.1

Harder than it seems (litr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6

UNIT NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS

SEE NON PARTISAN SYSTEM

UNITED ARTISTS CABLESYSTEMS CORP

SEE CABLE TV

UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY CENTER

SEE CEREBRAL PALSY

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL

Residents M F Gitzenstein, J Korek, A P Slaner, J Weiss among UJA campaign leaders (photo; list), Aug 7, 1980, p.2

UJA supporters (photo; list), Oct 23, 1980, p.10

D Edell guest speaker (photo; list), Nov 13, 1980, p.8

Leadership seminar (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.15

UJA-Federation launches Westchester task force (photo; list), Aug 13, 1981, p.2

UJA-Federation names M Lassoff, S M Scheiner local campaign leaders, Nov 5, 1991, p.3

UJA women honor Elaine Winik at drive's opening luncheon (photo; list), Dec 3, 1981, p.14

Scarsdalians for 'Super Sunday' (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.9

UJA-Federation Women's Division (photo; list), May 27, 1982, p.10

UJA Fundraisers (photo; list), Nov 25, 1982, p.11

Beating par (photo; list), Dec 22, 1983, p.8
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UNITED JEWISH APPEAL  continued

Record setters (photo; list), Jun 14, 1984, p.8
Man on a mini-mission (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.4

UNITED NATIONS

Sunday is UN Day (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Local chapter celebrates 35th anniversary of UN (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.30
Simple majority isn't that simple (edit), Mar 25, 1982, p.7
Junior high school UN (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.5
Good neighbors to the world (photo), May 27, 1982, p.11
Do we take the UN seriously? (edit), Dec 9, 1982, p.7
The UN has a cash flow problem (edit), Sep 29, 1983, p.7
Sales of an autumn morn (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.12
Hoagie to the United Nations (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.5

UNITED NATIONS ASSN

Association evaluates United Nations (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.24
UN Assn holds party (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.6
UN Assn calls on US to sign human rights agreements, Dec 10, 1981, p.3
Word of appreciation (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
Error of omission (ltr), Mar 31, 1983, p.6
Oversight acknowledged (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6

UNITED NATIONS CLUB-SCS

SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-UNITED NATIONS CLUB

UNITED WAY

Goal within reach (edit), Jan 10, 1980, p.4
United Way just $20,694 short of goal, Jan 10, 1980, p.5
United Way names directors (photo; list), Feb 14, 1980, p.5
United Way elects leaders (list), Mar 20, 1980, p.5
United Way re-elects S Green as president (list), Mar 27, 1980, p.6
United Way 2% from goal, Apr 17, 1980, p.3
Lagging behind (edit), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
United Way of Westchester announces 1980 allocations (list), Jun 26, 1980, p.3
Jane Butcher to head United Way campaign (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.5
Campaign head: J M Bendheim (photo), Jul 3, 1980, p.5
It's the only social agency in town (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
SCS grant request (ltr), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
Armstrong to post United Way names, Jul 31, 1980, p.12
L Slaner to chair United Way dinner here (photo; list), Aug 14, 1980, p.1
United Way co-chairmen Mrs J Backman, D D Doernberg Jr (list), Sep 11, 1980, p.5
Associate chairman named for United Way campaign (list), Sep 18, 1980, p.20
SCS seeks to meet changing social needs, Oct 2, 1980, p.2
Visiting Nurses' role growing fast, Oct 16, 1980, p.7
Red Cross tests can save lives, Oct 23, 1980, p.2
Local san D F Sheehy Jr to head County United Way (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.3
UNITED WAY continued

United Way nears 75% of its goal, Oct 30, 1980, p.2
Join the public-spirited (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4
SCS's number two (in United Way campaign), Nov 6, 1980, p.3
United Way at $210,000, Nov 13, 1980, p.3
United Way nears goal, Dec 4, 1980, p.5
United Way at 94.4% of campaign goal, Dec 11, 1980, p.11
United Way names J K Robinson planning director, Dec 11, 1980, p.28
United Way campaign hopes to reach goal by year-end, Dec 18, 1980, p.6
New Year's deadline (edit), Dec 25, 1980, p.4
Fund $4010 short of goal, Dec 25, 1980, p.5
Report from United Way, Jan 1, 1981, p.3
United Way over the top (list), Jan 8, 1981, p.2
United Way breaks record, Jan 29, 1981, p.2
United Way sets funding priorities, Jan 29, 1981, p.3
United Way exceeds goal (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.20
Teen center director L Fernandez tells success story (photo), Mar 12, 1981, p.5
United Way elects J M Bendheim chairmen of board (list), Mar 19, 1981, p.3
Sheehy re-elected United Way chairman (list), Apr 9, 1981, p.2
Fund planning allocations (list), Apr 23, 1981, p.2
New program grants listed (list), May 14, 1981, p.19
United Way launches campaign, Jun 4, 1981, p.3
L Slaner to chair United Way Dinner (photo; list), Jul 16, 1981, p.3
Villas to direct pacemaker effort (list), Jul 23, 1981, p.4
United Way names Dr D Grunewald campaign chairman, Jul 30, 1981, p.3
United Way names R S November chairman (list), Aug 6, 1981, p.3
Headley appointed chairmen of United Way sponsors (photo; list), Sep 17, 1981, p.4
United Way announces grants (list), Sep 24, 1981, p.3
Carret to chair 1981 United Way committees (list), Sep 24, 1981, p.3
United Way starts fund drive (photo; list), Oct 1, 1981, p.1
United Way campaign is 64.5 percent to total, Oct 22, 1981, p.3
United Way hits 70%, Oct 29, 1981, p.4
United Way at $200,000, Nov 5, 1981, p.3
Disappointing crowd (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
Campaign reaches 84 percent, Dec 10, 1981, p.3
Last contribution (ltr), Jan 7, 1982, p.6
United Way nears goal, Jan 14, 1982, p.5
Fund still short of goal, Jan 21, 1982, p.3
Special appeal by United Way, Jan 28, 1982, p.4
Almost there (edit), Feb 25, 1982, p.6
Elected: R S November (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.3
United Way reaches goal, Mar 25, 1982, p.5
Campaign a success (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
Weale to head United Way drive, Jun 24, 1982, p.4
UNÍTED WAY continued

United Way appoints local realtor N R Wolff, Aug 12, 1982, p.5
United Way chairman announced: L Slaner (list), Sep 2, 1982, p.5
United Way sets goal, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
United Way opens fund drive (list), Sep 30, 1982, p.3
United Way supporters urged 'to work harder than ever' (photo; list), Oct 7, 1982, p.5
United Way director P A Stanley dies, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
United Way tribute to Patricia Stanley, Dec 16, 1982, p.5
United Way close to meeting goal (photo) (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.30
United Way $15,000 from goal, Feb 17, 1983, p.2
United Way elects M Molander new president (photo p 6; list), Mar 31, 1983, p.1
Director F David named for United Way (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.3
To care for one another (edit), Jun 16, 1983, p.7
N Wolff will chair United Way campaigns, Jul 21, 1983, p.2
Leadership Dinner set by United Way (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.8
United Way leaders told of need for more daycare funds (list), Sep 29, 1983, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of Greater SCS (photo), Sep 29, 1983, p.22
United Way hits 70% of goal, Nov 3, 1983, p.2
Sweet charity, Nov 10, 1983, p.1
United Way calling (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.3
Eighty percent and climbing (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.1
This holiday gift spreads cheer all year (photo; list; addl photo p 14), Dec 1, 1983, p.6
United Way leaders urge year-end gifts, Dec 22, 1983, p.2
Thanks from United Way (ltr), Jan 5, 1984, p.6
Cub Scout Carnival helps United Way (photo; list), Jan 26, 1984, p.4
United Way contributions exceed the $285,000 goal (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.20
SCS-EKMT United Way elects L P Werner new president/chairman (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.5
Broiling Bucks benefit United Way (photo), May 10, 1984, p.5
United Way agency enables clients to reach full potential, Jun 7, 1984, p.5
United Way names campaign leaders (list), Jun 14, 1984, p.9
United Way forms campaign cabinet, Aug 2, 1984, p.5
Dr E Aronowitz to chair United Way campaign, Aug 9, 1984, p.15
SUNY woman Dr L Katz named to post in United Way, Sep 6, 1984, p.8
A lofty goal (edit), Sep 20, 1984, p.6
Garner chairman of United Way unit, Sep 20, 1984, p.8
United Way campaign (photo; list), Sep 27, 1984, p.2
Role of day care growing in county, Sep 27, 1984, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes The United Way of Greater SCS (photo), Sep 27, 1984, p.26
Red Cross brings young, old together, Oct 25, 1984, p.4
United Way trying to determine community needs and problems (list), Nov 15, 1984, p.15
Alcoholism called 'neglected problem', Nov 22, 1984, p.4
Gambling for a good cause (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.24
United Way reaches 80 percent of goal, Dec 20, 1984, p.5
Chairman: T H Kennedy, Dec 20, 1984, p.24

UNSWORTH, ROBERT

Board discusses textbook selecting, Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Square Pegs at the Junior High (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.23
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UNSWORTH, ROBERT continued
   Schools feature reading aloud during National Library Week (photo list). Apr 12, 1984, p.18

UNTERBERG, HAROLD
   H Unterberg dies, Feb 14, 1930, p.15

UNWED MOTHERS
   SCS mother reaches out for son she gave up, Feb 2, 1984, p.6
   (Unwed mothers) Misunderstood by society (ltr), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

UPDEGRAFF, FLORENCE
   F E Updegraff dies, Jun 9, 1983, p.14

UPDIKE, LIZA
   Local students Beijing bound (list), Feb 26, 1981, p.1

UPDIKE, STUART
   S N Updike dies, Jan 5, 1984, p.9

URAS, PIETRO
   AFS plans Community Night: committees named (photo list), Sep 17, 1981, p.3
   AFS holds Community Night (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.4
   AFS—an international family (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.25
   AFS is sharing and caring (edit), Jun 17, 1992, p.7

URBAN COUNTY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
   Filing for dollars, Jan 3, 1980, p.1
   Turnabout, Jan 3, 1980, p.1
   Proper decision (edit), Jan 10, 1980, p.4
   Home loan program: Income limits, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
   Low interest loans, grants available, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
   No requests, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
   Urban County allocation announced, Aug 13, 1981, p.5

URBAN COUNTY CONSORTIUM (WESTCHESTER)
   Residents benefit from Urban County, Sep 4, 1980, p.1
   Urban County vote (edit), Sep 4, 1980, p.4
   Urban County, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
   Dropping out (of Urban County Consortium), Jul 16, 1981, p.1
   Midsommer folly (edit), Jul 16, 1981, p.6
   On Urban County and 'playing hardball ' (ltr), Aug 6, 1981, p.6
   Trustees move to close Walworth Ave, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
   In for three years, Sep 10, 1981, p.1

URBINELLI, ROBERT
   Raccoon night, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
   Raccoon trapped, Dec 23, 1982, p.1

URCHEN, JUHA
   AFS needs home for Finnish boy J Uronen (photo), May 22, 1980, p.3
   AFS to welcome visitors K Soyhun, J Uronen, D Plissart, Aug 28, 1980, p.17
   Students from afar at SHS (photo), Sep 10, 1980, p.7
   Returning students tell about experiences as AFS visitors (photo), Sep 25, 1980, p.2
   AFS student J Uronen disappears (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1
   No developments, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
   Search for AFS student J Uronen stalled, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
   Still no leads, Mar 5, 1981, p.1
   Visiting students review year (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.3
   Advice and applause for graduates, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
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UROiEN, REINO
Search for AFS student J Uronen stalled, Jan 8, 1981, p.1

US AIR FORCE
Powell to begin Air Force training, Oct 1, 1981, p.12

US AIR FORCE ACADEMY
Cerniglia named to West Point; Metz AF backup, Jan 17, 1980, p.16
Local student G Ullmann nominated to Air Force Academy, Dec 25, 1980, p.11
Three local students (G Galiardi, L T Molloy, J W Dryer) get service academy nominations, Feb 12, 1981, p.19
Local students appointed to US service academies, Jun 14, 1984, p.16

US ARMED SERVICES
Shining up their combat boots: M Cerniglia, M Metz, R Berkowitz (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.11

US ARMY
Home from Grenada at Christmas: Cpl G DeSantis (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.1

US ARMY INTELLIGENCE CORPS
Explaining the Barbie scandal (ltr), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

US COURT OF APPEALS
SEE COURTS-US

US DEPT OF EDUCATION

SEE COURTS-US

US DEPT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Low interest loans, grants available, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
HUD rejects Ethical site for group home, May 19, 1983, p.1

US DISTRICT COURT
SEE COURTS-US

US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Thanks, Big Brother (edit), Jul 10, 1980, p.4

US LABOR PARTY
Warning to the community (ltr), Oct 1, 1981, p.6

US MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY

Three local students (G Galiardi, L T Molloy, J W Dryer) get service academy nominations, Feb 12, 1981, p.19

US MILITARY ACADEMY (WEST POINT)
Cerniglia named to West Point; Metz AF backup, Jan 17, 1980, p.16
Local students appointed to US service academies, Jun 14, 1984, p.16
Two, R duVigneaud, C T Miller, nominated for academies, Dec 13, 1984, p.24

US NAVAL ACADEMY
Two, R duVigneaud, C T Miller, nominated for academies, Dec 13, 1984, p.24

US POST OFFICE-SCS
Postal art, Mar 6, 1980, p.1

US POSTAL SERVICE
Postalmaster named: S D Morrison (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Postman O Del Vecchio's Mrs: 'See all the women who love my husband (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.11
He misses 5 o'clock pickup (ltr), Mar 6, 1980, p.4
Selective service to use post office, Jun 5, 1980, p.2
Postal Service warns elderly against mail fraud schemes, Oct 23, 1980, p.19
Stamp window requested (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
Overseas postage rates going up, Dec 25, 1980, p.2
Behavioral anomaly (ltr), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Reminder on new rates, Mar 26, 1981, p.8
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US POSTAL SERVICE continued
Mailbox suit going to Supreme Court, Apr 9, 1981, p.20
Special Achievement awards to SCS postal employees (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.2
Supreme Court 'No' on mailbox called death blow to civic groups use, Jul 2, 1981, p.13
Postal ruling, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
W Huntley honored by SCS police, Chamber of Commerce (photo), Aug 27, 1981, p.3
Setback, Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Praise for post office (ltr), May 20, 1982, p.6
Life saver, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
SCS letter carrier B Corbalis honored for rescue of elderly woman (photo), Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Letter writing week (edit), Sep 16, 1982, p.6
To the kids at Hoff, Nick's the MVP (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.1
Driver of the year: P Crisci (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.4
30-40 hearing, Oct 23, 1982, p.1
A stamp of their own (photo; list), Dec 9, 1982, p.2
Drive-up mailbox, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Postal rates to increase, Jan 6, 1983, p.3
Street Scene I, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Dog bites man isn't news but it's still a problem, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
Message from the postmaster (ltr), Feb 2, 1984, p.8
Postmaster S Morrison has message for local dog owners, May 17, 1984, p.4
Letter carrier of the year: P Tiso (photo), Jun 28, 1984, p.3
Correction: S Morrison incorrectly identified; P Tiso Driver of year, Jul 5, 1984, p.2
Postal Service reaches out, Aug 2, 1984, p.2
Local postal worker C Calabrese promoted to postmaster, Oct 11, 1984, p.15

US SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM
Selective service to use post office, Jun 5, 1980, p.2
Registration (for draft), Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Table planned, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Friends' statement (ltr; list), Dec 9, 1982, p.6
He's against the draft (ltr), Jan 27, 1983, p.6

US SENATE
Linowes advises Senate on privacy, Dec 16, 1982, p.8

US SUPREME COURT
Mailbox suit going to Supreme Court, Apr 9, 1981, p.20
Supreme Court 'No' on mailbox called death blow to civic groups use, Jul 2, 1981, p.13
Head shop' law, Mar 18, 1982, p.1
High court ruling could be felt here, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Supreme Court ruling may pave way for return of SCS creche to Boniface Circle (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.1
Two high court rulings key to SCS case, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Supreme Court review sought in creche case (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Decision explained, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Court may rule soon, Oct 4, 1984, p.1
No news from court, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Supreme Court to hear creche case, Oct 18, 1984, p.1
Aiaicus briefs, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

US URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION
Minibus on the way, Oct 30, 1980, p.1

US-BUDGET
SEE BUDGET-US
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US-CONSTITUTION
Panel chews on constitutional 'delicacies' (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.6

US-CONSTITUTION-AMENDMENTS
Celebration Tuesday for Bill of Rights (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.6
Be ready to fight for rights (edit), Dec 10, 1981, p.7
The Bill of Rights' real father: G Mason (edit), Dec 10, 1981, p.7
Mock trial raises legal questions at Bill of Rights Day celebration (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.3

US-CONSTITUTION-AMENDMENTS-FIRST AMENDMENT
Creche and Constitution (litr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
US Circuit Court hears argusents in creche case, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Two high court rulings key to SCS case, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Supreme court to hear creche case, Oct 18, 1984, p.1

US-COURTS
SEE COURTS-US

US-DEFENSE
We must be vigilant (edit), Jun 3, 1982, p.7
Redirect competition (litr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
Throwing money at defense (edit), Sep 2, 1982, p.7
Send seeds to Mars (litr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
Against MX missile (litr), Dec 2, 1982, p.6
Densepack is not the answer (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.7
An answer to nuclear freeze movement (edit), May 12, 1983, p.7

US-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Ottinger gloosy on econoay during town meeting here (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
We're losing the money game (edit), Mar 25, 1982, p.7
With poverty, no true liberty (edit), Apr 22, 1982, p.7
Math lesson for President (litr), Jun 10, 1982, p.6
Bad review for president (litr), Feb 9, 1984, p.6
America in the 1980's: changes ahead (photo; edit), Sep 27, 1984, p.7
How profound is the recovery? (edit), Nov 22, 1984, p.7

US-ENERGY POLICY
The price for a safe environment (edit; photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.7

US-FOREIGN POLICY
Conservation, not annihilation (litr), Feb 21, 1980, p.4
Hold diplomat, he advises (litr), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
Ottinger gloosy on econoay during town meeting here (photo), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
Big muscles, weak heart (litr), May 22, 1980, p.4
Resident J Lipper goes on foreign policy mission to Sahara, Oct 30, 1980, p.11
What should be policy in Europe? (edit), Dec 17, 1981, p.7
Do we deserve this? (edit; illus), Apr 8, 1982, p.7
Put conservatives in power (litr), Sep 29, 1983, p.6
Americans' 'oral advantage' (litr), Oct 6, 1983, p.6

US-FOREIGN POPULATION
Froa all over--kids are terrific (edit; photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.7
SEE ALSO NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL NATIONALITIES, EX IRISH IN US, SCS-FOREIGN POPULATION

US-FOREIGN RELATIONS
On Disaster 007 and America's response (edit), Sep 8, 1983, p.7
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US-GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM
  Bleaker future feared (ltr), Apr 15, 1982, p.6

US-HISTORY
  How America moved to ring (edit), Jul 7, 1983, p.7
  The way it was (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.11

US-HISTORY-EXHIBITS
  Election exhibit (illus), Oct 30, 1980, p.3

US-HISTORY-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
  Romantic remembrance (ltr), Jan 14, 1982, p.6
  Those were the days (edit), May 3, 1984, p.7
  Crazy Benny and President Roosevelt (edit), Aug 9, 1984, p.7
  Election Eve blazes (edit), Nov 1, 1984, p.7

US-HISTORY-REENACTMENTS
  Charge! It's Blue and Gray Day (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.16

US-INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
  This way to egress (edit), Jul 15, 1982, p.7

US-MILITARY POLICY
  Decline or restoration? (ltr), Oct 30, 1980, p.4

US-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
  Two Americas seen (ltr), Mar 31, 1983, p.6
  US strength derives from unity (edit), Apr 14, 1983, p.7
  History professor WC Wade says TV has changed face of politics (photo), May 12, 1983, p.6

US-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
  Population shift (edit), Sep 30, 1982, p.7

US-SOCIAL CONDITIONS
  What Lincoln didn't know (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6
  Religion given bad name (edit), Jul 2, 1981, p.7
  Are we a 'pothole' society? (edit), Sep 23, 1982, p.7
  Vandalism and irrationality (edit), May 12, 1983, p.7
  America in the 1980's: changes ahead (photo; edit), Sep 27, 1984, p.7

US-SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS
  Coping isn't easy in the 80's (edit), Jul 28, 1983, p.7

US-SOCIAL SERVICES
  sewer SOCIAL SERVICES

US-TRADE
  SEE TRADE-US

USA TODAY (NEWSPAPER)
  Disようになった USA Today ad (ltr), Apr 28, 1983, p.6

USHER'S SYNDROME
  June grad J Boardman overcomes handicaps (photo), Aug 28, 1980, p.4

USHER, MARGARET
  M. Usher dies, Jan 6, 1983, p.16

USSR
  R. Bernstein: A Sakharov's ex-sile is threat to world (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.4
  On Disaster 007 and America's response (edit), Sep 8, 1983, p.7
  H. Haba's happy summer ends in tragedy (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.1
  Don't forget brutal attack (ltr), Sep 15, 1983, p.6
  Put conservatives in power (ltr), Sep 29, 1983, p.6
  Continue to negotiate (ltr), Oct 20, 1983, p.6

USSR-SOCIAL CONDITIONS
  Moscow's monochromatic sobriety (edit), Dec 6, 1984, p.7
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UTILITIES
SEE PUBLIC UTILITIES

UYEDA, KENNETH
School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
State school aid in doubt, May 13, 1982, p.1
Retiring teachers honored (photo; list), Jun 17, 1982, p.4

UYEDA, NORA
Project turns kitchen into artist studio (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.4
After-school day care slated to start here in September (list), Jun 17, 1982, p.1

V-J DAY
It's VJ week; remember Rodger Young? (edit), Aug 16, 1984, p.7

VACATION HOMES
SEE HOUSES

VACCARO, CARMELO
It was a birthday to remember (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.6

VACCARO, CONNIE
Sidewalk Sale draws big crowds (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.1
Largest stocking in town (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.11
Merchants pause to relax, assess after hectic village-wide sale (photo), Aug 16, 1984, p.1

VACCARO, DAMIAN
Winners in 1980 Halloween window painting contest receive prizes (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.2

VACCARO, DONATO
Display of love (ltr), Nov 18, 1982, p.6

VACCARO, JENNIFER
Christmas Festival (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.16

VACCARO, LESLIE
Chamber to honor Silaners as Citizens of the Year, Jan 10, 1980, p.1
Mayor completes Freightway Committee (naaming L Vaccaro, R Donati), Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Largest stocking in town (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.11

VACCARO, MATTHEW
It was a birthday to remember (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.6

VACCARO, ROSALIE
Display of oils by R Vaccaro at SHB branch, Mar 4, 1982, p.15

VACCINATION
SEE IMMUNIZATION

VACHA, SARA
SCS woman B Arora, I Graham, I Shaw, S Vacha in NYC exhibit (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.16
SCS artist S Vacha to open at gallery in Bronxville (illus p.12), Nov 22, 1984, p.4

VAGT, HENRY
The final days (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.2

VAGT, JANET
Trees are being planted (ltr), Apr 19, 1984, p.6

VAGT, JANET (AU)
She misses the trees (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6

VAGT, MARY-LEAUREN
National Merit commends M Vagt, J Tostanoski, Jan 31, 1980, p.15

VAGT, MIRIAM
Pure selfishness (ltr), May 20, 1982, p.6
The final days (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.2

VAGT, MIRIAM (AU)
Why welcome halfway house? (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
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VAHMOUT, JOSEPH
Two doctors, R Richards and M Roberts, face eviction as co-op dispute continues, Oct 4, 1984, p.1

VAKHARIA, MEHER (AU)
Law and order need our help (edit), Aug 26, 1982, p.7

VALEX, FRANCISCA (DR)
Village Court hears dog bite case, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

VALENTE, GEORGE
Rail strike taking toll on merchants (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1

VALENTINE'S DAY
E Kennedy's sixth grade celebrating with heart program (photo; list), Feb 11, 1982, p.11
Valentine's Day at Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.16
Valentine's Day fun (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.8
G O. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

VALENTINE, CHRISTOPHER
Fair weather for graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.11

VALENTINE, KANE
Cyclist K Valentine's condition critical, Aug 16, 1984, p.1

VALERIO, CLARENCE
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1

VALERIO, GENE
Healthcote PTA honors custodian G Valerio, Jun 5, 1980, p.17

VALUATION
Numerous treasures emerge from Heirlooa Discovery Day (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.5
Treasures brought for appraisal at SCS Historical Society Heirlooa Discovery Day (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.6

VAN ARNAN, EDGAR
E S Van Arnan dies, Sep 6, 1984, p.19

VAN BENVSHOTEN, STEVE
Choice has gone from experiment to success (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.4

VAN BOKHORST, ANANDA
Quaker Ridge witten tree (photo), Feb 4, 1982, p.17
Celebrating America at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.14

VAN BRACKE, ANNE-MARIE
AFS-STEP students sus up their year here, May 29, 1980, p.7

VAN BRUNT, PETER
$10,000 gift for UNICEF (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.12

VAN CLEAVE, GEORGE

VAN CORTLANDT MANOR
Historic houses dark holidays at County restoration sites (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.20

VAN DAM, IRMA (DR)
Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
First grade section being added at (GR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1

VAN DER VREKEN, HENRI
Dr H Tarnower slain; wrote SCS diet (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Harris' statements ruled admissible, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Victia's housekeeper, S Van Der Vreken, on stand, Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Questions posed in Harris trial (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.1

VAN DER VREKEN, SUZANNE
Dr H Tarnower slain; wrote SCS diet (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Tarnower murder trial on, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
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VAN DER VREKEN, SUZANNE continued
Harris' statements ruled admissible, Nov 6, 1980, p.1
Prosecutor seeks to prove Harris intended to kill, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Victim's housekeeper, S Van Der Vreken, on stand, Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Dramatic moment at trial, Dec 11, 1980, p.1

VAN EPPS, LOIS
Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11

VAN HORNE, CHRISTOPHER
Astronaut J A Hoffman to address seniors (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Hats off to the graduates (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.1
SHS senior class secretaries A Stern, C Van Horne (photo) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.6

VAN HORNE, ROBERT
Gottliebs picket Cleveland Van Wert offices (photo), Mar 20, 1980, p.2
Homes for Living names R Van Horne as governor, Apr 24, 1980, p.10
Sotheby announces Van Wert affiliation, May 29, 1980, p.2
Associates of Van Wet honor K Kracke, M Maher, A Hanson (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.11
For a safe Halloween (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.16
Carol Stix to head local foundation (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Szabad chairmen for SCS Bowl, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Van Horne appointed to realtors executive board, Oct 8, 1981, p.25
Realtor R Van Horne elected, Jul 1, 1982, p.2
Robert Van Horne is Realtor of the Year (photo), Nov 4, 1982, p.3
Students preparing to offer safe rides home (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Safe Rides is a reality (ltr), May 24, 1984, p.6
YES is meeting changing needs (photo; list), May 31, 1984, p.3
Grady Jensen to receive bowl (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.1

VAN KIRK, DOROTHY
Neuberger honors Service Council volunteer workers (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.4

VAN LEEUWEN, JEAN
Happy birthday, Babar! (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.21

VAN MALE, JANE
J Van Male dies, Apr 1, 1982, p.18
Memories of a great teacher, J Van Male (edit; photo), May 13, 1982, p.7

VAN NAME, JOHN

VAN NORDEN, SONYA
Ribbon cutting at Action Sports (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.17

VAN RAALTE, SUSAN
Cable bringing community TV to SCS (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.6

VAN SETTER, GEORGE

VAN SLYCK, FRANCIS
Seasen's Bank appoints F Van Slyck VP, Dec 1, 1983, p.14

VAN VORHEES, DAVE
No 1 in US, M Brown, will try for first in SCS (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.1

VAN WAGONER, ROBERT
They run the railroad (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Rail meeting focuses on A/C, May 14, 1981, p.2
Conrail stops Paul Feiner from surveying commuters, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
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VAN WAGONER, ROBERT (AU)
No blame intended (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4

VAN WERT, CLEVELAND
Sotheby announces Van Wert affiliation, May 29, 1980, p.2
Associates of Van Wert honor K Kracke, M Maher, A Hanson (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.11

VANDALISM
Student deplores vandalism at SHS (ltr), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
Vandals have caused additional damage to Girl Scout House (photo), May 29, 1980, p.2
Graffiti on SHS doors unremovable (photo), Jun 5, 1980, p.2
Wanton destruction (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.4
Cruel mischief (edit), Nov 6, 1980, p.4
Victim of attacks asks why (ltr), Nov 6, 1980, p.4
Disregard for neighbors decreed (ltr), Nov 6, 1980, p.4
Destroyed by vandals (two Kwanzan cherry trees) (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.1
District expenses rise as vandalism at EHS takes toll, Oct 22, 1981, p.15
Lack of sensitivity (ltr), Nov 12, 1981, p.6
Creche put back in circle (photo), Dec 31, 1981, p.1
Local boys caught after $2,000 vandalise spree, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
Wave of vandalism (ltr), Apr 29, 1982, p.6
Does vandalism start at home? (ltr), Nov 4, 1982, p.6
Vandals chop school trees, Dec 23, 1982, p.11
Thieves hit high school, Dec 30, 1982, p.9
Vandals hit Greenacres again, Mar 3, 1983, p.3
Vandals plague Edgewood, Apr 28, 1983, p.2
Robber holds up ice cream parlor, May 5, 1983, p.1
Malicious is the word (edit), May 5, 1983, p.6
Vandalism and irrationality (edit), May 12, 1983, p.7
Futile exercise (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6
Blase vandal, not society (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6
The only important question: Why? (edit), Jul 21, 1983, p.7

VANDENWALLBAKE, HUGH
Senior walkers keep volunteer leader hopping (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.6

VANDENWALLBAKE, HUGO (AU)
Fond reacembrance (ltr), Jul 8, 1982, p.6

VANDENWALLBAKE, THERESA
Senior walkers keep volunteer leader hopping (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.6

VANDERBILT, CLARA
Surgeon Dr R G Rosen suspect in murder attempt, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
Tapes found not relevant, Feb 4, 1982, p.11

VANDERBILT, DORIAN
D S Vanderbilt dies, Oct 7, 1982, p.18

VANDERHAYDEN, LIESBETH
Merchants report mixed response to evening hours, Jul 26, 1984, p.1

VANECEK, ANDREW
Village Hall interns A Vanecok, G Dolan, C Mitchell find job entails a little of everything (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.2

VANEPPI, LOIS
Defining education at EHS: everyone gets into the act, May 21, 1981, p.19

VANGOR, JOHN
J Vangor honored after 26 years (photo), Jun 3, 1982, p.10
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VARGUES, LISA
  On their way (photo), May 7, 1981, p.25
  Calypso (photo), Mar 10, 1983, p.12

VARIO, RALPH
  R S Vario promoted to vice president, Reid & Herrmann (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.13

VARLEY, ADRIENNE
  PTA nominates EHS volunteer A Varley, Apr 19, 1984, p.11

VARLEY, JASON
  Scenes from SCS's summer sidewalk sale (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.1
  Newcomer at Fox Meadow R Smith (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.5
  Rushing the season (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.1

VARLEY, JERRY
  Ready to play up a storm (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.1
  Sunday's the day for caroling (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.1

VARSANO-ARON, NORA (DR)
  SCS doctors F Baska, E Rosemarin, R Fath Jr, H Lefkowitz, N Varsano-Aharon join WP Hospital, Jul 14, 1983, p.2

VAS
  SEE VICTIMS ASSISTANCE SERVICES OF WESTCHESTER

VASSARI, LOU
  Vandals hit Greenacres again, Mar 3, 1983, p.3
  Edgewood, High School broken into, Mar 31, 1983, p.5

VATNE, ALICE
  Hospital honors Jr volunteers (photo; list), Sep 20, 1984, p.2

VAUGHAN, AUSTIN (BISHOP)
  Confirmation at IHM (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.16

VAUGHAN, BRIAN
  Rushing the season (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.1

VAUGHEN, LORETTA
  IHM officially welcomes Rev Msgr P P Shannon (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.16

VAUGHN, PATTY
  Tricentennial celebration (photo), May 19, 1983, p.1

VECCHIONE, SEVERE
  WFS names G A Vecchione director, Feb 3, 1983, p.4
  Governor G A Vecchione re-elected, Jul 19, 1984, p.8

VEGETABLES
  Friendship stew, Sep 9, 1982, p.1

VEISER, DAVID
  Freightway--quiet but not forgotten, Sep 2, 1982, p.1

VELOZA, LUZ
  SCS hosting four AFS visitors (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.23
  Students exchange experiences in AFS, Sep 8, 1983, p.5
  AFS students R Espanet and D Siplet address school, civic groups, May 31, 1984, p.4

VENGER, GRACE
  Red Cross award to G Venger, Jun 18, 1981, p.8

VENISON, JOHN
  Bike Safety (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.15

VENTURA, JOHN
  Example for young people (list), Aug 30, 1984, p.6

VERAS, DIMITRI
  How a thermostat works (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.20
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VERDICCHIO, HELEN
Lifting their message to the skies (photo), Feb 25, 1982, p.9

VERDICCHIO, JOSEPH (DR)
Board hires new EHS counselor; studies course proposals, Jan 13, 1983, p.11
Board approves five EHS courses, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
Board resumes "classic" argument, Jan 5, 1984, p.9

VERDICK, WALTER
Library shows acrylic sculpture by W Verdick, Dec 8, 1983, p.11

VERDON, SWEN
Resident S D Greene ready to raise curtain at new theater (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.6

VERGANO, CAL
Hard worker, A Maresco (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.12

VERGANO, MARSE
The latest parlor game: analyzing the video impact (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.6

VERGARA, JOHN
Iona honors two residents, D J Sullivan, J R Vergara, Nov 27, 1980, p.19

VERGARI, CARL
County posts at stake November 3, Oct 29, 1981, p.1
SCS vote helps Hochberg, Del Bello win (chart p 8), Nov 5, 1981, p.1
No new election, Mar 24, 1983, p.1

VERGARI, CARL (AU)
More on domestic violence (ltr), Feb 11, 1982, p.6
District Attorney replies (ltr), Nov 17, 1983, p.6

VERITY, BILL
SCS s man J Sweeney sails the Atlantic (photo; addl photo p 4), Sep 18, 1980, p.1

VERNA, JAMES (AU)
Tennis court progress report (ltr), Dec 1, 1983, p.6

VERNA, JOEY
A gift from Santa (photo), Dec 23, 1982, p.8

VESTER, ELIZABETH
Arts Council elects J Harbour, M Masinter, P O'Brien, E Vestner, May 1, 1980, p.21

VESTS, BULLET-PROOF
SEE BULLET-PROOF VESTS

VETERAN, ANTHONY
Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part II) (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.11
Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part III) (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11
Live on EHS: WFAS to air MDA dance marathon benefit (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.11
Input on floating zones has town, public put out, May 22, 1980, p.15
Town modifies zone proposal, Jun 5, 1980, p.15
Seniors can apply for tax exemption, Aug 21, 1980, p.9
Finding group home sites is tough job, Altieri finds, Aug 21, 1980, p.9
Greenville Council calls for SCS Meadows probe, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Veteran promises GCC probe of building violations, Oct 9, 1980, p.15
Hearings held on 1980 budget, Nov 20, 1980, p.15
Greenville Council pursues violations on Central Avenue, Dec 4, 1980, p.21
Hearing held on 1980 Town Budget, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
State to consult with town on Central Ave, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
Search group seeking homes (list), Jan 1, 1981, p.12
Town Board attacks Con Ed, Jan 1, 1981, p.13
GCC to help with Central Ave plans, Jan 8, 1981, p.11
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VETERAN, ANTHONY continued

Board endorses zoning law—St Andrews plan OK'd, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
DOT announces plans for Central Avenue widening, May 7, 1981, p.25
GBH goes on record against SCS development; Residents fear additional congestion on Ardsley Rd, Jun 4, 1981, p.17
Opposition growing to Polera plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Democrats renominate incumbents for November, Jun 25, 1981, p.20
Ode House marks 200th anniversary (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
DOT, local groups reach compromise on Central Ave (photo, list), Jul 23, 1981, p.11
Unification Church gets summons for back taxes, Aug 20, 1981, p.15
Town Board, Supervisor's seats at stake in election, Oct 29, 1981, p.15
Democrats win town, Nov 5, 1981, p.15
Town employees G B Case, F North dismissed; Veteran blames money squeeze, Dec 3, 1981, p.23
Clerk F North appeals her dismissal, Dec 3, 1981, p.23
Arts committee head M Gutsan brings unusual programs to town (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.23
Town budget is up, Dec 24, 1981, p.9
She disagrees with Veteran (ltr), Jan 14, 1982, p.6
Surgeon Dr R B Rosen suspect in murder attempt, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
Local committee, state clash over site for group home, Jan 29, 1982, p.11
Future shape of Central Ave appears in plans, Feb 4, 1982, p.11
Group home proposed on Cherry Lane, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
GCC opposes group home site here, Apr 15, 1982, p.10
Cherry Lane house leased; owner gets restraining order, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
Town raises tax exemption for elders, Aug 26, 1982, p.9
Moundroukas asks $1 million damages (list), Sep 2, 1982, p.11
Search for Change searching in GBH, Sep 16, 1982, p.17
Town budget still awaited, Nov 18, 1982, p.11
Town budget calls for 13% tax hike, Nov 25, 1982, p.13
Town adopts $19.3M budget, Dec 9, 1982, p.11
Six owners owe third of town's delinquent tax, Dec 30, 1982, p.9
Looking toward '93; GBH leaders give views, Jan 6, 1983, p.11
Veteran to join county race; Liaongelli reacts, Jan 13, 1983, p.10
Residents object to A&P noise, Jan 13, 1983, p.11
Veteran gives views on county issues, Jan 20, 1983, p.11
Candidates court Democratic caucus (cont p 16), Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Central 7 school leader T Weinberg in race for Town Board, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
Pilla enters GBH race, Feb 17, 1983, p.11
Democrats back Veteran, Feb 29, 1983, p.11
Plan for apartments in houses, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
Democrats pick Reid; Veteran plans primary, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Three hats in the ring for GBH supervisor's post, Apr 14, 1983, p.12
Democrats put off choice, Apr 21, 1983, p.10
Veteran drops out of county race (photo), May 5, 1983, p.1
Veteran shifts his campaign direction, May 5, 1983, p.15
Zoning Board defers Central Avenue issues, May 5, 1983, p.15
Critics blast redistricting plan, May 12, 1983, p.1
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VETERAN, ANTHONY continued
Democratic executive committee makes choices for upcoming town posts, May 12, 1983, p.12
Town postpones decision on use of escrow funds, May 12, 1983, p.13
Candidates jockey for town positions, May 26, 1983, p.11
Zoning Board approves SCS Woods II plan, Jun 2, 1983, p.12
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican cala, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Zoning Board delivers non-decision on A&M case, Jun 16, 1983, p.11
Town Board candidate R. Frigerio calls for accessibility (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.9
Democrat Lois Bronz, running for reelection, speaks out (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.11
Central Avenue is an 'asphalt ocean'—R. Dunlap (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.11
On Democratic team (photo: list), Sep 22, 1983, p.9
Pilla, Braca candidates for seat on Town Board, Sep 22, 1983, p.9
Certiorari—a big word for a difficult tax situation, Oct 6, 1983, p.11
Hopefuls vie for Town Board, Oct 27, 1983, p.11
Town tax increase seen for EMT, Nov 3, 1983, p.10
Town sets final hearing on budget, Dec 1, 1983, p.8
Veteran: Town Hall shuffle near, Dec 8, 1983, p.11
County JDL will picket Soviet film series start, Mar 8, 1984, p.10
Police arrest JDL protestors (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.11
Town praised on JDL issue (ltr), Apr 12, 1984, p.6
Area unites against Moundoukas proposal, May 17, 1984, p.9
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
Escrow money will aid Webb purchase, Jul 5, 1984, p.9
Town use of escrow funds is contested, Jul 12, 1984, p.9
Town rejects Moundoukas plan, Aug 23, 1984, p.5
Planning Board lauds vote to keep waterfront, Oct 4, 1984, p.10
Town budget process computerized, Oct 25, 1984, p.11
Taxes to rise under '85 budget, Nov 8, 1984, p.8
Town zoners sue developer (list), Nov 15, 1984, p.11
Town Board passes $22 million budget, Dec 13, 1984, p.15

VETERAN, LUCY
Veteran shifts his campaign direction, May 5, 1983, p.15

VETERANS
Property tax exemptions for senior adults and veterans, Mar 27, 1980, p.15
Remember veterans (ltr), Feb 18, 1982, p.6
Purple Heart awarded to P. R. Sbarra after 20 years (photo), Nov 4, 1982, p.11
Tribute to Korean-American friendship (photo), Jan 20, 1983, p.3
Local church honors war dead with one life (photo), May 26, 1983, p.6
Dedication, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Congratulations on a job well done (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.3
Shame and humiliation (ltr), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
Mayor defended (ltr), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
Local aan L. A. Blumer joins French WWII anniversary celebration, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
Veteran glad to be remembered (ltr), May 31, 1984, p.6
Break for vets, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
State irresponsibility (edit), Aug 30, 1984, p.6
Veterans' exemption, Sep 27, 1984, p.1
County votes down tax break for vets, Oct 4, 1984, p.1
A better plan needed (edit), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
Veteran asks equal treatment (ltr), Oct 11, 1984, p.6
VETERANS DAY

Reseemering (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.6

VETERANS-MEMORIALS

- War memorial approved, Apr 29, 1982, p.3
- Monument fund drive starts (list), Sep 9, 1982, p.1
- A noble, patriotic project (edit), Oct 14, 1982, p.7
- Cooperative effort (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.1
- They reseem (photo), Oct 21, 1982, p.2
- SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Veterans of Korea and Viet Nam (photo), Nov 4, 1982, p.20

VETERINARIANS

- Virus threatens dogs, Aug 7, 1980, p.5
- SCS vet Dr J Parks saves stray; now puppy needs a home, Apr 28, 1983, p.21

VETRANO, AMITA

- Bank directors make promotion: A M Vetrano (photo), Aug 19, 1982, p.2

VETRANO, EDMUND

- Fontana, Guarnieri to bid for town posts, Mar 24, 1983, p.14
- County redistricting plan draws fire here; EMT to be split three ways, Apr 28, 1983, p.15

VETRANO, EUGENE

- Another opening, another store (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.4

VICCAI, EUNICE

- Ex-hairdresser to superstars P Viccari enjoys the quiet life here (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.15
- E Oberstein registers for district balloting (photo), May 5, 1983, p.15

VICCAI, PETER

- Ex-hairdresser to superstars P Viccari enjoys the quiet life here (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.15

VICKERS, CRAIG

- SCS resident D Quirk forswears publishing fias, Jul 1, 1982, p.4

VICKERS, JOANNE

- Meet the Vickerses—lively new family in town (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.17

VICKERS, STEFANIE

- Meet the Vickerses—lively new family in town (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.17

VICKERY, JEANIE

- J Vickery dies, Sep 23, 1982, p.15

VICOLE, THOMAS

- Burglary suspects nabbed, Nov 10, 1983, p.1

VICTIMS (OF CRIME)

- Don't blame the victim (ltr), Jan 8, 1981, p.4
- Victims agency supported (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6
- The victims deserve caring (edit), May 14, 1981, p.7
- Compelling relevance (ltr), Jun 4, 1981, p.6
- Garland testifies, Jun 18, 1981, p.1
- Plight of crime victims topic at new agency's public forum, Dec 10, 1981, p.4
- Victims' Rights week (edit), Apr 22, 1982, p.6
- Round table brings together criminals with victims of crime (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.5
- On victim-inmate dialogue (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6
- Crime Victims Agency assisted over 1000 people in first year, Jul 22, 1982, p.2
- Help for victims of crime (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.21
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VICTIMS (OF CRIME) continued

Hochberg: Use funds to aid crime victims, Oct 20, 1983, p.4
County funds to help aid crime victims, Dec 8, 1983, p.11
No compensation (to Garlands for slaying of daughter Bonnie), Dec 15, 1983, p.1

SEE ALSO VICTIMS ASSISTANCE SERVICES OF WESTCHESTER

VICTIMS ASSISTANCE SERVICES OF WESTCHESTER

Helping the victim (edit), May 7, 1981, p.6
Victims agency supported (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6
Garland testifies, Jun 18, 1981, p.1
New Crime Victims Agency elects officers, directors (photo; list), Jul 16, 1981, p.2
Crime Victims Agency receives grant from state, Sep 3, 1981, p.1
Garlands provide impetus for agency to aid crime victims (photo p 16; list), Oct 22, 1981, p.1
Victims Agency names J Y Sutton director (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.5
Plight of crime victims topic at agency's public forum, Dec 10, 1981, p.4
Victims' Rights week (edit), Apr 22, 1982, p.6
Round table brings together criminals with victims of crime (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.5
On victim-inmate dialogue (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6
Crime Victims Agency assisted over 1000 people in first year, Jul 22, 1982, p.2
Crime Victims Agency to open office on Monday, Oct 7, 1982, p.3
Resident R Cuneo to direct agency for victims, Jan 27, 1983, p.5
Crime Victims Agency elects SCS executive V M Russo to board, Feb 3, 1983, p.4
Help for victims of crime (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.21
Victims assistance unit gets $45,000 state grant, Jul 14, 1983, p.8
County funds to help aid crime victims, Dec 8, 1983, p.11
No compensation (to Garlands for slaying of daughter Bonnie), Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Free locks, Jun 7, 1984, p.1

VICTIMS ON INFORMING CRIMINALS EFFECTIVELY

Round table brings together criminals with victims of crime (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.5
On victim-inmate dialogue (ltr), Jul 15, 1982, p.6

VICTORIA HOME FOR RETIRED MEN AND WOMEN (OSSINING)

A corner of SCS that is forever England (photo; list), Aug 6, 1981, p.6

VIDEO DOCUMENTATION SERVICES

Videotape firm helps fire, burglary victims, Apr 30, 1981, p.22

VIDEO GAMES

SEE GAMES, ELECTRONIC

VIDEOTAPES

Videotape traces history of auditorium renovation (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.2

VIDNOVIC, MARTIN

Resident S D Greene ready to raise curtain at new theater (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.6

VIETNAMESE CONFLICT-VETERANS

SEE VETERANS

VIETNAMESE REFUGEES

SEE REFUGEES, VIETNAMESE

VIGLIOTTI, VINCENZA

V Vigliotti dies, Nov 22, 1984, p.20

VISHILLA, THOMAS

Grand opening (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.12

VILLAGE BOARD-LARCHMONT

Creche suit, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS

Turnabout, Jan 3, 1980, p.1
Filing for dollars, Jan 3, 1980, p.1
Proper decision (edit), Jan 10, 1980, p.4
This time, take it (edit), Jan 17, 1980, p.4
Environmental issues dominate trustees' meeting, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Editorial Questioned (ltr), Jan 31, 1980, p.4
Volunteerism key in 1980's (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.17
Trustees approve group home list, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Against the path, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
No decision on taxi fares, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Village announces start of major clean-up campaign, Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Bike path protest continues; Rec fees, taxi fares raised, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Wetlands rules, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Village leans toward Polera for Freightway development, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
He wants Board to act (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Starrett still in running to develop Freightway, Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Board holds annual meeting (list), Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Feiner explains position on budget (ltr), Apr 17, 1980, p.4
Budget approved; $56.89 tax rate, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Tenant protection, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Mayor G Jensen replies to letter by Feiner, Apr 24, 1980, p.5
Newest trustee B Underweiser eager to hear from citizens (photo), May 8, 1980, p.4
Tenant protection approved; Board accepts land donation, May 15, 1980, p.1
Grievance day, May 22, 1980, p.1
Crackdown on bikers?, May 29, 1980, p.1
Open space pact, May 29, 1980, p.1
On Golf Club membership (ltr), May 29, 1980, p.4
Low interest loans, grants available, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Bike law hearing, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Higher assessment, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
He wants inside table (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Board delays vote on bike penalties, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Decision on voter registration table reversed, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Detection system (at the library), Jun 26, 1980, p.1
Daviso Park curfew request rejected, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Polera gets nod on Freightway project, Jul 17, 1980, p.1
Extra meeting, Jul 31, 1980, p.1
Pool workers win raises; job action narrowly averted (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Management raises, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Trustees asked to waive zoning, Aug 14, 1980, p.3
One-way remedy to Walworth traffic, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Senior tax break, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Board to vote on one-way solution to Walworth Ave, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Urban County, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Walworth Avenue: stop signs, light, yes; one-way, maybe, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
When can we expect relief? (ltr), Oct '9, 1980, p.4
Village Board makes Walworth one-way (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Fault on both sides (edit), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
Work for taxes? (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued

Board defeats bike law, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Scout House okayed, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Buses may enter, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Work for taxes, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Board asks state for work for taxes law, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
She favors a choice (ltr), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
Trustees okay Creche, 4-3, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Painful decision to make (edit), Dec 11, 1980, p.4
Book purchasing, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Discomforting vote on creche (ltr), Dec 25, 1980, p.4
Walworth one-way law protested, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Resident sees many issues (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
Village Board to fix ceilings in library, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Tenant protection, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
Questions raised on asbestos ceilings (ltr), Jan 29, 1981, p.4
She favors election (ltr), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
Library ceiling pencil-free; water restrictions in effect, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Election campaign hits full stride, Feb 26, 1981, p.1
Revenue sharing, Mar 5, 1981, p.1
Fare hike asked, Mar 5, 1981, p.1
Some rec fees, cab fares raised, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Final meeting for Jensen, Browning (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Sixth trustee, Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Mayor's first job (edit), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
They contributed (edit), Mar 26, 1981, p.4
Mayor appoints E Falkenberg trustee (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.1
Mayor Stone sworn in (photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Little criticism of Village Budget, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
House rule message, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Productivity council, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
Village budget approved, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
Freightway development plan unveiled (photo), May 14, 1981, p.1
Board for bottle bill, May 14, 1981, p.1
Village studying Polera's proposal for Freightway, May 29, 1981, p.1
Opposition growing to Polera plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Trustees vote to hire Freightway consultants, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
At cross purposes (edit), Jun 25, 1981, p.6
He likes awards program (ltr), Jun 25, 1981, p.6
Vote seen as blow to system (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6
Board calls Polera plan 'unacceptable', Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Freightway statement (edit), Jul 9, 1981, p.6
Politics and responsiveness (ltr), Jul 16, 1981, p.6
Morning meeting, Aug 5, 1981, p.1
On filling vacancies (ltr), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
Law firm retained, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Trustees move to close Walworth Ave, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Cultural Center to move concert, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Not in the pool, Aug 27, 1981, p.1
Despite closing of Woodland decision on Walworth delayed, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS  continued

Trustees ok contract, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Difficult decision (edit), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
A shortsighted decision? (ltr), Sep 17, 1981, p.6
In agreement (on Fire Dept salaries), Sep 24, 1981, p.1
Headlong rush? (ltr), Oct 1, 1981, p.6
Residents rap traffic build-up, Oct 15, 1981, p.1
Save taxis, Oct 22, 1981, p.1
In agreement (ltr), Oct 22, 1981, p.6
Walworth to reopen soon, Oct 29, 1981, p.1
Raises approved (list), Oct 29, 1981, p.1
He fears board is serious (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6
Board denies request for creche display, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
New program seeks to reverse decline in tree population (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.1
Creche reaction, Nov 19, 1981, p.1
Faith in officials (ltr), Nov 26, 1981, p.6
Assessments called unfair, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Tenants seek rent control, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Trustees consider rent, noise laws, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Rent control law debated, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Assessments, Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Board rejects Polera proposal; seeks alternate plan for Freightway, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Election decision, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Excellent decision (edit), Jan 28, 1982, p.6

Town may limit electronic games, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
System 'not functioning' (ltr), Feb 11, 1982, p.6
Village eyes ban on electronic games, Feb 25, 1982, p.1
Coalition candidates propose village recreation center, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Recreation fees, Mar 11, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote against cable increase (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Trustees set to vote on making Walworth one-way (list; cont p 17), Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Village likely to oppose halfway house (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Walworth law voted down (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Herald named Acting Justice (list), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Village prepares to fight against halfway house, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Village to hire lawyers, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Board's decision applauded (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
Village to decide response on home, May 13, 1982, p.1
Bottle bill backed, May 20, 1982, p.1
Proposal for home called 'deficient', May 20, 1982, p.1
Resubmission in order (edit), May 20, 1982, p.6
Search for Change submits second plan; seeks help, May 27, 1982, p.1
Village Board asked to help save courts, May 27, 1982, p.1
Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
Council's serve, Jun 17, 1982, p.1
Trustees decline to support nuclear freeze resolution, Jun 24, 1982, p.1
Ill-conceived plan (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6
Village won't try to block home, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued

Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Lease planned, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Board weighs Station Area parking plans, Aug 12, 1982, p.1
Village OK's plan to rebuild fields, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
$1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; addl photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
Noise law arouses strong feelings, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
Village contracts; Only one bid, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
Creche issue back again, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Battle over Hutch heating up again (cont p 5), Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Village passes parking plan, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Resolutions, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Trustees vote 4-3 to deny creche request (photo), Dec 2, 1982, p.1
Shay Committee recommendations are being turned into realities, Dec 23, 1982, p.1
Protection needed (edit), Jan 13, 1983, p.6
Adult School will take over SCS Summer Music Theatre, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Fighting Ma Bell, Jan 27, 1983, p.1
Mayor recaps village's year (photo) (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.17
Trustees sued for barring creche display (list), Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Galloway named acting attorney, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Planning Board role, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
New laws proposed, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Issues of concern cited (ltr), Feb 17, 1983, p.6
Village backs seating for disabled, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Planning issues, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Let Planning Board plan (edit), Feb 24, 1983, p.6
Taxes to increase on pools, courts, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Creche's attorney fee criticized, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Reapportionment, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Visitors at Village Hall (photo; list), Mar 10, 1983, p.5
Everyone invited to SCS Open House (photo; list), Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Disabled seating, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Recreation fees, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Tennis courts get go-ahead, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Village working on tenant protection plan, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Budget calls for 5.9% tax hike, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Open House is a hit (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.3
A marvelous event (ltr; list), Mar 24, 1983, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Open House (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.26
Creche suit is answered, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Playground program criticized, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Politically short-sighted (ltr), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
Freightway suggested as site for senior housing, Apr 21, 1983, p.1
Budget approved; more aid coming, Apr 28, 1983, p.1
Village sued again on creche denial, May 5, 1983, p.1
Seats for disabled, May 5, 1983, p.1
Board names R M Gardella village attorney (list), May 12, 1983, p.1
Revised noise law passed, May 26, 1983, p.1
Estimated costs threaten chances for indoor pool (list), Jun 2, 1983, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued
Rate for disabled, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
Development plans come under fire: 7 fields proposed on Griffen (illus), Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Boards veto indoor pool, Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Disappointing decision (edit), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
Of local concern (edit), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
Trustees vote not to restore tennis courts, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Outreach worker, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Grounds for mistrust (edit), Jun 30, 1983, p.6
Hold off on the (tennis) courts (edit), Jul 7, 1983, p.6
Law (regulating building lots) proposed, Jul 14, 1983, p.1
One last chance (edit), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
Tennis courts get last minute reprieve (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Village wants buses off Fox Meadow Rd, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
School okays court project, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Cable coordinator, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Good end, dubious means (edit), Jul 21, 1983, p.6
Three labor contracts signed, Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Damage claims dismised (in creche case), Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Village Board lapses (edit), Jul 28, 1983, p.6
Commendations (for SCS firemen) (list), Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Committee to establish rent relief guidelines, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Village funding asked (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
Village awards contract to fix Jr High courts (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.1
Village eyeing ways to preserve its character, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Assessor appointed: V Pagliaro, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
Village planning to condemn house, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Village names K Lauth coordinator for cable TV, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Sidewalk repairs, Sep 29, 1983, p.1
Stay out of court (edit), Sep 29, 1983, p.6
Village reported seeking to acquire Boulder Brook, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Village set to buy land next to pool, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Agreement signed, Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Village wins round on Walworth--maybe, Dec 1, 1983, p.1
Trustees to decide, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Relief sought, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Up to the Village Board (edit), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
Unrepresented neighborhoods (ltr), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
Trustees promise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Village moves to acquire Boulder Brook site (diagram), Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Freeze resolution, Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Reorganization, Dec 29, 1983, p.1
Openings announced on boards (list), Jan 5, 1984, p.1
Sift to the village, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
Riders fight for Boulder Brook Club, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Village sued, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Trustees aren't judges (ltr), Jan 12, 1984, p.6
Public hearings, Jan 19, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook takeover dropped, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Before Board ruling: Eloquent pleas to save Boulder Brook Club, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued

Choice of site for fields is still uncertain, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Trustees vote down attached housing, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Village, firemen agree on contract, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Wise compromise (edit), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
Board shouldn't vote on freeze (ltr), Feb 23, 1984, p.6
Glendon and Falkenberg: the incumbents (photo), Mar 1, 1984, p.1
4.8% hike seen in village tax rate, Mar 1, 1984, p.1
Supreme Court ruling may pave way for return of SCS creche to Boniface Circle (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.1
Two village candidates, H. Goldenstein, H. Goldberg, seeking first term (photo), Mar 8, 1984, p.1
Board asked to act on freeze (ltr), Mar 22, 1984, p.6
Board hands out bouquets, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Freeze debate set, Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Speak out on the freeze (edit), Mar 29, 1984, p.6
Budget, freeze, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Dispute continues over Chateaux rent hikes, Apr 5, 1984, p.1
Opportunity for freeze backers (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Appointments made to village positions (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.2
Trustees back nuclear areas freeze, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
League listened to, May 10, 1984, p.1
Trustees' votes criticized (ltr), May 10, 1984, p.6
Village agrees to buy Boulder Brook; riding club faces eviction by July 2 (photo), May 24, 1984, p.1
Water rates to rise 20%, May 24, 1984, p.1
Village Board to name Ferraro permanent chief (photo), Jun 7, 1984, p.1
Testing, testing, Jun 7, 1984, p.1
Village weighs legal options, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Against tax hike, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Village Board approves new false alarm penalties, Jun 28, 1984, p.3
Supreme Court review sought in creche case (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.1
Village loses (ltr), Jul 12, 1984, p.6
Board votes against closing Huntington; Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Planning Board seeks conservation zoning for large properties in East SCS, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Trustees' decision criticized (ltr), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Rate hike backed, Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Democracy or dictatorship? (ltr), Jul 26, 1984, p.6
Time to control government (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
His confidence is destroyed (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
Another opportunity (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
Rate hike approved, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Meeting slated on conservation zoning, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Supply Field plans scored, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Village, school plan unified youth programs, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
$1 million surplus is less than in 1983, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
Boulder Brook's fate may be near final resolution, Aug 30, 1984, p.1
Board passes conservation zone measure, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
A useful tool (edit), Sep 13, 1984, p.6
Another blunder, she says (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6
Village Board appoints B. Jacob public works manager, Sep 27, 1984, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued

Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Reply to Greenacres PTA (ltr), Oct 11, 1984, p.6
Village, riders agree on sale of Boulder Brook, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Village seeks land, Oct 25, 1984, p.1
Winston property, Nov 8, 1984, p.1
Please don't wait (ltr), Nov 8, 1984, p.6
Village defended on creche (ltr), Nov 8, 1984, p.6
Freightway lease?, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Boards and councils, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
Conservation plans, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
Village considering limits on dish antennae, Dec 6, 1984, p.1
Aid for elderly?, Dec 13, 1984, p.1
Board seeks input on dish antennae but receives none, Dec 13, 1984, p.1
Error acknowledged, Dec 20, 1984, p.1
Village granted permission to subdivide Boulder Brook, Dec 27, 1984, p.1
Lawyer's role defended (ltr), Dec 27, 1984, p.6

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-ELECTIONS
SEE ELECTIONS-SCS

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-HISTORY
Historically speaking: Seal of the Village of SCS (illus), Jul 8, 1982, p.6

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-YOUTH ADVISORY COUNCIL
SEE YOUTH

VILLAGE CLUB-SCS
Village Club: Its mission is to inform (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.20
Village Club to elect leaders (photo; list), Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Whiz kids (photo; list), May 22, 1980, p.2
Village Club names committee leaders (list), Jun 26, 1980, p.7
Walthour Avenue: stop signs, light, yes; one-way, maybe, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Town Club approves amendment procedure, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
Lowell Tooley honored by Village Club; reflects on the past; predicts future (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.4
Village Club proposes compromise (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.5
Village Club position (ltr), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
Panel of residents opposes Hutch plan, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Village Club elects J Fiedler, M Weissman co-presidents (list), May 7, 1981, p.1
Opposition growing to Polera plan, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Residents polled on indoor pool, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Village Club members examine Freightway property (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.4
Drop Polera plan; specific objections, Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Village Club speakers R Kantrowitz, C Stix eye trends for Westchester during the 80's, Nov 19, 1981, p.3
Innovation marks Village Club year (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.28
Village Club names co-presidents again: R Pessin, J Fiedler (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Panel; Growing up here not easy, Apr 1, 1982, p.5
Indoor pool gets backing of Town, and Village Clubs, May 27, 1982, p.1
Parking plan taking shape, Oct 28, 1982, p.1
Village passes parking plan, Nov 11, 1982, p.1
Viewpoints on housing mixed, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Village Club studies variety of issues affecting SCS (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.18
Village Club names J Fink, R Pessin co-presidents, other officers for 1983-84 (photo; list), Feb 17, 1983, p.1
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VILLAGE CLUB-SCS continued
Village Club focus on library, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Playground program criticized, Apr 14, 1983, p.1
Village Club goes Western (photo), May 12, 1983, p.1
Better school budget forum asked, May 26, 1983, p.1
Trustees vote not to restore tennis courts, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Citizens urge improvements in downtown parking, traffic, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Panel probes what's available, what's lacking for seniors, Nov 3, 1983, p.3
O'Rourke defends budget proposals, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Grass-roots opportunity (ltr), Jan 12, 1984, p.6
Before Board ruling: Eloquent pleas to save Boulder Brook Club, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Village Club examines civic issues, informs residents (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.26
Village Club lists nominees (list), Mar 1, 1984, p.2
Speakers ask board to support freeze (list), Apr 12, 1984, p.1
Draaitizations reveal justice to Village Club (photo), Oct 4, 1984, p.6
End the confusion (edit), Nov 8, 1984, p.6
Village Club panelists speak on pressures of adolescence, Dec 6, 1984, p.5

VILLAGE CODE-SCS
Dismayed by devastation (ltr), Aug 16, 1984, p.6

VILLAGE COURT-SCS
Mock court provides insight into local justice system, Jan 24, 1980, p.4
Parking restrictions, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Laws drafted, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
Assessments called unfair, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
This is "disorderly"? (edit), Jan 20, 1983, p.6
Decision raises doubts about legality of private tennis courts, Feb 3, 1983, p.1
Apple Tree Barn found legal, May 5, 1983, p.1
Leaf law enforcement promised, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Buying time, Dec 29, 1983, p.1
Sheaesh case, Jul 5, 1984, p.1
Board of Appeals, Sheaesh nearing resolution of housing code dispute, Sep 20, 1984, p.5
Residents warned that Village will enforce leaf violations, Oct 4, 1984, p.2

VILLAGE CODE-SCS-VIOLATIONS
Village charges code violations at Cultural Center (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.1
New obstacle for twilight concerts, Aug 13, 1981, p.1
Roof for compromise (edit), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
Cultural Center to move concert, Aug 20, 1981, p.1
Neighbors explain opposition (ltr), Aug 20, 1981, p.6
Concerts lead to conviction, Dec 17, 1981, p.3

VILLAGE COURT-SCS
SEE COURTS-SCS

VILLAGE FOR EDUCATION
SEE SCS FOUNDATION FUTURES PROGRAM

VILLAGE GOVERNMENT DAY-SCS
Village Government Day Saturday (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.1

VILLAGE HALL-SCS
Can it happen here?, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Village Hall takes the cover (photo), May 17, 1984, p.5

VILLAGE JUSTICE
SEE JUDGES
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

VILLAGE ORGANIZATIONS COORDINATING GROUP
- Calendars sailed cut to every hose (photo; list), Sep 4, 1980, p.3
- Planning a party for 750 (photo; list), Oct 2, 1980, p.3

VILLAGE SQUARES
- Quilting anyone? (photo; list), Jan 5, 1984, p.5

VILLAGE VOICES-SCS
- Singing out the 'Sounds of SCS': A Hirsch, B Cunningham, B Landes (photo), May 7, 1981, p.5
- Through the Looking Glass (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1
- Runyonesque (photo), May 10, 1984, p.1

VILLAS, ERNEST
- Villas to direct pacemaker effort (list), Jul 23, 1981, p.4
- United Way at $200,000, Nov 5, 1981, p.3
- (Town Club Carol Sing) 50, going on 70, Dec 3, 1981, p.1
- All together, now! (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p.3
- Resident E A Villas named to church post, Feb 11, 1982, p.3

VILLAS, VICKI
- School election Jan 26 (list; photo p 22), Jan 21, 1982, p.1
- Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1

VINCENT, H B
- Heavy turnout (photo), Nov 6, 1980, p.14

VINCENT, ROBERT
- Chanukah concert at Manhattan Savings (photo), Dec 29, 1984, p.3

VINE, PHYLLIS (DR-AU)
- Skirting the issue (edit), Jan 7, 1982, p.7

VINH, NGUYEN (SISTER)
- Community sponsorship of refugee family is sought, May 1, 1980, p.1

VINNIK, DANIEL
- BAR votes to end closed sessions, Aug 27, 1981, p.1

VINTON, THOMAS
- Artist T C Vinton's reception (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.2

VIOLENCE
- Violence begets violence (edit), Jul 14, 1983, p.7
- SEE ALSO VIOLENCE, DOMESTIC

VIOLENCE, DOMESTIC
- Family violence: 'no respecter of any group', Jan 7, 1982, p.6
- More on domestic violence (ltr), Feb 11, 1982, p.6
- Combating violence in the family (photo), Jan 27, 1983, p.2
- Domestic violence: an epidemic (edit), Jun 9, 1983, p.7

VIOLINS
- SEE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

VIP COMMUTER BUS SERVICE
- SEE BUSES

VISALI, LAWRENCE
- League speakers talk about asbestos in the home and how to get rid of it, Nov 15, 1984, p.6

VISCEGLIE, DANIEL (AU)
- Answers to Anonymous (ltrs), Feb 17, 1983, p.7
- Rave review for concert (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
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VISCESLIE, DANIEL (AU) continued
   Impossible to understand (ltr), Dec 9, 1983, p.6
VISITING NURSE SERVICES
   Visiting Nurses’ role growing fast, Oct 16, 1980, p.7
   SEE ALSO HOSPICE PROGRAM
VISUAL OBSTRUCTIONS
   SEE OBSTRUCTIONS, VISUAL
VISUALLY IMPAIRED
   Mr Siegel and I: Blind leading the blind (edit), Jul 5, 1984, p.7
   SEE ALSO BLIND
VITALONE, FRANK
   Letter carrier of the year: P Tiso (photo), Jun 28, 1984, p.3
VITAMINS
   For mega-vitamin therapy (ltr), Dec 17, 1981, p.6
VLAHOS, NICHOLAS
   Sunday Rec starting (photo), Jan 6, 1983, p.1
VNSW
   SEE HOSPICE PROGRAM
VOCS
   SEE VILLAGE ORGANIZATIONS COORDINATING GROUP
VOGEL, ALY
   Dinner honors spring athletes, Jun 11, 1981, p.20
   Trying out the new weights (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.22
VOGEL, ALY (AU)
   On Maroon and White dinner (ltr), Jun 11, 1981, p.6
VOGEL, BRUCE (AU)
   On Maroon and White dinner (ltr), Jun 11, 1981, p.6
VOGEL, CHARLOTTE
   C E Vogel dies, Oct 20, 1983, p.14
VOGEL, HELEN (AU)
   Another nursery school: Westchester Ethical Humanist Society (ltr), Mar 22, 1984, p.6
VOGEL, JOHN
   Launching ‘Space Flight 324’ (photo), May 8, 1980, p.23
   J H Vogel appointed (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.2
   Appointed: J H Vogel (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.2
   Royal welcome (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.5
   Local man J H Vogel new dean at C W Post, Jun 3, 1982, p.4
   Retired execs spread American know-how abroad (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.6
VOST, HAROLD
   Honor for H E Vost, May 28, 1981, p.18
VOSLICH, JOAN
   Citizenship supporters: R Corbin wins Village Goldsmith Citizenship award (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.6
VOSLICH, PEGGY
   Campaign chairmen B Johnson, P Curran debate (photo p 15), Mar 12, 1981, p.1
VOISINET, ROLAND
VOLCKER, PAUL
   Salary comparison (ltr), Oct 7, 1982, p.6
   Bad review for president (ltr), Feb 9, 1984, p.6
VOLK, TOM
   Camperships given, Jun 4, 1981, p.5
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VOLLEYBALL
   Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
VOLLMOELLER, F WALTER
   F W Vollmoeller dies, Dec 27, 1984, p.10
VOLPER, RAYMOND
   Goodman, Shafran sentenced, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
VOLPICELLI, SAYLE
   Panel has praise for mainstreaming, May 7, 1981, p.1
   In schools here, computers are elementary (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.1

VOLUNTEER WORKERS
   Behind the scenes (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.2
   Freshmen volunteer for HS service program, Jan 31, 1980, p.15
   Club volunteers give 25,897 hours, Apr 17, 1980, p.9
   Hospital honors volunteers (list), May 22, 1980, p.7
   St Agnes honors top volunteers (list), Jun 5, 1980, p.7
   Voluntarism topic of J Holms' talk (photo; list), Jun 19, 1980, p.7
   Volunteers honored, Jun 19, 1980, p.11
   Volunteer of the year: L Guttaan, Jun 26, 1980, p.20
   Respect for volunteers (edit), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
   New lifestyles, new challenges, Sep 18, 1980, p.5
   Top volunteer: L Iannone (photo), Sep 18, 1980, p.20
   White Plains Hospital honors young volunteers (list), Oct 9, 1980, p.6
   Students H LiFrieri, T Kessler, M Hudes, L Hull trained at Nature Center, Nov 6, 1980, p.15
   To your health (edit), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
   Thank you, volunteers (ltr), Dec 11, 1980, p.4
   Volunteers honored (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.10
   Lighthouse honors local volunteers (list), Apr 16, 1981, p.23
   Red Cross cites local volunteers (list), Apr 23, 1981, p.11
   Volunteers more valid than ever (edit), May 7, 1981, p.7
   Voluntary associations key to US democracy (edit), May 7, 1981, p.7
   SCS volunteers honored by hospital (list), May 14, 1981, p.11
   Red Cross elects local residents (list), May 21, 1981, p.8
   B Culioa cuts cake honoring her for 40 years as volunteer (photo), May 21, 1981, p.13
   High school student volunteers honored, May 24, 1981, p.21
   Red Cross award to D Venger, Jun 18, 1981, p.8
   St Agnes Hospital honors volunteers (list), Jul 16, 1981, p.5
   Step up and volunteer (edit), Jul 16, 1981, p.7
   Neuberger honors Service Council volunteer workers (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.4
   97 from SCS cited for service (list), Sep 24, 1981, p.16
   SCS men S Freeman honored for volunteer efforts (list), Nov 26, 1981, p.10
   HTS: SCS men among feted Taylor aides (list), Dec 3, 1981, p.4
   Thanks to the volunteers (ltr), Dec 3, 1981, p.6
   Volunteers cited (ltr), Dec 24, 1981, p.6
   Volunteers aid hospital (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.22
   Volunteer spirit at SHS (photo; list), Mar 18, 1982, p.4
   Hochberg marks volunteer week, May 6, 1982, p.5
   Workers cite C Maletz, Jun 10, 1982, p.9
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VOLUNTEER WORKERS continued

Hospital honors top volunteers (list), Jun 17, 1982, p.4
Volunteer tutors honored by agency (list), Jul 1, 1982, p.2
Mental health assn honors oabudssen (list), Jul 8, 1982, p.11
Expert volunteers contribute to SCS Futures Program (list), Jul 29, 1982, p.3
Students aid nature center (list), Aug 5, 1982, p.4
Give a little...of yourself (edit), Aug 12, 1982, p.7
Top volunteer: DR V P Jex (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.4
Junior volunteers honored at White Plains Hospital (list), Oct 28, 1982, p.16
Resident E Henkind honored (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.9
Students participating in SHC volunteer programs, Jan 20, 1983, p.10
Local volunteers cited (list), May 19, 1983, p.2
White Plains hospital honors top volunteers (photo; list), May 19, 1983, p.2
Student volunteers honored (photo; list), May 19, 1983, p.14
Planned Parenthood elections held (list), Jun 2, 1983, p.10
Volunteer organization aids child development, Jun 9, 1983, p.8
To care for one another (edit), Jun 16, 1983, p.7
Recognition for YES volunteers (photo; list), Jun 23, 1983, p.5
Bibs Reville named president Children's Village council (list), Jun 30, 1983, p.8
Local wosen C Morgenstern, F Alexander, E Colton honored, Jul 7, 1983, p.8
Volunteers J Stone, B Menke, D Maslow recall the way it was (photo), Jul 14, 1983, p.1
Volunteers elect M Schnall, J Forstenzer, Jul 21, 1983, p.10
Residents B Gumpert, E Rossmann cited for voluntarism, Aug 4, 1983, p.3
Junior volunteers honored (list), Sep 29, 1983, p.4
Seniors who volunteer (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
Junior League Wish Book is guide for volunteers, Nov 24, 1983, p.2
St Agnes Hospital honors outstanding young volunteers (list), Nov 24, 1983, p.4
Samaritans of St James will 'take any crisis', Nov 24, 1983, p.6
Volunteers play key role in school libraries here, Dec 8, 1983, p.10
SCS woman P J Bishop to head Red Cross volunteers, Dec 15, 1983, p.10
EHS volunteers cochaunched (list), Feb 9, 1984, p.11
Volunteering, feminism are compatible (edit), Feb 16, 1984, p.7
Red Cross to honor volunteers (list), Apr 5, 1984, p.2
Service Bureau to give awards, Apr 12, 1984, p.2
PTA nominates EHS volunteer A Varley, Apr 19, 1984, p.11
Honor for SCS woman T Nelson, May 3, 1984, p.4
Local wosen A W Owen cited for voluntarism (photo), May 17, 1984, p.5
Hospital honors top volunteers (photo; list), May 31, 1984, p.4
High school volunteers (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6
St Agnes Hospital honors volunteers (list), Jun 21, 1984, p.3
Volunteers cited by Cedar Knolls (list), Jun 21, 1984, p.5
Volunteer Council elects local woman B Reville (list), Jun 28, 1984, p.4
Chief of volunteers: D A Clark, Jul 19, 1984, p.4
Hospital honors junior volunteers (photo; list), Sep 20, 1984, p.2
Hospital cites young people (list), Oct 25, 1984, p.8
SEE ALSO WESTCHESTER ASSN FOR VOLUNTEER SERVICES

VON GLAHN, RUSSELL

Eight picked for Harris jury, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Jean Harris found guilty of murder (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.1

VON MAFFEI, PAUL

Ribbon cutting at Action Sports (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.17
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VON PEIN, MARGRETA (AU)
  Coming home to a faceless town (edit), Nov 10, 1983, p.7

VONICK, ANN
  Chamber to honor Junior League, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
  Heading for a hundred (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.4

VONICK, RICHARD
  R M Vonick dies, Feb 7, 1980, p.12

VORPERIAN, JOHN
  Local man J Vorperian heads Young Republicans (list), Apr 22, 1982, p.20
  Scarsdalian J Vorperian elected by GOP youth, Aug 4, 1983, p.5
  Young Republicans J Vorperian, R DeSantola, R Link, N Link going to Washington, Mar 15, 1984, p.5

VORPERIAN, JOHN (AU)
  Property no requirement (ltr), Feb 18, 1982, p.6
  Don't expect federal revenues (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6

VORPERIAN, RICHARD
  Ready for emergencies (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.2
  All-out effort (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.3

VOSS, BOB
  Studio space for artists being provided in Yonkers, Aug 9, 1984, p.5

VOSS, SANDRA
  Studio space for artists being provided in Yonkers, Aug 9, 1984, p.5

VOTER REGISTRATION
  He wants inside table (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
  Decision (on voter registration table) reversed, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
  Report on registration (ltr), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
  New crop of voters (photo; list), Apr 9, 1981, p.8
  Not in the pool, Aug 27, 1981, p.1
  Requirements for voting in the general election, Oct 1, 1981, p.1
  E Oberstein registers for district balloting (photo), May 5, 1983, p.15
  Fire board appointment: Rev J Elliott, Feb 23, 1984, p.9
  Democracy is not a spectator sport (edit), Jun 21, 1984, p.7
  Keith heads drive, Oct 4, 1984, p.12
  Last chance to register (edit), Oct 11, 1984, p.6

VOTING
  Voting practice, Oct 22, 1980, p.1
  How to vote in SCS, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
  Demonstrate democracy (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6
  SEE ALSO ELECTIONS, VOTER REGISTRATION

VOTING, ABSENTEE
  Easier to vote, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

VOTING, CENTRALIZED
  For centralized voting (edit), Jan 27, 1983, p.6
  LWV: End Unit Meetings (ltr), Jan 27, 1983, p.6

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS
  SEE TRAVEL

VREELAND, JOHN
  Decision on cluster plan delayed by legal ruling (illus), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
  Planning Board considering cluster housing proposal, Jun 12, 1980, p.1

WACH, FUMIKO
  International flavor to this Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
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WACHS, DAHLIA
   EMS musicians, honored here, ready for road (list), Dec 23, 1982, p.11

WACHS, ELLIS
   UJA-Federation to honor local textile executive M Miller (photo), May 6, 1980, p.3

WACHSMAH, JULIETTE
   Nenette Kay keeps pace, high C at 84 (photo; addl photo p 6), Oct 16, 1980, p.4
   'At 85, time to see what I've been doing': J Wachsman (photo; addl photo p 20; list), Feb 18, 1982, p.6

WACHT, ELAINE (AU)
   Huane treatment asked (ltr), Jul 31, 1980, p.4
   Emergency response praised (ltr; list), Jan 27, 1983, p.6

WACHTLER, SOL
   No new vote on waste district, Sep 9, 1982, p.1

WADA, TOMOHISA
   All I want for Christmas... (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.9

WADE, FRANCES
   F Wade dies, Feb 21, 1980, p.12

WADE, RICHARD
   LWV president E M Stock re-elected (list), May 12, 1983, p.6
   History professor R C Wade says TV has changed face of politics (photo), May 12, 1983, p.6

WADE, ROBERT
   Former Inquirer employee V Coulter Blinn recalled, Dec 13, 1984, p.2

WAGES AND SALARIES
   SEE EMPLOYEES/SCS/WAGES AND SALARIES, SCHOOLS/SCS/EMPLOYEES-WAGES AND SALARIES, TEACHERS/SCS/WAGES AND SALARIES

WAGNER, ROBERT JR
   Sobel's advice, Apr 28, 1983, p.1

WAGNER, ROBERT VAN
   SEE VAN WAGNER, ROBERT

WAJIAPAT, PAM
   SEE WAJIAPAT, SAISAWAI

WAJIAPAT, SAISAWAI
   AFS student S Waiyapat returns to 'family' (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.3

WAKE, WARREN
   University appoints SCS High Grad W K Wake, May 5, 1983, p.16

WALCOTT, EDWARD (AU)
   Message for pet owners (ltr), Jul 22, 1982, p.6

WALDIE, ARTHUR

WALDRON, KENNETH (REV)
   Odell House marks 200th anniversary (photo), Jul 9, 1981, p.15

WALDRUP, BERN
   Louder applause marks Greenville Theater year (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.31

WALINSKY, ADAM
   Town Club concludes more fields needed, Nov 3, 1983, p.1

WALINSKY, JANE
   Neighbors say they will fight against playing fields on Winston property, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
   Neighbors blast plan for fields on Winston property, Aug 4, 1983, p.1

WALINSKY, JANE (AU)
   Site called 'far superior' (ltr), Oct 20, 1983, p.6

WALKER, DALE
   New cookbook published, Apr 29, 1982, p.13
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WALKER, DAVID
Maroon raffle (photo), Jul 10, 1980, p.10
Summer fun (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
Employee of the Week at SCS Pool A Jezierski (photo), Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Getting set for the triathlon: K Batchelor, D Walker, L Greenberg, D Hulsebosch (photo), Jul 19, 1984, p.16

WALKER, DAVID (AU)
Raffle for SHS paper (ltr), Jun 12, 1980, p.4
Raffle support (ltr), Jun 26, 1980, p.4

WALKER, ELYSE
Car washing for fun and profit (K Froehlich Scholarship Fund) (photo), May 13, 1982, p.1

WALKER, S (AU)
Praise for summer band (ltr), Oct 6, 1983, p.6

WALKER, SAM
Interest in creche, Nov 29, 1984, p.1

WALKER, SHEPHERD
S Walker named to faculty, Dec 25, 1980, p.2

WALKER, SUSAN
School budget vote put off because of contract talks, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Finishing up 1980 (Adult School) brochure (photo), Aug 14, 1980, p.3
Search for AFS student J Uronen stalled, Jan 8, 1981, p.1
Returning AFS students J Adler, A Dulit report on trips (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.2
Visiting students review year (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.3
AFS—an international family (photo) (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.25
AFS student S Waiyapat returns to family’ (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.3
Have a heart the motto at Greenacres (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.15

WALKER, SUSAN (AU)
On joy of hosting AFS student (ltr), Jun 24, 1982, p.6

WALKER, WILL
SCS pool opens Saturday for 16th summer of swimming, May 24, 1984, p.3

WALKING
By the book (photo; list), Apr 10, 1980, p.6
Senior walkers keep volunteer leader hopping (photo), Oct 13, 1993, p.6

WALKUP, JAMES JR (AU)
On teenage suicide (edit), Mar 22, 1984, p.7

WALKUP, JIM (AU)
Take stock of your feelings (edit), Dec 29, 1983, p.7

WALL STREET JOURNAL (NEWSPAPER)
Former resident W Klein to join Journal, Jun 11, 1981, p.8

WALL, HELEN
League agenda includes voter service, study items (photo; list), Sep 11, 1980, p.11
Tennis court measure loses (photo), May 20, 1982, p.1

WALL, JEN
Preparing for Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.18

WALL, JOHN
Decision raises doubts about legality of private tennis courts, Feb 3, 1983, p.1

WALLACE, ARTHUR
Resident A Wallace promoted at International Paper, Jul 21, 1983, p.3

WALLACE, BERTRAM
County appointee for B F Wallace, Jul 17, 1980, p.8

WALLACE, OB
Bare facts on 'Ladies' Night' (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.9
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WALLACE, CAROL
- Summer fun (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
- Pool workers win raises; job action narrowly averted (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.1

WALLACE, DWAYNE
- Off to school (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.1

WALLACE, JOHN
- Off to school (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.1

WALLACE, NAMEY
- Village Board makes Walworth one-way (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.1

WALLACE, PHIL (ILLUS)
- Cartoonist P Wallace on Conrail (cartoon), Aug 7, 1980, p.4
- Cartoonist... (cartoon), Aug 21, 1980, p.4
- Cartoonist... (cartoon), Aug 28, 1980, p.4
- On track...Phil Wallace (illus), Sep 18, 1980, p.4
- On track...Phil Wallace (illus), Sep 25, 1980, p.4
- There's more here than meets the ear (edit; illus), May 21, 1981, p.7
- Cartoon re railroad service, Jul 2, 1981, p.6
- Cartoon re railroad service, Jul 9, 1981, p.6
- Train due to depart... (illus), Aug 13, 1981, p.6
- Well, JR, how was the old commute today? (cartoon), Sep 3, 1981, p.7

WALLACH FOUNDATION
- Library gifts, Feb 5, 1981, p.1

WALLACH, ALFRED
- Computer evolution hitting home (photo), Aug 26, 1982, p.6

WALLACH, ANDREW
- A Wallach, R Bauer dress up for Halloween at Heathcote (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.14

WALLACH, ARLEEN (AU)
- School needs financial aid (ltr), Dec 11, 1980, p.4

WALLACH, BARBARA
- OR welcomes new parents, Sep 11, 1980, p.17
- OR welcomes parents from foreign countries, Sep 25, 1980, p.18
- Junior high holds annual health fair (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.14
- 7.6% school tax hike seen; kindergarten plan released, Mar 15, 1984, p.1

WALLACH, CYNTHIA (AU)
- Ticket out of town (ltr), Jul 10, 1980, p.4
- High school volunteers (ltr), Jun 14, 1984, p.6

WALLACH, ELIZABETH
- Student volunteers honored (photo; list), May 19, 1983, p.14

WALLACH, IRA
- Future Wallach Arts Center (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.2

WALLACH, MIRIAM
- Future Wallach Arts Center (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.2

WALL, ERIC (DR)
- Two multi-house developments proposed (illus), Nov 29, 1984, p.1

WALL, ALLEN
- $2 million budget passed; vote light, May 6, 1982, p.15
- Rules group to study nominating procedure (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.11

WALL, ALLEN (AU)
- Thanks, Alden Larson (ltr), Mar 18, 1982, p.6
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WALLER, ALLEN (AU) continued
   Alfred Krautter remembered (ltr), Apr 14, 1983, p. 6
WALLER, ELAYNE
   New officers at WRT (photo; list), May 14, 1981, p. 24
WALLIS, WILLIAM
   Burglar alarm firms survey SCS home (Part II), Dec 16, 1982, p. 6
WALLISON, PETER
   Reagan to appoint SCS attorney P D Wallison, May 21, 1981, p. 5
WALLOWIST, CYNTHIA
   Ottenger announces staff appointments for C Wallquist, B D'Onofrio, Dec 18, 1980, p. 6
WALLOWIST, CYNTHIA (AU)
   Paul Feiner thanked (ltr), Apr 21, 1983, p. 6
WALS, AVIS (AU)
   Monte Carlo night (ltr), Dec 4, 1980, p. 4
WALS, ROBERT (AU)
   Monte Carlo night (ltr), Dec 4, 1980, p. 4
WALSH, ALISON
   Suburban attitude? (ltr), Jul 9, 1981, p. 6
WALSH, AVIS
   Marathonsers hit $11,000 in fundraiser (photo), Feb 20, 1980, p. 15
   EMT student A Walsh wins study grant, Jul 3, 1980, p. 11
WALSH, BETTY
   New education center to sponsor conference, youth cable TV show (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p. 4
WALSH, GRAHAM
   Ad manager: G Walsh (photo), Jul 2, 1981, p. 10
   Schenley names Ex-Scarsdalian G Walsh, Dec 16, 1982, p. 22
WALSH, JOHN
   Goodman, Shafran sentenced, Jan 31, 1980, p. 1
   Program ended, Jul 2, 1981, p. 1
   Fordham cites residents J Walsh, F L Garcia, Dec 3, 1981, p. 27
   Low tax hike depends on contract talks, Apr 14, 1983, p. 1
WALSH, JOYCE
   Political year, Nov 20, 1980, p. 1
WALSH, MARIE
   Historical catalogue debuts (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p. 5
   SEE ALSO BAKER, MARIE
WALSH, ROBERT
   Site agreed on for creche display, Nov 26, 1981, p. 1
WALSH, ROGER
   Edgewood Committee sets 1980 football program (list), Jun 12, 1980, p. 16
   Ready for emergencies (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p. 2
   Volunteer firefighters drill (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p. 4
   Residents escape Hamilton Road fire, Oct 22, 1981, p. 4
   Santa comes to town (photo), Dec 24, 1981, p. 1
   Members of Volunteer Fire Co No 1 P Woodcock, W Scher, R Walsh at Bell Rd fire (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p. 5
   Honors for volunteer firefighters J Kerin, A Blitz, R Walsh (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p. 3
WALSH, ROGER (AU)
   Ralliers recognized (ltr; list), Oct 9, 1980, p. 4
WALSH, SARAH
   S A Walsh dies, Oct 2, 1980, p. 14
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WALSH, THOMAS
  Battle of the beer barrel (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.1
  Ready for emergencies (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.2
  Police, fire dept, SVAC race to accident scene (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.4

WALSH, THOMAS (AU)
  Letters on election (ltrs), Feb 26, 1981, p.4
  Letters on village election (ltrs), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
  Outrageous attire (ltr), Jun 25, 1981, p.6

WALSH, ELWYN
  Dunsmore to mark 50 years of song with EMT Association (photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.9

WALTER, AUDREY
  A Walter retires as secretary of Town Club (photo), May 31, 1984, p.8

WALTER, BARBARA
  Local students B Walter, K Oakes elected officers, Jun 25, 1981, p.23

WALTER, GREG
  9-year-old J Hans gets help with bike during MD Bike-a-Thon (photo), May 8, 1980, p.6

WALTER, RUDOLPH
  Resident R J Walter featured, Sep 22, 1983, p.5

WALTERS, CAROL
  Greenacres holds international fair (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.14

WALTERS, PAT
  Giving (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.11

WALTERS, RACHEL
  Greenacres donates to Salvation Army (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.25

WALTERS, RAY

WALTON, ANNA
  Grant to EHS grad A E Walton, Jun 5, 1980, p.15

WALTON, CALVIN
  Redistricting plan passed over Democratic protests, May 26, 1983, p.1

WALWORTH AVENUE POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE
  Walton law voted down (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
  Whodunnit, Apr 22, 1982, p.1

WANAMAKER, GEORGE
  Westchester Federal names E D Herbermann, G S Wanamaker new corporate officers, Jul 28, 1983, p.8

WARD, DOTTIE
  Edgewood party (photo), Jan 1, 1981, p.8

WANG, DIANE
  Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

WANG, WANDA
  Four from EMT high school (R Fraser, A Post, W Wang, M Tuchman) in art show, Oct 30, 1980, p.21

WARKEN, WAYNE
  Bicycle safety program (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.16

WARC
  SEE WESTCHESTER ASSEN FOR RETARDED CITIZENS

WARD, DOROTHY
  Sheldon Levine leaving SHS (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1

WARD, FRANK JR
  F M Ward Jr dies, Dec 13, 1980, p.20

WARD, JENNIFER
  Youngsters learn bike safety (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.1
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WARD, JENNIFER continued
   Passing inspection (photo), Oct 9, 1980, p.7
   Role playing (photo), Apr 5, 1984, p.3
WARD, STEPHEN (AU)
   Track called dangerous (ltr), Apr 21, 1983, p.6
WARD, TRINA
   APS pumpkin sale (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.19
WARD, VICTORIA
   Local woman V Ward named ad VP, Jul 15, 1982, p.2
   First grade section being added at (QR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
   SHS athletes honored at dinner (list; photo p 16), Dec 1, 1983, p.17
WARD, VICTORIA (AU)
   Track called dangerous (ltr), Apr 21, 1983, p.6
WARE, CATHARINE
   SCS Foundation names C K Ware new trustee (list), Dec 3, 1981, p.2
   Questionnaire being prepared to probe SCS’s wishes, Nov 4, 1982, p.2
WARE, CATHY
   New Edgewood library (photo), May 8, 1980, p.1
WARE, JOHN
   Fox Meadow Tennis Club holds 100th birthday celebration (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.15
WARE, MARY
   Singing out at St James (photo), Mar 11, 1982, p.16
WARE, MOLLY (AU)
   On the role of aides (ltr), Dec 4, 1980, p.4
WARE, R TIMMIS
   Split vote on five amendments to Non-Partisan Resolution, May 21, 1981, p.6
   Endangered pond, Sep 23, 1982, p.1
WARE, STEPHEN
   S J Ware awarded rank of Eagle Scout (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.3
   Big day for Troop 99 (photo; list), Jun 3, 1982, p.2
WARE, STEPHEN (AU)
   Answers to Anonymous (lttrs), Feb 17, 1983, p.7
WARENDORF, MARINUS
   Senior walkers keep volunteer leader hopping (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.6
WARNER, GLORIA (DR)
   Dr G Warner dies, Dec 8, 1983, p.25
WARNER, LYNN
   Gambling for a good cause (photo), Dec 6, 1984, p.24
WARNKEN, PAT
   Voters to elect 12 new members to School Nominating Committee (photo; list), Jan 20, 1983, p.1
WARNKEN, PAT (AU)
   Thanks for assistance (ltr), Jul 22, 1982, p.6
WARNKEN, WAYNE
   Ready to play up a storm (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.1
   Historical Society elects five (photo; list), Nov 15, 1984, p.3
WARNKEN, WAYNE (AU)
   Where there’s a will, there’s an estate plan (edit), Jan 6, 1983, p.7
WARSHAUER, EMMANUEL
   E S Warshauber dies, Dec 6, 1984, p.26
WARSHAUER, JULIET
   Fighting Alzheimer’s Disease (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.5
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WARTHEN, SARA
Huge assortment of merchandise ready for Junior League sale (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.8

WARTHEN, WAKE (AU)
Creche vs Non-Partisan System (litr), Mar 29, 1984, p.6

WASACZ, ANTHONY
SCS couple is lifeline for bereaved parents (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.4

WASACZ, CATHY ANN
SCS couple is lifeline for bereaved parents (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.4

WASACZ, JOHN
SCS couple is lifeline for bereaved parents (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
College names SCS to John Wasacz, Aug 6, 1981, p.5

WASACZ, JOHN III
SCS couple is lifeline for bereaved parents (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.4

WASACZ, MARY
SCS couple is lifeline for bereaved parents (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.4

WASACZ, MARY CHRISTINE
SCS couple is lifeline for bereaved parents (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.4

WASCH, LINA

WASCH, RICHARD
New partner: R S Wasch (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.3

WASCH, SANDI (AU)
Greatest gift of all (litr), Dec 6, 1984, p.6

WASCH, SANDRA (AU)
You have to try (edit), May 10, 1984, p.7

WASHBURN, ESTHER
Rev P S Washburn new minister at Congregational Church (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.18

WASHBURN, NATHAN
Rev P S Washburn new minister at Congregational Church (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.18

WASHBURN, PHILLIP (REV)
Two ministers at Congregational (litr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
Rev P S Washburn new minister at Congregational Church (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.18
Local clergy state views on church-state six in campaign, Sep 20, 1984, p.1

WASHBURN, SUSAN
Rev P S Washburn new minister at Congregational Church (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.18
1940's play has lessons for today (edit), Apr 26, 1984, p.7

WASICZKO, DENNIS

WASKO, BERNARD
Temple presents Scouting award to B Wasko, Jan 29, 1981, p.14

WASP, ROBERT
Showdown at Town Hall; residents fight zoning change (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.21
Snow plan okayed, Feb 10, 1983, p.1

WASSER, NORMAN
Resident N Wasser named exec VP of China Trade Corp (photo), Dec 12, 1980, p.16
Resident N Wasser joins patent firm, Jan 21, 1982, p.8
Resident N Wasser's patent concern granted licensing rights, Jul 28, 1983, p.10

WASSERMAN, DAVID
College student from SCS J Katz survives hitchhiking tragedy, Sep 11, 1980, p.1

WASSERMAN, JUDY
YM-YWHA announces additions to staff; seeks volunteers, Nov 19, 1981, p.10
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WASSERMAN, RENATE
Wossen without offices will set up yours (photo; addl photo p 16), Dec 3, 1981, p.6

WASTE DISPOSAL
Dupl use fee, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
Ho strike here, Dec 3, 1981, p.1
Assessments called unfair, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Town Club reception brings rival candidates together (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Budget preview: Other increases, Feb 18, 1982, p.1
Propositions on ballot Tuesday, Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Yes on propositions (edit), Mar 25, 1982, p.6
League urges yes vote (ltr), Mar 25, 1982, p.6
Propositions backed (ltr), Mar 25, 1982, p.6
Propositions pass easily, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Good example cited (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
Ho new vote on waste district, Sep 9, 1982, p.1
Keep SCS beautiful, doctor urges (ltr), Sep 1, 1983, p.6
Improved view, Oct 4, 1984, p.1
Hochberg calls for new measures to regulate private refuse carriers, Dec 13, 1984, p.27
County budget means tax hike for SCS, Dec 27, 1984, p.1
SEE ALSO TOXIC WASTE

WASTE DISPOSAL-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Sanitation law, Nov 19, 1981, p.1

WATER
It’s not Perrier, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Town Club backs nuclear freeze; asks Village Board to endorse it, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Ho rubber stumps (edit), Feb 9, 1984, p.6
Buy bottled water, town engineer says, Feb 9, 1984, p.11
Is the water safe to drink? (ltr), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
Citizens ask: Is our water tested enough? (photo), Aug 30, 1984, p.6

WATER CONSERVATION
Make bricks available (ltr), Jan 1, 1981, p.4
Bottles better than bricks (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
Conserving water, Jan 29, 1981, p.1
We can do better (edit), Feb 5, 1981, p.4
Town Club reports savings on water, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 1 hands out shower water restrictors (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.5
Water conservation efforts urged, Apr 9, 1981, p.8
Little criticism of Village Budget, Apr 16, 1981, p.1
Village budget approved, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
Town may limit electronic gases, Feb 11, 1982, p.1

WATER DEPT-GBH
Water system plan for GBH studied, Sep 23, 1982, p.11
Town board raises water rates; puts controls on restaurant construction, Apr 21, 1983, p.11
New computerized water meters are expected to save GBH money, time, Apr 19, 1984, p.10

WATER DEPT-SCS
Water going up, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
Project on Paler, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
New water supply, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
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WATER DEPT-SCS continued
Make bricks available (ltr), Jan 1, 1981, p.4
Town Club reports savings on water, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
Battling the flood (photo), Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Savings not cited in report (ltr), Mar 19, 1981, p.4
New main, Aug 13, 1981, p.1
Dry days ahead, Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Village will use substitute water, Aug 12, 1982, p.1
Water department’s turn (ltr), Oct 14, 1982, p.6
Dirty water, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
After the flood, Dec 16, 1982, p.1
Resident E. Sheesh’s drea house turning into nightmare, Aug 18, 1982, p.1
Village surplus $434,000 more than projected, Aug 18, 1982, p.1
Safe to drink, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
Water emergency, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Reorganization, Dec 29, 1983, p.1
Water rates to rise 20%, May 24, 1984, p.1
Citizens ask: Is our water tested enough? (photo), Aug 30, 1984, p.6

WATER FOUNTAINS
Fountains proposed (ltr), Jun 17, 1982, p.6
Cool idea (edit), Aug 25, 1983, p.6
Shouldn’t be an issue (ltr), Sep 1, 1983, p.6

WATER SHORTAGE
SEE DROUGHT EMERGENCY-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

WATER SUPPLY
Where’s the water? (edit), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
Nor any drop to drink (edit; cartoon), Apr 14, 1983, p.7

WATERS, RITA
R M Waters dies, May 7, 1981, p.28

WATKINS, DAVID FORBES-
SEE FORBES-WATKINS, DAVID

WATKINS, ROGER
Board of Ed enters Moundroukas battle, May 10, 1984, p.13
Greenville Council seeks to include apartment-dwellers in civic network, Jun 7, 1984, p.11
Third hearing set on contested (Moundroukas) plan, Jun 23, 1984, p.10

WATKINS, SARA FORBES-
SEE FORBES-WATKINS, SARA

WATKINS, SHARON
Family Christmas party (photo), Dec 19, 1980, p.11

WATRA, F (AU)
Victims agency supported (ltr), May 14, 1981, p.6

WATSON, AVIS
Voting practice, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Election decision, Jan 23, 1982, p.1
Where to appeal, Jan 29, 1982, p.1
New historical atlas completed, May 20, 1982, p.2
Machines malfunction, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
Primary in SCS for Conservatives only, Sep 8, 1983, p.1
Voting changes, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
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WATSON, CHENDWETH
  1940's play has lessons for today (edit), Apr 26, 1984, p.7

WATSON, JOHN
  Three candidates, G W Barson, D E Freed, J K Watson, run in Greenville Fire District, Dec 4, 1980, p.21

WATSON, JUNE
  New music group turns town into summer festival (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.6

WATSON, KARL
  New music group turns town into summer festival (photo), Jul 30, 1981, p.6

WATSON, PETER
  Interest seen in child care program (list), Mar 11, 1982, p.1

WATSON, STEPHANIE
  Jack o'lantern to be (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.5
  It's a Halloween tradition (photo), Oct 20, 1983, p.1

WATT, JAMES
  Watt 'must be stopped' (ltr), Nov 26, 1981, p.6
  Hold Watt accountable (ltr), Aug 12, 1982, p.6
  John Muir vs James Watt (edit), Jan 5, 1984, p.7

WATT, JENNY

WATTHEWAKER, STEVEN
  Gubernatorial race tops ballot in Tuesday's election (illus p 20), Oct 28, 1982, p.1

WATTHEWS, CLAUDE
  Two generations of service (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.3

WATTHEWS, GEORGE
  Two generations of service (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.3

WATTHEWS, ODETTE
  Two generations of service (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.3

WATTHETON, FAYE
  Celebration Tuesday for Bill of Rights (photo), Dec 10, 1981, p.6

WATTS, FAY
  Six parties' representatives discuss issues of war and peace, Oct 23, 1980, p.6

WATTS, RALPH
  Resident R Watts named VP at firm, Jan 12, 1984, p.14

WATTS, WEBSTER
  Getting ready for Jennie (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.16

WAUGH, MARJORIE
  M V Waugh dies, Sep 11, 1980, p.18

WAX, AUDREY (AU)
  Don't 'foist' plan on parents (ltr), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

WAX, ROBERT
  External degree (for R Wax), Apr 16, 1981, p.10

WAX, ROBERT (AU)
  Don't 'foist' plan on parents (ltr), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

WAXENBERG, ALAN
  Noise law arouses strong feelings, Sep 16, 1982, p.1
  SCS aan A M Waxenberg named Redbook publisher, Nov 18, 1982, p.5
  Noise law found unconstitutional, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
  Revised noise law passed, May 26, 1983, p.1

WAXENBERG, ROBIN
  The key to success (ltr), Sep 1, 1983, p.6
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WARENBURG, ROBIN continued
PR fire names SMS graduate R L Wrenberg, Nov 1, 1984, p.8
WARENBURG, ROBIN (AU)
Doing the 'employment agency shuffle' (edit; illus), Aug 25, 1983, p.7
WARENBURG, SUZANNE
Volunteers honored (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.10
Noise law found unconstitutional, Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Revised noise law passed, May 26, 1983, p.1
WAY INTERNATIONAL, THE
SEE RELIGIOUS CULTS
WAYNE, BLANCHE
Growing popularity of fireplaces creating increased fire risk (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.1
WAYNE, CHRISTINE
How a thermostat works (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.20
WAYSIDE COTTAGE
Wayside cottage, home of Junior League, named Historic Landmark (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.20
Wayside makes list, Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Morning meeting, Aug 6, 1981, p.1
Getting Wayside on landmark list took persistence (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.6
Wayside Cottage celebration (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.1
Welcome to Wayside Cottage (photo), Oct 7, 1982, p.2
Research uncovers early Christmas decor at Wayside; Fruits of their labors (photo; list), Dec 16, 1982, p.13
WCVOA
SEE WESTCHESTER COUNTY VILLAGE OFFICIALS ASSN
WDDS
SEE OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED SERVICES
WEAL, BERT
Automobile history featured at Historical Society festival (photo; list), Jun 5, 1980, p.3
WEALE, ROSS
Weale to head United Way drive, Jun 24, 1982, p.4
Weale named to succeed Langan as president of County Trust (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.5
WEAR, TAFIE
Teens keep SCS clean (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.14
WEATHER
Cold commuters (photo), Jan 14, 1982, p.1
Cold—but not that cool (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.1
Too hot? (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.5
Temperature down; fares up (photo), Jan 5, 1984, p.1
WEATHERS, ANN
Screening for hypertension (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.5
Touchdown for SVAC (photo), Feb 2, 1982, p.2
AFS student S Waiyapit returns to 'family' (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.3
Church addition causes stir, Jul 26, 1984, p.1
With LifeAlert System, help is at subscriber's fingertips (photo), Aug 9, 1984, p.3
WEATHERS, ANN (AU)
Seniors assist Corps (ltr), Jan 3, 1980, p.4
Community support cited (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
WEAVER, ELAINE
Historically speaking; SCS Library (illus), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
WEBB PROPERTY
Webb sale up to town, Jun 21, 1984, p.10
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WEBB PROPERTY continued
Escrow money will aid Webb purchase, Jul 5, 1984, p.9
Town use of escrow funds is contested, Jul 12, 1984, p.9

WEBB, CHARLES
Historically speaking: You can look it up (sap), May 7, 1981, p.6

WEBBER, KAY
Redistricting plan passed over Democratic protests, May 26, 1983, p.1

WEBEL, HENRY
Seniors move into new home (photo), Feb 11, 1982, p.3
Oversight acknowledged (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6

WEBEL, HENRY (AU)
Outraged by bus driver (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6

WEBER, CARL (DR)
Sculptor-physician Dr K K Nygaard (photo), May 14, 1981, p.8

WEBER, CALVIN
Citizens ask: Is our water tested enough? (photo), Aug 30, 1984, p.6

WEBER, CARL (DR)
Sculptor-physician Dr K K Nygaard (photo), May 14, 1981, p.8

WEBER, DONALD

WEBER, FLORENCE
F C Weber dies, Sep 9, 1982, p.10

WEBER, GORDON
In age of grocery store chains, Toa Irish finds personal touch still spells success (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.4

WEBER, HENRY (AU)
Error of omission (ltr), Mar 31, 1983, p.6

WEBER, JEANNE
Classy Clarinets at Greenacres School (list), Mar 12, 1981, p.25
Fifth graders study local architecture, Feb 16, 1984, p.14

WEBER, JEANNE (AU)
7 1/2 hours before the cast (ltr), Sep 16, 1982, p.6

WEBER, JOAN
School Board picks J Weber for personnel director (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.1
First grade section being added at (QR) school, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
As teacher pool declines, SCS steps up hiring, Nov 8, 1984, p.1
Board of Education moves to step up school security, Dec 13, 1984, p.1

WEBER, MARYLOU
M O Weber granted CLU, Nov 18, 1982, p.22

WEBER, MAYA
Four seniors ( M Cohen, A Jaffe, C Li, M Weber) named Merit semifinalists, Sep 13, 1984, p.9

WEBER, RICHARD
Rifflery team sighted on a better image (photo; addl photo p 8; list), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
Inquirer awards overnight cruises to C Brady, R Weber, S G Ruderman, Aug 12, 1982, p.5
Quaker Ridge parents protest transfer of teacher S Grossman, May 17, 1984, p.1

WEBSTER, DANIEL
Webster's ideas still valid (edit), Jan 14, 1982, p.7

WEBSTER, MARVIN
C Ettinger, M Webster included in Historical Society exhibit (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.2
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WECHSLER, DAVID
  Playtime (photo), Jul 7, 1983, p.9

WECHSLER, RHODA
  College Club names R D Wechsler new head (list), Aug 7, 1980, p.12
  Women's careers subject of Wellesley club talk, Oct 1, 1981, p.1

WECHT, CYRIL (DR)
  Harris defense seeks to prove struggle, Jan 22, 1981, p.1

WEDDING ANNIVERSARIES
  An anniversary to remember (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.1

WEDDINGS
  Hitched up (photo), May 27, 1982, p.1

WEIGHT CONTROL
  Fredda Kray is savior if your eggnog is showing! (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.9
  Author J Scobey sheds 40 pounds, stays thin, tells tale (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
  Confessions of a calorie counter (edit; illus), Apr 9, 1981, p.7
  Before dieting know why you eat (edit), Sep 24, 1981, p.7
  Those awful autumn diet blues, Sep 16, 1982, p.13

WEIGHTS AND WEIGHTLIFTING
  Trying out the new weights (photo), Oct 29, 1981, p.22

WEIL, ESTHER
  Senior walkers keep volunteer leader hopping (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.6
  O'Rourke defends budget proposals, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
  Gift to the village, Jan 5, 1984, p.1

WEIL, ESTHER (AU)
  Freightway petition (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6

WEIL, MICHELLE
  New group to monitor proposed Freightway project (list), Sep 17, 1981, p.13

WEIL, MICHELLE (AU)
  Dissay over Freightway (ltr), Oct 22, 1981, p.6
  Against Freightway plan (ltr), Nov 19, 1981, p.6
  Correct decision (ltr), Mar 4, 1982, p.6
  On Freightway's future (ltr), Dec 2, 1982, p.6

WEILL, CLAUDIA
  Fira director C Weill to speak at SHS graduation, Jun 18, 1981, p.1
  Advice and applause for graduates, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
  As graduates began life after SHS, the Class of '84 was coming back, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

WEILL, NORMAN (AU)
  He wants open space (ltr), Sep 3, 1981, p.6

WEILL, PENNY
  Executive VP: P Weill (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.12

WEILL, RICHARD
  Vergari brief rebuts Aurnou, Oct 8, 1981, p.1

WEIMER, ANDY
  Rail strike taking toll on merchants (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.1

WEIN, JANE
  Two critically hurt in wreck (photo), Dec 11, 1980, p.1

WEINBERG, BILL (AU)
  On the joy of slowpitch (edit), Sep 24, 1981, p.7
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WEINBERG, CHARLES
Area builder C Weinberg elected VP of savings bank board (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.2
Board calls Polera plan 'unacceptable', Jul 9, 1981, p.1
Residents ponder possibilities for Freightway, Dec 10, 1981, p.1
Board rejects Polera proposal; seeks alternate plan for Freightway, Jan 28, 1982, p.1

WEINBERG, DANIEL (DR)
Town Club report says schools here lack comprehensive safety program, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
Town Club hears from O'Rourke, squabbles over tennis courts, Apr 14, 1983, p.2

WEINBERG, EDWARD
Residents M P Gitenstein, J Norek, A P Slaner, J Weiss among UJA campaign leaders (photo; list), Aug 7, 1983, p.2

WEINBERG, JEANNE
School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1

WEINBERG, LINDA
Students L Weinberg, D Broden, S Meinick, L Biehle, M Bench, W Allegaert chosen for all-state (photo, Nov 25, 1982, p.20
The entertainers (photo), Feb 3, 1983, p.8

WEINBERG, SANFORD
Caiperships given, Jun 4, 1981, p.5

WEINBERG, STEVEN
 Few criticize school budget, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
More state aid to mean tax break, May 21, 1981, p.1
Citizens Party turns down LWV invitation, Jan 21, 1982, p.1
M Greenspan, S K Weinberg will lead campaign (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.1
Election decision, Jan 28, 1982, p.1
Campaign letter provokes charges of ' mud-slinging', Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Citizens' Party candidates win by nearly 3-1 (photo; addl photo, chart p 6), Mar 18, 1982, p.1
Coalition will continue (ltr), Apr 1, 1982, p.6
Supreme mediocrity (ltr), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
Town Club debates over reports, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Better school budget forecast asked, May 26, 1983, p.1
Town Club installs M Bench new president, B Johnson VP, Jun 2, 1983, p.1

WEINBERG, STEVEN (AU)
Invitation to coalition (ltr), Mar 25, 1982, p.6

WEINBERG, THEODORE
Former Scarsdalian T M Weinberg new assistant VP, Aug 27, 1981, p.2

WEINBERG, TIMMY
Central 7 school leader T Weinberg in race for Town Board, Jan 27, 1983, p.9
Fontana, Guarnieri to bid for town posts, Mar 24, 1983, p.14
Pilla, Braca candidates for seat on Town Board, Sep 22, 1983, p.9

WEINBERG, TIMMY (AU)
Central 7 is unique! (edit), Oct 8, 1981, p.7

WEINBERGER, ALLISON
SHS student A Weinberger plays odds; wins a longshot victory, Oct 22, 1981, p.16

WEINBERGER, NEIL
G. O. dreams up love-ly plan for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

WEINBERGER, RUTH
Trustees approve group home list, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
System is democratic, he says (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Important named omitted: R Weinberger (ltr), Nov 20, 1980, p.4
Living with dignity on Foxhall Road (Part I) (photo; addl photo p 4), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
WEINBERGER, RUTH continued
Opposition preparing to run, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Goldenstein named Coalition candidate (photo), Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Citizens' Party wins, but by less (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.1

WEINBERGER, RUTH (AU)
Town Club called 'unethical' (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4
She sees benefits already (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.4

WEINBLATT, MORA
New G/T curriculum to be written this summer, Jun 21, 1984, p.10
Board: 44 is limit for first grade at Seely; no vote taken, Jul 19, 1984, p.9

WEINER, JOAN
Town Club backs Unit Meetings, Feb 10, 1983, p.2

WEINER, JOHN
New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11
Board of Ed enters Moundroukas battle, May 10, 1984, p.13
Sculpture dedicated (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.10

WEINER, MARJORIE
More state aid cuts school tax increase, Apr 12, 1984, p.1

WEINER, NORMAN
GCC urges safety plans for Central Avenue; names slate (list), Mar 5, 1981, p.21
Neighborhood watch program begun at GCC (list), Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Search for Change searching in GBH, Sep 16, 1982, p.17
Town Board names N Weiner, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
Elderly poor face reduced access to social services, Jul 28, 1983, p.1
Weiner named committee head, Oct 6, 1983, p.10
Another term for N Weiner, Jan 5, 1984, p.9
Five proposed as candidates for School Board (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.11
Mrs Davis, Herser will run for (EMT School) board, Apr 5, 1984, p.11

WEINERMAN, LDU
Residents call for more information at hearing, Sep 22, 1983, p.9
Rules group to study nominating procedure (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.11

WEINERMAN, ROBERT
EHS student R Weinerman science contest semi-finalist, Jan 27, 1983, p.9

WEINGARDT, KEN
Merit badge seminar scheduled (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.5
Operation Bookshelf on the move (photo), Aug 4, 1983, p.5

WEINGARDT, KRISTEN
Greenville student K Weingardt honored, Jul 26, 1984, p.11

WEINSBERG, RITA
Governor H Carey appoints R Weingarten, Jan 17, 1980, p.6
Teaching the teacher is game (of K Ascherman and R O'Shea) (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.14

WEINHEIM, EDMOND
Defining education at EHS: everyone gets into the act, May 21, 1981, p.19
Board hires new EHS counselor; studies course proposals, Jan 13, 1983, p.11
Proposals to board aim at high school, May 19, 1983, p.10
Board winds clock for study of all-day kindergarten plan, Nov 3, 1983, p.11
New G/T curriculum to be written this summer, Jun 21, 1984, p.10

WEINREB, MARK (AU)
Not village's right (ltr), Dec 16, 1982, p.6
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WEINREICH, DIANE
Greenville Council calls for SCS Meadows probe, Sep 11, 1980, p.15
Five candidates in race for three school board nominations, Feb 10, 1983, p.10
Contender for board, D Weinreich, withdraws, Feb 17, 1983, p.11

WEINREICH, HOWARD
Five proposed as candidates for School Board (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.11
Feldman, Weinreich are board nominees, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
Candidates Feldman, Weinreich accept PTA invitation, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
Mrs Davis, Merzer will run for (EMS School) board, Apr 5, 1984, p.11
Petition signatures arouse controversy on EMS School Board, Apr 26, 1984, p.11
Rules group to study nominating procedure (photo), Apr 26, 1984, p.11
Board of Ed enters Roundhouse battle, May 10, 1984, p.13
Seely safety study gets a green light, Jul 26, 1984, p.11
Give us another teacher, parents of Seely fifth graders demand, Sep 6, 1984, p.10
Interim superintendent appointed: Dr J S Carnrite, Oct 11, 1984, p.9

WEINSCHENK-TABERNERO, PABLO
Oscar winner has hose on SCS Ave, Jul 22, 1982, p.6

WEINSTEIN, ADAM
Board of Ed OK's semester courses, rejects mid-year exam; Italian considered, Jan 10, 1980, p.11
Marathoneis hit $11,000 in fundraiser (photo), Feb 20, 1980, p.15

WEINSTEIN, BERNARD
New debate over Neo-Natal ICU loans, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
County Board adopts budget, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
League opposes opening perinatal care facility, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
Med Center: Focus of controversy in a controversial county budget, Dec 17, 1981, p.1

WEINSTEIN, BERNARD (AU)
On perinatal services (ltr), Dec 25, 1980, p.4

WEINSTEIN, LEONARD
Board appoints Finn, Fornges; Children’s Center is approved, Aug 5, 1982, p.11
Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16
Students J Bulzacchelli and C Li win Latin prizes, Jun 2, 1983, p.12
Board sets initial teacher aide study, Jun 7, 1984, p.10
Students call for help for Saferides (list), Aug 30, 1984, p.11
Students call for help from Saferides, Dec 20, 1984, p.11

WEINSTEIN, STEFANIE
Valentine’s Day at Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 24, 1983, p.16

WEINSTEIN, WENDY
This resident, W Weinstein, wants to hear your opinion (photo), Feb 12, 1981, p.4

WEINSTEIN, ELLEN
New mini-bus; small in size, noisy service (photo; map, schedule p 10), Sep 24, 1981, p.6
Signing the charter (photo; list), Sep 24, 1981, p.8

WEINSTEIN, STANLEY (DR-AU)
Exciting experience (ltr), Oct 6, 1983, p.6

WEINTRAUB, MRS MORRIS
Convention chairman named: Mrs M Weintraub, Oct 16, 1980, p.8

WEINTRAUB, BARBARA
Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11

WEINTRAUB, MAURICE
To the fastest go the prizes (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.6
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WEINTRAUB, MAURICE continued
   Concentration (photo), Dec 10, 1931, p.3
WEINTRAUB, MICHAEL (DR)
   Chiropractor M R Weintraub selected, Aug 2, 1984, p.14
WEINTRAUB, MORRIS
   Temple Israel Center honored, Dec 15, 1983, p.26
WEINTRAUB, RACHEL (AU)
   Happy Mother's Day, May 10, 1984, p.7
WEINTRAUB, SELMA
   League treasurer S Weintraub chairs convention, Nov 27, 1980, p.11
WEISBARD, JAMES
WEISBERG, JEFFREY (DR)
   New Doctors OffiCenter open every day, Jun 16, 1983, p.4
WEISBERG, SAMANTHA
   How to collect honey (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.24
WEISBERGER, DAVID
   D Weisberger dies, Jan 10, 1980, p.12
WEISBERT, SHARON (AU)
   Work for taxes? (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
WEISBRICH, NORMA
   Flowers for teacher E Toab (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.5
WEISBURGER, MARK
   Weisburger to receive WRT Brotherhood Award (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.12
   School Board, nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
   Alumnus M B Weisburger helps win award for college, Jun 30, 1983, p.2
WEISKOPF, ALYSSA
   Quaker Ridge bitten tree (photo), Feb 4, 1982, p.17
WEISKOPF, LESLIE
   Ready for anything (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.2
   Every SCS policeman learning CPR (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.6
   PRC superintendent K Batchelor says indoor pool is possibility, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
   It only hurts when he laughs (photo; list), Nov 20, 1980, p.6
   Life-saving training (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.9
   Ambulance Corps named for citizenship award (photo; list), Feb 18, 1982, p.1
   Ambulance Corps honored (photo), Apr 8, 1982, p.3
   New face in the schools (photo), May 6, 1982, p.5
   Good Samaritans (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
   SVAC's high standards cited (ltr), Jun 16, 1983, p.6
   In memory of two doctors, J Duic, G Langa (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.3
   SVAC receives grant (photo), Sep 22, 1983, p.4
   Serving the voters (photo), Oct 25, 1984, p.3
WEISKOPF, LESLIE (AU)
   Community support cited (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
   Thanks to the chamber (ltr), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
   Vital non-partisan service (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6
   SVAC does carry defibrillator (ltr), Nov 24, 1983, p.6
   Thanks from Ambulance Corps (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
WEISMAN, ALI
   Cable coaxes to Greenacres (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.12
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WEISMAN, EDWARD
   Executive vp: E Weisman (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.7

WEISMAN, HUGH
   Architecture Board member H Weisman resigns, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
   On BAR charges (ltr), May 28, 1981, p.6
   No decision, Jun 4, 1981, p.1
   Board finds BAR members did not act unethically, Jul 23, 1981, p.1

WEISS, ANITA
   New realtor at Doernberg: A B Weiss, Feb 14, 1980, p.6

WEISS, BONNIE (AU)
   Major improvement (ltr), Nov 4, 1982, p.6
   Final curtain call for SSHT (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6

WEISS, CAROLE
   Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part I), Mar 27, 1980, p.15
   Schools seeking to meet needs of gifted children (Part II) (photo; list), Apr 3, 1980, p.13
   PTA awards (photo), Apr 21, 1983, p.10
   New B/T curriculum to be written this summer, Jun 21, 1984, p.10

WEISS, JEFFREY (DR)
   SCS MD J Weiss heading Mobilization 80 drive, May 29, 1980, p.2
   Residents M P Gitenstein, J Norek, A P Slaner, J Weiss among UJA campaign leaders (photo; list), Aug 7, 1980, p.2
   Scarsdalians for 'Super Sunday' (photo), Jan 28, 1982, p.9

WEISS, JILL
   A touch of the holidays (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.14
   It was Daniel Toopkins Day (photo), Jun 26, 1980, p.3
   School Board; nurses sign 3-year contract, Jul 3, 1980, p.1
   SMS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1
   Students attend music festival (list), May 26, 1983, p.16
   Remember that concert? (edit), Dec 1, 1983, p.7

WEISS, JOELLE
   Grade school enrollment up, Sep 13, 1984, p.1

WEISS, KENNETH
   Resident R DeRos-Dawson sets different image of a detective (photo), Aug 5, 1982, p.6

WEISS, LINDA
   Sushi art (photo), Oct 30, 1980, p.23

WEISS, NORMAN (AU)
   Final curtain call for SSHT (ltr), Aug 25, 1983, p.6

WEISSMAN, DANA
   Historian with a green thumb: E Linville (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.3

WEISSMAN, HERBERT
   H H Weissman dies, Feb 18, 1982, p.16

WEISSMAN, MYRNA
   Village Club to elect leaders (photo; list), Apr 10, 1980, p.1
   Board delays vote on bike penalties, Jun 26, 1980, p.1
   Village Club names committee leaders (list), Jun 26, 1980, p.7
   Valworth Avenue: stop signs, light, yes; one-way, maybe, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
   Board defeats bike law, Oct 30, 1980, p.1
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WEISSMAN, MYRNA continued
Local leaders express hopes for '81, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Lowell Tooley honored by Village Club; reflects on the past; predicts future (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.4
Few criticize school budget, Apr 30, 1981, p.1
Village Club elects J Fiedler, M Weissman co-presidents (list), May 7, 1981, p.1
End to tax rate hikes urged, Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Citizens try to save courts (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.1

WEISSMAN, MYRNA (AU)
Village Club proposes compromise (ltr), Mar 5, 1981, p.5
Village Club position (ltr), Mar 12, 1981, p.4
Time to speak up (ltr), Dec 24, 1981, p.6

WEISHEIER, HENNES
Cosmos' coach J Mazzei finds sanctuary in SCS (photo; addl photo p 20), Oct 7, 1982, p.6

WEITZ, PAUL
Four join Ambassador tour, Jul 26, 1984, p.11

WEITZEN, MARC
Deadline set for submitting school board nominations (list), Jan 10, 1980, p.11
Board of Ed OK's semester courses, rejects aid-year exam; Italian considered; Jan 10, 1980, p.11
Five (S Albert, S Bloos, G Goldsholle, P Karan, R Masiow) proposed for School Board vacancies (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11
School Board says yes to Italian, comp. religion; adds one day to recess, Mar 13, 1980, p.11
Three (S Bloos, P Karan, R Masiow) endorsed for School Board, Mar 27, 1980, p.15
What an I bid? (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.15
Parents wary of school's program for handicapped, Apr 24, 1980, p.15
Seniors call poster policy step in the right direction, May 15, 1980, p.15
School Board members applaud Crowder, Weitzen; Board approves new football coach, Jun 12, 1980, p.15
Three (S Davis, E DuBois, M Weitzen) put up for school board slate, Jan 29, 1981, p.11
School board nominees named: S Davis, M Weitzen, Mar 26, 1981, p.21
School Board candidates: M Weitzen, S Davis, I Engel (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.20
Geno Altieri receives GCC's Silver Box Award (photo), May 7, 1981, p.24
Davis and Weitzen elected; budget passes 518 to 279, May 7, 1981, p.25
Altieri is board president (list), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
Board passes new cut policy, 5 to 2, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
Cut policy, athletic programs are issues at board meeting, Oct 15, 1981, p.13
Petitioners ask School Board to hire football coach full-time, Jan 14, 1982, p.11
No gym exceptions for cheerleaders, Jan 28, 1982, p.11
Alden Larson to retire; Edwards moves to high school, Mar 11, 1982, p.13
Elective courses proposed for EHS, Apr 1, 1982, p.11
Four gain tenure; no day care OK yet, May 13, 1982, p.11
Farewells at board meeting; school changes explained, Jun 10, 1982, p.11
Controversial cuts overturned (photo), Jul 9, 1982, p.9
EMT picks J L Finn as superintendent, Jul 29, 1982, p.1
Board appoints Finn, Forges; Children's Center is approved, Aug 5, 1982, p.11
Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16
Board returns to business as usual, Oct 21, 1982, p.11
School board sets ambitious program, Nov 11, 1982, p.12
Board, ETA assessing positions to prepare for contract talks, Nov 11, 1982, p.13
School programs examined in open board meetings on Tuesday, Dec 16, 1982, p.15
Looking toward '83; 384 leaders give views, Jan 6, 1983, p.11
Long-range forecasts, current problems liven board meeting, Feb 10, 1983, p.11
Board asks for condo plan change, Feb 17, 1983, p.11
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WEITZEN, MARC continued
  Board study series opens with broad reviews of operations, Feb 17, 1983, p.11
  Board hears report on pupil personnel, Mar 3, 1983, p.13
  Board opens faculty courses; OK’s plan for gifted/talented, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
  Ten million dollar budget calls for 7.7% tax raise; aid assumed, Mar 17, 1983, p.11
  Ten million dollar budget with 7.7% tax raise gets School Board okay, Apr 7, 1983, p.11
  First grade, upkeep at Seely discussed, Apr 14, 1983, p.13
  Grading review on board’s agenda, Apr 28, 1983, p.14
  Drop EHS class ranking, change grade weighting, report asks, May 12, 1983, p.13
  Proposals to board aim at high school, May 19, 1983, p.10
  Seely parents ask board for reassurance on class size, Jun 2, 1983, p.13
  GCC, School Board to try for better coordination, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
  Board fills new district-wide director’s post in split vote, Jun 23, 1983, p.11
  Fair weather for graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.11
  School board member M. Weitzen charged in tax case, Jul 21, 1983, p.5
  Weitzen quits (EMT) school board, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
  Parents’ concerns dominate tense board meeting, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
  Unneighborly behavior charged in EMT (litr), Aug 18, 1983, p.6
  John Moyle named to (EMT) School Board, Aug 18, 1983, p.9

WEITZMAN, MARA
  All I want for Christmaas...(photo), Dec 22, 1983, p.9

WELCH, BARBARA
  B M. Welch dies, Feb 9, 1984, p.14

WELD, MARGARET
  Farewells at board meeting; school changes explained, Jun 10, 1982, p.11

WELLESLEY IN WESTCHESTER
  SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-ALUMNI

WELLS, DORIS
  D Wells dies, Jan 1, 1981, p.9

WELLS, JAY
  SCS an J Wells named director, Oct 7, 1982, p.4

WELSH, HAROLD (AU)
  Senior complex advocated (litr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6

WELSH, HOWARD
  Serendipity works here: Fireman’s badge found, Oct 5, 1983, p.11

WELTER, JILL
  From the young to the old (photo), Dec 27, 1984, p.2

WEMPLE, WILLIAM
  Town Club: Teacher pay should rise less than cost of living, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
  Sites rejected, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
  Board decides against changes in DR schedule, May 22, 1980, p.1
  DeBello backs bike path, school financing reform (photo), May 29, 1980, p.1
  Ban on interviews tabled, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
  Budget passes by 3-2 aar{on, Jun 5, 1980, p.1
  On the group hose (litr), Apr 15, 1982, p.6
  Board finds citizens have plenty to say, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
  Town Club installs E McBench new president, B Johnson VP, Jun 2, 1983, p.1
  Village defended on creche (litr), Nov 9, 1954, p.6

WEMPLE, WILLIAM (AU)
  Objections to group hose site (litr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
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WEMPLE, WILLIAM (AU) continued
- Idea termed constructive (ltr), Apr 24, 1980, p.4
- Reasons to vote down school budget (ltr), May 29, 1980, p.4
- Current style? (ltr), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
- On open lunch program (ltr), Feb 26, 1981, p.4
- He says act is untrue (ltr), Mar 19, 1981, p.4
- Election analysis (ltr), Apr 2, 1981, p.4
- Step in wrong direction (ltr), Apr 23, 1981, p.6
- None of its business (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6
- A shortsighted decision? (ltr), Sep 17, 1981, p.6
- In agreement (ltr), Oct 22, 1981, p.6
- A true gentleman: S Whitney (ltr), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
- Exaggerated claims (ltr), Mar 10, 1982, p.6
- Group home opposed (ltr), Apr 8, 1982, p.6
- Cure for noise problem (ltr), Mar 17, 1983, p.6
- Vote no on school budget (ltr), Mar 31, 1983, p.6
- Wrong figure cited (ltr), Apr 7, 1983, p.6
- Politically short-sighted (ltr), Apr 14, 1983, p.6
- He's for selling Winston Property (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
- Call for appeal in creche case (ltr), Dec 15, 1983, p.6
- Trustees aren't judges (ltr), Jan 12, 1984, p.6
- Board shouldn't vote on freeze (ltr), Feb 23, 1984, p.6
- Outrageous tax increase (ltr), Apr 5, 1984, p.6
- Trustees' votes criticized (ltr), May 10, 1984, p.6
- Village loses (ltr), Jul 12, 1984, p.6
- Consents on creche case (ltr), Oct 25, 1984, p.6
- Writer reiterates his position (ltr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6

WENDORF, ELAINE
- Election Jan 29 at Junior High (photo; list), Jan 24, 1980, p.1

WENDORF, JACK
- Police probing shooting in house (photo), Aug 20, 1981, p.15

WENDORF, ROBERT
- New program seeks to reverse decline in tree population (photo), Nov 19, 1981, p.1
- Rehabilitated downtown park is gradually taking shape (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.1
- Community meeting looks toward future, Oct 7, 1982, p.1
- Town Club hears from O'Rourke, squabbles over tennis courts, Apr 14, 1983, p.2
- A place in the shade, Dec 9, 1983, p.1
- Town Club backs nuclear freeze; asks Village Board to endorse it, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
- Planning Board gets views on downtown, May 3, 1984, p.1
- I think that I shall never see...(photo), May 3, 1984, p.1
- Local officials seek help in beautifying Bronx River banks (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.3
- Wendor joins Heasley-Spear, Aug 23, 1984, p.4
- Citizens ask: Is our water tested enough? (photo), Aug 30, 1984, p.6
- Recycling reminder (photo), Oct 18, 1984, p.5
- Say, who'd want all those old papers, anyway? (photo), Nov 9, 1984, p.6

WENDORF, ROBERT (AU)
- Bike path through park opposed (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
- Still room for improvement (ltr), Jul 30, 1981, p.6
- Even greater savings possible (ltr), Feb 25, 1982, p.6
- Reassuring example (ltr), Mar 11, 1982, p.6
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WENDORF, ROBERT (AU) continued
A job well done (ltr), Nov 4, 1982, p.6
Trees are being planted (ltr), Apr 19, 1984, p.6

WENDLIN, ALLISON
Tulip time at SCS High School (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.14

WENTWORTH, JEAN (AU)
Not for liberals only (ltr), Dec 11, 1980, p.4

WENTWORTH, KENNETH (AU)
Decision sounds anger (ltr), Feb 5, 1981, p.4

WERBLOW, FREDERICK

WERBLOW, TONI
Math aids resign: PTA, parents upset, Nov 13, 1980, p.1

WERDEN, ANDREW
SCS senior A J Werden wins Merit Scholarship, Apr 5, 1984, p.17
Opening night's just a week away (photo), Jul 26, 1984, p.1

WERDEN, BEATRICE
Coalition opens campaign (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.10

WERDEN, ELIZABETH
Heathcote Thanksgiving (photo; list), Dec 4, 1980, p.28

WERDEN, KENNETH
Resident K Werden named VP at Orland, May 6, 1982, p.18

WERDEN, RICHARD
Coalition opens campaign (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.10
Opening night's just a week away (photo), Jul 26, 1984, p.1

WERDEN, SIDNEY
Coalition opens campaign (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.10

WERNER, EDWIN
Coordinated health care seen as essential in the future: E Werner, Oct 13, 1983, p.5

WERNER, JONATHAN
Best window paintings picked (photo; list), Nov 3, 1983, p.13
Eighty percent and climbing (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.1

WERNER, LUCY
United Way calling (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.3
Eighty percent and climbing (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.1
SCS-EMT United Way elects L P Werner new president/chairman (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.5
United Way names campaign leaders (list), Jun 14, 1984, p.9
Gambling for a good cause (photo), Dec 5, 1984, p.24
United Way reaches 80 percent of goal, Dec 20, 1984, p.5

WERTHEIM, MARILYN
SCS design included in historic quilts exhibit, Sep 24, 1981, p.12

WERRING, HENRIK
Fox Meadow Olympics (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.21

WERSHIL, NORMA
Heathcote Corners Realty grew (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.20
Realtors elect local broker N Wershil, Apr 3, 1980, p.2

WERT, CLEVELAND VAN
SEE VAN WERT, CLEVELAND

WERTHEIM, DENISE
EHS graduate D P Wertheim is NYSE rep, Sep 17, 1981, p.13
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WERTHEIMER, SHIRLEY
   Citizens protest at hearing, Oct 8, 1981, p.1

WERTHMAN, ROBERT
   Cerniglia named to West Point; Metz AF backup, Jan 17, 1990, p.16

WERTKIN, JENNIFER
   Alternative School holds open house, Nov 8, 1984, p.20

WERTKIN, MARTIN (DR)
   MD M & G Wertkin elected (photo), May 21, 1981, p.13
   Local men L M Greene, Dr M & G Wertkin elected by Cancer Society, Feb 16, 1984, p.2

WEISELY, EDWIN
   Special donation (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.9
   Good neighbors to the world (photo), May 27, 1982, p.11

WEST QUAKER RIDGE ASSN
   West QR elects leaders, hears from Mayor Stone (list), Jun 11, 1981, p.3
   Planning Board OK's 28 homes on Marx Estate, Jun 10, 1982, p.1
   Weaver St worries, Nov 8, 1994, p.1

WEST, CHRISTIAN
   Two EHS sophomores, C West and N Greenidge attend state seminar, Jun 5, 1980, p.15

WEST, JOSEPH
   Goodson, Shafran sentenced, Jan 31, 1980, p.1
   Presidential election heads list of hard-fought races, Nov 1, 1984, p.1
   Voters here show independence in backing Reagan, Teicher, Burrows, Oppenheiser (chart p 16), Nov 9, 1984, p.1

WEST, MARION
   Eight picked for Harris jury, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
   DA replying to Harris appeal next week (photo), Sep 24, 1981, p.1

WEST, MILDRED
   In time for Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 22, 1984, p.8

WESTCHESTER ART WORKSHOP
   SEE ART SCHOOLS

WESTCHESTER ARTS FUND
   SEE FUND RAISING

WESTCHESTER ASSN FOR RETARDED CITIZENS
   More on Foxhall Road case (ltr), May 22, 1980, p.4
   Serloff is named chairmen of retarded citizens benefit (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.14
   Living with dignity on Foxhall Road (Part I) (photo; addl photo p 4), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
   Training center builds sense of self-esteem (Part II) (photo; addl photo p 12), Jul 9, 1981, p.6
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.22
   Hochberg marks volunteer week, May 6, 1982, p.5
   Friends of Retarded Ball to honor SCS couple Dr and Mrs Pinsley (photo; list), Feb 10, 1983, p.4
   Praise for WARC's work (ltr), May 12, 1983, p.5
   Assn for Retarded names R Swierat executive director, Jul 28, 1983, p.4
   Help for parents of disabled, Jan 5, 1984, p.1
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), Apr 19, 1984, p.20
   Family at One Foxhall now five years old (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.1

WESTCHESTER ASSN FOR VOLUNTARY SERVICES
   Voluntary Assn holds annual meeting, elects officers (list), Jun 12, 1980, p.6
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WESTCHESTER BAND
SEE BANDS (MUSIC)

WESTCHESTER BURN CENTER
Firemen donate to Burn Center, Aug 27, 1981, p.13

WESTCHESTER CHILDREN'S ASSN
Resident N Raizen joins board of Children's Assn, Aug 2, 1984, p.3

WESTCHESTER CHORALE
SEE CHOIRS (MUSIC)

WESTCHESTER CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
Whodunnit, Apr 22, 1982, p.1

WESTCHESTER COALITION FOR LEGAL ABORTION
Woman of the Year: V Stein (photo), Sep 1, 1983, p.1

WESTCHESTER COMMITTEE FOR NEW PRIORITIES

WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM

WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY SERVICE COUNCIL
New service director: D Siegert, Jan 29, 1981, p.7
Galef to head Service Council (list), Jul 30, 1981, p.3

WESTCHESTER CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Music conservatory elects N Senior new president (list), Sep 13, 1984, p.15

WESTCHESTER COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS
SEE COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS IN WESTCHESTER

WESTCHESTER COUNTY
County's year featured tax cut (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.19
County league issues guide, Feb 12, 1981, p.12
Achievement Awards for county (list), Jul 23, 1981, p.3
County highlights of '82 (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.10
Westchester report (photo)(Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.19
Megatrends to watch for (edit), Jul 26, 1984, p.7

WESTCHESTER COUNTY AGING NETWORK
County aging unit petitions for half-fare transit rate, Jul 30, 1981, p.4

WESTCHESTER COUNTY AIRPORT
County Airport found safe, Apr 2, 1981, p.6

WESTCHESTER COUNTY ASSN
Vote for 6 lanes, Jul 2, 1981, p.1
Gerloff re-elected, Jul 9, 1981, p.8
Town Club hears reports on village, schools, county, Nov 4, 1982, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BAR ASSN
Law association picks leaders (list), Apr 16, 1981, p.26

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF ELECTIONS
Machines malfunction, Mar 17, 1983, p.1
No new election, Mar 24, 1983, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
Head shop, May 29, 1980, p.1
DelBello, Legislators argue over opening units at Medical Center, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Focus on health at budget meeting, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
Bottle bill, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
County Board adopts budget, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
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WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS  continued
Villages seek share of sales tax money, Feb 19, 1981, p.6
Citizens protest at hearing, Oct 9, 1981, p.1
GOP Legislators choose A O' Rourke, A Albanese leaders, Dec 17, 1981, p.5
Patronage?, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Unfair to Democrats (edit), Jan 7, 1982, p.6
Obstruction charged (itr), Oct 28, 1982, p.5
Wrong way to choose (edit), Dec 23, 1982, p.6
County Board approves budget, Dec 30, 1982, p.2
SCS united?, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Still no (redistricting) plan, Apr 7, 1983, p.1
County redistricting plan would keep SCS whole; split EMT in three (diagram), Apr 29, 1983, p.1
Board says scrap redistricting plan, Apr 28, 1983, p.15
County redistricting plan draws fire here; EMT to be split three ways, Apr 28, 1983, p.15
Debate over redistricting to continue at hearing (map p 16), May 5, 1983, p.1
GCC mounting fight against county plan, May 5, 1983, p.14
Critics blast redistricting plan, May 12, 1983, p.1
Proud of EMT (itr), May 12, 1983, p.6
Maintain EMT intact (itr), May 12, 1983, p.6
New plan splits EMT in two, May 19, 1983, p.1
Redistricting plan passed over Democratic protests, May 26, 1983, p.1
Trustees promise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
County budget reform asked; LWV raps time limit on speech, Dec 15, 1983, p.2
County Board votes for three percent sales tax, May 24, 1984, p.1
A share for the schools (edit), May 24, 1984, p.6
Against tax hike, Jun 29, 1984, p.1
County Board asks PSC to order Con Ed a refund, Jul 12, 1984, p.1
County votes down tax break for vets; Oct 4, 1984, p.1
Legislators vote down 66 bus; approve $3M for contingency fund, Dec 6, 1984, p.1
County budget means tax hike for SCS, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY CENTER (WHITE PLAINS)
Renovate County Center (itr), Nov 1, 1984, p.6

WESTCHESTER COUNTY DEPT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS

WESTCHESTER COUNTY DEPT OF HEALTH
Project on Paler, Aug 7, 1980, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY DEPT OF PUBLIC WORKS
Parkway exit to be closed, May 21, 1981, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY DEPT OF RECREATION
Revision (of bike path) under way, Mar 5, 1980, p.1
Path plan ignores conservation (itr), Mar 5, 1980, p.4
Revised bike path; Fox Meadow path, May 8, 1980, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
County hires rail expert N E Steele, Jun 26, 1980, p.15
Late bus, Aug 26, 1982, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY DEPT OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Head shop, May 29, 1980, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES COUN
Medical group honors three, May 31, 1984, p.9

WESTCHESTER COUNTY FIRE PROTECTION CODE
SEE FIRE CODE-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
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WESTCHESTER COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY
   New director for county Historical Society; B M Haas, Feb 18, 1982, p.9
   Historical Society names C M Stiassni director, Dec 27, 1984, p.10

WESTCHESTER COUNTY HOUSING POLICY
   Village drafting housing plan at Westchester's request, Jul 31, 1980, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY OFFICE FOR THE AGING
   State grant for Westchester County Office for the Aging, Jun 19, 1980, p.10

WESTCHESTER COUNTY OFFICE FOR THE DISABLED
   New director for Disabled office; R Manley, Feb 14, 1980, p.2
   Day for sailing (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.4

WESTCHESTER COUNTY PARKWAY COMMISSION
   Commission fails to make choice of Hutch plans, Jul 16, 1981, p.1
   Welcome inaction (edit), Jul 16, 1981, p.6
   Battle over Hutch heating up again (cont p 5), Nov 11, 1982, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY PILOTS ASSN
   Pilot J Margulies proving skies are not a man's world (photo), Sep 4, 1980, p.4

WESTCHESTER COUNTY POLICE CHIEFS' ASSN
   Police Chief T Shanes is association head, Sep 24, 1981, p.2

WESTCHESTER COUNTY RENT GUIDELINES BOARD
   Hochberg proposes questionnaire for Guideline Board candidates, Jun 9, 1983, p.22

WESTCHESTER COUNTY TASK FORCE ON JAIL OVERCROWDING
   SEE CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES

WESTCHESTER COUNTY TASK FORCE ON WOMEN
   C F Murphy, I M Singletary named by DelBello to Task Force of Women, Mar 27, 1980, p.8

WESTCHESTER COUNTY TRICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION (1983)
   Tricentennial celebration (photo), May 19, 1983, p.1
      Here's how your ancestors did it (photo), May 26, 1983, p.3
      There they go (photo), May 26, 1983, p.16
      Celebration of Westchester (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.12
      Tricentennial gala, Oct 20, 1983, p.1
      Happy 300th to Westchester (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.1
      Sounds of the Tricentennial (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.3

WESTCHESTER COUNTY VILLAGE OFFICIALS ASSN
   President named; S Knight, May 21, 1981, p.11

WESTCHESTER COUNTY WOMEN'S COUNCIL
   Women's Council members named (list), Apr 9, 1982, p.5

WESTCHESTER COUNTY-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
   Economic cooperation is core of county's policy (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.19
   Economic growth in county seen, Dec 20, 1984, p.4

WESTCHESTER COUNTY-HISTORY
   Joint exhibit examines Bronx River Valley past, Oct 6, 1983, p.10

WESTCHESTER COUNTY-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
   County taxes reduced for third straight year (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.22
   Town Club hears reports on village, schools, county, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
   Wrong way to choose (edit), Dec 23, 1982, p.6
   Joyce Baugarten shifts gear for state-level involvement (photo), Dec 20, 1982, p.9
   The 'invisible branch' of government (edit), Jun 14, 1984, p.7

WESTCHESTER COUNTY-SOCIAL CONDITIONS
   Village Club speakers N Kantrowitz, C Stix eye trends for Westchester during the 80's, Nov 19, 1981, p.3
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WESTCHESTER DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES SERVICES

Meeting on sites for group home, Jan 21, 1980, p.1
Six possible sites for group home, Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Trustees approve group home list, Feb 14, 1980, p.1
Sixth site, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Sites rejected, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
On selecting a group home site (letter), Apr 10, 1980, p.4
More potential sites (for group homes), Apr 17, 1980, p.1
Budget approved; $56.89 tax rate, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Site search update, May 22, 1980, p.1
Ethical site proposed for group home, Jul 10, 1980, p.1
Committee backs Ethical site, Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Finding group home sites is tough job, Altieri finds, Aug 21, 1980, p.9
Neighbors oppose home site, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Search group seeking homes (list), Jan 1, 1981, p.13
Group home proposed on Cherry Lane, Mar 18, 1982, p.11
Things to come: future holds new neighbors for EMT, Apr 8, 1982, p.11
GCC opposes group home site here, Apr 15, 1982, p.10
Cherry Lane house leased; owner gets restraining order, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
State set to go ahead with Cherry Lane home, Jun 10, 1982, p.11

WESTCHESTER ETHICAL HUMANIST SOCIETY

Ethical site proposed for group home, Jul 10, 1980, p.1
Committee backs Ethical site, Jul 24, 1980, p.1
Hearing set (on land for group home), Aug 7, 1980, p.1
Neighbors oppose home site, Sep 11, 1980, p.1
Humanists name 'Capt' M Bennett award recipient (list), Oct 2, 1980, p.3
Humanists to vote on group home, Oct 23, 1980, p.1
Site approved, Dec 11, 1980, p.1
New search asked; Three homes?, Apr 9, 1981, p.1
State wants to buy, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Site sale okayed, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Ethical Humanists elect officers (list), Jul 30, 1981, p.11
Site appraised, Oct 1, 1981, p.1
Ethical Humanist Society to install new leader, W Lawton (photo), Oct 1, 1981, p.20
Ethical property, Jan 7, 1982, p.1
Second home 'tenuous', Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Not viable, May 6, 1982, p.1
Futura House founder H Robison wins ethics award, Jul 1, 1982, p.18
Agency proposes home for retarded, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
HUD rejects Ethical site for group home, May 19, 1983, p.1

WESTCHESTER FINANCIAL SERVICES CORP

SEE BANKS AND BANKING

WESTCHESTER JEWISH COMMUNITY SERVICES

Holocaust Awareness group forms, Jul 21, 1983, p.3

WESTCHESTER JEWISH CONFERENCE

Jewish Conference elects president (list), Jul 12, 1984, p.4

WESTCHESTER LEGAL SERVICES

Help for needy persons—in SCS (illus; edit), Jul 9, 1981, p.7
Virginia Knaplund—Woman of the Year (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.1

WESTCHESTER LIBRARY ASSN

Librarians elect association leaders (list), May 27, 1982, p.8
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WESTCHESTER LIBRARY ASSN continued
Library Assn elects leaders (list), May 19, 1983, p.8

WESTCHESTER LIBRARY SYSTEM
Homework help on phone, Feb 7, 1980, p.2
Library to get new kind of catalog, Jul 24, 1980, p.3
Book purchasing, Dec 18, 1980, p.1
Technological advance for library system (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.5
County JDL will picket Soviet film series start, Mar 8, 1984, p.10
Library System marks birthday (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.15

WESTCHESTER LIGHTHOUSE
Lighthouse honors local volunteers (list), Apr 16, 1981, p.23

WESTCHESTER MUSIC GUILD
New name for music group (list), May 14, 1981, p.17

WESTCHESTER PARKWAY COMMISSION
Commission wants 6-lane Hutch; opponents prepared to fight, Dec 2, 1982, p.1

WESTCHESTER REFUGEE COMMITTEE
Refugee family in SCS striving for independence (photo), Apr 17, 1980, p.2

WESTCHESTER SELF-HELP CLEARINGHOUSE

WESTCHESTER SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Symphony names E Perrone, Jen-Yen-Chen, H Sia prize winners, Mar 27, 1980, p.11
New conductor for symphony orchestra: R Horby (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.10
Resident J E Ruttenberg to head orchestra (list), Jul 23, 1981, p.5
Praise for the Maestro (ltr), May 26, 1983, p.6

WESTCHESTER TOURISM COUNCIL
Audrey Topping is chairman of Tourism Council benefit, Sep 25, 1980, p.11
Successchester, Westchester (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.9

WESTCHESTER URBAN COUNTY CONSORTIUM
SEE URBAN COUNTY CONSORTIUM (WESTCHESTER)

WESTCHESTER WOMEN'S BAR ASSN

WESTCHESTER WOMEN'S FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
SEE CREDIT UNIONS

WESTCHESTER WRITERS ORGANIZATION
Local writers are organizing, Dec 3, 1981, p.2

WESTCHESTER-PUTNAM ARTS COUNCIL
SEE PUTNAM ARTS COUNCIL (AFTER 1980)

WESTMEN, HORACE
H O Westman dies, Feb 19, 1981, p.16

WETLANDS
Environmental issues dominate trustees' meeting, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
Accept Garrison property (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
Wetlands rules, Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Tennis court suit, Sep 25, 1980, p.1
Planning Board defers wetlands pool decision, Oct 9, 1980, p.5
Planning Board eyes rules changes, Jul 21, 1983, p.1

WETLANDS-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Leave Wetlands law as is, Mar 20, 1980, p.4
Village leans toward Polera for Freightway development, Mar 27, 1980, p.1
Hearing on trees, Aug 12, 1982, p.1
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WETLANDS-LAWS AND LEGISLATION continued

WETMORE, FRANCES
  Daikos wins runoff, Feb 3, 1983, p.1

WETMORE, J STUART (REV)
  New post for Rev Wetmore, Feb 26, 1981, p.16

WETMUR, BRIDIE (AU)
  Donors thanked (ltr), Jul 12, 1984, p.6

WETMUR, KATHERINE
  Example for teenagers (ltr), Jul 29, 1982, p.6

WEYBURN, SUSAN
  Sobol recommends phasing in open lunch by September 1983, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
  Continued decline seen in school enrollment here (list), Jul 9, 1982, p.1

FEWES
  Whales, sails and oranges (edit), Feb 11, 1982, p.7
  A whale of a day at Quaker Ridge (photo; list), Dec 23, 1982, p.17

WHEELER, MARY
  M P Wheeler dies, Nov 17, 1983, p.20

WHEELER, THOMAS JR

WHELAH, ANNE MARIE
  Jack o’lantern to be (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.5

WHELON, DREW
  Funny bunny (photo), Mar 31, 1983, p.3

WHISHAM, MARY
  New G/T curriculum to be written this summer, Jun 21, 1984, p.10
  Board: 44 is limit for first grade at Seely; no vote taken, Jul 19, 1984, p.9

WHINSTON, JOAN
  J Whinston dies, Nov 18, 1982, p.18

WHINSTON, MICHAEL (AU)
  Bleaker future feared (ltr), Apr 15, 1982, p.6

WHITAKER, DANIEL
  Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving tradition (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.6

WHITE HOUSE (WASH DC)
  Menorah at White House (ltr), Dec 16, 1982, p.6

WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON AGING
  Forum examines problems of aging, Oct 9, 1980, p.4
  Resident Dr B Witchel appointed US health advisor (photo), Oct 23, 1980, p.5

WHITE HOUSE ENEMIES LIST
  Pardoned...but unpardonable (edit), Jul 8, 1982, p.7

WHITE PLAINS COMMON COUNCIL
  SEE COMMON COUNCIL-WHITE PLAINS

WHITE PLAINS HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
  SEE HOSPITALS

WHITE PLAINS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
  Music for Westchester becomes White Plains Symphony Orchestra, Sep 25, 1980, p.2
  Pianist A Kent named top young artist (photo; list), Jan 15, 1981, p.10
  Landau resigns from symphony, Mar 12, 1981, p.3
  Listeners rally in support of Landau, Apr 9, 1981, p.1
  White Plains Symphony welcomes guest conductors K Schermerhorn, P Dunkel, B Ferden, J Covelli (photo, Sep 24, 1981, p.4
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WHITE PLAINS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA  continued

Friends of WP Symphony elect officers, directors (list), Oct 8, 1981, p.2
Symphony names Dunkel as conductor, Apr 22, 1982, p.2
White Plains Symphony names new conductors for 1983-84 (photo), May 5, 1983, p.17
Support for Paul Dunkel (ltr), May 12, 1983, p.6
Symphony president replies (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6
Symphony asked to reconsider (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6
She never heard of committee (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6
SEE ALSO MUSIC FOR WESTCHESTER SYMPHONY (BEFORE 1980)

WHITE PLAINS TRAFFIC COMMISSION
Woodland closing likely, Jul 23, 1981, p.1

WHITE PLAINS-GREENACRES FLOOD CONTROL PROJECT
SEE GREENACRES TUNNEL

WHITE, BYRON
Supreme Court 'No' on mailbox called death blow to civic groups use, Jul 2, 1981, p.1

WHITE, CLAUDIA
Young SCS actor C Norricia starting to make mark (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.16

WHITE, DAVID (DR)

WHITE, DEBORAH
Inquirer owner W H White buys newspaper in Hastings, Nov 22, 1984, p.5

WHITE, DIANE
Would-be divorcees helped to untangle legal snarls (photo), Feb 21, 1980, p.4
LAW re-elects SCS woman D S White (list), Nov 25, 1982, p.5

WHITE, DIANE (AU)
With divorce comes need to know (edit), Nov 26, 1981, p.7
Correction: Women's Legal Clinic at YMCA, not YMCA, Dec 3, 1981, p.7

WHITE, FREDERICKA
14K success marks Wilson's golden year (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.6

WHITE, IDA
I E White dies, Sep 4, 1980, p.12

WHITE, JANET
Two sales associates, N Akkok and J White, join Ragette's SCS office, Mar 15, 1984, p.17

WHITE, JOSEPH
Call-in jury system termed success, Jan 3, 1980, p.9
Candidates jockey for town positions, May 26, 1983, p.11
Town Democratic fireworks, contrast with Republican gala, Jun 9, 1983, p.11
Democrat Lois Bronz, running for reelection, speaks out (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.11

WHITE, NORMAN (DR)
Village likely to oppose halfway house (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1
Search for Change says town housing is needed, Sep 30, 1982, p.10

WHITE, RANDOLPH
County budget reform asked; LWV raps time limit on speech, Dec 15, 1983, p.2

WHITE, RAYMOND
R J White named to Fire Service Officer Standards Committee (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.5
Fitter firesen; Morning run, Jan 24, 1980, p.1
White Hat Award to D Silberaan (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.5
Forser Barracini home burns (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.1
There was an alara (in forser Barracini house), Feb 28, 1980, p.1
Honorary Chief F Gordon (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.1
WHITE, RAYMOND  continued

Senior fire alert (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.1
Diploaas in babysitting awarded by Fire Dept (photo; list), May 22, 1980, p.6
Worthwhile course (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.4
Fire labeled 'suspicious' (photo), Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Fire Chief R J White elected VP, Jul 3, 1980, p.5
Fire (at Saxon Woods Road fara) termed suspicious, Nov 20, 1980, p.5
Fire Chief R White appointed chairman, Nov 27, 1980, p.6
Local product: J D Gaskin (photo), Dec 4, 1980, p.2
Fears raised about theater (ltr), Dec 18, 1980, p.4
Worthwhile course (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.6

Can it happen here?, Jan 1, 1981, p.1
School buildings (and fire safety), Jan 1, 1981, p.1
Growing popularity of fireplaces creating increased fire risk (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.1
Walworth one-way law protested, Jan 15, 1981, p.1
Officials review budget preparation, Feb 5, 1981, p.1
Jr High fire seen as arson, Apr 23, 1981, p.1
Trained babysitters (photo), Apr 30, 1981, p.34

Commission (for R Pinchbeck, P Lillier), May 14, 1981, p.1
Local Fire Chief R White heads NYS Assn (photo), Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Statistics point up need to increase anti-fire measures, Oct 1, 1981, p.4
Residents escape Hamilton Road fire, Oct 22, 1981, p.4
Chief R White's hat, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
State certification (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.9
Firefighters participate in materials seminar, Mar 4, 1982, p.22
Blizzard was record breaker (photo; addl photo p 4), Apr 8, 1982, p.1
Fire damages home on Griffen Avenue (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.1
Good as new?, Jul 15, 1982, p.1
Volunteer firefighters--ready when needed (photo), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
Two generations of service (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.3
Family of four saved by smoke detector, Dec 16, 1982, p.5
Qualified babysitters (photo; list), May 12, 1983, p.14
Phony fire alarm, May 26, 1983, p.1
Near catastrophe at Heathcote 5 Corners (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.1
Violation charged, Jun 30, 1983, p.1
Meeting of chiefs (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.4
Commendations (for SCS firemen) (list), Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Local officials get salary hikes, Aug 11, 1983, p.1
Fire Prevention Week (edit), Oct 13, 1983, p.6
Chief R White's tips for a safe holiday season, Dec 15, 1983, p.17
Blitz wins fire prevention award (photo; list), Dec 29, 1983, p.2
Distinguished fire department (ltr), Feb 2, 1984, p.6
Stations shut down, Mar 8, 1984, p.1
Babysitter S Gelber saves children from fire (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.1
Fire department hosts seminar, Mar 22, 1984, p.4
Arson suspected in garage fire (photo), Mar 22, 1984, p.5
Doctors G S Raizes, M A Fialk get their badges (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.5
Fire Dept certifies 35 young babysitters, May 10, 1984, p.3
Fairer for some than others (ltr), May 10, 1984, p.6
Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1984, p.17
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WHITE, RAYMOND continued
Fire Chief White issues safety tips, Oct 4, 1984, p.4
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Dressed for work: B Tobin (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.1

WHITE, WILLIAM
Inquirer sold to group headed by William White (photo; list), Jan 3, 1980, p.1
Hospital re-elects W H White as president, May 1, 1980, p.2
White Plains, Montefiore Hospitals to affiliate, Jun 26, 1980, p.5
Local publisher W H White appointed director of Eye-Bank, Apr 16, 1981, p.2
White Plains Hospital honors former president W H White, Jun 10, 1982, p.4
Inquirer owner W H White buys newspaper in Hastings, Nov 22, 1984, p.5

WHITEHAIR, JANET
J M Whitehair dies, Dec 6, 1984, p.26

WHITEHAIR, JAY
Red Cross honors village residents C Williams, S Backman, J C Whitehair, Jun 7, 1984, p.14

WHITEHEAD, MOLLY
Senior M D Whitehead wins writing award, Nov 1, 1984, p.20

WHITLEY, SHAWN
Preparing for service of music at Congregational (photo), Dec 15, 1983, p.26

WHITNEY, DAVID
Sgt D Whitney demonstrates equipment on Police Dept's new emergency vehicle, Feb 21, 1980, p.5
Officer D Whitney suspended, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Collapse of platform sends 11 partygoers to hospital, Sep 3, 1981, p.5

WHITNEY, EUNICE
Chairman defends PTA panel (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
T-shirt wearer responds (ltr), Jul 3, 1980, p.4
Not 'proper diet' for mid-teens (ltr), Jul 17, 1980, p.4
Current style? (ltr), Jul 17, 1980, p.4

WHITNEY, EUNICE (AU)
She doesn't believe in 'Garp' (ltr), Jun 19, 1980, p.4
Response to letters on home (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6

WHITNEY, SANDY
First in line for SCS Pool (photo), May 29, 1980, p.7

WHITNEY, SIMON
Simon N Whitney, economist, dies (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.1
He (S Whitney) will be missed (ltr), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
A true gentleman: S Whitney (ltr), Jan 21, 1982, p.6
Book by Simon Whitney published posthumously, Mar 24, 1983, p.8
Library Journal cites Whitney book, Apr 19, 1984, p.2

WHITNEY, SIMON (AU)
Case for slowdown in (teachers') salaries (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
Too soon for a commitment (ltr), Jul 24, 1980, p.4
Against county takeover (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
Letters on election (ltrs), Feb 26, 1981, p.4
Effect of tax cut questioned (ltr), Jul 2, 1981, p.6
On stemming the flood (ltr), Oct 8, 1981, p.6

WHITTAKER, WALTER
W Whittaker dies, Aug 6, 1981, p.20

WHITTMORE, HELEN
H Whittemore dies, Dec 9, 1982, p.29
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WHITTINGTON, SARAH
Elementary roll down 8.5 percent, Sep 17, 1981, p.1
New math curriculum planned, Feb 11, 1982, p.1
Quaker Ridge parents want additional first grade class, Sep 15, 1983, p.1
Enrollment decline continues; Advisory Committee on Legislative Issues named (list), Oct 20, 1983, p.3
Pleasantville principal Dr B Dennis coming to SCS High (photo), Jun 14, 1984, p.1

WHITTLE, CAROLYN
DelBello, Legislators argue over opening units at Medical Center, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
County Board adopts budget, Dec 25, 1980, p.1
New bottle bill introduced, Mar 26, 1981, p.5
Woodland closing likely, Jul 23, 1981, p.1
Med Center: Focus of controversy in a controversial county budget, Dec 17, 1981, p.1

WIBERG, JAN
Sportswriter M Allen comes to Edgewood (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.19

WICHEL, BARBARA (DR)
Resident Dr B Witchel appointed US health advisor (photo), Oct 29, 1980, p.5

WIGHTMAR V VINCENT
Judge hear's creche case, Jul 21, 1983, p.1
Judge C E Stewart Jr rules creche promotes religion, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
Two high court rulings key to SCS case, Jun 20, 1984, p.1

WIDOWS AND WIDOWERS
Going it alone (edit), Oct 20, 1983, p.7

WIDULSKI, ELIZABETH
Top essayists: B Wolf, D Clerkin, E Widulski, C Polena (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.2

WIDULSKI, WILLIAM
Subdivision rejected, Apr 22, 1982, p.1

WIECZOREK, RITA
One of 15K race's heroes, L Teasler, didn't even run (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.1

WIECZOREK, ROBERT
R R Wieczorek named treasurer of Brooklyn Union Gas Co (photo), Feb 14, 1980, p.3
One of 15K race's heroes, L Teasler, didn't even run (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.1
SCS buried under by the Blizzard of '83 (photo), Feb 17, 1983, p.1

WIENER, DONNA
Pre-schoolers can be Young at Art, Aug 28, 1980, p.21
Art workshop for pre-schoolers (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.20

WIENER, DONNA (AU)
Competition 'inappropriate' (ltr), Nov 5, 1981, p.6

WIENER, HADLEY
The agony and the ecstasy (photo), Nov 3, 1983, p.6

WIENER, HCHARD
Police, fire dept, SVAC race to accident scene (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.4

WIENER, JOAN
St Pius X School receives flag from Burrows (photo), Jun 19, 1980, p.10
Mayor organizes support for Non Partisan System (photo), Nov 13, 1980, p.1
System supporters (list), Dec 4, 1980, p.1
Report backs Non-Partisan System, but proposes changes (list), Nov 12, 1981, p.1
Campaign letter provokes charges of 'mud-slinging', Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Town Club debates over reports, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Historically speaking: D D Toompkins (photo), Jun 23, 1993, p.6
Safety--later, Nov 17, 1983, p.1
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WIENER, JOAN (AU)
Committee states purpose (ltr), Jan 22, 1981, p.4
Avoid partisanship (ltr), Mar 12, 1981, p.4

WIENER, LAWRENCE
Burglar alarm firms survey SCS home (Part II), Dec 16, 1982, p.6

WIENER, SHIRLEY
Residents M Rader, S Wiener named managers (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.7

WIENEMANN, LOU
Board prepares to fight state plan, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
School Board looks into SAT courses, adds to special ed staff, Feb 16, 1984, p.10

WILBER, ALLEN
Allen Wilber dead at 91, May 19, 1983, p.1
Grady Jensen to receive bowl (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.1

WILBER, BOB
An inspiring new hall (edit; photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.7
College position for Bob Wilber, Apr 19, 1984, p.15

WILBER, GEORGE
George Wilber's goal: to put humanity in the schools (photo), Jan 7, 1982, p.11

WILBUR, GEORGE
$8.4 Billion school budget, 11.9% tax hike, Mar 26, 1981, p.21
Board accepts George Wilbur's retirement; December 31 (sic), Nov 12, 1981, p.13
Thank you, Mr Wilbur (poem), Dec 24, 1981, p.6
Reunion (photo; list), Dec 31, 1981, p.9

WILD, MIRIAM (SISTER)

WILD, SYBIL
Strike or no, Scarsdalians are on the move (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.6

WILDE, DAVID
Fighting Alzheimer's Disease (photo), Jul 21, 1983, p.5

WILDER, JAMES
Zoning Board defers Central Avenue issues, May 5, 1983, p.15

WILDER, STARR
S Wilder dies, May 1, 1980, p.24

WILDERMANN, ETTA
Senior fire alert (photo), Apr 10, 1980, p.1

WILDE LAURIE
Countdown, Apr 24, 1980, p.1

WILDFLOWERS
No more sowing, Jul 7, 1983, p.1

WILDLIFE
SEE ANIMALS

WILDMAN, ANTHONY
Bargaining begins on teacher contract, Feb 24, 1983, p.1

WILBULSKI, ELIZABETH
Winning essayists (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.7

WILE, JULIUS
Julius Wile to head Culinary Institute, Oct 29, 1981, p.5
Enjoying wines without 'all that nonsense' (photo; addi; photo p 20), Feb 25, 1982, p.6
Betty Menke hailed as a standard-setter, Feb 16, 1984, p.3

WILKENFIELD, SAMUEL
Police arrest JDL protestors (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.11
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WILKENFELD, SAMUEL continued
Russian file seen despite bocb scare, Mar 22, 1984, p.10

WILKINS, ROBERTA
Certificates earned (by R Frankel, R Wilkins), May 21, 1981, p.12

WILKINS, SAMUEL JR
Candidate P Karan denies conflict charge, Feb 7, 1980, p.9
Three (S Blooa, P Karan, R Maslow) endorsed for School Board, Mar 27, 1980, p.15

WILKINSON, UNA
Women artists—undervalued (edit), Aug 30, 1984, p.7

WILLARD, FRANK
F A Willard dies, Jul 17, 1980, p.12

WILLARD, NANCY
Newberry winner N Uillard (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.28

WILLBACH, HEL
Gray Panthers are stalking issues, pushing for voters, Aug 2, 1984, p.12

WILLET, JOSEPH
Art at the town library: J Cook, J E Willett exhibit, Jul 7, 1983, p.9

WILLEY, PAULA
County plan would divide SCS (maps), May 21, 1981, p.1
Attacks on budget continue at hearing, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Med Center: Focus of controversy in a controversial county budget, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
LW reapportionment plan would keep SCS in one district, Feb 10, 1983, p.1
Critics blast redistricting plan, May 12, 1983, p.1

WILLIAMS, ADELE
For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1

WILLIAMS, ALICE
Consorting with Handel fulfills dreams of glory (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.6

WILLIAMS, CHRISTINE (DR)
Red Cross names SCS MD C L Williams, Jul 1, 1982, p.4

WILLIAMS, CLARK
For many, Thanksgiving memories are sweet, Nov 26, 1981, p.1
Fires damage two homes (photo; list), Jan 14, 1982, p.3
Red Cross honors village residents C Williams, G Backman, J C Whitehair, Jun 7, 1984, p.14

WILLIAMS, DONALD
Jeffrey Hoffman preparing to fulfill childhood dream, Oct 6, 1983, p.1

WILLIAMS, EMMA

WILLIAMS, GARY (DR)
Local cancer researcher Dr G M Williams joins Dana Institute, Jul 10, 1980, p.2
Doctor: G M Williams organizes US-Japan workshop, Dec 17, 1981, p.31
MD G M Williams receives Lehman Award, Mar 4, 1982, p.3
Dr G M Williams addresses world congress, Jul 1, 1982, p.3
SCS doctor G Williams named editor of new journal, Feb 2, 1984, p.5

WILLIAMS, GARY (DR-AU)
Premature deaths (edit), Sep 30, 1982, p.7

WILLIAMS, HENRY
Tree City USA, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
I think that I shall never see...(photo), May 3, 1984, p.1

WILLIAMS, HERBERT
H L Williams dies, Nov 27, 1980, p.18
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WILLIAMS, ILZA
- Gray Panthers stalking through Westchester, Aug 7, 1980, p.4
- Gray Panthers are stalking issues, pushing for voters, Aug 2, 1984, p.12

WILLIAMS, INGRID
- Fun for some, sale was serious for others (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.1

WILLIAMS, JEROME
- Lawyers clash over medical evidence, Feb 12, 1981, p.1

WILLIAMS, JOHN (AU)
- The way we were... (edit), Apr 1, 1982, p.7

WILLIAMS, KATHLEEN
- Budget raise now 9%; tenure granted, Apr 16, 1981, p.23
- Board hires new EHS counselor; studies course proposals, Jan 13, 1983, p.11
- Proposals to board aim at high school, May 19, 1983, p.10
- Fair weather for graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.11
- New G/T curriculum to be written this summer, Jun 21, 1984, p.10

WILLIAMS, LONNELL (AU)
- Police priorities questioned (ltr), Aug 30, 1984, p.6

WILLIAMS, MARIlyn
- Concern with gifted/talented voiced, Jun 9, 1983, p.11

WILLIAMS, MARION
- Historically speaking: SCS Library (illus), Jun 9, 1983, p.6
- Historical catalogue debuts (photo), Jun 30, 1983, p.5

WILLIAMS, MAUREEN
- Time for reflection (photo), May 15, 1980, p.1

WILLIAMS, MIMI
- Disability Awareness Week (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.16

WILLIAMS, NANCY
- Nancy Williams joins music school faculty, Nov 25, 1982, p.19
- Festival Chorus is more than the sum of its parts (photo), Feb 10, 1983, p.5

WILLIAMS, NICHOLAS
- Chateau apt changes promised; civic groups still worried, Sep 25, 1980, p.17
- Zoning Board approves SCS Woods II plan, Jun 2, 1983, p.12

WILLIAMS, RICHARD (AU)
- Send seeds to Mars (ltr), Oct 28, 1982, p.6
- He's against the draft (ltr), Jan 27, 1983, p.6

WILLIAMS, ROGER
- Medical Center names R B Williams new clinical director, Jul 29, 1982, p.5

WILLIAMS, RUSSELL
- There's more here than meets the ear (edit; cartoon), May 21, 1981, p.7
- SCS graduate R Williams gets television job, Jan 19, 1984, p.14

WILLIAMS, WALLACE
- Residents object to A&P noise, Jan 13, 1983, p.11
- Zoning Board defers Central Avenue issues, May 5, 1983, p.15

WILLIAMSON, EVA
- E R Williamson dies, Jun 3, 1982, p.16

WILLIAMSON, PLINY
- Rehabilitated downtown park is gradually taking shape (photo), Jul 22, 1982, p.1

WILLIAMSON, SUSAN (DR)
- SCS woman C Goldsmith wins struggle for home birth (photo), Jan 8, 1981, p.4

WILLIG, LINDA STAMM-
- SEE STAMM-WILLIG, LINDA
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WILLIAM, STEPHAN
Dance Marathon: 24 hours for $2,000 Scholarship Fund aid (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.19

WILLIS, ARTHUR
Club member A L Willis named, Jun 11, 1981, p.2
Club member named: A Willis, Jun 25, 1981, p.4

WILLIS, VALENTINE
Harlem Wizard-ry (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.15

WILLMER, CAROL
Defining education at EHS: everyone gets into the act, May 21, 1981, p.19

WILLoughby, SANDY
Welcome parents (photo), Sep 11, 1980, p.17

WILLOX RY
Civil Liberties supporters told retarded still need protection (photo; list), Dec 15, 1983, p.4

WILLOX RY CONSENT DECREE
Living with dignity on Foxhall Road (Part 1) (photo; addl photo p 4), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
HUD rejects Ethical site for group home, May 19, 1983, p.1

WILLS
Where there's a will, there's an estate plan (edit), Jan 6, 1983, p.7

WILMES, JAMES (REV)
Operation Bookshelf serves many (photo), Dec 8, 1983, p.13

WILMoton WOODS ASSN
Bridge over the 'River Hai' (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.18

WILSON, ADELE
14K success marks Wilson's golden year (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.6

WILSON, CHARLES
To a great American (ltr), May 26, 1983, p.6

WILSON, CLAIRE
SCS girls win Holy Child honors (list), Oct 25, 1984, p.16

WILSON, DELSA

WILSON, DENISE
New mini-bus; small in size, mighty service (photo; map, schedule p 10), Sep 24, 1981, p.6

WILSON, DONALD (DR)
Carey names local MD D E Wilson, Apr 15, 1982, p.2

WILSON, IRA
14K success marks Wilson's golden year (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.6

WILSON, JAMES
HS leaders agree: people as important as curriculae, Oct 16, 1980, p.1
Another closing: Heathcote Hardware, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
Merchants fear rising rents will alter local shopping area, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
Elderly widow I Salizia, faces eviction, Dec 9, 1982, p.1
Elderly tenant I Galizia fights eviction, Dec 30, 1982, p.1
Elderly tenant I Salizia won't be evicted (photo), Jan 13, 1983, p.1
Village, landlords anyhow toward tax abatement plan, Apr 21, 1983, p.1

WILSON, JANE
Merchants report mixed response to evening hours, Jul 26, 1984, p.1
Hockey team to get coach and uniforms: EMT Board of Education (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.11

WILSON, JUDITH
Altieri is board president (list), Jul 9, 1981, p.15
Teacher contract approved; enrollment down 1.6 percent, Sep 15, 1983, p.11
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WILSON, LYNNE
14K success sarks Wilson's golden year (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.6

WILSON, MALCOLM
Manhattan Savings plans to open office in village (photo), Jan 3, 1980, p.1
Chauber vs Bank, Mar 13, 1980, p.1
Manhattan Savings opens Saturday, Mar 12, 1981, p.1
Sift from Manhattan (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.3
Bank aids scholarship fund (photo), Mar 3, 1983, p.5
Investment in education (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.4
Former governor M Wilson joins St Agnes board, Jun 7, 1984, p.3

WILSON, MAXINE
M Wilson dies, Jul 9, 1981, p.16

WILSON, MIKE
14K success sarks Wilson's golden year (photo), Mar 4, 1982, p.6

WILSON, PAT
Two students, D Martin and S Oberhelaen, start AFS trips, Jul 7, 1983, p.5

WILSON, RUSH
Rent negotiations, Jun 28, 1984, p.1
Supermarket staying, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

WILSON, RUTH

WILTON, BILL
Student activity planners see 'turning point' at SHS, Sep 18, 1980, p.1

WILTON, MICHAEL
STA does more than bargain, PT Council panelists report, Jan 31, 1980, p.1

WINDISH, RICHARD
Former Scarsdalian R Windish cited in Florida, Jul 1, 1982, p.16

WINDISH, SONJA

WINDOWS
Early Americana these for Fee window display (photo), May 27, 1982, p.20

WINE
New 'Wine Log' by I Kleinsinger provides way of remembering favorites, Dec 18, 1980, p.21
Enjoying wines without 'all that nonsense' (photo; add1; photo p 20), Feb 25, 1982, p.6
De vino probitas, May 24, 1984, p.1

WINER, ARNOLD
Local man A H Winer is ad agency CEO (photo), Oct 27, 1983, p.10

WINER, JANICE (DR)
Guidance consultant hired; full-day kindergarten debated, Jan 12, 1984, p.1

WINGATE, BOB
Miss Covington's holds holiday parties (photo), Dec 18, 1980, p.10

WINGATE, MARGO
SCS firemen guest speakers at SVAC babysitting course (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.3

WINIK, ELAINE
UJA woman honor Elaine Winik at drive's opening luncheon (photo; list), Dec 3, 1981, p.14

WINIKOFF, SAMSON
Board revises lunch policy, Jun 12, 1980, p.1

WINIKOW, LINDA
Commuters continue to rail at MTA (list), May 15, 1980, p.1
Forum on rail service 'depressing' (ltr), May 15, 1980, p.4
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WINIKOW, LINDA continued
Arts Council grants to six organizations (list), Jul 31, 1980, p.7
Set rid of Conrail, say Legislators Hochberg, Winikow, Aug 7, 1980, p.3
EMT voters back Reagan, Holtzman in heavy turnout (chart), Nov 6, 1980, p.15
State to consult with town on Central Ave, Dec 11, 1980, p.25
GCC to help with Central Ave plans, Jan 9, 1981, p.11
DOT announces plans for Central Avenue widening, May 7, 1981, p.25
DOT, local groups reach compromise on Central Ave (photo; list), Jul 23, 1981, p.11
Crisis Victims Agency receives grant from state, Sep 3, 1981, p.1
LWV hears journalist M Hoffman preview '84 election, Oct 18, 1984, p.4

WINIKOW, JANE
J Winslow dies, Nov 26, 1981, p.20

WINSTEN, IRWIN
M'Vaikshe Derekh elects I Winsten new president (list), Jun 14, 1984, p.14

WINSTEN, KEITH
Students participating in SMC volunteer program, Jan 20, 1983, p.10

WINSTON PROPERTY
Residents polled on indoor pool, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Athletic fields; Long-range plan, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Susan Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Village OK's plan to rebuild fields, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
$1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; add photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
Neighbors say they will fight against playing fields on Winston property, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Development plans come under fire; 7 fields proposed on Griffen (illus), Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Good start on Winston plan (edit), Jun 16, 1983, p.6
Neighbors blast plan for fields on Winston property, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Village reported seeking to acquire Boulder Brook, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Move ahead on Winston (edit), Oct 6, 1983, p.6
Figures don't add up, he says (ltr), Oct 13, 1983, p.6
Site called 'far superior' (ltr), Oct 20, 1983, p.6
Village set to buy land next to pool, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
He's for selling Winston Property (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
Town Club concludes more fields needed, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Village moves to acquire Boulder Brook site (diagram), Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Get on with the job (edit), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
Boulder Brook - 'a village landmark' (ltr), Jan 5, 1984, p.6
Riders fight for Boulder Brook Club, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Choice of site for fields is still uncertain, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Looking at Crossway (for playing fields), Feb 23, 1984, p.1
Village agrees to buy Boulder Brook; riding club faces eviction by July 2 (photo), May 24, 1984, p.1
Planning Board seeks conservation zoning for large properties in East SCS, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Courage, but not haste (edit), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Conservation zoning subject of queries, concerns at meeting, Sep 6, 1984, p.1
Winston property, Nov 8, 1984, p.1

WINSTON, CHARLES
Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1

WINSTON, CHARLES III
SHS alumni remember classmate C C Winston III (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.9

WINSTON, JANE
J Winslow dies, Nov 26, 1981, p.20

WINSTEN, IRWIN
M'Vaikshe Derekh elects I Winsten new president (list), Jun 14, 1984, p.14

WINSTEN, KEITH
Students participating in SMC volunteer program, Jan 20, 1983, p.10

WINSTON PROPERTY
Residents polled on indoor pool, Sep 10, 1981, p.1
Athletic fields; Long-range plan, Dec 17, 1981, p.1
Susan Theatre seeking successor to Nat Habib (list), Feb 2, 1982, p.1
Village OK's plan to rebuild fields, Aug 19, 1982, p.1
$1 million plan for playing fields unveiled (photo; illus; add photo p 4), Aug 26, 1982, p.1
Neighbors say they will fight against playing fields on Winston property, Nov 25, 1982, p.1
Development plans come under fire; 7 fields proposed on Griffen (illus), Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Good start on Winston plan (edit), Jun 16, 1983, p.6
Neighbors blast plan for fields on Winston property, Aug 4, 1983, p.1
Village reported seeking to acquire Boulder Brook, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Move ahead on Winston (edit), Oct 6, 1983, p.6
Figures don't add up, he says (ltr), Oct 13, 1983, p.6
Site called 'far superior' (ltr), Oct 20, 1983, p.6
Village set to buy land next to pool, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
He's for selling Winston Property (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6
Town Club concludes more fields needed, Nov 3, 1983, p.1
Village moves to acquire Boulder Brook site (diagram), Dec 22, 1983, p.1
Get on with the job (edit), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
Boulder Brook - 'a village landmark' (ltr), Jan 5, 1984, p.6
Riders fight for Boulder Brook Club, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Choice of site for fields is still uncertain, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Looking at Crossway (for playing fields), Feb 23, 1984, p.1
Village agrees to buy Boulder Brook; riding club faces eviction by July 2 (photo), May 24, 1984, p.1
Planning Board seeks conservation zoning for large properties in East SCS, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Courage, but not haste (edit), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Conservation zoning subject of queries, concerns at meeting, Sep 6, 1984, p.1
Winston property, Nov 8, 1984, p.1

WINSTON, CHARLES
Board seeks changes in football schedule, Dec 11, 1980, p.1

WINSTON, CHARLES III
SHS alumni remember classmate C C Winston III (photo), Jun 18, 1981, p.9
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Winston, Harry
Neighbors blast plan for fields on Winston property, Aug 4, 1983, p.1

Winston, Marearet

Winston, Robert
R Winston dies, Feb 16, 1984, p.16

Winston, Ronald
Village reported seeking to acquire Boulder Brook, Oct 6, 1983, p.1
Village set to buy land next to pool, Oct 27, 1983, p.1
Winston property, Nov 8, 1984, p.1

Winters, Jayshree (Dr)
Physicians L Berger, J Winters, H Rosen join White Plains staff, Jul 5, 1984, p.5

Wintner, Jorn
As millions cheer, soap stars serve up slices of life (photo), May 22, 1980, p.4

Wirsing, Caroline
Church wosn set thrift sale (photo; list), Apr 28, 1983, p.4

Wise, Gordon
Assn raps Planning Board (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.4
Planning Board considering cluster housing proposal, Jun 12, 1980, p.1

Wishes
Our wishes for '85 (edit), Dec 27, 1984, p.6

Wishner, Andrew
Ambulance Corps' new boast: We deliver (photo; addl photo p 16), Apr 28, 1983, p.1

Wishner, Lauri
Ambulance Corps' new boast: We deliver (photo; addl photo p 16), Apr 28, 1983, p.1
AT&T cites local woman L B Wishner, Sep 8, 1983, p.10

Wishner, Steven
Ambulance Corps' new boast: We deliver (photo; addl photo p 16), Apr 28, 1983, p.1

Wistreich, Margo
Now open for lunch (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.3

Wit and Humor
There's more here than meets the ear (edit; cartoon), May 21, 1981, p.7
I'll spring for the haskock (edit), Sep 22, 1983, p.7
Humor book by SHS graduate V Black, Mar 22, 1984, p.8
Cook's dilemma (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6
See also cartoons and caricatures

Witchel, Alexandra (AU)
Writer: Subsidize SSMT (ltr), Aug 21, 1980, p.4

Witchel, Barbara (Dr)

Witchel, Sam
Resident S Witchel new partner in public relations firm (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.3

Witchel, Sam (AU)
Lesson from Havana (ltr), Jan 20, 1983, p.6

Witkin-Lanoil, Georgia (Dr)
Dr G Witkin-Lanoil leads workshop (photo), Dec 25, 1980, p.6

Witt, Elizabeth
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WITT, LOIS
Greenacres parents discuss children's literature, Sep 11, 1980, p.17
SCS teachers L Witt, S Taylor, Dr J Sopis discuss benefits of long-ter leaves, Dec 11, 1980, p.6
Happy birthday, Babar! (photo), Dec 3, 1981, p.21
Schools feature reading aloud during National Library Week (photo; list), Apr 12, 1984, p.18

WITTES, MIMI
Fun for some, sale was serious for others (photo), Aug 11, 1983, p.1

WITTICH, CLAUS (AU)
Are bike thefts rampant? (ltr), Jun 4, 1981, p.6

WITTICH, JULIA
SMS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1

WITTHING, JACK
Senior walkers keep volunteer leader hopping (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.6

WITTHING, JACK (AU)
Dedicated worker hailed (ltr), Dec 2, 1982, p.6

WITTHING, LAWRENCE (DR)
US peace movement topic of Dr L Wittner's new book, Aug 9, 1984, p.4

WITTHING, MARJORIE
Senior walkers keep volunteer leader hopping (photo), Oct 13, 1983, p.6

WITTHING, MARJORIE (AU)
Dedicated worker hailed (ltr), Dec 2, 1982, p.6

WIVES
SEE WOMEN

WOEHRLE, JEROME
J G Woehrle dies, Jun 2, 1983, p.16

WOLCOTT, ROSAMUND
A corner of SCS that is forever England (photo; list), Aug 6, 1981, p.6
R Wolcott dies, Nov 25, 1982, p.22

WOLCOTT, WALLACE
W Wolcott dies, Jul 9, 1981, p.16

WOLF, BARBARA
Top essayists: B Wolf, D Clerkin, E Widulski, C Polena (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.2

WOLF, KARL
Defense presents will in evidence at Harris trial, Jan 15, 1981, p.1

WOLF, ROBERT

WOLF, THOMAS (DR)
Open lunch cost estimated at $115,450, Feb 12, 1981, p.1

WOLFE, EDWARD
SCS High's Class of '84 advised to keep an open mind, Jun 28, 1984, p.1

WOLFE, EDWARD (AU)
Thanks from SHS seniors (ltr), Nov 10, 1983, p.6

WOLFE, ELISSA
Local actress E Wolfe to appear on 'St Elsewhere', Dec 13, 1984, p.16

WOLFE, MICHAEL
Ribbon cutting at Action Sports (photo), Dec 20, 1984, p.17

WOLFE, RICK
Board hears plea for support of interscholastic athletics, Mar 12, 1981, p.21
Scrodby party has wrath, laughter (photo), Jun 24, 1982, p.11
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WOLFF, NICHOLAS
- Wolff office computerized, Jan 24, 1980, p.6
- Merchants fear rising rents will alter local shopping area, Nov 4, 1982, p.1
- N Wolff will chair United Way campaigns, Jul 21, 1983, p.2
- Mobil squeeze, Nov 17, 1983, p.1

WOLFF, SYLVIA
- Fiber of Jewish life woven into Passover crafts (photo), Apr 12, 1984, p.6

WOLFRAM, ALICE
- Girl, A Wolfram, hospitalized after dog attack, Nov 15, 1984, p.1
- Horrified by attack (ltr), Nov 22, 1984, p.6
- Dog hearing slated, Nov 29, 1984, p.1
- Village Court hears dog bite case, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

WOLFRAM, LAURA
- Girl, A Wolfram, hospitalized after dog attack, Nov 15, 1984, p.1

WOLFRAM, MARY JANE
- Girl, A Wolfram, hospitalized after dog attack, Nov 15, 1984, p.1

WOLFRAM, STEVEN
- Village Court hears dog bite case, Dec 6, 1984, p.1

WOLFSON, MONTE
- M Wolfson honored with UJA Brotherhood Award (photo), Mar 27, 1980, p.6

WOLFTZAHN, RISA
- Popular newspaper seller E Heitz needs a hose (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.1

WOLFHANDEL, (MRS JOSEPH)
- Neighbors likely to oppose hose, Apr 8, 1982, p.1
- Village likely to oppose halfway house (photo), Apr 15, 1982, p.1

WOLLMAN, DAN
- Stars of 'Kissat' not all on stage (photo; addl photo p 15), Aug 4, 1983, p.1

WOLLMAN, SUSAN
- Selection criteria for 'gifted' set, Feb 9, 1984, p.11
- Awarded: R Fornges, S Wolman, Dr T K Edwards (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.10
- How we traveled west (photo; list), Apr 12, 1984, p.11

WOLDOHTAN, MICHAEL
- Preparing to save a life; EHS students work on CPR (photo; list), Mar 5, 1981, p.21

WOLPERT, MICHAEL
- M Wolpert dies, Jul 14, 1983, p.10

WOLSER, LESTER

WOMAN'S CLUB-SCS
- SEE SCS WOMAN'S CLUB

WOMEN
- Virginia Knaplund--Woman of the Year (photo), Sep 3, 1981, p.1
- We're more alike than different (edit), Jan 14, 1982, p.7
- Help for women under stress (edit), Jan 27, 1983, p.7
- EMT trio blazes way for female firefighters (photo), Sep 20, 1984, p.9
- New group; Sophisticated Shenanigans, seeks members to go places, do things, Oct 4, 1984, p.12
- Women and chemical dependence (edit), Dec 6, 1984, p.7

WOMEN AND MONEY
- Women's money for women's needs (edit), Jun 23, 1983, p.7
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WOMEN AND SPORTS
  On the joy of slowpitch (edit), Sep 24, 1981, p.7

WOMEN ARTISTS
  SEE ARTISTS

WOMEN AS CLERGY
  Five local women conquering the 'last bastion' (Part I) (photo), Nov 11, 1982, p.6
  Local women in the clergy: a closer look (Part II) (photo), Nov 18, 1982, p.6

WOMEN AS ENGINEERS

WOMEN AS JUDGES
  Women as judges—long overdue (Part II) (edit), Dec 30, 1982, p.7

WOMEN AS LAWYERS
  Legal transformation going on (Part I) (edit), Dec 23, 1982, p.7

WOMEN IN BUSINESS
  SEE WOMEN-EMPLOYMENT

WOMEN IN JAPAN
  Do women make Japan efficient? (edit), Mar 4, 1982, p.7

WOMEN IN SELF HELP
  WISH aids newcomers to area, Nov 19, 1981, p.8
  WISH offers aid handbook, Aug 25, 1983, p.4

WOMEN'S LEAGUE FOR CONSERVATIVE JUDAISM
  Convention chairman named: Mrs M. Weintraub, Oct 16, 1980, p.8

WOMEN'S LEGAL CLINIC OF WESTCHESTER
  Legal clinic reorganized (list), Jun 5, 1980, p.8
  Lawyer explains new divorce law, Jun 19, 1980, p.1

WOMEN'S MOVEMENT
  SEE FEMINIST MOVEMENT

WOMEN'S REPUBLICAN CLUB-SCS
  SEE SCS WOMEN'S REPUBLICAN CLUB

WOMEN'S RIGHTS
  SEE WOMEN-EQUAL RIGHTS

WOMEN, BLACK
  SEE WOMEN

WOMEN-CIVIL RIGHTS
  SEE WOMEN-EQUAL RIGHTS

WOMEN-EDUCATION
  Two determined SCS women, E. Butsee, D. Silverstone, prove any age is right age for college (photo), Jun 28, 1984, p.6

WOMEN-EMPLOYMENT
  Operation Talent Bank helping women find jobs, Sep 10, 1981, p.8
  Women's careers subject of Wellesley club talk, Oct 1, 1981, p.1
  Dream accomplished (edit), Dec 24, 1981, p.7
  It's not a cottage industry (edit), Sep 9, 1982, p.7
  Women and 'greedy' occupations (edit), Jun 15, 1983, p.7
  Youngster's view of women and work (edit), Jul 28, 1983, p.7
  Home-based business guide now in second edition (list), Aug 9, 1984, p.8

WOMEN-EQUAL RIGHTS
  Carol Bellay calls these 'hard times for women's rights' (photo), Jan 21, 1982, p.2
  Women's response to inequality (edit), Nov 4, 1982, p.7
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WOMEN-EQUAL RIGHTS continued
League speaker K Burstein talks about 'the gender gap', May 17, 1984, p.6
SEE ALSO EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT

WOMEN-HISTORY
Skirting the issue (edit), Jan 7, 1982, p.7

WOMEN-SOCIAL CONDITIONS
Would-be divorcees helped to untangle legal snarls (photo), Feb 21, 1980, p.4
Women are ahead of their image (edit), Apr 23, 1981, p.7
In search of a heroine (edit), Mar 17, 1983, p.7
Black women: Poorest of all (edit), May 19, 1983, p.7
Lots of questions-no one answer (edit), Jul 28, 1983, p.7
Women and family (edit), Aug 4, 1983, p.7
Women and marriage (edit), Sep 8, 1983, p.7
Voluntarism; feminism are compatible (edit), Feb 16, 1984, p.7
League speaker K Burstein talks about 'the gender gap', May 17, 1984, p.6

WONG, AUSTIN
Greenacres project (photo), May 21, 1981, p.4

WONG, JULIA
Students T Chen, J Wong, D Broden named to All-State (photo), Nov 24, 1983, p.17

WONG, MARIA

WOOD, AMY
Issues and excuses topics for panel; Peyser and Finneran bow out (photo; list), Apr 24, 1980, p.15

WOOD, BARBARA
Carol Stix to head local foundation (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Drive going slowly, Mar 26, 1981, p.1
Panel explores teen drinking, Mar 4, 1982, p.1
Youth outreach program extended to junior high, Aug 5, 1982, p.1

WOOD, BARBARA (AU)
It's a community program (ltr), Sep 2, 1982, p.6
Show on drugs recommended (ltr), Oct 27, 1983, p.6

WOOD, HAROLD
Indictment sought in Tarnower killing, Mar 20, 1980, p.1

WOOD, HEATHER
Thirteen-year-old SCS girls H Wood and D Amin rescue woman from drowning (photo), Sep 6, 1984, p.3

WOOD, HELEN
Community Baptist Church celebrates 50th birthday (photo; list), Jan 7, 1982, p.18

WOOD, JIM
J Arias comes to town (photo), May 10, 1984, p.4

WOOD, JIMMY
Fox Meadow Tennis Club holds 100th birthday celebration (photo), Jun 23, 1983, p.15
J Wood, S Karetsky in sectional play at SHS (photo), Feb 23, 1984, p.1

WOOD, PETER
St Jaees, Baptists join in sponsoring Vietnamese family, Jul 24, 1980, p.3

WOOD, ROBERT
Clean sweep (photo), Jul 24, 1980, p.6
R J Wood elected board chairman (photo), Jun 11, 1981, p.8

WOOD-BURNING STOVES
SEE STOVES

WOODCHUCKS
How much wood can a woodchuck chuck? (edit), Dec 22, 1983, p.7
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WOODCOCK, ANN
   School enrollment decline slowing, Oct 21, 1982, p.1

WOODCOCK, PETER
   SCS's snowfighters await call to battle (photo), Jan 3, 1930, p.4
   Mock court provides insight into local justice system, Jan 24, 1980, p.4
   One up (photo), May 1, 1980, p.1
   Maple from Manhattan (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.3
   Destroyed by vandals (two Kwazan cherry trees) (photo), Feb 26, 1981, p.1
   Close call on Post Road (photo), Mar 19, 1981, p.7
   Advice on gypsy moths, Apr 30, 1981, p.2
   Moth problem, Apr 29, 1982, p.1
   Village advises on fighting gypsy moths, May 6, 1982, p.1
   All-out effort (photo), Jul 1, 1982, p.3
   Nick Cantatore's the man behind SCS's flowers (photo; addl photo p 6), Aug 19, 1982, p.1
   Raccoon night, Oct 14, 1982, p.1
   Village contracts; Only one bid, Oct 21, 1982, p.1
   Raccoons' friends, foes gather at forum here (photo; addl photo p 12), Nov 19, 1982, p.1
   Passing the snow test (edit), Feb 17, 1983, p.6
   Excellent job on snow (1tr), Feb 24, 1983, p.6
   Rainfall fills reservoirs and local basements (photo), Apr 29, 1983, p.6
   No more snowing, Jul 7, 1983, p.1
   Tree City USA, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
   Members of Volunteer Fire Co No 1 P Woodcock, W Scher, R Walsh at Bell Rd fire (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.5

WOODCOCK, MAURICE (DR)
   Dr M L Woodhull dies, Mar 18, 1982, p.16

WOODB, FRANK
   They liked the beat (photo), Aug 12, 1982, p.5

WOOLF, SIDNY
   Making a list (photo), Apr 7, 1983, p.8
   White Plains Hospital turns 90 (photo), Nov 17, 1983, p.2

WOOLF, DORRIT (AU)
   Smaller classes favored (1tr), Jun 26, 1980, p.4

WOOLF, ELISABETH
   Record turnout at auxiliary luncheon (photo; list), Apr 21, 1983, p.8

WOOLLS, BLANCHE
   SCS hosts conference on computer use in libraries, Dec 9, 1982, p.32

WOOSHAM, PHIL (AU)
   Soccer is here! Soccer is here! (edit; photo), Apr 16, 1981, p.7

WOOSHAM, RUBY
   See the birds! (photo), May 8, 1980, p.17
   N Miller, C Bockner added to staff of Congregational Church (photo), Sep 17, 1981, p.14
   EMT Children's Center has high marks after four months, Dec 23, 1982, p.11
   New staff members (photo), Nov 1, 1984, p.22

WOORBY, RACHEL
   New conductor for symphony orchestra: R Worby (photo), Apr 23, 1981, p.18

WORDEN, LILLIAN
   UN Assn holds party (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.6

WORDEN, LOLLY
   Association evaluates United Nations (photo) (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.24
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WORDEEN, TRISH
Family project at Greenacres (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.25

WORK FOR TAXES PROGRAM-SCS
Work for taxes? (ltr), Oct 23, 1980, p.4
Work for taxes, Nov 13, 1980, p.1
Work for taxes (edit), Nov 13, 1980, p.4
Board asks state for work for taxes law, Nov 27, 1980, p.1
Work a try (edit), Nov 27, 1980, p.4
Work for taxes, Mar 19, 1981, p.1
Law in trouble, Jun 25, 1981, p.1
Program ended, Jul 2, 1981, p.1
Town may limit electronic games, Feb 11, 1982, p.1

WORKING WOMEN
SEE WOMEN-EMPLOYMENT

WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
Malaria specialist Dr W Trager receives WHO medal (photo), May 22, 1980, p.2

WORLD REHABILITATION FUND
Howard Rusk Jr new president of World Rehabilitation Fund (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.5
Resident Dr H A Rusk Jr leads course of peace through medicine (photo; addl photo p 12), Apr 21, 1983, p.6

WORLD WAR II
It's VJ week; remember Rodger Young? (edit), Aug 16, 1984, p.7
Forty-three years and one week ago (edit), Dec 13, 1984, p.7

WORLD WAR II-VETERANS
SEE VETERANS

WOMEN'S LEGAL CLINIC OF WESTCHESTER
SEE WOMEN'S LEGAL CLINIC OF WESTCHESTER

WREN, FREDERICK
F W Wrenn dies, Feb 20, 1980, p.19

WRIGHT, BARBARA
School Board still weighing state proposal for hiring, Apr 24, 1980, p.1
Brothers S and J Malina play key SSMT roles off stage and on (photo), Aug 6, 1981, p.1

WRIGHT, EDDIE
Close up on Eddie Wright, May 29, 1980, p.7
Quality programs need support (ltr), Feb 16, 1984, p.6

WRIGHT, EDDIE JR
Less than two weeks to showtime (photo), Jul 17, 1980, p.3
E Wright Jr dies, Nov 22, 1984, p.20

WRIGHT, JIM
Kids' paper blends moxie with savvy (photo; addl photo p 5), Oct 2, 1980, p.4

WRIGHT, LAURA
Board meeting marks changes in schools (photo), Sep 16, 1982, p.16

WRIGHT, LAUREL
Doohan resigns as EMS head; board appoints J Larkin new principal (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.13
New school year, 'new era' begin in schools Thursday, Sep 3, 1981, p.13
John Moyle named to (EMT) School Board, Aug 18, 1983, p.9
New kindergarten program will phase in three afternoons, Apr 12, 1984, p.11
Interim superintendent appointed: Dr J S Carnrite, Oct 11, 1984, p.9
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WRIGHT, PRISCILLA
   In a holiday mood at Child Care (photo), Dec 13, 1984, p.3

WRIGHT, WILLIAM
   In age of grocery store chains, Toa Irish finds personal touch still spells success (photo), Feb 28, 1980, p.4

WRIGHTSMAN, EVELYN
   E B Wrightsman dies, Oct 27, 1983, p.18

WRIGHTSMAN, EVELYN
   E B Wrightsman dies, Oct 27, 1983, p.18

WRITERS
   SEE AUTHORS

WRITING
   School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1
   Good writing isn’t easy (edit), Jun 23, 1983, p.7
   Students dream of mastering the writer’s art (photo; list), Jul 21, 1983, p.6

WROBLESKI, DIANE
   Open lunch cost estigated at $115,450, Feb 12, 1981, p.1
   School Board elects Joel Lesnick president (photo; list), Jul 2, 1981, p.1
   School-village committee to study indoor pool plan (list), Sep 16, 1982, p.1
   School Board seeks 4.9% tax increase, May 12, 1983, p.1

WU, ANNA CHEN
   Local students Beijing bound (list), Feb 26, 1981, p.1

WU, BENSON

WU, EDWARD
   Four join Ambassador tour, Jul 26, 1984, p.11

WU, GEORGE
   Honors for top high school students (photo), Jun 16, 1983, p.1
   Mindich and Wu named finalists, May 17, 1984, p.14
   Local seniors J Rosensweig and G Wu honored by Bank of NY, May 31, 1984, p.14

WU, SAMUEL
   SHS student S M Wu does medical research (photo), Sep 2, 1982, p.13
   Writing award winners S Wu, K Rosenbaum (photo), Dec 9, 1982, p.24

WYCOFF, ALISON
   Tuesday morning fever (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.3

WYLER, GRETCHEN
   This real oon (and daughter) (M Shroer and S Shroer) stand behind their quiches (photo), Mar 24, 1983, p.15

WYLONG, WAYNE
   Raccoons’ friends, foes gather at forum here (photo; addl photo p 12), Nov 18, 1982, p.1

WYNNE, JOHN
   Bottle bill faces mixed welcome in SCS, Sep 8, 1983, p.1

XIE CHUNYING
   Members of China’s world champion table tennis team play SHS players D Nadelmann, S Danziger (photo), Oct 15, 1980, p.20

YABLANS, FRANK
   Screenwriter from SCS D Grossman making his mark in Hollywood (photo), Dec 16, 1982, p.11

YACHTS AND YACHTING
   Courageous’ owner L M Greene finds better ways (photo), Sep 8, 1983, p.6

YACKERS, FRED
   Clowning around (photo), Mar 5, 1981, p.27

YACOVACCI, JOHN

YAEGER, JONATHAN
   Five-year-old J Yaeger struck by car, Feb 12, 1981, p.2
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YAEGER, JONATHAN continued
Holiday houses at Greenacres (photo), Dec 29, 1983, p.5

YAMAGUCHI, SATORU
Foil and tin cans for lunch (photo), Nov 20, 1980, p.15

YAMASAKI, RISAKO
Fire contest winners (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.15
Aris poetica (photo), Apr 28, 1983, p.14

YAMASAKI, SETSUUNO
Fire contest winners (photo), Nov 5, 1981, p.15

YAMASHITA, HARRIET
Program at Hitchcock helps Japanese bridge culture gap, Apr 16, 1981, p.4

YANCY, DOTTIE
Strike or no, Scarsdalians are on the move (photo), Aug 13, 1981, p.6

YANCY, SALLIE
S W Yancy dies, Apr 8, 1982, p.16

YANG, NANCY
Director N Yang appointed, Mar 24, 1983, p.16

YANG, WILLIAM
Bank appoints resident W H Yang VP, Apr 10, 1980, p.20

YANNANTUONO, DANIEL
PTA honors Seely teacher D Yannantuono (photo), Mar 18, 1982, p.11
Seely students learn skills in handling social problems (photo), May 19, 1983, p.11
Interia superintendent appointed: Dr J S Carnrite, Oct 11, 1984, p.9

YANU, HARURU
Students became teachers at Japanese Cultural Exchange program (photo), Mar 13, 1980, p.9

YARDEN, PAMELA
Local woman P H Yardeni named communications vp, May 14, 1981, p.17

YASBUR, SAMUEL
‘Head shop’ law, Mar 18, 1982, p.1

YASISAC, KATHLEEN
Democrats win town, Nov 5, 1981, p.15

YEAKER, ALICE
A M Yeager dies, Jan 3, 1980, p.10

YEAKER, BARBARA
Good Saaritans (ltr), May 13, 1982, p.6
Barbara Yeaker named Inquirer ad manager (photo), Nov 25, 1982, p.5

YEAKER, EDWARD
Resident E Yeaker named ad firm (photo), May 19, 1983, p.2
Resident E Yeaker opens ad agency here (photo), Aug 2, 1984, p.2

YEAKER, EDWARD (AU)
VIP buses are beautiful (ltr), Sep 23, 1982, p.6

YEAKER, JLENN
SHS students D Hecht, S Yeaker win top prizes in Citibank’s essay contest (photo; list), Dec 10, 1981, p.23

YEAKER, MERRI
Dance Academy emphasizes tradition, discipline (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 26, 1982, p.26
Just one week ‘til opening night (photo), Jul 28, 1983, p.1

YELLEN, ELATINE
Women without offices will set up yours (photo; addl photo p 16), Dec 3, 1981, p.6

YELLEN, MICHAEL (AU)
More opinions on Junior High School tennis courts (ltr), Jul 14, 1983, p.6
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YERKOVICH, GLORIA
Resident S Coleman spurred by statistics on missing children, May 19, 1983, p.6

YERMAN, EMILY
Students E Yerman, E Siegal complete journalism course, Aug 19, 1983, p.18

YESS
SEE YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-SCS

YINELING, AUGUSTA
Dirt bikers seen as menace (ltr), Oct 9, 1980, p.4

YM-YWHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER
Mid-Westchester Y names M Bauagarten, J Rosengarten directors (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.6
M Bauagarten appointed director of YM-YWHA, Jan 31, 1980, p.5
YM-YWHA, ending 1st decade, expands programs, services (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.28
Sculptor A Padovano joins YMHA staff, Jul 17, 1980, p.6
Mid-Westchester names A Just director, Aug 21, 1980, p.2
Mid-Westchester Y courses seek to meet society's changing needs (photo; list), Aug 28, 1980, p.19
YM-YWHA names B Kieberg asst director, Dec 4, 1980, p.6
Delegation of teen ambassadors from Israel at YM-YWHA (photo), May 5, 1981, p.6
Appreciation (to SVAC) (ltr), Apr 9, 1981, p.6
Leadership seminar (photo), Apr 9, 1981, p.15
Local teenagers going to Israel (list), Jun 11, 1981, p.11
YM-YWHA announces additions to staff; seeks volunteers, Nov 19, 1981, p.10
Director E Grant appointed, May 13, 1982, p.9
YM-YW appoints C Rivel, N Olson, S Baua, A Kaufaan to staff, Sep 23, 1982, p.11
B Schwab re-elected president of YM-YWHA (list), Nov 18, 1982, p.12
For Passover shopping (photo), Mar 17, 1983, p.4
Many ways to keep fit at the YM-YWHA of Mid-Westchester (photo) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.28
YM-YWHA offers variety of classes in cultural arts (list) (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.30
Midchester Jewish Center has seen year of growth (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.36
Y appoints S Young assistant director, Feb 16, 1984, p.9
Y members give special care to disabled woman, N Olson, Sep 20, 1984, p.14
SCS announces A A Shasha appointed to YM & YWHA board, Sep 27, 1984, p.4
V Taylor named ballet mistress at Y, Nov 29, 1984, p.4

YODA, NAQYA
Students rapt as East-West trade kudos and barbs (photo; list), Oct 11, 1984, p.6

YOD HASHOAH
You Hashoah--a remembrance (edit), Apr 15, 1982, p.7

YOD KIPPUR
Ready for services (photo), Sep 23, 1982, p.15
Sounding the shofar (photo), Sep 15, 1983, p.14

YODAN, AMIT
Close-up (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.16

YODAN, DOV
Close-up (photo), Jun 4, 1981, p.16

YOSHIDA, REIKO

YOST, MARGARET
Historical director named: M A Yost, Jun 10, 1992, p.2
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Young Israel of SCS
Young Israel provides Torah Judaic center (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.30
Bridge over the 'River Hai' (photo), Apr 2, 1981, p.18
Local couple D and H Levitt honored at Young Israel dinner, Apr 9, 1981, p.14
Sterns cited by Young Israel, Mar 29, 1984, p.9

Young Republicans-Westchester County
Young Republicans elect officers (list), Jul 9, 1981, p.11
Local aan J Vorperian heads Young Republicans (list), Apr 22, 1982, p.20
Scarsdalian J Vorperian elected by GOP youth, Aug 4, 1983, p.5
Young Republicans J Vorperian, R DeSantola, R Link, M Link going to Washington, Mar 15, 1984, p.5

Young, Mrs Bracebridge
NSFAR represented by Mrs B H Young at citizen ceremony, Feb 7, 1980, p.16
Cutting the cake (photo), Nov 27, 1980, p.11

Young, Albert Jr

Young, Andrew
Designed for the mayor (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.24

Young, Gregory
County Board approves budget, Dec 30, 1982, p.2

Young, Jocari
Stone sculpture in progress (photo), Nov 8, 1984, p.9

Young, Kathy (Rev)
Presbyterian leader Rev K Young is installed (photo), Jun 9, 1983, p.14

Young, Kathy (Rev-Au)
Ten days in jail for justice's sake (edit), Jul 2, 1981, p.7

Young, Marcella
Grand opening (photo), May 14, 1981, p.11

Young, Rodger
It's VJ week; remember Rodger Young? (edit), Aug 16, 1984, p.7

Young, Sandra
Guidance service for gifted (Education '83 Supp), Sep 1, 1983, p.23

Young, Stephen
Y appoints S Young assistant director, Feb 16, 1984, p.9

Young, Steve
USFL's $40-million man S Young has some loyal fans here, Mar 8, 1984, p.15

Young, Steven
SHS won't report class rank, May 14, 1981, p.1

Young, Theodore
Town adopts $19.3M budget, Dec 9, 1982, p.11
Democrat Lois Bronz, running for reelection, speaks out (photo), Aug 25, 1983, p.11

Young, Whitney
Budget shows failure of nerve (edit), Apr 9, 1981, p.7

Youth
Getting it together (photo), Jan 10, 1980, p.5
SCS High graduates issue 'Report from Campus', Feb 14, 1980, p.5
Remember the skating rink? (ltr), Feb 28, 1980, p.4
Give us a chance, student says (ltr), Jun 5, 1980, p.4
PTA: Raise drinking age, Jun 12, 1980, p.3
Suicide: Friend asks what have we done?, Jun 19, 1980, p.12
Teen Night at the pool (photo), Aug 7, 1980, p.18
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YOUTH continued

Teen Council plans events for 1980-81 (photo; list), Sep 18, 1980, p.14
Teen center director L Fernandez tells success story (photo), Mar 12, 1981, p.5
Local woman B S Creedy heads program to help teenage runaways, Jul 23, 1981, p.4
Resident B Creedy works with runaway teenagers (photo), Sep 10, 1981, p.1
DuPont speaks on drug use (photo), Oct 22, 1981, p.6
Advice to parents from teenagers (edit), Dec 31, 1981, p.7
Consultant J Cosse key to local youth program (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.32
Troublesome age--16 to 21 (edit), Feb 4, 1982, p.7
Some families are in turmoil (edit), Feb 11, 1982, p.7
Correction to article on teenage drinking, Mar 11, 1982, p.16
Trustees vote against cable increase (list), Mar 25, 1982, p.1
Youth center, Apr 1, 1982, p.1
Panel: Growing up here not easy, Apr 1, 1982, p.5
Committee issues report on boards and councils (list), Apr 29, 1982, p.1
Community center, May 27, 1982, p.1
Need for pool and center (ltr), Jul 1, 1982, p.6
Example for teenagers (ltr), Jul 29, 1982, p.6
Youth outreach program extended to junior high, Aug 5, 1982, p.1
You might be surprised (ltr), Aug 19, 1982, p.6
It's a community program (ltr), Sep 2, 1982, p.6
What if a child uses drugs? (edit; illus), Sep 2, 1982, p.7
Panel gives look at teen drug use, Jan 13, 1983, p.4
Students participating in SCS volunteer program, Jan 20, 1983, p.10
Young and old together for '83 Week' (photo; list), Mar 3, 1983, p.1
Forum on teen drinking (photo; list), May 5, 1983, p.3
Vandalism and irrationality (edit), May 12, 1983, p.7
New court rules, May 19, 1983, p.1
Blaze vandalism, not society (ltr), May 19, 1983, p.6
Youth urged to play tennis (ltr), May 26, 1983, p.6
Suspect abroad for local girls A Kepp, M Jasin, May 26, 1983, p.8
Senior Slump--a suggested cure (edit), Jun 2, 1983, p.7
Inaccurate image claimed (ltr), Jun 23, 1983, p.6
A&P boycott backed, Nov 10, 1983, p.10
Message for young people (edit), Dec 29, 1983, p.7
Busy year for Youth Advisory Council (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 1984, p.32
We need to activate students (edit), Mar 22, 1984, p.7
On teenage suicide (edit), Mar 22, 1984, p.7
Police raid party that drew 400 teens, May 3, 1984, p.1
Display of tastelessness (ltr), May 17, 1984, p.6
What effect on the young? (ltr), Aug 23, 1984, p.6
Students pushing fun without drugs (list), Nov 1, 1984, p.8
Village Club panelists speak on pressures of adolescence, Dec 6, 1984, p.5
Drama-makers Show offers upbeat message (list), Dec 20, 1984, p.24
Challenge young people to commitment (edit), Dec 27, 1984, p.7
A holiday idea--give yourself (edit), Dec 27, 1984, p.7
SEE ALSO CAGE TEEN CENTER
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YOUTH ADVISORY COUNCIL-SCS
SEE YOUTH

YOUTH CENTERS-SCS
War ends; age of recreation begins (edit), Sep 1, 1983, p.7

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-SCS
YES finds jobs for HS students (Highlights of SCS 1979), Feb 7, 1980, p.22
Annual Thank-You luncheon for YES volunteers (photo; list), Jun 26, 1980, p.8
Students learn through YES (Highlights of SCS 1980: Year of Progress), Jan 29, 1981, p.31
YES sets record for placements (photo; list), Jun 4, 1981, p.5
Thank you luncheon for YES volunteers (photo; list), Jun 25, 1981, p.16
YES nears 10th anniversary (Progress '82 Supp), Jan 28, 1982, p.20
YES elects leaders (list), Jun 3, 1982, p.4
Congratulations, YES! (edit), Jun 3, 1982, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes Youth Employment Service of SCS (photo), Jun 3, 1982, p.20
YES-10 years old and growing (Progress '83), Jan 27, 1983, p.21
Youth Employment Service elects M Tostanoski president, seeks more volunteers (list), Jun 2, 1983, p.2
Recognition for YES volunteers (photo; list), Jun 23, 1983, p.5
YES appoints F V Roth new president (photo), Mar 29, 1984, p.3
YES is meeting changing needs (photo; list), May 31, 1984, p.3

YOUTH-COUNSELING
Village, school plan unified youth program, Aug 23, 1984, p.1

YOUTH-DRUG ABUSE
SEE DRUG ABUSE

YOUTH-EMPLOYMENT
SEE STUDENT EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-EMT, YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-SCS

YOUTH-SUICIDE
SEE SUICIDE

YU, FAN-FAN
Making music together (photo), Jul 3, 1982, p.13

YU, MARY ANN
Ragette honors 'success story' M A Yu, Mar 15, 1984, p.13
Top realtor: M A Yu (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.2
M A Yu joins Van Wert (photo), Nov 15, 1984, p.19

YUFEN, ZENG
SEE ZENG YUFEN

YUN, CHRIS
Proa time (photo; list), Jun 24, 1982, p.11

YUN, DAVID
Share a ride (photo), May 7, 1981, p.25

YUN, SARAH
Share a ride (photo), May 7, 1981, p.25

YUNG LEE
SEE LEE, YUNG

YUNICH, BEVERLY
Duo-exhibit (by H Trosky, B Yunich) at Alan Brown Gallery (photo), Oct 2, 1980, p.8

YUNICH, DAVID
East River elects D L Yunich to post (photo), Jan 15, 1981, p.3
Subdivision approved, Mar 11, 1982, p.5
Subdivision rejected, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Revised Marz plan rejected, May 13, 1982, p.3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YOUNCH, DAVID</td>
<td>continued</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning Board ok's subdivision</td>
<td>Jul 15, 1982</td>
<td>p.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YURACKO, ELLEN</td>
<td>New officers (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 11, 1981</td>
<td>p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior League extends its community projects (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 28, 1982</td>
<td>p.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YURACKO, KIM</td>
<td>Tulip time at SCS High School (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 17, 1983</td>
<td>p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHS athletes receive awards at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list)</td>
<td>Nov 29, 1984</td>
<td>p.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YURACKO, WILLIAM</td>
<td>Plaudits for Fire Dept (ltr)</td>
<td>Jan 26, 1984</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YURACKI, ELLEN</td>
<td>Village eyeing ways to preserve its character</td>
<td>Sep 8, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V I Yusea manager of Westchester Federal Savings (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 10, 1980</td>
<td>p.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YUZARS, CHERYL</td>
<td>A basketful of beans (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 26, 1984</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U F Fairbairn honored by Y (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 18, 1981</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZACHAR, JOHN</td>
<td>He's in charge: J J Zachar (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 5, 1984</td>
<td>p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZACHARAKIS, ANTHONY</td>
<td>Showdown at Town Hall; residents fight zoning change (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 1, 1982</td>
<td>p.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoning board answer to Moundroukas due this month</td>
<td>Jul 1, 1982</td>
<td>p.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoning Board: ‘No’ to Moundroukas application</td>
<td>Jul 29, 1982</td>
<td>p.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moundroukas asks $1 million damages (list)</td>
<td>Sep 2, 1982</td>
<td>p.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area unites against Moundroukas proposal</td>
<td>May 17, 1984</td>
<td>p.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third hearing set on contested (Moundroukas) plan</td>
<td>Jun 28, 1984</td>
<td>p.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board sets Aug 1 target for site plan vote</td>
<td>Jul 12, 1984</td>
<td>p.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZACHARIA, DONALD</td>
<td>Library ceiling pencil-free; water restrictions in effect</td>
<td>Feb 12, 1981</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New novelist: D Zacharia (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 29, 1982</td>
<td>p.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Gristede's store closing after 61 years (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 7, 1982</td>
<td>p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading: What's what from who's who (Summer Living Supp)</td>
<td>May 17, 1984</td>
<td>p.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De vino probitas, May 24, 1984</td>
<td>p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAFARANA, MIKE</td>
<td>Arson suspected in (EMT) high school fire (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 9, 1981</td>
<td>p.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAHARAKOS, MICHAEL</td>
<td>Savings bank names M C Zaharakos VP</td>
<td>May 24, 1984</td>
<td>p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAHN, CHARLES</td>
<td>Pace appoints SCS man C T Zahn</td>
<td>Dec 8, 1983</td>
<td>p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAHN, XEELY</td>
<td>Magic at Rec Night (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 18, 1980</td>
<td>p.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAIMAN, ALAN</td>
<td>John McVay named to (EMT) School Board</td>
<td>Aug 18, 1983</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZALAZNICK, BRIAN</td>
<td>Bad break for Raiders (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 9, 1980</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZALAZNICK, GILDA</td>
<td>W Gellin a new author at age eighty</td>
<td>Nov 13, 1980</td>
<td>p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZANDEK, MARK</td>
<td>EMT celebrates selection as one of nation's top schools (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 1, 1984</td>
<td>p.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ZANKEL, MARK continued
District considers drug code, Nov 22, 1984, p.11

ZANKEL, NANCY
Lawyers clash over medical evidence, Feb 12, 1981, p.1

ZAPPO, FRANCIS
Speakers F T Zappone and J Brckaw to tell how to make the most of TV (photo), Apr 14, 1983, p.1
PT Council explores ways to get most out of TV, Apr 28, 1983, p.5

ZATTA, MILTON
Hanging prints for Bronxville Camera Club exhibit (photo), Apr 3, 1980, p.5

ZAYAC, LINDA
Corsage for the coach's wife L Zayac (photo; list), Dec 8, 1983, p.17

ZAYAC, ROBERT
There's always a happy ending at Wapetuck (photo; addl photo p 8), Aug 4, 1983, p.6

ZELLER, PHILIP
Villages seek share of sales tax (photo), Feb 19, 1981, p.6
President named: G Knight, May 21, 1981, p.11
Mayors honor Tooley (photo), Jul 16, 1981, p.1
Citizens protest at hearing, Oct 8, 1981, p.1

ZELTSER, JON
Disability Awareness Week (photo), Apr 1, 1982, p.16

ZELTSER, ALEX
Learning an old language (photo), Feb 16, 1984, p.14

ZELTSER, ARTHUR (DR)
Preventive Psychiatry Center names Dr A B Zeilan new medical director, Apr 3, 1980, p.7
Preventing crises is Center's goal, Jun 5, 1980, p.4

ZELTSER, ARTHUR (DR-AU)
Violence begets violence (edit), Jul 14, 1983, p.7

ZELTSER, BILLY
Parents' League Dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.9

ZELTSER, PETER
P P Zeltner is president elect, Mar 12, 1981, p.19

ZENS YUFEN
Members of China's world champion table tennis team play SHS players D Nadelmann, S Danziger (photo), Oct 16, 1980, p.20
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ZENGER, JOHN PETER
Be ready to fight for rights (edit), Dec 10, 1931, p.7
Mock trial raises legal questions at Bill of Rights Day celebration (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.3

ZENI, JOSEPH
Eastern Savings names R J Severino, J A Zeni officers, Feb 18, 1982, p.2

ZERN, LINDA
Teachers C Butler, J Hack named for child care program, Aug 19, 1982, p.5

ZERN, MARTIN
Final meeting for Jensen, Browning (photo), Mar 26, 1981, p.1

ZIA, HUMAIRA
Edgemoorites cheer H Zia at AFS Valentine's Day flower sale (photo), Feb 21, 1980, p.11

ZIA, SAFIY
Greenville first and second graders prepare Tom Turkey (photo), Nov 26, 1981, p.17

ZIAVRAS, KATHERINE
Quaker Ridge sixth graders on way to JHS (photo; list) (Graduation '83 Supp), Jun 30, 1983, p.10

ZIEGLER, SALLY
Day care supporters assail funding cuts in proposed budget, Dec 2, 1982, p.3
United Way leaders told of need for more day care funds (list), Sep 29, 1983, p.2

ZIKMAN, PHYLLIS
Parents asked to participate in selection of administrator, May 17, 1984, p.9

ZILBEREUGH, ANAT
Delegation of teen ambassadors from Israel at YM-YWHA (photo), May 5, 1981, p.6

ZILENZIGER, BONNIE
Second grader B E Zilenziger wins first in horse show, Dec 15, 1983, p.18

ZILENZIZER, SUZANNE
Counselor: S Zilenziger (photo), Aug 18, 1983, p.4

ZIMET, NADINE (AU)
Agency faces budget cut (1tr), Jul 23, 1981, p.6

ZIMINSKY, VICTOR
V D Zimensky dies, May 17, 1984, p.10

ZIMMERMAN, DAVID
County redistricting plan would keep SCS whole, split EMT in three (diagram), Apr 29, 1983, p.1

ZIMMERMAN, DONALD
LV reapportionment plan would keep SCS in one district, Feb 10, 1993, p.1
County redistricting plan draws fire here! EMT to be split three ways, Apr 28, 1983, p.15
Debate over redistricting to continue at hearing (gap p 18), May 5, 1983, p.1
New plan splits EMT in two, May 19, 1983, p.1
Redistricting plan passed over Democratic protests, May 26, 1983, p.1

ZIMMERMAN, EDNA

ZIMMERMAN, GORDON
More Conrail suits expected next week, Jul 29, 1982, p.5

ZIMMERMAN, MARTIN
Scarsdalian M Zimmerman named Man of Year, Nov 8, 1984, p.2

ZIMMERMAN, MILDRED (AU)
Teachers support 'rights' for all (Part II) (edit), Dec 30, 1982, p.7
Teachers will rise to educational challenge (edit), Aug 4, 1983, p.7
What limits for the classroom teacher? (edit), Mar 29, 1984, p.7
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<td>Planning Board seeks power to OK cluster plan (photo)</td>
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<td>Trustees praise help to Chateaux tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development</td>
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<td>Zimmerman, Susan</td>
<td>Elective courses proposed for EHS</td>
<td>Apr 1, 1982</td>
<td>p.11</td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td>Ten million dollar budget with 7.7% tax raise gets School Board okay</td>
<td>Apr 7, 1983</td>
<td>p.11</td>
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<td>Zingale, Joseph</td>
<td>Bill Cosby, partner apply to operate radio station here</td>
<td>Jun 23, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinsbard, Matthew</td>
<td>Visual obstruction no longer visible (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 2, 1982</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More parking available soon (photo)</td>
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<td>Zinsbard, Pasquale</td>
<td>Rehabilitated downtown park is gradually taking shape (photo)</td>
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<td>Visual obstruction no longer visible (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 2, 1982</td>
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<td>More parking available soon (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 30, 1982</td>
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<td>Zink, Georgette</td>
<td>Village getting new alarm system</td>
<td>Jun 21, 1984</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zion, Sidney</td>
<td>Sidney Zion to recount journalistic exploits (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 7, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
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<td>Zipf, Deborah</td>
<td>Heathcote group wants voluntary lunch program</td>
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<td></td>
<td>Lunch study progressing (list)</td>
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<td>Quaker Ridge parents up in arms over schedule proposal</td>
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<td>Zipf, Deborah (AU)</td>
<td>Responsibility of all (ltr), Jan 24, 1980, p.4</td>
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<td></td>
<td>Council favors budget (ltr), May 29, 1980, p.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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<tr>
<td>Zipf, Robert</td>
<td>Annual dinner in honor of members of SCS boards and councils (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 19, 1980</td>
<td>p.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Music Theatre supporters urge more aid from Village</td>
<td>Oct 9, 1980</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lehrman backed, Jul 1, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trustees vote to save courts, Jul 15, 1982, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Getting a hand from the county executive (photo), Feb 2, 1984, p.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zipf, Robert (AU)</td>
<td>O’Rourke supporter (ltr), Nov 3, 1983, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zipfow, Mitchell</td>
<td>Rent control law debated</td>
<td>Jan 14, 1982</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village, landlords moving toward tax abatement plan</td>
<td>Apr 21, 1983</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zisselman, Wendy</td>
<td>In The Mood Singers (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 27, 1980</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ZITZMANN, ERIC (DR)
Surgeon E Zitzmunn elected, Jul 19, 1984, p.12

ZIMOR, ANDY
School Board says yes to Italian, comp. religion; adds one day to recess, Mar 13, 1980, p.11
Seniors call poster policy step in the right direction, May 15, 1980, p.15

ZIZZAMIA, MYRON
M M Zizzamia dies, Mar 19, 1981, p.20
M M Zizzamia dies, Mar 26, 1991, p.22

ZOCCHER, SALV
Police arrest JDL protestors (photo), Mar 15, 1984, p.11

ZOBACK, SUNNY
A Zoback will display art in (Greenwich) village, May 17, 1984, p.16

ZOFNESS, RICHARD
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1

ZOLLA, S (AU)
Frofi an inconvenienced driver (ltr), Dec 4, 1980, p.4

ZOLLINGER, TED
Plenty of brass (photo), Dec 17, 1981, p.1

ZOLOTOF, STEVEN
Death of senior S Zolotof shocks high school, Jun 12, 1981, p.1
Advice and applause for graduates, Jun 25, 1981, p.1

ZONING AND MASTER PLAN COMMITTEE-SCS
SEE ZONING-SCS

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS-GBH
SEE ZONING BOARD-GBH

ZONING BOARD-GBH
EMT couple tries again to start day care center, Oct 2, 1980, p.17
Greenville Council pursues violations on Central Avenue, Dec 4, 1980, p.21
Showdown at Town Hall: residents fight zoning change (photo), Apr 29, 1982, p.21
Zoning hearing on Central Avenue plan postponed again, Jun 3, 1982, p.11
Zoning board answer to Moundroukas due this month, Jul 1, 1982, p.10
Zoning Board: "No" to Moundroukas application, Jul 29, 1982, p.9
Moundroukas asks $1 million damages (list), Sep 2, 1982, p.11
Town boards consider plans for construction in area, Dec 23, 1982, p.10
Two million dollars in ZBA damages for EMT decision denied, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
Zoning Board defers Central Avenue issues, May 5, 1983, p.15
Zoning Board approves SCS Woods II plan, Jun 2, 1983, p.12
Seely parents ask board for reassurance on class size, Jun 2, 1983, p.13
Zoning Board delivers no-decision on ALP case, Jun 16, 1983, p.11
Lockwood Lueber gets zoning changes; plans to sell store, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
Town nares EMT men G Sitteri, M Bauagarten, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
Neighbors fight builder in Zoning Board appeal, Mar 29, 1984, p.10
Three EMT applications in Planning Board hopper, Apr 26, 1984, p.10
Wyndham group loses town appeal, May 17, 1984, p.9
Town rejects Moundroukas plan, Aug 23, 1984, p.5
Neighbors oppose Henry Street plan, Sep 13, 1984, p.8
Intersia superintendent appointed: Dr J S Carnita, Oct 11, 1984, p.9
District opposes rooftop parking, Oct 25, 1984, p.11
Town rejects rooftop parking, Nov 1, 1984, p.13
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ZONING BOARD-GBH continued
Town zoners sue developer (list), Nov 15, 1984, p.11

ZONING, CONSERVATION
Neighbors protest proposal for cluster housing on Post Road (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.1
Decision on cluster plan delayed by legal ruling (illus), Mar 20, 1980, p.1
Cluster housing plan opposed (ltr), Apr 3, 1980, p.4
Clusterphobia, May 1, 1980, p.1
Assn raps Planning Board (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.4
Party opposes project (ltr), May 1, 1980, p.4
Questions on attached cluster housing (ltr), May 8, 1980, p.4
Planning Board considering cluster housing proposal, Jun 12, 1980, p.1
Town Board passes new zoning ordinance, Jul 3, 1980, p.11
One-way ready to Walworth traffic, Aug 21, 1980, p.1
Cluster plan on Post Rd dropped, Jun 11, 1981, p.1
Subdivision rejected, Apr 22, 1982, p.1
Planning Board role, Feb 17, 1983, p.1
Planning issues, Feb 24, 1983, p.1
Let Planning Board plan (edit), Feb 24, 1983, p.6
Creche's attorney fee criticized, Mar 10, 1983, p.1
Village working on tenant protection plan, Mar 24, 1983, p.1
Development plans come under fire: Cluster housing proposed, Jun 16, 1983, p.1
Cluster housing opposed (ltr), Jun 16, 1983, p.6
DHT unveils new cluster housing plan, Jun 23, 1983, p.11
Increased development density in Sprain Road area suggested, Jul 28, 1983, p.11
Builder readying new cluster plan for 909 Post Rd, Oct 13, 1983, p.1
Attached housing proposed for Post Road (diagram), Nov 24, 1983, p.1
Wrong place to start (edit), Nov 24, 1983, p.6
Attached housing opposed (ltr), Nov 24, 1983, p.6
Planning Board seeks power to OK cluster plan (photo), Dec 1, 1983, p.1
They welcome cluster plan (ltr), Dec 1, 1983, p.6
Cluster plan opposed (ltr), Dec 1, 1983, p.6
Trustees to decide, Dec 8, 1983, p.1
Up to the Village Board (edit), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
Impossible to understand (ltr), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
They're for attached housing (ltr), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
Unrepresented neighborhoods (ltr), Dec 8, 1983, p.6
Trustees promise help to Chateau tenants; postpone decision on 909 Post development, Dec 15, 1983, p.1
For attached housing (ltr), Dec 15, 1983, p.6
Planning Board condemned (ltr), Dec 22, 1983, p.6
Zoning change for PUD OK'ed, Dec 22, 1983, p.9
Casai Court, Jan 12, 1984, p.1
Before Board ruling: Eloquent pleas to save Boulder Brook Club, Jan 26, 1984, p.1
Town Club backs nuclear freeze; asks Village Board to endorse it, Feb 9, 1984, p.1
Trustees vote down attached housing, Feb 16, 1984, p.1
Wise compromise (edit), Feb 16, 1984, p.6
New plan at 909 Post (diagram), Mar 29, 1984, p.1
Cluster housing plan assailed, Apr 19, 1984, p.1
Consider the choices (edit), Apr 19, 1984, p.6
Cluster houses approved, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
Cluster housing, Apr 26, 1984, p.1
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ZONING, CONSERVATION continued

Trustees' votes criticized (ltr), May 10, 1984, p.6
Cluster housing approval delayed, Jul 5, 1984, p.3
Planning Board seeks conservation zoning for large properties in East SCS, Jul 19, 1984, p.1
Courage, but not haste (edit), Jul 19, 1984, p.6
Cluster housing delayed once more, Aug 2, 1984, p.3
Another opportunity (ltr), Aug 9, 1984, p.6
Meeting slated on conservation zoning, Aug 23, 1984, p.1
Saving the 'green belt' (edit), Aug 23, 1984, p.6
Conservation zoning subject of queries, concerns at meeting, Sep 5, 1984, p.1
Board passes conservation zone measure, Sep 13, 1984, p.1
Another blunder, she says (ltr), Sep 20, 1984, p.6
Trustees approve raises for top officials, Oct 11, 1984, p.1
Conservation plans, Nov 22, 1984, p.1
BAR considers cluster homes, Nov 22, 1984, p.2
Two multi-house developments proposed (illus), Nov 29, 1984, p.1
900 Post project delayed once more, Dec 13, 1984, p.2
Village granted permission to subdivide Boulder Brook, Dec 27, 1984, p.1

ZONING-ETM
SEE ZONING-6BH

ZONING-6BH

Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part I) (photo), Jan 17, 1980, p.11
Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part II) (photo), Jan 24, 1980, p.11
GCC opposes downzoning, Levittown repercussions (list), Feb 7, 1980, p.9
Public wary of floating districts in town zone, Feb 28, 1980, p.11
GCC airs zone concerns with councilman Abinanti (list), Mar 6, 1980, p.11
Public input revised zoning code, planner E Silberstein tells Council, Apr 10, 1980, p.13
Input on floating zones has town, public put out, May 22, 1980, p.15
Town modifies zone proposal, Jun 5, 1980, p.15
GCC opposes request by Exxon station to remodel, Jun 5, 1980, p.15
Town Board passes new zoning ordinance, Jul 3, 1980, p.11
New hearing set on SCS Chateau, Aug 28, 1980, p.6
Veteran promises GCC probe of building violations, Oct 9, 1980, p.15
'No Left Turn' by Burger King may be removed, Nov 6, 1980, p.15
Greenville Council pursues violations on Central Avenue, Dec 4, 1980, p.21
Council backs amendments, assists High Point residents, Feb 5, 1981, p.15
St Andrews plan rejected by board, Feb 26, 1981, p.13
Board sends zoning law--St Andrews plan OK'd, Apr 15, 1981, p.23
Central Ave zoning variance requested, Mar 25, 1982, p.19
Planners to study use of electronic gases, Mar 25, 1982, p.19
Worse traffic feared (ltr), May 6, 1982, p.6
Moundrakas asks $1 million damages (list), Sep 2, 1982, p.11
Town zoning unlawful; Moundrakas, Sep 16, 1982, p.17
DHf clears hurdle for Salvation site housing, Oct 7, 1982, p.13
Two million dollars in ZBA damages for EMT decision denied, Mar 10, 1983, p.13
Red Lobster plans change; town nears Boulder Ridge okay, Jul 14, 1983, p.11
Increased development density in Sprain Road area suggested, Jul 23, 1983, p.11
Lockwood Lumber gets zoning change; plans to sell store, Aug 4, 1983, p.9
EMT officials speak for safety, Sep 29, 1983, p.10
Board sets goals; safety is concern, Sep 29, 1983, p.11
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZONING-GBH continued</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Board rejects apartment plan, Oct 20, 1983, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoning change for PUD OK'ed, Dec 22, 1983, p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoning changes on hold, Feb 2, 1984, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town leads in rezoning for multifamily uses, Mar 22, 1984, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New law bars Moundroukis application, Dec 13, 1984, p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEE ALSO ZONING BOARD-GBH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZONING-SCS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neighbors protest proposal for cluster housing on Post Road (photo), Feb 7, 1980, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trustees asked to waive zoning, Aug 14, 1980, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennis court suit, Sep 25, 1980, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold line on zoning (ltr), Jun 18, 1981, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attorney M Steyer says concert will go on, Aug 6, 1981, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New laws proposed, Feb 17, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning issues, Feb 24, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village working on tenant protection plan, Mar 24, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple Tree Barn found legal, May 5, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town Club installs E M Bench new president, B Johnson VP, Jun 2, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law (regulating building lots) proposed, Jul 14, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning Board eyes rules changes, Jul 21, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulate private enterprise (edit), Nov 10, 1983, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We've come a long way (ltr), Mar 15, 1984, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAP opposed (to rezoning of Cherry Lawn Faras), May 24, 1984, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEE ALSO ZONING, CONSERVATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZONING-SCS-VIOLATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Violation charged at Way house, Mar 25, 1982, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Way member G Shepherd says he's leaving village, Apr 15, 1982, p.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZONRUITER, VINCENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHS alumni gather at Reunion West (list), Jan 24, 1980, p.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZORZO, ADDILPH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dedication of Zorzo bench, Jun 16, 1980, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remembering a friend (photo; list), Jul 3, 1980, p.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZOUZIAS, SPIRO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central Ave: Bonanza or bottleneck in the 1980's (Part III) (photo), Jan 31, 1980, p.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZRIKE, ANDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hitchcock offers summer playcare (photo), Jun 17, 1982, p.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZSIBA, PETER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Designed for the mayor (photo), Jun 21, 1984, p.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZUCH, STEVEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting firm promotes resident S R Zuch, Sep 22, 1982, p.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZUCKERMAN, BARBARA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Playground program criticized, Apr 14, 1983, p.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZUCKERMAN, BARBARA (AU)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wrong time of day (ltr), Apr 16, 1981, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why do we tolerate this? (ltr), Feb 4, 1982, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child care to continue (ltr), Mar 1, 1984, p.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZUCKERMAN, DONALD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Village Court hears dog bite case, Dec 5, 1984, p.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZUCKERMAN, JEFFREY (AU)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mudslinging charged (ltr), Feb 4, 1982, p.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ZUCKERMAN, JEFFREY (AU) continued
   Play a bigger game, he says (ltr), Feb 3, 1983, p.6

ZUCKERWISE, ELIZABETH (AU)
   On the seventh day, she rested (edit), Jul 21, 1983, p.7

ZULLIS, WALTER
   Conrail found overcharging Harlea, Hudson commuters, Aug 7, 1980, p.1
   Some confusion (about Conrail fares), Aug 14, 1980, p.1
   State hearing on bus application, May 6, 1982, p.1
   Judge's decision awaited in commuter v Conrail suit, Feb 3, 1983, p.1

ZUMAR, LISA
   Eight picked for Harris jury, Nov 13, 1980, p.1

ZUSSMAN, HYMAN

ZWILLINGER, MARC
   Kayak race (photo), Jul 12, 1984, p.5
The Index to the Scarsdale Inquirer is an alphabetical listing by subject of articles appearing in the weekly Scarsdale Inquirer. Under each subject headlines appear chronologically (except for OBITUARIES, which are listed alphabetically). Volume I of the index covers newspapers for Oct 10, 1901 to Jun 27, 1907, and Jan-Dec, 1909. (Newspapers for Jul-Dec, 1907 and Jan-Dec, 1908, 1910, and 1911 are missing.) Volume II covers newspapers for Jan, 1912 to Dec, 1918. (Newspapers for Jan-Nov 8, 1919 are missing.) Volume III covers newspapers for Nov 15, 1919-Dec, 1924. Thereafter, index volumes generally cover a five-year span of newspapers. Great care has been taken to assure that the index will provide easy access to articles detailing local history, including people, places and events. As a general rule, headlines that are concise and informative are used as is. Those that need clarification may be embellished with the addition of personal names or a parenthetical phrase to provide a more complete description of the article. Thus, the index may be used in two ways: as a primary source of information; or as a guide to the location of a particular newspaper article, letter, editorial or photograph.

Subject headings generally follow 'Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature' and Library of Congress. The particular geographical area covered is chiefly Scarsdale, although the earliest newspapers cover all of Westchester County, and those articles are indexed. General headings may have the subdivision -SCS for Scarsdale, EMT for Edgemont, -GEH for Greenburgh, or -HTS for Hartsdale, as there may also be references to these municipalities. When an organization uses Scarsdale as an inherent part of its name, articles referring to that organization are listed under SCS; for example, SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Banks and businesses are listed under general categories, for example BANKS AND BANKING or REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS. When such a broad heading is used, every effort is made to name the individual business or bank in the headline.

Because a local newspaper is a rich source of data for genealogical research, most personal names that appear in the Inquirer are indexed. Names have been verified as much as possible, but where there is a question, a name is listed exactly as it appears in the Inquirer. In the early days of the newspaper, people are often referred to simply as MR, MRS, or MISS (LAST NAME), with no first name. This is such a frequent occurrence in these early newspapers that special care has been taken to determine the full name indicated. In some cases, the sense of the article gives an important clue to the full name. Sometimes, however, it is impossible to be certain that similar names truly refer to the same person. For example, H W PICCOT may refer to HAROLD PICCOT or HENRY PICCOT, so there appear in the index listings for all three. In the same way, MRS GOLDSMITH may mean MRS MAX GOLDSMITH, MRS MORTON GOLDSMITH, and/or MRS M GOLDSMITH. All appear in the index unless it can be determined without a doubt which name refers to which person. Occasionally, it is obvious that the name listed in the newspaper is a typographical error, for example MRS FREDERICK ACKERMANN is MRS FREDERICK ACKERMAN. Sometimes a clarifying word or two in parentheses after a last name helps to particularize an entry, for example THEALL, (POSTMASTER, HTS) or NILES (COMMISSIONER). It would be wise for the researcher to check under all headings for a particular last name to assure that no references have been overlooked.
There are several types of information that have not been indexed, either because of the ephemeral quality of that information or because the information can be found with ease through official county, town, or village records. These include births, engagements, marriages, legal notices, police and fire blotters except when warranted by full-article coverage, club and league meetings, movie and book reviews, gardening and cooking columns, and sports, except for announcements of the appointment of coaches or coverage of important championships. Notices of upcoming events are not indexed unless particular biographical information not found elsewhere is included.

The following abbreviations have been used:

- advt = advertisement (usually political)
- AU = author
- DR = doctor (physician or PhD)
- edit = editorial
- EMT = Edgemont
- GBH = Greenburgh
- HTS = Hartsdale
- illus / ILLUS = illustration, or after a personal name, illustrator
- lit = letter (to the editor)
- photo = photograph(s)
- SCS = Scarsdale
- trans = translator

Mary Buchanan
This volume represents the unedited compilation of about twenty floppy diskettes that were used to index the *Inquirer* from Jan, 1985-Dec, 1987. You will find duplications of SEE and SEE ALSO references, headings for one subject that may be entered in a number of ways, even blind references. There is no mechanical way to sort out duplications, or ignore even one dissimilar character (as in headings that are modified or not, and in typographical errors). All these discrepancies will be eliminated with editing 1985-1989. In the process of indexing the *Inquirer* for the last four years, it has become obvious that some decisions that were made in 1985 must be changed. DEATHS for violent deaths will be under OBITUARIES, with a reference from DEATHS. The heading OBITUARIES will have an alphabetical (by last name of deceased), not chronological, listing. Advisory Committees are more important that I first thought, and will be entered under the Advisory Committee, not under the broad subject as was first done. LAWSUITS will be ACTIONS AND DEFENSES. Headings for the NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM, SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE, the creche case, are all examples of subject headings that have evolved since 1985 into (I think) more understandable, logical headings. Personal names will be under one uniform heading as much as possible.

Until the 1985-1989 volume is edited to my satisfaction, I do not have an authority file for current papers, as I feel I do with the 1919-1924 compilation. Therefore, there has been no authority to check how I indexed a subject before, if I have a question. Sometimes you will find my notes to myself next to headings I questioned ("use"; "check others"; ?). These notes help flag problems I had when I originally indexed an article, when I edit the final compilation.

This is the last 3-year compilation you will get. From now on, as one current year is finished, I will compile it, print it, and send it to the library. You should have on your shelves the last 5-year compilation, then 1-year volumes for the next 5 years, to be superceded by the next 5-year volume. Hopefully, editing will be less involved after 1989, as decisions on subject headings should be made, for the most part, by then.
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A SCHOOL
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL, SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL, SCHOOLS-EMT-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

A SCHOOL
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL, SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL, SCHOOLS-EMT-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

AARON, GINNY
YES re-elects its leadership (list), Jun 12, 1987, p.3
YES says yes to students in the job market (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.6
Honorees (of Mt Holyoke Club of Westchester) (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.9

AARON, PETER
23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

ABATE, CARL
SCS Natl Bank names C Abate, C Karron managers, Dec 27, 1985, p.8
Three (M P Considine, E Muller, C P Abate) promoted by bank (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.2

ABATINO, ANTHONY
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

ABATINO, CATHY
Winners of the DAR American History Essay Contest (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.8

ABATINO, ROSEMARIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

ABBATINE, ANTHONY
Baseball coach A Abbatine opens law firm, Oct 2, 1987, p.14

ABBATINE, TONY
Abbatine takes over as coach of highly rated SCS nine, Apr 4, 1986, p.24
SHS team to play in 'house that Ruth built' (list), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
In the big ballpark in the Bronx (photo), May 1, 1987, p.1

ABBE, LEO
Determined donor (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.20

ABBE, NANCY (AU)
What happened to symphony? (ltr), Feb 15, 1985, p.6

ABBOTT, DEIRDRE
Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1

ABE, MAKOTO
Summertime...when the fish are jumping (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.1

ABE, MOTOKI
Ducky doings (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.11

ABELOVE, JUDITH
Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

ABERLE, MARCIA
Teachers unite in support of colleague J Coon, May 9, 1986, p.11

ABIGAIL (VESSEL)
Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

ABINANTI, THOMAS
Dish decision is postponed, Oct 4, 1985, p.11
Dish likely to get ok (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Hearing on dish receiver reopened by zoning board, Nov 29, 1985, p.13
Still no decision from ZBH on satellite dish antenna, Dec 27, 1985, p.11
ZBA denies request for dish, Jan 31, 1986, p.11
Dish receiver case back on ZBA agenda, Apr 4, 1986, p.11
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ABINANTI, THOMAS continued
Town Board adopts new zoning, Jun 13, 1986, p.10
Dish request is refused again, Jul 4, 1986, p.9
Court rulings are pending in (EMT) ban on satellite dish antenna, May 29, 1987, p.11

ABORN, PETER
Candidates sought for Citizens' Committee, Sep 4, 1987, p.3

ABORN, REBECCA
Site inspection (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.27

ABORTION
Family-planning curb opposed, Oct 16, 1987, p.4

ABRAHAM, BETH
Two men from SCS invent new type of fund-raising dinner, May 17, 1985, p.12

ABRAHAMS, SOLOMON
Battle (over Boulder Brook) continues, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Sale upheld, Nov 14, 1986, p.1

ABRAMOWITZ, NIRA
Peeking at 'Pure Talent' (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.17

ABRAMOWITZ, NIRA
Junior high book fair (photo), May 2, 1986, p.20
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

ABRAMS, FRANCES (AU)
Like the sidewalks of New York (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6

ABRAMS, MARIILYN
Librarian M Abrams' efforts bring lunar specimen to Seely (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.11

ABRAMS, ROB

ABRAMS, ROBERT
P Curran appointed by governor (photo), Jun 7, 1988, p.1
Attorney general D Backrach tells county to abandon private carters' pact, Jun 13, 1986, p.3
Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Voters decide it's not time for a change (chart), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
They've got travel plans (photo), May 22, 1987, p.15
AFS students form bonds (Education 87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5

ABRAMS, STEFAN (AU)
More concern for trees needed (ltr), Jul 12, 1985, p.6

ABRAMSON, JOEL
Woodlands (High School) athletes give anti-drug talk (to fourth through eighth graders), Jan 15, 1988, p.11

ABRAMSON, VIRGINIA
Proposed EMT school budget calls for 7.3% tax hike, Mar 15, 1985, p.13

ABREU, ARTHUR
SCS兼 D Honigsberg dies in apartment fire, Jul 24, 1987, p.1

ABREU, MAFALDA
SCS兼 D Honigsberg dies in apartment fire, Jul 24, 1987, p.1

ABRIANQ, ANTHONY
SCS Summer Music Theatre to stage "Music Man", Feb 1, 1985, p.18
Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1

ABRUZSE, MICHELLE
Class of '86 bids EHS a fond adieu at graduation (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.9

ABRUZSE, PATRICIA
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20
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ABRUZESE, THOMAS
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

ABZUG, BELLA
Women's conference delegates report on meaning of Nairobi (photo p 21), Dec 13, 1985, p.1
Democratic dissent, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Party mixes politics with show business (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.1
Check out Warren Beatty (ltr), Jul 18, 1986, p.6
An answer to Mr Sloan (ltr), Jul 25, 1986, p.8
Chauvinism and condescension (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
Primary battle heating up (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.1
Democrats to make choices in congressional, senate races, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
Primary choices (edit), Sep 5, 1986, p.8
Abzug, Green nominated despite SCS voters (photo; chart p 20), Sep 12, 1986, p.1
LWV left wondering, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Abzug tells temple of her support for Israel, Oct 3, 1986, p.2
They're coming (Abzug, DioGuardi to debate), Oct 10, 1986, p.1
Congressional confrontation turns bitter (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Leaving politics behind (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
Candidates trade barbs at debate, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
For Congress (edit), Oct 31, 1986, p.6
Abzug can make a difference (ltr), Oct 31, 1986, p.6
Voters decide it's not time for a change (chart), Nov 7, 1986, p.1

ACADEMY AWARDS
Did racism steal Oscar from 'Purple'? (edit), May 2, 1986, p.7

ACCESSORY BUILDINGS
SEE BUILDINGS, ACCESSORY, BUILDINGS, ACCESSORY

ACCESSORY BUILDINGS
SEE BUILDINGS, ACCESSORY, BUILDINGS, ACCESSORY

ACCIAVATTI, TERESA
T Acciavatti dies, Mar 11, 1988, p.18

ACCIDENTS
A Rohr shoots self near SCS railroad station, Feb 22, 1985, p.5
Evacuation plan called futile (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Camera man injured in accident at game, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Worker E Reyes trapped beneath rock (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.11
Victim of fall, R Miller, 'fair', Nov 22, 1985, p.5
Boy electrocuted in accident here, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
SEE ALSO TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS, BUS ACCIDENTS

ACCIDENTS, AUTOMOBILE
SEE TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

ACCOSTA, FRANK (AU)
You never know where (AIDS is) taking you (edit), Sep 25, 1987, p.7

ACCOUNTANTS
Arthur Andersen names J P Honohan new partner, Sep 20, 1985, p.4
Firm names R Vendig partner (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.3
EMT man H Shwiel promoted (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.10
CPA leader: J A Seidman (photo), May 30, 1986, p.3
Ex-official R Crain honored, Oct 17, 1986, p.24
ACCOUNTANTS continued
Auditors give BBH fire district a clean bill of health, Nov 7, 1986, p.11
CPA firm re-elects W Landau partner, Jan 16, 1987, p.5
Firm elects S Weinstein chairman, Feb 6, 1987, p.24
Trustee D A Shulman selected as partner in firm (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.5
Accounting firm promotes local man B Lumish, Feb 27, 1987, p.4
Accountant L Heismowitz gives talk at conference, Mar 27, 1987, p.8
CPA A S Hoffman elected (photo), May 29, 1987, p.17
SCS resident S Clark named manager, Oct 30, 1987, p.10
J A Seidman in new accounting post (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.3
ACCOUNTING FIRMS
Firm promotes EMT man H D Moskowitz, Jan 24, 1988, p.10
ACER, NEIL
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
ACER, NEILL
A break for pedestrians (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.24
Soaring high (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.5
'Connecticut Yankee' is both a first and a last for SSMT (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.1
ACERBO, FRANK
Teenage 'open house' ends in violence, injuries, arrest, May 10, 1985, p.1
Commendations, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Six SCS policemen honored at annual awards ceremony (photo), May 22, 1987, p.2
Carrying a torch, May 29, 1987, p.1
Three (R Carozza, A Filancia, F Acerbo) commended, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
ACEVEDO, CICI
Dancin' (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.10
ACEVEDO, EMVER
Graduation '87 was short and sweet for 131 seniors (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.11
The graduates of EMT High School (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.8
ACID RAIN
Acid rain threatens Westchester (edit), Jul 19, 1985, p.7
ACLU
SEE AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
ACOCCELLA, BEN
Gift of beauty (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.17
ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Board to revise gifts policy; establish AIDS guidelines, Dec 20, 1985, p.21
Blacks at higher risk in AIDS (edit), Jun 5, 1987, p.7
MD M S Simberkoff testifies before Senate about AIDS, Jul 3, 1987, p.2
You never know where (AIDS is) taking you (edit), Sep 25, 1987, p.7
Common-sense ruling (edit), Oct 2, 1987, p.6
(EMT) School board looks at AIDS, Nov 13, 1987, p.15
Just saying no is not enough (edit), Feb 5, 1988, p.7
AIDS is spreading around us (edit), Feb 19, 1988, p.7
Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Planned Parenthood criticized (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Facing facts on AIDS (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
ACTORS AND ACTRESSES

Dynastic return: actress P Bellwood returns briefly to SCS (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Mystery surrounding P Bellwood's roots solved, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Former SMIT actor A H Newman starring in off-Broadway comedy hit, Jul 5, 1985, p.3
Local actress M Chalpin has lead role (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.12
Scs graduate A Roth starring on stage, Jul 19, 1985, p.12
At Bedford and Christopher Streets (edit), Aug 9, 1985, p.7
Local actress M Keel has big role in NYC (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.4
Pupils join in theater games, Jun 6, 1986, p.22
Celebrity season in SCS (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Director of 'Reds' W Beatty joins Green team (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.4
Ex-Scarsdalian G Stewart has movie role, Feb 13, 1987, p.12
Seventh graders T Caldwell, E Flisser, L Kroin greet B Bloom, A Smith, TV personalities (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.17
Healthcote third grader R Adams makes East Coast debut (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.14
Her secret file, Sep 18, 1987, p.7
Actress W Slater is victim of parkway crash (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.1

SEE ALSO COMEDIANS

ACTRESSES

SEE ACTORS AND ACTRESSES

ACUNTO, STEVE

Off the beaten track: unusual courses (photo) (Lifelong Learning SuppK Jan 9, 1987, p.6

ACUPUNCTURE

Board says no to acupuncturist, Dec 24, 1986, p.3

AD HOC COMMITTEE ON SCHOOL WINDOWS-SCS

Battle continues to preserve windows, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

AD HOC COMMITTEE ON WINDOWS-SCS

Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
No 'silk purse'(Some changes to be made to improve appearance of school windows), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

AD HOC COMMITTEE ON WINDOWS-SCS (AU)

Importance of vigilance (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

AD HOC COMMITTEE ON WINDOWS-SCS (FIND OTHERS)

Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1

AD HOC COMMITTEE?

Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

AD HOC WINDOW COMMITTEE-SCS

Moratorium (on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

ADAMS, AUDREY

Village election: different day, same results (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.1
An 'unsung hero' (ltr). Feb 29, 1988, p.6
Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

ADAMS, BEVERLY

France honors EMT teacher B Adams, Jan 25, 1985, p.10
Board may move Latin program; Seely Place improvements proposed, Apr 19, 1985, p.11

ADAMS, BILL

Passing muster (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
Music Man cast cool under fire, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
Volunteers of Fire Company 1 buck the trend (photo; list; addl photo p 13), Jul 3, 1987, p.6
(Firemen have) Hot work on a cold day (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.1

ADAMS, BILL JR

Story on fire company points out 'kids' who contribute (ltr), Jul 17, 1987, p.6
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ADAMS, DONALD
An 'unsung hero' (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6

ADAMS, HELEN
Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

ADAMS, NANCY
Spirit Corn Vase (by N Adams) (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.16

ADAMS, PETE
Raiders, 8-0, head for bowl (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1
Football fever, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Raiders lose in bowl; end season at 8-1 (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.1

ADAMS, RACHEL
Heathcote third grader R Adaas makes East Coast debut (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.14

ADAMS, RICHARD (REV)
Joint ordination: D and A Smock (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.18

ADDUCI, PATRICIA
Four years of safe streets for pedestrians (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.4
Five years of safe walking (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.4

ADELAAR, ROBYN
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

ADELMAN, DICK (AU)
Here's what scouting is really all about (edit), Apr 3, 1987, p.7

ADELMAN, LAUREN
Play, T-shirts revive Greenacres memories (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.12

ADELMAN, RICHARD
Boy Scouts celebrate diamond jubilee (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.3

ADER, PETER
Flute Force to play at SUNY (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.17

ADES, JOSEPH
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1

ADLER, COURTNEY
Greenville girl, C Adler, wins police prize, May 24, 1985, p.11

ADLER, DORIS
Scs creche returns (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.1

ADLER, HERBERT
School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1

ADLER, KENNETH
Love 'em or hate 'em, raccoons seem here to stay (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1

ADLER, KENNETH (AU)
A gardener fights back (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6

ADLER, LESTER
Town Board (GBH) weighs tax break for vets, Jan 4, 1985, p.9
Town roomer law meets obstacles, Feb 8, 1985, p.10
Town sets retirement plan, Dec 20, 1985, p.12
Town Board legalizes seven apartments, May 16, 1986, p.11
Town (of GBH) mandates seat belts for summer camp's buses, Apr 10, 1987, p.10
Tolchin will seek re-election, May 8, 1987, p.11
Frigerio to run for supervisor; Greenbaum enters council race, May 22, 1987, p.11
Town GOP gears up for elections, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
GBH Courthouse construction begins soon, Sep 18, 1987, p.10
GBH Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
ADLER, LESTER continued
Penalties increased for (GBH) zoning violations, Oct 16, 1987, p.10
Change is issue in (GBH Town) board contest, Oct 23, 1987, p.13
Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
(GBH) Bicentennial celebration begins; Town officials to be sworn in (illus), Jan 8, 1988, p.10

ADLER, LESTER (AU)
Roomers and boarders reflect housing crisis (edit), Oct 25, 1985, p.7

ADLER, MAGGIE
Candy-filled gifts (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.16
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

ADLER, NADIA
(N C Adler) Hospital VP (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.4

ADLER, SUSAN
School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1

ADLER, SUSAN (AU)
Phi Beta Kappa active (ltr), May 30, 1986, p.6
Esthetic deterioration (ltr), Oct 23, 1987, p.6
District needs BAR's guidance (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6

ADLERSTEIN, MICHAEL
M Adlerstein will make history live at Ellis Island (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.6

ADLERSTEIN, MICHAEL (AU)
Auto-disincentives proposed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

ADLIN, ARNOLD (AU)
Who will take responsibility (for windows)? (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6

ADMER, SHIRLEY
Film workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

ADRIAN, JOSEPH
GBH puts tax loss over five years at $26 M, Jun 28, 1985, p.10
Residents consider fire board's proposal at public hearing, Jun 6, 1986, p.11

ADULT EDUCATION
Forty years later, veteran W Lane studies Japanese again (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.3
Master's degree can be a part-time pursuit (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.4
Off the beaten track: unusual courses (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.6
Computer courses focus on software (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.9
Secretary M Lebowitz takes classes toward education M.A. (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.11
You name it, you can learn it (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

ADVERTISING
S T McDonald joins ad agency, Dec 11, 1987, p.25

ADVERTISING AGENCIES
Ad agency promotes SCS resident P Wallace (photo), May 17, 1985, p.4
Former resident N Kreisberg promoted at Grey, May 17, 1985, p.14
Local firm, Ed Yeaker Associates, Inc hired, Jul 19, 1985, p.3
Ad agency names resident F Minister, Sep 6, 1985, p.5
SCS woman N Lipner named senior VP of ad agency (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.8
SCS man A L Rubin joins ad firm, Oct 31, 1985, p.5
SCS woman Dr D Starkaen elected vice president at BBDO (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.12
Local agencies Ed Yeaker Associates, Inc and C Dickinson join forces, Dec 13, 1985, p.2
Scarsdalian R Swanson is new senior VP at ad agency, Feb 21, 1986, p.5
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ADVERTISING AGENCIES continued
  Ad man S Driscoll promoted, May 2, 1986, p.16
  New VP: G Hartrey (photo), May 9, 1986, p.15
  Being able to type helps (edit), Sep 19, 1986, p.7
  SCS Ford names Yeaker for as campaign, Sep 26, 1986, p.17
  Grey names local man C J Stein exec VP (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.2
  SCS man D E Cohen made senior VP at ad agency, Nov 6, 1987, p.5

ADVERTISING CLUB OF WESTCHESTER

ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR SENIOR CITIZENS-SCS
  SEE SENIOR CITIZENS

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
  SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATIVE ISSUES-SCS
  SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS

ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR SCS SENIORS
  SEE ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR SENIOR CITIZENS-SCS

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON CABLE TV-SCS
  SEE CABLE TV

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON CABLE TV-SCS
  Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
  Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
  SEE ALSO CABLE TV

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION-SCS
  SEE CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION-SCS
  Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
  SEE ALSO CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HUMAN RELATIONS-SCS
  Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION
  Recreation for teens, Nov 6, 1987, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION-SCS
  SEE RECREATION DEPT-SCS

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION-SCS
  SCS Bar questions school district's plan to illuminate new track (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
  Rec council urges village to order indoor pool study, Oct 9, 1987, p.1
  Pool takes another step ahead; (Moratorium on downtown extended), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
  (Village) Board delays vote on 'flag lot' ban, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
  Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
  SEE ALSO RECREATION DEPT-SCS

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS, RECREATION-SCS
  Swimmers want cleaner pool, Aug 7, 1987, p.3
  Campaign continues (for indoor pool), Sep 25, 1987, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SENIOR CITIZENS-SCS
  Thank you, seniors (ltr), Oct 16, 1987, p.6
  Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
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ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SENIOR CITIZENS-SCS continued
Everything's coming up apples (SCS Seniors' new apple cookbook released) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.3
Survey of seniors may lead to bus, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Important survey (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON THE DISABLED-SCS
SEE HANDICAPPED

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON THE DISABLED-SCS
Did you know (SCS Library can provide book delivery to the homebound)?, Jan 29, 1988, p.3
Did you know (SVAC will provide crutches, wheelchairs, walkers)?, Jan 29, 1988, p.9
Did you know? (SCS Library offers infrared hearing system for the hearing impaired), Feb 26, 1988, p.14
SEE ALSO HANDICAPPED

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON YOUTH
Recreation for teens, Nov 6, 1987, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON YOUTH-SCS
SEE YOUTH

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON YOUTH-SCS
Council tries to meet youth needs, problems (list) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.12
Pool opening to teenagers 6 nights a week, Jul 17, 1987, p.1
DuPont to tell community how to combat drug, alcohol threat, Oct 16, 1987, p.3
Police, civic groups announce plans to make Halloween safe, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
Youth group tries to avert problems (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.17
SEE ALSO YOUTH

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION-SCS
Indoor pool study, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

AESOP'S FABLES
SEE FOLK AND FAIRY TALES

AESTHETICS
Prizing good taste (edit), Dec 11, 1987, p.6

AFFELT, CHARLIE
Pool to host holiday celebration, Jun 28, 1985, p.1

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
Affirmative action works (edit), Sep 20, 1985, p.7
Acting affirmatively (edit), Nov 8, 1985, p.7
Business supports affirmative action (edit), Sep 18, 1987, p.7

AFFLUENCE
Can 'making it' shield you? (edit), Dec 12, 1986, p.7

AFRO-AMERICANS
SEE BLACKS

AFS
SEE AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE

AGED
SEE SENIOR CITIZENS

AGEE, ELSIE
E B Agee dies, Mar 11, 1988, p.18

AGING
Fifth graders (at QR) learn about aging (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.15
Albert was 86...(edit), Apr 24, 1987, p.7

AGLIALORDO, JOHN
Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 2), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
AGLIATA, NADINE
Anti-DWI efforts to include another roadblock, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Judge's tough stand on DWI criticized by County Court (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.1

AGOSTON, EVA (AU)
A big thank you (to police, SVAC) (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

AGOSTON, PETER (AU)
A big thank you (to police, SVAC) (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

AGOSTON, THOMAS
SHS graduate T C Agoston wins Fulbright (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.16

AGRESA, PAUL
Silent union pickets town (of GBH) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12
AGRESTA, PAUL
Residents want boarder patrol, Sep 27, 1985, p.11
Draft policy on residence is subject of board meeting, Oct 11, 1985, p.11
Board again looks at policy on residence, Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Hearing on dish receiver reopened by zoning board, Nov 29, 1985, p.13
Still no decision from ZBH on satellite dish antenna, Dec 27, 1985, p.11
New law regulates roomers; boarders, Jan 24, 1986, p.11
ZBA denies request for dish, Jan 31, 1986, p.11
Town Board adopts new zoning, Jun 13, 1986, p.10
Town units hear plans for rezoning, Jun 13, 1986, p.10
Dish request is refused again, Jul 4, 1986, p.9
Opposition is voiced to Fort Hill subdivision, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
Town begins roomer law; few register, Aug 8, 1986, p.9
Residents clash over a proposed rezoning, Sep 26, 1986, p.13
Proposed flag lot opposed by residents, Oct 10, 1986, p.11
No decision yet on Teschner property, Dec 5, 1986, p.12
(Annual) Shelter agreement signed, Feb 27, 1987, p.9
Civic groups leery of zoning amendment, May 8, 1987, p.11
Town Board to review zoning proposal, Jun 19, 1987, p.11
Paul Agresta assumes post a GBH town attorney today, Aug 21, 1987, p.9
Residents stuck in the middle of town-developer square-off, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
2,000 acres in GBH eyed for environmental tag, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
Town (of GBH) tightens ridge control, Oct 9, 1987, p.13
New ethics law may keep some from public office, Veteran says, Oct 16, 1987, p.11
St Clare townhouse site approval awaits traffic, play, marketing data, Oct 30, 1987, p.13
Town (of GBH) will unveil plan for 100 (housing) units for homeless, Jan 8, 1988, p.10
Westchester Community College land earmarked for building transitional housing for homeless (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.11
ZBA says no to kitchen, Feb 5, 1988, p.11

AHEIN, DIANE
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1

AHLERT, RICHARD
R Ahleit dies, Aug 16, 1985, p.10

AHUJA, CHANDER
Heathcote parents attend Indian lunch, Apr 4, 1986, p.15

AHUJA, MRS CHANDER
Sitarist C K Ahuja gives lessons at home, Jul 26, 1985, p.14
Culture of India celebrated at Apple Tree Barn (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.6

AIDS
SEE ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIELLO, BARBARA</td>
<td>Puppets help kids deal with disabilities (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIELLO, JOHN</td>
<td>Local man J Aiello gets sales award, Oct 18, 1985, p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR CONDITIONING</td>
<td>Summerize: air condition and insulate (Home Supp), Apr 10, 1987, p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR POLLUTION</td>
<td>Acid rain threatens Westchester (edit), Jul 19, 1985, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRPLANE TRAVEL</td>
<td>SEE FLIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJAEB, SAM</td>
<td>Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKARYAMA, NORI</td>
<td>Serious business (photo), Oct 24, 1988, p.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKRESH, MURRAY</td>
<td>Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKST, ADAM</td>
<td>Chanukah begins (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKST, ALISA</td>
<td>Chanukah begins (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKST, DANIELLE</td>
<td>Chanukah begins (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKST, GEORGE</td>
<td>Chanukah begins (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKST, LESLIE</td>
<td>Chanukah begins (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKST, ALAINA</td>
<td>Babes in Toyland (photo), Dec 24, 1988, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBANESE, ANDREW</td>
<td>P H Chrystal Jr to challenge Burrows (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBARINO, SAMUEL</td>
<td>S L Albarino dies, Feb 5, 1988, p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBERT, BERNARD (OR-AU)</td>
<td>Why Westway threatens county (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBERT, JOAN</td>
<td>They ain't misbehavin' since she came along (photo), May 31, 1985, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBERT, LOUISE</td>
<td>Heathcote PTA holds book fair, election, May 3, 1985, p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBERT, RICHARD</td>
<td>Realty salesman R G Albert opens new field, Feb 12, 1988, p.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ALBERT, SAMUEL
S Albert to leave EKT school board (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.11
EMT Nomination Committee to review nominations, Jan 18, 1985, p.14
EMT Nomination Committee seeks school candidates, Jan 25, 1985, p.11
S Albert to run against three others also candidates for EMT School Board (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.11
Re-election (of S Albert) opposed (ltr), Feb 15, 1985, p.6
S Albert, N DuBois, R HasloM, D Treadway proposed to EHT School Board Nominating Committee, Feb 22, 1985, p.11
Kasl and Treadway to run for EHT School Board (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.11
Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendent, Jun 14, 1985, p.11

ALBERTS, LOUISE
L A Alberts dies, Jan 3, 1986, p.10

ALBRIGHT, JOSEPH (DR)
Critics cite flaws in SHS auditorium (photo), May 3, 1985, p.1
It's graduation day for SCS seniors, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Halloween at Heathcote, Nov 8, 1985, p.16
Disappearance of band explained (ltr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6
Athletics rule the roost (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
SCS High class of '36 kicks up heels (photo), May 23, 1986, p.2
Fireworks and games to mark 4th (list), Jun 27, 1986, p.1
Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A Graduation '86 Suppl), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Campaign sets sights on $30,000 for band, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Bandwagon Gala (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
A singing invitation (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
SHS band picks its new look (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
Get involved in band (ltr), Oct 16, 1987, p.6
Congratulations to the band (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
Something to sing about (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.1
In remembrance of teacher N L Church (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.4

ALBRIGHT, JOSEPH (DR-AU)
Band director replies (ltr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6
Remembrance of marching bands past: Jazz on the battle front (edit), Oct 10, 1986, p.7
For a lifetime of enjoyment (ltr), Oct 2, 1987, p.6

ALCOHOL
Survey of SCS parents reveals feelings on teen drinking, drug abuse, Apr 5, 1985, p.6
Self-communication has to come first (edit), Apr 12, 1985, p.7
Father's plea to teenagers (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
Open houses defended (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
Advice to hosts: be a friend, Dec 20, 1985, p.19
Young people, parents, counselors discuss issues of drugs, alcohol, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Seven-Eleven store is striving (ltr), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
Teen drug use seen as everyone's problem, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
PTA/PTSA (EMT) forms Safe Homes, Mar 7, 1986, p.11
Task force, PT council ask parents to take Safe Homes pledge, May 2, 1986, p.1
He means it: Athletes pledge to abstain from drugs, alcohol, tobacco, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Alcohol is killing native Americans (edit), Nov 14, 1986, p.7
No teen drinking is the proper goal (edit), Oct 16, 1987, p.7
Teach kids to drink safely (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
Say no to 'Islamic remedies' (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

ALCOHOL ABUSE
SEE SUBSTANCE ABUSE
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

ALCOHOL ABUSE continued
Police break up drinking parties, Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Parents' responsibility (edit), Jun 5, 1987, p.6
Festive and safe graduation (ltr), Jun 5, 1987, p.6
Read offers advice to parents on preventing teen drug abuse, Jun 5, 1987, p.17
Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
'I don't belong here', Aug 28, 1987, p.1
SEE ALSO SUBSTANCE ABUSE

ALCOHOL ABUSE-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Drug treatment resolution passes, Jun 26, 1987, p.3

ALCOHOL-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Survey gathers views of district residents, May 17, 1985, p.4
Public drinking, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
Amendment suggested (edit), Feb 20, 1987, p.6
Board bars drinking in public; sets vote on shelter at 2 Drake, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Public drinking ban opposed (ltr), Feb 27, 1987, p.6
Police, civic groups announce plans to make Halloween safe, Oct 23, 1987, p.3

ALDANA, JULIO CRUZ-
SEE CRUZ-ALDANA, JULIO

ALEXANDER, ELISIE
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Edgewood celebrates Year of the Reader, Feb 13, 1987, p.14
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

ALEXANDER, HORTENSE
H Alexander dies, Feb 13, 1987, p.8

ALEXANDER, JANET (AU)
Junior League did it (books to homebound) first (ltr), Oct 11, 1985, p.6

ALEXANDER, NORMAN
Shirt-sleeve campaigner, Dukakis (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.5

ALEXANDER, SHANA
Judge and lawyer agree Jean Harris should be free, Oct 31, 1985, p.1

ALGAE
The brown algae are coming (edit), Oct 23, 1987, p.7

ALIST, DANIELLE
Well done! (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.28

ALIX, FRANK (AU)
Kremlin's hand seen (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6

ALKALAY, FLORENCE
Two Scs woman (F Alkalay, E Landau) join Centennial Realty's staff (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.12

ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES
Warning about ATV's (All-Terrain-Vehicles) (ltr), Feb 27, 1987, p.6

ALLEGAERT, MAUREEN
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

ALLEGAERT, MAUREEN
Candidates trade barbs at debate, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Because of redistricting, four (B Hudgins, R Golden, L Mercein, J Steger) must resign from SBNC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3

ALLEGRETTI, JOHN
J Allegretti dies, Oct 31, 1985, p.18

ALLEN, FREDERICK
Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

ALLEN, JOHN
  Legal Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

ALLEN, PATSY
  SCS day campers make TV debut, Aug 7, 1987, p.1

ALLEN, SUSAN
  Lively language lessons await Thai teenagers (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.6

ALLENSWORTH, DOROTHY
  Alliance to honor two: D. Allensworth, L. Fernandez, Oct 31, 1985, p.2

ALLERGY
  ACHOO! Back then, taking the cure (illus) (Summer Living Supp), May 15, 1987, p.14

ALLMONO, NIKISHA
  It's official: Dr. T. Sobol sworn in as NY State Commissioner of Education (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1

ALLO, FRANK (AU)
  Remember Pearl Harbor? (edit), Dec 4, 1987, p.7

ALMEIDA, JUAN
  Fresh Air families forge strong ties with summer guests (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1

ALMEIDA, NICOLE
  Top volunteer: M. Almeida (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.26

ALMEIDA, ROBERT
  SCS resident R. Almeida is Exxon VIP, Jun 7, 1988, p.21

ALMY, ROBERT
  Happy Valentine's Day, Grandpa (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.1

ALPERSON, JUNE
  Smoler to lead board (photo p.6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

ALPERSON, RUTH
  Pre-schoolers learn and play (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.4
  At Hoff-Barthelson, music for everyone (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.6

ALTER, EILEEN
  Christmas throughout the house (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.12

ALTER, SHELDON (DR)
  Two SCS MD's among new heads of medical areas at WP hospital (photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.2
  Doctors S. Alter, D. H. Finley join (White Plains) hospital board, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

ALTERMAN, CHARLIE
  Marvelous musicians (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.18

ALTERMAN, DEBBY
  A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

ALTERMAN, DIANE
  Debut of a soda fountain (photo), May 22, 1987, p.14

ALTERMAN, KAREN
  Farewell tribute to musical couple, A. Schein and E. Carlyss (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.4
  Hoff-Barthelson Friends name officers (list), Jun 12, 1987, p.13

ALTERMAN, NORMAN
  Lawyer N. Alterman named senior VP of motion picture group (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.9

ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
  SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

ALTHOLTZ, (WRESTLER)
  EHS sports and sportswomen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11

ALTHOLZ, AMY
  A. Altholz, organizer of Safe Rides, cited for work, Mar 29, 1985, p.11
  Credit (for EMT Safe Rides program) should be shared (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
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ALTHOLZ, AMY continued
EMT Saferides group terms first year a success, May 24, 1985, p.11

ALTHOLZ, MICHAEL
Graduation '87 was short and sweet for 131 seniors (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.11
The graduates of EOT High School (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.8

ALTIERI, GENO
R Lederer named SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Hustlers can still rustle up a summer job (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
And a good time was had by all (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.2
Planners say rules needed before day care can be offered in homes, Nov 22, 1985, p.11
Village weighing measure to ease parking shortage, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Tylenol embargo, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Citizens of the year: A Harmon, R Taubert, R Nottage (photo), May 2, 1986, p.1
Verdict not in yet on parking plan (photo), May 16, 1986, p.1
Mike Wilson, noted merchant, dies (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
Planning board OK's subdivision, Sep 19, 1986, p.11
Teen cafe plans February opening (list), Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Civic groups leery of zoning amendment, May 8, 1987, p.11
Altieri leaves Planning Board (photo), May 15, 1987, p.11
American Legion to honor Geno Altieri, Feb 5, 1988, p.5
Honors for Geno Altieri (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.3

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

ALTIERI, JOYCE
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

ALTIERI, MICHAEL
Red Tail (S Rickard) comes to town (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24

ALTIERI, STEPHEN
Griffen sidewalk (to replace wood chip path recommended), Jan 8, 1988, p.1

ALTIERI, STEVEN
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1

ALTIZIO, THOMAS
Detective T Carroll appointed, Oct 10, 1986, p.5

ALVAREZ, AUGUSTA (AU)
Nonsubscriber's complaint (ltr), Sep 4, 1987, p.6

ALVAREZ, PHILIP
Cucina italiana: Dario's restaurant opens (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.4

ALVES, LEO (OR)

ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE
Alzheimer unit elects M A Ughetta, A Frusciante, C Feuer, Jul 25, 1985, p.5

AMABILE, CHRISTINA
Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 21), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Computer systems help streamline Village Hall (photo p 12), Dec 31, 1987, p.1

AMABILE, CHRISTINE
Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1

AMABILE, PHILIP
Lisa Keller acquitted of murder, May 15, 1987, p.3

AMARO, MIGUEL
Man, M Amaro, killed in crash on Central, Jun 12, 1987, p.10

AMBACH, GORDON
Sobol proposed for state commissioner (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

AMBULANCES
New ambulance for 6BH, Oct 16, 1987, p.11

AMELIO, ROBERT
Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

AMEN, KERRY
Happy 40th (to Sisters J Stellern, M Dunleavy) (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.19

AMEN, PATRICIA
Happy 40th (to Sisters J Stellern, M Dunleavy) (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.19

AMERICAN ASSEMBLY
S Staas to head the American Assembly (photo), Aug 1, 1987, p.9

AMERICAN ASSN OF RETIRED PERSONS
Defender of Social Security (ltr), Jul 26, 1985, p.6

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
Cancer Society fears confusion (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Playing prisoner (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.5
R Rothstein cited for courage (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.5
Cancer Society elects new officers (list), Aug 15, 1986, p.5
Student aid to cancer fund drive (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.15
Volunteers spread the message (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.2
Cancer Society names M Monahan director, May 15, 1987, p.2
Chairman: Dr M S Wertkin (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.9

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
Civil Liberties Union honors Eikhom P. Kornbluh, May 10, 1985, p.10
ACLU leader I Glasser assails Reagan administration (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.4
New citizens (photo), Oct 16, 1985, p.3
Bill of Rights Day observed (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.27

AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE
AFS makes intercultural connections (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.36
SCS welcomes visitors from other states (photo-list), Mar 15, 1985, p.4
AFS exchange students named, Jun 14, 1985, p.4
Students see many faces of America (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.7
AFS students spending summer in far corners of the globe (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.5
An AFS farewell to America (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.5
AFS students sample life in SCS (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.25
How I spent my winter this summer (edit), Sep 27, 1985, p.7
War memories of Turkey (edit), Oct 18, 1985, p.7
SCS Natl Bank salutes AFS International SCS Chapter (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.28
One big AFS family, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
AFS creates lasting ties (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
AFS promotes international good will (Progress Edition; photo;list), Jan 31, 1986, p.28
Students invited on trip to Texas, Feb 7, 1986, p.15
Lively language lessons await Thai teenagers (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.6
International reception (photo; list), Apr 4, 1986, p.17
Hosts needed (for SCS AFS), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Selected (for live PBS broadcast): T Kuriyama, May 2, 1986, p.20
Foreign AFS students to return home; three AFS juniors to summer abroad (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.5
Our AFS daughter (edit), Jun 20, 1986, p.7
Like old times (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.3
AFS benefits students both here and abroad (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.22
AFS offers adventures abroad in language, culture, sports (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.15
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AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE  continued
Pumpkins galore (photo; list), Oct 31, 1986, p.18
AFS fund drive, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
AFS gives students new perspectives (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.16
No place for AFS? (edit), Mar 20, 1987, p.6
They've got travel plans (photo), May 22, 1987, p.15
AFS finds a family: K and D Smith (1tr), Jun 5, 1987, p.6
AFS student G Mergen awaited; second host needed, Jun 5, 1987, p.17
AFS success story, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Next stop Bolivia (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
AFS students form bonds (Education 87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5
AFS offers opportunities abroad (photo), Sep 10, 1987, p.5
International pumpkin sale (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.3
AFS students G Mergen, K Dixon, carry message to schools (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.8

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY
Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J G Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

AMERICAN HEALTH FOUNDATION
Health research unit fills new scientific post (Dr G H Uilliats), Oct 9, 1987, p.15

AMERICAN HEART ASSN
Quaker Ridge school receives grant for heart health programs, Jan 4, 1985, p.16
Jumping in with both feet (photo), Jan 21, 1986, p.11
J Ryan honored by Heart Assn, Dec 12, 1986, p.2
Twenty-two in benefit swiss raise $2700 (list), Aug 7, 1987, p.3
Heart group elects banker T F Quirk, Nov 6, 1987, p.2

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
Award-winning design (Girl Scout House selected for honor award) (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.3
Village bans flag lots! Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
An A in architecture (for SCS Girl Scout House) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.4

AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE
SCS wins A R Batkin to receive AJC's Human Relations Award, May 17, 1985, p.6
Sandra Rose selected to receive AJC award (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.4

AMERICAN LEGION
Legion to present Americanism Award to C Claiborne (photo), May 31, 1985, p.4
Commander's invitation (1tr), May 23, 1986, p.6
Legion and the freeze (1tr), May 30, 1986, p.6
Luckhardt new head of Post 52 (list), Jul 11, 1986, p.3
American Legion to give J L Tyson 1987 Americanism Award, May 22, 1987, p.5
They remember (photo), May 29, 1987, p.1
American Legion to honor Geno Altieri, Feb 5, 1988, p.5
Honors for Geno Altieri (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26
Period of mourning (at American Legion for C Luckhardt, C Wyss) (1tr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

AMERICAN LEGION AUXILIARY
Pelham auxiliary elects officers for new year (list), Jun 20, 1985, p.9

AMERICAN LUNG ASSN
Eleven dance for Lung Assn (list), May 15, 1987, p.14
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AMUSEMENT PARKS continued
Playland manager E R Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2

AMZALLAG, ARMAND
Dinner given for new citizen A Amzallag, Aug 1, 1986, p.9

AMZALLAG, KIM
Dinner given for new citizen A Amzallag, Aug 1, 1986, p.9

AMZALLAG, SAMUEL
Dinner given for new citizen A Amzallag, Aug 1, 1986, p.9

ANASTAS, MICHAEL
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Despite pleas, old windows will go (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renew window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

ANASTAS, MICHAEL (AU)
A plan to save the windows (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
Moratorium (on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Importance of vigilance (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

ANATHAN, NONE
Executives gather for opening (of Filene's Basement) (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.14

AMCELL, NATHAN
YM & YWHA announces plans for $7 million expansion project (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.3
Expansion of YM&YWHA begins (photo; list), Jun 19, 1987, p.14

ANCKEN, ERIK VON
SEE VON ANCKEN, ERIK

ANCKEN, EVA-LISA VON
SEE VON ANCKEN, EVA-LISA

ANCKEN, HANS VON
SEE VON ANCKEN, HANS, VON ANKEN, HANS

ANCKEN, HANS VON
SEE VON ANCKEN, HANS, VON ANKEN, HANS

ANDERS, DAVID
Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

ANDERS, ELLEN
Board of Education elects B Cunningham president (photo; list), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

ANDERS, HOWARD
Scs man H Anders new president of company, May 10, 1985, p.4

ANDERS, IRVING
Giving thanks by giving service (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.3

ANDERS, IRVING (DR)
Health fair features hands-on lessons (list), Mar 20, 1987, p.22

ANDERSEN, JOHN
Citizens raise questions about downtown plans, Oct 17, 1986, p.1

ANDERSEN, ROBERT
R W Andersen dies, Jun 20, 1986, p.19

ANDERSON, BROR
The winner and new champion: H Bartholomew (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.3

ANDERSON, CLAUDETTE (DR)
Local doctors D Moskowitz, D H Goldsmith join staff at St Agnes, Mar 28, 1986, p.4
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ANDERSON, DEBORAH
Women's sport group names local resident D Anderson director, Jul 4, 1986, p.2

ANDERSON, DONALD
Downtown criteria set; Penn eyes air rights, Oct 11, 1985, p.1

ANDERSON, JOHN
Penn Central unveils downtown plans (diagram), Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Plan sent to Divney, Jan 17, 1986, p.17
Builders, buyers, tenants all eyeing station area sites, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Why they're digging, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Penn Central preparing new plan for downtown, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Downtown moratorium eyed; Penn Central has new plan (illus p 8), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
After long run, developers set sights on downtown SCS (illus), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Penn Central asks public meeting on plan (illus), Mar 6, 1987, p.1
Public meeting set on Penn Central plan, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

ANDERSON, LEILA
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

ANDERSON, MARION
Her career at Caraamoor has come full circle (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.6

ANDERSON, MICHELLE
New shop specializes in imported lace, Jan 17, 1986, p.10
Looking at lace (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.3
Lacemaker M F Lang at work (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.17

ANDERSON, PATRICIA
Board of Ed elects officers and votes on Children's Center, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
New staff hired by (EMT) district, Oct 4, 1985, p.11

ANDERSON, PHIL
Traveling in the fast lane (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.1
En route to victory; P Anderson (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.17

ANDERSON, VIRGINIA
Friends, because care and security are not enough (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.6

ANDREACH, BEN
7-Eleven trying to improve image, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
7-Eleven store's former owner defended (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6

ANDREASSI, JOHN (DR)
Psychologist Dr J L Andreassi joins group in White Plains, Jan 17, 1986, p.4

ANDRESKI, JIM
Day camp is one answer to parents' dilemma (photo; cont p 14), Jul 18, 1986, p.6

ANDRESKY, LORI
SCS graduate L Andresky in Simon play, Aug 1, 1986, p.4

ANDREWS, DAVID

ANDREWS, FREDERICK
United Way dinner fetes leaders (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.2

ANDREWS, MARY
Books issued by Historical Society, May 9, 1996, p.15
Historically speaking: SCS needs a preservation law, Jan 30, 1987, p.5

ANDREWS, SCOTT
Flairview (Greenburgh) Community Center awards presented, Jan 22, 1988, p.12

ANDRUS, TOM
SCS Natl Bank salutes Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32
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ANDRUS, TOMMY
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 19, 1987, p.32

ANDRUSCO, ROBERT
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

ANDRUS, RUTH

ANDRUS, TOM
For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.5
In the jubilee spirit (at IHM) (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.1

ANGELILLI, FRANK
SCS man F & Angelilli named VP at Standard & Poor securities, Jul 26, 1985, p.4
Fence at Boulder Brook approved, Jun 19, 1987, p.3

ANGELILLI, JOANN
Fences (to be built around Boulder Brook fields), May 8, 1987, p.1

ANGELL, HELEN
Four from SCS named to committee for Intl Youth Year, Jan 11, 1985, p.3
UN Assn sponsored (the 1985 World Conference to Appraise the UN Decade for Women) (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6
Legion and the freeze (ltr), May 30, 1986, p.6

ANGELL, HENRY
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

ANGELL, STEPHEN
Historically speaking: SCS needs a preservation law, Jan 30, 1987, p.5

ANGELL, STEPHEN LEROY
Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5
Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

ANGER
Don't get mad-reconceptualize (edit), Jan 4, 1985, p.7

ANGEVINE, ELI
Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

ANGEVINE, PETER
Historically Speaking: Once, all SCS was Fox Meadow (map), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

ANGLEY, BRETT (DR)
Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Board of Education elects B Cunningham president (photo; list), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
Assistant principal, J Fox, appointed at SMS (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.1

ANIMAL SHELTER LAW
SEE ANIMAL SHELTERS-LAWS AND LEGISLATION

ANIMAL SHELTERS
Animal shelter needs help (ltr), Sep 27, 1985, p.6
Generous contributions (list) (ltr), Nov 15, 1985, p.6
Newly sheltered (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.3
(Animal) Shelter agreement signed, Feb 27, 1987, p.9
For our animal friends (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6

ANIMAL SHELTERS-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Animal shelter law, May 17, 1985, p.1
Consultants hired for Freightway development plans, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Animal shelter law: passage urged (edit), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
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ANIMAL SHELTERS—LAWS AND LEGISLATION  continued
   Dogs in spotlight at trustees meeting, Jun 28, 1985, p.1

ANIMALS
   Fairest feline (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.10
   Blessed are the beasts (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.22
   Businesses cared enough (to support animal shelter) (ltr; list), Jan 24, 1986, p.6
   EHS grad experiences two months researching in the frozen south (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.11
   Teacher's pet? (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.15
   Leave wild animals alone! (edit), May 16, 1986, p.7
   Champion choosers (photo; list), Jun 20, 1986, p.10
   Safety tips for pet owners (ltr), Jun 27, 1986, p.6
   Nature center prepares young for real world (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.6
   Not for people only (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.14
   Animals' best friends (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.3
SEE ALSO HIGH SCHOOL EFFORT FOR LOVE, PROTECTION OF ANIMALS, PETS, CATS, DOGS, RACCOONS, ANIMAL SHELTERS

ANKER, MARY
   New plan sends all sixth graders to junior high, Jan 24, 1986, p.1

ANKER, MARY (AU)
   Sixth graders too young for JHS (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6

ANNES, IRMA
   Maroon and White seeks members; (officers listed), Oct 16, 1987, p.13
   Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
   School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
   High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

ANNES, LARRY
   Maroon and White seeks members; (officers listed), Oct 16, 1987, p.13

ANSPACH, SUSAN (AU)
   Is cure worse than the problem? (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
   Stop the Divney building plan (ltr), Dec 24, 1986, p.6

ANTARCTICA
   EHS grad experiences two months researching in the frozen south (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.11
   Antarctica could be a paradise (edit; photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.7

ANTENNAS
   Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1

ANTENNAS (ELECTRONICS)
   Why take a chance (on Nynex antennas)? (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
   Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
   No safety risk from mobile telephone antennas (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
   Trustee A Blitz says fears of mobile telephone antennas are baseless (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
   Trustees vote down Nynex base station, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
   Good reason seen for fears of mobile radio antennas (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
   On Nynex base station (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

ANTHONY, RICHARD
   Not ready to leave: Fire Chief R White, Capt R Anthony, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
   Board bars drinking in public: sets vote on shelter at 2 Drake, Feb 27, 1987, p.1

ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE OF B'NAI B'RITH
   ADL award (to R Friedland) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.3

ANTI-NUCLEAR MOVEMENT
   War on nuclear weapons at EHS, Jan 22, 1988, p.11

ANTI-SEMITISM
   Some can't live with ambiguity (edit), Mar 21, 1986, p.7
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ANTI-SEMITISM continued
(Anti-Semitic acts of vandalism a) Shared tragedy (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

ANTIARES, DEMETRIDOS
Penn Central preparing new plan for downtown, Dec 31, 1986, p.1

ANTIARES, GEORGE
Penn Central preparing new plan for downtown, Dec 31, 1986, p.1

ANTIARIS, ANNA
The graduates of EMT High School (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Suppl, Jun 26, 1987, p.8

ANTIQUE DEALERS
Adrienne's Antiques Ltd opens (in SCS), Mar 1, 1985, p.2

ANTOMATTEI, ANTON
Female volunteer M Capria sues fire board for sex discrimination, Sep 5, 1986, p.13

ANTONECCHIA, DAN
Extension program elects Scarsdalian, Feb 5, 1988, p.16

ANTONECCHIA, DIANE
Local woman D Antonecchia gets promotion (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.10

ANTONECCHIA, MARY
That's some hat! (photo), May 22, 1987, p.8

ANTONELLE, MRS MICHAEL
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

ANTONELLE, KATHY
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

ANTONELLE, MICHAEL (DR)
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

ANTONIO, ANDRES (DR)
Four SCS doctors, A Antonio, W Lee, A Singh, R Rosenberg, appointed by St Agnes, Jul 24, 1987, p.3

ANTONIOUS, TONY
Rendering unto Caesar (new restaurant) (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.23

ANTONOVICH, DANIEL
Festive time for history buffs (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.2

ANXIETY
Ye gods, it's that time of year (edit), Dec 20, 1985, p.7

ANZALONE, ROSEMARY (AU)
Families, and women, need help (edit), Mar 22, 1985, p.7

APARtheid
Quiet diplomacy won't end apartheid (edit), Feb 15, 1985, p.7
Hochberg, colleagues protest apartheid, Aug 30, 1985, p.2

APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC
Condo owners to provide Nature Center membership, Jun 21, 1985, p.10
Central Ave focus of Greenville Com Coun meeting, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
Co-op gains council support for its bid to reclaim land, Oct 11, 1985, p.11
Town Board postpones condominium decision, Nov 15, 1985, p.11
Apartment decision postponed, Mar 28, 1986, p.11
Twenty-five Boulder Ridge condos on way; sales to start in June, May 2, 1986, p.12
Real property tax reforms receive mixed reaction from owners of co-ops, May 9, 1986, p.11
Town Board legalizes seven apartments, May 16, 1986, p.11
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APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-GBH continued

A moveable feast (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.12
Residents clash over a proposed rezoning, Sep 26, 1986, p.13
EMT opposes 125-unit development, Apr 10, 1987, p.11
Civic groups leery of zoning amendment, May 8, 1987, p.11
Meeting on affordable housing, May 15, 1987, p.11
'Less costly' housing measure passed by GBH Town Board, Jul 10, 1987, p.9
(GBH Planning) Board okays new condominiums, Sep 4, 1987, p.11
St Clare townhouse site approval awaits traffic, play, marketing data, Oct 30, 1987, p.13
Westchester Community College land earmarked for building transitional housing for homeless (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.11
Neighbors wary of plan for homeless, Jan 22, 1988, p.12
Stage set for HELP confrontation (cartoon), Feb 19, 1988, p.12
(Proposed housing for homeless) A model for the nation (edit), Mar 4, 1988, p.7
Sale of GBH's Old Tarrytown Road school soon to be final, Mar 4, 1988, p.12

APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-GBH

Doernberg named agent for condominiums in HTS, Nov 13, 1987, p.16

APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-MANARONECK

Doernberg named agent for Saxon Glen in Manaroneck (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.18

APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-NEW YORK ST

Fatal loophole (in smoke detector laws), Mar 4, 1988, p.1

APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-SCS

Townhouses opposed (ltr), Nov 28, 1988, p.6
Another way to get apartments (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6
Fire breaks out in Garth Road apartment (photo), May 8, 1987, p.1
Auto-disenсentives proposed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
D Portman unveils revised zoning for downtown (map p 16), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-WESTCHESTER

Ellinghouse & Stacy expands into coop, commercial business, Nov 13, 1987, p.16

APOLLO THEATER (HARLEM, NY)

Apollo saxophonist M Harris finds faith and harmony (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.12

APOTHE, ALEXANDER

Getting together (at GBH Nature Center) (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.11

APOTHE, BASIL

Getting together (at GBH Nature Center) (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.11

APOTHE, FELICIA

Getting together (at GBH Nature Center) (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.11

APOTHE, GREGORY

Getting together (at GBH Nature Center) (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.11

APOTHE, MARIA

Getting together (at GBH Nature Center) (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.11

APPEL, LESLIE

Safe Rides resumes Friday night (list), Oct 4, 1985, p.3
SCS High class of '36 kicks up heels (photo), May 23, 1986, p.2
Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
SCS graduates A Gardner, L Appel injured in accident, Jul 18, 1986, p.1

APPEL, TOM

Anatomy of a drunk-driving case: How the justice system doesn't work (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.1

APPLE TREE BARN (SCS)

(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

APPLE TREE BARN GARDEN

(Ord of Appeals) Ruling to permit house to be built on Richbell, Oct 23, 1987, p.8
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APPLICATIONS FOR POSITIONS
SEE JOB-HUNTING

APPOINTMENTS (OF SCS VILLAGE BOARD)
SEE NON PARTISAN SYSTEM

APPORTIONMENT (ELECTION LAW)
Redistricting (of SCS's 18 election districts), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Because of redistricting, four (B Hudgens, R Golden, L Mercein, J Steger) must resign from SBNC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

APPRAISAL
SEE VALUATION

APPRAISAL FIRMS
Appraisers H Fendelman and J Schwartz join with video firm, Oct 31, 1986, p.8

ARQUILLI, MARY LOU
Aquino elected chairman, Hudson Valley Arthritis Foundation, May 2, 1986, p.16
Arthritis group elects 3 (T Morril, M L Aquilino, Dr B R Mascarenhas), Mar 13, 1987, p.2
(T W Morril, M L Aquilino) To attend meeting of NY Arthritis Foundation, Dec 31, 1987, p.11

ARASAY, THOMAS
AFS offers adventures abroad in language, culture, sports (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.15

ARASAY, TOMAS
AFS gives students new perspectives (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.16

ARANELLA, ANTHONY
Local priest, Rev S Sandberg, teacher, S Taylor, to visit Nicaragua, Jul 24, 1987, p.5

ARANELLA, TONY
No school like the A school (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.5

ARBIT, STUART
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

ARBESMAN, ANDREW
Despite pleas, old windows will go (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.1

ARBESMAN, JANET
United Way dinner fetes leaders (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.2
SCS United Way exceeds campaign goal, May 9, 1986, p.4
Twenty-six days to kickoff (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.2
United Way campaign to open with dinner (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.1
United Way dinner launches drive (photo), Sep 28, 1986, p.1
Fox Meadow elects leaders, Jun 12, 1987, p.4
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
At 100, United Way sets highest goal ever (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.2

ARBOUR DAY
Arbor Day plans, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Arbor Day festivities (photo), May 2, 1986, p.1

ARBORN, REGINA
Teachers get 6.5% increase, Sep 12, 1986, p.13

ARCERI, ALBERT
Sports swap on tomorrow (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.15

ARCERI, JOHN
J A Arceri appointed general mgr for Con Ed (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.2
New class of Eagles (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.4

ARCERI, JOHN (AU)
JV's make SCS proud (ltr), Oct 23, 1987, p.6
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ARCHAEOLOGY
Archaeology enthusiasts salute the Adult School (edit), Nov 29, 1985, p.7
SEE ALSO WESTCHESTER SOCIETY OF THE AMER ARCHAEOLOGY INSTIT

ARCHIBALD, MRS JOHN
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

ARCHIBALD, MARGARET
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

ARCHITECTS
Architectural group elects A Shapiro, Jan 3, 1986, p.2
SCS architect D Ginsberg promoted, Feb 21, 1986, p.5
Local architect R F Fox Jr is reshaping NYC's skyline (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.6
M Adlerstein will make history live at Ellis Island (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.6
Award-winning design (Girl Scout House selected for honor award) (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.3
(Greenville) District picks (Lothrop Associates as) new architects for firehouse, Jan 15, 1988, p.10

ARCHITECTURAL FIRMS
Architectural firm promotes SCS man A Shapiro, Jul 26, 1985, p.4

ARCHITECTURE, DOMESTIC-DESIGNS AND PLANS
Builder C Demetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1

ARCHITECTURE-AWARDS
An A in architecture (for SCS Girl Scout House) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.4

ARCHITECTURE-AWARDS?
Award-winning design (Girl Scout House selected for honor award) (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.3

ARCHITECTURE-CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION
Historically speaking: SCS needs a preservation law, Jan 30, 1987, p.5
Plea to a builder (re 10 Cooper Rd) (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
End to flag lots proposed (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
Downtown plans, bond issue among highlights (photo; addl photo p 18) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
SEE ALSO BUILDING-REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION, BUILDING-REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION

ARCHITECTURE-CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION-LAWS
Historic preservation law due for public hearing next month, Feb 20, 1987, p.1

ARCHITECTURE-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Guide lists architecture in the county, Dec 31, 1986, p.5

ARDITI, GEORGE
Three vie for county board (photo), Oct 25, 1985, p.13
Incumbents gain victory, Nov 8, 1985, p.11
Candidates trade barbs at debate, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1

ARDUINO, JOE
Measuring up (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.9

AREY, ELIZABETH
Royal (swan) births in Berkley (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Project completed: rehabilitation of SCS train station, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
New fire facility turned down again, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Photos by E Arey going on display in gallery, Mar 27, 1987, p.2
Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Rotary Club invites (E A Are as) first female member (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
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AREY, ELIZABETH continued
Great choice (E Arey for Rotary Club) (edit), Oct 16, 1987, p.6
Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Tribute to photographer (E Arey) (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
AREY, ELIZABETH ANN
Inquirer photo editor E A Arey named to position in public relations (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.5
(E Arey) A member of the family (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
AREY, JAMES
Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
AREY, JUSTIN
New rules stir protest at SHS, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
SHS Beers are happy with college choices (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.6
ARGANI, PEDRAM
Princetonian P Argani at top of his class, Sep 26, 1986, p.18
ARIES, PETER
Veteran pushing tax law passage, May 17, 1985, p.11
Builders elect Scarsdalian P Aries to board, Aug 16, 1985, p.5
ARIN, TED
Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12
ARITHMETIC DEFICIENCIES
SEE LEARNING DISABILITIES
ARLES, JAMES
Hydrant on the way?, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
No hydrant in '86, Aug 8, 1986, p.1
ARMIENTO, MICHAEL
Kudos to cops A Filancia, B Greenbaum, T Carroll, Dec 31, 1987, p.1
ARMITAGE, L LEIGHTON
EMT teachers study in summer, Jul 26, 1985, p.9
Students' views sought on ESL, Apr 11, 1986, p.11
ARMSTRONG, DAN
W F Olson heads history group, Dec 4, 1987, p.16
ARMSTRONG, MICHAEL
P Pickelle named to probe Manes case (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.1
Edgecumet lawyer M Armstrong comfortable of either side of the fence (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.13
(Lawyers B Slotnick, P Pickelle, M Armstrong) In the limelight, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
ARNOLD, CHARLES (DR)
Filet workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
ARNOLD, HAP
Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7
ARNOLD, KAREN COAPE-
SEE COAPE-ARNOLD, KAREN
ARNOLD, SARAH (AU)
Adding violence to violence (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6
ARNON, DORON
Sixteen-year-old composer D Aronin wins 1st prize in state, Oct 30, 1987, p.15
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ARNOU, ADAH
A cool idea (photo), May 29, 1987, p.17

ARNQUI, DAVID
(O Arnow) Honored by Israel (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.2

ARNQUI, ROBERT
Local man R H Arnow to lead Israeli university, May 3, 1985, p.2
New university post for local man R Arnow, Dec 27, 1985, p.2
Arnow re-elected head of Israeli university board, Jun 13, 1986, p.5
Meeting in the Negev (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.2

ARON, ROBERTO
J Rosner, R Aron co-authors of book "How to Prepare Witnesses for Trial", Feb 22, 1985, p.10

ARDNOFF, FRANCES
Friends, because care and security are not enough (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.6

ARDNOFF, SCOTT
Halloween contest draws huge turnout (photo; list), Oct 30, 1987, p.8

ARPUELL, CLAUDIE
After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

ARREST
A change of policy: Inquirer adopting a policy of naming suspects when reporting arrests (edit), Nov 5, 1987, p.6

ARRIGO, ROBERT
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
Happy 210th, Carl, May 29, 1987, p.14
Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS High School Class of '87 (photo) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.14

ARRINDELL, RICHARD
Police nab suspect in car radio thefts, Jul 18, 1986, p.1

ARSHAM, MARJORIE
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschman, Mar 4, 1986, p.1

ART
L Sherwood elected to board, Art Students League of NY, Jan 11, 1985, P.11
Arts and Crafts (photo) (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1985, p.8
Wanted: fine arts space (ltr), Apr 19, 1985, p.6
Arts in Our Lives: A Leistensnider (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.27
Evil spirits beware! (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.15
Monumental debut, May 2, 1986, p.1
Two different art groups (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6
Young sculptor J Cummings wins contest, May 9, 1986, p.20
Westchester Council for Arts announces recipients of grants (list), Jun 7, 1986, p.5
Arts Council awards grants for '86-'87 (list), Jun 13, 1986, p.18
Three million dollar painting stolen from SCS home, Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Fourteen at SNS win state art awards (list), Feb 6, 1987, p.16
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ART GALLERIES

N Kuckly joins Crossroads Gallery, Feb 1, 1985, p.3
Opening night at new gallery (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.5
Folk art gallery reopens (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.12
One-man show (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.2
Art gallery in an SHS kitchen (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.18

ART SCHOOLS

Westchester Art Workshop open for fall registration (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.28
A Leistensnider, L Balsa* picked for art school, Jul 18, 1986, p.4

ART STUDENTS LEAGUE (NEW YORK, NY)

L Sherwood elected to board, Art Students League of NY, Jan 11, 1985, p.11
Resident L Sherwood is new (Art Students) league head, Dec 11, 1987, p.15

ART, DECORATIVE

SCS Historical Society schedules Appraisal Day (photo), Mar 8, 1985, p.3

ART-AWARDS

Student M Yoneda wins art award, Mar 11, 1988, p.19

ART-EXHIBITIONS

Printmaker L Ellis' work chosen, Oct 10, 1987, p.4
Artist M LaGreca to exhibit paintings at Burke, Nov 13, 1987, p.16
Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2
Art gallery in an SHS kitchen (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.18
Artist Y Verne to display prints, etchings (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.25
SCS artist D M Cox to exhibit (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.2
Art exhibit (by A E Most) at SCS National Bank (illus), Jan 29, 1988, p.2
Former resident R Briggs to show paintings, Jan 29, 1988, p.9
Swiss landscapes by M Strole at Jeannette Leacy Gallery, Feb 5, 1988, p.4
(Artist) E Crichtlow at work (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.2
Artist-musician M S Malik opens exhibition, Mar 11, 1988, p.4
The artist, C Matsuya, poses (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.20

ART-EXHIBITS

Dollhouses, miniatures on display at SCS library (photo), Jan 4, 1985, p.2
J Patterson, J Guinna exhibit watercolors, photos, Jan 4, 1985, p.4
R Hershenson has photo show, Jan 11, 1985, p.8
S J Brownell opens new art show at Leacy Gallery (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.4
Exhibit of glass art at local gallery (list: photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.5
Moneyworks exhibit at Fed Reserve Bank, N Y (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.5
Rockets, robots on display at library, Feb 8, 1985, p.12
C Hong and J Yun exhibit art in GBH town hall, Feb 22, 1985, p.11
H and B Fendelman exhibit at Museum of Amer Folk Art, Mar 15, 1985, p.17
Focus on reading: photography exhibit by I Toff at SCS Library (photo), Mar 29, 1985, p.4
Photography show opening (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.23
Crafts gallery features Bride and Groos show (photo), May 10, 1985, p.4
Local artists featured in exhibit (list), May 10, 1985, p.18
Former resident E Borg has exhibit of art in Beer Sheva, Israel, May 10, 1985, p.19
Art exhibit (photo), May 10, 1985, p.21
P R Sobol has portrait exhibit (photo), May 17, 1985, p.2
Opening for a young artist (photo), May 24, 1985, p.3
Art al fresco, May 31, 1985, p.1

Catch 22?: Trouble for exhibit of sculpture on library lawn, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Insurance problems blocking art display (photo p.8), Jun 26, 1985, p.1
ART-EXHIBITS continued

Resident F. M. Smith named honorary curator, Jul 26, 1985, p.9
Fall crafts show due at Lynhurst, Aug 16, 1985, p.2
Local artist P. Seidelman has show in New York City (photo), Aug 23, 1985, p.5
Something to reaweber him by (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.1
Folk art gallery reopens (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.12
Art movement lives, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Local artist D. Cox exhibits (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.4
Art from the Orient (photo), Oct 25, 1985, p.2
Art group active (l/r), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
New York's homeless are subject of photos (photo), Nov 3, 1985, p.12
Reception for artist M. LaGreca to mark exhibition opening, Nov 8, 1985, p.4
French artist S. Lattier makes US debut (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.12
Freedom of Expression finds a home, Nov 8, 1985, p.12
Scs painter T. Meehan in show at studio in Bronxville, Nov 15, 1985, p.2
At the Rail (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.2
Art show winners (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.3
Creative creatures (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.3
Scs painter L. Dotoratos to have exhibit, 'Presence, Presents', Nov 29, 1985, p.15
Library exhibiting Oriental paintings, Aug 15, 1986, p.2
Local artist S. Fane to show work, Mar 7, 1986, p.8
Watercolor exhibit (W. R. Briggs), Jun 7, 1986, p.5
Dot Shaps showing paintings at bank, Jun 13, 1986, p.13
Exclusive listings (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.2
Art by Cecile Johnson on exhibit (illus), Jul 18, 1986, p.4
Artist D. Cox showing watercolors at local bank, Aug 15, 1986, p.2
Library exhibiting Oriental paintings, Aug 15, 1986, p.2
San Antonio show (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.2
Dimensional Whimsy (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.4
Turkey time (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.3
On the rooftop of the world (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.3
Caribou in Bone (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.22
Nast's Yule drawings to be shown at museum, Dec 5, 1986, p.22
On exhibit (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.22
Art Assn names winners (list), Dec 5, 1986, p.28
SCS artists showing work (list), Dec 12, 1986, p.14
Art display at SCS gallery (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.13
Photographs shown (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.18
Leith art on display at museum, Dec 19, 1986, p.24
One-man show by Scarsdalian R. Scholle (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.24
Sign of the season (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.1
In steel and bronze (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.2
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ART-EXHIBITS continued

In the Chinese style (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.5
Forty works in SCS art show (photo; list), Jan 9, 1987, p.4
Student exhibit (at WP Hospital), Jan 16, 1987, p.16
SCS artist S Platt has show (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.19
Dr R L Burfcey to show works (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.2
Benefit exhibit (by J Patterson) (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.24
Lusinist C H Gifford featured (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.24
Art from afar (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Chinese-American cultural exchange (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.1
Town Hall gallery exhibits Parker art, Mar 27, 1987, p.10
Cultural exchange praised (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6
Watercolors by J Drummond exhibited at bank, May 1, 1987, p.2
Town Hall to exhibit Chinese brush paintings by M Dougherty, May 8, 1987, p.10
SCS artist L Moonie featured (photo), May 15, 1987, p.4
Local artists P Haggerty, S Fessenden exhibit (photo), May 29, 1987, p.16
Art (by R Friedel) on display at SCS National (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.2
Paper collages (by T Hirsch) on exhibit at (Hudson River) museum, Sep 4, 1987, p.12
SNB to exhibit watercolors by C Johnson, Sep 25, 1987, p.2
SEE ALSO PHOTOGRAPHY-EXHIBITS, WESTCHESTER PUBLIC ART INC

ART-HISTORY

It was 'love at first sight' for local John Storrs scholar N Frackman (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.9

ART-STUDY AND TEACHING

Pupils make their own TV commercial (photo; list), May 8, 1987, p.20

ARTHUR MANOR

Disenfranchisement of Edgewood-Arthur Manor-Bramlee Heights seen (ltr), Jan 4, 1985, p.6
Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Making music in Arthur Manor (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.4
Parents speak out on student redistribution, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Against moving Arthur Manor (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6
For moving Arthur Manor (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6
Another solution (to schools' overcrowding) (ltr), Jan 31, 1986, p.6
She's outraged by Mr Sloan (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6

ARThUR MANOR ASSN

Flag-waving Americans (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.4
Fireworks and games to mark 4th (list), Jun 27, 1986, p.1
Arthur Manor hails spirit of freedom (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.1
Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Arthur Manor elects leaders, Jul 3, 1987, p.5
Three facets of the Fourth (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Ready to roll (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.5
Familiar Figure; Uncle Sam (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.6
Ringing in the holidays (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.4

ARTIFACTS

SEE CULTURAL PROPERTY

ARTISTS

Local artist L Moonie's painting receives national award, Apr 26, 1985, p.23
Painter of SCS history & Samstag returns (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.1
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ARTISTS continued

Prize-winning painting (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.4
Miai Lesser is master of art of living well (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.6
Art in the park (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.3
Memorial painting by J Leahy to be unveiled, Nov 14, 1986, p.3
Janette Leahy's dream lives (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
Artistic achievers: M Barone, S Bobritzky, Y Imanura, M Ostberg, C Sung (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.26
Barbara Morgan to be honored (list), Mar 6, 1987, p.10
Celebrated woman: B Morgan (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.11
Two SCS painters, L Moonie, H Pasternack, win national awards, Mar 20, 1987, p.2
Up from Sablow's basement comes trash can art (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.6
Young artist: drawing by A Gasperi in Highlights magazine (illus), Nov 6, 1987, p.17
Uraga Kageya Painting far from home (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.13
SCS artist D M Cox to exhibit (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.2
(GBH) Bicentennial celebration begins (illus), Jan 8, 1988, p.10
Indian artist, M Mag-la-Que, and artistry (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.11
Indian visitor, M Mag-la-Que, visitor at Seeley, Feb 12, 1988, p.1!
(Artist) E Crichlow at work (photo), Feb 28, 1988, p.2
Artist-musician M S Malkis opens exhibition, Mar 11, 1988, p.4
The artist, C Matsuya, poses (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.20
See also Photographers

ARTS FUND

See Fund Raising

ARUNGU-OLDENE, ROSE

Women's conference delegates report on meaning of Nairobi (photo p 21), Dec 13, 1985, p.1

ASAMI, RISIA

A cause for celebration: E Kuhalann's 102nd birthday (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.13

ASARO, LAUREN

Babes in Toyland (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.18

ASCHENBRENNER, RAYMOND

R E Aschenbrenner dies, Jan 3, 1986, p.10

ASCHER, BOBBY

A child's Chanukah in SCS: cookies, candles and potato pancakes (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.5

ASHER, PAUL

Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
'Connecticut Yankee' is both a first and a last for SSMT (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.1

ASHWOOD, AMY

White Plains-based group helps parents understand gay children, Mar 7, 1986, p.14

ASHWOOD, RICHARD

White Plains-based group helps parents understand gay children, Mar 7, 1986, p.14
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ASIEL, ELI</p>

Iras Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5

ASSIAVARYUK, PETER

Caribou in Bone (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.22

ASSN FOR RETARDED CITIZENS (ROANOKE, VA)

Former resident K Panthen cited for bravery, Feb 14, 1986, p.11

ASSN OF JUNIOR LEAGUES

SEE JUNIOR LEAGUE

ASSN TO PRESERVE THE Hutch

SEE HUTCHINSON RIVER PARKWAY

ASSUMMA, CLARA

A day to remember at IHM (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.1

ASTOR, MICHAEL

Playorena encourages toddlers to develop physical abilities (photo) (Education ’85), Aug 30, 1985, p.23

ASTOR, SONIA

Mother-and-son (S Astor, T Astor) artistic act (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.4

ASTOR, SUSAN

Playorena encourages toddlers to develop physical abilities (photo) (Education ’85), Aug 30, 1985, p.23

ASTOR, TED

Mother-and-son (S Astor, T Astor) artistic act (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.4

ASTROLOGY

Square away with ‘Pluto square’ (edit), Jul 3, 1987, p.7

ASTRONAUTS

SHS alumnus J Hoffman getting ready for space flight (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.1

NASA postpones Challenger flight for astronaut J Hoffman, Feb 22, 1985, p.1

Edgewood follows space flight, May 10, 1985, p.13

Astronaut Dr J Hoffman to lead tribute to comet, Apr 11, 1986, p.4

Honor at home (for Dr J Hoffman) (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.4

Jeffrey Hoffman carries Quaker Ridge into space (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.20

A U T

SEE TELEPHONE SERVICE

ATHLETIC FIELDS-SCS

SEE PLAYING FIELDS-SCS

ATKINS, AILEEN

Heading for the State House (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.4

SHS senior A Atkins wins Merit Scholarship, Apr 26, 1985, p.20

ATKINS, AILEEN (AU)

Ms Atkins, Mr Kroll go to Albany (edit), Apr 19, 1985, p.7

ATKINSON, AL

Veteran firefighters C Park, A Atkinson honored (photo), May 17, 1985, p.11

ATOMIC WARFARE

SEE NUCLEAR WARFARE

ATRUN, ESTHER

Found: an honest man (ltr), Mar 14, 1986, p.6

ATRUN, MOSHE

Found: an honest man (ltr), Mar 14, 1986, p.6

ATTACHED HOUSING

SEE HOUSING, ATTACHED

ATTALIENTI, ANTHONY (DR)

EMT school board favors seat belts on buses; search continues for supt, Jan 11, 1985, P.11
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ATTALIENTI, ANTHONY (DR) continued

EHT school board grants Dr T Edwards tenure (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.11
Proposed EHT school budget calls for 7.3% tax hike, Mar 15, 1985, p.13
Board debates school bus aides; announces special ed program, Mar 29, 1985, p.11
Edwards to leave EHS; Taddiken will succeed him (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.11
Edgecomb tax hike criticized (ltr), Apr 12, 1985, p.6
All superintendent applicants rejected; board still looking, May 3, 1985, p.15
Record low school vote (photo), May 10, 1985, p.11
Albany grants EMT district the right to pick superintendent, May 17, 1985, p.11
Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendent, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
EMT board criticized (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
Search for superintendent ends as Calzi is named (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.11
Graduation day marks end of years at EHS for 148 seniors (photo), Jun 26, 1985, p.11
Superintendent reports on 'high school of excellence', Jun 28, 1985, p.11
Board of Ed elects officers and votes on Children's Center, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
EMT's best: Dr R Gast named outstanding teacher of the year (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.9
Elected school officials' dispute ends in physical confrontation, Jul 19, 1985, p.9
Conflicting versions emerge of dispute between Bd of Ed members, Aug 9, 1985, p.11
Maslow resigns from School Board, Aug 16, 1985, p.9
Former board presidents urge further inquiry into dispute (list), Aug 30, 1985, p.9
Complete investigation asked (ltr), Sep 6, 1985, p.6
Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
Board to meet with town, Sep 27, 1985, p.11
Advisory committee reports on changes for the gifted, Sep 27, 1985, p.11
Draft policy on residence is subject of board meeting, Oct 11, 1985, p.11
Board again looks at policy on residence, Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Teacher's assistant okayed for Seely Place students, Nov 15, 1985, p.11
Board to curb dogs, Dec 20, 1985, p.13
Nomination committee announces meeting; A Attalienti, S Bloom will not run again, Jan 3, 1986, p.9
Divisions emerge over gifted, talented program, Jan 17, 1986, p.13
For Dr Calzi, it was a bad day, Feb 14, 1986, p.11
He's worried about safety (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
Community is alarmed by EHS survey on drug use, Mar 14, 1986, p.11
Board appointment sparks criticism from EHS faculty, Mar 28, 1986, p.11
Budget is adopted; will raise taxes by 6.7%, Apr 4, 1986, p.11
Students sign petition in support of teacher S Long, Apr 18, 1986, p.11
Parents say (EHT) board (of ed) ignored them, May 2, 1986, p.13
Seventh graders are commended by Hopkins Center for Talented Youth (photo; list), May 9, 1986, p.10
Teachers unite in support of colleague J Coon, May 9, 1986, p.11
Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11
Tuthill to leave district; new business head named (photo), May 30, 1986, p.11
Sophomores will retain exemption from gym classes, Jun 13, 1986, p.11
Retiring business head C Tuthill leaves with his colleagues' esteem (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.10
Saying goodbye to C Tuthill (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.10
Board okays program, Jun 27, 1986, p.11
Class of '86 bids EHS a fond adieu at graduation (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.9

ATTALIENTI, ANTHONY (DR-AU)

Total commitment to excellence in EMT schools (photo) (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.19

ATTALIENTI, GREGORY

Corpsman G Attalienti honored (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.14
ATTALIENTI, GREGORY continued
SVAC adds new lifesaving skill (photo; addt photo, list p 10), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
ATTALIENTI, MARK
Graduation day marks end of years at EHS for 148 seniors (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.11
ATTIA, LEILA
Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
ATTORNEYS
SEE LAWYERS
ATTWOOD, PAULINE
Hochberg and moss find much to agree on, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
AU PAIR IN AMERICA PROGRAM
Local woman J Taggart will supervise au pairs here, May 1, 1987, p.9
AUER+, RENEE
Budget process (for EMT Bd of Ed) already underway, Oct 16, 1987, p.10
AUCTIONS
Annual "Treasures and Trivia" sale slated for next weekend (photo; list), Mar 22, 1985, p.4
Auction fever (Con chairman for Jr League auction) (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.9
Going once, going twice (photo; list), Apr 18, 1986, p.10
Dusky trucks go on the block (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.4
AUDRIETH, RALPH (AU)
Where's beaut: in skin like leather? (editor), Jul 26, 1985, p.7
AUDUBON SOCIETY
E Robinson discusses World of Animals at Audubon Soc mtg (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.2
Audubon Society, Boy Scouts to exhibit eagle, Feb 22, 1985, p.2
Erection of gazebo in Chase Park suggested, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Bird census, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
AURLBURT, HARJORIE
Presidents' Day (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.11
AURINOU, JOEL
Judge and lawyer agree Jean Harris should be free, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Trouble on Griffen, Aug 29, 1986, p.1
Office building, eleven new houses among proposals to Planning Board, May 22, 1987, p.1
Neighbors seek to prevent creation of new building lot on Autenrieth, Jun 5, 1987, p.5
AUST, PATRICIA
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
AUTH, JASON
Students hear opera, Nov 15, 1985, p.11
AUTH, LYN
The graduates of EMT High School (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.8
AUTHORS
Resident E Fein directs writers conference, May 10, 1985, p.22
Mo-ther of the year chose to have a baby (photo), May 10, 1985, p.6
SCS writer L Albert to receive award, May 24, 1985, p.9
Co-authors give 'Straight Talk' about sexuality (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.6
At Bedford and Christopher Streets (edit), Aug 9, 1985, p.7
Author H Sobol to address senior citizen group, Sep 27, 1985, p.2
Nobody plays trivia with Alice anymore (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.6
Friends of Library present evening with Allen Ginsberg (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.1
Speaker D Owen debunks value of SAT's, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
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AUTHORS continued

Brains, anyone? (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.10
Children's author J Hurwitz speaks to fans at Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.24
Resident B Reiser is co-author with Seeger, Dec 20, 1985, p.18
A literary encounter (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.15
Silver Pages feature local writer J Scobey, course, Feb 14, 1986, p.9
SCS writers, B Jacobson and E Fein, named to conference panels, Apr 25, 1986, p.15
Joan Scobey to describe how writer's creative process works (photo), May 9, 1986, p.2
Author R Peck tells junior high how it is, May 16, 1986, p.16
Former teacher T Meckan turns author, May 30, 1986, p.10
Author R Giff visits Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.12
Writer B Jacobson elected, Jun 20, 1986, p.5
SCS graduate M F Locke writes about Harvard, Jun 27, 1986, p.4
Greengrocer turned writer J Murdich has first book (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.4
Author Avi visits schools, Oct 17, 1986, p.16
Two (R Baus, D Moretti) write legal tomes, Dec 5, 1986, p.22
J C Fine has book on shipwrecks, Jan 9, 1987, p.8
Marketing with Murdich yields toothsome tips (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.6
Resident J Bryant has book, Feb 6, 1987, p.11
(Harriet and Tom) Sobol have new book (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.2
Local man (Dr D G Miller)'s novel gives inside view of medicine (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.4
Science teacher Dr R H Dringer has article published, Apr 3, 1987, p.4
Winning authors named by county library group, Apr 10, 1987, p.10
School nominee J Fogel often writes about education (photo), May 15, 1987, p.6
Dr K K Nygaard has book on medicine and art, Jun 26, 1987, p.2
SHS alumna B Multer publishes book on Dr Ruth (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.2
Film biz how-to is slick choice at SAS opener (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.6
Professor at Columbia A S Nowick honored as 'great teacher' (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.4
'It's how you play that counts' (Book by R O'Shea), Oct 30, 1987, p.16
Short-story writer M Savrin published, Nov 6, 1987, p.17
Local authors D Solomon, A Siegel have new books in print, Nov 13, 1987, p.2
Prize awarded to undersea diver J C Fine, Nov 13, 1987, p.16
Three (L Albert, H Sobol, A Fiderer) who help wordsmiths forge better words (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.6
Hypertension booklet by Dr M Moser keeps up pressure (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.11
Observing SCS's weather with a birdhouse and milk can, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
SCS man B Leerburger compiles guide to study abroad, Feb 26, 1988, p.2

SEE ALSO BOOKS

AUTO-DISENCENTIVES
Auto-disencentives proposed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

AUTOMATION
Local libraries join computer loop, Feb 12, 1988, p.20

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
See TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF NEW YORK
Five years of safe walking (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.4

AUTOMOBILE DEALERSHIPS
EMI businessman M Suskin to head automobile dealers group, Jun 21, 1985, p.11
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AUTOMOBILE DEALERSHIPS continued
Local man J Aiello gets sales award, Oct 18, 1985, p.11
SCS Ford names Yeaker for as campaign, Sep 26, 1986, p.17

AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
Safe driver of the year: J Cappellino (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.5
Hands down on speeding (ltr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6
See also automobile driving, school bus drivers, bus drivers

AUTOMOBILE DRIVING
Police Chief answers queries on safe winter driving, Jan 25, 1985, p.4
Chief's tips on winter driving, Dec 27, 1985, p.5
Stowed items help car to go on ice, snow, Jan 10, 1986, p.4
Who decides right to drive? (ltr), Jul 18, 1986, p.6
Chief Ferraro's reminder to drivers (Back to School Suppl), Aug 29, 1986, p.26
Driving with care near school buses (Back to School Suppl), Aug 29, 1986, p.27
Courting disaster on SCS streets (ltr), Sep 12, 1986, p.6
Remember safety first (ltr), Oct 3, 1986, p.6
Flirting with disaster (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6
Some stop, some don't (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.1
Some signal, most don't (ltr), Feb 20, 1987, p.6
Police, please take notice (ltr), Mar 20, 1987, p.6
Village employees take course in safe driving, Apr 17, 1987, p.3
A cure for speeding (ltr), Sep 25, 1987, p.6
Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4
See also driving while intoxicated

AUTOMOBILE DRIVING-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Law says don't pass stopped school bus (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.27

AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS
See mechanics (persons)

AUTOMOBILE PARKING
A parking lesson from Bronxville (ltr), Jan 4, 1985, p.6
Residents discuss downtown area at Planning Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
No exceptions to handicapped parking rule (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.2
Followup: editor comments on ltr concerning free parking in Bronxville (edit), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
GBH may triple fine for illegal parking, Jan 18, 1985, p.14
Parker enforcement officer A McHugh retiring after 29 years (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Village agrees to eliminate parking lot from Crossway plan, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
GBH Town Board rejects cable rate increase; establishes new parking fines, Mar 1, 1985, p.11
Mayor tells Town Club of goals, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Parking crunch, Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Japanese restaurant approved on Garth Rd, Oct 31, 1985, p.2
She was trapped in SCS (ltr), Nov 15, 1985, p.6
Tightening up (on parking permits), Dec 13, 1985, p.1
Village weighing measure to ease parking shortage, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
What about commuter parking? (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
Don't expect a miracle (edit), Jan 24, 1986, p.6
Parking plan: vets' benefits debated; village approves two labor contracts, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Veterans' benefit rejected; merchants' parking approved, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
The Divney proposal (edit), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
Merchants' lot, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
The view from East (ltr), Apr 11, 1986, p.6
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AUTOMOBILE PARKING continued
Parking fees, fines in village heading up, May 16, 1986, p.1
Verdict not in yet on parking plan (photo), May 16, 1986, p.1
The high cost of parking (edit), May 16, 1986, p.6
Why no warning? (edit), May 16, 1986, p.6
Correction: proposed increase to be from 25 to to 50 cents, May 23, 1986, p.1
Repudiate privileged parking (ltr), May 23, 1986, p.6
Parking solution proposed (ltr), Jun 7, 1986, p.6
Test ban endorsed; higher (parking) fees opposed, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
New parking lot for police headquarters, Jun 13, 1986, p.2
One hundred per cent meter hike too large (ltr), Jun 13, 1986, p.6
Parking rate rising to 35 cents an hour, Jun 27, 1986, p.1
Pool to the pool, Jun 27, 1986, p.1
Free parking, Jun 27, 1986, p.1
Nowhere to park (ltr), Jun 27, 1986, p.6
Sell more permits (edit), Jul 11, 1986, p.6
The parking problem: we are all culprits (ltr), Jul 11, 1986, p.6
Inflation lives in SCS (ltr), Jul 11, 1986, p.6
Village taking aim at scofflaws, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Get those scofflaws (edit), Jul 18, 1986, p.6
What a great feeling (ltr), Aug 8, 1986, p.6
Future meters, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Downtown plans advancing slowly, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Less parking, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
Stiffer penalties, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Share on SCS (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Permits snapped up, Dec 19, 1986, p.10
No parking (on SCS Ave for repaving), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
Parking crackdown, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Permit granted (for SCS Chateaux to maintain a public garage), Mar 18, 1988, p.3
See also PARKING VIOLATIONS BUREAU (NEW YORK, NY), HANDICAPPED-PARKING

AUTOMOBILE PARKING-SCS
Parking crisis, Dec 4, 1987, p.1
Free parking (at Freightway garage), Dec 11, 1987, p.1
Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4
No room in the garage (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
Downtown planning: another approach (edit), Dec 18, 1987, p.7
Missing: a parking cure (edit), Dec 31, 1987, p.5
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
(M Bowen) concerned about parking (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
Try New Rochelle (railroad) station (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
Downtown plan called 'unfair' (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.5

AUTOMOBILE PARKING-VIOLATIONS
Stiffer fines...and more of them, Feb 20, 1987, p.1

AUTOMOBILE RENTAL AGENCIES
Board rejects car rental request, Jun 21, 1985, p.2
Board of Appeals still undecided about legality of car rental here, Dec 20, 1985, p.4
Car rental ruled illegal here, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Why curtail valuable (car rental) service? (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6
After 20 years in business, car rental may be legalized, Mar 28, 1988, p.1
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AUTOMOBILE RENTAL AGENCIES continued
Legalization ahead (for car rental agencies), Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Trustees OK car rental, budget, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
It's about time (edit), Apr 25, 1986, p.6
Board weighs car rental request, May 23, 1986, p.3
Rent-a-car issue resolved as board gives Bitton a permit, Jun 20, 1986, p.3
ZBA says lease may stay, Dec 24, 1986, p.9

AUTOMOBILES
A gadget a day keeps car blues away... (illus) (Auto Showcase), Jun 27, 1986, p.13
And coping with stereo discords (Auto Showcase), Jun 27, 1986, p.13
On the fast track to fun driving (Auto Showcase), Jun 27, 1986, p.13
For the open road, an open-air Jaguar (photo)(Auto Showcase), Jun 27, 1986, p.14
A former (auto) thief shares his secrets (Auto Showcase), Jun 27, 1986, p.14
How to talk to a mechanic (illus)(Auto Showcase), Jun 27, 1986, p.15
Reviving those gems of the '60s (Auto Showcase), Jun 27, 1986, p.15
In planning a vacation, safety first (Auto Showcase), Jun 27, 1986, p.15
Negotiating the road to a purchase (photo)(Auto Showcase), Jun 27, 1986, p.16
Making sure of warranty and service (Auto Showcase), Jun 27, 1986, p.16
Minimizing the risks when making a deal (Auto Showcase), Jun 27, 1986, p.16
Owning a car: what it costs (Auto Showcase), Jun 27, 1986, p.16
Just kidding dept (edit), Jul 25, 1986, p.6
Chief's gift idea, Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Village officials given raises (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Volvo destroyed in mystery blaze, Apr 17, 1987, p.5

SEE ALSO ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES

AUTOMOBILES-CARE AND MAINTENANCE
Auto Club offers summer advice, Aug 2, 1985, p.10

AUTOMOBILES-LEASING AND RENTING
Nu SCS opens expanded quarters (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.14

AUTOMOBILES-SAFETY DEVICES AND MEASURES
Resident F Manocherian calls for end to Cold War, launches crusade for world peace (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.1

AUTOMOBILES-SECURITY SYSTEMS
How to fight back against radio thieves, Apr 24, 1987, p.1

AUXFORD, SALLY
Back from the dead (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.3

AUXILIARY POLICE-SCS
SEE SPECIAL PATROLMEN-SCS

AVELLINO, ALEX (AU)
Scare tactics charged (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6

AVELLINO, JENNIFER
Dance school is just a memory in Harwood Bldg (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.6

AVERY, OLIVER
Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community, (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

AVI
Author Avi visits schools, Oct 17, 1986, p.16

AVIEZER, K PATRICIA
Board of Ed elects officers and votes on Children's Center, Jul 5, 1985, p.9

AVSTREIH, DAN
Toy store's sales help raise funds to feed the hungry, Dec 19, 1986, p.13

AWARDS
V Orisek wins cycling award (photo), Jan 4, 1985, p.16
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AWARDS continued

Award-winning photo by K Morris (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.15
Local postmaster S Morrison is number one (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Number one postmaster (edit), Jan 25, 1985, p.6
France honors EMT teacher B Adaes, Jan 25, 1985, p.10
K Gebhardt receives Regents grant for teaching, Feb 8, 1985, p.11
H Brexler to receive Tower of David Award, Feb 15, 1985, p.4
Dr S A Freund named one of America's 100 best educators, Feb 22, 1985, p.10
Awards presented to snowflake artists (photo-list), Feb 22, 1985, p.5
Minister V Shannon honored by temple, Mar 8, 1985, p.17
Record number of athletes honored by Maroon and White (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.24
DAR names winners of essay contest (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.25
Meals on Wheels recognized (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.2
SCS high grad in running for Oscar, Mar 22, 1985, p.9
Local residents L Daily, J Macy in running for Volunteer of Year award, Mar 22, 1985, p.9
Fianist H Sim wins national honor, Mar 22, 1985, p.10
Former EMT man B Wolff named to Hall of Fame, Mar 22, 1985, p.10
A Althoff, organizer of Safe Rides, cited for work, Mar 29, 1985, p.11
Scouts honored at breakfast (photo), Mar 29, 1985, p.22
Inquirer wins awards, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
College honors J Mariotta, SCS man (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.4
L M Crystal to receive Northwestern award (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.14
L Kho wins photo prize, Apr 12, 1985, p.14
D H Siskind to receive Silver Box Award, Apr 12, 1985, p.15
SCS doctor B Baum wins Pioneer Award, Apr 19, 1985, p.2
SCS man S Green cited as Volunteer of the Year, Apr 19, 1985, p.2
EMT student M Miller wins PTA award, Apr 19, 1985, p.10
Credit (for EMT Safe Rides program) should be shared (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
EMT poets R Brown, L Skowiski awarded prizes, Apr 26, 1985, p.14
Academic honor for local boy C Seife (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.20
Local artist L Moonie's painting receives national award, Apr 26, 1985, p.23
Scout leader J Murphy receives medal, May 10, 1985, p.3
Manhattanville alumni honor SCS man E Ryan (photo), May 10, 1985, p.4
MD M Moser honored for work against hypertension, May 10, 1985, p.5
J Maner wins Con Edison award, May 10, 1985, p.10
Acclaim for Dr Dennis, May 10, 1985, p.14
SCS businessman J Witham cited by ski industry, May 10, 1985, p.19
Local resident J C Fine receives oceanographers' award, May 17, 1985, p.4
SCS man A R Batkin to receive AJC's Human Relations award, May 17, 1985, p.8
Ambulance Corps members honored for voluntarism, May 17, 1985, p.12
Prize winners (photo), May 17, 1985, p.13
Artist J Israel wins award, May 17, 1985, p.19
L Tooley receives honor, May 24, 1985, p.2
White Plains Hospital honors volunteers, May 24, 1985, p.2
Red Cross honors loyal volunteers, May 24, 1985, p.3
Executive T Siemens to receive award from Utah State Univ (photo), May 24, 1985, p.4
SCS member J Hencher honored, May 24, 1985, p.8
SCS writer L Albert to receive award, May 24, 1985, p.9
Francophiles honored (at SCS Woman's Club) (photo), May 24, 1985, p.9
EHS senior J Maner wins science award, May 24, 1985, p.10
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Greenville girl, C Adler, wins police prize, May 24, 1985, p.11
Nature Center honors founders (photo), May 24, 1985, p.11
CARE honors EMT residents for dedicated service, May 24, 1985, p.11
Eighteen students receive physical fitness awards (photo), May 24, 1985, p.12
PTA honors Quaker Ridge teacher R Eisenberg, May 24, 1985, p.12
Honor for R Ottinger, May 24, 1985, p.18
United Hospital cites volunteers, May 24, 1985, p.18
Westchester tourist guide wins plaudits, May 24, 1985, p.26
Boy Scouts honored on Memorial Day (photo; list), May 31, 1985, p.2
Girl Scout troops cited (photo; list), May 31, 1985, p.2
Honorary degree for B Gladieux, May 31, 1985, p.3
Legion to present Americanism Award to C Claiborne (photo), May 31, 1985, p.4
Presidents three (J Kennedy honored) (photo), May 31, 1985, p.5
Lesley College honors benefactors J Schwartz, D Raives (photo), May 31, 1985, p.8
Community service award (to M Miller), May 31, 1985, p.10
Top scout R Moyle heads for Antarctica (photo), May 31, 1985, p.11
SHS spring sports competitors honored at Maroon and White event (photo; list), Jun 7, 1985, p.15
Academically inclined (photo; list), Jun 14, 1985, p.1
SCS HS students honored at awards assembly (photo; list), Jun 14, 1985, p.2
Altruisa of youth (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Local man (A Haier)’s fire wins award, Jun 14, 1985, p.10
Top of the table membership to C Golub, Jun 21, 1985, p.4
Musky Award goes to three at yr high (list), Jun 21, 1985, p.10
Pride of Greenacres (photo; list), Jun 21, 1985, p.18
Outstanding SHS students honored (photo; list), Jun 21, 1985, p.19
Y honors outstanding teens (list), Jun 21, 1985, p.26
Children’s Village gives award, elects leaders (list), Jul 12, 1985, p.12
Honor for police, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
SCS woman A Libowitz named county employee of month, Aug 2, 1985, p.4
S Penkin wins award, Aug 2, 1985, p.11
Gold medalist J Signori (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.1
With a little bit of luck (Sidewalk Sale prize drawings) (photo; list), Aug 16, 1985, p.4
UJA-Federation breakfast (photo; list), Aug 16, 1985, p.10
Melinda Bass - Woman of the Year (photo), Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Battling against drug abuse: poster contest winners (photo; list), Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Dr M Silverberg honored as pediatrics pioneer (photo), Aug 23, 1985, p.4
Woman (L Lorch) honored, Aug 23, 1985, p.9
SCS cited for safety (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.4
WP Hospital honors top teen volunteers (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.5
United Way dinner fetes leaders (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.2
Top students named (list), Oct 11, 1985, p.10
Hemzinger receives top Air Force honor (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.16
Dentist Dr G Kirschner gets award, Oct 18, 1985, p.4
Sixty SHS students join honor society (list), Oct 25, 1985, p.17
Alliance to honor two: D Allensworth, L Fernandez, Oct 31, 1985, p.2
Photographer M Ostburg cited, Oct 31, 1985, p.5
F Smith gets award, Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Robert Van Horne honored by Rotary (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.2
EHS student T Schaffer gets award, Nov 8, 1985, p.11
AWARDS continued

Prize winner: Arrowwood of Westchester (photo) (Entertainment Supp), Nov 15, 1985, p.14
Royal honor for volunteer W Owen (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.2
Art show winners (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.3
Local man M Palekar receives UN peace medal (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.5
Scs Art Assn awards prizes (list), Nov 29, 1985, p.8
Proud possessions (photo; list), Nov 29, 1985, p.12
Official honor for Scs football team (photo; list), Dec 6, 1985, p.3
Local rabbi E Korzenik to be cited by Hadassah Dec 6, 1985, p.10
Resident youth G Kwon is awarded letter of commendation, Dec 6, 1985, p.12
Maroon & White dinner celebrates banner sports season at SHS (photo; list), Dec 6, 1985, p.26
Lifetime scholarship (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.5
Honored athletes (photo; list), Dec 13, 1985, p.12
Letter winners (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.27
Fifty-year man: W Hasselman, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Why honor only football? (ltr), Dec 20, 1985, p.6
White Hat Award winner (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.2
Easter Seal volunteer W Doescher honored, Dec 27, 1985, p.4
Seely students T Nakazono, H Zouzias contest winners, Dec 27, 1985, p.11
Honorees: R Peters (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.22
Local executive J Israel receives award, Jan 17, 1986, p.3
C Dewhurst cited Woman of the Year, Jan 17, 1986, p.10
Gynmast J Resnick honored (photo), Jan 21, 1986, p.11
Resident Dr E Stearns named fellow at Rickover Institute (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.2
Mrs R Beckwith presents NDSR Award of Merit to W Glendon (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.4
Tie honors agency co-owner M Suskin, Feb 14, 1986, p.4
Former resident K Panthen cited for bravery, Feb 14, 1986, p.11
Dr E Henck honored (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.17
SCS attorney H Reynolds named to receive Botein Award, Feb 21, 1986, p.2
Citizen of the Year award going to long-time Girl Scout leaders (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.1
S Bloom will receive this year's Silver Box Award (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.11
Snowflake creators win prizes (photo; list), Mar 14, 1986, p.3
For EMS athletes, sports award dinner is a rewarding experience (photo; list), Mar 14, 1986, p.11
Maroon and White honors athletes (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.16
Foundation honors SCS woman D Tulcin (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.24
Inquirer story wins prize as best in New York State, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Hall of famers: L Klein and W Bruner (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.2
Wisconsin doctors honor M Moser, Mar 21, 1986, p.2
Cited for service: Mrs. D L Peyton (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.9
P Schlactus honored (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.4
Elementary school musicians to perform in All-County Festival (list), Apr 4, 1986, p.15
SCS residents A Schaolka, D Singer, P Olander in running for volunteer of the year honor, Apr 11, 1986, p.5
SCs physician G Escher honored by United's hospice program (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.12
SCS students win honors in foreign language competition (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.17
Radiologist Dr J S Laughlin given medal, Apr 11, 1986, p.26
Association for Retarded honors R Gerloff, SCS Bank (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.26
NOW to honor SCS woman V Stein (list), Apr 18, 1986, p.2
Aetna honors businesswoman R Binday, Apr 18, 1986, p.2
Two SCS women, M Siwek and E Henkind, honored (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.8
AWARDS continued

Susan Bloom is honored by Greenville Com Coun (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.12
Poets awarded (GBH) town prizes (list), Apr 25, 1986, p.12
Debaters win plaques in tournament (list), Apr 25, 1986, p.20
Citizens of the year: A Haroon, B Taubert, R Nottage (photo), May 2, 1986, p.1
Democrats to honor E Korzenik and G Szabad, May 2, 1986, p.2
L Stern honored by (Ragette) firm, May 2, 1986, p.13
Woman (K R Hudgins) is honored, May 2, 1986, p.14
Award to roofers Higgins & Higgins Inc, May 2, 1986, p.16
SCS United Way exceeds campaign goal, May 9, 1986, p.4
Seventh graders are commended by Hopkins Center for Talented Youth (photo; list), May 9, 1986, p.10
Joyce Greene to be honored by college (photo), May 9, 1986, p.15
Junior high students are SAT's (list), May 9, 1986, p.20
Prize-winning shot (by L Kho), May 16, 1986, p.3
Red Cross honors 5 from SCS (list), May 16, 1986, p.9
Gardeners say 'America the Beautiful' with flowers (photo; list), May 16, 1986, p.9
Civil liberties unit to honor Judge Frankel, May 16, 1986, p.12
Mandelbrot of IBM wins honorary degree (photo), May 23, 1986, p.4
White Plains Hospital honors 52 leading volunteers (photo; list), May 23, 1986, p.4
Two Girl Scout leaders, Sr J Hanley and C Thompson, honored, May 23, 1986, p.4
Firefighters honored at annual dinner (list), May 23, 1986, p.11
Good Counsel student B K Sorham wins $1000 prize, May 23, 1986, p.16
Eighteen students honored for physical fitness (list), May 23, 1986, p.16
Student R Hong named summer intern at CIBA, May 23, 1986, p.16
Luncheon honors Heathcote staff, May 23, 1986, p.16
Prize for the Y (photo), May 23, 1986, p.18
Panelists probe planning issues (list), May 30, 1986, p.1
Scouts honored at Memorial Day (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.3
Prizes awarded to local Girl Scouts (list), May 30, 1986, p.3
Brooklyn hospital honors T Kline, May 30, 1986, p.3
Resident J Mackey honored, May 30, 1986, p.11
Scouts honored (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.11
Quaker Ridge lauds R Golden, M Edson for PTA efforts (list), May 30, 1986, p.16
Fourteen music students win first prize at auditions (list), May 30, 1986, p.16
PBA presents awards to SCS athletes (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.17
Scout leader B Taubert selected for highest honor (list), May 30, 1986, p.18
Troop 69 named best at camporee (list), Jun 6, 1986, p.13
Morsons will honor 4 SMS seniors, Jun 6, 1986, p.14
SMS student volunteers to be honored (photo; list), Jun 6, 1986, p.20
Student S Geiber's prize; 8 weeks abroad, Jun 6, 1986, p.20
Athletes honored by Maroon and White (photo; list), Jun 6, 1986, p.20
English teacher C Renoi honored (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.22
Scouts' honor to J Murphy, Jun 6, 1986, p.22
T M Gadowski to receive Lehigh award (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.2
State chancellor cites SCS librarian M Loomba, Jun 7, 1986, p.2
Top EMT students join Cma Laude (photo; list), Jun 7, 1986, p.11
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Local HS seniors honored by Bank of New York (list), Jun 7, 1986, p.12
E Riblengr named EHS counselor of the year, Jun 13, 1986, p.10
Sophomores will retain exemption from gym classes, Jun 13, 1986, p.11
Winners (1st E Club sports awards dinner) (photo; list), Jun 13, 1986, p.11
Fireman D H Buchanan's farewell (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.13
Heathcote honors departing teacher L Canino, Jun 13, 1986, p.20
Would-be biochemist B Borham wins $500, Jun 13, 1986, p.20
Correction: A Ross one of pres of Signifier, Jun 13, 1986, p.20
Athletes honored by Maroon and White (photo; list), Jun 13, 1986, p.21
Twenty-five years at the helm: L Tooley (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Farewell tribute to musical couple, A Schein and E Carlyss (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.4
SCS students honored for excellence (photo; list; addl photo p 17), Jun 20, 1986, p.6
For service: B Connors receives service pin, Jun 20, 1986, p.12
Two, F Heller and D J Tietjen, honored by nurses, Jun 27, 1986, p.4
EMT High students honored (photo; list), Jun 27, 1986, p.10
Two, F Hata and A Siegenthaler, receive Snisky Award, Jun 27, 1986, p.10
French student D Shapiro scores high in Iona language contest (list), Jun 27, 1986, p.11
Board okays program, Jun 27, 1986, p.11
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1986 Boards and Councils Dinner (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.28
Marty Shaw is coach of the year (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Office temps aide B Vaughan honored, Jul 4, 1986, p.4
Local can A Mair's firm honored, Jul 4, 1986, p.8
Women's League honors Roberta Peters (list), Jul 4, 1986, p.12
Volunteer A Gold rewarded (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.3
Prize salesmen: H L Tragner, Jul 11, 1986, p.3
Corpsean G Attallioni honored (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.14
Good senior citizens (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.9
Clarke's owner, F Terracciano, wins top honor for service (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.9
Theta alumnae honor member A C Gaudet, Aug 1, 1986, p.8
For community leadership (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.14
Driver of the year: A P LePore (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.2
SCS researcher Dr M B Steinerman wins Tarnower award, Aug 8, 1986, p.2
Teacher S Oringer wins fellowship, Aug 8, 1986, p.5
R Rothstein cited for courage (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.5
Prize-winning painting (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.4
Rabbi Rosenberg honored by university (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.12
For a decade of dedication (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.5
Community service award (to R Dobin) (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.15
Pace to honor Scarsdalian Dr R H Lopez, Sep 5, 1986, p.2
Brandeis supporters honored for efforts, Sep 5, 1986, p.11
United Way campaign to open with dinner (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.1
United Way dinner launches drive (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Four years of safe streets for pedestrians (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.4
Fox Meadow teacher L Berger cited, Sep 26, 1986, p.18
Princetonian P Argani at top of his class, Sep 26, 1986, p.18
Eighteen SCS teens honored by hospital (list), Oct 3, 1986, p.4
Course finished (for P Scaboontham), Oct 10, 1986, p.2
Actuary honor (for B M Nowery), Oct 10, 1986, p.5
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Fifty-four SCS High students commended by National Merit (list), Oct 10, 1986, p.16
Alumnus V Raabush receives award (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.24
Jean Stone, former mayor, to receive SCS Bowl (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Condolences (for firemen) (list), Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Sixty-three students inducted into Signifier (photo; list), Oct 24, 1986, p.16
Sandra Rose selected to receive AJC award (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.4
Standards bodies award honors to SCS’s D Peyton, Oct 31, 1986, p.4
Postmaster S Morrison cited by Naval Reserve, Oct 31, 1986, p.17
Esther Hallach to be honored, Nov 7, 1986, p.4
St Agnes honors young volunteers (list), Nov 7, 1986, p.4
Paul Field wins rep Rotary honor (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.5
Angier Biddle Duke to accept DAR award; will address group (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.9
Counselor M Rogers recipient of award, Nov 14, 1986, p.10
Head of child aid, C Hallinger, honored (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.2
Outstanding officers: G Gaudioso, M Martin (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.3
Checking out the hardware at Parents’ League awards dinner (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.11
Artistic achievers: M Barone, G Bobritsky, Y Iwashita, M Ostberg, C Sung (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.26
And the winners are...(photo; list), Nov 28, 1986, p.10
Rabbi B Rosenberg Judaic fellow (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.18
SHS’s athletes honored at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list; addl photo p 21), Dec 5, 1986, p.19
Cardiologists cite Scarlsdalian Dr J E Madias, Dec 5, 1986, p.21
Art Assn names winners (list), Dec 5, 1986, p.28
J Ryan honored by Heart Assn, Dec 12, 1986, p.2
Troop 99 boasts six new Eagles, Dec 12, 1986, p.15
Football heroes, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Hail to the chief (R White), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
White Hat awardee: J Dryer (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.2
Outstanding: M S McCarter, Dec 19, 1986, p.3
New class of Eagles (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.4
EHS grad J Treisman named fellow (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.10
Bible society honors C T Lee, Dec 19, 1986, p.30
Pace head Dr E J Mortola honored, Dec 24, 1986, p.2
Howard receives WIT award, Dec 31, 1986, p.13
(D Arnow) Honored by Israel (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.2
Cyrus Vance presents Samuel Duboff Award (photo; list), Jan 9, 1987, p.2
A Raabush to be honored (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.12
Fourteen at SHS win state art awards (list), Feb 6, 1987, p.16
Seat belt campaign cited (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.5
Wolff number one Century 21 office in Westchester (list), Feb 13, 1987, p.14
$100,000 sail (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.1
Corps members honored (list), Feb 20, 1987, p.2
SCS 7-Eleven wins $100,000 prize (photo p 1), Feb 20, 1987, p.4
Music student G Mertl wins $1,500 in talent event, Feb 20, 1987, p.16
On honor roll (list), Feb 20, 1987, p.16
Honor at home (for Dr J Hoffman) (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.4
Local groups nominated for top volunteer, Mar 6, 1987, p.2
Barbara Morgan to be honored (list), Mar 6, 1987, p.10
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Local company, Higgins & Higgins, wins honors, Mar 13, 1987, p.2
Celebrated woman: B Morgan (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.11
SHS athletes honored at dinner (photo; list), Mar 13, 1987, p.15
Jeanne Richard Citizen of Year (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Civil liberties honor for S Scheur (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.2
Two SCS painters: L Mooney, H Pasternack, win national awards, Mar 20, 1987, p.2
(SCS Woman's) Clubwomen honored (photo; list), Mar 20, 1987, p.9
Trophies galore (for EHS athletes) (photo; list), Mar 20, 1987, p.10
Local practitioner Dr L A Rogalski in 'Who's Who', Mar 20, 1987, p.10
Athletes honored (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.22
High praise for departing (Village Board) officials (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Man of the Year: N J Brown (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.2
Engineer H D Kurtz honored for innovation, Mar 27, 1987, p.3
Student D Greenhill named top paper carrier, Mar 27, 1987, p.10
Fund honors ex-Scarsdalian H Stotter, Mar 27, 1987, p.15
Honored: Dr L H Sherwood (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.2
Edgewood teacher R Kirchhaver wins fellowship, Apr 3, 1987, p.16
Winning authors named by county library group, Apr 10, 1987, p.10
(EMT) School board approves 6.9-percent tax hike (list), Apr 10, 1987, p.11
Fresman debater E Rosenthal scores high, Apr 17, 1987, p.8
Erskine, triathlon chief, is honored by St Agnes (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.11
Quaker Ridge pro J McLean is teacher of year, Apr 17, 1987, p.20
Citizen of the Year: J Richard (photo), May 1, 1987, p.1
HCC foundation honors W P Harvey (photo), May 1, 1987, p.3
Insurance award (to F X Queally), May 1, 1987, p.4
EHS students earn awards in Latin exam (list), May 1, 1987, p.11
Apple of their eye (photo), May 1, 1987, p.11
County honors Regan head A D Neelich, May 8, 1987, p.2
Local people are honored by Red Cross (list), May 8, 1987, p.4
Honored: Dr T Sobol (photo), May 8, 1987, p.5
Award winner: J Burger, May 8, 1987, p.10
Iona names scholarship for Joseph M Murphy (photo), May 15, 1987, p.2
Correction: A F Westin article accompanied by photo of A D Neelich, May 15, 1987, p.2
Inspection points up need for expansion of fire headquarters, May 15, 1987, p.11
Six SCS policemen honored at annual awards ceremony (photo), May 22, 1987, p.2
American Legion to give J L Tyson 1987 Americanism Award, May 22, 1987, p.5
Always a helping hand: R Herzog honored (photo), May 22, 1987, p.9
SCS senior P Lucek wins science award, May 22, 1987, p.16
P raise from county (on 2 Drake home), May 29, 1987, p.1
Honored: B B Mandelbrot (photo), May 29, 1987, p.4
SCS professor P Baran wins national award (photo), May 29, 1987, p.4
Iona to honor Earl Graves (photo), May 29, 1987, p.5
A chair in (Prof D F Lonowes') honor (photo), May 29, 1987, p.5
FT Council names next year's slate (list), May 29, 1987, p.14
(Town) Club urges village to shelve Historic Preservation Law (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Westchester journalist J Feron wins honorary Marietta doctorate (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.2
Scouts honored on Memorial Day (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.5
Guyana honors local resident J 6 Gelinas, Jun 5, 1987, p.8
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• Thirteen are inducted into Cum Laude (photo; list), Jun 5, 1987, p.10
• Groups take second and third at music festival, Jun 5, 1987, p.10
• Revised math curriculum presented to (EMT) school board, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
• Twenty-three pupils cited for fitness (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.17
• K Ash, D Cohen, S Schiffman win awards, Jun 5, 1987, p.18
• SMS teacher A K Levin wins fellowship, Jun 5, 1987, p.18
• Dr H Nidto honored by New York seminary, Jun 5, 1987, p.20
• Award-winners all (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
• D Silverstone awards Peace Prizes, Jun 12, 1987, p.2
• Police officer T Carroll selected for academic honor, Jun 12, 1987, p.3
• Teenage volunteer: S Slotnick (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.4
• SCS executive D W Robbins Jr to be honored back home in Indiana, Jun 12, 1987, p.5
• Veteran cites Webb award as 6th town planning honor, Jun 12, 1987, p.10
• Spring sports awardees (at EHS) (photo; list), Jun 12, 1987, p.10
• Cookout crowns highly successful sports season (for SHS) (photo; add1 photo p 17; list), Jun 12, 1987, p.16
• Corrections (to June 5 articles): H Lapidus receives PTA award; S P Collins awarded IBM scholarship, Jun 12, 1987, p.18
• Private schools honor SCS students (list), Jun 12, 1987, p.19
• SMS students win honors for academics, arts and service (photo; list), Jun 12, 1987, p.19
• Man of the year: T Kline (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.21
• Hospital staff (including Dr M Pici, S Hill) cited, Jun 19, 1987, p.2
• Gift for giver F Manocherian (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.5
• Honoree: J Whitehill (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.8
• Cited for service: V Polera, P Becerra, Sister M Dolorosa (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.9
• EMT High Students honored (photo; list), Jun 19, 1987, p.10
• Salsky Award goes to A Dalton, T McGuigan, M Mohr (list), Jun 19, 1987, p.10
• Hoff-Barthelson student G Mertl wins new award for composition, Jun 19, 1987, p.13
• SMS seniors L Lipworth, A Whitehead win bank awards, Jun 19, 1987, p.14
• Caring doctor: M Goldstein (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.2
• Collector M Zuckerman cited (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.4
• Class of '87, you're the tops! (ltr), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
• Retiring (nursery) school director M T Cook honored, Jun 26, 1987, p.12
• Doctor W H Frishaun honored (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.2
• (St Agnes) Hospital honored, Jul 3, 1987, p.8
• SVAC member B Gindick cited, Jul 3, 1987, p.13
• SMS senior A Whitehead wins Ragette award, Jul 10, 1987, p.4
• Academic accolades for Masters student S Orlando, Jul 10, 1987, p.4
• Firefighter P McDonald cited (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.2
• University honor (for D W Robbins Jr), Aug 7, 1987, p.13
• Hospital volunteer S Temkin honored; Aug 14, 1987, p.5
• (Know Your Body) Health program wins $5000 prize, Sep 4, 1987, p.1
• Debate winner: A Erbsen, Sep 18, 1987, p.12
• Local man Rev W Johnson cited by college, Sep 25, 1987, p.8
• Cum Laude inducts 13, Sep 25, 1987, p.12
• Three (R Carozza, A Filipacsi, F Acerbo) commencement, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
• Five years of safe walking (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.4
• Local lawyer M Bloom earns professional title, Oct 9, 1987, p.10
• Physician A D Merav to be honored, Oct 9, 1987, p.12
• Professor at Columbia A S Nowick honored as 'great teacher' (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.4
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Top Rotary honors for 'the Rev" (M C Meyer) (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.2
Rotary honor for Rev M C Meyer is 13th for local club, Oct 30, 1987, p.2
Real estate firm honors associate B Gottleib, Oct 30, 1987, p.10
Signifer inducts 76 (list), Oct 30, 1987, p.15
Local MD R E Lee cited by St Agnes, Nov 13, 1987, p.2
Prize-winner: A Seu.on, Nov 13, 1987, p.*
(SCS Congregational) church to host Sunday award reception, Nov 13, 1987, p.4
Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2
Mental health program (Abused Spouse Assistance Services) cited, Nov 20, 1987, p.2
France cites local man M Shire (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.4
New office building to open (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.8
I Bernstein to get doctorate, Nov 20, 1987, p.13

Teenager J Kessler honored for work with developmentally disabled (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.15
Twelve firefighters receive awards for excellence, Nov 27, 1987, p.4
Prize winners (photo; list), Nov 27, 1987, p.13
J Greene presents plaque to R Brodsky recognizing government support of Hudson River Museum (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.5
Kaider student-athletes honored at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo; list), Dec 4, 1987, p.15
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White its fall athletes (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.28
Prizing good taste (edit), Dec 11, 1987, p.6

SCS senior L Greenwood joins (Senior Citizens) Hall of Fame, Dec 18, 1987, p.3
Bar group honors local lawyer S E Star, Dec 18, 1987, p.4
M Dowling Cited by YMCA (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.13
For humanitarian service J F Murray receives National Jewish Humanitarian Award (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.16
Award-winning design (Girl Scout House selected for honor award) (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.3
New award (for best-managed youth service agency), Dec 24, 1987, p.5
Dr L Hallinger, Dr E Ruskin, M E Roderick Honored for service (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.8

Kudos to cops A Filancia, G Greenbaum, T Carroll, Dec 31, 1987, p.1
Fire Company No 3 awards White Hat to J Beyersdorf (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.3
ADL award (to R Friedland) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.3
In appreciation (of D and L Lieb) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.5
Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J 8 Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Fairview (Greenburgh) Community Center) awards presented, Jan 22, 1988, p.12
An A in architecture (for SCS Girl Scout House) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.4
Insurance man H J Brown cited, Jan 29, 1988, p.9

American Legion to honor Geno Altieri, Feb 5, 1988, p.5
One in a hundred: J Reynolds becomes Eagle Scout (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.11
HHS residents honored, Feb 5, 1988, p.12
Chamber (of Commerce) to honor R L Berloff (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
State Senator M B Goodhue to receive county honor, Feb 12, 1988, p.8
Real estate firm honors producers A Hillman, L Kalb, D Serenson, J Wei, Feb 19, 1988, p.2
O’Rourke honors Teoley, Schuman, Feb 19, 1988, p.8
Hun (Sister Mary Campion Guffanti) to receive school medal, Feb 19, 1988, p.15

GOP to honor Margaret Soter (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5
Honors for Geno Altieri (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.3
Virginia Marx honored, Mar 4, 1988, p.3
(SCS to receive) Beautification award, Mar 4, 1988, p.5
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AWARDS continued

Girl Scout dinner will honor E P Kingsley, L St. James, Mar. 4, 1988, p.9
Local volunteers are cited, Mar. 11, 1988, p.9
(Cystic Fibrosis) Foundation cites local volunteer G. Merksamer, Mar. 11, 1988, p.9
SHS athletes honored at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list), Mar. 11, 1988, p.14
Student N. Yoneda wins art award, Mar. 11, 1988, p.19
(ISCS Woman’s Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar. 13, 1988, p.10
Retiring trustee M. Goldberg lauded, Mar. 25, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO ACADEMY AWARDS, PRIZES, GRANTS, COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES—FINANCIAL AID, CONTESTS

AX, EMANUEL

A toast to E. Ax, pianist (photo), Mar. 8, 1985, p.5

AXTELL, JOHN

Residents discuss downtown area at Planning Board meeting, Jan. 11, 1985, p.1
Village urged to protect natural quality of Winston property, Mar. 8, 1985, p.1
Trustees set limits on land coverage, Apr. 12, 1985, p.1
Planner’s ideas for Heathcote Corners draw mild response from listeners, Jan. 24, 1986, p.1
Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar. 14, 1986, p.1
Parking, density raised at hearing on Divney plan, Apr. 4, 1986, p.1
Architectural heritage exhibit (photo), Apr. 18, 1986, p.2
Test ban urged, May 16, 1986, p.1
Citizens raise questions about downtown plans, Oct. 17, 1986, p.1
Preservation law, Nov. 28, 1986, p.1
Downtown plan draws critical comment, Dec. 12, 1986, p.1
Day of decision nears on downtown, Jan. 9, 1987, p.1
Pool backers make pitch to Town Club, Feb. 5, 1987, p.1
He likes the bypass idea (ltr), Feb. 6, 1987, p.6
They also serve who only sit and wait (photo), Jun. 19, 1987, p.6
Pool takes another step ahead; (Moratorium on downtown extended), Oct. 16, 1987, p.1

AXTELL, JOHN IAU)

Encouragement for R. Reagan (ltr), Jan. 4, 1985, p.6
Unnecessary expenditure? (ltr), Aug. 2, 1985, p.6
He wants the public involved (ltr), Sep. 20, 1985, p.6
Why not a compost pile? (ltr), Nov. 29, 1985, p.6
Parking solution proposed (ltr), Jun. 7, 1986, p.6
The case for another bridge (ltr), Jan. 23, 1987, p.6
Another way to get apartments (ltr), Apr. 3, 1987, p.6
Useful public service (ltr), Jul. 10, 1987, p.6
Soviets and Americans, one on one (edit), Oct. 9, 1987, p.7
Support for Hochberg (ltr), Oct. 30, 1987, p.6
Downtown plan called ‘unfair’ (ltr), Jan. 22, 1988, p.6

AXTELL, JULIA

Architectural heritage exhibit (photo), Apr. 18, 1986, p.2

BLOWSTEIN, ELLEN

Bank is grateful to all (ltr), Sep. 4, 1987, p.6

BABY FAE

Baby Fae and choices (edit), Apr. 26, 1985, p.7

BABY M CASE

INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

BABY M?
  More thoughts on Baby M (ltr), Jul 3, 1987, p.6

BABYSITTERS
  Babysitting seminar graduates 24 (list), Oct 31, 1986, p.2

BACCHUS, PETER
  Flute Force to play at SUNY (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.17

BACHMAN, FRED
  Tack House tavern opens, Dec 6, 1985, p.12

BACHRACH, DEBORAH
  Attorney general D Bachrach tells county to abandon private carters' pact, Jun 13, 1986, p.3

BACKMAN, GRACE
  Red Cross elects leaders, Jul 24, 1987, p.5

BACKMAN, GRACE (AU)
  Think of the apprehension (edit), May 8, 1985, p.7

BACON, HENRY
  Historically speaking: SCS needs a preservation law, Jan 30, 1987, p.5

BADARACCO, DON
  Babes in Toyland (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.18

BADARACCO, DONALD

BADE, TRACY
  Accident victim T Bade (photo), May 22, 1987, p.11

BADGER, ASHLEY
  Youngsters observe Halloween tradition (photo; list), Oct 31, 1985, p.26

BADGER, SANDI
  Annual "Treasures and Trivia" sale slated for next weekend (photo; list), Mar 22, 1985, p.4

BADILLO, HERMAN
  Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
  Voters decide it's not time for a change (chart), Nov 7, 1986, p.1

BAECK, LEO (RABBI)
  Elie Wiesel, Nobel Peace Prize recipient, to give Baeck lecture at Westchester Reform, Nov 6, 1987, p.3

BAER, DAVID
  A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

BAER, HENRY (AU)
  Media's role in hostage crises (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6

BAEZ, CAROLE (AU)
  More on missing necklace (ltr), Dec 5, 1985, p.6

BAEZ, ELIZABETH
  Bae: named semifinalist (in Natl Achievement Scholarship Program for Outstanding Negro Students), Sep 27, 1985, p.14

BAEZ, ELIZABETH (AU)
  STEP success (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6

BAEZ, JORGE
  Three-time winner: S Strauss wins 15K run (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.1

BAGLEY, ELEANOR
  Knitting workshop (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.12
  (SCS Women's Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10
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BAGWILL, JOHN
Ex-Scarsdalian J W Bagwill named president of major retirement fund, Feb 13, 1987, p.2

BAILEY, ADAMS
A Bailey dies, Oct 9, 1987, p.21

BAILEY, C LLOYD
Escalation of arms race (ltr), Sep 6, 1985, p.6

BAILEY, C LLOYD (AU)
A glimpse at Korea today (edit), Aug 2, 1985, p.7
An inside look at Korea today (edit), Jan 24, 1986, p.7

BAILEY, MARGARET (AU)
A glimpse at Korea today (edit), Aug 2, 1985, p.7

BAILEY, MARY (AU)
Escalation of arms race (ltr), Sep 6, 1985, p.6
An inside look at Korea today (edit), Jan 24, 1986, p.7

BAILEY, RICHARD
Pluck and push created Central 7 (School District; P Jenkins instrumental in effort) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.12

BAILIK, EZRA
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

BAIRD, MRS JOHN
Cited for service: Mrs. D L Peyton (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.9

BAIRD, JANE
Citizens for Senior Housing plan community needs survey, Feb 1, 1985, p.3
Former resident J Baird chose to leave (ltr), Feb 8, 1985, p.5

BAJAK, DOROTHY
SHS open campus may get less so, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
District analyzes close budget vote, May 31, 1985, p.1
SCS CAR scores high, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Smashing victory for (school) budget, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
SCS's census, Jun 27, 1986, p.1
SCS bids Sobol fond farewell (photo; addl photo p 16), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Dead lines (on school district phones), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
SCS scores high (on Comprehensive Assessment Report), Dec 18, 1987, p.1

BAKER, MARTIN
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Would-be Winston developers must prepare impact statement, Oct 3, 1986, p.3

BAKER, MATTHEW
YES says yes to students in the job market (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.6

BAKER, NORMAN
Elementary students meet Pa voyager H Baker, Oct 24, 1986, p.16

BAKER, STEPHANIE (AU)
Strife between classes (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6

BAKER, WILLIAM
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 236 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

BALDUCCI, SUZANNE
Convincing seatbelt evidence (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.30

BALDWIN, AYSIL
PTA prograes help ease culture shock for arriving international families (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.5
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BALDWIN, MARGARET
BALDWIN, MICHAEL
   Sommelier M Baldwin named, Jul 19, 1985, p.10
BALINT, ESTER
   SHS grad R Edson has a hit movie (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.2
BALK, MILDRED
   They're number one! Spelling team from SCS wins it all (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.3
   Recreational opportunities (for senior citizens) (photo) (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.13
BALL, CHRISTY
   Hands-on gifts (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.17
BALL, CRISTY
   Live at Edgewood: (E Burton as) Benjamin Franklin, Dec 11, 1987, p.18
BALL, DON
   D Ball dies, Oct 24, 1986, p.17
BALL, LINDA
   Onstage (photo; list), May 23, 1986, p.9
   Smile, please (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.9
   PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
   Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
BALL, STUART
   S I Ball seeks (GBH) court post, Jun 19, 1987, p.10
   GBH Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
   Change is issue in (GBH Town) board contest, Oct 23, 1987, p.13
   Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
BALLANTYNE, TIM
   Company 2 (SCS Volunteer Fire Dept) names new leadership (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.2
   W Green retires from SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 2 (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.2
BALLenger, ESTELLE
   Candidates sought for Citizens' Committee, Sep 4, 1987, p.3
BALLinger, ESTELLE
   Literature delivery to the homebound (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.1
BALLOONS
   Operation Balloon Launch (photo), May 16, 1986, p.11
   Confusion rains (on balloon launch) (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.17
BAllot, RICH
   He's teaching 'The Way' his way in village (photo), Aug 23, 1985, p.6
BALSAM, LISA
   A Leistensnider, L Balsam picked for art school, Jul 18, 1986, p.4
   Local students L Balsam, C Jung, K Pessin, A Stauble picked for NY State Summer School of Arts, Jul 17, 1987, p.4
BANji, NATASHA
   The focus of all eyes (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.16
BAH
   SEE FinANcE-SCS
BANDS (MUSIC)
   SEE MARCHING BANDS
BANDWAGON
   SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-MARCHING BAND
BANDWAGON
   SHS band picks its new look (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
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BANDWAGON continued

Here's what the Bandwagon brought (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.3
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-MARCHING BAND

BAKJO BOB

In the jubilee spirit (at IHti) (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.1

BANKRUPTCY

Hearing held in bankruptcy case, Feb 1, 1985, p.11
Fiding club files for bankruptcy under Chapter 11, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
Area firm fined $9.6 million for too much lead in gasoline, Dec 19, 1986, p.16

BANKS AND BANKING

D L Boudreau named Exec VP at Chase, Jan 4, 1985, p.4
A F S Evans elected to board of directors of Royal Group Inc, Jan 4, 1985, p.5
P D Hollis Jr named marketing VP for SCS National Bank, Jan 11, 1985, p.2
J A Stern named assistant VP at Republic Nati Bank, Jan 25, 1985, p.8
Eastchester Savings Bank promotes six (list), Jan 25, 1985, p.14
K A Weiner gets promotion at bank, Jan 25, 1985, p.15
SCS Nati Bank salutes B Jensen (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.20
H S Levine appointed Morgan Stanley principal, Feb 1, 1985, p.10
SCS National Bank salutes Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.22
SCS Nati posted higher assets (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.30
R Stanley named vice pres of Fidelity Management Trust Co, Boston (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.2

Bank names A M Vetramo assistant VP, Apr 19, 1985, p.2
SCS National Bank salutes Village Club of SCS (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.22
SCS National Bank salutes Junior League of Central WC (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.30
SCS National Bank salutes B M Lederer Jr, Citizen of the Year (photo), May 5, 1985, p.28
SCS Nati Bank salutes Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 10, 1985, p.30
Bank names C Cirino new chief of finance (photo), May 17, 1985, p.13
SCS National Bank salutes SCS Auxiliary, White Plains Hospital (photo), May 17, 1985, p.28
Westchester Federal announces promotion of K Kaul, May 31, 1985, p.8

Banker V P Coope elected vp, Jun 14, 1985, p.9
SCS Nati Bank Salutes the Hudson River Museum (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.22
Local woman D Antonecchia gets promotion (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.10
SCS native E D MacKenty named trust officer, Jun 21, 1985, p.17
SCS Nati Bank salutes the class of 1985 (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.14
SCS Nati Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.18
SCS Nati Bank salutes 1985 Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.18
SCS Nati Bank sets record, Jul 19, 1985, p.2
J A Bruno, V P Coope, C J Taylor named exec VP's at SNB (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.2
SCS Nati Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 28, 1985, p.22
Vice-president of bank named: D Kane (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.9
SCS Nati gives promotion to L Hendrix, Sep 6, 1985, p.5
Thanks from bank's president (Itr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
Former resident G Weis elected by bank, Sep 13, 1985, p.24
Scarsdale National appoints P Berger manager, Sep 20, 1985, p.4
SCS Nati Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 29, 1985, p.24
CHASE NWW names S Garner SCS manager (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.3
SCS Nati Bank salutes United Way of SCS EMT (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.28
Two grants from Chemical Bank, Oct 18, 1985, p.8
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BANKS AND BANKING

Continued

- Scs Natl Bank salutes AFS International SCS Chapter (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.28
- Scs Natl Bank salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 25, 1985, p.28
- Resident N Bucci named assistant VP, Oct 31, 1985, p.9
- Local woman N Gabel is promoted to VP, Nov 22, 1985, p.23

Bowery Savings Bank appoints Scs man A Spartos vice president (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.30
- Anchor Savings opens new office, Nov 29, 1985, p.4

- Scs Natl Bank salutes Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.34
- Scs bank names M Chalk, J Fitzgerald officers (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.32
- Scs Natl Bank salutes Center for Preventive Psychiatry (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.39

- Bank hires local man D Devere to be executive VP (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.2

- Scs Natl Bank Salutes St Agnes Hospital Winter Wonderland Ball (photo; list), Dec 20, 1985, p.34

Warchester Federal names K Biederman new chairman (photo; Dec 27, 1985, p.2

- Scs Natl Bank names C Abate, C Karron managers, Dec 27, 1985, p.6
- Anchor's new home (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.4

- EHS alumnus W T Spoor named bank officer, Jan 10, 1986, p.11
- Resident M O Donath named VP of savings group, Jan 17, 1986, p.3

- Local alumnus M A Woolf named bank VP, Jan 24, 1986, p.5

- SCS National Bank salutes J Hofheimer (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.22

- Eastchester Savings Bank makes changes at the top (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.42

- Drexel Burnham names V Shechin pres, Feb 7, 1986, p.8

- Resident D Rapaport named chairman, Feb 14, 1986, p.2

- Scs National Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.22

- Builders, buyers, tenants all eyeing station area sites, Feb 21, 1986, p.1

- Chase announces two appointments, J Doering and S Sullivan (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1

- Five in a row (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.5

- Association for Retarded honors R Gerloff, Scs Bank (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.26

- Local man, T Quirk, named VP at Eastchester Savings (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.4

- Scs Natl Bank salutes Mary Marsh (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.26

- Bank of NY offers $25,000 in scholarships, Apr 25, 1986, p.20

- Scs Natl Bank salutes SCS Historical Society (photo), May 2, 1986, p.30

- Bank officer M Bollella chosen, May 9, 1986, p.12

- East River manager T C Verna promoted by bank, May 16, 1986, p.3

- Bank names G V Bracken senior VP (photo), May 16, 1986, p.12

- Scs Natl Bank salutes Girl Scout Leaders A Harnoon, R Nottage, E Taubert (photo), May 16, 1986, p.26

- Scs Natl Bank salutes SCS Meals on Wheels (photo), May 23, 1986, p.26

- Home mortgage review (edit), May 30, 1986, p.7

- Ex-resident R R Peck named to Philadelphia post, May 30, 1986, p.9

- Scs Natl Bank salutes those who served (photo), May 30, 1986, p.28

- Scs Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), June 6, 1986, p.30

- Local HS seniors honored by Bank of New York (list), June 7, 1986, p.12

- Sixteen-year employee E Herbermann named VP at Westchester Savings Bank, June 7, 1986, p.23

- Scs National Bank Salutes those who served (photo), June 7, 1986, p.30

- Bank officer V P Cone chosen, June 13, 1986, p.2

- US Trust names F B Taylor head of investment policy (photo), June 13, 1986, p.4

- Scs Natl Bank salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), June 13, 1986, p.30

- Scs Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools (photo), June 20, 1986, p.28

- Scs Natl Bank salutes 1986 Boards and Councils Dinner (photo), June 27, 1986, p.28
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BANKS AND BANKING continued

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS High School Class of '86 (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.2
Bank chief: M J Delaney (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.2
Bank officer S C Luby gets mortgage post, Jul 4, 1986, p.2
SCS Natl names 4 officers, Jul 4, 1986, p.3
Eastern savings, Apple Bank to merge (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS High School Class of '86 (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.14
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.20
Bank plans new office on Central, Jul 18, 1986, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Hudson River Museum (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.24
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Scs Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.22
Banks announce promotions: K J Gallagher, C Cirino, Aug 29, 1986, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.26
Calendar is major effort (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
Bank opens in White Plains, Sep 26, 1986, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.28
SCS National Bank salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.28
SNB promotes D Munzer, P Brown (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.2
SNB alumni A R Peck named bank officer, Nov 7, 1986, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes J P Witters promotion (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.28
Bank promotes controller J Park, Nov 21, 1986, p.26
Bank vice president: R Shay, Nov 28, 1986, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Raiders 1986 League Champions (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.32
Ex-Scarsdalian J Stern promoted by Republic Bank, Dec 19, 1986, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Snowflake Gala 18th Annual Holiday Ball (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.36
Braille in banks, Dec 24, 1986, p.4
New bank on Popaham, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
SCS Natl: Bank salutes SCS Raiders 1986 League Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.18
Three (photo) C P Abate promoted by bank (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.2
Bank promotes four (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.2
Bank officer R M Del Gatto is promoted, Jan 16, 1987, p.4
Bank executive: E Dietz III (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.2
Promoted: C Marino (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.2
Resident R Stierneman Jr gets bank promotion (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.3
Chase makes local man R J Schwartz a managing director (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.4
Seat belt campaign cited (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.5
Chase names T Sangermano manager of SCS office (photo) (Financial Planning Supp), Feb 27, 1987, p.13
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girl Scouts on their 75th anniversary (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS High School Athletes (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.24
Local bank elects M T Corey director (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.2
E H Leeds named manager (photo), May 1, 1987, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year J Richaan (photo), May 1, 1987, p.26
SCS Natl Bank salutes Junior League of Central Westchester Fortieth Anniversary (photo), May 8, 1987, p.30
District to pay 6.125% on bonds, May 15, 1987, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS High School Baseball (photo), May 15, 1987, p.28
Bank executive: C Curran (photo), May 22, 1987, p.4
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BANKS AND BANKING continued

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS-HTS Woen's Interfaith Council (photo), May 22, 1987, p.24
Bank officer: J E Mencher-Walter (photo), May 29, 1987, p.17
Bank sign is catching up with the times, Jun 5, 1987, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.28
County banker: V P Coape (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Dr Thomas Sobol (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.28
SHS seniors L Lipworth, A Whithead win bank awards, Jun 19, 1987, p.14
SCS Natl Bank salutes Staff of SCS Public Schools; Bd of Ed honors retirees, 20-yr employees (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.26
Historically speaking: Additional monuments in SCS (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS High School Class of '87 (photo; Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.14
SCS Natl Bank salutes Our Veterans (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.20
Local woman S Wu made bank VP, Jul 10, 1987, p.5
Bank names F W Reel III, T A Polucci VP's (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.20
Bank officers: M P MacFarlane (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.22
Art (by R Friedel) on display at SCS National (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.2
A Rapap named manager of Chemical branch (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.4
Bank is grateful to all (ltr), Sep 4, 1987, p.6
Chase grants aid (Riverwest Management Co, SCS Hist Soc, SCS Meals on Wheels, Eat Childrens Cntr), Sep 4, 1987, p.10
SCS Natl Bank salutes Historical Society Dedicates restored Cudner-Hyatt House (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.24
SNR to exhibit watercolors by C Johnson, Sep 25, 1987, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.28
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Reform Temple (photo; list), Oct 30, 1987, p.32
Irving, SCS National fight takeover by Bank of New York, Nov 13, 1987, p.1
(SCS Natl) Bank names K C Perez recruiting officer, Nov 27, 1987, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Art Assn (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.26
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its fall athletes (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.23
SCS National Bank names D M Goerlitz officer (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.18
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Joseph B Ulman, 1988 Bowl Winner (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.26
Art exhibit (by A E Most) at (SCS National) Bank (illus), Jan 29, 1988, p.2
Change in windows) still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes the Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22
I P Feinglas, J E Walter) named to executive posts (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.4
Manhattan Savings Bank) Supporting SCS students (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.9
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24
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BANKS AND BANKING continued

Bank trustees: H J Horan (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.4

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town’s 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

BANKSTON, ARCHIE

College board members A M Bankston, R B Fane (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.3

(associated Black Charities) Charitable group elects SCS man A M Bankston to its board, Apr 1, 1988, p.4

BANNON, JAMES

Persuading Pennysaver to stop delivery is no mean feat, Feb 7, 1986, p.11

BANO, JOEL

Town video channel shows profiles, musicians, art talks, Jul 19, 1985, p.9

BANSAL, ANIRUHD

Community is alaried by EMS survey on drug use, Mar 14, 1986, p.11

BAR MITZVAH

SEE JEWS-RIES AND CEREMONIES

BARON, JOSEPH

Condo owners to provide Nature Center membership, Jun 21, 1985, p.10

Developers help raise funds for town’s Nature Center (list), Jul 4, 1986, p.8

BARBERO, PETER

County starts special realty loan plan, Nov 27, 1987, p.3

BARCLAY, HARTLEY

County asks that Albany consider reinstatement (for A Zaffino), Aug 30, 1985, p.9

Civil service okays Zaffino, Dec 20, 1985, p.12

Fire board head speaks to GCC, Jan 10, 1986, p.11

BARCLAY, WILLIAM III

New plan sends all sixth graders to junior high, Jan 24, 1986, p.1

BARELL, MARTIN

Sobol elected education commissioner (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1

BARGAMIAN, JACK

J V Bargamian dies, Nov 22, 1985, p.22

BARKAN, PAUL

SCS professor P Barkan wins national award (photo), May 29, 1987, p.4

BARKER, JOHN

Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (map), Oct 30, 1987, p.1

Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

BARKER, WILLIAM

What’s in a name?, Dec 31, 1986, p.1

BARHABA, JOSEPH

J V Barhaba dies, Aug 23, 1985, p.10

BARNARD, HAROLD

H Bernard dies, Jan 4, 1985, p.10

BARNES, CHARLES

Soaring health insurance rates may cost schools $1.5 million, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

BARNES, CHRISTA

Day camper’s delight (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.2

BARNES, NOELLE

SMS student N Barnes selected (by Arcadia Institute of Oceanography), Jun 12, 1987, p.18

BARNET, WILL

Printmaker L Ellis’ work chosen, Oct 16, 1987, p.4

BARNETT, BARBARA

On teen drug-use, drinking and vandalism, Oct 9, 1987, p.2
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BARNIKER, SUSAN
R Conboy to be assistant principal (at EHS), Jun 12, 1987, p.11

BARNUM, JEROME
J Barnum dies, Feb 5, 1988, p.16

BARNUM, COLIN
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1

BARNUM, DEBRAH
Flute Force to play at SUNY (photo), Jan 19, 1985, p.17

BARNUM, DENNIS
Board to pick new chief, Jun 20, 1986, p.11

BARNUM, JILL
SCS gymnast J Baron competes on balance beam (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.17

BARNUM, MARTIN
Candidates sought for Citizens' Committee, Sep 4, 1987, p.3

BARTONE, NARCIA
Artistic achievers: M Barone, G Bobritsky, Y Iwawura, M Ostberg, C Sung (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.20

BARR, MARY
Despite concerns, THM giving shelter, Jan 16, 1987, p.1

BARRERA, ANTHONY
Teenage 'open house' ends in violence, injuries, arrest, May 10, 1985, p.1

BARRERA, CARL
Metropolitan Life promotes EMT man C J Barrera (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.11

BARRERA, CARL (AU)
The view from Emt (ltr), Apr 11, 1986, p.6

BARRITT, MICHAEL
After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

BARRICINI PROPERTY
First house on Marx property okayed by BAR, May 24, 1985, p.2
Soaring prices spur home-building boom (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.1

BARRIGA, LISA
New shop specializes in imported lace, Jan 17, 1986, p.10
Lace maker M F Lang at work (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.17

BARRON, ROBERT
(GBH) Nature center unveils expansion, renovation plan, May 29, 1987, p.11
Getting started (on GBH Nature Center manor house renovation) (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11

BARRY, JOHN JR
Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1

BARSCHI, MARTIN (DR)

BARSCHI, MARTIN (DR)

BARROW, ROBERT
Nature center unveils expansion, renovation plan, May 29, 1987, p.11
Getting started (on GBH Nature Center manor house renovation) (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11

BARRY, JOHN JR
Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1

BARSCHI, MARTIN (DR)

SWS fair conveys health realities, Nov 27, 1987, p.20

BARSON, GEORGE
Fire commissioner G Barson is re-elected, Dec 13, 1985, p.12
Residents consider fire board's proposal at public hearing, Jun 6, 1986, p.11
Sikora seeks fire board seat, Nov 20, 1986, p.11
Gratitude to commissioners (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Toff resigns as head of Greenville fire board (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.13
G W Barson is head of (Greenville) fire board (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.9
Fire board moves to revise station renovation proposal, Mar 13, 1987, p.11
County grand jury clears Greenville Fire District, Apr 24, 1987, p.11
Inspection points up need for expansion of fire headquarters, May 15, 1987, p.11
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BARSÖH, GEORGE continued
Fire tax rate to rise 11.7%, Oct 23, 1987, p.13
(Greenville) Fire district to tighten belt in response to insurance rate hike, Nov 13, 1987, p.15
For volunteers, firefighting means 'a lot of dedicated hours' (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.13

BARSCHHE, CYNTHIA
Creche request, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
It's now official: Creche to return this Christmas, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Evil effects of displaying Creche feared (ltr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6
Scs creche returns (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.1

BARTHELME, MARGARET
Adult school elects leaders (list), Feb 1, 1985, p.5
Crafty Adult School course takes the cake (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.6
Adult School names C Robinson business chief (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.5
Lifetime scholarship (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.5
SSMT faces uncertain future, Dec 31, 1985, p.1
Film biz how-to is slick choice at SAS opener (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.6

BARTIELS, JOHN
Woe unto lawyers who ham it up (edit), May 17, 1985, p.7

BARTEN, HARVEY
School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3

BARTEN, HARVEY (DR)
Residents discuss downtown area at Planning Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Planner promises open approach, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Dialogue begins on Penn Central project (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
Portman proposal recommends emphasis on housing downtown (map), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
D Portman unveils revised zoning for downtown (map p16), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

BARTHELSON, JOYCE
Joyce Barthelson dies; co-founded music school (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.1

BARTHOLOMEW, HELEN
New champ: A Meer (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.2
The winner and new champ: H Bartholomew (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.3

BARTHOLOMEW, LAURA
Winter retreat (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.14

BARTHOLOMEW, RALPH
R Bartholomew dies, Mar 15, 1985, p.22

BARTHELM, KEVIN
Resident K Bartnett to head Young Republicans, Sep 13, 1985, p.12
K Bartnett head of Young GOP (list), May 2, 1986, p.2
GOP to hear Slotnick (Republican Town Committee elects leaders), Oct 9, 1987, p.5

BARTON, REHEE
Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1988, p.8

BARZELATO, DOMINICK
Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Planning Bd rules that 8 homes can be built at 465 Mamaroneck Rd, Mar 9, 1985, p.3
Multi-home plans presented to village, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Developers fail again to get planners' ok, May 3, 1985, p.4
Planners apply new coverage law, May 31, 1985, p.3
Development approved, Jul 5, 1985, p.3
Sushi restaurant may open here, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Thirteen-house subdivision requested (cont p12), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
BARCELLATO, DOMINICH continued
Flanners say 13 houses can be built on Winston property, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Townhouses proposed on Weaver Street, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Soaring prices spur home-building boom (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

BASCH, NORMA
EAT professor N Basch wins scholarship, May 10, 1985, p.10

BASEBALL
New book offers tips on coaching baseball, May 17, 1985, p.14
SCS's #1 (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.1
SCS's Legion nine wins county championship (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.16
Baseball renaissance (in SCS) (edit), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
Can't baseball just be for fun? (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
Advice from an expert: P Blair (photo; list), May 2, 1986, p.21
SHS team to play in 'house that Ruth built' (list), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
More parental involvement is needed in (EMT) youth leagues, says senior athlete, Apr 24, 1987, p.10
In the big ballpark in the Bronx (photo), May 1, 1987, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS High School Baseball (photo), May 15, 1987, p.28
EHS sports 10 worst list, Jun 26, 1987, p.10
SE ALSO SOFTBALL

BASILED, ELIZABETH
SCS scores high (on Comprehensive Assessment Report), Dec 18, 1987, p.1

BASKETBALL
Basketball star B Lefkowitz competes in Maccabiah Games, Jul 19, 1985, p.9
New rule for PRC basketball (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
EHS grad R Heranann has job with Nets (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.9
Kaiminer retires (photo), Oct 29, 1986, p.15
Models meet seniors for charity (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.18
Athletes honored (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.22
Hoo-die-do (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.16
Plea for basketball courts (ltr), May 8, 1987, p.6
EHS sports and sportsmen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11
EHS sports 10 worst list, Jun 26, 1987, p.10
Jack Kaiminer is back as coach of Raiders cagers (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.19
SCS to take on Jets in charity (basketball) game, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.11
5th graders on 4th grade (basketball) team (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Bouquets (to J Kaiminer) and brickbats (to unsportsmanlike fans) (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
(Basketball team the) Pride of SCS (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
SHS (basketball) players, coach honored, Mar 18, 1988, p.16
Road block ahead (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Jets looked like Giants on Raider court (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15
Poor sportsmanship seen (re Recreation Dept basketball teams) (ltr), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

BASKETBALL COURTS-SCS
New court battle (for basketball courts), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Second basketball court urged (ltr), Jul 3, 1987, p.6
Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
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BASKETBALL COURTS-SCS continued
Shade on you, school board (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6
Second (basketball) court planned, Aug 7, 1987, p.1

BASS, JESSICA
Curtain going up next week on SSMI's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1

BASS, JOHNATHAN
Cue Laude inducts 13, Sep 25, 1987, p.12

BASS, MELINDA
Melinda Bass - Woman of the Year (photo), Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Democratic dissent, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
On teen drug-use, drinking and vandalism, Oct 9, 1987, p.2

BASSETT, DOROTHY
D S Bassett dies, Aug 8, 1986, p.14

BASSETT, NANCY
Town candidates at campaign wrap-up (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11

BASSUK, RICHARD
Resident R Bassuk's gift aids NY Medical College, Dec 31, 1986, p.3

BAST, JAMES
SCS United Way exceeds campaign goal, May 9, 1986, p.4

BASTA, MARGO MCLONHE-
SEE MCLONHE-BASTA, MARGO

BATANABE, HENRY
Together again: H Watanabe, M Noda open Noda's Japanese restaurant (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.16

BATCHER, KENNETH
There's trouble at home for SCS' native sport (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.5
Hustlers can still rustle up a summer job (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
Rec council hears from public, Nov 8, 1985, p.3
More (money) for managers, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Thinking of camp, Feb 7, 1986, p.1
A chance to get closer to nature (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.3
Back to nature (center) campaign begins (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Teen center nearing reality, Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Hot off the senior citizens' griddle (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.3
Rec Department rebuked (ltr), Sep 26, 1986, p.6
Pool backers make pitch, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Village officials given raises: (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Pool repairs, Mar 6, 1987, p.1
Riding program called dangerous (ltr), Mar 13, 1987, p.6
Rec Dept fills new number 2 post (S Board hires), Apr 17, 1987, p.3
Give race back to Abe Simon (ltr), May 1, 1987, p.6
Historically speaking: Additional monuments in SCS (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
Board (of Ed) imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Lifeguard's lament (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6
Pool opening to teenagers 6 nights a week, Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Teens taking advantage of evening pool hours, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
Swimmers want cleaner pool, Aug 7, 1987, p.3
Thank you, seniors (ltr), Oct 16, 1987, p.6
Indoor pool study, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
Pool progress, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
'A' in attendance (for village employees), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
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BATCHelor, KENNETH continued

Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
5th graders on 4th grade (basketball) team (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

BATCHelor, KENNETH (AU)

New rule for PRC basketball (ltr), Jan 3, 1988, p.6

BATES, ALFRED

Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

BATES, ALICE


BATES, ANH ELIZA

Prints from the past (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.1

BATES, JOHN

Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

BATES, LUCY

Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

BATES, LUCY WHITNEY

Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

BATES, SARAH CORNELL

Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

BATKIN, ALAN

SCS man A R Batkin to receive AJC's Human Relations Award, May 17, 1985, p.8

SCS man R L Pelz to head federation affiliate, May 31, 1985, p.3

Service agency holds annual meeting, Jun 21, 1985, p.26

Community service group elects A R Batkin president, Jun 6, 1986, p.2

BATTLIA, DOLORES

Democratic dissent, Apr 18, 1986, p.1

Pathway (on Griffen) decision expected soon (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.1

Primary battle heating up (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.1

Democrats to make choices in congressional, senate races, Sep 5, 1986, p.1

Abzug, Green nominated despite SCS voters (photo; chart p.20), Sep 12, 1986, p.1

BAUBION-MACKLER, JEANNIE

Photography show opening (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.23

SCS photographer J Baubion-Mackler to exhibit, Apr 17, 1987, p.2

Classic gardens (photo), May 15, 1987, p.14

BAUER, DANA

Two students, J Krain, D Bauer, spend summer at Cornell, Aug 14, 1987, p.18

BAUER, ROSS

YES says yes to students in the job market (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.6

BAUM, BARBARA (AU)

The smartest, dumbest kid... (edit), Aug 16, 1985, p.7

BAUM, SILBERT (DR)

SCS doctor G Baum wins Pioneer Award, Apr 19, 1985, p.2

BAUM, ROBERT

Two (R Baum, D Moretti) write legal tomes, Dec 5, 1986, p.22

BAUMAN, MURIEL

M K Bauman dies, Aug 22, 1986, p.11

BAUMEL, HERBERT

SCS Symphony gives way to PIA's, Sep 6, 1985, p.1

BAUMGARTEN, MALCOLM
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BAUMGARTEN, MALCOLM continued
Town officials' case against S Moundroukas looks doomed, Jan 8, 1988, p.9
Judge W Walsh dismisses (SBH) officials' case (against S Moundroukas), Jan 15, 1988, p.10

BAXTER, RHONDA
Fire destroys Hitchcock (photo; add photo p 13), Jun 6, 1986, p.1

BAY OF PIGS
SEE US-HISTORY

BAYLOR, DIANE
Leaning about Albany (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.10

BAYLOR, ELLEN
23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

BAYLOR, RENEE
Greenacres traffic to do about-face, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
SCS Hatl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32

BAYNE, TORI AM
Fresh Air families forge strong ties with summer guests (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1

BEALL, CHARLIE
Wallflower at the ball: wife's report on Class '65 reunion (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.5

BEAM, BETSY
Beams will retire from Baptist pulpit (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.12

BEAM, PAUL (REV)
Beams will retire from Baptist pulpit (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.12

BEARD, RICK
SCS arts supporter seeking to have Holocaust memorial built, Jul 11, 1986, p.1

BEARS
The bear at historic Carson-Hyatt house greets first snowfall (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.3
Bears, bears everywhere (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.3

BEATTY, WARREN
Celebrity season in SCS (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Director of 'Reds' W Beatty joins Green team (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.4

BEAUCHAMP, JOHN
J L Beauchamp dies, May 15, 1987, p.18

BEAUREGARD, ROBERT
Magazine exec: R Beauregard, Mar 4, 1988, p.3

BEAUTY CONTESTS
Beauty queen: N Ryan (photo), May 15, 1987, p.14
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BEAUTY SHOPS

More on missing necklace (ltr), Oct 25, 1985, p.6
This is a beauty parlor? (photo; list), Nov 7, 1986, p.4

BEAUTY, PERSONAL

Where's beauty in skin like leather? (edit), Jul 26, 1985, p.7
Is feminine beauty an asset? (edit), Jan 3, 1986, p.7
Are we real? what do we look like? (edit), Apr 17, 1987, p.7

BECERRA, FRANK

White Plains Hospital honors Joseph Hofheiter (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.5
St Agnes honors SCS man V Polera, Jun 12, 1987, p.8

BECK, DELORSE

EHS is complying with Regents requirements, Jan 30, 1987, p.11

BECK, FREDERICK

F Beck dies, Jan 11, 1985, p.10

BECKER, BARRI

(EMT) Board of Ed ponders use of school facilities by outside groups, Jul 17, 1987, p.9
New faces (on EMT teaching staff) (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.11
No change for now in (EHS) phys ed grading, Sep 25, 1987, p.13

BECKER, DAVID

Another monument (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6

BECKER, JANE

Feb 14: a few new charts in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

BECKER, LILLIAN

GOPC entering fifth year in operation, Nov. 13, 1987, p.13

BECKERMAN, LUKE

L F Beckerman dies, Aug 22, 1986, p.11

BECKLER, JOEL


BECKWITH, FRANCES

A day for stars and stripes (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.5
DAR at VA Hospital (photo), Sep 6, 1985, p.8

BEDFORD, CALVIN

Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
Athletic director C Bedford not just out to win, Sep 20, 1985, p.10
New staff hired by (EMT) district, Oct 4, 1985, p.11
Divisions emerge over gifted, talented program, Jan 17, 1986, p.13
Two administrators, C LaCascio and C Bedford, to leave (EMT), Feb 12, 1988, p.11

BEDICHEK, JANE

Audubon Society, Boy Scouts to exhibit eagle, Feb 22, 1985, p.2
Fictional fire poses real-life dilemmas, May 3, 1985, p.1
Something new in Chase Park (photo), Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Please touch (herb garden in Chase Park), Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Anyone want a tree?, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Park project, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Pleasures of a garden (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

BEDICHEK, JANE (AU)

Remembering Lillian Thies (ltr), Feb 15, 1985, p.6
Let's better our own (recycling) record (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
Gardeners, put nature to work for you (edit), Jul 25, 1986, p.7
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BEDIICH, JANE (AU) continued
Of thythe, tarragon and Titania (ltr), Jul 31, 1987, p.6
Some trees you should know (edit), Oct 2, 1987, p.7
(The sweet gum tree) An interesting tree (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.7

BEDIN, LAETITIA
Six-year-old L Bedin killed by school bus, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
A tree for Laetitia (Bedin), Nov 13, 1987, p.1
(SCE) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1

BEERLE, VIONNE
Learning the Mentor way (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.29

BEERS, CHRISTINE
Mass production (Junior high students make model cars for homeless children) (photo), Dec 13, 1987, p.24

BEES
A bee’s feast (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.5
That’s where honey comes from: Historical Soc’s Festival ’85 (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.3
A chance to get closer to nature (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.3

BEGIN, DELORES
Concert held at Edgewood, Dec 20, 1985, p.28

BEGIN, DOLORES
American tall tales (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.1

BEHR, RICH
Battle continues to preserve windows, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

BEHR, RICHARD
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors’ pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
No “silk purse” (Some changes to be made to improve appearance of school windows), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

BEHR, RICHARD (AU)
Moratorium (on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Disregard for tradition? (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Destruction decried (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
Importance of vigilance (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

BEHR, RICK
Don’t replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Despite pleas, old windows will go (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 16, 1987, p.1
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

BEHR, SUZANNE (AU)
Disregard for tradition? (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

BEHRMANN, WILLIAM
Teenage “open house” ends in violence, injuries, arrest, May 10, 1985, p.1
Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

BEILAND, EVELYN
A wildlife change of career is topic of TV interview (photo), May 2, 1986, p.16

BEILAND, NICK
A wildlife change of career is topic of TV interview (photo), May 2, 1986, p.16

BEILINA, NIHA
Music faculty at Y (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.30

BEINECKE, DAVID
Jack Taminer is back as coach of Raiders cagers (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.19
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BEINSTEIN, DAVID continued

Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16). Mar 19, 1988, p.1

SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30

BEINSTEIN, DAVID

Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16). Mar 19, 1988, p.1

SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30

BEINSTEIN, DAVID continued

Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16). Mar 19, 1988, p.1

SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30

BEIRHE, THOMAS

No decisions yet in Winston suits, Mar 7, 1986, p.1

Winston sale given green light—for now, Mar 21, 1986, p.1

Appellate court scolds village for plan to sell Winston gift, Apr 25, 1986, p.1

Discovery ending (in Winston v SCS case), Jan 23, 1987, p.1

Winston case update, May 29, 1987, p.1

(Winston case) On the calendar, Aug 28, 1987, p.1

BEISHEIM, GEORGE JR

Hochberg appeals court ruling for GOP candidate, Aug 9, 1985, p.1

Hochberg wins one in court, Aug 23, 1985, p.1

Hochberg wins battle of ballet, Aug 30, 1985, p.1

BEISSEL, AMY (AU)

Let the gases begin! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.13

BELASCO, CLAIRE (AU)

Divestiture dilemma: Who’s number 1? (edit), Apr 26, 1985, p.7

BELASCO, STEVEN

Resident S Belasco promoted, Feb 28, 1986, p.9

S R Belasco promoted at Colgate (Palmolive Co) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.11

BELKIN, DAVID

Cooling off: D Bellin (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.9

BELKIN, SUSAN


BELL, EMILY

Let the games begin! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.13

BELL, ETHEL

E L Bell dies, Aug 9, 1985, p.14

BELL, EUGENE

SCS resident E Bell sentenced for arson, Mar 29, 1985, p.8

BELL, GIL

G Bell qualifies for Culligan Round Table Sales Club, Mar 1, 1985, p.2

BELL, IRVINE

Mr Memorial Day, E Rogliano, wants no thanks; he gives thanks (photo), May 29, 1987, p.6

BELL, JANET

The focus of all eyes (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.16

BELL, LAURA

Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

Student service, Jun 5, 1987, p.1

Animals' best friends (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.3

BELL, MARGARET

M S Bell dies, Feb 6, 1987, p.12

BELL, MARGARET (AU)

Not with swords, but with plowshares (edit), Jan 11, 1985, p.7

Following God's path (Itr), Apr 12, 1985, p.6

Ashamed of Democrats (Itr), May 31, 1985, p.6

Catch 22 in Senator D'Amaio's letter (Itr), Nov 15, 1985, p.6
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PELL, MARGoT
PCES project okayed, May 15, 1987, p.11

PELL, NATHAN (DR)
Goals development workshop brings together diverse groups (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.10

PELL, PAULA
Scouts teaching scouts (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.3

PELL, PEGGY
Tribute to Peggy Bell (1tr), Feb 13, 1987, p.6

PELL, PETER
Speakers V P Vaky, P D Bell, Rev Dr J E Goff call for US to back Central American peace plan, Oct 30, 1987, p.3

PELL, RAYMOND
R % Bell dies, Feb 22, 1985, p.8

PELL, SARAH
The focus of all eyes (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.16

PELLACOSA, JOSEPH
It's official: Dr T Sobol sworn in as NY State Commissioner of Education (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Photo studio of J Pellacosa, R Karaman opens in town, Nov 6, 1987, p.4

PELLACOSA, JOSEPH (AU)
Apply the law as it exists (edit), Dec 12, 1986, p.7

PELLSEY, EDWIN (AU)
What the money market is all about (edit), Oct 10, 1986, p.7
Laddering for investment safety (edit), May 8, 1987, p.7
How to secure your securities (edit), Dec 4, 1987, p.7
Life after 'Black Monday' (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7
Long and short of investing (edit), Feb 12, 1988, p.7

PELLSEY, RUTH
Resident R Bellsey joins Doernberg staff (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.19

PELLWOOD, PAMELA
Dynastic return: actress P Bellwood returns briefly to SCS (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Mystery surrounding P Bellwood's roots solved, Mar 1, 1985, p.1

BELTON, HERMAN
Bus death (of A Jones) spurs vigilance, Feb 12, 1988, p.10

BEMELEN, IDA VAN
SEE VAN BEMELEN, IDA

BEN-DAVID, KERRY
He's got a new name, career and 100-watt grin (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.6

BENCHE, DOUGLAS
Doernberg named agent for Saxon Glen in Mamaroneck (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.18

BENCH, CRAIG
Scouts teach fire safety, Oct 31, 1985, p.16
Workshop blues (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

BENCH, DOROTHY
Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo: list), May 10, 1985, p.2
Village Voices spare no targets (photo: list), May 9, 1986, p.3
Trouble in Toothopolis (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.19
Local women S Garff, D Bench in Liberty celebration, Jul 11, 1986, p.10
Spirit of giving thriving here, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
SCS bids Sobol fond farewell (photo; addl photo p 16), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
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BENCH, DOROTHY continued
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

BENCH, E MARKHAM
Two SCS men, M Bench, F C Graves, to chair Bible Week (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.22
Holiday donation: residents give blood to Hudson Valley Blood Services (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.5
Mormons observe Pioneer Day, Aug 1, 1986, p.14
Bible Week: M Bench vice chairman of Natl Bible Week luncheon (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.20
Panel explores SCS's role in responding to homelessness, Apr 19, 1987, p.1
Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
On snowy night few go out to Unit Meetings, Nov 13, 1987, p.1
Workshop blues (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.16
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5

BENCH, EMILY
Winter retreat (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.14

BENCH, ERIC
Mormons will honor 4 SMS seniors, Jun 5, 1986, p.14

BENCH, MARK
25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3

BENCH, MELISSA
SMS graduates D Garff, M Bench to be missionaries (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.3

BENDER, JOEL
Town roomer law meets obstacles, Feb 8, 1985, p.10
EMT man R Greenbaum throws hat in race for position on GBH Town Council (photo), May 3, 1985, p.15
Resident S Silverman switches to council race, May 10, 1985, p.11
Republicans pick town candidates, May 24, 1985, p.11
Republicans see issue in meetings law change, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
Town candidates at campaign wrap-up (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Democrats retain town reins, Nov 8, 1985, p.11
Town political races open with traditional claims, accusations, Jun 7, 1986, p.11

BENDHEIM, JOHN
United Way dinner fetes leaders (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.2
United Way dinner launches drive (photo), Sep 28, 1986, p.1

BENDISH, BRUCE
Banker A K Saloam accused of attempted murder, Jun 26, 1987, p.1

BENEDICT, FRANCES
Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6

BENEDICT, JAMES
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1

BENEDICT, NORMA
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1

BENEVENTO, LOIS
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
Edgewooders give food to needy, Nov 20, 1987, p.15
Live at Edgewood: (E Burton as) Benjamin Franklin, Dec 11, 1987, p.18

BENI, GEMI
Heff-Barthelson to present musical biography of Rossini (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.12

BENJAMIN, ASHOUR
A Benjamin dies, Nov 7, 1986, p.16

BENJAMIN, JACK
Budget is adopted; will raise taxes by 6.7%, Apr 4, 1986, p.11
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BENJAMIN, JUDITH
Enriching experience: SCS students' musical performance at SCS library (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
Student recital praised (ltr), May 31, 1985, p.6
Concert held at Edgewood, Dec 20, 1985, p.28
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

BENNETT, HAROLD
Historically speaking: SCS needs a preservation law, Jan 30, 1987, p.5

BENNETT, HELEN
Legal Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

BENNETT, KAREN
Incumbent legislators are all victorious, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

BENNETT, KIELSON & CO
After cuts, (County) Board (of Legislators) OK's $847M county budget, Dec 24, 1987, p.1

BENNETTE, PATRICIA
Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

BENSLY, BRUCE
6 Jensen honored at SCS Bowl dinner, Jan 25, 1985, p.4

BENSON, NANCY (DR)
Off the beaten track: unusual courses (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.6
From a slum to the Sorbonne: "A dream come true" (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.6

BETLEY, GREGORY
Club debates Winston sale, vets, Feb 14, 1986, p.3

BENTLEY, HED
Giving the teachers a big hand (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.22

BENTON, AMY
Scouts try hand at government (photo; list), Feb 28, 1986, p.3
Foreign AFS students to return home; three AFS juniors to summer abroad (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.5
AFS offers adventures abroad in language, culture, sports (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.15
AFS gives students new perspectives (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.16

BEPO (INDIANS)
Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6

BEQUESTS
SEE GIFTS

BERDON, BARBARA
School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3

BEREAVEMENT
Thinking about the word 'alone' (edit), Dec 19, 1986, p.7

BERENBARTEN, MICHAEL
Sounding good: J Stark, M Berengarten, V Patel, D Tarasiewicz (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.11

BERG, ALEX
Heathcote holds health fair (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.16

BERG, CHERYL
Happy Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

BERG, CHRISTY
Salute to Miss Liberty ballet (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.16

BERG, HELENE (AU)
Equal space for all symbols (ltr), Apr 19, 1985, p.6

BERG, PAUL
Hearing set on Vets' tax break, Jan 18, 1985, p.1
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BERG, PAUL continued

Vets fight for tax break: Village Bd tables vets' tax law, acts on dish antennae, land restrictions, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Not quite complete: renovations of SCS station area underway (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Project completed: rehabilitation of SCS train station, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Oppenheimer names Berg to Commuter Council, Oct 11, 1985, p.15
Pool backers make pitch, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Town Club to discuss indoor pool, downtown (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Pool backers make pitch to Town Club, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
3.9% village tax hike seen, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Hitchcock okays exterior design of new sanctuary (illus), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
You must remember this (P Stangl presents RR gate curtain to village) (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.3
Indoor pool backers seek prompt action, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
Train for SCS, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
Pool takes another step ahead: Moratorium on downtown extended, Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Support for pool questioned (ltr), Oct 23, 1987, p.6
Don't raise taxes for a pool (ltr), Nov 20, 1987, p.6
Pool progress, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

BERG, PAUL (AU)
Time for an indoor pool (ltr), Oct 31, 1986, p.6
He says pool has support (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6

BERGEN, BARRY
Jack Kaainer is back as coach of Raiders cagers (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.19
Cinderella season ends as SMS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1

BERGER, BRIAN (DR)
Hospital (UP) appoints nine doctors (list), Dec 27, 1985, p.3

BERGER, CHRIS
Getting it together (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.13

BERGER, GERALD
Resident G S Berger joins financial firm (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.10

BERGER, LILA
Fox Meadow teacher L Berger cited, Sep 26, 1986, p.18

BERGER, MARTIN
SCS arts supporter seeking to have Holocaust memorial built, Jul 11, 1986, p.1
Meeting on affordable housing, May 15, 1987, p.11

BERGER, NEIL (DR)
Former resident N Berger opens practice in clinical psychology, Apr 5, 1985, p.14

BERGER, PATRICIA
Scarsdale National appoints P Berger manager, Sep 20, 1985, p.4
SCS Natl names 4 officers, Jul 4, 1986, p.3

BERGERMAN, GEORGE
J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for room on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p 9), Nov 5, 1987, p.1

BERGIS, JOY
A child's Chamukah in SCS: cookies, candles and potato pancakes (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.5

BERGMANN, ANDY
Happy ending to bird story (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

BERGMANN, JOHN (AU)
Happy ending to bird story (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
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BERGSTROM, ROBIN
Veteran sees 'smear campaign' by GOP, Apr 4, 1986, p.10
GOP endorses Bergstrom (photo), May 16, 1986, p.11
Be wary of candidate R Bergstrom (ltr), Aug 29, 1986, p.6
Winners map post-election plans, Nov 7, 1986, p.11

BERK, ANTHONY
Frauds bureau subpoenas data of G'ville fire district, Oct 17, 1986, p.11
(Greenville) Fire district case before grand jury, Feb 13, 1987, p.11

BERK, EDWARD
SMS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

BERK, PHILIP
The look of the future? (photo), May 23, 1986, p.1

BERK, TONY
County grand jury clears Greenville Fire District, Apr 24, 1987, p.11

BERKELEY-SCS ASSN
BAR gives go-ahead to (Mormon) church addition, Feb 12, 1988, p.3

BERKEY, FRANCES
Pre-election GOP get-together (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.9

BERKOWITZ, IRVING
Water for sale offer attracts no customers, Sep 13, 1985, p.1

BERKOWITZ, JUDY
Successful fundraiser (for WP Hospital) (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.8

BERKOWITZ, LLOYD (DR)
Physicians Dr L D Berkowitz, Dr M Ingeman join WP medical staff, Aug 8, 1986, p.2

BERLANT, MICHAEL
Bouncing on a castle of air (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.2

BERLE, PETER (AU)

BERLIN, JOAN
J Berlin joins Van Wert (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.2

BERLIN, LOUIS

BERLIN, MARTIN
Pool opens tomorrow morning (photo), May 22, 1987, p.3

BERLIN, MARTY
Twenty-two in benefit swim raise $2700 (list), Aug 7, 1987, p.3

BERLINER, ROBIE
Crafty kids (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.9

BERLINGO, ROLAND
Inquirer writer S Stone helps nab suspected burglar, Apr 11, 1986, p.1

BERMAN, ALEC
Three (W Warnken, S Haller, A Berman) pedal coast to coast for charity, Sep 4, 1987, p.1

BERMAN, MARYLYN
Town traffic unit again looking at Ardsley-Fort Hill crossing, Jan 9, 1987, p.11

BERMAN, PRISCILLA (AU)
Cultural exchange praised (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6

BERMAN, RICHARD
Democratic dissent, Apr 19, 1986, p.1
Local woman, B Cotton, on Berman staff, Jul 18, 1986, p.8
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BERMAN, RICHARD  continued
  Primary battle heating up (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.1
  Democrats to make choices in congressional, senate races, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
  Abzug, Green nominated despite SCS voters (photo; chart p 2A), Sep 12, 1986, p.1

BERMAN, ROSE
  Student aid to cancer fund drive (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.15

BERMAN, TAL
  T Bernard dies, Sep 27, 1985, p.16

BERNINGHAM, JOHN
  Scs lawyer J W Bemingham named general counsel of RCA (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.2

BERNBACH, JEFFREY
  Gov Cuomo appoints resident J Bernbach to council, Mar 7, 1986, p.2

BERNHARD, ALESSANDRA
  Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

BERNARD, LEONARD
  After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

BERNSTEIN, ALAN
  A Bernstein dies, Jan 9, 1987, p.16

BERNSTEIN, CLAIR
  Homeless crisis topic at hearing on (county) budget, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

BERNSTEIN, IRVING
  J Bernstein to get doctorate, Nov 20, 1987, p.13

BERNSTEIN, JOSEPH
  J Bernstein wins Reform post, Oct 16, 1987, p.16

BERNSTEIN, KIM
  Flying high (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.14
  Student president greets superintendent (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.12
  Class of '86 bids EMS a fond adieu at graduation (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.9

BERNSTEIN, LEONARD
  After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

BERNSTEIN, LOUIS (RABBI)
  Rubenstein to co-chair conference of Rabbinical Council of America (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.16

BERNSTEIN, MICHAEL
  Planner promises open approach, Aug 23, 1985, p.1

BERNSTEIN, RANDEE (AU)
  New rule for PRC basketball (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6

BERNSTEIN, ROB

BERNSTEIN, TESS
  T M Bernard dies, Sep 18, 1987, p.17

BERNSTEIN, STEPHANIE
  Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

BERR, SETH
  Cus Laude inducts 13, Sep 25, 1987, p.12

BERRY, B S
  Professor at Columbia A S Nowick honored as 'great teacher' (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.4

BERSON, BARBARA
  Because of redistricting, four (H Hudgins, R Golden, L Mercein, J Steger) must resign from SBNC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3

BESLOW, JONATHAN
  Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15
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BESLOW, LAUREN
- A literary event (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.2
- A Toiland Tintype (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.24
- Let the gaies begin! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.13

BETHELL, FRANK
- Three score and ten years ago...(SCS incorporated) (photo), May 31, 1965, p.1

BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU
- SCS man F M Werblow to chair Better Business Bureau, Nov 27, 1987, p.4

BETTISOLE, BARBARA
- First (GBH) biathlon runs off smoothly (photo; list), Sep 4, 1987, p.11

BETTMANN, ROBERT
- Head start on Memorial Day parade, Aug 21, 1987, p.9

BEUCHERT, ED
- (EMT) Board (of Ed) considers requiring students to serve community, Apr 24, 1987, p.11
- (EMT) Board (of Ed) looks at EHS conduct code, Aug 14, 1987, p.9
- (Greenville Community) Council accuses town of lagging on safety issues in EMT, Oct 9, 1987, p.13
- Longview residents (of EMT) oppose kitchen request, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

BEUCHERT, ELIZABETH
- PTSA gets new officers (photo; list), May 31, 1985, p.10
- Four join nature center board (list), Jan 21, 1986, p.11
- Installed: PTSA officers (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.9

BEUCHERT, PHILIP
- Gifted local students in state arts program, Jul 12, 1985, p.4

BEUTEL, BILL
- Newsmakers (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.8

BEVIER, ETTA

BEVIL, CATHERINE (AU)
- Witness sought (ltr), Oct 11, 1985, p.6

BEVOR-WEBB, (MRS)
- Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriad of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4

BEYERSDORF, JOHN
- (Volunteer) Fire company No 3 names officers, Sep 25, 1987, p.8
- Fire Company No 3 awards White Hat to J Beyersdorf (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.2

BEYERSDORF, JOHN (AU)
- Fire Prevention Week message (ltr), Oct 4, 1985, p.6
- S Gold A hero on the ambulance corps (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6

BEYERSDORF, MARJORIE
- Creative creatures (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.3
- Church seeks support for nutrition bill, Sep 25, 1987, p.19

BEYERSDORF, MARJORIE (AU)
- I told him he would be treated kindly (edit), Dec 19, 1986, p.7
- Famine results from human arrangements (edit), May 15, 1987, p.7

BIAGGI, MARIO
- (Lawyers B Slotnick, P Pickelle, M Aastrang) In the limelight, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

BIAGGI, ROGER
- W F Olson heads history group, Dec 4, 1987, p.16

BIALO, WALTER
- Board (of Appeals) says no to pool lights, Jun 19, 1987, p.5

BIADOS, J P
- Media's role in hostage crises (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
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BIALOS, J F (AU)
Collective action vs terrorism (edit), Nov 29, 1985, p.7

BIANCO, SAL
Anatomy of a drunk-driving case: How the justice system doesn't work (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.1

BIATHLONS
First (GBH) biathlon runs off smoothly (photo; list), Sep 4, 1987, p.11

BIBLE-NEW TESTAMENT
Was Paul a male chauvinist? (edit), Sep 12, 1987, p.7

BICENTENNIAL COMMITTEE-SCS
Happy Birthday, SCS (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3

BICKLAW, BETH
Students see many faces of America (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.7

BICKNELL, CHARLES
Bang! goes Old Bess (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.20

BICKNELL, JUDITH
Harmony in Greenacres, Oct 24, 1986, p.1

BICKNELL, JUDITH (AU)
Thanks all around (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6

BICKNELL, JUDY
On a dark day, (Hitchcock) church members look ahead to bright future (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

BICKNELL, NEIL
Candidates sought for Citizens' Committee, Sep 4, 1987, p.3

BICYCLE PATHS, FOOT PATHS, ETC
Riders rip taxi service at fare hearing (cont p 4), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

BICYCLES
End of the bicycle cycle (edit), Aug 29, 1986, p.7

BICYCLES-ACCIDENTS
SEE CYCLING-ACCIDENTS

BICYCLING
SEE CYCLING

BIDEN, JOSEPH
Is courage coming back into style? (edit), Aug 30, 1985, p.7

D'Heil rates the Presidents—past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1

Biden sends (sic) off a cliche boom (edit), Oct 23, 1987, p.7

BIEDERMAN, KENNETH
Westchester Federal names K Biederan new chairman (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.2

BIER, MARK

BIEN, MORRIS (DR)
Dr M Bien dies, Feb 13, 1987, p.8

BIENENFELD, RICHARD
Demolition of house protested in vain, Dec 24, 1986, p.1

Plans for 11 houses move ahead, Jul 3, 1987, p.1

BIERBAUER, BARBARA
Changes in store for 6th graders at junior high, Jan 23, 1987, p.1

BIG BROTHERS-BIG SISTERS OF YONKERS
Alien Big Brother: P Mosen (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.4

BIKE AID
Three (M Warnken, S Haller, A Berian) pedal coast to coast for charity, Sep 4, 1987, p.1

BILLINGS, ROBERT
A gift for two (photo; list), May 16, 1986, p.16
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BILLINGS, ROBERT continued
Despite concerns, IHM giving shelter, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Ceremonies at IHM mark end of year (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.18
BILLINGS, ROBERT (AU)
Principal of IHM protests (ltr), Jan 23, 1987, p.6
BILLY SMITH LINE FOUNDATION
SEE MEMORIALS
BINDAY, MICHAEL
Graduate's new job (at Packard Instruments), Sep 27, 1985, p.14
BINDAY, RONALD
New office building to open (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.8
BINDAY, ROSALYN
Aetna honors businesswoman R Binday, Apr 18, 1986, p.2
Two executives, K Cord, C Bittal, join insurer, Nov 21, 1986, p.26
New office building to open (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.8
BIRD STUDY
Birders spot ordinary and rare at the Christmas count (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.1
BIRDS
Bird census, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
Breakfast is served (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Bird of prey (photo), May 1, 1987, p.2
Fire on Popham tended arson, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Happy ending to bird story (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
Watch out above: green parrot escapes, Apr 1, 1988, p.5
BIRDWATCHING
SEE BIRD STUDY
BINDAUM, IRA
UA Columbia seeks hike in cable rates, Jan 4, 1985, p.9
Residents protest TV rate hike, Feb 15, 1985, p.11
GBH Town Board rejects cable rate increase; establishes new parking fines, Mar 1, 1985, p.11
State lets cable firm raise rate, Jun 28, 1985, p.10
Town asks state to tune our extra charge for VCR's, Dec 13, 1985, p.13
Cable subscribers rate UA Columbia, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
Cable hearing set for Nov 6; UA Columbia restores Channel 21, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
UA Columbia told to put in new phone lines, Aug 21, 1987, p.9
Cable TV rates going up, Nov 13, 1987, p.1
BIRTH CONTROL
Local women take part in family planning event (list), Feb 1, 1985, p.8
Victory for human suffering? (ltr), Sep 20, 1985, p.6
Residents lobby for family planning (photo; list), Feb 7, 1986, p.2
US on course to catastrophe (edit), May 9, 1986, p.7
SCS contingent lobbies for family planning funds (list), Feb 6, 1987, p.2
BIRTH CONTROL-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Family-planning curb opposed, Oct 16, 1987, p.4
BIRTHDAYS
A birthday gift to remember (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.3
Surprise party for super volunteer J Keating (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.4
My 100th birthday party (edit), Jul 18, 1986, p.7
A cause for celebration: E Kuhlmann's 102nd birthday (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.13
BISHOP, PATRICIA
Red Cross elects leaders, Jul 24, 1987, p.5

BITZBURG CEMETERY (GERMANY)
- Rabbi Rosenberg's plea to Reagan (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
- Bitburg visit protested (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
- Obscene occurrence (Pres Reagan's visit to Bitburg) (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
- Dioguardi demands apology (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6
- O'Rourke responds (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6

BITTAL, CARMELLA
Two executives, K Cord, C Bittal, join insurer, Nov 21, 1986, p.26

BITTON, DAVIE
- After 20 years, Shell station owner D Bitton told he's a violator, Jan 10, 1985, p.2
- Board rejects car rental request, Jun 21, 1985, p.2
- Board of Appeals still undecided about legality of car rental here, Dec 20, 1985, p.4
- Car rental ruled illegal here, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
- Why curtail valuable (car rental) service? (ltr), Mar 21, 1985, p.6
- After 20 years in business, car rental may be legalized, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
- Legalization ahead (for car rental agencies)?, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
- Trustees OK car rental, budget, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
- Board weighs car rental request, May 23, 1986, p.3
- Rent-a-car issue resolved as board gives Bitton a permit, Jun 20, 1986, p.3

BLACK HISTORY MONTH
SEE BLACKS-HISTORY

BLACK WOMEN
Local woman priest, C P Broderick y Guerra, to celebrate her first eucharist at St James (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.12

BLACK, BARBARA
- Trouble in Toothopolis (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.19
- Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
- Workshop blues (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

BLACK, JENNIFER
- A Toyland Tintype (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.24
- Let the games begin! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.13

BLACK, LOUISE
- School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hirschman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

BLACK, VICKI
- Lots of ghosts (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.8

BLACKMORE, PETER

BLACKOUTS, ELECTRIC POWER
SEE ELECTRIC POWER FAILURES

BLACKS
- New myths (about poverty) as vicious as old (edit), Jan 11, 1985, p.7
- Calloway Day to open GBH Black History Month celebration (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.10
- DAR at African cemetery dedication (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.8
- Educational vouchers—a good idea? (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7
- $22,000 a year to stay in prison (edit), Apr 11, 1986, p.7
- America's rediscovering the black family (edit), Jul 25, 1986, p.7
- Blacks at higher risk in AIDS (edit), Jun 5, 1987, p.7
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BLACKS IN SBH
Pluck and push created Central 7 (School District; P Jenkins instrumental in effort) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.12

BLACKS-EDUCATION
We lose more youngsters (edit), Mar 14, 1986, p.7
Pluck and push created Central 7 (School District; P Jenkins instrumental in effort) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.12
(GBH) District verbal scores lag (behind math scores), Feb 12, 1988, p.10

BLACKS-EMPLOYMENT
Who has been left out? (edit), Aug 2, 1985, p.7
More minority teachers (edit), Apr 17, 1987, p.7
SEE ALSO AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

BLACKS-HISTORY
remembering the roots of black hope (edit), Mar 1, 1985, p.7
Black history needs more awareness (edit), Feb 28, 1988, p.7
Take new heart from black history (edit), Feb 20, 1987, p.7

BLACKS-POLITICAL ACTIVITIES
The real scandal of the (presidential) campaign (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.7

BLACKS-SOCIAL CONDITIONS
Mix self-reliance and government action (edit), Nov 6, 1987, p.7
Pluck and push created Central 7 (School District; P Jenkins instrumental in effort) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.12

BLACKS-UNEMPLOYMENT
Close the racial gap in economics (edit), May 1, 1987, p.7

BLAIR, LINDA
Make space work (photo) (Home Supp), Apr 10, 1987, p.4

BLAIR, PAUL
Advice from an expert; P Blair (photo; list), May 2, 1986, p.21

BLAKE, ALFRED
A G Blake dies, Aug 9, 1985, p.14

BLAKE, JENNIFER
New bosses (for SCS Government Day) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5

BLAKE, JESSIE
J H Blake dies, Apr 19, 1985, p.16

BLANCHARD, FESSENDEN
There's trouble at home for SCS's native sport (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.5
J Hare's sails are powered by 'nature's fire' (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.6
And now the rest of the story, Apr 24, 1987, p.6

BLANCHARD, MARY
There's trouble at home for SCS's native sport (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.5

BLANCHARD, CHARLES (DR)
Doc Blanford is dead at 76; was beloved EMT figure (photo), Jan 17, 1986, p.13
The Blanford Relays: Doc's spirit lives on (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.10

BLANK, BUD
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

BLANK, DAVID
Presenting (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.12

BLANK, LAURA
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

BLANK, THOMAS
J Ryan honored by Heart Assn, Dec 12, 1986, p.2

BLANK, TOM
Sixth graders: They're still crazy (about camp) after all these years (photo), Jun 12, 1997, p.11
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BLANKENSHIP, JAMES
Public relations agency promotes local man J L Blankenship to VP, Jun 20, 1985, p.2

BLANN, CAROL (AU)
(SCS downtown area) Different from South Bronx (ltr), Mar 4, 1980, p.6

BLASSBERS, BERNICE
Serenading the seniors (photo), May 29, 1987, p.14

BLATT, ROCHELLE
Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8%, Apr 24, 1987, p.1

BLATT, SHIRLEIGH
Fifth graders (at OR) learn about aging (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.15
Reception to honor teachers retiring from Quaker Ridge; PTA slate announced (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.17

BLAU, DENISE
Tax lawyer D Blau named partner, Feb 6, 1987, p.4

BLAU, MARIE
M D Blau dies, Jun 6, 1986, p.14

BLAU, PETER
Sherlockiana: the game's afoot at Adult School (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.6

BLAU, ROBERT
Hearing called off, Jul 25, 1986, p.1

BLECHER, AMY
Fire commissioner, W J Shiels, treasurer, A Blecher, appointed, Jun 12, 1987, p.11
Three (W Broden, W Shiels, A Blecher) to run unopposed in coming fire election, Dec 4, 1987, p.12

BLEICHTA, ELSIE (AU)
A rattlesnake on Old Glory? (edit), Jun 20, 1986, p.7

BLEECKER, JAMES
Mr Memorial Day, E Rogliano, wants no thanks; he gives thanks (photo), May 29, 1987, p.6

BLEICHERT, WILLIAM
Hospital elects board leaders, Apr 5, 1985, p.4
Local man W J Bleichert elected New Rochelle Hospital treasurer, Apr 11, 1986, p.26
Treasurer elected: W J Bleichert, Apr 3, 1987, p.4

BLESSING, GEORGE
How fit are SCS kids? New program may give an answer, Sep 4, 1987, p.1

BLEY, MORTON
Historically speaking: SHS band 51 years old (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.5

BLIND
Braille unit elects philanthropist S Henkind, Jan 15, 1988, p.4
SEE ALSO BRAILLE SYSTEM

BLISS, DAVID
Consultants hired for Freightway development plans, Jun 14, 1985, p.1

BLISS, JACK
Lost reservations, May 9, 1986, p.1

BLISS, JOHN
Higher fares? Taxi fares may be going up in village, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Taxi fare hearing, May 10, 1985, p.1
Village enacts water use rules, May 17, 1985, p.1
Consultants hired for Freightway development plans, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Dogs in spotlight at trustees meeting, Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Murder suspect L Keller told employer she hated father (photo), Oct 3, 1985, p.1
Taxi fare hike, May 15, 1987, p.1
No comments (on Central Taxi service), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
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BLISS, JOHN continued
Riders rip taxi service at fare hearing (cont p 4), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Tell it to the village (edit), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
Taxi service, Dec 31, 1987, p.1

BLITZ, ALAN
W. Glendon, E. Hand, E. Seidman, A. Blitz named to Non Partisan ticket (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Appraise for A. Blitz (litr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6
Citizens Party will not participate in LWV forum, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Citizens Party candidates sponsor nine neighborhood meetings, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Election 85: the non-incumbents: W. Grossman, A. Blitz (photo), Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Citizens Party streak being challenged at polls, Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Citizens Party holds reception (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Difficult choice (Inquirer endorses Citizens Party) (edit), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
Citizens Party slate wins easily; Grossman says he's leaving town (photo-chart), Mar 22, 1985, p.1
New mayor to address Town Club, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Village enacts water use rules, May 17, 1985, p.1
Consultants hired for Freightway development plans, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Youth Services program to expand, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Residents persuade Pennysaver to stop hand deliveries here (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Board of Trustees' advisers cool to possible village bond issue, Aug 16, 1985, p.1
Village trustees consider alternative financing, Sep 13, 1985, p.1
Cost considerations delay vote on new fire department facility, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Youth counselor L. Kaplan plans to resign, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Fan support called 'lukewarm' (litr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
Football fever, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Veterans' benefit rejected; merchants' parking approved, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Youth project's backers fear loss of village support, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Keep the partnership (litr), Mar 14, 1986, p.6
Test ban endorsed; higher (parking) fees opposed, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
SCS 'losing control' (of football program) (litr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6
Narcotics task force, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
Trustees postpone cable TV decision, Nov 28, 1985, p.1
Two Drake update, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Seidman nominated as next mayor (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Proposed shelter for family to be topic of meeting, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Drake-Edgewood favors plan to lease house to homeless (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Citizens debate preservation law, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Village election: different day, same results (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Panel explores SCS's role in responding to homelessness, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
Raises approved, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Few show interest in moratorium, budget, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Taxi fare hike, May 15, 1987, p.1
Trustees order new master plan for downtown, May 29, 1987, p.1
No comments (on Central Taxi service), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
Riders rip taxi service at fare hearing (cont p 4), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
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BLITZ, ALAN continued
Single in SCS: the social dilemma (Part II), Aug 28, 1987, p.6
Campaign continues (for indoor pool), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Tails wins the job (to install curbs in village), Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Blitz for governor (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
Taxi service, Dec 31, 1987, p.1
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Pool progress, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Trustees vote down Nynex base station, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Good reason seen for fears (of mobile radio antennas) (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Consider two pool sites (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

BLITZ, ALAN (AU)
A class act on Saturdays (ltr), Nov 8, 1985, p.6
Something positive at SHS (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
Trustee A Blitz says fears (of mobile telephone antennas) are baseless (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

BLITZ, BRIAN
SHS wins football championship (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.1
Raiders, 8-0, head for bowl (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1
Football fever, Nov 29, 1985, p.1

BLITZ, SCOTT

BLITZER, GLORIA
SCS aan J S Blitzer killed in crash (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.1

BLITZER, JEROME
SCS aan J S Blitzer killed in crash (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.1

BLOCH, HENRY JR
Boycott, not Armageddon (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6

BLOCH, HENRY JR (AU)
Against the public interest (distribution of Pennysaver) (ltr), Jun 7, 1986, p.6
Is this patriotism? (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6
Make junk mail go first class (ltr), Feb 26, 1986, p.6

BLOCH, SYLVIA
S Bloch dies, Jun 5, 1987, p.20

BLOCK, AUSTIN
In good voice (photo), Dec 19, 1987, p.14

BLOCK, MOLLYE
M K Block dies, Oct 31, 1986, p.20

BLOCK, NANCY (AU)
Safer for dogs than children (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6

BLOCK, RICHARD

Law partners: R H Block, S H Coleman, Jan 22, 1988, p.9

BLOOD-DONATION
Precious gift (photo), Oct 10, 1985, p.1
Residents urged to give "gift of life", Dec 13, 1985, p.19
Holiday donation: residents give blood to Hudson Valley Blood Services (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.5
Identified donor (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.20
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BLOOM, ARTHUR
Parents, students, faculty debate open campus policy, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
Teacher A Bloom planning European junket, Oct 2, 1987, p.14

BLOOM, BRIAN
Seventh graders T Caldwell, E Flisser, L Krom greet B Bloom, A Seith, TV personalities (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.17

BLOOM, DAVID (AU)
Demographics change compensation plans (edit), Jul 31, 1987, p.7

BLOOM, JIM
SMS graduate J Bloom produces science fiction thriller, Aug 30, 1985, p.2

BLOOM, LEE (AU)
Peace-Keeping: the UN does it better (edit), Aug 23, 1985, p.7
How can we assure enough to eat? (edit), Oct 30, 1987, p.7

BLOOM, MARILYN
Local framer M Bloom earns professional title, Oct 9, 1987, p.10

BLOOM, MICHAEL
M Bloom in theater post, Dec 13, 1985, p.32

BLOOM, SARA
Inquirer story wins prize as best in New York State, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Debut of TV show on SCS takes a look at the Inquirer, May 16, 1986, p.2
Just for the record (ltr), Apr 24, 1987, p.6
(10 Cooper Rd) Elegant or shabby? (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

BLOOM, SARA (AU)
Graduation: view from the bleachers (Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.4

BLOOM, SUSAN
Voters approve public forum for School Board candidates, Apr 25, 1985, p.15
Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendent, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
Board of Ed elects officers and votes on Children's Center, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
Nominating committee announces meeting; A Attalienti, S Bloom will not run again, Jan 3, 1986, p.9
Divisions emerge over gifted, talented program, Jan 17, 1986, p.13
Board appoints teacher for district's gifted students, Feb 28, 1986, p.9
S Bloom will receive this year's Silver Box Award (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.11
Susan Bloom is honored by Greenvale Con Coun (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.12
Tuthill to leave district; new business head named (photo), May 30, 1986, p.11
Council supports fire bond issue, Jun 6, 1986, p.10
Board okays program, Jun 27, 1986, p.11
Nominating system is discussed, Dec 5, 1986, p.13
Dr W Davis to run for (EMT) board (of education), Jan 9, 1987, p.11
Bloom again is picked for (EMT) SBNC, Jan 23, 1987, p.11
DuBois will head (EMT) SBNC, Jan 30, 1987, p.11
Few nominating system changes (list), Mar 6, 1987, p.11
Community approves (EMT School Board) nominating changes (list), May 8, 1987, p.11

BLOOMGARDEN, DAVID
School board nominees to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

BLOOMINGDALE ESTATE
Irma Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5

BLOOMINGDALE, IRA
Irma Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5

BLOOMINGDALE, JOSEPH
Irma Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5
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BLOOMINGDALE, LEWIS
Iria Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5

BLOOMINGDALE, LEWIS JR (DR)
Iria Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5

BLOMBUS, SHIRLEY
Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11
Drake-Edgewood favors plan to lease house to homeless (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1

BLUM, ELLEN
Scarsdalians E Simon, E Blua, L Heilbrun honored, Jun 12, 1987, p.2

BLUM, GUSTAVO
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

BLUM, JERRY
Petition drive seeks to stop food store from closing doors, Aug 2, 1985, p.3

BLUM, MYRON
M Blua dies, Jul 31, 1987, p.14

BLUM, RICHARD

BLUMENTHAL, DANIEL
S J Craig, J Thies honored for sixty years of Masonic service (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.3

BLUMENTHAL, KAREN
PTA/PTSA (EHT) debates merits of proposal, Mar 7, 1986, p.11

BLUMENTHAL, MICHAEL
The sound of High Holy Days (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.10

BLUMNER, GINETTE
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

BLUMNER, LESTER
Derring-do in World War II (edit), May 31, 1985, p.7
Mutual interest (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.9
Dinner given for new citizen A Amzallag, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

BLUMNER, LESTER (AU)
How to plug security leaks (ltr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6
$122.72 an hour (ltr), Jul 18, 1986, p.6
What about 1st Amendment? (ltr), Oct 17, 1986, p.6
Guaranteeing catastrophe (ltr), Feb 27, 1987, p.6
'Humiliating scandal' (ltr), Apr 17, 1987, p.6
Find out who the 'stinkers' are (ltr), Aug 7, 1987, p.6
Budget-balancing idea (ltr), Nov 20, 1987, p.6

BLUMSTEIN, AMY
Bat Mitzvah girl A Bluestein uses gifts to benefit people in need (photo), May 24, 1985, p.18

BLUMSTEIN, BILL
25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3
Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1

BLUMSTEIN, ELLEN
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

BLUMSTEIN, WILLIAM
On snowy night few go out to Unit Meetings, Nov 13, 1987, p.1

BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS
After 20 years, Shell station owner D Bitton told he's a violator, Jan 18, 1985, p.2
Board rejects car rental request, Jun 21, 1985, p.2
BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS continued

Board of Appeals still undecided about legality of car rental here. Dec 20, 1985, p.4
Car rental ruled illegal here, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Board weighs car rental request, May 23, 1986, p.3
Rent-a-car issue resolved as board gives Bitton a permit, Jun 20, 1986, p.3
Hearings set, Aug 15, 1986, p.1
Board says no to acupuncturist, Dec 24, 1986, p.3
(Hitchcock) Church seeks to enlarge sanctuary, Jan 30, 1987, p.3
(Hitchcock) Church weighs rebuilding options, Mar 6, 1987, p.1
Another way to get apartments (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6
First permit for dish antenna, May 22, 1987, p.1
Board of Appeals says no to pool lights, Jun 19, 1987, p.5
New tree law, Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Appeals Board grants variances for new sanctuary at Hitchcock, Jul 24, 1987, p.3
Board of Appeals okay subdivision, Sep 18, 1987, p.4
(Boad of Appeals) Ruling to permit house to be built on Richbell, Oct 23, 1987, p.8
Appeals board denies variance, Dec 18, 1987, p.3
Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
Variance granted for Bradford Rd subdivision, Jan 22, 1988, p.2
Permit granted (for SCS Chateaux to maintain a public garage), Mar 15, 1988, p.3
Retiring trustee K Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS

Trustees approve tree law, budget, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
BAR sees plans for homes on Marx estate, Apr 26, 1985, p.2
Sheesh, village still battling, Apr 26, 1985, p.5
First home on Marx property okayed by BAR, May 24, 1985, p.2
Editorial follow-up: correction (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Rejected builder J Oronzio sues BAR, Jul 26, 1985, p.1
Members of BAR record high rate of absenteeism, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Problem on the BAR (edit), Sep 6, 1985, p.6
Oronzio finally gets BAR's okay, Sep 13, 1985, p.2
Board considering Marx estate home, Sep 27, 1985, p.2
Town not what it used to be (ltr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6
BAR okay third home on former Marx estate, Dec 20, 1985, p.2
Healthcote mansion coming down, Jan 17, 1986, p.5
Veterans' benefit rejected; merchants' parking approved, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
BAR approves restaurant, Mar 14, 1986, p.3
Refilling the BAR, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Making a hard job easier (edit), Apr 25, 1986, p.6
Streamline BAR's work (ltr), May 9, 1986, p.6
Fifth house approved on Weaver. May 16, 1986, p.3
Sixth house okayed on Marx estate, May 30, 1986, p.5
Two misses too many (edit), Jun 7, 1986, p.6
Hitchcock vows to rise from ashes (photo; addl photo p 16), Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Changes at WC Reform Temple presented to BAR; Hitchcock allowed to build fence, Jun 13, 1986, p.4
BAR approves relocated home, Jun 27, 1986, p.3
BAR asks beautification of Horseshoe, Jul 10, 1986, p.3
Hearings set, Aug 15, 1986, p.1
BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS continued

Trustees seek changes at Heathcote corners, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Three new homes get BAR's okay, Sep 12, 1986, p.3
Six more new dwellings proposed to review board (list), Sep 26, 1986, p.1
BAR gives approval to three new homes, Nov 21, 1986, p.2
Three houses approved on former Marx estate, Dec 12, 1986, p.2
No break for architectural board, Dec 31, 1986, p.3
BAR, Alcott School disagree, Jan 16, 1987, p.3
Alcott School given variance, Feb 27, 1987, p.2
Three new houses get BAR's approval (one is first plantation-style house), Apr 24, 1987, p.2
Bank sign is catching up with the times, May 5, 1987, p.2
It's a puzzle (ltr), Jun 12, 1987, p.6
Fence at Boulder Brook approved, Jun 19, 1987, p.3
BAR questions school district's plan to illuminate new tract (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
New tree law, Jul 17, 1987, p.1
School, neighbors seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
Neighbors can help (building dept), Aug 14, 1987, p.1
Dispute over house on Cooper continues; could go to court, Oct 2, 1987, p.3
Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo; add photo p.14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
BAR's 'firm stand' praised (ltr), Oct 9, 1987, p.6
Esthetic deterioration (ltr), Oct 23, 1987, p.6
Architectural board rejects skylights again, Nov 6, 1987, p.3
District needs BAR's guidance (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
(Golden) Horseshoe gets okay to expand, Dec 18, 1987, p.3
Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
BAR gives go-ahead to (Mormon) church addition, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
Builder C. Delettiades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
House plans draw BAR disfavor, Mar 18, 1988, p.3
Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS
Who will take responsibility (for windows)? (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6

BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW-SCS
Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
They also serve who only sit...and wait (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.6
Useful public service (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6
Pool takes another step ahead; (Moratorium on downtown extended), Oct 16, 1987, p.1

BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
SCS schools part of revolution in special ed, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
SCS resident Dr. R. Mitchell Jr. named to BOCES, Jul 19, 1985, p.2
School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Schools of excellence (edit), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
BOCES' role in proposed high school (edit), Jan 10, 1986, p.7
BOCES re-elects Mitchell (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.17
BOCES construction plan would save school district thousands, May 1, 1987, p.11
BOCES project okayed, May 15, 1987, p.11
BOCES board re-elects Dr. R. L. Mitchell Jr., May 22, 1987, p.16
New BOCES building is approved by 31 districts; county to vote in fall, Jun 12, 1987, p.21
Referendum set on BOCES building, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Vote yes on BOCES plan (edit), Sep 25, 1987, p.6
BOCES referendum next week (ltr), Sep 25, 1987, p.6
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BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES continued

Voters approve BOCES plan, Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Defying odds, Matthew Murphy scores a victory (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.6
(GSM) School officials eye 7.8% tax hike, Feb 12, 1988, p.10
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-EMT-SPECIAL EDUCATION, SCHOOLS-SCS-SPECIAL EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS

SCS names Dr R D Hibschaun its new superintendent (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT

EMT school board favors seat belts on buses; search continues for supt, Jan 11, 1985, p.11
S Albert to leave EMT school board (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.11
EMT residents call for supt who will stay full time, Jan 18, 1985, p.14
EMT School Board committee to review nominations, Jan 18, 1985, p.14
EMT Nominating Coa seeks school candidates, Jan 25, 1985, p.11
EMT school board grants Dr T Edwards tenure (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.11
EMT school board looks at next year's budget, Mar 15, 1985, p.11
Proposed tax increase draws little comment, Mar 22, 1985, p.11
Board debates school bus aide that announces special ed program, Mar 29, 1985, p.11
Committee opposes nominating changes, Apr 5, 1985, p.11
Edgemont tax hike criticized (ltr), Apr 12, 1985, p.6
Board may move Latin program, Seely Place improvements proposed, Apr 19, 1985, p.11
All superintendent applicants rejected; board still looking, May 3, 1985, p.15
Albany gives EMT district the right to pick superintendent, May 17, 1985, p.11
Board considers changes for gifted and first graders, May 21, 1985, p.11
Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendent, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
EMT board criticized (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
Search for superintendent ends as Calzi is named (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.11
Superintendent reports on 'high school of excellence', Jun 28, 1985, p.11
Board of Ed elects officers and votes on Children's Center, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
Elected school officials' dispute ends in physical confrontation, Jul 19, 1985, p.9
Calzi attends study sessions; board delays vote on path, Jul 26, 1985, p.9
Violence is unacceptable (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Investigation needed: Lorch v Maslow (edit), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
Conflicting versions emerge of dispute between Bd of Ed members, Aug 9, 1985, p.11
More on 'l'affaire Lorch-Maslow' (ltr), Aug 16, 1985, p.6
Maslow resigns from School Board, Aug 16, 1985, p.9
Path okayed by board, Aug 16, 1985, p.9
Board member asked to resign (ltr), Aug 23, 1985, p.6
End this sorry (Maslow-Lorch) chapter (edit), Aug 23, 1985, p.6
Never in SCS (ltr), Aug 30, 1985, p.6
Former board presidents urge further inquiry into dispute (list), Aug 30, 1985, p.9
Total commitment to excellence in Edgemont schools (photo) (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.19
Complete investigation asked (ltr), Sep 6, 1985, p.6
Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
Central focus of Greenville Coa Coun meeting, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
Board to meet with town, Sep 27, 1985, p.11
Advisory committee reports on changes for the gifted, Sep 27, 1985, p.11
Draft policy on residence is subject of board meeting, Oct 11, 1985, p.11
Board again looks at policy on residence, Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Teacher's assistant okayed for Seely Place students, Nov 15, 1985, p.11
Tax reform, discipline topics at school board meeting, Nov 29, 1985, p.13
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT continued

District gets high marks, Dec 13, 1985, p.13
Board to curb dogs, Dec 20, 1985, p.13
Divisions emerge over gifted, talented program, Jan 17, 1986, p.13
Two new administrators assess their first semester on the job (photo), Jan 21, 1986, p.11
Administrators to be hired soon, Jan 31, 1986, p.10
EMT schools enjoy banner year (Progress Edition; photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.23
Committee to review math in K-6, Feb 14, 1986, p.11
Board appoints teacher for district's gifted students, Feb 28, 1986, p.9
Board appointment sparks criticism from EHS faculty, Mar 28, 1986, p.11

Students' views sought on ESL, Apr 11, 1986, p.11
Students sign petition in support of teacher S. Long, Apr 18, 1986, p.11
Parents say (EMT) board (of ed) ignored them, May 2, 1986, p.13
Teachers unite in support of colleague J. Coon, May 9, 1986, p.11
Support for teacher J. Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11
Tuthill to leave district; new business head named (photo), May 30, 1986, p.11

Sophomores will retain exemption from gym classes, Jun 13, 1986, p.11
Consultant gives recommendations for district's G/T program, Jun 20, 1986, p.11

Board okays program, Jun 27, 1986, p.11
Feldman to head school board, Jul 4, 1986, p.8

New quarters for children's center, Jul 25, 1986, p.9
Assistant principal named: D. Pearlian, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
District's clerical staff to get a 6.4 percent hike, Aug 15, 1986, p.9
Year of Developing Capable Young People begins Sept 25, Aug 29, 1986, p.9
EMT adopts long-range goals (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.21

Minigrants for EMT staff begun (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.29
Teachers contract settled, Sep 5, 1986, p.12
Teachers get 6.5% increase, Sep 12, 1986, p.13
Ridiculous settlement (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
Administrators divvy up duties, Sep 26, 1986, p.13

ECCE: Don't change grading system, Oct 17, 1986, p.11

School board policy will be mix of old and new, Nov 14, 1986, p.11
Board undecided on trash issue, Nov 28, 1986, p.10

 Surprise for district, Dec 12, 1986, p.12

Students pass state tests, Dec 19, 1986, p.11
(EMT) High school to carry its refuse, Jan 16, 1987, p.11
(EMT) Board gets instruction update, Feb 6, 1987, p.11

High marks for (EMT) writing program, Feb 13, 1987, p.11
Pearlian to leave (EHS), Feb 27, 1987, p.9
(EMT) Board (of Ed) considers requiring students to serve community, Apr 24, 1987, p.11

BOCES construction plan would save school district thousands, May 1, 1987, p.11

Showing appreciation (photo), May 8, 1987, p.10

Calculus, Italian courses will stay, May 8, 1987, p.11

BOCES project okayed, May 15, 1987, p.11

Fund raising considered (by EMT Bd of Ed), May 29, 1987, p.11

Revised math curriculum presented to (EMT) school board, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
R Conboy to be assistant principal (at EHS), Jun 12, 1987, p.11

SCS, EHT eye joint school programs, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT continued
SCS, EMT eye joint school programs, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Unresponsiveness (by EMT Bd of Ed) charged, Jun 26, 1987, p.11
Dvorkin is new (EMT) board (of Ed) president; new enrichment program adopted, Jul 3, 1987, p.9
(EMT) Board (of Ed) ponders use of school facilities by outside groups, Jul 17, 1987, p.9
(EMT) Board (of Ed) shows enthusiasm for revised building use policy, Jul 31, 1987, p.9
(EMT) Board (of Ed) looks at EHS conduct code, Aug 14, 1987, p.9
Staff changes (in EHT schools), Sep 4, 1987, p.11
No change for now in (EHS) phys ed grading, Sep 25, 1987, p.13
Health insurance rates (for EHT school district) skyrocket, Oct 30, 1987, p.13
(EMT) School board looks at AIDS, Nov 13, 1987, p.15
Community ponders ESL program, Nov 27, 1987, p.13
(EMT) District to ban smoking at school, Dec 11, 1987, p.15
Data shows (EMT) school district is doing well, Dec 24, 1987, p.13
Snowy sidewalks can be costly (in EHT), Feb 5, 1988, p.11
Two administrators, C LoCascio and C Bedford, to leave (EMT), Feb 12, 1988, p.11

BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT- BUDGET
(EMT) Board (of Ed) pares budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10

BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT-ELECTIONS
S Albert to run again; three others also candidates for EMT School Board (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.11
Re-election (of S Albert) opposed (ltr), Feb 15, 1985, p.6
S Albert, N Dubois, R Maslow, D Treadway proposed to EMT School Board Nominating Coa, Feb 22, 1985, p.11
Rules and revision coa (of EMT school board) near final recommendations, Mar 8, 1985, p.11
Maslow and Treadway to run for EMT School Board (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.11
Improving the system (edit), Apr 19, 1985, p.6
District residents to vote April 24 on nominating system changes, Apr 19, 1985, p.11
Voters approve public forum for School Board candidates, Apr 26, 1985, p.15
Record low school vote (photo), May 10, 1985, p.11
Civic groups leading opposition to new access onto Fort Hill Road, May 10, 1985, p.11
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT-ELECTIONS continued
Nominating Committee's meetings are announced (list), Aug 30, 1985, p.9
Committee receives two nominations: A Shipper, S Dvorkin (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.10
Central Ave focus of Greenville Coa Com meeting, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
S Dvorkin is endorsed by the nominating committee (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.11
Forum held, Oct 18, 1985, p.13
Voters elect S Dvorkin (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.11
Seven nominated for EMT school board, Jan 31, 1986, p.11
GCC approves proposed nominating changes, Feb 7, 1986, p.11
PTA/PSA (EMT) debates merits of proposal, Mar 7, 1986, p.11
Vote on nominating proposal is put off, Mar 7, 1986, p.11
Try best of both systems (edit), Mar 14, 1986, p.6
Three nominated to EMT school board, Mar 21, 1986, p.11
Three candidates speak at forum, Apr 4, 1986, p.11
Look west, Scs: emulate Est's public forum (edit), Apr 11, 1986, p.6
EMT Budget approved by 18 votes; J Moyle, P Levin, J Moyle elected to School Board (photo), May 9, 1986, p.10
Council supports fire bond issue, Jun 6, 1986, p.10
Nominating system is discussed, Dec 5, 1986, p.13
Dr. W Davis to run for (EMT) board (of education), Jan 9, 1987, p.11
Bloos again is picked for (EMT) SBNC, Jan 23, 1987, p.11
(EMT School Board Nominating) Committee receives 2 nominations: J Feldman, Dr. W Davis (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.11
DuBois will head (EMT) SBNC, Jan 30, 1987, p.11
No new nominees for school board candidacy, Feb 13, 1987, p.11
Few nominating system changes (list), Mar 6, 1987, p.11
Feldman and Davis are endorsed (for EMT School Board Nominating Committee), Mar 20, 1987, p.11
Don't give up yet (edit), Apr 17, 1987, p.6
Candidates forum called for lack of interest, Apr 17, 1987, p.11
(EMT school) Budget passes: two elected, May 8, 1987, p.11
Community approves (EMT School Board) nominating changes (list), May 8, 1987, p.11
Budget process (for EMT Bd of Ed) already underway, Oct 16, 1987, p.11
Longview residents (of EMT) oppose kitchen request, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
SEE ALSO SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-EMT

BOARD OF EDUCATION-GBH
Bus death (of A Jones) spurs vigilance, Feb 12, 1988, p.10

BOARD OF EDUCATION-GBH-BUDGET
(GBH) Budget process begins, Feb 5, 1988, p.12
(GBH) School officials eye 7.8% tax hike, Feb 12, 1988, p.10

BOARD OF EDUCATION-GBH-ELECTIONS
(GBH) Budget process begins, Feb 5, 1988, p.12

BOARD OF EDUCATION-NEW YORK (NY)
Film workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS
Elementary math instruction subject of report to Board of Education, Jan 18, 1985, p.3
Citizens urged to vote Jan 22 (11tr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6
Parents, students, faculty debate open campus policy, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
Mid-year report on the schools (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.23
SMS open campus may get less so, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
School board seeks solution to overcrowding at Edgewood, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Open campus policy still poses problems, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Edgewood 6th grade may go to junior high, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS continued

No incentive (for Bd of Ed to use retirement incentive program), Apr 19, 1985, p.1
STEP seeking public support, Apr 26, 1985, p.3
Counselors team up to help young people (photo), May 10, 1985, p.1
Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
Cost-cutting called for (edit), May 17, 1985, p.6
Pass the school budget (edit), May 17, 1985, p.6
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Dedicated servants: C Pforzheimer and B Cedarbaum (edit), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
Schools struggle to find insurance, Jul 5, 1985, p.1
Problem solvers R November, D Savin bring expertise to School Board (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.6
Youth Services program to expand, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Tuition plan would help SCS (ltr), Jul 12, 1985, p.6
Bond issue ahead?, Jul 26, 1985, p.1
School Board preparing for budget, labor issues (photo) (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.19
New rules at SMS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Child Care Assn threatened by insurance woes, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Playing field costs put at $1.5 million, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Wrong claim (ltr), Oct 11, 1985, p.6
Demographer R Lapahan to speak at School Board meeting, Oct 18, 1985, p.1
Overstaffing (in schools) (ltr), Oct 18, 1985, p.6
Lower enrollment seen; board to study options, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Et tu? (Principals submit 'no strike' affirmation), Oct 25, 1985, p.1
On schools' staffing (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
Youth project praised (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Schools of excellence (edit), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
Readers' views on SMS protest (ltr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6
Board's plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
SCS CAR scores high, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Breaking trust with children (ltr), Dec 20, 1985, p.6
Board to revise gifts policy; establish AIDS guidelines, Dec 20, 1985, p.21
Sixth graders too young for JHS (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
Parents speak out on student redistribution, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Sensitivity of Bd of Ed appreciated (ltr), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
New plan sends all sixth graders to junior high, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Against moving Arthur Manor (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6
She has new confidence in board of ed (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6
Only long-range solution (to school overcrowding) (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6
Schools ranked high by state (Progress Edition; photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.23
School Board Nominating Committee adopted new procedures in 1985 (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.29
New redistricting wrinkle has Edgewood up in arms, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
No more secrets: parents' input on teachers' tenure no longer to be confidential, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Will this (redistricting plan) work? (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.6
Taxpayer's request (ltr), Feb 14, 1986, p.6
Teachers, school board exchange proposals for new labor contract, Feb 20, 1986, p.1
Youth project's backers fear loss of village support, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
School board candidates named (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Final school redistricting plan announced, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Report explains insurance woes, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS continued

Absurd case: suit against R Salazar (edit), Apr 4, 1986, p.6
School sues student for $5.5 million, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Outrageous but typical (ltr), Apr 11, 1986, p.6
Seat belts on school buses called for here, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Board's position on lawsuit (ltr), Apr 18, 1986, p.6
Town-gown conflict perceived (ltr), Apr 18, 1986, p.6
Bargaining advice to (SCS) board (of education) (ltr), Apr 25, 1986, p.6
Thanks to the (SCS) school board (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
School board seeks assistance in financing renovation of track, May 23, 1986, p.1
Fluggling along: contracts with Teachers Assn, May 23, 1986, p.1
He opposes program cut back (ltr), May 23, 1986, p.6
Legal barrier to closing Huntington Ave, Jun 7, 1986, p.1
School, village plan to borrow, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Expert pilots in a storm (edit), Jun 20, 1986, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.28
Pact reached with teachers, Jun 27, 1986, p.1
Teachers contract (edit), Jun 27, 1986, p.6
Saier to lead board (photo p.6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Writer wonders why debaters don't have team status (ltr), Jul 25, 1986, p.6
School board's reply (to Seltzberg letter) (ltr), Jul 25, 1986, p.6
School officials awarded raises (list), Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Board of Education president reports (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.21
Special meeting Monday on school bond issue, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Elementary changes, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Time to face the issue (edit), Sep 12, 1986, p.6
Campaign sets sights on $30,000 for band, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
School bond issue vote is Wednesday, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Voters say yes to bond issue, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
Misrepresentation charged (ltr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6
School board okays two labor contracts, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Teachers Institute leader J Schwartz warns of teacher shortage, Nov 21, 1986, p.5
Parents of learning disabled band together, Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Schools score high in state assessment, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
SSRF faces uncertain future, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Changes in store for 6th graders at junior high, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Pool meeting, Jan 30, 1987, p.1
School district continues in pursuit of excellence (photo) (Progress Edition '37), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
School finances, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
SCS faces 11% cut in aid, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
No decisions made (ltr), Feb 13, 1987, p.6
Teachers, board are far apart as bargaining starts, Feb 20, 1987, p.1
Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Contractors compete for school jobs, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Super search (for superintendent of SCS schools), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
Man who found Sobol, C F Johnson, to seek his successor, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
School may open to nonresidents who pay tuition, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
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BOARD OF EDUCATION - SCS continued

Board appoints Dr S Cohen acting superintendent, Apr 24, 1987, p.1

Public invited to give views on next schools chief, May 8, 1987, p.1

Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

School board names Dr R Schleiter assistant superintendent, May 22, 1987, p.1

Negotiators’ goal, Jun 5, 1987, p.1

STA contract would raise base pay by 20%, Jun 19, 1987, p.1

Sobol sees need for respect, innovation, Jun 19, 1987, p.1

Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1

People make (educational) system work (edit), Jun 19, 1987, p.6

SCS Natl Bank salutes Staff of SCS Public Schools; Bd of Ed honors retirees, 20-yr employees (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.26

Teachers approve contract, Jun 26, 1987, p.1

Consultants seek to fill ‘large shoes’ (of superintendent) (cont p 6), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

SCS, EMT eye joint school programs, Jun 26, 1987, p.1

Second basketball court urged (ltr), Jul 3, 1987, p.6

Board (of Ed) imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1

Shake up your school board (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6

BAR questions school district’s plan to illuminate new track (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1

Bold leadership (edit), Jul 17, 1987, p.6

Community input (J Musbaus chair of committee advising Bd of Ed on new superintendent), Jul 31, 1987, p.1

Indoor pool backers seek prompt action, Aug 7, 1987, p.1

Time of transition for SCS schools, but basics are the same (photo) (Education ’87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.1

8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1

Save the windows (edit), Oct 9, 1987, p.6

Search narrows (for new school superintendent), Oct 16, 1987, p.1

Kelleher among three finalists for superintendent, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

Board of Education’s defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

Panel ponders effects here of Supreme Court ruling, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

Secretaries settle, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

Esthetic deterioration (ltr), Oct 23, 1987, p.6

Window issue continues to simmer, Nov 5, 1987, p.1

Breach of duty charged (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6

District needs BAR’s guidance (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6

A plan to save the windows (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6

(SCS) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1

Don’t replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1

Despite pleas, old windows will go (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.1

Battle continues to preserve windows, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

Soaring health insurance rates may cost schools $1.5 million, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

It’s not too late (edit), Dec 11, 1987, p.6

Citizens should be heard (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6

Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 16, 1987, p.1

Use the moratorium (on windows) (edit), Dec 18, 1987, p.6

Is aluminum siding next? (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6

Who will take responsibility (for windows)? (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6

Message to the school board (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6

Disregard (for schools’ appearance) seen (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6

Moratorium (on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

(SCS) School board blasted (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS continued

Dr S Cohen's position on the windows: the real issue is esthetics, not safety (edit), Jan 8, 1988, p.7
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
New schools chief Dr R D Hibschman signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

Hew schools chief Dr R D Hibschman signs his contract
Jan 22, 1988, p.1

Onus is on board (of education), staff (concerning windows) (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7
Window issues remain unanswered (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Consider the alternatives (regarding school windows) (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Board (of Ed) advised to ask experts (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
'Learning experience' seen in 'window issue' (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Change in windows! still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
In praise of the board (of ed) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Time to move on (from window issue) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
The right to be wrong (edit), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
Destruction decried (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Editorial on Board of Ed/ Window replacement) criticized (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Board (of Ed) asked to resign (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Smaugness and hubris seen (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6

School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Alarming decisions (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
S Olders: Speak out, we (Ed of Ed) will listen, Mar 25, 1988, p.4
Planned Parenthood criticized (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
No 'sill purse!' (Some changes to be made to improve appearance of school windows), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-BUDGET

SHS open campus may get less so, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
School taxes may rise 9%, Mar 15, 1985, p.1
School Board asks 8.26% tax increase, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
Hearing set on (school) budget, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
High school costs draw groups' fire at budget hearing, May 3, 1985, p.1
School budget goes to vote May 22, May 17, 1985, p.1
Pass the school budget (edit), May 17, 1985, p.6
Cost-cutting called for (edit), May 17, 1985, p.6
PT Council supports budget (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6
He'll vote no on school budget (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6

Close call for school budget, May 24, 1985, p.1
District analyzes close budget vote, May 31, 1985, p.1
Schools must keep pace (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1

Don't vote without a (teachers') contract (ltr), Feb 28, 1986, p.6
Board (of Education) aims at tax hike under 8%, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Board (of Ed) asks budget of $30 million, tax hike of 5.6%, May 9, 1986, p.1
Parents protest revised program for the disabled, May 23, 1986, p.1
He'll vote no--futilely (ltr), May 30, 1986, p.6
School budget goes to a vote on Wednesday, Jun 6, 1986, p.1
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-BUDGET continued

Yes to the budget (edit), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
Budget critic called in error (lrr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
Generation gap feared (lrr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
The year the budget was defeated (edit), Jun 6, 1986, p.7
Smashing victory for (school) budget, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
PTA's role in budget victory (lrr), Jun 20, 1986, p.6
Shioler to lead board (photo p 6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Schools score high in state assessment, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8%, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
The high cost of quality (edit), Apr 24, 1987, p.6
$32.2 million budget draws quiet reaction, May 1, 1987, p.1
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
School budget goes to a vote May 20, May 15, 1987, p.1
Pass the school budget (edit), May 15, 1987, p.6
Has SCS the guts to turn down school budget? (lrr), May 15, 1987, p.6
Vote affirmatively (on school budget) (lrr), May 15, 1987, p.6
(SCS) School Budget passes by 526 votes, May 22, 1987, p.6
(Town) Club urges village to shelve Historic Preservation Law (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Tyranny of the majority? (lrr), Jun 19, 1987, p.6
School board 'euchered' again (lrr), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
Sauqueness and hubris seen (lrr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Total community not involved (in Bd of Ed budget process) (lrr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-ELECTIONS

Tuesday is election day for School Nominating Com (list), Jan 19, 1985, p.1
Election volunteers hailed (lrr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
Nominating com solicits suggestions for school board, Feb 9, 1985, p.5
Two school board candidates (Gavin, November) named (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Committee proposes amendments to school nominating procedure, Apr 26, 1985, p.3
School budget goes to vote May 22, May 17, 1985, p.1
Board of Education elects B Cunningham president (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
School board nominators needed (list), Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Nominating deadline nearing (list), Nov 29, 1985, p.5
Deadline extended to Dec 17 for nominating committee candidates (list), Dec 13, 1985, p.3
Voters to elect twelve members to School Nominating Com (list), Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Election reminder (lrr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6
Eleven elected to school committee (list), Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Runoff held in Unit C, Feb 7, 1986, p.1
Volunteers' dedication (at School Bd Nom Com election) cited (lrr), Feb 7, 1986, p.6
School Board candidates sought, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
School budget goes to a vote on Wednesday, Jun 6, 1986, p.1
New candidates E Stock, R Paradise are familiar figures (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
No amendments (to Non Partisan Resolution), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
Smashing victory for (school) budget, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Up to voters on Oct 8: bonds for improvements (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.21
At least 9 more candidates needed for school nominating committee (list), Dec 12, 1986, p.3
Election Tuesday for Nominating Committee (list), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-ELECTIONS continued
Runoff set in Unit E for Nominating Committee (list), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
School runoff held; candidates needed (list), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Volunteers thanked (ltr), Feb 6, 1987, p.6
Thanks for support (ltr), Feb 13, 1987, p.6
Bento Lopez, Barbara Fogel nominated for (SCS) school board (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.1
School budget goes to a vote May 20, May 15, 1987, p.1
School nominee B. Fogel often writes about education (photo), May 15, 1987, p.6
(SCS) School Budget passes by 526 votes, May 22, 1987, p.1
Board of Education elects S. Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
Group rebukes school board by ousting Gavrin (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Unclear message (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
A blow to decency (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Letter to David Gavrin (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Appallingly accurate (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
A slap at public service (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Breach of confidentiality (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
An act of vengeance (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Candidate interviews advocated (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-HEALTH ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Flea workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-VALHALLA
Question of school for homeless fuels controversy over WCC plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.12
Town of GBH seeks support with homeless facts, Feb 5, 1988, p.12

BOARD OF ELECTIONS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Amoic fighting for GOP line, Aug 2, 1985, p.1

BOARD OF ETHICS-SCS
Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5

BOARD OF FIRE COMMISSIONERS, GREENVILLE
SEE FIRE DEPT-GBH

BOARD OF LEGISLATORS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
SEE WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS

BOARD OF TRUSTEES-SCS
SEE VILLAGE BOARD-SCS

BOARD, STEVEN
Rec Dept fills new number 2 post (S Board hired) (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.3
New supervisor, P McMillan, joins recreation department, Dec 4, 1987, p.5
Something new in the 15K run (incl application form), Feb 12, 1988, p.12

BOARDERS
SEE ROOMERS AND BOARDERS

BOARDMAN, LOUISE
Re-elected: L Boardman (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.5

BOARDS AND COUNCILS-SCS
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1986 Boards and Councils Dinner (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.28
Public asked to suggest candidates for appointive boards and councils, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Board, council members appointed (list), Apr 17, 1987, p.1
SEE ALSO NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL BODIES, EX VILLAGE BOARD-SCS
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

BOBOLAVIS, JOHN
Merchants protest Central work, Sep 13, 1985, p.10

BOBRTZKY, GEORGE
Artistic achievers: M Barone, G Bobritzky, Y Iwamura, N Ostberg, C Sung (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.26
Art display at SCS gallery (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.13

BOBROFF, FANNIE
F S Bobroff dies, Nov 21, 1986, p.16

BOBROW, PHYLLIS
Access for disabled, Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Seeking access (to post office for handicapped), Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Post office ramp (for SCS P O being constructed), Jan 15, 1988, p.1

BOBROW, PHYLLIS (AU)
Lack of responsiveness cited (ltr), Jun 13, 1986, p.6

BOCES
SEE BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

BOCHICCHIO, VITO
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hubschman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

BOCIAI, DAVE
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.18

BOCIAI, PHYLLIS
School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3

BOCK, LOU
They keep Meals on Wheels rolling (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.24

BOCK, MARGARET
M L Bock dies, Sep 6, 1985, p.16

BOCKVAR, RENEE
Staff changes (in EMT schools), Sep 4, 1987, p.11

BOCKZKO, M L (DR)
Nutrition: an exciting medical frontier (edit), May 24, 1985, p.7

BOCKZKO, MIKLOS (DR-AU)
Medical notes on the 'yeast problem' (edit), Jan 30, 1987, p.7

BODMAN, MICHAEL
Graduation '87 was short and sweet for 131 seniors (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.11

BODMAN, MIKE
EMS sports and sportsmen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11

BODY LANGUAGE
Wee unto lawyers who has it up (edit), May 17, 1985, p.7

BOGART, ELAINE
Happy holidays from the PO (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.4

BOGATY, WILLIAM
Planner promises open approach, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Parking, density raised at hearing on Divney plan, Apr 4, 1986, p.1

BOGDAN, EDWARD
Muted enthusiasm for (Griffin Ave) path, Feb 20, 1987, p.1

BOGDAN, PETER (DR)
Immunization urged against flu, pneumonia, Dec 6, 1985, p.20

BOGDAN, ROBERT
Demolition of house protested in vain, Dec 24, 1986, p.1

BOGDANOFF, DAVID
Meeting on affordable housing, May 15, 1987, p.11
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

BOGG, RIDGELEY (DR)
Public invited to give views on next schools chief, May 8, 1987, p.1

BOGG, RIDGELEY (DR)
School board names Dr R Schleiter assistant superintendent, May 22, 1987, p.1

BOHARGANA, KULDIP
Blast guts Thomas St house (photo), May 1, 1987, p.11

BOMAN, CLIFF

BOOMER, JOHN
Joseph Ulissan praised as a man of fairness, modesty, and kindness (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.2

BOLATSKY, LAURA
Residents urge O'Rourke to improve maintenance along RRP, discuss other issues at town meeting, Feb 9, 1985, p.5

BOLET, JORGE
After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

BOLLELLA, MICHAEL
Queens museum names resident M A Bollella vp (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.2
Bank officer M Bollella chosen, May 9, 1986, p.12

BOLSON, RAY
Newly opened Princeton Ski Outlet in Elmsford (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.31

BOLTON, GABRIELLE (DR)
Four MD's join White Plains hospital, Jan 3, 1986, p.2
Local doctors D Moskowitz, D H Goldsmith join staff at St Agnes, Mar 28, 1986, p.4

BONACCI, NANCYANN
Family recipes sought by town for cookbook, Dec 24, 1987, p.13

BONACCI, NINA (AU)
Parents are the first teachers (edit), Jul 5, 1985, p.7

BONAFATI, ART
Football fever, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Raiders losing football coach Art Bonifati, Mar 13, 1987, p.15

BONANTE, GINA
A gift of warmth for the holidays (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.3

BONARRIGO, DOMENICK
Lawyer D M Bonarrigo named, Aug 21, 1987, p.2

BONARRIGO, JOHN
Flag-waving Americans (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.4

BONARRIGO, MICHAEL
Flag-waving Americans (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.4

BOND ANTICIPATION NOTES
SEE FINANCE-SCS

BOND ISSUE
SEE FINANCE-SCH, FINANCE-SCS, BONDS, REVENUE, BONDS, GOVERNMENT

BOND ISSUE
County issues $83 million in bonds, Nov 22, 1985, p.24
Fire district seeks bond issue for renovated HD, Apr 11, 1986, p.11
A difficult issue (edit), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
Firehouse cost questioned (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
Fire proposition opposed (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
Residents consider fire board's proposal at public hearing, Jun 6, 1986, p.11
School, village plan to borrow, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Bond issue, Jul 4, 1986, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

BOND ISSUE  continued

Sclar to lead board (photo p 6), Jul 4, 1986, p.l
Bond sale slated, Jul 18, 1986, p.l
Referendum scheduled on school bonds, Aug 1, 1986, p.l
Special meeting Monday on school bond issue, Sep 12, 1986, p.l
Time to face the issue (edit), Sep 12, 1986, p.6
Board reveals details of what the bonds would buy, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.l
School bond issue vote is Wednesday, Oct 3, 1986, p.l
Yes on the bond issue (edit), Oct 3, 1986, p.6
LWV supports bond issue (ltr), Oct 3, 1986, p.6
Time for an overhaul (ltr), Oct 3, 1986, p.6
Voters say yes to bond issue, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
Misrepresentation charged (ltr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6
Pass the proposal (edit), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
LWV favors Proposition One (ltr), Oct 31, 1986, p.6
Voters decide it's not time for a change (chart), Nov 7, 1986, p.l
District to pay 6.125% on bonds, Nov 15, 1987, p.1
A way to pay for a pool (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6
Voters approve BOCES plan, Oct 9, 1987, p.l

SEE ALSO FINANCE-GBH, FINANCE-SCS, BONDS, REVENUE, BONDS, GOVERNMENT

BOND ISSUE-SCS

Downtown plans, bond issue among highlights (photo; addl photo p 18) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
School finances, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
SCS faces 11% cut in aid, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
Indoor pool backers seek prompt action, Aug 7, 1987, p.1

BONDEROFF, RACHEL

Salute to Miss Liberty ballet (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.16
Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.l
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

BONDS

SEE INVESTMENTS

BONDS, REVENUE

Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
A necessary evil (edit), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
Jail bond opposed (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p 9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1

BONDS, VILLAGE OF SCS

SEE BOND ISSUE

BONIFACE CIRCLE

Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

BONIFACE WATER TOWER

Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4

BONIFACE WATER TOWER-SCS

Now that's real trivia (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6

BONIFACE, ARTHUR

Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

BONNET, PEGGY

(SCR Woman's Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

BONNETT, JOHN
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) Part I, Aug 28, 1987, p.3

BONNETT, PETER
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

BONNETTE, PAUL
Quarter century of service: P Bonnette (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.5

BONOFF, JENNIFER
Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

BONSIGNORE, STEPHANIE
They're in the holiday spirit (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.5

BONSIGNORE, SUSAN
They're in the holiday spirit (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.5

BOOK FAIRS
SEE FAIRS

BOOK FAIRS
Books and looks (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.12
SEE ALSO FAIRS

BOOK STORES
SEE RETAIL STORES

BOOKER, CHARLENE
STEP revives; student R Booker due here, Jul 10, 1987, p.5

BOOKER, QUEEN
Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
Pressboard: Profile of A Montague, STEP student from Tennessee, Jan 18, 1985, p.18
Scholarship for STEP program to memorialize K Rosenberg, Feb 8, 1985, p.3
STEP revives; student R Booker due here, Jul 10, 1987, p.5
SCS to welcome STEP student R Booker (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.2

BOOKER, RACHEL
STEP revives; student R Booker due here, Jul 10, 1987, p.5
SCS to welcome STEP student R Booker (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.2
Welcome to SCS (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.14
A STEP student R Booker 'fits' (Pressboard), Nov 6, 1987, p.17
STEP student A Montague's SCS homecoming (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.12

BOOKER, ROBERT
STEP revives; student R Booker due here, Jul 10, 1987, p.5

BOOKS
J Rosner, R Aron co-authors of book "How to Prepare Witnesses for Trial", Feb 22, 1985, p.10
Economist A. Dahlberg publishes "How to Reduce Interest Rates and Poverty", Mar 1, 1985, p.10
Professors P. Schneckner and B. Keckler write book on study skills, Mar 22, 1985, p.9
Local couple, S and H Richelson, writes book on bonds, Mar 29, 1985, p.2
A Marx publishes new volume of poems, Mar 29, 1985, p.4
Local writer K Harrington completes Amer history series, Apr 5, 1985, p.4
Resident B. A. Leerberger writes book on phones, May 3, 1985, p.18
Heathcote PTA holds book fair, election, May 3, 1985, p.20
Non-mother of the year chose to have a baby (photo), May 10, 1985, p.6
New book offers tips on coaching baseball, May 17, 1985, p.14
Westchester tourist guide wins plaudits, May 24, 1985, p.26
This Is Greenburgh for sale, Jun 21, 1985, p.10
Co-authors give 'Straight Talk' about sexuality (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.6
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

GREENACRES PARENTS AND CHILDREN ARE GETTING TOGETHER WITH BOOKS (PHOTO), JUL 19, 1985, p. 20
COUNTY PRINTS PLAYLAND ALBUM, JUL 26, 1985, p. 4
LOCAL AUTHOR B. LEERBURGER OFFERS ADVICE ON TELEPHONE, AUG 23, 1985, p. 4
MAY I INTRODUCE MY DIARY—MY SPECIAL FRIEND (EDIT), SEP 20, 1985, p. 7
NOBODY PLAYS TRIVIA WITH ALICE ANYMORE (PHOTO), SEP 27, 1985, p. 6
LET THERE BE LIGHT, SAID EDISON (EDIT), OCT 11, 1985, p. 7
LIBRARY EXHIBIT FEATURES BOOKS BY FORMER RESIDENT N. TOFF, OCT 11, 1985, p. 18
APPRAISERS SAY THERE'S 'MONEY IN YOUR ATTIC', NOV 8, 1985, p. 12
RESIDENT B. REISER IS CO-AUTHOR WITH SEEGER, DEC 20, 1985, p. 18
JUNIOR LEAGUE ISSUES 'WISH BOOK', DEC 27, 1985, p. 2
SHS DEAN S. DIAMOND WRITES BOOK ON CHILDREN OF DIVORCE (PHOTO), MAR 7, 1986, p. 2
RESIDENT R. ISSAK FINDS PRIVATE LENDER 'OVERLOADED BY DEMANDS', APR 18, 1986, p. 3
BOOKS ISSUED BY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, MAY 9, 1986, p. 15
GREENGROCER TURNED WRITER J. MURDICH HAS FIRST BOOK (PHOTO), JUL 4, 1986, p. 4
HOW CHILDREN CAN WRITE HISTORY (EDIT), SEP 5, 1986, p. 7
BEING ABLE TO TYPE HELPS (EDIT), SEP 19, 1986, p. 7
CATALOGUE OF WESTCHESTER JEWISH EDUCATION AVAILABLE, SEP 19, 1986, p. 9
Pfizer aide Dr. J. R. GARDNER EDITS BOOK ON BUSINESS, SEP 26, 1986, p. 2
BOOK LISTS COUNTY'S MAJOR EMPLOYERS, SEP 26, 1986, p. 5
S. LIGHT TAKES ON BOOK PROJECT, SEP 26, 1986, p. 14
A GOOD READ (PHOTO), DEC 5, 1986, p. 13
TWO (R. BAUM, D. MORETTI) WRITE LEGAL TONES, DEC 5, 1986, p. 22
LEAGUE PUBLISHES 'WISH BOOK', DEC 19, 1986, p. 5
GUIDE LISTS ARCHITECTURE IN THE COUNTY, DEC 31, 1986, p. 5
J. C. FINE HAS BOOK ON SHIPWRECKS, JAN 9, 1987, p. 8
RESIDENT J. BRYANT HAS BOOK, FEB 6, 1987, p. 11
(HARRIET AND TOM) SOBOL HAVE NEW BOOK (PHOTO), MAR 13, 1987, p. 2
LOCAL MAN (DR. D. G. MILLER)'S NOVEL GIVES INSIDE VIEW OF MEDICINE (PHOTO), MAR 20, 1987, p. 4
WINNING AUTHORS NAMED BY COUNTY LIBRARY GROUP, APR 19, 1987, p. 10
(J. WARE'S) SAILS ARE POWERED BY 'NATURE'S FIRE' (PHOTO), APR 17, 1987, p. 6
AND NOW THE REST OF THE STORY, APR 24, 1987, p. 6
SCHOOL NOMINEE B. FOGEL OFTEN WRITES ABOUT EDUCATION (PHOTO), MAY 15, 1987, p. 6
DR. K. K. NYGAARD HAS BOOK ON MEDICINE AND ART, JUN 26, 1987, p. 2
REFERENCE BOOK ON CONSTITUTION COMPILED BY IRVING SLOAN, JUL 3, 1987, p. 2
SHS ALUMNA B. MULDER PUBLISHES BOOK ON DR. RUTH (PHOTO), JUL 24, 1987, p. 2
MASTER'S IS ALL IN THE FAMILY (FOR D. STONE) (PHOTO) (LIFELONG LEARNING SUPP), AUG 14, 1987, p. 4
AGENCY (FIRST) PUBLISHES MANUAL ON SERVICES FOR HOMELESS, AUG 21, 1987, p. 10
WESTCHESTER AMATEUR RADIO ASSN DONATES BOOKS ON HAM RADIO TO SCS LIBRARY (PHOTO), AUG 29, 1987, p. 5
BOOKS TELL EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT THE US CONSTITUTION (LIST), SEP 4, 1987, p. 14
BOOK FAIR AT LIBRARY TOWARROW (PHOTO), SEP 11, 1987, p. 1
PROFESSOR AT COLUMBIA A. S. NOWICK HONORED AS 'GREAT TEACHER' (PHOTO), OCT 16, 1987, p. 4
LHVS GUIDE TO BE Mailed, OCT 16, 1987, p. 4
"IT'S HOW YOU PLAY THAT COUNTS" (BOOK BY R. D. O'SHEA), OCT 30, 1987, p. 15
LOCAL AUTHORS D. SOLOMON, A. SIEGEL HAVE NEW BOOKS IN PRINT, NOV 13, 1987, p. 2
M. MAYER'S BOOK (THE LIBEL REVOLUTION) IS PUBLISHED, DEC 4, 1987, p. 12
HISTORICALLY SPEAKING: HISTORY MADE UP OF MAJOR EVENTS AND SYNDROMES OF TRIVIA (PHOTO), DEC 11, 1987, p. 4
HYPERTENSION BOOKLET BY DR. M. MOSER KEEPS UP PRESSURE (PHOTO), DEC 18, 1987, p. 11
FAMILY RECIPES SEEN IN TOWN FOR COOKBOOK, DEC 24, 1987, p. 13
DESK-TOP GUIDE TO CONSTITUTION, EDITED BY I. J. SLOAN, PUBLISHED, DEC 31, 1987, p. 9
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

BOOKS continued
Observing SCS's weather with a birdhouse and milk can, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Biography of Caleb Heathcote reissued in facsimile (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.2
SCS man B Leerburger compiles guide to study abroad, Feb 26, 1988, p.2
(Junior) League gives books to the boys (of Children's Village) (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.8
SEE ALSO AUTHORS, COOKBOOKS

BOOKS-EXCERPTS
The most terrible sight of my life (edit), Mar 6, 1987, p.7
Each day we have to negotiate (edit), Mar 13, 1987, p.7
Parents can make schools improve (edit), Apr 24, 1987, p.7
Can you grow a 'super baby'? (edit), May 15, 1987, p.7
A word on presidential transitions (edit), May 22, 1987, p.7
'Dr. Nyren. It's about Maria' (edit), Jun 5, 1987, p.7
Men Against Man (photo; edit), Aug 21, 1987, p.7
Confusion in the telephone business (edit), Sep 25, 1987, p.7
Individuality breeds heroism (edit), Nov 6, 1987, p.7
Behind the scenes with Dr Ruth (edit), Dec 18, 1987, p.7
New president, but same old world (edit), Dec 31, 1987, p.7
America the unique (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.7
The existential joy of engineering (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.7
Study of past may yield solutions for the future (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.7
The CIA legacy in Central America (edit), Feb 19, 1988, p.7
Free speech and libel: a delicate balance (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.7
About the Cultural Revolution (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.7

BOOTH, ALAN
SCS Symphony gives way to PTA's, Sep 6, 1985, p.1

BOOZ, MONIQUE
It was 'love at first sight' for local John Storrs scholar N Frackman (photo), Feb 26, 1987, p.9

BORCHERT, JOHN
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.18

BORDINI, STEVEN
Student president greets superintendent (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.12

BOREK, ALISON
Festival of lights (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.1

BORG, ETHEL
Former resident E. B. Borg has exhibit of art in Beer Sheva, Israel, May 10, 1985, p.19

BORGES, MARCO
Cooling trend (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.1

BORK, ROBERT
Original intent dies matter (ltr), Oct 2, 1987, p.6
Constitution praised (by M Green) as 'a living document', Oct 9, 1987, p.5
Judge Bork is a radical ideologue (edit), Oct 9, 1987, p.7

BORKIN, BOBBI
Waikiki on their minds (photo), Apr 16, 1986, p.12

BOROCK, ART
Store offers fashions for big, tall men, Nov 22, 1985, p.19

BORDONAY, DAVID
Red Tail (S. Rickard) comes to town (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24

BORDONAY, SERENA
Heathcote PTA holds book fair, elections, May 3, 1985, p.20
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BORONKAY, SERENA continued
- PT Council plans new program (Education '87 Supp.), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
- Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
- School board nominees to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
- High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

BORONKAY, SERENA (AU)
- Clear violation seen (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

BORTECK, HOLLIS
- Former teacher H E Borteck joins realtors (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.4

BOLTE, JOHN
- Board to pick new chief, Jun 20, 1986, p.11

BORTNER, JILL (AU)
- College freshmen, take heart: it gets better (edit), Jan 11, 1985, p.7

BORTOLIN, ROBERT
- Residents put fire board in the hot seat, Sep 12, 1986, p.13
- Fire board approves a 16.3 percent tax hike, Oct 24, 1986, p.11
- EMT man R Bortolin joins engineering firm, Apr 17, 1987, p.11
- Resident R Bortolin joins engineering firm (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.9

BORTOLIN, ROBERT (AU)
- Board critic replies (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6

BOSE, MAX
- Chase Landing (Restaurant) to be sold in $2.1M deal (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
- Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

BOSSAK, ALVIN
- A Bossak dies, Jun 14, 1985, p.16

BOSSANO, JOHN
- Boy electrocuted in accident here, Dec 20, 1985, p.1

BOSSES, DAVID (AU)
- A welcome bonus (ltr), Jan 16, 1987, p.6

BOSTIC, SYLVIA
- Ten year teachers (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.14
- Path okayed by board, Aug 16, 1985, p.9

BOTH, GEORGE
- Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

BOTHA, PIETER
- Quiet diplomacy won't end apartheid (edit), Feb 15, 1985, p.7

BOUCHIER, RONALD
- Coaches deserve more credit (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
- Thanks from the coach (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6
- Something positive at SHS (ltr), Feb 21, 1985, p.6
- Has school abandoned track? (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6
- Kainner retires (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.15
- (C Mobile) recovering from illness; scare is over, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
- School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

BOUDREAU, CHUCK
- LoCasio gives recommendations on Edgemont's special ed program, May 22, 1987, p.11

BOUDREAU, DONALD
- D L Boudreau named Exec VP at Chase, Jan 4, 1985, p.4

BOUDEAU, MARIE
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BOULDER BROOK CROSSWAY FIELD PLAN

- Plan for new playing fields on Boulder Brook, Crossway proposed, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
- Village agrees to eliminate parking lot from Crossway plan, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
- Public hearing proposed for all village projects (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
- Village urged to protect natural quality of Winston property, Mar 9, 1985, p.1
- More fields at last (edit), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
- Playing field plan wins praise, Mar 15, 1985, p.3
- Morning meeting (of Village Board), Aug 2, 1985, p.1
- Unnecessary expenditure? (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
- Need for bond issue questioned (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
- School, village plan to borrow, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
- Crossway project delayed, Jun 20, 1986, p.1

BOULDER BROOK PROPERTY

- Plan for new playing fields on Boulder Brook, Crossway proposed, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
- Village agrees to eliminate parking lot from Crossway plan, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
- Demolition contract (for Boulder Brook), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
- Playing field bids come in high, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
- Save the Morrell House (ltr), Jul 19, 1985, p.6
- High cost of destruction (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
- Land planner to give advice on Winston land, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
- Contracts awarded for new fields, Aug 16, 1985, p.1
- Update on Winston, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
- School, village plan to borrow, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
- Tree City, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
- Boulder Brook auctioned off, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
- Boulder Brook's new owners promise to renovate riding club, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
- Fence at Boulder Brook approved, Jun 19, 1987, p.3
- SEE ALSO BOULDER BROOK RIDING CLUB, BOULDER BROOK CROSSWAY FIELD PLAN

BOULDER BROOK RIDING CLUB

- Clubhouse gives way to fields (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.3
- Boulder Brook fighting for its life (photo p 15), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
- Ice pressure, Jun 20, 1986, p.1
- Crossway project delayed, Jun 20, 1986, p.1
- Boulder Brook, Jul 11, 1986, p.1
- Boulder Brook back on the brink, Aug 15, 1986, p.1
- Riding club gets a reprieve, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
- Riding club files for bankruptcy under Chapter 11, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
- Investors ready, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
- Boulder Brook auctioned off, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
- Boulder Brook's new owners promise to renovate riding club, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
- Battle (over Boulder Brook) continues, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
- Sale upheld, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
- SEE ALSO SCS RIDING CLUB

BOUSQUET, JUDITH

- District's clerical staff to get a 6.4 percent hike, Aug 15, 1986, p.9
- Year of Developing Capable Young People begins Sept 25, Aug 29, 1986, p.9

BOUTELLE METHOD

SEE PHYSICAL FITNESS

BOWEN, CHRISTOPHER

- One big AFS fan!, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
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BOWEN, DAVID
One big AFS family, Dec 27, 1985, p.1

BOWEN, DOUGLAS
One big AFS family, Dec 27, 1985, p.1

BOWEN, JOANNA
One big AFS family, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Architectural Heritage exhibit (photo), Apr 16, 1985, p.2

BOWEN, MAURICE
One big AFS family, Dec 27, 1985, p.1

BOWEN, MARVIN
M. Bowen, E. Fantenberg withdraw names from mayoralt. race, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
Village developing notification system for upcoming projects, Jan 11, 1985, p.1

BOWEN, MARTIN
M. Bowen, E. Fantenberg withdraw names from mayoralt. race, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
Village developing notification system for upcoming projects, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
SCS Special Patrolmen sworn in (photo; list), Jan 18, 1985, p.24
Vets fight for tax break: Village Bd tables vets' tax law, acts on dish antennae, land restrictions, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Planners make downtown proposals, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Village urged to protect natural quality of Winston property, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Senior citizens' housing options outlined, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Citizens Party streak being challenged at polls, Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Retiring mayor S. Sims. Trustee M. Bowen accept gifts from W. Glendon (photo), Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Downtown planning still moving ahead, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
They've made a mark: S. Sims, M. Bowen (edit), Mar 29, 1985, p.6
Town Club slates annual meeting, May 17, 1985, p.1
Town Club awards Public Service Medals (photo), May 31, 1985, p.24
Bowen to chair 43rd bowl dinner (photo), Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Bowl Committee members named (list), Sep 20, 1985, p.2
J. Hoffheimer to receive bowl (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.1
Historical Society leaders chosen (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.4
One big AFS family, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Historical Society launches Phase II of capital campaign, Jan 3, 1986, p.5
AFS creates lasting ties (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
After 20 years in business, car rental may be legalized, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Parking, density raised at hearing on Divney plan, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
School runoff held; candidates needed (list), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Benito Lopez, Barbara Fogel nominated for (SCS) school board (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.1
High praise for departing (Village Board) officials (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1

BOWEN, MARTIN (AU)
Alternative housing backed (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
(M. Bowen) concerned about parking (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6

BOWEN, OTIS (DR)
Boys Club head W. R. Bricker to chair panel on teen pregnancy (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.5

BOWEN, VALERIE
V. C. Bowen dies, Apr 19, 1985, p.16

BOWMAN, BRETT
Morons welcome missionary B. Bowman (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.22

BOWMAN, LUCY
Not for people only (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.14

BOWMAN, PERRY
PT Council plans new program (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
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BOWMAN, PENNY continued
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

BOWMAN, ROBERT (Dr.)
Scientists Dr C P Robinson, Dr R M Bowman to debate 'Star Wars' in program at Hitchcock (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.5
Bowman, Robert (Dr.)
Not a 'peace shield' but a 'death star' (edit), Feb 13, 1987, p.7

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Scouts learn ropes of county govt (photo), Feb 3, 1985, p.3
Scouts meet county executive (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.11
Audubon Society, Boy Scouts to exhibit eagle, Feb 22, 1985, p.2
Boy Scouts celebrate diamond jubilee (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.3
Pedestrian safety campaign gets underway, Mar 6, 1985, p.1
Scouts unite to govern SCS (photo), Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Problem solving: Scouts observe Government Day (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.2
Scouts honored at breakfast (photo), Mar 29, 1985, p.22
Future Eagle at work (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.2
Saturday was Scout day in SCS (photo), May 3, 1985, p.16
Boy Scouts honored on Memorial Day (photo; list), May 31, 1985, p.2
Leading scout L Rusofl honored (photo), May 31, 1985, p.11
E Graves to head national Boy Scouts (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.5
Cub Scouts advance (list), Jun 21, 1985, p.2
Cub Scout service project (photo), Jun 29, 1985, p.5
Scout attains highest rank (photo), Jun 29, 1985, p.10
Scouts conduct survey (list), Aug 16, 1985, p.6
High adventure along the Penobscot (photo; list), Sep 20, 1985, p.14
Scouts teach fire safety, Oct 31, 1985, p.16
Cub Scouts deliver toys (list), Dec 20, 1985, p.12
Scout troop 60 has busy winter (list), Jan 31, 1986, p.4
Daasel undistressed (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.10
Hands-on civics lesson for SCS scouts (photo), Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Scouts try hand at government (photo; list), Feb 28, 1986, p.3
All knotted up (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.2
A break for pedestrians (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.24
Taking a chance (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.11
Scouts sample life on board ship (photo; list), May 2, 1986, p.13
Scouts honored at Memorial Day (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.3
Scouts honored (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.11
Troop 60 named best at camporee (list), Jun 6, 1986, p.13
Scouts attend work weekend, Jun 20, 1986, p.4
Soaring high (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.5
Safe Rides is example of Scouts' service, Nov 21, 1986, p.26
Presenting (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.12
Troop 99 boasts six new Eagles, Dec 12, 1986, p.15
New class of Eagles (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.4
Active program for Boy Scouts (list) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.12
Troop 60 competes in Klondike Derby (list), Feb 6, 1987, p.24
Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 2), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Scout Troop 60 goes skiing (list), Mar 6, 1987, p.2
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BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA continued

Learning the system (at library) (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.10
Nature center preparing to reopen (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.3
Here's what scouting is really all about (edit), Apr 3, 1987, p.7
Scouts go on camporee (list), Apr 17, 1987, p.2
Scouts in Troop 8 fall for Niagara (list), May 29, 1987, p.10
Scouts honored on Memorial Day (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.5
Scouting outing (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.9
M Thompson's an eagle, Aug 14, 1987, p.2
High Adventure on the Penobscot (photo; list), Aug 14, 1987, p.2
Getting together for Meals on Wheels (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.4
SCS scout G Hamilton going to Jamboree Down Under, Dec 24, 1987, p.2
One in a hundred: J Reynolds becomes Eagle Scout (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.11
HTS (Boy) Scouts do well in derby, Feb 19, 1988, p.12
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

BOYCE, HENRY
H W Boyce dies, Jun 7, 1936, p.22

BOYD, JENNIFER
SHS grad J Boyd competing in Japan, Aug 23, 1985, p.19
Boyd wins, then loses, gold medal, Sep 5, 1985, p.22

BOYD, JOSEPH (MGR)

BOYLE, CAROLINE
Santa Claus in cahoots with rec departaent (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

BOYLE, GLORIA
Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6
They also serve who only sit...and wait (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.6

BOYLE, J J (AU)
Is Andy Ross serious? (litr), Oct 16, 1987, p.6
Jail bond opposed (litr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6

BOYLE, JACK
PR group elects J Boyle, Dec 5, 1986, p.22

BOYLE, JAMES (AU)
He loved 'Les Miserables' (litr), Apr 19, 1987, p.6

BOYLE, JUNE
Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

BOYLE, JUDY
School nominating petitions cut, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
Film workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

BOYLE, JULIE
Helping their peers (photo), May 30, 1986, p.9

BOYLE, SUSAN
Santa Claus in cahoots with rec departaent (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

BOYNTON, ELWOOD
E Boynton dies, May 2, 1986, p.22

BOYNTON, MARGARET
M P Boynton dies, Nov 27, 1987, p.10
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BOYS CLUB OF AMERICA

Drugs--Is my child at risk? (edit), Jan 16, 1987, p.7

BOZZO, JAMES


BRACA, FRANK

Vote puts union merger nearer for fire districts, Dec 27, 1985, p.11
Town Board adopts new zoning, Jun 13, 1986, p.10
Fire district merger study is requested, Jun 20, 1986, p.10
Payments to Zaffiro questioned, Sep 5, 1986, p.12
Residents put fire board in the hot seat, Sep 12, 1986, p.13
Commissioners order audit, Oct 3, 1986, p.11
Frauds bureau subpoenas data of G’ville fire district, Oct 17, 1986, p.11
Auditors give SBH fire district a clean bill of health, Nov 7, 1986, p.11
Teff resigns as head of Greenville fire board (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.13
(Greenville) Fire district case before grand jury, Feb 13, 1987, p.11
County grand jury clears Greenville Fire District, Apr 24, 1987, p.11
King breakfast profit report is awaited, Jan 22, 1988, p.12

BRACALELLO, FRANK

Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

BRACKEN, GARY

Bank names G V Bracken senior VP (photo), May 16, 1986, p.12

BRADEN, EVERETT

E F Braden dies, Nov 21, 1986, p.16

BRADFORD, JENNIFER

8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

BRADHURST SITE CONSTRUCTION CO

Tails wins the job (to install curbs in village), Oct 30, 1987, p.1

BRADLEY, BILL

Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J G Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

BRADNER, KATHERINE

K G Bradner dies, Oct 11, 1985, p.22

BRADY, EDWARD

Sales tax confab sought, Jan 4, 1985, p.2
SCS residents M Soter, E Brady, M Wilson, R Zipf prominent in DioGuardi re-election effort, Aug 22, 1986, p.3

BRADY, ELENA

Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2

BRADY, FLORA

Local artists featured in exhibit (list), May 10, 1985, p.18

BRADY, MICHAEL

M Brady named comptroller aide, Feb 1, 1985, p.11
State gives town good audit marks, Nov 29, 1985, p.13

BRADY, OWEN

Irving, SCS National fight takeover by Bank of New York, Nov 13, 1987, p.1

BRADY, THOMAS (AU)

School 'wasn’t the same' (with new windows) (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

BRADY, TIMOTHY (BROTHER)

Ceremonies at IHM mark end of year (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.19

BRADY, WILLIAM

Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2

BRAGUE, DEBORAH

D Brague dies, Dec 19, 1986, p.29
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BRILLI SYSTEM
Braille in banks, Dec 24, 1995, p.4

BRAINSON, ARTHUR
And the year 5748 begins (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1

BRAHILLG HeightS
Disenfranchisement of Edgewood-Arthur Manor-Eramlee Heights seen (ltr), Jan 4, 1985, p.6
Parents speak out on student redistribution, Jan 17, 1986, p.1

BRANCATI, EDWARD
County to rule on legality of assistant chief's appointment, Aug 23, 1985, p.9
Board to pick new chief, Jun 20, 1986, p.11

BRANCHE, SCOTT
Rockets, robots on display at library, Feb 8, 1985, p.12

BRANCHE, SCOTT (AU)
Squirrel housing boom (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6

BRAND, CURT
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

BRANCH, CURTIS
C W Brand named general manager of Mobil Marine Trans Dept and pres., Mobil Shipping (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.3

BRANCH, JUDY
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

BRAND, MATT
Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 21), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

BRANDT, BROOKE
Art from afar (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

BRANDT, RUTH
Shirt-sleeve campaigner, M. Dukakis (photo), Jun 5, 1997, p.5

BRANT, SASHA
Teenager R. Van den Sype dies from sniffing chloroform, Jan 24, 1986, p.1

BRANNIGAN, MARY
Gunman holds up Shopwell supermarket, Jun 14, 1985, p.1

BRASHI, MICHAEL
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

BRASSINGTON, CHRIS
Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 21), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

BRATT, DOROTHY
Celebrating the DAR's centennial (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.8

BRATTER, BARBARA
Crimebusters at SMS find new course arresting (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.6

BRATTER, THOMAS (AU)
Teachers' role in handling drug abuse (edit), Feb 8, 1985, p.7

BRUMAN, DANIEL (OR)
Four MD's join White Plains Hospital, Jan 3, 1986, p.2

BRAUN, LEO JR
L C Braun Jr dies, Jan 9, 1987, p.16

BRAUNER, HAROLD
Hearing held in rape case, Mar 22, 1985, p.5
Insignificant event: Brauner unnecessarily slandered by rape article (ltr), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
Rape charge dropped against local man H B Brauner, Jun 28, 1985, p.2

BRAXTON, FRANCES (AU)
China is--well, different (edit; photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.7
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BRAZIL, HELEN
Democrats retain town reins, Nov 8, 1985, p.11
Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

BRECHER, MADDY
Ten year teachers (photo), Apr 28, 1985, p.14

BREEN, DOLORES (AU)
A parking lesson from Brontëville (ltr), Jan 4, 1985, p.6

BREHENY, JOHN (MSGR)

BREJANC, CHARLES
Lawyer C F Darlington III sentenced, Dec 11, 1987, p.15

BREKBART, SONIA (AU)
Sleeping on the job (ltr), Dec 12, 1986, p.6

BREINES, JOE
Wallflower at the ball: wife's report on Class of '65 reunion (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.5

BREINES, SIMON
County Tennis Club will rise from the ashes (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.1
Don't just stand there--plan (edit), Jun 12, 1987, p.6
Do we need growth? (ltr), Jun 12, 1987, p.6
Seniors being surveyed (ltr), Jun 19, 1987, p.6

BREINES, SIMON (AU)
Keeping land seen as prudent (ltr), May 9, 1986, p.6
Who wants development? (ltr), Jan 16, 1987, p.6
Do we need any growth at all? (Part I) (edit), Jun 5, 1987, p.7
Planning for what? (ltr), Jun 19, 1987, p.6

BREITMAN, ERIC
Prehistoric occasion (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.3

BREITMAN, RACHEL
Festival at school in SCS (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.5

BRELOCK, PETER
Board may axe Latin program; Seely Place improvements proposed, Apr 19, 1985, p.11

BRENDEL-PANDICH, SUSANNE
(5 Brendel-Pandich) New Lyndhurst head, Aug 21, 1987, p.8

BRENNAN, MRS JOHN
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

BRENNAN, ANDREA
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

BRENNAN, AMOREA
Auxiliary leaders (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.12

BRENNAN, BILL
(Volunteer) Fire company (No 3) names officers, Sep 25, 1987, p.8

BRENNAN, CRISTIN
Fourth draws 1000's to pool (photo; list), Jul 10, 1987, p.5

BRENNAN, DEBBY
Fourth draws 1000's to pool (photo; list), Jul 10, 1987, p.5

BRENNAN, DEBORAH
Next time it could be for real (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.4

BRENNAN, DERMDT (REV)
Local priest, Rev S Sandberg, teacher, S Taylor, to visit Nicaragua, Jul 24, 1987, p.5
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BRENNAN, DERMOT (REV) continued
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

BRENNAN, DERMOT (REV-AU)
  Crecheing bores opinion piece called insulting (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6

BRENNAN, EILEEN
  New redistricting wrinkle has Edgewood up in arms, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
  Local realtor E Brennan joins Julia Fee (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.4

BRENNAN, EILEEN (AU)
  She's outraged by Mr Sloan (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
  Let's share it all (poem), Dec 24, 1987, p.6

BRENNAN, ELFRIDIE
  Jeffrey Hoffman carries Quaker Ridge into space (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.20

BRENNAN, JOHN
  SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

BRENNAN, LENORE
  SCS women Dr G Withkin-Laneol, L Brennan appear on Donahue, May 10, 1985, p.5
  Here's to 20 years of village service (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.2
  Two women, L Brennan and H Goldberg, named to women's advisory board, Feb 14, 1986, p.2
  Lenore Brennan dies; was active volunteer for village and county (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.12

BRENNAN, TIMOTHY
  Liegal Awareness for Women) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

BRENNINKMEYER, BERNARD
  Correction: B Brenninkmeyer misspelled, Oct 18, 1985, p.17

BRESCIA, KATE
  Fable Fever (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.20

BRESCIA, LIZ
  Santa Claus in cahoots with rec departaent (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

BRESCIA, RICHARD
  NBC group names R D Brescia VP (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.2

BRESKIN, CHARLES
  C A Breskin dies, May 9, 1986, p.14

BRESLIN, CHRISTINE
  Changes made in police ranks (photo), May 22, 1987, p.2

BRESLIN, DIANE
  Changes made in police ranks (photo), May 22, 1987, p.2

BRESLIN, JACK
  Police professionalism praised (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
  Police get training, Sep 20, 1985, p.2
  Special Police open campaign against burglars (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.1

BRESLIN, JOHN
  Changes made in police ranks (photo), May 22, 1987, p.2
  Driver P J Flanagan killed on Post Road, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
  Woman, B Bruckner, dies in crash, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

BRESLIN, SHANNON
  Changes made in police ranks (photo), May 22, 1987, p.2

BRESLOW, DORIS
  SCS United Way exceeds campaign goal, May 9, 1986, p.4

BRESNAHAN, ED
  Unresponsiveness (by EMT Bd of Ed) charged, Jun 26, 1987, p.11

BRESNAHAN, EDWARD
  BCCES project okayed, May 15, 1987, p.11
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BRETTSON, ENGER
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

BRETTLER, LEON
Residents persuade Pennysaver to stop hand deliveries here (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1
New campaign (against hand deliveries), Aug 16, 1985, p.1
Unwanted delivery (of Pennysaver), Feb 21, 1986, p.1

BRETTLER, LEON (AU)
Obscene occurrence (Pres Reagan's visit to Bitburg) (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
Beacon to burglars (ltr), Jul 5, 1985, p.6

BREYER, ELLEN
Local woman E Breyer promoted by Godiva Chocolatier, Jan 17, 1986, p.7

BRICKER, WILLIAM
Bricker named to federal panel to prevent child victimization (list), Feb 7, 1986, p.3
Boys Clubs head W R Bricker to chair panel on teen pregnancy (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.5

BRICKER, WILLIAM (AU)
Protecting our future (edit), Jul 11, 1986, p.7
Drugs--Is my child at risk? (edit), Jan 16, 1987, p.7

BRICKNER, ROBERT (JR)
Despite concerns, IHM giving shelter, Jan 16, 1987, p.1

BRICO, ANTONIA
Joyce Barthelson dies; co-founded music school (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.1

BRIDGE (GAME)-TOURNAMENTS
R Slutsky wins (bridge tournament), Dec 31, 1987, p.2

BRIDGES-SCS
Bridge repair (at Reynal Crossing), Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Project (Replacement of Fenimore Rd bridge) halted, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
New bridge to Hartsdale (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.18
Final touches for bridge (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.5
Bridge (at Reynal Crossing) to go, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
The case for another bridge (ltr), Jan 23, 1987, p.6
Downtown moratorium eyed; Penn Central has new plan (illus p B), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Downtown plans, bond issue among highlights (photo; addl photo p 18) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Heathcote bridge due for repair (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.1
(Sreenacres) Bridge work, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
1988 start seen for (Heathcote Rd) bridge repair, Jul 1, 1987, p.1
High bids threaten plan to rebuild Heathcote bridge, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
BAR gives go-ahead to (Mormon) church addition, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

BRIDGER, JODI
All in the (Knaplund) family (photo), Aug 7, 1997, p.3

BRIEANT, CHARLES
Lawyer C F Darlington pleads not guilty, Sep 19, 1986, p.11
Judge C Brieant convicts local attorney C F Darlington III, Jun 12, 1987, p.10
Town of GBH, Postal Service locked in court battle over post office, Mar 4, 1988, p.13

BRIGANDI, DONNA
Knitting workshop (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.12

BRIGANDI, LAURA
Hands-on workshop (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.3
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BRIGARD, SILVIA
Sliding into summer (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.1

BRIGGS, MARION
Christmas throughout the house (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.12

BRIGGS, RANDY
Former resident R Briggs to show paintings, Jan 29, 1988, p.9

BRIGGS, W RANDOLPH
Watercolor exhibit ( W R Briggs), Jun 7, 1986, p.5

BRIGGS, WILLARD
Historically speaking: SMS band 51 years old (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.5

BRILL, KENNETH
K D Brill dies, Aug 23, 1985, p.10

BRILLIANT, ELEANOR
Health Council appoints three from SCS, Jan 10, 1986, p.9
Scarsdalian E Brilliant reappointed to Hudson Valley Health System Agency, Apr 4, 1986, p.4
To be installed: E L Brilliant, Jun 13, 1986, p.15
Professor E Brilliant assesses causes, costs of homelessness in Westchester, Oct 24, 1986, p.3
Panel explores SCS's role in responding to homelessness, Apr 10, 1987, p.1

BRILLIANT, ELEANOR (AU)
Trustees congratulated (litr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6

BRILLIANT, RICHARD
O'Neill rates the Presidents--past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Correction: In Sep 25 photo, S Gottlieb misidentified as R Brilliant, Oct 2, 1987, p.2

BRINKMAN, FRED
Planning Board to hear requests for 18 new lots, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Downzoning sought, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

BRITAIN, JANICE
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

BRITTON, ALAN
SCS firm representative of ski resort, Dec 20, 1985, p.29

BROAS, DONALD
Graduation '87 was short and sweet for 131 seniors (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.11

BROCCOLI, LOUIS
School sues student for $5.5 million, Apr 4, 1986, p.1

BROCCOLI, PETER
Welcome signs (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
Arbor Day festivities (photo), May 2, 1986, p.1
 Ribbon-cutting time (at Chase Park) (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.3

BROCHETTO, PAT

BROCK, WALTER
Tree City: Nati Arbor Day Foundation names SCS 'Tree City USA' (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.1

BROCKBANK, MARGARET (DR)
Dr M Brockbank dies, Aug 28, 1987, p.10

BROD, RUSSELL
(EMU) Bicentennial celebration begins (illus), Jan 8, 1988, p.10

BROD, RUSSELL (ILLUS)
Stage set for HELP confrontation (cartoon), Feb 19, 1988, p.12

BRODERICK Y GUERRA, CECILY PATRICIA (REV)
Local woman priest, C P Broderick y Guerra, to celebrate her first eucharist at St James (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.12
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BRODERICK, CECIL (DR)
Local woman priest, C F Broderick y Guerra, to celebrate her first eucharist at St James (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.12

BRODERSON, MARC
Bicentennial bash (photo), Sep 10, 1987, p.12
Halloween contest draws huge turnout (photo; list), Oct 30, 1987, p.8

BRODIE, AL
Quake's Center put on Central, Oct 25, 1985, p.1

BRODIE, MARILYN
Resident M Brodie joins Family Service as counselor (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.5

BRODSKY, MARK
M & Brodsky named partner in law firm, Feb 8, 1985, p.10

BRODSKY, RICHARD
Annual battle over school aid begins, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Plan to reform condo, co-op assessments in GBH, Jan 25, 1985, p.11
Town (of GBH) assessment plan questioned, Apr 26, 1985, p.14
Brodsky has hopes for the passage of revised tax bill, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
Real property tax reforms receive mixed reaction from owners of co-ops, May 9, 1986, p.11
Flynn quits Senate; Democrats scramble (list), May 30, 1986, p.10
Winners map post-election plans, Nov 7, 1986, p.11
Adams's refusal to accept cable changes raises issues, Dec 5, 1986, p.13
Annual shelter agreement signed, Feb 27, 1987, p.9
New law safeguards Union Child day-care center, Aug 7, 1987, p.9
Hotel tax enacted, Nov 6, 1987, p.2
J Greene presents plaque to R Brodsky recognizing governmental support of Hudson River Museum (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.5
Cable television control is up to US, irate subscribers told (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.15
(GBH) Bicentennial celebration begins; Town officials to be sworn in (illus), Jan 8, 1988, p.10

BRODY, ALVIN
School to lead board (photo p.6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

BRODY, VILMA
Extension program elects Scarsdalians, Feb 5, 1988, p.16

BROCKER, KAREN
District gets high marks, Dec 13, 1985, p.13

BROGAN, ARLENE
Their heroes (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.3
Site inspection (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.27
Kindergarten visits police, Jan 17, 1985, p.16
Changes made in police ranks (photo), May 22, 1987, p.2

BROGAN, BRIAN
Changes made in police ranks (photo), May 22, 1987, p.2

BROGAN, JOHN
Honors for police, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Kindergarten visits police, Jan 17, 1985, p.16
Changes made in police ranks (photo), May 22, 1987, p.2

BROGAN, LAURIE
Changes made in police ranks (photo), May 22, 1987, p.2

BROOK, KURT (AU)
Williams' legacy: redemption (edit), Oct 17, 1986, p.7
Remembering Dave Kimmel: Dave's Full Houses (edit), Aug 14, 1987, p.7

BROKERAGE FIRMS
Brokerage firms to offer new kind of mutual fund, Apr 10, 1987, p.5
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BROKERAGE FIRMS continued
New office building to open (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.9

BROKERS
SCS aan V Parameswaran opens new firm, Oct 30, 1987, p.8

BROMLEY, GARY
Village was geared for Gloria; massive clean-up underway (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.1

BROMLEY, SERENA

BROOKLYN (NY)-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
Looking back (with pleasure) (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.7

BROOK, JEFFREY
SCS unit builds pioneer sculpture, Aug 21, 1987, p.3
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BROSS, JASON

BROWN, AMANDA
A place for teens (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.1

BROWN, ANDREA
Nossen dance classes at five sites (photo) (Education 87 Supp), Aug 29, 1987, p.4

BROWN, ANN
Miss Ann's Again opening, Oct 11, 1985, p.12

BROWN, BETTY
R Lederer named SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Committee formed to pick Bowl winner, Oct 9, 1987, p.5
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 7), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

BROWN, BEVERLY
Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

BROWN, CARL
Raiders: 8-0, head for bowl (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1

BROWN, COURTNEY
Honorary Columbia doctorate awarded to C Brown, Jun 7, 1986, p.17

BROWN, DAN
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1

BROWN, DAVID
Fire destroys Hitchcock (photo; addl photo p 13), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
Months after Hitchcock fire, investigators keep plodding on, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Painter's torch starts blaze on Richbell (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.1

BROWN, DOUGLAS
GOPC entering fifth year in operation, Nov 13, 1987, p.13

BROWN, EDWARD
Eastern savings, Apple Bank to merge (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.5

BROWN, GARLAND
Teachers get 6.5% increase, Sep 12, 1986, p.13

BROWN, GARY (AU)
Remembering Dave Kiable: Larger than life (edit), Aug 14, 1987, p.7
BROWN, GARY (REV-AU)
No one came looking for me (edit), Aug 22, 1986, p.7

BROWN, GERTRUDE
G Brown dies, Nov 22, 1985, p.22

BROWN, J BLAKE
Students see many faces of America (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.7

BROWN, JAMES JR

BROWN, KATY
Eight join (Hoff Barthelson) music school faculty, Oct 30, 1987, p.21

BROWN, L DAVID
Carrying a torch, May 29, 1987, p.1

BROWN, LEO
(FAIRVIEW) (GREENBURGH) (COMMUNITY) (CENTER) awards presented, Jan 22, 1989, p.12

BROWN, LILLIAN
L J Brown dies, Mar 11, 1988, p.18

BROWN, MARY
College appoints M Brown, Sep 27, 1985, p.9
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BROWN, MELISSA
Melissa Brown to appear (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.23
Visiting celebrity: M Brown (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.14

BROWN, NATHANIEL
Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.a
Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (map), Oct 30, 1987, p.4

BROWN, NEIL
Insurance group selects local man N J Brown, Aug 22, 1986, p.6
Man of the Year: N J Brown (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.2
Insurance man N J Brown cited, Jan 29, 1988, p.5

BROWN, RAY
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.9

BROWN, RAY (AU)
Cussitee: Vote Tuesday (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6

BROWN, REGINA
EMT poets R Brown, L Silkowski awarded prizes, Apr 26, 1985, p.14

BROWN, RUTH
(SCS Woman's Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10

BROWNELL, SHIRLEE
Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2
Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.3
(SCS) Art association is a busy 50 years young (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.9

BROWNELL, SHIRLEY
S J Brownell opens new art show at Leahey Gallery (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.4

BROWNIES
SEE GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA

BROWNING, ARMANDE
Correction: photo of A Browning misidentified in Sep 4 Inquirer (photo), Sep 11, 1987, p.1

BROWNING, BECKY
B S Browning dies, Mar 7, 1986, p.15

BROWNING, JACOB
SCS Natl Bank salutes Joseph B Ulman, 1988 Bowl Winner (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.26

BROYD, GRAHAM
Bank promotes local man G A D Broyd, Dec 24, 1987, p.13

BRUBACHER, JOHN
Consultants seek to fill 'large shoes' (of superintendent) (cont p 6), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

BRUCKER, DANIEL
(Railroad) Track work, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

BRUCKER, DONA
Resident D Brucker named to Y board (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.9

BRUCKNER, BARBARA
Woman, B Bruckner, dies in crash, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
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BRUCKNER, BARBARA continued
Disayed by coverage (of & Bruckner traffic fatuity) (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Message of appreciation (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

BRUCKNER, BENNETT (DR)
St Agnes names Bruckner, LeBrun (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.20

BRUCKNER, BENNETT (DR-AU)
Message of appreciation (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

BRUCKNER, BENNETT, (DR)
W cran, B Bruckner, dies in crash, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

BRUCKNER, BENNETT, (DR-AU)
Message of appreciation (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

BRUCKNER, ROBERT
Let the games begin! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.13

BRUNER, MADELYN
Hands-on gifts (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.17

BRUMBAUGH, ALLYNE
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

BRUMFIELD, BRUCE
NJ I-287 link will increase traffic in town corridor, Jul 3, 1987, p.9

BRUNELLE, TIMOTHY
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

BRUNER, LUCILLE
L J Bruner dies, Apr 26, 1985, p.22

BRUNER, W RICHARD
Hall of famers: L Klein and W R Bruner (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.2

BRUNI, JAMES (DR)
Elementary math instruction subject of report to Board of Education, Jan 19, 1985, p.3
Mid-year report on the schools (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.23

BRUNING, DONALD (DR)
Four join nature center board (list), Jan 21, 1986, p.11

BRUNINGS, DARL (DR)
Dr K J Brunings dies, Feb 6, 1987, p.12

BRUNINGS, HELENE (AU)
What noise reduction? (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6

BRUNNER, ROBERT
Town road law meets obstacles, Feb 8, 1985, p.10
ZBA denies request for dish, Jan 31, 1986, p.11
Moundoukas site is nearing completion, Apr 18, 1986, p.11
Town (of BMH)'s balk slows work on Post Office, Nov 13, 1987, p.15
Town (of GBH), Postal Service locked in court battle over post office, Mar 4, 1988, p.13

BRUNO, AVERY
Eighteenth century holiday open house (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.5

BRUNO, JOHN
T A Bruno, V P Compe, C J Taylor named exec VP's at SNB (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.2

BRUNO, RICHARD
Gilaan easy victor, Nov 7, 1986, p.11

BRUNO, RICHARD
Halloween culture shock (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6

BRUNO, RICHARD
Mas customs around the world are both similar and different, Dec 20, 1985, p.13

BRYAN, DELI
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BRYAN, JOHN
- Heas customs around the world are both similar and different, Dec 20, 1985, p.13
BRYANT, JOHN
- Resident J Bryant has book, Feb 6, 1987, p.11
BRYANT, MARGARET
- Board appoints teacher for district's gifted students, Feb 28, 1986, p.9
BUCCI, MARJORIE
- Resident M Bucci named assistant VP, Oct 31, 1985, p.9
BUCHANAN, DAVID JR
- Company 2 (Scs Volunteer Fire Dept) names new leadership (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.2
- Fireman D H Buchanan's farewell (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.13
BUCHANAN, ROBERT
- Volunteers spread the message (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.2
BUCHEN, HELEN
- Three (L Albert, H Sobol, A Fiderer) who help wordsmiths forge better words (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.6
BUCHER, MILDIE
- Theta alumnae honor member A C Gaudet, Aug 1, 1986, p.8
BUCK, JAMES
- Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Nov 11, 1987, p.1
- School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
BUCK, MARY BETH
- Hoff-Barthelson Friends name officers (list), Jan 22, 1987, p.13
BUCK, MARY BETH (AU)
- Course takes students beyond classroom, Sep 13, 1925, p.4
BUCK, STEPHEN
- Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1
- Nat Habit: SCS's summer music man (photo p.10), Aug 2, 1985, p.1
BUCK, WALTER
- Hoff-Barthelson names B (list), May 22, 1987, p.12
BUCKHURST, PAUL
- Public asked to express views on future of downtown area, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
- Village urged to protect natural quality of Winston property, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
- D Fortman to propose new downtown zoning, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
BUCHNER, HOWARD
- Vietnam Memorial committee seeks to confirm names to be listed, Sep 4, 1987, p.16

BUDGET, SCHOOL
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT-BUDGET

BUDGET-GBH
- Town budget copies ready; talks are set, Nov 22, 1985, p.10
- Town budget gives raises to officials (list), Dec 6, 1985, p.12
- Town budget adopted, Dec 13, 1985, p.12
- 6% hike seen in town taxes, Nov 14, 1986, p.11
- Turnout low on budget, Dec 5, 1986, p.12
- Town adopts '87 budget, Dec 12, 1986, p.13
- 9.9% tax hike sought (in GBH), Nov 6, 1987, p.12
- Two sessions set next week on (GBH's) $29M budget, Nov 27, 1987, p.13
- Residents ask town (of GBH) to budget more police and less surplus, Dec 4, 1987, p.12

BUDGET-NEW YORK STATE
- Annual battle over school aid begins, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
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BUDGET-NEW YORK STATE  continued
New state budget means more for schools, village, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Same old bad news: SCS, EMT state aid slashed, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
School aid up, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Cuomo's annual (budget) cut, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

BUDGET-SCS
Village investment strategy backfires, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
Village Board to consider retirement incentive program, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
Public budget preview presented by Village Bd Finance Com, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
More realistic budgeting planned for village, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Playing field plan wins praise, Mar 15, 1985, p.3
Village tax hike of 4.4% seen, Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Senior outreach in SCS budget, Mar 22, 1985, p.1
New state budget means more for schools, village, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Trustees set limits on land coverage, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Mayer tells Town Club of goals, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Trustees approve tax law, budget, Apr 25, 1985, p.1
Surplus surplus, Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Cost considerations delay vote on new fire department facility, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Don't vote without a (teachers') contract (ltr), Feb 28, 1986, p.6
Fee setting law, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Proposed budget calls for 3.9% tax hike, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
On budgets and taxes (edit), Mar 21, 1986, p.6
Village insurance expected to double, Apr 4, 1986, p.2
Village budget gets friendly reception (chart p19), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
O'Rourke won't say if he's running; Club officers named (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.3
Trustees OK car rental, budget, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Village surplus grew slightly last year, Aug 15, 1986, p.1
In the black, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
3.9% village tax hike seen, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Proposed tax hike is smallest since 1986, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Panel explores SCS's role in responding to homelessness, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
In defense of the budget (edit), Apr 10, 1987, p.6
Few show interest in moratorium, budget, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Moratorium approved; consultants to be retained, May 1, 1987, p.1
Village ends year $156,000 in black, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
(Village government) Ahead of budget, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Under 5% village tax hike seen, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
(Village) Manager L Tooley asks 4.67% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

BUDGET-US
Congress should cut own budget (ltr), Jul 19, 1985, p.6
Dasgupta tells LWV: Deficit 'most important issue', Oct 11, 1985, p.3
Graee-Rudman is a means, not a goal (edit), Mar 14, 1986, p.7
Budget reform is overdue (edit), Jun 12, 1987, p.7
Budget-balancing idea (ltr), Nov 20, 1987, p.6

BUDGET-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Hochberg proposes county budget reforms, Oct 11, 1985, p.5
Eighty-six county tax rate may exceed village's, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
Legislator's reminder (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
Hochberg calls for medical center cuts, Dec 13, 1985, p.1
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BUDGET - WESTCHESTER COUNTY continued
County tax rate heading up, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Hochberg urges O'Rourke to cap budget, Sep 26, 1985, p.9
County budget would raise taxes by 20 percent, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Hochberg in running for position on Public Service Commission, Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Garbage, drugs, education discussed, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
County budget passed, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
Housing crisis heads county agenda (Progress Edition '27), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
80% increase seen in county tax bills, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Homeless crisis topic at hearing on (county) budget, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
After cuts, (County) Board of Legislators OK's $847M county budget, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Pleasant surprise (SCS assessed smaller share of county tax burden this year), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

BUDIN, ELBERT
Local law on dish antennas facing challenge (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Conflict over dishes (edit), Jul 18, 1986, p.6
Hearing called off, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
No challenge (to dish law), Dec 5, 1986, p.1

BUDIN, SHIRLEY
No challenge (to dish law), Dec 5, 1986, p.1

BUDINOFF, DANIEL

BUEHLER, FRAN
Fee (real estate agency) cited for relocation efforts, Apr 1, 1988, p.8

BUFF, BARBARA
Nature Center poses major changes (illus), Oct 3, 1986, p.10
Getting started (on GBM Nature Center manor house renovation) (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11

BUFF, JEROME
Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

BUILDERS
SEE LAND DEVELOPERS

BUILDING
A Knopp gets initial okay for subdivision, Feb 1, 1985, p.2
Town approves site plan for condominium complex, Feb 15, 1985, p.11
Office building approved, Mar 8, 1985, p.11
BAR sees plans for homes on Marxs estate, Apr 26, 1985, p.2
There's a building boom going on in town (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.6
Soaring prices spur home-building boom (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Town Board raises subdivision charges, Nov 14, 1986, p.10
BAR gives approval to three new homes, Nov 21, 1986, p.2
Demolition of house protested in vain, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
Landmark in jeopardy (1tr), Dec 24, 1986, p.6
(Golden) Horseshoe gets okay to expand, Dec 18, 1987, p.3
Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
House plans draw BAR disfavor, Mar 18, 1988, p.3
While) Plains) Hospital plans to expand, Apr 1, 1988, p.2
Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3

BUILDING DEPT-SCS
Praise for building department (1tr), Aug 7, 1987, p.6
Neighbors can help (building dept), Aug 14, 1987, p.1

BUILDING INSPECTORS
(Building) Inspector shortage, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
BUILDING-GBH

Westchester Community College land earmarked for building transitional housing for homeless (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.11
Town of GBH, Postal Service locked in court battle over post office, Mar 4, 1988, p.13

BUILDING-REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION

YM & YMHA announces plans for $7 million expansion project (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.3
Archaeologists digging in as society launches Cudner-Hyatt restoration (photo), May 24, 1985, p.4
United Way agency rebuilding America (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.12
Investing in a future for the past (edit), Oct 31, 1986, p.7
Hitchcock announces rebuilding plans, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Town plans to improve courthouse, Dec 5, 1986, p.13
Hyatt House restoration is under way (photo p 5; list), Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Restoration of Cudner-Hyatt House under way (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.12
License required (for all home improvement contractors), Apr 24, 1987, p.1
Painter's torch starts blaze on Richbell (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.1
Restaurant, shops to replace Gristede's, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
New office building to open (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.8
On a dark day, (Hitchcock) church members look ahead to bright future (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

BUILDING-SCS

New stores by fall (in Golden Horseshoe), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

BUILDINGS

Grand opening celebrated for 22 Saw Mill River Rd, Hawthorne (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.14

BUILDINGS, ACCESSORY

Hearing on Huntington, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Kitchen restriction, Sep 11, 1987, p.1

BUILDINGS, ACCESSORY- LAWS AND LEGISLATION

Two new laws (regarding streams, kitchens in accessory buildings), Oct 16, 1987, p.1

BUILDINGS-GBH-REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION

(GBH) Courthouse construction begins soon, Sep 18, 1987, p.10
Getting started (on GBH Nature Center manor house renovation) (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11

BUILDINGS-NEW YORK, NY

Local architect R F Fox Jr is reshaping NYC's skyline (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.6

BUILDINGS-REPAIR AND RENOVATION

Prints from the past (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.1

BUILDINGS-SCS

Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

BUILDINGS-SCS-REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION

(Hoff-Barthelson Music School building) Not ready for prime time (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.16
Vanishing character? (lrr), Oct 2, 1987, p.6
Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo; add photo p 14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Save the windows (edit), Oct 9, 1987, p.6

BULLEN, HALSEY JR

Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year's historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

BULLEN, PAT

Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year's historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

BUMBLY, BRIAN

Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1
Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
'Connecticut Yankee' is both a first and a last for SSMT (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.1
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BUMP, DOUG
Changes in store for 6th graders at junior high, Jan 23, 1987, p.1

BUMP, LAUREN
SMS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

BUMP, DONALD
Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1

BUNTON, BOB
Debate team is among the best (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.11

BUNTING, EVE
Town GOP gears up for elections, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
GBH Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
Change is issue in (GBH Town) board contest, Oct 23, 1987, p.13
Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

BURDEN, MICHAEL
Day camp is one answer to parents' dilemma (photo; cont p 14), Jul 18, 1986, p.6

BURG, MRS RICHARD
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

BURG, SUE
Successful fundraiser (for WP Hospital) (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.8

BURGER, JENNIFER
Award winner: J Burger, May 8, 1987, p.10

BURGER, LAUREN
Checking it out (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.16

BURGER, RUTH
One-stop shopping for kids right on high school grounds, Dec 24, 1986, p.9

BURGER, SUSAN
Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

BURGER, WARREN
Supreme Court hears creche case, Feb 22, 1985, p.1

BURGESS, KATHERINE
Master's degree can be a part-time pursuit (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.4

BURGLARY
SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

BURKAT, HOWARD
Cable hearing set for Nov 8; UA Columbia restores Channel 21, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
UA Columbia urges franchise extension, promises subscribers 77 channels, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Trustees postpone cable TV decision, Nov 28, 1986, p.1

BURKAT, HOWARD (AU)
Pool not just for the elite (ltr), Feb 27, 1987, p.6
It's a puzzlement (ltr), Jun 12, 1987, p.6
Why must downtown change? (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6

BURKE, ANNE
Legendary opening of Filene's Basement proves powerful draw, Nov 15, 1985, p.2

BURKE, MIKE
New plan sends all sixth graders to junior high, Jan 24, 1986, p.1

BURKEY, DARREN
One-man show (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.2
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BURKEY, ROBERT
- Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
- Art gallery in an SHS kitchen (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.18

BURKEY, ROBERT (DR)
- One-man show (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.2
- Dr R L Burkey to show works (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.2

BURLING, PETER
- Harold Krents endowed fund established at Harvard Law School, Dec 11, 1987, p.2

BURLINGHAM, ELEANOR
- Conservatives, some to make primary picks, Sep 5, 1986, p.13
- Conservative takeover fails in SHS primary test, Sep 12, 1986, p.12
- Gilian easy victor, Nov 7, 1986, p.11

BURNAPP, MARY
- Not too late for the party (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.9

BURNS, DORIS (AU)
- Your parental duty: watch kids' TV (edit), Jul 19, 1985, p.7

BURR, MARGERY
- M F Burr dies, Jan 24, 1986, p.16

BURR, MARY
- In the jubilee spirit (at IHM) (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.1

BURRELL, BEVERLY
- New teachers at Greenville (photo), Mar 10, 1985, p.10

BURRONI, TED
- SCS faces the retirement of ten village employees, Feb 22, 1985, p.6

BURROS, ROBERT (AU)
- Fireworks called a disaster (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6

BURROWS, GORDON
- Annual battle over school aid begins, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
- Return to solvency was highlight of state's year (photo) (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.24
- Students of govt: SCS college students work in G Burrow's office (photo), Feb 3, 1985, p.5
- A winning idea from Burrows (ltr), Apr 12, 1985, p.6
- Ms Atkins, Mr Kroll go to Albany (edit), Apr 19, 1985, p.7
- Singers, senators honor Village Club (photos), May 10, 1985, p.2
- Survey gathers views of district residents, May 17, 1985, p.4
- Learning about Albany (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.16
- Appeal to Albany (on Huntington Ave), Dec 6, 1985, p.1
- Sage old bad news: SCS, EMT state aid slashed, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
- Residents lobby for family planning (photo; list), Feb 7, 1986, p.2
- Historical support (NYS awards grants to Historical Soc, YM-YWHA, Literacy Volunteers), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
- Bipartisan cooperation (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.19
- O'Connor says he'll face Burrows again (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.1
- Arbor Day festivities (photo), May 2, 1986, p.1
- Close look at Albany (photo), May 16, 1986, p.19
- Listening in Albany (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.12
- Democrat J O'Connor seeks Conservative nod, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
- O'Connor gets another line against Burrows, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
- Democrats to make choices in congressional, senate races, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
- Abzug, Green nominated despite SCS voters (photo; chart p 20), Sep 12, 1986, p.1
- O'Connor taking second crack at Burrows (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.1
<table>
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<tr>
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</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BURROWS, GORDON continued**

- Praise for Burrows (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
- Candidates trade barbs at debate, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
- Disguard-Aburz race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
- For State Legislature (edt), Oct 31, 1986, p.6
- Voters decide it's not time for a change (chart), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
- Proposed shelter for family to be topic of meeting, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
- State aid to SFCS, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
- Legislative intern: F H Fee (photo), May 8, 1987, p.20
- P H Chrystal Jr to challenge Burrows (photo), Jun 8, 1988, p.1
- (Westchester) Public art group nabs board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
- State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.2

**BURROWS, GORDON (AU)**

- Assemblyman Burrows invites citizens to get involved with Albany (Progress Edition; photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.34
- Drugs, homeless, court reform among assemblyman's concerns (photo) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.2
- Homeless seen as (Westchester County's) number-one problem (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.17

**BURROWS, JOHN**

- Playing field plan wins praise, Mar 15, 1985, p.3

**BURROWS, GORDON**

- Fatal loophole (in smoke detector laws), Mar 4, 1988, p.1

**BURSON, HAROLD**

- PR king's firm conceives Hands Across America (photo), May 16, 1986, p.6
- A speaker worth hearing: H Burson (ltr), Oct 17, 1986, p.6

**BURSON, HAROLD (AU)**

- 'Public Relations' has come of age (edt), May 1, 1987, p.7

**BURST, ARDIS**

- Voters to elect twelve members to School Nominating Coa (list), Jan 24, 1986, p.1
- Eleven elected to school committee (list), Jan 31, 1986, p.1
- Report explains insurance woes, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
- No assessments (to Non Partisan Resolution), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
- Smashing victory for (school) budget, Jun 13, 1986, p.1

**BURST, ARDIS (AU)**

- Election reminder (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6

**BURSTEIN, KAREN**

- County asks that Albany consider reinstatement (for A Zaffino), Aug 30, 1985, p.9
- State hearing on fire chief's job, Dec 8, 1985, p.13
- Civil service okays Zaffino, Dec 20, 1985, p.12
- Fire board head speaks to GCC, Jan 10, 1986, p.11

**BURSTEIN, SHIRI**

- Helping youngsters is their racquet (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.4

**BURSTYN, PETER**

- At Phaedrus, the aim is 'educating the whole kid' (Part II) (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.11
- Reunited (at EHT alumni tea) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.10

**BURTMAN, HELEN**

- New office building to open (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.8

**BURTON, BEV**

- Live at Edgewood: (E Burton as) Benjamin Franklin, Dec 11, 1987, p.16

**BURYAN, EDMOND**

- Meet SCS's drought buster (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.1
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BURYAN, EDMUND
E F Buryan dies, May 16, 1986, p.18

BUS ACCIDENTS
Bus death (of A Jones) spurs vigilance, Feb 12, 1988, p.10

BUS DRIVERS
An 'unsung hero' (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6

BUS SAFETY
Bus death (of A Jones) spurs vigilance, Feb 12, 1988, p.10

BUSCH, BARBARA
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Two go to polls in second vote (for Unit F, School Board Nominating Committee), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

BUSCH, BARBARA (AU)
5th graders on 4th grade (basketball) team (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Criticism from a colleague (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

BUSCH, NEAL (AU)
5th graders on 4th grade (basketball) team (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

BUSCHMAN, HOWARD
Hearing held in bankruptcy case, Feb 1, 1985, p.11

BUSES
Waste disposal is key county issue (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.23
County Infobus to provide transit information to public, Nov 22, 1985, p.30
County buses free on New Year's Eve, Dec 20, 1985, p.19
County offers bus guide, Jun 13, 1986, p.13
Retail discounts available to bus riders, Aug 8, 1986, p.2
County bus schedules to change next week, Aug 29, 1986, p.2
Buses join Manhattan route, Dec 19, 1986, p.4
Express buses pulled from service, Jan 16, 1987, p.5
Town (of GBH) mandates seat belts for summer camp's buses, Apr 10, 1987, p.10
New service and schedules for county buses, Sep 4, 1987, p.10

SEE ALSO SCHOOL BUSES
BUSES-ACCIDENTS
SEE TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

BUSH, GEORGE
O'Neill rates the Presidents—past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
What do our candidates know? (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
Parties prepare (for 1988 presidential campaign), Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Scarpsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Bush backed (by SCS Republican Town Committee), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Vitality of King's day upheld (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.12
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

BUSH, THOMAS
Village was geared for Gloria; massive clean-up underway (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.1

BUSCHIN PROPERTY
Update on Winston, Nov 22, 1985, p.1

BUSCHIN, HOWARD
Plan for new playing fields on Boulder Brook, Crossway proposed, Feb 22, 1985, p.1

BUSINESS AND EDUCATION
School district advised how to get corporate aid, Dec 4, 1987, p.1

BUSINESS EXECUTIVES
SEE EXECUTIVES
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BUSINESS
Executive: D Ha&berg (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.2
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

BUSINGS
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-REDISTRICTING

BUSING, WALDEMAR
W H Busing dies, Nov 29, 1985, p.26

BUSWELL, JAMES
Violinist J Buswell to solo with New Orchestra (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.18

BUTCHER, JANE
J K Butcher dies, Oct 9, 1987, p.21

BUTLER FIELD
Historically speaking: SCS’s acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6
School board seeks assistance in financing renovation of track, May 23, 1986, p.1
Worse than embarrassing: SHS track (edit), May 23, 1986, p.6
Flying Dutchmen? (ltr), May 15, 1987, p.6
Referenda scheduled on school bonds, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Board reveals details of what the bonds would buy, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
School bond issue vote is Wednesday, Oct 3, 1986, p.1

BUTLER FIELD-SCS
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-BUTLER FIELD

BUTLER FIELD-SCS
Indoor pool backers seek prompt action, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-BUTLER FIELD

BUTLER WOODS
Future Eagle at work (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.2
Historically speaking: SCS’s acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6
Tidying Butler, Oct 18, 1985, p.1

BUTLER, C SCOTT
Scouts conduct survey (ltr), Aug 16, 1985, p.6

BUTLER, CAROLYN
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
An exceptional teacher (C Butler) praised (ltr), Jun 5, 1987, p.6

BUTLER, CHARLES
C Butler in MDNY post, Dec 31, 1986, p.12
Historically speaking: SCS’s monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2

BUTLER, CHRISTINE
25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens’ Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3
Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
On snowy night few go out to Unit Meetings, Nov 13, 1987, p.1

BUTLER, EMILY
Historically speaking: SCS’s acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6
Tidying Butler, Oct 18, 1985, p.1
Historically speaking: SCS’s monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2
Historically Speaking: Once, all SCS was Fox Meadow (map), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

BUTLER, JOE
Bradford fire still unexplained (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.3
Fire breaks out in Garth Road apartment (photo), May 8, 1987, p.1
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BUTLER, JOSEPH
- Mystery surrounds cause of fire on Blvd (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.1
- Months after Hitchcock fire, investigators keep plodding on, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
- Winston offers $5000 to catch arsonist, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
- Fire on Popahan termed arson, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
- No one hurt in (1 Foxhall Rd) group home fire (photo p 10), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.2

BUTLER, KAREN
- Path okayed by board, Aug 16, 1985, p.9
- New staff hired by (EMI) district, Oct 4, 1985, p.11

BUTLER, LAUREN
- The subject is literature (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.3

BUTLER, MARY JANE
- A birthday gift to remember (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.3

BUTLER, SCOTT
- Access for disabled, Mar 15, 1985, p.1

BUTLER, TOM
- (Animal) Shelter agreement signed, Feb 27, 1987, p.9

BUTSON, VAUGHAN
- Even devils get hungry (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.14

BUTTENWEISER, BENJAMIN
- Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

BUXBAUM, LARRY
- Petition drive seeks to stop food store from closing doors, Aug 2, 1985, p.3

CALABRESE-BVELSEN, TONI

CALABRESE-BVELSEN, TONI

BYERLY, PRISCILLA
- Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

BYRNE, BOB
- Hitchcock cleans, copes, plans in fire's aftermath, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
- Hitchcock announces rebuilding plans, Nov 21, 1986, p.1

BYRNE, GERARD
- First GBH biathlon runs off smoothly (photo; list), Sep 4, 1987, p.11

BYRNE, GERRY
- They really have a ball in Chicago (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.9

BYRNE, MICHAEL
- Bradford fire still unexplained (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.3

BYROM, FLETCHER
- Fictional fire poses real-life dilemmas, May 3, 1985, p.1

BYUN, JULIE
- Teen cafe (The Strand) draws enthusiastic crowd (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.3

CABLE TELEVISION ADVISORY BOARD-GBH

CABLE TELEVISION ADVISORY BOARD-GBH

CABLE TV

CABLE TV
- UA Columbia seeks hike in cable rates, Jan 4, 1985, p.9
- Advisory Council on Cable TV helps local organizations gain exposure (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.41
- Residents protest TV rate hike, Feb 15, 1985, p.11
- GBH Town Board rejects cable rate increase; establishes new parking fines, Mar 1, 1985, p.11
- Survey finds interest in Channel 36 programs, Apr 25, 1985, p.2
- SMS graduates T Hardy and D Handelman produce cable comedy, May 10, 1985, p.17
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CABLE TV, continued
State lets cable firm raise rate, June 28, 1985, p.10
Town video channel shows profiles, musicians, art talks, July 19, 1985, p.5
SCS name R. Heller named VP at Showtime, Inc. (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.5
Town asks state to tune in extra charge for VCR's, Dec 13, 1985, p.13
"VCR charge dropped", Jan 3, 1986, p.7
Local TV show debuts Feb 10 on channel 35, Feb 7, 1986, p.5
New cable show puts focus on U S work force, Feb 14, 1986, p.3
State rule on cable fee for VCR use is put off, Mar 14, 1986, p.11
Cable TV survey, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Debut of TV show on SCS takes a look at the Inquirer, May 16, 1986, p.2
On cable (edit), May 23, 1986, p.7
In cable post: J F Edwards, Sep 5, 1986, p.2
Cable subscribers rate UA Columbia, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
UA-Columbia called exploitive (ltr), Oct 19, 1986, p.6
New coordinator, F Pollack, hired; seeks volunteer help, Oct 19, 1986, p.18
Cable hearing set for Nov 6; UA Columbia restores Channel 21, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
UA Columbia urges franchise extension, praises subscribers 77 channels, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Trustees postpone cable TV decision, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Ardsley's refusal to accept cable changes raises issues, Dec 5, 1986, p.13
Cable show, "You and Your Family", to debut, Dec 12, 1986, p.3
Village OK's new cable TV pact, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Downtown plans, bond issue among highlights (photo; addl photo p 19) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Programming to start Sunday on village's cable channel (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.5
Video Yearbook (SHS in cable video), Jun 19, 1987, p.1
SCS day campers make TV debut, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
UA Columbia told to put in new phone lines, Aug 21, 1987, p.9
Sewer pipe inspection can yield treasure (photo p 3), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
Cable TV rates going up, Nov 13, 1987, p.1
Wrong channel listed (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
Cable television control is up to US, irate subscribers told (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.15
Scarsdalian S Rothberg is host of new TV show, Feb 28, 1988, p.2
CARRAL, CATHY
Health fair features hands-on lessons (list), Mar 20, 1987, p.22
CARRI, PAUL
Eight join (Hoff Barthelson) music school faculty, Oct 30, 1987, p.21
Cacci, Joe
Heathcote third grader R Adams makes East Coast debut (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.14
Cacciapaglia, David
Hobnobbing at the (See), Place) hobby show (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.11
Cacciato, Joe (AU)
He's proud of Andy Moss (ltr), Oct 20, 1987, p.6
Cacciato, Rebecca
Sounds of the season (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.10
Cadoux, Alexander
A C Cadoux dies, Jan 18, 1985, p.8
Caesar, Julius
Tomorrow's New Year's, thanks to Caesar and Pope Gregory, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Caffentzis, James
Xmas customs around the world are both similar and different, Dec 20, 1985, p.13
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CAFFENTZIS, KATHY
Xmas customs around the world are both similar and different, Dec 20, 1985, p.13

CAFFIN, ALISON
A child's Chanukah in SCS: cookies, candles and potato pancakes (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.5

CAFFRAY, ROBERT
First American entry outsails catawaraan fleet (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.6

CAHALAN, JOE
SSMT will produce 'Connecticut Yankee', May 8, 1987, p.1

CAHALY, GREG
Last-minute heroics give SMT league title; bowl game tomorrow (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 20, 1987, p.1

CAHALY, SCOTT
He agrees with Scott (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6

CAHALY, SCOTT (AU)
School basketball teams should be divided equally (ltr), Feb 22, 1985, p.6

CAHN, BURTON (DR)
Lisa Keller acquitted of murder, May 15, 1987, p.3

CAIFÉ, ROBERT
Abbatine takes over as coach of highly rated SCS nine, Apr 4, 1986, p.24

CAIN, THOMAS
Counterman at deli J Greenbaum killed, Jan 11, 1986, p.3

CAIN, TOM
Twelve firefighters receive awards for excellence, Nov 27, 1987, p.4

CAIRO, MICHAEL
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

CAKE DECORATING
Crafty Adult School course takes the cake (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.6

CALABRESE, DANIEL
Priest (D A Calabrese) ordained, Nov 27, 1987, p.18

CALABRESE, DANIEL (REV)

CALABRESE-BUELSEN, TONI
Woman's legs severed in tragic accident on Garth Rd (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.3

CALAHAN, JOE
Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1

"Connecticut Yankee" is both a first and a last for SSMT (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.1

CALAMARI, DOUGLAS
Learning the system (at library) (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.10

CALDER, JACQUELINE
Books issued by Historical Society, May 9, 1986, p.15

CALDERON, ROSA
Local priest, Rev S Sandberg, teacher, S Taylor, to visit Nicaragua, Jul 24, 1987, p.5

CALDREW, JOHN (MSR)
For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6

CALDREW, ROBERT
Law says don't pass stopped school bus (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.27

Exemplary drivers, Nov 22, 1985, p.1

School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1

Driving with care near school buses (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.27

Bids (for 8 school capital projects) come in low, Apr 3, 1987, p.1

Six-year-old L Bedin killed by school bus, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
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Caldwell, Tracey
Seventh graders T Caldwell, E Flisser, L Kroon greet B Bloom, A Smith, TV personalities (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.17

Calendar is major effort (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6

Tomorrow’s New Year’s, thanks to Caesar and Pope Gregory, Dec 31, 1986, p.1

Bank is grateful to all (ltr), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

Callahan, Georgeann
New redistricting wrinkle has Edgewood up in arms, Feb 14, 1986, p.1

Construction is solution (to overcrowding) (ltr), Jan 17, 1986, p.6

Citizen’s Party slate expected to run unopposed in March elections, Jan 19, 1986, p.1

Callahan, Matthew (AU)
A proposal to protect kids (ltr), Oct 16, 1987, p.6

Callahan, Carol (DR)
New podiatrist: Dr C Callahan (photo), May 22, 1987, p.15

Local podiatrist Dr C A Callahan reappointed, Apr 1, 1988, p.9

Callahan, Frank
Musical version of ‘Anne Frank’ to debut Sun (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.6

Minister Rev P S Washburn writes and directs play (photo; list), Jun 6, 1986, p.14

Callahan, Thomas
Historically speaking; SCS’s acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

Callabari, Cathleen
Greenacres residents argue pros, cons of closing (Huntington) Rd, Apr 11, 1986, p.1

Callabari, Jessica
Fable Fever (photo), May 27, 1987, p.20

Callimani, Basil
Rejected builder J Cronzio sues BAR, Jul 26, 1985, p.1

Members of BAR record high rate of absenteeism, Sep 5, 1985, p.1

Sixth grade may return to junior high school, Nov 22, 1985, p.1

Refilling the BAR, Apr 25, 1986, p.1

Callimani, Diana
Merrie Mayfaire (photo), May 10, 1985, p.13

Arthur Manor elects leaders, Jul 3, 1987, p.5

Callimani, Theodore
Merrie Mayfaire (photo), May 10, 1985, p.13

Callisen, Sara
S L Callisen dies, Apr 4, 1986, p.16

Calloway, Cab
Calloway Day to open GBH Black History Month celebration (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.1)

Calvert, Mary
Literature delivery to the homebound (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.1

Calvi, Carl
Longview residents (of EMT) oppose kitchen request, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

Calvi, Carlo
ZBA puts off decision on Longview kitchen, Dec 24, 1987, p.13

ZBA says no to kitchen, Feb 5, 1988, p.11

Calvi, George
Animal lover presses for doghouse law, Feb 8, 1985, p.1

Animal shelter law, May 17, 1985, p.1
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CALVI, GEORGE continued
  Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
CALVI, JULIA
  ZBA puts off decision on Longview kitchen, Dec 24, 1987, p.13
  ZBA says no to kitchen, Feb 5, 1988, p.11
CALVI, MARISSA
  Get ready, get set... (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.9
CALZI, FRANK (DR)
  Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendent, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
  Search for superintendent ends as Calzi is named (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.11
  Calzi attends study session; board delays vote on path, Jul 26, 1985, p.9
  Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
  Advisory committee reports on changes for the gifted, Sep 27, 1985, p.11
  Draft policy on residence is subject of board meeting, Oct 11, 1985, p.11
  Student president greets superintendent (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.12
  Teacher's assistant okayed for Seely Place students, Nov 15, 1985, p.11
  Tax reform, discipline topics at school board meeting, Nov 29, 1985, p.13
  District gets high marks, Dec 13, 1985, p.13
  Board to curb dogs, Dec 20, 1985, p.13
  Divisions emerge over gifted, talented program, Jan 17, 1986, p.13
  Two new administrators assess their first semester on the job (photo), Jan 21, 1986, p.11
  Administrators to be hired soon, Jan 31, 1986, p.10
  Committee to review math in K-6, Feb 14, 1986, p.11
  For Dr Calzi, it was a bad day, Feb 14, 1986, p.11
  He's worried about safety (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
  Board appoints teacher for district's gifted students, Feb 28, 1986, p.9
  Goals development workshop brings together diverse groups (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.10
  Community is alarmed by EHS survey on drug use, Mar 14, 1986, p.11
  Budget (EMT) to be reviewed, Mar 14, 1986, p.11
  Special services director, C Locasio, is named, Mar 21, 1986, p.11
  EMT Budget would raise taxes by 8.1%, Mar 21, 1986, p.11
  Board appointment sparks criticism from EHS faculty, Mar 28, 1986, p.11
  Budget is adopted; will raise taxes by 6.7%, Apr 4, 1986, p.11
  School aid up, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
  The Blanford Relays: Doc's spirit lives on (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.10
  Students' views sought on ESL, Apr 11, 1986, p.11
  Edgecomb Rec struggling to get insurance, Apr 18, 1986, p.11
  Susan Bleo is honored by Greenville Coon Cen (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.12
  Teachers unite in support of colleague J Coon, May 9, 1986, p.11
  Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11
  Parents call for improvements in seventh grade curriculum, May 16, 1986, p.11
  Sophomores will retain exemption from gym classes, Jun 13, 1986, p.11
  Retiring business head C Tuthill leaves with his colleagues' esteem (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.10
  Consultant gives recommendations for district's G/T program, Jun 20, 1986, p.11
  Saying goodbye to C Tuthill (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.10
  Board okays program, Jun 27, 1986, p.11
  Class of '86 bids EHS a fond adieu at graduation (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.9
  New quarters for children's center, Jul 25, 1986, p.9
  Assistant principal named: D Pearlman, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
  District's clerical staff to get a 6.4 percent hike, Aug 15, 1986, p.9
CALZI, FRANK (DR) continued

Year of Developing Capable Young People begins Sept 25, Aug 29, 1986, p.9
Parents learn how to promote learning, Sep 19, 1986, p.10
ECCE: Don't change grading system, Oct 17, 1986, p.11
School board policy will be mix of old and new, Nov 14, 1986, p.11
Snipping the string (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.11
Students pass state tests, Dec 19, 1986, p.11
High marks for (EMT) writing program, Feb 12, 1987, p.11
Cuts urged in proposed (EMT school) budget, Mar 13, 1987, p.11
(EMT) Board (of Ed) seeking more budget cuts, Mar 20, 1987, p.11
Move cuts to proposed (EMT Ed of Ed) budget, Mar 27, 1987, p.11
(EMT) Board (of Ed) pares budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10
(EMT) School board approves 6.9-percent tax hike (list), Apr 10, 1987, p.11
(EMT) Board (of Ed) considers requiring students to serve community, Apr 24, 1987, p.11
Calculus, Italian courses will stay, May 8, 1987, p.11
R Conboy to be assistant principal (at EHS), Jun 12, 1987, p.11
Graduation '87 was short and sweet for 131 seniors (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.11
Dvorkin is new (EMT) board (of Ed) president; new enrichment program adopted, Jul 3, 1987, p.9
Salary increases for district administrators, Aug 14, 1987, p.9
E Clay honored at ceremony (Dedication: photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.13
Developing capable young people remains school district goal, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
(EMT) School board looks at AIDS, Nov 13, 1987, p.15
(EMT) District to ban sacking at school, Dec 11, 1987, p.15
Data shows (EMT) school district is doing well, Dec 24, 1987, p.13
Two administrators, C LoCascio and C Bedford, to leave (EMT), Feb 12, 1988, p.11
(Sports) Realignment will mean little change for EHS, Feb 19, 1988, p.11

CALZI, FRANK (DR-AU)

EMT schools set goals in '86 (photo p 14) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
EMT lists successes and defines goals (Education '87 Supp), Aug 29, 1987, p.1

CALZOLARI, LAURA

L Calzolari named director of UC Conservatory of Music, Feb 1, 1985, p.9

CAMANA, MARGARET

Students pass state tests, Dec 19, 1986, p.11

CAMARDA, YOLANDA

Christmas throughout the house (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.12

CAMBODIA

In Cambodia, 'holocaust' is the word (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.7

CAMS, DENISE

SCS Natl names 4 officers, Jul 4, 1986, p.3

CAMERON, GERTRUDE

G Cameron dies, Sep 29, 1985, p.16

CAMPBELL, EVELYN

E F Campbell dies, Oct 16, 1987, p.16
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CAMPBELL, SUSAN
  Traditional display (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.5
CAMPFIRE AND CAMPING
  Summer camp: Kids at Camp: Accentuate the positive (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1985, p.18
  Bouncing on a castle of air (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.1
  Thinking of camp, Feb 7, 1986, p.1
  Local woman B Spyer to direct county's Camp Heilock, Apr 11, 1986, p.26
  Flee to the forest...Camping (Summer Living Supp), May 16, 1986, p.17
  Day camp is one answer to parents' dilemmas (photo; cont p 14), Jul 18, 1986, p.6
  Really in the swing (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.14
  Lazy, hazy days of summer (edit), Aug 15, 1986, p.7
  Cooperation, not competition the focus at Sloane (photo), May 22, 1987, p.6
  To camp? (or not) to camp (edit), May 29, 1987, p.7
  Summer camps: caveat emptor! (edit), Jun 19, 1987, p.7
  High Adventure on the Penobscot (photo; list), Aug 14, 1987, p.2
  It's summer-camp time (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.7
  SEE ALSO EMT DAY CAMP, FRESH AIR FUND, SCS DAY CAMP
CAMPUS, JORDAN
  PTA programs help ease culture shock for arriving international families (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.5
CAMPUS, NANCY (DR-RA)
  The Holocaust: the need to know (edit), Jul 17, 1987, p.7
CAMPUS, GRACE
  Babes in Toyland (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.19
CANCER
  Be aware of your "birthday suit" (edit), Mar 29, 1985, p.7
  "Dr. Nuren. It's about Maria" (edit), Jun 5, 1987, p.7
CANCER RESEARCH AND TREATMENT FUND
  Fund honors ex-Scarsdalian H Stotter, Mar 27, 1987, p.15
CANCER-DETECTION
  Scs Mammography opens private diagnostic facility; here, Dec 6, 1985, p.14
CANIN, PAM
  Art exhibit (photo), May 10, 1985, p.21
CANNELL, JAY
  It's graduation day for SCS seniors, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
  SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
CANNELL, NEIL
  It's graduation day for SCS seniors, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
  SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
CANILLOS, ELIAS
  E M Canillos dies, Sep 25, 1987, p.19
CANILLOS, TED
  Tylenol embargo, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
CANIN, BRIAN
  Consultant: B D Canin (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.2
  Correction: photo of L J Perl accompanied Aug 14 article on B D Canin, Aug 21, 1987, p.3
CANINO, LEDA
  Purple Power (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.20
  Heathcote honors departing teacher L Canino, Jun 13, 1986, p.20
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
  Lincoln center program described, Oct 31, 1986, p.18
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CANNICK, MICHAEL
Green knight comes to Greenacres (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.19

CANNON, CHARLES III
Historigically speaking: Additional monuments in SCS (photo), Jun 28, 1987, p.6

CANNON, JAMES
Historigically speaking: SCS's monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2

CANNON, JOHN (JR)
Historigically speaking: Additional monuments in SCS (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

CANNON, PAM
Joy and nostalgia all on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Curtain going up next week on SMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1

CANTATORE, NICK
Corrections highway worker misidentified, May 9, 1986, p.3

CAPAINOLI, PETER
Bird of prey (photo), May 1, 1987, p.2

CAPARAS, MA T
Rotary ready to admit its first woman member, Jul 17, 1987, p.1

CAPESE, FRANCES
Quaker Ridge, Edgewood donate food for needy, Nov 28, 1986, p.16

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
SEE WESTCHESTER COUNTY-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS, SCS-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS, SCHOOLS-SCS-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS, SCHOOLS-EMT-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

CAPILCE, MAUREEN
Recreation supervisor M Caplice is appointed, Jan 22, 1988, p.2

CAPOLIO, KENNETH
(Restchester) Chamber of Commerce elects leaders for 1988, Dec 16, 1987, p.16

CAPONE, MARK
Board (of Ed) imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1

CAPPELLINO, JOE
Safe driver of the year: J Cappellino (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.5

CAPPOLIA, FRANK
Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

CAPRIO, NAP
Voters seen as short-sighted (litr), Jun 20, 1986, p.6

CAPRIO, MARIE
Female volunteer M Caprio sues fire board for sex discrimination, Sep 5, 1986, p.13
Residents put fire board in the hot seat, Sep 12, 1986, p.13
Fire board approves a 16.3 percent tax hike, Oct 24, 1986, p.11
For volunteers, firefighting means 'a lot of dedicated hours' (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.13

CAPUTO, MARIE
Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendent, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
Community is alarmed by EHS survey on drug use, Mar 14, 1986, p.11

CAPUTO, THOMAS
Resident T Caputo gets promotion (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.10

CAR
SEE COMPREHENSIVE ASSEMENT REPORT
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CAR RENTAL AGENCIES
SEE AUTOMOBILE RENTAL AGENCIES

CARACCILO, HENRY
Love 'em or hate 'em, raccoons seem here to stay (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1

CARANDOP
Her career at Carandoor has come full circle (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.6

CARAS, EMANUEL
Arthur Manor elects leaders, Jul 3, 1987, p.5
Don’t replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1

CARAS, MANNY
Close call for SCS squirrel (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.5
Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1

CARAS, ROSE
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

CARATOZZOLO, DOMINICK
Greenville Fire district case before grand jury, Feb 13, 1987, p.11
County grand jury clears Greenville Fire District, Apr 24, 1987, p.11

CARATOZZOLO, DOMENICK
For volunteers, firefighting means 'a lot of dedicated hours' (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.13

CARATOZZOLO, DOMINICK (AU)
The American thing to do (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6

CARBINE, PAT
Editor and publisher P. Carbine to speak at SCS Woman’s Club (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.9

CARBON, JOHN
(Westchester) Chamber of Commerce elects leaders for 1988, Dec 18, 1987, p.16

CARDARELLI, MARCY
Support for teacher J. Coon fails to sway board’s decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11
Sneak preview (for R. M. Cardarelli (photo) (Education 87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5

CARDARELLI, REBECCA
Sneak preview (for R. M. Cardarelli (photo) (Education 87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5

CARDEN, DyAS (AU)
Will 'Star Wars’ work? (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

CARDIAC CARE
SVAC adds new lifesaving skill (photo; add1 photo, list p 10), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
Making SCS safer (edit), Aug 29, 1986, p.6

CARDILLO, Ron
Resident R. Cardillo appointed consultant, Aner Hair Loss Coun, Feb 21, 1986, p.13

CARDINAL, JAMES

CARDINAL, JAMES (AU)
The most terrible sight of my life (edit), Mar 5, 1987, p.7
Debacle in Korea (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6
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CARDINALE, RONALD
Elementary math instruction subject of report to Board of Education, Jan 19, 1985, p.3
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION
SVAC adds new lifesaving skill (photo; addl photo, list p 10), Aug 29, 1986, p.1

CARDOZO, MICHAEL
Resident M A Cardozo to head state court study, Mar 29, 1985, p.5
Trial lawyers select resident M A Cardozo, May 16, 1986, p.2

CARDOZO, NANCY
SCS Nat Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32
SHS fair conveys health realities, Nov 27, 1987, p.20

CARE
CARE honors EMT residents for dedicated service, May 24, 1985, p.11

CAREER PLANNING
Get ready for 'career-planning' (edit), May 24, 1985, p.7

CAREY, CORA
Planners say rules needed before day care can be offered in homes, Nov 22, 1985, p.11

CAREY, JOHN
Herold gets nod for State Supreme Court (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for room on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p 9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1
J Radley Herold nominated for County Court (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

CARHUFF, MARY
New owner at Bourne studio, M Carhuff, to introduce core classes (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.24
Bourne owner M Carhuff at conference (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.19

CARLILLI, ANTHONY
Battle (over Boulder Brook) continues, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Work begins at riding academy, Dec 12, 1986, p.5

CARTINO, LOU
SCS faces the retirement of ten village employees, Feb 22, 1985, p.6

CARLIN, PAUL
Seeking access (to post office for handicapped), Apr 4, 1986, p.1

CARLSON, CHARLES
Work on the Hutch, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

CARLSON, CHRIS
Commissioners set meeting on fire headquarters renovation, Aug 14, 1987, p.9

CARLSON, FRANK
Robber, suspect arrested, Mar 15, 1985, p.1

CARLUCCI, ARTHUR
Local priest, Rev S Sandberg, teacher, S Taylor, to visit Nicaragua, Jul 24, 1987, p.5

CARLUCCI, MARC
And then there was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.9

CARLYSS, MRS EARL
Carlysses return (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.12

CARLYSS, EARL
Farewell tribute to musical couple, A Schein and E Carlyss (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.4
Carlysses return (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.12

CARMODY, JOHN
Turn-around in Greenacres (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.2
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CARNEVALE, JIM
United Way is helping SHORE shelter homeless, Oct 16, 1987, p.4

CARNICELLI, EVELYN
Westchester-Working, Building, Growing: theme of Galleria window display (Business) (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.12
Westchester tourist guide wins plaudits, May 24, 1985, p.26
Residents consider fire board's proposal at public hearing, Jun 6, 1986, p.11
Fire proposal is voted down, Jun 20, 1986, p.11
Fire board approves a 16.3 percent tax hike, Oct 24, 1986, p.11
Drake-Edgewood favors plan to lease house to homeless (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
GOP to hear Slotnick (Republican Town Committee elects leaders), Oct 9, 1987, p.5

CARNICELLI, EVELYN (AU)
Fire proposition opposed (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
Message to the commissioners (ltr), Jul 4, 1986, p.6

CARNICELLI, JAMES
Residents consider fire board's proposal at public hearing, Jun 6, 1986, p.11

CARNICELLI, JAMES (AU)
Fire proposition opposed (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6

CARNIVALS
SEE FAIRS

CARNIVALS
A very important date (photo), May 1, 1987, p.20
Frozen fun (on Crane Pond at EMT ice carnival) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.11
SEE ALSO FAIRS

CARNRITE, JAMES (DR)
EMT school board grants Dr T Edwards tenure (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.11
GBH Town Board bars right turns on red at Ardsley Rd and Old Army Rd (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.11
Proposed EMT school budget calls for 7.3% tax hike, Mar 15, 1985, p.13
Board debates school bus aides; announces special ed program, Mar 29, 1985, p.11
Edwards to leave EHS; Taddiken will succeed him (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.11
All superintendent applicants rejected; board still looking, May 3, 1985, p.15
Albany grants EMT district the right to pick superintendent, May 17, 1985, p.11
Board considers changes for gifted and first graders, May 31, 1985, p.11
Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendent, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
Graduation day marks end of years at EHS for 140 seniors (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.11
Superintendent reports on 'high school of excellence', Jun 28, 1985, p.11
Calzi attends study session; board delays vote on path, Jul 26, 1985, p.9
Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11

CARO, DONNA (AU)
Young ideas on Iran-Contra issue (ltrs), Jan 16, 1987, p.6

CARO, PHYLLIS
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

CARO, PHYLLIS (AU)
Tribute to photographer (E Arey) (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

CARO, ROBERT DE
SEE DE CARO, ROBERT

CAROLAH, NANCY
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

CAROZZA, RICHARD
Honors for police, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
A moving farewell (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
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CAROZZA, RICHARD continued
   Cop, R Carozza, hailed as lifesaver, Jun 26, 1987, p.3
   Three (R Carozza, A Filancia, F Acerbo) commended, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

CARPENTER, ELIZABETH
   E Carpenter dies, Jan 15, 1988, p.12

CARPENTER, FRANCES (AU)
   Are we to be cemented over? (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

CARPENTER, HILDUR
   H Carpenter dies, Jul 18, 1986, p.12

CARPENTER, JO
   Love 'em or hate 'em, raccoons seem here to stay (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1

CARPENTER, THOMAS
   T P Carpenter dies, Feb 22, 1985, p.8

CARNI, JOHN DEL
   SEE DEL CARNI, JOHN

CARR, JANICE
   Praise for people at 7-Eleven (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
   SCS 7-Eleven wins $100,000 prize (photo p 1), Feb 20, 1987, p.4

CARR, MARYKATE
   Youth nights at the pool expected to return, despite modest crowds (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.1

CARR, PHILIP
   Historical Society launches Phase II of capital campaign, Jan 3, 1986, p.5
   After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

CARROLL, RICHARD
   Suspects in car radio thefts nabbed; police recover booty (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.3

CARROLL, SUZANNE
   EMT school board grants Dr T Edwards tenure (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.11
   Year of Developing Capable Young People begins Sept 25, Aug 29, 1986, p.9

CARROLL, THOMAS
   PBA presents awards to SCS athletes (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.17
   Detective T Carroll appointed, Oct 10, 1986, p.5
   Police officer T Carroll selected for academic honor, Jun 12, 1987, p.3
   On teen drug-use, drinking and vandalism, Oct 9, 1987, p.2
   Police charge four with vandalism; warn against Halloween mayhem, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
   Spirit of cooperation (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
   Kudos to cops A Filancia, G Greenbaum, T Carroll, Dec 31, 1987, p.1

CARROLL, TOM
   Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 2), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
   Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1

CARROLL, WILLIAM
   W J Carroll dies, Sep 19, 1987, p.17

CARSKY, KATHERINE
   Three vie for county board (photo), Oct 25, 1985, p.13
   Incumbents gain victory, Nov 8, 1985, p.11
   Legislator K Carsky backs seatbelts (ltr), May 9, 1986, p.6
   County Board race race starts as two announce candidacy, Jun 7, 1986, p.11
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CARSKY, KATHERINE continued
Carsky asks schools to join in planting trees, Mar 6, 1987, p.10
Carsky, Hochberg to seek reelection to County Board, May 29, 1987, p.11
Carsky, Diaferia vie for 17th District county legislative seat (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.11
Incumbent legislators are all victorious, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
CARSK, KATHERINE (AU)
Public asked to fight graffiti (ltr), Aug 23, 1985, p.6
CARSON, HARRY
United Way agency rebuilding America (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.12
CARSON, LINDA
For a decade of dedication (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.5
CARSON, MARY (OR-AU)
Was Paul a male chauvinist? (edit), Sep 12, 1986, p.7
CARSON-HYATT HOUSE
The bear at historic Carson-Hyatt house greets first snowfall (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.3
CARSWELL, BRUCE
Fictional fire poses real-life dilemmas, May 3, 1985, p.1
Local man B Carswell to chair electronics group, Dec 13, 1985, p.3
CARSWELL, CATHY
Peter Duchin Orchestra to play for Historical Soc spring gala (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.2
CARTER, BARBARA
Shirt-sleeve campaigner, M Dukakis (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.5
CARTER, HERBERT
Historically speaking: The house where Whistler's mother lived (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.5
CARTER, JAMES EARL
O'Neill rates the Presidents--past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
CARTOONS AND CARICATURES
Cartoon, Mar 13, 1987, p.7
Cartoon, Apr 24, 1987, p.7
Cartoon, Jun 19, 1987, p.7
Cartoon, Jul 3, 1987, p.7
Cable TV—what its users should know (edit; cartoon), Sep 4, 1987, p.7
Cartoon, Feb 12, 1988, p.7
Stage set for HELP confrontation (cartoon), Feb 19, 1988, p.12
CARUSO, GABBY
EHS sports and sportsmen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11
CARVER, DANIELLE
Pool opens tomorrow morning (photo), May 22, 1987, p.3
CARVER, ROBERTA (AU)
Why honor only football? (ltr), Dec 20, 1985, p.6
CASALE, ANTHONY
A Casale dies, Aug 9, 1985, p.14
CASALE, TONY
Tails wins the job (to install curbs in village), Oct 30, 1987, p.1
CASCIO, GRACE
Draft policy on residence is subject of board meeting, Oct 11, 1985, p.11
CASE, MARCIA
Ragette honors SCS realtor M Case, Feb 7, 1986, p.9
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CASE, MARCIA continued
- Realtors M Case, B Gottlieb honored, Mar 11, 1988, p.9
- Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1988, p.8

CASE, PEGGY
- W F Olson heads history group, Dec 4, 1987, p.16

CASE, SIDNEY
- SHS band picks its new look (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
- Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

CASE, SIDNEY (DR)
- Mid-year report on the schools (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.23
- Critics cite flaws in SHS auditorium (photo), May 3, 1985, p.1
- Board of Education elects B Cunningham president (photo; list), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
- Campaign sets sights on $30,000 for band, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
- Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
- Lincoln center program described, Oct 31, 1986, p.18

CASEY, DIANE
- SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

CASEY, FRANCIS
- SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

CASEY, KEVIN
- Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
- Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

CASEY, MARY
- Another graduate: M Casey, Jul 17, 1987, p.4

CASH, SYD
- Class of '86 bids EHS a fond adieu at graduation (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.9

CASPE, ELIZABETH
- SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

CASPE, LIZ
- Teen cafe returning, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

CASPI, STEVE
- Doernberg named agent for condominiums in HTS, Nov 13, 1987, p.16

CASS, ALAN
- Board considers changes for gifted and first graders, May 31, 1985, p.11
- Snisky Award goes to three at jr high (list), Jun 21, 1985, p.10
- Fond farewell (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.11
- Path okayed by board, Aug 16, 1985, p.9
- New staff hired by (EMT) district, Oct 4, 1985, p.11
- Board again looks at policy on residence, Oct 31, 1985, p.11
- Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11
- A treat for teachers (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.10
- Seely Place fifth graders meet the Headless Horseman face to, uh, face (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12

CASSIDY, JACKIE
- Students see many faces of America (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.7

CASSIDY, KEVIN
- Restaurant planned (at Heathcote Five Corners), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

CASTALDI, FRANK
- Payments to Zaffino questioned, Sep 5, 1986, p.12
- Residents put fire board in the hot seat, Sep 12, 1986, p.13

CASTIELLO, DOMINIC
- Changes in store for 6th graders at junior high, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
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CASTIELLO, DOMINIC continued
  Like an Egyptian: P Chung (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.15

CASTIELLO, DOMINICK
  Schools urged to shift computer education focus (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.1
  Computer chairman to resign from SHS, Dec 6, 1985, p.1

CASTIELLO, JEAN
  Two residents, J A Castiello and C F Cioppa, win Regents Fellowships, Jun 7, 1986, p.9

CATAMARANS
  First American entry outsails catamaran fleet (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.6

CATERERS AND CATERING
  Winning the big entertaining battle; call in the food militia (Entertainment Supp), Nov 15, 1985, p.13
  The better to serve you: S Donner (photo) (Entertaiment Supp), Nov 15, 1985, p.13
  New catering manager, M Donner, at Passionate Chef (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.8

CATERING, PAUL
  Burglary suspect tracked down, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
  Honors for police, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
  Grief assignment (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.4

CATHERALL, PAUL
  Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

CATHERWOOD, LESLIE
  Hands-on gifts (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.17

CATHERWOOD, MARGOT
  Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

CATS
  Newly sheltered (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.3
  Only in SCS (ltr), Apr 24, 1987, p.6
  Homage to Charlie...(photo) (Summer Living Supp), May 15, 1987, p.2

CAUBLE, COURTENAY
  Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

CAVANAR, ADAM
  Board appoints teacher for district's gifted students, Feb 28, 1986, p.9

CAVERLY, JAMES
  Keeping 'h' out of Greenburg (on County Center Building facade), Sep 18, 1987, p.11

CAVERLY, JOSEPH
  Suspicious blaze destroys County Tennis Club of WC (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.1
  Caverly elected to Amer Academy of Park and Recreation Admin, Sep 6, 1985, p.10
  Tidying Butler, Oct 18, 1985, p.1
  Chief warns county it's taking chances (photo p 18), Nov 29, 1985, p.1

CAVICCHI, JOAN
  Round the Maypole (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.18

CAZES, NICOLE
  Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

CECONI, TOM
  Well done, recreation (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
  Early birds, May 16, 1986, p.1

CEDARBAUM, BERNARD
  SCS Foundation elects two new trustees to board, Jan 18, 1985, p.5
  Non Partisan Nominating Co members elected; turnout low (list), Jan 25, 1985, p.1
  Nominating com solicits suggestions for school board, Feb 8, 1985, p.5
  Two school board candidates (Gavin, November) named (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
  High school costs draw groups' fire at budget hearing, May 3, 1985, p.1
  A Torah is dedicated (photo), May 10, 1985, p.20
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CEDARBAUM, BERNARD continued

Town Club slates annual meeting, May 17, 1985, p.1
Town Club awards Public Service Medals (photo), May 31, 1985, p.24
Scobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Dedicated servants: C Pforzheimer and B Cedarbaum (edit), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
Club debates Winston sale, vets, Feb 14, 1986, p.3
Committee formed to pick Bowl winner, Oct 9, 1987, p.5

CEDARBAUM, MIRIAM

No decision yet on fate of dog Thomas, Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Thomas’ fate still undecided, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Safer for dogs than children (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
Thomas is Vermont-bound, Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Robbery suspect arrested, Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Judge’s tough stand on DWI criticized by County Court (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Hearing held in rape case, Mar 22, 1985, p.5
Hurrah for Judge Cedarbaum (ltr), Mar 29, 1985, p.6
Teenage ‘open house’ ends in violence, injuries, arrest, May 10, 1985, p.1
Rape charge dropped against local man H B Braumer, Jun 28, 1985, p.2
Village justice M Cedarbaum nominated for federal court position (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Hearings (for managers), Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Correction: M Cedarbaum’s salary, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Citizen’s Party slate expected to run unopposed in March elections, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Judge Cedarbaum still waiting, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Many choices (for local judgeship), Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Cedarbaum is confirmed (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Parties pick judges who never preside, Jun 12, 1987, p.1

CELAND, JOSEPHINE

EMT man R Greenbaum throws hat in race for position on GBH Town Council (photo), May 3, 1985, p.15
Resident S Silverman switches to council race, May 10, 1985, p.11

CELAND, SAL

Water violation charged (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
Top water savers, Sep 20, 1985, p.1

CELENTANO, PAUL

Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
Parent seminars, films discuss social problems of adolescence, Dec 27, 1985, p.15
New court battle (for basketball courts), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1

CELLA, PETER

Town of GBH set to fight for $8 million, Jan 25, 1985, p.11

CELLULAR RADIO

Nynex base station (to be discussed at Village Board meeting), Jan 22, 1986, p.1
Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1986, p.1
No safety risk from (mobile telephone) antennas (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Trustee A Blitz says fears of mobile telephone antennas are baseless (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Trustees vote down Nynex base station, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Good reason seen for fears of mobile radio antennas (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
On Nynex base station (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

CELLULAR TELEPHONES

SEE TELEPHONES, MOBILE, CELLULAR RADIO
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CELLULAR TELEPHONES continued
SEE TELEPHONES; MOBILE; CELLULAR RADIO

CELONA, ROBERT
Restaurant planned (at Heathcote Five Corners), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Another name (for new restaurant at Heathcote Five Corners: Pippins), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

CEMETERIES
Welcome to the graveyard (photo; list), Oct 31, 1986, p.1
SEE ALSO BITBURG CEMETERY (GERMANY)

CENSORSHIP
Did Madonna cause the national debt? (edit), Nov 15, 1985, p.7
New rules stir protest at SHS, Nov 29, 1985, p.1

CENSUS-SCS
SCS's census, Jun 27, 1986, p.1

CENSUS-SCS (1845)
Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6

CENTENO, EFRAIN
E Centeno Heads child center, Dec 11, 1987, p.15

CENTER FOR DEFENSE INFORMATION
Residents attend Center's defense information lunch (list), Nov 29, 1985, p.27

CENTER FOR PREVENTIVE PSYCHIATRY
Local woman E Friedian named trustee, Center for Preventive Psychiatry (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.16
Preventive Psychiatry elects R J Kalb new chairman (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.3
Two grants from Chemical Bank, Oct 18, 1985, p.8
SCS Natl Bank salutes Center for Preventive Psychiatry (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.38
Psychiatric center elects slate (list), Feb 6, 1987, p.3
Psychiatry group honors Florence David, Aug 7, 1987, p.2

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF THE AMERICAN CONSTITUTION

CENTRAL 7 SCHOOL DISTRICT
SEE SCHOOLS-BBH

CENTRAL AMERICA
Vietnam all over again (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
Thoughts on the contra war (ltr), Aug 15, 1986, p.6
On giving sanctuary (edit), Aug 15, 1986, p.7
Seconding vote (ltr), Aug 22, 1986, p.6
The CIA legacy in Central America (edit), Feb 19, 1988, p.7
SEE ALSO NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES, EX NICARAGUA

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
SEE US CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
How to plug security leaks (ltr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6
SEE ALSO US CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

CENTRAL WESTCHESTER HUMANE SOCIETY
SEE ANIMAL SHELTERS

CENTRALIZED POLLING
Give (centralized polling) a try (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Centralized polling backed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

CERGY

CERNI, SALVATORE (AU)
Desecrations at IHM church (ltr), Feb 8, 1985, p.6
CERRETA, PATRICIA
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY
Uncertified, Nov 28, 1986, p.1

CERTILMAN, ALEXANDRA
Scarsdale calling (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.9

CERTILMAN, MARISSA
Scarsdale calling (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.9

CERTILMAN, NANCY
Scarsdale calling (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.9
Y honors outstanding teens (list), Jun 21, 1985, p.26
End of year at Fox Meadow (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.13
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
(SCS) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1

CERTILMAN, NANCY (AU)
Clear violation seen (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

CERTILMAN, WILLIAM
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; welcomes Dr R Hirschman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

CESARANO, JOSEPH
Controversy (with White Plains) denied, Aug 30, 1985, p.1

CESARANO, JOSEPH (AU)
Memories of bands past (edit), Oct 24, 1986, p.7

CESAREO, VANESSA
Grand prize winner (in Halloween Window Painting Contest) (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.1

CHABRIS, MARGARET
7-Eleven trying to improve image, Feb 22, 1985, p.1

CHADDERTON (FAMILY NAME)
See CHATTERTON (FAMILY NAME)

CHALK, MAURICE
Scs bank names M Chalk, J Fitzgerald officers (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.32

CHALLENGER (SPACERRAFT)
NASA postpones Challenger flight for astronaut J Hoffman, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Communion of grief (edit), Jan 31, 1986, p.6
Billy's gift (for Challenger astronauts), Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Challenger's legacy (poem), Jan 30, 1987, p.7

CHALMERS, NANCY
Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4

CHALMERS, RUTH
Joyce Barthelson dies; co-founded music school (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Historically speaking: Additional monuments in SCS (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

CHALMERS, TERRY
Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4

CHALPIN, MICHELLE
Local actress M Chalpin has lead role (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.12

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-BROOKLYN (NY)
(T Kline) Elected by (Brooklyn) Chamber of Commerce, Dec 4, 1987, p.20

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS
Snowflake contest underway (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.3
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CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS continued

- Awards presented to snowflake artists (photo-list), Feb 22, 1985, p.5
- R Lederer named SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1
- Historical reflection: R Lederer named SCS Citizen of the Year (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.1
- Chamber elects officers, directors (list), Jun 21, 1985, p.3
- Sidewalk Sale set for August 8-10, Aug 2, 1985, p.1
- Tuttle's Shuttle catching on (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.3
- SCS's business leaders (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.8
- Snowflake creators honored (list), Feb 20, 1987, p.4
- Jeanne Richman Citizen of Year (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.1
- Same day, new place, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
- Citizen of the Year: J Richman (photo), May 1, 1987, p.1
- Sidewalk sale set for next weekend, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
- (Sidewalk sales) Summer tradition (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.1
- Chamber elects leadership (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.2
- Chamber (of Commerce) to honor R L Gerloff (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
- Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

- (Westchester) Chamber of Commerce elects leaders for 1988, Dec 18, 1987, p.16

CHAMBERLIN, HELEN

- Correction (to H Chamberlin obituary, Aug 7), Aug 14, 1987, p.4

CHAMBERS, BETTY

- Humanists gather here to share message, Nov 14, 1986, p.21

CHAMLIN, ANDY

- They'll be voting in November (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.5
- Listening in Albany (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.12
- Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

CHAMLIN, SUSAN

- Co-authors give 'Straight Talk' about sexuality (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.6
- SHS fair conveys health realities, Nov 27, 1987, p.20

CHAMLIN, SUSAN (AU)

- Some helpful hints for parents (edit), Jul 4, 1986, p.7
- Child Care well established (1ltr), Oct 3, 1986, p.6

CHAN, ALICE

- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22

CHAN, MIMI

- Bibliomania RI: double dose of local book fair (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.6

CHAN, ALICE

- The magic of reading (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.3

CHAN, CHRISTOPHER

- Santa and crew visit IHM (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.8

CHAN, HILDA

- Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10

CHAN, JEAN

- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22

CHAN, JENNIFER

- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

CHAN, LISA

- SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21
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CHANG, SPENCER
Serious business (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.17

CHANG, STEVE
Graduate in '88 (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.13

CHANG, YALIN
(SHS) Debate team elects officers, Mar 10, 1988, p.15

CHANOW-SRIEN, KAREN (OR)

CHANTILES, JAMES
Sunsets in the Rockies subject of photo exhibit by J L Chantiles at SCS Bank, Feb 6, 1987, p.2

CHANUKAH
Light of freedom (edit), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
Festival of lights (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.1
Ye gods, it's that time of year (edit), Dec 20, 1985, p.7
With holiday shopping season drawing to a close, some ideas on making the most of time (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.16
Season of brotherhood (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6
Happy holidays (edit), Dec 24, 1986, p.6
Festival of lights (photo; list), Dec 31, 1986, p.13
Chanukah begins (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.1
A child's Chanukah in SCS: cookies, candles and potato pancakes (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.5
Let's share it all (poem), Dec 24, 1987, p.6
Creche is a 'joy to be shared' (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6

CHAO, ANGELA
Chinese School keeps traditions vibrant in USA (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.6

CHAPMAN, ARTHUR
A Chapman dies, Feb 26, 1988, p.14

CHAPMAN, FRANK
Birders spot ordinary and rare at the Christmass count (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.1

CHAPMAN, MARY
Candidates sought for Citizens' Committee, Sep 4, 1987, p.3

CHAPNICK, DOUGIE
Really in the swing (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.14

CHAPNICK, JULIE
Snowflake creators win prizes (photo; list), Mar 14, 1986, p.3

CHARBEL, HELOISA
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS
Hundreds of mittens (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.5
Danar Fund established (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
Spirit of giving is alive at Greenacres, Jan 10, 1986, p.14
Remembering those in need (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.17
Quaker Ridge, Edgewood donate food for needy, Nov 28, 1986, p.16
Chief's gift idea, Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Give now, pay less tax later (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Presenting (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.12
Toy store's sales help raise funds to feed the hungry, Dec 19, 1986, p.13
Hands-on gifts (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.17
A tree grows at Edgewood, Dec 19, 1986, p.26
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CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS continued

Spirit of giving thriving here, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
Under the Giving Tree (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.10
Candy-filled gifts (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.16

CHARITIES

Bat Mitzvah girl A Bluistein uses gifts to benefit people in need (photo), May 24, 1985, p.18
Altruism of youth (edit), June 14, 1985, p.6
Opticians' promotion provides glasses for underprivileged, Aug 9, 1985, p.8
Real estate firm launches food collection program, Nov 29, 1985, p.16
Cub Scouts deliver toys (list), Dec 20, 1985, p.12
Ambulance dedication (photo), June 7, 1986, p.22
Watch out for summer solicitors, July 25, 1986, p.9
Sports greats team up for Easter Seals (photo; list), Sep 12, 1986, p.14
Gifts for patients drive on, Nov 28, 1986, p.8
A gift of warmth for the holidays (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.3
For our animal friends (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
Mass production (Junior high students make model cars for homeless children) (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.24
Edgewood aids homeless, Dec 24, 1987, p.8
Happy holidays from the PD (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.4
A season of giving (at Children's Corner Nursery School) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.5
Kids ask help for KIDS (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Warth Drive was a success (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
Appreciation to residents (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Animals' best friends (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.3
Road block ahead (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.1
(Associated Black Charities) Charitable group elects SCS man A M Bankston to its board, Apr 1, 1988, p.4
See also Famine Relief, American Cancer Society, CARE

CHARITY

Bizarre Bazaar benefits area homeless; Helping hands (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12
Edgewooders give food to needy, Nov 20, 1987, p.15
Giving thanks by giving service (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.3
Happy Halloween (a little late) (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.14

CHARLES, RIA

Red Cross elects leaders, Jul 24, 1987, p.5

CHARLES, GEORGE

New shop (G Charles Motoring Acces Ltd) offers wide range of items for motorist, Oct 17, 1986, p.2

CHASE PARK

Erection of gazebo in Chase Park suggested, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6
Park project, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Park improvements, Aug 15, 1986, p.1
Changes in Chase Park (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.1

CHASE ROAD PARK

Downtown plans, bond issue among highlights (photo; addl photo p 18) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Change (in windows) still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

CHASE ROAD PARK

CHASE, FRANCIS

Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
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CHASE, FRANCIS (REV)
  Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6
CHASE, JENNIE
  Welcome: R McGuigan welcomes J Chase to Language conference at EHS (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.11
CHASE, JENNIFER
  Twenty-two in benefit swim raise $2700 (list), Aug 7, 1987, p.3
CHASE, JENNY KAO
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22
CHASE, MRS ROBERT
  SEE KAO, JENNY
CHATTERTON, JOSEPH
  Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
CHAUDARI, PRAVEEN
  You name it, you can learn it (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Aug 14, 1987, p.6
CHAUTAUQUA (NY) CONFERENCE ON US-SOViet RELATIONS
  Soviets and Americans, one on one (edit), Oct 9, 1987, p.7
CHAZEN, RITA
  Adult school (EMT) closes its doors, Oct 10, 1986, p.11
CHAZIN-SEIDELHAN, FAY
  SHS open campus may get less so, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
CHEERLEADERS
  SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CHEERLEADERS
CHEMICAL AWARENESS TASK FORCE-EMT
  Task force steps up efforts to prevent cheiical abuse (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.14
CHEN
  'Comfort' and 'distress' are fashion watchwords this fall (photo) (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.7
CHEN, DAVID
  Magic Wok opens (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.12
CHEN, NANCY
  Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendnet, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
CHEN, TY
  Boy Scouts honored on Memorial Day (photo; list), May 31, 1985, p.2
CHEN, VIRGINIA (DR)
  Local doctor V Chen opens practice (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.10
CHEN, VIRGINIA (DR-AU)
  Enjoy the sun sensibly (edit), Jul 17, 1987, p.7
CHENEY, ORION
  Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
CHERNOBYL DISASTER
  Resident V Makarov awaits word from his family in Kiev, May 9, 1986, p.1
CHERTOFF, ELIZABETH
  Child Care (Assn of SCS) grows on all fronts (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18
CHESKIN, JOEY
  Alternative assignment (for J Cheskin) (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.3
CHESS, ERIC
  It's happening at the pool (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.5
CHEUNG, CHARLES
  Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
CHEUNG, MARY
  They're number one! Spelling team from SCS wins it all (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.3
CHEUNG, MARY continued
Surveying SCS’s seniors (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.8
M H T Cheung dies, Apr 1, 1988, p.18

CHEUNG, MARY
Recreational opportunities (for senior citizens) (photo) (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.13

CHEVALIER, GIL
Special volunteers praised (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6

CHIEN, ALEC
Pianist A Chien wins top international award (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.10

CHIEN, JANET
Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

CHIH PING SOBELMAN
SEE SOBELMAN, CHIH PING

CHILD ABDUCTION
SEE KIDNAPPING

CHILD ABUSE
Junior League provides grant to fight child abuse, Feb 8, 1985, p.2
Dr P S Liebert to speak on missing, exploited children, Feb 22, 1985, p.2
They have to be carefully taught (edit), May 24, 1985, p.7
Educators group has tip for parents (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.20
Bricker named to federal panel to prevent child victimization (list), Feb 7, 1986, p.3
Eliminate corporal punishment (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.7
SEE ALSO SEXUAL ABUSE, KIDNAPPING

CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION CENTER (NEW YORK)
E Centeno Heads child center, Dec 11, 1987, p.15

CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION CENTER (WHITE PLAINS)
Junior League provides grant to fight child abuse, Feb 8, 1985, p.2

CHILD CARE ASSN OF SCS
SCS National Bank salutes Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.22
Local agencies get United Way grants (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.5
Child Care Assn has new programs (photo) (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.21
Child Care Assn threatened by insurance woes, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Child Care Assn gets liability coverage, Oct 18, 1985, p.1
Insurance (for Child Care Assn) obtained (ltr), Oct 18, 1985, p.6
Moats, students grade child care program A-1 (photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.6
Child Care Association expands hours (Progress Edition; photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.24
Special volunteers praised (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
An open house at the start of Child Care’s 5th year (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.21
Child Care well established (ltr), Oct 3, 1986, p.6
Child care adds second group; will hold open house, May 29, 1987, p.5
Child Care opening second site this fall (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.2
Child Care (Assn of SCS) grows on all fronts (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18
Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids Supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

CHILD CARE CENTERS
SEE DAY CARE CENTERS

CHILD CARE COUNCIL-GBH
Planners say rules needed before day care can be offered in homes, Nov 22, 1985, p.11

CHILD CARES ASSN OF SCS
Child Care program reaches milestone (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
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CHILD LABOR
  Baskin-Robbins fined for employing kids, Aug 9, 1985, p.1

CHILD SAFETY AWARENESS DAY
  SEE CHILDREN-HEALTH AND SAFETY

CHILD SAFETY PARTNERSHIP
  SEE CHILD ABUSE

CHILD VICTIMIZATION
  SEE CHILD ABUSE

CHILDREN
  Non-mother of the year chose to have a baby (photo), May 10, 1985, p.6
  Children, this is a book (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.7
  Kids (12-p supplement to SCS Inquirer), Mar 11, 1988,
  Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

CHILDREN AND MONEY?

CHILDREN AND TELEVISION
  SEE TELEVISION AND CHILDREN

CHILDREN TO PALESTINE
  SEE INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL CENTER FOR YOUTH INC

CHILDREN'S VILLAGE (DOBBS FERRY)
  More than a helping hand (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.5

CHILDREN'S VILLAGE (DOBBS FERRY)
  Children's Village gives award, elects leaders (list), Jul 12, 1985, p.12
  Hispanic Street Festival (photo), May 23, 1986, p.8
  Children's Village, Aug 15, 1986, p.9
  Quaker Ridge collects candy for Children's Village, Nov 7, 1986, p.14
  Discovering Children's Village (edit), Feb 27, 1987, p.7
  They are younger this year; they know something of drugs..., Jul 24, 1987, p.9
  Lots of ghosts (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.9
  (Junior) League gives books to the boys (of Children's Village) (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.8

CHILDREN, HANDICAPPED
  SEE HANDICAPPED

CHILDREN-EDUCATION
  SEE EDUCATION, TUTORING

CHILDREN-GROWTH
  Can you grow a 'super baby'? (edit), May 15, 1987, p.7
  Child development (Institute opened at Sarah Lawrence), Jul 24, 1987, p.12

CHILDREN-HEALTH AND SAFETY
  Child Safety Awareness Day set, Apr 26, 1985, p.23
  Crossing at Ross, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
  Chief offers advice for safe Halloween, Oct 25, 1985, p.3
  Ready to glow (photo), Oct 25, 1985, p.17
  Goblins, be gone! (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.10
  Appeal to Albany (on Huntington Ave), Dec 6, 1985, p.1
  Edgewood children attend health fair, Mar 21, 1986, p.20
  PTA presses for street closing, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
  That accident (on Huntington) has happened (ltr), Mar 28, 1986, p.6
  Heathcote holds health fair (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.16
  Greenacres residents argue pros, cons of closing (Huntington) Rd, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
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CHILDREN-HEALTH AND SAFETY continued

Close Huntington (edit), Apr 11, 1986, p.6
Why not to close Huntington (ltr), Apr 11, 1986, p.6
Parents told to be vigilant (ltr), Apr 11, 1986, p.6
Police warn of blue van near schools, Apr 18, 1986, p.2
Support for street-closing (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6
Village planning new strategy to reduce risks at Greenacres, May 9, 1986, p.1
Legislator K Carsky backs seatbelts (ltr), May 9, 1986, p.6
Thoughts on Greenacres traffic (ltr), May 9, 1986, p.6
Protecting our future (edit), Jul 11, 1986, p.7
Greenacres traffic to do about-face, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Turn-around in Greenacres (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.2
Courting disaster on SCS streets (ltr), Sep 12, 1986, p.6
Hearing on Huntington, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Flirting with disaster (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6
(Huntington path) Going to seed, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
(SCS streets) Ready for school, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
A proposal to protect kids (ltr), Oct 16, 1987, p.6
Police, civic groups announce plans to make Halloween safe, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

CHILDREN-MANAGEMENT

How to talk to children (edit), Feb 15, 1985, p.7
Self-communication has to come first (edit), Apr 12, 1985, p.7
Trying doesn't always work (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
The smartest, dumbest kid... (edit), Aug 16, 1985, p.7
Who brought (these children) up? (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6

CHILDREN-PHYSICAL FITNESS

How fit are SCS kids? New program may give an answer, Sep 4, 1987, p.1

CHILDREN-PSYCHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

How to avoid 'can't do' attitudes (edit), Dec 27, 1985, p.7
Knowledge seen as helpful to kids in nuclear age, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Foster trust, psychologist Dr S Glenn tells ENT parents (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.1
In divorce, the school can be supportive (edit), Oct 10, 1986, p.7
To cope or not to cope--and why (edit), Feb 6, 1987, p.7

CHILDREN-SAFETY

SEE CHILDREN-HEALTH AND SAFETY

CHILDREN-SEXUAL ABUSE

Child abuse was always with us (edit), Jul 10, 1987, p.7

CHILSTROM, HERBERT (REV-DR)

Grace Lutheran marks new affiliation (with Evangelical Lutheran Church in America), Jan 15, 1988, p.12

CHIN, JAMES

Fresh Air families forge strong ties with summer guests (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Fresh Air Fund names SCS man J Chin as rep, May 2, 1986, p.16

CHIN, JIM

Former Fresh Air kid J Chin looking for host families in SCS, May 1, 1987, p.5
(Volunteer) Fire company (13) names officers, Sep 25, 1987, p.8

CHINA

China is--well, different (edit; photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.7
China enters the television age (edit), Sep 4, 1987, p.7

CHINA-HISTORY-CULTURAL REVOLUTION, 1966-69
About the Cultural Revolution (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.7
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CHINESE CULTURAL SCHOOL
SEE SCHOOLS, CHINESE

CHINESE IN THE US
Chinese School keeps traditions vibrant in USA (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.6
Year of the Tiger (photo; list), Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Gung hei faat choy! (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.11
A taste of the Orient (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Chinese student wins award, Dec 12, 1986, p.12
Cultural exchange praised (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6

CHLOROFORM
SEE DRUG ABUSE

CHODOFF, DEBORAH
Pupils take their own TV commercial (photo; list), May 8, 1987, p.20

CHOE, MYUNG
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

CHOICE (PSYCHOLOGY)
Stress, choice and you (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.7

CHOIRS (MUSIC)
Local choristers to sing Americana on cathedral tour (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
History-and the calendar-unite Passover and Easter (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.1

CHOLESTEROL
Cholesterol and what to do about it, May 17, 1985, p.12

CHONIGMAN, ANDRE
Democrats retain town reins, Nov 8, 1985, p.11

CHONIGMAN, PHILLIP
Conservative takeover fails in GBH's primary test, Sep 12, 1986, p.12
YDW elects Weinberg, Chonigman, Mar 13, 1987, p.11

CHOU, ROBERT

CHOW, JUSTIN
Prize-winner: J Chow (photo), May 22, 1987, p.16

CHOW, LINDA
Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (lttrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

CHRIS, JUDY
L(egal) A(wareness) for W(o)men elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

CHRISTIAN ETHICS
Why not some 'hesed' (edit), Sep 5, 1986, p.7
Was Paul a male chauvinist? (edit), Sep 12, 1986, p.7

CHRISTIANITY
Some can't live with ambiguity (edit), Mar 21, 1986, p.7

CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBISON) PROPERTY
Downtown zoning revisions ahead, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
D Portman unveils revised zoning for downtown (map p 16), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

CHRISTIE, LAUREN
A literary event (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.2

CHRISTIE, THOMAS III
Another monument (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6

CHRISTMAS
Members of SHS Caduceus Club go carolling (photo), Jan 4, 1985, p.16
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CHRISTMAS continued

Santa's mailboxes up, Dec 6, 1985, p.2

Fire dept's tips on holiday safety, Dec 6, 1985, p.2

What? You want to plan a Xmas vacation now? (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.6

Once upon a Christmas...(edit), Dec 6, 1985, p.7

They'll be singing in the circle (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.1

Making music in Arthur Manor (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.4

Santa's corresponding secretaries (photo; list), Dec 20, 1985, p.5

Ye gods, it's that time of year (edit), Dec 20, 1985, p.7

Decorating from a distance (photo; list), Dec 20, 1985, p.13

Xmas customs around the world are both similar and different, Dec 20, 1985, p.13

With holiday shopping season drawing to a close, some ideas on making the most of time (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.16

Gingerbread architects (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.26

Carolers join in traditional celebration (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.1

In the Christmas spirit (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.3

Eighteenth century holiday open house (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.5

Starting young (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.6

Season of brotherhood (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6

Tis the season...(edit), Dec 27, 1985, p.7

The littlest angels (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.14

The first (Advent) candle (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.20

And then there was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.9

A singing invitation (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.1

Having a Colonial Christmas (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.3

Santa's ghost writers (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.5

A Christmas visit (edit), Dec 19, 1986, p.7

Solemn cherubim (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.26

Ringing in Christmas (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.29

Early American Yule spirit fills historic homes (illus), Dec 19, 1986, p.30

Peace on Earth, Good Will to Men (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.1

Spirit of giving thriving here, Dec 24, 1986, p.1

Sign of the season (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.1

Traditional display (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.5

Happy holidays (edit), Dec 24, 1986, p.6

Sounds of the season (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.9

Sharing the holiday (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.1

All is bright (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.9

Christmas throughout the house (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.12

Something to sing about (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.1

Santa Claus in cahoots with rec departmenj (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

Ringing in the holidays (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.4

Christmas wishes (edit), Dec 24, 1987, p.6

Let's share it all (poem), Dec 24, 1987, p.6

Creche is 'a joy to be shared' (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6

Christmas is with us (edit), Dec 24, 1987, p.7

Santa and crew visit IHM (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.8

Backstage at the (Christmas) pageant (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.14

A season of giving (at Children's Corner Nursery School) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.5

CHRISTMAS BIRD COUNT

Birders spot ordinary and rare at the Christmas count (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.1
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CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
SEE SHOPPING

CHRISTNACHT, JOHN

CHRISTOPHER, DENNIS
   May I see a smaller size? (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.15

CHRISTYAL, PAUL JR
   P H Chrystal Jr to challenge Burrows (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.1

CHUA, LULEN
   Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

CHUMAN, JOSEPH
   Humanists gather here to share message, Nov 14, 1986, p.21

CHUH, TRICIA
   Cum Laude inducts 13, Sep 25, 1987, p.12

CHUNG, ERNEST
   SCS pianist wins $1000 Concordia prize, Mar 6, 1987, p.13
   23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

CHUNG, PETER
   Like an Egyptian: P Chung (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.15

CHUNG, ROSANNA
   A cause for celebration: E Kuhlmann's 102nd birthday (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.13

CHUNG, SUSANNA
   A cause for celebration: E Kuhlmann's 102nd birthday (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.13

CHURCH AND STATE
   Why separate church and state? (edit), Sep 13, 1985, p.7
   How to solve church-state conflicts (edit), Jul 18, 1986, p.7
   Let's maintain the constitutional wall (edit), Dec 11, 1987, p.7

CHURCH, NORVAL
   In remembrance of teacher N L Church (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.4

CHURCHES
   Local woman priest, C P Broderick y Guerra, to celebrate her first eucharist at St James (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.12
   Grace Lutheran marks new affiliation (with Evangelical Lutheran Church in America), Jan 15, 1988, p.12
   Winter retreat (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.14
   At Baptist installation (of Rev J Morrison) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.14
   Outcry holds off SHORE, Mar 4, 1988, p.12
   Hosanna! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.18

CHURCHES (BUILDINGS)
   Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
   BAR gives go-ahead to (Mormon) church addition, Feb 12, 1988, p.3

CHURCHES AND SYNAGOGUES
   Bells of St James to honor R Wallenberg, Jan 11, 1985, P.10
   Scholar-in-residence weekend at WR to feature Rabbi Plant (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.14
   Baptists renew commitment (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.38
   Survival is theme this year at Westchester Reform Temple (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.38
   IHM stresses unity and peace (photo) (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.38
   Hitchcock's ministries growing (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.38
   Congregation M'vakshe Derekh explores interplay of tradition and modern life (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.38
   Peace is a priority for Friends (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.38
   Woodlands Temple is committed to community (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.38
   Every member makes a difference (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.40
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CHURCHES AND SYNAGOGUES continued

Parish's parent-school group reaches out (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.40
Church meeting needs of handicapped (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.40
Rewarding year for Greenville Church (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.40
Trinity Lutheran marks 60th year (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.40
Grace Lutheran celebrates 35th year (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.40
Eighth-four a year of accomplishment for St Pius X (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.40
Christian Scientists' keynote was sharing and healing (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.40
St James' rector Rev M Kendall named archdeacon (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.40

Desecrations at IHM church (ltr), Feb 8, 1985, p.6
Planning Bd rules that 8 homes can be built at 445 Mamaroneck Rd, Mar 8, 1985, p.3
SCS couple D and L Stailer to be honored for service to HRT and UJA (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.16
A Torah is dedicated (photo), May 10, 1985, p.20
No synagogue: proposal to convert home to synagogue denied, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Assistant Rabbi B Gottlieb joining New Rochelle temple, Jun 28, 1985, p.16
Reminder from interfaith group: hunger takes no summer holiday, Jul 5, 1985, p.5
Local delegates attend general meeting of Unitarian Universalist Assn (list), Jul 5, 1985, p.13
Former SCS pastor Dr A D Post re-elected president of United Church of Christ (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.12
New synagogue: application turned down by New Rochelle, Jul 26, 1985, p.1
Temple Israel Center names new committee (list), Jul 26, 1985, p.10
Rabbi J Stern named to board of Hebrew Union-Jewish Institute (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.14
Beth Abraham installs officers (list), Aug 30, 1985, p.10
St James names W Winterrowd 15th rector (photo), Sep 6, 1985, p.16
Greenville Community Church appoints Mrs M David new director of Christian education, Sep 6, 1985, p.16
Religious leaders to address program (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.5
Blessed are the beasts (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.22
New minister (N Hutchison) at Hitchcock (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.18
IMH night at Yonkers raceway (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.20
St Mark's to install Rev J Gaeta new pastor, Nov 15, 1985, p.20
St James' bell, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
Firemen respond to wedding bells (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
Unification leader Dr M Durst sees a new phase for his church (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.11
Two SCS men, M Bench, F C Graves, to chair Bible Week (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.22
Mormons welcome missionary B Bowman (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.22
First interfaith service here unites Jews and Christians (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Festival of lights (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.1
Temple expansion underway (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.30
Gingerbread architects (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.26
In the Christmas spirit (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.3
The littlest angels (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.14
Perfect fit: new chasuble for IHM (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.1
Hopes seem dim for recovery of Church of St James' silver, Jan 3, 1986, p.1
Rev Gaeta to leave Grace Lutheran, Jan 17, 1986, p.16
Adults, children learn together at Woodlands Community Temple (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.40
St Pius X makes spiritual strides (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.41
Westchester Reform Temple extends service for youngest members (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.41
Grace Lutheran to join new national church (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.41
Outreach is focus at Trinity Lutheran Church (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.41
Flourishing ministry at Community Baptist (Progress Edition; photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.41
SCS Synagogue marks 25th birthday (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.41
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CHURCHES AND SYNagogues continued

Temple Israel (New Rochelle) serves many faiths (Progress Edition; photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.42
Year of transition for St James (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.42
Outreach keynote at Asbury United Methodist Church (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.42
Christian Scientists are seeking peace, healing (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.42
New staff at Greenville Community Church (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.42
Mormon membership up (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.42
Services expanded at Jewish Community Center Temple (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.42
Hitchcock expands outreach (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.42
Correction: Names of H Miller, Rabbi L Hadelman omitted from Progress Ed article, Feb 7, 1986, p.16
Lutherans elect committee to recommend new pastor (list), Feb 7, 1986, p.16
Burglary task force (set up to investigate church burglaries), Feb 21, 1986, p.3
D Smock appointed to UCC post (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.15
Joint ordination: D and A Smock (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.18
Confirmation at IHM (photo; list), Apr 25, 1986, p.16
Stepping out (photo; list), May 2, 1986, p.14
Grace Lutheran names Rev Lyle E Larson new pastor, May 2, 1986, p.22
Solo effort (photo), May 16, 1986, p.12
Dunsmore retiring from church (photo), May 16, 1986, p.18
Fire destroys Hitchcock (photo; addl photo p 13), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
Mormons will honor 4 SNS seniors, Jun 6, 1986, p.14
Christian Science session uses video, Jun 6, 1986, p.14
Funds raised (by SCS's Westchester Reform Temple) (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.8
Rabbi J Stern honored (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.22
Grace Lutheran joins anti-famine effort, Jun 7, 1986, p.22
Hitchcock vows to rise from ashes (photos; add photo p 16), Jun 13, 1986, p.1
No breaks in fire investigation, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Changes at WC Reform Temple presented to BAR; Hitchcock allowed to build fence, Jun 13, 1986, p.4
From darkness, light (edit), Jun 13, 1986, p.6
A loss for all of us (ltr), Jun 13, 1986, p.6
Thank you from the minister (ltr), Jun 13, 1986, p.6
My dear old friend (ltr), Jun 13, 1986, p.6
Food for the firefighters (ltr), Jun 13, 1986, p.6
Rebuild out of a spirit of joy (edit), Jun 13, 1986, p.7
First communion breakfast (photo; list), Jun 13, 1986, p.14
Police pursuing leads (in Hitchcock fire), Jun 20, 1986, p.5
Beau will retire from Baptist pulpit (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.12
St James appoints Rev R M Kachitsky assistant (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.10
Homecoming '86 at Greenville Community Church (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.10
New associate minister Rev L N Faithfull to preach at SCS Congregational (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.12
Congregation elects S Rubin as president (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.12
Church coming here (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.1
Hitchcock cleans, copes, plans in fire's aftermath, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
Mormons observe Pioneer Day, Aug 1, 1986, p.14
Mormon couple describes mission, Aug 22, 1986, p.11
New minister Rev L E Larson to be installed Sept 14 at Grace Lutheran (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.18
Don Thiel to leave Hitchcock (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.16
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CHURCHES AND SYNAGOGUES continued

Months after Hitchcock fire, investigators keep plodding on, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
In a new cornerstone, memories (for Temple Israel Center) (list), Sep 26, 1986, p.19
Rev Leslye Faithfull to be installed (list), Sep 26, 1986, p.19
St Pius hosts handicapped (photo; list), Oct 31, 1986, p.20
Hitchcock announces rebuilding plans, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Shelter in SCS, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Nine without homes find shelter for a night in SCS church (photo, add1 photo p 19), Nov 28, 1986, p.1
IHM postpones shelter opening, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Support building for shelter programs here (list), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Police break up fight at SHS; Mount Holyoke's checks recovered, Dec 19, 1986, p.3
Solemn cherubim (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.26
Ringing in Christmas (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.29
Spirit of giving thriving here, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
Sharing the holiday (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Father G Reinheimer named, Jan 9, 1987, p.16
URT slates opening of nursery school, Jan 9, 1987, p.17
Despite concerns, IHM giving shelter, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Epiphanytide with brass (photo; list), Jan 23, 1987, p.18
(Hitchcock) Church seeks to enlarge sanctuary, Jan 30, 1987, p.3
During year of transition, (Grace) Church pursued outreach (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.19
Trinity Lutheran Church marks 35th year in manor (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.19
IHM seeks to serve human family (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.20
(SCS Congregational) Church is home for many faiths (photo) (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.20
Diversity of programs at St Pius X (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.20
St James the Less expands outreach (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.20
Asbury focus: timeliness, relevance (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.20
After silver anniversary (SCS) Synagogue is looking ahead (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.21
(Westchester Reform) Temple answering needs (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.21
Fellowship, enthusiasm at Baptist church (photo) (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.21
M'vaksho Derekh, rabbi gone, is determined to survive (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.21
Temple Israel Center enjoys year of growth, renovation (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.21
Christian Scientists wage peace (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.21
(Hitchcock) Church weighs rebuilding options, Mar 6, 1987, p.1
SHS graduates D Garff, M Bench to be missionaries (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.14
Purim play (photo; list), Mar 20, 1987, p.15
Hitchcock okay sanctuary plans; to cost $3.2 M, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6
The jubilee (at IHM) begins (photo), May 8, 1987, p.22
Debut of a soda fountain (photo), May 22, 1987, p.14
M'vaksho Derekh appoints M Benn rabbi, May 29, 1987, p.16
Trinity marks 35th anniversary (illus), Jun 5, 1987, p.20
Religious school graduates (photo; list), Jun 5, 1987, p.20
Hitchcock okay exterior design of new sanctuary (illus), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
In the jubilee spirit (at IHM) (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
A new beginning (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.20
Two teens, S Lehnardt, J Jackson, finish Mormon course, Jun 12, 1987, p.20
Never too young (for IHM jubilee) (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.2
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CHURCHES AND SYNAGOGUES

BAR questions school district's plan to illuminate new track (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Appeals Board grants variances for new sanctuary at Hitchcock, Jul 24, 1987, p.3
School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
JCC will install M L Winer rabbi (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.16
Temple installs S Helsel new president (list), Sep 4, 1987, p.16
Confusion rains (on balloon launch) (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.17
Church seeks support for nutrition bill, Sep 25, 1987, p.19
New minister: Rev N Stanton (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.16
Blessed poodle (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.5
Temple to celebrate anniversaries (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.21
Eruv approved, Oct 16, 1987, p.1
United Way is helping SHORE shelter homeless, Oct 16, 1987, p.4
Dynamic duo at WRT helm (Rabbi J Stern Jr, P Stern) set a forward course (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.6
J Bernstein wins Reform post, Oct 16, 1987, p.16
Back from the dead (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.3
Seely Place fifth graders meet the Headless Horseman face to face (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Reform Temple (photo; list), Oct 30, 1987, p.32
(Planning) Board turns down proposed five-house development, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Cardinal J J O'Connor to celebrate Jubilee Mass at IHM (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.3
SCS Baptist names Rev J A Morrison pastor (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.14
Golden Horseshoe expansion plan gains, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
'Job should have protested,' Elie Wiesel tells 1400 at Westchester Reform Temple (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.3
(IHM) Church, (Westchester Reform) synagogue vandalized, Nov 27, 1987, p.5
A child's Chanukah in SCS: cookies, candles and potato pancakes (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.5
Hark! The Herald Angels sing (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.26
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
On a dark day, (Hitchcock) church members look ahead to bright future (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Backstage at the (Christmas) pageant (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.14
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
After a year of celebrations, (Westchester Reform) Temple looks to new commitment (photo) (Prog Ed), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Grace Lutheran (Church) saw its membership grow (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
An active year at Beth Abraham (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
St Pius X is enriching its parishioners' lives (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Quakers focus on human rights (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Local Mormons serve abroad (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.8
(Woodlands Community) Temple opens its doors to help homeless (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.8
At Trinity Lutheran, daily Bible (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.9
(6BH Hebrew Center) Synagogue marks 40th birthday (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16
SEE ALSO CHRISTIANITY, FRIENDS, SOCIETY OF, JUDAISM, CLERGY

CHURCHES AND SYNAGOGUES

Religion, investments and South Africa (edit), Apr 5, 1985, p.7

CHURCHES AND SYNAGOGUES
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CIA
SEE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, US CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
CIA
SEE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, US CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
CIRAVALDO, RONALD (REV)
CICONE, TOM
Rec Department rebuked (1st), Sep 26, 1986, p.6
CICERO, FRANK
Harvard names ex-Scarsdalian F Cicero to sports post, Aug 9, 1985, p.10
Harvard names F M Cicero sports info aide, Oct 2, 1987, p.14
CIFONE, ED
Another drug arrest at SHS, Mar 7, 1986, p.3
CIGARETTE SMOKING
SEE SMOKING
CINTRON, RAY
SCS 7-Eleven wins $100,000 prize (photo p.1), Feb 20, 1987, p.4
CIOFFI, ZANDRA
They deliver (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.5
CIOPPA, CAROLYN
Two residents, J A Castiello and C F Cioppa, win Regents Fellowships, Jun 7, 1986, p.9
CIOTTI, MARIE
Neighbors oppose 4-home subdivision, Mar 7, 1986, p.5
Neighbors criticize Dickell Road development, Apr 4, 1986, p.5
Site approved for displaced Lemee home, May 9, 1986, p.2
Parking fees, fines in village heading up, May 16, 1986, p.1
Planners say 13 houses can be built on Winston property, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Trouble on Griffen, Aug 29, 1986, p.1
Soaring prices spur home-building boom (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Office building, eleven new homes among proposals to Planning Board, May 22, 1987, p.1
Neighbors seek to prevent creation of new building lot on Autenrieth, Jun 5, 1987, p.5
Plans for 11 houses move ahead, Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Planning Board to hear requests for 18 new lots, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Golden Horseshoe expansion plan gains, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
(Village) Board delays vote on 'flag lot' ban, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
CIRACO, WILLIAM
Fire breaks out in Garth Road apartment (photo), May 8, 1987, p.1
Twelve firefighters receive awards for excellence, Nov 27, 1987, p.4
CIRINO, CARL
Bank names C Cirino new chief of finance (photo), May 17, 1985, p.13
Banks announce promotions: KJ Gallagher, C Cirino, Aug 29, 1986, p.4
CIRKIEL, ROBERT
Actuary R Cirkiel named assistant VP, Aug 29, 1986, p.10
CIRTILMA, NANCY
New Fox Meadow PTA officers (list), Jun 27, 1986, p.19
CITIZEN'S COMMITTEE-SCS
Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
CITIZEN'S COMMITTEE-SCS-ELECTIONS
One in forty (voted in unit meetings) (edit), Nov 20, 1987, p.6
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CITIZEN'S COMMITTEE-SCS-ELECTIONS continued
  Challenge to the Town Club (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
  More participation wanted (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6
  Give (centralized polling) a try (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

CITIZENS COMMITTEE
  SEE NON PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY

CITIZENS COMMITTEE FOR THE CRECHE
  SEE CRECHE CASE

CITIZENS NON PARTISAN CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE
  SEE NON PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY

CITIZENS PARTY
  SEE NON PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY

CITIZENS' ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON BUILDINGS, GROUNDS
  Moratorium (on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS
  Candidates named for village office (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.1

CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS-ELECTIONS
  25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3
  On snowy night few go out to Unit Meetings, Nov 13, 1987, p.1

CITRON, ELLEN
  Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
  SCS to welcome STEP student R Booker (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.2

CITRON, MARJORIE (AU)
  Congressional visitors: M Citron and A Schaulka (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.4

CIVALE, ANTHONY
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
  SEE AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

CIVIL RIGHTS
  Is courage coming back into style? (edit), Aug 30, 1985, p.7

CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSN
  SEE LABOR UNIONS

CLAIBORNE, CLAY
  Legion to present Americanism Award to C Claiborne (photo), May 31, 1985, p.4

CLAIBORNE, JOHN
  Claiborne, John T dies, Apr 5, 1985, p.14

CLAPP, JANET
  Honorees (of Mt Holyoke Club of Westchester) (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.9

CLAPS, MARIA
  Woodlands Junior High math team to host interscholastic mathematics event (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12

CLARK ASSOCIATES
  SEE PLANNING CONSULTANTS

CLARK, BRADFORD
  B Clark dies, Aug 22, 1986, p.11

CLARK, BRYANT
  Ptl Bryant Clark, Esq (SCS police officer passes NY State Bar exam), Nov 13, 1987, p.3

CLARK, CATHERINE
  Reception for retiring realtor C Clark, Dec 5, 1986, p.22
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CLARK, CATHERINE continued
  Catherine Clark day (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.16

CLARK, CHRISTINE
  Sixth grades may return to junior high school, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
  Pool opens tomorrow morning (photo), May 22, 1987, p.3
  B under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

CLARK, HAROLD
  Catherine Clark day (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.16

CLARK, HOWARD JR
  SCS executive A J Lipner promoted to American Express post, Jun 19, 1987, p.4

CLARK, JULIE
  Togetherness (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.11

CLARK, LYNN
  (Hitchcock) Church weighs rebuilding options, Mar 6, 1987, p.1

CLARK, LYNNE
  Crisis weathered: GOPC signs new heating oil contract, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
  Oil company sues GOPC supplier, Jun 28, 1985, p.1
  Greening of Greenacres project set to beautify border with WP (list), Jun 28, 1985, p.2
  Agreement near in battle over oil customers, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
  Real estate prices reaching new heights, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
  Border talks: Farley Rd-White Plains border beautification, Aug 30, 1985, p.1
  Controversy (with White Plains) denied, Aug 30, 1985, p.1
  Farley Road fence, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
  Greening project nearing completion (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.4
  Family Counseling benefit (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.3
  (Hitchcock) Church seeks to enlarge sanctuary, Jan 30, 1987, p.3
  Lynne Clark joins Julia B Fee agency (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.5
  Committee formed to pick Bowl winner, Oct 9, 1987, p.5
  With prices soaring and open space disappearing even 'miserable little parcels' become building lots, Oct 16, 1987, p.1
  GOPC entering fifth year in operation, Nov 13, 1987, p.13

CLARK, LYNNE BUTCHER
  Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

CLARK, MERRELL
  SCS Futures Program's report available to public, Jun 21, 1985, p.5
  (Hitchcock) Church seeks to enlarge sanctuary, Jan 30, 1987, p.3

CLARK, MERRILL
  (Hitchcock) Church weighs rebuilding options, Mar 6, 1987, p.1

CLARK, MICHAEL
  (GBH) Nature center unveils expansion, renovation plan, May 29, 1987, p.11

CLARK, RICHARD
  Elementary math instruction subject of report to Board of Education, Jan 18, 1985, p.3
  Jets looked like Giants on Raider court (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15

CLARK, SCOTT
  SCS resident S Clark named manager, Oct 30, 1987, p.10

CLARKE, ARTHUR (DR-AU)
  Dishes' benefits outweigh liabilities (edit), Jan 4, 1985, p.7

CLARKE, RICHARD
  Don't be deceived, say police, Jul 18, 1986, p.9
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CLARKIN, AUDREY (DR)
- New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
- Board of Education ails at tax hike under 8%, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
- Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
- Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1

CLARKIN, BARBARA
- Partiers agree: tuxedo 'smartens it up a bit' (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.6

CLARKIN, CHRISTOPHER
- Learning the system (at library) (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.10

CLARKIN, TOM
- Partiers agree: tuxedo 'smartens it up a bit' (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.6

CLAUS, H THOMAS (REV-AU)
- Alcohol is killing native Americans (edit), Nov 14, 1986, p.7

CLAUSON, PETER
- Woodlands (High School) athletes give anti-drug talk (to fourth through eighth graders), Jan 15, 1988, p.11

CLAY, ED
- Salary increases for district administrators, Aug 14, 1987, p.9

CLAY, EDWARD
- For Dr Calzi, it was a bad day, Feb 14, 1986, p.11
- Administrators divvy up duties, Sep 26, 1986, p.13
- Snipping the string (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.11

CLEAR, JOHN
- Twenty-five Boulder Ridge condos on way; sales to start in June, May 2, 1986, p.12

CLEARY, JAMES
- Sherlockiana: the game's afoot at Adult School (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.6
- SCS man (R F Sheehan III)'s photographs earn new acclaim 17 years after his death (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.22

CLEARY, JOSEPH
- State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3

CLEARY, THOMAS
- General Foods presents gift to T J Cleary Fund, Feb 1, 1985, p.8

CLEAVE, GEORGE VAN
- SEE VAN CLEAVE, GEORGE

CLEEVE-QUINN, TANGLA
- Off the beaten track: unusual courses (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.6

CLEMENS, SAMUEL (AU)
- Mark Twain on war and peace (edit), Nov 22, 1985, p.7

CLERGY
- Religion and the state (photo; list), Jul 5, 1985, p.3
- Greenville pastor Rev J D Elliott Jr earns doctorate (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.10
- M Palmer leaves music for religion (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.3
- St James bids warm farewell to Father David Newcombe (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.5
- Local rabbi B Rosenberg in Israel for convention, Aug 30, 1985, p.10
- Rabbi E Korzenik reflects on her historic mission abroad (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.1
- SHS alumna E A Greenspan becomes rabbi (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.9
- Minister Rev P S Hashburn writes and directs play (photo; list), Jun 6, 1986, p.14
- Beam will retire from Baptist pulpit (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.12
- St James appoints Rev R M Kochtitzky assistant (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.10
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CLERGY continued

New associate minister Rev L N Faithfull to preach at SCS Congregational (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.12
New minister Rev L E Larson to be installed Sept 14 at Grace Lutheran (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.18
Don Thiel to leave Hitchcock (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.16
Rev Leslye Faithfull to be installed (list), Sep 26, 1986, p.19
Rabbi B Rosenberg Judaic fellow (photo), Nov 26, 1986, p.18
Father G Reinheimer named, Jan 9, 1987, p.16
Priest H Roth turns columnist, Feb 20, 1987, p.11
M'vakshel Derekh appoints M Senn rabbi, May 29, 1987, p.16
Man of many facets: Rev P Washburn (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.2
JCC will install M L Winer rabbi (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.16
Rotary honor for Rev M C Meyer is 13th for local club, Oct 30, 1987, p.2
Rabbi B H Rosenberg appointed (professor at Pace), Oct 30, 1987, p.24
SCS Baptist names Rev J A Morrison pastor (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.14
Priest (D A Calabrese) ordained, Nov 27, 1987, p.18
M J Kerin ordained a deacon, Feb 5, 1988, p.16
At Baptist installation (of Rev J Morrison) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.14

SEE ALSO NUNS

CLEVENGER, MILDRED
   Volunteers M Manley and M Clevenger cited, Apr 19, 1985, p.4

CLIFFORD TRUSTS
   Tax expert advises: share wealth en famille (Business), Mar 1, 1985, p.14

CLIFTON, DIANE (AU)
   No room in the garage (litr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6

CLIFTON, GEORGE
   Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

CLINCHY, MARGARET
   M H Clinchy dies, Oct 3, 1986, p.16

CLINE, JOHN
   Club votes change in Unit Meetings, Oct 31, 1985, p.1

CLINE, WALTER
   Executive W J Cline joins agency, Dec 19, 1986, p.14

CLINTON, EDWARD
   Welcome to the force (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.19

CLOCKS
   Wistful thinking (poem), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

CLOTHING
   SEE FASHION

CLOTHING AND DRESS
   Nancy Crooke's success story is American-made (photo) (cont p.13), Jul 31, 1987, p.6

CLUBS
   (Kiwanis) New club in town, Dec 4, 1987, p.1

CLUNE, BRIAN
   Vietnam Memorial committee seeks to confirm names to be listed, Sep 4, 1987, p.16

COACHING (ATHLETICS)
   Want to be a better coach? (edit), Jun 20, 1986, p.7
   Marty Shaw is coach of the year (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
   SHS graduate B Curran is a model coach (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.6
   Kaminer retires (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.15
COACHING (ATHLETICS) continued

Assistant soccer coach F Parra will be missed at EHS, Mar 6, 1987, p.10
Raiders losing football coach Art Bonifati, Mar 13, 1987, p.15
Fund raising considered (by EMT Bd of Ed), May 29, 1987, p.11
Baseball coach A Abbatine opens law firm, Oct 2, 1987, p.14
'It's how you play that counts' (Book by R O'Shea), Oct 30, 1987, p.16
Jack Kaminer is back as coach of Raiders cagers (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.19
Two administrators, C LoCascio and C Bedford, to leave (EMT), Feb 12, 1988, p.11
Bouquets (to J Kaminer) and brickbats (to unsportsmanlike fans) (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
SHS (basketball) players, coach honored, Mar 18, 1988, p.16

COALITION FOR OPEN GOVERNMENT
SEE OPEN GOVERNMENT COALITION

COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS IN WESTCHESTER
SEE HOMELESS

COALITION OF STUDENTS AGAINST THE MOVEMENT
War on nuclear weapons at EHS, Jan 22, 1988, p.11

COAPE-ARNOLD, KAREN
Offer to house homeless here draws criticism, Nov 28, 1986, p.1

COATES, MARTHA (AU)
Be wary of candidate R Bergstrom (ltr), Aug 29, 1986, p.6

COATES, VIOLET
Heathcote holds health fair (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.16

COBB, VICKY
Brains, anyone? (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.10

COCHRANE, MIKE
Last-minute heroics give SHS league title; bowl game tomorrow (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 20, 1987, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.18

COCCOVELLO, LORRAINE
Bank promotes four (H Stevens, L Coelho, F Maderi, A M Stufano), Jan 16, 1987, p.2

CODDING, JUDITH (DR)
He means it: Athletes pledge to abstain from drugs, alcohol, tobacco, Nov 7, 1986, p.1

COHEN, DARREN
Despite pleas, old windows will go (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.1

COFFEE
The Perfect Coffee: the blend's the thing (Entertainment Supp), Nov 15, 1985, p.13

COGSWELL, JAMES
There's trouble at home for SCS' native sport (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.5
(J Hare's) sails are powered by 'nature's fire' (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.6

COHALAN,
Evacuation plan called futile (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6

COHEN, ALAN
Boulder Brook back on the brink, Aug 15, 1986, p.1
Parties pick judges who never preside, Jun 12, 1987, p.1

COHEN, ANDREW
Let the games begin! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.13

COHEN, ARLENE (AU)
It's summer-camp time (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.7

COHEN, ARNOLD
Two (A L Stillian, A S Cohen) in key posts (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.9
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COHEN, BARRI
  Prehistoric occasion (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.3

COHEN, BILL (AU)
  He's worried about safety (Itr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
  Ivy leaguer's lament (Itr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6

COHEN, CHUCK
  M, R Philips accept lacrosse trophy (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.1

COHEN, DANIEL (DR)
  Bold leadership (edit), Jul 17, 1987, p.6

COHEN, DANA
  K Ash, D Cohen, S Schiffman win awards, Jun 5, 1987, p.18

COHEN, DANIEL
  SCS man D E Cohen made senior VP at ad agency, Nov 6, 1987, p.5

COHEN, DAVID (DR)
  SCS schools part of a revolution in special ed, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
  Parents of learning disabled band together, Dec 5, 1986, p.1
  Emergency fund, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
  Learning) (Disabled) students finding help in SCS, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

COHEN, EDWARD
  In new post: E H Cohen (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.3

COHEN, ELAINE
  Local agencies ready to assist seniors in need, Sep 6, 1985, p.6
  Pathfinders/Eldercare serves as a family councilor-surrogate (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.14

COHEN, ELAINE (AU)
  Superwoman may be impossible role (edit), Mar 21, 1986, p.7

COHEN, ELANA
  Prehistoric occasion (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.3

COHEN, ELIZABETH
  Winter retreat (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.14

COHEN, GEORGE
  Board's plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
  'Underparenting' topic (of G Cohen), Jan 23, 1987, p.11

COHEN, IRENE (AU)
  Two wonderful young women: J Lieberman, C Loula (Itr), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

COHEN, JAMES
  Five (B Wallach, L Levin, J Padawer, J Cohen, R Goldin) join Democratic Committee, Feb 27, 1987, p.2

COHEN, JANET
  New members (of SCS Synagogue-Trecourt Temple) (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.14

COHEN, JEFF
  Cuomo flies over Town Hall, Aug 15, 1986, p.9

COHEN, JOAN
  State commission rejects request to reinstate Zaffino, Nov 15, 1985, p.11

COHEN, LINDA
  Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11

COHEN, LOUIS
  Giving thanks by giving service (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.3

COHEN, LOUIS (AU)
  Police professionalism praised (Itr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6

COHEN, MADELINE
  Green knight comes to Greenacres (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.19
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COHEN, MADELYN
Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

COHEN, MADELYN (AU)
Clear violation seen (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

COHEN, MICHAEL (AU)
SCS's own 'Deep Throat'? (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

COHEN, PATRICIA
P Cohen dies, Jan 3, 1986, p.10

COHEN, SAMUEL (AU)
Tribute to the police (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6

COHEN, SAMUEL (DR)
Board appoints Dr S Cohen acting superintendent, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
Public invited to give views on next schools chief, May 8, 1987, p.1
Board (of Ed) imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Acting superintendent Dr S Cohen prepared for new role (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.6
Second (basketball) court planned, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
Time of transition for SCS schools, but basics are the same (photo) (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.1
Referendum set on BOCES building, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
No nuke victims (SCS schools not to be used as shelters in nuclear emergency), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Panel ponders effects here of Supreme Court ruling, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
(SCS) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Searing health insurance rates may cost schools $1.5 million, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Fire alarm fails at (Fox Meadow) school; Fire on Rodney Rd, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
New schools chief Dr R D Hirschman signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Onus is on board (of education), staff (concerning windows) (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7
Window issues remain unanswered (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7

COHEN, SAMUEL (DR-AU)
Dr S Cohen's position on the windows: the real issue is esthetics, not safety (edit), Jan 8, 1988, p.7

COHEN, STEPHEN
Books and looks (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.12

COHEN, SUSAN
School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3

COHN, LINDA
Year of Developing Capable Young People begins Sept 25, Aug 29, 1986, p.9

COHN, MICHAEL
Try New Rochelle (railroad) station (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6

COHN, MITCHELL
Indian artist, M Mag-la-Que, and artistry (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.11

COHN, WILLIAM (AU)
Quiet diplomacy won't end apartheid (edit), Feb 15, 1985, p.7

COIN-COLLECTING
SEE NUMISMATICS
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COINS
SCS Historical Society schedules Appraisal Day (photo), Mar 8, 1985, p.3
SEE ALSO NUMISMATICS

COKER, KOFU
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

COLABELLA, NICHOLAS
Plea expected in Claremont burglary case, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
Sentence agreed on in Claremont burglary case, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
Judge's tough stand on DWI criticized by County Court (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Burglar sentenced, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Rape charge dropped against local man H G Braumer, Jun 28, 1985, p.2
(A Saloan) Back in court, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Anatomy of a drunk-driving case: How the justice system doesn't work (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.1
$20 million suit (against A Saloan by G Cotugno), Sep 4, 1987, p.1
J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for room on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p 9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Saloan trial, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
New trial date (for A Saloan), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
A K Saloan pleads guilty to reduced charge, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

COLASACCO, LAURA
The littlest angels (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.14

COLAVITA, ANTHONY
Amudio fighting for GOP line, Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Re-elected: M Soter (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.2
J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for room on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Cardinal J O'Connor leads IHH's celebration of Diamond Jubilee (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.5
Playland manager E R Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2
GOP to honor Margaret Soter (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5

COLBY, WILLIAM
Colby sees arms pact as within reach (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Mr Colby's message (edit), Nov 21, 1986, p.6

COLDICK, DAVID
Village investment strategy backfires, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
More realistic budgeting planned for village, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Village tax hike of 4.4% seen, Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Investment strategy: Village returns to more conservative approach, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Surplus surplus, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
Village trustees consider alternative financing, Sep 13, 1985, p.1
Eighty-six county tax rate may exceed village's, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
More money) for managers, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
State audit report, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Proposed budget calls for 3.9% tax hike, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Winston property draws $3.7M bid (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Village insurance expected to double, Apr 4, 1986, p.2
Bond issue, Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Popular (bond) issue, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
AAA rating helps village sell bonds; Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Village surplus grew slightly last year, Aug 15, 1986, p.1
Closing held on sale of village bonds, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
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COLDRICK, DAVID continued
Top job in Rye Brook going to village aide C J Russo (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
In the black, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
3.9% village tax hike seen, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Proposed tax hike is smallest since 1986, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Panel explores SCS's role in responding to homelessness, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
Raises approved, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Few show interest in moratorium, budget, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Village ends year $156,000 in black, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
Tails wins the job (to install curbs in village), Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Soaring health insurance rates may cost schools $1.5 million, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
(Village government) Ahead of budget, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Under 5% village tax hike seen, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
(Village) Manager I Tooley asks 4.67% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

COLE, C S (AU)
Wistful thinking (poem), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

COLE, DESMOND
Against all odds, resident A Kelley retains fighting spirit (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.6

COLE, GLENN
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

COLE, LARRY
Sounds of the season (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.10

COLE, NORMINE

COLE, PETER
The Alternative School-a top rating (edit), Mar 29, 1985, p.7

COLE, PETER (AU)
Where's Johnson? (ltr), Oct 11, 1985, p.6

COLE, STEVEN
GDPC entering fifth year in operation, Nov 13, 1987, p.13

COLE, STEVEN (AU)
The Alternative School-a top rating (edit), Mar 29, 1985, p.7

COLEMAN, DAVID
WARC aide D Coleman named, Aug 1, 1986, p.8

COLEMAN, STUART
Law partners: R H Block, S H Coleman, Jan 22, 1988, p.9

COLISKEY, FRANK
Twelve firefighters receive awards for excellence, Nov 27, 1987, p.4

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNEST
School Board asks 8.26% tax increase, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
New rules stir protest at SHS, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Counselors see drug problem here as bad and getting worse, Feb 12, 1988, p.5

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNEST (AU)
Teachers' role in handling drug abuse (edit), Feb 8, 1985, p.7

COLLAZO, DENICE
(Junior) League gives books to the boys (of Children's Village) (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.8

COLLEGE BOARD-LATIN ADMISSIONS TESTING COMMITTEE
L Weinstein again named to College Board Committee, Nov 6, 1987, p.12
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

C W Korngold invited to establish Montessori program, Feb 22, 1985, p.11
Scarsdalian Dr R Greenberg appointed by director at Iona, Mar 29, 1985, p.5
Local man R H Arnow to lead Israeli university, May 3, 1985, p.2
Mercy picks W LeMelle leader, May 10, 1985, p.3
Manhattanville alumni honor SCS man E Ryan (photo), May 10, 1985, p.4
Executive T Simmons to receive award from Utah State Univ (photo), May 24, 1985, p.4
Swift seat-shifting wins local man P Seirafi fame (photo), May 24, 1985, p.5
Honorary degree for J Bladieux, May 31, 1985, p.3
Lesley College honors benefactors J Schwartz, D Raizes (photo), May 31, 1985, p.8
Crosbie on board of WCCC, Jun 14, 1985, p.16
SCS-EMT residents receive university degrees (Graduation Supp; photo; list), Jun 28, 1985, p.22
More local students among college graduates (list), Jul 5, 1985, p.2
More graduates from SCS (list), Jul 12, 1985, p.2
Local man Dr P M Steinberg named vice president of Hebrew Union College, Jul 12, 1985, p.12
SCS man D G Morrison named to Columbia professorship, Jul 26, 1985, p.5
SCS students among '85 graduates (list), Jul 26, 1985, p.5
More graduates named (list), Aug 2, 1985, p.3
Local students earn degrees (list), Aug 9, 1985, p.2
Harvard names ex-Scarsdalian F Cicero to sports post, Aug 9, 1985, p.10
SCS native J Powers appointed administrator at Dickinson (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.2
SCS girl J Greene studies at Duke, Aug 16, 1985, p.2
College names former resident J Thompson, Aug 16, 1985, p.2
Coach (B Ferrell) appointed, Aug 30, 1985, p.9
Marymount Trustee: G Delaney, Sep 6, 1985, p.15
SCS graduate T Engle takes college post, Sep 13, 1985, p.16
Hebrew University honors SCS man B Mussbaum, Sep 20, 1985, p.8
EMT man Dr G E Martin named dean (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.10
SAT scores: what do they really prove? (edit), Sep 27, 1985, p.7
College appoints M Brown, Sep 27, 1985, p.9
Resident Dr R Greenberg to head college institute, Oct 4, 1985, p.18
Mainstream leader: M McCluskey, Oct 4, 1985, p.19
Flauv on board, Oct 18, 1985, p.3
Dean appoints parents Mr and Mrs R A Levengood to board, Nov 22, 1985, p.12
Local man L Steinert among Lafayette leaders, Nov 29, 1985, p.16
New dean, B Sweeney, at Iona, Dec 20, 1985, p.29
New university post for local man R Arnow, Dec 27, 1985, p.2
Local man Dr W Penny to direct new center at Pace, Jan 24, 1986, p.3
SCS man S Patent elected to board of Einstein, Feb 28, 1986, p.4
College elects local resident D Raizes, Apr 4, 1986, p.15
NYU names Scarsdalian M P Dosh at head advisory board, Apr 11, 1986, p.2
Here's what students ask about college (edit), Apr 25, 1986, p.7
Pace dean named: Dr G M Parks, May 9, 1986, p.14
Joyce Greene to be honored by college (photo), May 9, 1986, p.15
Mandelbrot of IBM wins honorary degree (photo), May 23, 1986, p.4
Ivy leaguer's lament (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
Sloan to teach course at Hofstra, Jun 6, 1986, p.22
T M Gadomski to receive Lehigh award (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.2
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES continued

Honorary Columbia doctorate awarded to C Brown, Jun 7, 1986, p.17
Resident R A Feldman appointed dean at Columbia (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.2
Arnow re-elected head of Israeli university board, Jun 13, 1986, p.5
In college post: E S Weiner, Jun 27, 1986, p.2
SCS graduate M F Locke writes about Harvard, Jun 27, 1986, p.4
College students offer advice to freshmen (illus) (Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.6
Local students receive college degrees (photo; list) (Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.23
Students from SCS, EHT, recipients of university degrees (photo; list) (Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.24
SCS link with N Dakota: G G Seiger, Jul 11, 1986, p.3
More graduates from SCS (list), Jul 11, 1986, p.4
Retired Pfizer officer F A Forster joins Concordia business staff, Jul 18, 1986, p.2
SCS residents earn degrees (list), Jul 18, 1986, p.3
Degree recipients (list), Jul 25, 1986, p.2
For some, summer is time for more school (list), Jul 25, 1986, p.4
College appoints Dr R Herron, Jul 25, 1986, p.5
Colleges list local graduates (list), Aug 1, 1986, p.2
For community leadership (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.14
Local man R F Lauterborn will join Chapel Hill faculty (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.9
Local students earn degrees (list), Aug 15, 1986, p.2
M Crooke's thinking crimson (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.5
Smith grads host president M M Duny, Aug 15, 1986, p.8
Rabbi Rosenberg honored by university (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.12
Local man J G Gelinis to direct program at College of New Rochelle, Aug 29, 1986, p.2
Pace to honor Scarsdalian Dr R H Lopez, Sep 5, 1986, p.2
Former resident Dr P N Kaufman named to medical faculty, Sep 5, 1986, p.4
Brandeis supporters honored for efforts, Sep 5, 1986, p.11
Junior year can be a bad time (edit), Sep 19, 1986, p.7
Princetonian P Argani at top of his class, Sep 26, 1986, p.18
On Yale board: Dr H Hurwitz, Oct 24, 1986, p.3
SCS man Z Wollock named to Einstein's board (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.4
SCS surgeon F Newman fellow of college, Nov 7, 1986, p.2
Union College names A L Stillman trustee, Nov 21, 1986, p.4
Mercy College aide: J Modzelewski, Dec 5, 1986, p.16
Pace head Dr E J Mortola honored, Dec 24, 1986, p.2
Resident R Bassuk's gift aids NY Medical College, Dec 31, 1986, p.3
Forty years later, veteran U Lane studies Japanese again (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.3
Master's degree can be a part-time pursuit (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.4
Off the beaten track: unusual courses (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.6
Computer courses focus on software (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.9
Secretary M Lebowitz takes classes toward education M.A. (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.11
SCS pianist wins $1000 Concordia prize, Mar 6, 1987, p.13
College appoints SCS graduate F Stahl, Mar 27, 1987, p.8
Joan Mark is named to direct Pace co-op education program (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.5
WCC foundation honors V W Marx (photo), May 1, 1987, p.3
SCS man Dr L S Goldsmith to head Legal Medicine College (photo), May 15, 1987, p.2
SCS man J L Gillespie picked for Dartmouth development post (photo), May 15, 1987, p.19
Iona to honor Earl Graves (photo), May 29, 1987, p.5
A chair in (Prof D F Lonowes') honor (photo), May 29, 1987, p.5
Lehigh supporter N Merksamer, Jun 12, 1987, p.4
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES continued
Dakota school honors alumnus & Geiger, Jun 26, 1987, p.3
Child development (Institute opened at Sarah Lawrence), Jul 24, 1987, p.12
University honor (for D W Robbins Jr), Aug 7, 1987, p.13
SHS harp student S Gelber in summer seminar, Aug 14, 1987, p.18
Two students, J K Rain, D Bauer spend summer at Cornell, Aug 14, 1987, p.18
You name it, you can learn it (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Aug 14, 1987, p.6
UCLA appoints SHS graduate P J Guaport, Aug 21, 1987, p.5
College board members A M Bankston, R B Pane (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.3
Local man Rev W Johnson cited by college, Sep 25, 1987, p.8
Harvard names F M Cicero sports info aide, Oct 2, 1987, p.14
SHS student L Kho finishes internship, Oct 2, 1987, p.14
Professor at Columbia A S Nowick honored as 'great teacher' (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.4
Local women R Dvorkin, B Klein to aid Smith, Oct 23, 1987, p.11
Scarsdalian M T Maag elected by college group, Nov 13, 1987, p.4
J Bernstein to get doctorate, Nov 20, 1987, p.13
Harold E Krents endowment fund established at Harvard Law School, Dec 11, 1987, p.2
Mercy names R W Conant dean, Dec 24, 1987, p.8
Westchester Community College land earmarked for building transitional housing for homeless (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.11
Neighbors wary of plan for homeless, Jan 22, 1988, p.12
Question of school for homeless fuels controversy over WCC plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.12
Iona given grant, Jan 29, 1988, p.14
Local podiatrist Dr C A Callahan reappointed, Apr 1, 1988, p.9

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-ADMINISTRATION
EMT grad Dr M K Sapiaon is Utica president, Jan 15, 1988, p.10

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-ADMISSIONS
College-bound? Put nose to grindstone (edit), Mar 1, 1985, p.7

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-ALUMNI
College alumni elect officers (list), Oct 31, 1985, p.2
Honorees of Mt Holyoke Club of Westchester (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.9

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-APPLICATIONS
Reviewing the application (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.11

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-AWARDS
Virginia Marx honored, Mar 4, 1988, p.3

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FACULTY
Rabbi B H Rosenberg appointed (professor at Pace), Oct 30, 1987, p.24
Expert on aging Dr M L Freedman named to NYU professorship (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.4

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID
General Foods presents gift to T J Cleary Fund, Feb 1, 1985, p.8
PTA Scholarship drive begins, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
Scholarship for STEP program to memorialize K Rosenberg, Feb 8, 1985, p.3
Keep goal within reach: SCS HS Scholarship Fund (edit), Feb 8, 1985, p.6
K Sebhardt receives Regents grant for teaching, Feb 8, 1985, p.11
Over one-third of EMS seniors earn Regents scholarships (list), Mar 1, 1985, p.10
Ninety-three SHS seniors earn Regents scholarships (list), Mar 1, 1985, p.24
SHS PTA scholarship fund ahead of last year, Mar 22, 1985, p.3
Annual donation:Former Gov M Wilson presents check for PTA Scholarship Fund to L Schmolka (photo), Mar 29, 1985, p.5
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES—FINANCIAL AID continued

DioGuardi backs student aid (ltr), Mar 29, 1985, p.6
Scholarship Council (EMT) requests support, Apr 5, 1985, p.11
Two EHS seniors awarded Merit Scholarships, Apr 26, 1985, p.14
SHS senior A Atkins wins Merit Scholarship, Apr 26, 1985, p.20
Teachers helping students (photo), May 3, 1985, p.3
EHS professor H Basch wins scholarship, May 10, 1985, p.10
Student J Shiffer wins Merit scholarship, May 10, 1985, p.13
SCS HS students honored at awards assembly (photo: list), Jun 14, 1985, p.2
Dozen to receive scholarships (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
Merit finalists: J Lane, Jun 28, 1985, p.10
SCS graduate D Garcia wins scholarship, Jul 5, 1985, p.12
Scholarship for SCS grad L Selber, Aug 9, 1985, p.2
Local student J Fine has scholarship to spend year in W Germany, Aug 9, 1985, p.8
SCS graduate S Winograd is Fulbright scholar, Sep 6, 1985, p.10
Semifinalists named in National Merit competition (list), Sep 13, 1985, p.10
Fourteen from SHS named Merit semifinalists (list), Sep 13, 1985, p.16
Private school students named (Natl Merit) semifinalists (list), Sep 20, 1985, p.15
Baez named semifinalist (in Natl Achievement Scholarship Program for Outstanding Negro Students), Sep 27, 1985, p.14
Merit program honors 50 seniors (list), Oct 11, 1985, p.21
Correction: Brennmeyer misspelled, Oct 18, 1985, p.17
Scholarship Fund opens drive (list), Feb 7, 1986, p.1
Setting their sights high (SHS PTA Scholarship Fund committee) (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.3
Let's do better (for scholarship fund) in '86 (edit), Feb 7, 1986, p.6
EMT Scholarship drive begins, Feb 7, 1986, p.10
Thirty-five EHS students win Regents scholarships (list), Mar 7, 1986, p.11
One hundred fifteen SHS seniors named winners in Regents scholarship program (list), Mar 7, 1986, p.22
Five in a row (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.5
Fund has new administrator (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6
Regents winner: P Laibert, Mar 28, 1986, p.16
SCS graduate T C Agoston wins Fulbright (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.16
Teachers' continuing contribution (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.2
SCS seniors win scholarships (list), Apr 25, 1986, p.20
Bank of NY offers $25,000 in scholarships, Apr 25, 1986, p.20
Senior G J Edwards wins IBM scholarship, May 16, 1986, p.16
Teachers' pet (programs) (photo), May 30, 1986, p.10
Hubert Humphrey fellowship takes intern I Diwan from SCS to SCS (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.3
Schoolka wins top award, Jun 6, 1986, p.20
Two residents, J A Castiello and C F Cioppa, win Regents Fellowships, Jun 7, 1986, p.9
Scholarship winner: P A Laibert, Jun 13, 1986, p.20
Eight win new state scholarships (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.17
Most successful drive ever (ltr), Jul 18, 1986, p.6
Best in Westchester, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Five EHS students are Merit semifinalists, Sep 12, 1986, p.12
Twenty-seven SHS seniors are semifinalists in National Merit competition (list), Sep 12, 1986, p.15
Give now, pay less tax later (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Chinese student wins award, Dec 12, 1986, p.12
4B (from EHS) are Regents winners (list), Feb 27, 1987, p.9
BS (SHS) seniors earn Regents scholarships (list), Feb 27, 1987, p.18
Horace Mann student S L Karan is National Merit Scholar, Apr 24, 1987, p.11
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID continued
Merit winner: B M Hersch, Apr 24, 1987, p.12
(EHS) Students named Merit leaders (list), May 1, 1987, p.10
Iona names scholarship for Joseph M Murphy (photo), May 15, 1987, p.2
IBM scholarships won by D A Hillian, S P Collins, T H Rechtschaffen, C L Lin, Jun 5, 1987, p.17
From a slum to the Sorbonne: "A dream come true" (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.6
Corrections (to June 5 articles): M Lapidus receives PTA award; S P Collins awarded IBM scholarship, Jun 12, 1987, p.10
Fellowship for SHS graduate R H Imberman (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.5
Award memorializes student from SCS, A Aain-Salem, Jul 3, 1987, p.2
Texaco scholarship awarded to student M F Specchierla from SCS, Jul 3, 1987, p.10
SHS graduate W Safian slain in San Francisco (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Former resident B D Joseph wins Fulbright, Jul 31, 1987, p.2
Seven EMT seniors are Merit Semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.12
23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
Another semifinalist: S H Orlando, Oct 2, 1987, p.14
Harris named semifinalist, Oct 2, 1987, p.14
Committee formed to pick Bowl winner, Oct 9, 1987, p.5
Should only the affluent go to college? (edit), Oct 16, 1987, p.7
See also: EMT SCHOLARSHIP COUNCIL, SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-GRADUATION
Students from SCS and EMT are 1987 graduates of colleges, universities (photo; list) (Grad '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.22
Writer L Mancher triumphs over illness, graduates (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.27
More graduates (list), Jul 3, 1987, p.2
Local students earn degrees (list), Jul 10, 1987, p.5
Another graduate: M Casey, Jul 17, 1987, p.4
Three more students (L Zucker, D Mullen, D L Lane) earn college degrees, Jul 24, 1987, p.5
More local students among recipients of 1987 degrees (list), Jul 31, 1987, p.2
Master's is all in the family (for D Stone) (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Aug 14, 1987, p.4

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
College freshmen, take heart: it gets better (edit), Jan 11, 1985, p.7
SHS Bees are happy with college choices (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.6

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-SPORTS
K Oberheiaan on winning field hockey team (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.18
Panther, Raider team up for Big Green (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.15
Lefkowitz is all-Ivy for Quakers (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.10

COLLENS, DAVID
(Weestchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

COLLET, WALTER
W J Collet dies, Jun 14, 1985, p.16

COLLETT, WALTER
Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4

COLLER, SALLY
Not too late for the party (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.9

COLLINGS, L VINCENT

COLLINS, JANET
ESL teachers attend state parley, Dec 18, 1987, p.24

COLLINS, JULIA
A loving look back at a bit of local history (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.6
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COLLINS, PATRICK
- A loving look back at a bit of local history (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.6

COLLINS, STEPHEN
- Corrections (to June 5 articles): M Lapidus receives PTA award; S P Collins awarded IBM scholarship, Jun 12, 1987, p.18
- Leaving SCS High behind, five new graduates reminisce (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

COLLINS, STEVE
- Raiders bowl-bound (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.1

COLLINS, STEPHEN
- IBM scholarships won by D A Hillman, S P Collins, T H Rechtschaffen, C L Lin, Jun 5, 1987, p.17

COLMER, PHILIP
- SHS grad P Colmer made lieutenant commander, US Navy, Feb 5, 1988, p.4

COLONIAL ACRES
- Colonial Acres united against through street, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
- Planning conflict (edit), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
- Threat seen to Colonial acres (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6

COLONIAL ACRES DEVELOPMENT-SCS
- Plans for 11 houses move ahead, Jul 3, 1987, p.1

COLONIAL ACRES PARK
- Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

COLONY, SANDRA
- Resident S D Colony promoted, Aug 21, 1987, p.9

COLOR
- Pretty in pink (edit), May 8, 1987, p.7

COLUMBUS DAY
- Rediscovering the New World (photo; list), Oct 18, 1985, p.17

COMASTRO, DOMINICK
- D Comastro dies, Jul 19, 1985, p.14

COMEDIANS
- Up from Cosmic Chicken; B Scott still clowning around (photo), Jan 4, 1985, p.6

COMMISSION ON ACCREDITATION FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT
- Chief D Ferraro sets sights on accreditation of police department, Feb 19, 1988, p.1

COMMITTEE FOR A NUCLEAR WEAPONS FREEZE-SCS
- Forty-two years after (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.5

COMMITTEE FOR DEVELOPING CAPABLE YOUNG PEOPLE
- See Year of Developing Capable Young People (EMT)

COMMITTEE OF UNITED PEOPLES
- Stage set for HELP confrontation (cartoon), Feb 19, 1988, p.12

COMMITTEE ON SPECIAL EDUCATION
- See Schools-SCS-Committee on the Handicapped, Schools-EMT-Committee on the Handicapped

COMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED-EMT

COMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED
- See Schools-SCS-Committee on the Handicapped

COMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED-SCS
- See Schools-SCS-Committee on the Handicapped

COMMITTEE OPPOSED TO OVERDEVELOPMENT...(GBH)
- Veteran sees 'smear campaign' by GOP, Apr 4, 1986, p.10

COMMON GROUND
- See Youth Center-SCS, The Strand (after 1988)

COMMON GROUND
- Teen cafe plans February opening (list), Jan 9, 1987, p.1
- Grand opening (of Common Ground), Mar 6, 1987, p.1
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COMMON GROUND continued

- A place for teens (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.1
- Great start (edit), Mar 13, 1987, p.6
- Hawaiian party to mark return of Common Ground, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
- Teen cafe returning, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

SEE ALSO YOUTH CENTER-SCS, THE STRAND (AFTER 1988)

COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY

- G Heinemann to speak on "Communications Explosion" at SCS Woman's Club (photo), Jan 4, 1985, p.8
- ABC names SCS man P J Sweeney to top advertising sales position, Apr 19, 1985, p.9
- Fictional fire poses real-life dilemmas, May 3, 1985, p.1
- SCS writer L Albert to receive award, May 24, 1985, p.9
- Resident B Korngold to host computer talk show, Jun 14, 1985, p.4
- Among the media, where is truth? (edit), Oct 31, 1985, p.7
- Media's role in hostage crises (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
- SCS lawyer J H Berwixman named general counsel of RCA (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.2
- Madison square Garden makes J Loftus a VP, Apr 25, 1986, p.4
- M A Minster gets managerial post at NBC (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.15
- Selected (for live PBS broadcast): T Kuriyama, May 2, 1986, p.20
- NBC group names R D Brescia VP (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.2

SEE ALSO RADIO, TELEVISION, TELEVISION PROGRAMS, CABLE TV, WESTCHESTER AMATEUR RADIO ASSN, TELEVISION AND CHILDREN

COMMUNISM

- Secular humanist decried (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6

COMMUNITY AWARENESS PROJECT (SCS)

- Special Police open campaign against burglars (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.1

COMMUNITY CENTERS

- Needed: a community center (ltr), Jun 7, 1986, p.6

COMMUNITY HERITAGE YEAR (1988)

- Birthday bash (for SCS Bicentennial), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT CORPS-SCS

- Few join corps, Aug 8, 1986, p.1

COMMUTERS AND COMMUTING

SEE RAILROAD SERVICE

COMMUTERS AND COMMUTING

- Riders complain of overheated trains, Aug 7, 1987, p.2
- Train for SCS, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
- Musical homecoming (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.1

SEE ALSO RAILROAD SERVICE

COMPE, VICTOR

- Banker V P Compe elected vp, Jun 14, 1985, p.9
- Bank officer V P Compe chosen, Jun 13, 1986, p.2
- Mike Wilson, noted merchant, dies (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
- County banker: V P Compe (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.4

COMPOSERS

- Local composer B Lipper rewarded by art that chose her (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

COMPOSITION (MUSIC)

- Credit belongs to Desmond (ltr), Nov 8, 1985, p.6
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COMPOSITION (MUSIC) continued
Sixteen-year-old composer D Arnon wins 1st prize in state, Oct 30, 1987, p.15

COMPOST
Why not a compost pile? (ltr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6
Gardeners, put nature to work for you (edit), Jul 25, 1986, p.7
'Gold' in the making (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.1
SEE ALSO CROSSWAY COMPOST SITE

COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT REPORT
Scs CAR scores high, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Schools score high in state assessment, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Students pass state tests, Dec 19, 1986, p.11
SCS scores high (on Comprehensive Assessment Report), Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Data shows (EMT) school district is doing well, Dec 24, 1987, p.13

COMPTON, RANDOLPH
R P Compton dies, Sep 25, 1987, p.19

COMPUTER SERVICE CENTERS
Computer service opens headquarters on central (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.19

COMPUTER SERVICE INDUSTRIES
Newcomer to SCS G Hoevenaars offers instruction in computer use, Mar 18, 1988, p.4

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
Consultant I Uinsten starts service, Dec 6, 1985, p.12

COMPUTERS
Schools urged to shift computer education focus (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.1
Public budget preview presented by Village Bd Finance Com, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
What home computer for junior? (Business) (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.12
Resident B Korngold to host computer talk show, Jun 14, 1985, p.4
Whiz kids (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.10
Computer lab opens (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.11
Progress marches on, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Administrators divvy up duties, Sep 26, 1986, p.13
For town, computer hasn't brought cash, Nov 21, 1986, p.10
(EMT) High school to cart its refuse, Jan 16, 1987, p.11
SEE ALSO COMPUTER SERVICE CENTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS

COMPUTERS-GOVERNMENT USE
Computer systems help streamline Village Hall (photo p.12), Dec 31, 1987, p.1

COMPUTERS-STUDY AND TEACHING
Computer courses focus on software (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.9
Mm, my Logowriter has a glitch (edit), Mar 20, 1987, p.7
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-COMPUTER PROGRAM

CON EDISON
SEE PUBLIC UTILITIES

CONANT, RALPH
Mercy names R W Conant dean, Dec 24, 1987, p.8

CONNOR, JOSEPH
Fictional fire poses real-life dilemmas, May 3, 1985, p.1

CONBOY, ROBERT
R Conboy to be assistant principal (at EHS), Jun 12, 1987, p.11
(EMT) Board (of Ed) looks at EHS conduct code, Aug 14, 1987, p.9
New faces (on EMT teaching staff) (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.11

CONCENTRATION CAMPS
Rabbi Rosenberg's plea to Reagan (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
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CONCERTS
Playing tribute (to Dr Martin Luther King Jr) (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11
SMS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21
Workshop blues (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.16
Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
Apollo saxophonist M Harris finds faith and harmony (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.12

CONDOMINIUMS
SEE APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-GBH, APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-SCS

CONDUCTORS (RAILROAD)
Apology in order (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6

CONFERENCE BOARD-CHECK
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

CONFERENCE OF MAYORS (NEW YORK STATE)
Tooley on mayoral committee, Dec 13, 1985, p.4

CONKLIN, CYNTHIA

CONLAN, AMIE
A I Conlan dies, Mar 25, 1988, p.16

CONLAN, J P (AU)
Lifeguard's lament (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6

CONLAN, JAMES
Remembering the Macris (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6

CONLAN, JAMES (AU)
Remembering the Macris (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6

CONLON, PEGGY
Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6

CONNELLY, JOHN
Resident R Bassuk's gift aids NY Medical College, Dec 31, 1986, p.3

CONNERS, JAMES
Change among the ranks (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.3
Two firefighters (J Conners, G McIlvain) complete course, Dec 11, 1987, p.17

CONNERY, ED MUND
County contests head Nov 5 ballot here, Oct 31, 1985, p.1

CONNOLLY, JOHN (DR)
Hochberg warns against archdiocesan interference at county medical center, Mar 21, 1986, p.3

CONNOLLY, TINA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

CONNOR, DOROTHY
Together again, 50 years later (photo), May 31, 1985, p.8

CONNORS, BARBARA
For service: B Connors receives service pin, Jun 20, 1986, p.12

CONNORS, EDWARD (NSGR)
For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6

CONRAD, JEFF
Executive J Conrad promoted, Jun 12, 1987, p.5

CONRAD, SYBIL (AU)
Woe unto lawyers who had it up (edit), May 17, 1985, p.7
A non-verbal code for lawyers (edit), Aug 2, 1985, p.7

CONRAD, THOMAS
Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
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CONRAD, THOMAS continued

No school like the A school (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6

CONRAD, TOM

Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Trees, recycling, open space among environmental council's concerns (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.29
Erection of gazebo in Chase Park suggested, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Keep GBH green (edit), Jul 12, 1985, p.7
Recycling of motor oil urged (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
We need tropical rain forests (edit), Apr 18, 1986, p.7
Environmental boon, May 9, 1986, p.1
Back to nature (center) campaign begins (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.1
SCS sanctuary (edit), Aug 8, 1986, p.6
Ocean conservation - vital (edit), Dec 5, 1986, p.7
Council seeks to preserve SCS's environment (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.18
2,000 acres in GBH eyed for environmental tag, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
This land is (not) your land (photo; list; advertisement), Oct 16, 1987, p.24
Coalition urges county to condemn (Jay) property, Oct 23, 1987, p.16
SEE ALSO NEW YORK STATE DEPT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION, WATER CONSERVATION

CONSERVATION ZONING

SEE ZONING, CONSERVATION

CONSERVATIVE PARTY

Conservatives back Spano, Jun 13, 1986, p.10
Democrat J O'Connor seeks Conservative nod, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
Be wary of candidate R Bergstrom (ltr), Aug 29, 1986, p.6
Democrats to make choices in congressional, senate races, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
Conservatives, Dems to make primary picks, Sep 5, 1986, p.13
Abzug, Green nominated despite SCS voters (photo; chart p 20), Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Conservative takeover fails in GBH's primary test, Sep 12, 1986, p.12
Full fall slate for Conservatives, Jun 26, 1987, p.10
GBH Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11

CONSINDINE, MARY

Three (M P Considine, E Muller, C P Abate) promoted by bank (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.2

CONSTANTINE, PANIOTA (PENNY)

High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

CONSISTANTINE, PENNY

Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Central Ave project restarted; fall completion predicted (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.11
Central Ave project blasted (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
Builders elect Scarsdalian P Aries to board, Aug 16, 1985, p.5
Worker E Reyes trapped beneath rock (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.11
Council concerned about unfinished construction, Dec 6, 1985, p.13
Award to roofers Higgins & Higgins Inc, May 2, 1986, p.16
Black woman P Duncanson is gifted player in business game (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.6
Contractors compete for school jobs, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Elected (to Westchester Minority Contractors Assn): L Duncanson (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.2
License required (for all home improvement contractors), Apr 24, 1987, p.1
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CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY continued

With prices soaring and open space disappearing even 'miserable little parcels' become building lots, Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Village considering law to bar new interior lots, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
More assertiveness advised (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
St Clare townhouse site approval awaits traffic, play, marketing data, Oct 30, 1987, p.13
(Planning) Board turns down proposed five-house development, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Town (of GBH)'s balk slows work on Post Office, Nov 13, 1987, p.15
Construction sites (in HTS, EHT) picketed, Feb 12, 1988, p.10
Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
(10 Cooper Rd) Elegant or shabby? (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

SEE ALSO BUILDING

CONSTRUCTION-LAWS AND LEGISLATION

Village Board to consider three local laws, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
Driveway permits: new law requires permits for paved surfaces, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
Sheesh, village still battling, Apr 26, 1985, p.5

CONTACT LENSES

Local optometrist Dr T Kassalow has new type of lens, Aug 21, 1987, p.2

CONTE, RICHARD (DR)

L Weiskopf elected Chairman of Board, SVAC, Mar 1, 1985, p.5

CONTESTS

It's little but it runs (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.4
Local crossword puzzle whizzes reach finals in U S tournament, Aug 16, 1985, p.4
Grand prize winner (in Halloween Window Painting Contest) (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Apologies to window painters (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
Youngsters observe Halloween tradition (photo; list), Oct 31, 1985, p.26
Seeley students T Nakazono, H Zouzias contest winners, Dec 27, 1985, p.11
$1000 Give-a-way winners (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.3
Winners of the DAR American History Essay Contest (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.8
Poets awarded (GBH) town prizes (list), Apr 25, 1986, p.12
Double winner (photo), May 9, 1986, p.1
Thirteen-year-old pianist M Kang wins competition at Juilliard, May 9, 1986, p.2
Young sculptor J Cummings wins contest, May 9, 1986, p.20
Whiz kids (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.10
How big is big? (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.22
Three SHS students (L Wu, T Yao, E Gordis) place in research contest, Jan 16, 1987, p.16
Violin maker T O Croen takes first, Jan 30, 1987, p.11
GBH picks winners in greeting card contest (list), Feb 6, 1987, p.10
Snowflake creators honored (list), Feb 20, 1987, p.4
Music student G Mertl wins $1,500 in talent event, Feb 20, 1987, p.16
A sandwich fit for a Giant (illus), Mar 6, 1987, p.4
SCS pianist wins $1000 Concordia prize, Mar 6, 1987, p.13
Local student S Golio wins state prize (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.9
Safety poster prizes awarded (list), Mar 27, 1987, p.17
SCS violinist E Kang places in contest, Apr 3, 1987, p.14
Corrections (to list of safety poster contest winners) (list), Apr 3, 1987, p.16
A letter to the editor from George (Washington) (ltr), Apr 10, 1987, p.7
(GBH) Nature Center photo contest (winners) (list), Apr 10, 1987, p.9
Kids enjoy Easter Eggstravaganza (photo; list), Apr 24, 1987, p.12
...And the winners are... (Mother of Year Contest winning entries reproduced) (list), May 8, 1987, p.16
Oldest mom: A Cooney (photo), May 15, 1987, p.19
CONTESTS continued
SCS playwright S Greenberg wins in a contest, May 22, 1987, p.13
Prize-winner: J Chow (photo), May 22, 1987, p.16
Contest winner: Mrs Ebbe Johansen, May 22, 1987, p.18
...And the winners are...(reproductions of Father of the Year contest winning entries), Jun 19, 1987, p.16
SCS day campers make TV debut, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
Winners of Ragette raffle (list), Aug 21, 1987, p.2
Sixteen-year-old composer D Arnon wins 1st prize in state, Oct 30, 1987, p.15
Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2
Violinist C Sohn wins top prize (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.13
SEE ALSO POSTER CONTESTS

CONTINUING EDUCATION
SEE ADULT EDUCATION

CONTRAS?
SCS priest, Rev S Sandberg, teacher, S Taylor, condean aid to contras (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.1

CONVENTION ON GENOCIDE
SEE GENOCIDE

CONWAY, MARY
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

CONYERS, JOHN JR
Vitality of King's day upheld (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.12

COOK, BETTY
There was SSHT before Habib (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

COOK, JUDITH
EMT teachers study in summer, Jul 26, 1985, p.9
ECCE: Don't change grading system, Oct 17, 1986, p.11

COOK, KAREN
Ssoler to lead board (photo p.6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

COOK, MARJORIE
Retiring (nursery) school director M T Cook honored, Jun 26, 1987, p.12

COOK, MIRIAM
M W Cook dies, Oct 16, 1987, p.16

COOKBOOKS
Everything's coming up apples (SCS Seniors' new apple cookbook released) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.3

COOKE, BEATRICE
B C Cooke dies, Aug 21, 1987, p.8

COOKE, PINNY
State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3

COOKE, TERENCE (CARDINAL)
For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6

COOKERY, OUTDOOR
SEE OUTDOOR COOKERY

COON, JEANNE
Teachers unite in support of colleague J Coon, May 9, 1986, p.11
Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11

COONEY, ANNA
Oldest mom: A Cooney (photo), May 15, 1987, p.19
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CODNEY, EDWARD
Oldest mom: A Cooney (photo), May 15, 1987, p.19

CODNEY, SUSAN
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

COOPER GREEN
Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

COOPER, AL
Library posts guard to curb disruptions, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

COOPER, DAVID
Eighth grader G Droukas in coma after bike accident, Nov 13, 1987, p.1

COOPER, JAMES
Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6

COOPER, JAMES FENIMORE
Happy Birthday, James Fenimore Cooper (photo; list), Sep 19, 1986, p.3

COOPER, JANES
Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6

COOPER, JANET

COOPER, JANE
Master's degree can be a part-time pursuit (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.4

COOPER, JOAN (AU)
Group tutoring favored (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6

COOPER, KENNETH (DR)
How fit are SCS kids? New program may give an answer, Sep 4, 1987, p.1

COOPER-GORDON, BARBARA
Speaker B Cooper-Gordon outlines behavior of drug user and his family, Oct 31, 1986, p.13

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION ASSN OF WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Extension program elects Scarsdalians, Feb 5, 1988, p.16

COPEMKAN, MARILYN
Democratic dissent, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Candidates sought for Citizens' Committee, Sep 4, 1987, p.3

COPPOLA, MATTHEW
Battle (over Boulder Brook) continues, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Sale upheld, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Voiding of tax sought, Dec 12, 1986, p.12

COPYWRITING
Being able to type helps (edit), Sep 19, 1986, p.7

CORPIN, BETSEY

CORBIN, STEFAN
Board of Ed imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
On teen drug-use, drinking and vandalism, Oct 9, 1987, p.2
(SCS) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
SCS scores high (on Comprehensive Assessment Report), Dec 18, 1987, p.1
State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3

CORN, STEFAN (DR)
SCS schools part of revolution in special ed, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
Board of Education elects B Cunningham president (photo; list), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
SOLD, reorganized, invites parents (list), Nov 14, 1986, p.19
Teachers Institute leader J Schwartz warns of teacher shortage, Nov 21, 1986, p.5
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CORBIN, STEFAN (DR) continued

Parents of learning disabled band together, Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Learning Disabled students finding help in SCS, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

CORD, KENNETH

Two executives, K Cord, C Bittal, join insurer, Nov 21, 1986, p.26

CORDINEER, PETER

Inspection points up need for expansion of fire headquarters, May 15, 1987, p.11

CORDY, H VICTOR

H Victor Cordy dies, Apr 26, 1985, p.1

CORELL PARK

Historically speaking: SCS’s acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

CORELL, VERNON

Historically speaking: SCS’s acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

COREY, MARSHALL

Local bank elects M T Corey director (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.2

CORLEY, PATRICIA (AU)

Amazing Grace (ltr; list), Mar 13, 1987, p.6

CORNAH, MURRAY

Humanists gather here to share message, Nov 14, 1986, p.21

CORN, RICHARD

Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
Parents protest revised program for the disabled, May 23, 1986, p.1

CORNELL, ARTHUR

Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6
A L Cornell dies, Feb 26, 1988, p.14

CORNELL, BENJAMIN

Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6
Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

CORNELL, FERRIS

Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

CORNELL, GEORGE

Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2
George Cornell dies; was a state senator, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

CORNELL, JOHN

Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

CORNELL, JOSEPHINE

J S Cornell dies, Oct 31, 1985, p.18

CORNELL, PETER

Dead man identified as SCS resident P Cornell, Sep 6, 1985, p.4
Cost considerations delay vote on new fire department facility, Sep 27, 1985, p.1

CORNELL, THOMAS

Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

CORPORATIONS-CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS

Private funding for public schools? (edit), Mar 4, 1988, p.7

CORRADA DEL RIO, ALVARADO (BISHOP)

M J Kerin ordained a deacon, Feb 5, 1988, p.16

CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES

Housing crisis heads county agenda (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Task Force on Corrections finds facilities are inadequate, Jul 10, 1987, p.12
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CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES continued

New jail proposed, Jul 31, 1987, p.3
Hochberg urges board to oversee justice system, Aug 28, 1987, p.2
Change of address (for Timothy Kelly), Sep 4, 1987, p.1
Moss' proposal seen as sexist (ltr), Oct 2, 1987, p.6
Prison reform must be pursued (ltr), Oct 9, 1987, p.6
Is Andy Moss serious? (ltr), Oct 16, 1987, p.6

CORRIGAN, MARGARET
Making it easier to get in the swim (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.5

CORSADO, ARLENE
A M Corsaro dies, Oct 24, 1986, p.17

CORTELL, SHARON
Don't replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1

CORWIN, GARRISON
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1

CORWIN, PEGGY
Y adds programs, plans expansion (photo) (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.16

CORWIN, RUTH
R B Corwin dies, Sep 27, 1985, p.16

COSBY, BILL
SCS High School graduate B Kern's documentary to be shown on PBS (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.8
Foster's enjoying top job in jazz (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.1

COSTENTINO, RALPH
Riding club files for bankruptcy under Chapter 11, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
Investors ready, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Boulder Brook auctioned off, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Boulder Brook's new owners promise to renovate riding club, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
Battle (over Boulder Brook) continues, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Sale upheld, Nov 14, 1986, p.1

COSSE, JAMES
(SCS) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1

COSSE, JAMES (JR)
Counselors team up to help young people (photo), May 10, 1985, p.1
Thoughts on open houses (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6
Youth Services program to expand, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
How youth project works (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Safe Rides resumes Friday night (list), Oct 4, 1985, p.3
Youth counselor L Kaplan plans to resign, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Growing parental concern seen over teen drug use, Jan 31, 1986, p.4
Praise for youth services (ltr), Feb 28, 1986, p.6
Youth project's backers fear loss of village support, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Teen cafe plans February opening (list), Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Board (of Ed) imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1

COSSE, JAMES (DR-AU)
Youth project praised (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6

COSTABILE, LOUIS
Nonseers kick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6
Blowtorch blamed for 2 fires (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.3
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COSTABILE, LOUIS continued
   Fire destroys house on Drake (photo; addl p 5), May 15, 1987, p.1

COSTIN, RADU
   23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
   Fox Meadow pride (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.5

COTLIAR, JEREMY
   Day camp is one answer to parents' dilemma (photo; cont p 14), Jul 10, 1986, p.6

COTRODEI, ALEXIS
   St James the Less nursery school students rebuild downtown SCS (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.5

COTSWOLD ASSN
   Civic groups leery of zoning amendment, May 8, 1987, p.11

COTSWOLD PARK-EMT
   Town to improve Cotswold Park, Apr 24, 1987, p.10

COTTER, WESLEY
   A good read (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.13

COTTON, BETTY
   Historic buildings here to host architectural heritage celebration (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.3
   Community advisory panel formed by Junior League (list), May 2, 1986, p.14
   Local woman, B Cotton, on Berman staff, Jul 18, 1986, p.8
   Cotton named to board of FIRST, Aug 14, 1987, p.3

COTTON, BETTY (AU)
   Successful Happening (ltr), May 8, 1987, p.6
   INF Treaty applauded (ltr), Dec 31, 1987, p.6

COTUGNO, GIANCARLO
   (A Saloion) Back in court, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
   $20 million suit (against A Saloion by G Cotugno), Sep 4, 1987, p.1

COTUGNO, GIROLUCA
   Banker A K Saloion accused of attempted murder, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
   Saloion says he's not guilty, Jul 3, 1987, p.1
   Saloion case goes to grand jury, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
   Saloion indicted in shooting here, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
   Saloion trial, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
   A K Saloion pleads guilty to reduced charge, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

COTUGNO, GIORGIO
   Banker A K Saloion accused of attempted murder, Jun 26, 1987, p.1

COTUGNO, JOHN
   Heathcote mansion coming down, Jan 17, 1986, p.5

COUCH, CLIFFORD JR
   C D Couch Jr dies, Aug 30, 1985, p.10

COULTER, ANDREW
   Andrew Coulter, village merchant, dies, Dec 11, 1987, p.24

COULTER, HELEN
   H Coulter dies, Jul 12, 1985, p.12

COULTER, JOHN
   SCS's #1 (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.1

COULTER, JOHN JR (AU)
   Creche is 'a joy to be shared' (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6

COULTER, KENNETH
   It's little but it runs (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.4
   Sidewalk sale set for August 8-10, Aug 2, 1985, p.1
COULTER, KENNETH continued
Partiers agree: tuxedo 'smartens it up a bit' (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.6
Jeanne Richman Citizen of Year (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.1

COULTER, LINDA
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

COULTER, RICHARD
Weekend blackout (at Golden Horseshoe), Feb 28, 1986, p.1

COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS IN WESTCHESTER
Grant to bring opera to Fairview-GBH Community Center, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS IN WESTCHESTER
New Arts Council president: D Swegel, Jul 19, 1985, p.8
Arts Fund surpasses 1985 target, Jul 26, 1985, p.2
Arts Council names five new trustees (list), Sep 20, 1985, p.8
Westchester Council for Arts announces recipients of grants (list), Jun 7, 1986, p.5
Arts Council awards grants for '86-'87 (list), Jun 13, 1986, p.18
Council for the Arts elects board members (list), Sep 12, 1986, p.8
Money for music, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Council for the Arts awards 26 decentralization grants (list), Feb 12, 1988, p.15

COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS-EMT
SEE ENT COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS

COUNCIL OF ACADEMIC SOCIETIES, AAMC
Council names local doctor Y Kikkawa, Mar 13, 1987, p.2

COUNCIL OF MUSIC EDUCATION ASSOCIATES
E Groner to lead state music council, Dec 13, 1985, p.27

COUNSELING
Using natural setting to abet counseling: S West, Apr 3, 1987, p.16

COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA
Foster's enjoying top job in jazz (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.1

COUNTRY CLUBS
Development alternatives for Winston property suggested, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Village urged to protect natural quality of Winston property, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Taking exception (to noise regulations), Sep 13, 1985, p.1

Coup
SEE COMMITTEE OF UNITED PEOPLES

COURTEN, JOHN
Three-time winner: S Strauss wins 15K run (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.1

COURTNEY, JAMES
Hitchcock cleans, copses, plans in fire's aftermath, Jul 25, 1986, p.1

COURTNEY, MARGARET
Hitchcock cleans, copses, plans in fire's aftermath, Jul 25, 1986, p.1

COURTS-FLORIDA
Lisa Keller acquitted of murder, May 15, 1987, p.3

COURTS-GBH
Town plans to improve courthouse, Dec 5, 1986, p.13
Town (of GBH) widens summons power, May 15, 1987, p.10

COURTS-HTS
HTS neighbors familiar with accused slayer R G Riverso II's threats, Feb 5, 1988, p.12

COURTS-NEW YORK STATE
Resident H Cardozo to head state court study, Mar 29, 1985, p.5
Ms Atkins, Mr Kroll go to Albany (edit), Apr 19, 1985, p.7
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COURTS-NEW YORK STATE continued
League of Women Voters to hear Burton Roberts, May 3, 1985, p.1
Oil company sues SOPC, supplier, Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Winston sons seek to block sale of land, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Appellate court scolds village for plan to sell Winston gift, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Voiding of tax sought, Dec 12, 1986, p.12
Discovery ending (in Winston v SCS case), Jan 23, 1987, p.1

COURTS-SCS
SCS High grad J H Fogel becomes NYC judge, Dec 11, 1987, p.5

New policy operation pulling in scofflaws, Mar 22, 1985, p.3
Hearing held in rape case, Mar 22, 1985, p.5
Screening judges, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Judicial recommendations asked (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
Many choices (for local judgeship), Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Two J R Herold, V Knaplund) appointed as SCS judges (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Parking fees, fines in village heading up, May 16, 1986, p.1
Local law on dish antennas facing challenge (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Village taking aim at scofflaws, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Hearing called off, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
Progress marches on, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Two local judges, J R Herold, V Knaplund, moving up a rank (photo p 20), May 15, 1987, p.1
Moving up day for SCS judges J R Herold, V Knaplund (photo), May 22, 1987, p.1
Vacant judgeship, May 22, 1987, p.1
Banker A K Saloimon accused of attempted murder, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Saloimon says he's not guilty, Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Saloimon case goes to grand jury, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
Saloimon indicted in shooting here, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
Richard A Gould is new acting justice (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.1
(A Saloimon) Back in court, Aug 21, 1987, p.1

Would-be cop R J Zellner convicted of false claims, Dec 11, 1987, p.3
(SCS) Court gets busier, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
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COURTS-US

Village justice M Cedarbaum nominated for federal court position (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Grand jury system to be debated (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Judge Cedarbaum still waiting, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Cederbaum is confirmed (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.1
No decision in (C F Darlington III) immigration case, Mar 20, 1987, p.11
Court rulings are pending in (EMT) ban on satellite dish antenna, May 29, 1987, p.11
Judge C Brieant convicts local attorney C F Darlington III, Jun 12, 1987, p.10
Lawyer C F Darlington III sentenced, Dec 11, 1987, p.15
Town (of GBH), Postal Service locked in court battle over post office, Mar 4, 1988, p.13
Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

COURTS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Amodio fighting for GOP line, Aug 2, 1985, p.1
County grand jury clears Greenville Fire District, Apr 24, 1987, p.11
Saloon case goes to grand jury, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
Saloon indicted in shooting here, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
Anatomy of a drunk-driving case: How the justice system doesn't work (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.1
Guilty plea (from D Freitag) in rape case, Sep 4, 1987, p.11
Residents stuck in the middle of town-developer square-off, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
J Radley Herold nominated for County Court (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

COURTS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY-FAMILY COURT

J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for room on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Law (forcing judges to retire at 70) upheld, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
For Judge Knaplund (edit), Oct 23, 1987, p.6

COURTS-WP WHICH? NY OR WC CTY

$20 million suit (against A Solomon by G Cotugno), Sep 4, 1987, p.1

COWENS, GEORGE

New schools chief Dr R D Hibschman signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

COWENS, GEORGE (AU)

Wrong channel listed (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6

COWINS, NORMAN

Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

COUTTS, AMANDA

Art from afar (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

COUTTS, JANE

League, GOP call for new method in appointing of village trustees, May 10, 1985, p.1
Cutting corners on democracy? (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
Citizens' Committee nominees sought (list), Aug 30, 1985, p.1
Thirty-one candidates nominated for Citizens' Committee (list), Oct 4, 1985, p.1
New system used at Unit Meetings (list), Nov 15, 1985, p.1
After 20 years in business, car rental may be legalized, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Citizens' party names J Coutts, E Falkenberg co-chairmen for uncontested village election campaign, Feb 27, 1987, p.3
Barrier fails (J Coutts nominated as Town Club vice-president), Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Precedent (of woman president of Town Club) deferred, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

COUTTS, JANE (AU)

In praise of the (Non Partisan) system (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
Arguments for appointment (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6
On financing the (Non-Partisan) System (ltr), May 30, 1986, p.6

COVAIS, JOSEPHINE

Eight join (Hoff Barthelson) music school faculty, Oct 30, 1987, p.21
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COVAIS, MARK
Taking a break: M Covais, E Mennenga, M Malecki (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.9

COVELLO, RICHARD
Animals' best friends (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.3

COVERAGE LAW
SEE LAND DEVELOPMENT-SCS

COWLIN, CAROL
Merchants want their sidewalk (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.1

COVAHA, LOIS
Mental health program (Abused Spouse Assistance Services) cited, Nov 20, 1987, p.2

COWHEY, JAMES
J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for room on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p 9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1

COX, DORA
Local artist D Cox exhibits (photo), Oct 10, 1985, p.4
Artist D Cox showing watercolors at local bank, Aug 15, 1986, p.2
SCS artist D M Cox to exhibit (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.2

COX, JANE
Books issued by Historical Society, May 9, 1986, p.15

COX, ROBERT
Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

COYLE, DANA
Quake's center put on Central, Oct 25, 1985, p.1

COZART, DAVID (DR)
Crack found at (R J Bailey Elementary) school, Mar 4, 1988, p.12

COZENS, JOHN
Mr Memorial Day, E Rogliano, wants no thanks; he gives thanks (photo), May 29, 1987, p.6

CRABTREE, MARGARET (DR)
Hospital (UP) appoints nine doctors (list), Dec 27, 1985, p.3

CRACK
SEE DRUG ABUSE, DRUG ABUSE

CRACK (COCAINE)
Crack found at (R J Bailey Elementary) school, Mar 4, 1988, p.12

CRAIG, STEVEN
S J Craig, J Thies honored for sixty years of Masonic service (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.3

CRANE BERKELY
Parents speak out on student redistribution, Jan 17, 1986, p.1

CRANE ESTATE
A loving look back at a bit of local history (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.6

CRANE POND
GBH will undertake the repair of Crane Pond, Sep 6, 1985, p.11
Pond to be ready by Xmas, Dec 13, 1985, p.12
Town on the trail of Crane Pond rats, May 23, 1986, p.11
Frozen fun (on Crane Pond at EMT ice carnival) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.11

CRANE, ALEXANDER
A loving look back at a bit of local history (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.6

CRANE, ALEXANDER JR
A loving look back at a bit of local history (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRANE, AURELIA</td>
<td>A loving look back at a bit of local history (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 12, 1986</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRANE, CAROLINE</td>
<td>A loving look back at a bit of local history (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 12, 1986</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRANE, DAVID</td>
<td>A loving look back at a bit of local history (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 12, 1986</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRANE, ELIZABETH</td>
<td>A loving look back at a bit of local history (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 12, 1986</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRANE, HELEN</td>
<td>A loving look back at a bit of local history (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 12, 1986</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRANE, RHODA</td>
<td>A loving look back at a bit of local history (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 12, 1986</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRANE, RICHARD</td>
<td>A loving look back at a bit of local history (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 12, 1986</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRANE, ROBERT</td>
<td>Historicallly speaking: SCS’ connection to US Constitution</td>
<td>Oct 31, 1986</td>
<td>p.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRARY, JOHN</td>
<td>New deputy manager J Crary making return to town government (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 14, 1986</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village budget gets friendly reception (chart p19)</td>
<td>Apr 11, 1986</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village orders study on impact of downtown plan</td>
<td>May 30, 1986</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hearings set, Aug 15, 1986</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Downtown plans advancing slowly, Aug 22, 1986</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Citizens raise questions about downtown plans</td>
<td>Oct 17, 1986</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two hearings set on DEIS (draft environmental impact statement)</td>
<td>Nov 28, 1986</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Downtown plan draws critical comment, Dec 12, 1986</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Day of decision nears on downtown, Jan 9, 1987</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed)</td>
<td>Jan 16, 1987</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 2)</td>
<td>Feb 27, 1987</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Penn Central asks public meeting on plan (illus), Mar 6, 1987</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raises approved, Apr 17, 1987</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nynex seeks OK for antennas, Jun 12, 1987</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You must remember this (P Stangl presents RR gate curtain to village) (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 3, 1987</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Huntington path) Going to seed, Jul 10, 1987</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Downtown moratorium reaches halfway point, Jul 31, 1987</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winston property called wetlands; village protests</td>
<td>Nov 20, 1987</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radon survey (finds radon in soil of Winston property), Nov 27, 1987</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parking crisis, Dec 4, 1987</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Computer systems help streamline Village Hall (photo p 12), Dec 31, 1987</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pool progress, Jan 15, 1988</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nynex base station (to be discussed at Village Board meeting), Jan 22, 1988</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shelter renewal (for house at 2 Drake), Feb 5, 1988</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village orders study on building an indoor pool</td>
<td>Feb 26, 1988</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Downtown zoning revisions ahead, Mar 25, 1988</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRAVEN,</td>
<td>Police professionalism praised (ltr), Aug 9, 1985</td>
<td></td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRAVEN,</td>
<td>Chief D Ferraro sets sights on accreditation of police department</td>
<td>Feb 19, 1988</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN</td>
<td>Civilian T Ware praised for capturing suspect</td>
<td>Jan 22, 1988</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CRAW, MARGARET
  M Craw dies, Aug 23, 1985, p.10
CRAW, RONALD
CRAWFORD, BILL
  "A world of customs around the world are both similar and different", Dec 20, 1985, p.13
CRAWFORD, DAVID
  Herrin denied parole, Jun 20, 1986, p.1
CRAWFORD, DEETAK
  "A world of customs around the world are both similar and different", Dec 20, 1985, p.13
CRAWFORD, ESTER
  Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
CRAWFORD, SAMUEL
  Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Popham House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5
  What's in a name?, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
  Historically speaking: SCS's monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2
  Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
CRAWFORD, SARA
  At Hoff-Barthelson, music for everyone (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.6
CRAWFORD-MORRIS HOUSE
  Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Popham House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5
  Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
CREAMER, THOMAS
  Hitchcock announces rebuilding plans, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
  On a dark day, (Hitchcock) church leaders look ahead to bright future (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1
CREAN, CATHERINE
  Coalition urges county to condenm (Jay) property, Oct 23, 1987, p.16
CRECHE CASE
  Justice Dept supports decision allowing creche, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
  Supreme Court sets date to hear creche case, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
  Other motives (in creche case) seem (ltr), Jan 25, 1985, p.6
  Supreme Court hears creche case, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
  After Supreme Court argument, participants party, Feb 22, 1985, p.4
  Creche bores (edit), Feb 22, 1985, p.7
  W Glendon's party after Supreme Court proceedings called "inspired idea" (edit), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
  Lawyer M Frankel criticized (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
  Creche bores opinion piece called insulting (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
  Author "not amused" by Creche bores opinion (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
  Humorous approach overdue (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
  Why are trees being cut down? (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
  Supreme Court rules creche is permissible, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
  Inquirer wins awards, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
  Rehearing (of Creche Case) doubted, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
  Creche case closed (edit), Apr 5, 1985, p.6
  Futile appeal decried (ltr), Apr 5, 1985, p.6
  Mayor tells Town Club of goals, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
  He'll keep speaking out (ltr), Apr 12, 1985, p.6
  Equal space for all symbols (ltr), Apr 19, 1985, p.6
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CRECHE CASE continued
A display for all faiths (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
Creche attorneys won't apply for money from village, May 31, 1985, p.1
No charge (by lawyers in creche case), Aug 23, 1985, p.1
It's now official: Creche to return this Christmas, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Scls creche returns (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Non-existent struggle (over creche) (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
He'll not be silent (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
CRECHE COMMITTEE-SCS
He'll not be silent (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
CRECHE-SCS
Creche request, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
It's now official: Creche to return this Christmas, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Evil effects (of displaying Creche) feared (ltr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6
Reason to rejoice: display of creche (ltr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6
Scls creche returns (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.1
No argument, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Traditional display (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.5
Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Let's share it all (poem), Dec 24, 1987, p.6
Sloan's letter 'says it all' (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6
Creche 'is a joy to be shared' (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6
Dislike not grounds for ban (of creche) (ltr), Dec 31, 1987, p.6
Gross misinterpretation (of Creche Committee chairman's remarks) (ltr), Dec 31, 1987, p.6
(A Resnick) shares Sloan's hurt (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
(T P Farrelly) asks for equal space (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Letters (about creche) miss the point (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO CRECHE CASE

CREECH, CHARLES
Quake's center put on Central, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Two patrolmen, M Patane and H Weinberg, hired, Jan 31, 1986, p.3

CREEL, THOMAS
EHS student T Creel dies after crash, Sep 5, 1986, p.12

CREMION, HENRI
Historically speaking: SCS's monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.7

CREQUE, ROAN
Observations from the Caribbean on Westchester's garbage project (edit), Jan 17, 1986, p.7

CRESPO, JOSE MIGUEL
Local cop takes part in $10M bust, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

CREWS, MARION (AU)
Gardeners still too noisy (ltr), Jul 19, 1985, p.6

CRICHLow, ERMEST
(Artist) E CricHzow at work (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.2

CRIME AND CRIMINALS
Homeowner J Halick shoots intruder, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Wounded intruder may plead guilty to burglary charge (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Conference Fri could settle burglary case, Jan 25, 1985, p.3
Plea expected in Claremont burglary case, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
Waste disposal is key county issue (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.23
Crime figures down in 1984, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
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CRIME AND CRIMINALS continued

Burglary suspect tracked down, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
Sentence agreed in Claremont burglary case, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
Desecrations at IHM church (ltr), Feb 8, 1985, p.6
Holdup at SCS railroad station, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Support for D’Amato, Goetz (ltr), Feb 22, 1985, p.6
Poor timing charged (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
Robbery suspect arrested, Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Hearing held in rape case, Mar 22, 1985, p.5
Insignificant event: Brauner unnecessarily slandered by rape article (ltr), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
Burglar sentenced, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
SCS resident E Bell sentenced for arson, Mar 29, 1985, p.8
SCS lawyer B Slotnik defending Goetz (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.1
State Supreme Court Judge B Roberts urges commitment to rehabilitation, May 17, 1985, p.5
Gunman holds up Shopwell supermarket, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Gas station target of latest hold-up, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
Rape charge dropped against local man H B Brauner, Jun 28, 1985, p.2
Rape Crisis Help Line begun, Jun 28, 1985, p.9
Beacon to burglars (ltr), Jul 5, 1985, p.6
Honors for police, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Freightway patrol needed (ltr), Oct 18, 1985, p.6
More on missing necklace (ltr), Oct 25, 1985, p.6
Deak remembered as loyal friend, and fitness buff (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1
Ersatz policeman, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Chief Ferraro urges vigilance during holidays, Dec 6, 1985, p.20
It’s not Santa, Dec 13, 1985, p.1
Hopes seen dim for recovery of Church of St James’ silver, Jan 3, 1986, p.1
Burglary task force (set up to investigate church burglaries), Feb 21, 1986, p.3
On naming names (in police report) (edit), Feb 28, 1986, p.6
Pin found hidden in 7-year-old’s Valentine’s Day chocolate treat, Feb 28, 1986, p.5
Residents oppose Herrin’s release, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
A matter of justice (edit), Mar 28, 1986, p.6
Think of the apprehension (edit), Mar 28, 1986, p.7
Inquirer writer S Stone helps nab suspected burglar, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Car radio thefts in SCS reaching epidemic proportions, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Police warn of blue van near schools, Apr 18, 1986, p.2
Man (K J Silverman) pleads guilty to Medicaid fraud, Jun 13, 1986, p.15
Three million dollar painting stolen from SCS home, Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Campaign for clemency (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Herrin denied parole, Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Justice served (edit), Jun 20, 1986, p.6
A former (auto) thief shares his secrets (Auto Showcase), Jun 27, 1986, p.14
Police nab suspect in car radio thefts, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Don’t be deceived, say police, Jul 18, 1986, p.9
Local man K J Silverman sentenced for Medicaid fraud, Aug 8, 1986, p.2
End of the bicycle cycle (edit), Aug 29, 1986, p.7
Lawyer C F Darlington pleads not guilty, Sep 19, 1986, p.11
SCS police say arrested man was about to blow up parked car, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Murder suspect L Keller told employer she hated father (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Lisa Keller indicted for murder, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
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CRIME AND CRIMINALS  continued
Van drivers accost boys, Oct 10, 1986, p.5
Police break up fight at SHS; Mount Holyoke's checks recovered, Dec 19, 1986, p.3
Villagers bid fond farewell to 'an institution', D Driscoll (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.6
Criminals are here already (ltr), Jan 16, 1987, p.6
Stiffer fines...and more of them, Feb 20, 1987, p.1
Chief Ferraro asks for residents' help in preventing burglaries, Mar 13, 1987, p.3
Police warn of burglary rings preying on homes in SCS, Mar 20, 1987, p.3
How to fight back against radio thieves, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
Banker A K Saloson accused of attempted murder, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Saloson says he's not guilty, Jul 3, 1987, p.1
SHS graduate W Safian slain in San Francisco (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Suspects in car radio thefts nabbed; police recover booty (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.3
Guilty plea (from D Freitag) in rape case, Sep 4, 1987, p.11
Kudos to cops A Filancia, G Greenbaum, T Carroll, Dec 31, 1987, p.1
Playland manager E R Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2
Salute (for T Ware) from the (police) chief (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
HTS neighbors familiar with accused slayer R G Riverso II's threats, Feb 5, 1988, p.12
Crime (and Information) line (established by police dept), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO NAZI WAR CRIMINALS, VICTIMS (OF CRIME), ARSON, FRAUD, IMPOSTORS AND IMPOSTURE, MISSING PERSONS, VANDALISM, KIDNAPPING, R TRIALS

CRIME AND INFORMATION LINE
SEE HOTLINES

CRIME PREVENTION
Special Police open campaign against burglars (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.1

CRISCI, PATRICK
Postal workers honored for service records (list), Apr 5, 1985, p.4

CRISFIELD, BRIAN
Conservatives, Deas to make primary picks, Sep 5, 1986, p.13
Conservative takeover fails in GBH's primary test, Sep 12, 1986, p.12

CRISPENS, EMILY
Stage lights will glow for seniors at Steinberg Center in EMT (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.9

CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL AREAS
SEE CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL AREAS
Town (of GBH) tightens ridge control, Oct 9, 1987, p.13
SEE ALSO CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

CROEN, EVELYN
E Croen dies, Aug 30, 1985, p.10

CROEN, LARRY
Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1

CROEN, LAURENCE
League, GOP call for new method in appointing of village trustees, May 10, 1985, p.1
Club votes change in Unit Meetings, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Candidates sought for Citizens' Committee, Sep 4, 1987, p.3
25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3
On snowy night few go out to Unit Meetings, Nov 13, 1987, p.1
Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.20

CROEN, LAURENCE (AU)
Go with proven quality? (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
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CROEN, THOMAS
Violin maker T O Croen takes first, Jan 30, 1987, p.11

CROKE, DIANA
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

CROOKE, NANCY
N Crooke's thinking crimson (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.5
Mayor's last act, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Family proposed (for 2 Drake Rd), Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Family approved (for 2 Drake house), May 1, 1987, p.1
Eager to help (homeless family at 2 Drake), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Nancy Crooke's success story is American-made (photo) (cont p 13), Jul 31, 1987, p.6

CROKE, NANCY (AU)
Thoughts on saying goodbye to friends (edit), Aug 16, 1985, p.7
She wants deeds, not words (ltr), May 16, 1986, p.6

CROPESEY, DIANE
Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11

CROQUET
New champion: A Meer (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.2
Recreational opportunities (for senior citizens) (photo) (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.13
The winner and new champion: H Bartholomew (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.3

CROSBIE, WILLIAM
Crosbie on board of UCCC, Jun 14, 1985, p.16

CROSBY, Enoch
What's in a name?, Dec 31, 1986, p.1

CROSBY, NANCY (AU)
A SCS goose story (edit), Dec 24, 1987, p.7

CROSAN, AILEEN
(SCS Woman's Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10

CROSSWAY FIELD
Plan for new playing fields on Boulder Brook, Crossway proposed, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Village agrees to eliminate parking lot from Crossway plan, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Playing field bids come in high, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Land planner to give advice on Winston land, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
Contracts awarded for new fields, Aug 16, 1985, p.1
Update on Winston, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
Crossway update, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
Tree City, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
SEE ALSO BOULDER BROOK CROSSWAY FIELD PLAN

CROSSWORD PUZZLES
Local crossword puzzle whizzes reach finals in U S tournament, Aug 16, 1985, p.4
Crossword (whiz) kids (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.6

CROTON POINT LANDFILL
Neale heads panel to oversee closing of Croton Point landfill (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.5

CROUCH, RUTH
R T Crouch dies, Mar 6, 1987, p.14

CROUCH, WOODROW
Soaring high (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.5
Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
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CROUCH, WOODROW continued
   25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions; Oct 9, 1987, p.3
   Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
   Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
   Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1

CROUCH, WOODY
   A break for pedestrians (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.24

CROWDER, BARBARA
   New Adult School leaders named (photo; list), Feb 20, 1987, p.3

CROWDER, PERRY
   Their hands are quicker than the eye...sleight-ly (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.6

CROWLEY, BARBARA
   Board of Education elects B Cunningham president (photo; list), Jul 5, 1985, p.1

CROWLEY, CATHERINE
   St Agnes names resident C Crowley as development officer, Oct 31, 1985, p.2
   SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

CRUISE MISSILES
   SEE US-DEFENSE

CRUDDLER, BARBARA
   SEE ADULT SCHOOL LEADERS

CRUZ-ALDAHA, JULIO
   Master's degree can be a part-time pursuit (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.4

CRYSTAL, ALAN
   EMT grad A Crystal liking Senegal (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.11

CRYSTAL, LESTER
   L M Crystal to receive Northwestern award (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.14
   Fictional fire poses real-life dilemmas, May 3, 1985, p.1
   On politics and the media: L Crystal to speak at LWV luncheon (photo p 2), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
   Public television producer L Crystal assays medium's coverage of the (presidential) campaign, Jan 29, 1988, p.3

CSEA
   SEE LABOR UNIONS

CUB SCOUTS
   SEE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

CUCKRAS, CATHY
   Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

CUCOLLO, VIC
   Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6

CUDDY, WILLIAM
   Comprehensive moratorium now seems probable, Feb 27, 1987, p.1

CUDNER, DAVID
   Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

CUDNER, ELIJAH
   Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

CUDNER, ELIZABETH
   Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

CUDNER, JANE
   Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

CUDNER, JEREMIAH
   Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
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CUDNER, MAKIAH
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

CUDNER, PAMELA
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

CUDNER, REUBEN
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

CUDNER, RICHARD
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

CUDNER, SARAH
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

CUDNER-HYATT HOUSE
Cudner-Hyatt House 1974 and present (photo), Jan 4, 1985, p.5
Historical Society publishes booklet on Cudner-Hyatt House, Jan 4, 1985, p.5
Archeologists digging in as society launches Cudner-Hyatt restoration (photo), May 24, 1985, p.4
Historical Society launches Phase II of capital campaign, Jan 3, 1986, p.5
Historic buildings here to host architectural heritage celebration (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.3
Trustees seek changes at Heathcote corners, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Hyatt House restoration is under way (photo p 5; list), Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Irreplaceable legacy (edit), Dec 31, 1986, p.6
Prints from the past (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Restoration of Cudner-Hyatt House under way (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.12
Cudner-Hyatt House to open (photo) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.9
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
Change (in windows) still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year's historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition 1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

CUDNER-HYATT HOUSE-SCS
Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5
Historic house (Cudner-Hyatt House) reopens its doors (photo), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes Historical Society Dedicates (sic) Restored Cudner-Hyatt House (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.24

CUDNEY (FAMILY NAME)
SEE CUDNER (FAMILY NAME)

CUTHRA, GRACE
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

CULLEN, ROBERT
Checking it out (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.16
Police officers praised (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6

CULLIM, GRACE
S Cullom dies, Oct 2, 1987, p.16

CULTS
Rehabilitated or reprogrammed? (ltr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6

CULTURAL PROPERTY-EXHIBITIONS
Peeking at 'Pure Talent' (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.17

CULTURAL REVOLUTION (CHINA)
SEE CHINA-HISTORY-CULTURAL REVOLUTION, 1966-69

CUMINS, GERARD
Board rejects car rental request, Jun 21, 1985, p.2
Board of Appeals still undecided about legality of car rental here, Dec 20, 1985, p.4
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CUMMINGS, JAMIE
Young sculptor J Cummings wins contest, May 9, 1986, p.20

CUNNE, JANE CHILSON
Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY
Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Schools struggle to find insurance, Jul 5, 1985, p.1
New rules at SMHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Playing field costs put at $1.5 million, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Lower enrollment seen; board to study options, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Youth counselor L Kaplan plans to resign, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Sixth grades may return to junior high school, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Board's plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Board to revise gifts policy; establish AIDS guidelines, Dec 20, 1985, p.21
Parents speak out on student redistribution, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Redraw neighborhood (ltr), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
New plan sends all sixth graders to junior high, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Capital project advocated (ltr), Jan 31, 1986, p.6
New redistricting wrinkle has Edgewood up in arms, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
School Board candidates sought, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
No more secrets: parents' input on teachers' tenure no longer to be confidential, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Final school redistricting plan announced, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
PTA presses for street closing, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
School sues student for $5.5 million, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Greenacres residents argue pros, cons of closing (Huntington) Rd, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Board (of Education) aims at tax hike under 8%, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Village Club declines to fund Non-Partisan System, May 2, 1986, p.1
Board (of Ed) asks budget of $30 million, tax hike of 5.6%, May 9, 1986, p.1
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
Parents protest revised program for the disabled, May 23, 1986, p.1
School board seeks assistance in financing renovation of track, May 23, 1986, p.1
Plugging along: contracts with Teachers Assn, May 23, 1986, p.1
Panelists probe planning issues (list), May 30, 1986, p.1
Honor the living, too (edit), May 30, 1986, p.6
School, village plan to borrow, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Smashing victory for (school) budget, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Expert pilots in a storm (edit), Jun 20, 1986, p.6
Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
District bids Sobol hail and farewell, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
SCS bids Sobol fond farewell (photo; addl photo p 16), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1

CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY (AU)
School Board preparing for Budget, labor issues (photo) (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.19
Wrong claim (ltr), Oct 11, 1985, p.6
On schools' staffing (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
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CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY (AU) continued
Schools ranked high by state (Progress Edition; photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.23
Board's position on lawsuit (ltr), Apr 18, 1986, p.6
High quality, reasonable cost (ltr), May 9, 1986, p.6
Budget critic called in error (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
Centralized polling favored (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6
Centralized polling backed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

CUNNINGHAM, CHARLES
Residents discuss downtown area at Planning Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
Historical reflection: R Lederer named SCS Citizen of the Year (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.1
Winston proposal described, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Parking plan, vets' benefits debated; village approves two labor contracts, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Club debates Winston sale, vets, Feb 14, 1986, p.3
Test ban endorsed; higher (parking) fees opposed, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Sell more permits (edit), Jul 11, 1986, p.6
Drake-Edgewood favors plan to lease house to homeless (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6
Citizens debate preservation law, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Local Rotarians have mixed views on permitting women to join club, May 8, 1987, p.1
(Town) Club urges village to shelve Historic Preservation Law (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Women are coming (to Rotary Club), Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Chamber elects leadership (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.2

CUNNINGHAM, CHARLES (AU)
The parking problem: we are all culprits (ltr), Jul 11, 1986, p.6
Historic preservation law opposed (ltr), Mar 6, 1987, p.6

CUNNINGHAM, JACK
Villagers bid fond farewell to 'an institution', D Driscoll (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.6

CUOMO, ANDREW
Town (of GBH) will unveil plan for 100 (housing) units for homeless, Jan 8, 1988, p.10
Westchester Community College land earmarked for building transitional housing for homeless (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.11
Question of school for homeless fuels controversy over WCC plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.12
Stage set for HELP confrontation (cartoon), Feb 19, 1988, p.12

CUOMO, ANDY
A tale of two towns (SCS and GBH) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

CUOMO, MARIO
Superintendent reports on 'high school of excellence', Jun 28, 1985, p.11
Cuomo vetoes town-backed tax bill, signs other, Aug 9, 1985, p.11
Same old bad news: SCS, EHT state aid slashed, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Gov Cuomo appoints resident J Bernbach to council, Mar 7, 1986, p.2
E Graves appointed by Cuomo, Mar 28, 1986, p.3
P Curran appointed by governor (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.1
Cuomo flies over Town Hall, Aug 15, 1986, p.9
Too-liberal Democrats? (ltr), Sep 26, 1986, p.6
Cuomo reappoints resident D Shatz, Oct 10, 1986, p.4
Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Voters decide it's not time for a change (chart), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Governor appoints resident P A Duncanson, Nov 14, 1986, p.2
SCS faces 11% cut in aid, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
CUOMO, MARIO continued
Herold gets nod for State Supreme Court (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
Drug treatment resolution passes, Jun 25, 1987, p.3
New law safeguards Union Child day-care center, Aug 7, 1987, p.9
Sobol's inauguration slated for Oct 21 (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Sobol inaugurated (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Cuomo's annual (budget) cut, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
J Radley Herold nominated for County Court (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Birthday bash (for SCS Bicentennial), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
In support of governor's plan (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

CUOMO, MATILDA
R Rothstein cited for courage (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.5

CUPP, SHARON
Hundreds of kittens (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.5

CURCIO, ALEXIS
Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1

CURFEW
Board (of Ed) imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Edgewood curfew takes effect, Jul 17, 1987, p.3

CURRAN, ANITA (DR)
A Curran reelected Pres of WC Health Planning Coun, Jan 11, 1985, p.2
What to do when lightning strikes, Jun 29, 1985, p.2
Official offers summer tanning tips, Jul 5, 1985, p.3
County health commissioner offers healthy ideas for summer eating, Jul 26, 1985, p.2
Official warns about hypothermia, Nov 29, 1985, p.4
County opens hotline for toxic materials, Dec 13, 1985, p.17
SCS asked to cut down on flow of garbage, Jul 11, 1986, p.1
Doctor's advice on handling the heat, Aug 15, 1986, p.12
Smoke-free areas in restaurants, Sep 4, 1987, p.12

CURRAN, BARBARA
Historically speaking: Oldest house in SCS probably 1020 Post Rd (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.6
Citizens debate preservation law, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

CURRAN, BRENDAN
SHS graduate B Curran is a model coach (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.6
Models meet seniors for charity (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.18

CURRAN, CHARLES
Bank executive: C Curran (photo), May 22, 1987, p.4

CURRAN, JOANNA
Hail to the champions... (Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

CURRAN, JOSEPH
Pedestrian Safety Month observed (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.3

CURRAN, MAURICE
Developer Moundroukas sees victory in $7 million suits, Jan 18, 1985, p.15
Town officials' case against S Moundroukas looks doomed, Jan 8, 1988, p.9

CURRAN, MELISSA
Scouts teaching scouts (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.3

CURRAN, PATRICIA
After Supreme Court arguments, participants party, Feb 22, 1985, p.4
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CURRAN, PATRICIA continued
Supreme Court rules creche is permissible, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Scs creche returns (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.1

CURRAN, PAUL
P Curran appointed by governor (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.1

CURRAN, SEAN
Santa and crew visit IHM (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.8

CURRIER, KAREN
Students' views sought on ESL, Apr 11, 1986, p.11

CURRIER, NANCY
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
Teacher at Greensccres, N L Currier, found dead, Jun 6, 1986, p.1
School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1

CURRY, JACK
Local priest, Rev S Sandberg, teacher, S Taylor, to visit Nicaragua, Jul 24, 1987, p.5

CURRY, TARRA
Fairview/Greenburgh Community Center awards presented, Jan 22, 1988, p.12

CURTIN, TIMOTHY
Arts Fund surpasses 1985 target, Jul 26, 1985, p.2
Council for the Arts awards 26 decentralization grants (list), Feb 12, 1988, p.15

CURTIS, GABE (DR)
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

CURTIS, TARA
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

CYCLING
V Orisek wins cycling award (photo), Jan 4, 1985, p.20
On the road again: heading out by bike (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1985, p.4
Bikers: 'Don't tempt a crook' (litr), Sep 20, 1985, p.6
Take to the trails...Bicycle Touring (photo) (Summer Living Supp), May 16, 1986, p.17
The end of the road (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.9
Traveling in the fast lane (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.1
En route to victory: P Anderson (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.17
He's riding for Bike Aid (litr), Feb 27, 1987, p.6
Coming soon to the Bronx River Parkway (photo), May 1, 1987, p.5
Three (W Warnken, S Haller, A Beraman) pedal coast to coast for charity, Sep 4, 1987, p.1

CYCLING-ACCIDENTS
Eighth grader G Droukas in coma after bike accident, Nov 13, 1987, p.1

CYSTIC FIBROSIS FOUNDATION
They rallied against cystic fibrosis (photo; list), Dec 27, 1985, p.12
(Cystic Fibrosis) Foundation cites local volunteer S Merksamer, Mar 11, 1988, p.9

D'ADAMO, R RALEIGH
County Infobus to provide transit information to public, Nov 22, 1985, p.30

D'AGOSTINO, CHRISTOPHER
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

D'AGOSTINO, COREY
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

D'AGOSTINO, CRAIG
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

D'AGOSTINO, JOHN
(Westchester) Chamber (of Commerce) elects leaders for 1988, Dec 18, 1987, p.16
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D'AGOSTINO, NICHOLAS
Restauranteurs D'Agostino, Boser buy downtown property, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
A singing invitation (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Chase Landing (Restaurant) to be sold in $2.1M deal (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1

D'AGOSTINO, NICK
Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6

D'AGOSTINO, PAT
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

D'AMATO, ALFONSE
Support for D'Amato, Goetz (ltr), Feb 22, 1985, p.6
Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2
Catch 22 in Senator D'Amato's letter (ltr), Nov 15, 1985, p.6
Democrats to make choices in congressional, senate races, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
He's not for D'Amato (ltr), Oct 17, 1986, p.6
Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Voters decide it's not time for a change (chart), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Constitution praised (by M Breen) as 'a living document', Oct 9, 1987, p.5

D'AMATO, CINDY
Hi-yo Misty! (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.11

D'AMBOISE, JACQUES
China Digs dance spectacular will debut at EMT High (list), May 23, 1986, p.11

D'AMBROSIO, VINCENT
Hustlers can still rustle up a summer job (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.6

D'AMORE, JASON ZEMMEL-
See ZEMMEL-D'AMORE, JASON

D'AMORE, JUDITH
Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1

D'ANGELO, CAROL
Board of Education elects B Cunningham president (photo; list), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

D'APonte, Miriam (DR-AU)
A woman in search of Pirandello (edit), Mar 27, 1987, p.7

D'ARCANGELO, JAMES
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

D'OENCH, ELLEN
SCS lan (R F Sheehan III)'s photographs earn new acclaie 17 years after his death (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.22

D'OR, LESLIE
Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2

DABBISIO, DAVID
New 'broom' sweeps cleaner (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.5

DACHENHAUSEN, THEODORE
Winston case update, May 29, 1987, p.1
(Winston case) On the calendar, Aug 28, 1987, p.1
Early trial sought (in Winston v SCS), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Another delay (in Winston suit), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1

DACHENHAUSEN, THEODORE JR
No decisions yet in Winston suits, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Winston sale given green light—for now, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
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DACHENHAUSEN, THEODORE JR continued
Court orders delay of Winston land sale, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Appellate court scolds village for plan to sell Winston gift, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Winston suit headed to trial, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Winston trial put off, Jul 4, 1986, p.12

DADAKIS, GEORGE
Penn Central preparing new plan for downtown, Dec 31, 1986, p.1

DADARIAN, GEORGE
New bad news: village reduces assessment for 45 Popham, Jan 17, 1986, p.1

DAGEN, BARBARA
Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11

DAGOWITZ, GAIL
Drama Club debut (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.28

DAHLBERG, ARTHUR
Economist A Dahlberg publishes "How to Reduce Interest Rates and Poverty", Mar 1, 1985, p.10

DAHLKE, MARTIN
Clerk of the works: M Dahlke, Jul 31, 1987, p.1

DAIKOS, PETER
Election Tuesday for Nominating Committee (list), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
School board names Dr R Schleiter assistant superintendent, May 22, 1987, p.1

DAILY, LINDA
Local residents L Daily, J Macy in running for Volunteer of Year award, Mar 22, 1985, p.9
Nine without homes find shelter for a night in SCS church (photo, add photo p 19), Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Nine without homes: Village provides shelter for a weekend in SCS church (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Low-key celebration of Constitution planned for village, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
L Daily elected Junior League president, Aug 21, 1987, p.3

DAILY, LINDA (AU)
Thanks from Junior League (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6

DALEY, JOHN
A loving farewell (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6

DALLIS, DAVID
Ardley's refusal to accept cable changes raises issues, Dec 5, 1986, p.13

DALLIS, LYDIA
Ardley's refusal to accept cable changes raises issues, Dec 5, 1986, p.13

DALTON, AMANDA
Snisky Award goes to A Dalton, T McGuigan, M Mohr (list), Jun 19, 1987, p.10

DALTON, ANNE
Town asks state to tune out extra charge for VCR's, Dec 13, 1985, p.13
State rule on cable fee for VCR use is put off, Mar 14, 1986, p.11

DALTON, CAROL

DALTON, JACK
Eighty feet up (in Fire Dept's new Snorkel) (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.2
A moving farewell (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6

DALTON, JOHN
Fire breaks out in Garth Road apartment (photo), May 8, 1987, p.1
Twelve firefighters receive awards for excellence, Nov 27, 1987, p.4

DALTON, MAUDE
M B Dalton dies, Jan 4, 1985, p.10
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DALZELL, CLIFFORD
C 6 Dalzell dies, Jul 4, 1986, p.12

DAMIANO, RICHARD
Enforcement of water use restrictions begins, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
New look in patrol cars (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.3
Five years of safe walking (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.4

DAMM, HILLA
Spirit of giving thriving here, Dec 24, 1986, p.1

DAMORE, JASON ZEMMEL-
SEE ZEMMEL-DAMORE, JASON

DAMPF, PETER (AU)
Competitive balance missing (in EMT sports) (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

DAMSON, N BLAIR
SHS alumnus N B Daason named police detective in Vt, Sep 19, 1986, p.5

DANAR, DAVID
Injured Danar couple fighting to resume lives (photo p.8), Jul 12, 1985, p.1

DANAR, MIRIAM
Injured Danar couple fighting to resume lives (photo p.8), Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Injured Danar couple sues estate of driver, Aug 16, 1985, p.1

DANAR, MIRIAM (AU)
Danar Fund established (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6

DANAR, NAOMI
Woman's legs severed in tragic accident on Garth Rd (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.3
Injured Danar couple fighting to resume lives (photo p.8), Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Honors for police, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Danar Fund established (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6

DANAR, NAT
Woman's legs severed in tragic accident on Garth Rd (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.3
Injured Danar couple fighting to resume lives (photo p.8), Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Honors for police, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Injured Danar couple sues estate of driver, Aug 16, 1985, p.1
Danar Fund established (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6

DANAR, NATALIE
Injured Danar couple sues estate of driver, Aug 16, 1985, p.1

DANCE
SEE PERFORMING ARTS

DANCE SCHOOLS
C Shulaan joins staff of Steffi Nossen Dance School, Feb 22, 1985, p.2
Dance school is just a memory in Harwood Bldg (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.6
Steffi Nossen School names R Newton principal (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.4
A Dancer's first steps (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.22
Steffi Nossen Dance school entering 51st year (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.30
The Irish Fling (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.30
ONE, two three... (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.1
At Miss Covington's, ladies still wear white gloves (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.24
Nossen dance classes at five sites (photo) (Education 87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.4

DANCE-WHAT?
G Oswald behind world's largest dance collection (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.6

DANCING
Dancin' (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.10
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DANIEL, JOAN
United Way agency rebuilding America (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.12

DANIEL, WILBUR (REV)
United Way agency rebuilding America (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.12

DANIELS, BILL
Spirit of giving thriving here, Dec 24, 1986, p.1

DANIELS, HELEN
Extension program elects Scarsdalians, Feb 5, 1988, p.16

DANWITZ, WINIFRED (SISTER)
A gift for (S Iachetta's) teacher, Sister W Danwitz (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24

DANZIGER, HY
Stage lights will glow for seniors at Steinberg Center in EMT (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.9

DAR
SEE DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

DARCY, KEITH
Re-elected: M Soter (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.2

DARLINGTON, CAROLINE
At Phaedrus, the aim is 'educating the whole kid' (Part II) (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.11

DARLINGTON, CHARLES III
Lawyer C F Darlington pleads not guilty, Sep 19, 1986, p.11
No decision in (C F Darlington III) immigration case, Mar 20, 1987, p.11
Judge C Brieant convicts local attorney C F Darlington III, Jun 12, 1987, p.10
Lawyer C F Darlington III sentenced, Dec 11, 1987, p.15

DARLINGTON, ELIZABETH
Bizarre Bazaar benefits area homeless; Helping hands (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12

DARLINGTON, JANET
Nine without hoses find shelter for a night in SCS church (photo, addl photo p 19), Nov 28, 1986, p.1

DARNELL, GEORGE
Vietnam Memorial committee seeks to confirm names to be listed, Sep 4, 1987, p.16

DARONCO, RICHARD
A matter of justice (edit), Mar 28, 1986, p.6

DARROW, JOEL
(GSBH) Budget process begins, Feb 5, 1988, p.12

DARROW, RICHARD
Winston sons seek to block sale of land, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Desecration (of Winston property) opposed (ltr), Mar 28, 1986, p.6
Respect Mr Winston's wishes (ltr), Mar 28, 1986, p.6
Former mayor B Johnson defends village on Winston (edit), Apr 4, 1986, p.7

DASGUPTA, POORNIMA
Librarian M Abraam's efforts bring lunar specimen to Seely (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.11

DASKOS, JOHN
Taking exception (to noise regulations), Sep 13, 1985, p.1

DATA PROCESSING
SEE COMPUTERS

DATING (SOCIAL CUSTOMS)
Single in SCS: the social dilemma (Part II), Aug 28, 1987, p.6

DATTARO, GUIDO
More money for managers, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
BAR approves restaurant, Mar 14, 1986, p.3
(Building) Inspector shortage, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
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DATTARD, GUIDO continued
Praise for building department (ltr), Aug 7, 1987, p.6
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
History, education remain focus of local NSDAR chapter (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.34
Dr W B Ewald Jr, Eisenhower scholar, to speak at DAR meeting, Feb 22, 1985, p.9
DAR names winners of essay contest (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.25
DAR at African cemetery dedication (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.8
A day for stars and stripes (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.5
Correction: names switched in Jul 19 photo, Jul 26, 1985, p.2
DAR at VA Hospital (photo), Sep 6, 1985, p.8
Harvey Birch Chapter (DAR) follows motto: 'Duty, Honor, Country' (Progress Edition; photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.39
Mrs. R Beckwith presents NSDAR Award of Merit to M Glendon (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.4
DAR elects Mrs W R Glendon regent (list), May 23, 1986, p.9
Angier Biddle Duke to accept DAR award; will address group (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.9
Celebrating the DAR's centennial (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.8
DAR chapter is keeping up 60 years of good work (list) (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.16
Local student S Golio wins state prize (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.9
Champion essayists (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.2

DAWSON, ANN
There's trouble at home for SCS'native sport (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.5

DAVID (MRS MANUEL)
Greenville Community Church appoints Mrs M David new director of Christian education, Sep 6, 1985, p.16

DAVID, ARIANA
Costumed paraders vie for prizes (photo; list), Oct 31, 1985, p.5

DAVID, CAROL
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

DAVID, FLORENCE
United Way goes over 90% of goal, Jan 25, 1985, p.5
United Way dinner fetes leaders (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.2
Psychiatry group honors Florence David, Aug 7, 1987, p.2
At 100, United Way sets highest goal ever (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.2

DAVID, KERRY BEN-
SEE BEN-DAVID, KERRY

DAVID, MICHAEL
Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendent, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
Teachers get 6.5X increase, Sep 12, 1986, p.13

DAVID, MICHAEL (DR)
(EMT) Board (of Ed) pares budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10
Stress, self-esteem are topics of GOALS meeting, Dec 11, 1987, p.14

DAVID, MILES
M David appointed pres of Amer Values Cntr (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.2
UA Columbia urges franchise extension, promises subscribers 77 channels, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Programming to start Sunday on village's cable channel (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.5
Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

DAVID, MORTON
Ardsley's refusal to accept cable changes raises issues, Dec 5, 1986, p.13

DAVID, ZACHARY
Costumed paraders vie for prizes (photo; list), Oct 31, 1985, p.5
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DAVID, ZACHARY continued
Hail to the champions... (Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

DAVIDSON, EMIL
Club votes change in Unit Meetings, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Doing good through good business (edit), Jun 13, 1986, p.7

DAVIDSON, GARY
New store on Post Road (GMC Restaurant Equipment and Supply Co) offers restaurant quality equipment, Apr 17, 1987, p.4

DAVIDSON, ROBERT
Oil company sues GOPC, supplier, Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Robison offers to drop suit, Jul 5, 1985, p.1
Agreement near in battle over oil customers, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Robison, GOPC still at loggerheads, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Oil truce, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Oil wars, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Oil war over?, May 2, 1986, p.1

DAVIDSON, SOPHIE
Ready to move on and start anew (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.22

DAVIDSON, VICKI
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

DAVILA, TITO
Boy electrocuted in accident here, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Woman J Snowdon killed by train here (photo p 4), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Train fire ties up commuters, traffic (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.1

DAVIS PARK
Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

DAVIS, ALBERT
Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

DAVIS, ALEXANDER JACKSON
Sleepy Hollow Restorations renamed Historic Hudson, Oct 30, 1987, p.2

DAVIS, CHRIS
Japan trip fosters firsthand knowledge of Asian culture (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.9

DAVIS, CHRISTIN
Really in the swing (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.14

DAVIS, JOHNNIE
Kudos to cops A Filancia, G Greenbaum, T Carroll, Dec 31, 1987, p.1

DAVIS, KRISTIN
Having a Colonial Christmas (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.3

DAVIS, LARRY
STA contract would raise base pay by 20%, Jun 19, 1987, p.1

DAVIS, LINDA
Historic buildings here to host architectural heritage celebration (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.3
A taste for history (photo; list), May 9, 1986, p.1

DAVIS, MARGARET (AU)
Nursery school comes to Home Bay (edit), Nov 14, 1986, p.7

DAVIS, MAURICE (RABBI)
Rehabilitated or reprogrammed? (ltr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6
With affectionate humor, friends honor Hofheiner at bowl dinner (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.5

DAVIS, RICH (DR)
High-powered chefs (photo), May 24, 1985, p.2

DAVIS, STEVEN
GOP to hear Slotnick (Republican Town Committee elects leaders), Oct 9, 1987, p.5
DAVIS, SUE
(EMT) School board approves 6.9-percent tax hike (list), Apr 10, 1987, p.11

DAVIS, SUSAN
Tuthill to leave district; new business head named (photo), May 30, 1986, p.11

DAVIS, WILLIAM (DR)
Council leaders nominated for '85-'86 (list), Mar 8, 1985, p.10
Voters approve public forum for School Board candidates, Apr 26, 1985, p.15
D Siskind awarded Silver Box (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.15
Civic groups leading opposition to new access onto Fort Hill Road, May 10, 1985, p.11
Man waits for ZBA to dish out a decision, Aug 2, 1985, p.11
Maslow resigns from School Board, Aug 16, 1985, p.9
Central Ave focus of Greenville Com Coun meeting, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
Residents want boarder patrol, Sep 27, 1985, p.11
S Dvorkin is endorsed by the nominating committee (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.11
Draft policy on residence is subject of board meeting, Oct 11, 1985, p.11
Co-op gains council support for its bid to reclaim land, Oct 11, 1985, p.11
Dish likely to get ok (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Board again looks at policy on residence, Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Council concerned about unfinished construction, Dec 6, 1985, p.13
New law regulates roomers, boarders, Jan 24, 1986, p.11
ZBA denies request for dish, Jan 31, 1986, p.11
GCC approves proposed nominating changes, Feb 7, 1986, p.11
Vote on nominating proposal is put off, Mar 7, 1986, p.11
Three nominated to EMT school board, Mar 21, 1986, p.11
Apartment decision postponed, Mar 29, 1986, p.11
Susan Bloom is honored by Greenville Com Coun (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.12
Commissioners order audit, Oct 3, 1986, p.11
ZBA says leaser may stay, Dec 24, 1986, p.9
Dr W Davis to run for (EMT) board (of education), Jan 9, 1987, p.11
Bloom again is picked for (EMT) SBNC, Jan 23, 1987, p.11
(EMT School Board Nominating) Committee receives 2 nominations: J Feldman, Dr W Davis (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.11
No new nominees for school board candidacy, Feb 13, 1987, p.11
Few nominating system changes (list), Mar 6, 1987, p.11
Feldman and Davis are endorsed (for EMT School Board Nominating Committee), Mar 20, 1987, p.11
Candidates forum called for lack of interest, Apr 17, 1987, p.11
Community servant P Hinsey honored (photo), May 8, 1987, p.11
(EMT school) Budget passes; two elected, May 8, 1987, p.11
(EMT) Board (of Ed) looks at EHS conduct code, Aug 14, 1987, p.9

DAVIS, WILLIAM JR
WJ Davis Jr dies, Dec 18, 1987, p.26

DAWINS, CEDRIC
Raiders lose in bowl; end season at 8-1 (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.1

DAWSON, JOHN
Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

DAWSON, ROBERT
Winston seeking federal aid in battle over land, Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Village's response, Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Letter to Moynihan, Aug 1, 1986, p.1

DAY CAMP
SEE CAMPS AND CAMPING
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

DAY CARE CENTERS

SCS National Bank salutes Child Care Assn of Scs (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.22
Albany grants EMT district the right to pick superintendent, May 17, 1985, p.11
Local woman K Hirsch re-elected pres of Parents Place, Jul 5, 1985, p.8
County will monitor day care operations (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.25
Planners say rules needed before day care can be offered in homes, Nov 22, 1985, p.11

SEE ALSO EHT CHILDREN'S CENTER, CHILD CARE ASSN OF SCS, PLAYORENA, MOTHER AND CHILD CENTER, JEWISH CHILD CARE ASSN (NEW YORK, NY)

DAY CARE CENTERS—LAWS AND LEGISLATION

New law safeguards Union Child day-care center, Aug 7, 1987, p.9

DAY, GENE

Emergency workers called heroes (ltr), Oct 4, 1985, p.6

DAY, HAROLD

H F Day dies, Mar 14, 1986, p.15

DAYTON, CYNTHIA

Gallopers, dashers, egg-tossers win Greenacres ribbons (photo; list), Jul 10, 1987, p.2

DE ANGELIS, JOHN

New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1

DE ANGELIS, MARIA

Art gallery in an SHS kitchen (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.18

DE BARROS, MRS FREDERICK

SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

DE BELLIS, LOUIS

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

DE BELLIS, LUCILLE

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

DE CARO, ROBERT

New contract for fire officers is okayed, Jul 17, 1987, p.9

DE KARPLUS, ELENA (AU)

Health consumers can help (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
Violence is unacceptable (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
She's taking EMT memories with her (edit), Aug 23, 1985, p.7

DE LIMA, EDWARD

Historically speaking: SCS's monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2

DE RAFFELE, FRANK

Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10

DE SANTIS, ELLEN

Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

DE YAURE, THEODORE

And then there was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.9
T J De Yaure dies, Aug 21, 1987, p.8

DEA

SEE US FEDERAL DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION

DEAK, NICHOLAS

Deak remembered as loyal friend, and fitness buff (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1
Nicholas Deak (edit), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
Tribute to Nick Deak (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
Walking with Abe, Nick and Ralph (edit), Dec 24, 1986, p.7

DEAK, ROBIN

Trustees set limits on land coverage, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
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DEAN FIELD
Board reveals details of what the bonds would buy, Sep 19, 1986, p.1

DEAN, MARY
Historically speaking: Additional monuments in SCS (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

DEAN, THOMAS
Historically speaking: Additional monuments in SCS (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
Vietnam Memorial committee seeks to confirm names to be listed, Sep 4, 1987, p.16

DEAN, WILLARD
Bill Dean dies at 87; called 'Mr Scarsdale' (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Remembering Bill Dean (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.6
SCS days with the Deans (edit), Feb 28, 1986, p.7
Historically speaking: Additional monuments in SCS (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

DEANE, ELIZABETH
E F Deane dies, Sep 19, 1986, p.14

DEANGELIS, ARTHUR
Meeting on affordable housing, May 15, 1987, p.11

DEANGELIS, MARIA
Student service, Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Board of Education’s defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

DEANGELIS, MARTIN (DR)
Four join nature center board (list), Jan 21, 1986, p.11

DEAS, HAROLD
Grandpa, can you still fit in your uniform? (edit), May 29, 1987, p.7

DEATH PENALTY
SEE CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

DEATHS
K Rosenberg’s mysterious death leaves unfillable void, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
K Rosenberg remembered (ltr), Jan 4, 1985, p.6
K Rosenberg’s death caused by virus, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Woman’s legs severed in tragic accident on Garth Rd (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.3
Dead man identified as SCS resident P Cornell, Sep 6, 1985, p.4
Legally dead (Rowers, who disappeared in 1980), Oct 18, 1985, p.1
Boy electrocuted in accident here, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Teenager R Van den Sype dies from sniffing chloroform, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
SCS lawyer P E Yaeger killed in crash, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Communion of grief (edit), Jan 31, 1986, p.6
To a student dying young (photo; edit), Jan 31, 1986, p.7
SHS graduate B Smithline dead of leukemia at 20 (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Local man A Amin killed in auto accident (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.1
J Shafer dies from heart attack, Apr 18, 1986, p.10
A family’s gratitude (ltr), Jun 27, 1986, p.6
Remember Kenny (ltr), Jun 27, 1986, p.6
EHS student T Creel dies after crash, Sep 5, 1986, p.12
SCS copes with snowy week, Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Resident R C Landi found dead, Feb 6, 1987, p.11
Man, M Amaro, killed in crash on Central, Jun 12, 1987, p.10
SHS graduate W Safian slain in San Francisco (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
SCS man D Honigsberg dies in apartment fire, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
Grim work (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.9
EHS student D Prisco Jr dies in accident, Aug 21, 1987, p.9
DEATHS continued

SCS man J S Blitzer killed in crash (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Six-year-old L Bedin killed by school bus, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Driver P J Flanagan killed on Post Road, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
G Droukas dies after bike accident, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Woman, B Bruckner, dies in crash, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Disarrayed by coverage (of B Bruckner traffic fatality) (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Bus death (of A Jones) spurs vigilance, Feb 12, 1988, p.10
Despite rescue effort, A Shefts succumbs to heart attack, Feb 26, 1988, p.4
Fatal loophole (in smoke detector laws), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Counterman at deli J Greenbaum fatally stricken, Mar 11, 1988, p.3
SEE ALSO OBITUARIES

DEBACHER, DOROTHY
Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1

DEBENEDECTIS, J
BAR gives approval to three new homes, Nov 21, 1986, p.2

DEBREE, BEATRICE
B M Debree dies, Nov 13, 1987, p.20

DECAMINADA, JOSEPH
Underwriters society appoints SCS man J P Decaminada (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.4
Insurance executive J P Decaminada to new post (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.2

DECARLO, JEAN
SCS's business leaders (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.8
Same day, new place, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
Chamber elects leadership (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.2

DECIUTIIS, KERRY
A season of giving (at Children's Corner Nursery School) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.5

DECKER, DORIS
D C Decker dies, Jan 21, 1986, p.10

DECKS
SEE PATIOS, DECKS, ETC

DECORATIVE ART
SEE ART, DECORATIVE

DEE, JOHN
Town, police settle; PBA head unhappy, Feb 7, 1986, p.10

DEESSO, ANTHONY
A DeEsso dies, Mar 11, 1988, p.18

DEFENDI, CHRISTEL
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

DEFEYO, RALPH
R A Defeyo dies, Mar 4, 1988, p.14

DEGROOT, ADRIAN
The first (Advent) candle (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.20

DEGROOT, BARBARA
The first (Advent) candle (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.20

DEGROOT, DANA
The first (Advent) candle (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.20
Mass production (Junior high students make model cars for homeless children) (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.24

DEGROOT, PAUL
The first (Advent) candle (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.20
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DEITSCH, KATHARINE
   K Deitsch dies, Mar 11, 1988, p.18

DEJANIKUS, CAROLYN
   Edna Scott, library benefactor, dead at 93, May 23, 1986, p.1

DEKORNFIELD, GEORGE
   (Westchester) Chamber of Commerce elects leaders for 1988, Dec 19, 1987, p.16

DEKOVEN, NANCY
   Board's plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1

DEKOVEN, NANCY (AU)
   Youth project praised (litr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6

DEL CARPINI, JOHN
   400 hot meals a day flow from Town Park to seniors, Apr 17, 1987, p.11

DEL GATTO, ROBERT
   Bank officer R M Del Gatto is promoted, Jan 16, 1987, p.4

DEL GRAND, JOSEPH
   Fire chief A Zaffino picks deputy, Jun 28, 1985, p.10

DEL GRANDE, JOSEPH
   Jingles and friends (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.11

DEL HAGRO, MARY
   Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
   Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

DEL VECCHIO, GLORIA
   Elementary math instruction subject of report to Board of Education, Jan 18, 1985, p.3

DELALLA, RALPH
   R DeLalla dies, Feb 5, 1988, p.16

DELANCEY, ANNE
   Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Popham House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5

DELANCEY, JAMES
   Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Popham House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5

DELANCEY, JOHN
   Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6

DELANEY, DEBBIE
   Home-baked, hand-decorated (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.3

DELANEY, ED
   Stage lights will glow for seniors at Steinberg Center in EMT (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.9

DELANEY, GEORGE
   Marymount Trustee: G Delaney, Sep 6, 1985, p.15

DELANEY, JAY
   Pool opens tomorrow morning (photo), May 22, 1987, p.3

DELANEY, MALCOM
   Eastchester Savings Bank makes changes at the top (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.43
   Bank chief: M J Delaney (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.2

DELANEY, MARY
   Stage lights will glow for seniors at Steinberg Center in EMT (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.9

DELANEY, PETER
   Too much for tourism? (litr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6

DELAMOY, JOANNE
   Controversy (with White Plains) denied, Aug 30, 1985, p.1

DELAROCHA, ALICIA
   After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
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DELAZZERO, GIACOMO
   SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

DELAZZERO, VINCENT

DELBELLO, ALFRED
   Garbage tax rate soars, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
   SCS arts supporter seeking to have Holocaust memorial built, Jul 11, 1986, p.1
   Former ad man L Greenwood uses his skills to help aging (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.6

DELBELLO, DELORES
   (Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

DELGADILLO, SERGIO
   Next stop Bolivia (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.2

DELGAUDIO, JOSEPH (DR)
   Local Rotarians have mixed views on permitting women to join club, May 8, 1987, p.1

DELGUERCIO, BOB
   Let the good times roll (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.2

DELGUERCIO, ED
   Tina comes to SCS (sort of) (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.3

DELCATISETTIENS
   SEE RETAIL STORES

DELIGTISCH, SARA
   Tuttle's Shuttle catching on (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.3

DELIMA PARK
   Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

DELIMA PARK-SCS
   Chase Park project, Aug 7, 1987, p.1

DELIMA, EDWIN
   Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

DELL, ALEX
   SHS graduate A Dell going to referee school (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.15

DELONG, FRANKIE
   Winter retreat (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.14

DELORENZO, KATE
   A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

DELPH, PAM
   Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

DELPH, PATRICIA
   School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
   High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

DEVECCHIO, ALFRED
   Border talks: Farley Rd-White Plains border beautification, Aug 30, 1985, p.1

DELVID, MARK
   Woodlands (High School) athletes give anti-drug talk (to fourth through eighth graders), Jan 15, 1988, p.11

DEMAR, FANNY
   A child's Chanukah in SCS: cookies, candles and potato pancakes (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.5

DEMARCO, JOHN
   Hochberg appeals court ruling for GOP candidate, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
   Hochberg wins one in court, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
   Hochberg wins battle of ballot, Aug 30, 1985, p.1
   County budget passed, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
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DEMARCO, JOHN continued
   Incumbent legislators are all victorious, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

DEMB, HOWARD (DR)
   Give students a chance (ltr), Sep 20, 1985, p.6
   Town-gown conflict perceived (ltr), Apr 18, 1986, p.6

DEMB, HOWARD (DR-AU)
   Law and order at SMS (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
   A place to have fun (ltr), Aug 15, 1986, p.6

DEMBROW, IRA
   Council concerned about unfinished construction, Dec 6, 1985, p.13
   Vote on nominating proposal is put off, Mar 7, 1986, p.11
   Bloom again is picked for (EMT) SBNC, Jan 23, 1987, p.11

DEMBROW, JUDY
   New faces (on EMT teaching staff) (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.11

DEMBY, JOEL
   Fox Meadow elects leaders, Jun 12, 1987, p.4

DEMCUK, TAMARA
   Early to bed, early to swim makes these folks healthy, fitter and thin (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.1

DEMERJIAN, HARRY (AU)
   Exit onto Crossway? (ltr), Jul 12, 1985, p.6

DEMETRIADES, CHRIS
   Plea to a builder (re 10 Cooper Rd) (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
   Board okays path on Griffin, Apr 3, 1987, p.5
   Three new houses get BAR's approval (one is first plantation-style house), Apr 24, 1987, p.2
   School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
   Dispute over house on Cooper continues; could go to court, Oct 2, 1987, p.3
   Builder C Demetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
   Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
   House plans draw BAR disfavor, Mar 18, 1988, p.3
   Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3

DEMETRIADES, CHRISTOPHER
   Demolition of house protested in vain, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
   BAR questions school district's plan to illuminate new track (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1

DEMITRIEUS, VANESSA
   Old Glory waves again (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.3

DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE-6BH (AU)
   Tribute to Peggy Bell (ltr), Feb 13, 1987, p.6

DEMOCRATIC PARTY
   In Dei, Rep party caucuses, citizens party candidates urged to take positions on local issues, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
   Democrats look back at eventful year (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.36
   Ashamed of Democrats (ltr), May 31, 1985, p.6
   Amodio fighting for GOP line, Aug 2, 1985, p.1
   Ready for the grand campaign (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.11
   Democratic caucus, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
   Parties caucus, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
   Democrats back nuclear freeze (Progress Edition; list), Jan 31, 1986, p.26
   Democratic dissent, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
   Democrats to honor E Korzenik and S Szabad, May 2, 1986, p.2
   Democratic self-destruction (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6
   Flynn quits Senate; Democrats scramble (list), May 30, 1986, p.10
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DEMOCRATIC PARTY  continued

State Democrats pick SCS High graduate J S Dyson (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
Democrats may select McDonald, Jun 6, 1986, p.11
Party mixes politics with show business (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.1
Primary battle heating up (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.1
Chairman says issues are news (ltr), Aug 29, 1986, p.6
Local parties file reports, Aug 29, 1986, p.9
Democrats to make choices in congressional, senate races, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
Abzug, Green nominated despite SCS voters (photo; chart p 20), Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Conservative takeover fails in GBH's primary test, Sep 12, 1986, p.12
Too-liberal Democrats? (ltr), Sep 26, 1986, p.6
Democratic leader proud (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
Party caucuses, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Party caucuses, Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Local Democrats vow support for progressive candidates (list) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.2
Democrats choose former residents, C and B Rowe, Feb 13, 1987, p.2
Five (D Wallach, L Levin, J Padawer, J Cohen, R Goldin) join Democratic Committee, Feb 27, 1987, p.2
Big night for SCS Democrats (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.4
Parties pick judges who never preside, Jun 12, 1987, p.1
J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for room on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Congressional candidates H Fish, D Mehiel, N Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

DEMOCRATIC PARTY-SCS

Parties prepare (for 1988 presidential campaign), Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Congressional hopefuls to address Democrats, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

DEMOCRATIC PARTY-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Homeless crisis topic at hearing on (county) budget, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
P H Chrystal Jr to challenge Burrows (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Pressing the flesh: P Simon (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.3

DEMONSTRATIONS

SCS students protest weapons tests (photo; list), Mar 20, 1987, p.2

DEMONSTRATIONS-WASH, DC

Washington—the place to be (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6

DEMOPOULOS, BYRON

Mower with a message (photo), May 29, 1987, p.3

DEMOPOULOS, HARRY (DR)

Mower with a message (photo), May 29, 1987, p.3

DEMOPOULOS, RITA (DR)

Mower with a message (photo), May 29, 1987, p.3

DEMOPOULOS, THOMAS

Mower with a message (photo), May 29, 1987, p.3

DEMPSEY, PATRICIA

Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 29, 1987, p.3

DEMPSEY, VINCENT (DR)

School board seeks solution to overcrowding at Edgewood, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Edgewood 6th grade may go to junior high, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
New rules at SJS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
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DEMPSEY, VINCENT (DR) continued

Edgewood bids goodbye to friend, J Strati, Oct 10, 1986, p.16
Board of Ed imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
PT Council plans new program (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
How fit are SCS kids? New program may give an answer, Sep 4, 1987, p.1
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

DENATALE, REGINA

District's clerical staff to get a 6.4 percent hike, Aug 15, 1986, p.9
Budget process (for EHT Bd of Ed) already underway, Oct 16, 1987, p.11

DENNIS, BRUCE (DR)

Parents, students, faculty debate open campus policy, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
SHS open campus may get less so, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Acclaim for Dr Dennis, May 10, 1985, p.14
Educational underground probed, May 24, 1985, p.1
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
They're appreciated (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.1
It's graduation day for SCS seniors, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
L Norwood to continue jumping in college (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.14
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Top SAT scores, Nov 8, 1985, p.1
New rules stir protest at SHS, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Readers' views on SHS protest (ltr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6
SCS CAR scores high, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Talking at SHS, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Faculty support for Dr Dennis (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
Growing parental concern seen over teen drug use, Jan 31, 1986, p.4
New task force on grading convened, Feb 7, 1986, p.1
Police make drug arrest at SCS High School, Feb 21, 1986, p.3
Something positive at SHS (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
Teen drug use seen as everyone's problem, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Another drug arrest at SHS, Mar 7, 1986, p.3
Praise for Dr Dennis (ltr), Mar 7, 1986, p.6
Decisive leadership at SHS (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6
Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A, Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Sweater to lead board (photo p 6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Best in Westchester, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
He means it: Athletes pledge to abstain from drugs, alcohol, tobacco, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Youth counselors advise parents on dealing effectively with teenagers, Nov 7, 1986, p.3
Changes in store for 6th graders at junior high, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6
Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8%, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
Good decision (granting Dr B Dennis tenure) (edit), May 22, 1987, p.6
SCS bids Sobol fond farewell (photo; addl photo p 16), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Principal Dr B Dennis gives preview of what's to come at SHS, Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Student service, Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Video Yearbook (SHS in cable video), Jun 19, 1987, p.1
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DENNIS, BRUCE (DR) continued
  Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
  The SCS High School graduating class of 1987 (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.10
  PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 26, 1987, p.3
  B under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
  Like old times for the Class of '32 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2
  Signifer inducts 76 (list), Oct 30, 1987, p.15
  (SHS SAT scores) Back on top, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
  Dennis to leave SCS for Long Island superintendent (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
  What we got (in Dr B Dennis: exceptional principal) (edit), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
  School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibsman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
  As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1

DENSITY INCENTIVES
  Portman proposal recommends emphasis on housing downtown (ap), Dec 4, 1987, p.1

DENTISTRY
  Fear of dental fear itself (edit), Nov 7, 1986, p.7

DENTISTS
  Dentist Dr G Kirschner gets award, Oct 18, 1985, p.4
  SCS dentist Dr G P Seinfeld offers program for dental phobics, Jul 4, 1986, p.13
  Dentist S F Goodman heads academy (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.11
   Dentist G P Orentlicher joins St Agnes staff, Dec 19, 1986, p.10
  Up from Sablow's basement comes trash can art (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.6

DEPASO, FRED
  Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6

DEPIERRO, JAY
  Gifts for patients drive on, Nov 28, 1986, p.8

DEPOT PLACE
  Apartments proposed for downtown, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
  The Divney proposal (edit), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
  Builders, buyers, tenants all eyeing station area sites, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
  Downtown project priced at $3.8 billion, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
  Hearing Monday on downtown (illus), Dec 5, 1986, p.1
  Downtown plan draws critical comment, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
  Public hearing set on Divney proposal (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.1

DEPOT PLACE PROPERTY
  Downtown zoning revisions ahead, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
  D Portman unveils revised zoning for downtown (aap p 16), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

DEPOT PLAZA PARK
  Scoutmaster B Lilly appreciated (ltr), Jul 5, 1985, p.6

DEPRESSION
  Ye gods, it's that time of year (edit), Dec 20, 1985, p.7

DEPT OF PUBLIC WORKS-SCS
  SEE PUBLIC WORKS ADMIN-SCS

DEPT OF PUBLIC WORKS-SCS
  No parking (on SCS Ave for repaving), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
  Weekly leaf pickups, Oct 9, 1987, p.1
  Dump trucks go on the block (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.4
  SEE ALSO PUBLIC WORKS ADMIN-SCS

DERAFFLE, FRANK
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24
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DERIGHT, MARILYN
  PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

DERMATOLOGISTS
  Dermatologist Dr R S Marins delivers paper, Jun 19, 1987, p.13

DERNER, JOSEPH
  J Dermer dies, Apr 4, 1986, p.16

DERUBEIS, ANTHONY
  Santa and crew visit IHM (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.8

DERWIN, DAN
  Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
  Art gallery in an SHS kitchen (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.18

DESA, CAY
  Because of redistricting, four (B Hudgins, R Golden, L Mercein, J Steger) must resign from SBNC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3

DESA, ED
  White Hat Award winner (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.2
  White Hat awardee: J Dryer (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.2

DESA, NANCY
  23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

DESANTIS, ARTHUR
  A DeSantis dies, May 30, 1986, p.19

DESHAMS, MATTHEW
  Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

DESHAMS, THERESA
  District gets high marks, Dec 13, 1985, p.13

DESEA, STEPHEN
  The end of the road (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.9

DESIGNERS
  N Crooke's thinking crimson (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.5
  Nancy Crooke's success story is American-made (photo) (cont p 13), Jul 31, 1987, p.6

DESIMONE, LINA
  Ardsley Road to get curbing, Dec 11, 1987, p.14

DESIMONE, LINDA
  Longview residents (of EMT) oppose kitchen request, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

DESIMONE, STELLA
  Reid & Herrmann names J P Kaplan, S DeSimone associates (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.8

DESMOND, PAUL
  Credit belongs to Desmond (ltr), Nov 8, 1985, p.6

DESDE, CAROL
  Role reversal (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.17
  8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

DETNER, JIMMY
  Of Thee I Sing (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.22

DEUKNEJIAN, GEORGE
  Past cannot be forgotten (ltr), Jun 7, 1986, p.6

DEUTSCH, ABE
  Big day at Big Top (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.24

DEUTSCH, LAURENCE
  Question of school for homeless fuels controversy over WCC plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.12

DEUTSCH, LISA
  An office for New Orchestra of Westchester (photo), May 24, 1985, p.16
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DEUTSCH, LISA continued
- (SHS) Debate team elects officers, Mar 18, 1988, p.15
- Private reply suggested (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6

DEUTSCH, THOMAS (AU)
- SEE LAND DEVELOPERS

DEVELOPERS
- SEE LAND DEVELOPERS

DEVELOPING CAPABLE YOUNG PEOPLE SERIES-EMT
- 'Underparenting' topic (of G Cohen), Jan 23, 1987, p.11
- Fairs that were lots better than fair (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.10
- Developing capable young people remains school district goal, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

DEVERE, DENNIS
- Bank hires local man D Devere to be executive VP (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.2

DEVERS, CHARLOTTE
- Archaeology enthusiasts salute the Adult School (edit), Nov 29, 1985, p.7

DEVITO, DOMINICK
- Battle continues to preserve windows, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
- Defying odds, Matthew Murphy scores a victory (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.6

DEVITO, MARTHA
- Raidens, 8-0, head for bowl (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1
- Raidens lose in bowl; end season at 8-1 (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.1

DEWEY, ROBERT
- R Dewey dies, May 24, 1985, p.18

DEWHURST, COLLEEN
- Civil Liberties Union honors Est woman T Kornbluh, May 10, 1985, p.10
- C Dewhurst cited Woman of the year, Jan 17, 1986, p.10
- Director of 'Reds' W Beatty joins Green team (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.4

DIAFERIA, JOSEPH
- Carsky, Hochberg to seek reelection to County Board, May 29, 1987, p.11
- Carsky, Diaferia vie for 17th District county legislative seat (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.11
- Incumbent legislators are all victorious, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

DIAMOND, ALMA
- A Diamond dies, May 3, 1985, p.22

DIAMOND, SUSAN
- Educational underground probed, May 24, 1985, p.1
- Board of Education aims at tax hike under 8%, Apr 18, 1986, p.1

DIAMOND, SUSAN (AU)
- In divorce, the school can be supportive (edit), Oct 10, 1986, p.7

DIBART, JOSEPH
- Board appoints teacher for district's gifted students, Feb 28, 1986, p.9

DIBBLE, EARL
- The Dibbles: 50 years of runaway curiosity tapped (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.6

DIBBLE, ELOISE
- The Dibbles: 50 years of runaway curiosity tapped (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.6
- Peeking at 'Pure Talent' (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.17

DICINTO, DOROTHY
- New citizens (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.3
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DICTINTO, DOROTHY continued
   YWCA elects M Gonzalez, Nov 7, 1986, p.9

DICKEL ROAD PROPERTY
   Multi-home plans presented to village, Apr 5, 1985, p.1

DICKENSON, A E
   Project on Post: Road to be resurfaced, Mar 29, 1985, p.1

DICKENSON, LESLIE
   Back from the dead (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.3

DICKINSON, CHARLES
   Art show winners (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.3
   Two different art groups (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6

DICKINSON, CHUCK
   Local agencies Ed Yeaker Associates, Inc and C Dickinson join forces, Dec 13, 1985, p.2

DICKINSON, KAREN
   Pedestrian Safety Month observed (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.3

DIDATO, SAL
   Giving thanks by giving service (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.3

DIDONENICO, CEIL
   Do something for the homeless? Sure, but not in my backyard!, Feb 27, 1987, p.9

DIEPGEN, EBERHARD
   E and C Petschek meet with E Diepgen, Mayor of West Berlin, Nov 15, 1985, p.20

DIET
   County health commissioner offers healthy ideas for summer eating, Jul 26, 1985, p.2

DIETZ, DONALD III
   Bank executive: D E Dietz III (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.2

DIETZ, DONNY
   Hail to the champions... (Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11), Mar 11, 1986, p.2

DIFILIPPO, ROCHELLE
   Advisory committee reports on changes for the gifted, Sep 27, 1985, p.11
   Committee to review math in K-6, Feb 14, 1986, p.11

DIFIORE, ORAZIO
   O DiFiore dies, Jan 9, 1987, p.16

DIFRANCESCO,
   Twelve firefighters receive awards for excellence, Nov 27, 1987, p.4

DIFRANCESCO, LOUIS (AU)
   Firefighters appreciative (ltr), Feb 27, 1987, p.6
   Firemen: How did you (A O'Rourke) miss us? (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6

DIERDICH, PETER

DIMACOCO, ROBERT
   Decorated firefighter R DiMacoco retires, Mar 22, 1985, p.2
   Most honored firefighter R DiMacoco (photo), May 17, 1985, p.5

DICKMAN, SUMRU
   Three (S Dickman, D Effinger, B Rice) join R R Ragette (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.4

DILLIE, BARBARA
   They ain't misbehavin' since she came along (photo), May 31, 1985, p.6

DILLON, DENIS
   Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1

DILLON, MARK
   Saloon case goes to grand jury, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
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DILLON, ROBERT
Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

DILLON, ROBERTA
Day camp is one answer to parents' dilemma (photo; cont p 14), Jul 18, 1986, p.6

DIMAGHANI, DENNIS
ZBA says leaser may stay, Dec 24, 1986, p.9

DILORENZO, BOB
Good neighbors thanked (ltr), Feb 14, 1986, p.6

DILORENZO, KATE
Athletes honored (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.22

DILORENZO, ROBERT
School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3

DIMELLA, ANGELA
Praise for people at 7-Eleven (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
$100,000 sale (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.1
SCS 7-Eleven wins $100,000 prize (photo p 1), Feb 20, 1987, p.4

DIMETRIADES, CHRIS
Has the past so little value? (ltr), Jan 9, 1987, p.6

DINAPOLI, LOUISE
L A Dinapoli dies, Dec 6, 1985, p.18

DINAIN, ELIZABETH
Proposed flag lot opposed by residents, Oct 10, 1986, p.11

DINICE, PAUL
Proposed flag lot opposed by residents, Oct 10, 1986, p.11

DINIC, KEREN
AFS students G Mergen, K Dixon, carry message to schools (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

DINKINS, DAVID
The price of development (ltr), Mar 6, 1987, p.6

DINOSAURS
Man bites dinosaur story (edit), Nov 7, 1986, p.7
(SCS) Library to unveil new tyrannosaurus, Jan 22, 1988, p.3

DIOGUARDI, JOSEPH
DioGuardi, Oppenheimer to address Town Club, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
J DioGuardi assigned to House Govt Operations Com, Feb 8, 1985, p.22
Town Club gets updates from SCS's freshmen legislators, Feb 15, 1985, p.3
DioGuardi congratulated (ltr), Apr 5, 1985, p.6
Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2
Bitburg visit protested (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
Support for Congressman DioGuardi (ltr), May 31, 1985, p.6
DioGuardi opening new district office, Jun 14, 1985, p.8
Congressional interns (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.14
Congressman DioGuardi to speak at open luncheon here (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.1
DioGuardi tells LMW: Deficit 'most important issue', Oct 11, 1985, p.3
Arms race most important issue (ltr), Oct 25, 1985, p.6
DioGuardi, freeze backers meet (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.4
Cure for April 15 headache (edit), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
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DIOGUARDI, JOSEPH continued

DioGuardi to speak at SCS Library, Feb 28, 1986, p.3
Congressional visitors: M Citron and A Schmolka (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.4
Seeking access (to post office for handicapped), Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Primary battle heating up (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.1
SCS residents S Soter, E Brady, M Wilson, R Zipf prominent in DioGuardi re-election effort, Aug 22, 1986, p.3

LNV left wondering, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
They're coming (Abzug, DioGuardi to debate), Oct 10, 1986, p.1
Congressional confrontation turns bitter (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Candidates trade barbs at debate, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
For Congress (edit), Oct 31, 1986, p.6
Voters decide it's not time for a change (chart), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Pre-election GOP get-together (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.9
Correction: unlabeled columns for DioGuardi-O'Connor race, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Church seeks support for nutrition bill, Sep 25, 1987, p.19
Moss names DioGuardi (honorary campaign chairman) (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.9
Congressional candidates H Fish, D Mehriel, N Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
Will 'Star Wars' work? (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

DIOGUARDI, JOSEPH (AU)

DioGuardi backs student aid (ltr), Mar 29, 1985, p.6
Is arms reduction more feasible now? (edit), May 10, 1985, p.7
DioGuardi demands apology (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6
Gramm-Rudman is a means, not a goal (edit), Mar 14, 1986, p.7
Budget reform is overdue (edit), Jun 12, 1987, p.7

DIORAMAS

SEE ART-EXHIBITS

DIRECT MARKETING ASSN

Marketing group appoints A Hickey, Feb 15, 1985, p.9

DIRIENZO,

Last-minute heroics give SHS league title; bowl game tomorrow (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 20, 1987, p.1

DIRIENZO, JOHN

Raiders, 0-0, head for bowl (photo), Nov 20, 1985, p.1

DISABLED

SEE HANDICAPPED

DISALVO, MARGARET POOLE-

SEE POOLE-DISALVO, MARGARET A

DISARMAMENT

Encouragement for R Reagan (ltr), Jan 4, 1985, p.6
R Kehler to address meeting of SCS Campaign for Nuclear Weapons Freeze (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.5
Waste disposal is key county issue (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.23
DioGuardi congratulated (ltr), Apr 5, 1985, p.6
Does any of this make sense? (ltr), May 3, 1985, p.6
Nuclear weapons: Never again (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Grass-roots power (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Silent plea for a nuclear freeze (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.3
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DISARMAMENT  continued

Joanne Woodward to address nuclear freeze event here, Sep 20, 1985, p.3

Arms race most important issue (ltr), Oct 25, 1985, p.6

J Woodward exhorts listeners to get involved (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.3

Vigil for peace (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1

DioGuardi, freeze backers meet (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.4

A visit from Greenpeace (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6

Time to get involved (edit), Jan 31, 1986, p.6

Democrats back nuclear freeze (Progress Edition; list), Jan 31, 1986, p.26

Physicist R Garwia says "Star Wars" is offensive, Feb 7, 1986, p.6

Friends urge test ban (ltr), Mar 7, 1986, p.6

Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1

Negotiations, not lasers (ltr), Apr 18, 1986, p.6

Test ban urged, May 16, 1986, p.1

Ban nuclear tests--now (edit), May 16, 1986, p.7

Nuclear testing is local concern (ltr), May 23, 1986, p.6

Soviet hand seen in freeze (ltr), May 23, 1986, p.6

Legion and the freeze (ltr), May 30, 1986, p.6

Test ban topic, Jun 8, 1986, p.1

Test ban endorsed; higher (parking) fees opposed, Jun 13, 1986, p.1

Praise for board's action (ltr), Jun 20, 1986, p.6

Stand up and be counted (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6

Leaving politics behind (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6

Colby sees arms pact as within reach (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.1

Mr Colby's message (edit), Nov 21, 1986, p.6

War--rule it out! (edit), Nov 28, 1986, p.7

Doubts about arms control (ltr), Dec 24, 1986, p.6

Freeze vote a high point (list) (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.17

SCS students protest weapons tests (photo; list), Mar 20, 1987, p.2

Kremlin's hand seen (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6

Harmonious Happening (photo; list), May 8, 1987, p.2

Successful Happening (ltr), May 8, 1987, p.6

Forty-two years after (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.5

INF Treaty applauded (ltr), Dec 31, 1987, p.6

War on nuclear weapons at EHS, Jan 22, 1988, p.11

SEE ALSO NUCLEAR WARFARE, SCS NUCLEAR FREEZE CAMPAIGN

DISASTER RELIEF

Why not a SWAT team for relief? (edit), Jan 24, 1986, p.7

DISCOVERY (SPACECRAFT)

The eyes of the world turn to space walker from SCS (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.1

Astronaut J Hoffman gets hero's welcome home (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.1

Hoffman: Space experience overwhelms the anticipation, Jun 7, 1986, p.1

DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT

Sarah Lawrence's president Dr A Ichman says women still face job discrimination, May 16, 1986, p.1

DISEASES

Immunization urged against flu, pneumonia, Dec 6, 1985, p.20

DISH ANTENNAE

SEE EARTH SATELLITE STATIONS

DISICK, LAURIE

Fundraisers (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.9
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DISPENZA, ARI

SM graduates A Gardner, L Appel injured in accident, Jul 18, 1986, p.1

DISTRICT GOALS DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP

SEE SCHOOLS-ENT

DITTELMAN, LAWRENCE

No decisions yet in Winston suits, Mar 7, 1986, p.1

DIVERS?

Prize awarded to underwater diver J C Fine, Nov 13, 1987, p.16

DIVNEY, J MICHAEL

Planning chairman, trustees differ over downtown plans, May 24, 1985, p.1
Consultant to report on downtown, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Land planner to give advice on Winston land, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
Planner promises open approach, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Pluses and minuses (to Divney proposal) (edit), Aug 28, 1985, p.6
Planning meeting postponed to Oct 8, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Meeting slated on downtown planning, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Downtown criteria set; Penn eyes air rights, Oct 11, 1985, p.1
Winston, downtown on agenda, Dec 13, 1985, p.1
Winston proposal described, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Winston hearing Jan 14, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Right way to go (on Winston property) (edit), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Plan sent to Divney, Jan 17, 1986, p.17
Village says it will sell Winston land, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Divney calling for housing on Freightway site, Feb 7, 1986, p.1
Apartments proposed for downtown, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Buildings, buyers, tenants all eyeing station area sites, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
The Divney proposal (edit), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
Winston sons seek to block sale of land, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Hearing Tuesday on Divney plan for downtown, Mar 20, 1986, p.1
Parking, density raised at hearing on Divney plan, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Panelists probe planning issues (list), May 30, 1986, p.1
Downtown plans advancing slowly, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Citizens raise questions about downtown plans, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
Pace of development stirs concern here, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Downtown project priced at $3.8 million, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Two hearings set on DEIS (draft environmental impact statement), Nov 28, 1986, p.1
A twisting road (edit), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Downtown plan draws critical comment, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Suggestions for the FEIS (edit), Dec 12, 1986, p.6
Penn Central preparing new plan for downtown, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Public hearing set on Divney proposal (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Day of decision nears on downtown, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Downtown plans, bond issue among highlights (photo; add photo p 18) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
After long run, developers set sights on downtown SCS (illlus), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Penn Central asks public meeting on plan (illlus), Mar 6, 1987, p.1
Public meeting set on Penn Central plan, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

DIVNEY-CANELAS ASSOCIATES?

Missing: a parking cure (edit), Dec 31, 1987, p.6
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DIVORCE
- Divorce: often not the right solution (edit), Feb 22, 1985, p.7
- Families, and women need help (edit), Mar 22, 1985, p.7
- In divorce, grandparents have rights (edit), Aug 8, 1986, p.7
- In divorce, the school can be supportive (edit), Oct 10, 1986, p.7

DIVORCE-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
- Speakers call for improvements in New York State divorce law, Jan 31, 1986, p.5

DIWAN, IDA B
- Hubert Humphrey fellowship takes intern I Diwan from Sind to SCS (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.3

DIXON, ETHEL E
- Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

DIXON, G J
- ONE, two three...(photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.1

DIXON, GEORGE
- Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1989, p.8
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town’s 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

DIXON, KAREN
- They’ve got travel plans (photo), May 22, 1987, p.15
- AFS students form bonds (Education 87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5
- AFS offers opportunities abroad (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.5
- International pumpkin sale (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.3
- AFS students G Mergen, K Dixon, carry message to schools (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.8

DIXON, LEE
- Purple Power (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.20
- Aesop lives at Heathcote (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.16

DIXON, MARY
- Historical Society opens member drive, Sep 6, 1985, p.2
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town’s 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

DIXON, MELVIN
- Residents want boarder patrol, Sep 27, 1985, p.11
- New law regulates roomers, boarders, Jan 24, 1986, p.11
- Town officials’ case against S Moundroukas looks doomed, Jan 8, 1988, p.9

DIXON, PATSY
- Outcry holds off SHORE, Mar 4, 1988, p.12

DIXON, RICHARD
- Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8X, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
- School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

DILLIANI, ADRIENNE
- Swimmers want cleaner pool, Aug 7, 1987, p.3

DOBIE, (MRS DONALD)
- Cited for service: Mrs. D L Peyton (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.9

DOBIN, BARBARA
- Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
- STEP seeking public support, Apr 26, 1985, p.3
- Service agency holds annual meeting, Jun 21, 1985, p.26
- Parents riled over two assaults at student party, Oct 18, 1985, p.1
- Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
- Five in a row (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.5
- Whooping it up to beat the band (photo), Sep 28, 1986, p.1
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DOBKIN, BARBARA continued
  School bond issue vote is Wednesday, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
  Changes in store for 6th graders at junior high, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
  Gift for a graduate (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.4
  Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
  Teachers' gift to the graduates (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.2
  You've done it again (ltr), Jul 3, 1987, p.6
  On teen drug-use, drinking and vandalism, Oct 9, 1987, p.2
  Committee formed to pick Bowl winner, Oct 9, 1987, p.5
  Because of redistricting, four (B Hudgins, R Golden, L Mercein, J Steger) must resign from SBNC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3
  (Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
  Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

DOBKIN, BARBARA (AU)
  STEP needs more help (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
  Youth project praised (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
  Most successful drive ever (ltr), Jul 18, 1986, p.6

DOBKIN, JESSICA
  They've got travel plans (photo), May 22, 1987, p.15
  AFS students form bonds (Education 87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5

DOBKIN, RACHEL
  Community service award (to R Dobkin) (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.15

DOBRYNO, ELAINE
  Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10

DOBSON, HELEN
  H O Dobson dies, Jan 16, 1987, p.18

DOBSON, VICTOR
  V J Dobson dies, May 2, 1986, p.22

DOCTOROW, E L
  Winning authors named by county library group, Apr 10, 1987, p.10

DOCTORS
  SEE PHYSICIANS

DOCUMENTS, HISTORIC
  Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6

DODGE, EMELIE (AU)
  Hurrah for Judge Cedarbaum (ltr), Mar 29, 1985, p.6

DODGE, EMILY
  State Democrats pick SCS High graduate J S Dyson (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.1

DODRYNO, ELAINE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

DOERING, CAROLINE
  AFS exchange students named, Jun 14, 1985, p.4
  AFS students spending summer in far corners of the globe (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.5

DOERING, CAROLINE (AU)
  How I spent my winter this summer (edit), Sep 27, 1985, p.7

DOERING, JULIA
  Pioneer spirit alive and well in Fox Meadow (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.6
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DOERING, JULIA continued
Chase announces two appointments, J Doering and S Sullivan (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.4
Park project, Mar 28, 1986, p.1

DOERING, JULIE
Fox Meadow elects leaders, Jun 12, 1987, p.4

DOERING, ROGERS
Pioneer spirit alive and well in Fox Meadow (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.6

DOERNBERG, DUDLEY

DOERNBERG, DUDLEY JR
Outstanding (photo) (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.41
F Richard Wolff, noted realtor, dies (photo), May 30, 1986, p.1
Doernberg named agent for Saxon Glen in Mamaroneck (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.18

DOERR, EDD
Humanists gather here to share message, Nov 14, 1986, p.21

DOESCHER, WILLIAM
Easter Seal volunteer W Doescher honored, Dec 27, 1985, p.4
Citizen’s Party slate expected to run unopposed in March elections, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Sports greats team up for Easter Seals (photo; list), Sep 12, 1986, p.14

DOGS
No decision yet on fate of dog Thomas, Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Animal lover presses for doghouse law, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
Thomas’ fate still undecided, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Safer for dogs than children (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
Thomas is Vermont-bound, Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Postmaster asks help from local dog owners, May 10, 1985, p.21
They ain’t misbehavin’ since she came along (photo), May 31, 1985, p.6
Dogs in spotlight at trustees meeting, Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Residents persuade Pennysaver to stop hand deliveries here (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1
No reason to flout leash law (ltr), Jul 19, 1985, p.6
Board to curb dogs, Dec 20, 1985, p.13
Man’s best friend needs you (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6
Postmaster: keep up the good work on leashing dogs, Jun 20, 1986, p.2
Sally needs a home (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.2
Newly sheltered (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.3
Alternative assignment (for J Cheskin) (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.3
Dog should be better restrained (ltr), Apr 10, 1987, p.6
Jingles and friends (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.11
Close call for poodle at Garth Rd fire (photo), May 8, 1987, p.5
SCS woman J B Myerson heads group that trains dogs to aid disabled, Aug 21, 1987, p.3
Blessed poodle (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.5
Chelsea the fire dog (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.3
Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4
SEE ALSO LEASH LAW, GUIDE DOGS

DOGS-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
A proposal to protect kids (ltr), Oct 16, 1987, p.6

DOHERTY, CAITLIN
A hop, skip and a jump (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.22

DOHERTY, JILL
Dump trucks go on the block (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.4
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DOHERTY, JIM
- Giving thanks by giving service (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.3

DOHRENWEND, CONSTANCE (AU)
- Lawyer M Frankel criticized (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6

DOHRENWEND, OTTO
- Memorial Day 1986 (photo), May 30, 1986, p.1
- Legion and the freeze (ltr), May 30, 1986, p.6
- SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

DOHRENWEND, OTTO (AU)
- Secular humanism decried (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
- Funds urged for space shield (ltr), Aug 30, 1985, p.6
- Legion's advice to President (ltr), Nov 15, 1985, p.6
- Soviet hand seen in freeze (ltr), May 23, 1986, p.6
- Kremlin's hand seen (ltr), May 27, 1987, p.6

DOLE, ROBERT
- O'Neill rates the Presidents—past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
- Parties prepare (for 1988 presidential campaign), Dec 18, 1987, p.1
- Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 9, 1988, p.1
- Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

DOLENKO, VINKO (DR)
- Pooling their efforts (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1

DOLINS, CHERYL
- Pool opens tomorrow morning (photo), May 22, 1987, p.3

DOLINS, ILENE
- Scarsdalian I Dolins cited, Jun 21, 1985, p.3

DOLLHOUSES
- Dollhouses, miniatures on display at SCS library (photo), Jan 4, 1985, p.2

DOLOROSA, MARIA (SISTER)
- St Agnes honors SCS volunteers (photo; list), Jun 27, 1986, p.4
- Corpsman G Attaliani honored (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.14
- St Agnes honors SCS man V Polera, Jun 12, 1987, p.8
- SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20
- St Agnes Hospital head Sister M Dolorosa resigns, Mar 25, 1988, p.2

DON, AVIVA
- New music faculty at Y (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.30

DOMENIE, DEBBIE
- Grads' gift is memorial to members (list), Jul 4, 1986, p.4

DOMINGUES, ANGELLES
- Xmas customs around the world are both similar and different, Dec 20, 1985, p.13

DOMINGUES, JORGE
- Xmas customs around the world are both similar and different, Dec 20, 1985, p.13

DOMINGUEZ, RODOLFO
- Scouts sample life on board ship (photo; list), May 2, 1986, p.13

DON LEE
- SEE LEE, DON

DONAHUE, KEVIN
- Oil distributor is charged with illegal dumping, Dec 13, 1985, p.1

DONAHUE, PAUL
- Computer service opens headquarters on central (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.19
DONAHUE, SHEILA

Winners map post-election plans, Nov 7, 1986, p.11

DONATH, GLEN

SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

DONATH, MARIEL

Grossman speaks at LWV forum (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1

Resident M O Donath named VP of savings group, Jan 17, 1986, p.3

DONATI, ELLEN

AFS exchange students named, Jun 14, 1985, p.4

AFS students spending summer in far corners of the globe (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.5

DONATI, GEORGIA (AU)

Hold out for true peace plan (ltr), Apr 19, 1985, p.6

DONATI, ROBERT

Downtown plan draws critical comment, Dec 12, 1986, p.1

Pool backers make pitch to Town Club, Feb 6, 1987, p.1

DONATIONS

SEE GIFTS

DONATO, SHELLEY

Junior League distributes trauma bags to help children caught in emergency (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.8

DONEGAN, JIM

BAR, Alcott School disagree, Jan 16, 1987, p.3

DONNELL, WILLIAM (AU)

SVAC, police come through (ltr; list), May 22, 1987, p.6

DONELLY, GRETCHEN

G C Donnelly dies, Feb 7, 1986, p.16

DONNER, MICHELLE

New catering manager, M Donner, at Passionate Chef (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.8

DONNER, SARAH

New catering manager, M Donner, at Passionate Chef (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.8

DONOHUE, NORENE

Incumbent legislators are all victorious, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

DONOHUE, SHEILA

Democrats retain town reins, Nov 8, 1985, p.11


Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

DONOHUE, THOMAS

District gets high marks, Dec 13, 1985, p.13

DONOVAN, ANN

Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 21), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

Hawaiian party to mark return of Common Ground, Jul 10, 1987, p.1

Home-baked, hand-decorated (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.3

Teen cafe (The Strand) draws enthusiastic crowd (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.3

DONOVAN, AMIE

Teen cafe returning, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

DONOVAN, CHRISTINE

Back to school! Here's looking at you, kid (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.23

DONOVAN, COURTNEY

Ready to "move on and start anew" (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.22

Teen cafe (The Strand) draws enthusiastic crowd (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.3
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DONOVAN, DIANE
- Back to school: Here's looking at you, kid (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.23

DONOVAN, JANES
- Annual battle over school aid begins, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
- Welcome to the force (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.19

DONOVAN, JIMMY
- Raiders, 8-0, head for bowl (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1
- Raiders lose in bowl; end season at 8-1 (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.1

DONOVAN, JOHN
- J F Donovan dies, Jul 18, 1986, p.12

DONOVAN, LISA
- Back to school: Here's looking at you, kid (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.23

DONOVAN, LORETTA
- New redistricting wrinkle has Edgewood up in arms, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
- Junior Leagues elect resident L Donovan to area council (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.8
- Big day for (Girl) scouts (photo; list), Mar 20, 1987, p.3
- Summer theater seeking new director (Wendy Dubbs elected president) (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.3

DONOVAN, RUTH
- Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

DOOCHIN, JAMIE
- The pause that refreshes (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.5

DOODY, JAMES

DOOD, JOHN
- Six SCS policemen honored at annual awards ceremony (photo), May 22, 1987, p.2

DOUGHERTY, CYNTHIA
- New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
- Board (of Education) aims at tax hike under 8%, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
- Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
- School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1

DOUGHERTY, MIKI
- Art from the Orient (photo), Oct 25, 1985, p.2
DOUGHERTY, MIKI continued
   In the Chinese style (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.5
   Town Hall to exhibit Chinese brush paintings by M Dougherty, May 8, 1987, p.10

DOUGHTY, ALICIA
   Bang! goes Old Bess (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.20
   Remember this? (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.5

DOUGHTY, DOROTHY
   Remember this? (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.5

DOUGHTY, JOHN
   Remember this? (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.5

DOUGHTY, TARA
   Remember this? (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.5

DOUGLAS, CHRIS
   8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

DOUGLASS, CHRIS
   STA contract would raise base pay by 20%, Jun 19, 1987, p.1

DOUI, JOSEPH
   Residents protest TV rate hike, Feb 15, 1985, p.11

DOW JONES INDUSTRIAL AVERAGE??
   Life after ‘Black Monday’ (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7

DOWN, STANLEY

DOUD, HECTOR
   WARC elects SCS man, H Dowd, president, Jun 20, 1986, p.3
   Re-elected: H G Dowd (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.5

DOUD, JOHN
   Comendations, Feb 27, 1987, p.1

DOUD, ROBERT
   R E Dowd dies, Oct 31, 1986, p.20

DOUD, RUTH
   R Dowd dies, Aug 1, 1986, p.14

DOWLING, ANNE
   (Masters) School honors local students, Mar 25, 1988, p.15

DOWLING, KATHERINE
   (Masters) School honors local students, Mar 25, 1988, p.15

DOWLING, MARIANNE
   M Dowling Cited by YMCA (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.13

DOWN SYNDROME
   Volunteers can help child with Down syndrome (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.6
   Sensitive story (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
   Down Syndrome child J Van Zyl making major strides, May 1, 1987, p.5

DOWN, A GRAHAM
   SHS teacher A McGinn wins grant to do research, Jun 6, 1986, p.22

DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS
   Penn Central asks public meeting on plan (illus), Mar 6, 1987, p.1

DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS
   Public asked to express views on future of downtown area, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
   Suggestions for improvement of SCS downtown area (edit), Jan 4, 1985, p.6
   Objectives for downtown SCS (ltr), Jan 4, 1985, p.6
   Residents discuss downtown area at Planning Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued

Federal aid asked for lighting improvements in downtown area, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Planners make downtown proposals, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Sound planning (for downtown area) (edit), Feb 15, 1985, p.6
Downtown planning still moving ahead, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Parkland lease to be signed by SCS and WC cty, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Easement granted Metro North for new power station, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Downtown planning, May 3, 1985, p.1
Planning chairman, trustees differ over downtown plans, May 24, 1985, p.1
Pick up the pace (edit), May 24, 1985, p.6
Board hires adviser on Winston lot, May 31, 1985, p.1
Consultants hired for Freightway development plans, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
A big step forward (consultants for Freightway) (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Consultant to report on downtown, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Freightway update, Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Overhill Assn's concerns (regarding downtown area) (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Mayor's reply (to Overhill Assn's concerns) (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Buyers eye development of downtown lot (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.1
Planner promises open approach, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Pluses and minuses (to Divney proposal) (edit), Aug 23, 1985, p.6
Restauranteurs D'Agostino, Boser buy downtown property, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Planning meeting postponed to Oct 8, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Meeting slated on downtown planning, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Downtown criteria set; Penn eyes air rights, Oct 11, 1985, p.1
Winston proposal described, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
What about commuter parking? (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
Penn Central unveils downtown plans (diagram), Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Plan sent to Divney, Jan 17, 1986, p.17
Don't expect a miracle (edit), Jan 24, 1986, p.6
Divney calling for housing on Freightway site, Feb 7, 1986, p.1
Apartments proposed for downtown, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Trustees set hearing on downtown development, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Hearing Tuesday on Divney plan for downtown, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Parking, density raised at hearing on Divney plan, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
O'Rourke won't say if he's running; Club officers named (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.3
Put (Divney) plan in context (edit), Apr 18, 1986, p.6
Is cure worse than the problem? (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
Station sold, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Parking rate rising to 35 cents an hour, Jun 27, 1986, p.1
Downtown plans advancing slowly, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Project 'on track', Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Citizens raise questions about downtown plans, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
Still open (edit), Oct 17, 1986, p.6
Downtown project priced at $3.8 million, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Two hearings set on DEIS (draft environmental impact statement), Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Hearing Monday on downtown (illus), Dec 5, 1986, p.1
A twisting road (edit), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Downtown plan draws critical comment, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Why they're digging, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued

Suggestions for the FEIS (edit), Dec 12, 1986, p.6
Stop the Divney building plan (ltr), Dec 24, 1986, p.6
Penn Central preparing new plan for downtown, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Public hearing set on Divney proposal (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Day of decision nears on downtown, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Opportunity downtown (edit), Jan 9, 1987, p.6

town Club to discuss indoor pool, downtown (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
The case for another bridge (ltr), Jan 23, 1987, p.6
Downtown moratorium eyed; Penn Central has new plan (illus p 8), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Who wants 'improvements?' (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
Downtown plans, bond issue among highlights (photo; addl photo p 18) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Pool backers make pitch to Town Club, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
After long run, developers set sights on downtown SCS (illus), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Approval seen near for rental of 2 Drake to homeless family, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
A moratorium is needed (edit), Feb 13, 1987, p.6
County's comments (on downtown DEIS), Feb 20, 1987, p.1
Comprehensive moratorium now seems probable, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Public meeting set on Penn Central plan, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Nearing the end of environmental review process re station area improvements, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Too much for the village (edit), Mar 20, 1987, p.6
Review of Divney Canales improvement plan concludes, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Dialogue begins on Penn Central project (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
Board okays path on Griffin, Apr 3, 1987, p.5
Another way to get apartments (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6
Few show interest in moratorium, budget, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Bring back the old shops (ltr), Apr 17, 1987, p.6
Moratorium approved; consultants to be retained, May 1, 1987, p.1
Trustees order new master plan for downtown, May 29, 1987, p.1
(Old SCS Neighborhood Assn) Board urged to protect 'English village' flavor (list), May 29, 1987, p.17
Do we need any growth at all? (Part I) (edit), Jun 5, 1987, p.7
Don't just stand there—plan (edit), Jun 12, 1987, p.6
Do we need growth? (ltr), Jun 12, 1987, p.6
Planning for what? (ltr), Jun 19, 1987, p.6
Riders rip taxi service at fare hearing (cont p 4), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
What changes downtown? (ltr), Jul 3, 1987, p.6
Better plan needed downtown (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6
Chase Landing (Restaurant) to be sold in $2.1M deal (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
Welcome to SCS (entrances to downtown SCS a 'disgrace') (edit), Jul 24, 1987, p.6
Downtown moratorium reaches halfway point, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
Doesn't anybody care? (ltr), Jul 31, 1987, p.6
Development talk, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Advantages of Penn Central plan (ltr), Aug 28, 1987, p.6
First step (in cleaning up downtown)? (edit), Sep 4, 1987, p.6
Longer moratorium (on downtown development)?, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Pool takes another step ahead; (Moratorium on downtown extended), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Downtown meeting (D Portan to address public on downtown proposals), Oct 30, 1987, p.1
D Portan to propose new downtown zoning, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued

Something new downtown (edit), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
Portman proposal recommends emphasis on housing downtown (map), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
Downtown planning: another approach (edit), Dec 18, 1987, p.7
Why must downtown change? (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6
Missing: a parking cure (edit), Dec 31, 1987, p.6
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
(H Bowen) concerned about parking (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
Auto-disincentives proposed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Downtown plan called "unfair" (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Wistful thinking (poem), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
Downtown decay (in Popham Rd, Garth Rd area) (edit), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
On to Phase II (of downtown planning), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
(SCS downtown area) Different from South Bronx (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
Downtown planning, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Downtown zoning revisions ahead, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
(H Goldberg a) Master planner (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
D Portman unveils revised zoning for downtown (map p 16), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO FREIGHTWAY PROPERTY, DEPOT PLACE

DOYLE, WILLIAM
Successful fundraiser (for WP Hospital) (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.8

DRABKIN, KATRINA
(Masters) School honors local students, Mar 25, 1988, p.15

DRABKIN, MARK
A literary encounter (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.15

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS
SEE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS

DRAKE, ERICA
Hospital honors volunteers, May 30, 1986, p.2

DRAKE, GERTRUDE
G H Drake dies, Feb 20, 1987, p.11

DRAKE-EDGEWOOD ASSN
New redistricting wrinkle has Edgewood up in arms, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Wildcat by the tail: redistricting North Drake-Sherbrooke Park, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Two Drake update, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Proposed shelter for family to be topic of meeting, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Drake-Edgewood favors plan to lease house to homeless (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Act of altruism (edit), Jan 23, 1987, p.6
Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1

DRAKES
He loved 'Les Miserables' (ltr), Apr 10, 1987, p.6

DREAMS
What can our dreams tell us? (edit), Nov 13, 1987, p.7

DREXLER, HERBERT
H Drexler to receive Tower of David Award, Feb 15, 1985, p.4

DREYFUSS, TERRIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32

DRINKING
SEE ALCOHOL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DRISCOLL, DAVID</strong></td>
<td>Trustee D Driscoll elected, May 24, 1985, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DRISCOLL, DENNIS</strong></td>
<td>Builders, buyers, tenants all eyeing station area sites, Feb 21, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Villagers bid fond farewell to 'an institution', D Driscoll (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D J Driscoll dies, Jul 24, 1987, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DRISCOLL, JOHN (BROTHER)</strong></td>
<td>Iona names scholarship for Joseph Murphy (photo), May 15, 1987, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DRISCOLL, ROBERT</strong></td>
<td>Pluck and push created Central 7 (School District; P Jenkins instrumental in effort) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DRISCOLL, SEAN</strong></td>
<td>Ad aam S Driscoll promoted, May 2, 1986, p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DRIVING WHILE IMPAIRED BY ALCOHOL</strong></td>
<td>(SCS) Court gets busier, Jan 8, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED</strong></td>
<td>Anti-DUI efforts to include another roadblock, Jan 11, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guide for drinkers? (ltr), Feb 8, 1985, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Judge's tough stand on DWI criticized by County Court (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hurrah for Judge Cedarbaum (ltr), Mar 29, 1985, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No vacation for DWI (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fighting DWI, Mar 21, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drunk driving seen on decline (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Red ribbon campaign, Dec 19, 1986, p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tougther penalties for DWI (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anatomy of a drunk-driving case: How the justice system doesn't work (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'I don't belong here', Aug 28, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The system isn't working (edit), Aug 28, 1987, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change of address (for Timothy Kelly), Sep 4, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The drunken-driving case: two views (lttrs), Sep 18, 1987, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actress W Slater is victim of parkway crash (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(SCS) Court gets busier, Jan 8, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Civilian T Ware praised for capturing suspect, Jan 22, 1988, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DRIVING, AUTOMOBILE</strong></td>
<td>SEE AUTOMOBILE DRIVING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DROHAN, DONALD</strong></td>
<td>They're grateful (ltr), Feb 20, 1987, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DROHAN, MEG</strong></td>
<td>Cardinal J O'Connor leads IHM's celebration of Diamond Jubilee (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DROHAN, TOM</strong></td>
<td>Turn-around in Greenacres (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DROLESKY, THOMAS</strong></td>
<td>Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DROPKIN, RON</strong></td>
<td>E(MT) T(eachers) A(ssn) approves new health plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DROUGHT EMERGENCY TASK FORCE</strong></td>
<td>SEE DROUGHT EMERGENCY-WESTCHESTER COUNTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DROUGHT EMERGENCY-WESTCHESTER COUNTY</strong></td>
<td>Report from the Ashokan Desert (ltr), May 3, 1985, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drought effect: discolored tap water, May 10, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village enacts water use rules, May 17, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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DROUGHT EMERGENCY-WESTCHESTER COUNTY continued

Saving water, May 24, 1985, p.1
O'Rourke bans watering lawns as drought crisis continues, Jun 14, 1985, p.3
Enforcement of water use restrictions begins, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
Water use down 5%; new meters helping, Jun 21, 1985, p.11
Water conservation, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Water restrictors required in showers; available free from Westchester County, Jul 19, 1985, p.3
Free (water) restrictors available, Jul 26, 1985, p.1
Meet SCS's drought buster (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.1
Water violation charged (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
We can do better (edit), Aug 16, 1985, p.6
Dig deep—immediately! (ltr), Aug 30, 1985, p.6
Word to the water wise (ltr), Sep 6, 1985, p.6
Water for sale offer attracts no customers, Sep 13, 1985, p.1
Top water savers, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
O'Rourke calls off emergency measures, Dec 6, 1985, p.4

DROUKAS, CHRISTINA (AU)
Expression of gratitude (ltr), Nov 20, 1987, p.6

DROUKAS, GEORGE
Eighth grader D Droukas in coma after bike accident, Nov 13, 1987, p.1
6 Droukas dies after bike accident, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
(SCS) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1

DROUKAS, GEORGE (AU)
Expression of gratitude (ltr), Nov 20, 1987, p.6

DRUFFIN, HIFREDO
Going nowhere (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.1

DRUG ABUSE
SEE NARCOTICS-LAWS AND REGULATIONS, SUBSTANCE ABUSE

DRUG ABUSE

Chemical altering - and kids (edit), Jan 18, 1985, p.7
Teachers' role in handling drug abuse (edit), Feb 8, 1985, p.7
Survey of SCS parents reveals feelings on teen drinking, drug abuse, Apr 5, 1985, p.6
Self-communication has to come first (edit), Apr 12, 1985, p.7
Father's plea to teenagers (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
Battling against drug abuse:poster contest winners (photo; list), Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Young people, parents, counselors discuss issues of drugs, alcohol, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Teenager R Van den Sype dies from sniffing chloroform, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Police chief Ferraro interviewed on radio in Brazil, Jan 31, 1986, p.3
Growing parental concern seen over teen drug use, Jan 31, 1986, p.4
Drug education called for (ltr), Jan 31, 1986, p.6
Police make drug arrest at Scs High School, Feb 21, 1986, p.3
Teen drug use seen as everyone's problem, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Another drug arrest at SHS, Mar 7, 1986, p.3
PTA/PTSA (EOT) forms Safe Homes, Mar 7, 1986, p.11
Community is alarmed by EHS survey on drug use, Mar 14, 1986, p.11
Decisive leadership at SHS (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6
Board appointment sparks criticism from EHS faculty, Mar 28, 1986, p.11
Task force, PT council ask parents to take Safe Homes pledge, May 2, 1986, p.1
Year of Developing Capable Young People begins Sept 25, Aug 29, 1986, p.9
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DRUG ABUSE continued
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Looking at 'substance abuse' (edit), Oct 3, 1986, p.7
Narcotics task force, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
It IS our problem (edit), Oct 17, 1986, p.6
Hearing on Huntington, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Speaker B Cooper-Gordon outlines behavior of drug user and his family, Oct 31, 1986, p.13
He means it: Athletes pledge to abstain from drugs, alcohol, tobacco, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Wave of vandalism hits town, Nov 21, 1986, p.3
Crack, 'designed for kids,' is most addicting drug, Nov 21, 1986, p.11
Do we take addiction seriously? (edit), Nov 28, 1986, p.7
Garbage, drugs, education discussed, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Drugs--Is my child at risk? (edit), Jan 16, 1987, p.7
Housing crisis heads county agenda (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Drugs, homeless, court reform among assemblyman's concerns (photo) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.2
A 14-year-old SCS girl finds bag with 96 vials of crack (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.3
A 14-year-old SCS girl finds bag with 96 vials of crack (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.3
Read offers advice to parents on preventing teen drug abuse, Jun 5, 1987, p.17
They are younger this year; they know something of drugs..., Jul 24, 1987, p.9
SEE ALSO NARCOTICS-LAWS AND REGULATIONS, SUBSTANCE ABUSE

DRUG ABUSE-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Drug treatment resolution passes, Jun 26, 1987, p.3

DRUG CONTROL
SEE NARCOTICS-LAWS AND REGULATIONS

DRUG ENFORCEMENT TASK FORCE-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Local cop takes part in $10M bust, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Doing well by doing good (edit), Dec 18, 1987, p.6

DRUGS
Tylenol embargo, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Town (of GH) offers to help seniors on state prescription drugs, Nov 20, 1987, p.13

DRUMMOND, JUDY
Watercolors by J Drummond exhibited at bank, May 1, 1987, p.2

DRYER, JOE
(Volunteer) Fire company (#3) names officers, Sep 25, 1987, p.8
Fire Company No 3 awards White Hat to J Beyersdorf (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.3

DRYER, JOSEPH
Fire destroys Hitchcock (photo; addl photo p 13), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
White Hat awardee: J Dryer (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.2

DRYSDALE, WILLIAM
At Miss Covington's, ladies still wear white gloves (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.24

DU BOS, RENE
Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

DUARTE, JOSE
Mayor to mayor, Nov 15, 1985, p.1

DUBBS, BERNARD
SCS man D Grabel to lead amateur radio group (list), Aug 14, 1987, p.2
Westchester Amateur Radio Assn donates books on ham radio to SCS Library (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.5

DUBBS, HEATHER
Merrie Mayfair (photo), May 10, 1985, p.13
Party time on campus (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.1
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DUBBS, IVAN

Cooling trend (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.1
Arthur Manor elects leaders, Jul 3, 1987, p.5
Chamber elects leadership (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.2

DUBBS, JORDAN

American tall tales (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.1

DUBBS, WENDY

SSMT faces uncertain future, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Summer music theater is going independent, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Summer theater seeking new director (Wendy Dubbs elected president! (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.3
Tony Ross is new SSMT director (photo p 1), Dec 11, 1987, p.21

DUBOFF, ELIZABETH

Hospital honors volunteers, May 30, 1986, p.2

DUBOFF, SAMUEL

S Duboff dies; headed School Board (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Cyrus Vance presents Samuel Duboff Award (photo; list), Jan 9, 1987, p.3

DUBOIS, N S D'ANDREA (AU)

Treasury tax plan opposed (ltr), Apr 19, 1985, p.6

DUBOIS, NELSON JR

Local volunteers are cited, Mar 11, 1988, p.8

DUBOIS, NELSON JR (DR)

Greenville Co Council tells schools to look for ineligible students, Jan 11, 1985, P.11
S Albert to run again; three others also candidates for EMT School Board (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.11
S Albert, N DuBois, R Maslow, D Treadway proposed to EMT School Board Nominating Com, Feb 22, 1985, p.11
GBH Town Board bars right turns on red at Ardsley Rd and Old Aray Rd (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.11
Maslow and Treadway to run for EMT School Board (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.11
Voters approve public forum for School Board candidates, Apr 26, 1985, p.15
D Siskind awarded Silver Box (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.15
EMT tells Planning Board: No more traffic on Fort Hill, May 17, 1985, p.11
Central Ave focus of Greenville Co Coun meeting, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
GCC approves proposed nominating changes, Feb 7, 1986, p.11
Town traffic unit again looking at Ardsley-Fort Hill crossing, Jan 9, 1987, p.11
DuBois will head (EMT) SBNC, Jan 30, 1987, p.11
Red Cross elects leaders; Jul 24, 1987, p.5

DUBOW, DIANE

New realtor, D Dubow, at Wolff & Son (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.29
Century 21 Wolff honors 5 employees, Mar 18, 1988, p.9

DUCK POND

Some like it cold: Weil family practice hockey fundamentals (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

DUCKSTEIN, RDH

South of the border flavor (at Chi-Chi's Restaurant) (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.4

DUDLEY, GRACE

6 H Dudley dies, Dec 12, 1986, p.24

DUDLEY, WILLIAM

Village weighing measure to ease parking shortage, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Verdict not in yet on parking plan (photo), May 16, 1986, p.1
Soaring prices spur home-building boom (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Pace of development stirs concerns here, Nov 21, 1986, p.1

DUDSEESUNTHORNSKUL, SRIRAPPAP

Lively language lessons await Thai teenagers (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.6
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DUFAULT, MARY LOU
IHM students celebrate friendship with penpals from school in the Bronx, Jun 21, 1985, p.19
Kiln donated to art center, Jan 31, 1986, p.9

DUFFIELD, GORDAN
25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3

DUFFIELD, GORDON
Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Variance granted for Bradford Rd subdivision, Jan 22, 1988, p.2

DUFFIELD, KATHRYN
Arthur Manor hails spirit of freedom (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.1
Christmas throughout the house (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.12

DUFFIELD, SANDI
Edgewood reaches for stars, Jun 20, 1986, p.17
Volunteers—their reasons for bucking trend (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.6
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

DUFFIELD, SANDRA
Variance granted for Bradford Rd subdivision, Jan 22, 1988, p.2

DUFFY, HENRY
Off the beaten track: unusual courses (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.6

DUFTLER, (MRS LEON)
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

DUKAKIS, MICHAEL
Shirt-sleeve campaigner, M Dukakis (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.5
O'Neill rates the Presidents—past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Parties prepare (for 1988 presidential campaign), Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

DUKE, ANGIER BIDDLE
Angier Biddle Duke to accept DAR award; will address group (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.9

DUNKE, SARAH
SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Dance school is just a memory in Harwood Bldg (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.6

DUNCAN, ROBERT
(J Ware's) sails are powered by 'nature's fire' (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.6
And now the rest of the story, Apr 24, 1987, p.6

DUNCAN, ROGER
And now the rest of the story, Apr 24, 1987, p.6

DUNCAN, SUBRA
Feast of clay (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.19

DUNCANSON, LIONEL
Elected (to Westchester Minority Contractors Assn): L Duncanson (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.2

DUNCANSON, PATRICIA
Governor appoints resident P A Duncanson, Nov 14, 1986, p.2
Black woman P Duncanson is gifted player in business game (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.6

DUNHILL, HELEN

DUNKEL, BARBARA
Task Force on Corrections finds facilities are inadequate, Jul 10, 1987, p.12
(SCS Congregational) church to host Sunday award reception, Nov 13, 1987, p.4

DUNKEL, KATIA
Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12
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DUNKEL, PAUL
Violinist J Buswell to solo with New Orchestra (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.16
An office for New Orchestra of Westchester (photo), May 24, 1985, p.16
Town video channel shows profiles, musicians, art talks, Jul 19, 1985, p.9
A sense of the instrument (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.8
After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

DUNLEAVY, MICHAEL (SISTER)
Happy 40th (to Sisters J Stellern, M Dunleavy) (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.19

DUNN, ALLYN (AU)
Disregard (for schools' appearance) seen (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6

DUNN, JAMES
Local law on dish antennas facing challenge (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.1
(Building) Inspector shortage, Jul 24, 1987, p.1

DUNN, JIM
Praise for building department (ltr), Aug 7, 1987, p.6

DUNN, MARY
Smith grads host president M M Dunn, Aug 15, 1986, p.8

DUNN, MARY (AU)
Needed: a grand design for women (edit), Nov 14, 1986, p.7

DUNN, TERRANCE
SCS lawyer P E Yaeger killed in crash, Jan 24, 1986, p.1

DUNNE, JANE
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

DUNNE, JOHN
For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

DUNNE, MATT
It's happening at the pool (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.5

DUNMORE, FRANK
Dunsmoore retiring from church (photo), May 16, 1986, p.18

DUPONT, ROBERT (AU)
No teen drinking is the proper goal (edit), Oct 16, 1987, p.7

DUPONT, ROBERT (DR)
Drug-alcohol task force pressing ahead (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
DuPont to tell community how to combat drug, alcohol threat, Oct 16, 1987, p.3
A great time to start (edit), Oct 23, 1987, p.6
Teach kids to drink safely (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6

DUPONT, ROBERT JR (DR)
Dr R L DuPont urges parents to set firm limits, Oct 30, 1987, p.1

DURANTE, JOHN
Attendant J Durante retires, Oct 11, 1985, p.1

DURHAM, JOY
Volunteers—their reasons for bucking trend (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.6
Auxiliaries' 'Day at the Races' raises $60,000 for White Plains Hospital (photo), May 8, 1987, p.8

DURHAM, ROSALIE
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

DURIN, HELEN (DR)
Oil company sues GOPC, supplier, Jun 28, 1985, p.1

DURLING, MARGARET
YMCA names pre-school head; lists programs for youngsters, Oct 18, 1985, p.8
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DURNIN, RONALD
- Restauranteurs D'Agostino, Boser buy downtown property, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
- Chase Landing (Restaurant) to be sold in $2.1M deal (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
- Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

DURRANI, JAMIE
- EHS alumni return to old haunt (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.9

DURRANI, LINDA
- Volunteers can help child with Down syndrome (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.6

DURST, MUSE (DR)
- Unification leader Dr M Durst sees a new phase for his church (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.11

DURST, OMNI
- Unification leader Dr M Durst sees a new phase for his church (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.11

DUSCH, BARBARA
- Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

DUTKA, JOYCE
- Mother and son, J Dutka, B R Fried, in photo exhibit, Sep 26, 1986, p.11

DUTTON, RAY

DVORKIN, RUTH
- Local women R Dvorkin, B Klein to aid Smith, Oct 23, 1987, p.11

DVORKIN, RUTH (AU)
- A supervisor for all hours: A Veteran (ltr), Jun 5, 1987, p.6

DVORKIN, SPENCER
- Committee receives two nominations: A Shipper, S Dvorkin (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.10
- S Dvorkin is endorsed by the nominating committee (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.11
- Forum held, Oct 18, 1985, p.13
- Voters elect S Dvorkin (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.11
- Divisions emerge over gifted, talented program, Jan 17, 1986, p.13
- Committee to review math in K-6, Feb 14, 1986, p.11
- Board appoints teacher for district's gifted students, Feb 28, 1986, p.9
- V Goldsmith is dead at age 76, Mar 21, 1986, p.11
- EMT Budget would raise taxes by 8.1%, Mar 21, 1986, p.11
- Tuthill to leave district; new business head named (photo), May 30, 1986, p.11
- Sophomores will retain exemption from gym classes, Jun 13, 1986, p.11
- Board okays program, Jun 27, 1986, p.11
- Feldman to head school board, Jul 4, 1986, p.8
- Teachers get 6.5% increase, Sep 12, 1986, p.13
- Cuts urged in proposed (EMT school) budget, Mar 13, 1987, p.11
- (EMT) Board (of Ed) pares budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10
- William Moyle, long-time (EMT) district head, dies at 85 (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.11
- Dvorkin is new (EMT) board (of Ed) president; new enrichment program adopted, Jul 3, 1987, p.9
- (EMT) Board (of Ed) ponders use of school facilities by outside groups, Jul 17, 1987, p.9
- Budget process (for EMT Bd of Ed) already underway, Oct 16, 1987, p.11
- Health insurance rates (for EMT school district) skyrocket, Oct 30, 1987, p.13
- (EMT) School board looks at AIDS, Nov 13, 1987, p.15
- Community ponders ESL program, Nov 27, 1987, p.13
- (EMT) District to ban smoking at school, Dec 11, 1987, p.15
- (EMT) Teachers' Assn (ssn) approves new health plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.11
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DVORKIN, SPENCER continued

(Emerald School) Board Nominating Committee to consider S. Dvorkin, R. Husney, A. Shipper, Jan 29, 1988, p.11

DVORKIN, SPENCER (AU)

More on l'affaire Lorch-Maslow (ltr), Aug 16, 1985, p.6

DWECK, JACK (AU)

Special thank you to Coach Shaw (ltr), Mar 13, 1987, p.6

DWECK, JUDIE (AU)

Support Scs high hockey (ltr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6

DWI

SEE DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED

Dwyer, Laurence

Speakers M. Shapiro, L. Dwyer stress governmental role in providing housing for seniors (list), May 29, 1987, p.3

Dwyer, Michael

Judge's tough stand on DWI criticized by County Court (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.1

Dykes, John


Dykes, John

Full fall slate for Conservatives, Jun 26, 1987, p.10
GBH Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

Dyscalculia

SEE LEARNING DISABILITIES

Dyslexia

SEE LEARNING DISABILITIES

Dyson, John

State Democrats pick SCS High graduate J. S. Dyson (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
Democrats to make choices in congressional, senate races, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
Primary choices (edit), Sep 5, 1986, p.6
Abzug, Green nominated despite SCS voters (photo; chart p.20), Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Conservative takeover fails in GBH's primary test, Sep 12, 1986, p.12
Voters decide it's not time for a change (chart), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Constitution praised (by M. Green) as 'a living document', Oct 9, 1987, p.5

E DAY

E Day celebrated (photo), May 16, 1986, p.10
E Day fun (photo), May 15, 1987, p.11

E.Y.E.

SEE TASK FORCE ON DRUGS, ALCOHOL

Eagles

Audubon Society, Boy Scouts to exhibit eagle, Feb 22, 1985, p.2

Eales, Raymond

Vets fight for tax break: Village Bd tables vets' tax law, acts on dish antennae, land restrictions, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Vets' tax break voted down at Village Board meeting, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Board's plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
New plan sends all sixth graders to junior high, Jan 24, 1986, p.1

Eales, Raymond (AU)

Partial tax exemption (for vets) urged (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6

Early Alert Program

Early alert program can save lives, Dec 12, 1986, p.16
'Early Alert' available to seniors (illus) (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 9, 1987, p.15
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EARNEST, FRANKLIN (DR)
Dr F Earnest dies, Sep 25, 1987, p.19

EARTH SATELLITE STATIONS
Village Board to consider three local laws, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
Dishes' benefits outweigh liabilities (edit), Jan 4, 1985, p.7
Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Vets fight for tax break: Village Bd tables vets' tax law, acts on dish antennae, land restrictions, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Man waits for ZBA to dish out a decision, Aug 2, 1985, p.11
Dish decision is postponed, Oct 4, 1985, p.11
Dish likely to get ok (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Hearing on dish receiver reopened by zoning board, Nov 29, 1985, p.13
Still no decision from ZBH on satellite dish antenna, Dec 27, 1985, p.11
ZBA denies request for dish, Jan 31, 1986, p.11
Dish receiver case back on ZBA agenda, Apr 4, 1986, p.11
Spot marks the spot (for Hardoff satellite receiver) (photo), May 9, 1986, p.11
Dish request is refused again, Jul 4, 1986, p.9
Local law on dish antennas facing challenge (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Conflict over dishes (edit), Jul 18, 1986, p.6
Hearing called off, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
No challenge (to dish law), Dec 5, 1986, p.1
First permit for dish antenna, May 22, 1987, p.3
Court rulings are pending in (EMT) ban on satellite dish antenna, May 29, 1987, p.11

EARTHQUAKES
Quake's center put on Central, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Ho hum, another one, Apr 25, 1986, p.1

EARTHWATCH
A no-frills vacation for the tour-tired (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.6

EAST SCS ASSN
Townhouses opposed (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6

EASTER
History-and the calendar-unite Passover and Easter (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.1
In her Easter bonnet: J Kupper (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Ecumenical gift (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.5
A glorious Easter (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.16
Traditional celebrations (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Season of hope (edit), Apr 17, 1987, p.6
Kids enjoy Easter Eggstravaganza (photo; list), Apr 24, 1987, p.12

EASTON, HILARY
Pupils make their own TV commercial (photo; list), May 8, 1987, p.20

EASTY, LORRAINE
New teachers at Greenville (photo), May 10, 1985, p.10

EATING
SEE DIET

EATON, MARGUERITE
M W Eaton dies, Jan 21, 1986, p.10

EBERLIN, MONROE
Playing field costs put at $1.5 million, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Board reveals details of what the bonds would buy, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

ECHO VIRUS
  K Rosenberg's death caused by virus, Jan 11, 1985, p.1

ECKER, DAN
  Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1

ECKERT, EDNA
  E S Eckert dies, Nov 6, 1987, p.18

ECKERT, RALPH
  R B Eckert dies, Apr 12, 1985, p.16

ECKHARDT, FRANCIS

ECKHARDT, FRANK
  SCS man D Honigsberg dies in apartment fire, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
  These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

ECKSTEIN, SANDRA
  Quaker Ridge children form cooperative in study of economic relationships, Dec 13, 1985, p.27
  School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

ECOLOGICAL DEFICITS

ECONOMICS-STUDY AND TEACHING
  Quaker Ridge children form cooperative in study of economic relationships, Dec 13, 1985, p.27

ECUADOR-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
  In Ecuador with the Peace Corps (edit), Feb 20, 1987, p.7

ECUMENICAL SERVICES
  First interfaith service here unites Jews and Christians (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.1

ECUMENISM
  Expose (and diminish) our differences (edit), Dec 13, 1985, p.7

EDGEMOON
  Disenfranchisement of Edgewood-Arthur Manor-Bramlee Heights seen (ltr), Jan 4, 1985, p.6
  Committee proposes amendments to school nominating procedure, Apr 26, 1985, p.3
  Writer explains why Edgewooders love their neighborhood (ltr), Feb 7, 1986, p.6
  Thoughts on Edgewood, sixth grade (ltr), Feb 14, 1986, p.6
  Realtors call (redistricting) plan disastrous (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
  She's outraged by Mr Sloan (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
  Chief Ferraro blasts Halloween hooligans (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.3
  Gangs come from all over (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
  Police close inquiry into Halloween mayhem, Jan 16, 1987, p.3
  Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
  Edgewood curfew takes effect, Jul 17, 1987, p.3
  See also Drake-Edgewood Assn

EDGEMOON ENROLLMENT COMMITTEE
  See Schools-SCS-Enrollment

EDGEMOON SCHOOL
  See Schools-SCS-Edgewood

EDISON, THOMAS
  Let there be light, said Edison (edit), Oct 11, 1985, p.7

EDNEY, ED
  Telephone dial tone sounds different, Mar 22, 1985, p.1

EDNEY, ROBERT
  No more bargains: NY Tel cracks down on touch tone users with dial phone wiring, Jun 28, 1985, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

EDNEY, ROBERT continued
Village was geared for Gloria; massive clean-up underway (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Firefighters rescue line man in distress (photo p 1), Aug 29, 1986, p.2

EDSON, MARIAN
Knowledge seen as helpful to kids in nuclear age, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Quaker Ridge lauds R Golden, M Edson for PTA efforts (list), May 30, 1986, p.16

EDSON, RICHARD
SHS grad R Edson has a hit movie (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.2

EDUCATE YOURSELF EARLY
SEE TASK FORCE ON DRUGS, ALCOHOL

EDUCATION
That's what education is all about (edit), Mar 8, 1985, p.7
Get ready for 'career planning' (edit), May 24, 1985, p.7
Educators group has tip for parents (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.20
Your child has been 'retained' (edit), Sep 6, 1985, p.7
Scare tactics charged (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
Plan to be there (Developing Capable Children lecture) (ltr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6
How to avoid 'can't do' attitudes (edit), Dec 27, 1985, p.7
Teacher's ten tips (edit), Jan 31, 1986, p.7
Educational vouchers--a good idea? (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7
Principal N Taddiken takes part in seminar, Jul 25, 1986, p.9
Hard work does pay off (edit), Aug 8, 1986, p.7
How children can write history (edit), Sep 5, 1986, p.7
Junior year can be a bad time (edit), Sep 19, 1986, p.7
Teaching kids to write (edit), Nov 21, 1986, p.7
Sobol, at PTA parley, urges more focus on children (list), Nov 21, 1986, p.18
It's up to parents to help children (edit), Dec 5, 1986, p.7
Can you grow a 'super baby'? (edit), May 15, 1987, p.7
On graduation and entering the world (edit), Jun 19, 1987, p.7
Dr R Hibschian describes views on education (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Local teacher J Schwartz on state task force says school restructuring needed, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
Education: Necessity, not privilege (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.7
SEE ALSO BLACKS-EDUCATION, WOMEN-EDUCATION, TUTORING

EDUCATION COMMITTEE
SEE TOWN CLUB-SCS-EDUCATION COMMITTEE

EDUCATION, MORAL
SEE MORAL EDUCATION

EDUCATION-CONFERENCES
ESL teachers attend state parley, Dec 18, 1987, p.24

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS, ADULT
SEE EMT ADULT SCHOOL, SCS ADULT SCHOOL

EDWARDS, ANN
Volunteer A Gold rewarded (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.3
Auxiliaries' 'Day at the Races' raises $60,000 for White Plains Hospital (photo), May 8, 1987, p.8

EDWARDS, GAVIN
Pressboard: Profile of A Montague, STEP student from Tennessee, Jan 18, 1985, p.18
Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1
Senior G J Edwards wins IBM scholarship, May 16, 1986, p.16
Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

EDWARDS, JAMES
Two garages, two cars destroyed in fire (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.3
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

EDWARDS, JAMES continued
- Mayor's reply (to Overfull Assn's concerns) (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
- Planner promises open approach, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
- Parking, density raised at hearing on Divney plan, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
- Citizens raise questions about downtown plans, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
- Neighborhood leaders (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.3
- Citizens debate preservation law, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
- High praise for departing (Village Board) officials (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1

EDWARDS, JAMES (AU)
- Overhill Assn's concerns (regarding downtown area) (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6

EDWARDS, JEAN

EDWARDS, JIM
- Day of decision nears on downtown, Jan 9, 1987, p.1

EDWARDS, JOHN
- In cable post: J F Edwards, Sep 5, 1986, p.2

EDWARDS, JULIAN
- Feast of clay (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.19

EDWARDS, LINDA
- (PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3

EDWARDS, SIDNEY
- Twenty-six days to kickoff (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.2

EDWARDS, THOMAS (DR)
- EMT school board favors seat belts on buses; search continues for supt, Jan 11, 1985, P.11
- EMT school board grants Dr T Edwards tenure (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.11
- Edwards to leave EHS; Taddiken will succeed him (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.11
- Board may move Latin program; Seely Place improvements proposed, Apr 19, 1985, p.11
- Albany grants EMT district the right to pick superintendent, May 17, 1985, p.11
- Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendent, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
- EMT high school students honored for their many achievements (photo; list), Jun 21, 1985, p.11
- Graduation day marks end of years at EHS for 148 seniors (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.11
- Superintendent reports on 'high school of excellence', Jun 28, 1985, p.11
- Elected school officials' dispute ends in physical confrontation, Jul 19, 1985, p.9
- Conflicting versions emerge of dispute between Bd of Ed members, Aug 9, 1985, p.11
- Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
- Top EMT students join Cum Laude (photo; list), Jun 7, 1986, p.11

EFFINGER, DEBORAH
- Three (S Dikman, D Effinger, B Rice) join R R Ragette (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.4

EFORD, JOHN
- Senior veep: J F Eforo (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.5

EGAN, FRANK
- New redistricting wrinkle has Edgewood up in arms, Feb 14, 1986, p.1

EGAN, KARIN
- Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

EGAN, KARIN (AU)
- Capital project advocated (ltr), Jan 31, 1986, p.6

EGGAR, DAVID

EGLINTON, ANNE
- FSW names A Eglinton director, Nov 15, 1985, p.8
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

EHRENZWEIG, HUGH
  He's teaching 'The Way' his way in village (photo), Aug 23, 1985, p.6

EHRLICH, JACKIE
  Mower with a message (photo), May 29, 1987, p.3

EHRLICH, JOAN
  Resident J Ehrlich is promoted, Mar 14, 1986, p.11

EHRLICH, LORI SPENCE
  Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

EHRLICH, ROY (DR)
  Learning disabilities: a new approach from local doctors R Ehrlich, M Doonan, Feb 5, 1988, p.10

EICHEMEYER, RUDOLF JR
  Photographs shown (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.18

EID, FOUAD
  Xmas customs around the world are both similar and different, Dec 20, 1985, p.13

EID, SIAHM
  Xmas customs around the world are both similar and different, Dec 20, 1985, p.13

EIDELBERG, MELBA
  Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

EIDELBERG, MELVA
  School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

EINERSEN, KERRY
  SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

EISELE, PAUL
  Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

EISENBERG, BARNY (AU)
  Police officers praised (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6

EISENBERG, ETHEL (AU)
  Police officers praised (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6

EISENBERG, KAREN
  Halloween contest draws huge turnout (photo; list), Oct 30, 1987, p.8

EISENBERG, PETER (AU)
  Another solution (to schools' overcrowding) (ltr), Jan 31, 1986, p.6

EISENBERG, ROSANNA
  PTA honors Quaker Ridge teacher R Eisenberg, May 24, 1985, p.12
  School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1

EISENBERG, SAM
  Jewish Conference elects new officers (list), Jun 28, 1985, p.9
  Jewish unit picks Scarsdalian (list), Jun 27, 1986, p.12

EISENBERG, SAM (AU)
  World cannot be appeased (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6
  Closing of PLO office urged (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6

EISENHOWER, DWIGHT
  O'Neill rates the Presidents--past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1

EISENMAN, JOSH
  The sounds of caring (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.26
  Correction: K Robin mistakenly identified in photo as J Eisenman, Jun 28, 1985, p.4

EISENMAN, JOSH (AU)
  Police and kids should talk (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6

EISENMAN, KATHERINE
  New Adult School leaders named (photo; list), Feb 20, 1987, p.3
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

EISERT, CYNTHIA
Thanksgiving for the blind (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.5

EISNER, BARNEY
Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6

EISNER, GERALD
Local volunteers are cited, Mar 11, 1988, p.8

EISNER, LEWIS
L R Eisner dies, Jul 31, 1987, p.14

EL SALVADOR
Mayor to mayor, Nov 15, 1985, p.1

EL SALVADOR-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL

ELBAUM, NAHUM (RABBI)
Rabbi E Korzenik reflects on her historic mission abroad (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.1

ELBE, ARNOLD
A Elbe dies, Dec 31, 1986, p.13

ELDERLY
SEE SENIOR CITIZENS

ELDRED, DWIGHT JR
Mr Memorial Day, E Rogliano, wants no thanks; he gives thanks (photo), May 29, 1987, p.6

ELDRIDGE, ROBERT
Single in SCS: the social dilemma (Part II), Aug 28, 1987, p.6

ELECTIONS
Let kids watch parents vote (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
Private reply suggested (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
Inspectors sought for polls, Aug 8, 1986, p.9
Constitution praised (by M Green) as 'a living document', Oct 9, 1987, p.5
SEE ALSO VOTER REGISTRATION, PRIMARIES

ELECTIONS-GBH
A F Veteran will run again; spurred by rival's bid (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.15
EMT woman among pair set to challenge A Veteran, Apr 26, 1985, p.15
EMT man R Greenbaum throws hat in race for position on GBH Town Council (photo), May 3, 1985, p.15
Residents 2 Silverman switches to council race, May 10, 1985, p.11
Republicans pick town candidates, May 24, 1985, p.11
Republicans see issue in meetings law change, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
Ready for the grand campaign (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.11
Town recruiting (election) inspectors, Oct 25, 1985, p.13
Town candidates at campaign wrap-up (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Democrats retain town reins, Nov 8, 1985, p.11
Incumbents gain victory, Nov 8, 1985, p.11
A difficult issue (edit), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
Firehouse cost questioned (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
Fire proposition opposed (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
Residents consider fire board's proposal at public hearing, Jun 6, 1986, p.11
Town political races open with traditional claims, accusations, Jun 7, 1986, p.11
Town seeks inspectors; gets a couple of couples, Sep 5, 1986, p.13
Keeping voters in the dark (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6
Voting hours to be extended, Nov 21, 1986, p.11
Hochhauser will not run; Smith announces candidacy, Nov 21, 1986, p.11
Veteran is seeking an 8th term in office, Apr 24, 1987, p.11
ELECTIONS-GBH continued

Tolchin will seek re-election, May 8, 1987, p.11
Frigerio to run for supervisor; Greenbaum enters council race, May 22, 1987, p.11
Town GOP gears up for elections, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
S I Ball seeks (GBH) court post, Jun 19, 1987, p.10
Full fall slate for Conservatives, Jun 26, 1987, p.10
GBH Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 10, 1987, p.11
Attacks mark (GBH) supervisor race, Oct 23, 1987, p.13
Change is issue in (GBH Town) board contest, Oct 23, 1987, p.13
Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

ELECTIONS-NEW YORK STATE-LAWS AND LEGISLATION

New ethics law may keep some from public office, Veteran says, Oct 16, 1987, p.11

ELECTIONS-SCS

Independent candidate W Grossman to run for third time (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.1
W Glendon, E Hand, E Seidman, A Blitz named to Non Partisan ticket (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Centralized voting supported (ltr), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
Candidates meeting? LWV may sponsor forum, Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Rukeyser 'cover-up' charged (ltr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6
Rukeyser responds to 'cover-up' charge, Jan 18, 1985, p.6
Citizens urged to vote Jan 22 (ltr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6
Applause for A Blitz (ltr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6
Non Partisan Nominating Com members elected; turnout low (list), Jan 25, 1985, p.1
No chance for the voters (edit), Jan 25, 1985, p.6
In Dea, Rep party caucuses, citizens party candidates urged to take positions on local issues, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
Meetings, not teas (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
W Grossman stressing local issues in campaign for village trustee, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
ELECTIONS-SCS continued

Neighbor should not be set against neighbor in a local election (ltr), Feb 22, 1985, p.6

Election '85: incumbents E Hand, E Seidman air views (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1

W Grossman's political ads called deception (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6

Contested elections not the problem (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6

Candidate W Grossman responds (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6

Citizens Party streak being challenged at polls, Mar 15, 1985, p.1

Grossman speaks at LWV forum (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1

SCS' next mayor (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1

Citizens Party holds reception (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1

Difficult choice (Inquirer endorses Citizens Party) (edit), Mar 15, 1985, p.6

A leader for mayor (edit), Mar 15, 1985, p.6

Go with proven quality? (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6

Advertisement called "incorrect" (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6

Higher taxes feared (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6

Citizens Party slate wins easily; Grossman says he's leaving town (photo-chart), Mar 22, 1985, p.1

New mayor picks W McCreery (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.1

A system we should decry (ltr), Mar 22, 1985, p.6

Offended by (election) headline (ltr), Mar 29, 1985, p.6

Any challengers out there? (ltr), Mar 29, 1985, p.6

Grossman's staying, Apr 5, 1985, p.1

Praise for Grossman, league (ltr), Apr 5, 1985, p.6

Election is better (edit), May 10, 1985, p.6

Cutting corners on democracy? (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6

Thirty-one candidates nominated for Citizens' Committee (list), Oct 4, 1985, p.1

Unit elections set for Wednesday (list), Nov 8, 1985, p.1

New system used at Unit Meetings (list), Nov 15, 1985, p.1

Citizens may propose village candidates, Nov 29, 1985, p.1

Non Partisan System nominates 3 (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.1

Contest or not, Citizens' Party promises to run active campaign, Jan 31, 1986, p.2

No contest: Citizens Party unopposed, Feb 28, 1986, p.1

Tuesday's election will be no contest, Mar 14, 1986, p.1

SCS voters stay home (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.1

Taxation without representation (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6

Candidate interviews urged (ltr), Mar 28, 1986, p.6

Balderdash, Mr Roth! (ltr), Apr 4, 1986, p.6

Look west, SCS: emulate Em's public forum (edit), Apr 11, 1986, p.6

Non-Partisans gear up (list), Aug 29, 1986, p.1

Candidates for Citizens' Committee named; will run at Unit Meetings (list), Oct 17, 1986, p.1

Candidates to speak at LWV forum Monday, Oct 24, 1986, p.1

The democratic way (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6

Unit meetings slated for Nov 12 (list), Nov 7, 1986, p.1

Unit Meetings draw 300, a 10-year low (list), Nov 14, 1986, p.1

Centralized polling favored (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6

Village Club calls for Non-Partisan changes, Dec 12, 1986, p.1

Citizens invited to suggest nominees, Dec 19, 1986, p.1

Seidman nominated as next mayor (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.1

End to (unit) meetings?, Jan 9, 1987, p.1

Where are the men? (edit), Jan 30, 1987, p.6

Citizens' party names J Coutts, E Falkenberg co-chairmen for uncontested village election campaign, Feb 27, 1987, p.3
ELECTIONS-SCS continued

(Elections) Not on St Pat's, Mar 6, 1987, p.1
Greenes, Shay give priority to planning (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.1
Village election will be no contest (list), Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Village election: different day, same results (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.1
He's a convert to the (Non Partisan) 'system' (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6
(W Mandelman) is a candidate (for village justice), May 1, 1987, p.1
Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
On snowy night few go out to Unit Meetings, Nov 13, 1987, p.1
Challenge to the Town Club (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
More participation wanted (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6
Candidates named for village office (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Committee: Vote Tuesday (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Give (centralized polling) a try (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Centralized polling backed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Centralized polling backed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Two go to polls in second vote (for Unit F, School Board Nominating Committee), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
Elaine Schroeder finds time for a new challenge (as Village Trustee) (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
A piece of cake! (photo), Mar 10, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO NON PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY, OPEN GOVERNMENT COALITION, NON PARTISAN SYSTEM, UNIT MEETINGS, CITIZENS COMMITTEE-SCS-EL

ELECTIONS-SCS-HISTORY

Citizen's Party slate expected to run unopposed in March elections, Jan 10, 1986, p.1

ELECTIONS-US

Party mixes politics with show business (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.1
Check out Warren Beatty (ltr), Jul 18, 1986, p.6
LWV left wondering, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Abzug tells temple of her support for Israel, Oct 3, 1986, p.2
They're cooking (Abzug, DioGuardi to debate), Oct 10, 1986, p.1
He's not for D'Amato (ltr), Oct 17, 1986, p.6
Celebrity season in SCS (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Congressional confrontation turns bitter (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Director of 'Reds' W Beatty joins Green team (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.4
Voters decide it's not time for a change (chart), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Bad show (edit), Nov 7, 1986, p.6
Gilaan easy victor, Nov 7, 1986, p.11
Corrections: Mislabeled columns for DioGuardi-O'Connor race, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Democratic leader proud (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
Shirt-sleeve campaigner, N Dukakis (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.5
What do our candidates know? (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
Bush backed (by SCS Republican Town Committee), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Congressional candidates H Fish, D Mehiel, N Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

ELECTIONS-US-HISTORY

Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6

ELECTIONS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Scs lawyer P Pickelle challenges Vergari (photo), May 10, 1985, p.1
GOP looking for Hochberg opponent (photo), May 24, 1985, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

ELECTIONS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY  continued

Hochberg expected to run unopposed, Jul 5, 1985, p.1
Voters' loss (edit), Jul 5, 1985, p.6
Hochberg blasts Aiodio strategy, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Aiodio fighting for GOP line, Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Candidate (Aiodio) scolded (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Hochberg appeals court ruling for GOP candidate, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
Hochberg wins one in court, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Hochberg wins battle of ballot, Aug 30, 1985, p.1
Hochberg, Aiodio debate local issues (photo p 19), Oct 11, 1985, p.1
Pickelle, Vergari exchange barbs as DA race gets underway (photo p 19), Oct 18, 1985, p.1
Candidates to meet in league forum here (list), Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Candidate Pickelle disturbed (ltr), Oct 25, 1985, p.6
Three vie for county board (photo), Oct 25, 1985, p.13
County contests head Nov 5 ballot here, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Harmony reigns at LWV 'debate', Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Endorsements: A O'Rourke, A Hochberg, Amendment 5 (edit), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
Local voters back winners (chart), Nov 8, 1985, p.1
O'Connor says he'll face Burrows again (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Flynn quits Senate; Democrats scramble (list), May 30, 1986, p.10
M Wilson backs B Parisi, Jun 7, 1986, p.4
County Board race starts as two announce candidacy, Jun 7, 1986, p.11
Party mixes politics with show business (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.1
Party caucuses, Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Knaplund in contest for Family Court, May 29, 1987, p.1
Carsky, Hochberg to seek reelection to County Board, May 29, 1987, p.11
Andrew Moss, 22, picked to run against Hochberg (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.1
County seats: new face (A Moss) vs long record (A Hochberg) (photo), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
Carsky, Diaferia vie for 17th District county legislative seat (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.11
Moss names DioGuardi (honorary campaign chairman) (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.9
LWV guide to be mailed, Oct 16, 1987, p.4
Law (forcing judges to retire at 70) upheld, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
For Judge Knaplund (edit), Oct 23, 1987, p.6
Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Hochberg and Moss find much to agree on, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Re-elect Hochberg (edit), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
A necessary evil (edit), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
He's proud of Andy Moss (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
Support for Hochberg (ltrs), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
Judge Leftkowitz praised (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p 9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Incumbent legislators are all victorious, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

ELECTRIC POWER FAILURES

Weekend blackout (at Golden Horseshoe), Feb 28, 1986, p.1

ELECTRICIANS

Cooling trend (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.1

ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING

SEE COMPUTERS

ELECTRONICS FIRMS

Scs man H Anders new president of company, May 10, 1985, p.4
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
  Local man B Carswell to chair electronics group, Dec 13, 1985, p.3

ELFENBEIN, FRED
  New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
  Quaker Ridge collects candy for Children's Village, Nov 7, 1986, p.14
  Fifth graders (at OR) learn about aging (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.15
  Reception to honor teachers retiring from Quaker Ridge; PTA slate announced (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.17

ELIAS, ALBERT (AU)
  Victory for human suffering? (ltr), Sep 20, 1985, p.6
  More to Kenya than animals (edit), Apr 10, 1987, p.7
  Birth dearth seen no threat (ltr), Aug 28, 1987, p.6

ELIEL, BRENDA
  Teen drug use seen as everyone's problem, Feb 28, 1986, p.1

ELIEL, MICHAEL
  Teen drug abuse seen as everyone's problem, Feb 28, 1986, p.1

ELKIN, EDWARD (DR)
  Residents protest TV rate hike, Feb 15, 1985, p.11
  Town budget adopted, Dec 13, 1985, p.12

ELKINS, JUDY
  Health fair features hands-on lessons (list), Mar 20, 1987, p.22

ELLENBERG, MARTIN
  Tentative contracts (for village employees), Jan 24, 1986, p.1
  Library union gets fact-finder's support, Apr 18, 1986, p.1

ELLER, SALLY
  S Eller dies, Oct 25, 1985, p.20

ELLEY, NONI

ELLIOT, GRETÁ (AU)
  Realtors call (redistricting) plan disastrous (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6

ELLIOTT, MARK
  YDW elects Weinberg, Chonigman, Mar 13, 1987, p.11

ELLIOTT, JOHN
  J B Elliott dies, Jan 31, 1986, p.16
  Residents consider fire board's proposal at public hearing, Jun 6, 1986, p.11
  Auditors give GBH fire district a clean bill of health, Nov 7, 1986, p.11
  At Phaedrus, the aim is 'educating the whole kid' (Part II) (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.11

ELLIOTT, JOHN JR (REV-DR)
  Graduation marks end of years at EHS for 148 seniors (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.11
  Greenville pastor Rev J D Elliott Jr earns doctorate (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.10
  Homecoming '86 at Greenville Community Church (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.10
  The American thing to do (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
  Extend the voting hours (edit), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
  Keeping voters in the dark (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6
  Gratitude to commissioners (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
  Toff resigns as head of Greenville fire board (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.13

ELLIS ISLAND (NY)
  M Adlerstein will make history live at Ellis Island (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.6

ELLIS, LEE
  Printer L Ellis' work chosen, Oct 16, 1987, p.4

ELLISON, MARGARET
  M S Ellison dies, Mar 20, 1987, p.15
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ELLMAN, ERIC
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

ELM RIDGE FARM
Irma Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5

ELMSFORD ANIMAL SHELTER
SEE ANIMAL SHELTERS

ELNACCASH, TEREK
Woodlands Junior High math team to host interscholastic mathematics event (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12

ELSROTH, DIANE
Tylenol embargo, Feb 14, 1986, p.1

ELTING, LEONARD
L G Elting dies, Nov 14, 1986, p.20
Fire under Earth means bad day for business, Aug 21, 1987, p.1

ELTING, LOUISE
Five to recall old SCS (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.5

ELVODE, ELIES
Refilling the BAR, Apr 25, 1986, p.1

ELWIN, EDWARD
Herrin denied parole, Jun 20, 1986, p.1

ELYACHAR, JONATHAN
SCS grad J R Eyaphar named VP at Hutton, Mar 22, 1985, p.16

ELZ, PRISCILLA
Auxiliaries' "Day at the Races" raises $60,000 for White Plains Hospital (photo), May 8, 1987, p.8

EMANUELLI, SHARON
Printer L Eliss' work chosen, Oct 16, 1987, p.4

EMBLEM CLUB-SCS
New officers sworn in at Emblem Club installation (list), Jun 12, 1987, p.9

EMERGENCY DROUGHT TASK FORCE
SEE DROUGHT EMERGENCY-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

EMERGENCY SERVICES
L Weistopf elected Chairman of Board, SVAC, Mar 1, 1985, p.5
Why not a SWAT team for relief? (edit), Jan 24, 1986, p.7
SVAC setting pace in state, Jan 31, 1986, p.3
SVAC adds new lifesaving skill (photo; add photo, list p 10), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
High drama on Nelson (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
Making SCS safer (edit), Aug 29, 1986, p.6
Early alert program can save lives, Dec 12, 1986, p.16
Junior League distributes trauma bags to help children caught in emergency (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.8
New ambulance for GBH, Oct 16, 1987, p.11
Firemen: How did you (A O'Rourke) miss us? (lir), Dec 11, 1987, p.6
A big thank you (to police, SVAC) (lir), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO DISASTER RELIEF, EARLY ALERT PROGRAM, SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS

EMERSON, EDWARD
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

EMINENT DOMAIN
This land is (not) your land (photo; list; advertisement), Oct 16, 1987, p.24
Coalition urges county to condemn (Jay) property, Oct 23, 1987, p.16

EMMER, BEA
Correction to 3/29 Arcade story: B Emmer pres of Arcade Stationers, Apr 4, 1986, p.2
EMMER, DAVID
Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6

EMMER, JEFF
Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6

EMMER, JEFFREY
Historical reflection: R Lederer named SCS Citizen of the Year (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.1
Hustlers can still rustle up a summer job (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
Correction to 3/28 Arcade story: B Emmer pres of Arcade Stationers, Apr 4, 1986, p.2

EMMER, MURRAY

EMORY, ERIC
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

EMORY, ERIC (AU)
Credit belongs to Desmond (ltr), Nov 8, 1985, p.6
Found: an honest aan (ltr), Mar 14, 1986, p.6

EMPIRE PLAN
SEE NEW YORK STATE GOVERNMENT HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM

EMPIRE STATE GAMES
Signori wins Empire gold, Aug 16, 1985, p.18
Student K Pozzoboni a part of winning team, Aug 30, 1985, p.9
Figure skating whizzes: K Bayer, L Frohlich (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.15
Local athletes in Empire State Games, Jul 31, 1987, p.15

EMPLOYEES-BENEFITS
Demographics change compensation plans (edit), Jul 31, 1987, p.7

EMPLOYEES-GBH
Silent union pickets town (of GBH) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12
SEE ALSO TEACHERS-EMT, SCHOOLS-EMT-EMPLOYEES

EMPLOYEES-GBH-RETIREMENT
Town sets retirement plan, Dec 20, 1985, p.12

EMPLOYEES-GBH-WAGES AND SALARIES
Town loses arbitration on pay lag, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
Town and police seek an end to impasse in negotiations, Jul 12, 1985, p.9
Town budget gives raises to officials (list), Dec 8, 1985, p.12
Town, police settle; PBA head unhappy, Feb 7, 1986, p.10
Town board approves contract with CSEA, Aug 22, 1986, p.9
New contract for fire officers is okayed, Jul 17, 1987, p.9
Two sessions set next week on (GBH's) $29M budget, Nov 27, 1987, p.13
Town (of GBH) and Teamster union in a standoff on pay issue, Dec 31, 1987, p.10
Town (of GBH), union end long dispute, Feb 12, 1988, p.10
SEE ALSO TEACHERS-EMT-WAGES AND SALARIES, SCHOOLS-EMT-EMPLOYEES-WAGES AND SALARIES

EMPLOYEES-SCS
Getting healthier: village employees log fewer sick days, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Staff shortage may close pool, Aug 30, 1985, p.1
They never miss: village employee honor roll announced (list), Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Village will hire new deputy manager, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Not ready to leave: Fire Chief R White, Capt R Anthony, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Village undertaking host of summer projects (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.1
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EMPLOYEES-SCS continued

Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Stiffer fines...and more of them, Feb 20, 1987, p.1
Village employees take course in safe driving, Apr 17, 1987, p.3
Rec Dept fills new number 2 post (S Board hired) (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.3
She (A Watson) will be missed (ltr), Dec 31, 1987, p.6
SCS names J Giampoli new deputy clerk, Jan 8, 1988, p.3
'G' in attendance (for village employees), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO TEACHERS-SCS, SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEES

EMPLOYEES-SCS-RETIREMENT

Village Board to consider retirement incentive program, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
Public budget preview presented by Village Bd Finance Com., Feb 22, 1985, p.1
SCS faces the retirement of ten village employees, Feb 22, 1985, p.6
Remembering the Macris (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
Decorated firefighter R Digiacomo retires, Mar 22, 1985, p.2
Hail and farewell (to village employees) (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.5
Farewell party (for A Watson) (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.3
SEE ALSO RETIREMENT INCENTIVE PROGRAM-SCS

EMPLOYEES-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES

Public budget preview presented by Village Bd Finance Com., Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Contracts expiring, May 24, 1985, p.1
Police 'frustrated' by contract impasse, Jul 5, 1985, p.1
No contract (between village, CSEA), Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Writer says SCS police deserve higher salaries (ltr), Aug 23, 1985, p.6
Village employee group voting on fact-finder's recommendation, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
No settlement (between village and CSEA), Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Contract update, Oct 18, 1985, p.1
More (money) for managers, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Correction: M Cedarbaum's salary, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Tentative contracts (for village employees), Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Parking plan, vets' benefits debated; village approves two labor contracts, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Village, firemen agree on contract, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Library union gets fact-finder's support, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Labor agreement?, May 30, 1986, p.1
Librarians contract, Jun 6, 1986, p.1
Librarians contract ratified, Jun 13, 1986, p.3
Labor contracts ratified, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Board bars drinking in public; sets vote on shelter at 2 Drake, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Rises approved, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Firemen awarded pay hikes, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Labor unrest: PBA files for binding arbitration, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
(Village) Manager L Tooley asks 4.67% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO TEACHERS-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES, SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEES-WAGES AND SALARIES

EMPLOYEES-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Hochberg urges O'Rourke to cap budget, Sep 26, 1986, p.8

EMPLOYERS

Book lists county's major employers, Sep 26, 1986, p.5

EMPLOYMENT

Affirmative action works (edit), Sep 20, 1985, p.7
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EMPLOYMENT continued
Don't quit your job, sue your boss instead (edit), Jan 23, 1987, p.7
Jobs, jobless mismatched (edit), Jan 23, 1987, p.7
SEE ALSO BLACKS-EMPLOYMENT, WOMEN-EMPLOYMENT

EOT
Fond farewell to EHT (ltr), Jul 12, 1985, p.6
SEE ALSO E DAY

EHT ADULT SCHOOL
Adult school (EHT) closes its doors, Oct 10, 1986, p.11

EHT ASSN
Objectives for downtown SCS (ltr), Jan 4, 1985, p.6
Decorating from a distance (photo; list), Dec 20, 1985, p.13
Fall fare (photo; list), Sep 26, 1986, p.13
ZBA approves canopy, May 1, 1987, p.11
Civic groups leery of zoning amendment, May 8, 1987, p.11
Getting together (at BBH Nature Center) (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.11
Frozen fun (on Crane Pond at EHT ice carnival) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.11

EOT ASSN FREIGHTWAY COMMITTEE
SEE EHT ASSN

EOT BOARD OF EDUCATION
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT

EOT CAMPUS (NEWSPAPER)
Community is alarmed by EHS survey on drug use, Mar 14, 1986, p.11
Board appointment sparks criticism from EHS faculty, Mar 28, 1986, p.11

EOT CHILDREN'S CENTER
Albany grants EMT district the right to pick superintendent, May 17, 1985, p.11
Local agencies get United Way grants (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.5
Board of Ed elects officers and votes on Children's Center, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
Children's Center opens on Wed (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.23
New quarters for children's center, Jul 25, 1986, p.9
Assistant principal named: D Pearlean, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
New program for kindergartners, Sep 5, 1986, p.13
Snipping the string (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.11
Children's Center opens new home (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
Children's Center is seeking contributions, May 8, 1987, p.10
(EMT) Children's center to reopen in fall, Jul 3, 1987, p.9
(EMT) Board of Ed ponders use of school facilities by outside groups, Jul 17, 1987, p.9
Chase grants aid (Riverwest Management Co, SCS Hist Soc, SCS Meals on Wheels, Emt Childrens Cntr), Sep 4, 1987, p.10
Focus on 4 F's at EMT Center, Mar 11, 1988, p.7

EOT COMMUNITY COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION
SEE SCHOOLS-EMT-PTA

EOT COMMUNITY COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION
Unresponsiveness (by EMT Bd of Ed) charged, Jun 26, 1987, p.11
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-EMT-PTA

EOT COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS
Local musicians are set for concert (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.11

EOT DAY CAMP
What's doin' at Day Camp? (photo; list), Jul 12, 1985, p.9
The fun's begun at the EMT Summer Day Camp (photo; list), Jul 18, 1986, p.9
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EMT DAY CAMP continued
  Bravo, Mr. Rothstein (ltr), Aug 8, 1986, p.6
  Crafty kids (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.9

EMT EMPLOYEES
  SEE EMPLOYEES-GBH, TEACHERS-EMT, SCHOOLS-EMT-EMPLOYEES

EMT HIGH SCHOOL
  SEE SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL

EMT JAPANESE WOMEN'S CLUB
  Showing appreciation (photo), May 8, 1987, p.10

EMT NEWCOMERS COUNCIL

EMT SCHOLARSHIP COUNCIL
  Scholarship council is again raising funds, Feb 6, 1987, p.11

EMT SCHOOLS
  SEE SCHOOLS-EMT

EMT TEACHERS ASSN
  Teachers unite in support of colleague J Coon, May 9, 1986, p.11
  Teachers’ pet (programs) (photo), May 30, 1986, p.10
  Teachers contract settled, Sep 5, 1986, p.12
  Teachers get 6.5% increase, Sep 12, 1986, p.13
  Ridiculous settlement (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
  Community ponders ESL program, Nov 27, 1987, p.13
  EMT (Teachers) Assn approves new health plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.11

EMT-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
  She’s taking EMT memories with her (edit), Aug 23, 1985, p.7

ENDE, JON
  Seven EMT seniors are Merit Semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.12

ENDE, MATT
  Getting it together (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.13

ENDICOTT, JOHN
  Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

ENDLEXOFER, ALICE
  Sister Alice Maria marks 50th, Nov 14, 1986, p.20

ENDOWMENTS
  Harold E Krents endowment fund established at Harvard Law School, Dec 11, 1987, p.2

ENDRES, DAVID
  SCS aan D Endres opens real estate agency (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.9

ENDRES, STELLA (AU)
  SCS called 'outstanding' (ltr), Oct 16, 1987, p.6

ENERGY

ENGLAND, EDITH
  Grandparents project gets anonymous gift, Sep 12, 1986, p.2

ENGEL, JAIME
  J Engel Seagram exec (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.3

ENGELMAN, IRIS
  Art display at SCS gallery (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.13

ENGINEERING
  The existential joy of engineering (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.7

ENGINEERS
  Engineers—bright, curious, pragmatic (edit), Mar 14, 1986, p.7
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ENGINEERS continued
Engineer N D Kurtz honored for innovation, Mar 27, 1987, p.3
How do you accept change? (edit), May 1, 1987, p.7

ENGELANDER, JOHN
SMS graduate B Smithline dead of leukemia at 20 (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1

ENGELANDER, ROBERT HENRYSNEL, HARRY
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1

ENGELANDER, SIMONE
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

ENGLE, TROY
SCS graduate T Engle takes college post, Sep 13, 1985, p.16

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM-EMT
SEE SCHOOLS-EMT-ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM-SCS
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM

ENGLISH LANGUAGE-STUDY AND TEACHING
ESL teachers attend state parley, Dec 18, 1987, p.24

ENGLISH, THOMAS JR
Winners map post-election plans, Nov 7, 1986, p.11

ENREWEIT, MARIE
School Board asks 8.26% tax increase, Apr 19, 1985, p.1

ENRICH, JULES
William Moyle, long-time (EMT) district head, dies at 85 (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.11

ENSELEY, JO ANNE
Candy-filled gifts (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.16

ENSELEY, JOANNE
Rockets, robots on display at library, Feb 8, 1985, p.12
New rules at SMS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Landmarks at the library (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.3
Board (of Education) aims at tax hike under 8%, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING FIRMS
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS
Day of decision nears on downtown, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Muted enthusiasm for (Griffen Ave) path, Feb 20, 1987, p.1
County's comments (on downtown DEIS), Feb 20, 1987, p.1
Decision expected this month on Golden Horseshoe's expansion plans, Mar 6, 1987, p.5
Nearing the end (of environmental review process re station area improvements), Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Review (of Divney Canels improvement plan) concludes, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Board okays path on Griffin, Apr 3, 1987, p.5
Planning Board okays making Eton Court 2-way, May 1, 1987, p.3
Plans for 11 houses move ahead, Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Town (of GBH) tightens ridge control, Oct 9, 1987, p.13
Golden Horseshoe expansion plan gains, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
   SEE CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

EPHRON, DAVID (AU)
   Changed atmosphere at SHS (ltr), Dec 20, 1985, p.6

EPHRON, MICHAEL (AU)
   Wanted: fine arts space (ltr), Apr 19, 1985, p.6

EPINA, JOHN
   Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1

EPPLER, KLAUS
   SCS lawyer P E Yaeger killed in crash, Jan 24, 1986, p.1

EPPS, CHARLES
   (Fairview) Greenburgh Community Center awards presented, Jan 22, 1988, p.12

EPSTEIN, DEBBIE
   SHS spring sports competitors honored at Maroon and White event (photo; list), Jun 7, 1985, p.15

EPSTEIN, DEBORAH
   SCS class of ’85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1

EPSTEIN, JANE
   J Epstein dies, Apr 12, 1985, p.16

EPSTEIN, JUDITH
   Local rabbi E Korzenik to be cited by Hadassah, Dec 6, 1985, p.10

EPSTEIN, ROBIN
   TV show tells story of Safe Rides, Nov 29, 1985, p.5

EPSTEIN, SYLVIA (DR-AU)
   How to avoid ‘can’t do’ attitudes (edit), Dec 27, 1985, p.7

EPSTEIN-BARR VIRUS SYNDROME
   Support group set, Sep 26, 1986, p.8

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
   Who has been left out? (edit), Aug 2, 1985, p.7

EQUALITY
   America the unique (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.7

EQUESTRIAN MANAGEMENT SERVICES INC
   SEE BOULDER BROOK RIDING CLUB

EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION LAW
   SEE DIVORCE-LAWS AND LEGISLATION

EQUITATION
   SEE HORSEMANSHIP

ERBSEN, ALLAN
   Debate winner: A Erbsen, Sep 18, 1987, p.12

ERBSEN, CLAUDE
   Journalist group elects local man C Erbsen, Feb 14, 1986, p.3
   Executive C E Erbsen heads AP division, Jul 17, 1987, p.5

ERBSN, NEDY
   Because of redistricting, four (B Hudgins, R Golden, L Mercein, J Steger) must resign from SBMC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3

ERBSN, ALAN
   (SHS) Debate team elects officers, Mar 18, 1988, p.15

ERDOMAN, AUDREY (AU)
   Accolades for police officer R Motto (ltr), Feb 22, 1985, p.6

ERFANI, MOHAMMED HAFEZ
   Planning Board okays making Eton Court 2-way, May 1, 1987, p.3

ERLICH, SAMAE
   They deliver (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.5
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ERNST, BONNIE
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

ERNST, RUTH (AU)
Going to seed with wildflowers (edit), Apr 11, 1986, p.7

ERSKINE, L GILLESPIE
   Erskine, triathlon chief, is honored by St Agnes (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.11

ERSKINE, L GILLESPIE JR
   Hospital receives triathlon $19,000, Nov 22, 1985, p.3

ERSKINE, W BIRKS
   Conflicting versions emerge of dispute between Bd of Ed members, Aug 9, 1985, p.11

ESMAN, RICHARD
   What? You want to plan a Xmas vacation now? (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.6

ESMANSON, WAYNE
   New bosses (for SCS Government Day) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5

ESCHER, DORIS (DR)
   Scs physician G Escher honored by United's hospice program (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.12

ESCHER, GEORGE
   G Escher dies, Jan 9, 1987, p.16

ESCHER, GEORGE (DR)
   Scs physician G Escher honored by United's hospice program (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.12

ESCHWEILER, PETER
   County's comments (on downtown DEIS), Feb 20, 1987, p.1

ESHET, MARC
   A day for stars and stripes (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.5

ESHENBRENNER, MIKE
   Reading and feeding (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.2

ESL PROGRAM
   SEE SCHOOLS-EMT-ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM, SCHOOLS-SCS-ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM

ESTABLISHMENT CLAUSE
   SEE CRECHE CASE

ESTIMATE PLANNING
   Setting goals for estate planning (edit), Jul 12, 1985, p.7

ESTER MALLACH MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
   SEE HOSPITALS

ESTIS, ERIKA
   Proposed EMT school budget calls for 7.3% tax hike, Mar 15, 1985, p.13

ETHICAL HUMANIST SOCIETY
   SEE WESTCHESTER ETHICAL HUMANIST SOCIETY

ETHICS
   Fictional fire poses real-life dilemmas, May 3, 1985, p.1
   SEE ALSO MORAL EDUCATION

ETHICS-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
   Strong ethics law needed (ltr), May 9, 1987, p.6
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ETHICS-LAWS AND LEGISLATION continued
New ethics law may keep some from public office, Veteran says, Oct 16, 1987, p.11

ETHIOPIA
On aid to Ethiopians (ltr), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
Edgewood students raise money for Ethiopia (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.15
Contest aids Ethiopia (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.24
SNS team has extra incentive, May 3, 1985, p.1
Where is the rain? (edit), May 3, 1985, p.7
We Are the World (photo), May 3, 1985, p.20

ETIQUETTE
Eureka! EMT code discovered (edit), Jul 26, 1985, p.7
Advice from Mr Hightower (ltr), Aug 30, 1985, p.6

ETLING, LOUISE
Forty works in SCS art show (photo; list), Jan 9, 1987, p.4

ETON COURT
Planning Board okays making Eton Court 2-way, May 1, 1987, p.3

ETTLINGER, CAROL
(Animal) Shelter agreement signed, Feb 27, 1987, p.9

ETUSNER, ROBERT
(EMT) Board (of Ed) ponders use of school facilities by outside groups, Jul 17, 1987, p.9
New faces (on EMT teaching staff) (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.11
Seely Place fifth graders meet the Headless Horseman face to face, Oct 30, 1987, p.12
Indian artist, M Mag-la-Que, and artistry (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.11
Indian visitor, M Mag-la-Que, visitor at Seely, Feb 12, 1988, p.11

EVACUATION OF CIVILIANS
Evacuation plan called futile (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6

EVANS, ARTHUR
A F S Evans elected to board of directors of Royal Group Inc, Jan 4, 1985, p.5

EVANS, CAROL
Advisory committee reports on changes for the gifted, Sep 27, 1985, p.11

EVANS, DONALD
Pioneer spirit alive and well in Fox Meadow (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.6
D K Evans dies, Dec 4, 1987, p.21

EVANS, GRANT (DR)

EVANS, HAROLD
Fictional fire poses real-life dilemmas, May 3, 1985, p.1

EVANS, JANE (DR)
Braille unit elects philanthropist S Henkind, Jan 15, 1988, p.4

EVANS, JANET
J H Evans dies, Jan 16, 1987, p.16

EVANS, LORIBEL
L S Evans dies, Apr 11, 1986, p.18

EVANS, MONICA
STEP welcomes student to SCS High School (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.23
Warm welcome to SCS (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.5

EVE, ARTHUR
A commissioner with ‘vision’ (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6

EVON COURT
Soaring prices spur home-building boom (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.1
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EVON COURT continued
  BAR gives approval to three new hoases, Nov 21, 1986, p.2
  What's in a name?, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
EWALD, WILLIAM JR (DR)
  Dr W B Ewald Jr, Eisenhower scholar, to speak at DAR meeting, Feb 22, 1985, p.9
EWEN, DEBORAH
  Past resident D Ewen elected VP, Aug 9, 1985, p.8
EWING, BETTY
  (SCS Congregational) church to host Sunday award reception, Nov 13, 1987, p.4
EXCHANGE OF PERSONS PROGRAMS
  EMS teacher E Perlman to tour Japan, May 1, 1987, p.10
  SMS student J Gordon to participate in international living program, May 29, 1987, p.14
  Summer with Swiss family (for M Gardner), Jun 5, 1987, p.17
EXECUTIVE RECRUITING FIRMS
  Local man's firm takes new name, May 3, 1985, p.2
EXECUTIVES
  J Engel Seagram exec (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.3
  S R Belasco promoted at Colgate (Palmolive Co) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.11
  HTS residents honored, Feb 5, 1988, p.12
  President: J D Reha (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15
  (P Feinglas, J E Walter) named to executive posts (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.4
  SCS resident N Littman appointed first VP, Mar 4, 1988, p.4
EXTENDED-DAY KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
  SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
EXTREMISM
  Extremism in liberty: is it really a vice? Yes (edit), Jul 12, 1985, p.7
  Extremism in liberty: is it really a vice? No (edit), Jul 12, 1985, p.7
EYE
  Mr and Mrs R Salter receive Eye Donor proclamation; Eye Bank Dir cites need for donors (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.16
  Sixth graders learn about the eye, Nov 21, 1986, p.18
FACELLE, THOMAS
  J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for room on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
  Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
  Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p 9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1
FADEM, EDNA MAE
  New Y wing to be named for local (Raizen) family, Mar 4, 1988, p.2
FADEM, LEROY
  New Y wing to be named for local (Raizen) family, Mar 4, 1988, p.2
FADER, HALLIE
  The focus of all eyes (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.16
FAGAH, EDWARD
  Old-fashioned wedding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.3
  E R Fagan dies, Jan 24, 1986, p.16
FAGAN, LORA
  Old-fashioned wedding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.3
FAGIN, BRIAN (AU)
  Disabled need better access (ltr), Feb 7, 1988, p.6
FAGMANI, JOYCE
  Thanksgiving for the blind (photo), Nov 20, 1986, p.5
FAINT, WILLIAM
  Inquirer writer S Stone helps nab suspected burglar, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
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FAIR, JAMES
- SHS fair conveys health realities, Nov 27, 1987, p.20

FAIRBACK, WILLIAM
- Neighbors wary of plan for homeless, Jan 22, 1988, p.12

FAIRS
- Cotton comes to Greenacres (photo), May 17, 1985, p.14
- Book Fair at library tomorrow (photo), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
- Looking for a good read (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.5
- Bibliomania RX: double dose of local book fair (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.6

FAIRSTEIN, GUY
- Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
- Amendment to Non-Partisan Resolution would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town’s 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

FAIRSTEIN, GUY (AU)
- Editorial (on Non Partisan System) called ’timely’ (ltr), Sep 25, 1987, p.6
- More participation wanted (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6

FAIRSTEIN, MARISSA
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town’s 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

FAIRVIEW-GBH COMMUNITY CENTER
- Fairview (Greenburgh) Community Center awards presented, Jan 22, 1988, p.12
- King breakfast profit report is awaited, Jan 22, 1988, p.12

FAIRVIEW-GBH DAY CARE AND YOUTH FACILITIES CENTER
- New law safeguards Union Child day-care center, Aug 7, 1987, p.9

FAIRVIEW-GREENBURGH COMMUNITY CENTER
- Fairview (Greenburgh) Community Center awards presented, Jan 22, 1988, p.12

FAITHFULL, LESLYE (REV)
- New associate minister Rev L N Faithfull to preach at SCS Congregational (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.12
- Rev Leslye Faithfull to be installed (list), Sep 26, 1986, p.19
- Nine without homes find shelter for a night in SCS church (photo, addl photo p 19), Nov 28, 1986, p.1

FAKRY, JOSEPH (DR)
- Hospital (WP) appoints nine doctors (list), Dec 27, 1985, p.3

FALARDI, FRANK
- Computer systems help streamline Village Hall (photo p 12), Dec 31, 1987, p.1

FALCONE, NOLA
- Local woman N M Falcone elected Evergreen Fund chief, Jun 21, 1985, p.8

FALKENBERG, CHRIS
- New rules stir protest at SHS, Nov 29, 1985, p.1

FALKENBERG, CHRIS (AU)
- Extremists in liberty: is it really a vice? No (edit), Jul 12, 1985, p.7

FALKENBERG, EDWARD
- Village investment strategy backfires, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
- M Bowen, E Falkenberg withdraw names from mayoralty race, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
- Vets fight for tax break: Village Bd tables vets’ tax law, acts on dish antennae, land restrictions, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
- Senior outreach in SCS budget, Mar 22, 1985, p.1
- Downtown planning still moving ahead, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
- League, GOP call for new method in appointing of village trustees, May 10, 1985, p.1
- Village enacts water use rules, May 17, 1985, p.1
- Arguments for appointment (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6
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FALKENBERG, EDWARD continued

Board hires adviser on Winston lot, May 31, 1985, p.1
Consultants hired for Freightway development plans, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Insurance problems blocking art display (photo p.8), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Youth Services program to expand, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Falkenberg to direct fund drive, Jul 12, 1985, p.2
Residents persuade Pennysaver to stop hand deliveries here (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Land planner to give advice on Winston land, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
Need for bond issue questioned (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
Board of Trustees' advisers cool to possible village bond issue, Aug 16, 1985, p.1
Greenacres to get another guard, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Members of BAR record high rate of absenteeism, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Crossing at Ross, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Village trustees consider alternative financing, Sep 13, 1985, p.1
Cost considerations delay vote on new fire department facility, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Residents invited to recommend candidates for boards, councils, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Village says it will sell Winston land, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Veterans' benefit rejected; merchants' parking approved, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Club debates Winston sale, vets, Feb 14, 1986, p.3
Youth project's backers fear loss of village support, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
After 20 years in business, car rental may be legalized, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Trustee Falkenberg (edit), Mar 28, 1986, p.6
Former mayor is appreciative (ltr), Apr 4, 1986, p.6
O'Rourke won't say if he's running; Club officers named (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.3
Panelists probe planning issues (list), May 30, 1986, p.1
Ex-village trustee E Falkenberg gets new post with Seagrae (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.2
Downtown plan draws critical comment, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Citizens' party names J Coutts, E Falkenberg co-chairmen for uncontested village election campaign, Feb 27, 1987, p.3
High praise for departing (Village Board) officials (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1
(Town) Club urges village to shelve Historic Preservation Law (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Committee forced to pick Bowl winner, Oct 9, 1987, p.5
Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

FALKENBERG, EDWARD (AU)

Dispassionate review of senior outreach funding advised (ltr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6
Advertisement called "incorrect" (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
Support for outreach worker not unanimous (ltr), Mar 29, 1985, p.6
Town Club's positions (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6

FALKENBERG, PAT

Honorees (of Mt Holyoke Club of Westchester) (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.9

FALKOWITZ, ABRAHAM

Twenty-two in benefit swim raise $2700 (list), Aug 7, 1987, p.3

FALKOWITZ, JOSHUA JACOBS-

SEE JACOBS-FALKOWITZ, JOSHUA

FALL FOLIAGE RUN

SEE RUNNING

FALLON, ANNE

A Fallon dies, Jul 12, 1985, p.12
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FALLON, MARGARET (AU)
It seems like yesterday (edit), Jan 25, 1985, p.7

FAMILIES IN TRANSITION PROGRAM-EMT
EMT PTSA puts focus on capability (Education 87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5

FAMILY
Families, and women, need help (edit), Mar 22, 1985, p.7
Non-mother of the year chose to have a baby (photo), May 10, 1985, p.6
Family Week is time to appreciate yours (edit), Nov 21, 1986, p.7
Cherished gifts (ltr), Nov 20, 1987, p.6

FAMILY COURT
SEE COURTS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY-FAMILY COURT

FAMILY COURT-WESTCHESTER
Knaplund in contest for Family Court, May 29, 1987, p.1

FAMILY INFORMATION AND REFERRAL SERVICE
FIRST elects two from SCS (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.2

FAMILY INFORMATION AND REFERRAL SERVICE TEAMS
Cotton named to board of FIRST, Aug 14, 1987, p.3
Agency (FIRST) publishes manual on services for homeless, Aug 21, 1987, p.10

FAMILY PLANNING
SEE BIRTH CONTROL

FAMILY PLANNING ADVOCATES LEGISLATIVE CONFERENCE
SCS contingent lobbies for family planning funds (list), Feb 6, 1987, p.2

FAMILY SERVICE OF WESTCHESTER
Resident M Brodie joins Family Service as counselor (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.5
FSW names A Eglinton director, Nov 15, 1985, p.8
M E Singsen re-elected to agency's board (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.4

FAMILY-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
Tears of love (edit), Aug 7, 1987, p.7

FAMINE
Famine results from human arrangements (edit), May 15, 1987, p.7

FAMINE RELIEF
On aid to Ethiopians (ltr), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
Edgewood students raise money for Ethiopia (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.15
Rabbi J S Rubenstein to join study mission to Israel, Feb 1, 1985, p.15
Fox Meadow first graders help needy (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.18
Effort launched to combat hunger (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Contest aids Ethiopia (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.24
SHS team has extra incentive, May 3, 1985, p.1
We Are the World (photo), May 3, 1985, p.20
International Day in EMT (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.11
Fairest feline (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.10
Reminder from interfaith group: hunger takes no summer holiday, Jul 5, 1985, p.5
On 'pop' humanitarianism (edit), Jun 6, 1986, p.7
Grace Lutheran joins anti-famine effort, Jun 7, 1986, p.22
Rocking for famine (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.10
Feeding the starving without illusions (edit), Jun 27, 1986, p.7
Toy store's sales help raise funds to feed the hungry, Dec 19, 1986, p.13

FAMILIES
Famine in Ethiopia (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
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FANE, ROBERT
College board members A M Bankston, R B Fane (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.3

FANE, SHEILA
Local artist S Fane to show work, Mar 7, 1986, p.8
Art in the park (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.3
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

FANELLI, MARINO
Anatomy of a drunk-driving case: How the justice system doesn't work (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.1

FARAH, MERCEDES

FARBER, DAVID
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

FARBER, KAREN
Father/Child Center names K Farber new director, Sep 6, 1985, p.8

FARBER, PAUL (AU)
Fond farewell to EMT (ltr), Jul 12, 1985, p.6

FARBER, WENDY (AU)
Fond farewell to EMT (ltr), Jul 12, 1985, p.6

FARERI, (MRS JOHN)
A three-fold celebration (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.10

FARERI, JOHN
A three-fold celebration (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.10

FARERI, JULIE
A three-fold celebration (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.10

FARERI, MARIA
A three-fold celebration (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.10

FARERI, MICHAEL
A three-fold celebration (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.10

FARERI, STEPHANIE
A three-fold celebration (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.10

FARHI, SHARON
Teachers get 6.5% increase, Sep 12, 1986, p.13
(EMT) Board (of Ed) pare$ budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10
Staff changes (in EMT schools), Sep 4, 1987, p.11

FARKAS, SUSAN (AU)
There's plenty for teens to do (ltr), Aug 29, 1986, p.6

FARLEY, JOHN (CARDINAL)
For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6

FARM PRODUCE
How to be your own greengrocer (edit), Nov 28, 1986, p.7
Marketing with Murdoch yields toothsome tips (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.6
And now, the taste test, Feb 6, 1987, p.18

FARNHAM, CONNIE
White Plains Hospital honors 52 leading volunteers (photo; list), May 23, 1986, p.4

FARNHAM, CONNIE (AU)
Think of the apprehension (edit), Mar 28, 1986, p.7

FARNHAM, GEORGE
Red Cross elects leaders, Jul 24, 1987, p.5

FARNHAM, GEORGE (AU)
Think of the apprehension (edit), Mar 28, 1986, p.7
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FARRELL, EDWARD
Village Officials Assn asks state refors on insurance, Nov 29, 1985, p.14

FARRELL, LYNN
Anatomy of a drunk-driving case: How the justice system doesn't work (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.1

FARRELL, THOMAS
Boy electrocuted in accident here, Dec 20, 1985, p.1

FARRELLY, THOMAS (AU)
(T P Farrelly) asks for equal space (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

FARRUGIO, JOE

FARRUGIO, JOSEPH
Deputy chief J Farrugio named, May 31, 1985, p.11
It's only practice (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.10
Fire hastily doused, Dec 19, 1986, p.11

FASCIAIIO, ANTHONY
Hail to the champions... (Kids suppl) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

FASHION
Workout: suiting up for fitness (photo), Jan 19, 1985, p.13
Fifteen billion choices and nothing to wear (edit), Mar 8, 1985, p.7
Supplement to the Inquirer pp 9-13 (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.9
What's new in back-to-school wear (photo) (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.21
Fall Fashion '85 (Supplement to SCS Inquirer, 20 p), Sep 20, 1985,
Spring Fashion: Supp to SCS Inquirer (photo; 16 p), Mar 21, 1986,
Back to school: Here's looking at you kid (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.23
Fashions For Fall '86 (16-p Supp), Sep 19, 1986,
Spring Fashion (20p suppl), Mar 27, 1987,
Pretty in pink (edit), May 8, 1987, p.7
'Comfort' and 'distress' are fashion watchwords this fall (photo) (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.7
Fall Fashion (16-p Supp), Sep 18, 1987,
Spring Fashion Preview (photo) (16-p Supp), Mar 25, 1988,
Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1988, p.8

FASHION DESIGNERS
Up with glitz is designer M Taft's success story (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.6

FASHION SHOWS
Stepping out (photo; list), May 2, 1986, p.14

FASSLER, JOAN
Master's is all in the family (for D Stone) (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Aug 14, 1987, p.4

FASTENBERG, BEN
Books and looks (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.12

FASTENBERG, BENJAMIN
E Day celebrated (photo), May 16, 1986, p.10

FASTENBERG, CHARLES
E Day celebrated (photo), May 16, 1986, p.10

FATH, ROBERT (DR)
New St Agnes library honors Dr R B Fath, May 15, 1987, p.19

FATHERS
Non-mother of the year chose to have a baby (photo), May 10, 1985, p.6
Father's day--plus 12 (edit), Jun 28, 1985, p.7
...And the winners are... (reproductions of Father of the Year Contest winning entries), Jun 19, 1987, p.16
Dad's day (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.14
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FAUDE, ANN
  PT Council plans new program (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

FAULDS, MALCOLM
  Traditional celebrations (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.1

FAUSEL, DEAN
  Rebecca and rabbit (photo), Feb 28, 1986, p.9
  Nature center prepares young for real world (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.6
  Changing land use is subject of GMC exhibit (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.10

FAUST, JACK
  Stage lights will glow for seniors at Steinberg Center in EMT (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.9

FAUST, ROSALIE
  And all the trimmings (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.18
  That's right, Thanksgiving (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.14

FAUST, RUTH
  Stage lights will glow for seniors at Steinberg Center in EMT (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.9

FAUSTY, LEN
  Giving thanks by giving service (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.3

FAUSTY, PAM
  Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

FAVA, MARIE
  M C Fava dies, Apr 26, 1985, p.22

FAVETTI, MARGARET
  Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1

FCC
  SEE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

FDA
  SEE US FEDERAL FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

FEARON, CARROLL
  C D Fearon dies, Sep 4, 1987, p.16

FEARON, GRACE
  G Fearon dies, Jul 19, 1985, p.14

FEDER, BARBARA
  Painter's torch starts blaze on Richbell (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.1

FEDER, JODY
  Students see many faces of America (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.7

FEDER, LAWRENCE
  Painter's torch starts blaze on Richbell (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.1

FEDER, ROBIN
  Students see many faces of America (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.7

FEDERAL BUDGET DEFICIT
  SEE BUDGET-US

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
  Three million dollar painting stolen from SCS home, Jun 20, 1986, p.1

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
  ZBA denies request for dish, Jan 31, 1986, p.11

FEDERAL COURTS
  SEE COURTS-US

FEDERAL FLOOD PLAINS
  SEE FLOOD PREVENTION AND CONTROL

FEDERAL FLOOD PLAINS
  Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
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FEDERAL FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION
SEE US FEDERAL FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING
Playing field plan wins praise, Mar 15, 1985, p.3
Village tax hike of 4.4% seen, Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Fee setting law, Mar 7, 1986, p.1

FEDERATION OF JEWISH MEN'S CLUBS
Jewish Men's Clubs to elect Scarsdalian J H Nissen (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.4

FEDERATION OF JEWISH PHILANTHROPIES
Federation leaders elected (list), Jul 5, 1985, p.13
Jaffe named chairman of Federation committee, Aug 2, 1985, p.2

FEE, BARBARA
Maroon and White seeks members; (officers listed), Oct 16, 1987, p.13
School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3

FEE, BARBARA (AU)
Realtors call (redistricting) plan disastrous (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6

FEE, CHRISTY
SHS spring sports competitors honored at Maroon and White event (photo; list), Jun 7, 1985, p.15

FEE, F J
Raiders, 8-0, head for bowl (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1
Football heroes, Dec 19, 1986, p.1

FEE, FRANK
More on PRC football (ltr), Nov 7, 1986, p.6
Legislative intern; F H Fee (photo), May 8, 1987, p.20
Maroon and White seeks members; (officers listed), Oct 16, 1987, p.13
Homeless seen as (Westchester County's) number-one problem (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.17

FEE, FRANK (AU)
PRC football program defended (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
Response to More on PRC football (ltr), Nov 7, 1986, p.6

FEE, MICHAEL
Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

FEE, MIKE
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.18

FEENEY, ELIZABETH
Buyers eye development of downtown lot (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.1

FEENEY, FRANK
Buyers eye development of downtown lot (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.1

FEIG, WERNER
Teachers, parents read aloud as schools mark Natl Library Week (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.16
SHS graduate B Smithline dead of leukemia at 20 (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Growing up in SCS discussed, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Feig named to College Board, Jun 26, 1987, p.22
W M Feig named to AP committee, Oct 16, 1987, p.17

FEIN, BERNARD
Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4

FEIN, ELAINE
Resident E Fein directs writers conference, May 10, 1985, p.22
SCS writers, B Jacobson and E Fein, named to conference panels, Apr 25, 1986, p.15

FEINBERG, ED
He's teaching 'The Way' his way in village (photo), Aug 23, 1985, p.6
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FEINBERG, EVAN
Teenage 'open house' ends in violence, injuries, arrest, May 10, 1985, p.1

FEINBERG, MIKY

FEINBERG, S JEROME

FEINER, PAUL
A F Veteran will run again; spurred by rival's bid (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.15
Citizen's Party slate expected to run unopposed in March elections, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Town political races open with traditional claims, accusations, Jun 7, 1986, p.11
Herrin denied parole, Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Out of control (edit), Dec 19, 1986, p.6
SHS graduate U Lieberan on Feiner staff, Jan 9, 1987, p.2
Optional for the homeless? Sure, but not in my backyard!, Feb 27, 1987, p.9
Meantion on affordable housing, May 15, 1987, p.11
Town GOP gears up for elections, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
UA Columbia told to put in new phone lines, Aug 21, 1987, p.9
GBH Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
Incumbent legislators are all victorious, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
Election libel suit threats remain, Nov 13, 1987, p.14
20% increase seen in county tax bills, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Cable television control is up to us, irate subscribers told (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.15
After cuts, (County) Board of Legislators OK's $847M county budget, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
P Feiner and fourth graders sworn in (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.10
Neighbors wary of plan for homeless, Jan 22, 1988, p.12
Town (of GBH) seeks support with homeless facts, Feb 5, 1988, p.12
Parole (for R Herrin) opposed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

FEINER, PAUL (AU)
Discovering Children's Village (edit), Feb 27, 1987, p.7

FEINERGLAS, PEGGY
(P Feinglas, J E Walter) named to executive posts (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.4

FEINGOLD, STEVEN
SHS Biers are happy with college choices (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.6

FEINSTEIN, DIANE
SHS graduate M Safian slain in San Francisco (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1

FEINSTEIN, RORRI
Former resident's film will be shot in SCS, Mar 29, 1985, p.4

FEINSTEIN, SARA (AU)
Fifties Wonderland (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

FEIT, BONNIE
Van Uert joins group that offers relocation services, Feb 12, 1988, p.4

FEINBERG, BOB
Gardenacres to get another guard, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4

FELDHAUS, HOWARD
SCH Mall Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

FELDMAN, JOAN
Board of Ed elects officers and votes on Children's Center, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
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FELDMAN, JOAN continued
Advisory committee reports on changes for the gifted, Sep 27, 1985, p.11
Board to curb dogs, Dec 20, 1985, p.13
Divisions emerge over gifted, talented program, Jan 17, 1986, p.13
Students' views sought on ESL, Apr 11, 1986, p.11
Tuthill to leave district; new business head named (photo), May 30, 1986, p.11
Sophomores will retain exemption from gym classes, Jun 13, 1986, p.11
Board okays program, Jun 27, 1986, p.11
Teachers contract settled, Sep 5, 1986, p.12
Bloom again is picked for (EMT) SBMC, Jan 23, 1987, p.11
(EMT School Board Nominating) Committee receives 2 nominations: J Feldman, Dr W Davis (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.11
No new nominees for school board candidacy, Feb 13, 1987, p.11
Feldman and Davis are endorsed (for EMT School Board Nominating Committee), Mar 20, 1987, p.11
(EMT) Board (of Ed) pares budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10
Candidates forum called for lack of interest, Apr 17, 1987, p.11
(EMT school) Budget passes; two elected, May 8, 1987, p.11
Revised math curriculum presented to (EMT) school board, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
Graduation '87 was short and sweet for 131 seniors (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.11
Unresponsiveness (by EMT Bd of Ed) charged, Jun 26, 1987, p.11
Dvorkin is new (EMT) board (of Ed) president; new enrichment program adopted, Jul 3, 1987, p.9
(EMT) Board (of Ed) ponders use of school facilities by outside groups, Jul 17, 1987, p.9
No change for now in (EHS) phys ed grading, Sep 25, 1987, p.13
(EMT) Teachers (Assn) approves new health plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.11

FELDMAN, LINDA
Thanksgiving for the blind (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.5

FELDMAN, RONALD
Resident R A Feldman appointed dean at Columbia (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.2

FELDMAN, SERENA
Defying odds, Matthew Murphy scores a victory (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.6

FELDSHON, HARRIET
SCS faces the retirement of ten village employees, Feb 22, 1985, p.6

FELDSHON, JANIE
In good voice (photo), Dec 19, 1987, p.14

FELDSTEIN, AARON
There's plenty for teens to do (ltr), Aug 29, 1986, p.6
FELDSTEIN, AARON (AU)
War on teens seen (ltr), Aug 15, 1986, p.6

FELEPPA, ANNA
A E Feleppa dies, May 31, 1985, p.16

FELICE, LAURA
He (W F Felice) is their captain too (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.3

FELICE, LINDA
He (W F Felice) is their captain too (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.3

FELICE, WALTER
He (W F Felice) is their captain too (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.3
Countermain at deli J Greenbaum fatally stricken, Mar 11, 1988, p.3
Fire ravages historic house (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.5

FELLOWSHIPS
SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID

FEMINISM
SEE FEMINIST MOVEMENT
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FEMINIST MOVEMENT
  Is feminine beauty an asset? (edit), Jan 3, 1986, p.7

FENCES
  Fences (to be built around Boulder Brook fields), May 8, 1987, p.1
  Fence at Boulder Brook approved, Jun 19, 1987, p.3

FENDELHAN, BURTON
  H and B Fendelman exhibit at Museum of Aner Folk Art, Mar 15, 1985, p.17
  All knotted up (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.2
  Citizens debate preservation law, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
  GOPC entering fifth year in operation, Nov 13, 1987, p.13
  Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
  Greenacres PTA plans Bosen memorial, Dec 18, 1987, p.24
  Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

FENDELHAN, BURTON (AU)
  Support for street-closing (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6
  It's everyone's problem (ltr), Jan 16, 1987, p.6

FENDELHAN, HELAINE
  SCS Historical Society schedules Appraisal Day (photo), Mar 8, 1985, p.3
  H and B Fendelman exhibit at Museum of Aner Folk Art, Mar 15, 1985, p.17
  Appraisers say there's "Honey in your attic", Nov 8, 1985, p.12
  Appraisers H Fendelman and J Schwartz join with video firm, Oct 31, 1986, p.8

FENNIE, CATHERINE
  C Fennie dies, Oct 2, 1987, p.16

FENTON, LEO
  Station sold, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
  Why they're digging, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
  Downtown moratorium eyed; Penn Central has new plan (illus p 8), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
  After long run, developers set sights on downtown SCS (illus), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
  Comprehensive moratorium now seems probable, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
  Penn Central asks public meeting on plan (illus), Mar 6, 1987, p.1
  Public meeting set on Penn Central plan, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
  Board okays path on Griffin, Apr 3, 1987, p.5
  Moratorium approved; consultants to be retained, May 1, 1987, p.1
  Chase Landing (Restaurant) to be sold in $2.1M deal (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
  Welcome to SCS (entrances to downtown SCS a 'disgrace') (edit), Jul 24, 1987, p.6
  First step (in cleaning up downtown)? (edit), Sep 4, 1987, p.6

FENTON, PAMELA
  Day of decision nears on downtown, Jan 9, 1987, p.1

FERDEN, BRUCE
  After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

FERETICH, IVKA
  Perfect fit: new chasuble for IHM (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.1
  Correction: I Feretich born in Yugoslavia, Jan 10, 1986, p.2

FERETICH, NICHOLAS

FERGUSON, AHOS
  Opening night at new gallery (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.5

FERGUSON, BOB
  Cooperation, not competition the focus at Sloane (photo), May 22, 1987, p.6
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FERGUSON, C MURRAY (AU)
  Praise for Grossman, league (ltr), Apr 5, 1985, p.6

FERGUSON, JANET
  Cooperation, not competition the focus at Sloane (photo), May 22, 1987, p.6

FERGUSON, WALTER
  County to rule on legality of assistant chief's appointment, Aug 23, 1985, p.9
  Firefighters in Greenville null merge, Oct 31, 1985, p.11
  Jingles and friends (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.11
  County board names local firefighter W E Ferguson, Oct 30, 1987, p.13

FERGUSON, WALTER (AU)
  On Greenville fire district (ltr), Aug 16, 1985, p.6

FERNANDEZ, GUSTAVO
  Board may move Latin program; Seely Place improvements proposed, Apr 19, 1985, p.11
  District gets high marks, Dec 13, 1985, p.13

FERNANDEZ, LES
  Alliance to honor two: D Allensworth, L Fernandez, Oct 31, 1985, p.2

FERNDALE PARK (SCS)
  (Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

FERNSWORTH, JEANNIE

FERON, JAMES
  Westchester journalist J Feron wins honorary Marietta doctorate (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.2

FERON, JEANNE
  Citizens for Senior Housing plan community needs survey, Feb 1, 1985, p.3

FERRAIOLI, RALPH
  Three vie for county board (photo), Oct 25, 1985, p.13
  Incumbents gain victory, Nov 8, 1985, p.11
  County Board race starts as two announce candidacy, Jun 7, 1986, p.11

FERRARO, DONALD
  Homeowner J Malik shoots intruder, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
  Anti-DWI efforts to include another roadblock, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
  SCS Special Patrolman sworn in (photo; list), Jan 18, 1985, p.24
  Police Chief answers queries on safe winter driving, Jan 25, 1985, p.4
  Crime figures down in 1984, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
  SCS faces the retirement of ten village employees, Feb 22, 1985, p.6
  Teenage 'open house' ends in violence, injuries, arrest, May 10, 1985, p.1
  Police to use new weapon; also considering stun guns, May 24, 1985, p.3
  Police 'frustrated' by contract impasse, Jul 5, 1985, p.1
  Police professionalism praised (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
  Drive carefully is chief's message (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.19
  Change for police, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
  Police get training, Sep 20, 1985, p.2
  Chief offers advice for safe Halloween, Oct 25, 1985, p.3
  $3900 raise for PBA over next two years, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
  More (money) for managers, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
  Ersatz policeman, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
  Chief Ferraro urges vigilance during holidays, Dec 6, 1985, p.20
  Policemen trained in new techniques, Dec 13, 1985, p.8
  Boy electrocuted in accident here, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
  Advice to hosts: be a friend, Dec 20, 1985, p.19
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FERRARO, DONALD continued
Chief's tips on winter driving, Dec 27, 1985, p.5
Pedestrian safety signs proposed, Jan 3, 1986, p.1
Safety teachers: police distributing safety leaflets, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Teenager R Van den Sype dies from sniffing chloroform, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Two patrolmen, M Patane and H Weinberg, hired, Jan 31, 1986, p.3
Police chief Ferraro interviewed on radio in Brazil, Jan 31, 1986, p.3
SCS's newest sergeant (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.3
Police find no signs of arson in house fire, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Fighting DWI, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Drunk driving seen on decline (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.5
Village planning new strategy to reduce risks at Greenacres, May 9, 1986, p.1
Pistol packers, Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Chief Ferraro's reminder to drivers (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.26
Months after Hitchcock fire, investigators keep plodding on, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
New look (for SCS police), Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Four years of safe streets for pedestrians (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.4
SCS police say arrested man was about to blow up parked car, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Greenacres, Village Hall seek remedy to traffic ills, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
Narcotics task force, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
Thanks all around (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
Police issue tips for safe Halloween, Oct 31, 1986, p.9
Chief Ferraro blasts Halloween hooligans (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.3
Outstanding officers: G Gaudioso, M Martin (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.3
Police officers praised (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
Chief's gift idea, Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Police getting new equipment, Dec 5, 1986, p.5
Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Police close inquiry into Halloween mayhem, Jan 16, 1987, p.3
Winston offers $5000 to catch arsonist, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
Public drinking, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
Stiffer fines...and more of them, Feb 20, 1987, p.1
Board bars drinking in public; sets vote on shelter at 2 Drake, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 2), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Commendations, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6
Chief Ferraro asks for residents' help in preventing burglaries, Mar 13, 1987, p.3
Police warn of burglary rings preying on homes in SCS, Mar 20, 1987, p.3
Raises approved, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
How to fight back against radio thieves, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
Police crack down on vandalism, May 1, 1987, p.1
Changes made in police ranks (photo), May 22, 1987, p.2
Police ask for support in combatting vandalism, May 29, 1987, p.1
Police break up drinking parties, Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Cop, R Carozza, hailed as lifesaver, Jun 26, 1987, p.3
Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Board (of Ed) imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Police on guard (near B Slotnick home), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Edgewood curfew takes effect, Jul 17, 1987, p.3
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FERRARO, DONALD continued
Police earn high marks in survey, Sep 11, 1987, p.1
Five years of safe walking (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.4
Teen party leads to resurgence of vandalism over last weekend, Oct 16, 1987, p.3
Police, civic groups announce plans to make Halloween safe, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
Police charge four with vandalism; warn against Halloween mayhem, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Accrediting police, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Community enjoys quiet Halloween, Nov 6, 1987, p.5
Eighth grader B Droukas in coma after bike accident, Nov 13, 1987, p.1
Callboxes removed, Nov 13, 1987, p.1
Ptl Bryant Clark, Esq (SCS police officer passes NY State Bar exam), Nov 13, 1987, p.3
Tribute to the police (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
The case for permitting flag lots (edit), Nov 13, 1987, p.7
(IHM) Church, (Westchester Reform Synagogue) vandalized, Nov 27, 1987, p.5
Two more Rotarians: D Ferraro, I Wilson (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.8
(A Filancia, J Freyer) Moving up in the ranks (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.3
Would-be cop R J Zellner convicted of false claims, Dec 11, 1987, p.3
Local cop takes part in $10M bust, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Taxi service, Dec 31, 1987, p.1
Parents' help asked in curbing teens' drinking, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
Chief D Ferraro sets sights on accreditation of police departent, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
'A' in attendance (for village employees), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Parking crackdown, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
FERRARO, DONALD (AU)
Praise from the chief (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6
Salute (for T Ware) from the (police) chief (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
FERRARO, GERALDINE
(Lawyers B Slotnick, P Pickelle, M Armstrong) In the limelight, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
FERREIRA, DAVE
YES says yes to students in the job market (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.6
FERREIRA, PHILIP
Hands-on gifts (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.17
FERREIRA, SUSAN
A gift of warmth for the holidays (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.3
FERRELL, BARBARA
Coach (B Ferrell) appointed, Aug 30, 1985, p.9
FERRER, ILDEFONSO
Ducky doings (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.11
FERRERO, LUCIA
Parents, students, faculty debate open campus policy, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
FERRETTI, CALEB
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
FERRETTI, GILBERD
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
FERRETTI, JOHN
Historically speaking: Oldest house in SCS probably 1020 Post Rd (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.6
FERRIS, JONATHAN
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
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FERRIS, JOSHUA
  Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

FERRIS, PETER
  Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

FERRONE, DAN
  Police professionalism praised (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6

FERRONE, SOLANDO (DR)
  Local MD S Ferrone gets grant for cancer research, Jan 15, 1988, p.4

FERRUCCI, BOB
  New campaign (against hand deliveries), Aug 16, 1985, p.1

FERRY W H (AU)
  War--rule it out! (edit), Nov 28, 1986, p.7

FERRY, (MRS WILBUR)
  Apple of their eye (photo), May 1, 1987, p.11

FERRY, WILBUR
  Apple of their eye (photo), May 1, 1987, p.11

FESSENDEN, SUZANNE
  Local artists P Hagerty, S Fessenden exhibit (photo), May 29, 1987, p.16

FEUCHT, MARY
  That's some hat! (photo), May 22, 1987, p.8

FEUER, CLAIRE
  Alzheimer unit elects M A Ughetta, A Frusciante, C Feuer, Jul 25, 1986, p.5

FEUERSTEIN, BERNARD
  Corporate director: B A Feuerstein, Sep 25, 1987, p.8

FEUERSTEIN, MARC
  Strong arm tactics (photo), May 16, 1986, p.2

FENKES, JEWEL
  Astronaut J Hoffman gets hero's welcome home (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.1

FIDERER, ADELE
  Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
  Three (L Albert, H Sobol, A Fiderer) who help wordsmiths forge better words (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.6

FIEBERGER, BALINDA
  (SCSI Library to unveil new tyrannosaurus, Jan 22, 1988, p.3

FIEBIGER, JOSEPH
  The lovely lady in the lives of J Fiebiger and W Grossman, two local men (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.6

FIEDLER, ANITA
  Here's looking at you, Mom (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.4
  Oldest mom: A Cooney (photo), May 15, 1987, p.19
  Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

FIEDLER, DANA
  Here's looking at you, Mom (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.4

FIEDLER, DUANE
  Here's looking at you, Mom (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.4

FIEDLER, JESSIE
  Village Club declines to fund Non-Partisan System, May 2, 1986, p.1

FIEDLER, ROBERT (AU)
  Writer called 'irresponsible' (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6

FIEDLER, SUSIE KAHN
  Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

FIELD HOCKEY
  EHS sports and sportsmen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11
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FIELD HOCKEY continued
   Beat Arlington (edit), Nov 20, 1987, p.6
FIELD, FRANK (DR)
   (J and S Laitman) Featured on Channel 2 (with Dr F Field) (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.9
FIELD, GEORGE
   Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6
FIELD, LOIS
   Villagers bid fond farewell to 'an institution', D Driscoll (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.6
FIELD, PAUL
   Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
       Paul Field wins rop Rotary honor (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.5
   Villagers bid fond farewell to 'an institution', D Driscoll (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.6
   Sharing the holiday (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.1
   A-caroling they did go (photo; list), Jan 16, 1987, p.4
   Top Rotary honors for 'the Rev' (M C Meyer) (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.2
       Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
FIELD, SALLY
   Wildflower at the ball: wife's report on Class of '65 reunion (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.5
FIELD, STORM
   Golfers with a cause: S Field, R Smith, L Leonardi (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.18
FIELD, SUSAN
FIELDS, DAWN
   L(egal) A(wareness) for W(oen) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5
FIELDS, DAWNA MICHELLE
   HTS residents honored, Feb 5, 1988, p.12
FIERSTEIN, SACHA
   Remember this? (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.5
FIGURE SKATING
SEE SKATING
SEE SKATING
FIELD, ANTHONY
   Police professionalism praised (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
   Police pursuing leads (in Hitchcock fire), Jun 20, 1986, p.5
   Months after Hitchcock fire, investigators keep plodding on, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
   SCS police say arrested man was about to blow up parked car, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
   Three (R Carozza, A Filancia, F Acerbo) commend, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
   (A Filancia, J Freyer) Moving up in the ranks (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.3
   Kudos to cops A Filancia, G Greenbaum, T Carroll, Dec 31, 1987, p.1
   Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
FILARDI, FRANK
   Saving water, May 24, 1985, p.1
FILARDI, ANTHONY
   Heathcote holds health fair (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.16
FILLMORE, YASMIN
   Bunny talk (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.11
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS
SEE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS
FINANCE COMMITTEE
SEE VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-FINANCE COMMITTEE
FINANCE, PERSONAL
   Tax expert advises: share wealth en famille (Business), Mar 1, 1985, p.14
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FINANCE, PERSONAL continued

We are all investors (edit), Jun 7, 1986, p.7
What the money market is all about (edit), Oct 10, 1986, p.7
Money is not a four-letter word (edit), Jan 16, 1987, p.7
Experts take hard look at new tax laws and economy (charts; illus) (Financial Planning Supp), Feb 27, 1987, p.8
How we handle money is tied to personality (Financial Planning Supp), Feb 27, 1987, p.15
Some money-saving tax hints (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.7

FINANCE-GBH

Town of GBH set to fight for $88 million, Jan 25, 1985, p.11
Hearing held in bankruptcy case, Feb 1, 1985, p.11
Town agrees to return $80,000, Sep 20, 1985, p.11
State gives town good audit marks, Nov 29, 1985, p.13
SEE ALSO BUDGET-GBH, BOND ISSUE

FINANCE-SCS

Village investment strategy backfires, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
Advertisement called "incorrect" (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
Need for bond issue questioned (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
Board of Trustees' advisers cool to possible village bond issue, Aug 16, 1985, p.1
Greenacres to get another guard, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Village trustees consider alternative financing, Sep 13, 1985, p.1
He wants the public involved (ltr), Sep 20, 1985, p.6
An issue to think about (bond issue) (edit), Sep 27, 1985, p.6
State audit report, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Investment strategy, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Popular (bond) issue, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
AAA rating helps village sell bonds, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Prudent management (edit), Aug 8, 1986, p.6
Village surplus grew slightly last year, Aug 15, 1986, p.1
Closing held on sale of village bonds, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
SEE ALSO BUDGET-SCS, VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-FINANCE COMMITTEE, BOND ISSUE

FINANCE-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

County issues $83 million in bonds, Nov 22, 1985, p.24

FINANCIAL PLANNERS

SEE INVESTMENT ADVISORS

FINANCIAL PLANNING

Do you have a (financial) plan? (edit), Feb 20, 1987, p.7

FINANCIAL PLANNING INDUSTRY

SHS grad W F Richardson III certified as financial planner, Mar 22, 1985, p.4
Financial planner C Golub moves to Rye, Apr 26, 1985, p.2

FINDLEY, CHERIE

Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

FINE, JOHN

Local resident J C Fine receives oceanographers' award, May 17, 1985, p.4
J C Fine has book on shipwrecks, Jan 9, 1987, p.8

FINE, JOHN (AU)

This free society isn't working (edit), Jan 18, 1985, p.7
In Cambodia, 'holocaust' is the word (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.7
Feeding the starving without illusions (edit), Jun 27, 1986, p.7
Ocean conservation - vital (edit), Dec 5, 1986, p.7
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FINE, JOHN (AU) continued
   Albert was 86... (edit), Apr 24, 1987, p.7
   The brown algae are coming (edit), Oct 23, 1987, p.7
FINE, JOHN CHRISTOPHER
   Prize awarded to overseas diver J C Fine, Nov 13, 1987, p.16
FINE, JONATHAN
   Local student J Fine has scholarship to spend year in W Germany, Aug 9, 1985, p.8
FINE, LEAH
   New stores by fall (in Golden Horseshoe), Dec 24, 1987, p.1
FINEBERG, JEAN
   Heathcote children introduced to woodwind instruments, Nov 22, 1985, p.20
FINGER, DAM
   All knotted up (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.2
FINGER, DOROTHY
   District analyzes close budget vote, May 31, 1985, p.1
   Screening judges, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
FINGER, DOROTHY (AU)
   Judge Lefkowitz praised (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
FINGER, KENNETH
   8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
   Early trial sought (in Winston v SCS), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
FINGERPRINTS
   Operation Print-a-kid (photo), May 3, 1985, p.1
FINK, JEAN
   Residents discuss downtown area at Planning Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
   Four from SCS named to committee for Intl Youth Year, Jan 11, 1985, p.3
   Trustees set limits on land coverage, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
   Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2
   Board elects J Fink, Jan 10, 1986, p.2
   Correction: E Stock, J Fink, E Shay beginning second term, Jun 6, 1986, p.4
   On teen drug-use, drinking and vandalism, Oct 9, 1987, p.2
   Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
FINK, JEAN (AU)
   Citizens urged to vote Jan 22 (ltr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6
FINK, MADELENE
   M Fink dies, Jun 12, 1987, p.20
FINK, MARVIN
   State may take $1.2 million off local tax base, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
   Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
   Trustees OK car rental, budget, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
   Victory in Albany, May 16, 1986, p.1
   Pleasant surprise (SCS assessed smaller share of county tax burden this year), Dec 24, 1987, p.1
FINK, STANLEY
   Tax reform proposal deserves study (edit), Mar 22, 1985, p.7
   Brodsky has hopes for the passage of revised tax bill, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
   Drugs, homeless, court reform among assemblyman's concerns (photo) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.2
FINKELSTEIN, DAVID
   Halloween contest draws huge turnout (photo; list), Oct 30, 1987, p.8
FINKELSTEIN, ELIZABETH
   The focus of all eyes (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.16
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FINKELSTEIN, NATHALIE
  N Finkelstein dies, Jun 6, 1986, p.14

FINKELSTEIN, PHYLLIS
  SSMT faces uncertain future, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
  Summer theater, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
  Summer music theater is going independent, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
  'Connecticut Yankee' is both a first and a last for SSMT (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.1

FINKELSTEIN, PHYLLIS (AU)
  Our veterans deserve (tax reduction) (ltr), Feb 8, 1985, p.6
  Support the SSMT (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6

FINLEY, (MRS DAVID)
  SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

FINLEY, DAVID
  SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

FINLEY, DAVID (DR)
  Doctors S Alter, D H Finley join (White Plains) hospital board, Mar 11, 1988, p.4

FINLEY, JOHN
  Opposition is voiced to Fort Hill subdivision, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
  No decision by board on Fort Hill subdivision, Sep 5, 1986, p.12

FINN, JAMES
  EftT residents call for supt who will stay full ters, Jan 18, 1985, p.14

FINNIESAN, KAY
  Foundation honors SCS woman D Tulcin (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.24

FINNERAN, WILLIAM
  Town asks state to tune out extra charge for VCR's, Dec 13, 1985, p.13
  UA Columbia urges franchise extension, promises subscribers 77 channels, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
  Ardsley's refusal to accept cable changes raises issues, Dec 5, 1986, p.13
  UA Columbia told to put in new phone lines, Aug 21, 1987, p.9

FINNERTY, KATHRYN
  Champion essayists (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.2

FINNEY, BURNHAM
  District analyzes close budget vote, May 31, 1985, p.1
  Editor emeritus: B Finney (edit), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
  Thank you Burnham Finney (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

FINNEY, BURNHAM (AU)
  Meetings, not teas (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
  Statements on Winston confirmed (ltr), Apr 18, 1986, p.6

FINNEY, ELEANOR
  Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2
  Lenore Brennan dies; was active volunteer for village and county (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.12

FIORIELLO, PAT
  Mystery surrounds cause of fire on Blvd (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.1
  A loving farewell (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
  High drama on Nelson (photo), Aug 29, 1988, p.1

FIORE, FRANK
  Site inspection (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.27

FIORELLA, EUGENE
  Change among the ranks (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.3

FIORELLO, ALFRED
  Parking plan, vets' benefits debated; village approves two labor contracts, Jan 31, 1986, p.1

FREEZE, PAT
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FIORIELLO, PAT continued
  Firefighters rescue lineman in distress (photo p 1), Aug 29, 1986, p.2
  Change among the ranks (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.3

FIRE ALARMS
  Fire alarm fails at (Fox Meadow) school, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

FIRE CODE-NEW YORK STATE
  Ban on (painters') torches, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

FIRE CODE-SCS
  Painter's torch starts blaze on Richbell (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.1
  Blowtorches, no (edit), Aug 7, 1987, p.6

FIRE DEPT-EASTCHESTER
  Fire destroys house on Drake (photo; addl photo p 5), May 15, 1987, p.1
  'Miraculous' performance (by Fire Dept) (ltr), May 15, 1987, p.6
  SCS man D Honigsberg dies in apartment fire, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
  Fire under Garth means bad day for business, Aug 21, 1987, p.1

FIRE DEPT-GH
  A Zaffino named fire chief; Chief Park retires after 44 years (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.11
  Firemen G Murphy, R Hauryluck complete program, Apr 26, 1985, p.14
  Fire chief A Zaffino picks deputy, Jun 28, 1985, p.10
  Three districts to examine fire needs, Jul 26, 1985, p.9
  Fire districts plan bargaining strategy, Aug 2, 1985, p.11
  On Greenville fire district (ltr), Aug 16, 1985, p.6
  County asks that Albany consider reinstatement (for A Zaffino), Aug 30, 1985, p.9
  Stop, drop and roll (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.12
  Firefighters in Greenville null merger, Oct 31, 1985, p.11
  State commission rejects request to reinstate Zaffino, Nov 15, 1985, p.11
  It's only practice (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.10
  Firetruck out of service, Nov 29, 1985, p.13
  Fire truck scheduled to be repaired soon (photo p 13), Dec 6, 1985, p.12
  State hearing on fire chief's job, Dec 6, 1985, p.13
  Fire commissioner G Barson is re-elected, Dec 13, 1985, p.12
  Civil service okays Zaffino, Dec 20, 1985, p.12
  Vote puts union merger nearer for fire districts, Dec 27, 1985, p.11
  Fire board head speaks to GCC, Jan 10, 1986, p.11
  Fire district seeks bond issue for renovated HQ, Apr 11, 1986, p.11
  Firefighters honored at annual dinner (list), May 23, 1986, p.11
  A difficult issue (edit), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
  Firehouse cost questioned (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
  Fire proposition opposed (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
  Council supports fire bond issue, Jun 6, 1986, p.10
  Residents consider fire board's proposal at public hearing, Jun 6, 1986, p.11
  Town Board adopts new zoning, Jun 13, 1986, p.10
  Commissioner disappointed (ltr), Jun 20, 1986, p.6
  Voters seen as short-sighted (ltr), Jun 20, 1986, p.6
  Fire district merger study is requested, Jun 20, 1986, p.10
  Firefighters getting ballots, Jun 20, 1986, p.10
  Fire proposal is voted down, Jun 20, 1986, p.11
  Board to pick new chief, Jun 20, 1986, p.11
  Message to the commissioners (ltr), Jul 4, 1986, p.6
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FIRE DEPT-GBH continued

Fire commissioners ponder appointment, defeat of issue, Jul 11, 1986, p.9
Consider a merger (edit), Jul 25, 1986, p.6
D Raftery named fire chief (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.9
Payouts to Zaffino questioned, Sep 5, 1986, p.12
No decision by board on Fort Hill subdivision, Sep 5, 1986, p.12
Female volunteer M Capria sues fire board for sex discrimination, Sep 5, 1986, p.13
An audit is in order (edit), Sep 12, 1986, p.6
Residents put fire board in the hot seat, Sep 12, 1986, p.13
Commissioners order audit, Oct 3, 1986, p.11
Return to civility (edit), Oct 10, 1986, p.6
Frauds bureau subpoenas data of G’ville fire district, Oct 17, 1986, p.11
Fire board approves a 16.3 percent tax hike, Oct 24, 1986, p.11
Auditors give GBH fire district a clean bill of health, Nov 7, 1986, p.11
Keeping voters in the dark (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6
Board critic replies (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6
Voting hours to be extended, Nov 21, 1986, p.11
Hochhauser will not run; Smith announces candidacy, Nov 21, 1986, p.11
Hochhauser’s leaving lamented (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
Sikora seeks fire board seat, Nov 28, 1986, p.11
A faithful public servant: I Toff (edit), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Disgraceful antics (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Gratitude to commissioners (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Endorsement for Frank Smith (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Endorsement for John Sikora (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Toff resigns as head of Greenville fire board (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.13
Sikora wins commissioner race, Dec 12, 1986, p.13
Fire hastily doused, Dec 19, 1986, p.11
Grodin is named, Dec 19, 1986, p.11
G W Barson is head of (Greenville) fire board (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.9
(Greenville) Fire district case before grand jury, Feb 13, 1987, p.11
Fire board moves to revise station renovation proposal, Mar 13, 1987, p.11
Gordineer promoted to assistant chief (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.11
Greenville firefighters union set to merge with other districts (list), Apr 17, 1987, p.11
County grand jury clears Greenville Fire District, Apr 24, 1987, p.11
Jingles and friends (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.11
Blaze guts Thomas St house (photo), May 1, 1987, p.11
Town (of GBH) widens suanaons power, May 15, 1987, p.10
Inspection points up need for expansion of fire headquarters, May 15, 1987, p.11
Accident victim: T Bade (photo), May 22, 1987, p.11
Man, N Amaro, killed in crash on Central, Jun 12, 1987, p.10
Fire commissioner, W J Shiels, treasurer; A Blecher, appointed, Jun 12, 1987, p.11
New contract for fire officers is okayed, Jul 17, 1987, p.9
Commissioners set meeting on fire headquarters renovation, Aug 14, 1987, p.9
Green work (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.9
Head start on Memorial Day parade, Aug 21, 1987, p.9
Fire tax rate to rise 11.7%, Oct 23, 1987, p.13
(Greenville) Fire district to tighten belt in response to insurance rate hike, Nov 13, 1987, p.15
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FIRE DEPT-GBH continued
For volunteers, firefighting means 'a lot of dedicated hours' (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.13
W J Nugent Jr is fire captain (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.12
(Greenville) District picks (Lothrop Associates as) new architects for firehouse, Jan 15, 1988, p.10

FIRE DEPT-GBH-BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION (1988)
Head start on Memorial Day parade, Aug 21, 1987, p.9

FIRE DEPT-GBH-ELECTIONS
Auditors give GBH fire district a clean bill of health, Nov 7, 1986, p.11
The American thing to do (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
Extend the voting hours (edit), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
Three (W Groden, W Shiels, A Blecher) to run unopposed in coming fire election, Dec 4, 1987, p.12

FIRE DEPT-MAMARONECK
Fire destroys house on Drake (photo; addl photo p 5), May 15, 1987, p.1
'Miraculous' performance (by Fire Dept) (ltr), May 15, 1987, p.6

FIRE DEPT-NEW ROCHELLE
Chief R White comments on (New Rochelle Fire Dept) fund letter, Mar 4, 1988, p.5

FIRE DEPT-SCS
Pedestrian safety campaign gets underway, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Decorated firefighter R Digiaco retired, Mar 22, 1985, p.2
Most honored firefighter R Digiaco (photo), May 17, 1985, p.5
Fire damages Heathcote School, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Cost considerations delay vote on new fire department facility, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Investment in safety: Fire Dept training facility (edit), Oct 4, 1985, p.6
Emergency workers called heroes (ltr), Oct 4, 1985, p.6
New (fire dept) training center urged (ltr), Oct 11, 1985, p.6
Firefighters at Fox Meadow (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.21
New fire facility turned down again, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Fifty years of service (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.3
St James' bell, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
The case (for fire dept training facility) has been made (edit), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
Firemen respond to wedding bells (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
Chief warns county it's taking chances (photo p 10), Nov 29, 1985, p.1
County should cooperate (edit), Nov 29, 1985, p.6
Fire dept's tips on holiday safety, Dec 6, 1985, p.2
Oil distributor is charged with illegal dumping, Dec 13, 1985, p.1
Hydrant on the way?, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Fifty-year man: W Hasselman, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Seeing the light (edit), Dec 20, 1985, p.6
O'Rourke defends county (ltr), Dec 20, 1985, p.6
Welcome to the force (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.19
White Hat Award winner (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.2
Firemen battle blaze on Birchall Dr (photo), Jan 17, 1986, p.5
Mystery surrounds cause of fire on Blvd (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.1
Fire training (village staff may renovate training facility), Feb 7, 1986, p.1
Close call for SCS squirrel (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.5
Questions remain (about Blvd fire) (edit), Feb 7, 1986, p.6
Good neighbors thanked (ltr), Feb 14, 1986, p.6
Police find no signs of arson in house fire, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Firemen are grateful (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
Village, firemen agree on contract, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
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FIRE DEPT-SCS continued

Not ready to leave: Fire Chief R White, Capt R Anthony, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Do-it-yourself project: firefighting facility, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Fire on Franklin causes heavy damage, Mar 21, 1986, p.5
Firemen "are indeed an asset" (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.5
View from the top (of SCS Fire Dept’s new Snorkel) (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Eighty feet up (in Fire Dept’s new Snorkel) (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.2
Company 2 (SCS Volunteer Fire Dept) names new leadership (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.2
Firemen called 'exceptional' (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6
High praise for fire dept (ltr), May 23, 1986, p.6
Food for the firefighters (ltr), Jun 13, 1986, p.6
Fireman D H Buchanan’s farewell (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.13
Finest beat the bravest (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.20
A moving farewell (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
No hydrant in '86, Aug 6, 1986, p.1
Village undertaking host of summer projects (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Firefighters rescue line in distress (photo p.1), Aug 29, 1986, p.2
Passing muster (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Common Ground, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
Commendations (for firemen) (list), Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Babysitting seminar graduates 24 (list), Oct 31, 1986, p.2
Wrong place for a teen cafe (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
Tight squeeze, Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Quarter century of service: P Bonnette (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.5
Sleeping on the job (ltr), Dec 12, 1986, p.6
Hail to the chief (R White), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
White Hat awardee: J Dryer (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.2
Labor contracts ratified, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
Ten more miles, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Change among the ranks (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.3
Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Fire damages Heathcote deli (photo p.1), Jan 16, 1987, p.5
Suspicious fire on Winston estate (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
The firemen came through (edit), Jan 30, 1987, p.8
Fireman in the classroom (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
Board bars drinking in public; sets vote on shelter at 2 Drake, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Firefighters appreciative (ltr), Feb 27, 1987, p.6
Historically speaking: SCS’s monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2
Bradford fire still unexplained (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.3
Health fair features hands-on lessons (list), Mar 20, 1987, p.22
Blowtorches blamed for 2 fires (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.3
Volvo destroyed in mystery blaze, Apr 17, 1987, p.5
Train fire ties up commuters, traffic (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.1
Fire breaks out in Garth Road apartment (photo), May 8, 1987, p.1
Fire destroys house on Drake (photo; add1 photo p.5), May 15, 1987, p.1
'Miraculous' performance (by Fire Dept) (ltr), May 15, 1987, p.6
Fireman B J McIlvain gets advanced training, May 15, 1987, p.8
Volunteer fire companies’ class of '87 (photo; list), Jun 12, 1987, p.21
Riders rip taxi service at fare hearing (cont p.4), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Historically speaking: Additional monuments in SCS (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
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FIRE DEPT-SCS continued

Volunteers of Fire Company 1 buck the trend (photo; list; addl photo p 13), Jul 3, 1987, p.6
Story on fire company points out 'kids' who contribute (ltr), Jul 17, 1987, p.6
Firefighter P McDonald cited (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.2
Firemen awarded pay hikes, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Volunteer Fire Company #2 names officers, Sep 25, 1987, p.8
Animals at play, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Firemen: How did you (A D'Rourke) miss us? (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6
W Green retires from SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 2 (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.2
Apology to the firefighters (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6
Fireman J Sullivan completes training course, Dec 31, 1987, p.2
Fire Company No 3 awards White Hat to J Beyersdorf (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.3
Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
(Firemen have) Hot work on a cold day (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Fire alarm fails at (Fox Meadow) school, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Family tradition: J Sullivan promoted to captain, SCS Fire Dept (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Fire victims M K and J Hagerty grateful (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Praise for ambulance corps (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Message of appreciation (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Thirteen hours after firemen leave, fire destroys home on Cushman (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Fire on Popahoe termed arson, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Fire destroys home on Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.3
Room for improvement (in SCS Fire Dept) (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
No one hurt in (1 Foxhall Rd) group home fire (photo p 10), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Chief R White comments on (New Rochelle Fire Dept) fund letter, Mar 4, 1988, p.5
Happy ending to bird story (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Fire ravages historic house (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.5
They're grateful to fire dept (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Seven steps to a safer home (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.5
Kids win prizes for safety posters (list), Apr 1, 1988, p.13

FIRE DEPT-WHITE PLAINS

Fire destroys house on Drake (photo; addl photo p 5), May 15, 1987, p.1

FIRE ENGINES

Passing muster (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
Firetruck out of service, Nov 29, 1985, p.13
Fire truck scheduled to be repaired soon (photo p 13), Dec 6, 1985, p.12
D Raftery named fire chief (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.9
Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1

FIRE EXTINCTION

Chief warns county it's taking chances (photo p 18), Nov 29, 1985, p.1
County should cooperate (edit), Nov 29, 1985, p.6
Hydrant on the way? Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Seeing the light (edit), Dec 20, 1985, p.6
O'Rourke defends county (ltr), Dec 20, 1985, p.6

FIRE HYDRANTS

No hydrant in '86, Aug 8, 1986, p.1

FIRE PREVENTION

Investment in safety: Fire Dept training facility (edit), Oct 4, 1985, p.6
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FIRE PREVENTION continued
  Fire Prevention Week message (ltr), Oct 4, 1985, p.6
  Chief gives pointers on fire prevention, Oct 11, 1985, p.2
  Stop, drop and roll (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.12
  Scouts teach fire safety, Oct 31, 1985, p.16
  Fire dept's tips on holiday safety, Dec 6, 1985, p.2
  Seven steps to a safer home (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.5

FIRE SAFETY
  Fireman in the classroom (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
  Chelsea the fire dog (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.3

FIREARMS
  Pistol packers, Jun 20, 1986, p.1

FIREFIGHTERS
  (G J McIlvain attends) Seminar for firemen, Oct 30, 1987, p.3
  County board names local firefighter W E Ferguson, Oct 30, 1987, p.13
  Fire captain D Segnit attends course, Nov 13, 1987, p.14
  Twelve firefighters receive awards for excellence, Nov 27, 1987, p.4
  Two firefighters (J Conners, G McIlvain) complete course, Dec 11, 1987, p.17
  Fireman J Sullivan completes training course, Dec 31, 1987, p.2
  Firefighter W J Nugent Jr places first (in Supervisors Training Program), Feb 5, 1988, p.11
  (Firefighter L Kosilla) A student of fire, Feb 12, 1988, p.3

FIREFIGHTING
  SEE FIRE EXTINCTION

FIRES
  Suspicious blaze destroys County Tennis Club of UC (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.1
  County Tennis Club of UC destroyed by fire (photo), Jan 11, 1985, P.10
  County Tennis Club will rise from the ashes (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.1
  Two garages, two cars destroyed in fire (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.3
  Why Luis Marin went free (edit), Mar 15, 1985, p.7
  More smoke than fire: fire breaks out outside Shopwell (photo), Mar 29, 1985, p.2
  SCS resident E Bell sentenced for arson, Mar 29, 1985, p.8
  It's tennis as usual (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.3
  Fictional fire poses real-life dilemmas, May 3, 1985, p.1
  Fire damages Heathcote School, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
  Music Man cast cool under fire, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
  Firemen battle blaze on Birchall Dr (photo), Jan 17, 1986, p.5
  Mystery surrounds cause of fire on Blvd (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.1
  Close call for SCS squirrel (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.5
  Questions remain (about Blvd fire) (edit), Feb 7, 1986, p.6
  Good neighbors thanked (ltr), Feb 14, 1986, p.6
  Police find no signs of arson in house fire, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
  Fire on Franklin causes heavy damage, Mar 21, 1986, p.5
  High praise for fire dept (ltr), May 23, 1986, p.6
  EMT woman C Stern dies in house fire, May 30, 1986, p.11
  Fire destroys Hitchcock (photo; add1 photo p 13), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
  Hitchcock vows to rise from ashes (photo; add1 photo p 16), Jun 13, 1986, p.1
  No breaks in fire investigation, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
  From darkness, light (edit), Jun 13, 1986, p.6
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FIRES continued

- A loss for all of us (ltr), Jun 13, 1986, p.6
- Thank you from the minister (ltr), Jun 13, 1986, p.6
- My dear old friend (ltr), Jun 13, 1986, p.6
- Food for the firefighters (ltr), Jun 13, 1986, p.6
- Rebuild out of a spirit of joy (edit), Jun 13, 1986, p.7
- Police pursuing leads (in Hitchcock fire), Jun 20, 1986, p.5
- Hitchcock cleans, copes, plans in fire's aftermath, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
- Months after Hitchcock fire, investigators keep plodding on, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
- Fire hastily doused, Dec 19, 1986, p.11
- Fire damages Heathcote deli (photo p 1), Jan 16, 1987, p.5
- The morning after (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
- Suspicious fire on Winston estate (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
- Winston offers $5000 to catch arsonist, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
- Bradford fire still unexplained (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.3
- Blowtorches blamed for 2 fires (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.3
- Volvo destroyed in mystery blaze, Apr 17, 1987, p.5
- Train fire ties up commuters, traffic (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.1
- Blaze guts Thomas St house (photo), May 1, 1987, p.11
- Fire breaks out in Garth Road apartment (photo), May 8, 1987, p.1
- Close call for poodle at Garth Rd fire (photo), May 8, 1987, p.5
- Fire destroys house on Drake (photo; addl photo p 5), May 15, 1987, p.1
- 'Miraculous' performance (by Fire Dept) (ltr), May 15, 1987, p.6
- Better plan needed downtown (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6
- SCS man D Honigsberg dies in apartment fire, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
- Painter's torch starts blaze on Richbell (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.1
- Blowtorches, no (edit), Aug 7, 1987, p.6
- Fire under Garth means bad day for business, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
- (Firemen have) Hot work on a cold day (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.1
- Fire alarm fails at (Fox Meadow) school, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
- Clear message (from fire at Fox Meadow school) (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
- Fire victims M K and J Hagerty grateful (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
- Thirteen hours after firemen leave, fire destroys house on Cushman (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
- Fire on Popham termed arson, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
- Fire damages home on Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.3
- Room for improvement (in SCS Fire Dept) (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
- No one hurt in (1 Foxhall Rd) group home fire (photo p 10), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
- School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaen, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
- Fatal loophole (in smoke detector laws), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
- Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
- Fire ravages historic house (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.5
- They're grateful to fire dept (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
- Ban on (painters') torches, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
- Seven steps to a safer home (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.5

FIREWOOD
- Wood for sale, Sep 5, 1986, p.1

FIREWORKS
- Fireworks called a torment (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
- Three facets of the Fourth (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1

FIRKINS, BRUCE
- Dialogue begins on Penn Central project (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
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FIRST

SEE FAMILY INFORMATION AND REFERRAL SERVICE

FISCHER, ALAN

YM & YWHA announces plans for $7 million expansion project (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.3

FISCHER, FLORETTE

They keep Meals on Wheels rolling (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.24

FISCHER, LAUREN

Cum Laude inducts 13, Sep 25, 1987, p.12

FISCHER, RHODA

And then there was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.9

FISCHER, ROBERT

Voters approve public forum for School Board candidates, Apr 26, 1985, p.15

FISCHMAN, SARA

Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

That's right, Thanksgiving (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.14

FISCHMAN, SARI

And all the trimmings (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.18

FISCHMAN, SHARI

Fox Meadow elects leaders, Jun 12, 1987, p.4

FISH, HAMILTON

Vitality of King's day upheld (photo), Jan 22, 1986, p.12

FISH, HAMILTON (AU)

Soldier, warriors or unknowns? (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

FISH, HAMILTON III

Congressional hopefuls to address Democrats, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

Congressional candidates H Fish, D Mehiel, N Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

FISH, WILLIAM

Mr Memorial Day, E Rogliano, wants no thanks; he gives thanks (photo), May 29, 1987, p.6

FISBEIN, PETER

District bids Sobol hail and farewell, Mar 27, 1987, p.1

FISHER HILL ASSN (WHITE PLAINS)

Border talks: Farley Rd-White Plains border beautification, Aug 30, 1985, p.1

Two sides of the fence (edit), Aug 30, 1985, p.6

Farley Road fence, Sep 20, 1985, p.1

FISHER, GRETA

Historical Society leaders chosen (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.4

Historical holiday party (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.18

At new (SCS Historical Society) museum shop, gifts galore (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.2

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

FISHER, JESSE

Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

FISHER, KAREN

Dance school is just a memory in Harwood Bldg (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.6

FISHER, ROBERT

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

FISHER, SUZANNE

Year of Developing Capable Young People begins Sept 25, Aug 29, 1986, p.9

FISHER, WILLIAM

Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2
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FISHING
"Summertia...when the fish are jumping" (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.1
Measuring up (photo), Jul 25, 1988, p.9

FISK, MARGARET
Board of Ed elects officers and votes on Children's Center, Jul 5, 1985, p.9

FISK, PEG
EMT teachers study in summer, Jul 26, 1985, p.9
At Phaedrus, the aim is 'educating the whole kid' (Part II) (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.11

FITCH, DANIEL
Board of Education elects B Cunningham president (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
Child Care Assn threatened by insurance woes, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
School Board candidates sought, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Board of Ed asks budget of $30 million, tax hike of 5.6%, May 9, 1986, p.1
Panelists probe planning issues (list), May 30, 1986, p.1
Slaughtering victory for (school) budget, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

FITNESS
SEE PHYSICAL FITNESS

FITNESS CENTERS
SEE HEALTH CLUBS, HEALTH CLUBS

FITNESS CENTERS
SEE HEALTH CLUBS, HEALTH CLUBS

FITNESSGRAM PROGRAM
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD-PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

FITZGERALD, ALFRED (AU)
Unforgettable day for seniors (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6

FITZGERALD, HELEN (AU)
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

FITZGERALD, JAMES
Reform of tort law urged (ltr), Apr 11, 1986, p.6

FITZGERALD, JAMES (AU)
Praise for Dr Dennis (ltr), Mar 7, 1986, p.6
We urgently need tort reform (ltr), Apr 4, 1986, p.6
He advises sale of land (ltr), May 9, 1986, p.6
Relax, enjoy the game (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Constitutional comments (ltr), May 15, 1987, p.6
Great entertainment (ltr), Aug 7, 1987, p.6
Advantages of Penn Central plan (ltr), Aug 28, 1987, p.6
Blitz for governor (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
Windows 'not that important' (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6

FITZGERALD, JEAN
Curtain going up next week on SSMIT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1

FITZGERALD, JIM
In the jubilee spirit (at IHM) (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.1

FITZGERALD, JOHN
SCS bank names M Chalk, J Fitzgerald officers (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.32

FITZHUGH, BARBARA
PTA programs help ease culture shock for arriving international families (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.5
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FITZHUGH, BARBARA continued
- International luncheon (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.18
- ESL teachers attend state parley, Dec 18, 1987, p.24
- Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

FITZHUGH, BARBARA (AU)
- Citizens should be heard (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6
- Board (of Ed) advised to ask experts (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

FITZHUGH, CATHY (AU)
- No school like the A school (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6

FITZHUGH, DAVID
- The sounds of caring (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.26

FITZHUGH, JENNY (AU)
- Deadly consequences (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

FITZHUGH, RICHARD
- Downtown plan draws critical comment, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
- Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

FITZHUGH, RICHARD (AU)
- Citizens should be heard (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6

FITZMAURICE, DAVID
- D FitzMaurice dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

FITZMAURICE, MARY
- M FitzMaurice dies, Aug 2, 1985, p.17

FITZWATER, GRACE
- G Fitzwater dies, Oct 31, 1985, p.18

FIVE, CORA (AU)
- How children can write history (edit), Sep 5, 1986, p.7

FIVESON, DAVID
- D Fiveson, R Tolchin volunteer for UJA Mobilization '85 (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.13

FLAG lots
- Village considering law to bar new interior lots, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
- (Planning) Board turns down proposed five-house development, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
- The case for permitting flag lots (edit), Nov 13, 1987, p.7
- Flag lot hearing, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
- Balance of interests (edit), Nov 20, 1987, p.6
- Why new flag lots should be barred (edit), Nov 20, 1987, p.7
- Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
- Zoning and the Constitution (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
- Town Club's positions (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6
- Proposed law called arbitrary (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6
- (Village) Board delays vote on 'flag lot' ban, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
- Appeals board denies variance, Dec 18, 1987, p.3
- Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
- No reason to bar 'flag lots' (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6
- DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
- No more flag lots (edit), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
- Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
- Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1

FLAGS, STUART
- Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1
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FLAGG, STUART continued
- EHS alumni return to old haunt (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.9

FLAGS
- A rattlesnake on Old Glory? (edit), Jun 20, 1986, p.7
- Old Glory waves again (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.3

FLANAGAN, PEGGY
- Parents of learning disabled band together, Dec 5, 1986, p.1

FLANAGAN, PETER
- Driver P J Flanagan killed on Post Road, Nov 20, 1987, p.1

FLAUM, MITCHEL
- Flaum on board, Oct 18, 1985, p.3

FLECK, ANNE
- Celebrating the DAR's centennial (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.8

FLEISCHMAN, SANDRA
- Board of Education elects B Cunningham president (photo; list), Jul 5, 1985, p.1

FLEISCHNER, EVA
- Why all must remember the Holocaust (edit), Apr 19, 1985, p.7

FLEISHMAN, SANDRA
- In search of perfection: quest begins for Sobol's successor, May 29, 1987, p.1

FLEISIG, LOUIS
- Promoted: L Fleisig (photo), May 16, 1986, p.3

FLEMIN, AMELIA
- A Fleming dies, Jan 11, 1985, P.10

FLEMIN, CHARLES
- Mr Memorial Day, E Rogliano, wants no thanks; he gives thanks (photo), May 29, 1987, p.6

FLEMIN, GRACE
- Back from the dead (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.3

FLEMIN, H S
- Mr Memorial Day, E Rogliano, wants no thanks; he gives thanks (photo), May 29, 1987, p.6

FLEMIN, KENNETH
- Ceremonies at IHM mark end of year (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.18

FLEMIN, WALTER
- Historically speaking: The house where Whistler's mother lived (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.5

FLESCH, RICHARD
- R C Flesch dies, Nov 6, 1987, p.18

FLETCHER, ALBERT
- Mr Memorial Day, E Rogliano, wants no thanks; he gives thanks (photo), May 29, 1987, p.6

FLIGHT
- Flying high (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.14

FLINN, ROSEMARY
- School Board asks 8.26% tax increase, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
- SCS schools part of revolution in special ed, Jun 21, 1985, p.1

FLINN, ROSS
- They'll be voting in November (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.5

FLINT, DANIEL (AU)
- Congratulations to the band (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6

FLINT, PAT FLORENCE
- Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

FLISLER, ADAM
- Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
FLISSER, ADAH continued
Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.8

FLISSER, ELIZABETH
Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1

FLISSER, ERIC
Seventh graders T Caldwell, E Flisser, L Kroin greet B Bloom, A Smith, TV personalities (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.17

FLISSER, HARVEY
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

FLISSER, MIRIAM LEVITT- (DR)
SEE LEVITT-FLISSER, MIRIAM (DR)

FLLOOD INSURANCE
Trustees order new master plan for downtown, May 29, 1987, p.1

FLLOOD PLAINS
SEE FLOOD PREVENTION AND CONTROL

FLLOOD PREVENTION AND CONTROL
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1

FLLOOD, JAMES
J E Flood dies, Sep 12, 1986, p.16

FLLOOD, THOMAS

FLLOODS
Golden Horseshoe expansion plan gains, Nov 27, 1987, p.1

FLLOODS-INSURANCE
High praise for departing (Village Board) officials (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1

FLLOOR AREA RATIO
Portman proposal recommends emphasis on housing downtown (map), Dec 4, 1987, p.1

FLORES, DANIELLE
Despite rain, Tuesday was sunny for fourth, fifth graders at Seely (Weatherman Mr G visits)(photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.15

FLORIO, GREG
EHS sports and sportsmen: the year’s best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11
Before the prom (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.11

FLORIO, SALVATORE JR
Brownies are their thing (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.16

FLORMAN, SAMUEL (AU)
Engineers—bright, curious, pragmatic (edit), Mar 14, 1986, p.7
The existential joy of engineering (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.7

FLYING
SEE FLIGHT

FLYNN, JODY
J Flynn, S R zilenziger join Van Wert (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.4

FLYNN, JOHN
Annual battle over school aid begins, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Plan to reform condo, co-op assessments in GBH, Jan 25, 1985, p.11
Rookie senator learning way around Albany (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
Town (of GBH) assessment plan questioned, Apr 26, 1985, p.14
Brodsky has hopes for the passage of revised tax bill, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
Central contractor asks for more time, Nov 8, 1985, p.10
Real property tax reforms receive mixed reaction from owners of co-ops, May 9, 1986, p.11
Flynn quits Senate; Democrats scramble (list), May 30, 1986, p.10
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FLYNN, JOHN continued
Democrat J O'Connell seeks Conservative nod, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
Winners map post-election plans, Nov 7, 1986, p.11
(ANALYSIS) Shelter agreement signed, Feb 27, 1987, p.9
New law safeguards Union Child day-care center, Aug 7, 1987, p.9

FLYNN, JOHN (DR)
W F Olson heads history group, Dec 4, 1987, p.16
Question of school for homeless fuels controversy over WCC plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.12

FLYNN, WILLIAM (DR)
Physician W F Flynn elected, Dec 24, 1987, p.15

FOCUS (PERIODICAL)
Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J G Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

FOGARTY, BRIAN
Winners of the DAR American History Essay Contest (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.8

FOGEL, BARBARA
Benito Lopez, Barbara Fogel nominated for (SCS) school board (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.1
He's a convert to the (Non Partisan) 'system' (ltr.), Mar 27, 1987, p.6
School budget goes to a vote May 20, May 15, 1987, p.1
School nominee B Fogel often writes about education (photo), May 15, 1987, p.6
(SCS School) Budget passes by 526 votes, May 22, 1987, p.1
Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Flea, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3X tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

FOGEL, BARBARA (AU)

FOGEL, JAMES
SCS High grad J H Fogel becomes NYC judge, Dec 11, 1987, p.5

FOJT, DAVID
Summer in the village (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.5

FOLEY, JOSEPH
Dish decision is postponed, Oct 4, 1985, p.11
Hearing on dish receiver reopened by zoning board, Nov 29, 1985, p.13
Town officials' case against S Moundroukas looks doomed, Jan 8, 1988, p.9
Judge W Walsh dismisses (GBH) officials' case (against S Moundroukas), Jan 15, 1988, p.10
Judge W Walsh dismisses (GBH) officials' case (against S Moundroukas), Jan 15, 1988, p.10

FOLEY, MARYANN
For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6

FOLEY, ROSEMARY
SCS playwright S Greenberg wins in a contest, May 22, 1987, p.13

FOLK AND FAIRY TALES
A Grin day at Greenacres (list), May 30, 1986, p.16
Aesop lives at Heathcote (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.16

FOLLETT, GENEVA
6 Follett dies, Oct 31, 1986, p.20

FOLTMAN, BARNEY
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.18
FONTANA, LUCILLE
Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

FONTANA, RICHARD
A F Veteran will run again; spurred by rival's bid (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.15

FONTANELLA, Orazio
Police 'frustrated' by contract impasse, Jul 5, 1985, p.1
Police picket, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

FOOD ADULTERATION AND INSPECTION
Pin found hidden in 7-year-old's Valentine's Day chocolate treat, Feb 28, 1986, p.5
Safety pin in a granola bar seen as an isolated incident, Jan 16, 1987, p.3

FOOD STORES
See Retail Stores

FOOT PATHS, BICYCLE PATHS, ETC
Path plans (for Griffen Ave), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Muted enthusiasm for (Griffen Ave) path, Feb 20, 1987, p.1
Board okays path on Griffin, Apr 3, 1987, p.5
Path on Griffen, May 15, 1987, p.1
(Griffen path) Going to seed, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
(SCS streets) Ready for school, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
Sidewalk wanted (at Griffen and Mamaroneck), Nov 13, 1987, p.1
Path (along Griffen Ave) to be paved, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

FOOTBALL
Panther, Raider team up for Big Green (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.15
Writer opposes combined-grade PRC football leagues (ltr), Sep 5, 1986, p.6
Upward and onward (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.1
SCS 'losing control' (of football program) (ltr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6
Deee-fense!! (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.1
Some coaches are to blame (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
PRC football program defended (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
More on PRC football (ltr), Nov 7, 1986, p.6
Response to More on PRC football (ltr), Nov 7, 1986, p.6
Raiders bowl-bound (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Touchdown—Holloway! (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.1
A season to remember (edit), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
Relax, enjoy the game (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Football heroes, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Raiders losing football coach Art Bonifati, Mar 13, 1987, p.15
Fund raising considered (by EMT Bd of Ed), May 29, 1987, p.11
EHS sports and sportsmen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11
EHS sports 10 worst list, Jun 26, 1987, p.10
Triumphant homecoming (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
JV's make SCS proud (ltr), Oct 23, 1987, p.6
Last-minute heroics give SHS league title; bowl game tomorrow (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Beat Arlington (edit), Nov 20, 1987, p.6
Smiles of a winter night (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.18
SCS to take on Jets in charity (basketball) game, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Road block ahead (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.1
FOOTBALL PLAYERS
Jets looked like Giants on Raider court (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15

FOOTBALL PLAYERS
FOOTBALL PLAYERS

FOOTBRIDGES
SEE BRIDGES

FOOTPATHS, BICYCLE PATHS, ETC
Decision expected this month on Golden Horseshoe’s expansion plans, Mar 6, 1987, p.5

FORCADA, JOAO
Whiz kids (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.10

FORD, DONALD (DR)
Dr D E Ford dies, Sep 13, 1985, p.18

FORD, GERALD
O’Neill rates the Presidents—past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1

FOREIGN STUDY
SCS lan B Leerburger compiles guide to study abroad, Feb 26, 1988, p.2
SEE ALSO EXCHANGE OF PERSONS PROGRAMS

FORENSIC SCIENCE
Crimebusters at SHS find new course arresting (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.6

FORMAL DRESS
Partiers agree: tuxedo ‘smartens it up a bit’ (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.6

FORREST, BERNARD
EMT aan R Greenbaum throws hat in race for position on GBH Town Council (photo), May 3, 1985, p.15
Resident S Silverman switches to council race, May 10, 1985, p.11
Republicans pick town candidates, May 24, 1985, p.11
Republicans see issue in meetings law change, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
Democrats retain town reins, Nov 8, 1985, p.11
Town political races open with traditional claims, accusations, Jun 7, 1986, p.11

FORTENZER, PETER (AU)
That was a shortage! (edit), Nov 29, 1985, p.7
Seconding vote (ltr), Aug 22, 1986, p.6

FORSTER, FRED
Retired Pfizer officer F A Forster joins Concordia business staff, Jul 18, 1986, p.2

FORT HILL
Fort Hill residents concerned about proposed subdivision, Jun 27, 1986, p.11
Opposition is voiced to Fort Hill subdivision, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
No decision by board on Fort Hill subdivision, Sep 5, 1986, p.12
Proposed flag lot opposed by residents, Oct 10, 1986, p.11

FORT HILL ASSN
Moundroukas site is nearing completion, Apr 18, 1986, p.11

FORT HILL CIVIC ASSN
Civic groups leery of zoning amendment, May 8, 1987, p.11

FORTE, EVAN
They deliver (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.5

FORTINO, DENISE
No school like the A school (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6

FORTUGNO, CHRISTINE
Hark! The Herald Angels sing (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.26

FORTUNE, KATHRYN
K Fortune dies, Jul 19, 1985, p.14

FORTUNE, PHILIP (AU)
Life's journey—smell the flowers (edit), Jun 27, 1986, p.7
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FOSSE, BARBARA
   Spirit of giving thriving here, Dec 24, 1986, p.1

FOSTER, BILL
   Bloom again is picked for (EMT) SBNC, Jan 23, 1987, p.11
   Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

FOSTER, CECILIA
   Foster's enjoying top job in jazz (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.1

FOSTER, CHRISTOPHER
   New friend found (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.10

FOSTER, DIANE
   Daily elected Junior League president, Aug 21, 1987, p.3
   Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

FOSTER, DIANE (AU)

FOSTER, FRANK
   Foster's enjoying top job in jazz (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.1

FOSTER, GAIL

FOSTER, WILLIAM
   Vote on nominating proposal is put off, Mar 7, 1986, p.11

FOULKE, RENI
   W F Olson heads history group, Dec 4, 1987, p.16

FOURTH OF JULY
   SEE JULY 4TH

FOX (ILLUS)
   Cartoon, Mar 27, 1987, p.7
   Cartoon, Apr 24, 1987, p.7
   Cartoon, May 22, 1987, p.7
   Cartoon, Jun 19, 1987, p.7
   Cartoon, Jul 3, 1987, p.7
   Cable TV—what its users should know (edit; cartoon), Sep 4, 1987, p.7
   Cartoon, Feb 12, 1988, p.7

FOX MEADOW
   Committee proposes amendments to school nominating procedure, Apr 26, 1985, p.3
   Board's plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
   Historically Speaking: Once, all SCS was Fox Meadow (map), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

FOX MEADOW ASSN
   Fox Meadow officers are elected (list), Jun 21, 1985, p.2
   Fox Meadow assn elects leaders (list), Jun 6, 1986, p.9
   Fox Meadow elects leaders, Jun 12, 1987, p.4

FOX MEADOW SCHOOL
   SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW

FOX, (ILLUS)

FOX, AMANDA
   Catherine Clark day (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.16

FOX, DIION
   Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

FOX, DIION RYAN
   Biography of Caleb Heathcote reissued in facsimile (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.2
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FOX, FREDERICK
Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

FOX, JUDITH
Assistant principal, J Fox, appointed at SHS (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.1
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
New rules stir protest at SHS, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Readers' views on SHS protest (ltr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6
Board to revise gifts policy; establish AIDS guidelines, Dec 20, 1985, p.21
Graduate's thoughts on SHS unrest (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6
Talking at SHS, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
New task force (on grading convened), Feb 7, 1986, p.1
Teen drug use seen as everyone's problem, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Determined donor (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.20
Local architect R F Fox Jr is reshaping NYC's skyline (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.6
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Dennis to leave SHS for Long Island superintendency (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

FOX, JUDITH (AU)
Spirit of cooperation (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6

FOX, LISA
Getting oriented (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.1
FOX, LISA (AU)
Thanks from Safe Rides (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

FOX, ROBERT JR
Local architect R F Fox Jr is reshaping NYC's skyline (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.6

FOX, SYLVIA (AU)
TV has obligation to inform (ltr), Apr 12, 1985, p.6
Does any of this make sense? (ltr), May 3, 1985, p.6
Stockman's message (ltr), May 16, 1986, p.6
Change of priorities urged (ltr), Dec 12, 1986, p.6

FRACKMAN, NOEL
It was 'love at first sight' for local John Storrs scholar N Frackman (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.9

FRACTURES
With pain comes insight (edit), Dec 24, 1986, p.7

FRADKIN, SUSAN
PT Council plans new program (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hirschman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

FRANCO, ANTONIO (AU)
The day Wall St blew up (edit), Feb 15, 1985, p.7
Welcome back, professor (edit), May 24, 1985, p.7
At Bedford and Christopher Streets (edit), Aug 9, 1985, p.7
Tales of Manhattan (edit), Sep 27, 1985, p.7
What I did that summer (edit), Aug 1, 1986, p.7
Lazy, hazy days of summer (edit), Aug 15, 1986, p.7

FRANCO, ANTONIO (PSEUD-AU)
As the Village once was (edit), Jan 9, 1987, p.7
Looking back (with pleasure) (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.7

FRANK, ANNE
Musical version of 'Anne Frank' to debut Sun (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.6

FRANK, BERTHA
Music at twilight (photo), May 29, 1987, p.11
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FRANK, BRUCE
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

FRANK, EDWIN
E B Frank dies, Jun 8, 1986, p.14

FRANK, MILDRED
Roses give major gift to NY Public Library, Feb 14, 1986, p.5

FRANK, NANCY
Muted enthusiasm for (Griffen Ave) path, Feb 20, 1987, p.1
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
Sidewalk wanted (at Griffen and Maaronook), Nov 13, 1987, p.1

FRANK, SUE (AU)
Senior breakfast confidential (edit), Jun 21, 1985, p.7

FRANKE, JOHN
Headed for Albany: 6 Johnson, J Franke (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.2

FRANK, JOHN
A singing invitation (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32

FRANKEL, ARLENE
A J Frankel dies, Oct 31, 1985, p.18

FRANKEL, EDWARD (DR)

FRANKEL, MARVIN
Supreme Court sets date to hear creche case, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Supreme Court hears creche case, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
After Supreme Court arguments, participants party, Feb 22, 1985, p.4
Lawyer M Frankel criticized (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
Supreme Court rules creche is permissible, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Creche attorneys won't apply for money from village, May 31, 1985, p.1
No charge (by lawyers in creche case), Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Civil liberties unit to honor Judge Frankel, May 16, 1986, p.12

FRANKEL, MARVIN (AU)
Let's maintain the constitutional wall (edit), Dec 11, 1987, p.7

FRANKEL, STEVE (AU)
(Senior Pool Breakfast) 'Smashing success' (ltr), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
FRANKEL, WENDY
  Equestrian event at Boulder Brook (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.5
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
  Hot and cold at Heathcote, May 10, 1985, p.14
FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN
  Live at Edgewood: (E Burton as) Benjamin Franklin, Dec 11, 1987, p.18
FRANKLIN, ELIZABETH
  Dance school is just a memory in Harwood Bldg (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.6
FRANKLIN, GIGI
  GOPC entering fifth year in operation, Nov 13, 1987, p.13
FRANKLIN, KEVIN
  Woodlands (High School) athletes give anti-drug talk (to fourth through eighth graders), Jan 15, 1988, p.11
FRANKLIN, ROBERT
  8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
FRANTZ, STEVEN
  Board (of Ed) asks budget of $30 million, tax hike of 5.6%, May 9, 1986, p.1
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
  Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
FRANTZ, STEVEN (DR)
  School district continues in pursuit of excellence (photo) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
  Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
FRANZ, L DWIGHT
  Recreational opportunities (for senior citizens) (photo) (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.13
FRANZMAN, CLAIRE
  (IMH) Church, (Westchester Reform) synagogue vandalized, Nov 27, 1987, p.5
FRASCELLA, BARBARA
  Revised math curriculum presented to (EMT) school board, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
FRASER, WILLIAM
  Arthur Manor elects leaders, Jul 3, 1987, p.5
FRAUD
  Frauds bureau subpoenas data of B'ville fire district, Oct 17, 1986, p.11
  SEE ALSO IMPOSTORS AND IMPOSTURE
FRAUTIN, VERA
  Swimmers want cleaner pool, Aug 7, 1987, p.3
FREDELLA, KATHI (AU)
  Poor sportsmanship seen (re Recreation Dept basketball teams) (ltr), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
FREDERICK P CLARK ASSOCIATES
  SEE PLANNING CONSULTANTS
FREDERICK P CLARK ASSOCIATES
  Downtown planning: another approach (edit), Dec 18, 1987, p.7
  Missing: a parking cure (edit), Dec 31, 1987, p.6
  SEE ALSO PLANNING CONSULTANTS
FREDERICK, ROBERT
  Planning Board raises objections to 7 homes proposed for Weaver, Aug 21, 1987, p.3
  Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
(F) Village Board delays vote on 'flag lot' ban, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
FREEDMAN, SAMUEL
  SCS arts supporter seeking to have Holocaust memorial built, Jul 11, 1986, p.1
FREE SPEECH
  Who's un-American? (ltr), Apr 25, 1986, p.6
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FREE SPEECH continued
  Revolutionary idea (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
FREED, ARTHUR
  Seat belt campaign cited (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.5
FREED, DAVID
  EHS graduate D Freed promoted, Nov 8, 1985, p.10
FREED, LAUREN
  Clowing around (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.12
FREED, LYNDsay
  Clowing around (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.12
FREEDMAN, ANDREW
FREEDMAN, EUGENE
  New bishop, E I Freedman, to lead Mormons (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.14
FREEDMAN, MAURICE
  (Juhl) Agency will help publicize (Westchester) Library System automation, Dec 31, 1987, p.5
FREEDMAN, MAURICE (DR)
  Local libraries join computer loop, Feb 12, 1988, p.20
FREEDMAN, MICHAEL
  Expert on aging Dr M L Freedman named to NYU professorship (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.4
FREEDMAN, PEGGY
  Local volunteers are cited, Mar 11, 1988, p.8
FREEDMAN, RIA (AU)
  Is feminine beauty an asset? (edit), Jan 3, 1986, p.7
FREEDMAN, RITA (DR)
  Single in SCS: the social dilemma (Part II), Aug 28, 1987, p.6
FREEDMAN, RITA (DR-AU)
  Are we really what we look like? (edit), Apr 17, 1987, p.7
FREEDMAN, SUSAN
  (Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
FREEDMAN, WILLIAM
  Scouts honored at Memorial Day (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.3
  Mormons will honor 4 SHS seniors, Jun 6, 1986, p.14
  Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; add! photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
  SHS graduate W Freedman to be missionary in Chile, Jun 19, 1987, p.12
FREEDOM
  SEE LIBERTY
FREEDOM OF SPEECH
  SEE FREE SPEECH
FREEDOM OF SPEECH
  Free speech and libel: a delicate balance (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.7
  SEE ALSO FREE SPEECH
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
  A free press: We are stronger for it (edit), Aug 9, 1985, p.7
FREELS, TRACY
  Equestrian event at Boulder Brook (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.5
FREEMAN, ISAAC
  Daughters follow Freeman & Son silver tradition (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.6
FREEMAN, KENNETH
  Heading south: K M Freeman (photo), May 23, 1986, p.16
FREEMAN, ROBERT
Town of GBH set to fight for $8 million, Jan 25, 1985, p.11
Law would lower fee for police reports, Dec 4, 1987, p.13

FREEMASONS
S J Craig, J Thies honored for sixty years of Masonic service (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.3

FREES, BARBARA
Incumbent legislators are all victorious, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

FREIDEL, RUTH
Art (by R Friedel) on display at SCS National (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.2

FREIDFERTIS, SCHLOMO
Thirteen hours after firemen leave, fire destroys home on Cushman (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1

FREIDFERTIS, SHLOMO
Planning Board to hear requests for 18 new lots, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Fort Hill subdivision proposed, Nov 20, 1987, p.13
(GBH) Planning Board approves Fort Hill subdivision, Jan 15, 1988, p.10

FREIE, ALVIN (DR)
Dr A J Freie dies, May 22, 1987, p.14

FREIGHTWAY GARAGE
Freightway patrol needed (ltr), Oct 18, 1985, p.6

FREIGHTWAY GARAGE-SCS
Nonsubscriber’s complaint (ltr), Sep 4, 1987, p.6

FREIGHTWAY PROPERTY
Objectives for downtown SCS (ltr), Jan 4, 1985, p.6
Election ’85: incumbents E Hand, E Seidman air views (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Downtown planning still moving ahead, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Mayor tells Town Club of goals, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Consultants hired for Freightway development plans, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
A big step forward (consultants for Freightway) (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Freightway update, Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Planner promises open approach, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Meeting slated on downtown planning, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Winston, downtown on agenda, Dec 13, 1985, p.1
Decision for the village (edit), Dec 13, 1985, p.6
Winston proposal described, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Divney calling for housing on Freightway site, Feb 7, 1986, p.1
Apartments proposed for downtown, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
The Divney proposal (edit), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
Builders, buyers, tenants all eyeing station area sites, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Downtown project priced at $3.8 million, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Hearing Monday on downtown (illus), Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Downtown plan draws critical comment, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Public hearing set on Divney proposal (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Downtown zoning revisions ahead, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
D Portman unveils revised zoning for downtown (map p 16), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

FREitag, DAVID
Guilty plea (from D Freitag) in rape case, Sep 4, 1987, p.11

FRELON, ROBERT
(GBH) School officials eye 7.8% tax hike, Feb 12, 1988, p.10

FRELON, ROBERT (DR)
( Dr R D Frelon) Honored (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.10
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FRELON, ROBERT (DR) continued
(GBH) District verbal scores lag (behind math scores), Feb 12, 1988, p.10
Bus death (of A Jones) spurs vigilance, Feb 12, 1988, p.10

FRENCH, ALYSDN
DAR names winners of essay contest (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.25

FRENKEL, RICHARD (DR)
Beyond Freud: Frenkel's mind probe machine (photo), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
Psychiatrist Dr R Frenkel speaks, Feb 20, 1987, p.5

FRESH AIR FUND
Fresh Air families forge strong ties with summer guests (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Fresh Air Fund names SCS man J Chin as rep, May 2, 1986, p.16
Former Fresh Air kid J Chin looking for host families in SCS, May 1, 1987, p.5
SEE ALSO SCS FRIENDLY TOWN COMMITTEE

FRESH AIR KIDS
Warm welcome for summer visitors (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.5

FREUND, JACOB
J R Freund dies, Dec 19, 1986, p.29

FREUND, PAUL
P H Freund dies, Jan 31, 1986, p.16

FREUND, SIDNEY (DR)
Dr S A Freund named one of America's 100 best educators, Feb 22, 1985, p.10

FREUNDLICH, LAURA
YES says yes to students in the job market (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.6

FREY, ADAM
Host with the most (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.11

FREY, BOB
It's tennis as usual (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.3

FREYBERG, HELEN
H B Freyberg dies, Jan 18, 1985, p.8

FREYER, GARY
Cuomo vetoes town-backed tax bill, signs other, Aug 9, 1985, p.11

FREYER, JOEL
Woman's legs severed in tragic accident on Garth Rd (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.3
Suspects in car radio thefts nabbed; police recover booty (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.3
(A Filancia, J Freyer) Moving up in the ranks (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.3

FRICKEL, MAURA
A very important date (photo), May 1, 1987, p.20

FRICKLE, MARY JO
Cardinal J O'Connor leads INM's celebration of Diamond Jubilee (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.5

FRIEDBERG, BARBARA
AFS exchange students named, Jun 14, 1985, p.4
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FRIEDBERG, HILARY
AFS exchange students named, Jun 14, 1985, p.4
FRIEDBERG, JEREMY
AFS exchange students named, Jun 14, 1985, p.4
FRIEDBERG, MADALYN
AFS exchange students named, Jun 14, 1985, p.4
FRIEDBERG, MADELINE
Young people, parents, counselors discuss issues of drugs, alcohol, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
FRIEDBERG, STEPHEN
AFS exchange students named, Jun 14, 1985, p.4
FRIEDEL, RUTH
Art show winners (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.3
FRIEDELBENG, BENNETT
B Friedenberg dies, Jan 29, 1988, p.10
FRIEDENSON, MEYER (DR)
Reading runs in the family (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.3
FRIEDHEIM, ANNIE
Hot off the senior citizens' griddle (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.3
FRIEDLAND, ROBERT
AFL award (to R Friedland) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.3
FRIEDLANDER, JEFFREY
Paul Agresta assumes post a GBH town attorney today, Aug 21, 1987, p.9
FRIEDMAN, BARBARA
Local woman B Friedman named to board of Bulova School, May 24, 1985, p.3
FRIEDMAN, BARRY (DR)
Stress, self-esteem are topics of GOALS meeting, Dec 11, 1987, p.14
FRIEDMAN, ELAINE
Local woman E Friedman named trustee, Center for Preventive Psychiatry (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.16
FRIEDMAN, EVAN
New job for local resident E F Friedman, Jul 26, 1985, p.14
FRIEDMAN, GEORGE
Brodsky has hopes for the passage of revised tax bill, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
FRIEDMAN, HARVEY
GOPC entering fifth year in operation, Nov 13, 1987, p.13
FRIEDMAN, HERBERT
(SCS School) District seeking solution to health-insurance crisis, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
FRIEDMAN, JOEL
Downtown plan draws critical comment, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
After long run, developers set sights on downtown SCS (illus), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
FRIEDMAN, JOHN
Judge's tough stand on DWI criticized by County Court (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Parties pick judges who never preside, Jun 12, 1987, p.1
All in the (Knaplund) family (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.3
FRIEDMAN, JOSEPH
Promoted: J Friedman (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.4
Downtown plan draws critical comment, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
FRIEDMAN, LEESA
SCS scores high (on Comprehensive Assessment Report), Dec 18, 1987, p.1
FRIEDMAN, MAXINE
Service agency holds annual meeting, Jun 21, 1985, p.26
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FRIEDMAN, ROBERT (AU)
- Be aware of your "birthday suit" (edit), Mar 29, 1985, p.7

FRIEDMAN, ROBERT (DR)
- Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

FRIEDMANN, GEORGE
- 6 Friedmann dies, Jul 12, 1985, p.12

FRIEDRICH, JOAN (DR)
- Here are the 10 'worst foods' (edit), Apr 25, 1986, p.7

FRIENDLY, FRED
- ACLU leader I Glasser assails Reagan administration (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.4
- Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

FRIENDLY, RUTH
- ACLU leader I Glasser assails Reagan administration (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.4

FRIENDS OF ANIMALS
- SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-FRIENDS OF ANIMALS

FRIENDS OF MUSIC, ARTS IN SCS SCHOOLS
- SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-FRIENDS OF MUSIC, ARTS

FRIENDS OF SCS FINE ARTS MUSEUM
- SEE MUSEUMS

FRIENDS OF SCS LIBRARY
- SEE LIBRARY-SCS

FRIENDS OF SCS PARKS
- SEE RECREATION AREAS-SCS

FRIENDS OF SCS PARKS
- Chase Park project, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
- SEE ALSO RECREATION AREAS-SCS

FRIENDS OF SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE (AU)
- They're grateful (ltr), Feb 20, 1987, p.6

FRIENDS OF THE SCS LIBRARY
- Book Fair at library tomorrow (photo), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
- Coming attractions (Library to lend videotapes), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
- O'Neill rates the Presidents--past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
- Looking for a good read (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.5
- Bibliomania RI: double dose of local book fair (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.6

FRIENDS OF THE SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE
- Summer theater seeking new director (Wendy Dubbs elected president) (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.3

FRIENDS, SOCIETY OF
- Friends maintaining a broad focus (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.20

FRIGERIO, ROSEMARIE
- EMT woman among pair set to challenge A Veteran, Apr 26, 1985, p.15
- EMT man R Greenbaum throws hat in race for position on BBH Town Council (photo), May 3, 1985, p.15
- Resident S Silverman switches to council race, May 10, 1985, p.11
- Republicans pick town candidates, May 24, 1985, p.11
- Republicans see issue in meetings law change, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
- Merchants protest Central work, Sep 13, 1985, p.10
- Town candidates at campaign wrap-up (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11
- Democrats retain town reins, Nov 8, 1985, p.11
- Town budget adopted, Dec 13, 1985, p.12
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FRIGERIO, ROSEMARIE continued
Veteran sees 'smeary campaign' by GOP, Apr 4, 1986, p.10
Town political races open with traditional claims, accusations, Jun 7, 1986, p.11
Town adopts '87 budget, Dec 12, 1986, p.13
Frigerio to run for supervisor; Greenbaum enters council race, May 22, 1987, p.11
Town GOP gears up for elections, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
Full fall slate for Conservatives, Jun 26, 1987, p.10
GBH Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
Attacks mark (GBH) supervisor race, Oct 23, 1987, p.13
Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
Election libel suit threats remain, Nov 13, 1987, p.14

FRIS, ALISSA
Child Care (Assn of SCS) grows on all fronts (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18

FRISHMAN, SHERYL
SBS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

FRISHMAN, WILLIAM (DR)
Doctor W H Frishman honored (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.2

FRITZ, CAROL
SCS realtor names C Fritz staff member (photo), May 2, 1986, p.23

FRITZ, JEAN (AU)
About the Cultural Revolution (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.7

FROEHLICH, CAROL
C Froehlich dies, Jan 4, 1985, p.10

FROHLICH, LORI
All are equally deserving (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
Getting oriented (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.1
Figure skating whizzes: K Bayer, L Frohlich (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.15

FROHLICH, WILLIAM
Two men from SCS invent new type of fund-raising dinner, May 17, 1985, p.12

FROOT, NATHAN
Woman, B Bruckner, dies in crash, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

FROST, ELIZABETH (DR)
Teenager R Van den Sype dies from sniffing chloroform, Jan 24, 1986, p.1

FRUNKIS, ROY
File biz how-to is slick choice at SAS opener (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.6

FRUSCIANTE, ANN
Alzheimer unit elects M A Ughetta, A Frusciante, C Feuer, Jul 25, 1986, p.5

FRY, SAM
Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

FRYER, TYANA
Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

FSW
SEE FAMILY SERVICE OF WESTCHESTER

FU, JERRY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22

FU, SCARLET
Chinese student wins award, Dec 12, 1986, p.12

FUCHS, DAVID
Artist at work (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.11
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FUCHSBERG, JACOB
Injured Danar couple sues estate of driver, Aug 16, 1985, p.1

FUEHRER, CHARLES
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

FUKUSHIMA, TAKA (DR)
Pooling their efforts (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1

FULANI, LENORA
Dioguardi-Abzuq race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1

FULBRIGHT SCHOLARSHIP
SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID

FULLAN, ROBERT
Residents consider fire board's proposal at public hearing, Jun 6, 1986, p.11
Fire commissioners ponder appointment, defeat of issue, Jul 11, 1986, p.9

FULLER, GWENDOLEN
G F Fuller dies, Apr 11, 1986, p.18

FULTON, JANE
25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3
Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1

FULTON, MICHAEL (DR)
Dr M Fulton dies, Feb 13, 1987, p.8

FUND FOR MODERN COURTS
Cyrus Vance presents Samuel Duboff Award (photo; list), Jan 9, 1987, p.3

FUND RAISING
Leaders of the pact--against cystic fibrosis (photo), May 10, 1985, p.3
Two men from SCS invent new type of fund-raising dinner, May 17, 1985, p.12
Support for YES (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Special day for special people (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
D Fiveson, R Tolchin volunteer for UJA Mobilization '85 (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.13
Falkenberg to direct fund drive, Jul 12, 1985, p.2
Arts fund surpasses 1985 target, Jul 26, 1985, p.2
Playing prisoner (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.5
UJA-Federation breakfast (photo; list), Aug 16, 1985, p.10
Books, books, books: book fair set (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.1
HRM (Hudson River Museum) names Soter, Schulman to aid development drive (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.19
Successful fundraiser (for WP Hospital) (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.8
United Way at 76% of goal; seeks end-of-year donations, Dec 20, 1985, p.3
They rallied against cystic fibrosis (photo; list), Dec 27, 1985, p.12
Historical Society launches Phase II of capital campaign, Jan 3, 1986, p.5
Jumping in with both feet (photo), Jan 21, 1986, p.11
Tina comes to SCS (sort of) (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.3
Let's do better (for scholarship fund) in '86 (edit), Feb 7, 1986, p.6
EMT scholarship drive begins, Feb 7, 1986, p.10
Scholarship Fund opens drive (list), Feb 7, 1986, p.1
Phonathon for Hoff-Barthelson (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.5
Turn white to red (edit), Mar 21, 1986, p.6
Family Counseling opens drive, Apr 11, 1986, p.3
A gift for Lady Liberty (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.4
Stepping out (photo; list), May 2, 1986, p.14
Junior high book fair (photo), May 2, 1986, p.20
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FUND RAISING continued

Solo effort (photo), May 16, 1986, p.12
Fund-raiser C D Sandler appointed, May 23, 1986, p.5
On ‘pop’ humanitarianism (edit), Jun 6, 1986, p.7
Funds raised (by SES’s Westchester Reform Temple) (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.8
And a bizarre time was had by all (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.10
Sock sale aids Statue of Liberty (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.12
Rocking for famine (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.10
Edgewood reaches for stars, Jun 20, 1986, p.17
Ducky doings (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.11
Developers help raise funds for town’s Nature Center (list), Jul 4, 1986, p.8
Hitchcock cleans, copes, plans in fire’s aftermath, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
Party aids historic Wayside (Cottage) (list), Jul 25, 1986, p.8
Watch out for summer solicitors, Jul 25, 1986, p.9
Jump on the bandwagon (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
Thank you for caring (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
Friends of B Smithline to gather, raise research funds in his memory (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.3
Start of a tradition? (edit), Aug 15, 1986, p.6
The end of the road (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.9
Remembering Billy Smithline (photo; list), Aug 22, 1986, p.3
For a decade of dedication (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.5
Fantastic spirit (ltr), Aug 29, 1986, p.6
Sports greats team up for Easter Seals (photo; list), Sep 12, 1986, p.14
Campaign sets sights on $30,000 for band, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
LWV finance drive (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
Whooping it up to beat the band (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Big customer (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.3
River City East (edit), Oct 10, 1986, p.6
$30,000 goal called realistic (ltr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6
Band wants to show its pride (ltr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6
They want HELP (photo; list), Oct 31, 1986, p.18
Pumpkins galore (photo; list), Oct 31, 1986, p.18
Bandwagon Gala (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Music, mirth mark Bandwagon gala (list), Nov 7, 1986, p.2
A real coming together (ltr; list), Nov 7, 1986, p.6
She’s not on Bandwagon (ltr), Nov 7, 1986, p.6
United effort (photo; list), Nov 14, 1986, p.3
Hitchcock announces rebuilding plans, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Praise for Bandwagon (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
GNC seeking financial support, Dec 12, 1986, p.13
Toy store’s sales help raise funds to feed the hungry, Dec 19, 1986, p.13
Models meet seniors for charity (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.18
WP Hospital 25% of way in campaign (list), Jan 9, 1987, p.12
Student aid to cancer fund drive (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.15
AFS fund drive, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Togetherness (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.11
Alien Big Brother: P Mosen (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.4
He’s riding for Bike Aid (ltr), Feb 27, 1987, p.6
Helping the hungry (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.15
Hoop-de-doo (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.16
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FUND RAISING continued

Auxiliaries' 'Day at the Races' raises $60,000 for White Plains Hospital (photo), May 8, 1987, p.8
Showing appreciation (photo), May 8, 1987, p.10
Eleven dance for Lung Assn (list), May 15, 1987, p.14
Walking with a purpose: K Straus, L Shedlin (photo), May 15, 1987, p.20
Buttoning up (photo; list), May 29, 1987, p.10
Fund raising considered (by ENT Bd of Ed), May 29, 1987, p.11
(GBH) Nature center unveils expansion, renovation plan, May 29, 1987, p.11
Revised math curriculum presented to (EMT) school board, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
Lehigh supporter N Merksaer, Jun 12, 1987, p.4
Teachers' gift to the graduates (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.2
Twenty-two in benefit swim raise $2700 (list), Aug 7, 1987, p.3
Appeal by LWV (ltr), Sep 18, 1987, p.6
Getting together for Meals on Wheels (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.4
Home-baked, hand-decorated (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.3
Fund seekers: E Krohn, H Lapidus (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.8
Chief R White comments on (New Rochelle Fire Dept) fund letter, Mar 4, 1988, p.5

SEE ALSO BIKE AID

FUNG, SHU-MIN

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22

FUREY, ROBERT

Astronaut J Hoffman gets hero's welcome home (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.1

FURFANO, VINCENT

In their element (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.11

FURNARI, ANN MARIE

That's some hat! (photo), May 22, 1987, p.8

FURNITURE

SCS couple (M and H Gleberman)'s store offers historic reproductions (photo), May 29, 1987, p.17

FURNITURE-REPAIRING

This doctor's patients are tables & chairs (photo), Oct 25, 1985, p.6

FURSTENBERG, DANIEL

Librarian M Abraas' efforts bring lunar specimen to Seely (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.11

FUTAGAMI, TAKAHIRO

Woodlands Junior High math team to host interscholastic mathematics event (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12

FUTTERMAN, LAUREN

Teachers get 6.5% increase, Sep 12, 1986, p.13

FUTURA HOUSE

Futura House is way back to community (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.39

GABACCIA, DONNA

Off the beaten track: unusual courses (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.6

GABEL, NANCY

Local woman N Gabel is promoted to VP, Nov 22, 1985, p.23

GABEL, RICHARD (DR)

SCS MD R Gabel to head unit of WP Hospital (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.2

GABOD, ANDRE

France cites local man M Shire (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.4

GADOMSKI, THERESE

T M Gadomski to receive Lehigh award (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.2

GAILA, GERARD (REV)

Rev Gaia to leave Grace Lutheran, Jan 17, 1986, p.16
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GAETA, JANE (REV)
- St Mark's to install Rev J Gaeta new pastor, Nov 15, 1985, p.20

GAGER, DOLLY
- Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2
- Village Voices spare no targets (photo; list), May 9, 1986, p.3

GAGLIARDI, JOSEPH
- Moving up day for SCS judges J R Herold, V Knaplund (photo), May 22, 1987, p.1

GAGLIARDI, MIKE
- IHM night at Yonkers raceway (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.20

GAILLARD, WILLIAM III
- Former resident W Gaillard III joins Ct law firm (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.11

GAINES, LINDA
- Former resident K Panthen cited for bravery, Feb 14, 1986, p.11

GAISER, BRADLEY
- Firemen respond to wedding bells (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
- Chelsea the fire dog (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.3

GALEF, SANDRA
- MTA promises fresh air on new cars, Jul 19, 1985, p.3
- Hochberg urges O'Rourke to cap budget, Sep 26, 1986, p.8
- Out of control (edit), Dec 19, 1986, p.6
- Incumbent legislators are all victorious, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
- 20% increase seen in county tax bills, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
- Homeless crisis topic at hearing on (county) budget, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
- After cuts, (County) Board of Legislators OK's $847M county budget, Dec 24, 1987, p.1

GALIBER, JOSEPH
- Unethical appointment (of J Galiber) (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6

GALINI, EILEEN
- No change for now in (EHS) phys ed grading, Sep 25, 1987, p.13

GALINDO, DAVE
- SCS 7-Eleven wins $100,000 prize (photo p 1), Feb 20, 1987, p.4

GALLAGHER, JOSEPH (MSR)
- SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

GALLAGHER, KEVIN
- Banks announce promotions: K J Gallagher, C Cirino, Aug 29, 1986, p.4

GALLAGHER, SCOTT
- Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 2), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

GALLE, JOHN
- Administrators to be hired soon, Jan 31, 1986, p.10

GALLIN, PAMELA (DR)
- Dr P Gallin cited by "Who's Who", Jan 18, 1985, p.8

GALLINO, LAUREN
- Volunteers of Fire Company 1 buck the trend (photo; list; addl photo p 13), Jul 3, 1987, p.6

GALLO, GINO
- Builder C Deietriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
- Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
- Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3

GALLO, JOHN
- Builder C Deietriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
- Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
- Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3
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GALLO, RUDOLPH
R Gallo dies, Mar 15, 1985, p.22

GALLOWAY, ALEXANDER
Residents consider fire board's proposal at public hearing, Jun 6, 1986, p.11

GALLOWAY, FRANCES
New redistricting wrinkle has Edgewood up in arms, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Community surveyed on social service needs, May 30, 1986, p.2

GALLOWAY, JOHN
No decision yet on fate of dog Thomas, Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Thomas' fate still undecided, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Thomas is Vermont-bound, Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Committee proposes amendments to school nominating procedure, Apr 26, 1985, p.3
Close call for school budget, May 24, 1985, p.1
Residents persuade Pennysaver to stop hand deliveries here (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Free (water) restrictors available, Jul 28, 1985, p.1
New campaign (against hand deliveries), Aug 16, 1985, p.1
New redistricting wrinkle has Edgewood up in arms, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Wildcat by the tail: redistricting North Drake-Sherbrooke Park, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Final school redistricting plan announced, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Why curtail valuable (car rental) service? (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6
Local law on dish antennas facing challenge (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Village taking aim at scofflaws, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Offer to house homeless here draws criticism, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Two Drake update, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Neighborhood leaders (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.3
Sharing the holiday (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Proposed shelter for family to be topic of meeting, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Pool backers make pitch to Town Club, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Mayor's last act, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Candidates sought for Citizens' Committee, Sep 4, 1987, p.3
Neighborhood leaders' leaders: R Harrison, Z Rubins, J Galloway, H Goodman (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32
More than a helping hand (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.5

GALLOWAY, JOHN (AU)
The drunken-driving case: two views (ltrs), Sep 18, 1987, p.6

GALLOWICH, MARY
Republicans pick town candidates, May 24, 1985, p.11

GAN, MOHSEN (DR)
(Drs E Marcovici, M G Gan) join St Agnes, Sep 4, 1987, p.12

GAMBARELDA, LUCILLE
L Gambarello, B Keller join Leone real estate firm (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.15

GAMBINO, JOSEPHINE
State hearing on fire chief's job, Dec 6, 1985, p.13
Civil service okays Zaffino, Dec 20, 1985, p.12

GAMBLING
Wayne Root seeks cleaner image for pro gambling (photo) (cont p 10), Jul 17, 1987, p.6

GAMES
Swift seat-shifting wins local man P Seirafi fame (photo), May 24, 1985, p.5
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GAMES continued
Can you believe this? (Board game of Vietnamese conflict to be available) (edit), May 15, 1987, p.6
Stress can be fun (Board game invented by Dr C B Mardus), Dec 31, 1987, p.4

GAMMILL, DORRIT
(SCS Woman's Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10

GAMMILL, LINDA
Wallflower at the ball: wife's report on Class of '65 reunion (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.5

GANZON, SCOTT (AU)
Welcome all lost souls— to the Fun House, Dec 13, 1985, p.7

GANDHI, SANIR
Class of '86 bids EHS a fond adieu at graduation (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.9

GANDHI, ANITA
Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

GANDLER, ROCHELLE
Reception to honor teachers retiring from Quaker Ridge; PTA slate announced (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.17

GANELES, ANN (AU)
Child abuse was always with us (edit), Jul 10, 1987, p.7

GANGEMI, MICHAEL
GBH may triple fine for illegal parking, Jan 18, 1985, p.14

GAMS, HARRIET
Dimensional Whimsy (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.4

GANT, EDWARD
Four join nature center board (list), Jan 21, 1986, p.11

GANTCHER, ALICE
A record $1 million raised for UJA (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.9
Helping youngsters is their racquet (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.4

GANTCHER, JOEL
Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

GANTCHER, NATHAN
Investment strategy, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Helping youngsters is their racquet (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.4

GANTELL, DANIEL
Name cleared, Sep 6, 1985, p.1

GARAGE SALES
SEE TAG SALES

GARBAGE COLLECTION
SEE WASTE DISPOSAL

GARBAGE PAIL KIDS
He knows from disgusting (Garbage Pail Kids) (photo; 1tr), Feb 28, 1986, p.6

GARCIA, DENNIS
SCS executive D P Garcia helping United Way, Jan 25, 1985, p.4
SCS graduate D Garcia wins scholarship, Jul 5, 1985, p.12

GARCIA, FERDINAND
F L Garcia dies, Sep 26, 1986, p.19

GARCIA, MICHAEL
Six-year-old L Bedin killed by school bus, Nov 6, 1987, p.1

GARDELLO, RICHARD
Animal lover presses for doghouse law, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
Sheemesh, village still battling, Apr 26, 1985, p.5
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GARDELLA, RICHARD continued
Animal shelter law, May 17, 1985, p.1
Consultants hired for Freightway development plans, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Pensaver dispute, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
Freedom to clutter? (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
Rejected builder J Oronzio sues BAR, Jul 26, 1985, p.1
Greenacres to get another guard, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Village trustees consider alternative financing, Sep 13, 1985, p.1
It's now official: Creche to return this Christmas, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
New fire facility turned down again, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
More (money) for managers, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Appeal to Albany on Huntington Ave, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Court orders delay of Winston land sale, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
PTA presses for street closing, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Greenacres residents argue pros, cons of closing (Huntington) Rd, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Appeal to Albany on Huntington Ave, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Legal barrier (to closing Huntington Ave), Jun 7, 1986, p.1
A legal alternative? (edit), Jun 7, 1986, p.6
No trial in sight, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Village officials given raises; Four laws passed, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Downtown moratorium eyed; Penn Central has new plan (illus p 8); Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Board bars drinking in public; sets vote on shelter at 2 Drake, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Village Board okays lease of 2 Drake Road for homeless family, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
They also serve who only sit...and wait (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.6
Soul-searching (re repaving village streets), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
No obstructions (to streams), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Eruv approved, Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Panel ponders effects here of Supreme Court ruling, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Village considering law to bar new interior lots, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Tails wins the job (to install curbs in village), Oct 30, 1987, p.1
(Planning) Board turns down proposed five-house development, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Village to seek court reversal of wetlands decision, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
(Planning) Board delays vote on 'flag lot' ban, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Ban on (painters') torches, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

GARDENERS
Gardeners still too noisy (ltr), Jul 19, 1985, p.6

GARDENING
Garden bench (photo) (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1985, p.15
Garden time (photo) (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1985, p.12
Going to seed with wildflowers (edit), Apr 11, 1986, p.7
Gardeners say America the Beautiful' with flowers (photo; list), May 16, 1986, p.9
No gold this spring, Jun 23, 1986, p.1
Gardeners, put nature to work for you (edit), Jul 25, 1986, p.7
Gardening: It's time to green up the thumb (photo) (Summer Living Supp), May 15, 1987, p.4
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GARDENING continued

Of thyme, tarragon and Titania (ltr), Jul 31, 1987, p.6
Pleasures of a garden (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

GARDENS AND GARDENING-AWARDS

Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

GARDINER, BERTRUDE

G Gardiner dies, Jul 12, 1985, p.12

GARDNER, ALEXANDRA

SHS graduates A Gardner, L Appel injured in accident, Jul 18, 1986, p.1

GARDNER, JAMES (DR)

Pfizer aide Dr J R Gardner edits book on business, Sep 26, 1986, p.2

GARDNER, JOSEPH

25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3
Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1

GARDNER, MINDY

Summer with Swiss family (for M Gardner), Jun 5, 1987, p.17

GARFF, BLAIR (BISHOP)

Mormons observe Pioneer Day, Aug 1, 1986, p.14
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1

GARFF, BRIAN

Last-minute heroics give SHS league title; bowl game tomorrow (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Jack Kaminer is back as coach of Raiders cagers (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.19
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.18
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30

GARFF, DAVID

SHS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1

GARFF, ELIZABETH

Landaarks at the library (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.3

GARFF, SUZANNE

Annual "Treasures and Trivia" sale slated for next weekend (photo; list), Mar 22, 1985, p.4
Local women S Garff, D Bench in Liberty celebration, Jul 11, 1986, p.10
Sports swap on tomorrow (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.15

GARFF, TRACI

Sports swap on tomorrow (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.15
Backstage at the (Christmas) pageant (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.14

GARFF, W BLAIR

It's graduation day for SCS seniors, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
GARFF, W BRIAN

Troop 99 boasts six new Eagles, Dec 12, 1986, p.15
New class of Eagles (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.4

GARFUNKEL, ALAN

And the year 5748 begins (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1

GARLAND, BONNIE

Residents oppose Herrin's release, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
A matter of justice (edit), Mar 28, 1986, p.6
Think of the apprehension (edit), Mar 29, 1986, p.7
GARLAND, BONNIE
Herrin denied parole, Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Crime victims, Jul 11, 1986, p.1
Parole (for R Herrin) opposed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Parole board's decision (on R Herrin) (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

GARLAND, JOAN
Residents oppose Herrin's release, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Parole (for R Herrin) opposed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

GARLAND, PAUL
Residents oppose Herrin's release, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Herrin denied parole, Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Crime victims, Jul 11, 1986, p.1
Parole (for R Herrin) opposed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

GARN, JAIME
NASA postpones Challenger flight for astronaut J Hoffman, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
The eyes of the world turn to space walker from SCS (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.1
Hoffman: Space experience overwhelms the anticipation, Jun 7, 1986, p.1

GARNER, STEPHEN
Chase NBW names S Garner SCS manager (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.3
Help from Chase (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.15
United Way names S E Garner drive leader, Aug 29, 1986, p.10
Chase grants aid (Riverwest Management Co, SCS Hist Soc, SCS Meals on Wheels, Em Children's Cntr), Sep 4, 1987, p.10

GAROFALO, SAL (AU)
Applause for A Blitz (ltr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6

GARON, GEORGE
G J Garon dies, Dec 18, 1987, p.26

GARON, RICHARD

GARRIDO, DOREEN
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
Edgewooders give food to needy, Nov 20, 1987, p.15
Edgewood aids homeless, Dec 24, 1987, p.8

GARRISON, BARBARA
Forty works in SCS art show (photo; list), Jan 9, 1987, p.4

GARSON, MILDRED
SCS Woman's Club names new president and officers (photo; list), Apr 11, 1986, p.8
Newsmakers (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.8

GARSON, HILLY
Presidents' Day (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.11

GARTEN, HARRY
Citizens raise questions about downtown plans, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
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GARTEN, HARRY continued
Auditors give GBH fire district a clean bill of health, Nov 7, 1986, p.11
Downtown plan draws critical comment, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Dialogue begins on Penn Central project (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1

GARTEN, HARRY (AU)
Keeping voters in the dark (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6
Better plan needed downtown (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6

GARTEN, LILA (AU)
Objectives for downtown SCS (ltr), Jan 4, 1985, p.6
Keeping voters in the dark (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6

GARTNER, JAY
Birders spot ordinary and rare at the Christmas count (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.1

GARTRELL, LELAND (REV)
On a dark day, (Hitchcock) church members look ahead to bright future (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

GARVEY, JIMMY
July 4th: A day to celebrate all over town (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Greenacres runs, throws and jumps in celebration of Independence Day (photo; list), Jul 12, 1985, p.5

GARWIN, RICHARD (DR-AU)
This great pork barrel in the sky (edit), Sep 6, 1985, p.7
Physicist R Garwin says 'Star Wars' is offensive, Feb 7, 1986, p.6

GASKELL, DAVID
State may take $1.2 million off local tax base, Sep 6, 1985, p.1

GASKIN, ALICE
Of Thee I Sing (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.22

GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
After 20 years, Shell station owner D Bitton told he's a violator, Jan 18, 1985, p.2
Exxon out, Amoco in on corner of Popham and Post Rds, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Gas station target of latest hold-up, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
Board rejects car rental request, Jun 21, 1985, p.2
Buyers eye development of downtown lot (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.1
Station sold, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Rudeness at the gas station (ltr), Jul 11, 1986, p.6
Why they're digging, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
ZBA approves canopy, May 1, 1987, p.11

GASPERI, ANNETTE
Young artist: drawing by A Gasperi in Highlights magazine (illus), Nov 6, 1987, p.17

GAST, RICHARD (DR)
Superintendent reports on 'high school of excellence', Jun 28, 1985, p.11
EMT's best: Dr R Gast named outstanding teacher of the year (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.9
Top EMT students join Cum Laude (photo; list), Jun 7, 1986, p.11
(EMT) School board approves 6.9-percent tax hike (list), Apr 10, 1987, p.11
BOCES construction plan would save school district thousands, May 1, 1987, p.11

GATCHELL, EARLE
There's trouble at home for SCS's native sport (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.5

GAUDET, ANNE
Theta alumnae honor member A C Gaudet, Aug 1, 1986, p.8

GAUDIA, RONALD
R Gaudia; R Pollack promoted by social agency, Jul 11, 1986, p.4
WJCS promotes R Gaudia, Sep 4, 1987, p.15

GAUDIOSO, GARY
Honors for police, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
GAUDIOSO, GARY continued

Police professionals praised (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
Teenager R Van den Sype dies from sniffing chloroform, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 28, 1986, p.1
SCS police say arrested man was about to blow up parked car, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Outstanding officers: G Gaudioso, M Martin (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.3
Commendations, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Train fire ties up commuters, traffic (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.1
Six SCS policemen honored at annual awards ceremony (photo), May 22, 1987, p.2

GAUSS, CARL

Happy 210th, Carl, May 29, 1987, p.14

GAVRIN, DAVID

Two school board candidates (Gavin, November) named (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
School budget goes to vote May 22, May 17, 1985, p.1
Close call for school budget, May 24, 1985, p.1
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Problem solvers R November, D Gavrin bring expertise to School Board (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.6
School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Board (of Ed) asks budget of $30 million, tax hike of 5.6%, May 9, 1986, p.1
School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
School may open to nonresidents who pay tuition, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Consultants seek to fill 'large shoes' (of superintendent) (cont p 6), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
(SCR) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Group rebukes school board by ousting Gavrin (photo p 4), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Unclear message (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
A blow to decency (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Letter to David Gavrin (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
A slap at public service (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
An act of vengeance (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

GAVRIN, MEREDITH

Short-story writer M Gavrin published, Nov 6, 1987, p.17

GAVRIN, MERRIE

Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

GAVRIN, NANCY

SHS PTA scholarship fund ahead of last year, Mar 22, 1985, p.3
Scholarship Fund opens drive (list), Feb 7, 1986, p.1
Five in a row (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.5
Teachers' continuing contribution (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.2
Committee formed to pick Bowl winner, Oct 9, 1987, p.5

GAVRIN, NANCY (AU)

Dozen to receive scholarships (ltr), Jun 29, 1985, p.6
Most successful drive ever (ltr), Jul 18, 1986, p.6

GAYLIN, WILLARD (DR)

Service agency holds annual meeting, Jun 21, 1985, p.26
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GAYLORD, CHARLIE
Charlie brings the outside in (photo) (Home Supp p 12), Apr 4, 1986, p.12

GAYLORD, LYNN
No school like the A school (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

GAYNES, AL (AU)
Praise for Gilaan's position (on aid to Nicaraguan contras) (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6

GAYNOR, ADAM
In Saith exhibit (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.20

GAYS
SEE HOMOSEXUALS

GBH
This is Greenburgh for sale, Jun 21, 1985, p.10
Keep GBH green (edit), Jul 12, 1985, p.7
Town (of GBH) given bicentennial designation, May 8, 1987, p.10

GBH (TOWN)
Veteran cites Webb award as 6th town planning honor, Jun 12, 1987, p.10

GBH DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION COUNCIL
They are younger this year; they know something of drugs..., Jul 24, 1987, p.9

GBH ELECTIONS
SEE ELECTIONS-GBH

GBH EMPLOYEES
SEE EMPLOYEES-GBH

GBH FIRE DEPT
SEE FIRE DEPT-GBH

GBH HEBREW CENTER
SEE HEBREW CENTER-GBH

GBH INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)
Welcome aboard (GBH Inquirer readers) (edit), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

GBH LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
SEE LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

GBH LIBRARY
SEE LIBRARY-GBH

GBH NATURE CENTER
Nature Center marks 10th anniversary (list), May 10, 1985, p.10
Nature Center honors founders (photo), May 24, 1985, p.11
Three grants help Nature Center's plans, Jan 17, 1986, p.13
Four join nature center board (list), Jan 21, 1986, p.11
More members, programs mark tenth year at Nature Center (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.36
Rebecca and rabbit (photo), Feb 28, 1986, p.9
Bunny talk (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.11
Village budget gets friendly reception (chart p19), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Iggy, gone but not forgotten, is replaced by two iguanas, Apr 11, 1986, p.10
Trustees OK car rental, budget, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Nature Center in appeal to Greenacres (photo; list), May 23, 1986, p.5
Center's friends gather at twilight (photo), May 23, 1986, p.10
Developers help raise funds for town's Nature Center (list), Jul 4, 1986, p.8
Nature center prepares young for real world (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.6
Nature Center poses major changes (illus), Oct 3, 1986, p.10
Turnout low on budget, Dec 5, 1986, p.12
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GBH NATURE CENTER continued

Officers, board members elected by Nunataks (list), Apr 10, 1987, p.10
Music at twilight (photo), May 29, 1987, p.11
(GBH) Nature center unveils expansion, renovation plan, May 29, 1987, p.11
Getting together at GBH Nature Center (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.11
GBH Nature Center receives two state grants, Nov 13, 1987, p.15
(GBH) Nature Center gets a grant, Dec 11, 1987, p.14
Getting started on GBH Nature Center manor house renovation (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11
Changing land use is subject of GNC exhibit (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.10
Fire on Popham termed arson, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Happy ending to bird story (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

GBH PLANNING BOARD
SEE PLANNING BOARD-GBH

GBH SUMMER TEEN THEATER

Amazing—not rinky-dink (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.9

GBH TOWN BOARD
SEE TOWN BOARD-GBH

GBH WATER DEPT
SEE WATER DEPT-GBH

GBH ZONING BOARD
SEE ZONING BOARD-GBH

GBH-BICENTENNIAL (1788-1988)

(GBH) Bicentennial celebration begins (illus), Jan 8, 1988, p.10

GBH-BICENTENNIAL (1988)

GBH is forming Bicentennial committee, Jan 30, 1987, p.11

GEBHARDT, KATHRYN

K Gebhardt receives Regents grant for teaching, Feb 8, 1985, p.11
Students' views sought on ESL, Apr 11, 1986, p.11
Parents say (EfiT) board (of ed) ignored them, May 2, 1986, p.13
Teachers get 6.5% increase, Sep 12, 1986, p.13

GEBHARDT, TAFFY

Precious gift (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.1

GEDNEY, PRINCE

Historically Speaking: Once, all SCS was Fox Meadow (map), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

GEDNEY, JOHN

Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (map), Oct 30, 1987, p.4

GEDNEY, PRINCE

Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (map), Oct 30, 1987, p.4

GEISEE

In the swin of things (photo), May 16, 1986, p.5
Fowl play, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
A SCS goose story (edit), Dec 24, 1987, p.7

GEFFEN, SAMUEL

How to fight back against radio thieves, Apr 24, 1987, p.1

GEIGER, GLENN

SCS link with N Dakota: G G Geiger, Jul 11, 1986, p.3
Dakota school honors alumnus G Geiger, Jun 26, 1987, p.3

GEIGER, GLENN (AU)

BAR's 'firm stand' praised (ltr), Oct 9, 1987, p.6
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GEISER, MARY (AU)
   BAR’s ‘firm stand’ praised (ltr), Oct 9, 1987, p.6
GEIZER, BERNARD
   Minding the gaps, Dec 31, 1987, p.1
GELB, HAROLD
   Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
   Vets’ tax break voted down at Village Board meeting, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
   Appellate court scolds village for plan to sell Winston gift, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
   Harold Gelb gets state post on youth advisory group, Oct 3, 1986, p.2
   They also serve who only sit...and wait (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.6
GELB, HAROLD (AU)
   Desecration of Winston property) opposed (ltr), Mar 20, 1986, p.6
   Useful public service (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6
GELB, IRA (DR)
   J Ryan honored by Heart Assn, Dec 12, 1986, p.2
GELBER, JULES
   New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
   $32.2 million budget draws quiet reaction, May 1, 1987, p.1
GELBER, LISA
   Scholarship for SCS grad L Gelber, Aug 9, 1985, p.2
GELBER, LISA (AU)
   Praise for Bandwagon (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
GELBER, SHARI
   New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
   Student S Gelber’s prize: 8 weeks abroad, Jun 6, 1986, p.20
   SHS harp student S Gelber in summer seminar, Aug 14, 1987, p.10
   23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
   SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21
GELBER, SHARI (AU)
   A thank-you (ltr), Sep 18, 1987, p.6
GELFMAN, PETER
   Prison reform must be pursued (ltr), Oct 9, 1987, p.6
GELFMAN, PETER (AU)
   Readers’ views on SHS protest (ltr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6
   Moss’ proposal seen as sexist (ltr), Oct 2, 1987, p.6
GELINAS, JOHN
   Local man J G Gelinas to direct program at College of New Rochelle, Aug 29, 1986, p.2
   Guyana honors local resident J G Gelinas, Jun 5, 1987, p.8
GELMAN, KENNETH
   Local man K J Gelman made assistant VP, Nov 7, 1986, p.2
GENATO, BELEN
   New citizens (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.3
GENN, MORDECAI (RABBI)
   M’vakshe Derekh appoints M Genn rabbi, May 29, 1987, p.16
GENOCIDE
   The whole world is watching (edit), Feb 21, 1986, p.7
GENSLER, HEDY
   Resident H Gensler joins Van Wert staff (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.8
GEODRAPHERS
   Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J G Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
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GEOGRAPHICAL REVIEW (PERIODICAL)
  Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J G Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

GEOLOGY
  (Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

GEORGE, BONNIE (AU)
  The very rich ARE different (edit), Jan 25, 1985, p.7

GEORGE, HARRY
  H B George dies, Dec 24, 1987, p.14

SEPHERDIT, RICHARD
  O'Neill rates the Presidents--past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
  Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

GERBER, JANE
  You name it, you can learn it (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

GERBER, JOSEPH
  State may take $1.2 million off local tax base, Sep 6, 1985, p.1

GERLING, PAUL
  Former resident P Gerling gets promotion, Mar 28, 1986, p.5

GERLOFF, MICHAEL
  Reading for fun (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.20
  Hoff-Barthelson Music school re-elects R Gerloff (list), Feb 1, 1985, p.5
  Scs Natl Bank sets record, Jul 19, 1985, p.2
  It's little but it runs (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.4
  Cable TV survey, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
  Association for Retarded honors R Gerloff, Scs Bank (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.26
  Red Cross elects leaders, Jul 24, 1987, p.5
  Irving, SCS National fight takeover by Bank of New York, Nov 13, 1987, p.1
  Because of redistricting, four (B Hudgins, R Golden, L Mercein, J Steger) must resign from SBNC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3
  Chamber (of Commerce) to honor R L Gerloff (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1

GERLOFF, RICHARD (AU)
  Thanks from bank's president (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
  Calendar is major effort (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
  Bank is grateful to all (ltr), Sep 4, 1987, p.6

GERMANO, (MRS JOSEPH)
  Newsmakers (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.8

GERMANO, DIANA
  (EMT) Board (of Ed) pares budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10

GERMANO, DIANE (AU)
  Giving hope was the gift of life (edit), Dec 24, 1986, p.7

GERNEY, BRIGITTE
  Evacuation plan called futile (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6

GERO, GEORGE
  H H Gero dies, Jan 8, 1988, p.13

GERON, JOHN
  (PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3

GERSON, SAMUEL
  Executives gather for opening (of Filene's Basement) (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.14

GERSPACH, JOHN JR (AU)
  Endorsement for Frank Smith (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6

GERSTEIN, GARY
  Board (of Appeals) says no to pool lights, Jun 19, 1987, p.5
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GERTLER, JANE
Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

GESOFF, LINDA
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

GESSERT, GLENN (REV)
Local priest, Rev S Sandberg, teacher, S Taylor, to visit Nicaragua, Jul 24, 1987, p.5

GETTE-HAMFORD, SHARON
Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year's historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 26, 1988, p.11

GEVERTZ, JOAN

SEE HARK, JOAN
SEE ALSO MARK, JOAN

GEVERTZ, JOAN (AU)
School Board candidates sought, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
SEE ALSO MARK, JOAN

GEVERTZ, JOAN (AU)
Election reminder (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6

GEWIRZ, BARBARA
'Let's talk,' say Japanese women to villagers here (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.6
PTA programs help ease culture shock for arriving international families (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.5
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

GEWIRZ, BARBARA (AU)
Bridging the cultural gap (edit), Jan 23, 1987, p.7

GEWIRZ, LISA
Taco time (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.2

GEYER, EILEEN
Historical holiday party (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.18
Five to recall old SCS (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.5

GHANNAH, AZIZ (AU)
Remembering Ayman Amin (ltr), Apr 18, 1986, p.6

GHERT, SHELLY
Administrators to be hired soon, Jan 31, 1986, p.10

GIANNI, CHRISTINA (AU)
Only in SCS (ltr), Apr 24, 1987, p.6

GIIOZZI, GEORGIA
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
Convincing seatbelt evidence (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.30

GIIOZZI, RINA

GIIOZZI, VICTOR (AU)
Vanishing character? (ltr), Oct 2, 1987, p.6

GHISONI, JOHN
'Convenience center' to open in Hartsdale after post office move, Jul 24, 1987, p.9

GHONDA, LENGA
Inas customs around the world are both similar and different, Dec 20, 1985, p.13

GIAMPIECOLLO, LOUIS
For town, computer hasn't brought cash, Nov 21, 1986, p.10
GIAMPOLI, JOAN
- SCS names J Giampoli new deputy clerk, Jan 8, 1988, p.3
- Primary duty (Village short on election inspectors), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

GIANGRANDE, ANTONIA
- School Board asks 8.26% tax increase, Apr 19, 1985, p.1

GIBBONS, DAVID
- Appellate court scolds village for plan to sell Winston gift, Apr 25, 1986, p.1

GIBBS, EDWARD
- Attorney general D Backrach tells county to abandon private carters' pact, Jun 13, 1986, p.3
- Mallach center dedicated, Sep 26, 1986, p.11

GIBBS, MICHAEL
- Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1

GIBSON, BOB
- Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

GIFF, PATRICIA
- A literary encounter (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.15

GIFF, REILLY
- Author R Giff visits Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.12

GIFFORD, BERNARD (DR)
- Sobol elected education commissioner (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1

GIFFORD, CHARLES
- Luminoist C H Gifford featured (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.24

GIFTED AND TALENTED CHILDREN
- Schools of excellence (edit), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
- School board discusses AIDS, gift policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
- How to avoid 'can't do' attitudes (edit), Dec 27, 1985, p.7

SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM, SCHOOLS-EMT-GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM

GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM
- SEE SCHOOLS-EMT-GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM, SCHOOLS-SCS-GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM

GIFTS
- R and J Uile contribute to Culinary Institute of America, Feb 22, 1985, p.9
- Hospital receives triathlon $19,000, Nov 22, 1985, p.3
- Holiday gift guide: ideas on what to pick and how to package it (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.15
- Roses make major gift to NY Public Library, Feb 14, 1986, p.5
- Teachers' pet (programs) (photo), May 30, 1986, p.10
- Grad's gift is memorial to members (list), Jul 4, 1986, p.4
- Resident R Bassuk's gift aids NY Medical College, Dec 31, 1986, p.3
- Historical society gets three donations, Jun 12, 1987, p.2
- (SCS) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
- Holiday gift suggestion (ltr), Nov 20, 1987, p.6
- School district advised how to get corporate aid, Dec 4, 1987, p.1
- Is it blessed to receive? Dec 4, 1987, p.2
- A gift for (S Iachetta's) teacher, Sister W Danwitz (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24

SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-GIFT POLICY

GIKOFSKY, IRY
- Despite rain, Tuesday was sunny for fourth, fifth graders at Seely (Weatherman Mr G visits)(photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.15

GILBERT, ABIJAH
- Historically speaking: SCS' connection to US Constitution, Sep 18, 1987, p.6
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GILBERT, DORIS
- Honorees (of Mt Holyoke Club of Westchester) (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.9

GILBERT, JACQUIE
- Local priest, Rev S Sandberg, teacher, S Taylor, to visit Nicaragua, Jul 24, 1987, p.5

GILBERT, JENNIFER
- 8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

GILBERT, JOHN
- Incumbent legislators are all victorious, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

GILBERT, RITA
- Legal Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

GILBERT, ROBERT
- Refilling the BAR, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
- School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
- Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1

GILBOY, JACK
- Sports greats team up for Easter Seals (photo; list), Sep 12, 1986, p.14

GILDEN, RICHARD
- R Gilden joins law firm, Dec 4, 1987, p.13

GILL, CAROL (AU)
- College-bound? Put nose to grindstone (edit), Mar 1, 1985, p.7
- SAT scores: what do they really prove? (edit), Sep 27, 1985, p.7
- Here's what students ask about college (edit), Apr 25, 1986, p.7

GILLE, PHILIPPE
- Westchester Community College land earmarked for building transitional housing for homeless (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.11
- Question of school for homeless fuels controversy over WCC plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.12

GILLESPIE, JOHN
- Company 2 (Scs Volunteer Fire Dept) names new leadership (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.2
- SCS man J L Gillespie picked for Dartmouth development post (photo), May 15, 1987, p.19

GILLIE, BOB

GILLIE, MIDGE

GILLIN, MARY PAT

GILMAN, BENJAMIN
- T M Tung appointed to Air Force Academy (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.12
- Treasury tax plan opposed (ltr), Apr 19, 1985, p.6
- Praise for Gilman's position on aid to Nicaraguan contras (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
- EHS senior S Koch appointed to Naval Academy (photo), Mar 29, 1986, p.10
- Conservative takeover fails in GBH's primary test, Sep 12, 1986, p.12
- Gilman easy victor, Nov 7, 1986, p.11
- Vitality of King's day upheld (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.12
- Town (of GBH), Postal Service locked in court battle over post office, Mar 4, 1988, p.13

GILMORE, FRAN
- No school like the A school (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
- Big day at the A School (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.1
- Assistant principal named: D Pearlman, Aug 1, 1986, p.9

GILMORE, JOSEPH (REV)
- First interfaith service here unites Jews and Christians (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.1
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GILMORE, JOSEPH (REV-AU)
How it goes with the least of us (edit), Dec 31, 1987, p.7

GILMORE, MATT
Listen to young (ltr), Feb 20, 1987, p.6
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1

GILMORE, VINCENT
Justice Dept supports decision allowing creche, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
Supreme Court rules creche is permissible, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Creche attorneys won't apply for money from village, May 31, 1985, p.1
No charge (by lawyers in creche case), Aug 23, 1985, p.1

GINDICK, BARBARA

GINESS, TREVOR
The boys of winter: C Giordano, T Giness (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.2

GINOTT, RONA
New learning center in town stresses use of computers, Feb 12, 1988, p.12

GINSBERG, ALLEN
Friends of Library present evening with Allen Ginsberg (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.1
Allen Ginsberg reveals mellow side at reading, Nov 8, 1985, p.6

GINSBERG, BARBARA (AU)
Accident coverage criticized (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6

GINSBERG, DAVID
SCS architect D Ginsberg promoted, Feb 21, 1986, p.5
Panelists probe planning issues (list), May 30, 1986, p.1
Planners shift focus to Heathcote corners, Jun 7, 1986, p.1
Demolition of house protested in vain, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Don't replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Moratorium (on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

GINSBERG, DAVID (AU)
He favors smaller PRC teams (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6
Accident coverage criticized (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6

GINSBERG, HENRY (AU)
Accident coverage criticized (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6

GINSBERG, MARTIN
Town approves site plan for condominium complex, Feb 15, 1985, p.11
Boulder Ridge town homes expected to cost to $450,000, Oct 25, 1985, p.13
Twenty-five Boulder Ridge condos on way; sales to start in June, May 2, 1986, p.12
A movable feast (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.12
EMT opposes 125-unit development, Apr 10, 1987, p.11
St Clare townhouse site approval awaits traffic, play, marketing data, Oct 30, 1987, p.13

GINSBERG, NEIL
Models meet seniors for charity (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.18
Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS High School Class of '87 (photo) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.14

GINSBERG, SAMUEL
Boulder Ridge town homes expected to cost to $450,000, Oct 25, 1985, p.13
A movable feast (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.12

GIOFFRE, FRED
Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
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GIORDANO, A ROBERT
Herold gets nod for State Supreme Court (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for room on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Voters to decide jail bond issue; legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p 9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1

GIORDANO, CHRIS
The boys of winter: C Giordano, T Biness (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.2

GIORDANO, GAIL
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

GIORDANO, JOSEPH
Cucina italiana: Dario's restaurant opens (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.4

GIORDANO, THOMAS
Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

GIPS, MARY JANE
Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4

GIRL SCOUT HOUSE-SCS
Old Glory waves again (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.3
Award-winning design (Girl Scout House selected for honor award) (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.3
Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
An A in architecture (for SCS Girl Scout House) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.4

GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Service is at heart of Girl Scout experience (photo) (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.34
Pedestrian safety campaign gets underway, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Scouts unite to govern SCS (photo), Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Problem solving: Scouts observe Government Day (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.2
Pedestrian Safety Month observed (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.3
Saturday was Scout Day in SCS (photo), May 3, 1985, p.16
Scout leader J Murphy receives medal, May 10, 1985, p.3
Girl Scout troops cited (photo; list), May 31, 1985, p.2
Top scout R Moyle heads for Antarctica (photo), May 31, 1985, p.11
Girl Scouts looking for their lost flags, Jul 12, 1985, p.3
Triple treat for Halloween (photo; list), Oct 25, 1985, p.3
Hundreds of mittens (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.5
EHS grad experiences two months researching in the frozen south (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.11
Kiln donated to art center, Jan 31, 1986, p.9
Girl Scouts focused on service (Progress Edition; photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.40
Hands-on civics lesson for SCS scouts (photo), Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Scouts try hand at government (photo; list), Feb 28, 1986, p.3
Citizen of the Year award going to long-time Girl Scout leaders (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.1
They're on the clean up detail (photo; list), Apr 11, 1986, p.3
Citizens of the year: A Harmon, B Taubert, R Nottage (photo), May 2, 1986, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes Girl Scout Leaders A Harmon, R Nottage, E Taubert (photo), May 16, 1986, p.26
Two Girl Scout leaders, Sr J Hanley and C Thompson, honored, May 23, 1986, p.4
Two (B Landes, M Soter) elected by Girl Scouts, May 30, 1986, p.2
Prizes awarded to local Girl Scouts (list), May 30, 1986, p.3
Scout leader B Taubert selected for highest honor (list), May 30, 1986, p.18
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GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA continued
Scouts' honor to J Murphy, Jun 6, 1986, p.22
Memorial painting by J Leahy to be unveiled, Nov 14, 1986, p.3
Scouts provide Halloween treat (photo; list), Nov 21, 1986, p.12
Knitting workshop (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.12
Village OK's new cable TV pact, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Hands-on gifts (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.17
Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 21), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girl Scouts on their 75th anniversary (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.22
Big day for Girl scouts (photo; list), Mar 20, 1987, p.3
Taco time (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.2
Old Glory waves again (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.3
Happy May Day, Mayor (photo; list), May 8, 1987, p.1
Scouts honored on Memorial Day (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.5
DuPont to tell community how to combat drug, alcohol threat, Oct 16, 1987, p.3
The focus of all eyes (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.16
Home-baked, hand-decorated (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.3
Girl Scouts are partners in caring, Nov 27, 1987, p.2
A gift of warmth for the holidays (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.3
Scouts teaching scouts (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.3
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
New bosses (for SCS Government Day) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5
Girl Scout dinner will honor E P Kingsley, L St Jaies, Mar 4, 1988, p.9
Celebrating friendships: M Gould, S Schwarz, R Takagi (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.2

GISCARD D'Estaing, VALERY
Mutual interest (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.9

GLADIEUX, BERNARD
Honorary degree for B Gladieux, May 31, 1985, p.3

GLADIEUX, BERNARD (AU)
A tribute to W Averell Harriman (edit), Mar 20, 1987, p.7

GLADSTEIN, MATTHEW
Rabbi E Korzenik reflects on her historic mission abroad (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.1

GLASER, JULIUS

GLASS, JOSH
Student president greets superintendent (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.12

GLASS, KAREN
Video Yearbook (SHS in cable video), Jun 19, 1987, p.1

GLASSBERG, IRENE
Two join Reid & Herann staff: D Karp, I Glassberg (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.29

GLASSER, IRA
ACLU leader I Glasser assails Reagan administration (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.4

GLASSNER, JOANN
Purple Power (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.20

GLASSNER, SHERWIN
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
GLASSNER, SID
Reception to honor teachers retiring from Quaker Ridge; PTA slate announced (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.17
Farewell to Quaker Ridge (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.13

GLASTEIN, JUDY

GLAZER, ANNE
Hi-yo Misty! (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.11

GLAZER, DAVID
Hi-yo Misty! (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.11

GLEASON, ALLAN
Change among the ranks (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.3

GLEBERMAN, HARVEY
SCS couple (M and H Gleberman)’s store offers historic reproductions (photo), May 29, 1987, p.17

GLEBERMAN, MIRIAM
SCS couple (M and H Gleberman)’s store offers historic reproductions (photo), May 29, 1987, p.17

GLEICHER, JOSEPH
Griﬃen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

GLEICHER, LILLIAN
(SCS Woman’s Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10

GLENDON, (MRS WILLIAM)
DAR elects Mrs W R Glendon regent (list), May 23, 1986, p.9

GLENDON, SUSAN
Celebrating the DAR’s centennial (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.8
That’s some hat! (photo), May 22, 1987, p.8

GLENDON, WILLIAM
M Bowen, E Falkenberg withdraw names from mayoralty race, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
W Glendon, E Hand, E Seidman, A Blitz named to Non Partisan ticket (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Village developing notification system for upcoming projects, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Village government campaigns underway (list), Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Citizens Party will not participate in LWV forums, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Vets ﬁght for tax break: Village Bd tables vets’ tax law, acts on dish antennae, land restrictions, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Not quite complete: renovations of SCS station area underway (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Vets’ tax break voted down at Village Board meeting, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Supreme Court hears creche case, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Citizens Party candidates sponsor nine neighborhood meetings, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
After Supreme Court arguments, participants party, Feb 22, 1985, p.4
W Glendon’s party after Supreme Court proceedings called “inspired idea” (edit), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
Citizens Party streak being challenged at polls, Mar 15, 1985, p.1
SCS’ next mayor (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Citizens Party holds reception (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
A leader for mayor (edit), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
Citizens Party slate wins easily; Grossman says he’s leaving town (photo-chart), Mar 22, 1985, p.1
New mayor picks W McCreeery (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Supreme Court rules creche is permissible, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Retiring mayor S Sims, Trustee M Bowen accept gifts from W Glendon (photo), Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Downtown planning still moving ahead, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
New mayor to address Town Club, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Any challengers out there? (1tr), Mar 29, 1985, p.6
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GLENDON, WILLIAM continued

Rehearing (of Creche Case) doubted, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Trustees set limits on land coverage, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Mayor tells Town Club of goals, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Mayoral policy defined, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Wanted: fine arts space (ltr), Apr 19, 1985, p.6
Tree City: Natl Arbor Day Foundation names SCS ‘Tree City USA’ (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.1
Mayor’s request: write federal officials to oppose taking away state,federal tax deduction, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
Fictional fire poses real-life dilemmas, May 3, 1985, p.1
League, GOP call for new method in appointing of village trustees, May 10, 1985, p.1
Inflation enacts water use rules, May 17, 1985, p.1
Creche attorneys won’t apply for money from village, May 31, 1985, p.1
Board hires adviser on Winston lot; May 31, 1985, p.1
Three score and ten years ago...(SCS incorporated) (photo), May 31, 1985, p.1
Boy Scouts honored on Memorial Day (photo; list), May 31, 1985, p.2
Consultants hired for Freightway development plans, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Sobel announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Catch 22?: Trouble for exhibit of sculpture on library lawn, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Agency thwarted in its attempt to open group home, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
Insurance problems blocking art display (photo p.8), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Residents persuade Pennysaver to stop hand deliveries here (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Honors for police, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Discouraging words (edit), Jul 19, 1985, p.6
Land planner to advise on Winston sale, Jul 26, 1985, p.1
Village justice M Cedarbaua nominated for federal court position (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Overhill Assn’s concerns (regarding downtown area) (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Land planner to give advice on Winston land, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
Board of Trustees’ advisers cool to possible village bond issue, Aug 16, 1985, p.1
Greenacres to get another guard, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Members of BAR record high rate of absenteeism, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Village trustees consider alternative financing, Sep 13, 1985, p.1
Taking exception (to noise regulations), Sep 13, 1985, p.1
Preservation LAW: Committee formed for Architectural Heritage Year, 1986 (list), Sep 13, 1985, p.1
Cost considerations delay vote on new fire department facility, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Glendon named (to law firm executive committee) (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.3
Creche request, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Veterans’ exemption, Nov 8, 1985, p.1
New fire facility turned down again, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Screening judges, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Mayor to mayor, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Mayor unveils plans for sale of Winston land, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
More (money) for managers, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Football fever, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Official honor for Scs football team (photo; list), Dec 6, 1985, p.3
Winston, downtown on agenda, Dec 13, 1985, p.1
Winston proposal described, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Fifty-year man: W Hasselaan, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Would-be judges invited to return questionnaires to screening body (list), Dec 20, 1985, p.3
Winston hearing Jan 14, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
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GLENDON, WILLIAM continued

Plan sent to Divney, Jan 17, 1986, p.17
Parking plan, vets' benefits debated; village approves two labor contracts, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Fire training (village staff may renovate training facility), Feb 7, 1986, p.1
Veterans' benefit rejected; merchants' parking approved, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Mrs. R. Beckwith presents NSDAR Award of Merit to M. Glendon (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.4
Village will hire new deputy manager, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Judge Cedarbaum still waiting, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Winston sons seek to block sale of land, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Cedarbaum is confirmed (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Youth project's backers fear loss of village support, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
No decisions yet in Winston suits, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
New deputy manager J. Crary making return to town government (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Do-it-yourself project: firefighting facility, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Commit for 3 years (ltr), Mar 14, 1986, p.6
Proposed budget calls for 3.9% tax hike, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
PTA presses for street closing, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
After 20 years in business, car rental may be legalized, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Parking, density raised at hearing on Divney plan, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Greenacres residents argue pros, cons of closing (Huntington Rd), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Two (J. R. Herold, V. Knaplund) appointed as Scs judges (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Planning Board urges village to make improvements at Heathcote Five Corners, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Trustees OK car rental, budget, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Parking fees, fines in village heading up, May 16, 1986, p.1
Test ban urged, May 16, 1986, p.1
School board seeks assistance in financing renovation of track, May 23, 1986, p.1
Joint venture, May 30, 1986, p.1
Scouts honored at Memorial Day (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.3
Honor the living, too (edit), May 30, 1986, p.6
Test ban topic, Jun 6, 1986, p.1
Griffen sidewalk, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Test ban endorsed; higher (parking) fees opposed, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Twenty-five years at the helm: L. Tooley (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
No laughing matter: raccoons, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Boulder Brook back on the brink, Aug 15, 1986, p.1
Still considering (path on Griffen), Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Trustees seek changes at Heathcote corners, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
A modest proposal (edit), Aug 22, 1986, p.6
Riding club files for bankruptcy under Chapter 11, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
Project 'on track', Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Threat seen to Colonial acres (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Citizens raise questions about downtown plans, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
Narcotics task force, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
It IS our problem (edit), Oct 17, 1986, p.6
Chips on Griffen?, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Hearing on Huntington, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Pace of development stirs concerns here, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
GLENDON, WILLIAM continued

Later start, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Offer to house homeless here draws criticism, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Trustees postpone cable TV decision, Nov 22, 1986, p.1
Preservation law, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Home for homeless, Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Shameful (rise in county taxes), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Penn Central preparing new plan for downtown, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Day of decision nears on downtown, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Object lesson (edit), Jan 13, 1987, p.6
Downtown moratorium eyed; Penn Central has new plan (illus p 8), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
SCS copes with snowy week, Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Pool backers make pitch to Town Club, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
After long run, developers set sights on downtown SCS (illus), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Approval seen near for rental of 2 Drake to homeless family, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
Historic preservation law due for public hearing next month, Feb 20, 1987, p.1
Comprehensive moratorium now seems probable, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Board bars drinking in public; sets vote on shelter at 2 Drake, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Penn Central asks public meeting on plan (illus), Mar 6, 1987, p.1
Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6
Village Board okays lease of 2 Drake Road for homeless family, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Citizens debate preservation law, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Public meeting set on Penn Central plan, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
County okays lease on 2 Drake, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
High praise for departing (Village Board) officials (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Mayor's last act, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
(W Glendon, E Hand have) made their mark (edit), Apr 3, 1987, p.6
Candidate W Handel asks to withdraw (ltr), May 15, 1987, p.6
(Town) Club urges village to shelve Historic Preservation Law (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p 9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

GLENDON, WILLIAM (AU)

Mayor's reply (to Overhill Assn's concerns) (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Mayor sees planning as top priority (Progress Edition; photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.23
Downtown plans, bond issue among highlights (photo; addl photo p 18) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1

GLENN, STEPHEN (DR)

Plan to be there (Developing Capable Children lecture) (ltr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6
District's clerical staff to get a 6.4 percent hike, Aug 15, 1986, p.9
Year of Developing Capable Young People begins Sept 25, Aug 29, 1986, p.9
Foster trust, psychologist Dr S Glenn tells EMT parents (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.11

GLICK, SUE

M Palmer leaves music for religion (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.3
Hoff-Barthelson Music School names C Hane, S Glick to administrative positions (list), Dec 13, 1985, p.5

GLICKENHAUS, JAMES

File biz how-to is slick choice at SAS opener (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.6
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GLICKENHAUS-JUDELSON REAL ESTATE PARTNERSHIP
SEE LAND DEVELOPERS

GLICKENHAUS-JUDELSON REAL ESTATE PARTNERSHIP
Winston property called wetlands; village protests, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Golden Horseshoe expansion plan gains, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Village to seek court reversal of wetlands decision, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO LAND DEVELOPERS

GLICKMAN, MICHAEL
It's graduation day for SCS seniors, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1

GLIEDMAN, CAROL
Daughters follow Freeman & Son silver tradition (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.6

GLIEDMAN, LESLIE-ANNE
Daughters follow Freeman & Son silver tradition (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.6

GLIEDMAN, RICHARD (DR)
Daughters follow Freeman & Son silver tradition (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.6

GLOVER, ANN
Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6

GLOVER, PEGGY
P Glover dies, Aug 28, 1987, p.10

GLUCK, PAUL
UA Columbia urges franchise extension, promises subscribers 77 channels, Nov 14, 1986, p.1

GLUCK, PETER
(Hitchcock) Church weighs rebuilding options, Mar 6, 1987, p.1
Hitchcock okays exterior design of new sanctuary (illus), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
On a dark day, (Hitchcock) church members look ahead to bright future (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

GLUCK, ERIC
Central Ave focus of Greenville Com Coun meeting, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
Co-op gains council support for its bid to reclaim land, Oct 11, 1985, p.11

GLUCKMAN, ERIC (AU)
Offended by (election) headline (ltr), Mar 29, 1985, p.6

GLUCKMAN, HEIY
Summer Music Theatre's 'techies' are behind-the-scenes stars (list), Jul 19, 1985, p.5
Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1

GLUSS, ANDREW
Manager named: A H Gluss, Jul 18, 1986, p.8

GNC
SEE GBH NATURE CENTER

GNERRE, JOHN
School board okays two labor contracts, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1

GOALS
SEE GROUP ON ALTERNATIVE LEARNING STYLES-EMT

GOALS DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP-EMT

EMT schools set goals in '86 (photo p 14) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1

GODA, ADELE
Temple installs S Helsel new president (list), Sep 4, 1987, p.16
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GODA, SIDNEY (DR)
Speech pathologist Dr S Goda addresses meeting, May 31, 1985, p.8

GODDIN, SYLVIA
S D Goddin dies, Oct 25, 1985, p.20

GODSHALL, CATHERINE (AU)
Coaches deserve more credit (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6

GOELDLIN, LAURA
Iraa Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5

GODDIN, SYLVIA
S D Goddin dies, Oct 25, 1985, p.20

SODSHALL, CATHERINE (AU)
Coaches deserve more credit (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6

GOERLITZ, DAVID
SCS National Bank names D M Goerlitz officer (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.4

GOERLITZ, GERARD
Builder C Demetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1985, p.1
Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3

GOETZ, BERNHARD
Support for D'Amato, Goetz (ltr), Feb 22, 1985, p.6
SCS lawyer B Slotnik defending Goetz (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Police on guard (near B Slotnick house), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
(Lawyers B Slotnick, P Pickelle, M Armstrong) In the limelight, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

GOETZ, MARGARET (AU)
Tale of honesty (ltr), Apr 19, 1985, p.6

GOFF, JAMES (REV-DR)
Speakers V P Vaky, P D Bell, Rev Dr J E Goff call for US to back Central American peace plan, Oct 30, 1987, p.3

GOFF, FRANK
CARE honors EMT residents for dedicated service, May 24, 1985, p.11

GOHDE, KATIE
Video messages (by K Gohde) encourage young adults to read books, Aug 14, 1987, p.8
Videos (by K Gohde) seek to promote young reading (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.12

GOHL, ANNEMARIE
WP Hospital honors top teen volunteers (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.5
Prizes awarded to local Girl Scouts (list), May 30, 1986, p.3
Volunteer A Gold rewarded (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.3

GOLE, BOB
Petition drive seeks to stop food store from closing doors, Aug 2, 1985, p.3

GOLE, JIM
Off the beaten track: unusual courses (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.6

GOLE, JODI
At Miss Covington's, ladies still wear white gloves (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.24

GOLE, JODIE
Taco time (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.2

GOLE, NELLIE
Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2

GOLE, SBYNEC
S Gold A hero on the ambulance corps (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6

GOLDBERG, ALAN
Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1

GOLDBERG, ALAN (AU)
Ban nuclear tests--now (edit), May 16, 1986, p.7
GOLDBERG, DAVID (DR)
St Agnes Hospital names doctors D Goldberg, F Ongseng to staff, Dec 12, 1986, p.2

GOLDBERG, HARRIET
Vets fight for tax break: Village Bd tables vets' tax law, acts on dish antennae, land restrictions, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Downtown planning still moving ahead, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Downtown planning, May 3, 1985, p.1
Planning chairman, trustees differ over downtown plans, May 24, 1985, p.1
Pick up the pace (edit), May 24, 1985, p.6
Board hires adviser on Winston lot, May 31, 1985, p.1
Consultants hired for Freightway development plans, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Consultant to report on downtown, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Meeting slated on downtown planning, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Non Partisan System nominates 3 (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Citizen's Party slate expected to run unopposed in March elections, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Parking plan, vets' benefits debated; village approves two labor contracts, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Contest or not, Citizens' Party promises to run active campaign, Jan 31, 1986, p.2
Divney calling for housing on Freightway site, Feb 7, 1986, p.1
Apartments proposed for downtown, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Veterans' benefit rejected; merchants' parking approved, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Two women, L Brennan and H Goldberg, named to women's advisory board, Feb 14, 1986, p.2
No contest: Citizens Party unopposed, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Tuesday's election will be no contest, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
SCS voters stay home (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Test ban endorsed; higher (parking) fees opposed, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Trustees seek changes at Heathcote corners, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Offer to house homeless here draws criticism, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Public asked to suggest candidates for appointive boards and councils, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Proposed shelter for family to be topic of meeting, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
After long run, developers set sights on downtown SCS (illus), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
High praise for departing (Village Board) officials (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Moratorium approved; consultants to be retained, May 1, 1987, p.1
Trustees order new master plan for downtown, May 29, 1987, p.1
Pool opening to teenagers 6 nights a week, Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Downtown moratorium reaches halfway point, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
Judge to be named, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
Richard A Gould is new acting justice (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Committee formed to pick Bowl winner, Oct 9, 1987, p.5
Pool takes another step ahead; moratorium on downtown extended, Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Downtown meeting (D Portaan to address public on downtown proposals), Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Tails wins the job (to install curbs in village), Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Two from SCS (H Goldberg, A Kelly) on (Westchester County) Women's (Advisory) Board, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
Birthday bash (for SCS Bicentennial), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
On to Phase II (of downtown planning), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Happy Birthday, SCS (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
(H Goldberg a) Master planner (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Saying so long (to H Goldberg) in silver (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.3

GOLDBERG, JULIE
New members (of SCS Synagogue-Treant Temple) (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.14
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GOLDBERG, KENNETH (DR-AU)
   "Now, my Logowriter has a glitch" (edit), Mar 20, 1987, p.7

GOLDBERG, LORI
   Medical Care facility opens on Central Avenue, Aug 22, 1986, p.2

GOLDBERG, NANCY
   Fresh Air families forge strong ties with summer guests (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1

GOLDBERG, STEVEN
   Community is alarmed by EHS survey on drug use, Mar 14, 1986, p.11
   Students' views sought on ESL, Apr 11, 1986, p.11
   Class of '86 bids EHS a fond adieu at graduation (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.9
   High marks for (EMT) writing program, Feb 13, 1987, p.11
   (EMT) Board of Ed looks at EHS conduct code, Aug 14, 1987, p.9

GOLDBERGER, MARILYN
   Bibliomania RX: double dose of local book fair (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.6

GOLDEN HORSESHOE
   SEE SHOPPING CENTERS

GOLDEN, AMY
   "Her son (D Golden)"'s number one (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.5

GOLDEN, BYRON
   These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

GOLDEN, DEBORAH
   "Her son (D Golden)"'s number one (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.5

GOLDEN, DOROTHY
   Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

GOLDEN, EDNA
   Residents discuss downtown area at Planning Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1

GOLDEN, MICHAEL
   Getting together (at GBH Nature Center) (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.11

GOLDEN, MICHELLE
   Youngsters observe Halloween tradition (photo; list), Oct 31, 1985, p.26

GOLDEN, NORMAN
   SCS man N Golden suicide victim, Apr 26, 1985, p.4

GOLDEN, RITA
   QR welcomes new parents, Sep 13, 1985, p.16
   Parents speak out on student redistribution, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
   Quaker Ridge lauds R Golden, N Edson for PTA efforts (list), May 30, 1986, p.16
   Paying fond farewell (to Dr B Thompson, Dr T Sobol) (photo), May 29, 1987, p.2
   PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
   School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
   Because of redistricting, four (B Hudgins, R Golden, L Hercein, J Steger) must resign from SBNC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3
   School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

GOLDEN, SHERRI (AU)
   Strife between classes (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6

GOLDENBERG, ARTHUR
   Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2

GOLDENRING, JOHN (DR)

GOLDENSTEIN, HOWARD
   Independent candidate W Grossman to run for third time (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.1
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GOLDENSTEIN, HOWARD continued
Citizens Party streak being challenged at polls, Mar 15, 1985, p.1
H Goldenstein dies here at age of 53 (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.1
Citizens' Party slate expected to run unopposed in March elections, Jan 10, 1986, p.1

GOLDFEIN, LENORE
Permits snapped up, Dec 19, 1986, p.10
More parking (near HTS station?), Dec 18, 1987, p.1

GOLDFINGER, BETTY
Everything's coming up apples (SCS Seniors' new apple cookbook released) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.3

GOLDIN, EDWARD
Getting it together (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.13

GOLDIN, JOEL (DR)
EMT tells Planning Board: No more traffic on Fort Hill, May 17, 1985, p.11

GOLDIN, RITA
Five (B Wallach, L Levin, J Padawer, J Cohen, R Goldin) join Democratic Committee, Feb 27, 1987, p.2

GOLDFINGER, BETTY
Everything's coming up apples (SCS Seniors' new apple cookbook released) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.3

GOLDIN, EDWARD
Getting it together (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.13

GOLDIN, JOEL (DR)
EMT tells Planning Board: No more traffic on Fort Hill, May 17, 1985, p.11

GOLDIN, RITA
Five (B Wallach, L Levin, J Padawer, J Cohen, R Goldin) join Democratic Committee, Feb 27, 1987, p.2

GOLDMAKER, JANE (DR-AU)
Conquering writers block (Lifelong Learning Supp), Aug 14, 1987, p.11
Anyone can write better (edit), Dec 31, 1987, p.7

GOLDMAN, LISA
Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

GOLDMAN, NEIL
For town, computer hasn't brought cash, Nov 21, 1986, p.10

GOLDMAN, RICHARD
Resident R Goldman named by fiscal group, Mar 7, 1986, p.11

GOLDMAN, SANDRA
Landmarks at the library (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.3

GOLDMAN, SUZY
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

GOLDSMITH, CAROL
Parents of learning disabled band together, Dec 5, 1986, p.1

GOLDSMITH, DON
Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

GOLDSMITH, DOUGLAS (DR)
Local doctors D Moskowitz, D H Goldsmith join staff at St Agnes, Mar 28, 1986, p.4

GOLDSMITH, FRANK
W F Olson heads history group, Dec 4, 1987, p.16

GOLDSMITH, LEE (DR)
SCS an Dr L S Goldsmith to head Legal Medicine College (photo), May 15, 1987, p.2

GOLDSMITH, LINDSAY
Green knight comes to Greenacres (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.19
Old Glory waves again (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.3
An intra-mural activity (photo), May 22, 1987, p.16

GOLDSMITH, MARY
Green knight comes to Greenacres (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.19

GOLDSMITH, RICHARD
Ex-resident R Goldsmith named to TV program post, Jun 28, 1987, p.3

GOLDSMITH, STEVEN
Labor unrest: PBA files for binding arbitration, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
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GOLDSMITH, THEODORA
- Recreational opportunities (for senior citizens) (photo) (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.13

GOLDSMITH, VERA
- V Goldsmith is dead at age 76, Mar 21, 1986, p.11

GOLDSTEIN, ADA
- A L Goldstein dies, Apr 1, 1988, p.18

GOLDSTEIN, BERNICE
- Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

GOLDSTEIN, BRUCE
- Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1

GOLDSTEIN, BUD (AU)
- Senior breakfast a huge success (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6

GOLDSTEIN, DEBBIE
- Heathcote holds health fair (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.16

GOLDSTEIN, DOUG
- Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
  - 'Connecticut Yankee' is both a first and a last for SSMT (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.1

GOLDSTEIN, DOUGLAS
- Parents, students, faculty debate open campus policy, Feb 1, 1985, p.1

GOLDSTEIN, DOUGLAS (AU)
- Tougher penalties for DWI (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6

GOLDSTEIN, GORDON
- There was SSMT before Habib (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

GOLDSTEIN, JULIE
- Open campus policy still poses problems, Mar 29, 1985, p.1

GOLDSTEIN, MERVYN (DR)
- School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
  - Caring doctor: M Goldstein (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.2

GOLDSTEIN, MICHAEL
- AFS exchange students named, Jun 14, 1985, p.4
  - For a decade of dedication (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.5

GOLDSTEIN, MICHAEL JR
- Leaders of the pact--against cystic fibrosis (photo), May 10, 1985, p.3

GOLDSTEIN, MOLLY

GOLDSTEIN, ROBERT
- AFS exchange students named, Jun 14, 1985, p.4
  - For a decade of dedication (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.5

GOLDSTEIN, ROBERT (AU)
- Our AFS daughter (edit), Jun 20, 1986, p.7

GOLDSTEIN, RUTH
- Critics cite flaws in SHS auditorium (photo), May 3, 1985, p.1
  - Toast of the town: M Marsh (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.1
  - Campaign sets sights on $30,000 for band, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
  - SHS band picks its new look (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
  - County league (of Women Voters) elects leaders, May 15, 1987, p.4
  - School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
  - Because of redistricting, four (B Hudgins, R Golden, L Mercein, J Steger) must resign from SBNC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3
  - Happy Birthday, SCS (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3

GOLDSTEIN, RUTH (AU)
- Enriching experience: SCS students' musical performance at SCS library (au), May 24, 1985, p.6
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GOLDSTEIN, RUTH (AU) continued
   Senior breakfast a huge success (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
GOLDSTEIN, SANDRA
   AFS exchange students named, Jun 14, 1985, p.4
   For a decade of dedication (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.5
GOLDSTEIN, SANDRA (AU)
   Our AFS daughter (edit), Jun 20, 1986, p.7
GOLDSTEIN, THEODORA
   They're number one! Spelling team from SCS wins it all (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.3
GOLDWASSER, MONIQUE (AU)
   Too much salt, writer says (ltr), May 3, 1985, p.6
GOLDWATER, BOBBY
   SHS graduate B Goldwater promoted to VP at Madison Square Garden, Feb 7, 1986, p.4
GOLEBIEWSKI, JOHN
   New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
   Computer chairman to resign from SHS, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
GOLF
   Sports greats team up for Easter Seals (photo; list), Sep 12, 1986, p.14
   Golfers with a cause: S Field, R Smith, L Leonardi (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.10
GOLF CLUBS
   SEE COUNTRY CLUBS
GOLIO, DONNIE
GOLIO, STEPHANIE
   Local student S Golio wins state prize (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.9
GOLIO, STEPHANIE (AU)
   A letter to the editor from George (Washington) (ltr), Apr 10, 1987, p.7
GOLLIN, SETH
GOLLIN, STUART (AU)
   New rule for PRC basketball (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
GOLOB, MEYER (DR)
   Dr M E Golob dies, Jul 24, 1987, p.4
GOLDETZ, KIM
   GOPC hires K S Golodetz as administrator (list), Nov 7, 1986, p.3
GOLDETZ, KIM SUTTON
   GOPC entering fifth year in operation, Nov 13, 1987, p.13
GOLUB, A RICHARD
   Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
   Village says it will sell Winston land, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
   No decisions yet in Winston suits, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
   Winston sale given green light--for now, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
   Court orders delay of Winston land sale, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
   Appellate court scolds village for plan to sell Winston gift, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
   No notice (of Winston property hearings), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
   No trial in sight, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
   Winston case, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
   Winston case update, May 29, 1987, p.1
GOLUB, CARL
   Financial planner C Golub moves to Rye, Apr 26, 1985, p.2
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GOLUB, CARL continued
- Top of the table membership to C Golub, Jun 21, 1985, p.4

GOLUB, RICHARD
- Would-be Winston developers must prepare impact statement, Oct 3, 1986, p.3
- Discovery ending (in Winston v SCS case), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
- Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1

GOLYZNIAK, JANE
- Joint ordination: D and A Smock (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.10

GOMES, LINDA
- Special day for special people (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6

GOMES, RAYMOND
- Sunday is race day for 15K, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
- Staff shortage may close pool, Aug 30, 1985, p.1
- Open, but barely, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
- Pool staff thanked (ltr), Oct 11, 1985, p.6

GOMES, RAYMOND (AU)
- Community support asked (for 15K run) (ltr), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
- New rule for PRC basketball (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6

GONCHAR, JOEL (AU)
- Needed: a community center (ltr), Jun 7, 1986, p.6

GONCHAR, KIM
- Playing with pendulums (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.24

GONCHAR, NANCY (AU)
- Needed: a community center (ltr), Jun 7, 1986, p.6

GONSHIER, DOROTHY
- D M Gongwer dies, Jun 14, 1985, p.16

GONZALES, MALULA
- Candy-filled gifts (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.16

GONZALES-LIGHT, DORIS
- Builders, buyers, tenants all eyeing station area sites, Feb 21, 1986, p.1

GONZALEZ, MALULA
- YWCA elects M Gonzalez, Nov 7, 1986, p.9

GONZALEZ, PAUL
- Landmarks at the library (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.3
- Despite pleas, old windows will go (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.1

GONZALEZ, YAMARY
- Fresh Air families forge strong ties with summer guests (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1

GOODBODY, SLIM
- A good time with Goodbody (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.18

GOODHUE, MARY
- Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2
- Amoog fighting for GOP line, Aug 2, 1985, p.1
- (Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
- State Senator M D Goodhue to receive county honor, Feb 12, 1988, p.8

GOODMAN, ARTHUR
- Amoog fighting for GOP line, Aug 2, 1985, p.1
- County contests head Nov 5 ballot here, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
- Harmony reigns at LWV 'debate', Oct 31, 1985, p.1
- Local voters back winners (chart), Nov 8, 1985, p.1

GOODMAN, BARBARA
- Builders, buyers, tenants all eyeing station area sites, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
GOODMAN, BRADLEY
Builders, buyers, tenants eyeing station area sites, Feb 21, 1986, p.1

GOODMAN, DANA (AU)
Halloween night (poem), Oct 30, 1987, p.7

GOODMAN, ELAINE
(6BH) Bicentennial celebration begins; Town officials to be sworn in (illus), Jan 8, 1988, p.10

GOODMAN, HOWARD
Village urged to protect natural quality of Winston property, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Colonial Acres united against through street, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Neighborhood leaders (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.3
Neighborhood leaders' leaders: R Harrison, Z Rubins, J Galloway, H Goodman (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.2

GOODMAN, JOHN
High-powered chefs, May 24, 1985, p.2
J Goodman CBS executive (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.16

GOODMAN, JOHN (AU)
Happy Halloween (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6

GOODMAN, JOYCE
It's little but it runs (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.4
All about SAT tutoring, Apr 10, 1987, p.15

GOODMAN, KATHERINE
Learning disabled program attacked, May 18, 1986, p.1
Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

GOODMAN, LAWRENCE
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
New rules stir protest at SHS, Nov 29, 1985, p.1

GOODMAN, SAM
S Goodman dies, Aug 30, 1985, p.10

GOODMAN, SARAH
Creche attorneys won't apply for money from village, May 31, 1985, p.1

GOODMAN, STEPHEN (DR)
Dentist S F Goodman heads academy (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.11

GOODMAN, STEPHEN (DR-AU)
Need for bond issue questioned (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6

GOODMAN, THOMAS
ABC promotes SHS graduate T Goodman (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.12

GOODMAN, TOM
Ex-Scarsdalian T Goodman in high CBS post, Jun 19, 1987, p.2

GOODSTEIN, FANNIE
F A Goodstein dies, Jan 30, 1987, p.8

GOODBLATT, LENNY
New plan sends all sixth graders to junior high, Jan 24, 1986, p.1

60PC
SEE GREENACRES OIL PURCHASING CONSORTIUM

GORBACHEV, MIKHAIL
Is arms reduction more feasible now? (edit), May 10, 1985, p.7
(Westchester County) Board (of Legislators) has message for Gorbachev, Dec 11, 1987, p.2
INF Treaty applauded (ltr), Dec 31, 1987, p.6

GORDINEER, PETE
For volunteers, firefighting means 'a lot of dedicated hours' (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.13
SORDINEER, PETER
Worker E Reyes trapped beneath rock (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.11
Deputy chief P Gordineer is named; firefighters graduate (list), Nov 22, 1985, p.10
Board to pick new chief, Jun 20, 1986, p.11
Gordineer promoted to assistant chief (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.11
EHS student D Prisco Jr dies in accident, Aug 21, 1987, p.9

SORDIS, DAVID (DR)
Dr D M Sordis to speak at UJA Federation seminar (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.9

SORDIS, ELANA
Three EHS students (L Wu, T Yao, E Sordis) place in research contest, Jan 16, 1987, p.16

GORDON, ALAN
Criminals are here already (ltr), Jan 16, 1987, p.6

GORDON, ALAN (AU)
Firemen called 'exceptional' (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6
Not our responsibility (ltr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6
Breach of duty charged (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6
Board (of Ed) asked to resign (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6

GORDON, BARBARA COOPER-
SEE COOPER-GORDON, BARBARA

GORDON, BRUCE
Local MD's B L Gordon and T E Palmer appointed to St Agnes Hospital, Apr 19, 1985, p.3

GORDON, ELAINE TAYLOR-
SEE TAYLOR-GORDON, ELAINE, TAYLOR-GORDON, ELAINE

GORDON, HEATHER
Curtain going up next week on SSH's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1

GORDON, JAMES
EHS student J Gordon to participate in international living program, May 29, 1987, p.14

GORDON, JANET (AU)
Listen to young (ltr), Feb 20, 1987, p.6

GORDON, JENNIFER
Chance meeting leads to modeling job for J B Gordon (photo), Jun 26, 1985, p.9
Curtain going up next week on SSH's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
'Connecticut Yankee' is both a first and a last for SSH (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.1

GORDON, JESSICA
TV star: J Gordon (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.20

GORDON, NORMAN
Board appointment sparks criticism from EHS faculty, Mar 28, 1986, p.11
At Phaedrus, the aim is 'educating the whole kid' (Part II) (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.11

GORDON, PATTY
SEE ROSEN, PATTY

GORDON, RICHARD
Pool suggestion (ltr), Jul 31, 1987, p.6
Swimmers want cleaner pool, Aug 7, 1987, p.3
Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1

GORDON, ROBERT (DR)
Dr R S Gordon dies, Aug 9, 1985, p.14

GORDON, SALLY (AU)
An 'unsung hero' (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
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GORDON, SUSAN (AU)
- Firemen called 'exceptional' (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6

GORE, ALBERT
- O'Neill rates the Presidents--past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
- Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
- A Gore outlines arms-control ideas (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.5

GORE, MARY
- Veteran sees 'smear campaign' by GOP, Apr 4, 1986, p.10

GORHAM PARK
- Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

GORHAM, BERNADETTE
- Good Counsel student B K Gorham wins $1000 prize, May 23, 1986, p.16
- Would-be biochemist B Gorham wins $500, Jun 13, 1986, p.20

GORHAM, BERNADETTE (AU)
- Our own homeless problem (edit), Aug 8, 1986, p.7

GORHAM, HOWARD
- Members of BAR record high rate of absenteeism, Sep 6, 1985, p.1

GORMAN, BERNARD
- Local man B J Gorman joins real estate firm, Apr 26, 1985, p.4

GORMAN, VINCENT (DR)
- Master's degree can be a part-time pursuit (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.4

GOSEN, JOHN
- J Gosen dies, Jan 9, 1987, p.16
- Changes in store for 6th graders at junior high, Jan 23, 1987, p.1

GOSLINE, PETER
- P L Gosline Health group head, Dec 31, 1987, p.2

GOTTHEM, ILENE
- Board again looks at policy on residence, Oct 31, 1985, p.11

GOTTLEIB, BILHA
- Real estate firm honors associate B Gottlieb, Oct 30, 1987, p.10

GOTTLEIB, ALICE
- SHS open campus may get less so, Feb 15, 1985, p.1

GOTTLEIB, BILHA
- Local resident B Gottlieb joins Ragette (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.9
- Realtors M Case, B Gottlieb honored, Mar 11, 1988, p.9

GOTTLEIB, BRUCE (RABBI)
- Assistant Rabbi B Gottlieb joining New Rochelle temple, Jun 28, 1985, p.16

GOTTLEIB, CARYL

GOTTLEIB, LINDSAY
- Let the games begin! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.13

GOTTLEIB, STACEY
- Halloween art scene (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.1

GOTTLEIB, STEPHEN
- Private reply suggested (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
- Correction: In Sep 25 photo, S Gottlieb misidentified as R Brilliant), Oct 2, 1987, p.2
- Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
- School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
- High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
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GOTTLEIB, STEPHEN (AU)
  Let kids watch parents vote (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6

GOTTLEIB, STEVEN
  Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
  Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

GOTTLEIB, SUZY
  End of year at Fox Meadow (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.13

GOULD, DIANA
  Partiers agree: tuxedo 'smartens it up a bit' (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.6

GOULD, HELEN
  H R GOULD dies, Mar 15, 1985, p.22

GOULD, JOHN
  Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J G Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

GOULD, KEITH
  Opening night at new gallery (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.5
  The reality about realtors (ltr), Nov 20, 1987, p.6

GOULD, KEITH (AU)
  Who wants 'improvements'? (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
  Rationalizing (land) development (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6

GOULD, MARGARET
  Opening night at new gallery (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.5

GOULD, MELISSA
  Celebrating friendship: M Gould, S Schwarz, R Takagi (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.2

GOULD, RICHARD
  Richard A Gould is new acting justice (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.1
  Want to be a judge? (Committee again looking for candidates for judges), Oct 30, 1987, p.1
  (SCS) Court gets busier, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
  Civilian T Ware praised for capturing suspect, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
  Room on the bench, Feb 12, 1988, p.1

GOURLY, SANDY
  Hitchcock cleans, copes, plans in fire's aftermath, Jul 25, 1986, p.1

GOVUEIA, GABE
  Measuring up (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.9

GRABEL, DAN
  SCS man D Grabel to lead amateur radio group (list), Aug 14, 1987, p.2
  Westchester Amateur Radio Assn donates books on ham radio to SCS Library (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.5

GRABEL, DAN (AU)
  Why are trees being cut down? (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6

GRACIE, CAROL

GRAE, ARTHUR
  Town loses arbitration on pay lag, Jun 14, 1985, p.11

GRAF, HANK
  Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

GRAFFITI
  SEE VANDALISM

GRAHAM, AL (AU)
  Thoughts on retirement (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.7

GRAHAM, BENJAMIN
  Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7
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GRAHAM, PATRICIA
  Sobol proposed for state commissioner (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.1
  Sobol elected education commissioner (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1

GRAFMAN, GARY
  WOODS (Win Over Organized Destruction of Scenery Assn) facing, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
  Village sued again, Aug 1, 1986, p.1

GRAND JURY
  SEE COURTS

GRAND, JOSEPH DEL
  SEE DEL GRAND, JOSEPH

GRANDE, JOSEPH DEL
  SEE DEL GRANDE, JOSEPH

GRANDICH, PETER
  Experts take hard look at new tax laws and economy (charts; illus) (Financial Planning Supp), Feb 27, 1987, p.8

GRANDPARENTS
  In divorce, grandparents have rights (edit), Aug 8, 1986, p.7
  Grandparents project gets anonymous gift, Sep 12, 1986, p.2

GRANDPARENTS IN DIVIDED FAMILIES
  SEE GRANDPARENTS

GRANGEER, MARJORIE
  M S Granger dies, Feb 7, 1986, p.16

GRANT, ANDREA
  Crimebusters at SHS find new course arresting (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.6
  It's graduation day for SCS seniors, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
  SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1

GRANT, ERIC (AU)
  Young ideas on Iran-Contra issue (ltrs), Jan 16, 1987, p.6

GRANT, JEAN
  FIRST elects two from SCS (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.2

GRANT, JOHN
  (Westchester) Chamber (of Commerce) elects leaders for 1988, Dec 18, 1987, p.16

GRANT, JONATHAN
  J S Grant Elected treasurer, Dec 4, 1987, p.5

GRANT, KATHRYN
  (Kiwanis) New club in town, Dec 4, 1987, p.1

GRANT, MADISON
  Historically speaking: SCS's monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2

GRANT, PAT
  PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

GRANT, STACY
  Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1

GRANT, STACY (AU)
  Who brought (these children) up? (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6

GRANT, STACY JO (AU)
  Get involved in band (ltr), Oct 16, 1987, p.6

GRANT-LITWITZ, PAT (AU)
  Successful swap (ltr), Sep 25, 1987, p.6

GRANTHAM, KATHLEEN
  W F Olson heads history group, Dec 4, 1987, p.16

GRANTS
  Quaker Ridge school receives grant for heart health programs, Jan 4, 1985, p.16
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GRANTS continued

Junior League provides grant to fight child abuse, Feb 8, 1985, p.2
Easier library access praised, Feb 8, 1985, p.5
Garth Rd Senior Center gets $1000 grant from Exxon, Mar 1, 1985, p.2
Dr G M Williams gets grant, Mar 22, 1985, p.9
Archaeologists digging in as society launches Cudner-Hyatt restoration (photo), May 24, 1985, p.4
Local agencies get United Way grants (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.5
Grant for Teachers Institute, Sep 6, 1985, p.15
Historical Society wins federal grant, Sep 13, 1985, p.14
Chemistry grant to K Miller, Oct 4, 1985, p.14
Two grants from Chemical Bank, Oct 18, 1985, p.8
Coalition for Homeless gives grants to 11 units (list), Dec 27, 1985, p.8
Three grants help Nature Center’s plans, Jan 17, 1986, p.13
Historical support (NYS awards grants to Historical Soc, YM-YWHA, Literacy Volunteers), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Art group getting state aid, Apr 19, 1986, p.5
SHS junior A Rubin receives grant to study influence of McCarthyism in SCS, Apr 25, 1986, p.20
Teachers Institute uses grant to further educational research, Jun 6, 1986, p.13
SHS teacher A McBinn wins grant to do research, Jun 6, 1986, p.22
Westchester Council for Arts announces recipients of grants (list), Jun 7, 1986, p.5
Junior league makes community grants (list), Jun 7, 1986, p.8
Arts Council awards grants for ’86-’87 (list), Jun 13, 1986, p.18
Junior League aids counseling service (list), Jul 11, 1986, p.5
Help from Chase (photo), Jul 19, 1986, p.15
Cancer researcher Dr G M Williams gets grant, Jul 25, 1986, p.3
Minigrants for EMT staff begun (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.29
Grandparents project gets anonymous gift, Sep 12, 1986, p.2
Five grants to local agencies (list), Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Money for music, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Library receives federal grant, Feb 20, 1987, p.4
State aid to SFCS, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
Town (of GBH) given food funds for elderly, May 8, 1987, p.11
Teen club gets grant, May 15, 1987, p.5
Edgewood teacher R J Kirchmayr wins grant, May 29, 1987, p.14
J Lehv gets grant, Jun 5, 1987, p.10
New grants aid historical society efforts, Jul 10, 1987, p.2
Museum grant (B J Rosenshein pledges $50,000 to Hudson River Museum), Jul 31, 1987, p.14
Chase grants aid (Riverwest Management Co, SCS Hist Soc, SCS Meals on Wheels, Eat Childrens Cntr), Sep 4, 1987, p.10
GBH Nature Center receives two state grants, Nov 13, 1987, p.15
(GBH) Nature Center gets a grant, Dec 11, 1987, p.14
Science students J Jospitre Jr, R Hsia, R B Inouye, D Lichstein win grants, Jan 8, 1988, p.20
Teen cafe returning; Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Local MD S Ferrone gets grant for cancer research, Jan 15, 1988, p.4
Iona given grant, Jan 29, 1988, p.14
Grant to bring opera to Fairview-GBH Community Center, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

GRANZEN, RODERICK (DR)
(C Nobile) recovering from ailment; scare is over, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

GRATZ, WILLIAM
After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

GRAUER, DAVID
No synagogue; proposal to convert home to synagogue denied, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
GRAUER, DAVID continued
Incumbent legislators are all victorious, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

GRAVES, AARON
Troop 99 boasts six new Eagles, Dec 12, 1986, p.15
New class of Eagles (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.4

GRAVES, BUTFH
Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1

GRAVES, EARL
E Graves to head national Boy Scouts (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.5
E Graves appointed by Cuomo, Mar 28, 1986, p.2
Iona to honor Earl Graves (photo), May 29, 1987, p.5

GRAVES, F CHARLES
Two Scs men, M Bench, F C Graves, to chair Bible Week (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.22

GRAVES, F CHARLES (DR)
Magazine officer: Dr F C Graves (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.17

GRAVES, JAMES
Mormons will honor 4 SHS seniors, Jun 6, 1986, p.14
Troop 99 boasts six new Eagles, Dec 12, 1986, p.15
New class of Eagles (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.4

GRAVESTONE RUBBINGS
In search of history (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.16

GRAVEYARDS
SEE CEMETERIES

GRAY, BOBBI
Legal A(wareness) for W(omen) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

GRAY, ELWOOD
College information (photo), May 2, 1986, p.20
SHS Bbbs are happy with college choices (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.6
All about SAT tutoring, Apr 10, 1987, p.15
Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8%, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
Tribute to Dean Gray (ltr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6

GRAY, MARTIN (AU)
Speaking up for raccoons (ltr), Aug 22, 1986, p.6

GREBEL, BARBARA
Celebrating friendship: M Gould, S Schwarz, R Takagi (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.2

GREEN HAVEN
SEE CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES

GREEN, ADELE
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

GREEN, CAROL
W Green retires from SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 2 (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.2

GREEN, GERALDINE
Hawaiian party to mark return of Common Ground, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Teen cafe returning, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

GREEN, MARK
Democrats to make choices in congressional, senate races, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
Abzug, Green nominated despite SCS voters (photo; chart p 20), Sep 12, 1986, p.1
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GREEN, MARK continued
Celebrity season in SCS (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Director of 'Reds' W Beatty joins Green team (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.4
Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Voters decide it's not time for a change (chart), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Constitution praised (by M Green) as 'a living document', Oct 9, 1987, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32

GREEN, NANCY
Moas, students grade child care program A-1 (photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.6
Child Care opening second site this fall (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.2
Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

GREEN, STUART
SCS man S Green cited as Volunteer of the Year, Apr 19, 1985, p.2

GREEN, TERRY
Board debates school bus aides; announces special ed program, Mar 29, 1985, p.11

GREEN, WILLIAM
W Green retires from SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 2 (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.2

GREENER
Greenacres Assn has meeting on safety, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Reverse strategy (for Huntington Ave) proposed (111), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Greenacres residents argue pros, cons of closing (Huntington) Rd, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Greening project nearing completion (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.4
Legal barrier (to closing Huntington Ave), Jun 7, 1986, p.1
A legal alternative? (edit), Jun 7, 1986, p.6
Greenacres traffic to do about-face, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Turn-around in Greenacres (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.2
Hearing on Huntington, Oct 31, 1986, p.1

GREENACRES ASSN
Greening of Greenacres project set to beautify border with WP (list), Jun 28, 1985, p.2
Greenacres runs, throws and jumps in celebration of Independence Day (photo; list), Jul 12, 1985, p.5
Greenacres to get another guard, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Border talks: Farley Rd-White Plains border beautification, Aug 30, 1985, p.1
Controversy (with White Plains) denied, Aug 30, 1985, p.1
Two sides of the fence (edit), Aug 30, 1985, p.6
Farley road fence, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Greenacres residents argue pros, cons of closing (Huntington) Rd, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Village planning new strategy to reduce risks at Greenacres, May 9, 1986, p.1
Greening project nearing completion (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.4
Fireworks and games to mark 4th (list), Jun 27, 1986, p.1
The Yolk's on him (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.3
Greenacreites run for rubbons (list), Jul 11, 1986, p.4
Greenacres, Village Hall seek remedy to traffic ills, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
Harmony in Greenacres, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Thanks all around (111), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
Three facets of the Fourth (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Gallopers, dashers, egg-tossers win Greenacres rubbons (photo; list), Jul 10, 1987, p.2
GREENACRES ASSN  continued
Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Lack of communication (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
GREENACRES FAMILY READING GROUP
Greencroes parents and children are getting together with books (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.20
GREENACRES OIL PURCHASING CONSORTIUM
Crisis weathered: GOPC signs new heating oil contract, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Oil company sues GOPC, supplier, Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Robison offers to drop suit, Jul 5, 1985, p.1
GOPC suit, Jul 5, 1985, p.1
Beyond dispute (edit), Jul 5, 1985, p.6
Agreement near in battle over oil customers, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
GOPC holding together (ltr), Jul 12, 1985, p.6
Robison, GOPC still at loggerheads, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Oil truce, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Oil wars, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Oil war over?, May 2, 1986, p.1
GOPC hires K S Godolchet as administrator (list), Nov 7, 1986, p.3
GOPC entering fifth year in operation, Nov 13, 1987, p.13
GREENACRES SCHOOL
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES
GREENAWALT, KENNETH
K W Greenawalt, noted lawyer and former trustee, is dead at 81, Aug 23, 1985, p.9
GREENAWALT, MARTHA
M Greenawalt to address Village Club on "Westchester 2000-What is SCS' role?" (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Westchester 2000 project trying to help shape county's future, Mar 8, 1985, p.5
Legal Awareness) for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5
GREENAWAY, JOHN
Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
GREENBAUM, GREGORY
Wounded intruder may plead guilty to burglary charge (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Waman's legs severed in tragic accident on Garth Rd (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.3
Crimebusters at SHS find new course arresting (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.6
SCS man N Golden suicide victim, Apr 26, 1985, p.4
Counselors team up to help young people (photo), May 10, 1985, p.1
Police make drug arrest at SCS High School, Feb 21, 1986, p.3
Police pursuing leads (in Hitchcock fire), Jun 20, 1988, p.5
Months after Hitchcock fire, investigators keep plodding on, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 2), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Three (R Carozza, A Filancia, F Acerbo) commended, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Police charge four with vandalism; warn against Halloween mayhem, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Spirit of cooperation (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
Would-be cop R J Zellner convicted of false claims, Dec 11, 1987, p.3
Kudos to cops A Filancia, G Greenbaum, T Carroll, Dec 31, 1987, p.1
Civilian T Ware praised for capturing suspect, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
GREENBAUM, JACK
Counterattack at deli J Greenbaum fatally stricken, Mar 11, 1988, p.3
Correction to Mar 11 article about J Greenbaum, Mar 18, 1988, p.3
GREENBAUM, RICHARD
EMT man R Greenbaum throws hat in race for position on GBH Town Council (photo), May 3, 1985, p.15
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GREENBAUM, RICHARD continued

- Resident S Silverman switches to council race, May 10, 1985, p.11
- Republicans pick town candidates, May 24, 1985, p.11
- Republicans see issue in meetings law change, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
- Merchants protest Central work, Sep 13, 1985, p.10
- Town candidates at campaign wrap-up (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11
- Democrats retain town reins, Nov 8, 1985, p.11
- Real property tax reforms receive mixed reaction from owners of co-ops, May 9, 1986, p.11
- Town political races open with traditional claims, accusations, Jun 7, 1986, p.11
- Commissioners order audit, Oct 3, 1986, p.11
- Auditors give GBH fire district a clean bill of health, Nov 7, 1986, p.11
- Voting hours to be extended, Nov 21, 1986, p.11
- Toff resigns as head of Greenville fire board (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.13
- (Greenville) Fire district case before grand jury, Feb 13, 1987, p.11
- Frigerio to run for supervisor; Greenbaum enters council race, May 22, 1987, p.11
- Town GOP gears up for elections, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
- GBH Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
- Change is issue in (GBH Town) board contest, Oct 23, 1987, p.13
- Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

GREENBERG, HELEN (AU)
- Quick—what's a second mortgage? (edit), Nov 21, 1986, p.7

GREENBERG, KATHLEEN
- Computers focus of GOALS meeting, Nov 27, 1987, p.12

GREENBERG, KATHY
- Lo Casio gives recommendations on Edgemont's special ed program, May 22, 1987, p.11
- Revised math curriculum presented to (EM) school board, Jun 5, 1987, p.11

GREENBERG, LAWRENCE
- A no-frills vacation for the tour-tired (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.6

GREENBERG, REVA (DR)
- Scarsdalian Dr R Greenberg appointed by coordinator at Iona, Mar 29, 1985, p.5
- Resident Dr R Greenberg to head college institute, Oct 4, 1985, p.18

GREENBERG, SARA
- SCS playwright S Greenberg wins in a contest, May 22, 1987, p.13

GREENBURGH, RONNIE (AU)
- Special day for special people (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6

GREENBURGH, VIRGINIA
- Joyce Barthelson dies; co-founded music school (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.1

GREENE, ADELE
- Marx mansion eyed as potential museum, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
- Museum idea 'deserves backing' (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
- Art al fresco, May 31, 1985, p.1
- Catch 22?: Trouble for exhibit of sculpture on library lawn, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
- Insurance problems blocking art display (photo p.8), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
- Art movement lives, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
- Freedom of Expression finds a home, Nov 8, 1985, p.12
- Art group getting state aid, Apr 18, 1986, p.5
- Monumental debut, May 2, 1986, p.1
- SCS arts supporter seeking to have Holocaust memorial built, Jul 11, 1986, p.1
- SCS unit builds pioneer sculpture, Aug 21, 1987, p.3
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GREENE, ADELE (AU)
- Museums on the Marx estate? (ltr), Mar 29, 1985, p.6
- Enthusiasm for museum here (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
- Fighting city hall (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
- Art group active (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6

GREENE, BILL
- Company 2 (Scs Volunteer Fire Dept) names new leadership (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.2

GREENE, DIANE
- SCS playwright S Greenberg wins in a contest, May 22, 1987, p.13

GREENE, ELIZABETH
- E S Greene dies, Nov 6, 1987, p.18

GREENE, GERALDINE
- Staying alive: 6 Greene discusses suicide and depression with SCHS students (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.18
- Reaching for help for Senior Outreach Program, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
- Senior outreach in SCS budget, Mar 22, 1985, p.1
- Counselors team up to help young people (photo), May 10, 1985, p.1
- Youth Services program to expand, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
- Youth counselor L Kaplan plans to resign, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
- Youth project praised (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
- Young people, parents, counselors discuss issues of drugs, alcohol, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
- Growing parental concern seen over teen drug use, Jan 31, 1986, p.4
- Youth project's backers fear loss of village support, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
- Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
- Community surveyed on social service needs, May 30, 1986, p.2
- Teen center nearing reality, Aug 8, 1986, p.1
- Community Ground, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
- Teen cafe plans February opening (list), Jan 9, 1987, p.1
- State aid to SFCS, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
- Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
- Board (of Ed) imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
- SFCS leader G Greene picked (as secretary, Westchester Assn of Family Agencies), Jul 24, 1987, p.2
- EMT PTSA puts focus on capability (Education 87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5

GREENE, GERALDINE (AU)
- Whose responsibility (are senior citizens)? (ltr), Jan 25, 1985, p.6
- How youth project works (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
- Helping families cope is goal of local agency, Dec 13, 1985, p.8
- He (P Read) works for Family Counseling (ltr), Mar 7, 1986, p.6
- Family Week is time to appreciate yours (edit), Nov 21, 1986, p.7
- Cherished gifts (ltr), Nov 20, 1987, p.6

GREENE, JOELLE
- SCS girl J Greene studies at Duke, Aug 16, 1985, p.2

GREENE, JOYCE
- Joyce Greene to be honored by college (photo), May 9, 1986, p.15
- J Greene presents plaque to R Brodsky recognizing government support of Hudson River Museum (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.5
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

GREENE, LORI
- No change for now in (EHS) phys ed grading, Sep 25, 1987, p.13

GREENE, MAXINE (DR)
- Local HS seniors honored by Bank of New York (list), Jun 7, 1986, p.12
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GREENE, NEVIN
Condo owners to provide Nature Center membership, Jun 21, 1985, p.10

GREENE, WENDY
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

GREENEBAUH, BETTY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

GREENES, ROBERT
Village government campaigns underway (list), Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Candidates meet, LWV may sponsor forum, Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Citizens Party will not participate in LWV forum, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Planners make downtown proposals, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Citizens Party candidates sponsor nine neighborhood meetings, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Village agrees to eliminate parking lot from Crossway plan, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Planning Bd rules that 8 homes can be built at 465 Maaronbeck Rd, Mar 8, 1985, p.3
Candidate W Grossman responds (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
Citizens Party holds reception (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Mayor tells Town Club of goals, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
League, GOP call for new method in appointing village trustees, May 10, 1985, p.1
Town Club slate annual meeting, May 17, 1985, p.1
Town Club awards Public Service Medals (photo), May 31, 1985, p.24
Local crossword puzzle whizzes reach finals in U S tournament, Aug 16, 1985, p.4
Club votes change in Unit Meetings, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Citizens may propose village candidates, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Citizens' Party slate expected to run unopposed in March elections, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Crossword (whiz) kids (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.6
Club eyes new role in Non Partisan System, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Village Club declines to fund Non-Partisan System, May 2, 1986, p.1
Panelists probe planning issues (list), May 30, 1986, p.1
Planners shift focus to Heathcote corners, Jun 7, 1986, p.1
Seidman nominated as next mayor (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Approval seen near for rental of 2 Drake to homeless family, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
Greene's, Shay give priority to planning (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.1
Village election: different day, same results (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.1
No comments (on Central Taxi service), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
Riders rip taxi service at fare hearing (cont p 4), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Judge to be named, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
Indoor pool backers seek prompt action, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
Low-key celebration of Constitution planned for village, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
Richard A Gould is new acting justice (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Campaign continues (for indoor pool), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Rec council urges village to order indoor pool study, Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Tails wins the job (to install curbs in village), Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Pool progress, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Trustees vote down Nynex base station, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Consider two pool sites (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

GREENES, ROBERT (AU)
Balderdash, Mr Roth! (ltr), Apr 4, 1986, p.6
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GREENHILL, DAVID
Student D Greenhill named top paper carrier, Mar 27, 1987, p.10

GREENLAND, SETH
Video Yearbook (SHS in cable video), Jun 19, 1987, p.1

GREENMAN, ANDREW
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

GREENMAN, DAVID
Crimebusters at SHS find new course arresting (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.6

GREENMAN, JUDITH
Consulting firm promotes resident J Greenman to senior V P (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.30
Woman Achiever named: J M Greenman (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.4

GREENMAN, MILTON
New look at Boulder Brook (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Work begins at riding academy, Dec 12, 1986, p.5

GREENPEACE
A visit from Greenpeace (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6

GREENSPAN, ANDREW
Local man A Greenspan joins Robert Martin, Aug 23, 1985, p.4

GREENSPAN, ELLEN
SHS alumna E A Greenspan becomes rabbi (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.9

GREENSPAN, MARILYN (AU)
Breach of confidentiality (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

GREENSTEIN, ELLEN
(EMT) Board (of Ed) pares budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10

GREENSTEIN, FREDERIC (AU)
Municipal bonds can spell relief (Business), Mar 1, 1985, p.14
We are all investors (edit), Jun 7, 1986, p.7

GREENVILLE BOARD OF FIRE COMMISSIONERS
SEE FIRE DEPT-GBH

GREENVILLE COMMUNITY COUNCIL
Greenville Coa Council tells schools to look for ineligible students, Jan 11, 1985, P.11
GCC protects Eit's interests (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.26
Council leaders nominated for '85-'86 (list), Mar 8, 1985, p.10
Committee opposes nominating changes, Apr 5, 1985, p.11
D H Siskind to receive Silver Box Award, Apr 12, 1985, p.15
Improving the system (edit), Apr 19, 1985, p.6
Treasury tax plan opposed (ltr), Apr 19, 1985, p.6
District residents to vote April 24 on nominating system changes, Apr 19, 1985, p.11
Civic groups leading opposition to new access onto Fort Hill Road, May 10, 1985, p.11
Central Ave focus of Greenville Coa Coun meeting, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
Correction: names of apt complexes scrambled in Sept 13 article, Sep 20, 1985, p.11
Board to meet with town, Sep 27, 1985, p.11
Co-op gains council support for its bid to reclaim land, Oct 11, 1985, p.11
Central contractor asks for more time, Nov 8, 1985, p.10
Council concerned about unfinished construction, Dec 6, 1985, p.13
Civic association being revived, Jan 10, 1986, p.11
Fire board head speaks to GCC, Jan 10, 1986, p.11
ZBA denies request for dish, Jan 31, 1986, p.11
GCC approves proposed nominating changes, Feb 7, 1986, p.11
Vote on nominating proposal is put off, Mar 7, 1986, p.11
GREENVILLE COMMUNITY COUNCIL continued
Try best of both systems (edit), Mar 14, 1986, p.6
Apartment decision postponed, Mar 28, 1986, p.11
Fire district seeks bond issue for renovated HQ, Apr 11, 1986, p.11
Susan Bloom is honored by Greenville Comm Coun (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.12
Council supports fire bond issue, Jun 6, 1986, p.10
Residents clash over a proposed rezoning, Sep 26, 1986, p.13
Commissioners order audit, Oct 3, 1986, p.11
ZBA says leaser may stay, Dec 24, 1986, p.9
Town traffic unit again looking at Ardsley-Fort Hill crossing, Jan 9, 1987, p.11
Bloom again is picked for (ENT) SBNC, Jan 23, 1987, p.11
Snowy sidewalks? Start shoveling!, Feb 6, 1987, p.11
Few nominating system changes (list), Mar 6, 1987, p.11
EMT opposes 125-unit development, Apr 10, 1987, p.11
ZBA approves canopy, May 1, 1987, p.11
Civic groups leery of zoning amendment, May 8, 1987, p.11
Community approves (EMT School Board) nominating changes (list), May 8, 1987, p.11
GCC fights for stricter trailer law, Jun 26, 1987, p.10
(Greenville Community) Council accuses town of lagging on safety issues in EMT, Oct 9, 1987, p.13
Longview residents of (EMT) oppose kitchen request, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
Fort Hill subdivision proposed, Nov 20, 1987, p.13
Ardsley Road to get curbing, Dec 11, 1987, p.14
Snowy sidewalks can be costly (in EMT), Feb 5, 1988, p.11

GREENVILLE COMMUNITY THEATER
GCT marks 20 years of theater (photo) (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.30
Greenville Theatre offers workshops, major productions (Progress Edition; photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.36
Good year for (Greenville) community theater group (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.14

GREENVILLE FIRE DISTRICT
SEE FIRE DEPT-GBH

GREENWOOD, LEWIS
Former ad man L Greenwood uses his skills to help aging (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.6

GREENWOOD, LOTTIE
Former ad man L Greenwood uses his skills to help aging (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.6
SCS senior L Greenwood joins (Senior Citizens) Hall of Fame, Dec 18, 1987, p.3

GREETING CARDS
Feb 14: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

GREGOR, MICHAEL
UJA-Federation breakfast (photo; list), Aug 16, 1985, p.10

GREGORIAN, VARTAN
G Oswald behind world's largest dance collection (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.6

GREGORY, THOMAS
T S Gregory dies, May 17, 1985, p.20

GREFF, ELLEN
Honorees (of Mt Holyoke Club of Westchester) (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.9

GRENLEY, JANE
Pumpkins on parade (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.9
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GRENLEY, NEIL
Neighbors seek to prevent creation of new building lot on Autenrieth, Jun 5, 1987, p.5

GRIBETZ, KENNETH
Grand jury system to be debated (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.1

GRIEVE
SEE BEREAVEMENT

GRIESEAR, ASSNES
In honor of Dr King (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.16
(Junior) League gives books to the boys (of Children’s Village) (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.9

GRIEVANCE DAY-SCS
They also serve who only sit...and wait (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.6
Useful public service (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6

GRIFFEL, LAURIE
Their hands are quicker than the eye...sleight-ly (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.6

GRIFFEN AVENUE PROPERTY
SEE WINSTON PROPERTY

GRIFFEN, JOHNSTHAN
Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonal (map), Oct 30, 1987, p.4

GRIFFEN, JONATHAN
Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6

GRIFFEN-FISH HOUSE
Historically speaking: the Griffen-fish House (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.6

GRIFFIN, JOHN
Graduate J Griffin joins fire, Aug 23, 1985, p.9
Bibliobania RX: double dose of local book fair (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.6

GRIFFIN, JON
Youmsters observe Halloween tradition (photo; list), Oct 31, 1985, p.26

GRIFFIN, RANDY
Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Apr 11, 1988, p.2

GRIFFITHS, MAGDALENE
M Griffiths dies, Jan 15, 1988, p.12

GRIFFITHS, MARIAN
(Weochester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

GRIGGS, S DAVID
The eyes of the world turn to space walker from SCS (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.1
Hoffman: Space experience overwhelms the anticipation, Jun 7, 1986, p.1

GRIMES, LINDSAY
Bang! goes Old Bess (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.20

GRIMES, LYNDESEY
Play, T-shirts revive Greenacres memories (photo; list) (Graduation ’87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.12

GRIMM, EDGAR
PR executive E C Grimm in Florida post, Jun 13, 1986, p.4

GRIPPO, ROBERT (REV)
Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Cardinal J J O’Connor to celebrate Jubilee Mass at IHM (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.3
Cardinal J O’Connor leads IHM’s celebration of Diamond Jubilee (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

GRISSO, MARIA

Eight join (Hoff Barthelson) music school faculty, Oct 30, 1987, p.21

GRIZZO, MARIE
Cardinal J O’Connor leads IHM’s celebration of Diamond Jubilee (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.5
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GROARK, ELIZABETH
- E Groark dies, Oct 17, 1986, p.17

GROBAN, BOB
- New plan sends all sixth graders to junior high, Jan 24, 1986, p.1

GROBAN, ELI
- Of Thee I Sing (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.22

GROBAN, IRENE
- Legal Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

GROBAN, NORA
- Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

GROBAN, ROBERT
- $32.2 million budget draws quiet reaction, May 1, 1987, p.1
- $8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
- Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1

GRODEN, WALTER
- Fire commissioner G Barson is re-elected, Dec 13, 1985, p.12
- Groden is named, Dec 19, 1986, p.11
- G W Barson is head of (Greenville) fire board (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.9
- Fire board moves to revise station renovation proposal, Mar 13, 1987, p.11
- New contract for fire officers is okayed, Jul 17, 1987, p.9
- Commissioners set meeting on fire headquarters renovation, Aug 14, 1987, p.9
- Three (W Groden, W Sheils, A Blecher) to run unopposed in coming fire election, Dec 4, 1987, p.12

GROLLMAN, STEVE

GRONER, EARL
- Critics cite flaws in SHS auditorium (photo), May 3, 1985, p.1
- SCS Symphony gives way to PTA's, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
- Halloween at Heathcote, Nov 8, 1985, p.16
- E Groner to lead state music council, Dec 13, 1985, p.27
- Concert held at Edgewood, Dec 20, 1985, p.28

GRONER, EARL (AU)
- Symphony alive and well (ltr), Jul 26, 1985, p.6

GROSACK, MARC (AU)
- Dangerous intersection (ltr), Jan 16, 1987, p.6

GROSS, GERALD
- Man (K J Silverman) pleads guilty to Medicaid fraud, Jun 13, 1986, p.15
- Local man K J Silverman sentenced for Medicaid fraud, Aug 8, 1986, p.2

GROSS, JUDY
- Parents speak out on student redistribution, Jan 17, 1986, p.1

GROSS, LEE (AU)
- For heaven's sake (edit), Jul 24, 1987, p.7

GROSS, MARJORIE
- Non Partisan Nominating Com members elected; turnout low (list), Jan 25, 1985, p.1
- School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3

GROSS, MARJORIE (AU)
- Election volunteers hailed (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
- Volunteers' dedication (at School Bd Nom Com election) cited (ltr), Feb 7, 1986, p.6
- Clear violation seen (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

GROSS, MARVIN
- Next time it could be for real (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.4
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GROSS, STEPHEN
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

GROSSBAUM, BARRY
Trapp Opticians add new store, May 2, 1986, p.14

GROSSER, JEROME
Experts take hard look at new tax laws and economy (charts; illus) (Financial Planning Suppl), Feb 27, 1987, p.8

GROSSMAN, ARTHUR

GROSSMAN, BERT
Rotary ready to admit its first woman member, Jul 17, 1987, p.1

GROSSMAN, BURT
Local Rotarians have mixed views on permitting women to join club, May 8, 1987, p.1

GROSSMAN, DOUGLAS
Former resident's film will be shot in SCS, Mar 29, 1985, p.4

GROSSMAN, E M (DR)
Year of Developing Capable Young People begins Sept 25, Aug 29, 1986, p.9

GROSSMAN, ED
Accolades for Greenacres teachers (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6

GROSSMAN, EDWARD
Salaundy anyone? (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.17

GROSSMAN, FRANCES (DR-AU)
An infant is not an adversary (edit), Feb 12, 1988, p.7
Eliminate corporal punishment (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.7

GROSSMAN, FRANCIS (DR)
Baby M decision defended (ltr), May 22, 1987, p.6

GROSSMAN, HAROLD
Planning chief H Grossman sees 'climate' for housing, Mar 27, 1987, p.10

GROSSMAN, HOWARD
Planners say rules needed before day care can be offered in homes, Nov 22, 1985, p.11
Planning Board proposes new town zoning category, Jan 21, 1986, p.11
Planners weighing multi-family zone, Feb 14, 1986, p.11
Opposition is voiced to Fort Hill subdivision, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
Civic groups leery of zoning amendment, May 8, 1987, p.11
St Clare townhouse site approval awaits traffic, play, marketing data, Oct 30, 1987, p.13
Fort Hill subdivision proposed, Nov 20, 1987, p.13

GROSSMAN, JACOB (DR-AU)
Complaints about the pool (ltr), Aug 29, 1986, p.6

GROSSMAN, JEFFREY
For town, computer hasn't brought cash, Nov 21, 1986, p.10

GROSSMAN, JULIE
Bicentennial bash (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.12

GROSSMAN, TOMMY
Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6

GROSSMAN, WARREN
Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Residents discuss downtown area at Planning Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Independent candidate M Grossman to run for third time (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Village government campaigns underway (list), Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Candidates meeting? LWV may sponsor forum, Jan 18, 1985, p.1
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GROSSMAN, WARREN  continued
Citizens Party will not participate in LWV forum, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
No chance for the voters (edit), Jan 25, 1985, p.6
W Grossman stressing local issues in campaign for village trustee, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Opponents W Grossman, S Siis in agreement on village safety, tree protection, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
W Grossman's political ads called deception (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
Contested elections not the problem (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
Election '85: the non-incumbents; W Grossman, A Blitz (photo), Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Village urged to protect natural quality of Winston property, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Grossman speaks at LWV forum (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Difficult choice (Inquirer endorses Citizens Party) (edit), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
Go with proven quality? (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
Advertisement called "incorrect" (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
Higher taxes feared (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
Citizens Party slate wins easily; Grossman says he's leaving town (photo-chart), Mar 22, 1985, p.1
A system we should decry (ltr), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
Offended by (election) headline (ltr), Mar 29, 1985, p.6
Any challengers out there? (ltr), Mar 29, 1985, p.6
Grossman's staying, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Praise for Grossman; league (ltr), Apr 5, 1985, p.6
Rejected builder J Oronzio sues BAR, Jul 26, 1985, p.1
Citizen's Party slate expected to run unopposed in March elections, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
The lovely lady in the lives of J Fiebiger and W Grossman, two local men (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.6

GROSSMAN, WARREN (AU)
Candidate W Grossman responds (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6

GROSSO, ANGELA
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

GROSSO, ROBERT
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

GROSZ, IVAN
SCS bids Sobol fond farewell (photo; addl photo p 16), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
AFS success story, Jun 19, 1987, p.1

GROSZ, JUDITH
Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
(PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
(Manhattan Savings Bank) Supporting SCS students (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.9

GROSZ, JUDY
Heathcote parents attend Indian lunch, Apr 4, 1986, p.15
Luncheon honors Heathcote staff, May 23, 1986, p.16
Changing of the guard (photo; list), Jun 20, 1986, p.3
SCS bids Sobol fond farewell (photo; addl photo p 16), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
AFS success story, Jun 19, 1987, p.1

GROSZ, REBECCA
Serenading the seniors (photo), May 29, 1987, p.14

GROTHE, LILO
Opening of exhibit, country fair to launch Historical Society year (photo; list), Aug 30, 1985, p.5

GROUP HOMES
(Town) Club urges village to shelve Historic Preservation Law (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Holiday gift suggestion (ltr), Nov 20, 1987, p.6
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GROUP HOMES continued
No one hurt in (1 Foxhall Rd) group home fire (photo p 10), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

GROUP ON ALTERNATE LEARNING STYLES-EMT
E Clay honored at ceremony (Dedication: photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.13
Computers focus of GOALS meeting, Nov 27, 1987, p.12
Stress, self-esteem are topics of GOALS meeting, Dec 11, 1987, p.14

GROUP ON ALTERNATIVE LEARNING STYLES-SCS
LoCasio gives recommendations on Edgecomb's special ed program, May 22, 1987, p.11

GROUP ON ALTERNATIVE LEARNING STYLES-SCS
Learning disabilities: a new approach from local doctors R Ehrlich, M Doonan, Feb 5, 1988, p.10

GRIS, EDWIN JR
There was SSMT before Habib (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

GRISIT, LINDA
Path okayed by board, Aug 16, 1985, p.9
A treat for teachers (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.10
Parents learn how to promote learning, Sep 19, 1986, p.10

GROW, ANNE (DR)
Off the beaten track: unusual courses (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.6

GRUB, CHRISTOPHER
C 0 Grube dies, Sep 18, 1987, p.17

GRUEN, KAREN CHANOW-(DR)
SEE CHANOW-GRUNEN, KAREN (DR)

GRUENBERG, JENNIFER
Educational underground probed, May 24, 1985, p.1
(PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3

GRUENBERG, JON
Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

GRUENBERG, WENDY
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

GRUETT, EVA
Hundreds of mittens (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.5

GRUEN, MICHELLE
$1000 Give-away winners (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.3

GRUNDWEG, RISE
Close call for poodle at Garth Rd fire (photo), May 8, 1987, p.5

GRUNEBAM, LUDWIG
L Grunebaum dies, Mar 29, 1985, p.14

GRUNEWALD, DONALD (DR)
New trustee Dr D Grunewald named, Mar 22, 1985, p.16

GRYDE, CAROL
Delegate C J Gryde elected, Jul 5, 1985, p.9

GUARENETE, CHRIS
American tall tales (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.1

GUERT, EULA
They keep Meals on Wheels rolling (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.24

GUELLE, DOROTHY
No school like the A school (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Lower enrollment seen; board to study options, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
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GUFFANTI, MARY CAMPION (SISTER)
Nun (Sister Mary Campion Guffanti) to receive school medal, Feb 19, 1988, p.15

GUGLIELMO, ANGELO
(Greenacres) Bridge work, Jun 26, 1987, p.1

GUICE, RICHARD
Outcry holds off SHORE, Mar 4, 1988, p.12

GUIDANCE COUNSELORS
SEE TEACHERS

GUIDE DOGS
The focus of all eyes (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.16

GUIDEBOOKS
SCS an B Leerburger compiles guide to study abroad, Feb 26, 1988, p.2

GUINATA, JOSEPH
J Patterson, J Guinta exhibit watercolors, photos, Jan 4, 1985, p.4

GUION, Greta
6 Guion dies, Feb 19, 1988, p.15

GUISTRINIANI, NAOMI
New P O to open on Central, Jun 27, 1986, p.11

GUITERREZ, ANGELA
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

GULJE, JOHN
Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11

GUILIA, JOSEPH
County issues $83 million in bonds, Nov 22, 1985, p.24

GULLA, CHRISTINA
Giving the teachers a big hand (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.22
A very important date (photo), May 1, 1987, p.20

GULLA, CHRISTINE
Science fair, Olympics among highlights at Edgewood (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.17

GULLA, MARY
Edgewood reaches for stars, Jun 20, 1986, p.17

GULLA, SAL (AU)
Realtors call (redistricting) plan disastrous (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6

GULLA, SALVATORE
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 19, 1987, p.32

GUMLEY, IRWIN
Gumley retires from ZBA (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.11
Town officials' case against S Moundroukas looks dooed, Jan 8, 1988, p.9
Judge W Walsh dismisses (GBH) officials' case (against S Moundroukas), Jan 15, 1988, p.10

GUMPORD, LOIS
Luncheon honors Heathcote staff, May 23, 1986, p.16

GUMPORD, PATRICIA
UCLA appoints SMS graduate P J Gumpord, Aug 21, 1987, p.5

GUNS
SEE FIREARMS

GUNST, LEE
District gets high marks, Dec 13, 1985, p.13

GURIAH, JANE
Local agencies ready to assist seniors in need, Sep 6, 1985, p.6

GUSMAN, JUDY
Task force, PT council ask parents to take Safe Homes pledge, May 2, 1986, p.1
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GUSTAFSON, ART
  Memorial Day 1986 (photo), May 30, 1986, p.1
GUSTAFSON, ZELDA
GUTTARRA, GEORGE
  Art display at SCS gallery (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.13
GUTHART, MIKE
  The morning after (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
GUTIERREZ, ANGELA
  PTA programs help ease culture shock for arriving international families (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.5
GUTSTEIN, RON
  War on nuclear weapons at EHS, Jan 22, 1988, p.11
GUTTERMAN, BARBARA (AU)
  She's grateful to Central Taxi (ltr), Jul 17, 1987, p.6
GUTTMAN, ALLAN
  Allan Guttman will be missed (ltr), Aug 28, 1987, p.6
  A Guttman dies, Aug 28, 1987, p.10
GUTTMAN, CATHARINE (AU)
  A cheer for the fans (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6

GUYANA
  Guyana honors local resident J G Gelinas, Jun 5, 1987, p.8

GYMNASTICS
  SCS gymnast J Baron competes on balance beam (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.17
  EHS sports and sportsmen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11

HAAREN, CHARLES
  Real estate firm promotes local men H F Smith, C W Haaren (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.5

HAAS, DAVE
  More parental involvement is needed in (EMT) youth leagues, says senior athlete, Apr 24, 1987, p.10
  EHS sports 10 worst list, Jun 26, 1987, p.10

HAAS, MERLE
  M Haas dies, Jan 11, 1985, p.10

HAAS, PIA
  Off the beaten track: unusual courses (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 8, 1987, p.6

HAAS, RICHARD
  (Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

HABER, HERBERT
  Chief warns county it's taking chances (photo p 18), Nov 29, 1985, p.1
  Bibliocentric RX: double dose of local book fair (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.6

HABER, LISA
  Getting there is half the fun (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.5

HABIB, NAT
  SCS Summer Music Theatre to stage "Music Man", Feb 1: 1985, p.16
  Critics cite flaws in SHS auditorium (photo), May 3: 1985, p.1
  Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man" (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1
  That SSMT spirit (edit), Jul 26, 1985, p.6
  Nat Habib: SCS's summer music man (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.1
  Music Man cast cool under fire, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
  Top-notch entertainment: Music Man (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
  Box office smash: Music Man, Aug 16, 1985, p.1
  Good News in store at SSMT (list), Jul 25, 1986, p.1
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HABIB, NAT continued
   SSMT faces uncertain future, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
   Summer music theater is going independent, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
   SSMT will produce 'Connecticut Yankee', May 8, 1987, p.1
   Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee', Jul 24, 1987, p.1
   'Connecticut Yankee' is both a first and a last for SSMT (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.1
   There was SSMT before Habib (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6
   Summer theater seeking new director (Wendy Dubbs elected president) (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.3

HABICH, JOSEPH
   Dr M Brockbank dies, Aug 28, 1987, p.10

HACHAMOVITCH, DEAN (AU)
   Pressboard: Profile of A Montague, STEP student from Tennessee, Jan 18, 1985, p.18

HACKER, DEAN
   Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

HACKETTE, VAN
   Ex-Scarsdalian V Hackette in anchor post, Jul 24, 1987, p.8

HACKNEY, EVELYN
   Bizarre Bazaar benefits area homeless; Helping hands (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12

HADASSAH
   Local rabbi E Korzenik to be cited by Hadassah, Dec 6, 1985, p.10
   Large Westchester delegation attends Hadassah convention (list), Aug 29, 1986, p.8

HADAWAY, WILLIAM
   Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (map), Oct 30, 1987, p.4

HADDEN, RICHARD
   Safety lessons (photo), Jan 17, 1986, p.2

HAFFNER, ANNIE
   Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 2), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
   Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

HAFT, BENJAMIN
   Merrie Mayfaire (photo), May 10, 1985, p.13

HAFT, SUE
   Merrie Mayfaire (photo), May 10, 1985, p.13
   Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

HAGERTY, JOHN
   Not for people only (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.14

HAGERTY, JOHN (AU)
   Fire victims M K and J Hagerty grateful (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

HAGERTY, MARY KAY
   Concert held at Edgewood, Dec 20, 1985, p.28
   St James appoints M K Hagerty new school director (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.5
   A tree grows at Edgewood, Dec 19, 1986, p.26
   Under the Giving Tree (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.10

HAGERTY, MARY KAY (AU)
   Fire victims M K and J Hagerty grateful (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

HAGERTY, PATRICK
   Local artists P Hagerty, S Fessenden exhibit (photo), May 29, 1987, p.16

HAGGBLADE, RICHARD
   More (money) for managers, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
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HAGGBLAD, RICHARD continued
- Plan unveiled for Winston development, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
- Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
- Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 2), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
- (Building) Inspector shortage, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
- Praise for building department (ltr), Aug 7, 1987, p.6
- Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
- Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
- Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

HAGGERTY, CARL
- L Norwood to continue jumping in college (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.14

HAHN, EDITH
- SCS writer L Albert to receive award, May 24, 1985, p.9

HAIGHT (FAMILY NAME)
- SEE HYATT (FAMILY NAME)

HAIMOWITZ, RAPHAELLE
- Jewish Conference appoints Scarsdalian R Haimowitz (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.3
- Rally (for rights of Soviet Jews) called a 'thrilling' experience, Dec 11, 1987, p.2

HAIMOWITZ, RAPHY
- PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

HAIMOWITZ, RICHARD
- The Yolk’s on him (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.3

HAINES, RICHARD
- Film biz how-to is slick choice at SAS opener (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.6

HAIT, G (DR)
- BAR approves restaurant, Mar 14, 1986, p.3

HAILICH, KATHARINE
- Really in the swing (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.14

HALADEY, TOM
- A birthday gift to remember (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.3

HALE, DENISE
- Parents learn how to promote learning, Sep 19, 1986, p.10
- (EHT) Board (of Ed) pares budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10

HALE, MARK
- Before the pro's (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.11

HALE, ROBERT
- Boy Scouts honored on Memorial Day (photo; list), May 31, 1985, p.2

HALETZKY, GEORGE
- Counterman at deli J Greenbaum fatally stricken, Mar 11, 1988, p.3

HALL, JOHN
- Nature Center poses major changes (illus), Oct 3, 1986, p.10

HALL, MARVIN
- Happy Valentine’s Day, Grandpa (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.1

HALL, STEPHEN
- Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (map), Oct 30, 1987, p.4

HALLENBECK, BILL
- SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest’ (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

HALLENBECK, DIANE
- SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest’ (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

HALLER, STEPHAN
- Three (W Warnken, S Haller, A Berman) pedal coast to coast for charity, Sep 4, 1987, p.1
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HALLEY'S COMET
Astronaut Dr J Hoffman to lead tribute to comet, Apr 11, 1986, p.4
Second graders prepare time capsules, Apr 11, 1986, p.17

HALLINGER, CAROL
Head of child aid, C Hallinger, honored (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.2

HALLINGER, LEONARD (DR)
(Dr L Hallinger, Dr E Ruskin, M E Roderick) Honored for service (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.8

HALLOWEEN
Chief offers advice for safe Halloween, Oct 25, 1985, p.3
Triple treat for Halloween (photo; list), Oct 25, 1985, p.3
Think positive about Halloween (edit), Oct 25, 1985, p.7
Ready to glow (photo), Oct 25, 1985, p.17
Grand prize winner (in Halloween Window Painting Contest) (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Costumed paraders vie for prizes (photo; list), Oct 31, 1985, p.5
Apologies to window painters (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
Vegetable sculpture (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.16
Supporting Safe Rides (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.26
Youngsters observe Halloween tradition (photo; list), Oct 31, 1985, p.26
A bit of Detroit in SCS (ltr), Nov 8, 1985, p.6
Goblins, be gone! (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.10
Halloween at Heathcote, Nov 8, 1985, p.16
Welcome to the graveyard (photo; list), Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Halloween art scene (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Pumpkins on parade (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.10
Three hundred fifty artists pay homage to Halloween (photo; list), Oct 31, 1986, p.9
Police issue tips for safe Halloween, Oct 31, 1986, p.9
Clowning around (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.12
Omissions (from Window painting contest winners (list), Nov 7, 1986, p.2
Chief Ferraro blasts Halloween hooligans (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.3
Heathcote on parade (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.4
On patrol (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.10
How big is big? (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.22
Gangs came from all over (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
Flirting with disaster (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6
Police close inquiry into Halloween mayhe, Jan 16, 1987, p.3
Police; civic groups announce plans to make Halloween safe, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
Police charge four with vandalism; warn against Halloween mayhe, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Back from the dead (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.3
Trick or treat? (edit), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
Halloween culture shock (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
Halloween night (poem), Oct 30, 1987, p.7
Lots of ghosts (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.8
Even devils get hungry (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.14
Community enjoys quiet Halloween, Nov 6, 1987, p.5
Scary Halloween (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.5
Praise from the chief (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6
Happy Halloween (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6
Tribute to the police (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
Happy Halloween (a little late) (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.14
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HALLOWEEN WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST
   And the winner is...(L Kroin, Halloween Window Painting Contest) (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.1
   Halloween contest draws huge turnout (photo; list), Oct 30, 1987, p.8
   They were winners (of window-painting contest) too (list), Nov 20, 1987, p.15

HALPERIN, SETH
   Is this patriotism? (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6

HALPERIN, SETH (AU)
   Time to boycott USSR (ltr), Nov 7, 1986, p.6
   Boycott, not Armageddon (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6

HALPERN, DAVID
   In search of history (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.16

HALPERN, EMILY
   A sense of the instrument (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.8

HALPERN, ROBERT
   Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
   School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

HALPERN, SETH (AU)
   Thanks, Scs's finest (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
   A visit from Greenpeace (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6
   Unraised consciousness (ltr), Apr 4, 1986, p.6
   Time for reassessment (ltr), Aug 8, 1986, p.6
   Doubts about arts control (ltr), Dec 24, 1986, p.6
   Pollard sentence protested (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6
   Baby M decision defended (ltr), May 22, 1987, p.6
   More thoughts on Baby M (ltr), Jul 3, 1987, p.6
   Sandinistas 'unacceptable' (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6
   Original intent dies matter (ltr), Oct 2, 1987, p.6
   Support for pool questioned (ltr), Oct 23, 1987, p.6
   'Stretching' due process (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6
   Closure of PLO office defended (ltr), Dec 22, 1987, p.6
   Dislike not grounds for ban (of creche) (ltr), Dec 31, 1987, p.6
   Surrogate contracts defended (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
   Mideast synopsis (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

HALPERN, SETH?
   He says pool has support (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6

HALPIN, PETER
   Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

HALSEY, MARGARET
   Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

HALVERSON, RICHARD
   Sleepy Hollow Restorations renamed Historic Hudson, Oct 30, 1987, p.2

HAN SOK HON
   Religious leaders to address program (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.5

HAMADZIRIPI, TATENDA
   Babes in Toyland (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.18

HANAGUCHI, YUKI
   In good voice (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.14

HAMBURGER, JODI
   Village sued again, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
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HAMBURGER, JODI continued
Letter to Maynihan, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
HAMBURGER, JODI (AU)
Land protection needed (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
HAMILTON, MRS
Bizarre Bazaar benefits area homeless; Helping hands (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12
HAMILTON, GORDON
Boy Scouts celebrate diamond jubilee (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.3
Scout leader G Hamilton earns Wood Badge, June 6, 1986, p.13
Debut of a soda fountain (photo), May 22, 1987, p.14
SCS scout G Hamilton going to Jamboree Down Under, Dec 24, 1987, p.2
HAMILTON, GORDON (AU)
Unthoughtful action (dumping snow on bushes) (ltr; photo), Feb 28, 1986, p.6
Better to do a job right (ltr), Apr 11, 1986, p.6
He wants holidays observed (ltr), Jan 16, 1987, p.6
Outraged by fare hikes (ltr), Oct 23, 1987, p.6
HAMILTON, JOHN
Boy electrocuted in accident here, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
HAMILTON, TERRY
Pistol packers, June 20, 1986, p.1
HAMLET, PENNY
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
HAMM, GEORGE
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
HAMMER, JOHN
Still no decision from ZBH on satellite dish antenna, Dec 27, 1985, p.11
HAMMER, JON
Developer Moundroukas sees victory in $7 million suits, Jan 18, 1985, p.15
Town officials’ case against S Moundroukas looks doomed, Jan 8, 1988, p.9
Judge U Walsh dismisses (GBH) officials’ case (against S Moundroukas), Jan 15, 1988, p.10
HANCOCK, KELLY
Lisa Keller acquitted of murder, May 15, 1987, p.3
HAND GUNS
SEE FIREARMS
HAND, EDWARD
W Glendon, E Hand, E Seidman, A Blitz named to Non Partisan ticket (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Village government campaigns underway (list), Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Citizens Party will not participate in LWV forum, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Vets fight for tax break: Village Bd tables vets’ tax law, acts on dish antennas, land restrictions, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Residents urge O’Rourke to improve maintenance along BRP, discuss other issues at town meeting, Feb 8, 1985, p.5
Citizens Party candidates sponsor nine neighborhood meetings, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Election ’85: incumbents E Hand, E Seidman air views (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1
More realistic budgeting planned for village, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Citizens Party streak being challenged at polls, Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Citizens Party holds reception (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Difficult choice (Inquirer endorses Citizens Party) (edit), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
Citizens Party slate wins easily; Grossman says he’s leaving town (photo-chart), Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Senior outreach in SCS budget, Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Village seeking protection from overdevelopment, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Planning chairman, trustees differ over downtown plans, May 24, 1985, p.1
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HAND, EDWARD continued

Park plans snagged, May 31, 1985, p.1
Consultants hired for Freightway development plans, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Land planner to give advice on Winston land, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
Members of BAR record high rate of absenteeism, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Club votes change in Unit Meetings, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
New fire facility turned down again, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Appeal to Albany (on Huntington Ave), Dec 6, 1985, p.1
White Hat Award winner (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.2
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Veterans' benefit rejected; merchants' parking approved, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Winston sons seek to block sale of land, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
No decisions yet in Winston suits, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Winston sale given green light—for now, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Desecration (of Winston property) opposed (ltr), Mar 28, 1986, p.6
Bid for 17 acres (Winston Property) accepted, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Arbor Day festivities (photo), May 2, 1986, p.1
Boulder Brook fighting for its life (photo p 15), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
Test ban endorsed; higher (parking) fees opposed, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Winston suit headed to trial, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Winston seeking federal aid in battle over land, Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Village's response, Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Letter to Meynihan, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
A taste of the Orient (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Trustees seek changes at Heathcote corners, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Four years of safe streets for pedestrians (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.4
No trial in sight, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Greenacres, Village Hall seek remedy to traffic ills, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
Narcotics task force, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
Harmony in Greenacres, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Thanks all around (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
Hearing on Huntington, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Outstanding officers: G Gaudioso, M Martin (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.3
Preservation law, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Ten more miles, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Historically speaking: SCS needs a preservation law, Jan 30, 1987, p.5
Historic preservation law due for public hearing next month, Feb 20, 1987, p.1
High praise for departing (Village Board) officials (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1
(U Gendon, E Hand have) made their mark (edit), Apr 3, 1987, p.6
(Town) Club urges village to shelve Historic Preservation Law (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
(Town) Club urges village to shelve Historic Preservation Law (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
On a dark day, (Hitchcock) church members look ahead to bright future (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

HAND, JOHN

Hotel tax enacted, Nov 6, 1987, p.2

HANDELMAN, DAN

SHS graduates T Hardy and D Handelman produce cable comedy, May 10, 1985, p.17
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HANDELHAN, HELENE
SFCS leader G Greene picked (as secretary, Westchester Assn of Family Agencies), Jul 24, 1987, p.2

HANDELHAN, JUDITH
Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
Senior housing group active, Sep 6, 1985, p.3
Housing poll indicates seniors want to stay, Oct 11, 1985, p.1
Pool backers make pitch, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
SHS graduate W Safian slain in San Francisco (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1

HANDELHAN, JUDITH (AU)
Right next door: senior citizen housing (edit), Jul 5, 1985, p.7
What if pool had been closed? (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
Clarification (of Oct 11 article) (ltr), Oct 18, 1985, p.6
Seniors want to stay (edit), Nov 8, 1985, p.7
Time for an indoor pool (ltr), Oct 31, 1986, p.6
Some signal, most don't (ltr), Feb 20, 1987, p.6
Seniors being surveyed (ltr), Jun 19, 1987, p.6
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 1, 1987, p.5

HANDELHAN, MATTHEW
Pressboard: Profile of A Montague, STEP student from Tennessee, Jan 18, 1985, p.15
Heathcote history (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.16
SHS graduate W Safian slain in San Francisco (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1

HANDELHAN, MATTHEW (AU)
$35,000 'not much to ask' (for SSMT) (ltr), Feb 27, 1987, p.6

HANDELHAN, WALTER
W J Handelman moves offices to White Plains, Jan 4, 1985, p.4
Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
Vets fight for tax break: Village Bd tables vets' tax law, acts on dish antennae, land restrictions, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Citizens for Senior Housing plan community needs survey, Feb 1, 1985, p.3
Senior housing survey proposed, Mar 15, 1985, p.3
Survey will assess senior housing needs, Mar 29, 1985, p.5
Housing poll indicates seniors want to stay, Oct 11, 1985, p.1
Clarification (of Oct 11 article) (ltr), Oct 18, 1985, p.6
Screening judges, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Would-be judges invited to return questionnaires to screening body (list), Dec 20, 1985, p.3
Board of Appeals still undecided about legality of car rental here, Dec 20, 1985, p.4
Judicial recommendations asked (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
Car rental ruled illegal here, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Many choices (for local judgeship), Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Board weighs car rental request, May 23, 1986, p.3
Panelists probe planning issues (list), May 30, 1986, p.1
Rent-a-car issue resolved as board gives Bitton a permit, Jun 20, 1986, p.3
Pace of development stirs concerns here, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Uncertified, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Prospective judges needed, Apr 1, 1987, p.1
(W Handelman)'s a candidate (for village justice), May 1, 1987, p.1
Two local judges, J R Harold, V Knaplund, moving up a rank (photo p 20), May 15, 1987, p.1
Candidate W Handelman asked to withdraw (ltr), May 15, 1987, p.6
Speakers N Shapiro, L Dwyer stress governmental role in providing housing for seniors (list), May 29, 1987, p.3
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HANDELHAN, WALTER (AU)

- What if pool had been closed! (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
- Time for an indoor pool (ltr), Oct 31, 1986, p.6

HANDELHANN, WALTER

- SCS to welcome STEP student R Booker (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.2

HANDICAPPED

- Puppets help kids deal with disabilities (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.17
- Easier library access praised, Feb 8, 1985, p.5
- On the old folks' side (ltr), Feb 22, 1985, p.6
- Access for disabled, Mar 15, 1985, p.1
- Scouts conduct survey (ltr), Aug 16, 1985, p.6
- Parties caucus, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
- Disabled need better access (ltr), Feb 7, 1986, p.6
- Seeking access (to post office for handicapped), Apr 4, 1986, p.1
- SCS High School graduate B Kern's documentary to be shown on PBS (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.8
- Lack of responsiveness cited (ltr), Jun 13, 1986, p.6
- Against all odds, resident A Kelley retains fighting spirit (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.6
- St Pius hosts handicapped (photo; list), Dec 31, 1986, p.20
- Not so disabled, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
- Master's is all in the family (for D Stone) (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Aug 14, 1987, p.4
- SCS woman J B Myerson heads group that trains dogs to aid disabled, Aug 21, 1987, p.3
- Puppets demonstrate disabilities, Dec 11, 1987, p.18
- Did you know (what services, facilities available to handicapped?), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
- Did you know (SVAC will provide crutches, wheelchairs, walkers)?, Jan 29, 1988, p.9
- YES offers jobs with disabled (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18

SEE ALSO BLIND, HEARING IMPAIRED, HOMEBOUND

HANDICAPPED-ACCESS TO BUILDINGS??

- Post office ramp (for SCS P O being constructed), Jan 15, 1988, p.1

HANDICAPPED-EDUCATION

- Board (of Ed) asks budget of $30 million, tax hike of 5.6%, May 9, 1986, p.1
- Parents protest revised program for the disabled, May 23, 1986, p.1
- He opposes program cut back (ltr), May 23, 1986, p.6
- Saaler to lead board (photo p 6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
- Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
- Volunteers can help child with Down syndrome (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.6
- On special education (edit), Sep 26, 1986, p.6
- Board undecided on trash issue, Nov 28, 1986, p.10

SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-COMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED, SCHOOLS-ENT-COMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED, BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL S

S, LEARNING DISABLED

HANDICAPPED-PARKING

- No exceptions to handicapped parking rule (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.2
- Disabled need better access (ltr), Feb 7, 1986, p.6
- Fine the law breakers (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6
- Parking crackdown, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

HANDICAPPED-REHABILITATION

- Injured Danar couple fighting to resume lives (photo p.8), Jul 12, 1985, p.1

HANDICAPPED-TRANSPORTATION

- Residents urge O'Rourke to improve maintenance along BRP, discuss other issues at town meeting, Feb 8, 1985, p.5
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HANDICAPPED-TRANSPORTATION continued
   Van service for disabled adds hours, Apr 11, 1986, p.26

HANDICRAFT
   Mass production (Junior high students make model cars for homeless children) (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.24

HANDICRAFTS-EXHIBITIONS
   Spirit Corn Vase (by N Adams) (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.16

HANDLER, R ARNOLD
   Vets fight for tax break: Village Bd tables vets' tax law, acts on dish antennae, land restrictions, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
   Playing field plan wins praise, Mar 15, 1985, p.3
   Misleading arguments (against vets' tax exemption) cited (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6

HANDS ACROSS AMERICA
   PR King's firm conceives Hands Across America (photo), May 16, 1986, p.6
   Hispanic Street Festival (photo), May 23, 1986, p.8
   On 'pop' humanitarianism (edit), Jun 6, 1986, p.7

HANE, CARL
   Hoff-Barthelson Music School names C Hane, S Glick to administrative positions (list), Dec 13, 1985, p.5
   Music school names C Hane assistant director (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.14
   At Hoff-Barthelson, music for everyone (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.6

HANFT, EDWARD
   E M Hanft dies, Aug 15, 1986, p.12

HANIN, EDWARD (DR)
   Psychiatrist Dr E Hanin elected, Jun 6, 1986, p.5

HANKIN, CAROLE (DR)
   Former teacher Dr C G Hankin is new superintendent (Middletown), Jul 31, 1987, p.8

HANKIN, MARC
   Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1

HANLEY, JANET (SISTER)
   Two Girl Scout leaders, Sr J Hanley and C Thompson, honored, May 23, 1986, p.4

HANNISAN, DAN
   Panther, Raider team up for Big Green (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.15

HANSEL, DANIEL
   Residents ask town (of GBH) to budget more police and less surplus, Dec 4, 1987, p.12

HANSELL, WILLIAM JR
   Twenty-five years at the helm: L Tooley (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.1

HANSEN, CORWITH
   Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
   8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
   File, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

HANSEN, CORWITH (DR)
   Scholarship for STEP program to memorialize K Rosenberg, Feb 8, 1985, p.3
   Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
   Sixth grades may return to junior high school, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
   New rules stir protest at SHS, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
   School to revise gifts policy; establish AIDS guidelines, Dec 20, 1985, p.21
   Talking at SHS, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
   Board (of Education) aims at tax hike under 8%, Apr 19, 1986, p.1
   Community service award (to R Dobkin) (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.15
   Wave of vandalism hits town, Nov 21, 1986, p.3
   SHS fair conveys health realities, Nov 27, 1987, p.20
HANSEN, JEFFREY
Hosanna! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.18

HANSEN-STURM, DAVID
Tina comes to SCS (sort of) (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.3

HANSEN-STURM, LESLIE
So this is what makes SCS run! (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.11

HANSEN-STURM, LESLIE (AU)
Realtors call (redistricting) plan disastrous (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6

HANSEN-STURM, SARAH
Health fair features hands-on lessons (list), Mar 20, 1987, p.22
Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

HANSON, ANNE
A Hanson new VP at Reid & Herrmann (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.2
Realtors Reid & Herrmann move into new home (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.2

HANSON, MARK
Ready to glow (photo), Oct 25, 1985, p.17

HANSON, WILLIAM
Former resident W G Hanson joins law firm, Sep 25, 1987, p.4

HARANDI, LAYLI
In good voice (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.14

HARDEN, SUSAN
Edgewood children attend health fair, Mar 21, 1986, p.20
 Heathcote holds health fair (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.16

HARDOFF, JACK
Man waits for ZBA to dish out a decision, Aug 2, 1985, p.11
Dish decision is postponed, Oct 4, 1985, p.11
Dish likely to get ok (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Hearing on dish receiver reopened by zoning board, Nov 29, 1985, p.13
Still no decision from ZBH on satellite dish antenna, Dec 27, 1985, p.11
ZBA denies request for dish, Jan 31, 1986, p.11
Dish receiver case back on ZBA agenda, Apr 4, 1986, p.11
Spot marks the spot (for Hardoff satellite receiver) (photo), May 9, 1986, p.11
Dish request is refused again, Jul 4, 1986, p.9
Court rulings are pending in (EMT) ban on satellite dish antenna, May 29, 1987, p.11

HARDOFF, NINA
Hearing on dish receiver reopened by zoning board, Nov 29, 1985, p.13
Still no decision from ZBH on satellite dish antenna, Dec 27, 1985, p.11
ZBA denies request for dish, Jan 31, 1986, p.11
Dish receiver case back on ZBA agenda, Apr 4, 1986, p.11
Dish request is refused again, Jul 4, 1986, p.9
Court rulings are pending in (EMT) ban on satellite dish antenna, May 29, 1987, p.11

HARDY, ED
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

HARDY, EDWARD
Nominating COB solicits suggestions for school board, Feb 8, 1985, p.5
Close call for school budget, May 24, 1985, p.1
United Way dinner launches drive (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Trustees postpone cable TV decision, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Village OK's new cable TV pact, Dec 19, 1986, p.1

HARDY, HELEN
Nonsmokers Lick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6
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HARDY, MICHAEL
  Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
HARDY, TOM
  SHS graduates T Hardy and D Handelman produce cable comedy, May 10, 1985, p.17
HARE, FRANCES
  F Hare dies, Dec 11, 1987, p.24
HARKIN, TOM
  Residents attend center's defense information lunch (list), Nov 29, 1985, p.27
HARLEM RAILROAD CO
  Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5
HARLEY, STEPHANIE
  School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
  Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
HARLING, CAROLINE
  Knitting workshop (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.12
HARLING, STEPHANIE
  STEP student A Montague's SCS homecoming (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.12
HARMAN, BARRY
  Theatre League appoints artistic director and announces next season's schedule (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.12
HARMON, ANNE
  Citizen of the Year award going to long-time Girl Scout leaders (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.1
  Citizens of the year: A Harmon, B Taubert, R Nottage (photo), May 2, 1986, p.1
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Girl Scout Leaders A Harmon, R Nottage, E Taubert (photo), May 16, 1986, p.26
HARMON, ANNE (AU)
  What changes downtown? (ltr), Jul 3, 1987, p.6
  (Inquirer's) Name policy resented (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
HARMON, FRED (AU)
  An idea from E B White (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
  What changes downtown? (ltr), Jul 3, 1987, p.6
HARMON, IRMA
  I C Harmon dies, Nov 7, 1986, p.16
HARMONY, ALBERTA
  Town begins roomer law; few register, Aug 8, 1986, p.9
HARMONIC CONVERGENCE
  Has a new era begun? (edit), Aug 21, 1987, p.6
HARPER, LEONARD
HARPER, ROBERT JR
HARRAR, GEORGE
  After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
HARRELL, LYN
  After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
HARRISAN, LARRY
  District to pay 6.125% on bonds, May 15, 1987, p.1
HARRIMAN, W AVERELL
  A tribute to W Averell Harriman (edit), Mar 20, 1987, p.7
HARRINGTON, KATHERINE LANCELOT-
  SEE LANCELOT-HARRINGTON, KATHERINE
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HARRIOTT, WILLIAM
Fire breaks out in Garth Road apartment (photo), May 8, 1987, p.1
Twelve firefighters receive awards for excellence, Nov 27, 1987, p.4

HARRIS, BERNARD
Nine without homes find shelter for a night in SCS church (photo, addl photo p 19), Nov 28, 1986, p.1

HARRIS, CONRAD
Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
STEP revives; student R Booker due here, Jul 10, 1987, p.5

HARRIS, JAMES
Campaign for clemency (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.1

HARRIS, JEAN
Crimebusters at SHS find new course arresting (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.6
Judge and lawyer agree Jean Harris should be free, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Campaign for clemency (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Winning authors named by county library group, Apr 10, 1987, p.10

HARRIS, JEANNE
Historical Society gets $5000 gift, Oct 11, 1985, p.12

HARRIS, KIM
Award-winners all (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
SCS to welcome STEP student R Booker (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.2
Welcome to SCS (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.14
STEP student A Montague's SCS homecoming (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.12
SHS senior K Harris wins scholarship (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.15

HARRIS, KIMBERLEY
Harris named semifinalist, Oct 2, 1987, p.14

HARRIS, LOTTIE
Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
Support building for shelter programs here (list), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6
STEP revives; student R Booker due here, Jul 10, 1987, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

HARRIS, MARILYN
Nine without homes find shelter for a night in SCS church (photo, addl photo p 19), Nov 28, 1986, p.1

HARRIS, MARTIN
Village agrees to eliminate parking lot from Crossway plan, Mar 1, 1985, p.1

HARRIS, MILT
Apollo saxophonist M Harris finds faith and harmony (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.12

HARRIS, ROBERT
File biz how-to is slick choice at SAS opener (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.6

HARRISON, ALEX
Bicentennial bash (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.12

HARRISON, ROBERT
Village agrees to eliminate parking lot from Crossway plan, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Playing field plan wins praise, Mar 15, 1985, p.3
Correction: line omitted from R Harrison letter, Mar 22, Mar 29, 1985, p.6
Trustees set limits on land coverage, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
New members appointed to boards and councils (list), Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Rec council hears from public, Nov 8, 1985, p.3
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
HARRISON, ROBERT continued
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
School board seeks assistance in financing renovation of track, May 23, 1986, p.1
Board reveals details of what the bonds would buy, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Neighborhood leaders (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.3
Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8%, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
New court battle (for basketball courts), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
BAR questions school district’s plan to illuminate new track (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Indoor pool backers seek prompt action, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
Second (basketball) court planned, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Court concerns (ltr), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Neighborhood leaders’ leaders: R Harrison, Z Rubins, J Galloway, H Goodman (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.2
Because of redistricting, four (B Hudgins, R Golden, L Mercein, J Steger) must resign from SBNC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3
Don’t replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Change (in windows) still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
No ‘silk purse’(Some changes to be made to improve appearance of school windows), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

HARRISON, ROBERT (AU)
Public hearing proposed for all village projects (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
Make amend to tennis players (ltr), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
Only on Sundays, he urges (ltr), Sep 20, 1985, p.6
Many contributed to success (of Spring Youth Tennis League) (ltr; list), May 9, 1986, p.6
Writer opposes combined-grade PRC football leagues (ltr), Sep 5, 1986, p.6
Plea for basketball courts (ltr), May 9, 1987, p.6
Second basketball court urged (ltr), Jul 3, 1987, p.6
Consider two pool sites (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

HARRISON, TERRI
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32

HARRISS, C LOWELL
C L Harriss to speak on “What is a fair tax?” at LWV luncheon (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.3
C L Harriss finds inequities in America’s tax structure, Jan 25, 1985, p.2

HART, GARY
Public television producer L Crystal assays medium’s coverage of the (presidential) campaign, Jan 29, 1988, p.3

HART, PAUL
Mr Memorial Day, E Rogliano, wants no thanks; he gives thanks (photo), May 29, 1987, p.6

HART, ROSE
R T Hart dies, Oct 25, 1985, p.20

HARTMAN, CONOR
Santa and crew visit IHM (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.8
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HARTMAN, DAVID
- High-powered chefs (photo), May 24, 1985, p.2

HARTREY, JENNIFER
- Taco time (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.2

HARTREY, JOHN JR
- In Seagram post: J Hartrey Jr (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.5

HARTREY, GIGI
- New VP: G Hartrey (photo), May 9, 1986, p.15

HARTWIGSEN, SUSAN
- Paralegal trainee S Hartwigen, Aug 7, 1987, p.4

HARTZELL, ANDREW JR (AU)
- Decisive leadership at SHS (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6

HARWARD, CHARLES
- Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

HARWOOD, CHARLES JR
- SCS resident C Harwood Jr appointed trustee of Cheshire academy, Jan 24, 1986, p.5

HARWOOD, CHARLES JR (AU)
- Argument against transplants (ltr), Jul 18, 1986, p.6
- One view of South Africa (ltr), Aug 15, 1986, p.6

HARWOOD, GEORGE
- Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

HARWOOD, JOHN
- Hitchcock cleans, copes, plans in fire's aftermath, Jul 25, 1986, p.1

HARWOOD, JOYCE
- School Board asks 0.26% tax increase, Apr 19, 1985, p.1

HASDAY, LISA
- Red Tail (S Rickard) comes to town (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24

HASSELL, ROBERT
- Critics cite flaws in SHS auditorium (photo), May 3, 1985, p.1
- There was SSHT before Habib (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6
- A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

HASHMALL, JAY
- P Pickelle named city attorney of Yonkers (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3

HASSELT, (COL)
- Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (map), Oct 30, 1987, p.4
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HASSELMAN, HELEN
      Fifty years of service (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.3

HASSELMAN, WILLIAM
      Fifty years of service (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.3
      Fifty-year man: W. Hasselaan, Dec 20, 1985, p.1

HASSON, JULIE
      Local student S Golio wins state prize (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.9

HATA, FRANCIS
      Two, F Hata and A Siegenthaler, receive Snisky Award, Jun 27, 1986, p.10

HATCHE (MRS ROBERT JR)
      Cited for service: Mrs. D L Peyton (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.9

HATFIELD, (LAWYER)
      Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J. McDonald (map), Oct 30, 1987, p.4

HATFIELD, RICHARD
      Historically speaking: SCS’ connection to US Constitution, Sep 18, 1987, p.6

HATHAY, ELA
      Longtime SCS realtor E Hathaway joins Delphi agency on Garth (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.4
      Presidents’ Day (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.11

HAUKNANN, JASON
      J R Haukann dies, Mar 25, 1988, p.16

HAUPT, PETER
      New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
      Board (of Education) aims at tax hike under 8%, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
      Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
      PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

HAUPHT, DANIEL
      PTA programs help ease culture shock for arriving international families (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.5

HAURYLUCK, ROBERT
      Firemen G Murphy, R Hauryluck complete program, Apr 26, 1985, p.14

HAUSER, LUCILLE
      SCS playwright S Greenberg wins in a contest, May 22, 1987, p.13

HAVER, JOANNE (AU)
      Do you have a (financial) plan? (edit), Feb 20, 1987, p.7

HAVILAND, WALLACE
      W Haviland dies, Oct 11, 1985, p.22

HAWKINSON, LAURIE
      Insurance problems blocking art display (photo p.8), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
      Freedom of Expression finds a home, Nov 8, 1985, p.12

HAWS
      Feathered friend (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.1

HAWTHORNE, MANKING
      M Hawthorne dies, Aug 2, 1985, p.17

HAYDEN, J FRANCIS

HAYES, JASON (REV)
      Humanists gather here to share message, Nov 14, 1986, p.21

HAYES, ROBERT
      Local man K J Silverman sentenced for Medicaid fraud, Aug 8, 1986, p.2

HAYMAN, VALERIE
      Alumna V Hayman promoted, Oct 3, 1986, p.10
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HAYNES, DENISE
EHS alumni return to old haunt (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.9

HAYNES, LINDA
Sophomores will retain exemption from gym classes, Jun 13, 1986, p.11

HAYNES, THOMAS
Board okays path on Griffin, Apr 3, 1987, p.5

HAYTER, MARY
Edgewood celebrates Year of the Reader, Feb 13, 1987, p.14

HAYWOOD, ALFRED JR
Mr. Memorial Day, E Rogliano, wants no thanks; he gives thanks (photo), May 29, 1987, p.6

HAYWOOD, LISA
Teen center nears reality, Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Pool backers make pitch, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Teen cafe plans February opening (list), Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Student aid to cancer fund drive (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.15
A place for teens (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

HAYWOOD, SHOYDON
Mr. Memorial Day, E Rogliano, wants no thanks; he gives thanks (photo), May 29, 1987, p.6

HEADLESS HORSEMAN
Seely Place fifth graders meet the Headless Horseman face to, uh, face (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12

HEADLEY, FRANK
Nynex seeks OK for antennas, Jun 12, 1987, p.1
Radiation hazard (attached to Nynex antennas)?, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Trustees vote down Nynex base station, Feb 12, 1988, p.1

HEADLEY, FRANK JR
F M Headley Jr president of bar assoc (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.10

HEADLEY, JENNIFER
Good senior citizens (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.9

HEALEY, JOHN (MS6R)
Erskine, triathlon chief, is honored by St Agnes (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.11

HEALTH
You and your health: Strokes, Feb 15, 1985, p.5
Good health—what does it mean? (edit), May 30, 1986, p.7
Doctor’s advice on handling the heat, Aug 15, 1986, p.12

HEALTH ADVISORY COMMITTEE-SCS
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-HEALTH ADVISORY COMMITTEE

HEALTH CARE
Health consumers can help (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
Official offers summer tanning tips, Jul 5, 1985, p.3
She had a dream (edit), Sep 4, 1987, p.7
SEE ALSO HOME HEALTH CARE, LONG TERM CARE OMBUDSMAN PROGRAM

HEALTH CARE FINANCE ADMINISTRATION
What do mortality rates mean? (edit; chart), Dec 18, 1987, p.7

HEALTH CLUBS
Clip and save guide to fitness centers (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.10
(J and S Laitaan) Featured on Channel 2 (with Dr F Field) (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.9

HEALTH INSURANCE
SEE INSURANCE
HEALTH SERVICES

Residents urge O'Rourke to improve maintenance along BRP, discuss other issues at town meeting, Feb 8, 1985, p.5
Westchester 2000 project trying to help shape county's future, Mar 8, 1985, p.5

HEALY, KEVIN

Making music in Arthur Manor (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.4

HEANEY, BARBARA (SISTER)

Graduation at St Pius (list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.18

HEAPHEY, EDNA

Arthur Manor elects leaders, Jul 3, 1987, p.5

HEARD, C STEPHEN JR

A K Saloan pleads guilty to reduced charge, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

HEARING IMPAIRED

Sound system available for hearing-impaired, Feb 15, 1985, p.2
Did you know? (SCS Library offers infrared hearing system for the hearing impaired), Feb 26, 1988, p.14

HEARN, ANDREW (AU)

7-Eleven store's former owner defended (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6

HEARN, MEAGHAN

Peace on Earth, Good Will to Men (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.1

HEAT

Doctor's advice on handling the heat, Aug 15, 1986, p.12

HEATH, JUSTIN

A visit with Santa (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.13

HEATH, SARAH

A visit with Santa (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.13

HEATH, VIOLET

V T Heath dies, Oct 31, 1986, p.20

HEATHCOTE DUCK POND

SEE DUCK POND

HEATHCOTE FIVE CORNERS

Trustees fund study of Heathcote Corners traffic, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Improvements proposed at Heathcote Five Corners (diagram), Jan 3, 1986, p.1
Planning chairman J Richard comments on Jacquemart proposals, Jan 3, 1986, p.1
Joint project: Heathcote sidewalk to be rebuilt, Jan 3, 1986, p.1
Heathcote Corners hearing set (diagram), Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Planner's ideas for Heathcote Corners draw mild response from listeners, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Planning Board urges village to make improvements at Heathcote Five Corners, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Planners shift focus to Heathcote corners, Jun 7, 1986, p.1
Trustees seek changes at Heathcote corners, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Prevent 'urbanization' (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
Merchants want their sidewalk (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Hearings slated on Heathcote developments, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Sidewalk update, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Richman: Planning needed to control future development, Mar 6, 1987, p.1
Restaurant planned (at Heathcote Five Corners), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Plans for 11 houses move ahead, Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Sidewalk project (at Heathcote Five Corners), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
1988 start seen for (Heathcote Rd) bridge repair, Jul 10, 1987, p.1

HEATHCOTE SCHOOL

SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE

HEATHCOTE, CALEB

Historically speaking: Caleb Heathcote's land holdings (illus), Sep 6, 1985, p.6
HEATHCOTE, CALEB  continued
  Historically speaking: Patent for SCS granted in 1702, Sep 27, 1985, p.6
  Historically speaking: Oldest house in SCS probably 1020 Post Rd (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.6
  Painter of SCS history G Saastag returns (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.1
  Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Popham House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5
  Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6
  Historically Speaking: Once, all SCS was Fox Meadow (map), Aug 14, 1987, p.6
  Biography of Caleb Heathcote reissued in facsimile (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.2
  Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

HEATING
  Heating with wood stove, kerosene requires care to avoid danger, Dec 27, 1985, p.12

HEBREW CENTER-GBH
  GBH Hebrew Center is growing (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.21

HECTOR, JOHNNY
  SCS to take on Jets in charity (basketball) game, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

HEDBERG, ANDERS
  Three facets of the Fourth (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1

HEDBERG, JEFFREY
  Troop 99 boasts six new Eagles, Dec 12, 1986, p.15
  New class of Eagles (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.4

HEDBERG, MATTIAS
  Highly rated: M Hedberg (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.16

HEIDELL, JAMES
  J Heidell dies, Apr 25, 1986, p.16

HEILBRUN, DAN
  Special volunteers praised (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6

HEILBRUN, LILA
  Scarsdalians E Simon, E Blum, L Heilbrun honored, Jun 12, 1987, p.2

HEILBRUN, LILA
  Hospital honors volunteers, May 30, 1986, p.2

HEILPERN, RAYMOND
  R T Heilpern dies, Aug 9, 1985, p.14
HEIN, ROSEANN (AU)
   She favors club for teens (ltr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6
HEIMOWITZ, LAWRENCE
   Accountant L Heimowitz gives talk at conference, Mar 27, 1987, p.8
HEIN, JOHN (AU)
   Praise for Central Taxi (ltr), Oct 4, 1985, p.6
HEINOCKEL, STEPHEN
   Sunday is race day for 15K, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
   Familiar faces win 15K (list), Apr 5, 1985, p.20
HEINE, PHYLLIS
   Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
   Live at Edgewood: (E Burton as) Benjamin Franklin, Dec 11, 1987, p.18
HEINE, SETH
   Giving the teachers a big hand (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.22
HEINEMAN, AMY
   Teen center nearing reality, Aug 8, 1986, p.1
HEINEMAN, LINDA (AU)
   (Senior Pool Breakfast) 'Smashing success' (ltr), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
HEINEMAN, MEL
   25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3
HEINEMAN, MEL (AU)
   (Senior Pool Breakfast) 'Smashing success' (ltr), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
HEINEMAN, MELVIN
   Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
HEINEMANN, GEORGE
   G Heinemann to speak on "Communications Explosion" at SCS Woman's Club (photo), Jan 4, 1985, p.8
HEINRICH, ANY
   Program staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24
HEINZINGER, BENEDICT
   Mystery surrounds cause of fire on Blvd (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.1
HEINZINGER, THOMAS
   Master Sgt. T E Heinzinger named outstanding non-com officer of year, Feb 22, 1985, p.2
   Heinzinger receives top Air Force honor (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.16
HEITMANN, ROBERT
   Man behind the dioramas: R Heitmann (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.5
HEITZ, EDWIN
   E M Heitz dies, Sep 13, 1985, p.18
HEKKLER, RICHARD
   Bus death of A Jones spurs vigilance, Feb 12, 1988, p.10
HELFER-HERLEY, MARGARET (AU)
   What community is missing (ltr), May 16, 1986, p.6
HELFREICH, MARJORIE
   M Helfrich dies, Nov 20, 1987, p.14
HELFRICH, MARJORIE
   M Helfrich dies, Nov 20, 1987, p.14
HELLER, BRUCE
   SCS man B Heller named VP at Showtime, Inc (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.5
HELPER, DONALD
   Fox Meadow recalls medieval life (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.16
HELLER, FRANK
   Legally dead (Romers, who disappeared in 1980), Oct 18, 1985, p.1
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HELLER, MARY
- M O Heller dies, Jan 18, 1985, p.8

HELMAN, FREDERIC
- Elected: F B Helmman (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.3

HELMAN, LINDA
- L Helmman joins Ragette (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.4

HELP
- SEE HIGH SCHOOL EFFORT FOR LOVE, PROTECTION OF ANIMALS

HELP (SPELL OUT)
- Westchester Community College land earmarked for building transitional housing for homeless (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.11

HELP, INC
- (Proposed housing for homeless) A model for the nation (edit), Mar 4, 1988, p.7

HELP SPELL OUT
- Town (of GBH) will unveil plan for 100 (housing) units for homeless, Jan 8, 1988, p.10

HELSHEL, HARRIETTE

HELSHEL, STANLEY
- Temple installs S Helsel new president (list), Sep 4, 1987, p.16

HELTON, CHARLES
- C Helton dies, Feb 27, 1987, p.12

HELTON, MARY
- M Palmer leaves music for religion (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.3
- Hoff-Barthelson Music School names C Hane, S Glick to administrative positions (list), Dec 13, 1985, p.5
- For 35 years, M Helton's made the music school hum (photo), May 30, 1986, p.6
- Joyce Barthelson dies; co-founded music school (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.1
- Music teachers name resident M Helton, Jun 26, 1987, p.8
- At Hoff-Barthelson, music for everyone (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.6

HELWIG, ANN MARIE
- A M Helwig dies, Feb 13, 1987, p.8

HENING, CHARLES
- C E Hening to head Bar Assn (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.2
- Scarsdalian C E Hening heads state bar group (photo), May 23, 1986, p.2
- United Way campaign to open with dinner (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.1
- United Way dinner launches drive (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.1
- Panel ponders effects here of Supreme Court ruling, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

HENING, CHARLES (AU)
- Statements on Winston confirmed (ltr), Apr 10, 1986, p.6
- When nonlawyers practice law (edit), Apr 3, 1987, p.7

HENLEY, EUGENE
- Scs man E Healey to head national trade council, Nov 29, 1985, p.3

HENCK, DOROTHY
- Dr E Henck honored (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.17

HENCK, EDWIN (DR)
- Dr E Henck honored (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.17
- Hospital trustees: Dr E A Henck (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.2

HENDERSON, HELEN
- FIRST elects two from SCS (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.2

HENDERSON, SKITCH
- S Henderson to lead Pops in free outdoor concert (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.15
HENDRICK, LYNN
SCS Natl gives promotion to L Hendrix, Sep 6, 1985, p.5

HENKIND, EVELYN
Braille Institute elects residents Dr P Steinberg, E Henkind, Dec 13, 1985, p.4
Two SCS women, M Siwek and E Henkind, honored (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.8

HENKIND, SOL
Braille unit elects philanthropist S Henkind, Jan 15, 1988, p.4

HENKIND, STEVE
Last-minute heroics give SHS league title; bowl game tomorrow (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 20, 1987, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.18

HERNESSY, EUGENE
Villagers bid fond farewell to 'an institution', D Driscoll (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.6

HENRY, BRUCE
Thanks from the coach (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6

HENRY, CARL
M Palmer leaves music for religion (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.3

HENRY, RICK
Restaurant coming (to Heathcote Five Corners)?, Sep 5, 1986, p.1

HENRY, SHEILA
Bandwagon Gala (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.1

HENSHAW, FRANKLIN
Remembrance of the Macris (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6

HENSHEL, HARRY
(Village) Board delays vote on 'flag lot' ban, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

HERBECK, RICHARD
Chief warns county it's taking chances (photo p 18), Nov 29, 1985, p.1

HERBERMANN, EILEEN
Sixteen-year employee E Herbermann named VP at Westchester Savings Bank, Jun 7, 1986, p.23

HERBERT, MARYLYNN
New York's homeless are subject of photos (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.12
Democratic dissent, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Party mixes politics with show business (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.1

HERBERT, MARYLYNN (AU)
They have no place else to go (edit), Nov 15, 1985, p.7

HERBERT, VICTOR
A Toyland Tintype (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.24

HERBLUM, ALEX
Lotto was the only game in town this week (photo), Aug 23, 1985, p.1

HERBLUM, HILDA
Lotto was the only game in town this week (photo), Aug 23, 1985, p.1

HERBS
Of thyme, tarragon and Titania (ltr), Jul 31, 1987, p.6

HERING, LOUIS
Riding club gets a reprieve, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Riding club files for bankruptcy under Chapter 11, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
Investors ready, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
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HERING, LOUIS continued
- Boulder Brook auctioned off, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
- Boulder Brook's new owners promise to renovate riding club, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
- Battle (over Boulder Brook) continues, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
- Sale upheld, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
- Work begins at riding academy, Dec 12, 1986, p.5

HERLEY, MARGARET HELFER-
- SEE HELFER-HERLEY, MARGARET

HERMAN, PAULINE
- Four from SCS named to committee for Intl Youth Year, Jan 11, 1985, p.3

HERMANN, ROBERT
- EHS grad R Hermann has job with Nets (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.9

HERMANN, WILLIAM
- A-caroling they did go (photo; list), Jan 16, 1987, p.4

HERMANS PROPERTY-SBH
- (SBH) Planning Board approves Fort Hill subdivision, Jan 15, 1988, p.10

HERNANDEZ, KITTY
- Art display at SCS gallery (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.13

HERNANDEZ, RON
- Next time it could be for real (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.4

HEROLD, J RADLEY
- Village justice M Cedarbaum nominated for federal court position (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.1
- Judge Cedarbaum still waiting, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
- Many choices (for local judgeship), Feb 28, 1986, p.1
- Cedarbaum is confirmed (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.1
- Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
- Two (J R Herold, V Knaplund) appointed as SCS judges (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
- SCS police say arrested man was about to blow up parked car, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
- Stiffer penalties, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
- Seidman nominated as next mayor (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.1
- Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
- Stiffer fines...and more of them, Feb 20, 1987, p.1
- Village election: different day, same results (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.1
- Herold gets nod for State Supreme Court (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
- Prospective judges needed, Apr 3, 1987, p.1
- (U Handelaan)’s a candidate (for village justice), May 1, 1987, p.1
- Two local judges; J R Herold, V Knaplund, moving up a rank (photo p 20), May 15, 1987, p.1
- Parties pick judges who never preside, Jun 12, 1987, p.1
- Banker A K Saloion accused of attempted murder, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
- Judge to be named, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
- J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for room on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
- Common-sense ruling (edit), Oct 2, 1987, p.6
- Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p 9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1
- J Radley Herold nominated for County Court (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

HEROLD, J RADLEY (AU)
- Why Luis Lein went free (edit), Mar 15, 1985, p.7
- What a prosecutor should and shouldn’t do (edit), Nov 22, 1985, p.7
- Defense counsel is an advocate (edit), Mar 7, 1986, p.7

HEROLD, MARGE
- Moving up day for SCS judges J R Herold, V Knaplund (photo), May 22, 1987, p.1
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HERRIN, RICHARD
   Residents oppose Herrin's release, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
   A matter of justice (edit), Mar 28, 1986, p.6
   Think of the apprehension (edit), Mar 28, 1986, p.7
   Herrin denied parole, Jun 20, 1986, p.1
   Justice served (edit), Jun 20, 1986, p.6
   Parole (for R Herrin) opposed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
   Parole board's decision (on R Herrin) (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

HERRING, KATHERINE
   Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1989, p.12

HERRMANN, WILLIAM
   Realtors Reid & Herrmann move into new home (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.2

HERRON, RONALD (DR)
   College appoints Dr R Herron, Jul 25, 1986, p.5

HERSCH, GREER
   Merit winner: G M Hersch, Apr 24, 1987, p.12
   Leaving SCS High behind, five new graduates reminisce (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

HERSHENSON, ROBERTA
   R Hershenson has photo show, Jan 11, 1985, p.8
   Photography show opening (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.23
   At the Rail (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.2
   On view at library (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.16

HERSHEY, FRANK
   Panther, Raider team up for Big Green (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.15

HERST, HERMAN JR
   Historically speaking: The house where Whistler's mother lived (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.5

HERZ, CAROL
   C Moskowitz, C Herz join Van Wert (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.18
   Correction: photos of C Moskowitz, C Herz switched in Oct 24 issue, Oct 31, 1986, p.21

HERZ, JOHN (AU)
   Only path to survival (ltr), Feb 27, 1987, p.6

HERZ, JOHN
   J Herz in radio post, Mar 20, 1987, p.10

HERZOG, RUTH
   Always a helping hand: R Herzog honored (photo), May 22, 1987, p.9

HESSBERG, BABETTE
   B H Hessberg dies, Apr 4, 1986, p.16

HESSBERG, BOBSY (AU)
   Fund has new administrator (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6

HESSBERG, MIKE (AU)
   Fund has new administrator (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6

HESSE, RAYNOR JR (REV)
   First interfaith service here unites Jews and Christians (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.1

HESSE, STACY
   Heathcote holds health fair (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.16

HESTER, ALEXANDER
   Pumpkins on parade (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.8

HETZLER, (MRS HERMAN)
   Tribute to a master-teacher (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.7

HETZLER, FLORENCE
   School Board asks 8.26% tax increase, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
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HETZLER, FLORENCE (AU)
Tribute to a master-teacher (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.7
HEVEY, DENIS (AU)
Realtors call (redistricting) plan disastrous (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
HEWITT, ROBERT
Refilling the BAR, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
HEYER, NELSON (AU)
No courtesy shown, he says (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
HEYLE, HANNAH
EMT teachers study in summer, Jul 26, 1985, p.9
HEYMAN, PAUL
EHS grad P Heyman makes good as pro wrestling manager (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.9
HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR)
Kelleher among three finalists for superintendent, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
SCS names Dr R D Hibschman its new superintendent (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.1
A sound process (edit), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
New schools chief Dr R D Hibschman signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Dr R Hibschman describes views on education (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
The right to be wrong (edit), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
Superintendent Dr R Hibschman arrives (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschman—Mar 4, 1988, p.1
As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 10, 1988, p.1
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
No "silk purse" (Some changes to be made to improve appearance of school windows), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
HICKEY, ADRIENNE
Marketing group appoints A Hickey, Feb 15, 1985, p.9
HICKEY, MATT
Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
'Connecticut Yankee' is both a first and a last for SSMT (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.1
HICKEY, MATTHEW
Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1
Nat Habib: SCS's summer music man (photo p.10), Aug 2, 1985, p.1
HICKMAN, BARETT
Anatomy of a drunk-driving case: How the justice system doesn't work (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.1
HICKMAN, S BARRATT
County contests head Nov 5 ballot here, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Local voters back winners (chart), Nov 8, 1985, p.1
HIFT, CHRISTINA (DR)
Hospital (WP) appoints nine doctors (list), Dec 27, 1985, p.3
HIGGINS, JAMES
Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
HIGGINS, JOSEPH
Award to roofers Higgins & Higgins Inc, May 2, 1986, p.16
HIGGINS, KEVIN
Award to roofers Higgins & Higgins Inc, May 2, 1986, p.16
HIGGINS, MARGUERITE
Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7
HIGGINS, PAULA
Three (L Albert, H Sobol, A Fiderer) who help wordsmiths forge better words (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.6
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HIGGINSON, MARGARET
  M Higginson dies, Aug 16, 1985, p.10

HIGGONS, STANLEY
  S C Higons dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

HIGH SCHOOL EFFORT FOR LOVE, PROTECTION OF ANIMALS
  They want HELP (photo; list), Oct 31, 1986, p.18
  Student service, Jun 5, 1987, p.1

HIGHSTEIN, GUSTAV
  Violinist C Sohn wins top prize (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.13

HIGHTOWER, STEVEN (AU)
  Eureka! EHT code discovered (edit), Jul 26, 1985, p.7
  Advice from Mr Hightower (ltr), Aug 30, 1985, p.6

HIGHWAY DEPT-GBH
  Silent union pickets town (of GBH) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12

HIGHWAY DEPT-SCS
  Emergency workers called heroes (ltr), Oct 4, 1985, p.6
  Unthoughtful action (dumping snow on bushes) (ltr; photo), Feb 28, 1986, p.6
  Better to do a job right (ltr), Apr 11, 1986, p.6
  First step (in cleaning up downtown)? (edit), Sep 4, 1987, p.6

HIGHWAYS
  SEE STREETS-GBH, STREETS-SCS, ROADS

HIGHWAYS
  NJ I-287 link will increase traffic in town corridor, Jul 3, 1987, p.9
  SEE ALSO STREETS-GBH, STREETS-SCS, ROADS

HILDEBRANDT, ARTHUR
  New staff hired by (ERT) district, Oct 4, 1985, p.11
  Vandals deface EHS, Oct 25, 1985, p.12
  Committee to review math in K-6, Feb 14, 1986, p.11
  Board appointment sparks criticism from EHS faculty, Mar 28, 1986, p.11
  Students' views sought on ESL, Apr 11, 1986, p.11

HILL, CARYN
  Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

HILL, CORLISS
  Woodlands (High School) athletes give anti-drug talk (to fourth through eighth graders), Jan 15, 1988, p.11

HILL, ELIZA
  Historically speaking: The house where Whistler's mother lived (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.5

HILL, GERALDINE
  Hospital staff (including Dr M Pici, G Hill) cited, Jun 19, 1987, p.2

HILL, JANE
  Historically speaking: The house where Whistler's mother lived (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.5

HILL, MARGARET
  Historically speaking: The house where Whistler's mother lived (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.5

HILL, PETER
  Common Ground, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
  Quarter century of service: P Bonnette (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.5
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HILL, PETER continued
Volunteers of Fire Company 1 buck the trend (photo; list; addl photo p 13), Jul 3, 1987, p.6

HILL, PETER (AU)
New (fire dept) training center urged (ltr), Oct 11, 1985, p.6

HILL, PHILIP
Joseph Ullman praised as a man of fairness, modesty and kindness (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.2

HILL, SARAH
Historically speaking: The house where Whistler's mother lived (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.5

HILLMAN, ARLENE
Real estate firm honors producers A Hillman, L Kalb, D Serenson, J Wei, Feb 19, 1988, p.2
Century 21 Wolff honors 5 employees, Mar 18, 1988, p.9

HILLMAN, DAVID
IBM scholarships won by D A Hillman, S P Collis, T H Rechtschaffen, C L Lin, Jun 5, 1987, p.17

HILLMAN, DEBORAH
EHT School Board committee to review nominations, Jan 18, 1985, p.14

HILLSON, MARC
25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3
Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
On snowy night few go out to Unit Meetings, Nov 13, 1987, p.1

HINCH, JOSEPH IV

HINCH, PHYLLIS
EMT School Board committee to review nominations, Jan 18, 1985, p.14
EMT Nominating Committee seeks school candidates, Jan 25, 1985, p.11
S Albert to run again; three others also candidates for EMT School Board (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.11
Superintendent reports on 'high school of excellence', Jun 28, 1985, p.11
Phyllis Hinsey to get '87 Silver Box Award (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.11
Community servant P Hinsey honored (photo), May 8, 1987, p.11
Phyllis Hinsey to get '87 Silver Box Award (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.11

HINTON, ROBERT
Intersection study, Sep 5, 1986, p.1

HIRANO, AKIKO
Hoff-Barthelson plans chamber series, Jan 18, 1985, p.17

HIRSCH, ADRIAN
Contested elections not the problem (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
HIRSCH, ADRIAN continued

Special Patrolmen responded (ltr), Nov 15, 1985, p.6
Club debates Winston sale, vets, Feb 14, 1986, p.3
Budget critic called in error (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
Generation gap feared (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
Misrepresentation charged (ltr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6
Band wants to show its pride (ltr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6
Pool backers make pitch to Town Club, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Pool not just for the elite (ltr), Feb 27, 1987, p.6
In praise of the board (of ed) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

HIRSCH, ADRIAN (AU)

Other motives (in creche case) seen (ltr), Jan 25, 1985, p.6
Neighbor should not be set against neighbor in a local election (ltr), Feb 22, 1985, p.6
Higher taxes feared (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
He'll vote no on school budget (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6
Halt commercial development (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
He'll vote no--futilely (ltr), May 30, 1986, p.6
Administrative costs decried (ltr), Oct 3, 1986, p.6
School critic's defense (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
What happened? (ltr; poem), Dec 19, 1986, p.6
A poolish idea (poem), Feb 6, 1987, p.6
Has SCS the guiprion (to turn down school budget)? (ltr), May 15, 1987, p.6
Tyranny of the majority? (ltr), Jun 19, 1987, p.6
(SCS) School board blasted (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Period of mourning (at American Legion for C Luckhardt, C Wyss) (ltr), Mar 10, 1988, p.6

HIRSCH, ANN

Candidates sought for Citizens' Committee, Sep 4, 1987, p.3

HIRSCH, ANNE

A Hirsch named associate of real estate company, Aug 22, 1986, p.8

HIRSCH, ETHEL

Feb 14: a few new characters in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

HIRSCH, KATHRYN

Local woman K Hirsch re-elected pres of Parents Place, Jul 5, 1985, p.8

HIRSCH, KERRI

A season of giving (at Children's Corner Nursery School) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.5

HIRSCH, SUSAN

PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

HIRSCH, TRUDI

Paper collages (by T Hirsch) on exhibit at (Hudson River) museum, Sep 4, 1987, p.12

HIRSCHFELD, ABE

Flaws in the system (edit), Sep 5, 1986, p.6

HIRSH, SHARYL

It's graduation day for SCS seniors, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1

HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC

Investing in a future for the past (edit), Oct 31, 1986, p.7

HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC-SCS

Archaeologists digging in as society launches Cudner-Hyatt restoration (photo), May 24, 1985, p.4
HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC-SCS continued

Preservation law: Committee formed for Architectural Heritage Year, 1986 (list), Sep 13, 1985, p.1

Historically speaking: Oldest house in SCS probably 1020 Post Rd (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.6

Historic buildings here to host architectural heritage celebration (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.3

Historically speaking: the Griffen-fish House (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.6

Historically speaking: The Locusts, historic home in SCS (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.6

Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Popham House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5

Preservation law, Nov 20, 1986, p.1

Hyatt House restoration is under way (photo p 5; list), Dec 12, 1986, p.1

Historically speaking: The house where Whistler's mother lived (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.5

Historic preservation law due for public hearing next month, Feb 20, 1987, p.1

Citizens debate preservation law, Mar 13, 1987, p.1

F Mancherian family to be honored, Jun 5, 1987, p.2

Post office ramp (for SCS P O being constructed), Jan 15, 1988, p.1

Fire ravages historic house (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.5

SEE ALSO NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL SITES, EX CUDNER-HYATT HOUSE

HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Early American Yule spirit fills (historic) homes (illus), Dec 19, 1986, p.30

Sleepy Hollow Restorations renamed Historic Hudson, Oct 30, 1987, p.2

HISTORIC HUDSON VALLEY

Sleepy Hollow Restorations renamed Historic Hudson, Oct 30, 1987, p.2

SEE ALSO SLEEPY HOLLOW RESTORATIONS (BEFORE 1987)

HISTORIC PRESERVATION BOARD-SCS

Preservation law, Nov 20, 1986, p.1

Historic preservation law opposed (ltr), Mar 6, 1987, p.6

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMITTEE-SCS

Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1

HISTORIC PRESERVATION LAW

SEE ARCHITECTURE-CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION-LAWS

HISTORIC PRESERVATION-LAWS AND LEGISLATION

Historic preservation law opposed (ltr), Mar 6, 1987, p.6

The price of development (ltr), Mar 6, 1987, p.6

Citizens debate preservation law, Mar 13, 1987, p.1

(Historic Preservation) Law needs refinement (edit), Mar 13, 1987, p.6

Few show interest in moratorium, budget, Apr 17, 1987, p.1

Path on Griffen, May 15, 1987, p.1

(Town) Club urges village to shelve Historic Preservation Law (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.1

Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1

Back from oblivion (edit), Aug 21, 1987, p.6

HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS ??

- Prints from the past (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.1

HISTORY

- Study of past may yield solutions for the future (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.7

HOBARD, THOMAS JR

- J Schwartz on task force, Oct 30, 1987, p.15

HOBBIES

- Hobnobbing at the (Seely Place) hobby show (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.1

HOBEL, MARY ANN

- Film biz how-to is slick choice at SAS opener (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.6
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HOBEL, PHILIP
  Fill biz how-to is slick choice at SAS opener (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.6

HOCH, JOHN
  New contract for fire officers is okayed, Jul 17, 1987, p.9

HOCH, JONATHAN
  Jingles and friends (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.11

HOCH, SANDRA
  Board of Ed elects officers and votes on Children's Center, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
  New staff hired by (EHT) district, Oct 4, 1985, p.11

HOCHBERG, AUDREY
  Residents urge O'Rourke to improve maintenance along BRP, discuss other issues at town meeting, Feb 8, 1985, p.5
  A Hochberg named to health agency board, Feb 15, 1985, p.4
  A Hochberg focusing attention on county's failure to collect payment for refuse facility (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.1
  Collection not guaranteed, says A Hochberg of garbage policy, Feb 22, 1985, p.3
  What price disposal?: County's approach to refuse disposal shocking (edit), Feb 22, 1985, p.6
  Hochberg calls for ban on stun guns, May 10, 1985, p.5
  Village enacts water use rules, May 17, 1985, p.1
  GOP looking for Hochberg opponent (photo), May 24, 1985, p.1
  Park plans snagged, May 31, 1985, p.1
  Hochberg expected to run unopposed, Jul 5, 1985, p.1
  Voters' loss (edit), Jul 5, 1985, p.6
  Hochberg blasts Amadio strategy, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
  MTA promises fresh air on new cars, Jul 19, 1985, p.3
  Amadio fighting for GOP line, Aug 2, 1985, p.1
  Petition drive seeks to stop food store from closing doors, Aug 2, 1985, p.3
  Hochberg appeals ruling for GOP candidate, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
  Hochberg favors no-smoking rules, Aug 16, 1985, p.2
  Hochberg wins one in court, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
  Hochberg wins battle of ballot, Aug 30, 1985, p.1
  Hochberg, colleagues protest apartheid, Aug 30, 1985, p.2
  Downtown criteria set; Penn eyes air rights, Oct 11, 1985, p.1
  Hochberg, Amadio debate local issues (photo p.19), Oct 11, 1985, p.1
  Hochberg proposes county budget reforms, Oct 11, 1985, p.5
  Tidying Butler, Oct 18, 1985, p.1
  County contests head Nov 5 ballot here, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
  Harmony reigns at LWV 'debate', Oct 31, 1985, p.1
  Endorsements: A O'Rourke, A Hochberg, Amendment 5 (edit), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
  Local voters back winners (chart), Nov 8, 1985, p.1
  Incumbents gain victory, Nov 8, 1985, p.11
  Eighty-six county tax rate may exceed village's, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
  Chief warns county it's taking chances (photo p.18), Nov 29, 1985, p.11
  County should cooperate (edit), Nov 29, 1985, p.6
  Hochberg calls for medical center cuts, Dec 13, 1985, p.1
  Hydrant on the way?, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
  New Gristedes' opening in area, Dec 20, 1985, p.3
  Seeing the light (edit), Dec 20, 1985, p.6
  County tax rate heading up, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
  Hochberg urges water rates in NYC, Dec 27, 1985, p.2
  Health Council appoints three from SCS, Jan 10, 1986, p.9
  Democratic caucus, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
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Hochberg, Audrey continued
Hochberg seeks ways to control spending, Mar 7, 1986, p.4
Hochberg warns against archdiocesan interference at county medical center, Mar 21, 1986, p.3
Seeking access (to post office for handicapped), Apr 4, 1986, p.1
O'Rourke won't say if he's running; Club officers named (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.3
Arbor Day festivities (photo), May 2, 1986, p.1
Test ban urged, May 16, 1986, p.1
Senior housing advocates plan (list), May 16, 1986, p.5
County Board race starts as two announce candidacy, Jun 7, 1986, p.11
Attorney general D Backrach tells county to abandon private carters' pact, Jun 13, 1986, p.3
SCS asked to cut down on flow of garbage, Jul 11, 1986, p.1
Garbage agreement, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Hochberg opposes disposal subsidy, Jul 25, 1986, p.4
Hochberg asks DA for findings, Aug 1, 1986, p.3
No hydrant in '86, Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Hochberg urges O'Rourke to cap budget, Sep 26, 1986, p.8
Citizens raise questions about downtown plans, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
Recycling bonus, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Hochberg working on Public Service Commission, Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Garbage, drugs, education discussed, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Support building for shelter program (list), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Shameful (rise in county taxes), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
New class of Eagles (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.4
Out of control (edit), Dec 19, 1986, p.6
County budget passed, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
Proposed shelter for family to be topic of meeting, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Party caucuses, Jan 30, 1987, p.1
County okays lease (on 2 Drake), Mar 20, 1987, p.1
High praise for departing (Village Board) officials (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Panel explores SCS's role in responding to homelessness, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
Hochberg asks municipal help in sheltering the homeless, May 29, 1987, p.5
Carsky, Hochberg to seek reelection to County Board, May 29, 1987, p.11
SCS bids Sobol fond farewell (photo; addl photo p.16), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Andrew Moss, 22, picked to run against Hochberg (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Hochberg urges county to buy, lease land for housing, Jun 19, 1987, p.2
Drug treatment resolution passes, Jun 26, 1987, p.3
Riders complain of overheated trains, Aug 7, 1987, p.2
Hochberg urges board to oversee justice system, Aug 28, 1987, p.2
County seat: new face (A Moss) vs long record (A Hochberg) (photo), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
Family-planning curb opposed, Oct 16, 1987, p.4
In praise of Audrey Hochberg (ltrs), Oct 23, 1987, p.6
Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Hochberg and Moss find much to agree on, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Re-elect Hochberg (edit), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
Support for Hochberg (ltrs), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
Incumbent legislators are all victorious, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
20% increase seen in county tax bills, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Homeless crisis topic at hearing on (county) budget, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
After cuts, (County) Board (of Legislators) OK's $847M county budget, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
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HOCHBERG, AUDREY continued

Pleasant surprise (SCS assessed smaller share of county tax burden this year), Dec 24, 1987, p.1
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
(2 Drake house's) Lease extended, Feb 12, 1988, p.1

HOCHBERG, AUDREY (AU)
Legislator A Hochberg warns of subsidy (ltr), Jan 25, 1985, p.6
Waste disposal is key county issue (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.23
Legislator's reminder (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
Taxes, homeless key county issues (Progress Edition; photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.23
Abzug can make a difference (ltr), Oct 31, 1986, p.6
Housing crisis heads county agenda (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Outstanding leadership (displayed by Village Board in 2 Drake issue) (ltr), Mar 20, 1987, p.6
Any message for Metro North? (ltr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6
Housing the homeless is year's greatest challenge for county (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

HOCHFELDER, JOHN (AU)
The medical malpractice crisis (edit), Dec 4, 1987, p.7

HOCHHAUSER, AUDREY
EHS alumni return to old haunt (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.9

HOCHHAUSER, STEPHEN
Fire districts plan bargaining strategy, Aug 2, 1985, p.11
Council to rule on legality of assistant chief's appointment, Aug 23, 1985, p.9
State hearing on fire chief's job, Dec 6, 1985, p.13
Fire board head speaks to GCC; Jan 10, 1986, p.11
Fire district seeks bond issue for renovated HQ, Apr 11, 1986, p.11
Residents consider fire board's proposal at public hearing, Jun 6, 1986, p.11
Fire commissioners ponder appointment, defeat of issue, Jul 11, 1986, p.9
Payers to Zaffino questioned, Sep 5, 1986, p.12
Female volunteer M Capria sues fire board for sex discrimination, Sep 5, 1986, p.13
Residents put fire board in the hot seat, Sep 12, 1986, p.13
Commissioners order audit, Oct 3, 1986, p.11
Fire board approves a 16.3 percent tax hike, Oct 24, 1986, p.11
Auditors give GBH fire district a clean bill of health, Nov 7, 1986, p.11
The American thing to do (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
Hochhauser will not run; Smith announces candidacy, Nov 21, 1986, p.11
Hochhauser's leaving lamented (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
Sikora seeks fire board seat, Nov 28, 1986, p.11
Disgraceful antics (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Gratitude to commissioners (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Tuff resigns as head of Greenville fire board (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.13

HOCHHAUSER, STEPHEN (AU)
Endorsement for John Sikora (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6

HOCHMAN, JUDITH (DR-AU)
How to avoid 'can't do' attitudes (edit), Dec 27, 1985, p.7

HOCKEY
Special thank you to Coach Shaw (ltr), Mar 13, 1987, p.6
SCS, EHT eye joint school programs, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
EHS sports 10 worst list, Jun 26, 1987, p.10
Some like it cold: Neil family practice hockey fundamentals (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

HODGES, JOHN (AU)
Statements on Winston confirmed (ltr), Apr 10, 1986, p.6
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HODGES, MIKE
  Last-minute heroics give SHS league title; bowl game tomorrow (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 20, 1987, p.1

HOECHNER, KATHERINE
  K Hoechner dies, Dec 24, 1987, p.14

HOEVENAARS, GERRIE
  Newcomer to SCS B Hoevenaars offers instruction in computer use, Mar 18, 1988, p.4

HOEY, CINDY
  Santa's ghost writers (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.5

HOEY, KATE
  One, two three...(photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.1

HOFF-BARTHELSON MUSIC SCHOOL
  See Music Schools

HOFFMAN, ALLISON
  Pointers from a pro (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.11

HOFFMAN, ARTHUR
  CPA A S Hoffian elected (photo), May 29, 1987, p.17

HOFFMAN, BETH
  Backstage at the (Christmas) pageant (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.14

HOFFMAN, BETTY
  Patience, patience (says astronaut Hoffian of flight delays), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
  Headed for space, Apr 5, 1985, p.1

HOFFMAN, BURTON (DR)
  Headed for space, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
  Their hands are quicker than the eye...sleight-ly (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.6

HOFFMAN, BURTON (DR-AU)
  Track neglected (ltr), Oct 18, 1985, p.6

HOFFMAN, ETHEL (AU)
  Complaint about mail service (ltr), Feb 22, 1985, p.6

HOFFMAN, EVA
  Astronaut J Hoffian gets hero's welcome home (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.1

HOFFMAN, GERD (DR)
  SCS man, Dr G B Hoffian, to market TV commercials in China (photo), May 1, 1987, p.2

HOFFMAN, GERD (DR-AU)
  China enters the television age (edit), Sep 4, 1987, p.7

HOFFMAN, GRACE
  G Hoffian Board member, Mar 11, 1988, p.4

HOFFMAN, JEFFREY (DR)
  SHS alumnus J Hoffian getting ready for space flight (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.1
  NASA postpones Challenger flight for astronaut J Hoffian, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
  Patience, patience (says astronaut Hoffian of flight delays), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
  Headed for space, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
  The eyes of the world turn to space walker from SCS (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.1
  Heroes to look up to (edit), Apr 19, 1985, p.6
  Edgewood follows space flight, May 10, 1985, p.13
  Boy Scouts honored on Memorial Day (photo; list), May 31, 1985, p.2
  Astronaut Dr J Hoffian to lead tribute to comet, Apr 11, 1986, p.4
  Astronaut gets hero's welcome home (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.1
  Hoffian: Space experience overwhelms the anticipation, Jun 7, 1986, p.1
  L Tooley receives souvenir from J Hoffian (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.16
  M Marsh, J McCann accept memento of space flight from J Hoffian (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.16
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HOFFMAN, JEFFREY (DR) continued
   Honor at home (for Dr J Hoffman) (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.4
   Jeffrey Hoffman carries Quaker Ridge into space (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.20

HOFFMAN, JENNIFER
   Despite rain, Tuesday was sunny for fourth, fifth graders at Seely (Weatherman Mr G visits) (photo), Dec 10, 1987, p.15

HOFFMAN, JOYCE
   (Nurse J Hoffman) Compassionate and professional (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6

HOFFMAN, RENODA
   New bank office features local designer's concept, May 9, 1986, p.13
   W F Olson heads history group, Dec 4, 1987, p.16

HOFFMAN, SUSAN
   Installed: PTSA officers (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.9

HOFFHEIMER, GERTRUDE
   R Lederer named SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1
   Fortune sailing on senior spellers (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.1
   They're number one! Spelling team from SCS wins it all (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.1
   Housing poll indicates seniors want to stay, Oct 11, 1985, p.1
   Adult School names C Robinson business chief (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.5
   Archaeology enthusiasts salute the Adult School (edit), Nov 29, 1985, p.7
   Lifetime scholarship (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.5
   Pedestrian safety signs proposed, Jan 3, 1986, p.1
   Seeking access (to post office for handicapped), Apr 4, 1986, p.1
   Senior housing advocates plan (list), May 16, 1986, p.5
   Adult school (EMT) closes its doors, Oct 10, 1986, p.11
   Seniors play growing role here (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.13
   Recreational opportunities for senior citizens (photo) (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.13
   Speakers M Shapiro, L Dwyer stress governmental role in providing housing for seniors (list), May 29, 1987, p.3
   'Au revoir', Roz (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.2
   Thank you, seniors (ltr), Oct 16, 1987, p.6
   SCS appoints M Kulick senior coordinator (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.2
   Everything's coming up apples (SCS Seniors' new apple cookbook released) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.3
   Survey of seniors may lead to bus, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
   Surveying SCS's seniors (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.8

HOFFHEIMER, HANNAH
   Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

HOFFHEIMER, JOSEPH
   Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
   SCS Foundation elects two new trustees to board, Jan 19, 1985, p.5
   L Roger King appointed to Bd of directors, WP Hospital Medical Center (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.3
   Hospital re-elects Hofheier chairman, May 3, 1985, p.2
   E Woolf presents check from auxiliary to J Hofheier (photo), May 3, 1985, p.2
   White Plains Hospital honors volunteers, May 24, 1985, p.2
   ACLU leader I Glasser assails Reagan administration (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.4
   WP Hospital honors top teen volunteers (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.5
   J Hofheier to receive bowl (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.1
   SCS Foundation: It's here all year long (edit), Jan 3, 1986, p.1
   A night to remember (photo), Jan 17, 1986, p.1
   With affectionate humor, friends honor Hofheier at bowl dinner (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.5
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HOFHEINER, JOSEPH continued
SCS National Bank salutes J Hofheinier (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.22
Hospital approves restructuring; re-elects Hofheinier as chairman (photo; list), May 16, 1986, p.5
White Plains Hospital honors 52 leading volunteers (photo; list), May 23, 1986, p.4
Celebrity season in SCS (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.1
(SCS Bowl) An encouraging award (edit), Jan 23, 1987, p.6
District bids Sobol hail and farewell, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Auxiliaries' 'Day at the Races' raises $60,000 for White Plains Hospital (photo), May 8, 1987, p.8
Portrait of a leader, J Hofheinier (photo), May 22, 1987, p.9
White Plains Hospital honors Joseph Hofheinier (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.5

HOFHEINER, NATALIE
Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
ACLU leader I Glasser assails Reagan administration (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.4
A night to remember (photo), Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Celebrity season in SCS (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Portrait of a leader, J Hofheinier (photo), May 22, 1987, p.9

HOGAN, JAMES
County executive A O'Rourke proposes plan to encourage recycling programs, Feb 12, 1988, p.4

HOH, RICHARD-CHARLES
Actor-singer R Hoh to entertain at Woman's Club, Mar 8, 1985, p.8

HOHN, HARRY
New York Life names H Hohn director (photo), Sep 6, 1985, p.5
Insurance exec H G Hohn in fund post, Jul 3, 1987, p.2

HOLDEN, JAMES JR
Cooperation, not competition the focus at Sloane (photo), May 22, 1987, p.6

HOLDEN, JOHN
Village justice M Cedarbaum nominated for federal court position (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.1

HOLDER, GEOFFREY
Opening night at new gallery (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.5

HOLDMAN, ERNEST

HOLIDAYS
Holiday gift guide: ideas on what to pick and how to package it (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.15
With holiday gift shopping season now in high gear, there's no shortage of convenient places...(photo, Dec 13, 1985, p.18
Ye gods! The holidays approach (edit), Dec 12, 1986, p.7
He wants holidays observed (1tr), Jan 16, 1987, p.6
SEE ALSO VACATIONS, NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL HOLIDAYS, EX CHRISTMAS

HOLLAND, ELIZABETH
Despite rain, Tuesday was sunny for fourth, fifth graders at Selby (Weatherman Mr G visits)(photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.15

HOLLAND, VICTORIA
Edgeouncer V Holland joins firm here (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.8

HOLLANDER, ALAN
Local musicians are set for concert (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.11
Making beautiful music together (photo), May 1, 1987, p.10
Groups take second and third at music festival, Jun 5, 1987, p.10

HOLLANDER, JOSEPH
V and J Hollander die (in auto accident), Oct 31, 1986, p.20

HOLLANDER, VITA
V and J Hollander die (in auto accident), Oct 31, 1986, p.20
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HOLLER, ALICE
A J Holler dies, Dec 20, 1985, p.26

HOLLIS, PHILLIP JR
P D Hollis Jr named marketing V P for SCS National Bank, Jan 11, 1985, p.2

HOLLOWAY, LARRY
Raiders, 8-0, head for bowl (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1
Raiders lose in bowl; end season at 8-1 (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Letter winners (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.27
Upward and onward (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Touchdown—Holloway! (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.1

HOLMAN, THOMAS
(Hudson River) Museum gets director: T S Holman, May 8, 1987, p.4

HOLMBERG, ANDERS
Ringing in Christmas (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.29

HOLMES, LISH
(Junior) League gives books to the boys (of Children's Village) (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.8

HOLMES, SHERLOCK
Sherlockiana: the game's afoot at Adult School (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.6

HOLLY, WILLIAM
Hoff-Barthelson to present musical biography of Rossini (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.12

HOLOCAUST
SEE JEWS-PERSECUTIONS

HOLSTEIN, GARY
Citizens cooperate in life-saving effort (when A Shefts collapses), Feb 19, 1988, p.1

HOLT, ALEX
Let the games begin! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.13

HOLT, CAROL
New director C Holt named, Dec 6, 1985, p.16

HOLT, NANCY
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

HOLT, NICKY
Helping the hungry (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.15

HOLT, RICHARD
Dragging out the issue (ltr), Feb 13, 1987, p.6

HOLT, RICHARD (AU)
Isn't it ironic (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6

HOLTEN, PATRA
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Club given insight into arts at SHS, Dec 13, 1985, p.14
Feast of clay (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.19
Chinese-American cultural exchange (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.1
SHS band picks its new look (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

HOLTZMAN, ELIZABETH
Big night for SCS Democrats (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.4

HOLTZMANN, ELIZABETH (AU)
Bring Nazi criminals to justice (edit), Feb 21, 1986, p.7
Nazi war criminals exploit US laws (edit), Jun 26, 1987, p.7

HOLTZMANN, ROBERT (BR)
Historic encounter: Third annual Stonwin Medical Conference, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
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HOLTZMAN, ROBERT (DR) continued
Leading neurosurgeons gather in SCS, Aug 1, 1986, p.1

HOLTZMAN, JUDY
Parents say (EHT) board (of ed) ignored them, May 2, 1986, p.13
Parents call for improvements in seventh grade curriculum, May 16, 1986, p.11

HOME DECORATION
SEE INTERIOR DECORATION

HOME HEALTH CARE
Hospital (HP) provides at-home nursing care, Dec 27, 1985, p.4

HOME MAINTENANCE
Hot tips in '86 let homeowners keep their cool, Jan 3, 1986, p.6

HOME-SHARING
Local agency operates home-sharing program, Jul 26, 1985, p.4

HOMEBOUND
Junior League did it (books to homebound) first (ltr), Oct 11, 1985, p.6
Did you know (SCS Library can provide book delivery to the homebound)?, Jan 29, 1988, p.3

HOMELESS
O'Rourke seeks aid to homeless, Oct 11, 1985, p.2
New York's homeless are subject of photos (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.12
They have no place else to go (edit), Nov 15, 1985, p.7
Homelessness—a growing US problem (edit), Dec 6, 1985, p.7
Coalition for Homeless gives grants to 11 units (list), Dec 27, 1985, p.8
Commission for Homeless funded (photo; list), Feb 7, 1986, p.2
In Westchester, homelessness grows (edit), Aug 8, 1986, p.7
Our own homeless problem (edit), Aug 8, 1986, p.7
A modest proposal (edit), Aug 22, 1986, p.6
No one come looking for me (edit), Aug 22, 1986, p.7
United Way helps center reach out to homeless, Sep 26, 1986, p.5
Professor E Brilliant assesses causes, costs of homelessness in Westchester, Oct 24, 1986, p.3
County budget would raise taxes by 20 percent, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Shelter in SCS, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Offer to house homeless here draws criticism, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Nine without homes find shelter for a night in SCS church (photo, addl photo p 19), Nov 28, 1986, p.1
IHM postpones shelter opening, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Too valuable to waste (edit), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
Home for homeless, Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Garbage, drugs, education discussed, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Two Drake update, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Support building for shelter programs here (list), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
He's proud of village trustees (ltr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6
Not our responsibility (ltr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6
Social Darwinism in SCS? (ltr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6
Trustees congratulated (ltr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6
A tree grows at Edgewood, Dec 19, 1986, p.26
Spirit of giving thriving here, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
Beyond self-interest (ltr), Dec 24, 1986, p.6
Models meet seniors for charity (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.18
On the homeless situation (ltr), Dec 31, 1986, p.6
She favors using the annex (ltr), Dec 31, 1986, p.6
Under the Giving Tree (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.10
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HOMELESS continued

Proposed shelter for family to be topic of meeting, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Despite concerns, IHM giving shelter, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Criminals are here already (ltr), Jan 16, 1987, p.6
Drake-Edgewood favors plan to lease house to homeless (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Act of altruism (editorial), Jan 23, 1987, p.6
Principal (of IHM) protests (ltr), Jan 23, 1987, p.6
Party caucuses, Jan 30, 1987, p.1

Downtown plans, bond issue among highlights (photo; addl photo p 18) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Housing crisis heads county agenda (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Drugs, homeless, court reform among assemblyman's concerns (photo) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.2
Approval seen near for rental of 2 Drake to homeless family, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
Time to move ahead (ltr), Feb 20, 1987, p.6
If we really care (ltr), Feb 20, 1987, p.6

Board bars drinking in public; sets vote on shelter at 2 Drake, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
We do something for the homeless? Sure, but not in my backyard!, Feb 27, 1987, p.9
Time for the next step (editorial), Mar 6, 1987, p.6

Village Board okays lease of 2 Drake Road for homeless family, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
A place for homeless to sleep (ltr), Mar 13, 1987, p.6
County okays lease (on 2 Drake), Mar 20, 1987, p.1

Outstanding leadership (displayed by Village Board in 2 Drake issue) (ltr), Mar 20, 1987, p.6
Mayor's last act, Mar 27, 1987, p.1

Congratulations from O'Rourke (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6

Lease of annex opposed (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6
Panel explores SCS's role in responding to homelessness, Apr 10, 1987, p.1

Not enough to 'look good' (editorial), Apr 10, 1987, p.7
Family proposed (for 2 Drake Rd), Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Family approved (for 2 Drake house), May 1, 1987, p.1
Home (at 2 Drake) opens quietly, May 22, 1987, p.1

Praise from county (on 2 Drake home), May 29, 1987, p.1
Hochberg asks municipal help in sheltering the homeless, May 29, 1987, p.5

Eager to help homeless family at 2 Drake), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Agency (FIRST) publishes manual on services for homeless, Aug 21, 1987, p.10
United Way is helping SHORE shelter homeless, Oct 16, 1987, p.4

Bizarre Bazaar benefits area homeless; Helping hands (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12

Thanks for the support (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6

Homeless crisis topic at hearing on (county) budget, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

A gift of warmth for the holidays (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.3

Mass production (Junior high students make model cars for homeless children) (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.24

Edgewood aids homeless, Dec 24, 1987, p.8

How it goes with the least of us (editorial), Dec 31, 1987, p.7

Town (of GBH) will unveil plan for 100 (housing) units for homeless, Jan 8, 1988, p.10

What the homeless need is a chance (editorial), Jan 15, 1988, p.7
Westchester Community College land earmarked for building transitional housing for homeless (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.11
Neighbors wary of plan for homeless, Jan 22, 1988, p.12

Congressional candidates H Fish, D Mehl, N Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

A tale of two towns (SCS and GBH) (letter), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

Question of school for homeless fuels controversy over WCC plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.12


Housing the homeless is year's greatest challenge for county (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
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HOMELESS continued

Woodlands Community Temple opens its doors to help homeless (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.8
Homeless seen as Westchester County's number-one problem (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.17
Shelter renewal (for house at 2 Drake), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Town of GBH seeks support with homeless facts, Feb 5, 1988, p.12
(2 Drake house's) Lease extended, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Warth Drive was a success (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
Stage set for HELP confrontation (cartoon), Feb 19, 1988, p.12
(Parked housing for homeless) A model for the nation (edit), Mar 4, 1988, p.7
Outcry holds off SHORE, Mar 4, 1988, p.12
SEE ALSO RUNAWAY AND HOMELESS YOUTH NETWORK

HOMELESS COMMISSION-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Two (S Scheer, A Tourk) renoifieated (to Westchester County Homeless Commission), Mar 11, 1988, p.8

HOMOCHUNG YOUN
SEE YOUN, HOMOCHUNG

HOMOSEXUALS

White Plains-based group helps parents understand gay children, Mar 7, 1986, p.14

HONG, CHUNG

C Hong and J Yun exhibit art in GBH town hall, Feb 22, 1985, p.11

HONG, EDWIN

Cue Laude inducts 13, Sep 25, 1987, p.12

HONG, WOODY

Five EHS students are Merit semifinalists, Sep 12, 1986, p.12

HONIGSBERG, DAVID

SCS man D Honigsberg dies in apartment fire, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
Fatal loophole (in smoke detector laws), Mar 4, 1988, p.1

HONIGSBERG, ELIZABETH

Local student S Golio wins state prize (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.9
Champion essayists (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.2

HONOHAN, JAMES

Arthur Andersen names J P Honohan new partner, Sep 20, 1985, p.4

HONOR SOCIETIES

SEE AWARDS

HONORIFICS

No more Ms.prints (edit), Jul 31, 1987, p.6

HONORS

SEE AWARDS

HOO, RANCE

Sunsets in the Rockies subject of photo exhibit by J L Chantiles at SCS Bank, Feb 6, 1987, p.2

HOOK, LUCILLE

Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

HOOLEY, MARGARET


HOORN, SEBASTIAN VAN DER
SEE VAN DER HOORN, SEBASTIAN

HOPPENFELD, NORMA

School Board asks 8.26% tax increase, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
PTA programs help ease culture shock for arriving international families (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.5
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
HOPPING, DANIEL
  Save the Horrell House (ltr), Jul 19, 1985, p.6
  Historically speaking: Oldest house in SCS probably 1020 Post Rd (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.6

HORAN, HUBERT
  Five in a row (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.5
  Gift for a graduate (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.4
  Historically speaking: Additional monuments in SCS (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
  (Manhattan Savings Bank) Supporting SCS students (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.9
  Bank trustee: H J Horan (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.4
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

HORIKOSHI, YUKIKO
  Friday night fun (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.10

HORN, VIRGIL
  All knotted up (photo), Mar 20, 1986, p.2

HORNS CASTLE, COURT
  SCS pool opens tomorrow (photo), May 23, 1986, p.3

HORNCASTLE, MARK
  SCS pool opens tomorrow (photo), May 23, 1986, p.3

HORNCASTLE, RAY
  Thanks from the coach (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6
  Pool backers make pitch, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
  Indoor pool backers seek prompt action, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
  State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3

HORNCASTLE, RAYMOND
  Swimmers want cleaner pool, Aug 7, 1987, p.3
  School neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
  Rec council urges village to order indoor pool study, Oct 9, 1987, p.1
  Parents' help asked in curbing teens' drinking, Feb 12, 1988, p.5

HORNCASTLE, REDVERS
  R B Horncastle dies, Apr 18, 1986, p.18

HORNE, ROBERT VAN
  SEE VAN HORNE, ROBERT

HORNER, JUNE
  And all the trimmings (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.18
  And then there was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.9

HOROWITZ, JOSEPH
  Joyce Barthelson dies; co-founded music school (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.1

HOROWITZ, JULIE
  Hail to the champions... (Kids supp (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

HOROWITZ, SAUL
  Desecration (of Winston property) opposed (ltr), Mar 28, 1986, p.6

HOROWITZ, TYKLE
  Cudner-Hyatt House to open (photo) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.9

HORSEBACK RIDING
  SEE HORSEMANNSHIP

HORSEMANNSHIP
  Up and over on Sioux City Sue (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.1
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HORSEMANSHP continued
A girl and her horse (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.5
Equestrian event at Boulder Brook (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.5
Hi-yo Misty! (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.11
Riding program called dangerous (ltr), Mar 13, 1987, p.6
Praise for riding club (ltr), Mar 20, 1987, p.6
Riding program praised (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6

HORSES
Day camper's delight (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.2
Animals at play, Nov 6, 1987, p.1

HORSMAN, RICHARD
Village agrees to eliminate parking lot from Crossway plan, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Crossway project delayed, Jun 20, 1986, p.1

HORTON, RON
Local man R Horton joins Wolff staff (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.8

HORWITZ, SARA (AU)
Give students a chance (ltr), Sep 20, 1985, p.6

HOSPITAL
Scarsdalians E Simon, E Blum, L Heilbrun honored, Jun 12, 1987, p.2

HOSPITALS
Rev S van der Hoorn joins St Agnes Hospital staff, Jan 4, 1985, p.10
M Silk appointed senior psychiatric social worker at Phelps, Jan 25, 1985, p.4
White Plains Hospital medical staff elects new leadership, Jan 25, 1985, p.5
White Plains Hospital relies on Scs Auxiliary's efforts (photo) (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.29
L Roger King appointed to Bd of directors, WP Hospital Medical Center (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.3
Hospital elects board leaders, Apr 5, 1985, p.4
Local MD's B L Gordon and T E Palmer appointed to St Agnes Hospital, Apr 19, 1985, p.3
Hospital re-elects Hofheiier chainman, May 3, 1985, p.2
SCS Auxiliary elects new president, May 3, 1985, p.2
SCS National Bank salutes SCS Auxiliary, White Plains Hospital (photo), May 17, 1985, p.28
Trustee D Driscoll elected, May 24, 1985, p.2
White Plains Hospital honors volunteers, May 24, 1985, p.2
United Hospital cites volunteers, May 24, 1985, p.18
St Agnes recognizes volunteers (list), Jun 21, 1985, p.2
MD N Weintrab joins St Agnes, Jul 19, 1985, p.4
St Agnes honors SCS trustee, Aug 9, 1985, p.2
SCS MD R Gabel to head unit of WP Hospital (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.2
DAR at VA Hospital (photo), Sep 6, 1985, p.8
St Agnes names Druckner, LeBrun (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.20
St Agnes names resident C Crowley as development officer, Oct 31, 1985, p.2
St Agnes cites its volunteers (list), Oct 31, 1985, p.5
Successful fundraiser (for WP Hospital) (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.8
Hospital receives triathlon $19,000, Nov 22, 1985, p.3
New chairman T Magliato, C O'Brien bring changes to (St Agnes) gift shop, Nov 22, 1985, p.9
Hochberg calls for medical center cuts, Dec 13, 1985, p.1
Outpatient center opens at WP Hospital, Dec 13, 1985, p.21
Cub Scouts deliver toys (list), Dec 20, 1985, p.12
SCS Natl Bank Salutes St Agnes Hospital Winter Wonderland Ball (photo; list), Dec 20, 1985, p.34
Hospital (WP) appoints nine doctors (list), Dec 27, 1985, p.3
Hospital (WP) provides at-home nursing care, Dec 27, 1985, p.4
HOSPITALS continued

Two SCS MD's among new heads of medical areas at WP hospital (photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.2

Fund raising, patient service, education roles of SCS Aux of WP Hosp (Progress Edition; photo; list), Jan 31, 1986, p.26

Billy's gift (for Challenger astronauts), Feb 14, 1986, p.1

Dr E Hench honored (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.17

Local man G Lyon elected by St Agnes (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.14

Hochberg warns against archdiocesan interference at county medical center, Mar 21, 1986, p.3

Local doctors D Moskowitz, D H Goldsmith join staff at St Agnes, Mar 28, 1986, p.4

SCS physician G Escher honored by United's hospice program (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.12

Local man W J Bleichert elected New Rochelle Hospital treasurer, Apr 11, 1986, p.26

Maikei on their minds (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.12

Hospital approves restructuring; re-elects Hofheiner as chairman (photo; list), May 16, 1986, p.5

White Plains Hospital honors 52 leading volunteers (photo; list), May 23, 1986, p.4

Brooklyn hospital honors T J Kline, May 30, 1986, p.3

Scarsdalian M Gillie in hospital post (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.9

SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.30

Medical center names J L Katz director, Jun 7, 1986, p.16

Three county hospitals form alliance, Jun 20, 1986, p.4

For service: B Connors receives service pin, Jun 20, 1986, p.12

St Agnes honors SCS volunteers (photo; list), Jun 27, 1986, p.4

Hospital aide R Sancho named to state review panel, Jul 4, 1986, p.2

Hospital executive Dr H T Spector named (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.2

Corpsman G Attalienti honored (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.14

Physicians Dr L D Berkowitz, Dr M Ingerman join WP medical staff, Aug 8, 1986, p.2

Mallach center dedicated, Sep 26, 1986, p.11

Eighteen SCS teens honored by hospital (list), Oct 3, 1986, p.4

Hospital renaaes division, Oct 17, 1986, p.24

St Agnes honors young volunteers (list), Nov 7, 1986, p.4

Gift of beauty (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.17

St Agnes Hospital names doctors D Goldberg, F Ongseng to staff, Dec 12, 1986, p.2

Dentist G P Orentlicher joins St Agnes staff, Dec 19, 1986, p.10

SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Snowflake Gala 18th Annual Holiday Ball (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.36

WP Hospital 25X of way in campaign (list), Jan 9, 1987, p.12

Auxiliary leaders (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.12

Student exhibit (at WP Hospital), Jan 16, 1987, p.16

Scarsdalian T O'Brien to run Jersey hospital, Jan 30, 1987, p.3

Auxiliary supports hospital (photo) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.4

Leading builder C L Weinberg named to board of hospital (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.4

Pilot study (photo; list), Mar 27, 1987, p.4

Treasurer elected: W J Bleichert, Apr 3, 1987, p.4

St Agnes elects Scarsdalian G R Lyon (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.4

Erskine, triathlon chief, is honored by St Agnes (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.11

Auxiliaries' 'Day at the Races' raises $60,000 for White Plains Hospital (photo), May 8, 1987, p.8

Psychiatric clinic for those over 60 (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.14

Chairman elected for White Plains Hospital: A J Hedge Jr (photo), May 15, 1987, p.3

New St Agnes library honors Dr R B Fath, May 15, 1987, p.19

SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.28

White Plains Hospital honors Joseph Hofheiner (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.5

St Agnes honors SCS man V Polera, Jun 12, 1987, p.8

Hospital staff (including Dr N Pici, G Hill) cited, Jun 19, 1987, p.2
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HOSPITALS continued
Auxiliary elects C S Johnson new president (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.8
(St Agnes) Hospital honored, Jul 3, 1987, p.8
Four SCS doctors, A Antonio, W Lee, A Singh, R Rosenberg, appointed by St Agnes, Jul 24, 1987, p.3
Hospital names local physician Dr A T C Peng (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.8
Hospital volunteer S Teekin honored, Aug 14, 1987, p.5
Hospital truste: Dr E A Henck (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.2
(Drs E Marcovici, M G Gaa) join St Agnes, Sep 4, 1987, p.12
Local MD R E Lee cited by St Agnes, Nov 13, 1987, p.2
What do mortality rates mean? (edit; chart), Dec 18, 1987, p.7
(Dr L Hallinger, Dr E Ruskin, M E Roderick) Honored for service (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.8
Physician W F Flynn elected, Dec 24, 1987, p.15
SCS Nati Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20
St Agnes Hospital appoints R J Stanley new CEO (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.2
(M C Adler) Hospital VP (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.4
Doctors S Alter, D H Finley join (White Plains) hospital board, Mar 11, 1988, p.4
St Agnes Hospital head Sister M Dolorosa resigns, Mar 25, 1988, p.2
White) (Plains) Hospital plans to expand, Apr 1, 1988, p.2
SEE ALSO MEDICAL CARE FACILITIES, LIFE ALERT, REHABILITATION CENTERS

HOSTAGE CRISSES
SEE TERRORISM

HOSTAGES, AMERICAN
Address (of hostages) unknown, Feb 20, 1987, p.16

HOTELS, MOTELS, ETC
Ex-Scarsdalian C Soling opens new inn in Williaamstown, Aug 23, 1985, p.3
Homeless crisis topic at hearing on (county) budget, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

HOTELS, MOTELS, ETC-TAXATION
Hotel tax enacted, Nov 6, 1987, p.2

HOTLINES
County opens hotline for toxic materials, Dec 13, 1985, p.17
Crime (and Information) line (established by police dept), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Bugs in the (police hotline) system, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO INFOLINE

HOTT, LAURENCE
SCS high grad in running for Oscar, Mar 22, 1985, p.3

HOTTELET, RICHARD
Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

HOUGHTON, GILLIAN
The littlest angels (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.14

HOUGHTON, KATHARINE
K Houghton dies, Nov 8, 1985, p.18

HOUGHTON, SHELAGH
The littlest angels (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.14

HOUMINER, TALIA
A Toyland Tintype (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.24

HOUSE CLEANING SERVICES
SCS man W A Root's new business offers well-dressed cleaners, Feb 13, 1987, p.9
Wayne Root seeks cleaner image for pro gambling (photo) (cont p 10), Jul 17, 1987, p.6
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HOUSE CONSTRUCTION

Builder C Demetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1

HOUSE PAINTING

The painters are coming! (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1985, p.21
Blowtorches, no (edit), Aug 7, 1987, p.6
Ban on (painters') torches, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

HOUSE PLANS

SEE ARCHITECTURE, DOMESTIC-DESIGNS AND PLANS

HOUSES

Log houses on a roll (photo) (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1985, p.10
SEE ALSO HOME MAINTENANCE

HOUSES-SCS

Proposed shelter for family to be topic of meeting, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Drake-Edgewood favors plan to lease house to homeless (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Act of altruism (edit), Jan 23, 1987, p.6
Party caucuses, Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Approval seen near for rental of 2 Drake to homeless family, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
Time to move ahead (ltr), Feb 20, 1987, p.6
Board bars drinking in public; sets vote on shelter at 2 Drake, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Time for the next step (edit), Mar 6, 1987, p.6
Village Board okays lease of 2 Drake Road for homeless family, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
County okays lease (on 2 Drake), Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Outstanding leadership (displayed by Village Board in 2 Drake issue) (ltr), Mar 20, 1987, p.6
Mayor's last act, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Congratulations from O'Rourke (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6
Lease of annex opposed (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6
Family proposed (for 2 Drake Rd), Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Three new houses get BAR's approval (one is first plantation-style house), Apr 24, 1987, p.2
Family approved (for 2 Drake house), May 1, 1987, p.1
Home (at 2 Drake) opens quietly, May 22, 1987, p.1
Praise from county (on 2 Drake home), May 29, 1987, p.1
Eager to help (homeless family at 2 Drake), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Board (of Appeals) says no to pool lights, Jun 19, 1987, p.5
School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
Mayor E Seidman reports state of village (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Shelter renewal (for house at 2 Drake), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
(2 Drake house's) Lease extended, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
(10 Cooper Rd) Elegant or shabby? (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3

HOUSES-WHITE PLAINS


HOUSING

SEE MENTALLY ILL-HOUSING, MENTALLY RETARDED-HOUSING, SENIOR CITIZENS-HOUSING, HOME-SHARING, ROOMERS AND BOARDERS, REAL ESTATE

HOUSING

Hochberg urges county to buy, lease land for housing, Jun 19, 1987, p.2
SEE ALSO MENTALLY ILL-HOUSING, MENTALLY RETARDED-HOUSING, SENIOR CITIZENS-HOUSING, HOME-SHARING, ROOMERS AND BOARDERS, REAL ESTATE

HOUSING, ATTACHED

Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
More assertiveness advised (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

HOUSING, ATTACHED-SCS
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1

HOUSING-GBH
Planning chief H Grossman sees 'climate' for housing, Mar 27, 1987, p.10
Meeting on affordable housing, May 15, 1987, p.11
GCC fights for stricter trailer law, Jun 26, 1987, p.10
'The costly' housing measure passed (by GBH Town Board), Jul 10, 1987, p.9

HOUSING-GBH?
Town (of GBH) seeks support with homeless facts, Feb 5, 1988, p.12

HOUSING-SCS
A call for affordable housing (ltr), Jun 19, 1987, p.6
Downtown planning: another approach (edit), Dec 18, 1987, p.7

HOUSING-SENIOR CITIZENS
Seniors being surveyed (ltr), Jun 19, 1987, p.6

HOUSING-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
New funds for housing program, Aug 14, 1987, p.2
Homeless crisis topic at hearing on (county) budget, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

HOUSTON, LORI
(EMT) Board (of Ed) looks at EMS conduct code, Aug 14, 1987, p.9

HOUSTON, WILLIAM
SCS teen J S Blitzer killed in crash (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.1

HOMANSKY, MARK
Whiz kids (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.10

HOWARD, ALICE
Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

HOWARD, ALICE (AU)
Successful swap (ltr), Sep 25, 1987, p.6

HOWARD, DONALD (DR)
Battle continues to preserve windows, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

HOWARD, DONALD (REV)
Senior citizens' housing options outlined, Mar 8, 1985, p.1

HOWARD, DOUG
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

HOWARD, ED
Pool backers make pitch, Nov 7, 1986, p.1

HOWARD, EVELYN
Feldman to head school board, Jul 4, 1986, p.8

HOWARD, HEATHER
AFS exchange students named, Jun 14, 1985, p.4
AFS students spending summer in far corners of the globe (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.5
SHS '86ers are happy with college choices (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.6

HOWARD, HEATHER (AU)
Wada memories of Turkey (edit), Oct 18, 1985, p.7

HOWARD, HUNTER
They've got travel plans (photo), May 22, 1987, p.15
AFS students form bonds (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1

HOWARD, LEONARD
Foundation elects trustee L Howard to board (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.2
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HOWARD, LEONARD  continued
  Mayor’s last act, Mar 27, 1987, p.1

HOWARD, LORRAINE
  Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

HOWARD, SKILES
  Dance teacher: Skiles Howard (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.8

HOWARD, WILLIAM
  Howard receives WRT award, Dec 31, 1986, p.13

HOWE, (GEN)
  Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (map), Oct 30, 1987, p.4

HOWE, JOSHUA
  Summertime...when the fish are jumping (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.1

HOWE, JOY
  Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
  25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens’ Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3
  Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
  On snowy night few go out to Unit Meetings, Nov 13, 1987, p.1

HOME, WILLIAM
  Parents protest revised program for the disabled, May 23, 1986, p.1
  Historically speaking: SCS’s monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2

HOMEL, COURTNEY
  Fable Fever (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.16

HOWE, RICK
  Real property tax reforms receive mixed reaction from owners of co-ops, May 9, 1986, p.11

HOYT (FAMILY NAME)
  SEE HYATT (FAMILY NAME)

HOYT, ANDY
  Hustlers can still rustle up a summer job (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.6

HOYT, SIMON
  Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

HSAIO, DAVID
  Fairs that were lots better than fair (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.10

HSAIA, RICHARD
  Village Officials Assn asks state reform on insurance, Nov 29, 1985, p.14

HSAIA, ROGER
  Science students J Jospitre Jr, R Hsia, R B Inouye, D Lichstein win grants, Jan 9, 1988, p.20

HU, GEORGE
  Chinese School keeps traditions vibrant in USA (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.6

HUANG, CHRISTINA
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22

HUANG, JANE
  A cause for celebration: E Kuhlmann’s 102nd birthday (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.13

HUANG, TONY
  Scouts meet county executive (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.11
  Future Eagle at work (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.2
  Scout attains highest rank (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.10
  Scouts honored (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.11

HUBBARD, ELIZABETH
  Grand jury system to be debated (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.1
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HUBBARD, GEORGE
  Historically speaking: SHS band 51 years old (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.5

HUBER, MELVYN
  SCS Special Patrolmen sworn in (photo; list), Jan 18, 1985, p.24
  These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

HUBERT, DARREN
  EMS sports and sportsmen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11

HUBERT, RICHARD
  Man waits for ZBA to dish out a decision, Aug 2, 1985, p.11
  Dish likely to get ok (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11
  Still no decision from ZBH on satellite dish antenna, Dec 27, 1985, p.11

HUBERT, RICHARD (AU)
  Route 287: fix it or close it (ltr), Apr 24, 1987, p.6

HUDGINS, BETTY
  School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
  Because of redistricting, four (B Hudgins, R Golden, L Mercein, J Steger) must resign from SBNC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3
  School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

HUDGINS, KATHARINE
  Woman (K R Hudgins) is honored, May 2, 1986, p.14

HUDGINS, TOM
  Pool opens tomorrow morning (photo), May 22, 1987, p.3

HUDGINS, TOMMY
  Early to bed, early to swim makes these folks healthy, fitter and thin (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.1

HUDSON RIVER
  Sleepy Hollow Restorations renamed Historic Hudson, Oct 30, 1987, p.2

HUDSON RIVER MUSEUM
  See Museums

HUDSON VALLEY HEALTH SYSTEMS AGENCY
  A Hochberg named to health agency board, Feb 15, 1985, p.4
  Director E Meisler appointed, Dec 27, 1985, p.8

HUDSON VALLEY POISON CENTER
  Hudson unit opens campaign on poison warning symbol, Dec 19, 1986, p.13

HUERTA, PEDRO
  Parents speak out on student redistribution, Jan 17, 1986, p.1

HUESTIS, SAMUEL
  Historically Speaking: Once, all SCS was Fox Meadow (map), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

HUFELAND, OTTO
  Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (map), Oct 30, 1987, p.4

HUGHES, CHARLES
  Three score and ten years ago... (SCS incorporated) (photo), May 31, 1985, p.1

HUGHLEY, CHRIS
  Raiders, 8-0, head for bowl (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1

HULEN, MICHAEL
  Teenage 'open house' ends in violence, injuries, arrest, May 10, 1985, p.1

HULEN, SUSAN
  Teenage 'open house' ends in violence, injuries, arrest, May 10, 1985, p.1

HULKOWER, RITA
  New law safeguards Union Child day-care center, Aug 7, 1987, p.9

HULSEBOSCH, JANE
  IHM students celebrate friendship with penpals from school in the Bronx, Jun 21, 1985, p.19
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HULSEBOSCH, JANE continued

HULSEBOSCH, SEAN
Pool opens tomorrow morning (photo), May 22, 1987, p.3

HULTZ, HELEN
Save the Morell House (ltr), Jul 19, 1985, p.6
Books issued by Historical Society; May 9, 1986, p.15
Historically speaking: SCS needs a preservation law, Jan 30, 1987, p.5
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

HUMAN RELATIONS
Think positive--use mind power (edit), Dec 24, 1986, p.7

HUMAN SOCIETY (NEW ROCHELLE)
Alternative assignment (for J Cheskin) (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.3

HUMANISM
Humanists gather here to share message, Nov 14, 1986, p.21

HUME, BOB (AU)
Stern's opinion piece confirmed (ltr), Jun 12, 1987, p.6

HUME, ROBERT
Cooperation, not competition the focus at Sloane (photo), May 22, 1987, p.6

HUMMEL, RALPH (DR)
Resident R Isaak finds private sector 'overloaded by demands', Apr 18, 1986, p.3

HUMMEL, RALPH (DR-AU)
In foreign policy, a time for 'softness'? (edit), Aug 1, 1986, p.7

HUMOR
SEE WIT AND HUMOR

HUMPHRIES, YVETTE
Ready to 'move on and start anew' (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.22

HUNGER
Reminder from interfaith group: hunger takes no summer holiday, Jul 5, 1985, p.5
I told him he would be treated kindly (edit), Dec 19, 1986, p.7
SEE ALSO FAMINE RELIEF

HUNGER RELIEF
SEE RELIEF WORK

HUNGERFORD, SHARON GIESE
S 6 Hungerford Heads theater group, Dec 31, 1987, p.2

HUNNEMEYER, DON
Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1

HUNT, RICHARD
400 hot meals a day flow from Town Park to seniors, Apr 17, 1987, p.11

HUNT, STEVE
St Clare townhouse site approval awaits traffic, play, marketing data, Oct 30, 1987, p.13

HUNT, TANIS
T Hunt's nationally ranked (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.15
Skier T Hunt named to US team's training unit, May 29, 1987, p.4
World-class skier: T Hunt (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.15

HUNTER, DONNA
Greenacres residents argue pros, cons of closing (Huntington) Rd, Apr 11, 1986, p.1

HUNTER, ROBERTO
Greenacres residents argue pros, cons of closing (Huntington) Rd, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
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HUNTER, ROBERTO continued
Fireworks and games to mark 4th (list), Jun 27, 1986, p.1

HUNTINGTON, RAY (AU)
SAT's take good guesses (edit), Dec 11, 1987, p.7

HUNTINGTON, RAY (DR)
Scare tactics charged (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6

HUNTINGTON, RAY (DR-AU)
Children, this is a book (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.7
Your child has been 'retained' (edit), Sep 6, 1985, p.7
Teaching kids to write (edit), Nov 21, 1986, p.7
Reading takes practice (edit), Apr 24, 1987, p.7

HURLIE, BRIAN
Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1

HURRICANES
Village was geared for Gloria; massive clean-up underway (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Attempted theft (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.11
Hurricane cleanup, Oct 11, 1985, p.1
Special Patrolmen responded (ltr), Nov 15, 1985, p.6

HURWITZ, HERBERT (DR)
On Yale board: Dr H Hurwitz, Oct 24, 1986, p.3

HURWITZ, JENNIFER
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

HURWITZ, JOHANNA
Children's author J Hurwitz speaks to fans at Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.24

HURWITZ, KATHLEEN
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

HURWITZ, LINA
Athletes honored (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.22

HURWITZ, RAOUl
Board's plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

HURWITZ, TED
T Hurwitz joins staff of R R Ragette, Inc, Mar 1, 1985, p.9

HUSER, MILDRED
M S Huser dies, Nov 13, 1987, p.20

HUSNEY, ROSLYN
Vote on nominating proposal is put off, Mar 7, 1986, p.11
(EMT) (School) (Board) (Nominating) (Committee) to consider S Dvorkin, R Husney, A Shipper, Jan 29, 1988, p.11

HUSTED, EDWARD
Sobel announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1

HUTCHINSON RIVER PARKWAY
Parkway project faces new delays, May 2, 1986, p.1
Site approved for displaced Leame home, May 9, 1986, p.2
BAR approves relocated home, Jun 27, 1986, p.3
Work on the Hutch, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Change (in windows) still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

HUTCHISON, NANCY (REV)
New minister (N Hutchinson) at Hitchcock (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.18
Praise for youth services (ltr), Feb 28, 1986, p.6
Fire destroys Hitchcock (photo; addl photo p 13), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
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HUTCHISON, NANCY (REV) continued
- Hitchcock vows to rise from ashes (photo; addl photo p 16), Jun 13, 1986, p.1
- Hitchcock cleans, cope, plans in fire's aftermath, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
- Teen center nearing reality, Aug 8, 1986, p.1
- Common Ground, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
- Teen cafe plans February opening (list), Jan 9, 1987, p.1
- On a dark day, (Hitchcock) church members look ahead to bright future (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

HUTIN, ALBERT
- Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11

HUXLEY, CAROL
- On the commissioner (Dr T Sobol)'s trail: a superintendent transformed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

HUYNH, LINH DAO
- SEE LINH DAO HUYNH

HUYNH, LISA
- SEE LINH DAO HUYNH

HUYER, STEVE
- Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1

HYATT FIELD
- Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.1
- Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

HYATT, BILL
- Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year's historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

HYATT, CALEB
- Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
- Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
- Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5
- Historic home (Cudner-Hyatt House) reopens its doors (photo), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
- Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4
- Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

HYATT, CALEB 1880-1972
- Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

HYATT, CALEB III
- Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

HYATT, CALEB JR
- Prints from the past (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.1
- Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

HYATT, Elisha
- Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

HYATT, Elisha JR
- Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

HYATT, ELVIRA
- Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
- Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

HYATT, GEORGE (1884)
- Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5
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HYATT, HELEN
  Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year's historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

HYATT, JOHN (B 1889)
  Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

HYATT, MARY
  Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

HYATT, OLIVER
  Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6
  Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5
  Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year's historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

HYATT, OLIVER AVERY
  Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

HYATT, SARAH
  Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

HYATT, THOMAS
  Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

HYDE, CAROLINE
  Twenty-five Boulder Ridge condos on way; sales to start in June, May 2, 1986, p.12

HYLIVER, NELSON
  Vietnam Memorial committee seeks to confirm names to be listed, Sep 4, 1987, p.16

HYMAN, RICHARD
  (Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

HYPERTENSION
  Hypertension booklet by D. Moser keeps up pressure (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.11

HYPOTHERMIA
  Official warns about hypothermia, Nov 29, 1985, p.4

IABONI, RICHARD
  Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
  Board bars drinking in public; sets vote on shelter at 2 Drake, Feb 27, 1987, p.1

IABONI, RICHIE
  A loving farewell (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6

IACCHETTA, MICHAEL
  Deak remembered as loyal friend, and fitness buff (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1
  Villagers bid fond farewell to 'an institution', D Driscoll (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.6

IACCHETTA, MICHAEL (AU)
  End of the bicycle cycle (edit), Aug 29, 1986, p.7

IACCHETTA, STEPHANIE
  A gift for (S Iachetta's) teacher, Sister D Danwit2 (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24

IACOCCA, LEE
  Tolchin will seek re-election, May 8, 1987, p.11

IAGALLO, BENNARD
  GBH puts tax loss over five years at $26 M, Jun 28, 1985, p.10

IANELLO, DOM
  SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.18

IANELLO, NICK
  SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.18

IANNONE, JENNIFER
  Hark! The Herald Angels sing (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.26

IANNONE, JOSEPH
  J Iannone dies, Jan 11, 1985, P.10
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IAROSSI, FRANK
  Coaches deserve more credit (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6

ICCY
  SEE INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL CENTER FOR YOUTH INC

ICE SKATING
  SEE SKATING

ICHINOHE, SAEKO
  S Ichinohe and Co present dance program for children (photo), Jan 11, 1985, P.13

IDEAS
  You have to sell your ideas (edit), Jan 4, 1985, p.7

IDONI, ANTHONY
  Meeting on affordable housing, May 15, 1987, p.11

IDONI, TIMOTHY
  Stores and ice tax (Elmsford, Ardsley, GBH snow purses, Feb 13, 1987, p.11

IESC
  SEE INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE SERVICE CORPS

IGUANAS
  Iggy, gone but not forgotten, is replaced by two iguanas, Apr 11, 1986, p.10

IIA
  SEE INFORMATION INDUSTRY ASSN

IKEDA, AHIKO
  International luncheon (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.18

ILANY, TALI
  Happy landing (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.1

ILCHMAN, ALICE (DR)
  A Ilchman to discuss sexism on job (photo), May 2, 1986, p.1
  Sarah Lawrence's president Dr A Ilchman says women still face job discrimination, May 16, 1986, p.1

ILLEGAL DUMPING
  SEE TOXIC WASTE

IMAGOSCOPY
  Beyond Freud: Frenkel's mind probe machine (photo), Jan 17, 1986, p.6

IMAI, JEANNE

IMAI, NATASHA
  Newly-hatcheds (photo), May 30, 1986, p.19

IMERI, PABLO
  SHS graduate W Safian slain in San Francisco (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1

IMMERMAN, RICHARD
  Fellowship for SHS graduate R H Immerman (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.5

IMMERMAN, RICHARD (DR-AU)
  The CIA legacy in Central America (edit), Feb 19, 1988, p.7

IMMIGRANTS
  SEE IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION

IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION
  ISrael—open, pluralistic, integrated (edit), Dec 27, 1985, p.7
  How it was on the Lower East Side (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
  She had a dream (edit), Sep 4, 1987, p.7

IMMUNIZATION
  Immunization urged against flu, pneumonia, Dec 6, 1985, p.20
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IMONDO, FRANK
   Accident victim: T Bade (photo), May 22, 1987, p.11

IMPERIAL, BETTY
   M Mayetta, B Imperial join R R Ragette (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.17

INDEPENDENCE
   Individuality breeds heroism (edit), Nov 6, 1987, p.7

INDEPENDENCE DAY
   SEE JULY 4TH

INDEPENDENT COLLEGE FUNDS OF AMERICA
   Insurance exec H G Hohn in fund post, Jul 3, 1987, p.2

INDEPENDENT LEGISLATURE PARTY
   O'Connor gets another line against Burrows, Aug 22, 1986, p.1

INDEPENDENT PARTY-SCS
   SEE OPEN GOVERNMENT COALITION

INDIANS IN THE US
   India comes to SCS (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.1
   Culture of India is celebrated at Apple Tree Barn (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.6
   Heathcote parents attend Indian lunch, Apr 4, 1986, p.15

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
   On Thanksgiving, remember the Indian (edit), Nov 22, 1985, p.7
   Alcohol is killing native Americans (edit), Nov 14, 1986, p.7
   Red Tail (S Rickard) comes to town (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24
   Indian artist, M Mag-la-Que, and artistry (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.11
   Indian visitor, M Mag-la-Que, visitor at Seeley, Feb 12, 1988, p.11

INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM-ENT
   SEE SCHOOLS-ENT-INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM

INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM-SCS
   SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM

INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE-SCS
   SEE SCS INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE

INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE-SCS
   Indoor pool backers seek support, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
   Town Club to discuss indoor pool, downtown (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
   Pool meeting, Jan 30, 1987, p.1
   Pool backers make pitch to Town Club, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
   Indoor pool backers seek prompt action, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
   Campaign continues (for indoor pool), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
   Rec council urges village to order indoor pool study, Oct 9, 1987, p.1
   Time for the next step (edit), Oct 9, 1987, p.6
   Pool takes another step ahead; (Moratorium on downtown extended), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
   He says pool has support (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6
   SEE ALSO SCS INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE

INDOOR POOL-SCS
   SEE SWIMMING POOLS

INDOOR SWIMMING POOLS
   SEE SWIMMING POOLS

INDUSTRY
   Poor productivity is management's failure (edit), Jun 20, 1986, p.7

INESTA, JOAN
   Brownies are their thing (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.16
INFANTS-CRYING

An infant is not an adversary (edit), Feb 15, 1989, p.7

INFOLINE

INFOLINE points the way for people in trouble, Apr 17, 1987, p.4

INFORMATION INDUSTRY ASSN

A S November new chairman of Information Industry Assn, Feb 15, 1989, p.5

INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS

Computer systems help streamline Village Hall photo, Dec 31, 1987, p.4

INGALLS, DAVID

Another name (for new restaurant at Hostel), Feb 21, 1987, p.3

INGALLS, ED

Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.3

INGALLS, LAURA

L M Ingalls dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

INGALLS, MARILYN HINES

Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.3

INGRAHAM, ARLENE (AU)

A loss for all of us (lit), Jun 13, 1986, p.6

INGRAHAM, MILTON (OR)

Physicians Dr L D Barkowitz, Dr M Ingraham join NP medical staff, Aug 2, 1984, p.3

INGLES, ANGELYN

A M Ingles dies, Nov 27, 1987, p.18

INGRAM, BERNADINE

Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 25, 1986, p.1

Honors for Greenacres retirees I Ingles, P Rattner, Sep 21, 1986, p.10

INGRASSETTA, PATRICE

P Inglass elected by NOW, Jul 3, 1987, p.7

INJURIES (ATHLETIC)

 Beware biomechanical malalignment (edit), Oct 5, 1986, p.7

INNES, EILEEN

Greenacres residents argue pros, cons of closing (Huntington) P, Apr 11, 1988, p.3

Village plans new strategy to reduce risks at Greenacres, May 8, 1988, p.1

Parents protest revised program for the disabled, May 23, 1986, p.1

INNES, ISABELLE

I M Innes dies, Dec 11, 1987, p.24

INNE

SEE HOTELS, MOTELS, ETC

INOUYE, ALMA

Winter retreat (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.14

INOUYE, CALVIN

School teach fire safety, Oct 31, 1985, p.3

Getting together for Meals on Wheels (photo), Oct 31, 1987, p.4

INOUYE, HAR

Winter retreat (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.14

INOUYE, LINDA

High school costs draw groups' fire at budget hearing, May 3, 1985, p.1
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INSURANCE COMPANIES  continued
Manager named: A H Gluss, Jul 10, 1986, p.8
Local man K J Selman made assistant VP, Nov 7, 1986, p.2
Two executives, K Cord, C Bittal, join insurer, Nov 21, 1986, p.26
Met Life promotes actuary S Li, Nov 28, 1986, p.12
Insurance executive J P Decamainada to new post (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.2
Surprise for district, Dec 12, 1986, p.12
Metropolitan Life promotes EMT man C J Barrera (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.11
(Know Your Body) Health program wins $5000 prize, Sep 4, 1987, p.1
New office building to open (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.8
Manager: V R Menna (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.2
Insurance man N J Brown cited, Jan 29, 1988, p.9
(SCS School) District seeking solution to health-insurance crisis, Feb 19, 1988, p.1

INSURANCE-SCS
(Village) Manager L Tooley asks 4.67% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

INTER-FAITH OUTREACH COUNCIL, SCS/HTS CLERGY ASSN
Effort launched to combat hunger (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.1

INTERFAITH SERVICES
SEE ECUMENICAL SERVICES

INTERIOR DECORATION
Wall talk (photo) (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1985, p.22
Home (Supp to SCS Inquirer (24 p), Apr 4, 1986,
Charlie brings the outside in (photo) (Home Supp p 12), Apr 4, 1986, p.12
Make space work (photo) (Home Supp), Apr 10, 1987, p.4
Tight squeeze; small space tricks (illus) (Home Supp), Apr 10, 1987, p.10
Southwester style: a desert influence (photo) (Home Supp), Apr 10, 1987, p.11

INTERMEDIATE NUCLEAR FORCES TREATY
INF Treaty applauded (ltr), Dec 31, 1987, p.6

INTERNATIONAL ASSN OF ELECTRICAL INSPECTORS
Inspectors elect area man leader, Apr 5, 1985, p.4

INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL CENTER FOR YOUTH INC
Youth Cultural Center to mark 25th birthday, Mar 8, 1985, p.4

INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL CENTERS FOR YOUTH
D Silverstone awards Peace Prizes, Jun 12, 1987, p.2

INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL EXCHANGE PROGRAM
New effort to help women from abroad, Sep 26, 1986, p.8
SEE ALSO JAPANESE-AMERICAN CULTURAL EXCHANGE PROGRAM

INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE SERVICE CORPS
Retired exec J Vogel named to IESC, Oct 18, 1985, p.10
Doing good through good business (edit), Jun 13, 1986, p.7

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Peace-Keeping: the UN does it better (edit), Aug 23, 1985, p.7

INTERNATIONAL YOUTH YEAR
Four from SCS named to committee for Intl Youth Year, Jan 11, 1985, p.3

INTUITION
Square away with 'Pluto square' (edit), Jul 3, 1987, p.7

INVENTORS
A little guy (D Raizen) patents a niche in a big market (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

INVESTMENT ADVISORS
Robert Klein opens office as financial planner here, Mar 25, 1988, p.4
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INVESTMENT FIRMS

- L Rich manager of Moore & Schley, WP (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.14
- SCS grad J R Elyachar named VP at Hutton, Mar 22, 1985, p.16
- Investment firm appoints resident M White, May 10, 1985, p.19
- SCS man F G Angelilli named VP at Standard & Poor Securities, Jul 26, 1985, p.4
- Graduate J Griffin joins firm, Aug 23, 1985, p.9

INVESTMENTS

- Village investment strategy backfires, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
- Municipal bonds can spell relief (Business), Mar 1, 1985, p.14
- Local couple, S and H Richelson, writes book on bonds, Mar 29, 1985, p.2
- Bonds that tie--into good investments (edit), Jun 28, 1985, p.7
- Investment strategy: Village returns to more conservative approach, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
- Playing it safe (edit), Jul 12, 1985, p.6
- We are all investors (edit), Jun 7, 1986, p.7
- Investment strategy, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
- Bond sale slated, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
- Some advice for bond holders (edit), Mar 13, 1987, p.7
- Brokerage firm to offer new kind of mutual fund, Apr 10, 1987, p.5
- Laddering for investment safety (edit), May 8, 1987, p.7
- Long and short of investing (edit), Feb 12, 1988, p.7

SEE ALSO CLIFFORD TRUSTS, MUNICIPAL BONDS

IRAN

- Another view of Iran (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6

IRAN-CONTRA AFFAIR

- What happened? (ltr; poem), Dec 19, 1986, p.6
- Young ideas on Iran-Contra issue (ltrs), Jan 16, 1987, p.6

IRAN-IRAQ WAR

- Iran-Iraq is 'not the US' war (ltr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6

IRAN-SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS

- Iranians unveil allegiance to three cultures (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.6

IRANIAN-IRAQUI WAR, 1980-

- Iraq did it (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6

IRELAND

- In the spirit of fair play (ltr), Apr 18, 1986, p.6

IRELAND-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL

- See you in 1990 (ltr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6

IRICK, JAMIE

- E Day fun (photo), May 15, 1987, p.11

IRISH IN THE US

- Unforgettable summer (ltr), Aug 22, 1986, p.6

IRISH, BILL

- For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6

IRISH, JAMES

- SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

IRISH, ROBERT


IRISH, THOMAS
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IRISH, THOMAS continued

SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

IRISH, THOMAS A

Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

IRISH, THOMAS G

Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

IRISH, TOM

For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6

IRVINE, RALSTONE

R R Irvine dies, Sep 20, 1985, p.16

IRVING, WASHINGTON

Early American Yule spirit fills (historic) homes (illus), Dec 19, 1986, p.30

IRWIN, CHRISTIE

Fresh Air families forge strong ties with summer guests (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1

IRWIN, DAVID

8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

IRWIN, JACQUELINE

Grossman speaks at LWV forum (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1

Fresh Air families forge strong ties with summer guests (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1

Child Care Assn threatened by insurance woes, Oct 4, 1985, p.1

Child Care Assn gets liability coverage, Oct 18, 1985, p.1

IRWIN, JACQUELINE (AU)

Insurance (for Child Care Assn) obtained (ltr), Oct 18, 1985, p.6

IRWIN, KEVIN (REV)


IRWIN, PAMELA

Fresh Air families forge strong ties with summer guests (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1

IRWIN, WALLACE JR (AU)

Who is responsible for the UN? (edit), Dec 20, 1985, p.7

ISAAC, ROBERT (DR)

Resident R Isaak finds private sector 'overloaded by demands', Apr 18, 1986, p.3

ISAAC, ROBERT (DR-AU)

In foreign policy, a time for 'softness'? (edit), Aug 1, 1986, p.7

ISELIN, JOHN

WNIT: innovation is in order (ltr), Jul 4, 1986, p.6

ISELIN, JOHN (AU)

WNIT president replies (ltr), Aug 22, 1986, p.6

ISHIKAWA, NAO

Rain or shine, they're ready to swim (photo), May 29, 1987, p.1

ISHIUMI, HARIUMI

Maas customs around the world are both similar and different, Dec 20, 1985, p.13

ISHIUMI, YUKIO

Maas customs around the world are both similar and different, Dec 20, 1985, p.13

ISRAEL

Rabbi J S Rubenstein to join study mission to Israel, Feb 1, 1985, p.15

ISRAEL, JOAN

Artist J Israel wins prize, May 17, 1985, p.19

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

ISRAEL, JUSTIN

Local executive J Israel receives award, Jan 17, 1986, p.3
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ISRAEL—FOREIGN POPULATION
  Israel—open, pluralistic, integrated (edit), Dec 27, 1985, p.7

ISRAEL—HISTORY
  Women's work in Israel (edit), Sep 13, 1985, p.7

ISRAEL—SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS
  Women's work in Israel (edit), Sep 13, 1985, p.7

ITALIANS IN THE US
  The day Wall St blew up (edit), Feb 15, 1985, p.7

ITALY—DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
  Take a kid to a concert (edit), Jul 19, 1985, p.7

IITO, MICHiko (AU)
  Americans' brains work strangely (edit), Aug 15, 1986, p.7

IVES, CHRIS
  Models meet seniors for charity (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.18

IVES, SHERWOOD
  Board of Education elects B Cunningham president (photo; list), Jul 5, 1985, p.1

IWAI, TOMOKO
  That's right, Thanksgiving (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.14

IWAKI, YOKO
  Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

IWAMURA, YUMI
  Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2

IWAMURA, YUMIKO
  Artistic achievers: M Barone, G Bobritzky, Y Iwamura, M Ostberg, C Sung (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.26

IWASAKI, KAE
  Concert held at Edgewood, Dec 20, 1985, p.28

IWASAKI, SUMIE
  Concert held at Edgewood, Dec 20, 1985, p.28

IYY
  SEE INTERNATIONAL YOUTH YEAR

JABLONOWSKI, PATRICIA
  School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1

  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

  8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

JACK PARKER CORP

JACKAWAY, ADAM
  Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; add photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

JACKAWAY, RITA (DR)
  Psychologist Dr R Jackaway speaks, May 29, 1987, p.17

JACKIER, ERIC
  The SCS High School graduating class of 1987 (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.10

JACKSON, ANTHONY
  Pressboard: Profile of A Montague, STEP student from Tennessee, Jan 18, 1985, p.18

  SCS to welcome STEP student R Booker (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.2

JACKSON, DOUGLAS
  Vets' tax break voted down at Village Board meeting, Feb 15, 1985, p.1

JACKSON, EDWARD JR
  Vietnam Memorial committee seeks to confirm names to be listed, Sep 4, 1987, p.16

JACKSON, JENNIFER
  Two teens, S Lehnardt, J Jackson, finish Mormon course, Jun 12, 1987, p.20
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JACKSON, JESSE (REV)
— O'Neill rates the Presidents—past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
— Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

JACKSON, JOHN
— Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 2), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
— J N Jackson dies, Mar 13, 1987, p.16

JACKSON, JULIE
— Mormons will honor 4 SHS seniors, Jun 6, 1986, p.14
— Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

JACKSON, NORTON
— N B Jackson dies, Jul 11, 1986, p.10

JACKSON, NORWOOD
— Prison reform must be pursued (ltr), Oct 9, 1987, p.6

JACKSON, SHIRLEY
— Resident S Jackson named to post at Bethel Methodist Home, Feb 14, 1986, p.2

JACKSON, THOMAS
— Homeowner J Malick shoots intruder, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
— Wounded intruder may plead guilty to burglary charge (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.1
— Conference Fri could settle burglary case, Jan 25, 1985, p.3
— Plea expected in Claremont burglary case, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
— Sentence agreed on in Claremont burglary case, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
— Burglar sentenced, Mar 29, 1985, p.1

JACKSON, W GARRISON
— HTS residents honored, Feb 5, 1988, p.12

JACOB, GEORGE
— More realistic budgeting planned for village, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
— Ravaged field being restored, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
— Greening of Greenacres project set to beautify border with WP (list), Jun 28, 1985, p.2
— Age of litigiousness reflected by suits facing local governmnt, Sep 13, 1985, p.1
— More (money) for managers, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
— A gift for Lady Liberty (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.4
— Arbor Day festivities (photo), May 2, 1986, p.1
— No 'gold' this spring, May 23, 1986, p.1
— Closing held on sale of village bonds, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
— Merchants want their sidewalk (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.1
— Village response defended (ltr), Dec 12, 1986, p.6
— Village officials given raises; (four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
— Cleaner streets?, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
— Garbageman as collector (ltr), Mar 6, 1987, p.6
— Paper chase, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
— Sidewalk saga, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
— Bundling rules, May 1, 1987, p.1
— Sidewalk project (at Heathcote Five Corners), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
— Sewer pipe inspection can yield treasure (photo p 3), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
— No parking (on SCS Ave for repaving), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
— Boulevard to close (for road improvement), Oct 23, 1987, p.1
— Dump trucks go on the block (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.4
— Computer systems help streamline Village Hall (photo p 12), Dec 31, 1987, p.1

JACOB, JOHN
— Black history needs more awareness (edit), Feb 20, 1986, p.7
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JACOB, JOHN (AU)
- New myths (about poverty) as vicious as old (edit), Jan 11, 1985, p.7
- Remembering the roots of black hope (edit), Mar 1, 1985, p.7
- Atest of our commitment (edit), Mar 22, 1985, p.7
- Tuition tax credits—a 'diversion' (edit), Apr 12, 1985, p.7
- Death coming back into style (edit), Jun 21, 1985, p.7
- Who has been left out? (edit), Aug 2, 1985, p.7
- Meanness vs a helping hand (edit), Aug 9, 1985, p.7
- Affirmative action works (edit), Sep 20, 1985, p.7
- Save the Job Corps! (edit), Oct 4, 1985, p.7
- Homelessness—a growing US problem (edit), Dec 6, 1985, p.7
- Israel—open, pluralistic, integrated (edit), Dec 27, 1985, p.7
- Educational vouchers—a good idea? (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7
- Who has been left out? (edit), Mar 14, 1986, p.7
- $22,000 a year to stay in prison (edit), Apr 11, 1986, p.7
- America’s rediscovering the black family (edit), Jul 25, 1986, p.7
- Hard work does pay off (edit), Aug 8, 1986, p.7
- South Africa is different (edit), Oct 17, 1986, p.7
- Do we take addiction seriously? (edit), Nov 28, 1986, p.7
- Sex education should not be ignored (edit), Dec 31, 1986, p.7
- Jobs, jobless mismatched (edit), Jan 23, 1987, p.7
- Racism—alive and well (edit), Feb 5, 1987, p.7
- Take new heart from black history (edit), Feb 20, 1987, p.7
- Aid and comfort to racists (edit), Mar 27, 1987, p.7
- Close the racial gap in economics (edit), May 1, 1987, p.7
- The Constitution at 200: Who weren’t ‘We the People’? (edit), Jul 24, 1987, p.7
- Business supports affirmative action (edit), Sep 18, 1987, p.7
- Judge Bork is a radical ideologue (edit), Oct 9, 1987, p.7
- Mix self-reliance and government action (edit), Nov 6, 1987, p.7
- Christmas is with us (edit), Dec 24, 1987, p.7
- Schools need parents (edit), Feb 5, 1988, p.7
- The real scandal of the (presidential) campaign (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.7

JACOBI, SUSAN
- Wallflower at the ball: wife’s report on Class of ’65 reunion (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.5

JACOBIUS, F MICHAEL (DR)
- SVAC adds new lifesaving skill (photo; addl photo; list p 10), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
- Hudson unit opens campaign on poison warning symbol, Dec 19, 1986, p.13

JACOBS, ANNIE
- Pathway plaque (to honor A Jacobs), Dec 6, 1985, p.1

JACOBS, ANNIE (AU)
- A-School approach recommended (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6

JACOBS, DAVID
- Historically Speaking: Once, all SCS was Fox Meadow (map), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

JACOBS, DEAN
- PT Council plans new programs (Education ’87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

JACOBS, DIANE
- Parents protest revised program for the disabled, May 23, 1986, p.1

JACOBS, GEORGE
- SCS copes with snowy week, Jan 30, 1987, p.1
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JACOBS, HEIDI (DR)

   Students sign petition in support of teacher S Long, Apr 18, 1986, p.11
   Consultant gives recommendations for district's G/T program, Jun 20, 1986, p.11
   Board okays program, Jun 27, 1986, p.11

JACOBS, MIRI

   Never too young (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.2

JACOBS, RAYMOND

   Pathway plaque (to honor A Jacobs), Dec 6, 1985, p.1

JACOBS-FALKOWITZ, JOSHUA

   Twenty-two in benefit swia raise $2700 (list), Aug 7, 1987, p.3

JACOBSEN, ELAINE

   That's right, Thanksgiving (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.14

JACOBSSON, HENRY


JACOBSON, AMY

   Calzi attends study session; board delays vote on path, Jul 26, 1985, p.9
   New staff hired by (EMT) district, Oct 4, 1985, p.11

JACOBSON, ARLENE

   Advisory committee reports on changes for the gifted, Sep 27, 1985, p.11

JACOBSON, BELLA

   Crisebusters at SHS find new course arresting (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.6
   Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
   School board okays two labor contracts, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
   Science students J Jospitre Jr, R Hsia, R B Inouye, D Lichstein win grants, Jan 8, 1988, p.20

JACOBSON, BEVERLY

   SCS writers, B Jacobson and E Fein, named to conference panels, Apr 25, 1986, p.15
   Writer B Jacobson elected, Jun 20, 1986, p.5

JACOBSON, BONNIE (AU)

   Chauvinism and condescension (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6

JACOBSON, MARCIE

   Doves (photo), May 16, 1986, p.16

JACOBSON, NORMAN (AU)

   Prophet on Sixth Avenue (edit), Oct 9, 1987, p.7

JACOBSON, SIMON

   Greenacres traffic to do about-face, Jul 18, 1986, p.1

JACOBY, JOHN (DR)

   Medical Care facility opens on Central Avenue, Aug 22, 1986, p.2

JACQUEMART, GEORGES

   Improvements proposed at Heathcote Five Corners (diagram), Jan 3, 1986, p.1
   Planner's ideas for Heathcote Corners draw mild response from listeners, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
   Demolition of house protested in vain, Dec 24, 1986, p.1

JACQUES, PATRICIA

   Historical Society names new director, Mar 28, 1986, p.2
   Historic buildings here to host architectural heritage celebration (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.3

JADATZ, MARY

   New schools chief Dr R D Hibschman signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

JAFFE, ALAN

   Jaffe named chairman of Federation committee, Aug 2, 1985, p.2
   SCS lawyer P E Yaeger killed in crash, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
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JAFFE, ALAN (DR)
Eighth grader G Droukas in coma after bike accident, Nov 13, 1987, p.1

JAFFE, ALISON
Playing with pendulums (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.24

JAFFE, ARI
Two East HS seniors awarded Merit Scholarships, Apr 26, 1985, p.14

JAFFE, BARBARA
Grossman speaks at LWV forum (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
League of Voters elects B Jaffe president (photo), May 9, 1986, p.2
Sarah Lawrence's president Dr A Ilchman says women still face job discrimination, May 16, 1986, p.1
Test ban urged, May 16, 1986, p.1
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
LHV left wondering, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Day of decision nears on downtown, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Headed for Albany: G Johnson, J Franke (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.2
High praise for departing (Village Board) officials (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Few show interest in moratorium, budget, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
$32.2 million budget draws quiet reaction, May 1, 1987, p.1
Jaffe reappointed head of SCS LWV (photo; list), May 8, 1987, p.5
Committee formed to pick Bowl winner, Oct 9, 1987, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32
Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Avis Watson to retire (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.1
Portai plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

JAFFE, BARBARA (AU)
LHV finance drive (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
LHV supports bond issue (ltr), Oct 3, 1986, p.6
LHV favors Proposition One (ltr), Oct 31, 1986, p.6
Centralized polling favored (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6
Debate about debates (ltr), Mar 13, 1987, p.6
Appeal by LWV (ltr), Sep 18, 1987, p.6
Centralized polling backed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

JAFFE, DAVID
SHS graduate B Smithline dead of leukemia at 20 (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1

JAFFE, ERIC (DR)
Schools urged to shift computer education focus (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.1

JAFFE, LIZ
SHS open campus may get less so, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Survey of SCS parents reveals feelings on teen drinking, drug abuse, Apr 5, 1985, p.6
Educational underground probed, May 24, 1985, p.1
Young people, parents, counselors discuss issues of drugs, alcohol, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Teen drug use seen as everyone's problems, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Youth project's backers fear loss of village support, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Task force, PT council ask parents to take Safe Homes pledge, May 2, 1986, p.1
SCS United Way exceeds campaign goal, May 9, 1986, p.4
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JAFFE, LIZ continued
- Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
- Because of redistricting, four (B Hudgins, R Golden, L Mercein, J Steger) must resign from SBNC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3
- SHS fair conveys health realities, Nov 27, 1987, p.20
- Successful fundraiser (for UJA) (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.8

JAFFE, LIZ (AU)
- Enriching experience: SCS students' musical performance at SCS library (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
- Dozen to receive scholarships (ltr), Jun 29, 1985, p.6
- Wanted: new solutions (ltr), Oct 25, 1985, p.6
- Youth project called a 'model' (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
- Youth Services Project supported (ltr), Mar 7, 1986, p.6
- For a safer SCS (ltr), May 16, 1986, p.6
- She favors using the annex (ltr), Dec 31, 1986, p.6

JAFFE, MIRANDA
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22

JAFFE, PHYLLIS
- Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 12, 1985, p.11
- Draft policy on residence is subject of board meeting, Oct 11, 1985, p.11
- Board again looks at policy on residence, Oct 31, 1985, p.11
- School, village plan to borrow, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
- STA contract would raise base pay by 20%, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
- Teachers approve contract, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
- BAR questions school district's plan to illuminate new track (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1

JAHNMARKT, ROBERT
- Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1988, p.8

JAKUBOWICZ, ROZA
- Rabbi E Korzenik reflects on her historic mission abroad (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.1

JAMIL, MARSHA
- Downzoning sought, Mar 18, 1988, p.1

JAMIN, MICHAEL
- Cum Laude inducts 13, Sep 25, 1987, p.12

JAMPOL, CRAIG
- HTS residents honored, Feb 5, 1988, p.12

JANIAK, ANNE
- Schools score high in state assessment, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
- Headed for Albany: G Johnson, J Franke (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.2
- SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32

JANIAK, BRIAN
- Jack Kaminer is back as coach of Raiders cagers (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.19
- Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; add photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
- Cinderella season ends as SNS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; add photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
- SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30

JANIGER, HERMAN
- Pin found hidden in 7-year-old's Valentine's Day chocolate treat, Feb 28, 1986, p.5
- Safety pin in a granola bar seen as an isolated incident, Jan 16, 1987, p.3

JANIS, CHRISTOS
- Board's plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1

JANIS, PAULA
- Board's plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1

JANNEY, SUZANNE
- Honorees (of Mt Holyoke Club of Westchester) (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.9
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JANDW, LAURIE
A place for teens (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.1

JANSMA, ANDRIES
Club votes change in Unit meetings, Oct 31, 1985, p.1

JANSMA, ANDY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

JANSON, H W
It was 'love at first sight' for local John Storrs scholar N Frackman (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.9

JAPAN-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Japan trip fosters firsthand knowledge of Asian culture (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.9

JAPANESE IN EMT
Showing appreciation (photo), May 8, 1987, p.10

JAPANESE IN THE US
A test of our commitment (edit), Mar 22, 1985, p.7
Cultural Exchange Program may end, Sep 6, 1985, p.9
Red is for younger women (edit), Nov 8, 1985, p.7
At home away from home (photo; list), Mar 20, 1985, p.8
Americans' brains work strangely (edit), Aug 15, 1986, p.7
Bridging the cultural gap (edit), Jan 23, 1987, p.7
'Let's talk,' say Japanese women to villagers here (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.6
(Urara Kageyama) Painting far from home (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.13

SEE ALSO JAPANESE-AMERICAN CULTURAL EXCHANGE PROGRAM

JAPANESE LANGUAGE-STUDY AND TEACHING
Forty years later, veteran W Lane studies Japanese again (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.3

JAPANESE-AMERICAN CULTURAL EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Cultural Exchange Program may end, Sep 6, 1985, p.9
New effort to help women from abroad, Sep 26, 1986, p.8

JARCHO, DAVID
South of the border flavor at Chi-Chi's Restaurant (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.4

JARKOVSKY, ZELDA
Z Jarkovsky joins staff of Cleveland E Van Wert Inc (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.9

JASON, PAUL
Buyers eye development of downtown lot (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.1
Local law firm opens new office, Jan 21, 1986, p.2
SCS's business leaders (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.8
After long run, developers set sights on downtown SCS (illus), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Office building, eleven new homes among proposals to Planning Board, May 22, 1987, p.1
Chase Landing (Restaurant) to be sold in $2.1M deal (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
Multi-house proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
(Planning) Board turns down proposed five-house development, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Chamber elects leadership (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.2
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Chamber (of Commerce) to honor R L Gerloff (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
No courtesy shown, he says (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

JASPER, HELEN
H A Jasper dies, Jun 20, 1988, p.19
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JASS, ANDREU
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

JAUS, SILVANA
Top EMT students join Cum Laude (photo; list), Jun 7, 1986, p.11
Class of '86 bids EMS a fond adieu at graduation (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.9

JAY COALITION
This land is (not) your land (photo; list; advertisement), Oct 16, 1987, p.24
Coalition urges county to condemn (Jay) property, Oct 23, 1987, p.16
Join the Jay Coalition (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6

JAY PROPERTY
This land is (not) your land (photo; list; advertisement), Oct 16, 1987, p.24
Coalition urges county to condemn (Jay) property, Oct 23, 1987, p.16
Join the Jay Coalition (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6

JAY, JACK
Town seeks inspectors; gets a couple of couples, Sep 5, 1986, p.13

JAY, JOHN
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

JAYCEES
J Vorperian named Jaycees Outstanding Young Man, 1984, Jan 11, 1985, p.5

JEFFERSON, THOMAS
What do our candidates know? (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6

JENKINS, DORIS
D D Jenkins dies, Aug 23, 1985, p.10

JENKINS, PHILIP
Pluck and push created Central 7 (School District; P Jenkins instrumental in effort) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.12

JENNEY, ROBERT (REV)
Historically Speaking: Once, all SCS was Fox Meadow (map), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

JENSEN, GRADY
Like father-in-law, like son: G Jensen wins SCS Bowl (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.1
G Jensen honored at SCS Bowl dinner, Jan 25, 1985, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes G Jensen (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.20
School Board asks 8.26% tax increase, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
Close call for school budget, May 24, 1985, p.1
Three score and ten years ago... (SCS incorporated) (photo), May 31, 1985, p.1
G Jensen named director, May 31, 1985, p.5
Smashing victory for (school) budget, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Former mayor G E Jensen to run council for seniors (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.2
Preservation law, Nov 20, 1986, p.1
Historic preservation law due for public hearing next month, Feb 20, 1987, p.1
Citizens debate preservation law, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
(Town) Club urges village to shelve Historic Preservation Law (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
They also serve who only sit... and wait (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.6
Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Committee formed to pick Bowl winner, Oct 9, 1987, p.5
Joseph Ullman praised as a man of fairness, modesty and kindness (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.2
Birthday bash (for SCS Bicentennial), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Happy Birthday, SCS (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3

JENSEN, GRADY (AU)
Statements on Winston confirmed (ltr), Apr 18, 1986, p.6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JENSEN, JIM</td>
<td>SHS team to play in ‘house that Ruth built’ (list), Feb 27, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JENSEN, JOHN</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JENSEN, TIMOTHY</td>
<td>G Jensen honored at SCS Bowl dinner, Jan 25, 1985, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEROME, ELIZABETH</td>
<td>E D Jerome dies, Nov 27, 1987, p.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JESSEY, BOB</td>
<td>Observing SCS’s weather with a birdhouse and milk can, Jan 3, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JESSAMY, CHARLES</td>
<td>Their hands are quicker than the eye...sleight-ly (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWELL, RUTH</td>
<td>Cyrus Vance presents Samuel Duboff Award (photo; list), Jan 9, 1987, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWISH BRAILLE INSTITUTE</td>
<td>Braille Institute elects residents Dr P Steinberg, E Henkind, Dec 13, 1985, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWISH BRAILLE INSTITUTE OF AMERICA</td>
<td>Braille unit elects philanthropist S Henkind, Jan 15, 1988, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWISH CHILD CARE ASSN (NEW YORK, NY)</td>
<td>Sccs man H Blitarian to chair Child Care Assn (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER</td>
<td>Jewish Community Center foresees productive ’85 (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWISH OPEN SCHOOL</td>
<td>SEE YH-YWHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWS</td>
<td>Time (for Jews) to unite (ltr), Sep 27, 1985, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWS IN POLAND</td>
<td>Rabbi E Korzenik reflects on her historic mission abroad (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warsaw, &quot;a hollowness about it all...&quot; (edit), May 2, 1986, p.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWS IN SCS</td>
<td>Thoughts on Edgewood, sixth grade (ltr), Feb 14, 1986, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She’s outraged by Mr Sloan (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWS IN THE SOVIET UNION</td>
<td>(Westchester County) Board of Legislators has message for Gorbachev, Dec 11, 1987, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington-the place to be (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not the time for euphoria (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCS girl K Liebowitz seeks freedoi for Soviet ‘twin’, M Rakova (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWS IN THE US-PERSONAL NARRATIVES</td>
<td>How it was on the Lower East Side (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWS IN THE USSR</td>
<td>Rally (for rights of Soviet Jews) called a ‘thrilling’ experience, Dec 11, 1987, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWS-PERSECUTIONS</td>
<td>Why all must remember the Holocaust (edit), Apr 19, 1985, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Rosenberg’s plea to Reagan (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Rosenberg’s plea to Reagan (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holocaust memorial proposed (ltr), May 3, 1985, p.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face to face with the Holocaust (edit), May 3, 1985, p.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Jews—Persecutions continued
- DioGuardi demands apology (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6
- World cannot be appeased (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6
- SCS arts supporter seeking to have Holocaust memorial built, Jul 11, 1986, p.1
- The Holocaust: the need to know (edit), Jul 17, 1987, p.7
- Individuality breeds heroism (edit), Nov 6, 1987, p.7

See also Concentration Camps

Jews—Persecutions—Personal Narratives
- Prophet on Sixth Avenue (edit), Oct 9, 1987, p.7

Jews—Rites and Ceremonies
- May all be free— the Passover message (edit), Apr 5, 1985, p.7
- Nursery School Seder (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.16
- Rabbi E Korzenik reflects on her historic mission abroad (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.1
- The High Holidays—their meaning (edit), Sep 13, 1985, p.7
- Jewish new year begins (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.1
- Light of freedom (edit), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
- Festival of lights (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.1
- A Shabbat in the shtetl (photo; list), Mar 21, 1986, p.14
- Ancient seder still relevant to today's Jews (illus), Apr 18, 1986, p.6
- He's got a new name, career and a 100-watt grin (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.6
- The sound of High Holy Days (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.10
- Happy New Year (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.12
- A model seder (photo; list), Apr 10, 1987, p.10
- Eruv approved, Oct 16, 1987, p.1

See also Names of Individual Holidays, ex Chanukah

Je1, Marva
- Mormon couple describes mission, Aug 22, 1986, p.11

Je1, Victor
- Mormon couple describes mission, Aug 22, 1986, p.11

Job Corps
- Save the Job Corps! (edit), Oct 4, 1985, p.7

Joel, Martin
- Did you know (what services, facilities available to handicapped)?, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

Jogging
- See Running

Johansen, Arvid
- Fire destroys Hitchcock (photo; addl photo p 13), Jun 6, 1986, p.1

Johansen, Christian
- Let the games begin! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.13

Johansen, EbbE
- International event (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.4
- Contest winner: Mrs EbbE Johansen, May 22, 1987, p.18

Johnson, (Mrs Bud)
- SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

Johnson, Anne
- EMS grad A P Johnson to sing at Met (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.14

Johnson, Arthur
- Raiders lose in bowl; end season at 8-1 (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.1

Johnson, Betty
- B Johnson dies, Oct 31, 1985, p.18
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JOHNSON, BOINE
Neighbor should not be set against neighbor in a local election (ltr), Feb 22, 1985, p.6
Contested elections not the problem (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
Playing field plan wins praise, Mar 15, 1985, p.3
Town Club slates annual meeting, May 17, 1985, p.1
Town Club awards Public Service Medals (photo), May 31, 1985, p.24
Greenacres to get another guard, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Where's Johnson? (ltr), Oct 11, 1985, p.6
Fan support called 'lukewarm' (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Parking plan, vets' benefits debated; village approves two labor contracts, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Correction to B Johnson's Jan 24 ltr, Jan 31, 1986, p.6
After 20 years in business, car rental may be legalized, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Statements on Winston confirmed (ltr), Apr 18, 1986, p.6
Pool backers make pitch to Town Club, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Barrier falls (J Coutts nominated as Town Club vice-president), Mar 13, 1987, p.1
High praise for departing (Village Board) officials (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Mayor's last act, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Panel explores SCS's role in responding to homelessness, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
(Town) Club urges village to shelve Historic Preservation Law (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Low-key celebration of Constitution planned for village, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
SCS celebrates (?) the Constitution (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.3

JOHNSON, BOINE (AU)
Rukeyser 'cover-up' charged (ltr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6
Vet says, no entitlement due (ltr), Feb 15, 1985, p.6
Where are our football fans? (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
Veteran opposes tax benefit (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6
Former mayor B Johnson defends village on Winston (edit), Apr 4, 1986, p.7

JOHNSON, BUD
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

JOHNSON, BUD (AU)
Tribute to Dean Gray (ltr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6

JOHNSON, CAROLYN
SCS's business leaders (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.8
Low-key celebration of Constitution planned for village, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
Chamber elects leadership (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.2

JOHNSON, CARROLL
Man who found Sobol, C F Johnson, to seek his successor, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
Consultants seek to fill 'large shoes' (of superintendent) (cont p 6), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

JOHNSON, CARROLL (DR)
Board appoints Dr S Cohen acting superintendent, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
Public invited to give views on next schools chief, May 8, 1987, p.1
In search of perfection: quest begins for Sobol's successor, May 29, 1987, p.1
Community input (J Musbaum chairman of committee advising Bd of Ed on new superintendent), Jul 31, 1987, p.1

JOHNSON, CECILE
Art by Cecile Johnson on exhibit (illus), Jul 18, 1986, p.4
SNB to exhibit watercolors by C Johnson, Sep 25, 1987, p.2

JOHNSON, CINDY
Auxiliary elects C S Johnson new president (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.8
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JOHNSON, CINDY continued
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

JOHNSON, CRIS
Downzoning sought, Mar 18, 1988, p.1

JOHNSON, DAVE
On the commissioner (Dr T Sobol)'s trail: a superintendent transformed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

JOHNSON, DEBORAH
SMS open campus may get less so, Feb 15, 1985, p.1

JOHNSON, EDWARD
E F Johnson dies, Dec 6, 1985, p.18

JOHNSON, GAYLE
Headed for Albany: G Johnson, J Franke (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32

JOHNSON, GENEVIEVE
SEE OSWALD, GENEVIEVE

JOHNSON, GWEN
Course takes students beyond classroom, Sep 13, 1985, p.16
Teachers Institute leader J Schwartz warns of teacher shortage, Nov 21, 1986, p.5

JOHNSON, GWEN (AU)
Bridging the cultural gap (edit), Jan 23, 1987, p.7

JOHNSON, HELGE
Do we need any growth at all? (Part I) (edit), Jun 5, 1987, p.7

JOHNSON, JANET
Legal Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

JOHNSON, JOHN
Screening judges, Nov 15, 1985, p.1

JOHNSON, JOHN JR
Planners make downtown proposals, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Local man's firm takes new name, May 3, 1985, p.2
Planners shift focus to Heathcote corners, Jun 7, 1986, p.1

JOHNSON, KAMELA
Computer courses focus on software (photo) 'Lifelong Learning Supplement', Jan 9, 1987, p.9

JOHNSON, KATHERINE
Big day for (Girl) scouts (photo; list), Mar 20, 1987, p.3

JOHNSON, LARRY
Residents discuss downtown area at Planning Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Board hires adviser on Winston lot, May 31, 1985, p.1
Citizens raise questions about downtown plans, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
Giving thanks by giving service (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.3

JOHNSON, LOUISE
Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2

JOHNSON, LYNDON
O'Neill rates the Presidents--past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1

JOHNSON, LYNN (AU)
Tribute to Dean Bray (litr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6

JOHNSON, MARTHA
Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Popham House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5

JOHNSON, MELANIE
Eight join (Hoff Barthelson) music school faculty, Oct 30, 1987, p.21

JOHNSON, OTTO
Kudos to cops A Filancia, G Greenbaum, T Carroll, Dec 31, 1987, p.1
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSON, TIMOTHY</td>
<td>T S Johnson joins N Y public relations firm</td>
<td>Mar 15, 1985</td>
<td>p.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSON, WILLIAM (REV)</td>
<td>Local man Rev W Johnson cited by college</td>
<td>Sep 25, 1987</td>
<td>p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSTON, WILIAM</td>
<td>Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years</td>
<td>Aug 28, 1987</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSTON, ROBERT</td>
<td>Town Democrats are re-elected</td>
<td>Nov 6, 1987</td>
<td>p.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSTONE, WILLIAM</td>
<td>Seeking access (to post office for handicapped)</td>
<td>Apr 4, 1986</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, AL</td>
<td>Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriad of trivia</td>
<td>Dec 11, 1987</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, ALEXANDRA</td>
<td>Day camp is one answer to parents' dilemma</td>
<td>Jul 18, 1986</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, ANICA</td>
<td>Reading for fun</td>
<td>Nov 22, 1985</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, ARCHER</td>
<td>Scouts conduct survey (ltr)</td>
<td>Aug 16, 1985</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, CASSIUS</td>
<td>Top manager: C L Jones</td>
<td>Dec 11, 1987</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, GEORGE</td>
<td>25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions</td>
<td>Oct 9, 1987</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, INA</td>
<td>Civic groups leery of zoning amendment</td>
<td>May 8, 1987</td>
<td>p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, INA (AU)</td>
<td>Westchester has poverty (edit)</td>
<td>Apr 26, 1985</td>
<td>p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, KEVIN</td>
<td>Scouts unite to govern SCS</td>
<td>Mar 8, 1985</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, KRISTIN</td>
<td>Traditional celebrations</td>
<td>Apr 17, 1987</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, PAT</td>
<td>Before the prom</td>
<td>Jun 19, 1987</td>
<td>p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES, RICHARD</td>
<td>R D L Jones dies</td>
<td>Sep 6, 1985</td>
<td>p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JORDAN, BRIAN</td>
<td>Scouts take charge of SCS for a day</td>
<td>Feb 26, 1988</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JORDAN, DEAN (AU)</td>
<td>Outrageous but typical (ltr)</td>
<td>Apr 11, 1986</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JORDAN, DON</td>
<td>Strong arm tactics</td>
<td>May 16, 1986</td>
<td>p.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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JORDAN, DONALD
Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

JORDAN, DOROTHY

JORDAN, JOANNA
Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 2), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
New bosses (for SCS Government Day) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5

JORDAN, JERI
Draft policy on residence is subject of board meeting, Oct 11, 1985, p.11
Board appoints teacher for district's gifted students, Feb 28, 1986, p.9
Board appointment sparks criticism from EHS faculty, Mar 28, 1986, p.11
Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11
Assistant principal named: D Pearlan, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
Administrators divvy up duties, Sep 26, 1986, p.13

JORDAN, KATHLEEN
American tall tales (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.1

JORDAN, KATHY
Pearlan to leave (EHS), Feb 27, 1987, p.9
Salary increases for district administrators, Aug 14, 1987, p.9

JORDAN, KEITH
Scouts get inside view of their village (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

JORDAN, SALLY (DR)
Sixth graders learn about the eye, Nov 21, 1986, p.18

JORDAN, SUE MUDGE
Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

JOSEPH, BRIAN
Former resident B D Joseph wins Fulbright, Jul 31, 1987, p.2

JOSEPH, DIANE
Teacher's assistant okayed for Seely Place students, Nov 15, 1985, p.11

JOSSET, CATHERINE
R Conboy to be assistant principal (at EHS), Jun 12, 1987, p.11

JOSSET, CATHY
Year of Developing Capable Young People begins Sept 25, Aug 29, 1986, p.9

JOSSET, ELEANOR
Teachers' pet (programs) (photo), May 30, 1986, p.10
Class of '86 bids EHS a fond adieu at graduation (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.9

JOSSET, PHILIPPE
E(MT) Teachers (asns) approves new health plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.11

JOUSS, LINDA
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1

JOUJON-ROCHE, BETTE
B Joujon-Roche dies, Nov 21, 1986, p.16

JOURNALISM
On naming names (in police report) (edit), Feb 28, 1986, p.6
Former News editor M O'Neill says journalists are failing, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
A change of policy: Inquirer adopting a policy of naming suspects when reporting arrests (edit), Nov 6, 1987, p.6
(Inquirer's) Name policy resented (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
First-class reporting (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6
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JOURNALISM-AWARDS
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

JOURNALISTS
Journalist group elects local man C Erbsen, Feb 14, 1986, p.3
Marketing with Murdoch yields toothsome tips (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.6
Priest M Roth turns columnist, Feb 20, 1987, p.11
Westchester journalist J Feron wins honorary Marietta doctorate (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.2
Ex-Scarsdalian V Hackett in anchor post, Jul 24, 1987, p.8
Former Inquirer staffer J Solomon joins public school program in NYC, Mar 25, 1988, p.2

SEE ALSO PHOTOGRAPHERS

JOYCE, LINDA (AU)
Square away with 'Pluto square' (edit), Jul 3, 1987, p.7

JOYCE, WALTER
Vietnam Memorial committee seeks to confirm names to be listed, Sep 4, 1987, p.16

JUDAISM
Some can't live with ambiguity (edit), Mar 21, 1986, p.7
He's got a new name, career and 100-watt grin, Jun 7, 1986, p.6

JUDELSON, HORMAN
Winston property draws $3.7M bid (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Bid for 17 acres (Winston Property) accepted, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Planners say 13 houses can be built on Winston property, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Letter to Moynihan, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
No notice (of Winston property hearings), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
Colonial Acres united against through street, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Would-be Winston developers must prepare impact statement, Oct 3, 1986, p.3
Winston property called wetlands; village protests, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Village to seek court reversal of wetlands decision, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1

JUDGES
Village justice M Cedarbaum nominated for federal court position (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Cedarbaum is confirmed (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Screening committee seeks potential judges (list), Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Herold gets nod for State Supreme Court (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
Prospective judges needed; Apr 3, 1987, p.1
(W Handelaan)’s a candidate (for village justice), May 1, 1987, p.1
Two local judges, J R Herold, V Knaplund, moving up a rank (photo p 20), May 15, 1987, p.1
Candidate W Handelaan asked to withdraw (ltr), May 15, 1987, p.6
Moving up day for SCS judges J R Herold, V Knaplund (photo), May 22, 1987, p.1
Vacant judgship, May 22, 1987, p.1
Knaplund in contest for Family Court, May 29, 1987, p.1
Parties pick judges who never preside; Jun 12, 1987, p.1
Judge to be named, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
All in the (Knaplund) family (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.3
Richard A Gould is new acting justice (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.1
J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for room on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Original intent dies matter (ltr), Oct 2, 1987, p.6
Judge Bork is a radical ideologue (edit), Oct 9, 1987, p.7
For Judge Knaplund (edit), Oct 23, 1987, p.6
Want to be a judge? (Committee again looking for candidates for judges), Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Judge Leftkowitz praised (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
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JUDGES continued

SCS High grad J H Fogel becomes NYC judge, Dec 11, 1987, p.5
(SCS) Court gets busier, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

JUDGES-ELECTION

Room on the bench, Feb 12, 1988, p.1

JUDICIAL QUALIFICATIONS ADVISORY COMMITTEE

SEE COURTS-SCS

JUDICIAL QUALIFICATIONS ADVISORY COMMITTEE-SCS

Screening committee seeks potential judges (list), Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Vacant judgeship, May 22, 1987, p.1
Judge to be named, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
Richard A Gould is new acting justice (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Want to be a judge? (Committee again looking for candidates for judges), Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Amendment to Non-Partisan Resolution would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5

Room on the bench, Feb 12, 1988, p.1

JUDSON, ANDREW (AU)

He's appalled (at condition of FM basketball courts) (ltr), Mar 20, 1987, p.6

JUDSON, ARTHUR

After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Music for Westchester (edit), Oct 2, 1987, p.6

JUDY, FRED

Family Counseling benefit (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.3
Common Ground, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
Wrong place for a teen cafe (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
Teen cafe plans February opening (list), Jan 9, 1987, p.1

JULIAN, GREGORY

Conservatives, Dems to make primary picks, Sep 5, 1986, p.13
Conservative takeover fails in GBH's primary test, Sep 12, 1986, p.12

JULIUS, THOMAS

W F Olson heads history group, Dec 4, 1987, p.16

JULY 4TH

Pool to host holiday celebration, Jun 28, 1985, p.1
A Ogden to be vocal soloist July 4 (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.8
July 4th: A day to celebrate all over town (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.1
It was all happening at the pool on the Fourth (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.3
Flag-waving Americans (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.4
Glorious Fourth draws 6000 to pool (list), Jul 12, 1985, p.4
Greenacres runs, throws and jumps in celebration of Independence Day (photo; list), Jul 12, 1985, p.5
Ready for the Fourth (photo; list), Jun 27, 1986, p.1
Fireworks and games to mark 4th (list), Jun 27, 1986, p.1
Pool to the pool, Jun 27, 1986, p.1
The Lady may blush (edit), Jul 4, 1986, p.6
Arthur Manor hails spirit of freedom (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.1
The Yolk's on him (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.3
Greenacresites run for rubbons (list), Jul 11, 1986, p.4
Liberty weekend was a hit here too (photo; list), Jul 11, 1986, p.5
Fireworks lit up SCS pool on the 4th of July (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.6
Three facets of the Fourth (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Gallopers, dashers, egg-tossers win Greenacres ribbons (photo; list), Jul 10, 1987, p.2
Fourth draws 1000's to pool (photo; list), Jul 10, 1987, p.5
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JULY 4TH continued
Ready to roll (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.5
Familiar Figure; Uncle Sam (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.6

JUMPING ROPE
Togetherness (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.11

JUNG, CHRISTINE
Local students L Balsam, C Jung, K Pessan, A Stauble picked for NY State Summer School of Arts, Jul 17, 1987, p.4
Students C Jung, J Spokes to play in national orchestra (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.15

JUNIOR LEAGUE
Junior Leagues elect resident L Donovan to area council (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.8
SEE ALSO JUNIOR LEAGUE-SCS (BEFORE 1985), JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER (AFTER 1985)

JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER
League adding to achievements that earned it 1984 civic award (photo) (Progress Edition-1995), Feb 1, 1985, p.28
Junior League provides grant to fight child abuse, Feb 8, 1985, p.2
Junior League launches emergency card project, Feb 22, 1985, p.2
Dr P S Liebert to speak on missing, exploited children, Feb 22, 1985, p.2
Annual "Treasures and Trivia" sale slated for next weekend (photo; list), Mar 22, 1985, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Junior League of Central WC (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.30
Additions to (election) list, Jun 14, 1985, p.9
Junior League did it (books to housebound) first (ltr), Oct 11, 1985, p.6
Junior League names '86 class (list), Oct 11, 1985, p.12
Vegetable sculpture (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.16
Wayside Cottage restoration project planned (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.21
Junior League issues 'Wish Book', Dec 27, 1985, p.2
Eighteenth century holiday open house (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.5
New league project could be a lifesaver, Jan 31, 1986, p.8
League offering more services (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.34
Auction fever (Chairmen for Jr League Auction) (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.9
Historic buildings here to host architectural heritage celebration (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.3
Community advisory panel formed by Junior League (list), May 2, 1986, p.14
Junior league makes community grants, Jun 7, 1986, p.8
New Officers (of Junior League) (photo; list), Jun 7, 1986, p.8
Junior League aids counseling service (list), Jul 11, 1986, p.5
A dialogue on adolescents' problems: actors dramatize, audience reacts, Nov 14, 1986, p.19
League publishes 'Wish Book', Dec 19, 1986, p.5
Junior League marks 40th year of service to Central Westchester (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.8
Junior League distributes trauma bags to help children caught in emergency (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.8
Digging up history (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes Junior League of Central Westchester Fortieth Anniversary (photo), May 8, 1987, p.30
Junior League presidents: L Daily, C Melaugh (photo), May 15, 1987, p.20
L Daily elected Junior League president, Aug 21, 1987, p.3
DuPont to tell community how to combat drug, alcohol threat, Oct 16, 1987, p.3
Lots of ghosts (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.8
Thanks from Junior League (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
Junior League volunteers are dedicated to improving community (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.19
(Junior) League gives books to the boys (of Children's Village) (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.8
SEE ALSO JUNIOR LEAGUE-SCS (BEFORE 1985)

JUNIORETTES
SEE SCS WOMAN'S CLUB-JUNIORETTES

JUNIORETTES-SCS
Santa Claus in cahoots with rec department (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1
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JUNJULAS, CRAIG
Off the beaten track: unusual courses (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.6

JURY
Jury pay raised (in GBH), Jan 29, 1988, p.12

JUSTER, KENNETH
Media's role in hostage crises (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
DC lawyer: K I Juster (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.19

JUSTER, KENNETH (AU)
Collective action vs terrorism (edit), Nov 29, 1985, p.7

JUSTER, MURIEL
Course takes students beyond classroom, Sep 13, 1985, p.16

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF
State Supreme Court Judge E Roberts urges commitment to rehabilitation, May 17, 1985, p.5

JUTHANI, NALINI
Culture of India celebrated at Apple Tree Barn (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.6

JUTHANI, NALINI (DR-AU)
She had a dream (edit), Sep 4, 1987, p.7

JUTHARU, KAPILA
Culture of India is celebrated at Apple Tree Barn (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.6

KACHULIS, JAMES
New music faculty at Y (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.30

KAGAMI, HARUKO
And all the trimmings (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.18

KAGEYAMA, MIHO
(Urara Kageyama) Painting far from home (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.13

KAGEYAMA, RENA
Friday night fun (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.10
(Urara Kageyama) Painting far from home (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.13

KAGEYAMA, TADAO
(Urara Kageyama) Painting far from home (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.13

KAGEYAMA, URARA
(Urara Kageyama) Painting far from home (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.13

KAHANE, MEIR (RABBI)
(Lawyers B Slotnick, P Pickelle, M Armstrong) In the limelight, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

KAHL, JANE
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

KAHLE, RALPH (DR)
Dr Ralph C Kahle dies, Nov 15, 1985, p.20

KAHN, DORIS
Curtain time; Senior citizens perform 'The Jewel Thief' (photo), Jan 15, 1989, p.11

KAHN, FLORA
F Kahn dies, Jul 5, 1985, p.13

KAHN, GERTRUDE
Democrats retain town reins, Nov 8, 1985, p.11

KAHN, HANNAH
Nossen dance classes at five sites (photo) (Education 87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.4

KAHN, JESSICA
Honored: J Kahn, R Pollack, Mar 4, 1988, p.12

KAHN, MARCY (AU)
Statements on Winston confirmed (ltr), Apr 18, 1986, p.6
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KAHN, MICHAEL
Kids saved by alert counselor M Kahn, Aug 15, 1986, p.1

KAHN, ROBERT
(Planning) Board turns down proposed five-house development, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3

KAIDAN, DANIEL
Hail to the champions... (Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

KAISER, BARBARA
Prospective judges needed, Apr 3, 1987, p.1
J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for roos on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Law (forcing judges to retire at 70) upheld, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

KAISER, CONSTANTINE
New campaign (against hand deliveries), Aug 16, 1985, p.1

KAISER, JOSEPH
A vanishing art (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.17

KAISER, LYNN
Survey finds interest in Channel 36 programs, Apr 26, 1985, p.2
Carlysses return (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.12

KAISER, MARTHA
Annual pilgrimage (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.3

KAITZ, RONALD (DR)
Four MD's join White Plains hospital, Jan 3, 1986, p.2

KAJINAMA, HIROKO
Feast of clay (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.19

KAJINAMA, MASAMI
'This is the first time I have seen Japanese women here' (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.6

KAKOS, KENNETH
Laying of water main under way, Oct 24, 1986, p.11
Can they dig it? (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.11

KALB, LORE
R J Kalb honored (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.5
Real estate firm honors producers A Hillman, L Kalb, D Serenson, J Wei, Feb 19, 1988, p.2

KALB, ROLAND
Preventive Psychiatry elects R J Kalb new chairman (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.3
R J Kalb honored (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.5

KALEY, PAT
Twelve firefighters receive awards for excellence, Nov 27, 1987, p.4

KALEY, PATRICK
Fire breaks out in Garth Road apartment (photo), May 8, 1987, p.1

KALLEY, MARY
No one hurt in (1 Foxhall Rd) group home fire (photo p 10), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

KAMINER, JACK
Kaminer retires (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.15
New court battle (for basketball courts), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
SCS to take on Jets in charity (basketball) game, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Bouquets (to J Kaminer) and brickbats (to unsportmanlike fans) (1tr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
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KAMINER, JACK continued
  SMS (basketball) players, coach honored, Mar 18, 1988, p.16
  SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30
  Jets looked like Giants on Raider court (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15
KAMINER, JACK (AU)
  Thanks from the coach (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6
KAMMER, MADELEINE
KAMP, MARTIN (AU)
  Too much for tourists (ltr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6
KANAREK, HERBERT
  Citizen’s Party slate expected to run unopposed in March elections, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
KANE, DENNIS
  Vice-president of bank named: D Kane (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.9
KANE, LEONARD
  Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7
KANE, MARGUERITE
  Adult School names C Robinson business chief (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.5
  Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7
KANG, EDWARD
  SCS violinist E Kang places in contest, Apr 3, 1987, p.14
KANG, JOHN
  Foreign AFS students to return home; three AFS juniors to summer abroad (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.5
  AFS gives students new perspectives (Progress Edition ’86), Jan 30, 1987, p.16
KANG, MICHELLE
  Thirteen-year-old pianist M Kang wins competition at Juilliard, May 9, 1986, p.2
KANG, THOMAS
  They’ve got travel plans (photo), May 22, 1987, p.15
  AFS students fora bonds (Education 87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5
KANNEY, JUDY
  Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
KANTER, ANDREW
  SMS Vernal Equinox Club celebrates arrival of spring (photo; list), Mar 28, 1986, p.16
KANTER, ANDREW (AU)
  Community indifference seen (ltr), Oct 17, 1986, p.6
KANTER, GAIL
  Crafty Adult School course takes the cake (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.6
KANTOR, ERIC
  Graduation day marks end of years at EHS for 148 seniors (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.11
  Teachers’ pet (program) (photo), May 30, 1986, p.10
  Graduation ’87 was short and sweet for 131 seniors (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.11
KANTOR, JOHN
  SCS class of ’85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
KANTOR, SYLVIA
  S Kantor dies, Jul 25, 1986, p.14
KANTROW, LOUISE
  M Adlerstein will make history live at Ellis Island (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.6
KANE, EDWARD III
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KAO, JENNY
Chinese School keeps traditions vibrant in USA (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.6

KAO, VIRGINIA
Chinese School keeps traditions vibrant in USA (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.6

KAPICA, JOHN
Town and police seek an end to impasse in negotiations, Jul 12, 1985, p.9

KAPLAN, HEIDI
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Board (of Education) aims at tax hike under 8%, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1

KAPLAN, JAKE
An intra-ural activity (photo), May 22, 1987, p.16

KAPLAN, JUDITH
Reid & Herrmann names J P Kaplan, S DeSiaone associates (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.8
Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1988, p.8

KAPLAN, JUDITH (AU)
Realtors call (redistricting) plan disastrous (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6

KAPLAN, LAURIE
Counselors team up to help young people (photo), May 10, 1985, p.1
Youth Services program to expand, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
How youth project works (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Youth counselor L Kaplan plans to resign, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Why add to the stress? (edit), Nov 15, 1985, p.6
Youth project praised (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
Youth project called a 'model' (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
Young people, parents, counselors discuss issues of drugs, alcohol, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Parent seminars, films discuss social problems of adolescence, Dec 27, 1985, p.15
Youth project's backers fear loss of village support, Mar 7, 1986, p.1

KAPLAN, LAURIE (AU)
Counselor expresses gratitude (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6

KAPLAN, LEO
L L Kaplan dies, Nov 29, 1985, p.26

KAPLAN, LINDA
New redistricting wrinkle has Edgewood up in arms, Feb 14, 1986, p.1

KAPLAN, MATT
Scouts conduct survey (ltr), Aug 16, 1985, p.6

KAPLAN, MAURY
Edgewood Rec struggling to get insurance, Apr 18, 1986, p.11

KAPLAN, RACHEL
Togetherness (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.11

KAPLAN, STEVEN
Town Board postpones condominium decision, Nov 15, 1985, p.11

KAPLAN, TERRIE
Centennial Realty appoints six new sales associates (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.17

KAPNER, DEBBIE
Junior high book fair (photo), May 2, 1986, p.20

KAPNER, ERIK
(E Kapner) Named law partner, Jan 15, 1988, p.11

KAPNER, SUSIE
Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; add1 photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
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KAPP, RICHARD
Local conductor R Kapp invited to play at the White House, May 17, 1985, p.18
Fiddling small fry (photo), May 16, 1986, p.19

KARAMAN, RAY
Photo studio of J Bellacosa, R Karaman opens in town, Nov 6, 1987, p.4

KARAN, STEVEN
Horace Mann student S L Karan is National Merit Scholar, Apr 24, 1987, p.11

KARHU, JOHN
Town approves site plan for condominium complex, Feb 15, 1985, p.11

KARLINER, BILL (DR)
Their hands are quicker than the eye...sleight-ly (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.6

KARDOTKIN, NANCY
Books, books, books: book fair set (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.1

KARP, DALE
Two join Reid & Herrmann staff: D Karp, I Blassberg (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.29

KARP, DEBBIE
Residents stuck in the middle of town-developer square-off, Sep 18, 1987, p.11

KARP, ROBERTA
R Karp named manager of Chemical branch (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.4

KARPLUS, ELENA DE
SEE DE KARPLUS, ELENA

KARRON, CAROLINE
Scs Natl Bank names C Abate, C Karron managers, Dec 27, 1985, p.8

KASDON, DAVID (DR)
Leading neurosurgeons gather in SCS, Aug 1, 1986, p.1

KASE, NANCY
Saaler to lead board (photo p 6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

KASHIMOTO, DAISHIN
Concert held at Edgewood, Dec 20, 1985, p.28

KASHIN, BARBARA
400 hot meals a day flow from Town Park to seniors, Apr 17, 1987, p.11

KASHER, MEGAN
$32.2 million budget draws quiet reaction, May 1, 1987, p.1

KASHER, RITA
Heathcote PTA holds book fair, election, May 3, 1985, p.20
Scholarship Fund opens drive (list), Feb 7, 1986, p.1
Teachers' continuing contribution (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.2
Scholarship drive seeks broad support (list), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Gift for a graduate (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.4
Teachers' gift to the graduates (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.2
(PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3

KASHER, RITA (AU)
Most successful drive ever (ltr), Jul 18, 1986, p.6
Give now, pay less tax later (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
You've done it again (ltr), Jul 3, 1987, p.6

KASS, SHARON
They'll be voting in November (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.5
Listening in Albany (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.12

KASSALOU, TED (DR)
Local optometrist Dr T Kassalow has new type of lens, Aug 21, 1987, p.2
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KATCHER, ANDREW
Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

KATCHER, DANNY
Young people, parents, counselors discuss issues of drugs, alcohol, Dec 27, 1985, p.1

KATER, G & C DAN
Local man G C Dan Kater promoted, May 15, 1987, p.11

KATER, JOYCE
A day for stars and stripes (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.5

KATES, GLENN
Child Care (Assn of SCS) grows on all fronts (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.19

KATHIRITHAMBY, MAHENDRON
Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

KATHY FROELICH FOUNDATION
SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID

KATO, WAKAKO
Computer lab opens (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.11

KATZ, ABIGAIL
Party tiae on campus (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1

KATZ, ASCHER
Town GOP gears up for elections, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
GBH Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
Change is issue in (GBH Town) board contest, Oct 23, 1987, p.13
Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
(Westchester) Chamber (of Commerce) elects leaders for 1988, Dec 10, 1987, p.16
(GBH) Bicentennial celebration begins; Town officials to be sworn in (illus), Jan 8, 1988, p.10

KATZ, ASHER
Frigerio to run for supervisor; Greenbaum enters council race, May 22, 1987, p.11

KATZ, BARRY (DR)
Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1

KATZ, BILL
Summer theater seeking new director (Wendy Dubbs elected president! (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.3
Tony Ross is new SSMT director (photo p 1), Dec 11, 1987, p.21

KATZ, DAVID (DR-AU)
Scandalous situation (ltr), May 29, 1987, p.6

KATZ, FRANK
F M Katz dies, Feb 6, 1987, p.12

KATZ, JACK (DR)
Medical center names J L Katz director, Jun 7, 1986, p.16

KATZ, JEFFREY

KATZ, JEREMY
SSH team has extra incentive, May 3, 1985, p.1
Raiders lose in bowl; end season at 8-1 (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Scandalous situation (ltr), May 29, 1987, p.6

KATZ, JOEL
Jack Kaminer is back as coach of Raiders cagers (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.19

KATZ, KUNIKO
Arthur Manor elects leaders, Jul 3, 1987, p.5
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KATZ, KUNIKO continued
  Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

KATZ, MICHAEL
  Something to remember him by (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.1

KATZ, MYRON
  Can this be spring? (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.1

KATZ, RIC (AU)
  Affordable housing needed, May 24, 1985, p.6

KATZBERG, LESLIE AMSTER (AU)
  Dissayed by coverage (of Bruckner traffic fatality) (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

KATZIE, RICHARD
  Nearing the end (of environmental review process re station area improvements), Mar 20, 1987, p.1

KAUFMAN, ANDREA
  Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

KAUFMAN, ANITA
  Citizen's Party slate expected to run unopposed in March elections, Jan 10, 1986, p.1

KAUFMAN, ANN
  They're number one! Spelling team from SCS wins it all (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.3

KAUFMAN, DAVID
  Foreign AFS students to return home; three AFS juniors to summer abroad (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.5
  AFS offers adventures abroad in language, culture, sports (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.15
  AFS gives students new perspectives (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.16

KAUFMAN, DAVID (AU)
  Did Madonna cause the national debt? (edit), Nov 15, 1985, p.7
  Who's un-American? (ltr), Apr 25, 1986, p.6

KAUFMAN, EMILY
  New rules stir protest at SHS, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
  SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

KAUFMAN, JAY (AU)
  SVAC's work called effective (ltr), Feb 14, 1986, p.6

KAUFMAN, KRISTINA
  AFS students G Mergen, K Dixon, carry message to schools (photo), Mar 4, 1980, p.8

KAUFMAN, LIONEL (AU)
  Ashamed of Village Board (ltr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6

KAUFMAN, MARTIN
  Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
  (Planning) Board turns down proposed five-house development, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
  (M Kaufman) On the board (of New Orchestra of Westchester), Feb 12, 1988, p.12

KAUFMAN, MARTIN (AU)
  More assertiveness advised (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6

KAUFMAN, MILICENT
  Lively language lessons await Thai teenagers (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.6
  Hosts needed (for SCS AFS), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
  AFS fund drive, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
  AFS success story, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
  Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1

KAUFMAN, MILICENT (AU)
  Students see many faces of America (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.7
  AFS benefits students both here and abroad (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.22
  AFS finds a family: K and D Smith (ltr), Jun 5, 1987, p.6
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KAUFMAN, MITCHELL (AU)
A bit of Detroit in SCS (ltr), Nov 8, 1985, p.6
Flash lights for safety (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6

KAUFMAN, PETER (DR)
Former resident Dr P N Kaufman named to medical faculty, Sep 5, 1986, p.4

KAUFMAN, TEMO
Edgewood follows space flight, May 10, 1985, p.13
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
Giving the teachers a big hand (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.22
Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Of Thee I Sing (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.22

KAUFMANN, CHERYL
Builder C Deaetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3

KAUFMANN, NICHOLAS
Builder C Deaetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3

KAUL, KENNETH
Westchester Federal announces promotion of K Kaul, May 31, 1985, p.8

KAUTZ, FREDERIC
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Sixth grades may return to junior high school, Nov 22, 1985, p.1

KAVANAGH, MICHAEL
Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1

KAWAKAMI, KOHEI
A season of giving (at Children's Corner Nursery School) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.5

KAYE, IVAN (AU)

KAYLER, KYLE
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

KAYSER, JOAN FIRTH
Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

KEANE, BOB
Triumphant homecoming (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1

KEANE, FRANK
White Hat Award winner (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.2
Cooperation, not competition the focus at Sloane (photo), May 22, 1987, p.6

KEANE, GERARD

KEANE, HILDA
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
Bank is grateful to all (ltr), Sep 4, 1987, p.6

KEARNEY, FRANK
Parkway project, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
1988 start seen for (Heathcote Rd) bridge repair, Jul 10, 1987, p.1

KERNs, STEPHEN
Board rejects car rental request, Jun 21, 1985, p.2
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KEARNS, STEPHEN continued
Board of Appeals still undecided about legality of car rental here, Dec 20, 1985, p.4
Station sold, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Rent-a-car issue resolved as board gives Bitton a permit, Jun 20, 1986, p.3

KEARNY, FRANK
Keeping 'h' out of Greenburg (on County Center Building facade), Sep 18, 1987, p.11

KEARSE, EDWARD
Ardsley's refusal to accept cable changes raises issues, Dec 5, 1986, p.13
Cable television control is up to US, irate subscribers told (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.15

KEATING, JOHN
New fire facility turned down again, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Surprise party for super volunteer J Keating (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.4
Sleeping on the job (ltr), Dec 12, 1986, p.6

KEATING, JOHN (AU)
Wrong place for a teen cafe (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6

KEATING, MARY
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

KEATING, MICHAEL
Surprise party for super volunteer J Keating (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.4
Firefighters rescue linesman in distress (photo p.1), Aug 29, 1986, p.2
Volunteers of Fire Company 1 buck the trend (photo; list; addl photo p 13), Jul 3, 1987, p.6
Story on fire company points out 'kids' who contribute (ltr), Jul 17, 1987, p.6

KEATING, PAT
Surprise party for super volunteer J Keating (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.4

KEATING, PATRICIA
Avis Watson to retire (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.1

KEATING, PETER
Surprise party for super volunteer J Keating (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.4

KECKLER, BARBARA
Professors P Schnecker and B Keckler write book on study skills, Mar 22, 1985, p.9

KEEFE, JOHN
Civil service okays Zaffino, Dec 20, 1985, p.12

KEEFE, NANCY
Bill of Rights Day observed (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.27

KEEL, MELINDA
 Resident M Keel performing at Radio City (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.17
Local actress M Keel has big role in NYC (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.4

KEELER, E RICHARD
Playland manager E R Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2

KEELER, EDWIN
Tuttle's Shuttle catching on (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.3

KEELER, LILLIAN
L Keeler dies, Jun 14, 1985, p.16

KEELER, RUBY
Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4

KEEANAN, FRANK
Hitchcock cleans, copes, plans in fire's aftermath, Jul 25, 1986, p.1

KEENAN, KRISTEN
Newly opened Princeton Ski Outlet in Elmsford (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.31

KEENE, HELEN
DioGuardi, freeze backers meet (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.4
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KEENE, HELEN (AU)
Encouragement for R Reagan (ltr), Jan 4, 1985, p.6

KEENE, HILDA
Calendar is major effort (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6

KEESING, GUSTAÁF (DR)
Book fair this weekend (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.1

KEGAN, JOHN
Board to revise gifts policy; establish AIDS guidelines, Dec 20, 1985, p.21
New plan sends all sixth graders to junior high, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
(SCS) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1

KEHLER, RANDALL
R Kehler to address meeting of SCS Campaign for Nuclear Weapons Freeze (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.5

KEHLER, RANDALL (AU)
On Memorial Day, remember peace (edit), May 22, 1987, p.7

KEHDE, JOE
Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Board (of Ed) imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1

KEIM, ROBERT
Winston property draws $3.7M bid (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.1

KELL, PAUL
Town and police seek an end to impasse in negotiations, Jul 12, 1985, p.9
Village employee group voting on fact-finder's recommendation, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
$3900 raise for PBA over next two years, Oct 25, 1985, p.1

KELLAR, NANCY (SISTER)

KELLEHER, JAMES
School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
School district advised how to get corporate aid, Dec 4, 1987, p.1

KELLEHER, PAUL
Kelleher among three finalists for superintendent, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

KELLER, BETTY
L Gaibardella, B Keller join Leone real estate firm (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.15

KELLER, CHARLES
Rotary names local man A D Neslich (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.3

KELLER, DOROTHEA
Lisa Keller indicted for murder, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
Lisa Keller acquitted of murder, May 15, 1987, p.3

KELLER, KATE
Curtain going up next week on SSM's "Connecticut Yankee" (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1

KELLER, L
War on teens seen (ltr), Aug 15, 1986, p.6

KELLER, L (AU)
Teen facility needed (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6

KELLER, LISA
Murder suspect L Keller told employer she hated father (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Lisa Keller indicted for murder, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
Lisa Keller acquitted of murder, May 15, 1987, p.3

KELLER, MARYANN
Just kidding dept (edit), Jul 25, 1986, p.6
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KELLER, MORRIS
   Murder suspect L Keller told employer she hated father (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.1
   Lisa Keller indicted for murder, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
   Lisa Keller acquitted of murder, May 15, 1987, p.3

KELLER, VICTORIA
   SEE MARRON, VICTORIA

KELLEY, ALMA
   Against all odds, resident A Kelley retains fighting spirit (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.6

KELLEY, SUSANNA
   S R Kelley dies, Mar 1, 1985, p.18

KELLEY, TISH
   Against all odds, resident A Kelley retains fighting spirit (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.6

KELLNER, ROBERT
   Board hires adviser on Winston lot, May 31, 1985, p.1

KELLY, AUDREY
   Two from SCS (H Goldberg, A Kelly) on (Westchester County) Women's (Advisory) Board, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

KELLY, BRIAN
   Last-minute heroics give SHS league title; bowl game tomorrow (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 20, 1987, p.1
   SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.18

KELLY, BRYNN
   Backstage at the (Christmas) pageant (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.14

KELLY, CAMERON
   Getting together for Meals on Wheels (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.4

KELLY, DAVE
   Sixth graders: They're still crazy (about camp) after all these years (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.11

KELLY, EDWARD
   E H Kelly dies, Nov 20, 1987, p.14

KELLY, GEORGE
   G S Kelly dies, Jun 13, 1986, p.14

KELLY, JEAN
   Dollhouses, miniatures on display at SCS library (photo), Jan 4, 1985, p.2

KELLY, JIM

KELLY, JOHN
   Age of litigiousness reflected by suits facing local government, Sep 13, 1985, p.1
   Construction sites (in HTS, EMT) picketed, Feb 12, 1988, p.10

KELLY, MAMIE
   Happy holidays from the PO (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.4

KELLY, MARG
   Feb 14: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

KELLY, MARY
   Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

KELLY, MEGHAN
   Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

KELLY, MILDRED
   M Kelly dies, Mar 15, 1985, p.22

KELLY, NANCY
   Scarsdale's fastest (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.1
   On their way in the 15K (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

KELLY, RICK
   Feb 14: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
KELLY, ROBERT (AU)
Letter to Sen D P. Moynihan (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6

KELLY, THEODORE
J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for room on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p 9, Nov 6, 1987, p.1

KELLY, THOMAS (AU)
What the homeless need is a chance (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.7

KELLY, TIMOTHY
Anatomy of a drunk-driving case: How the justice system doesn't work (photo), Aug 23, 1987, p.1
'I don't belong here', Aug 28, 1987, p.1
Change of address (for Timothy Kelly), Sep 4, 1987, p.1
The drunken-driving case: two views (ltrs), Sep 18, 1987, p.6

KELLY, TOM
Teen cafe returning, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
A tale of two towns (SCS and BBH) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Teen cafe (The Strand) draws enthusiastic crowd (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.3

KELSON, IRVING
For town, computer hasn't brought cash, Nov 21, 1986, p.10

KEMP, JERYLL MARIE
A STEP student R Booker 'fits' (Pressboard), Nov 6, 1987, p.17

KENDALL, DAVID (REV)
On a dark day, (Hitchcock) church members look ahead to bright future (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

KENDALL, MICHAEL (REV)
St James' rector Rev M Kendall named archdeacon (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.40

KENNEDY, EDWARD
Board may save Latin program; Seely Place improvements proposed, Apr 19, 1985, p.11
Board considers changes for gifted and first graders, May 31, 1985, p.11
Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendent, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
EMT high school students honored for their many achievements (photo; list), Jun 21, 1985, p.11
Board again looks at policy on residence, Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Board to curb dogs, Dec 20, 1985, p.13
Committee to review math in K-6, Feb 14, 1986, p.11
Students' views sought on ESL, Apr 11, 1986, p.11
Teachers unite in support of colleague J Coon, May 9, 1986, p.11
Board okays program, Jun 27, 1986, p.11
Parents learn how to promote learning, Sep 19, 1986, p.10
Snipping the string (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.11
Students pass state tests, Dec 19, 1986, p.11
(EMT) Board gets instruction update, Feb 6, 1987, p.11
(EMT) Board (of Ed) pares budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10
BOCES project okayed, May 15, 1987, p.11
Revised math curriculum presented to (EMT) school board, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
Sixth graders: They're still crazy (about camp) after all these years (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.11
KENNEDY, EDWARD  continued  
Dvorkin is new (EMT) board (of Ed) president; new enrichment program adopted, Jul 3, 1987, p.9
Salary increases for district administrators, Aug 14, 1987, p.9
Despite rain, Tuesday was sunny for fourth, fifth graders at Seely (Weatherman Mr 6 visits)(photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.15

KENNEDY, JOHN FITZGERALD  
O'Neill rates the Presidents--past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1

KENNEDY, KEITH  
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

KENNEDY, MICHAEL  
Judge and lawyer agree Jean Harris should be free, Oct 31, 1985, p.1

KENNEDY, HOORHEAD (AU)  
Thanksgiving—-a hostage's view (edit), Nov 27, 1987, p.7

KENNEDY, PATRICK  
SCS Natl Bank salutes Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

KENNETH ROSENBERG MEMORIAL FUND  
SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID

KENNEY, JEFF  
Triumphant homecoming (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Last-minute heroics give SHS league title; bowl game tomorrow (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 20, 1987, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.18

KENNEY, KAREN  
Contracts expiring, May 24, 1985, p.1
Police 'frustrated' by contract impasse, Jul 5, 1985, p.1
$3900 raise for PBA over next two years, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Labor unrest: PBA files for binding arbitration, Nov 20, 1987, p.1

KENNEY, ROBERT  
Blowtorches blamed for 2 fires (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.3

KENYA  
Nursery school comes to Hova Bay (edit), Nov 14, 1986, p.7

KENYA-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL  
More to Kenya than animals (edit), Apr 10, 1987, p.7

KEogh, CHRIS  
Sewer pipe inspection can yield treasure (photo p 3), Sep 11, 1987, p.1

KERIN, LOIS (AU)  
Story on fire company points out 'kids' who contribute (ltr), Jul 17, 1987, p.6

KERIN, MICHAEL  
M J Kerin ordained a deacon, Feb 5, 1988, p.16

KERLEY, KATHLEEN  
Saaler to lead board (photo p 6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

KERN, BILL  
SCS High School graduate B Kern's documentary to be shown on PBS (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.8
KERN, DAVID
Phaedrus: happiness in a two-room schoolhouse (Part 1) (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.11

KERN, MARGARET
Guilty plea (from D Freitag) in rape case, Sep 4, 1987, p.11

KERN, RALPH
D Portman unveils revised zoning for downtown (map p 16), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

KERN, ROSEMARY

KERNBERG, ADINE
Correction: A Kernberg graduates with high honors, Jul 3, 1987, p.10

KERNBERG, OTTO (DR)
Outpatient clinic opens at hospital, Apr 18, 1986, p.9
Psychiatrist Dr O F Kernberg named to post (of Central Neuropsychiatric Hospital Assn), Apr 1, 1988, p.2

KERO, YVONNE
Artist Y Kerno to display prints, etchings (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.25

KEROSENE HEATERS
Heating with wood stove, kerosene requires care to avoid danger, Dec 27, 1987, p.12

KERR, ROBERT

KERSCHUS, MODKA
Bunny talk (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.11

KERSEY, FREESER
Country fun (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.2

KERSON, LEONARD
Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1

KERVA, RICHARD
R B Kervan dies, Aug 22, 1986, p.11

KEVIN, PETER
Hawaiian party to mark return of Common Ground, Jul 10, 1987, p.1

KESSEL, RICHARD
Cable television control is up to US, irate subscribers told (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.15

KESSEL, SARIT
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

KESSEL, TAMAR
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

KESSEL, JESSICA
There's plenty for teens to do (ltr), Aug 29, 1986, p.6

KESSEL, JESSICA (AU)
War on teens seen (ltr), Aug 15, 1986, p.6

KESSEL, ALAN (AU)
Court disaster on SCS streets (ltr), Sep 12, 1986, p.6

KESSEL, BARBARA
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

KESSEL, CAROLE
PT Council slates officers for '85-'86, May 10, 1985, p.13

KESSEL, DAVID (DR)
Report suggests approaches for reducing growth in school costs, May 31, 1985, p.18
under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

KESSEL, ELIZABETH
Of Thee I Sing (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.22
Kessler, Jason
When the going gets tough... (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.3
Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Teenager J Kessler honored for work with developmentally disabled (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.15
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.18

Kessler, Linda
School announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
No school like the 6 school (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6

Kessler, Paulette
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.52

Kessler, Steven
Drake-Edgewood favors plan to lease house to homeless (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Village Board okays lease of 2 Drake Road for homeless family, Mar 13, 1987, p.1

Kestenbaum, Judith
Manager at Ragette, J Kestenbaum, completes training, Apr 18, 1986, p.8

Keys
Commissioners set meeting on fire headquarters renovation, Aug 14, 1987, p.9

Khamer Rouge (Cambodia)
In Cambodia, 'holocaust' is the word (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.7

Kho, Dennis

Kho, Lysander
L Kho wins photo prize, Apr 12, 1985, p.14
Prize-winning shot (by L Kho), May 16, 1986, p.3
SHS student L Kho finishes internship, Oct 2, 1987, p.14

Kidder, Catherine (AU)
SVAC admirer (ltr), Sep 12, 1986, p.6

Kidnapping
Birth of a (kidnapping) rumor, May 10, 1985, p.1
How to prevent child abduction (edit), May 10, 1985, p.7
One for the 'yenta-line' (ltr), Jun 7, 1986, p.6

Kids in Distressed Situations
Kids ask help for KIDS (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

Kielson, Bennett
Commissioners order audit, Oct 3, 1986, p.11
Fire board approves a 16.3 percent tax hike, Oct 24, 1986, p.11

Kiers, Maureen
New teachers at Greenville (photo), May 10, 1985, p.10

Kikawa, Yutaka (DR)
Council names local doctor Y Kikkawa, Mar 13, 1987, p.2

Kiley, Jocelyn
Woodlands Junior High math team to host interscholastic mathematics event (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12

Killohry, Andrew
Ringing in the holidays (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.4

Kilmari, Helen
Art show winners (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.3

Kim, Paul
Deeee-fense! (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.1

Kim, Richard
Marvelous musicians (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.18
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KIMBALL, ROBERT (DR)
Search for survivors (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6

KIMBLE, CONNIE (AU)
Guide for drinkers? (ltr), Feb 8, 1985, p.6
Driveway droppings (Unsolicited papers) (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
Think of the apprehension (edit), Mar 28, 1986, p.7
There was SSMT before Habib (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6
Teens need action, not talk (ltr), Oct 23, 1987, p.6

KIMBLE, DAVID (AU)
Think of the apprehension (edit), Mar 28, 1986, p.7

KIMBLE, LAURA
Feb 14: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

KIMBLE, R DAVID
R D Kimble dies, Jul 31, 1987, p.14
There was SSMT before Habib (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6
Remembering Dave Kimble: Dave's Full Houses (edit), Aug 14, 1987, p.7
Remembering Dave Kimble: Larger than life (edit), Aug 14, 1987, p.7

KIMMA, ANNA
A Kimma dies, Apr 25, 1986, p.16

KINDER KORNER
SEE EMT CHILDREN'S CENTER

KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
SEE SCHOOLS-EMT-KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM, SCHOOLS-SCS-KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM

KINDRED, DOROTHY
D E Kindred dies, Dec 24, 1987, p.14

KINDRED, ESTABROOK
Residents urge O'Rourke to improve maintenance along BRP, discuss other issues at town meeting, Feb 8, 1985, p.5

KINDRED, MOLLY
Dance school is just a memory in Harwood Bldg (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.6

KING, A J
A break for pedestrians (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.24
Nature center preparing to reopen (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.3

KING, ANJA
Award-winners all (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.1

KING, L ROGER
L Roger King appointed to Bd of directors, NP Hospital Medical Center (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.3

KING, MARTIN LUTHER
Storyteller M Lane presents program on M L King, Jan 18, 1985, p.18
Martin Luther King day celebrated (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.10

KING, MARTIN LUTHER (REV-DR)
Playing tribute (to Dr Martin Luther King Jr) (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11
Vitality of King's day upheld (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.12

KING, MARTIN LUTHER JR (REV-DR)
Martin Luther King said it (ltr), Jan 23, 1987, p.6
King breakfast profit report is awaited, Jan 22, 1988, p.12
Some thoughts on mortality (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.7

KING, PAMELA
Mystery surrounding P Bellwood's roots solved, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
SEE ALSO BELLWOOD, PAMELA

KING, PAT
Jack Kaiminer is back as coach of Raiders cagers (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.19
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KING, PATRICK
  Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
  Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 19, 1988, p.1
  SHS (basketball) players, coach honored, Mar 19, 1988, p.16
  SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 19, 1988, p.30

KING, PETER
  Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
  Voters decide it's not time for a change (chart), Nov 7, 1986, p.1

KING, SHERRY (DR)
  Club debates Winston sale, vets, Feb 14, 1986, p.3
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

KING, STEPHANIE

KING, WILLIAM
  Nature center preparing to reopen (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.3

KINGHAM, BERNADETTE
  Kudos to cops A Filancia, G Greenbaum, T Carroll, Dec 31, 1987, p.1

KINSLEY, CHARLES
  Assn for Retarded elects leaders (list), Jul 5, 1985, p.8

KINSLEY, EMILY PERL
  Girl Scout dinner will honor E P Kingsley, L St James, Mar 4, 1988, p.9

KINGSLEY, PAMELA
  See KING, PAMELA

KINNOCK, NEIL
  O'Neill rates the Presidents--past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1

KINSEY, HARTSELLE
  Five to recall old SCS (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.5

KINTZING, DAVID
  Superintendent reports on 'high school of excellence', Jun 28, 1985, p.11

KIRCHMEYER, ROBERT
  Edgewood aids homeless, Dec 24, 1987, p.8

KIRCHMYER, ROBERT
  Evil spirits beware! (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.15
  Under the Giving Tree (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.10
  Edgewood teacher R Kirchmyer wins fellowship, Apr 3, 1987, p.16
  Edgewood teacher R J Kirchmyer wins grant, May 29, 1987, p.14

KIRCHOFF, GLEN
  G Kirchoff to present harpsichord recital at St James (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.16
  Local teachers D Riva and G Kirchoff to perfrom at Carnegie Hall, Mar 15, 1985, p.21

KIRKWOOD, DAVID
  Inquirer wins awards, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
  Debut of TV show on SCS takes a look at the Inquirer, May 16, 1986, p.2
  Panelists probe planning issues (list), May 30, 1986, p.1
  First-class reporting (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6
  Window coverage criticized (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
  Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

KIRSCHNER, GERALD (DR)
  Dentist Dr G Kirschner gets award, Oct 18, 1985, p.4

KIRSCHNER-MEDWED, ILENE
  Typists raise money (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.11
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KITAMURA, AYUMI
  Computer lab opens (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.11

KITAMURA, YOKO
  Concert held at Edgewood, Dec 20, 1985, p.28

KITCHEN GALLERY
  SEE ART GALLERIES

KITCHENS
  Space launch: New kitchens offer stellar options to the renovator (photo) (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1985, p.4
  New appliances streamline an old-fashioned kitchen (photo) (Home Supp), Apr 10, 1987, p.12
  Longview residents (of EMT) oppose kitchen request, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
  ZBA says no to kitchen, Feb 5, 1988, p.11

KITCHENS-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
  Kitchen restriction, Sep 11, 1987, p.1

KITES
  Go fly a kite (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.14
  Flying high (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.10

KIWANIS CLUB-SCS
  (Kiwanis) New club in town, Dec 4, 1987, p.1

KLAUSNER, JOSEPH
  On board: J A Klausner (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.*

KLAUSNER, MARJORY
  M B Klausner dies, Jul 31, 1987, p.14

KLEIN, BARBARA
  Local women R Dvorkin, B Klein to aid Smith, Oct 23, 1987, p.11

KLEIN, DEBBIE
  Volunteers spread the message (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.2

KLEIN, HAROLD
  Winners map post-election plans, Nov 7, 1986, p.11
  Frigerio to run for supervisor; Greenbaum enters council race, May 22, 1987, p.11
  Town GOP gears up for elections, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
  GBH Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
  Change is issue in (GBH Town) board contest, Oct 23, 1987, p.13
  Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
  (GBH) Bicentennial celebration begins; Town officials to be sworn in (illus), Jan 8, 1988, p.10

KLEIN, JANE
  New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1

KLEIN, JANINE
  Elementary math instruction subject of report to Board of Education, Jan 18, 1985, p.3
  Staff changes (in EMT schools), Sep 4, 1987, p.11
  New faces (on EMT teaching staff) (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.11

KLEIN, LUCILLE
  Realty broker L Klein joins Weichert, Feb 5, 1988, p.9

KLEIN, LYDIA
  Hall of fame: L Klein and W R Bruner (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.2
  Seat belt campaign cited (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.5

KLEIN, LYNN
  Parents protest revised program for the disabled, May 23, 1986, p.1
  Parents of Learning disabled band together, Dec 5, 1986, p.1
KLEIN, MICHAEL
Scouts sample life on board ship (photo; list), May 2, 1986, p.13

KLEIN, MINDY
PT Council plans new prograss (Education '87 Supp), Aug 20, 1987, p.3

KLEIN, ROBERT
Robert Klein opens office as financial planner here, Mar 25, 1989, p.4

KLEIN, STEPHEN (RABBI)
First interfaith service here unites Jews and Christians (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.1
SHS graduate B Saitline dead of leukemia at 20 (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1
On a dark day, (Hitchcock) church members look ahead to bright future (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

KLEINEBERG, LUISE
New associate, L Kleinberg, at Doernberg (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.8

KLEINMAN, DEENA
Happy Halloween (a little late) (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.14

KLEISNER, GEORGE
6 H Kleisner dies, Jan 8, 1988, p.13

KLEMET, YOSSI
Trumpet teacher: Y Kleent, Feb 27, 1987, p.11

KLEVATT, SYDNEY

KLIAVKOFF, GEORGE
Teenage 'open house' ends in violence, injuries, arrest, May 10, 1985, p.1
SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1

KLIAVKOFF, SUSAN
Teenage 'open house' ends in violence, injuries, arrest, May 10, 1985, p.1

KLINE, HARRIET
Moneyworks exhibit at Fed Reserve Bank, N Y (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.5

KLINE, NORMAN
SCS playwright S Greenberg wins in a contest, May 22, 1987, p.13

KLINE, THOMAS
Brooklyn hospital honors T J Kline, May 30, 1986, p.3
Walking with Abe, Nick and Ralph (edit), Dec 24, 1986, p.7

KLINE, THOMAS (AU)
My 100-mile birthday party (edit), Jul 18, 1986, p.7

KLINE, THOMAS JR (AU)
Doing the Tennessee walk (edit), Nov 20, 1987, p.7

KLINE, TOM
Man of the year: T Kline (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.21
(T Kline) Elected by (Brooklyn) Chamber of Commerce, Dec 4, 1987, p.20

KLINGSBERG, ETHAN (AU)
Social Darwinism in SCS? (ltr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6

KLINGSBERG, FRAN
Planning Board to hear requests for 18 new lots, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
(Planning) Board turns down proposed five-house development, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
(Village) Board delays vote on 'flag lot' ban, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

KLIPSTEIN, FRANCES
Literature delivery to the housebound (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.1

KNACK, WILLIAM (DR-AU)
Support for open campus (ltr), Feb 15, 1985, p.6
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KNACK, WILLIAM (DR-AU) continued
Ye gods, it's that time of year (edit), Dec 20, 1985, p.7

KNAPINSKY, SALLY
EHS is complying with Regents requirements, Jan 30, 1987, p.11

KNAPLUND, ERIC
All in the (Knaplund) family (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.3

KNAPLUND, PAUL
Minister Rev P S Washburn writes and directs play (photo; list), Jun 6, 1986, p.14
A friend remembered; fund established in name of Dr L Robinson at SCS Public Library (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.2
All in the (Knaplund) family (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.3
Committee forced to pick Bowl winner, Oct 9, 1987, p.5

KNAPLUND, VIRGINIA
Two (J R Herold, V Knaplund) appointed as Scs judges (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Prospective judges needed, Apr 3, 1987, p.1
(W Handelsman)'s a candidate (for village justice), May 1, 1987, p.1
Two local judges, J R Herold, V Knaplund, moving up a rank (photo p 20), May 15, 1987, p.1
Knaplund in contest for Family Court, May 29, 1987, p.1
Parties pick judges who never preside, Jun 12, 1987, p.1
Salomon says he's not guilty, Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Judge to be named, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
All in the (Knaplund) family (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.3
L Daily elected Junior League president, Aug 21, 1987, p.3
J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for seat on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Law (forcing judges to retire at 70) upheld, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
For Judge Knaplund (edit), Oct 23, 1987, p.6
Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Want to be a judge? (Committee again looking for candidates for judges), Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Hochberg defeats Mosst; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p 9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Would-be cop R J Zellner convicted of false claims, Dec 11, 1987, p.3
(SCS) Court gets busier, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Candidates named for village office (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Room on the bench, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
J Radley Herold nominated for County Court (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
A piece of cake! (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.1

KNAPP COMMISSION
Edgemont lawyer M Armstrong comfortable of either side of the fence (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.13

KNIGHT, ISABELLE
I M Q Knight dies, Oct 10, 1986, p.12

KNOPP, AL
Maroon and White seeks members; (officers listed), Oct 16, 1987, p.13

KNOPP, ALFRED
A Knopp gets initial okay for subdivision, Feb 1, 1985, p.2
Multi-home plans presented to village, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Development approved, Jul 5, 1985, p.3
Residents persuade Pennysaver to stop hand deliveries here (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Neighbors criticize Dickel Road development, Apr 4, 1986, p.5
Fort Hill residents concerned about proposed subdivision, Jun 27, 1986, p.11
Planners say 13 houses can be built on Winston property, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Opposition is voiced to Fort Hill subdivision, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
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KNOPP, ALFRED continued
Three new hoses get BAR’s okay, Sep 12, 1986, p.3
Soaring prices spur hose-building boom (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.1
BAR gives approval to three new hoses, Nov 21, 1986, p.2
School neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
(Planning) Board turns down proposed five-house development, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
House plans draw BAR disfavor, Mar 18, 1988, p.3
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

KNOPP, GREG
Last-minute heroics give SHS league title; bowl game tomorrow (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Jack Kaminer is back as coach of Raiders cagers (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.19
Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 19, 1988, p.30

KNOPP, NOME
(Maroon and White seeks members; (officers listed), Oct 16, 1987, p.13

KNOPP, GREG
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1

KNOPP, GREG
KNOW YOUR BODY PROGRAM
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGWOOD-HEALTH PROGRAM

KNUTSEN, DEREK
Despite rain, Tuesday was sunny for fourth, fifth graders at Seely (Weatherman Mr B visits)(photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.15

KNUTSEN, ERIC
Cooperation, not competition the focus at Sloane (photo), May 22, 1987, p.6

KOBAYASHI, DAIKUKE
KOBAYASHI, HIDEYUKI
KOBAYASHI, TAKASHI
Sushi restaurant may open here, Sep 20, 1985, p.1

KOBELT, NORA
Deak remembered as loyal friend, and fitness buff (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1
Pool backers make pitch, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Indoor pool campaign going for 500 members; Here’s more names (list), Jun 19, 1987, p.2
Swimmers want cleaner pool, Aug 7, 1987, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town’s 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

KOBELT, WERNER
Indoor pool campaign going for 500 members; Here’s more names (list), Jun 19, 1987, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town’s 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

KOBLITZ, ROBERT
Citizen’s Party slate expected to run unopposed in March elections, Jun 10, 1986, p.1

KOBRE, BARBARA
Two join Boernberg (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.41

KOCHE, EDWARD
O’Rourke bans watering lawns as drought crisis continues, Jun 14, 1985, p.3
The end of the road (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.9

KOCHE, HENRY
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KOCH, JEROME
SCS an J S Koch elected president of United Hose (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.5

KOCH, JONATHAN
Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

KOCH, JUDITH (AU)
The reality about realtors (ltr), Nov 20, 1987, p.6

KOCH, JUDY
*Real estate prices reaching new heights, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
With prices soaring and open space disappearing even 'miserable little parcels' become building lots, Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Rationalizing (land) development (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6

KOCH, LIZ
Happy 210th, Carl, May 29, 1987, p.14

KOCH, STEPHEN
EHS senior S Koch appointed to Naval Academy (photo), Mar 20, 1986, p.10

KOCHTITSKY, ROD (REV)
Blessed poodle (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.5

KOCHTITSKY, RODNEY (REV)
St JAMES appoints Rev R M Kochtitsky assistant (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.10

KOEN, ROBERT
Westchester Philharmonic begins year with R Kogan as new music director (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.18

KOESEN, WILLIAM
Desecration (of Winston property) opposed (ltr), Mar 28, 1986, p.6

KOKAN, ROBERT
Westchester Philharmonic begins year with R Kogan as new music director (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.18

KOH, YUSUKE
Foster trust, psychologist Dr S Glenn tells EHT parents (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.11

KOHLBERG, LAWRENCE (DR)
The Alternative School-a top rating (edit), Mar 29, 1985, p.7
Sobol affair need for moral education, Apr 26, 1985, p.1

KOIWA, MIDORI
Senior prom (photo) (Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.4

KOLEVZON, BARRY
Because of redistricting, four (B Hudgins, R Golden, L Mercein, J Steger) must resign from SBNC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3

KOLEVZON, BARRY
New plan sends all sixth graders to junior high, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Summer theater seeking new director (Wendy Dubbs elected president) (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.3

KOLEVZON, LAUREN
Students see many faces of America (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.7
Curtain going up next week on SSHT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
'Connecticut Yankee' is both a first and a last for SSHT (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.1
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KOLEVZON, MARTA (AU)
You have touched many lives (ltr to H Rosenberg), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
Warning about ATV's (All-Terrain-Vehicles) (ltr), Feb 27, 1987, p.6

KOLTS, LANCE
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

KOLVEZON, BARRY
Tony Ross is new SST director (photo p 1), Dec 11, 1987, p.21

KOMAROFF, ANDREW
Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

KOMATSU, KAYOKO
High tech romance (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.1

KOHAROFF, ANDREW
Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

KOHLOSI, GABRIEL
After 22 years, Stanley Schear sells Jespersen's Pastry Shop, May 2, 1986, p.5

KONJOVOLY, A N (DR)
Leading neurosurgeons gather in SCS, Aug 1, 1986, p.1

KONJOVOLY, ALEXANDER (DR)
Pooling their efforts (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1

KOOPER, SYBIL
Appellate court scolds village for plan to sell Winston gift, Apr 25, 1986, p.1

KOTTO, LUCASSIE
In area show (photo), May 10, 1985, p.22

KOPLE, SARA
Black sheep of Greenacres (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.19

KOPROWSKI, JAMES
Local cop takes part in $10M bust, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

KORDA, NANCY
Korda promoted, Jun 20, 1986, p.17

KOREA
A glimpse at Korea today (edit), Aug 2, 1985, p.7
An inside look at Korea today (edit), Jan 24, 1986, p.7

KOREAN WAR-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
Debacle in Korea (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6

KOREAN WAR-VETERANS
SEE VETERANS

KOREN, JUDI (AU)
Stress, choice and you (edit), Mar 25, 1986, p.7

KORINS, RUSS (AU)
Is Fox Meadow number 1 (for ugliest buildings)? (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6

KORNBLUH, EDWARD (DR)
Seconding vote (ltr), Aug 22, 1986, p.6

KORNBLUH, EDWARD (DR-AU)
Real war or real peace? (ltr), Apr 5, 1985, p.6
Praise for Giloan's position (on aid to Nicaraguan contras) (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
Evacuation plan called futile (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Reagan's "whirlwind" (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6
KORNBLUH, EDWARD (DR-AU) continued
  Thoughts on the contra war (ltr), Aug 15, 1986, p.6
KORNBLUH, KENNETH (DR-AU)
KORNBLUH, TERRY
  Civil Liberties Union honors Ed woman T Kornbluh, May 10, 1985, p.10
KORNGOLD, BOB
  Resident B Korngold to host computer talk show, Jun 14, 1985, p.4
KORNGOLD, CAROLE
  C W Korngold invited to establish Montessori program, Feb 22, 1985, p.11
KORSCH, MYRHA
  Realtor M Korsch joins Ragette office (photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.8
KORZENIK, EMILY (RABBI-AU)
  Rabbi E Korzenik reflects on her historic mission abroad (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.1
  Rabbi Korzenik supported (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
  Local rabbi E Korzenik to be cited by Hadassah, Dec 6, 1985, p.10
  Citizen's Party slate expected to run unopposed in March elections, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
  Democrats to honor E Korzenik and G Szabad, May 2, 1986, p.2
KORZENIK, EMILY (RABBI-AU)
  A system we should decry (ltr), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
  Warsaw, 'a hollowness about it all...' (edit), May 2, 1986, p.7
KOSILLA, LARRY
  Firefighters rescue lineman in distress (photo p.1), Aug 29, 1986, p.2
KOSILLA, LAWRENCE
  Twelve firefighters receive awards for excellence, Nov 27, 1987, p.4
  (Firefighter L Kosilla) A student of fire, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
KOSINA, SUZIE
  Eggs-travaganza (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.2
KOTELEZ, RICHARD (DR)
  Teacher Dr R M Kotelez named, Oct 3, 1986, p.17
KOTLYAKOV, VLADIMIR
  Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J G Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
KOULIANS, PETER
  Green knight comes to Greenacres (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.19
KOLSKOWSKI, TED
  Tidying Butler, Oct 18, 1985, p.1
KRAFT, J GEORGE
  J G Kraft dies, Jun 6, 1986, p.14
KRAIN, DICK
  Few nominating system changes (list), Mar 6, 1987, p.11
KRAIN, JENNIFER
  Two students, J KRAIN, D BAYER, spend summer at Cornell, Aug 14, 1987, p.18
KRAIN, RICHARD
  Divisions emerge over gifted, talented program, Jan 17, 1986, p.13
  PTA/PTSA (ENT) debates merits of proposal, Mar 7, 1986, p.11
  Commissioners order audit, Oct 3, 1986, p.11
KRAKOWER, GREG
  Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
KRAMER, DANIEL
  First permit for dish antenna, May 22, 1987, p.3
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KRAMER, GINA
  Waikiki on their minds (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.12

KRAMER, HORACE
  Cujo flies over Town Hall, Aug 15, 1986, p.9

KRAMER, JUDY
  Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
  No school like the A school (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
  Traditional celebrations (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.1
  Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

KRAMER, KAREN
  Traditional celebrations (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.1

KRAMER, KEITH
  Traditional celebrations (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.1

KRAMER, JULIET
  Here's to screens and the good life (edit), Aug 30, 1985, p.7
  The ties that bind—men and women (edit), Sep 27, 1985, p.7

KRAMER, KENNETH
  Now the good news: weddings (edit), Jun 28, 1985, p.7
  Into each life, some sorrow must fall (edit), Sep 19, 1986, p.7
  Pretty in pink (edit), May 8, 1987, p.7

KRAUSE, MARJORY
  My Krause dies, Apr 4, 1986, p.16

KRAUSER, RICHARD
  Parkway project faces new delays, May 2, 1986, p.1

KRAUTTER, AL
  ZBA puts off decision on Longview kitchen, Dec 24, 1987, p.13

KRAUTTER, TONJA
  Reunited (at EHT alumni tea) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.10

KRAUTTER, TORSTEN
  Students sign petition in support of teacher S Long, Apr 18, 1986, p.11

KRAVAT, MARISA
  Bizarre Bazaar benefits area homeless; Helping hands (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12

KRAY, FRED
  Installed: PTSA officers (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.9

KREBS, BARBARA
  Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
  New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
  Board of Education aims at tax hike under 8%, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
  Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8%, Apr 24, 1987, p.1

KREBS, BARBARA (AU)
  Election volunteers hailed (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6

KREIBERG, ANDREW
  A place for teens (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.1

KREIBERG, NEIL
  Former resident N Kreisberg promoted at Grey, May 17, 1985, p.14

KRELL, HANK
  Murder suspect L Keller told employer she hated father (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.1

KRENTS, HAROLD
  Harold Krents dies; SHS graduate inspired hit play (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
  Harold E Krents endowment fund established at Harvard Law School, Dec 11, 1987, p.2
KREPPLET, IRVIN
   Anatomy of a drunk-driving case: How the justice system doesn't work (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.1

KRESTON, MARTIN
   Early to bed, early to swim makes these folks healthy, fitter and thin (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.1

KRETSCMMANN, KLAUS
   SHS graduate K P Kretschmann making good, Feb 13, 1987, p.4

KRETZNER, LAUREN
   Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

KREY, SUNNY
   Happy Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1989, p.1

KRENSK8, BILL
   Pool to host holiday celebration, Jun 28, 1985, p.1

KRIP6E, PAMELA
   SHS grad P Kripke hired by CBS sports, Apr 19, 1985, p.4

KRISHMAN, KLAUS
   Honorees (of Mt Holyoke Club of Westchester) (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.9

KRISHMAN, DEBORAH
   Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
   Smoker to lead board (photo p.6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

KRISANDA, DEBORAH
   Early alert program can save lives, Dec 12, 1986, p.16

KRISHNAN, DEBORAH
   Culture of India is celebrated at Apple Tree Barn (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.6

KROLL, DOUGLAS
   Heading for the State House (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.4

KROLL, DOUGLAS (AU)
   Ms Atkins, Mr Kroll go to Albany (edit), Apr 19, 1985, p.7

KROLL, LISA
   Seventh graders T Caldwell, E Flisser, L Kroin greet B Bloos, A Smith, TV personalities (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.17
   And the winner is...(L Kroin, Halloween Window Painting Contest) (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.1

KROIN, AMY
   Student service, Jun 5, 1987, p.1

KROIN, AMY (AU)
   Thanks for the support (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6
   Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (lttrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

KROIN, LISA
   Seventh graders T Caldwell, E Flisser, L Kroin greet B Bloos, A Smith, TV personalities (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.17
   And the winner is...(L Kroin, Halloween Window Painting Contest) (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.1

KROIN, LOIS
   Early alert program can save lives, Dec 12, 1986, p.16

KRONIS, DAVID
   Starting young (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.6

KRONIS, KATHY
   Starting young (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.6
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KRONIG, MICHAEL
Starting young (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.6
KRONIG, MICHAEL (DR)
KROPP, ERIC
Cotton comes to Greenacres (photo), May 17, 1985, p.14
KROPP, MICHAEL
23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
KROUSKOP, JANET
New teacher, J R Krouskop, at Hoff-Barthelson, Jun 20, 1986, p.17
KRUCKENBERG, PETER (DR)
AFS creates lasting ties (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
Like old times (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.3
KRUZE, CHRISTOPHER
EMT Saferides group terms first year a success, May 24, 1985, p.11
KRUZE, STACEY
EMT Saferides group terms first year a success, May 24, 1985, p.11
KRUPMAN, ANNE (AU)
Landmark in jeopardy (ltr), Dec 24, 1986, p.6
End to flag lots proposed (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
KRUPMAN, BILL (AU)
End to flag lots proposed (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
KRUPMAN, WILLIAM
Demolition of house protested in vain, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
KRUPMAN, WILLIAM (AU)
Landmark in jeopardy (ltr), Dec 24, 1986, p.6
KUBO, SHISEKO
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
KUCKLY, NANCY
N Kuckly joins Crossroads Gallery, Feb 1, 1985, p.3
KUDO, KAZUKO
Learning the Mentor way (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.29
KUHL, RUTH
SCS Seniors recruiting new members (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.5
KUHL, RUTH (AU)
She favors JHS for 7th (sic) graders (ltr), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
KUHLMAN, ELIZABETH
‘If hands that reach, could only touch’ (SCS Family Counseling Service), Nov 13, 1987, p.2
A cause for celebration: E Kuhlmann’s 102nd birthday (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.13
KUHLMANN, ELIZABETH
Birthday mass will mark 100th (for E Kuhlmann) (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.1
KULA, JAMES
No contract (between Village, CSEA), Jul 12, 1985, p.1
No settlement (between village and CSEA), Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Village was geared for Gloria: massive clean-up underway (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Observing SCS’s weather with a birdhouse and silk can, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
KULHAN, DARLINE (DR)
Podiatrists Dr S M Levine, Dr D M Kulhan open EMT office, Oct 23, 1987, p.16
KULICK, MARGARET
SCS appoints M Kulick senior coordinator (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.2
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KULKIN, JOSH
  P Feiner and fourth graders sworn in (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.10

KUMAR, NARENDRA
  Culture of India is celebrated at Apple Tree Barn (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.6

KUNHARDT, PHIL JR
  G Light takes on book project, Sep 26, 1986, p.14

KUNTZ, GEORGE
  Battle of the barricade (photo), Aug 23, 1985, p.3
  Dead lines (on school district phones), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
  Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
  Window issue continues to simmer, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
  Despite pleas, old windows will go (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
  A little guy (D Raizen) patents a niche in a big market (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
  As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1

KUNTZ, GEORGE (AU)
  Maintenance, improvements made to ready schools for re-opening (photo) (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.20
  Major improvements to SCS schools made this summer (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.1

KUNTZ, PAUL
  SHS graduates A Gardner, L Appel injured in accident, Jul 18, 1986, p.1

KUPPER, BILL
  New tasks: B Kupper (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.4

KUPPER, JENNIFER
  In her Easter bonnet: J Kupper (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.1
  An intra-ural activity (photo), May 22, 1987, p.16

KUPPER, WILLIAM JR
  Time promotes SCS aan W Kupper Jr (photo), May 29, 1987, p.17

KUSCHEL, PATRICIA
  District's clerical staff to get a 6.4 percent hike, Aug 15, 1986, p.9

KURITZ, BARBARA
  Creative creatures (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.3

KURTZ, JOSH
  LWV left wondering, Oct 3, 1986, p.1

KURTZ, NORMAN
  Engineer N D Kurtz honored for innovation, Mar 27, 1987, p.3

KURZON, CARRIE
  Senioraading the seniors (photo), May 29, 1987, p.14

KUSCHMA, PATRICIA
  BOCES project okayed, May 15, 1987, p.11
  (EMT) Board (of Ed) shows enthusiasm for revised building use policy, Jul 31, 1987, p.8
The Index to the Scarsdale Inquirer is an alphabetical listing by subject of articles appearing in the weekly Scarsdale Inquirer. Under each subject headlines appear chronologically (except for OBITUARIES, which are listed alphabetically). Volume I of the Index covers newspapers for Oct 10, 1901 to Jun 27, 1907, and Jan-Dec, 1909. (Newspapers for Jul-Dec, 1907 and Jan-Dec, 1908, 1910, and 1911 are missing.) Volume II covers newspapers for Jan, 1912 to Dec, 1918. (Newspapers for Jan-Nov 8, 1919 are missing.) Volume III covers newspapers for Nov 15, 1919-Dec, 1924. Thereafter, index volumes generally cover a five-year span of newspapers. Great care has been taken to assure that the index will provide easy access to articles detailing local history, including people, places and events. As a general rule, headlines that are concise and informative are used as is. Those that need clarification may be embellished with the addition of personal names or a parenthetical phrase to provide a more complete description of the article. Thus, the index may be used in two ways: as a primary source of information; or as a guide to the location of a particular newspaper article, letter, editorial or photograph.

Subject headings generally follow 'Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature' and Library of Congress. The particular geographical area covered is chiefly Scarsdale, although the earliest newspapers cover all of Westchester County, and those articles are indexed. General headings may have the subdivision -SCS for Scarsdale, EMT for Edgemont, -GBH for Greenburgh, or -HTS for Hartsdale, as there may also be references to these municipalities. When an organization uses Scarsdale as an inherent part of its name, articles referring to that organization are listed under SCS; for example, SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Banks and businesses are listed under general categories, for example BANKS AND BANKING or REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS. When such a broad heading is used, every effort is made to name the individual business or bank in the headline.

Because a local newspaper is a rich source of data for genealogical research, most personal names that appear in the Inquirer are indexed. Names have been verified as much as possible, but where there is a question, a name is listed exactly as it appears in the Inquirer. In the early days of the newspaper, people are often referred to simply as MR, MRS, or MISS (LAST NAME), with no first name. This is such a frequent occurrence in these early newspapers that special care has been taken to determine the full name indicated. In some cases, the sense of the article gives an important clue to the full name. Sometimes, however, it is impossible to be certain that similar names truly refer to the same person. For example, H W PICCOT may refer to HAROLD PICCOT or HENRY PICCOT, so there appear in the index listings for all three. In the same way, MRS GOLDSMITH may mean MRS MAX GOLDSMITH, MRS MORTON GOLDSMITH, and/or MRS M GOLDSMITH. All appear in the index unless it can be determined without a doubt which name refers to which person. Occasionally it is obvious that the name listed in the newspaper is a typographical error, for example MRS FREDERICK ACKERMANN is MRS FREDERICK ACKERMAN. Sometimes a clarifying word or two in parentheses after a last name helps to particularize an entry, for example THEALL, (POSTMASTER, HTS) or NILES (COMMISSIONER). It would be wise for the researcher to check under all headings for a particular last name to assure that no references have been overlooked.
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KUSHNER, SY
   Fond farewell (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.11

KUSINITZ, SANDY
   New realtor S Kusinitz joins Ragette (photo), May 24, 1985, p.8

KUTHER, MARJORIE
   Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
   PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
   SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32

KUTNER, MARJORIE (AU)
   Vote affirmatively (on school budget) (ltr), May 15, 1987, p.6

KUTSCHER, LILLIAN
   L S Kutscher dies, Apr 18, 1986, p.18

KWITMAN, ANN
   No argument, Nov 14, 1986, p.1

KWON, OHSANG
   Resident youth D Kwon is awarded letter of commendation, Dec 6, 1985, p.12

LAAASH, JULIET
   Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

LABEKA, PENNY
   Fire destroys Hitchcock (photo; addl photo p 13), Jun 6, 1986, p.1

LABELL, ANA
   Getting together (at GBH Nature Center) (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.11

LABELL, JOE
   Getting together (at GBH Nature Center) (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.11

LABELL, PEGGY
   Getting together (at GBH Nature Center) (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.11

LABELLA, PATTI
   On the rooftop of the world (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.3

LABI, LENORE
   All about SAT tutoring, Apr 10, 1987, p.15

LABICK, KATHIE
   Concert held at Edgewood, Dec 20, 1985, p.28
   Scouts teaching scouts (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.3

LABICK, SHARON
   Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 2), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

LABOR AND LABORING CLASSES-US
   New cable show puts focus on US work force, Feb 14, 1986, p.3

LABOR DAY
   SCS Pool will send in the clowns, Aug 30, 1985, p.1
   Funny faces (photo), Sep 6, 1985, p.1
   Poolgoers play on Labor Day (photo; list), Sep 6, 1985, p.22

LABOR UNIONS
   Town loses arbitration on pay lag, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
   No contract (between Village, CSEA), Jul 12, 1985, p.1
   Fire districts plan bargaining strategy, Aug 2, 1985, p.11
   No settlement (between village and CSEA), Sep 27, 1985, p.1
   Contract update, Oct 16, 1985, p.1
   Firefighters in Greenville null merger, Oct 31, 1985, p.11
   Vote puts union merger nearer for fire districts, Dec 27, 1985, p.11
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LABOR UNIONS  continued

Library union gets fact-finder's support, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Labor agreement?, May 30, 1986, p.1
Library contract, June 6, 1986, p.1
Library contract ratified, Jun 13, 1986, p.3
District's clerical staff to get a 6.4 percent hike, Aug 15, 1986, p.9
Town board approves contract with CSEA, Aug 22, 1986, p.9
Teachers get 6.5% increase, Sep 12, 1986, p.13
School board okays two labor contracts, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Labor contracts ratified, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
Talks (between schools, CSEA) stall, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Greenville firefighters union set to merge with other districts (list), Apr 17, 1987, p.11
(EMT) Board (of Ed) ponders use of school facilities by outside groups, Jul 17, 1987, p.9
Secretaries settle, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Town (of GBH) and Teachers union in a standoff on pay issue, Dec 31, 1987, p.10
Silent union pickets town (of GBH) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12
Construction sites (in HTS, EMT) picketed, Feb 12, 1988, p.10
Town (of GBH), union end long dispute, Feb 12, 1988, p.10

SEE ALSO EMPLOYEES-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES, SCS PRINCIPALS ASSN, SCS TEACHERS ASSN, EMT TEACHERS ASSN, EMPLOYEES-GBH-WAGES AND SALARIES

LABRIOLA, LAWRENCE

Extension program elects Scarsdalians, Feb 5, 1988, p.16

LAFUHN, CONNIE

... Say goodbye to the couch-potato style; start a fitness regimen and stick to it, Jan 16, 1987, p.12

LACE AND LACE MAKING

Lace maker M F Lang at work (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.17

LACKOWITZ, IRWIN

... Big day at Big Top (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.24

LACRECA, MARY

... Artist M LaGreca to exhibit paintings at Burke, Nov 13, 1987, p.16

LACROSSE

... Heading south: K M Freeman (photo), May 23, 1986, p.16
M R Philips accept lacrosse trophy (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.1
The real all-American game: lacrosse (edit), Apr 10, 1987, p.7
EMS sports 10 worst list, Jun 26, 1987, p.10

LADENSAK, CARL

... State Democrats pick SCS High graduate J S Dyson (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.1

LADERMAN, PETER (DR)

... They are younger this year; they know something of drugs..., Jul 24, 1987, p.9

LADIEVARDI, ADELLA

Fable Fever (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.16

LAFARGE, C GRANT

Nature Center poses major changes (illus), Oct 3, 1986, p.10

LAGRECA, MARY

... Reception for artist M LaGreca to mark exhibition opening, Nov 8, 1985, p.4
... Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2

LAITMAN, JOYCE

... (J and S Laitman) Featured on Channel 2 (with Dr F Field) (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.9

LAITMAN, STEVE

... (J and S Laitman) Featured on Channel 2 (with Dr F Field) (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.9

LAKE, CARLA

... Community Nursery School appoints C Lake director/teacher (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.5
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LAKE, CARLA continued
   Retiring (nursery) school director N T Cook honored, Jun 26, 1987, p.12
   Over, under and in between (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.16

LALLOO, MICHELLE
   Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

LAMAGRA, ANTHONY (DR)
   Music school names C Hane assistant director (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.14

LAMANNA, AMIE
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

LAMB, GIL
   SCS Seniors recruiting new members (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.5

LAMB, JAN
   Pretty for spring (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.9
   PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
   Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

LAMB, LYNN
   (Hahn & Mann Equities) Realty firm is forced, Sep 25, 1987, p.2

LAMBERT, DOROTHY (AU)
   What if pool had been closed! (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6

LAMBERT, JON
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

LAMBERT, LINDA
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

LAMBERT, MAUREEN
   That's some hat! (photo), May 22, 1987, p.8

LAMBERT, PATRICIA
   Scholarship winner: P A LaBert, Jun 13, 1986, p.20

LAMBERT, PRISCILLA
   Regents winner: P LaBert, Mar 28, 1986, p.16

LAMBERT, RICHARD (AU)
   What if pool had been closed! (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6

LAMOREAU, SUSAN (AU)
   Let others do nasty reporting (ltr), Apr 5, 1985, p.6

LAMOTTA, ANGELA
   LaMotta heads new Art Center board (list), Aug 15, 1986, p.4
   Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2

LAHOREAUX, SUSAN (AU)
   Let others do nasty reporting (ltr), Apr 5, 1985, p.6

LANCELOT-HARRINGTON, KATHERINE
   Local writer K Harrington completes a new history series, Apr 5, 1985, p.4

LAND COVERAGE LAW
   Planners apply new coverage law, May 31, 1985, p.3

LAND DEVELOPERS
   Developers help raise funds for town's Nature Center (list), Jul 4, 1986, p.8
   Soaring prices spur home-building boom (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.1
   Town Board raises subdivision charges, Nov 14, 1986, p.10
   Soaring prices spur home-building boom (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.1
   Board says no to acupuncturist, Dec 24, 1986, p.3
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LAND DEVELOPERS continued

What's in a name?, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
After long run, developers set sights on downtown SCS (illus), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Meeting on affordable housing, May 15, 1987, p.11
Residents stuck in the middle of town-developer square-off, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
Planning Board to hear requests for 18 new lots, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Drive (upper Healy Ave South) is drivable again, Oct 16, 1987, p.11
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
House plans draw BAR disfavor, Mar 18, 1988, p.3
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

LAND DEVELOPMENT-ARDSLEY

Site inspection (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.27

LAND DEVELOPMENT-GBH

Sunrise Estates wins approval, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
Co-op gains council support for its bid to reclaim land, Oct 11, 1985, p.11
Town Board postpones condominium decision, Nov 15, 1985, p.11
Town sets retirement plan, Dec 20, 1985, p.12
Planning Board proposes new town zoning category, Jan 21, 1986, p.11
Planners weighing multi-family zone, Feb 14, 1986, p.11
Veteran sees 'sneak campaign' by GOP, Apr 4, 1986, p.10
Moundroukas site is nearing completion, Apr 18, 1986, p.11
Town units hear plans for rezoning, Jun 13, 1986, p.10
Fort Hill residents concerned about proposed subdivision, Jun 27, 1986, p.11
A moveable feast (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.12
Opposition is voiced to Fort Hill subdivision, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
No decision by board on Fort Hill subdivision, Sep 5, 1986, p.12
Planning board OK's subdivision, Sep 19, 1986, p.11
Proposed flag lot opposed by residents, Oct 10, 1986, p.11
Town Board raises subdivision charges, Nov 14, 1986, p.10
Board approves subdivision, Nov 21, 1986, p.11
No decision yet on Teschner property, Dec 5, 1986, p.12
Subdivision plan draws few complaints, Feb 20, 1987, p.9
EMT opposes 125-unit development, Apr 10, 1987, p.11
Town to improve Cotswold Park, Apr 24, 1987, p.10
'Less costly' housing measure passed (by GBH Town Board), Jul 10, 1987, p.9
(GBH Planning) Board okays new condominiums, Sep 4, 1987, p.11
Town (of GBH) tightens ridge control, Oct 9, 1987, p.13
St Clare townhouse site approval awaits traffic, play, marketing data, Oct 30, 1987, p.13
Fort Hill subdivision proposed, Nov 20, 1987, p.13
Town officials' case against S Moundroukas looks doomed, Jan 8, 1988, p.9
Judge U Walsh dismisses (GBH) officials' case (against S Moundroukas), Jan 15, 1988, p.10
(GBH) Planning Board approves Fort Hill subdivision, Jan 15, 1988, p.10
Sale of (GBH's Old Tarrytown Road) school soon to be final, Mar 4, 1988, p.12

SEE ALSO LAND DEVELOPERS

LAND DEVELOPMENT-SCS

On preserving Winston (edit), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
Village seeking protection from overdevelopment, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Multi-home plans presented to village, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Trustees set limits on land coverage, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apr 26, 1985, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Driveway permits: new law requires permits for paved surfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 17, 1985, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Winston property: village moving ahead toward sale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 24, 1985, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>First home on Marx property okayed by BAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 31, 1985, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Board hires adviser on Winston lot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 5, 1985, p.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Development approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 19, 1985, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Residents persuade Pennysaver to stop hand deliveries here</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 26, 1985, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Land planner to advise on Winston sale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 26, 1985, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rejected builder J Oronzio sues BAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 16, 1985, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Buyers eye development of downtown lot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 23, 1985, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Planner promises open approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 30, 1985, p.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Clubhouse gives way to fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 13, 1985, p.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oronzio finally gets BAR's okay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 20, 1985, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>There's a building boom going on in town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 27, 1985, p.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Board considering Marx estate home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 15, 1985, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>Update on Winston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 29, 1985, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mayor unveils plans for sale of Winston land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 13, 1985, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Decision for the village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 20, 1985, p.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>BAR okays third house on former Marx estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 3, 1986, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>Halt commercial development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 10, 1986, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Winston hearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 10, 1986, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>Right way to go (on Winston property)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 28, 1986, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Suit threatens sale of land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 17, 1986, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Penn Central unveils downtown plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 17, 1986, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Heathcote mansion coming down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 31, 1986, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Village says it will sell Winston land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 31, 1986, p.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Village to plant 150 trees to screen new playing fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 14, 1986, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apartments proposed for downtown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 21, 1986, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Builders, buyers, tenants all eyeing station area sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 7, 1986, p.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>The Disney proposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 28, 1986, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Winston sons seek to block sale of land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 7, 1986, p.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Neighbors oppose 4-home subdivision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 21, 1986, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>A case of rape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 4, 1986, p.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Neighbors criticize Dickel Road development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 16, 1986, p.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fifth house approved on Weaver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 30, 1986, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Village orders study on impact of downtown plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 30, 1986, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Panelists probe planning issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 30, 1986, p.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sixth house okayed on Marx estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 7, 1986, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Test ban endorsed; higher (parking) fees opposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 20, 1986, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Winston seeking federal aid in battle over land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 4, 1986, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Village's response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 4, 1986, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Thirteen-house subdivision requested (cont p 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 1, 1986, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Planners say 13 houses can be built on Winston property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 1, 1986, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Village sued again</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 1, 1986, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Letter to Moynihan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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LAND DEVELOPMENT-SCS continued

Closing held on sale of village bonds, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Plan unveiled for Winston development, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
Colonial Acres united against through street, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Three new homes get BAR's okay, Sep 12, 1986, p.3
Planning conflict (edit), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
Threat seen to Colonial acres (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
Six more new dwellings proposed to review board (list), Sep 26, 1986, p.1
No trial in sight, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Would-be Winston developers must prepare impact statement, Oct 3, 1986, p.3
New laws proposed, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
Townhouses proposed on Weaver Street, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Soaring prices spur home-building boom (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Race of development stirs concerns here, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
BAR gives approval to three new homes, Nov 21, 1986, p.2
Trustees postpone cable TV decision, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Prevent 'urbanization' (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
Land protection needed (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
Townhouses opposed (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
Hearing Monday on downtown (illus), Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Downtown plan draws critical consent, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Hearings slated on Heathcote developments, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Three houses approved on former Marx Estate, Dec 12, 1986, p.2
Suggestions for the FEIS (edit), Dec 12, 1986, p.6
Demolition of house protested in vain, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
Landmark in jeopardy (ltr), Dec 24, 1986, p.6
Penn Central preparing new plan for downtown, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Public hearing set on Divney proposal (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.1
What's in a name?, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Day of decision nears on downtown, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Development curb, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Opportunity downtown (edit), Jan 9, 1987, p.6
Has the past so little value? (ltr), Jan 9, 1987, p.6
Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Planners welcome (edit), Jan 16, 1987, p.6
Who wants development? (ltr), Jan 16, 1987, p.6
It's everyone's problem (ltr), Jan 16, 1987, p.6
Town Club to discuss indoor pool, downtown (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Downtown moratorium eyed; Penn Central has new plan (illus p 8), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Who wants ''improvements'? (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
Plea to a builder (re 10 Cooper Rd) (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
Isn't it ironic (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
End to flag lots proposed (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
Downtown plans, bond issue among highlights (photo; add photo p 18) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Pool backers make pitch to Town Club, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
After long run, developers set sights on downtown SCS (illus), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Approval seen near for rental of 2 Drake to homeless family, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
A moratorium is needed (edit), Feb 13, 1987, p.6
County's consents (on downtown DEIS), Feb 20, 1987, p.1
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LAND DEVELOPMENT-SCS continued

Comprehensive moratorium now seems probable, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Penn Central asks public meeting on plan (illus), Mar 6, 1987, p.1
Richards: Planning needed to control future development, Mar 6, 1987, p.1
Greenes, Shay give priority to planning (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.1
The price of development (ltr), Mar 6, 1987, p.6
Moratorium hearing set, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Public meeting set on Penn Central plan, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Too much for the village (edit), Mar 20, 1987, p.6
Dialogue begins on Penn Central project (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
Board okays path on Griffin, Apr 3, 1987, p.5
Another way to get apartments (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6
Few show interest in moratorium, budget, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Three new houses get BAR's approval (one is first plantation-style house), Apr 24, 1987, p.2
Moratorium approved; consultants to be retained, May 1, 1987, p.1
Planning Board okays making Eton Court 2-way, May 1, 1987, p.3
Office building, eleven new houses among proposals to Planning Board, May 22, 1987, p.1
Neighbors seek to prevent creation of new building lot on Autenrieth, Jun 5, 1987, p.5
Don't just stand there—plan (edit), Jun 12, 1987, p.6
Do we need growth? (ltr), Jun 12, 1987, p.6
It's a puzlelement (ltr), Jun 12, 1987, p.6
Planning for what? (ltr), Jun 19, 1987, p.6
Plans for 11 houses move ahead, Jul 3, 1987, p.1
What changes downtown? (ltr), Jul 3, 1987, p.6
New tree law, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Better plan needed downtown (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6
School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Development talk, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Planning Board raises objections to 7 homes proposed for Weaver, Aug 21, 1987, p.3
Advantages of Penn Central plan (ltr), Aug 28, 1987, p.6
Board of Appeals okays subdivision, Sep 18, 1987, p.4
Planning Board to hear requests for 18 new lots, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Multi-house proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Longer moratorium (on downtown development) ?, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Dispute over house on Cooper continues; could go to court, Oct 2, 1987, p.3
BAR's "firm stand" praised (ltr), Oct 9, 1987, p.6
With prices soaring and open space disappearing even 'miserable little parcels' become building lots, Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Controlling development (edit), Oct 16, 1987, p.6
Panel ponders effects here of Supreme Court ruling, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
(Board of Appeals) Ruling to permit house to be built on Richbell, Oct 23, 1987, p.8
More assertiveness advised (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
(Planning) Board turns down proposed five-house development, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Rationalizing (land) development (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
The case for permitting flag lots (edit), Nov 13, 1987, p.7
D Portaian to propose new downtown zoning, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Golden Horseshoe expansion plan gains, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Golden Horseshoe expansion plan gains, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
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LAND DEVELOPMENT-SCS continued

Something new downtown (edit), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
Portaan proposal recommends emphasis on housing downtown (map), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
Town Club's positions (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Why must downtown change? (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6
Missing: a parking cure (edit), Dec 31, 1987, p.6
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
No more flag lots (edit), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Variance granted for Bradford Rd subdivision, Jan 22, 1988, p.2
Auto-disenclentives proposed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Downtown planning, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Are we to be cemented over? (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Downtown zoning revisions ahead, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
D Portaan unveils revised zoning for downtown (map p 16), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

SEE ALSO LAND DEVELOPERS, LAND COVERAGE LAW, POLERA PROJECT, DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS, WINSTON PROPERTY

LAND DEVELOPMENT-SCS-HISTORY

Do we need any growth at all? (Part I) (edit), Jun 5, 1987, p.7

LAND DEVELOPMENT-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Westchester: preserving an illusion (edit), Jan 31, 1988, p.7

LAND DEVELOPMENT-GBH

Town (of GBH)’s balk slows work on Post Office, Nov 13, 1987, p.15

LAND UTILIZATION

Changing land use is subject of GNC exhibit (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.10

LAND UTILIZATION-SCS

SEE LAND DEVELOPMENT-SCS

LAND-GBH

Town (of GBH) tightens ridge control, Oct 9, 1987, p.13

LAND-SCS

Historically speaking: SCS’s land acquisition, May 24, 1985, p.6
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Downzoning sought, Mar 18, 1988, p.1

LAND-WHITE PLAINS

Downzoning sought, Mar 18, 1988, p.1

LANDAU, DAVID

SHS graduate U Liebermann on Feiner staff, Jan 9, 1987, p.2

LANDAU, DEBORAH

SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

LANDAU, EDITH

After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

LANDAU, EVE

Presidents three (J Kennedy honored) (photo), May 31, 1985, p.5
Moos, students grade child care program A-1 (photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.6
Two SCS women (F Alkalay, E Landau) join Centennial Realty’s staff (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.12
Knowledge seen as helpful to kids in nuclear age, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
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LANDAU, EVE continued
- Child Care opening second site this fall (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.2
- Under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

LANDAU, EVE (AU)
- PT Council supports budget (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6

LANDAU, HARVEY
- In Dea, Rep party caucuses, citizens party candidates urged to take positions on local issues, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
- League, GOP call for new method in appointing of village trustees, May 10, 1985, p.1
- DioGuardi demands apology (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6
- Screening judges, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
- Democratic caucus, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
- Parties caucus, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
- Democratic dissent, Apr 10, 1986, p.1
- Party caucuses, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
- Herold gets nod for State Supreme Court (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
- Big night for SCS Democrats (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.4
- Parties pick judges who never preside, Jun 12, 1987, p.1
- O'Neill rates the Presidents--past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
- Parties prepare (for 1988 presidential campaign), Dec 18, 1987, p.1
- Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
- Congressional hopefuls to address Democrats, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
- Congressional candidates H Fish, D Mehiel, N Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

LANDAU, HARVEY (AU)
- Bitburg visit protested (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
- In divorce, grandparents have rights (edit), Aug 8, 1986, p.7
- Chairman says issues are news (ltr), Aug 29, 1986, p.6
- Democratic leader proud (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6

LANDAU, IAN
- When the going gets tough...(photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.3

LANDAU, JAY
- Big night for SCS Democrats (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.4
- Parties pick judges who never preside, Jun 12, 1987, p.1
- Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
- Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p 9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1

LANDAU, JOCELYN
- The focus of all eyes (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.16

LANDAU, MYRA (AU)
- (Nurse J Hoffman) Compassionate and professional (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6

LANDAU, SIEGFRIED
- After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

LANDAU, WILLIAM
- CPA firm re-elects W Landau partner, Jan 16, 1987, p.5

LANDES, BETTE
- Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
- SCS Foundation elects two new trustees to board, Jan 18, 1985, p.5
- High school costs draw groups' fire at budget hearing, May 3, 1985, p.1
- Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2
- United Way dinner fetes leaders (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.2
- Village Voices spare no targets (photo; list), May 9, 1986, p.3
LANDES, BETTE continued
Two (B Landes, M Soter) elected by Girl Scouts, May 30, 1986, p.2
Twenty-six days to kickoff (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.2
Cable subscribers rate UA Columbia, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
Cable hearing set for Nov 6; UA Columbia restores Channel 21, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
UA Columbia urges franchise extension, promises subscribers 77 channels, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Trustees postpone cable TV decision, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Programming to start Sunday on village's cable channel (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.5
$32.2 million budget draws quiet reaction, May 1, 1987, p.1
At 100, United Way sets highest goal ever (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.2
Happy Birthday, SCS (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3
LANDI, RICHARD
Resident R C Landi found dead, Feb 6, 1987, p.11
LANDIS, DONALD (AU)
Not the time for euphoria (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
LANDIS, MARTINE
Greenery has new management: E Wolff, M Landis, May 8, 1987, p.11
LANDMARKS
DAR at African cemetery dedication (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.8
SEE ALSO HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC-SCS, HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
LANDRY, JOHN
J F Landry dies, Aug 2, 1985, p.17
LANDSCAPING
Gift of beauty (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.17
LANE, DONALD (AU)
Who decides right to drive? (ltr), Jul 18, 1986, p.6
LANE, ELLEN
Forty years later, veteran W Lane studies Japanese again (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.3
LANE, JODIE
Musical version of 'Anne Frank' to debut Sun (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.6
Merit finalist: J Lane, Jun 28, 1985, p.14
Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1
LANE, MARCIA
Storyteller M Lane presents program on M L King, Jan 18, 1985, p.18
LANE, SUSAN
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1989, p.21
LANE, WALTER
Forty years later, veteran W Lane studies Japanese again (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.3
LANE-MILLER, PATTY
Forty years later, veteran W Lane studies Japanese again (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.3
LANG, AARON
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24
LANG, EUGENE
Hard work does pay off (edit), Aug 8, 1986, p.7
LANG, JEANNIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24
LANG, LOIS
Deak remembered as loyal friend, and fitness buff (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1
LANG, MARY FAITH
Laceemaker M F Lang at work (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.17
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LANGE, JENNIFER
They've got travel plans (photo), May 22, 1987, p.15
AFS students form bonds (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5

LANGE, KENNETH
Change of address (for Timothy Kelly), Sep 4, 1987, p.1

LANGELON, ERIC
County bus schedules to change next week, Aug 29, 1986, p.2
Express buses pulled from service, Jan 16, 1987, p.5

LANGER, BURTON (DR)
Office building approved, Mar 8, 1985, p.11

LANGER, NANCY
Local artist N D Langer in group show, Oct 24, 1986, p.8

LANGFORD, DANIELLE
Babes in Toyland (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.18

LANGHAMMER, DENISE
Ecclesiical gift (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.5
(Masters) School honors local students, Mar 25, 1988, p.15

LANGHIM, MARY
Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

LANGSAM, JEFF
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

LANGSAM, JEFFREY
Programming to start Sunday on village's cable channel (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.5

LANGUAGE SCHOOLS
English for foreign born is offered at institute (photo) (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.24
Language Institute registering for fall (photo) (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.25

LANOIL, GEORGIA
SEE WITKIN-LANOIL, GEORGIA (DR)

LAO, ELIZABETH
Doctor E Lao joins realty firm (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.2

LAPHAM, ROBERT
R J Lapham dies, Mar 4, 1988, p.14

LAPHAM, ROBERT (DR)
Demographer R Lapham to speak at school board meeting, Oct 18, 1985, p.1
Lower enrollment seen; board to study options, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Sixth grades may return to junior high school, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
Board's plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1

LAPIDUS, HEATHER
Fund seekers: E Krohn, H Lapidus (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.8

LAPIDUS, HEATHER (AU)
Young ideas on Iran-Contra issue (ltrs), Jan 16, 1987, p.6

LAPIDUS, MARTIN
Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Two go to polls in second vote (for Unit F, School Board Nominating Committee), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

LAPIDUS, MARTIN (AU)
Bouquets (to J Kaminer) and brickbats (to unsportsmanlike fans) (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Appallingly accurate (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

LAPIDUS, MERRY
Corrections (to June 5 articles): M Lapidus receives PTA award; S P Collins awarded IBM scholarship, Jun 12, 1987, p.18
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LAPIDUS, MERRY

- PT Council plans new program (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
- SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32
- (Village) Board delays vote on 'flag lot' ban, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
- Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

LAPIDUS, MERRY (AU)

- Three-year funding (of Youth Services Project) urged (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6

LAPIDUS, RICKY

- Fifth graders (at QR) learn about aging (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.15

LAPOINTE, KARL

- State audit report, Dec 27, 1985, p.1

LAPPLE, ROBERT

- Fire destroys Hitchcock (photo; addl photo p 13), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
- No breaks in fire investigation, Jun 13, 1986, p.1

LARKEY, BEN

- Let's better our own (recycling) record (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6

LARKIN, JAMES

- Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
- Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

LARKIN, JAMES (AU)

- Moratorium (on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
- Importance of vigilance (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

LARKIN, KERRY

- Three hundred fifty artists pay homage to Halloween (photo; list), Oct 31, 1986, p.9
- Mass production (Junior high students make model cars for homeless children) (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.24

LARKIN, MARY

- School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

LARKIN, MARY (AU)

- Moratorium (on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
- Onus is on board (of education), staff (concerning windows) (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7
- Importance of vigilance (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
- Candidate interviews advocated (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

LARKIN, REGINA

- Nossen dance classes at five sites (photo) (Education '87 Supp), Aug 29, 1987, p.4

LAROCHE, LYNDON

- Flaws in the system (edit), Sep 5, 1986, p.6

LARSON, GERALD

- Course takes students beyond classroom, Sep 13, 1985, p.16

LARSON, KENT

- (Hitchcock) Church weighs rebuilding options, Mar 6, 1987, p.1
- Hitchcock okays exterior design of new sanctuary (illus), Jun 12, 1987, p.1

LARSON, LYLE (REV)

- Grace Lutheran names Rev Lyle E Larson new pastor, May 2, 1986, p.22
- New minister Rev L E Larson to be installed Sept 14 at Grace Lutheran (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.13
- Grace Lutheran marks new affiliation (with Evangelical Lutheran Church in America), Jan 15, 1988, p.12
- At Baptist installation (of Rev J Morrison) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.14

LASCHER, DAVID

- Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1
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LASERS
  High tech comes to our feet (edit), Jun 7, 1986, p.7

LASERSON, IRENE
  Laserson New sales exec at Ellinghouse (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.2

LASH, ANDREW
  Woodlands Junior High math team to host interscholastic mathematics event (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12

LASHER, EMMA
  E Lasher dies, Apr 26, 1985, p.22

LASK, ELLEN
  Advisory committee reports on changes for the gifted, Sep 27, 1985, p.11
  Year of Developing Capable Young People begins Sept 25, Aug 29, 1986, p.9

LASOFF, PATRICIA
  After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

LASSETER, CARL
  (Hitchcock) Church weighs rebuilding options, Mar 6, 1987, p.1

LASSETER, KARL
  Hitchcock okays sanctuary plan; to cost $3.2 M, Apr 10, 1987, p.1

LASSETER, MARGARET
  Hitchcock vows to rise from ashes (photo; add photo p 16), Jun 13, 1986, p.1
  On a dark day, (Hitchcock) church members look ahead to bright future (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

LASSETER, MARGARET (AU)
  Museum idea 'deserves backing' (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6

LASSETER, PEGGY
  Hitchcock okays sanctuary plan; to cost $3.2 M, Apr 10, 1987, p.1

LATHAM, KAREN
  Neucofiers Club names new leaders (list), Aug 16, 1985, p.8

LATIN LANGUAGE
  Board may move Latin program; Seely Place improvements proposed, Apr 19, 1985, p.11

LATTIER, GERARD
  French artist G Lattier makes US debut (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.12

LATTIN, CLark
  C P Lattin dies, May 15, 1987, p.18

LAUBICH, FELICIA
  (Legal) Awareness) for W(omen) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

LAUDER, FRANCES
  Deak remembered as loyal friend, and fitness buff (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1

LAUGHLIN, ANNE
  Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1
  SMS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

LAUGHLIN, EUNICE
  Candidates sought for Citizens' Committee, Sep 4, 1987, p.3

LAUGHLIN, EUNICE (AU)
  They can't get delivery (of Pennysaver) stopped (ltr), Jul 12, 1985, p.6

LAUGHLIN, JOHN (AU)
  They can't get delivery (of Pennysaver) stopped (ltr), Jul 12, 1985, p.6

LAUGHLIN, JOHN (DR)
  Radiologist Dr J S Laughlin given medal, Apr 11, 1986, p.26

LAURELL, LARS
  A day for stars and stripes (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.5

LAUTEN, EDITH (AU)
  Has the past so little value? (ltr), Jan 9, 1987, p.6
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LAUTERBORN, ROBERT
Local man F Lauterborn will join Chapel Hill faculty (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.9

LAUTH, KEVIN
Debut of TV show on SCS takes a look at the Inquirer, May 16, 1986, p.2
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

LAUTZ, F HENRY
F H Lautz dies, Apr 10, 1987, p.14

LAUTZ, HENRIETTA
H C Lautz dies, Apr 4, 1986, p.16

LAVEILLE, GEORGE JR
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

LAVERTY, TRACY
Hoff-Barthelson names B (list), May 22, 1987, p.12

LAVELLE, GEORGE JR
Memorial Day 1986 (photo), May 30, 1986, p.1

LAVIS, FRED
Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4

LAVSKY, JANE
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Muted enthusiasm for (Griffen Ave) path, Feb 20, 1987, p.1

LAW
For whom exists the law? (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.7
Why Luis Marin went free (edit), Mar 15, 1985, p.7
Judge's tough stand on DWI criticized by County Court (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.1
League of Women Voters to hear Burton Roberts, May 3, 1985, p.1
Resident H Reynolds named to board of law journal, Oct 25, 1985, p.20
Defense counsel is an advocate (edit), Mar 7, 1986, p.7
We urgently need tort reform (ltr), Apr 4, 1986, p.6
Legal principles fail sans ethics, values (edit), May 16, 1986, p.7
When nonlawyers practice law (edit), Apr 3, 1987, p.7
See also LEASH LAW, LAND COVERAGE LAW, WETLANDS ORDINANCE, PADAVAN LAW

LAW BOWLING
Men at work (photo; list), Oct 24, 1986, p.3

LAWERSHE, ANNE BOUCHELLE
Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

LAWSON, BILL
Jean Stone hailed at dinner for her service to SCS (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.2

LAWSON, ELLA
Jean Stone hailed at dinner for her service to SCS (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.2

LAWSON, H CARNIE
Legal Awareness for Women (photo) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

LAWSON, HARRY
King breakfast profit report is awaited, Jan 22, 1988, p.12

LAWSUITS
Oil company sues GOPC, supplier, Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Robison offers to drop suit, Jul 5, 1985, p.1
Beyond dispute (edit), Jul 5, 1985, p.6
Robison, GOPC still at loggerheads, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Rejected builder J Orzonio sues BAR, Jul 26, 1985, p.1
Injured Danar couple sues estate of driver, Aug 16, 1985, p.1
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LAWSUITS continued

Age of litigiousness reflected by suits facing local government, Sep 13, 1985, p.1
A hole in the pocket (edit), Oct 11, 1985, p.6
Wrong claim (ltr), Oct 11, 1985, p.6
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Winston sons seek to block sale of land, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
No decisions yet in Winston suits, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
What the village 'ought to do' (ltr), Mar 14, 1986, p.6
Winston sale given green light—for now, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Court orders delay of Winston land sale, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
School sues student for $5.5 million, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Absurd case: suit against R. Salazar (edit), Apr 4, 1986, p.6
Reform of tort law urged (ltr), Apr 11, 1986, p.6
Outrageous but typical (ltr), Apr 11, 1986, p.6
Board's position on lawsuit (ltr), Apr 18, 1986, p.6
Town-grown conflict perceived (ltr), Apr 18, 1986, p.6
Oil war over?, May 2, 1986, p.1
Winston suit headed to trial, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Thirteen-house subdivision requested (cont p 12), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Winston trial put off, Jul 4, 1986, p.12
Planners say 13 houses can be built on Winston property, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Village sued again, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Trouble on Griffen, Aug 29, 1986, p.1
Female volunteer M. Capria sues fire board for sex discrimination, Sep 5, 1986, p.13
Residents put fire board in the hot seat, Sep 12, 1986, p.13
No trial in sight, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Discovery ending (in Winston v SCS case), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Don't quit your job, sue your boss instead (edit), Jan 23, 1987, p.7
$20 million suit (against A. Solomon by G. Cottugno), Sep 4, 1987, p.1
Law (forcing judges to retire at 70) upheld, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Another delay (in Winston suit), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
Village to seek court reversal of wetlands decision, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
Soaring health insurance rates may cost schools $1.5 million, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
Town officials' case against S. Moundroukas looks doosed, Jan 9, 1988, p.9
Judge W. Walsh dismisses GBH officials' case (against S. Moundroukas), Jan 15, 1988, p.10
Builder C. Demetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO CRECHE CASE, LYNCH V DONELLY

LAWTON, ELLEN
Doernberg agency appoints L. Rodman, E. Lawton VP's (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.2
Doernberg named agent for condominiums in HTS, Nov 13, 1987, p.16

LAWTON, MARK (AU)
Should only the affluent go to college? (edit), Oct 16, 1987, p.7

LAWYER, WILLIAM
Village budget gets friendly reception (chart p.19), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Trustees OK car rental, budget, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Nature center prepares young for real world (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.6
Nature Center poses major changes (illus), Oct 3, 1986, p.10
Turnout low on budget, Dec 5, 1986, p.12

LAWYER, WILLIAM (AU)
A modest proposal for raccoon control (edit), Nov 15, 1985, p.7
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LAWYER, WILLIAM (AU) continued

More members, programs mark tenth year at Nature Center (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.36

LAWYERS

W J Handelman moves offices to White Plains, Jan 4, 1985, p.4
C E Heaing to head Bar Assn (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.2
For whom exists the law? (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.7
M D Brodsky named partner in law firm, Feb 8, 1985, p.10
Lawyers group elects leaders, Apr 5, 1985, p.2
SCS lawyer P Pickelle challenges Vergari (photo), May 10, 1985, p.1
SCS aan H Reynolds named to lawyer screening body, May 10, 1985, p.19
Woe unto lawyers who has it up (edit), May 17, 1985, p.7
Creche attorneys won't apply for money from village, May 31, 1985, p.1
SCS aan R L Pelz to head federation affiliate, May 31, 1985, p.3
Health consumers can help (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
Lawyers' view of (malpractice) crisis (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
Attorney D L Pilla joins SNB, Jul 5, 1985, p.5
A non-verbal code for lawyers (edit), Aug 2, 1985, p.7
Glendon named to law firm executive committee (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.3
Resident M Lubarsky opens law office, Nov 8, 1985, p.10
Senator Oppenheiaer appoints S Otis legislative counsel, Nov 22, 1985, p.5
What a prosecutor should and shouldn't do (edit), Nov 22, 1985, p.7
Former resident W Gaillard III joins Ct law firm (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.11
SCS lawyer P E Yaeger killed in crash, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Local law firm opens new office, Jan 31, 1986, p.2
SCS attorney H Reynolds named to receive Botein Award, Feb 21, 1986, p.2
Winston sons seek to block sale of land, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Senator Oppenheiaer appoints M Berner special counsel, Feb 28, 1986, p.2
SCS lawyer J H Beringhaa named general counsel of RCA (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.2
Edgeaont lawyer M Armstrong comfortable of either side of the fence (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.13
Trial lawyers select resident M A Cardozo, May 16, 1986, p.2
Scarsdalian C E Heaing heads state bar group (photo), May 23, 1986, p.2
Residents pass state bar exam (list), Jun 6, 1986, p.5
P Curran appointed by governor (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.1
Law partner A R Milstein elected, Jul 11, 1986, p.2
$122.72 an hour (ltr), Jul 18, 1986, p.6
Lawyer C F Darlington pleads not guilty, Sep 19, 1986, p.11
New lawyers from SCS (list), Dec 5, 1986, p.22
Tax lawyer D Blau named partner, Feb 6, 1987, p.4
SCS aan M H Ochs joins law firm, Feb 13, 1987, p.14
Local aan M Nesoff named partner, Feb 20, 1987, p.2
F M Headley Jr president of bar assoc (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.10
When nonlawyers practice law (edit), Apr 3, 1987, p.7
Local lawyer J H Sachs was featured speaker, Apr 10, 1987, p.11
Judge C Brieant convicts local attorney C F Darlington III, Jun 12, 1987, p.10
Y D Tauber joins consulting firm, Jun 12, 1987, p.11
SHS alumni C P Sternberg heads law board, Jun 26, 1987, p.8
Lawyer A M Schreier joins Manhattan firm, Jul 3, 1987, p.2
Police on guard (near B Slotnick home), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
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LAWYERS continued
Lawyer A A Pandaleon named to new post, Jul 31, 1987, p.5
Lawyer D M Bonarrigo named, Aug 21, 1987, p.2
Paul Agresta assumes post as GBH town attorney today, Aug 21, 1987, p.9
Former resident W G Hanson joins law firm, Sep 25, 1987, p.4
Corporate director: B A Feuerstein, Sep 25, 1987, p.8
(Lawyers B Slotnick, P Pickelle, H Armstrong) In the limelight, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Baseball coach A Abbatine opens law firm, Oct 2, 1987, p.14
GOP to hear Slotnick (Republican Town Committee elects leaders), Oct 9, 1987, p.5
Ptl Bryant Clark, Esq (SCS police officer passes NY State Bar exam), Nov 13, 1987, p.3
R Gilden joins law firm, Dec 4, 1987, p.13
Lawyer C F Darlington III sentenced, Dec 11, 1987, p.15
Bar group honors local lawyer S E Star, Dec 18, 1987, p.4
Lawyer M Luskin is partner in NY firm, Dec 24, 1987, p.2
Lawyer N Lubarsky opens new division, Jan 15, 1988, p.4
(E Kapner) Named law partner, Jan 15, 1988, p.11
Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J G Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Law partners: R H Block, S H Coleman, Jan 22, 1988, p.9
SCS aan H Reynolds named to board of Law Journal, Feb 5, 1988, p.4
Lawyer N Alterman named senior VP of motion picture group (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.9
(M Kaufman) On the board of New Orchestra of Westchester, Feb 12, 1988, p.12
(N C Adler) Hospital VP (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.4
Local aan H J Reynolds named to group reviewing code for lawyers, Mar 11, 1988, p.2
P Pickelle named city attorney of Yonkers (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
SCS lawyer J P O'Connor moves to new offices, Apr 1, 1988, p.19
DC lawyer: K I Juster (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.19
LAZAR, GAIL
Store offers fashions for big, tall men, Nov 22, 1985, p.19
LAZAR, IRA (AU)
Old Army intersection made worse (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
LAZARA, ANTHONY
Hitchcock vows to rise from ashes (photo; add photo p 16), Jun 13, 1986, p.1
LAZARUS, MORT
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26
LAZZARA, ANTHONY (AU)
Think of the apprehension (edit), Mar 28, 1986, p.7
LAZZARA, URSULA (AU)
Think of the apprehension (edit), Mar 28, 1986, p.7
LE MENER, ANNIE
Xmas customs around the world are both similar and different, Dec 20, 1985, p.13
LE MENER, GEORGE
Xmas customs around the world are both similar and different, Dec 20, 1985, p.13
LEADERSHIP
What is leadership? (edit), Mar 7, 1986, p.7
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
Residents discuss downtown area at Planning Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
C L Harris to speak on "What is a fair tax?" at LWV luncheon (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.3
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LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS continued

Centralized voting supported (ltr), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
Candidates meeting? LWV say sponsor forum, Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Citizens Party will not participate in LWV forum, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
C L Harris finds inequities in America's tax structure, Jan 25, 1985, p.2
No chance for the voters (edit), Jan 25, 1985, p.8
League of Women Voters gains record number of members (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.37
Grossman speaks at LWV forum (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Heading for the State House (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.4
A system we should decry (ltr), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
Praise for Grossman, league (ltr), Apr 5, 1985, p.6
Trustees set limits on land coverage, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Ms Atkins, Mr Kroll go to Albany (edit), Apr 19, 1985, p.7
High school costs draw groups' fire at budget hearing, May 3, 1985, p.1
League of Women Voters to hear Burton Roberts (photo), May 3, 1985, p.1
Downtown planning, May 3, 1985, p.1
League, GOP call for new method in appointing of village trustees, May 10, 1985, p.1
Election is better (edit), May 10, 1985, p.6
E Stock named league president (photo), May 17, 1985, p.2
State Supreme Court Judge B Roberts urges consentant to rehabilitation, May 17, 1985, p.5
H Lesnick is re-elected by league (photo), May 24, 1985, p.5
LWV's special interest (edit), Sep 20, 1985, p.6
Congressman DioGuardi to speak at open luncheon here (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.1
DioGuardi tells LWV: Deficit 'most important issue', Oct 11, 1985, p.3
Candidates to meet in league forum here (list), Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Scs Natl Bank salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 25, 1985, p.28
Town candidates at campaign wrap-up (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Guides were delayed in the mail (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
Grand jury system to be debated (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Parking plan, vets' benefits debated; village approves two labor contracts, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Speakers call for improvements in New York State divorce law, Jan 31, 1986, p.5
At age 65, league is now a senior stateswoman (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.28
They'll be voting in November (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.5
Sixty-five and not retiring (photo; list), Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Parking, density raised at hearing on Divney plan, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
League of Voters elects B Jaffe president (photo), May 9, 1986, p.2
Sarah Lawrence's president Dr A Ilchman says women still face job discrimination, May 16, 1986, p.1
Parents protest revised program for the disabled, May 23, 1986, p.1
School board seeks assistance in financing renovation of track, May 23, 1986, p.1
Evelyn Stock re-elected president of County LWV, May 30, 1986, p.2
Correction: E Stock, J Fink, E Shay beginning second term, Jun 6, 1986, p.4
Listening in Albany (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.12
Five at league parley in Capital (list), Jul 4, 1986, p.3
Voters' best friend (edit), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
LWV finance drive (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
LWV left wondering, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
School bond issue vote is Wednesday, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
LWV supports bond issue (ltr), Oct 3, 1986, p.6
They're coming (Abzug, DioGuardi to debate), Oct 10, 1986, p.1
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LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS  continued
Candidates to speak at LW forum Monday, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Candidates trade barbs at debate, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
SCS National Bank salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.28
LWV grateful for response (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
Centralized polling favored (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6
Shameful (rise in county taxes), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Day of decision nears on downtown, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Proposed shelter for family to be topic of meeting, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Speaker G Sussean to discuss public authorities, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
LWV studies, informs, lobbies (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.9
Pool repairs, Mar 8, 1987, p.1
Heads for Albany: G Johnson, J Franke (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.2
Debate about debates (ltr), Mar 13, 1987, p.6
Few show interest in moratorium, budget, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
$32.2 million budget draws quiet reaction, May 1, 1987, p.1
Women's caucus leader H E Weinstein to give Albany report (photo), May 1, 1987, p.1
Jaffe reelected head of SCS LWV (photo; list), May 8, 1987, p.5
Path on Griffen, May 15, 1987, p.1
Speaker H Weinstein reports on feminist lobby, May 15, 1987, p.3
County league (of Women Voters) elects leaders, May 15, 1987, p.4
Sidewalk sale set for next weekend, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
Appeal by LWV (ltr), Sep 16, 1987, p.6
(LWV) Second to none (edit), Sep 25, 1987, p.6
Constitution praised (by M Green) as 'a living document', Oct 9, 1987, p.5
LWV guide to be mailed, Oct 16, 1987, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32
Hochberg and Moss find much to agree on, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 1, 1987, p.1
On politics and the media: L Crystal to speak at LW luncheon (photo p 2), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Centralized polling backed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Public television producer L Crystal assesses media's coverage of the (presidential) campaign, Jan 29, 1988, p.2
LWV pressing ahead to inform voters (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.2
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Rites of citizenship (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

LEAHEY, JEANNETTE
J Leahey dies, Oct 31, 1986, p.20
Jeannette Leahey's legacy (ltr), Nov 7, 1986, p.6
Memorial painting by J Leahey to be unveiled, Nov 14, 1986, p.3
Jeanette Leahey's dreams lives (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
Art Association entering 50th year (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.9

LEARNING DISABILITIES
The smartest, duédést kid... (edit), Aug 16, 1985, p.7
In numbers, the word is 'dyscalculia' (edit), Feb 7, 1986, p.7
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
Dyslexia is an eight-letter word (edit), Nov 7, 1986, p.7
Learning disabilities: a new approach from local doctors R Ehrlich, M Doonan, Feb 5, 1988, p.10

LEARNING DISABLED
How to avoid 'can't do' attitudes (edit), Dec 27, 1985, p.7
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LEARNING DISABLED continued
Parents protest revised program for the disabled, May 23, 1986, p.1
He opposes program cut back (ltr), May 23, 1986, p.6
Group (for learning disabled) re-established, Jul 25, 1986, p.2
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Parents of learning disabled band together, Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Learning (disabled) students finding help in SCS, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-EMT-SPECIAL EDUCATION, SCHOOLS-SCS-SPECIAL EDUCATION

LEARNED'S
New learning center in town stresses use of computers, Feb 12, 1988, p.12

LEASH LAW
No reason to flout leash law (ltr), Jul 19, 1985, p.6

LEAVES
Weekly leaf pickups, Oct 9, 1987, p.1

LEAVITT, ALISON
At Miss Covington's, ladies still wear white gloves (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.24

LEAVITT, LINDA
Inquirer wins awards, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Debut of TV show on SCS takes a look at the Inquirer, May 16, 1986, p.2
Principal (of IHH) protests (ltr), Jan 23, 1987, p.6
Window coverage criticized (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

LEBARON, JAMES (REV)
Back from the dead (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.3

LEBLANG, SUZANNE
Educational underground probed, May 24, 1985, p.1

LEBLANC, CATHERINE
Learning the Mentor way (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.29

LEBOWITZ, MARION
Secretary M Lebowitz takes classes toward education M.A. (LifeLong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.11

LEBRUN, LEE
School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1

LEBRUN, YVES (DR)
St Agnes names Bruckner, LeBrun (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.20

LEDERER, ANN
Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4

LEDERER, GERDA (DR)
A no-frills vacation for the tour-tired (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.6

LEDERER, RICHARD
Citizens debate preservation law, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
You must remember this (P Stangl presents RR gate curtain to village) (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.3

LEDERER, RICHARD JR
Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
R Lederer named SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Multi-home plans presented to village, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Trustees set limits on land coverage, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Historical reflection: R Lederer named SCS Citizen of the Year (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.1
SCS National Bank salutes R M Lederer Jr, Citizen of the Year (photo), May 3, 1985, p.28
Demolition contract (for Boulder Brook), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Preservation LAW: Committee formed for Architectural Heritage Year, 1986 (list), Sep 13, 1985, p.1
LEDERER, RICHARD JR (AU)

Wrong exchange: Correction to Sept 6 Historically Speaking, Sep 13, 1985, p.6
Lifet ime scholarship (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.5
Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7
Historic buildings here to host architectural heritage celebration (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.3
Test ban endorsed; higher (parking) fees opposed, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Preservation law, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
What's in a name?, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Historic preservation law due for public hearing next month, Feb 20, 1987, p.1
A no-frills vacation for the tour-tired (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.6
(Town) Club urges village to shelve Historic Preservation Law (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Happy Birthday, SCS (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3

LEDERER, RICHARD JR (AU)

Historian R Lederer offers help (ltr), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
Savoring the rewards of voluntarism (edit), May 3, 1985, p.7
Historically speaking: SCS's land acquisition, May 24, 1985, p.6
Historically speaking: Some suburban math; SCS facts, Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Historically speaking: Caleb Heathcote's land holdings (illus), Sep 6, 1985, p.6
Historically Speaking: Patent for SCS granted in 1702, Sep 27, 1985, p.6
Historian asks for help (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
See that you are included (ltr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6
Historically speaking: History of personal names, Dec 13, 1985, p.6
Historically speaking: Oldest house in SCS probably 1020 Post Rd (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.6
Historically speaking: the Griffen-fish House (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.6
Historically speaking: Bronx River Parkway (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.4
Historically speaking: The Locusts, historic home in SCS (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
Historically speaking: SHS band 51 years old (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.5
Historically speaking: Crawford-Horris House related to Popham House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5
Historically speaking: The house where Whistler's mother lived (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.5
Historically speaking: SCS needs a preservation law, Jan 30, 1987, p.5
Historically speaking: SCS's monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2
Another monument (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6
Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6
Historically speaking: Once, all SCS was Fox Meadow (ap), Aug 14, 1987, p.6
Historically speaking: SCS' connection to US Constitution, Sep 10, 1987, p.6
In praise of Audrey Hochberg (ltrs), Oct 23, 1987, p.6
Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (ap), Oct 30, 1987, p.4
Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4
Now that's real trivia (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

LEDERER, RICHARD JR (AU)

Historically speaking: Additional monuments in SCS (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

LEDERMAN, LESLIE (AU)

Pedestrian Olympics? (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6

LEE, BOB

Scs Seniors recruiting new members (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.5
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LEE, CHARLES
- Sons of Revolution elect C Lee president, May 10, 1985, p.5
- Bible society honors C T Lee, Dec 19, 1986, p.30

LEE, CHRISSY
- In the Christmas spirit (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.3

LEE, CHUI-YEE

LEE, DON
- New restaurant offers sushi, Jan 10, 1986, p.10

LEE, EDWARD
- E Lee dies, Oct 24, 1986, p.17

LEE, ELAINE
- Super server: E Lee (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.8

LEE, EUGENE
- Five EHS students are Merit semifinalists, Sep 12, 1986, p.12

LEE, EUR HWA
- Fox Meadow pride (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.5

LEE, JASON
- Helping the hungry (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.15

LEE, JENNY
- In the Christmas spirit (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.3

LEE, JOHNNY
- Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

LEE, LINDA
- Teacher's pet? (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.15
- Fox Meadow pride (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.5

LEE, MARCIA
- Sales tax confab sought, Jan 4, 1985, p.2

LEE, MARGARET
- Big day at Big Top (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.24

LEE, REX
- Justice Dept supports decision allowing creche, Jan 4, 1985, p.1

LEE, ROBERT
- Three (L Albert, H Sobol, A Fiderer) who help wordsmiths forge better words (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.6

LEE, ROBERT (DR)
- L Weislopf elected Chairman of Board, SVAC, Mar 1, 1985, p.5
- Local MD R E Lee cited by St Agnes, Nov 13, 1987, p.2

LEE, ROBERT E
- Historically speaking: The house where Whistler's mother lived (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.5

LEE, SHIN-AI
- Guest speaker Yoon-Gu Lee brings report from Korea, Jul 31, 1987, p.5

LEE, STEVEN
- Board bars drinking in public; sets vote on shelter at 2 Drake, Feb 27, 1987, p.1

LEE, WILLIAM (DR)
- Four SCS doctors, A Antonio, W Lee, A Singh, R Rosenberg, appointed by St Agnes, Jul 24, 1987, p.3

LEE, YOOH-BU
- Guest speaker Yoon-Gu Lee brings report from Korea, Jul 31, 1987, p.5

LEEDS, ELAINE
- E N Leeds Named manager (photo), May 1, 1987, p.2

LEEDS, SANDY
- For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6
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LEE, ANNA
   Computer courses focus on software (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.9

LEER, DAVID
   Music Man cast cool under fire, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
   A little guy (D Raizen) patents a niche in a big market (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

LEENSTRA, MELLE
   A Toyland Tintype (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.24

LEERBURGER, BENEDICT
   Local author B Leerburger offers advice on telephone, Aug 23, 1985, p.4
   SCS aan B Leerburger compiles guide to study abroad, Feb 26, 1988, p.2

LEERBURGER, BENEDICT (AU)
   Confusion in the telephone business (edit), Sep 25, 1987, p.7

LEERBURGER, ELLEN
   Kids enjoy Easter Eggstravaganza (photo; list), Apr 24, 1987, p.12

LEERBURGER, JULIE
   It's graduation day for SCS seniors, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
   SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1

LEERS, FRED
   Incumbent legislators are all victorious, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

LEERS, FREDERICK
   Town GOP gears up for elections, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
   GBH Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11

LEFEVER, JEAN
   Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 28, 1988, p.1

LEFFLER, MARC
   Computer courses focus on software (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.9

LEFKOWITS, HENRY (DR)
   SCS psychiatrist Dr H J Lefkowits head of county society (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.5

LEFKOWITS, AARON (AU)
   Famine in Ethiopia (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

LEFKOWITS, BRUCE
   Basketball star B Lefkowitz competes in Maccabiah Games, Jul 19, 1985, p.9
   Lefkowitz is all-Ivy for Quakers (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.10

LEFKOWITS, JOAN
   Herold gets nod for State Supreme Court (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
   Knaplund in contest for Family Court, May 29, 1987, p.1
   J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for room on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
   Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
   Judge Lefkowitz praised (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
   Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p 9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1

LEFLER, DANNY
   Helping youngsters is their racquet (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.4

LEFLER, SUE
   All about SAT tutoring, Apr 10, 1987, p.15

LEGAKIS, BARBARA
   Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11

LEGAL AWARENESS FOR WOMEN
   LAW elects officers; board of directors (list), Dec 24, 1986, p.2
   Local groups nominated for top volunteer, Mar 6, 1987, p.2
LEGAL AWARENESS FOR WOMEN continued
L(egal) A(wareness) for W(oen) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

LEGGETT, RUSSELL
Judge and lawyer agree Jean Harris should be free, Oct 31, 1985, p.1

LEGISLATIVE ADVISORY COMMITTEE-SCS ?BD OF ED
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

LEGUIRE, TERESA
SCS pool opens tomorrow (photo), May 23, 1986, p.3
Teen center nearing reality, Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Teen cafe plans February opening (list), Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Praise for riding club (ltr), Mar 20, 1987, p.6
Give race back to Abe Simon (ltr), May 1, 1987, p.6
Pool opens tomorrow morning (photo), May 22, 1987, p.3
Rain or shine, they're ready to swim (photo), May 29, 1987, p.1
Hawaiian party to mark return of Common Ground, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Teens taking advantage of evening pool hours, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
Pool suggestion (ltr), Jul 31, 1987, p.6
Swimmers want cleaner pool, Aug 7, 1987, p.3
Youth nights at the pool expected to return, despite modest crowds (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.1
Santa Claus in cahoots with rec department (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Recreation supervisor M Caplice is appointed, Jan 22, 1988, p.2

LEGUIRE, TERESA (AU)
Apologies to window painters (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
Recreation's race reminder (ltr), Apr 11, 1986, p.6
Reminder on the race (ltr), Apr 24, 1987, p.6

LEHMANN, KATHRYN
K E Lehman dies, Dec 20, 1985, p.26

LEHMANN, LAURENCE
Hochberg in running for position on Public Service Commission, Dec 5, 1986, p.1

LEHNARDT, ROSLYN
Getting together for Meals on Wheels (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.4

LEHNARDT, STEPHEN
Two teens, S Lehnardt, J Jackson, finish Mormon course, Jun 12, 1987, p.20

LEHRBURGER, DINNY KAHN
Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

LEHRBURGER, WILLIAM
Ad chief: W Lehrburger (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.4

LEHRER, RICHARD (DR)
All superintendent applicants rejected; board still looking, May 3, 1985, p.15
Albany grants EHT district the right to pick superintendent, May 17, 1985, p.11
Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendent, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
Superintendent reports on 'high school of excellence', Jun 28, 1985, p.11

LEHV, JILL
J Lehv gets grant, Jun 5, 1987, p.10

LEIBERT, LOUISE
ECCE: Don't change grading system, Oct 17, 1986, p.11

LEIBERT, RICHARD
Four join nature center board (list), Jan 21, 1986, p.11

LEIFER-SARULLO, BARBARA
Smoler to lead board (photo p 6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
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LEIGHTON, LEON
- Voters approve public forum for School Board candidates, Apr 26, 1985, p.15
- Maslow resigns from School Board, Aug 16, 1985, p.9
- Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
- Central Ave focus of Greenville Com Coun meeting, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
- GCC approves proposed nominating changes, Feb 7, 1986, p.11
- Vote on nominating proposal is put off, Mar 7, 1986, p.11
- Few nominating system changes (list), Mar 6, 1987, p.11
- Community ponders ESL program, Nov 27, 1987, p.13

LEIGHTON, LEON (AU)
- Complete investigation asked (ltr), Sep 6, 1985, p.6

LEISTENSNIDER, ANN
- Arts in Our Lives: A Leistensnider (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.27
- A Leistensnider, L Balsam picked for art school, Jul 13, 1986, p.4
- Day camper's delight (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.2

LEITH, RAY
- Leith art on display at museum, Dec 19, 1986, p.24

LELJEDAL, JIM
- Murder suspect L Keller told employer she hated father (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.1

LEMELLE, WILBERT
- Mercy picks W LeMelle leader, May 10, 1985, p.3

LEMLE, L CRAIG
- Residents L C Leale and R D Tunick elected to YW & YMHA board, May 3, 1985, p.2

LEMME, BRUCE
- Site approved for displaced Lemme home, May 9, 1986, p.2
- BAR approves relocated home, Jun 27, 1986, p.3

LEMME, JUDITH
- Site approved for displaced Lemme home, May 9, 1986, p.2
- BAR approves relocated home, Jun 27, 1986, p.3

LEMME, JUDITH (AU)
- Praise for building department (ltr), Aug 7, 1987, p.6

LEMON, WILLIAM
- Welcome to the force (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.19

LEMOND, GREG
- Traveling in the fast lane (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.1

LENAHAN, TIMOTHY
- SHS graduates A Gardner, L Appel injured in accident, Jul 18, 1986, p.1

LENNON, ALEX
- Debate team is among the best (photo), Nov 28, 1985, p.11
- Graduation '87 was short and sweet for 131 seniors (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.11

LENNON, HARRY (DR)
- This doctor's patients are tables & chairs (photo), Oct 25, 1985, p.6

LENNON, THOMAS
- Seven nominated for EMT school board, Jan 31, 1986, p.11
- Three nominated to EMT school board, Mar 21, 1986, p.11
- Three candidates speak at forum, Apr 4, 1986, p.11
- EMT Budget approved by 18 votes; J Moyle, P Levin, J Moyle elected to School Board (photo), May 9, 1986, p.10
- Feldman to head school board, Jul 4, 1986, p.8

LENNON, TOM
- Cuts urged in proposed (EMT school) budget, Mar 13, 1987, p.11
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LENNICH, TOM continued
(EMT) Board of Ed) seeking more budget cuts, Mar 20, 1987, p.11
Graduation '87 was short and sweet for 131 seniors (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.11
Budget process (for EMT Bd of Ed) already underway, Oct 16, 1987, p.11
(EMT) District to ban smoking at school, Dec 11, 1987, p.15

LENOUROG, ALVA (AU)
Rudeness at the gas station (ltr), Jul 11, 1986, p.6

LENSETH, ROBERT
Red Cross reviews progress, Jan 29, 1988, p.9

LENT, VIRGINIA
Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2

LENZ, MARJORIE (AU)
SCS, farewell (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6

LEONARD, CLINTON
Together again, 50 years later (photo), May 31, 1985, p.8
SCS High class of '36 kicks up heels (photo), May 23, 1986, p.2

LEONARDI, LUIGI

LEONARDI, LUIGI (CITY)

LEONE, CLAIRE
Real estate prices reaching new heights, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
C D Leone elected (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.3

LEONE, CLAIRE (AU)
Realtors call (redistricting) plan disastrous (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6

LEPO, EDWARD
Expanded Horseshoe: Golden Horseshoe shopping center presents expansion plans, Jan 18, 1985, p.1

LEPO, JODI (DR)
Hospital (WP) appoints nine doctors (list), Dec 27, 1985, p.3

LEPORE, ANTHONY
Driver of the year: A P LePore (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.2

LEPORE, FRED
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

LERER, RICHARD (DR)
EMT school board favors seat belts on buses; search continues for supt, Jan 11, 1985, p.11
EMT residents call for supt who will stay full term, Jan 18, 1985, p.14
BOCES construction plan would save school district thousands, May 1, 1987, p.11
Referendum set on BOCES building, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

LERMAN, LAWRENCE (DR)
Medical Care facility opens on Central Avenue, Aug 22, 1986, p.2

LERNER, ALIX
A child's Chanukah in SCS: cookies, candles and potato pancakes (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.5

LERNER, ARTHUR (DR)
White Plains Hospital medical staff elects new leadership, Jan 25, 1985, p.5
Portrait of a leader, J Hofheim (photo), May 22, 1987, p.9

LERNER, GERDA (AU)
Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8X, Apr 24, 1987, p.1

LERNER, HEATH
May I see a smaller size? (photo), Mar 16, 1988, p.15

LERNER, IRVING (AU)
DioGuardi congratulated (ltr), Apr 5, 1985, p.6
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LERNER, JOSHUA
  Prehistoric occasion (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.3

LERNER, JUDITH
  Women's conference delegates report on meaning of Nairobi (photo p 21), Dec 13, 1985, p.1
LERNER, JUDITH (AU)
  DioGuardi congratulated (ltr), Apr 5, 1985, p.6

LERNER, LINDA
  Summer music theater is going independent, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
  Summer theater seeking new director (Wendy Dubbs elected president (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.3
  Tony Ross is new SSMT director (photo p 1), Dec 11, 1987, p.21

LESBIANS
  SEE HOMOSEXUALS

LESLIE, BILL
  Scouts conduct survey (ltr), Aug 16, 1985, p.6
  SCS High class of '36 kicks up heels (photo), May 23, 1986, p.2

LESLIE, SUSAN
  (PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3

LESNICK, ELIZABETH
  Students of gov't: SCS college students work in G Burrow's office (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.5

LESNICK, HELMUT
  Residents discuss downtown area at Planning Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
  Candidates seeking? LWV may sponsor forum, Jan 18, 1985, p.1
  Citizens Party will not participate in LWV forum, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
  Vets fight for tax break: Village Bd tables vets' tax law, acts on dish antennae, land restrictions, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
  Grossman speaks at LWV forum (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
  Playing field plan wins praise, Mar 15, 1985, p.3
  Heading for the State House (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.4
  Trustees set limits on land coverage, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
  High school costs draw Qgroups' fire at budget hearing, May 3, 1985, p.1
  League, GOP call for new method in appointing of village trustees, May 10, 1985, p.1
  Close call for school budget, May 24, 1985, p.1
  H Lesnick is re-elected by league (photo), May 24, 1985, p.5
  Parking plan, vets' benefits debated; village approves two labor contracts, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
  Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
  After 20 years in business, car rental may be legalized, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
  Parking, density raised at hearing on Divney plan, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
  Village budget gets friendly reception (chart p19), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
  Sarah Lawrence's president Dr A Ilchman says women still face job discrimination, May 16, 1986, p.1
  Campaign sets sights on $30,000 for band, Sep 19, 1986, p.1

LESNICK, HELMUT (AU)
  Centralized voting supported (ltr), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
  At age 65, league is now a senior stateswoman (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.28

LESNICK, JOEL
  Citizens for Senior Housing plan community needs survey, Feb 1, 1985, p.3

LESNICK, MATTHEW
  Close look at Albany (photo), May 16, 1986, p.19

LESSEN, ED
  P Inglassia Elected by NOW, Jul 3, 1987, p.8

LESHER, BERT
  Mini Lesser is master of art of living well (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.6
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LESSER, MINI
Mimi Lesser is master of art of living well (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.6

LESSER, STANLEY
Town of GBH set to fight for $8 million, Jan 25, 1985, p.11
Hearing held in bankruptcy case, Feb 1, 1985, p.11

LESTER, SARAH
S S Lester dies, Jan 9, 1987, p.16

LESZNIK, I GEORGE
I G Lesznik dies, Jun 13, 1986, p.14

LEUHRING, JOANNE
Candidates sought for Citizens' Committee, Sep 4, 1987, p.3

LEUKEMIA SOCIETY
Typists raise money (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.11

LEUZZI, PETE
For volunteers, firefighting means 'a lot of dedicated hours' (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.13

LEUZZI, THERESA
Fire commissioner G Barson is re-elected, Dec 13, 1985, p.12
payments to Zaffino questioned, Sep 5, 1986, p.12
Frauds bureau subpoenas data of G'ville fire district, Oct 17, 1986, p.11

LEVEILLE, MARGARET
M D Leveille dies, Nov 14, 1986, p.20

LEVENGOLD, ROBERT
Dean appoints parents Mr and Mrs R A Levengood to board, Nov 22, 1985, p.12

LEVENTHAL, ERIC (AU)
Let students keep their "frees" (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6

LEVI, JULIAN
Iraa Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5

LEVERIELE, BEATRICE
B Leveille dies, Dec 20, 1985, p.26

LEVIN, AMY
Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
SMS teacher A K Levin wins fellowship; Jun 5, 1987, p.18

LEVIN, ANDREW
Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10

LEVIN, DAVID
Center's friends gather at twilight (photo), May 22, 1986, p.10

LEVIN, JACKIE
Anatomy of a drunk-driving case: How the justice system doesn't work (photo), Aug 20, 1987, p.1
'I don't belong here', Aug 28, 1987, p.1

LEVIN, JACOLYN (AU)
The drunken-driving case: two views (ltrs), Sep 18, 1987, p.6

LEVIN, LESTER
Five (B Wallach, L Levin, J Padaker, J Cohen, R Goldin) join Democratic Committee, Feb 27, 1987, p.2

LEVIN, NAT
Everything's coming up apples (SCS Seniors' new apple cookbook released) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.3

LEVIN, PEGGY
Albany grants EMT district the right to pick superintendent, May 17, 1985, p.11
Board of Ed elects officers and votes on Children's Center, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
Central Ave focus of Greenville Coa Coun meeting, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
Advisory committee reports on changes for the gifted, Sep 27, 1985, p.11
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LEVIN, PEGGY continued

Seven nominated for EHT school board, Jan 31, 1986, p.11
SCC approves proposed nominating changes, Feb 7, 1986, p.11
Three nominated to EHT school board, Mar 21, 1986, p.11
Three candidates speak at forum, Apr 4, 1986, p.11
EHT Budget approved by 18 votes; J Moyle, P Levin, J Moyle elected to School Board (photo), May 9, 1986, p.10
Center's friends gather at twilight (photo), May 23, 1986, p.10
Sophomores will retain exemption from gym classes, Jun 13, 1986, p.11
Feldman to head school board, Jul 4, 1986, p.8
New quarters for children's center, Jul 25, 1986, p.9
EHT School board approves 6.9-percent tax hike (list), Apr 10, 1987, p.11
(GBH) Nature center unveils expansion, renovation plan, May 29, 1987, p.11
EHT Board (of Ed) ponders use of school facilities by outside groups, Jul 17, 1987, p.9
EHT Board (of Ed) shows enthusiasm for revised building use policy, Jul 31, 1987, p.8
No change for now in (EHS) phys ed grading, Sep 25, 1987, p.13

LEVIN, ZAIDA


LEVINE, ALAN

Rocking for famine (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.10

LEVINE, AMY

Mentors, Oct 25, 1985, p.1

LEVINE, ANGELA

Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8%, Apr 24, 1987, p.1

LEVINE, ARLENE

Day camp is one answer to parents' dilemma (photo; cont p 14), Jul 18, 1986, p.6
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
Bibliomania RX: double dose of local book fair (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.6

LEVINE, CHAIKE

Players (Fort Hill) elect new officers (list), Aug 30, 1985, p.12

LEVINE, ELEANOR

Teachers' continuing contribution (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.2
Helping the hungry (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.15

LEVINE, HOWARD

H S Levine appointed Morgan Stanley principal, Feb 1, 1985, p.10

LEVINE, HOWARD (DR)

Edgewood children attend health fair, Mar 21, 1986, p.20
Heathcote holds health fair (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.16

LEVINE, IRWIN

VP elected, Apr 26, 1985, p.4

LEVINE, JEAN

Travel agent J P Levine earns certification, Apr 3, 1987, p.9

LEVINE, JEROME

Bibliomania RX: double dose of local book fair (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.6

LEVINE, LAWRENCE

Twenty-five Boulder Ridge condos on way; sales to start in June, May 2, 1986, p.12

LEVINE, NANCY

SHS alumnai N Levine named, Jun 26, 1987, p.5

LEVINE, NATE

Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2
(SCS) Art association is a busy 30 years young (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.9
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LEVINE, PHILIP
   Teachers get 6.5% increase, Sep 12, 1986, p.13

LEVINE, RHODA
   Library union gets fact-finder's support, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
   Labor agreement?, May 30, 1986, p.1
   Library contract ratified, Jun 13, 1986, p.3

LEVINE, SUSAN (AU)
   Freighway patrol needed (ltr), Oct 19, 1985, p.6

LEVINE, SUZANNE (DR)
   Pediatricians Dr S M Levine, Dr D M Kulhan open EMT office, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

LEVITT, MORTIMER
   From a slum to the Sorbonne: "A dream come true" (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.6

LEVITTI, MIRIAM (DR)
   Film workshop on AIDS raise parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

LEVITTOWN V NYQUIST
   District bids Sobol hail and farewell, Mar 27, 1987, p.1

LEVY, BRUCE
   BAR, Alcott School disagree, Jan 16, 1987, p.3

LEVY, EDGAR
   Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriad of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4

LEVY, JASON
   Young people, parents, counselors discuss issues of drugs, alcohol, Dec 27, 1985, p.1

LEVY, JOEY
   An early feast (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.11

LEVY, JUDITH
   New rules at HS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
   Board (of Education) issue at tax hike under $4, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
   Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
   Saaler to lead board (photo p 6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

LEVY, REBECCA
   Rebecca and rabbit (photo), Feb 28, 1986, p.9

LEVY, ROBERT
   Town asks state to tune out extra charge for VCR's, Dec 13, 1985, p.1

LEVY, ROBERT (DR)
   Two local MD's, M Moser, R Levy, to participate in conference on hypertension, Apr 17, 1987, p.4

LEVY, SCOTT
   Chinese School keeps traditions vibrant in USA (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.6

LEWIN, KAREN
   Fresh Air families forge strong ties with summer guests (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1

LEWIN, KIRK
   Fresh Air families forge strong ties with summer guests (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1

LEWIS, HIRAM WILLIAM ARTHUR
   Geography gets a big boost, from a local disciple, J G Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

LEWIS, CAROL
   Dimensional Whisky (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.4

LEWIS, FLORA
   Setting the record straight (edit), Jan 25, 1985, p.7

LEWIS, JASON
   Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids suppl), Mar 11, 1988, p.10

LEWIS, MARJORIE
   Heathcote PTA holds book fair, election, May 3, 1985, p.20
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LEWIS, MARJORIE continued
  Parents play role in children's reading, Mar 7, 1986, p.22
  Writers' group being formed, Apr 11, 1986, p.2
LEWIS, MICHAEL
LEWIS, MIKE
  These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26
LEWIS, RACHEL
  Big day at the A School (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.1
LEWIS, RICHARD
  An office for New Orchestra of Westchester (photo), May 24, 1985, p.16
LEWIS, THERESA
  Computer courses focus on software (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.9
LEWIS, TOM
  SHS basketball team reaches finals in Sec 1 Class A-2 tournament (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1
LEWIS, WALTER
  W Lewis dies, Jan 22, 1988, p.14
LEWIT, CHARLES
  Luckhardt new head of Post 52 (list), Jul 11, 1986, p.1
  They reenact (photo), May 29, 1987, p.1
LEWIT, GLORIA (AU)
  Candidate (Audio) scolded (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
  Support for Hochberg (ltrs), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
  Join the Jay Coalition (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6
LEWITTES, BETSY
  May I see a smaller size? (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.15
LEWITTES, BILLY
  Billy's gift (for Challenger astronauts), Feb 14, 1986, p.1
  Rain or shine, they're ready to swim (photo), May 29, 1987, p.1
LEWITTES, PAUL (AU)
  Rec Department rebuked (ltr), Sep 26, 1986, p.6
LI, CHRISTINE
  Graduation day marks end of years at EHS for 148 seniors (photo), Jun 20, 1985, p.11
  EHS alumni return to old haunt (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.9
LI, MARYANN
  All about SAT tutoring, Apr 10, 1987, p.15
LI, STEPHEN
  Met Life promotes actuary S Li, Nov 28, 1986, p.12
LIBBEY, NANCY
  New schools chief Dr R D Hibschman signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
LIBEL
  Free speech and libel: a delicate balance (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.7
LIBEL AND SLANDER
  Election libel suit threats remain, Nov 13, 1987, p.14
LIBERTY
  Extremism in liberty: is it really a vice? Yes (edit), Jul 12, 1985, p.7
  Extremism in liberty: is it really a vice? No (edit), Jul 12, 1985, p.7
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LIBERTY continued
  America the unique (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.7

LIBOWITZ, ARLENE
  SCS woman A Libowitz named county employee of month, Aug 2, 1985, p.4

LIBRARIANS
  State chancellor cites SCS librarian M Losaba, Jun 7, 1986, p.2
  Librarian E Parravano named SMART VP, Oct 3, 1986, p.4
  Librarian M Abraas' efforts bring lunar specimen to Seeley (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.11
  New St Agnes library honors Dr R B Fath, May 15, 1987, p.19
  Librarian E Taben named to county post, May 15, 1987, p.19
  Video messages (by K Gohe) encourage young adults to read books, Aug 14, 1987, p.9
  G Oswald behind world's largest dance collection (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.6
  Videos (by K Gohe) seek to promote young reading (photo), Sep 16, 1987, p.12

LIBRARIES
  Roses make major gift to NY Public Library, Feb 14, 1986, p.5
  Library resources are unselfish (edit), Apr 11, 1986, p.7
  It's library week (edit), Apr 10, 1987, p.7
  SEE ALSO LIBRARY-SCS, LIBRARY-GBH, LIBRARY-NEW YORK, NY, NATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK

LIBRARIES-AUTOMATION
  (Juhl) Agency will help publicize (Westchester) Library System automation, Dec 31, 1987, p.5

LIBRARY BOARD-SCS
  Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5

LIBRARY-GBH
  GBH Library featuring cartoonist J Morris (cartoon), Jan 17, 1986, p.13
  Not too late for the party (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.9
  Local libraries join computer loop, Feb 12, 1988, p.20

LIBRARY-NEW YORK, NY
  G Oswald behind world's largest dance collection (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.6

LIBRARY-SCS
  Dollhouses, miniatures on display at SCS library (photo), Jan 4, 1985, p.2
  Library expands services (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.36
  Easier library access promised, Feb 8, 1985, p.5
  Rockets, robots on display at library, Feb 8, 1985, p.12
  New members appointed to boards and councils (list), Apr 12, 1985, p.1
  National Library Week: village employees tour library (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.3
  Enriching experience: SCS students' musical performance at SCS library (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
  Art al fresco, May 31, 1985, p.1
  Catch 22?: Trouble for exhibit of sculpture on library lawn, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
  Insurance problems blocking art display (photo p.8), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
  Fighting city hall (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
  Now there are seven (Library Board members), Aug 23, 1985, p.1
  Problems (with Library Board, Village Board) eliminated, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
  Library reaches out to homebound; accessibility, services increase (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.20
  Name cleared, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
  Books, books, books: book fair set (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.1
  Literature delivery to the homebound (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.1
  The magic of reading (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.3
  SCS Nat l Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.24
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LIBRARY-SCS continued

Never too young: Library Book Fair (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Junior League did it (books to homebound) first (ltr), Oct 11, 1985, p.6
Library exhibit features books by former resident M Toff, Oct 11, 1985, p.10
Friends of Library present evening with Allen Ginsberg (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.1
Friends seek book fair director, Nov 22, 1985, p.3
Creative creatures (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.3
On view at library (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.16
They're bearish on SCS (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.1
New directory lists community services, Jan 29, 1986, p.5
DioGuardi to speak at SCS Library, Feb 28, 1986, p.3
Village budget gets friendly reception (chart p.19), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Library union gets fact-finder's support, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Library Board elects N Myers as president, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Spring planting time (photo; list), Apr 25, 1986, p.5
Edna Scott, library benefactor, dead at 93, May 23, 1986, p.1
Labor agreement?, May 30, 1986, p.1
Library contract, Jun 6, 1986, p.1
Library contract ratified, Jun 13, 1986, p.3
Reading runs in the family (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.3
The subject is literature (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.3
Hail to the readers (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.5
Book fair this weekend (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Library should have been open (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6
A friend remembered: fund established in name of Dr L Robinson at SCS Public Library (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.2
Library receives federal grant, Feb 20, 1987, p.4
Bears, bears everywhere (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.3
Learning the system (at library) (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.10
Books tell everything you ever wanted to know about the US Constitution (list), Sep 4, 1987, p.14
Book Fair at library tomorrow (photo), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
Coming attractions (Library to lend videotapes), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
Looking for a good read (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.5
Bibliomania RX: double dose of local book fair (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.6
Defying odds, Matthew Murphy scores a victory (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.6
Historically speaking: History made up ofNoSuch events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4
Library posts guard to curb disruptions, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Library offers videotape service, Dec 31, 1987, p.2
(SCS) Library to unveil new tyrannosaurus, Jan 22, 1988, p.3
Did you know (SCS Library can provide book delivery to the homebound)?, Jan 29, 1988, p.3
Day of the iguana (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.2
Local libraries join computer loop, Feb 12, 1988, p.20

LIBRARY-SCS-BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Coming attractions (Library to lend videotapes), Sep 11, 1987, p.1

LIBRARY-SCS-BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Library posts guard to curb disruptions, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

LIBRARY-SCS-BUDGET

Panel explores SCS's role in responding to homelessness, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
Few show interest in moratorium, budget, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Moratorium approved; consultants to be retained, May 1, 1987, p.1

LIBRARY-SCS-FRIENDS

Library offers videotape service, Dec 31, 1987, p.2
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LIBRARY-SCS-SERVICES FOR HANDICAPPED
Did you know (what services, facilities available to handicapped)?, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

LIBRET, CHARLES
Ambulance dedication (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.22

LIBYA
Adding violence to violence (Ittr), May 2, 1986, p.6
Attack on Libya "warranted" (Ittr), May 9, 1986, p.6

LICHTSTEIN, AMY
Leaving SCS High behind, five new graduates reminisce (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

LICHTSTEIN, DANIEL
Science students J Jospitre Jr, R Hsia, R B Inouye, D Lichtstein win grants, Jan 9, 1985, p.20

LICHTSTEIN, HARRY
Club votes change in Unit Meetings, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Precedent (of woman president of Town Club) deferred, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

LICHTSTEIN, HENRY
Don't replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

LICHTSTEIN, JANINE
Bibliomania Rx: double dose of local book fair (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.6

LICHTER, LILLIAN
SCS sculptor L Lichter showing works at Manhattan gallery, Oct 31, 1986, p.2

LICHTY, CARLA
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Schools score high in state assessment, Dec 19, 1986, p.1

LICHTVITCH, STAN
Truck Day at Greenville School (photo), May 16, 1986, p.10

LIEB, DAVID
In appreciation (of D and L Lieb) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.5

LIEB, LILY
In appreciation (of D and L Lieb) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.5

LIEB, STEPHEN
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

LIEB, STEPHEN (AU)
Emergency workers called heroes (Ittr), Oct 4, 1985, p.6

LIEBER, MIMI
Sebol elected education commissioner (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1

LIEBERMAN, ED
Dish likely to get ok (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11

LIEBERMAN, HOWARD
A Knopp gets initial okay for subdivision, Feb 1, 1985, p.2

LIEBERMAN, JACQUI
Two wonderful young women: J Lieberman, C Loula (Ittr), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

LIEBERMAN, LEO (DR-AU)
Who should be testing whom? (edit), Oct 2, 1987, p.7

LIEBERMAN, MICHAEL
For eighth graders, next stop is SCS High (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.21

LIEBERMAN, UNICE
SHS graduate U Lieberman on Feiner staff, Jan 9, 1987, p.2
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LIEBERMAN, WENDY (AU)
   No school like the A school (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6

LIEBERT, LOUISE
   The gavel travels (photo; list), Jul 4, 1986, p.8

LIEBERT, PETER (DR)
   Dr P S Liebert to speak on missing, exploited children, Feb 22, 1985, p.2
   How to prevent child abduction (edit), May 10, 1985, p.7

LIEBERT, RUTH
   School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3

LIEBLER, KATHY
   The focus of all eyes (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.16

LIEBMAN, JESSE
   United Way dinner launches drive (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.1

LIEBOWITZ, DAVID
   Checking it out (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.16

LIEBOWITZ, KAREN
   SCS girl K Liebowitz seeks freedom for Soviet 'twin', M Rakova (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.15

LIEBOWITZ, ROH!?
   SCS girl K Liebowitz seeks freedom for Soviet 'twin', M Rakova (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.15

LIEFSHITZ, SAMUEL
   New music faculty at Y (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.30

LIENAU, REBECCA
   R Lienau dies, Jan 11, 1985, p.10

LIENICK, ARTHUR
   Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1

LIFE ALERT SYSTEM
   Local agencies ready to assist seniors in need, Sep 6, 1985, p.6

LIFE CARE CENTERS
   SEE NURSING HOMES

LIFEGUARDS
   Lifeguard's laaent (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6

LIFELONG LEARNING
   SEE ADULT EDUCATION, ADULT EDUCATION

LIFELONG LEARNING
   SEE ADULT EDUCATION, ADULT EDUCATION

LIGHT, G
   G Light takes on book project, Sep 26, 1986, p.14

LIGHTING
   Lighting as art (photo) (Home Supp), Apr 10, 1987, p.6
   Track lights, yes (edit), Aug 7, 1987, p.6
   School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
   Esthetic deterioration (ltr), Oct 23, 1987, p.6

LIGHTNING
   What to do when lightning strikes, Jun 28, 1985, p.2

LIKE, EDWARD
   Experts take hard look at new tax laws and economy (charts; illus) (Financial Planning Supp), Feb 27, 1987, p.8

LILLEN, CLAUDINE
   Special volunteers praised (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
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LILIAN, INEZ
- Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

LILIAN, LAUREN
- SHS junior L Lilien new member of national student group, May 30, 1986, p.16
- Award-winners all (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
- Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

LILIENTHAL, MARGE
- M Lilienthal gets nursing post, Dec 13, 1985, p.25

LILLO, JOYCE
- Administrators divvy up duties, Sep 26, 1986, p.13

LILLY, BOB
- Scoutmaster B Lilly appreciated (ltr), Jul 5, 1985, p.6
- Debut of a soda fountain (photo), May 22, 1987, p.14

LILLY, DOROTHY
- D M Lilly dies, Dec 12, 1986, p.24

LILLY, ROBERT (AU)
- Apology in order (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6

LIMA, EDWARD DE
- See DE LIMA, EDWARD

LIMA, MUCIO
- AFS gives students new perspectives (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.16

LIMBERZI, JOHN
- Project (Replacement of Fenimore Rd bridge) halted, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
- Final touches for bridge (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.5

LIMBACHER, RICHARD
- SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

LIMNIATIS, KOSTOS
- Cop, R Carozza, hailed as lifesaver, Jun 26, 1987, p.3

LIMOSSELLI, JOSEPH (AU)
- Home mortgage review (edit), May 30, 1986, p.7

LIN DAO HUYNH
- New citizens (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.3

LIN, CHRISTIANA
- IBM scholarships won by D A Hillman, S P Collis, T H Rechtschaffen, C L Lin, Jun 5, 1987, p.17

LIN, CLARA
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22

LIN, SARACE
- Togetherness (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.11

LIN, PANSY
- Woodlands Junior High math team to host interscholastic mathematics event (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12

LIN, SHUE-YIH
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22

LINCOLN CENTER PROGRAM
- See SCHOOLS-SCS-LINCOLN CENTER PROGRAM

LINCOLN MEMORIAL-WASH, DC
- Historically speaking: SCS needs a preservation law, Jan 30, 1987, p.5

LIND, (MRS ALLAN)
- SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

LIND, ALLAN (DR)
- SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20
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LINDBERG, PARKER
Back from the dead (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.3

LINDEMAN, CLIFFORD
SCS copes with snowy week, Jan 30, 1987, p.1

LINDEMANN, WILLIAM
SCS copes with snowy week, Jan 30, 1987, p.1
W Lindeeman dies, Jan 30, 1987, p.8

LINDH, FABIAN
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

LINDO, VINCENT
400 hot seals a day flow from Town Park to seniors, Apr 17, 1987, p.11

LINDOR, BARBARA
Local crossword puzzle whizzes reach finals in US tournament, Aug 16, 1985, p.4
Crossword (whiz) kids (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.6

LINDSAY, GEORGE
Blowtorches blamed for 2 fires (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.3

LINDSAY, JOHN
Ardsley's refusal to accept cable changes raises issues, Dec 5, 1986, p.13

LINETT, SALLY
Course takes students beyond classroom, Sep 13, 1985, p.16

LINNAS, KARL
Nazi war criminals exploit US laws (edit), Jun 26, 1987, p.7

LINGUES, DAVID
A chair in (Prof D F Lonowes') honor (photo), May 29, 1987, p.5
Reagan names local an Prof D F Linowes (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.3

LINVILLE, C EDWIN
Peeking at 'Pure Talent' (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.17
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

LINVILLE, EDWARD
Getting started (on GBH Nature Center manor house renovation) (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11

LINVILLE, EDWIN
Historical Society leaders chosen (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.4

LIO, PAUL
Goblins be gone! (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.10
On patrol (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.10

LIONETTO, JOYCE
High marks for (EMT) writing prograc, Feb 13, 1987, p.11

LIPMAN, LARRY
Raiders, 8-0, head for bowl (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1

LIPMAN, MARK
SHS graduate M Lipman ass't director of new play, Sep 20, 1985, p.12

LIPMAN, MARVIN (DR)
Two SCS MD's among new heads of medical areas at WP hospital (photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.2

LIPMAN, SCOTT
An intra-curial activity (photo), May 22, 1987, p.16

LIPNER, ALAN
SCS executive A J Lipner promoted to American Express post, Jun 19, 1987, p.4

LIPNER, DIANE
(Learning) (Disabled) students finding help in SCS, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

LIPNER, MIRA
SCS woman M Lipner named senior VP of ad agency (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.8
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LIPP, JEFF
- Jack Kasiner is back as coach of Raiders cagers (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.19
- Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
- Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 13, 1988, p.1
- SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30

LIPPER, BERNETTE
- Local composer B Lipper rewarded by art that chose her (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

LIPPERT, IRENE
- SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

LIPPERT, SHELDON (DR)
- SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

LIPPMAN, JODIE
- A literary encounter (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.15

LIPPMAN, LARRY
- Football fever, Nov 29, 1985, p.1

LIPPMAN, LISA
- A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

LIPPMANN, GREG
- Signing up (to vote) (photo), May 8, 1987, p.10

LIPPMANN, MARK
- EHS sports and sportsmen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11

LIPPMANN, STEVEN

LIPSKY, CAROL
- Candidates sought for Citizens' Committee, Sep 4, 1987, p.3

LIPTON, DAVID
- Truck Day at Greenville School (photo), May 4, 1987, p.10

LIPWORTH, ALAN (AU)
- Alarming decisions (ltr), Mar 11, 1986, p.6

LIPWORTH, LOREN
- Teen center nearing reality, Aug 8, 1986, p.1

LISS, ROBERT
- R Liss dies, Mar 22, 1985, p.14

LISS, SHIRLEY (AU)
- A caring community (ltr), Apr 5, 1985, p.6

LITEPLO, ANDREW
- Woodlands Junior High oath team to host interscholastic mathematics event (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12

LITERACY VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
- Historical support (NYS awards grants to Historical Soc, YM-YWHA, Literacy Volunteers), Apr 11, 1986, p.1

LITERACY VOLUNTEERS OF WESTCHESTER
- Reading group picks directors (list), Jan 3, 1986, p.5
- E S Pforzheimer re-elected, Dec 5, 1986, p.22

LITMAN, JACK
- Herrin denied parole, Jun 20, 1986, p.1

LITMAN, NATHAN (DR)
- School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 8, 1985, p.1

LITWITZ, DANIEL
- Well done! (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.28
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**LITOWITZ, PAT GRANT-**
- SEE GRANT-LITOWITZ, PAT

**LITOWITZ, RONALD**
- Candidates sought for Citizens' Committee, Sep 4, 1987, p.3
- 25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3
- Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1

**LITT, SARAH**
- Graduate in '88 (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.13
- Reunited (at EMT alumni tea) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.10

**LITTERING**
- An ugly side of suburb (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.3
- Do something about litter (ltr), Oct 4, 1985, p.6
- Like the sidewalks of New York (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
- Embarrassment on Walworth (ltr), May 22, 1987, p.6
- It's your eyesore too (ltr), May 29, 1987, p.6

**LITTLE, EARLENE (AU)**
- Medical insurance that makes sense (edit), Dec 6, 1985, p.7

**LITTLE, WILLIAM (MSGR)**
- For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6

**LITTMAN, NEIL**
- SCS resident N Littman appointed first VP, Mar 4, 1988, p.4

**LITTMANN, BARRY**
- Residents protest TV rate hike, Feb 15, 1985, p.11

**LITTMANN, PAUL (REV)**
- SCS pianist wins $1000 Concordia prize, Mar 6, 1987, p.13

**LITZLER, LOUIS**
- L Litzler dies, Jul 26, 1985, p.10

**LIU, RICHARD**

**LIVANDOS, JOHN**
- Livanos' dream come true (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.23

**LIVANDOS, PETER**
- Under the Giving Tree (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.10

**LIVINGSTON, EDWARD**
- Sleepy Hollow Restorations renamed Historic Hudson, Oct 30, 1987, p.2

**LIVINGSTON, FRANK**
- Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2

**LIVINGSTON, PATRICIA**
- P H Livingston dies, Apr 18, 1986, p.18

**LIVINGSTON, PHILIP**
- Historically speaking: SCS' connection to US Constitution, Sep 18, 1987, p.6

**LIVINGSTON, ROBERT**
- Correction: R R Livingston, not R Morris held Bible for Washington at inauguration, Dec 31, 1986, p.5

**LIVINGSTON, SUSY**
- Love 'em or hate 'em, raccoons seem here to stay (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1
- Iggy, gone but not forgotten, is replaced by two iguanas, Apr 11, 1986, p.10
- Nature center prepares young for real world (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.6

**LIVOTI, JEANETTE**
- Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

**LO BUONO, MICHELLE**
- A season of giving (at Children's Corner Nursery School) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.5
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LOANS

County starts special realty loan plan, Nov 27, 1987, p.3

LOBIANCO, TONY

Local actress M Keel has big role in NYC (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.4

LOCASIO, CAROL

Salary increases for district administrators, Aug 14, 1987, p.9
E Clay honored at ceremony (Dedication: photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.13
Two administrators, C LoCascio and C Bedford, to leave (EMT), Feb 12, 1988, p.11

LOCASIO, CAROL

Special services director, C Locasio, is named, Mar 21, 1986, p.11
Board appointment sparks criticism from EHS faculty, Mar 28, 1986, p.11
New quarters for children's center, Jul 25, 1986, p.9
Board undecided on trash issue, Nov 22, 1986, p.10
(EMT) Board gets instruction update, Feb 6, 1987, p.11
LoCasio gives recommendations on Edgemont's special ed program, May 22, 1987, p.11
Developing capable young people remains school district goal, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
(EMT) School board looks at AIDS, Nov 13, 1987, p.15
Community ponders ESL program, Nov 27, 1987, p.13
(EMT) District to ban smoking at school, Dec 11, 1987, p.15

LOCHER, JOHN

Praise for people at 7-Eleven (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6

LOCKE, LAURENCE

Ad exec L Locke gets two top posts (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.2

LOCKE, LINDA

Library offers videocassette service, Dec 31, 1987, p.2

LOCKE, MARVEL

SCS graduate M F Locke writes about Harvard, Jun 27, 1986, p.4

LOCKHART, JACK

J H Lockhart dies, Aug 16, 1985, p.10

LOCKWOOD, BIZZY

Love in bloom (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.9

LOCKWOOD, EBENEZER

Historically speaking: SCS' connection to US Constitution, Sep 19, 1987, p.6

LOCUSTS

Historically speaking: The Locusts, historic hose in SCS (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.6

LOEB, ANNA

A Loeb dies, Nov 20, 1987, p.14

LOEB, JOHN JR

Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

LOEB, LAURENCE (DR)

On teen drug-use, drinking and vandalism, Oct 9, 1987, p.2

LOEB, LAURENCE (DR-AU)


LOEB, MARSHALL

Animal lover presses for doghouse law, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
Animal shelter law, May 17, 1985, p.1
Consultants hired for Freightway development plans, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Dogs in spotlight at trustees meeting, Jun 28, 1985, p.1
M Loeb named editor of Fortune (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.2
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LOEB, PEGGY
- Animal lover presses for doghouse law, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
- Animal shelter law, May 17, 1985, p.1
- Consultants hired for Freightway developments, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
- Dogs in spotlight at trustees meeting, Jun 28, 1985, p.1
- Swimmers want cleaner pool, Aug 7, 1987, p.3

LOEB, PEGGY (AU)
- What if pool had been closed? (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6

LOEBL, ROSE
- Volunteer R Loebi honored, May 17, 1985, p.4

LOFTUS, BETH (AU)
- A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

LOFTUS, JACK
- Madison Square Garden makes J Loftus a VP, Apr 25, 1986, p.4

LOFTUS, RACHEL
- Athletes honored (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.22
- Local athletes in Empire State Games, Jul 31, 1987, p.15
- Welcome to SCS (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.14

LOG HOMES
SEE HOUSES

LOGAN, HENRY
- Republican news: Party to hold caucus, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
- Attorney general D Backrach tells county to abandon private carters' pact, Jun 13, 1986, p.3

LOGUERCIO, PAUL
- Doves (photo), May 16, 1986, p.16
- How fit are SCS kids? New program may give an answer, Sep 4, 1987, p.1

LOCKAY, JANET
- Lenore Brennan dies; was active volunteer for village and county (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.12

LOBARDI, ANTHONY
- A Loebardi Appointed to (GBH) ZBA, Jan 22, 1988, p.12

LOBARDI, JOSEPH
- Historical Society launches Phase II of capital campaign, Jan 3, 1986, p.5
- Historic buildings here to host architectural heritage celebration (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.3
- Restoration (of Cudner-Hyatt House) under way (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.12

LOBARDOZZI, RICKY
- Grads' gift is memorial to members (list), Jul 4, 1986, p.4

LONG, CECILY
- Scary Halloween (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.5

LONG, CHARLES
- Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6

LONG, SUSANNE
- Scary Halloween (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.5

LONG, SUZANNE
- Divisions emerge over gifted, talented program, Jan 17, 1986, p.13
- Students sign petition in support of teacher S Long, Apr 18, 1986, p.11
- Teachers unite in support of colleague J Coon, May 9, 1986, p.11
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LONG, SUZANNE continued
  Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11

LONGHITANO, ANTHONY
  Battle (over Boulder Brook) continues, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
  Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
  Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

LONGHITANO, FRANK
  Boulder Brook's new owners promise to renovate riding club, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
  Battle (over Boulder Brook) continues, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
  Work begins at riding academy, Dec 12, 1986, p.5

LONGHITANO, LUISI
  L B Longhitano dies, Dec 24, 1987, p.14

LONGITANO, ANTHONY
  Golden Horseshoe expansion plan gains, Nov 27, 1987, p.1

LONGO, JOSEPH
  Lawyers group elects leaders, Apr 5, 1985, p.2

LONGO, MARIA
  Path okayed by board, Aug 16, 1985, p.9

LONGO, SANDRA
  Class of '86 bids EHS a fond adieu at graduation (photo), Jul 1, 1986, p.9

LOOMBA, MARY
  State chancellor cites SCS librarian M Looma, Jun 7, 1986, p.2

LOPES, AUDREY
  Bizarre Bazaar benefits area homeless; Helping hands (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12

LOPEZ, BENITO
  School board seeks solution to overcrowding at Edgewood, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
  High school costs draw groups' fire at budget hearing, May 3, 1985, p.1
  New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
  School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
  Board's plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
  District-wide solution to overcrowding urged (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
  Youth project's backers fear loss of village support, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
  School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
  School board okays two labor contracts, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
  SCS faces 11% cut in aid, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
  Benito Lopez, Barbara Fogel nominated for (SCS) school board (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.1
  Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
  School may open to nonresidents who pay tuition, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
  Fetes for Dr Sobol announced, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
  Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8%, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
  (SCS School) Budget passes by 526 votes, May 22, 1987, p.1
  SCS bids Sobol fond farewell (photo; addl photo p 16), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
  Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
  Consultants seek to fill 'large shoes' (of superintendent) (cont p 6), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
  Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
  Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
  Search narrows (for new school superintendent), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
  Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
  SCS names Dr R D Hibschman its new superintendent (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.1
  (SCS) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
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LOPEZ, BENITO continued
Despite pleas, old windows will go (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
New schools chief Dr R D Hibschaan signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
School board pays tribute to Dr R Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Group rebukes school board by ousting Savrin (photo p 4), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Fila, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Readers consent on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

LOPEZ, BENITO JR
School budget goes to a vote May 20, May 15, 1987, p.1
Committee formed to pick Bowl winner, Oct 9, 1987, p.5

LOPEZ, JEANNIE
Piano student J Lopez awarded medal, Jan 29, 1988, p.10

LOPEZ, MARGARET
Parents say (EMT) board (of ed) ignored thee, May 2, 1986, p.13

LOPEZ, OSCAR
Actress W Slater is victim of parkway crash (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.1

LOPEZ, RAYMOND (DR)
Parents say (EMT) board (of ed) ignored thee, May 2, 1986, p.13
Pace to honor Scarsdalian Dr R H Lopez, Sep 5, 1986, p.2
Correction: Dr R H Lopez a full professor, Sep 12, 1986, p.8

LCPRESTI, JIM
ZBA says leaser may stay, Dec 24, 1986, p.9

LORCH, LINDA
EMT school board favors seat belts on buses; search continues for supt, Jan 11, 1985, p.11
Proposed EMT school budget calls for 7.3% tax hike, Mar 15, 1985, p.13
Board debates school bus aides; announces special ed program, Mar 29, 1985, p.11
Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendent, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
Elected school officials' dispute ends in physical confrontation, Jul 19, 1985, p.9
Support for Richard Maslow (ltr), Jul 26, 1985, p.6
Violence is unacceptable (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Investigation needed: Lorch v Maslow (edit), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
Conflicting versions emerge of dispute between Bd of Ed members, Aug 9, 1985, p.11
More on 'l'affaire Lorch-Maslow' (ltr), Aug 16, 1985, p.6
Maslow resigns from School Board, Aug 16, 1985, p.9
Board member asked to resign (ltr), Aug 23, 1985, p.6
End this sorry (Maslow-Lorch) chapter) (edit), Aug 23, 1985, p.6
Woman (L Lorch) honored, Aug 23, 1985, p.9
Never in SCS (ltr), Aug 30, 1985, p.6
Former board presidents urge further inquiry into dispute (list), Aug 30, 1985, p.9
Complete investigation asked (ltr), Sep 6, 1985, p.6
Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
Co-op gains council support for its bid to reclaim land, Oct 11, 1985, p.11
Teacher's assistant okayed for Seely Place students, Nov 15, 1985, p.11
Tax reform, discipline topics at school board meeting, Nov 29, 1985, p.13
Nominating committee announces meeting; A Attalenti, S Bloom will not run again, Jan 3, 1986, p.9
Divisions emerge over gifted, talented program, Jan 17, 1986, p.13
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LORCH, LINDA continued
Seven nominated for EMT school board, Jan 31, 1986, p.11
Committee to review math in K-6, Feb 14, 1986, p.11
Special services director, C Locasio, is named, Mar 21, 1986, p.11
Budget is adopted; will raise taxes by 6.7%, Apr 4, 1986, p.11
EMT Budget approved by 18 votes; J Moyle, P Levin, J Moyle elected to School Board (photo), May 9, 1986, p.11
Tuthill to leave district; new business head named (photo), May 30, 1986, p.11
Board okays program, Jun 27, 1986, p.11
Local musicians are set for concert (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.11

LORCH, LINDA (AU)
Task force steps up efforts to prevent chemical abuse (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.14
Praise for Howard Weinreich (1tr), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

LORE, ANGELA
Dead lines (on school district phones), Jun 12, 1987, p.1

LORENZO, KATE
Rites of citizenship (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

LOREILLARD, GRISWOLD
Partiers agree: tuxedo 'smartens it up a bit' (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.6

LOSEE, FRANCIS
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

LOSTE, H LAURENCE
H L Loste dies, Apr 11, 1986, p.10

LOT AREA COVERAGE LAW
SEE LAND COVERAGE LAW

LOTHROP ASSOCIATES
Indoor pool study, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

LOTHROP, JAMES
Critics cite flaws in SHS auditorium (photo), May 3, 1985, p.1

LOTTERIES
Lotto was the only game in town (photo), Aug 23, 1985, p.1

LOTTO
SEE LOTTERIES

LOTTO, ALBERT
Hoff-Barthelson plans chamber series, Jan 18, 1985, p.17

LOTTO, ROMEO
Ribbon-cutting time (at Chase Park) (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.3

LOUBET, JOAN (AU)
SCS days with the deans (edit), Feb 28, 1986, p.7

LOUBET, NAT (AU)
SCS days with the deans (edit), Feb 28, 1986, p.7

LOUDEHN, ALBERT
Folk art gallery reopens (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.12

LOULA, CATHY
Two wonderful young women: J Liebermann, C Loula (1tr), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

LOVE
Tis the season... (edit), Dec 27, 1985, p.7

LOVECCHIO, BOBBY
Passing muster (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOVETT, JONATHAN</td>
<td>Dec 12, 1986</td>
<td>Voiding of tax sought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOVINGER, JOSEPH</td>
<td>Jun 27, 1986</td>
<td>Pathway (on Griffen) decision expected soon (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW, ALEXANDRA</td>
<td>Jun 27, 1986</td>
<td>Black sheep of Greenacres (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW, KATIE</td>
<td>Apr 17, 1987</td>
<td>Taco time (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW, MARCUS</td>
<td>Jan 29, 1988</td>
<td>(Westchester) Public art group names board members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOUDER, BRUCE</td>
<td>Nov 22, 1985</td>
<td>Pair of local men (W Root, B Lowder) named outstanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOWER, BRUCE (AU)</td>
<td>Feb 20, 1987</td>
<td>In Ecuador with the Peace Corps (edit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOWENTHAL, STEVEN</td>
<td>Apr 10, 1987</td>
<td>American tall tales (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOWER HUDSON CONFERENCE</td>
<td>Feb 26, 1988</td>
<td>Birthday bash (for SCS Bicentennial)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOWEY, NITA</td>
<td>Jan 22, 1988</td>
<td>Congressional hopefuls to address Democrats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 29, 1988</td>
<td>Congressional candidates H Fish, D Mehien, N Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 26, 1988</td>
<td>(Legal) Awareness for Women (edit) selects officers at annual meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOWY, PETER</td>
<td>Mar 27, 1987</td>
<td>Phaedrus: happiness in a two-room schoolhouse (Part I) (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOZIS, LINDA (REV)</td>
<td>Nov 20, 1987</td>
<td>SCS Baptist names Rev J A Morrison pastor (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOZITO, BRUCE</td>
<td>Nov 8, 1985</td>
<td>Central contractor asks for more time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 15, 1985</td>
<td>Town Board postpones condominium decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 30, 1987</td>
<td>St Clare townhouse site approval awaits traffic, play, marketing data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUBARSKY, NEIL</td>
<td>Nov 8, 1985</td>
<td>Resident N Lubarsky opens law office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 15, 1988</td>
<td>Lawyer N Lubarsky opens new division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUBERT, STUART</td>
<td>Sep 13, 1985</td>
<td>Former presidents satisfied with school board’s review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUBIN, RALPH</td>
<td>Dec 24, 1986</td>
<td>Walking with Abe, Nick and Ralph (edit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUCE, JOHN</td>
<td>Oct 9, 1987</td>
<td>25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens’ Committee positions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 6, 1987</td>
<td>Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUBY, MEGHAN</td>
<td>Mar 11, 1988</td>
<td>&quot;Hail to the champions...&quot; (Fids suppl) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUBY, SARA</td>
<td>Jul 4, 1986</td>
<td>Bank officer S C Luby gets mortgage post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUCA, BOB</td>
<td>Apr 24, 1987</td>
<td>How to fight back against radio thieves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUCAS, BRIAN</td>
<td>Aug 16, 1985</td>
<td>Buyers eye development of downtown lot (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUCAS, CHRIS</td>
<td>Aug 16, 1985</td>
<td>Buyers eye development of downtown lot (photo)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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LUCAS, JOE
  Buyers eye development of downtown lot (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.1

LUCEK, PAUL
  Flying Dutchmen? (ltr), May 23, 1986, p.6
  SCS senior P Lucek wins science award, May 22, 1987, p.16

LUCEK, PAUL (RU)
  Has school abandoned track? (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6

LUCIANO, DANIEL
  Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

LUCKHARDT, ANDREW
  Memorial Day 1986 (photo), May 30, 1986, p.1

LUCKHARDT, CARL
  Memorial Day 1986 (photo), May 30, 1986, p.1
  Historically speaking: SCS's monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2
  C H Luckhardt dies, Jan 22, 1988, p.14
  Period of mourning (at American Legion for C Luckhardt, C Wyss) (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

LUCKHARDT, ROBERT
  Luckhardt new head of Post 52 (list), Jul 11, 1986, p.3
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

LUCKHARDT, ROBERT (RU)
  Commander's invitation (ltr), May 23, 1986, p.6

LUCKY, BRIAN
  Town (of GBH) and Teamster union in a standoff on pay issue, Dec 31, 1987, p.10
  Silent union pickets town (of GBH) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12
  Town (of GBH), union end long dispute, Feb 12, 1988, p.10

LUDWIG, ARTHUR
  Heathcote bridge due for repair (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.1
  High bids threaten plan to rebuild Heathcote bridge, Aug 21, 1987, p.1

LUFTOLASS, NAOMI (RU)
  On aid to Ethiopians (ltr), Jan 11, 1985, p.6

LUGOIVES, CAROLINE
  Bizarre Bazaar benefits area homeless; Helping hands (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12

LUGOIVES, JENNIFER
  Bizarre Bazaar benefits area homeless; Helping hands (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12

LUISI, PHYLLIS
  Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

LUSO, ALLEN
  SCS police say arrested man was about to blow up parked car, Oct 3, 1986, p.1

LUKE, HEATHER
  Winter '87--it's for real (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.1

LUKE, JEAN
  Pre-election GOP get-together (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.9

LUKS, SAMUEL (SR)
  Drugs, homeless, court reform among assemblyman's concerns (photo) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.2

LUKS, SAMUEL (SR)
  Dr S Luks dies; Apr 17, 1987, p.10

LUMISH, BRUCE
  Accounting firm promotes local man B Lumish, Feb 27, 1987, p.4

LUNAR ROCKS
  Librarian M Abraas' efforts bring lunar specimen to Seely (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.11
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LUNDINE, STANLEY
  - Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
  - Voters decide it’s not time for a change (chart), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
LUNO, CHRIS
  - How big is big? (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.22
LURIE, JOHN
  - SHS grad R Edson has a hit movie (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.2
LUSKIN, MICHAEL
  - Lawyer M Luskin is partner in NY firm, Dec 24, 1987, p.2
LUSKIN, SARAH
  - A gift of warath for the holidays (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.3
LUSTGARTEN, IRENE
  - New Principal: I Lustgarten (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.10
LUTZKE, JESSICA
  - At Miss Covington's, ladies still wear white gloves (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.24
LUTZKE, MELISSA
  - Fable Fever (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.20
LUVISI, PHYLLIS
  - New schools chief Dr R D Hibschaan signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
LUZNER, MARIE
  - Tuttle's Shuttle begins run (photo), May 30, 1986, p.1
LYME DISEASE
  - Researcher Dr C L Williams focusing on Lyme disease, Jul 4, 1986, p.3
LYNCH v DONELLY
  - Supreme Court hears creche case, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
LYNCH, ALBERT
LYNCH, GWENDOLYN
LYNCH, MAUREEN
  - At Miss Covington's, ladies still wear white gloves (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.24
  - Red Tail (S Rickard) comes to town (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24
LYNCH, RICHARD
  - Fire under Garth means bad day for business, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
LYON, (MRS GEORGE)
  - SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20
LYON, ALAN (DR)
  - SCS physician to be feted at dinner (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.9
LYON, BENJAMIN
  - Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5
LYON, GEORGE
  - Local man G Lyon elected by St Agnes (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.14
  - St Agnes elects Scarsdalian G R Lyon (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.4
  - SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20
LYONS, CHARLES
  - English for foreign born is offered at institute (photo) (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.24
LYONS, DIANA
  - He loved 'Les Miserables' (ltr), Apr 10, 1987, p.6
LYONS, JOSEPHINE
  - J Lyons dies, Apr 12, 1985, p.16
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LYONS, SUSAN
  A gift of warmth for the holidays (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.3

LYRAS, ALEX
  Health fair features hands-on lessons (list), Mar 20, 1987, p.22
  Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

LYRAS, ALEXANDER
  On teen drug-use, drinking and vandalism, Oct 9, 1987, p.2

LYSUN, GREGORY
  Prize-winning painting (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.4

MAAG, MARIE
  Scarsdalian M T Maag elected by college group, Nov 13, 1987, p.4

MAAS, ELYSE
  Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennas, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
  Senior outreach in SCS budget, Mar 22, 1985, p.1
  Local agencies ready to assist seniors in need, Sep 6, 1985, p.6
  Tuttle's Shuttle begins run (photo), May 30, 1986, p.1
  Fifth graders (at BR) learn about aging (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.15
  State aid to SFCS, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
  Tuttle's Shuttle is 1 year old, Jun 12, 1987, p.2

MAAS, KENNETH
  Archaeology enthusiasts salute the Adult School (edit), Nov 29, 1985, p.7

MABIE, BARRIE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

MABIE, GLORIA
  Fire destroys Hitchcock (photo; addl photo p 13), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
  Hitchcock okays sanctuary plan; to cost $3.2 M, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

MACCABEE, MARGARET
  Path okayed by board, Aug 16, 1985, p.9
  Advisory committee reports on changes for the gifted, Sep 27, 1985, p.11

MACDONALD, ALLENE
  Months after Hitchcock fire, investigators keep plodding on, Sep 19, 1986, p.1

MACDONALD, ALTHEA
  (EMT) Board (of Ed) pares budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10

MACDONALD, ANDREW
  Conservative takeover fails in GBH's primary test, Sep 12, 1986, p.12
  Winners map post-election plans, Nov 7, 1986, p.11

MACDONALD, ELEANOR
  M Brady named comptroller aide, Feb 1, 1985, p.11

MACDONALD, SUNNY
  Yarn spinner S Macdonald (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.4

MACHELL, NED
  Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

MACLEAN, AUGUSTA (AU)
  Vietnam all over again (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6

MACFARLANE, MAUREEN
  Bank officer: M P MacFarlane (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.2

MACHIN, WILFRED
  One in a hundred: J Reynolds becomes Eagle Scout (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.11
MACHNITS, ERNEST (DR)
- Elementary math instruction subject of report to Board of Education, Jan 18, 1985, p.3
- Birth of a (kidnapping) rumor, May 10, 1985, p.1
- Board welcomes new parents, Sep 13, 1985, p.16
- Et tu? (Principals submit 'no strike' affirmand), Oct 25, 1985, p.1
- Board to revise gifts policy; establish AIDS guidelines, Dec 20, 1985, p.21
- Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
- PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
- Jeffrey Hoffaam carries Quaker Ridge into space (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.20

MACHER, SUE
- BOCES project okayed, May 15, 1987, p.11
- Despite rain, Tuesday was sunny for fourth, fifth graders at Seely (Weatherman Mr G visits) (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.15

MACHER, WILMA
- At Hoff-Barthelson, music for everyone (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.6

MACKENHEY, ELIZABETH
- SCS native E D Mackentey named trust officer, Jun 21, 1985, p.17

MACKENHEY, JOHN
- Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11

MACKLER, BERNARD (DR-AU)
- Making room for now (edit), Feb 20, 1987, p.7

MACKLER, JEANNIE BAUBIGN -
SEE BAUBIGN-MACKLER, JEANNIE

MACLANE, DUNCAN
- Another name (for new restaurant at Heathcote Five Corners: Pippins), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

MACLANE, SHIRLEY
- Party mixes politics with show business (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.1
- Check out Warren Beatty (ltr), Jul 18, 1986, p.6
- An answer to Mr Sloan (ltr), Jul 25, 1986, p.6
- Chauvinism and condescension (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6

MACLENNAN, ROBERT (REV)
- History-and the calendar-unite Passover and Easter (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.1
- First interfaith service here unites Jews and Christians (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.1
- To a student dying young (photo; edit), Jan 31, 1986, p.7
- Fire destroys Hitchcock (photo; addl photo p 13), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
- Hitchcock vows to rise from ashes (photo; addl photo p 16), Jun 13, 1986, p.1
- From darkness, light (edit), Jun 13, 1986, p.6
- Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
- Hitchcock cleans, copes, plans in fire's aftermath, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
- Hitchcock announces rebuilding plans, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
- (Hitchcock) Church weighs rebuilding options, Mar 6, 1987, p.1
- Hitchcock okays sanctuary plan; to cost $3.2 M, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
- On a dark day, (Hitchcock) church members look ahead to bright future (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

MACLENNAN, ROBERT (REV-AU)
- Adding violence to violence (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6
- Thank you from the minister (ltr), Jun 13, 1986, p.6
- Rebuild out of a spirit of joy (edit), Jun 13, 1986, p.7

MACEERY, BRIAN
- Lawyer C F Darlington pleads not guilty, Sep 19, 1986, p.11
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MACREERY, BRIAN continued
  Judge C Brieant convicts local attorney C F Darlington III, Jun 12, 1987, p.10

MACRI, JAMES
  Top water savers, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
  Chief warns county it's taking chances (photo p.18), Nov 29, 1985, p.1
  More (money) for managers, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
  Hydrant on the way?, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
  No hydrant in '86, Aug 8, 1986, p.1
  Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1

MACRI, NICHOLAS
  SCS faces the retirement of ten village employees, Feb 22, 1985, p.6
  Remembering the Macris (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6

MACY, BOB
  It was a Family (Counseling) Affair (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.4

MACY, JUDY
  There's trouble at home for SCS's native sport (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.5
  Local residents L Daily, J Macy in running for Volunteer of Year award, Mar 22, 1985, p.9
  SCS Seniors recruiting new members (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.5
  It was a Family (Counseling) Affair (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.4

MACY, PETER
  SHS graduate P P Macy rescues 3-year-old, May 16, 1986, p.5

MADAFFARI, JANINE
  EMS sports and sportsmen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11

MADD
  SEE MOTHERS AGAINST DRUNK DRIVING

MADDEN, ANGELA
  Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p.9), Feb 5, 1986, p.1

MADDEN, PETER
  7-Eleven store's former owner defended (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6

MADDEN, VIRGINIA
  District's clerical staff to get a 6.4 percent hike, Aug 15, 1986, p.9

MADEIRI, FRANK
  Bank promotes four (H Stevens, L Cocosello, F Maderi, A M Stufano), Jan 16, 1987, p.2

MADIA, JOHN (DR)
  Cardiologists cite Scarsdalian Dr J E Madia, Dec 5, 1986, p.21

MADISON, KATE
  Curtain going up next week on SSMT's "Connecticut Yankee" (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1

MADON, MICHAEL
  (SHS) Debate team elects officers, Mar 18, 1988, p.15

MADON, ROGER
  New cable show puts focus on U S work force, Feb 14, 1986, p.3
  Don’t quit your job, sue your boss instead (edit), Jan 23, 1987, p.7

MADWED, ILENE
  Teachers get 6.5% increase, Sep 12, 1986, p.13

MADWED, ILENE KIRSCHNER-
  SEE KIRSCHNER-MADWED, ILENE

MAEDER, WILLIAM
  W H Maeder dies, Jul 11, 1986, p.10

MAEROFF, GENE
  Junior high students ace SAT's (list), May 9, 1986, p.20
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MAFFUCCI, EMIL (DR)
Doctor E Maffucci elected, Jun 12, 1987, p.19

MAG-LA-QUE, MICHAEL
Indian artist, N Mag-la-Que, and artistry (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.11
Indian visitor, N Mag-la-Que, visitor at Seely, Feb 12, 1988, p.11

MAGLETTI, PAULA
Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1

MAGARINO, ANTHONY
Snisky Award goes to three at jr high (list), Jun 21, 1985, p.10
Measuring up (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.9

MAGARINO, TOM
Student president greets superintendent (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.12

MAGAZINE, SARI (AU)
Good Samaritan thanked (ltr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6

MAGAZINES
SEE PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING

MAGEE, JOHN
Twelve-screen Multiplex Cinemas open, Dec 24, 1986, p.11

MAGEE, TONY
Village was geared for Gloria; massive clean-up underway (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.1

MAGEOLLA, JOSEPH
Vietnam Memorial committee seeks to confirm names to be listed, Sep 4, 1987, p.16

MAGIC
Their hands are quicker than the eye...sleight-ly (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.6
Magic in the air (C Jessaay performs magic for Montessori School) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.5

MAGILL, JOHN
J F Magill dies, Aug 21, 1987, p.8

MAGLIATO, (MRS HENRY)
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

MAGLIATO, TERRY
New chairmen T Magliato, C O’Brien bring changes to (St Agnes) gift shop, Nov 22, 1985, p.9

MAGLIONE, LEONARD
Project completed: rehabilitation of SCS train station, Sep 27, 1985, p.1

MAGNELL, ALFRED

MAGNOLI, JOSEPH
Police chief Ferraro interviewed on radio in Brazil, Jan 31, 1986, p.3

MAGRO, TERRY
T Magro joins staff of Dudley D Dorenberg Real Estate firm (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.9

MAHDONE, CONNIE
Centennial Realty appoints six new sales associates (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.17

MAHALEY, STEVEN (DR)
Leading neurosurgeons gather in SCS, Aug 1, 1986, p.1

MAHER, DIANE
Board of Education elects B Cunningham president (photo; list), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1

MAHER, MARGUERITE
They’re in the holiday spirit (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.5

MAHER, WALLY
AHA team has extra incentive, May 3, 1985, p.1
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MAHER, WALLY  continued
  Getting a head start on September (photo) (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.19
MAHFOOZ, ZIA
  Fire hastily doused, Dec 19, 1986, p.11
MAHLEKEN, HAROLD
  H Mahlken dies, Jan 4, 1985, p.10
MAHONEY, JOHN
  Full fall slate for Conservatives, Jun 26, 1987, p.10
MAHONEY, JOSEPH
  GBM Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
  Attacks mark (GBM) supervisor race, Oct 23, 1987, p.13
MAHONEY, KIERAN
  Abzug, Green nominated despite SCS voters (photo; chart p 20), Sep 12, 1986, p.1
MAHONEY, MARGARET
  Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
MAIER, ARTHUR
  Local man (A Maier)’s firm wins award, Jun 14, 1985, p.10
  Local man A Maier’s firm honored, Jul 4, 1986, p.8
MAIORANO, ANGELO
  Santa and crew visit IHM (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.9
MAIORANO, PASQUALE
  P Maiorano dies, Sep 26, 1986, p.19
MAISANO, JAMES
  For town, computer hasn’t brought cash, Nov 21, 1986, p.10
MAISCH, SUSIE
  Wallflower at the ball: wife’s report on Class of ’65 reunion (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.5
MAKAROV, VICTOR
  Resident V Makarov awaits word from his family in Kiev, May 9, 1986, p.1
MAKES OUR AREA SAFE FOR THE HOLIDAYS PROGRAM
  Free taxi rides for holiday imbiber (map), Dec 24, 1986, p.4
MALAHAN, DOLORES
  Fifth graders (at CR) learn about aging (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.15
MALCION, ALEXANDER
  S J Craig, J Thies honored for sixty years of Masonic service (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.3
MALDARI, PHILIP
  P Maldari dies, Jan 30, 1987, p.8
MALECKI, MAGGIE
  Taking a break; M Covais, E Mennenga, M Malecki (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.9
MALIAR, DONALD
  Homeowner J Malick shoots intruder, Jan 11, 1985, p.11
MALICK, JACk
  Homeowner J Malick shoots intruder, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
  Wounded intruder may plead guilty to burglary charge (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.1
  Conference Fri could settle burglary case, Jan 25, 1985, p.3
  Sentence agreed on in Claremont burglary case, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
  Burglar sentenced, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
MALINA, ANITA
  Critics cite flaws in SHS auditorium (photo), May 3, 1985, p.1
  Adult School names C Robinson business chief (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.5
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MALINA, ANITA continued
- Village Voices spare no targets (photo; list), May 9, 1986, p.3
- Senior housing advocates plan (list), May 10, 1986, p.5
- SMT faces uncertain future, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
- SCS Foundation elects A Malina, C H Pforzheimer III trustees (list), Feb 6, 1987, p.2
- Summer music theater is going independent, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
- Speakers M Shapiro, L Dwyer stress governmental role in providing housing for seniors (list), May 29, 1987, p.3
- Summer theater seeking new director (Wendy Dubbs elected president) (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.3
- Fil a biz how-to is slick choice at SAS opener (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.6
- Tony Ross is new SMT director (photo p 1), Dec 11, 1987, p.2
- Why SMT is moving back (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
- A blow to decency (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
- Summer theater seeking new director (Wendy Dubbs elected president) (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.3

MALINA, MICHAEL
- Summer theater seeking new director (Wendy Dubbs elected president) (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.3

MALINA, MICHAEL (AU)
- A blow to decency (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

MALJAN, JEAN
- The magic of reading (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.3

MALKIS, MONA
- Artist-musician M S Malkis opens exhibition, Mar 11, 1988, p.4
- Artist-musician M S Malkis opens exhibition, Mar 11, 1988, p.4

MALLACH, ESTHER
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.30
- Mallach center dedicated, Sep 26, 1986, p.11
- Esther Mallach to be honored, Nov 7, 1986, p.4

MALMUD, RITA
- County league (of Women Voters) elects leaders, May 15, 1987, p.4
- Homeless crisis topic at hearing on (county) budget, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

MALONE, R (AU)
- Good Samaritan thanked (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6

MALOOF, CAROLE
- 25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens’ Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3
- Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
- On snowy night few go out to Unit Meetings, Nov 13, 1987, p.1

MALPEDE, JOHN
- Freedom of Expression finds a home, Nov 8, 1985, p.12

MALPRACTICE
- SEE MEDICAL MALPRACTICE

MALPRACTICE
- The medical malpractice crisis (edit), Dec 4, 1987, p.7
- SEE ALSO MEDICAL MALPRACTICE

MALTZ, SUII
- Lots of ghosts (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.8

MAMARONECK
- Path plans (for Griffen Ave), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
- Griffen sidewalk (to replace wood chip path recommended), Jan 8, 1988, p.1
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MAMARONECK TOWN-SCS SCHOOLS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

MAMBERG, DAVID
Executive: D. Mamberg (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.2

MAMOSE, HASAKO
PTA presses for street closing, Mar 28, 1986, p.1

MANAGEMENT
Poor productivity is management's failure (edit), Jun 20, 1986, p.7

MANAGEMENT CONSULTING FIRMS
M. Schiller re-elected by accounting assn, Feb 8, 1985, p.4
Management consultants elect SCS man M. Schiller (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.2
Local man M. Schiller re-elected by management consultants, Feb 13, 1987, p.5
New VP named: E. H. Ramboch, Mar 19, 1988, p.11

MACHER, LISA
Writer L. Maccher triumphs over illness, graduates (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.27

MACHER, LISA (AU)
On the old folks' side (litr.), Feb 22, 1985, p.6

MANCICI, JULIE
SHS fair conveys health realities, Nov 27, 1987, p.20

MANCUSO, JEAN
Concert held at Edgewood, Dec 20, 1985, p.28
Arthur Manor elects leaders, Jul 3, 1987, p.5

MANCUSO, JENNIFER
Old Glory waves again (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.3
Scouts teaching scouts (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.3

MANCUSO, JIM
Arthur Manor elects leaders, Jul 3, 1987, p.5

MANCUSO, JIMMY
Back to school: Here's looking at you, kid (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.23

MANCUSO, SONNY (AU)
'Melting pot' is boiling over (litr.), Jan 15, 1988, p.6

MANDARINE, MICHAEL
Champion essayists (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.2

MANDEL, LEONARD
Planning Board to hear requests for 18 new lots, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Multiple-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
(Village) Board delays vote on 'flag lot' ban, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Appeals board denies variance, Dec 18, 1987, p.3
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

MANDEL, LEONARD
Golden Horseshoe expansion plan gains, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

MANDEL, LOUI (AU)
Self-communication has to come first (edit), Apr 12, 1985, p.7

Mandlebrot, Benoit
Mandelbrot of IBM wins honorary degree (photo), May 29, 1986, p.4
Honored: B. B. Mandelbrot (photo), May 29, 1987, p.4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Man EV</td>
<td>New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manne, William</td>
<td>W B Manee dies, Jan 22, 1988, p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maner, Julie</td>
<td>J Maner wins Con Edison award, May 10, 1985, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mania, Julie</td>
<td>EHS senior J Maner wins science award, May 24, 1985, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maner, KERRI</td>
<td>(EMT) Board (of Ed) pares budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manes, Donald</td>
<td>P Pickelle named to probe Manes case (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edgewater lawyer M Armstrong comfortable of either side of the fence (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Lawyers B Slotnick, P Pickelle, M Armstrong) In the limelight, Oct 2, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manes, Leslie</td>
<td>Off the beaten track: unusual courses (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maness, Daves</td>
<td>G Light takes on book project, Sep 26, 1986, p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maney, Catherine</td>
<td>Oldest son: A Cooney (photo), May 15, 1987, p.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANSAND, BOY</td>
<td>Appellate court scolds village for plan to sell Winston gift, Apr 25, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mangialletti, Nicholas (AU)</td>
<td>No reason to bar 'flag lots' (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manley, Anita</td>
<td>Talks (between schools, CSEA) stall, Mar 13, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manley, Marguerite</td>
<td>Volunteers M Manley and M Clevenger cited, Apr 19, 1985, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, Harvey</td>
<td>(Hahn &amp; Mann Equities) Realty firm is formed, Sep 25, 1987, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, Margaret</td>
<td>M D F Mann dies, Nov 6, 1987, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, Natalie</td>
<td>Proposed EMT school budget calls for 7.3% tax hike, Mar 15, 1985, p.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendent, Jun 14, 1985, p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Path okayed by board, Aug 16, 1985, p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parents call for improvements in seventh grade curriculum, May 16, 1986, p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EHS student T Creel dies after crash, Sep 5, 1986, p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manna, Camille</td>
<td>Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannor, Margalit</td>
<td>Hudson River Museum to display work of SCS photographer M Mannor, Aug 1, 1986, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manocherian, Fraydun</td>
<td>F Manocherian Family to be honored, Jun 5, 1987, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gift for giver F Manocherian (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resident F Manocherian calls for end to Cold War, launches crusade for world peace (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manocherian, Nancy</td>
<td>(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manocherian-Robbins Foundation</td>
<td>Resident F Manocherian calls for end to Cold War, launches crusade for world peace (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MANSIKKA, MARIA
AFS exchange students named, Jun 14, 1985, p.4
AFS students sample life in SCS (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.25
Foreign AFS students to return home; three AFS juniors to summer abroad (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.5

MANTZ, ALTHEA (DR)
SHS open campus may get less so, Feb 15, 1985, p.1

MARDZEDONG
About the Cultural Revolution (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.7

MAO, TSE-TUNG
SEE MAO ZEDONG

MAPS
Trustees order new master plan for downtown, May 29, 1987, p.1

MARABLE, ELIE
Fairview (Greenburgh) Community Center awards presented, Jan 22, 1988, p.12

MARACHE, HERBERT
H Marache dies, Nov 15, 1985, p.20

MARANO, ANTHONY (DR)
White Plains Hospital medical staff elects new leadership, Jan 25, 1985, p.5
Two SCS MD's among new heads of medical areas at WP Hospital (photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.2

MARAZIO, JACQUELINE
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1

MARBACH, JOHN
Winston sons seek to block sale of land, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
No decisions yet in Winston suits, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1

MARCHING BANDS
Reassurance of marching bands past: College days (edit), Oct 10, 1986, p.7
Memories of bands past (edit), Oct 24, 1986, p.7
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-MARCHING BAND

MARCHIONY, BRIAN
Greenacres runs, throws and jumps in celebration of Independence Day (photo; list), Jul 12, 1985, p.5

MARCHIONY, STEPHEN (AU)
Pool referendum backed (1tr), Aug 28, 1987, p.6
Total community not involved (in Bd of Ed budget process) (1tr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

MARCOCVICH, ELI (DR)
(Drs E Marcovic, M G Gao) join St Agnes, Sep 4, 1987, p.12

MARCUS, ANN
W F Olson heads history group, Dec 4, 1987, p.16
W F Olson heads history group, Dec 4, 1987, p.16

MARCUS, BILL (AU)
How our State Legislature ends (edit), Aug 30, 1985, p.7

MARCUS, ELLIOTT
Community surveyed on social service needs, May 30, 1986, p.2
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MARCUS, ELLIOTT continued

SCS Family Counseling to open branch in Ardsley, Mar 20, 1987, p.10

MARCUS, ELLIOTT (AU)


MARDEN, VIRGINIA

V Marden dies, Mar 6, 1987, p.14

MARDER, BARBARA

B S Marder dies, Mar 28, 1986, p.18

MARDER, JOANNE

Pool backers make pitch, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Pool campaign, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Indoor pool backers seek support, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Pool meeting, Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Indoor pool backers seek prompt action, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
A way to pay for a pool (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

MARDER, JOANNE (AU)

Shake on you, school board (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6
(Indoor pool) The best bargain going (ltr), Aug 28, 1987, p.6

MARDER, STEVEN

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

MARDUS, CRAIG (DR)

Stress can be fun (Board game invented by Dr C B Mardus), Dec 31, 1987, p.4

MARGARITOV, DEBBY

YES says yes to students in the job market (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.6

MARGOLIS, BRACE

J T Margolus dies, Jan 25, 1985, p.14

MARGOLIES, CYNTHIA

Village urged to protect natural quality of Winston property, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Would-be Winston developers must prepare impact statement, Oct 3, 1986, p.3

MARGOLIES, JUDITH

Expansion of YMYWHA begins (photo; list), Jun 19, 1987, p.14

MARGOLIN, RITA

School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Determined donor (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.20
(C Mobile) recovering from ailment; scare is over, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

MARGOLIS, ELAINE

Cable television control is up to US, irate subscribers told (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.15

MARGOLIS, ETHAN (DR)

EMT school board grants Dr T Edwards tenure (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.11

MARGOLIS, HAROLD

Cable television control is up to US, irate subscribers told (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.15

MARGOLIS, HARRISON

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

MARGULIES, JUDITH

Prize for the Y (photo), May 23, 1986, p.18
J R Margulies chosen president of YMYWHA (photo; list), Aug 29, 1986, p.3
New Y wing to be named for local (Raizen) family, Mar 4, 1988, p.2

MARIJUANA

SEE DRUG ABUSE
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MARIN, ALISSA ROSE
- Child Care (Assn of SCS) grows on all fronts (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

MARIN, LUIS
- Why Luis Marin went free (edit), Mar 15, 1985, p.7

MARIN, ROXANNE
- Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year’s historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

MARINO, C
- Promoted: C Marino (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.2

MARIOTTA, JOHN
- College honors J Mariotta, SCS san (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.4

MARK, DOUGLAS
- Solo effort (photo), May 16, 1986, p.12
- At Tanglewood: D Mark, Aug 1, 1986, p.4

MARK, JOAN
- SEE GEVERTZ, JOAN

MARK, JOAN
- Joan Mark is named to direct Face co-op education program (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.5
- SEE ALSO GEVERTZ, JOAN

MARK, LIZ
- TV show tells story of Safe Rides, Nov 29, 1985, p.5
- Children’s group elects L Mark president, Jun 6, 1986, p.4

MARK, LIZ (AU)
- Glad to have taken part (litr), Jul 4, 1986, p.6

MARK, RICHARD
- Board (of Appeals) says no to pool lights, Jun 19, 1987, p.5
- Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
- Appeals board denies variance, Dec 18, 1987, p.3

MARK, WILL
- Alumni: Pressure, cliques nothing new at high school, May 9, 1986, p.1

MARKATOS, SPENCER
- Van Wert joins group that offers relocation services, Feb 12, 1988, p.4

MARKETING
- Marketing group appoints A Hickey, Feb 15, 1985, p.9
- Broker W B Barff to head new unit, Jun 6, 1986, p.4
- Marketing group elects local man J M Roche, Jun 7, 1986, p.9

MARKHAM COMPANY
- SEE BOULDER BROOK RIDING CLUB

MARKHAM, ED
- Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1

MARKOFF, PAUL (AU)
- Water violation charged (litr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6

MARKOWITZ, ALFRED (DR)
- Library should have been open (litr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6

MARKS, CLAUDE
- Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

MARKS, HERBERT
- Tentative contract (for village employees), Jan 24, 1986, p.1

MARKS, JENNIFER
- SVAC tend to J Marks, injured in traffic accident (photo), Mar 29, 1985, p.3

MARKS, KEN
- Pressboard: Profile of A Montague, STEP student from Tennessee, Jan 18, 1985, p.18
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MARKS, SEBASTIAN
On stage (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.12

MARKS, STEVE
Marathon men: S Marks, Dr P Podell (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.13

MARKUSON, RICHARD
R D Markuson dies, Nov 13, 1987, p.20

MARLANE, DAVID
Tax expert advises: share wealth en famille (Business), Mar 1, 1985, p.14

MARMON, BETH (AU)
Praise for people at 7-Eleven (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6

MARRON (NEWSPAPER)
Open campus policy still poses problems, Mar 29, 1985, p.1

MARRON AND WHITE
Athletes honored by Maroon and White (photo; list), Jun 6, 1986, p.20
Athletes honored by Maroon and White (photo; list), Jun 13, 1986, p.21
Music, sixth mark Bandwagon gala (list), Nov 7, 1986, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its 446 Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.32
SHS athletes honored at dinner (photo; list), Mar 13, 1987, p.15
SHS band picks its new look (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
Cookout crowns highly successful sports season (for SHS) (photo; addl photo p 17; list), Jun 12, 1987, p.16
Maroon and White seeks members; officers listed, Oct 16, 1987, p.13
Raider student-athletes honored at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo; list), Dec 4, 1987, p.15
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its fall athletes (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.28
Maroon & White gives support for SHS sports (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18
SHS athletes honored at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list), Mar 11, 1988, p.14

MARIQUEZ, LIONEL
Local cop takes part in $10M bust, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

MARR, DAVE
Sports greats team up for Easter Seals (photo; list), Sep 12, 1986, p.14

MARR, MARYL
Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
Board (of Education) aias at tax hike under 8%, Apr 18, 1986, p.1

MARRA, JOANNA
Swinging into spring: SCS Historical Society's annual party (photo), Mar 29, 1985, p.1

MARRA, JOANNA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

MARRA, SAL
Swinging into spring: SCS Historical Society's annual party (photo), Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Decorative dancers (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.19
Summer theater seeking new director (Wendy Dubbs elected president! (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

MARRERO, VITO (DR-AU)
Cancer Society fears confusion (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6

MARRIAGE
Wedding bells can mean new look at tax time (Financial Planning Supp), Feb 27, 1987, p.13
Marriage-a complicated union (edit), Feb 19, 1988, p.7

MARR, RENEE
Laceeaker M F Lang at work (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.17

MARRON, VICTORIA
Murder suspect L Keller told employer she hated father (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.1
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MARRON, VICTORIA continued
Lisa Keller acquitted of murder, May 15, 1987, p.3

MARROW, SEYMOUR
S A Marrow dies, Jan 31, 1986, p.16

MARS, MARY
Happy birthday, Daniel D (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.1
Fox Meadow secretary M Marsh feted (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.28
Final school redistricting plan announced, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Toast of the town: M Marsh (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.1

Ses Natl Bank salutes Mary Marsh (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.26
M Marsh, J McCann accept memento of space flight from J Hoffman (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.16

MARS, NICHOLAS
N V Marsh dies, Mar 25, 1988, p.16

MARSHALL, THURGOOD
Supreme Court hears creche case, Feb 22, 1985, p.1

MARSHLANDS CONSERVANCY PARK (RYE)
Join the Jay Coalition (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6

MART, BRIAN
E Day fun (photo), May 15, 1987, p.11

MARTELL, WAYNE
Election libel suit threats remain, Nov 13, 1987, p.14

MARTI, ALICIA
Graduation at St Pius (list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.18

MARTIGNETTI, EDITH
E A Martignetti named admin secretary, Advertising Club of WC, Jun 28, 1985, p.15

MARTIN, ALEX
It's graduation day for SCS seniors, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1

MARTIN, BILLY
Sports greats team up for Easter Seals (photo; list), Sep 12, 1986, p.14

MARTIN, CHRIS
Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p.2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

MARTIN, CHRISSY
Hundreds of mittens (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.5

MARTIN, CLARA
Snipping the string (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.11

MARTIN, DANIEL
Eccenical gift (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.5

MARTIN, GEORGE
Hitchcock okays sanctuary plan; to cost $3.2 M, Apr 10, 1987, p.1

MARTIN, GEORGE (DR)
EMT can Dr G E Martin named dean (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.10

MARTIN, JENNIFER

MARTIN, KATHRYN (AU)
Riding program praised (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6

MARTIN, LAWRENCE JR
Why Luis Marin went free (edit), Mar 15, 1985, p.7

MARTIN, MICHAEL
Honors for police, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
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MARTIN, MICHAEL continued
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Outstanding officers: G Sadowsky, M Martin (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.3
Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

MARTIN, ROBERT
Elementary math instruction subject of report to Board of Education, Jan 18, 1985, p.3
Hospital renamed division, Oct 17, 1986, p.24

MARTIN, ROGER

MARTIN, SCOTT
Learning the system (at library) (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.10

MARTINEZ, BONNIE
School board okays two labor contracts, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Villagers bid fond farewell to "an institution", D Driscoll (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.6

MARTINEZ, ED
Villagers bid fond farewell to "an institution", D Driscoll (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.6

MARTORAND, MAUREEN
Candidates sought for Citizens' Committee, Sep 4, 1987, p.3

MARVIN, SUZANNE
School names S Marvin new director, Sep 20, 1985, p.16

MARWELL, PATRICIA
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Board (of Education) okays tax hike under 8X, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1

MART ESTATE
Planning Bd rules that 8 homes can be built at 465 Maaroneck Rd, Mar 8, 1985, p.3
Marx mansion eyed as potential museum, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Museum on the Marx estate? (ltr), Mar 29, 1985, p.6
Wanted: fine arts space (ltr), Apr 19, 1985, p.6
BAR sees plans for homes on Marx estate, Apr 26, 1985, p.2
Museum idea "deserves backing" (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
Enthusiasm for museum here (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
First home on Marx property okayed by BAR, May 24, 1985, p.2
Art at fresco, May 31, 1985, p.1
Board considering Marx estate homes, Sep 27, 1985, p.2
BAR okays third home on former Marx estate, Dec 20, 1985, p.2
Fifth house approved on Weaver, May 16, 1986, p.3
Sixth house okayed on Marx estate, May 30, 1986, p.5
Planners shift focus to Heathcote corners, Jun 7, 1986, p.1
Scaring prices spur home-building boom (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.1
BAR gives approval to three new homes, Nov 21, 1986, p.2
Three houses approved on former Marx Estate, Dec 12, 1986, p.2
Development curb, Jan 9, 1987, p.1

MARX, ANNE
A Marx publishes new volume of poems, Mar 29, 1985, p.4

MARX, ANNE (AU)
In memory of my father (poem), Jul 5, 1985, p.7
Rondeau of acceptance, Oct 31, 1985, p.7
Challenger's legacy (poem), Jan 30, 1987, p.7

MARX, HERBERT
Village, firemen agree on contract, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
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MARX, MARISARITA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

MARX, VIRGINIA
Edna Scott, library benefactor, dead at 93, May 23, 1986, p.1
WCC foundation honors V W Marx (photo), May 1, 1987, p.3
Virginia Marx honored, Mar 4, 1988, p.3

MARZULLO, HENRY
Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

MASAKI, RYO
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

MASAROF, JULIE
Green knight comes to Greenacres (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.19

MASAROF, MARCUS
Oil distributor is charged with illegal dumping, Dec 13, 1985, p.1

MASAROF, MICHAEL
Fable Fever (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.20

MASBACK, BRIAN
Wallflower at the ball: wife's report on Class of '65 reunion (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.5

MASBACK, DORIS
Wallflower at the ball: wife's report on Class of '65 reunion (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.5

MASCALI, ROBERT
Real estate prices reaching new heights, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
Buyers eye development of downtown lot (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.1
Local law firm opens new office, Jan 31, 1986, p.2
Site approved for displaced Leamme hose, May 9, 1986, p.2
Sharing the holiday (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.1
After long run, developers set sights on downtown SCS (illus), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Local Rotarians have mixed views on permitting women to join club, May 9, 1987, p.1
Office building, eleven new homes among proposals to Planning Board, May 22, 1987, p.1
Rotary ready to admit its first woman member, Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Chase Landing (Restaurant) to be sold in $2.1M deal (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
Rotary Club invites (E A Arey as) first female member (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Top Rotary honors for "the Rev" (M C Meyer) (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.2
Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1

MASCALI, ROBERT (AU)
She (A Watson) will be missed (ltr), Dec 31, 1987, p.6

MASCARENHAS, BENITO (DR)
Arthritis group elects 3 (T Morril, M L Aquilino, Dr R R Mascarrenhas), Mar 13, 1987, p.2

MASEDA, RAY
HTS (Boy) Scouts do well in derby, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

MASELLI, REENA
How big is big? (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.22

MASER, HAROLD
H T Mascer dies, Jan 31, 1986, p.16

MASH
SEE MAKE OUR AREA SAFE FOR THE HOLIDAYS PROGRAM

MAST, LOUIS
Wolcan's legs severed in tragic accident on Garth Rd (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.3

MASIELLO, JENNY
Salsasundy anyone? (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.17
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MASIELQ, CHARLES (DR)
- Master's degree can be a part-time pursuit (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.4

MASLOW, BARBARA
- More on 'l'affaire Lorch-Maslow' (ltr), Aug 16, 1985, p.6

MASLOW, RICHARD
- S Albert to run again; three others also candidates for EMT School Board (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.11
- S Albert, N DuBois, R Maslow, D Treadway proposed to EMT School Board Nominating Cmte, Feb 22, 1985, p.11
- Maslow and Treadway to run for EMT School Board (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.11
- Record low school vote (photo), May 10, 1985, p.11
- Board of Ed elects officers and votes on Children’s Center, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
- Elected school officials’ dispute ends in physical confrontation, Jul 19, 1985, p.9
- Support for Richard Maslow (ltr), Jul 26, 1985, p.6
- Violence is unacceptable (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
- Investigation needed: Lorch v. Maslow (edit), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
- Conflicting versions emerge of dispute between Bd of Ed members, Aug 9, 1985, p.11
- More on ‘l'affaire Lorch-Maslow’ (ltr), Aug 16, 1985, p.6
- Maslow resigns from School Board, Aug 16, 1985, p.9
- End this sorry (Maslow-Lorch) chapter (edit), Aug 23, 1985, p.6
- Dick Maslow’s contributions (ltr), Aug 30, 1985, p.6
- Never in SCS (ltr), Aug 30, 1985, p.6
- Former board presidents urge further inquiry into dispute (list), Aug 30, 1985, p.9
- Complete investigation asked (ltr), Sep 6, 1985, p.6
- Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
- Dvorkin is new (EMT) board (of Ed) president; new enrichment program adopted, Jul 3, 1987, p.9

MASON, DANA
- Trouble in Toothopolis (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.19

MASON, MARTLYN (AU)
- Junior year can be a bad time (edit), Sep 19, 1986, p.7

MASON, MARTY
- SCS Art Assn awards prizes (list), Nov 29, 1985, p.6

MASONIC FRATERNITY
- SEE FREEMASONS

MASON’S (SECRET ORDER)
- SEE FREEMASONS

MASSARELLI, PASQUALE
- P Massarelli dies, Mar 21, 1986, p.14

MASSARO, EDWARD
- Frigerio to run for supervisor; Greenbaum enters council race, May 22, 1987, p.11
- Town GOP gears up for elections, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
- GBH Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
- Change is issue in (GBH Town) board contest, Oct 23, 1987, p.13
- Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

MASSARO, JOE
- Gift of beauty (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.17

MASSARO, MARY
- They ain't misbehavin' since she came along (photo), May 31, 1985, p.6

MASSARONI, FRAN
- Administrators to be hired soon, Jan 31, 1986, p.10

MASSEL, RICKY
- Under the Giving Tree (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.10
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MASTERS SCHOOL (DOBBS FERRY)
SEE SCHOOLS-DOBBS FERRY-MASTERS SCHOOL

MASTERS, DAVID

MASTRANTONIO, JOHN
Books and looks (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.12

MASTRANTONIO, NICOLE
Taking a chance (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.11

MASTORILLI, MARIE
Incumbent legislators are all victorious, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

MASUI, NORIKO
EHS sports and sportsmen: the year’s best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11

MASULLO, JOHN
Deputy chief P Gordineer is named; firefighters graduate (list), Nov 22, 1985, p.10

MATEARESE, JEFF
Residents protest TV rate hike, Feb 15, 1985, p.11
Town Board adopts new zoning, Jun 13, 1986, p.10

MATERASSO, VITA
Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

MATERIAL ARCHIVES AND LABORATORY FOR ARCHAEOLOGY
Digging up history (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.3

MATHEMATICIANS
Petschek Chair appointment (to G Schechter) announced, Sep 13, 1985, p.8

MATHEMATICS
In numbers, the word is ‘dyscalculia’ (edit), Feb 7, 1986, p.7

MATHEWS, CHIP
Sixth graders: They’re still crazy (about camp) after all these years (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.11

MATHEWSON, OLIVIA
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

MATHIAS, CHARLES
Is courage coming back into style? (edit), Aug 30, 1985, p.7

MATHIAS, IDA
1 B Mathias dies, Mar 1, 1985, p.18

MATHIAS, ROBERT
Resident S Silveraan switches to council race, May 10, 1985, p.11
Republicans pick town candidates, May 24, 1985, p.11
Republicans see issue in meetings law change, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
Town candidates at campaign wrap-up (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Democrats retain town reins, Nov 8, 1985, p.11
Town political races open with traditional claims, accusations, Jun 7, 1986, p.11

MATSON, JUDY
SCS arts supporter seeking to have Holocaust memorial built, Jul 11, 1986, p.1

MATSUMOTO, ATSUO
Japan trip fosters firsthand knowledge of Asian culture (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.9

MATSUMOTO, AZUSA
Babes in Toyland (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.18

MATSUMOTO, HIROKO
Japan trip fosters firsthand knowledge of Asian culture (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.9

MATSUMOTO, HIROKO
Japan trip fosters firsthand knowledge of Asian culture (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.9
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MATSUMOTO, SATOMI
Japan trip fosters firsthand knowledge of Asian culture (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.9

MATSUMOTO, YASUKO
(Masters) School honors local students, Mar 25, 1988, p.15

MATSUO, KOTARO
The view from Eastchester (ltr), Jun 5, 1986, p.6

MATSUO, KOTARO (AU)
Many promises but no new track (ltr), May 16, 1986, p.6

MATSUO, MARTIN
New Adult School leaders named (photo; list), Feb 20, 1987, p.3

MATSURA, RYOTA
Revised cath curriculum presented to (EMT) school board, Jun 5, 1987, p.11

MATSUMURA, CLIFFORD
The artist, C. Matsuya, poses (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.20

MATSUYA, RENATE
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

MATTIONE, LOUISE (DR)
Hew learning center in town stresses use of computers, Feb 12, 1988, p.12

MATERN, HELEN
H Matern dies, Aug 28, 1987, p.10

MATTHEWS, SARAH
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

MATTISON, ALFRED
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4

SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

MATTOLI, ELAINE
A tree grows at Edgewood, Dec 19, 1986, p.26
Under the Giving Tree (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.10

MATTOLI, LISA
Year of Developing Capable Young People begins Sept 25, Aug 29, 1986, p.9

MATTOLI, MICHAEL
Under the Giving Tree (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.10

MAUZIERI, JOE
SCS faces the retirement of ten village employees, Feb 22, 1985, p.6

MAUGHAN, CAROL
Residents put fire board in the hot seat, Sep 12, 1986, p.13

MAUGHAN, CAROL ANN
Getting together (at GBH Nature Center) (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.11

MAURER, WALTER
Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2

MAURO, MARCELLO
AFS student G. Mergen awaited; second host needed, Jun 5, 1987, p.17
AFS success story, Jun 19, 1987, p.1

MAUTNER, ESTHER
E Mautner dies, Feb 27, 1987, p.12

MAXELL, CHARLES
Inquirer writer S. Stone helps nab suspected burglar, Apr 11, 1986, p.1

MAXWELL, EILLEN
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

MAXWELL, TOM
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
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MAY DAY
  Happy May Day, Mayor (photo; list), May 6, 1987, p.1

MAYER, EWALD
  Elected school officials' dispute ends in physical confrontation, Jul 19, 1985, p.9
  Conflicting versions emerge of dispute between Bd of Ed members, Aug 9, 1985, p.11

MAYER, JUDY
  First (GBH) biathlon runs off smoothly (photo; list), Sep 4, 1987, p.11

MAYER, MICHAEL
  Free speech and libel: a delicate balance (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.7

MAYER, SIMONE
  Award-winners all (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.1

MAYETTA, MARILOU
  M Mayetta, B Imperial join R R Ragette, Feb 7, 1986, p.17

MAYFAIR-KNOLLWOOD (GBH)
  Question of school for homeless fuels controversy over WCC plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.12

MAYFAIR-KNOLLWOOD AREA (GBH)
  Town (of GBH) seeks support with homeless facts, Feb 5, 1988, p.12
  Stage set for HELP confrontation (cartoon), Feb 19, 1988, p.12

MAYFAIR-KNOLLWOOD CIVIC ASSN
  Neighbors wary of plan for homeless, Jan 22, 1988, p.12

MAZER, ARNIE
  Out's a hit for SHS Grad A Mazer (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.3

MAZUCHOWSKI, MARY JANE
  An intra-class activity (photo), May 22, 1987, p.16

MAZUR, MATTHEW
  Drama Club debut (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.28

MCADEN, MARY
  Parents play role in children's reading, Mar 7, 1986, p.22
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
  Schools score high in state assessment, Dec 19, 1986, p.1

MCALLISTER, CHERIL
  Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1

MCADDY, CAROL
  PT Council plans new program (Education '87 Supp), Aug 23, 1987, p.3

MCADDY, PATRICIA
  Feb 14: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

MCBRIDE, CHERYL
  SHS graduate C McBride is design associate, Oct 11, 1985, p.15

MCBRIDE, PHYLLIS
  Telling stories: P McBride (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.10

MCABE, BARBARA
  Exemplary drivers, Nov 22, 1985, p.1

MCABE, BERT (AU)
  Village honoring its commitment (ltr), May 3, 1985, p.6

MCABE, CHRIS
  Legal Awareness) for W (town) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

MCABE, EDWARD
  Chief warns county it's taking chances (photo p 18), Nov 29, 1985, p.1
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MCCABE, EDWARD continued
- Safer way out (of SCS), Nov 7, 1986, p.1

MCCABE, LOUISE (AU)
- Village honoring its constable (ltr), May 3, 1985, p.6

MCCABE, MARY
- M E McCabe dies, Jan 21, 1986, p.10

MCCABE, MICHAEL
- Lack of responsiveness cited (ltr), Jun 13, 1986, p.6

MCCABE, VALENTINE
- V McCabe dies, May 10, 1985, p.20

MCCALL, JOHN (DR)
- Master's degree can be a part-time pursuit (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.4

MCCALLION, PAT
- New teachers at Greenville (photo), May 10, 1985, p.10

MCCANN, JOAN (DR)
- Happy Anniversary (J McCann, Fox Meadow principal) (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.14
- Final school redistricting plan announced, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
- Astronaut J Hoffaan gets hero's welcome home (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.1
- M Marsh, J McCann accept memento of space flight from J Hoffaan (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.16
- PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
- SCS School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1

MCCANTS, HENRY
- Ringing in Christmas (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.29

MCCARTER, G DOUGLAS
- G Douglas McCarter dies, May 10, 1985, p.20

MCCARTER, MICHAEL
- Outstanding: M G McCarter, Dec 19, 1986, p.3

MCCARTHY, BETTY
- B R B McCarthy dies, Aug 14, 1987, p.4

MCCARTHYISM
- SHS junior A Rubin receives grant to study influence of McCarthyism in SCS, Apr 25, 1986, p.20

MCCAW, JOHN
- J McCaw dies, Jan 24, 1986, p.16

MCCAW, MAURA
- Photography show opening (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.23

MCCLINTOCK, DILLIE
- Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

MCCLONE-BASTA, MARGO
- Local authors D Solomon, A Siegel have new books in print, Nov 13, 1987, p.2

MCCLUSKEY, NEIL
- Mainstream leader: N McCluskey, Oct 4, 1985, p.18

MCONKEY, WILLIAM

MCCONNELL, JOE
- For volunteers, firefighting means 'a lot of dedicated hours' (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.13

MCONELOGUE, ANNIE
- A McConologue dies, Mar 18, 1988, p.20

MCCORMACK, ROSE

MCCORMICK, JEN
- Rocking for famine (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.10
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MCCORMICK, JEN continued
Phaedrus: happiness in a two-room schoolhouse (Part I) (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.11
EMS sports and sportsmen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11
Graduation '87 was short and sweet for 131 seniors (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.11

MCCORMICK, JUDY
Village was geared for Gloria; massive clean-up underway (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.1

MCCREA, DUNCAN
State hearing on fire chief's job, Dec 6, 1985, p.13

MCCREA, MARY
M. McCrea dies, Jul 10, 1987, p.12

MCCREARY, KATHLEEN
Justice Dept supports decision allowing creche, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
After Supreme Court arguments, participants party, Feb 22, 1985, p.6
Supreme Court rules creche is permissible, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Creche attorneys won't apply for money from village, May 31, 1985, p.1
No charge (by lawyers in creche case), Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Candidates sought for Citizens' Committee, Sep 4, 1987, p.3
Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

MCCREERY, GAY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

MCCREERY, WILLIAM
New mayor picks W McCreery (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.1
New mayor to address Town Club, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
League, GOP call for new method in appointing of village trustees, May 10, 1985, p.1
Board hires adviser on Winston lot, May 31, 1985, p.1
Historical Society opens member drive, Sep 6, 1985, p.2
Art movement lives, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Non Partisan System nominates 3 (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Citizen's Party slate expected to run unopposed in March elections, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Contest or not, Citizens' Party promises to run active campaign, Jan 31, 1986, p.2
Voters' benefit rejected; merchants' parking approved; Feb 14, 1986, p.1
No contest: Citizens Party unopposed, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Youth project's backers fear loss of village support, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Tuesday's election will be no contest, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
SCS voters stay home (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Trustees OK car rental, budget, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Test ban endorsed; higher (parking) fees opposed, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Pathway (on Griffen) decision expected soon (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.1
High praise for departing (Village Board) officials (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Fox Meadow elects leaders, Jun 12, 1987, p.4
Riders rip taxi service at fare hearing (cont p 4), Jun 28, 1987, p.1
Soul-searching (re paving of village streets), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Judge to be named, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
Richard A Gould is new acting justice (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Candidates named for village office (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
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MCCRERY, WILLIAM continued
Parking crackdown, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
A piece of cake! (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

MCCUE, BARBARA
B under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

MCCUE, SAMANTHA
I do: "Marriages" at EHS Senior Carnival (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.11

MCCULLOUGH, ALEX (REV)
Church coeing here (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.1

MCDERMOTT, ERIN
Santa and crew visit IHM (photo), Dec 24, 1997, p.8

MCDERMOTT, PATRICIA
Man behind the diorama: R Heitzaann (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.5
P McDermott, S Warthen added to Historical Society staff (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.5

MCEVITT, KERRY
SEE BEN-DAVID, KERRY

MCDONALD, ANDREW
Democrats may select McDonald, Jun 6, 1986, p.11

MCDONALD, ANNA
A C McDonald, Mar 20, 1986, p.19

MCDONALD, ELEANOR
Town of GBH set to fight for $2 million, Jan 25, 1985, p.11
6% hike seen in town taxes, Nov 14, 1985, p.11
Residents ask town (of GBH) to budget more police and less surplus, Dec 4, 1987, p.12

MCDONALD, ELIZABETH
BOCES project okayed, May 15, 1987, p.11
(EMT) Board (of Ed) shows enthusiasm for revised building use policy, Jul 31, 1987, p.8

MCDONALD, JOHN
Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (map), Oct 30, 1937, p.4

MCDONALD, MARY
Year of Developing Capable Young People begins Sept 25, Aug 29, 1986, p.9

MCDONALD, PETER
Commendations (for firemen) (list), Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Hail to the chief (R White), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Firefighter P McDonald cited (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.2

MCDONALD, SUSAN
S T McDonald Joins ad agency, Dec 11, 1987, p.25

MCDONALD, WALLACE
Eastern savings, Apple Bank to merge (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.5

MCDOWELL, DOROTHY
D McDowell dies, Sep 5, 1986, p.18

MCDOWELL, FLOYD
F F McDowell dies, Jun 27, 1986, p.12

MCDOWELL, JOHN
J H McDowell dies, Sep 13, 1985, p.18

MCELROY, DOROTHY
PT Council plans new prograis (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
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MCELROY, DOROTHY continued
  Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

MCELROY, JOHN
  Real property tax reforms receive mixed reaction from owners of co-ops, May 9, 1986, p.11

MCELROY, REGGIE
  Road block ahead (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.1
  Jets looked like Giants on Raider court (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15

MCELWEE, EAMON (REV)
  Cardinal J J O'Connor to celebrate Jubilee Mass at IHM (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.3

MCENIRY, MURRAY
  On a dark day, (Hitchcock) church members look ahead to bright future (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

MCENROE, KAY
  Foundation honors SCS woman D Tulcin (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.24

MCEVOY, DON (AU)
  Some can't live with ambiguity (edit), Mar 21, 1986, p.7

MCEVOY, JOHN

MCFARLAND, JAMES
  State hearing on fire chief's job, Dec 6, 1985, p.13

MCEARY, PATRICIA
  Proposed EMT school budget calls for 7.3% tax hike, Mar 15, 1985, p.13

MCEGREGOR, PATRICIA
  P S McGeorge dies, Aug 21, 1987, p.8

MCSHEE, VECELIA
  W F Olson heads history group, Dec 4, 1987, p.16

MCGILL, IDA
  I S McGill dies, Feb 7, 1986, p.16

MCGINN, AUDREY
  Teachers, parents read aloud as schools mark Natl Library Week (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.16
  Lively language lessons await Thai teenagers (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.8
  SHS teacher A McGinn wins grant to do research, Jun 6, 1986, p.22

MCGINNESS, CHERYL
  Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

MCGINNESS, DENNIS
  They ain't misbehavin' since she came along (photo), May 31, 1985, p.6

MCGINNESS, ELIZABETH
  A very important date (photo), May 1, 1987, p.20

MCGOLINE, JANE
  SBS Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
  Incumbent legislators are all victorious, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

MCGOLINE, JOHN
  Conservatives back Spano, Jun 13, 1986, p.10
  Conservatives, Dems to make primary picks, Sep 5, 1986, p.13
  Conservative takeover fails in GBH's primary test, Sep 12, 1986, p.12
  Full fall slate for Conservatives, Jun 26, 1987, p.10
  GBH Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11

MCGOVERN, JACK
  New store on Post Road (GMC Restaurant Equipment and Supply Co) offers restaurant quality equipment, Apr 17, 1987, p.4

MCGOVERN, JOAN
  Quaker Ridge collects candy for Children's Village, Nov 7, 1986, p.14
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MCGOVERN, KATHLEEN
  Holiday donation: residents give blood to Hudson Valley Blood Services (photo), Jan 3, 1985, p.5
  Determined donor (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.20

MCGOVERN, REBECCA
  Board of Education elects S Olden new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
  Under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

MCGOWAN, FRANK
  District's clerical staff to get a 6.4 percent hike, Aug 15, 1986, p.9

MCGOWAN, GLORIA
  Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1

MCGOWAN, THOMAS
  Carrying a torch, May 29, 1987, p.1

MCGOWAN, THOMAS JR
  Finest's new finery (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.1

MCGRATH, FRANCES
  F McGrath dies, Sep 4, 1987, p.16

MCGRATH, FRANK

MCGRATH, JAMES
  Family tradition: J Sullivan promoted to captain, SCS Fire Dept (photo), Jan 22, 1983, p.5

MCGRATH, KATHLEEN
  K A McGrath dies, Jul 17, 1987, p.10

MCGRATH, PATRICIA
  Board may move Latin program; Seely Place improvements proposed, Apr 19, 1985, p.11

MCGUIGAN, RITA
  Welcome: A McGuigan welcomes J Chase to Language conference at EHS (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.11
  Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11
  Fairs that were lots better than fair (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.10
  ESL teachers attend state parley, Dec 18, 1987, p.24

MCGUIGAN, TARA
  Snisky Award goes to A Dalton, T McGuigan, M Mohr (list), Jun 19, 1987, p.10

MCGUIRE, GEORGE
  Clubhouse gives way to fields (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.3

MCHUGH, ALICE
  Parking enforcement officer A McHugh retiring after 29 years (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.1
  SCS faces the retirement of ten village employees, Feb 22, 1985, p.6
  Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2
  Village taking aim at scofflaws, Jul 18, 1986, p.1

MCHUGH, JAMES
  J McHugh dies, Mar 15, 1985, p.22

MCILVAINE, GERALD
  Firefighters rescue lineman in distress (photo p 1), Aug 29, 1986, p.2
  Twelve firefighters receive awards for excellence, Nov 27, 1987, p.4

MCILVAINE, GERALD
  Fireman in the classroom (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
  Fireman G J Mcilvain gets advanced training, May 15, 1987, p.8
  (G J Mcilvain attends) Seminar for firemen, Oct 30, 1987, p.3
  Two firefighters (J Connors, G Mcilvain) complete course, Dec 11, 1987, p.17

MCILVAINE, SHARON
  Citizens cooperate in life-saving effort (when A Shefts collapses), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
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MCILVANE, SHARON continued
   Despite rescue effort, A Shefts succumbs to heart attack, Feb 26, 1988, p.4
MCIINTYRE, MARK
   First (GBH) biathlon runs off smoothly (photo; list), Sep 4, 1987, p.11
MCKEAN, ELLY
   Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2
MCKEAN, THOMAS
   Former teacher T McKean turns author, May 30, 1986, p.10
MCKEEVER, ROBERT
   Firefighters at Fox Meadow (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.21
   Fire on Franklin causes heavy damage, Mar 21, 1986, p.5
   View from the top (of Scs Fire Dept's new Snorkel) (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
   Eighty feet up (in Fire Dept's new Snorkel) (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.2
   A moving farewell (1tr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
   Fire damages Heathcote deli (photo p 1), Jan 16, 1987, p.5
   Train fire ties up commuters, traffic (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.1
   Fire breaks out in Garth Road apartment (photo), May 8, 1987, p.1
MCKENNA, J BRUCE (AU)
   A commissioner with 'vision' (1tr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6
MCKENNA, TERRI
   Junior League distributes trauma bags to help children caught in emergency (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.9
MCKENZIE, JOSEPH
MCKINNON, SARAH
   At Miss Covington's, ladies still wear white gloves (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.24
   S McKinnon dies, Jun 12, 1987, p.20
MCKIRDY, ROBERT
   R W McKirdy dies, Nov 21, 1986, p.16
MCKNIGHT, CORNELIA
   Recreational opportunities (for senior citizens) (photo) (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.13
MCLACHLEN, BETSY
   Residents urged to give 'gift of life', Dec 13, 1985, p.19
MCLAUGHLIN, ANN
   GOP to honor Margaret Soter (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5
MCLAUGHLIN, SEAN
   Course takes students beyond classroom, Sep 13, 1985, p.16
MCLEAN, JIM
   Quaker Ridge pro J McLean is teacher of year, Apr 17, 1987, p.20
MCLINDEN, ARTHUR
   A J McLinden dies, Jun 12, 1987, p.20
MCLINN, WILLIAM (AU)
   Mark Twain on war and peace (edit), Nov 22, 1985, p.7
MCLODNE-BASTA, MARGO
   Nobody plays trivia with Alice anymore (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.6
MCMAHON, BARBARA
   Saoler to lead board (photo p 6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
   Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
MCMAHUS, CAROL-ANN
   SCS scores high (on Comprehensive Assessment Report), Dec 18, 1987, p.1
MCMASTER, ELLEN
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MCMILLAN, PETER
- New supervisor, P McMillan, joins recreation department, Dec 4, 1987, p.5

MCNANEY, MARY LOU
- Bizarre Bazaar benefits area homeless, Helping hands (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12

MCNEIL, EDWARD (DR)
- Corporal D Attalienti honored (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.14

MCNEIL, FREEMAN
- SCS to take on Jets in charity (basketball) game, Feb 26, 1989, p.1

MCNEILL, FREEMAN
- Jets looked like Giants on Raider court (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15

MCNENNEY, VIRGINIA
- Garth Rd Senior Center gets $1000 grant from Exxon, Mar 1, 1985, p.2
- Happy holidays from the PO (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.4

MCQUADE, MARCIA
- Saaler to lead board (photo p.6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

MCSPEDON, MICHAEL
- Democrats retain town reins, Nov 8, 1985, p.11
- Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

MCWHEEKEY, KATHY
- Quaker Ridge children form cooperative in study of economic relationships, Dec 13, 1985, p.27

MCVEIGH, ROBERT
- Pennysaver dispute, Jun 21, 1985, p.1

MCWILLIAMS, ROSA
- R McWilliam dies, Jan 15, 1988, p.12

MEAD, MARGARET (DR)
- Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

MEALS ON WHEELS
- Meals on Wheels continues to serve housebound elderly; seeks volunteers (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.41
- Meals on Wheels recognized (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.2
- Local agencies ready to assist seniors in need, Sep 6, 1985, p.6
- Meals on Wheels provides independence to elderly (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.28
- SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Meals on Wheels (photo), May 23, 1986, p.26
- Message from Meals on Wheels (ltr), Jul 4, 1986, p.6
- Help from Chase (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.15
- How Meals on Wheels makes a difference, Dec 19, 1986, p.4
- Meals on Wheels brings elderly food and cheer (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.18
- Local groups nominated for top volunteer, Mar 6, 1987, p.2
- They keep Meals on Wheels rolling (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.24
- Chase grants aid (Riverwest Management Co, SCS Hist Soc, SCS Meals on Wheels, Eat Childrens Cntr), Sep 4, 1987, p.10
- Getting together for Meals on Wheels (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.4
- Meals on Wheels adds weekend deliveries (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.4
- Local volunteers are cited, Mar 11, 1988, p.8

MEALS ON WHEELS-FUND RAISING
- Caring community (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

MEANEY, THOMAS
- Teenager R Van den Sype dies from sniffing chloroform, Jan 24, 1986, p.1

MECCA, LEONARD
- Path okayed by board, Aug 16, 1985, p.9
- Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
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MECHAM, EVAN
- Vitality of King's day upheld (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.12

MECHANICS (PERSONS)
- A very special businessman (ltr), May 29, 1987, p.6

MEDIA
- SEE COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY

MEDICAL CARE FACILITIES
- Medical Care facility opens on Central Avenue, Aug 22, 1986, p.2
- No appointments required (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.23
- SEE ALSO HOSPITALS

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
- SEE MALPRACTICE

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
- Health consumers can help (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
- Lawyers' view of malpractice crisis (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
- Doctor says: The crisis is real (ltr), Jul 19, 1985, p.6
- Medical insurance that makes sense (edit), Dec 6, 1985, p.7
- Malpractice madness must stop (edit), Jun 7, 1986, p.7
- SEE ALSO MALPRACTICE

MEDICARE
- Medicare's promise subverted (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

MEDICINE
- High tech costs to our feet (edit), Jun 7, 1986, p.7
- Malpractice madness must stop (edit), Jun 7, 1986, p.7

MEDICINE-RESEARCH
- Researcher Dr C L Williams focusing on Lyme disease, Jul 4, 1986, p.3

MEEHAN, ELIZABETH (DR-AU)
- In numbers, the word is 'dyscalculia' (edit), Feb 7, 1986, p.7
- Dyslexia is an eight-letter word (edit), Nov 7, 1986, p.7

MEEHAN, DENNIS
- Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
- STEP needs more help (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
- SCS to welcome STEP student R Booker (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.2

MEEHAN, DOROTHY
- Pressboard: Profile of A Montague, STEP student from Tennessee, Jan 18, 1985, p.18
- Citizens for Senior Housing plan community needs survey, Feb 1, 1985, p.3
- STEP seeking public support, Apr 26, 1985, p.3
- Senior housing group active, Sep 6, 1985, p.3
- Offer to house homeless here draws criticism, Nov 28, 1985, p.1
- Spirit of giving thriving here, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
- Panel explores SCS's role in responding to homelessness, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
- B under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

MEEHAN, DOROTHY (AU)
- STEP needs more help (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
- Calling all seniors: reply to questionnaire (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6

MEEHAN, DOTTY
- Despite concerns, IHM giving shelter, Jan 16, 1987, p.1

MEEHAN, THOMAS
- Fetes for Dr Sobol announced, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
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MEEHAN, TISH
Sacs painter T Meehan in show at studio in Bronxville, Nov 15, 1985, p.2

MEEKER, RUFUS
Sports greats team up for Easter Seals (photo; list), Sep 12, 1986, p.14

MEER, ARTHUR
New champion: A Meer (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.2
The winner and new champion: H Bartholomew (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.2

MEGALETTI, PAULA
B under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

MESQUIER, HESTER
H Messier dies, Aug 28, 1987, p.10

MEGHEGAN, CONSTANCE
Saler to lead board (photo p 6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

MEHIEL, DENNIS
Congressional hopefuls to address Democrats, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Congressional candidates H Fish, D Mehiel, N Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

MEHL, LANCE
SCS to take on Jets in charity (basketball) game, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

MEHLMAN, STEVE (AL)
Defender of Social Security (ltr), Jul 26, 1985, p.6

MEHRER, TED
Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2

MEILMAN, ALAYNE
For community leadership (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.14

MEILMAN, BLANCHE
For Yeshiva students (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.4

MEILMAN, DANIEL
For Yeshiva students (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.4

MEILMAN, JACK
For Yeshiva students (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.4

MEILMAN, LOUIS
For Yeshiva students (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.4

MEILMAN, MYRON
For community leadership (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.14
For Yeshiva students (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.4

MEISLER, EDITH
Director E Meisler appointed, Dec 27, 1985, p.9

MEIZLIK, ALAN
Moss, students grade child care program A-1 (photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.6

MELAUGH, CAROL
Junior League presidents: L Daily, C Melaugh (photo), May 15, 1987, p.20

MELAUGH, DAVID
A walk on the wet side (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.3

MELCHIOR, OLIVER
O Melchior dies, Feb 8, 1985, p.16

MELICAN, FRANCIS (REV)

MELIA, ALIX
Graduation '87 was short and sweet for 131 seniors (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.11

MELLON, JOAN (DR)
Teachers unite in support of colleague J Coon, May 9, 1986, p.11
### MELLON, JOAN (DR) continued

- Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board’s decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11
- Teachers’ pet (program) (photo), May 30, 1986, p.10
- Teachers get 6.5% increase, Sep 12, 1986, p.13
- (EMT) School board approves 6.9-percent tax hike (list), Apr 10, 1987, p.11

### MELTON, RUTH (AU)

- Former resident J Baird chose to leave (ltr), Feb 8, 1985, p.6

### MELTZER, HERMAN


### MENDOLI, RICHARD

- School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1

### MEMORIAL DAY

- Memorial Day 1985: The view from the Harwood Building (photo), May 31, 1985, p.1
- Lest we forget—Memorial Day 1985 (edit), May 31, 1985, p.7
- Memorial Day marchers (photo), May 31, 1985, p.24
- Parade here Monday, May 23, 1986, p.1
- Commander’s invitation (ltr), May 23, 1986, p.6
- Memorial Day 1986 (photo), May 30, 1986, p.1
- Honor the living, too (edit), May 30, 1986, p.6
- Traditional date (for celebrating Memorial Day), May 15, 1987, p.1
- They remember (photo), May 29, 1987, p.1
- Make it a day to remember (edit), May 29, 1987, p.6
- Mr. Memorial Day, E Rogliano, wants no thanks; he gives thanks (photo), May 29, 1987, p.6
- Scouts honored on Memorial Day (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.5
- Head start on Memorial Day parade, Aug 21, 1987, p.9

### MEMORIALS

- Pathway plaque (to honor A Jacobs), Dec 6, 1985, p.1
- The Blanford Relays: Doc’s spirit lives on (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.10
- SCS arts supporter seeking to have Holocaust memorial built, Jul 11, 1986, p.1
- Friends of B Saithline to gather, raise research funds in his memory (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.3
- Start of a tradition? (edit), Aug 15, 1986, p.6
- Remembering Billy Saithline (photo; list), Aug 22, 1986, p.3
- Fantastic spirit (ltr), Aug 29, 1986, p.6
- Memorial painting by J Leahy to be unveiled, Nov 14, 1986, p.3
- A friend remembered; fund established in name of Dr. L. Robinson at SCS Public Library (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.2
- Historically speaking: SCS’s monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2
- Another monument (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6
- For Yeshiva students (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.4
- Historically speaking: Additional monuments in SCS (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
- Award memorializes student from SCS, A Ain—Saleh, Jul 3, 1987, p.2
- SHS graduate W Safian slain in San Francisco (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
- A literary event (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.2
- A tree for Laetitia (Bedin), Nov 13, 1987, p.1
- Harold E Krents endowment fund established at Harvard Law School, Dec 11, 1987, p.2

### MENCHER, JOYCE

- SVAC member J Mencher honored, May 24, 1985, p.8
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MENCHER-WALTER, JANE
  Bank officer: J E Mencher-Walter (photo), May 29, 1987, p.17

MENDELSON, MONROE
  M Mendelsohn dies, Oct 31, 1985, p.18

MENDELSON, ALYSA
  Happy 210th, Carl, May 29, 1987, p.14

MENDELSON, ALYSA (AU)
  Kids ask help for KIDS (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

MENDELSON, ANDREW
  Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids supp), Mar 11, 1989, p.10

MENDELSON, BOBBY
  Happy Passover (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.1
  Arthur Manor hails spirit of freedom (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.1
  St James the Less nursery school students rebuild downtown SCS (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.5

MENDELSON, JENA
  Arthur Manor hails spirit of freedom (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.1

MENDELSON, LISA
  Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

MENDELSON, ROBERTA
  New teachers at Greenville (photo), May 10, 1985, p.10

MENDELSON, SHERRY
  Centennial Realty appoints six new sales associates (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.17

MENDES, ALVIN
  A P Mendes dies, Feb 12, 1988, p.14

MENDEZ, RAPHAEL
  Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1

MENER, ANDREW
  Hail to the champions... (Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1989, p.2

MENER, ANNIE LE
  SEE LE MENER, ANNIE

MENER, GEORGE LE
  SEE LE MENER, GEORGES

MENGJIA, YU
  SEE YU MENGJIA

MENINGOCOCCEMIA
(C Nobile) recovering from ailment; scare is over, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

MENKE, BETTY
  Village government campaigns underway (list), Jan 18, 1985, p.1
  Citizens Party will not participate in LWV forum, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
  Citizens Party holds reception (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
  Betty Menke named bowl dinner chairman (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.5
  Jean Stone, former mayor, to receive SCS Bowl (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.1
  SCS Bowl presented (to J L Stone ) (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
  District bids Sobol hail and farewell, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
  SCS bids Sobol fond farewell (photo; addl photo p 16), Jun 5, 1987, p.1

MENNA, MICHAEL
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
  Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

MENNA, MIKE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.18
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HENNA, PATRICK
  School board wraps up season (list), Jun 26, 1986, p.1

HENNA, VIVIAN
  Resident V Henna named VP, Dec 13, 1985, p.17
  Vice president named: V R Henna, May 15, 1987, p.1
  Manager: V R Henna (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.2

HENNINGA, ELIZABETH
  Taking a break: M Covais, E Mennenga, M Malecki (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.9

HENNIN, MIRIAM
  Get ready for 'career-planning' (edit), May 24, 1985, p.7

HENNINGER, WILLIAM
  Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

HENNONA, ANTHONY
  A J Hennon dies, Dec 18, 1987, p.26

HENS, BILL
  Summer theater seeking new director (Wendy Dubbs elected president) (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.3

HENS, DAVID
  SCS Natl Bank salutes: immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

HENS, PAULA
  Summer theater seeking new director (Wendy Dubbs elected president) (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.3

MENTAL HEALTH
  Ye gods! The holidays approach (edit), Dec 12, 1986, p.7

MENTAL HEALTH ASSN
  Mental health program (Abused Spouse Assistance Services) cited, Nov 20, 1987, p.2

MENTAL HEALTH ASSN OF WESTCHESTER
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.18
  United Way helps MHA function, Oct 25, 1985, p.2
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.3
  Mental Health group elects Jean Stone, Nov 7, 1986, p.2
  Esther Mallach to be honored, Nov 7, 1986, p.4
  Gifts for patients drive on, Nov 28, 1986, p.8
  Help is just a phone call away (illus), Mar 27, 1987, p.2
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.20

MENTAL ILLNESS
  Imagine that you're mentally ill (edit), Jul 4, 1986, p.7
  Giving hope was the gift of life (edit), Dec 24, 1986, p.7
  No one chooses mental illness (edit), Mar 6, 1987, p.7

MENTALLY ILL-HOUSING
  Agency thwarted in its attempt to open group home, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
  New directions at Futura House (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.49
  SEE ALSO FUTURA HOUSE

MENTALLY RETARDED
  Assn for Retarded elects leaders (list), Jul 5, 1985, p.8

MENTALLY RETARDED-HOUSING
  Special day for special people (Itr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
  The sounds of caring (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.26
  Advent of group homes to permit closing of county institution in 1988, Dec 24, 1986, p.4
  Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
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MENTOR INSTITUTE
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS

MERA, AVRAHAM (DR)
Physician A D Merav to be honored, Oct 9, 1987, p.12

MERCEIN, CHUCK
SCS 'losing control' (of football program) (ltr), Oct 10, 1985, p.6

MERCEIN, LYNN
Campaign sets sights on $30,000 for band, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Summer music theater is going independent, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Summer theater seeking new director (Wendy Dubbs elected president) (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.3
School nominating petitions out, Oct 22, 1987, p.3
Because of redistricting, four (B Hudgens, R Golden, L Mercein, J Steger) must resign from SBNC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

MERCEIN, SUZI
Nat Habib: SCS's suaner Suzie aan (photo p.10), Aug 2, 1985, p.1

MERCEIN, SUZI (AU)
Give students a chance (ltr), Sep 20, 1985, p.6

MERCER PARK
Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

MERCER, WILLIAM
Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

MERCHANTS-6BH
Merchants protest Central work, Sep 13, 1985, p.10

MERCHANTS-6HTS
One-stop shopping for kids right on high school grounds, Dec 24, 1986, p.9

MERCHANTS-SCS
Meet the Merchants (photo) (14-p Supp), Oct 31, 1985,
Village weighing measure to ease parking shortage, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
SCS's business leaders (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.9
Merchants want their sidewalk (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Heathcote merchants annoyed (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Sidewalk update, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Villagers bid fond farewell to 'an institution', D Driscoll (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.6
One-stop shopping for kids right on high school grounds, Dec 24, 1986, p.9
Meet your merchants (35-p supp), Oct 30, 1987,
Thanks from Junior League (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Feb 14: a few new charas in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

MERCHANTS-WHITE PLAINS
One-stop shopping for kids right on high school grounds, Dec 24, 1986, p.9

MEREDITH, ERLENE
Let me call you sweetheart (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1

MEREDITH, MORLEY
Let me call you sweetheart (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1

MESEND, FRANK
Spirit of giving thriving here, Dec 24, 1986, p.1

MERSEND, SUSAN
Spirit of giving thriving here, Dec 24, 1986, p.1

MERGEN, BULCIN
AFS finds a family: K and D Smith (ltr), Jun 5, 1987, p.6
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RERSEN, GULCIN continued
  AFS student G. Mergen awaited; second host needed, Jun 5, 1987, p.17
  AFS success story, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
  AFS students form bonds (Education 87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5
  AFS offers opportunities abroad (photo), Sep 19, 1987, p.5
  International pumpkin sale (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.3
  AFS students G. Mergen, K. Dixon, carry message to schools (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.8

MERGERS, TAKEOVERS, ETC ??
  Irving, SCS National fight takeover by Bank of New York, Nov 13, 1987, p.1

MERKEL, KERRY
  Quake's center put on Central, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
  These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

MERKER, MARILYN
  School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
  Thanks for support (ltr), Feb 13, 1987, p.6

MERKAMER, GERALDINE
  (Cystic Fibrosis) Foundation cites local volunteer G. Merksamer, Mar 11, 1988, p.9

MERKSAMER, GERRY
  Summit theater seeking new director (Wendy Dubbs elected president!) (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.3

MERKSAMER, GERRY (AU)
  Ruffle these monsters (ltr), May 8, 1987, p.6

MERKSAMER, NORMAN
  Lehigh supporter N. Merksamer, Jun 12, 1987, p.4
  Alumni director: N. J. Merksamer, Jun 19, 1987, p.18

MERLIS, ROZELLE
  Hot off the senior citizens' griddle (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.3

MEROLA, MARID
  SHS team to play in 'house that Ruth built' (list), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

MERRELL, BETTY (AU)
  (H. vanZela) Fondly remembered (ltr), Jan 9, 1987, p.6

MERRILL, ROBERT
  Let me call you sweetheart (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1
  SHS team to play in 'house that Ruth built' (list), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

MERSON, SUSAN
  Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1988, p.8

MERTL, GREGORY
  Music student G. Mertl wins $1,500 in talent event, Feb 20, 1987, p.16

MERWE, BELINDA VAN DER
  SEE VAN DER MERWE, BELINDA

MESKIN, KIRA

MESKIN, TERRI

MESSENGER, ANGEL
  Edgewood sixth graders present school with 4-ft blue spruce (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.19
  Junior high book fair (photo), May 2, 1986, p.20
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MESSENGER, ANGEL (AU)
- Realtors call (redistricting) plan disastrous (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6

MESSENGER, ART
- School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

MESSENGER, ARTHUR
- PRC football program defended (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
- Response to More on PRC football (ltr), Nov 7, 1986, p.6

MESSENGER, ARTHUR (AU)
- SCS 'losing control' (of football program) (ltr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6
- More on PRC football (ltr), Nov 7, 1986, p.6

MESSINA, JOSEPH
- For town, computer hasn't brought cash, Nov 21, 1986, p.10

MESSINGER, GREG
- Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

MESSINGER, LISA
- It's graduation day for SCS seniors, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
- SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1

MESSINGER, SARAH (RABBI)
- It's graduation day for SCS seniors, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
- SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1

MESZARO, RICHARD
- EMT school board grants Dr T Edwards tenure (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.11

METEOROLOGISTS
- Despite rain, Tuesday was sunny for fourth, fifth graders at Seely (Weatherman Mr G visits)(photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.15

METEOROLOGY-STUDY AND TEACHING
- Prize-winner: A Season, Nov 13, 1987, p.4

METRO MED
- SEE MEDICAL CARE FACILITIES

METRO NORTH COMMUTER RAILROAD CO
- Not quite complete: renovations of SCS station area underway (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.1
- Holdup at SCS railroad station, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
- Easement granted Metro North for new power station, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
- Like the bad old days (edit), Aug 30, 1985, p.6
- Project completed: rehabilitation of SCS train station, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
- Boy electrocuted in accident here, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
- Above average (fares for commuters), Dec 20, 1985, p.1
- System must be fail-safe (edit), Feb 20, 1987, p.6
- Train fire ties up commuters, traffic (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.1
- Any message for Metro North? (ltr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6
- Riders complain of overheated trains, Aug 7, 1987, p.2
- Train for SCS, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
- Minding the gap(s), Dec 31, 1987, p.1
- (Railroad) Track work, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

METROKA, JULES
- Town GOP gears up for elections, Jun 5, 1987, p.11

METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
- MTA promises fresh air on new cars, Jul 19, 1985, p.3
- Builders, buyers, tenants eyeing station area sites, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
- Downtown moratorium eyed; Penn Central has new plan (illus p 8); Jan 30, 1987, p.1
- Minding the gap(s), Dec 31, 1987, p.1
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METSELAAR, BARBARA
   What? You want to plan a Xmas vacation now? (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
   B S Metselaar named life member, (Nat'l Institute of Certified Travel Agents), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
METZ, DOUG
   Sidewalk sale set for next weekend, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
METZ, DOUG III
   Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1989, p.4
METZ, DOUGLAS
   Downtown office building sold, Dec 13, 1985, p.1
METZ, MARGE
   Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6
METZGER, ROBERT (AU)
   Why curtail valuable (car rental) service? (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6
METZGER, ROBERT (AU)
   Suggestion about Central (ltr), Jun 20, 1986, p.6
   Bring back the old shops (ltr), Apr 17, 1987, p.6
MEURLING, SUSAN
   Schools urged to shift computer education focus (photo), Feb 9, 1985, p.1
   Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 0%, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
MEYER, ARTHUR
   Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4
MEYER, CLAUDE
   Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
MEYER, CLAUDE (DR)
   Dr. C J Meyer dies, Aug 9, 1985, p.14
MEYER, HENRY (DR)
   Radon survey (finds radon in soil of Winston property), Nov 27, 1987, p.1
MEYER, J EDWARD
   Sobol among finalists for top state post, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
   Sobol elected education commissioner (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1
MEYER, M C (REV)
   A glorious Easter (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.16
   Spirit of giving thriving here, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
MEYER, MERLIN (REV)
   Rotary ready to admit its first woman member, Jul 17, 1987, p.1
   Top Rotary honors for "the Rev" (M C Meyer) (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.2
   Rotary honor for Rev M C Meyer is 13th for local club, Oct 30, 1987, p.2
   Two more Rotarians: D Ferraro, I Wilson (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.8
MEYER, MICHELE
   Literary collaboration (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.16
MEYER, PETER
   Historically speaking: SHS band 51 years old (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.5
MEYER, ROBERT
   Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
MEYERS, BARNETT (DR)
   Psychiatric clinic for those over 60 (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.14
MEYERS, HAROLD
   H C Meyers dies, Nov 8, 1985, p.18
MEYERS, HOBERT
   How big is big? (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.22
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MEYERS, LYNNE
  Heathcote PTA holds book fair, election, May 3, 1985, p.20
  School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
  Dr R L DuPont urges parents to set firm limits, Oct 30, 1987, p.1

MEYERS, RAY
  Library union gets fact-finder's support, Apr 18, 1986, p.1

MEYERS, WILLIAM (DR)
  Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

MIANO, MAURY
  Staff changes (in EMT schools), Sep 4, 1987, p.11

MICHALIAN, JOYCE
  W F Olson heads history group, Dec 4, 1987, p.16

MICHALSON, CLAUDIA
  Local woman C Michalson appointed VP, Aug 9, 1985, p.2

MICHEL, FERN
  Fairs that were lots better than fair (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.10

MICHELS, ROBERT (DR-AU)
  No one chooses mental illness (edit), Mar 5, 1987, p.7

MICHELS, HAROLD (AU)
  First-class reporting (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6

MICHELS, THELMA
  Large Westchester delegation attends Hadassah convention (list), Aug 29, 1986, p.8

MICHETTI, TRISHA
  Hark! The Herald Angels sing (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.26

MICKEL, JOHN (DR)
  Minds flourish at (NY Botanical Garden (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Aug 14, 1987, p.9

MIDDLE AGES
  Fox Meadow recalls medieval life (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.16

MIDDLE EAST
  Mideast synopsis (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

MIDTBO, HAROLD (DR)
  Dr H Midtbo honored by New York seminary, Jun 5, 1987, p.20

MIDWESTCHESTER YM-YWHA
  SEE YM-YWHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER

MIHAYL, VICTOR
  V B Mihayl dies, Nov 8, 1985, p.18

MIKOVITS, TOM
  Passing muster (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.1

MILAND, DANIEL
  SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

MILBAER, MARTIN (AU)

MILDE, BENJAMIN
  More on PRC football (ltr), Nov 7, 1986, p.6
  Some coaches are to blame (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6

MILDE, PAULINE
  Heathcote holds health fair (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.16
  SHS fair conveys health realities, Nov 27, 1987, p.20

MILES, JOAN (DR)
  Computer courses focus on software (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title and Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MILES, MARALYN</td>
<td>Y nasEs M Miles ballet mistress (photo), Sep 6, 1985, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILHORAT, IDA</td>
<td>Thomas' fate still undecided, Feb 15, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thomas is Vermont-bound, Mar 15, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILHORAT, THOMAS</td>
<td>No decision yet on fate of dog Thomas, Jan 18, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thomas is Vermont-bound, Mar 15, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLAN, BARBARA</td>
<td>B K Millan dies, Aug 9, 1985, p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLARD, OLIVIA</td>
<td>Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, ANN</td>
<td>Vets' tax break voted down at Village Board meeting, Feb 15, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fox Meadow first graders help needy (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Victim of fall, R Miller, 'fair', Nov 22, 1985, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miller in Red Cross post, Oct 23, 1987, p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, BURTON (DR)</td>
<td>White Plains Hospital medical staff elects new leadership, Jan 25, 1985, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, CATHERINE</td>
<td>8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, CLAIRE</td>
<td>Newly-hatched (photo), May 30, 1986, p.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, COURTNEY</td>
<td>Trouble in Toothopolis (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not for people only (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, DANIEL (DR)</td>
<td>Local man (Dr D G Miller)’s novel gives inside view of medicine (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, DANIEL (DR-AU)</td>
<td>'Dr. Nyren. It's about Maria' (edit), Jun 5, 1987, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, EDITH</td>
<td>Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, ELAINE</td>
<td>8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, ELEAH</td>
<td>Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (map), Oct 20, 1987, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, FAITH</td>
<td>Boulder Brook auctioned off, Oct 3, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, FRANK</td>
<td>New redistricting wrinkle has Edgewood up in arms, Feb 14, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, HELENE</td>
<td>Correction: Names of H Miller, Rabbi L Nadelmann omitted from Progress Ed article, Feb 7, 1986, p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, HENRY</td>
<td>Koe unto lawyers who haa it up (edit), May 17, 1985, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, HENRY (AU)</td>
<td>For who exists the law? (1tr), Feb 1, 1985, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, JAN</td>
<td>Lively language lessons await Thai teenagers (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, JOHN</td>
<td>Lively language lessons await Thai teenagers (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MILLER, JOHN continued
- Company 2 (Scs Volunteer Fire Dept) names new leadership (list), Apr 11, 1985, p.2

MILLER, KAREN
- Crimebusters at SHS find new course arresting (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.6
- Chemistry grant to K Miller, Oct 4, 1985, p.14

MILLER, KAREN (AU)
- Fireman in the classroom (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6

MILLER, KIM
- Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; add1 photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

MILLER, MARK
- Don't replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1

MILLER, MARY CAROL
- Please DO feed the bears (photo; list), Aug 22, 1986, p.5

MILLER, MARY CAROL (TO)
- Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

MILLER, MELVIN
- Drugs, homeless, court reform among assemblyman's concerns (photo) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.2

MILLER, MICHAEL
- EMT student M Miller wins PTA award, Apr 19, 1985, p.10
- Community service award (to M Miller), May 31, 1985, p.10
- New schools chief Dr R D Hibsman signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

MILLER, MIDGE (AU)
- She was trapped in Scs (ltr), Nov 15, 1985, p.6

MILLER, MORGAN (AU)
- Cluster housing opposed (ltr), Jan 9, 1987, p.6

MILLER, PATTY LANE-
- See LANE-MILLER, PATTY

MILLER, RICHARD
- Camera man injured in accident at game, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
- Victim of fall, R Miller, 'fair', Nov 22, 1985, p.5

MILLER, ROBERT
- Minister Rev P S Washburn writes and directs play (photo; list), Jun 6, 1986, p.14

MILLER, RONALD
- (GBH) Budget process begins, Feb 5, 1988, p.12

MILLER, ROWLAND
- The jubilee (at IHM) begins (photo), May 8, 1987, p.2

MILLER, SCOTT
- Lively language lessons await Thai teenagers (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.6

MILLER, SEYMOUR (DR)
- Thomas' fate still undecided, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
- Y adds program, plans expansion (photo) (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.16

MILLER, SHIRLEY
- Swimmers want cleaner pool, Aug 7, 1987, p.3

MILLER, SOHGRA
- Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1

MILLER, THOMAS
- SHS graduate W Safian slain in San Francisco (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
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MILLER, WENDY
They'll be voting in November (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.5
Lively language lessons await Thai teenagers (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.6

MILLER, WILLIAM
District bids Sobol hail and farewell, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Committee formed to pick Bowl winner, Oct 9, 1987, p.5
School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
Because of redistricting, four (B Hudgins, R Golden, L Mercein, J Steger) must resign from SBNC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3

MILLS, DONNA
J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for seat on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p.9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1

MILLSTEIN, ANDREW
Fence at Boulder Brook approved, Jun 19, 1987, p.3

MILMAN, HARVEY (AU)
To camp? (or not) to camp (edit), May 29, 1987, p.7

MILMAN, JORDAN
Bicentennial bash (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.12

MILNES, SHERRILL
Let me call you sweetheart (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1

MILNITZ, DAVID
China Digs dance spectacular will debut at EMT High (list), May 23, 1986, p.11

MILSTEIN, ANDREW
Law partner A R Milstein elected, Jul 11, 1986, p.2

MILSTEIN, DAVID
STEP needs more help (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6

MILSTEIN, DAVID (AU)
Unbeatable tea (for Jr High Rec nights) (ltr), Mar 20, 1987, p.6
Letter to David Gavrin (ltr), Mar 18, 1986, p.6

MILSTEIN, HARK
Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1986, p.8

MILSTEIN, NANCY
Thanks all around (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
Youth counselors advise parents on dealing effectively with teenagers, Nov 7, 1986, p.3
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
In search of perfection: quest begins for Sobol's successor, May 29, 1987, p.1
PT Council plans new program (Education '87 Supp), Aug 20, 1987, p.3
What's your drug intelligence quotient? (quiz), Sep 18, 1987, p.12

MILSTEIN, NANCY (AU)
Unbeatable tea (for Jr High Rec nights) (ltr), Mar 20, 1987, p.6

MINDICH, MARK
23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

MINDICH, MEL
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1

MINDLIN, EUGENE
E S Mindlin dies, Feb 12, 1988, p.14

MINER, CAROL
Tuthill to leave district; new business head named (photo), May 30, 1986, p.11
Sophomores will retain exemption from gym classes, Jun 13, 1986, p.11
No change for now in (EHS) phys ed grading, Sep 25, 1987, p.13
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MINER, KEN
  Feldsman to head school board, Jul 4, 1986, p.8
MINER, KENNETH
  Teacher K P Miner at workshop, Jul 31, 1987, p.8
MINER, ROBIN
  Crafty kids (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.9
MINIATURE OBJECTS
  Dollhouses, miniatures on display at SCS library (photo), Jan 4, 1985, p.2
MINISTER, ROY
  Ad agency names resident R Minister, Sep 6, 1985, p.5
MINISTER, ARTHUR
  Town plans to improve courthouse, Dec 5, 1986, p.13
  (SBH) Courthouse construction begins soon, Sep 18, 1987, p.10
MIND, DIANA
  Real property tax reform receive mixed reaction from owners of co-ops, May 9, 1986, p.11
MINSTER, MARY ANN
  M A Minster gets managerial post at NBC (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.15
MINTON, BARBARA (AU)
  Praise for riding club (ltr), Mar 20, 1987, p.6
MINTON, JOHN
  Test ban endorsed; higher (parking) fees opposed, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
MIRA, EFTEKHAR
  Baskin-Robbins fined for employing kids, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
MIROCHIK, JIM
  SSMT will produce 'Connecticut Yankee', May 6, 1987, p.1
  Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
MIRVILLE, CAROLE
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
MISHIRO, KEITA
  Day camp is one answer to parents' dilemmas (photo; cont p 14), Jul 18, 1986, p.6
MISSILES
  SEE US-DEFENSE
MISSING PERSONS
  Dead man identified as SCS resident P Cornell, Sep 6, 1985, p.4
  Legally dead (Roaers, who disappeared in 1980), Oct 18, 1985, p.1
  Case closed: C R Roaer to be declared legally dead, Jun 7, 1986, p.1
  Case solved: Roaers family's attempts to find Roaers lead to solution of other missing persons case, Jun 7, 1986, p.1
  No one case looking for me (edit), Aug 22, 1986, p.7
MISSIONARIES
  SHS graduates D Garff, M Bench to be missionaries (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.14
  SHS graduate W Freedman to be missionary in Chile, Jun 19, 1987, p.12
MITCHELL, BONNIE
  Decorative dancers (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.19
  Auxiliary leaders (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.12
  Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
  Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
  'Connecticut Yankee' is both a first and a last for SSMT (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.1
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
MITCHELL, CAROLINE
  Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1
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MITCHELL, CAROLINE continued

Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1

MITCHELL, ELIZABETH

Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1
Nat Habib: SCS's suaaer music man (photo p.10), Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A Graduation *86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

MITCHELL, LINDSAY

A sense of the instruoent (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.8

MITCHELL, MICHAEL

Crucial test for SSMT, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
SSMT faces uncertain future, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Summer theater seeking new director (Wendy Dubbs elected president; (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.3
Tony Ross is new SSMT director (photo p.1); Dec 11, 1987, p.21

MITCHELL, REUBEN

Edna Scott, library benefactor, dead at 93, May 23, 1986, p.1

MITCHELL, ROWLAND (DR)

Referendum set on BOCES building, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

MITCHELL, ROWLAND JR (AU)

BOCES referendum next week (ltr), Sep 25, 1987, p.6

MITCHELL, ROWLAND JR (DR)

SCS schools part of a revolution in special ed, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
SCS resident Dr R Mitchell Jr named to BOCES, Jul 19, 1985, p.2
Boches re-elects Mitchell (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.17
BOCES board re-elects Dr R L Mitchell Jr, May 22, 1987, p.16

MITCHELL, ROWLAND JR (DR-AU)

BOCES' role in proposed high school, Jan 10, 1986, p.7

MITRIKIS, JEAN

Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11

MITRIAKOS, ALEX

Center's friends gather at twilight (photo), May 23, 1986, p.10

MITRIAKOS, JEAN

Center's friends gather at twilight (photo), May 23, 1986, p.10

MITTIN, AMANDA

The focus of all eyes (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.16

MIZER, ED

Do something for the homeless? Sure, but not in ay backyard!, Feb 27, 1987, p.9

MOBILE TELEPHONES

SEE CELLULAR RADIO

MOCIA, ALICIA

Divisions eae over gifted, talented program, Jan 17, 1986, p.13

MOCIA, MARY


MODELS, FASHION

Chance meeting leads to modeling job for J B Gordon (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.9
SHS graduate B Curran is a model coach (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.6
Model teacher R Silvera's success formula: scholarshick (photo; addl photo p22), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
Models meet seniors for charity (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.18

MOZELEWSKI, JOHN

Mercy College aide: J Moelewski, Dec 5, 1986, p.16

MOELLER, CINDY

Pearlman to leave (ESH), Feb 27, 1987, p.9
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MOELLER, CINDY continued
EHS sports and sportsmen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11
(Sports) Realignment will mean little change for EHS, Feb 17, 1988, p.11

MOFFA, MARGARET
He's teaching 'The Way' his way in village (photo), Aug 23, 1985, p.6

MOFFITT, JOSEPH
New plan sends all sixth graders to junior high, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo addl photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

MOHEN, GIRARD
Heathcote children introduced to woodwind instruments, Nov 22, 1985, p.20

MOHIT, MASTRAN
Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10

MOHR, MARTIN
Binky Award goes to A Dalton, T McQuigan, M Mohr (list), Jun 17, 1987, p.10

MOLAMPY, ALICE
Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Happy 210th, Carl, May 29, 1987, p.14

MOLANDER, MARIAN
Twenty-six days to kickoff (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.2
United Way campaign to open with dinner (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.1
United Way dinner launches drive (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Hitchcock okay's sanctuary plan; to cost $3.2 M, Apr 10, 1987, p.1

MOLDOFF, JO ELLEN
Signifer inducts 76 (list), Oct 30, 1987, p.15

MOLDOFF, JO-ELLEN
Art gallery in an SHS kitchen (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.18

MOLE, LOUISE
L H Mole dies, Mar 18, 1988, p.20

MOLEN, MARTON
DAR names winners of essay contest (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.25
Winners of the DAR American History Essay Contest (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.8
Local student S Solio wins state prize (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.9
Graduation at St Pius (list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.18

MOLEY, RICHARD
Rape charge dropped against local man H G Brauner, Jun 28, 1985, p.2

MOLIN, ELLA
Do something for the homeless? Sure, but not in my backyard! Feb 27, 1987, p.9
A tale of two towns (SCS and BBH) (1tr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

MOLINARI, KEN

MOLISANI, (MRS)
Bizarre Bazaar benefits area homeless; Helping hands (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12

MOLISANI, ELIZABETH
Board to curb dogs, Dec 20, 1985, p.13
(EMT) School board looks at AIDS, Nov 13, 1987, p.15

MOLLER, ALLAN
Hearing held in bankruptcy case, Feb 1, 1985, p.11
Town roomer law meets obstacles, Feb 8, 1985, p.10
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MOLLER, ALLAN continued
   Town agrees to return $80,000, Sep 20, 1985, p.11
   Court rulings are pending in (EHT) ban on satellite dish antenna, May 29, 1987, p.11
   Paul Agresta assures post a GBH town attorney today, Aug 21, 1987, p.9

MOLLOY, DAVID
   D J Molloy dies, Mar 22, 1985, p.14

MOLLOY, TRACY
   Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1

MOLOFF, RONALD (DR)
   Office building approved, Mar 8, 1985, p.11

MOLOT, DAVID
   Whooping it up to beat the band (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.1
   Student aid to cancer fund drive (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.15

MOLOT, JONATHAN
   Outstanding: J Molot (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.5

MOLZAHN, ALBERT
   A E Molzahn dies, Aug 2, 1985, p.17

MONAHAN, GINNY
   Cancer Society names G Monahan director, May 15, 1987, p.2

MONETT, DIAHNE
   Artists' (G C Newman, D Monett) works to be exhibited at bank (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.2
   Forty works in SCS art show (photo; list), Jan 9, 1987, p.4

MONK, ELLEN
   PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
   Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

MONK, JOANNA
   Well done! (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.28

MONTAGUE, ANGELA
   Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
   Pressboard: Profile of A Montague, STEP student from Tennessee, Jan 18, 1985, p.18
   Scholarship for STEP program to memorialize K Rosenberg, Feb 8, 1985, p.3
   STEP seeking public support, Apr 26, 1985, p.3
   STEP needs more help (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
   It's graduation day for SCS seniors, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
   SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 22, 1985, p.1
   SCS to welcome STEP student R Booker (Education '87 Supp), Aug 20, 1987, p.2
   STEP student A Montague's SCS homecoming (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.12

MONTELEONE, ANTHONY
   A M Monteleine dies, Jan 22, 1988, p.14

MONTGOMERY ROAD PROPERTY
   DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

MONTGOMERY, JAMES (DR)
   Dr J R Montgomery dies, Jun 26, 1987, p.12

MONTGOMERY, JANET LIVINGSTON
   Sleepy Hollow Restorations renamed Historic Hudson, Oct 30, 1987, p.2

MONTRESSOR, SUZANNE
   Dimensional Whimsy (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.4

MOODY'S INVESTORS SERVICE
   District to pay 6.125X on bonds, May 15, 1987, p.1

MOODY'S INVESTORS' SERVICE
   AAA rating helps village sell bonds, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
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MOODY'S INVESTORS' SERVICE continued
- Prudent management (edit), Aug 8, 1986, p.6

MOODY, KATE
- Administrators divvy up duties, Sep 26, 1986, p.13

MOONEY, ALICE
- Road block ahead (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.1

MOONEY, ANNE
- A T Mooney dies, Nov 21, 1986, p.16

MOONEY, MICHAEL
- Close call for SCS squirrel (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.5
- Company 2 (SCS Volunteer Fire Dept) names new leadership (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.2

MOONEY, NINA
- Arthur Manor elects leaders, Jul 3, 1987, p.5

MOONIE, LIANA
- Local artist L Moonie's painting receives national award, Apr 26, 1985, p.23
- Art show winners (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.9
- SCS Art Assn awards prizes (list), Nov 29, 1985, p.8
- Two SCS painters, L Moonie, H Pasternack, win national awards, Mar 20, 1987, p.2
- SCS artist L Moonie featured (photo), May 15, 1987, p.4
- Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2

MOORE, BILL
- Summerize: air condition and insulate (Home Supp), Apr 10, 1987, p.8

MOORE, CHARLOTTE
- Honorees of Mt Holyoke Club of Westchester (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.9

MOORE, DAVID
- FIRST elects two from SCS (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.2

MOORE, ELIZABETH
- Soaring health insurance rates may cost schools $1.5 million, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

MOORE, GERALDINE
- Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6

MOORE, GLADYS
- G Moore dies, Jan 17, 1986, p.16

MOORE, JEANNIE
- Computer courses focus on software (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.9

MOORE, MARY
- Apollo saxophonist M Harris finds faith and harmony (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.12

MOORE, PAUL
- Village Officials Assn asks state reform on insurance, Nov 29, 1985, p.14

MOORE, REBECCA
- Students see many faces of America (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.7

MOOTABAR FAMILY
- Another view of Iran (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6

MOOTABAR, HAMID (DR)
- Iranians unveil allegiance to three cultures (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.6

MOOTABAR, NAVID
- Iranians unveil allegiance to three cultures (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.6

MOOTABAR, RAHA
- Iranians unveil allegiance to three cultures (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.6

MOOTABAR, SHAHNAZ
- Iranians unveil allegiance to three cultures (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.6
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MORAL EDUCATION

Sobol affirms need for moral education, Apr 26, 1985, p.1

Should schools provide moral education (edit), Oct 31, 1985, p.7

MORAN, EILEEN (DR)

Director Dr E Moran appointed, Oct 31, 1985, p.9

MORASCO, B ANTHONY

Hearing held in rape case, Mar 22, 1985, p.5

MOREHOUSE, ELLEN

State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3

MORELAND COMMISSION

P Curran appointed by governor (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.1

MORELLO, DANIEL (DR)

Auxiliary supports hospital (photo) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.4

MORENC, AUDREY

Grief work (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.9

MORENO, LESLEY

Grief work (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.9

MORETTI, DANIEL

Two (R Eauft, D Moretti) write legal tomes, Dec 5, 1986, p.22

MORETTI, GERTRUDE (AU)

Amnesty International makes a dent (edit), Aug 22, 1986, p.7

MORETON, LONNE

Nossen dance classes at five sites (photo) (Education 87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.4

MORGAN, BARBARA

Barbara Morgan to be honored (list), Mar 6, 1987, p.10

Celebrated woman: B Morgan (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.11

MORGAN, CAITLIN

Celebrated woman: B Morgan (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.11

MORGAN, ED

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

MORGAN, EDWARD

Club votes change in Unit Meetings, Oct 31, 1985, p.1

Two local judges, J R Herold, V Knaplund, moving up a rank (photo p 20), May 15, 1987, p.1

Vacant judgeship, May 22, 1987, p.1

Committee formed to pick Bowl winner, Oct 9, 1987, p.5

Want to be a judge? (Committee again looking for candidates for judges), Oct 30, 1987, p.1

Homeless crisis topic at hearing on (county) budget, Dec 10, 1987, p.1

Room on the bench, Feb 12, 1988, p.1

MORGAN, J P

Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4

MORGAN, L LLOYD

Celebrated woman: B Morgan (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.11

MORGAN, LANCE

Village justice M Cedarbaum nominated for federal court position (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.1

MORGAN, LOIS

Astronaut J Huffman gets hero's welcome home (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.1

MORGANTHAIL, ROBERT

SCS lawyer B Slotnik defending Goetz (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.1
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MORIARTY, JANE
Fifth graders (at OR) learn about aging (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.15

MORILL, THOMAS
(T W Morill, M L Aquilino) To attend meeting of NY Arthritis Foundation, Dec 31, 1987, p.11

MORISON, JIM
W Green retires from SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 2 (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.2

MORITA, YUKIKO
Art from afar (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

MORLANDER, GERALD
Legal Awareness) for U(oasen) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

MORMONS AND MORMONISM
Missionary A Varley to serve in Italy (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.14

MORRELL HOUSE
Save the Morrell House (ltr), Jul 19, 1985, p.6
High cost of destruction (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6

MORRELLI, GINO
First American entry outsails cataaran fleet (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.6

MORRILL, THOMAS
Arthritis group elects 3 (T Morril, M L Aquilino, Dr B R Mascarenhas), Mar 13, 1987, p.2

MORRIS, DOUG
Season of brotherhood (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6

MORRIS, DOUG (AU)
Expose (and diminish) our differences (edit), Dec 13, 1985, p.7

MORRIS, ELSIE
Stage lights will glow for seniors at Steinberg Center in EHT (photo), Aug 23, 1987, p.9

MORRIS, JOHN
GBH Library featuring cartoonist J Morris (cartoon), Jan 17, 1986, p.13

MORRIS, KEITH
Award-winning photo by K Morris (photo), Jan 19, 1985, p.15

MORRIS, LEWIS
Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Pophaa House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5
Historically speaking: SCS' connection to US Constitution, Sep 18, 1987, p.6
Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

MORRIS, LEWIS (DR)
Nature Center poses major changes (illus), Oct 3, 1986, p.10

MORRIS, MARIANNE
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
Convincing seatbelt evidence (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.30

MORRIS, MARY ANN
Defying odds, Matthew Murphy scores a victory (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.6

MORRIS, RICHARD
Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Pophaa House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5
Correction: R R Livingston, not R Morris held Bible for Washington at inauguration, Dec 31, 1986, p.5
Historically speaking: SCS's monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2

MORRIS, ROBERT
GBH Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11

MORRIS, ROBERTA
Full fall slate for Conservatives, Jun 26, 1987, p.10
Change is issue in GBH Town board contest, Oct 23, 1987, p.13
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MORRIS, ROBERTA continued
Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1997, p.13

MORRISON, ABBY (AU)
She'd rather spend it here (ltr), May 22, 1987, p.6

MORRISON, DONALD
SC3 named to Columbia professorship, Jul 26, 1985, p.5
Science duo apply practical thinking to suburban marriage (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.6

MORRISON, JAMES
Company 2 (Scs Volunteer Fire Dept) names new leadership (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.2

MORRISON, JANET (AU)
Leave wild animals alone! (edit), May 16, 1986, p.7

MORRISON, JIM (REV)
At Baptist installation (of Rev J Morrison) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.14

MORRISON, JIMMIE (REV)
SC3 Baptist names Rev J A Morrison pastor (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.14

MORRISON, PAUL JR (AU)
Reagan tax plan-pro and con (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6

MORRISON, SAMUEL
Local postmaster S Morrison is number one (photo), Jan 25, 1995, p.1
Number one postmaster (edit), Jan 25, 1995, p.6
Complaint about mail service (ltr), Feb 22, 1985, p.6
F Vitalone promoted to postmaster, Dobbs Ferry, Mar 8, 1985, p.4
Postal workers honored for service records (list), Apr 5, 1985, p.4
Postmaster asks help from local dog owners, May 10, 1985, p.21
Parking crunch, Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Village was geared for Gloria; massive clean-up underway (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.1
It's philately month, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Guides were delayed in the mail (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
Seeking access to post office for handicapped, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Postmaster's advice: have mail held or forwarded, Jul 4, 1986, p.3
Driver of the year: A P LePore (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.2
Postmaster S Morrison cited by Naval Reserve, Oct 31, 1986, p.17
Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6
No postal holiday (on Veterans' Day), Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Postal (Service) cuts, Feb 12, 1988, p.1

MORRISON, SAMUEL (AU)
Postmaster's plea (ltr), Jan 23, 1987, p.6

MORRISON, SHERI
Science duo apply practical thinking to suburban marriage (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.6

MORRIS, JAMES
Local man J R Morrissey is promoted (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.10

MORSE, ALAN
Radio network for blind elects local man A R Morse to board (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.2

MORSE, GARY
Tennis player G Morse selected for trip to China, Apr 11, 1986, p.16

MORSE, IRIS
Seven nominated for EMT school board, Jan 31, 1986, p.11
Teachers' pet (programs) (photo), May 30, 1986, p.10
Installed: PTSA officers (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.9

MORSE, SAM
At Miss Covington's, ladies still wear white gloves (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.24
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MORSE, THEODORE
Board of Education elects B Cunningham president (photo; list), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

MORTALITY
Some thoughts on mortality (edit), Mar 11, 1986, p.7

MORTGAGES
Home mortgage review (edit), May 30, 1986, p.7
Quick--what's a second mortgage? (edit), Nov 21, 1986, p.7

MORTIMER, CHARLIE
Historically speaking: Additional monuments in SCS (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

MORTOLA, EDWARD
J Schwartz on task force, Oct 30, 1987, p.15

MORTOLA, EDWARD (DR)
Pace head Dr E J Mortola honored, Dec 24, 1986, p.2

MORZELLO, ANDREW
W F Olson heads history group, Dec 4, 1987, p.16

MOSBLECH, DENNIS
(Volunteer) Fire company ($3) names officers, Sep 25, 1987, p.3

MOSBLECH, JESSICA
STEP student A Montague's SCS homecoming (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.12

MOSCA, ANTHONY
Playland manager E R Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2

MOSEH, PETER
Attempted theft (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.11
Alien Big Brother: P Mosen (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.4

MOSER, LINDA
Still considering (path on Griffen), Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
PT Council plans new program (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Two go to polls in second vote (for Unit F, School Board Nominating Committee), Jan 29, 1988, p.3

MOSER, MARVIN (DR)
MD M Moser honored for work against hypertension, May 10, 1985, p.5
Cholesterol and what to do about it, May 17, 1985, p.12
Wisconsin doctors honor M Moser, Mar 21, 1986, p.2
Two local MD's, M Moser, R Levy, to participate in conference on hypertension, Apr 17, 1987, p.4

MOSER, MARVIN (DR-AU)
You and your health: Fitness, Jan 18, 1985, p.11
You and your health: Strokes, Feb 15, 1985, p.5

MOSES, ELISABETH
E D Moses dies, Aug 16, 1985, p.10

MOSES, JOHN (DR)
Medical insurance that makes sense (edit), Dec 6, 1985, p.7
Malpractice madness must stop (edit), Jun 7, 1986, p.7

MOSES, TRUDY
Marvelous musicians of Greenacres (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.12
Marvelous musicians (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.18
Green knight comes to Greenacres (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.19
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MOSHER, HELEN
  H L Mosher dies, Nov 22, 1985, p.22

MOSKOWITZ, ADDIE
  Secret Garden opens its doors in White Plains, Dec 31, 1986, p.3

MOSKOWITZ, ANDREW (AU)
  Public drinking ban opposed (ltr), Feb 27, 1987, p.6
  Iraq did it (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6

MOSKOWITZ, AVRAHAM
  No decision in (C F Darlington III) immigration case, Mar 20, 1987, p.11

MOSKOWITZ, CAROL
  Resident C Moskowitz joins realty firm here (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.3
  C Moskowitz, C Herz join Van Wert (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.16
  Correction: photos of C Moskowitz, C Herz switched in Oct 24 issue, Oct 31, 1986, p.21

MOSKOWITZ, CAROLE
  GOP to hear Slotnick (Republican Town Committee elects leaders), Oct 9, 1987, p.5

MOSKOWITZ, DAN (MD)
  Local doctors D Moskowitz, D H Goldsmith join staff at St Agnes, Mar 28, 1986, p.4

MOSKOWITZ, DAVID
  Heathcote bridge due for repair (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.1
  1988 starts seen for (Heathcote Rd) bridge repair, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
  High bids threaten plan to rebuild Heathcote bridge, Aug 21, 1987, p.1

MOSKOWITZ, HARVEY
  Firm promotes EMT man H D Moskowitz, Jan 24, 1986, p.10

MOSLANDER, CHARLOTTE
  Survey: Women's income gap in county larger than average in NYS, Nov 29, 1985, p.1

MOSS, ALAN
  Panther, Raider team up for Big Green (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.15

MOSS, ANDREW
  Andrew Moss, 22, picked to run against Hochberg (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.1
  County seat: new face (A Moss) vs long record (A Hochberg) (photo), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
  Moss' proposal seen as sexist (ltr), Oct 2, 1987, p.6
  On teen drug-use, drinking and vandalism, Oct 9, 1987, p.2
  Moss names DioGuardi (honorary campaign chairman) (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.9
  Is Andy Moss serious? (ltr), Oct 16, 1987, p.6
  Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
  Hochberg and Moss find such to agree on, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
  He's proud of Andy Moss (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
  Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p.9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1
  Incumbent legislators are all victorious, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
  Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
  Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

MOSS, ANDREW (AU)
  Prison reform must be pursued (ltr), Oct 9, 1987, p.6

MOSS, ANDY
  GOP candidate A Moss plans clean-up of Bronx River, Aug 28, 1987, p.2

MOSS, BARBARA
  Temple to celebrate anniversaries (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.21

MOSS, JENNIE
  Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12
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MOSS, PATRICIA
Staff member P Moss joins Ragette (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.17

MOSS, RUTH
After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

MOST, ALVIN
Art exhibit (by A E Most) at (Scs National) Bank (illus), Jan 29, 1988, p.2

MOST, GLENN
SHS Bakers are happy with college choices (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.6

MOTHER AND CHILD CENTER
Mother/Child center names K Farber new director, Sep 6, 1985, p.8

MOTHER'S DAY
Double winner (photo), May 9, 1986, p.1

MOTHERS
Non-mother of the year chose to have a baby (photo), May 10, 1985, p.6
Oldest aos: A Cooney (photo), May 15, 1987, p.19

MOTHERS AGAINST DRUNK DRIVING
Anti-DWI efforts to include another roadblock, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Judge's tough stand on DWI criticized by County Court (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Red ribbon campaign, Dec 19, 1986, p.15
Teen club gets grant, May 15, 1987, p.5
Teen cafe returning, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
SEE MOVING PICTURE INDUSTRY

MOVING PICTURE INDUSTRY
Fils biz how-to is slick choice at SAS opener (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.6
Lawyer N Alterman named senior VP of motion picture group (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.9
SEE ALSO MOVING PICTURE INDUSTRY

MOTION PICTURES
Ex-Scarsdalian G Stewart has movie role, Feb 13, 1987, p.12
Video Yearbook (SHS in cable video), Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Fils, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

MOTKO, RICHARD
No exceptions to handicapped parking rule (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.2
Accolades for police officer R Motko (ltr), Feb 22, 1985, p.6
It's little but it runs (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.4
Safety lessons (photo), Jan 17, 1986, p.2
Finest beat the bravest (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.20
A singing invitation (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Commendations, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Six SCS policemen honored at annual awards ceremony (photo), May 22, 1987, p.2
Carrying a torch, May 29, 1987, p.1

MOTL, MARY JANE
School district continues in pursuit of excellence (photo) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1

MOUCHA, DANA
Summer in the village (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.5

MOUNDROUKAS, SAM
Town officials' case against S Moundroukas looks doomed, Jan 8, 1988, p.9
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MOUNDROUKAS, SAM continued
Judge W Walsh dismisses (GBH) officials' case (against S Moundroukas), Jan 15, 1988, p.10

MOUNDROUKAS, SARANTOS
Developer Moundroukas sees victory in $7 million suits, Jan 18, 1985, p.10
Central contractor asks for more time, Nov 8, 1985, p.10
Moundroukas site is nearing completion, Apr 18, 1986, p.11

MOUNDROUKAS, VICKI
Central contractor asks for more time, Nov 8, 1985, p.10
Moundroukas site is nearing completion, Apr 18, 1986, p.11
Town officials' case against S Moundroukas looks doomed, Jan 8, 1983, p.9
Judge W Walsh dismisses (GBH) officials' case (against S Moundroukas), Jan 15, 1988, p.10

MOUNT SAINT URSULA SPEECH CENTER (BRONX, NY)
A gift for (S Iachetta's) teacher, Sister W Danwitz (photo), Jan 29, 1983, p.24

MOVEMENT, THE
War on nuclear weapons at EHS, Jan 22, 1988, p.11

MOVIES
SEE MOVING PICTURES

MOVING PICTURE INDUSTRY
Columbia Pictures promotes ex-resident J M Salzman, Jun 14, 1985, p.8

MOVING PICTURES
SMS grad K Edson has a hit movie (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.2
SCS high grad in running for Oscar, Mar 22, 1985, p.3
Former resident's film will be shot in SCS, Mar 29, 1985, p.4
SMS graduate J Bloo produces science fiction thriller, Aug 30, 1985, p.2
Former resident B Silleck has film on flying (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.5

MOYLE, BRENT
Actuary honor (for B M Mowery), Oct 10, 1986, p.5

MOYLE, JOHN
(EMT) Board (of Ed) pares budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10
Reunited (at EMT alumni tea) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.10

MOYLE, JOHN (DR)
(EMT) High school to cart its refuse, Jan 16, 1987, p.11
Dworkin is new (EMT) board (of Ed) president; new enrichment program adopted, Jul 3, 1987, p.9
Birders spot ordinary and rare at the Christmas count (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.1

MOYLE, JOHN JR (DR)
Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendent, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
Seven nominated for EMT school board, Jan 31, 1986, p.11
Three nominated to EMT school board, Mar 21, 1986, p.11
Three candidates speak at forum, Apr 4, 1986, p.11
EMT Budget approved by 18 votes; J Moyle, P Levin, J Moyle elected to School Board (photo), May 9, 1986, p.10
Tuthill to leave district; new business head named (photo), May 30, 1986, p.11
Sophomores will retain exemption from gym classes, Jun 13, 1986, p.11
Board okays program, Jun 27, 1986, p.11
Feldman to head school board, Jul 4, 1986, p.8
Class of '86 bids EHS a fond adieu at graduation (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.9
New quarters for children's center, Jul 25, 1986, p.9
Bird census, Dec 24, 1986, p.1

MOYLE, JOHN JR (DR-AU)
Dick Maslow's contributions (1lr), Aug 30, 1985, p.6
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MOYLE, POLLY (AU)
Dick Maslow's contributions (ltr), Aug 30, 1985, p.6

MOYLE, ROB
EHS sports and sportsmen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11

MOYLE, ROBIN
Girl Scout troops cited (photo; list), May 31, 1985, p.2
Top scout R Moyle heads for Antarctica (photo), May 31, 1985, p.11
Graduation day marks end of year at EHS for 140 seniors (photo), Jun 29, 1985, p.11
EHS grad experiences two months researching in the frozen south (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.11

MOYLE, WILLIAM
William Moyle, long-time (EMT) district head, dies at 85 (photo), Jun 28, 1987, p.11

MOYLE, WILLIAM (DR)
Graduation day marks end of year at EHS for 140 seniors (photo), Jun 29, 1985, p.11

Moylan, Daniel
Successful fundraiser (for UJA) (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.8

Moylan, Daniel Patrick
Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2
Letter to Sen D P Moynihan (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Village justice M Cedarbaum nominated for federal court position (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Judge Cedarbaum still waiting, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Cedarbaum is confirmed (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Seeking access (to post office for handicapped), Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Winston seeking federal aid in battle over land, Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Village's response, Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Letter to Moynihan, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
A Gore outlines arms-control ideas (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.5

Madelia, Mario
Blowtorches blamed for 2 fires (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.3
Painter's torch starts blaze on Richbell (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.1

MTA
SEE METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Mudd, Evan
Serious business (photo), Oct 24, 1988, p.17

Muhefeld, John
Jts (Boy) Scouts do well in derby, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

Mukerji, Deep (AU)
Scoutmaster B Lilly appreciated (ltr), Jul 5, 1985, p.6

Mulcahy, Daniel
A loving look back at a bit of local history (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.6

Mulcahy, John
A loving look back at a bit of local history (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.6

Mulcahy, Mary (AU)
A loving look back at a bit of local history (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.6

Mulcahy, Richard
A loving look back at a bit of local history (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.6

Mulcahy, Tommy
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

Mulieri, Richard
Baskin-Robbins fined for employing kids, Aug 9, 1985, p.1

Mullen, Geraldine
Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
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MULLEN, GERALDINE (AU)
Big question (Why Fox Meadow?) (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6

MULLER, ELIZABETH
Three (M P Considine, E Muller, C P Abate) promoted by bank (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.2

MULLER, KATHERINE
K Muller dies, Oct 25, 1985, p.20

MULLER, MATTHIAS
Bang! goes Old Bess (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.20

MULLER, ROBERT (DR-AU)
Teenage suicide--heed the warnings (edit), Feb 12, 1988, p.7

MULLER, WILLIAM
W G Muller dies, Mar 21, 1986, p.14

MULLERY, CATHERINE
C Mullery dies, Dec 27, 1985, p.14

MULROY, CHRIS
Turn-around in Greenacres (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.2

MULTER, BARBARA
SHS alumna B Multer publishes book on Dr Ruth (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.2
Correction: Author B Multer the daughter of Mr and Mrs C Greenhouse, Jul 31, 1987, p.2

MUMPER, MARY ANN
DAR at VA Hospital (photo), Sep 6, 1985, p.8

MUNGD, CHERYL
Fire districts plan bargaining strategy, Aug 2, 1985, p.11

MUNICIPAL BONDS
Municipal bonds can spell relief (Business), Mar 1, 1985, p.14

MUNOZ, JEAN
Changes in store for 6th graders at junior high, Jan 23, 1987, p.1

MUNSON, ANN
Memorial Day 1986 (photo), May 30, 1986, p.1
They remember (photo), May 29, 1987, p.1

MUNSON, WILLIS
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

MUNSTEIN, BARBARA
Off the beaten track: unusual courses (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.6

MUNZER, DAVID
AAA rating helps village sell bonds, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
SNB promotes D Munzer, P Brown (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.2

MURACA, FRED
F Muraca dies, Apr 3, 1987, p.12

MURAI, SASCHKO
English for foreign born is offered at institute (photo) (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.24

MURALS
An intra-ural activity (photo), May 22, 1987, p.16

MURCH, JACK
And now, the taste test, Feb 6, 1987, p.18

MURDER
SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

MURDER TRIALS
Judge and lawyer agree Jean Harris should be free, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Lisa Keller acquitted of murder, May 15, 1987, p.3
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MURDICH, JACK
- Greengrocer turned writer J Murdich has first book (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.4
- Marketing with Murdich yields toothsome tips (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.6
- Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

MURDICH, JACK (AU)
- How to be your own greengrocer (edit), Nov 23, 1986, p.7

MURGALDO, LARA
- Before the proa (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.11

MURDOCH, MELVIN
- School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
- To cope or not to cope--and why (edit), Feb 6, 1987, p.7

MURPHY, ALISON
- Mass production (Junior high students make model cars for homeless children) (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.24

MURPHY, BARBARA
- Elementary students meet Ra voyager N Baker, Oct 24, 1986, p.16

MURPHY, CAMILLE
- Mental health program (Abused Spouse Assistance Services) cited, Nov 20, 1987, p.2

MURPHY, GERALD
- Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1

MURPHY, J EMMET
- Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1

MURPHY, JANET
- J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for room on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1

MURPHY, JOHN
- Real estate prices reaching new heights, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
- Village weighing measure to ease parking shortage, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
- Verdict not in yet on parking plan (photo), May 16, 1986, p.1
- Catherine Clark day (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.16
- Ellinghouse & Stacy expands into coop, commercial business, Nov 13, 1987, p.16

MURPHY, JOSEPH
- Iona names scholarship for Joseph M Murphy (photo), May 15, 1987, p.2
- Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

MURPHY, MATTHEW
- Defying odds, Matthew Murphy scores a victory (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.6

MURPHY, PETER
- Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p 9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1

MURPHY, RAYMOND
- Local postmaster S Morrison is number one (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.1
- Complaint about mail service (ltr), Feb 22, 1985, p.6
- Seeking access (to post office for handicapped), Apr 4, 1986, p.1
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MURPHY, SEAN (AU)
- Unforgettable summer (ltr), Aug 22, 1986, p.6

MURPHY, SUZANNE
- Country fun (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.2

MURRAY, CHARLES
- Meanness vs helping hand (edit), Aug 9, 1985, p.7

MURRAY, JAMES
- For humanitarian service (J F Murray receives National Jewish Humanitarian Award (photo)), Dec 18, 1987, p.16

MURRAY, MAURINE
- Village Voices spare no targets (photo; list), May 9, 1986, p.3
- PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
- School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3

MURRAY, MAURINE (AU)
- New school policy backed (ltr), Oct 25, 1985, p.6

MURSTEIN, JOANNA
- Sixth graders: They're still crazy (about camp) after all these years (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.11

MURSTEIN, MARY J
- Advisory committee reports on changes for the gifted, Sep 27, 1985, p.11
- Sixth graders: They're still crazy (about camp) after all these years (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.11

MURSTEIN, MARY J (AU)
- Violence is unacceptable (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6

MURTHY, AKSHAY
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

MUSEUMS
- New trustee Dr D Grunewald named, Mar 22, 1985, p.16
- Marx mansion eyed as potential museum, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
- S Silver elected VP of Jewish Museum (photo), Mar 29, 1985, p.5
- Museum on the Marx estate? (ltr), Mar 29, 1985, p.6
- Museum idea "deserves backing" (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
- Enthusiasm for museum here (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
- Art al fresco, May 31, 1985, p.1
- SCS Natl Bank salutes the Hudson River Museum (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.22
- Insurance problems blocking art display (photo p.8), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
- Fighting city hall (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
- Queens Museum names resident M A Bollella vp (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.2
- Art movement lives, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
- HRM (Hudson River Museum) names Soter, Shulman to aid development drive (photo), Oct 15, 1985, p.19
- Party at SCS home launches fund drive for Hudson Museum (list), Nov 29, 1985, p.14
- (Hudson River) Museum gets director: T S Holman, May 8, 1987, p.4
- Museum grant (B J Rosenshein pledges $50,000 to Hudson River Museum), Jul 31, 1987, p.14
- (S Brendel-Fandich) New Lyndhurst head, Aug 21, 1987, p.8
- Paper collages (by T Hirsch) on exhibit at (Hudson River) museum, Sep 4, 1987, p.12
- J Greene presents plaque to R Brodsky recognizing government support of Hudson River Museum (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.5
- At new (SCS Historical Society) museum shop, gifts galore (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.2

MUSIC
- Doctor's lifetime Rx: music and a good cigar (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.6
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MUSIC FESTIVALS
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1985, p.21

MUSIC SCHOOLS
Hoff-Barthelson plans chamber series, Jan 18, 1985, p.17
Hoff-Barthelson Music school re-elects R Gerloff (list), Feb 1, 1985, p.5
L Calzolari named director of NC Conservatory of Music, Feb 1, 1985, p.9
Hoff-Barthelson to present musical biography of Rossini (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.12
A toast to E Ax, pianist (photo), Mar 8, 1985, p.5
M Plazer leaves music for religion (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.3
Hoff-Barthelson expands offerings (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.24
Hoff-Barthelson Music School names C Hane, S Glick to administrative positions (list), Dec 13, 1985, p.5
Hoff-Barthelson fulfilling musical promise of this fall (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.30
Phonathon for Hoff-Barthelson (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.5
Salutes at a benefit (photo; list), May 23, 1986, p.14
For 35 years, M Helton's made the music school huva (photo), May 30, 1986, p.6
Record year of concerts, 176, reported by Hoff-Barthelson, Jun 6, 1986, p.19
Farewell tribute to musical couple, A Schein and E Carlyss (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.4
New teacher, J R Kroustog, at Hoff-Barthelson, Jun 20, 1986, p.17
Forty-three years of music at Hoff-Barthelson (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.28
Music school names C Hane assistant director (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.14
Suzuki students (photo; list), Nov 21, 1986, p.18
Carlysses return (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.12
Joyce Barthelson dies: co-founded music school (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.1
At Hoff, music for all ages (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.16
Trumpet teacher: Y Klaeen, Feb 27, 1987, p.11
Festival in SCS (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.12
Hoff-Barthelson names 8 (list), May 22, 1987, p.12
Hoff-Barthelson Friends name officers (list), Jun 12, 1987, p.13
Hoff-Barthelson student S Mertl wins new award for composition, Jun 19, 1987, p.13
At Hoff-Barthelson, music for everyone (Education '87 Supp), Aug 29, 1987, p.6
(Hoff-Barthelson Music School building) Not ready for prime time (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.15
Eight join (Hoff Barthelson) music school faculty, Oct 30, 1987, p.21
Dad's day (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.14

MUSIC, POPULAR
Did Madonna cause the national debt? (edit), Nov 15, 1985, p.7

MUSIC-STUDY AND TEACHING
Sitarist C V Ahuja gives lessons at home, Jul 26, 1985, p.4
For a lifetime of enjoyment (1tr), Oct 2, 1987, p.6
Get involved in band (1tr), Oct 16, 1987, p.6

SEE ALSO MUSIC SCHOOLS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Unusual violins displayed at SCS library (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.3
Buying a violin? Caveat emptor (edit), Mar 15, 1985, p.7
Musical children introduced to woodwind instruments, Nov 22, 1985, p.20
Violin maker T D Croen takes first, Jan 30, 1987, p.11
A sense of the instrument (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.9

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS-STUDY AND TEACHING
Sounding good: J Stark, M Berengarten, V Patel, D Tarasiewicz (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.11
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MUSICAL PERFORMANCES
SEE PERFORMING ARTS

MUSICIANS
Carlysses return (photo), Nov 23, 1986, p.12
Music student G Mertl wins $1,500 in talent event, Feb 20, 1987, p.16
SCS pianist wins $1000 Concordia prize, Mar 4, 1987, p.13
SCS violinist E Kang places in contest, Apr 3, 1987, p.14
47 students in all-county (music) festival (list), Apr 3, 1987, p.16
Music at twilight (photo), May 27, 1987, p.11
SHS harp student S Gelber in summer seminar, Aug 14, 1987, p.18
Students C Jung, J Spokes to play in national orchestra (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.15
Harpist A Reinersan to be in Carnegie event, Nov 5, 1987, p.17
In memoriam of teacher N L Church (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.4
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21
Workshop blues (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.16
Apollo saxophonist M Harris finds faith and harmony (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.12
Artist-musician M S Malkis opens exhibition, Mar 11, 1988, p.4
Violinist C Sohn wins top prize (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.13

MUSICIANS-AWARDS
Piano student J Lopez awarded medal, Jan 29, 1988, p.10
MUTTERPERL, DONALD (AU)
   Inflation lives in SCS (lue), Jul 11, 1986, p.5
MUTTERPERL, JOHN
   It’s graduation day for SCS seniors, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
   SCS class of ’85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
MYERS, FRAN
   Four from SCS named to committee for Intl Youth Year, Jan 11, 1985, p.3
MYERS, FRANK
   Like old times for the Class of ’52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2
MYERS, LYNN
   PT Council plans new programs (Education ’87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
MYERS, NAT
   Library Board elects N Myers as president, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
   Library contract ratified, Jun 13, 1986, p.3
   A friend remembered: fund established in name of Dr L Robinson at SCS Public Library (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.2
   Panel explores SCS’s role in responding to homelessness, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
MYERS, NORMA
   Family Counseling benefit (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.3
MYERS, SARAH
   Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
MYERSON, JEAN
   SCS woman J B Myerson heads group that trains dogs to aid disabled, Aug 21, 1987, p.3
MYER, TOBY
   Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7
NACLERIO, LISA
   Cub Scouts deliver toys (list), Dec 20, 1985, p.12
NADBORNY, ADAM
   An intra-ural activity (photo), May 22, 1987, p.16
NADBORNY, FELICIA
   Reading runs in the family (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.3
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NADEL, EDWARD

NADEL, EDWIN
   Nadel opens in HTS office, Sep 6, 1985, p.2
   Former resident E Nadel promoted, Nov 21, 1986, p.12

NADEL, JOAN
   (GBH) Bicentennial celebration begins; Town officials to be sworn in (illus), Jan 8, 1988, p.10

NADEL, ROBERT
   Dish likely to get ok (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11
   Still no decision from ZBH on satellite dish antenna, Dec 27, 1985, p.11
   Town officials' case against S Moundroukas looks doomed, Jan 8, 1988, p.9
   Judge M Walsh dismisses (GBH) officials' case against S Moundroukas, Jan 15, 1988, p.10

NADELMANN, LUDWIG (RABBI)
   Secular humanism decried (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
   A Torah is dedicated (photo), May 10, 1985, p.20
   First interfaith service here unites Jews and Christians (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.1
   Correction: Nees of H Miller, Rabbi L Nadelmann omitted from Progress Ed article, Feb 7, 1986, p.16
   Rabbi L Nadelmann dies (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.1
   Remembering the rabbi (L Nadelmann) (ltr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6

NADELMANN, LUDWIG (RABBI-AU)
   Secularism is neutrality toward all religions (edit), Feb 22, 1985, p.7
   Correction: Secularism is neutrality toward all religions, Feb 22, Mar 1, 1985, p.7
   Rabbi Korzenik supported (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6

NADLER, DANIEL
   Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

NADLER, FLORENCE

NADLER, JAMES
   Anchor Savings opens new office, Nov 29, 1985, p.4

NADLER, MELVIN
   M Nadler dies, Dec 31, 1986, p.13

NAGASAWA, MIZUKI
   Flying high (photo), Oct 25, 1985, p.1

NAGEL, RUTH
   Dead lines (on school district phones), Jun 12, 1987, p.1

NAGLE, ED
   SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

NAGLE, EDMUND
   For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6

NAGLE, RUTH
   SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

NAGLER, REBECCA
   In good voice (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.14

NAFFY, MARSHALL
   Cable hearing set for Nov 6; UA Columbia restores Channel 21, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
   UA Columbia urges franchise extension, promises subscribers 77 channels, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
   Ardsley's refusal to accept cable changes raises issues, Dec 5, 1986, p.13

NAFFY, ROBERT
   Cable hearing set for Nov 6; UA Columbia restores Channel 21, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
   UA Columbia urges franchise extension, promises subscribers 77 channels, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
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NAIFY, ROBERT continued
- Ardsley's refusal to accept cable changes raises issues, Dec 5, 1986, p.13

NAKAMURA, HIROSHI
- SCS United Way exceeds campaign goal, May 9, 1986, p.4

NAKAMURA, KAZUERU
- Taking a chance (photo), Apr 14, 1986, p.11

NAKAMURA, TAKAYUKI
- Senior prom (photo) (Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.4

NAKAZONO, TAKU
- Seely students & Nakazono, H Zoulias contest winners, Dec 27, 1985, p.11

NAMES
- (Inquirer's) Name policy resented (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6

NAMES, PERSONAL
- Historically speaking: History of personal names, Dec 13, 1985, p.6

NAHNARONE, NIRO
- Local priest, Rev S Sandberg, teacher, S Taylor, to visit Nicaragua, Jul 28, 1987, p.9

NAPOLITANO, TODD
- Raiders lose in bowl; end season at 8-1 (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.1
- Letter winners (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.27

NAPOLITANO, TODD (AU)
- We are all a team (ltr), Nov 8, 1985, p.6

NARDECCHIA, EILEEN
- Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

NARDECCHIA, LARRY
- GBH will undertake the repair of Crane Pond, Sep 6, 1985, p.11
- Pond dredging gets stuck in the mud, Oct 25, 1985, p.13
- Pond to be ready by Xmas, Dec 13, 1985, p.12
- Opposition is voiced to Fort Hill subdivision, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
- No decision by board on Fort Hill subdivision, Sep 5, 1986, p.12
- Residents stuck in the middle of town-developer square-off, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
- Drive (upper Healy Ave South) is drivable again, Oct 16, 1987, p.11

NARINGS, RHODA (DR)
- SCS MD R S Narins chairs section, Mar 20, 1987, p.2
- Dermatologist Dr R S Narins delivers paper, Jun 19, 1987, p.13

NASA
- SEE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMIN

NASATIR, KIMBERLY
- The focus of all eyes (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.16

NASH, HELEN
- H S Nash dies, Dec 27, 1985, p.14

NASH, IRVIN
- Good senior citizens (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.9

NAST, THOMAS
- Nast's Yule drawings to be shown at museum, Dec 5, 1986, p.22
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NASTASI, ALDO
Anatomy of a drunk-driving case: How the justice system doesn't work (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.1

NATHAN, ELISE
E N Nathan appointed V P of finance in AFP Imaging of WC, Jan 12, 1985, p.9

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMIN
NASA postpones Challenger flight for astronaut J Hoffman, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Astronaut J Hoffman gets hero's welcome home (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.1

NATIONAL ARBOR DAY FOUNDATION
Tree City: Natl Arbor Day Foundation names SCS 'Tree City USA' (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.1
High praise for departing (Village Board) officials (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1

NATIONAL ASSN OF CORPORATE & PROFESS RECRUITERS
Local executive A Stern heads society of recruiters, Nov 22, 1985, p.30

NATIONAL CENTER FOR HEALTH STATISTICS
20% of seniors use community service (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.15

NATIONAL CLIMATE CENTER-ASHEVILLE, N C
Observing SCS's weather with a birdhouse and milk can, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE DOCUMENTATION
Scs aan E Healey to head national trade council, Nov 29, 1985, p.3

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE SERVICE CORPS
Scarsdalian A S Spindel to direct program recruiting retirees for teaching (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.4

NATIONAL FAMILY WEEK
Cherished gifts (ltr), Nov 20, 1987, p.6

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J G Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

NATIONAL JEWISH CENTER FOR IMMUNOLOGY, RESP MED
For humanitarian service (J F Murray receives National Jewish Humanitarian Award (photo), Dec 18, 1985, p.16

NATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK
Teachers, parents read aloud as schools mark Natl Library Week (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.16
Schools celebrate reading aloud week (list), May 1, 1987, p.20

NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS
SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR MOTHERS
Non-mother of the year chose to have a baby (photo), May 10, 1985, p.6

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR VICTIM'S ASSISTANCE
Herrin denied parole, Jun 20, 1986, p.1

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN
Men elected to board of NOW (list), Jul 5, 1985, p.5
Survey: Women's income gap in county larger than average in NYS, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
NOW to honor Scs woman V Stein (list), Apr 18, 1986, p.2
P Ingrassia Elected by NOW, Jul 3, 1987, p.8

NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES
Historically speaking: SCS needs a preservation law, Jan 30, 1987, p.5

NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL
Safe driver of the year: J Cappellino (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.5

NATURALIZATION
A day for stars and stripes (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.5
New citizens (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.3

NATURE CONSERVANCY-LOWER HUDSON CHAPTER
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1986, p.1
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NATURE STUDY
- EMS grad experiences two months researching in the frozen south (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.11

NAU, CHARLOTTE
- SCS faces 11% cut in aid, Feb 13, 1987, p.1

NAUGHTON, FRANK
- Summar music theater is going independent, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
- Summer theater seeking new director (Wendy Dubbs elected president) (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.3
- Tony Ross is new SSMT director (photo p 1), Dec 11, 1987, p.21

NAUGHTON, FRANK
- Maroon and White seeks members; (officers listed), Oct 16, 1987, p.13

NAUGHTON, JAMES
- Coapany 2 (Scs Volunteer Fire Dept) names new leadership (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.2

NAUGHTON, JEANNE
- Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1

NAUGHTON, JOHN
- Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
- Maroon and White seeks members; (officers listed), Oct 16, 1987, p.13

NAWROCKI, MARYA
- M Nawrocki dies, Aug 8, 1986, p.14

NAZEMIAN, JOHN
- Heathcote mansion coming down, Jan 17, 1986, p.5

NAZI WAR CRIMINALS
- Bring Nazi criminals to justice (edit), Feb 21, 1986, p.7
- Nazi war criminals exploit US laws (edit), Jun 26, 1987, p.7

NEA
- SEE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSN

NEAFIE, HELEN
- H B Neafie dies, Mar 1, 1985, p.18

NEAL, SUE
- Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

NEALE, DAVID
- Drake-Edgewood favors plan to lease house to homeless (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
- New bosses (for SCS Government Day) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5

NEALE, J HENRY

NEALE, J HENRY JR
- Parkway project faces new delays, May 2, 1986, p.1
- Like old times (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.3
- Like old times (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.3
- Neale heads panel to oversee closing of Croton Point landfill (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.5
- Drake-Edgewood favors plan to lease house to homeless (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
- Chase Park project, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
- Ribbon-cutting time (at Chase Park) (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.3

NEALE, LAURA
- Trouble in Toothopolis (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.19
- Like old times (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.3

NEALE, LAURA (AU)
- AFS creates lasting ties (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6

NEALE, SUE
- Book Fair at library tomorrow (photo), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
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NEALE, SUE continued
   Bibliomania RX: double dose of local book fair (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.6
   School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
   Library offers videotape service, Dec 31, 1987, p.2

NEALE, SUSAN
   File, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

NEARY, ROBERT
   Lisa Keller acquitted of murder, May 15, 1987, p.3

NECKTIES
   The ties that bind—men and women (edit), Sep 27, 1985, p.7

NEE, DANIEL
   Santa and crew visit IHM (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.8

NEE, SHARON
   Big day for (Girl) scouts (photo; list), Mar 20, 1987, p.3
   American tall tales (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.1

NEEDLEMAN, KAREN
   Wounded intruder may plead guilty to burglary charge (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.1
   Plea expected in Claremont burglary case, Feb 1, 1985, p.1

NEGISHI, HAYATO
   Woodlands Junior High math team to host interscholastic mathematics event (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12

NEGROES
   SEE BLACKS

NEILL, JESSIE

NELSON, ALVA
   Playing tribute (to Dr Martin Luther King Jr) (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11

NELSON, LESTER
   Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

NEHLICH, ALAN
   County honors Regan head A D Newlich, May 8, 1987, p.2
   Correction: A F Westin article accompanied by photo of A D Newlich, May 15, 1987, p.2
   Rotary names local man A D Neelich (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.3

NEHLICH, NANCY
   Fox Meadow secretary M Marsh feted (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.22

NEREAU, CLAUDIA
   Y names C N Nereau aquatic director, Jun 21, 1985, p.2

NESOFF, ELIZABETH SHECK-
   SEE SHECK-NESOFF, ELIZABETH

NESOFF, MARK
   Mystery surrounds cause of fire on Blvd (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.1
   Local man M Nesoff made partner, Feb 20, 1987, p.2
   25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3
   Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1

NESOFF, NANCY
   Mystery surrounds cause of fire on Blvd (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.1

NESOFF, NANCY SHECK-
   SEE SHECK-NESOFF, NANCY

NETANYAHU, BENJAMIN
   Israel's ambassador to the UN, B Netanyahu, will speak here on terrorism (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.3
   Israeli ambassador B Netanyahu: Courage needed to combat terrorism, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
NETTLETON, JOHN
Offer to house homeless here draws criticism, Nov 20, 1986, p.1
Proposed shelter for family to be topic of meeting, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Drake-Edgewood favors plan to lease house to homeless (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Approval seen near for rental of 2 Drake to homeless family, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
Village Board okays lease of 2 Drake Road for homeless family, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Family approved (for 2 Drake house), May 1, 1987, p.1
Eager to help (homeless family at 2 Drake), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Shelter renewal (for house at 2 Drake), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

NETTLETON, JOHN (AU)
In Westchester, hopelessness grows (edit), Aug 8, 1986, p.7

NEUMAN, MRS JOHN
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

NEUMAN, JOHN
Erskine, triathlon chief, is honored by St Agnes (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.11
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

NEUMAN, NANCY
Debate about debates (1tr), Mar 13, 1987, p.6

NEUMANN, MARGARET
H M Neumann dies, Aug 21, 1987, p.8

NEUROSURGONS
Leading neurosurgeons gather in SCS, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Study in contrasts (edit), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
International pact, Aug 15, 1986, p.1

NEUTHALER, HOWARD
Seven EMT seniors are Merit Seaifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.12
Cua Laude inducts 13, Sep 25, 1987, p.12

NEW ORCHESTRA OF WESTCHESTER
(M Kaufman) On the board (of New Orchestra of Westchester), Feb 12, 1988, p.12
Local volunteers are cited, Mar 11, 1988, p.8

NEW TESTAMENT
SEE BIBLE-NEW TESTAMENT

NEW YEAR'S DAY
Tomorrow's New Year's, thanks to Caesar and Pope Gregory, Dec 31, 1986, p.1

NEW YEAR'S EVE
County buses free on New Year's Eve, Dec 20, 1985, p.19

NEW YORK ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION
(T W Moriill, M L Aquilino) To attend meeting of NY Arthritis Foundation, Dec 31, 1987, p.11

NEW YORK BOTANICAL GARDEN

NEW YORK CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
Civil liberties honor for S Schear (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.2

NEW YORK JUNIOR TENNIS LEAGUE
SEE TENNIS

NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
SEE PERFORMING ARTS

NEW YORK PRESS ASSN
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY
SEE LIBRARY-NEW YORK, NY
NEW YORK RIPON SOCIETY
Ripon society picks local man J M Vorperian, Aug 15, 1986, p.5

NEW YORK STATE ASSEMBLY
SEE NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATURE

NEW YORK STATE ASSEMBLY
Homeless seen as (Westchester County's) number-one problem (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.17
State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3
SEE ALSO NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATURE

NEW YORK STATE ASSEMBLY-ELECTIONS
P H Chrystal Jr to challenge Burrows (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.1

NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSN
Local man H J Reynolds named to group reviewing code for lawyers, Mar 11, 1988, p.2

NEW YORK STATE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION, ASSESSMENT
SEE TAXATION-SCS

NEW YORK STATE BOARD OF REGENTS
Sobol proposed for state commissioner (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Sobol among finalists for top state post, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Sobol elected education commissioner (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1

NEW YORK STATE BUDGET
SEE BUDGET-NEW YORK STATE

NEW YORK STATE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
State commission rejects request to reinstate Zaffino, Nov 15, 1985, p.11
Civil service okays Zaffino, Dec 20, 1985, p.12

NEW YORK STATE CONGRESS OF PARENTS AND TEACHERS
Scarsdalian D Zipf named new VP of state PTA, Nov 5, 1985, p.5

NEW YORK STATE COURT OF APPEALS
SEE COURTS-NEW YORK STATE

NEW YORK STATE DEPT OF ED TASK FORCE ON TEACHING
Local teacher J Schwartz on state task force says school restructuring needed, Mar 4, 1988, p.5

NEW YORK STATE DEPT OF EDUCATION
Fourteen at SHS win state art awards (list), Feb 6, 1987, p.16
Sobol elected education commissioner (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Battle continues to preserve windows, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
On the commissioner (Dr T Sobol's) trail: a superintendent transformed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

NEW YORK STATE DEPT OF ENERGY CONSERVATION?
Science students J Jospitre Jr, R Hsia, R B Inouye, D Lichstein win grants, Jan 8, 1988, p.20

NEW YORK STATE DEPT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION
Audubon Society, Boy Scouts to exhibit eagle, Feb 22, 1985, p.2
Carsky asks schools to join in planting trees, Mar 6, 1987, p.10
Winston property called wetlands; village protests, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Village to seek court reversal of wetlands decision, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Wetlands hearing (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

NEW YORK STATE DEPT OF EQUALIZATION, ASSESSMENT
Trustees order new master plan for downtown, May 29, 1987, p.1

NEW YORK STATE DEPT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
Anatomy of a drunk-driving case: How the justice system doesn't work (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

NEW YORK STATE DEPT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
Westchester Community College land earmarked for building transitional housing for homeless (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.11

NEW YORK STATE DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
(Annual) Shelter agreement signed, Feb 27, 1987, p.9
DOT will review expressway plans, Jun 12, 1987, p.11
NJ 1-287 link will increase traffic in town corridor, Jul 3, 1987, p.9
Project on Post, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Work on the Hutch, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
State project here (for Post-Drake-Heathcote-Crane intersection), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

NEW YORK STATE DESIGNATED BICENTENNIAL COMMUNITIES
Town of GBH given bicentennial designation, May 8, 1987, p.10

NEW YORK STATE DIVISION OF PAROLE
Parole (for R Herrin) opposed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Parole board's decision (on R Herrin) (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

NEW YORK STATE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION LAW
SEE CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

NEW YORK STATE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY REVIEW ACT
2,000 acres in GBH eyed for environmental tag, Sep 18, 1987, p.11

NEW YORK STATE GOVERNMENT HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM
Soaring health insurance rates may cost schools $1.5 million, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATURE
Return to solvency was highlight of state's year (photo) (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.24
Ms Atkins, Mr Kroll go to Albany (edit), Apr 19, 1985, p.7
Rookie senator learning way around Albany (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
How our State Legislature ends (edit), Aug 30, 1985, p.7
Sen Oppenheimer completes eventful first year in Albany (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.34
Assemblyman Burrows invites citizens to get involved with Albany (Progress Edition; photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.34
Close look at Albany (photo), May 16, 1986, p.19
Listening in Albany (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.12
Strong ethics law needed (ltr), May 8, 1987, p.6
Speaker H Weinstein reports on feminist lobby, May 15, 1987, p.3
Cuomo's annual (budget) cut, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

NEW YORK STATE LIQUOR AUTHORITY
7-Eleven trying to improve image, Feb 22, 1985, p.1

NEW YORK STATE LWV LEGISLATIVE CONFERENCE
Headed for Albany: G Johnson, J Franke (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.2

NEW YORK STATE PTA
SEE SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE-PTA

NEW YORK STATE REGENTS ACTION PLAN
Board debates school bus aides; announces special ed program, Mar 29, 1985, p.11
School Board asks 8.26% tax increase, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
Board may move Latin program; Seely Place improvements proposed, Apr 19, 1985, p.11
Board to revise gifts policy; establish AIDS guidelines, Dec 20, 1985, p.21
EMS is complying with Regents requirements, Jan 30, 1987, p.11

NEW YORK STATE REGENTS SCHOLARSHIPS
SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID

NEW YORK STATE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
Science students J Jospitre Jr, R Hsi, R B Imouye, D Lichstein win grants, Jan 8, 1988, p.20
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NEW YORK STATE SENATE
SEE NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATURE

NEW YORK STATE SUMMER SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
SEE SCHOOLS—NEW YORK STATE

NEW YORK STATE SUPREME COURT
SEE COURTS—NEW YORK STATE

NEW YORK STATE SUPREME COURT (WHITE PLAINS)
SEE COURTS—NEW YORK STATE

NEW YORK STATE VILLAGE LAW
Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

NEW YORK STATE? DEPT OF SOCIAL SERVICES (OR CTY)
12 Drake house's Lease extended, Feb 12, 1986, p.1

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Stock Exchange re-elects D Stone (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.2

NEW YORK TELEPHONE
SEE TELEPHONE SERVICE

NEW YORK TIMES (NEWSPAPER)
Setting the record straight (edit), Jan 25, 1985, p.7
Non-existent struggle (over creche) (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
There was SMT before Habib (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

NEW YORK, NY
Hochberg urges water /seters in NYC, Dec 27, 1985, p.2

NEW YORK, NY-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
Welcome back, professor (edit), May 24, 1985, p.7
At Bedford and Christopher Streets (edit), Aug 9, 1985, p.7
Tales of Manhattan (edit), Sep 27, 1985, p.7
As the Village once was (edit), Jan 9, 1987, p.7

NEW ZEALAND
How I spent my winter this summer (edit), Sep 27, 1985, p.7

NEWBAUER, NANCY
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

NEWBURGER, RHODA
R R Newburger dies, Apr 11, 1986, p.10

NEWCOMBE, DAVID (REV)
St Janes bids farewell to Father David Newcoee (photo), Aug 25, 1985, p.5

NEWHOUSE, ED
Historical Society wins federal grant, Sep 13, 1985, p.14
Historical Society leaders chosen (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.4
Historical Society launches Phase II of capital campaign, Jan 3, 1986, p.5
Historical support (NYS awards grants to Historical Soc, YM-YWHA, Literacy Volunteers), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Historic buildings here to host architectural heritage celebration (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.3
Citizens debate preservation law, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Gift for giver F Manocherian (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.5
Low-key celebration of Constitution planned for village, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
Historic home (Oudner-Hyatt House) reopens its doors (photo), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Don't replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Change (in windows) still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Historically sailing (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.3
NEWHOUSE, EDA continued
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
NEWHOUSE, EDA (AU)
Thanks from Historical Society (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
Appreciation to board (of ed) (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
NEWHOUSE, RICHARD
(GBH) Budget process begins, Feb 5, 1988, p.12
NEWHOUSE, STANLEY
Deal reassured as loyal friend, and fitness buff (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1985, p.1
School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
How fit are SCS kids? New program may give an answer, Sep 4, 1987, p.1
Historic house (Cudner-Hyatt House) reopens its doors (photo), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3
Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
NEWHOUSE, STANLEY (AU)
An indoor pool--'let's do it!' (ltr), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
NEWKIRK, JACK
Back from the dead (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.3
NEWKIRK, JOHN
Mr Memorial Day, E Rogliano, wants no thanks; he gives thanks (photo), May 29, 1987, p.6
NEWLIN, JESSIE
J S Newlin dies, Dec 4, 1987, p.21
NEWLIN, SETH
Offer to house homeless here draws criticism, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Two Drake update; Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Drake-Edgewood favors plan to lease house to homeless (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Approval seen near for rental of 2 Drake to homeless family, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
Time to move ahead (ltr), Feb 20, 1987, p.6
Board bars drinking in public; sets vote on shelter at 2 Drake, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Village Board okays lease of 2 Drake Road for homeless family, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
NEWLIN, SETH (AU)
Lease of annex opposed (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6
NEWMAN, ANDREW
Former SSMT actor A H Newman starring in off-Broadway comedy hit, Jul 5, 1985, p.3
NEWMAN, CANDISS
SMS fair conveys health realities, Nov 27, 1987, p.20
Fila, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
NEWMAN, CATIE
Never too young (for IHM jubilee) (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.2
NEWMAN, DAVID
Award-winners all (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
NEWMAN, DAVID (AU)
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
NEWMAN, DONALD
A Knopp gets initial okay for subdivision, Feb 1, 1985, p.2
No synagogue: proposal to convert home to synagogue denied, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Village will hire new deputy manager, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
NEWMAN, DONALD continued
Correction (to Feb 21 article: Village will hire new deputy manager), Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Scouts try hand at government (photo; list), Feb 28, 1986, p.3
Newman to retire (photo), May 16, 1986, p.1
Happy retirement (D Newman) (edit), May 30, 1986, p.6
Plan unveiled for Winston development, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
Would-be Winston developers must prepare impact statement, Oct 3, 1986, p.3
Soaring prices spur house-building boom (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Raze of development stirs concerns here, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Depletion of house protested in vain, Dec 24, 1986, p.1

NEWMAN, EDWIN
Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

NEWMAN, FREDERIC (DR)
Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
SCS surgeon F Newman fellow of college, Nov 7, 1986, p.2

NEWMAN, HERBERT (DR)
School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
(C Mobile) recovering from ailment; scare is over, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
File workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

NEWMAN, JOHN
Halloween art scene (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.1

NEWMAN, MADLYN
(EMT) Board (of Ed) ponders use of school facilities by outside groups, Jul 17, 1987, p.9
New faces (on EMT teaching staff) (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.11

NEWMAN, RANDI
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

NEWMAN, SONDRA
Local musicians are set for concert (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.11

NEWMAN, STACEY
Artists’ (S C Newman, D Monett) works to be exhibited at bank (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.2

NEWMAN, VALERIE
Center’s friends gather at twilight (photo), May 23, 1986, p.10

NEWMANN, CANDISS
School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Kids ask help for KIDS (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

NEWSPAPER VENDING MACHINES
Village, Gannett compromise on location of newspaper boxes, Jan 25, 1985, p.1

NEWSPAPERS
Village, Gannett compromise on location of newspaper boxes, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Let others do nasty reporting (ltr), Apr 5, 1985, p.6
Driveway droppings (Unsolicited papers) (ltr), Jun 23, 1985, p.6
NEWTON, RONALD
A Veteran will run again; spurred by rival's bid (photo), Jan 13, 1985, p.15
EMT woman among pair set to challenge A Veteran, Apr 26, 1985, p.15
EMT man R Greenbaum throws hat in race for position on GBH Town Council (photo), May 3, 1985, p.15
Resident S Silverman switches to council race, May 10, 1985, p.11
Republicans pick town candidates, May 24, 1985, p.11

NEWTON, ROSEMARY
Steffi Nossen School names R Newton principal (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.4

NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATURE
Birthday bash (for SCS Bicentennial), Feb 26, 1986, p.1

NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Scouts in Troop 8 fall for Niagara (list), May 29, 1987, p.10

NICARAGUA
Not with swords, but with plowshares (edit), Jan 11, 1985, p.7
Real war or real peace? (ltr), Apr 5, 1985, p.6
Following God's path (ltr), Apr 12, 1985, p.6
Hold out for true peace plan (ltr), Apr 19, 1985, p.6
Praise for Gilman's position (on aid to Nicaraguan contras) (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
Ashamed of Democrats (ltr), May 31, 1985, p.6
Unraised consciousness (ltr), Apr 4, 1986, p.6

NICARAGUA-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Local priest, Rev S Sandberg, teacher, S Taylor, to visit Nicaragua, Jul 24, 1987, p.5

NICARAGUA-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
SCS priest, Rev S Sandberg, teacher, S Taylor, condem aid to contras (photo), Aug 23, 1987, p.1

NICASTLE, RICHARD
Landlord denies rumor that condos will replace Finch (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.11

NICHOLS, CHRISTINA
Final day at SCS High (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.5

NICHOLS, JOYCE
Easier library access promised, Feb 8, 1985, p.5
National Library Week: village employees tour library (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.3
Name cleared, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Edna Scott, library benefactor, dead at 93, May 23, 1986, p.1
A friend remembered: fund established in name of Dr L Robinson at SCS Public Library (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.2
Library receives federal grant, Feb 20, 1987, p.4
Westchester Amateur Radio Assn donates books on ham radio to SCS Library (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.5
Coming attractions (Library to lend videotapes), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
Bibliomania XV: double dose of local book fair (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.6
Defying odds, Matthew Murphy scores a victory (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.6
Library posts guard to curb disruptions, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Local libraries join computer loop, Feb 12, 1988, p.20

NICHOLS, ROBIN
Local athletes in Empire State Games, Jul 31, 1987, p.15

NICHOLSON, JAMES
Construction sites (in HTS, EMT) picketed, Feb 12, 1988, p.10

NICOLAI, FRANCIS
(GBH) Bicentennial celebration begins; Town officials to be sworn in (illus), Jan 8, 1988, p.10
P Feiner and fourth graders sworn in (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.10
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NICODEMUS, ROBERT
- Wounded intruder may plead guilty to burglary charge (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.1
- Burglary suspect tracked down, Feb 6, 1985, p.1
- Desecrations at IHM church (ltr), Feb 8, 1985, p.6
- A Rohr shoots self near SCS railroad station, Feb 22, 1985, p.5
- New policy operation pulling in scofflaws, Mar 22, 1985, p.3
- Cars for the cops, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
- Teenage 'open house' ends in violence, injuries, arrest, May 10, 1985, p.1
- Counselors team up to help young people (photo), May 10, 1985, p.1
- Birth of a (kidnapping) rumor, May 10, 1985, p.1
- Gunman holds up Shopwell supermarket, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
- Cost considerations delay vote on new fire department facility, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
- Parents riled over two assaults at student party, Oct 18, 1985, p.1
- Quake's center put on Central, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
- It's not Santa, Dec 13, 1985, p.1
- Hopes seen dim for recovery of Church of St James' silver, Jan 3, 1986, p.1
- Mystery surrounds cause of fire on Blvd (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.1
- Police find no signs of arson in house fire, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
- Police make drug arrest at SCS High School, Feb 21, 1986, p.3
- Burglary task force (set up to investigate church burglaries), Feb 21, 1986, p.3
- Car radio thefts in SCS reaching epidemic proportions, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
- Ho hum, another one; Apr 25, 1986, p.1
- No breaks in fire investigation, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
- Police pursuing leads (in Hitchcock fire), Jun 20, 1986, p.5
- Hitchcock cleans, cops, plans in fire's aftermath, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
- Months after Hitchcock fire, investigators keep plodding on, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
- SCS police say arrested man was about to blow up parked car, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
- Detective T Carroll appointed, Oct 10, 1986, p.5
- Chief Ferraro blasts Halloween hooligans (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.3
- Gangs case from all over (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
- Wave of vandalism hits town, Nov 21, 1986, p.3
- Police close inquiry into Halloween mayhem, Jan 16, 1987, p.3
- Suspicious fire on Winston estate (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
- SCS cops with snowy week, Jan 30, 1987, p.1
- Police warn of burglary rings preying on homes in SCS, Mar 20, 1987, p.3
- Volvo destroyed in mystery blaze, Apr 17, 1987, p.5
- Fire breaks out in Sarth Road apartment (photo), May 8, 1987, p.1
- Police break up drinking parties, Jun 5, 1987, p.1
- A 14-year-old SCS girl finds bag with 96 vials of crack (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.3
- Anatomy of a drunk-driving case: How the justice system doesn't work (photo), Aug 29, 1987, p.1
- Special Police open campaign against burglars (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.1
- Police charge four with vandalism; warn against Halloween mayhem, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
- Civilian T Ware praised for capturing suspect, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
- Thirteen hours after firemen leave, fire destroys home on Cushaan (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
- Fire on Pophaan termed arson, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
- Crime (and Information) line (established by police dept), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
- Bugs in the (police hotline) system, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
- Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

NIDAL, ABU
- Two from SCS survive massacre in Rome Airport, Jan 3, 1986, p.1
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NIEMAN, JANICE
- Pupils make their own TV commercial (photo; list), May 8, 1987, p.20

NIERENBERG, JULIET (AU)
- Each day we have to negotiate (edit), Mar 13, 1987, p.7

NIERZ, DAN
- Marketing with Murdith yields toothsome tips (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.6

NIERZ, JOE
- Animals' best friends (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.3

NILES, JUDITH
- No change for now in (EHS) phys ed grading, Sep 25, 1987, p.13

NILES, WILLIAM
- Historically speaking: SCS's monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2

NILSSON, Ulf
- BAR gives approval to three new homes, Nov 21, 1986, p.2

NILVA, ROBERT
- New stationers on Weaver St, May 23, 1986, p.9

NILVA, SHEILA
- New stationers on Weaver St, May 23, 1986, p.9

NIRENBERG, JESSE (AU)
- You have to sell your ideas (edit), Jan 4, 1985, p.7

NISSEN, J HAROLD
- Jewish Men's Clubs to elect Scarsdalian (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.4

NISSEN, SYLVIA
- Board of Education elects B Cunningham president (photo; list), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
- Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
- Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
- ESL teachers attend state parley, Dec 18, 1987, p.24

NIXON, RICHARD
- O'Neill rates the Presidents—past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
- France cites local man M Shire (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.4

NOATA, KOICHIRO
- Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

MOBILE, CATLIN
- (C Mobile) recovering from ailment; scare is over, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
- They cared. They helped (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6

MOBILE, MAUREEN (AU)
- They cared. They helped (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6

MOBILE, PHILIP (AU)
- Teach kids to drink safely (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
- Say no to 'Islamic remedies' (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

NODA, MAKOTO
- Together again: H Watanabe, M Noda open Noda's Japanese restaurant (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.16

NOETZEL, RUTH
- R & Noetzle dies, Oct 3, 1986, p.16

NOGUEIRA, ANNA
- Mass production (Junior high students make model cars for homeless children) (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.24

NOISE ABATEMENT REGULATIONS
- SEE NOISE-LAWS AND LEGISLATION

NOISE POLLUTION
- What noise reduction? (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
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NOISE POLLUTION continued
Gardeners still too noisy (ltr), Jul 19, 1985, p.6
Follow Larchmont's lead (prohibiting gardeners' noise) (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
Taking exception (to noise regulations), Sep 13, 1985, p.1
Muffle these monsters (ltr), May 8, 1987, p.6
A supervisor for all hours: A Veteran (ltr), Jun 5, 1987, p.6

NOISE-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Gardeners still too noisy (ltr), Jul 19, 1985, p.6

NOJIMA, RICHIRO
Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

NOLAN, JEREMIAH

NOLAN, THOMAS
Full fall slate for Conservatives, Jun 26, 1987, p.10
GBH Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
Change is issue in GBH town board contest, Oct 23, 1987, p.13
Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

NOLIN, JOSEPH

NON PARTISAN CITIZENS COMMITTEE
SEE NON PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY

NON PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY
M Bowen, E Falkenberg withdraw names from mayorality race, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
W Glendon, E Hand, E Seidman, A Blitz named to Non Partisan ticket (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Village government campaigns underway (list), Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Candidates meeting? LWV may sponsor forum, Jan 19, 1985, p.1
Rukeyser 'cover-up' charged (ltr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6
Rukeyser responds to 'cover-up' charge, Jan 18, 1985, p.6
Citizens Party will not participate in LWV forum, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Non Partisan Nominating Committee members elected; turnout low (list), Jan 25, 1985, p.1
No chance for the voters (edit), Jan 25, 1985, p.6
In Dem. Rep party caucuses, citizens party candidates urged to take positions on local issues, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
Meetings, not teas (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
Citizens Party candidates sponsor nine neighborhood meetings, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Candidate W Grossman responds (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
Grossman stakes himself in polls; Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Grossman speaks at LWV forum (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
SCS'next mayor (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Citizens Party holds reception (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Difficult choice (Inquirer endorses Citizens Party) (edit), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
A leader for mayor (edit), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
Go with proven quality? (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
Citizens Party slate wins easily; Grossman says he's leaving town (photo-chart), Mar 22, 1985, p.1
New mayor picks W McCreery (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.1
A system we should decry (ltr), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
League, GOP call for new method in appointing of village trustees, May 10, 1985, p.1
Citizens' Committee nominees sought (list), Aug 30, 1985, p.1
Thirty-one candidates nominated for Citizens' Committee (list), Oct 4, 1985, p.1
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NON PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY continued

Unit elections set for Wednesday (list), Nov 8, 1985, p.1
New system used at Unit Meetings (list), Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Screening judges, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Citizens may propose village candidates, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Would-be judges invited to return questionnaires to screening body (list), Dec 20, 1985, p.3
Citizens' Party slate expected to run unopposed in March election, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Contest or not, Citizens' Part promises to run active campaign, Jan 31, 1986, p.2
No contest; Citizens Party unopposed, Feb 28, 1986, p.1

SCS voters stay home (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Non-Partisans gear up (list), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
Candidates for Citizens' Committee named; will run at Unit Meetings (list), Oct 17, 1986, p.1
Seidman nominated as next mayor (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Citizens' party names J Coutts, E Falkenberg co-chairmen for uncontested village election campaign, Feb 27, 1987, p.3

Village election: different day, same results (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Candidates sought for Citizens' Committee, Sep 4, 1987, p.3

NON PARTISAN RESOLUTION
SEE NON PARTISAN SYSTEM

NON PARTISAN RESOLUTION
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
A slap at public service (litr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Breach of confidentiality (litr), Mar 19, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO NON PARTISAN SYSTEM

NON PARTISAN SYSTEM

M Bowen, E Falkenberg withdraw names from mayoralty race, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
Disenfranchisement of Edgewood-Arthur Manor-Braaiie Heights seen (litr), Jan 4, 1985, p.6
Independent candidate M Grossan to run for third time (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Rubeyser 'cover-up' charged (litr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6
Rubeyser responds to 'cover-up' charge, Jan 18, 1985, p.6
In praise of the (Non Partisan) system (litr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
Any challengers out there? (litr), Mar 29, 1985, p.6
Committee proposes amendments to school nominating procedure, Apr 26, 1985, p.3
League, GOP call for new method in appointing of village trustees, May 10, 1985, p.1
Election is better (edit), May 10, 1985, p.6
School budget goes to vote May 22, May 17, 1985, p.1
Arguments for appointment (litr), May 17, 1985, p.6
Arguments for appointment (litr), May 17, 1985, p.6
Close call for school budget, May 24, 1985, p.1
Cutting corners on democracy? (litr), May 24, 1985, p.6
Ballot change to be decided by Town Club vote, Oct 18, 1985, p.1
Club votes change in Unit Meetings, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Would-be judges invited to return questionnaires to screening body (list), Dec 20, 1985, p.3
Non Partisan System nominates 3 (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Parities caucus, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Look west, SCS: emulate East's public forum (edit), Apr 11, 1986, p.6
Club eyes new role in Non Partisan System, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Village Club declines to fund Non-Partisan System, May 2, 1986, p.1
Broader support needed (edit), May 2, 1986, p.6
On financing the (Non-Partisan) System (litr), May 30, 1986, p.6
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NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM continued
- No amendments to Non Partisan Resolution, Jun 6, 1988, p.1
- The democratic way (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
- Unit meetings slated for Nov 12 (list), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
- He's a convert to the Non Partisan 'system' (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6
- Water the grass roots (edit), Sep 18, 1987, p.6
- Editorial (on Non Partisan System) called 'timely' (ltr), Sep 25, 1987, p.6
- Beyond indignation (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
- An act of vengeance (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
- Candidate interviews advocated (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
- SEE ALSO UNIT MEETINGS, NON PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY

NON-PARTISAN RESOLUTION
- Amendment to Non-Partisan Resolution would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
- Centralized polling backed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

NON-PARTISAN SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING SYSTEM-ADMIN?
- Two go to polls in second vote (for Unit F, School Board Nominating Committee), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

NON-RESIDENT STUDENTS-EMT
- SEE SCHOOLS-EMT-ATTENDANCE

NOONAN, ROSEMARIE
- Housing survey reveals seniors want to stay (in SCS), Feb 12, 1988, p.9

NORHEIM, SUSANA
- Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

NORR, DAVID
- Early to bed, early to swim makes these folks healthy, fitter and thin (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.1

NORRIS, MIKE
- EHS sports and sportsmen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11

NORTH, BEVERLY
- Local woman B North certified as psychotherapist, Nov 8, 1985, p.4

NORTH, FLORENCE (AU)
- Women's work in Israel (edit), Sep 13, 1985, p.7

NORTH, JOHN
- GOP to hear Slotnick (Republican Town Committee elects leaders), Oct 9, 1987, p.5

NORTHEAST REGIONAL CLIMATE CENTER-ITHACA, NY
- Observing SCS's weather with a birdhouse and milk can, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

NORTHERN GREENVILLE ASSN
- Civic association being revived, Jan 10, 1986, p.11
- No Greenville elects officers (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.10
- Longview residents (of EMT) oppose kitchen request, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
- Ardsley Road to get curbing, Dec 11, 1987, p.14

NORWOOD, LYNN
- L Norwood to continue jumping in college (photo), Jun 23, 1985, p.14

NOSSEN, STEFFI
- Dance school is just a memory in Harwood Bldg (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.6

NOTRICA, CORY
- Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
- 'Connecticut Yankee' is both a first and a last for SSMT (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.1

NOTTAGE, RUTH
- Girl Scouts looking for their lost flags, Jul 12, 1985, p.3
- Citizen of the Year award going to long-time Girl Scout leaders (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.1
- Citizens of the year: A Harman, B Taubert, R Nottage (photo), May 2, 1986, p.1
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NOTTAGE, RUTH continued

SCS Nati Bank salutes Girl Scout Leaders A Harmon, R Nottage, E Taubert (photo), May 16, 1986, p.26
(SCS Woman's Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR

Parents, students, faculty debate open campus policy, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
Environmental boon, May 9, 1986, p.1
A chance to get closer to nature (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.3
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Board bars drinking in public; sets vote on shelter at Drake, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Board (of Ed) imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Swimmers want cleaner pool, Aug 7, 1987, p.3
L Daily elected Junior League president, Aug 21, 1987, p.3
On teen drug-use, drinking and vandalism, Oct 9, 1987, p.2
DuPont to tell community how to combat drug, alcohol threat, Oct 16, 1987, p.3
Teens need action, not talk (ltr), Oct 23, 1987, p.6
Dr R L DuPont urges parents to set firm limits, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Nov 11, 1982, p.3

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR (AU)

Recycling of motor oil urged (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
Children need parameters (edit), Apr 18, 1986, p.7
Many contributed to (PTA) guidelines (ltr), Apr 25, 1986, p.6
LWV favors Proposition One (ltr), Oct 31, 1986, p.6
Consciousness-raising effort (ltr), Dec 17, 1986, p.6
Safe Houses ARE real (ltr), Jan 16, 1987, p.6
Festive and safe graduation (ltr), Jun 5, 1987, p.6
Constructive solution (ltr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6
Last chance to sign pledge (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6
About the Safe Houses list (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6

NOVEMBER, ROBERT

R S November new chairman of Information Industry Assn, Feb 15, 1985, p.4
Two school board candidates (Savin, November) named (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
School budget goes to vote May 22, May 17, 1985, p.1
Close call for school budget, May 24, 1985, p.1
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Problem solvers R November, D Savin bring expertise to School Board (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.6
November named VP of company (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.4
School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Appeal to Albany (en Huntington Ave), Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Board (of Ed) asks budget of $30 million, tax hike of 5.6%, May 9, 1986, p.1
School board wraps up season (list), Jun 25, 1986, p.1
Thanks all around (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
Changes in store for 6th graders at junior high, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
School may open to nonresidents who pay tuition, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Dr E Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
In search of perfection: quest begins for Sobol's successor, May 29, 1987, p.1
Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
(SCS) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
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NOVEMBER, ROBERT continued

Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Nibshoan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Group rebukes school board by ousting Gavrin (photo p 4), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Unclear message (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
An act of vengeance (11tr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

NOVIK, ANNE
Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 2), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

NOW
SEE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN

NOWAK, JANICE
Board of Education elects B Cunningham president (photo; list), Jul 5, 1985, p.1

NOWICK, ARTHUR
Professor at Columbia A S Nowick honored as 'great teacher' (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.4

NUCLEAR EMERGENCY?
No nuke victias (SCS schools not to be used as shelters in nuclear emergency), Sep 25, 1987, p.1

NUCLEAR FREEZE
SEE DISARMAMENT

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
Evacuation plan called futile (11tr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
County execs meet: O'Rourke named chairman, Seven County Nuclear Safety Coalition, Jul 5, 1985, p.8

NUCLEAR TESTING
SEE DISARMAMENT

NUCLEAR WARFARE
Knowledge seen as helpful to kids in nuclear age, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
SEE ALSO DISARMAMENT

NUCLEAR-FREE ZONES
War on nuclear weapons at EMS, Jan 22, 1988, p.11

NUGENT, BILLY
Grim work (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.9

NUGENT, BOB
Give race back to Abe Siasan (11tr), May 1, 1987, p.6

NUGENT, WILLIAM
Jingles and friends (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.11

NUGENT, WILLIAM JR
W J Nugent Jr is fire captain (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.12
Firefighter W J Nugent Jr places first (in Supervisors Training Program), Feb 5, 1988, p.11

NUMISMATICS
New coin club: SCS World Coin Club, Aug 1, 1986, p.2
Junk boxes, to coin a phrase (edit), Sep 5, 1986, p.7
Collector M Zuckerman cited (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.4

NUHATAKS LTD
SEE GBH NATURE CENTER

NUNS
Sister Alice Maria marks 50th, Nov 14, 1986, p.20
Happy 40th (to Sisters J Stellern, M Dunleavy) (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.19

NURSERIES (HORTICULTURE)
ZBA puts off decision on Longview kitchen, Dec 24, 1987, p.13
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NURSERY SCHOOLS
Open House: St James Nursery school students serenade parents (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.22
Pre-schoolers learn and play (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.4
School names S Marvin new director, Sep 20, 1985, p.16
New teacher: S Reilly (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.21
At the Nature Center (photo; list), May 16, 1986, p.11
Newly-hatched (photo), May 30, 1986, p.19
St James appoints M K Hagerty new school director (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.5
Please DO feed the bears (photo; list), Aug 22, 1986, p.5
Nursery school at Baptist church (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.25
Montessori School opens here (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.29
Mini-Olympics (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.4
Nursery school comes to Homay (edit), Nov 14, 1986, p.7
WRT slates opening of nursery school, Jan 9, 1987, p.17
Happy Valentine's Day, Grandpa (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.1
Community Nursery School appoints C Lake director/teacher (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.5
St James the Less nursery school students rebuild downtown SCS (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.5
And they paraded, wearin' the green (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.6
A hop, skip and a jump (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.22
They deliver (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.5
Local artists P Hagerty, S Fessenden exhibit (photo), May 29, 1987, p.16
Retiring (nursery) school director M T Cook honored, Jun 26, 1987, p.12
Over, under and in between (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.16
A season of giving (at Children's Corner Nursery School) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.5
Nursery schools: a parents' guide (Kids suppl), Mar 11, 1988, p.9
Two sore nursery schools (Hitchcock, St James nursery schools ositted from Mar 11 Kids Supp), Mar 18, 1988, p.9
The artist, C Matsuya, poses (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.20

NURSERY SCHOOLS-GRADUATION
The littlest graduates (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.12

NURSES
M Lilienthal gets nursing post, Dec 13, 1985, p.25
Two, F Heller and D J Tietjen, honored by nurses, Jun 27, 1986, p.4
Edgewood bids goodbye to friend, J Strati, Oct 10, 1986, p.16
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
(Nurse J Hoffa) Compassionate and professional (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6

NURSING HOMES
Senior citizens' housing options outlined, Mar 6, 1985, p.1
Resident S Jackson named to post at Bethel Methodist Home, Feb 14, 1986, p.2
Friends, because care and security are not enough (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.6

NUSBAUM, JANE
Board of Appeals still undecided about legality of car rental here, Dec 20, 1985, p.4
Community input (J Nusbaum chairman of committee advising Bd of Ed on new superintendent), Jul 31, 1987, p.1
Search narrows (for new school superintendent), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Fila, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

NUSBAUM, BERNARD
Hebrew University honors SCS & B Nussbaum, Sep 20, 1985, p.9
Pressing the flesh: P Simon (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.3

NUSBAUM, EMILY
Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1
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NUSSBAUM, PETER
Pressing the flesh: P Simon (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.3

NUSSBAUM, TOBY
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32
Congressional candidates H Fish, D Mehiel, N Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

NUTRITION
Nutrition: an exciting medical frontier (edit), May 24, 1985, p.7
Here are the 10 'worst foods' (edit), Apr 25, 1986, p.7

NUTRITION PROGRAM FOR THE ELDERLY-GBH
400 hot meals a day flow from Town Park to seniors, Apr 17, 1987, p.11

NUTRITION-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Church seeks support for nutrition bill, Sep 25, 1987, p.19

NYBERG, GEORGE
Anatomy of a drunk-driving case: How the justice system doesn't work (photo), Aug 23, 1987, p.1

NYGAARD, KAARE (OR-AU)
Dr K K Nygaard has book on medicine and art, Jun 26, 1987, p.2

NYGREEN, GLENN
Local Rotarians have mixed views on permitting women to join club, May 8, 1987, p.1
Rotary ready to admit its first woman member, Jul 17, 1987, p.1

NYNEX CORP
Nynex base station (to be discussed at Village Board meeting), Jan 22, 1988, p.1

NYNEX MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS
Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

NYNEX MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS CO
No safety risk from mobile telephone antennas (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

NYNEX MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS
Why take a chance (on Nynex antennas)? (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

NYNEX MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS CO
SEE TELEPHONES, MOBILE

O'BRIEN, BRENDAN
Trouble in Toothopolis (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.19

O'BRIEN, CAROL
New chairmen T Magliato, C O'Brien bring changes to (St Agnes) gift shop, Nov 22, 1985, p.9

O'BRIEN, CHRIS
Checking out the hardware at Parents' League awards dinner (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.11

O'BRIEN, CRAIG
Checking out the hardware at Parents' League awards dinner (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.11

O'BRIEN, DON
$100,000 smile (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.1
SCS 7-Eleven wins $100,000 prize (photo p 1), Feb 20, 1987, p.4

O'BRIEN, DONALD
7-Eleven trying to improve image, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Praise for people at 7-Eleven (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>O'BRIEN, DONALD (AU)</th>
<th>Seven-Eleven store is striving, Jan 17, 1986, p.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O'BRIEN, EILEEN</td>
<td>Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'BRIEN, ELISA</td>
<td>7-Eleven trying to improve image, Feb 22, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCS 7-Eleven wins $100,000 prize (photo p 1), Feb 20, 1987, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'BRIEN, JAMES</td>
<td>Wounded intruder says plead guilty to burglary charge (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'BRIEN, JOSEPH (USSR)</td>
<td>For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'BRIEN, KEN</td>
<td>SCS to take on Jets in charity (basketball) game, Feb 26, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'BRIEN, PETER</td>
<td>Back to school: Here's looking at you, kid (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'BRIEN, SEAN</td>
<td>23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1997, p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'BRIEN, TERENCE</td>
<td>Health Council appoints three from SCS, Jan 10, 1986, p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scarsdalian T O'Brien to run Jersey hospital, Jan 30, 1987, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'BRIEN, WILLIAM</td>
<td>Lisa Keller acquitted of murder, May 15, 1987, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'CONNELL, FRANK</td>
<td>F O'Connell dies, Apr 1, 1988, p.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'CONNELL, JAMES JR</td>
<td>Mystery surrounds cause of fire on Blvd (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'CONNELL, JOAN</td>
<td>Mystery surrounds cause of fire on Blvd (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'CONNELL, MARIE (AU)</td>
<td>Idea for housing com (ltr), Feb 8, 1985, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In praise of Audrey Hochberg (ltrs), Oct 23, 1987, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'CONNOR, BRIDGET</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 19, 1987, p.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hail to the champions... (Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'CONNOR, CANDACE</td>
<td>Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Because of redistricting, four (B Hudgins, R Golden, L Mercein, J Steger) must resign from SBNC, Nov 20, 1987, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'CONNOR, CANDICE</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'CONNOR, ELIZABETH</td>
<td>Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'CONNOR, JAMES</td>
<td>O'Connor says he'll face Burrows again (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Democrat J O'Connor seeks Conservative nod, Jul 25, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O'Connor gets another line against Burrows, Aug 22, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVAC adds new lifesaving skill (photo; addl photo, list p 101), Aug 29, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Democrats to make choices in congressional, senate races, Sep 5, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abzug, Green nominated despite SCS voters (photo; chart p 201), Sep 12, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O'Connor taking second crack at Burrows (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Candidates trade barbs at debate, Oct 31, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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O'CONNOR, JAMES continued

Dioguardi-Abiug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
For State Legislature (edit), Oct 31, 1986, p.6
Voters decide it's not time for a change (chart), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Correction: mislabeled columns for Dioguardi-O'Connor race, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
P H Chrystal Jr to challenge Burrows (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.1
SCS lawyer J P O'Connor moves to new offices, Apr 1, 1988, p.19

O'CONNOR, JAMES (AU)
Tax reform proposal deserves study (edit), Mar 22, 1985, p.7

O'CONNOR, JOHN (CARDINAL)
For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6
Cardinal J J O'Connor to celebrate Jubilee Mass at IHM (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.3
A day to remember at IHM (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Priest (O A Calabrese) ordained, Nov 27, 1987, p.18
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

O'CONNOR, JON
Republicans pick town candidates, May 24, 1985, p.11
Republicans see issue in meetings law change, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
Town candidates at campaign wrap-up (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Democrats retain town reins, Nov 8, 1985, p.11
Real property tax reform receives mixed reaction from owners of co-ops, May 9, 1986, p.11
Town political races open with traditional claims, accusations, Jun 7, 1986, p.11
Frigero to run for supervisor; Greenbaum enters council race, May 22, 1987, p.11
Town GOP gears up for elections, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
GBH Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
Change is issue in (GBH Town) board contest, Oct 23, 1987, p.13
Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

O'CONNOR, KYRIE
Manager: K O'Connor (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.2

O'CONNOR, MICHAEL
Former GBH town clerk M O'Connor dies, Apr 12, 1985, p.14

O'CONNOR, SANDRA DAY
Supreme Court hears creche case, Feb 22, 1985, p.1

O'CONNOR, SARA
Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1989, p.12

O'CONNOR, SHARON
Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11
Fairs that were lots better than fair (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.10

O'CONNOR, TERENCE
T O'Conner dies, Dec 20, 1985, p.26

O'DONNELL, RAYMOND
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

O'FARRELL, MARGARET
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

O'SARA, CUTHBERT (REV)
Secular humanism decried (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6

O'GRADY, FLORENCE
Candidates trade barbs at debate, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
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O'GRADY, FLORENCE continued
   Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1

O'HANLON, JOSEPH
   State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3

O'HARA, JOHN
   EHS alumni return to old haunt (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.9

O'LEARY, DENIS (DR)
   Lung Assn elects local MD D J O'Leary (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.3

O'NEIL, TERRENCE
   Female volunteer M Capria sues fire board for sex discrimination, Sep 5, 1986, p.13

O'NEILL, ANN

O'NEILL, HARRY

O'NEILL, KENNETH
   Water use down 5%; new meters helping, Jun 21, 1985, p.11
   Council concerned about unfinished construction, Dec 6, 1985, p.13
   Town on the trail of Crane Pond rats, May 23, 1986, p.11
   Laying of water main under way, Oct 24, 1986, p.11
   Snowy sidewalks? Start shoveling!, Feb 6, 1987, p.11
   Storms and ice tax (Elmsford, Ardsley, SBH) snow purses, Feb 13, 1987, p.11
   (Greenville Community) Council accuses town of lagging on safety issues in EMT, Oct 9, 1987, p.13
   Ardsley Road to get curbing, Dec 11, 1987, p.14
   Snowy sidewalks can be costly (in EMT), Feb 5, 1988, p.11

O'NEILL, MARY JANE
   Mr and Mrs R Salter receive Eye Donor proclamation; Eye Bank Dir cites need for donors (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.16
   O'Neill to head women's PR group (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.2

O'NEILL, MICHAEL
   Former News editor M O'Neill says journalists are failing, Apr 13, 1987, p.1

O'NEILL, MICHAEL (AU)
   Biden sends (sic) off a cliche boom (edit), Oct 23, 1987, p.7

O'NEILL, THOMAS (REV)
   Rev S van der Hoorn joins St Agnes Hospital staff, Jan 4, 1985, p.10

O'NEILL, THOMAS JR
   Book Fair at library tomorrow (photo), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
   O'Neill rates the Presidents--past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1

O'REILLY, FRANCIS
   County contests head Nov 5 ballot here, Oct 31, 1985, p.1

O'RIORDAN, JERRY
   Raiders lose in bowl; end season at 8-1 (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.1

O'ROURKE, ANDREW
   County Tennis Club will rise from the ashes (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.1
   SAR to honor A O'Rourke, Feb 1, 1985, p.4
   Residents urge O'Rourke to improve maintenance along BRP, discuss other issues at town meeting, Feb 6, 1985, p.5
   Scouts meet county executive (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.11
   A Hochberg named to health agency board, Feb 15, 1985, p.4
   Collection not guaranteed, says A Hochberg of garbage policy, Feb 22, 1985, p.3
   What price disposal?: County's approach to refuse disposal shocking (edit), Feb 22, 1985, p.6
   Flying high (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.14
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O'ROURKE, ANDREW continued

Leaders of the pact—against cystic fibrosis (photo), May 10, 1985, p.3
Bitburg visit protested (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
O'Rourke responds (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6
GOP looking for Hochberg opponent (photo), May 24, 1985, p.1
O'Rourke bans watering lawns as drought crisis continues, Jun 14, 1985, p.3
Rabbi B K Rosenberg appointed special assistant (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.16
Enforcement of water use restrictions begins, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
County execs meet: O'Rourke elected chairman, Seven County Nuclear Safety Coalition, Jul 5, 1985, p.8
Water restrictions required in showers; available free from Westchester County, Jul 19, 1985, p.3
County prints Playland album, Jul 26, 1985, p.4
Cuoco vetoes town-backed tax bill, signs other, Aug 9, 1985, p.11
County will monitor day care operations (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.25
O'Rourke seeks aid to homeless, Oct 11, 1985, p.2
Tidying Butler, Oct 18, 1985, p.1
County contests head Nov 5 ballot here, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Harmony reigns at LWV 'debate', Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Endorsements: A O'Rourke, A Hochberg, Amendment 5 (edit), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
Local voters back winners (chart), Nov 6, 1985, p.1
Eighty-six county tax rate say exceed village's, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
Garbage tax rate soars, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
County issues $83 million in bonds, Nov 22, 1985, p.24
Executives gather for opening (of Filene's Basement) (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.14
O'Rourke calls off emergency measures, Dec 6, 1985, p.4
Hochberg calls for medical center cuts, Dec 13, 1985, p.1
Winston proposal described, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
County buses free on New Year's Eve, Dec 20, 1985, p.19
County tax rate heading up, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Able assistance: C Waldrup sings at A O'Rourke's inauguration (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.10
Commission for homeless formed (photo; list), Feb 7, 1986, p.2
Two women, L Brennan and H Goldberg, named to women's advisory board, Feb 14, 1986, p.2
O'Rourke won't say if he's running; Club officers named (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.3
Top recycler, May 9, 1986, p.1
Crime victims, Jul 11, 1986, p.1
Fire commissioners ponder appointment; defeat of issue, Jul 11, 1986, p.9
Retail discounts available to bus riders, Aug 9, 1986, p.2
A modest proposal (edit), Aug 22, 1986, p.6
Studying Weaver (St), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
Hochberg urges O'Rourke to cap budget, Sep 26, 1986, p.8
Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Voters decide it's not time for a change (chart), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
County budget would raise taxes by 20 percent, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Hochberg in running for position on Public Service Commission, Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Red ribbon campaign, Dec 19, 1986, p.15
County budget passed, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
Guide lists architecture in the county, Dec 31, 1986, p.5
Proposed shelter for family to be topic of meeting, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
O'Rourke appoints 2 Scarsdalian, E M Stock and D A Shulman, Jan 23, 1987, p.2
O'Rourke names 10 to Women's Advisory Board (list), Feb 27, 1987, p.3
Chinese-American cultural exchange (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.1
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O'ROURKE, ANDREW continued

Winning authors named by county library group, Apr 10, 1987, p.10
County honors Regan head A D Healich, May 8, 1987, p.2
SCS playwright S Greenberg wins in a contest, May 22, 1987, p.13
Praise from county (on 2 Drake homes), May 29, 1987, p.1
Task Force on Corrections finds facilities are inadequate, Jul 10, 1987, p.12
New jail proposed, Jul 31, 1987, p.3
Low-key celebration of Constitution planned for village, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
New funds for housing program, Aug 14, 1987, p.2
20% increase seen in county tax bills, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Mental health program (Abused Spouse Assistance Services) cited, Nov 20, 1987, p.2
County starts special realty loan plan, Nov 27, 1987, p.3
Firemen: How did you (A O'Rourke) miss us? (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6
Homeless crisis topic at hearing on (county) budget, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
After cuts, (County) Board (of Legislators) OK's $847M county budget, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Westchester Community College land earmarked for building transitional housing for homeless (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.11
Neighbors wary of plan for homeless, Jan 22, 1988, p.12
Playland manager E R Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2
Question of school for homeless fuels controversy over WCC plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.12
Two from SCS (H Goldberg, A Kelly) on (Westchester County) Women's (Advisory) Board, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
County executive A O'Rourke proposes plan to encourage recycling programs, Feb 12, 1988, p.4
(Anti-Semitic acts of vandalism) Shared tragedy (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
O'Rourke honors Tooley, Schulman, Feb 19, 1988, p.8
Stage set for HELP confrontation (cartoon), Feb 19, 1988, p.12

O'ROURKE, ANDREW (AU)

O'Rourke defends county (ltr), Dec 20, 1985, p.6
Congratulations from O'Rourke (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6
Professionalism cited (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
Apology to the firefighters (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6

O'SHAUGHNESSY, BILL

For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6

O'SHAY, MADELON

Subdivision plan draws few complaints, Feb 20, 1987, p.9

O'SHEA, BRIAN

Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 2), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

O'SHEA, E RICHARD

(Westchester) Chamber (of Commerce) elects leaders for 1988, Dec 18, 1987, p.16

O'SHEA, GERARD (AU)

Want to be a better coach? (edit), Jun 20, 1986, p.7

O'SHEA, JAMIE

EMT fifth grader J O'Shea at home on stage (list), May 2, 1986, p.13

O'SHEA, MADELON

Greenville CoC Council tells schools to look for ineligible students, Jan 11, 1985, P.11
Residents protest TV rate hike, Feb 15, 1985, p.11
EMT tells Planning Board: No more traffic on Fort Hill, May 17, 1985, p.11
Hustlers can still rustle up a summer job (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
Man waits for ZBA to dish out a decision, Aug 2, 1985, p.11
GBH will undertake the repair of Crane Pond, Sep 6, 1985, p.11
Central Ave focus of Greenville CoC Council meeting, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
O'SHEA, MADELYN continued
Board to meet with tow, Sep 27, 1935, p.11
Draft policy on resident is subject of board meeting, Oct 11, 1985, p.11
Council concerned about unfinished construction, Dec 6, 1985, p.13
Still no decision from ZBH on satellite dish antenna, Dec 27, 1985, p.11
New law regulates roomers, boarders, Jan 24, 1986, p.11
GCC approves proposed nominating changes, Feb 7, 1986, p.11
School board policy will be mix of old and new, Nov 14, 1986, p.11
EMT opposes 125-unit development, Apr 10, 1987, p.11
(EMT) Board (of Ed) considers requiring students to serve community, Apr 24, 1987, p.11
ZBA approves canopy, May 1, 1987, p.11
Community servant P. Hinesley honored (photo), May 8, 1987, p.11
Civic groups leery of zoning amendment, May 9, 1987, p.11
GCC fights for stricter trailer law, Jun 26, 1987, p.10
Correction: M O'Shea is quoted in article concerning housing in GBH, Jul 10, 1987, p.9
For 15 years now, they've been talking with Rod O'Shea (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.13
Longview residents (of EHT) oppose kitchen request, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
Ardsley Road to get curbing, Dec 11, 1987, p.14
Town (of GBH), Postal Service locked in court battle over post office, Mar 4, 1988, p.13
O'SHEA, ROD
New book offers tips on coaching baseball, May 17, 1985, p.14
For 15 years now, they've been talking with Rod O'Shea (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.13
'it's how you play that counts' (Book by R O'Shea), Oct 30, 1987, p.16
OAKLEY, KATHLEEN
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
OBERHEIMAN, KATHY
K Oberheiman on winning field hockey team (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.18
OBERHAN, JUSTIN
Fleeting fame (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.10
OBERHAN, PAULA
Administrators divvy up duties, Sep 26, 1986, p.13
OBIN, RUTH
Parking plan, vets' benefits debated; village approves two labor contracts, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
OBIN, RUTH (AU)
What about commuter parking? (ltr), Jan 10, 1985, p.6
Dangerous intersections (at Fox Meadow and Ogden Rds, Olmsted and Fox Meadow Rds) (ltr), Feb 19, 1986, p.6
OBITUARIES
M B Dalton dies, Jan 4, 1985, p.10
H Mahnken dies, Jan 4, 1985, p.10
H Barnard dies, Jan 4, 1985, p.10
C Froehlich dies, Jan 4, 1985, p.10
M Haas dies, Jan 11, 1985, p.10
A Fleming dies, Jan 11, 1985, p.10
J Iannone dies, Jan 11, 1985, p.10
R Scheuer dies, Jan 11, 1985, p.10
F Beck dies, Jan 11, 1985, p.10
O O Heller dies, Jan 18, 1985, p.8
A C Cadoux dies, Jan 18, 1985, p.8
H B Freyberg dies, Jan 18, 1985, p.8
W Frieary dies, Jan 25, 1985, p.14
OBITUARIES continued

A Rosenberg dies, Jan 25, 1935, p.14
G T Margerua dies, Jan 25, 1985, p.14
L Thies dies; long a civic leader (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.1
E Vaccaro dies, Feb 1, 1985, p.15
J R Stein dies, Feb 8, 1985, p.16
D Melchior dies, Feb 8, 1985, p.16
H Taubin dies, Feb 15, 1985, p.14
T P Carpenter dies, Feb 22, 1985, p.8
J Martin Pond dies, Feb 22, 1985, p.8
R V Bell dies, Feb 22, 1985, p.9
I B Mathias dies, Mar 1, 1985, p.18
S R Kelley dies, Mar 1, 1985, p.18
E Shea dies, Mar 1, 1985, p.18
H B Neafie dies, Mar 1, 1985, p.18
C B Ughetta dies, Mar 8, 1985, p.17
S J Schlosser dies, Mar 8, 1985, p.17
C P Reynolds dies, Mar 15, 1985, p.22
R Bartholomew dies, Mar 15, 1985, p.22
R Gala dies, Mar 15, 1985, p.22
J McHugh dies, Mar 15, 1985, p.22
M Kelly dies, Mar 15, 1985, p.22
H R GOULD dies, Mar 15, 1985, p.22
R Liss dies, Mar 22, 1985, p.14
D J Molloy dies, Mar 22, 1985, p.14
M H Harvey dies, Mar 22, 1985, p.14
J P Timoney dies, Mar 22, 1985, p.14
H Siwon dies, Mar 29, 1985, p.14
J R Wittenborn dies, Mar 29, 1985, p.14
L Grunebaum dies, Mar 29, 1985, p.14
M Strohmeier dies, Apr 5, 1985, p.14
F Spada dies, Apr 5, 1985, p.14
Claiborne, John T dies, Apr 5, 1985, p.14
L Robinson dies, Apr 5, 1985, p.14
Former GBH town clerk M O'Connor dies, Apr 12, 1985, p.14
J Epstein dies, Apr 12, 1985, p.16
M J Smith dies, Apr 12, 1985, p.16
R B Eckert dies, Apr 12, 1985, p.16
J Lyons dies, Apr 12, 1985, p.16
V C Bowen dies, Apr 19, 1985, p.16
J H Blake dies, Apr 19, 1985, p.16
E A Dechsli dies, Apr 19, 1985, p.16
H Victor Cordy dies, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
V Strangio dies, Apr 26, 1985, p.22
L J Bruner dies, Apr 26, 1985, p.22
E Lasher dies, Apr 26, 1985, p.22
E M Strife dies, Apr 26, 1985, p.22
M C Fava dies, Apr 26, 1985, p.22
A Diamond dies, May 3, 1985, p.22
R R Ziset dies, May 3, 1985, p.22
OBITUARIES continued

G Douglas McCarter dies, May 10, 1985, p.20
V McCabe dies, May 10, 1985, p.20
J B Pitt dies, May 10, 1985, p.20
T S Gregory dies, May 17, 1985, p.20
H S Starbuck dies, May 24, 1985, p.18
R Dewey dies, May 24, 1985, p.18
A E Feleppa dies, May 31, 1985, p.15
W J Collet dies, Jun 14, 1985, p.16
A Bossak dies, Jun 14, 1985, p.16
L Keeler dies, Jun 14, 1985, p.16
D M Songwer dies, Jun 14, 1985, p.16
P F Shepp dies, Jun 14, 1985, p.16
W D Seibert dies, Jun 21, 1985, p.12
F Kahn dies, Jul 5, 1985, p.13
V Pine dies, Jul 12, 1985, p.12
A Fallon dies, Jul 12, 1985, p.12
Z Tcheyan dies, Jul 12, 1985, p.12
G Friedann dies, Jul 12, 1985, p.12
H Coulter dies, Jul 12, 1985, p.12
G Gardiner dies, Jul 12, 1985, p.12
G Fearon dies, Jul 19, 1985, p.14
C J Schaidt dies, Jul 19, 1985, p.14
K Fortune dies, Jul 19, 1985, p.14
D Conastro dies, Jul 19, 1985, p.14
L Litaler dies, Jul 26, 1985, p.10
M Hawthorne dies, Aug 2, 1985, p.17
M FitzMaurice dies, Aug 2, 1985, p.17
J F Landry dies, Aug 2, 1985, p.17
A E Molzahn dies, Aug 2, 1985, p.17
R Stein dies, Aug 9, 1985, p.14
R T Heilpern dies, Aug 9, 1985, p.14
A G Blake dies, Aug 9, 1985, p.14
A Casale dies, Aug 9, 1985, p.14
Dr C J Meyer dies, Aug 9, 1985, p.14
Dr R S Gordon dies, Aug 9, 1985, p.14
E L Bell dies, Aug 9, 1985, p.14
B K Millan dies, Aug 9, 1985, p.14
E D Moses dies, Aug 16, 1985, p.10
D Sererance dies, Aug 16, 1985, p.10
Dr S Walker dies, Aug 16, 1985, p.10
M Higginson dies, Aug 16, 1985, p.10
J H Lockhart dies, Aug 16, 1985, p.10
R Ahlert dies, Aug 16, 1985, p.10
M A Poole-DiSalvo dies, Aug 16, 1985, p.10
K W Greenawalt, noted lawyer and former trustee, is dead at 81, Aug 23, 1985, p.9
M Craw dies, Aug 23, 1985, p.10
K D Brill dies, Aug 23, 1985, p.10
L C Watts dies, Aug 23, 1985, p.10
OBITUARIES continued

J E Spencer dies, Aug 23, 1985, p.10
J V Barnaba dies, Aug 23, 1985, p.10
D D Jenkins dies, Aug 23, 1985, p.10
C D Couch Jr dies, Aug 30, 1985, p.10
S Goodman dies, Aug 30, 1985, p.10
E Croen dies, Aug 30, 1985, p.10
G W Stanley dies, Aug 30, 1985, p.10
S Rosenberg dies, Sep 6, 1985, p.16
R D L Jones dies, Sep 6, 1985, p.16
M L Bock dies, Sep 6, 1985, p.16
J H McDowell dies, Sep 13, 1985, p.18
E M Heitz dies, Sep 13, 1985, p.18
M V Wallace dies, Sep 13, 1985, p.18
Dr D E Ford dies, Sep 13, 1985, p.18
R R Irvine dies, Sep 20, 1985, p.16
G E Ohlander dies, Sep 20, 1985, p.16
I Ross dies, Sep 20, 1985, p.16
S Caieron dies, Sep 20, 1985, p.16
T Berman dies, Sep 27, 1985, p.16
R B Corwin dies, Sep 27, 1985, p.16
L Pierce dies, Oct 11, 1985, p.22
W Haviland dies, Oct 11, 1985, p.22
P D Reuter dies, Oct 11, 1985, p.22
K G Bradner dies, Oct 11, 1985, p.22
R J Reilly dies, Oct 18, 1985, p.18
D R Scully dies, Oct 25, 1985, p.20
A T Hart dies, Oct 25, 1985, p.20
K Muller dies, Oct 25, 1985, p.20
S Eller dies, Oct 25, 1985, p.20
S D Goodin dies, Oct 25, 1985, p.20
W E Roys dies, Oct 25, 1985, p.20
S Duboff dies; headed School Board, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
J S Cornell dies, Oct 31, 1985, p.18
B Johnson dies, Oct 31, 1985, p.18
G Fitzwater dies, Oct 31, 1985, p.18
A J Frankel dies, Oct 31, 1985, p.18
E Robinson dies, Oct 31, 1985, p.18
M Mendelson dies, Oct 31, 1985, p.18
J Allegretti dies, Oct 31, 1985, p.18
C A Pennock dies, Nov 8, 1985, p.18
V B Mihayl dies, Nov 8, 1985, p.18
H C Meyers dies, Nov 8, 1985, p.18
K Houghton dies, Nov 8, 1985, p.18
H Marache dies, Nov 15, 1985, p.20
Dr Ralph C Kahle dies, Nov 15, 1985, p.20
Deak remembered as loyal friend; and fitness buff (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1
G Brown dies, Nov 22, 1985, p.22
J Bargamian dies, Nov 22, 1985, p.22
H L Mosher dies, Nov 22, 1985, p.22
OBITUARIES continued

D H Schultz dies, Nov 29, 1985, p.26
W H Busing dies, Nov 29, 1985, p.26
L L Kaplan dies, Nov 29, 1985, p.26
F L Sauels dies, Nov 29, 1985, p.26
E F Johnson dies, Dec 6, 1985, p.19
L A DiNapoli dies, Dec 6, 1985, p.19
M L Roach dies, Dec 6, 1985, p.19
J C Vanacek dies, Dec 13, 1985, p.20
E Yates dies, Dec 13, 1985, p.30
T O'Connor dies, Dec 20, 1985, p.26
A J Holler dies, Dec 20, 1985, p.26
K E Lehman dies, Dec 20, 1985, p.26
B Leveille dies, Dec 20, 1985, p.26
H S Nash dies, Dec 27, 1985, p.14
C J Ploss dies, Dec 27, 1985, p.14
C Mullery dies, Dec 27, 1985, p.14
H Goldenstein dies here at age of 53 (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.1
R E Aschenbrenner dies, Jan 3, 1986, p.10
J D Teasdie dies, Jan 3, 1986, p.10
P Cohen dies, Jan 3, 1986, p.10
E Rosenberg dies, Jan 3, 1986, p.10
L A Alberts dies, Jan 3, 1986, p.10
Doc Blanford is dead at 76; was beloved EHT figure (photo), Jan 17, 1986, p.13
E C Carret dies, Jan 17, 1986, p.16
H H Smith dies, Jan 17, 1986, p.16
K Walton dies, Jan 17, 1986, p.16
G Moore dies, Jan 17, 1986, p.16
M E Scherer dies, Jan 21, 1986, p.10
M E McCabe dies, Jan 21, 1986, p.10
J J Quigley dies, Jan 21, 1986, p.10
D C Decker dies, Jan 21, 1986, p.10
J McCaw dies, Jan 24, 1986, p.16
D Weber dies, Jan 24, 1986, p.16
A Schlosser dies, Jan 24, 1986, p.16
R Rothschild dies, Jan 24, 1986, p.16
A Whittemore dies, Jan 29, 1986, p.16
E R Fagan dies, Jan 24, 1986, p.16
M F Burr dies, Jan 24, 1986, p.16
S A Marrow dies, Jan 31, 1986, p.16
H T Maser dies, Jan 31, 1986, p.16
J B Elliott dies, Jan 31, 1986, p.16
P H Freund dies, Jan 31, 1986, p.16
G Raphael dies, Jan 31, 1986, p.16
H H Turner dies, Jan 31, 1986, p.16
G C Donnelly dies, Feb 7, 1986, p.16
M S Granger dies, Feb 7, 1986, p.16
I S McBain dies, Feb 7, 1986, p.16
Bill Dean dies at 87; called Mr Scarsdale (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.1
K A Pisani dies, Feb 14, 1986, p.16
OBITUARIES continued

S Silverman dies, Feb 14, 1986, p.16
M W Eaton dies, Feb 21, 1986, p.10
C Gottlieb dies, Feb 23, 1985, p.12
B S Browning dies, Mar 7, 1985, p.15
H F Day dies, Mar 14, 1986, p.15
F G Reckus dies, Mar 14, 1986, p.15
V Goldsaith is dead at age 76, Mar 21, 1986, p.11
W G Muller dies, Mar 21, 1986, p.14
P Massarelli dies, Mar 21, 1986, p.14
A C MacDonald, Mar 29, 1986, p.18
B S Marder dies, Mar 28, 1986, p.18
R K Williamson dies, Mar 28, 1986, p.18
S L Callisen dies, Apr 4, 1986, p.16
M M Krause dies, Apr 4, 1986, p.16
J Dermer dies, Apr 4, 1986, p.16
N R Prouty dies, Apr 4, 1986, p.16
E Pelaccio dies, Apr 4, 1986, p.16
B H Hessberg dies, Apr 4, 1986, p.16
H C Lautz dies, Apr 4, 1986, p.16
G F Fuller dies, Apr 11, 1986, p.19
R R Newburger dies, Apr 11, 1986, p.18
L S Evans dies, Apr 11, 1986, p.18
H L Loste dies, Apr 11, 1986, p.18
P A Spinogatti dies, Apr 11, 1986, p.18
L G Kutscher dies, Apr 18, 1986, p.18
P L Livingston dies, Apr 18, 1986, p.18
L M Walls dies, Apr 18, 1986, p.18
R B Horncastle dies, Apr 18, 1986, p.18
J Heidell dies, Apr 25, 1986, p.16
J B Parnell Jr dies, Apr 25, 1986, p.16
A Kimaa dies, Apr 25, 1986, p.16
E Boynton dies, May 2, 1986, p.22
V J Dobson dies, May 2, 1986, p.22
C A Breskin dies, May 9, 1986, p.14
L P Stein dies, May 9, 1986, p.14
Edna Scott, library benefactor, dead at 93, May 23, 1986, p.1
F Richard Wolff, noted realtor, dies (photo), May 30, 1986, p.1
EMT woman C Stern dies in house fire, May 30, 1986, p.11
A DeSantis dies, May 30, 1986, p.19
Teacher at Greenacres, H L Currier, found dead, Jun 6, 1986, p.1
E B Frank dies, Jun 6, 1986, p.14
J Stein dies, Jun 6, 1986, p.14
M D Blau dies, Jun 6, 1986, p.14
J G Kraft dies, Jun 6, 1986, p.14
OBITUARIES continued

H Finkelstein dies, Jun 6, 1986, p.14
H W Boyce dies, Jun 7, 1986, p.22
H M Shaw dies, Jun 7, 1986, p.22
S D Thompson dies, Jun 7, 1986, p.22
R M Ormsion dies, Jun 7, 1986, p.22
G S Kelly dies, Jun 13, 1986, p.14
I G Leszynk dies, Jun 13, 1986, p.14
A L Shapiro dies, Jun 20, 1986, p.19
H A Jasper dies, Jun 20, 1986, p.19
H H Westoff dies, Jun 20, 1986, p.19
M Walsh dies, Jun 20, 1986, p.19
R W Andersen dies, Jun 20, 1986, p.19
F F McDowell dies, Jun 27, 1986, p.12
C C Richards dies, Jul 4, 1986, p.12
N S Jackson dies, Jul 11, 1986, p.10
W H Maeder dies, Jul 11, 1986, p.10
R J Blum dies, Jul 18, 1986, p.12
H Carpenter dies, Jul 18, 1986, p.12
J F Donovan dies, Jul 18, 1986, p.12
H S Meltzer dies, Jul 25, 1986, p.14
S Kantor dies, Jul 25, 1986, p.14
J A Aaes dies, Aug 1, 1986, p.14
R Dowd dies, Aug 1, 1986, p.14
Dr N Rayna dies, Aug 8, 1986, p.14
M Nawrocki dies, Aug 8, 1986, p.14
D S Bassett dies, Aug 8, 1986, p.14
E M Bevier dies, Aug 15, 1986, p.18
E M Hanft dies, Aug 15, 1986, p.12
B Clark dies, Aug 22, 1986, p.11
L F Beckerman dies, Aug 22, 1986, p.11
M Y Bauan dies, Aug 22, 1986, p.11
R B Kervan dies, Aug 22, 1986, p.11
Mike Wilson, noted merchant, dies (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
Mike Wilson (edit), Aug 29, 1986, p.6
F X White dies, Aug 29, 1986, p.14
W J McConkey dies, Aug 29, 1986, p.14
A M Scudder dies, Aug 29, 1986, p.14
D E Whipple dies, Sep 5, 1986, p.18
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OBITUARIES continued

D McDowell dies, Sep 5, 1986, p.18
S Paul dies, Sep 12, 1986, p.16
J E Flood dies, Sep 12, 1986, p.16
R L Sarno dies, Sep 19, 1986, p.14
E F Deane dies, Sep 19, 1986, p.14
F L Garcia dies, Sep 26, 1986, p.19
G L Webel dies, Sep 26, 1986, p.19
A M White dies, Sep 26, 1986, p.19
F Maiorano dies, Sep 26, 1986, p.19
M H Clinchy dies, Oct 3, 1986, p.16
R B Hoetzel dies, Oct 3, 1986, p.16
E Stark dies, Oct 3, 1986, p.16
I M O Knight dies, Oct 10, 1986, p.12
Lenore Brennan dies; was active volunteer for village and county (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.12
E I Obler dies, Oct 17, 1986, p.17
E Groark dies, Oct 17, 1986, p.17
D Ball dies, Oct 24, 1986, p.17
E Lee dies, Oct 24, 1986, p.17
B L Saith dies, Oct 24, 1986, p.17
A M Corsaro dies, Oct 24, 1986, p.17
A W Ruffin dies, Oct 24, 1986, p.17
J Leahy dies, Oct 31, 1986, p.20
G Follett dies, Oct 31, 1986, p.20
V and J Hollander die (in auto accident), Oct 31, 1986, p.20
S Van De Water dies, Oct 31, 1986, p.20
V T Heath dies, Oct 31, 1986, p.20
R E Dowd dies, Oct 31, 1986, p.20
E Olson dies, Oct 31, 1986, p.20
M K Block dies, Oct 31, 1986, p.20
I C Harson dies, Nov 7, 1986, p.16
G H Pearson dies, Nov 7, 1986, p.16
A Benjamin dies, Nov 7, 1986, p.16
M D Leveille dies, Nov 14, 1986, p.20
E H Sullivan dies, Nov 14, 1986, p.20
L G Elting dies, Nov 14, 1986, p.20
R W McKirdy dies, Nov 21, 1986, p.16
E F Braden dies, Nov 21, 1986, p.16
A T Mooney dies, Nov 21, 1986, p.16
F S Bobroff dies, Nov 21, 1986, p.16
F L Bazin dies, Nov 21, 1986, p.16
B Joujon-Roche dies, Nov 21, 1986, p.16
H M Savage dies, Nov 21, 1986, p.16
Joyce Barthelson dies; co-founded music school (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.1
J L Suchin dies, Dec 5, 1986, p.20
F A Seitz dies, Dec 5, 1986, p.20
Rabbi L Nadelmann dies (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.1
G H Dudley dies, Dec 12, 1986, p.24
OBITUARIES continued

B R Toledo dies, Dec 12, 1936, p.24
D M Lilly dies, Dec 12, 1936, p.24
J R Freund dies, Dec 19, 1936, p.29
D Brague dies, Dec 19, 1936, p.29
Rev J S Stewart dies, Dec 19, 1936, p.29
E Weitz dies, Dec 19, 1936, p.29
H van Zelst dies, Dec 24, 1936, p.12
R Cram dies, Dec 31, 1936, p.13
Dr F Sanchez dies, Dec 31, 1936, p.13
M Nadler dies, Dec 31, 1936, p.13
C K Dalton dies, Dec 31, 1936, p.13
A Elbe dies, Dec 31, 1936, p.13
E E Holdman dies, Dec 31, 1936, p.13
D H Jordan dies, Dec 31, 1936, p.13
A H Temple dies, Jan 9, 1937, p.16
I E Stappson dies, Jan 9, 1937, p.16
G Escher dies, Jan 9, 1937, p.16
J Gosen dies, Jan 9, 1937, p.16
O Difiore dies, Jan 9, 1937, p.16
L C Braun Jr dies, Jan 9, 1937, p.16
S S Lester dies, Jan 9, 1937, p.16
B Tucker dies, Jan 9, 1937, p.16
A Bernstein dies, Jan 9, 1937, p.16
F Reese dies, Jan 9, 1937, p.16
Harold Krents dies; SHS graduate inspired hit play (photo), Jan 16, 1937, p.1
J H Evans dies, Jan 16, 1937, p.18
H D Dobson dies, Jan 16, 1937, p.18
C Harwood dies, Jan 30, 1937, p.8
W Lindeman dies, Jan 30, 1937, p.8
P Maldari dies, Jan 30, 1937, p.8
F A Goodstein dies, Jan 30, 1937, p.8
S S Smith dies, Feb 6, 1937, p.12
Dr K J Brunings dies, Feb 6, 1937, p.12
E H Potter dies, Feb 6, 1937, p.12
J R Vena dies, Feb 6, 1937, p.12
F M Katz dies, Feb 6, 1937, p.12
M S Bell dies, Feb 6, 1937, p.12
M D Owen dies, Feb 13, 1937, p.8
Dr M Bien dies, Feb 13, 1937, p.8
H Alexander dies, Feb 13, 1937, p.8
Dr M Fulton dies, Feb 13, 1937, p.8
A M Helwig dies, Feb 13, 1937, p.8
C Tintrup dies, Feb 20, 1937, p.11
G H Drake dies, Feb 20, 1937, p.11
C Helton dies, Feb 27, 1937, p.12
E Mautner dies, Feb 27, 1937, p.12
D Shoup dies, Feb 27, 1937, p.12
F Parra dies, Feb 27, 1937, p.12
V Marden dies, Mar 6, 1937, p.14
OBITUARIES continued

R T Crouch dies, Mar 6, 1987, p.14
J N Jackson dies, Mar 13, 1987, p.16
R E Sweet Sr dies, Mar 13, 1987, p.16
J H Page dies, Mar 13, 1987, p.16
B H Young dies, Mar 20, 1987, p.15
C H Tally dies, Mar 20, 1987, p.15
M S Ellison dies, Mar 20, 1987, p.15
F K Schwartz dies, Mar 20, 1987, p.15
E G Schwartz dies, Mar 27, 1987, p.15
C Zaha dies, Mar 27, 1987, p.15
R N Reardon dies, Mar 27, 1987, p.15
D Pasquale dies, Mar 27, 1987, p.15
S S Wolchok dies, Apr 3, 1987, p.12
E Shepard dies, Apr 3, 1987, p.12
M A Reuter dies, Apr 3, 1987, p.12
F Muraca dies, Apr 3, 1987, p.12
Dr H G Rapaport dies, Apr 10, 1987, p.14
S A Slutsky dies, Apr 10, 1987, p.14
L E Peterson dies, Apr 10, 1987, p.14
F H Lautz dies, Apr 10, 1987, p.14
E D Palaer dies, Apr 10, 1987, p.14
Dr S Luks dies, Apr 17, 1987, p.10
J A Russillo dies, Apr 17, 1987, p.10
F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20
L M Ingalls dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20
S C Higgons dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20
D FitzMaurice dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20
E F Sutton dies, May 1, 1987, p.12
E Rohrann dies, May 1, 1987, p.12
J L Beauchamp dies, May 15, 1987, p.18
C P Lattin dies, May 15, 1987, p.18
A L Otwell dies, May 22, 1987, p.14
Dr A J Freie dies, May 22, 1987, p.14
E J Penny dies, Jun 5, 1987, p.20
I B Warren dies, Jun 5, 1987, p.20
S Bloch dies, Jun 5, 1987, p.20
M Riggs dies, Jun 12, 1987, p.20
A J McLinden dies, Jun 12, 1987, p.20
H R Schwab dies, Jun 12, 1987, p.20
G L Tone dies, Jun 12, 1987, p.20
S McKinnon dies, Jun 12, 1987, p.20
M Fink dies, Jun 12, 1987, p.20
William Moyle, long-time (EMT) district head, dies at 85 (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.11
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OBITUARIES continued

L V Collins dies, Jun 26, 1987, p.12
Dr J R Montgomery dies, Jun 26, 1987, p.12
M McCrea dies, Jul 10, 1987, p.12
Dr R Rosenbaum dies, Jul 17, 1987, p.10
K A McGrath dies, Jul 17, 1987, p.10
B S Reisner dies, Jul 24, 1987, p.4
D J Driscoll dies, Jul 24, 1987, p.4
Dr M E Golob dies, Jul 25, 1987, p.4
R D Kimble dies, Jul 31, 1987, p.14
M B Klausner dies, Jul 31, 1987, p.14
K Schwaecher dies, Jul 31, 1987, p.14
A C Smith dies, Jul 31, 1987, p.14
L R Eisner dies, Jul 31, 1987, p.14
H M Pierpoint dies, Jul 31, 1987, p.14
M Bluem dies, Jul 31, 1987, p.14
B R B McCarthy dies, Aug 14, 1987, p.4
D Stix dies, Aug 14, 1987, p.4
Correction (to H Chamberlin obituary, Aug 7), Aug 14, 1987, p.4
L H Zizamia dies, Aug 21, 1987, p.8
J F Magill dies, Aug 21, 1987, p.8
B C Cooke dies, Aug 21, 1987, p.8
P S McGeorge dies, Aug 21, 1987, p.8
M N Neuensch dies, Aug 21, 1987, p.8
T J De Yaur die, Aug 21, 1987, p.8
A Gueltsman dies, Aug 28, 1987, p.10
P Glover dies, Aug 28, 1987, p.10
D Ward dies, Aug 28, 1987, p.10
J Piekarski dies, Aug 28, 1987, p.10
H Mattner dies, Aug 28, 1987, p.10
H Megquier dies, Aug 28, 1987, p.10
Dr M Brockett dies, Aug 28, 1987, p.10
C D Fearon dies, Sep 4, 1987, p.16
F McGrath dies, Sep 4, 1987, p.16
J Willard dies, Sep 18, 1987, p.17
T M Bernstein dies, Sep 18, 1987, p.17
L E Yeager dies, Sep 18, 1987, p.17
W C Stevens dies, Sep 18, 1987, p.17
C O Grube dies, Sep 18, 1987, p.17
M L Parke dies, Sep 18, 1987, p.17
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OBITUARIES continued

W J Carroll dies, Sep 18, 1987, p.17
E N Canelos dies, Sep 25, 1987, p.19
R P Copton dies, Sep 25, 1987, p.19
Dr F Earnest dies, Sep 25, 1987, p.19
G Culloa dies, Oct 2, 1987, p.16
C Fennie dies, Oct 2, 1987, p.16
A Bailey dies, Oct 9, 1987, p.21
J K Butcher dies, Oct 9, 1987, p.21
D H Ogilvy dies, Oct 16, 1987, p.16
T van den Male Bake dies, Oct 15, 1987, p.16
E F Campbell dies, Oct 16, 1987, p.16
J W Severinghaus is dead at 80, Oct 23, 1987, p.24
E S Eckert dies, Nov 6, 1987, p.18
R C Flesch dies, Nov 6, 1987, p.18
M O F Mann dies, Nov 6, 1987, p.18
E S Greene dies, Nov 6, 1987, p.18
R D Markison dies, Nov 13, 1987, p.20
M S Huser dies, Nov 13, 1987, p.20
B M Debree dies, Nov 13, 1987, p.20
E H Kelly dies, Nov 20, 1987, p.14
A Loeb dies, Nov 20, 1987, p.14
M Helffrich dies, Nov 20, 1987, p.14
M P Boynton dies, Nov 27, 1987, p.18
A H Ingles dies, Nov 27, 1987, p.18
D D Jerome dies, Nov 27, 1987, p.18
D K Evans dies, Dec 4, 1987, p.21
E G Reuter dies, Dec 4, 1987, p.21
M H Sherwin dies, Dec 4, 1987, p.21
J S Newlin dies, Dec 4, 1987, p.21
G O Schell dies, Dec 4, 1987, p.21
Andrew Coulter, village merchant, dies, Dec 11, 1987, p.24
V S Waabach dies, Dec 11, 1987, p.24
F Hare dies, Dec 11, 1987, p.24
I M Innes dies, Dec 11, 1987, p.24
W J Davis Jr dies, Dec 18, 1987, p.26
A J Memona dies, Dec 18, 1987, p.26
S J Garon dies, Dec 18, 1987, p.26
M Pueraro dies, Dec 18, 1987, p.26
D E Kindred dies, Dec 24, 1987, p.14
H Jacobschon dies, Dec 24, 1987, p.14
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OBITUARIES continued

L B Longhitano dies, Dec 24, 1987, p.14
K Hoechner dies, Dec 24, 1987, p.14
P A Richardson dies, Dec 31, 1987, p.12
M B Wyss dies, Dec 31, 1987, p.12
G H Kleisner dies, Jan 8, 1988, p.13
G H Gero dies, Jan 6, 1988, p.13
E Carpenter dies, Jan 15, 1988, p.12
R McWilliams dies, Jan 15, 1988, p.12
I F Witchel dies, Jan 15, 1988, p.12
M Griffiths dies, Jan 15, 1988, p.12
C L Strauss dies, Jan 15, 1988, p.12
C H Luckhardt dies, Jan 22, 1988, p.14
W B Manee dies, Jan 22, 1988, p.14
A M Monteleone dies, Jan 22, 1988, p.14
W Lewis dies, Jan 22, 1988, p.14
R H Stukey dies, Jan 22, 1988, p.14
B Friedenberg dies, Jan 29, 1988, p.19
R DeLalla dies, Feb 5, 1988, p.16
S L Albarino dies, Feb 5, 1988, p.16
J Barnua dies, Feb 5, 1988, p.16
HTS health advocate R Pollack dies, Feb 12, 1988, p.10
A P Mendes dies, Feb 12, 1988, p.14
E S Mindlin dies, Feb 12, 1988, p.14
F Schief dies, Feb 12, 1988, p.14
G Guion dies, Feb 19, 1988, p.14
Dr R Schwartz dies, Feb 19, 1988, p.14
A L Cornell dies, Feb 26, 1988, p.14
A Chapan dies, Feb 26, 1988, p.14
M Pescatello dies, Mar 4, 1988, p.14
C H Wyss Jr dies, Mar 4, 1988, p.14
R J Lapham dies, Mar 4, 1988, p.14
R A DeFeyo dies, Mar 4, 1988, p.14
K Deutsch dies, Mar 11, 1988, p.18
A DeSesso dies, Mar 11, 1988, p.18
E B Agee dies, Mar 11, 1988, p.18
L J Brown dies, Mar 11, 1988, p.18
T Acciavatti dies, Mar 11, 1988, p.18
A McConologue dies, Mar 19, 1988, p.20
L H Mole dies, Mar 18, 1988, p.20
N V Marsh dies, Mar 25, 1988, p.16
A I Conlan dies, Mar 25, 1988, p.16
J R Haumann dies, Mar 25, 1988, p.16
George Cornell dies; was a state senator, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
M H T Cheung dies, Apr 1, 1988, p.18
A L Goldstein dies, Apr 1, 1988, p.18
F O'Connell dies, Apr 1, 1988, p.18
OBITUARIES continued
I Van Beawelen dies, Apr 1, 1988, p.18
E D Rollins dies, Apr 1, 1988, p.18
SEE ALSO SUICIDE, DEATHS

OBLER, EDWARD
E I Obler dies, Oct 17, 1986, p.17

OBLER, MIMI
File biz how-to is slick choice at SAS opener (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.6

OBELL, SARA
Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

OECHSLI, ELIZABETH
E A Oechslis dies, Apr 19, 1985, p.16

OEHLER, JUDITH
Oil company sues GOPC, supplier, Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Agreement near in battle over oil customers, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Oil truce, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Oil war over?, May 2, 1986, p.1

OEHLER, ROBERT
Greening of Greenacres project set to beautify border with WP (list), Jun 28, 1985, p.2
GOPC holding together (ltr), Jul 12, 1985, p.6
Test ban endorsed; higher (parking) fees opposed, Jun 13, 1986, p.1

ODESTREICH, DAVID (AU)
Tire to face raccoon problem (ltr), May 31, 1985, p.6

ODESTREICH, JUDY
Educational underground probed, May 24, 1985, p.1
Board reveals details of what the bonds would buy, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Campaign sets sights on $30,000 for band, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Chinese-American cultural exchange (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.1
SHS band picks its new look (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
Summer theater seeking new director (Wendy Dubbs elected president (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.2
Tony Ross is new SSMT director (photo p 1), Dec 11, 1987, p.21

ODESTREICH, JUDY (AU)
Jump on the bandwagon (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
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DIEFFENBACH, JUDY (AL) continued

- Tid for an overhaul (ITR), Oct 3, 1986, p.6
- $30,000 goal called realistic (ITR), Oct 10, 1986, p.6

OFFFEN, LINDSAY

- Fifth graders 'at OR' learn about aging (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.15

OFFFEN, SUSAN

- Centennial Realty appoints six new sales associates (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.17
- And all the trimmings (photo). Dec 5, 1986, p.18

OGDEN, AMY

- Pool to host holiday celebration, Jun 28, 1985, p.1
- Ogden to be vocal soloist July 4 (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.8
- Fox Meadow recalls medieval life (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.16

OGILVY, DONALD

- D H Ogilvy dies, Oct 16, 1987, p.16

OHSU, HIROKO

- 'Let's talk,' say Japanese women to villagers here (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.6

OHLANDER, SUSAN

- G E Olander dies, Sep 20, 1985, p.16

OHRISTEN, MANFRED

- Unethical appointment (of J Galiber) (ITR), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
- Democrats may select McDonald, Jun 6, 1986, p.11

OIL

SEE PETROLEUM

OIL COMPANIES

- C W Brand named general manager of Mobil Marine Trans Dept and pres, Mobil Shipping (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.3
- Garth Rd Senior Center gets $1000 grant from Exxon, Mar 1, 1985, p.2
- Dr G M Williams gets grant, Mar 22, 1985, p.9
- Crisis weathered: GOPC signs new heating oil contract, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
- Oil company sues GOPC, supplier, Jun 28, 1985, p.1
- Robison offers to drop suit, Jul 5, 1985, p.1
- GOPC suit, Jul 5, 1985, p.1
- Beyond dispute (edit), Jul 5, 1985, p.6
- Agreement near in battle over oil customers, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
- Robison, GOPC still at loggerheads, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
- Oil truce, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
- Oil wars, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
- Oil distributor is charged with illegal dumping, Dec 13, 1985, p.1
- Oil war over?, May 2, 1986, p.1
- SCS resident R Alaedda is Exxon 'VIP', Jun 7, 1986, p.2
- Area firm fined $4.6 million for too much lead in gasoline, Dec 19, 1986, p.16

OJA, TONIS

- Company 2 (SCS Volunteer Fire Dept) names new leadership (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.2

OKAMOTO, KURMI

- That's right, Thanksgiving (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.14

OKAMOTO, MAYUMI

- Halloween contest draws huge turnout (photo; list), Oct 30, 1987, p.8

OKU, PAULA
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OLANDER, PAUL
SCS residents A Schick, D Singer, P Olander in running for volunteer of the year honor, Apr 11, 1986, p.5
Constitution celebrated (at Edgewood), Sep 25, 1987, p.14

OLARTE, MARCELO (DR)
Hospital (HP) appoints nine doctors (list), Dec 27, 1985, p.2

OLD AGE
Thoughts on saying goodbye to friends (edit), Aug 16, 1985, p.7
SEE ALSO SENIOR CITIZENS

OLD GUARD
Men at work (photo; list), Oct 24, 1986, p.3

OLD SCS
Neighbors seek to prevent creation of new building lot on Autenrieth, Jun 5, 1987, p.5

OLD SCS ASSN
Residents discuss downtown area at Planning Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1

OLD SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN
(Old SCS Neighborhood Assn) Board urged to protect 'English village' flavor (list), May 29, 1987, p.17

OLDER, CAROLYN
Students of govt: SCS college students work in G Burrow's office (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.5

OLDER, SONDRA
Older: Speak out, we (Ed of Ed) will listen, Mar 25, 1988, p.4

OLDER, SONDRA
School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Board's plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
District-wide solution (to overcrowding) urged (letter), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
Moms, students grade child care program A-1 (photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.6
School Board candidates sought, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Youth project's backers fear loss of village support, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
School board candidates named (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Board (of Ed) asks budget of $30 million, tax hike of 5.6%, May 9, 1986, p.1
School budget goes to a vote on Wednesday, Jun 6, 1986, p.1
Saashing victory for (school) budget, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
School may open to nonresidents who pay tuition, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 3%, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 17, 1987, p.1
SCS, EMT eye joint school programs, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
New court battle (for basketball courts), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Board (of Ed) imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
BAR questions school district's plan to illuminate new track (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Acting superintendent Dr S Cohen prepared for new role (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.6
Indoor pool backers seek prompt action, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
Enrollment (in SCS schools) up, Sep 4, 1987, p.1
Referendum set on BOCES building, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
School under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p.14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Search narrows (for new school superintendent), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Kelleher among three finalists for superintendent, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
OLDER, SANDRA continued

Panel ponders effects here of Supreme Court ruling, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32
Window issue continues to simmer, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
SCS names Dr R D Hibschcan its new superintendent (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.1
(SCS) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Don't replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Despite pleas, old windows will go (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
Battle continues to preserve windows, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
New schools chief Dr R D Hibschcan signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Dennis to leave SHS for Long Island superintendency (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Appreciation to board (of ed) (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschcan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Group rebukes school board by ousting Savrin (photo p 4), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
File, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

OLDER, SANDRA (AU)

Time of transition for SCS schools, but basics are the same (photo) (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.1

OLENE, ROSE ARUNGU-

SEE ARUNGU-OLENE, ROSE

OLIVA FAMILY

Planning Bd rules that 8 homes can be built at 465 Mamaroneck Rd, Mar 8, 1985, p.3

OLIVARI, CARMELA

SCS Heritage Day (photo), May 9, 1986, p.5

OLIVARI, CAROL

Eggs-travaganza (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.2

OLIVIERI, JOHN

Central Ave project restarted; fall completion predicted (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.11
One step forward, two steps back (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.11
Merchants protest Central work, Sep 13, 1985, p.10
Construction on Central Ave expected to end by Oct 31 (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.11
Central contractor asks for more time, Nov 9, 1985, p.10
Fire truck scheduled to be repaired soon (photo p 13), Dec 6, 1985, p.12
Council concerned about unfinished construction, Dec 5, 1985, p.13

OLMERT, EMIL

A record $1 billion raised for UJA (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.9

OLSEN, DAVID

Conservatives, Dems to make primary picks, Sep 5, 1986, p.13
Conservative takeover fails in GRH's primary test, Sep 12, 1986, p.12
Town GOP gears up for elections, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
Full slate for Conservatives, Jun 28, 1987, p.10

OLSER, SANDRA

Soaring health insurance rates may cost schools $1.5 billion, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

OLSON, ELIZABETH

E Olson dies, Oct 31, 1986, p.20

OLSON, MARIETH

Help is just a phone call away (illus), Mar 27, 1987, p.2
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OLSON, RICHARD
Help is just a phone call away (illus), Mar 27, 1987, p.2

OLSON, WILLIAM
County association re-elects W F Olson chairman, Aug 7, 1987, p.9
W F Olson heads history group, Dec 4, 1987, p.16

OLYMPIC GAMES
A winning idea from Burrows (ltr), Apr 12, 1985, p.6

OLYNSKY, NICKI
Youth project's backers fear loss of village support, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Growing up in SCS discussed, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Youth counselors advise parents on dealing effectively with teenagers, Nov 7, 1986, p.3
Using natural setting to abet counseling: S West, Apr 3, 1987, p.16
Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Board of Ed imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
(SCS) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1

OMBUDSMAN PROGRAM
SEE LONG TERM CARE OMBUDSMAN PROGRAM

OMLOLO, JO ANN
(SCS Congregational) church to host Sunday award reception, Nov 13, 1987, p.4

ONCEK, ANNE MARIE
Hands-on gifts (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.17

ONGSENG, FUKIAT (DR)
St Agnes Hospital names doctors D Goldberg, F Ongseng to staff, Dec 12, 1986, p.2

ONICKEL, ALAN
Curtain going up next week on SSKT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1

ONISH, ALISON
It's happening at the pool (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.5

ONISH, BARBARA
B Onish new realtor at Van Wert (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.21

ONISH, BARBARA (AU)
Glad to have taken part (ltr), Jul 4, 1986, p.6

ONISH, RUSSELL
Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

ONORATI, FRED
GOP to hear Slotnick (Republican Town Committee elects leaders), Oct 9, 1987, p.5

OPEN CAMPUS POLICY
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-OPEN CAMPUS POLICY

OPEN GOVERNMENT COALITION
Independent candidate W Grossaan to run for third time (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Village government campaigns underway (list), Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Candidates meeting? LWV may sponsor forum, Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Rukuskey 'cover-up' charged (ltr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6
Rukuskey responds to 'cover-up' charge, Jan 19, 1985, p.6
Citizens Party will not participate in LWV forum, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
W Grossaan stressing local issues in campaign for village trustee, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Election 85: the non-incumbents: W Grossaan, A Blitz (photo), Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Candidate W Grossaan responds (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
Citizens Party streak being challenged at polls, Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Grossaan speaks at LWV forum (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
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OPEN GOVERNMENT COALITION continued
Citizens Party slate wins easily; Grossman says he's leaving town (photo-chart), Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Citizens Party slate expected to run unopposed in March elections, Jan 10, 1986, p.1

OPEN HOUSE PARTIES
Teenage 'open house' ends in violence, injuries, arrest, May 10, 1985, p.1
Prescription for disaster (edit), May 10, 1985, p.6
Thoughts on open houses (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6
Preventing 'open houses' (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
Trying doesn't always work (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
Father's plea to teenagers (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
Praise from his neighbors (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
Wrong way to celebrate (edit), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
Parents riled over two assaults at student party, Oct 18, 1985, p.1
Wanted: new solutions (ltr), Oct 25, 1985, p.6
Open houses defended (ltr), Nov 8, 1985, p.6
Another view of open houses (ltr), Dec 7, 1985, p.6
Young people, parents, counselors discuss issues of drugs, alcohol, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Children need parameters (edit), Apr 13, 1986, p.7
Needed: a community center (ltr), Jun 7, 1986, p.6

OPERA
Students hear opera, Nov 15, 1985, p.11
Let me call you sweetheart (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Grant to bring opera to Fairview-GBH Community Center, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

OPERA SINGERS
Bravo, Luciano (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.7

OPERATION SWEEP
New policy operation pulling in scofflaws, Mar 22, 1985, p.3
Civilian T Ware praised for capturing suspect, Jan 22, 1988, p.5

OPHTHALMOLOGISTS
M B Stein opens practice (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.18

OPINION POLLS, SURVEYS, ETC
SEE PUBLIC OPINION POLLS

OPINION POLLS, SURVEYS, ETC
Police earn high marks in survey, Sep 11, 1987, p.1
SEE ALSO PUBLIC OPINION POLLS

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI
Annual battle over school aid begins, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
DioGuardi, Oppenheimer to address Town Club, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
Town Club gets updates from SC's freshmen legislators, Feb 15, 1985, p.3
S Oppenheimer opens WC community office, Mar 15, 1985, p.11
Ms Atkins, Mr Kroll go to Albany (edit), Apr 19, 1985, p.7
Rookie senator learning way around Albany (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
Fictional fire poses real-life dilemmas, May 3, 1985, p.1
Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2
Oppenheimer named to NY State Women Business Owners Assn, Jul 5, 1985, p.4
Oppenheimer names Berg to Coaueter Council, Oct 11, 1985, p.15
Senator Oppenheimer appoints S Otis legislative counsel, Nov 22, 1985, p.5
Appeal to Albany (on Huntington Ave), Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Senator S Oppenheimer elected treasurer, Legislative Women's Caucus of NYS, Jan 10, 1986, p.3
Sen Oppenheimer completes eventful first year in Albany (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.34
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OPPENHEIMER, SUZI continued

Residents lobby for family planning (photo; list), Feb 7, 1986, p.2
Senator Oppenheimer appoints M Berner special counsel, Feb 28, 1986, p.2
Pforzheimer named to advise Sen Oppenheimer (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.2
Historical support (NYS awards grants to Historical Soc; YM-YWHA, Literacy Volunteers), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Bipartisan cooperation (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.19
Arbor Day festivities (photo), May 2, 1986, p.1
Senate race is study in contrasts (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.1
Candidates trade barbs at debate, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
For State Legislature (edit), Oct 31, 1986, p.6
Voters decide it's not time for a change (chart), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Senator S Oppenheimer to focus on education, housing (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.2
State aid to SFCS, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
SCS bids Sobol fond farewell (photo; addl photo p 16), Jun 5, 1997, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32
Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI (AU)
Saving our most precious resource (edit), Jan 10, 1986, p.7

OPTICIANS

Opticians' promotion provides glasses for underprivileged, Aug 9, 1985, p.8

OPTOMETRISTS

Local optometrist Dr T Kassalow has new type of lens, Aug 21, 1987, p.2

ORBEN, PAT

Auxiliaries' 'Day at the Races' raises $60,000 for White Plains Hospital (photo), May 8, 1987, p.8

ORENTLICHER, GARY (DR)

Dentist G P Orentlicher joins St Agnes staff, Dec 19, 1986, p.10

ORLINGO, MAUREEN

Off the beaten track: unusual courses (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.6

OREAN TRANSPLANTS

Baby Fae and choices (edit), Apr 26, 1985, p.7
Eye for an eye sounds just fine (ltr), May 31, 1985, p.6
Argument against transplants (ltr), Jul 13, 1986, p.6

ORINGER, RICHARD (AU)

Non-existent struggle (over creche) (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
Needed: a school tax based on ability to pay (edit), Jun 26, 1987, p.7

ORINGER, RICHARD (DR)

Science teacher Dr R H Oringer has article published, Apr 3, 1987, p.4

ORINGER, SARA

Teacher S Oringer wins fellowship, Aug 8, 1986, p.5

ORISEK, VENA

V Orisek wins cycling award (photo), Jan 4, 1985, p.16

ORLANDO, SUSAN

Academic accolades for Masters student S Orlando, Jul 10, 1987, p.4
Another semifinalist: S H Orlando, Oct 2, 1987, p.14
(Masters) School honors local students, Mar 25, 1988, p.15

ORLANDO, SUZIE

Helping their peers (photo), May 30, 1986, p.9

ORLEMAN, ELIZABETH

Iona names scholarship for Joseph M Murphy (photo), May 15, 1987, p.2
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ORMANSKY, NICKI
Growing parental concern seen over teen drug use, Jan 31, 1986, p.4
Counselors see drug problem here as bad and getting worse, Feb 12, 1988, p.5

ORMISTON, ROBERT
R M Oriston dies, Jun 7, 1986, p.22

ORONZIO, JOHN
Opponents W Grossman, S Sias in agreement on village safety, tree protection, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Rejected builder J Oronzio sues BAR, Jul 26, 1985, p.1
Gronzio finally gets BAR's okay, Sep 13, 1985, p.2

ORT, MARIANNE
W F Olson heads history group, Dec 4, 1987, p.16

OSBORNE, ALMA
Historically speaking: History made up of weightless events and myriad of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4

OSBURY, (MRS)
Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (map), Oct 30, 1987, p.4

OSCAR
SEE ACADEMY AWARDS

OSHatz, MICHAEL
NYU names Scarsdalian M P Oshatz to head advisory board, Apr 11, 1986, p.2

OSTER, BERNICE
Artistic achievers: M Barone, G Bobritzky, Y Iwamura, M Ostberg, C Sung (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.26

OSTBURG, MARIE
Photographer M Ostburg cited, Oct 31, 1985, p.5

OSTERTON, CONNIE
Local musicians are set for concert (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.11

OSTERMAN, JEFFREY
23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

OSTER, GENEVIEVE
G Oswald behind world's largest dance collection (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.6

OTERO, LYDIA
Safety lessons (photo), Jan 17, 1986, p.2

OTIS, STEVEN
Senator Oppenheimer appoints S Otis legislative counsel, Nov 22, 1985, p.5

OTTOM, EVELYN
Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1

OTTOM, EVELYN
Students' views sought on ESL, Apr 11, 1986, p.11
College information (photo), May 2, 1986, p.20
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Suppi), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
SMS fair conveys health realities, Nov 27, 1987, p.20
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

OTTOM, MICHAEL
Group rebukes school board by ousting Gavrin (photo p 4), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
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OTTEN, MICHAEL continued
An act of vengeance (ltr), Mar 25, 1986, p.6

OTTINGER, LARRY
Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

OTTINGER, RICHARD
Honor for R Ottinger, May 24, 1985, p.18

OUTDOOR COOKERY
Savory Delights: Sizzling foods on barbecues (Suzaer Living Supp), May 16, 1986, p.19
Tips on how you choose a gas grill (Suzaer Living Supp), May 16, 1986, p.20

OUTER SPACE-EXPLORATION
SHS alumnus J Hoffaan getting ready for space flight (photo), Feb 9, 1985, p.1
NASA postpones Challenger flight for astronaut J Hoffaan, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Patience, patience (says astronaut Hoffaan of flight delays), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Headed for space, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
The eyes of the world turn to space walker from SCS (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.1
Heroes to look up to (edit), Apr 19, 1985, p.6
Edgewood follows space flight, May 10, 1985, p.13
Astronaut J Hoffaan gets hero's welcome home (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.1
Hoffaan: Space experience overwhelmed the anticipation, Jun 7, 1986, p.1

OUTSTANDING YOUNG MEN OF AMERICA PROGRAM
Pair of local men (V Root, B Lowder) named outstanding, Nov 22, 1985, p.19

OWANZIAH, DANIEL
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

OVERHILL ASSN
Overhill Assn's concerns (regarding downtown area) (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Mayor's reply (to Overhill Assn's concerns) (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Parking, density raised at hearing on Disney plan, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Day of decision nears on downtown, Jan 9, 1987, p.1

OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT NETWORK
Three (U Warnken, S Haller, A Berzan) pedal coast to coast for charity, Sep 4, 1987, p.1

OWEN, A WALLACE
Royal honor for volunteer A Owen (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.2
Fire on Poghaa termed arson, Feb 19, 1988, p.1

OWEN, A WALLACE (AU)
SVAC: We need you today (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
Challenge from SVAC: we need more members (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.4

OWEN, ANNE
"Head-hunter" B Owen turns "plumber", Dec 11, 1987, p.25

OWEN, BILL
"Head-hunter" B Owen turns "plumber", Dec 11, 1987, p.25

OWEN, DAVID
Speaker D Owen debunks value of SAT's, Nov 15, 1985, p.1

OWEN, MARJORIE
M D Owen dies, Feb 13, 1987, p.8

OWENS, JOHN
Deputy chief P Gordineer is named; firefighters graduate (list), Nov 22, 1985, p.10

OWLS
Animals at play, Nov 6, 1987, p.1

OXNAM, DEBORAH
Really in the swing (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.14
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FACE, RAY</td>
<td>Early to bed, early to swim makes these folks healthy, fitter and thin (photo)</td>
<td>Aug 14, 1987</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACE, ROBERT</td>
<td>I do: &quot;Marriages&quot; at EHS Senior Carnival (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 28, 1986</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACE, SUSAN</td>
<td>SHS band picks its new look (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 3, 1987</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sixth grades may return to junior high school</td>
<td>Nov 22, 1985</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edgewood children attend health fair</td>
<td>Mar 21, 1986</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heathcote holds health fair (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 28, 1986</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Busy year ahead for school board</td>
<td>Sep 26, 1986</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School board okay's two labor contracts</td>
<td>Oct 24, 1986</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8%</td>
<td>Apr 24, 1987</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$32.2 million budget draws quiet reaction</td>
<td>May 1, 1987</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How fit are SCS kids? New program may give an answer</td>
<td>Sep 4, 1987</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**PACKER, KENNETH (AU)**

- Good health—what does it mean? (edit) | May 30, 1986 | 7 |

---

**PACUN, CATHERINE (AU)**

- No A P classes here (edit) | Sep 26, 1986 | 7 |

---

**PACUN, CAROL (AU)**

- Humorous approach overdue (ltr) | Mar 8, 1985 | 6 |

---

**PADAVAN LAW**

- Agency thwarted in its attempt to open group home | Jun 21, 1985 | 1 |

---

**PADAVAN, FRANK**

- Drug treatment resolution passes | Jun 26, 1987 | 3 |

---

**PADAWER, JACKIE**

- Five (B Wallach, L Levin, J Padawer, J Cohen, R Goldin) join Democratic Committee | Feb 27, 1987 | 2 |

---

**PADAVER, JACLYN**

- Party mixes politics with show business (photo) | Jul 11, 1986 | 1 |

---

**PADAVER, JACLYN (AU)**

- An answer to Mr Sloan (ltr) | Jul 25, 1986 | 6 |

---

**PADAWER, LUCIEN (DR)**

- Party mixes politics with show business (photo) | Jul 11, 1986 | 1 |

---

**PADDLE**

- SEE PLATFORM TENNIS

---

**PADDINGTON, OF ALBANY**

- Indoor pool study | Dec 11, 1987 | 1 |

---

**PADDOCK POOLS**

- Village orders study on building an indoor pool | Feb 28, 1988 | 1 |

---

**PADDOCK, STAN**

- Sales manager: S Paddock (photo) | May 29, 1987 | 4 |

---

**PADDOCK, WILLIAM**

- Fox Meadow elects leaders | Jun 12, 1987 | 4 |

---

**PADDOCK, WILLIAM (AU)**

- Postage stamp buildings decried (ltr) | Nov 15, 1985 | 6 |

---

**PADILLA, MARGUERITE**

- Six-year-old L Bedin killed by school bus | Nov 6, 1987 | 1 |

---

**PAELET, DAVID (DR)**

- Local man J G Gelinas to direct program at College of New Rochelle | Aug 29, 1986 | 2 |
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PASANELLI, SUZANNE
- Boulder Brook fighting for its life (photo p 15), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
- Boulder Brook back on the brink, Aug 15, 1986, p.1
- Riding club files for bankruptcy under Chapter 11, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
- Battle (over Boulder Brook) continues, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
- Sale upheld, Nov 14, 1986, p.1

PAGANO, PETER
- They deliver (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.5

PAGE, JANET
- J H Page dies, Mar 13, 1987, p.16

PAGE, ROBERT (DR-AU)
- Don't get mad-reconceptualize (edit), Jan 4, 1985, p.7
- Think positive about Halloween (edit), Oct 25, 1985, p.7
- Ye gods! The holidays approach (edit), Dec 12, 1986, p.7

PAGEH, RICH
- Jack Kaziner is back as coach of Raiders cagers (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.19

PAGEN, RICHARD
- Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
- SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30

PAGEWATCH
- A little guy (D Raizen) patents a niche in a big market (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

PAGLIA, MICHAEL
- Unusual violins displayed at SCS library (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.3

PAGLIA, MICHAEL (AU)
- Buying a violin? Caveat emptor (edit), Mar 15, 1985, p.7
- Take a kid to a concert (edit), Jul 19, 1985, p.7
- Music hath charis... (edit), Jul 11, 1986, p.7

PAGLIARO, MICHAEL (DR-AU)
- Bravo, Luciano (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.7

PAGLIARO, VINCENT
- Hearing set on Vets' tax break, Jan 18, 1985, p.1
- Vets fight for tax break; Village Bd tables vets' tax law, acts on dish antennae, land restrictions, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
- Veterans' exemptions: figures give clearer picture of financial impact, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
- Real estate prices reaching new heights, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
- State may take $1.2 million off local tax base, Sep 5, 1985, p.1
- More (money) for managers, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
- Grievance day, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
- Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
- Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 21), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
- Fence at Boulder Brook approved, Jun 19, 1987, p.3
- They also serve who only sit... and wait (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.6
- BAR questions school district's plan to il illuminate new track (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
- Chase Landing (Restaurant) to be sold in $2.1M deal (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
- With prices soaring and open space disappearing even 'dssirable little parcels' become building lots, Oct 16, 1987, p.1

PAINTING
- SEE HOUSE PAINTING

PALADINO, DICK
- SHS wins football championship (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.1
- Fan support called 'lukewarm' (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
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PALADINO, DICK  continued
Raiders lose in bowl; end season at 8-1 (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Last-minute heroics give SHS league title; bowl game tomorrow (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 20, 1987, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.18

PALADINO, JOYCE
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.18

PALADINO, RICHARD
Football fever, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Football heroes, Dec 19, 1986, p.1

PALADINO, RICKY
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.18

PALEKAR, MADHUKAR
Local man M Palekar receives UN peace medal (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.5

PALELLA, LOUIS
GOPC suit, Jul 5, 1985, p.1
Agreement near in battle over oil customers, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Robison, GOPC still at loggerheads, Jul 19, 1985, p.1

PALESTINE LIBERATION ORGANIZATION
Closing of PLO office urged (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6

PALEY, EILEEN
Century 21 Wolff honors 5 employees, Mar 18, 1988, p.9

PALEY, GERALD
A commentary on the summit (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6

PALEY, ROBERT
Riders rip taxi service at fare hearing (cont p 4), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

PALLADINO, CARMEN
Former resident C Palladino named coach of Hampden-Sydney football, Sep 6, 1985, p.22

PALM SUNDAY
Hosanna! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.18

PALMER, (MRS ROGER)
Newsmakers (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.8

PALMER, EVELYN
E D Palmer dies, Apr 10, 1987, p.14

PALMER, MARJORIE
M Palmer leaves music for religion (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.3

PALMER, STUART
Hot and cold at Heathcote, May 10, 1985, p.14

PALMER, TREVELYAH
Local M's B L Gordon and T E Palmer appointed to St Agnes Hospital, Apr 19, 1985, p.3

PALMIERI, LESLIE
A Dancer's first steps (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.22
Nossen dance classes at five sites (photo) (Education 87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.4

PALUMBO, RICHARD
Planners say 13 houses can be built on Winston property, Aug 1, 1986, p.1

PANCOSAAT, MARGARET
Historical society gets three donations, Jun 12, 1987, p.2
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PANDALEON, ALEC
Lawyer A A Pandaleon nased to new post, Jul 31, 1987, p.5

PANDALEON, DOROTHY
And then there was Christmas all through the house...(photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.14

PANDICH, SUSANNE BRENDEL-
SEE BRENDEL-PANDICH, SUSANNE

PANDOLFO, JOHN
She's grateful to Central Taxi (ltr), Jul 17, 1987, p.6

PANELLA, KAREN

PANESSA, ELIZABETH

PANESSA, LIZ
Science fair, Olympics among highlights at Edgewood (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.17

PANITZ, ADRIENNE
Adrienne's Antiques Ltd opens (in SCS), Mar 1, 1985, p.2

PAPALOE, LAURA (AU)
It's library week (edit), Apr 10, 1987, p.7

PANTHEN, KAREN
Former resident K Panthen cited for bravery, Feb 14, 1986, p.11

PANESSA, MRS GEORGE
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

PAPALEO, ELAINE
Store acquired, Aug 23, 1985, p.9

PAPANEK, JAN
CARE honors EMT residents for dedicated service, May 24, 1985, p.11

PAPANTONIO, (MRS ALFRED)
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

PAPANTONIO, GLENN (AU)
Court concerns (ltr), Sep 25, 1987, p.6

PAPP, LASZLO
(Westchester) Chamber (of Commerce) elects leaders for 1988, Dec 18, 1987, p.16

PAPPALARDO, STEPHEN
Post office ramp (for SCS PO being constructed), Jan 15, 1988, p.1

PAPPALARDO, STEPHEN
Parking crackdown, Mar 11, 1989, p.1

PARADES
And they paraded, wearin' the green (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.6

Head start on Memorial Day parade, Aug 21, 1987, p.9

PARADISE, CAMILLE
New redistricting wrinkle has Edgewood up in arms, Feb 14, 1988, p.1

Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.3

Board (of Ed) imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1

Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1

Window issue continues to simmer, Nov 6, 1987, p.1

Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

PARADISE, CAMILLE (AU)
Real estate call (redistricting) plan disastrous (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
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PARADISE, CAREN (AU)

A cheer for the fans (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6

PARADISE, ROBERT

R R Paradise promoted by Dow Jones (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.4
School board candidates named (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.1
School budget goes to a vote on Wednesday, Jun 6, 1986, p.1
New candidates E Stock, R Paradise are familiar figures (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
Swashing victory for (school) budget, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
In search of perfection: quest begins for Sobol's successor, May 29, 1987, p.1
Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Pool opening to teenagers 6 nights a week, Jul 17, 1987, p.1
(SCS) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

PARAHESWAN, PRISCILLA (DR)

Culture of India is celebrated at Apple Tree Barn (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.6

PARAHESWAN, VEN

SCS men V Paraheswran opens new fires, Oct 30, 1987, p.8

PARAPSYCHOLOGY

Parapsychology course attacked (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6

PARENT AND CHILD

Non-watcher of the year chose to have a baby (photo), May 10, 1985, p.6
Parents are the first teachers (edit), Jul 5, 1985, p.7
Parent seminars, films discuss social problems of adolescence, Dec 27, 1985, p.15
Double exposure (photo; list), Jun 20, 1986, p.8
Some helpful hints for parents (edit), Jul 4, 1986, p.7
Youth counselors advise parents on dealing effectively with teenagers, Nov 7, 1986, p.3
It's up to parents to help children (edit), Dec 5, 1986, p.7
'Underparenting' topic (of G Cohen), Jan 23, 1987, p.11
Parents' responsibility (edit), Jun 5, 1987, p.6
Dr R L DuPont urges parents to set firm limits, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Dad's day (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.14
Schools need parents (edit), Feb 5, 1988, p.7

SEE ALSO FATHERS, MOTHERS

PARENT TEACHER ASSN

SEE SCHOOLS-EMT-PTA, SCHOOLS-SCS-PTA

PARENTS MUSIC RESOURCE CENTER

Did Madonna cause the national debt? (edit), Nov 15, 1985, p.7

PARIS, GAIL

(Junior) League gives books to the boys (of Children's Village) (photo), Apr 1, 1986, p.8

PARIS, LOOHN


PARISI, GUY

GOP looking for Hochberg opponent (photo), May 24, 1985, p.1
County contests head Nov 5 ballot here, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Local voters back winners (chart), Nov 8, 1985, p.1
M Wilson backs G Parisi, Jun 7, 1986, p.4

PARISO, PATRICIA

Parents learn how to promote learning, Sep 19, 1986, p.10
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PARK, CHARLES
A Zaffino named fire chief; Chief Park retires after 44 years (photo), Feb 3, 1985, p.11
Veteran firefighters C Park, A Atkinson honored (photo), May 17, 1985, p.11
State commission rejects request to reinstate Zaffino, Nov 15, 1985, p.11
Female volunteer M Capria sues fire board for sex discrimination, Sep 5, 1986, p.13

PARK, JERRY
It's only practice (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.10

PARK, JOHN
Bank promotes controller J Park, Nov 21, 1986, p.26

PARK, MARLENE
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

PARK, YOOKI
Jeffrey Hoffman carries Quaker Ridge into space (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.20

PARKE, MILDRED
M L Parke dies, Sep 18, 1987, p.17

PARKER, DOROTHY
Village Club declines to fund Non-Partisan System, May 2, 1986, p.1

PARKER, ETTA
Historically sailing (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.3

PARKER, PAUL
Town Hall gallery exhibits Parker art, Mar 27, 1987, p.10

PARKING
SEE AUTOMOBILE PARKING

PARKING VIOLATIONS BUREAU (NEW YORK, NY)
P Pickelle named to probe Manes case (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.1

PARKING-HTS
More parking (near HTS station)?, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

PARKING-SCS
More parking (near HTS station)?, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

PARKS AND RECREATION COUNCIL-SCS
SEE RECREATION DEPT-SCS

PARKS, GEORGE (DR)
Past dean named: Dr G M Parks, May 9, 1986, p.14

PARKS-SCS
SEE RECREATION AREAS-SCS

PARRATO, RONALD
Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Village urged to protect natural quality of Winston property, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Planning Bd rules that 8 houses can be built at 465 Mamaroneck Rd, Mar 8, 1985, p.3
Multi-home plans presented to village, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Developers fail again to get planners' ok, May 3, 1985, p.4
First home on Marx property okayed by BAR, May 24, 1985, p.2
Planners apply new coverage law, May 31, 1985, p.3
Development approved, Jul 5, 1985, p.3
Land planner to advise on Winston sale, Jul 26, 1985, p.1
Water violation charged (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
Sushi restaurant may open here, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
PARLATO, RONALD continued
Thirteen-house subdivision requested (cont p 12), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Planners say 13 houses can be built on Winston property, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Townhouses proposed on Weaver Street, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Soaring prices spur home-building booms (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Board says no to acupuncturist, Dec 24, 1986, p.3
What's in a name?, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDURE
I move the question (edt), Feb 5, 1988, p.7
PARMENTER, JANE
Spring planting time (photo; list), Apr 25, 1986, p.5
(SCS) Library to unveil new titynannosaurus, Jan 22, 1988, p.3
PARNELL, JASPER
Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Nat' Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.25
PARNELL, JASPER JR
J B Parnell Jr dies, Apr 25, 1986, p.16
PARNELL, SALLY
Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
PARNES, ALAN
SCS lawyer F E Yaeger killed in crash, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
PARRA, FERNANDO
F Parra dies, Feb 27, 1987, p.12
Assistant soccer coach F Parra will be missed at EHS, Mar 6, 1987, p.10
PARRAVANO, ELLEN
Librarian E Parravano named SMART VP, Oct 3, 1986, p.4
PARRISH, SUSAN
Amddio fighting for GOP line, Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Hochberg appeals court ruling for GOP candidate, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
PARROTS
SEE BIRDS
PARSONS, BROMFIELD AND REDNESS
SEE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING FIRMS
PARSONS, DAVID
Lincoln center program described, Oct 31, 1986, p.10
PARTHASARATHY, MALLIKA
Culture of India celebrated at Apple Tree Barn (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.6
PARTHASARATHY, VIDYA
Culture of India is celebrated at Apple Tree Barn (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.6
PARTIES
Advice to hosts: be a friend, Dec 20, 1985, p.19
Let me call you sweetheart (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Party Perfect suppl pp 13-16, Nov 14, 1986,
Police break up drinking parties, Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Partying as it ought to be (ltr), Jul 3, 1987, p.6
Not too late for the party (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.9
Teen party leads to resurgence of vandalism over last weekend, Oct 16, 1987, p.2
SEE ALSO OPEN HOUSE PARTIES
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PARTRICK, DONALD
- No contract (between Village, CSEA), Jul 12, 1985, p.1
- Village employee group voting on fact-finder's recommendation, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
- No settlement (between village and CSEA), Sep 27, 1985, p.1

PASCALE, CATHY
- L Daily elected Junior League president, Aug 21, 1987, p.3

PASKALIDES, CHRISTINE (AU)
- Realtors call (redistricting) plan disastrous (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6

PASKALIDES, JOHN
- Hail to the champions... (Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11), Mar 11, 1983, p.2

PASQUALE, DOMINICK
- D Pasquale dies, Mar 27, 1987, p.15

PASSALACQUA, FRANCESCA
- Champion essayists (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.2

PASSAHANTE, SUSAN
- Music at twilight (photo), May 29, 1987, p.11

PASSARELLA, MICHAEL
- Edgewood sixth graders present school with 4-ft blue spruce (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.19

PASSERI, JO-ANN
- Board of Education elects S Oldier new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1

PASSERI, JOANNE
- 8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

PASSERI, JOANNE
- Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

PASSEY, CRAIG
- Scouts attend work weekend, Jun 20, 1986, p.4

PASSOVER
- History-and the calendar-unite Passover and Easter (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.1
- May all be free - the Passover message (edit), Apr 5, 1985, p.7
- Happy Passover (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.1
- Traditional celebrations (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.1
- Season of hope (edit), Apr 17, 1987, p.6
- Happy Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

PASTERHACK, HELEN
- Double winner (photo), May 9, 1986, p.1
- Two SCS painters, L Moenke, H Pasterhack, win national awards, Mar 20, 1987, p.2
- Bibliomania RX: double dose of local book fair (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.6

PASTERHACK, HELEN (AU)
- They're happy being bussed (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6

PASTERNACK, KAREN
- Double winner (photo), May 9, 1986, p.1
- Fifth graders (at OR) learn about aging (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.15
- Farewell to Quaker Ridge (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.13

PASTERNACK, MATTHEW
- Double winner (photo), May 9, 1986, p.1

PASTERNACK, STANLEY (AU)
- They're happy being bussed (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6

PASTORE, ANTHONY
- County to rule on legality of assistant chief's appointment, Aug 23, 1985, p.9

PATANE, MARK
- Two patrolmen hired, Jan 31, 1986, p.3
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PATEL, VAHARI
Sounding good: J Stark, M Berengarten, V Patel, D Tarasiewicz (photo), Feb 19, 1989, p.11

PATENT, ROBERT

PATENT, SAMUEL
SC3 can S Patent elected to board of Einstein, Feb 28, 1986, p.4

PATENTS
A little guy (D Raizen) patents a niche in a big market (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

PATERNO, ANTHONY
Scouts sample life on board ship (photo; list), May 2, 1986, p.13
Scouting outing (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.9

PATHFINDERS
Local agencies ready to assist seniors in need, Sep 6, 1985, p.6

PATHFINDERS/ELDERCARE
Pathfinders/Eldercare serves as a family counselor-surgeoner (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.14

PATIO, DECKS, ETC
Patio panache (photo) (Summer Living Supp), May 16, 1986, p.4
Planning a backyard renovation? Consider area, function, style (photo) (Summer Living Supp), May 16, 1986, p.5
Deal yourself a new deck (photo) (Summer Living Supp), May 16, 1986, p.5
Deckdoa: An outdoor alternative (illus) (Summer Living Supp), May 15, 1987, p.6

PATON, MARGIT
And then there was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.9

PATRONS’ BENEVOLENT ASSN
PBA presents awards to SCS athletes (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.17

PATRONS’ BENEVOLENT ASSN-SCS
Historically speaking: Additional monuments in SCS (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

PATSALOS, PETER
County contests head Nov 5 ballot here, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Local voters back winners (chart), Nov 8, 1985, p.1

PATTEL, HILLEL
Builders, buyers, tenants all eyeing station area sites, Feb 21, 1986, p.1

PATTERSON, JANET
J Patterson, J Guinta exhibit watercolors, photos, Jan 4, 1985, p.4
Art in the park (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.3
Benefit exhibit (by J Patterson) (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.24

PATHWINK (INDIANS)
Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6

PAUL, MARY (SISTERS)
EMT opposes 125-unit development, Apr 10, 1987, p.11

PAUL, SYD
S Paul dies, Sep 12, 1986, p.16

PAULIN, ANY
County league (of Women Voters) elects leaders, May 15, 1987, p.4
LWV guide to be mailed, Oct 18, 1987, p.4
SCS Hall Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32
Rites of citizenship (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

PAVAROTTI, LUCIANO
Bravo, Luciano (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.7

PAVIELLO, GERARD
Town on the trail of Crane Pond rats, May 23, 1986, p.11
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PAVING CONTRACTORS
  Sidewalk project (at Heathcote Five Corners), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
  Soul-searching (re repaving village streets), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
PAVLIK, SYLVIA (AU)
  Now, it's snowing (edit), Feb 27, 1988, p.7
PAVON, PATRICIA
  Administrators divvy up duties, Sep 26, 1986, p.13
PAYRO, RAYMOND
  Gas station target of latest hold-up, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
PAYSON, MARTIN
  Opposition is voiced to Fort Hill subdivision, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
PBA
  SEE PATROLMEN'S BENEVOLENT ASSN
PEACE
  Mark Twain on war and peace (edit), Nov 22, 1985, p.7
  Breathe as quietly as possible (edit), Jun 6, 1986, p.7
  On Memorial Day, remember peace (edit), May 22, 1987, p.7
  SEE ALSO INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
PEACE CORPS
  Promoting peace: R Tucker (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.9
  EMT grad A Crystal liking Senegal (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.11
PEACE CORPS-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
  In Ecuador with the Peace Corps (edit), Feb 20, 1987, p.7
PEACE MOVEMENTS
  Resident F Manocherian calls for end to Cold War, launches crusade for world peace (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.1
PEACOX, JULIE
  Jury pay raised (in GBH), Jan 29, 1988, p.12
PEAKE, KIANA
  Hands-on gifts (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.17
PEARCE, JOAN
  Registrar J Pearce named, Jul 12, 1985, p.8
PEARL HARBOR, ATTACK ON (1941)
  Remember Pearl Harbor? (edit), Dec 4, 1987, p.7
PEARLMAN, ANDREW
  Whooping it up to beat the band (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.1
  Bandwagon Gala (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
  SHS band picks its new look (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
PEARLMAN, ANDREW (AU)
  Band wants to show its pride (ltr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6
PEARLMAN, DAVID
  Assistant principal named: D Pearlman, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
  Administrators divvy up duties, Sep 26, 1986, p.13
  Pearlman to leave (EHS), Feb 27, 1987, p.9
  (EMT) Board (of Ed) considers requiring students to serve community, Apr 24, 1987, p.11
  R Conboy to be assistant principal (at EHS), Jun 12, 1987, p.11
PEARLMAN, REGINA
  Bandwagon Gala (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
PEARLMAN, STUART
  Bandwagon Gala (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
PEARSALL, GILBERT JR
  Mr Memorial Day, E Rogliano, wants no thanks; he gives thanks (photo), May 29, 1987, p.6
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PEARSON, GEORGE

G H Pearson dies, Nov 7, 1986, p.16

PEARSON, VINCENT

Fresh Air families forge strong ties with summer guests (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1

PECCHIONI, JOHN

Scouts try hand at government (photo; list), Feb 28, 1986, p.3

PECHMAN, LESLIE

Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addi photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

PECHMAN, LESLIE (AU)

A cheer for the fans (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6

PECK, ANNE


SHS alumnus A R Peck named bank officer, Nov 7, 1986, p.22

PECK, RICHARD

Author R Peck tells junior high how it is, May 16, 1986, p.16

PEDESTRIAN SAFETY

Pedestrian Olympics? (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6

PEDESTRIANS-SAFETY

Pedestrian safety campaign gets underway, Mar 8, 1985, p.1

Pedestrian Safety Month observed (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.3

Pedestrian safety, Apr 19, 1985, p.1

Experiment in safety (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.1

Safer crossings, Sep 13, 1985, p.1

SCS cited for safety (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.4

Improvements proposed at Heathcote Five Corners (diagram), Jan 3, 1986, p.1

Pedestrian safety signs proposed, Jan 3, 1986, p.1

Safety teachers: police distributing safety leaflets, Jan 10, 1986, p.1

Safety lessons (photo), Jan 17, 1986, p.2

Four years of safe streets for pedestrians (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.4

Skateboard jungle? (ltr), Oct 3, 1986, p.6

Five years of safe walking (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.4

PEDEONE, MARIO

New 'brooch sweeps cleaner (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.5

PEDUZZI, ED

EMT Saferides group termed first year a success, May 24, 1985, p.11

Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11

Class of '86 bids EHS a fond adieu at graduation (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.9

Graduation '87 was short and sweet for 131 seniors (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.11

PEGG, JOHN

Cooperation, not competition the focus at Sloane (photo), May 22, 1987, p.6

PELACCIO, ERNEST

E Pelaccio dies, Apr 4, 1986, p.16

PELACCIO, JACK (DR)

File, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

PELACCIO, LINDA

Parents speak out on student redistribution, Jan 17, 1986, p.1

PTA presses for street closing, Mar 28, 1986, p.1

Greenacres residents argue pros, cons of closing (Huntington) Rd, Apr 11, 1986, p.1

Waikiki on their minds (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.12

Village planning new strategy to reduce risks at Greenacres, May 9, 1986, p.1
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PELACCIO, LINDA continued

Legal barrier (to Huntington Ave), Jun 7, 1986, p.1
Changing of the guard (photo; list), Jun 20, 1986, p.3
Volunteers—their reasons for bucking trend (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.6
Movers and shakers in the PT council (list) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.25
Board reveals details of what the bonds would buy, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
School bond issue vote is Wednesday, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Auxiliary supports hospital (photo) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.4
Fetes for Dr Sobol announced, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
Payling fond farewell (to Dr B Thompson, Dr T Sobol) (photo), May 29, 1987, p.2
PT Council names next year’s slate (list), May 29, 1987, p.14
Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 29, 1987, p.3
Neighbors charge that renovations par aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p 141), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Board of Education’s defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
SCS names Dr R D Hibbschman its new superintendent (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.1
Despite pleas, old windows will go (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
No ‘silk purse’ (Some changes to be made to improve appearance of school windows), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

PELACCIO, LINDA (AU)

That accident (on Huntington) has happened (ltr), Mar 28, 1986, p.6
Consciousness-raising effort (ltr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6
Safe Homes ARE real (ltr), Jan 16, 1987, p.6
A call for affordable housing (ltr), Jun 19, 1987, p.6
Constructive solution (ltr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6
PT Council—much more than bake sales (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.10

PELED, DAPHNA

Seven EHT seniors are Merit Semi-finalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.12

PELHAM AUXILIARY

SEE AMERICAN LEGION AUXILIARY

FELLATON, ROGER

An A in architecture (for SCS Girl Scout House) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.4

FELLEGRIND, CARMINE

No one hurt in (1 Foxhall Rd) group hose fire (photo p 10), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Group hose fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

FELLISON, THOMAS

Santa and crew visit IHM (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.8

PELOSI, DOMINICK

Marketing with Murdich yields toothsome tips (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.6

PELUSO, MARY

Cop, R Carozza, hailed as lifesaver, Jun 26, 1987, p.3

PELZ, (MRS ROBERT)

SEE CIPS, MARY JANE

PELZ, MARY JANE

Phaedrus: happiness in a two-room schoolhouse (Part I) (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.11
At Phaedrus, the aim is ‘educating the whole kid’ (Part II) (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.11

PELZ, ROBERT

SCS fan R L Pelz to head federation affiliate, May 31, 1985, p.3

PEN PALS

IHM students celebrate friendship with penpals from school in the Bronx, Jun 21, 1985, p.19
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PENACHIO, LILLIAN
  Happy holidays from the PO (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.4

PENDROCK, JASON
  Presenting (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.12

PENDULUMS
  Playing with pendulums (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.24

PENG, ALFRED (DR)
  Hospital names local physician Dr A T C Peng (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.8

PENG, KEN
  EHS sports and sportsmen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11

PENG, KENNETH
  Cum Laude inducts 13, Sep 25, 1987, p.12

PENKIN, STACY
  EMT SafeRides group terms first year a success, May 24, 1985, p.11
  S Penkin wins award, Aug 2, 1985, p.11

PENKIN, STANLEY
  Calzi attends study session; board delays vote on path, Jul 26, 1985, p.9
  Path okayed by board, Aug 16, 1985, p.9

PENKIN, STANLEY (A'85)
  Credit (for EMT SafeRides program) should be shared (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6

PENN CENTRAL CORP
  Downtown criteria set; Penn eyes air rights, Oct 11, 1985, p.1
  Penn Central unveils downtown plans (diagram), Jan 17, 1986, p.1
  Plan sent to Divney, Jan 17, 1986, p.17
  Builders, buyers, tenants all eyeing station area sites, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
  Citizens raise questions about downtown plans, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
  Penn Central preparing new plan for downtown, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
  Downtown moratorium eyed; Penn Central has new plan (illus p 8), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
  After long run, developers set sights on downtown SES (illus), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
  Penn Central asks public meeting on plan (illus), Mar 6, 1987, p.1
  Public meeting set on Penn Central plan, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
  Too much for the village (edit), Mar 20, 1987, p.6
  Dialogue begins on Penn Central project (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
  Development talk, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
  Advantages of Penn Central plan (ltr), Aug 28, 1987, p.6

PENN, WILLIAM
  Prints from the past (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.1

PENNOCK, CHARLES
  C A Pennock dies, Nov 8, 1985, p.19

PENNY, EVERETT
  E J Penny dies, Jun 5, 1987, p.20

PENNY, WILLIAM (DR)
  Local ean Dr W Penny to direct new center at Pace, Jan 24, 1986, p.3

PENNYSAVER (PUBLICATION)
  Pennysaver dispute, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
  Freedom to clutter? (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
  Agreement reached (with Pennysaver co), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
  Beacon to burglars (ltr), Jul 5, 1985, p.6
  They can't get delivery (of Pennysaver) stopped (ltr), Jul 12, 1985, p.6
  Residents persuade Pennysaver to stop hand deliveries here (photo), Jul 19, 1985,
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PENNYSAYER (PUBLICATION) continued
Edgeonter wants respect (from Pennysaver distributor) (ltr), Feb 7, 1986, p.6
Persuading Pennysaver to stop delivery is no mean feat, Feb 7, 1986, p.11
Unwanted delivery (of Pennysaver), Feb 21, 1985, p.1
Against the public interest (distribution of Pennysaver) (ltr), Jun 7, 1986, p.6

PENTALERI, DONNA
Kindergarten visits police, Jan 17, 1986, p.16
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

PENTALERI, DONNA
Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1

PEPPERS, ANY
Fable Fever (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.16

PEPPERS, SUE
The focus of all eyes (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.16

PEPERALES, CESAR
New law safeguards Union Child day-care center, Aug 7, 1987, p.9

PERDUE, BARBARA
Local law firm opens new office, Jan 31, 1986, p.2

PERERA, CHARLES (DR)
Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6

PERERA, RUTH

PERERA, SHIMON
Arow re-elected head of Israeli university board, Jun 13, 1986, p.5

PERETZ, BARRY (AU)
He agrees with Scott (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6

PERETZ, JOHN
Hawaiian party to mark return of Communism, Jul 10, 1987, p.1

PERETZ, JON
Teen cafe (The Strand) draws enthusiastic crowd (photo), Feb 5, 1986, p.3

PEREZ DE CUELLAR, JAVIER (CHECK, MAKE REF)
Three (M Warnken, S Haller, A Berkan) pedal coast to coast for charity, Sep 4, 1987, p.1

PEREZ, FANNY
From a slum to the Sorbonne: "A dream come true" (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.6

PEREZ, KERRY
(SCS Hall) Bank names K C Perez recruiting officer, Nov 27, 1987, p.4

PERFORMING ARTS
S Ichinohe and Co present dance program for children (photo), Jan 11, 1985, P.13
Salon Musicale presents composer R Schonthal, Jan 11, 1985, P.12
Violinist J Buswell to solo with New Orchestra (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.16
G Kirchoff to present harpsichord recital at St James (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.16
Flute Force to play at SUNY (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.17
Puppets help kids deal with disabilities (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.17
Hoff-Barthelson plans chamber series, Jan 18, 1985, p.17
Storyteller M Lane presents prograa on M L King, Jan 18, 1985, p.18
E Schroeder to head Carasoor Cntr for Music and Arts, Jan 25, 1985, p.5
SCS Summer Music Theatre to stage "Music Man", Feb 1, 1985, p.16
Off to grandmother's house (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.8
C Shulman joins staff of Steffi Nossen Dance School, Feb 22, 1985, p.2
PERFORMING ARTS continued

Hoff-Barthelson to present musical biography of Rossini (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.12
A toast to R Keph on his 90th birthday (photo), Mar 8, 1985, p.8
Actor-singer R Hove to entertain at Woman's Club (photo), Mar 9, 1985, p.9
Local teachers D Riva and G Kirchoff to perform at Carnegie Hall (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.21
Local choristers to sing Americana on cathedral tour (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
Pianist H Sia wins national honor, Mar 22, 1985, p.10
Musical version of 'Anne Frank' to debut Sun morning (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.6
EHS grad A P Johnson to sing at Met (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.14
Local conductor R Kapp invited to play at the White House, May 17, 1985, p.18
Why SSMT is moving back (photo), May 24, 1985, p.6
An office for New Orchestra of Westchester (photo), May 24, 1985, p.16
Burgeoning talent (V Vaughn) (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.10
S Henderson to lead Pops in free outdoor concert (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.15
Theatre League appoints artistic director and announces next season's schedule (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.12
Former SSMT actor A H Newman starring in off-Broadway comedy hit, Jul 5, 1985, p.3
Her career at BAM has come full circle (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.6
Take a kid to a concert (edit), Jul 19, 1985, p.7
Players (Fort Hill) elect new officers (list), Aug 30, 1985, p.12
SCS Symphony gives way to PTA's, Sep 5, 1985, p.1
SHS graduate M Lipman as director of new play (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.12
Friend of music S Stasas is well suited to his NY Philharmonic post (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.13
Student musician I Rosenstein named to all-state ensemble, Nov 9, 1985, p.10
Resident M Keel performing at Radio City (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.17
M Blois in theater post, Dec 13, 1985, p.22
Drama Club debut (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.29
Holiday cheer (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.11
Honored: R Peters (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.22
Elementary school musicians to perform in All-County Festival (list), Apr 4, 1986, p.15
Points from a pro (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.11
EMT fifth grader J D' Shea at home on stage (list), May 2, 1986, p.13
Thirteen-year-old pianist M Kang wins competition at Juilliard, May 9, 1986, p.2
Pianist C Peterson wins scholarship, May 9, 1986, p.4
What community is missing (list), May 16, 1986, p.6
Doves (photo), May 16, 1986, p.16
Fiddling small fry (photo), May 16, 1986, p.19
Sailors at a benefit (photo), May 23, 1986, p.14
Fourteen music students win first prize at auditions (list), May 30, 1986, p.16
Minister Rev P S Washburn writes and directs play (photo; list), Jun 6, 1986, p.14
Marvelous musicians (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.18
Huber named president of Fort Hill Players (list), Jun 6, 1986, p.19
Record year of concerts, 176, reported by Hoff-Barthelson, Jun 6, 1986, p.19
Pupils join in theater games, Jun 8, 1986, p.22
Salute to Miss Liberty ballet (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.16
Ready for the Fourth (photo; list), Jun 27, 1986, p.1
Music hath characters (edit), Jul 11, 1986, p.7
Pianist A Chien wins top international award (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.10
Out's a hit for SHS Grad A Mazer (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.3
EHS students to dance at Lincoln Center (list), Jul 25, 1986, p.9
SCS graduate L Andresky in Simon play, Aug 1, 1986, p.4
PERFORMING ARTS continued

At Tanglewood: D Mark, Aug 1, 1986, p.4
Music-lovers gather in Chase Park (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.5
A taste of the Orient (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Foster’s enjoying top job in jazz (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
Local performer M M Richter featured, Aug 29, 1986, p.2
Westchester Philharmonic begins year with R Kogan as new music director (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.18
White Plains Symphony celebrating 25th anniversary this season, Sep 19, 1986, p.13
Non-verbal communication (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.16
A dialogue on adolescents’ problems: actors dramatize, audience reacts, Nov 14, 1986, p.19
Suzuki students (photo; list), Nov 21, 1986, p.18
Fable Fever (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.16
Getting it together (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.13
Telling stories: P McBride (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.10
Babes in Toyland (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.18
Local musicians are set for concert (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.11
Money for music, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
In honor of Dr King (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.16
A good time with Goodbody (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.18
Selected strings (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.16
Purim play (photo; list), Mar 20, 1987, p.15
47 students in all-county (music) festival (list), Apr 3, 1987, p.16
SHS sophomore K Pessin to study theater, Apr 10, 1987, p.15
Festival in SCS (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.12
Harmonious Happening (photo; list), May 8, 1987, p.2
Music at twilight (photo), May 29, 1987, p.11
Serenading the seniors (photo; list), May 29, 1987, p.14
Smile, please (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.9
Man of many facets: Rev P Washburn (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.2

SEE ALSO NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL ORCHESTRAS, THEATRE GROUPS; ETC, SCHOOLS-SCS-PERFORMING ARTS

PERFORMING ARTS

Heathcote third grader R Adams makes East Coast debut (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.14
PERKINS, CYNTHIA (AU)
Do something about litter (ltr), Oct 4, 1995, p.6
PERKINS, BRADFORD
Downtown criteria set; Penn eyes air rights, Oct 11, 1985, p.1
Penn Central unveils downtown plans (diagrams), Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Historically speaking: The house where Whistler’s mother lived (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.5
Penn Central asks public meeting on plan (illus), Mar 6, 1987, p.1
Citizens debate preservation laws, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Public meeting set on Penn Central plan, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Dialogue begins on Penn Central project (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
Fox Meadow elects leaders, Jun 12, 1987, p.4
Indoor pool backers seek prompt action, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Board of Education’s defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Window issue continues to simmer, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Don’t replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Despite pleas, old windows will go (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

PERKINS, BRADFORD  continued

Battle continues to preserve windows, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Award-winning design (Girl Scout House selected for honor award), Dec 24, 1987, p.3
(SCS) School board blasted (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
An A in architecture (for SCS Girl Scout House) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.4
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
A 'silk purse'(Some changes to be made to improve appearance of school windows), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

PERKINS, BRADFORD (AU)

Moratorium on school windows applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Window issues remain unanswered (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7
Importance of vigilance (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

PERKINS, JANET

Green knight coses to Greenacres (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.19

PERKINS, JOAN

Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

PERKINS, JOY

Computer courses focus on software (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.9

PERKINS, LUCY

Historically speaking: The house where Whistler's mother lived (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.5

PERKINS, PHYLLIS

Historically speaking: The house where Whistler's mother lived (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.5
Citizens debate preservation law, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
SCS to welcome STEP student R Booker (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.2

PERKINS, RACHAEL

Athletes honored (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.22

PERKINS, REBECCA

An A in architecture (for SCS Girl Scout House) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.4

PERKO, KEN

Ducky doings (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.11
One-stop shopping for kids right on high school grounds, Dec 24, 1986, p.9

PELR, JOANNA

STEP revives; student R Booker due here, Jul 10, 1987, p.5
Welcome to SCS (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.14

PELR, JOHAN

STEP student R Montague's SCS homecoming (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.12

PELR, LEW

STEP revives; student R Booker due here, Jul 10, 1987, p.5
SCS to welcome STEP student R Booker (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.2
Welcome to SCS (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.14

PELR, LEWIS


PELR, LINA

STEP revives; student R Booker due here, Jul 10, 1987, p.5
Welcome to SCS (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.14
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

PERL, LINA continued

PERL, LISA
- STEP student A Montague's SCS homecoming (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.12

PERL, TERRI
- STEP student A Montague's SCS homecoming (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.12

PERL, TERRY
- STEP revives; student R Booker due here, Jul 10, 1987, p.5
- SCS to welcome STEP student R Booker (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.2
- Welcome to SCS (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.14

PERLMAN, ELLEN
- Tuthill to leave district; new business head named (photo), May 30, 1986, p.11
- EMS teacher E Perelman to tour Japan, May 7, 1987, p.10
- Revised math curriculum presented to (EMT) school board, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
- Japan trip fosters firsthand knowledge of Asian culture (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.9
- EMT PTSA puts focus on capability (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5

PERLMAN, ITZHAK
- After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

PERLMAN, MIKE
- Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10

PERNICE, TOM
- Local Rotarians have mixed views on permitting women to join club, May 8, 1987, p.1

PERRI, CHRISTINE
- DAR names winners of essay contest (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.25

PERRON, BILL
- (SCS) Library to unveil new tyrannosaurus, Jan 22, 1988, p.3
- Day of the iguana (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.2

FERRAT, MARYSE
- Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

FERRY, BARBARA
- Grant to bring opera to Fairview-GBH Community Center, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

FERRY, JOHN
- A moving farewell (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6

PERSICO, CHARLES
- Condo owners to provide Nature Center membership, Jun 21, 1985, p.10

PERUCCI, NANCY
- New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
- School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
- Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

PESCATELLO, MICHAEL
- M Pescatello dies, Mar 4, 1988, p.14

PESZOSKY, ESTHER
- Curtain time; Senior citizens perform 'The Jewel Thief' (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.11

PESKIN, HILDEGARDE (AU)
- Lack of supervision seen (in SCS schools) (ltr), May 31, 1985, p.6
- Problems with a pool (ltr), Apr 24, 1987, p.6

PESKIN, KATE
- SHS sophomore K Pessin to study theater, Apr 10, 1987, p.15
- Local students L Balsam, C Jung, K Pessin, A Stauble picked for NY State Summer School of Arts, Jul 17, 1987, p.4
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE CLASSIFIEDS

PESSIN, RENEE
  Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
PESSOA, JOAO
  AFS offers adventures abroad in language, culture, sports (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.15
PESTS
  Into each life, some sorrow must fall (edit), Sep 19, 1986, p.7
PETER DUCHIN ORCHESTRA
  Peter Duchin Orchestra to play for Historical Soc spring gala (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.2
PETERMAN, JENNIFER (AU)
  Where is the rain? (edit), May 3, 1985, p.7
PETERS, ALEC JR
  Local athletes in Empire State Games, Jul 31, 1987, p.15
PETERS, HAROLD
  Woman's legs severed in tragic accident on Garth Rd (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.3
  Injured Danar couple fighting to resume lives (photo p.8), Jul 12, 1985, p.1
  Injured Danar couple sues estate of driver, Aug 16, 1985, p.1
PETERS, RICHARD
  DOT will review expressway plans, Jun 12, 1987, p.11
PETERS, ROBERTA
  Honored: R Peters (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.22
  Let me call you sweetheart (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1
  Women's League honors Roberta Peters (list), Jul 4, 1986, p.12
  Temple to celebrate anniversaries (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.21
PETERSSEN, BRENT
  Soaring high (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.5
PETERSSEN, CHRISTINE
  Backstage at the (Christmas) pageant (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.14
PETERSSEN, BRENT
  Troop 99 boasts six new Eagles, Dec 12, 1986, p.15
PETERSSEN, CYNTHIA
  Pianist C Peterson wins scholarship, May 9, 1986, p.4
PETERSSEN, LEROY
  L E Peterson dies, Apr 10, 1987, p.14
PETIT, GEOFFREY
  Burglary suspect tracked down, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
PETNER, TOM
  Ex-Scarsdalian V Hackette in anchor post, Jul 24, 1987, p.8
PETRILLO, ROBERT
  They are younger this year; they know something of drugs..., Jul 24, 1987, p.9
  Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12
PETRILLO, ROBERT (AU)
  Chemical altering - and kids (edit), Jan 18, 1985, p.7
PETROLEUM
  Recycling of motor oil urged (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
PETROVICH, MARY
  Local agencies get United Way grants (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.5
PETS
  Newly sheltered (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.3
PETSCHEK, CHARLES
  E and C Petschek meet with E Diepgen, Mayor of West Berlin (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.20
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PETSCHEK, CHARLES  
Resident C I Petchek governor of Weizen Institute, Jun 7, 1986, p.5

PETSCHEK, ELAINE
E and C Petchek meet with E Diepen, Mayor of West Berlin (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.20

PETTRETII, PAUL
Opposition is voiced to Fort Hill subdivision, Aug 1, 1986, p.9

PEYER, LEVI
Helping their peers (photo), May 30, 1986, p.9

PEYTON, MRS DONALD
Cited for service: Mrs. D L Peyton (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.9

PEYTON, DONALD
Standards bodies award honors to SCS's D Peyton, Oct 31, 1986, p.4

PEYTON, JANE
Screening judges, Nov 15, 1985, p.1

PFEFFER, ALAN
New law safeguards Union Child day-care center, Aug 7, 1987, p.9

PFEIFFER, SONJA
Ellingshouse & Stacy announces appointments (of B Stave, S Pfeiffer, D Vernes) (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.21

PFORZHEIHER, CARL III
Village investment strategy backfires, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
Elementary math instruction subject of report to Board of Education, Jan 18, 1985, p.3
Non Partisan Nominating Committee elected; turnout low (list), Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Nominating committee solicits suggestions for school board, Feb 8, 1985, p.5
SHS open campus may get less so, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Two school board candidates (Gavin, November) named (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
School taxes may rise 9%, Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Open campus policy still poses problems, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
School Board asks 8.26% tax increase, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
Edgwood 6th grade may go to junior high, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
No incentive (for Bd of Ed to use retirement incentive program), Apr 19, 1985, p.1
High school costs draw groups' fire at budget hearing, May 2, 1985, p.1
Critics cite flaws in SHS auditorium (photo), May 3, 1985, p.1
Board acts on Edgwood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
Town Club slates annual meeting, May 17, 1985, p.1
Close call for school budget, May 24, 1985, p.1
Town Club awards Public Service Medals (photo), May 31, 1985, p.24
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
It's graduation day for SCS seniors, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Dedicated servants: C Pforzheimer and B Cedarbaum (edit), Jun 29, 1985, p.6
SCS schools jeopardized (by elimination of tax deductions) (list), Jun 29, 1985, p.6
Pforzheimer named to advise Sen Oppenheimer (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.2
SCS Foundation elects A Malina, C H Pforzheimer III trustees (list), Feb 6, 1987, p.2

PFORZHEIHER, CARL III (AU)
Mid-year report on the schools (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.23

PFORZHEIHER, ELIZABETH
Scsdalian E Pforzheimer elected VP of service agency, Jun 21, 1985, p.13
Historical support (NYS awards grants to Historical Soc, YM-YWHA, Literacy Volunteers), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
FIRST elects two from SCS (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.2
E S Pforzheimer re-elected, Dec 5, 1986, p.22
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PHAEDRUS
   SEE SCHOOLS-EMT-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

PHARMACIES
   Tylenol embargo, Feb 14, 1986, p.1

PHARMACISTS
   Pharmacist K Stein retires after 32 years here (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.4

PHELAN, DEWITT
   Children's Village, Aug 15, 1986, p.9

PHELAN, JOHN JR
   Jean Stone hailed at dinner for her service to SCS (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.2

PHELPS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
   M Silk appointed senior psychiatric social worker at Phelps, Jan 25, 1985, p.4

PHELPS, JENNIFER
   Gifted local students in state arts progae, Jul 12, 1985, p.4

PHI BETA KAPPA
   Phi Beta Kappa active (ltr), May 30, 1986, p.6

PHI BETA KAPPA ASSN
   Phi Beta Kappa Assn elects 1985 officers (list), Jan 11, 1985, p.2
   Phi Beta Kappa Assn re-elects SCS dean S Frankel (photo), Oct 25, 1985, p.4
   Frankel re-elected Phi Beta Kappa leader (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.2

PHI BETA KAPPA ASSOCIATES
   Re-elected: S A Frankel (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.2

PHILANTHROPIST5
   Local philanthropist V Russo named to Colburn board, Feb 14, 1986, p.3

PHILANTHROPY
   SEE GIFTS, CHARITIES

PHILATELIC
   SEE POSTAGE STAMPS-COLLECTORS AND COLLECTING

PHILIP, MIKE
   Amazing—not rinky-dink (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.9

PHILIPPS, MICHAEL
   M, R Philipps accept lacrosse trophy (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.1

PHILIPPS, NANCY (AU)
   Looking for lost classmates (ltr), May 3, 1985, p.6

PHILIPPS, RIPPY
   M, R Philipps accept lacrosse trophy (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.1

PHILIPS, HAL
   Irving, SCS National fight takeover by Bank of New York, Nov 13, 1987, p.1

PHILIPSBURG MANOR
   Early American Yule spirit fills (historic) homes (illus), Dec 19, 1986, p.30

PHILLIPS, CAROL
   Prize winners (photo), May 17, 1985, p.13
   Re-elected: C Phillips (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.2

PHILLIPS, ROSEMARY SHERIDAN
   Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

PHOTOGRAPHERS
   Re-elected: C Phillips (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.2
   SCS dean (R F Sheehan III)'s photographs earn new acclaim 17 years after his death (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.22
   Rotary Club invites (E A Arey as) first female member (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
   Photo studio of J Bellacosa, R Karaan opens in town, Nov 6, 1987, p.4
PHOTOGRAPHERS continued

Inquirer photo editor E A Arey named to position in public relations (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.5
(E Arey) A member of the family (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

PHOTOGRAPHY

Photography show opening (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.23
VCR: instant replay (Susaer Living Supp), May 17, 1985, p.22
Marine pics just a snap! (Susaer Living Supp), May 17, 1985, p.22

(CEH) Nature Center photo contest (winners) (list), Apr 10, 1987, p.9

PHOTOGRAPHY-AWARDS

SEE AWARDS

PHOTOGRAPHY-EXHIBITS

Hudson River Museaus to display work of SCS photographer M Mannor, Aug 1, 1986, p.2
Museaus piece (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.2
Mother and son, J Dutla, B R Fried, in photo exhibit, Sep 26, 1986, p.11
Sunsets in the Rockies subject of photo exhibit by J L Chantiles at SCS Bank, Feb 6, 1987, p.2
In Saith exhibit (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.20
Photos by E Arey going on display in gallery, Mar 27, 1987, p.2
SCS photographer J Baubion-Mackler to exhibit, Apr 17, 1987, p.2
Classic gardens (photo), May 15, 1987, p.14

PHYSICAL FITNESS

Clip and save guide to fitness centers (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.10
You and your health: Fitness, Jan 18, 1985, p.11
Workout: suiting up for fit...ness (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.13
Eighteen students win physical fitness awards (photo), May 24, 1985, p.12
Boutelle classes move to new location (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.22
Allen Sports is center for fitness, Jan 31, 1986, p.8
Advocates of Boutelle Method increasing (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.38
Eighteen students honored for physical fitness (list), May 23, 1986, p.16
Say goodbye to the couch-potato syle; start a fitness regimen and stick to it, Jan 16, 1987, p.12
Some tips on reducing stress and fatigue, Jan 16, 1987, p.13

PHYSICAL THERAPY

With pain comes insight (edit), Dec 24, 1986, p.7

PHYSICIANS

Dr S M Usher opens new office in White Plains, Jan 18, 1985, p.8
Dr F Gallin cited by "Who's Who", Jan 18, 1985, p.8

MD M Moser honored for work against hypertension, May 10, 1985, p.5
PHYSICIANS continued

Pan American group elects SCS MD WE Sorrel (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.4
Historic encounter: Third annual Stonwin Medical Conference, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
MD H Weintraub joins St Agnes, Jul 19, 1985, p.4
Dr C Williams elected to fellowship, Aug 2, 1985, p.8
Dr M Silverberg honored as pediatrics pioneer (photo), Aug 23, 1985, p.4
Schiffer elected to Aser College of Cardiology, Oct 19, 1985, p.10
St Agnes names Bruckner, LeBrun (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.20
Medical board names SCS physician Dr D Wilson (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.4
SCS physician to be feted at dinner (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.9
Hospital (UP) appoints nine doctors (list), Dec 27, 1985, p.3
Four MD’s join White Plains hospital, Jan 3, 1986, p.1
SCS MD M Wertkin promoted to associate, Jan 3, 1986, p.5
Two SCS MD’s among new heads of medical areas at WP hospital (photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.2
Plastic surgeon Dr F Newan opens office, Feb 21, 1986, p.2
Wisconsin doctors honor M Moser, Mar 21, 1986, p.2
Local doctors D Moskowitz, D H Goldsmith join staff at St Agnes, Mar 28, 1986, p.4
Doctor’s lifetime Rx: music and a good cigar (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.6
SCS physician G Escher honored by United’s hospice program (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.12
Malpractice madness must stop (edit), Jun 7, 1986, p.7
Medical center names J L Katz director, Jun 7, 1986, p.16
MD F Newan using new machine in office (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.14
Researcher Dr C L Williams focusing on Lyme disease, Jul 4, 1986, p.3
Cancer researcher Dr G M Williams gets grant, Jul 25, 1986, p.3
SCS researcher Dr B Steeβerman wins Tannower award, Aug 8, 1986, p.2
Physicians Dr L D Berkowitz, Dr M Ingersan join WP medical staff, Aug 9, 1986, p.2
Local doctor Y Chen opens practice (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.10
Cardiologists cite Scarsdalian Dr J E Hadias, Dec 5, 1986, p.21
St Agnes Hospital names doctors D Goldberg, F Ongseng to staff, Dec 12, 1986, p.2
Council names local doctor Y Kikkawa, Mar 13, 1987, p.2
SCS MD R S Harins chairs section, Mar 20, 1987, p.2
Pilot study (photo; list), Mar 27, 1987, p.4
Honored: Dr L M Sherwood (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.2
Two local MD’s, M Moser, R Levy, to participate in conference on hypertension, Apr 17, 1987, p.4
New St Agnes library honors Dr B Fath, May 15, 1987, p.19
Doctor E R Haffucci elected, Jun 12, 1987, p.19
Caring doctor: M Goldstein (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.2
Doctor W H Frishman honored (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.2
MD M S Sinberkoff testifies before Senate about AIDS, Jul 3, 1987, p.2
Doctor E Lao joins really fire (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.2
Pooling their efforts (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Four SCS doctors, A Antonio, W Lee, A Singh, R Rosenberg, appointed by St Agnes, Jul 24, 1987, p.3
Hospital names local physician Dr A T C Peng (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.8
Hospital trust: Dr E A Henck (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.2
She had a dream (edit), Sep 4, 1987, p.7
(Drs E Marovic, M G Gao) join St Agnes, Sep 4, 1987, p.12
Physician A D Merav to be honored, Oct 9, 1987, p.12
Health research unit fills new scientific post (Dr G M Williams), Oct 9, 1987, p.15
Budget process (for EMT Bd of Ed) already underway, Oct 16, 1987, p.11
Hypertension booklet by Dr M Moser keeps up pressure (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.11
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

PHYSICIANS continued

Dr L Hallinger, Dr E Ruskin, M E Roderick) Honored for service (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.3
Physician W F Flynn elected, Dec 26, 1987, p.15
Local MD S Ferrone gets grant for cancer research, Jan 15, 1988, p.4
Expert on aging Dr M L Freedman named to NYU professorship (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.4
Doctors S Alter, D H Finley join (White Plains) hospital board, Mar 11, 1988, p.4
Doctor L M Sherwood in high Merck post (photo), Mar 19, 1988, p.10

SEE ALSO NEUROSURGEONS, PSYCHIATRISTS, SURGEONS

PHYSICIANS-INSURANCE

Doctor says: The crisis is real (ltr), Jul 19, 1985, p.6

PIANISTS

Thirteen-year-old pianist M Kang wins competition at Juilliard, May 9, 1986, p.2
Pianist C Peterson wins scholarship, May 9, 1986, p.4

PICARD, IRVING

New rule for PRC basketball (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3
Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
On snowy night few go out to Unit Meetings, Nov 13, 1987, p.1

PICCONE, JAMES

Nature Center poses major changes (illus), Oct 3, 1986, p.10

PICI, MARIA

SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

PICI, MARIA (DR)

Hospital staff (including Dr M Pici, G Hill) cited, Jun 19, 1987, p.2

PICI, RALPH (DR)

SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

PICKELLE, PAUL

Scc lawyer P Pickelle challenges Vergari (photo), May 10, 1985, p.1
GOP looking for Hochberg opponent (photo), May 24, 1985, p.1
Pickelle, Vergari exchange barbs as DA race gets underway (photo p 19), Oct 18, 1985, p.1
Candidate Pickelle disturbed (ltr), Oct 25, 1985, p.6
County contests head Nov 5 ballot here, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Harmony reigns at LWV 'debate', Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Local voters back winners (chart), Nov 8, 1985, p.1
P Pickelle named to probe Manes case (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.1
(Lawyers B Slotnick, P Pickelle, M Arastrom) In the limelight, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
P Pickelle named city attorney of Yonkers (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3

PICKELLE, PAUL (AO)

Disenfranchisement of Edgewood-Arthur Manor-Braintree Heights seen (ltr), Jan 4, 1985, p.6
Thanks from the president (ltr), Apr 5, 1985, p.6

PICKER, BEV (AO)

(Senior Pool Breakfast) 'Smashing success' (ltr), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

PICKER, ED (AO)

(Senior Pool Breakfast) 'Smashing success' (ltr), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

PICKER, HARVEY

Hospital elects board leaders, Apr 5, 1985, p.4

PICKET, CRAIG

SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.18

PICKET, STACEY

Big day at the A School (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.1
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PICKET, STACEY continued
  Alumni: Pressure; cliques nothing new at high school, May 9, 1986, p.1

PICKETING
  Police hit the picket line (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.1
  Police picket, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
  Construction sites (in HTS, EHT) picketed, Feb 12, 1988, p.10

PICKETT, DAVID
  Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

PIEKARSKI, JOHN
  J Piekarski dies, Aug 28, 1987, p.10

PIERCE, FREDERICK
  SCS writer L Albert to receive award, May 24, 1985, p.9

PIERCE, LEW
  L Pierce dies, Oct 11, 1985, p.22

PIERPOINT, HARRY
  H W Pierpoint dies, Jul 31, 1987, p.14

PIETT, INGRID
  New citizens (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.3

PIETT, KATE
  New citizens (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.3

PIKE, JAMES (BISHOP)
  Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

PIKE, LEWIS
  All about SAT tutoring, Apr 10, 1987, p.15

PILiero, PAUL
  On their way in the 15K (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

PILLA, DENISE
  Attorney D L Pilla joins SNB, Jul 5, 1985, p.5

PILLA, PATRICK
  Town roofer law meets obstacles, Feb 8, 1985, p.10
  EMT aan R Greenbaum throws hat in race for position on GBH Town Council (photo), May 3, 1985, p.15
  Resident S Silverman switches to council race, May 10, 1985, p.11
  Republicans pick town candidates, May 24, 1985, p.11
  Republicans see issue in meetings law change, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
  Town candidates at campaign wrap-up (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11
  Democrats retain town reins, Nov 8, 1985, p.11
  Town political races open with traditional claims, accusations, Jun 7, 1986, p.11
  Westchester Community College land earmarked for building transitional housing for homeless (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.11

PILLER, JOAN
  District's clerical staff to get a 6.4 percent hike, Aug 15, 1986, p.9
  Adult school (EMT) closes its doors, Oct 10, 1986, p.11

PILLERSDORF, GARY
  Taking a chance (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.11

PILOSENO, VICTORIA
  Suelor to lead board (photo p 6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
  Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8%, Apr 24, 1987, p.1

PINCHBECK, ROBERT
  St James' bell, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
  Firemen respond to wedding bells (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
  Painter's torch starts blaze on Richbell (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.1
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pinesley, Deane</td>
<td>Association for Retarded honors R Berloff, SCS Bank (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinesley, Herbert (Dr)</td>
<td>Association for Retarded honors R Berloff, SCS Bank (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitt, Sally</td>
<td>Over, under and in between (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pisan (Complete Name)</td>
<td>A woman in search of R. Jan 27, 1987, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pienie, Malcolm</td>
<td>Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pirrotti, Anthony</td>
<td>Dish likely to get ok (photo), Oct 21, 1985, p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Town officials' case against S Moundroukas looks doomed, Jan 8, 1988, p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Judge U Walsh dismisses (GBH) officials' case (against S Moundroukas), Jan 15, 1989, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pisani, Eugene (Dr)</td>
<td>It's graduation day for SCS seniors, Jun 21, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emergency fund, Dec 12, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pisani, Karen</td>
<td>K A Pisani dies, Feb 14, 1986, p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emergency fund, Dec 12, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pisano, Bonnie</td>
<td>Eighteenth century holiday open house (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pisano, Kristin</td>
<td>Eighteenth century holiday open house (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arthur Manor hails spirit of freedom (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pisano, Laura</td>
<td>Eighteenth century holiday open house (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arthur Manor hails spirit of freedom (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St Jaces the Less nursery school students rebuild downtown SCS (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pisciotta, Carol</td>
<td>South of the border flavor (at Chi-Chi's Restaurant! (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitaro, Anthony</td>
<td>More parental involvement is needed in (EMT) youth leagues, says senior athlete, Apr 24, 1987, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitaro, Jim</td>
<td>EHS sports and sportsmen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitman, Brenda</td>
<td>They ain't misbehavin' since she came along (photo), May 31, 1985, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitzofsky, James</td>
<td>It's graduation day for SCS seniors, Jun 21, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitt, James</td>
<td>J B Pitt dies, May 10, 1985, p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitt, Martin</td>
<td>M B Pitt dies, Mar 25, 1988, p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pizzarelli, Francis (Rev)</td>
<td>Year of Developing Capable Young People begins Sept 25, Aug 29, 1986, p.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FLAGIARISH

Biden sents (sic) off a cliche boom (edit), Oct 23, 1987, p.7

PLAITAKIS, ARIADNE

Ceremonies at IHH mark end of year (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.19

PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF WESTCHESTER

File, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

Planned Parenthood criticized (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

Facing facts on AIDS (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT ZONING

SEE ZONING-SBH

PLANNING AND ZONING COMMITTEE

SEE VILLAGE BOARD-SCS

PLANNING BOARD-SBH

Developer Mountoukas sees victory in 77 million suit, Jan 18, 1985, p.16

Town approves site plan for condominium complex, Feb 15, 1985, p.11

Residents call for safety measures at new office site, Feb 22, 1985, p.11

Office building approved, Mar 8, 1985, p.11

Civic groups leading opposition to new access onto Fort Hill Road, May 10, 1985, p.11

EMT tells Planning Board: No more traffic on Fort Hill, May 17, 1985, p.11

Sunrise Estates wins approval, Jul 5, 1985, p.9

Residents want boarder patrol, Sep 27, 1985, p.11

Roche law is going to Town Board, Oct 25, 1985, p.12

Dish likely to get ok (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11

Planners say rules needed before day care can be offered in homes, Nov 22, 1985, p.11

Town sets retirement plan, Dec 20, 1985, p.12

Planning Board proposes new town zoning category, Jan 21, 1986, p.11

Planners weighing multi-family zone, Feb 14, 1986, p.11

Mountoukas site is nearing completion, Apr 18, 1986, p.11

Fort Hill residents concerned about proposed subdivision, Jun 27, 1986, p.11

Opposition is voiced to Fort Hill subdivision, Aug 1, 1986, p.9

No decision by board on Fort Hill subdivision, Sep 5, 1986, p.12

Planning board OK's subdivision, Sep 19, 1986, p.11

Residents clash over a proposed rezoning, Sep 26, 1986, p.13

Proposed flag lot opposed by residents, Oct 10, 1986, p.11

Rezoning is recommended, Oct 24, 1986, p.11

Town Board raises subdivision charges, Nov 14, 1986, p.10

Board approves subdivision, Nov 21, 1986, p.11

No decision yet on Teschner property, Dec 5, 1986, p.12

Subdivision plan draws few complaints, Feb 20, 1987, p.9

EMT opposes 125-unit development, Apr 10, 1987, p.11

Civic groups leery of zoning amendment, May 8, 1987, p.11

Altieri leaves Planning Board (photo), May 15, 1987, p.11

(BBH Planning) Board okays new condominiums, Sep 4, 1987, p.11

Penalties increased for (BBH) zoning violations, Oct 16, 1987, p.10

St Clare townhouse site approval awaits traffic, play, marketing data, Oct 30, 1987, p.13

Fort Hill subdivision proposed, Nov 20, 1987, p.13

(BBH) Planning Board approves Fort Hill subdivision, Jan 15, 1988, p.10

PLANNING BOARD-SCS

Public asked to express views on future of downtown area, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
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PLANNING BOARD-SCS continued

Objectives for downtown SCS (ltr), Jan 4, 1935, p.6
Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennas, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Residents discuss downtown area at Planning Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Expanded Horseshoe: Goldend Horseshoe shopping center presents expansion plans, Jan 18, 1985, p.1
A Knopp gets initial okay for subdivision, Feb 1, 1985, p.2
Planners make downtown proposals, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Sound planning for downtown area (edit), Feb 15, 1985, p.6
Plan for new playing fields on Boulder Brook, Crossway proposed, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Village agrees to eliminate parking lot from Crossway plan, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Planning Bd rules that 8 houses can be built at 465 Madison Rd, Mar 9, 1985, p.3
Downtown planning still moving ahead, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Village seeking protection from over-development, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Multi-home plans presented to village, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
New members appointed to boards and councils (list), Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Mayor tells Town Club of goals, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Pedestrian safety, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
Downtown planning, May 3, 1985, p.1
Developers fail again to get planners' ok, May 3, 1985, p.4
Planning chairman, trustees differ over downtown plans, May 24, 1985, p.1
Pick up the pace (edit), May 24, 1985, p.6
Planners apply new coverage law, May 31, 1985, p.3
Consultants hired for Freightway development plans, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Development approved, Jul 5, 1985, p.3
Residents persuade Pennysaver to stop hand deliveries here (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Overhill Assn's concerns (regarding downtown area) (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Mayor's reply to Overhill Assn's concerns (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Sushi restaurant may open here, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Trustees fund study of Heathcote Corners traffic, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Japanese restaurant approved on Garth Rd, Oct 31, 1985, p.2
Update on Winston, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
Mayor unveils plans for sale of Winston land, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Winston proposal described, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Improvements proposed at Heathcote Five Corners (diagram), Jan 2, 1986, p.1
Planning chairman J Richman comments on Jacquemart proposals, Jan 3, 1986, p.1
Heathcote Corners hearing set (diagram), Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Planner's ideas for Heathcote Corners draw mild response from listeners, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Village to plant 150 trees to screen new playing fields, Jan 31, 1986, p.2
Neighbors oppose 4-home subdivision, Mar 7, 1986, p.5
Neighbors criticize Dickel Road development, Apr 4, 1986, p.5
Planning Board urges village to make improvements at Heathcote Five Corners, Apr 10, 1986, p.1
Arbor Day plans, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Site approved for displaced Leane hose, May 9, 1986, p.2
Parking fees, fines in village heading up, May 16, 1986, p.1
Planners shift focus to Heathcote corners, Jun 7, 1986, p.1
Parking solution proposed (ltr), Jun 7, 1986, p.6
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PLANNING BOARD—SCS continued

Thirteen-house subdivision requested (cont p 12), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
BAR asks beautification of Horseshoe, Jul 18, 1986, p.3
Planners say 13 houses can be built on Winston property, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Hearings set, Aug 15, 1986, p.1
Trustees seek changes at Heathcote corners, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Trouble on Griffen, Aug 29, 1986, p.1
No notice (of Winston property hearings), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
Plan unveiled for Winston development, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
Colonial Acres united against through street, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Planning conflict (edit), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
Threat seen to Colonial acres (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
Would-be Winston developers must prepare impact statement, Oct 3, 1986, p.3
Townhouses proposed on Weaver Street, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Soaring prices spur house-building boom (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Pace of development stirs concerns here, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Trustees postpone cable TV decision, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Hearings slated on Heathcote developments, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Demolition of house protested in vain, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
Landmark in jeopardy (ltr), Dec 24, 1986, p.6
What's in a name?, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Day of decision nears on downtown, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Development curb, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Planners welcome (edit), Jan 16, 1987, p.6
Downtown goratorium eyed; Penn Central has new plan (ills p 8), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Downtown plans, bond issue among highlights (photo; addl photo p 18) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Muted enthusiasm for (Griffen Ave) path, Feb 20, 1987, p.1
Richman: Planning needed to control future development, Mar 6, 1987, p.1
Decision expected this month on Golden Horseshoe's expansion plans, Mar 6, 1987, p.5
Board okays path on Griffin, Apr 3, 1987, p.5
Another way to get apartments (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6
Planning Board okays zoning Eton Court 2-way, May 1, 1987, p.3
Office building, eleven new homes among proposals to Planning Board, May 22, 1987, p.1
Neighbors seek to prevent creation of new building lot on Autenrieth, Jun 5, 1987, p.5
Plans for 11 houses move ahead, Jul 3, 1987, p.1
New tree law, Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Planning Board raises objections to 7 houses proposed for Weaver, Aug 21, 1987, p.3
Planning Board to hear requests for 10 new lots, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Multi-house proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
No obstructions (to streams), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
With prices soaring and open space disappearing even 'wiserable little parcels' become building lots, Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Village considering law to bar new interior lots, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
More assertiveness advised (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
(Planning) Board turns down proposed five-house development, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Flag lot hearing, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Golden Horseshoe expansion plan gains, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Proposed law called arbitrary (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6
(Village) Board delays vote on 'flag lot' ban, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
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PLANNING BOARD-SCS continued

Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Variance granted for Bradford Rd subdivision, Jan 22, 1988, p.2
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
No courtesy shown, he says (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Downzoning sought, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
(H Goldberg a Master planner (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

PLANNING CONSULTANTS

On to Phase II (of downtown planning), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

PLANTS

Pachysandra's paying the price for clearer streets last winter (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.1
SEE ALSO TREES, SHRUBS

PLATFORM TENNIS

Fox Meadow Tennis Club prepares to welcome Aser Platform Tennis Assn Championship (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.5
There's trouble at home for SCS' native sport (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.5

PLATT, BILL

Restaurant closing (to Heathcote Five Corners)?, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
RJ's (restaurant) uncertain, Jan 16, 1987, p.1

PLATT, CONSTANCE (SISTER)


PLATT, SUSAN

SCS artist S Platt has show (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.19

PLATT, SUSAN (AUN)

Shrine on SCS (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6

PLATTO, LESLIE

Honors for Greenacres retirees B Ingraa, F Rathke, Sep 26, 1986, p.19
Harmony in Greenacres, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Changes in store for 5th graders at junior high, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.2
Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p.4), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

PLATTO, LESLIE (AUN)

For obvious Arthur Manor (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6

PLAUCHE, EMILY

Lincoln center progress described, Oct 31, 1986, p.18

PLAUT, GUNTER (RApBI)

Scholar-in-residence weekend at WRT to feature Rabbi Plant (photo), Jan 25, 1987, p.14

PLAYING FIELDS-SCS

Village to plant 150 trees to screen new playing fields, Jan 31, 1986, p.2
Downtown plans, bond issue among highlights (photo; addl photo p.18) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Fences (to be built around Boulder Brook fields), May 3, 1987, p.1
PLAYORENA
Playorena encourages toddlers to develop physical abilities (photo) (Education '87, pg. 7, '87, p.29
PLAYRIGHTS
SCS playwright S Greenberg wins in a contest, May 22, 1987, p.13
PLEDGER, JEFF
Not so disabled, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
PLEITGEN, GERDA
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15
PLITNICK, DON (AU)
The real all-American game: lacrosse (edit), Apr 10, 1987, p.7
PLITNICK, MATT
Raiders, 8-0, head for bowl (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1
PLM
SEE PALESTINE LIBERATION ORGANIZATION
PLCHAS, CHARLES
C J Floss dies, Dec 27, 1985, p.14
PLITNICK, ANNABEL
Curtain time: Senior citizens perform 'The Jewel Thief' (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.11
PLUMING
Veterans' benefit rejected; merchants' parking approved, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
PLUMMER, PRISCILLA
SHS graduate P P Macy rescues 3-year-old, May 16, 1986, p.5
PMRC
SEE PARENTS MUSIC RESOURCE CENTER
POCCIA, JOHN
The focus of all eyes (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.16
POCKET, MICHAEL
Ardsley's refusal to accept cable changes raises issues, Dec 5, 1986, p.13
PODELL, PAUL (DR)
Marathon gen: S Marks, Dr P Podeall (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.13
PODIATRISTS
New podiatrist: Dr C Callahan (photo), May 22, 1987, p.15
Podiatrists Dr S M Levine, Dr D M Kulhan open EMT office, Oct 23, 1987, p.16
Local podiatrist Dr C A Callahan reappointed, Apr 1, 1988, p.9
PODIATRY
SEE MEDICINE
POETRY
A Marx publishes new volume of poems, Mar 29, 1985, p.4
EMT poets R Brown, L Silkowski awarded prizes, Apr 26, 1985, p.14
Where is the rain? (edit), May 3, 1985, p.7
In memory of my father (poem), Jul 5, 1985, p.7
Rondeau of acceptance, Oct 31, 1985, p.7
Poets awarded (GMH) town prizes (list), Apr 25, 1986, p.12
Have a cause? Find a poet (edit), Dec 31, 1986, p.7
Challenger's legacy (poem), Jan 30, 1987, p.7
Halloween night (poem), Oct 30, 1987, p.7
Let's share it all (poem), Dec 24, 1987, p.6
Wistful thinking (poem), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
POETS
Allen Ginsberg reveals mellow side at reading, Nov 8, 1985, p.6
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POGREBIN, LETTY COTTIN
Women and power is speaker L C Pogrebin's topic, Nov 20, 1987, p.10

POGUE, D ERIC
Reichhold (Chemicals Inc) names executive D E Pogue senior vice president (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.5

POISONS
Hudson unit opens campaign on poison warning symbol, Dec 19, 1986, p.13

POYDIX, MATHEW
Marvelous musicians (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.18

POLCER, ED
It was a Family (Counseling) Affair (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.4

POLERA PROJECT
Local architect R F Fox Jr is reshaping NYC's skyline (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.6

POLERA, ROSEMARIE
SEE ABATINO, ROSEMARIE

POLERA, VITO
St Agnes honors SCS man V Polera, Jun 12, 1987, p.8
Red Cross elects leaders, Jul 24, 1987, p.5

POLES, GEORGE

POLETTI, KEVIN
Museu Cafe opens on (Hudson) River, Feb 27, 1987, p.10

POLICE
Pt1 Bryant Clark, Esq (SCS police officer passes NY State Bar exam), Nov 13, 1987, p.3

POLICE BENEFICIAL ASSOCIATION-SCS
Labor unrest: PEA files for binding arbitration, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Police picket, Nov 27, 1987, p.1

POLICE DEPT-EASTCHESTER
SCS man D Honigsberg dies in apartment fire, Jul 24, 1987, p.1

POLICE DEPT-GBH
Town and police seek an end to impasse in negotiations, Jul 12, 1985, p.9
Detective A Reckson from EMT promoted to sergeant, Dec 6, 1985, p.12
Town, police settle: PEA head unhappy, Feb 7, 1986, p.10
Don’t be deceived, say police, Jul 18, 1986, p.9
On patrol (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.10
Danger on Ardsley Road (ltr), Mar 6, 1987, p.6
Accident victim: T Eade (photo), May 22, 1987, p.11
Man, M Amaro, killed in crash on Central, Jun 12, 1987, p.10
Grip work (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.9
Guilty plea (from D Freitag) in rape case, Sep 4, 1987, p.11
Residents ask town (of GBH) to budget more police and less surplus, Dec 4, 1987, p.12

POLICE DEPT-SCS
Anti-DWI efforts to include another roadblock, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Crise figures down in 1984, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
Parking enforcement officer A McHugh retiring after 29 years (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Accolades for police officer R A Motko (ltr), Feb 22, 1985, p.6
Pedestrian safety campaign gets underway, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Pedestrian Safety Month observed (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.3
New policy operation pulling in scofflaws, Mar 22, 1985, p.3
Hearing held in rape case, Mar 22, 1985, p.5
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POLICE DEPT-SCS continued

Cars for the cops, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
Operation Print-a-Kid (photo), May 3, 1985, p.1
Teenage 'open house' ends in violence, injuries, arrest, May 10, 1985, p.1
Thanks, SCS's finest (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
Police to use new weapon; also considering stun guns, May 24, 1985, p.3
Enforcement of water use restrictions begins, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
Police 'frustrated' by contract impasse, Jul 5, 1985, p.1
Honors for police, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Police professionalism praised (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
Writer says SCS police deserve higher salaries (ltr), Aug 23, 1985, p.6
Drive carefully is chief's message (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.19
Special Patrolmen mark 37th anniversary, Sep 6, 1985, p.2
Dead man identified as SCS resident P Cornell, Sep 6, 1985, p.4
Change for police, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Police get training, Sep 20, 1985, p.2
Cost considerations delay vote on new fire department facility, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Emergency workers called heroes (ltr), Oct 4, 1985, p.6
$3900 raise for PBA over next two years, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Special Patrolmen responded (ltr), Nov 15, 1985, p.6
More (money) for managers, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Ersatz policeman, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Chief Ferraro urges vigilance during holidays, Dec 6, 1985, p.20
Patrolmen trained in new techniques, Dec 13, 1985, p.9
Safety teachers: police distributing safety leaflets, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Safety lessons (photo), Jan 17, 1986, p.2
Kindergarten visits police, Jan 17, 1986, p.16
Two patrolmen, M Patane and H Weinberg, hired, Jan 31, 1986, p.3
SCS's newest sergeant (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.3
Police find no signs of arson in house fire, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Burglary task force (set up to investigate church burglaries), Feb 21, 1986, p.3
Thanks to SVAC, police (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
On naming names (in police report) (edit), Feb 28, 1986, p.6
Pin found hidden in 7-year-old's Valentine's Day chocolate treat, Feb 28, 1986, p.5
Fighting DWI, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Drunk driving seen on decline (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.5
Car radio thefts in SCS reaching epidemic proportions, Apr 13, 1986, p.1
Police warn of blue van near schools, Apr 18, 1986, p.2
PBA presents awards to SCS athletes (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.17
New parking lot for police headquarters, Jun 13, 1986, p.2
Police pursuing leads (in Hitchcock fire), Jun 20, 1986, p.5
Rescued: R P Shapiro (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.5
Finest beat the bravest (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.20
Police nab suspect in car radio thefts, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Hitchcock cleans, cops, plans in fire's aftermath, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
Village undertaking host of summer projects (photo), Aug 9, 1986, p.1
New lock in patrol cars (photo), Aug 9, 1986, p.3
Firefighters rescue lineman in distress (photo p.1), Aug 29, 1986, p.2
Chief Ferraro's reminder to drivers (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.26
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

POLICE DEPT-SCS continued

Months after Hitchcock fire, investigators keep plodding on, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
New look (for SCS police), Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Finest's new finery (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.1
SCS police say arrested man was about to blow up parked car, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Detective T Carroll appointed, Oct 10, 1986, p.5
Community indifference seen (ltr), Oct 17, 1986, p.6
Police priorities questioned (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
Chief Ferraro blasts Halloween hooligans (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.3
Sangs case from all over (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
Outstanding officers: G Gaudioso, M Martin (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.3
Wave of vandalism hits town, Nov 21, 1986, p.3
Police and kids should talk (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6
Police officers praised (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
Police getting new equipment, Dec 5, 1986, p.5
Police break up fight at SHS; Mount Holyoke's checks recovered, Dec 19, 1986, p.3
We are truly blessed (ltr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6
Ten more miles, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Police close inquiry into Halloween mayhem, Jan 16, 1987, p.3
He (H F Felice) is their captain too (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.3
Safety pin in a granola bar seen as an isolated incident, Jan 16, 1987, p.3
Downtown plans, bond issue among highlights (photo; add photo p 18) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Grim assignment (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.4
Stiffer fines...and more of them (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.1
Commendations, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Danger on Ardsley Road (ltr), Mar 6, 1987, p.6
Chief Ferraro asks for residents' help in preventing burglaries, Mar 13, 1987, p.3
Police warn of burglary rings preying on hoses in SCS, Mar 20, 1987, p.3
How to fight back against radio thieves, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
Police crack down on vandalism, May 1, 1987, p.1
Unsavory salesmen, May 22, 1987, p.1
Changes made in police ranks (photo), May 22, 1987, p.2
Six SCS policemen honored at annual awards ceremony (photo), May 22, 1987, p.2
SVAC, police code through (ltr; list), May 22, 1987, p.6
Police ask for support in combating vandalism, May 29, 1987, p.1
Carrying a torch, May 29, 1987, p.1
Police break up drinking parties, Jun 5, 1987, p.1
A 14-year-old SCS girl finds bag with 96 vials of crack (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.3
Parents' responsibility (edit), Jun 5, 1987, p.6
Police officer T Carroll selected for academic honor, Jun 12, 1987, p.3
Police escort for a torch (photo; list), Jun 12, 1987, p.3
Fowl play, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Cop, R Carozza, hailed as lifesaver, Jun 26, 1987, p.3
Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Partying as it ought to be (ltr), Jul 3, 1987, p.6
Police on guard (near B Slotnick home), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Suspects in car radio thefts nabbed; police recover booty (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.3
Special Police open campaign against burglars (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.1
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POLICE DEPT-SCS continued

Police earn high marks in survey, Sep 11, 1987, p.1
Three (R Carozza, A Filancia, F Acerbo) commended, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Police, civic groups announce plans to make Halloween safe, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
Police charge four with vandalism; warn against Halloween mayhem, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Accrediting police, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Community enjoys quiet Halloween, Nov 6, 1987, p.5
A change of policy: Inquirer adopting a policy of naming suspects when reporting arrests (edit), Nov 6, 1987, p.5
Praise from the chief (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6
Callboxes removed, Nov 13, 1987, p.1
Ptl Bryant Clark, Esq (SCS police officer passes NY State Bar exam), Nov 13, 1987, p.3
Professional cited (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
Spirit of cooperation (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
Tribute to the police (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
Labor unrest: PBA files for binding arbitration, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
A Filaricia, J Freyer: Moving up in the ranks (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.3
Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriad of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4
Would-be cop R J Zellner convicted of false claims, Dec 11, 1987, p.3
Local cop takes part in 10M bust, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Doing well by doing good (edit), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
Make police the best paid (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
Kudos to cops A Filancia, G Greenbaum, T Carroll, Dec 31, 1987, p.1
A big thank you (to police, SVMAC) (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Civilian T Ware praised for capturing suspect, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Praise for ambulance corps (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Message of appreciation (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Salute (for T Ware) from the (police) chief (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Crime (and information) line (established by police dept), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Bugs in the (police hotline) system, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
No one hurt in (1 Foxhall Rd) group hose fire (photo p 10), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Group hose fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO PATROLMEN'S BENEVOLENT ASSN, SPECIAL PATROLMEN-SCS

POLICE DEPT-SCS-ACCREDITATION

Chief D Ferraro sets sights on accreditation of police department, Feb 19, 1988, p.1

POLICE DEPT-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES

SEE SCS-EMPLOYEES-WAGES AND SALARIES

POLICE DEPT-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES

Police hit the picket line (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Police picket, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Is 'average' enough for police? (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6
SEE ALSO SCS-EMPLOYEES-WAGES AND SALARIES

POLICE DEPT-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Professionalism cited (ltr), Nov 12, 1987, p.6
Civilian T Ware praised for capturing suspect, Jan 22, 1988, p.5

POLICE REPORTS

Law would lower fee for police reports, Dec 4, 1987, p.13

POLICE-ACCREDITATION

Accrediting police, Nov 6, 1987, p.1

POLIN, RAYMOND (DR-AU)

Two political parties; American as apple pie (edit), May 31, 1985, p.7
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POLIN, RAYMOND (DR-AU) continued
   The Constitution at 200: Judicial activism or original intent? (edit), Jun 26, 1987, p.7

POLITI, ELISABETH (AU)
   Board member asked to resign (ltr), Aug 23, 1985, p.6

POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS
   The real scandal of the (presidential) campaign (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.7

POLITICAL PARTIES
   Two political parties: American as apple pie (edit), May 31, 1985, p.7

POLITICAL SCIENCE
   Who needs a ‘public philosophy’? (edit), Oct 4, 1985, p.7

POLITICS
   Study of past may yield solutions for the future (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.7

POLLACK, CARRIE
   Halloween art scene (photo), Oct 31, 1988, p.1

POLLACK, ELANNA
   Curtain going up next week on SSMT’s ‘Connecticut Yankee’ (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
   ‘Connecticut Yankee’ is both a first and a last for SSMT (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.1

POLLACK, FENWAY
   New coordinator, F Pollack, hired; seeks volunteer help, Oct 10, 1986, p.8
   Programming to start Sunday on village’s cable channel (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.5

POLLACK, HERBERT (DR)
   Neighbors say no to Nyrex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

POLLACK, JONATHAN
   Two from SCS survive massacre in Roex Airport, Jan 3, 1986, p.1

POLLACK, LINDA
   School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.9

POLLACK, LINDA (AU)
   My dear old friend (ltr), Jun 13, 1986, p.6

POLLACK, RENEE
   R Gaudia, R Pollack promoted by social agency, Jul 11, 1986, p.4
   R Pollack is new director of agency (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.2
   HTS health advocate R Pollack dies, Feb 12, 1988, p.10
   Honored: J Kahn, R Pollack, Mar 4, 1988, p.12

POLLAK, CHARLES (DP-AU)
   Perchance to dream... (edit), Oct 3, 1986, p.7

POLLARD, JONATHAN
   Pollard sentence protested (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6

POLLEDICK, DONALD
   Democrats retain town reins, Nov 8, 1985, p.11
   Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

POLULATION
   SEE NOISE POLLUTION, AIR POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION

POLowitz, MARTHA
   Happy holidays from the PO (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.4

POLS, MARIAN
   Board of Education’s defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

POLTAARK, WILLIAM
   (Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

POLucci, THOMAS
   Bank names F W Rode III, T A Polucci VP’s (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.2
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POND, J MARTIN
J Martin Pond dies, Feb 22, 1985, p.8

PONTE, SUSAN
What? You want to plan a Xmas vacation now? (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.6

PONZINI, JOAN
Path okayed by board, Aug 16, 1985, p.9
New staff hired by (EMT) district, Oct 4, 1985, p.11
(EMT) Board (of Ed) pares budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10

POOL, INDOOR-SCS
SEE SWIMMING POOLS

POOL-SCS
SEE SCS POOL

POOLE, CHARLES (OR)
Party mixes politics with show business (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.1

POOLE-DISALVO, MARGARET
M A Poole-DiSalvo dies, Aug 16, 1985, p.10

POOR
SEE POVERTY

POOR-EDUCATION
Schools need parents (edit), Feb 5, 1988, p.7

POPE, CATHERINE
Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

POPE'S
Tomorrow's New Year's, thanks to Caesar and Pope Gregory, Dec 31, 1986, p.1

POPHAM HOUSE
Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Popham House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5

POPHAM HOUSE (SCS)
Fire ravages historic house (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.5

POPHAM, ALTHEA
Back from the dead (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.3

POPHAM, EILLIAM
Historically speaking: SCS' connection to US Constitution, Sep 18, 1987, p.6

POPHAM, J D
Historically speaking: History made up of contentious events and byrads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4

POPHAM, MARY
Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Popham House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5

POPHAM, R M
Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6

POPHAM, WILLIAM
Historically speaking: The Locusts, historic home in SCS (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Popham House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5
Historically speaking: The house where Whistler's mother lived (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.5
Historically speaking: SCS's monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2
Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6
Mr Memorial Day, E Rogliano, wants no thanks; he gives thanks (photo), May 29, 1987, p.6
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

POPULATION
SEE SCS-POPULATION, WESTCHESTER COUNTY-POPULATION
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PORADOWSKI, CHRISTINA (DR)

- Yasa customs around the world are both similar and different, Dec 20, 1985, p.13

PORADOWSKI, LECH

- Yasa customs around the world are both similar and different, Dec 20, 1985, p.13

PORADOWSKI, YOLANDA

- Knitting workshop (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.12

PORCELLI, PHILIP

- Village was geared for Gloria; massive clean-up underway (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.1
- Changes made in police ranks (photo), May 22, 1987, p.2
- Carrying a torch, May 29, 1987, p.1

PORDY, DOLORES

- Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

PORT, JENNIFER

- Resident J D Port elected, Jun 6, 1986, p.9

PORTLOCK, KENDRA

- Not for people only (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.14

PORTLOCK, LAURA

- Happy Valentine’s Day, Grandpa (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.1

PORTLOCK, SUSAN

- Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
- Edgewooders give food to needy, Nov 20, 1987, p.15
- Edgewood aids homeless, Dec 24, 1987, p.8

PORTMAN, DAVID

- Neighbors criticize Dickel Road development; consultants to be retained, May 1, 1987, p.1
- Office building, eleven new homes among proposals to Planning Board, May 22, 1987, p.1
- Plans for 11 houses move ahead, Jul 3, 1987, p.1
- Downtown moratorium reaches halfway point, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
- Multi-home proposals assailed; Oct 2, 1987, p.1
- Panel ponders effects here of Supreme Court ruling, Oct 22, 1987, p.1
- Downtown meeting (D Portaan to address public on downtown proposals), Oct 30, 1987, p.1
- Winston property called wetlands; village protests, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
- D Portaan to propose new downtown zoning, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
- Something new downtown (edit), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
- Portaan proposal recommends emphasis on housing downtown (cap), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
- Missing: a parking cure (edit), Dec 31, 1987, p.6
- DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
- Portaan plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
- On to Phase II (of downtown planning), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
- Downtown planning, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
- Downtown zoning revisions ahead, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
- D Portaan unveils revised zoning for downtown, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
- (Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

PORTNOW, JADA

- Pressboard: Profile of A Montague, STEP student from Tennessee, Jan 18, 1985, p.18
- Ragette honors J Portnow, Jun 21, 1985, p.19

PORTUHOD, SATURNINO

- Opening night at new gallery (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.5

POSEY, MARTA

- Debut of a soda fountain (photo), May 22, 1987, p.14
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POSEY, ROBERT
- Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.20

POSEY, ROBERT (AU)
- Townhouses opposed (Itr), Nov 28, 1988, p.6

POSNER, AMANDA
- Bears, bears everywhere (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.3
- Child Care (Assn of SCS) grows on all fronts (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18

POSPISIL, KATHERINE KURSELL
- Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

POST OFFICE BUILDINGS
- Town of GBH's balk slows work on Post Office, Nov 13, 1987, p.15
- Post office reap (for SCS P O being constructed), Jan 15, 1988, p.1

POST, AVERY (REV-DR)
- Former SCS pastor re-elected president of United Church of Christ (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.12
- Joint ordination: D and A Smock (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.10

POSTAGE STAMPS
- SCS Historical Society schedules Appraisal Day (photo), Mar 8, 1985, p.3

POSTAGE STAMPS-COLLECTORS AND COLLECTING
- It's philately month, Oct 4, 1985, p.1

POSTAL SERVICE
- SEE US POSTAL SERVICE

POSTER CONTESTS
- Winning poster (by M Williams), Jan 29, 1988, p.10
- Kids win prizes for safety posters (list), Apr 1, 1988, p.13

POTACK, MICHAEL
- Two men from SCS invent new type of fund-raising dinner, May 17, 1985, p.12

POTACK, ROBERT
- Snowflake creators win prizes (photo; list), Mar 14, 1986, p.3
- Happy Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

POTENE, RALPH
- Fund raising considered (by EMT Bd of Ed), May 29, 1987, p.11

POTTER, DAWES
- Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

POTTER, EDWARD

POTTERY
- Feast of clay (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.19

POUX, PIERRE
- Nine without homes find shelter for a night in SCS church (photo, addl photo p 19), Nov 28, 1986, p.1
- Despite concerns, IHM giving shelter, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
- Do something for the homeless? Sure, but not in my backyard!, Feb 27, 1987, p.9

POVERTY
- New myths (about poverty) as vicious as old (edit), Jan 11, 1985, p.7
- Westchester has poverty (edit), Apr 28, 1985, p.7
- Educational vouchers--a good idea? (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7
- $22,000 a year to stay in prison (edit), Apr 11, 1986, p.7
- Who defines 'poor'? (edit), Apr 25, 1986, p.7

POWELL, DAHN
- Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
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POWELL, LEWIS JR
Supreme Court hears creche case, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Supreme Court rules creche is permissible, Mar 29, 1985, p.1

POWELL, RUDY
Apollo saxophonist M Harris finds faith and harmony (photo), Mar 4, 1985, p.12

POWER, DENNIS
Shelter in SCS, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Nine without homes find shelter for a night in SCS church (photo, addl photo p 19), Nov 28, 1986, p.1

POWER, JAMES
Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
New staff hired by EMT district, Oct 4, 1985, p.11
Civilian T Ware praised for capturing suspect, Jan 22, 1986, p.5

POWERS, JONATHAN
SCS native J Powers appointed administrator at Dickinson (photo), Aug 15, 1985, p.2

POZZOBONI, KRISTEN
Student K Pozzoboni a part of winning team, Aug 30, 1985, p.9
I do: "Marriages" at EHS Senior Carnival (photo), Mar 29, 1986, p.11

POZZOULI, MARI
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

POZZOULI, MARI-EMMI
Board of Education elects B Cunningham president (photo; list), Jul 5, 1985, p.1

PR COUNCIL
SEE RECREATION DEPT-SCS

PRADELLI SYNDROME
Defying odds, Matthew Murphy scores a victory (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.6

PRAT, DITH
In Cambodia, 'holocaust' is the word (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.7

PRANCE, SHILLEAN (DR-AU)
We need tropical rain forests (edit), Apr 13, 1986, p.7
Antarctica could be a paradise (edit; photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.7

PRATT, EMERON
Morons will honor 4 SHS seniors, Jun 6, 1986, p.14

PRC TEAMS
SEE NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL SPORTS, EX FOOTBALL, RECREATION DEPT-SCS

PREGNANCY, TEENAGE
Local women take part in family planning event (list), Feb 1, 1985, p.8

PREIS, ELINDR
Iraq Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5

PRELIMINARY COMPETENCY TESTS
SCS CAR scores high, Dec 20, 1985, p.1

PRETTS, JOHN
No decision by board on Fort Hill subdivision, Sep 5, 1986, p.12

PRESENTS FOR PATIENTS
SEE CHARITIES

PRESERVATION OF BUILDINGS-SCS
SEE ARCHITECTURE-CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION

PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
Public television producer L Crystal assays media's coverage of the (presidential) campaign, Jan 29, 1988, p.3
A Gore outlines arms-control ideas (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.5

PRESIDENTS-US
A word on presidential transitions (edit), May 22, 1987, p.7
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PRESIDENTS-US continued
  O'Neill rates the Presidents--past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
PRESS, ELLIOTT
  Board's plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
PRESSER, MARCIA
  GBH Nature center unveils expansion, renovation plan, May 29, 1987, p.11
PREVETE, CHRISTIAN
  Kids enjoy Easter Eggstravaganza (photo; list), Apr 24, 1987, p.12
PREZIOSO, SAL (DR)
  Sales tax confab sought, Jan 4, 1985, p.2
  Dr S J Prezioso, V M Russo named to foundation's board, Apr 5, 1985, p.5
PRICE, ELLEN
  Pool backers make pitch, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
PRICE, ELLEN (AU)
  Excessive salting opposed (ltr), Apr 19, 1985, p.6
  Time for an indoor pool (ltr), Oct 31, 1986, p.6
PRICE, MATTHEW
  Local athletes in Empire State Games, Jul 31, 1987, p.15
PRICE, NATHANIEL
  Art from afar (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
  Local athletes in Empire State Games, Jul 31, 1987, p.15
PRICE, RICHARD (AU)
  Time for an indoor pool (ltr), Oct 31, 1986, p.6
PRIMARIES
  Democrat J O'Connor seeks Conservative nod, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
  An answer to Mr Sloan (ltr), Jul 25, 1986, p.6
  Chauvinism and condescension (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
  Primary battle heating up (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.1
  Chairman says issues are news (ltr), Aug 29, 1986, p.6
  Democrats to make choices in congressional, senate races, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
  Primary choices (edit), Sep 5, 1986, p.6
  Flaws in the system (edit), Sep 5, 1986, p.6
  Conservatives, Dems to sake primary picks, Sep 5, 1986, p.13
  Abzug, Green nominated despite SCS voters (photo; chart p 20), Sep 12, 1986, p.1
  Conservative takeover fails in GBH's primary test, Sep 12, 1986, p.12
  Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
  Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
  Primary duty (Village short on election inspectors), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
PRINCE, DEBBIE
  Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
PRINCIPALS
  SEE TEACHERS
PRINCIPE, LOUIS
  County prints Playland album, Jul 26, 1985, p.4
PRINTING
  Printmaker L Ellis' work chosen, Oct 16, 1987, p.4
PRISCO, DINO JR
  EHS student D Prisco Jr dies in accident, Aug 21, 1987, p.9
PRISCO, ROBERT
  Literary collaboration (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.16
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PRISONS
SEE CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES

PRISONS
A necessary evil (edit), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
Jail bond opposed (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
Hochberg defeats Moss; Napolund loses court race (photo; chart p 9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1
SEE ALSO CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES

PRIVATE SCHOOLS
SEE SCHOOLS, PRIVATE, SCHOOLS-SCS-ALCOTT MONTESSORI SCHOOL, LEARNINGDALE'S
PRIVATE SCHOOLS
SEE SCHOOLS, PRIVATE, SCHOOLS-SCS-ALCOTT MONTESSORI SCHOOL, LEARNINGDALE'S
PRIVATE SCHOOLS
A nun (Sister Mary Campan Guffanti) to receive school medal, Feb 19, 1988, p.15
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS, PRIVATE, SCHOOLS-SCS-ALCOTT MONTESSORI SCHOOL, LEARNINGDALE'S

PRIZES

PRIZES
HTS girl, A Shaw, wins prize in poster contest, Jan 8, 1988, p.10
Snowflake (contest) winners announced (list), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SEE ALSO POSTER CONTESTS

PROTECTS

PROTECTS
Shoppers win prizes during sidewalk sale (list), Aug 15, 1986, p.3
Prize awarded to undersea diver J C Fine, Nov 13, 1987, p.16

PROCEDURE COMMITTEE
SEE TOWN CLUB-NON PARTISAN PROCEDURE COMMITTEE
PROCEDURE COMMITTEE
SEE NON PARTISAN SYSTEM
PROCEDURE COMMITTEE-SCS
End to (unit) meetings?, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Candidates sought for Citizens' Committee, Sep 4, 1987, p.3
More participation wanted (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6
Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Centralized polling backed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

PRODUCE
SEE FARM PRODUCE

PROFT, WILLIAM
Inquirer writer S Stone helps nab suspected burglar, Apr 11, 1988, p.1

PROJECT PEDAL

PROJECT PEDAL
SHS team to play in 'house that Ruth built' (list), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

PROJECT RENEWAL

PROJECT RENEWAL
Bat Mitzvah girl A Bluemstein uses gifts to benefit people in need (photo), May 24, 1985, p.13

PROPER, GEORGE
Residents consider fire board's proposal at public hearing, Jun 6, 1988, p.11

PROPERTY TAX-GBH
SEE TAXATION-GBH

PROPERTY TAX-SCS
SEE TAXATION-SCS

PROPERTY VALUES
SEE REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT

PROPER, RICHARD
College honors J Marietta, SCS aan (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.4

PROSECUTORS ENFORCING DRUG AND ALCOHOL LAWS
SEE PROJECT PEDAL
PROSECUTORS ENFORCING DRUG AND ALCOHOL LAWS  continued

In the big ballpark in the Bronx (photo), May 1, 1987, p.1
SEE ALSO PROJECT PEDAL

PROUT, GREGORY
6 Prout gains town post, May 31, 1985, p.1
Ascheraunn resigns from SBH parks position, Feb 28, 1986, p.9

PROUTY, NORMAN
N R Prouty dies, Apr 4, 1986, p.16

PROUTA, ZDENEK
New music faculty at Y (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.30

PRYMES, HARRY (DR-AU)
High tech cases to our feet (edit), Jun 7, 1986, p.7

PSYCHIATRISTS
SCS MD R Gabel to head unit of WP Hospital (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.2
Psychiatrist Dr E Hanin elected, Jun 6, 1986, p.5
Psychiatrist Dr W E Sorrel in 'Who's Who' (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.18
Psychiatrist Dr R Frenkel speaks, Feb 20, 1987, p.5
SCS psychiatrist Dr H J Lefkowitz named head of county society (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.5
Psychiatrist Dr D F Kernberg named to post (of Central Neuropsychiatric Hospital Assn), Apr 1, 1988, p.2

PSYCHIATRY
Outpatient clinic opens at hospital, Apr 18, 1986, p.9

PSYCHOLOGISTS
Forger resident N Berger opens practice in clinical psychology, Apr 5, 1985, p.14
Psychologist Dr J L Andreassi joins group in White Plains, Jan 17, 1986, p.4
Psychologist Dr R Jackaway speaks, Feb 29, 1987, p.17

PSYCHOLOGY
To cope or not to cope—and why (edit), Feb 6, 1987, p.7
Making room for now (edit), Feb 20, 1987, p.7
How we handle Goney is tied to personality (Financial Planning Supp), Feb 27, 1987, p.15

PSYCHOTHERAPISTS
Local woman B North certified as psychotherapist, Nov 8, 1985, p.4

PSYCHOTHERAPY
Beyond Freud: Frenkel's mind probe machine (photo), Jan 17, 1986, p.6

PT COUNCIL (DECIDE HEAD)
Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

PT COUNCIL-SCS
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-PTA

PT COUNCIL-SCS
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
PT Council—much more than bake sales (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-PTA

PTA
SEE SCHOOLS-EMT-PTA, SCHOOLS-SCS-PTA

PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID

PTA-NEW YORK STATE
SEE SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE-PTA

PTACHEWINCH, YAEL
23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
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PTTOMGER, RODGAR
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
Meanness vs a helping hand (edit), Aug 9, 1985, p.7

PUBLIC OPINION POLLS
Survey gathers views of district residents, May 17, 1985, p.4
Educational underground probed, May 24, 1985, p.1
Affordable housing needed (1tr), May 24, 1985, p.6
Community viewed on social service needs, May 30, 1986, p.2
Cable subscribers rate UA Columbia, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
Housing survey reveals seniors want to stay (in Scs), Feb 12, 1985, p.7
Survey of seniors may lead to bus, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Important survey (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Surveying Sc's seniors (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.8

PUBLIC PARKING AUTHORITY-SCS
More parking (near HTS station)?, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

PUBLIC RELATIONS
‘Public Relations’ has come of age (edit), May 1, 1987, p.7

PUBLIC RELATIONS FIRMS
T S Johnson joins N Y public relations firm, Mar 15, 1985, p.13
Public relations agency promotes local man J L Blankenship to VP, Jun 25, 1985, p.2
Local woman C Michelson appointed VP, Aug 9, 1985, p.2
PR king’s firm conceives Hands Across America (photo), May 16, 1985, p.6
PR executive E C Grisa in Florida post, Jun 13, 1986, p.4
O’Neill to head women’s PR group (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.2
(Juhl) Agency will help publicize (Westchester) Library System automation, Dec 31, 1987, p.5
Inquirer photo editor E A Arey named to position in public relations (photo), Mar 19, 1988, p.5

PUBLIC SPEAKING
You can speak better if you try (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.7

PUBLIC TELEVISION
SEE TELEVISION

PUBLIC UTILITIES
Waste disposal is key county issue (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.23
J A Arceri appointed general agr for Con Ed (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.2
Inspectors elect area man leader, Apr 5, 1985, p.4
NY Tel says leaning pole won’t fall (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.2
State may take $1.2 million off local tax base, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Height of illogic (reducing assessments) (edit), Sep 6, 1985, p.6
Weekend blackout (at Golden Horseshoe), Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Fire under Garth means bad day for business, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
SEE ALSO TELEPHONE SERVICE, WATER DEPT-SCS, WATER DEPT-SCS

PUBLIC WORKS
Moderator: J E Rice (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.5

PUBLIC WORKS ADMIN-SCS
More realistic budgeting planned for village, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Ravaged field being restored, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
Village undertaking host of summer projects (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.1

PUBLIC WORKS AND TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE-SCS
SEE VILLAGE BOARD-SCS
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PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING
Editor and publisher F Carbine to speak at SCS Woman's Club (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.9
A S Traina naeded executive vice pres at CBS magazines (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.4
C E Schneider appointed vice pres, publicity, Random House (photo), Mar 9, 1985, p.4
SCS graduate L Stewart naed to position at Seventeen, Jul 5, 1985, p.4
Shs graduate C McBride is design associate (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.15
SCS naan H Scott appointed VP of Reader's Digest Association, Nov 15, 1985, p.2
Former SCS resident J Rehn proacted by magazine publisher, Mar 7, 1986, p.4
M Loeb naed editor of Fortune (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.2
A midlife change of career is topic of TV interview (photo), May 2, 1986, p.16
New tasks: B Kupper (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.4
G Light takes on book project, Sep 25, 1986, p.14
Magazine officer: Dr F C Graves (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.17
Student D Greenhill naed top paper carrier, Mar 27, 1987, p.10
Tiai proacts SCS naan W Kupper Jr (photo), May 29, 1987, p.17
Short-story write: M Gavrin published, Nov 6, 1987, p.17
Young artist: drawing by A Sasperi in Highlights magazine (illus), Nov 6, 1987, p.17
Magazine exec: R Beauregard, Mar 4, 1988, p.3

FUCKHABER, BILL
$1000 Give-a-way winners (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.3
Bill's (Sporting World) closes after 15 years in downtown, Apr 4, 1986, p.1

PUB ZONING
SEE ZONING-GBH
PUELARO, MATTED
M Pueraro dies, Dec 18, 1987, p.26

PUSH, CRESSON
Nast's Yule drawings to be shown at museums, Dec 5, 1985, p.22

PUBLIESE, SAM
Kaiser retires (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.15

PUSLELEY, PHILIP
Cooperation, not competition the focus at Sloane (photo), May 22, 1987, p.6
Red Cross elects leaders, Jul 24, 1987, p.5

PUSLELEY, PHILIP (AU)
Re-election (of S Albert) opposed (ltr), Feb 15, 1985, p.6
Edgemont tax hike criticized (ltr), Apr 12, 1985, p.6
Taxpayer's request (ltr), Feb 14, 1985, p.6
Ridiculous settlement (ltr), Sep 19, 1985, p.6

PUMPKINS
How big is big? (photo!), Nov 7, 1986, p.22
International pumpkin sale (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.3
Halloween culture shock (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6

PUNISHMENT, CORPORAL
Eliminate corporal punishment (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.7

PUPPET SHOWS
Puppets demonstrate disabilities, Dec 11, 1987, p.10
SEE ALSO PERFORMING ARTS

PURCELL, DANIEL
Change among the ranks (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.3

PURDY, ANNETTE
Four join nature center board (list), Jan 21, 1986, p.11
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PURDY, ELIJAH
  Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 29, 1987, p.2

PURDY, JOSEPH
  Hyatt brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

PURPUR, DOMINICK (DR)
  In appreciation (of D and L Lieb) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.5

PURTLEL, TIM
  Pupils make their own TV commercial (photo; list), May 8, 1987, p.20

PUSATERI, MICHAEL
  Country fun (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.2

PYRON, MARIA (AU)
  Her secret file, Sep 18, 1987, p.7

QING-CHENG, XUE (OR)
  SEE XUE QING-CHENG (OR)

QUAKER MEETING HOUSE (1828)
  Gift for giver F Manocherian (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.5

QUAKER MEETING HOUSE MUSEUM (1828)
  F Manocherian Family to be honored, Jun 5, 1987, p.2
  SEE ALSO SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY MUSEUM (AFTER 1987)

QUAKER RIDGE
  They're happy being bussed (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6

QUAKER RIDGE ASSN
  Pathway (on Griffen) decision expected soon (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.1
  Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

QUAKER RIDGE SCHOOL
  SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE

QUAKERS
  SEE FRIENDS, SOCIETY OF

QUARTUCIO, GERALD
  Deputy chief J Farrugio named, May 31, 1985, p.11

QUARTUCIO, JERRY

QUEALLY, FRANCES
  Insurance award (to F X Queally), May 1, 1987, p.4

QUEENAN, JOHN
  Queenan joins consulting firm (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.8

QUEPCO
  SEE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING FIRMS

QUEPCO
  Winston property called wetlands; village protests, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
  SEE ALSO ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING FIRMS

QUIGLEY, DICK
  Next stop Bolivia (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.2

QUIGLEY, JOSEPH
  J J Quigley dies, Jan 21, 1986, p.10

QUIGLEY, KYLE
  Next stop Bolivia (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.2

QUIGLEY, LINDA
  Heathcote holds health fair (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.16
  Next stop Bolivia (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.2
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QUILTS
SCS quilt (on display), Oct 11, 1985, p.1

QUINN, JOANNE
Former presidents satisfied with school board’s review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
New staff hired by (EMT) district, Oct 4, 1985, p.11
(EMT) Board (of Ed) pares budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10

QUINN, MAURA
Scarsdallians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1938, p.1

QUINN, TANIS CLEEVE-
SEE CLEEVE-QUINN, TANIS

QUINTANA, ANDREA
Of Thee I Sing (photo), Jun 26, 1937, p.22

QUIRK, CHRIS (AU)
Dragging out the issue (ltr), Feb 13, 1987, p.6

QUIRK, MARGUERITE
(EMT) Board (of Ed) ponders use of school facilities by outside groups, Jul 17, 1987, p.9

QUIRK, THOMAS
Local man, T Quirk, named VP at Eastchester Savings (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.4
Heart group elects banker T F Quirk, Nov 6, 1987, p.2

QUIRK, TIMOTHY (AU)
He’s on the Real Moses list (ltr), Jan 9, 1987, p.6

QUIRK, TOM
Dragging out the issue (ltr), Feb 13, 1987, p.6

R & G DEVELOPMENT CORP
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1

R & G DEVELOPMENT LTD
(Planning) Board turns down proposed five-house development, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Fort Hill subdivision proposed, Nov 20, 1987, p.13

R&G DEVELOPMENT CO
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

R&G DEVELOPMENT CORP
Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

RA (VESSEL)
Elementary students meet Ra voyager N Baker, Oct 24, 1986, p.16

RABBAN, DAVID
Tall (by D M Rabban) opens celebration of Constitution (photo), May 8, 1987, p.6

RABBAN, ELANA
Teachers, parents read aloud as schools mark Natl Library Week (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.16
Parents play role in children’s reading, Mar 7, 1986, p.22

RABBAN, ELANA (AU)
Now read this (and that, too) (edit), Mar 13, 1987, p.7

RABBAN, ELENA
In search of perfection; quest begins for Sobol’s successor, May 29, 1987, p.1

RABBINICAL COUNCIL OF AMERICA
Rubenstein to co-chair conference of Rabbinical Council of America, Jan 10, 1986, p.16

RABI, ISADOR
Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

RABINA, ELLEN
PT Council plans new program (Education ‘87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

RABINDRA, E (AU)
If we really care (ltr), Feb 20, 1987, p.6
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RABINOVE, SAM (AU)

RABINOWITZ, OSCAR
  Agency thwarted in its attempt to open group home, Jun 21, 1985, p.1

RACACKY, JOSEPH
  Plea expected in Claremont burglary case, Feb 1, 1985, p.1

RACOONS
  Time to face raccoon problem (ltr), May 31, 1985, p.6
  A gardener fights back (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
  Raccoon bites girl asleep in her bed, Jul 19, 1985, p.2
  Love 'em or hate 'em, raccoons seem here to stay (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1
  Humane solutions (to raccoon problem) favored (ltr), Aug 16, 1985, p.6
  A modest proposal for raccoon control (edit), Nov 15, 1985, p.7
  Advanced placement? (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.2
  No laughing matter: raccoons, Jul 13, 1986, p.1
  Speaking up for raccoons (ltr), Aug 22, 1986, p.6
  On a recent summer evening, Nelson Rd raccoon family emerged (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.9

RACE PROBLEMS
  SEE RACISM

RACEWALKING
  SEE WALKING

RACIBORSKI, MARY
  Advisory committee reports on changes for the gifted, Sep 27, 1985, p.11
  Parents say (EMT) board (of ed) ignored them, May 2, 1986, p.13
  New quarters for children's center, Jul 25, 1986, p.9

RACISM
  A test of our commitment (edit), Mar 22, 1985, p.7
  Did racism steal Oscar from 'Purple'? (edit), May 2, 1986, p.7
  Racism--alive and well (edit), Feb 6, 1987, p.7
  Aid and comfort to racists (edit), Mar 27, 1987, p.7

RADER, DEAN
  SHS graduate W Safian slain in San Francisco (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1

RADER, HARRIET (AU)
  Senior breakfast a huge success (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6

RADER, LARRY (AU)
  Senior breakfast a huge success (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6

RADER, OWEN
  Archaeology enthusiasts salute the Adult School (edit), Nov 27, 1985, p.7

RABETSKY, OLSA
  Staff changes (in EMT schools), Sep 4, 1987, p.11

RADIATION
  Radiation hazard (attached to Nynex antennas), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
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RADIATION continued
- Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
- Why take a chance on Nynex antennas? (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

RADIO
- Radio network for blind elects local man A R Morse to board (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.2
- Revolutionary idea (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
- I Her in radio post, Mar 20, 1987, p.10
- SCS aan D Grabel to lead amateur radio group (list), Aug 14, 1987, p.2
- Westchester Amateur Radio Assn donates books on ham radio to SCS Library (photo), Aug 26, 1987, p.5
- For 15 years now, they've been talking with Rod O'Shea (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.13

RADIO ANTENNAS
- Nynex base station (to be discussed at Village Board meeting), Jan 22, 1988, p.1

RADO
- Radon survey (finds radon in soil of Winston property), Nov 27, 1987, p.1

RADOVIC, MARISA
- Computer systems help streamline Village Hall (photo p.12), Dec 31, 1987, p.1

RAFAEL, ERAN
- Student service, Jun 5, 1987, p.1

RAFFAELELLI, GASTON LAWRENCE
- Indoor pool study, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

RAFFULATION, ANGELA
- Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1

RAFFEL, SENA
- Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp.5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1983, p.2

RAFTERY, DAN
- For volunteers, firefighting means 'a lot of dedicated hours' (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.13

RAFTERY, DANIEL
- Fire chief A Zaffino picks deputy, Jun 28, 1985, p.10
- Fire truck scheduled to be repaired soon (photo p.13), Dec 6, 1985, p.12
- Board to pick new chief, Jun 20, 1986, p.11
- Fire commissioners ponder appointment, defeat of issue, Jul 11, 1986, p.9
- D Rafter named fire chief (photo), Aug 9, 1986, p.9
- Residents put fire board in the hot seat, Sep 12, 1986, p.13
- Fire board approves a 16.3 percent tax hike, Oct 24, 1986, p.11
- Toff resigns as head of Greenville fire board (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.13
- Gordineer promoted to assistant chief (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.11
- Blaze guts Thomas St house (photo), May 1, 1987, p.11
- Inspection points up need for expansion of fire headquarters, May 15, 1987, p.11
- Fire commissioner, W J Shiels, treasurer, A Blecher, appointed, Jun 12, 1987, p.11
- New contract for fire officers is okayed, Jul 17, 1987, p.9
- Grip work (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.9

RAFTING
- Run for the rivers...White Water Rafting (photo) (Summer Living Supp), May 16, 1986, p.16

RAGETTE, RALPH
- R Ragette named chairman of Realty Housing Council, Feb 15, 1985, p.9
- Community service award (to R Dobkin) (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.15

RAHIO, CHRISTINA
- Holiday spirit (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.15

RAILROAD SERVICE
- Waste disposal is key county issue (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.23
RAILROAD SERVICE continued

- MTA promises fresh air on new cars, Jul 19, 1985, p.3
- Like the bad old days (edit), Aug 30, 1985, p.6
- Oppenheimer names Berg to Commuter Council, Oct 11, 1985, p.15
- Above average (fares for commuters), Dec 20, 1985, p.1
- Minding the gap(s), Dec 31, 1987, p.1

SEE ALSO METRO NORTH COMMUTER RAILROAD CO

RAILROAD STATION-HTS

- Minding the gap(s), Dec 31, 1987, p.1

RAILROAD STATION-NEW ROCHELLE

- Try New Rochelle (railroad) station (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6

RAILROAD STATION-SCS

- Not quite complete: renovations of SCS station area underway (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.1
- Holdup at SCS railroad station, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
- Project completed: rehabilitation of SCS train station, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
- Builders, buyers, tenants all eying station area sites, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
- Dangers near the station (ltr), Feb 6, 1987, p.6
- Near the end (of environmental review process re station area improvements), Mar 20, 1987, p.1
- Minding the gap(s), Dec 31, 1987, p.1

- Try New Rochelle (railroad) station (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6

RAILROADS

- You must remember this (P. Stangl presents RR gate curtain to village) (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.3

RAIZEN, CARMELLA

- Local rabbi E. Korzenit to be cited by Hadassah, Dec 6, 1985, p.10

RAIZEN, DAVID

- D. Raizen elected pres of SVAC, Jan 4, 1985, p.2
- L. Weislof elected Chairman of Board, SVAC, Mar 1, 1985, p.5
- Glad to have taken part (ltr), Jul 4, 1983, p.6
- SVAC adds new lifesaving skill (photo; adol photo; list p 101), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
- Praise for ambulance corps (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
- Message of appreciation (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
- A little guf! D. Raizen: pays a visit to a dog market (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

RAIZEN, NANCY

- New Y wing to be named for local (Raizen) family, Mar 4, 1988, p.2

RAIZEN, ROY

- YM & YWHA announces plans for $7 million expansion project (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.3
- New Y wing to be named for local (Raizen) family, Mar 4, 1988, p.2

RAIZEN, ROY (AU)

- Window coverage criticized (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

RAIZES, DEBBIE

- $32.2 million budget draws quiet reaction, May 1, 1987, p.1
- Auxiliaries' Day at the Races' raises $60,000 for White Plains Hospital (photo), May 9, 1987, p.8
- PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
- School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
- SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32
- Is it blessed to receive?, Dec 4, 1987, p.2

RAIZES, DEBBIE (AU)

- Vote affirmatively (on school budget) (ltr), May 15, 1987, p.6
- They're grateful to fire dept (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

RAIZES, DEBORAH

- Lesley College honors benefactors J. Schwartz, D Raizes (photo), May 31, 1985, p.8
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RAIZES, DEBORAH continued

- Happy Anniversary (J McCann, Fox Meadow principal) (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.14
- Board's plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
- Parents speak out on student redistribution, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
- College elects local resident D Raizes, Apr 4, 1986, p.15
- Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
- At 100, United Way sets highest goal ever (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.2
- Fire damages home on Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 28, 1988, p.3

RAIZES, GARY (AU)

- They're grateful to fire dept (litr), Mar 11, 1989, p.6

RAIZES, GARY (DR)

- L Weiskopf elected Chairman of Board, SVAC, Mar 1, 1985, p.5
- Board's plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
- Fox Meadow assn elects leaders (list), Jun 6, 1986, p.?
- SVAC adds new lifesaving skill (photo; addl photo, list p 10), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
- Board reveals details of what the bonds would buy, Sep 17, 1936, p.1

RAJAPAKSA, ROSHINI

- SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

RAKON, ANYA

- SCS girl K Liebowitz seeks freedom for Soviet 'twin', M Rakova (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.15

RAKON, ELENA

- SCS girl K Liebowitz seeks freedom for Soviet 'twin', M Rakova (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.15

RAKON, MASHA

- SCS girl K Liebowitz seeks freedom for Soviet 'twin', M Rakova (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.15

RAKON, KASHA

- SCS girl K Liebowitz seeks freedom for Soviet 'twin', M Rakova (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.15

RAMALEY, MARY ANN

- Installed: PTSA officers (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.9

RAMBONE, STEPHEN

- New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
- Mass production (Junior high students make model cars for homeless children) (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.24

RAKON, STEVE

- Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

RAKONBUSCH, ERIK

- New VP named: E H Rambusch, Mar 18, 1988, p.11

RAKONBUSCH, VIGGO

- Alumnus V Rambusch receives award (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.24

RAMSEY, AUDREY

- Fresh Air families forge strong ties with summer guests (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1

RANAIAH, VIDHYA

- Art from afar (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

RANDALL, JACK

- Frozen fun (on Crane Pond at EMT ice carnival) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.11

RANYAK, MARION

- Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2

RANZ, ESTHER

- Single in SCS: the social dilemma (Part II), Aug 28, 1987, p.6

RAD, RIKHA (AU)

- Tears of love (edit), Aug 7, 1987, p.7

RAPAPORT, DAVID

- Resident D Rapaport named chairman, Feb 14, 1986, p.2

RAPAPORT, HOWARD (DR)

- Dr H G Rapaport dies, Apr 10, 1987, p.14
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RAPE
SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

RAPHAEL, FANNY
  Educational overtures (at Heathcote) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.15

RAPHAEL, GAIL
  G Raphael dies, Jan 31, 1986, p.16

RAPP, DOUGLAS
  Twenty-six days to kickoff (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.2

RAPP, KENNETH
  Historically speaking: The house where Whistler's mother lived (photo), Dec 31, 1936, p.5

RAPPAPORT, RACHEL
  Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1986, p.1

RAPPAPORT, SHERRY
  Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
  School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
  High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

RAPPLEYEA, C D (AU)
  Praise for Burrows (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6

RAPUANO, JOHN (AU)
  A very special businessman (ltr), May 29, 1987, p.6

RATHKE, FRANK
  School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
  Honors for Greenacres retirees B Ingraa, F Rathke, Sep 28, 1986, p.10

RATNER, MARILYN
  Co-authors give 'Straight Talk' about sexuality (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.6

RATNER, MARILYN (AU)
  Some helpful hints for parents (edit), Jul 4, 1986, p.7
  With pain comes insight (edit), Dec 24, 1986, p.7

RATS
  Town on the trail of Crane Pond rats, May 23, 1986, p.11

RAYMAN, NORMAN (DR)
  Dr N Rayman dies, Aug 8, 1986, p.14

RAYMOND, EDWARD (DR)
  School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1

RAYMOND, LOUISE
  Ex-resident L H Raymond reaches 100, Jan 24, 1986, p.9

RAYMOND, SANDS
  Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Popham House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5

READ, PETER
  Read offers advice to parents on preventing teen drug abuse, Jun 5, 1987, p.17
  Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
  Board (of Ed) imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1997, p.1
  Hawaiian party to mark return of Common Ground, Jul 10, 1997, p.1
  What's your drug intelligence quotient? (quiz), Sep 18, 1997, p.12
  On teen drug-use, drinking and vandalism, Oct 9, 1997, p.2
  Teens need action, not talk (ltr), Oct 23, 1997, p.6
  Dr R L DuPont urges parents to set firm limits, Oct 30, 1997, p.1
  (SCS) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1997, p.1
  Counselors see drug problem here as bad and getting worse, Feb 12, 1998, p.5

READ, PETER (DR)
  Elementary math instruction subject of report to Board of Education, Jan 18, 1995, p.3
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READ, PETER (DR) continued

Counselors team up to help young people (photo), May 10, 1985, p.1
Youth Services program to expand, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
How youth project works (litr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Youth counselor I Kaplan plans to resign, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Youth project praised (litr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
Young people, parents, counselors discuss issues of drugs, alcohol, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Growing parental concern seen over teen drug use, Jan 31, 1986, p.4
Teen drug use seen as everyone's problem, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Panel to discuss teenage suicide (photo), Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Praise for youth services (litr), Feb 28, 1986, p.6
Youth project's backers fear loss of village support, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Family ties can prevent suicide, panelists agree, Mar 7, 1986, p.6
He (P Read) works for Family Counseling (litr), Mar 7, 1986, p.6
Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
SCS voters stay home (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Task force, PI council ask parents to take Safe Homes pledge, May 2, 1986, p.1
Youth counselors advise parents on dealing effectively with teenagers, Nov 7, 1986, p.3
Parents' help asked in curbing teens' drinking, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3

READING

Focus on reading: photography exhibit by I Toff at SCS Library (photo), Mar 29, 1985, p.4
Teachers, parents read aloud as schools mark Natl Library Week (photo), Apr 28, 1985, p.16
Children, this is a book (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.7
Parents are the first teachers (edit), Jul 5, 1985, p.7
Greenacres parents and children are getting together with books (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.20
Parents play role in children's reading, Mar 7, 1986, p.22
Read better—or else! (edit), Sep 12, 1986, p.7
Edgewood celebrates Year of the Reader, Feb 13, 1987, p.14
Now read this (and that, too) (edit), Mar 13, 1987, p.7
Reading is magic (photo); list), Apr 3, 1987, p.16
Reading takes practice (edit), Apr 24, 1987, p.7
Schools celebrate reading aloud week (list), May 1, 1987, p.20
Video messages (by K Gohde) encourage young adults to read books, Aug 14, 1987, p.8
Videos (by K Gohde) seek to promote young reading (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.12

SEE ALSO LITERACY VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA, LITERACY VOLUNTEERS OF WESTCHESTER, BOOKS

REAGAN, RONALD

Encouragement for R Reagan (litr), Jan 4, 1985, p.6
Remembering the roots of black hope (edit), Mar 1, 1985, p.7
Rabbi Rosenberg's plea to Reagan (litr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
Rabbi Rosenberg's plea to Reagan (litr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
Bitburg visit protested (litr), May 10, 1985, p.6
Obscene occurrence (Pres Reagan's visit to Bitburg) (litr), May 10, 1985, p.6
DioGuardi demands apology (litr), May 17, 1985, p.6
O'Rourke responds (litr), May 17, 1985, p.6
Reagan tax plan-pro and con (litr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
ACLU leader I Glasser assails Reagan administration (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.4
Legion's advice to President (litr), Nov 15, 1985, p.6
Cedarbaum is confirmed (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.1
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REAGAN, RONALD continued
Reagan's 'whirlwind' (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6
Past cannot be forgotten (ltr), Jun 7, 1986, p.6
O'Neill rates the Presidents—past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Reagan names local man Prof D F Linowes (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.3
INF Treaty applauded (ltr), Dec 31, 1987, p.6

REAGAN-GORBACHEV SUMMIT CONFERENCE, 1985
Not the time for euphoria (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS
Another name (for new restaurant at Heathcote Five Corners: Pippins), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Realtors M Case, B Gottlieb honored, Mar 11, 1988, p.9
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Local realtor E Brennan joins Julia Fee (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.4
Century 21 Wolff honors 5 employees, Mar 18, 1988, p.9
Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1988, p.8
Fee (real estate agency) cited for relocation efforts, Apr 1, 1988, p.8

REAL ESTATE AGENTS AND AGENCIES
Doernberg adds new services (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Realty broker L Klein joins Weichert, Feb 5, 1988, p.9
Van Wert joins group that offers relocation services, Feb 12, 1988, p.4
Realty salesman R G Albert opens new field, Feb 12, 1988, p.20
Real estate firm honors producers A Hillaan, L Kalb, D Serenson, J Wei, Feb 19, 1988, p.2
Appreciation to residents (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6

REAL ESTATE BUSINESS
Need a challenge? Try Real Estate (edit), Jan 18, 1985, p.7
Developer Moundroukas sees victory in $7 million suit, Jan 18, 1985, p.15
R Villoresi joins staff of Reid & Herman Inc (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.2
Ragette enters 100th year (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.37
Two join Doernberg (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.41
Outstanding (photo) (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.41
Julia B Fee Inc honored as Peak Producer, Feb 8, 1985, p.8
R Ragette named chairman of Realty Housing Council, Feb 15, 1985, p.9
Z Jarkovsky joins staff of Cleveland E Van Wert Inc (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.9
T Magro joins staff of Dudley D Doernberg Real Estate firm (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.9
T Hurwitz joins staff of R R Ragette, Inc, Mar 1, 1985, p.7
Arista opens branch office, Mar 6, 1985, p.10
Local man B J Gorman joins real estate firm, Apr 26, 1985, p.4
Winston property: village moving ahead toward sale, May 17, 1985, p.1
New realtor S Kusinitz joins Ragette (photo), May 24, 1985, p.8
New realtor R Sullivan joins Ragette (photo), May 31, 1985, p.8
Condo owners to provide Nature Center membership, Jun 21, 1985, p.10
Realty company names former SCS man K W Ward a director (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.13
Ragette honors J Portnow, Jun 21, 1985, p.19
Local resident B Gottlieb joins Ragette (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.9
New Westcroft VP: T Woodstock, Jul 19, 1985, p.12
Real estate prices reaching new heights, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
Resident H Siegelaub's deal is making news on Wall St, Aug 30, 1985, p.3
Restaurantes D'Agostino, Boser buy downtown property, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Resident C Moskowitz joins realty firm here (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.8
REAL ESTATE BUSINESS continued

Realtor E Ross joins staff at Fee (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.8
J Berlin joins Van Wert (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.2
Boulder Ridge town homes expected to cost to $450,000, Oct 25, 1985, p.13.
B Onish new realtor at Van Wert (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.21
New manager: D Thurston (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.19
Real estate firm launches food collection program, Nov 29, 1985, p.16
Staff member P Moss joins Ragette (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.17
Downtown office building sold, Dec 13, 1985, p.1
Phone company employee B Stave joins SCS firm (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.9
New realtor, D Dubow, at Wolff & Son (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.29
Two join Reid & Herrmann staff: D Karp, J Glassberg (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.29
SCS firm representative of ski resort, Dec 20, 1985, p.29
Local man R Horton joins Wolff staff (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.8
Still no decision from ZBH on satellite dish antenna, Dec 27, 1985, p.11
Remembering those in need (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.17
Realtor M Korsh joins Ragette office (photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.8
Ragette honors SCS realtor M Case, Feb 7, 1986, p.9
Resident T Caputo gets promotion (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.10
M Mayetta, B Imperial join R Ragette (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.17
Westcroft named managing agent, Feb 14, 1986, p.9
Realtors call (redistricting) plan disastrous (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
Resident H Gensler joins Van Wert staff (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.8
Resident R Roth joins Doernberg staff (photo), Mar 29, 1986, p.12
Former teacher R Schoenbrun joins Ragette (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.17
SCS brokers attend convention (list), Apr 18, 1986, p.17
Bid for 17 acres (Winston Property) accepted, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Two SCS women (F Alkalay, E Landau) join Centennial Realty's staff (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.12
Manager at Ragette, J Kestenbaum, completes training, Apr 18, 1986, p.8
Resident R Bellsey joins Doernberg staff (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.19
L Stern honored by (Ragette) firm, May 2, 1986, p.13
SCS realtor names C Fritz staff member (photo), May 2, 1986, p.23
Site approved for displaced Lemon home, May 9, 1986, p.2
F Richard Wolff, noted realtor, dies (photo), May 30, 1986, p.1
New associate, L Kleinberg, at Doernberg (photo), Jun 5, 1986, p.8
Realtor S Shire joins Van Wert (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.19
Thirteen-house subdivision requested (cont p 12), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Exclusive listings (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.2
Reid & Herrmann names J P Kaplan, S DeSimone associates (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.8
Former teacher H E Bortneck joins realtors (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.4
A Hirsch named associate of real estate company, Aug 22, 1986, p.8
Community service award (to R Dobkin) (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.15
Former mayor S E Siess joins real estate firm (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.9
C Moskowitz, C Herz join Van Wert (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.18
SCS man D Endres opens real estate agency (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.9
Ellinghouse & Stacy announces appointments (of B Stave, S Pfeiffer, D Vernes) (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.21
A Hanson new VP at Reid & Herrmann (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.2
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REAL ESTATE BUSINESS continued

Centennial Realty appoints six new sales associates (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.17

Realtors Reid & Herrmann move into new home (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.2

Reception for retiring realtor C Clark, Dec 5, 1986, p.22

Catherine Clark day (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.16

In reality: P Weill (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.18

P Valenti in SCS firm, Dec 24, 1986, p.2

A-caroling they did go (photo; list), Jan 16, 1987, p.4

Ragette reports a record year (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.16

Lynne Clark joins Julia B Fee agency (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.5

Wolff number one Century 21 office in Westchester (list), Feb 13, 1987, p.14

Real estate firm promotes local teen H F Smith, C W Haaren (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.5

Van Wert names R Sullivan new associate (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2

Three (S Dikaan, D Effinger, B Rice) join R R Ragette (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.4

Van Wert names P Talley associate (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.24

Steinkamp & Britton names P Warnken salesperson (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.4

J Flynn, R R zilenziger join Van Wert (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.4

How to be practically an idealist (edit), May 15, 1987, p.7

L Hellaan joins Ragette (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.4

Doctor E Lac joins realty firm (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.4

SHS senior A Whitehead wins Ragette award, Jul 10, 1987, p.4

Winners of Ragette raffle (list), Aug 21, 1987, p.4


Longtime SCS realtor E Hathaway joins Delphi agency on Garth (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.4

Correction: photo of A Browning misidentified in Sep 4 Inquirer (photo), Sep 11, 1987, p.1

Manager: M Roberts (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.5

(Hahn & Mann Equities) Realty firm is formed, Sep 25, 1987, p.2

Doernberg Agency appoints L Redman, E Lawton VP's (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.2

L Gaabardella, B Keller join Leone real estate firm (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.15

Doernberg named agent for Saxon Glen in Scarsdale (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.18

With prices soaring and open space disappearing even 'miserable little parcels' become building lots, Oct 16, 1987, p.1

Real estate firm honors associate B Gottlieb, Oct 30, 1987, p.10


C D Leone elected (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.3

Edgeonter V Holland joins firm here (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.8

S Seal joins Fee office (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.9

Ellinghouse & Stacy expands into coop, commercial business, Nov 13, 1987, p.16

Doernberg named agent for condominiums in HTS, Nov 13, 1987, p.16

The reality about realtors (ltr), Nov 20, 1987, p.6

County starts special reality loan plan, Nov 27, 1987, p.3

Agency names T Werblow new sales exec (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.8

About the Safe Homes List (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6

L Laserson named sales exec at Ellinghouse (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.2

Ragette to expand into condominiums, Dec 31, 1987, p.3

Caring community (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

Record year in real estate (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18

SEE ALSO LAND DEVELOPERS, LAND DEVELOPMENT-6BH, LAND DEVELOPMENT-SCS

REAL ESTATE BUSINESS-AWARDS

Fee (real estate agency) cited for relocation efforts, Apr 1, 1988, p.8
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REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT
   A tale of two towns (SCS and GBH) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
REARDON, RUTH
   R N Reardon dies, Mar 27, 1987, p.15
RECHTSCHAFFEN, THOMAS
   IBM scholarships won by D A Hillaan, S P Collis, T H Rechtschaffen, C L Lin, Jun 5, 1987, p.17
RECKSDN, ABRAHAM
   Detective A Reckson from EMT promoted to sergeant, Dec 6, 1985, p.12
   EHS student T Creel dies after crash, Sep 5, 1986, p.12
   Town traffic unit again looking at Ardsley-Fort Hill crossing, Jan 9, 1987, p.11
   (Greenville Community) Council accuses town of lagging on safety issues in EMT, Oct 9, 1987, p.13
   New ambulance for GBH, Oct 16, 1987, p.11
RECKUS, FRANK
   F G Reckus dies, Mar 14, 1986, p.15
RECORDS, VILLAGE (OF SCS)
   Computer system help streamline Village Hall (photo p 12), Dec 31, 1987, p.1
RECREATION AREAS-GBH
   Town cracks down on illegal permit holders, Aug 2, 1985, p.11
   Pond dredging gets stuck in the mud (photo), Oct 25, 1985, p.13
   Pond to be ready by Xmas, Dec 13, 1985, p.12
RECREATION AREAS-SCS
   Plan for new playing fields on Boulder Brook, Crossway proposed, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
   Village agrees to eliminate parking lot from Crossway plan, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
   Erection of gazebo in Chase Park suggested, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
   More fields at last (edit), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
   Playing field plan wins praise, Mar 15, 1985, p.3
   Make amends to tennis players (ltr), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
   Friends of the Parks host preservationists, May 24, 1985, p.5
   Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6
   Residents persuade Pennysaver to stop hand deliveries here (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1
   Playing field bids come in high, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
   Contracts awarded for new fields, Aug 16, 1985, p.1
   Tidying Butler, Oct 18, 1985, p.1
   Something new in Chase Park (photo), Oct 25, 1985, p.1
   Please touch (herb garden in Chase Park), Oct 25, 1985, p.1
   Pathway plaque (to honor A Jacobs), Dec 6, 1985, p.1
   An idea from E B White (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
   Park improvements, Aug 15, 1985, p.1
   Changes in Chase Park (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.1
   Animals at play, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
SEE ALSO NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL PARKS, FIELDS, EX CHASE PARK
RECREATION AREAS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
   Park plans snagged, May 31, 1985, p.1
   Winter in Westchester brings wealth of recreational choices (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.31
RECREATION DEPT-EMT
RECREATION DEPT-GBH
   G Prout gains town post, May 31, 1985, p.11
   Proud possessions (photo; list), Nov 29, 1985, p.12
RECREATION DEPT-SBH continued
Aschermann resigns from SBH parks position, Feb 28, 1986, p.9
Edgeaont Rec struggling to get insurance, Apr 18, 1986, p.11
SBH picks winners in greeting card contest (list), Feb 6, 1987, p.10
They really have a ball in Chicago (photo), Aug 29, 1996, p.9

RECREATION DEPT-SCS
Snowflake contest underway (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.3
Plan for new playing fields on Boulder Brook, Crossway proposed, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Awards presented to snowflake artists (photo-list), Feb 22, 1985, p.5
School basketball teams should be divided equally (ltr), Feb 22, 1985, p.6
Pedestrian safety campaign gets underway, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
More realistic budgeting planned for village, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
He agrees with Scott (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
Community support asked (for 15K run) (ltr), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
Sunday is race day for 15K, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
New members appointed to boards and councils (list), Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Half-game rule proposed for PRC (ltr), May 3, 1985, p.6
He favors smaller PRC teams (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6
Demolition contract (for Boulder Brook), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Attendant J Durante retires, Oct 11, 1985, p.1
Rec council hears from public, Nov 8, 1985, p.3
PR Council is listening (edit), Nov 8, 1985, p.6
Santa's mailboxes up, Dec 6, 1985, p.2
New rule for PRC basketball (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
Well done, recreation (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
Council seeking teen activities (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.40
Thinking of camp, Feb 7, 1986, p.1
Local TV show debuts Feb 10 on channel 35, Feb 7, 1986, p.5
Eggs-travaganza (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.2
PR Council announces changes to accommodate campers at pool, Apr 25, 1986, p.5
Early birds, May 16, 1986, p.1
Back to nature (center) campaign begins (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Teen center nearing reality, Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Writer opposes combined-grade PRC football leagues (ltr), Sep 5, 1986, p.6
Rec Department rebuked (ltr), Sep 26, 1986, p.6
SCS 'losing control' (of football program) (ltr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6
Some coaches are to blame (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
PRC football program defended (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
Pool backers make pitch, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Do people want a pool? (edit), Nov 7, 1986, p.6
Pool committee seeks help (ltr; list), Nov 7, 1986, p.6
More on PRC football (ltr), Nov 7, 1986, p.6
Response to More on PRC football (ltr), Nov 7, 1986, p.6
Relax, enjoy the game (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
SSHT faces uncertain future, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Swimming, day camp on PRC agenda (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.18
Snowflake creators honored (list), Feb 20, 1987, p.4
Pool repairs, Mar 6, 1987, p.1
Citizens debate preservation law, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
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RECREATION DEPT-SCS continued
Riding program called dangerous (ltr), Mar 13, 1987, p.6
Praise for riding club (ltr), Mar 20, 1987, p.6
Riding program praised (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6
Rec Dept fills new number 2 post (S Board hired) (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.3
Kids enjoy Easter Eggstravaganza (photo; list), Apr 24, 1987, p.12
Give race back to Abe Simeon (ltr), May 1, 1987, p.6
Hawaiian party to mark return of Common Ground, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Thank you, seniors (ltr), Oct 16, 1987, p.6
SCS appoints M Kulick senior coordinator (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.2
New supervisor, P McMillan, joins recreation department, Dec 4, 1987, p.5
Santa Claus in cahoots with rec department (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Recreation supervisor M Caplice is appointed, Jan 22, 1988, p.2
Something new in the 15K run (incl application form), Feb 12, 1988, p.12
(Recreation Dept) Rate hikes, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
5th graders on 4th grade (basketball) team (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Poor sportsmanship seen (re Recreation Dept basketball teams) (ltr), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
Kids win prizes for safety posters (list), Apr 1, 1988, p.13
SEE ALSO SCS POOL
RECYCLING (OF WASTE)
A recycling solution (ltr), Aug 7, 1987, p.6
RECYCLING OF WASTE
Let's better our own (recycling) record (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
Recycling of motor oil urged (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
Top recycler, May 9, 1986, p.1
Environmental boon, May 9, 1986, p.1
Recycling bonus, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Downtown plans, bond issue among highlights (photo; add photo p 18) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Paper chase, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Mayor E Seidman reports state of village (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
County executive A O'Rourke proposes plan to encourage recycling programs, Feb 12, 1988, p.4
RED TAIL
Red Tail (S Rickard) comes to town (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24
SEE ALSO RICKARD, STEPHEN
REDISTRICTING
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-REDISTRICTING
REDNISS, MICHAEL
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Village says it will sell Winston land, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
REDNISS, RICHARD
Would-be Winston developers must prepare impact statement, Oct 3, 1986, p.3
REE, JOHN
Conservative takeover fails in GBN's primary test, Sep 12, 1986, p.12
REE, JOSEPHINE
Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
REE, A FRANK
Town (of GBN) and Teamster union in a standoff on pay issue, Dec 31, 1987, p.10
Silent union pickets town (of GBN) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12
Town (of GBN), union end long dispute, Feb 12, 1988, p.10
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REESE, FLORENCE
F Reese dies, Jan 9, 1987, p.16

REESE, GOMER III
Vietnam Memorial committee seeks to confirm names to be listed, Sep 4, 1987, p.16

REESE, GAY
Sweet land of liberty (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Salamundy anyone? (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.17
Accolades for Breenacres teachers (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6

REEZT, GAY (AU)
Teacher G Reetz appreciative (ltr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6

REFERENDUM
Vote yes on BOCES plan (edit), Sep 25, 1987, p.6
BOCES referendum next week (ltr), Sep 25, 1987, p.6

REFERENDUM (AU)
Referendum set on BOCES building, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

REFUSE DISPOSAL
SEE WASTE DISPOSAL

REGAN, DONALD
C L Harriss finds inequities in America's tax structure, Jan 25, 1985, p.2

REGAN, EDWARD
Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Voters decide it's not time for a change (chart), Nov 7, 1986, p.1

REGENTS ACTION PLAN
SEE NEW YORK STATE REGENTS ACTION PLAN

REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL OF EXCELLENCE
SEE SCHOOLS

REGO, CAROL
Former mayor S E Sias joins real estate firm (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.9

REGULA, AL
Landmark is toppled, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
Snowy sidewalks can be costly (in EMT), Feb 5, 1988, p.11

REHABILITATION CENTERS
Auxiliary names leaders (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.2

REHM, JACK
Former SCS resident J Rehm promoted by magazine publisher, Mar 7, 1986, p.4
President: J D Rehm (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

REHM, LOIS
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

REHNQUIST, WILLIAM
Supreme Court hears creche case, Feb 22, 1985, p.1

REICH, JOSEPH
Criminals at SHS find new course arresting (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.6

REICH, NANCY
Winning authors named by county library group, Apr 10, 1987, p.10

REICH, NORMAN
Painter's torch starts blaze on Richbell (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.1

REICHEL, JOHN
Advanced placement? (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.2

REICHERT, CAROL
Rookie senator learning way around Albany (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
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REID, ARTHUR
- SCS aan D Honigsberg dies in apartment fire, Jul 24, 1987, p.1

REID, JAMES
- Realtors Reid & Herrmann move into new home (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.2

REIFFEL, BONNIE
- PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
- SMS fair conveys health realities, Nov 27, 1987, p.20
- Dennis to leave SHS for Long Island superintendency (photo), Nov 5, 1988, p.1
- (PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
- School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
- (Manhattan Savings Bank) Supporting SCS students (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.9

REIFFEL, BONNIE (AU)
- Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

REIFFEL, ROBERT
- Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1

REILLY, BILL
- Pachydera at the pool (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.5

REILLY, BRIDGET
- It's official: Dr T Sobol sworn in as NY State Commissioner of Education (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1

REILLY, FRANK
- Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
- Club debates Winston sale, vets, Feb 14, 1986, p.3
- Town Club to discuss indoor pool, downtown (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
- Pool backers make pitch to Town Club, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
- (Town) Club urges village to shelve Historic Preservation Law (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
- 25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3
- Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
- Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

REILLY, KATE
- On the commissioner (Dr T Sobol) 's trail: a superintendent transformed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

REILLY, PEGGY
- Aesop lives at Heathcote (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.16

REILLY, RICHARD
- R J Reilly dies, Oct 18, 1985, p.18

REILLY, ROBERT
- ZBA approves canopy, May 1, 1987, p.11

REILLY, SALLY
- Child Care opening second site this fall (Education '87 Supp), Aug 29, 1987, p.2
- Child Care (Assn of SCS) grows on all fronts (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18

REILLY, SARA
- New teacher: S Reilly (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.21

REILLY, THOMAS
- Crecheing bores opinion piece called insulting (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
- Author "not amused" by Crecheing Bores opinion (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
- Humorous approach overdue (ltr), Mar 9, 1985, p.6

REILLY, THOMAS (AU)
- Crecheing bores (edit), Feb 22, 1985, p.7

REIN, ALAN
- Test ban endorsed; higher (parking) fees opposed, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
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REIN, ALAN continued
- GOP to hear Slotnick (Republican Town Committee elects leaders), Oct 9, 1987, p.5
- These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
- SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

REIN, VALERIE
- Under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

REINER, CHARLES
- These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
- SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

REINER, ROBERT
- Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1

REINERSHAN, ANNA
- Harpist A Reinershans to be in Carnegie event, Nov 6, 1987, p.17

REINGOLD, ABRAHAM
- J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for room on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
- Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
- Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p 9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1

REINGOLD, JESSE (AU)
- Flying Dutchmen? (ltr), May 23, 1986, p.6

REINGOLD, ROCHELLE
- SCS Symphony gives way to PTA's, Sep 6, 1985, p.1

REINHEIMER, GEORGE (REV)
- Father G Reinheimer named, Jan 9, 1987, p.16

REININGER, ROBERT
- Fire districts plan bargaining strategy, Aug 2, 1985, p.11

REINITZ, CATHY
- Wallflower at the ball: wife's report on Class of '65 reunion (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.5

REINITZ, CATHY (AU)
- Redraw neighborhood (ltr), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
- Monumental mistake (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6

REINITZ, JOSH
- Wallflower at the ball: wife's report on Class of '65 reunion (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.5

REINITZ, KATHY
- Breach of duty charged (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6

REINWALD, ANNE
- Former mayor S E Siss joins real estate firm (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.9

REISER, BOB
- Resident B Reiser is co-author with Seeger, Dec 20, 1985, p.18

REISMAN, BETTY
- B S Reissman dies, Jul 24, 1987, p.4

REISS, ARTHUR
- Ambulance dedication (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.22

REISS, CATHERINE

REISS, ADAM JR (AU)
- Support for D'Amato, Goetz (ltr), Feb 22, 1985, p.6

REISS, ANNE
- Lotto was the only game in town this week (photo), Aug 23, 1985, p.1

RELIEF WORK
- How can we assure enough to eat? (edit), Oct 30, 1987, p.7
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RELIEF WORK continued
Bizarre Bazaar benefits area homeless; Helping hands (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12
Thanks for the support (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6

RELIGION
Religion and the state (photo; list), Jul 5, 1985, p.3
Expose (and diminish) our differences (edit), Dec 13, 1985, p.7

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
Secularism is neutrality toward all religions (edit), Feb 22, 1985, p.7
Correction: Secularism is neutrality toward all religions, Feb 22, Mar 1, 1985, p.7

REL/INTER-CITY RELOCATION SERVICE
Fee (real estate agency) cited for relocation efforts, Apr 1, 1988, p.8

RENAISSANCE DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3

RENCK, ANDREW
Having a Colonial Christmas (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.3
SCS celebrates (?) the Constitution (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.3

RENCK, CAROLINE
Having a Colonial Christmas (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.3
SCS celebrates (?) the Constitution (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.3

RENCK, ELLEN
Duging up history (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.3
SCS celebrates (?) the Constitution (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.3

RENINGER, ROBERT
Fire district merger study is requested, Jun 20, 1986, p.10
'Less costly' housing measure passed (by GBH Town Board), Jul 10, 1987, p.9

RENINO, CHRISTOPHER
English teacher C Renino honored (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.22
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Montagues vs Capulets (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.17
Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

RENINO, MARJORIE
W F Olson heads history group, Dec 4, 1987, p.16

RENNINGER, ROBERT
GCC fights for stricter trailer law, Jun 26, 1987, p.10

RENZA, CONNIE
Tax reform, discipline topics at school board meeting, Nov 29, 1985, p.13

REPTILES
Day of the iguana (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.2

REPUBLICAN PARTY
In Dem, Rep party caucuses, citizens party candidates urged to take positions on local issues, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
Eighty-four was winning year for GOP (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.36
League, GOP call for new method in appointing of village trustees, May 10, 1985, p.1
Election is better (edit), May 10, 1985, p.6
GOP looking for Hochberg opponent (photo), May 24, 1985, p.1
Republicans pick town candidates, May 24, 1985, p.11
Republicans see issue in meetings law change, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
Hochberg blasts Amodio strategy, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Amodio fighting for GOP line, Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Hochberg appeals court ruling for GOP candidate, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
An early start (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.11
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REPUBLICAN PARTY continued
Re-elected: M Soter (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.2
Town GOP re-elects J Rudenan (photo; list), Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Soter gets key role in state GOP (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.4
Republican news: Party to hold caucus, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Parties caucus, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
GOP ran strongly in county contests (Progress Edition; list), Jan 31, 1986, p.26
GOP endorses Bergstrom (photo), May 16, 1986, p.11
Local parties file reports, Aug 29, 1986, p.9
Pre-election GOP get-together (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.9
Party caucuses, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Party caucuses; Jan 30, 1987, p.1
GOP got its incumbents re-elected in '86 (list) (Progress Edition '37), Jan 30, 1987, p.2
Town GOP gears up for elections, Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Parties pick judges who never preside, Jun 12, 1987, p.1
I Ball seeks (GBH) court post, Jun 19, 1987, p.10
GBH Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for room on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
GOP to hear Slotnick (Republican Town Committee elects leaders), Oct 9, 1987, p.5
Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Congressional candidates H Fish, D Meier, M Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Playland manager E R Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO YOUNG REPUBLICANS

REPUBLICAN PARTY-SCS
Parties prepare (for 1988 presidential campaign), Dec 8, 1987, p.1

REPUBLICAN PARTY-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
GOP to honor Margaret Soter (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5

REPUBLICAN PARTY-SCS
Congressional hopefuls to address Democrats, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

REPUBLICAN TOWN COMMITTEE-SCS
SEE REPUBLICAN PARTY

REPUBLICAN TOWN COMMITTEE-SCS
Bush backed (by SCS Republican Town Committee), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO REPUBLICAN PARTY

REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS
Indoor pool study, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

RESCIGNO, GABRIEL
For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6

RESCUE WORK
Citizens cooperate in life-saving effort (when A Shefts collapses), Feb 19, 1988, p.1

RESCUES
SNS graduate P P Macy rescues 3-year-old, May 16, 1986, p.5
Rescued: R P Shapiro (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.5
Kids saved by alert counselor M Kahn, Aug 15, 1986, p.1
High drama on Nelson (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
Tight squeeze, Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Cop, R Carozza, hailed as lifesaver, Jun 26, 1987, p.3
Individuality breeds heroism (edit), Nov 6, 1987, p.7
Despite rescue effort, A Shefts succumbs to heart attack, Feb 26, 1988, p.4
RESH, MURIEL (AU)
Safety tips for pet owners (ltr), Jun 27, 1986, p.6

RENSINCK, ADAM
Curtain goes up Thursday on ‘Music Man’ (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1
New rules stir protest at SHS, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Readers’ views on SHS protest (ltr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6
Letter from a nonSheep (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6
Talking at SHS, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Curtain going up next week on SSMT’s ‘Connecticut Yankee’ (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
‘Connecticut Yankee’ is both a first and a last for SSMT (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.1

RENSINCK, ADAM (AU)
Student leader protests changes (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6

RENSINCK, ANITA
Village government campaigns underway (list), Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Citizen’s Party slate expected to run unopposed in March elections, Jan 10, 1986, p.1

RENSINCK, ANITA (AU)
Contested elections not the problem (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
Special day for special people (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
High cost of destruction (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Season of brotherhood (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6
Candidate interviews urged (ltr), Mar 28, 1986, p.6
Holiday gift suggestion (ltr), Nov 20, 1987, p.6
(A Resnicks) shares Sloan’s hurt (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.b

RENSINCK, ARTHUR
Unforgettable summer (ltr), Aug 22, 1986, p.6
Jack Kaimei is back as coach of Raiders cagers (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.19

RENSINCK, ARTHUR (AU)
K Rosenberg remembered (ltr), Jan 4, 1985, p.6
Pool staff thanked (ltr), Oct 11, 1985, p.6
Thanks to the community (ltr), Jun 12, 1987, p.6

RENSINCK, BURTON

RENSINICK, GENE (IR)
Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

RENSINICK, JULIE
Gymnast J Resnick honored (photo), Jan 21, 1986, p.11

RENSINICK, LAUREN
Alumni: Pressure, cliques nothing new at high school, May 9, 1986, p.1

RENSINICK, LAUREN (AU)
Father’s day--plus 12 (edit), Jun 28, 1985, p.7

RENSINICK, SUSAN
Heathcote holds health fair (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.16

RESTAURANTS
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Welcome to L A! (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.18

RESTAURANTS, BARS, ETC
A Knopp gets initial okay for subdivision, Feb 1, 1985, p.2
Cucina italiana: Dario’s restaurant opens (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.4
Anyone for a dip? El Torito restaurant opens at Citl Contra (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.17
Together again: H Watanabe, M Noda open Noda’s Japanese restaurant (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.16
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RESTAURANTS, BARS, ETC continued
Correction: Livanos restaurant hours, Jun 14, 1985, p.2
Sommeier M Baldwin named, Jul 19, 1985, p.10
Magic Wok opens (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.12
South of the Border flavor (at Chi-Chi's Restaurant) (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.4
Restauranteurs D'Agostino, boser buy downtown property, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Service with a smile (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.2
Sushi restaurant may open here, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
SHS grad J Silverman's restaurant a smash in Boston, Oct 4, 1985, p.13
Japanese restaurant approved on Barth Rd, Oct 31, 1985, p.2
Price winner: Arrowwood of Westchester (photo) (Entertainment Supp), Nov 15, 1985, p.14
Tack House tavern opens, Dec 6, 1985, p.12
New restaurant offers sushi, Jan 10, 1986, p.10
BAR approves restaurant, Mar 14, 1986, p.3
Livanos' dream come true (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.23
Rendering unto Caesar (new restaurant) (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.23
Restaurant coming (to Heathcote Five Corners)?, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
Secret Garden opens its doors in White Plains, Dec 31, 1986, p.3
RJ's (restaurant) uncertain, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Museum Cafe opens on (Hudson) River, Feb 27, 1987, p.10
Restaurant planned (at Heathcote Five Corners), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Chase Landing (Restaurant) to be sold in $2.1M deal (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
Restaurant, shops to replace Gristede's, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
Smoke-free areas in restaurants, Sep 4, 1987, p.12

RESTAURANTS-SCS
Another name (for new restaurant at Heathcote Five Corners: Pippins), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

RESTORATION OF BUILDINGS
SEE BUILDING-REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION

RESURRECTION HOUSE (NEW YORK, NY)
I told him he would be treated kindly (edit), Dec 19, 1986, p.7

RETAIL STORES
Store begins rental of toys, Feb 15, 1985, p.8
7-Eleven trying to improve image, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
7-Eleven store's former owner defended (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
Landlord denies rumor that condos will replace Finast (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.11
Shopwell lease renewed, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
More smoke than fire: fire breaks out outside Shopwell (photo), Mar 29, 1985, p.2
Barnes & Noble opens on post, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Promoted: J Friedman (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.4
Sidewalk sale set for August 8-10, Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Petition drive seeks to stop food store from closing doors, Aug 2, 1985, p.3
Baskin-Robbins fined for employing kids, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
With a little bit of luck (Sidewalk Sale prize drawings) (photo; list), Aug 16, 1985, p.4
Store acquired, Aug 23, 1985, p.9
Bargain hunters take note: Filene's is coming to town, Aug 30, 1985, p.9
Yunich elected by Herman's, Sep 20, 1985, p.4
Miss Ann's Again opening, Oct 11, 1985, p.12
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RETAIL STORES continued

Dish likely to get ok (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Wallach Jewelers renovation complete, Oct 31, 1985, p.20
Legendary opening (of Filene's Basement) proves powerful draw, Nov 15, 1985, p.2
Benetton opens shop for kids, Nov 22, 1985, p.9
Store offers fashions for big, tall men, Nov 22, 1985, p.19
Hearing on dish receiver reopened by zoning board, Nov 29, 1985, p.13
Executives gather for opening (of Filene's Basement) (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.14
Here's fast, fast relief for shoppers' holiday headache (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.15
Holiday gift guide: ideas on what to pick and how to package it (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.15
With holiday gift shopping season now in high gear, there's no shortage of convenient places...(photo, Dec 13, 1985, p.12
Newly opened Princeton Ski Outlet in Elmsford (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.3
Seven-Eleven store is striving (ltr), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
New shop specializes in imported lace, Jan 17, 1986, p.10
Allen Sports is center for fitness, Jan 31, 1986, p.8
Bill's (Sporting World) closes after 15 years in downtown, Apr 2, 1986, p.1
After 22 years, Stanley Scheer sells Jespersen's Pastry Shop, May 2, 1986, p.5
Trapp Opticians add new store, May 2, 1986, p.14
New stationers on Weaver St, May 23, 1986, p.9
Trapp opticians to celebrate reopening of Mamaroneck store, Jun 20, 1986, p.12
Looking at lace (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.3
Scenes from the Sidewalk Sale (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.3
Shoppers win prizes during sidewalk sale (list), Aug 15, 1986, p.3
Alumna V Hayman promoted, Oct 3, 1986, p.10
New shop (G Charles Motoring Access Ltd) offers wide range of items for motorist, Oct 17, 1986, p.2
Big day at Big Top (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.24
They're in the holiday spirit (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.5
Meet the Merchants (14-p supp) (photo; list), Oct 31, 1986,
Brownies are their thing (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.16
Here's looking at you, Mom (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.4
Ideas for a frenzy-free shopping adventure (Holiday gift guide-Part I), Nov 28, 1986, p.8
Gift ideas for the young and the hungry (Holiday gift guide--Part II) (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.11
Local shops offer wonderful wearables (Holiday gift guide: Part III), Dec 12, 1986, p.10
Toy store's sales help raise funds to feed the hungry, Dec 19, 1986, p.13
Here's how to make those last few shopping days count (Holiday Gift guide: Part IV; photo p 15), Dec 19, 1986, p.14
Best Plumbing announces plans for new showroom, Jan 16, 1987, p.4
Fire damages Heathcote deli (photo p 1), Jan 16, 1987, p.5
The morning after (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
He wants holidays observed (ltr), Jan 16, 1987, p.6
Praise for people at 7-Eleven (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
Marketing with Hurdich yields toothsome tips (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.6
Deli to reopen, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
$100,000 smile (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.1
SCS 7-Eleven wins $100,000 prize (photo p 1), Feb 20, 1987, p.4
New store on Post Road (GMC Restaurant Equipment and Supply Co) offers restaurant quality equipment, Apr 17, 1987, p.4
Bring back the old shops (ltr), Apr 17, 1987, p.6
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RETAIL STORES continued

Greenery has new management: E Wolff, M Landis, May 8, 1987, p.11
Carpet-cleaning service opens, May 22, 1987, p.16
SCS couple (M and M Giesecke)’s store offers historic reproductions (photo), May 29, 1987, p.17
Sidewalk sale set for next weekend, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
Restaurant, shops to replace Gristede’s, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
(Sidewalk sale) a Summer tradition (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.1
Correction: New tenant in Weaver St commercial space to be Nails Etc, not Nails Plus, Aug 14, 1987, p.3
Fire under Garth means bad day for business, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Meet your merchants (36-p supp), Oct 30, 1987,
There’s a treasure trove of choices for holiday givers, Nov 27, 1987, p.9
With December here, holiday shoppers are getting serious (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.9
At new (SCS Historical Society) museum shop, gifts galore (photoc), Dec 11, 1987, p.2
Holiday shoppers shift into high gear (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.9
Lacemaker M F Lang at work (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.17
‘Head-hunter’ B Owen turns ‘plumber’, Dec 11, 1987, p.25
About the Safe Homes list (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
Final week for Christmas shopping (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.9
New stores by fall (in Golden Horseshoe), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

RETAILACK, RAY
White Hat Award winner (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.2
White Hat awardee: J Dryer (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.2
(Volunteer) Fire company (13) names officers, Sep 25, 1987, p.8
Fire Company No 3 awards White Hat to J Beyersdorf (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.3

RETIRED SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
Opportunities for volunteers are many, Oct 2, 1987, p.5

RETIREMENT
Grow old with me, but keep your distance (edit), Mar 8, 1985, p.7
Planning can lead to happy retirement (edit), Jul 25, 1986, p.7
Thoughts on retirement (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.7
SEE ALSO EMPLOYEES-GBH-RETIREMENT, EMPLOYEES-SCS-RETIREMENT, RETIREMENT INCENTIVE PROGRAM-SCS

RETIREMENT FACILITIES
SEE SENIOR CITIZENS-HOUSING

RETIREMENT INCENTIVE PROGRAM-SCS
Village Board to consider retirement incentive program, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Public budget preview presented by Village Bd Finance Cos, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
SCS faces the retirement of ten village employees, Feb 22, 1985, p.6
No incentive (for Bd of Ed to use retirement incentive program), Apr 19, 1985, p.1

RETREATS
Winter retreat (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.14

REUNIONS
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-REUNIONS, US ARMED FORCES-REUNIONS, SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-REUNIONS

REUTER, BEN
Fire destroys house on Drake (photo; add1 photo p 5), May 15, 1987, p.1

REUTER, BENJAMIN
Candy-filled gifts (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.16

REUTER, ERNEST
E G Reuter dies, Dec 4, 1987, p.21
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**REUTER, KAREN**
- Historically sailing (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.3
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

**REUTER, KAREN (AU)**
- 'Miraculous' performance (by Fire Dept) (ltr), May 15, 1987, p.6

**REUTER, MIRIAM**

**REUTER, PHYLLIS**
- P D Reuter dies, Oct 11, 1985, p.22

**REUTER, RICHARD**
- Pachysandra's paying the price for clearer streets last winter (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.1
- Friends of the Parks host preservationist, May 24, 1985, p.5
- Park project, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
- 25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3
- Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
- On snowy night few go out to Unit Meetings, Nov 13, 1987, p.1
- Historically sailing (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.3

**REUTER, RICK (AU)**
- 'Miraculous' performance (by Fire Dept) (ltr), May 15, 1987, p.6

**REVELLI, JOHN**
- Playing prisoner (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.5
- Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1

**REVENUE SHARING**
- SEE FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING

**REXON, ERIC**
- HTS residents honored, Feb 5, 1983, p.12

**REYES, ERNESTO**
- Worker E Reyes trapped beneath rock (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.11

**REYNOLDS, BRADFORD**
- Scs san H Reynolds named to lawyer screening body, May 10, 1985, p.19
- Resident H Reynolds named to board of law journal, Oct 25, 1985, p.20
- SCS arr H Reynolds named to board of Law Journal, Feb 5, 1986, p.4
- Local man H J Reynolds named to group reviewing code for lawyers, Mar 11, 1988, p.2

**REYNOLDS, HARRY**
- GOP to hear Slotnick (Republican Town Committee elects leaders), Oct 9, 1987, p.5

**REYNOLDS, HOWARD**
- D Portman to propose new downtown zoning, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
- Portman proposal recommends emphasis on housing downtown (map), Dec 4, 1987, p.1

**REYNOLDS, ILSE**
- One in a hundred: J Reynolds becomes Eagle Scout (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.11

**REYNOLDS, JIM**
- Scouts sample life on board ship (photo; list), May 2, 1986, p.13
- War on nuclear weapons at EHS, Jan 22, 1988, p.11
- One in a hundred: J Reynolds becomes Eagle Scout (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.11
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REYNOLDS, PHILIP
One in a hundred: J Reynolds becomes Eagle Scout (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.11

REYNOLDS, TOM
Passing muster (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.1

RFP
SEE REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS

RHO, GEORGE
Snisky Award goes to three at jr high (list), Jun 21, 1985, p.10
Foster trust, psychologist Dr S Glenn tells EMT parents (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.11

RHO, RICHARD
EHS alumni return to old haunt (photo), Jan 2, 1986, p.9

RHODES, JASON
Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1

RIBAUD, CLAIRE
Learning the system (at library) (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.10
(SCS) Library to unveil new tyrannosaurus, Jan 22, 1988, p.3

RIBBONS OF HOPE CAMPAIGN
Red ribbon campaign, Dec 19, 1986, p.15

RIBERA, TALITA
Next stop Bolivia (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.2

RIDERIO, ANN
Stores and ice tax (Elmsford, Ardsley, GBH) snow purses, Feb 13, 1987, p.11

RIBLELLER, EUNICE
Top EMT students join Cum Laude (photo; list), Jun 7, 1986, p.11
E Riblinger named EHS counselor of the year, Jun 13, 1986, p.10
The good old days at EHS, Sep 25, 1987, p.13

RIBNER, ELLEN
Alumna: Pressure, cliques nothing new at high school, May 9, 1986, p.1
RIBNER, ERIC
Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

RICCIARDI, ANDRE
Letter from a non-sheep (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6
RICCIARDI, ANDRE (AU)
Readers' views on GSIS protest (ltr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6

RICCIARDI, LAURENCE
American Express fire promotes Scarsdalian L Ricciardi (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.2

RICCMSONO, MARIA
Farewell to Quaker Ridge (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.13

RICE, BARBARA
Three (S Dikman, D Effinger, B Rice) join R R Ragette (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.4

RICE, JAMES
Let's better our own (recycling) record (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
Moderator: J E Rice (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.5
More (money) for managers, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 2), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

RICE, JAMES (AU)
Acting affirmatively (edit), Nov 8, 1985, p.7

RICE, JOSEPH
Irving, SCS National fight takeover by Bank of New York, Nov 13, 1987, p.1

RICH, KEVIN
Tina comes to SCS (sort of) (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.3
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RICH, LEONARD
- L Rich manager of Moore & Schley, WP (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.14

RICH, LINDA
- Saaler to lead board (photo p 6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
- Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 29, 1987, p.1

RICH, SYLVIA
- Extension program elects Scarsdalians, Feb 5, 1988, p.16

RICHARD P CLARK ASSOCIATES
- Downtown meeting (D Portman to address public on downtown proposals), Oct 30, 1987, p.1

RICHARD, DAM
- International fun (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.2

RICHARDS, ANN MARIE
- New teachers at Greenville (photo), May 10, 1985, p.10
- BOCES project okayed, May 15, 1987, p.11

RICHARDS, GLORIA
- New learning center in town stresses use of computers, Feb 12, 1988, p.12

RICHARDS, GRACE

RICHARDS, HAYLEY
- A hop, skip and a jump (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.22

RICHARDS, RODERICK (DR)
- Tail to the champions... (Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

RICHARDSON, ALAN
- Cable television control is up to us, irate subscribers told (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.15

RICHARDSON, GIESSELLE
- G Richardson's the first (female sanitationperson) (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.3

RICHARDSON, GLORIA
- Cable television control is up to us, irate subscribers told (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.15

RICHARDSON, PAMELA
- P A Richardson dies, Dec 31, 1987, p.12

RICHARDSON, W F JR (AU)
- Blow to senior citizens (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
- Message to the school board (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6

RICHARDSON, WILLoughby III
- SHS grad W F Richardson III certified as financial planner, Mar 22, 1985, p.4

RICHSON, HILDA
- Local couple, S and H Richelson, writes book on bonds, Mar 29, 1985, p.2

RICHSON, HILDA (AU)
- Bonds that tie--into good investments (edit), Jun 28, 1985, p.7
- Some advice for bond holders (edit), Mar 13, 1987, p.7

RICHSON, STAN
- Local couple, S and H Richelson, writes book on bonds, Mar 29, 1985, p.2

RICHSON, STAN (AU)
- Bonds that tie--into good investments (edit), Jun 28, 1985, p.7

RICHMAN, CHARLES (DR)
- Village's response, Jul 4, 1986, p.1

RICHMAN, ELIZABETH
- The focus of all eyes (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.16
RICKHAN, JEANNE

Public asked to express views on future of downtown area, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
Residents discuss downtown area at Planning Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Planners make downtown proposals, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Village agrees to eliminate parking lot from Crossway plan, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Grossman speaks at LWV forum (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Downtown planning still moving ahead, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Village seeking protection from overdevelopment, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Multi-home plans presented to village, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Parkland lease to be signed by SCS and WC city, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
New members appointed to boards and councils (list), Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Developers fail again to get planners' ok, May 3, 1985, p.4
Planning chairman, trustees differ over downtown plans, May 24, 1985, p.1
Park plans snagged, May 31, 1985, p.1
Planners apply new coverage law, May 31, 1985, p.3
No synagogue; proposal to convert house to synagogue denied, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Development approved, Jul 5, 1985, p.3
Residents persuade Pennysaver to stop hand deliveries here (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Sushi restaurant may open here, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Trustees fund study of Heathcote Corners traffic, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Japanese restaurant approved on Garth Rd, Oct 31, 1985, p.2
Village weighing measure to ease parking shortage, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Planning chairman J Ricken comments on Jacqueeart proposals, Jan 3, 1986, p.1
Planner's ideas for Heathcote Corners draw wild response from listeners, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Neighbors oppose 4-home subdivision, Mar 7, 1986, p.5
Parking, density raised at hearing on Divney plan, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Neighbors criticize Dickel Road development, Apr 4, 1986, p.5
Planning Board urges village to make improvements at Heathcote Five Corners, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Site approved for displaced Leman house, May 9, 1986, p.2
Planners shift focus to Heathcote corners, Jun 7, 1986, p.1
Planners say 13 houses can be built on Winston property, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Trouble on Griffen, Aug 29, 1986, p.1
No notice of Winston property hearings, Aug 29, 1986, p.1
Colonial Acres united against through street, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Planning conflict (edit), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
Threat seen to Colonial acres (letter), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
Would-be Winston developers must prepare impact statement, Oct 3, 1986, p.3
Townhouses proposed on Weaver Street, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Pace of development stirs concerns here, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Hearings slated on Heathcote developments, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Demolition of house protested in vain, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
What's in a name?, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Day of decision nears on downtown, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Development curb, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Jean Stone hailed at dinner for her service to SCS (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.2
Approval seen near for rental of 2 Drake to homeless family, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
Muted enthusiasm for (Griffen Ave) path, Feb 20, 1987, p.1
Ricken: Planning needed to control future development, Mar 6, 1987, p.1
Decision expected this month on Golden Horseshoe's expansion plans, Mar 6, 1987, p.5
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RICHMAN, JEANNE continued

Jeanne Richman Citizen of Year (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Board okays path on Griffin, Apr 3, 1987, p.5
Same day, new place, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
Citizen of the Year: J Richman (photo), May 1, 1987, p.1
Planning Board okays making Eton Court 2-way, May 1, 1987, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year J Richman (photo), May 1, 1987, p.28
On the town (American Planning Assn visits SCS), May 8, 1987, p.1
Office building, eleven new houses among proposals to Planning Board, May 22, 1987, p.1
Neighbors seek to prevent creation of new building lot on Autenrieth, Jun 5, 1987, p.5
Fox Meadow elects leaders, Jun 12, 1987, p.4
Historically speaking: Additional monuments in SCS (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
Plans for 11 houses move ahead, Jul 3, 1987, p.1
New tree law, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Planning Board raises objections to 7 houses proposed for Weaver, Aug 21, 1987, p.3
Planning Board to hear requests for 18 new lots, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
No obstructions (to streams), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
With prices soaring and open space disappearing even 'miserable little parcels' become building lots, Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Village considering law to bar new interior lots, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
(Planning) Board turns down proposed five-house development, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Golden Horseshoe expansion plan gains, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Proposed law called arbitrary (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Farewell party (for A Watson) (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.3
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Downzoning sought, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

RICHMAN, JEANNE (AU)

Statements on Winston confirmed (ltr), Apr 18, 1986, p.6
Why new flag lots should be barred (edit), Nov 20, 1987, p.7

RICHMOND, JOSEPH (DR)

Family ties can prevent suicide, panelists agree, Mar 7, 1986, p.6

RICHMOND, MIKE

Workshop blues (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

RICHTER, HOWARD

Parents say (EMT) board (of ed) ignored them, May 2, 1986, p.13

RICHTER, JODI

Crisbeaters at SHS find new course arresting (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.6

RICHTER, MARION

Local performer M M Richter featured, Aug 29, 1986, p.2

RICKARD, STEPHEN

Red Tail (S Rickard) comes to town (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24

SEE ALSO RED TAIL
RICKS, CELESTE
Teacher's pet? (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.15

RIETER, ALYSSA
23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

RIETER, RON
Fire under Garth means bad day for business, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Feb 14: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

RIEMER, JOSEPH
New redistricting wrinkle has Edgewood up in arms, Feb 14, 1988, p.1

RIEBEL, DARRELL (AU)
Be aware of your "birthday suit" (edit), Mar 29, 1985, p.7

RIGGS, BRUCE

RIGGS, MARY
M Riggs dies, Jun 12, 1987, p.20

RIIOAND, FRANCES
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

RINGLER, RAYMOND

RIORDAN, DANIEL
Exemplary drivers, Nov 22, 1985, p.1

RIPPS, VINCENT
New synagogue: application turned down by New Rochelle, Jul 26, 1985, p.1

RIPON SOCIETY OF NEW YORK
J Vorperian named chairman of GOP Ripon Society (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.9

RIPPA, VINCENT
New synagogue: application turned down by New Rochelle, Jul 26, 1985, p.1

RISPOLI, TOM
How to fight back against radio thieves, Apr 24, 1987, p.1

RITTENBAND, ROBIN
Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

RITTER, DAVID
Petition drive seeks to stop food store from closing doors, Aug 2, 1985, p.3

RITTER, TOBY
Petition drive seeks to stop food store from closing doors, Aug 2, 1985, p.3
New Grisedale's opening in area, Dec 20, 1985, p.3

RIVA, DOUGLAS (DR)
Local teachers D Riva and G Kirchoff to perform at Carnegie Hall, Mar 15, 1985, p.21
Music-lovers gather in Chase Park (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.5
At Hoff-Barthelson, music for everyone (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.6

RIVELLINI, DAVID
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
That's right, Thanksgiving (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.14

RIVELLINI, SAM
Fire board moves to revise station renovation proposal, Mar 13, 1987, p.11
Inspection points up need for expansion of fire headquarters, May 15, 1987, p.11

RIVELLINI, SAMUEL
Fire districts plan bargaining strategy, Aug 2, 1985, p.11
County to rule on legality of assistant chief's appointment, Aug 23, 1985, p.9
Gratitude to commissioners (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Toff resigns as head of Greenville fire board (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.13
Fire commissioner, W J Shiels, treasurer, A Blecher, appointed, Jun 12, 1987, p.11
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RIVERA, JUAN
St James the Less nursery school students rebuild downtown SCS (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.5

RIVERA, ROBERTO
EMS student D Prisco Jr dies in accident, Aug 21, 1987, p.9

RIVEROS, MILO
Sikora wins commissioner race, Dec 12, 1986, p.13

RIVEROS, RAPHAEL II
HTS neighbors familiar with accused slayer R G Riverso II's threats, Feb 5, 1988, p.12

RIVERUEST MANAGEMENT CO
Chase grants aid (Riverwest Management Co, SCS Hist Soc, SCS Meals on Wheels, Est Childrens Cntr), Sep 4, 1987, p.10

RIZOULIS, MENELAOS
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

RIZOULIS, MENELAOS
Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

RIZZO, MATT
Party time on campus (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1

RIZZO, ROBERT
Burglary task force (set up to investigate church burglaries), Feb 21, 1986, p.3

ROACH, MARY
M L Roach dies, Dec 6, 1985, p.18

ROAD IMPROVEMENT
SEE STREETS-GBH, STREETS-SCS, STREETS-GBH/SCS

ROAD IMPROVEMENT
SEE STREETS-GBH, STREETS-SCS, STREETS-GBH/SCS

ROADS
Parkway project faces new delays, May 2, 1986, p.1
Safer way out of SCS, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Route 287: fix it or close it (ltr), Apr 24, 1987, p.6
SEE ALSO STREETS

ROADSTOCHBERG, AUDREY (AU)
On Crane Road exit (ltr), May 8, 1987, p.6

ROBB, THOMAS JR
Boy Scouts honored on Memorial Day (photo; list), May 31, 1985, p.2

ROBB, TIM
EMS alumni return to old haunt (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.9

ROBBERY
SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

ROBBINS, D WALTER JR
SCS executive D W Robbins Jr to be honored back home in Indiana, Jun 12, 1987, p.5
University honor (for D W Robbins Jr), Aug 7, 1987, p.13

ROBBINS, ELLIOT (DR)

ROBBINS, JEROME
G Oswald behind world's largest dance collection (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.6

ROBBINS, STAN
Parking plan, vets' benefits debated; village approves two labor contracts, Jan 31, 1986, p.1

ROBERT, HENRY
I move the question (edit), Feb 5, 1988, p.7
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ROBERTS, BURTON
League of Women Voters to hear Burton Roberts (photo), May 3, 1985, p.1
State Supreme Court Judge B Roberts urges commitment to rehabilitation, May 17, 1985, p.5

ROBERTS, JAMES
400 hot meals a day flow from Town Park to seniors, Apr 17, 1987, p.11

ROBERTS, JEFFREY
‘Comfort’ and ‘distress’ are fashion watchwords this fall (photo) (Education ‘87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.7

ROBERTS, LILLIAN
Baskin-Robbins fined for employing kids, Aug 9, 1985, p.1

ROBERTS, MARYELLEN
Manager: M Roberts (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.5
ROBERTS, MARYELLEN (AU)
Appreciation to residents (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6

ROBERTS, NORM
Village urged to protect natural quality of Winston property, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Runoff held in Unit C, Feb 7, 1986, p.1
School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3

ROBERTS, TONY
Anchor’s new hose (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.4

ROBERTSON, MARK
SCS Natl names 4 officers, Jul 4, 1986, p.3

ROBERTSON, PAT (REV)
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

ROBIN, KEN
Correction: K Robin mistakenly identified in photo as J Eisenman, Jun 28, 1985, p.4

ROBIN, KENNETH
23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

ROBIN, STEVE
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

ROBINWITZ, SEYMOUR
Boulder Brook fighting for its life (photo p 15), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
Tiee pressure, Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Boulder Brook back on the brink, Aug 15, 1986, p.1
Riding club files for bankruptcy under Chapter 11, Sep 5, 1986, p.1

ROBINS, SYBIL
New York State crafts artists featured in Wash, D C, Dec 27, 1985, p.2
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

ROBINSON, BILL
B Robinson discusses World of Animals at Audubon Soc mtg (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.2

ROBINSON, C PAUL (DR)
Scientists Dr C F Robinson, Dr R M Bowman to debate 'Star Wars' in program at Hitchcock (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.5

ROBINSON, C PAUL (DR-AU)
SDI addresses nation’s worst ‘security dilemma’ (edit), Feb 13, 1987, p.7

ROBINSON, CAROL
Adult School names C Robinson business chief (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.5

ROBINSON, DANIEL

ROBINSON, ELEANOR
Agency thwarted in its attempt to open group home, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
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ROBINSON, ETHEL
   E Robinson dies, Oct 31, 1985, p.18

ROBINSON, ETHEL (AU)
   Eye for an eye sounds just fine (ltr), May 31, 1985, p.6
   Dig deep—immediately! (ltr), Aug 30, 1985, p.6

ROBINSON, GINGER

ROBINSON, J R (AU)
   Fan support called 'lukewarm' (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6

ROBINSON, JOANNE
   Women's conference delegates report on meaning of Nairobi (photo p 21), Dec 13, 1985, p.1
   Lincoln center program described, Oct 31, 1986, p.18

ROBINSON, LOUIS (DR)
   L Robinson dies, Apr 5, 1985, p.14
   A friend remembered: fund established in name of Dr L Robinson at SCS Public Library (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.2

ROBINSON, LYNETTE
   Downtown office building sold, Dec 13, 1985, p.1

ROBINSON, MARLENE
   A friend remembered: fund established in name of Dr L Robinson at SCS Public Library (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.2

ROBINSON, MARVIN (AU)
   Dog should be better restrained (ltr), Apr 10, 1987, p.6

ROBINSON, NICHOLAS
   Friends of Parks hear environmentalist N Robinson (list), May 30, 1986, p.5
   Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1

ROBINSON, NICHOLAS (AU)
   Investing in a future for the past (edit), Oct 31, 1986, p.7

ROBOTIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA
   Robotics society forms here, Apr 5, 1985, p.3

ROBOTICS
   Robotics society forms here, Apr 5, 1985, p.3
   Robots, real and otherwise (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.14
   See also Robotic Society of America

ROBY, VIC
   Persuading Pennysaver to stop delivery is no mean feat, Feb 7, 1986, p.11

ROBY, VIC (AU)
   Ask Yonkers to help itself (ltr), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
   Freedom to clutter? (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
   Edgebrook wants respect (from Pennysaver distributor) (ltr), Feb 7, 1986, p.6

ROCCO, TONY
   Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1

ROCHE, BETTE JOUJON-
   See Joujon-Roch, BETTE

ROCHE, JOAN
   Sign of the season (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.1

ROCHE, JOHN
   Marketing group elects local man J M Roche, Jun 7, 1986, p.9

ROCHE, JOHN (AU)
   Reason to rejoice: display of creche (ltr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6
   The missing quote (ltr), Jul 11, 1986, p.6

ROCHE, MICHAEL
   Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
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ROCKLAND, PETER
  SHS graduate W Safian slain in San Francisco (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1

ROCKS
  Landmark is toppled, Sep 18, 1987, p.11

ROCKWELL, MRS NORMAN
  Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4

RODE, FRANCIS III
  Bank names F W Rode III, T A Polucci VP's (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.2

RODEN, ALLAN
  Another view of open houses (ltr), Nov 8, 1985, p.6

RODEN, ALLAH (AU)
  Open houses defended (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6

RODERICK, MARY ELIZABETH
  (Dr L Hallinger, Dr E Ruskin, M E Roderick) Honored for service (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.8

RODMAN, JERRALD
  Development approved, Jul 5, 1985, p.3

RODMAN, LUCILLE
  Development approved, Jul 5, 1985, p.3
  Doernberg agency appoints L Rodaan, E Lawton VP's (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.2
  Doernberg named agent for condominiums in HTS, Nov 13, 1987, p.16

RODRIGUEZ, IRMA
  Service with a smile (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.2

RODRIGUEZ, SYLVIA
  Service with a smile (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.2

RODRIGUEZ, JOSE
  Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

RODSTEIN, HOWARD
  Knowledge seen as helpful to kids in nuclear age, Apr 25, 1986, p.1

ROELOF, GEORGIA
  (Legal) Awareness) for Women) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

ROFF, MELISSA
  Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 2), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

ROGALSKI, L A (DR-AU)
  Bravo, Mr Rothstein (ltr), Aug 8, 1986, p.6

ROGALSKI, LOIS (DR)
  Speech pathologist Dr L A Rogalski named to post, May 29, 1987, p.2

ROGERS, DAVID
  Ducky doings (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.11

ROGERS, MICHAEL
  EMT school board grants Dr T Edwards tenure (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.11
  EHS counselor M Rogers completes year as state leader, Jul 22, 1986, p.9
  Counselor M Rogers recipient of award, Nov 14, 1986, p.10

ROGERS, ROBERT
  Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (map), Oct 30, 1987, p.4

ROGERS, SIGNE
  So this is what makes SCS run! (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.11
  Access for disabled, Mar 15, 1985, p.1

ROGLAND, BRUCE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26
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ROGLIANO, EUGENE

Sharing the holiday (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Teen cafe plans February opening (list), Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Historically speaking: SCS's monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2
They remember (photo), May 29, 1987, p.1
Mr Memorial Day, E Rogliano, wants no thanks; he gives thanks (photo), May 29, 1987, p.6
Rotary Club invites (E A Arey as) first female member (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Giving thanks by giving service (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.3
Honors for Geno Altieri (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.3

ROELIANO, MARY

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

ROELIANO, RONALD

Change among the ranks (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.3

ROH, LOUIS (DR)

K Rosenberg's death caused by virus, Jan 11, 1985, p.1

ROHAN, RICHARD

Village Board to consider retirement incentive program, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
Public budget preview presented by Village Bd Finance Con, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Contracts expiring, May 24, 1985, p.1
Hustlers can still rustle up a summer job (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
Insurance problems blocking art display (photo p.3), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
No contract (between Village, CSEA), Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Village insurance rates skyrocket, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
Age of litigiousness reflected by suits facing local government, Sep 13, 1985, p.1
Village employee group voting on fact-finder's recommendation, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
No settlement (between village and CSEA), Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Contract update, Oct 18, 1985, p.1
$3900 raise for PBA over next two years, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
More (money) for managers, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Insurance reform, Jan 3, 1986, p.1
Tentative contracts (for village employees), Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Library union gets fact-finder's support, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Few join corps, Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Top job in Rye Brook going to village aide C J Russo (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Labor contracts ratified, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Raises approved, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Firemen awarded pay hikes, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Labor unrest: PBA files for binding arbitration, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
'A' in attendance (for village employees), Feb 19, 1988, p.1

ROHR, ADAM

A Rohr shoots self near SCS railroad station, Feb 22, 1985, p.5

ROHR, ROBERT (SR)

These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

ROHR, ROBERT JR

Drunk driving seen on decline (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.5
Special Police open campaign against burglars (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.1
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
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ROHR, ROBERT JR continued
SCS Nat'l Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

ROHRMANN, ELIZABETH
E Rohrmann dies, May 1, 1987, p.12

ROLLER SKATING
Rolling along on eight fancy wheels (Swaer Living Supp), May 17, 1985, p.5

ROLLER, JOYCE
(Westchester) Chamber (of Commerce) elects leaders for 1988, Dec 18, 1987, p.16

ROLLINS, ELINOR
E D Rollins dies, Apr 1, 1988, p.18

ROLLMAN, LARRY
BOCES project okayed, May 15, 1987, p.11

ROLLMAN, LORI
New staff hired by (EKT) district, Oct 4, 1985, p.11
(ETM) Board (of Ed) ponders budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10

ROMANOFF, MICHAEL
Parties pick judges who never preside, Jun 12, 1987, p.1
Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p 9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1

ROMAS, EVA
Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

ROMAS, SERENA
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 29, 1987, p.3

ROMBERG, ALAN
A Romberg to be honored (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.12

ROME (CITY)
Two from SCS survive massacre in Rome Airport, Jan 3, 1986, p.1

ROMER, CATHERINE
Case closed: C R Romer to be declared legally dead, Jun 7, 1986, p.1

ROMER, CHARLES
Legally dead (Romers, who disappeared in 1980), Oct 18, 1985, p.1
Case closed: C R Romer to be declared legally dead, Jun 7, 1986, p.1

ROONEY, HENRY
Sebol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1

ROKIN, SEYMOUR
New music faculty at Y (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.30

ROOMERS AND BOARDERS
Town roofer law meets obstacles, Feb 8, 1985, p.10
Residents want boarder patrol, Sep 27, 1985, p.11
Roomers and boarders reflect housing crisis (edit), Oct 25, 1985, p.7
Roofer law is going to Town Board, Oct 25, 1985, p.12
Board again looks at policy on residence, Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Town begins roofer law; few register, Aug 8, 1986, p.9

ROONEY, HUGH (REV)
ROOSEVELT, FRANKLIN
O'Neill rates the Presidents--past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1

ROOT, STELLA
Democrat J O'Connor seeks Conservative nod, Jul 25, 1986, p.1

ROOT, WAYNE
Pair of local men (W Root, B Lowder) named outstanding, Nov 22, 1985, p.19
W A Root On Youth board (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.2
SCS man W A Root's new business offers well-dressed cleaners, Feb 13, 1987, p.9
Wayne Root seeks cleaner image for pro gambling (photo) (cont p.10), Jul 17, 1987, p.6
Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p.9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1

ROSANO, ALBERT (AU)

ROSANO, LARRY
E Day celebrated (photo), May 16, 1986, p.10

ROSATO, PETER
Local man K J Silversman sentenced for Medicaid fraud, Aug 8, 1986, p.2
Guilty plea (from D Freitag) in rape case, Sep 4, 1987, p.11
J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for roes on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p.9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1

ROSCH, JOHN
New bank office features local designer's concept, May 9, 1986, p.13

ROSE, DOUG
Pool meeting, Jan 30, 1987, p.1

ROSE, DANIEL (AU)
How to be practically an idealist (edit), May 15, 1987, p.7

ROSE, DOUG
First ever Raider boys' swim team (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.17

ROSE, DOUGLAS
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

ROSE, ELLEN (AU)
An exceptional teacher (C Butler) praised (ltr), Jun 5, 1987, p.6

ROSE, EVE
All are equally deserving (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6

ROSE, FREDERICK
Grand opening celebrated for 22 Saw Mill River Rd, Hawthorne (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.14
Roses give major gift to NY Public Library, Feb 14, 1986, p.5

ROSE, NATASHA (AU)
All are equally deserving (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6

ROSE, RANDY (AU)
An exceptional teacher (C Butler) praised (ltr), Jun 5, 1987, p.6

ROSE, SANDRA
Sandra Rose selected to receive AJC award (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.4

ROSENFELD, ANN
Happy holidays from the PO (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.4

ROSENFELD, DIANE
Trouble in Toothopolis (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.19
Two imaginary trips at Edgewood, Nov 21, 1986, p.18
Address (of hostages) unknown, Feb 20, 1987, p.16

ROSENFELD, EDDIE
Villagers bid fond farewell to 'an institution', D Driscoll (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.6
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ROSEN, ELLIOTT (DR-AU)
Did racism steal Oscar from 'Purple'? (edit), May 2, 1986, p.7

ROSEN, EMILY
Writers' group being formed, Apr 11, 1986, p.2

ROSEN, JERRY
It's now official: Creche to return this Christmas, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Reason to rejoice: display of creche (ltr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6

ROSEN, JONATHAN
Bicentennial bash (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.12

ROSEN, JULIE
It's in the genes (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.14
Last-minute heroics give SHS league title; bowl game tomorrow (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Message to Raider rooters (ltr), Nov 20, 1987, p.6

ROSEN, LUCIE
Her career at Carasoor has come full circle (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.6

ROSEN, MARTHA
American tall tales (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.1

ROSEN, MARTHA (AU)
How children can write history (edit), Sep 5, 1986, p.7

ROSEN, PATTY
It's in the genes (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.14

ROSEN, PHILIP
In appreciation (of D and L Lieb) (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.5
Braille unit elects philanthropist S Henkind, Jan 15, 1988, p.4

ROSENBAUM, BOBBY
SHS Vernal Equinox Club celebrates arrival of spring (photo; list), Mar 28, 1987, p.16

ROSENBAUM, LENORE
Family Counseling benefit (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.3

ROSENBAUM, LENORE (AU)
Thanks to SVAC, police (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6

ROSENBAUM, ROBERT (DR)
L Weiskopf elected Chairman of Board, SVAC, Mar 1, 1985, p.5
Doctor's lifetime Rx: music and a good cigar (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.6
Dr R Rosenbaum dies, Jul 17, 1987, p.10

ROSENBAUM, ROBERT (DR-AU)
Thanks to SVAC, police (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6

ROSENBERG ESTATE
Multi-home plans presented to village, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Village seeking protection from overdevelopment, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Developers fail again to get planners' ok, May 3, 1985, p.4
Development approved, Jul 5, 1985, p.3
Townhouses proposed on Weaver Street, Nov 7, 1986, p.1

ROSENBERG PROPERTY
Planning Bd rules that 8 homes can be built at 465 Mamaroneck Rd, Mar 8, 1985, p.3
Soaring prices spur home-building boom (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.1

ROSENBERG, ANN
A Rosenberg dies, Jan 25, 1985, p.14

ROSENBERG, BARRY
Deli to reopen, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
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ROSENBERG, BERNHARD (RABBI)
Rabbi B K Rosenberg appointed special assistant (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.16
Local rabbi B Rosenberg in Israel for convention, Aug 30, 1985, p.10
Time (for Jews) to unite (ltr), Sep 27, 1985, p.6
Rabbi Rosenberg honored by university (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.12
Rabbi B Rosenberg Judaic fellow (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.19
Rabbi B H Rosenberg appointed (professor at Pace), Oct 30, 1987, p.24
ROSENBERG, BERNHARD (RABBI-AU)
  Rabbi Rosenberg’s plea to Reagan (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
ROSENBERG, CHARLENE
  Rabbi Rosenberg honored by university (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.12
ROSENBERG, ESTHER
  E Rosenberg dies, Jan 3, 1986, p.10
ROSENBERGS, GLORIA
  Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
ROSENBERG, HAROLD
  You have touched many lives (ltr to H Rosenberg), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
ROSENBERG, HAROLD (AU)
  Father’s plea to teenagers (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
  Remember Kenny (ltr), Jun 27, 1986, p.6
ROSENBERG, HAROLD (DR)
  Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
ROSENBERG, HELEN
  SCS Heritage Day (photo), May 9, 1986, p.5
ROSENBERG, KAREN
  SCS Heritage Day (photo), May 9, 1986, p.5
ROSENBERG, KENNETH
  K Rosenberg’s mysterious death leaves unfilled void, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
  K Rosenberg remembered (ltr), Jan 4, 1985, p.6
  K Rosenberg’s death caused by virus, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
  Scholarship for STEP program to memorialize K Rosenberg, Feb 9, 1985, p.3
  Father’s plea to teenagers (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
  Remember Kenny (ltr), Jun 27, 1986, p.6
  Class of ’86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; add photo p 2A Graduation ’86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
ROSENBERG, RICHARD (DR)
  Four SCS doctors, A Antonio, W Lee, A Singh, R Rosenberg, appointed by St Agnes, Jul 24, 1987, p.3
ROSENBERG, RONNEY
  Trading company promotes resident R L Rosenberg, Apr 25, 1986, p.14
ROSENBERG, ROSLYN (AU)
  Thank you, seniors (ltr), Oct 16, 1987, p.6
ROSENBERG, ROZ
  Local agencies ready to assist seniors in need, Sep 6, 1985, p.6
  Seniors play growing role here (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.13
  ’Au revoir’, Roz (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.2
ROSENBERG, SHEILA
  S Rosenberg dies, Sep 6, 1985, p.16
  Remember Kenny (ltr), Jun 27, 1986, p.6
ROSENBLATT, EDITH
  In their element (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.11
  Health insurance rates (for EMT school district) skyrocket, Oct 30, 1987, p.13
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ROSENBLATT, EDITH continued

  Community ponders ESL program, Nov 27, 1987, p.13

ROSENBLUM, ROBERT

  It was 'love at first sight' for local John Storrs scholar H Frackman (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.9

ROSENFELD, HARVEY (AU)

  How do you accept change? (edit), May 1, 1987, p.7

ROSENFELD, CLARE (AU)

  Breathe as quietly as possible (edit), Jun 6, 1986, p.7

ROSENFELD, CLARE (AU)

  Shopwell lease renewed, Mar 29, 1985, p.1

ROSENFELD, HARVEY (AU)

  Community ponders ESL program, Nov 27, 1987, p.13

ROSENFELD, HARVEY (AU)

  How do you accept change? (edit), May 1, 1987, p.7

ROSENFELD, HARVEY (AU)

  Breathe as quietly as possible (edit), Jun 6, 1986, p.7

ROSENFELD, CLARE (AU)

  Shopwell lease renewed, Mar 29, 1985, p.1

ROSENBERG, JAY

  Museum grant (R J Rosenheim pledges $50,000 to Hudson River Museum), Jul 31, 1987, p.14

ROSENBERG, IRIS

  Student musician I Rosenberg named to all-state ensemble, Nov 8, 1985, p.10

ROSENBERG, PEARL (AU)

  Skateboard jungle? (Tr), Oct 3, 1986, p.6

ROSENBERG, JULIE

  Teen center nearing reality, Aug 8, 1986, p.1

ROSENBERG, CHARLES

  Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11

ROSENTHAL, ALISA (AU)

  Readers consent on AIDS education at SCS High School (Itrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

ROSENTHAL, ELISA

  Freshmen debater E Rosenthal scores high, Apr 17, 1987, p.8

ROSENTHAL, JAN

  23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

ROSENTHAL, JAY

  Fond farewell (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.11

ROSENTHAL, ROBERT

  R J Kalb honored (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.5

ROSENTHAL, SARA

  Party time on campus (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.1

ROSENTHAL, TODD

  Jack Kaminer is back as coach of Raiders cagers (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.19

  Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1

  Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 19, 1988, p.1

  SHS (basketball) players, coach honored, Mar 18, 1988, p.16

  SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30

ROSENTHAL, TONY

  (Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 27, 1989, p.24

ROSENZWEIG, AARON

  Drama Club debut (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.28

  Candy-filled gifts (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.16

  A vanishing art (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.17

ROSENZWEIG, CHARLES

  Central Ave focus of Greenville Coa Cun meeting, Sep 13, 1985, p.11

  Civic association being revived, Jan 10, 1986, p.11

  Longview residents (of ENT) oppose kitchen request, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

  Ardsley Road to get curbing, Dec 11, 1987, p.14

ROSENZWEIG, RYA

  Local gallery plans November exhibition (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.5
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ROSH HASHANAH
The sound of High Holy Days (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.10
Happy New Year (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.12
And the year 5748 begins (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1

ROSHNER, JONATHAN
J. Rosner, R Aten co-authors of book "How to Prepare Witnesses for Trial", Feb 22, 1985, p.10

ROSS, FREDERICK
GP1C entering fifth year in operation, Nov 13, 1987, p.13

ROSS, JEROME (AU)
Poor productivity is management's failure (edit), Jun 20, 1986, p.7

ROSS, ANTHONY
'Connecticut Yankee' is both a first and a last for SSMT (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.1

ROSS, CHARLOTTE
Panel to discuss teenage suicide (photo), Feb 28, 1986, p.1

ROSS, CHARLOTTE (AU)
Teen suicide: something can be done (edit), Feb 28, 1986, p.7

ROSS, CORNELIUS
Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Pophad House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5

ROSS, E J
Dworkin is new (EMT) board (cf Ed) president; new enrichment program adopted, Jul 3, 1987, p.9

ROSS, ELEANOR
Realtor E Ross joins staff at Fee (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.8

ROSS, HERBERT (DR)
Two SCS MD's among new heads of medical areas at WP hospital (photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.2

ROSS, IRENE (AU)
Each day we have to negotiate (edit), Mar 13, 1987, p.7

ROSS, IRVING
I Ross dies, Sep 20, 1985, p.16

ROSS, JUDITH
Students' views sought on ESL, Apr 11, 1986, p.11
BOCES project okayed, May 15, 1987, p.11

ROSS, MARJORIE
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Board (of Education) aims at tax hike under 8%, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
Montagues vs Capulets (photo), Oct. 3, 1986, p.17
Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1

ROSS, PATRICIA
PTA programs help ease culture shock for arriving international families (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.5

ROSS, TONY
Summer Music Theatre's 'techies' are behind-the-scenes stars (list), Jul 19, 1985, p.5
SSMT will produce 'Connecticut Yankee', May 8, 1987, p.1
Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
Tony Ross is new SSMT director (photo p 1), Dec 11, 1987, p.21

ROSSINI, GIOCHINO
Hoff-Barthelson to present musical biography of Rossini (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.12

ROSSKOPF, PENNY
Digging up history (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.3

ROSSKOPF, PETE
Digging up history (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.3
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ROSTENKOWSKI, DANIEL
SCS schools jeopardized (by elimination of tax deductions) (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6

ROTARY CLUB-SCS
And a good time was had by all (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.2
Unforgettable day for seniors (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
Robert Van Horne honored by Rotary Club (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.2
Paul Field wins top Rotary honor (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.5
Sharing the holiday (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Community service is Rotary aim (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.16
Local Rotarians have mixed views on permitting women to join club, May 8, 1987, p.1
Let SCS Rotary lead (edit), May 8, 1987, p.6
Women are coming to Rotary Club, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Historically speaking: Additional monuments in SCS (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
Rotary ready to admit its first woman member, Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Sidewalk sale set for next weekend, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
Rotary Club invites E A Arey as first female member (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Great choice (E Arey for Rotary Club) (edit), Oct 16, 1987, p.6
Top Rotary honors for 'the Rev" M C Meyer (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.2
Two more Rotarians: D Ferraro, I Wilson (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.8
Giving thanks by giving service (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.3
More than a helping hand (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.5
In '87 Rotary opened its doors to women (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.2

ROTARY INTERNATIONAL
Rotary names local man A D Neelich (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.3

ROTH, ALISON
SCS graduate A Roth starring on stage, Jul 19, 1985, p.12

ROTH, BOB
Village election: different day, same results (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.1

ROTH, DAVID
Hail to the readers (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.5

ROTH, FRAUKE
Hustlers can still rustle up a summer job (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
Runoff held in Unit C, Feb 7, 1986, p.1
YES re-elects chairman, president (list), Jun 7, 1986, p.3

ROTH, HANK
Woodlands (High School) athletes give anti-drug talk (to fourth through eighth graders), Jan 15, 1988, p.11

ROTH, KAREN
The look of the future? (photo), May 23, 1986, p.1

ROTH, KEITH
New president (of Lake Superior Pulp and Paper Co) (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.8

ROTH, KENNETH (DR)
Four MD’s join White Plains hospital, Jan 3, 1986, p.2

ROTH, LESLIE
International pumpkin sale (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.3
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

ROTH, MARTIN
Balderdash, Mr Roth! (ltr), Apr 4, 1986, p.6

ROTH, MARTIN (AU)
Taxation without representation (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6

ROTH, NANCY (REV)
Epiphanytide with brass (photo; list), Jan 23, 1987, p.18
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ROTH, NANCY (REV) continued
Priest N Roth turns columnist, Feb 20, 1987, p.11

ROTH, ROBERT
Local choristers to sing Americana on cathedral tour (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
Epiphanytide with brass (photo; list), Jan 23, 1987, p.18

ROTH, ROBERTA
Resident R Roth joins Doernberg staff (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.12

ROTH, RONA
STA contract would raise base pay by 20%, Jun 19, 1987, p.1

ROTH, RUTH
(GBH Planning) Board okays new condominiums, Sep 4, 1987, p.11

ROTH, STEPHANIE
Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1

ROTH, TOBIAS (RABBI)
Rubenstein to co-chair conference of Rabbinical Council of America (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.16

ROTHBERG, DAVIDA
Debut of TV show on SCS takes a look at the Inquirer, May 16, 1986, p.2
Cable show, "You and Your Family", to debut, Dec 12, 1986, p.3
Programming to start Sunday on village's cable channel (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.5

ROTHBERG, SUZANNE
Scarsdalian S Rothberg is host of new TV show, Feb 26, 1988, p.2

ROTHBERGER, SUE (AU)
How to make teachers more productive (edit), Jan 30, 1987, p.7
A teacher's price (edit), Mar 13, 1987, p.7
More minority teachers (edit), Apr 17, 1987, p.7
Finding time--a teacher's dilemma (edit), Nov 13, 1987, p.7
How to 'empower' teachers? (edit), Dec 11, 1987, p.7

ROTHBERG, ELLEN
Junior high book fair (photo), May 2, 1986, p.20

ROTHBERG, ERICA
Insurance problems blocking art display (photo p.8), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Freedom of Expression finds a home, Nov 8, 1985, p.12

ROTHBERG, JANE
Board appointment sparks criticism from EHS faculty, Mar 28, 1986, p.11
Administrators divvy up duties, Sep 26, 1986, p.13

ROTHBERG, JAYNE
Staff changes (in EMT schools), Sep 4, 1987, p.11

ROTHMAN, CLIFTON (DR)
Volunteers can help child with Down syndrome (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.6

ROTHMAN, EDWARD
Man (K J Silveraan) pleads guilty to Medicaid fraud, Jun 13, 1986, p.15
Local man K J Silveraan sentenced for Medicaid fraud, Aug 8, 1986, p.2

ROTHMAN, ELLEN
SCS's business leaders (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.8

ROTHMAN, LOU
Chamber elects leadership (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.2

ROTHMAN, LOUIS
Village weighing measure to ease parking shortage, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
$1000 Give-a-way winners (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.3
Parking plan, vets' benefits debated; village approves two labor contracts, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
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ROTHMAN, LOUIS continued
- Test ban endorsed; higher (parking) fees opposed, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
- SCS asked to cut down on flow of garbage, Jul 11, 1986, p.1
- SCS's business leaders (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.8

ROTHMAN, LOUIS (AU)
- Apologies to window painters (litr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6

ROTHSCHILD, ERIC
- Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
- Pressboard: Profile of A Montague, STEP student from Tennessee, Jan 18, 1985, p.18
- Parents, students, faculty debate open campus policy, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
- Scholarship for STEP program to memorialize K Rosenberg, Feb 8, 1985, p.3
- Knowledge seen as helpful to kids in nuclear age, Apr 25, 1985, p.1
- SHS junior A Rubin receives grant to study influence of McCarthyism in SCS, Apr 25, 1985, p.20
- Alumni: Pressure, cliques nothing new at high school, May 9, 1985, p.1
- Model teacher R Silvera's success formula: scholarshick (photo; addl photo p22), Nov 14, 1986, p.8
- Emergency fund, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
- District bids Sobol hail and farewell, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
- SCS to welcome STEP student R Booker (Education '87 Supp), Aug 26, 1987, p.2
- A STEP student R Booker 'fits' (Pressboard), Nov 6, 1987, p.17
- STEP student A Montague's SCS homecoming (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.12

ROTHSCHILD, RICHARD
- Deal remembered as loyal friend, and fitness buff (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1
- R Rothschild dies, Jan 24, 1986, p.16

ROTHSTEIN, ANNE
- Master's degree can be a part-time pursuit (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.4

ROTHSTEIN, DAVID (DR)
- Brave, Dr Rothstein (litr), Aug 8, 1986, p.6

ROTHSTEIN, FREDERICK
- Seagrass makes local can, F Rothstein, VP (photo), May 10, 1985, p.21

ROTHSTEIN, HELENE
- (EMT) Board (of Ed) looks at EHS conduct code, Aug 14, 1987, p.9
- New faces (on EMT teaching staff) (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.11

ROTHSTEIN, POLLY
- Civil Liberties Union honors EMT woman T Kornbluh, May 10, 1985, p.10

ROTHSTEIN, RUTH
- R Rothstein cited for courage (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.5

ROTHSTEIN, SANDRA
- Board of Ed elects officers and votes on Children's Center, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
- New staff hired by (EMT) district, Oct 4, 1985, p.11

ROTHER, GLENN
- Big day at Big Top (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.24

ROURKE, WILLIAM (REV)
- For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6

ROUSE, ARTHUR
- Giving the teachers a big hand (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.22
- Not for people only (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.14

ROUSSEVE, KRISTEN
- Woodlands (High School) athletes give anti-drug talk (to fourth through eighth graders), Jan 15, 1988, p.11

ROUSSEVE, KRISTINE
- Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12
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ROPE, BEVERLY
Democrats choose former residents, C and B Rowe, Feb 13, 1987, p.2

ROWE, CHARLES
Democrats choose former residents, C and B Rowe, Feb 13, 1987, p.2

ROWE, TOM
Anatomy of a drunk-driving case: How the justice system doesn't work (photo), Aug 20, 1987, p.1

ROWSLEY COTTAGE
And then there was Christmas all through the house...(photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.14

ROYS, WELLMAN
W E Roys dies, Oct 25, 1985, p.20

ROZELLE, CARRIE
At 100, United Way sets highest goal ever (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.2

ROZEN, MICHAEL
Learning (disabled) students finding help in SCS, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

ROZEN, NEIL
Learning (disabled) students finding help in SCS, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

Happy 210th, Carl, May 29, 1987, p.14

RUBEL, SHEILA
Educational overtures (at Heathcote) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.15

RUBENFELD, LEONARD
Oil war over?, May 2, 1986, p.1
New law safeguards Union Child day-care center, Aug 7, 1987, p.9

RUBENS, BETH (AU)
Unbeatable tea (for Jr High Rec nights) (ltr), Mar 20, 1987, p.6

RUBENS, JEFF
Two garages, two cars destroyed in fire (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.3

RUBENS, JEFF (AU)
Half-game rule proposed for PRC (ltr), May 3, 1985, p.6
New rule for PRC basketball (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
Unbeatable tea (for Jr High Rec nights) (ltr), Mar 20, 1987, p.6

RUBENS, LOUIS
Village agrees to eliminate parking lot from Crossway plan, Mar 1, 1985, p.1

RUBENSTEIN, ASHER
Reviewing the application (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.11

RUBENSTEIN, ERICA
New members (of SCS Synagogue-Treston Temple) (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.14

RUBENSTEIN, FALI
New members (of SCS Synagogue-Treston Temple) (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.14

RUBENSTEIN, JACOB (RABBI)
Rabbi J S Rubenstein to join study mission to Israel, Feb 1, 1985, p.15
Rubenstein to co-chair conference of Rabbinical Council of America (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.16

RUBENSTEIN, KENNETH
Reviewing the application (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.11

RUBENSTEIN, SOSHANA
Reviewing the application (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.11

RUBENSTEIN, STEVE
Fairs that were lots better than fair (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.10

RUBENSTEIN, STEVEN
Parents say (EMT) board (of ed) ignored them, May 2, 1986, p.13

RUBIN, A LOUIS
Sacs man A L Rubin joins ad fira, Oct 31, 1985, p.5
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RUBIN, ANDREW
Here's what winter's for (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.4
Sorry, Andrew (A Rubin's age is 11), Jan 30, 1987, p.2
Mass production (Junior high students make model cars for homeless children) (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.24

RUBIN, ANN
SHS junior A Rubin receives grant to study influence of McCarthyism in SCS, Apr 25, 1986, p.20
RUBIN, ANN (AU)
Researcher A S Rubin asks for help (ltr), Aug 8, 1986, p.6

RUBIN, ELLIS
Murder suspect L Keller told employer she hated father (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Lisa Keller acquitted of murder, May 15, 1987, p.3

RUBIN, FRANCINE
PTA programs help ease culture shock for arriving international families (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.5

RUBIN, HAROLD
Broker H Rubin honored, Apr 26, 1985, p.2
Can this be spring? (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.1

RUBIN, JOEL (DR)
Civic groups leading opposition to new access onto Fort Hill Road, May 10, 1985, p.11

RUBIN, SYLVIA
Congregation elects S Rubin as president (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.12
Rabbi L Nadelmann dies (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.1
RUBIN, SYLVIA (AU)
Remembering the rabbi (L Nadelmann) (ltr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6

RUBINOW, MARISA
At Phaedrus, the aim is 'educating the whole kid' (Part II) (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.11

RUBINSTEIN, JACOB (RABBI)
And the year 5748 begins (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1

RUBINSTEIN, PETER
Dynamic duo at WRT helm (Rabbi J Stern Jr, P Stern) set a forward course (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.6

RUBINSTEIN, STEVEN
(EMS) Board (of Ed) pares budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10

RUBID, JOSE
Keep in touch... (edit), Aug 21, 1987, p.7

RUDY, FAYE
L(earning) D(isabled) students finding help in SCS, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

RUDY, GERALD
Parents of learning disabled band together, Dec 5, 1986, p.1

RUDERMAN, JEROLD
League, GOP call for new method in appointing of village trustees, May 10, 1985, p.1
Hochberg expected to run unopposed, Jul 5, 1985, p.1
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RUDERHAN, JEROLD continued
Town GOP re-elects J Ruderman (photo; list), Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Screening judges, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Republican news: Party to hold caucus, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Parties caucus, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Party caucuses, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Party caucuses, Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Herold gets nod for State Supreme Court (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
Carsky, Hochberg to seek reelection to County Board, May 29, 1987, p.11
Parties pick judges who never preside, Jun 12, 1987, p.1
GOP to hear Slotnick (Republican Town Committee elects leaders), Oct 9, 1987, p.5
Parties prepare (for 1988 presidential campaign), Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Bush backed (by SCS Republican Town Committee), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Congressional hopefuls to address Democrats, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Playland manager E R Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

RUDERHAN, JILL

RUDERHAN, TERRY
J Radley Herold nominated for County Court (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

RUF, HAL
Archaeologists digging in as society launches Cudner-Hyatt restoration (photo), May 24, 1985, p.4

RUFFIN, ADELINE
A W Ruffin dies, Oct 24, 1986, p.17

RUGGIERO, VIOLA
Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2

RUKEYSER, HOWARD
Rukeyser 'cover-up' charged (ltr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6
Neighbor should not be set against neighbor in a local election (ltr), Feb 22, 1985, p.6
Citizen's Party slate expected to run unopposed in March elections, Jan 10, 1986, p.1

RUKEYSER, HOWARD (AU)
Rukeyser responds to 'cover-up' charge, Jan 18, 1985, p.6

RULES OF ORDER
SEE PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDURES

RULES REVISION COMMITTEE-PRINT
Vote on nominating proposal is put off, Mar 7, 1986, p.11
Try best of both systems (edit), Mar 14, 1986, p.6

RUNAWAY AND HOMELESS YOUTH NETWORK
United Way supports the Runaway Network, Mar 21, 1986, p.2

RUNNING
So this is what takes SCS run! (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.11
Community support asked (for 15K run) (ltr), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
Sunday is race day for 15K, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Three-time winner: S Strauss wins 15K run (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Familiar faces win 15K (list), Apr 5, 1985, p.20
Join the run (ltr), Oct 18, 1985, p.6
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RUNNING continued

Flying high (photo), Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Recreation’s race reminder (ltr), Apr 11, 1986, p.6
Scarsdale’s fastest (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Beware biomechanical realignment (edit), Sep 5, 1986, p.7
Fall foliage race will include a walk, Oct 3, 1986, p.3
Walking with Abe, Nick and Ralph (edit), Dec 24, 1986, p.7
Not so disabled, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
Reminder on the race (ltr), Apr 24, 1987, p.6
A shot in the arm needed (for 15K race) (edit), May 1, 1987, p.6
Give race back to Abe Simon (ltr), May 1, 1987, p.6
Marathon men: S Marks, Dr F Podell (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.13
Something new in the 15K run (incl application forms), Feb 12, 1988, p.12
Can this be spring? (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.1
On their way in the 15K (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

SEE ALSO SCS ANTIQUES

RUOFF, ANDREA
New bank office features local designer’s concept, May 9, 1986, p.13

RUOFF, SHARI
Two from SCS survive massacre in Rose airport, Jan 3, 1986, p.1

RUPP, PATTY
Award seconralizes student from SCS, A Amin-Sales, Jul 3, 1987, p.2

RUSCIANO, ANTHONY
School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1

RUSH, EDWARD
Homeless crisis topic at hearing on county budget, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

RUSIN, JOHN
Residents stuck in the middle of town-developer square-off, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
Drive (upper Healy Ave South) is drivable again, Oct 16, 1987, p.11

RUSK, DEAN
Dr Thompson vis-a-vis Mr Rusk (edit), Apr 12, 1985, p.7

RUSK, DEAN (AU)
Insights on the Bay of Pigs disaster (edit), Aug 29, 1986, p.7
A word on presidential transitions (edit), May 22, 1987, p.7
New president, but same old world (edit), Dec 31, 1987, p.7

RUSK, HOWARD
Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7
Like old times for the Class of ’52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

RUSKIN, EDWIN (DR)
(Dr R Hallinger, Dr E Ruskin, M E Rodrick) Honored for service (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.8

RUSOFF, LAWRENCE
Scouts meet county executive (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.11
Boy Scouts honored on Memorial Day (photo; list), May 31, 1985, p.2
Leading scout L Rusoff honored (photo), May 31, 1985, p.11

RUSSIA
SEE USSR

RUSSILLO, JOSEPH
J A Russillo dies, Apr 17, 1987, p.10

RUSSO, ADAM
Reading for fun (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.20
RUSSO, ARMANDO
  Restaurant, shops to replace Gristede’s, Aug 7, 1987, p.1

RUSSO, ARMANDO (photo)
  Welcome to L A! (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.18

RUSSO, CHRISTOPHER
  Veterans survey getting responses, Mar 22, 1985, p.1
  Veterans reply (to survey), May 3, 1985, p.1
  Welcome signs (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
  Safer crossings, Sep 13, 1985, p.1
  Pedestrian safety signs proposed, Jan 3, 1986, p.1
  Local official C Russo named by peers, Jan 10, 1986, p.4
  Merchants’ lot, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
  Verdict not in yet on parking plan (photo), May 16, 1986, p.1
  Hubert Humphrey fellowship takes intern I Diwan from Sind to SCS (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.3
  Greening project nearing completion (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.4
  Village taking aim at scofflaws, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
  Greenacres traffic to do about-face, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
  Progress marches on, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
  Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
  Greenacres, Village Hall seek remedy to traffic ills, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
  Less parking, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
  Thanks all around (ltr), Oct 25, 1986, p.6
  Cable hearing set for Nov 6; UA Columbia restores Channel 21, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
  UA Columbia urges franchise extension; promises subscribers 77 channels, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
  Village OK’s new cable TV pact, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
  Village Board legalizes seven apartaents, May 16, 1986, p.11
  Town on the trail of Crane Pond rats, May 23, 1986, p.11
  Town adopts ’87 budget, Dec 12, 1986, p.13
  Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
  Residents ask town (of GBH) to budget more police and less surplus, Dec 4, 1987, p.12

RUSSO, JOHN
  New schools chief Dr R D Hibschman signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

RUSSO, MARY LOU
  Festive time for history buffs (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.2
  Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1

RUSSO, ROBERT
  Festive time for history buffs (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.2

RUSSO, ROSE
  Welcome to L A! (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.18

RUSSO, THOMAS JR
  Merchants protest Central work, Sep 13, 1985, p.10
  Central Ave project blasted (ltr), Mar 9, 1985, p.6

RUSSO, VITO
  Dr S J Prezioso, V M Russo named to foundation’s board, Apr 5, 1985, p.5
  Local philanthropist V Russo named to Colburn board, Feb 14, 1986, p.3

RUTLEDGE, ED
  Auxiliaries’ ‘Day at the Races’ raises $60,000 for White Plains Hospital (photo), May 8, 1987, p.8
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RUTMAN, LEE
L Rutman named marketing director for Domino's Pizza, Jan 25, 1985, p.16

RUTTENBERG, JULIE
YES says yes to students in job market (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.6

RUTTENBERG, PHYLLIS
Runoff held in Unit C, Feb 7, 1986, p.1
School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3

RYAN, EDWARD
Manhattanville alumni honor SCS grad E Ryan (photo), May 10, 1985, p.4

RYAN, JANE
J Ryan honored by Heart Assn, Dec 12, 1986, p.2
Heart group elects banker T F Quirk, Nov 6, 1987, p.2

RYAN, JENNIFER
Funny faces (photo), Sep 6, 1985, p.1
A sandwich fit for a Giant (illus), Mar 6, 1987, p.4

RYAN, NANCY
Beauty queen: N Ryan (photo), May 15, 1987, p.14

RYAN, RALPH (DR)
Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriad of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4

RYAN, SHAWN
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30

RYBACK, MRS HYMAN
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

RYBACK, HYMAN (DR)
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

RYBACK, CONSTANCE
Fox Meadow recalls medieval life (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.16
A Toyland Tintype (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.24

RYDELL, BEVERLY (AU)
What if pool had been closed! (litr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
Time for an indoor pool (litr), Oct 31, 1986, p.6

RYDELL, IRENE (AU)
Time for an indoor pool (litr), Oct 31, 1986, p.6

RYNECK, GABRIELLA
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

RYNECK, MILAN
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

RYSVYK, LEONARD
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1

SABLOW, LESTER (DR)
Up from Sablow's basement comes trash can art (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.6
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

SABLOW, RHODA
Up from Sablow's basement comes trash can art (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.6

SACCHETTI, MARIA
Fifth graders (at DR) learn about aging (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.15

SACCHINELLI, ANNA
SCS faces the retirement of ten village employees, Feb 22, 1985, p.6

SACCHINELLI, ERNEST
(SCS) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
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**SACCO, TINA**
EMT school board grants Dr T Edwards tenure (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.11

**SACHS, ALFRED**
A Torah is dedicated (photo), May 10, 1985, p.20

**SACHS, ESTELLE**
A Torah is dedicated (photo), May 10, 1985, p.20

**SACHS, JOEL**
Local lawyer J H Sachs was featured speaker, Apr 10, 1987, p.11
Panel ponders effects here of Supreme Court ruling, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

**SACK, SHARON**
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

**SACKETT, HENRY**
Historically speaking: SCS's monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2

**SACKS, SHARI**
New faces (on EMT teaching staff) (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.11

**SACKSON, MARIAN VERRILLI**
Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

**SADICARIO, JAIME**
New members (of SCS Synagogue-Treont Temple) (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.14

**SADOUSKI, JOSEPH**
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

**SADOUSKI, RITA**
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

**SAENGER, MICHAEL**
Signing up (to vote) (photo), May 8, 1987, p.10

**SAFE HOMES PROGRAM-EMT**
PTA/PTSA (EMT) forms Safe Homes, Mar 7, 1986, p.11

**SAFE HOMES PROGRAM-SCS**
Task force, PT council ask parents to take Safe Homes pledge, May 2, 1986, p.1
A matter of conscience (edit), May 9, 1986, p.6
For a safer SCS (ltr), May 16, 1986, p.6
Four hundred take the pledge, May 23, 1986, p.1
There's plenty for teens to do (ltr), Aug 29, 1986, p.6
Safe Homes pledge mailed again to every home in school district, Nov 21, 1986, p.3
Consciousness-raising effort (ltr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6
Parents urged to take (Safe Homes) pledge, Nov 13, 1987, p.3
Safe Homes Pledge (edit), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
Last chance to sign pledge (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6

**SAFE HOMES-SCS**
He's on the Real Homes list (ltr), Jan 9, 1987, p.6
Safe Homes ARE real (ltr), Jan 16, 1987, p.6
SCS Safe Homes (list; advertisement), Jan 18, 1987, p.24
Isn't it ironic (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
Task force launches Safe Homes (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.18
Dragging out the issue (ltr), Feb 13, 1987, p.6
Drug-alcohol task force pressing ahead (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
On teen drug-use, drinking and vandalism, Oct 9, 1987, p.2
About the Safe Homes list (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6

**SAFE RIDES BOARD (AU)**
Safe Rides hopes to expand (ltr), May 3, 1985, p.6
SAFE RIDES PROGRAM-EMT
- A Altholz, organizer of Safe Rides, cited for work, Mar 29, 1985, p.11
  Credit (for EMT Safe Rides program) should be shared (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
  EMT Safe Rides group terms first year a success, May 24, 1985, p.11

SAFE RIDES PROGRAM-SCS
- Safe Rides has successful debut here (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.36
  No vacation for DWI (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
  Safe rides hopes to expand (ltr), May 3, 1985, p.6
  Writer called 'irresponsible' (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
  Safe Rides resumes Friday night (list), Oct 4, 1985, p.3
  Supporting Safe Rides (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.26
  TV show tells story of Safe Rides, Nov 29, 1985, p.5
  Safe Rides is growing (Progress Edition; list), Jan 31, 1986, p.39
  For that SAFE ride home from the party (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.22
  Safe Rides is example of Scouts' service, Nov 21, 1986, p.26

SAFE RIDES-EMT
- Fire board aoves to revise station renovation proposal, Mar 13, 1987, p.11

SAFE RIDES-SCS
- A local institution: Safe Rides (list) (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.17
  (SCS Safe Rides make roads) Safer for all of us (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
  Thanks from Safe Rides (ltr), Mar 10, 1988, p.6

SAFETY
- SEE CHILDREN-HEALTH AND SAFETY, SAFETY MEASURES, PEDESTRIANS-SAFETY

SAFETY MEASURES
- Opponents W Grossman, S Sias in agreement on village safety, tree protection, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
  Election '85: incumbents E Hand, E Seidman air views (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1
  GBH Town Board bars right turns on red at Ardsley Rd and Old Arcy Rd (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.11
  Pedestrian safety campaign gets underway, Mar 3, 1985, p.1
  Greencroes Assn has meeting on safety, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
  Pedestrian Safety Month observed (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.3
  What to do when lightning strikes, Jun 28, 1985, p.2
  (Greenville Community) Council accuses town of lagging on safety issues in EMT, Oct 9, 1987, p.13
  SEE ALSO PEDESTRIANS-SAFETY, CHILDREN-HEALTH AND SAFETY

SAFIAN, BILLY
- A good life never dies (ltr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6

SAFIAN, KEN

SAFIAN, KENNETH
- SHS graduate W Safian slain in San Francisco (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
  Parents' help asked in curbing teens' drinking, Feb 12, 1988, p.5

SAFIAN, WILLIAM
- SHS graduate W Safian slain in San Francisco (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1

SAFIRSTEIN, LEAH
- Animals' best friends (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.3

SAFIRSTEIN, MARCIA
- Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
- SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32

SAFIRSTEIN, RACHEL
- SCS day campers make TV debut, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
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SAFIRSTEIN, RACHEL continued
  Workshop blues (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.16
SAFIRSTEIN, ROBERT
  New plan sends all sixth graders to junior high, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
SAFROHN, CARRIE
  Halloween contest draws huge turnout (photo; list), Oct 30, 1987, p.8
SAILING
  First American entry outsails catamaran fleet (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.6
  (J Wate's) sails are powered by 'nature's fire' (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.6
  And now the rest of the story, Apr 24, 1987, p.6
SAITO, NAOKAZU
  Friday night fun (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.10
SAITZ, JOAN
SAITZ, JOAN
  Master's degree can be a part-time pursuit (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.4
SAIMONE, MICHAEL
  First communion breakfast (photo; list), Jun 13, 1986, p.14
SALAZAR, ANN
  School sues student for $5.5 million, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
SALAZAR, ROBERT
  School sues student for $5.5 million, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
  Absurd case: suit against R Salazar (edit), Apr 4, 1986, p.6
  Outrageous but typical (ltr), Apr 11, 1986, p.6
  Town-gown conflict perceived (ltr), Apr 18, 1986, p.6
SALEM, AYMAN
  SEE AMIN-SALEM, AYMAN
SALENTO, MICHAEL (AU)
  Fifteen billion choices and nothing to wear (edit), Mar 8, 1985, p.7
SALES TAX
  SEE TAXATION
SALES, ALBERTO
  Xmas customs around the world are both similar and different, Dec 20, 1985, p.13
SALES, BIA
  Xmas customs around the world are both similar and different, Dec 20, 1985, p.13
  GCC approves proposed nominating changes, Feb 7, 1986, p.11
  Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11
  The gavel travels (photo; list), Jul 4, 1986, p.8
SALES, GINANNA
  PTSA gets new officers (photo; list), May 31, 1985, p.10
  She takes the cake (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.11
SALESMEN
  Unsavory salesmen, May 22, 1987, p.1
SALMBENE, JOHN (DR)
  Despite concerns, IHM giving shelter, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
SALLES, ELLEN
  An 'unsung hero' (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
SALLES, JULIE
  Final day at SCS High (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.3
SALLES, RICHARD
  SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1989, p.21
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SALLES, STANLEY
An 'unsung hero' (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6

SALMON, LEILA
Mallach center dedicated, Sep 25, 1986, p.11

SALMON, ARTHUR
Banker A K Salomon accused of attempted murder, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Salomon says he's not guilty, Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Salomon case goes to grand jury, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
Salomon indicted in shooting here, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
(A Salomon) Back in court, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
$20 million suit (against A Salomon by G Cotugno), Sep 4, 1987, p.1
Salomon trial, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
New trial date (for A Salomon), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
A K Salomon pleads guilty to reduced charge, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

SALOMONE, ERNEST
Cardinal J J O'Connor to celebrate Jubilee Mass at IHM (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.3

SALTZMAN, THOMAS
Cop, R Carozza, hailed as lifesaver, Jun 26, 1987, p.3

SALTZSTEIN, DAN
Cotton crosses to Greenacres (photo), May 17, 1985, p.14

SALVATERRA, RICHARD
How fit are SCS kids? New program may give an answer, Sep 4, 1987, p.1

SALVATION ARMY
Hundreds of mittens (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.5
That special help provided by the Salvation Army, Oct 17, 1986, p.24
A gift of warath for the holidays (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.3

SALZ, BARBARA
Board debates school bus aides; announces special ed program, Mar 29, 1985, p.11
Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

SALZ, LINDSAY
Funny faces (photo), Sep 6, 1985, p.1
A literary encounter (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.15
At Miss Covington's ladies still wear white gloves (photo), Oct 10, 1985, p.24
Safety poster prizes awarded (list), Mar 27, 1987, p.17

SALZER, RICHARD
Mr and Mrs R Salter receive Eye Donor proclamation; Eye Bank Dir cites need for donors (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.15

SALZMAN, JOAN
Columbia Pictures promotes ex-resident J M Salzman, Jun 14, 1985, p.8

SALZMAN, MICHAEL (DR)
Leading neurosurgeons gather in SCS, Aug 1, 1986, p.1

SAMBIASE, ANN
Winners of the DAR American History Essay Contest (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.8

SANN (OR DAMMANN), MARJORIE
New award (for best-managed youth service agency), Dec 24, 1987, p.5

SANNIBORNO, ART
Musical version of 'Anne Frank' to debut Sun (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.6

SANGSTAG, GORDON
Painter of SCS history G Sangstag returns (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.1
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SAEMUEL, BARBARA HELFFRICH
  Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

SAMUELS, FRANK
  F L Samuels dies, Nov 29, 1985, p.26

SAMUELS, JEFF
  Mystery surrounding P Bellwood's roots solved, Mar 1, 1985, p.1

SAMUELS, JEFFREY
  8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

SAMUELS, STANLEY (DR)
  No decision by board on Fort Hill subdivision, Sep 5, 1988, p.12

SAMUELSOH, JEFF
  Window issue continues to simmer, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
  Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

SAMUELSOH, JEFFREY
  Moratorium (on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

SAMUELSOH, L JEFFREY
  School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
  Don't replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
  Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
  Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
  Parents' help asked in curbing teens' drinking, Feb 12, 1988, p.5

SAMUELSOH, WENDY
  Moratorium (on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

SAMUELSOH, WENDY (AU)
  Moratorium (on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

SAN MARCO, JAMES
  Board debates school bus aides; announces special ed program, Mar 29, 1985, p.11
  Not to be forgotten (edit), Nov 15, 1985, p.6

SAN MARCO, JIM
  (Sports) Realignement will mean little change for EHS, Feb 19, 1988, p.11

SANCHEZ, CANDIDO
  Service with a smile (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.2

SANCHEZ, FILOMENO (DR)
  Dr F Sanchez dies, Dec 31, 1986, p.13

SANCHEZ, PHILIP
  Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
  Class of '87, you're the tops! (ltr), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
  The SCS High School graduating class of 1987 (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.10
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SANCHEZ, PHILIP continued

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS High School Class of '87 (photo) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.14

SANCHEZ, TERRY (AU)

We are truly blessed (ltr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6
Public thank you (ltr; list), Jan 9, 1987, p.6
Class of '87, you're the tops! (ltr), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

SANCHO, ROBERT

Hospital aide R Sancho named to state review panel, Jul 4, 1986, p.2

SANCTUARY MOVEMENT

On giving sanctuary (edit), Aug 15, 1986, p.7

SANDBERG, STUART (REV)

Desecrations at IHM church (ltr), Feb 8, 1985, p.6
Effort launched to combat hunger (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Support building for shelter program here (list), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Despite concerns, IHM giving shelter, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Drake-Edgewood favors plan to lease house to homeless (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Local priest, Rev S Sandberg, teacher, S Taylor, to visit Nicaragua, Jul 24, 1987, p.5
SCS priest, Rev S Sandberg, teacher, S Taylor, concedes aid to contras (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.1
Six-year-old L Bedin killed by school bus, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Cardinal J J O'Connor to celebrate Jubilee Mass at IHM (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.3
On a dark day, (Hitchcock) church members look ahead to bright future (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

SANDER, CHRISTOPHER

EMT fifth grader J O'Shea at home on stage (list), May 2, 1986, p.13

SANDERS, GERTUDE (AU)

Unemployment is a depressing state (edit), May 10, 1985, p.7

SANDERS, MARLENE

Presidents' day (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.9

SANINISTAS?

SCS priest, Rev S Sandberg, teacher, S Taylor, concedes aid to contras (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.1

SANDLER, CHERYL

Fund-raiser C D Sandier appointed, May 23, 1986, p.5

SANDLER, IRVING

(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

SANDLER, JEFFREY


SANDORF, JENNIFER

Nossen dance classes at five sites (photo) (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.4

SANFORD, ADELAIDE

Joseph Sobol elected education commissioner (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1

SANFORD, ANNE (AU)

Embarrassament on Walworth (ltr), May 22, 1987, p.6

SANGERMANO, THOMAS

Chase names T Sangermano manager of SCS office (photo) (Financial Planning Supp), Feb 27, 1987, p.13

SANITATION DEPT-GBH

Silent union pickets town (of GBH) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12
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SANITATION DEPT-SCS
G Richardson's the first (female sanitationperson) (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.3

SANDONE, CYNTHIA
Saoor to lead board (photo p.6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SANTA CLAUS
SEE CHRISTMAS

SANTA CLAUS
Something to sing about (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Sara and Santa (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.10
Santa Claus in cahoots with rec department (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Ringing in the holidays (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.4
A visit with Santa (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.13
(Novan's) Club proud of Juniorettes (ltr), Dec 31, 1987, p.6
SEE ALSO CHRISTMAS

SANTAGATA, FRANK
Heathcote children introduced to woodwind instruments, Nov 22, 1985, p.20

SANTANGELO, GEORGE
Festive time for history buffs (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.2

SANTIS, ELLEN DE
SEE DE SANTIS, ELLEN

SANTHIRE, GARY (REV)
First interfaith service here unites Jews and Christians (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.1
At Baptist installation (of Rev J Morrison) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.14
Hosanna! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.10

SANTOMERO FAMILY (AU)
Partying as it ought to be (ltr), Jul 3, 1987, p.6

SANTOS, LOUIS DOS
SEE DOS SANTOS, LOUIS

SANTUCCI, JOHN
P Pickelle named to probe Manes case (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.1
P Pickelle named city attorney of Yonkers (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3

SAPERSTEIN, DAVID
Fila biz how-to is slick choice at SAS opener (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.6

SAPIEONE, STEVE
Not too late for the party (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.9

SAR
SEE SONS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

SARLO, HUMPHREY

SARLS, LOTT
Historically speaking: SCS' connection to US Constitution, Sep 18, 1987, p.6

SARNO, RICHARD
R L Sarno dies, Sep 19, 1986, p.14

SARULLO, BARBARA
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

SARULLO, BARBARA LEIFER-
SEE LEIFER-SARULLO, BARBARA

SASIA, BOB
Police officers praised (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
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SASIELA, JOSEPH
Computer courses focus on software (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.9

SASSOGER, DORIS
Party mixes politics with show business (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.1

SAT
SEE SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TESTS

SATO, ERIKO
Eight join (Hoff Barthelson) music school faculty, Oct 30, 1987, p.21

SATO, MIKI
"Let's talk," say Japanese women to villagers here (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.6

SAUNDERS, EMILY
Woodlands (High School) athletes give anti-drug talk (to fourth through eighth graders), Jan 15, 1988, p.11

SAUNDERS, JUDITH (AU)
Nowhere to park (ltr), Jun 27, 1986, p.6

Savage, Hugh
H M Savage dies, Nov 21, 1986, p.16

Savage, Marcia (DR)
College president Dr S Savage urges women not to forget their priorities, Dec 18, 1987, p.5

Savarese, John
Firemen respond to wedding bells (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6

Finest beat the bravest (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.20

Bradford fire still unexplained (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.3

Fire breaks out in Garth Road apartment (photo), May 8, 1987, p.1

Twelve firefighters receive awards for excellence, Nov 27, 1987, p.4

(Firemen have) Hot work on a cold day (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.1

Savarese, Pam
Maroon and white seek boarders; (officers listed), Oct 16, 1987, p.13

Savarese, Wilda
Board of Education elects S Elder new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1

SAVE HARMLESS PROVISION
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-STATE AID, SCHOOLS-EMT-STATE AID

SAVELSON, Dan
The sounds of caring (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.26

Deer-eat-fense!! (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.1

SAVELSON, DeDe (AU)
Plea to a builder (re 10 Cooper Rd) (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6

"Learning experience" seen (in "window issue") (ltr), Jan 29, 1989, p.6

SAVELSON, Robert
Demolition of house protested in vain, Dec 24, 1986, p.1

SAVELSON, Robert (AU)
Plea to a builder (re 10 Cooper Rd) (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6

SAVIANO, John
Welcome to the force (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.19

Tight squeeze, Dec 5, 1986, p.1

Twelve firefighters receive awards for excellence, Nov 27, 1987, p.4

SAVINO, Thomas
Burglary suspect tracked down, Feb 8, 1985, p.1

Drunk driving seen on decline (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.5

Grim assignment (photo), Feb 8, 1987, p.4

SAWE, Joanne (AU)
What if pool had been closed! (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
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SAXON WOODS PARK
  Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

SAYTON, WILLIAM
  Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

SSEA
  SEE TAXATION-SCS

SCANCARELLI, ADRIENNE
  Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
  Voters decide it’s not time for a change (chart), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
  Pre-election GOP get-together (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.9

SCARA, MIRIAM
  SCS faces the retirement of ten village employees, Feb 22, 1985, p.6

SCARCELLA, ANTHONY
  Planning Bd rules that 8 houses can be built at 465 Mamaroneck Rd, Mar 8, 1985, p.3
  Marx mansion eyed as potential museum, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
  BAR sees plans for homes on Marx estate, Apr 26, 1985, p.2
  First home on Marx property okayed by BAR, May 24, 1985, p.2
  Insurance problems blocking art display (photo p.81), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
  Dioguardi finally gets BAR's okay, Sep 13, 1985, p.2
  Board considering Marx estate home, Sep 27, 1985, p.2
  BAR okay's third home on former Marx estate, Dec 20, 1985, p.2
  Fifth house approved on Weaver, May 16, 1986, p.3
  Sixth house okayed on Marx estate, May 30, 1986, p.5
  Soaring prices spur home-building boom (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.1
  BAR gives approval to three new homes, Nov 21, 1986, p.2
  Three houses approved on former Marx estate, Dec 12, 1986, p.2
  Development curb, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
  Three new houses get BAR's approval (one is first plantation-style house), Apr 24, 1987, p.2
  House plans draw BAR disfavor, Mar 18, 1988, p.3
  Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3

SCC-FOREIGN POPULATION
  PTA programs help ease culture shock for arriving international families (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.5

SCHACHTER, WILLIAM
  Robotics society forms here, Apr 5, 1985, p.3

SCHAEFFER, ANNE
  Elementary math instruction subject of report to Board of Education, Jan 18, 1985, p.3
  Mid-year report on the schools (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.23
  Board (of Ed) asks budget of $30 million, tax hike of 5.6%, May 9, 1986, p.1
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
  Changes in store for 6th graders at junior high, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
  Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
  Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

SCHAEFFER, CHARLES (DR-AU)
  How to talk to children (edit), Feb 15, 1985, p.7
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Article</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCHAFFER, JOHNATHAN</td>
<td>Seven EMT seniors are Merit Semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHAFFER, TALIA</td>
<td>EHS student T Schaffer gets award, Nov 8, 1985, p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHANBERG, SYDNEY</td>
<td>In Cambodia, 'holocaust' is the word (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHANDLER, AMY</td>
<td>Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHANDLER, JON</td>
<td>E Woolf presents check from auxiliary to J Hofheiser (photo), May 3, 1985, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WP Hospital honors top teen volunteers (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Auxiliaries' 'Day at the Races' raises $60,000 for White Plains Hospital (photo), May 8, 1987, p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Always a helping hand: R Herzog honored (photo), May 22, 1987, p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White Plains Hospital honors Joseph Hofheiser (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White Plains Hospital plans to expand, Apr 1, 1988, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHAPIRO, DAN</td>
<td>EHS sports and sportsmen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHAPS, ALYSSA</td>
<td>PTA programs help ease culture shock for arriving international families (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Molding young artists (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHEAR, DORIS</td>
<td>Clarification (of Oct 11 article) (ltr), Oct 18, 1985, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHEAR, JUDITH</td>
<td>Josephine Reed: &quot;STEP turned my life around&quot; (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHEAR, STANLEY</td>
<td>New citizens (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commission for homeless forced (photo; list), Feb 7, 1986, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>After 22 years, Stanley Scheer sells Jespersen's Pastry Shop, May 2, 1986, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F Richard Wolff, noted realtor, dies (photo), May 30, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Offer to house homeless here draws criticism, Nov 28, 1986, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Civil liberties honor for S Scheer (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Congressional candidates H Fish, D Mehiel, N Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extension program elects Scarsdalians, Feb 5, 1988, p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two (S Scheer, A Tourk) renominated (to Westchester County Homeless Commission), Mar 11, 1988, p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHEAR, STANLEY (AU)</td>
<td>A free press; We are stronger for it (edit), Aug 9, 1985, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHECHTER, ROBERT</td>
<td>Former resident R Schechter heads agency, Nov 22, 1985, p.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHECHTMAN, GIDEON</td>
<td>Petschek Chair appointment (to G Schechtman) announced, Sep 13, 1985, p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHECK, ELLIOT</td>
<td>These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCS Nat'l Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHEFFLEIN, ERNEST</td>
<td>Music school names C Hane assistant director (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHEIBE, ALEXANDRA</td>
<td>Salsaundy anyone? (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Play, T-shirts revive Greenacres memories (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHEIN, ANN</td>
<td>Farewell tribute to musical couple, A Schein and E Carlyss (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SCHELL, GARNETT
G O Schell dies, Dec 4, 1987, p.21

SCHER, ERIC
Checking out the hardware at Parents' League awards dinner (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.11

SCHER, GINA
Cum Laude inducts 13, Sep 25, 1987, p.12
War on nuclear weapons at EHS, Jan 22, 1988, p.11

SCHER, W (AU)
Disgraceful antics (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6

SCHER, WILLIAM
Sale of (GBH's Old Tarrytown Rd) school soon to be final, Mar 4, 1988, p.12

SCHERER, MARIE
M E Scherer dies, Jan 21, 1986, p.10

SCHERF, JOHN
Final school redistricting plan announced, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
BAR gives go-ahead to (Mormon) church addition, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1986, p.1

SCHERF, LAUREN
Having a Colonial Christmas (photo), Dec 19, 1936, p.3

SCHIEFER, ROSALYN
R Scheuer dies, Jan 11, 1985, p.10

SCHICK, ANITA
Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1

SCHIEF, FLORENCE
F Schief dies, Feb 12, 1988, p.14

SCHIFFER, EDWARD
O'Rourke won't say if he's running; Club officers named (list), Apr 11, 1936, p.3

SCHIFFER, MARK (DR)
Schiffer elected to Amer. College of Cardiology, Oct 18, 1985, p.10

SCHIFFMAN, STEPHANIE

SCHILLER, MARVIN
M Schiller re-elected by accounting assn, Feb 8, 1985, p.4
Local man M Schiller re-elected by management consultants, Feb 13, 1987, p.5

SCHILLER, MARVIN (DR)
Management consultants elect SCS man M Schiller (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.2

SCHILLER, NANCY
Fathers names resident M Schiller VP, Nov 22, 1985, p.12

SCHINDLER, ALEXANDER (RABBI)
Rabbi J Stern honored (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.22

SCHIRL, (MRS STUART)
Message of appreciation (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

SCHIROTA, BARBARA (AU)
Praise for ambulance corps (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

SCHLACTUS, ELLEN
Day camp is one answer to parents' dilemma (photo; cont p.14), Jul 18, 1986, p.6

SCHLACTUS, PETER
New rules stir protest at SHS, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
P Schlactus honored (photo), Mar 29, 1986, p.4
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
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SCHLECHTER, KENNETH
Medical Care facility opens on Central Avenue, Aug 22, 1986, p.2

SCHLEITER, RICHARD
Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Clerk of the works: Dahlke, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1

SCHLEITER, RICHARD (DR)
School board names Dr R Schleiter assistant superintendent, May 22, 1987, p.1
Board of Ed imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Bold leadership (edit), Jul 17, 1987, p.6
Time of transition for SCS schools, but basics are the same (photo) (Education '87 Supp), Aug 23, 1987, p.1
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Technical difficulties (with school phone system), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Panel ponders effects here of Supreme Court ruling, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Esthetic deterioration (ltr), Oct 23, 1987, p.6
Despite pleas, old windows will go (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
Soaring health insurance rates may cost schools $1.5 million, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Superintendent Dr R Hibschan arrives (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; welcomes Dr R Hibschan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1

SCHLESINGER, CLEO
Forty years later, veteran W. Lane studies Japanese again (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.3

SCHLESINGER, JARROD
Determined donor (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.20

SCHLESINGER, MICHAEL (AU)
Respect Mr. Winston's wishes (ltr), Mar 28, 1986, p.6
He opposes program cut back (ltr), May 23, 1986, p.6

SCHLESINGER, SANFORD (AU)
Setting goals for estate planning (edit), Jul 12, 1985, p.7

SCHLOSSER, AMITA
A Schlosser dies, Jan 24, 1986, p.16

SCHLOSSER, SAMUEL
S J Schlosser dies, Mar 8, 1985, p.17

SCHMIDT, CHESTER
C J Schmidt dies, Jul 19, 1985, p.14

SCHMIDT, RIE
Flute Force to play at SUNY (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.17

SCHMIDT, SCOTT
Local volunteers are cited, Mar 11, 1988, p.8

SCHMITT, JOE
Village was geared for Gloria; massive clean-up underway (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.1

SCHMOLKA, ANDREW
Open campus policy still poses problems, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
SCHMOLKA, ANDREW continued
Congressional visitors: M Citron and A Schaolka (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.4
SCS residents A Schaolka, D Singer, P Olander in running for volunteer of the year honor, Apr 11, 1986, p.5
Schaolka wins top award, Jun 6, 1986, p.20

SCHMOLKA, LUCY
PTA Scholarship drive begins, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
Keep goal within reach: SCS HS Scholarship Fund (edit), Feb 8, 1985, p.6
SFS PTA scholarship fund ahead of last year, Mar 22, 1985, p.3
Annual donation: Former Gov M Wilson presents check for PTA Scholarship Fund to L Schaolka (photo), Mar 29, 1985, p.5
SCS Auxiliary elects new president, May 3, 1985, p.2
Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Rec council hears from public, Nov 8, 1985, p.3
Thinking of casp, Feb 7, 1986, p.1
School board seeks assistance in financing renovation of track, May 23, 1986, p.1
Volunteers—their reasons for bucking trend (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.6
Pool backers make pitch, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Auxiliaries' "Day at the Races" raises $60,000 for White Plains Hospital (photo), May 8, 1987, p.3
Auxiliary elects C S Johnson new president (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.8
Committee forced to pick Bowl winner, Oct 9, 1987, p.5
Joseph Ullman to receive (SCS) bowl (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Joseph Ullman praised as a man of fairness, modesty and kindness (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.2

SCHOLKA, LUCY (AV)
Dozen to receive scholarships (list), Jun 28, 1985, p.6

SCHNECKNER, PETER
Professors P Schneckner and B Keckler write book on study skills, Mar 22, 1985, p.9

SCHNEID, STEVEN
A Torah is dedicated (photo), May 10, 1985, p.20

SCHNEIDER, BRUCE
And the year 5748 begins (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1

SCHNEIDER, CAROL
C E Schneider appointed vice pres, publicity, Random House (photo), Mar 6, 1985, p.4
O'Neill rates the Presidents—past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1

SCHNEIDER, EDWARD
Hospital elects board leaders, Apr 5, 1985, p.4

SCHNEIDER, KURT

SCHNEIDER, MAUREEN
They'll be voting in November (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.5
Greenacres residents argue pros, cons of closing (Huntington) Rd, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Greening project nearing completion (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.4
Fireworks and games to mark 4th (list), Jun 27, 1986, p.1
LNV left wondering, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Trustees postpone cable TV decision, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
(Hitchcock) Church seeks to enlarge sanctuary, Jan 30, 1987, p.3
Hitchcock okays exterior design of new sanctuary (illus), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
(Huntington path) Going to seed, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
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SCHNEIDER, MAUREEN (AU)
  Praise from his neighbors (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
  Thanks all around (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
  Lack of communication (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

SCHNEIDER, NORMAN
  Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1

SCHNEIDER, PAM
  Thanksgiving for the blind (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.5

SCHNEIDER, THOMAS (AU)
  A way to pay for a pool (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

SCHNEIDER, TOM
  Twelve-screen Multiplex Cinemas open, Dec 24, 1986, p.11

SCHNEIDER, TOM (AU)
  Praise from his neighbors (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6

SCHNEIDER, YOLANDA SANDRI
  Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

SCHNEIDERMANN, EDWARD
  Fire rages historic house (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.5

SCHNITZLER, MATT

SCHNUR, STEVEN (AU)
  Baby Fae and choices (edit), Apr 26, 1985, p.7
  Trees as lovely as a poem (edit), May 17, 1985, p.7
  Lest we forget—Memorial Day 1985 (edit), May 31, 1985, p.7
  Why not a SWAT team for relief? (edit), Jan 24, 1986, p.7

SCHOELKOPF, JANE
  It was 'love at first sight' for local John Storrs scholar N Frackan (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.9

SCHOELKOPF, ROBERT
  It was 'love at first sight' for local John Storrs scholar N Frackan (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.9

SCHOEN, HERBERT
  Village agrees to eliminate parking lot from Crossway plan, Mar 1, 1985, p.1

SCHOEN, MARIAN
  OR welcomes new parents, Sep 13, 1985, p.16
  Reception to honor teachers retiring from Quaker Ridge; PTA slate announced (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.17
  PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

SCHOENBRUN, REGINA
  Former teacher R Schoenbrun joins Raggie (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.17

SCHOENBRUN, WALTER
  Four join nature center board (list), Jan 21, 1986, p.11

SCHOENBRUN, WAYNE
  (GBH) Nature center unveils expansion, renovation plan, May 29, 1987, p.11

SCHOENDORF, ANTHONY
  (GBH) Nature Center gets a grant, Dec 11, 1987, p.14

SCHOENFELD, DAWN
  Chinese School keeps traditions vibrant in USA (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.6

SCHOENFELD, MYRON (DR)
  (Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

SCHOENFELD, NEIL
  Birders spot ordinary and rare at the Christmas count (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.1
  Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
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SCHOENIG, B (AU)
Man's best friend needs you (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6

SCHOFIELD, NELSON
Historically speaking; Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J. McDonald (map), Oct 30, 1987, p.4

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS
SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS
Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J. S. Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1986, p.6
In support of governor's plan (ltr), Feb 28, 1988, p.6
MS senior K. Harris wins scholarship (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.15
95 win state scholarships (list), Mar 25, 1988, p.15
(Masters) School honors local students, Mar 25, 1988, p.15
SEE ALSO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID

SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TESTS
Educational underground probed, May 24, 1985, p.1
Group tutoring favored (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
SAT scores: what do they really prove? (edit), Sep 27, 1985, p.7
Top SAT scores: Nov 8, 1985, p.1
Speaker D. Owen debunks value of SAT's, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Schools score high in state assessment, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Students pass state tests, Dec 19, 1986, p.11
All about SAT tutoring, Apr 10, 1987, p.15
Verbal SAT's drop, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Correction (to April 10 SAT article), Apr 17, 1987, p.9
(SHS SAT scores) Back on top, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
(EMT) District verbal scores lag (behind math scores), Feb 12, 1988, p.10

SCHOLLES, ROGER
One-man show by Scarsdalian R. Scholle (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.24

SCHOMBERGER, DIANE
Budget process (for EMT Bd of Ed) already underway, Oct 16, 1987, p.11

SCHONTHAL, RUTH
Salon Musicaute presents composer R Schontal, Jan 11, 1985, P.12

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-ELECTIONS
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT-ELECTIONS

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-EMT
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT-ELECTIONS

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-ELECTIONS
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SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS continued
Because of redistricting, four (B Hudgins, R Golden, L Mezein, J Steger) must resign from SBMC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Group rebukes school board; by oustding Gavrin (photo p 4), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Unclear message (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
A blow to decency (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Letter to David Gavrin (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Appallingly accurate (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
A slap at public service (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Breach of confidentiality (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Criticism from a colleague (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Beyond indignation (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
An act of vengeance (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Clear violation seen (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Candidate interviews advocated (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
SCS's own 'Deep Throat'? (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-ELECTIONS

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS-ELECTIONS
Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
More participation wanted (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6
Two go to polls in second vote (for Unit F, School Board Nominating Committee), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS-ELECTIONS?
Committee: Vote Tuesday (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6

SCHOOL BOARD-ENT
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-ENT

SCHOOL BOARD-SCS
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS

SCHOOL BUDGET-ENT
SEE SCHOOLS-ENT-BUDGET

SCHOOL BUDGET-SCS
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-BUDGET

SCHOOL BUILDINGS-OBH
Sale of OBH's Old Tarrytown Road school soon to be final, Mar 4, 1988, p.12

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
Exemplary drivers, Nov 22, 1985, p.1

SCHOOL BUSES
Board debates school bus aides; announces special ed program, Mar 29, 1985, p.11
Lower enrollment seen; board to study options, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Seat belts on school buses called for here, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Board (of Ed) asks budget of $30 million, tax hike of 5.6%, May 9, 1986, p.1
Legislator K Carsky backs seatbelts (ltr), May 9, 1986, p.6
Learning disabled program attacked; May 16, 1986, p.1
Parents protest revised program for the disabled, May 23, 1986, p.1
School budget goes to a vote on Wednesday, Jun 6, 1986, p.1
School, village plan to borrow, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Smashing victory for (school) budget, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Smaller to lead board (photo p 61), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Driving with care near school buses (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.27
School critic's defense (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
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SCHOOL CROSSING GUARDS-SCS
  Labor unrest: PBA files for binding arbitration, Nov 20, 1987, p.1

SCHOOL DISCIPLINE
  SEE SCHOOLS-EMT-DISCIPLINE, SCHOOLS-SCS-DISCIPLINE

SCHOOL NURSES
  SEE NURSES

SCHOOL TAX
  SEE TAXATION-GBH, TAXATION-SCS

SCHOOLS
  That's what education is all about (edit), Mar 8, 1985, p.7
  Tuition tax credits-a 'diversion' (edit), Apr 12, 1985, p.7
  Local woman B Friedan named to board of Bulova School, May 24, 1985, p.3
  New Principal: I Lustgarten (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.10
  Temple Israel offers elective courses for high school juniors and seniors (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.28
  BOCES' role in proposed high school (edit), Jan 10, 1986, p.7
  Alcott Montessori School moving from Ardsley to Crane Road site in SCS, Mar 28, 1986, p.12
  In divorce, the school can be supportive (edit), Oct 10, 1986, p.7
  Parents can make schools improve (edit), Apr 24, 1987, p.7
  Local teacher J Schwartz on state task force says school restructuring needed, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
  SEE ALSO ART SCHOOLS, LANGUAGE SCHOOLS, DANCE SCHOOLS, MUSIC SCHOOLS

SCHOOLS, ART
  SEE ART SCHOOLS

SCHOOLS, CHINESE
  Chinese School keeps traditions vibrant in USA (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.6
  Superintendent reports on 'high school of excellence', Jun 28, 1985, p.11
  Year of the Tiger (photo; list), Jan 31, 1986, p.1
  (EMT) Board (of Ed) ponders use of school facilities by outside groups, Jul 17, 1987, p.9
  SCS Nat 1 Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22

SCHOOLS, DANCE
  SEE DANCE SCHOOLS

SCHOOLS, LANGUAGE
  SEE LANGUAGE SCHOOLS

SCHOOLS, MILITARY
  SEE US MILITARY ACADEMY (WEST POINT), US NAVAL ACADEMY

SCHOOLS, MUSIC
  SEE MUSIC SCHOOLS

SCHOOLS, PRIVATE
  C W Korngold invited to establish Montessori program, Feb 22, 1985, p.11
  Tuition tax credits-a 'diversion' (edit), Apr 12, 1985, p.7
  Local residents earn diplomas at private high schools (Graduation Supp; list), Jun 28, 1985, p.27
  Prep schools list graduates (list), Jul 5, 1985, p.2
  Resident J Mackenty honored, May 30, 1986, p.11
  Local residents awarded private school diplomas (list); Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.22
  R Shubert new director of SCS religious school (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.16
  Private schools honor SCS students (list), Jun 12, 1987, p.19

SCHOOLS, PRIVATE-GRADUATION
  Private schools award diplomas to SCS-EMT students (list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.7

SCHOOLS-BRARCHL-FRANSL-HIGH SCHOOL-PERFORMING ARS
  Making beautiful music together (photo), May 1, 1987, p.10

SCHOOLS-CORPORATE AID
  SEE BUSINESS AND EDUCATION
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SCHOOLS-CS-WINDOWS
Disregard for tradition? (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-DOBBS FERRY-MASTERS SCHOOL
K Ash, D Cohen, S Schiffman win awards, Jun 5, 1987, p.10
(Masters) School honors local students, Mar 25, 1988, p.15

SCHOOLS-EASTCHESTER
The view from Eastchester (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
Battle continues to preserve windows, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT
Greenville Com Council tells schools to look for ineligible students, Jan 11, 1985, P.11
EMT school board favors seat belts on buses; search continues for supt, Jan 11, 1985, P.11
S Albert to leave EMT school board (photo), Jan 11, 1985, P.11
S Albert to leave EMT school board (photo), Jan 11, 1985, P.11
EMT residents call for supt who will stay full tert, Jan 18, 1985, p.14
GBM may triple fine for illegal parking, Jan 18, 1985, p.14
Super Heroes visit Seely Place school (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.11
EMT school board grants Dr T Edwards tenure (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.11
Getting ready for International Dinner at Seely Place school (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.10
S Albert, N DuBois, R Maslow, D Treadway proposed to EMT School Board Nominating Com, Feb 22, 1985, p.11
Over one-third of EHS seniors earn Regents scholarships (list), Mar 1, 1985, p.10
EMT music students make all-state, all-county instrumental, choral groups (list), Mar 1, 1985, p.10
Scholarship Council (EMT) requests support, Apr 5, 1985, p.11
Edwards to leave EHS; Taddiken will succeed him (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.11
Board may move Latin program; Seely Place improvements proposed, Apr 19, 1985, p.11
Ten year teachers (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.14
International Day in EMT (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.11
Albany grants EMT district the right to pick superintendent, May 17, 1985, p.11
Off to a running start (photo), Sep 6, 1985, p.11
District gets high marks, Dec 13, 1985, p.13
EMT schools enjoy banner year (Progress Edition; photo), Jan 31, 1985, p.23
For Dr Calzi, it was a bad day, Feb 14, 1986, p.11
He's worried about safety (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
Goals development workshop brings together diverse groups (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.10
PTA/PTSA (EMT) for Safe Homes, Mar 7, 1986, p.11
Special services director, L Locasio, is named, Mar 21, 1986, p.11
Students' views sought on ESL, Apr 11, 1986, p.11
Get ready, get set, go! (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.9
New faces (in EMT school district) (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.10
Students pass state tests, Dec 19, 1986, p.11
Carsky asks schools to join in planting trees, Mar 6, 1987, p.10
EMT lists successes and defines goals (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
Phaedrus: happiness in a two-room schoolhouse (Part I) (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.11
At Phaedrus, the aim is 'educating the whole kid' (Part II) (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-ATTENDANCE
Central Ave focus of Greenville Com Coun meeting, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
Board to meet with town, Sep 27, 1985, p.11
Draft policy on residence is subject of board meeting, Oct 11, 1985, p.11
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SCHOOLS-EMT-ATTENDANCE  continued
  Few nominating system changes (list), Mar 6, 1987, p.11
  Correction: EMT does not accept non-resident students, Apr 24, 1987, p.5
  SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-EMT-TUITION

SCHOOLS-EMT-BUDGET
  SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT-BUDGET

SCHOOLS-EMT-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
  New quarters for children's center, Jul 25, 1986, p.9
  Administrators divvy up duties, Sep 26, 1986, p.13

SCHOOLS-EMT-COMMITTEE ON SPECIAL EDUCATION
  LoCasio gives recommendations on Edgemont's special ed program, May 22, 1987, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-COMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED
  New quarters for children's center, Jul 25, 1986, p.9
  EMT schools set goals in '86 (photo p 14) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT-COMMUNITY SERVICE
  Typists raise money (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-COMPUTER PROGRAM
  Computers focus of GOALS meeting, Nov 27, 1987, p.12

SCHOOLS-EMT-CURRICULUM
  Parents call for improvements in seventh grade curriculum, May 16, 1986, p.11
  Tuthill to leave district; new business head named (photo), May 30, 1986, p.11
  Sophomores will retain exception from g.a. classes, Jun 13, 1986, p.11
  Consultant gives recommendations for district's G/T program, Jun 20, 1986, p.11
  Board okays program, Jun 27, 1986, p.11
  (EMT) Board gets instruction update, Feb 6, 1987, p.11
  Developing capable young people remains school district goal, Nov 6, 1987, p.13

SCHOOLS-EMT-DISCIPLINE
  Tax reform, discipline topics at school board meeting, Nov 29, 1985, p.13

SCHOOLS-EMT-EMPLOYEES-WAGES AND SALARIES
  District's clerical staff to get a 6.4 percent hike, Aug 15, 1986, p.9
  (EMT) Board (of Ed) ponders use of school facilities by outside groups, Jul 17, 1987, p.9
  Salary increases for district administrators, Aug 14, 1987, p.9
  SEE ALSO TEACHERS-EMT-WAGES AND SALARIES

SCHOOLS-EMT-ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM
  Students' views sought on ESL, Apr 11, 1986, p.11
  Tuthill to leave district; new business head named (photo), May 30, 1986, p.11
  Community ponders ESL program, Nov 27, 1987, p.13
  (EMT) District to ban smoking at school, Dec 11, 1987, p.15

SCHOOLS-EMT-ENROLLMENT
  Board considers changes for gifted and first graders, May 31, 1985, p.11
  Board again looks at policy on residence, Oct 31, 1985, p.11
  New quarters for children's center, Jul 25, 1986, p.9
  (EMT) Board (of Ed) pares budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10
  SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-EMT-TUITION

SCHOOLS-EMT-EVALUATION
  Data shows (EMT) school district is doing well, Dec 24, 1987, p.13

SCHOOLS-EMF-FACULTY
  SEE TEACHERS-EMT

SCHOOLS-EMT-GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM
  Board considers changes for gifted and first graders, May 31, 1985, p.11
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SCHOOLS-EMT-GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM continued
Advisory committee reports on changes for the gifted, Sep 27, 1985, p.11
Divisions emerge over gifted, talented program, Jan 17, 1986, p.13
Board appoints teacher for district's gifted students, Feb 28, 1986, p.9
Students sign petition in support of teacher S Long, Apr 18, 1986, p.11
Consultant gives recommendations for district's G/T program, Jun 20, 1986, p.11
Board okays program, Jun 27, 1986, p.11
New quarters for children's center, Jul 25, 1986, p.9
(EMT) Board gets instruction update, Feb 4, 1987, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-GIFTED PROGRAM
Dvorkin is new (EMT) board (of Ed) president; new enrichment program adopted, Jul 3, 1987, p.9

SCHOOLS-EMT-GREENVILLE
New teachers at Greenville (photo), May 10, 1985, p.10
Camp and sports helped G'ville sixth graders meet counterparts at Seely Pk (Grad Supp; photo; list), Jun 28, 1985, p.21
Stop, drop and roll (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.12
Brains, anyone? (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.10
Students hear opera, Nov 15, 1985, p.11
On stage (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.12
Jumping in with both feet (photo), Jan 21, 1986, p.11
Truck Day at Greenville School (photo), May 16, 1986, p.10
Operation Balloon Launch (photo), May 16, 1986, p.11
Up, up and across town (photo; list), Jul 4, 1986, p.8
Greenville graduates to strains of new school song (photo; list) (Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.20
First-day blues (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.25
Computer lab opens (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.11
An early feast (photo), Nov 20, 1986, p.11
EMT schools set goals in '86 (photo p 14) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Fleeting fame (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.10
Sixth graders: They're still crazy (about camp) after all these years (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.11
A three-fold celebration (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.10
Onward and upward for EMT 6th graders (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.20
Happy Halloween (a little late) (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.14
Data shows (EMT) school district is doing well, Dec 24, 1987, p.13
Enter the dragon!, Feb 19, 1988, p.11
Sounding good: J Stark, M Berengarten, V Patel, D Tarasiewicz (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-GREENVILLE SCHOOL
Books and looks (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.12

SCHOOLS-EMT-GREENVILLE-PERFORMING ARTS
In good voice (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.14

SCHOOLS-EMT-HEALTH INSURANCE
Health insurance rates (for EMT school district) skyrocket, Oct 30, 1987, p.13

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL
Two EMT HS seniors awarded Merit Scholarships, Apr 26, 1985, p.14
Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendent, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
Top students named (list), Oct 11, 1985, p.10
Vandals deface EHS, Oct 25, 1985, p.12
Administrators to be hired soon, Jan 31, 1986, p.10
ECCE is seeking parent replies, Jan 31, 1986, p.10
Gung hei faat choy! (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.11
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SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL continued
Thirty-five EHS students win Regents scholarships (list), Mar 7, 1986, p.11
Welcome: R McGuigan welcomes J Chase to Language conference at EHS (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.11
For EHS athletes, sports award dinner is a rewarding experience (photo; list), Mar 14, 1986, p.11
Community is alarmed by EHS survey on drug use, Mar 14, 1986, p.11
I do: "Marriages" at EHS Senior Carnival (photo), Mar 20, 1986, p.11
Students sign petition in support of teacher S Long, Apr 18, 1986, p.11
Seventh graders are commended by Hopkins Center for Talented Youth (photo; list), May 9, 1986, p.10
China Digs dance spectacular will debut at EMT High (list), May 23, 1986, p.11
Top students join Cum Laude (photo; list), Jun 7, 1986, p.11
E Riblinger named EHS counselor of the year, Jun 13, 1986, p.10
Rocking for famine (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.11
Sophomares will retain exemption from gyn classes, Jun 13, 1986, p.11
Host with the most (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.11
Good senior citizens (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.9
Assistant principal named: D Pearlmian, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
Five EHS students are Merit semifinalists, Sep 12, 1986, p.12
Senior art (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.13
Junior year can be a bad time (edit), Sep 19, 1986, p.7
Administrators divvy up duties, Sep 26, 1986, p.13
Reviewing the application (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.11
One-stop shopping for kids right on high school grounds, Dec 24, 1986, p.9
(EMT) High school to cart its refuse, Jan 16, 1987, p.11
48 (from EHS) are Regents winners (list), Feb 27, 1987, p.9
Pearlmian to leave (EHS), Feb 27, 1987, p.9
Friday night fun (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.10
(EMT) School board approves 6.9-percent tax hike (list), Apr 10, 1987, p.11
(EMT) Students named Merit leaders (list), May 1, 1987, p.10
(EMT) Students earn awards in Latin exam (list), May 1, 1987, p.11
Signing up (to vote) (photo), May 8, 1987, p.10
Thirteen are inducted into Cum Laude (photo; list), Jun 5, 1987, p.10
Fairs were lots better than fair (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.10
R Conboy to be assistant principal (at EHS), Jun 12, 1987, p.11
EMT High Students honored (photo; list), Jun 19, 1987, p.10
Snisky Award goes to A Dalton, T McGuigan, M Mohr (list), Jun 19, 1987, p.10
SCS, EMT eye joint school programs, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
The graduates of EMT High School (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.8
Model UN delegates use summertime to prepare (list), Jul 10, 1987, p.9
Seven EMT seniors are Merit Semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.12
Cum Laude inducts 13, Sep 25, 1987, p.12
Graduate in '88 (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.13
(SHS SAT scores) Back on top, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
Shopping at (Edgemont High) school (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.12
Data shows (EMT) school district is doing well, Dec 24, 1987, p.13
War on nuclear weapons at EHS, Jan 22, 1988, p.11
SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-ALUMNI
Reunited (at EHS alumni tea) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.10
SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-BUILDERS CLUB
A cause for celebration: E Kuhlman's 102nd birthday (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.13
SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
Sneak preview (for R, M Cardarelli (photo) (Education 87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5
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SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-CENTER FOR LEARNING

E Clay honored at ceremony (Dedication: photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.13

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-CLUBS

Debate team is among the best (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAM

(EMT) Board (of Ed) considers requiring students to serve community, Apr 24, 1987, p.11

Unresponsiveness (by EHT Bd of Ed) charged, Jun 26, 1987, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-CONCERT BAND

Getting it together (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.13

Groups take second and third at music festival, Jun 5, 1987, p.10

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-CONDUCT, DISCIPLINE CODE

(EMT) Board (of Ed) looks at EHS conduct code, Aug 14, 1987, p.9

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-CURRICULUM

EHS is complying with Regents requirements, Jan 30, 1987, p.11

BOCES construction plan would save school district thousands, May 1, 1987, p.11

Calculus, Italian courses will stay, May 8, 1987, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-DEBATE TEAM

SEE SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-CLUBS

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-ESL TUTORS

Local groups nominated for top volunteer, Mar 6, 1987, p.2

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADING SYSTEM

ECCE: Don't change grading system, Oct 17, 1986, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION

Time out from prom for a photo (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.10

EHT high school students honored for their many achievements (photo; list), Jun 21, 1985, p.11

Graduation day marks end of years at EHS for 148 seniors (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.11

EHT High School Class of 1985 (Graduation Supp; photo; list), Jun 29, 1985, p.8

EHT High students honored (photo; list), Jun 27, 1986, p.10

Class of '86 bids EHS a fond adieu at graduation (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.9

EHT High School Class of '86 (photo; list) (Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.11

Before the prom (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.11

Graduation '87 was short and sweet for 131 seniors (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-HISTORY

The good old days at EHS, Sep 25, 1987, p.13

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-HONOR ROLL

EMT Teachers' Assn) approves new health plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-MADRIGAL CHOIR

Tidings of comfort and joy (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.12

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-PERFORMING ARTS

Dancin' (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.10

Making beautiful music together (photo), May 1, 1987, p.10

Enter the dragon!, Feb 19, 1988, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-PERSONAL NARRATIVES

It seems like yesterday (edit), Jan 25, 1985, p.7

The good old days at EHS, Sep 25, 1987, p.13

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

No change for now in (EHS) phys ed grading, Sep 25, 1987, p.13

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-PLAYING FIELDS

High marks for (EMT) writing program, Feb 13, 1987, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA-FUND RAISING

Fifties Wonderland (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
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SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-REUNIONS
Looking for lost classmates (ittr), May 3, 1985, p.6
Yes, there's life after graduation (photo; list), Jul 5, 1985, p.9
Twenty-five years later (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.11
EHS alumni return to old haunt (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.9
Senior shenanigans: EHS seniors tricked Inquirer at alumni tea (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS
EMT athletes honored at ceremonies (photo; list), Mar 15, 1985, p.12
Athletic director C Bed ford not just out to win, Sep 20, 1985, p.10
Fall sports season in EHT has some moments to remember, Nov 29, 1985, p.12
Honored athletes (photo; list), Dec 13, 1985, p.12
Divisions emerge over gifted, talented program, Jan 17, 1986, p.13
Gymnast J Resnick honored (photo), Jan 21, 1986, p.11
Parents say (EOT) board (of ed) ignored them, May 2, 1986, p.13
Winners (at E Club sports awards dinner) (photo; list), Jun 13, 1986, p.11
And the winners are... (photo; list), Nov 28, 1986, p.10
Assistant soccer coach F Parra will be missed at EHS, Mar 6, 1987, p.10
Trophies galore (for EHS athletes) (photo; list), Mar 20, 1987, p.10
He says EHS needs a new track (ittr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6
More parental involvement is needed in (EMT) youth leagues, says senior athlete, Apr 24, 1987, p.10
Fund raising considered (by EMT Bd of Ed), May 29, 1987, p.11
Spring sports awardees (at EHS) (photo; list), Jun 12, 1987, p.10
EMT sports and sportsperson: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11
SCS, EMT eye joint school programs, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
EMT sports 10 worst list, Jun 26, 1987, p.10
Award winners (photo; list), Nov 27, 1987, p.13

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-WIND ENSEMBLE
Groups take second and third at music festival, Jun 5, 1987, p.10

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-WRITING PROGRAM
High marks for (EMT) writing program, Feb 13, 1987, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM
Board undecided on trash issue, Nov 29, 1986, p.10

SCHOOLS-EMT-INSURANCE
(EMT) School board looks at AIDS, Nov 13, 1987, p.15

SCHOOLS-EMT-JUNIOR HIGH
Snisky Award goes to three at jr high (list), Jun 21, 1985, p.10
Two, F Hata and A Siegenthaler, receive Snisky Award, Jun 27, 1986, p.10

SCHOOLS-EMT-KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
Sophomores will retain exemption from gym classes, Jun 13, 1986, p.11
(EMT) Board gets instruction update, Feb 6, 1987, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-MATH PROGRAM
Revised math curriculum presented to (EMT) school board, Jun 5, 1987, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-OBJECTIVES
Health insurance rates (for EMT school district) skyrocket, Oct 30, 1987, p.13

SCHOOLS-EMT-PERFORMING ARTS
EMT music students make all-state, all-county instrumental, choral groups (list), Mar 1, 1985, p.10
China Digs dance spectacular will debut at EMT High (list), May 23, 1986, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-PTA
Leaders take office: EMT elementary school PTA leaders (photo), May 24, 1985, p.10
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SCHOOLS-EMT-PTA continued
PTSA gets new officers (photo; list), May 31, 1985, p.10
ECCE is seeking parent replies, Jan 31, 1986, p.10
EMT Elementary PTA adds enrichment to student life (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.36
PTA/PTSA (EMT) debates merits of proposal, Mar 7, 1986, p.11
Going once, going twice (photo; list), Apr 18, 1986, p.10
Changing of the guard (photo; list), May 23, 1986, p.11
A treat for teachers (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.10
The gavel travels (photo; list), Jul 4, 1986, p.8
Busy year foreseen by EMT PTA (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.24
Parents learn how to promote learning, Sep 19, 1986, p.10
ECCE: Don't change grading system, Oct 17, 1986, p.11
One-step shopping for kids right on high school grounds, Dec 24, 1986, p.9
EMT PTA serves grade schools (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.14
(EMT) PTSA announces slate (list), Apr 10, 1987, p.11
New officers (photo; list), Jun 5, 1987, p.11
Installed: PTSA officers (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.9
EMT PTSA puts focus on capability (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5
It's volunteers who keep the EMT PTA rolling (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5
EMT PTA stresses enrichment (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18

SCHOOLS-EMT-RENTAL OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS
(EMT) Board (of Ed) ponders use of school facilities by outside groups, Jul 17, 1987, p.9
(EMT) Board (of Ed) shows enthusiasm for revised building use policy, Jul 31, 1987, p.8

SCHOOLS-EMT-RESIDENCE POLICY
(EMT) Board (of Ed) looks at EHS conduct code, Aug 14, 1987, p.9

SCHOOLS-EMT-SEELY PLACE
Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendent, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
Fairest feline (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.10
Fond farewell (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.11
Seely Place sixth graders re-ember school in their last will and testament (Grad Supp; photo; list), Jun 28, 1985, p.16
Get ready, get set... (photo), Aug 20, 1985, p.9
Brains, anyone? (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.10
Students hear opera, Nov 15, 1985, p.11
Teacher's assistant played for Seely Place students, Nov 15, 1985, p.11
Looks at books (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.11
District gets high marks, Dec 13, 1985, p.13
Board to curb dogs, Dec 20, 1985, p.13
Holiday cheer (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.11
Martin Luther King day celebrated (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.10
Hobnobbing at the (Seely Place) hobby show (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.11
Committee to review math in K-6, Feb 14, 1986, p.11
Teachers unite in support of colleague J Coon, May 9, 1986, p.11
And a bizarre time was had by all (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.10
Champion choosers (photo; list), Jun 20, 1986, p.10
Ducky doings (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.11
Seely Place sixth graders get preview of EHS (photo; list) (Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.20
Time for school (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.13
Administrators divvy up duties, Sep 26, 1986, p.13
A good read (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.13
Telling stories: P McBride (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.10
SCHOOLS-EMT-SEELY PLACE continued

Students pass state tests, Dec 19, 1986, p.11

EMT schools set goals in '86 (photo p 14) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1

Librarian M Abraham's efforts bring lunar specimen to Seely (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.11

Buttoning up (photo; list), May 29, 1987, p.10

Sixth graders: They're still crazy (about camp) after all these years (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.11

Onward and upward for EMT 6th graders (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 28, 1987, p.20

Bizarro Bazaar benefits area homeless; Helping hands (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12

Seely Place fifth graders meet the Headless Horseman face to face (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12

Happy Halloween (a little late) (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.14

Despite rain, Tuesday was sunny for fourth, fifth graders at Seely (Weatherman Mr G visits) (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.15

Data shows (EMT) school district is doing well, Dec 24, 1987, p.13

Playing tribute (to Dr Martin Luther King Jr) (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11

Indian artist, M Mag-la-Que, and artistry (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.11

Indian visitor, M Mag-la-Que, visitor at Seely, Feb 12, 1988, p.11

Enter the dragon!, Feb 19, 1988, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-SIXTH GRADE CAMP PROGRAM

Sixth graders: They're still crazy (about camp) after all these years (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-SIXTH GRADE CAMPING PROGRAM

Correction: number of former sixth grade campers 4000, not 2000, Jun 19, 1987, p.10

SCHOOLS-EMT-SPECIAL EDUCATION

Board debates school bus aid; announces special ed program, Mar 29, 1985, p.11

Board again looks at policy on residence, Oct 31, 1985, p.11

EMT schools set goals in '86 (photo p 14) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1

LaCasio gives recommendations on Edgerton's special ed program, May 22, 1987, p.11

E Clay honored at ceremony (Dedication: photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.13

See also Schools-EMT-Committee on the Handicapped

SCHOOLS-EMT-SPORTS

Champs: EMT Eagles winners in GBH Cup soccer tournament (photo; list), Jan 23, 1987, p.11

Budget process (for EMT Bd of Ed) already underway, Oct 16, 1987, p.11

Competitive balance missing (in EMT sports) (lttr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

(Sports) Realignement will mean little change for EMS, Feb 19, 1988, p.11

See also Schools-EMT-High School-Sports, Tennis, Swimming

SCHOOLS-EMT-WASTE DISPOSAL

Annual battle over school aid begins, Jan 25, 1985, p.1

See old bad news: SCS, EMT state aid slashed, Jan 17, 1986, p.1

School aid up, Apr 11, 1986, p.1

State aid (to EMT schools) up about 5X, Apr 17, 1987, p.11

Cuomo's annual (budget) cut, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT-TUITION

Draft policy on residence is subject of board meeting, Oct 11, 1985, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT

Fund raising considered (by EMT Bd of Ed), May 29, 1987, p.11

SCHOOLS-SBH

Chemical altering - and kids (edit), Jan 18, 1985, p.7

'Melting pot' is boiling over (lttr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6

Question of school for homeless fuels controversy over WCC plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.12

Pluck and push created Central 7 (School District; P Jenkins instrumental in effort) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.12

More snow means less vacation (for GBH students) (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.10

(GBH) School officials eye 7.8% tax hike, Feb 12, 1988, p.10
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SCHOOLS-GBH continued

(GBH) District verbal scores lag (behind math scores), Feb 12, 1988, p.10
Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

SCHOOLS-GBH-RICHARD J BAILEY SCHOOL
Woodlands (High School) athletes give anti-drug talk (to fourth through eighth graders), Jan 15, 1988, p.11

SCHOOLS-GBH-SPECIAL EDUCATION
(GBH) School officials eye 7.8% tax hike, Feb 12, 1988, p.10

SCHOOLS-GBH-WOODLANDS HIGH SCHOOL
Woodlands (High School) athletes give anti-drug talk (to fourth through eighth graders), Jan 15, 1988, p.11

SCHOOLS-GBH-WOODLANDS JUNIOR HIGH
Woodlands Junior High math team to host interscholastic mathematics event (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12

SCHOOLS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION
On graduation and entering the world (edit), Jun 19, 1987, p.7

SCHOOLS-JAPAN
Japan trip fosters firsthand knowledge of Asian culture (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.9

SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE
Gifted local students in state arts program, Jul 12, 1985, p.4
On the commissioner (Dr T Sobol)'s trail: a superintendent transformed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE-PTA
EMT student M Miller wins PTA award, Apr 19, 1985, p.10
Sobol, at PTA parley, urges more focus on children (list), Nov 21, 1986, p.18
Local woman D W Zipf leads state PTA delegation, Jul 3, 1987, p.2

SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE-SUMMER SCHOOL
Local students L Balsas, C Jung, K Pessin, A Stauble picked for NY State Summer School of Arts, Jul 17, 1987, p.4

SCHOOLS-RYE-BLIND BROOK
Private funding for public schools? (edit), Mar 4, 1988, p.7

SCHOOLS-RYE-SCHOOL OF THE HOLY CHILD
On honor roll (list), Feb 20, 1987, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS
Quaker Ridge school receives grant for heart health program, Jan 4, 1985, p.16
Elementary math instruction subject of report to Board of Education, Jan 18, 1985, p.3
Staying alive: G Greene discusses suicide and depression with SHS students (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.18
Craebusters at SHS find new course arresting (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.6
High school faculty visits A-school, Jan 25, 1985, p.15
Edgewood students raise money for Ethiopia (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.15
Parents, students, faculty debate open campus policy, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
Preserve the open campus (edit), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
Against the open campus (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
Mid-year report on the schools (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.23
Schools urged to shift computer education focus (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.1
Support for open campus (ltr), Feb 15, 1985, p.6
Let students keep their "frees" (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
Ninety-three SHS students win Regents scholarships (list), Mar 1, 1985, p.24
Greenacres Assn has meeting on safety, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Election 85: the non-incumbents: W Grossaan, A Blitz (photo), Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Heading for the State House (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.4
School board seeks solution to overcrowding at Edgewood, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Open campus policy still poses problems, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
The Alternative School-a top rating (edit), Mar 29, 1985, p.7
Superintendent T Sobol to speak on religion in schools (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.16
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SCHOOLS-SCS  continued
Sobol affirms need for oral education, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
Teachers, parents read aloud as schools mark Natl Library Week (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.16
Operation Print-a-kid (photo), May 3, 1985, p.1
Schools seen as overstuffed (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
Educational underground probed, May 24, 1985, p.1
Lack of supervision seen (in SCS schools) (ltr), May 31, 1985, p.6
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
SCS schools jeopardized (by elimination of tax deductions) (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
Tennis coming to grade schools (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.3
Schools must keep pace (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
Should schools provide oral education (edit), Oct 31, 1985, p.7
SCS CAR scores high, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Schools ranked high by state (Progress Edition; photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.23
New task force (on grading convened), Feb 7, 1986, p.1
Knowledge seen as helpful to kids in nuclear age, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Onstage (photo; list), May 23, 1986, p.9
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.28
Researcher A S Rubin asks for help (ltr), Aug 8, 1986, p.6
Montessori School opens here (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.29
Learning the Montessori way (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.29
Administrative costs declined (ltr), Oct 3, 1986, p.6
Author Avi visits schools, Oct 17, 1986, p.16
Schools score high in state assessment, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
School district continues in pursuit of excellence (photo) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
The search begins (for new SCS superintendent), Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Super search (for superintendent of SCS schools), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
Man who found Sobol, C F Johnson, to seek his successor, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
Schools celebrate reading aloud week (list), May 1, 1987, p.20
Public invited to give views on next schools chief, May 8, 1987, p.1
In search of perfection: quest begins for Sobol's successor, May 29, 1987, p.1
Sobol sees need for respect, innovation, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Consultants seek to fill 'large shoes' (of superintendent) (cont p 6), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Acting superintendent Dr S Cohen prepared for new role (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.6
Community input (J Husbamm chairman of committee advising Bd of Ed on new superintendent), Jul 31, 1987, p.1
Time of transition for SCS schools, but basics are the same (photo) (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.1
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
No nuke victims (SCS schools not to be used as shelters in nuclear emergency), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Search narrows (for new school superintendent), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Kelleher among three finalists for superintendent, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
SCS names Dr R D Hirschman its new superintendent (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.1
(SCS) School board blasted (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.5
Dr R Hirschman describes views on education (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Superintendent Dr R Hirschman arrives (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-ADMINISTRATION
New schools chief Dr R D Hirschman signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
SEE TEACHERS-SCS
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SCHOOLS-SCS-ALCOTT MONTESSORI SCHOOL
Magic in the air (C Jessamy performs magic for Montessori School) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.5

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALCOTT SCHOOL
- BAR, Alcott School disagree, Jan 16, 1987, p.3
- Alcott School given variance, Feb 27, 1987, p.2

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
- High school faculty visits A-school, Jan 25, 1985, p.15
- The Alternative School-a top rating (edit), Mar 29, 1985, p.7
- Sobol affirms need for moral education, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
- No school like the A school (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
- Big day at the A School (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.1
- A-School approach recommended (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6
- Praise from Phaedrus (ltr), Apr 17, 1987, p.6
- It's Graduation Day (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-ATTENDANCE
- Truancy still pays, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
- School may open to nonresidents who pay tuition, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
- Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8%, Apr 24, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-BUDGET
- SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-BUDGET

SCHOOLS-SCS-CALENDAR
- Lost holiday (for schools), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
- Early orientation (for school), Aug 28, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
- Referendum scheduled on school bonds, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
- Up to voters on Oct 8: bonds for improvements (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.21
- Special meeting Monday on school bond issue, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
- Time to face the issue (edit), Sep 12, 1986, p.6
- Board reveals details of what the bonds would buy, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
- Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
- School bond issue vote is Wednesday, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
- Yes on the bond issue (edit), Oct 3, 1986, p.6
- LWV supports bond issue (ltr), Oct 3, 1986, p.6
- Time for an overhaul (ltr), Oct 3, 1986, p.6
- Voters say yes to bond issue, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
- School board okays two labor contracts, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
- Teachers Institute leader J Schwartz warns of teacher shortage, Nov 21, 1986, p.5
- Contractors compete for school jobs, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
- Bids (for B school capital projects) come in low, Apr 3, 1987, p.1
- Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8%, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
- District to pay 6.125% on bonds, May 15, 1987, p.1
- Major improvements to SCS schools made this summer (Education "87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.1
- Monumental mistake (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
- Window issue continues to simmer, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
- Breach of duty charged (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6
- Window proposal, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
- Don't replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
- Stop replacing windows (edit), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
- Despite pleas, old windows will go (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
- It didn't have to be (edit), Dec 4, 1987, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
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SCHOOLS-SCS-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS continued
Town Club's positions (itr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6
Battle continues to preserve windows, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
It's not too late (edit), Dec 11, 1987, p.6
Citizens should be heard (itr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6
Responding to pleas, board of ed renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Use the moratorium (on windows) (edit), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
Message to the school board (itr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
Who will take responsibility (for windows)? (itr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
Is aluminum siding next? (itr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
Disregard (for schools' appearance) seen (itr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
See also Butler Field

SCHOOLS-SCS-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
A plan to save the windows (itr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-CENSUS
SCHS open campus may get less so, Feb 15, 1985, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-COMMITTEE ON SPECIAL EDUCATION
See SCHOOLS-SCS-COMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED

SCHOOLS-SCS-COMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED
SCS schools part of a revolution in special ed, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
SOLD, reorganized, invites parents (list), Nov 14, 1986, p.19

SCHOOLS-SCS-COMMUNITY SERVICE
Mitten tree for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.5
Fox Meadow first graders help needy (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.18
Contest aids Ethiopia (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.24
Spirits of giving is alive at Greenacres, Jan 10, 1986, p.14

SCHOOLS-SCS-COMPUTER PROGRAM
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-CURRICULUM
Parapsychology course attacked (itr), May 17, 1985, p.6
District doesn't rest on reputation (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.21
School district continues in pursuit of excellence (photo) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-DISCIPLINE
Board to revise gifts policy; establish AIDS guidelines, Dec 20, 1985, p.21

SCHOOLS-SCS-DRAMA CLUB
A wonderful performance (itr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGECOOD
Edgewood 6th grade may go to junior high, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
Edgewood follows space flight, May 10, 1985, p.13
Merrilee Mayfair (photo), May 10, 1985, p.13
Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
District analyzes close budget vote, May 31, 1985, p.1
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Rave review for school show (itr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
Edgewood sixth graders present school with 4-ft blue spruce (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.19
Yearbook celebrates Edgewood (Graduation Supp; photo; list), Jun 28, 1985, p.13
Scouts teach fire safety, Oct 31, 1985, p.16
Sixth grades may return to junior high school, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGECWOOD continued

Reading for fun (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.20
Concert held at Edgewood, Dec 20, 1985, p.28
Sixth graders too young for JHS (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
Big question (Why Fox Meadow?) (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
Parents speak out on student redistribution, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Consider this approach (to Edgewood school overcrowding) (edit), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
Construction is solution (to overcrowding) (ltr), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
She favors JHS for 7th (sic) graders (ltr), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
Sensitivity (of Bd of Ed) appreciated (ltr), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
Redraw neighborhood (ltr), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
New plan sends all sixth graders to junior high, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Only long-range solution (to school overcrowding) (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6
Capital project advocated (ltr), Jan 31, 1986, p.6
Writer explains why Edgewooders love their neighborhood (ltr), Feb 7, 1986, p.6
Evil spirits beware! (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.15
Will this redistricting plan work? (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.6
Wildcat by the tail: redistricting North Drake-Sherbrooke Park, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Sounds of the season (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.10
Final school redistricting plan announced, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Edgewood children attend health fair, Mar 21, 1986, p.20
Small fry, small world (photo), May 9, 1986, p.20
Strong arm tactics (photo), May 16, 1986, p.2
Giving the teachers a big hand (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.22
Edgewood reaches for stars, Jun 20, 1986, p.17
Trouble in Toothopolis (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.19
Two grades at Edgewood prepare to move on (photo; list) (Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.19
The sign tells it (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.21
Edgewood PTA plans reception, coffee (list) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.25
Elementary changes, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Edgewood bids goodbye to friend, J Strati, Oct 10, 1986, p.16
Non-verbal communication (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.16
Sixth graders learn about the eye, Nov 21, 1986, p.18
Two imaginary trips at Edgewood, Nov 21, 1986, p.18
Quaker Ridge, Edgewood donate food for needy, Nov 28, 1986, p.16
A tree grows at Edgewood, Dec 19, 1986, p.26
Under the Giving Tree (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.10
Edgewood celebrates Year of the Reader, Feb 13, 1987, p.14
Address (of hostages) unknown, Feb 20, 1987, p.16
Health fair features hands-on lessons (list), Mar 20, 1987, p.22
A sense of the instrument (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.8
A very important date (photo), May 1, 1987, p.20
Science fair, Olympics among highlights at Edgewood (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.17
Board of Ed imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds; Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Constitution celebrated (at Edgewood), Sep 25, 1987, p.14
Vanishing character? (ltr), Oct 2, 1987, p.6
Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Save the windows (edit), Oct 9, 1987, p.6
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Monumental mistake (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD continued
Window issue continues to simmer, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
A plan to save the windows (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
Convincing seatbelt evidence (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.30
Window proposal, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Edgewooders give food to needy, Nov 20, 1987, p.15
Don't replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Stop replacing windows (edit), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
Despite pleas, old windows will go (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
Live at Edgewood: (E Burton as) Benjamin Franklin, Dec 11, 1987, p.16
Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renounces window oratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Is aluminum siding next? (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
Edgewood aids homeless, Dec 24, 1987, p.8
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Workshop blues (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.16
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
School 'wasn't the same' (with new windows) (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD-ENROLLMENT
Enrollment in SCS schools up, Sep 4, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD-PERFORMING ARTS
American tall tales (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.1
Of Thee I Sing (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.22

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD-PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
How fit are SCS kids? New program may give an answer, Sep 4, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD-PTA
Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE FUND
SCS to take on Jets in charity (basketball) game, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE FUND
Hoop-de-doo (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.16
Jets looked like Giants on Raider court (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
Student aid to cancer fund drive (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEES
School critic's defense (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO TEACHERS-SCS, SCS SCHOOL PERSONNEL AND FAMILY ASSISTANCE FUND

SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEES-WAGES AND SALARIES
School officials awarded raises (list), Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Administrative costs decried (ltr), Oct. 3, 1986, p.1
School board okays two labor contracts, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Talks (between schools, CSEA) stall, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Secretaries settle, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
SEE ALSO TEACHERS-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES

SCHOOLS-SCS-ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM
Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-SCS-ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM continued
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
That’s right, Thanksgiving (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.14

SCHOOLS-SCS-ENROLLMENT
School board seeks solution to overcrowding at Edgewood, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Solution to overcrowding (ltr), Apr 5, 1985, p.6
Edgewood 6th grade may go to junior high, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
High school costs draw groups’ fire at budget hearing, May 3, 1985, p.1
Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
He'll vote no on school budget (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6
Demographer R Lapham to speak at school board meeting, Oct 18, 1985, p.1
Lower enrollment seen; board to study options, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Sixth grades may return to junior high school, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Board’s plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Breaking trust with children (ltr), Dec 20, 1985, p.6
District-wide solution to overcrowding urged (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
Sixth graders too young for JHS (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
Big question (Why Fox Meadow?) (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
Parents speak out on student redistribution, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Consider this approach (to Edgewood school overcrowding) (edit), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
Construction is solution (to overcrowding) (ltr), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
She favors JHS for 7th (sic) graders (ltr), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
Redraw neighborhood (ltr), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
SCS’s census, Jun 27, 1986, p.1
Fewer people (in SCS), Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Misrepresentation charged (ltr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6
School critic’s defense (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
Enrollment (in SCS schools) up, Sep 4, 1987, p.1
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-REDISTRICTING

SCHOOLS-SCS-EVALUATION
SCS scores high (on Comprehensive Assessment Report), Dec 18, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Board to revise gifts policy; establish AIDS guidelines, Dec 20, 1985, p.21
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CLUBS

SCHOOLS-SCS-FACULTY
SEE TEACHERS-SCS

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOC MEADOW
Stop replacing windows (edit), Nov 27, 1987, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW
So fly a kite (photo; list), May 19, 1985, p.14
International entertainment (from Fox Meadow fifth graders) (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.5
Happy Anniversary (J McCann, Fox Meadow principal) (photo), Jun 29, 1985, p.14
Graduates of Fox Meadow honor families (Graduation Supp; photo; list), Jun 29, 1985, p.11
Firefighters at Fox Meadow (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.21
Drama Club debut (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.28
Fox Meadow secretary M Marsh feted (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.28
Sixth graders too young for JHS (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
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SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW continued

Big question (Why Fox Meadow?) (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
Parents speak out on student redistribution, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
New plan sends all sixth graders to junior high, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Robots, real and otherwise (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.14
Landmarks at the library (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.3
Toasts of the town: N Marsh (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Fox Meadow Olympics (photo; list), Apr 25, 1986, p.20
Fox Meadow recalls medieval life (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.16
Learning about oldsters, Jun 6, 1986, p.20
Sock sale aids Statue of Liberty (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.12
Annual pilgrimage (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.3
New Fox Meadow PTA officers (list), Jun 27, 1986, p.19
Exclusive listings (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.2
Fox Meadow families take part in commencement (photo; list) (Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.16
Elementary changes, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Fox Meadow teacher L Berger cited, Sep 26, 1986, p.18
Candy-filled gifts (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.16
Helping the hungry (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.15
A vanishing art (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.17
End of year at Fox Meadow (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.13
Fox Meadow sixth graders (list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.16
Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Save the windows (edit), Oct 9, 1987, p.6
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Monumental mistake (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
Window issue continues to simmer, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Is Fox Meadow number 1 (for ugliest buildings)? (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6
A plan to save the windows (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
Window proposal, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Don't replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Despite pleas, old windows will go (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Is aluminum siding next? (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
Fire alarm fails at (Fox Meadow) school, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Clear message (from fire at Fox Meadow school) (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Deadly consequences (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15
AFS students S Mergen, K Dixon, carry message to schools (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.8
Let the games begin! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.13

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW-ENROLLMENT

Enrollment (in SCS schools) up, Sep 4, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW-PERFORMING ARTS

Sixth grade chorus of Fox Meadow school presents 'Kids for America' (photo) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.16
A musical feast with an indoor picnic (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.9
A Toyland Tintype (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.24

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW-PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

How fit are SCS kids? New program may give an answer, Sep 4, 1987, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW-PLAYING FIELDS
He's appalled (at condition of FH basketball courts) (ltr), Mar 20, 1987, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW-PTA
Candy-filled gifts (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS-FRIENDS OF MUSIC, ARTS
Friends group nurtures music, art in schools (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.39
Arts support group in third year of operation (Progress Edition; list), Jan 31, 1986, p.37
Parents protest revised program for the disabled, May 23, 1986, p.1
The look of the future? (photo), May 23, 1986, p.1
Jup on the bandwagon (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
Friends of Arts active (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.25
Campaign sets sights on $30,000 for band, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Music, art mark Bandwagon gala (list), Nov 7, 1986, p.2

SCHOOLS-SCS-GIFT POLICY
School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Board to revise gifts policy; establish AIDS guidelines, Dec 20, 1985, p.21
Campaign sets sights on $30,000 for band, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
(SCS) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM
School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Schools of excellence (edit), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Teachers Institute leader J Schwartz warns of teacher shortage, Nov 21, 1986, p.5
Changes in store for 6th graders at junior high, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-GIFTS
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hirschman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-GRADING SYSTEM
New task force (on grading convened), Feb 7, 1986, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES
Cotton comes to Greenacres (photo), May 17, 1985, p.14
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Reverse strategy (for Huntington Ave) proposed (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Pride of Greenacres (Photo; list), Jun 21, 1985, p.18
Greenacres Memory includes skits, songs, slides (Graduation Supp; photo; list), Jun 28, 1985, p.18
Greenacres to get another guard, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Rediscovering the New World (photo; list), Oct 18, 1985, p.17
In search of history (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.16
Playing with pendulums (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.24
A literary encounter (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.15
Spirit of giving is alive at Greenacres, Jan 10, 1986, p.14
Parents speak out on student redistribution, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
New plan sends all sixth graders to junior high, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Teacher's pet? (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.15
Sweet land of liberty (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Bang! goes Old Bess (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.20
PTA presses for street closing, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Saladundy anyone? (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.17
SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES continued

Second graders prepare time capsules, Apr 11, 1986, p.17
Greenacres residents argue pros, cons of closing (Huntington) Rd, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Literary collaboration (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.16
Thoughts on Greenacres traffic (ltr), May 9, 1986, p.6
A Grim day at Greenacres (list), May 30, 1986, p.16
Marvelous musicians (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.18
Black sheep of Greenacres (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.19
Greenacres 6th graders relive memories on stage (photo; list) (Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.16
Greenacres traffic to do about-face, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Turn-around in Greenacres (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.2
Honors for Greenacres retirees B Ingrams, F Rathke, Sep 26, 1986, p.18
Greenacres, Village Hall seek remedy to traffic ills, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
Harmony in Greenacres, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Green knight comes to Greenacres (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.19
A good time with Goodybody (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.18
Greenacres children attend health fair, Mar 13, 1987, p.15
Reading is magic (photo; list), Apr 3, 1987, p.16
An intra-aural activity (photo), May 22, 1987, p.16
Play, T-shirts revive Greenacres memories (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.12
(SCS streets) Ready for school, Aug 1, 1987, p.1
Neighbors charge that renovations scar aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p.14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Save the windows (edit), Oct 9, 1987, p.6
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Monumental mistake (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
Window issue continues to sizzle, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
A plan to save the windows (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
Don't replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Despite pleas, old windows will go (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
Puppets demonstrate disabilities, Dec 11, 1987, p.18
Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Is aluminum siding next? (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
Moratorium on school windows applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Out with the old, in with the new (windows) (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15
Molding young artists (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-ENROLLMENT

Enrollment in SCS schools up, Sep 4, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-FIELD TRIPS

Accolades for Greenacres teachers (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-FIFTH GRADE PARENTS (AU)

Accolades for Greenacres teachers (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-PERFORMING ARTS

Fable Fever (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.20

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-PTA


SCHOOLS-SCS-HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM

Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1989, p.8
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HEALTH PROGRAM
Sixth grades may return to junior high school, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
(Know Your Body) Health program wins $5000 prize, Sep 4, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE
Heathcote PTA holds book fair, elections, May 3, 1985, p.20
Hot and cold at Heathcote, May 10, 1985, p.14
Heathcote closing exercises pay tribute to sixth grade (Graduation Supp; photo; list), Jun 28, 1985, p.10
Fire damages Heathcote School, Jul 13, 1985, p.1
Feathered friend (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.1
Halloween at Heathcote, Nov 8, 1985, p.16
Heathcote children introduced to woodwind instruments, Nov 22, 1985, p.20
Site inspection (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.27
Well done! (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.29
Parents speak out on student redistribution, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Kindergarten visits police, Jan 17, 1986, p.16
Bottle people visit the high school (photo), Jan 17, 1986, p.22
New plan sends all sixth graders to junior high, Jun 24, 1985, p.1
Heathcote holds health fair (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.16
Heathcote parents attend Indian lunch, Apr 4, 1986, p.15
Heathcote PTA elects officers for next year (list), Apr 18, 1986, p.16
Purple Power (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.20
Luncheon honors Heathcote staff, May 23, 1986, p.16
Aesop lives at Heathcote (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.16
Pupils join in theater games, Jun 6, 1986, p.22
Heathcote honors departing teacher L Canino, Jun 13, 1986, p.20
Heathcote history (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.16
Flying finale for graduates of Heathcote (photo; list) (Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.18
Elementary changes, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Lincoln center program described, Oct 31, 1986, p.18
Heathcote on parade (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.4
Student exhibit (at WP Hospital), Jan 16, 1987, p.16
In honor of Dr King (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.16
Two grades bid adieu to Heathcote (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.19
(Heathcote) Children sing for seniors, Dec 24, 1987, p.8
Educational overtures (at Heathcote) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.15
AFS students G Mergen, K Dixon, carry message to schools (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.9
May I see a smaller size? (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.15
A tasty geography lesson, Apr 1, 1988, p.13

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-ENROLLMENT
Enrollment in SCS schools up, Sep 4, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-PERFORMING ARTS
Bicentennial bash (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.12

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL
SHS open campus may get less so, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
In the Mood dinner dance raises funds for high school band (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.5
SHS senior A Atkins wins Merit Scholarship, Apr 26, 1985, p.20
High school costs draw groups' fire at budget hearing, May 3, 1985, p.1
Critics cite flaws in SHS auditorium (photo), May 3, 1985, p.1
SHS third in Science Olympiad (list), May 10, 1985, p.13
Student recital praised (ltr), May 31, 1985, p.6
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL continued

Academically inclined (photo; list), Jun 14, 1985, p.1
SCS HS students honored at awards assembly (photo; list), Jun 14, 1985, p.2
SHS student volunteers honored (list), Jun 14, 1985, p.14
Wrong way to celebrate (edit), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
Outstanding SHS students honored (photo; list), Jun 21, 1985, p.19
L Norwood to continue jumping in college (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.14
Summer class worth full credit (litr), Jul 26, 1985, p.6
Battle of the barricade (photo), Aug 23, 1985, p.3
Assistant principal, J Fox, appointed at SHS (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.1
Old friends, new school (photo), Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Law and order at SHS (litr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
Course takes students beyond classroom, Sep 13, 1985, p.16
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Overreaction at SHS (edit), Sep 20, 1985, p.6
Give students a chance (litr), Sep 20, 1985, p.6
Merit program honors 50 seniors (list), Oct 11, 1985, p.21
Sixty SHS students join honor society (list), Oct 25, 1985, p.17
Open houses defended (litr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
Top SAT scores, Nov 8, 1985, p.1
Student leader protests changes (litr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
New rules stir protest at SHS, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Computer chairman to resign from SHS, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Readers' views on SHS protest (litr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6
Bill of Rights Day observed (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.27
Changed atmosphere at SHS (litr), Dec 20, 1985, p.6
Academics come first at SHS (litr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6
Graduate's thoughts on SHS unrest (litr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6
A-School approach recommended (litr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6
Letter from a non-sheep (litr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6
Talking at SHS, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Faculty support for Dr Dennis (litr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
Tina comes to SCS (sort of) (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.3
Police make drug arrest at SCS High School, Feb 21, 1986, p.3
Another drug arrest at SHS, Mar 7, 1986, p.3
One hundred fifteen SHS seniors named winners in Regents scholarship program (list), Mar 7, 1986, p.22
Maroon and White honors athletes (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.16
Students serving the elderly (list), Mar 14, 1986, p.17
Decisive leadership at SHS (litr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6
Heading for the Lone Star State (photo; list), Mar 28, 1986, p.3
SHS students attend Presidential Classroom (list), Mar 28, 1986, p.16
SHS Vernal Equinox Club celebrates arrival of spring (photo; list), Mar 28, 1986, p.16
School sues student for $5.5 million, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Correction: names eliminated from Mar 28 story on Presidential Classroom (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.17
SHS seniors win scholarships (list), Apr 25, 1986, p.20
Debaters win plaques in tournament (list), Apr 25, 1986, p.20
SHS junior A Rubin receives grant to study influence of McCarthyism in SCS, Apr 25, 1986, p.20
Alumni: Pressure, cliques nothing new at high school, May 9, 1986, p.1
Advanced placement? (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.2
Signifier names '86-'87 officers (list), Jun 6, 1986, p.22
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SCHOOLS—SCS-HIGH SCHOOL continued

SCS students honored for excellence (photo; list; addl photo p 17), Jun 20, 1986, p.6
Eight win new state scholarships (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.17
Celebrate—safely (edit), Jun 27, 1986, p.6
Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 2A) Graduation '86 Supp, Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Glad to have taken part (ltr), Jul 4, 1986, p.6
Senior prom (photo) Graduation '86 Supp, Jul 4, 1986, p.4
Graduation: view from the bleachers (Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.4
SCS High School: The graduates of 1986 (photo; list) (Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.8
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS High School Class of '86 (photo) (Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.14
The missing quote (ltr), Jul 11, 1986, p.6
SHS graduates A Gardner, L Appel injured in accident, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Waiting for the bell (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.21
Smoothen paths (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.29
Getting oriented (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.1
Best in Westchester, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Twenty-seven SHS seniors are semifinalists in National Merit competition (list), Sep 12, 1986, p.15
Junior year can be a bad time (edit), Sep 19, 1986, p.7
Big customer (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.3
Fifty-four SCS High students commended by National Merit (list), Oct 10, 1986, p.16
Sixty-three students inducted into Signifier (photo; list), Oct 24, 1986, p.16
A dialogue on adolescents' problems: actors dramatize, audience reacts, Nov 14, 1986, p.19
Police break up fight at SHS; Mount Holyoke's checks recovered, Dec 19, 1986, p.3
Models meet seniors for charity (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.18
Fourteen at SHS win state art awards (list), Feb 6, 1987, p.16
Art from afar (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
85 (SHS) seniors earn Regents scholarships (list), Feb 27, 1987, p.18
SCS students protest weapons tests (photo; list), Mar 20, 1987, p.2
Sophomores go on class trip to Belleayre, Mar 20, 1987, p.22
Pilot study (photo; list), Mar 27, 1987, p.4
Happy 210th, Carl, May 29, 1987, p.14
Principal Dr B Dennis gives preview of what's to come at SHS, Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Award-winners all (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
SCS student H Barnes selected (by Arcadia Institute of Oceanography), Jun 12, 1987, p.18
SCS students win honors for academics, arts and service (photo; list), Jun 12, 1987, p.19
Two teens, S Lehnardt, J Jackson, finish Mormon course, Jun 12, 1987, p.20
SHS seniors L Lipworth, A Whitehead win bank awards, Jun 19, 1987, p.14
SCS, EMT eye joint school program, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
Signifier inducts 76 (list), Oct 20, 1987, p.15
Spirit of cooperation (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
A plan to save the windows (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
Don't replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
(SCS SAT scores) Back on top, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
Art gallery in an SHS kitchen (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.18
Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Is aluminum siding next? (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
Moratorium on school windows applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Science students J Jospitre Jr, R Hsia, R D Inouye, D Lichstein win grants, Jan 8, 1988, p.20
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL  continued
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Dennis to leave SHS for Long Island superintendency (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
What we got (in Dr B Dennis: exceptional principal) (edit), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3
95 win state scholarships (list), Mar 25, 1988, p.15
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ACCREDITATION
9 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-AIDS EDUCATION PROGRAM
Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Planned Parenthood criticized (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Facing facts on AIDS (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ARTS PROGRAM
Club given insight into arts at SHS, Dec 13, 1985, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-AUTOMOBILE PARKING
Strife between classes (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6
A junior defends his class on parking issue (ltr), Apr 10, 1987, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-BUTLER FIELD
School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
A place to run (photo) (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.1
Major improvements (to SCS schools) made this summer (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.1
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
On the run: Butler field formally opened (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.1
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1989, p.1
Alarming decisions (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CHEERLEADERS
It's in the genes (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.14
Message to Raider rooters (ltr), Nov 20, 1987, p.6
Seals of a winter night (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CLUBS
Members of SHS Caduceus Club go carolling (photo), Jan 4, 1985, p.16
Writer wonders why debaters don't have team status (ltr), Jul 25, 1986, p.6
School board's reply (to Seltzberg letter) (ltr), Jul 25, 1986, p.6
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Student service, Jun 5, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAM
Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DEBATE CLUB
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CLUBS

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DEBATE TEAM
SHS debater D Yaverbaum wins place in nationals, Mar 27, 1987, p.17
Freshman debater E Rosenthal scores high, Apr 17, 1987, p.8
(SHS) Debate team elects officers, Mar 18, 1988, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-FRIENDS OF ANIMALS
Animals' best friends (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.3
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GENERAL ORGANIZATION

Student aid to cancer fund drive (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION

It's graduation day for SCS seniors, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
Senior breakfast confidential (edit), Jun 21, 1985, p.7
SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Final day at SCS High (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.3
Senior breakfast a huge success (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
Superb piece of organization (senior breakfast) (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
SCS High School: The Class of 1985 (Graduation Supp; list), Jun 28, 1985, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes the class of 1985 (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.14
Video Yearbook (SHS in cable video), Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Final day for SHS seniors, Schol, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Double the pleasure (photo; list), Jun 26, 1987, p.3
Bright day at SHS High (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.5
(Senior Pool Breakfast) "Smashing success", Jun 26, 1987, p.6
Class of '87, you're the tops! (ltr), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
Leaving SCS High behind, five new graduates reminisce (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
The SCS High School graduating class of 1987 (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.10
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS High School Class of '87 (photo) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.14
Correction: A Kernberg graduates with high honors, Jul 3, 1987, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-HEALTH FAIR

File, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Planned Parenthood criticized (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Readers cosent on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-HEALTH PROGRAM

SHS fair conveys health realities, Nov 27, 1987, p.20

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-HUNGER CLUB

Student service, Jun 5, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-LEARNING RESOURCE CENTER

(learning) (Disabled) students finding help in SCS, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-MARCHING BAND

Fan support called "lukewara" (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
Band director replies (ltr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6
Disappearance (of band) explained (ltr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6
The look of the future? (photo), May 23, 1986, p.1
Jump on the bandwagon (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
Campaign sets sights on $30,000 for band, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Whooping it up to beat the band (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.1
River City East (edit), Oct 10, 1986, p.6
$30,000 goal called realistic (ltr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6
Band wants to show its pride (ltr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6
Historically speaking: SHS band 51 years old (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.5
Bandwagon Gala (photo), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Music, birth mark Bandwagon gala (list), Nov 7, 1986, p.2
A real coming together (ltr; list), Nov 7, 1986, p.6
She's not on Bandwagon (ltr), Nov 7, 1986, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes Jump on the Bandwagon (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.29
Misplaced sense of sin (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-MARCHING BAND  continued

Praise for Bandwagon (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
SHS band picks its new look (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
Here's what the Bandwagon brought (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.3
For a lifetime of enjoyment (ltr), Oct 2, 1987, p.6
Musical homecoming (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Get involved in band (ltr), Oct 16, 1987, p.6
Congratulations to the band (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-OPEN CAMPUS POLICY

Parents, students, faculty debate open campus policy, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
Preserve the open campus (edit), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
Against the open campus (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
SHS open campus may get local so, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Support for open campus (ltr), Feb 15, 1985, p.6
Let students keep their "frees" (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
Open campus policy still poses problems, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Overreaction at SHS (edit), Sep 20, 1985, p.6
Give students a chance (ltr), Sep 20, 1985, p.6
Lower enrollment seen; board to study options, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
New school policy backed (ltr), Oct 25, 1985, p.6
Student leader protests changes (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
New rules stir protest at SHS, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Readers' views on SHS protest (ltr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6
Changed atmosphere at SHS (ltr), Dec 20, 1985, p.6
Board to revise gifts policy; establish AIDS guidelines, Dec 20, 1985, p.21
Letter from a non-sheep (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ORIENTATION

Early orientation (for school), Aug 28, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PARENT TEACHER CONFERENCES


SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA

International luncheon (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.18
Planned Parenthood criticized (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Readers' views on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND

Scholarship drive seeks broad support (list), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Gift for a graduate (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.4
Teachers' gift to the graduates (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.2
You've done it again (ltr), Jul 3, 1987, p.6
Committee forced to pick Bowl winner, Oct 9, 1987, p.5
(PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
(Manhattan Savings Bank) Supporting SCS students (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

Let's all help (edit), Mar 6, 1987, p.6
SEE ALSO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-REUNIONS

Historian R Lederer offers help (ltr), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-REUNIONS continued
Together again; 50 years later (photo), May 31, 1985, p.8
Wallflower at the ball: wife's report on Class of '65 reunion (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.5
SCS High class of '36 kicks up heels (photo), May 23, 1986, p.2
Grads' gift is memorial to seniors (list), Jul 4, 1986, p.4
They helped make reunion memorable (ltr; list), Jul 3, 1987, p.6
Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SEX EDUCATION
File, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
Learning (l) (disabled) students finding help in SCS, Mar 29, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS
First ever Raider boys' swim team (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.17
SHS basketball team reaches finals in Sec 1 Class A-2 tournament (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Record number of athletes honored by Maroon and White (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.24
SHS team has extra incentive, May 3, 1985, p.1
SHS spring sports competitors honored at Maroon and White event (photo; list), Jun 7, 1985, p.15
Track neglected (ltr), Oct 18, 1985, p.6
Where are our football fans? (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
A cheer for the fans (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
SHS wins football championship (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.1
Football's back (edit), Nov 8, 1985, p.6
We are all a team (ltr), Nov 8, 1985, p.6
A class act on Saturdays (ltr), Nov 8, 1985, p.6
Camera man injured in accident at game, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Raiders keep rolling (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Not to be forgotten (edit), Nov 15, 1985, p.6
Raiders, 8-0, head for bowl (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1
Victory of fall, R Miller, 'fair', Nov 22, 1985, p.5
Fan support called 'lukewarm' (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
Football fever, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Raiders lose in bowl; end season at 8-1 (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Official honor for SCS football team (photo; list), Dec 6, 1985, p.3
Athletics rule the roost (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
Maroon & White dinner celebrates banner sports season at SHS (photo; list), Dec 6, 1985, p.26
SCS Natl Bank salutes Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.34
Support SCS high hockey (ltr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6
Letter winners (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.27
Why honor only football? (ltr), Dec 20, 1985, p.6
Academics come first at SCS (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6
Thanks from the coach (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6
Something positive at SHS (ltr), Feb 1, 1986, p.6
Abbatine takes over as coach of highly rated SCS nine, Apr 4, 1986, p.24
Has school abandoned track? (ltr), May 8, 1986, p.6
Many promises but no new track (ltr), May 16, 1986, p.6
Athletes honored by Maroon and White (photo; list), Jun 6, 1986, p.20
Athletes honored by Maroon and White (photo; list), Jun 13, 1986, p.21
Marty Shaw is coach of the year (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Upward and onward (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Deeee-fense!! (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS continued
Kasiner retires (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.15
He means it! Athletes pledge to abstain from drugs, alcohol, tobacco, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Raiders bowl-bound (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Touchdown--Holloway! (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.1
A season to remember (edit), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
Sportsmanship rewarded (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
SHS's athletes honored at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list; addl photo p 21), Dec 5, 1986, p.19
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its 446 Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.32
Football heroes, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Raiders 1986 League Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.18
SHS team to play in 'house that Ruth built' (list), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Special thank you to Coach Shaw (ltr), Mar 13, 1987, p.6
SHS athletes honored at dinner (photo; list), Mar 13, 1987, p.15
Raiders losing football coach Art Bonifati, Mar 13, 1987, p.15
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS High School Athletes (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.24
Athletes honored (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.22
In the big ballpark in the Bronx (photo), May 1, 1987, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS High School Baseball (photo), May 15, 1987, p.28
Thanks to the community (ltr), Jun 12, 1987, p.6
Cookout crowns highly successful sports season (for SHS) (photo; addl photo p 17; list), Jun 12, 1987, p.16
SCS, ENT eye joint school programs, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
A place to run (photo) (Education '87 Supp), Aug 26, 1987, p.1
Triumphant homecoming (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
JV's make SCS proud (ltr), Oct 23, 1987, p.6
Last-minute heroics give SHS league title; bowl game tomorrow (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Beat Arlington (edit), Nov 20, 1987, p.6
Smiles of a winter night (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Raiders student-athletes honored at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo; list), Dec 4, 1987, p.15
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its fall athletes (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.29
Jack Kasiner is back as coach of Raiders cagers (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.19
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.18
Healthy development (edit), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Bouquets to J Kasiner and brickbats to unsportsmanlike fans (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
(Basketball team the) Pride of SCS (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
SHS (basketball) players, coach honored, Mar 18, 1988, p.16
SEE ALSO MAROON AND WHITE, NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL SPORTS, EX FOOTBALL

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS-AWARDS
SHS athletes honored at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list), Mar 11, 1988, p.14

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS-INJURIES
Scandalous situation (ltr), May 29, 1987, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SYMPHONIC BAND
SHS band picks its new look (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-UNITED NATIONS CLUB
A thank-you (ltr), Sep 18, 1987, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-WORLD HUNGER CLUB
Thanks for the support (ltr), Nov 5, 1987, p.6
Famine in Ethiopia (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-WORLD HUNGER CLUB (AU)

SHS food drive needs support (ltr), Oct 9, 1987, p.6
Warath Drive was a success (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHM

IHM students celebrate friendship with penpals from school in the Bronx, Jun 21, 1985, p.19
IHM grads: athletes, academics (Graduation Supp; list), Jun 28, 1985, p.10
A gift for two (photo; list), May 16, 1986, p.16
Parochial schools in SCS graduate classes (photo; list) (Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.21
Babes in Toyland (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.18
Principal of IHM protests (ltr), Jan 23, 1987, p.6
Ceremonies at IHM mark end of year (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.18
IHM school trips (to Hayden Planetarium, Marymount College), Dec 11, 1987, p.18

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHM-LUNCH PROGRAM

Amazing Grace (ltr; list), Mar 13, 1987, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM

Teachers Institute leader J Schwartz warns of teacher shortage, Nov 21, 1986, p.5

SCHOOLS-SCS-INSURANCE

New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Scandalous situation (ltr), May 29, 1987, p.6
Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Soaring health insurance rates may cost schools $1.5 million, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
(SCS School) District seeking solution to health-insurance crisis, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH

SCS Junior High: The Class of 1985 (Graduation Supp; list), Jun 28, 1985, p.12
Sixth grades may return to junior high school, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
Breaking trust with children (ltr), Dec 20, 1985, p.6
Sixth graders too young for JHS (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
Parents speak out on student redistribution, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
She favors JHS for 7th (sic) graders (ltr), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
Redraw neighborhood (ltr), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
Thoughts on Edgewood, sixth grade (ltr), Feb 14, 1986, p.6
Junior high students ace SAT's (list), May 9, 1986, p.20
Author R Peck tells junior high how it is, May 16, 1986, p.16
Sloan's students return to junior high (photo; list), Jun 27, 1986, p.2
Eighth graders heading for SCS High (photo p 13; list) (Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.22
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Montagues vs Capulets (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.17
A dialogue on adolescents' problems: actors dramatize, audience reacts, Nov 14, 1986, p.19
And all the trimmings (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.18
Young ideas on Iran-Contra issue (ltrs), Jan 16, 1987, p.6
Changes in store for 6th graders at junior high, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Having a snowball (photo; list), Feb 13, 1987, p.14
Unbeatable team (for Jr High Rec nights) (ltr), Mar 20, 1987, p.6
Who brought (these children) up? (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6
Seventh graders T Caldwell, E Flisser, L Kroin greet B Bloom, A Smith, TV personalities (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.17
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH continued
Twenty-three pupils cited for fitness (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.17
Ready to "move on and start anew" (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.22
For eighth graders, next stop is SCS High (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.21
That's right, Thanksgiving (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.14
Red Tail (S Rickard) comes to town (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24
Board of Ed decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hirschman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-BASKETBALL COURTS
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-CENTER FOR SCIENCE, MATH
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-HIGH-CHOICE PROGRAM
Like an Egyptian: P Chung (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.15
Public invited to give views on next schools chief, May 8, 1987, p.1
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-CURRICULUM
Changes in store for 6th graders at junior high, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
No decisions made (ltr), Feb 13, 1987, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-ENROLLMENT
Changes in store for 6th graders at junior high, Jan 23, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-ORCHESTRA
Selected strings (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
Personal best (ltr), Sep 25, 1987, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-PLAYING FIELDS
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-TEEN-DECOURTS
Court concerns (ltr), Sep 25, 1987, p.6
Change in windows still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
Board acts on Edgewood overconing (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-LINCOLN CENTER PROGRAM
Parents protest revised program for the disabled, May 23, 1986, p.1
Lincoln center program described, Oct 31, 1986, p.18
A taste of 'Hansel and Gretel' (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS-MAINTENANCE
Maintenance, improvements made to ready schools for re-opening (photo) (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.20
Schools score high in state assessment, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

SCHOOLS-SCS-NON-RESIDENT STUDENTS
Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-OVERCROWDING
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-ENROLLMENT

SCHOOLS-SCS-PERFORMING ARTS
Marvelous musicians of Greenacres (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.12
Pulling the peach (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.14
Enriching experience: SCS students' musical performance at SCS library (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
Student recital praised (ltr), May 31, 1985, p.6
International entertainment (from Fox Meadow fifth graders) (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.5
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOLS-SCS-PERFORMING ARTS continued
Rave review for school show (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
Concert held at Edgewood, Dec 20, 1985, p.28

SCHOOLS-SCS-PERSONNEL FUND
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE FUND

SCHOOLS-SCS-PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
Personal best (ltr), Sep 25, 1987, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-PLAYING FIELDS
Playing field costs put at $1.5 million, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
School district continues in pursuit of excellence (photo) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Contractors compete for school jobs, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
$22.2 million budget draws quiet reaction, May 1, 1987, p.1
Plea for basketball courts (ltr), May 8, 1987, p.6
Clerk of the works; M Dahlke, Jul 31, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-FRIVATE FUNDING
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-GIFT POLICY

SCHOOLS-SCS-PTA
PT Council strives for best possible education (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.30
Pedestrian safety campaign gets underway, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
SHS PTA scholarship fund ahead of last year, Mar 22, 1985, p.3
Survey of SCS parents reveals feelings on teen drinking, drug abuse, Apr 5, 1985, p.6
High school costs draw groups' fire at budget hearing, May 3, 1985, p.1
PT Council slates officers for '85-'86, May 10, 1985, p.13
PT Council supports budget (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6
PTA honors Quaker Ridge teacher R Eisenberg, May 24, 1985, p.12
Presidents three (J Kennedy honored) (photo), May 31, 1985, p.5
Senior breakfast confidential (edit), Jun 21, 1985, p.7
Greenacres to get another guard, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
PT Council announces new committee chairmen (list) (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.19
SCS Symphony gives way to PTA's, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
International gathering (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.5
PT Council helps promote school-home communication (Progress Edition; list), Jan 31, 1986, p.24
Youth project's backers fear loss of village support, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Seat belts on school buses called for here, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Toast of the town: M Marsh (photo), Apr 19, 1986, p.1
Heathcote PTA elects officers for next year (list), Apr 19, 1986, p.16
Many contributed to (PTA) guidelines (ltr), Apr 25, 1986, p.6
Task force, PT council ask parents to take Safe Roads pledge, May 2, 1986, p.1
Alumni: Pressure, cliques nothing new at high school, May 9, 1986, p.1
A matter of conscience (edit), May 9, 1986, p.6
Parents protest revised program for the disabled, May 23, 1986, p.1
School board seeks assistance in financing renovation of track, May 23, 1986, p.1
Four hundred take the pledge, May 23, 1986, p.1
Quaker Ridge lauds R Golden, M Edson for PTA efforts (list), May 30, 1986, p.16
Quaker Ridge PTA elects '85-'86 officers (list), Jun 7, 1986, p.12
Changing of the guard (photo; list), Jun 20, 1986, p.3
PTA's role in budget victory (ltr), Jun 20, 1986, p.6
New Fox Meadow PTA officers (list), Jun 27, 1986, p.19
Movers and shakers in the PT council (list) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.25
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SCHOOLS-SCS-PTA continued

Edgewood PTA plans reception, coffee (list) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.25
Sports swap on tomorrow (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.15
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
School bond issue vote is Wednesday, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Lincoln Center program described, Oct 31, 1986, p.18
Safe Houses pledge mailed again to every home in school district, Nov 21, 1986, p.3
Parent-Teacher Council devoted to children’s education, welfare (list) (Progress Edition ’87, Jan 30, 1987, p.6
PTA programs help ease culture shock for arriving international families (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.5
$22.2 million budget draws quiet reaction, May 1, 1987, p.1
Paying fond farewell (to Dr B Thompson, Dr T Shool) (photo), May 29, 1987, p.2
PT Council names next year’s slate (list), May 29, 1987, p.14
International fun (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.2
A call for affordable housing (ltr), Jun 19, 1987, p.6
PT Council plans new programs (Education ’87 Supp), Aug 29, 1987, p.3
Successful swap (ltr), Sep 25, 1987, p.6
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
DuPont to tell community how to combat drug, alcohol threat, Oct 16, 1987, p.3
Police, civic groups announce plans to make Halloween safe, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
Kids win prizes for safety posters (list), Apr 1, 1988, p.13

SCHOOLS-SCS-PTA (AU)

The year the budget was defeated (edit), Jun 6, 1986, p.7

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE

We Are the World (photo), May 3, 1985, p.20
Birth of a (kidnapping) rumor, May 10, 1985, p.1
Sixth graders remember Quaker Ridge with t-shirts, speech, dance (Graduation Supp; photo; list), Jun 28, 1985, p.17
QR welcomes new parents, Sep 13, 1985, p.16
Children’s author J Hurwitz speaks to fans at Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 27, 1985, p.24
Pilgrims and Indians (photo; list), Dec 6, 1985, p.27
Quaker Ridge children form cooperative in study of economic relationships, Dec 13, 1985, p.27
Parents speak out on student redistribution, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
New plan sends all sixth graders to junior high, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Another solution (to schools’ overcrowding) (ltr), Jan 31, 1986, p.6
Up, up and away (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.15
Quaker Ridge lauds R Golden, M Edson for PTA efforts (list), May 30, 1986, p.16
Author R Giff visits Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.12
Quaker Ridge PTA elects ’85-’86 officers (list), Jun 7, 1986, p.12
Quaker Ridge 6th graders say farewell (photo; list) (Graduation ’86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.17
Checking it out (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.16
Elementary students meet R Voyager N Baker, Oct 24, 1986, p.16
Quaker Ridge collects candy for Children’s Village, Nov 7, 1986, p.14
Quaker Ridge, Edgewood donate food for needy, Nov 28, 1986, p.16
Fifth graders (at QR) learn about aging (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.15
A taste of ‘Hansel and Gretel’ (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.16
Youngsters from Quaker Ridge School read poetry on nature at rededication of Weinberg Center (photo), May 22, 1987, p.5
Round the Maypole (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.18
Farewell to Quaker Ridge (photo; list) (Graduation ’87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.13
Jeffrey Hoffman carries Quaker Ridge into space (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.20
Battle continues to preserve windows, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE continued
  (Nurse J Hoffman) Compassionate and professional (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6
  Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
  Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE ENROLLMENT
  Enrollment (in SCS schools) up, Sep 4, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
  How fit are SCS kids? New program may give an answer, Sep 4, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE PLAYING FIELDS
  It will be green again, some day (Education '87 Supp.), Aug 28, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE PTA
  Just a bit of Las Vegas (list), Mar 6, 1987, p.15
  Reception to honor teachers retiring from Quaker Ridge; PTA slate announced (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.17

SCHOOLS-SCS-REDISTRICTING
  School Board seeks solution to overcrowding at Edgewood, Mar 29, 1985, p.6
  Edgewood 6th grade may go to junior high, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
  Sixth grades may return to junior high school, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
  Board's plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
  Parents speak out on student redistribution, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
  Consider this approach (to Edgewood school overcrowding) (edit), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
  Construction is solution (to overcrowding) (ltr), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
  Sensitivity (of Bd of Ed) appreciated (ltr), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
  Redraw neighborhood (ltr), Jan 17, 1986, p.6
  New plan sends all sixth graders to junior high, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
  Against moving Arthur Manor (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6
  They're happy being bussed (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6
  She has new confidence in board (of ed) (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6
  For moving Arthur Manor (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6
  Only long-range solution (to school overcrowding) (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6
  Capital project advocated (ltr), Jan 31, 1986, p.6
  Another solution (to schools' overcrowding) (ltr), Jan 31, 1986, p.6
  Writer explains why Edgewooders love their neighborhood (ltr), Feb 7, 1986, p.6
  New redistricting wrinkle has Edgewood up in arms, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
  Will this redistricting plan work? (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.6
  Thoughts on Edgewood, sixth grade (ltr), Feb 14, 1986, p.6
  Realtors call (redistricting) plan disastrous (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
  Wildcat by the tail: redistricting North Drake-Sherbrooke Park, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
  Final school redistricting plan announced, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
  Elementary changes, Sep 12, 1986, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-SAFETY PROGRAM
  Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-SCHOOL EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
  SCS copes with snowy week, Jan 30, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-SPORTS
  Quaker Ridge/Heathcote football team unbeaten, unscored upon (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.19
  SCS gymnast J Baron competes on balance beam (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.17
  School basketball teams should be divided equally (ltr), Feb 22, 1985, p.6
  He agrees with Scott (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
  Coaches deserve more credit (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
  Getting a head start on September (photo) (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.19
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SCHOOLS-SCS-SPORTS continued

School sues student for $5.5 million, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
PBA presents awards to SCS athletes (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.17
SEE ALSO NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL SPORTS, EX FOOTBALL

SCHOOLS-SCS-ST PIUS X

St Pius eighth graders prove academic prowess (Graduation Supp; list), Jun 28, 1985, p.13
Parochial schools in SCS graduate classes (photo; list) (Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.21
Graduation at St Pius (list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.10
5th graders on 4th grade (basketball) team (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-ST PIUS X-SPORTS

Poor sportsmanship seen in Recreation Dept basketball teams (ltr), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-STATE AID

Annual battle over school aid begins, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
SMS open campus may get less so, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
New state budget means more for schools, village, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Same old bad news: SCS, EHT state aid slashed, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
School aid up, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
SCS faces 11% cut in aid, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
Aid to local schools maintains status quo, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Battle continues to preserve windows, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
Caruso's annual (budget) cut, Jan 22, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-SUPERINTENDENT

A sound process (edit), Nov 13, 1987, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Dead lines (on school district phones), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
Technical difficulties (with school phone system), Sep 25, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-TUITION

Board of Education elects S. Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-WINDOWS

Window coverage criticized (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
(SCS) School board blasted (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Dr. S. Cohen's position on the windows: the real issue is esthetics, not safety (edit), Jan 8, 1988, p.7
Not a small group (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
Appeal to the 'silent majority' (re school windows issue) (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
Windows 'not that important' (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Onus is on board (of education), staff (concerning windows) (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7
Window issues remain unanswered (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Consider the alternatives (regarding school windows) (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Board (of Ed) advised to ask experts (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
'Learning experience' seen in 'window issue' (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Change (in windows) still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
A tale of two towns (SCS and GBH) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Time to move on (from window issue) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Deadly consequences (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Lack of communication (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
The right to be wrong (edit), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
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SCHOOLS-SCS-WINDOWS  continued
Out with the old, in with the new (windows) (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Appreciation to board of ed (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
Destruction decried (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
School "wasn't the same" (with new windows) (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-WRITING PROGRAM
Three (L Albert, H Sobol, A Fiderer) who help wordsmiths forge better words (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.6

SCHOOLS-VALHALLA
Question of school for homeless fuels controversy over WCC plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.12

SCHOOLS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY-GIFT POLICY
Is it blessed to receive?, Dec 4, 1987, p.2

SCHOOLS-YNKERS
Carsky asks schools to join in planting trees, Mar 6, 1987, p.10

SCHOOLS-YNKERS (NY)-WOODLANDS HIGH SCHOOL
State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3

SCHORR, DAN
High marks for (EMT) writing program, Feb 13, 1987, p.11

SCHORR, MARSHA
EMT teachers study in summer, Jul 26, 1985, p.9
Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11
ECCE: Don't change grading system, Oct 17, 1986, p.11
ZBA says no to kitchen, Feb 5, 1988, p.11

SCHORR, R PETER
You name it, you can learn it (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

SCHOTT, ALBERT
Management consultant A Schott named, Mar 20, 1987, p.2

SCHREIBER, LIZ
SHS spring sports competitors honored at Maroon and White event (photo; list), Jun 7, 1985, p.15

SCHREIBER, SANDY
SCS writer L Albert to receive award, May 24, 1985, p.9

SCHREIBER, SIDNEY (DR-AU)
Doctor says: The crisis is real (ltr), Jul 19, 1985, p.6

SCHREIER, ALISON
Fundraisers (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.9

SCHREIER, ANDREW
Lawyer A M Schreier joins Manhattan firm, Jul 3, 1987, p.2

SCHREIER, ARTHUR
Demolition of house protested in vain, Dec 24, 1986, p.1

SCHROEDER, EDWIN
Carlysses return (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.12

SCHROEDER, ELAINE
E Schroeder to head Carasoor Cntr for Music and Arts, Jan 25, 1985, p.5
Her career at Carasoor has come full circle (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.6
Candidates named for village office (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Elaine Schroeder finds time for a new challenge (as Village Trustee) (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
A piece of cake! (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

SCHROEDER, WALTER (MSGR)
SCROEDER, WALTER (HSSR) continued

SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

SCROEDER, DEBORAH

Arthur Manor elects leaders, Jul 3, 1987, p.5

Neighbors charge that renovations car aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1

SCROEDER, DOBORAH

Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

SCHUBERT, DAVID

(Kiwanis) New club in town, Dec 4, 1987, p.1

SCHUCK, CHARLES

Unresponsiveness (by EMT Bd of Ed) charged, Jun 26, 1987, p.11

SCHUDER, JOHN

Local choristers to sing Americana on cathedral tour (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.6

First interfaith service here unites Jews and Christians, Nov 29, 1985, p.1

SCHULER, JOHN

Playing prisoner (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.5

SCHULMAN, BLISS

Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2

SCHULMAN, DAVID

O'Source honors Tooley, Schulman, Feb 19, 1988, p.8

SCHULMAN, DEBRA

Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11

SCHULMAN, JERRY

Ten year teachers (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.14

New teachers at Greenvile (photo), May 10, 1985, p.10

Board considers changes for gifted and first graders, May 31, 1985, p.11

Superintendent reports on 'high school of excellence', Jun 26, 1985, p.11

EMT's best: Dr R Gast named outstanding teacher of the year (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.9

Board again looks at policy on residence, Oct 31, 1985, p.11

District gets high marks, Dec 13, 1985, p.13

Committee to review math in K-6, Feb 14, 1986, p.11

Board appoints teacher for district's gifted students, Feb 28, 1986, p.9

Seventh graders are commended by Hopkins Center for Talented Youth (photo; list), May 9, 1986, p.10

Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11

China Digs dance spectacular will debut at EMT High (list), May 23, 1986, p.11

Sophomores will retain excemption from gym classes, Jun 13, 1986, p.11

Retiring business head C Tuthill leaves with his colleagues' esteem (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.10

Board okays program, Jun 27, 1986, p.11

Parents learn how to promote learning, Sep 19, 1986, p.10

(EMT) Board gets instruction update, Feb 6, 1987, p.11

Revised math curriculum presented to (EMT) school board, Jun 5, 1987, p.11

Sixth graders: They're still crazy (about cap and) after all these years (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.11

Dvorkin is new (EMT) board (of Ed) president; new enrichment program adopted, Jul 3, 1987, p.9

Salary increases for district administrators, Aug 14, 1987, p.9

SCHULMAN, MARTIN

Trapp Opticians add new store, May 2, 1986, p.14

SCHULMAN, ROBERT

A modest proposal (edit), Aug 22, 1986, p.6

Proposed shelter for family to be topic of meeting, Jan 16, 1987, p.1

SCHULMAN, S J

Book lists county's major employers, Sep 26, 1986, p.5
SCHULMAN, SY
Homeless crisis topic at hearing on (county) budget, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

SCHULTE, MARK
Senior citizens' housing options outlined, Mar 8, 1985, p.1

SCHULTZ, DAVID
D H Schultz dies, Nov 29, 1985, p.26

SCHULTZ, GERALD
Winston sons seek to block sale of land, Feb 28, 1986, p.1

SCHULTZ, RALPH (DR)
SCS pianist wins $1000 Concordia prize, Mar 6, 1987, p.13

SCHULTZE, LEONARD
Historically speaking: SCS's monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

SCHULTZ, PAUL
County contests head Nov 5 ballot here, Oct 31, 1985, p.1

SCHULZ, RICHARD
Saving water, May 24, 1985, p.1

SCHUMACHER, KATHARINE
K Schumacher dies, Jul 31, 1987, p.14

SCHUREMAN, JOHN
Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (map), Oct 30, 1987, p.4

SCHUR, JACK
Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Don't replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1

SCHUTT, ELIZABETH
Divisions emerge over gifted, talented program, Jan 17, 1986, p.13

SCHUTZ, ANTON
K Barnett head of Young GOP (list), May 2, 1986, p.2
Fire destroys house on Drake (photo; addl photo p 5), May 15, 1987, p.1

SCHUTZ, CHRISTA
Peeking at 'Pure Talent' (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.17

SCHWEB, BETTY
Prize for the Y (photo), May 23, 1986, p.18
Teenage volunteer: S Slotnick (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.4

SCHWABLE, HELEN
H R Schwable dies, Jun 12, 1987, p.20

SCHWARTZ, (MRS KENNETH)
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

SCHWARTZ, BENJAMIN
Prehistoric occasion (photo), Jul 24, 1997, p.3

SCHWARTZ, CAROL
PTA/PTSA (EMT) debates merits of proposal, Mar 7, 1986, p.11

SCHWARTZ, ELEANOR
E S Schwartz dies, Mar 27, 1987, p.15

SCHWARTZ, FRITZI
F K Schwartz dies, Mar 20, 1987, p.15

SCHWARTZ, GLORIA
SEE BLITZER, GLORIA

SCHWARTZ, HARRY (DR)
Support for Richard Maslow (ltr), Jul 26, 1985, p.6
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SCHWARTZ, HARRY (DR) continued
Violence is unacceptable (!tr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6

SCHWARTZ, JACk
Lesley College honors benefactors J Schwartz, D Raizes (photo), May 31, 1985, p.3

SCHWARTZ, JEAN
SCS Heritage Day (photo), May 9, 1986, p.5
Forty works in SCS art show (photo; list), Jan 9, 1987, p.4
Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2

SCHWARTZ, JERI
SCS Historical Society schedules Appraisal Day (photo), Mar 6, 1985, p.3
Appraisers say there's 'Money in your attic', Nov 8, 1985, p.12
Appraisers H Fendelman and J Schwartz join with video fire, Oct 31, 1986, p.8

SCHWARTZ, JOHN III
Scar&idians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

SCHWARTZ, JUDITH
Schools urged to shift computer education focus (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.1
SHS open campus may get less so, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Teachers, school board exchange proposals for new labor contract, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Teachers' continuing contribution (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.2
School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Pact reached with teachers, Jun 27, 1986, p.1
New faces (photo; list), Oct 3, 1986, p.17
Teachers Institute leader J Schwartz warns of teacher shortage, Nov 21, 1986, p.5
Teachers, board are far apart as bargaining starts, Feb 20, 1987, p.1
District bids Sobol hail and farewell, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Fetes for Dr Sobol announced, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
STA contract would raise base pay by 204, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Teachers approve contract, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Teachers' gift to the graduates (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.2
J Schwartz on task force, Oct 30, 1987, p.15
Dennis to leave SHS for Long Island superintendency (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
(SCS School) District seeking solution to health-insurance crisis, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibsman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Local teacher J Schwartz on state task force says school restructuring needed, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

SCHWARTZ, JUDITH (AU)
Scarsdale Teachers Institute still going strong (edit), Jan 9, 1987, p.7

SCHWARTZ, KENNETH (DR)
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

SCHWARTZ, MARTIN
Labor unrest: PBA files for binding arbitration, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Police picket, Nov 27, 1987, p.1

SCHWARTZ, MARVIN
Supreme Court sets date to hear creche case, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Supreme Court hears creche case, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
After Supreme Court arguments, participants party, Feb 22, 1985, p.4
Supreme Court rules creche is permissible, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Creche attorneys won't apply for money from village, May 31, 1985, p.1
No charge (by lawyers in creche case), Aug 23, 1985, p.1

SCHWARTZ, MATTHEW
In search of history (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.16
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SCHWARTZ, MERLE (AU)
EMT board criticized (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
SCHWARTZ, MILDRED (AU)
Humane solutions to raccoon problem favored (ltr), Aug 16, 1985, p.6
SCHWARTZ, MILTON
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
SCHWARTZ, NELSON
Change of address (for Timothy Kelly), Sep 4, 1987, p.1
SCHWARTZ, PAUL
Pool opens tomorrow morning (photo), May 22, 1987, p.3
SCHWARTZ, RICHARD
Experts take hard look at new tax laws and economy (charts; illus) (Financial Planning Supp), Feb 27, 1987, p.8
SCHWARTZ, ROBERT
Hoff-Barthelson plans chamber series, Jan 18, 1985, p.17
Carolers join in traditional celebration (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Chase makes local aan R J Schwartz a managing director (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.4
EHS student D Prisco Jr dies in accident, Aug 21, 1987, p.9
SCHWARTZ, ROLAND (DR)
Dr R Schwartz dies, Feb 19, 1988, p.14
SCHWARTZ, SUE-ANN
Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
SCHWARTZ, WILLIAM (DR)
SCS aan J S Blitzer killed in crash (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
SCHWARTZ-BLITZER, GLORIA
Elected: G Schwartz-Blitzer (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.4
SCHWARTZBERG, HAROLD
Boulder Brook auctioned off, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
SCHWARZ, JULIE
Kids enjoy Easter Eggstravaganza (photo; list), Apr 24, 1987, p.12
SCHWARZ, PAUL
Montagues vs Capulets (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.17
SCHWARZ, SUSIE
Celebrating friendship: M Gould, S Schwarz, R Takagi (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.2
SCHWEICKERT, WILLIAM
Who's un-American? (ltr), Apr 25, 1986, p.6
SCHWEICKERT, WILLIAM (AU)
Seniors’ unexpected enemy (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
Teacher's 'warped judgement' (ltr), Apr 4, 1986, p.6
SCHWEITZER, CAREN
She helps mates who have lost their helpmutes (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
SCHWENGEL, FRANK
GBH will undertake the repair of Crane Pond, Sep 6, 1985, p.11
SCHWER, PAM
Arthur Manor elects leaders, Jul 3, 1987, p.5
SCHWER, WALTER JR
New fire facility turned down again, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Fifty years of service (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.3
Quarter century of service: P Bonnette (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.5
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SCHER, WALTER JR (AU)
- Firemen are grateful (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6

SCHER, LOREN
- Before the proa (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.11

SCIARRA, GINA
- Fairest feline (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.10

SCIOSIA, FRANK (AU)
- Praise for Gilaan's position (on aid to Nicaraguan contras) (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6

SCOBLEY, JOAN
- Silver Pages feature local writer J Scobey, course, Feb 14, 1985, p.8
- Joan Scobey to describe how writer's creative process works (photo), May 9, 1986, p.2

SCOBLEY, RAPHAEL
- Screening judges, Nov 15, 1985, p.1

SCOFFLAWS
- Village taking aim at scofflaws, Jul 18, 1986, p.1

SCOPPER, ELIZABETH

SCOTT, BARBARA
- Up from Cosmic Chicken; B Scott still clowning around (photo), Jun 4, 1985, p.6

SCOTT, EDNA

SCOTT, HAROLD
- SES man H Scott appointed VP of Reader's Digest Association, Nov 15, 1985, p.2

SCOTT, JANINE
- Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

SCOTT, JOANNE
- Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1

SCOTT, PEGGY
- Presidents' Day (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.11

SCOTT, SPENCER JR
- Edna Scott, library benefactor, dead at 93, May 23, 1986, p.1

SCOTT, SARA
- Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1

SCOTT, SARAH (AU)
- STEP success (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6

SCOTT, SPENCER
- Do we need any growth at all? (Part I) (edit), Jun 5, 1987, p.7

SCOTT, WILLIAM JR
- Vietnam Memorial committee seeks to confirm names to be listed, Sep 4, 1987, p.16

SCOTTO, REHATA
- Let me call you sweetheart (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1

SCOUT FIELD
- Update on Winston, Nov 22, 1985, p.1

SCOUT FIELD-SCS
- Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1

SCREENS
- SEE WINDOW SCREENS

SCRIVEN, MARTHA (AU)
- Firehouse cost questioned (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
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SCRUGGS, PATRICIA

Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SCS

This new book (Annual Report) has SCS's number, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Historic buildings here to host architectural heritage celebration (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.3
SCS at play—the summer games (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.6

SCS (VILLAGE)

(SCS to receive) Beautification award, Mar 4, 1988, p.5

SCS (VILLAGE)-BICENTENNIAL (1988)

Birthday bash (for SCS Bicentennial), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

SCS ADULT SCHOOL

Adult school elects leaders (list), Feb 1, 1985, p.5
Variety of courses available year-round at Adult School (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.26
Crafty Adult School course takes the cake (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.6
Fictional fire poses real-life dilemmas, May 9, 1985, p.1
Adult School caters to eclectic tastes (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.19
Their hands are quicker than the eye...sleight-ly (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.6
Adult School names C Robinson business chief (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.5
Archaeology enthusiasts salute the Adult School (edit), Nov 29, 1985, p.7
Lifetime scholarship (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.5
Adult School law course broke all records (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.37
Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7
Americans' brains work strangely (edit), Aug 15, 1986, p.7
Adult school aims to reflect changing community interests (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.21
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.26
Sherlockiana: the game's afoot at Adult School (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.6
SSMT faces uncertain future, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Adult School, a vigorous reflection of the active community it serves (photo) (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.19
New Adult School leaders named (photo; list), Feb 20, 1987, p.3
'Let's talk,' say Japanese women to villagers here (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.6
You name it, you can learn it (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Aug 14, 1987, p.6
Adult School a place to expand horizons (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.87
Fill biz how-to is slick choice at SAS opener (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.6
For 50 years, Adult School has satisfied SCS's thirst for knowledge (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.14

SCS ADVISORY COUNCIL ON YOUTH

SEE YOUTH

SCS ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

SCS ANTIQUES

Walking with Abe, Nick and Ralph (edit), Dec 24, 1986, p.7
Give race back to Abe Simon (ltr), May 1, 1987, p.6
Something new in the 15K run (incl application form), Feb 12, 1988, p.12

SCS ART ASSN

Assn devoted to the visual arts (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.39
Art show winners (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.3
SCS Art Assn awards prizes (list), Nov 29, 1985, p.8
Two different art groups (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6
Art in the park (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.3
Art Assn names winners (list), Dec 5, 1986, p.28
SCS artists showing work (list), Dec 12, 1986, p.14
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SCS ART ASSN continued
Art display at SCS gallery (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.13
Forty works in SCS art show (photo; list), Jan 9, 1987, p.4
Art Association entering 50th year (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.9
Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Art Assn (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.26
(SCS) Art association is a busy 50 years young (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.9

SCS ART CENTER
Scs Art Center 3 years old and growing (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.36
Art classes, workshops offered (Progress Edition; list), Jan 31, 1986, p.38
LaMotta heads new Art Center board (list), Aug 15, 1986, p.4
Jeanette Leahey's dreams live (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6

SCS ART SOCIETY
Two different art groups (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6

SCS ASSN OF AIDS AND ASSISTANTS
SEE LABOR UNIONS

SCS ASSN OF EDUCATIONAL SECRETARIES
SEE LABOR UNIONS

SCS AUDUBON SOCIETY
SEE AUDUBON SOCIETY

SCS AUXILIARY OF WHITE PLAINS HOSPITAL
SEE HOSPITALS

SCS BOARD OF APPEALS
SEE BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS

SCS BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW
SEE BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW-SCS

SCS BOARD OF TRUSTEES
SEE VILLAGE BOARD-SCS

SCS BOWL
Like father-in-law, like son: G Jensen wins SCS Bowl (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.1
G Jensen honored at SCS Bowl dinner, Jan 25, 1985, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes G Jensen (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.20
Bowen to chair 43rd bowl dinner (photo), Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Bowl Committee members named (list), Sep 20, 1985, p.2
J Hofheisner to receive bowl (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.1
A night to remember (photo), Jan 17, 1986, p.1
With affectionate humor, friends honor Hofheisner at bowl dinner (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.5
Betty Henke named bowl dinner chairman (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.5
Bowl committee members named (list), Sep 26, 1986, p.4
Jean Stone, former mayor, to receive SCS Bowl (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.1
SCS Bowl presented (to J L Stone ) (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Jean Stone hailed at dinner for her service to SCS (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.2
(SCS Bowl) An encouraging award (edit), Jan 23, 1987, p.6
Committee forced to pick Bowl winner, Oct 9, 1987, p.5
Joseph Ullman to receive (SCS) bowl (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.1
J Ullman gets the Bowl (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Joseph Ullman praised as a man of fairness, modesty and kindness (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.2

SCS BUDGET
SEE BUDGET-SCS
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SCS CAMPAIGN FOR A NUCLEAR WEAPONS FREEZE
INF Treaty applauded (ltr), Dec 31, 1987, p.6

SCS CAMPAIGN FOR A NUCLEAR WEAPONS FREEZE? (AU)
Allan Guttaan will be missed (ltr), Aug 28, 1987, p.6

SCS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
SEE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS

SCS CITIZENS FOR SENIOR HOUSING
SEE SENIOR CITIZENS-HOUSING

SCS CITIZENS FOR SENIOR HOUSING INC
Housing group gets tax exemp status, Jun 19, 1987, p.2
Need for senior housing is recognized by village (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.14

SCS CITIZENS FOR SENIOR HOUSING?
Housing survey reveals seniors want to stay (in SCS), Feb 12, 1989, p.9

SCS COUNCIL OF PARENT TEACHER ASSNS
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-PTA

SCS CRECHE COMMITTEE
SEE CRECHE CASE

SCS CULTURAL CENTER
India comes to SCS (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.1
Culture of India is celebrated at Apple Tree Barn (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.6
A taste of the Orient (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.1

SCS DAY CAMP
Prehistoric occasion (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.3

SCS DAY CAMP
Sliding into summer (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
A chorus of elves (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.3
Their heroes (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.3
Day camp is one answer to parents’ dilemma (photo; cont p 14), Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Happy landing (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.1
Back to nature (center) campaign begins (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.1
First graders in SCS Day Camp beat the heat (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.6
SCS day campers make TV debut, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
Day camper’s delight (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.2
Hands-on workshop (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.3

SCS DOWNTOWN AREA
SEE DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS

SCS EMPLOYEES
SEE EMPLOYEES-SCS

SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Convincing case (for senior outreach program) (edit), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
Dispassionate review of senior outreach funding advised (ltr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6
Staying alive: E Greene discusses suicide and depression with SHS students (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.12
Whose responsibility (are senior citizens)? (ltr), Jan 25, 1985, p.6
Reaching for help for Senior Outreach Program, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
Family Counseling Service dedicated to supporting family life in community (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.1
Election ’85: incumbents E Hand, E Seidman air views (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Senior outreach in SCS budget, Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Catching ups Village Board clearing agenda (edit), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
Support for outreach worker not unanimous (ltr), Mar 29, 1985, p.6
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SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE continued
Counselors team up to help young people (photo), May 10, 1985, p.1
Youth Services program to expand, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Local agency operates house-sharing program, Jul 28, 1985, p.4
Local agencies ready to assist senior in need, Sep 6, 1985, p.6
Cost considerations delay vote on new fire department facility, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Youth counselor L Kaplan plans to resign, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Youth project praised (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
Helping families cope is goal of local agency, Dec 13, 1985, p.8
New league project could be a lifesaver, Jan 31, 1986, p.8
Family Counseling introduces new programs for youth, elderly (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.40
Youth project's backers fear loss of village support, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
He (P Read) works for Family Counseling (ltr), Mar 7, 1986, p.6
Students serving the elderly (list), Mar 14, 1986, p.17
Family Counseling opens drive, Apr 11, 1986, p.3
Tuttle's Shuttle begins run (photo), May 30, 1986, p.1
Community surveyed on social service needs, May 30, 1986, p.2
Family Counseling benefit (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.3
Junior League aids counseling service (list), Jul 11, 1986, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.20
Teen center nearing reality, Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Year of Developing Capable Young People begins Sept 25, Aug 29, 1986, p.9
Grandparents project gets anonymous gift, Sep 12, 1986, p.2
Tuttle's Shuttle catching on (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.3
Youth counselors advise parents on dealing effectively with teenagers, Nov 7, 1986, p.3
Sharing the holiday (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.1
SCS keeps up with changing needs (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.16
SCS Family Counseling to open branch in Ardsley, Mar 20, 1987, p.10
Using natural setting to abet counseling: S West, Apr 3, 1987, p.16
State aid to SCS, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
It was a Family (Counseling) Affair (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.4
Hawaiian party to mark return of Common Ground, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
DuPont to tell community how to combat drug, alcohol threat, Oct 16, 1987, p.3
SCS called "outstanding" (ltr), Oct 16, 1987, p.6
"If hands that reach could only touch" (SCS Family Counseling Service), Nov 13, 1987, p.2
Cherished gifts (ltr), Nov 20, 1987, p.6
A cause for celebration: E Kuhlmann's 102nd birthday (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.13
Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Director of SCS Family Counseling Service: C Taylor (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.16
Teen cafe returning, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
An adventure in the woods (for frail elderly) (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.7

SCS FIFTEEN K RACE
SEE RUNNING

SCS FOUNDATION
Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Like father-in-law, like son: G Jensen wins SCS Bowl (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.1
SCS Foundation elects new trustees to board, Jan 18, 1985, p.5
G Jensen honored at SCS Bowl dinner, Jan 25, 1985, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes G Jensen (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.20
Foundation is SCS's own public community trust (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.26
SCS FOUNDATION continued

SCS Futures Prograa's report available to public, Jun 21, 1985, p.5
Bowen to chair 43rd bowl dinner (photo), Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Bowl Committee members named (list), Sep 20, 1985, p.2
J Hofheiser to receive bowl (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.1
Foundation elects trustee L Howard to board (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.2
SCS Foundation: It's here all year long (edit), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
With affectionate humor, friends honor Hofheiser at bowl dinner (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.5
Helping hand (for SVAC) from SCS Foundation (photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.3
Foundation serves as community trust (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.39
Fund has new administrator (list), Mar 21, 1986, p.6
SVAC adds new lifesaving skill (photo; addl photo, list p.10), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
Betty Menke named bowl dinner chair (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.5
A dialogue on adolescents' problems: actors dramatize, audience reacts, Nov 14, 1986, p.19
Emergency fund, Dec 12, 1986, p.6
Community trust (edit), Dec 12, 1986, p.6
Foundation is community trust (list) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.4
SCS Foundation elects A Malina, C H Pforzheimer III trustees (list), Feb 6, 1987, p.2
Committee forced to pick Bowl winner, Oct 9, 1987, p.5
(SCS) Foundation helps where it can (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.4

SCS FOUNDATION FUTURES PROGRAM

SCS Futures Program's report available to public, Jun 21, 1985, p.5

SCS FUTURES PROGRAM
SEE SCS FOUNDATION FUTURES PROGRAM

SCS GIRL SCOUT HOUSE
SEE GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA

SCS GOVERNMENT ACCESS CHANNEL
SEE CABLE TV

SCS HIGH SCHOOL
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL

SCS HIGH SCHOOL PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID

SCS HIGHWAY DEPT
SEE HIGHWAY DEPT-SCS

SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY

Cudner-Hyatt House 1974 and present (photo), Jan 4, 1985, p.5
Historical Society publishes booklet on Cudner-Hyatt House, Jan 4, 1985, p.5
Historical Society makes cable debut (photo) (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.39
Peter Duchin Orchestra to play for Historical Soc spring gala (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.2
SCS Historical Society schedules Appraisal Day (photo), Mar 8, 1985, p.3
Swinging into spring: SCS Historical Society's annual party (photo), Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Archaeologists digging in as society launches Cudner-Hyatt restoration (photo), May 24, 1985, p.4
Opening of exhibit, country fair to launch Historical Society year (photo; list), Aug 20, 1985, p.5
Historical Society opens member drive, Sep 6, 1985, p.2
Yarn spinner S Macdonald (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.4
Historical Society wins federal grant, Sep 13, 1985, p.14
SCS quilt (on display), Oct 11, 1985, p.1
Historical Society gets $5000 gift, Oct 11, 1985, p.12
Historical Society leaders chosen (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.4
Now playing at the Historical Society (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.5
SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY continued


Historical holiday party (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.18

Historical Society launches Phase II of capital campaign, Jan 3, 1986, p.5

Historical Society reaches goal of paying off Hyatt House mortgage (Progress Edition; photo; list), Jan 31, 1986, p.39

Historical Society names new director, Mar 28, 1986, p.2

Starlight Fantasy (photo; list), Mar 28, 1986, p.5

Decorative dancers (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.19

Historical support (NYS awards grants to Historical Soc., YM-YWHA, Literacy Volunteers), Apr 11, 1986, p.1

Architectural heritage exhibit (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.2

Historic buildings here to host architectural heritage celebration (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.3

SCS Natl Bank salutes Historical Society (photo), May 2, 1986, p.30

SCS Heritage Day (photo), May 9, 1986, p.5

Books issued by Historical Society, May 9, 1986, p.15

Festival time in SCS (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.5

That’s where honey comes from: Historical Soc’s Festival ’85 (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.3

Trustees seek changes at Heathcote corners, Aug 22, 1986, p.1

Country fun (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.2

Man behind the dioramas: R Heitmann (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.5

Thanks from Historical Society (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6

P McDermott, S Warthen added to Historical Society staff (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.5

Turkey time (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.3

Hyatt House restoration is under way (photo p.5; list), Dec 12, 1986, p.1

Irreplaceable legacy (edit), Dec 31, 1986, p.6

Prints from the past (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.1

Restoration of Cudner-Hyatt House under way (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.12

Cudner-Hyatt House to open (photo) (Progress Edition’87), Jan 30, 1987, p.9

Five to recall old SCS (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.5

Festive time for history buffs (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.2

For history’s sake (photo), May 8, 1987, p.4

F Manocherian Family to be honored, Jun 5, 1987, p.2

Historical society gets three donations, Jun 12, 1987, p.2

Gift for giver F Manocherian (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.5

New grants aid historical society efforts, Jul 10, 1987, p.2

Cudner-Hyatt House to open: two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part II), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

Chase grants aid (Riverwest Management Co., SCS Hist Soc., SCS Meals on Wheels, Est Children’s Cntr), Sep 4, 1987, p.10

Historic home (Cudner-Hyatt House) reopens its doors (photo), Sep 11, 1987, p.1

SCS Natl Bank salutes Historical Society, Dedicates (sic) Restored Cudner-Hyatt House (photocopy), Sep 18, 1987, p.24

At new SCS Historical Society Museum shop, gifts galore (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.2

Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year’s historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

Appreciation to board of ed (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY MUSEUM

F Manocherian Family to be honored, Jun 5, 1987, p.2

Peeking at ‘Pure Talent’ (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.17

SEE ALSO QUAKER MEETING HOUSE MUSEUM (1829) (BEFORE 1987)

SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY-FUND RAISING

Historically sailing (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.3

SCS IMPROVEMENT CO

Joint project: Heathcote sidewalk to be rebuilt, Jan 3, 1986, p.1

SCS IMPROVEMENT CORP

Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
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SCS INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE
SEE SWIMMING POOLS, INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE-SCS

SCS INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE
SEE SWIMMING POOLS, INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE-SCS

SCS INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE
Pool pledges, Apr 3, 1987, p.1
Indoor pool campaign going for 500 members; Here's more names (list), Jun 19, 1987, p.2
It's about time for a SCS Indoor Swimming Pool; Join your neighbors now! (Insert), Jun 19, 1987,
It's about time for a SCS Indoor Swimming Pool; Show your support now (Insert), Jun 26, 1987,
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Alarming decisions (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO SWIMMING POOLS, INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE-SCS

SCS INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE (AU)
Indoor pool campaign (ltr), May 1, 1987, p.5

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)
SCS Inquirer official publication date now Fri, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
Inquirer wins awards, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Humor in SCS? (Editor solicits humorous anecdotes for new column) (edit), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Accident coverage criticized (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
We're growing and moving to new quarters: Inquirer offices to move Feb 3, Jan 24, 1986, p.1.
New offices of Inquirer now open, Feb 7, 1986, p.1
On naming names (in police report) (edit), Feb 28, 1986, p.6
Inquirer story wins prize as best in New York State, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Price of Inquirer going up, May 9, 1986, p.1
SCS United Way exceeds campaign goal, May 9, 1986, p.4
SCS copes with snowy week, Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Notice to readers: Dr I S Taylor letter a fraud, Mar 13, 1987, p.6
Praise from Phaedrus (ltr), Apr 17, 1987, p.6
...And the winners are...(reproductions of Father of the Year Contest winning entries), Jun 19, 1987, p.16
Useful public service (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6
No more Ms.prints (edit), Jul 31, 1987, p.6
Delay in delivery of Inquirer explained, Sep 18, 1987, p.3
Notice to readers (Paper to be delivered on time from now on), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
A change of policy: Inquirer adopting a policy of naming suspects when reporting arrests (edit), Nov 6, 1987, p.6
(Inquirer's) Name policy resented (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
First-class reporting (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6
About the Safe Homes list (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
Welcome aboard (GBH Inquirer readers) (edit), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Window coverage criticized (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Did you know (what services, facilities available to handicapped)?, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
A tale of two towns (SCS and GBH) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Disappointed by coverage of B Bruckner traffic fatality (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Editorial (on Board of Ed/ Window replacement) criticized (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Board of Ed asked to resign (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
No courtesy shown, he says (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Inquirer photo editor E A Arey named to position in public relations (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.5
(E Arey) A member of the family (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
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SCS INTERFAITH OUTREACH COMMITTEE
Resident from interfaith group: hunger takes no summer holiday, Jul 5, 1985, p.5

SCS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH

SCS JUNIOR LEAGUE
SEE JUNIOR LEAGUE-SCS (BEFORE 1985), JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER (AFTER 1985)

SCS LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
SEE LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

SCS LIBRARY
SEE LIBRARY-SCS

SCS LIBRARY
Westchester Amateur Radio Assn donates books and has radio to SCS Library (photo), Aug 23, 1987, p.5
SEE ALSO LIBRARY-SCS

SCS MANOR
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

SCS MANOR DEVELOPMENT-SCS
Plans for 11 houses move ahead, Jul 3, 1987, p.1

SCS MASTER PLAN
SEE MASTER POLICIES PLAN-SCS

SCS NATIONAL BANK
Something new in the 15K run (incl application form), Feb 12, 1988, p.12
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN PRESIDENTS
Residents discuss downtown area at Planning Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Neighborhood leaders (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.3
End to (unit) meetings?, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Neighborhood leaders' leaders: R Harrison, Z Rubins, J Galloway, H Goodwin (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.2
DuPont to tell community how to combat drug, alcohol threat, Oct 16, 1987, p.3
Police, civic groups announce plans to make Halloween safe, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1

SCS NUCLEAR FREEZE CAMPAIGN
Encouragement for R Reagan (ltr), Jan 4, 1985, p.6
R Kehler to address meeting of SCS Campaign for Nuclear Weapons Freeze (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.5

SCS OPEN SOCIETY ASSN
SOSA helps minorities move here (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.26
Open housing group elects new leaders (list), Jun 7, 1986, p.2

SCS ORGANIZATION FOR THE LEARNING DISABLED
Group (for learning disabled) re-established, Jul 25, 1986, p.2
SOLD, reorganized, invites parents (list), Nov 14, 1986, p.19
Parents of learning disabled band together, Dec 5, 1986, p.1
(Learning) Disabled) students finding help in SCS, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

SCS PLANNING BOARD
SEE PLANNING BOARD-SCS

SCS POLICE DEPT
SEE POLICE DEPT-SCS

SCS POOL
It must be summer in SCS (photo), May 24, 1985, p.1
Pool to host holiday celebration, Jun 10, 1985, p.1
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SCS POOL continued

It was all happening at the pool on the Fourth (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.3
Glorious Fourth draws 6000 to pool (list), Jul 12, 1985, p.4
SCS Pool will send in the clowns, Aug 30, 1985, p.1
Staff shortage may close pool, Aug 30, 1985, p.1
Funny faces (photo), Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Open, but barely; Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Poolgoers play on Labor Day (photo; list), Sep 6, 1985, p.22
What if pool had been closed! (ltr), Sep 12, 1985, p.6
Pool staff thanked (ltr), Oct 11, 1985, p.6
PR Council announces changes to accommodate campers at pool, Apr 25, 1986, p.5
Want a dip? SCS pool opens on 24th, May 16, 1986, p.3
SCS pool opens tomorrow (photo), May 23, 1986, p.3
Making it easier to get in the swim (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.5
Pool parade, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
Complaints about the pool (ltr), Aug 29, 1986, p.6
Pachydera at the pool (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.5
Pool repairs, Mar 6, 1987, p.1
Citizens debate preservation law, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Pool opens tomorrow morning (photo), May 22, 1987, p.3
Rain or shine, they're ready to swim (photo), May 29, 1987, p.1
Fourth draws 1000's to pool (photo; list), Jul 10, 1987, p.5
Lifeguard's lament (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6
Pool opening to teenagers 6 nights a week, Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Bold leadership (edit), Jul 17, 1987, p.6
Teens taking advantage of evening pool hours, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
It's happening at the pool (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.5
Constructive solution (ltr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6
Pool suggestion (ltr), Jul 31, 1987, p.6
Good times at the SCS Pool (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.1
Swimmers want cleaner pool, Aug 7, 1987, p.3
Early to bed, early to swim makes these folks healthy, fitter and thin (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.1
Youth nights at the pool expected to return, despite modest crowds (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.1
Not giving up (on pool nights for teens) (edit), Sep 4, 1987, p.6
Mayor E Seidman reports state of village (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

SCS PRINCIPALS ASSN
School officials awarded raises (list), Aug 1, 1986, p.1

SCS PUBLIC LIBRARY
SEE LIBRARY-SCS

SCS RECREATION DEPT
SEE RECREATION DEPT-SCS

SCS REPUBLICAN TOWN COMMITTEE
SEE REPUBLICAN PARTY

SCS RIDING ACADEMY
Riding program called dangerous (ltr), Mar 13, 1987, p.6
SCS RIDING ACADEMY?
Riding program praised (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6

SCS RIDING CLUB
New look at Boulder Brook (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Work begins at riding academy, Dec 12, 1986, p.5
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SCS RIDING CLUB continued
Praise for riding club (ltr), Mar 20, 1987, p.6

SCS ROTARY CLUB
SEE ROTARY CLUB-SCS

SCS SCHOLA CANTORUM
SEE CHOIRS (MUSIC)

SCS SCHOOL PERSONNEL AND FAMILY ASSISTANCE FUND
Emergency fund, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Community trust (edit), Dec 12, 1986, p.6

SCS SCHOOL PERSONNEL FUND
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE FUND

SCS SCHOOLS
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS

SCS SCHOOLS EMPLOYEES, FAMILIES ASSISTANCE FUND
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEES ASSISTANCE FUND

SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE
SCS Summer Music Theatre to stage "Music Man", Feb 1, 1985, p.16
Why SSMT is moving back (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
Fire damages Heathcote School, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Summer Music Theatre's 'techies' are behind-the-scenes stars (list), Jul 19, 1985, p.5
Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1
That SSMT spirit (edit), Jul 26, 1985, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.22
Nat Habib: SCS's summer music man (photo p.10), Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Music Man totes to town (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Music Man cast cool under fire, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
Crucial test for SSMT, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
Music Man: review, Aug 9, 1985, p.5
Top-notch entertainment: Music Man (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
Box office saash: Music Man, Aug 16, 1985, p.1
Lineup picked for football musical (list), Jul 11, 1986, p.3
Cooling trend (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.1
Good News in store at SSMT (list), Jul 25, 1986, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.22
Party time on campus (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.1
The show's the thing (edit), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
Support the SSMT (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
SSMT faces uncertain future, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Sumner theater, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
It's important for teens (ltr), Feb 13, 1987, p.6
$35,000 'not much to ask' (for SSMT) (ltr), Feb 27, 1987, p.6
Suacer music theater is going independent, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
SSMT will produce 'Connecticut Yankee', May 8, 1987, p.1
Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
'Connecticut Yankee' is both a first and a last for SSMT (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.1
SSMT--the show go on (sic) (edit), Jul 31, 1987, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Suacer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.22
Great entertainment (ltr), Aug 7, 1987, p.6
There was SSMT before Habib (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6
Chase grants aid (Riverwest Management Co, SCS Hist Soc, SCS Meals on Wheels, Eat Childrens Cntr), Sep 4, 1987, p.10
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SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS continued

SVAC gives SCS Life Alert System (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.39
L Weiskopf elected Chairman of Board, SVAC, Mar 1, 1985, p.5
SVAC tend to J Marks, injured in traffic accident (photo), Mar 29, 1985, p.3
Ambulance Corps members honored for voluntarism, May 17, 1985, p.12
Local agencies get United Way grants (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.5
SVAC: We need you today (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.5
Helping hand (for SVAC) from SCS Foundation (photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.3
SVAC setting pace in state, Jan 31, 1986, p.3
SVAC welcomes new members (Progress Edition; list), Jan 31, 1986, p.36
Close call for SCS squirrel (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.5
SVAC work called effective (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
SCS National Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.22
Thanks to SVAC, police (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
Dialing advice (for medical emergencies), May 23, 1986, p.1
Fire destroys Hitchcock (photo; addl photo p13), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
Rescued: R Shapiro (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.5
Grads' gift is memorial to members (list), Jul 4, 1986, p.4
SVAC adds new lifesaving skill (photo; addl photo, list p101, Aug 29, 1986, p.1
Firefighters rescue lineaman in distress (photo p1), Aug 29, 1986, p.2
Making SCS safer (edit), Aug 29, 1986, p.6
SVAC donor (ltr), Sep 12, 1986, p.6
SVAC adds medical board member Dr F Newann (photo; list), Dec 12, 1986, p.2
We are truly blessed (ltr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6
SVAC hones skills, adds new ones (photo; list) (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.17
Corps members honored (list), Jan 20, 1987, p.2
Junior League distributes trauma bags to help children caught in emergency (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.8
Close call for poodle at Garth Rd fire (photo), May 8, 1987, p.5
No volunteers, no SVAC (edit), May 22, 1987, p.6
SVAC, police cope through (ltr; list), May 22, 1987, p.6
Professionalism cited (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
S Gold A hero on the ambulance corps (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6
A big thank you (to police, SVAC) (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Fire victims M K and J Hagerty grateful (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Praise for ambulance corps (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Did you know (what services, facilities available to handicapped)?, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Did you know (SVAC will provide crutches, wheelchairs, walkers)?, Jan 29, 1988, p.9
Challenge from SVAC: we need more members (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.4
Message of appreciation (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Next time it could be for real (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.4
Citizens cooperate in life-saving effort (when A Shefts collapses), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
No one hurt in (1 Foxhall Rd) group home fire (photo p10), Mar 4, 1988, p.1

SEE ALSO LIFE ALERT

SCS VOLUNTEER FIRE CO 1, 2, 3
SEE FIRE DEPT-SCS

SCS WATER DEPT
SEE WATER DEPT-SCS

SCS WOMAN'S CLUB

G Heinemann to speak on "Communications Explosion" at SCS Woman's Club (photo), Jan 4, 1985, p.8
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SCS WOMAN'S CLUB continued
Citizens Party will not participate in LWV forum, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
In '84, Woman's Club won new recognition (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.28
Editor and publisher P Carbine to speak at SCS Woman's Club (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.9
Off to grandmother's house (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.8
Actor-singer R Hoh to entertain at Woman's Club, Mar 8, 1985, p.8
Citizens Party holds reception (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Honorees (SCS Woman's Club members elevated to life membership status) (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.8
Francophiles honored (at SCS Woman's Club) (photo), May 24, 1985, p.9
Presidents' Day (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.9
And then there was Christmas all through the house...(photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.14
Holiday spirit (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.15
Santa's corresponding secretaries (photo; list), Dec 20, 1985, p.5
Woman's Club remains true to the goals of its founders (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.36
Pretty for spring (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.9
SCS Woman's Club makes new president and officers (photo; list), Apr 11, 1986, p.8
Colorful (table decorations for Woman's Club gala) (photo; list), Apr 18, 1986, p.8
Club eyes new role in Non Partisan System, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
SCS United Way exceeds campaign goal, May 9, 1986, p.4
Gardeners say 'America the Beautiful' with flowers (photo; list), May 16, 1986, p.9
Onstage (photo; list), May 23, 1986, p.9
Newsmakers (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.8
And then there was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.9
Santa's ghost writers (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.5
Woman's Club still dedicated to goals of its founders in 1919 (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.8
(Former) Clubwomen honored (photo; list), Mar 20, 1987, p.9
Woman's Club elects officers for 1987-88 (list), Apr 17, 1987, p.9
That's some hat! (photo), May 22, 1987, p.8
Sale, please (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.9
Presidents' Day (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.11
Christmas throughout the house (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.12
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 9, 1988, p.4
Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Woman's Club: a tradition of service (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.4

SCS WOMAN'S CLUB-AWARDS
(Former) Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10
SCS WOMAN'S CLUB-JUNIorettes
(Former) Club proud of Juniorettes (ltr), Dec 31, 1987, p.6

SCS WOMEN'S EXCHANGE
Visions of Christmas (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.9

SCS WOMEN'S REPUBLICAN CLUB
DioGuardi to speak at SCS Library, Feb 28, 1986, p.3

SCS WOODS
SEE APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-GBH

SCS WORLD COIN CLUB
New coin club: SCS World Coin Club, Aug 1, 1986, p.2

SCS WORLD HUNGER CLUB
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-WORLD HUNGER CLUB

SCS YOUTH SERVICES PROJECT
SEE YOUTH SERVICES PROJECT-SCS
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SCS ZONING
SEE ZONING-SCS

SCS-ANNUAL REPORT
This new book (Annual Report) has SCS's number, Sep 27, 1985, p.1

SCS-BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION (1988)
SCS Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

SCS-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
Village undertaking host of summer projects (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Closing held on sale of village bonds, Aug 22, 1986, p.1

SCS-CENSUS (1970)

SCS-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

SCS-CEMSUS (1970)
Here Scarsdalians?, Aug 7, 1987, p.1

SCS-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

SCS-DONATIONS
Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1

SCS-FOREIGN POPULATION
That's right, Thanksgiving (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.14

SCS-HISTORY
Historically speaking: SCS's land acquisition, May 24, 1985, p.6
Three score and ten years ago... (SCS incorporated) (photo), May 31, 1985, p.1
Historically speaking: Some suburban oath; SCS facts, Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Historically speaking: Caleb Heathcote's land holdings (illus), Sep 6, 1985, p.6
Wrong exchange: Correction to Sept 6 Historically Speaking, Sep 13, 1985, p.6
SCS quilt (on display), Oct 11, 1985, p.1
Historian asks for help (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
In search of history (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.16
See that you are included (ltr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6
SCS '85: Highlights of the year past, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
A taste for history (photo; list), May 8, 1986, p.1
SCS Heritage Day (photo), May 9, 1986, p.5
Historically speaking: the Griffen-fish House (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.6
Historically speaking: Bronx River Parkway (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.4
Researcher A S Rubin asks for help (ltr), Aug 8, 1986, p.6
Painter of SCS history G Sasstag returns (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.1
Welcome to the graveyard (photo; list), Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Popham House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5
A loving look back at a bit of local history (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.6
What's in a name?, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Correction: R R Livingston, not R Morris held Bible for Washington at inauguration, Dec 31, 1986, p.5
SCS 1986—the year in review (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.6
Five to recall old SCS (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.5
Historically speaking: SCS's monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2
Digging up history (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.3
Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6
Do we need any growth at all? (Part I) (edit), Jun 5, 1987, p.7
Historically Speaking: Once, all SCS was Fox Meadow (map), Aug 14, 1987, p.6
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5
Historically speaking: SCS' connection to US Constitution, Sep 18, 1987, p.6
Back from the dead (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.3
Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4
Now that's real trivia (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6
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SCS-HISTORY continued
1987—Here is the year that was (photo; addl photo p.13), Dec 31, 1987, p.6
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
Irea Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5
Biography of Caleb Heathcote reissued in facsimile (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.2
Birthday bash (for SCS Bicentennial), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the annum of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2
Happy Birthday, SCS (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3

SCS-HTS CLERGY ASSM
First interfaith service here unites Jews and Christians (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.1

SCS-HTS NEWCOMERS CLUB
Newcomers Club names new leaders (list), Aug 16, 1985, p.8

SCS-HTS WOMEN’S INTERFAITH COUNCIL
Interfaith Council presents slate at luncheon meeting (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.3
Council proclames good will, and religious understanding (Progress Edition ’86), Jan 20, 1987, p.20
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS-HTS Women’s Interfaith Council (photo), May 22, 1987, p.24

SCS-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
Isn’t it ironic (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6

SCS-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Mayor E Seidman reports state of village (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
New bosses (for SCS Government Day) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5

SCS-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT?
Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5

SCS-PUPULATION
Fewer people (in SCS), Sep 19, 1986, p.1
SEE ALSO CENSUS-SCS

SCS-SCHOOLS-GREENACRES
Disregard (for schools’ appearance) seen (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6

SCUDER, ANNA
A M Scudder dies, Aug 29, 1986, p.14

SCULL, ELIOT
Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

SCULLY, DOROTHY
D R Scully dies, Oct 25, 1985, p.20

SCULPTORS (ARTISTS?)
Molding young artists (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15

SCULPTURE
SEE ART

SCULPTURE
SCS unit builds pioneer sculpture, Aug 21, 1987, p.3
Men Against Man (photo; edit), Aug 21, 1987, p.7
SEE ALSO ART

SCULPTURE-EXHIBITS
SEE ART-EXHIBITS

SCULTI, ANGELA
Custom Cruises firm relocates to Elasford, Oct 17, 1986, p.9

SDI
SEE STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE
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SEAL, SUSAN
- Real estate prices reaching new heights, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
- With prices soaring and open space disappearing even 'miserable little parcels' become building lots, Oct 18, 1987, p.1
- Seal joins Fee office (photo), Nov 5, 1987, p.9

SEAL, SUSAN (AU)
- Realtors call (redistricting) plan disastrous (Itr), Feb 21, 1996, p.6

SEALY, BETTY
- Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1

SEARCH FOR CHANGE (PEEKSKILL)

SEAT BELTS
- Seat belts on school buses called for here, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
- Legislator K Carsky backs seatbelts (Itr), May 9, 1986, p.6
- Town (of GB) mandates seat belts for summer camp's buses, Apr 10, 1987, p.10

SEAT BELTS-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
- Survey gathers views of district residents, May 17, 1985, p.4

SECEM, PETERO (REV)
- Spirit of giving thriving here, Dec 24, 1986, p.1

SECOR PARK
- Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

SECOR, CHAUNCEY
- Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6

SECOR, CHAUNCEY TOMPLINS
- Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

SECOR, FRANCES
- Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

SECOR, FRANCIS
- Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (nap), Oct 30, 1987, p.4

SECULARISM
- Secularism is neutrality toward all religions (edit), Feb 22, 1985, p.7
- Correction: Secularism is neutrality toward all religions, Feb 22, Mar 1, 1985, p.7
- Secular humanism decreed (Itr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6

SECURITIES
- How to secure your securities (edit), Dec 4, 1987, p.7

SECURITY SYSTEMS
- A little guy (D Raizen) patents a niche in a big market (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
- Alarming increase (in fees for home alarm systems), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
- Burglar alarm fees raised, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

SEDDON, M RHEA (DR)
- The eyes of the world turn to space walker from SCS (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.1

SEEGL, RHONDA
- Corporate officer R L Seegal named, Dec 19, 1986, p.2

SEEGER, PETE
- Resident B Reiser is co-author with Seeger, Dec 20, 1985, p.19

SEGL, GEORGE
- SCS arts supporter seeking to have Holocaust memorial built, Jul 11, 1986, p.1

SEGUNIT, DAVID
- Commissioners set meeting on fire headquarters renovation, Aug 14, 1987, p.9
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SEGGET, DAVID continued
Fire captain D Segnit attends course, Nov 13, 1987, p.14

SEIBERT, W DANA
W D Seibert dies, Jun 21, 1985, p.12

SEIDELMAN, FAY CHAZIN-
SEE CHAZIN-SEIDELMAN, FAY

SEIDELMAN, PHYLLIS
Local artist P Seidelman has show in New York City (photo), Aug 23, 1985, p.5

SEIDELMAN, PHYLLIS (AU)
Sloan's letter 'says it all' (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6

SEIDEN, LEONARD
Big night for SCS Democrats (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.4

SEIDES, JANE
Parents call for improvements in seventh grade curriculums, May 16, 1986, p.11

SEIDES, THEODORE
CuLaude inducts 13, Sep 25, 1987, p.12

SEIDLER, HELEN
Grief work (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.9

SEIDMAN, BETTY
There was SSMT before Habib (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

SEIDMAN, EVELYN
Trustees seek nominees for appointive boards, advisory councils, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
W Glendon, E Hand, E Seidman, A Blitz named to Non Partisan ticket (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Village government campaigns underway (list), Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Citizens Party will not participate in LWV forum, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Vets' tax break voted down at Village Board meeting, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Citizens Party candidates sponsor nine neighborhood meetings, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Citizens Party streak being challenged at polls, Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Citizens Party holds reception (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Difficult choice (Inquirer endorses Citizens Party) (edit), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
Citizens Party slate wins easily; Brossaan says he's leaving town (photo-chart), Mar 22, 1985, p.1
New members appointed to boards and councils (list), Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Consultants hired for Freightway development plans, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Youth Services program to expand, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Investment strategy: Village returns to more conservative approach, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Residents persuade Pennysaver to stop hand deliveries here (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Bond issue ahead?, Jul 26, 1985, p.1
Land planner to give advice on Winston land, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
Need for bond issue questioned (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
Greenacres to get another guard, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Village trustees consider alternative financing, Sep 13, 1985, p.1
Cost considerations delay vote on new fire department facility, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Club votes change in Unit Meetings, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Veterans' exemption, Nov 8, 1985, p.1
Rec council hears from public, Nov 8, 1985, p.3
State audit report, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Village says it will sell Winston land, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Veterans' benefit rejected; merchants' parking approved, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Youth project's backers fear loss of village support, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
O'Rourke won't say if he's running; Club officers named (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.3
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Seidman, Evelyn continued

Trustees OK car rental, budget, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Arbor Day festivities (photo), May 2, 1986, p.1
Parking fees, fines in village heading up, May 16, 1986, p.1
Test ban endorsed; higher (parking) fees opposed, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Parking rate rising to 35 cents an hour, Jun 27, 1986, p.1
Greenacres traffic to do about-face, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
ARA rating helps village sell bonds, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Narcotics task force, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
Narcotics task force extended, Oct 17, 1986, p.1

Babysitting seminar graduates 24 (list), Oct 31, 1986, p.2

Ufl Columbia urges franchise extension, promises subscribers 77 channels, Nov 14, 1986, p.1

Trustees postpone cable TV decision, Nov 28, 1986, p.1

Village OK's new cable TV pact, Dec 19, 1986, p.1

Seidman nominated as next mayor (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Drake-Edgewood favors plan to lease house to homeless (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Approval seen near for rental of 2 Drake to homeless family, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
Historic preservation law due for public hearing next month, Feb 20, 1987, p.1

Village election: different day, same results (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.1

High praise for departing (Village Board) officials (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1

New mayor E. Seidman promises 'open and accessible' administration (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.1
Few show interest in moratorium, budget, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Moratorium approved; consultants to be retained, May 1, 1987, p.1

(W. Handelman) is a candidate (for village justice), May 1, 1987, p.1

Happy May Day, Mayor (photo; list), May 8, 1987, p.1

Trustees order new master plan for downtown, May 29, 1987, p.1

SCS bids Sobol fond farewell (photo; addl photo p 16), Jun 5, 1987, p.1

(Town) Club urges village to shelve Historic Preservation Law (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
No consents (on Central Taxi service), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
Riders rip taxi service at fare hearing (cont p 4), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

You must remember this (P. Stangl presents RR gate curtain to village) (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.3
1988 start seen for (Heathcote Rd) bridge repair, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Pool opening to teenagers 6 nights a week, Jul 17, 1987, p.1

You must remember this (P. Stangl presents RR gate curtain to village) (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.3

Soul-searching (re repaving village streets), Jul 17, 1987, p.1

Bold leadership (edit), Jul 17, 1987, p.6

Teens taking advantage of evening pool hours, Jul 24, 1987, p.1

Downtown moratorium reaches halfway point, Jul 31, 1987, p.1

Judge to be named, Jul 31, 1987, p.1

Indoor pool backers seek prompt action, Aug 7, 1987, p.1

High bids threaten plan to rebuild Heathcote bridge, Aug 21, 1987, p.1

Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1

Richard A. Gould is new acting justice (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.1

Ribbon-cutting time (at Chase Park) (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.3

Youth nights at the pool expected to return, despite modest crowds (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.1

Kitchen restriction, Sep 11, 1987, p.1

SCS celebrates (?) the Constitution (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.3

Longer moratorium (on downtown development), Oct 2, 1987, p.1

Rec council urges village to order indoor pool study, Oct 9, 1987, p.1

Panel ponders effects here of Supreme Court ruling, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32

Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p 9), Nov 5, 1987, p.1
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SEIDMAN, EVELYN
continued
Sidewalk wanted (at Griffen and Mamaroneck), Nov 13, 1987, p.1
Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Police picket, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Village to seek court reversal of wetlands decision, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
On a dark day, (Hitchcock) church members look ahead to bright future (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Griffen sidewalk (to replace wood chip path recommended), Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.4
Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
An A in architecture (for SCS Girl Scout House) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.4
Shelter renewal (for house at 2 Drake), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Trustees vote down Nynex base station, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
(2 Drake house's) Lease extended, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Survey of seniors may lead to bus, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Path (along Griffen Ave) to be paved, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Downtown planning, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Saying so long (to H Goldberg) in silver (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.3

SEIDMAN, EVELYN (AU)
Mayor E Seidman reports state of village (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

SEIDMAN, JEROME
Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Vets' tax break voted down at Village Board meeting, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
CPA leader: J A Seidman (photo), May 30, 1986, p.3

SEIDMAN, JEROME
J A Seidman in new accounting post (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.3

SEIDMAN, STEVEN
Congressional interns (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.14
SMC graduate B Smithline dead of leukemia at 20 (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1

SEIFE, BURTON
Total community not involved (in Bd of Ed budget process) (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
Alarming decisions (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

SEIFE, BURTON (AU)
School board 'euchered' again (ltr), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
Squash and hubris seen (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6

SEIFE, BURTON (DR)
Parapsychology course attacked (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6
Dialogue begins on Penn Central project (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
In search of perfection: quest begins for Sobol's successor, May 29, 1987, p.1

SEIFE, BURTON (DR-AU)
Don't vote without a (teachers') contract (ltr), Feb 28, 1986, p.6
Bargaining advice to (SCS) board (of education) (ltr), Apr 25, 1986, p.6
High quality, reasonable cost (ltr), May 9, 1986, p.6

SEIFE, CHARLES
Academic honor for local boy C Seife (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.20

SEIFE, MARK (AU)
He knows from disgusting (Garbage Pail Kids) (photo; ltr), Feb 28, 1986, p.6
SEIFE, TAMÁ
Village Voices spare no targets (photo; list), May 9, 1986, p.3
Village Club elects T Seife president for '86-'87, Jun 6, 1986, p.4
Board reveals details of what the bonds would buy, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Downtown plan draws critical comment, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
High praise for departing (Village Board) officials (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Few show interest in moratorium, budget, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
On teen drug-use, drinking and vandalism, Oct 9, 1987, p.2

SEIFE, TAMÁ (AU)
District-wide solution to overcrowding urged (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6

SEIFE, TAME
Candidates sought for Citizens’ Committee, Sep 4, 1987, p.3

SEIGMANN, ROZ
Eager to help (homeless family at 2 Drake), Jun 5, 1987, p.1

SEIMON, ANTON
Prize-winner: A Season, Nov 13, 1987, p.4

SEINFELD, GREG (DR)
SCS dentist Dr G P Seinfeld offers program for dental phobics, Jul 4, 1986, p.13

SEINFELD, GREG (DR-AU)
Fear of dental fear itself (edit), Nov 7, 1986, p.7

SEIRAFI, JENNIFER
Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

SEITZ, FRANK
F A Seitz dies, Dec 5, 1986, p.20

SEKIVA, YASUSHI
Welcome: R McGuigan welcomes J Chase to Language conference at EHS (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.11

SEKULOW, SUE
Family Counseling benefit (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.3

SELF-ESTEEM
Stress, self-esteem are topics of GOALS meeting, Dec 11, 1987, p.14

SELF-DEFENSE
Legal principles fail sans ethics, values (edit), May 16, 1986, p.7

SELIGMAN, KENNY
Goodbye to Quaker Ridge (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.13

SELKSON, SANDRA (DR)
Hospital (HP) appoints nine doctors (list), Dec 17, 1995, p.3

SELINKA, JILL
Host with the most (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.11

SELINKA, SAUNDRA
Reading runs in the family (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.3

SELLBERG, JANE
Town traffic unit again looking at Ardsley-Fort Hill crossing, Jan 9, 1987, p.11

SELLER, SHIRLEY
Resident S Seller is named to DRT post, Mar 13, 1987, p.9

SELLERS, JESSE
Tree City: Natl Arbor Day Foundation names SCS 'Tree City USA' (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.1
Turn-around in Greenacres (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.2
Of thyme, tarragon and Titania (ltr), Jul 31, 1987, p.6
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SELTZBERG, BURTON (AU)
Writer wonders why debaters don't have team status (ltr), Jul 25, 1986, p.6

SELTZER, DORYCE
Desolition of house protested in vain, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
Muted enthusiasm for (Griffen Ave) path, Feb 20, 1987, p.1

SELTZER, RICHARD
Hearing held in bankruptcy case, Feb 1, 1985, p.11

SELZNICK, ROSLYN
L'egal Awareness for (women) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1989, p.5

SENESAL
EMT grad A Crystal liking Senegal (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.11

SENIORDOS, DIONHE
Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

SENIE, HARRIET
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

SENIOR ADVISORY COMMITTEE-SCS
SEE SENIOR CITIZENS

SENIOR CITIZENS
Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Convincing case (for senior outreach program) (edit), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
Dispassionate review of senior outreach funding advised (ltr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6
Ashamed of Village Board (ltr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6
Whose responsibility are senior citizens? (ltr), Jan 25, 1985, p.6
Committee backs senior housing, outreach (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.41
Vets' tax break voted down at Village Board meeting, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Election '85: incumbents E Hand, E Seidman air views (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Garth Rd Senior Center gets $1000 grant from Exxon, Mar 1, 1985, p.2
Westchester 2000 project trying to help shape county’s future, Mar 8, 1985, p.5
Grow old with me, but keep your distance (edit), Mar 8, 1985, p.7
Senior outreach in SCS budget, Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Fortune sailing on senior spellers (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.1
Fireworks called a torment (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
They're number one! Spelling team from SCS wins it all (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.3
Calling all seniors: reply to questionnaire (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Seniors' unexpected enemy (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
Blow to senior citizens (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
Dabudsaan program works with elderly, Jul 19, 1985, p.4
And a good time was had by all (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.2
Unforgettable day for seniors (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
Local agencies ready to assist seniors in need, Sep 6, 1985, p.6
Seniors begin fall full of activities (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.3
New league project could be a lifesaver, Jan 31, 1986, p.8
Meals on Wheels provides independence to elderly (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.28
Senior council focuses efforts on housing, recreation, safety (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.39
Students serving the elderly (list), Mar 14, 1986, p.17
SCS Seniors recruiting new members (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.5
We're getting older in Westchester (edit), May 9, 1986, p.7
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SENIOR CITIZENS continued

Learning about oldsters, June 6, 1986, p.20
Scarsdalian C H Tally to head agency for the aged, June 27, 1986, p.2
Making it easier to get in the ski (photo), July 4, 1986, p.5
Tax exemption, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Hot off the senior citizens' griddle (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.3
Citizens raise questions about downtown plans, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
No argument, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Fifth graders (at OR) learn about aging (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.15
Housing, health, recreation on senior council's agenda (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.10
Happy Valentine's Day, Grandpa (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.1
Friends, because care and security are not enough (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.6
400 hot meals a day flow from Town Park to seniors, Apr 17, 1987, p.11
Albert was 86... (edit), Apr 2*, 1987, p.7
Town of Scarsdale gives food funds for elderly, May 8, 1987, p.11
Seniors play growing role here (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.13
Recreational opportunities (for senior citizens) (photo) (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.13
Psychiatric clinic for those over 60 (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.14
Pathfinders/Eldercare serves as a family counselor-surrogate (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.14
20% of seniors use community service (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.15
'Early Alert' available to seniors (illus) (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.15
Serendipity the seniors (photo), May 29, 1987, p.14
Former ad man L Greenwood uses his skills to help aging (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.6
Stage lights will glow for seniors at Steinberg Center in EMT (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.9
A musical feast with an indoor picnic (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.9
Au revoir', Roz (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.2
The winner and new champion: H Bartholomew (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.3
SCS called 'outstanding' (ltr), Oct 16, 1987, p.6
Thank you, seniors (ltr), Oct 16, 1987, p.6
'If hands that reach, could only touch' (SCS Family Counseling Service), Nov 13, 1987, p.2
SCS senior L Greenwood joins (Senior Citizens) Hall of Fame, Dec 18, 1987, p.3
(Heathcote) Children sing for seniors, Dec 24, 1987, p.8
Happy holidays from the PO (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.4
An adventure in the woods (for frail elderly) (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.7
Everything's coming up apples (SCS Seniors' new apple cookbook released) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.3
SEE ALSO RETIREMENT, SENIOR OUTREACH PROGRAM-SCS

SENIOR CITIZENS-COUNSELING

Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1

SENIOR CITIZENS-EMPLOYMENT

Former mayor G E Jensen to run council for seniors (photo), July 4, 1986, p.2

SENIOR CITIZENS-HEALTH AND SAFETY

Senior safety: Crisis prevention tips; Avoiding accidents (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.15

SENIOR CITIZENS-HOUSING

Residents discuss downtown area at Planning Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Citizens group form to work for housing for senior citizens (list), Jan 11, 1985, p.5
Citizens for Senior Housing plan community needs survey, Feb 1, 1985, p.3
Committee backs senior housing, outreach (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.41
Former resident J Baird chose to leave (ltr), Feb 8, 1985, p.6
Idea for housing coal (ltr), Feb 8, 1985, p.6
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SENIOR CITIZENS-HOUSING

- Senior citizens' housing options outlined, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
- Senior housing survey proposed, Mar 15, 1985, p.3
- Survey will assess senior housing needs, Mar 22, 1985, p.5
- Survey to explore senior housing needs, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
- Is senior housing needed? (edit), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
- Reminder about senior survey (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
- Affordable housing needed (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
- Calling all seniors: reply to questionnaire (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
- Right next door: senior citizen housing (edit), Jul 5, 1985, p.7
- Land planner to advise on Winston sale, Jul 26, 1985, p.1
- Senior housing group active, Sep 6, 1985, p.3
- Downtown criteria set; Penn eyes air rights, Oct 11, 1985, p.1
- Housing poll indicates seniors want to stay, Oct 11, 1985, p.1
- Clarification (of Oct 11 article) (ltr), Oct 18, 1985, p.6
- Alternative housing backed (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
- Wrong place for senior housing (ltr), Nov 8, 1985, p.6
- Seniors want to stay (edit), Nov 8, 1985, p.7
- Winston proposal described, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
- Club debates Winston sale, vets, Feb 14, 1986, p.3
- Senior housing advocates plan (list), May 16, 1986, p.5
- Speakers M Shapiro, L Dwyer stress governmental role in providing housing for seniors (list), May 29, 1987, p.3
- Housing group gets tax exempt status, Jun 19, 1987, p.2
- Senior housing--for those who need it (edit), Jul 31, 1987, p.7
- Who should be testing who? (edit), Oct 2, 1987, p.7
- Auto-disincentives proposed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
- Need for senior housing is recognized by village (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.14
- Housing survey reveals seniors want to stay (in SCS), Feb 12, 1988, p.9

SEE ALSO NURSING HOMES

SENIOR CITIZENS-INSURANCE
- Guaranteeing catastrophe (ltr), Feb 27, 1987, p.6

SENIOR CITIZENS-MEDICAL CARE
- Town (of GBH) offers to help seniors on state prescription drugs, Nov 20, 1987, p.13

SENIOR CITIZENS-RECREATION
- Curtain time; Senior citizens perform 'The Jewel Thief' (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.11

SENIOR CITIZENS-TRANSPORTATION
- Tuttle's Shuttle begins run (photo), May 30, 1986, p.1
- Tuttle's Shuttle catching on (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.3
- Tuttle's Shuttle is 1 year old, Jun 12, 1987, p.2
- Survey of seniors may lead to bus, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
- Important survey (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
- Surveying SCS's seniors (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.8

SENIOR OUTREACH PROGRAM-SCS
- Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
- Convincing case (for senior outreach program) (edit), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
- Dispassionate review of senior outreach funding advised (ltr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6
- Ashamed of Village Board (ltr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6
- Whose responsibility (are senior citizens)? (ltr), Jan 25, 1985, p.6
- Reaching for help for Senior Outreach Program, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
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SENIOR OUTREACH PROGRAM-SCS  continued
Election 95: the non-incumbents; W Grossman, A Blitz (photo), Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Senior outreach in SCS budget, Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Catching up: Village Board clearing agenda (edit), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
Support for outreach worker not unanimous (ltr), Mar 29, 1985, p.6
Fireworks called a erection, May 24, 1985, p.6

SENIOR SPELLING CONTEST
SEE SPELLING BEES

SENIOR, GABE
Subdivision plan draws few complaints, Feb 20, 1987, p.9

SENIOR, GABRIEL
EMT tells Planning Board: No core traffic on Fort Hill, May 17, 1985, p.11
Fort Hill subdivision proposed, Nov 20, 1987, p.13

SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE
SEE CHURCH AND STATE

SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE
Dislike not grounds for ban (of creche) (ltr), Dec 31, 1987, p.6
SEE ALSO CHURCH AND STATE

SEPE, CHLOE
Offer to house homeless here draws criticism, Nov 28, 1986, p.1

SEPE, CLAIRE
Festival time in SCS (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.5
Country fun (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.2

SERAFIN, PATRICIA
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

SHERSTON, DOROTHY
Real estate firm honors producers A Hilleaen, L Kalb, D Serenson, J Wei, Feb 19, 1988, p.2

SERGI, JAMES
Educational overtures (at Heathcote) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.15

SERRANO, JOSE
Annual battle over school aid begins, Jan 25, 1985, p.1

SESSA, HARRIET
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

SESSA, PAUL
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

SETI, CANDACE
Snowflakes creators win prizes (photo; list), Mar 14, 1986, p.3

SETI, RAY
Special Police open campaign against burglars (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.1
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4

SESC, RAYMOND (AU)
Candidate W Handelman asked to withdraw (ltr), May 15, 1987, p.6

SETTING, PETER
Republicans pick town candidates, May 24, 1985, p.11
Republicans see issue in meetings law change, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
Town candidates at campaign wrap-up (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Democrats retain town reins, Nov 8, 1985, p.11
Town political races open with traditional claims, accusations, Jun 7, 1986, p.11
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SEULCOWITZ, LOIS
Feb 11: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

SEVCIK, BEATRICE
Big custoiser (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.3
Sophomores go on class trip to Belleayre, Mar 20, 1987, p.22

SEVCIK, LUDOVIT (DR)
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

SEVCIK, MARIA
Auxiliary leaders (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.12
St Agnes honors SCS San V Polera, Jun 12, 1987, p.8
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

SEVERANCE, DOBOTHY
D Severance dies, Aug 16, 1985, p.10

SEVERINGHAUS, HELEN
With prices soaring and open space disappearing even 'miserable little parcels' become building lots, Oct 15, 1987, p.1
Honorees of Mt Holyoke Club of Westchester (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.9

SEVERINGHAUS, J WALTER
With prices soaring and open space disappearing even 'miserable little parcels' become building lots, Oct 16, 1987, p.1
J W Severinghaus is dead at 80, Oct 23, 1987, p.24

SEWAGE DISPOSAL
SEE WASTE DISPOSAL

SEWELL, TORI
Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

SEWERS
Sewer project, Jun 27, 1986, p.1
Planners say 13 houses can be built on Winston property, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Village undertaking host of summer projects (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Path on Griffen, May 15, 1987, p.1

SEWERS-SCS
Downtown plans, bond issue among highlights (photo; addl photo p 1B) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Sewer pipe inspection can yield treasure (photo p 3), Sep 11, 1987, p.1

SEX DISCRIMINATION
A Ilchsan to discuss sexism on job (photo), May 2, 1986, p.1
Female volunteer M Capria sues fire board for sex discrimination, Sep 5, 1986, p.13
Residents put fire board in the hot seat, Sep 12, 1986, p.13

SEX DISCRIMINATION-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Women are coming to Rotary Club, Jun 19, 1987, p.1

SEX EDUCATION
Co-authors give 'Straight Talk' about sexuality (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.6
Some helpful hints for parents (edit), Jul 4, 1986, p.7
Sex education should not be ignored (edit), Dec 31, 1986, p.7
File, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Planned Parenthood criticized (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Facing facts on AIDS (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SEX EDUCATION

SEXUAL ABUSE
They have to be carefully taught (edit), May 24, 1985, p.7

SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
Behind the scenes with Dr Ruth (edit), Dec 18, 1987, p.7
SEXUAL HARASSMENT
Playland manager E R Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2

SEXUALITY
Co-authors give 'Straight Talk' about sexuality (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.6

SEYMOUR, ELLIOT
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

SSANGA, GABE
Safety pin in a granola bar seen as an isolated incident, Jan 16, 1987, p.3

SHACKEL, HELEN

SHADEL, BILL
Heathcote children introduced to woodwind instruments, Nov 22, 1985, p.20

SHAFFER, JOSEPH
J Shaefer dies from heart attack, Apr 18, 1986, p.10

SHAFFER, DEREK
Students hear opera, Nov 15, 1985, p.11

SHAFFER, LEWIS
Persuading Penny-saver to stop delivery is no mean feat, Feb 7, 1986, p.11

SHAH, CHITRA
She takes the cake (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.11

SHAH, RAJEV
Cuba Inducts 13, Sep 25, 1987, p.12

SHAINES, MATT
Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

SHAMON, RONNA
Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
New redistricting wrinkle has Edgewood up in arms, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Thoughts on Edgewood, sixth grade (ltr), Feb 14, 1986, p.6
She's outraged by Mr Sloan (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
Final school redistricting plan announced, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Board reveals details of what the bonds would buy, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
More participation wanted (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
File, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

SHAMON, RONNA (AU)
Schools must keep pace (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
Writer explains why Edgewooders love their neighborhood (ltr), Feb 7, 1986, p.6
Gangs case from all over (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
Challenge to the Town Club (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
Clear violation seen (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

SHANAHAN, ANNA MARIA
Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1

SHANAHAN, ANNA MARIE
Incumbent legislators are all victorious, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
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SHANAHAN, BARBARA
Three facets of the Fourth (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Something to sing about (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.1

SHANAHAN, JOHN
A singing invitation (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Something to sing about (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.1

SHANAHAN, MARTHA
Onstage (photo; list), May 23, 1986, p.9
In the jubilee spirit (at IHM) (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

SHANAHAN, MERRICK
Their heroes (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.3
Under the Giving Tree (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.10
Something to sing about (photo), Dec 19, 1987, p.1

SHANAHAN, SARA
Something to sing about (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Sara and Santa (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.18

SHANE, STEPHEN
Bradford fire still unexplained (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.3
Board of Appeals okays subdivision, Sep 18, 1987, p.4
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Variance granted for Bradford Rd subdivision, Jan 22, 1988, p.2

SHANKER, ALBERT
Who said teaching is dull? (edit), Jan 25, 1985, p.7
Local teacher J Schwartz on state task force says school restructuring needed, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

SHANKLIN, JOHN
W F Olson heads history group, Dec 4, 1987, p.16

SHANNON, PHILIP (MSGR)
Despite concerns, IHM giving shelter, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6
Cardinal J J O'Connor to celebrate Jubilee Mass at IHM (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.3
(IHM) Church, (Westchester Reform) synagogue vandalized, Nov 27, 1987, p.5

SHANNON, PHILIP (REV)
History-and the calendar-unite Passover and Easter (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.1
IHM night at Yonkers raceway (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.20
Perfect fit: new chasuble for IHM (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.1

SHANNON, PHILIP (MSGR)
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 19, 1987, p.32

SHANNON, VERONIC (REV)
Minister V Shannon honored by temple, Mar 8, 1985, p.17

SHAPIRO, ALAN
Architectural fire proacts SCS can A Shapiro, Jul 26, 1985, p.4
Members of BAR record high rate of absenteeism, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Architectural group elects A Shapiro, Jan 3, 1986, p.2
Knowledge seen as helpful to kids in nuclear age, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Refilling the BAR, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Don't replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
No 'silk purse'(Some changes to be made to improve appearance of school windows), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

SHAPIRO, ALEXANDRA
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
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SHAPIRO, ARTHUR
  A L Shapiro dies, Jun 20, 1986, p.19

SHAPIRO, BETH
  SCS High School graduate E Kern's documentary to be shown on PBS (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.8

SHAPIRO, BEVERLY
  Victim of fall, R Miller, 'fair', Nov 22, 1985, p.5

SHAPIRO, COURTNEY
  Host with the most (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.11

SHAPIRO, DIANA
  Snyd Award goes to three at jr high (list), Jun 21, 1985, p.10
  French student D Shapiro scores high in Iona language contest (list), Jun 27, 1986, p.11

SHAPIRO, ELLIOTT
  Tack House tavern opens, Dec 6, 1985, p.12

SHAPIRO, GEORGE
  SCS lawyer P E Yaeger killed in crash, Jan 24, 1986, p.1

SHAPIRO, HOWARD
  Auto fire manager: H L Shapiro, Oct 24, 1986, p.10
  Nu SCS opens expanded quarters (photo), Oct 20, 1987, p.14

SHAPIRO, MARK (RABBI-AU)
  May all be free - the Passover message (edit), Apr 5, 1985, p.7
  Why all must remember the Holocaust (edit), Apr 19, 1985, p.7
  The High Holidays--their meaning (edit), Sep 13, 1985, p.7
  In death's shadow, look for light (edit), Apr 25, 1986, p.7

SHAPIRO, MARY
  State aid to SCS, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
  Speakers M Shapiro, L Dwyer stress governmental role in providing housing for seniors (list), May 29, 1987, p.3
  SCS called 'outstanding' (ltr), Oct 16, 1987, p.6

SHAPIRO, MARY (AU)
  Senior housing--for those who need it (edit), Jul 31, 1987, p.7
  'If hands that reach, could only touch' (SCS Family Counseling Service), Nov 13, 1987, p.2
  An adventure in the woods (for frail elderly) (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.7

SHAPIRO, MICHELE (AU)
  For working women, still miles to go (edit), May 17, 1985, p.7

SHAPIRO, REUVEN
  Rescued: R P Shapiro (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.5

SHAPS, DOT
  Dot Shaps showing paintings at bank, Jun 13, 1986, p.13

SHARE, MARI
  Musical version of 'Anne Frank' to debut Sun (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.6
  Spirit of giving thriving here, Dec 24, 1986, p.1

SHARIF, EL
  Rendering unto Caesar (new restaurant) (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.23

SHARMON, ELLIOTT
  Livanos' dream come true (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.23

SHATZ, DAVID
  Cuono reappoints resident D Shatz, Oct 10, 1986, p.4

SHAW, AMANDA
  HTS girl, A Shaw, wins prize in poster contest, Jan 8, 1988, p.10

SHAW, HANA
  H M Shaw dies, Jun 7, 1986, p.22
SHAW, HELEN
Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1988, p.8
SHAW, HELEN (AU)
Realtors call (redistricting) plan disastrous (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
SHAW, ISABEL
On exhibit (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.22
SHAW, JOE
SCS, EMT eye joint school programs, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
SHAW, JOHN
SHAW, JOSEPH
Special thank you to Coach Shaw (ltr), Mar 13, 1987, p.6
SHAW, MARTIN
Elementary math instruction subject of report to Board of Education, Jan 18, 1985, p.3
Not to be forgotten (edit), Nov 15, 1985, p.6
Marty Shaw is coach of the year (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
SHAW, MARTY
Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
SHAY, ESTHER
Planners make downtown proposals, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Arbor Day festivities (photo), May 2, 1986, p.1
Correction: E Stock, J Fink, E Shay beginning second term, Jun 6, 1986, p.4
Planners shift focus to Heathcote corners, Jun 7, 1986, p.1
Seidman nominated as next mayor (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Approval seen near for rental of 2 Drake to homeless family, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
Greens, Shay give priority to planning (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.1
Village election: different day, same results (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.1
He's a convert to the (Non Partisan) 'system' (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6
No comments (on Central Taxi service), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
Village considering law to bar new interior lots, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
SHAY, ESTHER (AU)
Centralized voting supported (ltr), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
LWV supports bond issue (ltr), Oct 3, 1986, p.6
SHAY, ROBERT
Bank vice president: R Shay, Nov 28, 1986, p.2
SHAYE, STEVEN
Trustees postpone cable TV decision, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Village OK's new cable TV pact, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
SHCHARANSKY, ANATOLY
World cannot be appeased (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6
SHEA, EDITH
E Shea dies, Mar 1, 1985, p.13
SHEA, JOHN
A gift for Lady Liberty (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.4
SHEEHAN, GREG
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
SHEARER, PHYLLIS
Coordinator named, Jan 10, 1986, p.9
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SHECK-NESOFF, ELIZABETH
  Book fair this weekend (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.1
SHECK-NESOFF, NANCY
  Book fair this weekend (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.1
SHELDIN, ANDREW
  Local man, A Shedlin, chairs Idea Exchange, Oct 17, 1986, p.2
SHELDIN, LAURIN
  Walking with a purpose: K Straus, L Shedlin (photo), May 15, 1987, p.20
SHELDIN, VICTOR
  Drexel Burnham names V Shedlin pres, Feb 7, 1986, p.8
SHEEHAN, KATHERINE
  Soldier to lead board (photo p 6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
SHEEHAN, ROBERT III
  SCS man (R F Sheehan III)'s photographs earn new acclaim 17 years after his death (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.22
SHEEHY, PAUL
  Educational underground probed, May 24, 1985, p.1
  Alumni: Pressure, cliques nothing new at high school, May 9, 1986, p.1
SHEEHY, PETER
  Talking at SHS, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
SHEEP
  Black sheep of Greenacres (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.19
SHEER, KAREN
  Fire on Popham termed arson, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
SHEFFIELD, MARIANNA
  Builders, buyers, tenants all eyeing station area sites, Feb 21, 1988, p.1
SHEFTALL, WILLIAM
  400 hot meals a day flow from Town Park to seniors, Apr 17, 1987, p.11
SHEFTS, ADOLPH
  Citizens cooperate in life-saving effort (when A Shefts collapses), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
  Despite rescue effort, A Shefts succumbs to heart attack, Feb 26, 1988, p.4
SHEIN, DIANE
  Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
SHELLY, ROGER
  Cuomo vetoes town-backed tax bill, signs other, Aug 9, 1985, p.11
SHELOW, STEVEN (DR)
  Fictional fire poses real-life dilemmas, May 3, 1985, p.1
  School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
  Greenacres residents argue pros, cons of closing (Huntington) Rd, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
  Knowledge seen as helpful to kids in nuclear age, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
  Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
SHELOW, STEVEN (DR-AU)
  Can you grow a 'super baby'? (edit), May 15, 1987, p.7
SHELTERING THE HOMELESS IS OUR RESPONSIBILITY
  SEE HOMELESS
SHELTERS
  Duty set off SHORE, Mar 4, 1986, p.12
SHELTON, GAIL
  Landlord denies rumor that condos will replace Finast (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.11
SHEMESH, ELI
  Shemesh, village still battling, Apr 26, 1985, p.5
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SHEN, TAI
SEE TAI-SHEN

SHEPARD, EMILY
No laughing matter: raccoons, Jul 18, 1986, p.1

SHEPARD, ESTHER
E Shepard dies, Apr 3, 1987, p.12

SHEPARD, LORA
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Et tu? (Principals submit 'no strike' affiirmation), Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Halloween at Heathcote, Nov 8, 1985, p.16
Heathcote parents attend Indian lunch, Apr 4, 1986, p.15
Board (of Education) ails at tax hike under 8%, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
Heathcote history (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.16
(Scs) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1

SHEPARD, LORRAINE
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

SHEPP, P PETER
P P Shepp dies, Jun 14, 1985, p.16

SHEPPARD, THOMAS
New redistricting wrinkle has Edgewood up in arms, Feb 14, 1986, p.1

SHERA, BOB
Company 2 (Scs Volunteer Fire Dept) names new leadership (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.2

SHERA, W ROBERT
Hitchock vows to rise from ashes (photo; addl photo p.16), Jun 13, 1986, p.1

SHERA, WILLIAM
Freak accident on Spencer Place (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.3

SHERBROOKE PARK
New redistricting wrinkle has Edgewood up in arms, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Will this (redistricting plan) work? (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.6
Realtors call (redistricting) plan disastrous (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
Wildcat by the tail: redistricting North Drake-Sherbrooke Park, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Final school redistricting plan announced, Mar 21, 1986, p.1

SHERMAN, AMANDA
Salaundy anyone? (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.17

SHERMAN, ROBIN
Grads' gift is memorial to seamen (list), Jul 4, 1986, p.4

SHERMAN, ROGER
SCS high grad in running for Oscar, Mar 22, 1985, p.3

SHERODAH, MEYER
Making it easier to get in the swim (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.5

SHERWIN, MARTIN
M H Sherwin dies, Dec 4, 1987, p.21

SHERWOOD, DEBRA
Molding young artists (photo), Mar 25, 1986, p.15

SHERWOOD, LOUIS (DR)
L Sherwood elected to board, Art Students League of NY, Jan 11, 1985, P.11
Resident L Sherwood is new (Art Students) league head, Dec 11, 1987, p.15

SHERWOOD, LOUIS (DR)
Honored: Dr L M Sherwood (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.2
SHERWOOD, LOUIS (DR) continued
  - Doctor L M Sherwood in high Merck post (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10

SHERWOOD, MATTHEW
  - Educational overtures (at Heathcote) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.15

SHIEH, FRED
  - The subject is literature (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.3

SHIEH, KENNETH
  - The subject is literature (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.3

SHIELDS, WILLIAM
  - Fire commissioner, W J Shiels, treasurer, A Blecher, appointed, Jun 12, 1987, p.11
  - Three (W Groden, W Shiels, A Blecher) to run unopposed in coming fire election, Dec 9, 1987, p.12

SHIFFER, EDWARD
  - Club votes change in Unit Meetings, Oct 31, 1985, p.1

SHIFFER, JAMES
  - Student J Shiffer wins Merit scholarship, May 10, 1985, p.13

SHIMSIDIAN, STEPHAN
  - Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1986, p.12

SHINDEL, DONALD
  - Rejected builder J Dronzio sues BAR, Jul 26, 1985, p.1

SHINDO, MITSUKO
  - Forty years later, veteran W Lane studies Japanese again (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Jan 9, 1987, p.3

SHIPPER, ABBY
  - Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendent, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
  - EMT board criticized (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
  - Committee receives two nominations: A Shipper, S Dvorkin (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.10
  - S Dvorkin is endorsed by the nominating committee (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.11
  - Seven nominated for EMT school board, Jan 31, 1986, p.11
  - China Digs dance spectacular will debut at EMT High (list), May 23, 1986, p.11
  - Tuthill to leave district; new business head named (photo), May 30, 1986, p.11
  - The gavel travels (photo; list), Jul 4, 1986, p.8
  - One-stop shopping for kids right on high school grounds, Dec 24, 1986, p.9
  - (EMT) School board approves 6.9-percent tax hike (list), Apr 10, 1987, p.11
  - Installed: PTSA officers (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.9
  - Developing capable young people remains school district goal, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
  - (EMT) School (Board) (Nominating) Committee to consider S Dvorkin, R Husney, A Shipper, Jan 29, 1988, p.11

SHIPPER, ABBY (AU)
  - Fifties Wonderland (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

SHIPPER, PAUL
  - One-stop shopping for kids right on high school grounds, Dec 24, 1986, p.9
  - Shopping at (Edgemont High) school (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.12

SHIRAI, MASUMI
  - Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

SHIRAISHI, HIROYA
  - They deliver (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.5

SHIRE, MAURICE
  - Riders rip taxi service at fare hearing (cont p 4), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
  - 25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3
  - Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
  - On snowy night few go out to Unit Meetings, Nov 13, 1987, p.1
  - France cites local man M Shire (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.4
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SHIRE, SUSAN
Real Estate Shire joins Van Wert (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.18

SHODEMAKER, GEORGE
Villagers bid fond farewell to 'an institution', D Driscoll (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.6

SHOPPING
Here's fast, fast relief for shoppers' holiday headache (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.15
With holiday gift shopping season now in high gear, there's no shortage of convenient places...(photo, Dec 13, 1985, p.18
Ideas for a frenzy-free shopping adventure (Holiday gift guide—Part I), Nov 28, 1986, p.8
Gift ideas for the young and the hungry (Holiday gift guide—Part II) (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.11
Local shops offer wonderful wearables (Holiday gift guide—Part III), Dec 12, 1986, p.10
Here's how to make those last few shopping days count (Holiday Gift guide: Part IV; photo p 15), Dec 19, 1986, p.14
One-stop shopping for kids right on high school grounds, Dec 24, 1986, p.9
There's a treasure trove of choices for holiday givers, Nov 27, 1987, p.9
With December here, holiday shoppers are getting serious (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.9
Holiday shoppers shift into high gear (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.9
Final week for Christmas shopping (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.9
Shopping at (Edgemont High) school (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.12

SHOPPING CENTERS
Expanded Horseshoe: Golden Horseshoe shopping center presents expansion plans, Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Landlord denies rumor that condos will replace Finast (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.11
Multi-home plans presented to village, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Weekend blackout (at Golden Horseshoe), Feb 20, 1986, p.1
BAR asks beautification of Horseshoe, Jul 18, 1986, p.3
Planners say 13 houses can be built on Winston property, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Townhouses proposed on Weaver Street, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Soaring prices spur home-building boom (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Hearings slated on Heathcote developments, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Demolition of house protested in vain, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
Muted enthusiasm for (Griffin Ave) path, Feb 20, 1987, p.1
Decision expected this month on Golden Horseshoe's expansion plans, Mar 6, 1987, p.5
Board okays path on Griffin, Apr 3, 1987, p.5
Planning Board okays making Eton Court 2-way, May 1, 1987, p.3
Office building, eleven new homes among proposals to Planning Board, May 22, 1987, p.1
Neighbors seek to prevent creation of new building lot on Autenrieth, Jun 5, 1987, p.5
Pool opening to teenagers 6 nights a week, Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Restaurant, shops to replace Gristede's, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
Planning Board raises objections to 7 houses proposed for Weaver, Aug 21, 1987, p.3
Board of Appeals okays subdivision, Sep 18, 1987, p.4
Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Golden Horseshoe expansion plan gains, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
(Golden) Horseshoe gets okay to expand, Dec 18, 1987, p.3
(Golden) Horseshoe gets okay to expand, Dec 18, 1987, p.3
New stores by fall (in Golden Horseshoe), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

SHORE
SEE HOMELESS

SHORT, LOUISE

SHUMATOFF, NICK
Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7
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SHOUP, DOROTHY
D Shoup dies, Feb 27, 1987, p.12

SHRUBS
Unthoughtful action (dumping snow on bushes) (ltr; photo), Feb 28, 1986, p.6
Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4

SHUBERT, REBECCA
R Shubert new director of SCS religious school (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.16

SHULER, MICKEY
SCS to take on Jets in charity (basketball) game, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

SHULER, STEPHEN
Scooter to lead board (photo p 6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

SHULLER, STEPHEN
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

SHULMAN, ALYSE
Animals' best friends (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.3

SHULMAN, CLIFFORD
C Shulman joins staff of Steffi Nossen Dance School, Feb 22, 1985, p.2

SHULMAN, DAVID
Ballot change to be decided by Town Club vote, Oct 18, 1985, p.1
HRM (Hudson River Museum) names Soter, Shulman to aid development drive (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.19
Club votes change in Unit Meetings, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Non Partisan System nominates 3 (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Citizen's Party slate expected to run unopposed in March elections, Jan 10, 1986, p.1
Contest or not, Citizens' Party promises to run active campaign, Jan 31, 1986, p.2
No contest: Citizens Party unopposed, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Tuesday's election will be no contest, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
SCS voters stay home (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.1
New trustee D A Shulman brings financial savvy to Village Board (photo), May 23, 1985, p.1
Test ban endorsed; higher (parking) fees opposed, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Greenacres traffic to do about-face, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Shafefcl (rise in county taxes), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
O'Rourke appoints 2 Scarsdalians, E M Stock and D A Shulman, Jan 23, 1987, p.2
Trustee D A Shulman selected as partner in firm (photo), Feb 19, 1987, p.5
3.9% village tax hike seen, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Path on Griffen, May 15, 1987, p.1
Riders rip taxi service at fare hearing (cont p 4), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
1988 start seen for (Heathcote Rd) bridge repair, Jul 12, 1987, p.1
Soul-searching (re repaving village streets), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Campaign continues (for indoor pool), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Tails wins the job (to install curbs in village), Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Candidates named for village office (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Consider two pool sites (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
A piece of cake! (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

SHULMAN, JAY
Town not what it used to be (ltr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6

SHULMAN, JAY (AU)
The price of development (ltr), Mar 6, 1987, p.6
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SHULMAN, JAY (AU) continued
  They helped make (reunion) memorable (ltr; list), Jul 2, 1987, p.6
  Is aluminum siding next? (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6

SHULMAN, JOAN
  Swimmers want cleaner pool, Aug 7, 1987, p.3

SHULMAN, LUCY
  Single in SCS: the social dilemma (Part II), Aug 28, 1987, p.6

SHULTZ, GEORGE
  Obscene occurrence (Pres Reagan's visit to Bitburg) (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6

SHUNK, ROBERT
  Village insurance rates skyrocket, Aug 9, 1985, p.1

SHUR, MICHAEL
  Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1

SHUSTER, DAVID (DR-AU)
  Beware biomechanical alignment (edit), Sep 5, 1986, p.7

SHUT-INS
  See Homebound

SHVETZ, ELIZABETH
  Happy Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

SHVETZ, JEREMY
  Happy Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

SHWIEL, HYMAN
  EMT San H Shwiel promoted (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.10

SIAMO, SUZIE
  Back to school: Here's looking at you, kid (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.23

SIBLINGS

SIDEROFF, MELISSA
  A child's Chanukah in SCS: cookies, candles and potato pancakes (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.5

SIDEWALK SALE
  See Retail Stores

SIDEWALKS
  Sidewalk project (at Heathcote Five Corners), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
  Sidewalk wanted (at Griffen and Maaronneck), Nov 13, 1987, p.1
  Griffen sidewalk (to replace wood chip path recommended), Jan 8, 1988, p.1
  Path (along Griffen Ave) to be paved, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

SIDEWALKS-GSH
  Community approves (EMT School Board) nominating changes (list), May 8, 1987, p.11
  (Greenville Community) Council accuses town of lagging on safety issues in EMT, Oct 9, 1987, p.13

SIDEWALKS-SCS
  Sidewalk saga, Apr 10, 1987, p.1

SIDOROFF, MICHAEL
  School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1

SIEBEL, GRETCHEN
  Historic house (Cudner-Hyatt House) reopens its doors (photo), Sep 11, 1987, p.1

SIEBEL, GRETCHEN (JR)
  Historic house (Cudner-Hyatt House) reopens its doors (photo), Sep 11, 1987, p.1

SIEBEL, GRETCHEN HODAUS
  Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year's historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 27, 1988, p.16
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIEBEL, GRETCHEN JR</td>
<td>Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year’s historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1985), Jan 29, 1988, p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIECK, JAN (AU)</td>
<td>Doesn’t anybody care? (ltr), Jul 31, 1987, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIECK, JANET</td>
<td>SCS faces the retirement of ten village employees, Feb 22, 1985, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIEGEL, ABBEY</td>
<td>In the swim: R Siegel (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIEGEL, ALAN (AU)</td>
<td>Is ‘average’ enough for police? (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIEGEL, ALICE</td>
<td>Nobody plays trivia with Alice anymore (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local authors D Solomons, A Siegel have new books in print, Nov 13, 1987, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIEGEL, CHARLOTTE</td>
<td>Temple IC to celebrate anniversaries (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sidewalk wanted (at Griffen and Maaronocket), Nov 13, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIEGEL, HOWARD (AU)</td>
<td>Rehabilitated or reprogrammed? (ltr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIEGEL, JIMMY</td>
<td>SCS’s #1 (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIEGEL, MYRALD</td>
<td>Members of BAR record high rate of absenteeism, Sep 6, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIEGEL, NORMAN</td>
<td>ACLU leader I Glasser assails Reagan administration (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIEGEL, NORMAN (AU)</td>
<td>A free press: We are stronger for it (edit), Aug 9, 1985, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIEGEL, PETER</td>
<td>Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIEGEL, REBECCA</td>
<td>In the swim: R Siegel (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIEGEL, SHARON</td>
<td>Graduate in '88 (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIEGEL, WILLIAM</td>
<td>Real property tax reform receive mixed reaction from owners of co-ops, May 9, 1986, p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIEGELAUB, HAROLD</td>
<td>Resident H Siegelaub’s deal is making news on Wall St, Aug 30, 1985, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pool backers make pitch, Nov 7, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIEGELAUB, HAROLD (AU)</td>
<td>Fine the law breakers (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Join us at the Nature Center (ltr), Oct 31, 1986, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIEGENTHALER, ANNE</td>
<td>Two, F Hata and A Siegenthaler, receive Snisky Award, Jun 27, 1986, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIEGENTHALER, ERIC (AU)</td>
<td>He says EMS needs a new track (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGNS, JENNIFER</td>
<td>Gold medalist J Signori (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Signori wins Empire gold, Aug 15, 1985, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS</td>
<td>The Italian solution (to Men Working sign) (edit), Jul 24, 1987, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS continued

SCS celebrates (?) the Constitution (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.3

SIGNS AND SIGNPOSTS

Bank sign is catching up with the times, Jun 5, 1987, p.2

SIKORA, JOHN

Fire commissioner G Barson is re-elected, Dec 13, 1985, p.12
Sikora seeks fire board seat, Nov 28, 1986, p.11
Endorsement for John Sikora (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Toff resigns as head of Greenville fire board (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.12
Sikora wins commissioner race, Dec 12, 1986, p.13
G W Barson is head of Greenville fire board (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.9
Inspection points up need for expansion of fire headquarters, May 15, 1987, p.11
Scouting outing (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.9
One in a hundred: J Reynolds becomes Eagle Scout (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.11

SIKORA, JOSHUA

Getting together for Meals on Wheels (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.4

SILBER, CARLA

Greenacres residents argue pros, cons of closing (Huntington) Rd, Apr 11, 1986, p.1

SILBER, REBECCA

PTA presses for street closing, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Greenacres residents argue pros, cons of closing (Huntington) Rd, Apr 11, 1986, p.1

SILBERMAN, CHARLES

Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

SILBERMAN, JOHN

SHS grad J Silberman's restaurant a smash in Boston, Oct 4, 1985, p.13

SILBERSTEIN, EDITH

Developer Moundroukas sees victory in $7 million suits, Jan 18, 1985, p.15
Town Board postpones condominium decision, Nov 15, 1985, p.11
Planning Board proposes new town zoning category, Jan 21, 1986, p.11
Town units hear plans for rezoning, Jun 13, 1986, p.10
Opposition is voiced to Fort Hill subdivision, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
Residents clash over a proposed rezoning, Sep 26, 1986, p.13
Proposed flag lot opposed by residents, Oct 10, 1986, p.11
Veteran cites Webb award as 6th town planning honor, Jun 12, 1987, p.10
Town Board to review zoning proposal, Jun 19, 1987, p.11
Fort Hill subdivision proposed, Nov 20, 1987, p.13
Town officials' case against S Moundroukas looks doomed, Jan 8, 1988, p.9
Judge W Walsh dismisses (GBH) officials' case (against S Moundroukas), Jan 15, 1988, p.10

SILBERT, ELIZABETH

Rites of citizenship (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

SILVER, SUE

Friends seek book fair director, Nov 22, 1985, p.3

SILK, MARY

M Silk appointed senior psychiatric social worker at Phelps, Jan 25, 1985, p.4

SILKOWITZ, SUSAN

Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

SILKOWSKI, LISA

EMT poets R Brown, L Silkowski awarded prizes, Apr 26, 1985, p.14

SILL, JERRY

Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
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SILLECK, BAYLEY
Former resident B Silleck has film on flying (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.5

SILLECK, KATHERINE
(GCS Woman's Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 19, 1988, p.10

SILLECK, SIDNEY
Fowl play, Jun 26, 1987, p.1

SILLECK, SIDNEY JR (AU)
Flirting with disaster (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6

SILLS, BEVERLY
Her career at Carasoor has come full circle (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.6

SILNA, NICOLE
Black sheep of Greenacres (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.19

SILVER
Daughters follow Freeman & Son silver tradition (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.5

SILVER BOX AWARD
Phyllis Hinsey to get '87 Silver Box Award (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.11
Community servant P Hinsey honored (photo), May 8, 1987, p.11

SILVER, BARNEY
Learning about Albany (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.10

SILVER, DAN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

SILVER, DANIEL
Candidates sought for Citizens' Committee, Sep 4, 1987, p.3
GDP to hear Slotnick (Republican Town Committee elects leaders), Oct 9, 1987, p.5

SILVER, ELIZABETH
Crafty Adult School course takes the cake (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.6

SILVER, IRA
Debate team is among the best (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.11

SILVER, JANE
Real estate prices reaching new heights, Aug 9, 1985, p.1

SILVER, JESSICA
Musical version of 'Anne Frank' to debut Sun (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.6

SILVER, KENNETH
(Teachers) A(ssn) approves new health plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.11

SILVER, KENNETH JR
(Teachers) T(eacher) A(ssn) approves new health plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.11

SILVER, TARLEI
For her career at Carasoor has come full circle (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.6

SILVER, WILLIAM
Debate team is among the best (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.11
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SILVER, KENNETH continued
  E Clay honored at ceremony (Dedication: photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.13

SILVER, MICHAEL (DR)
  Panelists probe planning issues (list), May 30, 1986, p.1
  Pace of development stirs concerns here, Nov 21, 1986, p.1

SILVER, MICHAEL (DR-0U)
  A case of rape (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6

SILVER, RICHARD (DR)
  Fund honors ex-Scarsdalian H Stotter, Mar 27, 1987, p.15

SILVER, STEVE
  SHS Vernal Equinox Club celebrates arrival of spring (photo; list), Mar 28, 1986, p.16

SILVER, SUSAN
  School Board asks 9.26% tax increase, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
  No school like the A school (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
  Big day at the A School (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.1
  Alumni: Pressure, cliques nothing new at high school, May 9, 1986, p.1

SILVER, SUSAN
  School Board asks 9.26% tax increase, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
  No school like the A school (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
  Big day at the A School (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.1
  Alumni: Pressure, cliques nothing new at high school, May 9, 1986, p.1

SILVERBERG, MELVIN (DR)
  Dr M Silverberg honored as pediatrics pioneer (photo), Aug 23, 1985, p.4

SILVERBERG, STEVEN
  Development eyed on Huenanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
  No courtesy shown, he says (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
  (Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

SILVERHAN, ANNA
  Non-teacher of the year chose to have a baby (photo), May 10, 1985, p.6
  Moss, students grade child care program A+ (photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.6

SILVERHAN, ARNOLD
  Non-teacher of the year chose to have a baby (photo), May 10, 1985, p.6
  Love 'em or hate 'em, raccoons seem here to stay (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1

SILVERHAN, DONALD
  J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for room on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1

SILVERHAN, ELLIOTT
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERHAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, ARNOLD
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, DONALD
  J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for room on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1

SILVERMAN, ELLIOTT
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20

SILVERMAN, IRA
  Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SILVERMAN, IRA
  F Silverman dies, Apr 24, 1987, p.20
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SILVERHAN, IRENE
Local aan K J Silveraan sentenced for Medicaid fraud, Aug 8, 1986, p.2

SILVERHAN, JOSH
Triumphant homecoming (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Last-minute heroics give SHS league title; bowl game tomorrow (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 20, 1987, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.10

SILVERHAN, KENNETH
Man (K J Silverian) pleads guilty to Medicaid fraud, Jun 13, 1986, p.15
Local aan K J Silveraan sentenced for Medicaid fraud, Aug 8, 1986, p.2

SILVERHAN, MARTIN
HTS residents honored, Feb 5, 1988, p.12

SILVERHAN, MICHAEL
'Connecticut Yankee' is both a first and a last for SSMT (photo), Jul 31, 1987, p.1

SILVERHAN, MICHELLE
Non-mother of the year chose to have a baby (photo), May 10, 1985, p.6
Moas, students grade child care program A-1 (photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.6

SILVERHAN, MIKE
Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1

SILVERHAN, NORMAN
Town (of GBH) assessment plan questioned, Apr 26, 1985, p.14

SILVERHAN, PRISCILLA (AU)
Sole money-saving tax hints (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.7

SILVERHAN, RUTH
PT Council slates officers for '85-'86, May 10, 1985, p.13
 Presidents three (J Kennedy honored) (photo), May 31, 1985, p.5
PT Council announces new committee chairs (list) (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.19
 Task force, PT council ask parents to take Safe Homes pledge, May 2, 1986, p.1
 Four hundred take the pledge, May 23, 1986, p.1
 Smashing victory for (school) budget, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
 Changing of the guard (photo; list), Jun 20, 1986, p.3
 Scholarship drive seeks broad support (list), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
 Teachers' gift to the graduates (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.2
 Board (of Ed) imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
 PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 23, 1987, p.3
 8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
 Recreation for teens, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
 (PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3

SILVERHAN, RUTH (AU)
 Youth project praised (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
 They say, tell it to the village (ltr), Mar 7, 1986, p.6
 For a safer SCS (ltr), May 16, 1986, p.6
 PTA's role in budget victory (ltr), Jun 20, 1986, p.6
 Give now, pay less tax later (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
 You've done it again (ltr), Jul 3, 1987, p.6
 Constructive solution (ltr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6

SILVERHAN, SHARON
EMT woman among pair set to challenge A Veteran, Apr 26, 1985, p.15
EMT aan R Greenbaum throws hat in race for position on GBH Town Council (photo), May 3, 1985, p.15
Resident S Silverman switches to council race, May 10, 1985, p.11
Republicans pick town candidates, May 24, 1985, p.11
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SILVERSTAIN, SHARON continued
  S Silverman dies, Feb 14, 1986, p.16
SILVERSTEIN, CAROL
  Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
SILVERSTEIN, JED
  Festival of lights (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.1
SILVERSTEIN, JULIUS
  (Board of Appeals) Ruling to permit house to be built on Richbell, Oct 23, 1987, p.8
  (Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
SILVERSTEIN, LARRY
  For humanitarian service (J F Murray receives National Jewish Humanitarian Award (photo), Dec 10, 1987, p.16
SILVERSTEIN, LILYAN
  Gifts for patients drive on, Nov 28, 1986, p.8
SILVERSTEIN, LINDA (DR)
  Local doctors D Moskowitz, D H Goldsmith join staff at St Agnes, Mar 28, 1986, p.4
SILVERSTONE, DOROTHY
  Youth Cultural Center to mark 25th birthday, Mar 8, 1985, p.4
  Culture of India is celebrated at Apple Tree Barn (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.6
  A taste of the Orient (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.1
  D Silverstone awards Peace Prizes, Jun 12, 1987, p.2
  (Board of Appeals) Ruling to permit house to be built on Richbell, Oct 23, 1987, p.8
  (Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
SIM, HELEN
  Pianist H Sim wins national honor, Mar 22, 1985, p.10
SIMBERKOFF, MICHAEL (DR)
  School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
  GOP to hear Slotnick (Republican Town Committee elects leaders), Oct 9, 1987, p.5
SIMBERKOFF, MICHAEL (DR-AU)
  AIDS is spreading around us (edit), Feb 19, 1988, p.7
SIMES, ANN
  Former mayor S E Sim joins real estate firm (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.9
SIMKIN, STEVE
  Muted enthusiasm for (Griffen Ave) path, Feb 20, 1987, p.1
SIMKIN, STEVEN
  Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
SIMMONDS, ANDREW
  Trustees set limits on land coverage, Apr 12, 1986, p.1
  For history's sake (photo), May 8, 1987, p.4
SIMMONDS, ANDREW (AU)
  Relax, Congress is looking after you (edit), Mar 28, 1986, p.7
  Man bites dinosaur story (edit), Nov 7, 1986, p.7
SIMMONDS, DANIEL
  For history's sake (photo), May 8, 1987, p.4
SIMMONS, CHARLES
  GOP to hear Slotnick (Republican Town Committee elects leaders), Oct 9, 1987, p.5
SIMMONS, CHARLES (AU)
  Well done, recreation (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
SIMMONS, TED
  Executive T Simmons to receive award from Utah State Univ (photo), May 24, 1985, p.4
  Executive T D Simmons aids Jersey United Way, Oct 16, 1987, p.4
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SIMON, ABE
- Deak reeembered as loyal friend, and fitness buff (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1
- Walking with Abe, Nick and Ralph (edit), Dec 24, 1986, p.7
- Give race back to Abe Simon (ltr), May 1, 1987, p.6
- Something new in the 15K run (incl application form), Feb 12, 1988, p.12

SIMON, BECKY (AU)
- Give race back to Abe Simon (ltr), May 1, 1987, p.6

SIMON, CARL
- Panel explores SCS's role in responding to homelessness, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.23

SIMON, ELLEN
- Scarsdalians E Simon, E Blue, L Heilbrun honored, Jun 12, 1987, p.2

SIMON, JOSH
- Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10

SIMON, MARGERY
- Local agencies ready to assist seniors in need, Sep 6, 1985, p.6
- Help from Chase (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.15

SIMON, MARGERY (AU)
- Message from Meals on Wheels (ltr), Jul 4, 1986, p.6
- Caring community (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

SIMON, NORA
- Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2

SIMON, NORMAN
- N Simon dies, Mar 29, 1985, p.14

SIMON, PAUL
- Parties prepare (for 1988 presidential campaign), Dec 18, 1987, p.1
- Pressing the flesh: P Simon (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.3
- Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

SIMON, SANDY (AU)
- Give race back to Abe Simon (ltr), May 1, 1987, p.6

SIMON, SCOTT
- Serenading the seniors (photo), May 29, 1987, p.14

SIMPSON, MICHAEL (DR)
- EMT grad Dr M K Simpson is Utica president, Jan 15, 1988, p.10

SIMS, MIMI
- Skiers want cleaner pool, Aug 7, 1987, p.3
- Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

SING, MIRIAM
- Village Club declines to fund Non-Partisan System, May 2, 1986, p.1

SINS, PATTERSON
- It was ‘love at first sight’ for local John Storrs scholar N Frackman (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.9

SINS, SEYMOUR
- Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
- Village developing notification system for upcoming projects, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
- Hearing set on Vets' tax break, Jan 18, 1985, p.1
- SCS Special Patrolmen sworn in (photo; list), Jan 18, 1985, p.24
- Vets fight for tax break: Village Bd tables vets' tax law, acts on dish antennae, land restrictions, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
- Village, Gannett coapprove on location of newspaper boxes, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
- Reaching for help for Senior Outreach Program, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
- Partial tax exemption (for vets) urged (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
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SIMS, SEYMOUR continued
Anisal lover presses for doghouse law, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
Desecrations at IHM church (ltr), Feb 8, 1985, p.6
Vets' tax break voted down at Village Board meeting, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Development alternatives for Winston property suggested, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Opponents W Grossman, S Sims in agreement on village safety, tree protection, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Pedestrian safety campaign gets underway, Mar 9, 1985, p.1
Citizens Party streak being challenged at polls, Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Grossman speaks at LWV forum (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Notification (to be given of village projects), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Senior outreach in SCS budget, Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Supreme Court rules creche is permissible, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Retiring mayor S Sims, Trustee M Bowen accept gifts from W Glendon (photo), Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Downtown planning still moving ahead, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
They've made a mark: S Sims, M Bowen (edit), Mar 29, 1985, p.6
Mayoral policy defined, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Town Club slates annual meeting, May 17, 1985, p.1
Anisal shelter law, May 17, 1985, p.1
Town Club awards Public Service Medals (photo), May 31, 1985, p.24
Discouraging words (edit), Jul 19, 1985, p.6
Planner promises open approach, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
State may take $1.2 million off local tax base, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Senior housing group active, Sep 6, 1985, p.3
Downtown criteria set; Penn eyes air rights, Oct 11, 1985, p.1
Housing poll indicates seniors want to stay, Oct 11, 1985, p.1
Track neglected (ltr), Oct 18, 1985, p.6
Veterans' exemption, Nov 8, 1985, p.1
After 20 years in business, car rental may be legalized, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Non-Partisans gear up (list), Aug 9, 1986, p.1
Happy Birthday, James Feinsore Cooper (photo; list), Sep 19, 1986, p.3
Former mayor S E Sims joins real estate firm (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.9
Pool backers make pitch, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Day of decision nears on downtown, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
End to (unit) meetings?, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8%, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
Portman proposal recommends emphasis on housing downtown (map), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

SIMS, SEYMOUR (AU)
Clarification (of Oct 11 article) (ltr), Oct 18, 1985, p.6
The democratic way (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
Seniors being surveyed (ltr), Jun 19, 1987, p.6
In praise of Audrey Hochberg (ltrls), Oct 23, 1987, p.6

SIMS, WILLIAM
Senior citizens' housing options outlined, Mar 8, 1985, p.1

SIMS-WEST, NANCY
Year of Developing Capable Young People begins Sept 25, Aug 29, 1986, p.9
ECCE: Don't change grading system, Oct 17, 1986, p.11
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Sims-West, Nancy continued
  Unresponsiveness (by EMT Bd of Ed) charged, Jun 26, 1987, p.11
SIN
  Can you be for sin? (edit), Nov 29, 1985, p.7
Singer, Cecile
  Speakers call for improvements in New York State divorce law, Jan 31, 1986, p.5
  Garbage, drugs, education discussed, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
  Cuomo's annual (budget) cut, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
  (Legal) Awareness (for women) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5
Singer, Donald
  Detective A Reckson from EMT promoted to sergeant, Dec 6, 1985, p.12
  SCS residents A Schaalke, D Singer, P Olander in running for volunteer of the year honor, Apr 11, 1986, p.5
  Residents ask town (of GBH) to budget more police and less surplus, Dec 4, 1987, p.12
Singer, Fran
  Oil company sues GDPC, supplier, Jun 28, 1985, p.1
  Agreement near in battle over oil customers, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Singer, Lilly (AU)
  Thinking about the word 'alone' (edit), Dec 19, 1986, p.7
Singer, Saul
  Oil company sues GDPC, supplier, Jun 28, 1985, p.1
  Robison offers to drop suit, Jul 5, 1985, p.1
  Agreement near in battle over oil customers, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
  Robison, GDPC still at loggerheads, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
  Oil truce, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
  Oil wars, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
  Oil distributor is charged with illegal dumping, Dec 13, 1985, p.1
  Oil war over?, May 2, 1986, p.1
Singer, Stephanie
  Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
  School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
  High turnout for school elections; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Singer, Terri Spaiser
  Eight join (Hoff Barthelson) music school faculty, Oct 30, 1987, p.21
Singers
  SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1983, p.21
Singh, Avtar (DR)
  Four SCS doctors, A Antonio, W Lee, A Singh, R Rosenberg, appointed by St Agnes, Jul 24, 1987, p.3
Single Parents
  Single in SCS: the social dilemma (Part II), Aug 28, 1987, p.6
Singisen, Mary Ellen
  Survey will assess senior housing needs, Mar 29, 1985, p.5
  Trustees set limits on land coverage, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
  First interfaith service here unites Jews and Christians (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.1
  M E Singisen re-elected to agency's board (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.4
Singisen, Mickey
  Citizens for Senior Housing plan community needs survey, Feb 1, 1985, p.3
  Housing poll indicates seniors want to stay, Oct 11, 1985, p.1
  Support building for shelter programs here (list), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Singh, Sabrina
  Foreign AFS students to return home; three AFS juniors to summer abroad (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.5
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SINSHEIMER, FLORENCE
  R Lederer named Scs Chapter of Commerce Citizen of the Year (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1

SINSHEIMER, WARREN
  Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
  Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

SISKIND, ARTHUR
  Successful fundraiser (for UJA) (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.8

SISKIND, DONALD
  D Siskind to receive Silver Box Award, Apr 12, 1985, p.15
  Voters approve public forum for School Board candidates, Apr 26, 1985, p.15
  D Siskind awarded Silver Box (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.15

SISTER ALICE MARIA
  See Endleker, Alice

SISTER MARIA DOLOROSA
  See Dolorosa, Maria (Sister)

SIWEK, MARTHA
  Two Scs women, M Siwek and E Henkind, honored (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.8

SKATEBOARDS AND SKATEBOARDING
  All aboard (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.8
  Skateboard jungle? (ltr), Oct 3, 1986, p.6

SKATING
  All are equally deserving (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
  Figure skating whizzes: K Bayer, L Frohlich (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.15
  See also Roller Skating

SKECKOFSKI, KEN
  Fire under Garth means bad day for business, Aug 21, 1987, p.1

SKIERS
  World-class skier: T Hunt (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.15

SKIING
  Getting there is half the fun (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.5
  T Hunt's nationally ranked (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.15
  Highly rated: M Hedberg (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.16

SKIS AND SKIING
  Scout Troop 60 goes skiing (list), Mar 6, 1987, p.2
  Sophomores go on class trip to Belleayre, Mar 20, 1987, p.22
  Skier T Hunt named to US team's training unit, May 29, 1987, p.4

SKIN
  Ehser's beauty in skin like leather? (edit), Jul 26, 1985, p.7

SKIN CANCER
  See Cancer

SKLAR, DAVID
  EMT school board favors seat belts on buses; search continues for supt, Jan 11, 1985, p.11
  Graduation day marks end of years at EHS for 148 seniors (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.11
  EHS alumni return to old haunt (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.9

SKLAR, JOSEPH (AU)
  Looking at 'substance abuse' (edit), Oct 3, 1986, p.7

SKLAR-WEBSTEIN, ARLENE
  Dimensional Whisly (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.4

SKOLNIX, BRANDON
  Gifted local students in state arts program, Jul 12, 1985, p.4
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SKYLIGHTS
Architectural board rejects skylights again, Nov 6, 1987, p.3

SLATER, LUella
Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2
United Way dinner fetes leaders (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.2
Village Club declines to fund Non-Partisan Sysms, May 2, 1986, p.1
Village Club calls for Non-Partisan changes, Dec 12, 1986, p.1

SLATER, MArk
Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 28, 1985, p.1

SLATER, WANDA
Actress W Slater is victim of parkway crash (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.1

SLATTERY, RICHARD
Police to use new weapon: also considering stun guns, May 24, 1985, p.3
Police trained in new techniques, Dec 13, 1985, p.8
SCS's newest sergeant (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.3
Police nab suspect in car radio thefts, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Conseendations, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Six SCS policemen honored at annual awards ceremoy (photo), May 22, 1987, p.2

SLAVIN, MARjorie
Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Grandparents project gets anonymous gift, Sep 12, 1986, p.2

SLEDGING
Here's what winter's for (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.4

SLEEP
Perchance to dream... (edit), Oct 3, 1986, p.7

SLEEPY HOLLOW RESTORATIONS
Early American Yule spirit fills (historic) houses (illus), Dec 19, 1986, p.30
Sleepy Hollow Restorations renamed Historic Hudson, Oct 30, 1987, p.2
SEE ALSO HISTORIC HUDSON VALLEY (AFTER 1987)

SLOAN, IRvING
Humorous approach overdue (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
Any challengers out there? (ltr), Mar 29, 1985, p.6
Books, books, books: book fair set (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.1
Academics come first at SHS (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6
She's outraged by Mr Sloan (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
Sloan to teach course at Hofstra, Jun 6, 1986, p.22
Sloan's students return to junior high (photo; list), Jun 27, 1986, p.2
An answer to Mr Sloan (ltr), Jul 25, 1986, p.6
Chauvinism and condescension (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
Praise for Bandwagon (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
Two (R Baua, D Moretti) write legal toses, Dec 5, 1986, p.22
Low-key celebration of Constitution planned for village, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
Panel ponders effects here of Supreme Court ruling, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Let's share it all (poem), Dec 24, 1987, p.6
Sloan's letter 'says it all' (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6
Creche is 'a joy to be shared' (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6
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SLoAN, IRVING continued
Dislike not grounds for ban (of creche) (ltr), Dec 31, 1987, p.6
Gross misinterpretation (of Creche Committee chairman's remarks) (ltr), Dec 31, 1987, p.6
(A Resnick) shares Sloan's hurt (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
(T P Farrell) asks for equal space (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Letters (about creche) miss the point (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

SLoAN, IRVING (AU)
Author "not amused" by Crecheing Bore's opinion (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
He'll keep speaking out (ltr), Apr 12, 1985, p.6
Cutting corners on democracy? (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
Can SCS afford to pay teachers less? (ltr), Jul 5, 1985, p.6
Never in SCS (ltr), Aug 30, 1985, p.6
Another view of open houses (ltr), Nov 8, 1985, p.6
Athletics rule the roost (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
Thoughts on Edgewood, sixth grade (ltr), Feb 14, 1986, p.6
Keep the 'dale' in SCS (ltr), Apr 11, 1986, p.6
Democratic self-destruction (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6
Legal principles fail sans ethics, values (edit), May 16, 1986, p.7
Generation gap feared (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
Check out Warren Beatty (ltr), Jul 19, 1986, p.6
Too-liberal Democrats? (ltr), Sep 26, 1986, p.6
Misplaced sense of sin (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6
Let's celebrate the Constitution (edit), Jan 9, 1987, p.7
He's a convert to the (Non Partisan) 'system' (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6
Constitution unappreciated? (ltr), May 22, 1987, p.6
Do we need growth? (ltr), Jun 12, 1987, p.6
A good life never dies (ltr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6
Pleasures of a garden (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6
Zoning and the Constitution (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
He'll not be silent (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
Editorial (on Board of Ed/ Window replacement) criticized (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
An act of vengeance (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

SLoAN, NAT
Teacher's 'warped judgement' (ltr), Apr 4, 1986, p.6
Who's un-American? (ltr), Apr 25, 1986, p.6
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

SLoAN, NAT (AU)
Campaign of disinformation (ltr), Mar 28, 1986, p.6
He's not for D'Amato (ltr), Oct 17, 1986, p.6
Martin Luther King said it (ltr), Jan 23, 1987, p.6
Teacher N Sloan's farewell (ltr), Jun 19, 1987, p.6

SLoANE, LAURA
SCS an J S Blitzer killed in crash (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.1

SLoTNIck, BARRY
Police on guard (near B Slotnick home), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
(Lawyers B Slotnick, P Pickelle, M Armstrong) In the limelight, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
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SLOTNICK, BARRY continued
 GOP to hear Slotnick (Republican Town Committee elects leaders), Oct 9, 1987, p.5

SLOTNICK, SHOSHONNAH
 Teenage volunteer; S Slotnick (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.4

SLOTNICK, BARRY
 SCS lawyer B Slotnik defending Goetz (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.1

SLUTSKY, ROSALIE
 R Slutsky wins (bridge tournament), Dec 31, 1987, p.2

SLUTSKY, STEFAN
 S A Slutsky dies, Apr 10, 1987, p.14

SMALL, BETH
 Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1

SMALL, CATHY
 The subject is literature (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.3

SMALL, ERIC
 Area fire fined $9.6 million for too much lead in gasoline, Dec 19, 1986, p.16

SMALLENS, TIMMI
 Edna Scott, library benefactor, dead at 93, May 23, 1986, p.1
 Bears, bears everywhere (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.3

SMIRTI, BRUCE
 HTS neighbors familiar with accused slayer R G Riverso II's threats, Feb 5, 1988, p.12

SMITH, BENJAMIN
 B L Smith dies, Jun 3, 1986, p.17

SMITH, BRIAN
 Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1

SMITH, CARLYLE
 Teacher at Greenacres, N L Currier, found dead, Jun 6, 1986, p.1

SMITH, ANGUS
 Visions of Christmas (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.9

SMITH, BARBARA
 Day camp is one answer to parents' dilemmas (photo; cont p 14), Jul 18, 1986, p.6
 Smile, please (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.9
 Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

SMITH, DEIRDRE
 Arthur Manor elects leaders, Jul 3, 1987, p.5

SMITH, DERRILL
 AFS student G Mergen awaited; second host needed, Jun 5, 1987, p.17
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SMITH, DERRILL continued
AFS students fora bonds (Education 87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5

SMITH, DICK
Film biz how-to is slick choice at SAS opener (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.6
Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

SMITH, DIERDRE
AFS finds a family: K and D Saith (ltr), Jun 5, 1987, p.6
AFS student & Mergen awaited; second host needed, Jun 5, 1987, p.17
AFS success story, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
AFS students fora bonds (Education 87 Supp), Aug 23, 1987, p.5
AFS offers opportunities abroad (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.5

SMITH, ELISABETH
Visions of Christmas (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.9

SMITH, ERICA
AFS student & Mergen awaited; second host needed, Jun 5, 1987, p.17
AFS students fora bonds (Education 87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5
Scouts teaching scouts (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.3

SMITH, FRANK
Resident F M Saith named honorary curator, Jul 26, 1985, p.9
Co-op gains council support for its bid to reclaim land, Oct 11, 1985, p.11
Pond dredging gets stuck in the mud, Oct 25, 1985, p.13
F Saith gets award, Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Pond to be ready by Jan 1, 1986, p.12
Fire board head speaks to GCC, Jan 10, 1986, p.11
Fire district seeks bond issue for renovated HQ, Apr 11, 1986, p.11
Residents consider fire board's proposal at public hearing, Jun 6, 1986, p.11
Commissioners order audit, Oct 3, 1986, p.11
Fire board approves a 16.3 percent tax hike, Oct 24, 1986, p.11
Laying of water main under way, Oct 24, 1986, p.11
Hochhauser will not run; Smith announces candidacy, Nov 21, 1986, p.11
Sikora seeks fire board seat, Nov 28, 1986, p.11
Endorsement for Frank Saith (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Endorsement for John Sikora (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Tof resigns as head of Greenville fire board (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.13
Sikora wins commissioner race, Dec 12, 1986, p.13
Correction: R R Livingston, not R Morris held Bible for Washington at inauguration, Dec 31, 1986, p.5
Town traffic unit again looking at Ardsley-Fort Hill crossing, Jan 9, 1987, p.11

SMITH, FRED
Apollo saxophonist M Harris finds faith and harmony (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.12

SMITH, GAIL
And they paraded, wearin' the green (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.6
Sails, please (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.9

SMITH, GEORGE
On a dark day, (Hitchcock) church members look ahead to bright future (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

SMITH, HARRY
Lower enrollment seen; board to study options, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
H H Saith dies, Jan 17, 1986, p.16

SMITH, HOWARD
Winston property draws $3.7M bid (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Real estate firm promotes local men H F Saith, C W Haaren (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.5
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SMITH, HOWARD continued
  SCS resident H F Smith conducts seminar, Jun 19, 1987, p.4

SMITH, HUGH
  Raiders lose in bowl; end season at 8-1 (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.1

SMITH, JENNINGS
  Treasurer elected: W J Bleichert, Apr 3, 1987, p.4

SMITH, JOEL
  Planners say 13 houses can be built on Winston property, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
  Soaring prices spur home-building booa (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.1

SMITH, JOYCE (REV-AU)
  Have a cause? Find a poet (edit), Dec 31, 1986, p.7

SMITH, KERRY
  AFS finds a family: K and D Smith (ltr), Jun 5, 1987, p.6
  AFS student G Hergen awaited; second host needed, Jun 5, 1987, p.17
  AFS success story, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
  AFS students fora bonds (Education 87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5

SMITH, LEILA WOOD-
  SEE WOOD-SMITH, LEILA

SMITH, LINDA
  Parents protest revised program for the disabled, May 23, 1986, p.1

SMITH, LIZ
  Holdup at SCS railroad station, Feb 15, 1985, p.1

SMITH, LUKE
  Teen cafe (The Strand) draws enthusiastic crowd (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.3

SMITH, MARY JO
  M J Smith dies, Apr 12, 1985, p.16

SMITH, MIA
  On teen drug-use, drinking and vandalism, Oct 9, 1987, p.2
  Teens need action, not talk (ltr), Oct 23, 1987, p.6

SMITH, MICHAEL
  Luncheon chairman: M Smith, Nov 21, 1986, p.17

SMITH, R BRAH
  United Way elects R B Smith new president, May 3, 1985, p.3
  United Way dinner fetes leaders (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.2
  Go-getter sets aggressive goal for (United Way) campaign (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.6
  United Way at 76% of goal; seeks end-of-year donations, Dec 20, 1985, p.3
  SCS United Way exceeds campaign goal, May 9, 1986, p.4
  Five grants to local agencies (list), Sep 26, 1986, p.1
  United Way elects R Bram Smith new president (photo; list), Sep 26, 1986, p.3

SMITH, R BRAH (AU)
  Solution to overcrowding (ltr), Apr 5, 1985, p.6
  Thank you for caring (ltr), Aug 1, 1985, p.6

SMITH, REUEL
  Board of Education elects B Cunningham president (photo; list), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
  Learning disabled program attacked; May 16, 1986, p.1

SMITH, RICHARD
  GOPC entering fifth year in operation, Nov 13, 1987, p.13

SMITH, RICK
  Sewer pipe inspection can yield treasure (photo p 3), Sep 11, 1987, p.1

SMITH, ROBERT
  Police to use new weapon; also considering stun guns, May 24, 1985, p.3
SMITH, ROBERT continued
$3900 raise for PBA over next two years, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Policemen trained in new techniques, Dec 13, 1985, p.8
SCS police say arrested man was about to blow up parked car, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Commissions, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Train fire ties up coaters, traffic (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.1
Six SCS policemen honored at annual awards ceremony (photo), May 22, 1987, p.2

SMITH, ROWLAND
Golfers with a cause: S Field, R Smith, L Leonardi (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.10

SMITH, SEAN
Art from afar (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

SMITH, STEPHANIE
The subject is literature (photo), Jul 18, 1986, p.3

SMITH, SYDNEY
S S Smith dies, Feb 6, 1987, p.12

SMITH, TERRY
Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendent, Jun 14, 1985, p.11

SMITH, VIRGINIA
Boulder Brook fighting for its life (photo p 15), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
Time pressure, Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Boulder Brook, Jul 11, 1986, p.1
Boulder Brook back on the brink, Aug 15, 1986, p.1
Riding club gets a reprieve, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Riding club files for bankruptcy under Chapter 11, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
Sale upheld, Nov 14, 1986, p.1

SMITH, JACSHARY
Time for school (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.13

SMITHLINE FAMILY (AU)
A family's gratitude (ltr), Jun 27, 1986, p.6

SMITHLINE, BILLY
SHS graduate B Smithline dead of leukemia at 20 (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1
A family's gratitude (ltr), Jun 27, 1986, p.6
Friends of B Smithline to gather, raise research funds in his memory (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.3
Start of a tradition? (edit), Aug 15, 1986, p.6
Remembering Billy Smithline (photo; list), Aug 22, 1986, p.3
Fantastic spirit (ltr), Aug 29, 1986, p.6

SMITHLINE, RICHARD
SHS graduate B Smithline dead of leukemia at 20 (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1

SMOCK, AUDREY
Joint ordination: D and A Smock (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.18

SMOCK, AUDREY (AU)
Religion, investments and South Africa (edit), Apr 5, 1985, p.7

SMOCK, DAVID
Joint ordination: D and A Smock (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.18

SMOCK, DAVID (DR)
D Smock appointed to UCC post (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.15

SMOCK, ERICA
Reunited (at EMT alumni tea) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.10

SMOCK, KRISTINA
Seven EMT seniors are Merit Semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.12
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...continued

SMOCK, KRISTINA continued
Cuau Laude inducts 13, Sep 25, 1987, p.12

SMOKE DETECTORS—LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Fatal loophole (in smoke detector laws), Mar 4, 1988, p.1

SMOKING
He means it: Athletes pledge to abstain from drugs, alcohol, tobacco, Nov 7, 1988, p.1
Volunteers spread the message (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.2
Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts’ habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6
Seventh graders T Caldwell, E Flisser, L Kroin greet B Bloosi, A Smith, TV personalities (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.17
(EMT) District to ban smoking at school, Dec 11, 1987, p.15

SMOKING—LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Hochberg favors no-smoking rules, Aug 16, 1985, p.2
Smoke-free areas in restaurants, Sep 4, 1987, p.12

SMOLDER, ELSIE
Open campus policy still poses problems, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Board’s plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Village Club declines to fund Non-Partisan System, May 2, 1986, p.1
School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Smolder to lead board (photo p 6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
School officials awarded raises (list), Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Board of Education president reports (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.21
Board reveals details of what the bonds would buy, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Campaign sets sights on $30,000 for band, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Voters say yes to bond issue, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
School critic’s defense (ltr), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
Teachers Institute leader J Schwartz warns of teacher shortage, Nov 21, 1986, p.5
Sobol proposed for state commissioner (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Changes in store for 6th graders at junior high, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
SCS faces 11% cut in aid, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
District bids Sobol hail and farewell, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
High praise for departing (Village Board) officials (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1
The search begins (for new SCS superintendent), Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Super search (for superintendent of SCS schools), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
Man who found Sobol, C F Johnson, to seek his successor, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
School may open to nonresidents who pay tuition, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Fetes for Dr Sobol announced, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8%, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
$32.2 million budget draws quiet reaction, May 1, 1987, p.1
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
(SCS School) Budget passes by 526 votes, May 22, 1987, p.1
School board names Dr R Schleiter assistant superintendent, May 22, 1987, p.1
SCS prepares to toast Tov Sobol (list), May 29, 1987, p.1
SCS bids Sobol fond farewell (photo; addl photo p 16), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
(Town) Club urges village to shelve Historic Preservation Law (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
People make (educational) system work (edit), Jun 19, 1987, p.6
Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
SMOLER, ELSIE continued
Teachers approve contract, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1937, p.1
Don't replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
School district advised how to get corporate aid, Dec 4, 1987, p.1
Dennis to leave SHS for Long Island superintendency (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

SMOLER, ELSIE (AU)
Student recital praised (ltr), May 31, 1985, p.6
School board's reply to Seltzberg letter (ltr), Jul 25, 1986, p.6
Misrepresentation charged (ltr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6
School district continues in pursuit of excellence (photo) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
No decisions made (ltr), Feb 13, 1987, p.6
A slap at public service (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

SMOLOVER, JESSE
Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1983, p.2

SMULLEN, CAROL
Edgewooders give food to needy, Nov 20, 1987, p.15

SMULLEN, KERRI
The littlest angels (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.14
Old Glory waves again (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.3

SMYTH, KATHLEEN
EHS is complying with Regents requirements, Jan 30, 1987, p.11

SMYTH, RANDY
First American entry outsails cataamaran fleet (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.6

SNAP
See SCS Neighborhood Assn Presidents

SMIRNOFF, STANLEY (DR)
White Plains Hospital honors Joseph Hofheiser (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.5

SNITOU, VIRGINIA (AU)
Leaving politics behind (ltr), Oct 29, 1986, p.6

SNOU, RICK
For Dr Calzi, it was a bad day, Feb 14, 1986, p.11
He's worried about safety (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
Unthoughtful action (dumping snow on bushes) (ltr; photo), Feb 26, 1986, p.6
Snow White on the Bronx River (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.1
A winter scene (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.9

SNOU REMOVAL
Pachysandra's paying the price for clearer streets last winter (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.1
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SNOW REMOVAL continued
- Excessive salting opposed (ltr), Apr 19, 1985, p.6
- New snow strategy?; May 3, 1985, p.1
- Rare sound of praise (edit), May 3, 1985, p.6
- Too much salt, writer says (ltr), May 3, 1985, p.6
- Sneak preview (edit), Nov 21, 1985, p.6
- Village response defended (ltr), Dec 12, 1986, p.6
- Postmaster's plea (ltr), Jan 23, 1987, p.6
- SCS copes with snowy week, Jan 30, 1987, p.1
- Snowy sidewalks? Start shoveling!, Feb 6, 1987, p.11
- Stores and ice tax (Elasford, Ardsley, GBH) snow purses, Feb 13, 1987, p.11
- The boys of winter: C. Siordance, T. Giness (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.2
- Wrong side of the street (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
- Snowy sidewalks can be costly (in EM), Feb 5, 1988, p.11

SNOWDON, JULIET
- Woman J. Snowdon killed by train here (photo p.4), Feb 6, 1987, p.1

SNOWMOBILES
- Let the good times roll (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.2

SNOWSTORMS
- Winter '87--it's for real (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
- SCS copes with snowy week, Jan 30, 1987, p.1
- When the going gets tough...(photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.3
- 'Amerika explained (edit), Feb 27, 1987, p.6
- Can this be spring? (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.1

SNOWSTORMS-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
- Mrs. it's snowing (edit), Feb 27, 1987, p.7

SNYDER, HELEN
- School Board asks 0.26% tax increase, Apr 19, 1985, p.1

SNYDER, WILLIAM
- Firefighters at Fox Meadow (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.21
- Dr. E Henck honored (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.17

SOBERMAN, CHIH PING
- Chinese-American cultural exchange (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.1

SOBOL, HARRIET
- Books, books, books: book fair set (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.1
- Author H. Sobol to address senior citizens group, Sep 27, 1985, p.2
- Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
- Test ban urged, May 16, 1986, p.1
- Needed: a community center (ltr), Jun 7, 1986, p.6
- (Harriet and Tom) Sobol have new book (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.2
- District bids Sobol hail and farewell, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
- SCS bids Sobol fond farewell (photo; add1 photo p.16), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
- Big night for SCS Democrats (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.4
- Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
- Three (L Albert, H Sobol, A. Fiderer) who help wordsmiths forge better words (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.5
- On the commissioner (Dr. T. Sobol)'s trail: a superintendent transformed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

SOBOL, HARRIET (AU)
- So this is what makes SCS run! (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.11
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SOBOL, HARRIET (AU) continued
Trying doesn't always work (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
Grass-roots power (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
How it was on the Lower East Side (edit), Feb 14, 1985, p.7
Nuclear testing is local concern (ltr), May 23, 1985, p.6
Praise for board's action (ltr), Jun 20, 1986, p.6
Stand up and be counted (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
Parents can make schools improve (edit), Apr 24, 1987, p.7
Successful Happening (ltr), May 8, 1987, p.6
IMF Treaty applauded (ltr), Dec 31, 1987, p.6

SOBOL, MICHAEL
Lanselsarls e^ the library (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.3

SOBOL, PENNY
P R Sobol has portrait exhibit (photo), May 17, 1985, p.2

SOBOL, THOMAS (DR)
Parents, students, faculty debate open campus policy, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
Against the open campus (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
Schools urged to shift computer education focus (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.1
SHS open campus may get less so, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
There's trouble at home for SCS' native sport (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.5
School board seeks solution to overcrowding at Edgewood, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Open campus policy still poses problems, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
New state budget means more for schools, village, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Superintendent T Sobol to speak on religion in schools (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.16
Edgewood 6th grade may go to junior high, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
Sobol affirms need for moral education, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
High school costs draw groups' fire at budget hearing, May 3, 1985, p.1
Critics cite flaws in SHS auditorium (photo), May 3, 1985, p.1
Counselors team up to help young people (photo), May 10, 1985, p.1
Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2
Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
School budget goes to vote May 22, May 17, 1985, p.1
Close call for school budget, May 24, 1985, p.1
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
It's graduation day for SCS seniors, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Board of Education elects B Cunningham president (photo; list), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
Youth Services program to expand, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Bond issue ahead?, Jul 28, 1985, p.1
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Playing field costs put at $1.5 million, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Lower enrollment seen; board to study options, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Mentors, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Youth counselor L Kaplan plans to resign, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Sixth grades may return to junior high school, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Computer chairman to resign from SHS, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Board's plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
SCS CAR scores high, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
SOBOL, THOMAS (DR) continued

Verbal SAT’s drop, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
School may open to nonresidents who pay tuition, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Fetes for Dr Sobol announced, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Aid to local schools maintains status quo, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
$32.2 million budget draws quiet reaction, May 1, 1987, p.1
Public invited to give views on next school’s chief, May 8, 1987, p.1
Honored: Dr T Sobol (photo), May 8, 1987, p.5
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
School budget goes to a vote May 20, May 15, 1987, p.1
School board names Dr R Schleiter assistant superintendent, May 22, 1987, p.1
SCS prepares to toast Tom Sobol (list), May 29, 1987, p.1
Paying fond farewell to Dr B Thompson, Dr T Sobol (photo), May 29, 1987, p.2
PT Council names next year’s slate (list), May 29, 1987, p.14
SCS bids Sobol fond farewell (photo; addl photo p 16), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
(Dinner for Sobol) more than a success (edit), Jun 5, 1987, p.6
Celebrating SCS: excerpts from Sobol’s speech, Jun 5, 1987, p.16
SCS Natl Bank salutes Dr Thomas Sobol (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.20
STA contract would raise base pay by 20%, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Sobol sees need for respect, innovation, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Final day for SHS seniors, Sobol, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Teachers approve contract, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Consultants seek to fill ‘large shoes’ (of superintendent) (cont p 6), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Let us rejoice (edit), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS High School Class of ’87 (photo) (Graduation ’87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.14
It’s official: Dr T Sobol sworn in as NY State Commissioner of Education (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
How fit are SCS kids? New program may give an answer, Sep 4, 1987, p.1
Sobol’s inauguration slated for Oct 21 (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Sobol inaugurated (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Board of Education’s defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
J Schwartz on task force, Oct 30, 1987, p.15
SCS Natl Bank salutes Joseph B Ullian; 1988 Bowl Winner (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.26
Question of school for homeless fuels controversy over WCC plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.12
Local teacher J Schwartz on state task force says school restructuring needed, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
On the commissioner (Dr T Sobol)’s trail: a superintendent transformed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

SOBOL, THOMAS (DR-AU)

Should schools provide moral education (edit), Oct 31, 1985, p.7
It’s up to parents to help children (edit), Dec 5, 1986, p.7
Time of crisis and opportunity (text of speech on election as NY State Commissioner of Education), Mar 27, 1987, p.7
Thanks from Tom Sobol (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6
Parents can make schools improve (edit), Apr 24, 1987, p.7
Scandalous situation (ltr), May 29, 1987, p.6
Education: Necessity, not privilege (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.7

SOCCER

International event (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.4
Sportsmanship rewarded (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Champs: EMT Eagles winners in GBH Cup soccer tournament (photo; list), Jan 22, 1987, p.11
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SOCCER continued
Assistant soccer coach F Parra will be missed at EHS, Mar 6, 1987, p.10
Thanks to the community (ltr), Jun 12, 1987, p.6
EHS sports and sportscene: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11
EHS sports 10 worst list, Jun 26, 1987, p.10
'it's how you play that counts' (Book by R O'Shea), Oct 30, 1987, p.16
Animals at play, Nov 6, 1987, p.1

SOCIAL SECURITY
Defender of Social Security (ltr), Jul 26, 1985, p.6

SOCIAL SERVICES
Community surveyed on social service needs, May 30, 1986, p.2
Change of priorities urged (ltr), Dec 12, 1986, p.6
I told him he would be treated kindly (edit), Dec 19, 1986, p.7

SOCIAL WORKERS
Resident M Bredie joins Family Service as counselor (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.5
FSW names A Eglinton director, Nov 15, 1985, p.8
New director C Holt named, Dec 6, 1985, p.16
To be installed: E L Brilliant, Jun 13, 1986, p.15
No A P classes here (edit), Sep 26, 1986, p.7
Head of child aid, C Hallinger, honored (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.2

SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
SEE FRIENDS, SOCIETY OF

SOCIETY OF PATIENT REPRESENTATIVES
Elected: G Schwartz-Blitzer (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.4

SOFFIN, NICOLE
Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1

SOFTBALL
Finest beat the bravest (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.20
They really have a ball in Chicago (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.9

SOHN, CHRISTINE
Violinist C Sohn wins top prize (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.13

SOIFFER, TODD
Books and looks (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.12

SOIKOL, ROBYN (AU)
Give your family a pool (ltr), Dec 12, 1986, p.6

SOLAZZO,
Town of GBHJ's balk slows work on Post Office, Nov 13, 1987, p.15

SOLD
SEE SCS ORGANIZATION FOR THE LEARNING DISABLED

SOLDMAN, SUZY
School Board asks 8.26% tax increase, Apr 19, 1985, p.1

SOLEY, JILL
23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

SOLEY, ROBERT (DR)
Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Dr R L Soley Chief surgeon, (White Plains Hospital), Feb 5, 1988, p.5

SOLEY, ROBERT (DR-AU)
Dishes' benefits outweigh liabilities (edit), Jan 4, 1985, p.7

SOLING, CHESTER
Ex-Scarssdalian C Soling opens new inn in Williamstown, Aug 23, 1985, p.3
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SOLOMON, DAVID
New P O to open on Central, Jun 27, 1986, p.11

SOLOMON, DEBORAH
Local authors D Solomon, A Siegel have new books in print, Nov 13, 1997, p.2

SOLOMON, JANE
Former Inquirer staffer J Solomon joins public school program in NYC, Mar 25, 1989, p.2

SOLOMON, JEFFREY
Five EHS students are Merit semifinalists, Sep 12, 1986, p.12

SOLOMON, LORYN
Board of Education elects B Cunningham president (photo; list), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Schools score high in state assessment, Dec 19, 1985, p.1

SOLOMON, PAUL
Edgemont Rec struggling to get insurance, Apr 18, 1986, p.11
Teachers get 6.5x increase, Sep 12, 1986, p.13
Parents learn how to promote learning, Sep 19, 1986, p.10
Sixth graders: They're still crazy (about camp) after all these years (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.11

SOLOMON, ROBERT
Elementary math instruction subject of report to Board of Education, Jan 18, 1985, p.3
Counselors team up to help young people (photo), May 10, 1985, p.1

SOLOMON, ROBERT (DR)
Pooling their efforts (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1

SOLOMON, STAN
Letter winners (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.27

SOLOMON, STEPHAN
S G Solomon honored by Hutton, May 3, 1985, p.13

SOMBOONTHUM, PANITH
Course finished (for P Soaboonthua), Oct 10, 1986, p.2

SOMERFIELD, ROBERT
SCS playwright S Greenberg wins in a contest, May 22, 1987, p.13

SOMERSVILLE, VALERIE
Herold gets nod for State Supreme Court (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1

SOMMERFELD, LAURENCE
SHS 86ers are happy with college choices (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.6

SOMMERFELD, LAURENCE (AU)
Extreais in liberty: is it really a vice? Yes (edit), Jul 12, 1985, p.7

SOMMERFIELD, GEORGE
GOP to hear Slotnick (Republican Town Committee elects leaders), Oct 9, 1987, p.5

SONG WRITING
SEE COMPOSITION (MUSIC)

SONG, SEUNG HAE
Animals' best friends (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.3

SONIKER, HILTON
Restaurant, shops to replace Gristede's, Aug 7, 1987, p.1

SONI, GARGI
Tuttle's Shuttle catching on (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.3

SONNENBERG, JAY
Banker A K Solomon accused of attempted murder, Jun 26, 1987, p.1

SONNENBORN, ANDREW
Molding young artists (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15
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SONNENBORN, JONAH
- SCS day campers make TV debut, Aug 7, 1987, p.1

SONNENBORN, VIVIAN (DR)
- Budget process (for EMT Bd of Ed) already underway, Oct 16, 1987, p.11

SONS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
- SAR to honor A O'Rourke, Feb 1, 1985, p.4
- Sons of Revolution elect C Lee president, May 10, 1985, p.5

SOOTER, ED
- Hitchcock cleans, copes, plans in fire's aftermath, Jul 25, 1986, p.1

SOOTER, KAAREN
- Hitchcock cleans, copes, plans in fire's aftermath, Jul 25, 1986, p.1

SOPER, CHRISTINE
- DAR at VA Hospital (photo), Sep 6, 1985, p.9

SOFIS, JOSEPHINE (DR)
- Sofer to lead board (photo p 6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

SORENSEN, DOROTHY
- Century 21 Wolff honors 5 employees, Mar 18, 1986, p.9

SORKIN, ANDREW
- Drama Club debut (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.28
- A Toiland Tintype (photo), Dec 19, 1987, p.24

SORKIN, JOAN
- Board's plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
- Drama Club debut (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.28
- Fable Fever (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.16

SORKIN, SUZIE
- Annual pilgrimage (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.3

SOREL, WILLIAM (DR)
- Pan American group elects SCS MD W E Sorrel (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.4

SOSA
- SEE SCS OPEN SOCIETY ASSN

SOTER, MARGARET
- Westchester-Working, Building, Growing: theme of Galleria window display (Business) (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.12
- Re-elected: M Soter (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.2
- HRM (Hudson River Museus) names Soter, Shulman to aid development drive (photo), Oct 19, 1985, p.19
- Soter gets key role in state GOP (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.4
- Party at SCS house launches fund drive for Hudson Museum (list), Nov 29, 1985, p.14
- Residents oppose Herrin's release, Mar 20, 1986, p.1
- Two (B Landes, M Soter) elected by Girl Scouts, May 30, 1986, p.2
- SCS residents M Soter, E Brady, M Wilson, R Zipf prominent in Diasaurd: re-election effort, Aug 22, 1986, p.3
- Herold gets nod for State Supreme Court (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1
- Parties prepare (for 1988 presidential campaign), Dec 19, 1987, p.1
- Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
- Bush backed (by SCS Republican Town Committee), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
- GOP to honor Margaret Soter (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5
- GOP to honor Margaret Soter (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5
- Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

SOTER, MARGARET (AU)
- Think of the apprehension (edit), Mar 20, 1986, p.7

SOTTILE, MRS EDWARD
- SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20
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SOTTILE, EDWARD (DR)
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

SOUTH AFRICA
Quiet diplomacy won't end apartheid (edit), Feb 15, 1985, p.7
One view of South Africa (ltr), Aug 15, 1986, p.6
South Africa is different (edit), Oct 17, 1986, p.7

SOUTH AFRICA-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
What South Africa is really like (edit), May 29, 1987, p.7
Stern's opinion piece confirmed (ltr), Jun 12, 1987, p.6

SOUTH KOREA-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Guest speaker Yoon-Gu Lee brings report from Korea, Jul 31, 1987, p.5

SOUTHEAST CONSORTIUM
Twenty-two in benefit swim raise $2700 (list), Aug 7, 1987, p.3

SOUTHERN GREENVILLE ASSN
Residents clash over a proposed rezoning, Sep 28, 1986, p.13
Civic groups leery of zoning amendment, May 8, 1997, p.11

SOUTHERN WESTCHESTER CONSORTIUM
(SCS School) District seeking solution to health-insurance crisis, Feb 19, 1988, p.1

SOUZA, DANIELA
Farewell to Quaker Ridge (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.13

SOVERN, MICHAEL
Honorary Columbia doctorate awarded to C Bown, Jun 7, 1986, p.17

SOVIET UNION
SEE USSR

SOYK, TOM
Would-be Winston developers must prepare impact statement, Oct 3, 1986, p.3

SPACE FLIGHT
SEE OUTER SPACE-EXPLORATION

SPACE-EXPLORATION
SEE OUTER SPACE-EXPLORATION

SPADA, FRANK
F Spada dies, Apr 5, 1985, p.14

SPAET, MOHA
PT Council slated officers for '85-'86, May 10, 1985, p.13
LHV guide to be mailed, Oct 16, 1987, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 22, 1987, p.32

SPAET, MOHA (AU)
It's important for teens (ltr), Feb 13, 1987, p.6

SPAET, SUSAN
Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1

SPAET, THEODORE (DR)
WNET president replies (ltr), Aug 22, 1986, p.6

SPAET, THEODORE (DR-AU)
WNET: innovation is in order (ltr), Jul 4, 1986, p.6
On Mynex base station (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

SPANISH IN THE US
Who decides right to drive? (ltr), Jul 18, 1986, p.6
Our Spanish heritage is neglected (edit), Apr 24, 1987, p.7

SPAN, ANDREW
GOP looking for Hochberg opponent (photo), May 24, 1985, p.1
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SPANO, ANDREW continued

County contests head Nov 5 ballot here, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Local voters back winners, Nov 8, 1985, p.1
Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

SPANO, LEONARD

Hotel tax enacted, Nov 6, 1987, p.2

SPANO, NICHOLAS

Conservatives back Spano, Jun 13, 1986, p.10
Conservatives, Dems to make primary picks, Sep 5, 1986, p.13
Winners map post-election plans, Nov 7, 1986, p.11
(Animal) Shelter agreement signed, Feb 27, 1987, p.9
Carsky, Hochberg to seek reelection to County Board, May 29, 1987, p.11
NJ 1-287 link will increase traffic in town corridor, Jul 3, 1987, p.9
New law safeguards Union Child day-care center, Aug 7, 1987, p.9

Spartos, Anthony

Bowery Savings Bank appoints SCS an A Spartos vice president (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.30

SPAS

Hose spas: comforting returns (photo) (Hose Supp), Apr 10, 1987, p.19

SPEARS, MACK (AU)

Teachers truly are professionals (edit), Jan 3, 1986, p.7

SPECCHIERLA, LARRY

For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

SPECCHIERLA, MAUREEN

SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

SPECCHIERLA, MICHAEL

Texaco scholarship awarded to student M F Specchierla from SCS, Jul 3, 1987, p.10

SPECIAL EDUCATION

SEE SCHOOLS-ENT-SPECIAL EDUCATION, SCHOOLS-SCS-SPECIAL EDUCATION

SPECIAL OLYMPICS

Carrying a torch, May 29, 1987, p.1
Police escort for a torch (photo; list), Jun 12, 1987, p.3

SPECIAL PATROLMEN-SCS

SCS Special Patrolmen sworn in (photo; list), Jan 18, 1985, p.24
Pedestrian safety campaign gets underway, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
They're sworn to protect SCS (photo; list), Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Path on Griffen, May 15, 1987, p.1
Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Praise from the chief (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

SPECIAL PATROLMENT-SCS

Special Police open campaign against burglars (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.1

SPECK, CARYL (AU)

Animal shelter needs help (ltr), Sep 27, 1985, p.6
Generous contributions (list) (ltr), Nov 15, 1985, p.6
Businesses cared enough (to support animal shelter) (ltr; list), Jan 24, 1986, p.6
For our animal friends (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
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SPECTER, ARLEN
  Is courage coming back into style? (edit), Aug 30, 1985, p.7
SPECTER, MARVIN
  M Specter named by O'Rourke, Aug 23, 1985, p.10
SPECTOR, HENRY (DR)
  Hospital executive Dr H T Spector named (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.2
SPECTOR, HENRY (DR-AU)
  What do mortality rates mean? (edit, chart), Dec 18, 1987, p.7
  Medicare's promise subverted (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
SPEDAL, HEIDI
  Woodlands (High School) athletes give anti-drug talk (to fourth through eighth graders), Jan 15, 1988, p.11
SPEDALIERE, SUS
SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS
  Speech pathologist Dr L A Rogalski named to post, May 29, 1987, p.2
SPEEDING
  SEE AUTOMOBILE DRIVING
SPELLER, TONY
  New campaign (against hand deliveries), Aug 16, 1985, p.1
SPELLING BEEs
  Fortune sailing on senior spellers (photo), Apr 17, 1985, p.1
  They're number one! Spelling team from SCS wins it all (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.3
  Recreational opportunities (for senior citizens) (photo) (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.13
SPELLMAN, GEORGETTE
  New rules at SMS provoke criticisms, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
SPENCE, JANET
  EMT school board grants Dr T Edwards tenure (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.11
SPENCE, KRIS
  Getting oriented (photo), Sep 5, 1986, p.1
SPENCER, DERRICK
  Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1983, p.1
SPENCER, JAMES
  J E Spencer dies, Aug 23, 1985, p.10
SPIEGEL, CHARLES
  Jingles and friends (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.11
SPIEGEL, GERARD
  Opposition is voiced to Fort Hill subdivision, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
SPIELBERG, JACK
  Rocking for famine (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.10
SPIEGLER, DANIELLE
  A child's Chanukah in SCS: cookies, candles and potato pancakes (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.5
SPIEGLER, JILL
  PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 29, 1987, p.3
  A child's Chanukah in SCS: cookies, candles and potato pancakes (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.5
SPIERLING, (MRS PAUL)
  Newsmakers (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.8
SPILLE, BRIAN
  Town of SPH assessment plan questioned, Apr 26, 1985, p.14
  Brodsky hopes for the passage of revised tax bill, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
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SPINDEL, ANN
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Scarsdalian A S Spindel to direct program recruiting retirees for teaching (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.4

SPINDEL, PAUL (AU)
Wrong side of the street (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6

SPINDLER, ETHEL
Town seeks inspectors; gets a couple of couples, Sep 5, 1986, p.13

SPINDLER, HAROLD
Town seeks inspectors; gets a couple of couples, Sep 5, 1986, p.13

SPINOGATTI, PHILIP
P A Spinogatti dies, Apr 11, 1986, p.18

SPITALNY, FRA winik
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

SPITALNY, JANE
Auxiliary names leaders (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.2

SPITZ, HOWARD
Knaplund in contest for Family Court, May 29, 1987, p.1
J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for rooc on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Hochberg defeats Moss; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p ?), Nov 6, 1987, p.1

SPO KES, JUDY
Students C Jung, J Spokes to play in national orchestra (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.15

SPOONHOUR, ANNE
Panel to discuss teenage suicide (photo), Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Family ties can prevent suicide; panelists agree, Mar 7, 1986, p.6

SPOONHOUR, GILES
Panel to discuss teenage suicide (photo), Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Family ties can prevent suicide; panelists agree, Mar 7, 1986, p.6

SPOONHOUR, JUSTIN
Family ties can prevent suicide; panelists agree, Mar 7, 1986, p.6

SPOOR, N TODD
EHS alumnus N Tod Spoor named bank officer, Jan 10, 1986, p.11

SPORTS
SCS at play—the summer games (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.6

SPOSOTA, JULIUS
EHS is complying with Regents requirements, Jan 30, 1987, p.11

SPRACOH, KARL
Worker E Reyes trapped beneath rock (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.11

SPRAGUE, RICHARD (DR)
Mid-year report on the schools (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.29
Schools urged to shift computer education focus (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.1
Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Scs CAR scores high, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Changes in store for 6th graders at junior high, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Time of transition for SCS schools, but basics are the same (photo) (Education '87 Supp), Aug 20, 1987, p.1
How fit are SCS kids? New program may give an answer, Sep 4, 1987, p.1
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
SCS scores high (on Comprehensive Assessment Report), Dec 18, 1987, p.1
As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
SPRAGUE, RICHARD (DR) continued
File, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

SPRAGUE, RICHARD (DR-AU)
District doesn't rest on reputation (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.21

SPRINGER, MARY
Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 238 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 29, 1987, p.3

SPUDICH, GIULIETTA
(Masters) School honors local students, Mar 25, 1988, p.15

SPYER, ANDREW
Fire damages Heathcote School, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Summer Music Theatre's 'techies' are behind-the-scenes stars (list), Jul 19, 1985, p.5
Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1

SPYER, BRENDA
Local woman B Spyer to direct county's Casp Heilock, Apr 11, 1986, p.26

SQUIRES, PETE
Sunday is race day for 15K, Mar 29, 1985, p.1

SQUIRRELS
Squirrel housing boom (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6

SSMT
SEE SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE

ST AGNES HOSPITAL
SEE HOSPITALS

ST JAMES, LYN
Girl Scout dinner will honor E P Kingsley, L St James, Mar 4, 1988, p.9

ST PATRICK'S DAY
(Elections) Not on St Pat's, Mar 6, 1987, p.1
And they paraded, wearin' the green (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.6

ST PAUL
Was Paul a male chauvinist? (edit), Sep 12, 1986, p.7

STADELBAUER, DOUGLAS
New bishop, E I Freedman, to lead Mormons (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.14

STAFFORD, ROBERT
Acid rain threatens Westchester (edit), Jul 19, 1985, p.7

STAFFORD, VICTORIA (REV-AU)
Just saying no is not enough (edit), Feb 5, 1988, p.7

STAHL, DEBBIE
All about SAT tutoring, Apr 10, 1987, p.15

STAHL, FRED
College appoints SCS graduate F Stahl, Mar 27, 1987, p.8

STAIB, AUDRA
SHS Beers are happy with college choices (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.6

STALEY, HARRY
Consultants hired for Freightway development plans, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Farewell tribute to musical couple, A Schein and E Carlyss (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.4

STAMAS, STEPHEN
Friend of music S Stammas is well suited to his NY Philharmonic post (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.13
S Stammas to head the American Assembly (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.9

STAMLER, DAVID
SCS couple D and L Stamler to be honored for service to WRT and UJA (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.16

STAMLER, LORETTA
SCS couple D and L Stamler to be honored for service to WRT and UJA (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.16
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STAMM, PENNY
   Crafty Adult School course takes the cake (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.6

STAMMER, BILL
   Summer music theater is going independent, Mar 27, 1987, p.1

STAMMER, WILLIAM
   New Adult School leaders named (photo; list), Feb 20, 1987, p.3

STAMP, EDNA
   Young people, parents, counselors discuss issues of drugs, alcohol, Dec 27, 1985, p.1

STAMPS
   SEE POSTAGE STAMPS

STANDARD AND POOR’S
   AAA rating helps village sell bonds, Aug 1, 1986, p.1

STANEK, RUDY
   Thirteen hours after firemen leave, fire destroys hose on Cushcan (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1

STANGL, PETER
   Not quite complete: renovations of SCS station area underway (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.1
   You must remember this (P Stanl presents RR gate curtain to village) (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.3
   Riders complain of overheated trains, Aug 7, 1987, p.2

STANHOFF, BERTRAM
   (SCS) Art association is a busy 50 years young (photo) (Progress Edition-1983), Jan 29, 1988, p.9

STANKOVICH, MICHAEL
   Young people, parents, counselors discuss issues of drugs, alcohol, Dec 27, 1985, p.1

STANLEY, GERTRUDE
   G W Stanley dies, Aug 30, 1985, p.10

STANLEY, REUEL
   R Stanley named vice pres of Fidelity Management Trust Co, Boston (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.2

STANLEY, ROBERT
   St Agnes Hospital appoints R J Stanley new CEO (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.2

STANLEY, RONA (DR)

STANLEY, STARFINDER
   Seven EMT seniors are Merit Semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.12

STANTON, NORMAN (All)
   (Anti-Semitic acts of vandalism) Shared tragedy (ltr), Feb 12, 1983, p.6

STANTON, NORMAN (REV)
   New minister: Rev N Stanton (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.16
   On a dark day, (Hitchcock) church members look ahead to bright future (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

STAR WARS
   SEE STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE

STAR, SOLOMON
   Bar group honors local lawyer S E Star, Dec 18, 1987, p.4

STARBUCK, HARRIET
   H S Starbuck dies, May 24, 1965, p.19

STARK, ADAM
   Getting it together (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.13

STARK, ELIZABETH
   E Stark dies, Oct 3, 1986, p.16

STARK, JOAH (AU)
   How's that? (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6

STARK, JORDAN
   Sounding good: J Stark, M Berengarten, V Patel, D Tarasiewicz (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.11
STARK, MINDI
Administrators to be hired soon, Jan 31, 1986, p.10

STARKMAN, DEBRA (DR)
Scs woman Dr D Starkman elected vice president at BBDO (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.12

STARKER, ROBERT
SCS High class of '36 kicks up heels (photo), May 23, 1986, p.2

STARR, LILA
Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids suppl), Mar 11, 1988, p.10

STASIK, ANDREW
Printmaker L Ellis’ work chosen, Oct 16, 1987, p.4

STATUE OF LIBERTY
Sweet land of liberty (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1
A gift for Lady Liberty (photo), Apr 13, 1986, p.4
The lovely lady in the lives of J Fiebiger and W Grossman, two local men (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.6
The Lady may blush (edit), Jul 4, 1986, p.6

STATUE OF LIBERTY CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION (1986)
Free parking, Jun 27, 1986, p.1
Local woman S Garff, D Bench in Liberty celebration, Jul 11, 1986, p.10
Dinner given for new citizen A Razzallag, Aug 1, 1986, p.9

STAUBLE, ANN
Local students L Balsam, C Jung, K Pessin, A Stauble picked for NY State Summer School of Arts, Jul 17, 1987, p.4

STAUFFER, AMANDA
Prehistoric occasion (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.3

STAUFFER, STEPHANIE
PT Council plans new program (Education '87 Suppl), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

STAVE, BRENDAN
Phone company employee B Stave joins Scs fire (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.9
Ellinghouse & Stacy announces appointments (of B Stave, S Pfeiffer, D Vernes) (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.21

STEARNS, AMANDA
Prehistoric occasion (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.3

STEARNS, CAROL (DR)
Resident Dr C Stearns named fellow at Rickover Institute (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.2

STEARNS, JAMES (AU)
Readers’ views on SHS protest (ltr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6

STEARNS, MICHAEL (AU)
That’s what education is all about (edit), Mar 8, 1985, p.7

STEARNS, RICH
SHS Vernal Equinox Club celebrates arrival of spring (photo; list), Mar 28, 1986, p.16

STECKLER, JOHN

STEED, NANCY
A dialogue on adolescents’ problems: actors dramatize, audience reacts, Nov 14, 1986, p.19

STEEL, VICKY
An early feast (photo), Nov 28, 1986, p.11

STEEL, BILL
They keep Meals on Wheels rolling (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.24
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STEELE, WILLIAM
Hosanna! (photo), Apr 1, 1985, p.16

STEELEY, JOSEPH
Winston property called wetlands; village protests, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Village to seek court reversal of wetlands decision, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

STEELEY, JOSEPH JR
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

STEEH, JEANETTE
Planners say rules needed before day care can be offered in homes, Nov 22, 1985, p.11

STEFFI NOSSEH SCHOOL OF THE DANCE
SEE DANCE SCHOOLS

STEGER, JOHN
Scarsdale's fastest (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Board reveals details of what the bonds would buy, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
School neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
(Volunteer) Fire company ($3) names officers, Sep 25, 1987, p.3
School nominating petitions cut, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
Because of redistricting, four (B Hudgins, R Golden, L Mercein, J Steger) must resign from SSNC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.3
(PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3

STEGER, KATE
Salute to Miss Liberty ballet (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.16
Curtain going up next week on SSMT's 'Connecticut Yankee' (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.1

STEGER, NANCY
Thanks from bank's president (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
Campaign sets sights on $30,000 for band, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Calendar is major effort (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
$32.2 million budget draws quiet reaction, May 1, 1987, p.1
(PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3

STEGER, NANCY (AU)
Jump on the bandwagon (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
$30,000 goal called realistic (ltr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6

STEIN, BENNETT (DR)
Leading neurosurgeons gather in SCS, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Pooling their efforts (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1

STEIN, C JEFFREY
Grey names local man C J Stein exec VP (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.2

STEIN, IRWIN
I M Stein to retire, Jun 7, 1986, p.12

STEIN, JANET
J R Stein dies, Feb 8, 1985, p.16

STEIN, JEFF
Parkway project faces new delays, May 2, 1986, p.1
Cable subscribers rate UA Columbia, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
Two go to polls in second vote (for Unit F, School Board Nominating Committee), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

STEIN, JEFFREY
Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

STEIN, JOAN
J Stein dies, Jun 6, 1986, p.14
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STEIN, JONATHAN A
  SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1

STEIN, JONATHAN D
  SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.1

STEIN, KALMAN
  Pharmacist K Stein retires after 32 years here (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.4

STEIN, LARRY
  Time out (from prom) for a photo (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.10

STEIN, LAUREN
  Animals' best friends (photo), Mar 18, 1986, p.3

STEIN, LAWRENCE
  L P Stein dies, May 9, 1986, p.14

STEIN, MITCHELL
  M B Stein Opens practice (photo), Mar 11, 1985, p.18

STEIN, NORMAN
  Path okayed by board, Aug 16, 1985, p.9
  New staff hired by (EMT) district, Oct 4, 1985, p.11

STEIN, RUTH
  R Stein dies, Aug 9, 1985, p.14

STEIN, SAMUEL
  President: S Stein (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.16

STEIN, SARA
  A girl and her horse (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.5
  International pumpkin sale (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.3

STEIN, STEPHEN (DR)
  Office building approved, Mar 8, 1985, p.11
  Drugs, homeless, court reform among assemb's concerns (photo) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.2

STEIN, VICKIE
  NOW to honor Scs woman V Stein (list), Apr 18, 1986, p.2

STEINHAU, LESLIE
  Y honors outstanding teens (list), Jun 21, 1985, p.26

STEINBERG SENIOR CITIZEN CENTER (EMT)
  Stage lights will glow for seniors at Steinberg Center in EMT (photo), Aug 23, 1987, p.9

STEINBERG SENIOR CRAFT CLUB
  Local volunteers are cited, Mar 11, 1986, p.8

STEINBERG, ARTHUR
  Landlord denies rumor that condos will replace Finast (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.11

STEINBERG, FREDERICK
  Bargain hunters take note: Filene's is coming to town, Aug 30, 1985, p.9

STEINBERG, PAUL (DR)
  Local man DR P M Steinberg named vice president of Hebrew Union College, Jul 12, 1985, p.12
  Braille Institute elects residents Dr P Steinberg, E Henkind, Dec 13, 1985, p.4

STEINBERG, VICTOR (DR)
  School board policy will be mix of old and new, Nov 14, 1986, p.11

STEINKOCK, REUBIN
  Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
  Tuttle's Shuttle catching on (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.3

STEINICAMP, JEFFREY
  Scs firm representative of ski resort, Dec 20, 1985, p.29
  Hitchcock vows to rise from ashes (photo; add1 photo p 16), Jun 13, 1986, p.1
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STEINCAP, JEFFREY continued
Hitchcock cleans, caps, plans in fire's aftermath, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
Hitchcock announces rebuilding plans, Nov 21, 1986, p.1

STEINDORFF, CAROL
SHS fair conveys health realities, Nov 27, 1987, p.20

STEINEN, GLORIA
Gloria Steinen on faith, family and feminism (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.6
Humanists gather here to share message, Nov 14, 1986, p.21

STEINER, DANIELLE
Against all odds, resident A Kelley retains fighting spirit (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.6

STEINER, LEE
Local man L Steiner among Lafayette leaders, Nov 29, 1985, p.16

STEINHAUS, BEA
Iraa Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5

STEINKAHP, JEFFREY
A-caring, they did go (photo; list), Jan 16, 1937, p.4
(Hitchcock) Church seeks to enlarge sanctuary, Jan 30, 1987, p.3
Hitchcock okays sanctuary plan; to cost $3.2 M, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
Hitchcock okays exterior design of new sanctuary (illus), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
On a dark day, (Hitchcock) church members look ahead to bright future (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

STEINMAN, DAVID
Former resident’s file will be shot in SCS, Mar 29, 1985, p.4

STEINMAN, HELEN
Violence is unacceptable (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
STEINMAN, HELEN (AU)
Support for Richard Maslow (ltr), Jul 26, 1985, p.6

STELLENM, JOAN (SISTER)
Happy 40th (!to Sisters J Stellern, M Dunleavy) (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.19

STEIL, LEROY
School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1

STEMER, MICHAEL (DR)
SCS researcher Dr M B Steemeran wins Tarnower award, Aug 8, 1986, p.2
Heart group elects banker T F Quirk, Nov 6, 1987, p.2

STEMPEL, MADELINE
Board of Education’s defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
(SCS) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1

STEMPEL, JON (AU)
Graduate’s thoughts on SHS unrest (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6

STEP
SEE SYSTEMATIC TRAINING FOR EFFECTIVE PARENTING, STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN

STEPHENS, DRYDEE
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

STEPHENS, WILLIS JR
Senate race is study in contrasts (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.1
Candidates trade barbs at debate, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Voters decide it’s not time for a change (chart), Nov 7, 1986, p.1

STEPHE NSON, CONRAD
For humanitarian service (J F Murray receives National Jewish Humanitarian Award (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.16

STERLING, SLIM
Sixth graders: They’re still crazy (about camp) after all these years (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.11
STERH, ALEX
   Something to sing about (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.1

STERH, ALLAN
   Local executive A Stern heads society of recruiters, Nov 22, 1985, p.30

STERH, BETSY
   Rules and revision com (of EMT school board) near final recommendations, Mar 8, 1985, p.11
   Voters approve pro for School Board candidates, Apr 26, 1985, p.15
   Former board presidents urge further inquiry into dispute (list), Aug 30, 1985, p.9
   Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
   Fire board approves a 16.3 percent tax hike, Oct 24, 1985, p.11
   At 100, United Way sets highest goal ever (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.2

STERH, BETSY (AU)
   In praise of Ira Toff (ltr), Dec 19, 1986, p.5

STERH, CELESTE
   EMT woman C Stern dies in house fire, May 30, 1986, p.11

STERH, CORKY
   Crossword (whiz) kids (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.6

STERH, DOROTHY
   Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

STERH, HARRY
   Central Ave focus of Greenville Com Coun meeting, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
   Vote on nominating proposal is put off, Mar 7, 1986, p.11
   Adult school (EMT) closes its doors, Oct 10, 1986, p.11
   Few nominating system changes (list), Mar 6, 1987, p.11

STERH, ISAAC
   Honored: R Peters (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.22

STERH, JACK JR (RABBI)
   Residents discuss downtown area at Planning Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
   Citizens group form to work for housing for senior citizens (list), Jan 11, 1985, p.5
   Citizens for Senior Housing plan community needs survey, Feb 1, 1985, p.2
   Survey will assess senior housing needs, Mar 29, 1985, p.5
   Land planner to advise on Winston sale, Jul 26, 1985, p.1
   Rabbi J Stern named to board of Hebrew Union-Jewish Institute (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.14
   Senior housing group active, Sep 6, 1985, p.3
   Downtown criteria set; Penn eyes air rights, Oct 11, 1985, p.1
   United Way dinner fetes leaders (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.2
   First interfaith service here unites Jews and Christians (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.1
   Rabbi J Stern honored (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.22
   Hitchcock cleans, copes, plans in fire's aftermath, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
   Growing up in SCS discussed, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
   Festival of lights (photo; list), Dec 31, 1986, p.13
   Joy and nostalgia six on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
   Dynamic duo at WRT helm (Rabbi J Stern Jr, P Stern) set a forward course (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.6

STERH, JACK JR (RABBI-AU)
   Reminder about senior survey (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
   Keep the partnership (ltr), Mar 14, 1986, p.6
   Beyond self-interest (ltr), Dec 24, 1986, p.6

STERH, JONATHAN
   Local crossword puzzle whizzes reach finals in U S tournament, Aug 16, 1985, p.4
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STERN, JONATHAN continued

Crossword (whiz) kids (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.6
Dynamic duo at WRT helm (Rabbi J Stern Jr, P Stern) set a forward course (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.6
Something to sing about (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.1
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

STERN, JONATHAN (AU)
Disappearance of bard explained (ltr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6

STERN, JUDITH
J A Stern named assistant VP at Republic Natl Bank, Jan 25, 1985, p.8
Ex-Scarsdalian J Stern promoted by Republic Bank, Dec 19, 1986, p.5

STERN, LEA
Vote on nominating proposal is put off, Mar 7, 1986, p.11
L Stern honored by (Ragette) firs, May 2, 1986, p.13
Town traffic unit again looking at Ardsley-Fort Hill crossing, Jan 9, 1987, p.11
Few nominating system changes (list), Mar 6, 1987, p.11
With prices soaring and open space disappearing even 'miserable little parcels' become building lots, Oct 16, 1987, p.1

STERN, LISBETH
Learning disabled program attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1

STERN, MARCIA
No synagogue: proposal to convert house to synagogue denied, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Contest or not, Citizens' Party promises to run active campaign, Jan 31, 1986, p.2
No contest: Citizens Party unopposed, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Refilling the BAR, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Changes at WC Reform Temple presented to BAR; Hitchcock allowed to build fence, Jun 13, 1986, p.4
Three new homes get BAR's okay, Sep 12, 1986, p.3
Six core new dwellings proposed to review board (list), Sep 26, 1986, p.1
BAR gives approval to three new homes, Nov 21, 1986, p.2
Bradford fire still unexplained (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.3
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 23, 1987, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32
Congratulations to the band (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6

STERN, MICHAEL
Annual pilgrimage (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.3
Helping the hungry (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.15

STERN, MIRIAM
Teen cafe (The Strand) draws enthusiastic crowd (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.3

STERN, MIRIAM (AU)
Letter from a non-sheep (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6

STERN, PRISCILLA
Rabbi J Stern honored (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.22
Dynamic duo at WRT helm (Rabbi J Stern Jr, P Stern) set a forward course (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.6

STERN, RUTH
Agency thwarted in its attempt to open group home, Jun 21, 1985, p.1

STERN, SUSAN
Fundraisers (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.9

STERN, SYDNEY
Annual "Treasures and Trivia" sale slated for next weekend (photo; list), Mar 22, 1985, p.4
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3
Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
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STERN, SYDNEY continued

On snowy night few go out to Unit Meetings, Nov 13, 1987, p.1

STERN, SYDNEY (AU)

Wallflower at the ball: wife's report on Class of '65 reunion (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.5

STERN, WALLY (AU)

In praise of Ira Toff (ltr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6

STERN, WILLY

Stern's opinion piece confirmed (ltr), Jun 12, 1987, p.6

STERNBERG, GERALD

SHS alumnus P. Sternberg heads law board, Jun 26, 1987, p.8

STERNBERG, JEFF

One-stop shopping for kids right on high school grounds, Dec 24, 1986, p.9

STERNBERG, PAUL

Honors for Greenacres retirees B. Ingrassia, F. Rathke, Sep 26, 1986, p.10

STERNBERG, PAULINE

Et tu? (Principals subscribe 'no strike' affirmation), Oct 25, 1985, p.1

STERNBERG, PAULA

In their element (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.11

STETSCH, PAIGE

SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

STEUDER, AUDREY

Jeffrey Hoffsan carries Quaker Ridge into space (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.20

STEVENS, HELEN

Bank promotes four (H. Stevens, L. Cossello, F. Maderi, A. M. Stefano), Jan 16, 1987, p.2

STEVENS, JOHN

Supreme Court hears creche case, Feb 22, 1985, p.1

STEVENS, WILLIAM

W. C. Stevens dies, Sep 18, 1987, p.17

STEVenson, ADLAI (AU)

On graduation and entering the world (edit), Jun 19, 1987, p.7

STEVenson, CHARLES

Getting it together (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.13

STEVenson, ROBERT (AU)

Word to the water wise (ltr), Sep 6, 1985, p.6

STEVenson, SUSAN (AU)

Guides were delayed in the mail (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6

STEWART, CHARLES

Supreme Court rules creche is permissible, Mar 29, 1985, p.1

Creche attorneys won't apply for money from village, May 31, 1985, p.1
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STEWART, CHARLES
It's now official: Creche to return this Christmas, Nov 15, 1985, p.1

STEWART, GREGG
Ex-Scarsdalian G Stewart has movie role, Feb 13, 1987, p.12

STEWART, JAMES (REV)
Rev J S Stewart dies, Dec 19, 1986, p.29

STEWART, LAURA
SCS graduate L Stewart named to position at Seventeen, Jul 5, 1985, p.4

STEWART, MURRAY
village urged to protect natural quality of Winston property, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Club votes change in Unit Meetings, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Winston sons seek to block sale of land, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Desecration (of Winston property) opposed (!tr), Mar 28, 1986, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

STIEL, DANNY
SMS graduate W Safian slain in San Francisco (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1

STILLMAN, ABBOTT
Union College names A L Stillman trustee, Nov 21, 1986, p.4
Two (A L Stillman, A S Cohen) in key posts (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.9
BAR questions school district's plan to illuminate new track (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
Neighbors can help (building dept), Aug 14, 1987, p.1
Dispute over house on Cooper continues; could go to court, Oct 2, 1987, p.3
Builder C Desetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1

STILLMAN, MELISSA
Educational overtures (at Heathcote) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.15

STIMPEL, MARIE
Quaker's center put on Central, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Ardsley's refusal to accept cable changes raises issues, Dec 5, 1986, p.13
Meeting on affordable housing, May 15, 1987, p.11

STIMPSON, BOB
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

STIMPSON, INA
I E Stimpson dies, Jan 9, 1987, p.16

STIMPSON, ROBERT JR
SCS Natl names 4 officers, Jul 4, 1986, p.3
Resident R Stimpson Jr gets bank promotion (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.3

STIRLING, LORD
Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (cap), Oct 30, 1987, p.4

STIX, CAROL
Like father-in-law, like son: G Jensen wins SCS Bowl (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.1
SCS Foundation elects two new trustees to board, Jan 18, 1985, p.5
Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2
Here's to 20 years of village service (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.2

STIX, DONALD
D Stix dies, Aug 14, 1987, p.4

STOCK EXCHANGES
Life after ‘Black Monday’ (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7
STOCK EXCHANGES-CHECK-DDW TOO?

Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

STOCK MARKET

New bull market? Sure sounds like it (Business), Mar 1, 1985, p.14

SEE ALSO NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

STOCK, EVELYN

High school costs draw groups' fire at budget hearing, May 3, 1985, p.1
E Stock named league president (photo), May 17, 1985, p.2
Close call for school budget, May 24, 1985, p.1
Educational underground probed, May 24, 1985, p.1
Group tutoring favored (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
School board candidates named (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Evelyn Stock re-elected president of County LWV, May 30, 1986, p.2
School budget goes to a vote on Wednesday, Jun 6, 1986, p.1
New candidates E Stock, R Paradise are familiar figures (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
Correction: E Stock, J Fink, E Shay beginning second term, Jun 6, 1986, p.4
Swooshing victory for (school) budget, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
O'Rourke appoints 2 Scarsdalians, E M Stock and D A Shulman, Jan 23, 1987, p.2
Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Fetes for Dr Sobol announced, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8%, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
In search of perfection: quest begins for Sobol's successor, May 29, 1987, p.1
SCS bids Sobol fond farewell (photo; addl photo p 16), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo; addl photo p 14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Board of Ed decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
School board pays tribute to Dr S Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Group rebukes school board by ousting Gavrin (photo p 4), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.25

STOCK, EVELYN (AU)

PT Council supports budget (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6
Top-notch entertainment: Music Man (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6

STOCK, HOWARD (DR)

Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.25

STOCK, HOWARD (DR-AU)

Top-notch entertainment: Music Man (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
Commit for 3 years (ltr), Mar 14, 1986, p.6

STOCK, LIZ

Critebusters at SHS find new course arresting (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.5

STOCKMAN, DAVID

Stockman's message (ltr), May 16, 1986, p.6

STOCKS

Long and short of investing (edit), Feb 12, 1988, p.7

STOCKS-INSIDER TRADING

"Stretching" due process (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6
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STOKES, ALISON
A moveable feast (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.12

STOLL, ARTHUR
Boulder Brook fighting for its life (photo p 15), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
Boulder Brook back on the brink, Aug 15, 1986, p.1
Riding club gets a reprieve, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Riding club files for bankruptcy under Chapter 11, Sep 5, 1986, p.1

STONE, DONALD
Stock Exchange re-elects D Stone (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.2

STONE, DOROTHY
Master’s is all in the family (for D Stone) (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Aug 14, 1987, p.4

STONE, HOWARD
Master’s is all in the family (for D Stone) (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Aug 14, 1987, p.4

STONE, JEAN
G Jensen honored at SCS Bowl dinner, Jan 25, 1985, p.4
After Supreme Court arguments, participants party, Feb 22, 1985, p.4
Supreme Court rules creche is permissible, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Mayoral policy defined, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
League, GOP call for new method in appointing of village trustees, May 10, 1985, p.1
Cutting corners on democracy? (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
Former mayor J Stone appointed to boards of county groups (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.2
Jean Stone, former mayor, to receive SCS Bowl (photo), Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Mental Health group elects Jean Stone, Nov 7, 1986, p.2
Village Club calls for Non-Partisan changes, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
SCS Bowl presented (to J L Stone) (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Jean Stone hailed at dinner for her service to SCS (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.2
(SCS Bowl) An encouraging award (edit), Jan 23, 1987, p.6
Jean Stone named to presidential council, May 22, 1987, p.5
Editor emeritus: B Finney (edit), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

STONE, JEAN (AU)
Former mayor is appreciative (ltr), Apr 4, 1986, p.6
Thank you Burnham Finney (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

STONE, JEFF
Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 21, Feb 27, 1987, p.1

STONE, JOHN
Last-minute heroics give SHS league title; bowl game tomorrow (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 20, 1987, p.1

STONE, LEIGH
Blessed poodle (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.5

STONE, LIZZIE
‘Comfort’ and ‘distress’ are fashion watchwords this fall (photo) (Education ‘87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.7

STONE, LIZZY
Blessed poodle (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.5

STONE, MEGAN
Getting together for Meals on Wheels (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.4

STONE, MIMI
(Animal) Shelter agreement signed, Feb 27, 1987, p.7

STONE, RANDY
A little guy (D Raizen) patents a niche in a big market (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
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STONE, RICH
Last-minute heroics give SMS league title; bowl game tomorrow (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 20, 1987, p.1

STONE, ROBERT
With affectionate humor, friends honor Hofheiser at bowl dinner (photo), Jan 24, 1988, p.5

STONE, SALLIE
Inquirer writer S Stone helps nab suspected burglar, Apr 11, 1988, p.1
Praise from Phaedrus (ltr), Apr 17, 1987, p.6

STONE, STEPHANIE
Mormons will honor 4 SHS seniors, Jun 6, 1986, p.14

STONE, TODD
Jean Stone hailed at dinner for her service to SCS (photo), Jan 22, 1987, p.2

STONWIN
SEE WINSTON PROPERTY

STONWIN
Suspicious fire on Winston estate (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
SEE ALSO WINSTON PROPERTY

STONWIN FARM
SEE WINSTON PROPERTY

STONWIN MEDICAL CONFERENCE
Historic encounter: Third annual Stonwin Medical Conference, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Leading neurosurgeons gather in SCS, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
International pact, Aug 15, 1986, p.1

STONWIN MEDICAL CONFERENCE (1987)
Pooling their efforts (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1

STOP WASTING ABANDONED PROPERTY PROGRAM
United Way agency rebuilding America (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.12
Spirit of giving thriving here, Dec 24, 1986, p.1

STORCH, LES
Auditors give DBH fire district a clean bill of health, Nov 7, 1986, p.11

STORES
SEE RETAIL STORES

STORES
Feb 14: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO RETAIL STORES

STORES-SCS
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

STORMS
Victim of the storm (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.2
SEE ALSO HURRICANES

STORRS, JOHN
It was ‘love at first sight’ for local John Storrs scholar N Frackaan (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.9

STORYTELLING
SEE PERFORMING ARTS

STOTTER, HONEY
Fund honors ex-Scarsdalian H Stotter, Mar 27, 1987, p.15

STOTTER, WILLIAM
Fund honors ex-Scarsdalian H Stotter, Mar 27, 1987, p.15

STOVALI, BILL
Don’t replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
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STOVALL, TRINA
F (fairview) G (Greenburgh) C (Community) C (enter) awards presented, Jan 22, 1988, p.12

STOVES
Heating with wood stove, kerosene requires care to avoid danger, Dec 27, 1985, p.12

STOWELL, LELAND
Mr Memorial Day, E Rogiano, wants no thanks; he gives thanks (photo), May 29, 1987, p.6

STRAIN, THE
Teen cafe (The Strand) draws enthusiastic crowd (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.3

STARK, JOSEPH
Historically speaking: SCS' connection to US Constitution, Sep 18, 1987, p.6

STANSIO, VINCENT
V Strangio dies, Apr 26, 1985, p.22

STRASHUN, ARNOLD (DR)
Seven nominated for EHT school board, Jan 31, 1986, p.11

STRASS, ALAN (DR)
Dvorkin is new (EHT) board (of Ed) president; new enrichment program adopted, Jul 3, 1987, p.9

STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE
Funds urged for space shield (ltr), Aug 30, 1985, p.6
This great pork barrel in the sky (edit), Sep 6, 1985, p.7
Legion's advice to President (ltr), Nov 15, 1985, p.6
Physicist says 'Star Wars' is offensive, Feb 7, 1986, p.6
Scientists Dr C P Robinson, Dr R M Bowan to debate 'Star Wars' in program at Hitchcock (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.5
Not a 'peace shield', but a 'death star' (edit), Feb 13, 1987, p.7
SDI addresses nation's worst 'security dilemma' (edit), Feb 13, 1987, p.7
Only path to survival (ltr), Feb 27, 1987, p.6
Will 'Star Wars' work? (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

STRATEGIES FOR ACADEMIC INDEPENDENCE
Learning disabilities: a new approach from local doctors M Ehrlich, M Doonan, Feb 5, 1988, p.10

STRATI, JANET
Edgewood children attend health fair, Mar 21, 1986, p.20
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Edgewood bids goodbye to friend, J Strati, Oct 10, 1986, p.16

STRAUS, CAROL SCHIFF
Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

STRAUS, KATHY
Walking with a purpose: K Straus, L Shedlin (photo), May 15, 1987, p.20

STRAUSS, BARBARA
Greenacres residents argue pros, cons of closing (Huntington) Rd, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Test ban endorsed; higher (parking) fees opposed, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Swimmers want cleaner pool, Aug 7, 1987, p.3
Don't replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.1

STRAUSS, BARBARA (AU)
One hundred per cent water hike too large (ltr), Jun 13, 1986, p.6

STRAUSS, CURT
C L Strauss dies, Jan 15, 1988, p.12

STRAUSS, LAURA
Counselors team up to help young people (photo), May 10, 1985, p.1
Youth Services program to expand, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Youth counselor L Kaplan plans to resign, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Adult School names C Robinson business chief (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.5
STRAUSS, LAURA continued
Youth project’s backers fear loss of village support, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Needed a community center (ltr), Jun 7, 1986, p.6
Board bars drinking in public; sets vote on shelter at 2 Drake, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Cotton naded to board of FIRST, Aug 14, 1987, p.3
STRAUSS, LAURA (AU)
Preventing ‘open houses’ (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
Plan to be there (Developing Capable Children lecture) (ltr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6
Three-year funding (Youth Services Project) urged (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6
STRAUSS, PETER
Resident P Strauss elected secretary of tobacco trustees, Jun 21, 1985, p.14
STRAUSS, SALLY
Sunday is race day for 15K, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Three-time winner: S Strauss wins 15K run (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Familiar faces win 15K (list), Apr 5, 1985, p.20
STRAUSS, SCOTT
Community is alarmed by EHS survey on drug use, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Board appointee sparks criticism from EHS faculty, Mar 28, 1986, p.11
STREAMS
No obstructions (to streams), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
STREAMS-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Two new laws (regarding streams, kitchens in accessory buildings), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
STREET LIGHTING
Federal aid asked for lighting improvements in downtown area, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
STREETS-SBH
Central Ave project restarted; fall completion predicted (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.11
Central Ave project blasted (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
Civic groups leading opposition to new access onto Fort Hill Road, May 10, 1985, p.1
One step forward, two steps back (photo), Aug 9, 1985, p.11
Merchants protest Central work, Sep 13, 1985, p.10
Central Ave focus of Greenville Co Council meeting, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
Construction on Central Ave expected to end by Oct 31 (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.11
Correction (of Sept 20 article: SBH's outlay for new pipes $400,000, not $4M), Sep 27, 1985, p.10
Co-op gains council support for its bid to reclaim land; Oct 11, 1985, p.11
Central contractor asks for more time, Nov 8, 1985, p.10
Council concerned about unfinished construction; Dec 6, 1985, p.13
EMT site of new construction, May 30, 1986, p.11
Suggestion about Central (ltr), Jun 20, 1985, p.6
Can they dig it? (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.11
Town traffic unit again looking at Ardsley-Fort Hill crossing, Jan 9, 1987, p.11
Dangerous intersection (ltr), Jan 16, 1987, p.6
Community approves (EMT School Board) nominating changes (list), May 8, 1987, p.11
Residents stuck in the middle of town-developer square-off, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
(Greenville Community) Council accuses town of lagging on safety issues in EMT; Oct 9, 1987, p.13
Drive (upper Healy Ave South) is drivable again, Oct 16, 1987, p.11
Ardsley Road to get curbing, Dec 11, 1987, p.14
SEE ALSO ROADS
STREETS-NEW YORK, NY
Why Westway threatens county (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
STREETS-SCS

Project on Post: Road to be resurfaced, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Pachysandra's paying the price for clearer streets last winter (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Reverse strategy (for Huntington Ave) proposed (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Contract (for resurfacing) Post Rd, Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Experiment in safety (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.1
Safer crossings, Sep 13, 1985, p.1
Project begun: repaving Post Rd, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Sidewalk coming, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Appeal to Albany (on Huntington Ave), Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Mission accomplished: sidewalk completed on Pophas Rd (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.3
Improvements proposed at Heathcote Five Corners (diagram), Jan 3, 1986, p.1
PTA presses for street closing, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
That accident (on Huntington) has happened (ltr), Mar 28, 1986, p.6
Greenacres residents argue pros, cons of closing (Huntington) Rd, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Close Huntington (edit), Apr 11, 1986, p.6
Better to do a job right (ltr), Apr 11, 1986, p.6
Why not to close Huntington (ltr), Apr 11, 1986, p.6
Support for street-closing (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6
Village planning new strategy to reduce risks at Greenacres, May 9, 1986, p.1
Thoughts on Greenacres traffic (ltr), May 9, 1986, p.6
One way: Huntington (photo), May 23, 1986, p.16
Joint venture, May 30, 1986, p.1
Downtown detour, May 30, 1986, p.1
Legal barrier (to closing Huntington Ave.), Jun 7, 1986, p.1
A legal alternative? (edit), Jun 7, 1986, p.6
New bridge to Hartsdale (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.18
Griffen sidewalk, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
School, village plan to borrow, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Parking rate rising to 35 cents an hour, Jun 27, 1986, p.1
Pathway (on Griffen) decision expected soon (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.1
Greenacres traffic to do about-face, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Planners say 13 houses can be built on Winston property, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Turn-around in Greenacres (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.2
Flash lights for safety (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
Village undertaking host of summer projects (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Still considering (path on Griffen), Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Trustees seek changes at Heathcote corners, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Downtown plans advancing slowly, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Trouble on Griffen, Aug 29, 1986, p.1
Studying Weaver (St), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
Intersection study, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
Colonial Acres united against through street, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Courting disaster on SCS streets (ltr), Sep 12, 1986, p.6
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Final touches for bridge (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.5
Would-be Winston developers must prepare impact statement, Oct 3, 1986, p.3
Greenacres, Village Hall seek remedy to traffic ills, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
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#### STREETS-SCS continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harsomy in Greenacres</td>
<td>Oct 24, 1986</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thanks all around (ltr)</td>
<td>Oct 24, 1986</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chips on Griffen?</td>
<td>Oct 31, 1986</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing on Huntington</td>
<td>Oct 31, 1986</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sneak preview (edit)</td>
<td>Nov 21, 1986</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trustees postpone cable TV decision</td>
<td>Nov 28, 1986</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merchants want their sidewalk (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 5, 1986</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heathcote merchants annoyed (ltr)</td>
<td>Dec 5, 1986</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidewalk update</td>
<td>Dec 19, 1986</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What's in a name?</td>
<td>Dec 31, 1986</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day of decision nears on downtown</td>
<td>Jan 9, 1987</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The case for another bridge (ltr)</td>
<td>Jan 23, 1987</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downtown maatorium eyed; Penn Central has new plan (illus p 8)</td>
<td>Jan 20, 1987</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path plans (for Griffen Ave)</td>
<td>Feb 6, 1987</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He likes the bypass idea (ltr)</td>
<td>Feb 6, 1987</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some stop, some don't (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 13, 1987</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muted enthusiasm for (Griffen Ave) path</td>
<td>Feb 20, 1987</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some signal, most don't (ltr)</td>
<td>Feb 20, 1987</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaner streets?</td>
<td>Feb 27, 1987</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dangerous intersection (at Crane Rd and Bronx River Parkway) (ltr)</td>
<td>Feb 27, 1987</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New 'broom' sweeps cleaner (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 17, 1987</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning Board okays making Eton Court 2-way</td>
<td>May 1, 1987</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Crane Road exit (ltr)</td>
<td>May 9, 1987</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embarrassment on Walworth (ltr)</td>
<td>May 22, 1987</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Huntington path) Going to seed</td>
<td>Jul 10, 1987</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board (of Ed) imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds</td>
<td>Jul 10, 1987</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(SCS streets) Ready for school</td>
<td>Aug 14, 1987</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project on Post</td>
<td>Aug 21, 1987</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No parking (on SCS Ave for repaving)</td>
<td>Sep 11, 1987</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-home proposals assailed</td>
<td>Oct 2, 1987</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boulevard to close (for road improvement)</td>
<td>Oct 23, 1987</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tails wins the job (to install curbs in village)</td>
<td>Oct 30, 1987</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminder: Boulevard closed for resurfacing</td>
<td>Oct 30, 1987</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State project here (for Post-Drake-Heathcote-Crane intersection)</td>
<td>Feb 5, 1988</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dangerous intersections (at Fox Meadow and Ogden Rds)</td>
<td>Feb 19, 1988</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEE ALSO ROADS

**STREHLER, DAVE**
- Football fever, Nov 29, 1985, p.1

**STREICHER, DEBORAH**
- Local student D Streicher chosen for program, Aug 7, 1987, p.4

**STREICHER, JUDSON**
- St Agnes honors SCS trustee J Streicher, Aug 9, 1985, p.2

**STRESS**
- Ye gods, it's that time of year (edit), Dec 20, 1985, p.7
- Some tips on reducing stress and fatigue, Jan 16, 1987, p.13
- Stress, self-esteem are topics of GOALS meeting, Dec 11, 1987, p.14
- Stress can be fun (Board game invented by Dr C B Hardus), Dec 31, 1987, p.4
- Stress, choice and you (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.7
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STRIKE, EDITH
   E M Strife dies, Apr 26, 1985, p.22

STRIKE AND LOCKOUTS
   Silent union pickets town (of GBH) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12

STROHMAH, DICK
   That special help provided by the Salvation Army, Oct 17, 1986, p.24

STROHMEIER, MARION
   M Straumeier dies, Apr 5, 1985, p.14

STROKE
   You and your health: Strokes, Feb 15, 1985, p.5

STROKE, NORMA
   Swiss landscapes by N Stroke at Jeannette Leahy Gallery, Feb 5, 1988, p.4

STORM, CAROLINE
   Candy-filled gifts (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.16

STORM, ERIC
   Rabbi E Korzenik reflects on her historic mission abroad (photo), Sep 13, 1985, p.1

STROEHIN, CLAIRE
   Board to curb dogs, Dec 20, 1985, p.13

STUCHIMER, STEVEN
   Parents protest revised program for the disabled, May 23, 1986, p.1

STUCKEY, ERIN
   A hop, skip and a jump (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.22

STUDENT ASSISTANT SERVICES
   State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-EMT
   Hustlers can still rustle up a suwpee job (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
   Employment service places EMS students (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.36

STUDENT REDISTRIBUTION-SCS
   SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-REDISTRICTING

STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN
   Josephine Reed: "STEP turned my life around" (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
   Pressboard: Profile of A Montague, STEP student from Tennessee, Jan 18, 1985, p.10
   STEP enriches community (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.41
   STEP seeking public support, Apr 26, 1985, p.3
   STEP needs sore help (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
   STEP success (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
   STEP welcomes student to SCS High School (Education '85), Aug 30, 1985, p.22
   Warm welcome to SCS (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.5
   STEP steeped in history (ltr), Jul 4, 1986, p.6
   Last STEP in country struggling to survive (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.22
   STEP revives; student R Booker due here, Jul 10, 1987, p.5
   SCS to welcome STEP student R Booker (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.2
   Welcome to SCS (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.14
   A STEP student R Booker ‘fits’ (Pressboard), Nov 6, 1987, p.17
   STEP student A Montague’s SCS homecoming (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.12

STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN-HISTORY
   A STEP student R Booker ‘fits’ (Pressboard), Nov 6, 1987, p.17

STUFAND, ANN MARIE
   Bank promotes four (H Stevens, L Coccoello, F Maderi, A M Stufano), Jan 16, 1987, p.2
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STUKEY, RUTH
    R H Stukey dies, Jan 22, 1938, p.1

STUN GUNS
    Hochberg calls for ban on stun guns, May 10, 1985, p.5

STURM, DAVID HANSEN-
    SEE HANSEN-STURM, DAVID

STURM, LESLIE HANSEN-
    SEE HANSEN-STURM, LESLIE

STURM, SARAH HANSEN-
    SEE HANSEN-STURM, SARAH

STUTMAN, ROBERT
    Crack, 'designed for kids,' is most addicting drug, Nov 21, 1986, p.11

SUAREZ, SUSANA
    Office building, eleven new homes among proposals to Planning Board, May 22, 1987, p.1
    Neighbors seek to prevent creation of new building lot on Autenrieth, Jun 5, 1987, p.5
    Plans for 11 houses move ahead, Jul 3, 1987, p.1
    Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1

SUBIN, BERT
    Demolition of house protested in vain, Dec 24, 1986, p.1

SUBSTANCE ABUSE
    Drug-alcohol task force pressing ahead (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
    What's your drug intelligence quotient? (quiz), Sep 18, 1987, p.12
    What's your drug intelligence quotient? (answers to Sep 18 quiz), Sep 25, 1987, p.14
    On teen drug-use, drinking and vandalism, Oct 9, 1987, p.2
    DuPont to tell community how to combat drug, alcohol threat, Oct 16, 1987, p.3
    No teen drinking is the proper goal (edit), Oct 16, 1987, p.7
    A great time to start (edit), Oct 23, 1987, p.6
    Counselors see drug problem here as bad and getting worse, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
    Parents' help asked in curbing teens' drinking, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
    State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3
    Say no to 'Islamic remedies' (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

SUCHIN, ALVIN
    Kallach center dedicated, Sep 26, 1986, p.11

SUCHIN, JEROME
    J L Suchin dies, Dec 5, 1986, p.20

SUDA, FRANK
    Homeless crisis topic at hearing on (county) budget, Dec 19, 1987, p.1

SUDAKA, GASTON
    Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1

SUDAKA, MARTHA
    Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1

SUDDERTH, WILLIAM
    Fire districts plan bargaining strategy, Aug 2, 1985, p.11

SUDOL, RICHARD
    Fire destroys Hitchcock (photo; additional photo p.13), Jun 6, 1986, p.1

SUFFERING
    Can 'making it' shield you? (edit), Dec 12, 1986, p.7

SUGANO, ARLEEN
    Nessen dance classes at five sites (photo) (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.4
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SUGARHAN, GEORGE
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

SUGARHAN, JEFFREY (AU)
In support of governor's plan (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6

SUGARHAN, SEORBE
(Uestchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

SUICIDE

SCS aan N Golden suicide victim, Apr 26, 1985, p.4
Panel to discuss teenage suicide (photo), Feb 29, 1985, p.1
Teen suicide: something can be done (edit), Feb 29, 1985, p.7
Family ties can prevent suicide, panelists agree, Mar 7, 1986, p.5
In death's shadow, look for light (edit), Apr 25, 1986, p.7
Woman J Snowdon killed by train here (photo p 4), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Drama assignment (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.4
Teenage suicide—heed the warnings (edit), Feb 12, 1988, p.7

SUICIDE-FICTION

Welcome all lost souls—to the Fun House, Dec 13, 1985, p.7

SUICIDE-PREVENTION

Staying alive: E Greene discusses suicide and depression with SHS students (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.18
Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendent, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
Preserving our most precious resource (edit), Jan 10, 1986, p.7

SUK, DICK (AU)
Time for an indoor pool (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6

SUK, GLORIA (AU)
Time for an indoor pool (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6

SULLIVAN, ADELE
Celebrating the DAR's centennial (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.8

SULLIVAN, EVELYN
E H Sullivan dies, Nov 14, 1986, p.20

SULLIVAN, GREG
Raiders lose in bowl; end season at 8-1 (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.1

SULLIVAN, JERRY
Raccoon bites girl asleep in her bed, Jul 19, 1985, p.2

SULLIVAN, JOAN
Peter Duchin Orchestra to play for Historical Soc spring gala (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.2

SULLIVAN, JOHN
Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6
Fireman J Sullivan completes training course, Dec 31, 1987, p.2
Family tradition: J Sullivan promoted to captain, SCS Fire Dept (photo), Jan 22, 1983, p.5
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

SULLIVAN, JOSEPH
Family tradition: J Sullivan promoted to captain, SCS Fire Dept (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.5

SULLIVAN, LIZ
Science fair, Olympics among highlights at Edgewood (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.17

SULLIVAN, MARGARET (AU)
Congress should cut own budget (ltr), Jul 19, 1985, p.6

SULLIVAN, NEIL
Fire commissioner, W J Shiels, treasurer, A Blecher, appointed, Jun 12, 1987, p.11

SULLIVAN, ROSEMARY
New realtor R Sullivan joins Ragette (photo), May 31, 1985, p.8
SULLIVAN, ROSEMARY continued
- Van Wert names R Sullivan new associate (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2
- Mayor's last act, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
- Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1988, p.8

SULLIVAN, ROSEMARY (AU)
- Realtors call (redistricting) plan disastrous (ltr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6

SULLIVAN, SUSAN
- Chase announces two appointments, J Doering and S Sullivan (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.4

SUMMER
- Summer in the village (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.5

SUMMER BASEBALL LEAGUE-SCS
- See Baseball

SUMMER LEADERSHIP TRAINING PROJECT (GBH)
- They are younger this year; they know something of drugs..., Jul 24, 1987, p.9

SUMMERS, MARC
- SCS day campers make TV debut, Aug 7, 1987, p.1

SUMMER
- Where's beauty in skin like leather? (edit), Jul 26, 1985, p.7

SUN, BRENDA
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22

SUNDMARK, AL
- Talks (between schools, CSEA) stall, Mar 13, 1987, p.1

SUNEW, PETER
- 23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 20, 1987, p.14
- SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

SUNG, CHIMYEE
- Artistic achievers: M Baron, G Bobritzky, Y Iwaura, M Ostberg, C Sung (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.25

SUNGLASSES
- Sunglasses for fun, protection (photo) (Summer Living Supp), May 16, 1986, p.8
- Practical advice (photo) (Summer Living Supp), May 16, 1986, p.9

SUNNYSIDE
- Early American Yule spirit fills (historic) homes (illus), Dec 19, 1986, p.30

SUNTANNING
- Official offers summer tanning tips, Jul 5, 1985, p.3
- Enjoy the sun sensibly (edit), Jul 17, 1987, p.7

SUPERMARKETS
- See Retail Stores

SUPPLEMENTAL NUTRITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
- Town (of GBH) given food funds for elderly, May 8, 1987, p.11

SUPPLY FIELD
- Village developing notification system for upcoming projects, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
- Election '85: incumbents E Hand, E Seidaan air views (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1
- Public hearing proposed for all village projects (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
- Notification (to be given of village projects), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
- Ravaged field being restored, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
- Tree City: Natl Arbor Day Foundation names SCS 'Tree City USA' (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.1
- Rare sound of praise (edit), May 3, 1985, p.6
- Village honoring its commitment (ltr), May 3, 1985, p.6
- Update on Winston, Nov 28, 1985, p.1
- Planners shift focus to Heathcote corners, Jun 7, 1986, p.1
SUPPLY FIELD-SCS

Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1

SUPREME COURT

SEE US SUPREME COURT

SURGEONS

Dr R L Soley Chief surgeon, (White Plains Hospital), Feb 5, 1988, p.5

SURROGATE MOTHERHOOD

Baby M decision defended (ltr), May 22, 1987, p.6
More thoughts on Baby M (ltr), Jul 3, 1987, p.6

SURROGATE MOTHERHOOD ??


SURROGATE MOTHERS-LEGAL STATUS, LAWS, ETC

Surrogate contracts defended (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

SURVEYS

SEE PUBLIC OPINION POLLS

SUSKIN, MARVIN

EMT businesssman M Suskin to head automobile dealers group, Jun 21, 1985, p.11
Time honors agency co-owner M Suskin, Feb 14, 1986, p.4

SUSMAN, BRADFORD (AU)

Bikers: 'Don't tempt a crook' (ltr), Sep 20, 1985, p.6

SUSMAN, CLIFF

Halloween contest draws huge turnout (photo; list), Oct 30, 1987, p.8
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

SUSMAN, GEORGE

Speaker G Susman to discuss public authorities, Jan 16, 1987, p.1

SUSMAN, JACQUELINE

Praise for riding club (ltr), Mar 20, 1987, p.6
Riding program praised (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6

SUSMAN, JACQUELINE (AU)

Breaking trust with children (ltr), Dec 20, 1985, p.6
She has new confidence in board (of ed) (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6
Riding program called dangerous (ltr), Mar 13, 1987, p.6

SUSMAN, LINDA

Crafty kids (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.9

SUSMAN, TAMANITHA

A vanishing art (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.17

SUTHERLAND, JOYCE

Cultural Exchange Program may end, Sep 6, 1985, p.9

SUTRO, PORTER

P H Sutro named fund president, May 22, 1987, p.11

SUTTON, ELEANOR

E F Sutton dies, May 1, 1987, p.12

SUTTON, ETHEL


SUZUKI, HIROKO

PTA programs help ease culture shock for arriving international families (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.5

SUZUKI, MISAKO

International luncheon (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.18

SVAC

SEE SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS
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SVERLOVE, LISA
Changing land use is subject of CNC exhibit (photo), Jan 29, 1985, p.10

SVOBODA, VERONICA
They ain't misbehavin' since she came along (photo), May 31, 1985, p.6

SWANS
Royal (swan) births in Berkeley (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.1

SWANSON, LYN
Board of Education elects S Olden new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1

SWANSON, RICHARD
Scarsdalian R Swanson is new senior VP at ad agency, Feb 21, 1986, p.5

SWANSON, ROBERT
Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8%, Apr 24, 1987, p.1

SWANSON, SUSAN
County prints Playland album, Jul 26, 1985, p.4
Guide lists architecture in the county, Dec 31, 1986, p.5
Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (map), Oct 30, 1987, p.4

SWAP
SEE STOP WASTING ABANDONED PROPERTY PROGRAM

SWARM, EDWARD
Pedestrian Safety Month observed (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.3

SWARTZ, KEITH
Graduation '87 was short and sweet for 131 seniors (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.11

SWARZ, LAURA
Brains, anyone? (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.10
Ducky doings (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.11

SWAYNE, DESMOND
Inspectors elect area man leader, Apr 5, 1985, p.4

SWECK, MRS JACK (AU)
Special thank you to Coach Shaw (ltr), Mar 13, 1987, p.6

SWEENEY, BARBARA
New dean, B Sweeney, at Iona, Dec 20, 1985, p.29

SWEENEY, ELLA
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 13, 1987, p.32

SWEENEY, FRANK
For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 13, 1987, p.32

SWEENEY, FRANK (AU)
New rule for PRC basketball (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6

SWEENEY, JOHN
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

SWEENEY, JOHN (AU)
Face to face with the Holocaust (edit), May 3, 1985, p.7
V-E Day remembered (edit), May 10, 1985, p.7
Join the run (ltr), Oct 18, 1985, p.6
Tribute to Nick Deak (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6

SWEENEY, MARY
A loving look back at a bit of local history (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.6
SEE ALSO MULCAHY, MARY
SWEENEY, NELLIE
   A loving look back at a bit of local history (photo), Dec 12, 1985, p.6

SWEENEY, RITA
   Candidates sought for Citizens' Committee, Sep 4, 1987, p.3
   Amendment to Non-Partisan Resolution would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5

SWEENEY, ALLISON
   Country fun (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.2

SWEENEY, PHILIP
   ABC names SCS an P J Sweeney to top advertising sales position, Apr 19, 1985, p.4
   SCS an P Sweeney promoted to new position at ABC, Mar 28, 1986, p.24

SWEENEY, EUGENE
   Life insurer names E Sweeney VP, Jun 20, 1986, p.9

SWEET GUM TREES
   SEE TREES

SWEET, ROGER SR
   R E Sweet Sr dies, Mar 13, 1987, p.16

SWEGEL, DOROTHY
   New Arts Council president: D Swegel, Jul 19, 1985, p.8
   Westchester Council for Arts announces recipients of grants (list), Jun 7, 1986, p.5
   Council for the Arts elects board members (list), Sep 12, 1986, p.8

SWENSON, CATHY
   Moss, students grade child care program A-I (photo), Jan 31, 1996, p.6

SWERSEY, ALICE
   School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
   High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

SWETER, RACHEL
   Phaedrus: happiness in a two-room schoolhouse (Part I) (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.11
   At Phaedrus, the aim is 'educating the whole kid' (Part II) (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.11
   War on nuclear weapons at EHS, Jan 22, 1988, p.11

SUETLICKI, ALEX
   Whiz kids (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.10

SWILLER, JOSHUA
   23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

SWILLER, WILLA
   Because of redistricting, four (R Hudgins, R Golden, L Mercein, J Stager) must resign from SHC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3
   Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
   School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
   High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

SWIMMING
   First ever Raider boys' swim team (photo), Feb 8, 1985, p.17
   SMS grad J Boyd competing in Japan, Aug 23, 1985, p.16
   J Boyd wins, then loses, gold medal, Sep 6, 1985, p.22
   Happy landing (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.1
   Cooling off: D Belkin (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.9
   Twenty-two in benefit swim raise $2700 (list), Aug 7, 1987, p.3
   Early to bed, early to swim makes these folks healthy, fitter and thin (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.1

SWIMMING POOLS
   Time for an indoor pool (list), Oct 31, 1986, p.6
   Pool backers make pitch, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
   Do people want a pool? (edit), Nov 7, 1986, p.6
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SWIMMING POOLS continued

Pool committee seeks help (ltr; list), Nov 7, 1986, p.4
Cartoon, Nov 7, 1986, p.7
Pool campaign, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Why no pool, they wonder (ltr), Nov 7, 1986, p.4
Give your family a pool (ltr), Dec 12, 1986, p.6
A welcome bonus (ltr), Jan 16, 1987, p.6
Indoor pool backers seek support, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Pool meeting, Jan 30, 1987, p.4
Pool backers make pitch to Town Club, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
A poolish idea (poem), Feb 6, 1987, p.6
Pool not just for the elite (ltr), Feb 22, 1987, p.4
They're spreading the word (photo; list), Mar 12, 1987, p.3
Pool pledges, Apr 3, 1987, p.1
Catch the wave with pools (photo) (Home Supp), Apr 10, 1987, p.18
Problems with a pool (ltr), Apr 24, 1987, p.6
Indoor pool campaign (ltr), May 1, 1987, p.6
She'd rather spend it here (ltr), May 22, 1987, p.6
Indoor pool campaign going for 500 members; Here's more names (list), Jun 19, 1987, p.2
Board (of Appeals) says no to pool lights, Jun 19, 1987, p.5
It's about time for a SCS Indoor Swimming Pool; Join your neighbors now! (Insert), Jun 19, 1987,
An indoor pool--let's do it! (ltr), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
It's about time for a SCS Indoor Swimming Pool; Show your support now (Insert), Jun 26, 1987,
Indoor pool backers seek prompt action, Aug 7, 1987, p.1
A way to pay for a pool (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6
(Indoor pool) The best bargain going (ltr), Aug 20, 1987, p.6
Pool referendum backed (ltr), Aug 20, 1987, p.6
Campaign continues (for indoor pool), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Rec council urges village to order indoor pool study, Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Time for the next step (edit), Oct 9, 1987, p.6
Pool takes another step ahead; (Moratorium on downtown extended), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Support for pool questioned (ltr), Oct 23, 1987, p.6
He says pool has support (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6
Don't raise taxes for a pool (ltr), Nov 20, 1987, p.6
Indoor pool study, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and absurdities of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 25, 1988, p.1
Consider two pool sites (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO SCS POOL, INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE-SCS

SWIMMING POOLS, INDOOR

Pool progress, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

SWINGLE, ROY (DR)

Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1

SWINNEY, JANICE

Deak remembered as loyal friend, and fitness buff (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1

SWITZER, SAMANTHA

Day camp is one answer to parents' dilemmas (photo; cont p 14), Jul 18, 1986, p.6

SYE, PERRY

Chinese School keeps traditions vibrant in USA (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.6

SYNAGOGUES

SEE CHURCHES AND SYNAGOGUES
SYNAGOGUES continued

New members (of SCS Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.14
See also CHURCHES AND SYNAGOGUES

SYSTEMATIC TRAINING FOR EFFECTIVE PARENTING

Youth counselors advise parents on dealing effectively with teenagers, Nov 7, 1986, p.3

EMT PTS A puts focus on capability (Education 87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5

SZABAD, GEORGE

Club debates Winston sale, vets, Feb 14, 1986, p.3
Residents oppose Herrin's release, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Democrats to honor E Korzenik and G Szabad, May 2, 1986, p.2
Pool backers make pitch to Town Club, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Parties pick judges who never preside, Jun 12, 1987, p.1

SZABAD, SHIRLEY (AU)

Think of the apprehension (edit), Mar 28, 1986, p.7

SZANIAUSKI, EDWARD

Together again, 50 years later (photo), May 31, 1985, p.8

SZKDLAR, IHR

Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1

SZOLD, EDITH (AU)

Divorce: often not the right solution (edit), Feb 22, 1985, p.7
They have to be carefully taught (edit), May 24, 1985, p.7
Think positive-use mind power (edit), Dec 24, 1986, p.7
Marriage-a complicated union (edit), Feb 19, 1988, p.7

SZU-TU, ANTHONY

Citation for insurance man A Y S Szu-Tu, Apr 1, 1988, p.8

TABADOR, BOBBY

Graduation '87 was short and sweet for 131 seniors (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.11

TABADOR, BOBBY

Fire board Moves to revise station renovation proposal, Mar 13, 1987, p.11

TABEL, EVA

Librarian E Taben named to county post, May 15, 1987, p.19

TABER, KENNETH

Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

TABIB, SHIRA


TABLE SETTING AND DECORATION

Set the mood by setting the stage (Entertainment Supp), Nov 15, 1985, p.14

TADA, YOSHIKA

That's right, Thanksgiving (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.14

TADDIKEN, NANCY

Edwards to leave EHS; Taddiken will succeed him (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.11
EMT high school students honored for their many achievements (photo; list), Jun 21, 1985, p.11
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TADDIKEN, NANCY continued

Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
She takes the cake (photo), Sep 27, 1985, p.11
Vandals deface EHS, Oct 25, 1985, p.12
Tax reform, discipline topics at school board meeting, Nov 29, 1985, p.13
District gets high marks, Dec 13, 1985, p.13
EMS alumni return to old haunt (photo), Jan 3, 1986, p.9
Two new administrators assess their first semester on the job (photo), Jan 21, 1986, p.11
Administrators to be hired soon, Jan 31, 1986, p.10
For Dr Calzi, it was a bad day, Feb 14, 1986, p.11
He's worried about safety (litr), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
Community is alarmed by EHS survey on drug use, Mar 14, 1986, p.11
Board appointment sparks criticism from EHS faculty, Mar 28, 1986, p.11
Students' views sought on ESL, Apr 11, 1986, p.11
Parents say (EMT) board (of ed) ignored them, May 2, 1986, p.13
Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11
Parents call for improvements in seventh grade curriculum, May 18, 1986, p.11
Truth: to leave district; new business head named (photo), May 30, 1986, p.11
Top EMS students join Cum Laude (photo; list), Jun 7, 1986, p.11
Sophomores will retain exception from gym classes, Jun 13, 1986, p.11
Class of '86 bids EMS a fond adieu at graduation (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.9
New quarters for children's center, Jul 25, 1986, p.9
Principal N Taddiken takes part in seminar, Jul 25, 1986, p.9
Assistant principal named: D Pearlsan, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
Year of Developing Capable Young People begins Sept 25, Aug 29, 1986, p.9
EMS student T Creel dies after crash, Sep 5, 1986, p.12
Administrators divvy up duties, Sep 26, 1986, p.13
ECCE: Don't change grading system, Oct 17, 1986, p.11
EMS is complying with Regents requirements, Jan 30, 1987, p.11
Pearlsan to leave (EMS), Feb 27, 1987, p.9
(EMS) Board (of Ed) pares budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10
At Phaedrus, the aim is 'educating the whole kid' (Part II) (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.11
(EMS) School board approves 6.9-percent tax hike (list), Apr 10, 1987, p.11
(EMS) Board (of Ed) considers requiring students to serve community, Apr 24, 1987, p.11
BOCES construction plan would save school district thousands, May 1, 1987, p.11
R Conboy to be assistant principal (at EMS), Jun 12, 1987, p.11
Graduation '87 was short and sweet for 131 seniors (photo), Jun 25, 1987, p.11
Principal N Taddiken picked for seminar, Jul 17, 1987, p.9
Salary increases for district administrators, Aug 14, 1987, p.9
(EMS) Board (of Ed) looks at EMS conduct code, Aug 14, 1987, p.9
E Clay honored at ceremony (Dedication: photo), Oct 20, 1987, p.13
Developing capable young people remains school district goal, Nov 5, 1987, p.13
Data shows (EMS) school district is doing well, Dec 24, 1987, p.13
EMS (Teachers) Association approves new health plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.11
(Sports) Realignmen will mean little change for EMS, Feb 19, 1988, p.11

TAE KWON-DO

He's teaching 'The Way' his way in village (photo), Aug 23, 1985, p.6

TAFT, MARGA

Up with glitz is designer N Taft's success story (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.6

TAG SALES

Annual 'Treasures and Trivia" sale slated for next weekend (photo; list), Mar 22, 1985, p.4
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TASA, MIKIKO (AU)
- Red is for younger women (edit), Nov 8, 1985, p.7

TAGGART, KAREN
- Local woman K Taggart will supervise au pairs here, May 1, 1987, p.9

TAI-SHER

TAKAGI, RIE
- Celebrating friendship: M Gould, S Schwarz, R Takagi (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.2

TAKAMORI, DAII
- Whiz kids (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.10

TAKANO, HIDEHIKO
- Giving the teachers a big hand (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.22

TAKATANI, TAISUKE
- Crafty kids (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.9

TAKEDA, YUKIO
- Sushi restaurant may open here, Sep 20, 1985, p.1

TALLEVI, LEONARD
- Young ideas on Iran-Contra issue (ltrs), Jan 16, 1987, p.6

TALLEVI, MARIE
- School board okays two labor contracts, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
- B under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

TALLEY, PAULETTE
- Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2
- Rec council hears from public, Nov 8, 1985, p.3
- Village Voices spare no targets (photo; list), May 9, 1986, p.3
- Pool backers make pitch, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
- Pool backers make pitch to Town Club, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
- Van Wert names P Tally associate (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.24

TALLEY, PAULETTE (AU)
- Time for an indoor pool (ltr), Oct 31, 1986, p.6

TALLEY, THOMAS
- Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

TALLEY, TOM
- Pool meeting, Jan 30, 1987, p.1
- Pool pledges, Apr 3, 1987, p.1

TALLEY, TOM (AU)
- Time for an indoor pool (ltr), Oct 31, 1986, p.6

TALLY, CHARLES
- Scarsdalian C H Tally to head agency for the aged, Jun 27, 1986, p.2
- C H Tally dies, Mar 20, 1987, p.15

TAMBURINI, RALPH
- Amodio fighting for GOP line, Aug 2, 1985, p.1
- Hochberg wins battle of ballot, Aug 30, 1985, p.1
- Hochberg, Amodio debate local issues (photo p 19), Oct 11, 1995, p.1
- County contests head Nov 5 ballot here, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
- Incumbents gain victory, Nov 8, 1985, p.11

TAHIR, NOAM

TAN, VICKI
- On stage (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.12
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TANENBAUM, ALEXIS</td>
<td>Crimebusters at SHS find new course arresting (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 25, 1985</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TANENBAUM, EDWARD</td>
<td>No laughing matter: raccoons</td>
<td>Jul 18, 1986</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TANG, SAMUEL</td>
<td>A taste of the Orient (photo)</td>
<td>Aug 22, 1986</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TANG, SHIRLEY</td>
<td>Magic Wok opens (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 19, 1985</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TANG, VINCENT</td>
<td>Magic Wok opens (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 19, 1985</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TASSO, DAVID</td>
<td>New rules at SHS provoke criticism</td>
<td>Sep 20, 1985</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TANDUCHI, MITZIE</td>
<td>Welcome: R McGuigan welcomes J Chase to Language conference at EHS (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 14, 1986</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAORMINA, DOMINICK</td>
<td>Townhouses proposed on Weaver Street</td>
<td>Nov 7, 1986</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TARRICONE, ARTHUR</td>
<td>Firefighters rescue lifeguard in distress (photo)</td>
<td>Aug 29, 1986</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TARASIEWICZ, DONNA</td>
<td>Sounding good: J Stark, M Berengarten, V Patel, D Tarasiewicz (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 19, 1988</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TARROWER, HERMAN (DR)</td>
<td>Crimebusters at SHS find new course arresting (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 25, 1985</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TARASIEWICZ, DONNA</td>
<td>Campaign for cleanliness (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 20, 1986</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAPP, MICHAEL</td>
<td>Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee,</td>
<td>Dec 11, 1987</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAPP, MICHAEL</td>
<td>School board nominators to be elected</td>
<td>Jan 15, 1988</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TARASIEWICZ, DONNA</td>
<td>Sounding good: J Stark, M Berengarten, V Patel, D Tarasiewicz (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 19, 1988</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL</td>
<td>Parents urged to take (Safe Hoses) pledge</td>
<td>Nov 13, 1987</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL</td>
<td>Counselors see drug problem here as bad and getting worse</td>
<td>Feb 12, 1988</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS</td>
<td>7-Eleven trying to improve image</td>
<td>Feb 22, 1985</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TASK FORCE ON DRUGS, ALCOHOL

Self-communication has to come first (edit), Apr 12, 1985, p.7
Young people, parents, counselors discuss issues of drugs, alcohol, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Growing parental concern seen over teen drug use, Jan 31, 1986, p.4
Teen drug use seen as everyone's problem, Feb 28, 1985, p.1
Task force, PT council ask parents to take Safe Hoses pledge, May 2, 1986, p.1
A matter of conscience (edit), May 9, 1986, p.6
Four hundred take the pledge, May 23, 1986, p.1
Task Force on Drugs plans community meeting (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.22
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
A dialogue on adolescents' problems: actors dramatize, audience reacts, Nov 14, 1986, p.19
Safe Hoses pledge sailed again to every home in school district, Nov 21, 1986, p.3
Task force launches Safe Hoses (Progress Edition '86), Jan 30, 1987, p.18
Festive and safe graduation (ltr), Jun 5, 1987, p.6
Dr R L DuPont urges parents to set firm limits, Oct 30, 1987, p.1

TASK FORCE ON DRUGS, ALCOHOL-SCS

Drug-alcohol task force pressing ahead (Education '87 Supp), Aug 29, 1987, p.3
DuPont to tell community how to combat drug, alcohol threat, Oct 16, 1987, p.3

TASK FORCE ON GRADING

SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-GRADING SYSTEM

TASK FORCE ON THE TEACHING PROFESSION

J Schwartz on task force, Oct 30, 1987, p.15

TAUBER, YALE

Y D Tauber joins consulting firm, Jun 12, 1987, p.11

TAUBERT, BERTH

Cited for service: Mrs. D L Peyton (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.9

TAUBERT, ELIZABETH

Citizen of the Year award going to long-time Girl Scout leaders (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Citizens of the year: A Harmon, B Taubert, R Nottage (photo), May 2, 1986, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes Girl Scout Leaders A Harmon, R Nottage, E Taubert (photo), May 16, 1986, p.26
Prizes awarded to local Girl Scouts (list), May 30, 1986, p.3
Scout leader B Taubert selected for highest honor (list), May 30, 1986, p.10

TAUBES, LAURA

Former teacher here, L Taubes, directs adult school (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.14

TAUBES, LESLIE

Two join Doernberg (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.41

TAUBIN, HARRY

H Taubin dies, Feb 15, 1985, p.14

TAUSSIG, ERIC

(GBH) Nature center unveils expansion, renovation plan, May 29, 1987, p.11
Town (of GBH) tightens ridge control, Oct 9, 1987, p.13

TAX DEDUCTIONS

Mayor's request: write federal officials to oppose taking away state, federal tax deductions, Apr 25, 1985, p.1
Simply disastrous: Reagan's tax simplification plan (edit), May 31, 1985, p.6
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Reagan tax plan-pro and con (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
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TAX DEDUCTIONS continued
Letter to Sen D P Mowihan (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
SCS schools jeopardized (by elimination of tax deductions) (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
Tax plan would help SCS (ltr), Jul 12, 1985, p.6

TAX REFORM
Tax reform proposal deserves study (edit), Mar 22, 1985, p.7
Treasury tax plan opposed (ltr), Apr 19, 1985, p.6
Simply disastrous: Reagan's tax simplification plan (edit), May 31, 1985, p.6
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Reagan tax plan—pro and con (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Tax reform, discipline topics at school board meeting, Nov 29, 1985, p.13

TAXATION
Needed: a school tax based on ability to pay (edit), Jun 26, 1987, p.7

TAXATION-EMT
Proposed EMT school budget calls for 7.3% tax hike, Mar 15, 1985, p.13
Edgeonvt tax hike criticized (ltr), Apr 12, 1985, p.6
EMT Budget would raise taxes by 8.1%, Mar 21, 1986, p.11
Budget is adopted; will raise taxes by 6.7%, Apr 4, 1986, p.11
Cuts urged in proposed EMT school budget, Mar 13, 1987, p.11
EMT School board approves 6.9-percent tax hike (list), Apr 10, 1987, p.11
EMT school Budget passes; two elected, May 8, 1987, p.11
Fire tax rate to rise 11.7%, Oct 23, 1987, p.13

TAXATION-GBH
Plan to reform condo, co-op assessments in GBH, Jan 25, 1985, p.11
Town (of GBH) assessment plan questioned, Apr 26, 1985, p.14
Brotsky has hopes for the passage of revised tax bill, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
GBH puts tax loss over five years at $26M, Jun 28, 1985, p.10
Cuomo vetoes town-backed tax bill, signs other, Aug 9, 1985, p.11
Town tax seen going up by 1%, Oct 31, 1985, p.10
Garbage tax rate soars, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
Town budget copies ready; talks are set, Nov 22, 1985, p.10
Real property tax reforms receive mixed reaction from owners of co-ops, May 9, 1986, p.11
Cuomo flies over Town Hall, Aug 15, 1986, p.9
Fire board approves a 16.3 percent tax hike, Oct 24, 1986, p.11
$5% hike seen in town taxes, Nov 14, 1986, p.11
Voiding of tax sought, Dec 12, 1986, p.12
Town adopts '87 budget, Dec 12, 1986, p.13
9.9% tax hike sought (in GBH), Nov 6, 1987, p.12
Two sessions set next week on GBH's $29M budget, Nov 27, 1987, p.13
Residents ask town (of GBH) to budget more police and less surplus, Dec 4, 1987, p.12
(GBH) School officials eye 7.8% tax hike, Feb 12, 1988, p.10
SEE ALSO TAXATION-EMT

TAXATION-NEW YORK STATE
Veteran pushing tax law passage, May 17, 1985, p.11
Reagan tax plan—pro and con (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Cuomo flies over Town Hall; Aug 15, 1986, p.9
Tax exception, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Drugs, homeless, court reform among assemblyman's concerns (photo) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.2
Senator S Oppenheimer to focus on education, housing (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.2
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TAXATION-SCS

Hearing set on Vets' tax break, Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Still time for a survey of veterans eligible for tax break (edit), Jan 18, 1985, p.6
Vets fight for tax break: Village Bd tables vets' tax law, acts on dish antennas, land restrictions, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Misleading arguments (against vets' tax exception) cited (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
Partial tax exemption (for vets) urged (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
Waste disposal is key county issue (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.23
Veterans' exceptions: figures give clearer picture of financial impact, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
Our veterans deserve (tax reduction) (ltr), Feb 8, 1985, p.6
Vets' tax break voted down at Village Board meeting, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Late with the facts (on Vets' tax benefit) (edit), Feb 15, 1985, p.6
Vet says, no entitlement due (ltr), Feb 15, 1985, p.6
Election '85: incumbents E Hand, E Seidman air views (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Election '85: the non-incumbents: W Grossan, A Blitz (photo), Mar 8, 1985, p.1
More realistic budgeting planned for village, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
School taxes may rise 9%, Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Higher taxes feared (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
Village tax hike of 4.4% seen, Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Veterans survey getting responses, Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Catching up: Village Board clearing agenda (edit), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
Trustees set limits on land coverage, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
School Board asks 8.26% tax increase, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
Trustees approve tree law, budget, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
Hearing set on (school) budget, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
High school costs draw groups' fire at budget hearing, May 3, 1985, p.1
Veterans reply (to survey), May 3, 1985, p.1
Schools seen as overstaffed (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
School budget goes to vote May 22, May 17, 1985, p.1
Pass the school budget (edit), May 17, 1985, p.6
Cost-cutting called for (edit), May 17, 1985, p.6
Veteran pushing tax law passage, May 17, 1985, p.11
Close call for school budget, May 24, 1985, p.1
District analyzes close budget vote, May 31, 1985, p.1
State may take $1.2 million off local tax base, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Height of illogic (reducing assessments) (edit), Sep 6, 1985, p.6
Veterans' exception, Nov 9, 1985, p.1
Veterans' exception considered, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Send the (Vets' tax exception) bill to Albany (edit), Dec 20, 1985, p.6
New bad news: village reduces assessment for 45 Pophan, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Veterans' exceptions: Village Board to hold hearing, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Veteran opposes tax benefit (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6
Parking plan, vets' benefits debated; village approves tw labor contracts, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Correction to B Johnson's Jan 24 ltr, Jan 31, 1986, p.6
Taxpayer's request (ltr), Feb 14, 1986, p.6
Proposed budget calls for 3.9% tax hike, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
On budgets and taxes (edit), Mar 21, 1986, p.6
Village insurance expected to double, Apr 4, 1986, p.2
Village budget gets friendly reception (chart p19), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Board [of Education] aims at tax hike under 8%, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Victory in Albany, May 16, 1986, p.1
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TAXATION-SCS continued

Grievance day, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Tax exemption, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
New laws proposed, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
Citizens raise questions about downtown plans, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
Teachers Institute leader J Schwartz warns of teacher shortage, Nov 21, 1986, p.5
Shameful (rise in county taxes), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Out of control (edit), Dec 19, 1986, p.6
County budget passed, Dec 24, 1986, p.1
3.9% village tax hike seen, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Proposed tax hike is smallest since 1986, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Panel explores SCS’s role in responding to homelessness, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
Few show interest in moratorium, budget, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8%, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
Moratorium approved; consultants to be retained, May 1, 1987, p.1
$32.2 million budget draws quiet reaction, May 1, 1987, p.1
They also serve who only sit...and wait (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.6
Don’t raise taxes for a pool (ltr), Nov 20, 1987, p.6
After cuts, (County) Board of Legislators OK’s $847M county budget, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Pleasant surprise (SCS assessed smaller share of county tax burden this year), Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Taxes going down, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
As school costs soar, board (cf ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Under 5% village tax hike seen, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
(Village) Manager L Tooley asks 4.67% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO GRIEVANCE DAY-SCS

TAXATION-SCS-HISTORY

Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6

TAXATION-US

C L Harriss to speak on “What is a fair tax?” at LWV luncheon (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.3
C L Harriss finds inequities in America’s tax structure, Jan 25, 1985, p.2
Tax expert advises: share wealth en famille (Business), Mar 1, 1985, p.14
Municipal bonds can spell relief (Business), Mar 1, 1985, p.14
Tax reform proposal deserves study (edit), Mar 22, 1985, p.7
Local couple, S and H Richelson, writes book on bonds, Mar 29, 1985, p.2
Mayor’s request: write federal officials to oppose taking away state, federal tax deductions, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
Simply disastrous: Reagan's tax simplification plan (edit), May 31, 1985, p.6
Reagan tax plan-pro and con (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Letter to Sen D P Moynihan (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Seniors’ unexpected enemy (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
Blow to senior citizens (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
SCS schools jeopardized (by elimination of tax deductions) (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
Tax plan would help SCS (ltr), Jul 12, 1985, p.6
Cure for April 15 headache (edit), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
Wedding bells can mean new look at tax time (Financial Planning Supp), Feb 27, 1987, p.13
Housing group gets tax exemp status, Jun 19, 1987, p.2
Some money-saving tax hints (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.7
SEE ALSO TAX DEDUCTIONS, TAX REFORM, TUITION TAX CREDITS

TAXATION-US-LAWS AND LEGISLATION

Experts take hard look at new tax laws and economy (charts; illus) (Financial Planning Supp), Feb 27, 1987, p.8
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TAXATION-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

TAXICABS

TAYLOR, CHRISTOPHER

TAYLOR, DENISE

TAYLOR, FREDERICK

TAXES going down, May 4, 1937, p.1

TAYLOR, J A Bruno, V P Compe, C J Taylor named exec VP's at SNB (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.2

Director (of SCS Family Counseling Service): C Taylor (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.16

Legal Awareness) for Women) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1989, p.5

TAYLOR, DENISE

School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3

TAYLOR, FREDERICK

US Trust names F B Taylor head of investment policy (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.4
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TAYLOR, I S
- Notice to readers: Dr I S Taylor letter a fraud, Mar 13, 1987, p.6
- Danger on Ardsley Road (ltr), Mar 6, 1987, p.6

TAYLOR, JEAN
- A day for stars and stripes (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.5

TAYLOR, SUSAN
- Vets fight for tax break: Village Bd tables vets' tax law, acts on dish antennae, land restrictions, Jan 22, 1985, p.1
- STA contract would raise base pay by 20X, Jun 19, 1935, p.1
- Local priest, Rev S Sandberg, teacher, S Taylor, to visit Nicaragua, Jul 24, 1987, p.5

TAYLOR-BORDON, ELAINE
- Chance meeting leads to modeling job for J B Gordon (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.9

TCHYAN, ZAREH
- 2 Tchyan dies, Jul 12, 1985, p.12

TEACHERS
- Teachers helping students (photo), May 3, 1985, p.2
- In their element (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.11
- On terminating tenured teachers (edit), Jul 5, 1985, p.7
- Teacher L Weinstein taught, Aug 30, 1985, p.9
- Mentors, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
- Former teacher here, I Taubes, directs adult school (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.14
- Resident Dr C Stearns named fellow at Rickover Institute (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.2
- Teacher's ten tips (edit), Jan 31, 1986, p.7
- Role reversal (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.17
- Teachers' pet (programs) (photo), May 30, 1986, p.10
- Former teacher T McKean turns author, May 30, 1986, p.10
- A treat for teachers (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.10
- English teacher C Renino honored (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.22
- Giving the teachers a big hand (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.22
- Sloan to teach course at Hofstra, Jun 6, 1986, p.22
- New teacher, J R Krouskop, at Hoff-Barthelson, Jun 20, 1986, p.17
- Sloan's students return to junior high (photo; list), Jun 27, 1986, p.2
- Teachers contract (edit), Jun 27, 1986, p.6
- Teacher S Oringer wins fellowship, Aug 8, 1986, p.5
- Teacher Dr R M Kotelez named, Oct 3, 1986, p.17
- Misrepresentation charged (ltr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6
- Model teacher R Silversa's success formula: scholarschtick (photo; addl photo p22), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
- Counselor M Rogers recipient of award, Nov 14, 1986, p.10
- Teachers Institute leader J Schwartz warns of teacher shortage, Nov 21, 1986, p.5
- Emergency fund, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
- How to make teachers more productive (edit), Jan 30, 1987, p.7
- Dance teacher: Skiles Howard (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.8
- Trumpet teacher: Y Kleaent, Feb 27, 1987, p.11
- A teacher's price (edit), Mar 13, 1987, p.7
- Community Nursery School appoints C Lake director/teacher (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.5
TEACHERS continued

College appoints SCS graduate F Stahl, Mar 27, 1987, p.8
Science teacher Dr R H Oringer has article published, Apr 3, 1987, p.4
Minority teachers (edit), Apr 17, 1987, p.7
SCS professor P Barkan wins national award (photo), May 29, 1987, p.4
Music teacher named resident M Helton, Jun 26, 1987, p.8
Retiring (nursery) school director M T Cook honored, Jun 26, 1987, p.12
Former teacher Dr C G Hancox is new superintendent (Middletown), Jul 21, 1987, p.2
Professor at Columbia A S Nowick honored as 'great teacher' (photo), Oct 16, 1987, p.4
J Schwartz on task force, Oct 20, 1987, p.15
Eight join Hoff Barthelson music school faculty, Oct 30, 1987, p.21
Scarsdale A S Spindel to direct program recruiting retirees for teaching (photo), Nov 13, 1987, p.4
Finding time—a teacher's dilemma (edit), Nov 13, 1987, p.7
How to 'empower' teachers? (edit), Dec 11, 1987, p.7
A gift for S Lachetta's teacher, Sister W Danowitz (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24
Tribute to a master-teacher (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.7
Former Inquirer staffer J Solomon joins public school program in NYC, Mar 25, 1988, p.2
SEE ALSO TEACHING, TEACHERS-SCS, TEACHERS-ERT

TEACHERS, SUBSTITUTE

Revised math curriculum presented to (ERT) school board, Jun 5, 1987, p.11

TEACHERS-ERT

ERT's best: Dr R Gast named outstanding teacher of the year (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.9
ERT teachers study in summer, Jul 26, 1985, p.9
New staff hired by (ERT) district, Oct 4, 1985, p.11
Board appointment sparks criticism from EHS faculty, Mar 28, 1986, p.11
Teachers unite in support of colleague J Coon, May 9, 1986, p.11
Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11
ERT principal N Taddiken takes part in seminar, Jul 25, 1986, p.9
Migrants for ERT staff begun (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.29
Teachers contract settled, Sep 5, 1986, p.12
Teachers get 6.5% increase, Sep 12, 1986, p.13
Ridiculous settlement (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
New faces (in ERT school district) (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.10
New faces (photo; list), Oct 3, 1986, p.17
Pearlman to leave (ERT), Feb 27, 1987, p.9
ERT teacher E Perlman to tour Japan, May 1, 1987, p.10
BOCES project okayed, May 15, 1987, p.11
J Levy gets grant, Jun 5, 1987, p.10
R Conboy to be assistant principal (at EHS), Jun 12, 1987, p.11
ERT principal N Taddiken picked for seminar, Jul 17, 1987, p.9
Teacher K P Miner at workshop, Jul 31, 1987, p.8
(ERM) Board (of Ed) shows enthusiasm for revised building use policy, Jul 31, 1987, p.8
Japan trip fosters firsthand knowledge of Asian culture (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.9
(ERM) Board (of Ed) looks at EHS conduct code, Aug 14, 1987, p.9
Sneak preview (for R, M Cardarelli (photo) (Education 87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.5
Staff changes (in ERT schools), Sep 4, 1987, p.11
New faces (on ERT teaching staff) (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.11
The good old days at EHS, Sep 25, 1987, p.13
No change for now in (EHS) phys ed grading, Sep 25, 1987, p.13
TEACHERS-EMT continued
Budget process (for EMT Ed of Ed) already underway, Oct 16, 1987, p.11
EMT (Teachers) Assn approves new health plan, Jan 29, 1983, p.11
Two administrators, C LoCascio and C Bedford, to leave (EMT), Feb 12, 1988, p.11
See also EMT TEACHERS ASSN

TEACHERS-EMT-WAGES AND SALARIES
Teachers contract settled, Sep 5, 1986, p.12
Teachers get 6.5% increase, Sep 12, 1986, p.12
Ridiculous settlement (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
(EMT) School board approves 6.9-percent tax hike (list), Apr 10, 1987, p.11

TEACHERS-SALARIES
See TEACHERS-EMT-WAGES AND SALARIES, TEACHERS-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES

TEACHERS-SCS
Never in SCS (ltr), Aug 30, 1985, p.6
New faces at SCS schools (photo; list), Oct 4, 1985, p.14
Overstaffing (in schools) (ltr), Oct 18, 1985, p.6
Et tu? (Principals submit 'no strike' affirmation), Oct 25, 1985, p.1
On schools' staffing (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
Staffing figures analyzed (ltr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6
Computer chairman to resign from SHS, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Faculty support for Dr Dennis (ltr), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
More secrets: parents' input on teachers' tenure no longer to be confidential, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Club debates Winston sale, vets, Feb 14, 1986, p.3
Taxpayer's request (ltr), Feb 14, 1986, p.6
Pay attention to teachers (edit), Mar 14, 1986, p.7
Plugging along: contracts with Teachers Assn, May 23, 1986, p.1
Teacher at Greenacres, N.L. Currier, found dead, Jun 6, 1986, p.1
SHS teacher A. McGinn wins grant to do research, Jun 6, 1986, p.22
Heathcote honors departing teacher L. Canino, Jun 13, 1986, p.20
SCS Nat'l Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.20
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Honors for Greenacres retirees B. Ingram, F. Rathke, Sep 26, 1986, p.10
Fox Meadow teacher L. Berger cited, Sep 26, 1986, p.18
Administrative costs derided (ltr), Oct 3, 1986, p.6
Principal (of IHM) protests (ltr), Jan 23, 1987, p.6
Edgewood teacher R. Kirchmayer wins fellowship, Apr 3, 1987, p.16
Dr B. Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
Good decision (granting Dr B. Dennis tenure) (edit), May 22, 1987, p.6
Edgewood teacher R. J. Kirchmayer wins grant, May 29, 1987, p.14
An exceptional teacher (C. Butler) praised (ltr), Jun 5, 1987, p.6
Reception to honor teachers retiring from Quaker Ridge; PTA slate announced (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.17
Sobol sees need for respect, innovation, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Teacher N. Sloan's farewell (ltr), Jun 19, 1987, p.6
SCS Nat'l Bank salutes Staff of SCS Public Schools; Bd of Ed honors retirees, 20-yr employees (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.26
Feig named (to College Board), Jun 26, 1987, p.22
Farewell to Quaker Ridge (photo; list) (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.13
Board of Education elects S. Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Accolades for Greenacres teachers (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6
Teacher B. Reetz appreciative (ltr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6
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TEACHERS-SCS continued

SCS priest, Rev S Sandberg, teacher, S Taylor, condemn aid to contras (photo), Aug 23, 1987, p.1
B under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
Teacher A Bloom planning European junket, Oct 2, 1987, p.14
W M Feig named to AP committee, Oct 16, 1987, p.17
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
SCS scores high (on Comprehensive Assessment Report), Dec 18, 1987, p.1
ESL teachers attend state parley, Dec 18, 1987, p.24
New schools chief Dr R D Hibschaan signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Board (of Ed) asked to resign (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1

SEE ALSO SCS TEACHERS ASSN, SCS PRINCIPALS ASSN

TEACHERS-SCS (AU)

Personal best (ltr), Sep 25, 1987, p.5

TEACHERS-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES

Can SCS afford to pay teachers less? (ltr), Jul 5, 1985, p.6
Teachers, school board exchange proposals for new labor contract, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Don't vote without a teachers' contract (ltr), Feb 28, 1986, p.6
Bargaining advice to (SCS) board (of education) (ltr), Apr 25, 1986, p.6
Board (of Ed) asks budget of $30 million, tax hike of 5.6%, May 9, 1986, p.1
Pact reached with teachers, May 23, 1986, p.1
Teachers contract (edit), Jun 27, 1986, p.6
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 27, 1986, p.1
Administrative costs decried (ltr), Oct 3, 1986, p.6
School finances, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Teachers, board are far apart as bargaining starts, Feb 20, 1987, p.1
Negotiators' goal, Jun 5, 1987, p.1
STA contract would raise base pay by 20%, Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Tyranny of the majority? (ltr), Jun 19, 1987, p.6
Teachers approve contract, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
School board 'euchered' again (ltr), Jun 28, 1987, p.6
Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

TEACHING

Who said teaching is dull? (edit), Jan 25, 1985, p.7
Teachers' role in handling drug abuse (edit), Feb 3, 1985, p.7
Dr S A Freund named one of America's 100 best educators, Feb 22, 1985, p.10
Teachers truly are professionals (edit), Jan 3, 1986, p.7
Keep in touch... (edit), Aug 21, 1987, p.7
Local teacher J Schwartz on state task force says school restructuring needed, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

TEACHAM, MARGARET (SISTER)

From a slum to the Sorbonne: 'A dream come true' (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.6

TEAMSTERS UNION

SEE LABOR UNIONS

TEC, NECHAMA (AU)

Individuality breeds heroism (edit), Nov 6, 1987, p.7
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TECHNOLOGY
   Non-technocrats, arise! (edit), Oct 24, 1986, p.7

TEEN CENTER-SCS
   SEE YOUTH CENTER-SCS

TEENAGE PREGNANCY
   Boys Clubs head M R Bricker to chair panel on teen pregnancy (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.5

TEENAGERS
   SEE YOUTH

TEETH
   Trouble in Toothopolis (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.19

TEICHER, ART
   Presenting (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.12

TEICHER, CRAIG
   Presenting (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.12

TEICHER, MARCIA
   New members (of SCS Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.14

TEICHER, OREN
   Democratic dissent, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
   Democratic self-destruction (1), May 2, 1986, p.6
   Primary battle heating up (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.1
   Democrats to make choices in congressional, senate races, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
   Abzug, Green nominated despite SCS voters (photo; chart p 20), Sep 12, 1986, p.1

TEKINER, BERRIN
   Builder C Desetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1

TEKINER, SAMI
   Builder C Desetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1

TEKINER, ZEYNEP
   AFS students C Mergen, K Dixon, carry message to schools (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.8

TELECOMMUNICATIONS INC
   SEE CABLE TV

TELEPHONE CALLBOXES
   Callboxes resolved, Mar 13, 1987, p.1

TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES
   New campaign (against hand deliveries), Aug 16, 1985, p.1

TELEPHONE SERVICE
   Long distance for less? Here's how to figure it out (Business)(chart), Mar 1, 1985, p.13
   Telephone dial tone sounds different, Mar 22, 1985, p.1
   Phones of its own (for village), Apr 12, 1985, p.1
   Divestiture dilemma: Who's number 1? (edit), Apr 26, 1985, p.7
   No more bargains: NY Tel cracks down on touch tone users with dial phone wiring, Jun 20, 1985, p.1
   State may take $1.2 million off local tax base, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
   Height of illogic (reducing assessments) (edit), Sep 6, 1985, p.6
   Phone changes at 3BH Town Hall, Sep 13, 1985, p.10
   Dialing advice (for medical emergencies), May 23, 1986, p.1
   UA Columbia told to put in new phone lines, Aug 21, 1987, p.9
   Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
   SEE ALSO TELEPHONES, MOBILE

TELEPHONES
   Confusion in the telephone business (edit), Sep 25, 1987, p.7

TELEPHONES, MOBILE
   Nynex seeks OK for antennas, Jun 12, 1987, p.1
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TELEPHONES, MOBILE continued
  Radiation hazard (attached to Kynex antennas?), Jul 24, 1987, p.1
  Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1

TELESCA, SHARON
  Arrowwood officer: S T Telesca, Dec 12, 1986, p.14

TELEVISION
  J J Walters promoted to VP of ABC, Jan 26, 1985, p.5
  TV has obligation to inform (itr), Apr 12, 1985, p.6
  SHS grad P Kripke hired by CBS sports, Apr 19, 1985, p.4
  SCS women Dr G Uitkin-Lanoil, L Brennan appear on Donahue, May 10, 1985, p.5
  ABC promotes SHS graduate T Goodman (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.12
  SCS grad P Sweeney promoted to new position at ABC, Mar 28, 1986, p.24
  SCS High School graduate B Kern's documentary to be shown on PBS (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
  ABC group names R D Brescia VP, Jun 13, 1986, p.2
  WNET: innovation is in order (itr), Jul 4, 1986, p.6
  WNET president replies (itr), Aug 22, 1986, p.5
  Scarsdalian J J Wolters named controller at ABC, Mar 27, 1987, p.2
  How to live without TV (SHS fifth graders' reports), May 22, 1987, p.7
  Ex-Scarsdalian T Goodman in high CBS post, Jun 19, 1987, p.2
  Ex-resident R Goldsmith named to TV program post, Jun 26, 1987, p.3
  Ex-Scarsdalian V Hackette in anchor post, Jul 24, 1987, p.3
  China enters the television age (edit), Sep 4, 1987, p.7
  (3 and S Laitman) Featured on Channel 2 (with Dr F Field) (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.9
  Behind the scenes with Dr Ruth (edit), Dec 18, 1987, p.7
  Despite rain, Tuesday was sunny for fourth, fifth graders at Seely (Weatherman Mr G visits) (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.15

TELEVISION AND CHILDREN
  Your parental duty: watch kids' TV (edit), Jul 19, 1985, p.7

TELEVISION AND POLITICS
  Public television producer L Crystal assays medium's coverage of the presidential campaign, Jan 29, 1988, p.3

TELEVISION BROADCASTING
  Scarsdalian S Rothberg is host of new TV show, Feb 26, 1988, p.2

TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
  SCS grad Dr G B Hoffman, to market TV commercials in China (photo), May 1, 1987, p.2
  Pupils make their own TV commercial (photo; list), May 8, 1987, p.26

TELEVISION IN COURTROOM?
  Saloon trial, Feb 5, 1988, p.1

TELEVISION INDUSTRY
  J Goodman CBS executive (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.16

TELEVISION PRODUCERS
  On politics and the media: L Crystal to speak at LWV luncheon (photo p 2), Jan 15, 1988, p.1

TELEVISION PROGRAMS
  SEE TELEVISION BROADCASTING

TELFER, PETER
  Edgewood 6th grade may go to junior high, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
  Youth counselor L Kaplan plans to resign, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
  Sixth grades may return to junior high school, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
  Author R Peck tells junior high how it is, May 16, 1986, p.16
  Changes in store for 6th graders at junior high, Jan 23, 1987, p.1
  Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8%, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
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TELFER, PETER continued
  SCS bids Sobol fond farewell (photo; add! photo p 16), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
  PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
  G Droukas dies after bike accident, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
  School board pays tribute to Dr S Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1983, p.1

TELFMAN, CONNIE
  ESL teachers attend state parley, Dec 18, 1987, p.24

TELKIN, SARA
  Health Council appoints three from SCS, Jan 10, 1986, p.9
  New St Agnes library honors Dr R B Fath, May 15, 1987, p.19
  Hospital volunteer S Telkin honored, Aug 14, 1987, p.5

TEMME, JOEL
  A C Temme dies, Jan 3, 1986, p.10

TEMPLE, ALAN
  A H Temple dies, Jan 9, 1987, p.16

TENNIS
  Melissa Brown to appear (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.23
  Visiting celebrity: M Brown (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.14
  Tennis coaching to grade schools (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.3
  Only on Sundays, he urges (!tr), Sep 20, 1985, p.6
  Tennis player G Morse selected for trip to China, Apr 11, 1986, p.16
  Many contributed to success (of Spring Youth Tennis League) (!tr; list), May 9, 1986, p.6
  Early birds, May 16, 1986, p.1
  EHS sports and sportsmen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11
  Helping youngsters is their racquet (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.4
  Beat Arlington (edit), Nov 22, 1987, p.6

TENNIS CENTERS ASSN
  Helping youngsters is their racquet (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.4

TENNIS CLUBS
  Suspicious blaze destroys County Tennis Club of WC (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.1
  County Tennis Club of WC destroyed by fire (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.10
  County Tennis Club will rise from the ashes (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.1
  Fox Meadow Tennis Club prepares to welcome Amer Platform Tennis Assn Championship (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.5
  It's tennis as usual (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.3
  Rising from the ashes: County Tennis club (photo), Aug 18, 1985, p.5

TENNIS COURTS
  Public hearing proposed for all village projects (!tr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
  Make amends to tennis players (!tr), Mar 23, 1985, p.6
  Correction: line omitted from R Harrison letter, Mar 22, 1985, p.6
  Consultants hired for Freightway development plans, Jun 14, 1985, p.1

TENORE, STEVEN
  Carsky, Hochberg to seek reelection to County Board, May 29, 1987, p.11

TEPERMAN, ROSELLE (AU)
  A display for all faiths (!tr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
  Evil effects (of displaying Creche) feared (!tr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6

TERACINO, FRANCIS

TERACINO, SUSAN

TERKELSEN, KENNETH (DR)
  Panel to discuss teenage suicide (photo), Feb 28, 1986, p.1
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TERKELSEN, KENNETH (DR) continued
Family ties can prevent suicide, panelists agree, Mar 7, 1985, p.6

TERKELSEN, KENNETH (DR-AU)
Imagine that you're mentally ill (edit), Jul 4, 1985, p.7

TERNER, ELIZABETH (DR)
Party mixes politics with show business (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.1

TERRACIANO, FIORE
Clarke's owner, F Terracciano, wins top honor for service (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.9

TERRELL, WALTER
Nature center preparing to reopen (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.3

TERRELL, WALTER JR
A chance to get closer to nature (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.3
Back to nature (center) campaign begins (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Join us at the Nature Center (ltr), Oct 31, 1986, p.6

TERRELL, WALTER JR (AU)
Enthusiasm for nature (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6

TERRISS, ELAINE

TERRISS, ELAINE (AU)
Unethical appointment (of J Saliber) (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
Summer camps--caveat emptor! (edit), Jun 19, 1987, p.7

TERRISS, HOWARD
Humanists gather here to share message, Nov 14, 1986, p.21
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

TERRORISM
Collective action vs terrorism (edit), Nov 29, 1985, p.7
Media's role in hostage crises (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
Two from SDS survive massacre in Rome Airport, Jan 3, 1986, p.1
Closing of PLO office urged (ltr), Nov 26, 1986, p.6
Israel's ambassador to the UN, B Netanyahu, will speak here on terrorism (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.3
Israeli ambassador B Netanyahu: Courage needed to combat terrorism, Dec 19, 1986, p.1

TERRY, JOANNA
Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year's historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

TERRY, LOUISE
Learning the Mentor way (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 29, 1986, p.29

TESCHNER PROPERTY
No decision yet on Teschner property, Dec 5, 1986, p.12

TESCHNER, BERNARD
Rezoning is recommended, Oct 24, 1986, p.11
No decision yet on Teschner property, Dec 5, 1986, p.12
Town to improve Cotswold Park, Apr 24, 1987, p.10

TESCHNER, MARCIA
Residents clash over a proposed rezoning, Sep 26, 1986, p.13
Rezoning is recommended, Oct 24, 1986, p.11
No decision yet on Teschner property, Dec 5, 1986, p.12
Town to improve Cotswold Park, Apr 24, 1987, p.10

TESORO, DAVID
Fire chief A Zaffino picks deputy, Jun 28, 1985, p.10

TESTA, SABATINO
Get ready, get set, now (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.9
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TESTINO, DANIEL

THACKERAY, SELMA
Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11
Stress, self-esteem are topics of GOALS meeting, Dec 11, 1987, p.14

THALER, JEROME
Observing SCS's weather with a birdhouse and milk can, Jan 9, 1988, p.1

THANKSGIVING
On Thanksgiving, remember the Indian (edit), Nov 22, 1985, p.7
Tips offered for a safe Thanksgiving, Nov 22, 1985, p.23
First interfaith service here unites Jews and Christians (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Pilgrims and Indians (photo: list), Dec 6, 1985, p.27
Turkey pie (photo), Nov 26, 1986, p.3
Thanksgiving for the blind (photo), Nov 26, 1986, p.5
An early feast (photo), Nov 26, 1986, p.11
Quaker Ridge, Edgewood donate food for needy, Nov 28, 1986, p.15
And all the trimmings (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.12
Edgewooders give food to needy, Nov 20, 1987, p.15
Thanksgiving--a hostage's view (edit), Nov 27, 1987, p.7
A reason for Thanksgiving (edit), Nov 27, 1987, p.7
Giving thanks by giving service (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.3
Apology in order (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6
That's right, Thanksgiving (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.14

THATCHER, MARGARET
Arrow re-elected head of Israeli university board, Jun 13, 1986, p.5
Meeting in the Negev (photo), Jul 19, 1986, p.2

THE STRAND
Teen cafe returning, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO COMMON GROUND (BEFORE 1988)

THEATER
S 6 Hungerford Heads theater group, Dec 31, 1987, p.2
Curtain time; Senior citizens perform "The Jewel Thief" (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.11
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

THEATERS
Twelve-screen Multiplex Cinemas open, Dec 24, 1986, p.11

THEATRE LEAGUE OF WESTCHESTER
SEE PERFORMING ARTS

THEMAL, HENRY (AU)
Keep GBH green (edit)environmental protection, Jul 22, 1985, p.7

THERrien, BILL
HTS (Boy) Scouts do well in derby, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

THIEL, DONALD (REV)
Planner promises open approach, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Senior housing group active, Sep 6, 1985, p.3
Housing poll indicates seniors want to stay, Oct 11, 1985, p.1
First interfaith service here unites Jews and Christians (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Winston proposal described, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Parking, density raised at hearing on Divney plan, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Senior housing advocates plan (list), May 16, 1986, p.5
THIEL, DONALD (REV) continued
Hitchcock cleans, copes, plans in fire's aftermath, Jul 25, 1986, p.1
Don Thiel to leave Hitchcock (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.16
No argument, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
THIEL, DONALD (REV-AU)
Clarification (of Oct 11 article) (ltr), Oct 18, 1985, p.6
THIEL, IRENE (AU)
Adding violence to violence (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6
THIEL, WALLY
Hitchcock okay sanctuary plan; to cost $3.2 M, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
THIES, JOHN
S J Craig, J Thies honored for sixty years of Masonic service (photo), Feb 1, 1986, p.2
Happy birthday, Daniel D (photo), Jun 21, 1995, p.1
Tidying Butler, Oct 19, 1995, p.1
First interfaith service here unites Jews and Christians (photo), Nov 29, 1995, p.1
Historical Society launches Phase II of capital campaign, Jan 3, 1996, p.5
Toast of the town: M Marsh (photo), Apr 18, 1996, p.1
Annual pilgrimage (photo), Jun 27, 1996, p.3
Happy Birthday, Jaes Feminore Cooper (photo; list), Sep 19, 1996, p.3
Whirling it up to beat the band (photo), Sep 26, 1996, p.1
Five to recall old SCS (photo), Feb 27, 1997, p.5
Historically speaking: SCS's monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1997, p.2
Native son, D D Toopkins, remembered (photo), Jun 19, 1997, p.1
A literary event (photo), Apr 24, 1997, p.7
The winner and new champ: H Bartholomew (photo), Oct 9, 1997, p.3
THIES, JOHN (AU)
He likes the bypass idea (ltr), Feb 6, 1987, p.6
THIES, LILLIAN
L Thies dies; long a civic leader (photo), Feb 1, 1985, p.1
Lillian Drake Thies (edit), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
Remembering Lillian Thies (ltr), Feb 15, 1985, p.6
THOMALEN, ROBERT
Sherlockiana: the game's afoot at Adult School (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.6
THOMAS, BARBARA
Anchor's new home (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.4
THOMAS, DAVID (DR)
Kelleher among three finalists for superintendent, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
THOMAS, DAVID (DR-AU)
Our Spanish heritage is neglected (edit), Apr 24, 1987, p.7
THOMAS, DONALD
Anchor Savings opens new office, Nov 29, 1985, p.4
Anchor's new home (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.4
THOMAS, EARNEST
THOMAS, FRED
Despite pleas, old windows will go (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
THOMAS, JANET
A Grin day at Greenacres (list), May 30, 1986, p.16
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THOMAS, KAREN
Hispanic Street Festival (photo), May 23, 1986, p.8

THOMAS, MELVIN
Tylenol embargo, Feb 14, 1986, p.1

THOMAS, PEARL (AU)
No reason to flout leash law (ltr), Jul 19, 1985, p.6

THOMAS, THOMAS

THOMPSON, BRUCE (DR)
Schools struggle to find insurance, Jul 5, 1985, p.1
New rules at SCS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Playing field costs put at $1.5 million, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Board of Ed asks budget of $30 million, tax hike of 5.6%, May 9, 1986, p.1
School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Saler to lead board (photo p.6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Board reveals details of what the bonds would buy, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Schools score high in state assessment, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Talks (between schools, CSEA) stall, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Contractors compete for school jobs, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Proposed school budget would raise tax rate 8%, Apr 24, 1987, p.1
Public invited to give views on next schools chief, May 9, 1987, p.1
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1
Paying fond farewell (to Dr B Thompson, Dr T Sobol) (photo), May 29, 1987, p.2
PT Council names next year's slate (list), May 29, 1987, p.14
Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 17, 1987, p.1
Board of Education elects S Older new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1

THOMPSON, CORKY
Village urged to protect natural quality of Winston property, Mar 9, 1985, p.1
High school costs draw groups' fire at budget hearing, May 3, 1985, p.1
Close call for school budget, May 24, 1985, p.1
Thanks from bank's president (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
Two Girl Scout leaders, S: J Hanley and C Thompson, honored, May 23, 1986, p.4
For 75 years, founding spirit at IHM abides (photo), May 1, 1987, p.6
Board of Ed imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
B under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
Because of redistricting, four (B Hudgins, R Golden, L Mercei, J Steger) must resign from SBNC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 12, 1987, p.32

THOMPSON, GREG
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32
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THOMPSON, GREG continued
Birders spot ordinary and rare at the Christmas count (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.1

THOMPSON, GREG (AU)
Sportsmanship rewarded (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6

THOMPSON, GREGORY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.25

THOMPSON, JAMES
College names former resident J Thompson, Aug 16, 1985, p.2

THOMPSON, JOANNE
Surprise party for super volunteer J Keating (photo), Jun 12, 1985, p.4

THOMPSON, KENNETH (DR)
Who needs a 'public philosophy'? (edit), Oct 4, 1985, p.7
Among the media, where is truth? (edit), Oct 31, 1985, p.7

THOMPSON, KENNETH (DR-AU)
Dr Thompson vis-a-vis Mr Rusk (edit), Apr 12, 1985, p.7
What is leadership? (edit), Mar 7, 1986, p.7
How to solve church-state conflicts (edit), Jul 18, 1986, p.7
Revisionism v orthodoxy (edit), Feb 6, 1987, p.7
Words sans responsibility = problems (edit), Apr 3, 1987, p.7
America the unique (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.7
Study of past may yield solutions for the future (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.7

THOMPSON, KENNETH (DR-EDIT)
New president, but same old world (edit), Dec 31, 1987, p.7

THOMPSON, MARK
The jubilee (at IHM) begins (photo), May 9, 1987, p.22
M Thompson's an eagle, Aug 14, 1997, p.2

THOMPSON, SAMUEL
S D Thompson dies, Jun 7, 1986, p.22

THOMSEN, MINERVA
Buyers eye development of downtown lot (photo), Aug 15, 1985, p.1

THURMOND, STROM
Judge Cedarbaum still waiting, Feb 21, 1986, p.1

THURSTON, DORIS
New manager: D Thurston (photo), Nov 22, 1995, p.19

TIBBETS, KATHY
Over, under and in between (photo), Oct 23, 1997, p.16

TIERNEY, LESLIE
EMT fifth grader J O'Shea at home on stage (list), May 2, 1986, p.13

TIERNEY, MADELEINE
Swimmers want cleaner pool, Aug 7, 1987, p.2

TIERNEY, MADELEINE (AU)
Pool suggestion (ltr), Jul 31, 1987, p.6

TIEJEN, BETSY
Scouts unite to govern SCS (photo), Mar 8, 1985, p.1

TIEJEN, JEFF
"For volunteers, firefighting means 'a lot of dedicated hours'" (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.13

TILLMAN, ETHYL
Fairview) G(reenburgh) C(ommunity) C(enter) awards presented, Jan 22, 1988, p.12
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TIMBERG, FLAVIA
Administrators divvy up duties, Sep 26, 1986, p.13

TIMBERGER, DAVID
A break for pedestrians (photo), Mar 28, 1986, p.24

TIMBERGER, ELIZABETH
Local agencies ready to assist seniors in need, Sep 6, 1985, p.6
They keep Meals on Wheels rolling (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.24

TIMBERGER, RICHARD
Troop 99 boasts six new Eagles, Dec 12, 1986, p.15
New class of Eagles (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.4
SMS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1986, p.21

TIMBERGER, ROBERT
School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
Because of redistricting, four (E Hudgins, R Golden, L Mercein, J Steiger) must resign from SBNC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3

TIMBERGER, ROBERT (AU)
New rule for PRC basketball (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6

TIMBERGER, ROBERT (DR-AU)
Appeal to the 'silent majority' (re school windows issue) (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
In praise of the board (of ed) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

TIMM, WILLIAM
(EKM) High school to cart its refuse, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Pearlman to leave (EHS), Feb 27, 1987, p.9

TIMONEY, JAMES
J P Timoney dies, Mar 22, 1985, p.14

TINANE, NICHOLAS
In remembrance of teacher N L Church (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.4

TINTRUP, CATHERINE
C Tintrup dies, Feb 20, 1987, p.11

TIRITTO, JOHN
Carpet-cleaning service opens, May 22, 1987, p.16

TIRITTO, JOANNE
Carpet-cleaning service opens, May 22, 1987, p.16

TISCH, ANDREW

TISCH, DANIEL
Investment strategy: Village returns to more conservative approach, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Board of Trustees' advisers cool to possible village bond issue, Aug 16, 1985, p.1
Village trustees consider alternative financing, Sep 12, 1985, p.1

TISHMAN, BETH
SCS day campers make TV debut, Aug 7, 1987, p.1

TISHMAN, PEGGY
Federation leaders elected (list), Jul 5, 1985, p.13

TISHMAN, PHYLLIS
P S Tishman dies, Aug 2, 1985, p.17

TOBIAS, LYNN
PT Council slates officers for '85-'86, May 10, 1985, p.13
Toast of the town: Mrs Marsh (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.1
PTA programs help ease culture shock for arriving international families (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.5
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

TOBIN, HELEN (AU)
A moving farewell (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

TOBIN, MARY JANE
    Dioguardi-Abzug race in spotlight, Oct 31, 1986, p.1

TOBIN, RICHARD
    A moving farewell (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6

TOBIN, ROBERT
    Bradford fire still unexplained (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.3

TOBY, RUTH
    Auxiliary names leaders (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.2

TOCCI, RONALD
    Hotel tax enacted, Nov 6, 1987, p.2

TODD, SAM
    No one case looking for me (edit), Aug 22, 1986, p.7

TOGER, DAVID
    23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

TOGER, RICHARD
    Pool backers make pitch to Town Club, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
    (Town) Club urges village to shelve Historic Preservation Law (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
    Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
    SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

TOEN BOARD-SBH

TOFF, IRA
    Focus on reading: photography exhibit by I Off at SCS Library (photo), Mar 29, 1985, p.4
    Veteran firefighters C Park, A Atkinson honored (photo), May 17, 1985, p.11
    Fire districts plan bargaining strategy, Aug 2, 1985, p.11
    County to rule on legality of assistant chief’s appointment, Aug 23, 1985, p.9
    County asks that Albany consider reinstatement (for A Zaffino), Aug 30, 1985, p.9
    Civil service okays Zaffino, Dec 20, 1985, p.12
    Fire board head speaks to GCC, Jan 10, 1986, p.11
    Fire district seeks bond issue for renovated HQ, Apr 11, 1986, p.11
    Residents consider fire board’s proposal at public hearing, Jun 6, 1986, p.11
    Fire proposal is voted down, Jun 20, 1986, p.11
    Board to pick new chief, Jun 20, 1986, p.11
    Fire commissioners ponder appointment, defeat of issue, Jul 11, 1986, p.9
    D Raftery named fire chief (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.9
    Payments to Zaffino questioned, Sep 5, 1986, p.12
    Female volunteer M Capria sues fire board for sex discrimination, Sep 5, 1986, p.13
    Commissioners order audit, Oct 3, 1986, p.11
    Frauds bureau subpoenas data of G’ville fire district, Oct 17, 1986, p.11
    Fire board approves a 16.3 percent tax hike, Oct 24, 1986, p.11
    Auditors give GBH fire district a clean bill of health, Nov 7, 1986, p.11
    Voting hours to be extended, Nov 21, 1986, p.11
    A faithful public servant: I Off (edit), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
    Gratitude to commissioners (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
    Toff resigns as head of Greenville fire board (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.13
    In praise of Ira Toff (ltr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6

Town traffic unit again looking at Ardsley-Fort Hill crossing, Jan 9, 1987, p.11
County grand jury clears Greenville Fire District, Apr 24, 1987, p.11
Inspection points up need for expansion of fire headquarters, May 15, 1987, p.11
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

TOFF, IRA (AU)
Commissioner disappointed (ltr), Jun 20, 1986, p.6
Hochhauser's leaving lamented (ltr), Nov 29, 1986, p.6

TOFF, NANCY
Library exhibit features books by former resident N Toff, Oct 11, 1985, p.18

TOFF, RUTH
Board again looks at policy on residence; Oct 31, 1935, p.11
Commissioners order audit, Oct 3, 1980, p.11

TOLBERT, BRUCE
Knaplund in contest for Family Court, May 29, 1937, p.1
J R Herold, V Knaplund hoping for room on the bench (photo), Oct 2, 1937, p.1
Voters to decide jail bond issue, legislative and judicial contests, Oct 30, 1987, p.1

TOLCHIN, BRUCE
Hochberg defeats Mess; Knaplund loses court race (photo; chart p 9), Nov 6, 1987, p.1

TOLCHIN, RICHARD
D Fiveson, R Tolchin volunteer for UJA Mobilization '85 (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.13

TOLCHIN, SUSAN
UA Columbia seeks hike in cable rates, Jan 4, 1985, p.9
EMT aan R Greenbaum throws hat in race for position on GBH Town Council (photo), May 3, 1985, p.15
Resident S Silverman switches to council race, May 10, 1985, p.11
Republicans pick town candidates, May 24, 1985, p.11
This is Greenburgh for sale, Jun 21, 1985, p.10
State lets cable firms raise rate, Jun 28, 1985, p.10
Republicans see issue in seatings law change, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
Town video channel shows profiles, musicians, art talks, Jul 19, 1985, p.9
Town recruiting (election) inspectors, Oct 25, 1985, p.13
Town candidates at campaign wrap-up (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Democrats retain town reins, Nov 8, 1985, p.11
Town budget copies ready; talks are set, Nov 22, 1985, p.10
Town asks state to tune out extra charge for VCR's, Dec 13, 1985, p.13
VCR charge dropped, Jan 3, 1986, p.9
Persuading Pennysaver to stop delivery is no mean feat, Feb 7, 1986, p.11
State rule on cable fee for VCR use is put off, Mar 14, 1986, p.11
Veteran sees 'smear campaign' by GOP, Apr 4, 1986, p.10
Town political races open with traditional claims, accusations, Jun 7, 1986, p.11
Watch out for summer solicitors, Jul 25, 1986, p.9
Inspectors sought for polls, Aug 8, 1986, p.9
Permits snapped up, Dec 19, 1986, p.10
GBH is forming Bicentennial committee, Jan 30, 1987, p.11
Signing up (to vote) (photo), May 8, 1987, p.10
Town (of GBH) given bicentennial designation, May 8, 1987, p.10
Tolchin will seek re-election, May 8, 1987, p.11
Frigerio to run for supervisor; Greenbaum enters council race, May 22, 1987, p.11
Town GOP gears up for elections, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
UA Columbia told to put in new phone lines, Aug 21, 1987, p.9
Head start on Memorial Day parade, Aug 21, 1987, p.9
GBH Conservatives top Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
2,000 acres in GBH eyed for environmental tag, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
Penalties increased for (GBH) zoning violations, Oct 16, 1987, p.10
Change is issue in (GBH Town) board contest, Oct 25, 1987, p.13
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TOLCHIN, SUSAN continued

On the ballot (in GBH), Oct 20, 1937, p.13
Town Democrats are re-elected; Nov 6, 1927, p.13
Town (of GBH) offers to help seniors on state prescription drugs, Nov 20, 1937, p.13
Law would lower fee for police reports, Dec 4, 1927, p.13
Cable television control is up to US, irate subscribers told (photo), Dec 11, 1927, p.15
Family recipes sought by town for cookbook, Dec 24, 1927, p.13
(SBH) Bicentennial celebration begins; Town officials to be sworn in (illus), Jan 8, 1939, p.10
Town (of GBH) seeks support with homeless facts, Feb 5, 1988, p.12

TOLCHIN, SUSAN (AU)

On cable (edit), May 23, 1986, p.7
Cable TV--what its users should know (edit; cartoon), Sep 4, 1987, p.7

TOLEDO, BERNICE

B R Toledo dies, Dec 12, 1926, p.24

TOLL, OLGA (AU)

Why not to close Huntington (1tr), Apr 11, 1986, p.6

TONHAK CRUISE MISSILES

SEE US-DEFENSE

Tominelli, Lisa

It's happening at the pool (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.5

Tomberollo, Anthony

Lincoln center program described, Oct 31, 1986, p.18

Tomichko, Jacqueline

Board of Education expects sharp increase in tax rate, Mar 20, 1987, p.1

Tompkins, Caleb

Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (map), Oct 30, 1927, p.4
Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

Tompkins, Daniel

Happy birthday, Daniel D (photo), Jun 21, 1986, p.1
Annual pilgrimage (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.3
Historically speaking: SCS needs a preservation law, Jan 30, 1987, p.5
Historically speaking: SCS's monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2
Native son, D D Tompkins, remembered (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.1
Historically Speaking: Once, all SCS was Fox Meadow (map), Aug 14, 1927, p.6
Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

Tompkins, Dwight

Never too young (for IHM jubilee) (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.2

Tompkins, Jonathan

Historically speaking: SCS' connection to US Constitution, Sep 13, 1987, p.6
Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

Tompkins, Jonathan Griffin

Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5

Tomsen, Kenneth

Departing (school) leadership praised, Jun 19, 1987, p.1

Tone, George

G L Tone dies, Jun 12, 1987, p.20

Toney, Anthony

Art association marks 50th (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.2

Tooley, Lowell

Sales tax confab sought, Jan 4, 1985, p.2
TOOLEY, LOWELL continued

Village developing notification system for upcoming projects, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
SCS Special Patrolmen sworn in (photo; list), Jan 18, 1985, p.24
Getting healthier: village employees log fewer sick days, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Animal lover presses for doghouse law, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
Not quite complete: renovations of SCS station area underway (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Plan for new playing fields on Boulder Brook, Crossway proposed, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
SCS faces the retirement of ten village employees, Feb 22, 1985, p.6
Village agrees to eliminate parking lot from Crossway plan, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Scouts unite to govern SCS (photo), Mar 8, 1985, p.1
More realistic budgeting planned for village, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Grossar speaks at LWV forum (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Playing field plan wins praise, Mar 15, 1985, p.3
Village tax hike of 4.4% seen, Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Hail and farewell (to village employees) (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.5
Downtown planning still moving ahead, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
New state budget means more for schools, village, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Pachysandra's paying the price for clearer streets last winter (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Phones of its own (for village), Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Pedestrian safety, Apr 19, 1985, p.1
Trustees approve tree law, budget, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
H Victor Cord/ dies, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
New snow strategy?, May 3, 1985, p.1
Counselors team up to help young people (photo), May 10, 1985, p.1
Drought effect: discolored tap water, May 10, 1985, p.1
Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2
Winston property: village moving ahead toward sale, May 17, 1985, p.1
Most honored firefighter R DiGiacomo (photo), May 17, 1985, p.5
L Tooley receives honor, May 24, 1985, p.2
Three score and ten years ago...(SCS incorporated) (photo), May 31, 1985, p.1
Park plans snagged, May 31, 1985, p.1
Demolition contract (for Boulder Brook), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Greening of Greenacres project set to beautify border with WP (list), Jun 28, 1985, p.2
Police 'frustrated' by contract impasse, Jul 5, 1985, p.1
Agreement reached (with Pennysaver Co), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
Youth Services program to expand, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Exit onto Crossway? (1lr), Jul 12, 1985, p.6
Residents persuade Pennysaver to stop hand deliveries here (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Playing field bids come in high, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Land planner to advise on Winston sale, Jul 26, 1985, p.1
Freightway update, Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Village insurance rates skyrocket, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
Land planner to give advice on Winston land, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
Crossing at Ross, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Village trustees consider alternative financing, Sep 13, 1985, p.1
Safer crossings, Sep 13, 1985, p.1
Taking exception (to noise regulations), Sep 13, 1985, p.1
Cost considerations delay vote on new fire department facility, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
No settlement (between village and CSEA), Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Village was geared for Gloria; massive clean-up underway (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.1
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TOOLEY, LOWELL continued
Green light on (traffic light) bid, Oct 11, 1985, p.1
Quake's center put on Central, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Sidewalk coming, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Tooley named to committees, Oct 25, 1985, p.5
New fire facility turned down again, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
More (money) for managers, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Tooley on mayoral committee, Dec 13, 1985, p.4
Welcome to the force (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.19
Village weighing measure to ease parking shortage, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
White Hat Award winner (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.2
Village says it will sell Winston land, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
They're sworn to protect SCS: Special Patrolmen (photo; list), Jan 31, 1986, p.1
They never miss: village employee honor roll announced (list), Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Fire training (village staff may renovate training facility), Feb 7, 1986, p.1
Village will hire new deputy manager, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Winston sons seek to block sale of land, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Youth project's backers fear loss of village support, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Fee setting law, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
New deputy manager J Crary making return to town government (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Do-it-yourself project: firefighting facility, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Proposed budget calls for 3.9% tax hike, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
PTA presses for street closing, Mar 29, 1986, p.1
Spring cleaning, Mar 29, 1986, p.1
Desecration of Winston property) opposed (ltr), Mar 29, 1986, p.6
Winston property draws $3.7M bid (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Village insurance expected to double, Apr 4, 1986, p.2
Village budget gets friendly reception (chart p19), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Greening project nearing completion (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.4
L Tooley receives souvenir from J Hoffaan (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.16
Griffen sidewalk, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
School, village plan to borrow, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Twenty-five years at the helm: L Tooley (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Crossway project delayed; Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Parking rate rising to 35 cents an hour, Jun 27, 1986, p.1
Pathway (on Griffen) decision expected soon (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.1
Sewer project, Jun 27, 1986, p.1
SCS asked to cut down on flow of garbage, Jul 11, 1986, p.1
Greenacres traffic to do about-face, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
AAA rating helps village sell bonds, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Back to nature (center) campaign begins (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Teen center nearing reality, Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Village undertaking host of summer projects (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Village surplus grew slightly last year, Aug 15, 1986, p.1
Future meters, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Closing held on sale of village bonds, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Trustees seek changes at Heathcote corners, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
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TOOLEY, LOWELL continued

Wood for sale, Sep 6, 1986, p.1
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Four years of safe streets for pedestrians (photos), Sep 26, 1986, p.4
Narcotics task force, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
Harmony in Greenacres, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Brite light?, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Thanks all around (it’s), Oct 24, 1986, p.6
Chips on Griffen?, Oct 31, 1986, p.1
Babysitting seminar graduates 24 (list), Oct 31, 1986, p.2
UA Columbia urges franchise extension, proclaims subscribers 77 channels, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Soaring prices spur house-building boom (photos), Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Pace of development stirs concerns here, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Tooley attends DC meeting on infrastructure, Nov 21, 1986, p.25
Home for homeless, Dec 5, 1986, p.1
Top job in Rye Brook going to village aide C J Russo (photos), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Change among the ranks (photos), Dec 31, 1986, p.3
Village officials given raises; Four laws passed, Jan 15, 1987, p.1
Path plans (for Griffen Ave), Feb 6, 1987, p.1
Historic preservation law due for public hearing next month, Feb 20, 1987, p.1
Scouts get inside view of their village (photos; list; add photo p 2), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Cleaner streets?, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts’ habit, Mar 6, 1987, p.6
3.9% village tax hike seen, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
And they paraded, wearin’ the green (photos), Mar 20, 1987, p.6
High praise for departing (Village Board) officials (photos), Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Proposed tax hike is smallest since 1966, Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Tooley raised to help revise model charter, Mar 27, 1987, p.2
Panel explores SCS’s role in responding to homelessness, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
Tooley addresses engineers, Apr 10, 1987, p.3
Raises approved, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Heathcote bridge due for repair (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.1
Family approved (for 2 Drake house), May 1, 1987, p.1
Fences (to be built around Boulder Brook fields), May 8, 1987, p.1
Path on Griffen, May 15, 1987, p.1
Moving up day for SCS judges J R Herold, V Knaplund (photos), May 22, 1987, p.1
Nynex seeks OK for antennas, Jun 12, 1987, p.1
Fowl play, Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Historically speaking: Additional monuments in SCS (photos), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
1988 start seen for (Heathcote Rd) bridge repair, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
(Building) Inspector shortage, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
Radiation hazard (attached to Nynex antennas)?, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
High bids threaten plan to rebuild Heathcote bridge, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Firemen awarded pay hikes, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Project on Post, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Development talk, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Ribbon-cutting time (at Chase Park) (photos), Aug 21, 1987, p.3
Youth nights at the pool expected to return, despite modest crowds (photos), Sep 4, 1987, p.1
Sewer pipe inspection can yield treasure (photo p 3), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
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TOOLEY, LOWELL continued

Weekly leaf pickups, Oct 9, 1937, p.1
Sidewalk wanted (at Griffen and Mamaroneck), Nov 13, 1937, p.1
Police picket, Nov 27, 1937, p.1
Proposed law called arbitrary (ltr), Dec 4, 1937, p.6
Avis Watson to retire (photo), Dec 11, 1937, p.1
Computer systems help streamline Village Hall (photo p.12), Dec 31, 1937, p.1
Griffen sidewalk (to replace wood chip path recommended), Jan 8, 1938, p.1
Farewell party for A Watson (photo), Jan 8, 1938, p.3
Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1938, p.1
Pool progress, Jan 15, 1938, p.1
Family tradition: J Sullivan promoted to captain, SCS Fire Dept (photo), Jan 22, 1938, p.5
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1938, p.4
O'Rourke honors Tooley, Schueman, Feb 19, 1938, p.8
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1938, p.1
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1938, p.1
SCS MTL Bank salutes Special Police-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1938, p.26
Under 5% Village tax hike seen, Mar 10, 1938, p.1
Retail trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1938, p.1

TOOLEY, LOWELL (AU)

Village response defended (ltr), Oct 10, 1936, p.7

TOOLEY, MARCEL

Twenty-five years at the helm: L Tooley (photo), Jun 20, 1936, p.1

TIPPING, AUDREY

SCS MTL Bank salutes the Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1938, p.26

TIPPING, KAREN

There was SSMT before Habib (ltr), Aug 14, 1937, p.6

TORCH, LES

Commissioners order audit, Oct 3, 1936, p.11

TORNELLO, SALVATORE

Legion and the freeze (ltr), May 30, 1936, p.6

TORNELLO, SALVATORE (AU)

Soviet hand seen in freeze (ltr), May 30, 1936, p.6

TOROP, BEN

The winner and new champion: H Bartholomew (photo), Oct 9, 1937, p.3

TORRES, OLGA

No school like the A school (ltr), Jun 14, 1935, p.6

TORTORELLO, JAMIE

23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1937, p.14
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1938, p.6

TORTORELLO, MICHAEL

Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1936, p.1
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1938, p.6

TOSCANO, LORETTA

Nat Habib: SCS's summa cum laude (photo p.10), Aug 2, 1935, p.1

TOURISM-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Hotel tax enacted, Nov 6, 1937, p.2

TOURK, ANN

New director: A Tourk (photo), Aug 7, 1937, p.5
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TOURK, ANN continued
  Question of school for homeless fuels controversy over WCC plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.12
  Two (S Schear, A Tourk) renominated (to Westchester County Homeless Commission), Mar 11, 1988, p.9

TOURK, ANN (AU)
  Closing of PLO office urged (ltr), Nov 25, 1986, p.6

TOWN BOARD-ARDSLEY
  Ardsley's refusal to accept cable changes raises issues, Dec 5, 1986, p.13

TOWN BOARD-SBH
  UA Columbia seeks hike in cable rates, Jan 4, 1985, p.9
  Town Board (SBH) weighs tax break for vets, Jan 4, 1985, p.9
  Greenvielle Com Council tells schools to look for ineligible students, Jan 11, 1985, p.11
  GBH any triple fine for illegal parking, Jan 18, 1985, p.14
  Town of SBH set to fight for $8 million, Feb 25, 1985, p.11
  M Brady named comptroller aide, Feb 1, 1985, p.11
  Hearing held in bankruptcy case, Feb 1, 1985, p.11
  Town roomer law meets obstacles, Feb 8, 1985, p.10
  Residents protest TV rate hike, Feb 15, 1985, p.11
  GBH Town Board bars right turns on red at Ardsley Rd and Old Ardsley Rd (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.11
  GBH Town Board rejects cable rate increase; establishes new parking fines, Mar 1, 1985, p.11
  Town (of SBH) assessment plan questioned, Apr 26, 1985, p.14
  5 Prout gains town post, May 31, 1985, p.11
  State lets cable firm raise rates, Jun 29, 1985, p.10
  Republicans see issue in meetings law change, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
  Town and police seek an end to impasse in negotiations, Jul 12, 1985, p.9
  GBH will undertake the repair of Crane Pond, Sep 6, 1985, p.11
  Town agrees to return $80,000, Sep 20, 1985, p.11
  Roomer law is going to Town Board, Oct 25, 1985, p.12
  Town Board postpones condominium decision, Nov 15, 1985, p.11
  Town budget gives raises to officials (list), Dec 6, 1985, p.12
  Town budget adopted, Dec 13, 1985, p.12
  Town asks state to tune out extra charge for VCR's, Dec 13, 1985, p.13
  Town sets retirement plan, Dec 20, 1985, p.12
  New law regulates roomers, boarders, Jan 24, 1986, p.11
  State rule on cable fee for VCR use is put off, Mar 14, 1986, p.11
  Apartment decision postponed, Mar 28, 1986, p.11
  Veteran sees 'smear campaign' by GOP, Apr 4, 1986, p.10
  Town Board legalizes seven apartments, May 16, 1986, p.11
  EMT site of new construction, May 20, 1986, p.11
  Town Board adopts new zoning, Jun 13, 1986, p.10
  Town board approves contract with CSEA, Aug 22, 1986, p.9
  Firm wins contract for water system improvements (in SBH), Aug 22, 1986, p.9
  Residents clash over a proposed rezoning, Sep 26, 1986, p.13
  Nature Center poses major changes (illus), Oct 3, 1986, p.10
  Town Board raises subdivision charges, Nov 14, 1986, p.10
  6% hike seen in town taxes, Nov 14, 1986, p.11
  No decision yet on Teschner property, Dec 5, 1986, p.12
  Turnout low on budget, Dec 5, 1986, p.12
  Town plans to improve courthouse, Dec 5, 1986, p.13
  Town adopts '87 budget, Dec 12, 1986, p.13
  Town (of SBH) mandates seat belts for summer camp's buses, Apr 10, 1987, p.10
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TOWN BOARD-SBH continued
EMT opposes 125-unit development, Apr 10, 1987, p.11
Town to improve Cotswold Park, Apr 24, 1987, p.10
Town Board to review zoning proposal, Jun 19, 1987, p.11
"Less costly" housing measure passed (by GBH Town Board), Jul 10, 1987, p.9
Town (of GBH) tightens ridge control, Oct 9, 1987, p.13
Penalties increased for (GBH) zoning violations, Oct 16, 1987, p.10
St Clare townhouse site approval awaits traffic, play, marketing data, Oct 30, 1987, p.13
Town (of GBH) and Teamster union in a standoff on pay issue, Dec 31, 1987, p.13
Silent union pickets town (of GBH) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12
Jury pay raised (in GBH), Jan 29, 1988, p.12
Town (of GBH), union end long dispute, Feb 12, 1988, p.10
Sale of GBH's Old Tarrytown Road school soon to be final, Mar 4, 1988, p.12

TOWN BOARD-SBH-ELECTIONS
SEE ELECTIONS GBH

TOWN BOARD-MAMARONECK
Path (along Griffen Ave) to be paved, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

TOWN BOARD-RYE BROOK
Ardsley's refusal to accept cable changes raises issues, Dec 5, 1986, p.12

TOWN CLUB-SCS
DiBiase, Oppenheimer to address Town Club, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
For Town Club, 1984 was year of achievement (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.24
Town Club gets updates from SCS's freshmen legislators, Feb 15, 1985, p.3
New mayor to address Town Club, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Trustees set limits on land coverage, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Mayor tells Town Club of goals, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Town Club slates annual meeting, May 17, 1985, p.1
Three score and ten years ago... (SCS incorporated) (photo), May 31, 1985, p.1
Town Club awards Public Service Medals (photo), May 31, 1985, p.24
Ballot change to be decided by Town Club vote, Oct 18, 1985, p.1
Club votes change in Unit Meetings, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Computer chairman to resign from SCS, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
They'll be singing in the circle (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Caroling in traditional celebration (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Parking plan, vets' benefits debated; village approves two labor contracts, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Club adapts to times in serving traditional goals (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.29
Club debates Winston sale, vets, Feb 14, 1986, p.3
Parking, density raised at hearing on Divney plan, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
O'Rourke won't say if he's running; Club officers named (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.2
Club eyes new role in Non Partisan System, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Village Club declines to fund Non-Partisan System, May 2, 1986, p.1
Broader support needed (edit), May 2, 1986, p.6
Parents protest revised program for the disabled, May 23, 1986, p.1
Panelists probe planning issues (list), May 30, 1986, p.1
On financing the (Non-Partisan) System (Itr), May 30, 1986, p.6
Growing up in SCS discussed, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Village Club calls for Non-Partisan changes, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
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TOWN CLUB-SCS continued

- A singing invitation (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
- End to (unit) meetings?, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
- Town Club to discuss indoor pool, downtown (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
- Oldest club seeking new members to carry out its traditional role (Progress Edition '87), Jan 20, 1987, p.8
- Pool backers make pitch to Town Club, Feb 6, 1987, p.1
- Barrier falls (J Coutts nominated as Town Club vice-president), Mar 13, 1987, p.1
- Panel explores SCS's role in responding to homelessness, Apr 10, 1987, p.1
- (Town) Club urges village to shelve Historic Preservation Law (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
- Principal Dr B Dennis gives preview of what's to come at SHS, Jun 5, 1987, p.1
- DuPont to tell community how to combat drug, alcohol threat, Oct 16, 1987, p.3
- Panel ponders effects here of Supreme Court ruling, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
- Precedent (of woman president of Town Club) deferred, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
- Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
- Challenge to the Town Club (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
- Town Club's positions (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6
- More participation wanted (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6
- Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
- Homeless crisis topic at hearing on (county) budget, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
- Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
- Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
- Parents' help asked in curbing teens' drinking, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
- Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
- Dr R Hirschaun describes views on education (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1

TOWN CLUB-SCS-EDUCATION COMMITTEE

- Schools urged to shift computer education focus (photo), Feb 9, 1985, p.1
- Club debates Winston sale, vets, Feb 14, 1986, p.3
- (Town) Club urges village to shelve Historic Preservation Law (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.1

TOWN CLUB-SCS-ELECTIONS

- Mayor tells Town Club of goals, Apr 12, 1985, p.1

TOWN CLUB-SCS-FISCAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

- Pleasant surprise (SCS assessed smaller share of county tax burden this year), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

TOWN CLUB-SCS-LAND, BUILDINGS, HIGHWAY COMMITTEE

- Mayor tells Town Club of goals, Apr 12, 1985, p.1

TOWN PARK POOL-EMT

- In the swim: R Siegel (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.3

TOWN PARK-68H

SEE RECREATION AREAS-68H

TOXIC WASTE

- County opens hotline for toxic materials, Dec 13, 1985, p.17
- Oil distributor is charged with illegal dumping, Dec 13, 1985, p.1
- Pass the proposal (edit), Oct 24, 1986, p.5

TOXIC WASTE DISPOSAL

SEE WASTE DISPOSAL

TOY STORES

SEE RETAIL STORES

TOYS

- Store begins rental of toys, Feb 15, 1985, p.8
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TRACHMAN, ROBERTA (DR)

School district advised how to get corporate aid, Dec 4, 1987, p.1

TRACK ATHLETICS

The Blanford Relays: Dec's spirit lives on (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.10
Has school abandoned track? (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6
Parents say (EMT) board (of ed) ignored them, May 2, 1986, p.13
Many promises but no new track (ltr), May 16, 1986, p.6
School board seeks assistance in financing renovation of track, May 22, 1986, p.1
Worse than embarrassing: SHS track (edit), May 23, 1986, p.6
Flying Dutchmen? (ltr), May 23, 1986, p.6
The view from Eastchester (ltr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6
School, village plan to borrow, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Referendums scheduled on school bonds, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Special meeting Monday on school bond issue, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Contractors compete for school jobs, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
He says EHS needs a new track (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6
BAR questions school district's plan to illuminate new track (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Track lights, yes (edit), Aug 7, 1987, p.6
A place to run (photo) (Education '87 Supp), Aug 25, 1987, p.1
Esthetic deterioration (ltr), Oct 23, 1987, p.6
Beat Arlington (edit), Nov 20, 1987, p.6
On the run: Butler field formally opened (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.1

TRACK ATHLETICS?

School, neighbors to seek compromise on track lights, Aug 14, 1987, p.1

TRACY, MARY ELLEN

8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

TRACY, PEG


TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

Woman's legs severed in tragic accident on Garth Rd (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.3
Good Samaritan thanked (ltr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6
Greenacres Assn has meeting on safety, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
SVAC tend to forks, injured in traffic accident (photo), Mar 29, 1985, p.3
Injured Danar couple fighting to resume lives (photo p.6), Jul 15, 1985, p.1
Honors for police, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Freak accident on Spencer Place (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.3
Witness sought (ltr), Oct 11, 1985, p.6
Exemplary drivers, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
Autoevlile coverage criticized (ltr), Jan 3, 1986, p.6
SCS lawyer P E Yeager killed in crash, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Local man A Main killed in auto accident (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.1
PTA presses for street closing, Mar 20, 1986, p.1
That accident (on Huntington) has happened (ltr), Mar 28, 1986, p.5
Good news on the roads (edit), May 23, 1986, p.6
Three-car collision (photo), May 23, 1986, p.10
Rescued: R P Shapiro (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.5
SHS graduates A Gardner, L Appel injured in accident, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
EHS student T Creel dies after crash, Sep 5, 1986, p.12
Going nowhere (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.1
TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS continued

Danger on Ardsley Road (ltr), Mar 6, 1987, p.6
On Crane Road exit (ltr), May 9, 1987, p.6
Accident victim: T Bade (photo), May 22, 1987, p.11
Man, M Amaro, killed in crash on Central, Jun 12, 1987, p.10
Grim work (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.9
EHS student D Prisco Jr dies in accident, Aug 21, 1987, p.9
Actress W Slater is victim of parkway crash (photo), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Six-year-old L Bedin killed by school bus, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Eighth grader S Droukas in coma after bike accident, Nov 13, 1987, p.1
Driver P J Flanagan killed on Post Road, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Firemen: How did you (A O'Rourke) miss us? (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.5
Woman, B Bruckner, dies in crash, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Praise for ambulanc corps (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Disarray by coverage of B Bruckner traffic fatality (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Message of appreciation (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED

TRAFFIC COURT-SCS

TRAFFIC REGULATION

Old Aray intersection made worse (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
Catching up: Village Board clearing agenda (edit), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
Left turn barred (from BRP to Claremont Rd), Mar 29, 1985, p.1
EMT tells Planning Board: No more traffic on Fort Hill, May 17, 1985, p.11
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Exit onto Crossway? (ltr), Jul 12, 1985, p.6
Trustees fund study of Heathcote Corners traffic, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Improvements proposed at Heathcote Five Corners (diagram), Jan 3, 1986, p.1
Planner's ideas for Heathcote Corners draw mild response from listeners, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Planners shift focus to Heathcote corners, Jul 6, 1986, p.1
Legal barrier (to closing Huntington Ave), Jun 7, 1986, p.1
A legal alternative? (edit), Jun 7, 1986, p.6
Town traffic unit again looking at Ardsley-Fort Hill crossing, Jan 9, 1987, p.11
Dangerous intersection (ltr), Jan 12, 1987, p.6
Dangerous intersection (at Crane Rd and Bronx River Parkway) (ltr), Feb 27, 1987, p.6
Danger on Ardsley Road (ltr), Mar 6, 1987, p.6

TRAFFIC REGULATIONS

See signal, cost don't (ltr), Feb 20, 1987, p.6
Auto-disincentives proposed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS

GBH Town Board bars right turns on red at Ardsley Rd and Old Aray Rd (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.11
Greenacres Assn has meeting on safety, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Old Aray intersection made worse (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
Welcome signs (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
Crossing at Ross, Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Green light on (traffic light) bid, Oct 11, 1985, p.1
Improvements proposed at Heathcote Five Corners (diagram), Jan 3, 1986, p.1
Pedestrian safety signs proposed, Jan 3, 1986, p.1
Planners shift focus to Heathcote corners, Jun 7, 1986, p.1
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TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS continued
  Suggestion about Central (ltr), Jun 20, 1986, p.6
  Intersection study, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
  Brite light?, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
  Scare stop, some don't (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.1
  Board (of Ed) imposes curfew on Edgemont School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1

TRAFFIC-SCS? CITY TRAFFIC-SCS?
  Downtown planning: another approach (edit), Dec 19, 1987, p.7

TRAGER, DAVID
  Co-op gains council support for its bid to reclaim land, Oct 11, 1985, p.11
  Vote on nominating proposal is put off, Mar 7, 1986, p.11
  Family Counseling benefit (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.2
  Villagers bid fond farewell to 'an institution', D Driscoll (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.6

TRAGER, JNA
  SCS man (R F Sheehan III)'s photographs earn new acclaim 17 years after his death (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.22

TRAGER, PHILIP
  SCS man (R F Sheehan III)'s photographs earn new acclaim 17 years after his death (photo), Oct 2, 1987, p.22

TRAGNER, HARRY
  Prize salesman: H L Tragner, Jul 11, 1986, p.3

TRAHAN, JANE (AU)
  Desographics change compensation plans (edit), Jul 31, 1987, p.7

TRAILERS- LAWS AND LEGISLATION
  Civic groups leery of zoning amendment, May 8, 1987, p.11
  SCC fights for stricter trailer law, Jun 26, 1987, p.10
  'Less costly' housing measure passed (by GBH Town Board), Jul 10, 1987, p.9

TRAIN SERVICE
  SEE RAILROAD SERVICE

TRAINA, ALBERT
  A S Traina named executive vice pres at CBS magazines (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.4

TRAINA, VAII
  Crafty Adult School course takes the cake (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.6

TRAINOR, ROBERT (REV)

TRAINS
  SEE RAILROAD SERVICE

TRANQUILLO, AL
  Local Rotarians have mixed views on permitting women to join club, May 8, 1987, p.1
  Giving thanks by giving service (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.3
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

TRANQUILLO, ANN
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

TRAPPING
  A gardener fights back (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6

TRAUB, STEPHEN
  Agreement reached (with Pennysaver Co), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
  Beacon to burglars (ltr), Jul 5, 1985, p.6
  Residents persuade Pennysaver to stop hand deliveries here (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1
  Edgegrove wants respect (from Pennysaver distributor) (ltr), Feb 7, 1986, p.6
  Persuading Pennysaver to stop delivery is no mean feat, Feb 7, 1986, p.11
  Unwanted delivery (of Pennysaver), Feb 21, 1986, p.1
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TRAVEL
Summer Wanderlust: Action, adventure, exotica, to entice inquisitive traveler (Suaser Living Suppl., May 17, 1985, p.20
What? You want to plan a Xmas vacation now? (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
The Dibbles: 50 years of runaway curiosity tapped (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.6
A no-frills vacation for the tour-tired (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.5
Travel industry rebounding as memories of terrorism fade (photo), Jul 21, 1987, p.4
SEE ALSO VACATIONS

TRAVEL AGENCIES
What? You want to plan a Xmas vacation now? (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
Custom Cruises firm relocates to Elasford, Oct 17, 1986, p.9

TRAVEL AGENCIES AND AGENTS
B S Metselaar named life member, (Natl Institute of Certified Travel Agents), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
Parking crackdown, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

TRAVEL LITERATURE
SEE GUIDES/BOOKS

TREACY, PEB

SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

TREADWAY, BETH (AU)

Only long-range solution (to school overcrowding) (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6

TREADWAY, DEEANNE

Dvorkin is new (EMT) board (of Ed) president; new enrichment program adopted, Jul 3, 1987, p.9
(EMT) School Board Nominating Committee to consider S Dvorkin, R Husney, A Shipper, Jan 29, 1988, p.11

TREADWAY, STEPHEN

New redistricting wrinkle has Edgemoor up in arms, Feb 14, 1985, p.1

TREATIES

A commentary on the summit (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6

TREE LAW
SEE TREES

TREES

Village developing notification system for upcoming projects, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Opponents W Grossman, S Sias in agreement on village safety, tree protection, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Election '85: incumbents E Hand, E Seldman air views (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Why are trees being cut down? (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6
Notification (to be given of village projects), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
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TREES continued

Catching up: Village Board clearing agenda (ed.), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
Village seeking protection from overdevelopment, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Trustees set limits on land coverage, Apr 12, 1935, p.1
Amend the tree law (ed.), Apr 12, 1985, p.6
Ravaged field being restored, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
Tree city: Natl Arbor Day Foundation names SCS "Tree City USA" (photo), Apr 26, 1985, p.1
Village honoring its citizens (list), May 3, 1985, p.6
Trees as lovely as a rose (ed.), May 17, 1985, p.7
These score and ten years ago... (SCS incorporated) (photo), May 31, 1985, p.1
Edgewood sixth graders present school with 4-ft blue spruce (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.19
More concern for trees needed (ltr), Jun 23, 1985, p.1
Rejected builder J Oronzic sues BAR, Jul 26, 1985, p.1
A tree grows and falls-in EMT (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.9
Village to plant 150 trees to screen new playing fields, Jan 31, 1986, p.2
Anyone want a tree?, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
After 20 years in business, car rental may be legalized, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Arbor Day plans, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Arbor Day festivities (photo), May 2, 1986, p.1
Vandals destroy trees, May 9, 1986, p.3
Test ban endorsed; higher (parking) fees opposed, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Victim of the storm (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.2
Please water (trees), Jul 25, 1986, p.1
Kids saved by alert counselor M Kahn, Aug 15, 1986, p.1
Tree City, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Carsky asks schools to join in planting trees, Oct 6, 1987, p.10
High praise for departing (Village Board) officials (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Apple of their eye (photo), May 1, 1987, p.11
Some trees you should know (ed.), Oct 2, 1987, p.7
A tree for Laetitia (Bedin), Nov 13, 1987, p.1
Winston property called wetlands; village protests, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Village to seek court reversal of wetlands decision, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
(GBH) Planning Board approves Fort Hill subdivision, Jan 15, 1988, p.10
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 28, 1988, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
(The sweet gum tree) An interesting tree (ed.), Mar 11, 1988, p.7
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

SEE ALSO SHRUBS

TREES—LAW AND LEGISLATION

New tree law, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
New tree law, Jul 17, 1987, p.1

TREES—LAW AND REGULATIONS

Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
TREFRY, (MRS ROBERT)
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20
TREFRY, ROBERT
St Agnes honors SCS volunteers (photo; list), Jun 27, 1986, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20
TREISHAN, JOEL
The end of the road (photo), Aug 15, 1986, p.9
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TREISMAN, JOEL continued
EHS grad J Treisman named fellow (photo), Dec 19, 1936, p.10

TRESSLER, CLYDE
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1935, p.1
Board (of Education) aims at tax hike under 2%, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Learning disabled programs attacked, May 16, 1986, p.1
School board okays two labor contracts, Oct 24, 1986, p.1

TRETTER, FRANKLIN (AU)
Reverse strategy (for Huntington Ave) proposed (Itr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6

TRETTER, SHEILA
Partiers agree: tuxedo 'saartens it up a bit' (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.6

TRIANGLE DEVELOPMENT CO
(Planning) Board turns down proposed five-house development, Nov 6, 1987, p.1

TRIANGLE DEVELOPMENT LTD
More assertiveness advised (Itr), Oct 30, 1987, p.5

TRIANGULAR HISTORIC MARKERS COMMITTEE-WC COUNTY
Historically speaking: SCS needs a preservation law, Jan 30, 1987, p.5

TRIFARI, ALICE
It's only practice (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.10

TRIMBLE, CRAIG
SCS aan, C Trimble, promoted to VP, Sep 5, 1986, p.2

TRINADE, HELENA
Book fair this weekend (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.1

TRINADE, PAULO
That's right, Thanksgiving (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.14

TRIPLETS
A three-fold celebration (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.10

TRIPP, JAMES (AU)
Acid rain threatens Westchester (edit), Jul 19, 1985, p.7

TRIPP, PAUL
Teachers Institute leader J Schwartz warns of teacher shortage, Nov 21, 1986, p.5

TRIPPE, JAMES
Banker A K Salooson accused of attempted murder, Jun 26, 1987, p.1

TRONBETTA, EUGENIA
No change for now in (EHS) phys ed grading, Sep 25, 1987, p.13

TROBLY, KAREN
Assistant principal named: D Pearlman, Aug 1, 1986, p.9

TROOB, PETER
Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; add photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Leaving SCS High behind, five new graduates reminisce (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 25, 1987, p.6

TROSKY, HELENE
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

TROTTE, ALEX
Parents speak out on student redistribution, Jan 17, 1986, p.1

TROVATO, CARL
(EMT) Board (of Ed) pares budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10
Unresponsiveness (by EMT Bd of Ed) charged, Jun 26, 1987, p.11

TROYANUS, TATIANA
Her career at Caramoor has come full circle (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.6

TRUCKS
Going nowhere (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.1
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TRUCKS continued
     Dupu trucks go on the block (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.4
TRUDELL, ROBERT
     Winning authors named by county library group, Apr 10, 1987, p.10
TRUE, DEE KILGORE
     Like old times for the Class of ’52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2
TRUMAN, HARRY
     O'Neill rates the Presidents—past, present and prospective (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.1
TRUPP, CLAUDIA
     Final day at SCS High (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.3
TRZHADEL, VInce
     SCS faces the retirement of ten village employees, Feb 22, 1985, p.6
TSAl, RUTH
     Historical holiday party (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.18
TSDI, KAM-CHEUNGS
     Board says no to acupuncturist, Dec 24, 1986, p.3
TSUYUKI, JOANNA
     Hitchcock cleans, copes, plans in fire’s aftermath, Jul 25, 1985, p.1
TU, ANTHONY Szu-Tu
     All about SAT tutoring, Apr 10, 1987, p.15
     Correction (to April 10 SAT article), Apr 17, 1987, p.8
TUCKER, BARBARA
     B Tucker dies, Jan 9, 1987, p.16
TUCKER, CHARLES
     Fire districts plan bargaining strategy, Aug 2, 1985, p.11
     County to rule on legality of assistant chief’s appointment, Aug 23, 1985, p.9
     State hearing on fire chief’s job, Dec 6, 1985, p.13
     Civil service okays Zaffino, Dec 20, 1985, p.12
     Vote puts union merger nearer for fire districts, Dec 27, 1985, p.11
     Fire board head speaks to SCC, Jan 10, 1986, p.11
     Firefighters getting ballots, Jun 20, 1986, p.10
     Greenville firefighters union set to merge with other districts (list), Apr 17, 1987, p.11
TUCKER, JANET
     Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
TUCKER, MARC
     Local teacher J Schwartz on state task force says school restructuring needed, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
TUCKER, RANDOLPH
     Promoting peace: R Tucker (photo), Aug 16, 1985, p.9
TUITION TAX CREDITS
     Tuition tax credits-a ‘diversion’ (edit), Apr 12, 1985, p.7
TULCIN, DORIS
     Foundation honors SCS woman D Tulcin (photo), Mar 14, 1986, p.24
TULLY, MARY
     St Agnes honors SCS volunteers (photo; list), Jun 27, 1986, p.4
TUNG, TSUYOSHI
     T M Tung appointed to Air Force Academy (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.12
TUNG, YUKI (AU)
     Library resources are unselfish (edit), Apr 11, 1986, p.7
TUNICK, RICHARD
Residents L C Leale and R D Tunick elected to YM & YWHA board, May 3, 1985, p.2

TUNISON, RON
Bang! goes Old Bess (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.20

TURACK, JULIE
Westchester-Working, Building, Growing: theme of Galleria window display (Business) (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.12

TURETSKY, ARNOLD (RABBI)
Rabbi Turetsky named to UN council (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.28

TURETSKY, JULIE
Board of Education elects S Cider new president (photo), Jul 10, 1987, p.1

TURKEY
Mara memories of Turkey (edit), Oct 18, 1985, p.7
Past cannot be forgotten (art), Jun 7, 1986, p.6

TURNER, HILDA
H M Turner dies, Jan 31, 1986, p.16

TURNER, RITA
They're number one! Spelling team from SCS wins it all (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.3

Recreational opportunities (for senior citizens) (photo) (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.13
Surveying SCS's seniors (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.8

TURSDME, ADELE
Holiday spirit (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.15
That's some hat! (photo), May 22, 1987, p.9

TUSHMAN, JONATHAN
Author R Giff visits Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.12

TUTHILL, CHESTER
EMT school board favors seat belts on buses; search continues for supt, Jan 11, 1985, p.11
Board debates school bus aides; announces special ed program, Mar 29, 1985, p.11
Albany grants EMT district the right to pick superintendent, May 17, 1985, p.11
Board of Ed elects officers and votes on Children's Center, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
Calzi attends study session; board delays vote on path, Jul 26, 1985, p.9
Path okayed by board, Aug 16, 1985, p.9
Former presidents satisfied with school board's review, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
Draft policy on residence is subject of board meeting, Oct 11, 1985, p.11
Board again looks at policy on residence, Oct 21, 1985, p.11
Teacher's assistant okayed for Seely Place students, Nov 15, 1985, p.11
Board to curb dogs, Dec 20, 1985, p.13
Committee to review math in K-6, Feb 14, 1986, p.11
For Dr Calzi, it was a bad day, Feb 14, 1986, p.11
Budget (EMT) to be reviewed, Mar 14, 1986, p.11
EMT Budget would raise taxes by 8.1%, Mar 21, 1986, p.11
Board appointment sparks criticism from EHS faculty, Mar 28, 1986, p.11
Budget is adopted; will raise taxes by 6.7%, Apr 4, 1986, p.11
Tuthill to leave district; new business head named (photo), May 30, 1986, p.11
Retiring business head C Tuthill leaves with his colleagues' esteem (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.10
Saying goodbye to C Tuthill (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.10
Board okayed program, Jun 27, 1986, p.11
New quarters for children's center, Jul 25, 1986, p.9
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TUTHILL, CHESTER continued

TUTORING
Group tutoring favored (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Your child has been 'retained', Sep 6, 1985, p.7
Scare tactics charged (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
All about SAT tutoring, Apr 10, 1987, p.15
Correction (to April 10 SAT article), Apr 17, 1987, p.8

TUTORS
Educational underground probed, May 24, 1985, p.1

TUTTLE'S SHUTTLE
Tuttle's Shuttle is 1 year old, Jun 12, 1987, p.2

TUTTLE, JOHN
Tuttle's Shuttle begins run (photo), May 30, 1986, p.1
Tuttle's Shuttle catching on (photo), Oct 17, 1986, p.3
Tuttle's Shuttle is 1 year old, Jun 12, 1987, p.2

TUTTLE, LAWRENCE
AAA rating helps village sell bonds, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Voters say yes to bond issue, Oct 10, 1986, p.1

TUXEDO
SEE FORMAL DRESS

TWAIN, HARK
SEE CLEMENS, SAMUEL

TWINS
Double exposure (photo; list), Jun 20, 1986, p.8
Double the pleasure (photo; list), Jun 26, 1987, p.3

TY CHEN
SEE CHEN, TY

TYLENOL
SEE DRUGS

TYSON, JAMES
American Legion to give J L Tyson 1987 Americanism Award, May 22, 1987, p.5

UCHIDA, SAHOKO
And all the trimmings (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.18

UCHITELLE, JOAN
SDPC entering fifth year in operation, Nov 13, 1987, p.15

UGHETTA, ANNE
Festive time for history buffs (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.2

UGHETTA, CASPER
C B Ughetta dies, Mar 8, 1985, p.17

UGHETTA, JAMES
Festive time for history buffs (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.2

UGHETTA, MARY ALICE
Peter Duchin Orchestra to play for Historical Soc spring gala (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.2
Historic buildings here to host architectural heritage celebration (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.3
Alzheimer unit elects M A Ughetta, A Frusciante, C Feuer, Jul 25, 1986, p.5
At new (SCS Historical Society) museum shop, gifts galore (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

UGHETTA, RICHARD
Festive time for history buffs (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.2
UGLIAROLI, SUSAN
   Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

ULFELDER, SERRY (AU)
   Change in windows still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.5

ULIA
   SEE UNITED JEWISH APPEAL

ULENE, ART (AU-RU)
   Can you grow a ‘super baby’? (edit), May 15, 1987, p.7

ULLMAN, MRS JOSEPH
   Cited for service: Mrs. D. L. Peyton (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.9

ULLMAN, JOSEPH
   Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennas, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
   SCS Foundation elects two new trustees to board, Jan 18, 1985, p.5
   School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
   Downtown plan draws critical comment, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
   Joseph Ullman to receive (SCS) Bowl (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.1
   J. Ullman gets the Bowl (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
   Joseph Ullman praised as a man of fairness, modesty and kindness (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.2

ULLMAN, KAREN

ULLMAN, KENNETH
   Joseph Ullman praised as a man of fairness, modesty and kindness (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.2

ULLMAN, MONTAGUE (DR-AU)
   What can our dreams tell us?” (edit), Nov 13, 1987, p.7

ULLMAN, RUTH
   Joseph Ullman praised as a man of fairness, modesty and kindness (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.2

UMEZWA, HARUKI
   SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

UNA-USA
   SEE UNITED NATIONS ASSN

UNDERCOFFLER, JOANN
   SCS writer L. Albert to receive award, May 24, 1985, p.9

UNDERHILL, BARBARA
   (Town) Club urges village to shelve Historic Preservation Law (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.1
   Prevent ‘urbanization’ (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6

UNDERHILL, BENJAMIN
   Historically speaking: Oldest house in SCS probably 1920 Post Rd (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.6

UNDERHILL, GILBERT
   Cudner-Hyatt House to open; two families lived there 230 years (photo) (Part I), Aug 23, 1987, p.3

UNDERHILL, JOSHUA
   Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6

UNDERHILL, MARK
   New rules stir protest at SHS, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
   Board’s plans draw fire from Fox Meadow, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
   Board to revise gifts policy; establish AIDS guidelines, Dec 20, 1985, p.21

UNDERHILL, SARAH
   Hyatts brought strong tradition of service to the community (photo) (Part II), Sep 4, 1987, p.5
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UNDEAKERS AND UNDERTAKING
Her son (D Golden) 's number one (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.5

UNEMPLOYMENT
Unemployment is a depressing state (edit), May 10, 1985, p.7
Worse than injustice (edit), Jan 16, 1987, p.7
Jobs, jobless mismatched (edit), Jan 23, 1987, p.7

UNGER, LOIS
SVAC adds new lifesaving skill (photo; add! photo, list p.10), Aug 27, 1986, p.1
Junior League distributes trauma bags to help children caught in emergency (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.9
Close call for poodle at Barth Rd fire (photo), May 8, 1987, p.5

UNIFICATION CHURCH
SEE CHURCHES AND SYNAGOGUES

UNIFORMS
SHS band picks its new look (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.1

UNION CARBIDE
Union Carbide promotes local chemical engineer Dr E T Wolynic (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.4

UNION CHILD CARE CENTER (GGH)
New law safeguards Union Child day-care center, Aug 7, 1987, p.9

UNIONS
SEE LABOR UNIONS

UNIS, MARINA
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
Live at Edgewood: (E Burton as) Benjamin Franklin, Dec 11, 1987, p.18

UNIT MEETINGS
Centralized voting supported (ltr), Jan 11, 1985, p.6
Ballot change to be decided by Town Club vote, Oct 19, 1985, p.1
Club votes change in Unit meetings, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Unit elections set for Wednesday (list), Nov 8, 1985, p.1
New system used at Unit Meetings (list), Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Unit meetings slated for Nov 12 (list), Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Unit Meetings draw 300, a 10-year low (list), Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Centralized polling favored (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6
End to (unit) meetings? , Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Editorial (on Non-Partisan System) called 'timely' (ltr), Sep 25, 1987, p.6
25 named to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions, Oct 9, 1987, p.3
Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
On snowy night few go out to Unit Meetings, Nov 13, 1987, p.1
One in forty (voted in unit meetings) (edit), Nov 20, 1987, p.6
Challenge to the Town Club (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
More participation wanted (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6
Amendment to Non-Partisan Resolution would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Give (centralized polling) a try (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Centralized polling backed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5

UNITED ARTISTS CABLESYSTEMS CORP
SEE CABLE TV

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL
Dr D M Gordis to speak at UJA Federation seminar (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.9
Super Sunday to aid UJA Federation, Jan 25, 1985, p.4
Scarsdale calling (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.9
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UNITED JEWISH APPEAL  continued

SCS couple D and L Staaler to be honored for service to WRJ and UJA (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.16
UJA-Federation breakfast (photo; list), Aug 16, 1985, p.10
A record $1 million raised for UJA (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.9
Two (A L Stillman, A S Cohen) in key posts (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.9
Super servers; E Lee (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.8
Fundraisers (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.9
Honoree: J Whitehill (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.8
Fund seekers: E Krohn, H Lapidus (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.8
Successful fundraiser (for UJA) (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.8

UNITED JEWISH FEDERATION

D Fiveson, R Tolchin volunteer for UJA Mobilization '85 (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.12

UNITED NATIONS

Assn fosters understanding of UN (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.24
Who is responsible for the UN? (edit), Dec 20, 1985, p.7
Rabbi Turetsky named to UN council (photo), Dec 20, 1975, p.25
UN Assn sponsored (the 1985 World Conference to Appraise the UN Decade for Women) (ltr), Dec 27, 1985, p.6

UNITED NATIONS ASSN

Anniversary dinner, women's meeting are highlights of UN Assn year (Progress Edition; photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.27

UNITED NATIONS CLUB

SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CLUBS

UNITED NATIONS FOR ROTARY INTERNATIONAL

Rotary names local man A D Newich (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.3

UNITED WAY

SCS executive D P Garcia helping United Way, Jan 25, 1985, p.4
United Way goes over 90% of goal, Jan 25, 1985, p.5
Whose responsibility (are senior citizens)? (ltr), Jan 25, 1985, p.6
New and increased gifts up in United Way campaign (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.30
Area Y's depend on United Way's help, Feb 8, 1985, p.2
Goal's within reach (edit), Apr 12, 1985, p.6
United Way elects R B Smith new president, May 3, 1985, p.3
Local agencies get United Way grants (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.5
United Way dinner fetes leaders (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.2
SCSNatl Bank salutes United Way of SCS EMT (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.28
Go-getter sets aggressive goal for (United Way) campaign (photo), Oct 18, 1985, p.6
United Way support helps MHA function, Oct 25, 1985, p.2
United Way agency rebuilding America (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.12
United Way at 76% of goal; seeks end-of-year donations, Dec 20, 1985, p.3
United Way supports the Runaway Network, Mar 21, 1986, p.2
Turn white to red (edit), Mar 21, 1986, p.6
SCS United Way exceeds campaign goal, May 9, 1986, p.4
Thank you for caring (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
Twenty-six days to kickoff (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.2
United Way names S E Garner drive leader, Aug 27, 1986, p.10
United Way campaign to open with dinner (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Five grants to local agencies (list), Sep 26, 1986, p.1
United Way dinner launches drive (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.1
United Way elects R Bras Saith new president (photo; list), Sep 26, 1986, p.3
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UNITED WAY

United Way helps center reach out to homeless, Sep 26, 1986, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.26
That special help provided by the Salvation Army, Oct 17, 1986, p.24
United effort (photo; list), Nov 14, 1986, p.3
Safe Rides is example of Scouts' service, Nov 21, 1986, p.26
A United Way agency: helping the victims of rape, Nov 28, 1986, p.2
How Meals on Wheels makes a difference, Dec 19, 1986, p.4
Let's make it 'all of us' (edit), Feb 6, 1987, p.5
Info line points the way for people in trouble, Apr 17, 1987, p.4
At 100, United Way sets highest goal ever (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.2
United Way gifts ahead of last year (Progress Edition '88), Jan 29, 1988, p.4

UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE ENSEMBLE

Playing tribute (to Dr Martin Luther King Jr) (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11

UPDEGRAFF, FLORENCE

Historically speaking: Additional monuments in SCS (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

UPDEGRAFF, ROBERT

Historically speaking: Additional monuments in SCS (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

URAS, PIETRO

One big AFS family, Dec 27, 1985, p.1

URBAIN ASSOCIATES

Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

URBAN COUNTY CONSortium (WESTCHESTER)

Pool takes another step ahead; (Moratorium on downtown extended), Oct 16, 1987, p.1

URBINELLI, BOB

Love 'em or hate 'em, raccoons seem here to stay (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1

US AIR FORCE ACADEMY

T M Tung appointed to Air Force Academy (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.12

US ARMED FORCES

Heinzinger receives top Air Force honor (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.15
SCS National Bank Salutes those who served (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.30

US ARMED FORCES-REUNIONS

Search for survivors (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6

US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Winston seeking federal aid in battle over land, Jun 20, 1985, p.1
Work on the Hutch, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

US ARMY-INTELLIGENCE RESERVE

How to plug security leaks (ltr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6

US CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

The CIA legacy in Central America (edit), Feb 19, 1988, p.7

US COMMERCE DEPT

Observing SCS's weather with a birdhouse and milk can, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
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US CONGRESS
- Relax, Congress is looking after you (edit), Mar 28, 1986, p.7

US CONGRESS-BUDGET
- Congress should cut own budget (ltr), Jul 19, 1985, p.6

US CONGRESS, SENATE
- MD M S Simberkoff testifies before Senate about AIDS, Jul 3, 1987, p.2

US CONSTITUTION
- A letter to the editor from George (Washington) (ltr), Apr 10, 1987, p.7
- Topic of next lecture (by A F Westin): computer and privacy (photo), May 3, 1987, p.6
- Constitutional comments (ltr), May 15, 1987, p.6
- The Constitution at 200: Judicial activism or original intent? (edit), Jun 26, 1987, p.7
- The Constitution at 200: Who weren't 'We the People'? (edit), Jul 24, 1987, p.7
- Constitution praised (by M Green) as 'a living document', Oct 9, 1987, p.5

US CONSTITUTION-BICENTENNIAL (1987)
- Constitution unappreciated? (ltr), May 22, 1987, p.6
- Low-key celebration of Constitution planned for village, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
- Bicentennial bash (photo), Sep 10, 1987, p.12
- SCS celebrates (?) the Constitution (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.3
- Constitution celebrated (at Edgewood), Sep 25, 1987, p.14

US CONSTITUTION-FIRST AMENDMENT
- Talk (by D M Rabban) opens celebration of Constitution (photo), May 6, 1987, p.6
- Eruv approved, Dec 16, 1987, p.1
- Dislike not grounds for ban (of creche) (ltr), Dec 31, 1987, p.6

US DISTRICT COURT
SEE COURTS-US

US FEDERAL DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION
- Narcotics task force, Oct 17, 1986, p.1

US FEDERAL FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION
- Pin found hidden in 7-year-old's Valentine's Day chocolate treat, Feb 28, 1986, p.5

US FOOD AND DRUG ADMIN
- Safety pin in a granola bar seen as an isolated incident, Jan 16, 1987, p.3

US HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
- J DioGuardi assigned to House Govt Operations Cmte, Feb 8, 1985, p.22

US NAVAL ACADEMY
- EHS senior S Koch appointed to Naval Academy (photo), Mar 26, 1985, p.1

US NAVY
- SHS grad P Colmer made lieutenant commander, US Navy, Feb 5, 1988, p.4

US POSTAL SERVICE
- Local postmaster S Morrison is number one (photo), Jan 25, 1985, p.1
- Number one postmaster (edit), Jan 25, 1985, p.6
- Complaint about mail service (ltr), Feb 22, 1985, p.6
- F Vitalone promoted to postmaster, Dobbs Ferry, Mar 9, 1985, p.4
- Postal workers honored for service records (list), Apr 5, 1985, p.4
- Postmaster asks help from local dog owners, May 10, 1985, p.21
- Parking crunch, Jun 28, 1985, p.1
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US POSTAL SERVICE  continued
Safe driver of the year: J Cappellino (photo), Jul 25, 1985, p.5
Guides were delayed in the mail (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
Seeking access to post office for handicapped, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Postmaster: keep up the good work on leashing dogs, Jun 20, 1986, p.2
New P 0 to open on Central, Jun 27, 1986, p.11
Postmaster's advice: have mail held or forwarded, Jul 4, 1986, p.3
Driver of the year: A P LePore (photo), Aug 3, 1986, p.2
Early alert program can save lives, Dec 12, 1986, p.16
Postmaster's plea (ltr), Jan 23, 1987, p.5
They deliver (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.5
'Convenience center' to open in Hartsdale after post office move, Jul 24, 1987, p.9
No postal holiday on Veterans' Day), Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Happy holidays from the PO (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.4
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 9, 1988, p.4
Postal Service cuts, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Make junk mail go first class (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Town of 89H, Postal Service locked in court battle over post office, Mar 4, 1988, p.13

US SENATE-ETHICS COMMITTEE
Unethical appointment (of J Galiber) (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.5

US SUPREME COURT
Justice Dept supports decision allowing creche, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
Supreme Court sets date to hear creche case, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Supreme Court hears creche case, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Supreme Court rules creche is permissible, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Local Rotarians have mixed views on permitting women to join club, May 8, 1987, p.1
Original intent dies matter (ltr), Oct 2, 1987, p.6
Panel ponders effects here of Supreme Court ruling, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Zoning and the Constitution (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6

US SUPREME COURT-DECISIONS
'Streching' due process (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6

US SUPREME COURT-NOMINATIONS
Judge Bork is a radical ideologue (edit), Oct 9, 1987, p.7

US-BUDGET
SEE BUDGET-US

US-CENSUS (1790)
Historically speaking: SC's connection to US Constitution, Sep 18, 1987, p.6

US-CIVILIZATION
American culture is ignorant... (edit), Oct 31, 1986, p.7

US-CONSTITUTION
Let's celebrate the Constitution (edit), Jan 9, 1987, p.7
Historically speaking: SC's connection to US Constitution, Sep 18, 1987, p.6
Zoning and the Constitution (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6

US-CONSTITUTION-AMENDMENTS
What about 1st Amendment? (ltr), Oct 17, 1986, p.6

US-CONSTITUTION-BIBLIOGRAPHY
Books tell everything you ever wanted to know about the US Constitution (list), Sep 4, 1987, p.14

Carsky asks schools to join in planting trees, Mar 6, 1987, p.10
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US-CONSTITUTION-FIRST AMENDMENT
  Let's maintain the constitutional wall (edit), Dec 11, 1987, p.7
  Closure of PLO office defended (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6

US-COURTS
  SEE COURTS-US

US-DEFENSE
  Escalation of arms race (ltr), Sep 6, 1985, p.6
  This great pork barrel in the sky (edit), Sep 6, 1985, p.7
  Physicist R Garwin says 'Star Wars' is offensive, Feb 7, 1986, p.6
  Boycott, not Armageddon (ltr), Dec 5, 1996, p.6
  Kremiln's hand seen (ltr), Mar 27, 1987, p.6
  'Humiliating scandal' (ltr), Apr 17, 1987, p.4
  SEE ALSO STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE

US-DISCOVERY AND EXPLORATION
  Our Spanish heritage is neglected (edit), Apr 24, 1987, p.7

US-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
  Economist A Dahlberg publishes "How to Reduce Interest Rates and Poverty", Mar 1, 1985, p.10
  Resident R Isaak finds private sector 'overloaded by demands', Apr 18, 1986, p.3
  Stockman's message (ltr), May 16, 1986, p.6
  Poor productivity is management's failure (edit), Jun 20, 1986, p.7
  Experts take hard look at new tax laws and economy (charts; illus) (Financial Planning Supp), Feb 27, 1987, p.8
  Budget-balancing idea (ltr), Nov 20, 1987, p.6

US-ENERGY POLICY

US-FOREIGN POLICY
  Praise for Eileen's position (on aid to Nicaraguan contras) (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
  Is arms reduction more feasible now? (edit), May 10, 1985, p.7
  Arms race most important issue (ltr), Oct 25, 1985, p.6
  Catch 22 in Senator D'Aioto's letter (ltr), Nov 15, 1985, p.6
  The whole world is watching (edit), Feb 21, 1986, p.7
  US on course to catastrophe (edit), May 9, 1986, p.7
  In foreign policy, a time for 'softness'? (edit), Aug 1, 1986, p.7
  Thoughts on the contra war (ltr), Aug 15, 1986, p.6
  On giving sanctuary (edit), Aug 15, 1986, p.7
  Seconding vote (ltr), Aug 22, 1986, p.6
  Revisionism v orthodoxy (edit), Feb 6, 1997, p.7
  Words sans responsibility = problems (edit), Apr 2, 1987, p.7
  New president, but same old world (edit), Dec 21, 1987, p.7

US-FOREIGN POPULATION
  New effort to help women from abroad, Sep 26, 1986, p.8
  SEE ALSO INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL EXCHANGE PROGRAM, NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL NATIONALITIES, EX IRISH IN US

US-FOREIGN RELATIONS
  Not with swords, but with plowshares (edit), Jan 11, 1985, p.7
  Vietnam all over again (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
  Unraised consciousness (ltr), Apr 4, 1986, p.6
  Adding violence to violence (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6
  Attack on Libya 'warranted' (ltr), May 9, 1986, p.6
  Time for reassessment (ltr), Aug 9, 1986, p.6
  Time to boycott USSR (ltr), Nov 7, 1986, p.6
### US-FOREIGN RELATIONS

**Sandinistas 'unacceptable'** (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

**Thanksgiving—a hostage's view** (edit), Nov 27, 1987, p.7

### US-FOREIGN RELATIONS-IRAN

Iraq did it (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6

### US-FOREIGN RELATIONS-IRAQ

Iraq did it (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6

### US-FOREIGN RELATIONS-NICARAGUA

Speakers V P Vaky, P D Bell, Rev Dr J E Soff call for US to back Central American peace plan, Oct 20, 1987, p.3

### US-FOREIGN RELATIONS-USSR

A commentary on the summit (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6

### US-FOREIGN RELATIONS-USSR

Soviets and Americans, one on one (edit), Oct 9, 1987, p.7

### US-GOVERNMENT

*See* US-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

### US-HISTORY

Local writer K Harrington completes Aser history series, Apr 5, 1985, p.4

A rattlesnake on Old Glory? (edit), Jun 20, 1986, p.7

Insights on the Bay of Pigs disaster (edit), Aug 29, 1986, p.7

What do our candidates know? (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6

America the unique (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.7

### US-HISTORY-PERSONAL NARRATIVES

The day Wall St blew up (edit), Feb 15, 1985, p.7

What I did that summer (edit), Aug 1, 1986, p.7

### US-HISTORY-REVOLUTION (1775-1782)

Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (nap), Oct 30, 1987, p.4

### US-MILITARY POLICY

Residents attend center's defense information lunch (list), Nov 29, 1985, p.27

### US-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

Two political parties; American as apple pie (edit), May 31, 1985, p.7

This great pork barrel in the sky (edit), Sep 6, 1985, p.7

Campaign of disinformation (ltr), Mar 20, 1986, p.6

Teacher's 'warped judgement' (ltr), Apr 4, 1986, p.6

Words sans responsibility = problems (edit), Apr 3, 1987, p.7

### US-POPULATION

Birth dearth seen no threat (ltr), Aug 28, 1987, p.6

### US-SECURITY

Find out who the 'stinkers' are (ltr), Aug 7, 1987, p.6

### US-SOCIAL CONDITIONS

This free society isn't working (edit), Jan 18, 1985, p.7

Thanksgiving—a hostage's view (edit), Nov 27, 1987, p.7

### US-SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS

American culture is ignorant... (edit), Oct 31, 1985, p.7

### US-SOCIAL SERVICES

*See* SOCIAL SERVICES

### US-USER SUMMIT?

A commentary on the summit (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6

### USMAN, DAVID

Happy Halloween (a little late) (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.14

### Usher, Craig

Hail to the champions... (Kids suppl) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2
USHER, SOL (DR)
  Dr S M Usher opens new office in White Plains, Jan 18, 1985, p.8

USHIOKA, REIKO
  Costumed paraders vie for prizes (photo; list), Oct 31, 1985, p.5

USS YORKTOWN (AIRCRAFT CARRIER)
  Scouts sample life on board ship (photo; list), May 2, 1986, p.13

USSR
  SEE SOVIET UNION

USSR
  SEE ALSO SOVIET UNION

USSR-FOREIGN POLICY
  Is arms reduction more feasible now? (edit), May 10, 1985, p.7

USSR-FOREIGN RELATIONS-US
  A commentary on the summit (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6

UTILITIES
  SEE PUBLIC UTILITIES

V-E DAY
  V-E Day remembered (edit), May 10, 1985, p.7

VACATIONS
  What? You want to plan a Xmas vacation now? (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.6

VACCARO, ANN

VACCARO, CONNIE
  Merchants want their sidewalk (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.1
  Sidewalk update, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
  1988 start seen for (Heathcote Rd) bridge repair, Jul 10, 1987, p.1

VACCARO, CORINA

VACCARO, DENISE (SISTER)

VACCARO, DONATO
  Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

VACCARO, ELVIRA
  E Vaccaro dies, Feb 1, 1985, p.15

VACCARO, LES
  Merchants want their sidewalk (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.1
  1988 start seen for (Heathcote Rd) bridge repair, Jul 10, 1987, p.1

VACCARO, LUKE
  Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

VACCARO, LUKE JR
  Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

VACCINATION
  SEE IMMUNIZATION

VALENTINE, ADRIENNE
  Pressboard: Profile of A Montague, STEP student from Tennessee, Jan 18, 1985, p.19

VAHAB, PHILIP
  Flying high (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.10

VAKY, VIRON
  Speakers V P Vaky, P D Bell, Rev Dr J E Goff call for US to back Central American peace plan, Oct 30, 1987, p.3
VALENTI, FRANK

Feb 14: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.5

VALENTI, MARIA (AU)

A Christmas visit (edit), Dec 19, 1986, p.7

VALENTI, RALPH

Work begins at riding academy, Dec 12, 1986, p.5

VALENTI, JACK

Lawyer M Alterman named senior VP of motion picture group (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.9

VALENTI, PATRICIA

P Valenti in SCS fira, Dec 24, 1986, p.2

VALENTI, RONALD (DR)

School district advised how to get corporate aid, Dec 4, 1987, p.1

VALENTI, RONALD (DR-AU)

Private funding for public schools? (edit), Mar 4, 1988, p.7

VALENTI, STEVE

SCS Mail Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

VALENTINE'S DAY

Mitten tree for Valentine's Day (photo), Feb 15, 1988, p.5

Happy Valentine's Day, Grandpa (photo), Feb 13, 1987, p.1

Feb 14: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

VALENTINE, STEVEN

Graduation day marks end of years at EHS for 140 seniors (photo), Jun 29, 1985, p.11

VALICENTI, ALEXANDRA

Town (of GBH), Postal Service locked in court battle over post office, Mar 4, 1988, p.13

VALKO, MARIANNE

Administrators divvy up duties, Sep 26, 1986, p.13

VALLACH, GLENN

Santa and crew visit IHH (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.8

VALU, BERNADINE

The gavel travels (photo; list), Jul 4, 1986, p.8

Installed: PTSA officers (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.9

VALUATION

SCS Historical Society schedules Appraisal Day (photo), Mar 9, 1985, p.3

VANOSSY, CHARLES

Sale of (GBH's Old Tarrytown Road) school soon to be final, Mar 4, 1988, p.12

VANOSSY, CHARLES (AU)

A tale of two towns (SCS and GBH) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.5

VAN BEMMELEN, IDA

I Van BemmeLEN dies, Apr 1, 1988, p.18

VAN CLEAVE, GEORGE

Investment strategy: Village returns to more conservative approach, Jul 12, 1985, p.1

Board of Trustees' advisers cool to possible village bond issue, Aug 15, 1985, p.1

Village trustees consider alternative financing, Sep 13, 1985, p.1


Investment strategy, Jul 18, 1986, p.1

VAN CORTLANDT MANOR

Early American Yule spirit fills historic homes (illus), Dec 19, 1986, p.30

VAN CORTLANDT, PHILIP

Historically speaking: SCS' connection to US Constitution, Sep 18, 1987, p.6

VAN DE WATER, PETER

Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
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VAN DE WATER, SYLVIA
S Van De Water dies, Oct 21, 1986, p.20

VAN DEN SYPE, ENI
Teen drug use seen as everyone's problem, Feb 28, 1986, p.1

VAN DEN SYPE, ENI (AU)
Parents express gratitude (ltr), Jan 31, 1986, p.6

VAN DEN SYPE, JACK (AU)
Parents express gratitude (ltr), Jan 31, 1986, p.6

VAN DEN SYPE, RENATA
Teenager R Van den Sype dies from sniffing chloroform, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Police chief Ferraro interviewed on radio in Brazil, Jan 31, 1986, p.3
Parents express gratitude (ltr), Jan 31, 1986, p.6
Drug education called for (ltr), Jan 31, 1986, p.6
To a student dying young (photo; edit), Jan 31, 1986, p.6
Teen drug use seen as everyone's problem, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Praise for youth services (ltr), Feb 28, 1986, p.6

VAN DEN HALL BAKE, THERESA
T van den Hall Bake dies, Oct 16, 1987, p.16

VAN DER HEYDEN, LIESBETH
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

VAN DER HOORN, SEBASTIAN (REV)
Rev S van der Hoorn joins St Agnes Hospital staff, Jan 4, 1985, p.10

VAN DER MERWE, BELINDA
Hands-on workshop (photo), Aug 14, 1987, p.2

VAN DER MERWE, MAUREEN
Volunteers can help child with Down syndrome (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.6

VAN DER WALL, MARGARET
Scouts teaching scouts (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.3

VAN HORNE, ROBERT
Ready to glow (photo), Oct 25, 1985, p.17
Robert Van Horne honored by Rotary (photo), Nov 8, 1985, p.2
SCS United Way exceeds campaign goal, May 9, 1986, p.4
YES re-elects chairman, president (list), Jun 7, 1986, p.3
Mike Wilson, noted merchant, dies (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
YES re-elects its leadership (list), Jun 12, 1987, p.3
YES says yes to students in the job market (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.6
Committee formed to pick Dowl winner, Oct 9, 1987, p.5
More than a helping hand (photo), Jan 15, 1989, p.5

VAN HORNE, ROBERT (AU)
Support for YES (ltr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6

VAN TASSEL, WILLIAM JR
Vietnam Memorial committee seeks to confirm names to be listed, Sep 4, 1987, p.16

VAN WYCK, F (MR)
Historically speaking: History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4

VAN ZELM, HUGH
H van Zelm dies, Dec 24, 1986, p.12

VAN ZYL, ALBERT
Volunteers can help child with Down syndrome (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.6

VAN ZYL, ALBERT (AU)
Sensitive story (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
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VAN ZYL, BERTUS
Volunteers can help child with Down syndrome (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.6
VAN ZYL, BERTUS (AU)
Sensitive story (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
VAN ZYL, JANIEN
Volunteers can help child with Down syndrome (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.6
Down Syndrome child J Van Zyl taking major strides, May 1, 1987, p.5
VAN ZYL, JANIEN (AU)
Sensitive story (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
VAN ZYL, RIA
Volunteers can help child with Down syndrome (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.6
Down Syndrome child J Van Zyl taking major strides, May 1, 1987, p.5
VAN ZYL, RIA (AU)
Sensitive story (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
VANACEK, CAROL METZGER
Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2
VANACEK, JOSEPH
J C Vanacek dies, Dec 13, 1995, p.30
VANCE, CYRUS
Cyrus Vance presents Samuel Duboff Award (photo; list), Jan 9, 1987, p.3
VANDALISM
Public asked to fight graffiti (ltr), Aug 23, 1985, p.6
Vandals deface EMS, Oct 25, 1985, p.12
She wants deeds, not words (ltr), May 15, 1986, p.6
Wave of vandalism hits town, Nov 21, 1986, p.3
Police close inquiry into Halloween mayhem, Jan 16, 1987, p.3
Police crack down on vandalism, May 1, 1987, p.1
Police ask for support in combatting vandalism, May 29, 1987, p.1
Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Vandalism: battling back (edit), Jul 3, 1987, p.6
Board (of Ed) imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Lower age of accountability (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6
Edgewood curfew takes effect, Jul 17, 1987, p.3
Bold leadership (edit), Jul 17, 1987, p.6
On teen drug-use, drinking and vandalism, Oct 9, 1987, p.2
Teen party leads to resurgence of vandalism over last weekend, Oct 11, 1987, p.3
Police, civic groups announce plans to make Halloween safe, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
Police charge four with vandalism; warn against Halloween mayhem, Oct 30, 1987, p.4
Trick or treat? (edit), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
Halloween culture shock (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
Community enjoys quiet Halloween, Nov 6, 1987, p.5
(IRM) Church, (Westchester Reform) synagogue vandalized, Nov 27, 1987, p.5
(Anti-Semitic acts of vandalism a) Shared tragedy (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
VANZELLE, HUGH
(H vanZelle) Fondly remembered (ltr), Jan 9, 1987, p.6
VARIAN, JAMES
Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6
VARIAN, MICHAEL
Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Popham House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5
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VARLEY, ADRIENNE
- Curtain goes up Thursday on 'Music Man' (photo), Jul 25, 1985, p.1
- Missionary A Varley to serve in Italy (photo), Jan 22, 1985, p.14

VARLEY, GERALD
- Something to sing about (photo), Dec 19, 1987, p.1

VARLEY, JERRY
- A singing invitation (photo), Dec 19, 1985, p.1

VARSITY ATHLETES AGAINST SUBSTANCE ABUSE
- Woodlands (High School) athletes give anti-drug talk (to fourth through eighth graders), Jan 15, 1988, p.11

VAS
- SEE VICTIMS ASSISTANCE SERVICES OF WESTCHESTER

VAUGHAN, BETSY
- Office teaps aide B Vaughan honored, Jul 4, 1986, p.4

VAUGHAN, CAROL
- Parents say (EMT) board of ed) ignored them, May 2, 1986, p.13

VAUGHAN, KATHY
- Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 2), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
- Home-baked, hand-decorated (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.3

VAUGHAN, KEVIN
- Burgeoning talent (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.10
- Scouts try hand at government (photo; list), Feb 28, 1986, p.3
- Scouts sample life on board ship (photo; list), May 16, 1986, p.13

VAUGHEN, JAMES (REV)

VAUGHEN, LORETTA
- SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 19, 1987, p.32

VCR'S
- SEE VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS

VECCHIO, GLORIA DEL
- SEE DEL VECCHIO, GLORIA

VECCHIO, VINCENT
- Fire chief A Zaffino picks deputy, Jan 28, 1985, p.10

VECCHIONE, GEORGE
- Three county hospitals form alliance, Jun 20, 1986, p.2
- (Dr L Hallinger, Dr E Ruskin, M E Roderick) Honored for service (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.9

VELOTSKY, ALLEN
- Digging up history (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.3

VEHICLES
- Dump trucks go on the block (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.4

VELLE, JOSEPH
- Bizarre Bazaar benefits area homeless; Helping hands (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12

VELELLA, GUY
- Drug treatment resolution passes, Jun 26, 1987, p.3

VELEZ, CAITLIN
- A hop, skip and a jump (photo), Mar 20, 1987, p.22

VENA, J RICHARD
- J R Vena dies, Feb 6, 1987, p.12

VENDEIG, RICHARD
- Firm names R Vendig partner (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.3

VENEZIANO, BETTE
- Thanks from bank's president (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
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VENTURA, JOHN

Coaches deserve more credit (front), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
Football fever, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1987 Raider Football Champions (photo), Dec 21, 1987, p.18

VERDICH, KRISTEN

Despite rain, Tuesday was sunny for fourth, fifth graders at Seely (Weatherman Mr B visits! (photo), Dec 13, 1987, p.15

VERDICHIO, JOSEPH (DR)

Graduation day marks end of years at EHS for 148 seniors (photo), Jun 26, 1985, p.11

VERDICHIO, KRISTEN

Bizarre Bazaar benefits area homeless; Helping hands (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12

VERGARA, JOHN

Villagers bid fond farewell to 'an institution', C Driscoll (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.6

VERGARI, CARL

Wounded intruder may plead guilty to burglary charge (photo), Jan 19, 1985, p.1
Sentence agreed on in Claremont burglary case, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
Judge's tough stand on DWI criticized by County Court (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.1
SCS lawyer P Pickelle challenges Vergari (photo), May 10, 1985, p.1
GOP looking for Hochberg opponent (photo), May 24, 1985, p.1
Pickelle, Vergari exchange barbs as DA race gets underway (photo p.19), Oct 18, 1985, p.1
County contests head Nov 5 ballot here, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Harmony reigns at LWV 'debate', Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Local voters back winners (chart), Nov 8, 1985, p.1
Hochberg asks DA for findings, Aug 1, 1986, p.3
SHS team to play in 'house that Ruth built' (list), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Saloon indicted in shooting here, Jul 31, 1987, p.1
Playland manager E Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2

VERHES, DONNA

Ellinghouse & Stacy announces appointments (of S Stave, S Pfeiffer, D Vernes) (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.21

VERHES, DOUGLAS

At Kiss Covington's, ladies still wear white gloves (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.24

VERNA, THERESA

East River manager T C Verna promoted by bank, May 16, 1986, p.3

VERRETT, SHIRLEY

Her career at Carascon has come full circle (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.6

VETERAN, ANTHONY

Town Board (GBH) weighs tax break for vets, Jan 4, 1985, p.9
A F Veteran will run again; spurred by rival's bid (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.15
Developer Moundoukas sees victory in $7 million suits, Jan 18, 1985, p.15
Town of GBH sets to fight for $8 million, Jan 25, 1985, p.11
Plan to reform condo, co-op assessments in GBH, Jan 25, 1985, p.11
Hearing held in bankruptcy case, Feb 1, 1985, p.11
Town roomer law meets obstacles, Feb 8, 1985, p.10
Town (of GBH) assessment plan questioned, Apr 26, 1985, p.14
ENT man among pair set to challenge A Veteran, Apr 26, 1985, p.15
ENT man R Greenbaum throws hat in race for position on GBH Town Council (photo), May 3, 1985, p.15
Resident S Silverman switches to council race, May 10, 1985, p.11
Veteran pushing tax law passage, May 17, 1985, p.11
Republicans pick town candidates, May 24, 1985, p.11
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VETERAN, ANTHONY continued

Brodsky has hopes for the passage of revised tax bill, Jun 14, 1985, p.11
GBH puts tax loss over five years at $26 M, Jun 22, 1985, p.10
Republicans see issue in estate tax change, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
Town and police seek end to impasse in negotiations, Jul 12, 1985, p.9
Cuomo vetoes town-backed tax bill, signs other, Aug 7, 1985, p.11
Merchants protest Central work, Sep 13, 1985, p.10
Ready for the grand campaign (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.11
Town tax seen going up by 1%, Oct 21, 1985, p.10
Town candidates at campaign wrap-up (photo), Oct 21, 1985, p.11
Democrats retain town reins, Nov 8, 1985, p.11
Town council gives raises to officials (list), Dec 6, 1985, p.12
Council concerned about unfinished construction, Dec 6, 1985, p.13
Town budget adopted, Dec 13, 1985, p.12
Town sets retirement plan, Dec 20, 1985, p.12
Town, police settle; PBA head unhappy, Feb 7, 1986, p.10
Ascherman resigns from GBH parks position, Feb 28, 1986, p.9
Apartment decision postponed, Mar 29, 1986, p.11
Veteran sees smear campaign by GOP, Apr 4, 1986, p.10
Real property tax reform receives mixed reaction from owners of co-ops, May 9, 1986, p.11
Town on the trail of Crane Pond rats, May 23, 1986, p.11
Town political races open with traditional claims, accusations, Jun 7, 1986, p.11
Town Board adopts new zoning, Jun 13, 1986, p.10
Town units hear plans for rezoning, Jun 13, 1986, p.10
Fire district merger study is requested, Jun 20, 1986, p.10
Opposition is voiced to Fort Hill subdivision, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
Cuomo flies over Town Hall, Aug 15, 1986, p.9
Town Board raises subdivision charges, Nov 14, 1986, p.10
6% hike seen in town taxes, Nov 14, 1986, p.11
For town, computer hasn't brought cash, Nov 21, 1986, p.10
Turnout low on budget, Dec 5, 1986, p.12
Town plans to improve courthouse, Dec 5, 1986, p.13
Town adopts '87 budget, Dec 12, 1986, p.13
Day of decision nears on downtown, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
(Animal) Shelter agreement signed, Feb 27, 1987, p.9
Veteran is seeking an 8th term in office, Apr 24, 1987, p.11
Civic groups levy of zoning amendment, May 8, 1987, p.11
Tolchin will seek re-election, May 8, 1987, p.11
Community approves (EMT School Board) nominating changes (list), May 8, 1987, p.11
Town (of GBH) given food funds for elderly, May 8, 1987, p.11
Meeting on affordable housing, May 15, 1987, p.11
Frigerio to run for supervisor; Greenbaum enters council race, May 22, 1987, p.11
A supervisor for all hours: A Veteran (1ltr), Jun 5, 1987, p.6
Town GOP gears up for elections, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
Veteran cites Webb award as 6th town planning honor, Jun 12, 1987, p.10
DOT will review expressway plans, Jun 12, 1987, p.11
Full fall slate for Conservatives, Jun 26, 1987, p.10
New law safeguards Union Child day-care center, Aug 7, 1987, p.9
Head start on Memorial Day parade, Aug 21, 1987, p.9
GBH Conservatives support Republican slate's bid for line, Sep 18, 1987, p.11
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VETERAN, ANTHONY continued

(Greenville Community) Council accuses town of lagging on safety issues in EMT, Oct 9, 1987, p.13
Penalties increased for (GBH) zoning violations, Oct 16, 1987, p.10
New ethics law may keep some from public office, Veteran says, Oct 16, 1987, p.11
Attacks mark (GBH) supervisor race, Oct 23, 1987, p.13
9.9% tax hike sought (in GBH), Nov 6, 1987, p.12
Town Democrats are re-elected, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
Election libel suit threats remain, Nov 13, 1987, p.14
Two sessions set next week on (GBH) $39M budget, Nov 27, 1987, p.13
Residents ask town of (GBH) to budget more police and less surplus, Dec 4, 1987, p.12
Ardesley Road to get curbing, Dec 11, 1987, p.14
Town of GBH will unveil plan for 100 (housing) units for homeless, Jan 8, 1988, p.10
(GBH) Bicentennial celebration begins (illus), Jan 8, 1988, p.10
Westchester Community College land earmarked for building transitional housing for homeless (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.11
Getting started (on GBH Nature Center manor house renovation) (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11
Neighbors wary of plan for homeless, Jan 22, 1988, p.12
A tale of two towns (SCS and SEHJ) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Question of school for homeless fuels controversy over WCC plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.12
Town of GBH seeks support with homeless facts, Feb 5, 1988, p.12
Town of GBH, union and long dispute, Feb 12, 1988, p.10
Stage set for HELP confrontation (cartoon), Feb 19, 1988, p.12
Town of GBH, Postal Service locked in court battle over post office, Mar 4, 1988, p.13

Town Board (GBH) weighs tax break for vets, Jan 4, 1985, p.9
Hearing set on Vets' tax break, Jan 19, 1985, p.1
Still time for a survey of veterans eligible for tax break (edit), Jan 19, 1985, p.6
Vets fight for tax break: Village Bd tables vets' tax law, acts on dish antennas, land restrictions, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Misleading arguments (against vets' tax exemption) cited (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
Partial tax exemption (for vets) urged (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
Veterans' exemption: figures give clearer picture of financial impact, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
Our veterans deserve (tax reduction) (ltr), Feb 8, 1985, p.6
Vets' tax break voted down at Village Board meeting, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Late with the facts (on Vets' tax benefit) (edit), Feb 15, 1985, p.6
Vet says, no entitlement due (ltr), Feb 15, 1985, p.6
Election '85: incumbents E Har.d, E Seidaan air views (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Veterans survey getting responses, Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Catching up: Village Board clearing agenda (edit), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
Veterans reply (to survey), May 3, 1985, p.1
Veterans' exemption, Nov 8, 1985, p.1
Veterans' exemption considered, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Send the (Vets' tax exemption) bill to Albany (edit), Dec 20, 1985, p.6
Veterans' exemption: Village Board to hold hearing, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
Veteran opposes tax benefit (ltr), Jan 24, 1986, p.6
Parking plan, vets' benefits debated; village approves two labor contracts, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Parties caucus, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
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VETERANS continued
Correction to B Johnson's Jan 24 ltr, Jan 31, 1986, p.6
Veterans' benefit rejected; servants' parking approved, Feb 14, 1986, p.1
Club debates Winston sale, vets, Feb 14, 1986, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes those who served (photo), May 30, 1986, p.28
SCS National Bank Salutes those who served (photo), Jun 7, 1986, p.30
SCS Natl Bank salutes Our Veterans (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.20

VETERANS DAY
Library should have been open (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6

VETERANS' DAY
No postal holiday (on Veterans' Day), Nov 6, 1987, p.1

VETERANS-MEMORIALS
Historically speaking: SCS's monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2
Soldier, warriors or unknowns? (ltr), Aug 14, 1987, p.6
Vietnam Memorial committee seeks to confirm names to be listed, Sep 4, 1987, p.16

VETERANS-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
Grandpa, can you still fit in your uniform? (edit), May 29, 1987, p.7

VETRANO, ANITA
Bank names A M Vetrano assistant VP, Apr 19, 1985, p.2

VETRANO, EDWARD
Town GOP gears up for elections, Jun 5, 1987, p.11
S I Ball seeks (SHH) court post, Jun 19, 1987, p.10
Full fall slate for Conservatives, Jun 26, 1987, p.10

VICTIMS (OF CRIME)
VAS moves office, Feb 21, 1986, p.8
Crime victims, Jul 11, 1986, p.1
A United Way agency: helping the victims of rape, Nov 29, 1986, p.2
See also NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR VICTIMS ASSISTANCE, VICTIMS ASSISTANCE SERVICES OF WESTCHESTER

VICTIMS ASSISTANCE SERVICES OF WESTCHESTER
VAS moves office, Feb 21, 1986, p.8
A United Way agency: helping the victims of rape, Nov 29, 1986, p.2

VIDAL, SORE
Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

VIDEO CAMERAS
VCR: instant replay (Summer Living Suppl), May 17, 1985, p.22

VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER
VCR: getting the low-down on the high-tech action (photo) (Home Suppl), Mar 29, 1985, p.16
VCR charge dropped, Jan 3, 1986, p.9
State rule on cable fee for VCR use is put off, Mar 14, 1986, p.11

VIDEO TAPES
Video messages (by K Bohde) encourage young adults to read books, Aug 14, 1987, p.8
Sewer pipe inspection can yield treasure (photo p 31, Sep 11, 1987, p.1
Coming attractions (Library to lend videotapes), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
Videos (by K Bohde) seek to promote young reading (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.12
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Library offers videotape service, Dec 31, 1987, p.2

VIERTL, EVA
New chairman T Magliato, C O'Brien bring changes to (St Agnes) gift shop, Nov 22, 1985, p.9
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20
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VIERTL, HERBERT
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: 'In the Enchanted Forest' (photo), Dec 24, 1985, p.20

VIETNAM WAR
SEE VIETNAMESE CONFLICT

VIETNAMESE CONFLICT
Dr Thompson vis-à-vis Mr Rusk (edit), Apr 12, 1985, p.7

VIETNAMESE CONFLICT-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
Lest we forget-Memorial Day 1985 (edit), May 31, 1985, p.7

VIETNAMESE CONFLICT-VETERANS
SEE VETERANS

VIGOR, JUSTIN (AU)
Lawyers' view of malpractice crisis (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6

VIGLAND, ELI
Party mixes politics with show business (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.1

VILLAGE BOARD-ELMSFORD
Ardsley's refusal to accept cable changes raises issues, Dec 5, 1985, p.13

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS
Trustees seek nominees for appointive boards, advisory councils, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
Disenfranchisement of Edgewood-Arthur Manor-Braeside Heights seen (ltr), Jan 4, 1985, p.6
Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennae, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Village developing notification system for upcoming projects, Jan 11, 1985, p.1
Hearing set on Vets' tax break, Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Vets fight for tax break: Village Bd tables vets' tax law, acts on dish antennae, land restrictions, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Village, Gannett compromise on location of newspaper boxes, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Federal aid asked for lighting improvements in downtown area, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Reaching for help for Senior Outreach Program, Feb 1, 1985, p.1
Veterans' exemptions: figures give clearer picture of financial impact, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
Animal lover presses for doghouse law, Feb 8, 1985, p.1
Planners make downtown proposals, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Vets' tax break voted down at Village Board meeting, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Late with the facts (on Vets' tax benefit) (edit), Feb 15, 1985, p.6
Supreme Court hears creche case, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Development alternatives for Winston property suggested, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Village urged to protect natural quality of Winston property, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Notification (to be given of village projects), Mar 15, 1985, p.1
Playing field plan wins praise, Mar 15, 1985, p.3
Catching up: Village Board clearing agenda (edit), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
Make amends to tennis players (ltr), Mar 22, 1985, p.6
Supreme Court rules creche is permissible, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Retiring mayor S Sias. Trustee M Bowen accept gifts from W Glendon (photo), Mar 29, 1985, p.1
Downtown planning still moving ahead, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
New mayor to address Town Club, Mar 29, 1985, p.1
They've made a mark: S Sias, M Bowen (edit), Mar 29, 1985, p.6
Village seeking protection from overdevelopment, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Futile appeal decried (ltr), Apr 5, 1985, p.6
New state budget means more for schools, village, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Trustees set limits on land coverage, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
New members appointed to boards and councils (list), Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Easement granted Metro North for new power station, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Mayoral policy defined, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued
Amend the tree law (edit), Apr 12, 1985, p.6
Trustees approve tree law, budget, Apr 26, 1985, p.1
Veterans reply (to survey), May 2, 1985, p.1
Downtown planning, May 3, 1985, p.1
Village honoring its commitment (ltr), May 3, 1985, p.6
Counselors team up to help young people (photo), May 10, 1985, p.1
Taxi fare hearing, May 10, 1985, p.1
Village enacts water use rules, May 17, 1985, p.1
Animal shelter law, May 17, 1985, p.1
Arguments for appointment (ltr), May 17, 1985, p.6
Planning chairman, trustees differ over downtown plans, May 24, 1985, p.1
Pick up the pace (edit), May 24, 1985, p.6
Fireworks called a nuisance (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
Creche attorneys won't apply for money from village, May 31, 1985, p.1
Board fires adviser on Winston lot, May 31, 1985, p.1
Three score and ten years ago..."SCE incorporated!" (photo), May 31, 1985, p.1
Art at fresco, May 31, 1985, p.1
Consultants hired for Freightway development plans, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Sobol announces ESL improvements, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Catch 22? Trouble for exhibit of sculpture on library lawn, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
A big step forward (consultants for Freightway) (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
Enforcement of water use restrictions begins, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
Dogs in spotlight at trustees meeting, Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Fighting city hall (ltr), Jun 28, 1985, p.6
Youth services program to expand, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1985 Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 12, 1985, p.18
Residents persuade Penny-saver to stop hand deliveries here (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Playing field bids come in high, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Discouraging words (edit), Jul 19, 1985, p.6
Land planner to advise on Winston sale, Jul 26, 1985, p.1
Freightway update, Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Meeting of Village Board, Aug 2, 1985, p.1
Unnecessary expenditure? (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
Land planner to give advice on Winston land, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
Board of Trustees' advisers cool to possible village bond issue, Aug 16, 1985, p.1
Planner promises open approach, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Greenacres to get another guard, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Problem (with Library Board, Village Board) eliminated, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Village considers alternative financing, Sep 12, 1985, p.1
Planning meeting postponed to Oct 8, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Trustees fund study of Heathcote Corners traffic, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Cost considerations delay vote on new fire department facility, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
No settlement between village and CSEA, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
An issue to think about (bond issue) (edit), Sep 27, 1985, p.6
Meeting slated on downtown planning, Oct 4, 1985, p.1
Sidewalk coming, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
Using Winston wisely (edit), Oct 25, 1985, p.6
Creche request, Oct 31, 1985, p.1
Alternative housing backed (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued
Veterans’ exemption, Nov. 8, 1935, p.1
It’s now official: Creche to return this Christmas, Nov. 15, 1935, p.1
New fire facility turned down again, Nov. 15, 1935, p.1
Update on Winston, Nov. 22, 1935, p.1
The case (for fire dept training facility) has been made (edit), Nov. 22, 1935, p.6
Youth project praised (ltr), Nov. 22, 1935, p.6
Mayor unveils plans for sale of Winston land, Nov. 29, 1935, p.1
Veterans’ exemption considered, Nov. 29, 1935, p.1
More money for managers, Nov. 29, 1935, p.1
Decision for the village (edit), Dec. 13, 1935, p.6
Winston proposal described, Dec. 20, 1935, p.1
Why honor only football? (ltr), Dec. 20, 1935, p.6
Village weighing measure to ease parking shortage, Dec. 27, 1935, p.1
Joint project: Heathcote sidewalk to be rebuilt, Jan. 3, 1986, p.1
Residents invited to recommend candidates for boards, councils, Jan. 10, 1986, p.1
Right way to go (on Winston property) (edit), Jan. 10, 1986, p.6
Boards and councils count (edit), Jan. 10, 1986, p.6
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan. 17, 1986, p.1
Veterans’ exemption: Village Board to hold hearing, Jan. 24, 1986, p.1
Don’t expect a miracle (edit), Jan. 24, 1986, p.6
Village says it will sell Winston land, Jan. 31, 1986, p.1
Parking plans, vets’ benefits debated; village approves two labor contracts, Jan. 31, 1986, p.1
Mayor sees planning as top priority (Progress Edition; photo), Jan. 31, 1986, p.23
Veterans benefit rejected; merchants’ parking approved, Feb. 11, 1986, p.1
Village will hire new deputy manager, Feb. 21, 1986, p.1
Judge Cedarbaum still waiting, Feb. 21, 1986, p.1
Winston sons seek to block sale of land, Feb. 28, 1986, p.1
Village, f iremen agree on contract, Feb. 28, 1986, p.1
Youth project’s backers fear loss of village support, Mar. 7, 1986, p.1
Fee setting law, Mar. 7, 1986, p.1
No decisions yet in Winston suits, Mar. 7, 1986, p.1
Trustees set hearing on downtown development, Mar. 7, 1986, p.1
Youth Services Project supported (ltr), Mar. 7, 1986, p.6
They say, tell it to the village (ltr), Mar. 7, 1986, p.6
Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar. 14, 1986, p.1
New deputy manager J. Cravy making return to town government (photo), Mar. 14, 1986, p.1
Hearing Tuesday on Divney plan for downtown, Mar. 22, 1986, p.1
PTA presses for street closing, Mar. 28, 1986, p.1
After 20 years in business, car rental may be legalized, Mar. 28, 1986, p.1
Desecration of Winston property) opposed (ltr), Mar. 28, 1986, p.6
Former mayor B. Johnson defends village on Winston (edit), Apr. 4, 1986, p.7
Greenacres residents argue pros, cons of closing (Huntington) Rd, Apr. 11, 1986, p.1
Bid for 17 acres (Winston Property) accepted, Apr. 11, 1986, p.1
Put (Divney) plan in context (edit), Apr. 19, 1986, p.6
Appellate court scolds village for plan to sell Winston gift, Apr. 25, 1986, p.1
Trustees OK car rental, budget, Apr. 25, 1986, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued

Parking fees, fines in village heading up, May 16, 1986, p.1
New trustee D. A. Shulman brings financial savvy to Village Board (photo), May 23, 1986, p.1
Repudiate privileged parking (ltr), May 23, 1986, p.6
Boulder Brook fighting for its life (photo p.15), Jun 6, 1986, p.1
Test ban topic, Jun 6, 1986, p.1
Planners shift focus to Heathcote corners, Jun 7, 1986, p.1
Legal barrier (to closing Huntington Ave), Jun 7, 1986, p.1
A legal alternative? (edit), Jun 7, 1986, p.6
Parking solution proposed (ltr), Jun 7, 1986, p.6
School, village plan to borrow, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Test ban endorsed; higher (parking) fees opposed, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Winston suit headed to trial, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Winston seeking federal aid in battle over land, Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Praise for board's action (ltr), Jun 20, 1986, p.6
Parking rate rising to 35 cents an hour, Jun 27, 1986, p.1
Pathway (on Griffin) decision expected soon (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.1
Winston trial put off, Jul 4, 1986, p.12
No laughing matter: raccoons, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Investment strategy, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Bond sale slated, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Garbage agreement, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Greenacres traffic to do about-face, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Village sued again, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Back to nature (center) campaign begins (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Hearings set, Aug 15, 1986, p.1
Boulder Brook back on the brink, Aug 15, 1986, p.1
Trustees seek changes at Heathcote corners, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Downtown plans advancing slowly, Aug 22, 1986, p.1
Special meeting Monday on school bond issue, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Project 'on track', Sep 19, 1986, p.1
More garbage, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Greenacres, Village Hall seek remedy to traffic ills, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
New laws proposed, Oct 10, 1986, p.1
Stiffer penalties, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
No argument, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
UA Columbia urges franchise extension, promises subscribers 77 channels, Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Pace of development stirs concerns here, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Later start, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Offer to house homeless here draws criticism, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Trustees postpone cable TV decision, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Two hearings set on DEIS (draft environmental impact statement), Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Land protection needed (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
A twisting road (edit), Dec 5, 1986, p.6
Ardsley's refusal to accept cable changes raises issues, Dec 5, 1986, p.13
Two Drake update, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Village OK's new cable TV pact, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Football heroes, Dec 19, 1986, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued

Hail to the chief (R White), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
He’s proud of village trustees (ltr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6
Trustees congratulated (ltr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6
Penn Central preparing new plan for downtown, Dec 31, 1986, p.1
Public hearing set on Divney proposal (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.1
She favors using the annex (ltr), Dec 31, 1986, p.6
Development curb, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Redistricting (of SCS’s 13 election districts), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Object lesson (edit), Jan 16, 1987, p.6
Downtown moratorium eyed; Penn Central has new plan (illus p 5’), Jan 20, 1987, p.1
Downtown plans; bond issue among highlights (photo; add photo p 19) (Progress Edition ‘87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Approval seen near for rental of 2 Drake to homeless family, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
Historic preservation law due for public hearing next month, Feb 20, 1987, p.1
Comprehensive moratorium now seems probable, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Board bars drinking in public; sets vote on shelter at 2 Drake, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Village Board okays lease of 2 Drake Road for homeless family, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Citizens debate preservation law, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Outstanding leadership (displayed by Village Board in 2 Drake issue) (ltr), Mar 20, 1987, p.6
High praise for departing (Village Board) officials (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.1
Few show interest in moratorium, budget, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Moratorium approved; consultants to be retained, May 1, 1987, p.1
Path on Griffen, May 15, 1987, p.1
Trustees order new master plan for downtown, May 29, 1987, p.1
No consents (on Central Taxi service), Jun 12, 1987, p.1
Riders rip taxi service at fare hearing (cont p 4), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
Tell it to the village (edit), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
Pool opening to teenagers 6 nights a week, Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Bold leadership (edit), Jul 17, 1987, p.6
Teens taking advantage of evening pool hours, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
Village ends year $156,000 in black, Aug 14, 1987, p.1
Historic preservation bill to be rewritten, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
Not giving up (on pool nights for teens) (edit), Sep 4, 1987, p.6
Larger moratorium (on downtown development)?, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Three (R Carozza, A Filarcia, F Acerbo) reappointed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Pool takes another step ahead; (Moratorium on downtown extended), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Eruv approved, Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Two new laws (regarding streams, kitchens in accessory buildings), Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Panel ponders effects here of Supreme Court ruling; Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Village considering law to bar new interior lots, Oct 30, 1987, p.1
Flag lot hearing, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Stop replacing windows (edit), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
Historically speaking; History made up of momentous events and myriads of trivia (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.4
(Village) Board delays vote on ‘flag lot’ ban, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Doing well by doing good (edit), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Downtown plan called ‘unfair’ (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued

Mayor E Seidman reports state of village (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Shelter renewal (for house at 2 Drake), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Trustees vote down Nynex base station, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
(2 Drake house's) Lease extended, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Elaine Schroeder finds time for a new challenge (as Village Trustee) (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
On to Phase II (of downtown planning), Feb 28, 1988, p.1
Consider two pool sites (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Downzoning sought, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Downtown planning, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Ban on (painters') torches, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Burglar alarm fees (raised), Mar 25, 1988, p.1
(H Goldberg as Master planner (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Saying so long (to H Goldberg) in silver (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.3

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-AD HOC COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION

SEE RAILROAD SERVICE

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-ELECTIONS

SEE ELECTIONS-SCS

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-FINANCE COMMITTEE

Village investment strategy backfires, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
Public budget preview presented by Village Ed Finance Com, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
More realistic budgeting planned for village, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Investment strategy: Village returns to more conservative approach, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Playing it safe (edit), Jul 12, 1985, p.6
Bond issue ahead?, Jul 26, 1985, p.1

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-YOUTH ADVISORY COUNCIL

Counselors team up to help young people (photo), May 10, 1985, p.1

VILLAGE CLUB-SCS

Citizens urged to vote Jan 22 (ltr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6
Village Club: 20 and growing (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
M Greenawalt to address Village Club on "Westchester 2000-What is SCS' role?" (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Pedestrian safety campaign gets underway, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Westchester 2000 project trying to help shape county's future, Mar 8, 1985, p.5
Trustees set limits on land coverage, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
SCS National Bank salutes Village Club of SCS (photo), Apr 19, 1985, p.22
High school costs draw groups' fire at budget hearing, May 3, 1985, p.1
Twenty years of achievement (edit), May 3, 1985, p.6
Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2
Here's to 20 years of village service (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.2
New school policy backed (ltr), Oct 25, 1985, p.6
Club given insight into arts at DHS, Dec 13, 1985, p.14
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Membership reached new peak as club marked 20th year (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.37
Parking, density raised at hearing on Divney plan, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Club eyes new role in Non Partisan System, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Village Club declines to fund Non-Partisan System, May 2, 1986, p.1
Broader support needed (edit), May 2, 1986, p.6
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VILLAGE CLUB-SCS continued

Parents protest revised program for the disabled, May 23, 1986, p.1
On financing the (Non-Partisan) System (ltr), May 30, 1986, p.6
Village Club elects T Seife president for '86-'87, June 6, 1986, p.4
School bond issue vote is Wednesday, Oct. 2, 1986, p.1
Garbage, drugs, education discussed, Dec. 12, 1986, p.1
Village Club calls for Non-Partisan changes, Dec. 12, 1986, p.1
End to unit meetings?, Jan. 9, 1987, p.1
Village Club's commitment is to the community (Progress Edition '87), Jan. 20, 1987, p.8
Few show interest in moratorium, budget, Apr. 17, 1987, p.1
Mirthful music-makers (photo; list), May 9, 1987, p.3
On teen drug-use, drinking and vandalism, Oct. 9, 1987, p.2
DuPont to tell community how to combat drug, alcohol threat, Oct. 16, 1987, p.3
Teens need action, not talk (ltr), Oct. 23, 1987, p.6
Responding to pleas, board (of ed) removes window moratorium, Dec. 19, 1987, p.1
College president Dr. M. Savage urges women not to forget their priorities, Dec. 18, 1987, p.5
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan. 15, 1988, p.1
Amendment to (Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan. 22, 1988, p.5
VILLAGE CLUB-SCS-NON-PARTISAN PROCEEDURES COMMITTEE
Amendment to (Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan. 22, 1988, p.5

VILLAGE CODE-SCS

After 20 years, Shell station owner D. Bittor told he's a violator, Jan. 18, 1985, p.2
Sheaesh, village still battling, Apr. 26, 1985, p.5
Board rejects car rental request, June 21, 1985, p.2
Hearing on Huntington, Oct. 21, 1986, p.1
Ten more ailes, Dec. 31, 1986, p.1
Village officials given raises; (Four laws passed), Jan. 16, 1987, p.1
Village considering law to bar new interior lots, Oct. 30, 1987, p.1
Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov. 27, 1987, p.1
(Village) Board delays vote on 'flag lot' ban, Dec. 18, 1987, p.1
Village bans flag lots, Jan. 15, 1988, p.1

VILLAGE COURT-SCS

SEE COURTS-SCS

VILLAGE FOR EDUCATION

SEE SCs FOUNDATION FUTURES PROGRAM

VILLAGE JUSTICE

SEE COURTS-SCS

VILLAGE REPORT (NEWSLETTER)

Editor emeritus: B. Finney (edt), Mar. 4, 1988, p.6
Thank you Burnham Finney (ltr), Mar. 4, 1988, p.6

VILLAGE VOICES-SCS

A chorus line (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.1
Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2
Village Voices spare no targets (photo; list), May 9, 1986, p.3
Mirthful music-makers (photo; list), May 9, 1987, p.3

VILLORESI, RICKI

R Villoresi joins staff of Reid & Herman Inc (photo), Jan. 25, 1985, p.2

VINCENT, ELIJAH

Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Popham House (photo), Nov. 14, 1986, p.5
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VINCENT, GILBERT
Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Popham House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5

VINCENT, GILBERT JR
Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Popham House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5

VIOLA, DEBRA
Superintendent reports on 'high school of excellence', Jun 28, 1985, p.11

VIOLINS
SEE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

VISCEGLIE, DANIEL (AU)
Rave review for school show (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6

VISIONS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Local volunteers are cited, Mar 11, 1986, p.6

VISSIO, NICK
A little guy (D Raizen) patents a niche in a big market (photo), Mar 4, 1986, p.6

VITALONE, FRANK
F Vitalone promoted to postmaster, Dobbs Ferry, Mar 8, 1985, p.4

VITULLI, ANTHONY
County prints Playland album, Jul 26, 1985, p.4

VIVIAN, CATHY
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.12

VIZIOLI, LOUIS
Planning Board proposes new town zoning category, Jan 21, 1986, p.11

VOEDE, JO (AU)
Planning can lead to happy retirement (edit), Jul 25, 1986, p.7

VOGEL, AMELIA
Candidates named for (school board) nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

VOGEL, ANDY
Models meet seniors for charity (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.18

VOGEL, JENNIFER
Hail to the champions... (Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1982, p.2

VOGEL, JOHN
Retired exec J Vogel named to IESC, Oct 18, 1985, p.10

VOGEL, JOHN (AU)
Doing good through good business (edit), Jun 12, 1986, p.7

VOGEL, AMALIA
School board nominees to be elected, Jan 15, 1986, p.1

VOGEL, DAN
Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1986, p.9

VOGT, HAROLD
(Westchester) Chamber (of Commerce) elects leaders for 1988, Dec 18, 1987, p.15

VOGT, ROGER (AU)
Dangers near the station (ltr), Feb 6, 1987, p.6

VOHNOUT, TERESA
Scs creche returns (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.1

VOLLEYBALL
Beat Arlington (edit), Nov 20, 1987, p.5

VOLPE, GREG
Election libel suit threats remain, Nov 13, 1987, p.14

VOLLHER, KYLA (AU)
How to live without TV (GBH fifth graders' reports), May 22, 1987, p.7
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VOLUNTEER SERVICE BUREAU OF UNITED WAY

Opportunities for volunteers are many, Oct 2, 1987, p.5

VOLUNTEER SERVICE BUREAU OF WESTCHESTER

Local residents in running for Volunteer of Year award, Mar 22, 1985, p.9
A Altholzi, organizer of Safe Rides, cited for work, Mar 29, 1985, p.11
Credit (for EMT Safe Rides program) should be shared (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6

VOLUNTEER WORKERS

Volunteers M Manley and M Clevenger cited, Apr 19, 1985, p.4
Volunteer R Loeb honored, May 17, 1985, p.4
Ambulance Corps members honored for voluntarism, May 17, 1985, p.12
White Plains Hospital honors volunteers, May 24, 1985, p.2
Red Cross honors loyal volunteers, May 24, 1985, p.2
SVAC member J Mencher honored, May 24, 1985, p.8
Community service award (to M Miller), May 31, 1985, p.10
They're appreciated (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.14
SHS student volunteers honored (list), Jun 14, 1985, p.14
St Agnes recognizes volunteers (list), Jun 21, 1985, p.2

St Everard E Pfoersheimer elected VP of service agency, Jun 21, 1985, p.13

Hospital honors top teen volunteers (photo), Oct 4, 1985, p.5
St Agnes cites its volunteers (list), Oct 31, 1985, p.5
Royal honor for volunteer M Owen (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.2
See that you are included (ltr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6
Easter Seal volunteer M Doescher honored, Dec 27, 1985, p.4
Volunteers' dedication (at School Bd Noma Co election) cited (ltr), Feb 7, 1986, p.5

Volunteer A Gold rewarded (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.3
Volunteers-their reasons for bucking trend (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.2

EMT grad A Crystal liking Senegal (photo), Sep 19, 1986, p.11

St Agnes honors young volunteers (list), Nov 7, 1986, p.4
Sensitive story (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
Top volunteer: M Almeida (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.26
Super server: E Lee (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.8

Local groups nominated for top volunteer, Mar 6, 1987, p.2

Local people are honored by Red Cross (list), May 8, 1987, p.4
No volunteers, no SVAC (edit), May 22, 1987, p.6

Always a helping hand: R Herzog honored (photo), May 22, 1987, p.8

Scarsdalians E Simon, E Blue, L Heilbrun honored, Jun 12, 1987, p.2
Teenage volunteer: S Slotnick (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.4
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VOLUNTEER WORKERS continued
Hospital volunteer S Teskin honed, Aug 14, 1987, p.5
Opportunities for volunteers are many, Oct 2, 1987, p.5
Volunteer: M P Gillin (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.16
American Legion to honor Geno Altieri, Feb 5, 1988, p.5
SEE ALSO VOLUNTEER SERVICE BUREAU OF WESTCHESTER

VOLUNTEER WORKERS-AWARDS
Local volunteers are cited, Mar 11, 1988, p.6
(Cystic Fibrosis) Foundation cites local volunteer S Merksamer, Mar 11, 1988, p.9

VON ANCKEN, ERIK
Ringing in Christmas (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.29

VON ANCKEN, EVA-LISA
Ringing in Christmas (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.29

VON ANCKEN, HANS
Path on Griffen, May 15, 1987, p.1
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-50th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

VON ANCKEN, HANS (AU)
Insignificant event: Brauner unnecessarily slandered by rape article (ltr), Mar 22, 1986, p.6
Thoughts on Greenacres traffic (ltr), May 9, 1986, p.6

VONICK, AMINE (AU)
Unforgettable day for seniors (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6

VORPERIAN, JOHN
J Vorperian named Jaycees Outstanding Young Man, 1984, Jan 11, 1985, p.5
Naeed to council: J Vorperian (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.23
Ripon society picks local man J M Vorperian, Aug 15, 1986, p.5
J Vorperian named chairman of GOP Ripon Society (photo), Nov 26, 1987, p.9

VORPERIAN, JOHN (AU)
A winning idea from Burrows (ltr), Apr 12, 1985, p.6
The whole world is watching (edit), Feb 21, 1986, p.7
In the spirit of fair play (ltr), Apr 18, 1986, p.6
Past cannot be forgotten (ltr), Jun 7, 1986, p.6
Remember safety first (ltr), Oct 3, 1986, p.6
Revolutionary idea (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
Dangerous intersection (at Crane Rd and Bronx River Parkway) (ltr), Feb 27, 1987, p.6
Strong ethics law needed (ltr), May 8, 1987, p.6
Iran-Iraq is 'not the US' war (ltr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6

VOSS, JOHN
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Selected strings (photo), Feb 6, 1987, p.16
Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

VOTER REGISTRATION
They'll be voting in November (photo), Mar 7, 1986, p.5
Signing up to vote (photo), May 8, 1987, p.10
Budget process (for EHT Bd of Ed) already underway, Oct 16, 1987, p.11
Rites of citizenship (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

VOTING
Challenge to the Town Club (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
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VOYAGES AND TRAVELS
Elementary students meet Rs voyager N Baker, Oct 24, 1986, p.16
SEE ALSO TRAVEL

WACHMAN, SANDY
New members of SCS Synagogue-Trezont Temple (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.14

WACHMAN, JULIETTE

WACHT, ANDREW
They ain't misbehavin' since she came along (photo), May 31, 1985, p.6

WACHT, ELAINE
They ain't misbehavin' since she came along (photo), May 31, 1985, p.6

WACHTEL, JACK
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolman 40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

WADA, MANABU
Learning the system (at library) (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.10

WAGDA, GLORIA (AU)
New bull market? Sure sounds like it (Business), Mar 1, 1985, p.14

WAGES AND SALARIES
SEE ENPLOYEES-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES, EMPLOYEES-EDU-WAGES AND SALARIES, TEACHERS-EDU-WAGES AND SALARIES, TEACHERS-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES, WOMEN-WAGES AND SALARIES

WAGNER, HELEN
Fox Meadow recalls medieval life (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.16

WAGNER, JULES
Everything's coming up apples (SCS Seniors' new apple cookbook released) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.3

WAGNER, MIKE
Tack House tavern opens, Dec 6, 1985, p.12

WAKABAYASHI, NOBU
Eight join (Hoff Barthelson) music school faculty, Oct 30, 1987, p.21

WALD, DAVID
Grads' gift is memorial to members (list), Jul 4, 1986, p.4

WALDMAN, LAWRENCE
Dennis to leave SHS for Long Island superintendent (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

WALDRUP, CAREY
Able assistance: C Waldrup sings at A O'Reurke's inauguration (photo), Jan 10, 1986, p.10

WALDRUP, CHIP
Love in bloom (photo), Feb 20, 1987, p.9
EHS sports and sportsmen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11
Graduation '87 was short and sweet for 11 seniors (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.11

WALTINSKY, JANE
Village urged to protect natural quality of Winston property, Mar 9, 1985, p.1
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Democratic dissent, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
Pathway (on Griffen) decision expected soon (photo), Jun 27, 1986, p.1

WALKER, MAMIE
Happy holidays from the PC (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.4

WALKER, NORMAN
HHS neighbors familiar with accused slayer R G Riverso II's threats, Feb 5, 1988, p.12

WALKER, PAULA
School board policy will be mix of old and new, Nov 14, 1986, p.11
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WALKER, SHEPHERD (DR)
Dr S Walker dies, Aug 16, 1985, p.10

WALKER, WESLEY
SCS to take on Jets in charity (basketball) game, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

WALKING
My 100-mile birthday party (edit), Jul 13, 1986, p.7
Walking with Abe, Nick and Ralph (edit), Dec 24, 1986, p.7
Doing the Tennessee walk (edit), Nov 26, 1987, p.7

WALKUP, JAMES JR (DR-AU)
Some thoughts on mortality (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.7

WALL, JOHN
Cable subscribers rate UA Columbia, Oct 10, 1986, p.1

WALL, JOHN (AU)
UA-Columbia called exploitive (ltr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6

WALL, JON
International pumpkin sale (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.3

WALLACE, ARTHUR
Vice president, A Wallace (photo), Nov 6, 1986, p.3

WALLACE, BRUCE
Border talks: Farley Rd-White Plains border beautification, Aug 30, 1985, p.1
Farley Road fence, Sep 20, 1987, p.1

WALLACE, CAROL
Former Scarsdalian C Wallace joins bagel company, May 31, 1985, p.9

WALLACE, CAROL
Former Scarsdalian C Wallace joins bagel company, May 31, 1985, p.9

WALLACE, KELLY
Village to seek court reversal of wetlands decision, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

WALLACE, MARCIA
M V Wallace dies, Sep 13, 1985, p.10

WALLACE, PHILIP
Ad agency proctes SCS resident P Wallace (photo), May 17, 1985, p.4
Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1

WALLACH, ARLEEN
College information (photo), May 2, 1986, p.20

WALLACH, BARBARA
Sixth grades may return to junior high school, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
SHS 86ers are happy with college choices (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.6
SHS fair conveys health realities, Nov 27, 1987, p.20
Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

WALLACH, CLIFF
Helping families cope is goal of local agency, Dec 13, 1985, p.8

WALLACH, CLIFFORD
SHS 86ers are happy with college choices (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.6

WALLACH, ELIZABETH
It's graduation day for SCS seniors, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
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WALLACH, ELIZABETH continued
SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo), Jun 26, 1985, p.1

WALLACH, LIZ
Sliding into summer (photo), Jul 5, 1985, p.1

WALLACH, LOU
Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p.2A, 2B; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

WALLACH, PAM
Pool opens tomorrow morning (photo), May 22, 1987, p.3

WALLACH, PANELA
SHS Bakers are happy with college choices (photo), Jan 9, 1997, p.5

WALLACH, SIDNEY
Wallach Jewelers renovation complete, Oct 31, 1985, p.20

WALLACH, TY
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p.16), Mar 18, 1998, p.1

WALLBAKE, THERESA VAN DEN
SEE VAN DEN WALLBAKE, THERESA

WALLE, ERIC (DP)
Planners say 13 houses can be built on Winston property, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Plan unveiled for Winston development, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
Would-be Winston developers must prepare impact statement, Oct 3, 1986, p.3

WALLENBERG, RAOUl
Bells of St James to honor R Wallenberg, Jan 11, 1985, p.10

WALLER, ALLEN
Former board presidents urge further inquiry into dispute (list), Aug 30, 1985, p.9
Fire district seeks bond issue for renovated MED, Apr 11, 1986, p.11

WALLS
Wall talk: Stumbling on buried treasure (illus) (Hose Supp), Apr 10, 1987, p.9

WALLS, JOHN
UA Columbia urges franchise extension, promises subscribers 77 channels, Nov 14, 1986, p.1

WALLS, LOUISE
L M Walls dies, Apr 18, 1986, p.18

WALS, AVIS
Greenacres parents and children are getting together with books (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.20

WALS, BOB
Greenacres parents and children are getting together with books (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.20

WALSH, BRIAN
Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renews window moratorium, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

WALSH, BRIAN (DR)
Battle continues to preserve windows, Dec 11, 1987, p.1

WALSH, GLENN
Let the good times roll (photo), Feb 14, 1986, p.2

WALSH, LINDA
Seely Place fifth graders meet the Headless Horseman face to face (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12

WALSH, MARJORIE
M Walsh dies, Jun 20, 1986, p.19

WALSH, MARK
Raiders lose in bowl; end season at 6-1 (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.1
Football heroes, Dec 19, 1988, p.1

WALSH, ROGER
Walsh named president of insurance company (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.5
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WALSH, ROGER continued
- Village insurance rates skyrocket, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
- Volunteers of Fire Company 1 buck the trend (photo; list; addl photo p.13), Jul 3, 1987, p.6

WALSH, THOMAS
- Village agrees to eliminate parking lot from Crossway plan, Mar 1, 1985, p.1

WALSH, WILLIAM
- Town officials' case against S Moundroukas looks doomed, Jan 8, 1988, p.9
- Judge W Walsh dismisses (edit) official's case (against S Moundroukas), Jan 15, 1988, p.10

WALTER, JANE MENCHER-
- SEE MENCHER-WALTER, JANE

WALTER, JILL
- Aesop lives at Heathcote (photo; list), May 30, 1986, p.16

WALTER, JOHN
- (P Feinglas, J. E. Walter) named to executive post (photo), Mar 4, 1986, p.4

WALTON, KENNETH
- K Walton dies, Jan 17, 1986, p.16

WAHBACH, VIRGINIA

WANG, DALE
- Fundraisers (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.9

WANG, JIMMY
- Kids saved by alert counselor M Kahn, Aug 15, 1986, p.1

WANG, LEE
- Kids saved by alert counselor M Kahn, Aug 15, 1986, p.1

WANG, TONY
- Woodlands Junior High math team to host interscholastic mathematics event (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12

WAPETUCK (INDIANS)
- Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus!), Apr 24, 1987, p.6

WAR
- Mark Twain on war and peace (edit), Nov 22, 1985, p.7

WARBURG, EDWARD
- The very rich ARE different (edit), Jan 25, 1985, p.7

WARC
- SEE WESTCHESTER ASSN FOR RETARDED CITIZENS

WARD, BEATRICE
- Children's Village gives award, elects leaders (list), Jul 12, 1985, p.12

WARD, CALEB
- Town on the trail of Crane Pond rats, May 23, 1986, p.11

WARD, DONALD
- D Ward dies, Aug 28, 1987, p.10

WARD, KEVIN
- Realty company names former SCS aan K W Ward a director (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.13

WARD, STEPHEN
- Company 2 (SCS Volunteer Fire Dept) names new leadership (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.2

WARD, TRINA
- Students see many faces of America (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.7

WARE, JOHN
- (J. Ware's) sails are powered by 'nature's fire' (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.6
- Just for the record (ltr), Apr 24, 1987, p.6
- And now the rest of the story, Apr 24, 1987, p.6
WARE, MOLLY

There's trouble at home for SCS'native sport (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.5
(3 Ware's sails are powered by 'nature's fire' (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.6

WARE, MOLLY (AU)

Just for the record (ltr), Apr 24, 1987, p.6

WARE, STEVE

Congressional interns (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.14

WARE, TIMOTHY

Civilian T Ware praised for capturing suspect, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Salute (for T Ware) from the (police) chief (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

WARFIELD, JAMES

Parking, density raised at hearing on Divney plan, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
D Portman unveils revised zoning for downtown (map p 16), Apr 11, 1986, p.1

WARFORD, MALCOLM (REV)


WARMUS, CAROLYN

(EMT) Board (of Ed) ponders use of school facilities by outside groups, Jul 17, 1987, p.9
New faces (on EMT teaching staff) (photo), Sep 19, 1987, p.11

WARNER, LYNN

Teen center near reality, Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Student aid to cancer fund drive (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.15
Leaving SCS High behind, five new graduates reminisce (Graduation '87 Supp), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

WARNKEN, MARK

For history's sake (photo), May 8, 1987, p.4

WARNKEN, PATRICIA

High school costs draw groups' fire at budget hearing, May 3, 1985, p.1
Singers, senators honor Village Club (photo; list), May 10, 1985, p.2
After 20 years in business, car rental may be legalized, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Parking, density raised at hearing on Divney plan, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Village budget gets friendly reception (chart p19), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Club eyes new role in Non Partisan System, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Steinkaap & Britton names P Warnken salesperson (photo), Apr 10, 1987, p.4

WARNKEN, PATRICIA (AU)

Citizens urged to vote Jan 22 (ltr), Jan 18, 1985, p.6

WARNKEN, WAYNE

Pool backers make pitch, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
For history's sake (photo), May 8, 1997, p.4
Three (W Warnken, S Haller, A Berman) pedal coast to coast for charity, Sep 4, 1987, p.1

WARNKEN, WAYNE JR (AU)

He's riding for Bike Aid (ltr), Feb 27, 1987, p.6

WARREN, DICK

Company 2 (Scs Volunteer Fire Dept) names new leadership (list), Apr 11, 1986, p.2

WARREN, IRMA

I B Warren dies, Jun 5, 1987, p.20

WARSZAW (POLAND)

Warsaw, 'a hollowness about it all... (edit), May 2, 1986, p.7

WARTHEN, CHRISTINA

Funny faces (photo), Sep 6, 1985, p.1

WARTHEN, LIZ

Santa's ghost writers (photo), Dec 19, 1986, p.5
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WARTHEN, SARAH
P. McDermott, S. Warthen added to Historical Society staff (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.5

WASCH, EVAN (AU)
See you in 1990 (ltr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6

WASCH, RICH (AU)
See you in 1990 (ltr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6

WASCH, SANDI
Teacher's pet? (photo), Jan 24, 1986, p.15

WASCH, SANDI (AU)
Nuclear weapons: Never again (ltr), Aug 3, 1985, p.6
Arms race most important issue (ltr), Oct 25, 1985, p.6
See you in 1990 (ltr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6

WASCH, SARAH (AU)
See you in 1990 (ltr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6

WASHBURN, NANCY (AU)
Thanks to the (SCS) school board (ltr), May 2, 1986, p.6

WASHBURN, PHILLIP (REV)
Effort launched to combat hunger (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.1
Can you be for sin? (edit), Nov 29, 1985, p.7
Minister Rev P. S. Washburn writes and directs play (photo; list), Jun 6, 1986, p.14
Growing up in SCS discussed, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Nine without hoes find shelter for a night in SCS church (photo, addl photo p 19), Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Despite concerns, IJM giving shelter, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
At Baptist installation (of Rev J. Morrison) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.14

WASHBURN, PHILLIP (REV-AU)
Tis the season...(edit), Dec 27, 1985, p.7
On 'pop' humanitarianism (edit), Jun 6, 1986, p.7
On giving sanctuary (edit), Aug 15, 1986, p.7
Why not some 'hesed' (edit), Sep 5, 1986, p.7
Can 'making it' shield you? (edit), Dec 12, 1986, p.7
He's proud of village trustees (ltr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6
Not enough to 'look good' (edit), Apr 10, 1987, p.7
A reason for Thanksgiving (edit), Nov 27, 1987, p.7

WASHBURN, STUART (REV)
Effort launched to combat hunger (photo), Mar 22, 1985, p.1

WASHINGTON, GARRETT
Last-minute heroics give SHS league title; bowl game tomorrow (photo; addl photo p 16), Nov 20, 1987, p.1

WASHINGTON, GEORGE
Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Paphas House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5
Correction: R.R. Livingston, not R. Morris held Bible for Washington at inauguration, Dec 31, 1986, p.5
Historically speaking: SCS's monuments (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.2

WASICZKO, DENNIS
Bradford fire still unexplained (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.3

WASSERMAN, (MRS E) (AU)
On the homeless situation (ltr), Dec 31, 1986, p.6

WASSERMAN, DAVE
SHS basketball team reaches finals in Sec 1 Class A-2 tournament (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1

WASSERMAN, RENATA
Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1
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WASSERMAN, RICHARD (AU)
Being able to type helps (edit), Sep 19, 1986, p.7

WASSON, LINDA

WASTE DISPOSAL
Legislator A Hochberg warns of subsidy (ltr), Jan 25, 1985, p.5
Waste disposal is key county issue (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.23
Residents urge O'Rourke to improve maintenance along BRP, discuss other issues at town meeting, Feb 8, 1985, p.5
A Hochberg focusing attention on county's failure to collect payment for refuse facility (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.1
Collection not guaranteed, says A Hochberg of garbage policy, Feb 22, 1985, p.3
What price disposal?: County's approach to refuse disposal shocking (edit), Feb 22, 1985, p.6
Garbage tax rate soars, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
Observations from the Caribbean on Westchester's garbage project (edit), Jan 17, 1986, p.7
Attorney general D Backrach tells county to abandon private carters' pact, Jan 13, 1986, p.3
SCS asked to cut down on flow of garbage, Jul 11, 1986, p.1
Garbage agreement, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
Hochberg opposes disposal subsidy, Jul 25, 1986, p.4
Hochberg asks DA for findings, Aug 1, 1986, p.3
More garbage, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
The blundering continues (edit), Oct 24, 1986, p.5
County budget would raise taxes by 20 percent, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Board undecided on trash issue, Nov 28, 1986, p.10
Garbage, drugs, education discussed, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
(EHT) High school to cart its refuse, Jan 16, 1987, p.11
Housing crisis heads county agenda (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Pearlman to leave (EHS), Feb 27, 1987, p.9
Garbage ban as collector (ltr), Mar 6, 1987, p.6
Rounding rules, May 1, 1987, p.1
Homeless crisis topic at hearing on (county) budget, Dec 19, 1987, p.1
After cuts, (County) Board of Legislators OK's $847M county budget, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
SEE ALSO TOXIC WASTE

WATANABE, SOSEI
You can make it, you can learn it (photo) (Lifelong Learning Supp), Aug 14, 1987, p.6

WATANABE, HENRY
Together again: H Watanabe, M. Noda open Noda's Japanese restaurant (photo), Apr 19, 1986, p.16

WATANABE, MASAHIRO
Woodlands Junior High math team to host interscholastic mathematics event (photo), Jan 27, 1988, p.12

WATER
Drought effect: discolored tap water, May 10, 1985, p.1
Village undertaking host of summer projects (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Firma wins contract for water system improvements (in GBNH), Aug 22, 1986, p.9

WATER CONSERVATION
Water conservation, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Water restrictors required in showers; available free from Westchester County, Jul 19, 1985, p.3
That was a shortage! (edit), Nov 29, 1985, p.7
O'Rourke calls off emergency measures, Dec 6, 1985, p.4
Hochberg urges water meters in NYC, Dec 27, 1985, p.2
SEE ALSO DROUGHT EMERGENCY-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

WATER DEPT-SBH
Laying of water main under way, Oct 24, 1986, p.11
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WATER DEPT-SCS
- Remembering the Macris (ltr), Mar 15, 1985, p.6
- Top water savers, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
- Spring cleaning, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
- Spring colors, Mar 27, 1987, p.1

WATER POLLUTION
- Acid rain threatens Westchester (edit), Jul 19, 1985, p.7
- Oil distributor is charged with illegal dumping, Dec 13, 1985, p.1

The brown algae are coming (edit), Oct 23, 1987, p.7

WATER SHORTAGE

SEE DROUGHT EMERGENCY-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

WATER, SYLVIA VAN DE
SEE VAN DE WATER, SYLVIA

WATRA, FRANK (AU)
- Setting the record straight (edit), Jan 25, 1985, p.7

WATSON, AVIS
- After 20 years, Shell station owner D Bitton told he's a violator, Jan 18, 1985, p.2
- Thanks from bank's president (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
- Let kids watch parents vote (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
- Tightening up on parking parasita, Dec 13, 1985, p.1
- After 20 years in business, car rental may be legalized, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
- Calendar is major effort (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
- Redistricting of SCS's 18 election districts, Jan 16, 1987, p.1
- Scouts get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 2), Feb 27, 1987, p.1
- Board (of Appeals) says no to pool lights, Jan 19, 1987, p.5
- Bank is grateful to all (ltr), Sep 4, 1987, p.6
- Avis Watson to retire (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.1
- She (A Watson) will be missed (ltr), Dec 31, 1987, p.6
- Farewell party (for A Watson) (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.3

WATSON, CATHERINE
- Teachers get 6.5% increase, Sep 12, 1986, p.13

WATSON, DENIS
- Sports greats team up for Easter Seals (photo; list), Sep 12, 1986, p.14

WATSON, JOHN
- Residents consider fire board's proposal at public hearing, Jun 6, 1986, p.11

WATT, JAMES
- (Village) Board delays vote on 'flag lot' ban, Dec 18, 1987, p.1

WATTLETON, FAYE
- Phi Beta Kappa active (ltr), May 30, 1986, p.6

WATTLETON, FAYE (AU)
- US on course to catastrophe (edit), May 9, 1986, p.7

WATTS, JENNIFER
- Volunteers can help child with Down syndrome (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.6
- Edgemood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

WATTS, LILLIAN
- L C Watts dies, Aug 23, 1985, p.10

WAX, AUDREY
- New plan sends all sixth graders to junior high, Jan 24, 1986, p.1

WAX, AUDREY (AU)
- Against the open campus (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6
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WAY, AUDREY (AU) continued
Sensitivity of Bd of Ed appreciated (ltr), Jan 17, 1986, p.6

WAY, ROBERT (AU)
Against the open campus (ltr), Feb 1, 1985, p.6

WAIMAN, GEFFREY
GTOP entering fifth year in operation, Nov 13, 1987, p.13

WAYNE, CHRISTINE
An intra-aural activity (photo), May 22, 1987, p.16

WAYSIDE COTTAGE
Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6
Wayside Cottage restoration project planned (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.21
Historic buildings here to host architectural heritage celebration (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.9
Party aids historic Wayside (Cottage) (list), Jul 25, 1986, p.8
Historically speaking: Crawford-Morris House related to Popham House (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.5
Digging up history (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.3
Historically speaking: Treasures in Village Hall, SCS Library (illus), Apr 24, 1987, p.6

WCISIS
SEE WESTCHESTER COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES INFO SYS

WCVOA
SEE WESTCHESTER COUNTY VILLAGE OFFICIALS ASSN

WEALE, ROSS
Leaders of the pact—against cystic fibrosis (photo), May 10, 1985, p.3

WEAPONS
Police to use new weapon; also considering stun guns, May 24, 1985, p.3
SEE ALSO STUN GUNS, FIREARMS

WEATHER
Observing SCS's weather with a birdhouse and milk can, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

WEATHER FORECASTING
Despite rain, Tuesday was sunny for fourth, fifth graders at Seely (Weatherman Mr G visits) (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.15

WEAVER, WARREN
Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

WEBB, ARTHUR
Advent of group homes to permit closing of county institution in 1983, Dec 24, 1986, p.4

WEBB, KEMPTON (AU)
American culture is ignorant... (edit), Oct 31, 1986, p.7

WEBBER, GEORGE (DR-AU)

WEBEL, GEORGIANNA
G L Webel dies, Sep 26, 1986, p.19

WEBEL, HENRY
Five to recall old SCS (photo), Feb 27, 1987, p.5
From a slum to the Sorbonne: "A dream come true" (photo), Jun 12, 1987, p.6

WEBER, CALVIN
Attorney general D Backrach tells county to abandon private carters' pact, Jun 13, 1986, p.3

WEBER, DORIS
D Weber dies, Jan 24, 1986, p.16

WEBER, JOAN (DR)
No incentive (for Bd of Ed to use retirement incentive program), Apr 19, 1985, p.1
Sixth grades may return to junior high school, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
School board wraps up season (list), Jun 20, 1986, p.1
WEBER, JOAN (DR) continued
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1
School board okay two labor contracts, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 23, 1987, p.1
Soaring health insurance rates may cost schools $1.5 million, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
(SCS School) District seeking solution to health-insurance crisis, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcome Dr R Hirschough, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
WEBER, MAYA
Two East HS seniors awarded Merit Scholarships, Apr 26, 1986, p.14
WEBER, RICHARD
SCS an S Green cited as Volunteer of the Year, Apr 17, 1985, p.2
Disappearance of band explained (ltr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6
WEBER, RICHARD (AU)
Report from the Ashokan Desert (ltr), May 3, 1985, p.6
Remembrance of marching bands past: College days (edit), Oct 10, 1986, p.7
WECHSLER, ALLAN
GBH kill undertake the repair of Crane Pond, Sep 6, 1985, p.11
Resident Al Weissler promoted (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.10
WECHSLER, DAVID
Pointers from a pro (photo), Apr 18, 1986, p.11
WEDDINGS
Old-fashioned wedding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.3
1986 Wedding Guide (12-p suppl), Mar 7, 1986,
1987 Wedding (12p Suppl), Feb 12, 1987,
All in the (Knaplund) family (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.2
Wedding Showcase (12-p Suppl) (illus: photo), Feb 12, 1988
WEI, JANE
Real estate firm honors producers A Hillan, L Kalb, D Serenson, J Wei, Feb 19, 1983, p.2
Century 21 Wolff honors 5 employees, Mar 18, 1988, p.9
WEI, JUIN, XUE
SEE XUE WEI-XIN
WEIDNER, EUNICE
Hitchcock vows to rise from ashes (photo; addl photo p 16), Jun 13, 1986, p.1
WEIGOLD, MARILYN (DR)
Historical Society leaders chosen (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.4
WEIGOLD, MARILYN (CH-AU)
Westchester: preserving an illusion (edit), Jan 31, 1986, p.7
WEIL, ESTHER
Erection of gazebo in Chase Park suggested, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
WEIL, JIMMY
Some like it cold: Weil family practice hockey fundamentals (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
WEIL, JUDY
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Suppl), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
WEIL, MANDY
Bicentennial bash (photo), Sep 18, 1987, p.12
Some like it cold: Weil family practice hockey fundamentals (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
WEIL, MARC
Some like it cold: Weil family practice hockey fundamentals (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
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WEIL, NORMAN
  Erection of gazebo in Chase Park suggested, Mar 1, 1985, p.1

WEIL, WARREN
  Residents put fire board in the hot seat, Sep 12, 1986, p.13

WEILAND KAO, JENNY
  SEE KAO, JENNY

WEIL, PENNY
  In reality, P Weil (photo), Dec 19, 1985, p.16

WEILL, JANE
  Still no decision from ZBH on satellite dish antenna, Dec 27, 1985, p.11
  Town officials' case against S Moundroukas looks doomed, Jan 6, 1986, p.9
  Judge W Walsh dismisses ZBH officials' case (against S Moundroukas), Jan 15, 1986, p.10

WEIN, JOE
  "Comfort" and "distress" are fashion watchwords this fall (photo) (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.7

WEINBERGER NATURE CENTER
  Historically speaking: SCE's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6
  A chance to get closer to nature (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.3
  Back to nature (center) campaign begins (photo), Aug 9, 1986, p.1
  SCE sanctuary (edit), Aug 9, 1986, p.6
  Join us at the Nature Center (ltr), Oct 31, 1986, p.6
  Enthusiasm for nature (ltr), Nov 22, 1986, p.6
  Nature Center preparing to reopen (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.3
  Bird of prey (photo), May 1, 1987, p.2
  Youngsters from Quaker Ridge School read poetry on nature at rededication of Weinberg Center (photo), May 22, 1987, p.5
  Snake's alive! (photo), May 22, 1987, p.15
  Historically speaking: Additional acounts in SCE (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.6

WEINBERG, CHARLES
  Grand opening celebrated for 22 Saw Mill River Rd, Hawthorne (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.14
  Gift of beauty (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.17
  Leading builder C L Weinberg named to board of hospital (photo), May 6, 1987, p.4

WEINBERG, HAL
  Two patrolmen hired, Jan 31, 1986, p.3
  Finest's new finery (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.1
  SCE Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1986, p.26

WEINBERG, JEANNE
  Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1

WEINBERG, LINDA
  Misplaced sense of sin (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6
  Praise for Bandwagon (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6

WEINBERG, LINDA (AU)
  She's not on Bandwagon (ltr), Nov 7, 1986, p.6

WEINBERG, MICHAEL
  Conservative takeover fails in EBH's primary test, Sep 12, 1986, p.12
  YD&W elects Weinberg, Chonigian, Mar 13, 1987, p.11

WEINBERG, SHARON
  Seat belts on school buses called for here, Apr 18, 1986, p.1
  School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3
  Because of redistricting, four (B Hudgins, R Bolden, L Mercein, J Steger) must resign from SBNC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3

WEINBERG, SOL
  Boulder Brook auctioned off, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
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WEINBERG, STEVEN
Problea (with Library Board, Village Board) eliminated, Aug 23, 1985, p.1
Contest or not, Citizens’ Party promises to run active campaign, Jan 21, 1986, p.2
SCS voters stay home (photo), Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Panelists probe planning issues (list), May 30, 1986, p.1
Town Club to discuss indoor pool, downtown (photo), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Citizens debate preservation law, Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Coming attractions (Library to lend videotapes), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
Committee formed to pick Bowl winner, Oct 9, 1987, p.5
Library posts guard to curb disruptions, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.22

WEINBERG, STUART (AU)
Poor timing charged (ltr), Mar 3, 1985, p.6
Police, please take notice (ltr), Mar 20, 1987, p.6

WEINBERG, TIMMY
Gualey retires from ZBA (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.11

WEINBERG, WILHELM
Historically speaking: SCS’s acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6
Back to nature (center) campaign begins (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.1

WEINBLATT, LENORA
EMT board criticized (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6

WEINBLATT, NORA
Board considers changes for gifted and first graders, May 31, 1985, p.11
Board calls special meeting to vote on new superintendent, Jun 14, 1985, p.11

WEINER, DINA
It was a Family (Counseling) Affair (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.4

WEINER, ELIZABETH
In college post: E S Weiner, Jun 27, 1986, p.2

WEINER, KAREN
K A Weiner gets promotion at bank, Jan 25, 1985, p.15

WEINER, MELISSA
Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

WEINER, NORMAN
It was a Family (Counseling) Affair (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.4

WEINER, SCOTT
Trapp Opticians add new store, May 2, 1986, p.14

WEINERMAN, LEO
(Greenville Community) Council accuses town of lagging on safety issues in EMT, Oct 9, 1987, p.13
Budget process (for EMT Bd of Ed) already underway, Oct 16, 1987, p.11

WEINERMAN, LEWIS
Central Ave focus of Greenville Com Coun meeting, Sep 13, 1985, p.11
GCC approves proposed nominating changes, Feb 7, 1986, p.11
Vote on nominating proposal is put off, Mar 7, 1986, p.11
Board appointment sparks criticism from EHS faculty, Mar 28, 1986, p.11
Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board’s decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11
Residents put fire board in the hot seat, Sep 12, 1986, p.13
Town traffic unit again looking at Ardsley-Fort Hill crossing, Jan 9, 1987, p.11

WEINERT, DONALD
Tooley addresses engineers, Apr 10, 1987, p.3
WEINGARDT, KENNETH
Scouts meet county executive (photo), Feb 2, 1935, p.11
Scouts honored (photo; list), May 30, 1936, p.11

WEINGARDT, KYLE

WEINGARTEN, RICHARD
Ready for the grand campaign (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.11

WEINGARTEN, RITA
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

WEINHEIM, ED
EMT teachers study in summer, Jul 25, 1935, p.9
High marks for EMT writing program, Feb 13, 1937, p.11

WEINREICH, ANDREW
Host with the most (photo), Jun 20, 1986, p.11

WEINREICH, HOWARD
Advisory committee reports on changes for the gifted, Sep 27, 1985, p.11
Draft policy on residence is subject of board meeting, Oct 11, 1985, p.11
Committee to review math in K-6, Feb 14, 1986, p.11
Tuthill to leave district; new business head named (photo), May 30, 1986, p.11
Sophomores will retain exemption from gym classes, Jun 13, 1986, p.11
Class of '86 bids EHS a fond adieu at graduation (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.9
Praise for Howard Weinreich (ltr), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
Unresponsiveness (by EMT Bd of Ed) charged, Jun 26, 1987, p.11

WEINSHIENK, RALPH
Oil distributor is charged with illegal dumping, Dec 13, 1985, p.1

WEINSTEIN, ARLENE SKLAR-
SEE SKLAR-WEINSTEIN, ARLENE

WEINSTEIN, BERNARD
Hochberg calls for medical center cuts, Dec 13, 1985, p.1

WEINSTEIN, BILLY
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

WEINSTEIN, HELEN
Women's caucus leader H E Weinstein to give Albany report (photo), May 1, 1987, p.1

WEINSTEIN, HELENE
Speaker H Weinstein reports on feminist lobby, May 15, 1987, p.3

WEINSTEIN, LEN
Staff changes (in EMT schools), Sep 4, 1987, p.11
EMT Teachers' Assn approves new health plan, Jan 29, 1988, p.11

WEINSTEIN, LEONARD
Credit (for EMT Safe Rides program) should be shared (ltr), Apr 26, 1985, p.6
EMT saferides group marks first year a success, May 24, 1985, p.11
Teacher L Weinstein taught, Aug 30, 1995, p.9
Latin teacher L A Weinstein appointed by College Board, Oct 3, 1986, p.10
L Weinstein again named to College Board Committee, Nov 6, 1987, p.12

WEINSTEIN, M (AUD)
Disgraceful antics (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6

WEINSTEIN, STANLEY
Firms elects S Weinstein chairma, Feb 6, 1987, p.24
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WEINSTOCK, LENORE
Eight join (Hoff Barthelson) music school faculty, Oct 30, 1987, p.21

WEINTRAUB, MRS NEIL
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: ‘In the Enchanted Forest’ (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

WEINTRAUB, NEIL (DR)
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital Holiday Ball: ‘In the Enchanted Forest’ (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.20

WEIR, DICK
A vanishing art (photo), Jun 5, 1987, p.17

WEIS, GERALD
Former resident G Weis elected by bank, Sep 13, 1985, p.24

WEISBARD, SALLY (AU)
The view from Eastchester (ltr), Jun 5, 1986, p.6

WEISBURGER, HELGA (AU)
Money is not a four-letter word (edit), Jan 16, 1987, p.7

WEISENBERG, ARTHUR
Looking back at the Adult School (edit), Feb 14, 1986, p.7

WEISHAUS, HOWARD
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

WEISKOPF, LESLIE
L Weiskopf elected Chairman of Board, SVAC, Mar 1, 1985, p.5
Sidewalk wanted (at Griffin and Mamaroneck), Nov 15, 1987, p.1

WEISMAN, DOUG
Junior League distributes trauma bags to help children caught in emergency (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.6
Youth nights at the pool expected to return, despite modest crowds (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.1

WEISS, ANITA
Outstanding (photo) (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.41

WEISS, BARBARA
BOCES project okayed, May 15, 1987, p.11
No change for now in (EHS) phys ed grading, Sep 25, 1987, p.13

WEISS, BONNIE
Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

WEISS, CAROLE
Advisory committee reports on changes for the gifted, Sep 27, 1985, p.11
Support for teacher J Coon fails to sway board’s decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11
A treat for teachers (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.10
Sophomores will retain exemption from GSA classes, Jun 13, 1986, p.11
Board okays program, Jun 27, 1986, p.11
New quarters for children’s center, Jul 25, 1986, p.9
(EMT) Board gets instruction update, Feb 6, 1987, p.11
Dvorkin is new (EMT) board (of Ed) president; new enrichment program adopted, Jul 3, 1987, p.9
Seely Place fifth graders meet the Headless Horseman face to, uh, face (photo), Oct 30, 1997, p.12

WEISS, DARA
23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

WEISS, DARA (AU)
Drug education called for (ltr), Jan 31, 1986, p.6

WEISS, DEBBIE
Time out (from prom) for a photo (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.10

WEISS, ELIZABETH
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21
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WEISS, ELLEN
Women's conference delegates report on meaning of Nairobi (photo p 21), Dec 13, 1985, p.1

WEISS, JACKIE
Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

WEISS, JILL
Marvelous musicians (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.18

WEISS, JOELLE
Sealer to lead board (photo p 6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Busy year ahead for school board, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

WEISS, LINDA
Crossing at Ross, Sep 6, 1995, p.1
Smashing victory for school budget, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Suppl, Aug 28, 1987, p.3
Candidates named for school board nominating committee, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

WEISS, LOIS (AU)
Wrong place for senior housing (ltr), Nov 6, 1985, p.6
One for the 'yenta-line' (ltr), Jun 7, 1986, p.6
Threat seen to Colonial Acres (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
Make police the best paid (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6

WEISS, MARK
Hearing held in bankruptcy case, Feb 1, 1985, p.11

WEISS, NORMAN (DR-AU)
Washington—the place to be (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.1

WEISSMAN, K. B
Riding club gets a reprieve, Aug 22, 1986, p.1

WEITZ, EILEEN
E Weitz dies, Dec 22, 1986, p.29

WEITZMAN, CAROL
Students pass state tests, Dec 3, 1986, p.11

WELFARE
SEE PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

WELLS, ISABEL
SCS Natl Bank salutes: Immaculate Heart of Mary parish celebrates Diamond Jubilee (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.32

WELLS, MARY
Students hear opera, Nov 15, 1985, p.11
Educational overtures (at Heathcote) (photo), Feb 1, 1986, p.15

WELSH, ANNE
Infoline points the way for people in trouble, Apr 17, 1987, p.4

WELSH, HAROLD (AU)
Lower age of accountability (ltr), Jul 16, 1987, p.5

WELTEN, JILL
A tasty geography lesson, Apr 1, 1988, p.13

WESTZ, NATHAN (AU)
Support for Congressman DioGuardi (ltr), May 31, 1985, p.6

WEMPLE, WILLIAM
High school costs draw groups' ire at budget hearing, May 3, 1985, p.1
Schools must keep pace (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
On schools' staffing (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
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WEMBLE, WILLIAM (AU)
- Futile appeal decried (ltr), Apr 5, 1985, p.6
- Schools seen as overstaffed (ltr), May 10, 1985, p.6
- Tax plan would help SCS (ltr), Jul 12, 1985, p.6
- Follow Larchmont's lead (prohibiting gardeners' noise) (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
- Overstaffing in schools (ltr), Oct 16, 1985, p.6
- Staffing figures analyzed (ltr), Nov 29, 1985, p.6
- Reform of tort law urged (ltr), Apr 11, 1985, p.6

WENDORF, ELAINE
- After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

WENDORF, ROBERT
- Erection of gazebo in Chase Park suggested, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
- After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

WENDLING, BARBARA
- Insurance problems blocking art display (photo p.8), Jun 28, 1985, p.1
- (Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

WENDLING, BARRY (DR)
- School board discusses AIDS, gifts policies, Dec 6, 1985, p.1
- (Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
- Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1989, p.1

WENZEL, JAMES
- Local priest, Rev S Sandberg, teacher, S Taylor, to visit Nicaragua, Jul 24, 1987, p.5

WENZEL, JIM
- SCS priest, Rev S Sandberg, teacher, S Taylor, condemn aid to contras (photo), Aug 29, 1987, p.1

WERBITT, JUDITH
- (Legal) Awareness (for White Plains elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

WERBLO, FREDERICK
- SCS and F M Werblow to chair Better Business Bureau, Nov 27, 1987, p.4

WERBLO, TONI
- Centennial Realty appoints six new sales associates (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.17
- Agency names T Werblow new sales exec (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.3

WERBOFF, ROBERT (DR)
- Four MD's join White Plains Hospital, Jan 3, 1986, p.2

WERDEN, ELIZABETH
- Students see many faces of America (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.7

WERNER, JON
- Fond farewell (photo), Jun 28, 1985, p.11
- Scrubs get inside view of their village (photo; list; addl photo p 21), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

WERNER, LUCY
- United Way goes over 90% of goal, Jan 25, 1985, p.5
- Local agencies get United Way grants (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.5
- United Way dinner fetes leaders (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.2
- SCS United Way exceeds campaign goal, May 9, 1986, p.4

WERTKIN, BRIAN
- Happy Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1989, p.1

WERTKIN, MARTIN (DR)
- SCS MD M Wertkin promoted to associate, Jan 3, 1986, p.5
- Chairman: Dr M G Wertkin (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.9

WERTKIN, MARTIN (DR-AU)
- Can't baseball just be for fun? (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
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WERTKIN, REBECCA
  SMS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

WERTKIN, SANDI
  PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Suppl.), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

WERTKIN, STEPHANIE
  Happy Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

WEST, AUGUST
  Models meet seniors for charity (photo), Dec 24, 1986, p.18

WEST, BARBARA
  Candidate W Grossman responds (litr.), Mar 2, 1985, p.6

WEST, BARBARA (AU)
  W Grossman's political ads called deception (litr.), Mar 4, 1985, p.6

WEST, JOSEPH
  Anatomy of a drunk-driving case: How the justice system doesn't work (photo), Aug 29, 1987, p.1
  Change of address (for Timothy Kelly), Sep 4, 1987, p.1

WEST, NANCY SIMS-
  SEE SIMS-WEST, NANCY, SIMS-WEST, NANCY

WEST, NANCY SIMS-
  SEE SIMS-WEST, NANCY, SIMS-WEST, NANCY

WEST, SAM
  Using natural setting to abet counseling: S West, Apr 3, 1987, p.16
  Board (of Ed) imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
  SCS called "outstanding" (litr.), Oct 16, 1987, p.16
  (SCS) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1

WEST, VICKI
  (Greenville) Fire district to tighten belt in response to insurance rate hike, Nov 13, 1987, p.15

WEST, VICTORIA
  Fire districts plan bargaining strategy, Aug 2, 1985, p.11
  Frauds bureau subpoenas data of S'ville fire district, Oct 17, 1986, p.11

WESTCARE
  SEE HOSPITALS

WESTCHESTER 2000
  M Greenawalt to address Village Club on "Westchester 2000-What is SCS' role?" (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1
  Westchester 2000 project trying to help shape county's future, Mar 2, 1985, p.5
  Westchester: preserving an illusion (edit), Jan 31, 1984, p.7
  " Eye on 2000" (D A Shulman appointed to board of Westchester 2000) (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.9
  O'Rourke honors Tooley, Schulman, Feb 19, 1988, p.8

WESTCHESTER ALLIANCE FOR JUVENILE, CRIMINAL JUSTICE
  (SCS Congregational) church to host Sunday award reception, Nov 13, 1987, p.4

WESTCHESTER AMATEUR RADIO ASSN
  Amateur radio operators elect 1985-86 leaders (litr.), Jul 5, 1985, p.4
  SCS aan D Grabel to lead amateur radio group (litr.), Aug 14, 1987, p.2
  Westchester Amateur Radio Assn donates books on ham radio to SCS Library (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.5

WESTCHESTER ART WORKSHOP
  SEE ART SCHOOLS

WESTCHESTER ARTIFICIAL KIDNEY CENTER
  S Hoffman Board member, Mar 11, 1988, p.4

WESTCHESTER ARTS FUND
  SEE FUND RAISING

WESTCHESTER ASSN FOR RETARDED CITIZENS
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 10, 1985, p.30
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WESTCHESTER ASSN FOR RETARDED CITIZENS continued
The sounds of caring (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.26
Assn for Retarded elects leaders (list), Jul 5, 1985, p.8
Association for Retarded honors P. Gerluff, SCS Bank (photo), Apr 11, 1986, p.26
WARC salutes SCS National Bank (photo), May 9, 1986, p.28
WARC elects SCS man, H. Dowd, president, Jun 20, 1986, p.3
WARC aide D. Coleman named, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
Re-elected: H. Dowd (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.5
Teenager J. Kessler honored for work with developmentally disabled (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.15

WESTCHESTER ASSN OF FAMILY AGENCIES
SCS leader G. Greene picked (as secretary, Westchester Assn of Family Agencies), Jul 24, 1987, p.2

WESTCHESTER BEAUTIFICATION COMMITTEE
(SCS to receive) Beautification award, Mar 4, 1988, p.5

WESTCHESTER CHILDREN'S ASSN
Director Dr. E. Moran appointed, Oct 31, 1985, p.9
Children's group elects L. Mark president, Jun 5, 1986, p.4

WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
Dr. S. J. Preiscio, V. M. Russo named to foundation's board, Apr 5, 1985, p.5

WESTCHESTER COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS
SEE COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS IN WESTCHESTER

WESTCHESTER COUNTY
J. A. Yoegel appointed WC Cty director of real estate, Feb 15, 1985, p.8
Parkland lease to be signed by SCS and WC cty, Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Westchester has poverty (edit), Apr 26, 1985, p.7
Why Westway threatens county (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6
Chief warns county it's taking chances (photo p 18), Nov 29, 1985, p.1
County should cooperate (edit), Nov 29, 1985, p.6
O'Rourke defends county (ltr), Dec 20, 1985, p.6
Observations from the Caribbean on Westchester's garbage project (edit), Jan 17, 1986, p.7
Westchester: preserving an illusion (edit), Jan 31, 1986, p.7
Taxes, homeless key county issues (Progress Edition; photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.23

WESTCHESTER COUNTY ASSN
Bock lists county's major employers, Sep 26, 1986, p.5
County association re-elects W. F. Olson chairman, Aug 7, 1987, p.9
Homeless crisis topic at hearing on (county) budget, Dec 19, 1987, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BAR ASSN
Lawyers group elects leaders, Apr 5, 1985, p.2

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF ELECTIONS
SEE BOARD OF ELECTIONS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
Housing crisis heads county agenda (Progress Edition '87), Jan 20, 1987, p.1
County okays lease (on 2 Drake), Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Drug treatment resolution passes; Jun 26, 1987, p.3
Hochberg urges board to oversee justice system, Aug 20, 1987, p.2
(Westchester County) Board of Legislators has message for Gorbachev, Dec 11, 1987, p.2
Homeless crisis topic at hearing on (county) budget, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
After cuts, (County) Board of Legislators OK's $847M county budget, Dec 24, 1987, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS
Record year in real estate (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18
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WESTCHESTER COUNTY CENTER (BUILDING)
Keeping "h" out of Greenburg for County Center Building facade, Sep 18, 1987, p.11

WESTCHESTER COUNTY CHARTER
O'Rourke appoints 2 Scarsdalians, E M Stock and D A Shulean, Jan 23, 1987, p.2

WESTCHESTER COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES INFO SYS
New directory lists community services, Jan 24, 1986, p.5

WESTCHESTER COUNTY DEPT OF CIVIL SERVICE
County to rule on legality of assistant chief's appointment, Aug 23, 1987, p.9

WESTCHESTER COUNTY DEPT OF PARKS, RECREATION

WESTCHESTER COUNTY DEPT OF PLANNING

WESTCHESTER COUNTY DEPT OF PROBATION
The drunken-driving case: two views (ltrs), Sep 19, 1987, p.6

WESTCHESTER COUNTY DEPT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
Board bars drinking in public; sets vote on shelter at 2 Drake, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Shelter renewal (for house at 2 Drake), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY ETHICAL HUMANIST SOCIETY
Downzoning sought, Mar 19, 1988, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS
C Dewhurst cited Woman of the Year, Jan 17, 1986, p.10

WESTCHESTER COUNTY OFFICE FOR THE AGING
Foreer ad an L Greenwood uses his skills to help aging (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.6

WESTCHESTER COUNTY OFFICE OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Westchester-Working, Building, Growing: theme of Galleria window display (Business) (photo), Mar 1, 1987, p.12

WESTCHESTER COUNTY OFFICE OF THE AGING
'Early Alert' available to seniors (illus) (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.15

WESTCHESTER COUNTY OFFICE OF TOURISM
Too much for tourism? (ltr), Oct 10, 1986, p.6

WESTCHESTER COUNTY PROBATION DEPARTMENT
Anatomy of a drunk-driving case: How the justice system doesn't work (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY PROBATION DEPT
'I don't belong here', Aug 28, 1987, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY SPORTS INSTITUTE
P Esposito guest at Sports Institute, Feb 1, 1985, p.16

WESTCHESTER COUNTY VILLAGE OFFICIALS ASGN
Sales tax confab sought, Jan 4, 1985, p.2
Village Officials Assn asks state reform on insurance, Nov 29, 1985, p.14

WESTCHESTER COUNTY WOMEN'S ADVISORY BOARD
Two residents, L Brennan and H Goldberg, named to women's advisory board, Feb 14, 1986, p.2
O'Rourke names 10 to Women's Advisory Board (list), Feb 27, 1987, p.3
Two from SCS (H Goldberg, A Kelly) on (Westchester County) Women's (Advisory) Board, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

WESTCHESTER COUNTY YOUTH BOARD
Board elects J Fink, Jan 10, 1986, p.2
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WESTCHESTER COUNTY-COMMUNITY SERVICES
  New directory lists community services, Jan 24, 1986, p.5

WESTCHESTER COUNTY-HISTORY
  Early American Yule spirit fills historic homes (illus), Dec 19, 1985, p.20
  Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (map!), Oct 30, 1987, p.4

WESTCHESTER COUNTY-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
  Scouts meet county executive (photo), Feb 9, 1985, p.11
  Housing the homeless is year's greatest challenge for county (photo) (Progress Edition-1986), Jan 29, 1986, p.1
  Homeless seen as (Westchester County's) number-one problem (photo) (Progress Edition-1986), Jan 29, 1986, p.17

WESTCHESTER COUNTY-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
  County population on rise, Planning Dept study shows, Nov 29, 1985, p.27

WESTCHESTER COUNTY/AVON WOMEN'S HALL OF FAME
  State Senator M B Goodhue to receive county honor, Feb 12, 1988, p.2

WESTCHESTER DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES SERVICES
  Puppets demonstrate disabilities, Dec 11, 1987, p.10

WESTCHESTER ETHICAL HUMANIST SOCIETY
  Ethical Humanists dedicate building as peace site (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.40
  Humanists gather here to share message, Nov 14, 1986, p.21
  Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

WESTCHESTER FINANCIAL SERVICES CORP
  WFS projects profit growth (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.28

WESTCHESTER HEALTH PLANNING COUNCIL
  A Curran reelected Pres of NC Health Planning Coun, Jan 11, 1985, p.2

WESTCHESTER HOUSING ACTION COUNCIL
  Housing survey reveals seniors want to stay (in SCS), Feb 12, 1988, p.9

WESTCHESTER JEWISH COMMUNITY SERVICES
  Agency thwarted in its attempt to open group home, Jun 21, 1985, p.1
  Service agency holds annual meeting, Jun 21, 1985, p.26
  Community service group elects A R Batkin president, Jun 6, 1986, p.2
  R Saudia, R Pollack promoted by social agency, Jul 11, 1986, p.4
  R Pollack is new director of agency (photo), Aug 28, 1987, p.2
  WJCS promotes R Saudia, Sep 4, 1987, p.15

WESTCHESTER JEWISH CONFERENCE
  Jewish Conference elects new officers (list), Jun 29, 1985, p.9
  Jewish unit picks Scarsdalian (list), Jun 27, 1986, p.12
  SCS arts supporter seeking to have Holocaust memorial built, Jul 11, 1986, p.1
  Catalogue of Westchester Jewish education available, Sep 19, 1986, p.9
  Jewish Conference appoints Scarsdalian R Haimowitz (photo), Nov 6, 1987, p.3

WESTCHESTER LIBRARY ASSN
  Winning authors named by county library group, Apr 10, 1987, p.10

WESTCHESTER LIBRARY SYSTEM
  New directory lists community services, Jan 24, 1986, p.5
  Coming attractions (Library to lend videotapes), Sep 11, 1987, p.1
  (Juhl) Agency will help publicize (Westchester) Library System automation, Dec 31, 1987, p.5
  Local libraries join computer loop, Feb 12, 1988, p.20

WESTCHESTER MUNICIPAL PLANNING FEDERATION
  Veteran cites Webb award as 6th town planning honor, Jun 12, 1987, p.10

WESTCHESTER PARATRANSPORT
  Van service for disabled adds hours, Apr 11, 1986, p.26
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WESTCHESTER PRESERVATION LEAGUE
  Save the Morrell House (1st), Jul 19, 1985, p.6

WESTCHESTER PROPERTY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
  County starts special realty loan plan, Nov 27, 1987, p.3

WESTCHESTER PUBLIC ART
  SCS unit builds pioneer sculpture, Aug 21, 1987, p.3
  Westchester Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

WESTCHESTER PUBLIC ART INC
  Art group active, Oct 31, 1985, p.6
  Freedom of Expression finds a home, Nov 8, 1985, p.12
  Art group getting state aid, Apr 18, 1986, p.5
  Monumental debut, May 2, 1986, p.1
  SCS arts supporter seeking to have Holocaust memorial built, Jul 11, 1986, p.1

WESTCHESTER REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT PROGRAM
  Bat Mitzvah girl A Blumstein uses gifts to benefit people in need (photo), May 24, 1985, p.19

WESTCHESTER RESIDENTIAL OPPORTUNITIES
  New funds for housing programs, Aug 14, 1987, p.2

WESTCHESTER SELF-HELP CLEARINGHOUSE
  She helps rates who have lost their helpmates (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.6

WESTCHESTER SOCIETY OF THE AMER ARCHAEOLOGY INSTIT
  Archaeology enthusiasts salute the Adult School (edit), Nov 29, 1985, p.7

WESTCHESTER SPORTS HALL OF FAME
  Former EMT and B Wolff named to Hall of Fame, Mar 22, 1985, p.10

WESTCHESTER STUDENTS ORGANIZED FOR PEACE
  War on nuclear weapons at EHS, Jan 22, 1988, p.11

WESTCHESTER TASK FORCE
  Cyrus Vance presents Samuel Duboff Award (photo; list), Jan 9, 1987, p.3

WESTCHESTER TRANSIT SYSTEM
  County Infobus to provide transit information to public, Nov 22, 1985, p.30

WESTCHESTER URBAN COUNTY CONSORTIUM
  Federal aid asked for lighting improvements in downtown area, Jan 25, 1985, p.1

WESTHAB
  Support building for shelter programs here (list), Dec 19, 1986, p.1

WESTHEIMER, RUTH (DN)
  SHS alumna B Muller publishes book on Dr Ruth (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.2
  Behind the scenes with Dr Ruth (edit), Dec 19, 1987, p.7

WESTIN, ALAN
  Topic of next lecture (by A F Westin): computer and privacy (photo), May 9, 1987, p.6

WESTOFF, HELEN
  H H Westoff dies, Jun 20, 1986, p.19

WESTWAY
  SEE STREETS-NEW YORK, NY

WETLANDS
  Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
  Winston property called wetlands; village protests, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
  Golden Horseshoe expansion plan gains, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
  Village to seek court reversal of wetlands decision, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
  Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
  DEIS required for (Montgoery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
  Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
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WETLANDS  continued
Wetlands hearing (edit!), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Development eyed on Shuabist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

WETLANDS ORDINANCE
Village Board to consider three local laws, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
Speakers discuss senior outreach, dish antennas, wetlands at Village Board meeting, Jan 11, 1985, p.1

WETLANDS-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day, Saints) addition approved despite neighbors’ pleas, Feb 5, 1983, p.1

WETMUR, JAMES
School sues student for $5.5 million, Apr 4, 1986, p.1

WETMUR, JOHN (AU)
A welcome bonus (ltr), Jan 16, 1987, p.6

WETMUR, KATHERINE
School sues student for $5.5 million, Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Absurd case: suit against R Salazar (edit!), Apr 4, 1986, p.6

WETTJE, GEORGE
Driver of the year; A P LePore (photo), Aug 3, 1986, p.2

WEY, MISSY
SCS writer L Albert to receive award, May 24, 1985, p.9

WEYBURN, SUSAN
Speaker to lead board (photo p 6), Jul 4, 1986, p.1

WHALEN, CHARLES
School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.3

WHALES
Whale watching...aloft (Summer Living Supp), May 17, 1985, p.21

WHARTON, ANDREW
Learning the system (at library) (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.10

WHARTON, ELINOR
Parents learn how to promote learning, Sep 19, 1986, p.10
A good read (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.13

WHATELY, LYNN
L Daily elected Junior League president, Aug 21, 1987, p.3

WHELAN,
(A Resnick) shares I Sloan’s hurt (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

WHELAN, ANNEMARIE
Educational underground probed, May 24, 1985, p.1

WHELAN, BARBARA
Day camp is one answer to parents’ dilemmas (photo; cont p 14), Jul 18, 1986, p.6

WHELAN, CHRIS (AU)
Attack on Libya ‘warranted’ (ltr), May 9, 1986, p.6
A junior defends his class on parking issue (ltr), Apr 10, 1987, p.6
Gross misinterpretation (of Creche Committee chairman’s remarks) (ltr), Dec 31, 1987, p.6

WHELAN, JOSEPH
First (GBH) biathlon runs off smoothly (photo; list), Sep 4, 1987, p.11

WHIDDEN, RICHARD
Post office ramp (for SCS P O being constructed), Jan 15, 1988, p.1

WHIGHAM, MARY
Board considers changes in gifted and first graders, May 31, 1985, p.11
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WHIGHAH, MARY continued
  EMT board criticized (ltr), Jun 21, 1985, p.6

WHIPPLE, DOROTHY
  D E Whipple dies, Sep 5, 1986, p.18

WHISTLER, ANNA
  Historically speaking: The house where Whistler's mother lived (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.5

WHISTLER, GEORGE
  Historically speaking: The house where Whistler's mother lived (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.5

WHISTLER, JAMES
  Historically speaking: The house where Whistler's mother lived (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.5

WHITE PLAINS
  Border talks: Farley Rd-White Plains border beautification, Aug 30, 1985, p.1
  Controversy (with White Plains) denied, Aug 30, 1985, p.1
  Two sides of the fence (edit), Aug 30, 1985, p.6

WHITE PLAINS HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
  SEE HOSPITALS

WHITE PLAINS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
  After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
  Music for Westchester (edit), Oct 2, 1987, p.6

WHITE PLAINS, BATTLE OF, 1776
  Historically speaking: Events leading to Battle of White Plains, from papers of J McDonald (map), Oct 30, 1987, p.4

WHITE WATER RAFTING
  SEE RAFTING

WHITE, ARTHUR
  D M White dies, Sep 26, 1986, p.19

WHITE, BYRON
  Supreme Court hears creche case, Feb 22, 1985, p.1

WHITE, DEBORAH
  Murder suspect L Keller told employer she hated father (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.1
  Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

WHITE, DIANE
  Legal Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

WHITE, DOUGLASS (AU)
  No safety risk from (mobile telephone) antennas (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

WHITE, E B
  An idea from E B White (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6

WHITE, FRANK
  F I White dies, Aug 29, 1986, p.14

WHITE, FRANKLIN
  NJ I-287 link will increase traffic in town corridor, Jul 3, 1987, p.9

WHITE, KAYE
  Path okayed by board, Aug 16, 1985, p.9
  New staff hired by (EMT) district, Oct 4, 1985, p.11

WHITE, MARILYN
  Investment firm appoints resident M White, May 10, 1985, p.19

WHITE, RAYMOND
  Suspicious blaze destroys County Tennis Club of WC (photo), Jan 11, 1985, p.1
  Two garages, two cars destroyed in fire (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.3
  Most honored firefighter R DiGiacomo (photo), May 17, 1985, p.5
  Music Man cast cool under fire, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
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WHITE, RAYMOND continued

Fire Chief White appointed chairman, Sep 13, 1985, p.5
Cost considerations delay vote on new fire department facility, Sep 27, 1985, p.1
Chief gives pointers on fire prevention, Oct 11, 1985, p.2
New fire facility turned down again, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Chief warns county it's taking chances (photo p.18), Nov 29, 1985, p.1
More (money) for managers, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Oil distributor is charged with illegal dumping, Dec 13, 1985, p.1
Boy electrocuted in accident here, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Hydrant on the way?, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Seeing the light (edit), Dec 20, 1985, p.6
Welcome to the force (photo), Dec 20, 1985, p.19

White Hat Award winner (photo), Dec 27, 1985, p.2
Mystery surrounds cause of fire on Blvd (photo), Feb 7, 1986, p.1
Police find no signs of arson in house fire, Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Do-it-yourself project: firefighting facility, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Fire destroys Hitchcock (photo; addl photo p.13), Jun 5, 1986, p.1
No breaks in fire investigation, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Fireman D H Buchanan's farewell (photo), Jun 13, 1986, p.13
No hydrant in '86, Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Village undertaking host of summer projects (photo), Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Months after Hitchcock fire, investigators keep plodding on, Sep 19, 1986, p.1
Common Ground, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
Commendations (for firemen) (list), Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Babysitting seminar graduates 24 (list), Oct 31, 1986, p.2
Sleeping on the job (ltr), Dec 12, 1986, p.6
Hail to the chief (R White), Dec 19, 1986, p.1
Change among the ranks (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.3
Village officials given raises; (four laws passed), Jan 16, 1987, p.1
Fire damages Heathcote deli (photo p.11), Jan 16, 1987, p.5
Suspicious fire on Winston estate (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Fireman in the classroom (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6
Winston offers $5000 to catch arsonist, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
Board bars drinking in public; sets vote on shelter at 2 Drake, Feb 27, 1987, p.1
Bradford fire still unexplained (photo), Mar 5, 1987, p.3
Nonsmokers kick up a fuss over holdouts' habit, Mar 5, 1987, p.5
Fire chief R J White put on state panel, Mar 27, 1987, p.3
Raises approved, Apr 17, 1987, p.1
Fire destroys house on Drake (photo; addl photo p.51), May 15, 1987, p.1
Volunteers of Fire Company 1 buck the trend (photos list; addl photo p.13), Jul 3, 1987, p.6
Firefighter P McDonald cited (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.2
Painter's torch starts blaze on Richbell (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.1
The case for permitting flag lots (edit), Nov 12, 1987, p.7
H Green retires from SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 2 (photo), Dec 18, 1987, p.2
(Firemen have) Hot work on a cold day (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Family tradition: J Sullivan promoted to captain, SCS Fire Dept (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Thirteen hours after firemen leave, fire destroys home on Cushaan (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Fire on Popham termed arson, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
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WHITE, RAYMOND continued
- 'A' in attendance (for village employees), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
- Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
- Fire damages hose on Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.3
- No one hurt in (1 Foxhall Rd) group hose fire (photo p 10), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
- Chief R White consents on (New Rochelle Fire Dept) fund letter, Mar 4, 1988, p.5
- Ban on (painters') torches, Mar 21, 1988, p.1
- Seven steps to a safer hose (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.5

WHITE, RAYMOND (AU)
- Food for the firefighters (ltr), Jun 13, 1986, p.6

WHITE, RENEE
- Deak remembered as loyal friend, and fitness buff (photo), Nov 22, 1985, p.1

WHITE, WILLIAM
- Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

WHITEHAIR, JAY
- Doing good through good business (edit), Jun 13, 1986, p.7
- Red Cross elects leaders, Jul 24, 1987, p.5

WHITEHEAD, ALEXANDRA
- SHS senior A Whitehead wins Ragette award, Jul 10, 1987, p.4

WHITEHEAD, MARY BETH

WHITEHEAD, MARY SETH

WHITEHEAD, MARY SETH

WHITEHEAD, MARY SETH

WHITEHILL, JENNIFER
- Honoree: J Whitehill (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.8

WHITNEY, RICHARD
- Criminals are here already (ltr), Jan 16, 1987, p.6

WHITTEMORE, ADELAIDE
- A Whittemore dies, Jan 24, 1986, p.16

WHITTELL, SUSANNE
- Praise for people at 7-Eleven (ltr), Jan 30, 1987, p.6

WHO'S WHO AMONG BLACK AMERICANS (1988)
- (Dr R D Freiwel) Honored (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.10

WIDDOWS, EVE
- Anatomy of a drunk-driving case: How the justice system doesn't work (photo), Aug 29, 1987, p.1

WIDOWED
- She helps mates who have lost their helpmates (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.6
- Thinking about the word 'alone' (edit), Dec 19, 1986, p.7

WIDOWED-TO-WIDOWED NETWORK
SEE WESTCHESTER SELF-HELP CLEARINGHOUSE

WIDOWS AND WIDOWERS
SEE WIDOWED

WIENER, PAUL
- Staff changes (in EMT schools), Sep 4, 1987, p.11
- New faces (on EMT teaching staff) (photo), Sep 19, 1987, p.11

WIERZMA, RON
- Bizarre Bazaar benefits area homeless; Helping hands (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.12

WIESSEL, ELIE
- Elie Wiesel, Nobel Peace Prize recipient, to give Baeck lecture at Westchester Reform, Nov 6, 1987, p.3
- 'Job should have protested,' Elie Wiesel tells 1400 at Westchester Reform Temple (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.3

WILBER, ALLEN
- Like father-in-law, like son: S Jensen wins SCS Bowl (photo), Jan 18, 1985, p.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WILBER, ALLEN</td>
<td>Continued</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILBER, MARGARET</td>
<td>Hitchcock vows to rise from ashes (photo); addl photo p 16</td>
<td>Jun 13, 1986</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILCOX, MARK</td>
<td>New bishop, E I Freedan, to lead Mormons (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 3, 1987</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILD, HAROLD</td>
<td>What? You want to plan a Xmas vacation now? (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 6, 1985</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILDER, BRIAN</td>
<td>B D Wilders dies, Jun 19, 1987</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILDFLOWERS</td>
<td>A bee's feast (photo); Going to seed with wildflowers (edit)</td>
<td>Aug 9, 1985</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILDLIFE</td>
<td>SEE ANIMALS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILE, JULIUS</td>
<td>R and J Wile contribute to Culinary Institute of America, Feb 22, 1985</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILE, RUTH</td>
<td>R and J Wile contribute to Culinary Institute of America, Feb 22, 1985</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILKINS, SAMUEL</td>
<td>Sale of (CBH's Old Tarrytown Road) school soon to be final</td>
<td>Mar 4, 1988</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILKINSON, JAMES</td>
<td>A hop, skip and a jump (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 20, 1987</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILKINSON, KNOX</td>
<td>Folk art gallery reopens (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 13, 1985</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLARD, JOSIAH</td>
<td>J Willard dies</td>
<td>Sep 18, 1987</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILCOX, JOHN</td>
<td>For town, computer hasn't brought cash</td>
<td>Nov 21, 1986</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAMS, ANNA MARIE</td>
<td>New quarters for children's center</td>
<td>Jul 25, 1986</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAMS, ANNE</td>
<td>Black sheep of Greenacres (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 27, 1986</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAMS, CHRISTINE (DR)</td>
<td>Resident Dr C Williams elected to fellowship, Researcher Dr C L Williams focusing on Lyme disease</td>
<td>Aug 2, 1985</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAMS, GARY (DR)</td>
<td>Dr G M Williams gets grant, Cancer researcher Dr G M Williams gets grant, Health research unit fills new scientific post</td>
<td>Mar 22, 1995</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAMS, GERALDINE</td>
<td>SEE MOORE, GERALDINE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAMS, GRAY</td>
<td>W F Olson heads history group</td>
<td>Dec 4, 1987</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAMS, JACQUELINE</td>
<td>Fairview Briarcliff (Community Center) awards presented</td>
<td>Jan 22, 1988</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAMS, JOHN</td>
<td>SCS day campers make TV debut</td>
<td>Aug 7, 1987</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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WILLIAMS, KATHLEEN
  EMT teachers study in summer, Jul 26, 1985, p.9

WILLIAMS, LESLIE (DR)
  Sophomores will retain exemption from gym classes, Jun 13, 1986, p.11

WILLIAMS, LOWELL
  Respect Mr Winston's wishes (ltr), Mar 29, 1986, p.6

WILLIAMS, LOWELL (AU)
  What the village 'ought to do' (ltr), Mar 14, 1986, p.6

WILLIAMS, MARCIA
  Sashing victory for (school) budget, Jun 13, 1986, p.1

WILLIAMS, MARCHA
  New plan sends all sixth graders to junior high, Jan 24, 1986, p.1
  Dr B Dennis given tenure (photo), May 15, 1987, p.1

WILLIAMS, MONIQUE
  Winning poster (by M Williams), Jan 29, 1988, p.10

WILLIAMS, NANCY
  Hoff-Barthelson to present musical biography of Rossini (photo), Feb 22, 1985, p.12

WILLIAMS, PAUL
  Technical difficulties (with school phone system), Sep 25, 1987, p.1

WILLIAMS, RAYMOND (DR)
  New St Agnes library honors Dr R B Fath, May 15, 1987, p.19

WILLIAMS, RONALD
  Success is varied in Central 7, Feb 19, 1988, p.12

WILLIAMS, TENNESSEE
  Williams' legacy: redemption (edit), Oct 17, 1986, p.7

WILLIAMSON, JOHN
  Eastchester Savings Bank makes changes at the top (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.43

WILLIAMSON, PLINY
  Three score and ten years ago...(SCS incorporated) (photo), May 31, 1985, p.1

WILLIAMSON, ROSEMARY
  R K Williamson dies, Mar 29, 1986, p.18

WILLOUGHBY, SANDY (AU)
  Holocaust memorial proposed (ltr), May 3, 1985, p.6

WILLOWBROOK
  Advent of group homes to permit closing of county institution in 1986, Dec 24, 1986, p.4

WILMOT, DICK
  Message of appreciation (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

WILMOT, RICHARD
  A little guy (D Raizen) patents a niche in a big market (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

WILNER, SEYMOUR
  Historically speaking: Additional monuments in SCS (photo), Jun 28, 1987, p.6

WILSON, ADDISON
  Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

WILSON, ADELE
  Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

WILSON, ANNE GODFREY
  A 6 Wilson dies, Mar 4, 1988, p.14

WILSON, BLAIR
  A good read (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.13

WILSON, DONALD (DR)
  Medical board names SCS physician Dr D Wilson (photo), Nov 15, 1985, p.4
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WILSON, DWAYNE
Woodlands Junior High math team to host interscholastic mathematics event (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12

WILSON, FRED (DR)
SCS makes Dr. R. D. Hirsch its new superintendent (photo), Nov. 13, 1987, p.1

WILSON, IRA
Mike Wilson, noted merchant, dies (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
SCS's business leaders (photo), Nov 21, 1986, p.3
Two more Rotarians: D. Ferrari, J. Wilson (photo), No 27, 1987, p.9
Giving thanks by giving service (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.2
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 2, 1988, p.1
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 2, 1988, p.4

WILSON, JAMES
Joint venture, May 20, 1986, p.1
Downtown detour, May 20, 1986, p.1
Teen center nearing reality, Aug 8, 1986, p.1

WILSON, JIM
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 2, 1988, p.4

WILSON, JUDITH
Support for teacher J. Coon fails to sway board's decision to deny tenure, May 16, 1986, p.11

WILSON, LINDA
Teachers Institute leader J. Schwartz warns of teacher shortage, Nov 21, 1986, p.5
8 under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1

WILSON, LYNNE
Chamber elects leadership (photo), Nov 27, 1987, p.2

WILSON, MALCOLM
M. Wilson backs G. Parisi, Jun 7, 1986, p.4
SCS residents M. Soter, E. Brady, M. Wilson, R. Zipf prominent in DioGuardi re-election effort, Aug 22, 1986, p.3

WILSON, MARION
(SCS Woman's Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10

WILSON, MEYER
Mike Wilson, noted merchant, dies (photo), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
Mike Wilson (edit), Aug 29, 1986, p.6

WILSON, MIKE
SEE WILSON, MEYER

WILSON, MIKE
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 2, 1988, p.4
SEE ALSO WILSON, MEYER

WILSON, MIKE JR
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 2, 1988, p.4

WILSON, PAT
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 17, 1988, p.15

WILSON, RUSH
Shopwell lease renewed, Mar 29, 1986, p.1
Historically speaking: Additional monumants in SCS (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.6
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

WIN OVER ORGANIZED DESTRUCTION OF SCENERY ASSN
WOODS (Win Over Organized Destruction of Scenery Assn) foraging, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Village sues again, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Land protection needed (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
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WINANS, R FOSTER
'Streching' due process (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6

WINDER, PAM
School district continues in pursuit of excellence (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 30, 1987, p.1

WINDEK, PAMELA
Lower enrollment seen; board to study options, Oct 25, 1983, p.1
(SCSI) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1983, p.1

WINDOW SCREENS
Here’s to screens and the good life (edit), Aug 30, 1985, p.7

WINDOW TRIM COMMITTEE-SCS
No 'silk purse'(Some changes to be made to improve appearance of school windows), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

WINDOWS
Window watch (photo) (Home Supp), Mar 29, 1983, p.12
Neighbors charge that renovations mar aesthetics of three schools (photo, addl photo p 14), Oct 9, 1987, p.1
Board of Education's defense fails to soothe window critics, Oct 25, 1987, p.1
Monumental mistake (ltr), Oct 30, 1987, p.6
Window issue continues to simmer, Nov 6, 1987, p.1
Breach of duty charged (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6
Is Fox Meadow number 1 (for ugliest buildings)? (ltr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6
A plan to save the windows (ltr), Nov 13, 1987, p.6
Window proposal, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Don’t replace windows, Board of Education told, Nov 27, 1987, p.6
Stop replacing windows (edit), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
Despite pleas, old windows will go (photo), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
It didn’t have to be (edit), Dec 4, 1987, p.6
Town Club’s positions (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6
Battle continues to preserve windows, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
It’s not too late (edit), Dec 11, 1987, p.6
Citizens should be heard (ltr), Dec 11, 1987, p.6
Responding to pleas, board (of ed) renew window moratorium, Dec 19, 1987, p.1
Use the moratorium (on windows) (edit), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
Is aluminum siding next? (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
Who will take responsibility (for windows)? (ltr), Dec 18, 1987, p.6
Disregard (for schools’ appearance) seen (ltr), Dec 24, 1987, p.6
Moratorium (on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Editorial (on Board of Ed/ Window replacement) criticized (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Board (of ED) asked to resign (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Snugness and hubris seen (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Group rebukes school board by ousting Gavrin (photo p 4), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Unclear message (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Importance of vigilance (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
No ‘silk purse’(Some changes to be made to improve appearance of school windows), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

WINE
Wine: grappling with the grape (Entertaining Supp), Nov 15, 1985, p.14

WINE, SHERWIN (RABBI)
Humanists gather here to share message, Nov 14, 1986, p.21

WINER, MARK (RABBI)
JCC will install M L Winer rabbi (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.16

WINGATE, NARGO
(Hitchcock) Church weighs rebuilding options, Mar 6, 1987, p.1
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WINGATE, ROB
- Time to move ahead (ltr), Feb 20, 1997, p.6

WINDBRIDGE
- Advent of group homes to permit closing of county institution in 1993, Dec 24, 1996, p.4

WINograd, SHARON
- EHS graduate S Winograd is Fulbright scholar, Sep 5, 1985, p.10

WINOKUR, MIRA
- Five EHS students are Merit semifinalists, Sep 12, 1985, p.12

WINSTEN, IRVIN
- A Torah is dedicated (photo), May 10, 1985, p.20
- Consultant I Winston starts service, Dec 6, 1985, p.12
- Rabbi Korzenik supported (ltr), Sep 13, 1985, p.6

WINSTON ESTATE
- Historic encounter: Third annual Stonwin Medical Conference, Jul 19, 1985, p.1

WINSTON FOUNDATION
- Plan for new playing fields on Boulder Brook, Crossway proposed, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
- Public hearing proposed for all village projects (ltr), Mar 1, 1985, p.6
- Village urged to protect natural quality of Winston property, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
- On preserving Winston (edit), Mar 9, 1985, p.6
- Mayor tells Town Club of goals, Apr 12, 1985, p.1
- Winston property: village moving ahead toward sale, May 17, 1985, p.1
- Board hires adviser on Winston lot, May 31, 1985, p.1
- Playing field bids come in high, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
- Land planner to advise on Winston sale, Jul 26, 1985, p.1
- Morning meeting (of Village Board), Aug 2, 1985, p.1
- Necessary expenditure? (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
- Land planner to give advice on Winston land, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
- Need for bond issue questioned (ltr), Aug 9, 1985, p.6
- Board of Trustees' advisers cool to possible village bond issue, Aug 16, 1985, p.1
- Four goals for Winston (edit), Oct 18, 1985, p.6
- Using Winston wisely (edit), Oct 25, 1985, p.6

WINSTON PROPERTY
- Alternative housing backed (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
- Update on Winston, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
- Mayor unveils plans for sale of Winston land, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
- Winston, downtown on agenda, Dec 13, 1985, p.1
- Decision for the village (edit), Dec 13, 1985, p.6
- Winston proposal described, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
- Winston hearing Jan 14, Jan 20, 1986, p.1
- Right way to go (on Winston property) (edit), Jan 10, 1986, p.6
- Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
- Village says it will sell Winston land, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
- Club debates Winston sale, vets, Feb 14, 1986, p.3
- Winston sons seek to block sale of land, Feb 20, 1986, p.1
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WINSTON PROPERTY continued

No decisions yet in Winston suits, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
WODDS (Win Over Organized Destruction of Scenery Assn) forming, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
What the village 'ought to do' (ltr), Mar 14, 1986, p.6
Winston sale given green light--for now, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Court orders delay of Winston land sale, Mar 29, 1986, p.1
Desecration of Winston property opposed (ltr), Mar 29, 1986, p.6
Respect Mr Winston's wishes (ltr), Mar 29, 1986, p.6
Open letter to the residents of SCS (ltr), Mar 29, 1986, p.9
Winston property draws $3.7M bid (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Former mayor B Johnson defends village on Winston (edit), Apr 4, 1986, p.7
Bid for 17 acres (Winston Property) accepted, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Keep the 'dale' in Scs (ltr), Apr 11, 1986, p.6
Statements on Winston confirmed (ltr), Apr 18, 1986, p.6
Appellate court scolds village for plan to sell Winston gift, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Keeping land seen as prudent (ltr), May 9, 1986, p.6
He advises sale of land (ltr), May 9, 1986, p.6
School, village plan to borrow, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Winston suit headed to trial, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Winston seeking federal aid in battle over land, Jun 20, 1986, p.1
Village's response, Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Thirteen-house subdivision requested (cont p 12), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Winston trial put off, Jul 4, 1986, p.12
Planners say 13 houses can be built on Winston property, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Village sued again, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Letter to Moynihan, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Study in contrasts (edit), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
No notice (of Winston property hearings), Aug 27, 1986, p.1
Plan unveiled for Winston development, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
Colonial Acres united against through street, Sep 12, 1986, p.1
Planning conflict (edit), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
Threat seen to Colonial acres (ltr), Sep 19, 1986, p.6
No trial in sight, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Would-be Winston developers must prepare impact statement, Oct 3, 1986, p.3
Soaring prices spur home-building boom (photo), Nov 14, 1986, p.1
Land protection needed (ltr), Nov 28, 1986, p.6
Discovery ending (in Winston v SCS case), Jan 23, 1987, p.1
Winston case, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Plans for 11 houses move ahead, Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Winston property called wetlands; village protests, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Golden Horseshoe expansion plan gains, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Radon survey (finds radon in soil of Winston property), Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Another delay (in Winston suit), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
Village to seek court reversal of wetlands decision, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
DEIS required for (Montgoery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Wetlands hearing (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Alarming decisions (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
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WINSTON PROPERTY
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO STONWIN

WINSTON V VILLAGE OF SCS
Winston case, Mar 20, 1987, p.1
Winston case update, May 27, 1987, p.1
Plans for 11 houses move ahead, Jul 3, 1987, p.1
(Winston case) On the calendar, Aug 28, 1987, p.1
Early trial sought (in Winston v SCS), Oct 9, 1987, p.1

WINSTON, BRUCE
Winston sons seek to block sale of land, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
No decisions yet in Winston suits, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
WOOD (Win Over Organized Destruction of Scenery Assn) forming, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Winston sale given green light--for now, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Court orders delay of Winston land sale, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Desecration of Winston property opposed (1ltr), Mar 26, 1986, p.6
Appellate court scolds village for plan to sell Winston gift, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Winston suit headed to trial, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Thirteen-house subdivision requested (cont p 12), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Winston trial put off, Jul 4, 1986, p.12
No notice (of Winston property hearings), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
No trial in sight, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
(Winston case) On the calendar, Aug 28, 1987, p.1
Village to seek court reversal of wetlands decision, Dec 11, 1987, p.1
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1

WINSTON, CHARLES III
Vietnam Memorial committee seeks to confirm names to be listed, Sep 4, 1987, p.16

WINSTON, HARRY
Winston proposal described, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
Winston sons seek to block sale of land, Feb 28, 1986, p.1
Winston sale given green light--for now, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Court orders delay of Winston land sale, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Desecration of Winston property opposed (1ltr), Mar 26, 1986, p.6
Respect Mr Winston's wishes (1ltr), Mar 26, 1986, p.6
Open letter to the residents of SCS (1ltr), Mar 26, 1986, p.9
Former mayor B Johnson defends village on Winston (edit), Apr 4, 1986, p.7
Appellate court scolds village for plan to sell Winston gift, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Letter to Moynihan, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1

WINSTON, RONALD
Development alternatives for Winston property suggested, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Village urged to protect natural quality of Winston property, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
Historic encounter: Third annual Stonwin Medical Conference, Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Land planner to advise on Winston sale, Jul 26, 1985, p.1
Winston proposal described, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
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WINSTON, RONALD continued
Village says it will sell Winston land, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Winston sons seek to block sale of land, Feb 29, 1986, p.1
No decisions yet in Winston suits, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
WOODS (Win Over Organized Destruction of Scenery Assn) trying, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Winston sale given green light—for now, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Court orders delay of Winston land sale, Mar 28, 1986, p.1
Desecration of Winston property opposed (ltr), Mar 28, 1986, p.6
Winston property draws $3.7M bid (photo), Apr 4, 1986, p.1
Former mayor B Johnson defends village on Winston (edit), Apr 4, 1986, p.7
Bid for 17 acres (Winston Property) accepted, Apr 11, 1986, p.1
Appellate court scolds village for plan to sell Winston gift, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Winston suit headed to trial, Jun 13, 1986, p.1
Winston seeking federal aid in battle over land, Jun 26, 1986, p.1
Village's response, Jul 4, 1986, p.1
Thirteen-house subdivision requested (cont p 12), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
President appoints R Winston (to Committee on Natl Medal of Science), Jul 4, 1986, p.5
Winston trial put off, Jul 4, 1986, p.12
Leading neurosurgeons gather in SCS, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Winston property draws $3.7M bid (photo), Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Village sued again, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
No notice (of Winston property hearings), Aug 29, 1986, p.1
No trial in sight, Oct 3, 1986, p.1
Suspicious fire on Winston estate (photo), Jan 30, 1987, p.1
Winston offers $5000 to catch arsonist, Feb 13, 1987, p.1
(Winston case) On the calendar, Aug 29, 1987, p.1
Winston property called wetlands; village protests, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Golden Horseshoe expansion plan gains, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Radon survey (finds radon in soil of Winston property), Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Village to seek court reversal of wetlands decision, Dec 4, 1987, p.1
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 19, 1988, p.1

WINSTON, RONALD (AU)
Open letter to the residents of SCS (ltr), Mar 29, 1986, p.9
Streamline BAR's work (ltr), May 9, 1986, p.6

WINTERROWD, JENNIFER
Epiphanytide with brass (photo; list), Jan 22, 1987, p.13

WINTERROWD, JERRY (REV)
Back from the dead (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.3
Local woman priest, C. P. Broderick y Suarez, to celebrate her first eucharist at St James (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.12

WINTERROWD, WILLIAM (REV)
ST James names W Winterrowd 15th rector (photo), Sep 6, 1985, p.16

WINTERROWD, WILLIAM (REV-AU)
Firemen respond to wedding bells (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6

WISE, ARTHUR
Local teacher J Schwartz on state task force says school restructuring needed, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

WISSEL, PETER
Real property tax reforms receive mixed reaction from owners of co-ops, May 9, 1986, p.11

WIT AND HUMOR
Humor in SCS? (Editor solicits humorous anecdotes for new column) (edit), Aug 2, 1985, p.6
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WIT AND HUMOR continued

Relax, Congress is looking after you (edit), Mar 29, 1986, p.7
Just kidding dept (edit), Jul 25, 1986, p.6
For heaven's sake (edit), Jul 24, 1987, p.7

WITCHEL, EMMET

23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

WITCHEL, EMMETT

Freshman debater E Rosenthal scores high, Apr 17, 1987, p.8

WITCHEL, IRWIN

I P Witchel dies, Jan 15, 1988, p.12

WITCHEL, RHODA

L(egal) A(wareness) for W(omen) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

WITKIN-LANGIL, GEORGIA (SR)

Schenectady Dr S Witkin-Langill, L Brennan appear on Donahue, May 10, 1985, p.5

WITKINS, JAMES

SCS win J P Witkin promoted (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.2

WITT, LOIS

Greenacres parents and children are getting together with books (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.20
Parents play role in children's reading, Mar 7, 1986, p.22
A Great day at Greenacres (list), May 20, 1986, p.16
Green Knight comes to Greenacres (photo), Dec 12, 1986, p.19

WITT, LOIS (AUL)

Read better—or else! (edit), Sep 12, 1986, p.7

WITTENBORN, JOYCE

J R Wittenborn dies, Mar 29, 1985, p.14

WITTLER, JACK

Recreational opportunities (for senior citizens) (photo) (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.13

WITTNER, MARJORIE

Recreational opportunities (for senior citizens) (photo) (Salute to Seniors Supp), May 8, 1987, p.13

WIXON, NANCY

High cost of destruction (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.6

WIXON, NANCY (AUL)

Save the Morrell House (ltr), Jul 19, 1985, p.6

WJCS

SEE WESTCHESTER JEWISH COMMUNITY SERVICES

WOERTENDYKE, RUTS

SCS playwright S Greenberg wins in a contest, May 22, 1997, p.13

WOHL, AMIEL (RABBI)

Assistant Rabbi B Gottlieb joining New Rochelle temple, Jun 28, 1985, p.16

WOHL, RITA

L(egal) A(wareness) for W(omen) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

WOHLERS, YVONNE

Together again, 50 years later (photo), May 31, 1985, p.8

WOHLBERG, SIDNEY

SCS High class of '96 kicks up heels (photo), May 23, 1986, p.2

WOLCHOK, SIDNEY

S S Wolchok dies, Apr 3, 1987, p.12

WOLFE, ED (AU)

Summer class worth full credit (ltr), Jul 26, 1985, p.6

WOLFE, EDWARD

SHS graduate W Safian slain in San Francisco (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
WOLFE, KATHRYN
Dance school is just a memory in Harwood Bldg (photo), Aug 30, 1985, p.6
Mossen dance classes at five sites (photo) (Education 87 Supp), Aug 23, 1987, p.4

WOLFF, BOE
Former EMT man B Wolff named to Hall of Fame, Mar 22, 1985, p.10

WOLFF, ELIZABETH
Greenery has new management: E Wolff, M Landis, May 8, 1987, p.11

WOLFF, F RICHARD
F Richard Wolff, noted realtor, dies (photo), May 30, 1984, p.1

WOLFF, NICHOLAS
YMCA elects M Gonzalez, Nov 7, 1986, p.6
New chairman: N R Wolff (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.2

WOLFF, NICK
Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1988, p.8

WOLFF, LOLLY
Volunteer A Gold rewarded (photo), Jul 11, 1988, p.9

WOLFF, ROSELYN
Neighbors criticize Dicker Road development, Apr 4, 1986, p.5

WOLFRAM, ALICE
No decision yet on fate of dog Thomas, Jan 13, 1985, p.1
Thomas' fate still undecided, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Thomas is Vermont-bound, Mar 15, 1985, p.1

WOLFRAM, MARY JANE
Thomas is Vermont-bound, Mar 15, 1985, p.1

WOLFRAM, STEVEN
Thomas' fate still undecided, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Safer for dogs than children (ltr), Mar 8, 1985, p.6

WOLFSH, MARJORIE
Proposed EMT school budget calls for 7.3% tax hike, Mar 15, 1985, p.13

WOLL, SUSAN
(EMT) Board (of Ed) ponders use of school facilities by outside groups, Jul 17, 1987, p.9

WOLLOCH, CLAUDIA
Board of Ed elects officers and votes on Children's Center, Jul 5, 1985, p.9
New staff hired by (EMT) district, Oct 4, 1985, p.11
(EMT) Board (of Ed) pares budget further, Apr 3, 1987, p.10

WOLLOCH, ZYSFRAK
SCS man Z Wolloch named to Einstein's board (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.4

WOLTON, SUSAN
Board okays program, Jun 27, 1986, p.11
R Conboy to be assistant principal (at EHS), Jun 12, 1987, p.11

WOLTERS, JOHN
J J Wolters promoted to VP of ABC, Jan 25, 1985, p.5
Scarsdalian J J Wolters named controller at ABC, Mar 27, 1987, p.9

WOLYNIC, EDWARD (DR)
Union Carbide promotes local chemical engineer Dr E T Wolynic (photo), Sep 20, 1985, p.4

WOMAN'S CLUB-SCS
SEE SCS WOMAN'S CLUB

WOMEN
Is feminine beauty an asset? (edit), Jan 3, 1986, p.7
Rotary ready to admit its first woman member, Jul 17, 1987, p.1
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WOMEN continued
Precedent (of woman president of Town Club) deferred, Oct 23, 1937, p.1
SEE ALSO BLACK WOMEN

WOMEN AND POWER?
Women and power is speaker L C Pogrebin's topic, Nov 20, 1927, p.10

WOMEN CLERGY
Local woman priest, C P Broderick and Guerra, to celebrate her first eucharist at St James (photo), Jan 15, 1926, p.12

WOMEN IN BUSINESS
Black woman P Duricanson is gifted player in business game (photo), Jan 23, 1927, p.6
Local Rotarians have mixed views on permitting women to join club, May 9, 1927, p.1
Rotary Club invites E A Arey as first female member (photo), Oct 16, 1927, p.1
Great choice (E Arey for Rotary Club) (edit), Oct 16, 1927, p.6

WOMEN IN DRAMA (?)
A woman in search of Pirandello (edit), Mar 27, 1927, p.7

WOMEN IN GOVERNMENT
Where are the men? (edit), Jan 30, 1927, p.6

WOMEN IN ISRAEL
Women's work in Israel (edit), Sep 13, 1925, p.7

WOMEN'S AMERICAN CIR
Resident S Seller is named to CRT post, Mar 13, 1927, p.9

WOMEN'S INTERFAITH COUNCIL
SEE SCARSDALE WOMEN'S INTERFAITH COUNCIL

WOMEN'S WORLD CONFERENCE (NAIROBI)
Women's conference delegates report on meaning of Nairobi (photo p 21), Dec 13, 1925, p.1

WOMEN-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Money is not a four-letter word (edit), Jan 16, 1927, p.7

WOMEN-EDUCATION
Needed: a grand design for women (edit), Nov 14, 1926, p.7

WOMEN-EMPLOYMENT
For working women, still miles to go (ltr), May 17, 1925, p.7
Sarah Lawrence's president Dr A Itocham says women still face job discrimination, May 16, 1926, p.1
Each day we have to negotiate (edit), Mar 13, 1927, p.7
College president Dr M Savage urges women not to forget their priorities, Dec 16, 1927, p.5

WOMEN-EQUAL RIGHTS
Women's conference delegates report on meaning of Nairobi (photo p 21), Dec 13, 1925, p.1
Is feminine beauty an asset? (edit), Jan 3, 1926, p.7
Moss' proposal seen as sexist (ltr), Oct 2, 1927, p.6
SEE ALSO FEMINIST MOVEMENT

WOMEN-EQUAL RIGHTS-LAWS AND LEGISLATION
Speaker H Weinstein reports on feminist lobby, May 15, 1927, p.3

WOMEN-PSYCHOLOGY
Are we really what we look like? (edit), Apr 17, 1927, p.7

WOMEN-SOCIAL CONDITIONS
Families, and women, need help (edit), Mar 22, 1925, p.7
For working women, still miles to go (edit), May 17, 1925, p.7
Melinda Bass - Woman of the Year (photo), Aug 23, 1925, p.1
Women's conference delegates report on meaning of Nairobi (photo p 21), Dec 13, 1925, p.1
UN Assn sponsored (the 1925 World Conference to Appraise the UN Decade for Women) (ltr), Dec 27, 1925, p.6
Is feminine beauty an asset? (edit), Jan 3, 1926, p.7
Two women, L Brennan and H Goldberg, named to women's advisory board, Feb 14, 1926, p.2
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WOMEN-SOCIAL CONDITIONS continued
Superwoman may be impossible role (edit), Mar 21, 1986, p.7
Chauvinism and condescension (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
Was Paul a male chauvinist? (edit), Sep 12, 1986, p.7
Needed: a grand design for women (edit), Nov 14, 1986, p.7
Each day we have to negotiate (edit), Mar 13, 1987, p.7
Pretty in pink (edit), May 9, 1987, p.7
Women and power is speaker L C Pogrebin's topic, Nov 20, 1987, p.10
College president Dr M Savage urges women not to forget their priorities, Dec 19, 1987, p.5

WOMEN-WAGES AND SALARIES
Survey: Women's income gap in county larger than average in NYS, Nov 29, 1985, p.2

WONG, BYRON
Halloween art scene (photo), Oct 31, 1986, p.1

WONG, RICHARD
Student R Wong nased summer intern at CIBA, May 23, 1986, p.16

WOOD, BARBARA
Bowen to chair 43rd bowl dinner (photo), Sep 6, 1985, p.1
Betty Menke nased bowl dinner chairwoman (photo), Sep 12, 1986, p.5

WOOD, J ohn

WOOD, RICHARD (AU)
A welcome bonus (ltr), Jan 16, 1987, p.6

WOOD, THOR
G Oswald behind world's largest dance collection (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.6

WOOD SMITH, LELIA
Builder C Detetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
House plans draw BAR disfavor, Mar 18, 1988, p.3
Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3

WOODCOCK, ANN
Board (of Education) aims at tax hike under 8%, Apr 10, 1986, p.1
Happy Halloween (a little late) (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.14

WOODCOCK, PETER
Pachysandra's paying the price for clearer streets last winter (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.1
Too much salt, writer says (ltr), May 3, 1985, p.6
Greening of Greenacres project set to beautify border with WP (list), Jun 26, 1985, p.2
Rejected builder J Bronzio sues BAR, Jul 26, 1985, p.1
Love 'em or hate 'em, raccoons seem here to stay (photo), Jul 26, 1985, p.1
Hurricane cleanup, Oct 11, 1985, p.1
Please touch (herb garden in Chase Park), Oct 25, 1985, p.1
More (money) for managers, Nov 29, 1985, p.1
Anyone want a tree?, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Neighbors criticize Dickel Road development, Apr 4, 1986, p.5
Better to do a job right (ltr), Apr 11, 1986, p.6
Arbor Day plans, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Vandals destroy trees, May 9, 1986, p.3
Please water (trees), Jul 25, 1986, p.1
Back to nature (center) campaign begins (photo), Aug 9, 1986, p.1
Firefighters rescue lineman in distress (photo p.1), Aug 29, 1986, p.2
Blowtorches blamed for 2 fires (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.3
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WOODCOCK, PETER continued
'A' in attendance (for village employees), Feb 19, 1985, p.1

WOODHULL, EILEEN
UA Columbia told to put in new phone lines, Aug 21, 1987, p.9

WOODLANDS ESTATE
The very rich ARE different (edit), Jan 25, 1935, p.7

WOODS
SEE WIN OVER ORGANIZED DESTRUCTION OF SCENERY ASSN

WOODSTOCK, THOMAS
New Westcroft VP: T Woodstock, Jul 19, 1985, p.12

WOODWARD, JOANNE
J Woodward speaking in SCS (photo), Sep 29, 1985, p.1
Joanne Woodward to address nuclear freeze event here, Sep 20, 1985, p.3
J Woodward exhorts listeners to get involved (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.3

WOODWARD, WOODY
SHS tea to play in 'house that Ruth built' (list), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

WOOLF, DORRIT
Senior housing advocates plan (list), May 16, 1986, p.5

WOOLF, DORRIT (AU)
Why no pool, they wonder (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6

WOOLF, ELIZABETH
E Woolf presents check from auxiliary to J Hofheiser (photo), May 3, 1985, p.2

WOOLF, HOWARD
Their hands are quicker than the eye...sleight-ly (photo), Oct 11, 1985, p.6

WOOLF, LEOPOLD (AU)
Why no pool, they wonder (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6

WOOLF, MATTHEW
Local alumnus M A Woolf named bank VP, Jan 24, 1986, p.5

WOOLFALK, SHIGEKI
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

WOOLNER, JAMES
Ssc businessman J Woolner cited by ski industry, May 10, 1985, p.19

WOODSNAM, RUBY
Newly-hatched (photo), May 30, 1986, p.19

WORDEN, LOLLY
FIRST elects two from SCS (photo), Sep 26, 1986, p.2

WORDEN, MICHAEL
At Miss Covington's, ladies still wear white gloves (photo), Oct 10, 1986, p.24

WORKING WOMEN
SEE WOMEN-EMPLOYMENT

WORLD CITIZENS FOR THE PRESERVATION OF HUMANITY
Resident F Manoucherian calls for end to Cold War, launches crusade for world peace (photo), Dec 31, 1987, p.1

WORLD HUNGER CLUB
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-WORLD HUNGER CLUB

WORLD WAR II
Setting the record straight (edit), Jan 25, 1985, p.7

WORLD WAR II-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
Face to face with the Holocaust (edit), May 3, 1985, p.7
V-E Day remembered (edit), May 10, 1985, p.7
Derring-do in World War II (edit), May 31, 1985, p.7
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WORLD WAR II-PERSONAL NARRATIVES continued
  That was a shortage (edit), Nov 29, 1985, p.7
  Once upon a Christmas (edit), Dec 6, 1985, p.7
  Man's humanity to man (edit), Mar 5, 1987, p.7

WORLD WAR II VETERANS
  SEE VETERANS

WREN, FLORENCE
  They keep Reals on Wheels rolling (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.24

WRESTLING
  EHS grad P Heyman makes good as pro wrestling manager (photo), Dec 31, 1986, p.9
  EHS sports and sportsmen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 15, 1987, p.11

WRIGHT, PRISCILLA
  Moes, students grade child care program A-1 (photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.6
  Child Care well established (litr), Oct 3, 1986, p.6
  Child Care opening second site this fall (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.2
  Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

WRIGHT, PRISCILLA (AU)
  Special volunteers praised (litr), Jun 6, 1986, p.6

WRIGHTSON, KAROLYN
  Historical post (for K Wrightson), Aug 15, 1986, p.10

WRITERS
  SEE AUTHORS

WRITING
  Mentors, Oct 25, 1985, p.1
  Writers' group being formed, Apr 11, 1986, p.2
  How children can write history (edit), Sep 5, 1986, p.7
  Teaching kids to write (edit), Nov 21, 1986, p.7
  Conquering writers block (Lifelong Learning Supp), Aug 14, 1987, p.11
  Anyone can write better (edit), Dec 31, 1987, p.7

WRITING-STUDY AND TEACHING
  Three (L Albert, M Sobol, A Fiderer) who help wordsmiths forge better words (photo), Nov 20, 1987, p.6

WU, EDWARD
  Seven EHS seniors are Merit Semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.12

WU, HELEN
  Five EHS students are Merit semifinalists, Sep 12, 1986, p.12

WU, JULIA TU
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22

WU, LINDA
  Three SHS students (L Wu, T Yao, E Gordis) place in research contest, Jan 13, 1987, p.16
  23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

WU, SHIRLEY
  Local woman S Wu made bank VP, Jul 10, 1987, p.5

WYKE, JOSEPH
  (Legal) Awareness) for Women) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

WYMAN, AUDREY
  Watch out above: green parrot escapes, Apr 1, 1980, p.5

WYMAN, MARK
  Watch out above: green parrot escapes, Apr 1, 1988, p.5

WYNNER PARK
  Historically speaking: SCS's acquisition of land, May 24, 1985, p.6
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WYSS, CLEMENT
- Period of mourning (at American Legion for C Luckhardt, C Wyss) (1 hr), Mar 13, 1966, p.6

WYSS, CLEMENT JR
- C H Wyss Jr dies, Mar. 4, 1988, p.14

WYSS, MARIAN

XENGBO, TANG
- SEE TANG XENGBO

XIN, XUE WEI
- SEE XUE WEI-XIN

XUE QING-CHENG (DR)
- Leading neurosurgeons gather in SCS, Aug 1, 1986, p.1

XUE WEI-XIN
- A taste of the Orient (photo), Aug 22, 1986, p.1

YACHTS AND YACHTING
- First American entry outsails catamaran fleet (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.1
- SEE ALSO CATAMARANS, SAILING

YAEGER, DIANE
- B under consideration as next superintendent, Sep 25, 1987, p.1
- School nominating petitions out, Oct 23, 1987, p.9
- Because of redistricting, four (B Hudgens, R Golden, L Mercin, J Steger) must resign from SBNC, Nov 20, 1987, p.3

YAEGER, PETER
- SCS lawyer P E Yaeger killed in crash, Jan 24, 1986, p.1

YAGODA, LOUIS
- Village employee group voting on fact-finder's recommendation, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
- Contract update, Oct 18, 1985, p.1

YALKOWSKY, NEIL
- SCS day campers make TV debut, Aug 7, 1987, p.1

YALKOWSKY, RISAH
- SCS day campers make TV debut, Aug 7, 1987, p.1

YAMAGUCHI, MASAE
- Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

YAMAGUCHI, WATARU
- Cum Laude inducts 13, Sep 25, 1987, p.12
- Graduate in '88 (photo), Oct 7, 1987, p.13

YAMASHITA, MEME
- Graduation '97 was short and sweet for 131 seniors (photo), Jun 26, 1997, p.11

YAMAZAKI, HIROYUKI
- High tech romance (photo), Dec 13, 1985, p.1

YAMAZAKI, MASAHIRO
- Up and over on Sioux City Sue (photo), Apr 12, 1985, p.1

YANG, CHRISTINA
- ENT fifth grader J O'Shea at home on stage (list), May 2, 1996, p.13

YANKEE STADIUM (NY)
- SHS team to play in 'house that Ruth built' (list), Feb 27, 1987, p.1

YAO, TONG-HI
- Three SHS students (L Wu, T Yao, E Gordis) place in research contest, Jan 16, 1987, p.16
- 23 are National Merit semifinalists, Sep 25, 1987, p.14
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YARABEK, STEPHEN
Friends of the Parks host preservationist, May 24, 1985, p.5
Three score and ten years ago... (SCS incorporated) (photo), May 31, 1985, p.1
Greening of Greenacres project set to beautify border with WP (list), June 22, 1985, p.2
Border talks: Farley Rd White Plains border beautification, Aug 30, 1985, p.1
Controversy (with White Plains) denied, Aug 30, 1985, p.1
Farley Road fence, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Park project, Mar 22, 1986, p.1
Arbor Day plans, Apr 25, 1986, p.1
Park improvements, Aug 15, 1986, p.1

YARMY, JOHN
Local athletes in Empire State Games, Jul 21, 1987, p.15

YATES, ELMA
E Yates dies, Dec 13, 1985, p.30

YAUER, THEODORE DE
SEE DE YAUER, THEODORE

YAVERBAUM, DANIEL
SHS debater D Yaverbaum wins place in nationals, Mar 27, 1987, p.17
Freshman debater E Rosenthal scores high, Apr 17, 1987, p.8
Signifer inducts 76 (list), Oct 30, 1987, p.15

YAVERBAUM, PHYLLIS
Volunteers-their reasons for backing trend (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.6

YEAGER, LELAND
L E Yeager dies, Sep 18, 1987, p.17

YEAKER, ED
Local agencies Ed Yeaker Associates, Inc and D Dickinson join forces, Dec 13, 1985, p.2

YEAKER, ED (AU)
Hands down on speeding (ltr), Dec 13, 1985, p.6

YEAKER, EDWARD
Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1

YEAKER, GLENN
Griffen residents urge path survey, Sep 26, 1986, p.1

YEAKER, MERRI
Santa Claus in cahoots with rec department (photo), Dec 24, 1987, p.1
Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.9

YEAR OF DEVELOPING CAPABLE YOUNG PEOPLE (EMT)
Year of Developing Capable Young People begins Sept 25, Aug 29, 1924, p.9
Foster trust, psychologist Dr S Glenn tells EMT parents (photo), Oct 3, 1986, p.11

YEAR OF DEVELOPING CAPABLE YOUNG PEOPLE-EMT
SEE DEVELOPING CAPABLE YOUNG PEOPLE SERIES-EMT

YEAST
Medical notes on the 'yeast problem' (edit), Jan 30, 1987, p.7

YEGER, MOSHE
(D Arrow) Honored by Israel (photo), Jan 9, 1987, p.2

YELLEN, MICHAEL (DR)
SCS United Way exceeds campaign goal, May 9, 1986, p.4

YES
SEE YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-SCS

YING, LYDIA
Chinese School keeps traditions vibrant in USA (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.6
YM-YWHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER

YM-YWHA announces plans for $7 million expansion project (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.3

Residents L C Leale, R D Turick elected to YM-YWHA board, May 3, 1985, p.2

SEE ALSO YM-YWHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER

YOGEN, JOHN

J A Yoegel appointed WC CtY director of real estate, Feb 15, 1985, p.8

YONEDA, MIKOKO

International luncheon (photo), Dec 11, 1987, p.19

YONEDA, NAOMI

Student N Yoneda wins art award, Mar 11, 1988, p.19

YOUN, YOUNG

Woodlands Junior High math team to host interscholastic mathematics event (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.12

YORKTOWN (NY)

Prizing good taste (edit), Dec 11, 1987, p.6

YOSHIKAWA, YUKIKO

Crafty kids (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.9

YOSHIKAWA, KIKI

Kids win prizes for safety posters (list), Apr 1, 1988, p.13

YOSHIKAWA, YASUKO

And all the triangings (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.18

YOTIDES, DINO (AU)

110 Cooper Rd Elegant or shabby? (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

YOUN, HOMEON

Library exhibiting Oriental paintings, Aug 15, 1986, p.2

YOUNG DEMOCRATS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

YDW elects Weinberg, Chonigean, Mar 12, 1987, p.11

YOUNG ISRAEL OF SCS

UJA-Federation breakfast (photo; list), Aug 16, 1985, p.10

YOUNG REPUBLICANS

Resident K Barnett to head Young Republicans, Sep 13, 1985, p.12

K Barnett head of Young GOP (list), May 2, 1986, p.2
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YOUNG, BRUCE BRIDGE
   B H Young dies, Mar 20, 1987, p.15

YOUNG, DALE
   Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
   (Village) Board delays vote on 'flag lot' ban, Dec 18, 1987, p.1
   Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
   Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
   Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

YOUNG, DALE JOAN (AU)
   The case for permitting flag lots (edit), Nov 13, 1987, p.7
   Proposed law called arbitrary (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6

YOUNG, FREDDIE
   Kudos to cops A Filancia, G Greenbaum, T Carroll, Dec 31, 1987, p.1

YOUNG, GRAFT
   Apollo saxophonist M Harris finds faith and harmony (photo), Mar 4, 1987, p.12

YOUNG, GREGORY
   (Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

YOUNG, IRWIN
   Taking exception (to noise regulations), Sep 13, 1985, p.1

YOUNG, JAMES
   Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
   Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
   Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
   Golden Horseshoe expansion plan gains, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
   Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
   Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

YOUNG, JEANETTE
   Bank is grateful to all (ltr), Sep 4, 1987, p.6

YOUNG, KAREN
   Close look at Albany (photo), May 16, 1986, p.19

YOUNG, STEVEN
   They're number one! Spelling team from SCS wins it all (photo), Jun 14, 1985, p.3

YOUNG, THEODORE
   King breakfast profit report is awaited, Jan 22, 1988, p.12

YOUNGER, ED
   SCS Historical Society schedules Appraisal Day (photo), Mar 8, 1985, p.3

YOUTH
   Teenage 'open house' ends in violence, injuries, arrest, May 10, 1985, p.1
   Prescription for disaster (edit), May 10, 1985, p.6
   Preventing 'open houses' (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
   Trying doesn't always work (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
   Father's plea to teenagers (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
   Praise from his neighbors (ltr), May 24, 1985, p.6
   Altruists of youth (edit), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
   Y honors outstanding teens (list), Jun 21, 1985, p.26
   Youth Services program to expand, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
   Wednesday's teen night in SCS (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.2
   Baskin-Robbins fined for employing kids, Aug 9, 1985, p.1
   Parents riled over two assaults at student party, Oct 18, 1985, p.1
   Wanted: new solutions (ltr), Oct 25, 1985, p.6
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YOUTH continued

Open houses defended (ltr), Oct 31, 1985, p.6
Another view of open houses (ltr), Nov 8, 1985, p.6
Young people, parents, counselors discuss issues of drugs, alcohol, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Parent seminars, films discuss social problems of adolescence, Dec 27, 1985, p.15
Saving our most precious resource (edit), Jan 10, 1986, p.7
Council seeking teen activities (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.40
Council on Youth reports on new Youth Services Program (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.40
Teen drug use seen as everyone's problem, Feb 23, 1986, p.1
Praise for youth services (ltr), Feb 28, 1986, p.6
Youth project's backers fear loss of village support, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Children need parameters (edit), Apr 13, 1986, p.7
Task force, FT council ask parents to take Safe Homes pledge, May 2, 1986, p.1
She wants deeds, not words (ltr), May 16, 1986, p.6
Needed: a community center (ltr), Jun 7, 1986, p.6
Teen facility needed (ltr), Aug 1, 1986, p.6
Few join corps, Aug 8, 1986, p.1
Teen center nearing reality, Aug 9, 1986, p.1
Hard work does pay off (edit), Aug 8, 1986, p.7
War on teens seen (ltr), Aug 15, 1986, p.6
There's plenty for teens to do (ltr), Aug 29, 1986, p.6
Year of Developing Capable Young People begins Sept 25, Aug 29, 1986, p.9
Harold Gelb gets state post on youth advisory group, Oct 3, 1986, p.2
Growing up in SCS discussed, Oct 24, 1986, p.1
Youth counselors advise parents on dealing effectively with teenagers, Nov 7, 1986, p.3
Gangs came from all over (ltr), Nov 14, 1986, p.6
A dialogue on adolescents' problems: actors dramatize, audience reacts, Nov 14, 1986, p.10
Police and kids should talk (ltr), Nov 21, 1986, p.6
Teen cafe plans February opening (ltr), Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Drugs--Is my child at risk? (edit), Jan 16, 1987, p.7
Worse than injustice (edit), Jan 16, 1987, p.7
Council tries to meet youth needs, problems (list) (Progress Edition '87), Jan 30, 1987, p.12
Listen to young (ltr), Feb 20, 1987, p.6
A place for teens (photo), Mar 13, 1987, p.1
Student service, Jun 5, 1987, p.1
Parents' responsibility (edit), Jun 5, 1987, p.6
Festive and safe graduation (ltr), Jun 5, 1987, p.6
Read offers advice to parents on preventing teen drug abuse, Jun 5, 1987, p.17
Angry neighbors band together against vandals (photo), Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Beard (of Ed) imposes curfew on Edgewood School grounds, Jul 10, 1987, p.1
Lower age of accountability (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6
Pool opening to teenagers 6 nights a week, Jul 17, 1987, p.1
It's happening at the pool (photo), Jul 24, 1987, p.5
Constructive solution (ltr), Jul 24, 1987, p.6
They are younger this year; they know something of drugs..., Jul 24, 1987, p.9
Good times at the SCS Pool (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.1
Youth nights at the pool expected to return, despite modest crowds (photo), Sep 4, 1987, p.1
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YOUTH continued

Not giving up (on pool nights for teens) (edit), Sep 4, 1987, p.6
Teen party leads to resurgence of vandalism over last weekend, Oct 16, 1987, p.2
No teen drinking is the proper goal (edit), Oct 16, 1987, p.7
Teens need action, not talk (litr), Oct 22, 1987, p.6
Recreation for teens, Nov 1, 1987, p.1
Praise from the chief (litr), Nov 6, 1987, p.6
Teach kids to drink safely (litr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
Apology in order (litr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6
Teen cafe returning, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Mayor E. Seidman reports state of village (photo) "Progress Edition-1985", Jan 27, 1988, p.1
Youth group tries to avert problems (Progress Edition-1985), Jan 27, 1988, p.17
SEE ALSO YOUTH SERVICES PROJECT-SCS, YOUTH CENTER-SCS

YOUTH CENTER-SCS

Teen center nearing reality; Aug 8, 1986, p.1
A place to have fun (litr), Aug 15, 1986, p.6
War on teens seen (litr), Aug 15, 1986, p.6
Common Ground, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
Common Ground, Oct 17, 1986, p.1
Pool backers make pitch, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Wrong place for a teen cafe (litr), Nov 26, 1986, p.6
Sleeping on the job (litr), Dec 12, 1986, p.6
She favors club for teens (litr), Dec 19, 1986, p.6

YOUTH COUNCIL-SCS

SEE VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-YOUTH ADVISORY COUNCIL

YOUTH COUNSELING LEAGUE

Helping their peers (photo), May 30, 1986, p.9

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-SCS

YES matches students with jobs (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.41
Say yes to YES (edit), Mar 29, 1985, p.6
Support for YES (litr), Jun 14, 1985, p.6
A pat on the back for YES volunteers (photo; list), Jun 21, 1985, p.4
Hustlers can still hustle up a summer job (photo), Jun 21, 1985, p.6
YES offered students 1300 jobs (Progress Edition; list), Jan 31, 1985, p.29
They keep YES in business (photo; list), Jun 6, 1985, p.12
YES re-elects chairman, president (list), Jun 7, 1985, p.3
Jobs for students? YES, just ask (Back to School Supp'l, Aug 27, 1985, p.21
YES matches young people and employers (Progress Edition '85), Jan 23, 1987, p.16
YES re-elects its leadership (list), Jun 12, 1987, p.3
Here are the volunteers who say YES (photo; list), Jun 26, 1987, p.2
Youth Employment Service is on the job still (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.2
YES says yes to students in the job market (photo), Sep 19, 1987, p.6
YES offers jobs with disabled (Progress Edition-1985), Jan 29, 1988, p.10

YOUTH SERVICE AGENCIES-AWARDS

New award (for best-managed youth service agency), Dec 24, 1987, p.5

YOUTH SERVICES PROJECT-SCS

Council meets changing needs of young people (Progress Edition-1985), Feb 1, 1985, p.34
Counselors team up to help young people (photo), May 10, 1985, p.1
Youth services program to expand, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
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YOUTH SERVICES PROJECT-SCS  continued
Residents persuade Pennysaver to stop hand deliveries here (photo), Jul 19, 1985, p.1
Wednesday's teen night in SCS (photo), Aug 2, 1985, p.2
How youth project works (ltr), Aug 2, 1985, p.2
New rules at SHS provoke criticism, Sep 20, 1985, p.1
Youth project praised (ltr), Nov 22, 1985, p.6
Youth project called a "model" (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
Counselor expresses gratitude (ltr), Dec 6, 1985, p.6
Young people, parents, counselors discuss issues of drugs, alcohol, Dec 27, 1985, p.1
Growing parental concern seen over teen drug use, Jan 31, 1986, p.4
Council on Youth reports on new Youth Services Program (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 1986, p.40
Praise for youth services (ltr), Feb 28, 1986, p.6
Youth project's backers fear loss of village support, Mar 7, 1986, p.1
Save the Youth Project (edit), Mar 7, 1986, p.6
Youth Services Project supported (ltr), Mar 7, 1986, p.6
They say, tell it to the village (ltr), Mar 7, 1986, p.6
Village Board renews support of Youth Services, Mar 14, 1986, p.1
Keep the partnership (ltr), Mar 14, 1986, p.6
Consult for 3 years (ltr), Mar 14, 1986, p.6
Final school redistricting plan announced, Mar 21, 1986, p.1
Three year funding (of Youth Services Project) urged (ltr), Mar 21, 1986, p.6
Village budget gets friendly reception (chart p.19), Apr 11, 1986, p.1
(SCY) School Board wrestles with gift policy, Nov 20, 1987, p.1

YOUTH SUICIDE NATIONAL CENTER
SEE SUICIDE

YOUTH-COUNSELING
Youth counselor L Kaplan plans to resign, Nov 15, 1985, p.1
Why add to the stress? (edit), Nov 15, 1985, p.6

YOUTH-DRUG ABUSE
SEE DRUG ABUSE

YOUTH-EMPLOYMENT
SEE STUDENT EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-EMS, YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-SCS

YOUTH-SUICIDE
SEE SUICIDE

YU MENGJIA
Chinese-American cultural exchange (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.1
YU MENGJIA (MRS)
Chinese-American cultural exchange (photo), Mar 6, 1987, p.1

YU, MARY ANN
Chinese School keeps traditions vibrant in USA (photo), Feb 15, 1985, p.6

YUAN, LUCY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22

YUDOVICH, ALICE
Board of Education elects E Cunningham president (photo; list), Jul 5, 1985, p.1
Bottle people visit the high school (photo), Jan 17, 1986, p.22
Purple Power (photo), Apr 25, 1986, p.20
Busy year ahead for school board; Sep 26, 1986, p.1
Student exhibit (at WP Hospital), Jan 15, 1987, p.16

YUNAS, CHRIS
Before the prom (photo), Jun 19, 1987, p.11
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YUN, JEANNIE
C Hong and J Yun exhibit art in GBH town hall; Feb 22, 1985, p.11

YUN, SUSAN
Graduation day marks end of years at EHS for 149 seniors (photo); Jun 28, 1985, p.11

YUNICH, DAVID
Yunich elected by Herzan's, Sep 20, 1985, p.4

YURACKO, BILL
25 nased to run at Unit Meetings for Citizens' Committee positions; Oct 9, 1987, p.3

YURACKO, WILLIAM
Suspicious blaze destroys County Tennis Club of WC (photo); Jan 11, 1985, p.1
County Tennis Club will rise from the ashes (photo); Feb 1, 1985, p.1
Unit meetings slated for Wednesday night, Nov 6, 1987, p.1

YMCA
Area Y's depend on United Way's help, Feb 8, 1985, p.2
YMCA elects M Gonzalez; Nov 7, 1986, p.9
M Dowling Cited by YMCA (photo); Dec 18, 1987, p.13

YWHA
YM & YWHA announces plans for $7 million expansion project (photo); Apr 5, 1985, p.3
Residents L C Leale and RD Yunich elected to YM & YWHA board; May 3, 1985, p.2
SEE ALSO YM-YWHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER

ZACARIA, ANN
(Hahn & Mann Equities) Realty firm is forced; Sep 25, 1987, p.2

ZACARIA, JOHN
(Lawyers B Slotnick, P Pickelle, M Arasprong) In the limelight, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
P Pickelle named city attorney of Yonkers (photo); Mar 11, 1988, p.3

ZACCARIA, ANN
(In Hahn & Mann Equities) Realty firm is forced; Sep 25, 1987, p.2

ZACCARO, JOHN
(Lawyers B Slotnick, P Pickelle, M Arasprong) In the limelight, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
P Pickelle named city attorney of Yonkers (photo); Mar 11, 1988, p.3

ZACHARIO, DONALD
Insurance problems blocking art display (photo p.3); Jun 28, 1985, p.1
Now there are seven (Library Board members); Aug 23, 1985, p.1

ZACHARIA, JEFF
Village was geared for Gloria; massive clean-up underway (photo); Oct 4, 1985, p.1

ZACHARIA, JENNIFER
SCS class of '85 advised: You are masters of your fate (photo); Jun 28, 1985, p.1

ZAFFINO, ANGELO
A Zaffino named fire chief; Chief Park retires after 44 years (photo); Feb 8, 1985, p.11
Deputy chief J Farrugio named; May 31, 1985, p.11
Fire chief A Zaffino picks deputy; Jun 28, 1985, p.10
Fire districts plan bargaining strategy; Aug 2, 1985, p.11
County to rule on legality of assistant chief's appointment; Aug 22, 1985, p.9
County asks that Albany consider reinstatement (for A Zaffino); Aug 30, 1985, p.9
State coaision rejects request to reinstate Zaffino; Nov 15, 1985, p.11
Deputy chief P Gordineer is named; firefighters graduate (list); Nov 22, 1985, p.10
Firetruck out of service, Nov 29, 1985, p.13
Fire truck scheduled to be repaired soon (photo p 13); Dec 6, 1985, p.12
State hearing on fire chief's job, Dec 6, 1985, p.13
Civil service okays Zaffino; Dec 20, 1985, p.12
Fire board head speaks to SCC, Jan 10, 1986, p.11
Fire district seeks bond issue for renovated HQ; Apr 11, 1986, p.11
Three-car collision (photo); May 23, 1986, p.10
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ZAFFINO, ANGELO continued
Residents consider fire board's proposal at public hearing, Jun 6, 1986, p.11
Board to pick new chief, Jun 20, 1986, p.11
Fire commissioners ponder appointment, defeat of issue, Jul 11, 1986, p.9
Payments to Zaffino questioned, Sep 5, 1986, p.12
Residents put fire board in the hot seat, Sep 12, 1986, p.13
Commissioners order audit, Oct 3, 1986, p.11
Frauds bureau subpoenas data of 'ville fire district, Oct 17, 1986, p.11
Auditors give SBH fire district a clean bill of health, Nov 7, 1986, p.11
Toff resigns as head of 'ville fire board (photo), Dec 5, 1986, p.13
(Greenville) Fire district case before grand j., Feb 13, 1987, p.11
County grand jury clears 'ville Fire District, Apr 24, 1987, p.11

ZHAN, CY
C Zahn dies, Mar 27, 1997, p.15

ZHANN, CAROL (AU)
High praise for fire dept (ltr), May 23, 1986, p.6

ZHANN, KEELY (AU)
High praise for fire dept (ltr), May 23, 1986, p.6

ZHANN, SANDY (AU)
High praise for fire dept (ltr), May 23, 1986, p.6

ZALTAS, FRED
PT Council plans new program (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3

ZANKEL, JIMMY
Phaedrus: happiness in a two-room schoolhouse (Part I) (photo), Mar 27, 1987, p.11
At Phaedrus, the aim is 'educating the whole kid' (Part II) (photo), Apr 3, 1987, p.11

ZANPHIR, GABY (AU)
Archaeology enthusiasts salute the Adult School (edit), Nov 29, 1985, p.7

ZANZANO, CECILIA
Draft policy on residence is subject of board meeting, Oct 11, 1985, p.11

ZARET, MILTON (DR)
Radiation hazard (attached to Nynex antennas)?, Jul 24, 1987, p.1
Nynex base station (to be discussed at Village Board meeting), Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

ZARET, MILTON (DR-AU)
Good reason seen for fears (of mobile radio antennas) (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

ZARETSKY, ANDREW
Town (of GSH), Postal Service locked in court battle over post office, Mar 4, 1988, p.13

ZAYAC, ANDREW
Giving the teachers a big hand (photo), Jun 6, 1986, p.22

ZAYAC, ROBERT
SHS graduate B Smithline dead of leukemia at 20 (photo), Feb 21, 1986, p.1
Sportsmanship rewarded (ltr), Dec 5, 1986, p.6

ZECHER, DEBORAH (RABBI)
History-and the calendar-unite Passover and Easter (photo), Apr 5, 1985, p.1
Class of '86 enjoys day in the sun (photo; addl photo p 24, Graduation '86 Supp), Jul 4, 1986, p.1
SHS graduate W Safian slain in San Francisco (photo), Jul 17, 1987, p.1
Happy Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

ZEDNIX, ANITA
$32.2 million budget draws quiet reaction, May 1, 1987, p.1
PT Council plans new programs (Education '87 Supp), Aug 28, 1987, p.3
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ZEDNIK, ANITA (AU)
Children need parameters (edit), Apr 12, 1986, p.7
Many contributed to (PTA) guidelines (ltr), Apr 25, 1986, p.6

ZEDNIK, RICKY
DAR names winners of essay contest (photo), Mar 15, 1985, p.25

ZEEGAN, ANDREW
Playing with pendulums (photo), Nov 29, 1985, p.24

ZELNER, BEN
Painter's torch starts blaze in Richbell (photo), Aug 7, 1987, p.1

ZELLNER, ROGER
Would-be cop R J Zellner convicted of false claims, Dec 11, 1987, p.3

ZEM, HUGH VAN
SEE VAN ZELM, HUGH

ZELTNER, PETER
(Sports) Realignaent will see little change for EHS, Feb 19, 1988, p.11

ZEMEL-D'AMORE, JASON
ECCE: Don't change grading system, Oct 17, 1986, p.11

ZEMEL-D'AMORE, JASON
High marks for (EHT! writing program, Feb 12, 1987, p.11

ZEMKE, BRUCE
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

ZIEB, MARTIN
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

ZIA, UMY
EHS sports and sportsmen: the year's best moments for both, Jun 19, 1987, p.11
Graduation '87 was short and sweet for 131 seniors (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.11

ZIAVARA, KATHERINE
Reception to honor teachers retiring from Quaker Ridge; PTA slate announced (list), Jun 5, 1987, p.17

ZIESLER, BARBARA
Good senior citizens (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.9

ZIESLER, SALLY
Planners say rules needed before day care can be offered in homes, Nov 22, 1985, p.11
Moos, students grade child care program A-1 (photo), Jan 31, 1986, p.5

ZILENZIGER, SUSAN
J Flynn, S P zilenziger join Van Wert (photo), Apr 24, 1987, p.4

ZILENZIGER, SUZANNE

ZIMET, RALPH
R R Zimet dies, May 3, 1985, p.22

ZIMMERMAN, MILDRED
Thoughts on retirement (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.7

ZIMMERMAN, MILDRED (AU)
Who said teaching is dull? (edit), Jan 25, 1985, p.7
On terminating tenured teachers (edit), Jul 5, 1985, p.7
Teacher's ten tips (edit), Jan 31, 1986, p.7
Pay attention to teachers (edit), Mar 14, 1986, p.7
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ZIMMERMAN, PHYLLIS
FIRST elects two from SCS (photo), Sep 22, 1984, p.2
Correction: P Zimmerman assistant treasurer, Town Club, Oct 10, 1986, p.4
They also serve who only sit...and wait (photo), Jun 17, 1987, p.6

ZIMMERMAN, PHYLLIS (AU)
Useful public service (ltr), Jul 10, 1987, p.6

ZIMMERMAN, ROBERT
Off the beaten track: unusual courses (photo), Lifelong Learning Supp, Jan 9, 1987, p.4

ZINGARO, PATSY
Ribbon-cutting time (at Chase Park) (photo), Aug 21, 1987, p.3

ZINK, GEORGETTE
Public budget preview presented by Village Bd Finance Cmte, Feb 22, 1985, p.1
More (money) for managers, Nov 29, 1985, p.1

ZINK, ROBERT
Beth Abraham installs officers (list), Aug 30, 1985, p.10

ZIPF, BOB
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.20

ZIPF, CATHERINE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.20

ZIPF, DEBORAH
Scarsdalian D Zipf new VP of state PTA, Nov 8, 1985, p.5
Sabol, at PTA parade, urges more focus on children (list), Nov 21, 1986, p.10
Local woman D W Zipf leads state PTA delegation, Jul 3, 1987, p.2

ZIPF, DEBORAH WEST (AU)
I leave the question (edit), Feb 5, 1988, p.7

ZIPF, GEORGE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.20

ZIPF, ROBERT
Village investment strategy backfires, Jan 4, 1985, p.1
Investment strategy: Village returns to more conservative approach, Jul 12, 1985, p.1
Board of Trustees' advisers cool to possible village bond issue, Aug 16, 1985, p.1
Village trustees consider alternative financing, Sep 13, 1985, p.1
Village orders study on impact of downtown plan, May 27, 1986, p.1
In county past R Zipf (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.2
Investment strategy, Jul 18, 1986, p.1
SCS residents M Soter, E Brady, M Wilson, R Zipf prominent in DioGuardi re-election effort, Aug 22, 1986, p.3
GOP to hear Slotnick (Republican Town Committee elects leaders), Oct 9, 1987, p.5

ZIPLOW, MITCHELL
Bill's (Sporting World) closes after 15 years in downtown, Apr 4, 1986, p.1

ZIZHOR, BRAD
Class of '86 bids EHS a fond adieu at graduation (photo), Jul 4, 1986, p.9
Good senior citizens (photo), Jul 25, 1986, p.9

ZIZZAMIA, LEONA
L H Zizzamia dies, Aug 21, 1987, p.9

ZOFFNESS, RICHARD (AU)
Writer says SCS police deserve higher salaries (ltr), Aug 23, 1985, p.6

ZOLDAN, ALEX
Site inspection (photo), Dec 6, 1985, p.27

ZOLDAN, SHARON
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1

ZOHLMAN, MITCHELL
ZOLLINGER, JOHN JR
At 100, United Way sets highest goal ever (photo), Sep 25, 1987, p.2

ZOLTORFE, JOEL
Like old times for the Class of '52 (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.2

ZONING AND MASTER PLAN COMMITTEE
SEE ZONNG-SC

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS-GBH
SEE ZONING BOARD-GBH

ZONING BOARD-GBH
ZBA approves canopy, May 1, 1987, p.11
Court rulings are pending in (EMT) ban on satellite dish antenna, May 29, 1987, p.11
ZBA puts off decision on Longview kitchen, Dec 24, 1987, p.12
Town officials' case against Moundroukas looks doomed, Jan 8, 1988, p.9
Judge W. Walsh dismisses (GBH) officials' case (against S Moundroukas), Jan 15, 1988, p.10
A Loabardi Appointed to (GBH) ZBA, Jan 22, 1988, p.12
ZBA says no to kitchen, Feb 5, 1988, p.11
SEE ALSO ZONING BOARD-GBH

ZONING BOARD-GBH
Developer Moundroukas sees victory in $7 million suits, Jan 19, 1985, p.15
Man waits for ZBA to dish out a decision, Aug 2, 1985, p.11
Dish decision is postponed, Oct 4, 1985, p.11
Dish likely to get ok (photo), Oct 31, 1985, p.11
Hearing on dish receiver reopened by zoning board, Nov 29, 1985, p.13
Spot marks the spot (for Hardoff satellite receiver) (photo), May 9, 1986, p.11
ZBA says leaser may stay, Dec 24, 1986, p.9
Gualey retires from ZBA (photo), Jan 16, 1987, p.11

ZONING, CONSERVATION
Planning Bd rules that 8 houses can be built at 465 Mamaroneck Rd, Mar 8, 1985, p.3
Development approved, Jul 5, 1985, p.3
Update on Winston, Nov 22, 1985, p.1
Winston proposal described, Dec 20, 1985, p.1
Village says it will sell Winston land, Jan 31, 1986, p.1
Site approved for displaced Lease home, May 9, 1986, p.2
Parking fees, fines in village heading up, May 16, 1986, p.1
Planners say 13 houses can be built on Winston property, Aug 1, 1986, p.1
Plan unveiled for Winston development, Sep 5, 1986, p.1
Would-be Winston developers must prepare impact statement, Oct 3, 1986, p.3
Townhouses proposed on Weaver Street, Nov 7, 1986, p.1
Trustees postpone cable TV decision, Nov 28, 1986, p.1
Hearings slated on Heathcote developments, Dec 12, 1986, p.1
Demolition of house protested in vain; Dec 24, 1986, p.1
Development curtailed, Jan 9, 1987, p.1
Cluster housing opposed (letter), Jan 9, 1987, p.6
Richards: Planning needed to control future development, Mar 6, 1987, p.1
Office building, eleven new homes among proposals to Planning Board, May 22, 1987, p.1
Neighbors seek to prevent creation of new building lot on Autenrieth, Jun 5, 1987, p.5
Plans for 11 houses move ahead, Jul 3, 1987, p.1
Multi-home proposals assailed, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
With prices soaring and open space disappearing even 'miserable little parcels' become building lots, Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Planning Board weighs disputed developments, Dec 24, 1987, p.1
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ZONING, CONSERVATION

DEIS required for (Montgomery) Rd subdivision, Jan 8, 1985, p.1
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1985, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1986, p.1
Are we to be cemented over? (letter), Mar 15, 1986, p.6
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1986, p.1

ZONING-EMT

SEE ZONING-SBH

ZONING-SBH

Town roofer law meets obstacles, Feb 9, 1985, p.10
Dish likely to get ok (photo), Oct 21, 1985, p.11
Town sets retirement plan, Dec 20, 1985, p.12
Still no decision from ZBH on satellite dish antenna, Dec 27, 1985, p.11
Planning Board proposes new town zoning category, Jan 21, 1986, p.11
New law regulates roofer, boarders, Jan 24, 1986, p.11
ZBA denies request for dish, Jan 31, 1986, p.11
Dish receiver case back on ZBA agenda, Apr 4, 1986, p.11
Town Board adopts new zoning, Jun 13, 1986, p.10
Town units hear plans for rezoning, Jun 13, 1986, p.10
Dish request is refused again, Jul 4, 1986, p.9
Opposition is voiced to Fort Hill subdivision, Aug 1, 1986, p.9
Town begins roofer law; few register, Aug 9, 1986, p.9
Residents clash over a proposed rezoning, Sep 26, 1986, p.13
Rezoning is recommended, Oct 24, 1986, p.11
Town to improve Cotswold Park, Apr 24, 1987, p.10
Civic groups leery of zoning amendment, May 3, 1987, p.11
Town Board to review zoning proposal, Jun 19, 1987, p.11
GDC fights for stricter trailer law, Jun 26, 1987, p.10
'Less costly' housing measure passed (by SBH Town Board), Jul 10, 1987, p.9
Longview residents (of EMT) oppose kitchen request, Nov 6, 1987, p.13
ZBA puts off decision on Longview kitchen, Dec 24, 1987, p.13
ZBA says no to kitchen, Feb 5, 1988, p.11
Town (of SBH), Postal Service locked in court battle over post office, Mar 4, 1989, p.13

SEE ALSO ZCOT BOARD-SBH

ZONING-SBH-LAWS AND LEGISLATION

Penalties increased for (SBH) zoning violations, Oct 16, 1987, p.10

ZONING-LAWS AND REGULATIONS

Village considering law to bar new interior lots, Oct 30, 1987, p.1

ZONING-NEW ROCHELLE

New synagogue application turned down by New Rochelle, Jul 26, 1985, p.1

ZONING-NEW YORK STATE-LAWS AND LEGISLATION

Penalties increased for (SBH) zoning violations, Oct 16, 1987, p.10

ZONING-SCS

Vets fight for tax break: Village Bd tables vets' tax law, acts on dish antennae, land restrictions, Jan 25, 1985, p.1
Development alternatives for Winston property suggested, Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Election '85: incumbents E Hand, E Seidman air views (photo), Mar 1, 1985, p.1
Senior citizens' housing options outlined, Mar 8, 1985, p.1
No synagogue: proposal to convert home to synagogue denied, Jun 14, 1985, p.1
Board of Appeals still undecided about legality of car rental here, Dec 20, 1985, p.4
Suit threatens sale of land, Jan 17, 1986, p.1
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ZONING-SCS continued

Village Board seeks support of Youth Services, Mar 16, 1987, p.1
Panelists probe planning issues (list), May 30, 1986, p.1
 Pace of development stirs concerns here, Nov 21, 1986, p.1
Richards: Planning needed to control future development, Mar 4, 1987, p.1
Another way to get apartments (ltr), Apr 3, 1987, p.6
On the town (American Planning Assn visits SCS), May 8, 1987, p.1
Kitchen restriction, Sep 11, 1987, p.1
Longer moratoria on downtown development?, Oct 2, 1987, p.1
Flag lot hearing, Nov 20, 1987, p.1
Balance of interests (edit), Nov 20, 1987, p.6
Why new flag lots should be barred (edit), Nov 20, 1987, p.7
D Portman to propose new downtown zoning, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Citizens debate ban on flag lots, Nov 27, 1987, p.1
Zoning and the Constitution (ltr), Nov 27, 1987, p.6
Portman proposal recommends emphasis on housing downtown (map), Dec 4, 1987, p.1
Town Club's positions (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6
Proposed law called arbitrary (ltr), Dec 4, 1987, p.6
No more flag lots (edit), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
On to Phase II (of downtown planning), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Downtown zoning sought, Mar 13, 1988, p.1
Downtown planning, Mar 12, 1988, p.1
Downtown zoning revisions ahead, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
D Portman unveils revised zoning for downtown (map p 15), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

SEE ALSO FLAG LOTS

ZONING-SCS-LAWS AND LEGISLATION

With prices soaring and open space disappearing even 'miserable little parcels' become building lots, Oct 16, 1987, p.1
Controlling development (edit), Oct 16, 1987, p.6

ZORSKI, ELEANOR

Administrators to be hired soon, Jan 31, 1986, p.10
Students pass state tests, Dec 19, 1986, p.11

ZOUZIAS, MARCOLA

Seely students Y Kalazono, H Zouzias contest winners, Dec 27, 1985, p.11

ZRALY, KATHY

SHS fair conveys health realities, Nov 27, 1987, p.20

ZUCKERMAN, ANDREW

Arthur Moran hailed spirit of freedom (photo), Jul 11, 1986, p.1

ZUCKERMAN, BARBARA

Board acts on Edgewood overcrowding (photo), May 17, 1985, p.1
Edgewood PTA picks committee heads, Sep 25, 1987, p.14

ZUCKERMAN, CHERYL

SCS Nat'l Bank salutes SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 23, 1987, p.32

ZUCKERMAN, DONALD

No decision yet on fate of dog Thomas, Jan 18, 1985, p.1
Thomas' fate still undecided, Feb 15, 1985, p.1
Thomas is Vermont-bound, Mar 15, 1985, p.1

ZUCKERMAN, MATT

Collector M Zuckerman cited (photo), Jun 26, 1987, p.4
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ZUCKERMAN, MATT (AL)
   Junk boxes, to coin a phrase (edit), Sep 5, 1986, p.7

ZUCKERMAN, PHYLLIS
   Board may move Latin program; Seely Place improvements proposed, Apr 19, 1985, p.11

ZUKERMAN, PINCHAS
   After 26 years of music, (White Plains Symphony) orchestra goes silent, Oct 2, 1987, p.1

ZULLO, PETER
   Even devils get hungry (photo), Oct 30, 1987, p.14

ZUMMALT, CHRISTINA
   Magic in the air (C Jessay performs magic for Montessori School) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.5

ZWEIBACH, LAWRENCE
   Solomon says he’s not guilty, Jul 3, 1987, p.1

ZWEIFACH, LAWRENCE
   (A Solomon) Back in court, Aug 21, 1987, p.1
   $20 million suit (against A Solomon by C Cotugno), Sep 4, 1987, p.1

ZWILLINGER, WARD
   Joy and nostalgia mix on Graduation Day (photo; addl photo p 2A; 4A; 27A), Jun 26, 1987, p.1

ZYL, ALBERT VAN (ET AL)
   SEE VAN ZYL

ZYSMAN, DAVID
   For Yeshiva students (photo), Apr 17, 1987, p.4
The Index to the Scarsdale Inquirer is an alphabetical listing by subject of articles appearing in the weekly Scarsdale Inquirer. Under each subject headlines appear chronologically (except for OBITUARIES, which are listed alphabetically). Volume I of the Index covers newspapers for Oct 10, 1901 to Jun 27, 1907, and Jan-Dec, 1909. (Newspapers for Jul-Dec, 1907 and Jan-Dec, 1908, 1910, and 1911 are missing.) Volume II covers newspapers for Jan, 1912 to Dec, 1918. (Newspapers for Jan-Nov 8, 1919 are missing.) Volume III covers newspapers for Nov 15, 1919-Dec, 1924. Thereafter, index volumes generally cover a five-year span of newspapers. Great care has been taken to assure that the index will provide easy access to articles detailing local history, including people, places and events. As a general rule, headlines that are concise and informative are used as is. Those that need clarification may be embellished with the addition of personal names or a parenthetical phrase to provide a more complete description of the article. Thus, the index may be used in two ways: as a primary source of information; or as a guide to the location of a particular newspaper article, letter, editorial or photograph.

Subject headings generally follow 'Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature' and Library of Congress. The particular geographical area covered is chiefly Scarsdale, although the earliest newspapers cover all of Westchester County, and those articles are indexed. General headings may have the subdivision -SCS for Scarsdale, EMT for Edgemont, -GBH for Greenburgh, or -HTS for Hartsdale, as there may also be references to these municipalities. When an organization uses Scarsdale as an inherent part of its name, articles referring to that organization are listed under SCS; for example, SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Banks and businesses are listed under general categories, for example BANKS AND BANKING or REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS. When such a broad heading is used, every effort is made to name the individual business or bank in the headline.

Because a local newspaper is a rich source of data for genealogical research, most personal names that appear in the Inquirer are indexed. Names have been verified as much as possible, but where there is a question, a name is listed exactly as it appears in the Inquirer. In the early days of the newspaper, people are often referred to simply as MR, MRS, or MISS (LAST NAME), with no first name. This is such a frequent occurrence in these early newspapers that special care has been taken to determine the full name indicated. In some cases, the sense of the article gives an important clue to the full name. Sometimes, however, it is impossible to be certain that similar names truly refer to the same person. For example, H W PICCOT may refer to HAROLD PICCOT or HENRY PICCOT, so there appear in the index listings for all three. In the same way, MRS GOLDSMITH may mean MRS MAX GOLDSMITH, MRS MORTON GOLDSMITH, and/or MRS M GOLDSMITH. All appear in the index unless it can be determined without a doubt which name refers to which person. Occasionally it is obvious that the name listed in the newspaper is a typographical error, for example MRS FREDERICK ACKERMANN is MRS FREDERICK ACKERMAN. Sometimes a clarifying word or two in parentheses after a last name helps to particularize an entry, for example THEALL, (POSTMASTER, HTS) or NILES (COMMISSIONER). It would be wise for the researcher to check under all headings for a particular last name to assure that no references have been overlooked.
There are several types of information that have not been indexed, either because of the ephemeral quality of that information or because the information can be found with ease through official county, town, or village records. These include births, engagements, marriages, legal notices, police and fire blotters except when warranted by full-article coverage, club and league meetings, movie and book reviews, gardening and cooking columns, and sports, except for announcements of the appointment of coaches or coverage of important championships. Notices of upcoming events are not indexed unless particular biographical information not found elsewhere is included.

The following abbreviations have been used:
- advt - advertisement (usually political)
- AU - author
- DR - doctor (physician or PhD)
- edit - editorial
- EMT - Edgemont
- GBH - Greenburgh
- HTS - Hartsdale
- illus/ILLUS - illustration, or after a personal name, illustrator
- ltr - letter (to the editor)
- photo - photograph(s)
- SCS - Scarsdale
- trans - translator

Mary Buchanan
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AARON, GINNY
Honoraries (of Mt Holyoke Club of Westchester) (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.9
R Van Horne re-elected Youth Employment Services president, May 27, 1988, p.3
YES salutes its volunteers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.11

AARON, PETER REID
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

ABATINO, ANTHONY
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34
ABATINO, ROSEMARI
Helping hands (St Agnes Auxiliary presents check to hospital; Officers elected) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.9
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

ABBE, COLMAN (AU)
End of a successful run (ltr; list), Jul 1, 1988, p.6

ABBE, NANCY (AU)
End of a successful run (ltr; list), Jul 1, 1988, p.6

ABBOTT, MARIE
M F Abbott dies, May 13, 1988, p.16

ABE, TAMIKO
Teenager F Ferreira survives close call (in traffic accident), Nov 25, 1988, p.5

ABELSON, DAVID
Rock 'n Roll Revue (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.20

ABORN, JENNY
Southeastern Zone of NYS Asso for Health, Physical Education) says they're fit (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

ABORN, REBECCA
Scholars (honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24

ABRAMOWITZ, HERBERT
(Rev T Angelakos') Home medical office rouses neighbors' ire, Jul 15, 1988, p.1
Local law raises doubt about restoration plan; Board of Appeals rules on Angelakos application, Jul 29, 1988, p.1

ABRAMOWITZ, NIRA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
Saying it with flowers (Historical Society exhibit opens) (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.9

ABRAMOWITZ, PEARL
(Rev T Angelakos') Home medical office rouses neighbors' ire, Jul 15, 1988, p.1
Local law raises doubt about restoration plan; Board of Appeals rules on Angelakos application, Jul 29, 1988, p.1

ABRAMS, ROBERT
Day of diplomas and roses (at Alternative School) (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.1

ABRAMSON, LIBBY
Committee to seek solution for 45 Popham Road, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

ACCIAVATTI, TERESA
T Acciavatti dies, Mar 11, 1988, p.18

ACCOUNTANTS
J A Seidian in new accounting post (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.3
Local man A Rothenberg named partner in Touche Ross, Oct 4, 1988, p.4
Local CPA E A Munns named to board (of directors, National Catholic Educational Assn), Nov 11, 1988, p.11

ACER, NEIL
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28

ACER, NEILL
Here's who'll be singin' for S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre), Jul 8, 1988, p.5
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ACER, NEILL continued
  Fashion savvy eases first-day jitters (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.5

ACERBO, FRANK
  On the road to Buffalo (5 SCS policemen help carry torch for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.2

ACQUIRED IMMUNODEFICIENCY SYNDROME
  SEE AIDS (DISEASE)

ACTIONS AND DEFENSES
  Builder C Demetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
  Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
  Roy Cohn, Sidney Zion and ee (edit), Apr 29, 1988, p.7
  Neighbors sue to block development (in Drake-Edgewood), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
  Still waiting (for decision in Winston v SCS), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
  Deja vu! Creche issue revived at public hearing, Aug 19, 1988, p.1
  Development battle (over Montgomery Rd subdivision resumes), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
  Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p 18), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
  Negotiating in the eye of a storm: P Pickelle helps ease Yonkers crisis (photo p 2), Sep 16, 1988, p.1
  No end in sight (to Winston suit), Sep 30, 1988, p.1
  Winston trial set, Oct 21, 1988, p.1
  Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
  Look-alike case (Interiors of houses at 12a and 24 Cooper subject of litigation), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
  (Winston Property dispute) Back in court, Nov 25, 1988, p.1
  Judge M Coppola rejects (Arey-Giordano) legal challenge to Montgomery Road development, Dec 23, 1988, p.3
  Stay denied (in Winston case), Dec 30, 1988, p.1

ACTORS AND ACTRESSES
  Tom Irish recalls stories of yore (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.28
  Student actor R Salles doing Shakespeare, Aug 12, 1988, p.4
  Filmmaking is not all glamour, interns learn (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.6
  Access to health (6 Brooks presents first Health Access membership card to actor D Davis) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.2

ACTUARIES
  SEE INSURANCE ACTUARIES

AD HOC COMMITTEE ON INDOOR SWIMMING POOL-SCS
  SEE INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE-SCS

AD HOC COMMITTEE ON WINDOWS-SCS
  Moratorium (on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
  Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
  Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
  Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
  No 'silk purse'(Some changes to be made to improve appearance of school windows), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

AD HOC COMMITTEE ON WINDOWS-SCS (AU)
  Importance of vigilance (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

ADAMS, ANNIE
  Easter Sunday in SCS (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.1

ADAMS, AUDREY
  An 'unsung hero' (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
  Hail to the champions... (Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

ADAMS, BILL
  (Firemen have) Hot work on a cold day (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.1
  A save for the (SCS Volunteer Ambulance) corps, May 13, 1988, p.1
  Volunteer fire company (No 1) bestows honors (on E Arey, R Lapple) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.5
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22
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ADAMS, BILL continued
- SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32

ADAMS, BOB
- Congregationalists elect general board (photo), May 6, 1988, p.28

ADAMS, DONALD
- An 'unsung hero' (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6

ADAMS, MARIAN
- New Daughters of the American Revolution officers elected, May 27, 1988, p.9

ADAMS, NANCY
- Spirit Corn Vase (by N Adams) (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.16

ADAMS, P
- Firemen commended (for work at Corell Rd fire) (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

ADAMS, WILLIAM
- (SCS Volunteer Co 1) Firemen celebrate (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.8

ADAMS, WILLIAM (AU)
- Firemen commended (for work at Corell Rd fire) (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

ADELAAR, ROBYN
- SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21
- SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

ADELMANN, PENEL
- Congregationalists elect general board (photo), May 6, 1988, p.28

ADELMANN, PENELOPE
- New directors (elected) at (Hoff-Barthelson) music school, Jun 24, 1988, p.2

ADELMANN, RICHARD
- (Boy) Scouts invited to Camporee, Apr 22, 1988, p.5

ADELSON, RACHEL
- Award winner: R. Adelson, Jul 15, 1988, p.2

ADELSON, RACHEL (AU)
- Advice for college freshmen (edit), Nov 18, 1988, p.7

ADES, JOSEPH
- Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
- Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

ADELER, EDNA
- SCS seniors keep busy (photo; addl photo p 24) (Senior Citizen Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.21

ADELER, MAGGIE
- Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

ADELER, NADIA
- (N C Adler) Hospital VP (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.4

ADLERSTEIN, MICHAEL
- Local law raises doubt about restoration plan; Board of Appeals rules on Angelakos application, Jul 29, 1988, p.1

ADLERSTEIN, MICHAEL (AU)
- Auto-disenchantment proposed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

ADLIN, KATE
- 'Spirit was there' on Kidswalk (photo; addl photo, 'Last leg' p 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1

ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE-SCS
- SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-ELECTIONS

ADMUR, SHIRLEY
- Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

ADOPTION AND ADOPTED CHILDREN
- SCS woman S Schoetz is reunited with son she gave up (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.6
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

ADOPTION AND ADOPTED CHILDREN  continued
What about adoptive parents? (ltr), Aug 5, 1988, p.6

ADREAN, ANNE
Troll the ancient Yuletide carol (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.5

ADULT EDUCATION
Continuing Education (12-p Supp to SCS Inquirer), Aug 12, 1988,
Senior citizens find a new start on life in college graduation (photo) (Continuing Education Supp), Aug 12, 1988, p.4
Continuing Ed: courses for everyone (photo) (Continuing Education Supp), Aug 12, 1988, p.8
Health and computers still reign as top Continuing Ed topics (Continuing Education Supp), Aug 12, 1988, p.11

ADVERTISING
(P Schwebel named) Governor (of American Advertising Federation) (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.2
(H Terriss) works up a storm, Absolut-ly (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.2
(P Schulian appointed) Ad executive (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.12

SEE ALSO AMERICAN ADVERTISING FEDERATION

ADVERTISING AGENCIES
Ad executive (at BBDO): D Starkman (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.4
Radio ad exec appointed (D Miles vice chairman, Pinpoint Marketing) (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.2

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON HEALTH EDUCATION-SCS
Parents given insights on how schools teach about AIDS, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION-SCS
A better (historic preservation) law (edit), May 6, 1988, p.6

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON SCHOOL FACILITIES-SCS
Moratorium (on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22
Fall '89 bond issue anticipated (for improvement, maintenance of SCS schools), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON CABLE TV-SCS
Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION-SCS
Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
Successful recycling starts at home (Part II), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HEALTH EDUCATION-SCS
Report issued on AIDS education, Jul 15, 1988, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HUMAN RELATIONS-SCS
Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION-SCS
Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
New summer program planned for teens, May 27, 1988, p.1
Teen (summer recreation) programs (judged a success by Parks and Recreation Advisory Council), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SCS SENIORS
SEE ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SENIOR CITIZENS-SCS

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SENIOR CITIZENS-SCS
Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
Everything's coming up apples (SCS Seniors' new apple cookbook released) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.3
Survey of seniors may lead to bus, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Important survey (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
Van for seniors recommended, (Ptl & Gaudioso receives commendation), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Senior van to get 6-month trial here, Dec 30, 1988, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON THE DISABLED-SCS
Did you know (SCS Library can provide book delivery to the homebound)?, Jan 29, 1988, p.3
Did you know (SVAC will provide crutches, wheelchairs, walkers)?, Jan 29, 1988, p.9
Did you know? (SCS Library offers infrared hearing system for the hearing impaired), Feb 26, 1988, p.14
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON YOUTH-SCS
Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
Youth group tries to avert problems (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.17
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
Teen center report, May 6, 1988, p.1
New summer program planned for teens, May 27, 1988, p.1

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
SEE HOUSING

AFRICA
Book (by J S Whitaker) takes a fresh look at Africa, Aug 19, 1988, p.2

AFS INTERCULTURAL PROGRAM
Local AFS history traced through one family's 23-year involvement (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.3
SEE ALSO AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE

AGEE, ELISIE
E B Agee dies, Mar 11, 1988, p.18

AGING
Collagen vs wrinkles (edit), Jul 29, 1986, p.7

AGLIARO, JOHN
(Boy) Scouts invited to Camporee, Apr 22, 1988, p.5

AGOSTINI, EDWARD
(E Agostini) Starts TR6 Facilities Management company (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.2

AGOSTON, EVA (AU)
A big thank you (to police, SVAC) (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

AGOSTON, PETER (AU)
A big thank you (to police, SVAC) (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

AGUILERA, LULI
(SHS) Students debate issues at model United Nations, Dec 16, 1988, p.26

AHUJA, SAMEER
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

AIDS (DISEASE)
Just saying no is not enough (edit), Feb 5, 1988, p.7
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

AIDS (DISEASE) continued
- AIDS is spreading around us (edit), Feb 19, 1988, p.7
- Film workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
- Planned Parenthood criticized (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
- Facing facts on AIDS (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
- Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
- More views on AIDS education (ltrs), Apr 8, 1988, p.6
- Parents given insights on how schools teach about AIDS, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

AIDS (DISEASE) AND CHILDREN
- Can we exclude AIDS-infected students from classrooms? (edit), Sep 16, 1988, p.7

AIDS (DISEASE)-EDUCATION
- SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-AIDS EDUCATION PROGRAM

AIRPORTS
- SCS Airport? (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6

AITCHISON, DANNY
- (Ways of Westchester's native inhabitants demonstrated at Indian Thanksgiving celebration) (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.2

AITCHISON, MEGAN
- (Ways of Westchester's native inhabitants demonstrated at Indian Thanksgiving celebration) (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.2

AJAEB, SAM
- Trustees vote down Nynex base station, Feb 12, 1988, p.1

AKASHI, NOBUKO
- (N Akashi, S V Schiller) win state aid for teacher study, Jun 10, 1988, p.2

ALBANESE, ANDREW
- P H Chrystal Jr to challenge Burrows (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.1
- SCS GOP backs C Singer for Assembly (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.1
- GOP backs C Singer to face P Chrystal (in state assembly race), Oct 7, 1988, p.1
- SCS lawyer T Ruderman loses job; Political retaliation blamed (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

ALBARINO, SAMUEL
- S L Albarino dies, Feb 5, 1988, p.16

ALBERT, BERNARD (DR)
- Dr B L Albert dies, May 20, 1988, p.20

ALBERT, FLOYD (AU)
- Casting off prejudice (response to R Reiser edit on Jesse Jackson) (ltr), Sep 9, 1988, p.6
- (G Bush) An unsuitable choice (ltr), Nov 4, 1988, p.6

ALBERT, HENRIETTA
- Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3

ALBERT, RICHARD
- Realty salesman R G Albert opens new field, Feb 12, 1988, p.20

ALBRIGHT, JOSEPH (DR)
- Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.3
- (School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
- Summer band concerts starting (Rev P Washburn to be guest soloist) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.5
- Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2
- Sounds of a summer night (19th year of music in the park especially successful) (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.5

ALCALA, JUANITA
- Boyer Institute offers dance classes (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.9

ALCOHOL
- Say no to 'Islamic remedies' (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
- The case for prevention (of chemical dependency) (ltr), Apr 8, 1988, p.6
- Otherworldly piety (ltr), Apr 15, 1988, p.6
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ALCOHOL ABUSE
SEE SUBSTANCE ABUSE

ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
(SCS) Court gets busier, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Civilian T Ware praised for capturing suspect, Jan 22, 1988, p.5

ALCOHOL AND YOUTH
For a festive, safe graduation (ltr), Jun 10, 1988, p.6
Dry run to the prom (D Ferraro reminds limousine drivers of NYS Penal Code re alcohol and youth), Jun 17, 1988, p.1
(Westchester) County offers help to teens in distress, Jul 29, 1988, p.15
Dramatization (given by Task Force on Drugs, Alcohol) raises issue of teen drinking, Nov 4, 1988, p.3

ALCOHOLICS AND ALCOHOLISM
Alcoholism: the bystander may be to blame (edit), Dec 2, 1988, p.7
SEE ALSO CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS

ALDERMAN, JEFF
It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28

ALECSON, LOWELL
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

ALESIO, JOAN
S older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

ALEXANDER, ELSIE
NAACP honors edgewood teacher E R Alexander, Nov 18, 1988, p.16

ALEXANDER, JANET (AU)
A library tour for one (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6

ALFANO, MARISA
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

ALIA, JOE
On guard! (painting guard rails at HS) (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

ALLEGBAERT, MAUREEN
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

ALLEN ESTATE (SCS)
Going public (Village accepts extension of Murray Hill Rd as village street), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

ALLEN, JOHN
L egal) A(wareness) for W(omen) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

ALLEN, LESLIE
Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1

ALLEN, RUTH
And there was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.12

ALLO, FRANK (AU)
The return of spring (edit), Apr 15, 1988, p.7
(Memorial Day) A special day (edit), May 27, 1988, p.7
Thanks, Dad, wherever you are (edit), Jun 17, 1988, p.7
Thoughts about Veterans' Day (edit), Nov 11, 1988, p.7

ALTER, SHELDON (DR)
Doctors S Alter, D H Finley join (White Plains) hospital board, Mar 11, 1988, p.4

ALTERMAN, CHARLES
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

ALTERMAN, DEBBY
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
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ALTERMAN, KAREN
Friends of Music nominations, Apr 8, 1988, p.14

ALTERMAN, NORMAN
Lawyer N Alterman named senior VP of motion picture group (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.9
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

ALTIERI, GINO
American Legion to honor Geno Altieri, Feb 5, 1988, p.5
Honors for Geno Altieri (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.3

ALTIERI, JOYCE
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

ALTIERI, MICHAEL
Red Tail (S Rickard) comes to town (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24

AMERICAN ADVERTISING FEDERATION
(P. Schwebel named Governor (of American Advertising Federation) (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.2

AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASSN
Pedestrian safety award (presented to SCS Police Dept by American Automobile Assn) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.4

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
Goodhue and Oppenheimer chair (American) Cancer Society's April drive, Apr 8, 1988, p.14

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS
(Bartholomew) Goodhue and Oppenheimer chair (American) Cancer Society's April drive, Apr 8, 1988, p.14

AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE
AFS students J P Chow, D Feldman, P Wingate, A Chen) abroad (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18
AFS students hear about AFS experiences (from G Mergen, H Howard), Jun 3, 1988, p.15
AFS students stop here (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.5
SEE ALSO AFS INTERCULTURAL PROGRAM (AFTER 1988)

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY
Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J. B. Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS continued

An A in architecture (for SCS Girl Scout House) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.4

AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE

Acculturation, not assimilation (edit), May 6, 1988, p.7
(M Glenn) Elected by American Jewish Committee, Sep 9, 1988, p.16

AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS

Village sets restrictions on displays on public property, Sep 30, 1988, p.1

AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS-WESTCHESTER CHAPTER

(American Jewish) Congress forms (Westchester) county chapter; I Sloan elected president, Apr 29, 1988, p.8

AMERICAN LEGION

American Legion to honor Geno Altieri, Feb 5, 1988, p.5
Honors for Geno Altieri (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26
Period of mourning (at American Legion for C Luckhardt; C Wyss) (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
(Christmas) Party at the (American Legion) Post (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.2

AMERICAN RED CROSS

Red Cross reviews progress, Jan 29, 1988, p.9
(SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4
Red Cross honors G and C Farnham, May 20, 1988, p.5

ANDRAN, DAVID

Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J G Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

AMERMAN, DAVID

Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL-SCS CHAPTER

Chapter of Amnesty International forming, May 13, 1988, p.1

AMUSEMENT PARKS

Playland manager E R Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2

ANASTAS, MICHAEL

Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Architects describe their concepts for downtown buildings (at Town Club meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1

ANASTAS, MICHAEL (AU)

Moratorium on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Importance of vigilance (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

ANCELL, ENID

YM-YWHA of Mid-Westchester to dedicate expanded facilities (with opening of Enid Ancell Bldg), Sep 9, 1988, p.3
A special day for the Ancell family (Enid Ancell Building dedicated at YM-YWHA) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.16

ANCELL, NATHAN

A special day for the Ancell family (Enid Ancell Building dedicated at YM-YWHA) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.16

ANDERBERG, EDWARD

Local woman L L Cowan to lead Mental Health Assn (Officers, Board of Directors named) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.5

ANDERS, ELLEN

Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1

ANDERSEN, MARILYN SMALL

M S Andersen (dies), Jul 29, 1988, p.12

ANDERSON, BROR

The winner and new champion (of Thies Memorial Croquet Tournament: J Wagner) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.9

ANDERSON, DAVID
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ANDERSON, DAVID (AU)
Debased ideals--crime's final triumph (edit), Aug 12, 1988, p.7

ANDERSON, DOUGLAS
More/less downtown development urged, Oct 7, 1988, p.1

ANDERSON, JEAN
SEE WENTWORTH, JEAN

ANDERSON, JOHN
Dukakis 3rd of a kind, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

ANDERSON, LEILA
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

ANDERSON, RICHARD
Out of the blue (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.5

ANDERSON, TOM
Pool inspections (being done by building dept), Aug 5, 1988, p.1

ANDERSON, VIRGINIA (AU)
Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6

ANDRESKI, JIM
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26
Survival! Tales from the great heat wave of '88 (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.6

ANDREWS, JANE
Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

ANDRUSCO, ROBERT
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
(Boy) Scouts invited to Camporee, Apr 22, 1988, p.5

ANDUR, SHIRLEY
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

ANGELAKOS, THESSALONIKI (DR)
(Dr T Angelakos') Home medical office rouses neighbors' ire, Jul 15, 1988, p.1
Local law raises doubt about restoration plan; Board of Appeals rules on Angelakos application, Jul 29, 1988, p.1

ANGELL, ALICE
No trolley to Boston (G Angell corrects errors in Jun 3 article) (ltr), Jun 10, 1988, p.6

ANGELL, GARDINER
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

ANGELL, GARDINER (AU)
No trolley to Boston (G Angell corrects errors in Jun 3 article) (ltr), Jun 10, 1988, p.6

ANGELL, HENRY
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

ANGELL, STEPHEN
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30
No trolley to Boston (G Angell corrects errors in Jun 3 article) (ltr), Jun 10, 1988, p.6

ANGEVINE, ELI
Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2
Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

ANGEVINE-MORRIS HOUSE (SCS)
Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1
6 more (SCS) sites labeled historic, Nov 18, 1988, p.3

ANIMALS
Animals' best friends (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.3

ANNENBERG, WALTER
Israel Bond honor (goes to R H Arnow) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.4
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ANNES, ELISE
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

ANNES, IRMA
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

ANTENNAS (ELECTRONICS)
Why take a chance (on Nynex antennas)? (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
No safety risk from (mobile telephone) antennas (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Trustee R Blitz says fears of (mobile telephone antennas) are baseless (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Trustees vote down Nynex base station, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Good reason seen for fears of (mobile radio antennas) (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
On Nynex base station (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

ANTHROPOLOGY
Anthropologists plumb mystery of the bones of Wayside Lane (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

ANTI-NUCLEAR MOVEMENT
SEE SCS CAMPAIGN FOR A NUCLEAR WEAPONS FREEZE

ANTI-SEMITISM
(Anti-Semitic acts of vandalism a) Shared tragedy (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
The 'beast of anti-Semitism' (ltr), Nov 18, 1988, p.6

ANTONELLA, KATHY
Helping hands (St Agnes Auxiliary presents check to hospital: Officers elected) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.9
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

ANXIETY
Local MD S C Inamdar moderates symposium on anxiety (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.10

AOKI. KIYOMI
Pianist K Aoki to make NY debut (photo), May 20, 1988, p.13

APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-HUNTINGTON
(Julia B) Fee (Inc) named agent (for Woodlands at HTS, Ltd of Huntington, NY), May 20, 1988, p.14

APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-NEW YORK ST
Fatal loophole (in smoke detector laws), Mar 4, 1988, p.1

APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-SCS
Auto-disincentives proposed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
D Portman unveils revised zoning for downtown (map p 16), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Grievance Day (generally routine), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Architects describe their concepts for downtown buildings (at Town Club meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
(A Ernest) Opposed to parking structure (ltr), Oct 21, 1988, p.6
Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Builder K Rubinstein calls (Heathcote Manor) homes 'an asset' (ltr), Nov 18, 1988, p.6
Townhouses get angry reception (at Planning Board meeting) (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Tenants (of 45 Popham) asking (Village) board to impose rent control here, Dec 2, 1988, p.1
(Senior citizens) need protection (edit), Dec 2, 1988, p.6
Another approach to downtown (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6
Committee to seek solution for 45 Popham Road, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
(Tenant, ownership, village representatives attend) 45 Popham meeting, Dec 30, 1988, p.1

APOLLO THEATER (HARLEM, NY)
Apollo saxophonist M Harris finds faith and harmony (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.12
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APPLE TREE BARN (SCS)

(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals. Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Home okayed on Richbell Road; Montgomery Road plan revised, May 6, 1988, p.3
Board of Appeals denies variance on Richbell Road (Apple Tree Barn Garden property), Nov 18, 1988, p.5

APPORTIONMENT (ELECTION LAW)

School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

ARAB-JEWISH RELATIONS

SEE JEWISH-ARAB RELATIONS

ARAFAT, YASIR

(G Schultz's standards of combating terrorism should serve as) A model for fighting terrorism (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6
Israel's) Right to exist a 'non-issue' (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

ARBEIT, STUART

These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

ARBESEMAN, JANET

(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
United Way closes banner year with election of new directors, May 20, 1988, p.5
Leadership Dinner planned (by United Way) (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.5
United Way speaker J M Black has good news and bad about state of volunteerism (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EHT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30
Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.3
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

ARBOR DAY

A day for trees and kids (photo), May 20, 1988, p.3

ARCHAEOLOGY

Sifting soil yields treasure for Greenacres fourth graders (photo p 1), May 13, 1988, p.15
In search of SCS's past (photo), May 13, 1988, p.1

ARCHIBALD, WILLIAM

(SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3) Cooking up 50th anniversary plans (1940's photo reproduced), Oct 28, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32

ARCHITECTURE, DOMESTIC-DESIGNS AND PLANS

Builder C Deaetnades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1

ARCHITECTURE-AWARDS

Am A in architecture (for SCS Girl Scout House) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.4

ARDITI, GEORGE

GOP backs C Singer to face P Chrystal (in state assembly race), Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1

ARENELLA, ANTHONY

(Alternative School to participate in Brown University) 'Essential' school (program), Jun 3, 1988, p.1

AREY, ELIZABETH ANN

Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Inquirer photo editor E A Arey named to position in public relations (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.5
(E Arey) A member of the family (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Tribute to photographer (E Arey) (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
(E Arey) A friend of the firemen (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6
Five-lot development plan (for Drake-Edgewood) advances in spite of protests from neighbors, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Volunteer fire company (No 1) bestows honors on (E Arey, R Lapple) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.5
Neighbors sue to block development (in Drake-Edgewood), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Development battle (over Montgomery Rd subdivision resumes), Aug 19, 1988, p.1

ARBITRATION
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AREY, ELIZABETH ANN continued

Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p 18), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Judge M Coppola rejects (Arej-Giordano) legal challenge to Montgomery Road development, Dec 23, 1988, p.3
AREY, ELIZABETH ANN (AU)
Six-legged commuters (Cockroaches on Metro North trains) (ltr), Dec 30, 1988, p.6
AREY, JAMES
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
James Arej dies; was Pan Am executive (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.24
AREY, JUSTIN
Sounds of a summer night (19th year of music in the park especially successful) (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.5

ARK IN, ADAH
Filmmaking is not all glamour, interns learn (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.6
ARKIN, ALAN
Filmmaking is not all glamour, interns learn (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.6

ARLES, JAMES
Historically speaking: SCS Village Hall 'incubator of chicks turned roosters in other communities', Nov 4, 1988, p.4
A hydrant at last (near county highway and parks dept garage), Dec 2, 1988, p.1
ARKIN, ADAM
Filmmaking is not all glamour, interns learn (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.6
ARKIN, ALAN
Filmmaking is not all glamour, interns learn (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.6

ARMSTRONG, CHARLES (DR)
Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
New furor erupts over AIDS education, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Report issued on AIDS education, Jul 15, 1988, p.1
Parents given insights on how schools teach about AIDS, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
ARMSTRONG, DON
(SCS) Antiques elect G Sommerfeld new president (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.18
ARMSTRONG, MARY
(SCS) Antiques elect G Sommerfeld new president (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.18

ARNOLD, MELISSA
Get 'em while they're green (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.24
ARNON, DORON
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26
ARNON, ROBERT
R H Arnow to get Israel Bond award, May 6, 1988, p.29
Israel Bond honor (goes to R H Arnow) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.4

ARONOFF, FRANCES
Volunteer ombudsmen F Aronoff, D Whynn honored, Jun 3, 1988, p.4

ARSHAM, MARBERY
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
FT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Prodeedure Committee members listed), Sep 16, 1988, p.1
Successful recycling starts at home (Part II), Oct 20, 1988, p.1
(Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comm), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

ARSON
Fire on Popham termed arson, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

ART GALLERIES
(Katonah) Gallery names G King director (photo), May 20, 1988, p.4
ART GALLERIES continued

Art (gallery) appointments (for E Yellen, R Wasserman), Sep 2, 1988, p.15
Gallery board member named: E C Yellen, Oct 14, 1988, p.19

ART-EXHIBITIONS

Art exhibit (by A E Most) at (SCS National) Bank (illus), Jan 29, 1988, p.2
Former resident R Briggs to show paintings, Jan 29, 1988, p.9
Swiss landscapes by N Stroke at Jeannette Leahey Gallery, Feb 5, 1988, p.4
(Artist) E Crichlow at work (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.2
Artist-musician M S Malkis opens exhibition, Mar 11, 1988, p.4
The artist, C Matsuya, poses (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.20
You've Gotta Have Art (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.16
Cop turned painter J Gallagher has bank show, Apr 29, 1988, p.3
Two artists (R Rosenzweig, A Goodman) to exhibit at Leahey Gallery, May 6, 1988, p.8
Moneymarks (Artist H Kline turns money into art) (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.4
(SCS National) Bank showing watercolors (by W H Tamraz), Jun 10, 1988, p.2
Scarsdalian G Uhlfelder has art show in New York, Sep 16, 1988, p.14
Local artist Y Iwaura exhibits here, Sep 30, 1988, p.9
(SCS Natl) Bank holding (M Steinberg Malkis) art show, Nov 4, 1988, p.8
(C Parness) Art exhibit opening next Sunday (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.30
Saying it with flowers (Historical Society exhibit opens) (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.9

SEE ALSO PUBLIC ART

ARTHUR MANOR

Tom Irish recalls stories of yore (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.28

ARTHUR MANOR ASSN

Arthur Manor on parade (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.9
Merry Christmas! (Santa arrives at Arthur Manor Assn Christmas party) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.3

ARTISTS

(Artist) E Crichlow at work (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.2
Artist-musician M S Malkis opens exhibition, Mar 11, 1988, p.4
The artist, C Matsuya, poses (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.20
Molding young artists (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15
Cop turned painter J Gallagher has bank show, Apr 29, 1988, p.3
A portrait of the artist R R Havill as a businessman (photo), May 13, 1988, p.6
Moneymarks (Artist H Kline turns money into art) (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.4
Local artist A Valenstein in opening, Jun 17, 1988, p.5
Dr K K Nygaard describes his two worlds (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.2
Art (gallery) appointments (for E Yellen, R Wasserman), Sep 2, 1988, p.2
Scarsdalian G Uhlfelder has art show in New York, Sep 16, 1988, p.14
Local artist Y Iwaura exhibits here, Sep 30, 1988, p.9
Art fair coming up (S Zoback to exhibit in New Rochelle) (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.4

SEE ALSO PHOTOGRAPHERS

ARTISTS-AWARDS

Student N Yoneda wins art award, Mar 11, 1988, p.19
Honor for artist C Laico, May 27, 1988, p.13
Artist (B Spahnoff)'s best friend (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.30
Art Assn awards prizes (photo; list), Nov 18, 1988, p.3

ARTS AND CRAFTS-EXHIBITIONS

Spirit Corn Vase (by N Adams) (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.16

ASAI, YOSHIKO

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22
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ASAKAWA, SHINICHI
New directors (elected) at (Hoff-Barthelson) music school, Jun 24, 1988, p.2

ASHER, HEATHER
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

ASIEL, ELIAS
Iraa Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5

ATHLETES
SHS, Yale track star L Paddock turns pro, seeks sponsor (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.6

ATHLETIC FIELDS-SCS
SEE PLAYING FIELDS-SCS

ATTACHED HOUSING
SEE HOUSING, ATTACHED

ATTALIENTI, GREG
A save for the (SCS Volunteer Ambulance) corps, May 13, 1988, p.1
SCS cop M Martin called lifesaver, Jun 10, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22

ATTIA, LEILA
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

ATTISANI, STELLA
(Window on the World Travel Agency's) Cruise center opens Saturday, Jun 24, 1988, p.13

AU PAIR IN AMERICA PROGRAM
Counselor P G Zwiren named for (Au Pair in America Program), Apr 22, 1988, p.9

AUDUBON SOCIETY
(SCS) Audubon (Society) invites residents on field trip to disputed (Winston) property, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
Wetlands are decreed by the DEC, but only God can make a tree (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Not too late to stop (Winston property) land sale (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
Gift to history (SCS Audubon Society presents sugar maple tree to SCS Historical Society) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.2
Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Demapping (of Winston Property) opposed (by Federated Conservationists), Jul 1, 1988, p.1
(Ways of Westchester's native inhabitants demonstrated at Indian Thanksgiving celebration) (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.2

AUST, PATRICIA
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

AUSTENBERG, NINA (AU)
Some (dogs and cats) don't like it hot (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6
(Holiday season the) Wrong time to give a pet (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6

AUSTIN, GERALD
Koch defended, his critics excoriated (edit), Apr 29, 1988, p.7

AUTHORS
Observing SCS's weather with a birdhouse and milk can, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
SCS man B Leerburger compiles guide to study abroad, Feb 26, 1988, p.2
Roy Cohn, Sidney Zion and me (edit), Apr 29, 1988, p.7
Local financial columnist R J Klein is co-author of investment guide, Jun 3, 1988, p.2
PR man's 'confessions' (R J Wood, M Gunther publish 'Confessions of a PR Man'), Jun 24, 1988, p.4
Six new titles in Sloan legal series, Jul 8, 1988, p.2
Guide published (by M A Slavin) for parents of divorcing, Jul 8, 1988, p.3
Book (by J S Whitaker) takes a fresh look at (t) Africa, Aug 19, 1988, p.2
Barbara Tuchman to speak here (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.1
B Tuchman: too little enthusiasm, too much brandy undid Redcoats, Oct 21, 1988, p.3
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AUTHORS continued

(Steven Schnur's) pleasures: home, family and words that work (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.6
SHS grad C S Maier has new book, Nov 4, 1988, p.8
Lawyer M Schlesinger writes a guide to taxes (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.10
Scarsdalian L Singer co-author of book to help widows and widowers (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.2

AUTHORS-AWARDS
Local author J C Fine wins international honor, Nov 11, 1988, p.8

AUTOMATION
Local libraries join computer loop, Feb 12, 1988, p.20

AUTOMOBILE DEALERS
SCS man M Wasser appointed by Jaguar dealership (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.4

AUTOMOBILE DRIVING
Safety tips for older drivers (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.23

AUTOMOBILE PARKING
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
(M Bowen) concerned about parking (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
Try New Rochelle (railroad) station (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
Downtown plan called "unfair" (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Parking crackdown, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Permit granted (for SCS Chateaux to maintain a public garage), Mar 18, 1988, p.3
Village holds budget hearing, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Parking study, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Looking down (Village examining possibility of underground parking), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
They're still waiting for signs (at Crossway) (ltr), Jul 1, 1988, p.6
Drivers beware (Police enforcing law prohibiting parking on wrong side of street), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
No problem here (with parking spaces reserved for residents, employees), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Planning Board, Fee agree on parking plan, Oct 7, 1988, p.5
Architects describe their concepts for downtown buildings (at Town Club meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
(A Ernest) Opposed to parking structure (ltr), Oct 21, 1988, p.6
Scofflaw M Motherway hit with $3000 fine, Oct 28, 1988, p.1
(Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comm), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
Which is more important: (parking tickets or fire risk from blowtorches)? (ltr), Nov 4, 1988, p.6
Parking tips (Village offering temporary free parking in Freightway Garage), Dec 9, 1988, p.1
Another approach to downtown (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6
Fiduciary irresponsibility seen (in GBH) (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6
Parking, not housing, (needed) for Robinson lot (edit), Dec 30, 1988, p.7

SEE ALSO HANDICAPPED-AUTOMOBILE PARKING

AUTOMOBILES
Tom Irish recalls stories of yore (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.28

AUTOMOBILES-SAFETY BELTS
Buckle up (County police enforcing seat belt law), Jun 10, 1988, p.1

AUTORINO, R C
Buckle up (County police enforcing seat belt law), Jun 10, 1988, p.1

AUTUMN
Autumn image (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
When fall is sure (poem), Nov 18, 1988, p.7

AUXFORD, SALLY
All invited to (St James the Less) graveyard (for special Halloween tour) (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.5

AVELLINO, PETER
Filmmaking is not all glamour, interns learn (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.6
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AVERSA, TERESA
Elsie Peters to serve third term as head of (SCS) Emblem Club, May 27, 1988, p.9

AVERY, BRUCE
Crumbling Wilmot bridge in line for a major overhaul, Apr 15, 1988, p.1

AVIATION-ACCIDENTS
Student K Bisset (one of the 258) killed in crash of Pan Am flight 103), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
3 from area (Ira, Allyn, Evan Schechter) die in private plan crash), Dec 30, 1988, p.5

AWARDS
Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J G Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Insurance man N J Brown cited, Jan 29, 1988, p.9
American Legion to honor Geno Altieri, Feb 5, 1988, p.5
Chamber (of Commerce) to honor R L Gerloff (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
State Senator M B Goodhue to receive county honor, Feb 12, 1988, p.8
Real estate firm honors producers A Hillman, L Kalb, D Serenson, J Wei, Feb 19, 1988, p.2
O'Rourke honors Tooley, Schulman, Feb 19, 1988, p.8
Nun (Sister Mary Campion Guffanti) to receive school medal, Feb 19, 1988, p.15
GOP to honor Margaret Soter (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5
Honors for Geno Altieri (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.3
Virginia Marx honored, Mar 4, 1988, p.3
(SCS to receive) Beautification award, Mar 4, 1988, p.5
Honored: J Kahn, R Pollack, Mar 4, 1988, p.12
(SCS Woan's Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
In a community of volunteers, (6 Eisner) stands out (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.1
(Village Board votes) Budget yes, request for rezoning, no, Apr 29, 1988, p.1
(SCS) Chamber (of Commerce) bestows its highest honor (Citizen of the year, on R L Gerloff) (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
Local floral designer D Gould to receive Castle Award (photo), May 4, 1988, p.4
R H Arnow to get Israel Bond award, May 4, 1988, p.29
Local psychologist Dr B Osaan is honored, May 13, 1988, p.5
Red Cross honors G and C Farnham, May 20, 1988, p.5
Southeastern (Zone of NYS Assn. for Health, Physical Education) says they're fit (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21
Award winner P Beinstein (photo), May 20, 1988, p.22
(E Falkenberg) Award winner, May 27, 1988, p.5
Three (R Peters, L and D Lieb) from SCS cited by State of Israel Bonds group (photo), May 27, 1988, p.9
Lilian Derecktor to be honored (by Temple Israel of New Rochelle), May 27, 1988, p.13
Prize donated (by P Strauss to Covenant House), May 27, 1988, p.13
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
SCS cop M Martin called lifesaver, Jun 10, 1988, p.3
Three from SHS (B Inouye, R Hsia, D Lichstein) win top energy prize (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.16
Volunteer fire company (No 1) bestows honors (on E Arey, R Lapple) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.5
(School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1998, p.1
Freedoms Foundation selects local man W R Bricker to serve on jury, Jun 24, 1988, p.5
(Y Tozazki) Award winner, Jun 24, 1988, p.13
Israel Bond honor (goes to R H Arnow) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.4
Award winner: R Adelson, Jul 15, 1988, p.2
Realtor (R R Ragette) honors SHS graduate M Kashner, Jul 22, 1988, p.8
(N J Brown receives) Insurance honor, Aug 12, 1988, p.2
Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9
(Congregation M'vakshre Derekh) to honor (Dr B Schapiro, S Hammer), Sep 30, 1988, p.19
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AWARDS continued

6 Szabad honored (by SOSA with election as president emeritus for life), Oct 7, 1988, p.5
Boardman to be honored (by Retinitis Pigmentosa Foundation Fighting Blindness), Oct 21, 1988, p.5
YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8
(De C Stearns) Honored (with Nichols Award of American Chemical Society) (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.15
Double honor (L Fausty, Dr H Kreiger receive Rotary Club Paul Harris Fellow Awards) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.3
Prisoner! Old! War! medal for local man Bobrow, Nov 18, 1988, p.3
Former local man Dr V Herbert honored by American Dietetic Assn, Nov 18, 1988, p.10
SCS man I J Marion cited for work with methadone, Dec 2, 1988, p.10
Scholars (honored for progress in Hebrew class; Temple Israel Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24
SEE ALSO PULITZER PRIZES, SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS, SCS BOWL

AXTELL, JOHN
Village holds budget hearing, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Boards and Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.2
More/less downtown development urged, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
(Aslett's, A. Behr's Inquirer articles) Suggestions to consider (ltr), Nov 25, 1988, p.6

AXTELL, JOHN (AU)
Downtown plan called 'unfair' (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Let citizens group review downtown zoning plan (edit), Oct 21, 1988, p.7

AXTELL, JULIA
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16

AZZARA, ANTONIO
AFS finds host family looking for another, May 6, 1988, p.8

BABCON, MICHAEL
Quadriplegics give (SHS) students lesson in caution and courage (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.1

BABYSITTERS
Graduation Day (from SCS Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2

BACKMAN, BRACE
(SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4
United Way closes banner year with election of new directors, May 20, 1988, p.5
Why (Richard) Herrin should remain in prison (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.7

BALCOM, HENRY
Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

BACOT, J CARTER
Battle of the banks (for control of SCS National), May 13, 1988, p.1
Bank wars (over SCS National) continue, May 20, 1988, p.1

BADGER, LINDSAY
(Julia B) Fee open house attracts throngs (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.3

BAECHERP, CHARLOTTE
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22

BAER, DAVID
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

BAER, HENRY
H M Baer dies, May 13, 1988, p.18

BAER, SUSAN
(American Jewish) Congress forms (Westchester) county chapter; I Sloan elected president, Apr 29, 1988, p.8
Deja vu! Creche issue revived at public hearing, Aug 19, 1988, p.1

BAER, SUSAN (AU)
Reasons to revive creche case (ltr), Aug 26, 1988, p.6

BASS, JAY
Honorees (of Mt Holyoke Club of Westchester) (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.9
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BAGLEY, ELEANOR

(SCS Woman's Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10

BAILEY, MRS

Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

BAILEY, ADAMS (DR)

Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

BAILEY, RAYMOND

Village decision dies men's hopes of firefighting career, May 13, 1988, p.1

BALLIK, EZRA

Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

BAIRD, JOHN

93-year-old SCS 'ham' R M Hart was pioneer in history of TV (photo) (Senior Citizen Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.21

BAJAK, DOROTHY

Otten: Curriculum should be top priority (photo; add p 2), Aug 5, 1988, p.1

Survival! Tales from the great heat wave of '88 (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.6

Schools to senior citizens: visit us (Board of Ed sets goals at meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1

Here are the numbers for SCS schools, Dec 23, 1988, p.12

BAJAK, SIGMUND

(S Bajak named Bush) Campaign aide (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.9

BAK, HYUNG

New student government completes successful first year at the high school (photo), May 27, 1988, p.10

BAK, SUN YUNG

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28

BAKER, MARION

M W Baker (dies), Aug 5, 1988, p.12

BAKER, STEFANIE

Freshman year at college: Class of '87 looks back (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.9

BAKING

Carrying on the 'sand tart' tradition (edit), Dec 16, 1988, p.7

BALDWIN, LOIS

SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

BALL, CHRISTY

Massing of the colors (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

BALL, LINDA

Dancing princess (C McGinness in Woman's Club play presented to area nursery schools) (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.9

Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

BALLARD, ARGYLE

SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

BALLINGER, ESTELLE

Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16

BALLOONS

Out of the blue (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.5

Ban balloons, save whales (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6

BANKS AND BANKING

Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4


Art exhibit (by A E Most) at (SCS National) Bank (illus), Jan 29, 1988, p.2
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BANKS AND BANKING continued

Change (in windows) still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Something new in the 15K run (incl application form), Feb 12, 1988, p.12
SCS Nat Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
SCS Nat Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22
(P Feinglas, J E Walter) named to executive posts (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.4
(Manhattan Savings Bank) Supporting SCS students (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.9
SCS Nat Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26
SCS Nat Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26
SCS Nat Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section I Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30
SCS Nat Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24
Bank trustee: H J Horan (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.4
SCS Nat Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
(M O Donath) In new post (at NY League of Savings Institutions) (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.4
(Eastchester Savings) Bank trustee named: C Harrison Jr, Apr 8, 1988, p.13
SCS Nat Bank salutes The Fifth Annual Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26
SCS Nat Bank salutes Kidswalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32
Retired banker M A Bolletta in credit post, May 27, 1988, p.14
SCS Nat Bank salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26
That's $40,000 an hour (Z Daashek wins Chemical Bank contest), Jun 3, 1988, p.9
SCS Nat Bank salutes Co-chairmen H Goldberg, B Jensen, Committee (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.22
(J M Keen named) Bank executive (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.4
SCS Nat Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26
SCS Nat Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34
SCS Nat Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26
SCS Nat Bank salutes SCS High School Class of 1988 (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.16
(M W Davila) New assistant VP (Apple Bank for Savings), Jul 8, 1988, p.4
SCS Nat Bank salutes SCS Cards and Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.24
SCS Nat Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
SCS Nat Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list*), Jul 22, 1988, p.22
SCS Nat Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28
Chase (Manhattan Bank) appoints W M Mooney regional director, Aug 5, 1988, p.4
(Chemical) Bank names P J Kadin division head, Aug 12, 1988, p.15
Executive J M Queenan heads personnel office, Aug 19, 1988, p.4
(L Lockhart) Bank executive (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.4
SCS Nat Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26
SCS Nat Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30
SCS Nat Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28
SCS Nat Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34
SCS Nat Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18

BANKS AND BANKING-AQUISITIONS AND Mergers

Scarsdale) N atolal) Bank) anxiously eyeing battle for Irving Corp, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Decision (on the future of Irving Bank Corp and its subsidiaries) delayed, Apr 29, 1988, p.1
Battle of the banks (for control of SCS National), May 15, 1988, p.1
Bank wars (over SCS National) continue, May 20, 1988, p.1
Bank of New York takeover of SCS) N (ational) Bank parent grows likelier, Sep 2, 1988, p.4
After the merger SCS) N (ational) Bank awaits word about its future, Oct 14, 1988, p.1

Banks, Betsy

Election fever (at Junior High, IHH) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22
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BANKSTON, ALICE
Hello school...(photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.1

BANKSTON, ARCHIE
(Associated Black Charities) Charitable group elects SCS man A M Bankston to its board, Apr 1, 1988, p.4
Local woman L L Cowan to lead Mental Health Assn (Officers, Board of Directors named) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.5

BANKSTON, EMMA
S(CS) O(pen) S(society) A(ssn) marks 20 years of progress in opening SCS to minority families (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.3
Former mayor S Sims named (president) by S(CS) O(pen) S(society) A(ssn) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2

BAPTISTE, JEAN (SISTER)
Rabbi J Rubenstein named to probe of bias crime (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.12

BARAD, DAVID (DR-AU)
The new industry in reproduction (edit), Jun 10, 1988, p.7

BARCLAY, DOUGLAS
I M Soter casts A vote for Simpson (for vice president), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

BARCLAY, JANICE
Top honors for SHS language students (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13
High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.16

BARILE, ANDREW
Speedy response (from Fire Dept, SVAC appreciated) (ltr), Jul 8, 1988, p.6

BARILE, MARY LOU
Rock 'n Roll Revue (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.20

BARKER, JOHN
Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

BARLOW-WILCOX, BRICE
...and a good time was had by all (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.24

BARNES, DEREK
(Cats, rats, snakes story) was Wodehouse's idea (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6

BARNES, ELZERIA
YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8

BARNES, IVA
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

BARNETT, HENRY
SCS National Bank salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

BARNETT, VIRGINIA
A library tour for one (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6

BARNUM, JEROME
J Barnum dies, Feb 5, 1988, p.16

BARON, BARBARA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26

BARON, COIL
(Retired SCS teachers) Getting together again (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.8

BARON, MARTIN (AU)
Village workers commended (for prompt and efficient handling of storm emergency) (ltr), Sep 16, 1988, p.6

BARR, MELVIN
More/less downtown development urged, Oct 7, 1988, p.1

BARRON, ROBERT
Getting started (on GBH Nature Center manor house renovation) (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11

BARTELME, JOE (AU)
Inquiring minds want to know (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6

BARTELME, MARGARET
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26
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BARTELME, MARGARET continued
And here's to the next 50 years (SCS Adult School celebrates anniversary) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.3
BARTEN, HARVEY (DR)
D Portdown unveils revised zoning for downtown (map p 16), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
More/less downtown development urged, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
BARTHOLOMEW'S (SCS)
SEE RESTAURANTS
BARTHOLOMEW, HELEN
Mary Williams is new president of SCS Woman's Club (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.11
BARTHOLOMEW, LAURA
Winter retreat (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.14
BARTOL, DAVID
Young musicians play in Carnegie, Apr 8, 1988, p.14
BARTOLONE, MICHAEL
(Annual carol sing a) SCS Christmas tradition (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.1
BARTOLONE, SUSAN (AU)
Time for a music teacher (in SCS schools) (ltr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6
BARTON, LAUREN
Youngsters paint the town red—and also orange and black (photo; list), Nov 4, 1988, p.2
BARTON, RALPH
Ralph M Barton (dies), Sep 30, 1988, p.18
BARTON, RENEE
Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1988, p.8
BASEBALL PLAYERS
A word from the dugout (S Rothenberg interviews D Cone) (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.16
BASEBALL-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
How to get ahead without really pitching (edit), Jun 24, 1988, p.7
BASHIST, GEORGE
(Indian-American Forum for Political Education) seeks more clout for Indian-Americans (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.3
BASILED, ELIZABETH
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
BASKETBALL
SCS to take on Jets in charity (basketball) game, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Raiders win Section I (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
5th graders on 4th grade (basketball) team (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Bouquets to J Kaminer and brickbats to unsportsmanlike fans (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Basketball team the) Pride of SCS (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
SHS (basketball) players, coach honored, Mar 18, 1988, p.16
Road block ahead (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Jets looked like Giants on Raider court (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15
Poor sportsmanship seen (re Recreation Dept basketball teams) (ltr), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
Local girls (J M Vaccaro, R Safirstein, E Smith, H Howard) off for Junior Olympics (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.18
Down under (T Wallach playing basketball in Australia with Sport for Understanding Teams) (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.8
BASS, JESSICA
Here's who'll be singin' for S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre), Jul 8, 1988, p.5
It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3
SSMT still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus; photo p 6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Sumer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28
BATCHelor, KENNETH
Pool progress, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
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BATCHelor, kenneth continued

'A' in attendance (for village employees), Feb 19, 1988, p.l
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.l
5th graders on 4th grade (basketball) team (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Possible pool options described, Apr 22, 1988, p.l
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
Spirit of cooperation (evident in Kidswalk) (ltr), Jun 24, 1988, p.6
Village gets go-ahead to renovate Hyatt Field, Jul 1, 1988, p.l
Free fireworks (this year for the first time), Jul 8, 1988, p.l
Village asks for revised report on aquatic center, Jul 22, 1988, p.l
Survival! Tales from the great heat wave of '88 (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.6
(Senior Citizens) Cooking up something special (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.3
Teen (summer recreation) programs (judged a success by Parks and Recreation Advisory Council), Oct 21, 1988, p.l
Work begins on pool report, due Feb 3, Nov 11, 1988, p.l

Batchero, Dick

Ya-shi-Ya steals (Morton Downey Jr) creche show, Dec 9, 1988, p.l

Bates, Chris

Pool inspections (being done by building dept), Aug 5, 1988, p.l

Batiste, John

Filmmaking is not all glamour, interns learn (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.6

Batkin, Alan

Universities named (sic) (A R Batkin, J Reha) trustees from SCS, Jun 24, 1988, p.4

Battlia, (MMK Town Supervisor)

Congratulations to all (on Griffen Ave path) (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6

Battista, Anthony

SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

Battista, Daniela

SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

Bauer, Dana

Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo)(Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

Bauer, Karen

SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

Bauman, Margaret

Helping hands (St Agnes Auxiliary presents check to hospital; Officers elected) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.9

Baumgarten, Bess

Special volunteers (at White Plains Hospital) cited (photo), May 20, 1988, p.16

Bayer, Ilene

Scholars (honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24

Baylor, Ellen

High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.16

Baylor, Renee

Anne Janiak picked as president of League of Women Voters) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2

Bayoneta, Lydia

Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1

Beach, Jean

R Van Home re-elected Youth Employment Services president, May 27, 1988, p.3

惩罚 salutes its volunteers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.11

Beals, Alan (Dr)

(Heathcote Five Corners) Neighbors organize Committee to Preserve SCS), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

Townhouses get angry reception (at Planning Board meeting) (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
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BEALS, ALAN (DR) continued
(Planning) Board asks developer for more open space (at Weaver St site), Dec 30, 1988, p.1

BEALS, ALLEN
Townhouse opponents hold strategy session, Dec 23, 1988, p.5

BEALS, ALLEN (AU)
Let's stay as we are (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

BEALS, HANNAH (AU)
Let's stay as we are (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

BEATTY PROPERTY (SCS)
Parking study, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1

BEAUREGARD, ROBERT
Magazine exec: R Beauregard, Mar 4, 1988, p.3

BEAUTIFICATION
Beautification, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Correction on beautification, Apr 22, 1988, p.5
Clean-up of Greenacres continues (photo), May 6, 1988, p.8
See ALSO WESTCHESTER BEAUTIFICATION COMMITTEE

BECKER, JANE
Feb 14: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

BECKER, MIRA
(SHS) Students debate issues at model United Nations), Dec 16, 1988, p.26

BECKERMAN, LISA ABEND
SSMT still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus; photo p.6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

BEDICHCEK, JANE (AU)
(The sweet gum tree) An interesting tree (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.7

BEDIN, LAETITIA
A living memorial (to L Bedin) (photo), May 13, 1988, p.15

BEDIN, MARIANNE
A living memorial (to L Bedin) (photo), May 13, 1988, p.15

BEHR, RICHARD
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
No 'silk purse'(Some changes to be made to improve appearance of school windows), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Familiar faces (at forum on downtown area planning), Sep 23, 1988, p.1
(J Axtell's, R Behr's Inquirer articles) Suggestions to consider (ltr), Nov 25, 1988, p.6

BEHR, RICHARD (AU)
Moratorium on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Disregard for tradition? (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Destruction decried (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
Importance of vigilance (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
A eulogy on the windows (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
Architect (R Behr)'s critique of downtown plan (edit), Oct 14, 1988, p.7

BEHR, SPENCER
Strange finding at local church (Boys find human bones at Mormon church construction site), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

BEHR, SUZANNE (AU)
Disregard for tradition? (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

BEHRMANN, WILLIAM
Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
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BEHRMANN, WILLIAM continued
Cab fares heading up, provided...; Village employees receive awards and commendations, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
Day of honors for SCS police (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.8

BEINSTEIN, DAVID
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo)(Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2
Freshman year at college: Graduates look ahead (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.9

BEINSTEIN, PHYLLIS
Award winner P Bernstein (photo), May 20, 1988, p.22

BEIRNE, THOMAS
Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Still waiting (for decision in Winston v SCS), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Winston trial set, Oct 21, 1988, p.1

BELASCO, STEVEN
S R Belasco promoted at Colgate (Palmolive Co) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.11

BELL (BERTRAM) ESTATE (SCS)
Tom Irish recalls stories of yore (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.26

BELL, ELIZABETH
Copland youth awards to be presented, Nov 11, 1988, p.9

BELL, EMILY
Let the games begin! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.13
And the winners (of Inquirer's Mother's Day Treasure Hunt) are... (list), May 13, 1988, p.2

BELL, LAURA
Animals' best friends (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.3

BELL, LESLIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

BELL, PAULA
Scouts teaching scouts (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.3

BELLIN, EVAN (DR)
Rabbi J Rubenstein named to probe of bias crime (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.12

BELLIN, EVAN (DR-AU)
The 'beast of anti-Semitism' (1tr), Nov 18, 1988, p.6

BELLING, ROSE
Presidential party (County women's club presidents honored) (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.10

BELLO, BIANCA
Police force all-male no longer (B Bello sworn in; third woman officer in SCS history) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

BELLSEY, EDWIN (AU)
Life after 'Black Monday' (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7
Long and short of investing (edit), Feb 12, 1988, p.7
Bonds: why pay more or less than par? (edit), Jun 17, 1988, p.7
What is program trading and why is it a problem? (edit), Jul 8, 1988, p.7
Some answers about corporate mergers (edit), Jul 29, 1988, p.7
In the autumn of the year (edit), Nov 4, 1988, p.7

BELOTE, ROBERT
R G Belote (dies), Jun 17, 1988, p.25

BEMMELEN, IDA VAN
SEE VAN BEMMELEN, IDA

BENCH, CRAIG
Workshop blues (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.16
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BENCH, CRAIG continued
(Boy) Scouts hold honor court, Nov 25, 1988, p.10

BENCH, DOROTHY
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO SUBDIVISION -AWARDS

BENCH, E MARKHAM
Workshop blues (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.16
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
(School) Budget squeaks through; Otten elected despite write-in campaign; November wins, May 20, 1988, p.1
Citizens to study school plant needs; May 20, 1988, p.1
With 'friends' like this...(edit), May 20, 1988, p.6
(G Fairstein, E M Bench) Supporters, not enemies of Non-Partisan System (1tr), Jun 3, 1988, p.6
(Mark Bench) US delegate to Regional Broadcasting Conference (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.8
Questions from David Savrin (regarding nomination of candidates for school board) (1tr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Suppl), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

BENCH, EMILY
Winter retreat (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.14
Top honors for SHS language students (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

BENCHES
Somewhere to sit (12 new benches installed in Chase Park), Sep 23, 1988, p.1

BENDHEIM, JOHN
United Way closes banner year with election of new directors, May 20, 1988, p.5
Aid to research (J M and M Bendheim present Bendheim Fellowship to Dr P J Szeibel) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.8
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

BENDHEIM, MARINE
Aid to research (J M and M Bendheim present Bendheim Fellowship to Dr P J Szeibel) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.8

BENEDETTO, VINCENT
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26
Local woman L L Cowan to head Mental Health Assn (Officers, Board of Directors named) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.5

BENEDICT, FRANCES
(Frances Benedict) holds the key to store of arresting tales (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.6

BENEVENTO, LOIS
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

BENJAMIN, RUTH
(Leone agency) In the holiday spirit (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.19

BENNETT, HELEN
Legal Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 28, 1988, p.5

BENNETT, SANDEE
'Spirit was there' on Kidswalk (photo; addl photo, 'Last leg' p.20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes Kidswalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32
A big gift from SCS Kidswalk (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.3

BENNETT, SANDEE (AU)
Spirit of cooperation (evident in Kidswalk) (1tr), Jun 24, 1988, p.6

BENTLEY, NED
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

BENTSEN, LLOYD
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
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BERDON, ROSEMARY
A fond farewell (to cantor J Boardman) (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.14
Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.6

BERENGARTEN, MICHAEL
Sounding good: J Stark, M Berengarten, V Patel, D Tarasiewicz (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.11

BEREN6ARTEN, MICHAEL
Sounding good: J Stark, M Berengarten, V Patel, D Tarasiewicz (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.11

BERENSQN, BETTY (AU)
Warning about playing fields (ltr), Oct 21, 1988, p.6

BERG, CHERYL
Happy Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

BERG, CHRISTY (AU)
More views on AIDS education (ltrs), Apr 8, 1988, p.6

BERG, KAREN
Congregationalists elect general board (photo), May 6, 1988, p.28

BERG, PAUL
Pool progress, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Budget comments, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
When East meets West in local schools, Apr 22, 1988, p.3
Aquatic center proposal unveiled (illus; addl illus p 21), Jul 15, 1988, p.1
Pool backers set to prove support, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Indoor pool draws mixed public reaction, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
Paul Berg to chair indoor pool committee (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
(Village) Board backs expansion of (FreightMay) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comm), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
Work begins on pool report, due Feb 3, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

BERG, PAUL (AU)
Pool committee encouraged (ltr), Sep 23, 1988, p.6

BERG, ROBERT
(Robert Thomas Securities) Financial firm opens branch in Westchester, Jul 15, 1988, p.4

BERGEN, BARRY
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1

BERGER, JANE
New directors (elected) at (Hoff-Barthelson) music school, Jun 24, 1988, p.2

BERGER, LILA
Historical Society focusing on education in upcoming programs (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
(L Berger, M G Wymb's admire SCS's) 18th-century map (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.19
(SCS) Historical (Society) awarded state grant (for teaching local history), Nov 18, 1988, p.5

BERGLAS, LAURENCE
Tenants (of 45 Popham) asking (Village) board to impose rent control here, Dec 2, 1988, p.1
Committee to seek solution for 45 Popham Road, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

BERGMANN, ANDY
Happy ending (to bird story) (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

BERGMANN, JOHN (AU)
Happy ending (to bird story) (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

BERK, EDWARD
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21
Top honors for SHS language students (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13

BERKELEY-IN-SCS ASSN
BAR gives go-ahead to (Mormon) church addition, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
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BERKENFIELD, BARBARA (AU)
Carrying on the 'sand tart' tradition (edit), Dec 16, 1988, p.7

BERKOWITZ, JUDY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

BERLIN, LOUIS
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

BERLIN, MARTIN
Praise for swim instructors (ltr), Aug 19, 1988, p.6
Four families tops at the pool Labor Day (photo; list), Sep 9, 1988, p.3

BERLOWITZ, CHARLES
Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

BERMAN, BOB
Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

BERMAN, MAE
NY Hospital honors volunteers (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.2

BERNARD, SHANNON (REV)
Rabbi J Rubenstein named to probe of bias crime (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.12

BERNAT, CHRIS
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

BERNSTEIN, ADAM
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26

BERNSTEIN, BARRIE
State (tennis) champs!, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Rosensweig-Bernstein win state (tennis) title (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.23
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

BERNSTEIN, MARLANE
(Westchester) Ethical Humanist Society elects slate (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.16

BESTLOW, EVELYN
After the (R Laredo) concert (for Hoff-Barthelson Music School) (photo; list), May 27, 1988, p.9

BESTLOW, JONATHAN
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

BESTLOW, LAUREN
Let the games begin! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.13

BESTLOW, WILLIAM
After the (R Laredo) concert (for Hoff-Barthelson Music School) (photo; list), May 27, 1988, p.9

BEVORWEBB, MRS
Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

BEYERSDORF, JOHN
Going, going, gone (Foster family buys gingerbread house at auction for SHORE), Dec 23, 1988, p.4

BEYERSDORF, JOHN (AU)
Thanks for editorial (regarding educating homeless) (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6
Con Ed to the rescue (photo; ltr), Jul 29, 1988, p.6

BEYERSDORF, MARJORIE (AU)
Thanks for editorial (regarding educating homeless) (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6

BHATIA, SAMIR
SCS Natl Bank salutes Kidswalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32
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BHATTACHARYA, RUPA
   Happy Birthday, Mickey (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.3
BHATTACHARYA, SEEHA
   Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15
BIANCO, CHRIS
   This one goes in history (Volunteers prepare for Library Book Fair) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.1

BIBLIOGRAPHIES
   JHS librarian M Lewis helps choose best books, Jun 24, 1988, p.19

BICENTENNIAL COMMITTEE-SCS
   Happy Birthday, SCS (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3

BICKNELL, JUDY
   List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

BICKNELL, KATIE
   Sloutheastern) Zone of NYS Assn for Health, Physical Education) says they're fit (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

BICKNELL, NEIL
   Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
   Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Procedure Committee members listed), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

BICYCLING
   SEE CYCLING

BIEHL, FRED
   Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

BIELER, GLORIA
   Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

BIELER, LEAH
   Correction: L Bieler mistakenly identified as L Rubier in 6/10 Inquirer, Jun 17, 1988, p.14

BIELER, MARK
   Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

BIENENFELD, RICHARD
   New owner K Rubenstein has revised plans for seven townhouses on Weaver St, Aug 5, 1988, p.1

BIERAU, H DUDLEY
   (SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3) Cooking up 50th anniversary plans (1940's photo reproduced), Oct 28, 1988, p.3

BINDAY, RONALD
   Advocate Brokerage moves into new home on SCS Ave, Sep 23, 1988, p.10
   Local (insurance) agency (Advocate Brokerage Corp) reaps honors, Oct 7, 1988, p.20

BINDAY, ROSALYN
   Advocate Brokerage moves into new home on SCS Ave, Sep 23, 1988, p.10
   Local (insurance) agency (Advocate Brokerage Corp) reaps honors, Oct 7, 1988, p.20

BIONDI, OLGA
   Dancing princess (C McGinness in Woman's Club play presented to area nursery schools) (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.9

BIONDI, RICHARD
   SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26

BIRDS
   Fire on Popham termed arson, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
   Happy ending (to bird story) (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
   Watch out above; green parrot escapes, Apr 1, 1988, p.5
   Parrot comes home on cross-cultural bridge, Apr 8, 1988, p.5
   Bringing back the bluebirds (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.3
   SCS's big bird (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.3

SEE ALSO GEESE
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### BIRKEL, CARRIE
- Seagram names C A Birkel market manager, Nov 4, 1988, p.23

### BIRNBAUM, NINA
- Message in books (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.25

### BIRTH CONTROL
- See Planned Parenthood of Westchester

### BISHOP, GEORGIANA
- G V Bishop dies, Apr 8, 1988, p.12

### BISHOP, PATRICIA
- (SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4
- Red Cross honors G and C Farnham, May 20, 1988, p.5

### BISSET, KENNETH
- Student K Bisset (one of the 258) killed in crash of Pan Am flight 103, Dec 23, 1988, p.1

### BLACK COLLEGE STUDENTS
- See Black Students

### BLACK STUDENTS
- Black college enrollment dropping (edit), Jun 24, 1988, p.7

### BLACK WOMEN
- Local woman priest, C P Broderick y Guerra, to celebrate her first eucharist at St James (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.12

### BLACK, BARBARA
- Workshop blues (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

### BLACK, JENNIFER
- Let the games begin! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.13

### BLACK, JOYCE
- United Way speaker J M Black has good news and bad about state of volunteerism (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.2
- SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

### BLACK, LOUISE
- School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

### BLACK, VIKKI
- Local volunteers are cited, Mar 11, 1988, p.8

### BLACKS-EMPLOYMENT
- Look at people, not credentials (edit), Apr 29, 1988, p.7

### BLACKS-HOUSING
- SCS (open) (Society) (Assn) marks 20 years of progress in opening SCS to minority families (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.3

### BLACKS-POLITICAL ACTIVITIES
- The real scandal of the (presidential) campaign (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.7
- Take the spark Jesse started (edit), Aug 12, 1988, p.7

### BLACKS-SEGREGATION
- Negotiating in the eye of a storm: P Pickelle helps ease Yonkers crisis (photo p 2), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

### BLAIR, DIANA
- Demapping (of Winston Property) opposed (by Federated Conservationists), Jul 1, 1988, p.1

### BLAIR, LINDA
- Local designer L Blair named chairman (Outreach Meeting, NY Chapter, Amer Soc, Interior Designers), Sep 23, 1988, p.11

### BLAKE, ELIZABETH
- Dramatization (given by Task Force on Drugs, Alcohol) raises issue of teen drinking, Nov 4, 1988, p.3

### BLAKE, JENNIFER
- New bosses (for SCS Government Day) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5
- Top Senior Scout J Blake cited, Jun 17, 1988, p.4

### BLANK, BUD
- (Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
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BLANK, DORIS
   In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

BLANK, LAURA
   S Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

BLANN, CAROL (AU)
   (SCS downtown area) Different from South Bronx (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

BLATT, ELLEN
   Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo)(Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2
   SCS High School Class of 1988 (list) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.8

BLAU, ROBERT
   (Westchester Jewish) Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12

BLECHMAN, MICHAEL
   Israeli-Arab conflict debated in forum at Westchester Reform (Temple), Dec 9, 1988, p.3

BLEICHERT, WILLIAM
   W J Bleichert (New Rochelle) Hospital officer, Apr 29, 1988, p.24

BLEICHER, JULIE
   Two women (J Bleicher, S Hale) become missionaries, Sep 9, 1988, p.16

BLIND
   Braille unit elects philanthropist S Henkind, Jan 15, 1988, p.4
   Her 'eyes' come with a cold nose (edit), Jul 8, 1988, p.7

BLISS, GEORGE
   G Bliss (dies), Jul 29, 1988, p.12

BLISS, JOHN
   (Central Taxi) Trying again (for fare hike), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
   Taxi fare hearing, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
   Cab fares heading up, provided...; Village employees receive awards, commendations, Jul 1, 1988, p.1

BLITMAN, HOWARD
   Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
   Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
   Voting reform increases Non-Partisan (election) turnout, Nov 18, 1988, p.1

BLITZ, ALAN
   Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
   Pool progress, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
   Trustees vote down Nynex base station, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
   Good reason seen for fears (of mobile radio antennas) (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
   Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
   Consider two pool sites (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
   Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
   Village holds budget hearing, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
   (Central Taxi) Trying again (for fare hike), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
   Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
   (Village Board votes) Budget yes, request for rezoning, no, Apr 29, 1988, p.1
   Village decision dims men's hopes of firefighting career, May 13, 1988, p.1
   Trustees honor (P Woodcock, R Damiano, R Lapple), Jun 17, 1988, p.1
   Volunteer fire company (No 1) bestows honors (on E Arey, R Lapple) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.5
   Cab fares heading up, provided...; Village employees receive awards, commendations, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
   Aquatic center proposal unveiled (illus; addl illus p 2), Jul 15, 1988, p.1
   Homeowners blast preservation law, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
   No more plowing (Village may discontinue snow removal on private streets), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
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BLITZ, ALAN continued
Work begins on pool report, due Feb 3, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.2
Pool site debate, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
BLITZ, ALAN (AU)
Trustee A Blitz says fears (of mobile telephone antennas) are baseless (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
BLITZER, GLORIA
SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26
BLOCH, HENRY JR
In praise of third-class mail (ltr), Apr 22, 1988, p.6
BLOCH, HENRY JR (AU)
Make junk mail go first class (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Fear of (group) homes 'unfounded' (ltr), Oct 21, 1988, p.6
BLOCH, JEAN (AU)
Fear of (group) homes 'unfounded' (ltr), Oct 21, 1988, p.6
BLOCH, R HOWARD
BLOCH, RICHARD
Law partners: R H Block, S H Coleman, Jan 22, 1988, p.9
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22
BLOOM, SARA
(10 Cooper Rd) Elegant or shabby? (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Spirit of volunteerism (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6
BLOOMGARDEN, DAVID
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
BLOOMINGDALE ESTATE (SCS)
Iraa Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5
Tom Irish recalls stories of yore (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.20
BLOOMINGDALE, EILEEN (DR)
SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26
BLOOMINGDALE, IRA
Iraa Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5
BLOOMINGDALE, JOSEPH
Iraa Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5
BLOOMINGDALE, LEWIS (OR)
Iraa Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26
Local woman L L Cowan to lead Mental Health Assn (Officers, Board of Directors named) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.5
BLOOMINGDALE, LEWIS JR (DR)
Iraa Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5
BLOOMQUIST, DENNIS
Congregationalists elect general board (photo), May 6, 1988, p.28
BLOOMQUIST, ERIC
Raiders come up short (in Bowl game against Roosevelt) (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
BLOOMQUIST, MIKE
Freshman year at college: Class of '87 looks back (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.9
BLOOMQUIST, SHIRLEY
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
BLUM, BLOSSOM
In a community of volunteers, (G Eisner) stands out (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.1
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BLUM, ELLEN (AU)
No consensus on pool (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6

BLUMNER, ALINE
SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26

BLUMNER, GINETTE
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

BLUMNER, LESTER
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

BLUMNER, LESTER (AU)
No benefit from inflation seen (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6
Why no warning shot (from Vincennes to Iranian airliner)? (ltr), Jul 22, 1988, p.6

BLUMSTEIN, ELLEN
(SCS) Task Force (on Drugs and Alcohol) elects leaders for '88-'89, May 6, 1988, p.5
Community-minded volunteers help produce Community Calendar (ltr), Aug 26, 1988, p.6
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

BLUMSTEIN, RACHEL
Harvest festival (Decorating the sukkah at Westchester Reform Temple) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.18

BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS
Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
Variance granted for Bradford Rd subdivision; Jan 22, 1988, p.2
Permit granted (for SCS Chateaux to maintain public garage), Mar 18, 1988, p.3
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
Mandel subdivision given variance, May 20, 1988, p.3
Board (of Appeals) upholds rulings by building department, Jun 17, 1988, p.3
(Dr T Angelakos') Home medical office rouses neighbors' ire, Jul 15, 1988, p.1
Local law raises doubt about restoration plan; Board of Appeals rules on Angelakos application, Jul 29, 1988, p.1
Correction (to Jul 29 article: R Mark, not R Toder chairman, Board of Appeals), Aug 5, 1988, p.3
Variances granted (by Board of Appeals), so (D H Lurie's) deck can (sic) stay, Sep 23, 1988, p.4
Board (of Appeals) denies variance on Richbell Road (Apple Tree Barn Garden property), Nov 18, 1988, p.5
Renee's, Two challenges building department's ruling, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
Renee's, Two gets green light (for catering business in Golden Horseshoe), Dec 23, 1988, p.3

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS
Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
BAR gives go-ahead to (Mormon) church addition, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
Builder C Demetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
House plans draw BAR disfavor, Mar 18, 1988, p.3
Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
BAR reviews plans for 3 new houses; Approves amendments to Hitchcock church renovations (illus), Apr 29, 1988, p.3
A better (historic preservation) law (edit), May 6, 1988, p.6
Changes OK'ed in former (Chase Landing) restaurant, May 13, 1988, p.3
In SCS, passions run high when it comes to trees, May 27, 1988, p.1
Board of (Architectural) Review reviews plans for 7 new houses, okays 2, May 27, 1988, p.2
(Board of) Architectural Review okays plans for 5 new houses, Jun 17, 1988, p.5
Renovations, additions receive BAR's approval, Jul 1, 1988, p.2
Two houses approved; skylights rejected (by BAR), Jul 29, 1988, p.5
BAR approves two houses, Aug 26, 1988, p.5
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BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS continued

Hearing Tuesday on landmark law, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Board of Architectural Review orders realtor Julia B Fee to plant trees, Sep 23, 1988, p.3
(SCS Synagogue-Tremont) Temple to erect memorial, Oct 7, 1988, p.3
BAR rules that fence violates code, Oct 21, 1988, p.2
Hitchcock (Church) given variance; new home moves ahead, Nov 18, 1988, p.9
BAR approves landscaping plans, Dec 2, 1988, p.3
No quorum, no BAR meeting, Dec 16, 1988, p.5

BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW-SCS


BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

Board of Ed: State must fund homeless plan, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
R Mitchell Jr re-elected president of BOCES, Aug 19, 1988, p.5

BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT

(It seems unlikely that SCS or EMT will assist MITH School(s) for homeless, Jul 22, 1988, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-NEW YORK (NY)

File, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS

Moratorium (on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
(SCS) School board blasted (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Dr S Cohen's position on the windows: the real issue is esthetics, not safety (edit), Jan 8, 1988, p.7
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
New schools chief Dr R D Hibschean signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Onus is on board (of education), staff (concerning windows) (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7
Window issues remain unanswered (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Consider the alternatives (regarding school windows) (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Board (of Ed) advised to ask experts (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
'Learning experience' seen (in window issue) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Change (in windows) still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
In praise of the board (of ed) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Time to move on (from window issue) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
The right to be wrong (edit), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
 Destruction decried (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Editorial (on Board of Ed/ Window replacement) criticized (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Board (of Ed) asked to resign (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Smugness and hubris seen (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschean, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Alarming decisions (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
File, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
S Oldier: Speak out, we (Bd of Ed) will listen, Mar 25, 1988, p.4
Planned Parenthood criticized (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
No 'silk purse'(Some changes to be made to improve appearance of school windows), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
A eulogy on the windows (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
1887 school days (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.18
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS continued

School meets village, Jun 17, 1988, p.1
(School Board) Colleagues laaent Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Well-earned praise (for D Gavrin expressed at School Board meeting) (edit), Jun 24, 1988, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26
Board of Ed: State must fund homeless plan, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
(SCS has) A chance to lead (in educating homeless) (edit), Jul 1, 1988, p.6
S Older re-elected president of (Board of Education) (photo p B), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
(It seems unlikely that SCS or EMT will assist with) School(s) for homeless, Jul 22, 1988, p.1
Early decision (Bd of Ed should decide soon whether it will help educate homeless) (edit), Jul 22, 1988, p.6
Otten: Curriculum should be top priority (photo add photo p 2), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Curriculum revision, long-term budgeting on district's agenda (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
No home on the range for Raider rifle team, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22
State rule (mandating clergy on local AIDS education advisory councils) opposed, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
(Indoor Swimming pool) Not a priority (for Board of Education), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
Schools to senior citizens: visit us (Board of Ed sets goals at meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
A new tack (School district investigating alternate types of insurance coverage), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Rises approved for (SCS school) principals, Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Missed holidays (1988-89 SCS school calendar approved by Board of Education), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Fall '89 bond issue anticipated (for improvement, maintenance of SCS schools), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE

SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-ELECTIONS

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-BUDGET

Smugness and hubris seen (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Total community not involved (in Bd of Ed budget process) (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Get involved in budget process (ltr), Apr 8, 1988, p.6
(SCS School) District grapples with high cost of insurance, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Board (of Ed) asks voters to pass $35.9M school budget, May 6, 1988, p.1
(Or R) Hibschaan's message: Let's plan together; Village Club officers announced, May 6, 1988, p.1
Something has to give (in Board of Education budget) (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6
A private solution (to Board of Education budget) (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6
Verdict on (school budget is up to the voters, May 13, 1988, p.1
Paying the price (of education in SCS) (edit), May 13, 1988, p.6
Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6
Platinum-plated approach (to school budget) (ltr), May 13, 1988, p.6
(School) Budget squeaks through; Otten elected despite write-in campaign; November wins, May 20, 1988, p.1
Board (of Education) says no to AC in (high school) auditorium, May 27, 1988, p.1
'All-out war' (against SCS school budget) pledged (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6
Electioneering (at polls during school budget referendum) charged (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6
(School Board) Colleagues laaent Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
School cost cuts possible (ltr), Sep 2, 1988, p.6
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22
Hibschaan takes (school) budget ideas to the community, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-ELECTIONS

Group rebukes school board by ousting Gavrin (photo p 4), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Unclear message (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-ELECTIONS continued
A blow to decency (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Letter to David Gavrin (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Appallingly accurate (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
A slap at public service (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Breach of confidentiality (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
An act of vengeance (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Candidate interviews advocated (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Interviews (of potential SCS Board of Ed nominees) proposed, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Verdict on (school) budget is up to the voters, May 13, 1988, p.1
With “friends” like this... (edit), May 20, 1988, p.6
(School) Budget squeaks through; Otten elected despite write-in campaign; November wins, May 20, 1988, p.1
Resolution (governing nomination of Non-Partisan Board of Education candidates) reviewed, May 27, 1988, p.1
Friends indeed (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6
Are officials accountable? (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6
Write-in effort (in Board of Education election) defended (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6
D Gavrin ltr raises) Good questions (regarding nomination of school board candidates) (edit), Jun 17, 1988, p.6
Questions from David Gavrin (regarding nomination of candidates for school board) (ltr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6

SEE ALSO SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-FACILITIES COMMITTEE
SEE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON SCHOOL FACILITIES-SCS

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-HEALTH ADVISORY COMMITTEE

FILE, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

BOARD OF ELECTIONS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Still counting (the votes in County Court election), Dec 2, 1988, p.1
Apparent victory (for J R Herold) turns to defeat, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
Legislator L Spano criticizes delay in (Westchester County) vote count, Dec 30, 1988, p.4

BOARD OF ETHICS-SCS
Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16

BOARD, STEVEN
Something new in the 15K run (inl application form), Feb 12, 1988, p.12
(Senior Citizens) Cooking up something special (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.3

BOARDMAN, JOSEPH
A fond farewell (to cantor J Boardman) (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.14

BOARDMAN, LANSDALE
Bordemans to be honored (by Retinitis Pigmentosa Foundation Fighting Blindness), Oct 21, 1988, p.5

BOARDMAN, LOUISE
Bordemans to be honored (by Retinitis Pigmentosa Foundation Fighting Blindness), Oct 21, 1988, p.5

BOARDS AND COUNCILS-SCS
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
SEE ALSO NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL BOARDS, COUNCILS

BOBROW, HENRY
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
P(risoner) Of(f) W(ar) medal for local man H Bobrow, Nov 18, 1988, p.3

BOBROW, PHYLLIS
Post office ramp (for SCS P O being constructed), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
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BOBRROW, PHYLLIS continued
    Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16

BOCHICHIQ, VITO
    School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibsman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

BOCIAN, PHYLLIS
    S Oldr re-elected president of (B)oard of Education (photo p B), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
    School (Board) nominating process under way, Nov 18, 1988, p.5

BODIN, MURRAY
    Tooley to chair recycling board (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.3

BODINE, BRAD
    Honors for (Boy Scout) Troop 99, Jun 10, 1988, p.2

BOECLER, GERHARDT JR
    On guard! (Painting guard rails at HS) (photo) (Back To School Suppl, Aug 26, 1988, p.1

BOESKY, IVAN
    Giuliani can see gains in ethics (photo), May 13, 1988, p.1

BOGATY, PETE
    SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18

BOGDAN, EDWARD
    Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1

BOGGI, JENNIFER
    (Edgewood fifth graders) Bridging the generation gap (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.25

BOKER, JOHN
    Joseph Ullian praised as a man of fairness, modesty and kindness (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.2

BOLEN, GEORGE
    Salamon sentenced to prison, Apr 29, 1988, p.1

BOLLELLA, MICHAEL
    Retired banker M A Bollella in credit post, May 27, 1988, p.14

BOLTON, ROBERT
    Celebrating 200 years of SCS greenery (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.6

BONA, HELEN
    Elsie Peters to serve third term as head of (SCS) Emblem Club, May 27, 1988, p.9

BONDEROFF, RACHEL
    A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
    Rock around the pool (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.2

BONDJE, MICHAEL
    Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1

BONDS
    Bonds: why pay more or less than par? (edit), Jun 17, 1988, p.7
    Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
    Fall '89 bond issue anticipated (for improvement, maintenance of SCS schools), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

BONDY, ANNE
    R Mitchell Jr re-elected president of BOCES, Aug 19, 1988, p.5

BONES, FOSSIL
    SEE PALEONTOLOGY

BONIFACE CIRCLE (SCS)
    Proposed display law is legacy of creche case, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
    Deja vu! Creche issue revived at public hearing, Aug 19, 1988, p.1
    Village sets restrictions on displays on public property, Sep 30, 1988, p.1

BONIFACE WATER TOWER (SCS)
    Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1
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BONIFACE WATER TOWER (SCS) continued
...more (SCS) sites labeled historic, Nov 18, 1988, p.3

BONIFACE, ARTHUR
Longtime resident H Oberg reveals colorful anecdotes (photo) (SCS’s Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.26
SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28

BONNET, PEGGY
(SCS Woman’s Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10

BONNETTE, PAUL
(SCS Volunteer Co 1) Firemen celebrate (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.8

BOOK FAIRS
Book vine (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.14
This one goes in history (Volunteers prepare for Library Book Fair) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.1
(Shoppers at SCS Public Library Book Fair) Ready to read (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.1
A run on books (About 1000 people bought close to 10,000 books at Library Book Fair!), Sep 30, 1988, p.1
(Book Fair a) Banquet for bibliophiles (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.8
Inquiring minds want to know (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6
Book Fair thank yous (ltr), Oct 28, 1988, p.7
Beware the SCS bibliophile (edit), Oct 28, 1988, p.7

BOOK SALES
SEE BOOK FAIRS, BOOKSELLERS AND BOOKSELLING

BOOKER, RACHEL
STEP student A Montague’s SCS homecoming (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.12
SCS STEP--one of a kind (ltr), Apr 25, 1988, p.6
STEP broadens horizons (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.9
STEP student T Horhn to be welcomed, Sep 16, 1988, p.5
Getting to know you (STEP student T Horhn welcomed to SCS) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.20

BOOKMAN, JOSEPH
(Committee formed to undertake village computer) Systems analysis, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

BOOKS
Observing SCS’s weather with a birdhouse and milk can, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Biography of Caleb Heathcote reissued in facsimile (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.2
SCS man S Lehrburger compiles guide to study abroad, Feb 26, 1988, p.2
(Junior) League gives books to the boys (of Children's Village) (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.8
Roy Cohn, Sidney Zion and me (edit), Apr 29, 1988, p.7
Junior League plans open house; Book 'Of Colonists and Commuters' on sale, May 27, 1988, p.3
Local financial columnist R J Klein is co-author of investment guide, Jun 3, 1988, p.2
PR man’s ‘confessions’ (R J Wood, M Gunther publish 'Confessions of a PR Man'), Jun 24, 1988, p.4
Six new titles in Sloan legal series, Jul 8, 1988, p.2
Guide published (by M A Slavin) for parents of divorcing, Jul 8, 1988, p.3
Book (by J S Whitaker) takes a fresh look at Africa, Aug 19, 1988, p.2
B Tuchman: too little enthusiasm, too much brandy undid Redcoats, Oct 21, 1988, p.3
SHS grad C S Maier has new book, Nov 4, 1988, p.8
Lawyer M Schlesinger writes a guide to taxes (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.10
County directory to aid troubled teens, Nov 18, 1988, p.10
Scarsdalian L Singer co-author of book to help widows and widowers (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.2
SEE ALSO COOKBOOKS, GUIDEBOOKS, OPERATION BOOKSHELF

BOOKS AS GIFTS
Spring cleaning tip: instead of discarding, why not recycle? (edit), May 6, 1988, p.7
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BOOKS-EXCERPTS

America the unique (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.7
The existential joy of engineering (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.7
Study of past may yield solutions for the future (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.7
The CIA legacy in Central America (edit), Feb 19, 1988, p.7
Free speech and libel: a delicate balance (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.7
About the Cultural Revolution (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.7
Does your baby cry at night? (edit), May 27, 1988, p.7
Celebrating 200 years of SCS greenery (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.6
Beatles or Bach in third trimester? (edit), Jun 17, 1988, p.7
How to analyze financial data (edit), Jul 8, 1988, p.7
Debased ideals--crime's final triumph (edit), Aug 12, 1988, p.7
Every 60 seconds, 24 starve to death (edit), Aug 19, 1988, p.7
Confessions of a PR man (edit), Sep 9, 1988, p.7
Can we exclude AIDS-infected students from classrooms? (edit), Sep 16, 1988, p.7
The kids are getting a divorce... (edit), Oct 14, 1988, p.7
(Steven Schnur's) pleasures: home, family and words that work (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.6
Congress vs President in foreign policy (edit), Dec 30, 1988, p.7

BOOKSELLERS AND BOOKSELLING

A literary first (Friends of SCS Library to have first paperback sale) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.4
SEE ALSO BOOK FAIRS

BORONKAY, DAVID
Red Tail (S Rickard) comes to town (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24

BORONKAY, SERENA
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Anne Janiak picked as president of League of Women Voters (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

BORONKAY, SERENA (AU)
Clear violation seen (litr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

BORSTECK, HOLLIS
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

BOSER, MAX
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; add photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
(Julia B) Fee open house attracts throngs (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.3
Chase Landing lives in Bronxville (l's Pondfield's Restaurant) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.9

BOTH, GEORGE
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

BOUCHIER, RONALD
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibsman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
(SHS softball team) Homeless, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2
No home on the range for Raider rifle team, Sep 23, 1988, p.1

BOUDREAU, CHRISTINE
Town's oldest restaurant set to open again (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

BOUDREAU, SOPHIE
Town's oldest restaurant set to open again (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

BOWEN, JOHANNA
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.3
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BOWEN, MARTIN (AU)
(M Bowen) concerned about parking (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6

BOWMAN, LUKE
Games, science fair at Edgewood (photo (list)) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.20

BOWMAN, PENNY
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
One in a hundred: J Reynolds becomes Eagle Scout (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.11
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
New bosses (for SCS Government Day) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5
Bringing back the bluebirds (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.3
(Boy) Scouts invited to Camporee, Apr 22, 1988, p.5
Boy Scouts on parade (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.3
SVAC shows (Boy) Scouts the ropes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.3

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA-AWARDS
One in a hundred: J Reynolds becomes Eagle Scout (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.11
(M Thompson) Eagle Scout, May 20, 1988, p.22
Honors for (Boy Scout) Troop 99, Jun 10, 1988, p.2
Local scout B J Brennan V to be Eagle, Jun 10, 1988, p.2
(Boy) Scouts hold honor court, Nov 25, 1988, p.10
(Boy) Scouts hold) court of honor, Dec 30, 1988, p.4
Onward Eagles (Swan brothers inducted into National Eagle Scout Assn) (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.4

BOYER, STEVEN
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

BOYKIN, BARBARA
(Girl Scouts) Wishing all a merry Christmas (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.2

BOYLE, JAMES
Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

BOYLE, JUDY
File, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
New furor erupts over AIDS education, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
School (Board) nominating process under way, Nov 18, 1988, p.5

BOYLE, JUDY (AU)
Positive communication (urged between school, parents re AIDS education) (ltr), Apr 15, 1988, p.6

BRACH, FRANK
King breakfast profit report is awaited, Jan 22, 1988, p.12

BRACALELLO, FRANK
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

BRACKEN, BARRY
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

BRADDOCK, STEPHEN
(SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4

BRADFORD, JENNIFER
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1

BRADLEY, BILL
Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J G Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

BRADLEY, CHERYL
Local woman L L Cowan to lead Mental Health Assn (Officers, Board of Directors named) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.5
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BRADY, EDWARD
Westchester Community College honors E S Pfurzheimer, L M Greene from SCS (photo), May 13, 1988, p.5
SCS lawyer T Ruderan loses job; Political retaliation blamed (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

BRADY, MARGARET
Scofflaw M Motherway hit with $3000 fine, Oct 28, 1988, p.1

BRADY, OWEN
After the merger S(CS) N(ational) B(ank) awaits word about its future, Oct 14, 1988, p.1

BRADY, THOMAS (AU)
School 'wasn't the same' (with new windows) (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

BRAHAM, FRANCES
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26

BRANCHE, GEORGE JR (DR)
SCS O(pen) S(ociety) A(ssn) marks 20 years of progress in opening SCS to minority families (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.3
Former mayor S Sims named (president) by S(CS) O(pen) S(ociety) A(ssn) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2

BRANDEIS, RENEE
Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.6

BRANNIGAN, BRIAN
(Boy) Scouts hold court of honor, Dec 30, 1988, p.4

BRANSCOMBE, VIRGINIA
Mary Williams is new president of SCS Woman's Club (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.11
New Daughters of the (American) Revolution officers elected, May 27, 1988, p.9

BRASHI, MICHAEL
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

BRASLQW, INGRID
GOP backs hero for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

BRASSINGTON, BILL
Good news on the goose! (ltr), Jul 8, 1988, p.6

BRAUNER, HELEN
Organization for Rehabilitation through Training slate is elected, Jul 15, 1988, p.9

BRAUSE, LOUIS
(Westchester Jewish) Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12

BREED, MARY
Mary Breede, 20,000 graduate of Westchester Community College (cover photo)(Continuing Ed Supp), Aug 12, 1988,
Senior citizens find a new start on life in college graduation (photo) (Continuing Education Supp), Aug 12, 1988, p.4

BREED, WALTER JR
Senior citizens find a new start on life in college graduation (photo) (Continuing Education Supp), Aug 12, 1988, p.4

BREEN, MICHAEL
M F Breen (dies), Jul 22, 1988, p.15

BREHENY, JOHN
Our Lady of Fatima to mark 40th (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.20

BREHM, TALA TEXITK
(SHS Class of 1958) Whoop(s) it up at Whippoorwill (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.9

BREINES, SIMON
Village policy (regarding Winston Property) defended (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6
More/less downtown development urged, Oct 7, 1988, p.1

BREINES, SIMON (AU)
Not too late to stop (Winston property) land sale (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
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BREINES, SIMON (AU) continued
  "Manhattanization" of village? (ltr), Oct 21, 1988, p.6
  Parking, not housing, (needed) for Robison lot (edit), Dec 30, 1988, p.7
BRENNAN, ANDI
  SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34
BRENNAN, ANDREA
  Helping hands (St Agnes Auxiliary presents check to hospital; Officers elected) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.9
  SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34
BRENNAN, ANDREW
  Raiders come up short (in Bowl game against Roosevelt) (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
  Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addi photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22
  SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.16
BRENNAN, BERNARD
  A night of honors (SHS students honored for academic, personal achievements) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.1
BRENNAN, BERNARD V
  Local scout B J Brennan V to be Eagle, Jun 10, 1988, p.2
BRENNAN, CRISTIN
  Young patriot (C Brennan) (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.5
BRENNAN, DEBORAH
  Next time it could be for real (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.4
BRENNAN, EILEEN
  Local realtor E Brennan joins Julia Fee (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.4
BRENNAN, ELFRIIDGE
  Southeastern 2 (one of NYS Assn for Health, Physical Education) says they're fit (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21
BRENNAN, TIMOTHY
  Legal Awareness for Women) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5
BRESLIN, JACK
  No kidding (Police crack down on speeders), Jul 15, 1988, p.1
  (Traffic) Danger spots compiled (by Village Club), Jul 22, 1988, p.1
  (Village installs) New stop signs (on Fox Meadow Rd), Aug 12, 1988, p.1
  (Police) Lieutenants (J Breslin; J Freyer) are graduates (of Law Enforcement Management School), Sep 2, 1988, p.8
  Police force all-male no longer (B Bello sworn in; third woman officer in SCS history) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
BRESLIN, JOHN
  Woman, B Bruckner, dies in crash, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
BRESLIN, LIZ
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26
BRETSON, ENGER
  Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
BRETT, JOHN
  Fireman's holiday (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.1
BREWSTER, EVANS
  Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3
BREWTON, SAM
  High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.16
BRICKER, ELEANOR
  Freedoms Foundation selects local man W R Bricker to serve on jury, Jun 24, 1988, p.5
BRICKER, WILLIAM
  Freedoms Foundation selects local man W R Bricker to serve on jury, Jun 24, 1988, p.5
BRIDGE (GAME)
  Bridge instructor R Slutsky joins Seton faculty, Jul 29, 1988, p.4
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BRIDGES-SCS
Portaan plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
BAR gives go-ahead to (Morton) church addition, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Crumbling Wiloat bridge in line for a major overhaul, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Expensive bridges (edit), Apr 15, 1988, p.6
Home okayed on Richbell Road; Montgomery Road plan revised, May 6, 1988, p.3
(SCS) Bridge report, May 27, 1988, p.1
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Historically speaking: Most people don't realize SVAC building was Heathcote RR station, Aug 26, 1988, p.6
Bridge money (set aside for repair of Heathcote Rd bridge), Nov 18, 1988, p.1

BRIEANT, CHARLES
(J J HcCudden, R M Powers) plead guilty to tax evasion, Nov 25, 1988, p.3
(T Roxland) Third conviction in Cioti tax case, Dec 9, 1988, p.5

BRIGGS, MARION
And there was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.12

BRIGGS, RANDY
Former resident R Briggs to show paintings, Jan 29, 1988, p.9

BRINKMAN, FRED
Downzoning sought, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
(Village Board votes) Budget yes, request for rezoning, no, Apr 29, 1988, p.1
Fred R Brinkman dies, Oct 21, 1988, p.20

BRITAIN, JANICE
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

BRITTON, ALAN (AU)
The real 'first woman' (real estate agent L Midgley) (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6

BRITZ, MEREDITH
Longtime resident H Oberg reveals colorful anecdotes (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.26
Tom Irish recalls stories of yore (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.28
No trolley to Boston (G Angell corrects errors in Jun 3 article) (ltr), Jun 10, 1988, p.6

BROADCASTING
SEE TELEVISION BROADCASTING

BRODERICK Y GUERRA, CECILY PATRICIA (REV)
Local woman priest, C P Broderick y Guerra, to celebrate her first eucharist at St James (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.12

BRODERICK, CECIL (DR)
Local woman priest, C P Broderick y Guerra, to celebrate her first eucharist at St James (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.12

BRODSKY, RICHARD
State aid for local groups, Apr 29, 1988, p.2
SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

BRODY, VILMA
Extension program elects Scarsdalians, Feb 5, 1988, p.16

BROGAN, JOHN
On the road to Buffalo (5 SCS policemen help carry torch for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.2

BROKERS
(Robert Thomas Securities) Financial firm opens branch in Westchester, Jul 15, 1988, p.4

BROMBERG, ELI
Scholars (honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24

BRONSON, MICHAEL (DR)
(Planning) Board asks developer for more open space (at Weaver St site), Dec 30, 1988, p.1
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BRONSTEIN, HOLLY
Art Assn awards prizes (photo; list), Nov 18, 1988, p.3

BRONX RIVER
Snow White on the Bronx River (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Village Historian R M Lederer Jr debunks local lore (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.15

BRONX RIVER PARKWAY
Bronx Parkway history (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.9

BRONX RIVER RESERVATION
Celebrating 200 years of SCS greenery (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.6

BRONZ, LOIS
L(legal) Awareness) for W(oen) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

BRONZOFT, ARLENE
Senior citizens find a new start on life in college graduation (photo) (Continuing Education Supp), Aug 12, 1988, p.4

BROOKLYN (NY)-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
Looking back (with pleasure) (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.7
Brownsville--then and now (edit), Aug 26, 1988, p.7

BROOKMAN, NANCY
Success team (for White Plains Hospital Auxiliaries fundraiser) (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.14

BROOKS, CREEKS, ETC-MAINTENANCE
Stream work raises neighbors' ire (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

BROOKS, GERI
Access to health (G Brooks presents first Health Access membership card to actor O Davis) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.2

BROOKS, LORRAINE
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

BROWN, (FIREFIGHTER)
Firemen commended (for work at Corell Rd fire) (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

BROWN, ALICIA
Fashion savvy eases first-day jitters (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.5

BROWN, ANDREA
(Steffi Nossen) Dance school at 5 SCS locations (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.7

BROWN, BETTY
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988, p.5
Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.3

BROWN, BRENDA STRADA
(Shs Class of 1958) Whoop(s) it up at Whippoorwill (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.9

BROWN, DAN
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1

BROWN, DEREK
(D Brown)'s number one (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.1

BROWN, DOUGLAS
Greeneacres O(ii) P(urchasing) C(onsortium) to hold annual meeting; elect officers, May 20, 1988, p.3

BROWN, ENRIQUE (REV)
Rabbi J Rubenstein named to probe of bias crime (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.12

BROWN, KATY
School director named by St James the Less: K Brown (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.17

BROWN, L DAVID
Tail-end of tropical storm Chris takes a heavy toll on local trees (photo), Sep 2, 1988, p.3

BROWN, LILLIAN
L J Brown dies, Mar 11, 1988, p.18
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BROWN, NATHANIEL
- 6 more (SCS) sites labeled historic, Nov 18, 1988, p.3
- SEE ALSO NATHANIEL BROWN HOUSE (SCS)

BROWN, NEIL
- Insurance man N J Brown cited, Jan 29, 1988, p.9
- (N J Brown receives) Insurance honor, Aug 12, 1988, p.2

BROWN, RAYMOND
- Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
- School (Board) nominating process under way, Nov 18, 1988, p.5

BROWN, RAYMOND (AU)
- Committee: Vote Tuesday (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6

BROWN, RUTH
- (SCS Woman's Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10

BROWN, SHARON
- SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28

BROWNELL, SHIRLEE
- (SCS) Art association is a busy 50 years young (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.9
- Art Assn awards prizes (photo; list), Nov 18, 1988, p.3

BROWNIES
- SEE GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA

BROWNING, JACKSON
- Realtors J Browning, F Buehler honored (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.14
- When East meets West in local schools, Apr 22, 1988, p.3
- (No 'For Sale' signs on SCS homes a) Dying tradition?, May 6, 1988, p.1
- Board of (Architectural) Review orders realtor Julia B Fee to plant trees, Sep 23, 1988, p.3
- (Julia B) Fee open house attracts throngs (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.3
- Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.9
- (J B Browning) In realty post (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.2

BROWNSTONE, EDWARD (DR)
- Local woman L L Cowan to lead Mental Health Assn (Officers, Board of Directors named) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.5

BROWNSVILLE (BROOKLYN, NY)
- SEE BROOKLYN (NY)

BRUCE, MARGARET
- UN group to mark rights aniversary; (M K Bruce to speak), Dec 9, 1988, p.3

BRUCKNER, DANIEL
- (Railroad) Track work, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

BRUCKNER, BARBARA
- Woman, B Bruckner, dies in crash, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
- Disappointed by coverage (of B Bruckner traffic fatality) (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
- Message of appreciation (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
- (Village installs) New stop signs (on Meadow Rd), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

BRUCKNER, BENNETT (DR)
- Woman, B Bruckner, dies in crash, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

BRUCKNER, BENNETT (DR-AU)
- Message of appreciation (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

BRUCKNER, ROBERT
- Let the games begin! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.13

BRUHL, CHRISTOPHER
- Stepping out by stepping back (Council for the Arts Fund Raiser) (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.9
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BRUMBAUGH, ALLYNE
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1

BRUNER, W RICHARD
(W R Bruner) Re-elected (president, Advertising Club of Westchester) (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.4

BRUNI, JAMES (DR)
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

BRUNING, HELENE
Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Procedural Committee members listed), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

BRUNSTEIN, ALEX
Fireman's holiday (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

BRUNSTEIN, MATT
Fireman's holiday (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

BUCK, ANDREW
Easter Sunday in SCS (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.1

BUCK, JAMES
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

BUCK, MARY BETH
With gratitude (M Buck presents check to E Schroeder for Hoff-Barthelson School) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.9

BUCK, STEPHEN
Young musicians play in Carnegie, Apr 8, 1988, p.14

BUCKHURST, PAUL
Familiar faces (at forum on downtown area planning), Sep 23, 1988, p.1

BUDGET-NEW YORK STATE
Cuomo's annual (budget) cut, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

BUDGET-SCS
Under 5% village tax hike seen, Mar 18, 1988, p.1

BUDGET-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
O'Rourke seeks 10% spending hike, Nov 18, 1988, p.1

BUFF, BARBARA
Betting started (on GBH Nature Center manor house renovation) (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11
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BUILDING

Builder C Demetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
House plans draw BAR disfavor, Mar 18, 1988, p.3
White Plains Hospital plans to expand, Apr 1, 1988, p.2
Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3
BAR reviews plans for 3 new houses; Approves amendments to Hitchcock church renovations (illus), Apr 29, 1988, p.3
Home okayed on Richbell Road; Montgomery Road plan revised, May 6, 1988, p.3
Trees giving way to stores (in Golden Horseshoe) (photo), May 13, 1988, p.3
Board of Architectural Review reviews plans for 7 new houses, okays 2, May 27, 1988, p.2
Board of Architectural Review okays plans for 5 new houses, Jun 17, 1988, p.5
Two houses approved; skylights rejected (by BAR), Jul 29, 1988, p.5
New owner K Rubenstein has revised plans for seven townhouses on Weaver St, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
BAR approves two houses, Aug 26, 1988, p.5
Habitat (For Humanity) active near here too (ltr), Sep 2, 1988, p.6
Planning Board, Fee agree on parking plan, Oct 7, 1988, p.5
Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
(Heathcote Five Corners) Neighbors organize (Committee to Preserve SCS), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Builder K Rubinstein calls (Heathcote Manor) homes 'an asset' (ltr), Nov 18, 1988, p.6

BUILDING DEPT-SCS

Pool inspections (being done by building dept), Aug 5, 1988, p.1

BUILDING-REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION

Getting started (on GSH Nature Center manor house renovation) (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11
Nursery school being repaired (ltr), Apr 8, 1988, p.6
Local law raises doubt about restoration plan; Board of Appeals rules on Angelakos application, Jul 29, 1988, p.1
Two houses approved; skylights rejected (by BAR), Jul 29, 1988, p.5
Help for the ambulance corp (in finding roof tiles appreciated) (ltr), Jul 29, 1988, p.6
(SCS) Medical (Center) building (to expand), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
It'll be like old times at the Harwood Building (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
Advocate Brokerage moves into new home on SCS Ave, Sep 23, 1988, p.10

BUILDINGS

Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
Changes OK'ed in former (Chase Landing) restaurant, May 13, 1988, p.3

BULLEN, HALSEY JR

Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year's historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

BULLEN, PAT

Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year's historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

BUMBY, BRIAN

Here's who'll be singin' for SICS Summer Music Theatre, Jul 8, 1988, p.5
It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3
Singin' in the rain (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.1
SMT still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus; photo p 6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28

BUMBY, LAUREN

SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28

BURG, SUE

SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26
Success team (for White Plains Hospital Auxiliaries fundraiser) (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.14

BURGER, SUSAN

School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
BURGER, SUSAN continued
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

BURGESS HOUSE (SCS)
Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1
6 more (SCS) sites labeled historic, Nov 18, 1988, p.3

BURGESS, GEORGE
Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

BURGESS, THOMAS
Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

BURKAT, HOWARD
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16

BURKE REHABILITATION CENTER
SEE REHABILITATION CENTERS

BURKEY, ROBERT
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

BURNHAM, MIMI
Benefit planners (for NY Hospital-Cornell Medical Center) (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.8

BURNOUT, OCCUPATIONAL
SEE STRESS

BURL, AARON
Village Historian R M Lederer Jr debunks local lore (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.15

BURRELIS, RUTH
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26
Success team (for White Plains Hospital Auxiliaries fundraiser) (photo), Dec. 9, 1988, p.14

BURRELL, KERI-BETH
Set 'em while they're green (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.24

BURROWS, GORDON
P H Chrystal Jr to challenge Burrows (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.1
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
Fatal loophole (in smoke detector laws), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
State aid for local groups, Apr 29, 1988, p.2
GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
(Indian-American Forum for Political Education) seeks more clout for Indian-Americans (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.3
Albany visitors: D Ginsberg, J Shelov (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.2
Herrin parole bid rejected again, Jul 8, 1988, p.1
Conscience of the community (heard in Herrin parole case) (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6
Celebration in the woods (SCS celebrates first annual Emily Ogden Butler Recognition Day) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Burrows seen as GOP pick for judgeship, Sep 28, 1988, p.1
(SCS Women's Republican Club) Backing the Republican team (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2
Rotary Club honors village manager L Tooley (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.4
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

BURROWS, GORDON (AU)
Homeless seen as (Westchester County's) number-one problem (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.17

BURROWS, JOHN JR
No quorum, no BAR meeting, Dec 16, 1988, p.5

BURSON, BETTE (AU)
(Those who commit violent crime) Not safe in the community (ltr), Jun 10, 1988, p.6
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BUS DRIVERS
An 'unsung hero' (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6

BUS TRAVEL-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
Happy holiday (Thoughtful Manhattan bus driver helps Inquirer readers), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

BUSCH, BARBARA
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Two go to polls in second vote (for Unit F, School Board Nominating Committee), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

BUSCH, BARBARA (AU)
5th graders on 4th grade (basketball) team (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Criticise from a colleague (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

BUSCH, NEAL (AU)
5th graders on 4th grade (basketball) team (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

BUSCHEL, STEPHEN
Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

BUSES
New York or bust! (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.1

BUSH, ANDREW
Election fever (at Junior High, IHM) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22

BUSH, BARBARA
(Quaker Ridge) PTA election (held), Jun 17, 1988, p.14

BUSH, GEORGE
Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Bush backed (by SCS Republican Town Committee), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Vitality of King's day upheld (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.12
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Bush backers enjoy a Grand Old Party (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
(Bush a) 'Disaster for family planning' (ltr), Oct 28, 1988, p.6
Who's soft on crime? (ltr), Oct 28, 1988, p.6
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
(G Bush) An unsuitable choice (ltr), Nov 4, 1988, p.6
(S Bajak named Bush) Campaign aide (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.9
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

BUSHIN, HOWARD
Homeowners blast preservation law, Sep 30, 1988, p.1

BUSINESS
Executive: D Maamberg (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.2
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
Look at people, not credentials (edit), Apr 29, 1988, p.7
Executive: P B McCuen (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.34
Paper wholesaler (Strauss Paper Co) goes retail, Sep 16, 1988, p.14
(L Schoenthaler a) Member of firm of Circle Consulting Group, Inc), Oct 7, 1988, p.20
Seagram names C A Birkel market manager, Nov 4, 1988, p.23
Heading into the 'tri-sectored' world (edit), Nov 25, 1988, p.7

SEE ALSO CORPORATIONS
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BUSINESS CONSULTANTS
  Consultant R J Freedman joins Norwalk firm (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.4

BUSINESS EXECUTIVES
  SEE EXECUTIVES

BUSING, JOAN (AU)
  Remembering Robin Fraser (ltr), Sep 30, 1988, p.6

Bussanjich, Gloria
  Holiday cheer (distributed by SCS-HTS Newcomers Club) (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.13

Buston, Bruce
  Baby wins the race, as local mum M Buston gives birth on Madison Ave (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

Buston, Colin
  Baby wins the race, as local mum M Buston gives birth on Madison Ave (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

Buston, Melinda
  Baby wins the race, as local mum M Buston gives birth on Madison Ave (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

Buston, Noreen
  Baby wins the race, as local mum M Buston gives birth on Madison Ave (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

Buston, Pryce
  Baby wins the race, as local mum M Buston gives birth on Madison Ave (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

Buston, Vaughan
  Baby wins the race, as local mum M Buston gives birth on Madison Ave (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

Butler Woods (SCS)
  Remembering Emily (Ogden Butler; J Thies arranges ceremony at Butler monument), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
  Pay a visit to (Butler Woods,) SCS's Shangri-La (edit), Sep 23, 1988, p.7

Butler, Charles
  SCS: In the beginning...(photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.8
  Historically speaking: How SCS has grown in 200 years (table), Jul 15, 1988, p.4

Butler, Emily Ogden
  SCS: In the beginning...(photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.8
  Remembering Emily (Ogden Butler; J Thies arranges ceremony at Butler monument), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
  Celebration in the woods (SCS celebrates first annual Emily Ogden Butler Recognition Day) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.1
  SEE ALSO EMILY OGDEN BUTLER RECOGNITION DAY (1988)

Butler, Jack
  SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

Butler, Joseph
  Fire on Popham termed arson, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
  No one hurt in (1 Foxhill Rd) group home fire (photo p 10), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

Byerly, Priscilla
  School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

Byers, James
  (SCS Junior High students play) Presidential Pursuit (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.15

Byland, Bruce (Dr)
  Anthropologists plumb mystery of the bones of Wayside Lane (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

Byrne, Kathie
  SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.24

Byrne, Robert
  Hitchcock (Presbyterian Church) laying fire foundation for new sanctuary (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.1
  A bit of history exhumed (Contents of 1917 cornerstone of Hitchcock church examined) (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.1

Bysshe, Beth
  YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8
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BYUN, JULIE
Teen cafe (The Strand) draws enthusiastic crowd (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.3

CABLE TELEVISION
Scarsdalian S Rothberg is host of new TV show, Feb 26, 1988, p.2
Ex-resident T S Rogers gets high NBC post, Aug 28, 1988, p.4
Local cable TV widening scope; residents invited to take part, Dec 2, 1988, p.3
Family (Information and Referral Service) Teams TV show in new spot, Dec 30, 1988, p.9

CACCIAIO, PIP
YES salutes its volunteers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.11

CAHALY, GREG
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18

CANN, HERMAN
Decision (on the future of Irving Bank Corp and its subsidiaries) delayed, Apr 29, 1988, p.1

CAIN, THOMAS
Counterwoman at deli J Greenbaum fatally stricken, Mar 11, 1988, p.3
(Village Board votes) Budget yes, request for rezoning, no, Apr 29, 1988, p.1

CAIRO, MICHAEL
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

CALCUTTI, MATTHEW
(St Agnes) Hospital honors SCS EMT J Gurian, Jun 10, 1988, p.2

CALENDARS
Community-minded volunteers (help produce Community Calendar) (ltr), Aug 26, 1988, p.6
'89—the year of the dog? (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-CALENDAR

CALHOUN, KENT
(Retired SCS teachers) Getting together again (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.8

CALIX, CARLOS
AFS students stop here (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.5

CALLAHAN, MATTHEW
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26

CALLAHAN, CAROL (DR)
Local podiatrist Dr C A Callahan reappointed, Apr 1, 1988, p.9
DPM C A Callahan affiliated with St Agnes, May 20, 1988, p.9

CALLEGARI, CATHY
'Spirit was there' on Kidswalk (photo; addl photo, 'Last leg' p 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes Kidswalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32

CALLEGARI, JESSICA
SCS Natl Bank salutes Kidswalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32

CALLEGARI, JON
Kids walking for kids (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.1

CALLIMANIS, BASIL
Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Prodecure Committee members listed), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

CALLIMANIS, DIANA
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

CALLISEN, STERLING
S A Callisen (dies), Jul 8, 1988, p.16
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CALO, LEONARD
- (Boy) Scouts hold court of honor, Dec 30, 1988, p.4

CALVERT, MARY
- M Calvert dies, May 13, 1988, p.18

CALVI, GEORGE
- Historically speaking: SCS Village Hall 'incubator of chicks turned roosters in other communities', Nov 4, 1988, p.4

CALZI, FRANK (DR)
- (It seems unlikely that SCS or EMT will assist with) School(s) for homeless, Jul 22, 1988, p.1

CAMMARATA, MARTIN
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

CAMPBELL, JOHN
- Wetlands are decreed by the DEC, but only God can make a tree (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
- Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1

CAMP AND CAMPING
- It's summer-camp time (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.7
- Summer camps for lower budgets (edit), May 13, 1988, p.7

CAMPUS, ALANA
- Preparing a welcome (for Dr R Hibsman) (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.15

CANCER
- Radon in the home: what it is, where it is, how to get rid of it, Jul 22, 1988, p.1

CANELL, ELAINE
- SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

CANELS, CLEO
- YES salutes its volunteers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.11

CANNON, KATHLEEN
- Junior High primaries (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.14

CANTATORE, NICHOLAS
- Silver (salver presented to N Cantatore,) SCS's man with the green thumb (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.2

CANTOIRS
- Westchester Reform names S Merkel cantor (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.16

CAPLICE, MAUREEN
- Recreation supervisor M Caplice is appointed, Jan 22, 1988, p.2

CAPLICE, TERESA
- It was an Easter Eggstravaganza (photo; list), Apr 8, 1988, p.2

CAPOBIANCO, WALLACE
- W Capobianco dies, May 20, 1988, p.20

CAPPOLA, FRANK
- Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

CARAFIELLO, CHARLES
- Town's oldest restaurant set to open again (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

CARAS, ROSE
- Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

CARBONARA, JOE
- (Boy) Scouts invited to Camporee, Apr 22, 1988, p.5

CARDEN, DIAS (AU)
- Will 'Star Wars' work? (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

CARDILLO, RON
- SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22

CARDON, KATHY
- Praise for swim instructors (ltr), Aug 19, 1988, p.6
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CARDOZA, SHERYL
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

CARDOZO, MICHAEL
Lawyer M A Cardozo (sic) gets high bar post (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.2
Correction: Name of M A Cardozo misspelled in 7/8 Inquirer, Jul 15, 1988, p.5

CARDOZO, NANCY
Anne Janiak picked as president of L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2

CAREY, JOHN
J Radley Herold nominated for County Court (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Apparent victory (for J R Herold) turns to defeat, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

CAREY, JOHN (AU)
Judge (J Carey)'s thanks (ltr), Nov 25, 1988, p.6

CARHUFF, MARY
(M Carhuff, D Kapush, S Miller) from Bourne attend conference, Nov 25, 1988, p.13

CARLSON, CHARLES
Work on the Hutch, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

CARLUCI, NOREEN
United Way closes banner year with election of new directors, May 20, 1988, p.5

CARMICHAEL, DAVID
Historic map of SCS unveiled (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.1

CARNEGIE, ROSS
United Way speaker J M Black has good news and bad about state of volunteerism (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.2

CARNICELLI, JAMES
J Carnicelli named) GOP page (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.20

CARO, DONNA MARIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26

CARO, PHYLLIS
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

CARO, PHYLLIS (AU)
Tribute to photographer (E Arey) (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

CAROZZA, RICHARD
Cop R Carozza revives baby, Jun 17, 1988, p.1

CARR, MARY KATE
Graduation Day (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.1

CARROLL, THOMAS
Moving up (J Orlando promoted to police sergeant; T Carroll promoted to detective sergeant) (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.5
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CARROLL, THOMAS continued
  Police say arrests clear up 15 burglaries, Aug 19, 1988, p.1

CARSKY, KATHERINE
  Local woman L L Cowan to lead Mental Health Assn (Officers, Board of Directors named) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.5
  SCS lawyer T Ruderman loses job; Political retaliation blamed (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

CARTER, JIMMY
  SCS builders J and D Young seek homes for homeless (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
  Dukakis 3rd of a kind, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

CARTER, LIANE (AU)
  (Multi-family townhouses a) Dangerous precedent (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6

CARTER, MARC (AU)
  (Multi-family townhouses a) Dangerous precedent (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6

CARTOONS AND CARICATURES
  Cartoon, Feb 12, 1988, p.7
  Cartoon, Aug 15, 1988, p.7
  Happy Birthday, Mickey (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.3

CARTOZZOLO, JOSEPHINE
  (Edgwood fifth graders) Bridg(e) the generation gap (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.25

CARUSO, MARIE
  M B Caruso (dies), Jul 15, 1988, p.12

CASE, MARCIA
  Realtors M Case, B Gottlieb honored, Mar 11, 1988, p.9
  Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1988, p.8
  Ragette names L Pitofsky sales associate; honors top salespeople (photo), May 20, 1988, p.4

CASEY, FRANK
  (SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4

CASEY, KEVIN
  Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
  Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
  Townhouses get angry reception (at Planning Board meeting) (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
  (Planning) Board asks developer for more open space (at Weaver St site), Dec 30, 1988, p.1

CASEY, MARY
  Townhouses get angry reception (at Planning Board meeting) (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
  (Planning) Board asks developer for more open space (at Weaver St site), Dec 30, 1988, p.1

CASPE, ELIZABETH
  Teen cafe returning, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
  SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

CASSESE, PAT
  Peace on Earth (SCS Realtors gather for holiday party) (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.5

CASTALDO, RALPH
  SCS man V Matturro said to be head of major illegal gambling ring, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

CASTILLO, JOHN
  AFS students stop here (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.5

CASTLE, SCOTT
  School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22
  (Annual carol sing a) SCS Christmas tradition (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.1

CATANIA, ROGER
  SHS grad R Catania cycles 3500 miles (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.3

CATERERS AND CATERING
  Renee's, Two challenges building department's ruling, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
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CATERERS AND CATERING continued
Renee's, Two gets green light (for catering business in Golden Horseshoe), Dec 23, 1988, p.3

CATHERALL, PAUL
Day of honors for SCS police (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.8

CATHERWOOD, LESLIE
Christmas pageantry (at St James the Less) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

CATHERWOOD, MARGOT
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

CATORNE, KENNETH
Moving up (day at Westchester Ethical Humanist Society honors students), Jun 3, 1988, p.15

CATS
Some (dogs and cats) don't like it hot (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6
Con Ed to the rescue (photo; ltr), Jul 29, 1988, p.6

CAVAUGH, MICHAEL
Conscience of the community (heard in Herrin parole case) (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6

CAVICCHI, JOAN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26

CAZES, NICOLE
Hail to the champions... (Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

CECIL, JANE
YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8

CEDARBAUM, BERNARD
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
B Cedarbaum elected head of state bar section (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.3
(School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
SCS Bowl chairman (L B Clark) named (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.5
Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.3
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

CELENTANO, DIANE
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

CELLULAR RADIO
Mynex base station (to be discussed at Village Board meeting), Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Neighbors say no to Mynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
No safety risk from (mobile telephone) antennas (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Trustee A Blitz says fears (of mobile telephone antennas) are baseless (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Trustees vote down Mynex base station, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Good reason seen for fears (of mobile radio antennas) (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
On Mynex base station (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

CELLULAR TELEPHONES
SEE CELLULAR RADIO

CELONA, ROBERT
Another name (for new restaurant at Heathcote Five Corners: Pippins), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

CEMETERIES
All invited to (St James the Less) graveyard (for special Halloween tour) (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.5
SEE ALSO COLONIAL ACRES CEMETERY (SCS)

CENSUS
SEE SCS-CENSUS, US-CENSUS

CENTER FOR STUDY OF DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS
'El Parthenon' in Santa Barbara (edit), May 27, 1988, p.7
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

CENTRAL AMERICA
   The CIA legacy in Central America (edit), Feb 19, 1988, p.7

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
   SEE US. CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

CENTRALIZED VOTING
   SEE VOTING

CERINO, ELIZABETH
   Magic in the air (C. Jessamy brings magic to Child Care Center) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.17

CERINO, TEDDI (AU)
   Child Care (Assn of SCS) is always there (ltr), Sep 2, 1988, p.6

CERNIGLIA, (MRS JOSEPH SR)
   At the Showhouse (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.11

CERNIGLIA, ANN
   Bush backers enjoy a Grand Old Party (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1

CERNIGLIA, JOSEPH
   Bush backers enjoy a Grand Old Party (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1

CERNIGLIA, JOSEPH SR
   At the Showhouse (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.11

CERTILMAN, NANCY
   Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
   Rite of spring (L. Pelaccio hands over PT Council gavel to D. Raizes) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.16
   PT Council starts an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

CERTILMAN, NANCY (AU)
   Clear violation seen (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

CERTILMAN, WILLIAM
   School board pays tribute to Dr. B. Dennis; Welcomes Dr. R. Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

CESARANO, JOSEPH
   High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.16
   Sounds of a summer night (19th year of music in the park especially successful) (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.5
   (Annual carol sing a) SCS Christmas tradition (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.1

CESARANO, PAULA
   Friends of Music nominations, Apr 8, 1988, p.14

CHAIT, LYNN
   Rock "n Roll Revue (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.20

CHAIT, MAXWELL
   Home okayed on Richbell Road; Montgomery Road plan revised, May 6, 1988, p.3

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-JFK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
   (M. G. Shifrel elected JFK Airport) Chamber of Commerce leader (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.2

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS
   Chamber of Commerce to honor R. L. Gerloff (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
   Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
   (SCS) Chamber of Commerce bestows its highest honor (Citizen of the year, on R. L. Gerloff) (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
   (SCS Bicentennial) No party for shops, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
   A gift from the Chamber of Commerce: P. Jason presents plaque to L. Tooley (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.2
   (Sidewalk) Sale starts today (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
   Sidewalk sale draws throngs (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1
   Young bargain hunters (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.2

CHAMBERS, ROBERT
   Why (Richard) Herrin should remain in prison (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.7
   Anti-parole effort (for R. Herrin gains momentum), Jun 10, 1988, p.1
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CHAN, ALICE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22

CHAN, MARY JEAN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26

CHANATRY, GEORGINA (AU)
Uncollected leaves (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6

CHANG, DIANA
(Fox Meadow second graders D Chang, A Wagner, J Sweenie) Really into reading (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.15

CHANG, HILDA
Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10

CHANG, JEAN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22
Chinese-Americans form organization; (Officers elected), Dec 16, 1988, p.4

CHANG, JENNIFER
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

CHANG, JONATHAN
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

CHANG, KEVIN
Toga party (for SHS Latin Club organized by Dr M Polsky) (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.16
(SHS) Students debate issues at model United Nations), Dec 16, 1988, p.26

CHANG, LISA
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

CHANG, VINCENT
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

CHANG, YAHYIN
Freshman year at college: Graduates look ahead (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.9

CHANG, YALIN
(SHS) Debate team elects officers, Mar 18, 1988, p.15

CHANUKAH
Festival of Lights (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.1

CHAPMAN, ARTHUR
A Chapian dies, Feb 26, 1988, p.14

CHAPNICK, DOUGLAS
It was an Easter Eggstravaganza (photo; list), Apr 8, 1988, p.2

CHAPNICK, JULIE
Scholars (honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24

CHARBEL, HELDISA
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS
SEE GIFTS

CHARITIES
Kids ask help for KIDS (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Warth Drive was a success (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
Appreciation to residents (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Animals' best friends (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.3
Road block ahead (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.1
(Associated Black Charities) Charitable group elects SCS man A M Bankston to its board, Apr 1, 1988, p.4
Gift giver: M Glebenan (photo), May 20, 1988, p.2
(Fox Meadow students give) The gift of sharing (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.8

CHARLIE BROWN'S (SCS)
SEE RESTAURANTS
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CHASE ROAD PARK (SCS)

- Change (in windows) still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
- Proposed display law is legacy of creche case, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
- Deja vu! Creche issue revived at public hearing, Aug 19, 1988, p.1
- Somewhere to sit (12 new benches installed in Chase Park), Sep 23, 1988, p.1
- Village sets restrictions on displays on public property, Sep 30, 1988, p.1

CHASE, CAROL
(Quaker Ridge) PTA election (held), Jun 17, 1988, p.14

CHASE, FRANCIS
- Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

CHASE, JENNY KAO
- SCS Nati Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22

CHATFIELD, JUNE
(SSC Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11

CHEE, WILLIAM
- Local woman J Chotin kidnapped in drug case, police say, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
- Kidnapping (of J Chotin) was 'a ruse', claims drug case lawyer, Jun 17, 1988, p.1
- No bail yet in drug, kidnap case, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
- $500,000 bail for Chee, Rivera, Jul 8, 1988, p.1
- (W Chee, B Rivera) Free on bail, Jul 22, 1988, p.1
- Two (W Chee, B Rivera) indicted in cocaine conspiracy, Oct 21, 1988, p.1

CHENA, PETER
- Negotiating in the eye of a storm: P Pickelle helps ease Yonkers crisis (photo p 2), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

CHEN, AMY
- AFS sending SHS quartet ( J P Chow, D Feldman, P Wingate, A Chen) abroad (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18
- New student government completes successful first year at the high school (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18
- Local AFS history traced through one family's 23-year involvement (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.3

CHEN, VIRGINIA (DR-AU)
- Collagen vs wrinkles (edit), Jul 29, 1988, p.7

CHENEY, ORION
- Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

CHERBULIEZ, JULIETTE
- Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

CHERIAN, JOY (DR)
- (Indian-American Forum for Political Education) seeks more clout for Indian-Americans (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.3

CHERDoff, ELIZABETH
- Child Care (Assn of SCS) grows on all fronts (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18

CHESS, ERIC
- Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

CHEUNG, CHARLES
- Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

CHEUNG, MARY
- Surveying SCS's seniors (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.8
- M H T Cheung dies, Apr 1, 1988, p.18

CHIEFTANS (GREENWICH, CT)
- At the Showhouse (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.11

CHILD ABUSE
- Eliminate corporal punishment (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.7
- Some thoughts about Lisa Steinberg (edit), Dec 16, 1988, p.7

CHILD CARE ASSN OF SCS
- Child Care (Assn of SCS) grows on all fronts (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18
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CHILD CARE ASSN OF SCS continued
Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids Supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24
Child Care (Assn of SCS holds) open houses (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 25, 1988, p.8
Child Care (Assn of SCS) is always there (ltr), Sep 2, 1988, p.6
Magic in the air (C Jessamy brings magic to Child Care Center) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.17

CHILD BIRTH
Baby wins the race, as local nue M Buston gives birth on Madison Ave (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

CHILDREN
Kids (12-p supplement to SCS Inquirer), Mar 11, 1988,
Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2
SEE ALSO INFANTS

CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS
Alcoholic parents, alcoholic children (edit), Aug 19, 1988, p.7

CHILDREN'S VILLAGE (DOBBS FERRY)
More than a helping hand (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.5
(Junior) League gives books to the boys (of Children's Village) (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.8
Good eggs (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.9

CHILSTROM, HERBERT (REV-DR)
Grace Lutheran marks new affiliation (with Evangelical Lutheran Church in America), Jan 15, 1988, p.12

CHIN, JIM
Host families needed (for Fresh Air Fund) (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32

CHIN, JULIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

CHINA-HISTORY-CULTURAL REVOLUTION, 1966-69
About the Cultural Revolution (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.7

CHIZZINI, RUTH
(Julia B) Fee open house attracts throngs (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.3

CHO, ELLEN
Community cookout (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.5

CHO, NICHELLE
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1986, p.36

CHOE, MYUNG
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

CHOI, ADAM
Old drama, new cast (at SCS Community Baptist Church) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.18

CHOI, CHRIS
Old drama, new cast (at SCS Community Baptist Church) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.18

CHOICE (PSYCHOLOGY)
Stress, choice and you (edit), Jun 25, 1988, p.7

CHOICE PROGRAM
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-CHOICE PROGRAM

CHOTIN, JULIE
Local woman J Chotin kidnapped in drug case, police say, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Kidnapping (of J Chotin) was 'a ruse', claims drug case lawyer, Jun 17, 1988, p.1
No bail yet in drug, kidnap case, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
$500,000 bail for Chee, Rivera, Jul 8, 1988, p.1
(W Chee, B Rivera) Free on bail, Jul 22, 1988, p.1
Two (W Chee, B Rivera) indicted in cocaine conspiracy, Oct 21, 1988, p.1
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CHOTIN, MARVIN (DR)
   Local woman J Chotin kidnapped in drug case, police say, Jun 10, 1988, p.1

CHOU, JOHN
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

CHOW, J P
   AFS sending SKS quartet (J P Chow, D Feldman, P Wingate, A Chen) abroad (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18
   Local AFS history traced through one family's 23-year involvement (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.3

CHOW, LINDA
   File, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
   Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (lttrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
   New furor erupts over AIDS education, Jun 10, 1988, p.1

CHOW, LINDA (AU)
   Views on AIDS education (lttrs), Apr 22, 1988, p.6
   Concerns about AIDS education (ltr), Jun 10, 1988, p.6

CHRISSE, JUDY
   Legal Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5
   YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8

CHRISTENSEN, ERNA
   Literacy Volunteers meet, award honors, Oct 14, 1988, p.2

CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBINSON) PROPERTY (SCS)
   Downtown zoning revisions ahead, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
   D Portman unveils revised zoning for downtown (map p 16), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
   Parking study, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
   Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
   Downtown zoning plan changed, Nov 25, 1988, p.1
   Parking, not housing, (needed) for Robison lot (edit), Dec 30, 1988, p.7

CHRISTINE, ISABEL
   Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
   Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
   Voting reform increases Non-Partisan (election) turnout, Nov 18, 1988, p.1

CHRISTMAS
   And there was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.12
   (K Fessenden) The littlest ticket-seller (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.24
   (Girl Scouts) Wishing all a warm Christmas (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.2
   (Christmas) Party at the American Legion Post (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.2
   Merry Christmas! (Santa arrives at Arthur Manor Assn Christmas party) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.3
   (Heathcote International families celebrate) An international Christmas, Dec 30, 1988, p.8
   SEE ALSO JESUS CHRIST-NATIVITY

CHRISTMAS CAROLLING
   Troll the ancient Yuletide carol (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.5
   (Annual carol sing at SCS Christmas tradition (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.1
   (Small but hardy group takes part in Carol Sing at Boniface Circle) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.2
   Carols ring out at Heathcote, Dec 23, 1988, p.16

CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
   Decorations with Dad (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.28

CHRISTMAS PAGEANTS
   Christmas pageantry (at St James the Less) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
   Santa meets Miss Liberty (in IHM school pageant) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.16
   Old drama, new cast (at SCS Community Baptist Church) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.10

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
   SEE SHOPPING
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CHRISTMAS STAR
SEE STARS

CHRISTMAS TREES
What about this one? (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.3
Get 'em while they're green (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.24

CHRISTOPHER, DENNIS
May I see a smaller size? (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.15

CHRISTAL, PAUL JR
P H Chrystal Jr to challenge Burrows (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.1
GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
GOP backs C Singer to face P Chrystal (in state assembly race), Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Statehouse races pit youth against experience: For the assembly: R H Chrystal Jr, C D Singer (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.6
Absent DioGuardi blasted at candidates forum here, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

CHU, DONG SUN (DR)
Dr Dong Sun Chu dies, Nov 18, 1988, p.20

CHUA, LEU-LANG
It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3

CHUA, LULEN6
Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

CHUN, HOGAN
(Boy) Scouts hold court of honor, Dec 30, 1988, p.*

CHUNG, ERNEST
Two SCS students, E Chung and T Y Yao, win $2000 (National Merit) scholarships, Apr 22, 1988, p.13
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26

CHURCHES
Local woman priest, C P Broderick y Guerra, to celebrate her first eucharist at St James (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.12
Grace Lutheran marks new affiliation (with Evangelical Lutheran Church in America), Jan 15, 1988, p.12
Grace Lutheran (Church) saw its membership grow (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
St Pius X is enriching its parishioners' lives (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Quakers focus on human rights (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Local Mormons serve abroad (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.8
At Trinity Lutheran, daily Bible (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.9
Winter retreat (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.14
At Baptist installation (of Rev J Morrison) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.14
Hosannal (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.18
Easter Sunday in SCS (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.1
Friends indeed (ltr), Apr 8, 1988, p.6
Congregationalists elect general board (photo), May 6, 1988, p.28
SCS: In the beginning... (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.8
School director named by St James the Less: K Brown (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.17
(SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11
All invited to (St James the Less) graveyard (for special Halloween tour) (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.5
Color them happy (IHM Catholic Youth Organization holds costume party) (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.20
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CHURCHES continued
(R Wilson) New organist (at SCS Community Baptist Church), Oct 26, 1988, p.20
Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.6
Nursery school for Japanese opens (at Church of Good Shepherd), Nov 18, 1988, p.8
Our Lady of Fatima to mark 40th (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.20
Decorations with Dad (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.28
Christmas pageantry (at St James the Less) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
Old drama, new cast (at SCS Community Baptist Church) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.18
SEE ALSO MORMONS AND MORMONISM

CHURCHES (BUILDINGS)
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 6, 1988, p.1
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
BAR gives go-ahead to (Mormon) church addition, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
BAR reviews plans for 3 new houses; Approves amendments to Hitchcock church renovations (illus), Apr 29, 1988, p.3
Hitchcock (Presbyterian Church) laying firm foundation for new sanctuary (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Mormon church to gain addition (illus), Sep 16, 1988, p.17
Strange finding at local church (Boys find human bones at Mormon church construction site), Oct 28, 1938, p.1
Hitchcock (Church) given variance; new house moves ahead, Nov 18, 1988, p.9

CHURCHES-FUND RAISING
Hitchcock launches 2d fund drive, Oct 26, 1988, p.20
Going, going, gone (Foster family buys gingerbread house at auction for SHORE), Dec 23, 1988, p.4

CHURCHES-HISTORY
A bit of history exhumed (Contents of 1917 cornerstone of Hitchcock church examined) (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.1

CIA
SEE US. CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

CIARRA, MARGARET
County tax to drop?, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

CICONE, LISA
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

CIGAR ASSN OF AMERICA
Prize donated (by P Strauss to Covenant House), May 27, 1988, p.13

CINELLI, ELEANOR
26 years of safe crossings (E Cinelli retiring as school crossing guard), Jul 1, 1988, p.5
(School crossing) Guard gone (from Drake and Pinecrest Rds), Sep 9, 1988, p.1

CINQUEMANI, NANCY
Mary Williams is new president of SCS Woman's Club (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.11

CIOTI, DARIO
Local couple, Dario and Marie Ciotti, accused of $2.5M tax evasion, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
(J J McCudden, R M Powers) plead guilty to tax evasion, Nov 25, 1988, p.3
(I Roxland) Third conviction in Ciotti tax case, Dec 9, 1988, p.5
Ciottis plead guilty to tax evasion, Dec 16, 1988, p.5

CIOTI, MARIE
Local couple, Dario and Marie Ciotti, accused of $2.5M tax evasion, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
(J J McCudden, R M Powers) plead guilty to tax evasion, Nov 25, 1988, p.3
(I Roxland) Third conviction in Ciotti tax case, Dec 9, 1988, p.5
Ciottis plead guilty to tax evasion, Dec 16, 1988, p.5

CIRACO, (FIREFIGHTER)
Firemen comended (for work at Corel Rd fire) (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

CITIZENS FOR HOMEOWNERS' RIGHTS-SCS
SEE SCS CITIZENS FOR HOMEOWNERS' RIGHTS
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CITIZENS' ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON BUILDINGS, GROUNDS
   SEE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON SCHOOL FACILITIES-SCS

CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS
   Candidates named for village office (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
   Amendment to Non-Partisan Resolution would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
   Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1

CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS-ELECTIONS
   Give (centralized polling) a try (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
   Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
   Reasons to vote (in Citizens' Nominating Committee election) (edit), Nov 11, 1988, p.6
   Voting reform increases Non-Partisan (election) turnout, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

CITIZENS' NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
   SEE CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS

CITRON, ELLEN
   New directors (elected) at (Hoff-Barthelson) music school, Jun 24, 1988, p.2

CITRON, FLORENCE
   Special volunteers (at White Plains Hospital) cited (photo), May 20, 1988, p.16

CITRON, WILLIAM
   (SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4

CITY COUNCIL-YONKERS
   Negotiating in the eye of a storm: P Pickelle helps ease Yonkers crisis (photo p 2), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

CIVALE, ANTHONY
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

CIVITANO, CHRISTINE
   Election fever (at Junior High, IHM) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22

CIVITANO, RICHARD
   Election fever (at Junior High, IHM) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22

CLAGUE, MARILYN
   Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

CLAPP, JANET
   Honorees (of Mt Holyoke Club of Westchester) (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.9

CLARK ASSOCIATES
   SEE PLANNING CONSULTANTS

CLARK, BILL
   Con Ed to the rescue (photo; ltr), Jul 29, 1988, p.6

CLARK, BRYAN
   Day of honors for SCS police (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.8

CLARK, GLORIA (AU)
   Her 'eyes' come with a cold nose (edit), Jul 8, 1988, p.7

CLARK, HALLIDAY
   An anniversary gift (photo), May 20, 1988, p.4

CLARK, HOWARD
   Milsteins giving $25 million to (Columbia-Presbyterian) Hospital, Dec 23, 1988, p.4

CLARK, LYNNE
   SCS Bowl chairman (L B Clark) named (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.5
   (Julia B) Fee open house attracts throngs (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.3
   Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.3
   (SCS) Bowl award(ed) to Bette Landes (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.1

CLARK, MERRELL
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CLARK, MERRELL continued
When East meets West in local schools, Apr 22, 1988, p.3
Panel on SCS's future (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.3

CLARK, MERRELL (AU)
Looking at SCS's future (edit), Nov 25, 1988, p.7

CLARK, RICHARD
Jets looked like Giants on Raider court (photo), Mar 25, 1986, p.15

CLAYTON, STEVE
(Boy) Scouts hold honor court, Nov 25, 1988, p.10

CLEAN UP PROGRAMS
SEE BEAUTIFICATION

CLEARY, JOSEPH
State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3

CLERGY
M J Kerin ordained a deacon, Feb 5, 1988, p.16
At Baptist installation (of Rev J Morrison) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.14
Michael Kerin joins priesthood (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.15
Rev R S MacLennan earns doctorate (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.18
SEE ALSO RABBIS, WOMEN CLERGY

CLIFFORD, LAWRENCE
New owner for Reid and Herrmann (is Houlihan/Lawrence) (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.3

CLINE, JOHN
Congregationalists elect general board (photo), May 6, 1988, p.28

CLOCKS
Wistful thinking (poem), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

CLOWNS
This joke's on the principal (photo), May 20, 1988, p.22

CLUBS
Ski Club elects new officers, Apr 22, 1988, p.9
Elsie Peters to serve third term as head of (SCS) Emblem Club, May 27, 1988, p.9
(W R Bruner) Re-elected (president, Advertising Club of Westchester) (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.4
SCS Kiwanis (International Club) elects C Papitto new president (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.4

COACHING (ATHLETICS)
Bouquets (to J Kaminer) and brickbats (to unsportsmanlike fans) (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
SHS (basketball) players, coach honored, Mar 18, 1988, p.16
More glory for Raider athletes, Dec 9, 1988, p.27

COAPE-ARNOLD, DOUGLAS
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1

COAPE-ARNOLD, LAUREN
Batter up! (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.4

COCKROACHES
SEE INSECTS

COHEN, ALLISON
(Fox Meadow students give) The gift of sharing (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.8

COHEN, ANDREW
Let the games begin! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.13
Southeastern Z (zone of NYS Assn for Health, Physical Education) says they're fit (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

COHEN, ARLENE (AU)
It's summer-camp time (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.7
Summer camps for lower budgets (edit), May 13, 1988, p.7
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COHEN, BARRIE
   Four families tops at the pool Labor Day (photo; list), Sep 9, 1988, p.3

COHEN, DANIEL
   Four families tops at the pool Labor Day (photo; list), Sep 9, 1988, p.3

COHEN, DINA
   (Ways of Westchester’s native inhabitants demonstrated at Indian Thanksgiving celebration) (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.2

COHEN, E JUDD
   E Judd Cohen in new PR post, Jul 1, 1988, p.9

COHEN, ELIZABETH
   Winter retreat (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.14

COHEN, JANET
   New members (of SCS Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.14

COHEN, JANICE
   SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26

COHEN, LOUIS (DR)
   (Rotary Club soliciting funds for) Polio Plus (vaccination program), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
   SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28

COHEN, MADELYN
   School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
   High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

COHEN, MADELYN (AU)
   Clear violation seen (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

COHEN, MARION
   S Olden re-elected president of Board (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

COHEN, MICHAEL (AU)
   SCS's own 'Deep Throat'? (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

COHEN, MICHAEL (DR)
   English curriculum criticized (ltr), Apr 22, 1988, p.6

COHEN, MICHAEL (DR-AU)
   English curriculum criticized (ltr), Apr 22, 1988, p.6

COHEN, SAMUEL (DR)
   Fire alarm fails at (Fox Meadow) school; Fire on Rodney Rd, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
   New schools chief Dr R D Hibschman signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
   Onus is on board (of education), staff (concerning windows) (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7
   Window issues remain unanswered (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7
   Teach the tools of language (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6

COHEN, SAMUEL (DR-AU)
   Dr S Cohen's position on the windows: the real issue is esthetics, not safety (edit), Jan 8, 1988, p.7

COHEN, SETH
   (Ways of Westchester's native inhabitants demonstrated at Indian Thanksgiving celebration) (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.2

COHAN, JOAN
   YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8

COHN, MICHAEL
   Try New Rochelle (railroad) station (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
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COHN, MICHAEL continued
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26
- B Tuchman: too little enthusiasm, too much brandy undid Redcoats, Oct 21, 1988, p.3

COHN, ROY
- Roy Cohn, Sidney Zion and me (edit), Apr 29, 1988, p.7

COKER, KOFU
- Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

COLABELLA, NICHOLAS
- Salomon trial, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
- New trial date (for A Salomon), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
- A K Salomon pleads guilty to reduced charge, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
- Salomon sentenced to prison, Apr 29, 1988, p.1

COLASUONO, MICHAEL (AU)
- Breach of promise charged (against P Feiner) (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6

COLAVITA, ANTHONY
- Playland manager E R Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2
- GOP to honor Margaret Soter (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5
- Bush backers enjoy a Grand Old Party (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
- GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
- Soter co-chair for county's Bush campaign, Sep 23, 1988, p.5
- GOP backs C Singer to face P Chrystal (in state assembly race), Oct 7, 1988, p.1

COLDRICK, DAVID
- Under 5% village tax hike seen, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
- (Village) Manager L Tooley asks 4.67% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
- Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
- Treasurer D Coldrick reports declining balance, Aug 12, 1988, p.1

COLE, C S (AU)
- Wistful thinking (poem), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

COLE, DESMOND
- And here's to the next 50 years (SCS Adult School celebrates anniversary) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.3

COLE, GLENN
- Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
- Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1

COLEMAN, STUART
- Law partners: R H Block, S H Coleman, Jan 22, 1988, p.9

COLEY, ELMER
- Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNEST
- Counselors see drug problem here as bad and getting worse, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
- Senior High News: Language teachers try new techniques, Jun 10, 1988, p.16
- A rare outing brings joy to local senior (citizens) (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.6
- Raises approved for (SCS school) principals, Nov 25, 1988, p.1

COLLAGEN
- Collagen vs wrinkles (edit), Jul 29, 1988, p.7

COLLAZO, DENICE
- (Junior) League gives books to the boys (of Children's Village) (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.8

COLLEGE EDUCATION-COSTS
- With college costs on the rise... (edit), Jun 10, 1988, p.7
- Need money for college? (edit), Jul 22, 1988, p.7
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COLLEGE PROFESSORS AND INSTRUCTORS
SEE COLLEGE TEACHERS

COLLEGE TEACHERS
Expert on aging Dr M L Freedman named to NYU professorship (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.4
Bridge instructor R Slutsky joins Seton faculty, Jul 29, 1988, p.4

COLLEGE TEACHERS-AWARDS
(Professor C Stix) Honored (by Pace University) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.3
Fordham cites local teacher Dr F M Hetzler (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.13

SHS grad Dr F Guaport honored for research, Dec 23, 1988, p.16

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Iona given grant, Jan 29, 1988, p.14
Local podiatrist Dr C A Callahan reappointed, Apr 1, 1988, p.9
Scarsdalian Dr C H Rieder appointed secretary of Columbia (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.2
WCC Mainstream broadening scope (photo) (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.22
Westchester Community College honors E S Pforzheimer, L M Greene from SCS (photo), May 13, 1988, p.5
SCS professor F R Edwards gets Columbia chair (photo), May 27, 1988, p.13

(Alternative School to participate in Brown University) 'Essential' school (program), Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Universities named (sic) (A R Batkin, J Rehm) trustees from SCS, Jun 24, 1988, p.4
Black college enrollment dropping (edit), Jun 24, 1988, p.7
Hebrew Union dean Dr P M Steinberg promoted (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.4
(Westchester) Community College names SCS woman S S Stanton registrar (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.3
Bridge instructor R Slutsky joins Seton faculty, Jul 29, 1988, p.4

(EMT, SHS students) In Cornell program (for outstanding juniors and seniors), Jul 29, 1988, p.12
Insurance man H S Hohn elected to (American) college board, Aug 19, 1988, p.4
(D J Stern) Cited by Rutgers (University), Aug 26, 1988, p.5
(M Larkin) In Iona post (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.9
Director (of graduate nursing program, Dr C Gilbert) appointed (at College of New Rochelle), Sep 23, 1988, p.8
(Professor C Stix) Honored (by Pace University) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.3
Former resident 6 B Geiger head of (University of North Dakota) foundation, Sep 30, 1988, p.10
(Z B Wollach named) Event chairman (for Art Associates Council, Albert Einstein College) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.10
Hamilton College honors Hans H Schambach, Oct 7, 1988, p.9

PACE names S Teracina head of new Center (for Professional Education) (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.8
Mathematician from SCS, Dr B Mandelbrot, cited (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.5
Advice for college freshmen (edit), Nov 18, 1988, p.7
Fordham cites local teacher Dr F M Hetzler (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.13

SEE ALSO ENTREPRENEURIAL CENTER (MANHATTANVILLE COLLEGE), HARVARD (UNIVERSITY) MODEL UNITED NATIONS

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-ADMINISTRATION
EMT grad Dr M K Simpson is Utica president, Jan 15, 1988, p.10

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-ALUMNI
Honorees (of Mt Holyoke Club of Westchester) (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.9
(S A Diaaond) Honored (by Columbia University) (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13
(Pace University School of Law alumni elect J Vorperian (treasurer), Nov 4, 1988, p.19

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-ALUMNI-AWARDS
Boucher (College Alumni Assn) honors local aluana J L Whitehill, Dec 23, 1988, p.2
(T A Wilson an) Honored aluana (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.5

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-AWARDS
Virginia Marx honored, Mar 4, 1988, p.3
(S A Diaaond) Honored (by Columbia University) (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13
(Emerson) College honors CBS producer J Goodman, Apr 29, 1988, p.13
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-AWARDS continued
Westchester Community College honors E S Pforzheimer, L M Greene from SCS (photo), May 13, 1988, p.5
Senior N L Rubier named Cornell Scholar, Jun 24, 1988, p.19
Honor for local aan T Kline, Jul 1, 1988, p.8
College of New Rochelle honors Joan Kennedy (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.8
Hamilton College honors Hans H Schambach, Oct 7, 1988, p.9
(S H Orlando named) Top freshman (at Dartmouth) (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.16

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FACULTY
SEE COLLEGE TEACHERS

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCE
SEE COLLEGE EDUCATION-COSTS, COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-GIFTS, LEGACIES, ETC

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID
SEE SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-GIFTS, LEGACIES, ETC
SCS philanthropist J M Murphy says thanks a million to alma mater (Iona College) (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.2

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-GRADUATION
Local students earn college degrees (photo;list) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.26
More local graduates (listed), Jul 8, 1988, p.5
More (college) graduates (listed), Jul 15, 1988, p.8
More (Scarsdilians) receive their degrees (list), Jul 22, 1988, p.3
More (college) graduates (listed), Jul 29, 1988, p.3
Mary Breede, 20,000 graduate of Westchester Community College (cover photo) (Continuing Ed Supp), Aug 12, 1988,
Senior citizens find a new start on life in college graduation (photo) (Continuing Education Supp), Aug 12, 1988, p.4

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
Freshman year at college: Class of '87 looks back (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.9
Freshman year at college: Graduates look ahead (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.9

COLLENS, DAVID
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

COLLINS, ROBERT
(Boy) Scouts invited to Camporee, Apr 22, 1988, p.5
(Boy) Scout(s hold) court of honor, Dec 30, 1988, p.4

COLMER, PHILIP
SHS grad P Colmer made lieutenant commander, US Navy, Feb 5, 1988, p.4

COLONIAL ACRES CEMETERY (SCS)
More (SCS) sites labeled historic, Nov 18, 1988, p.3

COMBE, IVAN
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3

COMMISSION ON ACCREDITATION FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT
Chief D Ferraro sets sights on accreditation of police department, Feb 19, 1988, p.1

COMMITTEE TO PRESERVE SCS
(Heathcote Five Corners) Neighbors organize (Committee to Preserve SCS), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Builder K Rubinstein calls (Heathcote Manor) homes 'an asset' (ltr), Nov 18, 1988, p.6
Townhouses get angry reception (at Planning Board meeting) (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Disinterest leads to disaster (ltr), Nov 25, 1988, p.6
Townhouse opponents hold strategy session, Dec 23, 1988, p.5

COMMON GROUND
Teen cafe returning, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Mayor E Seidman reports state of village (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO THE STRAND (AFTER 1988)

COMMUNITY CENTERS
King breakfast profit report is awaited, Jan 22, 1988, p.12
COMMUNITY CENTERS continued
Aquatic center proposal unveiled (illus; addl illus p 2), Jul 15, 1988, p.1

COMMUNITY HERITAGE YEAR (1988)
Birthday bash (for SCS Bicentennial), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

COMMUNITY RESIDENCES INFORMATION PROGRAM
Status quo (Property values not affected by proximity to group homes), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

COMMUTERS AND COMMUTING
Commuters’ chance (to offer suggestions on railroad schedule), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
New York or bust! (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.1
Six-legged commuters (Cockroaches on Metro North trains) (ltr), Dec 30, 1988, p.6

COMPETITIONS
Young scientists R Hsia, B Inouye, D Lichstein develop a better light cover, Sep 23, 1988, p.22
SEE ALSO PRIZE CONTESTS

COMPOSERS
Local composer B Lipper rewarded by art that chose her (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

COMPULSIVE GAMBLING
SEE GAMBLING-PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
In a community of volunteers, (G Eisner) stands out (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.1

COMPUTER SERVICE INDUSTRIES
Newcomer to SCS S Hoevenaars offers instruction in computer use, Mar 18, 1988, p.4

COMPUTERS
New learning center in town stresses use of computers, Feb 12, 1988, p.12
(Committee formed to undertake village computer) Systems analysis, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO AUTOMATION, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

COMPUTERS-PUBLISHING USE
Want to be a publisher? (edit), Sep 30, 1988, p.7

CONCERTS
Playing tribute (to Dr Martin Luther King Jr) (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21
Workshop blues (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.16
Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn’s music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
Apollo saxophonist M Harris finds faith and harmony (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.12
After the (R Laredo) concert (for Hoff-Barthelson Music School) (photo; list), May 27, 1988, p.9
Summer band concerts starting (Rev P Washburn to be guest soloist) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.5
Sounds of a summer night (19th year of music in the park especially successful) (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.5
Not all gifts are wrapped and put by the tree (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

CONE, DAVID
A word from the dugout (S Rothenberg interviews D Cone) (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.16

CONFERENCE BOARD
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

CONFERENCES
I Sloan to represent SCS (at Convention on Critical Constitutional Choices), Jul 22, 1988, p.2
Therapist L Singer gives paper (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.15

CONKLIN, AMY
Fashion savvy eases first-day jitters (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.5

CONLAN, ANNE
A I Conlan dies, Mar 25, 1988, p.16

CONNERS, JAMES
SCS firemen get extra training, Apr 8, 1988, p.4
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CONNERS, JAMES continued
- Firefighter G McIlvain moves up to captain (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.8
- Firemen G McIlvain, J Connors complete training courses, Jun 10, 1988, p.5
- (SCS Fire Co) Officer J Conners, police lieutenant R Nicholas attend seminar on arson, Nov 18, 1988, p.10
- (SCS Fire Dept) Captain J Conners takes course, Dec 2, 1988, p.2
- Alarm saves (Remp) family in Corell Road fire (photo; addl photo p 1), Dec 23, 1988, p.5

CONNOLLY, MATTHEW
- Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.4

CONNOLLY, TINA
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

CONNOR, ANNE
- S Old re-elected president of (Board of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
- Schools to senior citizens: visit us (Board of Ed sets goals at meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1

CONNOR, KRISTIN
- It was an Easter Eggstravaganza (photo; list), Apr 8, 1988, p.2

CONNORS, EDWARD (REV)
- Rabbi J Rubenstein named to probe of bias crime (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.12

CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES
- Celebrating 200 years of SCS greenery (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.6
- SEE ALSO ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION ADVISORY COUNCIL, ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING FIRMS, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS

CONSOLIDATED EDISON CO
- Con Ed to the rescue (photo; ltr), Jul 29, 1988, p.6
- It's a long, hot summer for stalled motorists, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
- Survival! Tales from the great heat wave of '88 (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.6

CONSTANTINE, PANIOTA
- SEE CONSTANTINE, PENNY

CONSTANTINE, PENNY
- School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
- High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES
- (Hyatt) Field renovation, fare hikes okayed (by Village Board), Jul 22, 1988, p.1

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
- Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
- (10 Cooper Rd) Elegant or shabby? (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

CONTE, RICHARD (DR)
- SCS cop M Martin called lifesaver, Jun 10, 1988, p.3

CONTESTS
- SEE PRIZE CONTESTS

CONTI, BARBARA (AU)
- (Teacher's) world's a stage (edit), Apr 22, 1988, p.7

CONTI, RICHARD
- Historically speaking: SCS Village Hall 'incubator of chicks turned roosters in other communities', Nov 4, 1988, p.4

CONTRACTS, GOVERNMENT
- Hochberg seeks curbs on emergency contracts, Apr 8, 1988, p.2

CONWAY, ELAINE
- Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

COONEY, JOHN JR
- Vitality of King's day upheld (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.12
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COOGAN, CAROLE
   Volunteers C Coogan, R Lopez complete hospice training, Jul 15, 1988, p.5

COOKBOOKS
   Everything's coming up apples (SCS Seniors' new apple cookbook released) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.3

COOKE, PINNY
   State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3

COOKIES
   Carrying on the 'sand tart' tradition (edit), Dec 16, 1988, p.7

COOKING, ORNAMENTAL
   Going, going, gone (Foster family buys gingerbread house at auction for SHORE), Dec 23, 1988, p.4

COOLIDGE, CALVIN
   Dukakis 3rd of a kind, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

COONEY, REBECCA
   Chapter (of Amnesty International) forming, May 13, 1988, p.1

COONEY, SUSAN
   (Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

COOPER, ARTHUR
   TV exec (A G Cooper appointed senior vice president of Showtime/ The Movie Channel) (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.4

COOPER, ELINOR
   Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

COOPER, JAMES FENIMORE
   SCS: In the beginning...(photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.8
   SCS boasts an officer in the Revolutionary War (Major Wi Popham) (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.10
   Exhibit here to honor James Fenimore Cooper (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.5

COOPER, JERRY
   SEE COOPER, ARTHUR

COOPER, LAUREN
   They're HELPing (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.9

COOPER, STEVE
   Eighth grade graduates look ahead to SCS High (photo; list) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.14

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION ASSN OF WESTCHESTER COUNTY
   Extension program elects Scarsdalians, Feb 5, 1988, p.16

COPPOLA, FRANK
   In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

COPPOLA, MATTHEW
   Judge M Coppola rejects (Arez-Giordano) legal challenge to Montgomery Road development, Dec 23, 1988, p.3

CORBIN, STEFAN
   State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3
   School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
   S Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p 81), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
   Fall '89 bond issue anticipated (for improvement, maintenance of SCS schools), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

CORNELL, ARTHUR
   A L Cornell dies, Feb 26, 1988, p.14

CORNELL, BENJAMIN
   Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

CORNELL, FERRIS
   Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

CORNELL, GEORGE
   Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2
   George Cornell dies; was a state senator, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
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CORNELL, JOHN
Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

CORNELL, THOMAS
Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

CORNWELL, DEBBY
Brian Gillie's (Bicentennial) program praised (ltr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6

CORPORATIONS
SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26
Heading into the 'tri-sectored' world (edit), Nov 25, 1988, p.7
(W R) Grace (& Co) names (A Friis) director (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.5

CORPORATIONS-AQUISITIONS AND MERGERS
Some answers about corporate mergers (edit), Jul 29, 1988, p.7

CORPORATIONS-CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS
Private funding for public schools? (edit), Mar 4, 1988, p.7

CORPORATIONS-FINANCE
How to analyze financial data (edit), Jul 8, 1988, p.7

CORRADA DEL RIO, ALVARADO
M J Kerin ordained a deacon, Feb 5, 1988, p.16

CORRALES, OKSANA
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

COTTER, SHARON
(OR Hibschean's message: Let's plan together; Village Club officers announced, May 6, 1988, p.1

COTTER, WILLIAM
County appointment (for W A Costa), Aug 26, 1988, p.20

COTUGNO, BIANDLUCA
Saloion trial, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
A K Saloion pleads guilty to reduced charge, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Saloion sentenced to prison, Apr 29, 1988, p.1

COULTER, KENNETH
SCS Chamber (of Commerce) bestows its highest honor (Citizen of the Year, on R L Gerloff) (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
(SCS Bicentennial) No party for shops, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28

COULTER, LINDA
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

COTTON, BETTY
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
E Markey to pinch-hit for P Schroeder at Nuclear Freeze dinner (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.2

COTTON, WILLIAM
Three from SHS (B Inouye, R Hsia, D Lichstein) win top energy prize (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.16

COTUGNO, GIANLUCA
Saloion trial, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
A K Saloion pleads guilty to reduced charge, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Saloion sentenced to prison, Apr 29, 1988, p.1

COULTER, MRS KENNETH
SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28

COULTER, ELIZABETH
SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28

COULTER, KENNETH
SCS Chamber (of Commerce) bestows its highest honor (Citizen of the Year, on R L Gerloff) (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
(SCS Bicentennial) No party for shops, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28

COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS IN WESTCHESTER
Council for the Arts awards 26 decentralization grants (list), Feb 12, 1988, p.15
County's Arts Fund announces grants (list), Jun 24, 1988, p.5
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COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS IN WESTCHESTER-FUND RAISING
   Stepping out by stepping back (Council for the Arts Fund Raiser) (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.9

COUNTRY CLUBS
   Village gets go-ahead to renovate Hyatt Field, Jul 1, 1988, p.1

COUP
   SEE COMMITTEE OF UNITED PEOPLES

COUPONS
   Spring cleaning tip: instead of discarding, why not recycle? (edit), May 6, 1988, p.7

COURTS-CALIFORNIA
   Local man B Safian's killer, P Imeri, is convicted, May 20, 1988, p.1

COURTS-NEW YORK STATE
   Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
   Salomon trial, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
   New trial date (for A Salomon), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
   A K Salomon pleads guilty to reduced charge, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
   Salomon sentenced to prison, Apr 29, 1988, p.1
   Decision (on the future of Irving Bank Corp and its subsidiaries) delayed, Apr 29, 1988, p.1

COURTS-NEW YORK STATE, COURT OF APPEALS
   No problem here (with parking spaces reserved for residents, employees), Aug 19, 1988, p.1

COURTS-NEW YORK STATE, SUPREME COURT
   Neighbors sue to block development (in Drake-Edgewood), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
   Still waiting (for decision in Winston v SCS), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
   Development battle (over Montgomery Rd subdivision resumes), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
   Burrows seen as GOP pick for judgeship, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
   After the merger SCS National Bank and its subsidiaries await(s) word about its future, Oct 14, 1988, p.1

COURTS-SCS
   (SCS) Court gets busier, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
   Blowtorch law violators (M Jarac and A Wogeiaiak) escape with $25 fines, Oct 26, 1988, p.1
   Scofflaw M Motherway hit with $3000 fine, Oct 28, 1988, p.1

COURTS-US
   Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
   Local woman J Chotin kidnapped in drug case, police say, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
   Kidnapping (of J Chotin) was 'a ruse', claims drug case lawyer, Jun 17, 1988, p.1
   Proposed display law is legacy of creche case, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
   Deja vu! Creche issue revived at public hearing, Aug 19, 1988, p.1

COURTS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
   J Radley Herold nominated for County Court (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

COUSENS, GEORGE
   New schools chief Dr R D Hibschman signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
   (SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
   SCS National Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26

COUSINS, KATHERINE
   Top honors for SHS language students (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13

COUSINS, KATIE
   (Gymnastics) Training camp yields surprise dividends abroad (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.6

COVELLO, RICHARD
   Animals' best friends (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.3

COWAN, LOIS
   SCS National Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26
   Local woman L L Cowan to lead Mental Health Assn (Officers, Board of Directors named) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.5
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COWAN, MARVIN
SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26

COX, JANE
Helen L Hultz, local historian, dies, Nov 18, 1988, p.20

COX, ROBERT
Neighbors sue to block development (in Drake-Edgewood), Jun 24, 1988, p.1

COXE, DONALD (AU)
Heading into the 'tri-sectored' world (edit), Nov 25, 1988, p.7

COZART, DAVID (DR)
Crack found at (R J Bailey Elementary) school, Mar 4, 1988, p.12

CRACK (COCAINE)
Crack found at (R J Bailey Elementary) school, Mar 4, 1988, p.12

CRARY, CALVERT
Leadership Dinner planned (by United Way) (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

CRARY, JOHN
Pool progress, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Nynex base station (to be discussed at Village Board meeting), Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Shelter renewal (for house at 2 Drake), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Downtown zoning revisions ahead, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
(Traffic) Danger spots compiled (by Village Club), Jul 22, 1988, p.1
No safe way across Fenimore (ltr), Aug 5, 1988, p.6
(Village installs) New stop signs (on Fox Meadow Rd), Aug 12, 1988, p.1
Zoning changes proposed for downtown area, Sep 2, 1988, p.1
Hearing Tuesday on (downtown) zoning revisions, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
(Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory com), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
Crowd protests threatened cut in road services, Nov 18, 1988, p.1
Committee to seek solution for 45 Popham Road, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
(Tenant, ownership, village representatives attend) 45 Popham meeting, Dec 30, 1988, p.1

CRARY, FAMELA
Mary Williams is new president of SCS Woman's Club (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.11
Leadership Dinner planned (by United Way) (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

CRAVEN, JACK
Chief D Ferraro sets sights on accreditation of police department, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
No kidding (Police crack down on speeders), Jul 15, 1988, p.1
(Elizabeth Benedict) holds the key to store of arresting tales (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.6

CRAVEN, JOHN
Civilian T Ware praised for capturing suspect, Jan 22, 1988, p.5

CRAWFORD, SAMUEL
6 more (SCS) sites labeled historic, Nov 18, 1988, p.3

CRAWFORD-MORRIS HOUSE (SCS)
Village Historian R H Lederer Jr debunks local lore (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.15
6 more (SCS) sites labeled historic, Nov 18, 1988, p.3

CREMER, THOMAS
Hitchcock launches 2d fund drive, Oct 28, 1988, p.20

CRECHE COMMITTEE-SCS
Proposed display law is legacy of creche case, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
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CRECHES
(A Resnick) shares I Sloan's hurt (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
(T P Farrell) asks for equal space (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Letters (about creche) miss the point (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Proposed display law is legacy of creche case, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Deja vu! Creche issue revived at public hearing, Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Unwelcome return (of creche issue) (edit), Aug 19, 1988, p.6
Corrections on creche hearing (article, Aug 19), Aug 26, 1988, p.3
Reasons to revive creche case (ltr), Aug 26, 1988, p.6
Questioning a ban (on privately-funded displays on public property) (ltr), Aug 26, 1988, p.6
Village sets restrictions on displays on public property, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
Downtown zoning plan changed, Nov 25, 1988, p.1

Ya-shi-Ya steals (Morton Downey Jr) creche show, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

CRICHLOW, ERNEST
(Artist) E Crichlow at work (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.2

CRIME AND CRIMINALS
Civilian T Ware praised for capturing suspect, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Playland manager E R Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2
Salute (to T Ware) from the (police) chief (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Crime (and Information) line (established by police dept), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Salomon sentenced to prison, Apr 29, 1988, p.1
Giuliani can see gains in ethics (photo), May 13, 1988, p.1
Local man B Safian's killer, P Imeri, is convicted, May 20, 1988, p.1
On parole for Herrin (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6
Why (Richard) Herrin should remain in prison (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.7
(Those who commit violent crime: Not safe in the community (ltr), Jun 10, 1988, p.6
Rabbi J Rubenstein named to probe of bias crime (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.12
Debated ideals--crime's final triumph (edit), Aug 12, 1988, p.7
Police say arrests clear up 15 burglaries, Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Suspect here (E J Nason) kills himself in Virginia, Sep 23, 1988, p.3
The Woodlands spirit (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6
Two (W Chee, D Rivera) indicted in cocaine conspiracy, Oct 21, 1988, p.1
SCS man V Matturro said to be head of major illegal gambling ring, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
S G Ruderman admits insider trading, Dec 16, 1988, p.5
Ciotics plead guilty to tax evasion, Dec 16, 1988, p.5
SEE ALSO NARCOTICS TRADE, STOCKS-INSIDER TRADING, TAX EVASION

CRIME AND INFORMATION LINE

SEE HOTLINES

CRISCALO, LOUIS
Painters beware (Two house painters receive summonses for using blowtorches), Jul 1, 1988, p.1

CRITICISM, PERSONAL

How to make the most of criticism (edit), Jul 22, 1988, p.7

CROEN, LAWRENCE
Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Procedure Committee members listed), Sep 16, 1988, p.1
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CROWN, RICHARD
(Westchester) Coalition (of Food Pantries and Soup Kitchens) elects leaders, seeks help, Nov 11, 1988, p.24

CRONE, VIRGINIA
(SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11

CROOK, NANCY
County seeks new family for house on Drake Rd, Sep 2, 1988, p.1
New family picked for 2 Drake Road, Dec 23, 1988, p.1

CROQUET
The winner and new champion (of Thies Memorial Croquet Tournament: J Wagner) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.9

CROSHAN, AILEEN
(SCS Women's Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10
New Daughters of the (American) Revolution officers elected, May 27, 1988, p.9

CROUCH, WOODROW
State power exec named: W W Crouch (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.4

CROWDER, BARBARA LEE
SCS Nati Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

CROWLEY, HERBERT JR
Herbert H Crowley Jr dies, Oct 21, 1988, p.20

CRUZ, ALFREDO
(Sherry and Stephen Schechter's) Cahors farm produces a USA feast (photo; addl photo p 28), Nov 25, 1988, p.6

CRYMBLE, JOHANNA
J K Cryable (dies), Jul 22, 1988, p.15

CRYSTAL, LESTER
On politics and the media: L Crystal to speak at LWV luncheon (photo p 2), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Public television producer L Crystal assays media's coverage of the (presidential) campaign, Jan 29, 1988, p.3

CUCCURULLO, ARMONDO
A Cuccurullo dies, Dec 16, 1988, p.24

CUDNER-HYATT HOUSE (SCS)
Change (in windows) still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

CUDDER-HYATT HOUSE (SCS)
Change (in windows) still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY
Anne Janiak picked as president of League of Women Voters (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY (AU)
Centralized polling backed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cunningham, Beverly (AU) continued</td>
<td>Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cunningham, Charles</td>
<td>S(CS) O(pen) S(ociety) A(ssn) marks 20 years of progress in opening SCS to minority families (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Homeowners blast preservation law, Sep 30, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Former mayor S Sims named (president) by S(CS) O(pen) S(ociety) A(ssn) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuomo, Andrew</td>
<td>A tale of two towns (SCS and GBH) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuomo, Mario</td>
<td>Cuomo's annual (budget) cut, Jan 22, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J Radley Herold nominated for County Court (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Birthday bash (for SCS Bicentennial), Feb 26, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In support of governor's plan (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local Democrats make their choice Tuesday (cont p 16), Apr 15, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Koch defended, his critics excoriated (edit), Apr 29, 1988, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Board of Ed: State must fund homeless plan, Jul 1, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>House race brings M Cuomo to town (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curfews</td>
<td>Curfew in effect (on Edgewood School grounds), May 27, 1988, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curran, Barbara</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village Historian R M Lederer Jr debunks local lore (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curran, Joanna</td>
<td>Hail to the champions... (Kids supp) (photo; add'l photo pp 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curran, Melissa</td>
<td>Scouts teaching scouts (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curry, Andy</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtin, Brian (DR)</td>
<td>Local man R L Salzer elected head of the Eye-Bank (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtin, Timothy</td>
<td>Council for the Arts awards 26 decentralization grants (list), Feb 12, 1988, p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis, Christine</td>
<td>Air hair? (photo), May 27, 1988, p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis, Gabe (DR)</td>
<td>Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; add'l photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis, Tara</td>
<td>Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; add'l photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycling</td>
<td>SHS grad R Catania cycles home 3500 miles (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cystic Fibrosis Foundation</td>
<td>(Cystic Fibrosis) Foundation cites local volunteer G Merksamer, Mar 11, 1988, p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D'Agostino, Christopher</td>
<td>Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; add'l photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D'Agostino, Corey</td>
<td>Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; add'l photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D'Agostino, Craig</td>
<td>Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; add'l photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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D'AGOSTINO, NICHOLAS
- Nostalgia flows like Nine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p.9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
- Congregationalists elect general board (photo), May 6, 1988, p.28
- Chase Landing owner N D'Agostino announces plans for new restaurant in Bronxville, May 27, 1988, p.3
- (Julia B) Fee open house attracts throngs (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.3
- Chase Landing lives in Bronxville (‘s Pondfield’s Restaurant) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.9

D'AGOSTINO, PAT
- Nostalgia flows like Nine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p.9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

D'AMORE, JUDITH
- S Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p.8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

D'ANGELO, CAROL
- Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
- New student government completes successful first year at the high school (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18
- Senior High News: Language teachers try new techniques, Jun 10, 1988, p.16

D'APICE, ANTONIA
- Apparent victory (for J R Herold) turns to defeat, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
- Legislator L Spano criticizes delay in (Westchester County) vote count, Dec 30, 1988, p.4

D'ARCANGELO, JAMES
- (Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

D'ARCY, MARGE
- United Way closes banner year with election of new directors, May 20, 1988, p.5
- SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-ENT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30
- United Way announces grants (list), Oct 28, 1988, p.5

D'ARIA, NICHOLAS
- We're in school! (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.18

D'ORTONA, BENJAMIN
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26

D'ORTONA, CHRISTINE
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26

D'ORTONA, JEFFREY
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26

DACHENHAUSEN, THEODORE
- Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1

DADS CLUB OF HTS
- State aid for local groups, Apr 29, 1988, p.2

DAIKOS, PETER
- Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
- School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

DAILY, LINDA
- (SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5

DALTON, JOHN
- Uri the husky hero (photo), May 20, 1988, p.1

DALTON, SUSAN
- (Dr R) Hibschaan's message: Let's plan together; Village Club officers announced, May 6, 1988, p.1
- (Village) Club elects leaders (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.2
- (Traffic) Danger spots compiled (by Village Club), Jul 22, 1988, p.1
- (Village installs) New stop signs (on Fox Meadow Rd), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

DALTON, SUSAN (AU)
- (J Axelt's, R Behr’s Inquirer articles) Suggestions to consider (ltr), Nov 25, 1988, p.6

DAILY, (FIREFIGHTER)
- Firemen commended (for work at Corell Rd fire) (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6
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DAMASHEK, ZELDA
That's $40,000 an hour (Z Damashek wins Chemical Bank contest), Jun 3, 1988, p.9

DAMIANO, RICHARD
Trustees honor (P Woodcock, R Damiano, R Lapple), Jun 17, 1988, p.1

DAMANN, MARJORIE
Family Service of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

DAMPF, PETER (AU)
Competitive balance missing (in EMT sports) (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

DAMSON, BLAIR
(SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4

DANA, BARBARA
Filmaking is not all glamour, interns learn (photo), Aug 12, 1986, p.6

DANCE
PTA spirit (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13

DANCE SCHOOLS
(Steffi Nossen) Dance school at 5 SCS locations (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.7
Boyer Institute offers dance classes (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.9

DANDRIDGE, MARLEEN
In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

DANIELS, HELEN
Extension program elects Scarsdalians, Feb 5, 1988, p.16

DANWITZ, WINIFRED (SISTER)
A gift for (S Jachetta's) teacher, Sister W Danwitz (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24

DARLING, SUSAN
A special day for the Ancell family (Enid Ancell Building dedicated at YM-YWHA) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.16

DARLINGTON, ELIZABETH
Christmas pageantry (at St James the Less) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

DARONCO, RICHARD
Herrin parole bid rejected again, Jul 8, 1988, p.1
Conscience of the community (heard in Herrin parole case) (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6

DATIARD, GUIDO
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

Local law raises doubt about restoration plan; Board of Appeals rules on Angelakos application, Jul 29, 1988, p.1
Renee's, Two challenges building department's ruling, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
Renee's, Two gets green light (for catering business in Golden Horseshoe), Dec 23, 1988, p.3

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Champion essayists (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.2
New Daughters of the) (American) Revolution) officers elected, May 27, 1988, p.9

DAVID, CAROL

Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Young bargain hunters (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.2

SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28

DAVID, FLORENCE
United Way speaker J M Black has good news and bad about state of volunteerism (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.2

DAVID, HEIDI
SSMT still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus; photo p 6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

DAVID, MARGARITA
(M David, M Itoh, K Keller) inducted into (School of Holy Child) student council, Oct 28, 1988, p.15

DAVID, MILES
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
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DAVID, MILES continued
   High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
   Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
   Radio ad exec appointed (D Miles vice chairman, Pinpoint Marketing) (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.2
   School (Board) nominating process under way, Nov 18, 1988, p.5
   Local cable TV widening scope; residents invited to take part, Dec 2, 1988, p.3
DAVID, SAMI (DR)
   New directors (elected) at (Hoff-Barthelson) music school, Jun 24, 1988, p.2
DAVID, ZACHARY
   Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2
DAVIDSON, EMIL
   Local AFS history traced through one family's 23-year involvement (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.3
DAVIDSON, JON
   Local AFS history traced through one family's 23-year involvement (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.3
DAVIDSON, MILDRED
   Local AFS history traced through one family's 23-year involvement (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.3
DAVIDSON, VICKI
   Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15
   YES salutes its volunteers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.11
DAVIES, MARGE
   Christmas pageantry (at St James the Less) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
DAVILLA, MICHAEL
   (M W Davila) New assistant VP (Apple Bank for Savings), Jul 8, 1988, p.4
DAVIS, ALEXANDER JACKSON
   Photos of Lyndhurst featured in show (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.4
DAVIS, CHRISS
   Old drama, new cast (at SCS Community Baptist Church) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.18
DAVIS, LAWRENCE
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.25
DAVIS, OSSIE
   Access to health (6 Brooks presents first Health Access membership card to actor O Davis) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.2
DAVISON, IRWIN
   (Westchester Jewish) Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12
DAY CARE CENTERS
   Day care sans tears and fears (edit), May 13, 1988, p.7
DAY, EUGENE
   Day of honors for SCS police (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.8
DEAK, LINDSEY
   'Spirit was there' on Kidswalk (photo; addl photo, 'Last leg' p 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
DEAK, ROBIN
   Success team (for White Plains Hospital Auxiliaries fundraiser) (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.14
DEAN, BILL
   SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32
DEAN, JOHN
   S Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
DEANGELIS, MARIA
   Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34
DEATH
   Fatal loophole (in smoke detector laws), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
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DEATH NOTICES
SEE OBITUARIES

DEAVER, MICHAEL
Giuliani can see gains in ethics (photo), May 13, 1988, p.1

DEBARROS, MARY
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

DEBELIS, LOUIS
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26
(Christmas) Party at the (American Legion) Post (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.2

DEBELIS, LUCILLE
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

DEBENEDECTIS, DOMENICO
Reaching the top (M Pedone highway dept foreman; D DeBenedictis sanitation foreman), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

DEESO, ANTHONY
A DeEsso dies, Mar 11, 1988, p.18

DEFENDI, CHRISTEL
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1

DEFEOY, RALPH
R A Defeo dies, Mar 4, 1988, p.14

DEGROOT, PAUL
Get 'em while they're green (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.24

DEIGAN, MARY
Good news on the goose! (ltr), Jul 8, 1988, p.6

DEIN, LYDIA
(Edgewood fifth graders) Bridg(e) the generation gap (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.25

DEITSCH, KATHARINE
K Deitsch dies, Mar 11, 1988, p.18

DELALLA, RALPH
R DeLalla dies, Feb 5, 1988, p.16

DELANCEY, ANNE
Newly restored 1774 map shows first subdivision in SCS, Jun 24, 1988, p.3

DELANEY, DEBBIE
Massing of the colors (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

DELAURENTIS, ELENA
E De Laurentis (dies), Jun 24, 1988, p.14

DELBELLO, DELORES
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

DELGADO, LORENZO
GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Statehouse races pit youth against experience: For State Senate: L Delgado, S Oppenheimer (photo), Oct 29, 1988, p.6
Absent DioGuardi blasted at candidates forum here, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

DELIA, FRANCES
Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.5

DELNAGRO, MARY
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1

DELONG, FRANKIE
Winter retreat (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.14

DELorenzo, KATE
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
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DELPH, PATRICIA
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

DELUCA, NEIL
Negotiating in the eye of a storm: P Pickelle helps ease Yonkers crisis (photo p 2), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

DELUCA, PETER
SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26

DEMARCIO, JOHN
SCS lawyer T Kuderman loses job; Political retaliation blamed (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

DEMARRE, HEATH
Old drama, new cast (at SCS Community Baptist Church) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.18

DEMARTE, STEVEN
Otherworldly piety (ltr), Apr 15, 1988, p.6

DEMARTE, STEVEN (AU)
The case for prevention (of chemical dependency) (ltr), Apr 15, 1988, p.6

DEMETRIADES, CHRIS
Builder C Demetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
House plans draw BAR disfavor, Mar 16, 1988, p.3
Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3
Board of Appeals upholds rulings by building department, Jun 17, 1988, p.3
Look-alike case (interiors of houses at 12a and 24 Cooper subject of litigation), Nov 4, 1988, p.1

DEMITREUS, VANESSA
Community cookout (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.5

DEMOCRATIC PARTY
P H Chrystal Jr to challenge Burrows (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Scarssalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Pressing the flesh: P Simon (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.3
Congressional hopefuls to address Democrats, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Congressional candidates H Fish, D Mehiel, N Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Local Democrats make their choice Tuesday (cont p 16), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
They're for Dukakis (ltr), Apr 15, 1988, p.6
GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Jesse Jackson--a Democrat's dilemma (edit), Aug 5, 1988, p.7
(H Fish III, N Lowey, D Mehiel) vying to run in (Congressional) race against Dioguardi (photo p 12), Sep 9, 1988, p.1
Lowey gets 55% of vote here in winning primary, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

DEMOPoulos, BILL
Blowtorch law violators (N Jarac and A Wogeiai) escape with $25 fines, Oct 28, 1988, p.1
Stiffer penalties for painters, Nov 11, 1988, p.2

DEMBOTT, JILL SANDERS
(Divorce) Mediation--a healing alternative (edit), Jun 17, 1988, p.7

DEMPSEY, PATTY
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

DEMPSEY, VINCENT (DR)
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
(School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
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DEMPSEY, VINCENT (DR) continued
   Dr V Dempsey wins (Westchester Recreation Dept) Olympic gold, Nov 18, 1988, p.18

DEMPSEY-SPELLMAN, GEORGIENE
   (School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin’s departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1

DENNIS, BRUCE (DR)
   Dennis to leave SHS for Long Island superintendency (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
   What we got (in Dr B Dennis: exceptional principal) (edit), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
   School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibsman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
   As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
   Judith Fox will succeed (Dr B) Dennis as SHS principal (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
   (Dr B Dennis) Honored (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18
   New furor erupts over AIDS education, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
   Concerns about AIDS education (ltr), Jun 10, 1988, p.6
   Class of ’88 bids SCS High farewell (photo)(Graduation ’88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

DENNIS, BRUCE (DR-AU)
   Dr Dennis: Goodbye and thanks (ltr), Jul 1, 1988, p.6

DENTAL HYGIENE
   SEE TEETH-CARE AND HYGIENE

DENTISTS
   SEE PERIODONTISTS

DENUNZIO, AIDA
   A De Nunzio (dies), Jun 24, 1988, p.14

DENUNZIO, INGA
   Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22
   More glory for Raider athletes, Dec 9, 1988, p.27

DEFASO, DOLORES
   Holiday cheer (distributed by SCS-HTS Newcomers Club) (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.13

DEPOT PLACE PROPERTY (SCS)
   Downtown zoning revisions ahead, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
   D Portman unveils revised zoning for downtown (map p 16), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
   Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1

DERAFFELE, FRANK
   Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10

DERAFFLE, FRANK
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

DERECKTOR, LILIAN
   Lilian Derecktor to be honored (by Temple Israel of New Rochelle), May 27, 1988, p.13

DERIGHT, KATE
   Preparing a welcome (for Dr R Hibsman) (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.15
   In search of SCS’s past (photo), May 13, 1988, p.1

DERIGHT, MARILYN
   Anne Janiak picked as president of L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2
   PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

DERING, WILLIE
   Old drama, new cast (at SCS Community Baptist Church) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.18

DERKS, GEORGE M JOHN
   George M John Derks dies, Nov 11, 1988, p.20

DESA, CATHERINE
   State grant to local teacher C DeSa, Apr 29, 1988, p.34

DESA, NANCY
   High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.16
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DESA, NANCY</td>
<td>continued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(N DeSa) Award winner, Jun 24, 1988, p.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESANTIS, ANN</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCHAMPS, MATTHEW</td>
<td>Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESSEGREGATION</td>
<td>SEE BLACKS-SEGREGATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESIGNERS</td>
<td>Designer L Mackler finds harmony in form, function (photo; addl photo p 20), Dec 16, 1988, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESQUSA, GREG</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESQUSA, SYLVIA</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DETMER, MICHAEL</td>
<td>Fashion savvy eases first-day jitters (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEUTSCH, LAWRENCE</td>
<td>Kids walking for kids (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEUTSCH, LISA</td>
<td>(SHS) Debate team elects officers, Mar 18, 1988, p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVELOPERS, REAL ESTATE</td>
<td>SEE LAND DEVELOPMENT, REAL ESTATE BUSINESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEWEY, THOMAS</td>
<td>Dukakis 3rd of a kind, Nov 11, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEXTER, ROSCOE</td>
<td>(SSMTH has) Another fabulous season (ltr), Aug 12, 1988, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIAMOND, SUSAN</td>
<td>(S A Diamond) Honored (by Columbia University) (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIBBLE, ELOISE</td>
<td>(SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIRENDETTO, NEIL</td>
<td>Radon in the home: what it is, where it is, how to get rid of it, Jul 22, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DICINTIO, Dotty (AU)</td>
<td>Habitat (For Humanity) active near here too (ltr), Sep 2, 1988, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DICKINSON, KAREN</td>
<td>Christmas pageantry (at St James the Less) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DICKSON, A E</td>
<td>Work on the Hutchinson River Parkway begun), Jun 3, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DICKSTEIN, FRANK</td>
<td>Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIETZ, DONNY</td>
<td>Hail to the champions... (Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIFALCO, LINDA</td>
<td>Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DILLON, ROBERT</td>
<td>School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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DIOLORENZO, BOB (AU)  
(E Arey) A friend of the firemen (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6

DIOLORENZO, KATHRYN  
SCS student K M DiLorenzo is awarded (Frank Gannett Newspaper Carrier Scholarship), May 20, 1988, p.21  
Toga party (for SHS Latin Club organized by Dr M Polsky) (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.16  
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

DIOLORENZO, ROBERT  
School (Board) nominating process under way, Nov 18, 1988, p.5

DIMARCO, FRANK  
Scofflaw M Motherway hit with $3000 fine, Oct 28, 1988, p.1

DIMOPoulos, THEO  
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

DINIEC, KEREN  
AFS students G Hergen, K Dixon, carry message to schools (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.8

DINOSAURS  
(SCS) Library to unveil new tyrannosaurus, Jan 22, 1988, p.3

DISARMAMENT  
Freeze backer E Markey leery of INF pact, Apr 29, 1988, p.5  
SEE ALSO SCS CAMPAIGN FOR A NUCLEAR WEAPONS FREEZE

DISCOVERY (SPACECRAFT)  
Welcome back to earth (Edgewood fourth graders make poster for Discovery crew) (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.15

DISPLAYS  
SEE PRIVATE DISPLAYS ON PUBLIC PROPERTY

DIVEN, CARMELA  
Elsie Peters to serve third term as head of (SCS) Emblem Club, May 27, 1988, p.9

DIVORCE  
(Divorce) Mediation--a healing alternative (edit), Jun 17, 1988, p.7  
Marriage...divorce...and life insurance (edit), Oct 7, 1988, p.7  
The kids are getting a divorce...(edit), Oct 14, 1988, p.7

DIXON, GEORGE  
Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1988, p.8
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DIXON, GEORGE continued

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

DIXON, KAREN

AFS students G Mergen, K Dixon, carry message to schools (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.8
AFS sending SHS quartet (J P Chow, D Feldman, P Wingate, A Chen) abroad (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18
New student government completes successful first year at the high school (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18

DIXON, MARY

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
And the winners (of SCS Woman's Club's Standard Flower Show) are...(photo; list), May 13, 1988, p.11

DIXON, RICHARD

School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibsman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

DLEISHAKER, DONALD

(Westchester Jewish) Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12

DOBKIN, BARBARA

(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Friends of Music nominations, Apr 8, 1988, p.14
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5

DOBKIN, BARBARA (AU)

Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6

DOBKIN, JESSICA


DORRUSSIN, MICHELLE

Halloween humor (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.1

DOBRYNIO, ELAINE

Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids suppl), Mar 11, 1988, p.10
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

DOERNBERG, DUDLEY JR

United Way closes banner year with election of new directors, May 20, 1988, p.5
Doernberg joins System 1, Oct 7, 1988, p.20

DOGS

Attention dog owners (Loose dogs apparently guarding property will prevent mail delivery), May 13, 1988, p.1
Uri the husky hero (photo), May 20, 1988, p.1
Some (dogs and cats) don't like it hot (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6
(Fire department's dalmation, Chelsea), A spotty performer (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.3
Chelsea, RIP (Fire Dept's mascot killed), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
'89--the year of the dog? (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO GUIDE DOGS

DOGS-LAWS AND REGULATIONS

Rhyming reminder (of pooper-scooper law) (poem), Apr 15, 1988, p.6

DOHERTY, MICHAEL

Hitchcock (Church) given variance; new home moves ahead, Nov 18, 1988, p.9

DOLE, ROBERT

Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

DOLOROSA, MARI A (SISTER)

St Agnes Hospital head Sister M Dolorosa resigns, Mar 25, 1988, p.2

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

SEE FAMILY VIOLENCE
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DONALDSON, SAM
Koch defended, his critics excoriated (edit), Apr 29, 1988, p.7

DONAT, ELLEN
E A Donat Joins (Doernberg) Agency (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.34

DONATH, GLEN
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24
New student government completes successful first year at the high school (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18
Two at SCS (G Donath, E Ziv) win IBM scholarship, May 27, 1988, p.18

DONATH, MARIEL
(M O Donath) In new post (at NY League of Savings Institutions) (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.4

DONINO, TERRY
Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

DONNELL, BILLY
(Fire department'sdaleation, Chelsea,) A spotty performer (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.3

DONNELL, GLORIA
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

DONNYBROOK LODGE (SCS)
Historically speaking: Most people don't realize SVAC building was Heathcote RR station, Aug 26, 1988, p.6
6 more (SCS) sites labeled historic, Nov 18, 1988, p.3

DONOVAN, ANN
Teen cafe returning, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Teen cafe (The Strand) draws enthusiastic crowd (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.3

DONOVAN, COURTNEY
Teen cafe (The Strand) draws enthusiastic crowd (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.3

DONOVAN, RUTH
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

DOUCHIN, JANIE
The pause that refreshes (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.5

DOOHAN, MARIANET (DR)
Learning disabilities: a new approach from local doctors R Ehrlich, M Doonan, Feb 5, 1988, p.10

DORATA, MARY
Holiday cheer (distributed by SCS-HTS Newcomers Club) (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.13

DORF, LAUREN
Fashion savvy eases first-day jitters (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.5
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22

DORFMAN, BRIGITTE
Ragette names L Pitofsky sales associate; honors top salespeople (photo), May 20, 1988, p.4

DORSEY, MARGIE
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3

DOTORATOS, RAY
Violinist R Dotoratos to give lessons at home, Sep 2, 1988, p.4

DOTY, JOYCE
(SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11

DOW JONES AVERAGES
SEE STOCKS-PRICE INDEXES AND AVERAGES

DOW, LAURA
L H Dow (dies), Dec 30, 1988, p.9

DOWD, HECTOR
SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30
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DOWD, ISABEL
SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

DOWLING, ANNE
(Masters) School honors local students, Mar 25, 1988, p.15

DOWLING, KATHERINE
(Masters) School honors local students, Mar 25, 1988, p.15

DOWNEY, MORTON JR
Downey on SCS (K McCreary, I Sloan, P Nobile to appear on Downey television program), Dec 2, 1988, p.1
Ya-shi-Ya steals (Morton Downey Jr) creche show, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
(M Bowen) concerned about parking (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
Auto-disincentives proposed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Downtown plan called 'unfair' (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Mayor E Seidman reports state of village (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Wistful thinking (poem), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
Downtown decay (in Popham Rd, Garth Rd area) (edit), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
On to Phase II (of downtown planning), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
(SCS downtown area) Different from South Bronx (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
Downtown planning, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Downtown zoning revisions ahead, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
(H Goldberg a) Master planner (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
D Portman unveils revised zoning for downtown (map p 16), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Village holds budget hearing, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Parking study, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Downtown planning in final stage, May 13, 1988, p.1
Hearing on downtown area zoning laws postponed, May 27, 1988, p.1
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
SCS's oldest business (SCS Improvement Corp) salutes SCS on 200th (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.44
(Downtown area) Planning goes on, Jun 17, 1988, p.1
Looking down (Village examining possibility of underground parking), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
(Overgrown property at Popham Rd and Depot Place) Not a pretty picture (photo; edit), Aug 5, 1988, p.6
Entering SCS (Plans for property at Popham Rd and Depot Place on hold) (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.3
Zoning changes proposed for downtown area, Sep 2, 1988, p.1
Change is coming (in downtown area) (edit), Sep 16, 1988, p.6
Familiar faces (at forum on downtown area planning), Sep 23, 1988, p.1
More/less downtown development urged, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Questions about downtown (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6
Paul Berg to chair indoor pool committee (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
Make a good (downtown area) plan better (edit), Oct 14, 1988, p.6
Architect (R Behr)’s critique of downtown plan (edit), Oct 14, 1988, p.7
(Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comm), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
(J Axtell’s, R Behr’s Inquirer articles) Suggestions to consider (ltr), Nov 25, 1988, p.6
Downtown update (Moratorium will apparently be extended again), Dec 30, 1988, p.1

DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS-ZONING
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
On to Phase II (of downtown planning), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Downtown planning, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Downtown zoning revisions ahead, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS-ZONING continued

PORTAAN unveils revised zoning for downtown (map p16), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Downtown planning in final stage, May 13, 1988, p.1
Hearing on downtown area zoning laws postponed, May 27, 1988, p.1
Zoning changes proposed for downtown area, Sep 2, 1988, p.1
Familiar faces at forum on downtown area planning, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Hearing Tuesday on downtown zoning revisions, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
Downtown planning vital issue (ltr), Sep 30, 1988, p.6
(Attend Village Board public hearing on downtown zoning) On behalf of senior housing (ltr), Sep 30, 1988, p.6
More/less downtown development urged, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Questions about downtown (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6
Make a good (downtown area) plan better (edit), Oct 14, 1988, p.6
Architect (R Behr)'s critique of downtown plan (edit), Oct 14, 1988, p.7
Architects describe their concepts for downtown buildings (at Town Club meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
'Manhattanization' of village? (ltr), Oct 21, 1988, p.6
Downtown proposals assailed (by Old SCS Neighborhood Assn) (ltr), Oct 21, 1988, p.6
Let citizens group review (downtown) zoning plan (edit), Oct 21, 1988, p.7
Downtown plan criticized (ltr), Nov 11, 1988, p.6
Downtown zoning plan changed, Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Another approach to downtown (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6

DOYLE, ELIZABETH

DRABKIN, KATRINA
(Masters) School honors local students, Mar 25, 1988, p.15

DRAKE FARM (SCS)
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

DRAKE, CARRIE
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

DRAKE, ELIAS GUIDIAN
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

DRAKE, JOHN JACOB
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

DRAKE, MARY
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

DRAKE-EDGWOOD
Five-lot development plan (for Drake-Edgewood) advances in spite of protests from neighbors, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Neighbors sue to block development (in Drake-Edgewood), Jun 24, 1988, p.1

DRAMATISTS
SHS grad V Sullivan's plays to be staged (photo), May 20, 1988, p.13

DREW, ROBERT
Wetlands hearing (on Winston Property) set, May 20, 1988, p.1
Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Demapping (of Winston Property) opposed (by Federated Conservationists), Jul 1, 1988, p.1

DRILLER, SALLY
Special volunteers (at White Plains Hospital) cited (photo), May 20, 1988, p.16

DRISCOLL, JOHN (BROTHER)
SCS philanthropist J M Murphy says thanks a million to alma mater (Iona College) (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.2

DRIVING WHILE IMPAIRED BY ALCOHOL
SEE ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS

DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED
SEE ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
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DRUCKER, ELISA
  Dedicated to fun (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.14

DRUG ABUSE
  SEE SUBSTANCE ABUSE

DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION-US
  SEE US. DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION

DRUG INDUSTRY
  (Miles) Drug concern names Dr. L. E. Posner executive, Aug 5, 1988, p.5

DRUG TRAFFIC
  SEE NARCOTICS TRADE

DRUGS AND YOUTH
  (Westchester) County offers help to teens in distress, Jul 29, 1988, p.15

DRYER, JOSEPH
  R. J. White running (for second vice president, International Assn of Fire Chiefs) (photo), May 20, 1988, p.2
  (J. Dryer, J. Steger, SCS Volunteer Fire Co 3's) Semicentennial leaders (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.4
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company #3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32
  (SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3 presents) White Hat Award to John Steger (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.8

DYSDALE, FLORENCE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company #3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32

DUBBS, HEATHER
  It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28

DUBBS, IVAN
  S Older re-elected president of Board of Education (photo p.8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
  SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28

DUBBS, WENDY
  SMIT still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus; photo p.6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28
  (Thanks to) Special people involved in SSMIT production (ltr), Sep 2, 1988, p.6

DUBBS, WENDY (AU)
  'Singing (in the rain) is soaring (ltr), Jul 22, 1988, p.6

DUBITSKY, BARBARA
  Raises approved for SCS school principals, Nov 25, 1988, p.1

DUBOIS, NELSON JR (DR)
  Local volunteers are cited, Mar 11, 1988, p.8
  (SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4
  Red Cross honors B and C Farnham, May 20, 1988, p.5

DUBOSE, IRIS
  YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8

DUBOW, DIANE
  Century 21 Wolff honors 5 employees, Mar 18, 1988, p.9
  Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
  Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

DUCK POND (SCS)
  Some like it cold: Weil family practice hockey fundamentals (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

DUDLEY, BILL
  Peace on Earth (SCS realtors gather for holiday party) (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.5

DUFFIELD, GORDON JR
  Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
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DUFFIELD, GORDAN JR continued
Unit elections go to centralized voting. Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Voting reform increases Non-Partisan (election) turnout. Nov 18, 1988, p.1

DUFFIELD, SANDRA
Variance granted for Bradford Rd subdivision. Jan 22, 1988, p.2
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairman named). Sep 2, 1988, p.15

DUFFLER, LEE
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo). Dec 16, 1988, p.34

DUFFLER, SUSAN
Helping hands (St Agnes Auxiliary presents check to hospital; Officers elected) (photo). Jul 1, 1988, p.9
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo). Dec 16, 1988, p.34

DUKAKIS, MICHAEL
Local primary picture grows clearer. Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Local Democrats make their choice Tuesday (cont p 16). Apr 15, 1988, p.1
They’re for Dukakis (ltr). Apr 15, 1988, p.6
In primary, SCS was Dukakis country. Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Koch defended, his critics excoriated (edit). Apr 29, 1988, p.7
(Professional counseling) Nothing to be ashamed of (ltr). Aug 19, 1988, p.6
Why they’re for Dukakis (ltr). Oct 14, 1988, p.6
(Mike Dukakis the) Equal opportunity candidate (ltr). Oct 28, 1988, p.6
Presidential race heads crowded ballot. Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21). Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Dukakis 3rd of a kind. Nov 11, 1988, p.1

DUNKEL, PAUL
Copland youth awards to be presented. Nov 11, 1988, p.9

DUNKEL, TILLIE
Congregationalists elect general board (photo). May 6, 1988, p.28

DURLAND, JUNE
Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS’s Bicentennial Supp). Jun 3, 1988, p.5

DURLAND, SHARON
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23). Dec 2, 1988, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo). Dec 9, 1988, p.36

DURLING, DAN
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3’s Golden Anniversary (photo). Nov 11, 1988, p.32

DURNING, RONALD
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9). Feb 5, 1988, p.1

DURRANI, LINDA
Social worker L Durrani joins (Adoption and Children’s Services Program) family unit (photo). Nov 4, 1988, p.4

DUVIGNEAUD, MICHAEL
(M Duvigneaud a) Promising scholar. Sep 30, 1988, p.17

DUTSCHAVER, DIRK
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo). Sep 16, 1988, p.26

Dwyer, Terrence
Presidential race heads crowded ballot. Nov 4, 1988, p.1

Dybing, Peter
(United) Hospital cites local volunteers. Jun 3, 1988, p.4

Eagleson, Thomas
(SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3) Cooking up 50th anniversary plans (1940’s photo reproduced). Oct 28, 1988, p.3

Eakin, Melissa
Con Ed to the rescue (photo; ltr). Jul 29, 1988, p.6
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EASTER
Easter Sunday in SCS (photo), Apr 8, 1986, p.1
It was an Easter Eggstravaganza (photo; list), Apr 8, 1988, p.2
Rev P Washburn greets congregants Easter Sunday (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.12
Good eggs (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.9
EBOLI, DARREN
Rock around the pool (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.2
ECKER, DAN
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
ECKHARDT, FRANK
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.2b
ECKHAUS, NAOMI (AU)
It's an effort to be a parent (edit), May 13, 1988, p.7
ECKSTEIN, SANDRA
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
EDELMAN, CHARLOTTE
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36
EDITORS AND EDITING
(Channels) Magazine names J Loftus editor (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.5
EDUCATION
Dr R Hibschman describes views on education (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Local teacher J Schwartz on state task force says school restructuring needed, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
Education: Necessity, not privilege (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.7
Dr R) Hibschman's message: Let's plan together; Village Club officers announced, May 6, 1988, p.1
In education, more isn't better (edit), May 20, 1988, p.7
In response to Dr Pisani (ltr), Jul 1, 1988, p.6
Make schools 'communities of learning' (edit), Jul 1, 1988, p.7
Our schools can be changed (edit), Sep 2, 1988, p.7
EDUCATION-KENYA
What am I doing here? (edit), Apr 22, 1988, p.7
EDUCATION-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
S Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 6, 1988, p.1
EDWARDS, FRANKLIN (DR)
SCS professor F R Edwards gets Columbia chair (photo), May 27, 1988, p.13
EDWARDS, JAMES
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Local AFS history traced through one family's 23-year involvement (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.3
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
EDWARDS, JUANITA
New Daughters of the (American) Revolution) officers elected, May 27, 1988, p.9
EDWARDS, LINDA
(PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
EDWARDS, SCILLA
Local AFS history traced through one family's 23-year involvement (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.3
EDWARDS, SIDNEY
United Way closes banner year with election of new directors, May 20, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30
ESAN, ALISON
Christmas pageantry (at St James the Less) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
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EGAN, KARIN
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15
EGAN, KRISTIN
Christmas pageantry (at St James the Less) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
EGE, ANDREW
Local woman J Chotin kidnapped in drug case, police say, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Kidnapping (of J Chotin) was 'a ruse', claims drug case lawyer, Jun 17, 1988, p.1
Two (W Chee, B Rivera) indicted in cocaine conspiracy, Oct 21, 1988, p.1
EGRETS
SEE BIRDS
EHRLICH, ROY (DR)
Learning disabilities: a new approach from local doctors R Ehrlich, M Doonan, Feb 5, 1988, p.10
EHRMANN, ALISON
(EMT, SHS students) In Cornell program (for outstanding juniors and seniors), Jul 29, 1988, p.12
EIDELBERG, MELVA
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
EISENBERG, GAIL
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
EISENBERG, LESTER (DR)
(Dr Lester Eisenberg) Opens office (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.15
EISENHOWER, DOROTHY
Dukakis 3rd of a kind, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
EISENMAN, JOSH
A groundhog for Greenacres (Sculpture dedicated to teacher J Gosen) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
EISENMAN, KATHERINE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26
EISNER, GERALD
Local volunteers are cited, Mar 11, 1988, p.8
In a community of volunteers, (G Eisner) stands out (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.1
Spirit of volunteerism (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6
ELBE, MYRA
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3
ELECTIONS-NEW YORK STATE
P H Chrystral Jr to challenge Burrows (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Burrows seen as GOP pick for judgeship, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
SCS GOP backs C Singer for Assembly (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.1
(SCS Women's Republican Club) Backing the Republican team (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2
GOP backs C Singer to face P Chrystal (in state assembly race), Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Statehouse races pit youth against experience: For the assembly: R H Chrystral Jr, C D Singer (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.6
Statehouse races pit youth against experience: For State Senate: L Delgado, S Oppenheimer (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.6
Absent DioGuardi blasted at candidates forum here, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Inquirer endorsements: For the State House, Cecile Singer (edit), Nov 4, 1988, p.6
Paul Feiner's accomplishments (ltr), Nov 4, 1988, p.6
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Congratulations (to N Spano) and thanks (to supporters from P Feiner) (ltr), Nov 18, 1988, p.6
ELECTIONS-SCS
Candidates named for village office (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Committee: Vote Tuesday (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
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ELECTIONS-SCS continued
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Give (centralized polling) a try (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Centralized polling backed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Two go to polls in second vote (for Unit F, School Board Nominating Committee), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
Elaine Schroeder finds time for a new challenge (as Village Trustee) (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
A piece of cake! (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Procedures Committee members listed), Sep 16, 1988, p.1
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Reasons to vote in Citizens' Nominating Committee election (edit), Nov 11, 1988, p.6
Voting reforms increase Non-Partisan (election) turnout, Nov 18, 1988, p.1
Apparent victory for J R Herold turns to defeat, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
See also: BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-ELECTIONS, SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS

ELECTIONS-US
Congressional candidates H Fish, D Mehiel, N Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
DioGuardi announces candidacy for third term in Congress (photo), May 27, 1988, p.1
(H Fush III and National Guard: A transient issue? (edit), Aug 26, 1988, p.6
H Fush III, N Lowey, D Mehiel) vying to run in (Congressional) race against DioGuardi (photo p 12), Sep 9, 1988, p.1
Lowey gets 55% of vote here in winning primary, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Incumbent (J DioGuardi')s record is key issue in 20th Congressional District (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
Empty seat (at LWV debate)?, Oct 14, 1988, p.1
Absent DioGuardi blasted at candidates forum here, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
House race brings N Cuomo to town (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Inquirer endorsements: For Congress, Nita Lowey (edit), Nov 4, 1988, p.6
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
It's official (Nita Lowey wins 20th Congressional District election), Nov 18, 1988, p.1
See also: PRESIDENTS-ELECTION

ELECTIONS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
(SCS Women's Republican Club) Backing the Republican team (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2
Needed: a better way (to count votes in county elections) (edit), Dec 16, 1988, p.6
Legislator L Spano criticizes delay in (Westchester County) vote count, Dec 30, 1988, p.4

ELECTRIC POWER FAILURES
Tail-end of tropical storm Chris takes a heavy toll on local trees (photo), Sep 2, 1988, p.3

ELEVATORS
Elevator sleuthing (edit), Dec 23, 1988, p.7

ELIZABETH, SUSAN CATHERINE
SCS woman S Schoetz is reunited with son she gave up (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.6

ELKINS, DAVID
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28
SSMT has) Another fabulous season (ltr), Aug 12, 1988, p.6

ELLIOTT, CLARE
Clare B Elliott dies, Oct 21, 1988, p.20

ELLIOTT, GRETA
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

ELLMAN, ERIC
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
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ELLMAN, LEE
Tooley to chair recycling board (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.3

ELM RIDGE FARM
Irma Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5

ELROD, DONNA
Quadriplegics give (SHS) students lesson in caution and courage (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.1

ELWIN, EDWARD
Herrin parole bid rejected again, Jul 8, 1988, p.1

EMERGENCY SERVICES
A big thank you (to police, SVAC) (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Pay phones going in (to replace Police Dept call boxes), May 27, 1988, p.1
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Cop R. Carozza revives baby, Jun 17, 1988, p.1

EMERGENCY TENANT PROTECTION ACT
SEE RENT LAWS

EMERICH, RICHARD
Radon in the home: what it is, where it is, how to get rid of it, Jul 22, 1988, p.1

EMERSON, EDWARD
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Board (of Appeals) upholds rulings by building department, Jun 17, 1988, p.3

EMERSON, JIRINA
Board (of Appeals) upholds rulings by building department, Jun 17, 1988, p.3

EMILY OGDEN BUTLER RECOGNITION DAY (1988)
Celebration in the woods (SCS celebrates first annual Emily Ogden Butler Recognition Day) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.1

EMMER, DAVID
(ColorEdge machine) New at Arcade, Oct 7, 1988, p.20

EMORY, ERIC
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED
SEE MENTALLY ILL

EMPIRE STATE GAMES
(Price) Family trio makes Empire Games swim team, Aug 5, 1988, p.8

EMPLOYEES-SCS
SCS names J. Giampoli new deputy clerk, Jan 8, 1988, p.3
'At' in attendance (for village employees), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Village decision dims men's hopes of firefighting career, May 13, 1988, p.1
(Fire Dept should) Look at the local list (of candidates for new firefighters) (edit), May 27, 1988, p.6
Consider SCS applicants (for firefighting positions) (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6
Reaching the top (M. Pedone highway dept foreman; D. DeBenedictis sanitation foreman), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
Village workers commended (for prompt and efficient handling of storm emergency) (ltr), Sep 16, 1988, p.6
Historically speaking: SCS Village Hall 'incubator of chicks turned roosters in other communities', Nov 4, 1988, p.4

EMPLOYEES-SCS-AWARDS
D'O'Rourke honors Tooley, Schullman, Feb 19, 1988, p.8
Cab fares heading up, provided...; Village employees receive awards and commendations, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
(Lowell Tooley receives gold mantel clock) For long-time service (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Rotary Club honors village manager L. Tooley (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.4
(40-year service certificate from Int'l City Management Assn) Another honor for Lowell Tooley, Oct 7, 1988, p.4
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EMPLOYEES-SCS-RETIREMENT
  Farewell party (for A Watson) (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.3
  Silver (salver presented to N Cantatore,) SCS's man with the green thumb (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.2

EMPLOYEES-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES
  (Village) Manager L Tooley asks 4.67% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
  Contracts (with police and school crossing guards) expiring, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
  Village holds budget hearing, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
  (Firemen, library workers, clerical workers, laborers, school crossing guards) Without contracts, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
  Tentative agreement (between Civil Service Employees Assn and village), Oct 7, 1988, p.1
  Paul Berg to chair indoor pool committee (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
  Library contract (approved by Board of Trustees), Nov 18, 1988, p.1

EMPLOYEES-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
  A tale of two (county) employees: E R Keeler, T Ruderman (edit), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

ENGEL, JAIME
  J Engel Seagram exec (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.3

ENGINEERING
  The existential joy of engineering (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.7

ENGELANDER, ROBERT
  Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1

ENGELANDER, SIMONE
  Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
  SEE ENGLISH LANGUAGE-STUDY AND TEACHING, SCHOOLS-SCS-ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM

ENGLISH LANGUAGE-STUDY AND TEACHING
  Teach the tools of language (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6

ENNIS, VIRGINIA
  YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8

ENSLEY, JOANNE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

ENTREPRENEURIAL CENTER (MANHATTANVILLE COLLEGE)
  Local floral designer D Gould to receive Castle Award (photo), May 6, 1988, p.4

ENTREPRENEURS
  College students (C Finger, P Schlactus) learn ABC's of entrepreneurship (photo; addl photo p 8), Sep 2, 1988, p.6

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION ADVISORY COUNCIL (AU)
  Now (recycling is) up to residents (ltr), Nov 11, 1988, p.6

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING FIRMS
  Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS
  DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 6, 1988, p.1
  Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
  (Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
  Hearing (on downtown area zoning laws) postponed, May 27, 1988, p.1
  Neighbors sue to block development (in Drake-Edgewood), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
  Zoning changes proposed for downtown area, Sep 2, 1988, p.1
  Downtown update (Moratorium will apparently be extended again), Dec 30, 1988, p.1

EPHRAIM, MOLLIE
  SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

EPSTEIN, ABBY
  Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

EPSTEIN, ROBIN
  Gosen aereal to be dedicated, Jun 3, 1988, p.15
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EPSTEIN, ROBIN continued
- SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

EPSTEIN, SYLVIA
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

EQUALITY
- America the unique (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.7

ERBSON, ALAN
- (SHS) Debate team elects officers, Mar 18, 1988, p.15

ERFANI, SADI
- Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

ERNST, A (AU)
- (A Ernst) Opposed to parking structure (ltr), Oct 21, 1988, p.6

ERNST, BONNIE
- Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

ERNST, RUTH (AU)
- Dig we must is woodchuck's motto (edit), Dec 9, 1988, p.7

ERSKINE, GIL
- Local men (G Erskine, J Ware) aid volunteer group, Nov 11, 1988, p.16

ESKIMOS, WAYNE
- New bosses (for SCS Government Day) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5
- (SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
- (Hyatt) Field renovation, fare hikes okayed (by Village Board), Jul 22, 1988, p.1

ESHERMAN, WINIFRED
- YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8

ESSAY CONTESTS
- SEE PRIZE CONTESTS

ETHICS-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
- County ethics law too weak (ltr), Jun 3, 1988, p.6

EURIE, DEBORAH
- More glory for Raider athletes, Dec 9, 1988, p.27
- SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

EURIE, FUM
- Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22

EVANS, CHARLOTTE
- (SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11

EVANS, EVE
- (SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4

EVANS, JANE (DR)
- Braille unit elects philanthropist S Henkind, Jan 15, 1988, p.4

EVANS, SARAH
- Sarah C Evans dies, Nov 11, 1988, p.20

EVERETT, MARY
- (SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11

EVIDENCE (LAW)
- (Frances Benedict) holds the key to store of arresting tales (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.6

EXAMINATIONS
- Test savvy (edit), Aug 26, 1988, p.7

EXECUTIVE SEARCH CONSULTANTS
- Search firm appoints local man W S Howe, Jun 24, 1988, p.4
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EXECUTIVES
J Engel Seagram exec (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.3
S R Belasco promoted at Colgate (Palmolive Co) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.11
President: J D Reha (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15
(P Feinglas, J E Walter) named to executive posts (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.4
SCS resident N Littman appointed first VP, Mar 4, 1988, p.4

EYE-BANK FOR SIGHT RESTORATION (NEW YORK, NY)
Local man R L Salzer elected head of the Eye-Bank (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.5

EYEBROWS
Middle-brow thinking (edit), Nov 4, 1988, p.7

EYELASSES AS GIFTS
Spring cleaning tip: instead of discarding, why not recycle? (edit), May 6, 1988, p.7

FABEL, BELLE
(Westchester Jewish) Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12

FACILITIES COMMITTEE-SCS
SEE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON SCHOOL FACILITIES-SCS

FADEN, EDNA MAE
New Y wing to be named for local (Raizen) family, Mar 4, 1988, p.2

FADEH, LEROY
New Y wing to be named for local (Raizen) family, Mar 4, 1988, p.2

FAIELLA, GENNARO (GERRY)
Historically speaking: SCS Village Hall 'incubator of chicks turned roosters in other communities', Nov 4, 1988, p.4

FAIREY, BROOKE
Election fever (at Junior High, IHM) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22

FAIRS
SCS goes country at the (Historical Society) fair (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.2

FAIRSTEIN, GUY
Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
(School) Budget squeaks through; Otten elected despite write-in campaign; November wins, May 20, 1988, p.1
With 'friends' like this... (edit), May 20, 1988, p.6
(G Fairstein, E M Bench) Supporters, not enemies (of Non-Partisan System) (ltr), Jun 3, 1988, p.6
Questions from David Gavrin (regarding nomination of candidates for school board) (ltr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6
Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Prodecure Committee members listed), Sep 16, 1988, p.1
Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.3
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

FAIRSTEIN, GUY (AU)
Write-in effort (in Board of Education election) defended (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6

FAIRSTEIN, MARC
Halloween artists at work (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.6

FAIRSTEIN, MARISSA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

FALKENBERG, EDWARD
Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
(E Falkenberg) Award winner, May 27, 1988, p.5
Report critical of plan for downtown is rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
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FALKENBERG, EDWARD continued

School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
(1 Sloan) agrees with Ed Falkenberg (s opposition to referendum on indoor pool) (ltr), Sep 23, 1988, p.6
Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.3
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Voting reform increases Non-Partisan (election) turnout, Nov 18, 1988, p.1
(J Richan, E Falkenberg named) Burke (Rehabilitation Center) board members (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.4

FALKENBERG, EDWARD (AU)

Pool referendum opposed (ltr), Aug 26, 1988, p.6
Board shouldn't pass the buck (on indoor pool) (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6

FALKENBERG, PAT

Honorees (of Mt Holyoke Club of Westchester) (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.9
Benefit planners (for NY Hospital-Cornell Medical Center) (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.8

FALL

SEE AUTUMN

FALL FOLIAGE RUN
SEE RUNNING

FALSE ALARMS
SEE SECURITY SYSTEMS

FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE (SCS)
SEE SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE

FAMILY INFORMATION AND REFERRAL SERVICE TEAMS INC
In a community of volunteers, (G Eisner) stands out (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.1
Family (information and) (R)eferral Service (teams) TV show in new spot, Dec 30, 1988, p.9

FAMILY PLANNING
SEE PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF WESTCHESTER

FAMILY SERVICES OF WESTCHESTER
(E Holiber) Director (of Big Brothers/ Big Sisters Program) (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.28
Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9
Social worker L Durrani joins (Adoption and Children's Services Program) family unit (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.4

FAMILY VIOLENCE

Family violence a hidden problem (edit), Dec 2, 1988, p.7

FAMINE RELIEF

SHS students fight famine (with bike-a-thon) (ltr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6

FAMINES-EThIOPIA

Famine in Ethiopia (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Famine is big business (edit), Apr 8, 1988, p.7

FANE, SHEILA

Junior League plans open house; Book 'Of Colonists and Commuters' on sale, May 27, 1988, p.3

FARBER, DAVID

Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

FARMER, JOSEPH

Rabbi J Rubenstein named to probe of bias crime (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.12

FARNHAM, MRS GEORGE

SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26

FARNHAM, CONSTANCE

Red Cross honors G and C Farnham, May 20, 1988, p.5
(SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11

FARNHAM, GEORGE

Red Cross honors G and C Farnham, May 20, 1988, p.5
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FARNHAM, GEORGE continued
   SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26

FARRAUTO, JOHN
   Local woman L L Cowan to lead Mental Health Assn (Officers, Board of Directors named) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.5

FARRELL, TED
   (Boy) Scouts hold honor court, Nov 25, 1988, p.10

FARRELLY, THOMAS (AU)
   (T P Farrelly) asks for equal space (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

FARRINGTON, BOB (DR)
   Senior High News: Language teachers try new techniques, Jun 10, 1988, p.16

FASCIANO, ANTHONY
   Hail to the champions... (Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

FASHION
   Spring Fashion Preview (photo) (16-p Supp), Mar 25, 1988,
   Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1988, p.8
   Fashion savvy eases first-day jitters (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.5
   Fall Fashion (photo) (12-p Supp), Sep 16, 1988,

FATEH-TEHRANI, SOHRAB
   Sohrab Fateh-Tehrani dies, Oct 28, 1988, p.20

FATHERS
   Thanks, Dad, wherever you are (edit), Jun 17, 1988, p.7
   Ode to Dad (poe), Jun 17, 1988, p.7

FAUDE, ANN
   Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
   School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

FAULDS, MALCOM
   Day of diplomas and roses (at Alternative School) (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.1

FAUSEL, DEAN
   Changing land use is subject of GNC exhibit (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.10

FAUSTY, LEONARD
   Double honor (L Fausty, Dr H Kreiger receive Rotary Club Paul Harris Fellow Awards) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.3

FAUSTY, PAM
   Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

FAUTWASSER, METTA
   Art Assn awards prizes (photo; list), Nov 18, 1988, p.3

FBI
   SEE US. FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
   SEE US. FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

FEDERAL FLOOD PLAINS
   SEE FLOOD PREVENTION AND CONTROL

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM (US)
   J P LaWare is (Pres Reagan's) choice for Federal Reserve (Board), May 27, 1988, p.5

FEDERATED CONSERVATIONISTS OF WESTCHESTER COUNTY
   Demapping (of Winston Property) opposed (by Federated Conservationists), Jul 1, 1988, p.1

FEE, BARBARA
   School (Board) nominating process under way, Nov 18, 1988, p.5
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

FEE, BARBARA (AU)
   Sports coverage (in Inquirer) appreciated (ltr), Jul 29, 1988, p.6
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FEE, FRANK
Homelcss seen as (Westchester County's) number-one problei (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.17
Board (of Ed) asks voters to pass $35.9M school budget, May 6, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36
FEE, FRANK (AU)
Sports coverage (in Inquirer) appreciated (ltr), Jul 29, 1988, p.6
FEE, JULIA
(Julia B) Fee open house attracts throngs (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.3
The real 'first woman' (real estate agent L Midgley) (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6
FEE, MICHAEL
Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18
FEER, MARK
M Feer dies, May 6, 1988, p.28
FEIG, REBECCA
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28
FEIG, WERNER
New student government completes successful first year at the high school (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26
FEINER, PAUL
P Feiner and fourth graders sworn in (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.10
Parole (for R Herrin) opposed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
(Indian-American Forum for Political Education) seeks more clout for Indian-Americans (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.3
Herrin parole bid rejected again, Jul 8, 1988, p.1
Conscience of the community (heard in Herrin parole case) (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6
Breach of promise charged (against P Feiner) (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6
Paul Feiner's accomplishments (ltr), Nov 4, 1988, p.6
O'Rourke seeks 10% spending hike, Nov 18, 1988, p.1
SCS lawyer T Ruderman loses job; Political retaliation blamed (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
FEINER, PAUL (AU)
Encourage recycling (ltr), Jun 3, 1988, p.6
Congratulations (to N Spano) and thanks (to supporters from P Feiner) (ltr), Nov 18, 1988, p.6
FEINGLAS, PEGGY
(P Feinglas, J E Walter) named to executive posts (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.4
FEINMAN, MICHAEL (DR-AU)
Can infertility be exploited? (edit), Jul 8, 1988, p.7
FEINSTEIN, SARA (AU)
Fifties Wonderland (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
FEIT, BONNIE
Van Wert joins group that offers relocation services, Feb 12, 1988, p.4
FELDMAN, ALBERT
A Feldman (dies), Aug 26, 1988, p.14
FELDMAN, DARRAH
(Price) Family trio makes Empire Games (swim) team, Aug 5, 1988, p.8
FELDMAN, DEBBIE
AFS sending SHS quartet (J P Chow, D Feldman, P Wingate, A Chen) abroad (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18
Local AFS history traced through one family's 23-year involvement (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.3
FELDMAN, HOWARD
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
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FELDMAN, HOWARD continued
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

FELICE, WALTER
   Counterian at deli J Greenbaum fatally stricken, Mar 11, 1988, p.3
   Fire ravages historic house (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.5
   (Village Board votes) Budget yes, request for rezoning, no, Apr 29, 1988, p.1
   Alara saves (Keep) family in Corell Road fire (photo; addl photo p.1), Dec 23, 1988, p.5
   Firemen commended (for work at Corell Rd fire) (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

FELLAS, JOHN
   Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

FELTMAN, JOSHUA
   Copland youth awards to be presented, Nov 11, 1988, p.9

FENCES
   BAR rules that fence violates code, Oct 21, 1988, p.2

FENDelman, BARTON
   Village decision dims men's hopes of firefighting career, May 13, 1988, p.1

FENDelman, BURTON
   Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
   Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
   Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
   Shoreacres (Purchasing) Consortium to hold annual meeting; elect officers, May 20, 1988, p.3
   A groundhog for Greenacres (Sculpture dedicated to teacher J Gosen) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
   School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Suppl), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

FENDelman, BURTON (AU)
   Consider SCS applicants (for firefighting positions) (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6

FENDelman, JONATHAN
   Homecoming hamburgers (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.20

FENDelman, JONATHON
   Top of America (J Fendelman climbs Mt McKinley) (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

FENTON, LEO
   Entering SCS (Plans for property at Popham Rd and Depot Place on hold) (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.3

FERBER, ARNOLD
   Radio ad exec appointed (D Miles vice chairman, Pinpoint Marketing) (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.2

FERMI, ENRICO (DR)
   Confessions of a PR man (edit), Sep 9, 1988, p.7

FERNDALE PARK (SCS)
   (Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
   Home okayed on Richbell Road; Montgomery Road plan revised, May 6, 1988, p.3
   Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p.18), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
   Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p.15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1

FERRARI, THELMA
   Ski Club elects new officers, Apr 22, 1988, p.9

FERRARO, DANIEL
   Curfew in effect (on Edgewood School grounds), May 27, 1988, p.2

FERRARO, DONALD
   Parents' help asked in curbing teens' drinking, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
   Chief D Ferraro sets sights on accreditation of police department, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
   'A' in attendance (for village employees), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
   Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
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FERRARO, DONALD continued
  Parking crackdown. Mar 11, 1988, p.1
  Special police sidelined by legal question; Apr 8, 1988, p.1
  Ex-chief of police T Shaies found dead (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.1
  Local woman J Chotin kidnapped in drug case, police say, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
  Moving up (J Orlando promoted to police sergeant; T Carroll promoted to detective sergeant) (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.5
  Trustees honor (P Woodcock, R Damiano, R Lappel), Jun 17, 1988, p.1
  Dry run to the prom (D Ferraro reminds limousine drivers of NYS Penal Code re alcohol and youth), Jun 17, 1988, p.1
  Cab fares heading up, provided...; Village employees receive awards and commendations, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
  26 years of safe crossings (E Cinelli retiring as school crossing guard), Jul 1, 1988, p.5
  No kidding (Police crackdown on speeders), Jul 15, 1988, p.1
  (Police Dept trying to find ways to cut down on number of) False alarms (from home security systems), Jul 22, 1988, p.1
  Drivers beware (Police enforcing law prohibiting parking on wrong side of street), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
  Police say arrests clear up 15 burglaries, Aug 19, 1988, p.1
  A safer Freightway (should result from new electronic surveillance equipment), Sep 9, 1988, p.1
  New Police Benevolent Association contract gives $4100 raise to SCS police, Sep 16, 1988, p.1
  Special (patrolmen) still out, Sep 16, 1988, p.1
  The Smiths were all smiles (Police officer R Smith promoted to sergeant) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.3
  Pedestrian safety award (presented to SCS Police Dept by American Automobile Assn) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.4
  (Frances Benedict) holds the key to store of arresting tales (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.6
  (SCS) Police department ('pro-arrest') policy wins county's praise, Oct 7, 1988, p.2
  Day of honors for SCS police (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.8
  Strange finding at local church (Boys find human bones at Mormon church construction site), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
  Police force all-male no longer (B Bello sworn in; third woman officer in SCS history) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
  Gambling suspect V Matturro found hanged, Dec 23, 1988, p.1

FERRARO, DONALD (AU)
  Salute (for T Ware) from the (police) chief (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

FERRARO, SUSAN
  YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8

FERREIRA, FABIANO
  Teenager F Ferreira survives close call (in traffic accident), Nov 25, 1988, p.5

FERRONE, CRISTINA
  Kids walking for kids (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.1
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.3b

FERRONE, DANIEL
  Kidnapping (of J Chotin) was 'a ruse', claims drug case lawyer, Jun 17, 1988, p.1
  $50,000 bail for Chee, Rivera, Jul 8, 1988, p.1
  Two (W Chee, B Rivera) indicted in cocaine conspiracy, Oct 21, 1988, p.1

FERRONE, SOLDANO (DR)
  Local MD S Ferrone gets grant for cancer research, Jan 15, 1988, p.4
  Honor for local MD S Ferrone, Nov 25, 1988, p.4

FERRY, W H (AU)
  'El Parthenon' in Santa Barbara (edit), May 27, 1988, p.7

FESSENDEN, KRISTIN
  (K Fessenden) The littlest ticket-seller (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.24

FETUS
  SEE PRENATAL INFLUENCES

FEUERSTEIN, MARC
  Happy Birthday, Mickey (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.3
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FIALK, MARK (DR)
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

FIBAUD, CLAIRE
Library to be topic at Village Club lunch (photo: J Nichols), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

FIDERER, ADELE
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

FIEBIGER, BALINDA
(SCS) Library to unveil new tyrannosaurus, Jan 22, 1988, p.3

FIEBIGER, BETH
Christmas pageantry (at St James the Less) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

FIEDLER, ANITA
Despite the DOW, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

FIEDLER, JESSIE
(Or R) Hibschaan's message: Let's plan together; Village Club officers announced, May 6, 1988, p.1

FIELD, GEORGE
Longtime resident H Oberg reveals colorful anecdotes (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.26

FIELD, PAUL
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

FIELD, SUSAN
Ragette names L Pitofsky sales associate; honors top salespeople (photo), May 20, 1988, p.4

FIELDS, DAWN
(Legal) Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

FIERSTEIN, SHANE
SVAC shows (Boy) Scouts the ropes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.3

FIEYER, DARIA
'Spirit was there' on Kidswalk (photo; add photo, 'Last leg' p 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1

FIGUERDO, HOWARD
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3

FILANCIA, ANTHONY
Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

FILM-MAKING
SEE MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION AND DIRECTION

FINANCE, PERSONAL
Some money-saving tax hints (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.7

FINANCIAL PLANNERS
SEE INVESTMENT ADVISORS

FINDLEY, CHERIE
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

FINE, CYRUS (DR)
(Doivorce) Mediation--a healing alternative (edit), Jun 17, 1988, p.7

FINE, JOAN
R Mitchell Jr re-elected president of BOCES, Aug 19, 1988, p.5

FINE, JOHN
Local author J C Fine wins international honor, Nov 11, 1988, p.8

FINE, JOHN (AU)
Faime is big business (edit), Apr 8, 1988, p.7
(Special Isotope Separation Program) A handsome project that isn't needed (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.7
Every 60 seconds, 24 starve to death (edit), Aug 19, 1988, p.7

FINE, JULIA
Recycling story praised (lttr), Nov 4, 1988, p.6
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FINE, LORETTA
Another blowtorch fire here (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.1

FINGER, CARL
College students (C Finger, P Schlactus) learn ABC's of entrepreneurship (photo: addl photo p 8), Sep 2, 1988, p.6

FINGER, DOROTHY
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
(Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory com), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

FINGER, KENNETH
S Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

FINGER, PAM
Summer fun at Camp Wapetuck (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.5

FINK, JEAN
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
Mary Williams is new president of SCS Woman's Club (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.11

FINK, JEAN (AU)
Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6

FINKELSTEIN, CAROL
(SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11

FINKELSTEIN, DANIEL
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26

FINLEY, DAVID (DR)
Doctors S Alter, D H Finley join (White Plains) hospital board, Mar 11, 1988, p.4

FINNERTY, KATHRYN
Champion essayists (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.2
Dance, mass and ceremony mark IHM commencement (photo;list) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.22

FINNEY, BURNHAH
Editor emeritus: B Finney (edit), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
Thank you Burnham Finney (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
Rotary Club honors village manager L Tooley (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.4

FINNEY, BURNHAM (AU)
Pool pledges proposed (ltr), Aug 12, 1988, p.6

FINUCANE, RICHARD (DR)
SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26

FIO RITO, MARY
Mary S Fiorito (dies), Jun 10, 1988, p.10

FIRE ALARMS
Fire alarm fails at (Fox Meadow) school, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Fire (at Fox Meadow School) follow-up, Apr 8, 1988, p.1

FIRE CODE-NEW YORK STATE
Ban on 'painters' torches, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

FIRE CODE-SCS
(Village Board votes) Budget yes, request for rezoning, no, Apr 29, 1988, p.1
Painters beware (Two house painters receive summonses for using blowtorches), Jul 1, 1988, p.1
Blowtorch law violators (N Jarac and A Wokiejak) escape with $25 fines, Oct 28, 1988, p.1
Now add teeth (to village ordinance barring housepainters' use of blowtorches) (edit), Oct 28, 1988, p.6
Which is more important: (parking tickets or fire risk from blowtorches)? (ltr), Nov 4, 1988, p.6
Stiffer penalties for painters, Nov 11, 1988, p.2
Painters beware: (Village Board to consider stiffer blowtorch law), Dec 9, 1988, p.1
Committee to seek solution for 45 Popham Road, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

FIRE DEPT-NEW ROCHELLE
Chief R White comments on (New Rochelle Fire Dept) fund letter, Mar 4, 1988, p.5
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FIRE DEPT-SCS

Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
(Firemen have) Hot work on a cold day (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Fire alarm fails at (Fox Meadow) school, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Family tradition: J Sullivan promoted to captain, SCS Fire Dept (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Fire victims M K and J Hagerty grateful (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Praise for ambulance corps (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Message of appreciation (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Firefighter W J Nugent Jr places first (in Supervisors Training Program), Feb 5, 1988, p.11
Thirteen hours after firemen leave, fire destroys home on Cushman (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
(Firefighter L Kosilla) A student of fire, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
Fire on Popham termed arson, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Fire damages home on Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.3
Room for improvement (in SCS Fire Dept) (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.4
No one hurt in (1 Foxhall Rd) group home fire (photo p 10), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Chief R White comments on (New Rochelle Fire Dept) fund letter, Mar 4, 1988, p.5
Happy ending (to bird story) (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
(Firefighters) Historic house (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.5
They're grateful to fire dept (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Seven steps to a safer home (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.5
Kids win prizes for safety posters (list), Apr 1, 1988, p.13
Fire (at Fox Meadow School) follow-up, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
SCS firemen get extra training, Apr 8, 1988, p.4
SCS firemen get extra training, Apr 8, 1988, p.4
Firefighter G McLlvain moves up to captain (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.8
Graduation Day (from SCS Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2
Village decision dimes men's hopes of firefighting career, May 13, 1988, p.1
Canine smoke detector saves the day (photo p 1), May 20, 1988, p.2
(E Arey) A friend of the firemen (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6
Encourage local firefighters (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6
Top grades for local firefighter G J McLlvain, May 20, 1988, p.23
(Fire Dept should) Look at the local list (of candidates for new firefighters) (edit), May 27, 1988, p.6
Consider SCS applicants (for firefighting positions) (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6
Tom Irish recalls stories of yore (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.20
Firemen G McLlvain, J Connors complete training courses, Jun 10, 1988, p.5
Trustees honor (P Woodcock, R Damiano, R Lapple), Jun 17, 1988, p.1
Volunteer fire company (No 1) bestows honors (on E Arey, R Lapple) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.5
Speedy response (from Fire Dept, SVAC appreciated) (ltr), Jul 8, 1988, p.6
Village to hire firefighters from residents list, Aug 12, 1988, p.1
Healthy balance (shown in stories about budget, new firefighters) (edit), Aug 12, 1988, p.6
Tail-end of tropical storm Chris takes a heavy toll on local trees (photo), Sep 2, 1988, p.3
Fireman's holiday (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.1
Fighting water with water (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.5
Fireman G J McLlvain trained, Sep 23, 1988, p.16
(J Dryer, J Steger) SCS Volunteer Fire Co 3's) Semicentennial leaders (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.4
(SCS firefighter) Gordon Gallagher (dies), Sep 30, 1988, p.18
(Fire department's dalmation, Chelsea) A spotty performer (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.3
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FIRE DEPT-SCS  continued

Another blowtorch fire here (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
Chelsea, RIP (Fire Dept's mascot killed), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
More local firemen (T McGowan, S Lyons hired by SCS Fire Dept), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
Blowtorch law violators (N Jarac and A Wogeiak) escape with $25 fines, Oct 28, 1988, p.1
(SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3) Cooking up 50th anniversary plans (1940's photo reproduced), Oct 28, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32
Spirit of cooperation (ltr), Nov 18, 1988, p.6
(SCS Fire Co) Officer (J Conners, police lieutenant R Nicholas) attend seminar on arson, Nov 18, 1988, p.10
(SCS Fire Dept) Captain J Conners takes course, Dec 2, 1988, p.2
(SCS Volunteer Co 1) Firemen celebrate (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.8
Playing it safe: (Firefighter vents walls of house on Corell Rd) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
Alana saves (Kemp) family in Corell Road fire (photo; add photo p 1), Dec 23, 1988, p.5
Firemen commended (for work at Corell Rd fire) (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO UNIFORMED FIRE FIGHTERS ASSN

FIRE DEPT-SCS-AWARDS
(SCS Volunteer Co 1) Firemen celebrate (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.8
(SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3 presents) White Hat Award to John Steger (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.8

FIRE DETECTORS

Alarm saves (Kemp) family in Corell Road fire (photo; add photo p 1), Dec 23, 1988, p.5
(A smoke detector) A gift for all seasons (edit), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

FIRE DETECTORS-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Fatal loophole (in smoke detector laws), Mar 4, 1988, p.1

FIRE HYDRANTS

A hydrant at last (near county highway and parks dept garage), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

FIRE PREVENTION

Seven steps to a safer home (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.5
Increased cost of housepainting without using blowtorches) Worth the price (edit), Apr 22, 1988, p.6
(Village Board votes) Budget yes, request for rezoning, no, Apr 29, 1988, p.1
Chief R White's reminder: test smoke detectors, Oct 14, 1988, p.5
Which is most important: (parking tickets or fire risk from blowtorches)? (ltr), Nov 4, 1988, p.6

FIREFIGHTERS
SEE FIRE DEPT-SCS

FIRES

(Firemen have) Hot work on a cold day (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Fire alarm fails at (Fox Meadow) school, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Clear message (from fire at Fox Meadow school) (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Fire victims N K and J Hagerty grateful (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Thirteen hours after firemen leave, fire destroys home on Cushman (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Fire on Popiah tereaed arson, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Fire damages home on Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.3
Room for improvement (in SCS Fire Dept) (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
No one hurt in (1 Foxhall Rd) group home fire (photo p 10), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschain, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Fatal loophole (in smoke detector laws), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Fire ravages historic house (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.5
They're grateful to fire dept (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Ban on (painters') torches, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Seven steps to a safer home (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.5
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FIRES continued

- Uri the husky hero (photo), May 20, 1988, p.1
- Canine smoke detector saves the day (photo p 1), May 20, 1988, p.2
- Encourage local firefighters (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6
- Tom Irish recalls stories of yore (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.28
- Another blowtorch fire here (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
- Blowtorch law violators (N Jarac and A Wogejak) escape with $25 fines, Oct 29, 1988, p.1
- Playing it safe: (Firefighter vents walls of house on Corell Rd) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
- Alarm saves (Kemp) family in Corell Road fire (photo; addl photo p 1), Dec 23, 1988, p.5

FIREWORKS

- Free fireworks (this year for the first time), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

FISCHER, JULIA

- Scholars (honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24

FISCHER, RHODA

- Mary Williams is new president of SCS Woman's Club (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.11
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26
- And there was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.12

FISCHMAN, SARA

- When East meets West in local schools, Apr 22, 1988, p.3

FISH, HAMILTON III

- Congressional hopefuls to address Democrats, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
- Vitality of King's day upheld (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.12
- Congressional candidates H Fish, D Mehiel, N Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
- DioGuardi announces (candidacy for third term in Congress) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.1
- GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
- (H Fish III, N Lowey, D Mehiel) vying to run in (Congressional) race against DioGuardi (photo p 12), Sep 9, 1988, p.1
- Lowey gets 55% of vote here in winning primary, Sep 23, 1988, p.1

FISHER, BRIAN

- SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

FISHER, GRETA

- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

FISHER, JESSE

- Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

FISHER, MARIE

- SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

FISHER, ROBERT

- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

FISHER, WILLIAM

- Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

FISHMAN, BIL

- United Way closes banner year with election of new directors, May 20, 1988, p.5
- SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

FITZGERALD, HELEN (AU)

- Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

FITZGERALD, JAMES (AU)

- Windows 'not that important' (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6

FITZGERALD, KATE

- SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28

FITZHugh, BARBARA

- Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
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FITZHugh, Barbara continued
The art of conversation is an essential part of ESL (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.9
Giving thanks, Nov 25, 1988, p.7
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

FITZHugh, Barbara (AU)
Board (of Ed) advised to ask experts (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

FITZHugh, Jenny (AU)
Deadly consequences (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

FITZHugh, Richard
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

FLAG LOTS
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
No more flag lots (edit), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Mayor E Seidman reports state of village (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1

FLANDERS, Jane
Continuing Ed: courses for everyone (photo) (Continuing Education Supp), Aug 12, 1988, p.8

FLANIGAN, 0 Roderick
0 R Flandreau dies, May 20, 1988, p.20

FLANZER, Gloria
Mistletoes giving $25 million to (Columbia-Presbyterian) Hospital, Dec 23, 1988, p.4

FLATEAU, Jim
Herrin parole bid rejected again, Jul 6, 1988, p.1

FLAUT, Mitchell
No quorum, no BAR meeting, Dec 16, 1988, p.5

FLEECE, Chris
Easter Sunday in SCS (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.1

FLEIZACK, Gregory
Easter Sunday in SCS (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.1

FLEMING, Shirley
SCS builders J and D Young seek homes for homeless (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

FLISHER, Adam
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
Homecoming hamburgers (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.20

FLISSER, Miriam Levitt- (DR)
SEE Levitt, Miriam (DR)

FLOWER ARRANGEMENT

FLOWERS
Flowers galore (at Diana Gould Ltd) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.1
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FLYNN, ROSE
Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.5

FOCUS (PERIODICAL)
Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J 6 Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

FOGARASI, GABE
(Robert Thomas Securities) Financial firm opens branch in Westchester, Jul 15, 1988, p.4

FOGEL, BARBARA
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

FOLEY, WILLIAM
Historically speaking: SCS Village Hall 'incubator of chicks turned roosters in other communities', Nov 4, 1988, p.4

FOLTZ, BARNEY
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1

FONTANA, LUCILLE
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Local AFS history traced through one family's 23-year involvement (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.3

FONTANA, PAUL
It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28

FONTANA, RICHARD
Local AFS history traced through one family's 23-year involvement (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.3

FONTANELLA, ORAZIO JR
SCS officers O Fontanella Jr, G Gaudioso, R Nicolais go to (Westchester County Police) academy, Apr 22, 1988, p.2

FOOT PATHS, BICYCLE PATHS, ETC
Path (along Griffen Ave) to be paved, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Congratulations to all (on Griffen Ave path) (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
(Greenacres parents suggest) A safer way (for children to walk on Oxford Rd), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

FOOTBALL
SCS to take on Jets in charity (basketball) game, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Road block ahead (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Big win for SHS (football team) (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
(SCS football team gives fans) A lot to cheer about (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.1
Raiders come up short (in Bowl game against Roosevelt) (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
A remarkable season (edit), Nov 25, 1988, p.6
(A Hertzog's sports) Writing praised (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18

FOOTBALL PLAYERS
Jets looked like Giants on Raider court (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15

FOOTBRIDGES
SEE BRIDGES

FORBERT, AMY
YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8

FORDERHEIMER, HILDA
Chase Landing lives in Bronxville ('s Pondfield's Restaurant) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.9
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FORCHHEIMER, RUDOLPH
Chase Landing lives in Bronxville ("s Pondfield’s Restaurant) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.9

FORD, GERALD
Dukakis 3rd of a kind, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

FORD, HARRY
Gardiner Angell reminiscses (photo) (SCS’s Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

FOREIGN STUDY
SCS man B Leerburger compiles guide to study abroad, Feb 26, 1988, p.2

FOREST, ERICA
Saying it with flowers (Historical Society exhibit opens) (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.9

FORTEZ, DENISE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26

FORTTRELL-ZAPPONE, GAIL (AU)
Spirit of volunteerism (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6

FOSTER, BILL
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

FOSTER, DAVE
Going, going, gone (Foster family buys gingerbread house at auction for SHORE), Dec 23, 1988, p.4

FOSTER, DIANE
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

FOSTER, KATHLEEN
Going, going, gone (Foster family buys gingerbread house at auction for SHORE), Dec 23, 1988, p.4

FOSTER, WICK
Going, going, gone (Foster family buys gingerbread house at auction for SHORE), Dec 23, 1988, p.4

FOURTH OF JULY
SEE JULY 4TH

FOULKES, NANCY
YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8

FOX (ILLUS)
Cartoon, Feb 12, 1988, p.7
Cartoon, Aug 12, 1988, p.7

FOX MEADOW ASMN
Remembering Emily (Ogden Butler; J Thies arranges ceremony at Butler monument), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

FOX, DIXON RYAN
Biography of Caleb Heathcote reissued in facsimile (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.2

FOX, FREDERICK
Historically speaking: Most people don't realize SVAC building was Heathcote RR station, Aug 26, 1988, p.6

FOX, JUDITH
Dennis to leave SHS for Long Island superintendency (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Judith Fox will succeed (Dr B) Dennis as SHS principal (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
(School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
S Older re-elected president of (B)oard of Education (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
Filmmaking is not all glamour, interns learn (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.6
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22
Young scientists R Hsu, B Inouye, D Lichstein develop a better light cover, Sep 23, 1988, p.22
Here are the numbers for SCS schools, Dec 23, 1988, p.12
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FOX, LISA
Top honors for SHS language students (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

FOX, LISA (AU)
Thanks from Safe Rides (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

FOX, QUENTIN
Q L Fox dies, Apr 8, 1988, p.12

FOX, SANDRA (DR)
Raising approved for (SCS school) principals, Nov 25, 1988, p.1

FOX, SYLVIA
YES salutes its volunteers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.11

FRACKMAN, NOEL (AU)
Whatever happened to sculpture? (edit), Nov 4, 1988, p.7

FRADKIN, SUSAN
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis Welcomes Dr R Hirschman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

FRAGIN, PATRICE
(Westchester Jewish) Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12

FRANCO, ANTONIO (PSEUD-AU)
Looking back (with pleasure) (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.7
Beware the SCS bibliophile (edit), Oct 28, 1988, p.7

FRANK, ANTHONY
Hours restored (at SCS Post Office), Sep 9, 1988, p.1

FRANK, BRUCE
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

FRANK, NANCY
Congratulations to all (on Griffen Ave path) (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
(Quaker Ridge) PTA election (held), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

FRANKEL, EDWARD (DR)
(SCS) Audubon (Society) invites residents on field trip to disputed (Winston) property, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
Wetlands are decreed by the DEC, but only God can make a tree (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Not too late to stop (Winston property) land sale (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6

FRANKEL, EDWARD (DR-AU)
Celebrating 200 years of SCS greenery (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.6
Village sweetgums are senior citizens (illus; edit), Aug 19, 1988, p.7
Pay a visit to (Butler Woods,) SCS's Shangri-La (edit), Sep 23, 1988, p.7

FRANKEL, ROBERT
Local woman L L Cowan to lead Mental Health Assn (Officers, Board of Directors named) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.5

FRANK, STANLEY
S Frankel (nominated to Phi Beta Kappa Associates) lectureship panel (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.8

FRANZ, STEVEN (DR)
Curriculum revision, long-term budgeting on district's agenda (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
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FRANZ, STEVEN (DR) continued
   Raises approved for (SCS school) principals, Nov 25, 1988, p.1
   (Dr R Sprague teachers present) Report on science in the schools, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

FRASER, ROBIN
   Remembering Robin Fraser (ltr), Sep 30, 1988, p.6
   Robin E Fraser (dies), Sep 30, 1988, p.18

FREDDELLA, KATHI (AU)
   Poor sportsmanship seen (Re Recreation Dept basketball teams) (ltr), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

FREDDELLA, ROBIN

FREEDERICK P CLARK ASSOCIATES
   SEE PLANNING CONSULTANTS

FREE, GENE
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Kidswalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32

FREEDMAN, CLAIRE (AU)
   More views on AIDS education (ltrs), Apr 8, 1988, p.6

FREEDMAN, EUGENE (BISHOP)
   Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2
   Anthropologists plumb mystery of the bones of Wayside Lane (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

FREEDMAN, JONATHAN
   (Boy) Scouts hold honor court, Nov 25, 1988, p.10

FREEDMAN, MAURICE (DR)
   Local libraries join computer loop, Feb 12, 1988, p.20

FREEDMAN, MICHAEL (DR)
   Expert on aging Dr M L Freedman named to NYU professorship (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.4
   Adult School starting 50th year (photo; list), Sep 23, 1988, p.2
   Correction (Photographs of M Friedman of MHA and Dr M Freedman, Adult School speaker, reversed), Sep 30, 1988, p.2

FREEDMAN, PEGGY
   Local volunteers are cited, Mar 11, 1988, p.9

FREEDMAN, ROBERT
   Consultant R J Freedman joins Norwalk fire (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.4

FREEDMAN, SUSAN
   (Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

FREEDOM OF SPEECH
   Free speech and libel: a delicate balance (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.7

FREEDOMS FOUNDATION
   Freedoms Foundation selects local man W R Bricker to serve on jury, Jun 24, 1988, p.5

FREEHILL, MARY
   Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.5

FREEMAN, ELLEN
   Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

FREIFERTIG, SCHLOMO
   Thirteen hours after firemen leave, fire destroys home on Cushman (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
   BAR reviews plans for 3 new houses; Approves amendments to Hitchcock church renovations (illus), Apr 29, 1988, p.3

FREIGHTWAY GARAGE (SCS)
   A safer Freightway (should result from new electronic surveillance equipment), Sep 9, 1988, p.1
   (Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comm), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
   Parking tips (Village offering temporary free parking in Freightway Garage), Dec 9, 1988, p.1
   SEE ALSO FREIGHTWAY GARAGE (SCS)

FREIGHTWAY PROPERTY (SCS)
   Downtown zoning revisions ahead, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
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FREIGHTWAY PROPERTY (SCS) continued
D Portman unveils revised zoning for downtown (map p 16), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected by Town Club; Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Downtown zoning plan changed, Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Parking, not housing, (needed) for Robison lot (edit), Dec 30, 1988, p.7

FREISBERG, KITRIN
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

FREIDOW, ROBERT (DR)
(Dr R D Freidow) Honored (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.10

FREMONT-SMITH, ELLIOT
Homeowners blast preservation law, Sep 30, 1988, p.1

FREUNDENBERGER, HERBERT (DR-AU)
High achievers are prone to burn-out (edit), Aug 5, 1988, p.7

FREUNDLICH, IRWIN
'We're all busy because of (J and K Wentworth)', secretary laments (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.6

FREYER, JOEL
(Police) Lieutenants (J Breslin, J Freyer) are graduates (of Law Enforcement Management School), Sep 2, 1988, p.8

FRICKEL, DONALD
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

FRICKEL, MAURA
Community cookout (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.5

FRIED, RUTH
Art Assn awards prizes (photo; list), Nov 18, 1988, p.3

FRIEDEL, RUTH
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

FRIEDBERG, BENNETT
Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p 18), Sep 2, 1988, p.1

FRIEDBERG, HARVEY
Screenacres 0(3)urchasing C(onsortium) to hold annual meeting; elect officers, May 20, 1988, p.3

FRIEDBERG, HERBERT
(SCS School) District seeking solution to health-insurance crisis, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
(SCS School) District grapples with high cost of insurance, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Not all gifts are wrapped and put by the tree (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

FRIEDBERG, LISA
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22
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FRIEDMAN, LISA continued
  More glory for Raider athletes, Dec 9, 1988, p.27
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

FRIEDMAN, LORI (AU)
  Ask the students (about AIDS education) (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6

FRIEDMAN, MELISSA
  Scholars (honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24

FRIEDMAN, MICHAEL
  SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26
  Correction (Photographs of M Friedman of MHA and Dr M Freedman, Adult School speaker, reversed), Sep 30, 1988, p.2
  Family violence a hidden problem (edit), Dec 2, 1988, p.7

FRIEDMAN, MICHAEL (AU)
  (Professional counseling) Nothing to be ashamed of (ltr), Aug 19, 1988, p.6

FRIEDMAN, NATHALIE
  Organization for Rehabilitation through Training slate is elected, Jul 15, 1988, p.9

FRIEDMAN, ROBERT (DR)
  Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p 18), Sep 2, 1988, p.1

FRIENDS OF ANIMALS
  SEE HIGH SCHOOL EFFORT FOR LOVE, PROTECTION OF ANIMALS

FRIENDS OF NON-PARTISAN GOVERNMENT IN SCS
  (School) Budget squeaks through; Otten elected despite write-in campaign; November wins, May 20, 1988, p.1
  With 'friends' like this... (edit), May 20, 1988, p.6

FRIENDS OF SCS PARKS
  (SCS) Audubon (Society) invites residents on field trip to disputed (Winston) property, Apr 8, 1988, p.1

FRIENDS OF SCS PUBLIC LIBRARY
  A literary first (Friends of SCS Library to have first paperback sale) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.4
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26
  (Shoppers at SCS Public Library Book Fair) Ready to read (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.1
  A run on books (About 1000 people bought close to 10,000 books at Library Book Fair), Sep 30, 1988, p.1
  (Book Fair a) Banquet for bibliophiles (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.8
  Book Fair thank yous (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6
  B Tuchman: too little enthusiasm, too much brandy undid Redcoats, Oct 21, 1988, p.3

FRIENDS OF SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATER
  SSMT still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus; photo p 6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28
  (Thanks to) Special people (involved in SSMT production) (ltr), Sep 2, 1988, p.6

FRIENDS OF THE RESERVOIR (LARCHMONT)
  (SCS) Audubon (Society) invites residents on field trip to disputed (Winston) property, Apr 8, 1988, p.1

FRIENDS, SOCIETY OF
  SEE CHURCHES

FRIIS, NILS
  (W R) Grace (Co) names (N Friis) director (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.5

FRIIS, ALISSA
  Child Care (Assn of SCS) grows on all fronts (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.10

FRISHMAN, SHEERYL
  SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

FRITZ, JEAN (AU)
  About the Cultural Revolution (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.7

FROELICH, KAREN
  Hoff-Barthelson names five to faculty, Sep 23, 1988, p.10
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FROST, NATHAN
Woman, B Bruckner, dies in crash, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

FROST, ELIZABETH (DR-AU)
How cocaine can kill (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6

FRYER, TYANA
Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

FU, JERRY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22

FU, LOTUS
Chinese-Americans form organization; (Officers elected), Dec 16, 1988, p.4

FUEHRER, CHARLES
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

FUERST, ROBERT
Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

FUJII, MASAFUMI
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

FUJII, MICHiko
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

FULLER BRUSH CO
College students (C Finger, P Schlactus) learn ABC's of entrepreneurship (photo; addl photo p 8), Sep 2, 1988, p.6

FULLER, MILLARD
SCS builders J and D Young seek homes for homeless (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

FUND FOR THE REPUBLIC (NEW YORK, NY)
'El Parthenon' in Santa Barbara (edit), May 27, 1988, p.7

FUND RAISING
Fund seekers: E Krohn, H Lapidus (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.8
Chief R White comments on (New Rochelle Fire Dept) fund letter, Mar 4, 1988, p.5
Kids walking for kids (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.1
'Kidswalk' -- an event of joy (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
Xanadu (owners Carmelo, Cindy Serino) help arthritis fund, Dec 30, 1988, p.2
See ALSO SUBDIVISION -FUND RAISING AFTER ORGANIZATIONS

FUNG, SHU-MIN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22

FURNISS, HALEY
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22

FURNITURE-DESIGN
Designer L Mackler finds harmony in form, function (photo; addl photo p 20), Dec 16, 1988, p.6

GABEL, RICHARD (DR)
(Dr R H Gabel) In new post (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.4

GAFFNEY, JACK
Tooley to chair recycling board (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.3

GAISER, BRADLEY
(Fire department's dalmation, Chelsea,) A spotty performer (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.3

GALANTE, MICHAEL
Familiar faces (at forum on downtown area planning), Sep 23, 1988, p.1

GALANTE, MYRTIS
Elsie Peters to serve third term as head of (SCS) Emblem Club, May 27, 1988, p.9

GALEF, SANDRA
SCS lawyer T Ruderman loses job; Political retaliation blamed (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

GALEHOUSE, PAMELA
Host families needed (for Fresh Air Fund) (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.2
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GALLAGHER, GORDON
(SCS firefighter) Gordon Gallagher (dies), Sep 30, 1988, p.18

GALLAGHER, JACK
Cop turned painter J Gallagher has bank show, Apr 29, 1988, p.3

GALLARDO, JOHN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

GALLO, SINO
Builder C Demetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3
Look-alike case (Interiors of houses at 12a and 24 Cooper subject of litigation), Nov 4, 1988, p.1

GALLO, JOHN
Builder C Demetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3
Look-alike case (Interiors of houses at 12a and 24 Cooper subject of litigation), Nov 4, 1988, p.1

GALLOWAY, FRANCES
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
For families' sake (J Murphy of Ellinghouse & Stacy presents check to Family Counseling Svc) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.4

GALLOWAY, FRANCES (AU)
(Polio) A preventable tragedy (ltr), Aug 12, 1988, p.6

GALLOWAY, JOHN
More than a helping hand (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.5
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Procedural Committee members listed), Sep 16, 1988, p.1
Blowtorch law violators (N Jarac and A Wogeiak) escape with $25 fines, Oct 28, 1988, p.1
Scofflaw M Motherway hit with $3000 fine, Oct 28, 1988, p.1
Stiffer penalties for painters, Nov 11, 1988, p.2
Affordable homes plan (proposed by J Galloway of SNAP), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

GALLOWAY, JOHN III (AU)
(Polio) A preventable tragedy (ltr), Aug 12, 1988, p.6

GALLOWAY, PETER
Tenants (of 45 Pophas) asking (Village) board to impose rent control here, Dec 2, 1988, p.1
(Tenant, ownership, village representatives attend) 45 Pophas meeting, Dec 30, 1988, p.1

GALLOWAY, SARAH
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28
Troll the ancient Yuletide carol (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.5

GALPEER, NICKI
Not all gifts are wrapped and put by the tree (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

GALVANI, ANN
Local law raises doubt about restoration plan; Board of Appeals rules on Angelakos application, Jul 29, 1988, p.1
Variances granted (by Board of Appeals), so (D H Lurie's) deck can (sic) stay, Sep 23, 1988, p.4
Homeowners blast preservation law, Sep 30, 1988, p.1

GALVANI, ANN (AU)
(Historic) Preservation law opposed (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6

GAMBLING
SCS man V Matturro said to be head of major illegal gambling ring, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
Gambling suspect V Matturro found hanged, Dec 23, 1988, p.1

GAMBLING-PsychoLOGICAL ASPECTS
Compulsive gambling: a search for self (edit), Sep 30, 1988, p.7
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GAMMILL, DORRIT
(SCS Woman's Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10

GANER, AMANDA
They're HELPing (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.9

GANNON, LYNNE
(Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comm), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

GANTZ, JOHN JR
Insurance group names (J & Gantz Jr vice president), Jun 17, 1988, p.10

GARAGES
SEE FREIGHTWAY GARAGE (SCS)

GARCIA, STEVEN
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

GARDELLA, RICHARD
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Ban on ('painters') torches, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Special police sidelined by legal question, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
Neighbors sue to block development (in Drake-Edgewood), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Local law raises doubt about restoration plan; Board of Appeals rules on Angelakos application, Jul 29, 1988, p.1
Proposed display law is legacy of creche case, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Special (patrolmen) still out, Sep 16, 1988, p.1
Paul Berg to chair indoor pool committee (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
Dept of (Environmental Conservation) says village violated wetlands (on Winston property), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
Stiffer penalties for painters, Nov 11, 1988, p.2
Crowd protests threatened cut in road services, Nov 18, 1988, p.1

GARDENS AND GARDENING
At Mary Lind's everything is coming up roses (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.6
What happened to the flowers (at Drake Rd-Post Rd intersection?) (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO LANDSCAPE GARDENING

GARDENS AND GARDENING-AWARDS
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

GARDNER, JOHN
Posterity waits (More personal statements requested for time capsule), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

GARDNER, LINDA
AFS students stop here (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.5

GARDNER, MINDY
Day of diplomas and roses (at Alternative School) (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

GAREKHAN, C R
(Indian-American Forum for Political Education) seeks more clout for Indian-Americans (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.3

GARFF, BRIAN
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30

GARFF, CRIS
(Boy) Scouts hold honor court, Nov 25, 1988, p.10

GARFF, SUE
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22
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GARLAND, DONNIE
Parole (for R Herrin) opposed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Parole board's decision (on R Herrin) (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
On parole for Herrin (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6
Why (Richard) Herrin should remain in prison (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.7
Herrin parole bid rejected again, Jul 8, 1988, p.1
Conscience of the community (heard in Herrin parole case) (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6

GARLAND, JOAN
Parole (for R Herrin) opposed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Anti-parole effort (for R Herrin gains momentum), Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Herrin parole bid rejected again, Jul 8, 1988, p.1

GARLAND, PAUL
Parole (for R Herrin) opposed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Anti-parole effort (for R Herrin gains momentum), Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Herrin parole bid rejected again, Jul 8, 1988, p.1

GARRIDO, CHENELL
(Edgewood fifth graders) Bridge the generation gap (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.25

GARRIDO, DOREEN
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

GARSON, MILDRED
Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
(SCS Woman's Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10
Mary Williams is new president of SCS Woman's Club (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.11
United Way closes banner year with election of new directors, May 20, 1988, p.5
Hat stuff (photo), May 20, 1988, p.9
Leadership Dinner planned (by United Way) (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.5
United Way speaker J M Black has good news and bad about state of volunteerism (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30
And there was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.12

GARVEY, KARIN
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22

GASKIN, ALICE
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

GASKIN, JEFF
Alarm saves (Kemp) family in Corell Road fire (photo; addl photo p 1), Dec 23, 1988, p.5
Firemen commended (for work at Corell Rd fire) (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

GASKIN, TED
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32

GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
Variances granted (by Board of Appeals), so (D H Lurie's) deck can (sic) stay, Sep 23, 1988, p.4
Board (of Appeals) denies variance on Richbell Road (Apple Tree Barn Garden property), Nov 18, 1988, p.5

GASPERINI, HARJIT
(Dr T Angelakos') Home medical office rouses neighbors' ire, Jul 15, 1988, p.1

GASPERINI, PETER
(Dr T Angelakos') Home medical office rouses neighbors' ire, Jul 15, 1988, p.1
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GASSMAN, MARIAN
Appointment (of M Gassman made) at St Agnes (Hospital), Aug 19, 1988, p.4

GAUDIA, RONALD (AU)
Compulsive gambling: a search for self (edit), Sep 30, 1988, p.7

GAUDIOSO, GARY
SCS officers D Fontanella Jr, G Gaudioso, R Nicolais go to (Westchester County Police) academy, Apr 22, 1988, p.2
Van for seniors recommended; (Ptl G Gaudioso receives commendation), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Day of honors for SCS police (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.8

GAVRIN, DAVID
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Group rebukes school board by ousting Gavrin (photo p 4), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Unclear message (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
A blow to decency (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Letter to David Gavrin (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
A slap at public service (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
An act of vengeance (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
(School) Budget squeaks through; Otten elected despite write-in campaign; November wins, May 20, 1988, p.1
With "friends" like this... (edit), May 20, 1988, p.6
Friends indeed (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6
Write-in effort (in Board of Education election) defended (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
(D Gavrin ltr raises) Good questions (regarding nomination of school board candidates) (edit), Jun 17, 1988, p.6
(School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Well-earned praise (for D Gavrin expressed at School Board meeting) (edit), Jun 24, 1988, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
Otten: Curriculum should be top priority (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.3
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

GAVRIN, DAVID (AU)
Questions from David Gavrin (regarding nomination of candidates for school board) (ltr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6

GAVRIN, NANCY
Fitness classes to resume here (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.10

GAYLIN, SHELDON (DR)
Local woman L L Cowan to lead Mental Health Assn (Officers, Board of Directors named) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.5

GAYLORD, LYNN
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

GBH INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)
Welcome aboard (GBH Inquirer readers) (edit), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

GBH NATURE CENTER
Getting started (at GBH Nature Center mansion house renovation) (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11
Changing land use is subject of GMC exhibit (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.10
Fire on Popham termed arson, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Happy ending (to bird story) (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
In a community of volunteers; (G Eisner) stands out (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.1
State aid for local groups, Apr 29, 1988, p.2

GBH HISTORY
EMT and GBH farms prospered (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.34

GEESE
It happens every spring (photo), May 6, 1988, p.3
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GERLOFF, RICHARD continued
After the merger SCS National Bank awaits word about its future, Oct 14, 1988, p.1
SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28

GERLOFF, RICHARD (AU)
Community-minded volunteers (help produce Community Calendar) (ltr), Aug 26, 1988, p.6

GERMAN, LOUISE
Presidential party (County Women's club presidents honored) (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.10

GERO, GEORGE
E M Gero dies, Jan 8, 1988, p.13

GERON, JOHN
(FTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3

GERSHUNY, HOLLY
Congratulations to all (on Griffen Ave path) (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6

GERSPACH, DORETTE
Our Lady of Fatima to mark 40th (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.20

GERSUMKY, DORIS
(SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11
Troll the ancient Yuletide carol (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.5

GETLER, JANE
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

GETLER, MEREDITH
'Spirit was there' on Kidwalk (photo; addl photo, 'Last leg' p.20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1

GESOFF, LINDA
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

GETTE-HANFORD, SHARON
Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year's historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

GEWIRTZ, BARBARA
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

GEWIRTZ, LISA
Community cookout (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.5

GHARI, DIANE
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

GHIOZZI, CHRISTINA
(Southeastern) Zone of NYS Assn for Health, Physical Education) says they're fit (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

GHOSTS
Village Historian R M Lederer Jr debunks local lore (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.15

GIAMPOLI, JOAN
SCS names J Giampoli new deputy clerk, Jan 8, 1988, p.3
Primary duty (Village short on election inspectors), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Community-minded volunteers (help produce Community Calendar) (ltr), Aug 26, 1988, p.6

GIBBONS, JOHN HOWARD
SEE NASON, ERIC JOHN

GIBBS, EDWARD
SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

GIBBS, GEORGE
SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

GIBBS, LEE
SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

GIBBS, MICHAEL
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
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GIBRALTER, RICHARD (DR)
Local man R L Salzer elected head of the Eye-Bank (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.5

GIFTS
A gift for (S Iachetta's) teacher, Sister W Danwitz (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24
Spring cleaning tip: instead of discarding, why not recycle? (edit), May 6, 1988, p.7
S Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO SUBDIVISION -GIFTS, LEGACIES, ETC

GILBERT, CAROL (DR)
Director of graduate nursing program, Dr C Gilbert) appointed at College of New Rochelle, Sep 23, 1988, p.8

GILBERT, DORIS
Honorees of Mt Holyoke Club of Westchester (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.9

GILBERT, HARRY (DR)
Indoor pool draws mixed public reaction, Sep 30, 1988, p.1

GILBERT, RITA
Legal Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

GILBERT, ROBERT
New landmarks law recommended, May 6, 1988, p.1
No quorum, no BAR meeting, Dec 16, 1988, p.5

GILLIE, BOB

GILLIE, BRIAN
Brian Gillie's (Bicentennial) program praised (ltr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6

GILLIE, MIDGE

GILMAN, BENJAMIN
Vitality of King's day upheld (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.12
B Gilman Seeks 'notch' action on Social Security (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.23
(Indian-American Forum for Political Education) seeks more clout for Indian-Americans (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.3

GILMORE, MATT
Cinderella season ends as SMS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1

GILMOUR, ROSEANNE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

GINNESS, TREvor
The boys of winter: C Giordano, T Giness (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.2

GINGERBREAD HOUSES, ORNAMENTS, ETC
SEE COOKING, ORNAMENTAL

GINOTT, JAMIE
'Spirit was there' on Kidswalk (photo; addl photo 'Last leg' p 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1

GINOTT, RONA
New learning center in town stresses use of computers, Feb 12, 1988, p.12

GINSGERB, DANIEL
Albany visitors: D Ginsberg, J Shelov (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

GINSGERB, DAVID
Moratorium on school windows applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
New landmarks law recommended, May 6, 1988, p.1
Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1

GINSGERB, MICHAELE
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

GINSGERB, RANDI
NY Hospital honors volunteers (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.2
GINSBURG, ADAM
It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3

GINTER, DONAL
D Ginter (dies), Jul 8, 1988, p.16

GIOFFRE, FRED
Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

GIORDANO, CHRIS
The boys of winter: C Giordano, T Giness (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.2

GIORDANO, GAIL
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Neighbors sue to block development (in Drake-Edgewood), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Development battle (over Montgomery Rd subdivision resumes), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p 18), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
Edgewood FTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15
Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Judge M Coppola rejects (Arey-Giordano) legal challenge to Montgomery Road development, Dec 23, 1988, p.3

GIORDANO, THOMAS
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Neighbors sue to block development (in Drake-Edgewood), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Development battle (over Montgomery Rd subdivision resumes), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p 18), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Judge M Coppola rejects (Arey-Giordano) legal challenge to Montgomery Road development, Dec 23, 1988, p.3

GIRL SCOUT HOUSE (SCS)
Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
An A in architecture (for SCS Girl Scout House) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.4

GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Scouts teaching scouts (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.3
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
New bosses (for SCS Government Day) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5
Girl Scout dinner will honor E P Kingsley, L St James, Mar 4, 1988, p.9
Celebrating friendship: M Gould, S Schwarz, R Takagi (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.2
Community cookout (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.5
Correction on beautification, Apr 22, 1988, p.5
Quaker Ridge Brownie troop 'adopts' Hounduran youngster (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.2
Clean-up of Greenacres continues (photo), May 6, 1988, p.8
Massing of the colors (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21
Young patriot (C Brennan) (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.5
Girl Scout (Troop 1943 donates Thanksgiving food for community service project) (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.4
(Girl Scouts) Wishing all a warm Christmas (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.2
Going to the source (Brownies discuss local history with Thomas, William Irish) (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.2

GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA- AWARDS
Girl Scout dinner will honor E P Kingsley, L St James, Mar 4, 1988, p.9
SCS Girl Scouts honored: R Goldstein receives Outstanding Volunteer Award, May 27, 1988, p.13
Top Senior Scout J Blake cited, Jun 17, 1988, p.4

GIUDICE, ANNETTE
Elsie Peters to serve third term as head of (SCS) Emblem Club, May 27, 1988, p.9
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GIUGNO, JEAN
(Leone agency) In the holiday spirit (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.19

GIULIANI, RUDOLPH
R. Giuliani to give talk here (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
Giuliani can see gains in ethics (photo), May 13, 1988, p.1
(I J McCudden, R M Powers) Plead guilty to tax evasion, Nov 25, 1988, p.3
(I Roxland) Third conviction in Cioti tax case, Dec 9, 1988, p.5
SCS man V Matturro said to be head of major illegal gambling ring, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
S G Ruderman admits insider trading, Dec 16, 1988, p.5

GLABERSON, EVAN
SVAC shows Boy Scouts the ropes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.3

GLASER, AGATHE
Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.6

GLASSMAN, CHARLES (DR)
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

GLASSMAN, REBECCA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

GLASSNER, ROCHELLE
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

GLEBERMAN, MIMI
Gift giver: M. Gleberman (photo), May 20, 1988, p.2

GLEICHER, LILLIAN
(SCS Woman's Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10

GLENDON, SUSAN
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
New Daughters of the American Revolution officers elected, May 27, 1988, p.9

GLENDON, WILLIAM
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Voting reform increases Non-Partisan (election) turnout, Nov 18, 1988, p.1

GLENN, LESLIE
Community cookout (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.5

GLENN, MARTIN
(M Glenn) Elected by American Jewish Committee, Sep 9, 1988, p.16

GLICKENHAUS-JUDELSON REAL ESTATE PARTNERSHIP
SEE REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS

GLUCK, PETER
Hitchcock (Presbyterian Church) laying firm foundation for new sanctuary (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Architects describe their concepts for downtown buildings (at Town Club meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
Hitchcock launches 2d fund drive, Oct 28, 1988, p.20

GLUCKSTERN, JOSH
The shofar sounds (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

GODSHALL, CATHERINE (AU)
Praise for swim instructors (ltr), Aug 19, 1988, p.6

GODSHALL, PETE
Big win for SMS (football team) (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.1

GOELDLIN, LAURA
Irma Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5
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GOETTEL, GERARD
  Builder C Demetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
  Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
  Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3
  Look-alike case (interiors of houses at 12a and 24 Cooper subject of litigation), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
  (J J McCudden, R M Powers) plead guilty to tax evasion, Nov 25, 1988, p.3
  Ciotis plead guilty to tax evasion, Dec 16, 1988, p.5

GOETZ, CLARA FREEDMAN
  Hoff-Barthelson names five to faculty, Sep 23, 1988, p.18

GOJKOVICH, KATHERINE
  SCS Natl Bank Salutes Co-chairmen H Goldberg, G Jensen, Committee (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.22

GOJKOVICH, MARY
  SCS Natl Bank Salutes Co-chairmen H Goldberg, G Jensen, Committee (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.22

GOLDBERG, HARRIET
  Two from SCS (H Goldberg, A Kelly) on (Westchester County) Women's (Advisory) Board, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
  Birthday bash (for SCS Bicentennial), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
  On to Phase II (of downtown planning), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
  Happy Birthday, SCS (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3
  Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
  (H Goldberg a) Master planner (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
  Saying so long (to H Goldberg) in silver (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.3
  Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
  (SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
  Come celebrate (SCS's Bicentennial) together (edit), May 27, 1988, p.6
  Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
  Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.3
  SCS Natl Bank Salutes Co-chairmen H Goldberg, G Jensen, Committee (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.22
  S(CS) O(pen) S(ociety) A(ssn) aarks 20 years of progress in opening SCS to minority families (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.3
  SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EHT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30
  Time capsule to be buried Nov 3, Oct 28, 1988, p.3

GOLDBERG, HARRIET (AU)
  Bicentennial thank yous (ltr; list), Jun 3, 1988, p.6

GOLDBERG, JULIE
  New members (of SCS Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.14

GOLDBERG, VICTOR
  Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
  School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

GOLDBERGER, BLANCHE
  Benefactors' Wall (at Jewish Community Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24

GOLDBERGER, EARL
  Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988, p.5

GOLDEN, BYRON
  These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

GOLDEN, RITA
  School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
  Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
  School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
  PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
  List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
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GOLDENSTEIN, AVERY
   It's a long, hot summer for stalled motorists, Aug 5, 1988, p.1

GOLDFINGER, BETTY
   Everything's coming up apples (SCS Seniors' new apple cookbook released) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.3

GOLDFINGER, LON
   (Senior Citizens) Cooking up something special (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.3

GOLDIN, EDNA
   SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

GOLDMAN, DIANA
   Our Lady of Fatima to mark 40th (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.20

GOLDMAN, ROBERT
   Our Lady of Fatima to mark 40th (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.20

GOLDMAN, SUE
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26

GOLDSMITH, DONALD
   SCS man D A Goldsmith named partner in law firm (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.5

GOLDSMITH, STEVEN
   Get 'em while they're green (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.24

GOLDSTEIN, ADA
   A L Goldstein dies, Apr 1, 1988, p.18

GOLDSTEIN, BERNICE
   Hail to the champions... (Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

GOLDSTEIN, CHERI
   Top honors for SHS language students (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13

GOLDSTEIN, JOAN
   Friends of Music nominations, Apr 8, 1988, p.14

GOLDSTEIN, LISA
   (SCS Junior High students play) Presidential Pursuit (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.15

GOLDSTEIN, MICHAEL
   Con Ed to the rescue (photo; ltr), Jul 29, 1988, p.6

GOLDSTEIN, RHODA
   Con Ed to the rescue (photo; ltr), Jul 29, 1988, p.6

GOLDSTEIN, RUTH
   Happy Birthday, SCS (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3
   (SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
   SCS Girl Scouts honored: R Goldstein receives Outstanding Volunteer Award, May 27, 1988, p.13
   Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.3
   S Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p B), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

GOLDSTEIN, RUTH (AU)
   Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6

GOLDWATER, BOBBY
   SSMT still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus; photo p 6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

GOLUB, RICHARD
   Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
   Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
   Still waiting (for decision in Winston v SCS), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
   Winston trial set, Oct 21, 1988, p.1
   (Winston Property dispute) Back in court, Nov 25, 1988, p.1

GOLUB, SHARON (DR)
   Rabbi J Rubenstein named to probe of bias crime (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.12
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GOODFARB, NORMAN
(Westchester Jewish) Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12

GOODHUE, MARY
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
State Senator M B Goodhue to receive county honor, Feb 12, 1988, p.8
Goodhue and Oppenheimer chair (American) Cancer Society's April drive, Apr 8, 1988, p.14

GOODMAN, ALLAN
Two artists (R Rosenzweig, A Goodman) to exhibit at Leahey Gallery, May 6, 1988, p.8

GOODMAN, JOHN
(Emerson) College honors CBS producer J Goodman, Apr 29, 1988, p.13

GOODMAN, JOYCE
Friends of Music nominations, Apr 8, 1988, p.14

GOODMAN, LAURENCE
SHS senior L J Goodman wins US grant for summer history research (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13
L Goodman, H Kessler win foreign policy essay prize, May 13, 1988, p.15
New student government completes successful first year at the high school (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18
A night of honors (SHS students honored for academic, personal achievements) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.1

GOODMAN, LAWRENCE (AU)
Advice for our next President (edit), Jul 1, 1988, p.7

GOODMAN, LUCILLE
And the winners (of Inquirer's Mother's Day Treasure Hunt) are...(list), May 13, 1988, p.2

GOODMAN, NAMI
And the winners (of Inquirer's Mother's Day Treasure Hunt) are...(list), May 13, 1988, p.2

GOODMAN, ROY
Bush backers enjoy a Grand Old Party (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1

GOODMAN, STEPHEN (DR)
Colleagues honor periodontist Dr S F Goodman, Dec 23, 1988, p.12

GOOTBLATT, MINDY
It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28

GOOTBLATT, SARA (AU)
(Parents are) SSMT's 'angels' (ltr), Aug 12, 1988, p.6

GORDON, ALAN (AU)
Board (of Ed) asked to resign (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6

GORDON, BRUCE
Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

GORDON, HEATHER
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

GORDON, RICHARD
(Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comm), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

GORDON, SALLY (AU)
An 'unsung hero' (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6

GORDON-MILLER, NIKKI
Christmas pageantry (at St James the Less) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

GORE, ALBERT JR
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
A Gore outlines arms-control ideas (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.5
Local Democrats make their choice Tuesday (cont p 16), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
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GORE, ALBERT JR continued
Koch defended, his critics excoriated (edit), Apr 29, 1988, p.7

GORELL, GLORIA
Historical Society focusing on education in upcoming programs (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

GOFINKLE, LYNN
Air hair? (photo), May 27, 1988, p.8

GORMAN, ROSE
Elsie Peters to serve third term as head of (SCS) Emblems Club, May 27, 1988, p.9

GOSEN, CHRIS
A groundhog for Greenacres (Sculpture dedicated to teacher J Gosen) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.14

GOSEN, JOHN
Gosen memorial to be dedicated, Jun 3, 1988, p.15
A groundhog for Greenacres (Sculpture dedicated to teacher J Gosen) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.14

GOTTESMAN, PETER
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

GOTTLEIB, BILHA
Realtors M Case, B Gottlieb honored, Mar 11, 1988, p.9
Ragette names L Pitofsky sales associate; honors top salespeople (photo), May 20, 1988, p.4

GOTTLEIB, DOROTHY
Guide published (by M A Slavin) for parents of divorcing, Jul 8, 1988, p.3

GOTTLEIB, DOROTHY (AU)
The kids are getting a divorce...(edit), Oct 14, 1988, p.7

GOTTLEIB, INEZ
Guide published (by M A Slavin) for parents of divorcing, Jul 8, 1988, p.3

GOTTLEIB, INEZ (AU)
The kids are getting a divorce...(edit), Oct 14, 1988, p.7

GOTTLEIB, LINDSAY
Let the games begin! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.13
And the winners (of Inquirer's Mother's Day Treasure Hunt) are...(list), May 13, 1988, p.2
(Southeastern) Zone of NYS Assn for Health, Physical Education) says they're fit (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

GOTTLEIB, STEPHEN
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

GOULD, CHET
Flowers galore (at Diana Gould Ltd) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.1

GOULD, DIANA
Local floral designer D Gould to receive Castle Award (photo), May 6, 1988, p.4
Flowers galore (at Diana Gould Ltd) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.1

GOULD, JAY
Photos of Lyndhurst featured in show (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.4

GOULD, JOHN
Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J G Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

GOULD, KEITH
Board (of Appeals) upholds rulings by building department, Jun 17, 1988, p.3
(K B Gould named) Ad exec (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.2

GOULD, MARGARET
Board (of Appeals) upholds rulings by building department, Jun 17, 1988, p.3

GOULD, MELISSA
Celebrating friendship: M Gould, S Schwarz, R Takagi (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.2

GOULD, RICHARD
(SCS) Court gets busier, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
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GOULD, RICHARD continued
  Civilian T Ware praised for capturing suspect, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
  Room on the bench, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
  Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
  Calling all judges, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
  Committee to seek solution for 45 Popham Road, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES
  Public employees--should they be allowed to strike? (edit), Sep 23, 1988, p.7
  SEE ALSO SCS-EMPLOYEES, WESTCHESTER COUNTY-EMPLOYEES

GRABEL, D (AU)
  A private solution (to Board of Education budget) (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6

GRABEL, DAN
  Ski Club elects new officers, Apr 22, 1988, p.9

GRAFANAI, GEORGE
  (SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3) Cooking up 50th anniversary plans (1940's photo reproduced), Oct 28, 1988, p.3

GRAHAM, AL
  (Retired SCS teachers) Getting together again (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.8

GRAHAM, AL (AU)
  Thoughts on retirement (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.7

GRAHAM, CLAUDIA
  Our compliments to the Itamae-san (edit), Oct 7, 1988, p.7

GRAHAM, JULIA
  (SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.13

GRAMLIN, CHARLES
  Con Ed to the rescue (photo; ltr), Jul 29, 1988, p.6

GRANT, PAT
  PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

GRANT, PAT (AU)
  (Sports Swap a) Big success (ltr), Sep 16, 1988, p.6

GRANT, RITA (AU)
  Vanishing tranquility (ltr), Sep 16, 1988, p.6

GRANTS
  Science students J Jospitre Jr, R Hsia, R Inouye, D Lichstein win grants, Jan 8, 1988, p.20
  Teen cafe returning, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
  Local MD S Ferrone gets grant for cancer research, Jan 15, 1988, p.4
  Iona given grant, Jan 29, 1988, p.14
  SMS senior L J Goodman wins US grant for summer history research (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13
  State aid for local groups, Apr 29, 1988, p.2
  State grant to local teacher C DeSa, Apr 29, 1988, p.34
  County's Arts Fund announces grants (list), Jun 24, 1988, p.5
  JHS teacher C Tressler gets US grant, Jul 15, 1988, p.8
  Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.3
  Schools to senior citizens: visit us (Board of Ed sets goals at meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
  United Way announces grants (list), Oct 28, 1988, p.5
  (SCS) Historical (Society) awarded state grant (for teaching local history), Nov 18, 1988, p.5

GRASSO, EMILY
  Volunteers' turn to be treated (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.8

GRASSO, MARIO
  Volunteers' turn to be treated (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.8
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GRAUBERT, DANIEL
Local woman J Chotin kidnapped in drug case, police say, Jun 10, 1988, p.1

GRAVES, BUTCH
Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1

GRAVES, F CHARLES (DR)
Dr F C Graves named to (National Council on Religion and Public Education), May 27, 1988, p.14

GRAVES, JAMES
Missionary J Graves bound for Peru (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.14

GRAY, BOBBI
Legal Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

GRAZIANO, ANNE
Fall '89 bond issue anticipated (for improvement, maintenance of SCS schools), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

GRBIC, SIME
Another blowtorch fire here (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.1

GREATER WESTCHESTER WOMEN'S DIV-ISRAEL BONDS
SEE STATE OF ISRAEL BONDS-WESTCHESTER WOMEN'S DIVISION

GREBSTEIN, PHYLLIS
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

GREBSTEIN, SHELDON (DR)
(Westchester Jewish) Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12

GREENBERG, BARBARA
Celebrating friendship: M Gould, S Schwarz, R Takagi (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.2

GREENBERG, JENNIFER
Scholars (honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24

GREEN CHIMNEYS (SCHOOL FOR THE HANDICAPPED)
SEE SCHOOLS

GREEN, GINGIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

GREEN, NANCY
Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24
Child Care (Assn of SCS holds) open houses (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.8

GREEN, WILLIAM
Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

GREENACRES ASSN
Lack of communication (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Greenacreites have a field day (photo; list), Jul 15, 1988, p.5
(Greenacres parents suggest) A safer way (for children to walk on Oxford Rd), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

GREENACRES OIL PURCHASING CONSORTIUM
Greenacres Oil Purchasing Consortium (oil) (purchasing) to hold annual meeting; elect officers, May 20, 1988, p.3

GREENAWALT, MARTHA
Legal Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

GREENAWALT, WILLIAM
Congregationalists elect general board (photo), May 6, 1988, p.28

GREENWAY, JOHN
Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1

GREENBAUM, GREGORY
Civilian T Ware praised for capturing suspect, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Police say arrests clear up 15 burglaries, Aug 19, 1988, p.1

GREENBAUM, JACK
Counterfeit at deli J Greenbaum fatally stricken, Mar 11, 1988, p.3
GREENBAUM, JACK continued
Correction (to Mar 11 article about J Greenbaum), Mar 16, 1988, p.3
(Village Board votes) Budget yes, request for rezoning, no, Apr 29, 1988, p.1

GREENE, ADELE
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
(Adele Green's) goal: to bring art to SCS (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.1
(Westchester Public Art) Arts group has new home, Dec 9, 1988, p.9

GREENE, GERALDINE
Teen cafe returning, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
SCS Nati Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
SCS Nati Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
Learning to listen: couples find more than sympathy at S(CS) F(family) C(ounseling) S(service), Sep 9, 1988, p.1
For families' sake (J Murphy of Ellinghouse & Stacy presents check to Family Counseling Svc) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.4

GREENE, JOELLE
It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3

GREENE, JOYCE
SCS Nati Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
Bush backers enjoy a Grand Old Party (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Stepping out by stepping back (Council for the Arts Fund Raiser) (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.9

GREENE, LEONARD
Bush backers enjoy a Grand Old Party (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1

GREENE, LEONARD (DR)
(Westchester) Community College honors E S Pforzheimer, L M Greene from SCS (photo), May 13, 1988, p.5

GREENE, WENDY
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

GREENE, WENDY (AU)
Views on AIDS education (ltrs), Apr 22, 1988, p.6

GREENBAUM, BETTY
SCS Nati Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
Special volunteers (at White Plains Hospital) cited (photo), May 20, 1988, p.16

GREENES, ROBERT
Pool progress, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Trustees vote down Nynex base station, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Consider two pool sites (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
Possible pool options described, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
(Indoor) Pool update, May 20, 1988, p.1
New summer program planned for teens, May 27, 1988, p.1
Cab fares heading up, provided...; Village employees receive awards, commendations, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
Village asks for revised report on aquatic center, Jul 22, 1988, p.1
Van for seniors recommended; (Ptl 6 Gaudioso receives commendation), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Revised pool study given to trustees, Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Pool backers set to prove support, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Indoor pool draws mixed public reaction, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
Homeowners blast preservation law, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
(Village Board Recreation Committee suggests establishment of citizens' advisory) Pool Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
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GREENES, ROBERT continued
- Teen (summer recreation) programs (judged a success by Parks and Recreation Advisory Council), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
- Panel on SCS's future (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.3
- (Adele Green's) goal: to bring art to SCS (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.1
- Pool site debate, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

GREENFIELD, JAY
- In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

GREENLEE, HELEN
- H B Greenlee (dies), Jun 24, 1988, p.14

GREENMAN, ANDREW
- Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1983* p.1

GREENSPAN, DOROTHY
- YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8

GREENSPAN, JOEL (DR)
- SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

GREENSPAN, MARILYN (AU)
- Breach of confidentiality (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

GREENWOOD, CATHLEEN
- School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

GREENWOOD, DANIEL
- Book vine (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.14

GREEN, WILLIAM
- Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3

GREETING CARDS
- Feb 14: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

GREEN, ELLEN
- Honorees (of Mt Holyoke Club of Westchester) (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.9

GRELLER, ROBERTA
- School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

GRENLEY, FRANCES
- A literary first (Friends of SCS Library to have first paperback sale) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.4
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26

GRIESSAR, AGNES
- (Junior) League gives books to the boys (of Children's Village) (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.8

GRIEVANCE DAY (SCS)
- Grievance Day (generally routine), Jun 24, 1988, p.1

GRIFFEN AVENUE (WINSTON) PROPERTY (SCS)
- SEE WINSTON PROPERTY (SCS)

GRiffen, James
- Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

GRiffen, Katherine
- Bloodmobile volunteers to be cited (by Hudson Valley Blood Services), May 27, 1988, p.8

GRiffin, Lisa
- (Edgewood fifth graders) Bridge(e) the generation gap (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.25

GRiffin, Olivia
- Hat stuff (photo), May 20, 1988, p.9

GRiffin, Randy
- Hail to the champions... (Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2
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GRIFFITHS, FRED
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3’s Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32
(SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3 presents) White Hat Award to John Steger (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.8

GRIFFITHS, MAGDALENE
M Griffiths dies, Jan 15, 1988, p.12

GRIFFITHS, MARIAN
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

GRIGGS, DAVID
Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1

GROBAN, BOB
STEP student T Horhn to be welcomed, Sep 16, 1988, p.5
Getting to know you (STEP student T Horhn welcomed to SCS) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.20

GROBAN, ELI
STEP student T Horhn to be welcomed, Sep 16, 1988, p.5

GROBAN, IRENE
Legal Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

GROBAN, MATTHEW
STEP student T Horhn to be welcomed, Sep 16, 1988, p.5

GROBAN, NORA
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15
STEP student T Horhn to be welcomed, Sep 16, 1988, p.5
Getting to know you (STEP student T Horhn welcomed to SCS) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.20

GROBAN, ROBERT
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Board (of Ed) asks voters to pass $35.9M school budget, May 6, 1988, p.1
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
S Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

GROBAN, ROBERT JR
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1

GROBER, DAVID
Radon in the home: what it is, where it is, how to get rid of it, Jul 22, 1988, p.1

GROLLMAN, STEVE
(Planning) Board asks developer for more open space (at Weaver St site), Dec 30, 1988, p.1

GROSS, HANNAH
Rabbi J Rubenstein named to probe of bias crime (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.12

GROSS, KATE
Dedicated to fun (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.14

GROSS, MARJORIE
School (Board) nominating process under way, Nov 18, 1988, p.5

GROSS, MARJORIE (AU)
Clear violation seen (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

GROSS, MARVIN
Next time it could be for real (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22

GROSS, STEPHEN
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

GROSSMAN, FRANCES (DR-AU)
An infant is not an adversary (edit), Feb 12, 1988, p.7
Eliminate corporal punishment (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.7
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GROSSMAN, FRANCES (DR-AU) continued
  Doctor (C E Schaeffer)'s advice challenged (ltrs), Jun 17, 1988, p.6
  On forgiving Jackson (response to R Reiser edit on Jesse Jackson) (ltr), Sep 9, 1988, p.6

GROSSMAN, JACOB (DR-AU)
  What $105 will buy (ltr), Aug 19, 1988, p.6
  (Israel's) Right to exist a 'non-issue' (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

GROSSMAN, JULIE
  Halloween humor (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.1

GROSSMAN, LESLIE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

GROSSMAN, WALTER
  SMF still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus; photo p.6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

GROSSO, ANGELA
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

GROSSO, ROBERT
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

GROSZ, JUDITH
  (PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
  (Manhattan Savings Bank) Supporting SCS students (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.9
  Help for freshman year (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

GROSZ, JUDITH (AU)
  (PTA Scholarship Fund) Helping SHS graduates (ltr), Jun 24, 1988, p.6

GROSZ, MAYA
  New student government completes successful first year at the high school (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18
  A night of honors (SHS students honored for academic, personal achievements) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.1

GROSZ, PETER
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26

GROSZ, REBECCA
  (SCS Junior High students play) Presidential Pursuit (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.15

GROUP HOMES
  No one hurt in (1 Foxhall Rd) group home fire (photo p10), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
  Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
  Status quo (Property values not affected by proximity to group homes), Aug 12, 1988, p.1
  Fear of (group) homes 'unfounded' (ltr), Oct 21, 1988, p.6
  (H Heller) objects to (Futura House) site (ltr), Nov 4, 1988, p.6
  Fear of mentally ill denied (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6

GROUP ON ALTERNATIVE LEARNING STYLES-SCS
  Learning disabilities: a new approach from local doctors R Ehrlich, M Doonan, Feb 5, 1988, p.10

GROVEHAN-MERAHM, DAVID
  Faces of the Fourth (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.6

GRUEN, PETER (DR-AU)
  Are the mentally ill dangerous? (edit), Oct 7, 1988, p.7

GRUENBERG, JENNIFER
  (PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3

GRUENBERG, JUN
  Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

GRUENBERG, WENDY
  SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

GRUNDWEG, RISE
  A save for the (SCS Volunteer Ambulance) corps, May 13, 1988, p.1
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GRUNDWEG, RISE continued
   SCS cop H Martin called lifesaver, Jun 10, 1988, p.3
   SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22

GRUFNELD, SHELLEY
   PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Suppl), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

GUERRERO, GERALD
   Election fever (at Junior High, IHM) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22

GUUFFANTI, MARY CAMPION (SISTER)
   Nun (Sister Mary Campion Guffanti) to receive school medal, Feb 19, 1988, p.15

GUIDA, AGNES
   Presidential party (County women's club presidents honored) (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.10

GUIDE DOGS
   Her 'eyes' come with a cold nose (edit), Jul 8, 1988, p.7

GUIDEBOOKS
   SCS man B Leerburger compiles guide to study abroad, Feb 26, 1988, p.2

GUILMARTIN, ROBERT
   Local woman J Chotin kidnapped in drug case, police say, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
   Kidnapping (of J Chotin) was 'a ruse', claims drug case lawyer, Jun 17, 1988, p.1
   $500,000 bail for Chee, Rivera, Jul 8, 1988, p.1
   Two (in Chee, B Rivera) indicted in cocaine conspiracy, Oct 21, 1988, p.1

GUIDON, GRETA
   G Guion dies, Feb 19, 1988, p.14

GUITERREZ, ANGELA
   Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

GULICK, AGNES
   Elsie Peters to serve third term as head of (SCS) Emblem Club, May 27, 1988, p.9

GULLA, CHRISTINE
   Color them happy (IHM Catholic Youth Organization holds costume party) (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.20

GUMA, MARK
   Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

GUMPOR, PATRICIA (DR)
   SMS grad Dr P Guaport honored for research, Dec 23, 1988, p.16

GUNTER, MAX
   FR man's 'confessions' (R J Wood, M Gunther publish 'Confessions of a PR Man'), Jun 24, 1988, p.4

GURIAN, JANE
   (St Agnes) Hospital honors SCS EMT J Gurian, Jun 10, 1988, p.2
   SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22
   Survival! Tales from the great heat wave of '88 (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.6

GUTHRIE, WALTER
   Autumn image (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

GUY, RENEE
   Director (of Westchester County's Private Industry Council) appointed: R Guy, May 13, 1988, p.8

GYMNASTICS-STUDY AND TEACHING
   (Gymnastics) Training camp yields surprise dividends abroad (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.6

HAAG, VICTORIA
   Holiday cheer (distributed by SCS-HTS Newcomers Club) (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.13

HAAS, ERNEST
   SCS National Bank salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

HAAS, MYRNA
   SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30
HAAS, RICHARD
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

HABER, HERBERT
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26

HABIB, NAT
Calling all 'Habib holdouts' (ltr), Jul 8, 1988, p.6
SMT still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus; photo p 6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
SCS builders J and D Young seek homes for homeless (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
Habitat (For Humanity) active near here too (ltr), Sep 2, 1988, p.6

HACKETT, DANNY
SCS Natl Bank salutes Kids'nalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32

HAFFNER, ANNE
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Massing of the colors (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

HAFT, DAVID
Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

HAFT, SUE
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

HAGERTY, JOHN (AU)
Fire victims M K and J Hagerty grateful (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

HAGERTY, JUINIE
Filmmaking is not all glamour, interns learn (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.6

HAGERTY, KATIE
SCS goes country at the (Historical Society) fair (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.2

HAGERTY, MARY KAY (AU)
Fire victims M K and J Hagerty grateful (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

HAGGBLAD, RICHARD
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Crumbling Wilmaet bridge in line for a major overhaul, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
In SCS, passions run high when it comes to trees, May 27, 1988, p.1
Going public (Village accepts extension of Murray Hill Rd as village street), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

HAGSTROM, BRITTA
Local AFS history traced through one family's 23-year involvement (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.3
(SHS) Students debate issues at model U(united) N(ations), Oct 28, 1988, p.26

HAIMOWITZ, RAPHAELLE
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

HAIRSTYLISTS
Xanadu (owners Carmelo, Cindy Serino) help arthritis fund, Dec 30, 1988, p.2

HAKLISCH, CARMELA
New directors (elected) at (Hoff-Barthelson) music school, Jun 24, 1988, p.2

HALABEY, DIANE
And the winners (of Inquirer's Mother's Day Treasure Hunt) are...(list), May 13, 1988, p.2

HALE, SHARILYN
Two women (J Bleichner, S Hale) become missionaries, Sep 9, 1988, p.16

HALETZKY, GEORGE
Counterman at deli J Greenbaum fatally stricken, Mar 11, 1988, p.3

HALL, LENORA
SEE HAVILL, LENORA HALL
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HALLENBECK, DIANE
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

HALLENBECK, WILLIAM
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

HALLOWEEN
All invited to (St James the Less) graveyard (for special Halloween tour) (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.5
Color them happy (IHM Catholic Youth Organization holds costume party) (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.20
Only in SCS (Trick-or-Treaters chauffeured in limosine), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Thank you, GBH police (ltr), Nov 11, 1988, p.6
Awe struck? (ltr), Nov 25, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO HALLOWEEN WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST

HALLOWEEN WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST
Halloween humor (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Youngsters paint the town red--and also orange and black (photo; list), Nov 4, 1988, p.2
Out of chaos comes art (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.5
Halloween artists at work (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.6
Correction (to list of winners of Halloween Window Painting Contest), Nov 11, 1988, p.2

HALPER, LILA
Organization for Rehabilitation through Training slate is elected, Jul 15, 1988, p.9

HALPERN, EDITH
Bloodmobile volunteers to be cited (by Hudson Valley Blood Services), May 27, 1988, p.8

HALPERN, ROBERT
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

HALPERN, SETH
Opinion (of E Koch) seconded (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6

HALPERN, SETH (AU)
Surrogate contracts defended (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
Mideast synopsis (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Koch defended, his critics excoriated (edit), Apr 29, 1988, p.7
Alternative for Palestinians (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6
In response to Dr Pisani (ltr), Jul 1, 1988, p.6
Questioning a ban (on privately-funded displays on public property) (ltr), Aug 26, 1988, p.6
The devaluing of the Pledge (of Allegiance) (ltr), Sep 16, 1988, p.6
Compliment to Quayle? (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6
Pollard has 'suffered enough' (ltr), Oct 28, 1988, p.6
DioGuardi's crusade (ltr), Nov 25, 1988, p.6

HALPERN, SETH (AU)
Organization for Rehabilitation through Training slate is elected, Jul 15, 1988, p.9

HAMMOND, Toa Irish recalls stories of yore (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.28
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HAMMOND, IRMA

Irma V Hammond (dies), Oct 14, 1988, p.19

HAND, EDWARD

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5

HAND, EDWARD (AU)

Village policy (regarding Winston Property) defended (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6

HANDEL, GERALD

Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p 18), Sep 2, 1988, p.1

HANDELMAN, JUDITH

Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988, p.5
Senior housing group focusing efforts on shared residences; Board of directors elected, Jun 3, 1988, p.3
Shared senior housing is sought (by SCS Citizens for Senior Housing Inc), Aug 19, 1988, p.3
(Planning) Board asks developer for more open space (at Weaver St site), Dec 30, 1988, p.1

HANDELMAN, JUDITH (AU)

(Attend Village Board public hearing on downtown zoning) On behalf of senior housing (ltr), Sep 30, 1988, p.6

HANDELMAN, WALTER

Local law raises doubt about restoration plan; Board of Appeals rules on Angelakos application, Jul 29, 1988, p.1

HANDICAPPED

Post office ramp (for SCS P O being constructed), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Did you know (what services, facilities available to handicapped?), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Did you know (SVAC will provide crutches, wheelchairs, walkers?), Jan 29, 1988, p.9
YES offers jobs with disabled (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18
Kids walking for kids (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Get behind our kids (edit), Apr 22, 1988, p.6
'Spirit was there' on Kidswalk (photo; addl photo, 'Last leg' p 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
'Kidswalk' -- an event of joy (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
Quadriplegics give (SHS) students lesson in caution and courage (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.1

SEE ALSO BLIND, HEARING IMPAIRED, HOMEBOUND, SCHOOLS-SCS-COMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED

HANDICAPPED-AUTOMOBILE PARKING

Parking crackdown, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Oh for a badge (to ticket those who park illegally in handicapped spaces) (edit), Sep 23, 1988, p.6

HANDICRAFTS

SEE ARTS AND CRAFTS

HANE, CARL

New directors (elected) at (Hoff-Barthelson) music school, Jun 24, 1988, p.2

HANKIN, JOSEPH (DR)

(Westchester) Community College names SCS woman S S Stanton registrar (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.3

HANLEY, ELEANOR

(SCS) Antiques elect B Sommerfeld new president (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.18

HANLEY, JANET

(SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4

HANSEN, CORWITH

File, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
S Older re-elected president of (Board of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
Filmmaking is not all glamour, interns learn (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.6
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HANSEN, CORWITH continued
  Parents given insights on how schools teach about AIDS, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
HANSEN, HARRY
  Village Historian R M Lederer Jr debunks local lore (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.15
HANSEN, JEFFREY
  Hosanna! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.18
HANSEN-STURM, SARAH
  Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
HANSON, ANNE
  Local realtor A M Hanson marks 45 years (photo), May 20, 1988, p.8
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
HARDESTY, JOHN
  (Fire department's dalmation, Chelsea.) A spotty performer (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.3
HARDING, WARREN
  Dukakis 3rd of a kind, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
HARDY, EDWARD JR
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
  Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
  Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
HARDY, HELEN
  United Way speaker J M Black has good news and bad about state of volunteerism (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.2
HARLEY, STEPHANIE
  In search of SCS's past (photo), May 13, 1988, p.1
  Sifting soil yields treasure for Greenacres fourth graders (photo p 1), May 13, 1988, p.15
  Raises approved for (SCS school) principals, Nov 25, 1988, p.1
HARLING, STEPHANIE
  STEP student A Montague's SCS homecoming (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.12
  STEP broadens horizons (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.9
HARMON, ARTHUR LOOMIS
  Historically speaking: Most people don't realize SVAC building was Heathcote RR station, Aug 26, 1988, p.6
  6 more (SCS) sites labeled historic, Nov 18, 1988, p.3
HARPER, WILLIAM (REV)
  Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9
HARRAR, GEORGETTA
  (SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11
HARRIGAN, LAWRENCE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26
HARRINGTON, FRED
  (SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3) Cooking up 50th anniversary plans (1940's photo reproduced), Oct 28, 1988, p.3
HARRIS, BARBARA (AU)
  The Woodlands spirit (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6
HARRIS, JAMES
  Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
HARRIS, KIM
  STEP student A Montague's SCS homecoming (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.12
  SHS senior K Harris wins scholarship (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.15
  New student government completes successful first year at the high school (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18
  High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.16
HARRIS, MILT
  Apollo saxophonist M Harris finds faith and harmony (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.12
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HARRIS, RUTH BERNAN
Copland youth awards to be presented, Nov 11, 1988, p.9

HARRISON, CARL JR
(Eastchester Savings) Bank trustee named: C Harrison Jr, Apr 8, 1988, p.13

HARRISON, JOE
Longtime resident H Oberg reveals colorful anecdotes (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.26

HARRISON, ROBERT
Change (in windows) still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
No 'silk purse'(Some changes to be made to improve appearance of school windows), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Indoor pool draws mixed public reaction, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
(Indoor Swimming pool) Not a priority (for Board of Education), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
(New SCS Citizens for) Homeowners' Rights (organization formed by R Harrison), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
Schools to senior citizens: visit us (Board of Ed sets goals at meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
Pool site debate, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

HARRISON, ROBERT (AU)
Consider two pool sites (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Youth must be served (Butler field site preferable to outdoor pool site for indoor pool) (ltr), Sep 23, 1988, p.6
'Back to basics' on pool plan (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6

HARRISS, ELIZABETH
Absent DioGuardi blasted at candidates forum here, Nov 4, 1988, p.1

HART, EDITH
93-year-old SCS 'ham' R M Hart was pioneer in history of TV (photo) (Senior Citizen Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.21

HART, GARY
Public television producer L Crystal assays medium's coverage of the (presidential) campaign, Jan 29, 1988, p.3

HART, ROBERT
93-year-old SCS 'ham' R M Hart was pioneer in history of TV (photo) (Senior Citizen Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.21

HARTLEY, JENN
Color them happy (IHM Catholic Youth Organization holds costume party) (photo), Oct 26, 1988, p.20

HARTZELL, ANDREW
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
Successful recycling starts at home (Part II), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

HARVARD (UNIVERSITY) MODEL UNITED NATIONS
(SHS) Students debate issues at model United Nations), Dec 16, 1988, p.26

HARWOOD BUILDING (SCS)
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
It'll be like old times at the Harwood Building (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

HASDAY, CAROL
Actuary C M Hasday cited, Jun 3, 1988, p.9

HASDAY, LISA
Red Tail (S Rickard) comes to town (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24

HASEGAWA, MICHIKO
Hello school...(photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.1

HASELTINE, ROBERT
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
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HASELTINE, ROBERT continued

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26
SSMT still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus; photo p 6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

HASHMALL, JAY
P Pickelle named city attorney of Yonkers (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3

HASSELMAN, ARTHUR
Tom Irish recalls stor[i]es of yore (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.28

HASSELMAN, HELEN
(SCS Volunteer Co 1) Firemen celebrate (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.8

HATCHER, BARBARA
5 Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

HATFIELD HOUSE (SCS)
SEE ANGEVINE-MORRIS HOUSE (SCS)

HATORI, TAEKO
New directors (elected) at (Hoff-Barthelson) music school, Jun 24, 1988, p.2

HAUBNER, PATRICIA ARMETT-/SEE ARMETT-HAUBNER, PATRICIA

HAUBOLDT POWDER WORKS (SCS)

SCS: In the beginning...(photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.8

HAUMANN, JASON
J R Haumann dies, Mar 25, 1988, p.16

HAVILL, HAROLD
A portrait of the artist R R Havill as a businessman (photo), May 13, 1988, p.6

HAVILL, LENORA HALL
A portrait of the artist R R Havill as a businessman (photo), May 13, 1988, p.6

HAVILL, ROBERT JR
A portrait of the artist R R Havill as a businessman (photo), May 13, 1988, p.6

HAVILL, ROBERT RUDDY
A portrait of the artist R R Havill as a businessman (photo), May 13, 1988, p.6

HAWTHORNE CEDAR KNOLLS
SEE HOMES, INSTITUTIONAL

HAYAMA, AKIKO
High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.16

HAYASHI, MICHIKO
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

HAYASHI, YUKA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

HAYASHU, KUNIKO
Nursery school for Japanese opens (at Church of Good Shepherd), Nov 18, 1988, p.8

HAYES, MAUREEN (AU)
Beautiful statement (response to R Reiser edit on Jesse Jackson) (ltr), Sep 9, 1988, p.6

HAYWOOD, ALFRED
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES-DISPOSAL
A tip from the (fire) chief (regarding disposal of toxic chemicals) (ltr), Jul 22, 1988, p.6

HEADLEY, FRANK
Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Trustees vote down Nynex base station, Feb 12, 1988, p.1

HEALTH ADVISORY COMMITTEE-SCS
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-HEALTH ADVISORY COMMITTEE
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HEALTH CARE
SEE MEDICAL CARE

HEALTH CARE CENTERS
New medical center (Health First Medical Care) opens, Nov 11, 1988, p.24

HEALY, KEVIN
(SCS Volunteer Co 1) Firemen celebrate (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.8

HEANUE, WENDY
Helping hands (St Agnes Auxiliary presents check to hospital; Officers elected) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.9

HEAPHY, ANNE
SCS Natl Bank Salutes Co-chairmen H Goldberg, G Jensen, Committee (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.22

HEAPHY, EDNA
SCS Natl Bank Salutes Co-chairmen H Goldberg, G Jensen, Committee (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.22

HEAPHY, JIM
SCS Natl Bank Salutes Co-chairmen H Goldberg, G Jensen, Committee (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.22

HEAPHY, JULIE
(Julia B) Fee open house attracts throngs (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.3

HEAPHY, MARGARET
(Julia B) Fee open house attracts throngs (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.3

HEARD, C STEPHEN JR
A K Saloion pleads guilty to reduced charge, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Saloion sentenced to prison, Apr 29, 1988, p.1

HEARD, GEORGIA
Raises approved for (SCS school) principals, Nov 25, 1988, p.1

HEARING IMPAIRED
Did you know? (SCS Library offers infrared hearing system for the hearing impaired), Feb 26, 1988, p.14

HEARNE, JOHN
John H Hearne dies, Oct 21, 1988, p.20

HEAT
SEE HOT WEATHER

HEATHCOTE DUCK POND (SCS)
SEE DUCK POND (SCS)

HEATHCOTE FIVE CORNERS (SCS)
Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
(Heathcote Five Corners) Neighbors organize (Committee to Preserve SCS), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Townhouses get angry reception at Planning Board meeting (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1

HEATHCOTE MANOR (SCS)
Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Builder K Rubinstein calls (Heathcote Manor) homes 'an asset' (ltr), Nov 18, 1988, p.6

HEATHCOTE, ANNE
SCS: In the beginning...(photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.8

HEATHCOTE, CALEB
Biography of Caleb Heathcote reissued in facsimile (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.2
Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2
Junior League plans open house; Book 'Of Colonists and Commuters' on sale, May 27, 1988, p.3
SCS: In the beginning...(photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.8
Caleb Heathcote: Lord of the Manor (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.8
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30
Newly restored 1774 map shows first subdivision in SCS, Jun 24, 1988, p.3

HEATHCOTE, MARTHA
SCS: In the beginning...(photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.8
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HEATHCOTE, MARTHA continued
   Newly restored 1774 map shows first subdivision in SCS, Jun 24, 1988, p.3
HEATLEY, CONNIE (AU)
   In praise of third-class mail (ltr), Apr 22, 1988, p.6
HECTOR, JOHNNY
   SCS to take on Jets in charity (basketball) game, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
HEDBERG, GARY
   (Boy) Scouts hold honor court, Nov 25, 1988, p.10
HEGARTY, KATIE
   Going to the source (Brownies discuss local history with Thomas, William Irish) (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.2
HEIDENBERG, LARRY
   SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22
HEILBRUNN, LILA
   NY Hospital honors volunteers (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.2
HEIN, REBECCA
   Harvest festival (Decorating the succah at Westchester Reform Temple) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.18
HEINE, PHYLLIS
   Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15
HEINEMAN, LINDA
   R Van Horne re-elected (Youth) Employment (Services) president, May 27, 1988, p.3
   YES salutes its volunteers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.11
HEINICH, HERB
   Good news on the goose! (ltr), Jul 8, 1988, p.6
HEINICH, AMY
   Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids suppl), Mar 11, 1988, p.10
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24
HEINTZ, STEPHEN (AU)
   What political ‘ethics’? (edit), Dec 9, 1988, p.7
HEINZINGER, WALTER EDWARD Sr
   W E Heinzinger Sr dies, Oct 21, 1988, p.20
HELGANS, LILLIAN
   Ski Club elects new officers, Apr 22, 1988, p.9
HELLER, HERBERT (AU)
   (H Heller) objects to (Futura House) site (ltr), Nov 4, 1988, p.6
HELLER, ROBERT (DR)
   School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22
HELP
   SEE HIGH SCHOOL EFFORT FOR LOVE, PROTECTION OF ANIMALS
HELP INC
   (Proposed housing for homeless) A model for the nation (edit), Mar 4, 1988, p.7
HELTON, MARY
   New directors (elected) at (Hoff-Barthelson) music school, Jun 24, 1988, p.2
   Adopt a Piano (Hoff-Barthelson officials admire piano restored by R Landskron) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.18
HEMING, CHARLES
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town’s 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
HEMLEY, CHARLOTTE
   (SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11
HENDERSON, MARK
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34
HENKIND, SOL
   Braille unit elects philanthropist S Henkind, Jan 15, 1988, p.4
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HENRY, LOU
   Big win for SHS (football team) (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
   Raiders come up short (in Bowl game against Roosevelt) (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
   Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p.23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22
   SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.10

HENSHEL, HARRY
   DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
   Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
   Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1

HENSON, RAMON
   Some good news about the Philippines (edit), Sep 2, 1988, p.7

HERBEK, RICHARD
   Historically speaking: SCS Village Hall 'incubator of chicks turned roosters in other communities', Nov 4, 1988, p.4

HERBERGER, ROBERT
   A day for trees and kids (photo), May 20, 1988, p.3

HERBERT, VICTOR (DR)
   Foner local Dr V Herbert honored by American Dietetic Assn, Nov 18, 1988, p.10

HERLITZ, HENRY
   H F Herlitz (dies), Dec 23, 1988, p.10

HEROLD, J RADLEY
   J Radley Herold nominated for County Court (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
   GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
   Suspect here (E J Nason) kills himself in Virginia, Sep 23, 1988, p.3
   (SCS Women's Republican Club) Backing the Republican team (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2
   Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
   Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p.21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
   Still counting (the votes in County Court election), Dec 2, 1988, p.1
   Apparent victory (for J R Herold) turns to defeat, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

HEROLD, MARGE
   (SCS Women's Republican Club) Backing the Republican team (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2

HEROLD, WARREN
   In search of SCS's past (photo), May 13, 1988, p.1

HERR, FRIEDERIKE
   Christmas pageantry (at St James the Less) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

HERRIN, RICHARD
   Parole (for R Herrin) opposed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
   Parole board's decision (on R Herrin) (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
   On parole for Herrin (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6
   Why (Richard) Herrin should remain in prison (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.7
   Anti-parole effort (for R Herrin gains momentum), Jun 10, 1988, p.1
   (Those who commit violent crime) Not safe in the community (ltr), Jun 10, 1988, p.6
   Herrin parole bid rejected again, Jul 8, 1988, p.1
   Conscience of the community (heard in Herrin parole case) (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6

HERRING, DONALD
   Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

HERRMANN, BILL
   SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
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HERRMANN, WILLIAM
  New owner for Reid and Herrmann (is Houlihan/Lawrence) (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.3
  Col James E Reid dead at 88; Was local realty leader (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.1

HERSBERG, KAREN
  Organization for rehabilitation through training slate is elected, Jul 15, 1988, p.9

HERSHEY, JANET
  Anne Janiak picked as president of League of Women Voters (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2

HERSHEY, MIKE
  Reptile rapture (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.20

HERTOG, ALLISON
  NY Hospital honors volunteers (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.2

HERTZBERG, DANIEL
  SHS graduate D Hertzberg wins Pulitzer Prize (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.5

HERZOG, ADAM
  (A Hertzog's sports) Writing praised (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6

HESSE, RAYNER JR (REV)
  (Westchester) Coalition of Food Pantries and Soup Kitchens elects leaders, seeks help, Nov 11, 1988, p.24

HESTER, EMMIE (AU)
  Rhyming reminder (of pooper-scooper law) (poem), Apr 15, 1988, p.6

HEZLER, (MRS HERMAN)
  Tribute to a master-teacher (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.7

HEZLER, FLORENCE (DR)
  Fordham cites local teacher Dr F M Hetzler (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.13

HEZLER, FLORENCE (DR-AU)
  Tribute to a master-teacher (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.7
  (SHS) Reunion reveals rewards of teaching (edit), Oct 28, 1988, p.7

HEWETT, ROBERT
  Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
  School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
  No quorum, no BAR meeting, Dec 16, 1988, p.5

HEWETT, SALLIE
  Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
  (Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory committee), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

HEWETT, SALLIE (AU)
  What kind of kids (vandalize 9 parked cars in the village)? (ltr), Sep 30, 1988, p.6

HEYER, NELSON
  Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1

HEYER, NELSON (AU)
  No courtesy shown, he says (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

HIBSCHMAN, CINDA
  Preparing a welcome (for Dr R Hibschan) (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.15
  Reception for the Hibschmans (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.28

HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR)
  New schools chief Dr R D Hibschan signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
  Dr R Hibschaan describes views on education (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
  The right to be wrong (edit), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
  Superintendent Dr R Hibschan arrives (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
  School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschan; Mar 4, 1988, p.1
  As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
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HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR) continued

Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
No "silk purse' (some changes to be made to improve appearance of school windows), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Fire (at Fox Meadow School) follow-up, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
(SCS School) District grapples with high cost of insurance, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Preparing a welcome (for Dr R Hibschaan) (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.15
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
English curriculum criticized (ltr), Apr 22, 1988, p.6
Reception for the Hibschaans (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.20
Judith Fox will succeed (Dr B) Dennis as SHS principal (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
(Or R) Hibschaan's message: Let's plan together; Village Club officers announced, May 6, 1988, p.1
Verdict on (school) budget is up to the voters, May 13, 1988, p.1
(School) Budget squeaks through; Otten elected despite write-in campaign; November wins, May 20, 1988, p.1
A day for trees and kids (photo), May 20, 1988, p.5
Board of Education) says no to AC in (high school) auditorium, May 27, 1988, p.1
School meets village, Jun 17, 1988, p.1
(SCS School) District adopts self-insurance health plan, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
(School Board) Colleagues lament Bavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2
Older re-elected president of (School of Education) (photo p B), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
Otten: Curriculum should be top priority (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
Curriculum revision, long-term budgeting on district's agenda (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
No home on the range for Raider rifle team, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30
(Indoor Swimming pool) Not a priority (for Board of Education), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
Teenager F Ferreira survives close call (in traffic accident), Nov 25, 1988, p.5
Hibschaan takes (school) budget ideas to the community, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
Fall ’89 bond issue anticipated (for improvement, maintenance of SCS schools), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR-AU)
Superintendent R D Hibschaan feels welcome (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6

HIGGINS, JAMES
Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

HIGGINS, JOE
It'll be like old times at the Harwood Building (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

HIGGINS, KENNETH
It'll be like old times at the Harwood Building (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

HIGH SCHOOL EFFORT FOR LOVE, PROTECTION OF ANIMALS
Animals' best friends (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.3
They're HELPing (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.9

HIGH SCHOOL REUNIONS
High school revisited: just like labor (edit), Jul 22, 1988, p.7
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-REUNIONS

HIGHSTEIN, GUSTAV
Violinist C Sohn wins top prize (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.13

HIGHWAY DEPT-SCS
Reaching the top (M Pedone highway dept foreman; D DeBenedictis sanitation foreman), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
Tail-end of tropical storm Chris takes a heavy toll on local trees (photo), Sep 2, 1988, p.3
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HILL, KAREN
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

HILL, PHILIP
Joseph Ulleman praised as a man of fairness, modesty and kindness (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.2
SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28

HILLMAN, ARLENE
Real estate firm honors producers A Hillman, L Kalb, D Serenson, J Wei, Feb 19, 1988, p.2
Century 21 Wolff honors 5 employees, Mar 18, 1988, p.9

HILLS, DEBORAH
HS. musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

HILSENRATH, JAMIE
Scholars (honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24

HINCKLEY, AUSTIN
A shoulder to climb on (photo), May 6, 1988, p.1

HIRSCH, ADRIAN
In praise of the board (of ed) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
SCS National Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

HIRSCH, ADRIAN (AU)
(SCS) School board blasted (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Period of mourning (at American Legion for C Luckhardt, C Wyss) (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

HIRSCH, ETHEL
Feb 14: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

HIRSCH, JEROME
Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Voting reform increases Non-Partisan (election) turnout, Nov 18, 1988, p.1

HIRSCH, ODILE
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

HIRSCHFELD, AL
SCS couple, Miriam and Harold Steinberg, give $1 million to (New York Public) Library, Oct 7, 1988, p.8

HIRSH, LAURIE
SCS National Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC-NEW YORK STATE
(Montgomery Place) New addition to Historic Hudson Valley, Jun 3, 1988, p.9

HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC-SCS
Post office ramp (for SCS P O being constructed), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Fire ravages historic house (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.5
Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1
6 more (SCS) sites labeled historic, Nov 18, 1988, p.3
SEE ALSO HISTORIC PRESERVATION-LAWS AND REGULATIONS

HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
6 more (SCS) sites labeled historic, Nov 18, 1988, p.3

HISTORIC PRESERVATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE-SCS
Hearing Tuesday on landmark law, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE-SCS continued
Homeowners blast preservation law, Sep 30, 1988, p.1

HISTORIC PRESERVATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE-WC COUNTY
Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO HISTORIC PRESERVATION BOARD-SCS

HISTORIC PRESERVATION BOARD-SCS
A better (historic preservation) law (edit), May 6, 1988, p.6
New landmarks law recommended, May 6, 1988, p.6
Hearing Tuesday on landmark law, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO HISTORIC PRESERVATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE-SCS

HISTORIC PRESERVATION-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
New landmarks law recommended, May 6, 1988, p.6
A better (historic preservation) law (edit), May 6, 1988, p.6
Local law raises doubt about restoration plan; Board of Appeals rules on Angelakos application, Jul 29, 1988, p.1
Hearing Tuesday on landmark law, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Homeowners blast preservation law, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
(Village Board should) Look for a compromise (in Historic Preservation Law) (edit), Sep 30, 1988, p.6
(Historic) Preservation law opposed (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6
(New SCS Citizens for) Homeowners' Rights (organization formed by R Harrison), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
Protect your homeowner's property rights (Advertising insert re historic preservation law), Oct 21, 1988, p.1

HISTORICAL SOCIETY-SCS
SEE SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY

HISTORY
Study of past may yield solutions for the future (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.7

HITCHCOCK CHURCH WEEKDAY SCHOOL
SEE NURSERY SCHOOLS

HOCHBERG, AUDREY
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
(2 Drake house's) Lease extended, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Hochberg seeks curbs on emergency contracts, Apr 8, 1988, p.2
Giuliani can see gains in ethics (photo), May 13, 1988, p.1
Board of Ed: State must fund homeless plan, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
Commuters' chance (to offer suggestions on railroad schedule), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
Remembering Emily (Ogden Butler; J Thies arranges ceremony at Butler monument), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
Celebration in the woods (SCS celebrates first annual Emily Ogden Butler Recognition Day) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30
Rotary Club honors village manager L Tooley (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.4
SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28
Village, county getting ready for mandatory recycling (Part I), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
Successful recycling starts at home (Part II), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
O'Rourke seeks 10% spending hike, Nov 18, 1988, p.1
Gynarchy (Virtually all officials representing SCS are women!), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Tenants (of 45 Popham) asking (Village) board to impose rent control here, Dec 2, 1988, p.1
A hydrant at last (near county highway and parks dept garage), Dec 2, 1988, p.1
(Westchester County) Budget update: (No dramatic changes likely), Dec 9, 1988, p.1
Committee to seek solution for 45 Popham Road, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
Hochberg: let county buy land for (affordable) housing, Dec 16, 1988, p.3
SCS lawyer T Ruderman loses job; Political retaliation blamed (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

HOCHBERG, AUDREY (AU)
Housing the homeless is year's greatest challenge for county (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
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HOCHBERG, AUDREY (AU) continued
County ethics law too weak (ltr), Jun 3, 1988, p.6

HOCHBERG, HERBERT
Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

HOCKEY
Some like it cold: Weil family practice hockey fundamentals (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Did Wayne Gretzky start like this? (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.8

HOEVENAARS, GERRIE
Newcomer to SCS & Hoevenaars offers instruction in computer use, Mar 18, 1988, p.4
YES salutes its volunteers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.11
(Gymnastics) Training camp yields surprise dividends abroad (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.6

HOEVENAARS, MANJA
(Gymnastics) Training camp yields surprise dividends abroad (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.6

HOEVENAARS, PETER
(Gymnastics) Training camp yields surprise dividends abroad (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.6

HOEY, CINDY
Summer fun at Camp Wapetuck (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.5

HOEY, KATE
Color them happy (INH Catholic Youth Organization holds costume party) (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.20

HOFFMAN, ANNABELLE
Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.6

HOFFMAN, GRACE
G Hoffman Board member, Mar 11, 1988, p.4

HOFFMAN, JEFFREY (DR)
Posterity waits (More personal statements requested for time capsule), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

HOFHEIMER, GERTRUDE
Everything's coming up apples (SCS Seniors' new apple cookbook released) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.3
Survey of seniors may lead to bus, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Surveying SCS's seniors (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.8
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988, p.5
Senior housing group focusing efforts on shared residences; Board of directors elected, Jun 3, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
Van for seniors recommended; (Ptl G Gaudioso receives commendation), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Shared housing is sought (by SCS Citizens for Senior Housing Inc), Aug 19, 1988, p.3
The winner and new champion (of Thies Memorial Croquet Tournament: J Wagner) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.9
And here's to the next 50 years (SCS Adult School celebrates anniversary) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.3
Senior van to get 6-month trial here, Dec 30, 1988, p.1

HOFHEIMER, JOSEPH
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3
Citizens to study school plant needs; May 20, 1988, p.1
S(CS) O(pen) S(ociety) A(ssn) marks 20 years of progress in opening SCS to minority families (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.3
Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Suppl, Aug 26, 1988, p.1
Former mayor S Sias named (president) by S(CS) O(pen) S(ociety) A(ssn) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2
Over the top (White Plains Hospital fund reaches $5 million) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.8
House race brings M Cuomo to town (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
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HOFHEIMER, JOSEPH continued
   Fall '89 bond issue anticipated (for improvement, maintenance of SCS schools), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
HOFHEIMER, JOSEPH (AU)
   Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6
HOFHEIMER, NATALIE
   Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3
   House race brings M Cuomo to town (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
HOGAN, JAMES
   County executive A O'Curowe proposes plan to encourage recycling programs, Feb 12, 1988, p.4
   Village, county getting ready for mandatory recycling (Part I), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
   Successful recycling starts at home (Part II), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
HOHN, HARRY
   Insurance man H G Hohn elected to (American) college board, Aug 19, 1988, p.4
HOLIBER, EILEEN
   (E Holiber) Director (of Big Brothers/Big Sisters Program (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.28
HOLLAND, LAURA
   SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26
HOLLAND-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
   (Gymnastics) Training camp yields surprise dividends abroad (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.6
HOLLER, D W
   Tom Irish recalls stories of yore (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.28
HOLLIDAY, BERNARD (REV-AU)
   Answering the personal call (edit), Nov 11, 1988, p.7
HOLMES, LISH
   (Junior) League gives books to the boys (of Children's Village) (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.8
HOLSTEN, GARY
   Citizens cooperate in life-saving effort (when A Shefts collapses), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
HOLT, ALEX
   Let the games begin! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.13
   (Southeastern) Zone of NYS Assn for Health, Physical Education) says they're fit (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21
HOLT, NANCY
   (Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
HOME CARE SERVICES
   Home care is the key (edit), Nov 25, 1988, p.7
HOME HEALTH CARE
   SEE HOME CARE SERVICES
HOMEBOUND
   Did you know (SCS Library can provide book delivery to the homebound)?, Jan 29, 1988, p.3
HOMELESS
   What the homeless need is a chance (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.7
   Congressional candidates H Fish, D Mehiel, N Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
   A tale of two towns (SCS and GBH) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
   Housing the homeless is year's greatest challenge for county (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
   (Woodlands Community) Temple opens its doors to help homeless (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.8
   Homeless seen as (Westchester County's) number-one problem (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.17
   Shelter renewal (for house at 2 Drake), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
   (2 Drake house's) Lease extended, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
   Warth Drive was a success (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
   (Proposed housing for homeless) A model for the nation (edit), Mar 4, 1988, p.7
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HOMELESS continued

SCS builders J and D Young seek homes for homeless (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
County seeks new family for house on Drake Rd, Sep 2, 1988, p.1
(Help for the homeless) begins at home (edit), Sep 2, 1988, p.6
(Homelessness) A national scandal (edit), Dec 9, 1988, p.7
New family picked for 2 Drake Road, Dec 23, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO HABITAT FOR HUMANITY, HELP INC

HOMELESS COMMISSION-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Two (S Scheer, A Tourk) renominated (to Westchester County Homeless Commission), Mar 11, 1988, p.8

HOMELESS-EDUCATION

Board of Ed: State must fund homeless plan, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
(SCS has) A chance to lead (in educating homeless) (edit), Jul 1, 1988, p.6
Schooling the homeless (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6
Thanks for editorial (regarding educating homeless) (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6
Good intentions not enough (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6
(It seems unlikely that SCS or EMT will assist with) School(s) for homeless, Jul 22, 1988, p.1
Early decision (Bd of Ed should decide soon whether it will help educate homeless) (edit), Jul 22, 1988, p.6

HOMES, INSTITUTIONAL

Not all gifts are wrapped and put by the tree (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO SHELTERS

HONG, LYNN
Absent DioGuardi blasted at candidates forum here, Nov 4, 1988, p.1

HONIG, TAMAR
Scholars (honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24

HONIGSBERG, DAVID
Fatal loophole (in smoke detector laws), Mar 4, 1988, p.1

HONIGSBERG, ELIZABETH
Champion essayists (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.2

HONOR SOCIETIES

SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-AWARDS

HOOVER, HERBERT
Dukakis 3rd of a kind, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

HOPPENFELD, NORMA
S Older re-elected president of (Board of Education) (photo p. 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
AFS students stop here (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.5
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

HOPPENFELD, STEVEN
Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.4
AFS students stop here (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.5
Hawks versus Hounds (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22

HORAN, HUBERT
(Manhattan Savings Bank) Supporting SCS students (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.9
Bank trustee: H J Horan (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3

HORHN, TREVA
STEP student T Horhn to be welcomed, Sep 16, 1988, p.5
Getting to know you (STEP student T Horhn welcomed to SCS) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.20

HORNCASTLE, RAYMOND
Parents' help asked in curbing teens' drinking, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
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HORNCastle, Raymond continued
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16

Horowitz, Julie
Hail to the champions... (Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

Horowitz, Marilyn
Homeowners blast preservation law, Sep 30, 1988, p.1

Horowitz, Saul Jr
SCS (Open Society) Associates marks 20 years of progress in opening SCS to minority families (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.3

Horowitz, Tykile
SCS (Open Society) Associates marks 20 years of progress in opening SCS to minority families (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.3
Former mayor S Sias named (president) by SCS (Open Society) Associates (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2

Horsemanship
Local rider M Yamasaki in national events (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.15

Horsman, Richard
Village gets go-ahead to renovate Hyatt Field, Jul 1, 1988, p.1

Horwitz, Sara
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo)(Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

Hospitals
Auxiliary butresses White Plains Hospital (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.4
St Agnes Hospital appoints R J Stanley new CEO (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.2
(N C Adler) Hospital VF (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.4
Doctors S Alter, D H Finley join (White Plains hospital board, Mar 11, 1988, p.4
St Agnes Hospital head Sister M Dolorosa resigns, Mar 25, 1988, p.2
(White Plains) Hospital plans to expand, Apr 1, 1988, p.2
W J Bleichert (New Rochelle) Hospital officer, Apr 29, 1988, p.24
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3
(R Stackpole) Chairman (of board of St Agnes Hospital) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.13
DPM C A Callahan affiliated with St Agnes, May 20, 1988, p.9
Special volunteers (at White Plains Hospital) cited (photo), May 20, 1988, p.16
NY Hospital honors volunteers (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.2
(United) Hospital cites local volunteers, Jun 3, 1988, p.4
(St Agnes) Hospital honors SCS EMT J Gurian, Jun 10, 1988, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26
Helping hands (St Agnes Auxiliary presents check to hospital; Officers elected) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.9
(Drs R B Mencher, W Rosenthal, R J Stine, N A Zolkind) Appointed by (White Plains) Hospital, Jul 8, 1988, p.5
(Northern Westchester) Hospital Vice President named: J H Stark (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.5
Realtor H B Leibler joins (White Plains Hospital) medical board, Jul 8, 1988, p.5
A 'hospital crisis' confronts America (Part I) (edit), Jul 29, 1988, p.7
Our hospitals are in need of repair now (Part II) (edit), Aug 5, 1988, p.7
Appointment of M Wassman made at St Agnes (Hospital), Aug 19, 1988, p.4
(J R Spicer) New president (of New Rochelle Hospital Medical Center) (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.4
Doctor (M Levitt) named to new post (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.5
Jean Stone named to (New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center) medical advisory board, Nov 4, 1988, p.2
Access to health (B Brooks presents first Health Access membership card to actor 0 Davis) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.2
(United) Hospital names P Armetta-Hauber PR director, Dec 2, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

Hospitals-Fund Raising
Benefit planners (for NY Hospital-Cornell Medical Center) (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.8
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HOSPITALS-FUND RAISING continued

Over the top (White Plains Hospital fund reaches $5 million) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.8
Success team (for White Plains Hospital Auxiliaries fundraiser) (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.14

HOSPITALS-GIFTS, LEGACIES, ETC

Milestone giving $25 million to (Columbia-Presbyterian) Hospital, Dec 23, 1988, p.4

HOT WEATHER

Relief at last! (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Survival! Tales from the great heat wave of '88 (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.6

HOTCHNER, URSULA

Ottos Curriculum should be top priority (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 5, 1988, p.1

HOTLINES

Crime (and Information) line (established by police dept), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Bugs in the (police hotline) system, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Dental problems? Dial a Smile (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.23

HOUSE CONSTRUCTION

SEE BUILDING

HOUSE PAINTING-LAWS AND REGULATIONS

Ban on (painters') torches, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Increased cost of housepainting without using blowtorches Worth the price (edit), Apr 22, 1988, p.6
(Village Board votes) Budget yes, request for rezoning, no, Apr 29, 1988, p.1
Painters beware (Two house painters receive summons for using blowtorches), Jul 1, 1988, p.1
Another blowtorch fire here (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
Blowtorch law violators (N Jarac and A Wogeiak) escape with $25 fines, Oct 28, 1988, p.1
Now add teeth (to village ordinance barring housepainters' use of blowtorches) (edit), Oct 28, 1988, p.6
Stiffer penalties for painters, Nov 11, 1988, p.2
Painters beware: (Village Board to consider stiffer blowtorch law), Dec 9, 1988, p.1
Committee to seek solution for 45 Popham Road, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

HOUSE PLANS

SEE ARCHITECTURE, DOMESTIC-DESIGNS AND PLANS

HOUSES-SCS

Mayor E Seidman reports state of village (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Shelter renewal (for house at 2 Drake), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
(2 Drake house's) Lease extended, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
(10 Cooper Rd) Elegant or shabby? (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3
BAR reviews plans for 3 new houses; Approves amendments to Hitchcock church renovations (illus), Apr 29, 1988, p.3
Home okayed on Richbell Road; Montgomery Road plan revised, May 6, 1988, p.3
County seeks new family for house on Drake Rd, Sep 2, 1988, p.1
(Houses along Hutchinson River Parkway) Gaining exposure (from removal of vegetation) (photo), Sep 2, 1988, p.5
Look-alike case (interiors of houses at 12a and 24 Cooper subject of litigation), Nov 4, 1988, p.1

HOUSING, ATTACHED

Townhouses get angry reception (at Planning Board meeting) (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Disinterest leads to disaster (ltr), Nov 25, 1988, p.6
Quality of life threatened (by proposed multi-family Weaver St development) (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6
Attached housing not wanted (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6
(Multi-family townhouses a) Dangerous precedent (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6
Detached plans (K Rubinstein submits alternative plans for Weaver St property), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
Townhouse opponents hold strategy session, Dec 23, 1988, p.5
Let's stay as we are (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6
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HOUSING, ATTACHED continued

(Planning) Board asks developer for more open space (at Weaver St site), Dec 30, 1988, p.1
See also APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-SCS

HOUSING, MULTI-FAMILY

See HOUSING, ATTACHED

HOUSING-SCS

Affordable homes plan (proposed by J Galloway of SNAP), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

HOUSING-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Support by the public described (by R Noonan) as key to solving housing crisis (in speech to LWV), Oct 21, 1988, p.3
Hochberg: let county buy land for (affordable) housing, Dec 16, 1988, p.3
Housing demand predicted (for Westchester County), Dec 30, 1988, p.4

HOUSING-YONKERS

Negotiating in the eye of a storm: P Fickelle helps ease Yonkers crisis (photo p 2), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

HOWARD, ALICE

PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

HOWARD, ALICE (AU)

(Sports Swap a) Big success (ltr), Sep 16, 1988, p.6

HOWARD, DOUG

Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

HOWARD, HILARY

Local girls (J M Vaccaro, R Safirstein, E Smith, H Howard) off for Junior Olympics (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.18

HOWARD, HUNTER

Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; add photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Edgewood students hear about AFS experiences (from G Mergen, H Howard), Jun 3, 1988, p.15

HOWARD, LEONARD

SCS Nati Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

HOWARD, LORRAINE

Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

HOWARD, TRUDY

SCS Nati Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

HORSE, JOY

S Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

HORSE, VERONICA

Police force all-male no longer (B Bello sworn in; third woman officer in SCS history) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

HORSE, WILLIAM

Search firm appoints local man W S Howe, Jun 24, 1988, p.4

HSIA, RAY

SCS Nati Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26

HSIA, ROGER

Science students J Josipitre Jr, R Hsia, B Inouye, D Lichstein win grants, Jan 8, 1988, p.20
Three from SHS (B Inouye, R Hsia, D Lichstein) win top energy prize (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.16
Young scientists R Hsia, B Inouye, D Lichstein develop a better light cover, Sep 23, 1988, p.22

HUANG, CHRISTINA

SCS Nati Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22

HUANG, JACK

Chinese-Americans form organization; (Officers elected), Dec 16, 1988, p.4

HUBBARD, DOROTHY

Elise Peters to serve third term as head of (SCS) Emblem Club, May 27, 1988, p.9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HUBER, MELVYN</td>
<td>These police are special (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 5, 1988</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 4, 1988</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUDGENS, BETTY</td>
<td>School board nominators to be elected</td>
<td>Jan 15, 1988</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUDSON VALLEY BLOOD SERVICES</td>
<td>Bloodmobile volunteers to be cited (by Hudson Valley Blood Services)</td>
<td>May 27, 1988</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUDSON, ALVIE</td>
<td>Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards</td>
<td>Aug 12, 1988</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUGEL, PHILIP</td>
<td>Philip R Hugel dies</td>
<td>Nov 18, 1988</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HULSEBOCH, SEAN</td>
<td>(SCS pool)’ll be ready tomorrow (photo)</td>
<td>May 27, 1988</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relief at last! (photo)</td>
<td>Aug 19, 1988</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HULTZ, HELEN</td>
<td>Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus)</td>
<td>Mar 4, 1988</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newly restored 1774 map shows first subdivision in SCS</td>
<td>Jun 24, 1988</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Helen L Hultz, local historian, dies</td>
<td>Nov 18, 1988</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUMANE SOCIETY OF THE US</td>
<td>Some (dogs and cats) don’t like it hot (ltr)</td>
<td>Jul 15, 1988</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUME, BLANCHE</td>
<td>(SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 23, 1988</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>And there was Christmas all through the house (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 16, 1988</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUMOR</td>
<td>A modest proposal (for investment) (edit)</td>
<td>Jul 15, 1988</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUMPHREY, HUBERT</td>
<td>Dukakis 3rd of a kind</td>
<td>Nov 11, 1988</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUNGER</td>
<td>Every 60 seconds, 24 starve to death (edit)</td>
<td>Aug 19, 1988</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUNGER, GEORGE</td>
<td>6 Hunger (dies)</td>
<td>Jul 29, 1988</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUNT, TANIS</td>
<td>World-class skier: T Hunt (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 12, 1988</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUNTER, DONNA</td>
<td>YWCA elects officers</td>
<td>Oct 21, 1988</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUNTER, ROBERTO</td>
<td>Greenacreites have a field day (photo; list)</td>
<td>Jul 15, 1988</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUNTINGTON, RAY (BR-AU)</td>
<td>Test savvy (edit)</td>
<td>Aug 26, 1988</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HURLE, BRIAN</td>
<td>Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13)</td>
<td>Mar 11, 1988</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HURRICANES</td>
<td>Stormy Monday (Remnants of Hurricane Chris fell trees, cause electric power failures) (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 2, 1988</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tail-end of tropical storm Chris takes a heavy toll on local trees (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 2, 1988</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HURWITZ, JENNIFER</td>
<td>SHS musicians in All-County concert</td>
<td>Jan 22, 1988</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A groundhog for Greenacres (Sculpture dedicated to teacher J Gosen)</td>
<td>Jun 17, 1988</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HURWITZ, KATHLEEN</td>
<td>Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named)</td>
<td>Sep 2, 1988</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HURWITZ, MARC</td>
<td>(Edgewood fifth graders) Bridg(e) the generation gap (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 16, 1988</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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HUSLER, SHARON (DR)
A fond farewell (to cantor J Boardaan) (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.14

HUTCHINS, ROBERT
‘El Parthenon’ in Santa Barbara (edit), May 27, 1988, p.7

HUTCHINSON RIVER PARKWAY
Work on the Hutch, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Change (in windows) still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Work on the Hutchinson River Parkway begun, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
It’s a long, hot summer for stalled motorists, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
A bad week for trees (photo), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
(Houses along Hutchinson River Parkway) Gaining exposure (from removal of vegetation) (photo), Sep 2, 1988, p.5

HUTCHISON, FRED
(T A Wilson an) Honored alumnus (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.5

HUZLER, HARRY
Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.6

HUXLEY, CAROL
On the commissioner (Dr T Sobol’s) trail: a superintendent transformed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

HUYER, MATT
Bringing back the bluebirds (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.3

HUYER, STEVE
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1

HYATT FIELD (SCS)
Village gets go-ahead to renovate Hyatt Field, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
(Hyatt) Field renovation, fare hikes okayed (by Village Board), Jul 22, 1988, p.1

HYATT, BILL
Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year’s historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

HYATT, HELEN
Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year’s historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

HYATT, OLIVER
Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year’s historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS’s Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

HYMAN, FRED
(Hebrew Institute of White Plains adds 2 new) Staff members: E Weinbach, F Hyman, Dec 23, 1988, p.18

HYMAN, RICHARD
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

IACHETTA, MICHAEL
Survival! Tales from the great heat wave of ’88 (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.6

IACHETTA, STEPHANIE
A gift for (S Iachetta’s) teacher, Sister W Danwitz (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24
Survival! Tales from the great heat wave of ’88 (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.6

IANELLO, DOM
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18

IANELLO, NICK
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18

IAROGGI, JOHN
Raises approved for (SCS school) principals, Nov 25, 1988, p.1

ICE CREAM VENDORS
College students (C Finger, P Schlactus) learn ABC’s of entrepreneurship (photo; addl photo p 8), Sep 2, 1988, p.6

IGUCHI, ATSUKO
SCS Natl Bank salutes Kidswalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32
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IKEDA, JENKO
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; add photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22

IKESAKI, MASAKO
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26

ILLANY, TAL
Book vine (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.14

IMERI, PABLO
Local man B Safian's killer, P Imeri, is convicted, May 20, 1988, p.1

INDERMAN, RICHARD (DR-AU)
The CIA legacy in Central America (edit), Feb 19, 1988, p.7

IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION
Acculturation, not assimilation (edit), May 6, 1988, p.7

INAMAR, SUBHASH (DR)
Local MD S C Inamdar moderates symposium on anxiety (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.10

INAMOSA, NINA
Filmmaking is not all glamour, interns learn (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.6

INDIAN-AMERICAN FORUM FOR POLITICAL EDUCATION
(Indian-American Forum for Political Education) seeks more clout for Indian-Americans (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.3

INDIANS (EAST INDIAN) IN THE US
(Indian-American Forum for Political Education) seeks more clout for Indian-Americans (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.3

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
Red Tail (S Rickard) comes to town (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24

INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE-SCS
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Alarming decisions (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Possible pool options described, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
(Indoor) Pool update, May 20, 1988, p.1
Aquatic center proposal unveiled (illus; addl illus p 2), Jul 15, 1988, p.1
Two sites (Butler Field, outdoor pool complex) compared (for indoor swimming pool), Jul 15, 1988, p.1
Revised pool study given to trustees, Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Pool backers set to prove support, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Pool committee encouraged (ltr), Sep 23, 1988, p.6
Indoor pool draws mixed public reaction, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
(Village Board Recreation Committee suggests establishment of citizens' advisory) Pool Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Paul Berg to chair indoor pool committee (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
(Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comm), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
Work begins on pool report, due Feb 3, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
(Committee formed to undertake village computer) Systems analysis, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Pool site debate, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

INDOOR POOLS
SEE SWIMMING POOLS

INF (INTERMEDIATE NUCLEAR FORCE) REDUCTION
SEE DISARMAMENT

INFANTS
Cop R Carozza revives baby, Jun 17, 1988, p.1

INFANTS-CRYING
An infant is not an adversary (edit), Feb 12, 1988, p.7
Does your baby cry at night? (edit), May 27, 1988, p.7
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**INFANTS-CRYING continued**  
Doctor (C E Schaefferl's advice challenged (ltrs), Jun 17, 1988, p.6

**INFERTILITY**  
The new industry in reproduction (edit), Jun 10, 1988, p.7  
Can infertility be exploited? (edit), Jul 8, 1988, p.7

**INFLATION**  
No benefit from inflation seen (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6

**INSALLS, DAVID**  
Another name (for new restaurant at Heathcote Five Corners: Fippins), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

**INNES, EILEEN**  
Anne Janiak picked as president of L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2  
No home on the range for Raider rifle team, Sep 23, 1988, p.1  
Indoor pool draws mixed public reaction, Sep 30, 1988, p.1

**INNES, JAMES**  
(SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3) Cooking up 50th anniversary plans (1940's photo reproduced), Oct 28, 1988, p.3  
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32

**INNES, JUDITH**  
J B Innes (dies), Jun 3, 1988, p.15

**INOUYE, ALANA**  
Winter retreat (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.14

**INOUYE, BRUCE**  
Three from SHS (B Inouye, R Hsia, D Lichstein) win top energy prize (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.16  
High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.16

**INOUYE, BRYCE**  
Young scientists R Hsia, B Inouye, D Lichstein develop a better light cover, Sep 23, 1988, p.22

**INOUYE, DALLIN**  
(Boy) Scouts hold honor court, Nov 25, 1988, p.10

**INOUYE, KARA**  
Winter retreat (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.14

**INOUYE, LINDA**  
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

**INOUYE, R BRYCE**  
Science students J Jospitre Jr, R Hsia, R B Inouye, D Lichstein win grants, Jan 8, 1988, p.20

**INOUYE, RON**  
Honors for (Boy Scout) Troop 99, Jun 10, 1988, p.2

**INSANITY**  
Imagine an insane President (edit), Sep 9, 1988, p.7

**INSECTS**  
Six-legged commuters (Cockroaches on Metro North trains) (ltr), Dec 30, 1988, p.6

**INSIDER TRADING OF STOCKS**  
SEE STOCKS-INSIDER TRADING

**INSURANCE**  
Budget comments, Apr 8, 1988, p.1  
Ex-employees may still be covered (by employer's insurance) (edit), Nov 11, 1988, p.7  
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-INSURANCE

**INSURANCE ACTUARIES**  
Actuary C M Hasday cited, Jun 3, 1988, p.9

**INSURANCE AGENCIES-AWARDS**  
Local (insurance) agency (Advocate Brokerage Corp) reaps honors, Oct 7, 1988, p.20

**INSURANCE AGENTS**  
Citation for insurance man A Y S Szu-Tu, Apr 1, 1988, p.8
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INSURANCE AGENTS continued
(D K Metz) New director (of Independent Insurance Agents of Westchester County), Jun 3, 1988, p.8

INSURANCE COMPANIES
Insurance man N J Brown cited, Jan 29, 1988, p.9
(SCS School) District seeking solution to health-insurance crisis, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
(SCS School) District grapples with high cost of insurance, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Insurance group names (J G Gantz Jr vice president), Jun 17, 1988, p.10
(N J Brown receives) Insurance honor, Aug 12, 1988, p.2
Adocate Brokerage moves into new home on SCS Ave, Sep 23, 1988, p.10
Local (insurance) agency (Advocate Brokerage Corp) reaps honors, Oct 7, 1988, p.20
SEE ALSO SOUTHERN WESTCHESTER CONSORTIUM

INSURANCE, LIFE
Marriage...divorce...and life insurance (edit), Oct 7, 1988, p.7

INSURANCE-SCS
(Village) Manager L Tooley asks 4.67% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

INTERIOR DECORATION
Home: Work some magic in yours (24-p Supp to SCS Inquirer) (photo), Apr 22, 1988,

INTERIOR DECORATORS
Local designer L Blair named chairman (Outreach Meeting, NY Chapter, Amer Soc, Interior Designers), Sep 23, 1988, p.11

INTERIOR DESIGNERS
SEE INTERIOR DECORATORS

INTERNATIONAL ASSN OF FIRE CHIEFS
R J White running (for second vice president, International Assn of Fire Chiefs) (photo), May 20, 1988, p.2

INTERNATIONAL BAR ASSN
(Edward A Morgan named International) BAR (Assn committee) chairman (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.4

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSN
(40-year service certificate from Intl City Management Assn) Another honor for Lowell Tooley, Oct 7, 1988, p.4

INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE SERVICE CORPS
Executive volunteer R Salzer back from Nairobi, May 20, 1988, p.9

INVENTORS
A little guy (D Raizen) patents a niche in a big market (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

INVENTORY OF PUBLIC PLACES-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
6 more (SCS) sites labeled historic, Nov 18, 1988, p.3

INVESTMENT ADVISORS
Robert Klein opens office as financial planner here, Mar 25, 1988, p.4

INVESTMENTS
Long and short of investing (edit), Feb 12, 1988, p.7
A modest proposal (for investment) (edit), Jul 15, 1988, p.7

IRANIAN AIR DISASTER (1988)
Why no warning shot (from Vincennes to Iranian airliner)? (ltr), Jul 22, 1988, p.6

IRELAND-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Getting used to the Irish way (edit), Jul 15, 1988, p.7

IRISH, ROBERT
It'll be like old times at the Harwood Building (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

IRISH, THOMAS
Tom Irish recalls stories of yore (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.28
Going to the source (Brownies discuss local history with Thomas, William Irish) (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.2

IRISH, THOMAS A
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

IRISH, THOMAS G
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
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IRISH, WILLIAM
  Going to the source (Brownies discuss local history with Thomas, William Irish) (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.2

IRVING, KENNETH
  Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
  Townhouses get angry reception (at Planning Board meeting) (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
  (Planning) Board asks developer for more open space (at Weaver St site), Dec 30, 1988, p.1

IRWIN, DAVID
  Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
  S Older re-elected president of (Board of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
  School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

IRWIN, JACQUELINE
  Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16

ISHASHOFF, LIZA
  They're HELPing (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.9

ISHIDA, SACHIO
  Happy Birthday, Mickey (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.3

ISLER, SYLVIA
  A time for goodbyes (Retiring teachers and school nurses honored at Teachers Assn tea) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
  (School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26

ISRAEL
  (Israel's) Right to exist a 'non-issue' (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

ISRAEL BOND ORGANIZATION
  Israel Bond honor (goes to R H Arnow) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.4

ISRAEL, JOAN
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

ISRAEL-ARAB WARS, 1967-
  Thoughts on Israel (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6
  Alternative for Palestinians (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6

ISRAEL-ARMED FORCES
  Local man M Shifrel earns Israeli wings (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.10

ISRAELY, JEFFREY
  Summer interns A Rubinstein, S Lichtman, S Strauss, J Israely gain state insider's view, Aug 26, 1988, p.2

ISTWANY, JEAN
  SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

ITOH, MAKI
  (M David, M Itoh, K Keller) inducted into (School of Holy Child) student council, Oct 28, 1988, p.15

IWAKI, YOKO
  Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

IWAMURA, YUMI
  Local artist Y Iwamura exhibits here, Sep 30, 1988, p.9

JABBOUR, MICHELLE
  (Ways of Westchester's native inhabitants demonstrated at Indian Thanksgiving celebration) (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.2

JACK, DORIS
  Ski Club elects new officers, Apr 22, 1988, p.9
JACKSON, JESSE

Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Local Democrats make their choice Tuesday (cont p 16), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Koch defended, his critics excoriated (edit), Apr 29, 1988, p.7
Opinion (of E Koch) seconded (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6
Jesse Jackson--a Democrat's dilemma (edit), Aug 5, 1988, p.7
Take the spark Jesse started (edit), Aug 12, 1988, p.7
A crucial distinction (response to R Reiser edit on Jesse Jackson) (ltr), Sep 9, 1988, p.6
Casting off prejudice (response to R Reiser edit on Jesse Jackson) (ltr), Sep 9, 1988, p.6
On forgiving Jackson (response to R Reiser edit on Jesse Jackson) (ltr), Sep 9, 1988, p.6
Beautiful statement (response to R Reiser edit on Jesse Jackson) (ltr), Sep 9, 1988, p.6

JACKSON, KELLY

Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

JACKSON, LAURIE

Graduation Day (from SCS Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2

JACKSON, ROGENE

New Daughters of the American Revolution officers elected, May 27, 1988, p.9

JACOB, GEORGE

Dept of Environmental Conservation says village violated wetlands (on Winston property), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
Stream work raises neighbors' ire (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

JACOB, JOHN (AU)

Schools need parents (edit), Feb 5, 1988, p.7
The real scandal of the presidential campaign (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.7
Look at people, not credentials (edit), Apr 29, 1988, p.7
Is 'workfare' the solution? (edit), Jun 10, 1988, p.7
Black college enrollment dropping (edit), Jun 24, 1988, p.7
Take the spark Jesse started (edit), Aug 12, 1988, p.7
Debunking welfare myths (edit), Sep 30, 1988, p.7
Homelessness A national scandal (edit), Dec 9, 1988, p.7
Minorities are missing job train (edit), Dec 23, 1988, p.7

JACOBS, ARTHUR

(United) Hospital cites local volunteers, Jun 3, 1988, p.4

JACOBS, BILL

Townhouses get angry reception (at Planning Board meeting) (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Townhouse opponents hold strategy session, Dec 23, 1988, p.5

JACOBS, BILL (AU)

Quality of life threatened (by proposed multi-family Weaver St development) (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6

JACOBS, MARJorie

Freshman year at college: Graduates look ahead (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.9

JACOBS, MARJorie (AU)

Happy retirement (to M Yannantuono) (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6

JACOBS, MICKEY

Greenacreites have a field day (photo; list), Jul 15, 1988, p.5

JACOBSON, BELLA

Science students J Jospitre Jr, R Hsia, R H Inouye, D Lichstein win grants, Jan 8, 1988, p.20
Three from SHS (R Inouye, R Hsia, D Lichstein) win top energy prize (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.16
(Dr R Sprague, teachers present) Report on science in the schools, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
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JACOBSON, JOAN
YES salutes its volunteers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.11

JACOBSON, NORMAN (AU)
Brownsville--then and now (edit), Aug 26, 1988, p.7

JACOBSON, PIA
Indoor pool draws mixed public reaction, Sep 30, 1988, p.1

JADATZ, MARY
New schools chief Dr R D Hibschean signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

JADATZ, MARY
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

JAFFE, ALAN
(A S Jaffe) In UJA post (photo), May 27, 1988, p.13
Scarsdalian A S Jaffe leading UJA delegation, Jul 22, 1988, p.5

JAFFE, BARBARA
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Village holds budget hearing, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
Board (of Ed) asks voters to pass $35.9M school budget, May 6, 1988, p.1
Anne Janiak picked as president of League of Women Voters (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.3
(Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comm), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

JAFFE, BARBARA (AU)
Centralized polling backed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

JAFFE, DAVID
New student government completes successful first year at the high school (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18

JAFFE, LIZ
Successful fundraiser (for UJA) (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.8
Interviews (of potential SCS Board of Ed nominees) proposed, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Board of Ed: State must fund homeless plan, Jul 1, 1988, p.1

JAFFE, LIZ (AU)
Schooling the homeless (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6

JAFFE, MATT
(Price) Family trio makes Empire Games (swim) team, Aug 5, 1988, p.8

JAFFE, MIRANDA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22
Chinese-Americans form organization; (Officers elected), Dec 16, 1988, p.4

JAFFE, RICHARD
On guard! (Painting guard rails at HS) (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

JAFFIN, GEORGE
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

JAHRMARKT, ROBERT
Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1988, p.8

JAIN, SITAL
(S P Jain) Senior VP (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.4

JAKUBEK, GARY
It's a long, hot summer for stalled motorists, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
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JAMIL, MARSHA
Downzoning sought, Mar 18, 1988, p.1

JANIAK, ANNE
Anne Janiak picked as president of League of Women Voters (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
Board of Ed: State must fund homeless plan, Jul 1, 1988, p.1

JANIAK, ANNE (AU)
Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6
League of Women Voters counts on residents (ltr), Sep 23, 1988, p.6

JANIAK, BRIAN
Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30

JANSHA, ANDRIES
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1

JANSHA, ANDY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

JANSHA, NANCY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

JANUARY
Jan 1: It's a lot more fun than football (illus), Dec 30, 1988, p.1

JAPANESE IN THE US
When East meets West in local schools, Apr 22, 1988, p.3
Some ideas for the sake of the children (edit), Apr 22, 1988, p.7
Japanese woman H Minami ups profits with Yankee ingenuity (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.6
Nursery school for Japanese opens (at Church of Good Shepherd), Nov 18, 1988, p.8

JARAC, NENO
Another blowtorch fire here (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
Blowtorch law violators (N Jarac and A Wogeikak) escape with $25 fines, Oct 28, 1988, p.1

JARCH, BILL
SHS alumna J Van Voorhis making films, Jul 8, 1988, p.4

JASON, PAUL
Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Chamber of Commerce to honor R L Gerloff (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
No courtesy shown, he says (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
(SCS) Chamber of Commerce bestows its highest honor (Citizen of the Year, on R L Gerloff) (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
Home okayed on Richbell Road; Montgomery Road plan revised, May 6, 1988, p.3
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
(SCS Bicentennial) No party for shops, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
A gift from the Chamber (of Commerce; P Jason presents plaque to L Tooley) (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.2
Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.2
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JASON, PAUL continued
- Neighbors sue to block development (in Drake-Edgewood), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
- Architects describe their concepts for downtown buildings, Oct 21, 1988, p.1
- Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
- Judge M Coppola rejects (Arey-Giordano) legal challenge to Montgomery Road development, Dec 23, 1988, p.3

JAWAD, YOSHIE (AU)
- Our compliments to the Itamae-san (edit), Oct 7, 1988, p.7

JEANTY, DARLY (DR)
- Driver sought in hit and run (that injured P Jeffcote), Jun 17, 1988, p.2

JEMMOTT, MARION
- Scarsdalian Dr C H Rieder appointed secretary of Columbia (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.2

JENSEN, GRADY
- Joseph Ullaan praised as a man of fairness, modesty and kindness (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.2
- Birthday bash (for SCS Bicentennial), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
- Happy Birthday, SCS (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3
- SCS Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
- Come celebrate (SCS’s Bicentennial) together (edit), May 27, 1988, p.6
- Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS’s Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.9
- SCS Natl Bank salutes Co-chairmen H Goldberg, G Jensen, Committee (photo) (SCS’s Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.22
- SCS O(pen) S(society) A(ssn) marks 20 years of progress in opening SCS to minority families (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.3
- Posterity waits (More personal statements requested for time capsule), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
- (Time) Capsule on display (in library; G Jensen hopes for more personal statements), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
- G Jensen passes out special forms to V Kline, M Kline for time capsule contributions (photo), Sep 2, 1988, p.2
- SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30
- Former mayor S Sims named (president) by SCS O(pen) S(society) A(ssn) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2
- Time capsule to be buried Nov 3, Oct 28, 1988, p.3
- Do not open til 2088 (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

JENSEN, GRADY (AU)
- Bicentennial thank yous (ltr; list), Jun 3, 1988, p.6

JENSEN, JOHN
- SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

JENTZ, BARRY
- School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

JESSEE, BOB
- Observing SCS’s weather with a birdhouse and milk can, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

JESSAMY, CHARLES
- Magic in the air (C Jessamy performs magic for Montessori School) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.5
- Magic in the air (C Jessamy brings magic to Child Care Center) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.17

JESSEL, MATTHEW
- Halloween artists at work (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.6

JESUS CHRIST-NATIVITY
- What was that ‘star of wonder’? (edit), Dec 23, 1988, p.7

JEWISH BRAILLE INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
- Braille unit elects philanthropist S Henkind, Jan 15, 1988, p.4

JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER (WHITE PLAINS)
- Benefactors’ Wall (at Jewish Community Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24

JEWISH-ARAB RELATIONS
- Alternative for Palestinians (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6
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JEWISH-ARAB RELATIONS continued

Israel-Arab conflict debated in forum at Westchester Reform Temple, Dec 9, 1988, p.3

Israel's Right to exist 'non-issue' (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

JEWS IN THE SOVIET UNION

Not the time for euphoria (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

SCS girl K Liebowitz seeks freedom for Soviet 'twin', M Rakova (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.15

JEWS IN THE US

Thoughts on Israel (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6

JEWS-PERSECUTIONS-MEMORIALS

(SCS Synagogue-Tremont) Temple to erect memorial, Oct 7, 1988, p.3

SEE ALSO KRISTALLNACHT

JEZER, BLANCHE

Special volunteers (at White Plains Hospital) cited (photo), May 20, 1988, p.16

SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

JOEL, MARTIN

Did you know (what services, facilities available to handicapped)?, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

JOHANSEN, CHRISTIAN

Let the games begin! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.13

JOHANSON, (FIREFIGHTER)

Firemen commended (for work at Corell Rd fire) (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

JOHANSON, BOINE

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32

JOHANSON, CINDY

(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

JOHANSON, CRIS

Downzoning sought, Mar 18, 1988, p.1

JOHANSON, DAVE

On the commissioner (Dr T Sobol)'s trail: a superintendent transformed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

JOHANSON, GWEN

(SHS) Students debate issues at model United Nations), Dec 16, 1988, p.26

JOHANSON, JANET

Legal Awareness for Women) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

JOHANSON, JOHN ('BUD')

After the merger S(CS) N(ational) B(ank) awaits word about its future, Oct 14, 1988, p.1

SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

JOHANSON, JOHN JR

Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16

JOHANSON, LARRY

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32

JOHANSON, LYNN

Dukakis 3rd of a kind, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

JOHANSON, LYNN

SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

JOHANSON, LEWIS (DR)

Newly restored 1774 map shows first subdivision in SCS, Jun 24, 1988, p.3

JOHANSON, MARTHA

Newly restored 1774 map shows first subdivision in SCS, Jun 24, 1988, p.3

JOHANSON, WILLIAM

W S Johnston (dies), Jul 29, 1988, p.12
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JONES, ARCHER
New bosses (for SCS Government Day) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5

JONES, BILLIE (AU)
Why (Richard) Herrin should remain in prison (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.7

JONES, CASH
(Boy) Scouts invited to Camporee, Apr 22, 1988, p.5

JONES, CASSIUS
(Boy) Scouts hold court of honor, Dec 30, 1988, p.4

JONES, ELIZABETH
Faces of the Fourth (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.6

JONES, GEORGE
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

JONES, GILLIAN
In search of SCS's past (photo), May 13, 1988, p.1
Christmas pageantry (at St James the Less) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

JONES, KEVIN
(Boy) Scouts invited to Camporee, Apr 22, 1988, p.5
(Boy) Scouts hold court of honor, Dec 30, 1988, p.4

JONES, KRISTIN
All invited to (St James the Less) graveyard (for special Halloween tour) (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

JONES, REBECCA (DR)
SHS alumna Dr R M Jones receives NYU teaching award, Jun 17, 1988, p.4

JONES, STEVEN
(Boy) Scouts hold court of honor, Dec 30, 1988, p.4

JORDAN, BRIAN
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

JORDAN, DONALD
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

JORDAN, JOANNA
New bosses (for SCS Government Day) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

JOSELOW, RITA
(American Jewish) Congress forms (Westchester) county chapter; I Sloan elected president, Apr 29, 1988, p.8

JOSEPH, BERNARD
S Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p.8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

JOSPIRE, JACQUES JR
Science students J Jospitre Jr, R Hsia, R B Inouye, D Lichstein win grants, Jan 8, 1988, p.20

JOSSEN, DANIEL
Scholars (honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24

JOURNALIST-AWARDS
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

JOURNALISTS
Former Inquirer staffer J Solomon joins public school program in NYC, Mar 25, 1988, p.2

JOURNALISTS-AWARDS
SHS graduate D Hertzberg wins Pulitzer Prize (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.5
SEE ALSO PHOTOGRAPHERS

JUDELSON, NORMAN
Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
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JUDGE, BARBARA
Host families needed (for Fresh Air Fund) (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.2

JUDGES
(SCS) Court gets busier, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Calling all judges, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

JUDGES-ELECTION
Room on the bench, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
J Radley Herold nominated for County Court (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
GDF backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
(SCS Women's Republican Club) Backing the Republican team (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Still counting (the votes in County Court election), Dec 2, 1988, p.1
Apparent victory (for J R Herold) turns to defeat, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

JUDGES-WAGES AND SALARIES
Committee to seek solution for 45 Popham Road, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

JUDICIAL QUALIFICATIONS ADVISORY COMMITTEE-SCS
Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Room on the bench, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Calling all judges, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

JUDSON, BETTY (AU)
End of an era (for Judson family in SCS schools) (ltr), Jun 24, 1988, p.6

JUDSON, DANIEL
End of an era (for Judson family in SCS schools) (ltr), Jun 24, 1988, p.6

JULIER, ALLEN
(School Board) Colleagues lament Savrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1

JULY 4TH
SCS's big bang (July 4th) (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
Free fireworks (this year for the first time), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
Faces of the Fourth (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.6
Arthur Manor on parade (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.9
Greenacrestites have a field day (photo; list), Jul 15, 1988, p.5

JUNELA, DILJIT
Volunteer: D S Juneja (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.3

JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER
Junior League volunteers are dedicated to improving community (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.19
(Junior) League gives books to the boys (of Children's Village) (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.8
Junior League plans open house; Book 'Of Colonists and Colonizers' on sale; May 27, 1988, p.3

JUNIOR OLYMPICS
Local girls (J M Vaccaro, R Safirstein, E Smith, H Howard) off for Junior Olympics (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.18

JUSTER, KENNETH
DC lawyer: K I Juster (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.19

JUSTER, MURIEL
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

JUTER, DAVID
Is that you in there? (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.1

KADIN, PAUL
(Chemical) Bank names P J Kadin division head, Aug 12, 1988, p.15

KAFKA, EMANUEL
(Retired SCS teachers) Getting together again (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.8
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KAGLE, ROSE
   E Markey to pinch-hit for P Schroeder at Nuclear Freeze dinner (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.2

KAHL, JANE
   PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
   Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

KAHL, JULIE
   Massing of the colors (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

KAHN, DORIS
   Rock around the pool (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.2

KAHN, JESSICA
   Honored: J Kahn, R Pollack, Mar 4, 1988, p.12

KAHN, MIKE
   Rock 'n Roll Revue (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.20

KAHN, ROBERT
   Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3
   BAR approves two houses, Aug 26, 1988, p.5

KAIDEN, MARTIN
   And here's to the next 50 years (SCS Adult School celebrates anniversary) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.3

KALMAN, DANIEL
   Hail to the champions... (Kids supp) (photo; add photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

KAISER, LYNNE
   After the (R Laredo) concert (for Hoff-Barthelson Music School) (photo; list), May 27, 1988, p.9

KAISER, RICHARD
   Rock 'n Roll Revue (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.20

KALB, DORE
   Real estate firm honors producers A Hillman, L Kalb, D Serenson, J Wei, Feb 19, 1988, p.2
   Top (Century 21 Wolff & Son's) agents honored. Nov 18, 1988, p.9

KALIN, JUDY
   (Ways of Westchester's native inhabitants demonstrated at Indian Thanksgiving celebration) (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.2

KALISH, HELEN (AU)
   Day care sans tears and fears (edit), May 13, 1988, p.7

KALLETT, MARY
   No one hurt in (1 Foxhall Rd) group home fire (photo p 10), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
   Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

KALLICK, BENA
   Raises approved for (SCS school) principals, Nov 25, 1988, p.1

KALT, LEE
   (Boy) Scout(s hold) court of honor, Dec 30, 1988, p.4

KALT, STEVEN
   Radon in the home: what it is, where it is, how to get rid of it, Jul 22, 1988, p.1

KAMINER, JACK
   SCS to take on Jets in charity (basketball) game, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
   Raiders win Section I (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
   Bouquets (to J Kaminer) and brickbats (to unsportsmanlike fans) (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
   Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
   SHS (basketball) players, coach honored, Mar 18, 1988, p.16
   SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30
   Jets looked like Giants on Raider court (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15

KAMINER, ROBYN
   It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3
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KAMINER, ROBYN continued
   SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28
KANE, MARQUERITE
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26
KANG, EDWARD
   Top honors for SHS language students (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13
KANG, MICHELLE
   Top honors for SHS language students (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13
KANG, THOMAS
KANNER, STACY
   This one goes in history (Volunteers prepare for Library Book Fair) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.1
KANNEY, JUDY
   Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15
KAPLAN, ARLENE
   Not all gifts are wrapped and put by the tree (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.6
KAPLAN, JILL
   Community cookout (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.5
KAPLAN, JUDITH
   Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1988, p.8
KAPLAN, JUDY
   Peace on Earth (SCS realtors gather for holiday party) (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.5
KAPLAN, NATALIE
   (SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4
KAPLAN, NORMA
   SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34
KAPLAN, TERRIE
   Peace on Earth (SCS realtors gather for holiday party) (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.5
KAPNER, DEBORAH
   Child Care (Assn of SCS holds) open houses (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.8
KAPNER, ERICK
   (E Kapner) Named law partner, Jan 15, 1988, p.11
KAPUSH, OLIVIA
   (M Carhuff, O Kapush, S Miller) from Bourne attend conference, Nov 25, 1988, p.13
KAROTKIN, STEPHEN
   Rock 'n Roll Revue (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.20
KARP, DALE
   SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
KARP, ROBERTA
   (SCS) Task Force on Drugs and Alcohol) elects leaders for '88-'89, May 6, 1988, p.5
KASHNER, MEGAN
   A night of honors (SHS students honored for academic, personal achievements) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.1
   Realtor (R R Ragette) honors SHS graduate M Kashner, Jul 22, 1988, p.8
KASHNER, RITA
   (PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
KASS, STEVEN
   Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
KASSALOU, JORDAN (AU)
   (Winston property has) Worth beyond dollars (ltr), May 13, 1988, p.6
KATER, JOYCE
   New Daughters of the) A(merican) R(evolution) officers elected, May 27, 1988, p.9
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KATES, GLENN
  Child Care (Assn of SCS) grows on all fronts (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18
KATHIRITHAMBY, MAHENDRON
  Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
KATO, KENGO
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26
KATZ, ABIGAIL
  Here's who'll be singin' for SCS Summer Music Theater, Jul 8, 1988, p.5
  It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3
  Singin' in the rain (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.1
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28
KATZ, BILL (AU)
  (Thanks to) Special people (involved in SSMT production) (ltr), Sep 2, 1988, p.6
KATZ, EUGENE (DR)
  (Westchester Jewish) Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12
KATZ, JANE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28
KATZ, JANE (AU)
  (Thanks to) Special people (involved in SSMT production) (ltr), Sep 2, 1988, p.6
KATZ, JOEL
  New summer program planned for teens, May 27, 1988, p.1
KATZ, KUNIKO
  PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
  Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15
KATZ, KUNIKO (AU)
  Some ideas for the sake of the children (edit), Apr 22, 1988, p.7
KATZ, MICHAEL
  Raises approved for (SCS school) principals, Nov 25, 1988, p.1
KATZ, MYRON
  Can this be spring? (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.1
KATZ, ROBERT
  (SCS Synagogue-Tremont) Temple to erect memorial, Oct 7, 1988, p.3
KATZBERG, LESLIE AMSTER (AU)
  Dissayed by coverage (of B Bruckner traffic fatlity) (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
KATZMAN, FLORENCE
  (SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4
KATZMAN, MEREDITH
  Nutritionist M C Katzman opens office, Nov 11, 1988, p.4
KAUFMAN, ALAN
  Business newscaster S J 'Rudy' Ruderman fired by (Business Week) magazine, Aug 19, 1988, p.3
KAUFMAN, ALICE
  New Daughters of the (American) Revolution officers elected, May 27, 1988, p.9
KAUFMAN, ANN
  SCS seniors keep busy (photo; add1 photo p 24) (Senior Citizen Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.21
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26
  SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30
KAUFMAN, DAVID
  It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28
KAUFMAN, EMILY
  SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21
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KAUFMAN, GABE

SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

KAUFMAN, JAMES (DR)

Schools to senior citizens: visit us (Board of Ed sets goals at meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1

KAUFMAN, KRISTINA

AFS students G Mergen, K Dixon, carry message to schools (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.8

KAUFMAN, LIONEL (AU)

Argument for Non-Partisanship (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6

KAUFMAN, MARTIN

(M. Kaufman) On the board (of New Orchestra of Westchester), Feb 12, 1988, p.12

Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1

Townhouses get angry reception (at Planning Board meeting) (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1

Quality of life threatened (by proposed multi-family Weaver St development) (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6

Townhouse opponents hold strategy session, Dec 23, 1988, p.5

(Planning) Board asks developer for more open space (at Weaver St site), Dec 30, 1988, p.1

KAUFMAN, MARTIN (AU)

Attached housing not wanted (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6

KAUFMAN, MARTON

Negotiating in the eye of a storm: P Pickelle helps ease Yonkers crisis (photo p.2), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

KAUFMAN, MILLICENT

Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1

(Heathcote Five Corners) Neighbors organize (Committee to Preserve SCS), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

Builder K Rubinstein calls (Heathcote Manor) homes 'an asset' (ltr), Nov 18, 1988, p.6

Townhouses get angry reception (at Planning Board meeting) (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1

Townhouse opponents hold strategy session, Dec 23, 1988, p.5

KAUFMAN, MILLICENT (AU)

Attached housing not wanted (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6

KAUFMAN, NICHOLAS

Board (of Appeals) upholds rulings by building department, Jun 17, 1988, p.3

KAUFMAN, STANLEY

Townhouses get angry reception (at Planning Board meeting) (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1

KAUFMANN, CHERYL

Builder C Deaetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1

Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3

Look-alike case (Interiors of houses at 12a and 24 Cooper subject of litigation), Nov 4, 1988, p.1

KAUFMANN, NICHOLAS

Builder C Deaetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1

Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3

Look-alike case (Interiors of houses at 12a and 24 Cooper subject of litigation), Nov 4, 1988, p.1

KAVEY, MILTON

Milton K Kavey dies, Nov 25, 1988, p.20

KAWAKAHI, CHIE

And there was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.12

KAY, DICKIE

(United) Hospital cites local volunteers, Jun 3, 1988, p.4

SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

KAY, MARTIN

SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30
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KAYLER, KYLE
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

KEANE, HELEN
Helen L Keane (dies), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

KEARNEY, FRANK
Bridge money (set aside for repair of Heathcote Rd bridge), Nov 18, 1988, p.1
A hydrant at last (near county highway and parks dept garage), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

KEARNS, GERALDINE
YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8

KEATING, JOHN
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32
Which is more important: (parking tickets or fire risk from blowtorches)? (ltr), Nov 4, 1988, p.6

KEATING, PAT
(SCS Volunteer Co 1) Firemen celebrate (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.8

KEATON, MICHAEL
Autumn image (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

KECIORIS, ANTHONY
A Kecioris dies, May 20, 1988, p.20

KEELER, E RICHARD
Playland manager E R Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2
O'Rourke seeks 10% spending hike, Nov 18, 1988, p.1
A tale of two (county) employees: E R Keeler, T Ruderman (edt), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL MONTH
Beautification, Apr 15, 1988, p.1

KEITH, HERMAN
Negotiating in the eye of a storm: P Pickelle helps ease Yonkers crisis (photo p 2), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

KELLEHER, JAMES (AU)
Schooling the homeless (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6

KELLER, BETTY
(Leon agency) In the holiday spirit (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.19

KELLER, DONALD
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16

KELLER, KATHRYN
(M David, M Itch, K Keller) inducted into (School of Holy Child) student council, Oct 28, 1988, p.15

KELLY, AUBRY
(SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3) Cooking up 50th anniversary plans (1940's photo reproduced), Oct 28, 1988, p.3

KELLY, AUDREY
Two from SCS (H Goldberg, A Kelly) on (Westchester County) Women's (Advisory) Board, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

KELLY, BRUCE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

KELLY, CAMERON
(Boy) Scouts hold honor court, Nov 25, 1988, p.10

KELLY, CHERYL
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

KELLY, EDWARD
Tooley to chair recycling board (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.9

KELLY, GENE
It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3
Singin' in the rain (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.1
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KELLY, JAMES
  Thank you, Mr J Kelly (ltr), Jun 24, 1988, p.6
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36
  SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18
KELLY, MARG
  Feb 14: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
KELLY, MARY
  Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
KELLY, MEGHAN
  Hail to the champions... (Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2
KELLY, NANCY
  On their way in the ISK (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
KELLY, RICK
  Feb 14: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
KELLY, THOMAS (AU)
  What the homeless need is a chance (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.7
KELLY, TOM
  Teen cafe returning, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
  A tale of two towns (SCS and GBH) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
  Teen cafe (The Strand) draws enthusiastic crowd (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.3
KEMP, DAVID
  Alarm saves (Kemp) family in Corell Road fire (photo; addl photo p 1), Dec 23, 1988, p.5
KEMP, JACK
  Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
  Bush backed (by SCS Republican Town Committee), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
  Vitality of King's day upheld (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.12
  Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
KEMP, JACKIE
  Alarm saves (Kemp) family in Corell Road fire (photo; addl photo p 1), Dec 23, 1988, p.5
KEMP, JOHN
  (J M Kemp named) Bank executive (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.4
KEMP, JONATHAN
  Alarm saves (Kemp) family in Corell Road fire (photo; addl photo p 1), Dec 23, 1988, p.5
KEMPER, COURTNEY
  Book vine (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.14
KEMPER, MARY
  R Van Horne re-elected Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervices) president, May 27, 1988, p.3
  YES salutes its volunteers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.11
KENNEDY, JOAN
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
  College of New Rochelle honors Joan Kennedy (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.8
KENNEDY, JOHN FITZGERALD
  Compliment to Quayle? (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6
  Dukakis 3rd of a kind, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
KENNEDY, JOHN FITZGERALD-ASSASSINATION
  (Nov 22, 1963,) Date of disillusionment (edit), Nov 18, 1988, p.6
KENNEDY, KAREN
  Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1
KENNEDY, KEITH
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
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KENNEY, KAREN
(Firemen, library workers, clerical workers, laborers, school crossing guards) Without contracts, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Library contract (approved by Board of Trustees), Nov 18, 1988, p.1

KENYAN
Reaching out to Kenya (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6
KENYA-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
What am I doing here? (edit), Apr 22, 1988, p.7

KERIN, LOI
(SCS Volunteer Co 1) Firemen celebrate (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.8

KERIN, MICHAEL
M J Kerin ordained a deacon, Feb 5, 1988, p.16
Michael Kerin joins priesthood (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.15

KERN, DAVID
D Portaan unveils revised zoning for downtown (map p 16), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Homeowners blast preservation law, Sep 30, 1988, p.1

KERNBERG, OTTO (DR)
Psychiatrist Dr O.F Kernberg named to post (of Central Neuropsychiatric Hospital Assn), Apr 1, 1988, p.2

KERNBERG, PAULINA (DR)
NY Hospital honors volunteers (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.2

KESSEL, SARIT
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

KESSEL, TAMAR
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

KESSEL, BARBARA
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

KESSEL, DAVID
S Older re-elected president of (Board of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

KESSEL, DAVID (DR)
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1

KESSEL, ELIZABETH
Scholars honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24

KESSEL, HOLLY
L Goodman, H Kessler win foreign policy essay prize, May 13, 1988, p.15

KESSEL, HOLLY (AU)
Advice for our next President (edit), Jul 1, 1988, p.7

KESSEL, JASON
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18

KESSEL, JASON (AU)
We all need a friend (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.7

KESSEL, LAUREN
Batter up! (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.4

KESSEL, MORTON
Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1

KHIMM, CHRISTINA
(Heathcote International families celebrate) An international Christmas, Dec 30, 1988, p.8
KIDDER, JEROME
J Kidder (dies), Aug 19, 1988, p.8

KIDNAPPING
Local woman J Chotin kidnapped in drug case, police say, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Kidnapping of J Chotin was 'a ruse', claims drug case lawyer, Jun 17, 1988, p.1
Two (W Chee, B Rivera) indicted in cocaine conspiracy, Oct 21, 1988, p.1

KIDS
SEE KIDS IN DISTRESSED SITUATIONS

KIDS IN DISTRESSED SITUATIONS
Kids ask help for KIDS (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

KIDSWALK (1988)
Kids walking for kids (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Get behind our kids (edit), Apr 22, 1988, p.6
'Spirit was there' on Kidswalk (photo; addl photo, 'Last leg' p 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
'Kidswalk' --an event of joy (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
SCS Nati Bank salutes Kidswalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32
A big gift from SCS Kidswalk (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.3
Spirit of cooperation (evident in Kidswalk) (ltr), Jun 24, 1988, p.6

KIEL, CHARLES
C W Kiel (dies), Jul 22, 1988, p.15

KIELSON, BENNETT
(Westchester County) Budget update: (No dramatic changes likely), Dec 9, 1988, p.1

KILILU, LUCIA
Reaching out to Kenya (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6

KILLIAN, LINDA
Indoor pool draws mixed public reaction, Sep 30, 1988, p.1

KILLYOURHY, DANIEL (AU)
More views on AIDS education (ltrs), Apr 8, 1988, p.6

KIM, ANNA
(EMT, SHS students) In Cornell program (for outstanding juniors and seniors), Jul 29, 1988, p.12

KIMBLE, CONNIE (AU)
Bad math! (SSMT celebrating 21st, not 20th year) (ltr), Aug 5, 1988, p.6

KIMBLE, CONSTANCE
Why (Richard) Herrin should remain in prison (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.7

KIMBLE, DAVE
Bad math! (SSMT celebrating 21st, not 20th year) (ltr), Aug 5, 1988, p.6

KIMBLE, LAURA
Feb 14: a few new chars in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

KING, GEORGE
(Katonah) Gallery names G King director (photo), May 20, 1988, p.4

KING, J ROGER
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3

KING, JOSH
Harvest festival (Decorating the sukkah at Westchester Reform Temple) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.18

KING, MARTIN LUTHER
Playing tribute (to Dr Martin Luther King Jr) (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11
Vitality of King's day upheld (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.12
King breakfast profit report is awaited; Jan 22, 1988, p.12
Some thoughts on mortality (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.7

KING, MICHAEL
Bringing back the bluebirds (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.3
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KING, PATRICK
Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
SHS (basketball) players, coach honored, Mar 18, 1988, p.16
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30

KING, WILLIAM
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Suppl), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

KING, WILLIAM (AU)
(G Fairstein, E H Bench) Supporters, not enemies (of Non-Partisan System) (ltr), Jun 3, 1988, p.6

KINGSLEY, CHARLES
SCS National Bank salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

KINGSLEY, EMILY
SCS National Bank salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

KINGSLEY, EMILY PERL
Girl Scout dinner will honor E P Kingsley, L St James, Mar 4, 1988, p.9

KINSOLVING, (MRS LUCIEN LEE)
Caleb Heathcote: Lord of the Manor (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Suppl), Jun 3, 1988, p.8

KIRCHMIER, ROBERT
School Board says 13.3K spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
A time for goodbyes (Retiring teachers and school nurses honored at Teachers Assn tea) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26

KIRKWOOD, DAVID
Window coverage criticized (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

KIRSH, JEANNINE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26

KITE, BARBARA
SHS grad V Sullivan's plays to be staged (photo), May 20, 1988, p.13

KLAUSNER, ROSE
Rose M Klausner (dies), Sep 16, 1988, p.17

KLEBANOFF, JENNIFER
(Shs football team gives fans) A lot to cheer about (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.1

KLEIN, CAROL
State grant to local teacher C DeSa, Apr 29, 1988, p.34

KLEIN, JOSEPH
Greenacreites have a field day (photo; list), Jul 15, 1988, p.5

KLEIN, LUCILLE
Realty broker L Klein joins Weichert, Feb 5, 1988, p.9

KLEIN, LYDIA
R Van Horne re-elected Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervices) president, May 27, 1988, p.3
YES salutes its volunteers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.11

KLEIN, MINI
'Spirit was there' on Kidswalk (photo; addl photo, 'Last leg' p 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
'Kidswalk'--an event of joy (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes Kidswalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32
A big gift from SCS Kidswalk (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.3
Spirit of cooperation (evident in Kidswalk) (ltr), Jun 24, 1988, p.6
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Suppl), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

KLEIN, ROBERT
Robert Klein opens office as financial planner here, Mar 25, 1988, p.4
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KLEIN, ROBERT continued
Local financial columnist R J Klein is co-author of investment guide, Jun 3, 1988, p.2
R Klein joins planning firm, Jun 17, 1988, p.11

KLEIN, ROBERT (AU)
(A Hertzog's sports) Writing praised (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6

KLEIN, STEPHEN (RAIIBI)
(SCS Synagogue-Tremont) Temple to erect memorandum, Oct 7, 1988, p.3

KLEIN, VICKI
Greenacresites have a field day (photo; list), Jul 15, 1988, p.5

KLEINMAN, ERICA
Scholars honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24

KLEINMAN, RUTH
R Y Kleinman (dies), Jul 15, 1988, p.12

KLEISNER, GEORGE
G H Kleisner dies, Jan 8, 1988, p.13

KLINE, HARRIET
Moneymakers (Artist H Kline turns money into art) (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.4

KLINE, MELISSA
G Jensen passes out special forms to V Kline, M Kline for time capsule contributions (photo), Sep 2, 1988, p.2

KLINE, TOM
Honor for local man T Kline, Jul 1, 1988, p.8

KLINE, VANESSA
G Jensen passes out special forms to V Kline, M Kline for time capsule contributions (photo), Sep 2, 1988, p.2

KLITZKO, ROSE
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1

KNAPLUND, VIRGINIA
(SCS) Court gets busier, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Candidates named for village office (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Room on the bench, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
J Radley Herold nominated for County Court (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
A piece of cake! (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
(Indian-American Forum for Political Education) seeks more clout for Indian-Americans (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.3
Fanaticism key in fight for rights (says V Knaplund in speech before Village Club), Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Scofflaw M Motherway hit with $3000 fine, Oct 28, 1988, p.1
Stiffer penalties for painters, Nov 11, 1988, p.2
Synarchy (Virtually all officials representing SCS are women), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Calling all judges, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
Committee to seek solution for 45 Popham Road, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

KNIGHT, GISELA
Tooley to chair recycling board (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.3

KNOEPPEL, RAYMOND
SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28

KNOEFF, ALFRED
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennist Welcomes Dr R Hibschatn, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
House plans draw BAR disfavor, Mar 18, 1988, p.3
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
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KNOPP, ALFRED continued
  In SCS, passions run high when it comes to trees, May 27, 1988, p.1
  BAR approves two houses, Aug 26, 1988, p.3
  School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

KNOPP, GREG
  Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
  Cinderella season ends as SMS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
  SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30

KOAYASHI, TAKUII
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

KOBELT, NORA
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
  (Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comm), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

KOBELT, NORA (AU)
  Too high a price? (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6

KOBELT, WERNER
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

KOBOI, AMY
  (Girl Scouts) Wishing all a warm Christmas (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.2

KOCZ, EDWARD
  Koch defended, his critics excoriated (edit), Apr 29, 1988, p.7
  Opinion of E Koch) seconded (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6

KOEGEL, IRENE
  Bush backers enjoy a Grand Old Party (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1

KOEGEL, WILLIAM
  Bush backers enjoy a Grand Old Party (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1

KOELLE, KATIA
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26

KOERNER, DIONA (AU)
  Letters (about creche) miss the point (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

KOERNER, RONALD
  (American Jewish) Congress forms (Westchester) county chapter; I Sloan elected president, Apr 29, 1988, p.8
  Deja vu! Creche issue revived at public hearing, Aug 19, 1988, p.1

KOFFLER, ED
  An 'unsung hero' (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6

KOGN, LOIS
  (School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1

KOLBERT, STUART (AU)
  Art would enhance SCS (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6

KOLDANI, KATHY
  Reptile rapture (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.20

KOLEVZON, MARTA
  YES salutes its volunteers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.11

KOLDDNY, NATHAN (AU)
  A crucial distinction (response to R Reiser edit on Jesse Jackson) (ltr), Sep 9, 1988, p.6

KOLTS, LANCE
  Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

KOPPLE, HILARY
  (SCS Junior High students play) Presidential Pursuit (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.15

KOREN, JUDI (AU)
  Stress, choice and you (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.7
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KORNBLEH, EDWARD (AU)
- They're for Dukakis (ltr), Apr 15, 1988, p.6
- (Bush a) 'Disaster for family planning' (ltr), Oct 28, 1988, p.6

KORNBLEH, TERRY (AU)
- They're for Dukakis (ltr), Apr 15, 1988, p.6
- Who's soft on crime? (ltr), Oct 28, 1988, p.6

KORNAUSER, MAX
- (Ways of Westchester's native inhabitants demonstrated at Indian Thanksgiving celebration) (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.2

KORNREICH, MORTON
- (Westchester Jewish) Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12

KORSCH, MIRNA
- Ragette names L Pfitofsky sales associate; honors top salespeople (photo), May 20, 1988, p.4

KORYN, MIRIAM
- NY Hospital honors volunteers (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.2

KOSER, MARNEN LAIBOW-
- SEE LAIBOW-KOSER, MARNEN

KOSILLA, LAWRENCE
- (Firefighter L Kosilla) A student of fire, Feb 12, 1988, p.3

KOTLYAKOV, VLADIMIR
- Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J G Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

KRAKWER, DOUG
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26

KRAMER, ANNA
- A K Kramer dies, Apr 22, 1988, p.18

KRAZT, HARRIETTE
- Historically speaking: SCS Village Hall "incubator of chicks turned roosters in other communities", Nov 4, 1988, p.4

KRAWCYK, JERRY
- (Westchester) County (Bridge Gallery) displays Vietnam photos, Dec 30, 1988, p.2

KREBSER, HAL
- Good eggs (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.9

KREIBGER, HAROLD (DR)
- SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28
- Double honor (L Fausty, Dr H Kreiger receive Rotary Club Paul Harris Fellow Awards) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.3

KRELL, MIA ELY
- Mia Ely Krell dies, Oct 28, 1988, p.20

KRELOW, MARK
- (R S Krestrial, M B Krestrial) named to new posts, Aug 12, 1988, p.5

KRELOW, REBECCA
- (R S Krestrial, M B Krestrial) named to new posts, Aug 12, 1988, p.5

KREY, SUNNY
- Happy Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

KRIEOALLNACHT
- Candles in the night (edit), Nov 11, 1988, p.6
- Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.6
- Friends and Jews united in prayer (edit), Nov 18, 1988, p.7

KRIEDEL, SHELELLY
- Continuing Ed: courses for everyone (photo) (Continuing Education Supp), Aug 12, 1988, p.8

KROEBER, SUSAN
- Honorees (of Mt Holyoke Club of Westchester) (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.9

KROEDEIN, DOROTHY
- Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
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KRQENLEIN, EMILY
Top honors for SHS language students (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13
High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.16

KROHN, ESTHER
Fund seekers: E Krohn, H Lapidus (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.8

KROHN, AMY (AU)
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
SHS students fight famine (with bike-a-thon) (ltr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6

KRQHN, ESTHER
Fund seekers: E Krohn, H Lapidus (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.8

KROIN, AMY (AU)
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
SHS students fight famine (with bike-a-thon) (ltr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6

KRQNLAND, HOWARD
Possible pool options described, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
(Indoor) Pool update, May 20, 1988, p.1
Aquatic center proposal unveiled (illus; addl illus p 2), Jul 15, 1988, p.1

KROPP, MICHAEL
Student K Kropp cited, Aug 19, 1988, p.5

KUBO, HIROSHI
Games, science fair at Edgewood (photo; list) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.20

KUHN, CHRISTIAN
C W Kuhn dies, Apr 8, 1988, p.12

KULA, JAMES
Observing SCS's weather with a birdbhouse and milk can, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Survival! Tales from the great heat wave of '88 (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.6

KULICK, MARGARET
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
SCS seniors keep busy (photo; addl photo p 24) (Senior Citizen Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.21
Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988, p.5
Schools to senior citizens: visit us (Board of Ed sets goals at meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
(Retired SCS teachers) Getting together again (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.8

KULICK, MARGARET (AU)
(Senior Citizens thank) McMillan and staff (ltr), Sep 16, 1988, p.6

KULICK, PEG
SEE KULICK, MARGARET

KULIKIN, JOSH
P Feiner and fourth graders sworn in (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.10

KUNTZ, GEORGE
A little guy (D Raizen) patents a niche in a big market (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1

KURTZ, HONEY
PTA spirit (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

KURTZ, NORMAN
PTA spirit (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

KUTNER, MARJORIE
Board (of Ed) asks voters to pass $35.9M school budget, May 6, 1988, p.1
Anne Janiak picked as president of League of Women Voters (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2
Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

KUTNER, MARJORIE (AU)
Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6
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KUTTNER, SOL
Board of Ed asks voters to pass $35.9M school budget, May 6, 1988, p.1

KWITMAN, ANN
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16

LABICK, KATHIE
Scouts teaching scouts (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.3

LABOR DAY
Four families tops at the pool Labor Day (photo; list), Sep 9, 1988, p.3

LABOR UNIONS
Village holds budget hearing, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
(SCS School) District grapples with high cost of insurance, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
(Firemen, library workers, clerical workers, laborers, school crossing guards) Without contracts, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Tentative agreement (between Civil Service Employees Assn and village), Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Paul Berg to chair indoor pool committee (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
Library contract (approved by Board of Trustees), Nov 18, 1988, p.1

LABREGLIO, ANGELA
Baptist nursery school names Labreglio director/teacher (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.2

LABRIOLA, LAWRENCE
Extension program elects Scarsdalians, Feb 5, 1988, p.16

LACALAMITA, MICHAEL
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

LACAVA, JOHN
GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
(SCS Women's Republican Club) Backing the Republican team (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Apparent victory (for J R Herold) turns to defeat, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

LADUE, FERNE
Health and computers still reign as top Continuing Ed topics (Continuing Education Supp), Aug 12, 1988, p.11

LAIBOW-KOSER, MARNEN
Copland youth awards to be presented, Nov 11, 1988, p.9

LAICO, COLETTE
Honor for artist C Laico, May 27, 1988, p.13

LAMANNA, AMIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

LAMARCA, BRIAN
Southeastern) Zone of NYS Assn for Health, Physical Education) says they're fit (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

LAMARCA, JENNIFER
Girl Scouts) Wishing all a warm Christmas (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.2

LAMARCA, PAT
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

LAMB, DIANNA
Christmas pageantry (at St James the Less) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

LAMB, JAN
5 Older re-elected president of (B)oard of Education (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

LAMBERT, JON
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

LAMBERT, LINDA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
LAMBERT, VINCE
(Family) Family trio makes Empire Games (swim) team, Aug 5, 1988, p.8

LAMBERT, Vinnie
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18

LAMONT, LAUREN
Hawks versus Hounds (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22

LAND DEVELOPERS
SEE LAND DEVELOPMENT

LAND DEVELOPMENT-SCS
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
No more flag lots (edit), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Variance granted for Bradford Rd subdivision, Jan 22, 1988, p.2
Auto-disincentives proposed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Mayor E Seidman reports state of village (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Downtown planning, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
House plans draw BAR disfavor, Mar 18, 1988, p.3
Are we to be cemented over? (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Downtown zoning revisions ahead, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Downtown unveils revised zoning for downtown (map p 16), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
(SCS) Audubon (Society) invites residents on field trip to disputed (Winston) property, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
Village holds budget hearing, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Some facts to consider (regarding Winston Property) (edit), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
Not too late to stop (Winston property) land sale (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
Downtown planning in final stage, May 13, 1988, p.1
Trees giving way to stores (in Golden Horseshoe) (photo), May 13, 1988, p.3
Mandel subdivision given variance, May 20, 1988, p.3
In SCS, passions run high when it comes to trees, May 27, 1988, p.1
Board of Architectural Review reviews plans for 7 new houses, okays 2, May 27, 1988, p.2
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Five-lot development plan (for Drake-Edgewood) advances in spite of protests from neighbors, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
New owner K Rubenstein has revised plans for seven townhouses on Weaver St, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Development battle (over Montgomery Rd subdivision resumes), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p 18), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
Familiar faces (at forum on downtown area planning), Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Hearing Tuesday on (downtown) zoning revisions, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
Architects describe their concepts for downtown buildings (at Town Club meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
(Heathcote Five Corners) Neighbors organize (Committee to Preserve SCS), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Builder K Rubinstein calls (Heathcote Manor) homes 'an asset' (ltr), Nov 18, 1988, p.6
Planning Board's goals (for development of SCS) (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6
The real issue (in development of Weaver St site) (edit), Dec 2, 1988, p.6
Quality of life threatened (by proposed multi-family Weaver St development) (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6
Attached housing not wanted (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6
Judge M Coppola rejects (Arey-Giordano) legal challenge to Montgomery Road development, Dec 23, 1988, p.3
Townhouse opponents hold strategy session, Dec 23, 1988, p.5
Le's stay as we are (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6
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LAND DEVELOPMENT-SCS continued
(Planning) Board asks developer for more open space (at Weaver St site), Dec 30, 1988, p.1
Downtown update (Moratorium will apparently be extended again), Dec 30, 1988, p.1
Parking, not housing, (needed) for Robison lot (edit), Dec 30, 1988, p.7

LAND UTILIZATION
Changing land use is subject of GNC exhibit (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.10
Mayor E Seidman reports state of village (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

LAND VALUES
SEE REAL PROPERTY-VALUATION

LAND-SCS
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Downzoning sought, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Parking study, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Not too late to stop (Winston property) land sale (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
Newly restored 1774 map shows first subdivision in SCS, Jun 24, 1988, p.3
New owner K Rubenstein has revised plans for seven townhouses on Weaver St, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Entering SCS (Plans for property at Popham Rd and Depot Place on hold) (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.3
(Overgrown property at Popham Rd and Depot Place) Not a pretty picture (photo; edit), Aug 5, 1988, p.6

LAND-WHITE PLAINS
Downzoning sought, Mar 18, 1988, p.1

LANDAU, DEBORAH
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

LANDAU, ELAINE
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16

LANDAU, EVE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
200 student volunteers honored at SHS (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.16
5 Older re-elected president of (B)oard of Education (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
(Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comml), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

LANDAU, EVE (AU)
Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6

LANDAU, HARVEY
Scarsdallians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Congressional hopefuls to address Democrats, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Congressional candidates H Fish, D Mehiel, N Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

LANDAU, HARVEY (AU)
SCS’s savior (ltr), Nov 11, 1988, p.6

LANDAU, SHANA
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

LANDES, BETTE
Happy Birthday, SCS (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
United Way closes banner year with election of new directors, May 20, 1988, p.5
Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS’s Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26
Leadership Dinner planned (by United Way) (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30
(SCS) Bowl award(ed) to Bette Landes (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LANDES, BETTE</td>
<td>Local cable TV widening scope; residents invited to take part</td>
<td>Dec 2, 1988</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDES, BETTE (AU)</td>
<td>Writers urge yes vote on budget</td>
<td>May 13, 1988</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDES, DAVID</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list)</td>
<td>Jul 22, 1988</td>
<td>p.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVAC shows (Boy) Scouts the ropes (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 9, 1988</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDES, PETER</td>
<td>Reaching out to Kenya (ltr)</td>
<td>May 6, 1988</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDI, PETER</td>
<td>Paul Berg to chair indoor pool committee (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 14, 1988</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDIS, DONALD (AU)</td>
<td>Not the time for euphoria (ltr)</td>
<td>Jan 8, 1988</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDON, ALF</td>
<td>Dukakis 3rd of a kind</td>
<td>Nov 11, 1988</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDRY, F E (AU)</td>
<td>Downtown plan criticized (ltr)</td>
<td>Nov 11, 1988</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDSCAPE GARDENING</td>
<td>BAR approves landscaping plans</td>
<td>Dec 2, 1988</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDSKRON, REINHARD</td>
<td>Adopt a Piano (Hoff-Barthelson officials admire piano restored by R Landskron) (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 23, 1988</td>
<td>p.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANE, DON</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 11, 1988</td>
<td>p.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANE, JACKIE</td>
<td>Rock around the pool (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 15, 1988</td>
<td>p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANE, SUSAN</td>
<td>SHS musicians in All-County concert</td>
<td>Jan 22, 1988</td>
<td>p.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANG, WILLIAM</td>
<td>SCS: In the beginning...(photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp)</td>
<td>Jun 3, 1988</td>
<td>p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANGHAMMER, DENISE</td>
<td>(Masters) School honors local students</td>
<td>Mar 25, 1988</td>
<td>p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANGUAGE FOR LIVING</td>
<td>The art of conversation is an essential part of ESL (Back To School Supp)</td>
<td>Aug 26, 1988</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANGUAGE SCHOOLS</td>
<td>Japanese woman H Minami ups profits with Yankee ingenuity (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 11, 1988</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANTOS, JOSH</td>
<td>Magic in the air (C Jessamy brings magic to Child Care Center) (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 23, 1988</td>
<td>p.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANZET, HALEE (AU)</td>
<td>Ban balloons, save whales (ltr)</td>
<td>May 20, 1988</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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LAPHAM, ROBERT
R J Lapham dies, Mar 4, 1988, p.14

LAPIDUS, HEATHER
Fund seekers: E Krohn, H Lapidus (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.8
Southeastern Zone of NYS Assn for Health, Physical Education) says they're fit (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

LAPIDUS, MARTIN
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Two go to polls in second vote (for Unit F, School Board Nominating Committee), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

LAPIDUS, MARTIN (AU)
Bouquets (to J Kaminer) and brickbats (to unsportsmanlike fans) (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Appallingly accurate (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

LAPIDUS, MERRY
Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Anne Janiak picked as president of League of Women Voters (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
Rite of spring (L Pelaccio hands over PT Council gavel to D Raizes) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

LAPPE, ROBERT
Trustees honor (P Woodcock, R Damiano, R Lapple), Jun 17, 1988, p.1
Volunteer fire company (No 1) bestows honors (on E Arey, R Lapple) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.5

LAREDO, RUTH
After the (R Laredo) concert (for Hoff-Barthelson Music School) (photo; list), May 27, 1988, p.9

LAREN, SATYA
NY Hospital honors volunteers (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.2

LARKIN, JAMES
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
Importance of vigilance (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

LARKIN, JAMES (AU)
Moratorium on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Importance of vigilance (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

LARKIN, MARY
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcome Dr R Hibschman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Are officials accountable? (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6

LARKIN, MARY (AU)
Moratorium on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Onus on board (of education) staff (concerning windows) (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7
Importance of vigilance (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Candidate interviews advocated (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

LARKIN, MAURA
(M Larkin) In Iona post (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.9

LAROCHE, LYNDON
Local Democrats make their choice Tuesday (cont p 16), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

LARSON, LYLE (REV)
Grace Lutheran marks new affiliation (with Evangelical Lutheran Church in America), Jan 15, 1988, p.12
At Baptist installation (of Rev J Morrison) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.14

LASH, TRAVIS
Continuing Ed: courses for everyone (photo) (Continuing Education Supp), Aug 12, 1988, p.8
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LATTANZIQ, CAROL

LAUBICH, FELICIA
Legal) Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

LAUBIN, LILLIAN
L W Laubin dies, Apr 15, 1988, p.20

LAUEK, HARVEY
(SCS) Antiques elect G Souerfeld new president (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.18

LAUGHLIN, ANNE
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

LAUGHLIN, JOHN (DR)
SCS scientist Dr J S Laughlin honored (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.2

LAVILLE, GEORGE JR
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Commitee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

LAWSKY, JANE MERRYLL-
SEE MERRYLL-LAVSKY, JANE

LAWE, BRUCE
(Boy) Scouts hold honor court, Nov 25, 1988, p.10

LAWARE, JOHN
J P LaWare is (Pres Reagan's) choice for Federal Reserve (Board), May 27, 1988, p.5

LAWRENCE, GEORGE
New owner for Reid and Herrmann (is Houlihan/Lawrence) (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.3
After the merger S(CS) N(ational) B(ank) await(s) word about its future, Oct 14, 1988, p.1

LAWSON, H CARNIE
Legal) Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

LAWSON, HARRY
King breakfast profit report is awaited, Jan 22, 1988, p.12

LAWSUITS
SEE ACTIONS AND DEFENSES

LAWYERS
Lawyer N Lubarsky opens new division, Jan 15, 1988, p.4
(E Kapner) Named law partner, Jan 15, 1988, p.11
Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J G Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Law partners: R H Block, S H Coieoan, Jan 22, 1988, p.9
SCS man H Reynolds named to board of Law Journal, Feb 5, 1988, p.4
Lawyer N Alterman named senior VP of motion picture group (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.9
(M Kaufman) On the board (of New Orchestra of Westchester), Feb 12, 1988, p.12
(N C Adler) Hospital VP (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.4
Local man H J Reynolds named to group reviewing code for lawyers, Mar 11, 1988, p.2
P Pickelle named city attorney of Yonkers (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
SCS lawyer J P O'Connor moves to new offices, Apr 1, 1988, p.19
DC lawyer: K I Juster (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.19
Lawyer E D McGahren Jr named (to Ellinghouse and Stacey) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.8
(A S Jaffe) In UJA post (photo), May 27, 1988, p.13
B Cedarbaurn elected head of state bar section (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.3
Lawyer M A Cardoza (sic) gets high bar post (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.2
SCS man D A Goldsmith named partner in law firm (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.5
Negotiating in the eye of a storm: P Pickelle helps ease Yonkers crisis (photo p 2), Sep 16, 1988, p.1
(Edward A Morgan named International) BAR (Assn committee) chairman (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.4
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LAWYERS continued

Lawyer K Schlesinger writes a guide to taxes (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.10
Future lawyers (List of those who passed New York State Bar Examination), Dec 2, 1988, p.4
SCS lawyer T Ruderman loses job Political retaliation blamed (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
(Lawyer S Travers a) Trailblazer: (first woman elected to Research Institute board) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.8

LAZARUS, MORT
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

LAZZARA, ANTHONY
Why (Richard) Herrin should remain in prison (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.7

LAZZARA, URSULA
Why (Richard) Herrin should remain in prison (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.7

LEAD
SEE WATER SUPPLY-LEAD CONTENT

LEAF COLLECTION
Autumn image (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
Uncollected leaves (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
On politics and the media: L Crystal to speak at LWV luncheon (photo p 2), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Centralized polling backed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Public television producer L Crystal assays medium's coverage of the (presidential) campaign, Jan 29, 1988, p.3
LWV pressing ahead to inform voters (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.2
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Rites of citizenship (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.2
Village holds budget hearing, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
R Giuliani to give talk here (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
Board (of Ed) asks voters to pass $35.9M school budget, May 6, 1988, p.1
Anne Janiak picked as president of L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2
Giuliani can see gains in ethics (photo), May 13, 1988, p.1
Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6
Board (of Education) says no to AC in (high school) auditorium, May 27, 1988, p.1
(Sidewalk) Sale starts today (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Anti-trivialization (of presidential campaign antidote offered by League of Women Voters) (edit), Sep 23, 1988, p.6
League of Women Voters counts on residents (ltr), Sep 23, 1988, p.6
Homeowners blast preservation law, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
More/less downtown development urged, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Empty seat (at LWV debate?), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
(Indoor Swimming pool) Not a priority (for Board of Education), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
Support by the public described (by R Noonan) as key to solving housing crisis (in speech to LWV), Oct 21, 1988, p.3
(SCS Junior High students play) Presidential Pursuit (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.15
Absent DiGuardi blasted at candidates forum here, Nov 4, 1988, p.1

LEARNING DISABILITIES
Learning disabilities: a new approach from local doctors R Ehrlich, M Doonan, Feb 5, 1988, p.10

LEARNINGDALE'S
New learning center in town stresses use of computers, Feb 12, 1988, p.12

LEAVITT, ALISON
Graduation Day (from SCS Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2

LEAVITT, CHARLES
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

LEAVITT, LINDA
Window coverage criticized (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
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LEAVITT, LINDA continued
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
Recycling story praised (ltr), Nov 4, 1988, p.6

LEBRUN, CECI
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

LEBWOHL, MARTIN
Young musicians play in Carnegie, Apr 8, 1988, p.14

LEDERER, CAROL
Carole G Lederer (dies), Sep 9, 1988, p.16

LEDERER, RICHARD JR
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Happy Birthday, SCS (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3
New landmarks law recommended, May 6, 1988, p.1
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.3
Historic map (of SCS) unveiled (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Newly restored 1774 map shows first subdivision in SCS, Jun 24, 1988, p.3
Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1
Celebration in the woods (SCS celebrates first annual Emily Ogden Butler Recognition Day) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Homeowners blast preservation law, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Historically speaking: SCS Village Hall 'incubator of chicks turned roosters in other communities', Nov 4, 1988, p.4
Anthropologists plumb mystery of the bones of Wayside Lane (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

LEDERER, RICHARD JR (AU)
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2
Historically speaking: 1781 Excerpt from journal of French lieutenant on American women, Apr 15, 1988, p.6
Village Historian R M Lederer Jr debunks local lore (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.15
SCS Airport? (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6

LEDERMAN, CONNIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

LEDERMAN, PETER (DR)
S Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

LEE, ELSIE ALDEN
New Daughters of the (A)merican (R)evolution) officers elected, May 27, 1988, p.9

LEE, JANET
Back to back, Apache-style (8th graders celebrate at SCS pool) (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.2

LEE, MARCIA
Marcia Lee elected (president, Nati Assn of Intergovernmental Relations Officials), Oct 21, 1988, p.2

LEE, MARK
Chinese-Americans form organization; (Officials elected), Dec 16, 1988, p.4

LEE, R S (AU)
Middle-brow thinking (edit), Nov 4, 1988, p.7

LEEDEON, F BENSON
(SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3) Cooking up 50th anniversary plans (1940's photo reproduced), Oct 28, 1988, p.3

LEENER, DAVID
A little guy (D Raizen) patents a niche in a big market (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

LEERBURGER, BENEDICT
SCS man B Leerburger compiles guide to study abroad, Feb 26, 1988, p.2
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LEERBURGER, BENEDICT continued
Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988, p.5
Shared senior housing is sought (by SCS Citizens for Senior Housing Inc), Aug 19, 1988, p.3

LEERBURGER, MARIAN
(SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4

LEFEBER, JEAN
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

LEFES, CHRIS
SCS Older re-elected president of (Bo)ard of Education (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

LEFEVER, JEAN
(Boy) Scouts hold court of honor, Dec 30, 1988, p.4

LEFEVER, JERRY
(Boy) Scouts invited to Camporee, Apr 22, 1988, p.5
(Boy) Scouts hold court of honor, Dec 30, 1988, p.4

LEFEVER, JOHN
(Boy) Scouts invited to Camporee, Apr 22, 1988, p.5

LEFKOWITZ, HENRY
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

LEFKOWITZ, JOAN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

LEFKOWITZ, AARON (AU)
Famine in Ethiopia (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

LEFKOWITZ, BOBBIE
YES salutes its volunteers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.11

LEFKOWITZ, ROBERT
Director (D Shatz) named, Sep 2, 1988, p.9

LEFKOWITZ, STACY
Rock around the pool (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.2

LEGAL AWARENESS FOR WOMEN
Legal Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5
State aid for local groups, Apr 29, 1988, p.2

LEGGO LITHOGRAPHIC SHOP (SCS)
SCS: In the beginning... (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.8

LEGUIRE, TERESA
Recreation supervisor M Caplice is appointed, Jan 22, 1988, p.2

LEHNARDT, EDWARD
(Boy) Scouts hold honor court, Nov 25, 1988, p.10

LEHNARDT, JAMES
(Boy) Scouts hold honor court, Nov 25, 1988, p.10

LEHNARDT, SEILA
(S Lehnardt Church of Latter Day Saints) Auxiliary president (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.9

LEHNARDT, STEPHEN
SCS grad S Lehnardt on mission in Chile (photo), May 27, 1988, p.14

LEIBLER, H GUY
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3
Over the top (White Plains Hospital fund reaches $5 million) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.8
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LEMLE, AMY
  Rock 'n Roll Revue (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.20

LEMLE, CRAIG
  Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

LENHARDT, ROSLYN
  Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22

LENSETH, ROBERT
  Red Cross reviews progress, Jan 29, 1988, p.9
  United Way closes banner year with election of new directors, May 20, 1988, p.5

LEONE, CLAIRE
  Claire D Leone (Associates Ltd) joins national network, Dec 9, 1988, p.8
  (Leone agency) In the holiday spirit (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.19

LEONE, LEIGH ANN
  'Spirit was there' on Kidswalk (photo; addl photo, 'Last leg' p 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

LEPORE, FRED
  School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

LEPORSTE, NICOLETTE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

LERER, RICHARD (DR)
  Board of Ed: State must fund homeless plan, Jul 1, 1988, p.1

LERNER, HEATH
  May I see a smaller size? (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.15

LERNER, LINDA
  PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

LESLEIE, JOHN
  (Committee formed to undertake village computer) Systems analysis, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

LESLEIE, SUSAN
  (PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3

LESNICK, CHUCH SCHORR
  Summer interns A Rubinstein, S Lichtman, S Strauss, J Israely gain state insider's view, Aug 26, 1988, p.2

LESNICK, HELAINE
  Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
  Anne Janiak picked as president of League of Women Voters (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2

LESNICK, HELAINE (AU)
  Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6

LESNICK, JOEL
  New directors (elected) at (Hoff-Barthelson) music school, Jun 24, 1988, p.2
  S(Scs) O(open) Society) A(ssn) marks 20 years of progress in opening SCS to minority families (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.3
  Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Procederue Committee members listed), Sep 16, 1988, p.1
  Former mayor S Sims named (president) by S(Scs) O(open) Society) A(ssn) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2
  Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.3
  (Committee formed to undertake village computer) Systems analysis, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

LESNICK, JOEL (AU)
  Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6

LEVI, JULIAN
  Ira Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5

LEVI, LISA
  Chase Landing lives in Bronxville ('s Pondfield's Restaurant) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.9

LEVIN, AMY
  Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
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LEVIN, ANDREW
Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10
LEVIN, ANN
(Senior Citizens) Cooking up something special (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.3
LEVIN, JARED
Young musicians play in Carnegie, Apr 8, 1988, p.14
LEVIN, JENNIFER
Why (Richard) Herrin should remain in prison (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.7
Anti-parole effort (for R Herrin gains momentum), Jun 10, 1988, p.1
LEVIN, LESTER
Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988, p.5
Shared senior housing is sought (by SCS Citizens for Senior Housing Inc), Aug 19, 1988, p.3
LEVIN, NAT
Everything's coming up apples (SCS Seniors' new apple cookbook released) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.3
LEVINE, BEVERLY
R Mitchell Jr re-elected president of BOCES, Aug 19, 1988, p.5
LEVINE, ELEANOR
Reception for the Hibschaans (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.28
Help for freshman year (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21
A time for goodbyes (Retiring teachers and school nurses honored at Teachers Assn tea) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
LEVINE, EMILY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26
LEVINE, HANK
SEE LEVINE, HENRY
LEVINE, HENRY
Absent DioGuardi blasted at candidates forum here, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
LEVINE, NATE
(SCS) Art association is a busy 50 years young (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.9
LEVIITT, MARK
Student M Levitt aids the elderly (photo) (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.24
LEVIITT, MIRIAM (DR)
Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Doctor (M. Levitt) named to new post (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.5
LEVIITT-FLISSEK, MIRIAM (DR)
SEE LEVIITT, MIRIAM (DR)
LEVITZ, BARBARA GIBBS
SCS National Bank salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30
LEVITZ, JACK
SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30
LEVITZ, LEAH
SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30
LEVITZ, MITCHELL
SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30
LEVITZ, STEPHANIE
SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30
LEY, DIANE (AU)
No safe way across Fenimore (ltr), Aug 5, 1988, p.6
LEY, JOEL
County seeks new family for house on Drake Rd, Sep 2, 1988, p.1
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LEVY, PAUL
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

LEWIN, JESSE
  Moving up (day at Westchester Ethical Humanist Society honors students), Jun 3, 1988, p.15

LEWIS MORRIS FARM (SCS)
  Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

LEWIS, ANTHONY
  Koch defended, his critics excoriated (edit), Apr 29, 1988, p.7
  Thoughts on Israel (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6

LEWIS, CARL
  (Heathcote students collect clothing for Jamaican Hurricane relief (photo)), Oct 14, 1988, p.15

LEWIS, DALE
  Young musicians play in Carnegie, Apr 8, 1988, p.14

LEWIS, ELIZABETH
  Runner E Lewis wins Special (Olympics) silver (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.20

LEWIS, HARLEY
  (Westchester) Coalition (of Food Pantries and Soup Kitchens) elects leaders, seeks help, Nov 11, 1988, p.24

LEWIS, JASON
  Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10
  Child Care (Assn of SCS holds) open houses (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.8

LEWIS, JAYSON
  (Heathcote students collect clothing for Jamaican Hurricane relief (photo)), Oct 14, 1988, p.15

LEWIS, JOHN
  Silver (salver presented to N Cantatore,) SCS's man with the green thumb (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.2

LEWIS, MARJORIE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26
  JHS librarian M Lewis helps choose best books, Jun 24, 1988, p.19

LEWIS, MIKE
  These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

LEWIS, TERRY
  Health and computers still reign as top Continuing Ed topics (Continuing Education Supp), Aug 12, 1988, p.11

LEWIS, WALTER
  W Lewis dies, Jan 22, 1988, p.14

LEWIS, WILLIAM ARTHUR (SIR)
  Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J 6 Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

LEWIS, YETTA
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

LEWISH, JAYSON
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

LEWITTES, BETSY
  May I see a smaller size? (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.15

LEWITTES, BILLY
  (SCS Junior High students play) Presidential Pursuit (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.15

LEZWONCZ, ROSE
  R Lewkowicz (dies), Aug 5, 1988, p.12

LIBEY, NANCY
  New schools chief Dr R D Hibschaan signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

LIBEL
  Free speech and libel: a delicate balance (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.7
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LIBERTY
America the unique (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.7

LIBRARIANS
JHS librarian M Lewis helps choose best books, Jun 24, 1988, p.19
Message in books (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.25

LIBRARY BOARD-SCS
SEE LIBRARY-SCS-BARD OF TRUSTEES

LIBRARY-6BH
Local libraries join computer loop, Feb 12, 1988, p.20

LIBRARY-NEW YORK (NY)
SCS couple, Miriam and Harold Steinberg, give $1 million to (New York Public) Library, Oct 7, 1988, p.8

LIBRARY-NEW YORK (NY)-GIFTS, LEGACIES, ETC
SCS couple, Miriam and Harold Steinberg, give $1 million to (New York Public) Library, Oct 7, 1988, p.8

LIBRARY-SCS
(SCS) Library to unveil new tyrannosaurus, Jan 22, 1988, p.3
Did you know (SCS Library can provide book delivery to the homebound)?, Jan 29, 1988, p.3
Day of the iguana (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.2
Local libraries join computer loop, Feb 12, 1988, p.20
A literary first (Friends of SCS Library to have first paperback sale) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.4
A library tour for one (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6
(SCS Public Library) Closing for coding, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
The Public Library: cool, quiet, soon computerized (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.9
This one goes in history (Volunteers prepare for Library Book Fair) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Book Fair thank yous (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6
At (SCS) library, video tapes of foreign films (available for loan) (list), Oct 28, 1988, p.11
Library code of conduct (adopted by Library Board of Trustees), Nov 11, 1988, p.2
(Village) Club gives tree as bicentennial gift, Nov 18, 1988, p.5
Library to be topic at Village Club lunch (photo: J Nichols), Dec 2, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO FRIENDS OF SCS PUBLIC LIBRARY, LIBRARY-SCS-BARD OF TRUSTEES

LIBRARY-SCS-BARD OF TRUSTEES
Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
Library code of conduct (adopted by Library Board of Trustees), Nov 11, 1988, p.2
Library contract (approved by Board of Trustees), Nov 18, 1988, p.1

LIBRARY-SCS-EMPL0YEES-WA6ES AND SALARIES
Library contract (approved by Board of Trustees), Nov 18, 1988, p.1

LIBRARY-SCS-FRIENDS
SEE FRIENDS OF SCS PUBLIC LIBRARY

LIBRARY-SCS-SERVICES FOR HANDICAPPED
Did you know (what services, facilities available to handicapped)?, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

LICHSTEIN, DANIEL
Science students J Jospitre Jr, R Hsia, R B Inouye, D Lichstein win grants, Jan 8, 1988, p.20
Three from SHS (R Inouye, R Hsia, D Lichstein) win top energy prize (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.16
Young scientists R Hsia, B Inouye, D Lichstein develop a better light cover, Sep 23, 1988, p.22

LICHSTEIN, HENRY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1

LICHSTEIN, HENRY (AU)
Downtown planning--vital issue (ltr), Sep 30, 1988, p.6
Questions about downtown (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6
Citizen involvement (in Non-Partisan system) urged (ltr), Dec 16, 1988, p.6
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LICHSTEIN, JANINE
- A literary first (Friends of SCS Library to have first paperback sale) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.4
- PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

LICHSTEIN, JANINE (AU)
- Book Fair thank yous (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6

LICHTMAN, STEVEN
- Summer interns A Rubinstein, S Lichtman, S Strauss, J Israely gain state insider's view, Aug 26, 1988, p.2

LIEB, DAVID
- Three (R Peters, L and D Lieb) from SCS cited by State of Israel Bonds group (photo), May 27, 1988, p.9
- Benefactors' Wall (at Jewish Community Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24

LIEB, H STEPHEN (AU)
- Why the Special (Patrolmen) are needed (ltr), Apr 15, 1988, p.6

LIEB, LILY
- Three (R Peters, L and D Lieb) from SCS cited by State of Israel Bonds group (photo), May 27, 1988, p.9
- Benefactors' Wall (at Jewish Community Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24

LIEB, STEPHEN
- These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
- SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

LIEBERMAN, CHAJA
- Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.6

LIEBLER, H GUY
- Realtor H G Leibler joins (White Plains Hospital) medical board, Jul 8, 1988, p.5

LIEBOWITZ, KAREN
- SCS girl K Liebowitz seeks freedom for Soviet 'twin', M Rakova (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.15

LIEBOWITZ, RICHARD
- GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
- (SCS Women's Republican Club) Backing the Republican team (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2
- Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
- Republicans and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

LIEBOWITZ, RONI
- SCS girl K Liebowitz seeks freedom for Soviet 'twin', M Rakova (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.15

LIESE, SYLVIA JAFFIN
- Not all gifts are wrapped and put by the tree (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

LIFE INSURANCE
- SEE INSURANCE, LIFE

LIFEGUARDS
- Relief at last! (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.1

LIFTON, ROBERT (OR)
- Dr R J Lifton to give Baeck lecture (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.3

LIGUORI, ROBERT
- Tooley to chair recycling board (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.3

LILIEN, INEZ
- Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

LILLER, ROBERT
- Firemen commended (for work at Corell Rd fire) (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

LILLIEN, STEVEN (OR-AU)
- How to analyze financial data (edit), Jul 8, 1988, p.7

LIMBACHER, RICHARD
- SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

LIMONGELLI, JOSEPH (AU)
- Shopping for a mortgage (edit), Apr 8, 1988, p.7
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LIMOUSINE SERVICE
Dry run to the prom (D Ferraro reminds limousine drivers of NYS Penal Code re alcohol and youth), Jun 17, 1988, p.1

LIN, CLARA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22

LIN, GLORIA YI-CHEN
Pianist G Y Lin winner at Interlochen, Aug 19, 1988, p.3

LIN, KENNY KINCHIN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

LIN, SHUE-YIH
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22

LIND, ALLAN (DR)
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

LIND, ARTHUR
At Mary Lind's everything is coming up roses (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.6

LIND, MARY
Mary Williams is new president of SCS Woman's Club (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.11

LIND, SHIRLEY
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

LINDOW, ANNA CLARE
Decorations with Dad (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.28

LINDOW, BARBARA WRIGHT
Troll the ancient Yuletide carol (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.5

LINDOW, ERIC
Decorations with Dad (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.28

LINDSAY, SHARON
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26

LINETT, SALLY
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

LINK, HELEN
H S Link dies, Apr 8, 1988, p.12

LINDNES, DAVID (AU)
Government is holding us back (edit), Apr 15, 1988, p.7

LINVILLE, C EDWIN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anni (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
SCS of yesteryear (C E Linville donates 1851 map of SCS for Historical Society exhibit) (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.4
Historical Society focusing on education in upcoming programs (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

LINVILLE, EDWARD
Getting started (on GBH Nature Center manor house renovation) (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11

LIOTTI, ANTHONY
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1

LIPMAN, HENRY
And here's to the next 50 years (SCS Adult School celebrates anniversary) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.3

LIPNER, ETTIE
Filmmaking is not all glamour, interns learn (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.6

LIPNICK, ROBERT
A fond farewell (to cantor J Boardman) (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.14
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LIPP, JEFF
Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Cinderella season ends as SHE loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30

LIPPER, BINNETTE
Local composer B Lipper rewarded by art that chose her (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
Copland youth awards to be presented, Nov 11, 1988, p.9

LIPPER, JEROME
Copland youth awards to be presented, Nov 11, 1988, p.9

LIPPMAN, ELAINE
YES salutes its volunteers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.11

LIPPMAN, LISA
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

LIPPMAN, SANDRA
Freshman year at college: Graduates look ahead (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.9

LIPPMAN, STEVEN
Freshman year at college: Graduates look ahead (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.9

LIPWORTH, ALAN (AU)
Alarming decisions (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

LITOHITZ, RONALD
Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Proceedure Committee members listed), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

LIVANOS, KATIE
(Leone agency) In the holiday spirit (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.19

LIVOLSI, BARTLEY
Mandel subdivision given variance, May 20, 1988, p.3

LIVOLSI, JULIE
Mandel subdivision given variance, May 20, 1988, p.3
(Leon agency) In the holiday spirit (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.19

LIVOTI, JEANETTE
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen listed), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

LIZARDS
A shoulder to diab on (photo), May 6, 1988, p.1

LOCKHART, LINDA
(L Lockhart) Bank executive (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.4

LOCKWOOD HALL (SCS)
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

LOEB, FRANCES
Special volunteers (at White Plains Hospital) cited (photo), May 20, 1988, p.16
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LOEB, FRANCES continued
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

LOEB, JOHN JR
Scarsdallians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

LOEBL, ROSE
NY Hospital honors volunteers (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.2

LOYENDALHL, BEN
Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.6

LOFARO, PATRICK JR
Tooley to chair recycling board (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.3

LOFTUS, BETH
Book Fair thank yous (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6
Dramatization (given by Task Force on Drugs, Alcohol) raises issue of teen drinking, Nov 4, 1988, p.3

LOFTUS, BETH (AU)
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

LOFTUS, JACK
Greenacreites have a field day (photo; list), Jul 15, 1988, p.5
(Channels) Magazine names J. Loftus editor (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.5

LOFTUS, RACHEL
High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.16

LOGAN, HENRY
SCS lawyer T. Ruderman loses job; Political retaliation blamed (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

LOH, SUZETTE
Chinese-Americans form organization; (Officers elected), Dec 16, 1988, p.4

LOMBARDI, RICKY
SSHT still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus; photo p 6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

LOMURNO, ANITA
Quadriplegics give (SHS) students lesson in caution and courage (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.1

LONG ISLAND SOUND (NY AND CONN)
(Village Board approves) TV contract (for examining sewer lines), Apr 15, 1988, p.1

LONGHITANO, ANTHONY
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

LONGO, NICHOLAS
Negotiating in the eye of a storm: P Pickelle helps ease Yonkers crisis (photo p 2), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

LOOSE, FRED
Tom Irish recalls stories of yore (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.28

LOPEZ, BENITO JR
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
New schools chief Dr R D Hibschaan signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Group rebukes school board by ousting Gavrin (photo p 4), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
(School Board) Colleagues laudent Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Board of Ed: State must fund homeless plan, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
S Older re-elected president of (Board of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
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LOPEZ, BENITO JR (AU)
   Our obligation as Americans (edit; photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.7
LOPEZ, JEANNIE
   Piano student J Lopez awarded medal, Jan 29, 1988, p.10
LOPEZ, ROSALIE
   Volunteers C Coogan, R Lopez complete hospice training, Jul 15, 1988, p.5
LORENZO, KATE
   Rites of citizenship (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.2
LOSER MONEY
   (Frances Benedict) holds the key to store of arresting tales (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.6
LOTORTO, KAREN
   Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Prodecure Comittee members listed), Sep 16, 1988, p.1
LOUCKS, ELEANOR
   Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3
LOW, KATIE
   Community cookout (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.5
LOW, MARCUS
   (Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
LOWER HUDSON CONFERENCE
   Birthday bash (for SCS Bicentennial), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
LOWEY, NITA
   Congressional hopefuls to address Democrats, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
   Congressional candidates H Fish, D Mehiel, N Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
   Legal Awareness for Women) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5
   DioGuardi announces candidacy for third term in Congress (photo), May 27, 1988, p.1
   GOP backs Herold for judiciary, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
   (H Fish III, N Lowey, D Mehiel) vying to run in (Congressional) race against DioGuardi (photo p 12), Sep 9, 1988, p.1
   Lowey gets 55% of vote here in winning primary, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
   Incumbent (J DioGuardi)'s record is key issue in 20th Congressional District (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
   Empty seat (at LW debate)?, Oct 14, 1988, p.1
   Absent DioGuardi blasted at candidates forum here, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
   Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
   House race brings M Cuoco to town (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
   Inquirer endorsement: For Congress, Nita Lowey (edit), Nov 4, 1988, p.6
   It's official (Nita Lowey wins 20th Congressional District election), Nov 18, 1988, p.1
   Gynarchy (Virtualy all officials representing SCS are women), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
LOWIN, LYNN (AU)
   Good neighbor policy (ltr), Apr 8, 1988, p.6
LUBARSKY, NEIL
   Lawyer N Lubarsky opens new division, Jan 15, 1988, p.4
LUCHENKO, JOANNE
   In a community of volunteers, (G Eisner) stands out (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.1
LUBY, MEGHAN
   Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2
LUBY, SHARON
   Dancing princess (C McGinness in Woman's Club play presented to area nursery schools) (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.9
   Heathcote fundraiser deemed a success, Nov 4, 1988, p.20
LUCIANO, DANIEL
   Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
LUCKHARDT, CARL
   C H Luckhardt dies, Jan 22, 1988, p.14
LUCKHARDT, CARL  continued
   Period of mourning (at American Legion for C Luckhardt, C Wyss) (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
LUCKHARDT, ROBERT
   SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26
LUISI, PHYLLIS
   Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
LUKE, JEAN
   Mary Williams is new president of SCS Woman's Club (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.11
LUMBY, BOB
   Congregationalists elect general board (photo), May 6, 1988, p.28
LUMBY, JUNE
   Congregationalists elect general board (photo), May 6, 1988, p.28
LUND, RENE
   School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22
LUPIN, NANCY
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26
LURIE, DONALD
   Variances granted (by Board of Appeals), so (D H Lurie's) deck can (sic) stay, Sep 23, 1988, p.4
LUSK, GEORGE
   R Mitchell Jr re-elected president of BOCES, Aug 19, 1988, p.5
LUSKIN, SARAH
   Scholars (honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24
LUSTER?, KATHRYN
   SHS grad V Sullivan's plays to be staged (photo), May 20, 1988, p.13
LUSI, PHYLLIS
   New schools chief Dr R D Hibschaan signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
LYDEN, PATRICIA
   Ski Club elects new officers, Apr 22, 1988, p.9
LYNCH, MAUREEN
   Red Tail (S Rickard) comes to town (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24
LYNCH, TOM
   SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18
LYNDHURST (TARRYTOWN)
   Photos of Lyndhurst featured in show (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.4
LYONS, GEORGE
   (R Stackpole) Chairman (of board of St Agnes Hospital) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.13
LYONS, GRACE
   Grace W Lyons dies, Nov 18, 1988, p.20
LYONS, MARGARET
   SCS goes country at the (Historical Society) fair (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.2
LYONS, NANCY
   Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15
LYONS, NORA
   SCS goes country at the (Historical Society) fair (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.2
LYONS, STEVE
   More local firemen (T McGowan, S Lyons hired by SCS Fire Dept), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
LYONS, SUSAN
  Massing of the colors (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21
  Faces of the Fourth (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.6
  SCS goes country at the (Historical Society) fair (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.2
  Going to the source (Brownies discuss local history with Thomas, William Irish) (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.2
LYRAS, ALEXANDER
  Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
  Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2
MA, ED
MAAS, ELYSE
  Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
MABIE, BARRIE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
MABIE, GLORIA
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
MACAULAY, JEAN
  New owner for Reid and Herrmann (is Houlihan/Lawrence) (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.3
MACE, MARY LIZ
  Senior High News: Language teachers try new techniques, Jun 10, 1988, p.16
MACHERN, AUGUSTA
  (SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11
MACHIN, WILFRED
  One in a hundred: J Reynolds becomes Eagle Scout (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.11
MACHNITS, ERNEST (DR)
  Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
  PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
MACISCO, EMMA
  (Edgewood fifth graders) Bridge the generation gap (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.25
MACKEL, ELIZABETH
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26
MACKENZIE, RUTH
  SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11
  Troll the ancient Yuletide carol (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.5
MACKLER, LAURENCE
  Designer L Mackler finds harmony in form, function (photo; add photo p 20), Dec 16, 1988, p.26
MACLANE, DUNCAN
  Another name (for new restaurant at Heathcote Five Corners: Pippins), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
MACLENNAN, ROBERT (REV)
  Easter Sunday in SCS (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.1
  A bit of history exhumed (Contents of 1917 cornerstone of Hitchcock church examined) (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
  Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.6
  Rev R S MacLennan earns doctorate (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.18
MACMILLAN, PETER
  Survival! Tales from the great heat wave of '88 (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.6
MACRI, JAMES
  Lead notification (contained in next water bill), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
  Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1
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MACY, JUDITH
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
(United) Hospital cite local volunteers, Jun 3, 1988, p.4

MACY, JUDITH (AU)
Habitat (For Humanity) active near here too (ltr), Sep 2, 1988, p.6

MACY, ROBERT
And here's to the next 50 years (SCS Adult School celebrates anniversary) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.3

MADAFFARI, RALPH
Ralph C Madaffari dies, Nov 4, 1988, p.22

MADD
SEE MOTHERS AGAINST DRUNK DRIVING

MADDEN, ANGELA
Nostalgia flows like Nine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

MADDEN, BRIAN
Have mower, will travel (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.3

MADISON, KATE
Hello school...(photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.1

MADISON, MICHAEL
Hello school...(photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.1

MADDON, MICHAEL
(SCS) Debate team elects officers, Mar 18, 1988, p.15

MAGALNICK, CRAIG
A word from the dugout (S Rothenberg interviews D Cone) (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.16

MAGAZINES AS GIFTS
Spring cleaning tip: instead of discarding, why not recycle? (edit), May 6, 1988, p.7

MAGDELAIN, CHRIS
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

MAGDELAIN, RENEE
YES salutes its volunteers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.11

MAGEE, TONY
(SCS Bicentennial) No party for shops, Jun 3, 1988, p.1

MAGGI, A
Magic in the air (C Jessamy performs magic for Montessori School) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.5
Magic in the air (C Jessamy brings magic to Child Care Center) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.17

MAGLIATO, TERRY
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

MAHARJ, GITANJALI
High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.16

MAIER, CHARLES
SHS grad C S Maier has new book, Nov 4, 1988, p.8

MAINSTREAM PROGRAM
SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

MAITLAND, BENJAMIN
Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

MALIFRANCO, YVONNE
Elsie Peters to serve third term as head of (SCS) Emblem Club, May 27, 1988, p.9

MALINA, ANITA
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988, p.5
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MALINA, ANITA continued
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
SSHT still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus. photo p.6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28
Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.3
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Voting reform increases Non-Partisan election turnout, Nov 18, 1988, p.1

MALINA, ANITA (AU)
A blow to decency (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6

MALINA, MICHAEL (AU)
A blow to decency (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

MALKIS, MONA STEINBERG
Artist-musician M S Malkis opens exhibition, Mar 11, 1988, p.4
(SCS Natl) Bank holding (M Steinberg Malkis) art show, Nov 4, 1988, p.8

MALLACH, ESTHER
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26

MALLORY, LARRY
Get 'em while they're green (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.24

MALONEY, NEIL
Teach the tools of language (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6

MALONEY, NEIL (AU)
English chairman N Maloney replies (ltr), Apr 22, 1988, p.6

MAMARONECK
Griffen sidewalk (to replace wood chip path recommended), Jan 8, 1988, p.1

MAMARONECK TOWN/SCS SCHOOL NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN
Congratulations to all (on Griffen Ave path) (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6

MAMBER, DAVID
Executive: D Mamber (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.2

MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
SEE BUSINESS CONSULTANTS

MANAGEMENT CONSULTING FIRMS
New VP named: E H Rambusch, Mar 18, 1988, p.11

MANGER, MARGERY
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

MANCHE, LISA (AU)
Spring cleaning tip: instead of discarding, why not recycle? (edit), May 6, 1988, p.7
Elevator sleuthing (edit), Dec 23, 1988, p.7

MANCINI, LOUIS
Village decision dries men's hopes of firefighting career, May 13, 1988, p.1
Village to hire firefighters from residents list, Aug 12, 1988, p.1
(SCS Volunteer Co 1) Firemen celebrate (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.8
Firemen commended (for work at Corell Rd fire) (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

MANCUSO, JENNIFER
Scouts teaching scouts (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.3
Massing of the colors (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

MANCUSO, SONNY (AU)
'Melting pot' is boiling over (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
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MANDARINE, MICHAEL
Champion essayists (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.2
Election fever (at Junior High, IHH) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22

MANDEL, GEORGE
(Westchester Jewish) Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12

MANDEL, LENARD
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Handel subdivision given variance, May 20, 1988, p.3
BAR approves two houses, Aug 26, 1988, p.5
Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p 18), Sep 2, 1988, p.1

MANDEL, RUTH
BAR approves two houses, Aug 26, 1988, p.5
Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p 18), Sep 2, 1988, p.1

MANDELBROT, BENJAMIN (DR)
Mathematician from SCS, Dr. B Mandelbrot, cited (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.5

MANEE, WILLIAM
W B Manee dies, Jan 22, 1988, p.14

MANES, DONALD
Partick named city attorney of Yonkers (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3

MANLEY, JOHN
New directors (elected) at (Hoff-Barthelson) music school, Jun 24, 1988, p.2
Another blowtorch fire here (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.1

MANLEY, MARGUERITE
40-year award for volunteer M Manley, Apr 29, 1988, p.8

MANNA, RALPH
Diept of (Environmental) Conservation says village violated wetlands (on Winston property), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

MANNING, LOIS
(Leonard agency) In the holiday spirit (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.19

MANCHETERIAN, NANCY
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

MANTEL, NANCY
Harvest festival (Decorating the sukkah at Westchester Reform Temple) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.18

MANTELL, ADAM
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

MANTELL, NANCY
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Two go to polls in second vote (for Unit F, School Board Nominating Committee), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Friends of Music nominations, Apr 8, 1988, p.14

MANUS, RUTH
Rabbi J Rubenstein named to probe of bias crime (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.12
(Westchester Jewish) Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12

MANVILLE, CHARLES
Tom Irish recalls stories of yore (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.28

MAO ZEDONG
About the Cultural Revolution (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.7

MAO, TSE-TUNG
SEE MAO ZEDONG
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MAPS
- Historic map (of SCS) unveiled (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
- Newly restored 1774 map shows first subdivision in SCS, Jun 24, 1988, p.3
- SCS of yesteryear (C E Linville donates 1851 map of SCS for Historical Society exhibit) (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.4
- (L Berger, M G Wyabbs adaire SCS's) 18th-century map (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.19

MARCH, JOHN
- Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1

MARCHIONI, MARY-ALICE (AU)
- Put the (indoor) pool to a vote (ltr), Oct 20, 1988, p.6

MARCHIONI, STEPHEN (AU)
- Total community not involved (in Bd of Ed budget process) (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
- Get involved in budget process (ltr), Apr 8, 1988, p.6

MARCUS, PETER
- Hawks versus Hounds (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22

MARDEN, DAVID
- Local woman L L Cowan to lead Mental Health Assn (Officers, Board of Directors named) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.5

MARDER, JOANNE
- SCS Nati Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.25
- (Indoor) Pool update, May 20, 1988, p.1
- Village asks for revised report on aquatic center, Jul 22, 1988, p.1
- (Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comm), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
- Pool site debate, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

MARDER, STEVEN
- SCS Nati Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.25

MARE, MATTHEW
- Election fever (at Junior High, IHM) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22

MARGOLIS, HARRISON
- SCS Nati Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

MARGOLIES, JUDITH
- New Y wing to be named for local (Raizen) family, Mar 4, 1988, p.2
- YM-YWHA of Mid-Westchester to dedicate expanded facilities (with opening of Enid Ancell Bldg), Sep 9, 1988, p.3
- A special day for the Ancell family (Enid Ancell Building dedicated at YM-YWHA) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.16

MARIN, ALISSA ROSE
- Child Care (Assn of SCS) grows on all fronts (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.18

MARIN, RICHARD
- Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year's historical highlight (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

MARGOLIS, LAETITIA
- Election fever (at Junior High, IHM) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22

MARION, IRA
- SCS man I J Marion cited for work with methadone, Dec 2, 1988, p.10

MARK, LIZ
- Spring cleaning tip: instead of discarding, why not recycle? (edit), May 6, 1988, p.7
- Too high a price? (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6

MARK, LIZ (AU)
- Concerns about proposed pool (ltr), Nov 11, 1988, p.6

MARK, RICHARD
- Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
- Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
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MARK, RICHARD continued
  Correction (to Jul 29 article: R Mark, not R Toder chairmaan, Board of Appeals), Aug 5, 1988, p.3
  School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

MARKATOS, SPENCER
  Van Wert joins group that offers relocation services, Feb 12, 1988, p.4

MARKEY, ED
  E Markey to pinch-hit for P Schroeder at Nuclear Freeze dinner (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.2
  Freeze backer E Markey leery of INF pact, Apr 29, 1988, p.5

MAROON AND WHITE
  Maroon & White gives support for SHS sports (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18
  SHS athletes honored at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list), Mar 11, 1988, p.14
  Sports coverage (in Inquirer) appreciated (ltr), Jul 29, 1988, p.6
  Raises approved for (SCS school) principals, Nov 25, 1988, p.1
  Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36
  Fall '89 bond issue anticipated (for improvement, maintenance of SCS schools), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

MARRA, JOANNA
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Towa's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

MARRA, SAL
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Co-chairaen H Goldberg, G Jensen, Committee (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.22
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28

MARRIAGE
  Marriage-a complicated union (edit), Feb 19, 1988, p.7

MARRIAGE COUNSELING
  Learning to listen: couples find more than sympathy at S(CS) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice), Sep 9, 1988, p.1

MARRIAGE CUSTOMS AND RITES
  Historically speaking: 1781 Excerpt from journal of French lieutenant on American women, Apr 15, 1988, p.6

MARSH, NICHOLAS
  N V Marsh dies, Mar 25, 1988, p.16

MARTIN, CAROL
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

MARTIN, EDDIE
  Sidewalk sale draws throngs (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

MARTIN, FRANCINE
  New medical center (Health First Medical Care) opens, Nov 11, 1988, p.24

MARTIN, MICHAEL
  Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
  A save for the (SCS Volunteer Ambulance) corps, May 13, 1988, p.1
  SCS cop M Martin called lifesaver, Jun 10, 1988, p.3
  On the road to Buffalo (5 SCS policeen help carry torch for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.2
  Cab fares heading up, provided...i Village employees receive awards and commendations, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
  Day of honors for SCS police (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.8

MARTIN, RAFF
  Storyteller R Martin visits schools for some lively lessons in language (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.5
  How do we revive reading? (edit), May 20, 1988, p.7

MARVELL, PAT
  (Quaker Ridge) PTA election (held), Jun 17, 1988, p.14

MARY ESTATE (SCS)
  BAR reviews plans for 3 new houses; Approves amendments to Hitchcock church renovations (illus), Apr 29, 1988, p.3
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MARX ESTATE (SCS) continued
Board of Architectural Review reviews plans for 7 new houses, okays 2, May 27, 1988, p.2
BAR approves two houses, Aug 26, 1988, p.5

MARX, ANNE (AU)
Lease renewed (poem), Apr 15, 1988, p.7
Thanksgiving letter (poem), Nov 18, 1988, p.7
When fall is sure (poem), Nov 18, 1988, p.7
Returned to sender (poem), Dec 30, 1988, p.7

MARX, MARGARITA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

MARX, VIRGINIA
Virginia Marx honored, Mar 4, 1988, p.3

MARZULLO, HENRY
Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

MASAKI, RYU
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

MASCALI, ROBERT
Good eggs (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.9
(Scs) Medical (Center) building (to expand), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p 18), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
Rotary to honor Tooley at fete, Sep 16, 1988, p.5
More/less downtown development urged, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Rotary Club honors village manager L Tooley (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.4
Planning Board, Fee agree on parking plan, Oct 7, 1988, p.5
SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28

MASCARI, FRANK
(F Mascari elected) President (of Interservice) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.10

MASON, DANA (AU)
Junior High-first day (edit), Nov 4, 1988, p.7

MASSINI, CHARLES
(Robert Thomas Securities) Financial firm opens branch in Westchester, Jul 15, 1988, p.4

MASTERS SCHOOL (DOBBS FERRY)
SEE SCHOOLS-DOBBS FERRY-MASTERS SCHOOL

MATHEWSON, OLIVIA
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

MATILDE, ELAINE
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

MATSUMOTO, YASUKO
(Masters) School honors local students, Mar 25, 1988, p.15

MATSUMOTO, MASATO
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

MATSUYA, CLIFFORD
The artist, C Matsuya, poses (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.20

MATSUYA, RENATE
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

MATTHEW, LOUISE
New learning center in town stresses use of computers, Feb 12, 1988, p.12
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MATTERA, MARGARET
(Retired SCS teachers) Setting together again (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.8

MATTHEWS, EDWARD
S(SCS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) director A Ross names key staff, May 20, 1988, p.3
It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3

MATTICK, ALFRED
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolean-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.25

MATTINS, MARY
ISHS Class of 1958) Whoop(s) it up at Whippoorwill (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.9

MATTIOLO, MICHAEL
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

MATTURRO, JOSEPH
Gambling suspect V Matturro found hanged, Dec 23, 1988, p.1

MATTURRO, VINCENT
SCS man V Matturro said to be head of major illegal gambling ring, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
Gambling suspect V Matturro found hanged, Dec 23, 1988, p.1

MATUSON, NAOMI
In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

MAURER, GILBERT
Local man A Waxenberg named magazine publisher (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.4

MAXWELL, EILEEN
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

MAXWELL, TOM
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

MAY, LENORE (DR)
Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Successful recycling starts at home (Part II), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

MAYER, MICHAEL (AU)
Free speech and libel: a delicate balance (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.7

MAYETTA, MARILOU
Ragette names L Piotofsky sales associate; honors top salespeople (photo), May 20, 1988, p.4

MAYONE, JANET
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5

MAZER, BILL
Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes Co-chairmen H Goldberg, G Jensen, Committee (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.22

MAZUR, JOSEPH
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3

MCADEN, MARY ALLEN
Historical Society focusing on education in upcoming programs (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

MCALLISTER, CHARLES JR
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3

MCALLISTER, CHILI
Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1

MCARDLE, BARBARA HIBBINS
Police force all-male no longer (Bello sworn in; third woman officer in SCS history) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

MCAVOY, PATRICIA
Feb 14: a few new charas in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

MCCABE, CHRIS
(Legal) Awareness for Women) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5
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MCCANN, JOAN (DR)
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon. Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Remembering Emily (Ogden Butler; J Thies arranges ceremony at Butler monument). Aug 26, 1988, p.1
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp). Aug 26, 1988, p.2
Schools to senior citizens: visit us (Board of Ed sets goals at meeting). Oct 21, 1988, p.1
(SCS) Historical (Society) awarded state grant (for teaching local history). Nov 15, 1988, p.5

MCCARTHY,
Tom Irish recalls stories of yore (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.28

MCCARTHY, DAVID
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo). Dec 9, 1988, p.36

MCCARTHY, JOSEPH
The devaluing of the Pledge (of Allegiance) (ltr), Sep 16, 1988, p.6

MCCARTHY, RACHEL
(Southeastern) Zone of NYS Assn for Health, Physical Education) says they're fit (photo). May 20, 1988, p.21

MCCAW, DOROTHY
Dorothy D McCaw dies. Oct 28, 1988, p.20

MCCINTOCH, DANA
(Gymnastics) Training camp yields surprise dividends abroad (photo). Sep 9, 1988, p.6

MCCINTOCH, DILLIE
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named). Sep 2, 1988, p.15

MCCONOLYQUE, ANNIE
A McConologue dies. Mar 18, 1988, p.20

MCCOURT, ANNE
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo). Jun 17, 1988, p.34

MCCREARY V STONE
SEE ACTIONS AND DEFENSES

MCCREARY, KATHLEEN
School board nominators to be elected. Jan 15, 1988, p.1
New furor erupts over AIDS education. Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Deja vu! Creche issue revived at public hearing. Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Downey on SCS (K McCreary, I Sloan, P Mobile to appear on Downey television program). Dec 2, 1988, p.1
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories. Dec 9, 1988, p.1
Ya-shi-Ya steals (Morton Downey Jr) creche show. Dec 9, 1988, p.1
Parents given insights on how schools teach about AIDS, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

MCCREARY, KATHLEEN (AU)
Concerns about AIDS education (ltr). Jun 10, 1988, p.6

MCCREERY, GAY
What about this one? (photo). Dec 16, 1988, p.3

MCCREERY, MARGARET
Community cookout (photo). Apr 22, 1988, p.5

MCCREERY, WILLIAM
Candidates named for village office (photo). Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Village bans flag lots. Jan 15, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo). Feb 12, 1988, p.26
Parking crackdown. Mar 11, 1988, p.1
A piece of cake! (photo). Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded. Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Board, council members named. Apr 15, 1988, p.16
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MCCREERY, WILLIAM continued

Net* landaarks law recoaaended, Hay 6, 1988, p.l
Cab fares heading up, provided...; Village employees receive awards and commendations, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
Day of honors for SCS police (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.8
Panel on SCS's future (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.3
Croud protests threatened cut in road services, Nov 18, 1988, p.1
Committee to seek solution for 45 Popham Road, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
What about this one? (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.3

MCCRON, CORINNE

Mary Williaas is new president of SCS Woman's Club (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
And the winners (of SCS Woman's Club's Standard Flower Show) are...(photo; list), May 13, 1988, p.11

MCCUDDEN, JOHN

(JJ McCudden, R M Powers) plead guilty to tax evasion, Nov 25, 1988, p.3
(Roxland) Third conviction in Cioti tax case, Dec 9, 1988, p.5

MCCUEN, PETER

Executive: F B McCuen (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.34

MCDERMOTT, MICHAEL

S Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
Dramatization (given by Task Force on Drugs, Alcohol) raises issue of teen drinking, Nov 4, 1988, p.3

MCDERMOTT, NADINE

S Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

MCDONALD, CONOR

'Spirit was there' on Kidswalk (photo; addl photo, 'Last leg' p 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes Kidswalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32

MCDONALD, ELIZABETH


MCDONALD, MARIANNE (SISTER)

Our Lady of Fatiaa to mark 40th (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.20

MCDONALD, PATTI

'Spirit was there' on Kidswalk (photo; addl photo, 'Last leg' p 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes Kidswalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32

MCDONALD, PETER

Graduation Day (from SCS Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2
Firemen commended (for work at Corell Rd fire) (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

MCDONALD, STEVEN

'Spirit was there' on Kidswalk (photo; addl photo, 'Last leg' p 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes Kidswalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32
Spirit of cooperation (evident in Kidswalk) (ltr), Jun 24, 1988, p.6

MCELROY, REGGIE

Road block ahead (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Jets looked like Giants on Raider court (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15

MCELVOY, KATE

Hello school... (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.1

MCENERY, MURRAY

Hitchcock (Presbyterian Church) laying firm foundation for new sanctuary (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.1
A bit of history exhumed (Contents of 1917 cornerstone of Hitchcock church examined) (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
Hitchcock launches 2d fund drive, Oct 28, 1988, p.20

MCENTEE, ANGELA

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28
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MCEVOY, KATE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22
MCEVOY, SARA
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Kidswalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32
  Summer fun at Camp Wapetuck (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.5
MCGAHREN, EUSENE JR
  Lawyer E D McGahren Jr named to Ellinghouse and Stacey (photo), May 27, 1988, p.8
MCGEACHY, MARY
  Business newscaster S J ‘Rudy’ Ruderman fired by (Business Week) magazine, Aug 19, 1988, p.3
MCGINNESS, CHERYL
  Mary Williams is new president of SCS Woman’s Club (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.11
  Dancing princess (C McGinness in Woman’s Club play presented to area nursery schools) (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.9
  Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15
MCGOVERN, GEORGE
  Dukakis 3rd of a kind, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
MCGOVERN, JOAN
  (Quaker Ridge) PTA election (held), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
MCGOVERN, REBECCA
  Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
MCGOWAN, ANNE MARIE
  Local woman L L Cowan to lead Mental Health Assn (Officers, Board of Directors named) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.5
MCGOWAN, JAMES
  Pedestrian safety award (presented to SCS Police Dept by American Automobile Assn) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.4
MCGOWAN, THOMAS
  On the road to Buffalo (5 SCS policemen help carry torch for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.2
  More local firemen (T McGowan, S Lyons hired by SCS Fire Dept), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
MCGRATH, JAMES
  Family tradition: J Sullivan promoted to captain, SCS Fire Dept (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.5
MCGUINNESS, TRACY
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26
MCILVAIN, GERARD
  SCS firemen get extra training, Apr 8, 1988, p.4
  Firefighter G McIlvain moves up to captain (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.8
  Top grades for local firefighter G J McIlvain, May 20, 1988, p.23
  Firemen G McIlvain, J Connors complete training courses, Jun 10, 1988, p.5
  Fireman G J McIlvain trained, Sep 23, 1988, p.16
  (SCS fireman) Gordon Gallagher (dies), Sep 30, 1988, p.18
  (SCS firemen J Saviano, G McIlvain collect money for Muscular Dystrophy Assn) (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.2
  (SCS Volunteer Co 1) Firemen celebrate (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.8
MCILVANE, SHARON
  Citizens cooperate in life-saving effort (when A Shefts collapses), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
  Despite rescue effort, A Shefts succumbs to heart attack, Feb 26, 1988, p.4
MCINTYRE, MALCOLM
  SCS (open) Society (assn) marks 20 years of progress in opening SCS to minority families (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.3
  Posterity waits (More personal statements requested for time capsule), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
MCIVER, GRACE
  A time for goodbyes (Retiring teachers and school nurses honored at Teachers Assn tea) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26
MCKEEVER, ROBERT
  Canine smoke detector saves the day (photo p 1), May 20, 1988, p.2
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MCKEON, KRISTY
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

MCKNIGHT, CORNELIA
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
SCS seniors keep busy (photo; add! photo p 24) (Senior Citizen Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.21

MCLAUGHLIN, ANN
SOF to honor Margaret Soter (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5

MCLAUGHLIN, CLAIRE
Child Care (Assn of SCS holds) open houses (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.8

MCLUSKEY, ANN
S Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

MCMANUS, KAREN
Welcome back to earth (Edgewood fourth graders make poster for Discovery crew) (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.15

MCMILLAN, PETER
New summer program planned for teens, May 27, 1988, p.1
(Senior Citizens thank McMillan and staff (ltr), Sep 16, 1988, p.6

MCMILLAN, ROBERT
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

MCMILLEN, WILLIAM
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1

MCNAMARA, JOYCE
J McNamara dies, Apr 8, 1988, p.12

MCNEIL, FREEMAN
SCS to take on Jets in charity (basketball) game, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Jets looked like Giants on Raider court (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15

MCQUADE, MARCIA
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

MCWILLIAMS, ROSA
R McWilliams dies, Jan 15, 1988, p.12

MEAD, ROLAN JORDAN
Rolan Jordan Mead dies, Nov 25, 1988, p.20

MEAKE, (DR)
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

MEALS ON WHEELS
Meals on Wheels adds weekend deliveries (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.4
Local volunteers are cited, Mar 11, 1988, p.8
Volunteers' turn to be treated (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.8
(Leon agency) In the holiday spirit (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.19

MEALS ON WHEELS-FUND RAISING
Caring community (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

MEANEY, TOM
On the road to Buffalo (5 SCS policemen help carry torch for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.2

MECHAM, EVAN
Vitality of King's day upheld (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.12

MEDICAL CARE
(Westchester Jewish Community Services) Agency offers coordinated health care (Senior Citizens Supp), May 6, 1988, p.21

SEE ALSO HOME CARE SERVICES

MEDICARE
Medicare's promise subverted (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
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MEEHAN, DOROTHY
Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988, p.5
(Westchester) Coalition (of Food Pantries and Soup Kitchens) elects leaders, seeks help, Nov 11, 1988, p.24

MEEHAN, ARTHUR
The winner and new champion (of Thies Memorial Croquet Tournament; J Wagner) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.9

MEHEGAN, CONSTANCE
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Tribute to Fox Meadow duo C Mehegan and E Scinto (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6
A time for goodbyes (Retiring teachers and school nurses honored at Teachers Assn tea) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26
(Retired SCS teachers) Getting together again (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.8

MEHIEL, DENNIS
Congressional hopefuls to address Democrats, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Congressional candidates H Fish, D Mehiel, N Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
DioGuardi announces (candidacy for third term in Congress) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.1
GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
(H Fish III, N Lowey, D Mehiel) vying to run in (Congressional) race against DioGuardi (photo p 12), Sep 9, 1988, p.1
Lowey gets 55% of vote here in winning primary, Sep 23, 1988, p.1

MEHL, LANCE
SCS to take on Jets in charity (basketball) game, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

MEHLER, RICKY
(EMT, SHS students) In Cornell program (for outstanding juniors and seniors), Jul 29, 1988, p.12
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

MEHLMAN, FRED
Tenants (of 45 Popham) asking (Village) board to impose rent control here, Dec 2, 1988, p.1

MEIRDWITZ, MARY
Schools to senior citizens: visit us (Board of Ed sets goals at meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1

MEISEL, ERICA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

MELNICK, IRVING
(I Melnick) Honored by state (Board of Regents), May 20, 1988, p.8

MEMORIAL DAY
(Memorial Day) A special day (edit), May 27, 1988, p.7
Boy Scouts on parade (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.3
Young patriot (C Brennan) (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.5
Our obligation as Americans (edit; photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.7

MEMORIALS
A living memorial (to L Bedin) (photo), May 13, 1988, p.15
Gosen memorial to be dedicated, Jun 3, 1988, p.15
A groundhog for Greenacres (Sculpture dedicated to teacher J Gosen) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
A special day for the Ancell family (Enid Ancell Building dedicated at YM-YWHA) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.16

MENASHI, DAVID (AU)
Warning about playing fields (ltr), Oct 21, 1988, p.6

MENCHER, ROBERT (DR)
(Drs R B Mencher, W Rosenthal, R J Stine, N A Zolkind) Appointed by (White Plains) Hospital, Jul 8, 1988, p.5

MENDELSON, ALI
(ShS) Students debate issues at model United Nations, Dec 16, 1988, p.26

MENDELSON, ALYSA
(ShS) Students debate issues at model United Nations, Dec 16, 1988, p.26

MENDELSON, ALYSA (AU)
Kids ask help for KIDS (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
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MENDELSON, ANDREW
   Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10

MENDELSON, LISA
   Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

MENDELSON, SHARA
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

MENDES, ALVIN
   A. P. Mendes dies, Feb 12, 1988, p.14

MENDES, RUTH DE SOLO
   (Westchester Jewish) Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12

MENDEZ, JOSE ULAYO
   Quaker Ridge Brownie troop 'adopts' Hounduran youngster (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.2

MENDOZA, MARIA
   (Frances Benedict) holds the key to store of arresting tales (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.6

MENER, ANDREW
   Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

MENIKHEIM, ROBERT
   (SCS School) District grapples with high cost of insurance, Apr 15, 1988, p.1

MENKE, BETTY
   Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
   Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
   School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

MENKE, BETTY (AU)
   Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6

MENKE, JOHN (AU)
   Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6

MENNA, MICHAEL
   Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
   SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18

MENNONE, DORIS
   Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

MENSI, BILL
   SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28

MENSI, BILL (AU)
   (Thanks to) Special people (involved in SSMT production) (ltr), Sep 2, 1988, p.6

MENSI, PAULA (AU)
   (Thanks to) Special people (involved in SSMT production) (ltr), Sep 2, 1988, p.6

MENTAL HEALTH ASSN OF WESTCHESTER COUNTY
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26
   Volunteer ombudsmen F Aronoff, D Whynn honored, Jun 3, 1988, p.4
   Local woman L L Cowan to lead Mental Health Assn (Officers, Board of Directors named) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.5

MENTALLY ILL
   Are the mentally ill dangerous? (edit), Oct 7, 1988, p.7
   Mentally ill misunderstood (ltr), Dec 16, 1988, p.6

MENTALLY ILL-HOUSING
   Fear of (group) homes 'unfounded' (ltr), Oct 21, 1988, p.6
   (H Heller) objects to (Futura House) site (ltr), Nov 4, 1988, p.6
   Fear of mentally ill denied (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6
   Why no concern for neighbors? (ltr), Dec 16, 1988, p.6
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MENTALLY ILL-REHABILITATION
Not all gifts are wrapped and put by the tree (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

MENTALLY RETARDED-HOUSING
Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

MENTOR, MARY
Graduation Day (from SCS Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2

MERAhN, DAVID
See GROVEMAN-MERAHN, DAVID

MERCEIN, JENNIE
Indoor pool draws mixed public reaction, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22
More glory for Raider athletes, Dec 9, 1988, p.27

MERCEIN, LYNN
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

MERCER, WILLIAM
Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1

MERCHANTS-SCS
Despite the Dom, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Feb 14: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
Flowers galore (at Diana Gould Ltd) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.1
(SCS Bicentennial) No party for shops, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Tom Irish recalls stor(i)es of yore (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.28
Merchant Honor Roll: Listing original, present owners, date established (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.39
(Sidewalk) Sale starts today (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Sidewalk sale draws throngs (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1
Young bargain hunters (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.2
(ColorEdge machine) New at Arcade, Oct 7, 1988, p.20

MERCHANTS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
On your mark, get set, go! Holiday shopping season under way (Part I) (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.10
Local shops offer givers gifts to wear, display, read or eat (Part II) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.10
Local shops offer Manhattan-style variety without New York-style gridlock (Part III) (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.12

MERGEN, GULCIN
AFS students G Mergen, K Dixon, carry message to schools (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.8
AFS sending SHS quartet ( J F Chow, D Feldman, P Wingate, A Chen) abroad (photo), May 27, 1988, p.10

MERGIN, GULCIN
Edgewood students hear about AFS experiences (from G Mergin, H Howard), Jun 3, 1988, p.15

MERKEL, KERRY
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

MERKEL, STEPHEN
Westchester Reform names S Merkel cantor (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.16
Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 15, 1988, p.6

MERSAMER, GERALDINE
(Cystic Fibrosis) Foundation cites local volunteer G Mersamer, Mar 11, 1988, p.9

MERSAMER, GERRY (AU)
Calling all 'Habib holdouts' (ltr), Jul 8, 1988, p.6

MERSAMER, GREGG
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
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MERKAMER, GREGG continued
SCS set to 'Come Celebrate' (illus), May 20, 1988, p.1
Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes Co-chairmen H Goldberg, G Jensen, Committee (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28

MERRELL, LESSIE
(SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11

MERRITT, GEORGE
Photos of Lyndhurst featured in show (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.4

MERSON, SUSAN
Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1988, p.8

MERYLL-LAVSKY, JANE (AU)
Congratulations to all (on Griffen Ave path) (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6

MESSENGER, ANGEL
(Dr R) Hibschtan's message: Let's plan together; Village Club officers announced, May 6, 1988, p.1
Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
(Leone agency) In the holiday spirit (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.19

MESSENGER, ART
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcome Dr R Hibschtan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

MESSING, AMY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26

METRO NORTH COMMUTER RAILROAD CO
(Railroad) Track work, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
(Sandblasting towers near SCS railroad station being done) Only on Sundays (photo), May 6, 1988, p.1
Commuter's chance (to offer suggestions on railroad schedule), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
New York or bust! (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.1
Six-legged commuters (Cockroaches on Metro North trains) (ltr), Dec 30, 1988, p.6

METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Encourage recycling (ltr), Jun 3, 1988, p.6

METSELAAR, BARBARA
B S Metselaar named life member, (Natl Institute of Certified Travel Agents), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
(Window on the World Travel Agency's) Cruise center opens Saturday, Jun 24, 1988, p.13

METSELAAR, PAUL
(Window on the World Travel Agency's) Cruise center opens Saturday, Jun 24, 1988, p.13

METZ, DAVID
United Way speaker J M Black has good news and bad about state of volunteerism (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.2

METZ, DOUGLAS
(D K Metz) New director (of Independent Insurance Agents of Westchester County), Jun 3, 1988, p.8
SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28

METZ, DOUGLAS III
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

METZ, GARY
New summer program planned for teens, May 27, 1988, p.1

METZ, JOSEPHINE
Hat stuff (photo), May 20, 1988, p.9

METZ, MARJORIE
United Way speaker J M Black has good news and bad about state of volunteerism (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.2

MEYER, CHARLES
Historically speaking: SCS Village Hall 'incubator of chicks turned roosters in other communities', Nov 4, 1988, p.4

MEYER, CLAUDE
Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
MEYER, CLAUDE continued
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

MEYER, G WILLIAM
  G William Meyer (dies), Dec 30, 1988, p.9

MEYER, M C (REV)
  Double honor (L Fausty, Dr H Kreiger receive Rotary Club Paul Harris Fellow Awards) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.3

MEYERS, LYNN
  PT Council saps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
  School (Board) nominating process under way, Nov 18, 1988, p.5

MEYERS, WILLIAM (DR)
  Fila, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

MICHAELS, VERENA
  S Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

MICHEL, RUDOLF
  (SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3) Cooking up 50th anniversary plans (1940's photo reproduced), Oct 28, 1988, p.3

MICKEY MOUSE
  SEE CARTOONS AND CARICATURES

MIDDLE EAST
  Mideast synopsis (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

MIDGLEY, LUCILLE
  The real 'first woman' (real estate agent L Midgley) (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6

MILANO, ANDREW (DR)
  Homeowners blast preservation law, Sep 30, 1988, p.1

MILANO, DANIEL
  SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

MILDE, CHOE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22

MILDE, PAULINE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22

MILES, JOAN
  Health and computers still reign as top Continuing Ed topics (Continuing Education Supp), Aug 12, 1988, p.11

MILL, JANE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

MILLARD, OLIVIA
  Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

MILLER, ANN
  Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16

MILLER, BERNICE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22

MILLER, BILL
  SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

MILLER, CHAUNCY
  (SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3) Cooking up 50th anniversary plans (1940's photo reproduced), Oct 28, 1988, p.3

MILLER, DANIEL
  Festival of Lights (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.1

MILLER, DAVID
  Festival of Lights (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.1

MILLER, BERRY
  (Dr R) Hibschaan's message: Let's plan together; Village Club officers announced, May 6, 1988, p.1
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MILLER, H ROBERT
   Promotion (for H R Miller), Apr 22, 1988, p.8

MILLER, HENRY
   Winston trial set, Oct 21, 1988, p.1

MILLER, IRWIN
   (Committee formed to undertake village computer) Systems analysis, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

MILLER, JACQUELINE
   Ragette names L Pitofsky sales associate; honors top salespeople (photo), May 20, 1988, p.4
   Peace on Earth (SCS realtors gather for holiday party) (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.5

MILLER, JENNIFER
   Here's who'll be singin' for S(CS) (Summer) Music (Theatre), Jul 8, 1988, p.5

MILLER, JOHN
   (Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comm), Oct 26, 1988, p.1

MILLER, JOHN JR
   Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.6

MILLER, KAREN
   School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

MILLER, MARJorie
   A groundhog for Greenacres (Sculpture dedicated to teacher J Gosen) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.14

MILLER, MARY CAROL
   Batter up! (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.4

MILLER, MICHAEL
   New schools chief Dr R D Hibschaan signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

MILLER, NORMAN (DR-AU)
   Alcoholism: the bystander may be to blame (edit), Dec 2, 1988, p.7

MILLER, ROBERT
   New family picked for 2 Drake Road, Dec 23, 1988, p.1

MILLER, SANDY
   Survival! Tales from the great heat wave of '88 (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.6

MILLER, SONDRA
   L egal A(wareness) for W(oMen) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5
   Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 16, 1988, p.1
   Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
   Still waiting (for decision in Winston v SCS), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
   No end in sight (to Winston suit), Sep 30, 1988, p.1
   Winston trial set, Oct 21, 1988, p.1
   (Winston Property dispute) Back in court, Nov 25, 1988, p.1
   Apparent victory (for J R Herold) turns to defeat, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
   Stay denied (in Winston case), Dec 30, 1988, p.1

MILLER, STACEY
   (M Carhuff, O Kapush, S Miller) from Bourne attend conference, Nov 25, 1988, p.13

MILLER, WILLIAM
   Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
   Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.3

MILLS, CHARLES
   Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1

MILLS, JACK
   Tooley to chair recycling board (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.3

MILMAN, EVELYN (AU)
   'Disneydale'...(ltr), Jul 29, 1988, p.6
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MILMAN, EVELYN (AU) continued
'Disneydale' in SCS (corrected version of Jul 31 ltr), Aug 5, 1988, p.6

MILMAN, HARVEY (AU)
'Disneydale'...ltr), Jul 29, 1988, p.6
'Disneydale' in SCS (corrected version of Jul 31 ltr), Aug 5, 1988, p.6

MILMOE, GREG
Did Wayne Gretzky start like this? (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.8

MILMOE, KATY
Did Wayne Gretzky start like this? (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.8

MILMOE, PETER
Did Wayne Gretzky start like this? (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.8

MILSTEIN, ANDREW
(Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comm), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

MILSTEIN, ANDREW (AU)
Is an indoor pool feasible? (ltr), Sep 23, 1988, p.6

MILSTEIN, DAVID
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

MILSTEIN, DAVID (AU)
Letter to David Saurin (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

MILSTEIN, MARK
Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34
Festival of Lights (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.1

MILSTEIN, NANCY
E Markey to pinch-hit for P Schroeder at Nuclear Freeze dinner (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.2
(SCS) Task Force (on Drugs and Alcohol) elects leaders for '88-'89, May 6, 1988, p.5

MILSTEIN, PAUL
Milsteins giving $25 million to (Columbia-Presbyterian) Hospital, Dec 23, 1988, p.4

MILSTEIN, SEYMOUR
Milsteins giving $25 million to (Columbia-Presbyterian) Hospital, Dec 23, 1988, p.4

MINAMI, HIROKO
Japanese woman H Minami ups profits with Yankee ingenuity (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.6

MINAMI, SHUSAKU
Japanese woman H Minami ups profits with Yankee ingenuity (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.6

MINDICH, MARK
High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.16

MINDLIN, EUGENE
E S Mindlin dies, Feb 12, 1988, p.14

MINNS, JOYCE
YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8

MINORITIES-EMPLOYMENT
Minorities are missing job train (edit), Dec 23, 1988, p.7
SEE ALSO BLACKS-EMPLOYMENT

MISHIO, KEITA
Hawks versus Hounds (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22

MISSIONARIES
Missionary A Varley to serve in Italy (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.14
SCS grad S Lehnardt on mission in Chile (photo), May 27, 1988, p.14
Missionary J Graves bound for Peru (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.14
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MISSIONARIES continued
Two women (J Bleichner, S Hale) become missionaries, Sep 9, 1988, p.16

MITCHELL, BONNIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes Co-chairmen H Goldberg, G Jensen, Committee (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.22
It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3
SSMT still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus; photo p 6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
(SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11

MITCHELL, BONNIE (AU)
(Thanks to) Special people (involved in SSMT production) (ltr), Sep 2, 1988, p.6

MITCHELL, BRETT
High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.16

MITCHELL, CAROLINE
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28

MITCHELL, CHARLENE
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1

MITCHELL, JACQUES III
New owner for Reid and Herrmann (is Houlihan/Lawrence) (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.3

MITCHELL, KATHY
SSMT still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus; photo p 6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

MITCHELL, MIKE (AU)
(Thanks to) Special people (involved in SSMT production) (ltr), Sep 2, 1988, p.6

MITCHELL, ROWLAND
And here's to the next 50 years (SCS Adult School celebrates anniversary) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.3

MITCHELL, ROWLAND JR
R Mitchell Jr re-elected president of BOCES, Aug 19, 1988, p.5

MIYAKE, AYA
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22

MIYAKE, WIN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26

MOBILE TELEPHONES
SEE CELLULAR RADIO

MOBILE, MAEVE
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

MOHIT, NASTRAN
Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10

MOJICA, CARLOS
Police say arrests clear up 15 burglaries, Aug 19, 1988, p.1

MOLE, LOUISE
L H Mole dies, Mar 18, 1988, p.20

MOLEA, ANTHONY
GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
(SCS Women's Republican Club) Backing the Republican team (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Apparent victory (for J R Herold) turns to defeat, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

MOLIN, ELLA
A tale of two towns (SCS and GBH) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
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MOLINARI, GUY
Bush backers enjoy a Grand Old Party (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1

MONDALE, WALTER
Dukakis 3rd of a kind, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

MONGARELLA, ANDREW
Batter up! (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.4

MONK, ELLEN
Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

MONTAGUE, ANGELA
STEP student A Montague’s SCS homecoming (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.12

MONTCLARE, BRANDON
Back to back, Apache-style (8th graders celebrate at SCS pool) (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.2

MONTFERRANTE, JUDITH (DR)
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

MONTLEONE, ANTHONY
A M Monteleone dies, Jan 22, 1988, p.14

MONTGOMERY PLACE (ANNANDALE-ON-HUDSON)
(Montgomery Place) New addition to Historic Hudson Valley, Jun 3, 1988, p.9

MONTGOMERY ROAD PROPERTY (SCS)
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Five-lot development plan (for Drake-Edgewood) advances in spite of protests from neighbors, Jun 3, 1988, p.1

MOON, KATHERINE
Katherine I Moon dies, Nov 25, 1988, p.20

MOONEY, ALICE
Road block ahead (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.1

MOONEY, NINA
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

MOONEY, WILLIAM
Chase (Manhattan Bank) appoints W M Mooney regional director, Aug 5, 1988, p.4

MOORE, BUGSY
Autumn image (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

MOORE, CHARLOTTE
Honorees (of Mt Holyoke Club of Westchester) (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.9

MOORE, JENE
(S Lahnardt Church of Latter Day Saints) Auxiliary president (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.9

MOORE, MARY
Apollo saxophonist M Harris finds faith and harmony (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.12

MORABITO, CHRIS
'Spirit was there’ on Kidswalk (photo; addl photo, ‘Last leg’ p 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes Kidswalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32

MORAN, CEDRIC
(Boy) Scouts hold honor court, Nov 25, 1988, p.10

MORAN, CORINNE
C D Moran (dies), Aug 19, 1988, p.8

MOREHOUSE, ELLEN
State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3

MORGAN, EDWARD
Room on the bench, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
When East meets West in local schools, Apr 22, 1988, p.3
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MORGAN, EDWARD continued
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
(Edward A Morgan named International BAR (Asso committee) chairman (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.4
Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.3
Calling all judges, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
Town Club's view (of County budget presented at public hearing), Dec 16, 1988, p.1

MORGAN, J P
Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

MORGANTHAU, JENNY
Host families needed (for Fresh Air Fund) (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.2

MORIARITY, JANE
(School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1

MORLANDER, GERALD
Legal Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

MORMONS AND MORMONISM
Missionary A Varley to serve in Italy (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.14

MORRIS, LEWIS
Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

MORRIS, LEWIS GOVERNEUR
Historically speaking: How SCS has grown in 200 years (table), Jul 15, 1988, p.4
Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

MORRIS, MARIANNE
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

MORRIS, MITCHELL
SSMT still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus; photo p 6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

MORRIS, NORMAN
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3

MORRIS, RICHARD
SCS: In the beginning...(photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.8
SCS boasts an officer in the Revolutionary War (Major Wm Popham) (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.10
Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1
6 more (SCS) sites labeled historic, Nov 18, 1988, p.3

MORRIS, THOMAS

MORRIS, THOMAS (DR)
Milestones giving $25 million to (Columbia-Presbyterian) Hospital, Dec 23, 1988, p.4

MORRISON, JAMES
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32

MORRISON, JAMES (REV)
At Baptist installation (of Rev J Morrison) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.14
Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988, p.5
Senior housing group focusing efforts on shared residences; Board of directors elected, Jun 3, 1988, p.3
Shared senior housing is sought (by SCS Citizens for Senior Housing Inc), Aug 19, 1988, p.3

MORRISON, SAMUEL
Postal (Service) cuts, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Attention dog owners (Loose dogs apparently guarding property will prevent mail delivery), May 13, 1988, p.1
Hours restored (at SCS Post Office), Sep 9, 1988, p.1

MORRISSETTE, MARGARET
Margaret D Morrissette (dies), Sep 30, 1988, p.18

MORTALITY
Some thoughts on mortality (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.7
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MORTGAGES
  Shopping for a mortgage (edit), Apr 8, 1988, p.7

MORTOLA, EDWARD
  Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3

MOSBLECH, JESSICA
  STEP student A Montague's SCS homecoming (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.12
  STEP broadens horizons (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.9
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

MOSCA, ANTHONY
  Playland manager E R Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2

MOSER, (MRS MARVIN)
  SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26

MOSER, LINDA
  School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
  High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
  Two go to polls in second vote (for Unit F, School Board Nominating Committee), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
  'Spirit was there' on Kidswalk (photo: addl photo, 'Last leg' p 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
  'Kidswalk' --an event of joy (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
  Congratulations to all (on Griffen Ave path) (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Kidswalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32
  (Quaker Ridge) PTA election (held), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
  A big gift from SCS Kidswalk (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.3
  Spirit of cooperation (evident in Kidswalk) (ltr), Jun 24, 1988, p.6
  PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
  School (Board) nominating process under way, Nov 18, 1988, p.5

MOSER, MARVIN (DR)
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26

MOSES, TRUDI
  Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1

MOSS, ANDREW
  Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
  Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

MOSS, ROBERT
  Robert E Moss dies, Oct 28, 1988, p.20

MOST, ALVIN
  Art exhibit (by A E Most) at (Scs National) Bank (illus), Jan 29, 1988, p.2

MOST, AMY
  YES salutes its volunteers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.11

MOST, ERIK
  Homecoming hamburgers (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.20

MOTAED, NILOUFAN
  Rock around the pool (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.2

MOTAED, NILOUFAR
  AFS sending SHS quartet ( J P Chow, D Feldman, P Wingate, A Chen) abroad (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18

MOTHERS
  SCS woman S Schoetz is reunited with son she gave up (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.6
  SEE ALSO SURROGATE MOTHERS

MOTHERS AGAINST DRUNK DRIVING
  Teen cafe returning, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

MOTHERWAY, MEGAN
  Scofflaw M Motherway hit with $3000 fine, Oct 28, 1988, p.1
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MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
Lawyer N. Alterman named senior VP of motion picture group (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.9

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION AND DIRECTION
SHS alumna S. B. Stroh making film in Finland, Jun 17, 1988, p.11
SHS alumna J. Van Voorhis making films, Jul 8, 1988, p.4
Filmmaking is not all glamour; interns learn (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.6
So you want to be in pictures? (edit), Dec 2, 1988, p.7

MOTION PICTURES
Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (letters), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
'Bull (Durham)!--funny or tasteless? (letter), Jul 22, 1988, p.6

MOULDOVAN, ANDREW
Toga party (for SHS Latin Club organized by Dr. M. Polsky) (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.16
(SHS) Students debate issues at model United Nations, Dec 16, 1988, p.26

MOULDOVAN, SANDY
Kids walking for kids (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.1

MOUNT SAINT BERNARD SPEECH CENTER, BRONX, NY
A gift for Sister Iachetta's teacher, Sister W. Danwitz (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24

MOUNTAIN CLIMBING
Top of America (J. Fendelman climbs Mt. McKinley) (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

MOYNIHAN, DANIEL PATRICK
Successful fundraiser (for UJA) (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.8
A Gore outlines arms-control ideas (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.5
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p. 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

MUDHO, JOSEPH
St. Pius ends year with traditional activities (photo; list) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.22

MUEL, SUSAN
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

MULL, CHRISTOPHER
A dragon from down under (photo), May 6, 1988, p.5

MULL, GERALDINE
Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

MULL, JEFFREY
A dragon from down under (photo), May 6, 1988, p.5

MULL, JIM
Is that you in there? (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.1

MULL, KATIE
A dragon from down under (photo), May 6, 1988, p.5

MULL, LOUISE DE VEL
R. Mitchell Jr. re-elected president of BOCES, Aug 19, 1988, p.5

MULL, ROBERT (DR-AU)
Teenage suicide--heed the warnings (edit), Feb 12, 1988, p.7

MULTI-FAMILY HOUSING
SEE HOUSING, ATTACHED

MULVEY, ANN
S. Older re-elected president of Board (of Education) (photo p. 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

MUMFORD, DEBORAH
Reptile rapture (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.20

MUNNS, EDWARD
Local CPA E. A. Munns named to board (of directors, National Catholic Educational Assn), Nov 11, 1988, p.11
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MUNSON, ANNE
  (Christmas) Party at the American Legion Post (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.2

MUNSON, WILLIS
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26
  (Christmas) Party at the American Legion Post (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.2

MURA, MICHIKO
  Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22

MURDICH, JACK
  Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

MURPHY, J. EMMET
  Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
  Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

MURPHY, JANET
  Historically sailing (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.3
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

MURPHY, JO ANN
  Reality convention (attended by J A Murphy), May 20, 1988, p.8
  For families' sake (J Murphy of Ellinghouse & Stacy presents check to Family Counseling Svc) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.4

MURPHY, JOSEPH
  Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
  SCS philanthropist J M Murphy says thanks a million to alma mater (Iona College) (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.2

MURPHY, ROBERT
  Robert J Murphy dies, Nov 4, 1988, p.22

MURPHY, SUZANNE
  Community cookout (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.5

MURRAY, BROOKE
  Book vine (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.14
  Preparing a welcome (for Dr. R Hibschman) (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.15

MURRAY, JOHN
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32

MURRAY, MARY
  BAR rules that fence violates code, Oct 21, 1988, p.2

MURRAY, MAURINE
  (Dr. R) Hibschman's message: Let's plan together; Village Club officers announced, May 6, 1988, p.1
  School (Board) nominating process under way, Nov 18, 1988, p.5

MURTHY, AKSHAY
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24

MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY ASSN-FUND RAISING
  (SCS fireman J Saviano, G McIlvain collect money for Muscular Dystrophy Assn) (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.2

MUSHROOMS
  Discovering the fungus among us (edit), Dec 16, 1988, p.7

MUSIC FESTIVALS
  SEE CONCERTS

MUSIC SCHOOLS
  After the (R Laredo) concert (for Hoff-Barthelson Music School) (photo; list), May 27, 1988, p.9
  New directors (elected) at (Hoff-Barthelson) music school, Jun 24, 1988, p.2
  With gratitude (M Buck presents check to E Schroeder for Hoff-Barthelson School) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.9
  Hoff-Barthelson names five to faculty, Sep 23, 1988, p.18
  Adopt a Piano (Hoff-Barthelson officials admire piano restored by R Landskron) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.18

MUSIC-STUDY AND TEACHING
  Violinist R Dotoratos to give lessons at home, Sep 2, 1988, p.4
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Adopt a Piano (Hoff-Barthelson officials admire piano restored by R Landskron) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.18

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS-RESTORATION
Adopt a Piano (Hoff-Barthelson officials admire piano restored by R Landskron) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.18

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS-STUDY AND TEACHING
Sounding good: J Stark, M Berengarten, V Patel, D Tarasiewicz (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.11

MUSICIANS
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21
Workshop blues (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.16
Apollo saxophonist M Harris finds faith and harmony (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.12
Artist-musician M S Malkis opens exhibition, Mar 11, 1988, p.4
Young musicians play in Carnegie, Apr 8, 1988, p.14
40 (SCS elementary school) musicians in county festival (list), May 20, 1988, p.21
Pianist K Aoki to make NY debut (photo), May 20, 1988, p.13
'We're all busy because of (J and K Wentworth)', secretary laments (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.6
Violinist R Dotoratos to give lessons at home, Sep 2, 1988, p.4
(R Wilson) New organist (at SCS Community Baptist Church), Oct 28, 1988, p.20

MUSICIANS-AWARDS
Piano student J Lopez awarded medal, Jan 29, 1988, p.10
Violinist C Sohn wins top prize (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.13
Organist R Owen to be honored, May 6, 1988, p.29
Pianist G Y Lin winner at Interlochen, Aug 19, 1988, p.3
Student M Kropp cited, Aug 19, 1988, p.5
Copland youth awards to be presented, Nov 11, 1988, p.9

MUSLIH, MOHAMMED (DR)
Israeli-Arab conflict debated in forum at Westchester Reform (Temple), Dec 9, 1988, p.3

MYUNG, EUGENE
Safety tips for older drivers (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.23

MYER, ROBERT
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1

MYERS, KEN
Project on Post (~Heathcote-Drake-Crane) Roads likely to clog traffic, May 6, 1988, p.1

MYERS, NORMA
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

NABER, BASSAM
Parrot comes home on cross-cultural bridge, Apr 8, 1988, p.5

NABER, FADWA
Parrot comes home on cross-cultural bridge, Apr 8, 1988, p.5

NABER, ISSA
Parrot comes home on cross-cultural bridge, Apr 8, 1988, p.5

NADEL, EDWIN
Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

NADEL, EDWIN (AU)
With college costs on the rise... (edit), Jun 10, 1988, p.7
Need money for college? (edit), Jul 22, 1988, p.7
Marriage...divorce...and life insurance (edit), Oct 7, 1988, p.7
Ex-employees may still be covered (by employer's insurance) (edit), Nov 11, 1988, p.7

NADELMANN, DANIEL
(School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1

NADELMANN, DANIEL
Hail to the champions... (Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2
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NAHM, LESLIE
And the winners (of SCS Woman's Club's Standard Flower Show) are...(photo; list), May 13, 1988, p.11

NAKAGAWA, JUNKO
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

NAKAGAWA, MOTO
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

NAKANURA, HIROSHI
United Way closes banner year with election of new directors, May 20, 1988, p.5

NANNARIELLO, JOHN
We're in school! (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.18

NARINS, RHODA (DR)
MD R S Narins lectures, May 6, 1988, p.8

NASH, CHARLES
Dept of Environmental Conservation says village violated wetlands (on Winston property), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

NASH, J NEUTQN
(SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3) Cooking up 50th anniversary plans (1940's photo reproduced), Oct 28, 1988, p.3

NASON, ERIC JOHN
Suspect here (E J Nason) kills himself in Virginia, Sep 23, 1988, p.3

NASSAU, JUNE
(Senior Citizens) Cooking up something special (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.3

NATHAN, CAROLINE
Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.6

NATHANIEL BROUN HOUSE (SCS)
6 more (SCS) sites labeled historic, Nov 18, 1988, p.3

NATHANSON, ADELLE
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1

NATIONAL ARBOR DAY FOUNDATION
A day for trees and kids (photo), May 20, 1988, p.3
In SCS, passions run high when it comes to trees, May 27, 1988, p.1

NATIONAL ASSN FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLES
Negotiating in the eye of a storm: P Pickelle helps ease Yonkers crisis (photo p 2), Sep 16, 1988, p.1
NAACP honors edgewood teacher E R Alexander, Nov 18, 1988, p.16

NATIONAL CLIMATE CENTER (ASHEVILLE, N C)
Observing SCS's weather with a birdbhouse and milk can, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON RELIGION AND PUBLIC EDUCATION
Dr F C Graves named to (National Council on Religion and Public Education), May 27, 1988, p.14

NATIONAL EAGLE SCOUT ASSN
Onward Eagles (Swan brothers inducted into National Eagle Scout Assn) (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.4

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES
SMS senior L J Goodman wins US grant for summer history research (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE SERVICE CORPS
Volunteer: D S Juneja (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.3

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J B Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
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NATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK
  *Storyteller R Martin visits schools for some lively lessons in language* (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.5

NAJORI, JOSIE CRUZ
  *Local floral designer D Gould to receive Castle Award* (photo), May 6, 1988, p.4

NATURE CONSERVANCY—LOWER HUDSON CHAPTER
  *Wetlands issue to be heard*, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
  *Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate*, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
  *Demapping (of Winston Property) opposed (by Federated Conservationists)*, Jul 1, 1988, p.1

NAUGHTON, ANNIE
  *A living memorial (to L Bedin)* (photo), May 13, 1988, p.15

NAUGHTON, JIM
  *R J White running (for second vice president, International Assn of Fire Chiefs)* (photo), May 20, 1988, p.2

NAUGHTON, KATE
  *SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater* (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28

NAUGHTON, TOM
  *SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library* (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26

NEALE, DAVID
  *New bosses (for SCS Government Day)* (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5
  *SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers* (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

NEALE, J HENRY JR
  *(SCS) Audubon (Society) invites residents on field trip to disputed (Winston) property*, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
  *Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board*, May 6, 1988, p.3

NEALE, SUSAN
  *File, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest*, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
  *A literary first (Friends of SCS Library to have first paperback sale)* (photo), May 6, 1988, p.4
  *SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library* (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26
  *School (Board) nominating process under way*, Nov 18, 1988, p.5

NEBINS, ROBERT
  *S Olden re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education)* (photo p 8), Jul 6, 1988, p.1

NELSON, ALVA
  *Playing tribute (to Dr Martin Luther King Jr)* (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11

NESCIS, MARK
  *Local man M Neschis joins NBC*, Jun 10, 1988, p.2

NETTLETON, JOHN
  *Shelter renewal (for house at 2 Drake)*, Feb 5, 1988, p.1

NEUMAN, ERNA (AU)
  *Platinum-plated approach (to school budget)* (ltr), May 13, 1988, p.6

NEUMAN, PHILIP
  *(SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3) Cooking up 50th anniversary plans (1940's photo reproduced)*, Oct 28, 1988, p.3

NEUSTADTER, EDWARD
  *Director (D Shatz) named*, Sep 2, 1988, p.9

NEVES, DAVID
  *Chase Landing lives in Bronxville ('s Pondfield's Restaurant)* (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.9

NEW ORCHESTRA QF WESTCHESTER
  *(H Kaufian) On the board (of New Orchestra of Westchester)*, Feb 12, 1988, p.12
  *Local volunteers are cited*, Mar 11, 1988, p.8

NEW YEAR’S DAY
  *Jan 1: It's a lot more fun than football (illus)*, Dec 30, 1988, p.1

NEW YEAR’S EVE
  *(M Sato)'s ready (for New Year's Eve)!* (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.3
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NEW YORK CONVENTION AND VISITORS BUREAU
   Scarsdalian A A Surin is elected head of NY convention bureau (photo), May 13, 1988, p.2

NEW YORK POWER AUTHORITY
   State power exec named: W W Crouch (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.4

NEW YORK PRESS ASSN
   Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSN
   Local man H J Reynolds named to group reviewing code for lawyers, Mar 11, 1988, p.2
   B Cedarbaum elected head of state bar section (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.3

NEW YORK STATE EMERGENCY TENANT PROTECTION ACT
   SEE RENT LAWS

NEW YORK STATE ENERGY RESOURCE COMPEITION
   SEE COMPETITIONS

NEW YORK STATE READING ASSN
   Message in books (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.25

NEW YORK STATE SCHOOL BOARDS ASSN
   State rule (mandating clergy on local AIDS education advisory councils) opposed, Oct 7, 1988, p.1

NEW YORK STATE UNITED TEACHERS (UNION)
   SEE LABOR UNIONS

NEW YORK STATE VILLAGE LAW
   Village bans flag lots: Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

NEW YORK STATE-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT-INTERNS
   Summer interns A Rubinstein, S Lichtman, S Strauss, J Israely gain state insider's view, Aug 26, 1988, p.2

NEW YORK STATE. ASSEMBLY
   Homeless seen as (Westchester County's) number-one problem (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.17
   State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3

NEW YORK STATE. ASSEMBLY-ELECTIONS
   SEE ELECTIONS-NEW YORK STATE

NEW YORK STATE. BOARD OF REGENTS
   (I Melnick) Honored by state (Board of Regents), May 20, 1988, p.8
   Senior High News: Language teachers try new techniques, Jun 10, 1988, p.16
   Board of Ed: State must fund homeless plan, Jul 1, 1988, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. BOARD OF REGENTS-EXAMINATIONS
   Here are the numbers for SCS schools, Dec 23, 1988, p.12

NEW YORK STATE. COUNCIL ON THE ARTS
   (SCS) Historical (Society) awarded state grant (for teaching local history), Nov 18, 1988, p.5

NEW YORK STATE. DEPT OF EDUCATION
   Local teacher J Schwartz on state task force says school restructuring needed, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
   On the commissioner (Dr T Sobol's) trail: a superintendent transformed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
   Board of Ed: State must fund homeless plan, Jul 1, 1988, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. DEPT OF ENERGY CONSERVATION
   Science students J Jospitre Jr, R Hsia, R B Inouye, D Lichstein win grants, Jan 8, 1988, p.20

NEW YORK STATE. DEPT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION
   DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
   Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
   Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
   Wetlands hearing (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
   Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
   Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
   (SCS) Audubon (Society) invites residents on field trip to disputed (Winston) property, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
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NEW YORK STATE. DEPT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

Wetlands are decreed by the DEC, but only God can make a tree (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
(Winston) Land sale opposed, May 13, 1988, p.1
Wetlands hearing (on Winston Property) set, May 20, 1988, p.1
In SCS, passions run high when it comes to trees, May 27, 1988, p.1
Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Village sweetgums are senior citizens (illus; edit), Aug 19, 1988, p.7
Dept of Environmental Conservation says village violated wetlands (on Winston property), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION

Work on the Hutch, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
State project here (for Post-Drake-Heathcote-Crane intersection), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Crumbling Wilaot bridge in line for a major overhaul, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Project on Post (Heathcote-Drake-Crane) Roads likely to clog traffic, May 6, 1988, p.1
(Hyatt) Field renovation, fare hikes okayed (by Village Board), Jul 22, 1988, p.1
It's a long, hot summer for stalled motorists, Aug 5, 1988, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. LEGISLATURE

Cuomo's annual (budget) cut, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Birthday bash (for SCS Bicentennial), Feb 26, 1988, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. PAROLE BOARD

SEE PAROLE

NEW YORK STATE. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

Science students J Jospitre Jr, R Hsia, R B Inouye, D Lichstein win grants, Jan 8, 1988, p.20

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Business newscaster S J 'Rudy' Ruderman fired by (Business Week) magazine, Aug 19, 1988, p.3

NEW YORK TELEPHONE CO

Pay phones going in (to replace Police Dept call boxes), May 27, 1988, p.1
Grievance Day (generally routine), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
New (public pay) phones (partially replacing police call boxes), Sep 2, 1988, p.1

NEW YORK TIMES (NEWSPAPER)

Thoughts on Israel (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6
93-year-old SCS 'ham' R M Hart was pioneer in history of TV (photo) (Senior Citizen Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.21

NEW YORK, WESTCHESTER AND BOSTON RAILROAD CO

Historically speaking: Most people don't realize SVAC building was Heathcote RR station, Aug 26, 1988, p.6

NEW, RICHARD

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26

NEWBAUER, NANCY

Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

NEWBURGER, AMY

SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

NEWFIELD, ETHEL

E Newfield (dies), Dec 30, 1988, p.9

NEWHOUSE, EDA

Change (in windows) still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Historically sailing (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
Gift to history (SCS Audubon Society presents sugar maple tree to SCS Historical Society) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.2
NEWHOUSE, EDA (AU)
Appreciation to board (of ed) (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

NEWHOUSE, STANLEY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

NEWMAN, ABBY
Dancing princess (C McGinnes in Woman's Club play presented to area nursery schools) (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.9

NEWMAN, ANITA
School (Board) nominating process under way, Nov 18, 1988, p.5

NEWMAN, BOBBIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

NEWMAN, CANDISS
Kids ask help for KIDS (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Film workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
More views on AIDS education (ltrs), Apr 8, 1988, p.6
Ask the students (about AIDS education) (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6

NEWMAN, DAVID (AU)
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

NEWMAN, DONALD
Donald Newman dies; longtime local official (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.1

NEWMAN, FREDRIC (DR)
(Dr F Newman named American College of Surgeons)-fellow, Dec 16, 1988, p.8

NEWMAN, HERBERT (DR)
Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

NEWMAN, LARRY
R J White running (for second vice president, International Assn of Fire Chiefs) (photo), May 20, 1988, p.2
Volunteer fire company (No 1) bestows honors (on E Arey, R Lapple) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.5

NEWMAN, PAUL
Otten: Curricului should be top priority (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 5, 1988, p.1

NEWMAN, RANDI
PT Council caps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

NEwSPAPERS
SEE NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL PAPERS, EX SCS INQUIRER

NEWTON, JEAN (AU)
Why no concern for neighbors? (ltr), Dec 16, 1988, p.6

NEWTON, MICHAEL (DR-AU)
Why no concern for neighbors? (ltr), Dec 16, 1988, p.6

NEWTON, ROSEMARY
(Steffi Nossen) Dance school at 5 SCS locations (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.7

NICHOLS, JOYCE
Local libraries join computer loop, Feb 12, 1988, p.20
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26
A run on books (About 1000 people bought close to 10,000 books at Library Book Fair), Sep 30, 1988, p.1
At (SCS) library, video tapes of foreign films (available for loan) (list), Oct 28, 1988, p.11
Library code of conduct (adopted by Library Board of Trustees), Nov 11, 1988, p.2
(Village) Club gives tree as bicentennial gift, Nov 18, 1988, p.5
Library to be topic at Village Club lunch (photo: J Nichols), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

NICHOLS, ROBIN
(Price) Family trio makes Empire Games (swim) team, Aug 5, 1988, p.8

NICOLAI, FRANCIS
P Feiner and fourth graders sworn in (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.10
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NICOLAI, ROBERT
Civilian T Hare praised for capturing suspect, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Thirteen hours after firemen leave, fire destroys home on Cushman (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Fire on Popham termed arson, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Crime (and Information) line (established by police dept), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Hogs in the (police hotline) system, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
SCS officers O Fontanella Jr, G Gaudio, R Nicolais go to (Westchester County Police) academy, Apr 22, 1988, p.2
Police say arrests clear up 15 burglaries, Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Swastika attacks here are connected to Eastchester case, Aug 26, 1988, p.3
Pedestrian safety award (presented to SCS Police Dept by American Automobile Assn) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.4
Strange finding at local church (Boys find human bones at Mormon church construction site), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
(SCS Fire Co) Officer (J Conners, police lieutenant R Nicholas) attend seminar on arson, Nov 18, 1988, p.10
Anthropologists plumb mystery of the bones of Wayside Lane (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

NICOLETTI, JOSEPH
Tooley to chair recycling board (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.3

NIERHAUS, WILHELMINE
Wilhelmine Nierhaus dies, Nov 25, 1988, p.20

NIERING, WILLIAM (DR)
Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1

NIGRO, JOE
Animals’ best friends (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.3

NILVA, ZACHARY
On your mark, get set, go! Holiday shopping season under way (Part I) (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.10

NIXON, RICHARD
Dukakis 3rd of a kind, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

NOBATA, KOICHIRO
Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn’s music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

NOBILE, MAUREEN
Tenants (of 45 Popham) asking (Village) board to impose rent control here, Dec 2, 1988, p.1
Committee to seek solution for 45 Popham Road, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

NOBILE, PHILIP
The case for prevention (of chemical dependency) (ltr), Apr 8, 1988, p.6
Downey on SCS (K McCreary, I Sloan, P Nobile to appear on Downey television program), Dec 2, 1988, p.1
Ya-shi-Ya steals (Morton Downey Jr) creche show, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

NOBILE, PHILIP (AU)
Say no to ‘Islamic remedies’ (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Otherworldly piety (ltr), Apr 15, 1988, p.6
Roy Cohn, Sidney Zion and me (edit), Apr 29, 1988, p.7
Imagine an insane President (edit), Sep 9, 1988, p.7

NOFELT, ELSE
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

NOFZIGER, LYN
Giuliani can see gains in ethics (photo), May 13, 1988, p.1

NON-PARTISAN RESOLUTION
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Centralized polling backed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
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NON-PARTISAN RESOLUTION continued
A slap at public service (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Breach of confidentiality (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Interviews (of potential SCS Board of Ed nominees) proposed, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM
Beyond indignation (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
An act of vengeance (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Candidate interviews advocated (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Friends indeed (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6
Are officials accountable? (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6
Write-in effort (in Board of Education election) defended (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6
(G Fairstein, E M Bench) Supporters, not enemies (of Non-Partisan System) (ltr), Jun 3, 1988, p.6
Questions from David Gavrin (regarding nomination of candidates for school board) (ltr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6
Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Procedural Committee members listed), Sep 16, 1988, p.1
Argument for Non-Partisanship (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6
Citizen involvement (in Non-Partisan system) urged (ltr), Dec 16, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO FRIENDS OF NON-PARTISAN GOVERNMENT IN SCS

NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM-ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE
Interviews (of potential SCS Board of Ed nominees) proposed, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

NOONAN, ROSEMARIE
Housing survey reveals seniors want to stay (in SCS), Feb 12, 1988, p.9
Support by the public described (by R Noonan) as key to solving housing crisis (in speech to LWV), Oct 21, 1988, p.3

NORDEN, LINDA
(Katonah) Gallery names G King director (photo), May 20, 1988, p.4

NORTEH REGIONAL CLIMATE CENTER (ITHACA, NY)
Observing SCS's weather with a birdhouse and milk can, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

NOTTAGE, RUTH
(SCS Woman's Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10

NOVAK, ANNE

NOVECK, SIMON (RABBI)
M'vaksho Derekh names Dr S Noveck new rabbi, Sep 2, 1988, p.16

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR
State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR (AU)
For a festive, safe graduation (ltr), Jun 10, 1988, p.6

NOVEMBER, PETER
New student government completes successful first year at the high school (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18
A groundhog for Greenacres (Sculpture dedicated to teacher J Bosen) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.14

NOVEMBER, ROBERT
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaun, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Group rebukes school board by ousting Gavrin (photo p 4), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Unclear message (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
An act of vengeance (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
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NOVEMBER, ROBERT continued
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Verdict on (school) budget is up to the voters, May 13, 1988, p.1
(School) Budget squeaks through; Otten elected despite write-in campaign; November wins, May 20, 1988, p.1
(School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
S Older re-elected president of (Board of Education) (photo p B), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

NOVICK, ELENA
SCS Natl Bank salutes Kidswalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32

NOWAKOWSKI, GLORIA
Elsie Peters to serve third term as head of (SCS) Emblem Club, May 27, 1988, p.9

NUCLEAR ENERGY
(Special Isotope Separation Program) A handsome project that isn't needed (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.7

NUCLEAR WEAPONS-DISARMAMENT
SEE DISARMAMENT, SCS CAMPAIGN FOR A NUCLEAR WEAPONS FREEZE

NUCLEAR WEAPONS-MANUFACTURE
(Special Isotope Separation Program) A handsome project that isn't needed (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.7

NUGENT, WILLIAM JR
Firefighter W J Nugent Jr places first (in Supervisors Training Program), Feb 5, 1988, p.11

NURSERY SCHOOLS
Nursery schools; a parents' guide (Kids suppl), Mar 11, 1988, p.4
Two more nursery schools (Hitchcock, St James nursery schools omitted from Mar 11 Kids Suppl), Mar 18, 1988, p.9
The artist, C Matsuya, poses (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.20
Nursery school being repaired (ltr), Apr 8, 1988, p.6
Reptile rapture (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.20
Dancing princess (C McGinness in Woman's Club play presented to area nursery schools) (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.9
On to kindergarten! (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.25
Baptist nursery school names A Labreglio director/teacher (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.2
Batter up! (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.4
Director (T Rothschild) chosen (for Memorial Methodist Early Childhood Center), Sep 2, 1988, p.16
We're in school! (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.18
Nursery school for Japanese opens (at Church of Good Shepherd), Nov 18, 1988, p.8
(K Fessenden) The littlest ticket-seller (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.24

NURSES AND NURSING
Tribute to Fox Meadow duo C Mehegan and E Scinto (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING ORGANIZATION OF EASTCHESTER

NUSSBAUM, JANE
Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

NUSSBAUM, BERNARD
Pressing the flesh: P Simon (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.3

NUSSBAUM, PETER
Pressing the flesh: P Simon (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.3

NUSSBAUM, TOBY
Congressional candidates H Fish, D Mehiel, N Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26
Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
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NUSSBAUM, TOBY continued
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Voting reform increases Non-Partisan (election) turnout, Nov 18, 1988, p.1

NUTRITIONISTS
Nutritionist M C Katzman opens office, Nov 11, 1988, p.4

NUZZI, LILLIAN
(Edgewood fifth graders) Bridge the generation gap (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.25

NYGAARD, KAARE (DR)
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3
Dr K K Nygaard describes his two worlds (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.2

NYGREEN, BEVERLY
(SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11

NYGREEN, GLEN
Congregationalists elect general board (photo), May 6, 1988, p.28

NYNEX MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS CO
Nynex base station (to be discussed at Village Board meeting), Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Why take a chance (on Nynex antennas)? (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
No safety risk from (mobile telephone) antennas (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Trustees vote down Nynex base station, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Good reason seen for fears (of mobile radio antennas) (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

O'BRIEN, GERALD
(Committee formed to undertake village computer) Systems analysis, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

O'BRIEN, KEN
SCS to take on Jets in charity (basketball) game, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

O'BRIEN, MARGARET
Our Lady of Fatima to mark 40th (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.20

O'BRIEN, MEREDITH
(Southeastern) Zone of NYS Assn for Health, Physical Education) says they're fit (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

O'BRIEN, SEAN
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo)(Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

O'CONNELL, FRANK
F O'Connell dies, Apr 1, 1988, p.18

O'CONNOR, BRIDGET
Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; add1 photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

O'CONNOR, CANDICE
Anne Janiak picked as president of L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

O'CONNOR, DONALD
It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3

O'CONNOR, GEORGE (SISTER)
Honor for local man T Kline, Jul 1, 1988, p.8

O'CONNOR, JAMES
P H Chrystal Jr to challenge Burrows (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.1
SCS lawyer J P O'Connor moves to new offices, Apr 1, 1988, p.19

O'CONNOR, JOHN
Local woman L L Cowan to lead Mental Health Assn (Officers, Board of Directors named) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.5

O'DONNELL, RAY
(Dr R Sprague, teachers present) Report on science in the schools, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
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O'FARRELL, MARGARET
- Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15
- School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

O'GRADY, FLORENCE
- Absent DioGuardi blasted at candidates forum here, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
- Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1

O'HANLON, JOSEPH
- State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3

O'NEILL, THOMAS P
- See O'NEILL, TIPI

O'NEILL, TIPI
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26

O'ROURKE, ANDREW
- Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
- Playland manager E R Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2
- Two from SCS (H Goldberg, A Kelly) on (Westchester County) Women's (Advisory) Board, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
- County executive A O'Rourke proposes plan to encourage recycling programs, Feb 12, 1988, p.4
- (Anti-Semitic acts of vandalism) Shared tragedy (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
- O'Rourke honors Tooley, Schulman, Feb 19, 1988, p.8
- Hochberg seeks curbs on emergency contracts, Apr 8, 1988, p.2
- Bush backers enjoy a Grand Old Party (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
- In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
- (SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4
- Director of Westchester County's Private Industry Council) appointed: R Guy, May 13, 1988, p.8
- Three (R Peters, L and D Lieb) from SCS cited by State of Israel Bonds group (photo), May 27, 1988, p.9
- Anti-parole effort (for R Herrin gains momentum), Jun 10, 1988, p.1
- Herrin parole bid rejected again, Jul 8, 1988, p.1
- Conscience of the community (heard in Herrin parole case) (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6
- Stepping out by stepping back (Council for the Arts Fund Raiser) (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.9
- Rabbi J Rubenstein named to probe of bias crime (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.12
- (Westchester) County offers help to teens in distress, Jul 29, 1988, p.15
- Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1
- County appointment (for W A Costa), Aug 26, 1988, p.20
- (SCS) Police department ("pro-arrest") policy wins county's praise, Oct 7, 1988, p.2
- Rotary Club honors village manager L Tooley (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.4
- Village, county getting ready for mandatory recycling (Part 1), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
- Tooley to chair recycling board (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.3
- O'Rourke seeks 10% spending hike, Nov 18, 1988, p.1
- 6 more (SCS) sites labeled historic, Nov 18, 1988, p.3
- P(prisoner) D(f) W(ar) medal for local man H Bobrow, Nov 18, 1988, p.3
- County directory to aid troubled teens, Nov 18, 1988, p.10
- A hydrant at last (near county highway and parks dept garage), Dec 2, 1988, p.1
- (Westchester County) Budget update: (No dramatic changes likely), Dec 9, 1988, p.1
- SCS lawyer T Ruderman loses job; Political retaliation blamed (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

O'SHEA, BRIAN
- (Boy) Scouts invited to Camporee, Apr 22, 1988, p.5
- Filmmaking is not all glamour, interns learn (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.6

OAKES, THOMAS
- Village decision dies men's hopes of firefighting career, May 13, 1988, p.1
- Village to hire firefighters from residents list, Aug 12, 1988, p.1
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OAKES, THOMAS continued

More local firemen (T McGowan, S Lyons hired by SCS Fire Dept), Oct 21, 1988, p.1

OAKLEY, KATHLEEN

Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

OBERG, HILDA

Longtime resident H Oberg reveals colorful anecdotes (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.26

OBIN, RUTH (AU)

Dangerous intersections (at Fox Meadow and Ogden Rds, Olmsted and Fox Meadow Rds) (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

OBITUARIES

Abbott, Marie, May 13, 1988, p.18
Acciavatti, Teresa, Mar 11, 1988, p.18
Agee, Elsie, Mar 11, 1988, p.18
Albarino, Samuel, Feb 5, 1988, p.16
Albert, Bernard (Dr), May 20, 1988, p.20
Andersen, Marilyn Small, Jul 29, 1988, p.12
Arey, James: James Arey dies; was Pan Am executive (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.24
Baer, Henry, May 13, 1988, p.18
Baker, Marion, Aug 5, 1988, p.12
Barnum, Jerome, Feb 5, 1988, p.16
Barton, Ralph, Sep 30, 1988, p.18
Belote, Robert, Jun 17, 1988, p.25
Bishop, Georgiana, Apr 8, 1988, p.12
Bisset, Kenneth: Student K Bisset (one of the 258) killed (in crash of Pan Am flight 103), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
Bliss, George, Jul 29, 1988, p.12
Breen, Michael F, Jul 22, 1988, p.15
Brinkman, Fred, Oct 21, 1988, p.20
Brown, Lillian, Mar 11, 1988, p.18
Bruckner, Barbara: Woman, B Bruckner, dies in crash, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Callisen, Sterling, Jul 8, 1988, p.16
Calvert, Mary, May 13, 1988, p.18
Capobianco, Wallace, May 20, 1988, p.20
Carpenter, Elizabeth, Jan 15, 1988, p.12
Caruso, Marie Rose, Jul 15, 1988, p.12
Chapman, Arthur, Feb 26, 1988, p.14
Cheung, Mary, Apr 1, 1988, p.18
Chu, Dong Sun (Dr), Nov 18, 1988, p.20
Conlan, Anne, Mar 25, 1988, p.16
Cornell, Arthur, Feb 26, 1988, p.14
Cornell, George: George Cornell dies; was a state senator, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Crowley, Herbert M Jr, Oct 21, 1988, p.20
Cryble, Johanna, Jul 22, 1988, p.15
Cuccurullo, Armando, Dec 16, 1988, p.24
De Laurentis, Elena, Jun 24, 1988, p.14
De Nunzio, Aida, Jun 24, 1988, p.14
DeSesso, Anthony, Mar 11, 1988, p.18
DeFeyo, Ralph, Mar 4, 1988, p.14
Deitsch, Katherine, Mar 11, 1988, p.18
DeLalla, Ralph, Feb 5, 1988, p.16
Derks, George M John, Nov 11, 1988, p.20
Dippy, George B, Nov 4, 1988, p.22
OBITUARIES continued

Don. Laura H, Dec 30, 1988, p.9
Elliott, Clare B, Oct 21, 1988, p.20
Evans, Sarah C, Nov 11, 1988, p.20
Fateh-Tehrani, Sohrab, Oct 29, 1988, p.20
Feer, Mark, May 6, 1988, p.28
Feldman, Albert, Aug 26, 1988, p.14
Fiorito, Mary, Jun 10, 1988, p.18
Flandreau, O Roderick, May 20, 1988, p.20
Fox, Quentin, Apr 8, 1988, p.12
Fraser, Robin, Sep 30, 1988, p.18
Friedenberg, Bennett, Jan 29, 1988, p.18
Gallagher, Gordon (SCS firefighter) Gordon Gallagher (dies), Sep 30, 1988, p.18
Gero, George H, Jan 8, 1988, p.13
Ginter, Donald, Jul 8, 1988, p.16
Goldstein, Ada, Apr 1, 1988, p.18
Greenbaum, Jack: Counterman at deli J Greenbaum fatally stricken, Mar 11, 1988, p.3
Greenlee, Helen, Jun 24, 1988, p.14
Griffiths, Magdalene, Jan 15, 1988, p.12
Guion, Greta, Feb 19, 1988, p.14
Hammond, Irma, Oct 14, 1988, p.19
Haufler, Jason, Mar 25, 1988, p.16
Hearne, John, Oct 21, 1988, p.20
Heinzinger, Walter Edward Sr, Oct 21, 1988, p.20
Herlitz, Henry F, Dec 23, 1988, p.18
Hugel, Philip, Nov 18, 1988, p.20
Hultz, Helen: Helen L Hultz, local historian, dies, Nov 18, 1988, p.20
Hunger, George, Jul 29, 1988, p.12
Innes, Judith, Jun 3, 1988, p.15
Johnston, William, Jul 29, 1988, p.12
Jones, Anica: Bus death (of A Jones) spurs vigilance, Feb 12, 1988, p.10
Kavey, Milton, Nov 25, 1988, p.20
Keane, Helen L, Sep 23, 1988, p.22
Kecioris, Anthony, May 20, 1988, p.20
Kidder, Jerome, Aug 19, 1988, p.8
Kiel, Charles, Jul 22, 1988, p.15
Klausner, Rose, Sep 16, 1988, p.17
Kleinman, Ruth Young, Jul 15, 1988, p.12
Kleisner, G H, Jan 8, 1988, p.13
Kramer, Anna, Apr 22, 1988, p.18
Krell, Mia Ely, Oct 28, 1988, p.20
Kuhn, Christian, Apr 8, 1988, p.12
Lapham, Robert, Mar 4, 1988, p.14
Laubin, Lillian, Apr 15, 1988, p.20
Lederer, Carol, Sep 9, 1988, p.16
Lewis, Walter, Jan 22, 1988, p.14
Lewkowicz, Rose, Aug 5, 1988, p.12
Link, Helen, Apr 8, 1988, p.12
Luckhardt, Carl, Jan 22, 1988, p.14
Luikert, Catherine H, Nov 18, 1988, p.20
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## OBITUARIES continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lyons, Grace</td>
<td>Nov 18, 1988</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madaffari, Ralph</td>
<td>Nov 4, 1988</td>
<td>p.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manee, William</td>
<td>Jan 22, 1988</td>
<td>p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh, Nicholas</td>
<td>Mar 25, 1988</td>
<td>p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCaw, Dorothy</td>
<td>Oct 28, 1988</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McConologue, Ann</td>
<td>Mar 18, 1988</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNamara, Joyce</td>
<td>Apr 8, 1988</td>
<td>p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McWilliams, Rosa</td>
<td>Jan 15, 1988</td>
<td>p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mead, Rolan Jordan</td>
<td>Nov 25, 1988</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mendes, Alvin</td>
<td>Feb 12, 1988</td>
<td>p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyer, G William</td>
<td>Dec 30, 1988</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindlin, Eugene</td>
<td>Feb 12, 1988</td>
<td>p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mole, Louise</td>
<td>Mar 18, 1988</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monteleone, Anthony</td>
<td>Jan 22, 1988</td>
<td>p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon, Katherine</td>
<td>Nov 25, 1988</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moran, Corinne Dure</td>
<td>Aug 19, 1988</td>
<td>p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morrisette, Margaret D</td>
<td>Sep 30, 1988</td>
<td>p.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moss, Robert E</td>
<td>Oct 28, 1988</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy, Robert J</td>
<td>Nov 4, 1988</td>
<td>p.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nason, Eric John</td>
<td>Sep 23, 1988</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newman, Donald</td>
<td>Nov 25, 1988</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nirhause, Wilhelmine</td>
<td>Nov 25, 1988</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connell, Frank</td>
<td>Apr 1, 1988</td>
<td>p.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ogilvy, Patricia</td>
<td>Jul 1, 1988</td>
<td>p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkinson, David</td>
<td>Apr 22, 1988</td>
<td>p.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul, Samuel</td>
<td>Jun 3, 1988</td>
<td>p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perl, George</td>
<td>Sep 2, 1988</td>
<td>p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pescatello, Michael</td>
<td>Mar 4, 1988</td>
<td>p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picon, Angela</td>
<td>May 27, 1988</td>
<td>p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pieper, Florence</td>
<td>Jul 8, 1988</td>
<td>p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierce, Fannie</td>
<td>May 13, 1988</td>
<td>p.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollack, Renee</td>
<td>Feb 12, 1988</td>
<td>p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fress, Elizabeth</td>
<td>Jun 3, 1988</td>
<td>p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puff, Kurt</td>
<td>Jul 22, 1988</td>
<td>p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puma, Anthony</td>
<td>May 20, 1988</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reed, Ruth</td>
<td>Jul 1, 1988</td>
<td>p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid, James George Elliott</td>
<td>Dec 9, 1988</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rollins, Dorothy Janeway Watt</td>
<td>Jul 15, 1988</td>
<td>p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rollins, Elinor</td>
<td>Apr 1, 1988</td>
<td>p.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sareil, Jean</td>
<td>May 13, 1988</td>
<td>p.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schechter, Allyn</td>
<td>Dec 30, 1988</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schechter, Evan</td>
<td>Dec 30, 1988</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schechter, Ira</td>
<td>Dec 30, 1988</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schief, Florence</td>
<td>Feb 12, 1988</td>
<td>p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schlesinger, Henry</td>
<td>Jul 8, 1988</td>
<td>p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schlosser, Harry</td>
<td>Sep 2, 1988</td>
<td>p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schlosser, Herman H</td>
<td>Aug 26, 1988</td>
<td>p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider, Donald D</td>
<td>Sep 30, 1988</td>
<td>p.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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OBITUARIES continued

Schonberg, Joan Weisman, Oct 7, 1988, p.14
Schwartz, Roland (Dr), Feb 19, 1988, p.14
Sealy, Elizabeth, Oct 14, 1988, p.19
Seymour, G V Menzie, Oct 28, 1988, p.20
Shames, Terence: Ex-chief of police T Shames found dead (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Shefts, Adolph: Despite rescue effort, A Shefts succumbs to heart attack, Feb 26, 1988, p.4
Smith, Marion F, Nov 4, 1988, p.22
Somas, Lawrence, Apr 15, 1988, p.20
Stillgebaue, Maybelle, Apr 15, 1988, p.20
Struss, Curt, Jan 15, 1988, p.12
Stubbs, Marguerite Greason, Dec 23, 1988, p.18
Stukey, Ruth, Jan 22, 1988, p.14
Swanson, Jane, Jul 8, 1988, p.16
Talmage, Edith Gates, Dec 23, 1988, p.18
Tarshish, Manuel: M Tarshish) dies at church sale, May 27, 1988, p.2
Tobin, Helen White, Aug 5, 1988, p.12
Tucker, Dorothy: Dorothy Tucker, ex-editor of Inquirer, dies at 94, May 27, 1988, p.14
Untersinger, Alfred, Oct 28, 1988, p.20
Van Bemelen, Ida, Apr 1, 1988, p.18
Walters, Irma, Sep 16, 1988, p.17
Wangenstein, Mary: (Mary Wangenstein) dies after accident on Post (Rd), Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Ware, James R, Sep 23, 1988, p.22
Weinrib, Leonard, Oct 14, 1988, p.19
Wildermann, Etta, Apr 15, 1988, p.20
William, Lillian, Jul 8, 1988, p.16
Wilson, Anne Godfrey, Mar 4, 1988, p.14
Withel, Irwin, Jan 15, 1988, p.12
Wyss, Clement Jr, Mar 4, 1988, p.14

OBLER, MIMI (AU)
You can speak better if you try (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.7

OCCHIUTO, ANITA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26
Fall '89 bond issue anticipated (for improvement, maintenance of SCS schools), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

ODELL, KATHERINE
Four families tops at the pool Labor Day (photo; list), Sep 9, 1988, p.3

OESTEREICII, DAVID
(Planning) Board asks developer for more open space (at Weaver St site), Dec 30, 1988, p.1

OESTEREICII, HERBERT (DR)
Quadriplegics give (SHS) students lesson in caution and courage (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.1

OESTEREICII, HERBERT (DR-AU)
Preventing spinal injuries (ltr), Jul 8, 1988, p.6

OESTEREICII, JUDY
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
Quadriplegics give (SHS) students lesson in caution and courage (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

OESTEREICII, JUDY (AU)
Preventing spinal injuries (ltr), Jul 8, 1988, p.6

OETTINGER, ALBERT
(SCS Class of 1958) Whoop(s) it up at Whippoorwill (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.9
OFFNER, MICHAEL
Scholars (honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24

OGDEN, AMY
Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes Co-chairmen H Goldberg, G Jesen, Committee (photo) (SCS’s Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26

OGDEN, PATRICIA
Local woman L L Cowan to lead Mental Health Assn (Officers, Board of Directors named) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.5

OGILVY, PATRICIA
P J Ogilvy (dies), Jul 1, 1988, p.8

OGINO, TAKAHIRO
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

OHARA, SUSUMU
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

OLANDER, PAUL
(Christmas) Party at the (American Legion) Post (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.2

OLD SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN (AU)
Downtown proposals assailed (by Old SCS Neighborhood Assn) (ltr), Oct 21, 1988, p.6

OLDER, SONDRA
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
New schools chief Dr R D Hibschman signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Dennis to leave SHS for Long Island superintendency (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Appreciation to board (of ed) (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Group rebukes school board by ousting Gavrin (photo p 4), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Film workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
S Older: Speak out, we (Bd of Ed) will listen, Mar 25, 1988, p.4
School Board says 13.3X spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Reception for the Hibschmans (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.28
Board (of Ed) asks voters to pass $35.9M school budget, May 6, 1988, p.1
(School) Budget squeaks through; Otten elected despite write-in campaign; November wins, May 20, 1988, p.1
Board (of Education) says no to AC in (high school) auditorium, May 27, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2
S Older re-elected president of (Board of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
(Indoor Swimming pool) Not a priority (for Board of Education), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
Schools to senior citizens: visit us (Board of Ed sets goals at meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
Gynarchy (Virtually all officials representing SCS are women), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Fall '89 bond issue anticipated (for improvement, maintenance of SCS schools), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

OLDER, SONDRA (AU)
Curriculum revision, long-term budgeting on district's agenda (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

OLDI, MARION
Still counting (the votes in County Court election), Dec 2, 1988, p.1
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OLDI, MARION continued
Legislator L Spano criticizes delay in (Westchester County) vote count, Dec 30, 1988, p.4

OMANSKY, NICKI
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

OMI, YUKIKO
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

ONDRECK, ANNE MARIE
Christmas pageantry (at St James the Less) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

ONISH, ALISON
Homecoming hamburgers (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.20

OPERA SINGERS
Bravo, Luciano (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.7

OPERATION BOOKSHELF
Reaching out to Kenya (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6
Spring cleaning tip: instead of discarding, why not recycle? (edit), May 6, 1988, p.7

OPERATION SWEEP
Civilian T Ware praised for capturing suspect, Jan 22, 1988, p.5

OPHTHALMOLOGISTS
M B Stein Opens practice (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.18

OPPENHEIM, JOAN
United Way closes banner year with election of new directors, May 20, 1988, p.5

OPPENHEIMER, MARGE
Correction: List of Factotus of SCS Woman's Club should have included K Piekarzki, M Oppenheimer, Jun 3, 1988, p.9

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
Goodhue and Oppenheimer chair (American) Cancer Society's April drive, Apr 8, 1988, p.14
In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
State aid for local groups, Apr 29, 1988, p.2
SCS National Bank salutes The Westchester Asso for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30
GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
(Indian-American Forum for Political Education) seeks more clout for Indian-Americans (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.3
Statehouse races pit youth against experience: For State Senate: L Delgado, S Oppenheimer (photo), Oct 26, 1988, p.6
Absent DioGuardi blasted at candidates forum here, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Gynarchy (Virtually all officials representing SCS are women), Nov 25, 1988, p.1

OPTICIANS
Optician S Weinles designated (fellow by National Academy of Opticians), May 20, 1988, p.4

OPTOMETRISTS
(Dr Lester Eisenberg) Opens office (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.15

ORGANISTS
SEE MUSICIANS

ORGANIZATION FOR REHABILITATION THROUGH TRAINING
Organization for Rehabilitation through Training slate is elected, Jul 15, 1988, p.9

ORGANIZATION OF CHINESE AMERICANS
Chinese-Americans form organization; (Officers elected), Dec 16, 1988, p.4

ORINGER, RICHARD (DR)
Alternative for Palestinians (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6

ORINGER, RICHARD (DR-AU)
Thoughts on Israel (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6
ORLANDO, JOSEPH
Moving up (J Orlando promoted to police sergeant; T Carroll promoted to detective sergeant) (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.5

ORMANSKY, NICK
Counselors see drug problem here as bad and getting worse; Feb 12, 1988, p.5

ORMANSKY, NICK
Regents winner: S Orlando, Apr 15, 1988, p.15

ORSOLO, JOAN
In SCS, passions run high when it comes to trees, May 27, 1988, p.1

OSBORN, DANBY
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3

OSBORN, DANBY
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22

OSTINOFF, RAYMOND
This joke's on the principal (photo), May 20, 1988, p.22

OSTINOFF, RAYMOND
OSMAN, BETTY (DR)
Local psychologist Dr B Osman is honored, May 13, 1988, p.5

OSTINOFF, RAYMOND
Art Assn awards prizes (photo; list), Nov 18, 1988, p.3

OSTERMAN, ANDREW
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

OSTERMAN, JEFFREY
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

OSTERMAN, LAURA
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

OTEN, EVELYNE
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

OTEN, EVELYNE

OTEN, EVELYNE
Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

OTEN, EVELYNE
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

OTEN, EVELYNE
Otten: Curriculum should be top priority (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 5, 1988, p.1

OTEN, MICHAEL
Group rebukes school board by ousting Gavrin (photo p 4), Mar 11, 1988, p.1

OTEN, MICHAEL
An act of vengeance (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

OTEN, MICHAEL
Verdict on (school) budget is up to the voters, May 13, 1988, p.1

OTEN, MICHAEL
(SCS) Budget squeaks through: Otten elected despite write-in campaign; November wins, May 20, 1988, p.1

OTEN, MICHAEL
Friends indeed (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6

OTEN, MICHAEL
(SCS Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1

OTEN, MICHAEL
5 Older re-elected president of (B)Board of Education (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

OTEN, MICHAEL
Otten: Curriculum should be top priority (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 5, 1988, p.1

OTTINGER, RICHARD
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

OTTINGER, RICHARD
Local Democrats make their choice Tuesday (cont p 16), Apr 15, 1988, p.1

OTTINGER, RICHARD
In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

OWEN, A WALLACE
Friends indeed (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6

OWEN, A WALLACE
Fire on Popham termed arson, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
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OWEN, A WALLACE continued
All invited to (St James the Less) graveyard (for special Halloween tour) (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34
OWEN, A WALLACE (AU)
Challenge from SVAC: we need more members (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.4
OWEN, JASON
All is Wright at Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.21
OWEN, ROBERT
Organist R Owen to be honored, May 6, 1988, p.29
Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.6
OWENS, DICK
(Gymnastics) Training camp yields surprise dividends abroad (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.6
DINAN, BARBARA
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
PACK, DOROTHY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26
PADDOCK POOLS
SEE SWIMMING POOLS
PADDOCK, LAURA
SHS, Yale track star L Paddock turns pro, seeks sponsor (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.6
PAGE, ROBERT (DR-AU)
How to make the most of criticism (edit), Jul 22, 1988, p.7
PAGEN, RICHARD
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; add'l photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30
PAGEWATCH
A little guy (D Raizen) patents a niche in a big market (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
PAGLIARO, MICHAEL (DR-AU)
Bravo, Luciano (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.7
PAGLIARO, VINCENT
Grievance Day (generally routine), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
(Price of houses in SCS) Still going up, Jul 8, 1988, p.1
Honor for V Pagliaro: (Admitted as member of Institute of Assessing Officers), Oct 21, 1988, p.2
BAR approves landscaping plans, Dec 2, 1988, p.3
PAINE, LAURA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26
PAINE, SEAN
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; add'l photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36
PALADINO, RICHARD
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; add'l photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18
PALEKAR, MAYA (AU)
Ode to Dad (poem), Jun 17, 1988, p.7
PALEONTOLOGY
Strange finding at local church (Boys find human bones at Mormon church construction site), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
PALEY, EILEEN
Century 21 Wolff honors 5 employees, Mar 18, 1988, p.9
Top Century 21 Wolff & Son's agents honored, Nov 18, 1988, p.9
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PALEY, GERALD
Legal Awareness) for Women) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

PALEY, JOAN
Mary Williams is new president of SCS Woman's Club (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.11
Hat stuff (photo), May 20, 1988, p.9
(SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11

Palm Sunday
Hosanna! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.18

Palmieri, LESLIE
(Steffi Nossen) Dance school at 5 SCS locations (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.7

Palm, JEN
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

Pan American Games
Canoer N Price to compete in Pan Americans, Aug 19, 1988, p.13

Panello, ANTHONY
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

Pannessa, Liz
Color them happy (IHM Catholic Youth Organization holds costume party) (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.20

Pano, MICHAEL (DR)
Our Lady of Fatima to mark 40th (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.20

Pano, ROSANNE
Our Lady of Fatima to mark 40th (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.20

Pankens, AARON
(A Panken) New (rabbinic) intern (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.17

Panicelli, (MRS VINCENT)
SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28

Panicelli, VINCENT
SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28
Double honor (L Fausty, Dr H Kreiger receive Rotary Club Paul Harris Fellow Awards) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.3

Papantonio, JERRY
Village holds budget hearing, Apr 15, 1988, p.1

Papantonio, JERRY (AU)
They're still waiting for signs (at Crossway) (ltr), Jul 1, 1988, p.6

Papantonio, MIMI
(Heathcote International families celebrate) An international Christmas, Dec 30, 1988, p.8

Papantonio, MIMI (AU)
They're still waiting for signs (at Crossway) (ltr), Jul 1, 1988, p.6

Papito, CONNIE
SCS Kiwanis (International Club) elects C Papitto new president (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.4

Pappalardo, STEPHEN
Post office ramp (for SCS P 0 being constructed), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Parking crackdown, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Beautification, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
Pay phones going in (to replace Police Dept call boxes), May 27, 1988, p.1
They're still waiting for signs (at Crossway) (ltr), Jul 1, 1988, p.6
New (public pay) phones (partially replacing police call boxes), Sep 2, 1988, p.1

Parades
Boy Scouts on parade (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.3
...and a good time was had by all (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.24
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| PARADISE, CAMILLE |
| Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5 |
| SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28 |
| SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26 |
| School (Board) nominating process under way, Nov 18, 1988, p.5 |

| PARADISE, ROBERT |
| Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1 |
| Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1 |
| SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26 |
| Board of Education says no to AC in (high school) auditorium, May 27, 1988, p.1 |
| Board of Ed: State must fund homeless plan, Jul 1, 1988, p.1 |
| S Older re-elected president of (Board of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1 |
| School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22 |

| PARAMESWARAN, FRISCILLA (DR) |
| (Indian-American Forum for Political Education) seeks more clout for Indian-Americans (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.3 |

| PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIP |
| It's an effort to be a parent (edit), May 13, 1988, p.7 |

| PARENTS |
| Schools need parents (edit), Feb 5, 1988, p.7 |

| PARIS, GAIL |
| (Junior) League gives books to the boys (of Children's Village) (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.8 |

| PARK, MARLENE |
| (Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24 |

| PARKER, ETTA |
| Historically smiling (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.3 |
| SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26 |
| (E Parker) Awarded CRS (designation by Realtors National Marketing Institute) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.10 |

| PARKINSON, DAVID |
| D Parkinson dies, Apr 22, 1988, p.18 |

| PARLATO, RONALD |
| Survival! Tales from the great heat wave of '88 (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.6 |

| PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDURE |
| I move the question (edit), Feb 5, 1988, p.7 |

| PARMETER, JANE |
| (SCS) Library to unveil new tyrannosaurus, Jan 22, 1988, p.3 |

| PARNAS, KEITH |
| Local woman J Chotin kidnapped in drug case, police say, Jun 10, 1988, p.1 |
| Kidnapping (of J Chotin) was 'a ruse', claims drug case lawyer, Jun 17, 1988, p.1 |
| $500,000 bail for Chee, Rivera, Jul 8, 1988, p.1 |
| Two (W Chee, B Rivera) indicted in cocaine conspiracy, Oct 21, 1988, p.1 |

| PARNELL, JASPER |
| These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4 |
| SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26 |
| Special police sidelined by legal question, Apr 8, 1988, p.1 |

| PARNES, CHARLES |
| (C Parness) Art exhibit opening next Sunday (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.30 |

| PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS |
| SEE PRIVATE SCHOOLS |

| PAROLE |
| Parole (for R Herrin) opposed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1 |
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PAROLE continued
Parole board's decision (on R Herrin) (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
On parole for Herrin (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6
Why (Richard) Herrin should remain in prison (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.7
(Those who commit violent crime) Not safe in the community (ltr), Jun 10, 1988, p.6
Herrin parole bid rejected again, Jul 8, 1988, p.1
Conscience of the community (heard in Herrin parole case) (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6

PARROTS
See Birds

PARSONS, BROMFIELD AND REDNESS
See Environmental Consulting Firms

PASCALE, CHRISTOPHER
Batter up! (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.4

PASKALIDES, JOHN
Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

PASLAIC, MIRISADA
Election fever (at Junior High, IHM) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22

PASSALACQUA, FRANCESCA
Champion essayists (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.2

PASOVER
Happy Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

PASTERNACK (FAMILY)
Stream work raises neighbors' ire (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

PASTERNACK, HELEN
(School Board) Colleagues lament Gavin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1

PATEL, VAHRAI
Sounding good: J Stark, M Berengarten, V Patel, D Tarasiewicz (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.11

PATENTS
A little guy (D Raizen) patents a niche in a big market (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

PATRIOTISM
How to tell a patriot (edit), Nov 11, 1988, p.7

PATRIMONIES, BENEVOLENT ASSN-SCS
See Police Benevolent Assn-SCS

PATTER, JOHN
Kidnapping (of J Chotin) was 'a ruse', claims drug case lawyer, Jun 17, 1988, p.1
$500,000 bail for Chee, Rivera, Jul 8, 1988, p.1

PATTON, DIANE
Troll the ancient Yuletide carol (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.5

PAUL, SAMUEL
S L Paul (dies), Jun 3, 1988, p.15

PAULDING HOUSE (TARRYTOWN)
See Lyndhurst (Tarrytown)

PAULDING, WILLIAM
Photos of Lyndhurst featured in show (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.4

PAULIN, AMY
Rites of citizenship (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

PAULING, AMY
Anne Janiak picked as president of L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2

PAVAROTTI, LUCIANO
Bravo, Luciano (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.7
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PAWLISHYN, MAUDE
Elise Peters to serve third term as head of (SCS) Emblem Club, May 27, 1988, p.9

PEABODY, PAUL
Hoff-Barthelson names five to faculty, Sep 23, 1988, p.1B

PEARL, VICKI
In a community of volunteers, (G Eisner) stands out (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.1

PEARLMAN, ANDREW
Freshman year at college: Class of '87 looks back (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.9

PEARRE, STEPHANIE
Easter Sunday in SCS (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.1

PECHMAN, MORTON
(American Jewish) Congress forms (Westchester) county chapter; I Sloan elected president, Apr 29, 1988, p.8

PEDESTRIANS-SAFETY
No safe way across Fenimore (ltr), Aug 5, 1988, p.6
Pedestrian safety award (presented to SCS Police Dept by American Automobile Assn) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.4

PEDONE, MARIO
Reaching the top (M Pedone highway dept foreman; D DeBenedictis sanitation foreman), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

PEELER, PATRICIA
(SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4

PELACCIO, JACK
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26

PELACCIO, JACK (DR)
File, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

PELACCIO, LINDA
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
No 'silk purse'(Some changes to be made to improve appearance of school windows), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
(United Way) Over the top (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.3
(SCS) Task Force on Drugs and Alcohol) elects leaders for '88-'89, May 6, 1988, p.5
United Way closes banner year with election of new directors, May 20, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes Kidswalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32
Rite of spring (L Pelaccio hands over PT Council gavel to D Raizes) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18
Spirit of cooperation (evident in Kidswalk) (ltr), Jun 24, 1988, p.6
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30
Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.3
Dramatization (given by Task Force on Drugs, Alcohol) raises issue of teen drinking, Nov 4, 1988, p.3

PELACCIO, LINDA (AU)
PT Council--much more than bake sales (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.10
'Kidswalk' --an event of joy (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
Parents urged to take (Safe Homes) pledge (ltr), Nov 11, 1988, p.6

PELLATON, ROGER
An A in architecture (for SCS Girl Scout House) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.4

PELLEGRINO, CARMINE
No one hurt in (1 Foxhall Rd) group home fire (photo p 10), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1

PENN CENTRAL RAILROAD CO
Architects describe their concepts for downtown buildings (at Town Club meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1

PENNY, LISA
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

PEPPER, DANIEL (AU)
(Proposed aquatic center) Too serious to laugh at (ltr), Aug 19, 1988, p.6
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PEPPERS, SUE
(School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1

PERETZ, JONATHAN
Teen cafe (The Strand) draws enthusiastic crowd (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.3
Top honors for SHS language students (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13

PEREZ, RICHARD
Ski Club elects new officers, Apr 22, 1988, p.9

PERIODICALS
(Channels) Magazine names J Loftus editor (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.5
SEE ALSO PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING-PERIODICALS

PERIODONTALISTS-ASSOCIATIONS
Colleagues honor periodontist Dr S F Goodman, Dec 23, 1988, p.12

PERKINS, BRADFORD
(SCS) School board blasted (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
An A in architecture (for SCS Girl Scout House) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.4
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
No 'silk purse'(Some changes to be made to improve appearance of school windows), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
New landmarks law recommended, May 6, 1988, p.1
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
Mormon church to gain addition (illus), Sep 16, 1988, p.17
 Architects describe their concepts for downtown buildings (at Town Club meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

PERKINS, G FREDERICK
BAR reviews plans for 3 new houses; Approves amendments to Hitchcock church renovations (illus), Apr 29, 1988, p.3

PERKINS, JANET
Raises approved for (SCS school) principals, Nov 25, 1988, p.1

PERKINS, LAWRENCE
SCS National Bank salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

PERKINS, PHYLLIS
STEP broadens horizons (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.9

PERKINS, PHYLLIS (AU)
SCS STEP—one of a kind (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6

PERKINS, REBECCA
An A in architecture (for SCS Girl Scout House) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26

PERKINS, THELMA
SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

PERKO, KENNETH
Old drama, new cast (at SCS Community Baptist Church) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.18

PERL, GEORGE
6 Perl (dies), Sep 2, 1988, p.16

PERL, JOANNA
PERL, JOANNA continued
STEP student A Montague's SCS homecoming (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.12
STEP broadens horizons (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.9

PERL, LEWIS
STEP broadens horizons (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.9
STEP student T Horn to be welcomed, Sep 16, 1988, p.5
Getting to know you (STEP student T Horn welcomed to SCS) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.20

PERL, LINA
STEP broadens horizons (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.9

PERL, TERRY
STEP student A Montague's SCS homecoming (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.12
STEP broadens horizons (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.9
STEP student T Horn to be welcomed, Sep 16, 1988, p.5
Getting to know you (STEP student T Horn welcomed to SCS) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.20

PERLMAN, MIKE
Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10

PERRON, BILL
(SCS) Library to unveil new tyrannosaurus, Jan 22, 1988, p.3
Day of the iguana (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.2
A shoulder to climb on (photo), May 6, 1988, p.1
A dragon from down under (photo), May 6, 1988, p.1

PERROT, MARYSE
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

PERSKY, MARK
Rock 'n Roll Revue (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.20

PERUCCI, NANCY
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1

PESCATELLO, EDITH
Mary Williams is new president of SCS Woman's Club (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.11

PESCATELLO, MICHAEL
M Pescatello dies, Mar 4, 1988, p.14

PESETSKY, ESTHER
Curtain time; Senior citizens perform 'The Jewel Thief' (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.11

PESETSKY, WARREN
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1

PESKIN, BRADLEY
SVAC shows Boy Scouts the ropes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.3

PESSIN, RENEE
Fila, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

PETER, JOHN
SCS goes country at the (Historical Society) fair (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.2

PETERS, ELSIE
Elise Peters to serve third term as head of (SCS) Emblem Club, May 27, 1988, p.9

PETERS, ROBERTA
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
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PETERS, ROBERTA continued
Three (R Peters, L and D Lieb) from SCS cited by State of Israel Bonds group (photo), May 27, 1988, p.9
Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank Salutes Co-chairmen H Goldberg, G Jensen, Committee (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.22
A fond farewell (to cantor J Boardman) (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.14

PETRILLO, ALBERT
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

PETRONKO, MICHAEL (DR)
Does your baby cry at night? (edit), May 27, 1988, p.7

PETROSA, DANIELLE
It's two weeks till curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3

PETROVICH, MARY
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

PETROVICH, MOMO
Rock 'n Roll Revue (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.20

PETROVICH, NICOLE
Out of chaos comes art (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.5

PETS
A pet can help make life livable (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.24
(Holiday season the) Wrong time to give a pet (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6

PEYTON, JANE
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

PFORZHEIMER, CARL III
Bush backers enjoy a Grand Old Party (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
(SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4
(School Board) Colleagues lament Bavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
New directors (elected) at (Hoff-Barthelson) music school, Jun 24, 1988, p.2
C Pforzheimer to head (Visiting Nurse Service of New York) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.2
Homeowners blast preservation law, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
(Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory board), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

PFORZHEIMER, CAROL
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3

PFORZHEIMER, ELIZABETH
Westchester C(ommunity) C(college) honors E S Pforzheimer, L M Greene from SCS (photo), May 13, 1988, p.5
Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Procedural Committee members listed), Sep 16, 1988, p.1
Literacy Volunteers meet, award honors, Oct 14, 1988, p.2

PHILIP, ANTHONY (DR)
Freshman year at college: Graduates look ahead (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.9

PHILIPPINES-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Some good news about the Philippines (edit), Sep 2, 1988, p.7

PHILLIPS, CAROL
Blue-ribbon winners (for photographer C Phillips) (photo), May 13, 1988, p.2

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Inquirer photo editor E A Arey named to position in public relations (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.5
(E Arey) A member of the family (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Tribute to photographer (E Arey) (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Blue-ribbon winners (for photographer C Phillips) (photo), May 13, 1988, p.2
Photos of Lyndhurst featured in show (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.4

PHOTOGRAPHY-AWARDS
Blue-ribbon winners (for photographer C Phillips) (photo), May 13, 1988, p.2
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PHOTOGRAPHY-EXHIBITIONS
Photos of Lyndhurst featured in show (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.4
(Westchester) County (Bridge Gallery) displays Vietnam photos, Dec 30, 1988, p.2

PHYSICAL FITNESS
Health and Fitness; A clip-and-save guide to help you be your best (illus) (4-p Supp), Jan 22, 1988,
(Southeastern) Zone of NYS Assn for Health, Physical Education) says they're fit (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21
To Your Health (photo illus) (5-page supp), Jun 17, 1988,
Fitness classes to resume here (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.10

PHYSICAL FITNESS-CONFERENCES
(M Carhuff, O Kapush, S Miller) from Bourne attend conference, Nov 25, 1988, p.13

PHYSICIANS
Local MD S Ferrone gets grant for cancer research, Jan 15, 1988, p.4
Expert on aging Dr M L Freedman named to NYU professorship (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.4
Doctors S Alter, D H Finley join (White Plains) hospital board, Mar 11, 1988, p.4
Doctor L M Sherwood in high Merck post (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10
You've Gotta Have Art (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.16
MD R S Marins lectures, May 6, 1988, p.8
Doctor J E Selman selected (to attend fellowship program in epilepsy), Jun 10, 1988, p.9
(Drs R B Mencher, W Rosenthal, R J Stine, N A Zolkind) Appointed by (White Plains) Hospital, Jul 8, 1988, p.5
(Or T Angelakos') Home medical office rouses neighbors' ire, Jul 15, 1988, p.1
Local law raises doubt about restoration plan; Board of Appeals rules on Angelakos application, Jul 29, 1988, p.1
Doctor (M Levitt) named to new post (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.5
(Dr R H Gabel) In new post (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.4
Advocate Brokerage moves into new home on SCS Ave, Sep 23, 1988, p.10
Local MD S C Inamdar moderates symposium on anxiety (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.10
SCS scientist Dr J S Laughlin honored (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.2
(Or F Newman named American College of Surgeons)-fellow, Dec 16, 1988, p.8
SEE ALSO SURGEONS

PHYSICIANS-AWARDS
Honor for local MD S Ferrone, Nov 25, 1988, p.4

PIANOS
SEE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

PICKETT, KAREN
Negotiating in the eye of a storm: P Pickette helps ease Yonkers crisis (photo p 2), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

PICKETT, PAUL
P Picketle named city attorney of Yonkers (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3
Negotiating in the eye of a storm: P Picketle helps ease Yonkers crisis (photo p 2), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

PICON, ANGELA
Angela M Picon (dies), May 27, 1988, p.14

PIEDMONT INN (SCS)
SEE RESTAURANTS

PIEKARSKI, JULIE
Elsie Peters to serve third term as head of (SCS) Emblem Club, May 27, 1988, p.9

PIEKARSKI, KATHLEEN
Correction: List of Factotums of SCS Woman's Club should have included K Piekariski, M Oppenheimer, Jun 3, 1988, p.9

PIEKARSKI, MELANIE
Elsie Peters to serve third term as head of (SCS) Emblem Club, May 27, 1988, p.9

PIEKARSKI, THADDEUS
Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
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PIEKARSKI, THADDEUS continued
  Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

PIEPER, FLORENCE
  F A Pieper (dies), Jul 8, 1988, p.16

PIEVE, CONSTANCE
  New D(autliers of the) A(mERICAN) R(evolution) officers elected, May 27, 1988, p.9

PIEVE, FANNIE
  F Pierce dies, May 13, 1988, p.18

PIERRY, MARIO
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

PILIERO, PAUL
  On their way in the 15K (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

PINCHBECK, DOROTHY
  School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

PINCHBECK, ROBERT
  Stiffer penalties for painters, Nov 11, 1988, p.2

PINSLEY, DIANE
  SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

PINSLEY, HERBERT (DR)
  SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

PINSLEY, JAMES
  SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

PINTO, EMILY
  YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8

PIRES, EDWARD
  Entering SCS (Plans for property at Popham Rd and Depot Place on hold) (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.3

PISANI, EUGENE (DR)
  In response to Dr Pisani (ltr), Jul 1, 1988, p.6

PISANI, EUGENE (DR-AU)
  In education, more isn't better (edit), May 20, 1988, p.7

PISANO, BONNIE
  Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairs named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

PISCULLI, FRED
  (Robert Thomas Securities) Financial firm opens branch in Westchester, Jul 15, 1988, p.4

PITOFSKY, LYNNIE
  Ragette names L Pitofsky sales associate; honors top salespeople (photo), May 20, 1988, p.4

PITT, MARTIN
  M B Pitt dies, Mar 25, 1988, p.16

PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF WESTCHESTER
  Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
  Planned Parenthood criticized (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
  Facing facts on AIDS (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
  Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
  Concerns about AIDS education (ltr), Jun 10, 1988, p.6

PLANNING BOARD-HARRISON
  Townhouses get angry reception (at Planning Board meeting) (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1

PLANNING BOARD-SCS
  DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
  Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
  Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

PLANNING BOARD-SCS continued

Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Variance granted for Bradford Rd subdivision, Jan 22, 1988, p.2
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
No courtesy shown, he says (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Downzoning sought, Mar 16, 1988, p.1
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
(H Goldberg a) Master planner (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Wetlands are decreed by the DEC, but only God can make a tree (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
(Village Board votes) Budget yes, request for rezoning, no, Apr 29, 1988, p.1
Home okayed on Richbell Road; Montgomery Road plan revised, May 6, 1988, p.3
In SCS, passions run high when it comes to trees, May 27, 1988, p.1
Five-lot development plan (for Drake-Edgewood) advances in spite of protests from neighbors, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Neighbors sue to block development (in Drake-Edgewood), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Village gets go-ahead to renovate Hyatt Field, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
New owner K Rubenstein has revised plans for seven townhouses on Weaver St, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p 18), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
Planning Board, Fee agree on parking plan, Oct 7, 1988, p.5
Dept of Environmental Conservation says village violated wetlands (on Winston property), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Townhouses get angry reception (at Planning Board meeting) (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Downtown zoning plan changed, Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Planning Board's goals (for development of SCS) (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6
The real issue (in development of Weaver St site) (edit), Dec 2, 1988, p.6
Detached plans (K Rubenstein submits alternative plans for Weaver St property), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
Judge M Coppola rejects (Arey-Giordano) legal challenge to Montgomery Road development, Dec 23, 1988, p.3
(Planning) Board asks developer for more open space (at Weaver St site), Dec 30, 1988, p.1

PLANNING CONSULTANTS

Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
On to Phase II (of downtown planning), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Aquatic center proposal unveiled (illus; addl illus p 2), Jul 15, 1988, p.1
Two sites (Butler Field, outdoor pool complexes) compared (for indoor swimming pool), Jul 15, 1988, p.1
Village asks for revised report on aquatic center, Jul 22, 1988, p.1
Aquatic thoughts (edit), Jul 29, 1988, p.6
Revised pool study given to trustees, Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Pool backers set to prove support, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Indoor pool draws mixed public reaction, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
Hearing Tuesday on (downtown) zoning revisions, Sep 30, 1988, p.1

PLASTICS

Plastic welcome (for recycling at Secor Rd waste collection depot), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

PLAYING FIELDS-SCS

Village gets go-ahead to renovate Hyatt Field, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
(Hyatt) Field renovation, fare hikes okayed (by Village Board), Jul 22, 1988, p.1
Warning about playing fields (ltr), Oct 21, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-(INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL)-PLAYGROUNDS

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

The devaluing of the Pledge (of Allegiance) (ltr), Sep 16, 1988, p.6
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PLEDSER, JEFFREY
Scholarship fund (established) for J Pledger, May 27, 1988, p.18

PLEITGEN, GERDA
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

PLITNICK, ALLISON
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26

PLOTKIN, ARIEH (DR)
Israeli-Arab conflict debated in forum at Westchester Reform Temple, Dec 3, 1988, p.3

PLOTNICK, ANNABELL
Curtain time; Senior citizens perform 'The Jewel Thief' (photo), Jan 15, 1986, p.11

PLOTZKER, GLORIA
Organization for Rehabilitation through Training slate is elected, Jul 15, 1988, p.9

PLOUMIS, ATHENA
Presidential party (County women's club presidents honored) (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.10

PODIATRISTS
Local podiatrist Dr C A Callahan reappointed, Apr 1, 1988, p.9
DPM C A Callahan affiliated with St Agnes, May 20, 1988, p.9

POEMS-SINGLE WORKS
Wistful thinking (poem), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
Rhyme a reminder (of pooper-scooper law) (poem), Apr 15, 1988, p.6
Lease renewed (poem), Apr 15, 1988, p.7
The wall of love: a poem to my mother (poem), May 6, 1988, p.7
Ode to Dad (poem), Jun 17, 1988, p.7
Thanksgiving letter (poem), Nov 18, 1988, p.7
When fall is sure (poem), Nov 18, 1988, p.7
Returned to sender (poem), Dec 30, 1988, p.7

POETRY-STUDY AND TEACHING
Continuing Ed: courses for everyone (photo) (Continuing Education Supp), Aug 12, 1988, p.8

POHLHANN, WILLIAM
GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
(SCS Women's Republican Club) Backing the Republican team (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

POLCER, ED
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

POLICE
Cop turned painter J Gallagher has bank show, Apr 29, 1988, p.3
See also Policewomen

POLICE BENEVOLENT ASSN-SCS
Contracts (with police and school crossing guards) expiring, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
New Police Benevolent Assn contract gives $4100 raise to SCS police, Sep 16, 1988, p.1

POLICE-GBH
Thank you, GBH police (ltr), Nov 11, 1988, p.6

POLICE-SCS
A big thank you (to police, SVAC) (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Civilian T Ware praised for capturing suspect, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Praise for ambulance corps (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Message of appreciation (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Salute (to T Ware) from the (police) chief (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Crime (and Information) line (established by police dept), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

POLICE-SCS continued

Bugs in the (police hotline) system, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
No one hurt in (1 Foxhall Rd) group home fire (photo p 10), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Group home fire ruled arson, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Special police sidelined by legal question, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
SCS officers G Fontanella Jr, G Gaudioso, R Nicolais go to (Westchester County Police) academy, Apr 22, 1988, p.2
Pay phones going in (to replace Police Dept call boxes), May 27, 1988, p.1
Curfew in effect (on Edgewood School grounds), May 27, 1988, p.2
SCS cop M Martin called lifesaver, Jun 10, 1988, p.3
Moving up (J Orlando promoted to police sergeant; T Carroll promoted to detective sergeant) (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.5
On the road to Buffalo (5 SCS policemen help carry torch for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.2
Cab fares heading up, provided...; Village employees receive awards and commendations, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
Speeders beware (Police step up speeding enforcement program), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
No kidding (Police crack down on speeders), Jul 15, 1988, p.1
(SCS Police Dept) Highly rated (in questionnaire), Jul 15, 1988, p.1
(Police Dept trying to find ways to cut down on number of) False alarms (from home security systems), Jul 22, 1988, p.1
Drivers beware (Police enforcing law prohibiting parking on wrong side of street), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Police say arrests clear up 15 burglaries, Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Tail-end of tropical storm Chris takes a heavy toll on local trees (photo), Sep 2, 1988, p.3
(Police) Lieutenants J Breslin, J Freyer are graduates (of Law Enforcement Management School), Sep 2, 1988, p.8
A safer Freeway (should result from new electronic surveillance equipment), Sep 9, 1988, p.1
The Smiths were all smiles (Police officer R Smith promoted to sergeant) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.3
Suspect here (E J Nason) kills himself in Virginia, Sep 23, 1988, p.3
(Francis Benedict) holds the key to store of arresting tales (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.6
Strange finding at local church (Boys find human bones at Mason church construction site), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
Police force all-male no longer (B Bello sworn in; third woman officer in SCS history) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
(SCS Fire Co) Officer J Conners, police lieutenant R Nicholas attend seminar on arson, Nov 18, 1988, p.10

POLICE-SCS-ACCREDITATION

Chief D Ferraro sets sights on accreditation of police department, Feb 19, 1988, p.1

POLICE-SCS-AWARDS

Trustees honor (P Woodcock, R Damiano, R Lapplge), Jun 17, 1988, p.1
Van for seniors recommended; (Ptl G Gaudioso receives commendation), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Pedestrian safety award (presented to SCS Police Dept by American Automobile Assn) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.4
(SCS) Police department (‘pro-arrest’) policy wins county’s praise, Oct 7, 1988, p.2
Day of honors for SCS police (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.8

POLICE-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES

Contracts (with police and school crossing guards) expiring, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
New (Police) Benevolent Assn contract gives $4100 raise to SCS police, Sep 16, 1988, p.1

POLICE-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Civilian T Ware praised for capturing suspect, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Buckle up (County police enforcing seat belt law), Jun 10, 1988, p.1

POLICEWOMEN

Police force all-male no longer (B Bello sworn in; third woman officer in SCS history) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

POLIN, RAYMOND (OR-AU)

Public employees—should they be allowed to strike? (edit), Sep 23, 1988, p.7

POLIOMYELITIS-VACCINES AND VACCINATION

(Rotary Club soliciting funds for) Polio Plus (vaccination program), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
(Polio) A preventable tragedy (ltr), Aug 12, 1988, p.6

POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS

The real scandal of the (presidential) campaign (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.7
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**POLITICAL CONVENTIONS**
- GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
- (J Carnicelli named GOP page (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.20
- (M Soter casts) A vote for Simpson (for vice president), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

**POLITICAL ETHICS**
- What political 'ethics'? (edit), Dec 9, 1988, p.7

**POLITICS**
- Study of past may yield solutions for the future (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.7

**POLLACK, FENWAY**
- (SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
- Local cable TV widening scope; residents invited to take part, Dec 2, 1988, p.3

**POLLACK, HERBERT (DR)**
- Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

**POLLACK, LINDA**
- Realtor L Pollack joins (Ellinghouse & Stacy) agency (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.9

**POLLACK, MARJORIE**
- Steam work raises neighbors' ire (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

**POLLACK, RENEE**
- HTS health advocate R Pollack dies, Feb 12, 1988, p.10

**POLLARD, JONATHAN**
- Pollard has 'suffered enough' (ltr), Oct 28, 1988, p.6

**POLLER, H LEONARD (RABBI)**
- (Westchester Jewish) Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12

**POLLUTION**
- SEE WATER POLLUTION

**POLSKY, MARION (DR)**
- Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
- Toga party (for SHS Latin Club organized by Dr M Polsky) (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.16
- Senior High News: Language teachers try new techniques, Jun 10, 1988, p.16

**POLTARAK, WILLIAM**
- (Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

**POOL-SCS**
- Possible pool options described, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
- New summer program planned for teens, May 27, 1988, p.1
- (SCS pool)'ll be ready tomorrow (photo), May 27, 1988, p.3
- Back to back, Apache-style (8th graders celebrate at SCS pool) (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.2
- Rock around the pool (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.2
- ...Goodbye pool (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.1
- (Senior Citizens thank) McMillan and staff (ltr), Sep 16, 1988, p.6

**POOR-EDUCATION**
- Schools need parents (edit), Feb 5, 1988, p.7

**POPE, CATHERINE**
- School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
- High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

**POPHAM ESTATE (SCS)**
- Too Irish recalls stor(i)es of yore (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.20

**POPHAM HALL (45 POPHAM RD, SCS)**
- SEE APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-SCS
POPHAM HOUSE (SCS)
Fire ravages historic house (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.5

POPHAM, WILLIAM
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
SCS: In the beginning... (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.8
SCS boasts an officer in the Revolutionary War (Major We Popham) (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.10
Local law raises doubt about restoration plan; Board of Appeals rules on Angelakos application, Jul 29, 1988, p.1
Anthropologists plumb mystery of the bones of Wayside Lane (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

PORCO, DOMINIC
Paul Berg to chair indoor pool committee (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.1

PORDY, DELORES (AU)
Tribute to Fox Meadow duo C Mehegan and E Scinto (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6

PORpora, ALFRED SR
Board (of Appeals) denies variance on Richbell Road (Apple Tree Barn Garden property), Nov 18, 1988, p.5

PORTLOCK, SUSAN
Edgemont PTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

PORTMAN, DAVID
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
On to Phase II (of downtown planning), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Downtown planning, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Downtown zoning revisions ahead, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Portman unveils revised zoning for downtown, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Village holds budget hearing, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Parking study, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Home okayed on Richbell Road; Montgomery Road plan revised, May 6, 1988, p.3
Downtown planning in final stage, May 13, 1988, p.1
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Five-lot development plan (for Drake-Edgewood) advances in spite of protests from neighbors, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Zoning changes proposed for downtown area, Sep 2, 1988, p.1
More/less downtown development urged, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Architects describe their concepts for downtown buildings (at Town Club meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1

POSEY, MICHAEL
Christmas pageantry (at St James the Less) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
POSEY, ROBERT
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5

POSNER, AMANDA
Child Care (Assn of SCS) grows on all fronts (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18

POSNER, LARRY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

POSNER, LAWRENCE (DR)
(Miles) Drug concern names Dr L E Posner executive, Aug 5, 1988, p.5

POST OFFICE BUILDINGS
Post office ramp (for SCS P O being constructed), Jan 15, 1988, p.1

POSTER CONTESTS
SEE PRIZE CONTESTS

POTACK, ROBERT
Happy Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
POTTER, DAWES
Senior High News: Language teachers try new techniques, Jun 10, 1988, p.16
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo)(Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

POWELL, DAWN
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

POWELL, RUDY
Apollo saxophonist M Harris finds faith and harmony (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.12

POWER, JAMES
Civilian T Ware praised for capturing suspect, Jan 22, 1988, p.5

POWERS, CAROLYN
(SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11

POWERS, ROGER
(I J McCudden, R M Powers) plead guilty to tax evasion, Nov 25, 1988, p.3
(I Rozland) Third conviction in Cioti tax case, Dec 9, 1988, p.5

POZZUOLI, MARIE
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

PRAVDA, DAVID
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

PREIS, ELINOR
Irea Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5

PREJUDICE
SEE ALSO RACE DISCRIMINATION

PRENATAL INFLUENCES
Beatles or Bach in third trimester? (edit), Jun 17, 1988, p.7

PREDINGAST, LINDA
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22
Parents given insights on how schools teach about AIDS, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

PREDINGAST, LINDA (AU)
Views on AIDS education (lttrs), Apr 22, 1988, p.6

PRESENTS FOR PATIENTS
(Leone agency) In the holiday spirit (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.19

PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
Public television producer L Crystal assays medium's coverage of the (presidential) campaign, Jan 29, 1988, p.3
A Gore outlines arms-control ideas (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.5
Why they're for Dukakis (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
SEE PRESIDENTS-ELECTION

PRESIDENTS
Imagine an insane President (edit), Sep 9, 1988, p.7

PRESIDENTS-ELECTION
Bush backed (by SCS Republican Town Committee), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Bush backers enjoy a Grand Old Party (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Soter co-chair for county's Bush campaign, Sep 23, 1988, p.5
Why they're for Dukakis (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6
Compliment to Quayle? (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6
(Mike Dukakis the) Equal opportunity candidate (ltr), Oct 28, 1988, p.6
(Bush a) 'Disaster for family planning' (ltr), Oct 20, 1988, p.6
Who's soft on crime? (ltr), Oct 28, 1988, p.6
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUISITOR

PRESIDENTS-ELECTION continued

Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
(G Bush) An unsuitable choice (ltr), Nov 4, 1988, p.6
Appalled by Democrats’ ad (ltr), Nov 4, 1988, p.6
(S Bajak named Bush) Campaign aide (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.9
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p.21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
SCS’s savior (ltr), Nov 11, 1988, p.6
Election fever (at Junior High, JHM) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22

PRESIDENTS-ELECTION-HISTORY

Dukakis 3rd of a kind, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

PRESIDENTS-POWERS AND DUTIES

Congress vs President in foreign policy (edit), Dec 30, 1988, p.7

PRESS, ELIZABETH

E D Press (dies), Jun 3, 1988, p.15

PREZIOSO, SAL (DR)

Historically speaking: SCS Village Hall ‘incubator of chicks turned roosters in other communities’, Nov 4, 1988, p.4

PRICE, ELIZABETH

(Price) Family trio makes Empire Games (swim) team, Aug 5, 1988, p.8

PRICE, ERNEST

(Westchester) Community College honors E S Pforzheimer, L M Greene from SCS (photo), May 13, 1988, p.5

PRICE, MATTHEW

(Price) Family trio makes Empire Games (swim) team, Aug 5, 1988, p.8

PRICE, NATHANIEL

(Price) Family trio makes Empire Games (swim) team, Aug 5, 1988, p.8

Canoer N Price to compete in Pan Americans, Aug 19, 1988, p.13

PRIEST, MICHAEL

Class of ’88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation ’88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

PRIMARIES

Scarsdalian to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Primary duty (Village short on election inspectors), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Local Democrats make their choice Tuesday (cont p.16), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
They’re for Dukakis (ltr), Apr 15, 1988, p.6
In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Editorializing (news article on Dukakis primary victory)? (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
Koch defended, his critics excoriated (edit), Apr 29, 1988, p.7
GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
(H Fish III, N Lowey, D Mehiel) vying to run in (Congressional) race against DioGuardi (photo p.12), Sep 9, 1988, p.1
Lowey gets 55% of vote here in winning primary, Sep 23, 1988, p.1

PRITCHES, JAMES

(Westchester) County (Bridge Gallery) displays Vietnam photos, Dec 30, 1988, p.2

PRIVATE DISPLAYS ON PUBLIC PROPERTY

Proposed display law is legacy of creche case, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Deja vu! Creche issue revived at public hearing, Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Unwelcome return (of creche issue) (edit), Aug 19, 1988, p.6
Reasons to revive creche case (ltr), Aug 26, 1988, p.6
Questioning a ban (on privately-funded displays on public property) (ltr), Aug 26, 1988, p.6
Village sets restrictions on displays on public property, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
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PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Director (of Westchester County's Private Industry Council) appointed: R Guy, May 13, 1988, p.8

PRIVATE SCHOOLS
Nun (Sister Mary Campion Guffanti) to receive school medal, Feb 19, 1988, p.15
E Falkenberg Award winner, May 27, 1988, p.5
SEE ALSO LEARNINGDALE'S, NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL PRIVATE SCHOOLS

PRIVATE SCHOOLS-GRADUATION
Local students awarded private school diplomas (list) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.20

PRIVATIZATION
Government is holding us back (edit), Apr 15, 1988, p.7

PRIZE CONTESTS
HTS girl, A Shaw, wins prize in poster contest, Jan 8, 1988, p.10
Winning poster (by M Williams), Jan 29, 1988, p.10
Snowflake (contest) winners announced (list), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
Mail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2
Champion essayists (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.2
Violinist C Sohn wins top prize (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.13
Kids win prizes for safety posters (list), Apr 1, 1988, p.13
It was an Easter Eggstravaganza (photo; list), Apr 8, 1988, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26
And the winners (of Inquirer's Mother's Day Treasure Hunt) are...(list), May 13, 1988, p.2
And the winners (of SCS Woman's Club's Standard Flower Show) are...(photo; list), May 13, 1988, p.11
L Goodman, H Kessler win foreign policy essay prize, May 13, 1988, p.15
That's $40,000 an hour (Z Dasashek wins Chemical Bank contest), Jun 3, 1988, p.9
(B Wong) Poster (contest) winner, Jun 17, 1988, p.15
(Window on the World) Travel center awards prizes (list), Jul 1, 1988, p.4
(T Gerber) Wins (substance abuse prevention essay) contest, Sep 30, 1988, p.17
SEE ALSO COMPETITIONS

PROCEDURE COMMITTEE-SCS
Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Centralized polling backed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Procedural Committee members listed), Sep 16, 1988, p.1
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Voting reform increases Non-Partisan (election) turnout, Nov 18, 1988, p.1

PROGRAM TRADING (SECURITIES)
What is program trading and why is it a problem? (edit), Jul 8, 1988, p.7

PROHIBITION
Longtime resident H Oberle reveals colorful anecdotes (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.26

PROPERTY VALUES
SEE REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT, REAL PROPERTY-VALUATION

PSYCHIATRISTS
Psychiatrist Dr D F Kernberg named to post (of Central Neuropsychiatric Hospital Assn), Apr 1, 1988, p.2

PSYCHOLOGISTS
Local psychologist Dr B Osman is honored, May 13, 1988, p.5

PSYCHOTHERAPISTS
Therapist L Singer gives paper (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.15

PSYCHOTHERAPY
(Professional counseling) Nothing to be ashamed of (ltr), Aug 19, 1988, p.6

PT COUNCIL-SCS
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
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PT COUNCIL-SCS continued

PT Council--much more than bake sales (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18
Board of Ed decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Kids walking for kids (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Get behind our kids (edit), Apr 22, 1988, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes Kidwalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32
Rite of spring (L Pelaccio hands over PT Council gavel to D Raizes) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
Parents given insights on how schools teach about AIDS, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

PT COUNCIL-SCS-BUDGET COMMITTEE

Board of Ed asks voters to pass $35.9M school budget, May 6, 1988, p.1

PT COUNCIL-SCS-COMMUNITY SERVICE COMMITTEE

'Kidswalk'--an event of joy (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6

PT COUNCIL-SCS-SPECIAL SERVICES COMMITTEE

'Spirit was there' on Kidwalk (photo; addl photo, 'Last leg' p 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1

PUBLIC ART

(Adele Breen's) goal: to bring art to SCS (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.1
Art would enhance SCS (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6

PUBLIC EMPLOYEES

SEE GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING ORGANIZATION OF EASTCHESTER


PUBLIC OPINION POLLS

Housing survey reveals seniors want to stay (in SCS), Feb 12, 1988, p.9
Survey of seniors may lead to bus, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Important survey (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Surveying SCS's seniors (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.8
(SCS Police Dept) Highly rated (in questionnaire), Jul 15, 1988, p.1
A poll on the (indoors swimming pool) pool (needed) (edit), Dec 30, 1988, p.6

PUBLIC PROPERTY, PRIVATE DISPLAYS ON

SEE PRIVATE DISPLAYS ON PUBLIC PROPERTY

PUBLIC RELATIONS

PR man's 'confessions' (R J Wood, M Gunther publish 'Confessions of a PR Man'), Jun 24, 1988, p.4
E Judd Cohen in new PR post, Jul 1, 1988, p.9
Confessions of a PR man (edit), Sep 9, 1988, p.7

PUBLIC RELATIONS FIRMS

Inquirer photo editor E A Arey named to position in public relations (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.5

PUBLIC SPEAKING

You can speak better if you try (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.7

PUBLIC UTILITIES

Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
Grievance Day (generally routine), Jun 24, 1988, p.1

SEE ALSO CONSOLIDATED EDISON CO

PUBLIC WELFARE

Is 'workfare' the solution? (edit), Jun 10, 1988, p.7
Debunking welfare myths (edit), Sep 30, 1988, p.7

PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING

Magazine exec: R Beauregard, Mar 4, 1988, p.3
Time Inc group names C Rubens II executive, Apr 15, 1988, p.4
Local man A Waxenberg named magazine publisher (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.4
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PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING-PERIODICALS

Business newscaster S J 'Rudy' Ruderan fired by (Business Week) magazine, Aug 19, 1988, p.3

PUCHALSki, GABRIELLE

Scholars (honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24

PUCINO, NICHOLAS

It's a long, hot summer for stalled motorists, Aug 5, 1988, p.1

PUFF, KURT

K B Puff (dies), Jul 22, 1988, p.15

PUGHLEY, PHILIP

Red Cross honors G and C Farnham, May 20, 1988, p.5

PULITZER PRIZES

SHS graduate D Hertzberg wins Pulitzer Prize (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.5

PUMA, ANTHONY

A Puma dies, May 20, 1988, p.20

PUNISHMENT, CORPORAL

Eliminate corporal punishment (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.7

PURCELL, DANIEL

Teenager F Ferreira survives close call (in traffic accident), Nov 25, 1988, p.5

PUSATERI, ANTHONY (AU)

Praise for swim instructors (ltr), Aug 19, 1988, p.6

PUSATERI, THERESA (AU)

Praise for swim instructors (ltr), Aug 19, 1988, p.6

QUADRIPLEGICS

SEE HANDICAPPED

QUAYLE, DAN

(D Quayle and the National Guard:) A transient issue? (edit), Aug 26, 1988, p.6

Compliment to Quayle? (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6

Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

QUEENAN, JOHN

Executive J M Queenan heads personnel office, Aug 19, 1988, p.4

QUEFCO

SEE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING FIRMS

QUIGG, JOE

Quadriplegics give (SHS) students lesson in caution and courage (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.1

QUINN, BARBARA

Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

QUINN, MAURA

Scarpsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

R & S DEVELOPMENT CORP

SEE LAND DEVELOPMENT-SCS

RAAB, STEVEN

(S Raab) Account executive (with Keasper Sports Management), Aug 5, 1988, p.4

RABBAN, ELANA

Storyteller R Martin visits schools for some lively lessons in language (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.5

RABBAN, ELANA (AU)

How do we revive reading? (edit), May 20, 1988, p.7

RABBIS

Rabbi J Rubenstein named to probe of bias crime (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.12

M'vaksho Derekh names Dr S Noveck new rabbi, Sep 2, 1988, p.16

RACE DISCRIMINATION

Editorializing (news article on Dukakis primary victory)? (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
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RACE DISCRIMINATION continued
   Opinion (of E Koch) seconded (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6

RACISM
   SEE RACE DISCRIMINATION

RADER, OWEN
   SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

RADIATION
   Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
   Why take a chance (on Nynex antennas)? (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

RADIO
   Radio ad exec appointed (D Miles vice chairman, Pinpoint Marketing) (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.2

RADIO ANTENNAS
   Nynex base station (to be discussed at Village Board meeting), Jan 22, 1988, p.1

RADIO BROADCASTING
   93-year-old SCS 'ham' R M Hart was pioneer in history of TV (photo) (Senior Citizen Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.21

RADON POLLUTION
   Radon in the home: what it is, where it is, how to get rid of it, Jul 22, 1988, p.1

RAFF, KEN
   It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3

RAFFEL, GENNA
   Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

RAGER, JANA
   (S Lahnardt Church of Latter Day Saints) Auxiliary president (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.9

RAGETTE, RALPH
   Realtor (R R Ragette) honors SHS graduate M Kashner, Jul 22, 1988, p.8

RAILROAD STATION-HEATHCOTE
   Historically speaking: Most people don't realize SVAC building was Heathcote RR station, Aug 26, 1988, p.6

RAILROAD STATION-NEW ROCHELLE
   Try New Rochelle (railroad) station (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6

RAILROAD STATION-SCS
   Try New Rochelle (railroad) station (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
   (Sandblasting towers near SCS railroad station being done) Only on Sundays (photo), May 6, 1988, p.1
   SCS: In the beginning...(photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.8
   6 more (SCS) sites labeled historic, Nov 18, 1988, p.3

RAILROADS
   Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30
   No trolley to Boston (G Angell corrects errors in Jun 3 article) (ltr), Jun 10, 1988, p.6
   Historically speaking: Most people don't realize SVAC building was Heathcote RR station, Aug 26, 1988, p.6

RAINER, RENATA
   Photos of Lyndhurst featured in show (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.4

RAIZEN, DAVID
   Praise for ambulance corps (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
   Message of appreciation (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
   A little guy (D Raizen) patents a niche in a big market (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

RAIZEN, NANCY
   New Y wing to be named for local (Raizen) family, Mar 4, 1988, p.2

RAIZEN, ROY
   New Y wing to be named for local (Raizen) family, Mar 4, 1988, p.2

RAIZEN, ROY (AU)
   Window coverage criticized (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
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RAIZES, DEBORAH
Fire damages home on Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.3
(SCSI) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
Rite of spring (L Pelaccio hands over PT Council gavel to D Raizes) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
RAIZES, GARY (AU)
They're grateful to fire dept (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
RAJAPAKSA, ROSHINI
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21
RAKQVA, ANYA
SCS girl K Liebowitz seeks freedom for Soviet 'twin', M Rakova (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.15
RAKQVA, ELENA
SCS girl K Liebowitz seeks freedom for Soviet 'twin', M Rakova (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.15
RAKQVA, MASHA
SCS girl K Liebowitz seeks freedom for Soviet 'twin', M Rakova (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.15
RAMBONE, STEPHEN
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
RAMBUSCH, ERICK
New VP named: E H Rambusch, Mar 10, 1988, p.11
RAMIERZ, TARA
Get 'em while they're green (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.24
RAMPALLA, LAURA
(SCS) Students debate issues at model U(nited) N(ations), Dec 16, 1988, p.26
RAMPULLA, LAURA
Local AFS history traced through one family's 23-year involvement (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.3
RAMSELL, JOHN (DR)
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3
RAMSEY, JOHN
Historically speaking: How SCS has grown in 200 years (table), Jul 15, 1988, p.4
RANANI, SCOTT
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22
RANDALL, DAVID
A special day for the Ancell family (Enid Ancell Building dedicated at YM-YWHA) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.16
RANDALL, EDIN
A special day for the Ancell family (Enid Ancell Building dedicated at YM-YWHA) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.16
RANDALL, JACKIE
A special day for the Ancell family (Enid Ancell Building dedicated at YM-YWHA) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.16
RANDALL, MARTIN
A special day for the Ancell family (Enid Ancell Building dedicated at YM-YWHA) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.16
RANDALL, PENNY
A special day for the Ancell family (Enid Ancell Building dedicated at YM-YWHA) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.16
RANDOLPH, TIFFANY
Christmas pageantry (at St James the Less) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
RAPAPORT, JARI
Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9
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RAPHAEL, FANNY
   Educational overtures (at Heathcote) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.15

RAPHAEL, ILYSSA
   (Heathcote students collect clothing for Jamaican) Hurrrican relief (photo)), Oct 14, 1988, p.15

RAPPAORT, RACHEL
   Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1

RAPPAORT, SHERRY
   School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
   High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

RAPPOPORT, STANLEY
   Lilian Derecktor to be honored (by Temple Israel of New Rochelle), May 27, 1988, p.13

RAU, BARBARA
   YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8

READ, PETER (DR)
   Counselors see drug problem here as bad and getting worse, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
   Parents' help asked in curbing teens' drinking, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.20
   State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3
   Teenage drug abusers tell how they started and how they're recovering, May 6, 1988, p.5
   SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

READING
   How do we revive reading? (edit), May 20, 1988, p.7
   It's Read Aloud Month (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6
   (Fox Meadow second graders D Chang, A Wagner, J Sweenie) Really into reading (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.15

READING-CONFERENCES
   Message in books (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.25

REAGAN, RONALD
   Dukakis 3rd of a kind, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

REAGAN-GORBACHEV SUMMIT CONFERENCE (1985)
   Not the time for euphoria (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS
   DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
   Another name (for new restaurant at Heathcote Five Corners: Pippins), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
   Doernberg adds new services (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
   Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
   Realty broker L Klein joins Weichert, Feb 5, 1988, p.9
   Van Wert joins group that offers relocation services, Feb 12, 1988, p.4
   Realty salesman R B Albert opens new field, Feb 12, 1988, p.20
   Real estate firm honors producers A Hillman, L Kalb, D Serenson, J Wei, Feb 19, 1988, p.2
   Appreciation to residents (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
   Realtors M Case, B Gottlieb honored, Mar 11, 1988, p.9
   Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
   Local realtor E Brennan joins Julia Fee (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.4
   Century 21 Wolff honors 5 employees, Mar 18, 1988, p.9
   Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1988, p.8
   Fee (real estate agency) cited for relocation efforts, Apr 1, 1988, p.8
   E A Donat Joins (Doernberg) Agency (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.34
   (No 'For Sale' signs on SCS homes a) Dying tradition?, May 6, 1988, p.1
   Ragette names L Pitofsky sales associate; honors top salespeople (photo), May 20, 1988, p.4
   (Julia B) Fee (Inc) named agent (for The Ives at Rye luxury condominiums), May 20, 1988, p.4
REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS continued

(M E Tolan) Joins (Reid & Herrmann) agency (photo), May 20, 1988, p.4
Realty convention (attended by J A Murphy), May 20, 1988, p.8
Local realtor A M Hanson marks 45 years (photo), May 20, 1988, p.8
(Julia B) Fee (Inc) named agent (for Woodlands at HTS, Ltd of Huntington, NY), May 20, 1988, p.14
Lawyer E D McGahren Jr named (to Ellinghouse and Stacey) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.8
Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30
New owner for Reid and Herrmann (is Houlihan/Lawrence) (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.3
(B Rice, E Shepard) join Doernberg (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.13
Realtor H G Leibler joins (White Plains Hospital) medical board, Jul 8, 1988, p.5
Realtor (R R Ragette) honors SHS graduate M Kashner, Jul 22, 1988, p.8
(H F Saith) Realty executive, Aug 12, 1988, p.8
BAR approves two houses, Aug 26, 1988, p.5
Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p 18), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
Board of (Architectural) Review orders realtor Julia B Fee to plant trees, Sep 23, 1988, p.3
(Julia B) Fee open house attracts throngs (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.3
Planning Board, Fee agree on parking plan, Oct 7, 1988, p.5
The real 'first woman' (real estate agent L Midgley) (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6
Doernberg joins Systea 1, Oct 7, 1988, p.20
Realtor (G Stix joins Weichert) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.21
Realtor L Pollack joins (Ellinghouse & Stacy) agency (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.9
Realtor V K Taylor receives broker's license, Nov 18, 1988, p.9
(S Reiss, D Spitz) join staff of Ragette, Nov 25, 1988, p.10
For families' sake (J Murphy of Ellinghouse & Stacy presents check to Family Counseling Svc) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.4
(J B Browning) In realty post (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.2
Col James G E Reid dead at 88; Was local realty leader (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.1
(Claire D) Leone (Associates Ltd) joins national network, Dec 9, 1988, p.8
(Leone agency) In the holiday spirit (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.19
Peace on Earth (SCS realtors gather for holiday party) (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.5
(E F Simon named Villas Lucania Sales chief (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.12

REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS—AWARDS

Realtors J Browning, F Buehler honored (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.14
(E Parker) Awarded CRS (designation by Realtors National Marketing Institute) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.10
Top (Centry 21 Wolff & Son's) agents honored, Nov 18, 1988, p.9

REAL ESTATE BUSINESS

Caring community (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Record year in real estate (Progress Edition—1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18
In SCS, passions run high when it comes to trees, May 27, 1988, p.1
Board of (Architectural) Review reviews plans for 7 new houses, okays 2, May 27, 1988, p.2
SCS's oldest business (SCS Improvement Corp) salutes SCS on 200th (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.44
Board of (Architectural) Review okays plans for 5 new houses, Jun 17, 1988, p.5
Neighbors sue to block development (in Drake-Edgewood), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
(Price of houses in SCS) Still going up; Jul 8, 1988, p.1
New owner K Rubenstein has revised plans for seven townhouses on Weaver St, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Development battle (over Montgomery Rd subdivision resumes), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
(S P Jain) Senior VP (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.4
Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p 18), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
More/less downtown development urged, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
(Planning) Board asks developer for more open space (at Weaver St site), Dec 30, 1988, p.1
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REAL ESTATE BUSINESS continued
(E Agostini) Starts TRG Facilities Management company (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.2
Housing demand predicted (for Westchester County), Dec 30, 1988, p.4
SEE ALSO LAND DEVELOPMENT

REAL ESTATE BUSINESS-AWARDS
Fee (real estate agency) cited for relocation efforts, Apr 1, 1988, p.8

REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT
SEE LAND DEVELOPMENT, REAL ESTATE BUSINESS

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT
A tale of two towns (SCS and GBH) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

REAL PROPERTY
Planning Board, Fee agree on parking plan, Oct 7, 1988, p.5
Paul Berg to chair indoor pool committee (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO LAND

REAL PROPERTY-TAXATION-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Schools to senior citizens: visit us (Board of Ed sets goals at meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1

REAL PROPERTY-VALUATION
Status quo (Property values not affected by proximity to group homes), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

RECHTSCHAFFEN, RONNI (AU)
Thank you, Mr. J. Kelly (ltr), Jun 24, 1988, p.6

RECREATION DEPT-SCS
Recreation supervisor M Caplice is appointed, Jan 22, 1988, p.2
Something new in the 15K run (incl application form), Feb 12, 1988, p.12
(Recreation Dept) Rate hikes, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
5th graders on 4th grade (basketball team) (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Poor sportsmanship seen (re Recreation Dept basketball teams) (ltr), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
Kids win prizes for safety posters (list), Apr 1, 1988, p.13
It was an Easter Eggstravaganza (photo; list), Apr 8, 1988, p.2
SCS seniors keep busy (photo; addl photo p 24) (Senior Citizen Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.21
SSMT still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus; photo p.6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
Fair play for girls asked (in scheduling of soccer games) (ltr), Sep 23, 1988, p.6

RECREATION DEPT-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Dr V. Dempsey wins (Westchester Recreation Dept) Olympic gold, Nov 18, 1988, p.18

RECYCLING ADVISORY BOARD-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
SEE RECYCLING OF WASTE

RECYCLING OF WASTE
Mayor E. Seidman reports state of village (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
County executive A. O'Rourke proposes plan to encourage recycling programs, Feb 12, 1988, p.4
Spring cleaning tip: instead of discarding, why not recycle? (edit), May 6, 1988, p.7
Encourage recycling (ltr), Jun 3, 1988, p.6
Village, county getting ready for mandatory recycling (Part I), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
Successful recycling starts at home (Part II), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
Recycling story praised (ltr), Nov 4, 1988, p.6
Plastic welcome (for recycling at Secor Rd waste collection depot), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Tooley to chair recycling board (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.3
Now (recycling is) up to residents (ltr), Nov 11, 1988, p.6

RED TAIL
SEE RICKARD, STEPHEN

REED, RUTH
Ruth Y. E. Reed (dies), Jul 1, 1988, p.8
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REETZ, GAY
A groundhog for Greenacres (Sculpture dedicated to teacher J Gosen) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.14

REFERENDUM
Why a referendum on indoor aquatic center? (edit), Sep 16, 1988, p.6

REHABILITATION
Home care is the key (edit), Nov 25, 1988, p.7
SEE ALSO MENTALLY ILL-REHABILITATION, SUBSTANCE ABUSE-REHABILITATION

REHABILITATION CENTERS
(J Richian, E Falkenberg named) Burke (Rehabilitation Center) board members (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.4

REHM, JACK
President: J D Rehm (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15
Universities named (sic) (A R Batkin, J Rehm) trustees from SCS, Jun 24, 1988, p.4
(J D Rehm designated) CEO of Meredith Corp (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.4

REHM, LOIS
Otten: Curriculum should be top priority (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 5, 1988, p.1

REICH, PETER
(School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin’s departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1

REICHENBACH, NOELLE
(Fire department’s dalmation, Chelsea,) A spotty performer (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.3

REID, JAMES
New owner for Reid and Herrmann (is Houlihan/Lawrence) (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.3
Col James E Reid dead at 88; Was local realty leader (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.1

REID, MARY LOUISE
Three (R Peters, L and D Lieb) from SCS cited by State of Israel Bonds group (photo), May 27, 1988, p.9

REIFFEL, BONNIE
Dennis to leave SHS for Long Island superintendency (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
(PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
(Manhattan Savings Bank) Supporting SCS students (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.9
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
New furor erupts over AIDS education, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

REIFFEL, BONNIE (AU)
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
For a festive, safe graduation (ltr), Jun 10, 1988, p.6
(PTA Scholarship Fund) Helping SCS graduates (ltr), Jun 24, 1988, p.6

REIFFEL, JAMIE
Fashion savvy eases first-day jitters (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.5
(SHS football team gives fans) A lot to cheer about (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.1

REIFFEL, ROBERT
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors’ pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Home okayed on Richbell Road; Montgomery Road plan revised, May 6, 1988, p.3

REILLY, FRANK
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

REILLY, KATE
On the commissioner (Dr T Sobol)’s trail: a superintendent transformed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

REILLY, SALLY
Child Care (Assn of SCS) grows on all fronts (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18
Child Care (Assn of SCS holds) open houses (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.8
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REIMAN, ANN
Ski Club elects new officers, Apr 22, 1988, p.9

REIN, ALAN
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26
Special police sidelined by legal question, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
Special (patrolmen) still out, Sep 18, 1988, p.1

REIN, VALERIE
(Heathcote students collect clothing for Jamaican) Hurrican relief (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.15

REINER, CHARLES
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

REINER, RICHARD
Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

REINERMANN, TERESA
(Gymnastics) Training camp yields surprise dividends abroad (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.6

REINITZ, CATHY
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

REINSBERG, KURT (AU)
(Aquatic center) Project called 'over-ambitious' (ltr), Aug 26, 1988, p.6

REISCH, DIANA
Junior League plans open house; Book 'Of Colonists and Commuters' on sale, May 27, 1988, p.3

REISER, ROBERT
Survival! Tales from the great heat wave of '88 (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.6
A crucial distinction (response to R Reiser edit on Jesse Jackson) (ltr), Sep 9, 1988, p.6
Casting off prejudice (response to R Reiser edit on Jesse Jackson) (ltr), Sep 9, 1988, p.6
On forgiving Jackson (response to R Reiser edit on Jesse Jackson) (ltr), Sep 9, 1988, p.6
Beautiful statement (response to R Reiser edit on Jesse Jackson) (ltr), Sep 9, 1988, p.6

REISER, ROBERT (AU)
(Mike Dukakis the) Equal opportunity candidate (ltr), Oct 28, 1988, p.6

REISS, STELLA
(S Reiss, D Spitz) join staff of Ragette, Nov 25, 1988, p.10

RELEIF WORK
(Heathcote students collect clothing for Jamaican) Hurrican relief (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.15

RELO/INTER-CITY RELOCATION SERVICE
Fee (real estate agency) cited for relocation efforts, Apr 1, 1988, p.8

REMIN, JULIE (AU)
Doctor (C E Schaeffer)'s advice challenged (ltrs), Jun 17, 1988, p.6

REMIN, ROBERT (AU)
Doctor (C E Schaeffer)'s advice challenged (ltrs), Jun 17, 1988, p.6

RENAISSANCE DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
SEE SUBSTANCE ABUSE-REHABILITATION

RENCK, ELLEN
(Dr R) Hibschman's message: Let's plan together; Village Club officers announced, May 6, 1988, p.1

REMINO, CHRISTOPHER
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26
SJHS teacher C D Remino to study in Wash D C, Jun 17, 1988, p.14
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RENT CONTROL
SEE RENT LAWS

RENT LAWS
Tenants (of 45 Popham) asking (Village) board to impose rent control here, Dec 2, 1988, p.1
Committee to seek solution for 45 Popham Road, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
(Tenant, ownership, village representatives attend) 45 Popham meeting, Dec 30, 1988, p.1

REPTILES
Day of the iguana (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.2

REPUBLICAN PARTY
Scarletsians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Congressional hopefuls to address Democrats, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Congressional candidates H Fish, D Mehiel, N Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Playland manager E R Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2
GOP to honor Margaret Soter (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Bush backers enjoy a Grand Old Party (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
(J Carnicelli named) GOP page (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.20
(M Soter casts) A vote for Simpson (for vice president), Aug 12, 1988, p.1
GOP backs C Singer to face P Chrystal (in state assembly race), Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO REPUBLICAN TOWN COMMITTEE-SCS

REPUBLICAN TOWN COMMITTEE-SCS
Bush backed (by SCS Republican Town Committee), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
SCS GOP backs C Singer for Assembly (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.1

RESCUE WORK
Citizens cooperate in life-saving effort (when A Shefts collapses), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Despite rescue effort, A Shefts succumbs to heart attack, Feb 26, 1988, p.4
A save for the (SCS Volunteer Ambulance) corps, May 13, 1988, p.1

RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
(Lawyer G Travers a) Trailblazer: (first woman elected to Research Institute board) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.8

RESNICK, ADAM
Here's who'll be singin' for S(CS) S(summer) M(usic) T(heatre), Jul 8, 1988, p.5
It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28

RESNICK, ADAM (AU)
The wall of love: a poem to my mother (poem), May 6, 1988, p.7

RESNICK, ANITA (AU)
(A Resnick) shares I Sloan's hurt (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
(SSMT has) Another fabulous season (ltr), Aug 12, 1988, p.6

RESNICK, ARTHUR
New summer program planned for teens, May 27, 1988, p.1

RESNICK, BETTY
Senior citizens find a new start on life in college graduation (photo) (Continuing Education Supp), Aug 12, 1988, p.4

RESNICK, GENE (DR)
Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

RESNICK, LONNIE
(SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4

RESTAURANTS
Another name (for new restaurant at Heathcote Five Corners: Pippins), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
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RESTAURANTS continued
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Welcome to L A! (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.18
Chase Landing owner N D'Agostino announces plans for new restaurant in Bronxville, May 27, 1988, p.3
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30
Town's oldest restaurant set to open again (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
New restaurant in area (Coastal North, Crestwood Station) offers American regional specialties, Aug 5, 1988, p.14
Historically speaking: Most people don't realize SVAC building was Heathcote RR station, Aug 26, 1988, p.6
Chase Landing lives in Bronxville ('s Pondfield's Restaurant) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.9
Renee's, Two challenges building department's ruling, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
Renee's, Two gets green light (for catering business in Golden Horseshoe), Dec 23, 1988, p.3

RETAIL STORES
SEE STORES

RETALLACK, ELINOR
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
SCS Ntl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26

RETNITIS PIGMENTOSA FOUNDATION FIGHTING BLINDNESS
Boardmen to be honored (by Retinitis Pigmentosa Foundation Fighting Blindness), Oct 21, 1988, p.5

RETIRED SCS TEACHERS ASSN
Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6

RETIREMENT
Thoughts on retirement (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.7

RETREATS
Winter retreat (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.14

REUBEN, ALEXIS
Christmas pageantry (at St James the Less) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

REUTER, BEANIE
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22

REUTER, BEN
Southeastern) Z (one of NYS Assn for Health, Physical Education) says they're fit (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

REUTER, KAREN
Historically sailing (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.3
SCS Ntl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

REUTER, RICHARD
Historically sailing (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.3

REVELLI, JOHN
Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1

REYNOLDS, DEBBIE
It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3
Singin' in the rain (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.1

REYNOLDS, HAROLD
SCS man H Reynolds named to board of Law Journal, Feb 5, 1988, p.4
Local man H J Reynolds named to group reviewing code for lawyers, Mar 11, 1988, p.2

REYNOLDS, ILSE
One in a hundred: J Reynolds becomes Eagle Scout (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.11

REYNOLDS, JIM
One in a hundred: J Reynolds becomes Eagle Scout (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.11

REYNOLDS, PHILIP
One in a hundred: J Reynolds becomes Eagle Scout (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.11
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RHODES ESTATE (SCS)
  Tom Irish recalls stor(i)es of yore (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.28

RHODES, JASON
  Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo: addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1

RIBAUD, CLAIRE
  (SCS) Library to unveil new tyrannosaurus, Jan 22, 1988, p.3

RIBNER, ERIC
  Freshman year at college: Class of '87 looks back (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.9

RICCARDI, LORETTA
  Elsie Peters to serve third term as head of (SCS) Emblem Club, May 27, 1988, p.9

RICCI, MARIE
  Election fever (at Junior High, IHM) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22

RICCIOL, AUDREY
  E Harkey to pinch-hit for P Schroeder at Nuclear Freeze dinner (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.2
  PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

RICE, BARBARA
  Congratulations to all (on Griffen Ave path) (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
  (B Rice, E Shepard) join Doernberg (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.13

RICE, JAMES
  Beautification, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
  Correction on beautification, Apr 22, 1988, p.5
  Cab fares heading up, provided...; Village employees receive awards and commendations, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
  Reaching the top (M Pedone highway dept foreaman; D DeBenedictis sanitation foreaman), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
  Book Fair thank yous (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6
  Village, county getting ready for mandatory recycling (Part I), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
  Successful recycling starts at home (Part II), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
  Plastic welcome (for recycling at Secor Rd waste collection depot), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

RICE, JOSEPH
  Bank of New York takeover of S(CS) N(atl) B(ank) parent grows likelier, Sep 2, 1988, p.4

RICE, NANCY LYNN (DR)
  Hoff-Barthelson names five to faculty, Sep 23, 1988, p.18

RICH, MARK
  Giuliani can see gains in ethics (photo), May 13, 1988, p.1

RICH, SYLVIA
  Extension program elects Scarsdalians, Feb 5, 1988, p.16

RICHARDS, CHRIS
  (Southeastern) Zone of NYS Assn for Health, Physical Education) says they're fit (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

RICHARDS, DAVID

RICHARDS, GLORIA
  New learning center in town stresses use of computers, Feb 12, 1988, p.12

RICHARDS, RODERICK (DR)
  Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

RICHARDSON, BETTE
  (Westchester) Ethical Humanist Society elects slate (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.16

RICHBELL, ANN
  SCS: In the beginning...(photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.8

RICHLEY, LEROY
  After the merger S(CS) N(atl) B(ank) awaits word about its future, Oct 14, 1988, p.1
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RICHMAN, JEANNE

DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Farewell party (for A Watson) (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.3
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Downzoning sought, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
Home okayed on Richbell Road; Montgomery Road plan revised, May 6, 1988, p.3
In SCS, passions run high when it comes to trees, May 27, 1988, p.1
Five-lot development plan (for Drake-Edgewood) advances in spite of protests from neighbors, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Neighbors sue to block development (in Drake-Edgewood), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
New owner K Rubenstein has revised plans for seven townhouses on Weaver St, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p 18), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
More/less downtown development urged, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Planning Board, Fee agree on parking plan, Oct 7, 1988, p.5
Dept of Environmental Conservation says village violated wetlands (on Winston property), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Townhouses get angry reception (at Planning Board meeting) (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
(J Richman, E Falkenberg named) Burke (Rehabilitation Center) board members (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.4
(Planning) Board asks developer for more open space (at Weaver St site), Dec 30, 1988, p.1

RICHMAN, JEANNE (AU)

Planning Board's goals (for development of SCS) (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6

RICHMAN, TIMOTHY

(Fox Meadow students give) The gift of sharing (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.8

RICHMOND, MIKE

Workshop blues (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

RICHTER, KARL (RABBI)

Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.6

RICHTER, MARYANN

SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

RICKARD, STEPHEN

Red Tail (S Rickard) comes to town (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24

RIDDICK, MARGARET

SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

RIEDER, ALYSSA

A night of honors (SHS students honored for academic, personal achievements) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.1

RIEDER, CORINNE (DR)

Scarsdalian Dr C H Rieder appointed secretary of Columbia (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.2

RIEDER, RON

Feb 14: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

RIEMER, ANDY

(Boy Scout(s) hold) court of honor, Dec 30, 1988, p.4

RIEMER, JOSEPH

List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

RIEMER, TIMOTHY

Hawks versus Hounds (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22
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RIESER, VERA (AU)
Reaching out to Kenya (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6

RIGNANO, FRANCES
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibsman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

RIGOS, GEORGE
(Indian-American Forum for Political Education) seeks more clout for Indian-Americans (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.3

RISO, GERALD
Historically speaking: SCS Village Hall 'incubator of chicks turned roosters in other communities', Nov 4, 1988, p.4

RITCHIE, MICHAEL
Historically speaking: SCS Village Hall 'incubator of chicks turned roosters in other communities', Nov 4, 1988, p.4

RIVERA, BARRY
Local woman J Chotin kidnapped in drug case, police say, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Kidnapping of J Chotin was 'a ruse', claims drug case lawyer, Jun 17, 1988, p.1
No bail yet in drug, kidnap case, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
$500,000 bail for Chee, Rivera, Jul 8, 1988, p.1
(W Chee, B Rivera) Free on bail, Jul 22, 1988, p.1
Two (W Chee, B Rivera) indicted in cocaine conspiracy, Oct 21, 1988, p.1

RIZOULIS, MENALOUS
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

ROADS
Historically speaking: Most people don't realize SVAC building was Heathcote RR station, Aug 26, 1988, p.6
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

ROBBINS, DAVID
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22

ROBBINS, MARC
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22

ROBERT, HENRY
I move the question (edit), Feb 5, 1988, p.7

ROBERTS, ALVIN
Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988, p.5

ROBERTS, JACQUELINE
Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

ROBERTS, MARYELLEN (AU)
Appreciation to residents (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6

ROBERTS, NORMA
School (Board) nominating process under way, Nov 18, 1988, p.5

ROBERTSON, PAT (REV)
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

ROBIN, STEVE
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

ROBINS, SYBIL
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

ROBINSON, GERALD
(Westchester Jewish) Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12

ROBINSON, JOANNE
In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

ROBINSON, NICHOLAS
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Wetlands hearing (on Winston Property) set, May 20, 1988, p.1
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ROBINSON, NICHOLAS continued
Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1

ROBINSON, RICHARD
Quadriplegics give (SHS) students lesson in caution and courage (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.1

ROBISON PROPERTY (SCS)
SEE CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBISON) PROPERTY (SCS)

ROCCO, STEVEN
Magic in the air (C Jessamy brings magic to Child Care Center) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.17

ROCHE, CAMILLE MANGANIELLO (DR)
Researcher (C M Roche receives doctorate in biophysics from NYU) (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.2

ROCHE, MICHAEL
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1

ROCKLAND, PETER
Local man B Safian’s killer, P Imeri, is convicted, May 20, 1988, p.1

RODO, SUSAN
Scarsdalian L Singer co-author of book to help widows and widowers (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.2

RODRIGUEZ, JOSEPH
Chase Landing owner N D’Agostino announces plans for new restaurant in Bronxville, May 27, 1988, p.3
Chase Landing lives in Bronxville (’s Pondfield’s Restaurant) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.9

RODRIGUEZ, JOSE
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

ROEDER, JENNIFER
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22
More glory for Raider athletes, Dec 9, 1988, p.27

ROELOF, GEORGE
Legal Awareness for Women) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

ROFFE, JENNIFER
(SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11
Troll the ancient Yuletide carol (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.5

ROGLASKI, LOIS
United Way closes banner year with election of new directors, May 20, 1988, p.5

ROGLASKI, STEPHEN
United Way closes banner year with election of new directors, May 20, 1988, p.5

ROGERS, THOMAS
Ex-resident T S Rogers gets high NBC post, Aug 26, 1988, p.4

ROGERS, TOBY
Rock around the pool (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.2

ROGIANO, ANGELA
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

ROGLIANO, BRUCE
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

ROGLIANO, EUGENE
Honors for Geno Altieri (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26
SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28

ROGLIANO, JOHN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26
Eighth grade graduates look ahead to SCS High (photo; list) (Graduation ’88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.14

ROGLIANO, MARIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26
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ROH, LOUIS (DR)
Anthropologists plumb mystery of the bones of Wayside Lane (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

ROHAN, RICHARD
'A' in attendance (for village employees), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Contracts (with police and school crossing guards) expiring, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
Village decision dies men's hopes of firefighting career, May 13, 1988, p.1
Village to hire firefighters from residents list, Aug 12, 1988, p.1
County seeks new family for house on Drake Rd, Sep 2, 1988, p.1
New Police Benevolent Assn contract gives $4100 raise to SCS police, Sep 16, 1988, p.1
Tentative agreement (between Civil Service Employees Assn and village), Oct 7, 1988, p.1

ROHR, ROBERT
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26
Special police sidelined by legal question, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
Special (patrolmen) still out, Sep 16, 1988, p.1

ROHR, ROBERT JR
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

ROLLINS, DOROTHY JANEWAY WATT
D J W Rollins (dies), Jul 15, 1988, p.12

ROLLINS, ELINOR
E D Rollins dies, Apr 1, 1988, p.18

ROMAND, ANGELA
Elsie Peters to serve third term as head of (SCS) Emblem Club, May 27, 1988, p.9

ROMAS, EVA
Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

ROMAS, SERENA
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

ROMAS, SERENA (AU)
Writers urge yes vote on budget (lttrs), May 13, 1988, p.6

ROMNEY, GEORGE
Romney speaks at volunteer event (list), Dec 9, 1988, p.2

RONIN, ROSALIND
Organization for Rehabilitation through Training slate is elected, Jul 15, 1988, p.9

ROPES, HARDY
And here's to the next 50 years (SCS Adult School celebrates anniversary) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.3

ROSANO, ALBERT (AU)

ROSE, DORIS
(Dr R) Hibschman's message: Let's plan together; Village Club officers announced, May 6, 1988, p.1

ROSE, DOUG
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

ROSE, EVE
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22

ROSEMARIN, JACK
Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p 18), Sep 2, 1988, p.1

ROSE, ANN
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

ROSEN, ARIEL
(Gymnastics) Training camp yields surprise dividends abroad (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.6
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ROSEN, ARIEL continued
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22

ROSEN, DIANE
Happy Birthday, Mickey (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.3

ROSEN, EMILY (AU)
What happened to the flowers (at Drake Rd-Post Rd intersection)? (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6

ROSEN, JANE
(School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin’s departure, Jun 15, 1988, p.1
(SHS) Students debate issues at model United Nations, Dec 16, 1988, p.6

ROSEN, JAY (DR)
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16

ROSEN, MARTHA
FT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15
Message in books (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.25

ROSEN, PHILIP
Braille unit elects philanthropist S Henkind, Jan 15, 1988, p.4

ROSEN, SUSAN
Renee’s, Two challenges building department’s ruling, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
Renee’s, Two gets green light (for catering business in Golden Horseshoe), Dec 23, 1988, p.3

ROSEN, VERA
Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.6

ROSENBAUM, BOB
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22

ROSENBERG PROPERTY (SCS)
In SCS, passions run high when it comes to trees, May 27, 1988, p.1

ROSENBERG, HAROLD (DR)
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

ROSENBERG, KENNETH
Class of ’88 bids SCS High farewell (photo)(Graduation ’88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

ROSENGREN, JULIA
Clean-up of Greenacres continues (photo), May 6, 1988, p.8
Faces of the Fourth (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.6

ROSENGREN, PAT
Correction on beautification, Apr 22, 1988, p.5
Clean-up of Greenacres continues (photo), May 6, 1988, p.8

ROSENGREN, THOMAS
Preparing a welcome (for Dr R Hibschaan) (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.15

ROSENFELD, B (DR-AU)
Fear of mentally ill denied (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6

ROSENFELD, PEARL (AU)
Fear of mentally ill denied (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6

ROSENFELD, LAURIE
(L Rosensweig, B Bernstein) State (tennis) champs!, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Rosensweig-Bernstein win state (tennis) title (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.23
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22

ROSENFELD, ALISA (AU)
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

ROSENFELD, SARA
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36
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ROSENTHAL, TODD
Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
SHS (basketball) players, coach honored. Mar 18, 1988, p.16
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30

ROSENTHAL, TONY
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

ROSENTHAL, WILLIAM (DR)
(Drs R B Mencher, W Rosenthal, R J Stine, N A Zolkind) Appointed by (White Plains) Hospital, Jul 8, 1988, p.5

ROSENZWEIG, RYA
Two artists (R Rosenzweig, A Goodman) to exhibit at Leahey Gallery, May 6, 1988, p.8
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

ROSES
At Mary Lin's everything is coming up roses (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.6

ROSOFF, FRED
Greenacres O(l)l P(urchasing) C(onsortium) to hold annual meeting; elect officers, May 20, 1988, p.3

ROSS, ANTHONY
SCS Summer) M(uic) T(heatre) director A Ross names key staff, May 20, 1988, p.3
SSI still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus; photo p 6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28

ROSS, MARGORIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26

ROSS, SCOTT
SCS Natl Bank salutes Kidswalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32

ROSS, TONY
Here's who'll be singin' for SCS Summer) M(uic) T(heatre), Jul 8, 1988, p.5
Calling all 'Habib holdouts' (ltr), Jul 8, 1988, p.6
It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3
SSI milestone (edit), Jul 22, 1988, p.6

ROSS, WENDY
(EMT, SHS students) In Cornell program (for outstanding juniors and seniors), Jul 29, 1988, p.12

ROSS, WINSTON
Negotiating in the eye of a storm: P Pickelle helps ease Yonkers crisis (photo p 2), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

ROSSI, MARIA
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

ROTARY CLUB-SCS
More than a helping hand (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.5
In '87 Rotary opened its doors to women (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.2
Good eggs (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.9
(Sidewalk) Sale starts today (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
(Rotary Club soliciting funds for) Polio Plus (vaccination program), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
(Polio) A preventable tragedy (ltr), Aug 12, 1988, p.6
Rotary to honor Tooley at fete, Sep 16, 1988, p.5
Lowell Tooley receives gold mantel clock For long-time service (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Rotary Club honors village manager L Tooley (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.4
SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28
Double honor (L Fausty, Dr H Kreiger receive Rotary Club Paul Harris Fellow Awards) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.3

ROTFELD, DOLPH
Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illu s p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Townhouses get angry reception (at Planning Board meeting) (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
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ROTH, LESLIE
   A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

ROTH, NANCY (REV)
   Christmas pageantry (at St James the Less) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

ROTHBERG, DAVIDA
   Three (R Peters, L and D Lieb) from SCS cited by State of Israel Bonds group (photo), May 27, 1988, p.9

ROTHBERG, SUZANNE
   Scarsdalian S Rothberg is host of new TV show, Feb 26, 1988, p.2

ROTHBERGER, SUE (AU)
   Make schools 'communities of learning' (edit), Jul 1, 1988, p.7
   The Woodlands spirit (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6

ROTHENBERG, ANDREW
   Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
   Local man A Rothenberg named partner in Touche Ross, Oct 14, 1988, p.4
   Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

ROTHENBERG, DANIEL
   Top honors for SHS language students (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13

ROTHENBERG, JANET
   Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Procedural Committee members listed), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

ROTHENBERG, SUZANNE
   A word from the dugout (S Rothenberg interviews D Come) (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.16

ROTHMAN, BARBARA (AU)
   ...or wise investment? (ltr), Jul 29, 1988, p.6

ROTHMAN, CLIFTON (DR-AU)
   ...or wise investment? (ltr), Jul 29, 1988, p.6

ROTHSCHILD, ALAN
   Tenants (of 45 Popham) asking (Village) board to impose rent control here, Dec 2, 1988, p.1
   Committee to seek solution for 45 Popham Road, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
   (Tenant, ownership, village representatives attend) 45 Popham meeting, Dec 30, 1988, p.1

ROTHSCHILD, ERIC
   STEP student A Montague's SCS homecoming (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.12
   School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
   Posterity waits (More personal statements requested for time capsule), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
   STEP broadens horizons (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.9

ROTHSCHILD, GERTRUDE
   Chase Landing lives in Bronxville ('s Pondfield's Restaurant) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.9

ROTHSCHILD, HENRY
   Chase Landing lives in Bronxville ('s Pondfield's Restaurant) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.9

ROTHSCHILD, TERRI
   Director (T Rothschild) chosen (for Memorial Methodist Early Childhood Center), Sep 2, 1988, p.16

ROTHSTEIN, MARLEEN
   School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

ROTHSTEIN, RACHEL
   Massing of the colors (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

ROUSE, ARTHUR
   A time for goodbyes (Retiring teachers and school nurses honored at Teachers Assn tea) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
   (School Board) Colleagues laud Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1

ROWSLEY (SCS)
   Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30
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RIOZELAND, IRA
(I Riozeland) Third conviction in Cioti tax case, Dec 9, 1988, p.5

ROZI, STACEY
‘Spirit was there’ on Kidswalk (photo; addl photo, ‘Last leg’ p 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1

RUBEL, SHEILA
Educational overtures (at Heathcote) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.15

RUBENS, CHARLES (CARKY) II
Time Inc group names C Rubens II executive, Apr 15, 1988, p.4

RUBENSTEIN, ERICA
New members (of SCS Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.14

RUBENSTEIN, FALI
New members (of SCS Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.14

RUBENSTEIN, JACOB (RABBI)
Rabbi J Rubenstein named to probe of bias crime (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.12

RUBIN, HAROLD
Can this be spring? (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.1

RUBIN, SHEILA (AU)
Friends and Jews united in prayer (edit), Nov 18, 1988, p.7

RUBIN, SYLVIA
Correction: Author of Nov 18 Kristallnacht article was Sylvia F Rubin, Nov 25, 1988, p.7

RUBIN, SYLVIA (AU)
Friends indeed (ltr), Apr 8, 1988, p.6

RUBINS, SCOTT
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22

RUBINSTEIN, ASHER
Summer interns A Rubinstein, S Lichtman, S Strauss, J Israely gain state insider’s view, Aug 26, 1988, p.2

RUBINSTEIN, KENNETH
New owner K Rubenstein has revised plans for seven townhouses on Weaver St, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Townhouses get angry reception (at Planning Board meeting) (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Quality of life threatened (by proposed multi-family Weaver St development) (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6
Detached plans (K Rubinstein submits alternative plans for Weaver St property), Dec 23, 1986, p.1
(Planning) Board asks developer for more open space (at Weaver St site), Dec 30, 1988, p.1

RUBINSTEIN, KENNETH (AU)
Builder K Rubinstein calls (Heathcote Manor) homes ‘an asset’ (ltr), Nov 18, 1988, p.6

RUBLER, LESLIE
200 student volunteers honored at SHS (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.16
Correction: L Bieler mistakenly identified as L Rubler in 6/10 Inquirer, Jun 17, 1988, p.14
(EMT, SHS students) In Cornell program (for outstanding juniors and seniors), Jul 29, 1988, p.12

RUBLER, NEIL
Senior N L Rubler named Cornell Scholar, Jun 24, 1988, p.19

RUDERMAN, JEROLD
Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Bush backed (by SCS Republican Town Committee), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Congressional hopefuls to address Democrats, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Playland manager E R Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Bush backers enjoy a Grand Old Party (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

RUBLER, LESLIE
200 student volunteers honored at SHS (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.16
Correction: L Bieler mistakenly identified as L Rubler in 6/10 Inquirer, Jun 17, 1988, p.14
(EMT, SHS students) In Cornell program (for outstanding juniors and seniors), Jul 29, 1988, p.12

RUBLER, NEIL
Senior N L Rubler named Cornell Scholar, Jun 24, 1988, p.19

RUDERMAN, JEROLD
Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Bush backed (by SCS Republican Town Committee), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Congressional hopefuls to address Democrats, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Playland manager E R Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Bush backers enjoy a Grand Old Party (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
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RUDERMAN, JEROLD continued
(M Soter casts) A vote for Simpson (for vice president), Aug 12, 1988, p.1
SCS lawyer T Ruder eman loses job; Political retaliation blamed (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

RUDERMAN, S G
S G Ruder eman admits insider trading, Dec 16, 1988, p.5

RUDERMAN, S J
Business newscaster S J 'Rudy' Ruder eman fired by (Business Week) magazine, Aug 19, 1988, p.3

RUDERMAN, TERRY
J Radley Herold nominated for County Court (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Bush backers enjoy a Grand Old Party (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
SCS lawyer T Ruder eman loses job; Political retaliation blamed (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
A tale of two (county) employees: E R Keeler, T Ruder eman (edit), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

RULES OF ORDER
SEE PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE

RUNNINGS

Something new in the 15K run (incl application form), Feb 12, 1988, p.12
Can this be spring? (photo), Mar 23, 1988, p.1
On their way in the 15K (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Scholarship fund (established) for J Pledger, May 27, 1988, p.18
SHS, Yale track star L Paddock turns pro, seeks sponsor (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.6
Here they come, 185 strong (in Fall Foliage Run) (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.1

RUSCIANO, FRANK
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18

RUSK, CHRIS
Stormy Monday (Remnants of Hurricane Chris fell trees, cause electric power failures) (photo), Sep 2, 1988, p.1

RUSK, DEAN
Posterity waits (More personal statements requested for time capsule), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

RUSSELL, THEODORA
SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26

RUTMAN, MARK (AU)
Soaething has to give (in Board of Education budget) (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6
'All-out war' (against SCS school budget) pledge(d) (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6

RUTTENBERG, PHYLLIS
School (Board) nominating process under way, Nov 18, 1988, p.5
RYAN, SHAWN
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider Basketball Section 1 Champions (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.30

RYBACK, CONSTANCE
Friends of Music nominations, Apr 8, 1988, p.14

RYBACK, CONSTANCE
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
Getting ready to shine (photo), May 6, 1988, p.25
Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes Co-chairmen H Goldberg, J Jensen, Committee (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26

RYBAK, ROSE KACHERIAN (AU)
Aid to Armenians (ltr), Dec 16, 1988, p.6

RYERS, LENA
(SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11

RYNIK, GABRIELLA
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

RYNIK, MILAN
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

SAALFRANK, EDNA
SCS seniors keep busy (photo; addl photo p 24) (Senior Citizen Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.21

SABLQW, LESTER (DR)
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

SACRIPANTI, PETER
Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1

SADICARIO, JAIMYE
New members (of SCS Synagogue-Tre mont Temple) (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.14

SADONSKI, JOSEPH
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

SADONSKI, RITA
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

SAFE HOMES PROGRAM-SCS
Parents urged to take (Safe Homes) pledge (ltr), Nov 11, 1988, p.6
SCS Safe Homes, 1988-89 (list), Dec 23, 1988, p.24

SAFE RIDES BOARD (SCS) (AU)
Safe Rides opens tonight (ltr), Sep 30, 1988, p.6

SAFE RIDES PROGRAM-EMT

SAFE RIDES PROGRAM-SCS
(SCS Safe Rides make roads) Safer for all of us (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
Thanks from Safe Rides (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Safe Rides opens tonight (ltr), Sep 30, 1988, p.6

SAFIAN, BILLY
Local man B Safian's killer, P Imori, is convicted, May 20, 1988, p.1
Remembering Billy Safian (ltr), Jun 3, 1988, p.6

SAFIAN, KENNETH
Parents' help asked in curbing teens' drinking, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
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SAFIN, PATTY
Local man B Safian’s killer, P Iaeri, is convicted, May 20, 1988, p.1

SAFIRSTEIN, ABBY
Freshman year at college: Graduates look ahead (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.9

SAFIRSTEIN, LEAH
Animals’ best friends (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.3
They’re HELPing (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.9
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

SAFIRSTEIN, MARCIA
Community-minded volunteers (help produce Community Calendar) (ltr), Aug 26, 1988, p.6
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
(SCS Junior High students play) Presidential Pursuit (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.15
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

SAFIRSTEIN, RACHEL
Workshop blues (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.16
(Southeastern) Z(one of NYS Assn for Health, Physical Education) says they’re fit (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21
Local girls (J M Vaccaro, R Safirstein, E Smith, H Howard) off for Junior Olympics (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.18

SAFRON, LINDA
Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1

SAFRON, LYNDA
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

SAGOLLA, LISA JO
SCS (Summer) Music Theatre director A Ross names key staff, May 20, 1988, p.3
It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3

SAIDMAN, SETH
(Southeastern) Z(one of NYS Assn for Health, Physical Education) says they’re fit (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

SAIKEN, LOUISE
A rare outing brings joy to local senior (citizens) (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.6

SAITO, TAKUMA
Happy Birthday, Mickey (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.3

SALANDRY, PETER
It's a long, hot sumer for stalled motorists, Aug 5, 1988, p.1

SALLSBURY, ROGER (DR)
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

SALLES, ELLEN
An 'unsung hero' (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6

SALLES, ELLEN (AU)
(SHS Spring Concert a) Memorable evening (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6

SALLES, RICHARD
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21
Student actor R Salles doing Shakespeare, Aug 12, 1988, p.4

SALLES, STAN (AU)
(SHS Spring Concert a) Memorable evening (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6

SALLES, STANLEY
An 'unsung hero' (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6

SALOMON, ARTHUR
Salomon trial, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
New trial date (for A Salomon), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
A K Salomon pleads guilty to reduced charge, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Salomon sentenced to prison, Apr 29, 1988, p.1
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SALVATERRA, POLLY
(Steffi Nossen) Dance school at 5 SCS locations (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.7
   Rock 'n Roll Revue (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.20
SALVATERRA, RICHARD
   Rock 'n Roll Revue (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.20
SALZ, BARBARA
   School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
SALZER, BETTY
   Executive volunteer R Salzer back from Nairobi, May 20, 1988, p.9
SALZER, RICHARD
   Executive volunteer R Salzer back from Nairobi, May 20, 1988, p.9
   Local man R L Salzer elected head of the Eye-Bank (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.5
SALZMAN, ALAN
   R Mitchell Jr re-elected president of BOCES, Aug 19, 1988, p.5
SALZMAN, JULIE
   They're HELPing (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.9
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36
SAMOLADAS, VIVI
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26
SAMUELS, FRANCES (AU)
   High school revisited: just like labor (edit), Jul 22, 1988, p.7
SAMUELS, JEFFREY
   S Oldr re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
SAMUELS, SHERRY
   SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22
SAMUELS, VIVIAN
   New Daughters of the (A)merican (R)evolution officers elected, May 27, 1988, p.9
SAMUELSON, JEFFREY
   Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
   Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
   Parents' help asked in curbing teens' drinking, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.26
   School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
   When East beats West in local schools, Apr 22, 1988, p.3
SAMUELSON, MICHAEL
   Moratorium on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
   Importance of vigilance (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
SAMUELSON, MATTHEW
   'Spirit was there' on Kidswalk (photo; add photo, 'Last leg' p 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
   SVAC shows (Boy) Scouts the ropes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.3
SAMUELSON, WENDY
   Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
   (SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
   PT Council laps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
SAMUELSON, WENDY (AU)
   Moratorium on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
   Importance of vigilance (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
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SAND, LEONARD
Negotiating in the eye of a storm: P Pickelle helps ease Yonkers crisis (photo p 2), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

SANDBERG, EBBA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26
S Older re-elected president of Board of Education (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
Clarification: Ebba Sandberg will continue to teach English as Second language, Jul 15, 1988, p.5

SANDLER, IRVING
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

SANFORD, DONALD
(SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4

SANGREY, DAWN (AU)
(Volunteers in the Parks Program) A hope-inspiring program (ltr), Aug 19, 1988, p.6

SANITATION DEPT-SCS
Reaching the top (M Pedone highway dept foreman; D DeBenedictis sanitation foreman), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

SANTA CLAUS
(Annual carol sing a) SCS Christmas tradition (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.1

SANTANGELO, BARBARA
Town's oldest restaurant set to open again (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

SANTANGELO, FRANCIS
Town's oldest restaurant set to open again (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

SANTMIRE, GARY (REV)
At Baptist installation (of Rev J Morrison) (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.18

SANTO, PEGGY
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

SANTOS, DAVID
Battle of the banks (for control of SCS National), May 13, 1988, p.1

SANTUCCI, JOHN
P Pickelle named city attorney of Yonkers (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3

SAREIL, JEAN
J Sareil dies, May 13, 1988, p.18

SARLO, HUMPHREY
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1

SARULLO, BARBARA
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1

SASS, ANNA (DR)
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

SATINE, LIL
Bloodmobile volunteers to be cited (by Hudson Valley Blood Services), May 27, 1988, p.8

SATIRE
SEE HUMOR

SATO, MIKI
(M Sato)'s ready (for New Year's Eve)! (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.3

SATU, MAYUMI
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

SATURDAY EVENING POST (PERIODICAL)
It may not be Alzheimer's (disease) (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.23

SAVAGE, JOHN
Adult School starting 50th year (photo; list), Sep 23, 1988, p.2
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SAVAGE, MARCIA (DR-AU)
   What are women's options? (edit), Sep 16, 1988, p.7

SAVARESE, JOHN
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

SAVARESE, LAWRENCE
   (Firemen have) Hot work on a cold day (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.1
   Uri the husky hero (photo), May 20, 1988, p.1

SAVARESE, JOHN
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36
   SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18

SAVARESE, WILDA MARIE
   School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

SAVASKI, HARVEY
   (Sherry and Stephen Schechter's) Cahors farm produces a USA feast (photo; addl photo p 28), Nov 25, 1988, p.6

SAVE THE CHILDREN ORGANIZATION
   Quaker Ridge Brownie troop 'adopts' Hounduran youngster (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.2

SAVELSON, DANIEL
   Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

SAVELSON, DEDE (AU)
   'Learning experience' seen (in 'window issue') (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

SAVIANO, DAN
   Stream work raises neighbors' ire (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

SAVIANO, JOHN
   (SCS firemen J Saviano, M McIlvain collect money for Muscular Dystrophy Assn) (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.2

SAVINO, THOMAS
   SCS cop M Martin called lifesaver, Jun 10, 1988, p.3

SAWYER, CHRISTINE
   Four families tops at the pool Labor Day (photo; list), Sep 9, 1988, p.3

SAWYER, SUSAN
   County seeks new family for house on Drake Rd, Sep 2, 1988, p.1
   Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

SAXON WOODS (SCS)
   Celebrating 200 years of SCS greenery (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.6

SCARCELLA, ANTHONY
   House plans draw BAR disfavor, Mar 18, 1988, p.3
   Plans OK'd for 'copy-cat' house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3
   BAR reviews plans for 3 new houses; Approves amendments to Hitchcock church renovations (illus), Apr 29, 1988, p.3
   Board of Architectural Review reviews plans for 7 new houses, okays 2, May 27, 1988, p.2
   Board of Architectural Review okays plans for 5 new houses, Jun 17, 1988, p.5
   BAR approves two houses, Aug 26, 1988, p.5
   BAR rules that fence violates code, Oct 21, 1988, p.2

SCARPINO, ANTHONY
   GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
   Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
   Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
   Apparent victory (for J R Herold) turns to defeat, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

SCHACK, SUSAN
   (American Jewish) Congress forms (Westchester) county chapter; I Sloan elected president, Apr 29, 1988, p.8

SCHAEFER, ANNE
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26
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SCHAEFFER, CHARLES (DR)
Doctor (C E Schaeffer)'s advice challenged (ltrs), Jun 17, 1988, p.6
SCHAEFFER, CHARLES (DR-AU)
Does your baby cry at night? (edit), May 27, 1988, p.7
SCHAMBACH, HANS
Hamilton College honors Hans H Schambach, Oct 7, 1988, p.9
SCHANDLER, JON
White Plains Hospital plans to expand, Apr 1, 1988, p.2
Special volunteers (at White Plains Hospital) cited (photo), May 20, 1988, p.16
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26
Over the top (White Plains Hospital fund reaches $5 million) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.8
SCHANDLER, JON (AU)
A 'hospital crisis' confronts America (Part I) (edit), Jul 29, 1988, p.7
Our hospitals are in need of repair now (Part II) (edit), Aug 5, 1988, p.7
SCHAPIRO, BERTRAM (DR)
(Congregation M'vakshe Derekh) to honor (Dr B Schapiro, S Hammer), Sep 30, 1988, p.18
SCHAPS, ALYSSA
Molding young artists (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15
Scholars (honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24
SCHAPS, STEPHANIE
Out of the blue (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.5
SCHARE, DORIS
Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988, p.5
SCHARE, MITCHELL
Ex-Scarsdalian M N Schear in Capital job, Nov 18, 1988, p.2
SCHARE, STANLEY
Congressional candidates H Fish, D Mehiel, N Lowey call for federal role in helping homeless (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Extension program elects Scarsdalians, Feb 5, 1988, p.16
Two (S Schear, A Tourk) reappointed (to Westchester County Homeless Commission), Mar 11, 1988, p.8
Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988, p.5
SCHECHE, ALLYN
3 from area (Ira, Allyn, Evan Schechter) die in private plan crash), Dec 30, 1988, p.5
SCHECHE, EVAN
3 from area (Ira, Allyn, Evan Schechter) die in private plan crash), Dec 30, 1988, p.5
SCHECHE, IRA
3 from area (Ira, Allyn, Evan Schechter) die in private plan crash), Dec 30, 1988, p.5
SCHECHE, SHERRY
(Sherry and Stephen Schechter's) Cahors farm produces a USA feast (photo; addl photo p 28), Nov 25, 1988, p.6
SCHECHE, STEPHEN
(Sherry and Stephen Schechter's) Cahors farm produces a USA feast (photo; addl photo p 28), Nov 25, 1988, p.6
SCHICK, ELIZABETH
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26
SCHICK, ELIOT
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolien-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26
SCHICK, NANCY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26
SCHERF, JOHN
BAR gives go-ahead to (Mormon) church addition, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
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SCHICK, ANITA
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

SCHIEF, FLORENCE
F Schief dies, Feb 12, 1988, p.14

SCHIFFER, STEPHANIE (AU)
School security found wanting (ltr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6

SCHILING, HELEN
Art Assn awards prizes (photo; list), Nov 18, 1988, p.3

SCHILLER, SHEILA VOSS
(N Akashi, S V Schiller) win state aid for teacher study, Jun 10, 1988, p.2

SCHILLETROSTROM, THOMAS
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3

SCHIROTA, (MRS STUART)
Message of appreciation (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

SCHIROTA, BARBARA (AU)
Praise for ambulance corps (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6

SCHIROTA, STUART (AU)
Thank you, GBH police (ltr), Nov 11, 1988, p.6

SCHLACTUS, PETER
College students (C Finger, P Schlactus) learn ABC’s of entrepreneurship (photo; addl photo p 8), Sep 2, 1988, p.6

SCHLANGE, JULIE
(EMT, SHS students) In Cornell progam (for outstanding juniors and seniors), Jul 29, 1988, p.12

SCHLEITER, RICHARD (DR)
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Superintendent Dr R Hibschaan arrives (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
(SCS School) District grapples with high cost of insurance, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Board (of Education) says no to AC in (high school) auditorium, May 27, 1988, p.1
Otten: Curriculum should be top priority (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
No home on the range for Raider rifle team, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
A new tack (School district investigating alternate types of insurance coverage), Nov 4, 1988, p.1

SCHLESINGER, HENRY
H G Schlesinger (dies), Jul 8, 1988, p.16

SCHLESINGER, MICHAEL
Lawyer M Schlesinger writes a guide to taxes (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.10

SCHLOMBURG, MARJORIE
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
Message in books (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.25

SCHLOSSER, HARRY
H H Schlosser (dies), Sep 2, 1988, p.16

SCHLOSSER, HERMAN
H H Schlosser (dies), Aug 26, 1988, p.14

SCHMIDT, SCOTT
Local volunteers are cited, Mar 11, 1988, p.9

SCHMOLKA, GREGORY
High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.16
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SCHMOLKA, LUCY
Joseph Ullian praised as a man of fairness, modesty and kindness (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.2
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

SCHNEIDER, CHARLES
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16

SCHNEIDER, CHRISTINE
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

SCHNEIDER, DONALD
Donald D Schneider (dies), Sep 30, 1988, p.18

SCHNEIDER, JANE
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16

SCHNEIDER, MAUREEN (AU)
Lack of communication (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

SCHNEIDER, RICHARD (AU)
What was that 'star of wonder'? (edit), Dec 23, 1988, p.7

SCHNEIDER, THOMAS
Indoor pool draws mixed public reaction, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
(Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comm), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

SCHNEIDERMAN, EDWARD
Fire ravages historic house (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.5

SCHNEIDMAN, KEN
Air hair? (photo), May 27, 1988, p.8

SCHNITZLER, MATT
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18

SCHNIR, DAVID
(Steven Schnir’s) pleasures: home, family and words that work (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.6

SCHNIR, ELIZABETH
(Steven Schnir’s) pleasures: home, family and words that work (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.6

SCHNIR, FELIX
SCS’s savior (ltr), Nov 11, 1988, p.6

SCHNIR, FELIX (AU)
Electioneering (at polls during school budget referendum) charged (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6
Appalled by Democrats' ad (ltr), Nov 4, 1988, p.6

SCHNIR, JULIANA
(Steven Schnir’s) pleasures: home, family and words that work (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.6

SCHNIR, NANCIE
(Steven Schnir’s) pleasures: home, family and words that work (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.6

SCHNIR, STEVEN
(Steven Schnir’s) pleasures: home, family and words that work (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.6

SCHNIR, STEVEN (AU)
Some thoughts about Lisa Steinberg (edit), Dec 16, 1988, p.7

SCHOENBRUN, REGINA
Ragette names L Pitofsky sales associate; honors top salespeople (photo), May 20, 1988, p.4

SCHOENFELD, JONATHAN
Scholars (honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24
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SCHOENFELD, HYRON (DR)
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

SCHOENFELD, NEIL
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Wetlands are decreed by the DEC, but only God can make a tree (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Not too late to stop (Winston property) land sale (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6

SCHOENTHALER, LINDA
(l Schoenthaler a) Member of firm (of Circle Consulting Group, Inc), Oct 7, 1988, p.20

SCHOETZ, ELIZABETH
SCS woman S Schoetz is reunited with son she gave up (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.6

SCHOETZ, RICHARD
SCS woman S Schoetz is reunited with son she gave up (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.6

SCHOETZ, RICKEY
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

SCHOETZ, ROBERT
Rites of citizenship (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.2
SCS woman S Schoetz is reunited with son she gave up (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.6

SCHOETZ, ROBERT JR
SCS woman S Schoetz is reunited with son she gave up (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.6

SCHOETZ, SUSAN
SCS woman S Schoetz is reunited with son she gave up (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.6

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS
Geography gets a big boost from a local disciple, J G Gould (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
In support of governor's plan (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
SHS senior K Harris wins scholarship (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.15
95 win state scholarships (list), Mar 25, 1988, p.15
(Masters) School honors local students, Mar 25, 1988, p.15
Regents winner: S Orlando, Apr 15, 1988, p.15
Two SCS students, E Chung and T Y Yao, win $2000 (National Merit) scholarships, Apr 22, 1988, p.13
SCS student K M DiLorenzo is awarded (Frank Gannett Newspaper Carrier Scholarship), May 20, 1988, p.21
Two at SCS (G Donath, E Ziv) win IBM scholarship, May 27, 1988, p.18
Scholarship fund (established) for J Pledger, May 27, 1988, p.18
(N Akashi, S V Schiller) win state aid for teacher study, Jun 10, 1988, p.2
(N DeSa) Award winner, Jun 24, 1988, p.19
Aid to research (J M and M Bendheim present Bendheim Fellowship to Dr P J Szeibel) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.8
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo)(Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2
18 seniors are Merit semifinalists (list), Sep 16, 1988, p.18
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TESTS
Here are the numbers for SCS schools; Dec 23, 1988, p.12

SCHONBERG, JOAN
Joan W Schonberg (dies), Oct 7, 1988, p.14

SCHONBERGER, ELI
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26

SCHOOL AND THE HOME
Schools need parents (edit), Feb 5, 1988, p.7

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Committee: Vote Tuesday (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS continued

Two go to polls in second vote (for Unit F, School Board NOMINATING Committee), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Two go to polls in second vote (for Unit F, School Board NOMINATING Committee), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Group rebukes school board by ousting Gavrin (photo p 4), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Unclear message (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
A blow to decency (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Letter to David Gavrin (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Appallingly accurate (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
A slap at public service (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Breach of confidentiality (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Criticism from a colleague (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Beyond indignation (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
An act of vengeance (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Clear violation seen (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Candidate interviews advocated (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
SCS's own 'Deep Throat'? (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
(School) Budget squeaks through; Otten elected despite write-in campaign; November wins, May 20, 1988, p.1
With 'friends' like this...(edit), May 20, 1988, p.6
Resolution (governing nomination of Non-Partisan Board of Education candidates) reviewed, May 27, 1988, p.1
Write-in effort (in Board of Education election) defended (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6
(D Gavrin ltr raises) Good questions (regarding nomination of school board candidates) (edit), Jun 17, 1988, p.6
Questions from David Gavrin (regarding nomination of candidates for school board) (ltr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6
Otten: Curriculum should be top priority (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
School (Board) nominating process under way, Nov 18, 1988, p.5
List of candidates (for School NOMINATING Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

SCHOOL BUILDINGS-SCS

School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON SCHOOL FACILITIES-SCS, SCHOOLS-SCS-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

SCHOOL CROSSING GUARDS

26 years of safe crossings (E Cinelli retiring as school crossing guard), Jul 1, 1988, p.5
(School crossing) Guard gone (from Drake and Pinecrest Rds), Sep 9, 1988, p.1

SCHOOL FACILITIES COMMITTEE-SCS

SEE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON SCHOOL FACILITIES-SCS

SCHOOL MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION

Our schools can be changed (edit), Sep 2, 1988, p.7

SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS

New schools chief Dr R D Hibschman signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Raises approved for (SCS school) principals, Nov 25, 1988, p.1

SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS-AWARDS

(Dr B Dennis) Honored (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18

SCHOOLS

Local teacher J Schwartz on state task force says school restructuring needed, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
Otten: Curriculum should be top priority (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO PRIVATE SCHOOLS

SCHOOLS, CHINESE

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22

SCHOOLS-DOBBS FERRY-MASTERS SCHOOL

(Masters) School honors local students, Mar 25, 1988, p.15
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SCHOOLS-EMT
(It seems unlikely that SCS or EMT will assist with) School(s) for homeless, Jul 22, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT-GREENVILLE
Sounding good: J Stark, M Berengarten, V Patel, D Tarasiewicz (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.11

SCHOOLS-HARRISON-SCHOOL OF THE HOLY CHILD
(M David, M Itoh, K Keller) inducted into (School of Holy Child) student council, Oct 28, 1988, p.15

SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE
On the commissioner (Dr T Sobol)'s trail: A superintendent transformed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-RYE-BLIND BROOK
Private funding for public schools? (edit), Mar 4, 1988, p.7

SCHOOLS-SCS
(SCS) School board blasted (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Dr R Hibschman describes views on education (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Superintendent Dr R Hibschman arrives (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
(Or R) Hibschman's message: Let's plan together; Village Club officers announced, May 6, 1988, p.1
End of an era (for Judson family in SCS schools) (ltr), Jun 24, 1988, p.6
(It seems unlikely that SCS or EMT will assist with) School(s) for homeless, Jul 22, 1988, p.1
Hello school...(photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-ADMINISTRATION
SEE SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS

SCHOOLS-SCS-AIDS EDUCATION
Report issued on AIDS education, Jul 15, 1988, p.1
The new facts of life (edit), Jul 15, 1988, p.6
State rule (mandating clergy on local AIDS education advisory councils) opposed, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Parents given insights on how schools teach about AIDS, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
(Discussion of AIDS curriculum) A valuable review (edit), Dec 9, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALCOTT MONTESSORI SCHOOL
Magic in the air (C Jessaay performs magic for Montessori School) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.5

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
(Alternative School to participate in Brown University) 'Essential' school (program), Jun 3, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL-GRADUATION
Day of diplomas and roses (at Alternative School) (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-ARTS PROGRAM
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

SCHOOLS-SCS-CALANDER
Missed holidays (1988-89 SCS school calendar approved by Board of Education), Nov 25, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Citizens to study school plant needs; May 20, 1988, p.1
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22
Fall '89 bond issue anticipated (for improvement, maintenance of SCS schools), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-COMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED
S Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-CURRICULUM
Otten: Curriculum should be top priority (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Curriculum revision, long-term budgeting on district's agenda (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGHEWOOD
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEOOUD continued
Workshop blues (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.16
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
School 'wasn't the same' (with new windows) (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
Storyteller R Martin visits schools for some lively lessons in language (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.5
A eulogy on the windows (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
A living memorial (to L Bedin) (photo), May 13, 1988, p.15
Curfew in effect (on Edgewood School grounds), May 27, 1988, p.2
Edgewood students hear about AFS experiences (from G Mergin, H Howard), Jun 3, 1988, p.15
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30
Games, science fair at Edgewood (photolists) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.20
Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
(H R Pasternack) New teacher at Edgewood, Sep 2, 1988, p.8
Welcome back to earth (Edgewood fourth graders make poster for Discovery crew) (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.15
Happy Birthday, Mickey (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.3
(Edgewood fifth graders Bridge) the generation gap (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.25
Fall '89 bond issue anticipated (for improvement, maintenance of SCS schools), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEOOUD-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22
SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEOOUD-ENROLLMENT
More kids (SCS school enrollment for 1988 estimated at 3814), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEOOUD-PTA
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15
SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE FUND
SCS to take on Jets in charity (basketball) game, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Jets looked like Giants on Raider court (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15
SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEES
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26
SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEES-INSURANCE
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-INSURANCE
SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEES-RETIREMENT
Happy retirement (to M Yannantuono) (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6
SCHOOLS-SCS-ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM
When East meets West in local schools, Apr 22, 1988, p.3
The art of conversation is an essential part of ESL (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.9
Giving thanks; Nov 25, 1988, p.7
SCHOOLS-SCS-ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROGRAM
English curriculum criticized (ltr), Apr 22, 1988, p.6
English chairman N Maloney replies (ltr), Apr 22, 1988, p.6
SCHOOLS-SCS-ENROLLMENT
Curriculum revision, long-term budgeting on district's agenda (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
Fewer people (in SCS in 1988 than in 1980), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
More kids (SCS school enrollment for 1988 estimated at 3814), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
Here are the numbers for SCS schools, Dec 23, 1988, p.12
SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW
Fire alarm fails at (Fox Meadow) school, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW continued

Clear message (from fire at Fox Meadow school) (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Deadly consequences (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15
AFS students B Mergen, K Dixon, carry message to schools (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.8
Let the games begin! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.13
Fire (at Fox Meadow School) follow-up, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
A eulogy on the windows (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
Getting ready to shine (photo), May 6, 1988, p.25
Tribute to Fox Meadow duo C Mehegan and E Scinto (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6
'Graduating' families honored (at Fox Meadow School) (photolist p 25) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.23
Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
Remembering Emily (Ogden Butler) J Thies arranges ceremony at Butler monument), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
Historical Society focusing on education in upcoming programs (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
Schools to senior citizens: visit us (Board of Education sets goals at meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
(Fox Meadow second graders D Chang, A Wagner, J Sweenie) Really into reading (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.15
Fall '89 bond issue anticipated (for improvement, maintenance of SCS schools), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
(Fox Meadow students give) The gift of sharing (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.8

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW-ENROLLMENT

More kids (SCS school enrollment for 1988 estimated at 3814), Sep 2, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW-PTA-FUND RAISING

Rock 'n Roll Revue (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.20

SCHOOLS-SCS-FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS

Friends of Music nominations, Apr 8, 1988, p.14
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34
S Older re-elected president of Board (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-GIFTS

School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Raises approved for SCS school principals, Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Fall '89 bond issue anticipated (for improvement, maintenance of SCS schools), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES

Moratorium (on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Out with the old, in with the new (windows) (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15
Molding young artists (photo), Mar 23, 1988, p.15
Preparing a welcome (for Dr R Hibschaan) (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.15
A eulogy on the windows (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
In search of SCS's past (photo), May 13, 1988, p.1
Sifting soil yields treasure for Greenacres fourth graders (photo p 1), May 13, 1988, p.15
A day for trees and kids (photo), May 20, 1988, p.3
'Glorious morning' for Greenacres (photolist) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.23
Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-BOOK FAIR

Book vine (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.14
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SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-ENROLLMENT
More kids (SCS school enrollment for 1988 estimated at 3814), Sep 2, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-PTA
(Greenacres parents suggest) A safer way (for children to walk on Oxford Rd), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM
Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE
Educational overtures (at Heathcote) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.15
AFS students G Mergen, K Dixon, carry message to schools (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.8
May I see a smaller size? (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.15
A tasty geography lesson, Apr 1, 1988, p.13
Slides revive Heathcote memories (list) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.25
Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
(Heathcote students collect clothing for Jamaican) Hurricane relief (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.15
Hawks versus Hounds (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22
Fall '89 bond issue anticipated (for improvement, maintenance of SCS schools), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
Cars ring out at Heathcote, Dec 23, 1988, p.16
(Heathcote International families celebrate) An international Christmas, Dec 30, 1988, p.8

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-ENROLLMENT
More kids (SCS school enrollment for 1988 estimated at 3814), Sep 2, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-PTA
Healthful snacks stressed (at Heathcote), Apr 15, 1988, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-PTA-FUND RAISING
Heathcote fundraiser deemed a success, Nov 4, 1988, p.20

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL
Moratorium (on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Science students J Jospitre Jr, R Hsia, R B Inouye, D Lichstein win grants, Jan 8, 1988, p.20
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Dennis to leave SHS for Long Island superintendent (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
What we got (in Dr B Dennis: exceptional principal) (edit), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3
95 win state scholarships (list), Mar 25, 1988, p.15
Judith Fox will succeed (Dr B) Dennis as SHS principal (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
A eulogy on the windows (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
Board (of Education) says no to AC in (high school) auditorium, May 27, 1988, p.1
200 student volunteers honored at SHS (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.16
Quadriplegics give (SHS) students lesson in caution and courage (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.1
High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.16
Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
On guard! (Painting guard rails at HS) (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
18 seniors are Merit semifinalists (list), Sep 16, 1988, p.18
Fall '89 bond issue anticipated (for improvement, maintenance of SCS schools), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-AIDS EDUCATION PROGRAM
Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Planned Parenthood criticized (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Facing facts on AIDS (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-AIDS EDUCATION PROGRAM continued
   More views on AIDS education (ltrs), Apr 8, 1988, p.6
   Positive communication (urged between school, parents re AIDS education) (ltr), Apr 15, 1988, p.6
   Views on AIDS education (ltrs), Apr 22, 1988, p.6
   Ask the students (about AIDS education) (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6
   New furor erupts over AIDS education, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
   Concerns about AIDS education (ltr), Jun 10, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-AWARDS
   A night of honors (SHS students honored for academic, personal achievements) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.1
   High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.16
   Signifier inducts 53 (list), Oct 7, 1988, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-BUTLER FIELD
   Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
   Alarming decisions (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
   Consultant M Stein gives (indoor) pool update, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
   Indoor pool draws mixed public reaction, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
   Indoor Swimming pool Not a priority (for Board of Education), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
   'Back to basics' on pool plan (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6
   Pool site debate, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
   School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CHEERLEADERS
   (SHS football team gives fans) A lot to cheer about (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CLUBS
   Toga party (for SHS Latin Club organized by Dr M Polsky) (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.16
   SHS students fight famine (with bike-a-thon) (ltr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6
   (SHS) Students debate issues at Model United Nations, Dec 16, 1988, p.26

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CONCERT BAND
   Don't miss (SHS band concert)!! (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DEBATE TEAM
   (SHS) Debate team elects officers, Mar 18, 1988, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DRAMA CLUB
   A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROGRAM
   Teach the tools of language (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ENROLLMENT
   More kids (SCS school enrollment for 1988 estimated at 3,814), Sep 2, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM
   SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-LANGUAGE PROGRAM

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-FRIENDS OF ANIMALS
   SEE HIGH SCHOOL EFFORT FOR LOVE, PROTECTION OF ANIMALS

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GENERAL ORGANIZATION
   New student government completes successful first year at the high school (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION
   Dry run to the prom (D Ferraro reminds limousine drivers of NYS Penal Code re alcohol and youth), Jun 17, 1988, p.1
   Graduation Day (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.1
   SCS High School, Graduation Day 1988 (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.6
   They made party a success (ltr), Jul 1, 1988, p.6
   End of a successful run (ltr; list), Jul 1, 1988, p.6
   Graduation '88 (31-page Supp) (photo), Jul 1, 1988,
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION continued
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2
SCS High School Class of 1988 (list) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS High School Class of 1988 (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-HEALTH FAIR
Fills workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Planned Parenthood criticized (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-HOMECOMING
Homecoming hamburgers (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.20

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-LANGUAGE PROGRAM
Top honors for SHS language students (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13
Senior High News: Language teachers try new techniques, Jun 10, 1988, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-LANGUAGE PROGRAM-AWARDS
Top honors for SHS language students (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-LOCKERS
Raises approved for (SCS school) principals, Nov 25, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-MUSIC PROGRAM
(SHS Spring Concert a) Memorable evening (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA
Planned Parenthood criticized (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
PTA spirit (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13
For a festive, safe graduation (ltr), Jun 10, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
(PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
(Manhattan Savings Bank) Supporting SCS students (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.9
Help for freshman year (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21
Correction: J Schwartz presented check to R Silverman for SHS PTA Scholarship Fund, May 27, 1988, p.10
(PTA Scholarship Fund) Helping SHS graduates (ltr), Jun 24, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-REUNIONS
An anniversary gift (photo), May 20, 1988, p.4
(SHS Class of 1958) Whoop it up at Whippoorwill (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.9
(SHS) Reunion reveals rewards of teaching (edit), Oct 28, 1988, p.7

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SEX EDUCATION PROGRAM
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-SEX EDUCATION

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS
Healthy development (edit), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
Raiders win Section 1 (in basketball) (photo; addl photo p.13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Bouquets (to J Kaminer) and brickbats (to unsportsmanlike fans) (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p.16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
(Basketball team the) Pride of SCS (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
(PTA softball team) Homeless, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Sports coverage (Inquirer) appreciated (ltr), Jul 29, 1988, p.6
No home on the range for Raider rifle team, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Big win for SHS (football team) (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
(SHS football team gives fans) A lot to cheer about (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.1
Raiders come up short (in Bowl game against Roosevelt) (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
A remarkable season (edit), Nov 25, 1988, p.6
(A Hertzog's sports) Writing praised (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS continued

SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18
SEE ALSO MAROON AND WHITE, NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL SPORTS, FOOTBALL

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS-AWARDS

SHS athletes honored at Maroon and White dinner (photo; list), Mar 11, 1988, p.14
SHS (basketball) players, coach honored, Mar 18, 1988, p.16
SHS athletes honored at dinner (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.15
More honors awarded to SCS High athletes (list), Jun 24, 1988, p.19
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22
More glory for Raider athletes, Dec 9, 1988, p.27
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-WORLD HUNGER CLUB

Famine in Ethiopia (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-WORLD HUNGER CLUB (AU)

Warmth Drive a success (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HISTORY

1887 school days (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.18
Historically speaking: How SCS has grown in 200 years (table), Jul 15, 1988, p.4

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHM

IHM School 60 years old, Sep 30, 1988, p.17
Election fever (at Junior High, IHM) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22
Santa meets Miss Liberty (in IHM school pageant) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHM-ENROLLMENT

IHM School 60 years old, Sep 30, 1988, p.17

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHM-GRADUATION

Dance, mass and ceremony mark IHM commencement (photo;list) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.22

SCHOOLS-SCS-INSURANCE

(SCS School) District seeking solution to health-insurance crisis, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
(SCS School) District grapples with high cost of insurance, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Board (of Ed) asks voters to pass $35.9M school budget, May 6, 1988, p.1
(SCS School) District adopts self-insurance health plan, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
(SCS makes) Bold decision (regarding school employee insurance) (edit), Jul 1, 1988, p.6
S Older re-elected president of (Board of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
A new tack (School district investigating alternate types of insurance coverage), Nov 4, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH

Red Tail (S Rickard) comes to town (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Junior High primaries (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.14
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.24
Pay phones going in (to replace Police Dept call boxes), May 27, 1988, p.1
Back to back, Apache-style (8th graders celebrate at SCS pool) (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.2
Eighth grade graduates look ahead to SCS High (photo; list) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.14
Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
(SCS Junior High students play) Presidential Pursuit (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.15
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SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH continued
  Election fever (at Junior High, IHM) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22
SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-CHOICE PROGRAM
  World Conference time (at SCS Junior High) (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.17
SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-ENROLLMENT
  More kids (SCS school enrollment for 1988 estimated at 3814), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
  Junior High-first day (edit), Nov 4, 1988, p.7
SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-TEennis COURTS
  Change (in windows) still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
SCHOOLS-SCS-MAINTENANCE
  Fall '89 bond issue anticipated (for improvement, maintenance of SCS schools), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
SCHOOLS-SCS-MUSIC PROGRAM
  Time for a music teacher (in SCS schools) (ltr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34
SCHOOLS-SCS-PERSONNEL FUND
  SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE FUND
SCHOOLS-SCS-PTA
  Kids win prizes for safety posters (list), Apr 1, 1988, p.13
  SEE ALSO PT COUNCIL-SCS, SCHOOLS-SCS-(INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL)-PTA
SCHOOLS-SCS-PTA-CULTURAL ARTS COMMITTEE
  Sifting soil yields treasure for Greenacres fourth graders (photo p 1), May 13, 1988, p.15
SCHOOLS-SCS-PTA-HEALTH ADVISORY COMMITTEE
  New furor erupts over AIDS education, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE
  Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
  Storyteller R Martin visits schools for some lively lessons in language (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.5
  Pay phones going in (to replace Police Dept call boxes), May 27, 1988, p.1
  School security found wanting (ltr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6
  Quaker Ridge looks back with nostalgia (photolist) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.19
  Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
  All is Wright at Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.21
SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
  School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22
SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE-ENROLLMENT
  More kids (SCS school enrollment for 1988 estimated at 3814), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE-PLAYGROUNDS
  Dedicated to fun (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.14
SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE-PTA
  Congratulations to all (on Griffen Ave path) (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
  (Quaker Ridge) PTA election (held), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
SCHOOLS-SCS-READING PROGRAM
  How do we revive reading? (edit), May 20, 1988, p.7
SCHOOLS-SCS-SCIENCE PROGRAM
  (Dr R Sprague, teachers present) Report on science in the schools, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
SCHOOLS-SCS-SECURITY SYSTEMS
  School security found wanting (ltr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6
SCHOOLS-SCS-SEX EDUCATION PROGRAM
  Films, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
  Planned Parenthood criticized (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
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SCHOOLS-SCS-SEX EDUCATION PROGRAM continued

Facing facts on AIDS (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
More views on AIDS education (ltrs), Apr 8, 1988, p.6
Positive communication urged between schools, parents re AIDS education (ltr), Apr 15, 1988, p.6
Ask the students (about AIDS education) (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-AIDS EDUCATION PROGRAM

SCHOOLS-SCS-SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

Fall '89 bond issue anticipated (for improvement, maintenance of SCS schools), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-ST Pius X

5th graders on 4th grade (basketball) team (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-ST Pius X-GRADUATION

St Pius ends year with traditional activities (photolist) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.22

SCHOOLS-SCS-ST Pius X-SPORTS

Poor sportsmanship seen (re Recreation Dept basketball teams) (ltr), Apr 1, 1988, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-STATE AID

Cuomo's annual (budget) cut, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

SCHOOLS-SCS-TUITION

School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

SCHOOLS-SCS-WINDOWS

Moratorium (on school windows) applauded (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Window coverage criticized (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
(SCS) School board blasted (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Dr S Cohen's position on the windows: the real issue is esthetics, not safety (edit), Jan 8, 1988, p.7
Not a small group (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
Appeal to the 'silent majority' (re school windows issue) (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
Windows 'not that important' (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Onus is on board (of education), staff (concerning windows) (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7
Window issues remain unanswered (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Consider the alternatives (regarding school windows) (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Board (of Ed) advised to ask experts (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Disregard for tradition? (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
'Learning experience' seen (in 'window issue') (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Change (in windows) still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
A tale of two towns (SCS and GBH) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Time to move on (from window issue) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Deadly consequences (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Lack of communication (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
The right to be wrong (edit), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
Out with the old, in with the new (windows) (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Appreciation to board (of ed) (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
 Destruction decried (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
Editorial (on Board of Ed/ Window replacement) criticized (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Board (of Ed) asked to resign (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Snaugness and hubris seen (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hitchens, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-WINDOWS continued
School wasn't the same (with new windows) (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
Group rebukes school board by ousting Gavrin (photo p 4), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Unclear message (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Importance of vigilance (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
No 'silk purse' (Some changes to be made to improve appearance of school windows), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
A eulogy on the windows (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
With 'friends' like this... (edit), May 20, 1988, p.6
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22
SEE ALSO AD HOC COMMITTEE ON WINDOWS-SCS

SCHOOLS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Board of Ed: State must fund homeless plan, Jul 1, 1988, p.1

SCHOOLS-WHITE PLAINS-ROGER ASCHAM SCHOOL
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

SCHOOLS-YONKERS-WOODLANDS HIGH SCHOOL
State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3

SCHOTTFENEFELD, FAITH
Radon in the home: what it is, where it is, how to get rid of it, Jul 22, 1988, p.1

SCHROEDER, ANDREW III
SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26

SCHROEDER, EDMUND
After the (R Laredo) concert (for Hoff-Barthelson Music School) (photo; list), May 27, 1988, p.9
New directors (elected) at (Hoff-Barthelson) music school, Jun 24, 1988, p.2
With gratitude (M Buck presents check to E Schroeder for Hoff-Barthelson School) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.9
Adopt a Piano (Hoff-Barthelson officials admire piano restored by R Landskron) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.18

SCHROEDER, ELAINE
Candidates named for village office (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Elaine Schroeder finds time for a new challenge (as Village Trustee) (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
A piece of cake! (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
Crowd protests threatened cut in road services, Nov 18, 1988, p.1
Committee to seek solution for 45 Popham Road, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

SCHROEDER, PATRICIA
E Markey to pinch-hit for F Schroeder at Nuclear Freeze dinner (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.2

SCHROEDER, MARJORIE
Bloodmobile volunteers to be cited (by Hudson Valley Blood Services), May 27, 1988, p.8

SCHROEDER, SIDNEY
Bloodmobile volunteers to be cited (by Hudson Valley Blood Services), May 27, 1988, p.8

SCHROEDER, DEBORAH
Dancing princess (C McGinness in Woman's Club play presented to area nursery schools) (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.9
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15
School (Board) nominating process under way, Nov 18, 1988, p.5

SCHUBERT, BRANDON
(Julia B) Fee open house attracts throngs (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.3

SCHUBERT, DUSTIN
(Julia B) Fee open house attracts throngs (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.3

SCHULKIND, MARCUS
(Steffi Nossen) Dance school at 5 SCS locations (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.7
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SCHULMAN, DAVID
O'Rourke honors Tooley, Schulman, Feb 19, 1988, p.8

SCHULMAN, KAREN
Young bargain hunters (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.2

SCHULMAN, PAUL
(P Schulman appointed) Ad executive (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.12

SCHULTZ, ASHLEY
Fireman's holiday (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

SCHULTZ, BILL
Fireman's holiday (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

SCHULTZ, BRETT
Fireman's holiday (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

SCHULTZ, GARY
Possible pool options described, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

SCHULTZ, GEORGE
(G Schultz's standards of combating terrorism should serve as) A model for fighting terrorism (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6

SCHULTZ, TYLER
Fireman's holiday (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

SCHULTZE, LEONARD
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

SCHWARTZ, (MRS KENNETH)
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

SCHWARTZ, JUDITH
Dennis to leave SHS for Long Island superintendency (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
(SCS School) District seeking solution to health-insurance crisis, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibsman, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
Local teacher J Schwartz on state task force says school restructuring needed, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
Help for freshman year (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21
Correction: J Schwartz presented check to R Silverman for SHS PTA Scholarship Fund, May 27, 1988, p.18
A time for goodbyes (Retiring teachers and school nurses honored at Teachers Assn tea) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26
Freshman year at college: Graduates look ahead (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.9
(SCS) Historical (Society) awarded state grant (for teaching local history), Nov 18, 1988, p.5

SCHWARTZ, KENNETH (DR)
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

SCHWARTZ, LESLIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

SCHWARTZ, MATTHEW
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.26
(Fox Meadow students give) The gift of sharing (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.8
SCHWARTZ, PAUL
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

SCHWARTZ, RICHARD
Soter co-chair for county's Bush campaign, Sep 23, 1988, p.5

SCHWARTZ, ROLAND (DR)
Dr R Schwartz dies, Feb 19, 1988, p.14

SCHWARTZ, SUE
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

SCHWARTZ-BLITZER, GLORIA
Elected: G Schwartz-Blitzer (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.4

SCHWARTZ, ROLAND (DR)
Dr R Schwartz dies, Feb 19, 1988, p.14

SCHWARTZ, SUE
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

SCHWARTZ, BARBARA
Teenager F Ferreira survives close call (in traffic accident), Nov 25, 1988, p.5

SCHWARTZ, EVAN
'Graduating' families honored (at Fox Meadow School) (photo;list p 25) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.23

SCHWARZ, JULIE
It was an Easter Eggstravaganza (photo; list), Apr 8, 1988, p.2

SCHWARZ, MATT
'Graduating' families honored (at Fox Meadow School) (photo;list p 25) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.23

SCHWARZ, MORTON
'Graduating' families honored (at Fox Meadow School) (photo;list p 25) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.23

SCHWARZ, PAUL
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26

SCHWARZ, SUSAN
Celebrating friendship: M Gould, S Schwarz, R Takagi (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.2
(Girl Scouts) Wishing all a warm Christmas (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.2

SCHWARZ, VIVIAN
'Graduating' families honored (at Fox Meadow School) (photo;list p 25) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.23

SCHWARZ, WAYNE
'Graduating' families honored (at Fox Meadow School) (photo;list p 25) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.23

SCHWEBEL, PHYLLIS
P Schwebel named Governor of American Advertising Federation (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.2

SCHEITZER, PHILIP (DR-AU)
Awe struck? (ltr), Nov 25, 1988, p.6

SCIARPELLETTI, EMELIE
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

SCIENTISTS-AWARDS
Young scientists R Hsia, B Inouye, D Lichstein develop a better light cover, Sep 23, 1988, p.22
SCS scientist Dr J S Laughlin honored (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.2

SCINTO, EMILY
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
Tribute to Fox Meadow duo C Mehegan and E Scinto (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6
A time for goodbyes (Retiring teachers and school nurses honored at Teachers Assn tea) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26

SCOBIEY, RAPHAEL
SICS O(pen) S(society) A(ssn) marks 20 years of progress in opening SCS to minority families (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.3
Former mayor S Sims named (president) by SICS O(pen) S(society) A(ssn) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2

SCOFFLAWS
Scofflaw M Motherway hit with $3000 fine, Oct 28, 1988, p.1

SCOT-SMITH, EDIE
Mary Williams is new president of SCS Woman's Club (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.11
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SCROCCA, PAT
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

SCS (VILLAGE)
(SCS to receive) Beautification award, Mar 4, 1988, p.5
Panel on SCS's future (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.3

SCS (VILLAGE)-BICENTENNIAL (1988)
SEE SCS-BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION (1988)

SCS ADULT SCHOOL
For 50 years, Adult School has satisfied SCS's thirst for knowledge (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.14
SSM still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus; photo p 6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
Adult School opens registration for golden anniversary season (list), Sep 2, 1988, p.3
Not for children only (SCS Adult School celebrating 50th birthday) (edit), Sep 9, 1988, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26
Adult School starting 50th year (photo; list), Sep 23, 1988, p.2
This exceptional institution (SCS Adult School) (itr), Sep 23, 1988, p.6
And here's to the next 50 years (SCS Adult School celebrates anniversary) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.3

SCS ANTIQUES
Something new in the 15K run (incl application forms), Feb 12, 1988, p.12
(SCS) Antiques elect G Sommerfeld new president (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.18

SCS ART ASSN
(SCS) Art association is a busy 50 years young (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.9
Art Assn awards prizes (photo; list), Nov 18, 1988, p.3
Artist (B Slanhoff)'s best friend (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.30

SCS AUDUBON SOCIETY
SEE AUDUBON SOCIETY

SCS AVENUE PROPERTIES (SCS)
Parking study, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

SCS BOWL
J Ullman gets the Bowl (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Joseph Ullman praised as a man of fairness, modesty and kindness (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.2
(SCS) Bowl award (ed) to Bette Landes (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.1

SCS BOWL COMMITTEE
SCS Bowl chairman (L B Clark) named (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.5
Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.3

SCS CAMPAIGN FOR A NUCLEAR WEAPONS FREEZE
E Markey to pinch-hit for P Schroeder at Nuclear Freeze dinner (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.2
Freeze backer E Markey leery of INF pact, Apr 29, 1988, p.5
(SCS Nuclear Weapons) Freeze group has new name: (SCS Campaign for Peace Through Common Security), Dec 30, 1988, p.3
SEE ALSO SCS CAMPAIGN FOR PEACE THROUGH COMMON SECURITY

SCS CAMPAIGN FOR PEACE THROUGH COMMON SECURITY
(SCS Nuclear Weapons) Freeze group has new name: (SCS Campaign for Peace Through Common Security), Dec 30, 1988, p.3
SEE ALSO SCS CAMPAIGN FOR A NUCLEAR WEAPONS FREEZE

SCS CITIZENS FOR HOMEOWNERS' RIGHTS
(New SCS Citizens for) Homeowners' Rights (organization formed by R Harrison), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
Protect your homeowner's property rights (Advertising insert re historic preservation law), Oct 21, 1988, p.0

SCS CITIZENS FOR SENIOR HOUSING INC
Need for senior housing is recognized by village (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.14
Housing survey reveals seniors want to stay (in SCS), Feb 12, 1988, p.9
Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988, p.5
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SCS CITIZENS FOR SENIOR HOUSING INC continued

Senior housing group focusing efforts on shared residences; Board of directors elected, Jun 3, 1988, p.3
Shared senior housing is sought (by SCS Citizens for Senior Housing Inc), Aug 19, 1988, p.3

SCS COUNCIL OF PTA'S

SEE PT COUNCIL-SCS

SCS DAY CAMP

Summer fun at Camp Wapetuck (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.5

SCS EMBLEM CLUB

SEE CLUBS

SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE

Teen cafe returning, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
An adventure in the woods (for frail elderly) (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.7
State aid for local groups, Apr 29, 1988, p.2
SCS seniors keep busy (photo; addl photo p 24) (Senior Citizen Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.21
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
A rare outing brings joy to local senior (citizens) (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.6
Learning to listen: couples find more than sympathy at S(family) C(ounseling) S(ervice), Sep 9, 1988, p.1
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22
For families' sake (J Murphy of Ellinghouse & Stacy presents check to Family Counseling Svc) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.4
(Edgewood fifth graders) Brid(le) the generation gap (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.25

SCS FOUNDATION

(SCS) Foundation helps where it can (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.4
Longtime resident H Oberg reveals colorful anecdotes (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.26
Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.3
Looking at SCS's future (edit), Nov 25, 1988, p.7

SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY

Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year's historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16
Appreciation to board of ed (lttr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
Gift to history (SCS Audubon Society presents sugar maple tree to SCS Historical Society) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.2
Exhibit here to honor James Fenimore Cooper (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.5
SCS of yesteryear (C E Linville donates 1851 map of SCS for Historical Society exhibit) (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.4
Historical Society focusing on education in upcoming programs (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
SCS goes country at the (Historical Society) fair (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.2
L Berger, M G Wyams admire SCS's 18th-century map (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.19
(SCS) Historical (Society) awarded state grant (for teaching local history), Nov 18, 1988, p.5
Helen L Hultz, local historian, dies, Nov 18, 1988, p.20
Saying it with flowers (Historical Society exhibit opens) (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.9

SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY-FUND RAISING

Historically smiling (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.3

SCS IMPROVEMENT CORP

Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
SCS's oldest business (SCS Improvement Corp) salutes SCS on 200th (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.4
Grievance Day (generally routine), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
It'll be like old times at the Harwood Building (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

SCS INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE

SEE INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE-SCS

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)

Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
Welcome aboard (GBM Inquirer readers) (edit), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Window coverage criticized (lttr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER) continued

Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Did you know (what services, facilities available to handicapped?), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
A tale of two towns (SCS and GBH) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
Dismayed by coverage (of B Bruckner traffic fatality) (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Editorial (on Board of Ed/ Window replacement) criticized (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Board (of Ed) asked to resign (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
No courtesy shown, he says (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Inquirer photo editor E A Arey named to position in public relations (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.5
(E Arey) A member of the family (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
And the winners (of Inquirer's Mother's Day Treasure Hunt) are...(list), May 13, 1988, p.2
Write-in effort (in Board of Education election) defended (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6
New furor erupts over AIDS education, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Rising expenses force rate hike (for Inquirer), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Recycling story praised (ltr), Nov 4, 1988, p.6
Inquirer endorsements: For the State House, Cecile Singer (edit), Nov 4, 1988, p.6
A hydrant at last (near county highway and parks dept garage), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

SCS MANOR
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

SCS MEDICAL CENTER
(SCS) Medical (Center) building (to expand), Aug 19, 1988, p.1

SCS NATIONAL BANK
SEE BANKS AND BANKING

SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN PRESIDENTS
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Hearing Tuesday on landmark law, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Affordable homes plan (proposed by J Galloway of SNAP), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

SCS OPEN SOCIETY ASSN
S(CS) O(pen) S(ociety) A(ssn) marks 20 years of progress in opening SCS to minority families (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.3
Good intentions not enough (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6
Ill-founded comments (made by I Sloan regarding SOSA) (ltr), Aug 5, 1988, p.6
Former mayor S Sims named (president) by S(CS) O(pen) S(ociety) A(ssn) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2
G Szabad honored (by SOSA with election as president emeritus for life), Oct 7, 1988, p.5

SCS PRINCIPALS ASSN
Raises approved for (SCS school) principals, Nov 25, 1988, p.1

SCS PUBLIC LIBRARY
SEE LIBRARY-SCS

SCS RIDING ACADEMY
Grievance Day (generally routine), Jun 24, 1988, p.1

SCS SCHOOL PERSONNEL FUND
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE FUND

SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE
S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) director A Ross names key staff, May 20, 1988, p.3
Here's who'll be singin' for S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre), Jul 8, 1988, p.5
Calling all 'Habib holdouts' (ltr), Jul 8, 1988, p.6
It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3
Singin' in the rain (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.1
SSMT milestone (edit), Jul 22, 1988, p.6
'Singin' (in the rain') is soaring (ltr), Jul 22, 1988, p.6
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SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE continued
SSM still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus; photo p 6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
SSS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.28
Bad math! (SSMT celebrating 21st, not 20th year) (ltr), Aug 5, 1988, p.6
(SSMT has) Another fabulous season (ltr), Aug 12, 1988, p.6
(Parents are) SSMT's 'angels' (ltr), Aug 12, 1988, p.6
(Thanks to) Special people (involved in SSMT production) (ltr), Sep 2, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO FRIENDS OF SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATER

SCS SUPPLY CO
Longtime resident H Oberg reveals colorful anecdotes (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.26

SCS TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL
SEE TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS

SCS TEACHERS' ASSN
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
(SCS School) District grapples with high cost of insurance, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Correction: J Schwartz presented check to R Silverman for SHS PTA Scholarship Fund, May 27, 1988, p.18
A time for goodbyes (Retiring teachers and school nurses honored at Teachers Assn tea) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
(SCS School) District adopts self-insurance health plan, Jun 24, 1988, p.1

SCS TEACHERS' INSTITUTE
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Storyteller R Martin visits schools for some lively lessons in language (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.5
(School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

SCS TEACHERS' INSTITUTE-MENTOR PROGRAM
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1

SCS TRIANGLE
Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS
A big thank you (to police, SVAC) (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Fire victims M K and J Hagerty grateful (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Praise for ambulance corps (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Did you know (what services, facilities available to handicapped)?, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Did you know (SVAC will provide crutches, wheelchairs, walkers)?, Jan 29, 1988, p.9
Challenge from SVAC: we need more members (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.4
Message of appreciation (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Next time it could be for real (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.4
Citizens cooperate in life-saving effort (when A Shefts collapses), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
No one hurt in (1 Foxhall Rd) group home fire (photo p 10), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
A save for the (SCS Volunteer Ambulance) corps, May 13, 1988, p.1
SCS cop M Martin called lifesaver, Jun 10, 1988, p.3
Speedy response (from Fire Dept, SVAC appreciated) (ltr), Jul 8, 1988, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22
Historically speaking: Most people don't realize SVAC building was Heathcote RR station, Aug 26, 1988, p.6
SVAC shows (Boy) Scouts the ropes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.3

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS (AU)
Help for the ambulance corp (in finding roof tiles appreciated) (ltr), Jul 29, 1988, p.6

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS BUILDING (SCS)
6 more (SCS) sites labeled historic, Nov 18, 1988, p.3

SCS WOMAN'S CLUB
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
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SCS WOMAN'S CLUB continued
Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Woman's Club: a tradition of service (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.4
Mary Williams is new president of SCS Woman's Club (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.11
And the winners of SCS Woman's Club's Standard Flower Show are...(photo; list), May 13, 1988, p.11
Hat stuff (photo), May 20, 1988, p.9
Dancing princess (C McGinness in Woman's Club play presented to area nursery schools) (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.4
Correction: List of Factotumus of SCS Woman's Club should have included K Piekarski, M Oppenheim, Jun 3, 1988, p.9
Presidential party (County women's club presidents honored) (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.10
And there was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.12

SCS WOMAN'S CLUB (HOUSE)
Celebrating 200 years of SCS greenery (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.6
SCS: In the beginning...(photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Suppl), Jun 3, 1988, p.8
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Suppl), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

SCS WOMAN'S CLUB-AWARDS
(SCS Woman's Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10

SCS WOMEN'S REPUBLICAN CLUB
(SCS Women's Republican Club) Backing the Republican team (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2

SCS-BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION (1988)
Birthday bash (for SCS Bicentennial), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
Getting ready to shine (photo), May 6, 1988, p.25
SCS set to 'Come Celebrate' (illus), May 20, 1988, p.1
Ban balloons, save whales (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6
Hear ye, hear he (Town crier I Sloan invites all to celebrate SCS Bicentennial) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.1
Come celebrate (SCS's Bicentennial) together (edit), May 27, 1988, p.6
(SCS Bicentennial Celebration) Party for young and old (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.1
(SCS Bicentennial) No party for shops, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Bicentennial thank yous (ltr; list), Jun 3, 1988, p.6
Popham Road 1897 (Cover, SCS's Bicentennial Suppl), Jun 3, 1988,
Happy Birthday! (edit) (SCS's Bicentennial Suppl), Jun 3, 1988, p.2
Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Suppl), Jun 3, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank Salutes Co-chairmen H Goldberg, G Jensen, Committee (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Suppl), Jun 3, 1988, p.22
...and a good time was had by all (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Suppl), Jun 3, 1988, p.24
Crystal ball time (Invitation to submit predictions for 2088 an intriguing challenge) (edit), Jun 17, 1988, p.6
Brian Gillie's (Bicentennial) program praised (ltr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6
Posterity waits (More personal statements requested for time capsule), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
(Time) Capsule on display (in library; G Jensen hopes for more personal statements), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
G Jensen passes out special forms to V Kline, M Kline for time capsule contributions (photo), Sep 2, 1988, p.2
SEE ALSO BICENTENNIAL COMMITTEE-SCS

SCS-CENSUS (1875)
Historically speaking: How SCS has grown in 200 years (table), Jul 15, 1988, p.4

SCS-GROWTH
Disinterest leads to disaster (ltr), Nov 25, 1988, p.6
Looking at SCS's future (edit), Nov 25, 1988, p.7
Planning Board's goals (for development of SCS) (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6

SCS-HISTORY
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
Irma Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.5
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SCS-HISTORY continued

Biography of Caleb Heathcote reissued in facsimile (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.2
Birthday bash (for SCS Bicentennial), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2
Happy Birthday, SCS (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3
In search of SCS's past (photo), May 13, 1988, p.1
Sifting soil yields treasure for Greenacres fourth graders, May 13, 1988, p.15
Junior League plans open house; Book 'Of Colonists and Commuters' on sale, May 27, 1988, p.3
Celebrating 200 years of SCS greenery (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.6
Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.3
SCS: In the beginning... (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.8
SCS boasts an officer in the Revolutionary War (Major Wm Popham) (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.10
Village Historian R M Lederer Jr debunks local lore (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.15
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30
SCS's oldest business (SCS Improvement Corp) salutes SCS on 200th (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.44
Crystal ball time (Invitation to submit predictions for 2088 an intriguing challenge) (edit), Jun 17, 1988, p.6
Historic map (of SCS) unveiled (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Newly restored 1774 map shows first subdivision in SCS, Jun 24, 1988, p.3
Historically speaking: How SCS has grown in 200 years (table), Jul 15, 1988, p.4
Historically speaking: Most people don't realize SVAC building was Heathcote RR station, Aug 26, 1988, p.6
Celebration in the woods (SCS celebrates first annual Emily Ogden Butler Recognition Day) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.1
SCS Airport? (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6
A bit of history exhumed (Contents of 1917 cornerstone of Hitchcock church examined) (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
All invited to (St James the Less) graveyard (for special Halloween tour) (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.5
Historically speaking: SCS Village Hall 'incubator of chicks turned roosters in other communities', Nov 4, 1988, p.4
1988--SCS's year in review, Dec 30, 1988, p.6

SCS-HISTORY-ORAL HISTORY

Longtime resident H Oberg reveals colorful anecdotes (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.26
Toa Irish recalls stor(i)es of yore (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.28
No trolley to Boston (G Angell corrects errors in Jun 3 article) (ltr), Jun 10, 1988, p.6

SCS-HTS NEWCOMERS CLUB

Holiday cheer (distributed by SCS-HTS Newcomers Club) (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.13

SCS-HTS WOMEN'S INTERFAITH COUNCIL


SCS-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
Mayor E Seidman reports state of village (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
New bosses (for SCS Government Day) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5
Why a referendum on indoor aquatic center? (edit), Sep 16, 1988, p.6
Argument for Non-Partisanship (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6

SCS-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

Historically speaking: How SCS has grown in 200 years (table), Jul 15, 1988, p.4
Fewer people (in SCS in 1988 than in 1980), Sep 2, 1988, p.1

SCULNICK, MICHAEL

Negotiating in the eye of a storm: P Pickelle helps ease Yonkers crisis (photo p 2), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

SCULPTORS

SEE ARTISTS

SCULPTURE

A groundhog for Greenacres (Sculpture dedicated to teacher J Gosen) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
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SCULPTURE continued
Whatever happened to sculpture? (edit), Nov 4, 1988, p.7
(Adele Green's) goal: to bring art to SCS (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.1

SCWARTZ, RACHEL
This one goes in history (Volunteers prepare for Library Book Fair) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.1

SEAL, DAVID
(D Seal named) Senior Vice President (of BBDO New York) (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.4

SEALY, BETTY
A rare outing brings joy to local senior (citizens) (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.6

SEALY, ELIZABETH
Elizabeth H Sealy (dies), Oct U, 1988, p.19

SEASONWEIN, MILTON
Townhouse opponents hold strategy session, Dec 23, 1988, p.5

SEAT BELTS
SEE AUTOMOBILES-SAFETY BELTS

SECO, CHANCEY TOMPSONS
Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

SECO, FRANCES
Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

SECURITIES FIRMS
SEE BROKERS

SECURITY SYSTEMS
A little guy (D Raizen) patents a niche in a big market (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
Alarming increase (in fees for home alarm systems), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Burglar alarm fees (raised), Mar 25, 1988, p.1
(Police Dept trying to find ways to cut down on number of) False alarms (from home security systems), Jul 22, 1988, p.1
A safer Freightway (should result from new electronic surveillance equipment), Sep 9, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-SECURITY SYSTEMS

SEEGL, RHONDA LYNN
Scarsdalian R L Seegal in corporate post (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.10

SEIDMAN, EVELYN
Griffen sidewalk (to replace wood chip path recommended), Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
An A in architecture (for SCS Girl Scout House) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.4
Shelter renewal (for house at 2 Drake), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Trustees vote down Nynex base station, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
(2 Drake house's) Lease extended, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Survey of seniors may lead to bus, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Path (along Griffen Ave) to be paved, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Downtown planning, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Saying so long (to H Goldberg) in silver (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.3
(SCS Audubon (Society) invites residents on field trip to disputed (Winston) property, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
Crumbling Wilcox bridge in line for a major overhaul, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
Parking study, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Congratulations to all (on Griffen Ave path) (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
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SEIDMAN, EVELYN continued
A day for trees and kids (photo), May 20, 1988, p.3
United Way closes banner year with election of new directors, May 20, 1988, p.5
New summer program planned for teens, May 27, 1988, p.1
(SCS Bicentennial) No party for shops, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.3
Historic map (of SCS) unveiled (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Cab fares heading up, provided...; Village employees receive awards, commendations, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
Aquatic center proposal unveiled (illus; addl illus p 21), Jul 15, 1988, p.1
Village asks for revised report on aquatic center, Jul 22, 1988, p.1
Proposed display law is legacy of creche case, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1
Deja vu! Creche issue revived at public hearing, Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Van for seniors recommended; Ptl G Gaudioso receives commendation, Aug 19, 1988, p.1
(SCS) Medical (Center) building (to expand), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Private streets face loss of free snow removal (list), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
Corrections on creche hearing (article, Aug 19), Aug 26, 1988, p.3
Special (patrolmen) still out, Sep 16, 1988, p.1
Celebration in the woods (SCS celebrates first annual Emily Ogden Butler Recognition Day) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Pool backers set to prove support, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Hearing Tuesday on landmark law, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Familiar faces (at forum on downtown area planning), Sep 23, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-ENT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30
Indoor pool draws mixed public reaction, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
Homeowners blast preservation law, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
More/less downtown development urged, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Rotary Club honors village manager L Tooley (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.4
(New SCS Citizens for) Homeowners' Rights (organization formed by R Harrison), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
(Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comm), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
(Committee formed to undertake village computer) Systems analysis, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Crowd protests threatened cut in road services, Nov 18, 1988, p.1
Townhouses get angry reception (at Planning Board meeting) (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Synarchy (Virtually all officials representing SCS are women), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Tenants (of 45 Popham) asking (Village) board to impose rent control here, Dec 2, 1988, p.1
Committee to seek solution for 45 Popham Road, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
Pool site debate, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
Senior van to get 6-month trial here, Dec 30, 1988, p.1
(Tenant, ownership, village representatives attend) 45 Popham meeting, Dec 30, 1988, p.1

SEIDMAN, EVELYN (AU)
Mayor E Seidman reports state of village (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

SEIDMAN, JEROME
J A Seidman in new accounting post (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.3
New directors (elected) at (Hoff-Barthelson) music school, Jun 24, 1988, p.2

SEIFE, BURTON (DR)
Total community not involved (in Bd of Ed budget process) (1ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
Alarming decisions (1ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Board (of Ed) asks voters to pass $35.9M school budget, May 6, 1988, p.1

SEIFE, BURTON (DR-AU)
Sagacity and hubris seen (1ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
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SEIFE, TAHM
(Prof. R) Hibschan's message: Let's plan together; Village Club officers announced, May 6, 1988, p.1
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 6, 1988, p.1
Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Prodeedure Committee members listed), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

SEILER, ROBERT (REV)
An anniversary gift (photo), May 20, 1988, p.4

SEKULOW, SUE
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

SELBST, BARBARA
YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8

SELHAN, JAY (DR)
Doctor J E Selman selected (to attend fellowship program in epilepsy), Jun 10, 1988, p.9

SELTZERS, ALISON
Rock around the pool (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.2

SELZNICK, ROSLYN
(Legal) Awareness for Women) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

SENDAR, MARK (DR)
Advocate Brokerage moves into new home on SCS Ave, Sep 23, 1988, p.10

SENIE, HARRIET
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

SENIOR CITIZENS
An adventure in the woods (for frail elderly) (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.7
Everything's coming up apples (SCS Seniors' new apple cookbook released) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.3
SCS seniors keep busy (photo; addl photo p 24) (Senior Citizen Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.21
Ready to help: County Office for Aging (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.22
WCC Mainstream broadening scope (photo) (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.22
Safety tips for older drivers (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.23
Demographics of aging (illus) (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.23
It may not be Alzheimer's (disease) (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.23
B Gilman Seeks 'notch' action (on Social Security) (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.23
A pet can help make life livable (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.24
Student M Levitt aids the elderly (photo) (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.24
Getting ready to shine (photo), May 6, 1988, p.25
A rare outing brings joy to local senior citizens (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.6
(Senior Citizens thank) McMillan and staff (ltr), Sep 16, 1988, p.6
(B Torop plays boccie, a) New senior sport (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.5
The winner and new champion (of Thies Memorial Croquet Tournament: J Wagner) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.9
(Senior Citizens) Cooking up something special (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.3
Schools to senior citizens: visit us (Board of Ed sets goals at meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
(Edgewood fifth graders) Bridging the generation gap (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.25

SENIOR CITIZENS-EDUCATION
Mary Breede, 20,000 graduate of Westchester Community College (cover photo) (Continuing Ed Supp), Aug 12, 1988,
Senior citizens find a new start on life in college graduation (photo) (Continuing Education Supp), Aug 12, 1988, p.4

SENIOR CITIZENS-HOUSING
Auto-disincentives proposed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Need for senior housing is recognized by village (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.14
Housing survey reveals seniors want to stay (in SCS), Feb 12, 1988, p.9
Senior housing group focusing efforts on shared residences; Board of directors elected, Jun 3, 1988, p.3
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SENIOR CITIZENS-HOUSING continued
Shared senior housing is sought (by SCS Citizens for Senior Housing Inc), Aug 19, 1988, p.3
(Attend Village Board public hearing on downtown zoning) On behalf of senior housing (ltr), Sep 30, 1988, p.6
(Senior citizens) need protection (edit), Dec 2, 1988, p.6
Another approach to downtown (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO SCS CITIZENS FOR SENIOR HOUSING INC

SENIOR CITIZENS-RECREATION
Curtain time: Senior citizens perform 'The Jewel Thief' (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.11

SENIOR CITIZENS-TRANSPORTATION
Survey of seniors may lead to bus, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Important survey (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Surveying SCS's seniors (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Van for seniors recommended; (Ptl G. Gaudioso receives commendation), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Senior van to get 6-month trial here, Dec 30, 1988, p.1

SEPE, STEPHEN
S Older re-elected president of (Board of Education (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

SERENSON, DOROTHY
Real estate firm honors producers A Hillman, L Kalb, D Serenson, J Wei, Feb 19, 1988, p.2
Top (Century 21 Wolff & Son's) agents honored, Nov 18, 1988, p.9

SERGI, GLORIA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

SERGI, JAMES
Educational overtures (at Heathcote) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.15

SERINO, CARMELO
Xanadu (owners Carmelo, Cindy Serino) help arthritis fund, Dec 30, 1988, p.2

SERINO, CINDY
Xanadu (owners Carmelo, Cindy Serino) help arthritis fund, Dec 30, 1988, p.2

SESIO, DIANE
Moving up (day at Westchester Ethical Humanist Society honors students), Jun 3, 1988, p.15

SESIO, LAUREN
Moving up (day at Westchester Ethical Humanist Society honors students), Jun 3, 1988, p.15

SESSA, HARRIET
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

SESSA, PAUL
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

SETI, RAY
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

SEULWITZ, LOIS
Feb 14: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

SEVCÍK, BEATRICE
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

SEVCÍK, DORIS
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

SEVCÍK, LUDOVIT (DR)
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

SEVCÍK, MARIA
Helping hands (St Agnes Auxiliary presents check to hospital; Officers elected) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.9
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

SEVCÍK, PATRICK
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34
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SEVERINHAUS, HELEN
Honorees (of Mt Holyoke Club of Westchester) (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.9

SEWELL, TORI
Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

SEWELL, TORIE
Junior High primaries (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.14

SEWERS
(Village Board approves) TV contract (for examining sewer lines), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Neighbors sue to block development (in Drake-Edgewood), Jun 24, 1988, p.1

SEX EDUCATION
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-AIDS EDUCATION PROGRAM, SCHOOLS-SCS-SEX EDUCATION PROGRAM

SEXTON, WENDY
Dr. K. N. Nygaard describes his two worlds (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.2

SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
Historically speaking: 1781 Excerpt from journal of French lieutenant on American women, Apr 15, 1988, p.6

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
Playland manager E R Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2

SEYMOUR, ANDREW
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo)(Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

SEYMOUR, ARCHIBALD
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3

SEYMOUR, ELLIOT
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1

SEYMOUR, G V MENZIES
G V Menzies Seymour dies, Oct 28, 1988, p.20

SHAINES, MATT
Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

SHAKER FURNITURE
Designer L Mackler finds harmony in form, function (photo; add l photo p 20), Dec 16, 1988, p.6

SHAMES, TERENCE
Ex-chief of police T Shames found dead (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Chief Shames (remembered) (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.6

SHAMOON, EVAN
Games, science fair at Edgewood (photo; list) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.20

SHAMOON, RONA
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election: new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
Rite of spring (L Pelaccio hands over PT Council gavel to D Raizes) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.18
(School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

SHAMOON, RONA (AU)
Clear violation seen (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6

SHANAHAN, BARBARA
(Annual carol sing a) SCS Christmas tradition (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.1

SHANAHAN, MARTHA
Dancing princess (C McGinness in Woman's Club play presented to area nursery schools) (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.9
SHANAHAN, MARTHA continued
  Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

SHANAHAN, MERRICK
  (Annual carol sing a) SCS Christmas tradition (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.1
  Going to the source (Brownies discuss local history with Thomas, William Irish) (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.2

SHANAHAN, SARA
  (Annual carol sing a) SCS Christmas tradition (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.1

SHANE, STEPHEN
  Variance granted for Bradford Rd subdivision, Jan 22, 1988, p.2

SHANKER, ALBERT
  Local teacher J Schwartz on state task force says school restructuring needed, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

SHANNON, PHILIP (MSGR)
  Dance, mass and ceremony mark IHM commencement (photo; list) (Graduation '88 Suppl), Jul 1, 1988, p.22

SHAPIRO, (MRS ALLAN)
  At the Showhouse (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.11

SHAPIRO, ALAN
  No "silk purse" (Some changes to be made to improve appearance of school windows), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
  (Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comm), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

SHAPIRO, ALEXANDRA
  (School Board) Colleagues lament Savrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1

SHAPIRO, MARY
  Senior housing group focusing efforts on shared residences; Board of directors elected, Jun 3, 1988, p.3
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
  A rare outing brings joy to local seniors (citizens) (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.6

SHAPIRO, MARY (AU)
  An adventure in the woods (for frail elderly) (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.7

SHATZ, DAVID
  Director (D Shatz) named, Sep 2, 1988, p.9

SHATZKIN, ELLEN
  A save for the (SCS Volunteer Ambulance) corps, May 13, 1988, p.1

SHAW, AL
  (Westchester Jewish) Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12

SHAW, AMANDA
  HTS girl, A Shaw, wins prize in poster contest, Jan 8, 1988, p.10

SHAW, HELEN
  Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Suppl), Mar 25, 1988, p.8

SHAW, NORM
  New family picked for 2 Drake Road, Dec 23, 1988, p.1

SHAY, ESTHER
  Jobs in government available here soon, Jan 8, 1988, p.5
  Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
  Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
  Hearing (on downtown area zoning laws) postponed, May 27, 1988, p.1
  (Downtown area) Planning goes on, Jun 17, 1988, p.1
  Van for seniors recommended; (Ptl Gaudioso receives commendation), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
  Architects describe their concepts for downtown buildings (at Town Club meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
  Panel on SCS's future (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.3
  Crowd protests threatened cut in road services, Nov 18, 1988, p.1
  Downtown zoning plan changed, Nov 25, 1988, p.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHAY, ESTHER</td>
<td>Continued Downtown update (Moratorium will apparently be extended again), Dec 30, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHEANAN, GREG</td>
<td>A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHEEHAN, KAY</td>
<td>(Retired SCS teachers) Getting together again (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHEEHY, PAUL</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHEER, KAREN</td>
<td>Fire on Popham termed arson, Feb 19, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHEFTS, ADOLPH</td>
<td>Citizens cooperate in life-saving effort (when A Shefts collapses), Feb 19, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Despite rescue effort, A Shefts succumbs to heart attack, Feb 26, 1988, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHELOV, ERIC</td>
<td>In search of SCS’s past (photo), May 13, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHELOV, JOSHUA</td>
<td>Albany visitors: D Ginsberg, J Shelov (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHELOV, STEVEN (DR)</td>
<td>Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STEP broadens horizons (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCS STEP—one of a kind (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beatles or Bach in third trimester? (edit), Jun 17, 1988, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHELTERING THE HOMELESS IS OUR RESPONSIBILITY</td>
<td>Thanks for editorial (regarding educating homeless) (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Going, going, gone (Foster family buys gingerbread house at auction for SHORE), Dec 23, 1988, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHEPARD, EMILY</td>
<td>Congratulations to all (on Griffen Ave path) (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(B Rice, E Shepard) join Doernberg (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHEPARD, LORA</td>
<td>Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Heathcote International families celebrate) An international Christmas, Dec 30, 1988, p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHEPARD, SARA ANN</td>
<td>(Westchester) Ethical Humanist Society elects slate (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHERBROOKE PARK (SCS)</td>
<td>(School crossing) Guard gone (from Drake and Pinecrest Rds), Sep 9, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHERIFF, NANS</td>
<td>Heathcote students collect clothing for Jamaican Hurricane relief (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHERMAN, LEE</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHERMAN, RAY</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHERMAN, ROB</td>
<td>Ya-shi-Ya steals (Morton Downey Jr) creche show, Dec 9, 1988, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHERWOOD, DEBRA</td>
<td>Molding young artists (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SHERWOOD, LOUIS (DR)
  Doctor L M Sherwood in high Merck post (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10
SHERWOOD, MATTHEW
  Educational overtures (at Heathcote) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.15
SHIFREL, MICHAEL
  Local man M Shifrel earns Israeli wings (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.10
  M & Shifrel elected JFK Airport Chamber of Commerce leader (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.2
SHIOZKI, GEORGIA
  Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15
SHIPPER, ABBY (AU)
  Fifties Wonderland (ltr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
SHIRAI, MASUMI
  Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15
SHOPPING
  Young bargain hunters (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.2
  On your mark, get set, go! Holiday shopping season under way (Part I) (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.10
  Local shops offer givers gifts to wear, display, read or eat (Part II) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.10
  Local shops offer Manhattan-style variety without New York-style gridlock (Part III) (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.12
  Just in time! Gift ideas for the last-minute holiday shopper (Part IV) (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.14
SHOPPING CENTERS
  Trees giving way to stores (in Golden Horseshoe) (photo), May 13, 1988, p.3
  In SCS, passions run high when it comes to trees, May 27, 1988, p.1
  Renee's, Two challenges building department's ruling, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
  Renee's, Two gets green light (for catering business in Golden Horseshoe), Dec 23, 1988, p.3
SHORE
  SEE SHELTERING THE HOMELESS IS OUR RESPONSIBILITY
SHULER, MICKEY
  SCS to take on Jets in charity (basketball) game, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
SHULMAN, ALYSE
  Animals' best friends (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.3
SHULMAN, DAVID
  Candidates named for village office (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
  Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
  Consider two pool sites (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
  A piece of cake! (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
  Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
  Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
  Panel on SCS's future (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.3
  Work begins on pool report, due Feb 3, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
  Committee formed to undertake village computer Systems analysis, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
  Committee to seek solution for 45 Popham Road, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
  (Tenant, ownership, village representatives attend) 45 Popham meeting, Dec 30, 1988, p.1
SHULMAN, ELLEN
  (SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
SHULMAN, JACQUELINE
  Board (of Appeals) denies variance on Richbell Road (Apple Tree Barn Garden property), Nov 18, 1988, p.5
SHULMAN, JENNIFER
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26
SHVETZ, ELIZABETH
  Happy Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
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SHVEITZ, JEREMY
Happy Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

SIDEN, NANCY
S Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

SIDEWALKS
Griffen sidewalk (to replace wood chip path recommended), Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Path (along Griffen Ave) to be paved, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Project on Post (-Heathcote-Drake-Crane) Roads likely to clog traffic, May 6, 1988, p.1
(Greenacres parents suggest) A safer way (for children to walk on Oxford Rd), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO FOOT PATHS, BICYCLE PATHS, ETC

SIEBEL, GRETCHEN JR
Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year's historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

SIEBEL, GRETCHEN NOHANS
Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year's historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

SIEGEL, FRAN
Community-minded volunteers (help produce Community Calendar) (ltr), Aug 26, 1988, p.6

SIEGEL, LACEY
Filmmaking is not all glamour, interns learn (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.6

SIEGEL, MARTIN
SHS graduate D Hertzberg wins Pulitzer Prize (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.5

SIGNIFIER (HONOR SOCIETY)
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-AWARDS

SIGNORI, JEAN
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

SIGNORI, PETER
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS
BAR reviews plans for 3 new houses; Approves amendments to Hitchcock church renovations (illus), Apr 29, 1988, p.3
(No 'For Sale' signs on SCS houses a) Dying tradition?, May 6, 1988, p.1
They're still waiting for signs (at Crossway) (ltr), Jul 1, 1988, p.6
BAR approves two houses, Aug 26, 1988, p.5

SIKORA, JOHN
One in a hundred: J Reynolds becomes Eagle Scout (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.11

SIKORA, JOSHUA
(Boy) Scouts hold honor court, Nov 25, 1988, p.10

SILBERFARB, BESS
Senior citizens find a new start on life in college graduation (photo) (Continuing Education Supp), Aug 12, 1988, p.4

SILBERMAN, AIMEE
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32

SILBERMAN, DON
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32

SILBERT, ELIZABETH
Rites of citizenship (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

SILL, JERRY
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

SILLECK, KATHERINE
(SCS Woman's Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10

SILLECK, SIDNEY JR (AU)
No happy ending (to story of cruelty to geese) (ltr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6

SILVER, ANN
Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
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SILVER, ANN continued
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

SILVER, DANIEL
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Procedural Committee members listed), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

SILVERBERG, STEVEN
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
No courtesy shown, he says (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Neighbors sue to block development (in Drake-Edgewood), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Judge M Coppola rejects (Arey-Giordano) legal challenge to Montgomery Road development, Dec 23, 1988, p.3

SILVERMAN, ARNOLD

SILVERMAN, ARNOLD (DR-AU)
Jesse Jackson—a Democrat's dilemma (edit), Aug 5, 1988, p.7

SILVERMAN, DONALD
J Radley Herold nominated for County Court (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Still counting (the votes in County Court election), Dec 2, 1988, p.1
Apparent victory (for J R Herold) turns to defeat; Dec 16, 1988, p.1

SILVERMAN, ELLIOT (DR)
Senior High News: Language teachers try new techniques, Jun 10, 1988, p.16
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

SILVERMAN, JASON
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18

SILVERMAN, PRISCILLA (AU)
Some money-saving tax hints (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.7

SILVERMAN, RUTH
(PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
Board (of Ed) asks voters to pass $35.9M school budget, May 6, 1988, p.1
Anne Janiak picked as president of L league of) Women) Voters) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
Help for freshman year (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21
Correction: J Schwartz presented check to R Silverman for SHS PTA Scholarship Fund, May 27, 1988, p.18
S Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
Nominees picked for Citizens’ Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Voting reform increases Non-Partisan (election) turnout, Nov 18, 1988, p.1

SILVERMAN, RUTH (AU)
Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6
(PTA Scholarship Fund) Helping SHS graduates (ltr), Jun 24, 1988, p.6

SILVERSTEIN, JULIUS
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Home okayed on Richbell Road; Montgomery Road plan revised, May 6, 1988, p.3
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SILVERSTEIN, JULIUS continued
In SCS, passions run high when it comes to trees, May 27, 1988, p.1

SILVERSTONE, DOROTHY
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1

SIMBERKOFF, MICHAEL (DR-AU)
AIDS is spreading around us (edit), Feb 19, 1988, p.7

SIMKHAI, JESS
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26

SIMMERMACHER, PAT
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22

SIMMONDS, ANDREW (AU)
A modest proposal (for investment) (edit), Jul 15, 1988, p.7
(Cats, rats, snakes story) was Wodehouse's idea (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6

SIMMONS, TED
No quorum, no BAR meeting, Dec 16, 1988, p.5

SIMMS, LAURA
How do we revive reading? (edit), May 20, 1988, p.7

SIMON, ABE
Something new in the 15K run (incl application form), Feb 12, 1988, p.12

SIMON, CARL
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

SIMON, EDWARD
(El F Simon named Villas Lucania) Sales chief (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.12

SIMON, JOSH
Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids suppl), Mar 11, 1988, p.10

SIMON, MARGERY (AU)
Caring community (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

SIMON, PAUL
Pressing the flesh: P Simon (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.3
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Local Democrats make their choice Tuesday (cont p 16), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

SIMON, SANDI
(SCS) Antiques elect G Sommerfeld new president (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.18

SIMPSON, ALAN
(M Soter casts) A vote for Simpson (for vice president), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

SIMPSON, MICHAEL (DR)
EMT grad Dr M K Simpson is Utica president, Jan 15, 1988, p.10

SINS, CHUCK
SEE SIMS, SEYMOUR

SINS, MIMI
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

SINS, SEYMOUR
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Nostalgia flows like wine during last night at Chase Landing (photo; addl photo p 9), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988, p.5
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
(SCS) (pen Society) Assn marks 20 years of progress in opening SCS to minority families (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.3
Shared senior housing is sought (by SCS Citizens for Senior Housing Inc), Aug 19, 1988, p.3
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Sims, Seymour continued
Former mayor S Sims named (president) by S(CS) (pen) S(society) A(ssn) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2
More/less downtown development urged, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
(Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comm), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

Sims, Stewart
(Westchester) Ethical Humanist Society elects slate (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.16

Singer, Cecile
Cuomo's annual (budget) cut, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
L(egal) A(wareness) for W(omen) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5
Herrin parole bid rejected again, Jul 8, 1988, p.1
SCS GOP backs C Singer for Assembly (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.1
GOP backs C Singer to face P Chrystal (in state assembly race), Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Rotary Club honors village manager L Tooley (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.4
Statehouse races pit youth against experience: For the assembly; R H Chrystal Jr, C D Singer (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.6
Absent DioGuardi blasted at candidates forum here, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Inquirer endorsements: For the State House, Cecile Singer (edit), Nov 4, 1988, p.6
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Gynarchy (Virtually all officials representing SCS are women), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
SCS lawyer T Ruderman loses job; Political retaliation blamed (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

Singer, Donald
Rotary Club honors village manager L Tooley (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.4

Singer, Dorothy
Rotary Club honors village manager L Tooley (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.4

Singer, Lilly
Therapist L Singer gives paper (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.15
Scarsdalian L Singer co-author of book to help widows and widowers (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.2

Singer, Stephanie
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1

Singers
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

Singsen, Mary Ellen
Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988, p.5
Senior housing group focusing efforts on shared residences; Board of directors elected, Jun 3, 1988, p.3

Singsen, Mickey
Shared senior housing is sought (by SCS Citizens for Senior Housing Inc), Aug 19, 1988, p.3
Indoor pool draws mixed public reaction, Sep 30, 1988, p.1

Sinsheimer, Warren
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

Sirot, Margaret
Scarsdalian L Singer co-author of book to help widows and widowers (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.2

Siskind, Arthur
Successful fundraiser (for UJA) (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.8

Sizer, Theodore
(Alternative School to participate in Brown University) 'Essential' school (program), Jun 3, 1988, p.1

Skiers
World-class skier: T Hunt (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.15

Skylights
Two houses approved; skylights rejected (by BAR), Jul 29, 1988, p.5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**SLOAN, IRVING (AU) continued**
- Reasons to revive creche case (ltr), Aug 26, 1988, p.6
- Can we exclude AIDS-infected students from classrooms? (edit), Sep 16, 1988, p.7
- (I Sloan) agrees with Ed Falkenberg (his opposition to referendum on indoor pool) (ltr), Sep 23, 1988, p.6
- Disinterest leads to disaster (ltr), Nov 25, 1988, p.6

**SLOAN, PHILIP**
- Uri the husky hero (photo), May 20, 1988, p.1
- Caneine smoke detector saves the day (photo p.1), May 20, 1988, p.2

**SLOTTE, FRAN**
- Sifting soil yields treasure for Greenacres fourth graders (photo p.1), May 13, 1988, p.15
- PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

**SLUTSKY, ROSALIE**
- Bridge instructor R Slutsky joins Seton faculty, Jul 29, 1988, p.4

**SLYWKA, OKSANN**
- Schools to senior citizens: visit us (Board of Ed sets goals at meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1

**SMALLENS, TIMMI**
- Spring cleaning tip: instead of discarding, why not recycle? (edit), May 6, 1986, p.7
- (SCS Public Library) Closing for coding, Jul 1, 1988, p.1

**SMIRNOFF, CHARLOTTE**
- YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8

**SMITH, ANDY**
- (SHS) Students debate issues at model United Nations, Dec 16, 1988, p.26

**SMITH, BARBARA**
- Sifting soil yields treasure for Greenacres fourth graders (photo p.1), May 13, 1988, p.15
- Dancing princess (C McGinness in Woman's Club play presented to area nursery schools) (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.9
- Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

**SMITH, BETH-ANNE**
- The Smiths were all smiles (Police officer R Smith promoted to sergeant) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.3

**SMITH, BRAM**
- SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

**SMITH, DAVE**
- Greenacreites have a field day (photo; list), Jul 15, 1988, p.5

**SMITH, E. GORDON**
- Onward Eagles (Swan brothers inducted into National Eagle Scout Assn) (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.4

**SMITH, EDIE SCOTT**
- SEE SCOTT-SMITH, EDIE

**SMITH, ELLIOT FREMONT**
- SEE FREMONT-SMITH, ELLIOT

**SMITH, EMILY**
- The Smiths were all smiles (Police officer R Smith promoted to sergeant) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.3

**SMITH, ERICA**
- Scouts teaching scouts (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.3
- Massing of the colors (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21
- Edgewood students hear about AFS experiences (from G Mergin, H Howard), Jun 3, 1988, p.15
- Local girls (J M Vaccaro, R Safirstein, E Smith, H Howard) off for Junior Olympics (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.18

**SMITH, FRED**
- Apollo saxophonist M Harris finds faith and harmony (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.12

**SMITH, GAIL**
- Dancing princess (C McGinness in Woman's Club play presented to area nursery schools) (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.9

**SMITH, HOWARD**
- (H F Smith) Realty executive, Aug 12, 1988, p.8
SLAATEN, MARILYN
SCS lawyer T Ruderman loses job; Political retaliation blamed (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

SLADER, TED
It's a long, hot summer for stalled motorists, Aug 5, 1988, p.1

SLANER, LUCELLA
(SCS) O(open) S(society) A(ssn) marks 20 years of progress in opening SCS to minority families (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.3
Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Procedure Committee members listed), Sep 16, 1988, p.1
Former mayor S Sims named (president) by S(CS) O(open) S(society) A(ssn) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2

SLANHOFF, BERTRAM
Artist (B Slanhoff's best friend (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.30

SLATTERLY, RICHARD
Cop R Carozza revives baby, Jun 17, 1988, p.1

SLAVIN, MARJORIE
Guide published (by M A Slavin) for parents of divorcing, Jul 8, 1988, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
Learning to listen; couples find more than sympathy at S(CS) F(aiily) Counseling) S(ervice), Sep 9, 1988, p.1

SLAVIN, MARJORIE (AU)
The kids are getting a divorce... (edit), Oct 14, 1988, p.7

SLIGER, JAMES
Hitchcock launches 2d fund drive, Oct 28, 1988, p.20

SLIWINSKI, ALANA
(SCS Bicentennial Celebration a) Party for young and old (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.1

SLOAN, ESTHER
Canine smoke detector saves the day (photo p l), May 20, 1988, p.2

SLOAN, IRVING
(A Resnick) shares I Sloan's hurt (litr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
(T P Farrelly) asks for equal space (litr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Letters (about creche) miss the point (litr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 22, 1988, p.28
(American Jewish) Congress forms (Westchester) county chapter; I Sloan elected president, Apr 29, 1988, p.8
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
Canine smoke detector saves the day (photo p 1), May 26, 1988, p.2
Hear ye, hear he (Town crier I Sloan invites all to celebrate SCS Bicentennial) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.1
Six new titles in Sloan legal series, Jul 8, 1988, p.2
I Sloan to represent SCS (at Convention on Critical Constitutional Choices), Jul 22, 1988, p.2
111-founded comments (made by I Sloan regarding SOSA) (litr), Aug 5, 1988, p.6
(I) Sloan named to ('Citizen Leadership for the Constitution's Third Century') parley, Sep 9, 1988, p.17
Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1

SLOAN, IVYING (AU)
Editorial (on Board of Ed/ Window replacement) criticized (litr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
An act of vengeance (litr), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
The Constitution and taking property (edit), Apr 8, 1988, p.7
Opinion (of E Koch) seconded (litr), May 6, 1988, p.6
Encourage local firefighters (litr), May 20, 1988, p.6
Good intentions not enough (litr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6
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SMITH, ISALINE
New Daughters of the American Revolution officers elected, May 27, 1988, p.9

SMITH, JOEL
Radon in the home: what it is, where it is, how to get rid of it, Jul 22, 1988, p.1

SMITH, KRISTEN
The Smiths were all smiles (Police officer R Smith promoted to sergeant) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.3

SMITH, LEILA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

SMITH, LUCILLE
Dry Hibbschman's message: Let's plan together; Village Club officers announced, May 6, 1988, p.1

SMITH, LUKE
Teen cafe (The Strand) draws enthusiastic crowd (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.3

SMITH, MARION
Marion F Smith dies, Nov 4, 1988, p.22

SMITH, MELISSA
The Smiths were all smiles (Police officer R Smith promoted to sergeant) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.3

SMITH, MIKE
The Smiths were all smiles (Police officer R Smith promoted to sergeant) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.3

SMITH, REBECCA
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

SMITH, RICHARD
Greenacres (Purchasing) Consortium to hold annual meeting; elect officers, May 20, 1988, p.3

SMITH, ROBERT
The Smiths were all smiles (Police officer R Smith promoted to sergeant) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.3

SMITH, SEAN
High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.16

SMITH, SUSAN (AU)
Alcoholism: the bystander may be to blame (edit), Dec 2, 1988, p.7

SMITH, VICTORIA
Saying it with flowers (Historical Society exhibit opens) (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.9

SMOKE DETECTORS
SEE FIRE DETECTORS

SMOLER, ELSIE
Dennis to leave SMS for Long Island superintendent (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
(School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1

SMOLER, ELSIE (AU)
A slap at public service (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6
Friends indeed (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6

SMOLER, IRWIN (AU)
Friends indeed (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6

SMOLOVER, JESSE
Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

SMOLOVER, RAYMOND (DR)
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

SMULLEN, KERRI
A living memorial (to L Bedin) (photo), May 13, 1988, p.15
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SMULLEN, KERRI continued
  Massing of the colors (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21
  SCS Natl Bank Salutes Co-chairmen H Goldberg, B Jensen, Committee (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.22

SNACKS
  Healthful snacks stressed (at Heathcote), Apr 15, 1988, p.15

SNAKES
  Reptile rapture (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.20

SNEIDER, AMANDA
  SSMT still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus; photo p 6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

SNEIDER, JAIME
  SSMT still puttin' on the hits after 20 years (illus; photo p 6), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

SNOW
  Snow White on the Bronx River (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.1
  A winter scene (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.9

SNOW REMOVAL
  The boys of winter: C Giordano, T Giness (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.2
  Wrong side of the street (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
  Private streets face loss of free snow removal (list), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
  No more plowing (Village may discontinue snow removal on private streets), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
  Crowd protests threatened cut in road services, Nov 18, 1988, p.1

SNOWSTORMS
  Can this be spring? (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.1

SNUGG, SUSAN
  Good news on the goose! (ltr), Jul 8, 1988, p.6

SNYDER, GARY
  Project on Post (-Heathcote-Drake-Crane) Roads likely to clog traffic, May 6, 1988, p.1

SOBOL, GERALD
  No quorum, no BAR meeting, Dec 16, 1988, p.5

SOBOL, HARRIET
  On the commissioner (Dr T Sobol's) trail: a superintendent transformed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
  E Markey to pinch-hit for F Schroeder at Nuclear Freeze dinner (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.2
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
  Literacy Volunteers meet, award honors, Oct 14, 1988, p.2

SOBOL, THOMAS (DH)
  Local teacher J Schwartz on state task force says school restructuring needed, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
  On the commissioner (Dr T Sobol's) trail: a superintendent transformed, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
  (N Akashi, S V Schiller) win state aid for teacher study, Jun 10, 1988, p.2
  Board of Ed: State must fund homeless plan, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
  (SCS has) A chance to lead (in educating homeless) (edit), Jul 1, 1988, p.6
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

SOBOL, THOMAS (DR-AU)
  Education: Necessity, not privilege (edit), Apr 1, 1988, p.7
  Our schools can be changed (edit), Sep 2, 1988, p.7

SOCER
  Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22

SOCIAL SECURITY
  B Gilian Seeks 'notch' action (on Social Security) (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.23

SOCIAL WORKERS
  Social worker L Durrani joins (Adoption and Children's Services Program) family unit (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.4
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SOCIETY OF PATIENT REPRESENTATIVES
Elected: G Schwartz-Blitzer (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.4

SOFIA, CARA
Color them happy (IHM Catholic Youth Organization holds costume party) (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.20

SOFTBALL
(SHS softball team) Homeless, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

SOHN, CHRISTINE
Violinist C Sohn wins top prize (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.13

SOKOL, EVITA
Scholars (honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24

SOLAN, HENRY
(Westchester Jewish) Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12

SOLEY, ROBERT (DR)
Dr R L Soley Chief surgeon, (White Plains Hospital), Feb 5, 1988, p.5

SOLOMON, JANE
Former Inquirer staffer J Solomom joins public school program in NYC, Mar 25, 1988, p.2

SOLOMON, LORYN
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

SOMMA, LAWRENCE
L Somma dies, Apr 15, 1988, p.20

SOMMERFELD, GEORGE
(SCS) Antiques elect G Sommerfeld new president (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.18

SON, JIA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26

SONDHEIM, JUDY
Helen L Hultz, local historian, dies, Nov 18, 1988, p.20

SONG, SEUN6 HAE
Animals' best friends (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.3

SONNENBORN, ANDREW
Molding young artists (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.15

SORENSEN, DOROTHY
Century 21 Wolff honors 5 employees, Mar 18, 1988, p.9

SORENSON, GILLIAN MARTIN (AU)
In defense of the United Nations (edit), Jun 24, 1988, p.7

SORKIN, JOAN
Friends of Music nominations, Apr 8, 1988, p.14
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
(SCS Junior High students play) Presidential Pursuit (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.15
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Voting reform increases Non-Partisan (election) turnout, Nov 18, 1988, p.1

SOSNOW, ELLEN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

SOTER, MARGARET
Scarsdalians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Bush backed (by SCS Republican Town Committee), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
GOP to honor Margaret Soter (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.5
Local primary picture grows clearer, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Bush backers enjoy a Grand Old Party (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
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SOTER, MARGARET continued
In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Why (Richard) Herrin should remain in prison (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.7
(M Soter casts) A vote for Simpson (for vice president), Aug 12, 1988, p.1
Soter co-chair for county's Bush campaign, Sep 23, 1988, p.5

SOTTILE, EDWARD (DR)
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

SOTTILE, JOAN
Helping hands (St Agnes Auxiliary presents check to hospital; Officers elected) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.9
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

SOUTHEAST CONSORTIUM FOR SPECIAL SERVICES INC
Kids walking for kids (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Get behind our kids (edit), Apr 22, 1988, p.6
'Spirit was there' on Kidswalk (photo; addl photo, 'Last leg' p 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
'Kidswalk'--an event of joy (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes Kidswalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32
A big gift from SCS Kidswalk (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.3
Spirit of cooperation (evident in Kidswalk) (ltr), Jun 24, 1988, p.6

SOUTHERN WESTCHESTER CONSORTIUM
(SCS School) District seeking solution to health-insurance crisis, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
(SCS School) District grapples with high cost of insurance, Apr 15, 1988, p.1

SOVERN, MICHAEL
Scarsdalian Dr C H Rieder appointed secretary of Columbia (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.2

SPAEFT, MONA
Friends of Music nominations, Apr 8, 1988, p.14
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
Anne Janiak picked as president of (League of) Women Voters (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2
Successful recycling starts at home (Part II), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

SPAEFT, THEODORE (DR-AU)
On Nynex base station (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

SPAEHT, ANN
In a community of volunteers, (E Eisner) stands out (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.1
Family Information and Referral Service (Trains TV show in new spot, Dec 30, 1988, p.9

SPAETH, TONY
Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

SPANNAUS, NANCY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

SPAND, (MRS NICHOLAS)
SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

SPAND, ANDREW
Scarsdallans to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Three (R Peters, L and D Lieb) from SCS cited by State of Israel Bonds group (photo), May 27, 1988, p.9
Historic map (of SCS) unveiled (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Newly restored 1774 map shows first subdivision in SCS, Jun 24, 1988, p.3

SPAND, LEONARD
O'Rourke seeks 10% spending hike, Nov 18, 1988, p.1
Legislator L Spano criticizes delay in (Westchester County) vote count, Dec 30, 1988, p.4

SPAND, NICHOLAS
State aid for local groups, Apr 29, 1988, p.2
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SPANO, NICHOLAS continued
  Congratulations (to N Spano) and thanks (to supporters from P Feiner) (ltr), Nov 18, 1988, p.6
SPANROW, KATHY (AU)
  Fair play for girls asked (in scheduling of soccer games) (ltr), Sep 23, 1988, p.6
SPANROW, MARK (AU)
  Fair play for girls asked (in scheduling of soccer games) (ltr), Sep 23, 1988, p.6
SPECIAL OLYMPICS
  On the road to Buffalo (5 SCS policemen help carry torch for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.2
  Runner E Lewis wins Special (Olympics) silver (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.20
SPECIAL PATROLMEN-SCS
  These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26
  Special police sidelined by legal question, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
  We need the Specials back (edit), Apr 8, 1988, p.6
  Why the Special (Patrolmen) are needed (ltr), Apr 15, 1988, p.6
  Special (patrolmen) still out, Sep 16, 1988, p.1
SPECTOR, HENRY (DR)
  (Drs R B Mencher, W Rosenthal, R J Stine, N A Zolkind) Appointed by (White Plains) Hospital, Jul 8, 1988, p.5
SPECTOR, HENRY (DR-AU)
  Medicare's praise subverted (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
SPEILER, JILL
  PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
SPENCE, KRISTINA
  Old drama, new cast (at SCS Community Baptist Church) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.18
SPENCER, DERRICK
  Raiders win Section I (in basketball) (photo; add1 photo p 13), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
SPERLING, ANNE
  Organization for Rehabilitation through Training slate is elected, Jul 15, 1988, p.9
SPICER, JOHN
  (J R Spicer) New president (of New Rochelle Hospital Medical Center) (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.4
SPIEGEL, LINDSAY
  Summer fun at Camp Wapetuck (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.5
SPIELEER, JILL
  Child Care (Assn of SCS holds) open houses (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.8
SPINDEL, PAUL
  (Committee formed to undertake village computer) Systems analysis, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
SPINDEL, PAUL (AU)
  Wrong side of the street (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
SPINE-WOUNDS AND INJURIES
  Quadriplegics give (SHS) students lesson in caution and courage (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.1
  Preventing spinal injuries (ltr), Jul 8, 1988, p.6
SPINELLI, CAROL
  Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9
SPINELLI, ELAINE
  Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.3
  SCS Natl Bank Salutes Co-chairmen H Goldberg, G Jensen, Committee (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.22
SPITZ, DAWN
  (S Reiss, D Spitz) join staff of Ragette, Nov 25, 1988, p.10
  Peace on Earth (SCS realtors gather for holiday party) (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.5
SPORTS
  (B Torop plays boccie, a) New senior sport (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.5
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SPORTS continued
Fair play for girls asked (in scheduling of soccer games) (ltr), Sep 23, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS

SPRAGUE, JENNIFER
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22
More glory for Raider athletes, Dec 9, 1988, p.27

SPRAGUE, RICHARD (DR)
As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Film workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
When East meets West in local schools, Apr 22, 1988, p.3
Report issued on AIDS education, Jul 15, 1988, p.1
Otten: Curriculum should be top priority (photo; addl photo p 2), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Curriculum revision, long-term budgeting on district's agenda (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
(SCS) Historical (Society) awarded state grant (for teaching local history), Nov 18, 1988, p.5
Parents given insights on how schools teach about AIDS, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
(Or R Sprague, teachers present) Report on science in the schools, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
Here are the numbers for SCS schools, Dec 23, 1988, p.12

SPRING
The return of spring (edit), Apr 15, 1988, p.7

SPUDICH, GIULIETTA
(Masters) School honors local students, Mar 25, 1988, p.15

SPYER, BRENDA
(SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4

ST JAMES, LYN
Girl Scout dinner will honor E P Kingsley, L. St James, Mar 4, 1988, p.9

STACKPOLE, JO-ANN
SCS Natl Bank salutes St. Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

STACKPOLE, ROBERT
(Or Stackpole) Chairman (of board of St. Agnes Hospital) (photo), May 6, 1988, p.13
SCS Natl Bank salutes St. Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

STAFFORD, VICTORIA (REV-AU)
Just saying no is not enough (edit), Feb 5, 1988, p.7

STAGER, GARY
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

STAMMER, WILLIAM
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26
And here's to the next 50 years (SCS Adult School celebrates anniversary) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.3

STAMMER, WILLIAM (AU)
This exceptional institution (SCS Adult School) (ltr), Sep 23, 1988, p.6

STANDARDIZED TESTS
SEE EXAMINATIONS, NEW YORK STATE. BOARD OF REGENTS-EXAMINATIONS, SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TESTS

STANEK, RUDY
Thirteen hours after firemen leave, fire destroys home on Cushman (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1

STANHOFF, BERTRAM
(SCS) Art association is a busy 50 years young (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.9

STANKOSKI, DAVID
Town's oldest restaurant set to open again (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

STANLEY, RICHARD
Local woman J Chotin kidnapped in drug case, police say, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Kidnapping (of J Chotin) was 'a ruse', claims drug case lawyer, Jun 17, 1988, p.1
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STANLEY, RICHARD continued

No bail yet in drug, kidnap case, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
$500,000 bail for Chee, Rivera, Jul 8, 1988, p.1
Two (W Chee, B Rivera) indicted in cocaine conspiracy, Oct 21, 1988, p.1

STANLEY, ROBERT

St Agnes Hospital appoints R J Stanley new CEO (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.2
(St Agnes) Hospital honors SCS EMT J Gurian, Jun 10, 1988, p.2
Helping hands (St Agnes Auxiliary presents check to hospital; Officers elected) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.9
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 50th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

STANTEL, JUSTIN

Filmmaking is not all glamour, interns learn (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.6

STANTON, NORMAN (REV)

Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988, p.5
Senior housing group focusing efforts on shared residences; Board of directors elected, Jun 3, 1988, p.3
Shared senior housing is sought (by SCS Citizens for Senior Housing Inc), Aug 19, 1988, p.3

STANTON, NORMAN (REV-AU)

(Anti-Semitic acts of vandalism) Shared tragedy (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
(Antid Village Board public hearing on downtown zoning) On behalf of senior housing (ltr), Sep 30, 1988, p.6

STANTON, SUSAN STOREY

(Westchester) Community College names SCS woman S S Stanton registrar (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.3

STARK, JAMES

(Northern Westchester) Hospital vice president named: J H Stark (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.5

STARK, JORDAN

Sounding good: J Stark, M Berengarten, V Patel, D Tarasiewicz (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.11

STARKMAN, DEBRA

Ad executive (at BBDO): D Starkman (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.4

STAROPOLEX, DOMINICK

Fall '89 bond issue anticipated (for improvement, maintenance of SCS schools), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

STARR, LILA

Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids suppl), Mar 11, 1988, p.10

STARS

What was that 'star of wonder'? (edit), Dec 23, 1988, p.7

STATE OF ISRAEL BONDS-WESTCHESTER WOMEN'S DIVISION

Three (R Peters, L and D Lieb) from SCS cited by State of Israel Bonds group (photo), May 27, 1988, p.9

STAUDT, JAMES

Townhouses get angry reception (at Planning Board meeting) (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1

STAFFER, STEPHANIE

PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

STEARS, CAROLE (DR)

(Dr C Stearns) Honored (with Nichols Award of American Chemical Society) (photo), Oct 20, 1988, p.15

STEARS, RICHARD

Freshman year at college: Class of '87 looks back (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.9

STEEL, WILLIAM

Hosanna! (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.18

STEELLEY, JOSEPH JR

Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
(SCS) Audubon (Society) invites residents on field trip to disputed (Winston) property, Apr 8, 1988, p.1

STEGER, JOHN

School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
(PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
STEGER, JOHN continued
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 4, 1988, p.5
(I Dryer, J Steger SCS Volunteer Fire Co 3's) Semicentennial leaders (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32
(SCS) Antiques elect B Sommerfeld new president (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.18
(SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3 presents) White Hat Award to John Steger (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.8

STEGER, JOHN (AU)
Spirit of cooperation (ltr), Nov 18, 1988, p.6

STEGER, KATE
(SSHT has) Another fabulous season (ltr), Aug 12, 1988, p.6

STEGER, NANCY
(FTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
Dramatization (given by Task Force on Drugs, Alcohol) raises issue of teen drinking, Nov 4, 1988, p.3

STEIN, JEFFREY
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election: new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Two go to polls in second vote (for Unit F, School Board Nominating Committee), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

STEIN, JULIE
(Fox Meadow students give) The gift of sharing (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.8

STEIN, LAUREN
Animals' best friends (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.3
They're HELPing (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.9

STEIN, MARTIN
Consultant M Stein gives (indoor) pool update, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Revised pool study given to trustees, Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Indoor pool draws mixed public reaction, Sep 30, 1988, p.1

STEIN, MITCHELL
M B Stein Opens practice (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.18

STEIN, SAMUEL
(Westchester Jewish Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12

STEIN, SAMUEL (AU)
(6 Schultz's standards of combatting terrorism should serve as) A model for fighting terrorism (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6

STEIN, SHELLEY (AU)
Editorializing (news article on Dukakis primary victory)? (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6

STEIN, SYLVIA
Discovering the fungus among us (edit), Dec 16, 1988, p.7

STEINBERG, HAROLD
SCS couple, Miriam and Harold Steinberg, give $1 million to (New York Public) Library, Oct 7, 1988, p.8

STEINBERG, LISA
Some thoughts about Lisa Steinberg (edit), Dec 16, 1988, p.7

STEINBERG, MIRIAM
SCS couple, Miriam and Harold Steinberg, give $1 million to (New York Public) Library, Oct 7, 1988, p.8

STEINBERG, MONA

STEINBERG, PAUL (DR)
Hebrew Union dean Dr P M Steinberg promoted (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STEINBOCK, RUBEEN</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 23, 1988</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEINFELD, ADAM</td>
<td>(SHS) Students debate issues at model United Nations</td>
<td>Dec 16, 1988</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEINFELD, ALAN</td>
<td>Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee</td>
<td>Oct 7, 1988</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unit elections go to centralized voting</td>
<td>Nov 11, 1988</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEINHAUS, BEA</td>
<td>Irma Bloomingdale, long a leader in the community, turns 100 (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 5, 1988</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEINKAMP, JEFFREY</td>
<td>(No 'For Sale' signs on SCS homes a) Dying tradition?</td>
<td>May 6, 1988</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEINKAMP, JEFFREY</td>
<td>The real 'first woman' (real estate agent L Midgley) (ltr)</td>
<td>Oct 7, 1988</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEINMAN, MARILYN</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo)</td>
<td>May 27, 1988</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEINMAN, MARSHALL</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo)</td>
<td>May 27, 1988</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEINMAN, MARSHAL</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo)</td>
<td>May 27, 1988</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEINSTEIN, JEREMY</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 17, 1988</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEINSTEIN, RANDI</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 9, 1988</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEINSTEIN, ELEANOR</td>
<td>Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards</td>
<td>Aug 12, 1988</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEPHENS, BRIGHAM</td>
<td>Decorations with Dad (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 9, 1988</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEPHENS, DRYDEE</td>
<td>Edgewood FTA to meet (Committee chairmen named)</td>
<td>Sep 2, 1988</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEPHENS, ERIC</td>
<td>Decorations with Dad (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 9, 1988</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEWART, SLIM</td>
<td>Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp)</td>
<td>Jun 3, 1988</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEWART, Betsy</td>
<td>United Way closes banner year with election of new directors</td>
<td>May 20, 1988</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>United Way speaker J M Black has good news and bad about state of voluntersism (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 23, 1988</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEWART, CORKY</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 16, 1988</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEWART, DAVID</td>
<td>(D J Stern) Cited by Rutgers (University)</td>
<td>Aug 26, 1988</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEWART, JACK JR (RABBI)</td>
<td>Is shared senior housing a good idea? SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harvest festival (Decorating the suach at Westchester Reform Temple) (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 30, 1988</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr R J Lifton to give Baack lecture (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 11, 1988</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 18, 1988</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEWART, JONATHAN</td>
<td>SHS musicians in All-County concert</td>
<td>Jan 22, 1988</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list)</td>
<td>Jun 17, 1988</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin's departure</td>
<td>Jun 24, 1988</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEWART, LEA</td>
<td>Ragette names L Pitofsky sales associate; honors top salespeople (photo)</td>
<td>May 20, 1988</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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STERN, MARCIA
Friends of Music nominations, Apr 8, 1988, p.14
Board (of Ed) asks voters to pass $35.9M school budget, May 6, 1988, p.1
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
In SCS, passions run high when it comes to trees, May 27, 1988, p.1
(School Board) Colleagues lament Bavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.3

STERN, MIRIAM
Teen cafe (The Strand) draws enthusiastic crowd (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.3

STERN, PRISCILLA
Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988, p.5

STERN, RUTH
Status quo (Property values not affected by proximity to group homes), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

STERN, SYDNEY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26

STERNBERG, PAULA
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
A day for trees and kids (photo), May 20, 1988, p.3
Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

STERNMAN, CHERYL
High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.16

STERNSTEIN, JOSEPH (RABBI)
Lilian Derecktor to be honored (by Temple Israel of New Rochelle), May 27, 1988, p.13

STETSON, PAIGE
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

STEGER, HILARY
All is Wright at Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.21

STEGER, JEREMY
All is Wright at Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.21

STEWARD, JAMES
SHS graduate D Hertzberg wins Pulitzer Prize (photo), Apr 6, 1988, p.5

STEYER, MURRAY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

STILLGEBAUER, MAYBELLE
M Stillgebauer dies, Apr 15, 1988, p.20

STILLMAN, ABBOTT
Builder C Deaetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
No quorum, no BAR meeting, Dec 16, 1988, p.5

STILLMAN, ARIEL
Kids walking for kids (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.1

STILLMAN, LILA
Heathcote fundraiser deemed a success, Nov 4, 1988, p.20

STILLMAN, MELISSA
Educational overtures (at Heathcote) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.15

STIMPSON, ROBERT
Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
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STIMPSON, ROBERT continued
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Voting reform increases Non-Partisan (election) turnout, Nov 18, 1988, p.1

STINE, ROBERT (DR)
(Drs R B Mencher, W Rosenthal, R J Stine, N A Zolkind) Appointed by (White Plains) Hospital, Jul 8, 1988, p.5

STIX, CAROL
(Professor C Stix) Honored (by Pace University) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.3

STIX, GAIL
Realtor (G Stix joins Weichert) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.21

STOCK EXCHANGES
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Life after 'Black Monday' (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7

STOCK, EVELYN
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hirschman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Group rebukes school board by ousting Gavrir (photo p.4), Mar 11, 1988, p.1
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
(SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5
Board (of Education) says no to AC in (high school) auditorium, May 27, 1988, p.1
Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.3

STOCKS
Long and short of investing (edit), Feb 12, 1988, p.7

STOCKS-INSIDER TRADING
Business newscaster S J 'Rudy' Ruderman fired by (Business Week) magazine, Aug 19, 1988, p.3
S G Ruderman admits insider trading, Dec 16, 1988, p.5

STOCKS-PRICE INDEXES AND AVERAGES
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Life after 'Black Monday' (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.7

STONE, BARBARA
Fashion savvy eases first-day jitters (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.5

STONE, DONALD
SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26

STONE, GREG
(Boy) Scouts hold honor court, Nov 25, 1988, p.10

STONE, JEAN
Editor emeritus: B Finney (edit), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26

S(CS) O (open) S(society) A(ssoc) marks 20 years of progress in opening SCS to minority families (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.3

Benefit planners (for NY Hospital-Cornell Medical Center) (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.8
STONE, JEAN continued

Former mayor S Sims named (president) by S(CS) O(gen) S(society) A(ssn) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.2
Jean Stone named to (New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center) medical advisory board, Nov 4, 1988, p.2
Romney says at volunteer event (list), Dec 9, 1988, p.2

STONE, JEAN (AU)

Thank you Burnham Finney (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

STONE, RANDY

A little guy (D Raizen) patents a niche in a big market (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

STONWIN

SEE WINSTON PROPERTY (SCS)

STORES

Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 6, 1988, p.1
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
Feb 14: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
Le Dentelliere has a new home, Apr 29, 1988, p.4
Flowers galore (at Diana Gould Ltd) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.1
Tom Irish recalls stories of yore (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.26
(ColorEdge machine) New at Arcade, Oct 7, 1988, p.20

STORMS

Village workers commended (for prompt and efficient handling of storm emergency) (ltr), Sep 16, 1988, p.6

STORYTELLING

Storyteller R Martin visits schools for some lively lessons in language (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.5
How do we revive reading? (edit), May 20, 1988, p.7

STRAM, RUSELL

(Southeastern) Zone of NYS Assn for Health, Physical Education) says they’re fit (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

STRAM, SCOTT

(Price) Family trio makes Empire Games (swim) team, Aug 5, 1988, p.8
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

STRAND (TEEN CAFE)

Teen cafe returning, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Teen cafe (The Strand) draws enthusiastic crowd (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.3
Teen center report, May 6, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO COMMON GROUND (BEFORE 1988)

STRASER, ALICE (AU)

What about adoptive parents? (ltr), Aug 5, 1988, p.6

STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE

Will "Star Wars" work? (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

STRATEGIES FOR ACADEMIC INDEPENDENCE

Learning disabilities: a new approach from local doctors R Ehrlich, M Doonan, Feb 5, 1988, p.10

STRAUSS, BARBARA

Anne Jantak picked as president of League of Women Voters (photo), May 6, 1988, p.2
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

STRAUSS, CAROLYN (AU)

Remembering Billy Safian (ltr), Jun 3, 1988, p.6

STRAUSS, CHERYL

Freshman year at college: Class of '87 looks back (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.9

STRAUSS, CURT

C L Strauss dies, Jan 15, 1988, p.12

STRAUSS, DIANA (AU)

Remembering Billy Safian (ltr), Jun 3, 1988, p.6
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STRAUSS, LAURA

SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

STRAUSS, LAURA (AU)

Remembering Billy Safian (ltr), Jun 3, 1988, p.6

STRAUSS, PETER

Prize donated (by P Strauss to Covenant House), May 27, 1988, p.13

STRAUSS, PETER (AU)

Remembering Billy Safian (ltr), Jun 3, 1988, p.6

STRAUSS, SCOTT

Summer interns A Rubinstein, S Lichtaan, S Strauss, J Israely gain state insider's view, Aug 26, 1988, p.2

STREETS

SEE BROOKS, CREEKS, ETC

STREET RAILROADS

Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

No trolley to Boston (G Angell corrects errors in Jun 3 article) (ltr), Jun 10, 1988, p.6

STREETS-SCS

State project here (for Post-Drake-Heathcote-Crane intersection), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

Dangerous intersections (at Fox Meadow and Ogden Rds, Olmsted and Fox Meadow Rds) (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6

Project on Post-Heathcote-Crane Roads likely to clog traffic, May 6, 1988, p.1

PopHam Road 1987 (Cover, SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988,

Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

Historically speaking: How SCS has grown in 200 years (table), Jul 15, 1988, p.4

What happened to the flowers (at Drake Rd-Post Rd intersection)? (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6

(Hyatt) Field renovation, fare hikes okayed (by Village Board), Jul 22, 1988, p.1

(Traffic) Danger spots compiled (by Village Club), Jul 22, 1988, p.1

It's a long, hot summer for stalled motorists, Aug 5, 1988, p.1

No safe way across Fenimore (ltr), Aug 5, 1988, p.6

(Village installs) New stop signs (on Fox Meadow Rd), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

Private streets face loss of free snow removal (list), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

Time to repave Wilcoot Road (ltr), Sep 2, 1988, p.6

Downtown (street) closings (announced; Downtown streets to be paved), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

No more plowing (Village may discontinue snow removal on private streets), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

Going public (Village accepts extension of Murray Hill Rd as village street), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1

Crowd protests threatened cut in road services, Nov 18, 1988, p.1

(Greenacres parents suggest) A safer way (for children to walk on Oxford Rd), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

STRESS

Stress, choice and you (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.7

High acheivers are prone to burn-out (edit), Aug 5, 1988, p.7

STRIKES-GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

Public employees--should they be allowed to strike? (edit), Sep 23, 1988, p.7

STRIKES-RAILROAD EMPLOYEES

New York or bust! (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.1

STROH, SUSAN BALDWIN

SHS alumna S B Stroh making film in Finland, Jun 17, 1988, p.11

STROHBECK, SUZANNE

US Air Force civilian S Strohbeck chosen (for Education With Industry Program), Sep 2, 1988, p.9

STROKE, NORMA

Swiss landscapes by N Stroke at Jeannette Leahy Gallery, Feb 5, 1988, p.4

STUN, JAY

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
STRUMWASSER, LISA
   All is Wright at Q(uaker) R(idge) (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.21
STUART, LESTER
   Longtime resident H Oberg reveals colorful anecdotes (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp!, Jun 3, 1988, p.26
STUBBS, FRANCES
   Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9
STUBBS, MARGUERITE
   M Stubbs (dies), Dec 23, 1988, p.18
STUDENT ASSISTANT SERVICES
   State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3
STUDENT ENERGY RESEARCH COMPETITION
   Three from SHS (B Inouye, R Hsia, D Lichstein) win top energy prize (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.16
STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN
   STEP student A Montague’s SCS homecoming (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.12
   STEP broadens horizons (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.9
   STEP student T Horhn to be welcomed, Sep 16, 1988, p.5
   Getting to know you (STEP student T Horhn welcomed to SCS) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.20
STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN-FUND RAISING
   SCS STEP—one of a kind (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
STUKEY, RUTH
   R H Stukey dies, Jan 22, 1988, p.14
SUBSTANCE ABUSE
   Counselors see drug problem here as bad and getting worse, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
   Parents’ help asked in curbing teens’ drinking, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
   State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3
   Say no to ‘Islamic remedies’ (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
   The case for prevention (of chemical dependency) (ltr), Apr 8, 1988, p.6
   Otherworldly piety (ltr), Apr 15, 1988, p.6
   Teenage drug abusers tell how they started and how they’re recovering, May 6, 1988, p.5
   How cocaine can kill (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6
   SEE ALSO DRUGS AND YOUTH, TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS, WESTCHESTER COUNTY DRUG TASK FORCE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE-REHABILITATION
   State task force holds hearing on drug, alcohol abuse in schools, Mar 11, 1988, p.3
SUCHIN, ALVIN
   SCS Natl Bank Salutes The Mental Health Assn of Westchester County, Inc (photo), May 27, 1988, p.26
SUGANO, ARLEEN
   (Steffi Nossen) Dance school at 5 SCS locations (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.7
SUGARMAN, GEORGE
   (Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
SUGARMAN, JEFFREY (AU)
   In support of governor’s plan (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
SUCCEDE
   Teenage suicide—heed the warnings (edit), Feb 12, 1988, p.7
   Suspect here (E J Nason) kills himself in Virginia, Sep 23, 1988, p.3
   Gambling suspect V Matturro found hanged, Dec 23, 1988, p.1
SULLIVAN, ADELE
   New Daughters of the (A)meric(An) (R)evolution officers elected, May 27, 1988, p.9
SULLIVAN, JOHN
   Family tradition: J Sullivan promoted to captain, SCS Fire Dept (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.5
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SULLIVAN, JOHN continued
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
SCS firemen get extra training, Apr 8, 1988, p.4
Firefighter G McIlvain moves up to captain (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.6
SULLIVAN, JOSEPH
Family tradition: J Sullivan promoted to captain, SCS Fire Dept (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.5
SULLIVAN, LIZ
Color them happy (IHM Catholic Youth Organization holds costume party) (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.20
SULLIVAN, NEIL (AU)
Teach the tools of language (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6
SULLIVAN, PETER
(Indian-American Forum for Political Education) seeks more clout for Indian-Americans (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.3
SULLIVAN, ROSEMARY
Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1988, p.8
Nominees picked for Citizens’ Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Voting reform increases Non-Partisan (election) turnout, Nov 18, 1988, p.1
SULLIVAN, VICTORIA (DR)
SHS grad V Sullivan’s plays to be staged (photo), May 20, 1988, p.13
SUNPER, BRIAN
Scholars (honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24
SUN, BRENDA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22
SUN, SUSAN
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22
SUNDERLAND, SANDY
Organization for Rehabilitation through Training slate is elected, Jul 15, 1988, p.9
SUNDERLAND, SANDY
Organization for Rehabilitation through Training slate is elected, Jul 15, 1988, p.9
SUNEW, PETER
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21
SUNG, ANDY
(Price of houses in SCS) Still going up, Jul 8, 1988, p.1
SUNNESS, ELLEN
(Quaker Ridge) PTA election (held), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
SUNY PURCHASE AFFILIATES
SUNY supporters elect Olga Toll (to board of directors, SUNY Purchase Affiliates), Dec 16, 1988, p.20
SURGEONS
Dr R L Soley Chief surgeon, (White Plains Hospital), Feb 5, 1988, p.5
SURIN, ARTHUR
Scarsdalian A A Surin is elected head of NY convention bureau (photo), May 13, 1988, p.2
SURROGATE MOTHERS-LEGAL STATUS, LAWS, ETC
Surrogate contracts defended (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
SUSHI
Our compliments to the Itamae-san (edit), Oct 7, 1988, p.7
SUSSMAN, BROOK
Scholars (honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24
SUSSMAN, CLIFF
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
SUSSMAN, MICHAEL
Negotiating in the eye of a storm: P Pickelle helps ease Yonkers crisis (photo p 2), Sep 16, 1988, p.1
SUSSMAN, MORTON
Negotiating in the eye of a storm: P Pickelle helps ease Yonkers crisis (photo p 2), Sep 16, 1988, p.1
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SUZUKI, MIYUKI (AU)
Giving thanks, Nov 25, 1988, p.7

SVERDLOVE, LISA
Changing land use is subject of GNC exhibit (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.10

SVETCOV, MINDY
Heathcote fundraiser deemed a success, Nov 4, 1988, p.20

SWAN, BRUCE
Onward Eagles (Swan brothers inducted into National Eagle Scout Assn) (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.4

SWAN, KENNETH
Onward Eagles (Swan brothers inducted into National Eagle Scout Assn) (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.4

SWAN, ROY
Onward Eagles (Swan brothers inducted into National Eagle Scout Assn) (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.4

SWANSON, JANE
J Swanson (dies), Jul 8, 1988, p.16

SWANSON, LYNN
5 Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 6, 1988, p.1

SWANSON, SUSAN
Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

SWANSON, THOMAS
(SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3) Cooking up 50th anniversary plans (1940’s photo reproduced), Oct 28, 1988, p.3

SWEENEY, JOHN
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
(SCS) Antiques elect G Sommerfeld new president (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.18

SWEENEY, RITA
Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
(Dr R) Hibschaun’s message: Let’s plan together; Village Club officers announced, May 6, 1988, p.1
Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Procedure Committee members listed), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

SWEENEY, JENNIFER
(Fox Meadow second graders D Chang, A Wagner, J Sweenie) Really into reading (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.15

SWEET GUM TREES
SEE TREES

SWEET, THOMAS (DR)
Dental problems? Dial a Smile (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.23

SMVNSON, JENNIFER
Freshman year at college: Class of ’87 looks back (Graduation ’88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.9

SWERSEY, RACHEL
War on nuclear weapons at EHS, Jan 22, 1988, p.11

SWIFT, NATHAN
Moving up (day at Westchester Ethical Humanist Society honors students), Jun 3, 1988, p.15

SWILLER, HILLEL
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26

SWILLER, HILLEL (AU)
Why they’re for Dukakis (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6

SWILLER, WILLA
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Board (of Ed) asks voters to pass $35.9M school budget, May 6, 1988, p.1
(Dr R) Hibschaun’s message: Let’s plan together; Village Club officers announced, May 6, 1988, p.1
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SWILLER, WILLA continued

Why they’re for Dukakis (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6

SWIMMING

(Price) Family trio makes Empire Games (swim) team, Aug 5, 1988, p.8
Cartoon, Aug 12, 1988, p.7
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22
More glory for Raider athletes, Dec 9, 1988, p.27

SWIMMING POOLS

Pool progress, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Consider two pool sites (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Possible pool options described, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
When East meets West in local schools, Apr 22, 1988, p.3
(Indoor) Pool update, May 20, 1988, p.1
Pool talk (edit), May 20, 1988, p.6
Consultant M Stein gives (indoor) pool update, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
School meets village, Jun 17, 1988, p.1
Aquatic center proposal unveiled (illus; addl illus p 2), Jul 15, 1988, p.1
Two sites (Butler Field, outdoor pool campuses) compared (for indoor swimming pool), Jul 15, 1988, p.1
Village asks for revised report on aquatic center, Jul 22, 1988, p.1
Aquatic thoughts (edit), Jul 29, 1988, p.6
‘Disneydale’... (ltr), Jul 29, 1988, p.6
...or wise investment? (ltr), Jul 29, 1988, p.6
Pool inspections (being done by building dept), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
‘Disneydale’ in SCS (corrected version of Jul 31 ltr), Aug 5, 1988, p.6
Pool pledges proposed (ltr), Aug 12, 1988, p.6
Revised pool study given to trustees, Aug 19, 1988, p.1
(Proposed aquatic center) Too serious to laugh at (ltr), Aug 19, 1988, p.6
What $105 will buy (ltr), Aug 19, 1988, p.6
(Aquatic center) Project called ‘over-ambitious’ (ltr), Aug 26, 1988, p.6
Pool referendum opposed (ltr), Aug 26, 1988, p.6
Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p 18), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
Why a referendum (on indoor aquatic center)? (edit), Sep 16, 1988, p.6
Pool backers set to prove support, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Pool committee encouraged (ltr), Sep 23, 1988, p.6
Is an indoor pool feasible? (ltr), Sep 23, 1988, p.6
(I Sloan) agrees with Ed Falkenberg (‘s opposition to referendum on indoor pool) (ltr), Sep 23, 1988, p.6
Youth must be served (Butler field site preferable to outdoor pool site for indoor pool) (ltr), Sep 23, 1988, p.6
Indoor pool draws mixed public reaction, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
(Village Board Recreation Committee suggests establishment of citizens’ advisory) Pool Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Big job for pool committee (edit), Oct 7, 1988, p.6
No consensus on pool (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6
(Indoor Swimming pool) Not a priority (for Board of Education), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
Board shouldn’t pass the buck (on indoor pool) (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6
Schools to senior citizens: visit us (Board of Ed sets goals at meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
(Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comm), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
Put the (indoor) pool to a vote (ltr), Oct 28, 1988, p.6
Work begins on pool report, due Feb 3, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Concerns about proposed pool (ltr), Nov 11, 1988, p.6
Too high a price? (ltr), Dec 2, 1988, p.6
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SWIMMING POOLS continued
'Back to basics' on pool plan (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6
Pool site debate, Dec 16, 1988, p.3
A poll on the (indoor swimming) pool (needed) (edit), Dec 30, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE-SCS, POOL-SCS

SWIMMING-STUDY AND TEACHING
Praise for swim instructors (ltr), Aug 19, 1988, p.6

SY, MELISSA
Hawks versus Hounds (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22

SYNAGOGUES
After a year of celebrations, (Westchester Reform) Temple looks to new commitment (photo) (Prog Ed), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
An active year at Beth Abraham (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
(Woodlands Community) Temple opens its doors to help homeless (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.6
(GBH Hebrew Center) Synagogue marks 40th birthday (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16
New members (of SCS Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.14
Friends indeed (ltr), Apr 8, 1988, p.6
Lilian Derecktor to be honored (by Temple Israel of New Rochelle), May 27, 1988, p.13
A fond farewell (to cantor J Boardman) (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.14
Westchester Reform names S Merkel cantor (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.16
Harvest festival (Decorating the sukkah at Westchester Reform Temple) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.18
(Congregation M'vakshes Derekh) to honor (Dr B Schapiro, S Hammer), Sep 30, 1988, p.18
(SCS Synagogue-Tremont) Temple to erect memorial, Oct 7, 1988, p.3
Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.6
Festival of Lights (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.1
Israeli-Arab conflict debated in forum at Westchester Reform (Temple), Dec 9, 1988, p.3

SYNAGOGUES
Happy Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

SZABAD, GEORGE
Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988, p.5
Why (Richard) Herrin should remain in prison (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.7
SCS (pen) Societei Aisnui marks 20 years of progress in opening SCS to minority families (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.3
G Szabad honored (by SDSA with election as president emeritus for life), Oct 7, 1988, p.5

SZABAD, GEORGE (AU)
Acculturation, not assimilation (edit), May 6, 1988, p.7
Ill-founded comments (made by I Sloan regarding SDSA) (ltr), Aug 5, 1988, p.6

SZABAD, SHIRLEY
Why (Richard) Herrin should remain in prison (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.7

SZABAD, SHIRLEY (AU)
Ill-founded comments (made by I Sloan regarding SDSA) (ltr), Aug 5, 1988, p.6

SZEIBEL, PETER (DR)
Aid to research (J M and M Bendheim present Bendheim Fellowship to Dr P J Szeibel) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.8

SZOLD, EDITH (AU)
Marriage—a complicated union (edit), Feb 19, 1988, p.7

SU-TU, ANTHONY
Citation for insurance man A Y Szu-Tu, Apr 1, 1988, p.8

TABAK, MICHAEL
Local woman J Chocin kidnapped in drug case, police say, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Local couple, Dario and Marie Cioti, accused of $2.5M tax evasion, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
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TABAK, MICHAEL continued
(J J McCudden, R M Powers) plead guilty to tax evasion, Nov 25, 1988, p.3
(I Rovland) Third conviction in Cioti tax case, Dec 9, 1988, p.5
SCS man V Matturro said to be head of major illegal gambling ring, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
Ciotis plead guilty to tax evasion, Dec 16, 1988, p.5

TABER, KENNETH
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

TAFETT, ANDREW
(Fox Meadow students give) The gift of sharing (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.8

TAGUCHI, KIMIKO
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

TAKAGI, RIE
Celebrating friendship: M Gould, S Schwarz, R Takagi (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.2

TAKEDA, TOMOKO
They're HELPing (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.9

TALLEVI, LEONARD
Election fever (at Junior High, IHM) (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.22

TALLEY, THOMAS
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Pool site debate, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

TALMAGE, EDITH
E 6 Talmage (dies), Dec 23, 1988, p.18

TAMRAZ, WILLIAM
(SCS National) Bank showing watercolors (by W H Tamraz), Jun 10, 1988, p.2

TAN, FRED
Chinese-Americans fora organization; (Officers elected), Dec 16, 1988, p.4

TAN, YOLIE
Top (Century 21 Wolff & Son's) agents honored, Nov 18, 1988, p.9

TANKE, DAVID
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1

TANNENBAUM, KIRI (AU)
SHS students fight famine (with bike-a-thon) (ltr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6

TAPPER, MICHAEL
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1

TARASIEWICZ, DONNA
Sounding good: J Stark, M Berengarten, V Patel, D Tarasiewicz (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.11

TARNOWER, HERMAN (OR)
(SCS) Medical (Center) building (to expand), Aug 19, 1988, p.1

TARSHISH, MANUEL
(M Tarshish) dies at church sale, May 27, 1988, p.2

TARTAGLIA, FRANK
Teenager F Ferreira survives close call (in traffic accident), Nov 25, 1988, p.5

TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS
Counselors see drug problem here as bad and getting worse, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
Teenage drug abusers tell how they started and how they're recovering, May 6, 1988, p.5
(SCS) Task Force (on Drugs and Alcohol) elects leaders for '88-'89, May 6, 1988, p.5
For a festive, safe graduation (ltr), Jun 10, 1988, p.6
Education for drug prevention (continued by Task Force on Drugs, Alcohol) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.8
Dramatization (given by Task Force on Drugs, Alcohol) raises issue of teen drinking, Nov 4, 1988, p.3
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TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS continued
Parents urged to take (Safe Homes) pledge (ltr), Nov 11, 1988, p.6

TAUBERT, BETTY
An A in architecture (for SCS Girl Scout House) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.4
(SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11

TAUBIN, ROSALYN
Special volunteers (at White Plains Hospital) cited (photo), May 20, 1988, p.16
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

TAUSSIG, ERIC (AU)
Fiduciary irresponsibility seen (in GBH) (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6

TAX EVASION
Local couple, Dario and Marie Cioti, accused of $2,511 tax evasion, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
(J J McCudden, R M Powers) plead guilty to tax evasion, Nov 25, 1988, p.3
(I Roxland) Third conviction in Cioti tax case, Dec 9, 1988, p.5
Ciotis plead guilty to tax evasion, Dec 16, 1988, p.5

TAXATION-SCS
Taxes going down, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Under 5% village tax hike seen, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
(Village) Manager L Tooley asks 4.67% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Budget comments, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
Village holds budget hearing, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
(Village Board votes) Budget yes, request for rezoning, no, Apr 29, 1988, p.1
Board (of Ed) asks voters to pass $35.9M school budget, May 6, 1988, p.1
Something has to give (in Board of Education budget) (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6
A private solution (to Board of Education budget) (ltr), May 6, 1988, p.6
Verdict on (school) budget is up to the voters, May 13, 1988, p.1
Grievance Day (generally routine), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Schools to senior citizens: visit us (Board of Ed sets goals at meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
County tax to drop?, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

TAXATION-US
Some money-saving tax hints (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.7

TAXATION-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Taxes going down, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
O'Rourke seeks 10% spending hike, Nov 18, 1988, p.1
Town Club's view (of County budget presented at public hearing), Dec 16, 1988, p.1
County tax to drop?, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
SCS lawyer T Ruderman loses job; Political retaliation blamed (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

TAXICABS-FARES
(Central Taxi) Trying again (for fare hike), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Taxi fare hearing, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Cab fares heading up, provided...; Village employees receive awards, commendations, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
(Hyatt) Field renovation, fare hikes okayed (by Village Board), Jul 22, 1988, p.1

TAYLOR, CHRISTOPHER
Legal Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5
Scarsdale National Bank anxiously eyeing battle for Irving Corp, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Bank wars (over SCS National) continue, May 20, 1988, p.1
Bank of New York takeover of SCS National parent grows likelier, Sep 2, 1988, p.4
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TAYLOR, CHRISTOPHER continued
(Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comM), Oct 28, 1988, p.1

TAYLOR, EDWIN
Hitchcock launches 2d fund drive, Oct 28, 1988, p.20

TAYLOR, JAMES (DR)
Anthropologists plumb mystery of the bones of Wayside Lane (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

TAYLOR, JEAN
New Daughters of the) American Revolution officers elected, May 27, 1988, p.9

TAYLOR, SUSAN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26

TAYLOR, VIRGINIA KRISTA
Realtor V K Taylor receives broker's license, Nov 18, 1988, p.9

TEACHERS
A gift for (S Iachetta's) teacher, Sister W Danwitz (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.24
Tribute to a master-teacher (edit), Mar 18, 1988, p.7
Former Inquirer staffer J Solomon joins public school program in NYC, Mar 25, 1988, p.2
Hoff-Barthelson names five to faculty, Sep 23, 1988, p.18
(Hebrew Institute of White Plains adds 2 new) Staff members: E Weinbach, F Hyman, Dec 23, 1988, p.10
SEE ALSO COLLEGE TEACHERS

TEACHERS-AWARDS
Award winner P Beinstein (photo), May 20, 1988, p.22
SHS Alumna Dr R M Jones receives NYU teaching award, Jun 17, 1988, p.4

TEACHERS-NEW YORK STATE
(SCS School) District grapples with high cost of insurance, Apr 15, 1988, p.1

TEACHERS-SCS
New schools chief Dr R D Hibschman signs his contract, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Board (of Ed) asked to resign (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
As school costs soar, board (of ed) looks for cuts, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Judith Fox will succeed (Dr B) Dennis as SHS principal (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
State grant to local teacher C DeSa, Apr 29, 1988, p.34
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
Tribute to Fox Meadow duo M Hehegan and E Scinto (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6
Gosen memorial to be dedicated, Jun 3, 1988, p.15
(N Akashi, S V Schiller) win state aid for teacher study, Jun 10, 1988, p.2
Senior High News: Language teachers try new techniques, Jun 10, 1988, p.16
Time for a music teacher (in SCS schools) (ltr), Jun 17, 1988, p.6
SJHS teacher C D Renino to study in Wash D C, Jun 17, 1988, p.14
A groundhog for Greenacres (Sculpture dedicated to teacher J Gosen) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
(Quaker Ridge) PTA election (held), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
A time for goodbyes (Retiring teachers and school nurses honored at Teachers Assn tea) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.14
(School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Thank you, Mr J Kelly (ltr), Jun 24, 1988, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26
S Older re-elected president of (Board of Education) (photo p B), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
Clarification: Ebba Sandberg will continue to teach English as Second language, Jul 15, 1988, p.5
JHS teacher C Tressler gets US grant, Jul 15, 1988, p.8
Baptist nursery school names A Labreglio director/teacher (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.2
(H R Pasternack) New teacher at Edgewood, Sep 2, 1988, p.8
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22
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TEACHERS-SCS continued
(Retired SCS teachers) Getting together again (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.8
Raises approved for (SCS school) principals, Nov 25, 1988, p.1
(Or R Sprague, teachers present) Report on science in the schools, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
Fall '89 bond issue anticipated (for improvement, maintenance of SCS schools), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
SEE ALSO RETIRED SCS TEACHERS ASSN, SCS TEACHERS ASSN

TEACHERS-SCS-AWARDS
NAACP honors edgewood teacher E R Alexander, Nov 18, 1988, p.16

TEACHERS-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES
Proposed (school) budget asks 15.3% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
School Board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

TEACHING
Local teacher J Schwartz on state task force says school restructuring needed, Mar 4, 1988, p.8
(Teacher's) world's a stage (edit), Apr 22, 1988, p.7
(Or R) Hibschaan's message: Let's plan together; Village Club officers announced, May 6, 1988, p.1
(SHS) Reunion reveals rewards of teaching (edit), Oct 28, 1988, p.7

TEETH-CARE AND HYGIENE
Dental problems? Dial a Saile (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.23

TEITZ, LINDA
Helping hands (St Agnes Auxiliary presents check to hospital; Officers elected) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.9
SCS Nati Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

TEHRANI, SOHRAB FATEH-
SEE FATEH-TEHRANI, SOHRAB

TEICHER, MARCIA
New members (of SCS Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.14

TEICHER, OREN
In primary, SCS was Dukakis country, Apr 22, 1988, p.1

TEKINER, BERRIN
Builder C Deaetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1

TEKINER, SAMI
Builder C Deaetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1

TEKINER, ZEYNEP
AFS students G Mergen, K Dixon, carry message to schools (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.8

TELEPHONE
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
Pay phones going in (to replace Police Dept call boxes), May 27, 1988, p.1
New (public pay) phones (partially replacing police call boxes), Sep 2, 1988, p.1

TELEPHONE SERVICE, EMERGENCY
SEE EMERGENCY SERVICES

TELEVISION
93-year-old SCS 'ham' R M Hart was pioneer in history of TV (photo) (Senior Citizen Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.21
SEE ALSO CABLE TELEVISION

TELEVISION AND POLITICS
Public television producer L Crystal assays medium's coverage of the (presidential) campaign, Jan 29, 1988, p.3

TELEVISION BROADCASTING
Scarsdalian S Rothberg is host of new TV show, Feb 26, 1988, p.2
Local man M Neschis joins NBC, Jun 10, 1988, p.2
TV exec (A 6 Cooper appointed senior vice president of Showtime/ The Movie Channel) (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.4
Ex-resident T S Rogers gets high NBC post, Aug 26, 1988, p.4
Downey on SCS (K McCreary, I Sloan, P Mobile to appear on Downey television program), Dec 2, 1988, p.1
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TELEVISION BROADCASTING continued
Ya-shi-Ya steals (Norton Downey Jr) creche show, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
Family Information and Referral Service Teas TV show in new spot, Dec 30, 1988, p.9
TELEVISION BROADCASTING-CONFERENCES
(Mark Bench) US delegate (to Regional Broadcasting Conference) (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.8
TELEVISION BROADCASTING-COURT PROCEEDINGS
SEE TELEVISION BROADCASTING-TRIALS
TELEVISION BROADCASTING-TRIALS
Salomun trial, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
TELEVISION PRODUCERS
On politics and the media: L Crystal to speak at LWV luncheon (photo p 2), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
(Emerson) College honors CBS producer J Goodman, Apr 29, 1988, p.13
TELEVISION PROGRAMS
SEE TELEVISION BROADCASTING
TELFER, PETER
School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hibschaan, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
TELLEVI, LEONARD
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
TELLEVI, MARIE
School board says 13.3% spending hike is 1-year phenomenon, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
TENNIS
(D Brown)'s number one (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.1
The way to True Tennis (edit), Jul 15, 1988, p.7
(L Rosensweig, B Bernstein) State (tennis) champs!, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Rosensweig-Bernstein win state (tennis) title (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.23
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22
More glory for Raider athletes, Dec 9, 1988, p.27
TENNIS COURTS
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-TENNIS COURTS
TENORE, STEVEN
SCS lawyer T Ruderman loses job; Political retaliation blamed (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
TEPIXIAN, LUCILE
New directors (elected) at (Hoff-Barthelson) music school, Jun 24, 1988, p.2
TERACINO, SUSAN
Pace names S Teracino head of new Center (for Professional Education) (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.9
TERHUNE, BERTRAM
Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30
TERRELL, WALTER
Gift to history (SCS Audubon Society presents sugar maple tree to SCS Historical Society) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.2
It's a long, hot summer for stalled motorists, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
TERRISS, HOWARD
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
(Westchester) Ethical Humanist Society elects slate (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.16
(H Terriss) works up a store, Absolut-ly (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.2
TERRISS, SAMANTHA
Filmmaking is not all glamour, interns learn (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.6
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TERRORISM
(S Schultz's standards of combatting terrorism should serve as) A model for fighting terrorism (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6

TERRY, JOANNA
Cudner-Hyatt House opening was year's historical highlight (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16

TESSLER, ROBBIE
'Spirit was there' on Kidswalk (photo; addl photo, 'Last leg' p 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1

TESSLER, ROBBY
SVAC shows (Boy) Scouts the ropes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.3

TESTA, BARBARA
More/less downtown development urged, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Architects describe their concepts for downtown buildings (at Town Club meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
Peace on Earth (SCS realtors gather for holiday party) (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.5

TESTING
SEE EXAMINATIONS

THALER, JEROME
Observing SCS's weather with a birdhouse and milk can, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

THANKSGIVING
Thanksgiving letter (poem), Nov 18, 1988, p.7
Giving thanks, Nov 25, 1988, p.7

THEATER
Curtain time; Senior citizens perform 'The Jewel Thief' (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.11
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
SEE ALSO SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE

THIES, JOHN
(SCS Bicentennial Celebration a) Party for young and old (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Remembering Emily (Ogden Butler; J Thies arranges ceremony at Butler monument), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
Celebration in the woods (SCS celebrates first annual Emily Ogden Butler Recognition Day) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.1

THOMAS, DANIEL
Tooley to chair recycling board (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.3

THOMAS, FRED
Board expected to proceed with window replacement, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Window decision expected Feb 4, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Seven lists for seven schools: Facilities Committee begins study (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

THOMPSON, ALLOY
(Boy) Scouts hold court of honor, Dec 30, 1988, p.4

THOMPSON, CORKY
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
(PTA) Scholarship fund seeks help, Feb 12, 1988, p.3
Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Historically smiling (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.3
Readers comment on AIDS education at SCS High School (ltrs), Apr 1, 1988, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
More views on AIDS education (ltrs), Apr 8, 1988, p.6
Interviews (of potential SCS Board of Ed nominees) proposed, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors, May 13, 1988, p.5

THOMPSON, CORKY (AU)
Committee: Vote Tuesday (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
Breach of confidentiality (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

THOMPSON, GREGORY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
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THOMPSON, KENNETH (DR)
(School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin’s departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
THOMPSON, KENNETH (DR-AU)
America the unique (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.7
Study of past may yield solutions for the future (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.7
Congress vs President in foreign policy (edit), Dec 30, 1988, p.7
THOMPSON, MARK
(Eagle Scout) May 20, 1988, p.22
THOMPSON, ROSEMARIE
STEP broadens horizons (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.9

THRASHER, ROBERT
Westchester Community College honors E S Pfoerzheimer, L M Greene from SCS (photo), May 13, 1988, p.5
TIERNEY, JAMES (AU)

TIELEN, ANNE-MARIE
Mary Williams is new president of SCS Woman’s Club (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.11

TILDE, RICHARD
No problem here (with parking spaces reserved for residents, employees), Aug 19, 1988, p.1

TILLES, MRS SIDNEY
SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28

TIMBERGER, ELIZABETH
Volunteers’ turn to be treated (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.8
5 Older re-elected president of Board of Education (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1

TIMBERGER, MATT
Bringing back the bluebirds (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.3
(Boy) Scouts hold honor court, Nov 25, 1988, p.10

TIMBERGER, RICHARD
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22

TIMBERGER, RICK
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

TIMBERGER, ROBERT
(Boy) Scouts hold honor court, Nov 25, 1988, p.10

TIMBERGER, ROBERT (DR)
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
List of candidates (for School Nominating Committee) revives memories, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

TIMBERGER, ROBERT (DR-AU)
Appeal to the ‘silent majority’ (re school windows issue) (ltr), Jan 15, 1988, p.6
In praise of the board (of ed) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

TIME CAPSULES
Crystal ball time (Invitation to submit predictions for 2088 an intriguing challenge) (edit), Jun 17, 1988, p.6
Posterity waits (More personal statements requested for time capsule), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
(Time) Capsule on display (in library; 6 Jensen hopes for more personal statements), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
6 Jensen passes out special forms to V Kline, M Kline for time capsule contributions (photo), Sep 2, 1988, p.2
Time capsule to be buried Nov 3, Oct 28, 1988, p.3
Do not open til 2088 (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

TISCH, BONNIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26
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TISCH, BONNIE continued
   Success tea (for White Plains Hospital Auxiliaries fundraiser) (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.14

TOBIAS, LYNN
   R Van Horne re-elected Youth Employment Services president, May 27, 1988, p.3
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26
   YES salutes its volunteers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.11

TOBIN, HELEN WHITE
   N W Tobin (dies), Aug 5, 1988, p.12

TODER, JOAN (AU)
   They made party a success (ltr), Jul 1, 1988, p.6
   They made party a success (ltr), Jul 1, 1988, p.6

TODER, RICHARD
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
   Board council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
   New landmarks law recommended, May 6, 1988, p.1
   Local law raises doubt about restoration plan; Board of Appeals rules on Angelakos application, Jul 29, 1988, p.1
   Correction (to Jul 29 article: R Mark, not R Toder chairman, Board of Appeals), Aug 5, 1988, p.3
   Hearing Tuesday on landmark law, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
   Homeowners blast preservation law, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
   Panel on SCS's future (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.3

TODER, RICHARD (AU)
   They made party a success (ltr), Jul 1, 1988, p.6

TOLAN, MARY ELLEN
   (M E Tolan) Joins Reid Hermann agency (photo), May 20, 1988, p.4
   SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22

TOLL, OLGA
   SUNY supporters elect Olga Toll (to board of directors, SUNY Purchase Affiliates), Dec 16, 1988, p.20

TOMPkins, CALEB
   Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2

TOMPkins, DANIEL
   SCS: In the beginning... (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.8

TOMPkins, JONATHAN
   Historically speaking: A look at the early records of the manor of SCS (illus), Mar 4, 1988, p.2
   SCS: In the beginning... (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.8

TONELLO, MARCO
   Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; add! photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

TOOLEY, LOWELL
   Griffen sidewalk (to replace wood chip path recommended), Jan 8, 1988, p.1
   Farewell party for A Watson (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.3
   Village bans flag lots; Conservation zoning approved, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
   Pool progress, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
   Family tradition: J Sullivan promoted to captain, SCS Fire Dept (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.5
   These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
   O'Rourke honors Tooley, Schulman, Feb 19, 1988, p.8
   Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
   Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26
   Under 5% village tax hike seen, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
   (Village) Manager L Tooley asks 4.67% tax hike, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
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TOOLEY, LOWELL continued
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Crumbling Wilmet bridge in line for major overhaul, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Parking study, Apr 22, 1988, p.1
Congratulations to all (on Griffen Ave path) (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
Village decision dials men's hopes of firefighting career, May 13, 1988, p.1
(SCS) Bridge report, May 27, 1988, p.1
Ex-chief of police T Shames found dead (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.1
A gift from the Chamber (of Commerce: P Jason presents plaque to L Tooley) (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.2
Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.3
Trustees honor (P Woodcock, R Daiano, R Lapple), Jun 17, 1988, p.1
Volunteer fire company (No 1) bestows honors (on E Arey, R Lapple) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.5
Looking down (Village examining possibility of underground parking), Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Cab fares heading up, provided...I Village employees receive awards and commendations, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
Free fireworks (this year for the first time), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
Village to hire firefighters from residents list, Aug 12, 1988, p.1
Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1
(SCS) Medical (Center) building (to expand), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
No problem here (with parking spaces reserved for residents, employees), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Private streets face loss of free snow removal (list), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
County seeks new family for house on Drake Rd, Sep 2, 1988, p.1
Tail-end of tropical storm Chris takes a heavy toll on local trees (photo), Sep 2, 1988, p.3
Rotary to honor Tooley at fete, Sep 16, 1988, p.5
(Lowell Tooley receives gold mantel clock) For long-time service (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Rotary Club honors village manager L Tooley (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.4
(40-year service certificate from Intl City Management Assn) Another honor for Lowell Tooley, Oct 7, 1988, p.4
SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28
Silver (salver presented to N Cantatore,) SCS's man with the green thumb (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.2
Tooley to chair recycling board (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.3
Crowd protests threatened cut in road services, Nov 16, 1988, p.1
Bridge money (set aside for repair of Heathcote Rd bridge), Nov 18, 1988, p.1
Donald Newman dies; longtime local official (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
(SCS Volunteer Co 1) Firemen celebrate (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.8
Committee to seek solution for 45 Popham Road, Dec 16, 1988, p.1
(Greenacres parents suggest) A safer way (for children to walk on Oxford Rd), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
(Tenant, ownership, village representatives attend) 45 Popham meeting, Dec 30, 1988, p.1

TOOLEY, MARCEIL
Rotary Club honors village manager L Tooley (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.4

TOPPING, AUDREY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26

TOROP, BEN
(B Torop plays boccie, a) New senior sport (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.5

TORTORELLO, JAMIE
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
Toga party (for SHS Latin Club organized by Dr M Polsky) (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.16
High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.16
Here's who'll be singin' for S(CS) S(uaaer) M(usic) T(heatre), Jul 8, 1988, p.5

TORTORELLO, MICHAEL
A wonderful performance (ltr), Feb 19, 1988, p.6
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TORTORELLO, MICHAEL  continued
   It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3
TOSCANO, MICHAEL
   Anthropologists plumb mystery of the bones of Wayside Lane (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.1
TOSKANER, KATIE (AU)
   'Bull (Durham)'--funny or tasteless? (ltr), Jul 22, 1988, p.6
TOURK, ANN
   Two (S Scheer, A Tourk) renominated (to Westchester County Homeless Commission), Mar 11, 1988, p.8
TOWBER, BARBARA
   S Older re-elected president of (Board (of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
TOWE, J D
   (SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3) Cooking up 50th anniversary plans (1940's photo reproduced), Oct 28, 1988, p.3
TOWN BOARD-MAMARONECK
   Path (along Griffen Ave) to be paved, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
TOWN CLUB-SCS
   Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
   Board (of Ed) decides to install new windows, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
   Parents' help asked in curbing teens' drinking, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
   Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
   Dr R Hirschman describes views on education (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
   When East meets West in local schools, Apr 22, 1988, p.3
   Consultant M Stein gives (indoor) pool update, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
   Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
   Longtime resident H Oberg reveals colorful anecdotes (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.26
   More/less downtown development urged, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
   Architects describe their concepts for downtown buildings (at Town Club meeting), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
   Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
   Town Club's view (of County budget presented at public hearing), Dec 16, 1988, p.1
   Citizen involvement (in Non-Partisan system) urged (ltr), Dec 16, 1988, p.6
TOWN CLUB-SCS-EDUCATION COMMITTEE
   Board (of Ed) asks voters to pass $35.9M school budget, May 6, 1988, p.1
TOWN CLUB-SCS-FISCAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
   Budget comments, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
   When East meets West in local schools, Apr 22, 1988, p.3
TOWN CLUB-SCS-LAND, BUILDINGS, HIGHWAYS COMMITTEE
   Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
TOWN CLUB-SCS-PROCEDURE COMMITTEE
   SEE PROCEDURE COMMITTEE-SCS
TOWNHOUSES
   SEE HOUSING, ATTACHED
TOXIC WASTE DISPOSAL
   SEE HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES-DISPOSAL
TOZAKI, YOKO
   (Y Tozaki) Award winner, Jun 24, 1988, p.13
TRACK ATHLETICS-AWARDS
   Dr V Deapsey wins (Westchester Recreation Dept) Olympic gold, Nov 18, 1988, p.18
TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
   Woman, B Bruckner, dies in crash, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS continued

Praise for ambulance corps (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Dismayed by coverage of B Bruckner traffic fatality (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Message of appreciation (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
Driver sought in hit and run (that injured P Jeffcote), Jun 17, 1988, p.2
(Mary Wangenstein) dies after accident on Post (Rd), Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Teenager F Ferreira survives close call (in traffic accident), Nov 25, 1988, p.5

TRAFFIC REGULATIONS

Auto-disencetives proposed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Report critical of plan for downtown in rejected (by Town Club); Club installs officers, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Speeders beware (Police step up speeding enforcement program), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
No kidding (Police crack down on speeders), Jul 15, 1988, p.1
Oh for a badge (to ticket those who park illegally in handicapped spaces) (edit), Sep 23, 1988, p.6

TRAFFIC SAFETY

(Traffic) Danger spots compiled (by Village Club), Jul 22, 1988, p.1

TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS

(Village installs) New stop signs (on Fox Meadow Rd), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

TRANQUILLO, AL

SCS Nati Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

TRANQUILLO, ANN

SCS Nati Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

TRANSIENTS*

Vanishing tranquility (ltr), Sep 16, 1988, p.6

TRAVEL AGENCIES AND AGENTS

B S Metselaar named life member, (Natl Institute of Certified Travel Agents), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
Parking crackdown, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
(Window on the World Travel Agency's) Cruise center opens Saturday, Jun 24, 1988, p.13
(Window on the World) Travel center awards prizes (list), Jul 1, 1988, p.4

TRAVEL LITERATURE

SEE GUIDEBOOKS

TRAVERS, GEORGIA

(Lawyer 6 Travers a) Trailblazer: (first woman elected to Research Institute board) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.8

TREES

Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
(The sweet gua tree) An interesting tree (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.7
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
(SCS) Audubon (Society) invites residents on field trip to disputed (Winston) property, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
Wetlands are decreed by the DEC, but only God can make a tree (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Home okayed on Richbell Road; Montgomery Road plan revised, May 6, 1988, p.3
A living memorial (to L Bedin) (photo), May 13, 1988, p.15
A day for trees and kids (photo), May 20, 1988, p.3
An anniversary gift (photo), May 20, 1988, p.4
Gift to history (SCS Audubon Society presents sugar maple tree to SCS Historical Society) (photo), May 27, 1988, p.2
Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Celebrating 200 years of SCS greenery (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.6
Correction: P Woodcock says it was not Dutch elm blight that killed chestnut trees, Jun 10, 1988, p.2
It's a long, hot summer for stalled motorists, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Village sweetgums are senior citizens (illus; edit), Aug 19, 1988, p.7
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TREES continued

Storay Monday (Remnants of Hurricane Chris fell trees, cause electric power failures) (photo), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
A bad week for trees (photo), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
Tail-end of tropical storm Chris takes a heavy toll on local trees (photo), Sep 2, 1988, p.3
(Houses along Hutchinson River Parkway) Gaining exposure (from removal of vegetation) (photo), Sep 2, 1988, p.5
Vanishing tranquility (ltr), Sep 16, 1988, p.6
Board of (A)rchitectural (R)eview orders realtor Julia B Fee to plant trees, Sep 23, 1988, p.3
(Village) Club gives tree as bicentennial gift, Nov 18, 1988, p.5

TREES-LAWS AND REGULATIONS

Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
In SCS, passions run high when it comes to trees, May 27, 1988, p.1

TREES-SPRAYING

Good neighbor policy (ltr), Apr 8, 1988, p.6

TRENK, MICHAEL (AU)

Paul Feiner's accomplishments (ltr), Nov 4, 1988, p.6

TRESSLER, CLYDE

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26
JHS teacher C Tressler gets US grant, Jul 15, 1988, p.8

TREZZA, ANN

Elise Peters to serve third term as head of (SCS) Emblem Club, May 27, 1988, p.9

TRIANGLE DEVELOPMENT CORP

SEE LAND DEVELOPMENT-SCS

TROLLEYS

SEE STREET RAILROADS

TU, HELENE

(WSlectricity) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

TROSTLE, CHRISTINE

Magic in the air (C Jessamy brings magic to Child Care Center) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.17

TROUT, MRS KENNETH

SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

TROUT, KENNETH (DR)

SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

TRUDEAU, AL

Radon in the home: what it is, where it is, how to get rid of it, Jul 22, 1988, p.1

TU, ANTHONY Szu-

SEE SZU-TU, ANTHONY

TUCHMAN, BARBARA

Barbara Tuchman to speak here (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.1
B Tuchman: too little enthusiasm, too much brandy undid Redcoats, Oct 21, 1988, p.3

TUCKER, DOROTHY

Dorothy Tucker, ex-editor of Inquirer, dies at 94, May 27, 1988, p.14

TUCKER, JANET

Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairs named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

TUCKER, MARC

Local teacher J Schwartz on state task force says school restructuring needed, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

TUKROFSKY, CHARLES

Board of (A)rchitectural (R)eview orders realtor Julia B Fee to plant trees, Sep 23, 1988, p.3

TUNNELS

Village Historian R M Lederer Jr debunks local lore (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.15

TURETSKY, JULIE

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26
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TURKEL, SPENCER (DR)
Anthropologists plumb mystery of the bones of Wayside Lane (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

TURNER, RITA (DR)
Surveying SCS's seniors (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.8
Van for seniors recommended; (Pt) G Saudioso receives commendation, Aug 19, 1988, p.1
(Retired SCS teachers) Getting together again (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.8

TURNER, RITA (DR-AU)
Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6

TYLER, JOEL
Local woman J Chotin kidnapped in drug case, police say, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Kidnapping (of J Chotin) was 'a ruse', claims drug case lawyer, Jun 17, 1988, p.1
Kidnapping (of J Chotin) was 'a ruse', claims drug case lawyer, Jun 17, 1988, p.1
$500,000 bail for Chee, Rivera, Jul 8, 1988, p.1
(W Chee, B Rivera) Free on bail, Jul 22, 1988, p.1

SCE man V Matturro said to be head of major illegal gambling ring, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

UCHETTE, JOAN
Greencroes Q (il) P (urchasing) C (onsortium) to hold annual meeting; elect officers, May 20, 1988, p.3

UCHETTA, MARY ALICE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Historical Society and its celebration of the Town's 200th anniv (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.26
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

UGLIAROLO, MICHAEL
(Fire department's damage, Chelsea,) A spotty performer (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.3

UGLIAROLO, SUSAN
Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

UHLFELDER, GERRY
Scarsdalian G Uhlfelder has art show in New York, Sep 16, 1988, p.14

UHLFELDER, GERRY (AU)
Change (in windows) still feasible (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

ULENE, ART (DR)
Beatles or Bach in third trimester? (edit), Jun 17, 1988, p.7

ULICHNY, JOHN
Attention dog owners (Loose dogs apparently guarding property will prevent mail delivery), May 13, 1988, p.1

ULLMAN, JOSEPH
Joseph Ullman gets the Bowl (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Joseph Ullman praised as a man of fairness, modesty and kindness (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.2
(School Board) Colleagues laud Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Homeowners blast preservation law, Sep 30, 1988, p.1

ULLMAN, KAREN

ULLMAN, KENNETH
Joseph Ullman praised as a man of fairness, modesty and kindness (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.2

ULLMAN, RUTH
Joseph Ullman praised as a man of fairness, modesty and kindness (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.2

UMEZAWA, HARUKI
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21
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UNDERHILL HOUSE (SCS)
   6 more (SCS) sites labeled historic, Nov 18, 1988, p.3

UNDERHILL, JOSHUA
   Village Historian R M Lederer Jr debunks local lore (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.15

UNDERWEISER, BEATRICE
   Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
   Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
   Voting reform increases Non-Partisan (election) turnout, Nov 13, 1988, p.1

UNIFORMED FIRE FIGHTERS ASSN
   Contracts (with police and school crossing guards) expiring, Apr 8, 1988, p.1

UNIS, MARINA
   Edgemood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

UNIT MEETINGS
   Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
   Give (centralized polling) a try (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
   Centralized polling backed (1ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
   Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
   Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

UNITED HOME FOR AGED HEBREWS (NEW ROCHELLE)
   Director (D Shatz) named, Sep 2, 1988, p.9

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL
   Fund seekers: E Krohn, H Lapidus (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.8
   Successful fundraiser (for UJA) (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.8
   (A S Jaffe) In UJA post (photo), May 27, 1988, p.13

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL-FEDERATION
   Scarsdalian A S Jaffe leading UJA delegation, Jul 22, 1988, p.5

UNITED NATIONS
   In defense of the United Nations (edit), Jun 24, 1988, p.7

UNITED NATIONS ASSN-SCS/HTS CHAPTER
   UN group to mark rights anniversary; (M K Bruce to speak), Dec 9, 1988, p.3

UNITED WAY
   United Way gifts ahead of last year (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.4
   United Way closes banner year with election of new directors, May 20, 1988, p.5
   Leadership Dinner planned (by United Way) (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.5
   United Way speaker J M Black has good news and bad about state of volunteerism (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.2
   SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30
   United Way announces grants (list), Oct 28, 1988, p.5

UNITED WAY-FUND RAISING
   (United Way) Over the top (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.3

UNITED WAY-VOLUNTEER SERVICE BUREAU
   SEE VOLUNTEER SERVICE BUREAU OF UNITED WAY

UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE ENSEMBLE
   Playing tribute (to Dr Martin Luther King Jr) (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11

UNTERSINGER, ALFRED
   Alfred Untersinger dies, Oct 28, 1988, p.20

URBAN ASSOCIATES
   SEE PLANNING CONSULTANTS

US MILITARY ACADEMY (WEST POINT)
   (M Zuckerman) Heading for West Point (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.8
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US POSTAL SERVICE
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
Postal Service cuts, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Make junk mail go first class (ltr), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
In praise of third-class mail (ltr), Apr 22, 1988, p.6
Attention dog owners (Loose dogs apparently guarding property will prevent mail delivery), May 13, 1988, p.1
Hours restored at SCS Post Office, Sep 9, 1988, p.1

US-CENSUS
Demographics of aging (illus) (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.23

US-ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE-ARMENIA
Aid to Armenians (ltr), Dec 16, 1988, p.6

US-ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE-JAMAICA
(Heathcote students collect clothing for Jamaican Hurricane relief (photo)), Oct 14, 1988, p.15

US-FOREIGN POLICY
SEE US-FOREIGN RELATIONS

US-FOREIGN RELATIONS
Advice for our next President (edit), Jul 1, 1988, p.7
Congress vs President in foreign policy (edit), Dec 30, 1988, p.7

US-FOREIGN RELATIONS-SOUTH AFRICA

US-HISTORY
America the unique (edit), Jan 15, 1988, p.7
Historically speaking: 1781 Excerpt from journal of French lieutenant on American women, Apr 15, 1988, p.6

US-HISTORY-REVOLUTION, 1775-1783
SCS: In the beginning...(photo) (SCS’s Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.8
SCS boasts an officer in the Revolutionary War (Major Wm Popham) (photo) (SCS’s Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.10

US-POPULATION
Demographics of aging (illus) (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.23

US-PRESIDENTS
SEE PRESIDENTS

US-TREATIES
Freeze backer E Markey leery of INF pact, Apr 29, 1988, p.5

US. ARMY. CORPS OF ENGINEERS
Work on the Hutch, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

US. CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
The CIA legacy in Central America (edit), Feb 19, 1988, p.7

US. COMMERCE DEPT
Observing SCS’s weather with a birdhouse and milk can, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

US. CONGRESS
Congress vs President in foreign policy (edit), Dec 30, 1988, p.7

US. CONSTITUTION
The Constitution and taking property (edit), Apr 8, 1988, p.7

US. CONSTITUTION-BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION (1988)
(1) Sloan named to ('Citizen Leadership for the Constitution's Third Century') parley, Sep 9, 1988, p.17

US. CONSTITUTION. 1ST-10TH AMENDMENTS
Proposed display law is legacy of creche case, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Deja vu! Creche issue revived at public hearing, Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Reasons to revive creche case (ltr), Aug 26, 1988, p.6

US. DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION
Local woman J Chotin kidnapped in drug case, police say, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
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US. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Radon in the home: what it is, where it is, how to get rid of it, Jul 22, 1988, p.1

US. FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Local woman J Chotin kidnapped in drug case, police say, Jun 10, 1988, p.1

US. NAVY
SHS grad P Colmer made lieutenant commander, US Navy, Feb 5, 1988, p.4

US. POSTAL SERVICE
SEE US POSTAL SERVICE

US. PRESIDENTS
SEE PRESIDENTS

US. SUPREME COURT
Proposed display law is legacy of creche case, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Deja vu! Creche issue revived at public hearing, Aug 19, 1988, p.1

USHER, CRAIG
Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

VACCARO, CONNIE
Fashion savvy eases first-day jitters (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.5

VACCARO, DONATO
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4

VACCARO, JOHN
Local girls (J M Vaccaro, R Safirstein, E Saith, H Howard) off for Junior Olympics (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.18

VACCARO, LUKE
Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
Local girls (J M Vaccaro, R Safirstein, E Saith, H Howard) off for Junior Olympics (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.18

VALLIANATOS, JERRY
Painters beware (Two house painters receive summonses for using blowtorches), Jul 1, 1988, p.1
Stiffer penalties for painters, Nov 11, 1988, p.2

VALENCIA, SYLVIA
Honors for (Boy Scout) Troop 99, Jun 10, 1988, p.2

VALENSTEIN, ALICE
Local artist A Valenstein in opening, Jun 17, 1988, p.5

VALENTE, FRANK
Feb 14: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

VALENTI, JACO
Lawyer N Alterman named senior VP of motion picture group (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.9

VALENTI, RONALD (DR-AU)
Private funding for public schools? (edit), Mar 4, 1988, p.7

VALENTI, STEVE
SCS Nati Bank salutes SCS Post 52 American Legion Memorial Committee (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.26

VALENTINE'S DAY
Feb 14: a few new charms in a sweet old story (illus), Feb 12, 1988, p.6

VANNANATOS, JERRY
Painters beware (Two house painters receive summonses for using blowtorches), Jul 1, 1988, p.1
Stiffer penalties for painters, Nov 11, 1988, p.2

VAMOSZY, CHARLES
Sale of GBH's Old Tarrytown Road school soon to be final, Mar 4, 1988, p.12

VAMOSZY, CHARLES (AU)
A tale of two towns (SCS and GBH) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

VAN BEMMELEN, IDA
I Van Bemmelten dies, Apr 1, 1988, p.18

VAN CLEAVE, GEORGE
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3
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VAN DE WATER, PETER
Scouts take charge of SCS for a day (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Board of Appeals denies variance on Richbell Road (Apple Tree Barn Garden property), Nov 18, 1988, p.5
Renee's, Two challenges building department's ruling, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
Renee's, Two get green light for catering business in Golden Horseshoe, Dec 23, 1988, p.3

VAN DER HEIDEN, LIESBETH
Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

VAN DER WALL, MARGARET
Scouts teaching scouts (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.3
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

VAN DER WALL, NATASHA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.26

VAN HORN, ROBERT
More than a helping hand (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.5
(No 'For Sale' signs on SCS homes a) Dying tradition?, May 6, 1988, p.1
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
United Way closes banner year with election of new directors, May 20, 1988, p.5
R Van Horn re-elected Youth Employment Services president, May 27, 1988, p.3
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.3
SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.20

VAN VOORHIS, JOANNE
SHS alumna J Van Voorhis making films, Jul 8, 1988, p.4

VANDERGRIFT, ANGELA
Sidewalk sale draws throngs (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

VANDERHOEF, FRAN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

VANDERWALL, TANYA
Homecoming hamburgers (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.20

VARIAN HOUSE (SCS)
SEE WAYSIDE COTTAGE (SCS)

VARIAN, LISA
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32

VAREY, ADRIENNE
Missionary A Varley to serve in Italy (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.14

VAREY, JERRY
(Annual carol sing a) SCS Christmas tradition (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.1

VASAKA, CATHERINE
Teenager F Ferreira survives close call (in traffic accident), Nov 25, 1988, p.5
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VAZQUEZ, TERESA
Teenager F Ferreira survives close call (in traffic accident), Nov 25, 1988, p.5

VECCHIONE, MARIE
Health and computers still reign as top Continuing Ed topics (Continuing Education Supp), Aug 12, 1988, p.11

VELASQUEZ, ANCICIR
(Mary Wangenstein) dies after accident on Post (Rd), Sep 23, 1988, p.1

VENTURA, JOHN
SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18

VERAGRI, CARL
Playland manager E R Keeler denies any wrongdoing, Jan 29, 1988, p.2
Anti-parole effort (for R Herrin gains momentum), Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Herrin parole bid rejected again, Jul 8, 1988, p.1
Conscience of the community (heard in Herrin parole case) (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6

VERMES, ELLIOT
Filmmaking is not all glamour, interns learn (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.6

VETERAN, ANTHONY
Getting started (on GBH Nature Center manor house renovation) (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.11
A tale of two towns (SCS and GBH) (ltr), Jan 29, 1988, p.6

VETERAN, ANTHONY (AU)
(Proposed housing for homeless) A model for the nation (edit), Mar 4, 1988, p.7

VETERANS’ DAY
Thoughts about Veterans’ Day (edit), Nov 11, 1988, p.7

VICTORY, COLLEEN
'Spirit was there' on Kidswalk (photo; addl photo, 'Last leg' p. 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1

VIDEOTAPES
At (SCS) library, video tapes of foreign films (available for loan) (list), Oct 28, 1988, p.11

VIX, SIS
(SHS) Students debate issues at model United Nations), Dec 16, 1988, p.26

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Downtown plan called 'unfair' (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Mayor E Seidman reports state of village (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
Shelter renewal (for house at 2 Drake), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Trustees vote down Nynex base station, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
(2 Drake house's) Lease extended, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Elaine Schroeder finds time for a new challenge (as Village Trustee) (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
On to Phase II (of downtown planning), Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Consider two pool sites (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Downzoning sought, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Downtown planning, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Retiring trustee H Goldberg lauded, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Ban on (painters') torches, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Burglar alarm fees (raised), Mar 25, 1988, p.1
(H Goldberg a) Master planner (edit), Mar 25, 1988, p.6
Saying so long (to H Goldberg) in silver (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.3
Village holds budget hearing, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued

(Central Taxi) Trying again (for fare hike), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
(Village Board approves) TV contract (for examining sewer lines), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Board, council members named, Apr 15, 1988, p.16
(Increased cost of housepainting without using blowtorches) Worth the price (edit), Apr 22, 1988, p.6
(Village Board votes) Budget yes, request for rezoning, no, Apr 29, 1988, p.1
Not too late to stop (Winston property) land sale (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
New landmarks law recommended, May 6, 1988, p.1
Village decision damps men's hopes of firefighting career, May 13, 1988, p.1
Downtown planning in final stage, May 13, 1988, p.1
New summer program planned for teens, May 27, 1988, p.1
Hearing (on downtown area zoning laws) postponed, May 27, 1988, p.1
Consider SCS applicants (for firefighting positions) (ltr), May 27, 1988, p.6
Trustees honor (P Woodcock, R Damiano, R Lapple), Jun 17, 1988, p.1
School meets village, Jun 17, 1988, p.1
Taxi fare hearing, Jun 24, 1988, p.1
Cab fares heading up, provided...: Village employees receive awards, commendations, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
Aquatic center proposal unveiled (illus; addl illus p 2), Jul 15, 1988, p.1
Two sites (Butler Field, outdoor pool complexes) compared (for indoor swimming pool), Jul 15, 1988, p.1
Village asks for revised report on aquatic center, Jul 22, 1988, p.1
(Platt) Field renovation, fare hikes okayed (by Village Board), Jul 22, 1988, p.1
Proposed display law is legacy of creche case, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Van for seniors recommended; (Ptl G Gaudioso receives commendation), Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Revised pool study given to trustees, Aug 19, 1988, p.1
Unwelcome return (of creche issue) (edit), Aug 19, 1988, p.6
Pool referendum opposed (ltr), Aug 26, 1988, p.6
Zoning changes proposed for downtown area, Sep 2, 1988, p.1
Pool backers set to prove support, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Hearing Tuesday on landmark law, Sep 23, 1988, p.1
Indoor pool draws mixed public reaction, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
Homeowners blast preservation law, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
Hearing Tuesday on (downtown) zoning revisions, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
Village sets restrictions on displays on public property, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
No end in sight (to Winston suit), Sep 30, 1988, p.1
(Village Board should) Look for a compromise (in Historic Preservation Law) (edit), Sep 30, 1988, p.6
Paul Berg to chair indoor pool committee (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
Board shouldn't pass the buck (on indoor pool) (ltr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6
(Village) Board backs expansion of (Freightway) garage; (Appoints 16 to indoor pool advisory comm), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
Townhouses get angry reception (at Planning Board meeting) (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Downtown zoning plan changed, Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Tenants (of 45 Popham) asking (Village) board to impose rent control here, Dec 2, 1988, p.1
Painters beware: (Village Board to consider stiffer blowtorch law), Dec 9, 1988, p.1
'Back to basics' on pool plan (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6
Committee to seek solution for 45 Popham Road, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-INDOOR POOL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

SEE INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE-SCS

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-RECREATION COMMITTEE

Indoor pool draws mixed public reaction, Sep 30, 1988, p.1
(Village Board Recreation Committee suggests establishment of citizens' advisory) Pool Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-TRAFFIC SAFETY COMMITTEE
(Traffic) Danger spots compiled (by Village Club), Jul 22, 1988, p.1

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-ZONING AND MASTER PLAN COMMITTEE
Downtown zoning plan changed, Nov 25, 1988, p.1

VILLAGE CLUB-SCS
Portman plan (for downtown area) draws bouquets, brickbats, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Amendment (to Non-Partisan Resolution) would end Unit Meetings, Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Village Club plays active role (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.16
Board (of Ed) asks voters to pass $35.9M school budget, May 6, 1988, p.1
(Dr R) Hibschman's message: Let's plan together; Village Club officers announced, May 6, 1988, p.1
Board (of Education) says no to AC in (high school) auditorium, May 27, 1988, p.1
(Village) Club elects leaders (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.2
(Traffic) Danger spots compiled (by Village Club), Jul 22, 1988, p.1
More/less downtown development urged, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Fanaticism key in fight for rights (says V Knaplund in speech before Village Club), Oct 7, 1988, p.1
(Village) Club gives tree as bicentennial gift, Nov 18, 1988, p.5
(J Axtell's, R Behr's Inquirer articles) Suggestions to consider (ltr), Nov 25, 1988, p.6
Library to be topic at Village Club lunch (photo: J Nichols), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

VILLAGE CLUB-SCS-NON-PARTISAN PROCEDURE COMMITTEE
SEE VILLAGE CLUB-SCS

VILLAGE CODE-SCS
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Renee's, Two gets green light (for catering business in Golden Horseshoe), Dec 23, 1988, p.3
SEE ALSO FIRE CODE-SCS

VILLAGE REPORT (NEWSLETTER)
Editor emeritus: B Finney (edit), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
Thank you Burnham Finney (ltr), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

VINCENNES (WARSHIP) DISASTER (1988)
SEE IRANIAN AIR DISASTER (1988)

VISCEGLIE, DAN (AU)
School cost cuts possible (ltr), Sep 2, 1988, p.6

VISIONS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Local volunteers are cited, Mar 11, 1988, p.8

VISITING NURSE SERVICE OF #
Volunteers C Coogan, R Lopez complete hospice training, Jul 15, 1988, p.5

VISITING NURSE SERVICE OF NEW YORK
C Pfrozheiser to head (Visiting Nurse Service of New York) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

VISSIOD, NICK
A little guy (D Raizen) patents a niche in a big market (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.6

VITTORIA, THEODORE
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3

VOEDE, JO
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.22
A rare outing brings joy to local senior (citizens) (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.6

VOGEL, HELEN (AU)
Nursery school being repaired (ltr), Apr 8, 1988, p.6

VOGEL, JENNIFER
Hail to the champions...(Kids supp) (photo; addl photo pp 5,6,7,8,9,10,11), Mar 11, 1988, p.2

VOGL, AMALIA
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
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VDBL, DAN
Twelve to play in (Westchester) county (School Music Assn's music) festival, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

VOLLEYBALL
Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22
More glory for Raider athletes, Dec 9, 1988, p.27

VOLUNTEER SERVICE BUREAU OF UNITED WAY
In a community of volunteers, (G Eisner) stands out (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.1

VOLUNTEER WORKERS
American Legion to honor Geno Altieri, Feb 5, 1988, p.5
Volunteers' turn to be treated (photo), Apr 29, 1988, p.8
Spirit of volunteerism (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6
Special volunteers (at White Plains Hospital) cited (photo), May 20, 1988, p.16
We all need a friend (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.7
200 student volunteers honored at SHS (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.16
YES salutes its volunteers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.11
Volunteers C Coogan, R Lopez complete hospice training, Jul 15, 1988, p.5
SCS builders J and D Young seek homes for homeless (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
Community-minded volunteers (help produce Community Calendar) (ltr), Aug 26, 1988, p.6
United Way speaker J M Black has good news and bad about state of volunteerism (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.2
Local men (G Erskine, J Ware) aid volunteer group, Nov 11, 1988, p.16
Rooney speaks at volunteer event (list), Dec 9, 1988, p.2
SUNY supporters elect Olga Toll (to board of directors, SUNY Purchase Affiliates), Dec 16, 1988, p.20

VOLUNTEER WORKERS-AWARDS
Local volunteers are cited, Mar 11, 1988, p.8
(Cystic Fibrosis) Foundation cites local volunteer G Merksamer, Mar 11, 1988, p.9
In a community of volunteers, (G Eisner) stands out (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.1
40-year award for volunteer M Manley, Apr 29, 1988, p.8
(SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4
Bloodmobile volunteers to be cited (by Hudson Valley Blood Services), May 27, 1988, p.8
SCS Girl Scouts honored: R Goldstein receives Outstanding Volunteer Award, May 27, 1988, p.13
NY Hospital honors volunteers (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.2
(United) Hospital cites local volunteers, Jun 3, 1988, p.4
Volunteer ombudsman F Aronoff, D Whynn honored, Jun 3, 1988, p.4
(St Agnes) Hospital honors SCS EMT J Gurian, Jun 10, 1988, p.2
200 student volunteers honored at SHS (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.16
Literacy Volunteers meet, award honors, Oct 14, 1988, p.2

VOLUNTEERS IN THE PARKS PROGRAM
(Volunteers in the Parks Program) A hope-inspiring program (ltr), Aug 19, 1988, p.6

VON ANKEN, HANS
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

VOPICKA, ELLEN (DR)
(Westchester) Coalition (of Food Pantries and Soup Kitchens) elects leaders, seeks help, Nov 11, 1988, p.24

VORPERIAN, JOHN
(Pace University School of) Law alumni elect (J Vorperian (treasurer), Nov 4, 1988, p.19

VOS, JOHN
Friends of Music nominations, Apr 8, 1988, p.14
SCS Natl Bank salutes Music and the arts in SCS schools...parents, teachers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.34

VOTER REGISTRATION
Rites of citizenship (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.2
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VOTING
Give (centralized polling) a try (edit), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Centralized polling backed (ltr), Jan 22, 1988, p.6
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

WACHMAN, SANDY
New members (of SCS Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.14

WACHTEL, JACK
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26

WACHTENHEIM, JEFFREY
Scholars (honored for progress in Hebrew class, Temple Israel Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.24

WADE, VIOLET
(SCS residents) Honored by Red Cross, May 6, 1988, p.4

WAGNER, A
(SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3) Cooking up 50th anniversary plans (1940's photo reproduced), Oct 28, 1988, p.3

WAGNER, ALEXANDRA
(Fox Meadow second graders D Chang, A Wagner, J Sweenie) Really into reading (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.15

WAGNER, HELEN
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

WAGNER, JULES
Everything's coming up apples (SCS Seniors' new apple cookbook released) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.3
The winner and new champion (of Thies Memorial Croquet Tournament: J Wagner) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.9

WAKABAYASHI, NOBU
Hoff-Barthelson names five to faculty, Sep 23, 1988, p.18

WALDMAN, LAURENCE
Dennis to leave SHS for Long Island superintendency (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.1

WALINSKY, JANE
Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

WALKATHONS
SEE KIDS WALK (1988)

WALKER, WESLEY
SCS to take on Jets in charity (basketball) game, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

WALKUP, JAMES JR (DR-AU)
Some thoughts on mortality (edit), Mar 11, 1988, p.7

WALL STREET JOURNAL (NEWSPAPER)
SHS graduate D Hertzberg wins Pulitzer Prize (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.5

WALL, BOB (AU)
They made party a success (ltr), Jul 1, 1988, p.6

WALL, HELEN (AU)
They made party a success (ltr), Jul 1, 1988, p.6

WALL, JONATHAN
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2

WALLACE, KELLY
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1

WALLACH, BARBARA
Film, workshop on AIDS arouse parental protest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

WALLACH, TY
Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Top honors for SHS language students (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13
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WALLACH, TY

Down under (T Wallach playing basketball in Australia with Sport for Understanding Team) (photo), Aug 5, 1988, p.8

WALLER, ELAYNE

Con Ed to the rescue (photo: ltr), Jul 29, 1988, p.6

WALLS, AVIS (AU)

Don't miss (SHS band concert) (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6

WALLS, JANE

SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

WALLS, ROBERT (AU)

Don't miss (SHS band concert) (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6

WALSH, EDWARD

Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3

WALSH, EILEEN (DR)

Westchester Community College honors E S Fforzheimer, L M Greene from SCS (photo), May 3, 1988, p.5

WALSH, ERIN

(Gymnastics) Training camp yields surprise dividends abroad (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.6

WALSH, KEVIN

Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22

SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18

WALSH, MEGAN

Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22

WALSH, PATRICIA

(Greenacres parents suggest) A safer way (for children to walk on Oxford Rd), Dec 23, 1988, p.1

WALSH, ROGER

Village decision dials men's hopes of firefighting career, May 13, 1988, p.1

Firemen commended (for work at Corell Rd fire) (ltr), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

WALSH, MARY LOU

Mary Williams is new president of SCS Woman's Club (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.11

WALTER, JOAN

(P Feinglas, J E Walter) named to executive posts (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.4

WALTERS, IRMA

Iraa B Walters (dies), Sep 16, 1988, p.17

WANGENSTEIN, DAVID

(Mary Wangenstein) dies after accident on Post Rd, Aug 23, 1988, p.1

WARD, BENJAMIN

Kidnapping (of J Chotin) was 'a ruse', claims drug case lawyer, Jun 17, 1988, p.1

WARD, TIMOTHY

Raiders come up short (in Bowl game against Roosevelt) (photo), Nov 25, 1988, p.1

Maroon and White dinner celebrates a great fall for SHS sports (photo; addl photo p 23), Dec 2, 1988, p.22

SCS Natl Bank salutes 1988 Raider football champions (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.18

WARE, JAMES

James R Ware (dies), Sep 23, 1988, p.22

WARE, JOHN

Local men (G Erskine, J Ware) aid volunteer group, Nov 11, 1988, p.16

WARE, TIMOTHY

Civilian T Ware praised for capturing suspect, Jan 22, 1988, p.5

Salute (for T Ware) from the (police) chief (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

WAREHAM, DEBBIE

Anthropologists plumb mystery of the bones of Wayside Lane (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

WARENDORF, ROBERT

(R L Warendorf) In new firm, Jun 3, 1988, p.2
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WARFIELD, JAMES
- D Portman unveils revised zoning for downtown (map p 16), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
- Moreless downtown development urged, Oct 7, 1988, p.1

WARING, ELIZABETH
- Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

WARING, JONATHAN
- Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

WARNKEN, PAT
- (SCS) Bicentennial invitations going out, May 6, 1988, p.5

WARNKEN, WAYNE
- School (Board) nominating process under way, Nov 18, 1988, p.5

WASCH, SANDI (AU)
- Getting used to the Irish way (edit), Jul 15, 1988, p.7

WASHBURN, ESTHER
- Young musicians play in Carnegie, Apr 8, 1988, p.14

WASHBURN, NANCY
- Friends of Music nominations, Apr 8, 1988, p.14
- (School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1

WASHBURN, PHILIP (REV)
- Summer band concerts starting (Rev P Washburn to be guest soloist) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.5

WASHBURN, PHILIP (REV)
- At Baptist installation (of Rev J Morrison) (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.14
- Rev P Washburn greets congregants Easter Sunday (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.12

WASHINGTON, GEORGE
- Village Historian R M Lederer Jr debunks local lore (SCS’s Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.15

WASHKO, IRENE
- Elsie Peters to serve third term as head of (SCS) Emblem Club, May 27, 1988, p.9

WASSER, NORMAN
- SCS man N Wasser appointed by Jaguar dealership (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.4

WASSERMAN, RENATE
- Art (gallery) appointments (for E Yellen, R Wasserman), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

WASTE DISPOSAL
- Longtime resident H Oberg reveals colorful anecdotes (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.26
- SEE ALSO HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES-DISPOSAL

WATER DEPT-SCS
- Lead notification (contained in next water bill), Apr 29, 1988, p.1

WATER POLLUTION
- (Village Board approves) TV contract (for examining sewer lines), Apr 15, 1988, p.1

WATER SUPPLY-LEAD CONTENT
- Lead notification (contained in next water bill), Apr 29, 1988, p.1

WATER WHEELS
- SCS: In the beginning... (photo) (SCS’s Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.8

WATERS, TRACY
- (School Board) Colleagues lament Gavrin's departure, Jun 24, 1988, p.1

WATROBSKI-ZOCOQ, MEG
- Freshmen year at college: Graduates look ahead (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.9

WATSON, AVIS
- Farewell party (for A Watson) (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.3

WATTS, RALPH
- Hitchcock launches 2d fund drive, Oct 28, 1988, p.20
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WAX, LAURIE
   A living memorial (to L Bedin) (photo), May 13, 1988, p.15

WAXMANN, ALAN
   Local man A Waxenberg named magazine publisher (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.4

WAYSIDE COTTAGE (SCS)
   Junior League plans open house; Book 'Of Colonists and Commuters' on sale, May 27, 1988, p.3
   SCS: In the beginning... (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.3
   Village Historian R M Lederer Jr debunks local lore (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.15

WEATHER
   Observing SCS's weather with a birdhouse and milk can, Jan 6, 1988, p.1
   SEE ALSO HOT WEATHER

WEATHERS, ANN (AU)
   Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6

WEAVER, DONALD
   (D Weaver) Promoted (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.8

WEBB, CHARLES
   Newly restored 1774 map shows first subdivision in SCS, Jun 24, 1988, p.3

WEBB, JENNIE
   Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairmen named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

WEBB, NETTIE (AU)
   It's Read Aloud Month (litr), Oct 14, 1988, p.6

WEBER, JOAN (DR)
   (SCS School) District seeking solution to health-insurance crisis, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
   School board pays tribute to Dr B Dennis; Welcomes Dr R Hirschman, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
   (SCS School) District grapples with high cost of insurance, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
   Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Staff of SCS Public Schools; Board of Education honors retirees (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.26

WEBER, RICHARD
   No hope on the range for Raider rifle team, Sep 23, 1988, p.1

WEDDINGS
   Wedding Showcase (12-p Supp) (illus; photo), Feb 12, 1988,

WEED, DAVID
   Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

WEED, ORRIN
   Gardiner Angell reminisces (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.30

WEIL, JANE
   Real estate firm honors producers A Hillman, L Kalb, D Serenson, J Wei, Feb 19, 1988, p.2
   Century 21 Wolff honors 5 employees, Mar 18, 1988, p.9
   Top (Century 21 Wolff & Son's) agents honored, Nov 18, 1988, p.9

WEIL, JIMMY
   Some like it cold: Weil family practice hockey fundamentals (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

WEIL, JUDY
   PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2
   Heathcote fundraiser deemed a success, Nov 4, 1988, p.20

WEIL, MANDY
   Some like it cold: Weil family practice hockey fundamentals (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

WEIL, MARC
   Some like it cold: Weil family practice hockey fundamentals (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.1

WEILER, JACK
   Israel Bond honor (goes to R H Arnow) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.4
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WEINMAN, LILLIAN
Organization for) R(education through) T(raining) slate is elected, Jul 15, 1988, p.9

WEIN, JOE
On guard! (Painting guard rails at HS) (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

WEINBACH, ELCHANAN
(The Hebrew Institute of White Plains adds 2 new Staff members: E Weinbach, F Hyman, Dec 23, 1988, p.10

WEINBERG NATURE CENTER
A shoulder to climb on (photo), May 6, 1988, p.1
A dragon from down under (photo), May 6, 1988, p.5
It's a long, hot summer for stalled motorists, Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Ways of Westchester's native inhabitants demonstrated at Indian Thanksgiving celebration) (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.2

WEINBERG, CAROLYN
(Southeastern) Zone of NYS Assn for Health, Physical Education) says they're fit (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

WEINBERG, CHARLES
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3

WEINBERG, EDWARD
(Westchester Jewish) Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12

WEINBERG, HAL
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26
Day of honors for SCS police (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.8

WEINBERG, NICOLE
Book vine (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.14

WEINBERG, STEVEN
Town Club ends unit meetings, Feb 12, 1988, p.5
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28
Fourteen named to committee to pick SCS Bowl winner, Oct 14, 1988, p.3
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
Voting reform increases Non-Partisan (election) turnout, Nov 18, 1988, p.1

WEINER, JOHN
Spring cleaning tip: instead of discarding, why not recycle? (edit), May 6, 1988, p.7

WEINER, MICHAEL
More/less downtown development urged, Oct 7, 1988, p.1

WEINGARTEN, RICHARD
Scarsdallians to run in Republican primary, Jan 8, 1988, p.1

WEINGARTEN, RITA
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

WEINLES, STEVE
Optician S Weinles designated (fellow by National Academy of Opticians), May 20, 1988, p.4

WEINRIB, LEONARD
Leonard W Weinrib (dies), Oct 14, 1988, p.19

WEINSTEIN, BILLY
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

WEINSTEIN, BRIAN
Eighth grade graduates look ahead to SCS High (photo; list) (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.14
It's two weeks til curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3

WEINTRAUB, DEBBIE
Helping hands (St Agnes Auxiliary presents check to hospital; Officers elected) (photo), Jul 1, 1988, p.9

WEINTRAUB, ELLEN
Nominees picked for Citizens' Committee, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
Unit elections go to centralized voting, Nov 11, 1988, p.1
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WEINTRAUB, PETER
Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Procedural Committee members listed); Sep 16, 1988, p.1

WEINTRAUB, STEVEN
Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Procedural Committee members listed); Sep 16, 1988, p.1

WEINTRAUB, TARA
SCS Nat'l Bank salutes The Fifth Annual SCS Junior High School Speech Contest (photo); Apr 8, 1988, p.26

WEISKOPF, LESLIE
Is shared senior housing a good idea?; SCS Citizens for Senior Housing to elect directors? May 13, 1988, p.5
Senior housing group focusing efforts on shared residences; Board of directors elected, Jun 3, 1988, p.3
SCS Nat'l Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22

WEISS, BONNIE
Hail to the champions... (Kids supp. (photo; addl photo pp 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11); Mar 11, 1988, p.2
A dragon from down under (photo), May 6, 1988, p.5

WEISS, ELIZABETH
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

WEISS, JERRY
Presidential party (County women's club presidents honored) (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.10

WEISS, JUNE
(Quaker Ridge) PTA election (held), Jun 17, 1988, p.14

WEISS, LINDA
School board nominators to be elected, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
High turnout for school election; new vote to be required in Unit F, Jan 22, 1988, p.1
'Spirit was there' on Kidswalk (photo; addl photo, 'Last leg' p 20), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
'Kidswalk' -- an event of joy (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes Kidswalk (photo), May 20, 1988, p.32
A big gift from SCS Kidswalk (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.3
Spirit of cooperation (evident in Kidswalk) (ltr), Jun 24, 1988, p.6
PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

WEISS, SUSAN
(Window on the World Travel Agency's) Cruise center opens Saturday, Jun 24, 1988, p.13

WEITZMAN, ELAINE
Three (R Peters, L and D Lieb) from SCS cited by State of Israel Bonds group (photo), May 27, 1988, p.9

WELFARE
SEE PUBLIC WELFARE

WELLS, JAY
Nine elected to (White Plains) hospital board, May 6, 1988, p.3

WELLS, MARILYN
Educational overtures (at Heathcote) (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.15

WELSH, (JUDGE)
Longtime resident H Oberg reveals colorful anecdotes (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.26

WELTER, JILL
A tasty geography lesson, Apr 1, 1988, p.13

WENSLIN, BARBARA
(Window on the World Travel Agency's) Cruise center opens Saturday, Jun 24, 1988, p.13

WENSLIN, BARRY (DR)
(Window on the World Travel Agency's) Cruise center opens Saturday, Jun 24, 1988, p.13

WENTWORTH, JEAN
'We're all busy because of (J and K Wentworth)', secretary laments (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.6
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WENTWORTH, KENNETH
‘We’re all busy because of (J and K Wentworth)’, secretary laments (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.6

WENTWORTH, MARTHA
‘We’re all busy because of (J and K Wentworth)’, secretary laments (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.6

WENZEL, BUD
(SCS Bicentennial) No party for shops, Jun 3, 1988, p.1

WERBITT, JUDITH
Legal Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

WEDDEN, KENNETH
Deja vu! Creche issue revived at public hearing, Aug 19, 1988, p.1

WERNER, HEATH
Magic in the air (C Jessamy brings magic to Child Care Center) (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.17

WERNER, LUCIANA
Congratulations to all (on Griffen Ave path) (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6

WERNER, LUCY
SCS Nat'l Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

WERNES, MAURICE JR (AU)
The way to True Tennis (edit), Jul 15, 1988, p.7

WERTKIN, BRIAN
Happy Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

WERTKIN, REBECCA
SHS musicians in All-County concert, Jan 22, 1988, p.21

WERTKIN, SANDI
(Quaker Ridge) PTA election (held), Jun 17, 1988, p.14

WERTKIN, STEPHANIE
Happy Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1

WERTLIEB, JACK
SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

WERTLIEB, LILYAN
SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

WEST, MURIEL
(SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11

WEST-FRESH ADOLESCENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
(Westchester County) County offers help to teens in distress, Jul 29, 1988, p.15

WESTCHESTER 2000
O’Rourke honors Tooley, Schulman, Feb 19, 1988, p.8

WESTCHESTER ARTIFICIAL KIDNEY CENTER
6 Hoffman Board member, Mar 11, 1988, p.4

WESTCHESTER ASSN FOR RETARDED CITIZENS
SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30
We all need a friend (edit), Jun 3, 1988, p.7

WESTCHESTER BEAUTIFICATION COMMITTEE
(SCS to receive) Beautification award, Mar 4, 1988, p.5

WESTCHESTER COALITION, FOOD PANTRIES, SOUP KITCHEN
(Westchester) Coalition (of Food Pantries and Soup Kitchens) elects leaders, seeks help, Nov 11, 1988, p.24

WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY COLLEGE MAINSTREAM PROGRAM
SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
O’Rourke seeks 10X spending hike, Nov 18, 1988, p.1
(Westchester County) Budget update: (No dramatic changes likely), Dec 9, 1988, p.1
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WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS
  Record year in real estate (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18

WESTCHESTER COUNTY EMERGENCY MEDICAL SVS COUNCIL
  SCS cop M Martin called lifesaver, Jun 10, 1988, p.3

WESTCHESTER COUNTY HOUSING TRUST FUND
  Support by the public described (by R Noonan) as key to solving housing crisis (in speech to LWI), Oct 21, 1988, p.3

WESTCHESTER COUNTY WOMEN'S ADVISORY BOARD
  Two from SCS (H Goldberg, A Kelly) on (Westchester County) Women's (Advisory) Board, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

WESTCHESTER COUNTY-BUDGET
  When East meets West in local schools, Apr 22, 1988, p.3

WESTCHESTER COUNTY-HISTORY
  Historically speaking: 1781 Excerpt from journal of French lieutenant on American women, Apr 15, 1988, p.6

WESTCHESTER COUNTY-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
  Housing the homeless is year's greatest challenge for county (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
  Homeless seen as (Westchester County's) number-one problem (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.17
  SCS lawyer T Ruderman loses job; Political retaliation blamed (photo), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
  A tale of two (county) employees: E R Keeler, T Ruderman (edit), Dec 23, 1988, p.6

WESTCHESTER COUNTY. DEPT OF HEALTH
  Radon in the home: what it is, where it is, how to get rid of it, Jul 22, 1988, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY. DEPT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
  Shelter renewal (for house at 2 Drake), Feb 5, 1988, p.1
  (2 Drake house's) Lease extended, Feb 12, 1988, p.1
  Board of Ed: State must fund homeless plan, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
  County seeks new family for house on Drake Rd, Sep 2, 1988, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY. HOMELESS COMMISSION
  SEE HOMELESS COMMISSION-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

WESTCHESTER COUNTY. OFFICE FOR THE AGING
  Ready to help: County Office for Aging (Senior Citizens Lifestyles Supp), May 6, 1988, p.22

WESTCHESTER COUNTY/AVON WOMEN'S HALL OF FAME
  State Senator M B Goodhue to receive county honor, Feb 12, 1988, p.8

WESTCHESTER DRUG TASK FORCE
  Local woman J Chotin kidnapped in drug case, police say, Jun 10, 1988, p.1

WESTCHESTER ETHICAL HUMANIST SOCIETY
  Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
  Downzoning sought, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
  Moving up (day at Westchester Ethical Humanist Society honors students), Jun 3, 1988, p.15
  Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p 16), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
  (Westchester) Ethical Humanist Society elects slate (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.16
  Planning Board, Fee agree on parking plan, Oct 7, 1988, p.5

WESTCHESTER HOUSING ACTION COUNCIL
  Housing survey reveals seniors want to stay (in SCS), Feb 12, 1988, p.9

WESTCHESTER JEWISH COMMUNITY SERVICES
  (Westchester Jewish Community Services) Agency offers coordinated health care (Senior Citizens Supp), May 6, 1988, p.21

WESTCHESTER JEWISH CONFERENCE
  (Westchester Jewish) Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12
  (G Schultz's standards of combating terrorism should serve as) A model for fighting terrorism (ltr), Dec 9, 1988, p.6

WESTCHESTER JUNIOR SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
  Young musicians play in Carnegie, Apr 8, 1988, p.14

WESTCHESTER LIBRARY SYSTEM
  Local libraries join computer loop, Feb 12, 1988, p.20
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WESTCHESTER PUBLIC ART INC
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24
(Adele Green's) goal: to bring art to SCS (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.1
(Westchester Public Art) Arts group has new home, Dec 9, 1988, p.9

WESTCHESTER RESIDENTIAL OPPORTUNITIES INC
In a community of volunteers, G Eisner stands out (photo), Apr 8, 1988, p.1

WESTCHESTER ROSE SOCIETY
At Mary Lind's everything is coming up roses (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.6

WESTCHESTER WOMEN'S DIVISION-STATE OF ISRAEL BONDS
SEE STATE OF ISRAEL BONDS-WESTCHESTER WOMEN'S DIVISION

WESTCHESTER-PUTNAM SCHOOL BOARDS ASSN
Schooling the homeless (ltr), Jul 15, 1988, p.6

WESTHA
County seeks new family for house on Drake Rd, Sep 2, 1988, p.1

WESTLYNX
(SCS Public Library) Closing for coding, Jul 1, 1988, p.1

WESTON, LOUISE (DR)
SCS National Bank Salutes The Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens (photo), May 13, 1988, p.30

WETLANDS
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Wetlands hearing (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
(SCS) Audubon (Society) invites residents on field trip to disputed (Winston) property, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
Wetlands are decreed by the DEC, but only God can make a tree (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Wetlands hearing (for Griffen Ave Winston property), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
Not too late to stop (Winston property) land sale (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
Home okayed on Richbell Road; Montgomery Road plan revised, May 6, 1988, p.3
(Winston) Land sale opposed, May 13, 1988, p.1
(Winston property has) Worth beyond dollars (ltr), May 13, 1988, p.6
Wetlands hearing (on Winston Property) set, May 20, 1988, p.1
Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Village gets go-ahead to renovate Hyatt Field, Jul 1, 1988, p.1
Demapping (of Winston Property) opposed (by Federated Conservationists), Jul 1, 1988, p.1
Village sweetgums are senior citizens (illus; edit), Aug 19, 1988, p.7
(Winston Property dispute) Back in court, Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Stream work raises neighbors' ire (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

WEXLER, EVELYN
Continuing Ed: courses for everyone (photo) (Continuing Education Supp), Aug 12, 1988, p.8

WHARTON, FRED
Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

WHEELER, JAY
Honor for V Pagliaro: (Admitted as member of Institute of Assessing Officers), Oct 21, 1988, p.2

WHELAN
(A Resnick) shares I Sloan's hurt (ltr), Jan 8, 1988, p.6

WHELAN, JODIE
(Annual carol sing a) SCS Christmas tradition (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.1
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WHelan, Jodie continued
Going to the source (Brownies discuss local history with Thomas, William Irish) (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.2

Whiddon, Richard
Post office ramp (for SCS P O being constructed), Jan 15, 1988, p.1

Whitaker, Jennifer Seymour
Book (by J S Whitaker) takes a fresh look at Africa, Aug 19, 1988, p.2

White Collar Crime
See Crime and Criminals

White, Darin
Young bargain hunters (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.2

White, Deborah
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1

White, Diane
Legal Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

White, Douglass (AU)
No safety risk from mobile telephone antennas (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6

White, Monique
Homeowners blast preservation law, Sep 30, 1988, p.1

White, Raymond
(Firemen have) Hot work on a cold day (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.1
Family tradition: J Sullivan promoted to captain, SCS Fire Dept (photo), Jan 22, 1988, p.5
Thirteen hours after firemen leave, fire destroys home on Cushman (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.1
Fire on Poplar termed arson, Feb 19, 1988, p.1
"A" in attendance (for village employees), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
Village orders study on building an indoor pool, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Fire damages home on Fox Meadow (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.3
No one hurt in (1 Foxhall Rd) group home fire (photo p 10), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Chief R White comments on (New Rochelle Fire Dept) fund letter, Mar 4, 1988, p.5
Ban on (painters') torches, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
Seven steps to a safer home (photo), Mar 25, 1988, p.5
SCS firemen get extra training, Apr B, 1988, p.4
Firefighter G McLivain moves up to captain (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.8
(Village Board votes) Budget yes, request for rezoning, no, Apr 29, 1988, p.1
Village decision dims men's hopes of firefighting career, May 13, 1988, p.1
R J White running (for second vice president, International Assn of Fire Chiefs) (photo), May 20, 1988, p.2
Volunteer fire company (No 1) bestows honors (on E Arey, R Lapple) (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.5
Painters beware (Two house painters receive summonses for using blowtorches), Jul 1, 1988, p.1
Village to hire firefighters from residents list, Aug 12, 1988, p.1
Another blowtorch fire here (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
Chief R White's reminder: test smoke detectors, Oct 14, 1988, p.5
Blowtorch law violators (N Jarac and A Wogeia) escape with $25 fines, Oct 28, 1988, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Fire Company # 3's Golden Anniversary (photo), Nov 11, 1988, p.32
A hydrant at last (near county highway and parks dept garage), Dec 2, 1988, p.1
(SCS Volunteer Co 1) Firemen celebrate (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.8
Alarm saves (Keap) family in Corell Road fire (photo; addl photo p 1), Dec 23, 1988, p.5
Alarm saves (Keap) family in Corell Road fire (photo; addl photo p 1), Dec 23, 1988, p.5

White, Richard
A tip from the (fire) chief (regarding disposal of toxic chemicals) (ltr), Jul 22, 1988, p.6

White, Richard
Red Cross honors G and C Farnham, May 20, 1988, p.5
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WHITE, WILLIAM
   Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
   Local man R L Salzer elected head of the Eye-Bank (photo), Jul 22, 1988, p.5

WHITEAIR, JAY
   Red Cross honors G and C Farnham, May 20, 1988, p.5

WHITEHILL, JENNIE LEVY
   Goucher (College Alumni Assn) honors local alumna J L Whitehill, Dec 23, 1988, p.2

WHITMORE, SUZANNE
   Fashion savvy eases first-day jitters (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.5

WHO'S WHO AMONG BLACK AMERICANS (1988)
   (Dr R D Frelow) Honored (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.10

WHYN, DAISY
   Volunteer ombudser F Aronoff, D Whynn honored, Jun 3, 1988, p.4

WIEDERMAN, CRAIG (OR)
   SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

WIEDERMAN, PAT
   SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

WILBER, PEG
   Posterity waits (More personal statements requested for time capsule), Jul 29, 1988, p.1

WILCOX, BRICE BARLOW-
   SEE BARLOW-WILCOX, BRICE

WILDERMANN, ETTA
   E M Wildemann (dies), Apr 15, 1988, p.20

WILGIN
   Grievance Day (generally routine), Jun 24, 1988, p.1

WILKIE, WENDELL
   Dukakis 3rd of a kind, Nov 11, 1988, p.1

WILKINS, SAMUEL
   Sale of (GBH's Old Tarrytown Road) school soon to be final, Mar 4, 1988, p.12

WILKINSON, MEREDITH
   SCS Natl Bank Salutes Co-chairmen H Goldberg, G Jensen, Committee (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.22

WILKINSON, SIMONE
   Bicentennial Bash is a day for everyone (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.4

WILLARD, FREDERICK
   S(SCS) S(Summer) M(music) T(Theatre) director A Ross names key staff, May 20, 1988, p.3
   It's two weeks till curtain time (photo), Jul 15, 1988, p.3
   SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Summer Music Theater (photo), Jul 29, 1988, p.2B

WILLIAM III, KING OF ENGLAND
   Newly restored 1774 map shows first subdivision in SCS, Jun 24, 1988, p.3

WILLIAMS, ALISON (AU)
   Time to repave Wilmot Road (ltr), Sep 2, 1988, p.6

WILLIAMS, DIANE
   Local girls (J M Vaccaro, R Safirstein, E Smith, H Howard) off for Junior Olympics (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.18

WILLIAMS, FRANKLIN (AU)

WILLIAMS, LILLIAN
   L F G Williams (dies), Jul 8, 1988, p.16

WILLIAMS, MARY
   Mary Williams is new president of SCS Woman's Club (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.11
   Hat stuff (photo), May 20, 1988, p.9
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WILLIAMS, MARY continued
  Presidential party (County women's club presidents honored) (photo), Nov 4, 1988, p.10
WILLIAMS, MONIQUE
  Winning poster (by M Williams), Jan 29, 1988, p.10
WILMOT, DICK
  Message of appreciation (ltr), Feb 5, 1988, p.6
WILMOT, RICHARD
  A little guy (D Raizen) patents a niche in a big market (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.6
WILSON, ADDISON
  Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
WILSON, ADELE
  Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
WILSON, ANNE GODFREY
  A 6 Wilson (dies), Mar 4, 1988, p.14
WILSON, DONALD (DR)
  (Dr D E Wilson) Heads (medical) board (of University Hospital, Brooklyn) (photo), Oct 28, 1988, p.4
WILSON, IRA
  Despite the Dow, sales were strong at local stores, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
  Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
WILSON, JAMES
  Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
  It'll be like old times at the Harwood Building (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
WILSON, KEVIN
  $500,000 bail for Chee, Rivera, Jul 8, 1988, p.1
WILSON, MALCOLM
  Bush backers enjoy a Grand Old Party (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
WILSON, MARION
  (SCS Woman's Club members) Honored for service (photo), Mar 18, 1988, p.10
WILSON, MICHAEL
  Good eggs (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.9
WILSON, MIKE
  Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
  SCS National Bank salutes Rotary Club of SCS (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.28
WILSON, MIKE JR
  Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
WILSON, PAT
  Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15
WILSON, PETER
  Kidnapping (of J Chotin) was 'a ruse', claims drug case lawyer, Jun 17, 1988, p.1
WILSON, ROBERT
  (R Wilson) New organist (at SCS Community Baptist Church), Oct 28, 1988, p.20
WILSON, RUSH
  Historically speaking: Which is the oldest building in town? (photo), Jan 8, 1988, p.4
  More/less downtown development urged, Oct 7, 1988, p.1
WILSON, STEPHEN
  Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9
WILSON, THOMAS
  (T A Wilson) Honored alumnus (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.5
WINDERS, PAMELA
  Raises approved for (SCS school) principals, Nov 25, 1988, p.1
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WINDOWS
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-WINDOWS

WINE
(Sherry and Stephen Schechter's) Cahors fara produces a USA feast (photo; addl photo p 28), Nov 25, 1988, p.6

WINE MAKING
(Sherry and Stephen Schechter's) Cahors fara produces a USA feast (photo; addl photo p 28), Nov 25, 1988, p.6

WINGATE, PETER
AFS sending SHS quartet ( J P Chow, D Feldman, P Wingate, A Chen) abroad (photo), May 27, 1988, p.10
Local AFS history traced through one family's 23-year involvement (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.3

WINSLOW, LUCY (AU)
Writers urge yes vote on budget (ltrs), May 13, 1988, p.6

WINSTEAD, DAVID
Chairman named: D V Winstead, Dec 16, 1988, p.23

WINSTON ESTATE (SCS)
SEE WINSTON PROPERTY (SCS)

WINSTON PROPERTY (SCS)
DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Wetlands hearing (edit), Feb 26, 1988, p.6
Alarming decisions (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Inquirer wins five awards in state contest, Mar 25, 1988, p.1
(SCS) Audubon (Society) invites residents on field trip to disputed (Winston) property, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
Wetlands are decreed by the DEC, but only God can make a tree (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
Wetlands hearing (for Griffen Ave Winston property), Apr 29, 1988, p.1
Some facts to consider (regarding Winston Property) (edit), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
Not too late to stop (Winston property) land sale (ltr), Apr 29, 1988, p.6
(Winston) Land sale opposed, May 13, 1988, p.1
(Winston property has) Worth beyond dollars (ltr), May 13, 1988, p.6
Wetlands hearing (on Winston Property) set, May 20, 1988, p.1
Village policy (regarding Winston Property) defended (ltr), May 20, 1988, p.6
Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Celebrating 200 years of SCS greenery (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.6
Demapping (of Winston Property) opposed (by Federated Conservationists), Jul 1, 1988, p.1
Still waiting (for decision in Winston v SCS), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
Village sweetgums are senior citizens (illus; edit), Aug 19, 1988, p.7
No end in sight (to Winston suit), Sep 30, 1988, p.1
Winston trial set, Oct 21, 1988, p.1
Dept of) E(nvironmental) C(onservation) says village violated wetlands (on Winston property), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
(Winston Property dispute) Back in court, Nov 25, 1988, p.1
Stay denied (in Winston case), Dec 30, 1988, p.1

WINSTON V SCS
SEE ACTIONS AND DEFENSES

WINSTON, BRUCE
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
(SCS) Audubon (Society) invites residents on field trip to disputed (Winston) property, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
(Winston) Land sale opposed, May 13, 1988, p.1
Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
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WINSTON, BRUCE
Still waiting (for decision in Winston v SCS), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
No end in sight (to Winston suit), Sep 30, 1988, p.1
Winston trial set, Oct 21, 1988, p.1

WINSTON, DIANA
Clean-up (of Greenacres) continues (photo), May 6, 1988, p.8
Continuing Ed: courses for everyone (photo) (Continuing Education Supp), Aug 12, 1988, p.8

WINSTON, DIANE
Faces of the Fourth (photo), Jul 8, 1988, p.6

WINSTON, HARRY
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
No end in sight (to Winston suit), Sep 30, 1988, p.1

WINSTON, JOSEPH
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

WINSTON, LOGAN
SVAC shows (Boy) Scouts the ropes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.3

WINSTON, MAY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

WINSTON, RONALD
Wetlands issue to be heard, Feb 26, 1988, p.1
Village hires special counsel in wetlands case, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
(SCS) Audubon (Society) invites residents on field trip to disputed (Winston) property, Apr 6, 1988, p.1
Wetlands are decreed by the DEC, but only God can make a tree (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.1
(Winston) Land sale opposed, May 13, 1988, p.1
Parties argue over fate of Winston Estate, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Still waiting (for decision in Winston v SCS), Aug 5, 1988, p.1
No end in sight (to Winston suit), Sep 30, 1988, p.1
Winston trial set, Oct 21, 1988, p.1
Diego E (Environental) Conservation) says village violated wetlands (on Winston property), Oct 28, 1988, p.1
Stream work raises neighbors' ire (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

WINTER, MARK (RABBI)
(Westchester Jewish) Conference elects new leadership, Aug 5, 1988, p.12

WINTERGORD, JERRY (REV)
Local woman priest, C P Broderick y Guerra, to celebrate her first eucharist at St Janes (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.12

WINTON, ROSE
(SHS football team gives fans) A lot to cheer about (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.1

WISE, ARTHUR
Local teacher J Schwartz on state task force says school restructuring needed, Mar 4, 1988, p.9

WISE, GRACE
New Daughters of the) A(merican) R(evolution) officers elected, May 27, 1988, p.9

WISHART, ELEANOR
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Auxiliary of the White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 10, 1988, p.26

WISHNECK, JACK
Over the top (White Plains Hospital fund reaches $5 million) (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.8

WITCHEL, IRWIN
I P Witchel dies, Jan 15, 1988, p.12

WITCHEL, JESS
NY Hospital honors volunteers (photo), Jun 3, 1988, p.2

WITCHEL, RHODA
L(egal) A(wareness) for W(oen) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5
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WITT, LOIS
Citizens to study school plant needs, May 20, 1988, p.1
School facilities topic of intensive review (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

WITCOFF, LOIS
Mary Williams is new president of SCS Woman’s Club (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.11

WODEHOUSE, P. G
(Cats, rats, snakes story) was Wodehouse’s idea (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6

WOGEIKA, ANDY
Another blowtorch fire here (photo), Oct 14, 1988, p.1
Blowtorch law violators (N Jarac and A Wogeikas) escape with $25 fines, Oct 28, 1988, p.1

WOHL, MILLICENT
Organization for Rehabilitation through Training slate is elected, Jul 15, 1988, p.9

WOHL, RITA
(Legal Awareness) for Women) elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

WOLF, RITA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26

WOLF, JUDITH (AU)
Home care is the key (edit), Nov 25, 1988, p.7

WOLF, NICHOLAS
(No ‘For Sale’ signs on SCS homes a) Dying tradition? May 6, 1988, p.1
Peace on Earth (SCS realtors gather for holiday party) (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.5

WOLF, NICK
Spring Fashion (photo) (Spring Fashion Preview Supp), Mar 25, 1988, p.8

WOLF, ROSALIE
In SCS, passions run high when it comes to trees, May 27, 1988, p.1

WOLFFE, KATHRYN
(Steffi Nossen) Dance school at 5 SCS locations (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.7

WOLFRAM, MARY JAYNE
Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

WOLFRAM, STEVEN
Three SCS sites placed on new county historical registry (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.1

WOLFRAM, WILLIAM
Copland youth awards to be presented, Nov 11, 1988, p.9

WOLLACH, ZYGFYD
(l2 B Wollach named) Event chairman (for Art Associates Council, Albert Einstein College) (photo), Sep 30, 1988, p.10

WOMEN CLERGY
Local woman priest, C P Broderick y Guerra, to celebrate her first eucharist at St James (photo), Jan 15, 1988, p.12

WOMEN’S ORG
SEE ORGANIZATION FOR REHABILITATION THROUGH TRAINING

WOMEN-EQUAL RIGHTS
Fanaticism key in fight for rights (says V Knaplund in speech before Village Club), Oct 7, 1988, p.1

WOMEN-SOCIAL CONDITIONS
Historically speaking: 1781 Excerpt from journal of French lieutenant on American women, Apr 15, 1988, p.6
What are women’s options? (edit), Sep 16, 1988, p.7

WONG, BYRON
(B Wong) Poster (contest) winner, Jun 17, 1988, p.15

WOOD, HAROLD
Presidential race heads crowded ballot, Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Democrats and Cecile Singer are big winners in SCS (table p 21), Nov 11, 1988, p.1

WOOD, LINCOLN
Child Care (Assn of SCS holds) open houses (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.8
WOOD, LIZ
SCS Natl Bank salutes Maroon and White and its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.36

WOOD, ROBERT
GOP backs Herold for judgeship, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
PR man’s ‘confessions’ (R J Wood, M Gunther publish ‘Confessions of a PR Man’), Jun 24, 1988, p.4

WOOD, ROBERT (AU)
Confessions of a PR man (edit), Sep 9, 1988, p.7

WOOD-SMITH, LELIA
Builder C Demetriades cries foul over look-alike house nearby (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Look-alike house permitted to stand, Mar 11, 1988, p.1
House plans draw BAR disfavor, Mar 18, 1988, p.3
Plans OK’d for ‘copy-cat’ house, Apr 1, 1988, p.3

WOODCHUCKS
Big we must is woodchuck’s motto (edit), Dec 9, 1988, p.7

WOODCOCK, PETER
"A" in attendance (for village employees), Feb 19, 1988, p.1
In SCS, passions run high when it comes to trees, May 27, 1988, p.1
Correction: P Woodcock says it was not Dutch elm blight that killed chestnut trees, Jun 10, 1988, p.2
Trustees honor (P Woodcock, R Damiano, R Lapple), Jun 17, 1988, p.1
Reaching the top (M Pedone highway dept foreman; D DeBenedictis sanitation foreman), Jul 29, 1988, p.1
Stream work raises neighbors’ ire (photo), Dec 2, 1988, p.1

WOOLF, BOB
SEE WOOLF, LEOPOLD

WOOLF, LEOPOLD
Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.6

WOOLFALX, SHIGEKO
Schools celebrate International Week (photo), Feb 19, 1988, p.15

WORDEN, DEBBIE
Massing of the colors (photo), May 20, 1988, p.21

WORDEN, LILLIAN
Mary Williams is new president of SCS Woman’s Club (photo), Apr 15, 1988, p.11
YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8

WORLD WAR, 1939-1945-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
Angry with Senator Quayle, soldier? (edit), Oct 21, 1988, p.7

WRENN, FLORENCE
Spring cleaning tip: instead of discarding, why not recycle? (edit), May 6, 1988, p.7

WRIGHT
Tom Irish recalls stories of yore (photo) (SCS’s Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.28

WRIGHT, DAVID
Local woman J Chotin kidnapped in drug case, police say, Jun 10, 1988, p.1
Kidnapping (of J Chotin) was ‘a ruse’, claims drug case lawyer, Jun 17, 1988, p.1
$500,000 bail for Chee, Rivera, Jul 8, 1988, p.1
Two (W Chee, B Rivera) indicted in cocaine conspiracy, Oct 21, 1988, p.1

WRIGHT, PRISCILLA
Program, staff make Child Care fun for kids (photo) (Kids supp), Mar 11, 1988, p.10
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS, Mar 25, 1988, p.24
Child Care (Assn of SCS holds) open houses (photo) (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.8

WU, JULIA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22
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WU, JULIA continued
Chinese-Americans form organization; (Officers elected), Dec 16, 1988, p.4

WYKE, JOSEPH
Legal Awareness for Women elects officers at annual meeting, Feb 26, 1988, p.5

WYMAN, AUDREY
Watch out above: green parrot escapes, Apr 1, 1988, p.5
Parrot comes home on cross-cultural bridge, Apr 8, 1988, p.5

WYMAN, MARK
Watch out above: green parrot escapes, Apr 1, 1988, p.5
Parrot comes home on cross-cultural bridge, Apr 8, 1988, p.5

WYMBS, MADELINE GREENEBAUM
(L Berger, M G Wyms admire SCS's) 18th-century map (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.19

WYNER, YEHUDI
Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.6

WYSS, CLEMENT JR
C H Wyss Jr (dies), Mar 4, 1988, p.14
Period of mourning (at American Legion for C Luckhardt, C Wyss) (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6

YA-SHI-YA
Ya-shi-Ya steals (Morton Downey Jr) creche show, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

YAEGER, DIANE
S Older re-elected president of (B)oard (of Education) (photo p b), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
Call goes out for names of Non-Partisan candidates (Procedere Committee members listed), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

YAMASUCHI, MASAE
Edgewood FTA to meet (Committee chairman named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

YAMAZAKI, MASAHIRO
Local rider M Yamazaki in national events (photo), Oct 7, 1988, p.15

YANNANTUONO, MARY
School window project nearly done (Board of Education holds first meeting), Sep 23, 1988, p.22
Happy retirement (to M Yannantuono) (ltr), Oct 7, 1988, p.6

YAO, FRANK
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

YAO, PEGGY
YES salutes its volunteers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.11
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Adult School (which) celebrates 50 years (photo), Sep 9, 1988, p.26

YAO, TONG YI
Two SCS students, E Chung and T Y Yao, win $2000 (National Merit) scholarships, Apr 22, 1988, p.13
High school students cited for academic, personal accomplishments (photo; list), Jun 17, 1988, p.16

YAEGER, DIANE
School (Board) nominating process under way, Nov 18, 1988, p.5

YEAKER, ED
Survival! Tales from the great heat wave of '88 (photo), Aug 19, 1988, p.6

YEAKER, MERI
Pupils get the word on health, Mar 4, 1988, p.8

YEE, YEN
Chinese-Americans form organization; (Officers elected), Dec 16, 1988, p.4

YELLEN, BRIAN
Moving up (day at Westchester Ethical Humanist Society honors students), Jun 3, 1988, p.15

YELLEN, ELAINE
Art (gallery) appointments (for E Yellen, R Wasserman), Sep 2, 1988, p.15
Gallery board member named: E C Yellen, Oct 14, 1988, p.19
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YELLEN, JEFFREY
Moving up (day at Westchester Ethical Humanist Society honors students), Jun 3, 1988, p.15
(Fox Meadow students give) The gift of sharing (photo), Dec 30, 1988, p.8

YES
SEE YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-SCS

YING, BEN
Chinese-Americans form organization; (Officers elected), Dec 16, 1988, p.4

YM-YWHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER
New Y wing to be named for local (Raizen) family, Mar 4, 1988, p.2
State aid for local groups, Apr 29, 1988, p.2
YM-YWHA of Mid-Westchester to dedicate expanded facilities (with opening of Enid Ancell Bldg), Sep 9, 1988, p.3
A special day for the Ancell family (Enid Ancell Building dedicated at YM-YWHA) (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.16
YMHA names Dr S M Altaan director, Nov 4, 1988, p.4

YOCHIEN, KOBOMONO KUNI
Nursery school for Japanese opens (at Church of Good Shepherd), Nov 18, 1988, p.8

YOM KIPPUR
The shofar sounds (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.1

YONEDA, MIKI
When East meets West in local schools, Apr 22, 1988, p.3

YONEDA, NAOFUMI
Student N Yoneda wins art award, Mar 11, 1988, p.19

YONKERS (NY)-HOUSING
SEE HOUSING-YONKERS

YORK, JOHN
(Boy) Scouts invited to Camporee, Apr 22, 1988, p.5
(Boy) Scouts hold court of honor, Dec 30, 1988, p.4

YOSHITAKE, AKIKO
Kids win prizes for safety posters (list), Apr 1, 1988, p.13

YOTIDES, DINO (AU)
(10 Cooper Rd) Elegant or shabby? (ltr), Mar 11, 1988, p.6

YOUNG, ANDREW
SCS builders J and D Young seek homes for homeless (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

YOUNG, CAROLINE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 16, 1988, p.26

YOUNG, DALE
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
SCS builders J and D Young seek homes for homeless (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1

YOUNG, GRAFT
Apollo saxophonist M Harris finds faith and harmony (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.12

YOUNG, GREGORY
(Westchester) Public art group names board members, Jan 29, 1988, p.24

YOUNG, HEIDI
Moving up (day at Westchester Ethical Humanist Society honors students), Jun 3, 1988, p.15

YOUNG, JAMES
Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition approved despite neighbors' pleas, Feb 5, 1988, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
SCS builders J and D Young seek homes for homeless (photo), Aug 26, 1988, p.1
Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p 18), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
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YOUNG, NORMAN
   Young musicians play in Carnegie, Apr 8, 1988, p.14

YOUNG, SUSAN
   SEE SCHNETZ, SUSAN

YOUNG, THEODORE
   King breakfast profit report is awaited, Jan 22, 1988, p.12

YOUNG, VINCENT
   Chinese-Americans form organization; (Officers elected), Dec 16, 1988, p.4

YOUTH
   Teen cafe returning, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
   Mayor E Seidman reports state of village (photo) (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.1
   Youth group tries to avert problems (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.17
   Teen center report, May 6, 1988, p.1
   New summer program planned for teens, May 27, 1988, p.1
   Teen (summer recreation) programs (judged a success by Parks and Recreation Advisory Council), Oct 21, 1988, p.1
   County directory to aid troubled teens, Nov 18, 1988, p.10

YOUTH AND BUSINESS
   College students (C Finger, P Schlactus) learn ABC's of entrepreneurship (photo; addl photo p 8), Sep 2, 1988, p.6

YOUTH AND DRUGS
   SEE DRUGS AND YOUTH

YOUTH BUREAU-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
   County directory to aid troubled teens, Nov 18, 1988, p.10

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-SCS
   YES offers jobs with disabled (Progress Edition-1988), Jan 29, 1988, p.18
   R Van Horne re-elected Youth Employment Services) president, May 27, 1988, p.3
   YES salutes its volunteers (photo), Jun 17, 1988, p.11

YU, MARY ANN
   Chinese-Americans form organization; (Officers elected), Dec 16, 1988, p.4

YUAN, LUCY
   SCS Nati Bank salutes The Chinese School of Southern Westchester (photo), Feb 26, 1988, p.22
   Chinese-Americans form organization; (Officers elected), Dec 16, 1988, p.4

YWCA
   YWCA elects officers, Oct 21, 1988, p.8

ZACCARO, JOHN
   P Pickelle named city attorney of Yonkers (photo), Mar 11, 1988, p.3

ZACHARY, NANCY
   PT Council maps an active year (Back To School Supp), Aug 26, 1988, p.2

ZAKRZEWSKI, BARBARA
   Holiday cheer (distributed by SCS-HTS Newcomers Club) (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.13

ZAPPONE, GAIL FORBRELL-
   SEE FORBRELL-ZAPPONE, GAIL

ZARET, MILTON (DR)
   Nynex base station (to be discussed at Village Board meeting), Jan 22, 1988, p.1
   Neighbors say no to Nynex, Jan 29, 1988, p.1

ZARET, MILTON (DR-AU)
   Good reason seen for fears (of mobile radio antennas) (ltr), Feb 12, 1988, p.6
   Writers urge yes vote on budget (lttrs), May 13, 1988, p.6

ZEBER, DEBORAH (RABBIT)
   Happy Passover (photo), Apr 1, 1988, p.1
   Christians and Jews remember Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 18, 1988, p.6
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ZEIBERS, SHIRLEY
Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

ZELLER, MIKE
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo; list), Jul 22, 1988, p.22
SVAC shows (Boy) Scouts the ropes (photo), Dec 9, 1988, p.3

ZELTNER, LINDA
Our compliments to the Iitamae-san (edit), Oct 7, 1988, p.7

ZELTNER, PETER
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

ZEPF, JOSEPH
Renée’s, Two challenges building department's ruling, Dec 9, 1988, p.1

ZERN, MARTIN
These police are special (photo), Feb 5, 1988, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Special Patrolmen-40th Anniversary (photo), Mar 4, 1988, p.26
Special police sidelined by legal question, Apr 8, 1988, p.1
Special (patrolmen) still out, Sep 16, 1988, p.1

ZEVON, MADELINE (AU)
Alcoholic parents, alcoholic children (edit), Aug 19, 1988, p.7

ZIMMERMAN, MILDRED
Thoughts on retirement (edit), Jan 29, 1988, p.7

ZIMMERMAN, WILLIAM (AU)
Want to be a publisher? (edit), Sep 30, 1988, p.7

ZION, SIDNEY
Roy Cohn, Sidney Zion and me (edit), Apr 29, 1988, p.7

ZIPF, BOB
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

ZIPF, CATHERINE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

ZIPF, DEBORAH WEST (AU)
I move the question (edit), Feb 5, 1988, p.7

ZIPF, GEORGE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Town Club (photo), Feb 12, 1988, p.28

ZIPF, ROBERT
Family Service (of Westchester) elects trustees, officers and presents awards, Aug 12, 1988, p.9

ZIPLOW, RAYMOND
Committee to seek solution for 45 Popham Road, Dec 16, 1988, p.1

ZIPLOW, TODD
Tenants (of 45 Popham) asking (Village) board to impose rent control here, Dec 2, 1988, p.1
(Tenant, ownership, village representatives attend) 45 Popham meeting, Dec 30, 1988, p.1

ZITTMANN, ERIC (DR)
SCS Natl Bank salutes St Agnes Hospital on its 80th anniversary (photo), Dec 16, 1988, p.34

ZIV, ELAD
Two at SCS (G Donath, E Ziv) win IBM scholarship, May 27, 1988, p.18

ZOBACK, SONNY
Art fair coming up (S Zoback to exhibit in New Rochelle) (photo), Oct 21, 1988, p.4

ZOCCO, MEG WATROBSKI-
SEE WATROBSKI-ZOCCO, MEG

ZOLDAN, ALEX
PTA spirit (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13
ZOLDAN, BARBARA

PTA spirit (photo), Apr 22, 1988, p.13

ZOLDAN, SHARON

Cinderella season ends as SHS loses in state (basketball) quarterfinals (photo; addl photo p 16), Mar 18, 1988, p.1
Class of '88 bids SCS High farewell (photo; Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.2
Freshman year at college; Graduates look ahead (Graduation '88 Supp), Jul 1, 1988, p.9

ZOLKIND, NEIL (DR)

(Drs R B Mencher, W Rosenthal, R J Stine, N A Zolkind) Appointed by (White Plains) Hospital, Jul 9, 1988, p.5

ZOLLINGER, JACK

SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

ZOLLINGER, JOAN

United Way speaker J M Black has good news and bad about state of volunteerism (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.30

ZOLLINGER, JOHN JR

United Way closes banner year with election of new directors, May 20, 1988, p.5

ZONING, CONSERVATION

DEIS required for (Montgomery Rd) subdivision, Jan 8, 1988, p.1
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Development eyed on Humanist land, Mar 4, 1988, p.1
Are we to be cemented over? (ltr), Mar 18, 1988, p.6
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Home okayed on Richbell Road; Montgomery Road plan revised, May 6, 1988, p.3
Five-lot development plan (for Drake-Edgewood) advances in spite of protests from neighbors, Jun 3, 1988, p.1
Disputed 5-lot (Ferndale Park) development approved, with conditions (map p 18), Sep 2, 1988, p.1
Disputed (Ferndale Park) subdivision gets final OK (illus p 15), Nov 4, 1988, p.1
Townhouses get angry reception (at Planning Board meeting) (illus p 5), Nov 25, 1988, p.1
The real issue (in development of Weaver St site) (edit), Dec 2, 1988, p.6
Detached plans (R Rubinstein submits alternative plans for Weaver St property), Dec 23, 1988, p.1
(Planning) Board asks developer for more open space (at Weaver St site), Dec 30, 1988, p.1

ZONING-LAWS AND REGULATIONS

The Constitution and taking property (edit), Apr 8, 1988, p.7

ZONING-SCS

No more flag lots (edit), Jan 8, 1988, p.6
Village bans flag lots, Jan 15, 1988, p.1
Downzoning sought, Mar 18, 1988, p.1
(Planning) Board wrestles with development proposals, Apr 1, 1988, p.1
Village holds budget hearing, Apr 15, 1988, p.1
(Village Board votes) Budget yes, request for rezoning, no, Apr 29, 1988, p.1
Downtown planning in final stage, May 13, 1988, p.1
Longtime resident H Oberg reveals colorful anecdotes (photo) (SCS's Bicentennial Supp), Jun 3, 1988, p.26
Planning Board's goals (for development of SCS) (edit), Dec 2, 1988, p.6
The real issue (in development of Weaver St site) (edit), Dec 2, 1988, p.6
Renee's; two challenges building department's ruling, Dec 9, 1988, p.1
Downtown update (Moratorium will apparently be extended again), Dec 30, 1988, p.1
Parking, not housing, (needed) for Robison lot (edit), Dec 30, 1988, p.7
SEE ALSO DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS-ZONING, FLAG LOTS

ZUCKERMAN, BARBARA

Edgewood PTA to meet (Committee chairs named), Sep 2, 1988, p.15

ZUCKERMAN, GRACE

S Older re-elected president of (Board of Education) (photo p 8), Jul 8, 1988, p.1
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ZUCKERMAN, MATTHEW
    Filmmaking is not all glamour, interns learn (photo), Aug 12, 1988, p.6
ZUCKERMAN, MATTHEW (AU)
    So you want to be in pictures (edit), Dec 2, 1988, p.7
ZUCKERMAN, NEIL
    (N. Zuckerman) Heading for West Point (photo), Jun 24, 1988, p.8
ZUCKERMAN, PAUL
    Ski Club elects new officers, Apr 22, 1988, p.9
ZUHR, FLORENCE
    (SCS Congregational) Church guild names C Finkelstein new leader (photo), Sep 23, 1988, p.11
ZUHWALT, CHRISTINA
    Magic in the air (C Jessamy performs magic for Montessori School) (photo), Jan 29, 1988, p.5
ZWEIFACH, LAWRENCE
    Salomon sentenced to prison, Apr 29, 1988, p.1
ZWIREN, PAULA GILCREASE
    Counselor P G Zwiren named for (Au Pair in America Program), Apr 22, 1988, p.9